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Stops
Here!
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Fine Reconditioned Cars & Vans

j Low Low Rates • Free Mileage

Free Local Delivery & Pick-up

We honor major credit cards. £

Must be at least 18 years of age.

50 Market St. Northampton • 584-8509 i

Putting you right in the middle of over

150 fine stores and places to eat.

Featuring G. Fox, Steiger's,

JC Penney, Sears and Filene's Basement.

The bus to Holyoke Mall... it's

the smart way to go!

Call 781-PVTA
for your free bus schedule.
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UMASS TRANSIT SERVICE

ORCHARD HILL O
CAMPUS SHUTTLE -£

WEEKDAY SCHEDULE
•"active

Sept. 4-Dec 21, 1990

and

Jan. 28-May 23, 1991

CAMPUS SHUTTLE t
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UMA88 TRANSIT SERVICE

ORCHARD HILL
CAMPUS SHUTTLE

WEEKDAY SCHEDULE
fltocttw

topt. 4-DOC. 21. 1990

and

Jan. 2S-M«y 23. 1991
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IFTING
FREE WEIGHTS»NAUTILUS«EXERCISE BIKES^CLIMBERS

AE mw r>
i

NEO SHOCK FLOOR • SIX CLASSES DAILY

ALSO FEATURING BELTS, GLOVES,
TWINLAB PRODUCTS. MULTIPOWER
ULTIMATE NUTRITION AND OTHER
SUPPLEMENTS.
TANNING IS ALSO AVAILABLE

at mountain farms m

Route 9 Hadley

Call 584-2175

LSAT
GMAT
MCAT
GRE
IKAPLAN

WHAT IF YOU
DON'T GET INTO
THE GRAD
SCHOOL OF
YOUR CHOICE?
Sure, there are other

schools. But why settle?

Kaplan prep courses help

students raise their

scores and their chances

of being admitted into

their first-choice schools.

Fact is, no one has helped

students score higher!

,1-J.UTH lAMMtOUCsTrONUCfNTfllTO

358 No. Pleasant Street

549-5780

FREE

Junior Roast Beef when you

Buy a Super Roast Beef!

Expires 9-30-90 50 Main St.

253-9223

W

Campus Shuttle
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UMASS TRANSIT SERVICE

Pets (except seeing eye dogs), food, drinks,

alcohol, skis, bicycles, and smoking

are not permitted on the buses.

Schedules available at the Campus Center

Information Desk and on ail UMTS buses.

Sponsored by.

PVTA/UMTA
UMass Administration

UMass Undergraduate Senate

UMass Graduate Senate

For schedule changes during Inclement weather

please tune to WMUA 91 1 FM or WTTT 14 30 AM
or call the UMTS Business Office at 545-0056.

Lost and found, suggestions, and complaints:

call the UMTS Business Office at 545-0056.

specializing in Afro-American

Hair Care and Beauty Produ

206 Russell St., Rt 9

Hadlev; 586-6622

4W0
Free Delivt

ithin

5 College Ai

Dancer Computers
rmance + Quality 4 cc = Value
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SCHEDULE INFO: 586-5806

INFO FOR THE DEAF
545-2086

I)

1 inhiM
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SCHEDULE INFO: 586-5806

INFO FOB THE DEAF
S4S JOSS

IS YOUR CAR SICK??

KEVIN'S AUTO
REPAIR
All Repair Welcome • Foreign & Domestic

Free Towing on Major Repairs • Parts

Pre-Purchase Evaluation

Checks Accepted • 3 percent off for cash

Open M-F 9A-530P, Sat 930A-530P

• ASK ABOUT STUDENT DISCOUNTS •

„ B FREE ESTIMATES
One Block off Rte 9

H&LEY
10 Rai,road st 586-9336

pizza es

«. J #•-% fc_ rHt l^i* --».i4

OPEN DAILY 11am to 2am
Call Us at 256-0222

i.ASAGN

Free delivery
ana we n Dnng luncn

to your dorm or office

$1.50 OFF Any
Large Pizza

May not be comDineo

coupon per
(

exp 2-31-90

256-0222
j

363 Main StJ



Bruno's & Avanti's

Coupons!

\o

AMHERST/HADLEY
Hours

256-8977
Mon.-Thurs.
Fri.

Sat.

Sun.

11am-2am
11am-3am
1 1 am-3am
11am-2am

DELIVERY
Large Cheese
Pizza $6.50

!•

Small Cheese
Pizza $4,50

I

I

I

i

Extra toppings

ONLY $1.50 each

One coupon per order.

Expires 9-28-90

I^s=di5ss?JL»«-__-—•»•»«.»—.

12inch cheese
Pan Pizza
Only $5.50

Extra toppings

ONLY $1.00 each

One coupon per order.

Expires9-28-90

r
«——CARRY OUT ONLY PIZZA-———I

S

I

FREE Pizza
BUY ANY LARGE PIZZA or
12" PAN STYLE PIZZA

GET ONE
of equal or lesser toppings

Extra toppings

ONLY $1.00 each

One coupon per order.

Expires 9-28-90j# txpires 3-^o-3u

1
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I

I

1

1

I

I

I

I

I

1

I

1

I

IFREt Not good with
m mm any other order,

j

Good thru 9-28-90 |

I

CARRY OUT ONLY ————J

LOCAL NEWS THIRD WORLD

Administrators surpris-

ed by declining

freshmen enrollment.

Page 3.

LBGA history recounted

as it celebrates its

twentieth anniveri

Pages 22-23.

Third World students

strongly against U.S.

presence in Saudi

Arabia. Page 15.
m i
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VOLUME C .ARGEST COLLEGE DAILY IN NEW ENGLAND ISSUE

Cuts force

UMass to layoff

55 faculty
B) CHRIS MUTHER
Collegian 9tafl

In J with an unexpected a ads

tuui suiting in a loss of$5.9 mil!

the University >as decided tola

•r the 1991 Fall lesne

to -John Cole, president si the Masaa<

Society ot Profeseon which repreeenta more than I

ilt\ members, adnuniatntera and faculty this fall wil

at, the

>r more col

n looking for places to cut faculty me

1 j,. -

.

illy no when alec to c

Chancellor I Duffeyl ha- b todkaJ

leges mav also be cut,*' Cole said

The layoffs come in the wake of the leaf M more than

Staff mcmlwrs and about 65 faculty member! that

resulted from hiring freeze and non renewal of contr

the past two years. Over the summer, a hiring freeze

was also implemented for teaching assistants.

Cole said the loss of faculty and further funds will have

a "very detrimental" effect on the quality of an educa

tion at UMass. "It hurts when you can't replace professors

that teach essential courses in their specialty, the quah

tv decreases," he said.

Professors at the University have also been working

under expired contracts for the past year, he said. Accor

ding to Cole, negotiators have been waiting for the Univer

lite budget results before negotiating new contract-

Although it is illegal for the MSP to call for a strike.

Cole said there has been discussion of a strike as a "last

resort" if contract negotiations fail.

In negotiations over the summer. Cole said an early

retirement inducement was agreed upon by faculty

memhers in which facullty members willing to retire "on

the spot" will be given a one time bonus of 50 percent of

their annual salary plus regular benefits.

He said most of the negotiations have heen "take-

aways," such as paying more for health insurance,

resulting in lower salaries. He added that no new benefits

have bean agreed on.

( ole was unsure of the union's salary demands because

of the threat of layoffs

"We need to map out a strategy and take the layoffs in-

to account." he said. "We're also worried the state will

bf taking more money out of our budget again
"

cording to .John Brace? Jr.. a professor of Afro

CONTINUED ON PAGE 4

Photo h\ John W ...

TUPPENCE A BAG - The Roldan family of Amherst enjoys a summer day feeding the birds

at the Campus Pond.

Rep: Unite to combat cuts and CLT
Rosenberg urges fight against higher ed cuts, tax roll-backs

By KENDRA PRATT
Collegian Staff

A strong student turnout in the upcoming November

6 election, is essential to help prevent farther funding l

to public higher education, according to lUte represen

tatives and student government leaders from state public

colleges and universit;

Student Government Association leaders from the

University of Massachusetts at Amherst and Boston, r it

chburg and Framingham State Colleges. North Shore and

Greenfield Communitv Colleges, and the Massachusetts

College of Art met in August for the second annual Public

Higher Education Summit to discuss plans of action to

deter damaging cuts

At the summit, sponsored by the Student Alliance !

Education, Rep. Stanley Rosenberg <D-Amherst), stl

ed to student leaders they need to immediately organize

a game plan for their campuses to combat impending -tat.

education cuts

>tudent leaders should have tf

campuses," Rosenberg said. "The first ia student v<

registration, thru .'dm .it ing •todaoti ao they know wh

going on, and defeating Citissni for Limited Taxation and

finally electing a governor and legislators that support

higher education
"

Rosenberg said the CLT petition, which will be ballot

question number three of the referendum questions, pro

- to roll hack <tat. levels

It the petition passes. Rosenberg >aid Wall Street

perts estimate the state will lot* total of $14 billion in

r. venue from bond documents in the middle of the fiscal

The roll hack would not appl> to tuition hikes and

increases for public higher education made in the last

CONTINUED ON PAGE 4

High-tech phone, cable systems installed on campus

• Cable activation delayed until spring • $22M high-speedphones to 'modernize' UMass
».., r.„„«...^^ ,i ..>,.- mit ititoH in K^ntemher 198

BY SARAH DEMASTER
Collegian Staff

Dormitory residents at the University of

Massachusetts will now have to wait until

spring for the unveiling of the new c^ble

system, originally scheduled to begin

operating this fall.

Unforeseen delavs in purchasing equip

ment and finalising the system's design

have caused the postponement, according

to .Joseph Zannini, director of Housing Ser

vices which is overseeing the project.

The University will pay $500,000 over

the next 10 years to operate cable in all

residence halls. However, because UMass

owns the cable, the system will be im

plemented at no cost to the student, Zan-

nini said. ,

The University's decision to purchase

equipment from several different vendors,

and to fill approximately six new equip

ment monitoring and maintenance posi

turns with students, has also helped keep

the University's costs to a minimum, he

said.

"We're hoping it's more than just televi

sion. so [Student*] can get I lot more out

of their college experience.'' he said

Ericsson Business Communications, the

companj which installed the i

telephoi tm, during the summer in

stalled tl,. new cable lines St the vime time

they installed the new telephone wires.

"When I Mass put in new phones, it

meant we had to put in new wires, and

trenches had to be dug up," Zannini said.

"UMass took advantage of it. because if so

meone is pulling one wire, they can pull a

second wire relatively easily."

While all of the cable lines have been in

stalled, the University is in the process of

installing antennae on Washington
CONTINUED ON PAGE 6

BY MEREDITH O'BRIEN
Collegian Staff

The first lesson dormitory residents will

have to learn this fall :is they arrive on

campus will not be in the traditional sub

,rcts of math, history. science Bf English

Rather, they will haw to master a new

course Phones 101.

During the dimmer, the University of

Msssechusetts Installed a $22 million high

•peed telecommunications system with

12.000 new phones for the dormitories and

campus buildings

The new phone system will offer student!

and University staff a multitude of new

features, including conference calling

cess to campus computer systems, a voice

mail system, automatic callback and

call forwarding.

The project, partially funded by a $15.4

million state grant with $6.6 million being

financed, was initiated m September I

with the signing of the contract with the

Ericsson Business Communications

Company
i result of the new system, mandatory

dormitory telephone fees increased bj $52.

from last seraeatei

$87

Due to the complexity of the new system,

th t
. . Eomunications Department, in

unction with the Housing Sen
Department, will distribute nearly 6,700

12-page instruction booklets to dormitory

residents and resident a>sistants explain

ing the system's functions

Housing Services has also produced an

instructional video tape demonstrating the

apabilities. The tape will he

made available to resident assistants to

teach their floors about the phone-

During the summer, over 4,000 Univer
CONTINUED ON PAGE 6
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News Briefs-

ACLU: 'No' to speech law

AMHERST (AP) - The executive director of the

Massachusetts Civil Liberties Union, John Roberts says

the union is concerned about an attempt by an Amherst

citizens group to get the liberal college town to pass a law

against what it calls "fighting words."

"We would say abandon the project," Roberts said, con-

tending the move would likely run afoul of Constitutional

protections of freedom of speech.

Paul Rogers, co-chairman of the town's Citizen Review

Commission maintained the proposed law, which the

group wants to present to the fall Town meeting is aimed

at promoting racial and ethnic harmony.

"Our purpose is trying to safeguard and enhance civil

liberties, not reduce them," he said.

The proposed law calls for a $300 fine for using words

"which by their very utterance inflect injury on the per-

son or group of persons to whom they are directed or which

tend to incite an immediate breach of the peace.

But Rogers said the committee is still working on the

draft to attempt to ensure that it does not violate Con-

stitutional protections.

Governor appoints Regents

BOSTON (AP) - Gov. Michael Dukakis announced the

appointment of four new members to the state's Board of

Regents of Higher Education and the reappointment of

former Sen. Paul Tsongas as chairman.

The new members are. Arnold Hiatt of Cambridge,

chairman of the Board of Stride Rite; Augustus White III,

and orthopedic surgeon and chief of Beth Israel Hospital;

Daniel Taylor of Boston, a partner in the Hill and Barlow

law firm; and Hortensia DeLos Angeles Amaro of Dor

Chester, an associate professor of public health at Boston

University. . . ,^_. ,

The 16-member board of regents oversees the state s cob

leges and universities. Members are currently appointed

to five-year terms.

Governor's pick protested

PITTSFIELD Mass. (APV Berkshire Community Col

lege Trustees and College President Cathryn L. Addy have

protested the appointment of a Northampton woman, who

works at a private college, to fill an unexpired term on

the board. . ... _^
Addy. maintaining the appointment should have gone

to a Berkshire County resident told trustees at their

meeting Tuesday that she has written a letter of protest

to Gov. Michael S. Dukakis over his choice of Eleanor

Rothman. „
"This seems to me unbelievable." said BCU trustee

George Wislocki, calling the appointment "silly, and at

the bottom line, political."

Rothman could not be immediately reached tor

comment. f
Trustees, who said they had submitted the names

i

ot

several county residents to a nominating committee, voted

to send their own letter of protest to the naming to the

governor.

Bush 'homework ' okayed

BOSTON (AP) - A slight majority of registered voters

around the country said it was appropriate for President

Bush to work at his summer home in Maine after order

ing U S troops to the Middle East, a poll found.

In a telephone poll of 1,004 registered voters, 51 per-

cent said it was appropriate; 43 percent said it was map

propriate. and six percent said they did not know or refus

ed to comment. . — .__ « «,. „

The poll was conducted Sunday through Tuesday for The

Boston Globe and WBZ-TV of Boston by KRC Communica-

tions Research and had a three percent margin of error.

The poll found that 81 percent had a generally favorable

opinion of Bush, and 11 percent rated him negatively.

Newspapers exempt from tax

BOSTON (AP) - Newsprint and ink used in publishing

newspapers will not be taxed under sections of a new law

to become effective Sept. 1. according to Revenue Com-

missioner Stephen W. Kidder.

Kidder detailed the machinery and equipment used by

all media, broadcasting and newspaper publishing which

will be taxed in a release mailed over the weekend.

Included is prepress equipment formerly tax exempted

for newspapers. Also included, however, is a tax on

pressroom equipment and materials used directly in

manufacturing, which newspaper publishers are challeng

ing in court because all other manufacturers do not face

similar taxes.
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WELCOME BAG
STUBEN 1

"

Photographs
& Memories
last a lifetime

WV clip 4 save VW
Welcome Back

OUR PROCESSING
SERVICES

or VtUD WWW W». CH »«o. *«»
f»«e*OCT.1S-'«>

Passport Photos

Available

SrnhJ
Factory

257 Triangle Street In Amherst
549-6490

62 King Street In Northampton
584-2274

Campus Plaza (next to Stop & Shop)

Route 9 Hadley 256-0960

KMart Plaza Holyoke 532-2327

Depot Square Westfield 562-7428

Buy One Fish And
Get One For

(fjcluan fmtm A* And Vmi»n)

IMF FiV a PW»4to

Ofler expees 9-30-90

/©OFF
AMY 3 PC AQUAWUM

scrur
TrVIK. 5TAMD.

rUJLMOOD

Otter expires 9-30-90

AQUARIUM
PLASTIC PLANTS

buy one at neo. nucr
<xt one meet

-nouwr-
VWK TM, ra«n> (My

Otter expires 9 30-90

AM
> PISH POOD

buy one
aeT one meet

(0»tqu*5B»)

VWt TM> tot»on Only

Offer expires 9-30-90

For Your Information

For Your Information is a calender listing of local an-

nouncements and upcoming events published daily by

the Collegian as a public service.

All submissions must be typed and submitted to the

News desk at least one full day before publication. We

reserve the right to edit for space.

WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 5

Blood drive - The University of Massachusetts is spon-

soring a series of three blood drives from September

5 to September 7 in the Student Union Ballroom from

11 a.m.4 p.m.

Juggling/comic magician performance - Juggler/Com-

edian/Magician Bill Ross is scheduled to perform in the

CC/SUB complex from 11:30 a.m. to 1:30 p.m.

Martial Arts Demonstration - A Tae Kwon Do Mar-

tial Arts Demonstration is scheduled for noon on the

Student Union Steps.

Film - The movie House Party will be shown at the

Campus pond at dusk. In the event of rain it will be

shown in the Student Union Ballroom at 7 and 9 p.m.

THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 6

Dance - A dance will be held at the Student Union

Ballroom, featuring the reggae band "New Horizons,

from 9 p.m. to 1 a.m. Admission will be $1.

FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 7

Coffee Social - The Lesbian, Bisexual, Gay Alliance

will be sponsoring a coffee social in Campus Center

room 806 from 3-6 p.m. All are welcome.

Film - The movie Teenage Mutant Ninga Turtles will

be shown in the Campus Center Auditorium at 5 p.m.,

7 p.m., 9 p.m. and 11 p.m. at a cost of $1.

Band - The two bands "We saw the Wolf and "Cor-

delia's Dad" will play at the Bluewall Cafe from 9 p.m-

midnight. Admission is $1.

Magic show - A magic show starring "Mr. Fingers-

is scheduled in the Student Union Ballroom from 9-11

p.m. Admission is $1.

NIGHT
GRAPHICS

Old staff only please!

If you are interested in working

this semester come down to the

basement today at 3:30 for a

quick information and scheduling

session. If you do not attend you

are pond scum and will lose your

job. If you have a time conflict

and still want your job please

contact Terry at 545-3500
before 9 p.m.

If you have never worked night

graphics before and would like to,

come down to 113 Campus
Center at 3:30 Thursday to apply.

Hours:
Man-Sun - 7am-3pm

Late Nite

Fri & Sat 10pm-3am
Special Daily

Breakfast served all day

88 Pleasant St.

584-4145

LOCAL
Lines to be shorter
Add/drop lines predicted to be smaller

BY CHRIS MUTHER
Collegian Staff

University of Massachusetts ad-

ministrators and professors are an-

ticipating shorter lines on registration day

because of better planning and harder work

in meeting students' needs as well as the

decline in enrollment.

Students received more classes this year

than one vear ago, according to Associate

Registrar' Janet Bell. In 1989 the total

number of involuntary drops was 17,923,

while this year was down to 14,697. she

said. Bell added the number of students

with an underload, or less than 12 credits,

also decreased - from 3,746 to 3,420.

"It will still be a little tough, but things

look better in terms of students getting

classes this semester," Bell said.

She said the improved numbers are a

result of a decline in admissions, as well

as the Registrar's office work with various

departments on campus to create more sec

tions, hire more teaching assistants, and

increase capacity in popular classes.

'We worked harder this summer than I

can remember. It was more difficult, but

things are roughly in line," she said.

Although she is optimistic about this

semester, Bell said everyone has "hit the

bottom" in terms future resources.

"There is a great deal of concern as to

what will happen after this semester," she

said. "Right now the budget information

is just hitting. We don't know what to ex

pect."

At the moment, Bell said there are still

plenty of courses and warned students not

to panic about getting into classes.

"The picture isn't totally gloomy. There

are still spaces in many of the Igeneral

education] classes - just get up early," she

said.

Melinda Novak, acting chair of the

Psychology department, said she is still an-

ticipating long lines on registration day.

According to Novak, the Psychology

department has lost faculty members and

some classes have had sections cut or have

been cancelled completely.

"Students will have a more difficult time

getting into classes. We've had to turn

CONTINUED ON PAGE 24

Enrollment declining
BY CHRIS MUTHER
Collegian Staff

and PATTI PUCKETT
Collegian Correspondent

University of Massachusetts ad-

ministrators cite the reason for the five

percent decline in enrollment for this

year's freshman class of 1994 on the

dramatic 17 percent decrease in

applicants.

Timm Rinehart, director of

Undergraduate Admissions, said his

department has entered the "war for

students." which includes extensive

recruiting this semester to make up for

the decreasing number of available

applicants.

"The administration realizes the im-

portance of the crisis," he said. 'This is

a crucial time for admissions."

Although both the average class rank

and the average Scholastic Achieve-

ment Test score for the class of 1994

were 36 points below last year's

average, Rinehart said the University

did not accept any students who were

not "academically ready."

"SAT scores don't predict success -

motivation and will are more impor

tant," he said.

He added he does not expect average

SAT scores to continue to drop year after

year.

In an effort to fill student quotas,

Rinehart said UMass will be recruiting

more at high schools in the coming year

Plans include direct mail to students

houses, more visits to high schools and

a more extensive student visit program

On Tuesday, September 8, UV
faculty, staff, and administrators are

scheduled to meet with high school

guidance counselors from across the

state for an "honest, up-to-date look at

what is going on at UMass," he said.

Because of the decrease in the number

of applicants, the University this year

accepted a higher percentage of students

who applied. Rinehart said 77 percent

of the applicants were accepted this year

while only 59 percent were accepted last

year.

Although the academic profile for in

coming students is lower, Rinehart d<»-

CONTINUED ON PAGE 24
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Phi Mu Delta penalized for class disruption
..„ Arwirrtinutn Y:«mn. the fraternity is no

Collegian photo by K.A. Burkr

Phi Mu Delta house

By JULIE LIVINGSTONE
Collegian Staff

The Universitv of Massachusetts' chapter of the Phi Mu

Delta fraternitv has been sanctioned two years' non-

recognition and will not be able to participate in this

year's rush season, as a result of a disciplinary hearing

which determined Phi Mu Delta pledges were involved

in the disruption of an Anthology class last April.

The sanction follows an incident last semester during

which a group of White males clad in white interrupted

Professor Robert Keene's class "Culture Through Film

during the showing The Life and Times of Harcey Mdk.

a documentary about the assassination of Milk - the fust

openlv gay elected politician.

The Dean of Student's office, in conjunction with the

Greek Affairs Office levied the sanction after a hearing

in the Dean of Student's office last semester disclosed that

one of two drivers involved in the incident, as well as

several of the other men involved, were from Phi Mu

"The Universitv had sufficient information at this point

to review the status of the fraternity," Joanne vanin.

Dean of Students said. "After doing so. along with the

fraternity's officers and regional advisor from New Hamp

shire it was determined that the fraternity needed time

for a careful review of their goals and appropriate pledg

ing activities.

According to Vanin. the fraternity is now unable to par

ticipate in rush - or the proceesof inviting new meml

M

into their house; the ho «B North Pleasant St.

has been stripped of the fraternity's Utters, and the he

is no longer recognized as off-campus housing for treshmen

cond seme- ndmg or sophomo.

Ed Korza, acting director of Greek Affairs said the m
cident was "apparently one in a number of pi.

tivities" slated for the men.

He said there is a contract signed by both students and

professors when they agree to attend'teach at UMass and

that is the free exchange of intellectual inquiry

"That line was crimed bv their actions," Korza Mid

"We want to let students know that this type ... Ction

is not accepted and there must M respect for the I mver-

sitv's academic communis Vanm said.

The pledges allegedly ascended the *ap ~mg e file and

interrupted the class in the Thompson lecture Hall, when

someone reportedly yelled. "Run boys! Run!

Mo* students fled the auditorium, some hid in *

among the 250 plus lecture hall, while Keene tussled with

one individual and followed him out of the hall.

A student security officer saw the pledges entering the

room and notified the UMMfl Public Satets Department

The only men identified were the two drivers of the

automobiles.
CONTINUED ON PAGE lO

Voters demand end to fiscal crisis
BY MEREDITH O'BRIEN
Collegian Staff

With spiteful and bitter gubernatorial, state represen

tative and Congressional races heating up as the

September 18 primary nears, the state's financial situa

tion lies quietly in shambles.

Angry voters, looking to oust the legislators that got

them so deeply into debt and have raised their taxes into

the clouds, have resoundingly defeated almost every Pro-

position 2Vfe override attempt to raise local funding for

decimated city and town departments.

NEWS ANALYSIS

With the exception of Springfield, which passed fiye of

its seven override questions, voters in Western

Massachusetts have come out in droves to say they are

sick of taxes, higher gasolineP^p^^J^St
On top of that, the crisis in the Persian Gulf has sent

gas and oil prices skyrocketing. The Congress is talking

Ibout raising federal taxes to cope with the federal deficit

And even wrth new state taxes, local aid has come up short

of many city and town expectations, forcing millions of

dollars in additional cuts.

Th" type of atmosphere plays well for supporters of the

CHtansTr Limited Taxation petition which seeks to roll

back the recent tax hikes passed by the Up. ature and

S=d^rr^r«^s
^iX^uS from the recent budget cuts.
wnn Hiemj

betrun to rise and the tax-

ptTwhtLT^moryXnd. -re hurting sales

and damaging the private business sector. The newlv im-

posed five percent tax on 597 services, which will go into

effect in December, stands to further add to business

losses, resulting in higher prices for buyers with less

m
The

y
hardest hit bv this mess, aside from the middle-class

taxpayers who will shoulder most of the cost for the fiscal

crisis, are the city and town-wide departments and

especially public schooling.

With the war on drugs heating up. the national educa^

tional system flailing in comparison to other nations and

impending federal taxes, city and state departments are

,n desperate need of additional funding, but have been

forced to cope with more and more cuts.

Police departments across the state have been put under

pressure to not only curb and control the escalating drug

problem, put an end to street violence, but to put more

officers on the streets with less funding, while trying to

conserve gas because the budget did not account for the

enormous increase in gas prices. Likewise with other local

departments such as fire, library and human services^

The elderly population is increasing, yet the public tun

ding for senior centers is decreasing while private nurs^

ing home costs are skyrocketing to absorb the loss of less

business.

And the most widely criticized service, public education,

is being cut to the bone. Many high schools have been fore

ed to eliminate entire athletic programs, school revenue

generators, to prevent further cuts to educationaUlaases

Scores of teachers, administrators and staff have been laid

off while reports of a failing educational system continue

to surface. , .

With these problems lurking in the backs of every can

didate's mind, lawmakers cannot lose sight of the pro-

blems facing the state's economy right now.

The voters, who will have the final say m the booths

in November, will not let them forget.

Legal Center
expands services
By KENDRA PRATT
Collegian Staff

The Legal Services Center at the University of

Massachusetts has expanded its services this semester

to program-fee/part-time graduate students and conti-

nuing education students for a $15 fee per advisory

Legal Services decided to expand their services

because of the increasing numbers ofboth program fee

graduate students and continuing education students

at UMass, said Alan Willcox, legal secretary

Since full time undergraduates and graduates pay

their fees through the Students Activities Office and

additional graduate taxes, the $15 fee is necessary for

others who do not pay these mandatory fees and wish

to seek legal counsel, Willcox said.

Willcox said the fee is payable at the first appoint

ment concerning a certain legal problem or question

and would cover the expense of all further appoint

ments concerning the particular problem

The Center is a campus agency for student rights that

provides legal counsel to UMass students, as well as

provides students with advice, internships, and refer

rals It also distributes legal information throughout

the campus community by distributing brochures, a

quarterly newsletter and holding information forums.

"Legal Services is actively involved in preventative

law, helping students represent themselves." said

Charles DiMare, Directing Attorney.

"What students (full time undergraduates and

graduates) are getting is basically comprehensive legal

services for about $10," DiMare said.
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students fight cuts
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

^Rosenberg said a tax roll-back would be "extremely

dramatic" if enacted in the middle of the school semester,

forcing many university and college programs and depart-

ments to close. ,.„. „
"This $1.4 billion cut would come out of $4.4 billion

allocated for legislator discretionary spending which

would be a 20 to 30 percent cut," Rosenberg said.

"I figure a $120 to $130 million dollar cut for higher

education in the middle of the academic year, a $25 to $35

million loss for UMass-Amherst," he said. "Reason has

to prevail in this election."

He charged that CLT is headed by the Libertarian Par-

ty in close connection with members of the Republican

Party and is funded by corporate executives.

Since the beginning of the fiscal crisis, Rosenberg assail-

ed the group for having "taken advantage of the anger

and insanity which made Massachusetts the laughing

stock of the country."

-If CLT loses this time we can start to undo their

power," Rosenberg said. "If they win, their power will con-

tinue into the next decade leading into massive escapism

and denial in this society which has to start changing at

the college level."

Although Rosenberg concedes the working class h»« a

legitimate complaint for carrying a most of the tax burden

on their shoulders, he said "people don't understand that

every state service has a price and someone has to pay

°He said students and staff on state campuses a poten-

tial 2 2 to 2.5 million votes, could vote down the LL 1
peti-

tion which according to a Board of Regent survey has a

50 percent chance of passing.

"The prospects for the future of public education are

bleak because of a lack of [student] participation in the

electoral process," said Rep. David P. Magnani

(D-Framingham).

Magnani said the lowest percentage of registered voters

are between the ages of 18 and 22. Since most people vote

by party, Magnani said the voting power of swing

voters," who compose 20 to 30 percent of the voting

population, is increased five times what it would be

normally. „ wAmmm
Magnani said college students are usually swing voters

who tend to decide more by issue than party. Student

Alliance For Education was founded by former tram

ingham State SGA President Dave Varela, who also

organized the student rallies against the budget cuts last

fall

The purpose ofSAFE, according to Framingham student

Jeff Rich, is to establish an effective network against cuts

to higher education which will survive changes in student

leadership membership.

55 faculty cut

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

American Studies and former vice president of the

MSP the layoffs will give faculty and students a

negative image of the University.

"The minute [the layoffs] occur, there will be a com-

plete demoralization in school," Bracey said. It will

be a horrible atmosphere to work in. Once you break

tenure at a place it throws a cloud over the University

Bracey said no member of the faculty, except for ad-

ministration and a few faculty members, have receiv-

ed a raise since 1988.

"It's one thing to work hard and not get a raise, but

when people don't think what you're doing is impor-

tant, it starts to effect your work," ht said.

Administrators are "giving up the fight for higher

education by considering the layoffs, Braeey said. He

added that there have already been reductions in the

quality of education at UMass because of the hiring

"The policy the administration has taken is much too

defensive, the students at this University deserve a

stronger fight for their education, '
he said.
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Engineering building to be completed by December
BY KATHY LEWIECKI
Collegian Correspondent

This semester students will see the

results of the $6 million renovation to the

engineering quad as construction on the

Knowles Engineering Building nears com-

pletion.

Named after Andrew C. Knowles.III,

former chairman of the Board of Trustees

and a 1957 graduate of UMass, the

building will be used for electrical and com-

puter engineering research, according to

Duane Cromack, dean of the College of

Engineering. He said the building is ex-

pected to be completed by the end of

December.
"The building is not intended to be used

for classes," Cromack said. "The space has

been designed to house (research labs] for

faculty and graduate students."

The $5 million allotted to the project is

being financed partially from return

overhead funds on research within the

Engineering department. The remaining

$1 million will be used to construct an

Engineering Student Center, to be built on

top of Marcus Hall.

Construction will begin next spring on

the student center, and will be available

for students by fall 1991. The student

center will serve as a general meeting and

activities area for Engineering students,

who have most of their classes in the nor-

thern part of campus.

"These students need a place for social

gathering that is of easy access," said

Cromack. "The Student Union just does not

meet the needs of all engineering students

because of its proximity."

A $250,000 donation for the center was

contributed by the Amoco Foundation, in

honor of alumnus Robert C. Gunness, to

match his earlier pledge of $250,000 on the

behalf of himself and his wife.

Gunness was president for 10 years and

was director for 22 years of Standard Oil

Company of Indiana, now called Amoco
Corporation. Christian Gunness, Robert's

father, was an engineering professor at

UMass for 32 years and was the first head

of the Engineering department.

Donations were given by engineering

alumni and the Marcus Building Fund, of

$350,000 and $50,000 respectively. An ad

ditional $100,000 is needed to make the

project complete.

( i.llt'lOnn ph«.!n h\ K.A Burke

The new Knowles Engineering Building undergoes construction. The

building, scheduled to open in December, will house research laboratories

for faculty and graduate students.

No new leads in the December Galligan slaying

Composite of assailant

BY SARAH DEMASTER
Collegian Staff

HADLEY - Eight months after University of

Massachusetts junior Sharon Galligan was found stabb

ed to death in her car at the Hampshire Mall, police are

still searching for a suspect

"We have no substantial subjects, and no substantial

leads," said State Police Lt. Edward Harrington recently

in a telephone interview Harrington is one of three peo-

ple investigating the slaying under Northwestern District

Attorney Judd Carhart

State police investigators Kevin Murphy and Leonard

Von Flatern also continue to work on the case.

Police have identified several people who were in the

McDonald's on Route 9, across from the mall, at the time

of the stabbing, but none of these people are eyewitnesses,

Harrington said

Investigators during the summer have also contacted

several UMass students who knew Galligan, but they

have not obtained information that has led to a possible

suspect, he said.

Galligan was killed on the night of Dec. 18, 1989 in her

car, which was parked a few spaces away from the main

mall entrance.

The closest investigators have come to a pttttbk suspect

is information elicited from a woman who several w«»ks

after the slaying underwent hypnosis.

The woman, who was parked at the automatic teller

machine in the mall parking lot at the time of the murder.

gave a description of the assailant which led to a comp<

sketch

Police are still posting the composite, which in Januar\

was displayed throughout the five-college area.

Harrington emphasized that police are not sticking sole-

ly to the composite, because one person's ptceptkm of the

assailant could differ from another person's perception

"We are still activelv pursuing Ithe easel, and are look-

ing for any new leads." he said. "We are still looking for

anybody who might know about the incident, or who lives

in the area."
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new phones installed

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

sity staff, resident directors and ad

ministrators participated in a three week

training program to learn how to use the

phone's many built-in features

Randy Sailer, director of the University*

Telecommunications Network Services.

said while he expects some initial confusion

and frustration among students and staff,

most will get used to the system very quick-

ly, without training.

"The logistics of training 11.000 students

are somewhat daunting," he said. "Most of

the stuff you can still do regularly by just

picking up the phone. It's just a difference

in procedure."

With the new system, students will not

be able to use conventional answering

machines or modems with their computers.

In lieu of answering machines, students

will be offered a $30 per semester or $50

per year voice mail system option that will

record up to 20 phone messages, leaving

the time and date of each phone call.

For students who wish to access campus

computers by phone, 2,500 high speed Ter-

minal Adaptor Units and software com

kagM will imulo available

M Housing Sbrvic— tut $-*

MU:v\ersutl feature available to cam

•a stal display sereen. "Call

,

:ij
.

|
ft," which displays

the caller's phone number.

Recently, companies producing this iden

tification svstem have come under fire from

the American Civil Liberties Union for

possiblv violating the privacy of the callers

who do not want their phone numbers

made public.

Sailer said he has received no complaints

about what he called a "standard system

feature," and added he sees nothing wrong

with the display screen.

"The telephone numbers are public infor-

mation," he said, adding that anyone could

obtain a campus phone number by calling

Campus Information.

Off-campus phone numbers are not

displayed The word "public" appears on

the screen.

"This system is finally providing the

University with modern telephones,"

Sailer said. "The old system was in-

tolerable for a modern university."

The new Ericsson telephones offer a number of features including call-

forwarding, conference calls, and speed dialing.

cable system delayed

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

Residence Hall in Southwest Residential

Area, as well as installing amplifying

equipment. The equipment will allow the

University to pick up and amplify signals

free of charge from 12 Boston, Springfield,

and Waterbury. Conn television stations.

While the cable lines can accommodate

60 channels, the University will only

utilize 36, and reserve four channels for

academic use Plans for these academic

channels include:

• The Bulletin Board Channel, which Will

post a variety of administrative and

academic information, including dining

common menus, intramural and athletic

Fine A Bfc«r schedules, and

area government nev

• The Student Access Channel, on which

University Video Center students could

broadcast programs they have produced;

• The Administration Channel, which

would broadcast informational programs

on such topics as developmental skills, job

preparation, and information about UMass

student services.

Housing Services is also trying to finalize

contracts with Chicago. 111. based Films

Inc. for a movie channel and with Satellite

Communications for Learning Worldwide,

an international news channel. These ad-

ditional channels would also operate at no

cost to the student. Zannini said. The

University would also be ahle to rebroad-

cast BIOViM if the contract with Films ln<

is approved. Housing Strvfetft, along with

the Five Colle, has purchased the

rights to S but Zannini said p

to add the channel to the cable system have

not vet been final i7ed

SCOLA takes newscasts from around the

world, and transmits them in their native

language. Housing Services would post a

programming schedule. Zannini said. He
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said the channel will be valuable both to

students taking classes in a foreign

language, and to international students at-

tending the University.

"I feel it will be something that will be

greatly appreciated." Zannini said. "There

are a significant number of international

students here, and broadcasts will be in the

native language versus 'textbook'

language." SCOLA is already being us

ed bv the Foreign Language Resource

ter in Herter Hall Five College Inc

„'ht a subscription tw.

now pays $5,000 p-
'»'"

which th. foreign language cent.-,

through a • di-h on lop tk rMfttW.

"V\ progra b cassetti ,
and

distribute them mainly I
liege

ign language professors to teach

culture and foreign language skills." said

Edward Phinney, faculty director of the

center.

The center also broadcasts the programs

in a viewing lounge in Herter room 19.

Phinney said the programs are beneficial

to international students and students of

foreign languages. He said the strictly

news programming would be of "limited in

terest" to those who do not speak a foreign

language, because there are no cultural

programs or films

He added, however, that SCOLA is con

sidering adding this type of programming

next v.

"(SCOLA] il used by foreign student •-

eager to get news from home The viewing

lounge in Herter 19 il alwavs filled with

international students," he ttid

-tudent- can MM events of world interest.

Mich as earthquakes and current event? in

Iraq."

Scholar urges unions
AMHERST <AP) - Labor scholar Harvey

Friedman says he sees hard times ahead

for the nation's economy and the labor

movement.
But Friedman, who retires this week as

director of the Labor Relations and

Research Center at the University of

Massachusetts, said recently he expects the

difficulties will eventually bring a

resurgence of unionism.

"I believe we're not just riding for a reces-

sion, but a depression," he said. "In the

short term. I'm pessimistic. There will be

a lot of poverty and sadness.

"But when people are desperate enough.

they will go back to collective bargaining,"

he said. "It may bring people back to their
»•

Since the late 1800s, unions have waxed

during hard economic times and waned

during good in a 50 to-60 year cycle, he

said. And the boom and bust cycles have

been especially sharp in the mill towns of

New England.

"In Massachusetts the swings have been

greater than in the rest of the country," he

said. "When the Massachusetts economy is

high it is very high and when it is low, it

is very low."

Before coming to the University 25 years

ago, Friedman, a lawyer, spent 15 years as

•Mutant director for the Northeast for the

Amalgamated Clothing Workers. He has

been director for the past 20 years of the

Labor Relations and Research Center.

The center, which issues a masters

degree in labor studies in addition to do

ing more traditional research on labor

issues, is one of the few in the U.S. that is

aimed primarily at training people work-

ing for the union side in collective bargain

ing, he said.

It's almost unique in its emphasis, he

said. About 40 percent of its graduates

work for labor unions with another 30 per

cent employed by government.

The future of the union movement may

lie in developing a broad multi-country

base as the economy itself becomes more

international. Friedman said, "but that's

not going to happen for the next 20 to 50

years."
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SALE ENDS
SEPT. 13
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juicz*, homy, yoguKt, wheat geAm,

gAain*, nut*, and chez*z* . , .

%a*ic* Foodo Lunch and VinneA available in

WoKce*teK and Hamp*hiAe Common*

cash prices

Ji you ate not on the, meal plan, you can

puAcha*e meal* *epaAately>

Ca*h: %Aeakba*t $2.75

Lunch $4.75

VinneA $6.10

Ko*heK VinnzA $7.70

0k *ave $$$ and buy 5-ttzal StAip Ticket* :

5-Vay ZKeakia*t StKLp $12.00
5 -Pay Lunch StAip $23.20
5 -Vay VinneA StAip $27.00

S-Vay Ko*hzA VinneA StAip $34.40

Meal Ticket OUict in TiankUn Common* in

\tiut lobby - (Mon.-F/u,.) 9:00 am - 5:00 pm

special events

The tradition continues in

the Fall of 1990.

tnscEa.

u \9 y y

%

WhaX'6 on

thz mznul

©

Vial 5-2626

(>oa daily
menu Azcoidlng.

s§r MAe^Windsor jsissTcTaars^iS
586-7248 623-3358

(203)933-5468 594-2925

Rt. 184 Groton Ci

Canal St.

828-9889 Turner Falls

..JBIE BOUGHT OVER84,000 YARDS

TO SELL AT4Q% TO 70% OFF AND MORE
ANSOV ree

~.T«i LIED FIB£RS
FROM ALUtv _^^ f

I
\

RUBIE BOUGHT OVER 35,000 ROLLS
INCLUDING ALL THE MOST WANTED COLORS
AND FABRICS SHAW SELLS THE DEALER

WHAT HE NEEDS AND WE GET THE REST!

&.1 BUGS
RUGSRl)GS!

top of the campus (t.o.c.) exchange program*

, On Tuztday, Wednwcfat/ 9ft ThuA&day wzningi
' * you may want to dint at thz Top ok thz

Campca Kz^tauAant ioA a tUtlz zxXAa coU
pluj> youA.Meat YKw J.P« ^H"

-catering
food SzAvict CatzAing located in the Campu*

CzntzA Hotel pAovidu complete cateAing

tzAvice* ioA any iuncUon . . .
whetheA

j, youA plan* call ioA a AecepUon, bubiet,

<i ok intimate vUM and cheese poAty, ok a

seated ioKmal banquet, ouk tAawed ttai|

iA vKepoKed to handle a gKoup oi any me.
CaJU CaXeAing OUlU U 545-04

1

1 between

9 A.M. and 5 ?M. Monday thAOugh ?>u.day.
iW:31

2^i:;>:.; -: l! -
-

:i>
K«.'-.

,
..v--.-.-v.':-.-.7*s: ft-.«

12'x13'x $104^
COMPARE AT '259 W
12'x14'°$109"
COMPARE AT '280 W W

12'x15'S $11§W
COMPARE AT '300 W
12'x16'S $12§99
COMPARE AT »319 W

12'x17'^ $13999
COMPARE AT '340 I WW
12'x18's $14499
COMPARE AT '360

12'xiys $14999
COMPARE AT '379 W
12'x20's $15999
COMPARE AT '400 iWW

PATIO UMBRELLAS'
FIRST QUALITY • AMERICAN MADE

SCRANK HANDLE-MANY COLORS

Vti o
8RIBW
VALUE *190°°

^^ 8V2
<

VALUE *260°°

DLE«MANY COLORS

$3999!
00 ^^^^

$5999
STANLEY

THE STANLEY COMPANY
SAID THESE ARE

?!£ACKED - BUT THEY
LOOK LIKE NEW TO US'

REMOTE
CONTROL

V3«r^v^ DOOR - _ .

*
mp EXTRA POWER TO OPEN HEAVY DOORS UP TO

VALUE
$169°°

I OTHER MODELS IN STOCK STARTING

11888Wrnru CTARTING AT '88 ^ V" V2HP!

[
BRAND NAME

ILUGGAGE
BUY-OUT fc^

AMERICAN TOURISTER

GARMENT BAGS
s$33C»WGINALLV

$7900 W
PERSONAL PORTER

SUITCASE ON
WHEELS N *£0

ORIGINALLY Q 9W%g%

VERDI • 26 INCH

SUITCASE ON
WHEELS

GRAND MOTELPULLMAN^

$7995 tjm

OLEG CASSINI

24" PULLMAN
VALUE
$7995 w

5 PC JUTE* VINYL

LUGGAGE SET
.DELUXE 26" PULLMAN

WITH WHEELS
. 24" • 22" • 20" SUITCASES

•MATCHING TOTE_

VALUE
J}

M50 SET W

TWIN SIZE SET I FULL SIZE bti ^"i.^|J«

i.1 •
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Students press for Legal

Services litigation rights

BY KENDRA PRATT
Collegian Staff

Supporters of the limited litigation

rights proposal for the Legal Services

Center, a proposal that would allow

Legal Services staff to represent

students directly in some legal cases, are

gathering campus support for its

restoration before the proposal comes

before the Board of Trustees in

December.
"We're hoping that [the limited litiga-

tion proposal] will become the big stu-

dent issue this year," said Angus

McQuilken, Student Trustee.

The Legal Services Center is a cam-

pus agency that provides free legal

counsel for University of Massachusetts

students. Litigation rights were fully

rescinded in August 1986 by the Board

of Trustees.

Limited litigation rights would

restrict Legal Services from taking legal

action against the University, the town

of Amherst, and the Commonwealth of

Massachusetts on behalf of UMass

students. However, attorneys would be

able to represent students against non-

students and outside parties.

Last November, Vice Chancellor for

Student Affairs Dennis Madson re-

quested a proposal from the Legal Ser-

vices staff to restore limited litigation

rights to Legal Services be submitted to

him, so the administration could begin

litigation negotiations with Legal

Services.

In a response letter to Legal Services

last year, Madson stated that any litiga-

tion or representation of UMass
CON1INUED ON PAGE 19

Collegian photo by K.A. Burke

Legal Services staff at work. Left, Secretary and «*e*ch Coor-

dinator Alan Willcox. Right, Staff Attorney Thomas Coish, usq.

665-3742*ffield wa- HEWLETT
»*a IflgJ PACKARD ^J^^E*™

jj 'mm EnfntnHPSpmcW S*c» 1031'

Hewlett-Packard Overstock Sale!!!

Classic Printers at Outrageous Prices!

All prices for cash or COD; 3% charge for VISA. MC. AMEX.

Hewlett-Packard LaserJet

Series II Printer

• NEW, with 1 year warranty

• B pagaa/minute, 640K memory
• Include* HP toner cartridge

Qumntitf llmlfd; pricing goodf»! IIIW —

$1199

HP DeskJet Clearance-WHILE SUPPLIES LAST!

$
• New, with 3 year warranty

• Laser-quality printing

• Silent, 2 page/minute, 300 dpi

HP Business & Scientific Calculators—25% OFF!

mHuHin* the HP 48SX. 28* 12C mnd other models

WELCOME BACK!

Food still good.
We're still here.

-Downtown Northampton • Downtown Amherst

Sumner Ave., Springfield

Students pursue suit
_i ~A ~nlloMwtn nf thp fpP Until the

By KENDRA PRATT
Collegian Staff

An out-of-state class action lawsuit filed

against the Massachusetts Board of

Regents of Higher Education after a mid-

semester tuition increase last January is

pending in the U.S. District Court in

Boston, according to the representing

attorneys. ,

A rescindment of the $485 fee, approved

by the Legislature in the 1991 fiscal

budget, was vetoed in August by Governor

DultuKis

State legislators did not attempt to over-

ride Dukakis' veto of Section 120 of the

state budget which authorized the Board

of Regents to "rescind the tuition increase

for out-of-state students effective for the

period from Jan. 1, 1990 to July 1, 1990.

The amendment maintained all tuition

increases for out-of-state students approv-

ed by the Board of Regents for 1991 and

stated "out-of-state students shall pay an

amount equal to 100 percent of costs of

enrollment."

In his veto, Dukakis said he objected to

Section 120 because it "would require the

Commonwealth to refund $1.7 million in

tuition chargt * which were credited to the

general fundi FY90 [fiscal budget]. The

result of this refund would have been a $1 .7

million increase to the fiscal year 1990

deficit, Dukakis stated.

The class action suit against the state,

called Arriaga vs. the Board ofRegents, was

filed on April 17 by Carl Valvo, a Boston

attorney from the firm Cosgrove, Eisen-

burg, and Kiley. He is representing out-of

state students from all 29 Massachusetts

state colleges and universities.

Assistant Attorney General Peter Sacks

is representing the defendants, the Board

of Regents of Higher Education and the

presidents and trustees of all

Massachusetts state colleges and

universities.

The Board of Regents and school ad

ministrators agreed on June 28 with Carl

Valvo, on the behalf of the plaintiffs,

against enacting a federal injunction

against the fee. The injunction would have

stopped collection of the fee until the case

was settled or dismissed and would have

protected students from punishment by

their school if they did not pay by the

August deadline.

Valvo said returning students that had

contacted him received a payment exten

sion until May 1991. Also, students who

could face extreme hardship by their in-

ability to pay the increase, such as foreign

students subject to deportation, can apply

for individual extentions, he said.

The first hearing of the case should be

scheduled in October unless there is a mo-

tion to dismiss the case by the District

Court, according to Valvo. The represen-

ting attorneys will argue whether the in-

crease violated the Privileges and Immuni

ty Clause of the Constitution. The

Privileges and Immunity Clause protects

out-of-state students from being denied op

portunities and fundamental rights a state

provides in-state residents.

Sack said although the Supreme Court

has never decided an out-of-state tuition in

crease case based on this clause, lower

courts have held that tuition differences

between in-state and out of state do not

violate the clau>e

"States want to subsidize their own

students because instate students and

parents have been paying taxes unlike

students from other states who haven't

been paving taxes and are likely to not re-

main living in-state after graduation,"

Sacks said.

The timing of the increase also creates

an argument over whether the increase

was a "breech of contract" or an "impair-

ment of contract" by the state. A breech of

contract is a violation of an agreement by

one party and would be decided in a state

court. An impairment of contract can only

involve impairing legal acts passed by a

state legislature.

Valvo said the state is trying to argue

that the Board of Regents acted on their

own to raise tuition. Since the mid

semester increase was Section 176 of the

state 1990 budget, Valvo said the increase

was an impairment of contract.

CONTINUED ON PAGE 20

YOUR

AUTO SHOP
For complete auto body and

repair services on foreign and

domestic vehicles...stop into

[Mat'oCoi) VOX

AUTOMOTIVE CENTER
Family owned and operated

220 King St, Northampton

584-3710

4£*t'!/""
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Amherst Optical Shoppc
Contact Lenses

Fashionable Eyewear

Eye exams available by appointment

Independent Dr. of Optometry on premises

195 No. Pleasant Street

(4 1 3) 256-6405 Amherst, MA 1002

Emergency phones added
1 • a a 1 _ A .Ll.v Im * U*a rt.iL't fw/it

BY JULIE LIVINGSTONE
Collegian Staff

Faded yellow emergency phone boxes providing a direct

line to the University Public Safety Department that once

stood at 10 locations on campus have been up-scaled to

61, with "vandal restrictive, heavy-gauge stainless-steel

exterior metal.

Yellow with a maroon-colored "HELP" and UMass en-

signia on the front, the new phone boxes will also have

a blue light will be located above the phone box for easier

spotting, said Lawrence Holmes, associate director of

Public Safety. ^^

Campus Emergency 911

We've had very little trouble in the past [with crank

phone calls]. We don't discourage anyone to use these

phones. In fact, we expect people to respond. We've pro-

vided them with a communication link in emergency

situations," Holmes said.

He said the positioning of the new telephones was bas-

ed on where the most "activity" occured on campus. When

asked if he thought these would merely deterjhatactivi-

The phones can be found on all residence halls, as well

as on five of six roadside call boxes, four bus shelters, park-

ing lots 21 and 44, adjacent to Memorial Hall and the

Worcester dining commons, in Boyden athletic fields and

outside of the Campus Center parking garage.

"There is a red emergency button located in the bottom

right-hand corner that immediately registers with the

UMass police." Holmes said. The phones are equipped

with a speaker instead of a handset, allowing the in-

dividual to place a call without interference and a touch-

tone pad that enables a caller to place a three minute on

or off-campus phone call

Holmes said with the call-boxes outside of buildings pro-

Vldt , making emergency help more readi-

ly available "Getting to phones indoors can be very dif-

ficult, especially at night and there are sometimes calls

of a critical nature but not necessarily an emergency

nature that must be made.

Collegian photo b> K.A Burkr

A look at the outside of the new emergency

rail box.

Collegian photo by K.A. Burke

The number of campus emergency phones

has increased.

tv. Holmes said he thought not. ...
"Our staff at Public Safety has been affected by the

budget cuts, however [response to calls] has never been

a problem before. And there will be no poblem responding

to emergency calls either." Holmes said.

According to John Miller, director of the Telecom-

mumcations Pro***, each phone cost approximately $/ 8

plus installation fees Money for the installation was

derived from Public Safety and Housing S Miller

said both paid a sum up front and will continue to pay

in monthly installments

Housing is responsible for those phones on resident

Lawrence Moneta, associate director of Housing Servic

said exact figures allocated toward the residence hall in-

gtallation were unobtainable. However, he said the money

was mainly from the Housing portion of students bills

Miller said the phones outside of the residence buildings

will simplify the duty of security personnel

•Now | visitor is able to call up to a room before 1

1

enter the building and have that person let them m.

Miller said. m . , A_
Miller said all residence phones are functional and other

phones, if not ready by August 83 will be ready by the

end of this week
Holmes also stated there will now be 91 1 emergency ac-

cess on all room phones and an 82-91 1 lWf"g •'

for the Campus Center and University Health Serv.ces.

These are effective immediately.

Marcie's Place

Dare to be Different

Lunch & Dinner

Downtown Amherst

(413) 256-0036

WEIGHTUFTING
FREE WEIGHTS.NAUTILUS.EXERCISE BIKES-CUMBERS

I mountain tatm* maW

Route 9 Hadley

Call 584-2175

"Hey Bud, Welcome Back!"

-Your favorite music (DJ)

-Sports

-Pool

-Munchies

-Giveaways

-much, much MORE!

Pmper ID Required

• U\lVi\.-

Horse farm not

yet completed
BY MEREDITH O'BRIEN
Collegian Staff

With only a few bureaucratic setbacks, completion

for the construction and renovations of the University

of Massachusetts Foundation's 131 -acre Hadley horse

farm is slated for December.

The farm, located on the western side of campus on

North Maple Street, was purchased by the Foundation

earlier this year for $1.5 million. But with the construe

tion of an indoor riding arena, repair of deteriorating

fences and roofs, as well as a new sewer line hook up

with the town of Amherst, the total cost of the project

will run close to $3 million.

Obtaining permits and garnering approval from

various state and local departments initially stalled

the project's progress, but Foundation Executive Direc

tor Thomas Trotman said most of the glitches are gone

now. ,.„,

"I don't think there will be any more red tape. I rot

man said. "We're pretty much on target."

The necessary permits and permissions took loi

than anticipated," said Roger Hewett. director of

Planned Giving and a member of the Foundation l

estate committee.

Officials now have to wait until the end of the bid

ding process to obtain service- from a construction com

pany before beginning work on the new sewage line

"Having the sewe: m installed will require

approval of the Department of Environmental Pr

tion in Boston." Hewett said "And that process could

take months." .

The former owner of the farm. William ^ oung,

the former Young Meadows farm to the Foundation

when problems with the farm- W«l|e P'"

mpted its shutdown and pushed Young into debt

Young's apartment, located in the farm tl

building called the Manor House, w d by the

state Department of Revenue as a loan on owed back

tax. CONTINUED ON PAG6 20

Bud Drafts
Thru Sept. 10th

NO COVER CHARGE!

CAff
DICARLO

I

The Best In

Casual Italian

Dining

Relax !n Our
Outdoor Cafe

Open daily at 11:30a.m

71 N. Pleasant St

Amherst MA
253-9300

ABSOLUTE AUCTION
8 GOLF COURSE CONDOS
AT FAIRWAY VILLAGE,

"OKTHAMPWN.MA

SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 15, 1990 AT 10:OC
I
A.*.

UNITS Bx-1 B-2 Bx-3, Bx-4, B-5. B-6, B-7 and Bx-a

FAIRWAY VILLAGE.SPRING ST, NORTHAMPTON, MA

OPEN HOUSES: Friday, Saturday ft. Sunday,

Sept 7th, 8th 4 9th -1 1 AM to 4 PM •«* day

Vlawlna only: Mon-Fri. Saptamber 10-14. 1 1 AM to 4 PM

Offenna 8 luxury %(JuUntial Cpndo «*" * t««»*«4 <n
;.?}

aK^l^dhora^nna tfu MiUMver. 'Property »U>caud

a^tytfufairways oftht Northampton C ountry t tub. a nuu-

&prwati$JcoZse. XtTunits tiavt Southern erasure to

aUou>for the greatest vitut and privacy.

i TCDiM. TMBFE THOUSAND DOLLARS ($3,000 00) daposrt pef unit in cash.

PREMIUM WILL BE ADDED TO THE HNAL HIGH BID

UP TO 95% FINANCING AVAILABLE TO QUALIFIED

BUYERS A RATES AS LOW AS 8.65%.

CALL mnA v FOR BROCHURE AND INFOCA
AMERICA REALfestAtePMOtk^OtULa

JEROME J. NAWNING * CO..INC
jL AUCTIONEERS
^T TOLL FREE -1-aOO^ai -0111
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frat reprimanded

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 3

Vanin and Korza said contrary to com-

munity feelings labelling the incident as

•homophobic," the incident was not

homophobic.

They knew a film was being shown,

however they had no idea that that specific

film was being shown," Vanin said.

The second driver involved in the inci

dent was thought to be a non-UMass stu-

dent, however, recent information has con-

firmed his UMass status. "[Professor]

Keene has been on a dig throughout this

summer and our office will proceed with

a hearing! as soon as he returns, Vanin

*

Both the President and Vice-president of

Phi Mu were unobtainable for comment at

press-time.
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Read The Right Newspaper

This Semester and You Could

GIFTCERTIFICATE
TO YOUR CAMPOS BOOKSTORE

PLUS Gift Certificates for Pizzas & Dinners

From Minuteman stadium

to Orchard Hill, from the Southwest

towers to the Grad Research building,

students all over the UMass campus are

ordering delivery of the Union-News

and Sunday Republican to their residence

halls, sororities, fraternities and off-campus

addresses.

Student subscriptions are half price for

16 weeks. And If you order before

September 30, we'll enter your name
in a random drawing to win a $200

gift certificate to the campus bookstore,

or gift certificates for pizza and dinner.

Order now. Get news, sports, business,

commentary, entertainment, money-saving

coupons and more delivered to your door

for half price!

I]
- Union-News AM ($ 1 2 .00/ 1 6 weeks)

U- Sunday Republican ($10.08/16 weeks)

3 -
I do not wont Iho newspaper but. pleas* enter my namo In mo drawing.

Student Name —

local Address.

Phone

Permanent Address.

PhnnQ

Send check or money order to Student Subscriptions. Union-News

Circulation Department. 1860 Main St.. Springtleld MA 01 101
.
Delivery

begins when payment Is received. Winners wll be notified by phone.

Union-News

T H O R N E S /

150 MAIN STREET NORTHAMPTON

Five floors of wonderfully

festive shops, restaurants,

galleries and a gym.

HOURS
M,T,W,SAT 930-5:30

FH&F TIL 900
SUN 12-5-00

25 CENTRAL
6**^*fOrm0

DSESS1
f

2 FULL FLOORS !

586-8017
DOWNSTAIRS AT THORNES

150 MAIN ST. , NORTHAMPTON

Thornes • 150 Main St.. Northampton • 586-1508

bodyweof

footwear

octrveweof

soon

HCCADILLY STREET
WOMEN'S CLOTHING .

ONE WAY ST. TO FASHION

G

fashion

Torjl2C^anccr2n_you____

Grand Opening

Sale Specials

& More
Sept. 11, 1990

Wednesday 9:30-5:30

5:30-7 Reception

all are welcome

COtton

fycro

supple x

nylo*

2nd floor

thornet marketplace

1 H main «reet

northampton

children

odults

women
men

moternity

TZxotic and classic styles.

Imported Rayons, Silks,

Cottons and Wools.

Lots of variety, affordable.

^Fastest growing fashion center in the Valley!
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Group pushes for tuition legislation
-* *^ _ „a • - network for student govern- of debate," Langis said.

BY KENDRA PRATT
Collegian Staff

A student advocacy group recently petitioned the State

Legislature for five new laws to protect college students

in public institutions from tuition and fee hikes, provide

more financial aid for state schools, and to prevent school

administrators from abusing trust funds.

The State Student Association ofMassachusetts is a non-

profit student-run organization which presents student

views and concerns to the Legislature, the Board of

Regents of Higher Education and to the various college

and university administrators. SSAM also functions as

Photo by Geotf Rlchetew

Joseph Langis

a resource and informational network for student govern-

ment associations statewide.

SSAM petitioned the State House to institute an act

which would not allow "tuition increases at Massachusetts

public institutions of higher learning to exceed the rate

of inflation in any given year." . MAU
According to Joe Langis, executive director of bbAM,

petition No. 711 follows a trend in the Legislature where

people are saying it makes sense to go with the rate ot

inflation" for tax increases and other increases necessary

for state funding. .

"There is no tuition policy in place as to how hign tui-

tion can be raised," Langis said. "Students recognize that

the cost of everything goes up so much as the rate of in-

flation."

Since the Board of Regents has only recommendeda

voluntary restriction on administrative fees, not to exceed

30 percent of tuition costs, SSAM petitioned the House

to turn the recommendation into law.

"There is no cap on fees right now so we want to

eliminate the possibility of fees going up at outrageous

rates," Langis said. "Fees are also not covered under

scholarships and financial aid."

Another SSAM petition would allow the Student Ad-

visory Committee, a group of SGA presidents and student

trustees created by the Board of Regents to advise both

the Board and the Chancellor, voting rights on each

Regent's standing committee. The Student Advisory Com-

mittee was implemented at the same time as the student

regent in 1988. The student regent and student trustee

on each campus have voting power.

Langis said students in each standing committee of the

Board of Regents - Academic Affairs and Long Range

Planning, Fiscal Affairs and Management, Educational

Research and Services, and Affirmative Action, Person-

nel, and Labor Relations - can take part in debate but

have no voting power.

•The power of the vote is more important than the power

of debate," Langis said.

As an example of what a difference voting power for

these students would make, Langis said if the vote by the

committee arranged by Fiscal Affairs and Management

for tuition increases was three to two in favor, the stu-

dent vote would be crucial.

SSAM also petitioned the legislature to divide financial

aid evenly between students attending private and public

schools. .

"Currently, scholarships and aid are broken up so that

not more than 75 percent can go to students in private

institutions, and no less than 10 percent and no more than

25 percent can go to students in public institutions,

Langis said. «...
He said the Board of Regents has been flexible in rais-

ing the portion of student funds allocated for public finan

cial aid to no less than 30-33 percent. "SSAM is saying

make it a 50-50 split to make [aid allocation] fair and

equitable in this time of substantial financial crisis," he

Sa

The last petition SSAM has submitted to the Legislature

would, if enacted, make the reporting and auditing of

trust funds mandatory every year, he said.

According to Langis, the Board of Regents set up volun-

tary guidelines regarding trust fund use which SSAM con

siders to be insufficient because of trust fund scandals two

years ago, he said.

"Two years ago, there were scandals concerning ad-

ministrative use of trust funds for unauthorized pur

poses," he said. "As a result of the public outcry, legisla-

tion was filed that would bring reporting and auditing of

trust fund use by each campus provost or bursars office

at their discretion."

SSAM re filed this legislation to make auditing man

datory and anticipates action in both the House and

Senate, he said.

"The only way to really address [misuse of trust funds]

is through legislation," Langis said "Unfortunately, this

was the beginning of the end of higher education."
ijosepn L«u(ii> -ThepoYverof the vote is more lmporiamumii iiicpwwct "»- —- —o «-

Cuts force postponement of recycling program
J'

, *.:__u.. «~ 1 iQQi Th. ITMass alone produces 25 to 30 percent of the total waste on campus

BY CHRIS MUTHER
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts was

forced to postpone a proposed recycling pro

gram that would have sent tons of

materials to the Materials Recycling Facili

ty in Springfield due to further cuts in the

budget.

With an unexpected cut of $5.9 million

to the budget by the Legislature, UMass
- unable to pay the $391,000 it would

cost to implement the plan by January 1.

1991. according to UMass officials

Amherst Board of Health regulations re

quired busr apartment owners and

institution- to develop a recycling plan by

September 1. 1990 The regulations require

implementation by January 1, 1991. The

University has requested the regulation be

waived for 18 months.

The Amherst Board of Health will con

sider the waiver at a public hearing on

September 12.

Betty Anderson Frederic, town health

director, said she is very concerned about

getting the program started.

*T know this program will relieve the

town landfill of a lot of waste and will be

able to prolong the life of the landfill," she

said.

Frederic said she does not know what the

penalty will be if the school fails to meet

the deadline.

According to Herbert Bry;«n. vice chair-

man of the towns Solid Waste Committee.

Mademoiselle Maqazine
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UMass alone produces 25 to 30 percent of

the town's trash Bryan said the Universi

ty is currently only recycling on "a very

small scale."

"Considering the size of the University

and the amount of waste it's producing, a

recycling program is very important.''

Bryan said.

According to Peter Wozniak, director of

the Physical Plant, the MRF plant in

Springfield would have waived tipping

fees, for which the University currently

pays $65 a ton at the Amherst landfill The

MFR. which opened in January, is a

repository for recyclables from 90 com

munities in Western Massachus.

Wozniak said UMass has conducted a

recycling program for high-quality paper

for years and the housing department also

began a paper collection program in the

dormitories last year. However, he added

this only amounts to about 1.5 percent of

the total waste on campus

Before the money was cut from the

budget. Wozniak said he planned to spend

$281,000 a year on recycling with another

one time cost of $110,000 for a trash bin

with wheels and other operating expei

If the Board of Health denies the waiver,

he said UMass will be forced to fund the

recycling program, "one way or another."

The small amount of recycling the

University currently does may be cut even

more, according to Albert Potter of the

Physical Plant.

The high grade paper recycling program,

which is currently maintained by one per

son. is in danger of ending if no replace

m nt is found for that person. Potter said

"There just isn't a budget for the full ;

gram, we need to combine all the small pro

grams." he said. "Obviously it's a concern,

everyone is trying to recycle - other col

leges are having the same problem."

If you're a college student, you can tell

us what's on your mind by joining

Mademoiselle's College Marketing

Board. All Board members become vital

links in a network of young women on

college campuses nationwide.

As an active participant, you'll receive

questionnaires covering a variety of

subjects— from your personal and career

aspirations to how you spend your

money on clothes, cosmetics, food,

entertainment and more.

Mademoiselle will also send you product

samples and coupons from our adver-

tisers. You may even get the chance

to test new products and help

Mademoiselle coordinate an exciting

on-campus event at your school.

Get involved— through Mademoiselle's

College Marketing Board!
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Starting at
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EDITORIAL/OPINION
WmMS:

Rape information vital

According to the U.S. Bureau of Justice statistics:

• A rape occurs every six minutes in this country;

• Three out of four women will be victims of a violent crime

in their lifetime;

• Thirty-six percent of rapes occur in the victim's home/place

of residence;

• In 20 percent of single-offender rapes, the rapist is under

21, while 62 percent of multiple-offender rapists are under the

age of 21.

These statistics, released this summer, paint an ominous por-

trait of rape in the United States. The number of rape incidents

continues to escalate every year, and nowhere else is it more

of paramount concern than on college campuses.

And yet, information — hard, statistical information — about

rape and sexual assaults on this campus has been kept secret.

Reporters from the Collegian have been trying fruitlessly for

semesters to obtain information from the University regarding

campus rape. Our requests for information about the place and

time of rapes and assaults have been brushed aside, with the

University of Massachusetts community remaining

ill-informed.

What kind of a difference would it make to the women on

this campus if rapes and sexual assaults were reported on a

regular basis? If they were aware of when and where attacks

occur, and how often? If they were given the type of factual

information that could help them face the reality that rape

actually happens on this campus?

Whatever the type of rape, whether the perpetrator is an ac-

quaintance, date or stranger, it occurs, and more often than

people would like to think.

By simply printing when and in what area an alleged at-

tack occurred, the terrifying fact of rape can be brought closer

to home to many students. With a vague, "An attack occurred

on campus last Saturday night," in police reports, students will

not realize that rapes and assaults do and can occur in their

own dormitory, on their own floor. The gravity of the problem

is not sufficiently addressed when, in fact, part of the answer

is staring us right in the face.

If students are shielded from this information, for whatever

reason, they will go on blissfully unaware of the problem,

shrugging off the statistics and harsh realities. "That could

never happen here."

Armed with accurate information about day-to-day crime

that goes on within their own campus, students will be more

aware, act with more caution and be safer.

Information is power.

Unsigned editorials reflect the majority opinion of the Col-

legian Board of Editors.
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Editorial Policy
The Editorial/Opinion page welcomes columns, letters and

cartoons from UMass and the rest of the Five College Area.

Letters and columns must be typed, double-spaced, with the

writer's name, local address and phone number attached. This

information is subject to verification prior to publication.
^

Anonymous submissions will be printed at the editors'

discretion.

The Editorial staff reserves the right to edit letters and col-

umns for grammar, clarity and length.

Any submission that is requested to be left unedited will

not be considered for publication.

Submissions become the property of the Collegian and will

not be returned.

The Editorial staff is not required to print all submitted

material.

Letters should be no longer than 30 typed lines and columns

must not exceed 65 typed lines.

Submissions should be sent to the Editorial Desk, co Reg-

gie Santiago/Gayle Long, Collegian Offices, Campus Center

113, UMass Amherst 01003.

Students interested in becoming columnists or cartoonists

should come down to the Collegian newsroom and ask to talk

to Reggie, Gayle or Jeremy.

We look forward to receiving your submissions and com-

ments throughout the semester.

Welcome back! The summer has surely provided some unique perspectives

Why not share them uith us? We can not print opinions ice do not receive.

This is your paper - this page should reflect our readers
'
thoughts. Be dar-

ing. Write to us!

American oil addiction adds to intervention in Third World
rVlll^l XVxC^XX Vll UUX*AVV

. . . ._.._ tK.™nlP of that country dont feel their sovereignty was

America has fallen prey to an addiction.

No wait. Let me change that: The whole planet is a

giant junkie, and now we are heading for what could be

a bout of withdrawal pains.

We have all of the symptoms of a junkie. We don t blame

ourselves for our problem (read: addiction). We blame

everyone else.

When we first started, we didn't think it would matter

that we would need our fix so much. We thought we could

deal with it. We thought we'd never run out ofour precious

substance. ,
. ., ,

We figured that our suppliers would be stupid enough

to do our bidding, even though we were the ones who need^

ed the substance and they needed the money it would

bring them.

Guess what. We were wrong.

Oil Oil makes the motors of the world run. It makes

our homes warm in winter. It is useful if you have a car.

We have idiotically taken oil for granted, and now we are

paying the price.

One thing about this addiction to this sticky brown li

auid is that we have to worry about what goes on in the

Middle East. Granted, .Is not the only reason we have

to worry about what happens over there.

Ou relationship with Israel (no matter what you think

of itTcoupled with our bad habit of interfering m every

Thn-d World country's affairs, also deserve a large share

of the blame. However, this new crisis involving Iraq has

to do with oil. the fact that this whole flying mudball is

addicted to it and that the United States is just a little

too eager to fight a war for the rest of the world.

I suppose I must be some kind of a neuro-case to think

we are a bunch of paranoid, trigger-happy, macho oil

junkies to want to risk the lives of 18-year-olds over

something that happened on the other side of the planet,

and which affects other countries more than us. (We do

have our own oil reserves.) Strangely enough we are the

only country jumping the gun to go in to the Middle fcast

and play John Wayne.

Pamela McCarthy

Why are we so ready to fight?

Why don't we just stick to the economic embargo - what

Iraq did was wrong, so we boycott them until they make

things right. It makes sense to me.

Yet we have to go roaring in a giant desert, claiming

to protect the ideals of democracy and sovereignty.

Excuse me. what did we say we were protecting

Sovereignty. Oh. right.

I'm sure that everv Native American is going to buy

that claim. As will everv Central American count r\

And hev, folks, lets not forget South Africa. I'm sure

the people of that countrv don't feel their sovereignty was

exactlv protected when White people conquered and

plundered their land. We didn't even have the decency

to divest to show our disapproval.

Yet now we are on the brink of war because one

totalitarian ruler conquered another one.

Let's not fool ourselves, people. We are sacrificing our

lives, security and economy for our addiction, not for any

noble causes.

We are addicted to oil, and we are too lazy and short-

sighted to research and develop other forms of energy.

Maybe if we tried, we wouldn't be in this mess.

Of course, that's another thing. Wed have to exert some

energy ourselves, and that's a real pain.

We'd rather stay with our addiction and pollute the air

with our exhaust fumes, pollute the sea with our oil spills

and plunder the earth for oil instead of developing cleaner

forms of energy

We'd rather blame those Arabs tor our economic pro-

blems instead of realizing that it's our own fault

If we are going to fight the Iraqis, lets at least be honest

about it.

But quite frankly, we could save ourseh • .ant

headache by becoming a bit more self sufficient

Then we could leave the Middl. done, which is

what we should have been doing all along.

Pamela McCarthy is a Collegian columnist
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THIRD WORLD AFFAIRS
The Gulf Crisis: The right to oil, monarchy, and the pursuit of Saddam

Is Kuwait the 52nd stutf of the Untied States?

- Saddam Hussein Al-Takriti, in an interview with Dan

Rather of CBS.
Our planet has a fundamental contradiction. The North

consumes most <>t the raw materials, the South (so-called

Third World) supplies most of them. The North buys these

materials cheap, transforms them into expensive products,

and pockets the profits. The South starves, despite its vast-

ly superior raw material and manpower base.
"
Periodically, nationalist forces emerge in the South and

challenge the status-quo. They demand that the North pay

a fair price for vital resources. Sometimes, they can even

threaten the supply lines.

So what has this to do with Kuwait? With Iraq?

Everything. Oil is the resource in question. Saddam

Hussein's Iraq is the latest nationalist force. The actors

and props may change, but the grim play carries on.

For years, the vast majority of Arab people have lived

in dire poverty, despite the abundant petroleum reserves

which were regarded as the shared wealth of the entire

Arab nation.

Anglo-American and French oil interests ensured that

the dream of a dynamic, united Arab nation was not to

be. They covertly signed profitable oil contracts with

amoral princely rulers that had no popular mandate.

These oil monarchies include the corrupt House of Saud.

and the sheikhs and emirs in places like Bahrain. Abu

Dhabi. Sharjah. and Kuwait.

The neo-colonial sheikhs suppressed all human rights.

and preferred to invest their petro-dollars in the industrial

North rather than their own Arab brethren. They created

virtual slave societies, importing millions of menial

workers, maids, cooks and cleaners from South Asia

Egypt, Palestine and the Philippines. Citizenship and

rights are denied to these downtrodden people, ensuring

that a few thousand Gulf citizens lord over millions of op-

pressed workers and their families.

The party ended for the Sabah family of Kuwait when

Saddam Hussein's elite Presidential Guard Force

thundered into Kuwait City. The Emir caught the first

chopper out of town. There were few Arabs on the street

that mourned his highness' abrupt departure.

"Naked aggression!" shrieked the leaders of the North.

Media gurus (none ofwhom can even pronounce Saddam's

name correctly) drew dire comparisons with the Nazi

onslaughts of 1939. The average U.S. citizen became a self-

styled Middle East expert.

Pratip Dastidar
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The games people play.

In a supreme demonstration of hypocrisy, the U.S. public

conveniently overlooked their incredible apathy when the

Israeli juggernaut stormed into Lebanon in 1981, blasting

Beirut into rubble and killing hundreds of thousands of

civilians. Or during the bizarre rampage in Panama,

where a gigantic invasion force killed thousands in order

to punish one man that would not toe the party line. Need

we mention the amazing volte-face over Tiananmen

Square? No. that tends to spoil the fun and strip all

moralistic facade- tm ay. exposing the true reasons for the

war hvsteria.

Power Pushing Big Brother around? Go ahead. Saddam.

make my day.

Cheap oil. Gas is three times as expensive in my

hometown of Calcutta, as it is here in Amherst. Yet we

do not deploy invasion forces to control the oilfields. We

prospect for oil, negotiate.

It would be so much more logical if the true reasons for

the Operation Desert Shield (anyone remember that other

Freudian slip - Operation Just Cause?) were bluntly

articulated.

Firstly, the American way of life must be protected. This

includes the right to cruise the highways at will, spew

ing greenhouse gases into the atmosphere. The right to

party hard
Secondly, the United States is well aware that it is in

a state of relative economic decline vis-avis the Euro-

Japanese production system. But the United States would

rather maintain hegemony by policing the raw material

sources and trade routes, than by raising productivity and

educational standards. Brawn over brain.

Thirdly Saddam Hussein's humiliation of Emir Sabah

has exposed the vulnerability of the monarchies, and other

minority -based regimes such as Assad's Syria. The Egyp-

tian ruling class must also be wondering how long its em-

brace with Israel will be tolerated. The United States can^

not abandon the coterie of kings and crooks that it courted

over the years. The White House has nightmares over the

prospect of living with a secular, progressive Palestinian

state, let alone accepting an upsurge of Pan-Arab

nationalism. . ,

There are several other complex factors at play, but

these require a perfunctory understanding of Middle-

Eastern history, a commodity in rare display.

It is not our duty to determine whether the preserva-

tion of American extravagance, protection of corrupt

monarchies, and display of military muscle justify Opera

tion Desert Shield. That is the duty of U.S. "tixens Opi-

nion polls indicate an overwhelming support for the White

House's militarism.

It is perhaps more relevant to point out certain stark

realities. An agreement acceptable to Iraq and its

neighboring states could perhaps be devised by Arab

leaders especially with some adroit manoeuvenng by the

Jordanian monarch. Such an agreement, even if it mvolv

ed concessions in Kuwait, would leave Saddam Hussein

in power with unparalleled popularity among the average

Arab as the leader who humiliated the Emirs and faced

down imperialist powers. This is unacceptable to Bush,

Powell, Scowcroft. Thatcher, and the re 1

The United Stat.-s did not deploy a quarter of a million

inexperienced troops in order to bring them home leav

ing the Baathist regime in Iraq intact Indeed, the Oaten

sible reason for the deployment was absurd - the Saudi-

were well aware that Saddam's troops had no order to .t

tack their oilfields Bush has decided to destroy BaathiM

Iraq U.S. troops are in for the long haul

Indeed as time passes, the chances for an intra Arab

tlement grow stronger. This is unacceptable to the Nor

them leaders who are well aware that the withdrawal ot

their forces will be followed by the overthrow of those Arab

leaders that invited them. Unrest is simmering even in

Assad's Syria. The Iraqi army, technological base, and

political influence will remain long after the last G.l.

departs with his mineral water and suntan lotion.

So war seems inevitable, the only question being when

The U S ground forces eagerly await the massive tank

forces that will be needed Meanwhile, the Iraqis are

creating defensive fortification in Kuwait Few Americans

followed the Iran Iraq war. or they would be well aware

that Iraq has the most creative combat engineering corps

in the world. They excel at creating minefields, tank traps

and barbed wire meshes.
CONTINUED ON PAGE 15
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Many Third World students angered by U.S. actions

Outrage at American intervention andperceived hypocrisy in Gulfpolicy

BY PRATIP DASTIDAR
Collegian Staff

Third World nationals studying at the University ot

Massachusetts exhibited considerable skepticism about

the consequencefl of massive deployment of U.S. forces in

the Persian Gulf. Many condemned what they saw as U.S.

efforts to suppress a regional power that was not prepared

to accept the status-quo. Their sense of anger and disillu

sionment reflected a strong feeling that the United States

WW resorting to force for its own narrow interests and

using hypocritical moral justifications.

Hussein Ibish from Lebanon stressed the fact that Iraq

was an unusual nation in that it was a military power

but not an industrial power. He also said that Iraq had

not accepted the prevailing status-quo, and has no power-

ful external patron.

"The emergence of an independent regional power in

the Gulf is something that the United States is working

to avoid. The traditional U.S. policy in the region is to

divide and rule, as can be seen by the shifting alliances

that it constructs to promote its interests."

Ibish felt that war was probably imminent. "When

economic strangulation fails, it is likely that the United

States will attempt to neutralize Iraq through military

force," he said.

Idris Rageh from Somalia, in East Africa, felt that the

United States had overreacted to an invasion that was

minor in comparison with the type of invasions that the

superpowers had engaged in over the past 50 years.

"The problem wis an Arab one, but the United States

didnt give the Arabs the slightest chance to internally

ettk the issue They manipulated the United Nations and

the international community as though U S territory had

been seized."

No Arab force is truly united with America, he said.

"Egypt never smct -rely tried to find an Arab solution

Kv.ii as Mubarak attended an emergency Arab summit

in Cairo, he was dispatching troops to Saudi Arabia. This

is a betrayal. The Egyptian government has behaved as

a middleman.

"

ked about the Syrian support of the United 3UI

Rageh said, "Svria has no respect for the United States.

Egypt, Israel or Iraq. They operate on the belief that their

Gulf crisis
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 14

The United States cannot drive Iraq out of Kuwait

with air power alone.

The battle for Kuwait will demand massive gTound

forces It will make Beirut look like a minor skirmish,

and could involve as many as 50-60.000 U.S. casualties.

Only then will the citizens of the United States wake

up The Vietnam protests grew loud only when body

bags came home. Rarely were the mass protests

motivated by concern for the millions of Vietnamese

bombed into the ground. The draft was the driving

force.

Kuwait. It could well be engraved in stone above a

window in Memorial Hall Maybe next to Vietnam

This is the price of power. You cannot live the good

life without a down payment. Morality never mattered.

Pratip Dastidar ,s a Collegian staff member

enemies" enemy is their friend. But once shot

it is doubtful whether any \r..l> army will be willing to

help the W.st in killing Aral

He felt that it was much easier for the United States

to deploy troops than it will be to with..haw them. "The

Arab sheikhs will lose more to the United States than Iraq

will, because only God knows when the troops that 1

1

invited will leave."

Hassan Kavir. a student from Iran, who is also a com-

bat veteran of the Iran Iraq war denounced the U.S. ac-

tions and predicted that the United States would suffer

massive casualties in event of war.

Quoting Ho-Chi-Minh of Vietnam, he said, imperialism

will be defeated in Vietnam, destroyed in the Middle East

and will die in South America."

Mehrdad Sarangi, a Kurd from Iran condemned the U.S.

policy against Iraq. He discounted the attempts by the

media to show U.S. sympathy for the Kurds by dwelling

on the Iraqi use of chemical weapons against them. "I

have no confidence in U.S. foreign policy," he said. "It

is very contradictory. The United States and the Western

colonial powers divided the Kurdish nation into pi.

after promising the Kurds nationhood under the auspic.-.

of the League of Nations. They created much of the pro-

blem." .

Joss Dore, a student from the Republic of Guinea in

West Africa felt that no one would emerge as a winner

in a Gulf war. "The United States will find its internal

social problems deepening There may be a short term vie

v. hut in the end everyone will lose." he said.

Western countries have shown a rimilar obsession with

their self inter.-t- in Africa This is what makes them

port unpopular leaders, giving them money and gun^ to

kill."

Mukund Mavlankar. from India. wa> blunt in his disap-

proval of the U s miliar) posturing, i strongly d

prove." he said "There i- no moral ground for the I

force deployment

Lester Henry, from Trinidad in the Caribbean,

angered by the US behavior it's ridiculous That's my

view
"

"The Rambo' mentality is on the move again It

Panama la- Iraqthi \nytmie anyone kdj

anywhere in the globe, the United S *mM m it-

fleets."

"It is obvious that they want a war." he said, it will

justify their huge military budget and allow them to try

out new weapons on people of color with the rest of the

white world and a few Uncle Toms cheering loudly

Sumita Dutt, a student from India felt that the crisis

was taking on frightening proportions. She said that the

United States was flexing its muscles for two reasons -

to control its oil interests and to protect puppet govern

ments in the Middle East that are easy to manipulate.

"What is scary is that it (the United States] is trying,

successfully, to get the United Nations behind it. This can

have serious repercussions on the balance of powei in the

world. It could be a precedent for the rest of the world."

she said.

Anil Kanjee. from South Africa, said it was strange to

see the United States lobbying for sanction- m the Gulf

is. in light of its history of declaring that sanctions

are an ineffective device whenever the issue of South

Africa comes up. "I can't help wondering if there is an

ulterior motive," he added.
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BUSH ON FIRE - Bangladeshis burn an effigy

of President Bush to protest U.S. presence in

Saudi Arabia.

Madanmohan Rao, from India, also felt that the United

military buildup was hypocritical He «u tharp-

l\ critical Of the I'.V DM -verage oJ the cn>is

it is blatantly hypocritical far the United States, itsell

a promoter of terrorism and strong arm tactics to loudly

uphold national sovereignty The media is playii.

critical role in this propaganda mission."

Hassan Abd-al Karim. from Eritrea in East Africa, said

that the oil in the Middle East did not belong to the United

States, but to the Arabs it is extremely hypocritical tor

the United States to carry out these policies after attack

mg Grenada and Panama, and supporting both the South

African invasion of Angola and the Israeli InvaafOfl «
Lebanon," he said

One of the students interviewed. Shyam Shanmugasun-

daram from India, supported the U.S. actions. "I approve

of the United Nations resolution to enforce a trade em-

bargo with or without the use of force Iraq should not

have marched into Kuwait when they could have

negotiated the oil price- through OPE*

I approve of the use of force by the multi national

militaries against Iraq with some r "ns Diplor

channels should be first tried, and they should not jeopai

d,ze t h, D key Iraqi installations I.

nary then they should just go ahead and blast Sad-

dam
'"
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What do John Irving, Horace Boyer,

and the Paul Winter Consort

have in common?

The Ark!

Join us this and every Sunday Night

for Dinner and Fellowship,

6:00pm

THE ARK
758 NORTH PLEASANT STREET
549-5929

RECREATIONAL JOB
OPENINGS FALL '90

WORK STUDY-NON-WORK STUDY

Part-time, temporary positions

Raquetball instructor

Basketball timekeeper/scorekeeper

Swimming instructors and lifeguards

Volleyball League supervisors

Volleyball officials

Drop-In Volleyball supervisor

After-School Children's Recreational.

Program supervisor and assistant

Weekend facilities supervisor

Saturday morning Building Supervisor

Applications are available in the Town

Manager's Office, Town Hall, 4 Boltwood

Avenue, Amherst.

For information, come see us on the

Campus Center Concourse, Thursday,

September 6, 9a.m.-4p.m.

APPLY NOW
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The outlook

is good,

University of

Massachusetts

at Amherst

PECIALS
& RESTAURANT

and the future n

yours for the taking.

With your choice of

nearly 200 credit and

noncredit courses, the forecast for personal and

professional growth looks promising. This fall,

let the UMass Division of Continuing Education

help you plan the right course for your future.

Late register for University day classes and

Continuing Education evening classes, on

a space-available basis, through September 18 in

Room 615, Goodell Building.

For more information or a free catalog, call the

Division of Continuing Education at 545 5 19H.

We're predicting your success.

/)/
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Andy's Pizza Fall Specials

Small 2-way plzza-$4.50 plus tax

Large 2-way pizza-$8.00 plus tax

2 Large Cheese Pizzas-$12.00 plus tax

With any Large Plzza-1 liter of soda free

2 dinners for $9.50 plus tax

Only 1 Special per order

Specials good through the semester

Ask for Specials over the phone

Full Liquor License, Beer and Wine

175 University Drive (by Price Chopper)

256-8147, 256-8148

OPEN EVERY DAY WITH FREE DELIVERY
11am-2am; Fri. and Sat. until 3am

Collegian file photo

President-Chancellor Joseph Duffey

BY PRESTON P. FORMAN
Collegian Staff

The first of a two-part series

Even Michael Dukakis had to serve jury

duty a few years back, so if the Governor

had to go, there was little hope of

President-Chancellor Joseph Duffey get

ting out of it.

Not that he wanted to. "I wanted to do

it. Jury duty is one of the few respon-

sibilities we have left as citizens, so I took

it very seriously."

And so this West Virginia native trudg-

ed down to the Northampton District Court

to serve his one day to the Commonwealth

of Massachusetts.

"They hold you in this tiny room and

they won't let you make phone calls which

is a real hardship for me," said Duffey, who

has a car phone, of course. "So I made a lit

tie small talk - I knew quite a few people

there — and waited to be seated. They did

send me to one jury but I wasn't needed."

But then his lucky break came. "We were

taken to the lower court and I look around

and see a lot of familiar faces including

quite [a few from the University] like Dr.

Bob Ackerman [of the Philosophy depart

ment] and I start to wonder what is going

on."

"I begin to banter with Bob and then I

realize that I'm about to sit on the trial of

the towns people [who occupied my offV

in the spring of 1989 over Department of

Defense funding at UMass]," he said. "In

the meanwhile, the court officers are going

out of their minds because jurors aren't

supposed to be talking with witnesses —

jurors aren't supposed to know what* go-

ing on"
Dut' unceremoniously sent back tfl

the juror room. "I get there and the offi<

says to me, 'You are dismissed, thank you

very much.' That's my experience with jury

duty.'

The University's fourth chancellor. Duf

fey, 58, is the top of the bureaucratic lad-

der on the campus, and as president, he is

the head of all of Amherst's siblings, the

University of Massachusetts at Boston and

the medical school in Worcester.

When he was appointed to the president's

post last spring - with many misgivings

on his part but with adamant support — he

called the combined position "an experi-

ment." Six months later, Duffey is still

investigating.

"I said when I took this position that it

was an experiment and it still is ... but I

feel like I'm the guinea pig. I obviously

can't do both jobs so I have to be selective

in what I do. I'm tired at the end of the

day," he said with a laugh.

Since his installation, Duffey has ag-

gressively slashed the budget and person-

nel of the President's office in Boston in an

effort to decentralize and make the cam

puses more responsible for coordination

and planning.

"We have very sharply reduced the ac-

tivities of the President's office and we

have reduced the reduced the paperwork

required on the campuses," he said "What

we have done is made determinations of

what is important for the office
."

Duffey said he suspects the President's

budget to be cut in half to less than $1

million, chiefly by inducing the staff ot the

office. He said the savings will go directly

back to the campu

A target of critics for years, the calls for

the president- office to be abolished ha

grown louder since the state budget took

ill. Duffey said the he feels the office might

still have a role to play in the higher educa-

tion system but because of the para;

government it remains on the cutting

block.

"We are not functioning under normal

times and we have no-

It's bard to make any judgenv it

.t the office might do be.

such an extraordinary circumst.

In tomorrow'* Collegian. D 'ill

dtsi u 'Qduate Emptc

tum. th, ttrm* placed on th* faculty by

declining n and t> i that

plague campuses here and natmnn ulc

He will also outline (h- 9 <rp. his

proposal for a state-side version of the I
'

Corns

Duffey supports
Silber tuition

hike proposal

BY PRESTON P. FORMAN
Collegian Staff

Although President Chancellor Duffey declined to

speculate on the gubernatorial race, he said he believes

all the candidates, regardless of poliitical affiliation,

are friends of public higher education - even John

Silber. _ „ ~ c

In an early July interview with the Collegian, Dut

fey discounted fears that Silber, on leave as president

of Boston University, would be harsh to state univer

sities "Like all the candidates. I think John Silber

would be an excellent supporter of public higher educa

tion in Massachusetts."

Silber. in a late July campaign stop proposed tnpl

ing tuition to $5000 at the University of Massachusetts

at Amherst. Southeastern Massachusetts University

in Dartmouth and the University of Lowell. He said

this - and a host of other improvements at the secon

dary school levels - would raise the quality of educa

tion in the state.

Silber has been an outspoken advocate of innovative

education proposals. For slightly over a year, Boston

University has operated the Chelsea public schools, the

only private takeover of a school system in the coun-

try Silber had previously sought to run the Boston

school systen and now wants to put the system into

receivership. . _ —«_
Duffey, in an interview with the Boston Globe em-

braced the essence of Silber's proposal but said the in-

crease was too high. ^. ,

Silber estimated that half the students attending the

three schools could afford the increaee. He said scholar-

ships would be made available for the other half.

Duffey said he liked Silber's proposal but only if

poorer students were not forgotten in the increase -

rnore financial aid - and if the univers.t.es were given

more autonomy to spend the money.

"John tends to overreact a little but I guess it s

better than not having any ideas at all, Duffey told

^Silber suggested that the universities use the addi-

tion* money tor scholarships or educational

improvements

« ' - '
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'Unfair' booze regs
ATHOL (AP) — Darrell Lewis, who manages a super-

market that straddles the border between Worcester

and Franklin counties, is trying to get permission to

sell liquor on Sunday.

But so far, all he can do is watch the traffic in and

out of a competing liquor store just across the parking

lot from the supermarket.

"He can sell on Sunday, he's in Athol," Lewis said.

At the Super Stop 'n Shop market Lewis manages,

"the cash registers are on the Athol side and where

we keep the liquor is on the Orange side," he said.

And that means he can't sell on Sunday.

Lewis has filed appeals with the state Alcoholic

Beverage Control Commission as well as officials in

both the Worcester County town of Athol and the

Franklin County town of Orange.

But the hitch is that regulations adopted by the st.it*

Legislature last month allows cities and towns in

Worcester. Middlesex and Essex counties withing 10

miles of the New Hampshire border to permit liquor

sales on Sunday. Franklin County towns are not

included.

Although liquor stores in border towns have long

chafed at Massachusetts restrictions on Sunday sales,

state ABCC Chairman George McCarthy is no fan of

the new regulations. McCarthy has called the move
"ridiculous" and maintained it will benefit big chains

at the expense of small stores.

City wrestles with bad publicity
NEW BEDFORD (AP) - The indictment of a local

lawyer in the death of one of nine women believed to be

victims of a serial killer has done little to undo this old

whaling port's reputation for violent crime.

For two years, the city made famous by the "Big Dan s

gang rape case has labored under the glare of publicity

focused on the slayings of nine women whose bodies were

found along highways near here. All had histories of il-

legal drug use and some were involved in prostitution.

With local prosecutors focusing on attorney Kenneth

Ponte, 40, as a suspect in one of the killings, residents

of this city steeped in seafaring history show little sign

that the ordeal is over.

From city hall to seedy Weld Square, an area frequented

hv several ofthe victims, emotions range from a sense that

New Bedford's reputation has been badly damaged to a

fear that violent crime is ever present.

"If it isn't someone who's out there killing prostitutes,

it's somebody killing people over bad drug deals and turf

wars," said Brian Foss, a drug abuse specialist at the

Center for Human Services, a New Bedford health and

drug rehabilitation agency.

I don't senso anv feelings of relief," said New Bedford s

three-term Mavm John Bullard. "The indictment is only

for one of the murders, and it's only an indictment, not

a conviction."

Even if the slayings are solved a prospect prosecutors

call unlikely, the climate of violence, drugs and crime from

which they sprang persists.

In spring 1988, when the first of the slaying victims

began to disappear, the center's methadone program serv-

ed about 180 clients a day. Today, the center accom-

modates 500 a day.

New Bedford's rate of violent crime is also above average

for Massachusetts cities its size. The number of rapes more

than doubled from 1988 to 1989, jumping from 27 to 69,

State police figures show.

Drug arrests are skyrocketing. Police expect to make

1,500 drug arrests this year. So abundant is the supply

of cocaine that it sells on the street for less than half the

price found elsewhere in the state., New Bedford Police

Lt. David Provencher said in a recent interview.

New Bedford does have a positive side, however, even

if it gets obscured by an unlucky pair of sensational crimes

combined with the problems plaguing so many American

cities.

Residents take pride in their cobblestone streets and sea

captain's houses that bespeak the city's role as the capital

of whaling before the Civil War.

Today New Bedford remains one of the nation's richest

fishing ports with some 350 commercial fishing boats call-

ing this port home. A year ago, there was a brief swell

of pride when the National League of Cities ranked New
Bedford in its top 10 for programs to help drop-outs and

the disabled find jobs.

The mayor recalled a question by a member of the

league's jury before the city won its award. It was in-

dicative of how a highly publicized crime can become the

sole association outsiders make with a community.
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CAN YOU TYPE?
If so, then the Collegian wants you. All you need
to earn money and join the fun are afternoons free

j

from 3-6. or evenings from 6-9.

Two positions are open. Applications are available

at the Collegian, Campus Center 113.

Ask to speak to Sarah Demaster

Applications due Wednesday, September 12
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UPREME CHEESE & ME
I

ITH YOUR COLLEGE ID
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POSTER SALE
Sponsored by WMUA 91.1 FM

Student Union Ballroom
Wednesday Sept. 5 through Friday Sept. 7

9 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. each day

-\ This Monday and Tuesday, Sept.

j 1 & 1 1 . when you present your

^5 1990 College ID card with this

4 coupon at the Brueggers Bagel
' Bakery on N Pleasant St. in

J Amherst, you'll receive a bagel of

-J
your choice with Supreme

i Cheese%r FREE! It's our way of

-• introducing you to the

; i deliciousness of Bruegger's

i Bagel Bakery™ IM i on 1 1 nrio™ 0ne coupon per customer
..Offervahld7.30-11.00am

Nq| va|ld̂ in

K
combmatl0n with

,N ~

\rs.

i Sept 10 & 11 only
other offers

tf®* .,"•"

BRUEGGER'S
BAGELBAKERY

-^»

AEROBICS
AND FITNESS CLASSES

• STATE OF THE ART NEO SHOCK FLOOR
• SIX CLASSES DAILY
• ONLY $4.25 »ER CLASS
• SAVE BY BUYING PACKAGES OF

lO. 20, Or 30 classes.

"ffirwhj

r
'°*AU

'**«>» Over 1000 Different

Selections

Most Images
Only $5 and $6

BIGGEST & BEST SELECTION
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proposal for litigation rights

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 8

not in the best interest of this campus" and the 1987

Trustees decision to rescind litigation rights would be

upheld.

Both Legal Services Staff and student leaders said they

were frustrated with Madson for not being as open to

negotiating the proposal as he had initially implied.

"He asked us to write a proposal and then he sat on it

until the end of the semester, and then rejected it," said

Richard Urena, chair of the Legal Services Governing

Board.

"Denny [Madson] told the Legal Services staff and stu-

dent leaders to write a proposal for discussion and then

rejected the proposal without any negotiation,"

McQuilken said.

Madson denied the proposal had been purposely delayed.

He said the proposal took longer than he had wished

because it had to be fully evaluated and examined by

University attorneys.

"I believe in my heart that a strong legal service is

necessary on a campus this complex," Madson said. "My
commitment is to give students a fair shake, which doesn't

rest on litigation rights."

The Legal Services Center is funded solely by student

trust fund monies collected through mandatory fees. The

Legal Services Office, now called the Legal Services

Center, was founded in 1973 by both the Student Govern-

ment Association and Graduate Student Senate.

Since Legal Services is supported solely by student

funds, the dispute, according to Urena, surrounding

limited litigation rights is really part of a bigger dispute

— what degree of control students have of their own trust

funds.

Urena said the administration's initial refusal to

recognize the Legal Services Governing Board, a govern-

ing board created by students to set the case policy for

Legal Services, exemplified this larger struggle.

"There is a need to reconcile what the roles of the

students and the administration in control of our office

are," Urena said. "If the SGA decides to set up a govern

ing board for LSC, this should not be a problem."

He said the SGA has gotten involved with the proposal

because Legal Services is funded by student monies. The

establishment of office power has been a "on-going con

flict" with the administration. Madson said since the

fee for Legal Services is a mandatory fee like the health

fee and housing fee. the trustees have authority over these

monies. When the students unsuccessfully attempted to

overturn the trustees rescindment decision, the District

Court of Boston upheld in 1988 that the tiust.es had the

authority over the use of this fee, he said.

"There is no question that the power and responsibili-

ty on how those fees are used rests with the trustees,"

Madson said.

During this summer, the Committee for Student Rights,

a confidential group of student leaders and Legal Services

staff have been meeting with Madson and the trustees in

preparation for the Academic Student Subcommittee

meeting scheduled for next October. The limited litiga-

tion proposal will be on the agenda for this meeting, but

the meeting in December will be more decisive.

"Student leaders have been contacting University

trustees one-on-one over the summer trying to convince

them that limited legislation wouldn't harm the ad-

ministration but it is a vital student need," McQuilken

said.

A petition drive for the restoration of limited litigation

rights started on September 3. The Commission for Stu

dent Rights' set goal is 20,000 signatui

When we go into the trustees in December we want

to >how that every student on campus thinks it is impor-

tant (litigation rights]" McQuilken said "Since the

trustees really have no vested interest in limited litiga-

tion, it's not worth it to them to fight it."
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CALLING ALL PHOTOGRAPHERS

Are you interested in

shooting for the Collegian. ?

Stop by 113 Campus Center

for more information.

twmmmmm
Are you an Undergraduate

Parent who needs money
for child care?

Up to $950 available for child

care assistance through the

Undergraduate Child Care Tui-

tion Assistance Program per

semester. Applications

available in the Off Campus
Housing Office, 428 Student
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WoNDeriNg AbOUt All tHE Noise at tHe

tOp of CLaRk HiLl RoAd?

OPEN FORUM Sept. 17 Campus Center Rm. 903 7-8 pm

WELCOME BACK STUDENTS!

The noise atop the hill is the

WILLIAM SMITH CLARK Ml

a new public space, with sculpture, that resulted

from a design competition and project conducted in

cooperation with our sister university in JAPAN!

Hokkaido University

Clark was the first sitting president of UMass in the 1800s, then Ma.

Agricultural College, and a leader in launching Hokkaido University, then

Sapporo Agricultural College, in Japan.

The Memorial was designed by a recent UMass alumnus (while a student)

Todd Rkhardson (MLA '87) in consultation with UMass Professor Emeritus

of Landscape Architecture Barrie Greenbic and two landscape architects from

Japan

It is slated to be completed in the late fall - join us at the dedication and

reception in the spring.

• 77tw is a sign for BOYS BE, a cafe in Japan named in honor of William Smith

Clark. Now UMass will pay tribute to this outstanding leader.

THE STYLING SALON AT

JCPennev
THURSDAYS

MEN'S
NIGHT
3-8:30 P.M.

18 yrs. and older

haircuts *8

FRIDAYS

LADIES
NIGHT
3-8:30 P.M.

18 yrs. and older

haircuts
S8

:harge ith

The Styling Salon at

JCPenney
e 1MI. JCP»*wwy Comply. l"c

OPEN Mon — Fri. 9am-8:30pm

Salon Phone: 584-7416
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CONTINUED FROM PAGE 8

"When a student registers for a semester,

a student agrees to pay a certain amount

of tuition for a certain amount of classes

and credits," Valvo said. "When the state

later passes a statute lSec.176] which

changes the contract, they break the con-

stitution contracts clause."

Sacks said the Board of Regents believ-

ed the timing of the increase is not relative

to the plaintiffs' claim because each college

and university catalog states in some way

that tuitions are subject to change at any

time. He said the court will have to review

the language of each particular school to

farm not ready

determine if this statement fully upholds

the Regents' stand.

Valvo said the language in the catalogs

really tells prospective students the full

amount of tuition they can expect to pay

for the upcoming semester and the time to

increase tuition is before registration only.

"Otherwise if you read the language as

Peter [Sacks] does, does 'anytime' mean up

to the time of graduation, after graduation,

or at your 25 year reunion?" Valvo said.

Valvo said he is in the process of obtain-

ing one student plaintiff from each college

and university, a requirement of the

defense.

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 9

When the Foundation bought the farm,

it absorbed the debts left by Young, Hewett

said.

Hewett said Young still owes the Foun

dation over $146,000 for housing some of

his horses. "Young still owes lots of bucks,"

he said.

While officials had originally anticipated

the entire farm would be ready when

classes began this fall, they seem hopeful

that the facilities will be ready by

December. But portions of the facility are

already being utilized, Trotman said.

About half of the University's 50 horses

have been moved from the present site of

the Equine program at Tilson farms,

behind Sylvan dormitories, while the

Manor house, which has a large function

room, is currently being used by various

groups for meetings and dinners.

Sheep, goats, swine and cattle will also

be moved to the farm when its renovations

are complete in December.
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Collegian photo by K.A Burkr

The University of Massachusetts Foundation's latest acquistion -- the

Hadley farm, slated to open in December.

(otlogtan photo by Jaaon l)«n/i»r,

THIS ONE'S FOR GEORGE - U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service fish

biologist Richard Cronin displays his catch of the day at the National

Fishery in Sunderland.
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AP Photo

SAUDI ARABIA (AP) - Members of the

Royal Saudi Arabian National Guard crawl

under barbed recently as part of training ex-

ercises in response to Iraqi invasion of Kuwait

Guide details desert
FORT LEAVENWORTH (AP) - An Army Unit on the

Kansas plain has produced a booklet to help U.S. soldiers

m Saudi Arabia learn the ltfe-or-death lessons of the

desert. ... „

"The desert can easily kill an unprepared soldier,

warns the new manual prepared for Operation Desert

Shield Filled with common sense, plain spoken language

the 25 page booklet is packed with a few basic rules of

survival for those unprepared for desert climates.

it's a basic training document if you've not had any

experience in the desert." said Brig Gen James Lyle the

commander of the unit that put the publication together

The Army has printed 250.000 copies of the little

manual, and 5.000 were flown to Saudi Arabia this week.

Lyle said. Lyle is in charge of the Center for Lessons

Learned, the Army unit that gleans studies and reports

from manv Army exercises or activities and then compiles

a huge data base to help commanders teach their soldiers

the best way to plan, organize and carry out their

Mission

>

„ . r .. -

The booklet. -Winning in the Desert, uses information

gathered from the Army's desert training center at Fort

Irwin. Calif . from joint US-Saudi«^^«,d

p

d""^
the past 10 vears and exercises conducted by the baudi

Arabian National Guard. Lyle said.

The publication is brief and blunt about the dangers the

desert can hold. But it also points out that men have wag

ed war in those harsh environs for centuries, some more

successfully than others. Knowledge of the desertUs ke>

•Priorities may alter, techniques will ^^""""j
leaders and units who are fit and well trained toW*"®
have little difficulty adjusting to desert war. Lyle saicL

Small maps of Saudi Arabia and Iraq are accompanied

by brief discussions of each country a geography and

climate. A section on the desert clearly points out the

dangers of too much sun and too little water, but it also

tells soldiers not to lie or sit on the ground, since those

surfaces can be 30 degrees hotter than the air

The en "ronment plays havoc withte™\«W£W
ment, the booklet warns. On rocky deserts the M54 Hifr

ton truck is prone to air hydraulic cylinder failure and

powerPeering leaks ' Dust. sand, rough terrain and

Sper^re extremes cause a 50 percent increase ,n th.

repair parts needed to support a combat unit, it says.

Companies profit

by supplying troops
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

NEW YORK — You knew beverage companies would

rally around the flag after President Bush sent American

troops to the parched Saudi desert.

G.I.'s have to eat. too, so it was no surprise when an

Arkansas chicken processor said it was helping feed the

troops.

But the mission has also meant an unexpected public

relations windfall for companies that might not normal

ly be associated with a military maneuver.

How about the casinos that came up with 10,000 decks

of cards, the games maker who is sending 2.500 jig

puzzles or the workout magazine that offered to send r.

vists an exercise brochui

None of these companies has been brash enough to t

out advertising that touts what it has been doin^ to help

America- efforts to keep the oil flowing from the Persian

Gulf. , .,

In fact, the only companies buying ad space that allud-

ed to the Middle East crista have been the oil giants, which

.mbling to deflect criticism the> had unfairly pro-

fited from the turmoil by raising gasoline pin

But the other companies have, to varying degrees, got-

ten the word out about what they have been doing. lt*i

called public relations.

Quaker Oats Co. of Chicago put out a news release an

nouncing it had orders for 100,000 cases of its Gatoradr

drink and had already shipped 20.000 for use by troop-

in Saudi Arabia.

Spokesman Ronald Bottrell said there are no plans to

tout the connection in advertising.

"Frankly, we don't think the military would want to

be in a position of making an implied endorsement." he

said.

Tyson Foods. Inc., a longtime government supplier,

received special orders for 240,000 pounds of frozen

chicken for troops in Saudi Arabia.

Five Nevada casinos owned by Circus Circus Enter

prises Inc. plan to donate 10.000 decks of cards to the Air

Force for use in Saudi Arabia, said casino promotions

director Joe Mattes.

Mattes, who works for the Colorado Bejle casino in

Laughlin, Nev.. said. "With our location in the Southwest,

we deal a lot with the military."

Western Publishing Co., a puzzle manufacturer m

U.S. to sell F-15s
WASHINGTON. DC (AP) - The United States plans

to sell Saudi Arabia nearly $3 billion in new weapons to

bolster its defenses against Iraq and w. 1 pay at least
$2J

billion to sustain Operation Desert Shield through the end

^Tte proceed sale includes 24 F 15 fighter planes and

150 M^0 tanks, according to congressional sources who

asked not to be identified by name

Intended to help the oil-rich Arab kingdom withstand

the military threat imposed by Iraq, the sale also would

mclude 15.000 rounds of depleted uranium armor

pacing, anti-tank ammunition and 200 Stinger ant,

a,

Tho2 s^urceTdid not detail what the future P***®*"
are The Washington Post said today a second sale of 24

F45s was planned for 1991 The 48 additional F-15s would

bring the total weapons sold to Saudi Arabia to 1 C
I

com-

pared with the current congressionally imposed limit ot

62.

A I* F'holu

KUWAIT CITY (AP) - Kuwait City's skyline

is distinguished by the modern desalinization

towers that rise above the water-short Persian

Gulf capital. The top platform of the tower at

right holds a revolving coffee shop.

Racine, Wis., said in a news release it was donating about

2.500 American landscape puzzles to the Army

"We are not doing this from a business standpoint, it s

from a patriotic standpoint. We are going to sell a lot of

puzzles no matter what we do," said spokesperson Kim

MC
FJn™s Plus magazine in New York has just launched

its premiere issue but said ,n a news release last week

it was ready to help reservists get in shape for active du

ty with a free brochure of exercises.

J

Hissing Home?

Need a Break?

CORNERSTONE CHAPEL
580 Bridge Road

Northampton, MA 01060

Sunday
9-45 a.m. Bible Study Classes

11:00 a.m. Praise and Worship

6:30 p.m. Evening Assembly

Wednesday
6:30 p.m. Bible Study

call for a ride: 584-5168
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20% 'off College Supplies

(except sale items - with this ad)

WHALEN STATIONERS
Main Street — Amherst

(next to Buffalo Bills)
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"Serving Students Since 1958"
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WITH THE PURCHASE OF ANY
FUTON & FRAME

GOOD NIGHT BEDDING

OUTLET STORES

320 RIVERSIDE DRIVE
NORTHAMPTON

585-0660

9 E. PLEASANT STREET
AMHERST (next to the Mercantile}

549-3507
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UMass Lesbian, Bisexual, Gay, Alliance celebrates its

20th year as Registered Student Organization

Lesbian Cl*e%ual eay Alliance

Photo rourtMy of ihr I IM.A

By MA WOOLWICH
Collegian Staff

Withstanding the test of time, the Lesbian, Bisexual

Gay Alliance is celebrating its twentieth anniversary at

the University of Massachusetts this Fall.

Twenty years ago, in the fall of 1970, a group of student*

began holding meetings at the Amherst Episcopalean

Church. Students would gather in numbers to talk and

give support. After a few meetings, they decided to move

on campus; turnout was never less than 75 people for the

rest of that semester.

During 1971, the formally named Student Homophile

League, had obtained office space (413B) and a phone

number <545-0154> in the Student Union, both of which

are still the same today. The SHL had also started the

Speakers* Bureau - a group of students who would go to

classes on request to talk and answer questions about gay

In 1974, the number for the SHL office was established

as the Amherst Gay Hotline, for counseling and referral.

Also, the Lesbian. Bisexual and Gay Men's Counseling

Collective, consisting of students trained as peer

counselors, was formed as a separate Registered Student

Organization. A highlight of that year was having ex-

United States Air Force Seargent Leonard Matlovich, an

openly gay man, speak at UMass. Matlovich was at the

time suing the Air Force for discharging him for being

gay; he won that suit in 1981.

By 1976 the word "gay" was commonly used to reter

to anyone who was not heterosexual, including gay men,

lesbians, and bisexual men and women. The SHL chang-

ed its name to the People's Gay Alliance, in order to have

a name more inclusive of all sexual orientations, including

heterosexual allies, and to make the group's purpose more

clear. Also, the Lesbian Union, which later became a

separate RSO, formed as part of the PGA
The First Annual Northampton Gay Pride March was

held in 1981. and PGA members were among the local

groups that helped organize the event, which every year

now draws groups from as far away as Boston, New York

City, NY, and San Francisco, Calif. -_.„-.
On December 7, 1984 the PGA sponsored its first Gay

Blue Jeans Day" - gay students and heterosexual allies

wore jeans to show their support of gay liberation The

group also had its first Coffee Social - casual get-togethers

that are now held every Friday throughout each semester.

Also in 1984. the PGA held a rally and challenged the

administration to inrtitutt an office for Gay. Lesbian and

Bisexual Concerns a Heterosexism Awareness Week, and

a GLB Awareness Educator in the now defunct Student

Center for Educational Research and Advocacy.

In 1985 the LU and the PGA came together to form what

is presently known as the LBGA, and the Program for

, mM • as formed, with an office located in John

Adams
Reflecting the quickened pace of political activism in

the national Gay Liberation Movement, the LBGA ha*

stepped up its activity in recent years. In the fall of 19Sb

the LBGA gained two permanent seats on the Student

Union Board of Governors. In April 1987. the first Gay.

Lesbian and Bisexual Awareness Week, a week of films,

lectures, workshops, and social events was held.

On October 11, 1987. the LBGA marched as a contingent

in the march on Washington for Lesbian and Gay Rights.

On October 11. 1988. the LBGA celebrated its first Na

tional Coming Out Day with the traditional "Jeans Day

Since then. National Coming Out Day has been dubbed

"Pink and Black Day" in memory of the pink triangles

worn by gay men and black triangles worn by lesbians

who were exterminated during the Holocaust. On

November 29. 1988 a vigil commemorating the assasma

tion of Harvey Milk, one of the first openly gay politicians,

was organized by the LBGA.
In 1989 the Program for GLB Concerns enjoyed its first

full year as an institutionalized part of the Dean of

Students office.

and the Lesbian, Bisexual Womyn's Union was formed

as a eroup within the LBGA.
» „-,

»

~a

During ?he spring 1990 semester, the LBGA sponsored

an anti-homophobia rally that was attended by more than

MO people, and at which Vice Chancellor Dennis Mad-

son spoke On May 15, 1990, a task force consisting of

rmb^rs of the LBGA. the Faculty/Staff Support Group,

Reflecting the quickened pace of political

activism in the national Gay Liberation

Movement the LBGA has stepped up its

activity in recent years.

the Program for GLB Concerns, representatives from

HousinT the Dean of Students Office, the Vice

Chancellor's Office, the Chancellor's Office Academic Af-

fairs and other campus administrative bodies was form

ed to address the needs of the GLB community on campus

The LBGA plans to continue its regularly scheduled

events, which will include weekly coffee socials film

series, and monthly dances. In addition, members will con-

tinue to address issues of the GLB community through

participation in the administrative task force, collabora-

tion with the Program for GLB Concerns, and spon.-r

in* various speakers and events.

After 20 vears at UMam, the LBGA is still going strong,

and looking forward to a productive future.

Photo courtesy of thr LBCiA
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Students acting as peacekeepers in 1986 Northampton Pride March.

Part of the LBGA contingent at the 1987 March on Washington.
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Students gather around Student Union
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$99 SPECIAL
3 Days only

Sept. 6th, 7th & 8th

10:00am-4:00pm

While they last

Rollokan Swedish
Flatweave

WOOL RUGS
Additional sizes & stytes

available at up to 6(% off

Amsal International Inc.

1120 Federal St.; Rt.9 Direaly

Belchertown, MA on

413-253-2644 Bus Routel

action for justice

liberation

openness

a place for growth
celebration

sharing

hugs
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diversity
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endless searching
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United Christian Foundation
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Welcome Back
Students!

We're here for all

your hair care
needs.

Amherst
103 N. Pleasant
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Hours
Monday-Friday 9-8 00 pm.

Saturday 9-5 00 p.m.
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enrollment declines

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 3

not think that the reputation of the

University will suffer significantly.

"All universities in the Northeast, with

the possible exception of the Ivy's, are see-

ing similar declines in applicants," he said.

One reason for the decrease in applicants

is the significantly smaller number of high

school graduates, according to Dennis Mad-

son vice chancellor of Student Affairs.

The number of high school graduates this

year decreased from 72,000 in 1987 to

58 000 The number is expected to continue

decreasing to 54,000 in 1994, then slowly

rise to 64,000 in 2004.

Madson said the decrease in enrollment

is parallel to the decrease in faculty at the

University

Other reasons for the decline in ap

plicants are the budget cuts and the

negative publicity they have brought, he

said. _.

We do not have the funds to offer

scholarships that attract students." Mad-

ron said.
i •

j

La-t year. $38 million of financial aid

« as not met for students who requested it,

and Madson said he expects the trend to on-

lv get worse.

Minority enrollment is up to 1 1 percent,

but he said the number of Black and

Hispanic students has decreased because

of reductions in financial aid.

The number of Black and Hispanic

students enrolled has also decreased

because of increased competition among

schools for minority students, according to

Rinehart.

"The number of qualified students com-

ing out of urban schools is less so the de-

mand for them is great," he said.

According to Joseph Zannini, director of

University Housing Servces, the decrease

in enrollment has left the dormitories emp

tier than usual.

"Spending has to meet revenue, so it we

don't have full enrollment, we have to look

at how to cut or increase revenues," Zan

nini said.

The cutbacks will come in the form ot

reduced set-vices, he said. These include

slower renovations in dormitories, and

reductions in support staffs, educational

programs, and supplies.

Zannini said other possible options in

elude increasing the number of single

rooms available, as well as the number of

special interest housing options to increase

occupancy
The number of students currently

registered to live in dormitories this fall is

approximately 1 1 .300. but Zannini said he

expects this number to be lower.

Story ideas??

Call the Collegian 545-3500

Good Advice

Honest Price.
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lines shorter
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away substantial numbers of

students in the past from important

classes, and this semester doesn t look

much better," she said.

Arlene Norkin, a staff associate in the

Math department, said her department

planned around student requests as

much as possible to cut down the

number of overbooked classes. As a

result, the department only had dif-

ficulties in pre-algebra level courses, she

said.

English Department Head Robert

Bagg said his department last year

reduced lines that would last as long as

four hours by using a "delicatessen

system," in which students were hand-

ed a slip of paper that assigned a time

at which they were to return.

Bagg said his department has been

hard hit the past three years, but add-

ed most of the budget cute have been for

"nonessential" spending.

"We've had cuts in travel and spen-

ding, but we've also added three new

faculty members this semester," he said.

Even though popular classes will be

over-subscribed, Bagg said more spaces

are available this semester in English

classes because of careful planning by

the department and a decrease

enrollment.

Pizza Hut Delivers

on Campus
Hot and Free

RESEARCH
INTERVIEWERS
HiringNow ForThe SchoolYear

Interesting, part-time telephone assignments to collect

data on a variety of research topics. Absolutely no sell-

ing involved. Flexible hours Sunday-Friday, 5-1 0pm, and

Saturday. 1 1am-5pm. Shifts up to 40 hours week avail-

able Choose your own schedule as long as you work 4

shifts a week (20 hours). Start at $5.00 per hour with paid

training and earn up to maximum $6.00 hr.

We're in the Mountain Farms Mall which is a stop on the

free bus line. Call between 11 a.m. and 4 p.m. Monday to

Friday, 586-8635

Abt Associates Inc.

Telephone Research Center

Mountain Farms Mall, Rt. 9, Hadley. MA 01035

An Equal Opportunity Employer
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Killer loose
GAINESVILLE, Fla. (AP) - In-

vestigators say the serial killer stalking

Gainesville college students is a shrewd,

"methodical maniac" with a talent for slip-

ping inside windows or doors and a sick

grudge against slim brunettes.

An armv of investigators, including an

FBI expert who worked on the Ted Bundy,

Charles Manson, and "Son of Sam" cases,

had descended on this terrified college town

in the hunt for the killer of four young

women and a man.
Criminologist Alexander Bassin ot

Florida State University, where Bundy

killed two women in a sorority house ram

page, said there was "an absoloutely chill-

ing resemblance" between the Gainsville

slavings and the Bundy murders of 1978.

The victims — students at either the

University of Florida or Santa Fe Com-

munity College - were stabbed to death in

off-campus apartments in three attacks

discovered since Sunday. Police said three

of the women were mutilated.

Three of the women had multiple stab

wounds; the breasts of two of them had

been cut with a surgically sharp mstru

ment, said investigators speaking on con

diion of anonymity. The third woman was

decapitated.

Police refused to say whether any of the

victims were sexually assaulted.

Police Chief Wayland Clifton said

Wednesday the killer apparently tracked

certain types of women and entered their

apartments through unlocked doors or win

dows or by forcing sliding-glass doors.

"We do feel we have someone who is

methodical about the way he handles

things," Clifton said "We believe the

suspect had prior knowledge of the oc-

cupants of a dwelling.**

"He can change his method of operations

as he it Clifton warned, "we've got

ten a rather shrewd individual on our

GAINSVILLE, FLA. (AP) -
University of Florida student

buys two night sticks at a local

shop in the wake of five slayings in

the college community.
hands.*'

When the murders first occurred, police

were flooded with calls from anxious and

angry students who wanted to know how

the killer gained entry. The police refused

to give out any information until recently.

Slain were Tracy Inez Paules, 23, and a

23-yearold roommate. Manuel R. Taboada.

Taboada had been a student at nearby San

ta Fe Community College and was plann

ing to study architecture at the Universi

ty of Florida. Ms. Paules was a senior at

the university.

Also slain were University of Florida

freshmen Christina Powell, 17, of Jackson

Mile; Sonia Larson, 18, of Deerfield Beach,

and 18-year old Christa Hoyt, a Santa Fe

Community College student and records

clerk at the sheriffs office

The Index Yearbook has openings for

editor & staff positions in the following

areas: photography
layout

copy writing

sports

organizations

Greeks
seniors

student life

business
marketing

Come to our introductory meeting on

Thursday, September 13 at 7pm in room

103 in the Campus Center Basement

(near the Collegian).

Call 545-0848 if you are interested but

unable to make the meeting.
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Massachusetts education

threatened by roll-back

BY JOHN DIAMOND
The Associated Press

BOSTON - Students attending public

colleges, high schools, and elementary

schools across the Bay State face the

prospect of already lean budgets being

slashed by the passage of a tax-cutting

initiatrve petition on the November

ballot.

"Students will see the weakest pro-

grams, the poorest academic offerings in

general that Massachusetts has had in

years," said state education Commis-

sioner Harold Raynolds. "Art, music,

and special education has been cut

across the board."

Some 6.000 students will be denied ac-

cess to public colleges - mostly the com-

munity colleges - becanse of the budget

pinch.

And a lack of public support is having

a similarly devastating effect on high

schools, junior highs, and elementary

schools, Raynolds said.

Efforts to improve classroom teaching

and to streamline administration con

tinue. But top education officials throw

up their hands at the prospect of

weathering further budget reductions

that would be mandated by passage of

the Citizens For Limited Taxation tax

cutting petition.

i cannot rationally even begin to

figure out what would happen," said

Randolph Bromery. who. as chancellor

of higher education, oversees the state's

29 public colleges and universiti.

know that many people are saying the

I

sky is falling. Well, it will fall on that

day."
The trend forced by the scarcity of

money this fall will be toward fewer

elective choices, more crowded

classrooms, increasing numbers of

students denied access to community

colleges, higher public college tuitions

and fewer *hool-funded activities.

Teachers, students, and ad-

ministrators are involved in the fight to

stop the CLT petition and to lobby on

Beacon Hill for greater support for

education. But the indicators to date

bode ill for their cause.

Bids to override the states property

tax limitation law and increase funding

for education have failed repeatedly

across the state. With the notable excep-

tion of Springfield, whose voters approv-

ed an override, the trend has been to

block property tax increases, Raynolds

said. Efforts in Lawrence. Newton. Hull

and the Whitman-Hanson school district

were among the recent failures.

The state legislature sent the higher

education bureaucracy reeling earlier

this year when it refused to pass legisla-

tion allowing the public colleges and

universities to keep the money raised by

sharp increases in tuition

Parents and students will be paying

an average of 15 percent more in tuition

this year, as high as 30 percent on some

campuses. But. the bigh«r price won't

t tan-late into improved quality, accor-

ding to Bromery", because the money -

$24 million - will go to help reduce the

State deficit
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When clowns go bad.

By JIM MEDDICK
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32 Bogs
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36 — boy'

37 Was under the

weather
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1
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Sicily
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57 Volstead Act

supporter
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We r«Mrv« Mm right to limit quantities.

Not responsible for typographical error.
SUPER
SFOPt

Prices effective thru September 8, 1 990.

WERE A LOT MORE THAN
A GREAT SUPERMARKET!
And We Have All You Need To Go Back To College!

We 're A

FULL SERVICE
FLORIST SHOP

Our Flonst has a beautiful selection of

plants and flowers to brighten your dorm

room or apartment Plus our

Flowers By Wire Service

lets you send flowers

across town or across

the count r\

MAXI

FOLIAGE
PLANTS
Choose from Are

Pwace Liiy Wee;
*5

1 * ^W^?1^£

We're Your

STORE FOR
FURNISHINGS

Super Stop & Shop has a fine selecUon of

furnishings that can help make your dorm

room a little more homey Choose from

convertible chairs, sofas, and more! Our

low prices will easily fit a students budget

CONVERTIBLE FLIP

P

a iQ
SQ99
9?

Hanging
Foliage Plants
Choose from Spider Swedish Ivy Peperom.a and

more In 8 inch pots

FRESH ROSES
At Affordable

Stop & Shop Prices

DOZEN

LONG STEM
ROSES$Q'
Quality flowers in ».

a variety o! colors ^^kw

Purchase of a doien includes Baby's

Breath and Greens in a decorative wrap

Dozen
Miniature Roses
Petite flowers on a 10-14 inch stem

ea

2-$12 SPECIAL PURCHASE

Convertible s fi/l
99

Flip Sofa/Sleeper ..... JJJ
Sola converts to a double bed SPECIAL PURCHASt
Measures 48 *ide 78 long

7 thick

BEAN BAG
CHAIR
Rugged vinyl covering

tilled with cushiony poly-

styrene beads All seams
double stitched Hot pink

s14
SPECIAL PURCHASE

We're Your

SNACK
HEADQUARTERS

At Super Stop & Shop you II (md a wonderful vanety of your favorite snacks

to choose from choose from cook,es chips, crackers, tacos granola bars,

and so much more' Plus a fine assortment of soft drinks and fruit juices, too

Coor's Natural
Soda
Assorted Flavors 6-10 0/ Cans 6 Pack

$199
1

STOP & SHOP DELI COUPON

Bearitos
Tortilla Chips
All Natural Regular or No Salt 16 Oz Pkg

$199
1

$10FF
With

This

Coupon

THE PURCHASE OF 3 or

more OF CUT CHEESE
at our Deli Cheese Shop

Over 100 varieties available

Wifh mil coupon end "7 SO purchase eidudlng

cigarette* end alcoholic beverage* limit 1 coupon

per customer Good thru September I 1*90

483

I

I

I

I

I

STOP & SHOP DELI COUPON

BUY 1, GET 1

FREE
With

This Coupon

RED OVAL FARMS
STONED WHEAT THINS
10 6 Oz Pkg 4f

With Win coupon and a '7 SO purchase deluding

cigarette* and alcoholic beverage* limit 1 coupon

per customer Good thru September t. 19*0

We Have All Your

HEALTH AND
BEAUTY NEEDS

Choose from over 6.000 items everything

from shampoo to over the counter medi-

cines Our low prices and weekly specials

w,ll t,t nght into your students budget

PEPSODENT
TOOTHPASTE
8 2 0z Pkg

We 've Got

GREAT SAVINGS
THROUGHOUT OUR STORE

VINTAGE
SELTZER

3»89 c

Regular or Lemon/ Lime
Water 1 Liter Bottle Plus

Deposit Where Applicable

LAY'S
POTATO CHIPS

79
Potato
Chips-

Assorted Varieties

6 5 Oz Bag

PEPS1 12 PACK
$289
Caffeine Free Pepsi Regular or

Diet Plus Deposit Where

Applicable i?Oz Cans

MARCAL
BATH TISSUE

4 Pack 300/2 Ply Roll marcd
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. Field hockey still eager
Ford: NO repeat SeaSOn. F rience remains the stronghold of team

M.
I

LjJ^p^
^ 4990 should be her team's 11th showcase

Experienced sophomores eager for season

By ADRIENNE MATT
Collegian Staff

Nothing is going to come easy for the

University of Massachusetts volleyball

team this season. Even the NCAA pre-

season polls were not nice to the team,

according to head coach Carol Ford.

"In the preseason polls, we're tied for

eigth with Duquesne. Our goal for the

season is to qualify for the Atlantic 10.

said Ford. "Against conference op

ponents, we have to do well, especially

since we only meet up once a sea* ";

Because UMass gets an automatic bid

to the A 10 tournament, they can't com

pete against Division II and III teams.

This hurts developing teams like LMass

who use such experience to prepare for

tougher opponents and the A 10

tourneys

A> far as I'm concerned, we have to

get into the top six this year.' said Ford,

i don't want to repeat the rebuilding

year." A season that ended with a 2 26

record, complete with a lot of freshman

and a tough Atlantic 10 schedule is not

something many coaches would want to

repeat Ford, however, remains

optimistic.

•Tve been paring myselt up t<>r this

all summer/ -he >aid. "This is a good

group of athletes They remain vers

positive." . ,.

Another factor in the minds Of all

university coaches remains. rfCOC

budget cut

it s difficult, at our level of competi-

tion t«. recruit with little to no money."

•kid Ford, it was H> tou«h to

lose monev in the middle of the

Biting MMOfl We thought we had

X. then the numbers were changed tfl

Y "

Player- recruited include Danielle

Michael and Angela Paolucci. both hail

ing from Denver According to Feed,

Paolucci. freshman, comes f.om < n<**»

program and will be a starting setter.

Michael, a junior, has more experience

and will be a starting outside hitter.

Michael competed in the Junior Olym

oka this summer, as she has in the past

This will be her first collegiate season

it's great experience." she said

•There were very aggressive people m
solved

."

Competition in Colorado differs in its

style ofplay, according to Michael. "It s

a faster game." she said "The tempo

changes as the game progresses.

Senior Nancy Sullivan has been a pro

minent member since her sophomore

year She's also team captain

"She's always been a leader, said

Ford. "This WMOB she'll have the team

to support her. Now the pressure is off

her to perform under the group. She II

continue to perform welt."

Both Sullivan and Michael spoke

highly of Paolucci' s athletic ability She

was unavailable at press time, due to it

Iness. They said she e/M a brilliant and

quick setter

Rachel Bredemeier and Sharon » anot!

have improved a great deal Ford said

-Their height is I gTOOi ••* '" " l »

team.' -aid Ford. "The p., »' ex-

perience really helped them

Th; »'« squ;»d had also been

blessed with walk one, including

Patricia Diorio. a defensive specialist

••We're ear* tacky to have them."

Ford Mid of the walk ons They have

a lot of heart

Sullivan Ualeo verj optimistic about

this xjuad.

We re -till a relatively young team

she >aid. "ThiMS st. II a learning yet*

\\. .. done x.rv well in the pre >ea>on

"We have I lot to she* people this

., Wen gonna put eve.vthing

together this year."

Ford agreed, it - gOWM ' ; »k '' tN,1%

pUyrtocontributo. toptoo -,m

By TAMIR UPTON
Collegian Staff

How does this sound?

National Champions!

Kmd of reminds
youofUNLV.Michigan

Georgetown, Louisville, Indiana etc Thi

UnUrsitv of Massachusetts could have a

national champion of their own.

No its not the basketball team, (they too

may win a national championship, but pro

bablv not this year). The next possible na-

tural champion is the field hockey team?

lyfflVDc

Ever since Pam Hixon took the reigns at

UMass some 12 years ago. the field hockey

team has been just about the school s best

bet to win a national championship. <tnt

women s soccer team has. been a pretty

trood bet. too). Hixon has guided the

M^nutewornentolOoutofllNCAAtour

nament appearances, and with any luck.

1990 should be her team's 11th showcase

in the big show.

The Rath' DeAngelis era is over

DeAngelis vi'as the working horse for the

Minutewomen last season, she led the team

offensively with 16 goals Also gone ere

Bernie Martel, Carol Smith and Kathe

Derwin. Martel and Smith were steady

four-year contributors, who will be missed

Derwin did not see a lot of action due to a

severe knee injury, however, she was very

much a team leader.

"Those kids will all be missed. Hixon

-aid. "Huge holes - I feel to fill - both the

leadership aspect as well as kids who are

going to have to pick up the slack in terms

of scoring and playing this year."

Let the record show that the 1989

graduating class left Hixon with eight

spots to fill in 1989. However, the

Minutewomen made it to the second round

CONIINUED ON PAGE 5
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STUDENTS

nAl I lllfl Ro,,in9 Rock
RULLIIU* 12oz bar bottles

0ROCK $10.49
-
-
I

jZmoti S»twmc ut«om w»

Miller Genuine Draft

2/12 packs 12oz bottle

Michelob
Michelob Light

Michelob Dry

2/12 pack 12oz. cans

$11.99

I

case

Carling Black Label

1 2oz bar bottles

$10.79 case

$6.99 case

Lite Suitcase

$11.79 case

Beck's Beer
2/12 packs 12oz bottles

$15.99 case

1/2 Kegs^tarting^$27.00
Many more in-store specials on domestic

and imported beer

Captain Morgan
Spiced Rum

750ml

$6.99

Bacardi Breezers
Spirit Coolers

All flavors

Jack Daniel's

Tennessee Whisky
750ml

$9.99

I0SE CUERVO
TTrquiln

Gold 750ml

$8.99

Gilbeys Gin

750ml with

Schweppe's 1L

Tonic Water

$6.99

Popov Vodka
1.75L I

338 College St., Rt.9, Amherst MA 253-5384 MC/VISA V £Q QQ |

4nack Hours M-F10:00am-1 1:00pm Sat. :9:00am- 1 1:00pm %^%/.w
=
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Tennis team battles cuts
Women's program optimistic about season

By P. TERRY BRKNNAN
Collegian Correspondent

In short. University of Massachusetts

women's tennis coach Edwin Gentzler feeb

Strongly that his squad has a bright fall

future. Faced with the ever imposing

budget cuts and the exodus of two strong

singles starters, Gentzler is determined to

better last season's 8 7 record.

The women's team leat critical spring

training opportunities due to budget cuts

The.clore. GentsJer and his players devis-

ed a plan to recapture lost funds through

fund raising techniques. In doing so, the

team has been able to maintain their skill,

determination, competitive™— M well

.. sense of teamwork during the oft season.

Pre* ious to last spring, the team began

its fund raising and. with the help from a

local tennis club, was able to raise over

11,500. The club matched the fund raising

contribution dollar lor dollar Procured fan

ding will translate into necessar> indoor

court time.

"We all knew it eras coming." (Ientzler

tald Ofthe budget CUtS Ami even though

M>me spring practice time has been l<»t.l m
hoping there l- no (all ofl \Mth the player-

(,. nt/Ur is rather confident that will not

be th. Hi implemented B -<i ie- of

Hjnng and -ummer conditioning program-

and practical playing time The women

team ha.- been weight training, scrinr

ing amongst each other, playing m regional

tournaments, and. most importantly,

holding team practice- throughout the pad

•nonths. The most recent regional tour

nament being the New England Toums
ment at Vermont which will culminate

during the end of August

"We're a year older and in better shape

than in year- < U nt/ler -aid. Three years

ago. the coach began his union with the

I'Mass women's tennis program That first

year he 'cleaned house and installed an all

freshman lineup. Previous to that year the

team finished with onlv one win in twenty

attempts. The team has climbed from that

mark to end 5-7 last year.

With those same freshmen now matured

to three year starters, ( Ientzler said he is

excited by the possibilities .Junior (Jail

(iirasella has climbed consistently from a

number six singles player to finish last

year with experience at both numbers two

and one singles. At the number two spot.

(Iirasella accumulated a respectful five

wins in nine matches. In the number MM
slot, she won one while dropping three in

regular season matches

Kerensa Eddy, whom tientzler describes

a> a very strong player, played matches

from number four through number two

singles. A co captain this year, Eddy won

-ix in a row at number four singles as well

three in a row at number two. Eddy al-o

captured the New England Tournament

number three singles title.

Playing between number five and

number three single- is Shizuko Yamasaki.

( ientzler is relying on Yamasaki to help the

team in tin- win column, as well

CO captain

The coach is also excited by sophomore

Amy Ryan A 13-3 contributor in lower

singles play, Ryan earned Most Valuable

Player honors last season Sophomor

Kern Kammski and Kelh Griffin will al-o

add Strong}) 10 the team, according to

GentsJer
( ientzler said the -ea«m looks bright a-

ever* with the acquisition ofthree numbei

one high school singles players, Down the

line they will add depth, he said e\en

though he will be quite surprised it thev

become starters

Two playefl th*' squad has lost .\\>- Eh -a

Rosenberg to Delaware and Allison Agmw
to Welleslev College. Agnew w.t- a CO

captain on last year's team.

Even with those losses in mind, (ientzler

said he is confident MS team will be solid

contenders against such solid teams as

Connecticut, New Hampshire Providence

College and Vermont The fall esaaOB opens

Sept 13 against Connecticut at home

Reds' veterans, freshmen
look cohesive in preseason
By ADRIENNE MATT
Collegian Staff

An impressive and explosive season

isn't a tough act to follow, at least for

the University of Massachusetts

women's soccer team, according to head

coach Jim Rudy.

"The strength of our team is our

depth. We know who's on the field and

we know their capabilities." said Rudy

"We have so many people that are so

good.''

The reputation the Reds have built

was an added bonus for the recruiting

PCBDnn. he said. The freshmen picks look

healthv and eager.

"They're nice, mature players.

They're legit," Rudy said. "I'm very

pleased with the level of soccer in-

telligence and skill."

During recruiting season, the coaches

saw Regional, State and Select teams

compete, chose who they wanted and

pursued those individuals. Some women

were recommended to the university,

sometimes it is vice versa

"With so few spots open, we couldn't

do heavy recruiting." he said "We went

out looking for the personalities to fit

our program."

This season's freshmen include Paula

Wilkins. who was on the Regional East

Youth team; Amy Trunk, who p!

for the Regional North Youth team; and

Colleen Milliken, who played for both

the State Champion team as well as the

CONIINUEDON PAGE 15
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With an experienced squad returning, including senior forward

Sue C?audette (above), the UMass Reds hope to bmld on last year s

NCAA quarterfinal appearance.

START THE SEMESTER OEE RIGMT!

GET INTO SHAPE!!

AT
THE BODY SHOP

DIGITAL HYDRA-flTNESS MACHINES

• STAIR CUMBERS
• AEROBICS
• TREADMILLS

• ROWING MACHINES
• SKI MACHINES
• STATIONARY BICYCLES

ALL EOR THE LOW MEMBERSHIP EEE OE $50!

PLUS!

FIRST 100 JOINING RECEIVE BODY SHOP DESIGNER TEE SHIRT

COMING SOON! NAUTILUS MACHINES!

SIGN UP AT ALL 3 LOCATIONS

SEPTEMBER 6: 3:00-7:00 SEPTEMBER 7: 1:00-4:00

John Adams 19th Ploor-John Kennedy 12th Floor-Totman Gymnasium Basement

OPENING SEPTEMBER 17 7:30-9:00am, 1 1:30.1:30pm. 3:00-9:00pm. Sat 12:00-3:00pm

Info: 545-4665
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UMass athletes recognized for skills

Bv ADRIENNE MATT
Collegian Staff

During the summer months, many of the University of

Massachusetts' athletes received honors and awards, in

eluding team members of baseball, football, gymnastics,

men's and women's lacrosse and softball

BASEBALL
Senior Ian Torres, junior Derek Dana, junior Brian

Bright and sophomore Scott Meaney played in the NVu

England All-Star game at Fenway Park. For UMass last

year. Torres batted .321; Dana hit .338; Bright hit .329

with 10 homeruns; and Meany had a 6-0 record with

2.52 ERA.
Junior pitcher Rob Grazino received the Dennis Delia

Piana Award for Courage. Determination and Sportsman

ship as a member of the UMaM baseball team

Graduate firstbaseman Drew Comeau. from North

Branford, Conn., was named the baseball team - Most

Valuable Plaver. He led UMfttt to hitting at .389 and set

a single teaton record with 19 doubles Comeau own*

UMaM record- or homeruns m a Mason 12' and

(32). He sl*0 -tailed M an outside linebacker and deten

BiV0 tackle on the football team.

FOOTBALL
Graduate Joe Culien. a captain of the football U am. was

chosen an All American Athlete by the National Strength

and Conditioning Coaches Association. A nativ

Hingham. Culien wa> a three year -tarter at noseguard

and earned All Yankee Conference n -cognition.

WOMEN'S GYMNASTICS
(iraduate Kristin Turmail. from Framingham. and

sophomore Tamm\ Marshall, from Hicksville. N.H ,waw

named All-NCAA Northeast Region by the Gymansttes

Coaches Association. Turmail is the Atlantic 10 vaulting

champion. Marshall was named the A 10

Freshman-of the Year.

MEN'S LACROSSE
Graduates Rob Codignatto and Tim Soudan were chosen

to play in the North-South All-Star Lacrosse Game at

Johns Hopkins. Codignatto led Garbers Gorillas in goal-

scored with 50 and ua- second in total points with 74.

Codignatto made the United States Intercollegiate

Lacrosse Association's All American Honorable Mention

list Soudan made the second AH American team, as a

midfielder, totalling 32 goals and 18 assists for 50 points

[third on the team] in his final UMass season.

Senior Jim McAleavey made the second team All-

American, on attack, leading UMass in total points with

34 goals and 57 assists for 125 points. Graduate Scott

Killer and junior Rich Mullins made All-American

Honorable Mention.

[filler from Garden City, N.J • was alao choaen acond

team All New England Codignatto. from Wantagh. N ^

S„udan. from Fanport. NY. McAleavey. from Stewart

Manor. NY. and Mullins from < oiuoid were -elected first

m All New England.

WOMEN'S LACROSSE
(iraduate Sue Murpln . Senior Lis Hove and -enior

Karen Pierce made the -elect All Region All Star team.

Murphy, from Boyerlmm, Ps ,
bad 31 goali for the asaaon.

Ih.ve, from W Hartford. Conn ,
played as a defender and

Pierce, from Lodi, N.J . played in the goal.

SOFTBALL .

Junior Hollv Aprile and senior Chris ( ollm> were

chosen to the A 10 All Tournament Softball team Aprile.

from \tton. NY., made the team as a utility player and

MM al-o named the A 10 Player of the Year She led the

conference in bitting at 406 and had a pitching record

of 19 11 with a 1 89 ERA Collins, from Springiield. was

the teams firstbaseman. batting .283 during the I'Ma-

808S< Mi

[See also related story, for more athlete achievements!

Call 1800 654-0471
andyouwon't
have towait

till spring to get

abreak.

There's ik >ihing like a tall i< > keep in

KXldl with jx-< >ple you really tare about But

tlx-R-s nothing like a lot of long distance calk

to cut into a students budget Which is why

\i\i li.is a wh >le pn igram ( i products and

services t ailed AT&TStudent Sewer Hus

It iik ludes the A/ri Reach Old*

America flan, which gives you savings

1\ hours a day 7 days a week H>r example,

v< Kill get 2596 oil ( >iir already l< m evening

prices? Y<>u1l even saw when you tall tin ring

the daytime

lo enroll in Air I Reach Out America

( >i B > team al> >ut the Student Saver Uns

pn igrams that are right l< >r w >u. tall us at

1 800 654-0471 Ext. 1232. And get a break

anytime of the year.

\m. Helping makccollwlilca little easier.

AT&T
The right choice.

UMass Reds
participate in

Olympic fest

By ADRIENNE MATT
Collegian Staff

In the summer some scholar athletes paint houses

some teach camps. Others are unaware ofboundanes,

and push their bodies and minds to the ultimate com

petition level - the Olympics

This July three University of Massachusetts women s

soccer plavers participated in the Olympic Festival.

held in Minnesota. The United States Soccer redeia

tion determines the selection process and develops the

program.

The purpose ofthe festival is to prepare and acclimate

the athletes to an olvmpic style environment, to push

them t.. matriculate into other areas From these

events, national teams are selected.

Skve Fddv and April Kater competed on the Wesl

team, and brought in the bron/e. while Holly Helmuth.

competing for the South, took the silver. Tin Norta,

which is the National team, won the gold

•We've -<«n and competed against most of the peo

pie that wen there. SO we knew the other players. Slid

Last vear at the l.-tival. all three women played on

th« team that took the bronze in Oklahoma. Being

Somewhat divided up this summer didn't seem to sf

feet their mentality nor performance

'Part of being a solid player is adjusting quickly to

other players." said Helmuth. She competed on three

other teams this summer.

The first week consisted of rigorous training, allow

mg the team to get to know each otheri strengths and

weaknesses Double sessions and the fie.- time spent

together helped the women to develop SS a team The

following week, there were games every other day. with

round robin set> determining elimination.

These women said they play lor the love oi the game,

the travel and the socialization the organization allows

when participating in such a competitive event

"It's competitive but it > also fun." said Eddy. "Ijoat

love to plav

Sue Montague I'M.- -- who is currently the

assistant womea
,
i soccer each at liar) land, competed

!,„ the East Debb) Belkio (*87> played for the North

and Monica Seta B7l played for the West

Helmuth and Belkin made the National Senior team.

, met went on to mm Canada Th. -leam swept the eerie*

bv taking Canada once and Norway twice

Helmuth and Montague compel, d in the ISA (up

in Minnesota on the National B team The team lost

to the National A team, Went (.eimanv and England.

but tied Russia.

Par the first tune, beginning in 1994, there wil

a women's WorldCup team B\ competing mOfympic
. .,,ii - da opes fa athletes

There are women who have competed to keep then

position .'U the National team for six to eight years,

-aid Kater "They've worked hard lor it Now they'll

finally get to ptaj

Maybe the exposure at the(World Cupl game could

be a push for professional women- team- in the

State- "

STEVIE RAY VAUGHAN

1954 - 1990
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of the NCAA tournament last year, and

came within one goal of taking top seed Old

Dominion to overtime.

One thing that the Minute-women do

have is experience

"The kids that are returning now have

a substantia] amount of experience." Hi\

on said. "1 think that we are leap- and

hounds ahead of last year's pre-season.

Execution-wise their skills are Letter, and

tactically we're far more sophistic-ah d than

we were starting out last year.

The Minuti olid on def<
•

Phillipa Scott ,; 7 tgainst average!

returns tO the net for Hixon Scott is like

the immovable object Nothing or almost

nothing gets pi During the -« BSOn,

she had a shutout string of five stra

games
Anyone who does not think that the

goalie is the moat important player on the

field, think about this; if the Minutewomen

score two goals per game, the) Stand I

chance of going undefeated, 'assuming

Scott's GAA remains the same'.

"I think our true star returner- have to

be Phillipa Scott in goal, and Kern Fagan

on defense/' Hixon said, Fagan was a se

cond team All American last season

"Fagan is an outstanding sweeper," she

said "So. we've got a good deep defl

already in place with a sweeper and I

goalkeeper."

Lisa Berardinelli and Phelan

or an experiew kfield.

•Both are experienced .md

backs," Hixon said

ierlan Cabralis and Beth Thornton

two experienced mid fieldei -

oralis is more ol a setup man. while

Thornton is the scorer. Together the)

very well, and could be the players to pick

up some of the scoring load

•On the forward line, we have a pack of

forwards who contributed last year," Hix

on said.

Mara Fralta-io (13 goals', and Dawn

Traumbaur (seven goals, four will

be asked to shoulder a lot ofthe scoring this

McDevitt who missed all of last

on with a knee injury is hack. If

McDevitt is health)

'in asset on of!

She's really coming into hei Hix

mi said "S

thi

"I think wi

-aid "1 feel reall) confident that we

, i| on out ••
'"' n ^

ream
"

When the rankings come out. the

Minutewomen will undoubted!) be among

the top 20
We finished so strong last year, people

might think that Wi ontendei in the

top five or six." Hixon said I don't really

carewhi tart the

reall) ho« you finish that m dif

oolbook ,ne

Mov<

the MinuU'v

•hiuk al

that 1 think will <

tar. Hixon said

YanCon
< < INTINUED TiTOM PAGE 8

largely to blame Rich-

mond's line yielded S2 sacks

and 40 tackles tor lotBW in

thehackfield; nearly 20 per-

cent of the Spider s :59ti run-

ning plays lot vardage

For salvation, junior Jeff

Forbes <6 foot 2, 265) and

senior Rod Chenault

(6 loot 2. 250 1
have been

m<ived to left and right

guard, respectively There

are also several redshirt

sophomores ready to try and

stop the flood of defensive

linemen and linehackers in

the Richmond backfield.

And for kicks. Lowell's

Scott Stapelton. I 8 foot-5

leaper who scored over

1.000 points during a four-

• baaknthall career at

Richmond, is going to give

football a whack, at split

end. Stapelton Last played at

prep school in New Hamp-
shire, where ha -cored 17

touchdowns in one seaaofl

Should Spider quarter-

back Mark Mascheck find

him the football, coach Mar

Shall might have something

to talk about.

COME
TO

CAMPUS
CENTER

113
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freefora
year!
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and Check Update!"
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Get cash when you travel at over 30,000 SY( l

and CIRRUS' automated teller machines nationwide

So look for us on campus- or stop bv the

nearest BavBank office today to open your free

checking account. And Ret the Card that's number

one in its class'

NoHdDYlMit-SlTBFTn'.K
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SAT scores
Williams, Cottrel to attendprep school

sidetrack three basketball recruits

By SAM SILVKKSTK1N
Collegian Staff

Coacfa John Calipari learned in

August that three recruit* to his

University «>1 Massachusetts men's

basketball program failed to gel the

minimum SAT scores they needed to be

eligible to play as freshmen, and will not

attend thf University this fall.

Mike Williams, Ted Cottrel a'ld

Jerome Johnson fell short of the 700

combined test score required by the

NCAA
Williams and Cottrel will attend

Maine Central Institute, a prep school,

while Johnson is undecided about his

plans for this fall, said Calipari All

three have said they -till want to attend

UMass.
Calipari signed all three to letter- ol

intent in November, with tin-

understanding that they would he ad-

mitted to the Universit} if they made

their test scores and did S/ell

academically during their last year ot

high school, he -aid.

"They are good kids . . . they come

IVoni good homes, their parents have

taught them well," -aid Calipari

They're a little hit short in an area or

-o and it's going to keep them down for

a little while."

Calipari said ofWilliams and Cottrel

"If they're willing to go to prep school.

and their families are willing to take the

Need a bookcase
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Build it yourself with
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W« hav» all you'l n—d —
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seconds
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7 47

BUILDING SJJPPLY inc
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7am to 5 p m Weekdays • R a '

Free Delivery in Ai

549 0001

Saty-'

financial hardship [of the cost ol atten

ding prop School] , , . then I think it says

something about the families and about

the kids."

Calipari knew he was. in his words,

"taking a chance'* recruiting Cottrel

and -Johnson, hut was surprised to hear

that Williams had come up short as

well, he said.

"We fell good when we -i^m-d

Williams] because hi' did pretty ^>od in

high school, and he's a bright kid." said

t alipari.

William- also had the best chance ..!

cracking the UMass lineup this wiati

said Calipari. Williams, 6-foot 3,averag

ed -""i points, 3 -teal-. 7 rebounds and 8

-ists per game as a senior point guard

at Weaver IIS in Hartford. Conn 11<

was voted first team AllState hy the

\,<< 11,urn 'Conn.' Register, and nam

ed hi^h honorable mention All

American hy Street and Smith's

magazine.
"I think out of the five kids we sign

ed. Mike is the guy who could have got-

ten Some time." said Calipari "I was

disappointed, hut I'm not devastated

and neither i- our program. We are in

pretty y I shape with everybody retur-

ning/''

Cottrel. 6-foot-9, averaged 1<> points,

13 rebounds and five blocks per game

in his senior yeai it Annapolis Senior

High School in Annapolis, Md
Johnson, (Mbot-4, teamed with UMass

sophomore Harper William- at Ba--u k

High School in Bridgeport, Conn .where

they won the state title and shared Mr

Basketball honors in 1988 89

Collegian Corretponilent Greg Sukien-

ml; i ontributed to thin -'

Two hoop recruits arrive
H> sam su.YKKSTKIN
Collegian Staff

Chn> Rohinson, a three year Starts* .it

LaSalle Academy in Manhattan. NY .

signed in August to play with the Univer-

sity of Massachusetts mens basketball

team, bead coach John Calipari announced

Robinson is expected to back up Jim

McCoy. Anton Brown and Rafer Giles at

guard for the Minutemen
Robinson joins 6 foot 9 Kennard Robin

HM and 7 foot 2 Jeff Meyei a- new addl

tion> to the UMass roster

Keaaard Robmson rigatd with UMass la

the spring of 1989. but sat out hi> freshman

i under NCAA Proposition \1

guidelines after failing to post -sufficient

SA I scores

Robinson was named first team All New

York State Division A and was an

honorable mentioa All American, aocor

ding to Street and Smith magBstae. while

playing tor Long Island Lutheran, Long

Island NY
"He'll be someh<»dy that's tfoin^ to get

time." said Calipari. "But he'.- got some

work to do He- Urn out of basketball for

i year, and that's tough."

Meyer is billed a- the first legitimate

seven footer in UMass basketball history

Mayer averaged 20 points, nine rebounds

and six blocks per game at Newman High

School in Wasau, Wis., last season

"He wants to be good, and in time I

believe he is going to be a heck of a player

for u>." -aid Calipari

Calipari -aid he i> con-idenne, r.dshir

ting Meyer this season, but will wait to

make his decision until later this fall.

•If 1 don't feel that he > going to fl

whole let of time thk veal, then we'll pro

hahu red-hirt him, becuase I don't want

to \k vear where he's playing even
minuti I- said < 'alipari

WELCOME BACK

*&z

—
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Women's track coach: Harriers are dedicated
By ADR1ENNE MATT
Collegian Staff

Bounding into her fourth year with the

University of Massachusetts women's cross

country team, head coach Julie LaFreniere

said she is looking forward to another good

season.

"These people have great attitudes,'' said

LaFreniere. "The cross country team is

very dedicated. I've been in contact with

them over the summer and the reports are

good."

Losing only two harriers to graduation

and travel, LaFreniere said she eager for

the season to begin. Graduate Shana

Smith's contributions are really going to

be missed."

Smith took fourth at the New Knglands

in cross country and was the 800-meter

New England champion. A Russian major,

Laura LaVallee. will be travelling to

Russia tin- season. LaFreniere said she

believes LaVallee will still run but doubts

-he will be training or competing.

Las! vear the >quad took MCOBd m the

New England Championships and tenth in

the Eastern Collegiate Athletic

( lonferem
LaFreniere - recruit m^ season ha> not

been a- strong as in pari jrears, but she is

\.rv excited about one particular

Inn. .11 KelU I.iliebl.ni !• m-hladl. from

W. Islip, NY., looks particularly strong, ac-

cording to LaFreniere.

"She should step into [competition with]

the top five (runners)," she said. "She com

petes on the same level as Maureen

Meldrim and Becky Johnson."

Liljeblad has made the All East list in in-

door and outdoor track and field events for

the past few years. She qualified for the na

tionals her senior year by running the two

mile in 11.07.

Senior captains Cathy Crocker and

Kathy Holt are the only two runners on the

team who have raced for the team for the

past four years. LaFreniere refers to them

as part of her senior' team.

"We'll be depending heavily on Meldrim

and Johnson to pick up where they left off."

LaFreniere said. "They're both hard

workers and very talented They really

helped to carry us last year, as freshmen

Michelle St. Laurent has also been deem

ed a big factor - M long as she stays

healthy ." This junior placed fourth m the

ECACa cross country event last year and

kfl expected to continue to plav a Significant

role

A Strong leader a> well a- a great person.

piec.de- senior Dana Goldfarb, said

LaFreniere, An exchange student from the

Universit) ofCalifornia at Northrtdge, she

didn't compete Out and injured the veal

before. Goldfarb hasn't competed on a col

legiate level for two years. She raced every

Wednesday this summer and has gradual-

ly bettered her times.

"She's one of those great additions to

come back to the program," said

LaFreniere. "She sounds fresh and ready

to go."

St. Laurent, Crocker and Goldfarb are 'on

the delicate side,' according to LaFreniere

Thay have been supplementing hard

distances with water workouts and are

hoped to remain injury free.

Another returning harrier is Lynn Kir

chaff She spent last year on exchange in

Seville, Spain and hasn't competed in the

collegiate ciruit in a year.

"We're glad to have her return." said

LaFreniere. "We'll see how quickly she

springs back."

Junior Tare Hughs competed for I'M

for the first time last year She handles var

-itv workout- and is expected to perform

well.

Another promising freshman is Lori

Romano, who was out during moot ol her

senior vear of high school with a groin in

jury She, reportedly, iacompletely healed

and has been training with formei

legiate runner- a> well as maintaining

physical therapj -

She has a lot ot potenial and sounds

good," said LaFreniere

A sophomore who never made it past the

first day of practice last year is Amy Hen

neaaey. She was out in August with strep-

tococcus, then tonsilitis. then

mononucleosis. Needless to say she wasn't

able to get out of bed. nevermind perform.

"I'm hoping she'll stay together," said

LaFreniere. "She was fairly talented in

high school."

The competition seen from New England

has been strong, nationally competitive.

LaFreniere said she thinks this group is up

for it.

Their first meet is against Boston Col

lege, who has traditionally had a verj

strong program. A home field advantage

may be what these harrier- need to start

the season out on the right foot

"They had an off year last year, said

LaFreniere "but they're a g<x»d rivalry to

open the season with."

Other competitor- include Springfield

College, Connecticut. Providence College,

Hampshire, Rhode Island and

Vermont.
"They're a very dedicated group." she

i of this i squad "They're close

and supportive ol each other In order to be

successful they'll need to run a tight pack,

hk. it I export they'll contin

do

Wilkos
CONIINUED FROM PAGE 9

Physically, Wilkos said ho foehi a bit

quicker and more agile after a -ummct

Of running and lifting weights, though

hi- -ore arriet did ahei the routine some

tie has even bulked up. and appeared
,u the beginning ol camp in August to

weigh cloaa to i*<> pound- m advertis

ed
"

iod know - how much equipment I'll

he wearing,*
1

said Wtlkos. in reference

toeveryone's hopeatha! ha avoid the in

juries that sidelined him last vear "I

might weigh in at 206

Reid said he i- also plea-ed with

Wilkos' continued development a- a

<m leader

"I think what w I
ing i- the

emergence o( .) leader on often-..' -aid

Reid
I
.,a .. o we did have i lot o) seniors

in the huddle, a lot of older gu\-. laid

Wilkos. "Now. I think it s only right

that I do go in the huddle and be more

aggressive, now that I feel really com

tortable with the other play.
I
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Yankee Conference preview: UConn picked

Preseason poll tabs UMass to finish third

By SAM SILVERSTEIN
Collegian Staff

To put this parity thing on the table right

off: The Yankee Conference does not have

one consensus, dominant, must-be-

something-drastically-wrong- if-they -don't-

win-it all football team this season.

That is the party line proffered by the

league's coaches, and backed up by the

thirty-or-so writers who voted in a

preseason media poll in mid-August.

Twenty -one Yankee Conference media

regulars' picked the University of Connec-

ticut to finish first, with Delaware,

Massachusetts, Maine, Villanova, New

Hampshire, Boston University, Rhode

Island and Richmond trailing, in that

order.

The spread among the top five vote-

winners, however — from UConn's 251 to

Villanovas 158 - was slight enough to

suggest that the press heard what the

league's coaches have been screaming for

years: There are no free W's to be had in

the Yankee Conference.

UMass coach Jim Reid's theory is that

the team with the least injuries and most

"impact players'' - i.e., Maine's Carl

Smith. UConn's Matt DeGennaro, etc. -

will win it.

"You need people to break you away from

the pack.'* said Reid in August.

'This league has some great players

if (we) are not ready mentally, every week,

any team will beat you."

Here then, in the order of finish predicted

in the league media poll, is a look at each

of the Yankee Conference teams, and their

key people:

Connecticut: Matt DeGennaro and

Kevin Wesley. Kevin Wesley and Matt

DeGennaro. When people talk about im

pact players in the conference, these two

names come up early and often.

DeGennaro is UConn's 6 foot-2, 210

pound quarterback, Wesley is a 5-foot 8.

200-pound tailback. Both are seniors, both

rank among the top returning players in

the league at their positions, and both are

capable of single handedly carrying the

UConn offense through a Saturday after

noon in the Yankee Conference.

Together they helped earn UConn an 8-3

overall record last season and a share of the

conference title at 6 2. and have landed the

Huskies at the top of this year's preseason

media poll.

DeGennaro was the Yankee Conference

Offensive Player-of-the Year in 1988 and

the Rookie-of-the-Year in 1987, and threw

for 2,472 yards and 17 touchdowns last

season on his way to being named second

team All-Conference.

In his career, DeGennaro has tossed for

7,311 yards and 52 touchdowns. He is

within striking distance ofseveral all-time

Yankee Conference records, including pass-

ing yards (needs 1,535), pass completions

(needs 3D, and total offense (needs 1,507).

Wesley transferred from Illinois Valley

Community College to UConn last year,

and battled through an early-season knee

injury to earn first team All-Yankee Con-

ference honors. In his eight games at full

speed, Wesley averaged 145 yards each.

"I believe we have two of the best per

formers in the conference and in the coun

try," said UConn coach Tom Jackson.

If you're looking for an achilles heel. All

American and Yankee Conference Defen

sive Player-of the-Year Troy Ashley

graduated, leaving a void at inside

linebacker.

Delaware: Tubby Raymond enters his

25th season as head coach at Delaware just

four wins shy of 200 career victories. A
lock.

Whether or not the Blue Hens can bestow

a celebratory conference title on Raymond

this season is less clear. In front of ECAC
and Yankee Conference Rookie-of the Year

quarterback Bill Vergantino, and solid

Daryl Brantley at fullback, the Blue Hens

will field a weak offensive line.

Senior offensive tackle Tom Bockius, the

sole starter returning from last year's line,

will be joined by an inexperienced cast of

underclassman and rusty returnees.

"Every time we talk about the 1990

team, the subject pops up about line play,"

said Raymond "But I think we have the

people who can jump in and play We
are also looking for some freshman support

with as many as five of them playing on

the offensive line."

A bad sign.

Delaware's strong suit, as ever, will be

its defense, with senior Marc Sydnor an

choring the secondary from the cornerback

.-lot. The Blue Hens are also stacked at

linebacker, with juniors Rob Wolford. Mark

Hite and Tim Irvine joined by senior Todd

Eller, who will move back to outside

RESERVE OFFICERS' TRAINING CORPS

linebacker after playing defensive end last

year.

Massachusetts: See accompanying

season preview.

Maine: Gone from the highest scoring

team in the Yankee Conference last season

is quarterback Mike Buck - the Mike

Buck, 1989 ECAC and Yankee Conference

Player-of-the Year Mike Buck, Maine's all

time leading passer Mike Buck. UMass

killer Mike Buck - to the NFL's New
Orleans Saints.

Gone too is last year's coach, Tom

Lichtenberg, who stuck around Orono all

of one season in which his team won nine

games and the Yankee Conference's

automatic playoff bid before taking the

head coaching job at Ohio University.

Thirty four-year-old Kirk Ferentz,

formerly an assistant coach at the Univer

sity of Iowa, was named head coach of the

Black Bears this winter.

Carl Smith, however, is back

Never mind the Yankee Conference; as

a sophomore. Smith led the nation in

rushing last year with 1,680 regular season

yards. He also added a 205 yard, 2

touchdown performance in Maine's playoff

loss to Southwest Missouri.

Kodak All-American. AU-ECAC, All

Yankee Conference, former Sports II

lustrated Player of the-Week (following a

monsterous 245 yard, 26-carry afternoon

vs. Rhode Island), and 1988 Yankee Con

ference Rookie^f the Year, Smith is the

guy who, in the estimation of UMass's

Reid, "can dominate a whole league."

Maine's defensive secondary, especially

strong safety Claude Pettaway and free

safety Jamal Williamson, is also solid, and

on the receiving end, senior Mark Dupree

returns at wide receiver having developed

a taste for catching a lot of footballs.

Most everywhere else, however, are holts

to fill, with the most glaring loss at the

quarterback spot. Junior Jeff DelRosso has

been Buck's understudy for the past two

seasons, which meant for some very

'limited action.' tactfully put. DelRossos

stat line from last season: 1 1 for 15 for 95

yards and two touchdowns.

Villanova: Last year Villanova won

eight games overall and six in the Yankee

Conference, finishing the season as the

16th ranked team in the nation following

a 52-36 playoff loss to Georgia Southern

It is unlikely that the Wildcats will be

able to repeat that performance, however,

having lost quarterback Kirk Schulz. split

end Bob Brady, a first team All Yankee

Conference pick, and several key members

of their offensive line.

"We are a young football team and. while

we are a talented group, our most critical

position, quarterback, is still a mystery.'

said coach Andy Talley.

Brockton's Tom Columbo, who holds the

Massachusetts state high school record for

career touchdown tosses with 85. appears

to have edged out senior Perry Hodge as

starting quarterback. Columb<-

sophomore. is a 5 foot 7 scrambler with a

shockingly strong arm.

On special teams, returning place kicker

Tom Withka hit 35 of 36 PAT s last year

for the Wildcat-*

New Hampshire: New Hampshire came

within one loss - a 34 28 blow delivered

by UMass at McGuirk Alumni Stadium in

the last game of the regular season — of

making the playoffs last year.

UNH was riding a seven-game winning

streak at the time, and had its eyes on an

at-large bid to the playoffs, before the

Minutemen saved the NCAA the trouble

of having to make a decision.

It was a painful loss, in part because it

marked the final game for eight UNH
starters on offense, including quarterback

Mark Carr. and first team All Yankee Con-

ference linebacker Will Tychsen on

defense.

Veteran coach Bill Bowes is left to pick

up the pieces with a young football team;

as of late August, there's not a single senior

projected to start on offense.

"I really have no idea how good a foot-

ball team we are going to be," said Bowes.

•'There is no question we lost a lot of offen-

sive firepower, but we feel we have some

talented replacements."

In that, Bowes probably has freshman

split end David Gamble and sophomore

tailbacks Kyle Cnpps and Barry Bourassa

in mind.
Junior Matt Griffin, who started three

games at quarterback for the Wildcats ear

lv last fall before yielding to Carr, will be

given a second chance at running the

offense.

Boston University: First year head

coach Dan Allen inherits some pnmo

atheletes and a new-age, "Run and Shoot

offense from his predecessor. Chris Palmer

Quarterback Stan Greene and Associated

Press All American wide receiver Daren

Altieri. both seniors, thrived in the

hyperactive offensive scheme introduced by

Palmer in 1988. and Allen promises to -re

mam committed to the Run and Shoot," in

1990. .

BU's raw firepower was able to cover tor

the team's defensive flaws only occasional

ly last fall, however, and this season should

see more of the same.

BU ranked second lo last in rushing

defense last season, and with Robert Talley

moving back to the secondary after a sue

cessful year at outside linebacker, that

ranking may drop. The graduation of the

team > leading tackier last season. Pat

Faucette. is also a blow.

Linebacking was "an area of concern for

us when we entered the spring, and it still

remains a concern," said Allen. "We have

just one player returning with any ex

perience. and that's (John! Holland. And he

missed eight games last season with an in

Rhode Island: Sophomore Chris Pierce

is a dangerous kickoff return man, and will

start at wide receiver for the Rams. Pickoff

specialist Kevin Smith is back in his cor

nerback position The offensive line from

last year returns virtually intact

These guys have all been around, which

would he good news, except that the Rams

have won Jllfl -ix games in the last two

irs with them
Gone is first team All -Cool Name fixture

<iu> Duffy. I

Richmond: Sportwritrt - puked around

Reid, Tom Jackson of the University «.l

Connecticut and Tubby Raymond of the

University of Dehware at the Yankee (On

lereme media day in August. Richmond's

Jim Marshall spent a long afternoon look

ing down an empty press table.

Another bad sign.

The Spiders won one football game last

season, and a pathetic offensive line was

CONJINUED ON PAGE 5

BELIEVE IT OR NOT, THIS GUY

ISINGLASS.
Excitement «rd adventure £ the course descnp

•ion and Army ROTC is the name Its ihe one col

ieae elective that builds your self confidence,

develops your leadership potential and helps you

take on the challenges of command
There s no obliqation until your iunior -/ear so

•heres no reason not to try it out right now

ARMY ROTC
THE SMARTEST COLLEGE

COURSE YOU CAN TAKE.

Contact Cpt. Richard Tracey
UMass Army ROTC

5-5366 or 5-5365

*l <smco
Isle of Mykonos
Greek Restaurant

"PUT A LITTLE GREEK
IN YOUR LIFE"

Authentic Greek Cuisine

Moussaka Spanakopita

Shish-kebab and much more...

Whole Wheat & White Pizza

So good that people from all over the valley travel 30 to 40 miles

for it

256-4196 Take Out

s
ieer &
Wine
available

South Amherst,116 S-2 miles from Amherst College

Mon. Sat. Uam-lOpm Sunday 4 10pm

Reservations 253 9239

UMass football ready to make a run at the top

Minutemen look to put injuries in the past W~
By SAM SILVERSTEIN
Collegian Staff

Here's what senior tailback Jerome Bled

soe has learned from the last three seasons

of University of Massachusetts football:

"We know nothing is going to be a

cakewalk because we learned that in 1987

(3-8). In 1988 we learned that working hard

will get us there (8-4, Division 1-AA playoff

appearance.)"

"Last year we learned that injuries and

question marks can lead to a disappointing

>eason (5-51)."

Now, in his senior year, Bledsoe plans to

put his experience to work. "We have

mainly a senior set team, and they know

what it takes to win," he said. "I don't

think any one of us will settle for any less."

Injuries and question marks' are part of

any football preseason, of course. But with

the quarterback question relatively settl-

ed, and experienced people returning to

many of the most important positions on

the team, UMass is in good shape to make

a strong run at the upper reaches of the

Yankee Conference.

Coach Jim Reid isn't the type to make

any bold predictions beyond "we have to

take things one day at a time, one game

at a time. .

." But he does promise that

this year's team, with mobile Gary Wilkos

at quarterback and a backfield of Dave Mit

chell and Jerome Bledsoe, will stick with

the option on offense.

"We are a run blocking team," said Reid.

"Last year we tried to be a passing team,

and it just didn't work.

"We won the conference championship

two of the three years that we were a run-

oriented team < 1986 and 1988), and that's

what we are this year. Hopefully we can

have some success."

Reid, who played defense back at Maine

and was a longtime defensive coordinater

at UMass before being named head coach

in 1986, has had to adjust to the trend in

college football toward run and gun offen-

sive attacks.

i like option football," said Reid, "we're

going to stay explosive."

Center Jay Gabbe said the option attack

is not only fun to watch, but to block for

as well.

"You get to do different schemes, to keep

the defensive line guessing a little bit,"

said Gabbe. "You make a block, cut

somebody down in the backfield, and you

see the quarterback running around, it just

feels great. There's a lot of action out

there."

The Minutemen averaged 28 points per

game in the last seven contests of the year,

CON1INUED ON PAGE 13

1'olk-fian fill- photo

Senior tailback Jerome Bledsoe will have his eye on leading the

Minutemen offense, and staying injury-free, this season.

Wilkos, now top gun f<

Sophomore quarterback ready to lead offense

By SAM SItVERSTEIN
Collegian Staff

It sounds like Gary Wilkos has

developed a taste for being the under

dog. "I don't have the starting job right

now. I have to go in determined and win

my position back," said Wilkos at the

beginning of fall practice in August

This from a guy whose picture is on

the cover of the media guide and above

the words "All-American QB Candidate

Gary Wilkos" on the University of

Massachusetts football schedule.

As a redshirt freshman last season.

Wilkos passed for 1.171 yards and

scrambled out of the option for 522 more

in seven games. He had his hand in 14

touchdowns, rushing for six and passing

for eight

Wilkos was named Yankee Con

ference Rookie-of-the Week five times

and ECAC Rookie of the Week three

times.

Wilkos is the starting quarterback

He insists, however, that his attitude

for this season is no different than la

when he came into fall practice listed

fifth on the depth chart, and had to bat

tie his way through the ranks into the

starting lineup.

"You don't try and do everything dif-

ferent. I don't think anything h.»-

changed, you can't really think about

it," said Wilkos. "I think I'll be hurting

myself if I tried to put a lot of expecta-

tions on myself"

Coach Jim Reid said he is pleased -

but not surprised - that Wilkos has con

tinued to work hard this fall There has

indeed been some competition in camp.

he said, with junior Paul Tornatore in

• nn -nape, and sophomore Tom
Fasano throwing well. too.

"(Wilkos) is working very, very hard,

and he's not taking anything for

granted so far." said Reid. "There's still

competition going on, and he*s being

pushed."
Having the quarterback question

settled early, however, makes coach

Reid a happy man Wbere the transition

last season from Roger Baldacci t«>

Wilkos was, in Reid's words, "painful."

this fall's scenario is considerably mon-

kind on the coach.
•

It feels good. It lends some contmui

ty and consistency to the program and

to the offensive flow," said Reid. "Now

all I've got to do is keep him healthy

Last season . Wilkos suffered shoulder.

wrist, rib and groin injuries. When ask

ed what hi- goals for this season are

Wilkos summoned "I want to last a

whole pUM
CONTINUED ON PAGE 7
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Quarterback Gary Wilkos (18) looks for an open receiver downfield

as he eludes a defender. The sophomore signalcaller hopes to improve

on a fine first year at the Minutemen helm.
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Welcome Back Students!

Busch Pitchers

Gin & Tonics

Woo Woos

$3.50
$1.50
$2.00

Lunches now served

The Amherst Drop Zone
Armv/Nav
Now 2 Locations

Downtown Amherst * 256-0039

(Behind Bart's, next to Panda East)

Route 9, Hadley * 585-5800

(Next to McDonald's)

WELCOME BACK
AREA SCHOOLS!

For Unique
& Unusual Items

The Only
Army/Navy
Store in the

Valley—The Amherst
Drop Zone

Open: Mon.-Sat. 10-6

Sundays 12-5

Open evenings 'til 9:30 in Hadley

10% Off with this ad
Expires September 31, 1990

Photo:

Buck Stewart

5495454
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Veteran returnees stack UMass water polo team
*

. . All-Eastern. . . . ..h-., „„„ i wmild reallv like to see step

Freshman contributors look promising

By TAMIR LIPTON
Collegian Staff

When you talk sports at the University

of Massachusetts, you talk about basket

ball lacrosse, football - rarely do you hear

someone speaking about the water polo

Yet the Polsters finished the 1989-90

campaign with an impressive 16-13 record,

(12 of the losses were to teams ranked in

the top 20), a fifth place finish at Easterns,

and a national ranking of 20th by the

Associated Press. This year, the Polemen

look to improve on their finest season ever.

"I've got to be optimistic about this

season because we've got everyone except

our backup goaltender returning said

head coach Russ Yarworth "We didn t

graduate anv starters, and we ve also

brought ,n what 1 thmk is a promising

freshman class with some kids that 1 think

will help us right away."

If the team hopes to go further in 19«U

Jon Miller must raise his game to a level

which he has not yet reached, said Yar

worth Miller has led the team in scoring

in each of the last two seasons. The senior,

who transfered from Navy after his

freshman year, scored 63 goals and assisted

on 27 others last season.

Miller's performance in the water has not

gone unnoticed. He was named first team

All-New England, and second team

All-Eastern.

"He's been our leading defensive player,

leading offensive player, team leader as tar

as being a get-out-and-go guy Yarworth

said "He has the potential to be one of the

toughest players in the East. There are not

a lot of teams that can stop him.

If Miller is the Wayne Gretzky of the

UMass water polo team, then Brian Mclver

(40 goals, six assists) is the Jan Kun, and

Alex Yelensky (38 goals and 17 assists) is

the Mark Messier of the team.

"Brian [Mclver] had a tremendous sum

mer season," Yarworth said. "He came

along a lot with his confidence and

knowledge of the game"
"If iYelenskv] can make the commitment

to physical conditioning, he should be just

about the best hole man in the East, he

^The sleeper on offense for the Polsters

could be GT Ladd. Ladd netted 20 goal* last

season, however his emotions often gut the

better of him, and prevented rum from

playing his best, according to Yarworth.

-His commitment has to be to condition

ing and becoming a little more emotmna

lv controlled when he plays. ^1 arworth

Mid. "He has the tools, he'l probably the

beat athlete that we've got on the team but

he has to control the mental Hdc of Mf

game."
,

. . ...

The water polo team is deep, rich with

scorers. Craig Siegel and Matt Buckley

have been role players tor their last th.

yeara, said Yarworth.
'

-They are both vers good offensive

plavirs. but both need to become a little

more alert on defense.' he said

Sophomore Scott Reed led all L Mass

freshman in scoring, netting 21 goals

Reed, toe, ihould provide the Pototon * itn

earing and ound defense

Mike Melaneoniaene ofthe better defen

players on the team, teid Yarworth

He nai been role ptaya* for tnt' u'am
-

hu *

this could be the year for Melaneon to

forward and take OB some new

responsibilities.

"One guy I would really like to see step

forward this year is Jay Pteluao," Yarworth

said "He's got the offensive skills but he

a little lost out there defensively.

The hidden strength of the water polo

team could be the fact that they have so

many players who can play the game and

plav the game well.

"We'll be able to come at teams in waves,

if one group isn't working. HI be able to

make some substitutions," Yarw-orthsa^

•I want (the opposition] to feel like there s

just more of us coming down the Pike at

them all the time."

When you talk about defense you start

with junior goalie Todd Larson. When you

talk about stars on the water polo team.

vou talk about Todd Larson.

•I project him to be one of the top two or

three goalies ,n the East." Yarworth said.

"Every team's success relies on defense.

and tf you've ft* B guy there in the mU
who can block the ball, that's really going

,„ make a big difference " Larson is the an

cho. of the defense, hii strength is the

outlet pees, which Should make the I MMI

attack that much stronger

•1 still think that lot of the players i

have respond to situations in the game

rather than create the situation*. MM
Yarworth -There i a big difference the'

l\e got to gat them to that next level of

aw areness mentally so that they can bring

their game level up tfl that next level.

The water polo team has a world ofpotoB

tie] he said It is possible that this team

could go BS far as the NCAA tournament

•HOW far we can go l« only limited b>

how far the team wants to go. SS far tf

Eastern water polo goat," Yarworth said

Well only be restricted bj whal sort oi

mental and physical commitment the>

want to make and what SOU of underMan

ding they develop for the game

It Yarworth is successful in the mind

game, it is -cars to think how far thi-

i team can u<>

rgtan filr ph»i<-

B water polo team had their finest season last year, finishing

in Ae Top 20 and return with all their regulars this fall. r^ijinxni t
WELCOME BACK!

FROM THE MATHER CAREER CENTER

Were out to meet you this year with two new programs

CAREER PLANNING AND PLACEMENT

FIELD EXPERIENCE PROGRAMS
(Co-op and Internships)

AND

a SATELLITE OFFICE

on the main campus in Curry Hicks

We're so excited, we're throwing a party!

Come visit us and meet employers like Digital, IBM,

Clean Water Action Project, AEtna,

Biogen and M&M Mara

Career Services Registration, Workahops, Information

September^, 13 and 14

10 a.m. - 3 p.m.

Curry Hicks lawn (acroaa from Herter Hall)

fWMffMr Ptrmmmg)

57 North Pleasant Street

253-5141

Proper Identification a Must

Welcome Back Students

Delano's will continue our policy

of "Reverse Budget Cuts"—To help

the students, we keep our fees down!

The Mather Career Center

Career Planning and Placement • Cooperative Education • Internships

FMOTily/Soroniy Pirk • on the Oichiid Hill b«i> foott. (413)545-2224.

Where Careers Take Off!

Beer of the Month

Rolling Rock $>^ $1 -25

Drink of the Week
Absolut & soda or tonic

llCheck out Delano's Game Room[

\\ with pool Table

GROUND FLOOR STUDENT UNION

FEATURING

A Variety of

Entertainment

II firmnnnn
nnnj

Jj'_S

,,)

10:30 AM-12-.30 AM
MONDAY-FRIDAY

8:00 AM-12.30 AM
SATURDAY-SUNDAY

DELI SANDWICHES • PIZZA AND ITAL.H

SPECIALTIES • LARGE SELECTION OF WINE^

AND BEER • SNACKS • QUICK LUNCHEON

AND BREAKFAST ITEMS • SALAD BAR • LIVE

ENTERTAINMENT • COLOR TElE^lg£N

Enjoy the spectacular view

from the llth floor

Free munchies: Monday-Friday 4:004:00 pnx

Wide variety of

alcoholic & non-alcoholic bevera^

Mon-Fr. 1 1 30 am-12 30 am Sat 4 Sun 5 pm-1230 am

rv

WELCOME
DACK

a

o a

6 U,

i Njcn mi 5PE< rACUi \\<

mi v\

MM DINING
WD

FRH NDL> SERVK t

or, \ DURING ACADEMIC YEAR

Lunch: Monday-Friday 11:30 am-2:00 pm

Dinner: Tue*dav-Saturda> ^00 pm-8:30 pm

( t ,||
\\u (MHHi ,'\t 7WH

tor Ki—•< r v .»t h «ti»»

Jtampden
Creamery

OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK
11:30 AM-1130 PM

• Ice cream, sundaes,

floats

• Candy by the pound

• Penny candy

• Birthday cakes

to order

• Ice cream cakes

• Pastries and cookies

\. ihd.it. -d Parking

TOP
of the

CAMPUSj.
llth FLO

UNIVERSITY <

#Hi
nnnnnnnn
rrrinrT
rffirfrji

uran

The Campus Center

C ffee
Ship

Featur.nq fresh breakfast items mdudmg gourmet coffee^ fruit

and «?u.« ,u,ces and an assortment of homebaked pastry

Monday-Friday: 8 00 am-1030 am

"WAV dc Ded

On The Concourse

Serving Breakfast and Lunch:

7:00 AM-3:00 PM
Monday-Friday
Closed Weekends

Luncheon choices include cafeteria style MM*
del. or pocket sandwiches and the soup & salad bar

Monday-Friday 1 1 30 am-1 30 pm

Offering a selection of gourmet coffee pastry and ice cream

Monday-Thursday: 11 30 am-1 2:00 mid

Friday 1 1 :30am- 600 pm
Saturday Closed - but watch for special events

Sunday: 3 00 pm-12 00 mid

An located m the Blue Wall

on the Concourse Level of the Campus Center
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Minutemen soccer boasts strength at midfield
. _ . . . irni-:_ „.. lw» ••••11 thuu' h»' s

< ollegisn W* photo

Tri-captain Dan Lau rence will lead the charge

as the University of Massachusetts men's soccer

team jumps into a traditionally tough Atlantic 10

schedule.

By GREG SUKIENNIK
Collegian Correspondent

The University of Massachusetts mens soccer team lost

seven seniors to graduation. That fact mas scare

Minutemen tans, but not head coach Jen Gettlei

His squad (7-9-2, 1-4 in the Atlantic- 10 last fell) is a miv

ture of talented returnees and promising newcomers.

"If the veterans and the ne* players can come together

and work together as a team, we've got a great shot at

making the Atlantic 10 tournament, he- said.

UMass looks to he best-equipped at the midfield p

here I woofthe Minutemen's strongest pla) i rs will

start while two other returnees compete lor the remain

'"juniol tri-captain Dan Lawrence leads this talented

pack of midfielders. An All American candidate Law
managed to lead the team in shots on goal, points

and goals all m hi- sophomore year.

'He's a great leader and a reaih, hard player, saiduet

tier We hope to build our midfield around him this year

Joining him in the midfield will he sophomore ken

Smith, juniors Tom NovaiaskN and Brett Anthony, and

promising freshman Aaron Zandy Smith and Novajaskx

will compete for a starting slot.

"(Anthony] is a two-way player who can hold create,

and score, and will probably split between midfield and

attack.' said dottier

•Zandv plavs hard, and definitely will see some time,

he said of the Kndwell. NY . player

Mart inn midfielder and tri captain Carl Hanks tot

medial ligament in his knee and won't return until Oc-

tober. Hanks, a senior. has 13 career ^oals. and is a good

two wav player, according to Gettler.

The front hue is anchored bv junior Ray Cuhna at

center. Cuhna scored three game winning goal> la-t y. *l

and Gettkr ha- big e\p.ctat ions for the junior from Mar

This semester, takesome electives

in communications.

IntroducingAT&T
Student Saver Plus.

If vixirean offcsjapU)

student . it II be easier t< > get

thn »ugh ci ikyr this u-ar

Ho. ause A'RfcT has put

t< ^ether a pnigram < >f

pn xlixts and
services k>

save mxj

manes

v",

,

Gahndle Kaiskt • Skkknose I i ittepe
•

«
b*s of IW

You don't need

to wait till spring

to get a break.
*'th&* ARTReach CM*

.InHrKU Utin' \<»ullget

s.i\ ings 24 hi >urs a dag 7 days

.i week Im liKlmg VH l >fl

our .iln-.Kh k>w evening prices"

60 minutes

of long distance.

forfree,

Movies. Videos

And more.

For less.

lusi In il>*>sing.in\

stiKk-nt si\er Plus program.

youH get uptobOmmui.
( »t tnv l< >ng distaixv calb

Voull also gel a tee coupon
booklet pood fa savines

.ill .innind town

Call from anywhere

to anywhere.
well sjtaj you • toe

/USTCSeffcaj Canst even it

VOU d. >nt have a phone *•*
I

Sxill beabk lonwhe 1 1
ill

om ;«ln* >st an\ |X> kk- aixl

haw it hilk-cl t<> VOU,

wherever m hi live

lb enroll in the KSB Student

Saver litis programs that art- right lor

vou. or to get the rx-st value in long

distance service, call us Itx-v |ust

might lx- the most pn >titable electees

youll ever take-

1800654-0471 Hxt. 1231

MM. Helping make
college life a little easier.

AT&T
The right choice.

Bhfield, this year. 'This year he will show he s a quality.

Division I player." said (iettler. "He s big. a strong player,

and a real competitor."

In addition to Anthony (when hes not at midfield),

sophomore Kire Trajkowsk. and freshman Randy -Jacobs

will step into the f'rav

•Jacobs strikes the ball as well as any. and is making

the adjustment to the higher level of competition, said

The Minutemen lost nearly their entire starting d.

from last vear, prompting Gettler to move senior trt

captam Peter MeEvo> from midfield to sweeper.

\\, 11 let him runtheteam fron ri t* alitne

tools " ,! sweep** ' hr sal,i
,

Other defenders include juniors Darrer,

Perna Matl B- ;i1 freshman Todd Kyhah.

•Stone is one ofthe best marking backs m New England

M!ll rfour quickest and most competitive players, he said

He will probablj be assigned the toughest opposin

a

\Cnll and Beam; will compete ft* s storting spot.

K ,
|

„*i in the air. agreaatve and good with the

ball."' said Gettler

The Minutemen's deepest position mas be that oi

goalkeeper, where sophomore Steve Arm.-nt. ancljuniu.

Jon Gruber are competing for the storting nod Both

ooaliea potted excellent numbers last year

Gruber let through a mere 1.52 goals per game m

limited timetdue to injury*, while Armenti posted s school

record SWA shutout- and held the opposition to I

miniscule 98 goals per gam,

•Thisiseasilj the deepest w, • been at goal,,wM

th. the two baal (eelies I
n »» I w heati

here." >aid Gettlei .

This mixture oi i an and experienced talent wen t h

much time to WOrh nut the bugs, how, - -ur tough

home games hover on the boriaon to opentl « ' ht'

Minutemen kick offagainst Improving & Bonaventut

then face three time defending Atlantic 10 ( hampmn-

Penn St w Hampshire- and NCAA Tournament

qualifiers, Temple, follow

•Those first four games could Ik- the whole- season, saM

t.ettler 1fmi can belt all three of our Atlantic40 Of

ponents in that stretch, it could be s great stoU men! to

the real oi the mnlareace And making the Atlantic 10

tournament is our mam goal

Al«» in this rear's schedule are traditional km \ mt
and Connecticut . as well as Maine, Drexel and Hide, who

Will be gUeatS at the MseSSrfhUSnttl Challenge ( up <m

Sept 29 and 30.

Thiayoar the top four teams m the A lOwttl make toe

tournament, held Nov > I at Kutgei> Tournamen!

trc calculated in points acquired during the

Wins count tor three point- and tie* RN

one point ea

Vt aen fifth twice and sixth once, so wi n ana

oothedooi hia team's tournament

But a lot v\ill depend on how th.t. am brcom.-

im

Sports

Teams are forming for the following fall intramural

sports flag football (men. women ana co ed.) soc

cer (men. women.) co-ed softball and men s lacrosse

Flag football and soccer entries are due by Sept K)

Softball and lacrosse entries are due by Sept 11

For more information, contact the Intramural Office.

215 Boyden. 545-2693 or 545-0022

Amherst Chinese Food

Momestyle Cooking

fresh vegetables from our own farm

DO NOT USE MSO

Open 7 days a week

253-2813 253-7835

62 Main Street Amherst

HONDA.
Gunerklewithus.

• Motorcycles
• Scooters

X/alley

.in * * » » * * *

»

» *•' 1 .. I I ft 1

! t I t • > *
•'

M

• A.T.V.'s
• Power Equipment

Sales ft Service
584-7303
731-9965

216 N Kino « Ht,. | Northampton. MA
otorsports

The 1991 Honda Motorcycles mrm ready for viewing
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Men's harriers are
strong and healthy

By GREG SUKIENNIK
Collegian Correspondent

Last year, the University of Massachusetts men's cross

country team had a banner year. They won the Eastern

Conference meet, finished third in the Atlantic 10 meet,

fourth in the New England*, and 15th in the prestigious

I('4A's.

What do you do for an encore? That's the question coach

Ken O'Brien and his young charges face this fall.

O'Brien has high expectations for his young team this

fall. "We have an outside chance of reaching the NCAA
but that is an extremely difficult goal." noted O'Brien

"We'd have to hit on all eight cylinder-

"The kids that arecomitig hack have that kind of abili-

ty The kids that are younger have the ability to do that

sort of thing in the future So the time to shoot for it is

now "

Of the returning veterans, three are recovering from

significant injuries. SeniorTom Degnan had been injured

all of last year, but rehabilitated well enough to win the

Kt.ooii meters in the spring New Englands last season

Gerald Squires had suffered leu injuries, and Pat Reed

had a SOTS achille- tendon that limited his SOaSOn to two

meets allot last year However, O'Brien said that these

harriei a lire all on the road back and running again.

It 's hut a Question "t making up for lost time."

Si BtOT -Joe Millete returns from a ilar tumor

,,n to lead UMaSS Last fall he went to the NCAA
Cross Country Championships

Ofthe other returning veterans, 100101 - Jon Corsoand

Degnan lead the »/aj Com placed fifth at the Eastern

Conference meet,eigth in the A 10a, and 12th in the New

Englands He eras voted Most Voluble Performer by his

famm.it.'- fol bJfl efforts, and coach O'Brien calls him 'a

high level performer our number one guv Degnan. in

addition to his spring track victories, came in >ixth in the

A-10'i

Ofthe younger returning tunners, Pat Reed, l'»t Ryan,

Mike DavtS and Matt SUMM -tand OUt OS promising run

iters for this season laid O'Brien. Reed finished second

,, ,. meet his senior vear of high

school, end had two top seven finishes when his injur)

-truck

Hvan. meanwhile, finished in the top five of BV«rj v.n

-in meet a bile Simon and Davis l*ith finished In the top

n consistent!} < M his younger star runner-, coach

Brien said that theyww j talented group ot kid-

with great attitudi

v . . . 1 vi a scarps offreshmen, Kevin Greennalgn.

and Matt Wilson all enter the fold with

impressivf accomplishmei nhalgh finished in the

top ten ot his state meet. Wilson finished second in his

pr.-p Mrhool league meet and Cormier finished 4th in the

tt« -t.it.- m.-ot

mming up the outlook foi

thai 1 don't think sie havi ofl to .» fast st

young guv- need to mature, the veterans i> »me

wi three weeks would be the one- that would

l.Hun big on our schedule

H. idded that should the Minutemen not r.

20 fun
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as Wilkos brought the option with him into the starting

lineup against Rhode Island, on the fourth week of the

season.

When healthy. Wilkos is a sparkplug. In the seven

games he started last season, however. Wilkos suffered

injuries to his rib cage, wrist, groin, and the shoulder of

his passing arm.

Like Wilkos, two other key people in the UMass offense

return after having their season's derailed somewhat last

fall by injuries.

Bledsoe made the transition from defensive back to

tailback last September and led the team in rushing, gam

ing 594 vards. despite missing almost five game- because

of thigh and knee problems Bledsoe is a competitor and

a tremendous athelete he is a standout track performer

in the spring tailor made for running the option.

".Jerome Bledsoe hopefully can gain 1000 yards or bet

t*r, if he's healthy,'' said Reid. But while Bledsoe's eg-

gresiven 1 football coach's dream, the injuries it can

lead to are a nightmare "Jerome picks an off colon id

I,
1 -e\ and tries to knock it down, Reid said "That doesn t

lend itself to injury-free football."

Hold said he hopes the option will help BlodaOl Stay

healthy this year Unlike a traditional running game in

which the tailbacks are sent pounding into the line, with

the option, "vou can get away with SOflM hits." said Reid.

Bledsoe will be joined in the hackfield b> senior fullback

David Mitchell, who missed most of five games last season

with ankle and thigh injuries Mitchell rushed for 344

K third highest on the team, in six full games last

veal

Injuries have already punched a couple of holes in the

offensive line this fall Guard Phil Hallard re-injured bis

knee during fall drills, and appears lost for the season.

Senior guard Paul Mayberry will play on a chronualh

sore km
And center Al Poganan s broken and dislocated ankle,

suffered in the eighth game of the Season last fall, still

is not fully recovered. Retd said he hopes to have Poganan

back bv the third game of thi- SOaSOn

Reid said Pogarian may struggle to regain a -tatting

-pot. how**. tbbe and juniors Rich Cavanaugh and

Paui Connor have done well filling in Ciabbe, a fifth
J

senior, stepped into Poganan's spot at the end of last > I

and will snap the ball to start this -a.-on as well

The graduation of UMaas'i all time leading receiver,

Chip Mitchell, leaves a void in the passing attack that

Mike Tobin, Ron Blauvelt and Lamar Newsome will at-

tempt to fill Tobin caught 90 passes baft season, and

Blauvelt 26.

Injuries and que-tion mark- Creep into ihe pictun- to

a great, t degree with the dot. 1

I inebecker thn- Tenkin .- om for the rear following

shoulder surgery, and tackle Steve Brothers is a ques-

l ionable comm.Khtv while on hi- way back from .. similar

problem, prompting Reid to -hum.- -me old faces and in

traduce some new on ,

Junior Matt Tulley, who rang up kles and

from the outside linebacker spot wet year and earned lust

m All Yankee Conference honors, will be moved to in

H- Imeback.

That !. iphomo , Perry to anchor the out-

Bide linehackei poatition, a task he very capable of, said

Ke.d Perry may not sneak up on people now as he mo

,-nn, when, as an 18-year old ire-hnian he step-

: into the -tarting lineup and delivered M tackles and

Six sacks while leading the team m fumbles caused
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and recovered (3),

But he will not wither under the spotlight, either, he

said. r

"My senior vear in high school, 1 was exposed to a lot ot

publicity." -aid the Albany, N.Y. native. "The hype here

won't touch me, performance-wise

"He's a guy whom we're counting on to break us out

of the pack," said Reid. Sophomore Allen Gibson may

start in the other outside linebacker positon. while

classmate Bobby Burke joins Tulley to give the

Minutemen a standout inside linebacker tandem

Pat Doran. Vaughn Williams and Don Caparotti return

to their starting spots in the secondary, where they may

be joined bv converted tailback Allen Williams.

With Brothers, junior Rich Kane, and sophomore John

(reamer, the defensive line has some people who have

played, but not together -Junior Jim Mancaruso transfer

red" to UMass from Georgia Tech and appears to have a

lock on the -tailing job at nose tackle Kane, who notch

ed 59 tackle.- four sacks last year, will start on the line

well

From then mer, Mark Poropi, Cesar Tejeds and

converted tight end BUI Durkin will vie for the final Star

ting spot and playing time, depending on Brother-

-

health.

On special team-. Bledsoe and Lamar Newsome wil

handle punt and kkkoff returns, while Marc Gabriel1

1

return- a- both punter and placekicker.

Reid ha- -aid often this tali that there l- no letup in the

UMass schedule Following the season opener Saturday

at Holy CroaS, currently the second ranked team in Di\ i

-ion 1 AA. the Minutemen host Maine and Boston I'niver

Bity on consecutive weekend- at Mcduirk Alumni

Stadium.
UMas- will face two teams that are on the ebb in the

Yankee Conference. Richmond and Rhode Island, on the

road The traditional season ending pyrotechnic display

against Neu Hamp-hire i> m Durham this fall, a- well

Connecticut, picked in the preseason to win the Y.u

conference, will be UMa- I homecoming opponent Oc-

tober 13th
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D.P. DOUGH
DELIVERS ,

CALZONES
i

Q What are calzones? A Pizza Turnovers!

1 CHEESE
(mozzarella and ncotta cheese)

2 VEGIE'

(broccoli, mushrooms, mozzarella.and ncotta)

3. SAUSAGE
(sausage and mozzarella)

'4. RONT
(pepperoni. mozarella, and ncotta)

5 OH' ZONE'
(steak and cheese)

6 'SPINNER
(spinach, mozzarella. and ncotta)

7 "SOUTHERN CAL ZONE'

(hamburg and cheese with mexican dressing)

8 HAMZONE (Pig Out)

(bacon, ham. and mozzarella cheese)

9 CHICKEN PARME-ZONE
(breaded chicken w/ mozzarella and parmesan)

10 COMBO
pepperoni, sausage. peppers. mushrooms&moz.

11 EGGPLANT
(breaded eggplant, garlic and mozzarella)

12 MEATY
(meatballs, onions, and mozzarella)

One Calzone delivered S3 81

Two Calzones delivered $7 20

Each additional Calzone S3 60

( 05 Mass Sales Tax)

DOUGH 256-1616 DOUGH
HOTLINE HOTLINE

Delivery Hours

Mon-Fn 4-2 00am

Saturday 1 1 30-2 00am

Sun. 11 30-1 00am
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Track finishes:
Ambrose, Johnson race

in Jr. Olympic events

By ADRIENNE MATT
Collegian Staff

Two runners from the University of Massachusetts

women's track team were invited, along with their head

coach Julie LaFreniere. to the US Olympic Junior Elite

Camp in Colorado Springs, the official training center for

Olvmpians. . _-.
The TAC. which is the governing body M track and tield

events, was chosen hy the Olympic Development Commit

tee to organize the women's session-

In Julv. Beckv Johnson and LaFreniere went to Col

oradotoWake in clinics and field sessions lor six day*.

Johnson was in the mid-distance to distance group and

competed among other juniors' [14 to 19 year oUM. She

trained in the 800 meter for which she had qualified for

the nationals in the spring season.

The camps, divided bv events, meant a return trip t<>

,,ado Springs for LaFreniere as lh« escorted 400 mete,

qualifier L«-eAnn Ambrose to the print camp Ambrose

competed m tin intermediate' group, comprising ol 20

and 21 year olds It «M determined she bat «'1\ mpic poten-

tial in the 800-meter also

Organizing clinicians tor the sprint camp included Bert

Lyle and Tonv Veneev. the women's coach for the I niver

sitv of California Northndge L> le has coached olympians

such as Florence (iriffith Jovner. Kvelvn Ashford and

Louise Ritter.

Tom Henowin and Lance Hart* i. iu-t recent l\ moving

from Cal Polv Tech rounded up the dist imp

Htnotrin coaches the women's team at Oregon, while

H. now at Arkansas Another clinician speaker * M
Terry Crawford, herself a cross country champion This

former Olympic coach ("88 1. now heads up the Lad\

Longhorns at Texas. Esortinn an athlete from Seattle

Pacific was Doris Brown Heritage who ll a 800 n>.

World Class Champion five times over

According to LaFreniere. the competition was interne

and the schedule was rigorous About seven hours

spent in the classroom, complete with films and anal) sis

in addition to five hours on the field, comprising of I

and evaluations Although, for this particular camp, the

athlete's coaches' presence was mandatory.' LaFienu i

.

said she learned her athletes' strengths and weaknesses

as well as enjoyed herself.

UMass hurler

in pro ranks
Braves sign Creamer
Bv TAMIR LIPTON
Collegian Staff

When last WC saw Jerry Creamer, he was throwing

his 90 mph fastball by opposing Atlantic 10 hitters. In

June the former University of Massachusetts student

was drafted by the Atlanta Braves.

Creamer finished the 1990 season at I Mass with t

4 1 record and a 4.19 ERA. He was the closer out ol

the bullpen, saving four games, striking out .12 and

walking 21 for UMass coach Mike Stone's Mmutemen

The South Paw from Worcester had been cruising

alontf all season, with an ERA of just over 2 00. until

he injured his elbow When (reamer did return just

in time for the Atlantic 10 playoffs, he was banged

around bv Rutp
After being drafted. Creamer signed a one war con

tract details ot the contract uere undisclosed, and

(reamer was unavailable for comment.

He vvas ass!gned to Idaho where he played one game

for Idaho Falls in the Pioneer League He pitched one

>ro,vless inning and «M immediatels t.anstered to

Bradenton. Fla

Today. Creamer » pitching forth. Bradenton Braves

in the Cull Coast League At press time. Bradenton

was one half game out of first place Unfortunately,

oner has recentlv reinjured his elbou After being

loctors determined that Creamer is suffer

fog from a bottC spur in his pitching slbo* His service*

have been l«»st lor the remainder ofthe ataaon He will

be re examined at the end ot the eaaaa and will most

likely undergo elbow SU ,T .

•He's laid up with a bad arm. said Bradenton coacn

Jim PriK-opo "When he was pitching, he didn't look

I,,., bad It s t, M , had that he hasn't had much ol an op

poitunit\ to pitch '

|
, ..,„„., was 1 1. with a 1 96 ERA at Bradenton In

14 inning oi work. Creamer had allowed 14 hits,

struckout 12 and walked

He eppeared ll »\ games, five as a reliever and one

as a starter

MT will most like)) gal a m out in Palm H

next year during spring training H. stands a chain t

Of moving up to Single A hall next vear said Procopo
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Athletes get

A-10 Academic
honors, awards
Bv ADRIENNE MATT
Collegian Staff

The Atlantic 10 Conference announced the University

of Massachusetts placed two student athletes on its

Academic All Conference teams at the end of the 1989-90

academic school calandar. Six UMass students made

honorable mention. Two mens soccer players two field

hockey players and two baseball players made either

honorable mention or the team.

Mike Tobin. a senior from Concord, maintained a .i.b2

GPA as a history major during the baseball season As

a walk on, Tobin played all 46 games, starting 44 as

centerfielder. He batted ..102 with a team leading 52 hits,

including five doubles, three triples and six homeruns_

Tobin also collected 25 RBI. scored :57 runs and stole 17

baeif in 19 attempts He was also named to the

E CoSIDA Academic All American third team.

Tobin has maintained a starting spot as a Hanker for

the football team as a walk -on. He is the leading return

,ntf receive,, last vear catching 30 passes lor 675 yard*

and six touchdowns Tobin was named CTE Academic All

Region and was alao selected to the Yankee Conference

All Academic football team.

( h adnata Kathleen Derwin. from Johnstown. NY, was

a three year letterwinner off the field hockej team. She

held a 3.82 GPA as a mechanical engineering major and

Starting sweeper Derwin and the UMaM t.am competed

in the NCAA Field Hockey Tournament, rounding up a

1;VK 2 season. She was voted the teaams M.M Valuable

Player contributing one goal and on. §*•& Derwin was

also nominated to the Field Hockey Coach- Association

\( ademic All American team.

Honorable mentions include four UMass men and two

Uliaai women:
Marketing 3.30

Sports Mgt. 3.50

Sport > Ifgl 3.29

Exercise Sci •'! 22

Finance 3.49

Finance *4

ectad hv the conference's Sports Information I);

tors the team- were chosen from 146 student athletes who

ived academic recognition by the A- 10 Representative

ot the A lO'l sponsored sports, all candidates were either

a starter or important reserve, with a cumulative 3.2 pad
point averagjefon • I

'> scale) for the entire academic year
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Kay Cunha
Scott Meam\
Tommy Pace
Julieta Santiago

Tom Skiba

Liz Thornton

Soccer

Baseball

Basketball

Volleyball

Soccer

Field Hockey

BROWN'S
RJU UNE Of BMMUM)
4 GA*i»ooM surruts

WEIGHTUFTING
FREE WEIGHTS«NAUTILUS*EXERCISE BIKES»CUMBERS

Mt Farms Mall, Route 9, Hadlcy MA 01035

Brown's Billiards is the largest pool room in Western

Massachusetts with 21 tables and an antique Brunswick Billiard

Table. A CD Juke Box will also be installed for this season

Lessons will be given by Mr. Brown on Tuesdays and

Thursdays beginning October 1. Leagues will also be forming

at that time. Brown's gives professional pool exhibitions

throughout the year.

Brown s carries a full line of equipment and pool cues for sale

by such names as McDermott, Viking and Willie Misconi as

well as numerous others. We sell and service pool tables. Fran-

chising opportunities are available.

Pool Hall Hours:

Sunday thru Thursday; 11 am to midnight

Friday & Saturday; 11am to 1am

Rates:

$3. 00 per hour per person

STUDENTS: 10 percent discount with I.D.

{WOMEN'S SPECIAL: Play for HALF PRICi

on Wednesdays.

Iffim
»f moonlun farm* m2^)o

Route 9 Hadley

Call 58d-2175

^-1

WELCOME BACK STUDENTS
Burger King Broiler—Medium French Fries

—Medium Soft Drink—
Please present this coupon before ^ -i RURftfR
ordering. I. unit one coupon Willy SV|I|?*
per customer. No1 to he used with q» , £»q f\lrl\>
other coupons or offers «J>Tr.O*7 ^Bkaln^
Expires 9 IG-90. Good only al Hadley ,inrrrA
and Northampton SQMETIMSS YOU \ E G(J I 1A
Void where prohibitedBrown * can be reserved for parties and large groups.

|
j jgS~fe^ J****

"»»»
™fogg

~"-\

Oarsmen row Nationals
By ADRIENNE MATT
Collegian Staff

During the spring and fall seasons of the

University of Massachusetts crew team, in-

dividuals go through national team testing

as regulated by the team's coach.

Currently at the National Team Selec-

tion camp in Lowell, is graduate Stu

Stokes, who competed in the East

heavyweight eight this summer, taking the

silver. The West won the gold and the

South took the bronze at the Olympic

Festival in Minneapolis St. Paul.

Another competing UMass grad was

Matt Collins, who's lightweight four

without grabbed the gold for the North.

The silver went to the West and the bronze

to the South.

Also rowing the lightweight four without

at the Olympic Fest was Rich Scannell,

who's boat came in fourth. His fellow

boatmen included oarsmen from Rhode

Island. Virginia and Columbia.

Both he and Chris Morino. UMaM
asniors, were chosen by the rs Rowing

Committee to participate in the National

Development camp in New London, CT. at

the Coast Guard Academy Scannell made

women s soccer

the first straight four boat, which went on

to compete in Minnesota. Morino made the

second cox four.

Coast Guard Coach Sean Sedak hosted

and coached the all boats: first straight

four, second cox four, first regular eight

(consisting of the first straight and second

cox fours), and second regular eight (con

sisting of the second cox four and four other

regular eight rowers).

According to Scannell, the camp taught

style of the national team level with na-

tional coaches
• All participants were of >uch a high

caliber," said Morino of the competition.

Competing and sharing a boat with

strangers, however, was a little different

than expected.

it helped that everyone was on the same

wavelength. The atmosphere was friend

ly," said Scannell. it was a long, hard

summer. I learned a lot. and it was definite

ly worth it."

it was a great learning experience, laid

Morino. You (earned to develop confidence

in the people in your boat

The ere* team- begin their season with

the Textile River Regatta on Sept. 30 in

which 20 to 28 boats will be racing

UMass basketball stars

spend summer overseas
By SAM SHAKRSTEIN
Collegian Staff

Jin McCoy and Tony Barbee played

for coach JohnCalipari on the Atlantic

10 Conference All-Star team (luring a

nine-day tournament in Taipei, Taiwan

in June.

McCoy averaged 15.9 points in leven

games played, and was named to the

AH Tournament team at week's end.

Barbee averaged 10 points and 4.5 re-

bounds in six game- in which he

appeared

Calipan, with St Joesephs coach

John Griffin, assembled some of the con

terence ' top performers for the tourna

ment. officially titled the William Jones

Cup International Basketball Tourna

ment The A-10 All Stan finish. >

nst the national teams from

Finland. China. Korea. Poland. Mexico

and Japan, and an All Star team trom

Greece

Both MeCoj end Barbee started tor

the A 10 All Star* and learned trom fac-

ing international competition, said

I dipari.
'

I think [McCoy I
learned some things

about physical pla\

They're men over there." said Calipan

i think it was good for him to under-

tand that if he wants to go to the next

level, to go overseas or to the NBA,

that's the wa\ the game II played
'

OfBarbee, Calipari -aid. "1 want Tonv

to feel like he- one of the !>e-t pla\

in the league, and he went over there

and performed that way.

Duquesne's Clayton Adams, Rutgers

Keith Hughes end Penn Stated Freddie

Barnes, among others, slso played for

the A-10 All -Stai

In other summer action. McCoy work

ed out for B week at the Boston Celtics

nkie camp, and made a good linpre-

-ion. said Calipari

"They were real happy with him and

thought he did really well. " he >aid

Harper Williams played in Spam with

m of New England All Stars, and

Kennard Robinson slso played i

All Stai team in Itahj
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si,, 1,- Select team tor MSSSafhUSCtta

Both Diana Keillv and Br. Scurr> were recognized

through recommendations and outstanding individual

performances, according to Rudy

"Part of the biggest challenge SI a Ireshman is to step

up and face the collegiate challenge." he said. 'Our

returnees aren't outshining anyone, the freshmen look

^According to Rudv, there doesn't Seem to bs B -ingle

weak link in the strong chain of women athlete>.

•The whole team is looking really deep and really good

potential wise," he said. There will be goal- by [Sue]

i audetto, April Kate, and IKiml Eynard, but they re the

^uppor , those thai do other thing*, and do them

*The difference between i goad team and greatt

i, injuries sad team chemistry. Rudy said. Team

chem.strv includes variables - how well does -hes.t on

the bench' Can -he still perform well il -he -U-

Thi- seems to be the least of Rudy's worries.

Injuries Well, that's another story.

Tm running scared right now .

' said Rudy 11

our recovery time is very good. This team is Strong

has very good health habits. If anyone has chances oi

bouncing back, it's our people."

Aside from broken ankles, bruised hips and lacerated

livers 15 players trom last vear I -quad will be return

ing having lost onlv four, three to graduation.

Among those returning are seniors Becky Botuano, Kim

Montgomery. Rohm Runoteie, Margie Jat

Michele Woodside and Tracy Arwood. sophomore* Skye

Kdd\ . Holly Hellmuth Keeper, den Leahy, Ali-on

Hardin, and Carrie Koeper

The Red- schedule reflects academic -ensibilily ana a

training rhvthm The majority of the games are on Satur-

days and Sunday s, « Hh only four games during the

m the sntin eason

Rudv said he tried to Srt up competitions with other

teams that were working in similar fashion BO that

would Ik- strength «i mpetition and Sun

- would lie endurance days Training could then he

thought of as peaks and valleys of performance Mondaj

otT. Tuesday Thursday, hard practice WllJlllSflSJ Waaj

drills and techinque

Road games are another woi soneftrKudj

We h ive one of the better road record- in the counti

said Rudv 'The onlv thing I'm vsorned sbOUl is the CUT*

rent shape of Upper Boyden field."

\h res the mystique ofUpper Boyden. the Hill Gai ber

Field, whichever the name, may be bogged down to the

mud Rudy said he hopes things dry up and heal before

the first home game against Vermont A weekend of SOC-

C on the Hill follows with the I'M- nerha*

Berkley, w.ll.am & Man and Bo-ton College

'The Reds open their sseson sgaanat Rutgers at i P m
gept g in Ptocattawaj NJ

:r^-1^ PACKAGE STORE

'the friendly store...

West St, Rte 116 South Amherst 253-9742

Full Service Package Store

Large selection of imported

and domestic beers

Keqs Winelx * Near Brittany Manor

Minutes from Amherst center
.n^mifnm

West St.. Rt. 1 16 South Amherst I0am-11pm

While current stock lasts,

Hurry, they'll go fast!

Tech 1260 12MHZ-286 IBM compatible

includes

• Microprocessor-12 MHZ 286 Intell

• Coprocessor supported

. Clock Speed 12/8 MHZ ZERO wait state

• 1 Megabite of ram
• 101 keyboard
• Monochrome Monitor

• 2 Serial/ 1 Parallel ports

• MGA Graphics

• Slim Line Case
• FCC Class B certified

Amherst's

Best Kept

Secret

Winners'Athletic Club

c 3 Indoor Tennis Courts

n 4 Outdoor Clay Tennis Courts

(2 Convertible to Indoor Clav

Courts Stalling Sept. 1st)

4 Racquetball Courts

1 1 Nautilus & CanJiovascular

Fitness Center

i Aerobics

i

Student Booster Sale

$799.95
Complete

Word Perfect Version 5.1 $135.00

20 Mea Hard Drive System Only $999.95

40 Meg
9
Hard Drive System Only $1149.95

DR. SQfTWflflE ftiCs

CALL 549-4545 for a free tour

Winners' Athletic Club

Rte. 116, Sunderland

(Opposite Bub's BBQ. on Bus Route)

Open 7 Days»7:00am-11 :00pm

Cut and present coupon before Sept 30 and

pay only $99 for a 3 month. Naut.lus membership

SOFTWARE • COMPUTFRS • ACCFSSORIFS
POTPOURRI SHOPPING MAIL

74 1 KING STRFFT
ORTMAMPTON. MA 0106

TFL (413) 586 3210

3 Months for

$99

iT lub
WINNERS
A T H I. E T I C

t - '

NORTHAMPTON. MA 01060 j ..
, ^ ri Q acac Q I

TFL 1413) 586 3210 j JLUSL SUJldWtondJ^^I^MjAI^M^W -^--
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Casio's £x-7000G Graphic Calculator grives

math students a calculated advantage!

Casio's fx-7000G Graphic Calculator has the power to

expand your mathematical capabilities. Its ability to

solve problems numerically as well as graphically

means you get the big picture fast Ricked with hun-

dreds of features and functions, the fx-7000G is

supported by college texts written especially for

use with graphic calculators. And because the

fx-7000G makes learning easier than ever before,

many professors are now designing their courses

around these powerful calculators.

The power to perform advanced

calculations.

Over 193 built-in functions are avail

able with the fx-7000G- including

trigonometric, hyperbolic, logarith-

mic and exponential to name a few.

These capabilities allow you to

tackle subjectsJike math, statis-

tics, science and physics with

speed and accuracy And if there's

any question about the results,

there's an instant replay button

that allows you to re-examine your

problems immediately.

The power to plot

your curves.

The fx-7000G's large. 16 character

x 8 line, alphanumeric display means

complex calculations and solutions can

be viewed exactly as you would have wnt

ten them on paper or read them from a

text Detailed graphs can be plotted out at

the touch of a few buttons And there s even

an overwrite feature that allows multiple

functions to be graphed together so

graphic solutions can be analyzed for

comparison.

To find out more about how Casio's

powerful fx-7000G Graphic Calculator

can make your life easier, visit a store

near you and get the facts now'

«

Where Miracles Never Cease
Cm |„r QUrutator Prndurla Divwxm !S7<>Ml PtaMant Awnw l>»r NJ othoi
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UPC entertains UMasses
By JODY GABIN
Collegian Staff

For those looking for an alternative way

to fill you're free time, there are plenty of

Resident Student Organizations (RSOs) to

join. One such organization is the Union

Program Council, or UPC.
Formed during the late 1970s, UPC's job

is to bring concerts to campus. Funded by

student fees (that's where a portion of that

extra fee on your bill is going), UPC's goal

is to provide a diverse selection of enter-

tainment to the UMass community.

Providing entertainment at an affordable

price to students is one of UPC's main

priorities.

"We try to bring something for everyone,

io that each person will want to see at least

one show," said Jodi Avery, UPC talent

coordinator. "We make every attempt to

keep the shows as affordable as possible.

We're not out to make a profit. Our goal

is to provide on-campus entertainment to

students."

UPC relies on the students involved to

put each production together. There is a

paid executive staff of 12 students, but

those that make up the General Commit

tee (approximately 100 students] are who

keep the organization going.

"An important point to keep in mind

about UPC," Avery explained, "is that the

organization is entirely student-run and

cepends on the help and interest of the

••tudents to keep it going. The most impor-

tant part of UPC is the General Commit
tee — without them, we couldn't do

anything."
Becoming a part ofUPC is easy, and open

to everyone. Meetings are held Tuesday

evenings at 6:30 p.m.

"People are encouraged to join at any

point," Avery said. "A lot of people have

the misconception that ifyou miss the first

meeting you won't be able to become in-

volved until the following semester.

"We like members to come up to the of-

fice [located on the fourth floor of the Stu

dent Union] and hang out," she continued.

"I want people to give me suggestions.

Although we often book out-of-the

mainstream, up-and coming performers,

my personal tastes won't completely in-

fluence booking

After attending three consecutive

meetings, you become a voting member.

This entitles you to run for one of the staff

positions at the end of the year, such as

Security Coordinator, Production Manager

or Talent Coordinator, or apply for one of

the hired positions such as Promotions

Director, Business Manager, or Hospitali

ty Coordinator.

"I worked in every area before running

for this job," Avery explained. "There are

no limitations. You're welcome to do, say,

security for one show and hospitality for

the next."

For those interested in music and the

music business. Incoming involved with

UPC is a good way to see just what goes

on behind the scenes of a concert.

"When you're involved with UPC, you're

on the front lines. " Avery said. "You're the

one who's doing it."

The UMass Arts Council

Founded in 1966. the Arts Council fosters excellence and scope in

the arts on campus. The Arts Council's activities include:

FINANCIAL SUPPORT FOR THE ARTS
Through two grant-giving categories, the Arts Council awards

grants to RSOs and other UMass groups that present arts events

and programs.

FIRST GRANT DEADLINE: Sept. 28. Application forms

available at the Arts Council and Student Activities Office.

ARTS INFORMATION
The Arts Council publishes the bi-weekly Arts Calendar, a listing of

arts activities on the Five College campuses The calendar is

available at galleries, box offices, and information centers at all frve

colleges.

ARTS MANAGEMENT TRAINING
The Arts Council supports arts management courses and

internships for UMass students through a program offered by the

Arts Extension Service. 545-2360 Grantwriting workshops, led by

the Arts Council's Program Director, will be held on Sept. 26

and Oct. 0. Free; registration required. For further info contact

the Arts Council

PUBLIC ART
The Arts Council is actively involved in expanding the public art

collection at UMass The Sculpture Courtyard at the University

Library is an exhibition space for Art Dept. faculty, staff and

students. Most recently, with funding from the National

Endowment for the Arts, a design for an outdoor space was

completed by internationally renowned artist Nancy Holt and the

distinguished landscape architecture and design firm, Walker

KJuesing Design Group A memorial to UMass' first sitting

president, William Smith Clark, was designed by UMass

alumnus Todd Richardson (M.L.A. '87). It will be located at

the top of Clark Hill Road and is under construction now. AN

OPEN FORUM ABOUT THE PROJECT WILL BE HELD SEPT. 17

FROM 7-8 PM, CC 903. This past year students in the Art and

Landscape Architecture departments participated in a competition

to design a commemorative garden to Helen Curtis Cole, the

University's first and only Dean of Women

The Civility Mural, located outside the eastern entrance to the

Campus Center, was designed and completed by graduate art

student Jonathan Kohrman in the summer of 1989

The Arts Council is funded primarily by a portion of the Arts Fee.

The Council includes undergraduate and graduate students,

alumni, faculty, and professional staff representatives who are

appointed each April for the following academic year by

representative senates.

For more information, contact the UMass
Arts Council, 125 Herter Hall, 545-0202.

UMass theater, dance
rev up for the autumn
The following is a partial list of events

being sponsored by the UMass Depart

ment of Music and Dance this fall:

SEPTEMBER:
Tuesday, 18: Lecture/Demonstra-

tion: Dorothea Brinkmann, soprano

with Dorothy Ornest, piano. "Ornamen-

ting Schubert Songs?" Bezanson Recital

Hall, 11:15 a.m. Free.

Tuesday, 18: Faculty Recital: Laura

Klock, horn and Nadine Shank, piano;

with Jon Humphrey, tenor and Sharon

Hayes, soprano. "Songs and Dances"

featuring works by Benjamin Britten,

Frederick Tillis and Salvatore Macchia

Benzanson Recital Hall, 8 p.m. Free.

Tuesday, 25: New England
Camerata: Veronica Kadlubkiewicz,

Peggy James, violin; Barbara Wright,

viola; Harry Clark, cello; with guest ar

tists Michael Sussman, clarinet; An
drew Cordie, bassoon; Laura Klock,

horn and Salvatore Macchia,

doublebass. Octets by Schubert and

Gunther Schuller. Benzanson Recital

Hall, 8 p.m.

Thursday, 27: Faculty Recital; David

Sporny. trombone. Benzanson Recital

Hall, 8 p.m. Free.

OCTOBER
Tuesday. 2: Faculty Recital Nigel

Coxe, piano. •Basically Ballade.-"

featuring works by Grieg, Chopin.

Stern. Mozart and Gerswin Benzanson

Recital Hall. 8 p.m. Fret-

Friday. 12: 16th Annual Multiband

Pops: Fine Arts Center Concert Hall.

8 p.m.

Thursday. 18: Jazz Ensemble
I Chapel Jazz Ensemble Jeff Holmes

and David Sporny, Directors. Bowker

Auditorium, 8 p.m.

Saturday, 20: Male Honor Choir

and Vocal Seminar: E. Wayne Aber

crombie, Director. 9 a.m. 5 p.m.

Workshop for students and teachers.

Benzanson Recital Hall, $12 Tuesday,

23: Faculty Recital: Charles Tregei

violin and Nadine Shank, piano. Ben-

zanson Recital Hall, 8 p.m. Free

Friday, 26: Five College Orchestra:

Dennis Burkh, Director. Buckley

Recital Hall, Amherst College, 8 p.m.

Free.

Sunday, 28: Massachusetts
Chamber Players: Charles Treger.

violin; Phillip Naegele, viola; Leopold

Terapulsky, cello; Estela Olevsky.

piano; wiht guest artist Laura Klock.

horn. Program to include Brahms Horn

Trio and Shostakovich Piano Trio.

Bowker Auditorium, 8 p.m. Wednes-

day, 31: Master Class for Singers:

Judith Kellock, Soprano. Benzanson

Recital Hall, 2:30 p.m. F.

The following is a schedule of times far

Wind Auditions for the Five College

Symphony Orchestra. Auditions take

plan Sept 9 at Benzanson Recital Hall

111 am: Flutes

1

1

15 am.: OOOM
12 p.m.: Bassoon>

;<) p.m.: Clarinet-

10 p.m.: French HoriU

3:30 p.m.: Trumpet >

I 15 p.m.: Trombone*, and Tw

B p m -6:30 p mi An> players not

to make the above time- h> Appoint

ment onlv with ProfeSMf Burkh
J < )908.

"
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Pinocchio's
Ristorante Italiano
177 N. Pleasant St., Amherst 549-3669

Free Delivery
Menu includes:

-Pizza

-Subs
-Dinners (lasagna.egg-veal-
chicken parmigana and
manicotti)

-And new item - Calzoni!

Hours:

Monday-Thursday 4pm-2am
Friday-Saturday 4pm-3am
Sunday 4pm-lam

Liter of soda-your choice
with order of any large pizza

One coupon per pizza-Expires Jan. 31, 1991

FREE'TOPPING
on any medium pizza
One coupon per order-Expires Jan. 31.1991

$1.5b6FF
any Large Pizza

with 2 toppings
One coupon per order-Expires Jan.31, 1991
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'Brieht Moments' shines despite lack of funding
© - .... . j i~ r^:-.. »u., n;ii„ T.„bw«. fW rnmnnsitions. and The concern for politically-motivated pro-

By BILL ROSENBLATT
Collegian Staff

One of the very few worthwhile things

about the Valley in the summer is the an-

nual Bright Moments festival, held on

Thursday evenings in July. Like just about

everything else at UMass, Bright Moments

has felt the effects of the current budget

crisis: a fixed ticket price has replaced the

voluntary donation, and there are three

evenings of music instead of four. Although

the programmatic aspects of the festival

have settled down into a formulaic groove,

the quality of the music has remained high.

The first Bright Moments concert was

held in the Fine Arts Center Concert Hall

because of rain; as in previous years, it WW
a night of Latin music. The opening act was

Orquesta Chevere, a salsa outfit from

Springfield. They have improved con-

siderably since I last saw them two years

ago, and they delivered more than an hour

of energetic danceable music.

The main attraction for the evening was

Jerry Gonzalez' Fort Apache Band, an

ostensible 'Latin-jazz" sextet whose

nickname derives not from Native

Americans but from the New York City

police's nickname for the South Bronx

precinct. Their two-hour set was incredible

— the artistic highlight of the entire

festival.

Orquestra Chevere's pure salsa sounds

did little to prepare the audience for the

Fort Apache Band's stunning synergy of

Afro-Western musical heritages. Their- is

not so much a "fusion'' of Latin and

African American musics as it is a redefini

tion of the scope of the traditions they

represent. The common roots of these

COLLEGIAN
ARTS DESK

Stop by and ask
lor Julie or Jody

OR
Call 546-3500

t

ICE CREAM
r2>z/H.YOGURT

# Pastries.

AMHERST
103 N.PLEASANT ST.

253-9371

musics were first explored by Dizzy

Gillespie in the 1940s, along with Cubans

Chano Pozo and Mario Bauza.

Gonzalez and the Fort Apache Band take

the Afro-Latin connection to another level.

Their rationale seems to be that Afro-Latin

rhythms are inherent in the jazz tradition,

so there is no need to "fuse" them. The

rhythms, provided by leader Jerry Gon

zalez' congas and Steve Berrios' assorted

percussion, propelled the band through a

number of thoroughly modern tunes, in

eluding several drastically rearranged

Thelonious Monk compositions. Gonzalez'

fluid, cracking lines and tender ballad

work on harmon-muted trumpet

highlighted the band's solo offerings, along

with Larry Willis' confident piano playing

and Joe Ford's Wayne Shorter influenced

soprano sax attack.

The second Bright Moments concert met

with better weather, so it was held in the

traditional Campus Pond Lawn location It

was the Jazz All-Stars concert, the event

around which Bright Moments was

originally built.

The "Jazz in July Express," a group of

students from the Jazz in July workshop,

began the evening The highlight of their

set was a spirited reading of Gillespie's

"Night in Tunisia," featuring Mekea

Keith's Ella Fitzgerald influenced vocals

on lyrics that amounted to an inspiring

mini sermon on jazz history The lowlight

was another vocal number, a self

consciously "arty" piece by vocalist Theo

Blackman.
The rest of the evening was taken up by

performances by the Jazz in July faculty

— the Jazz All Stars - in various combina

tions They jammed on various standards.

the Billy Taylor's fine compositions, and

drummer Max Roach performed a solo set

In short, this was the same as in previous

years. The fun, relaxed atmosphere of most

of these performances reflected the overall

character of the festival - it is always

especially gratifying to see Dr. Fred Tillis

get up there and blow on tenor sax — but

to those who had seen this in previous

years, it was repetitious.

Two things about this concert were par-

ticularly troublesome. First and foremost

was Max Roach's solo drum performance.

Yes. Max is a living legend, the man « ho

practically invented modern drumming,

and at age 65 his ability and stamina show

no signs of flagging. However, many of us

had seen him play exactly the same set

half a-dozen times already, and we could

practically recite verbatim the story about

Papa Jo Jones that he always tells when

introducing his astounding hi-hat cymbal

solo. Second was the faculty member-

reading of "Night in Tunisia:" a couple of

the musicians clearly hadn't learned drum-

mer Bobby Thomas' stop time arrange

ment well.

These two pieces of evidence lead one to

the unfortunate conclusion that these

-oned professionals didn't give their

Bright Moments performances as much

consideration as they might have It's not

a question of "getting one's money's worth"

— even at $5 the concert are still a great

bargain — but merely a question of the ar

tists' respect for the festival and its au

dience. Max Roach in particular should be

called to task for repetition instead of the

innovation for which he is justly known
The final Bright Moments concert, tlao

held outdoors, had a "blues women" theme.

The concern for politically-motivated pro-

gramming, also evident in the first week's

concert, apparently was a primary reason

for the selection of the evening's opening

act: Saffire. the Uppity Blues Women. This

acoustic guitar/piano/bass trio offered

readings of classic blues tunes, some from

such important women as Bessie Smith

and Big Mama Thornton, as well as their

own tunes which were wry lyrical observa-

tions on womanhood and middle age.

Unfortunately, Saffire's understated in-

timate approach and perfunctory in-

strumental talent did not translate well to

the outdoor festival atmosphere They

would have been more effective at

smaller venue such as the Imn Bi

(when-, ironically, they had played three

week- before their Bright Moments

appearance).

Koko Taylor, the preeminent female

blues singer of the modern era. followed

with the evening*! headline performance

Her powerful, gritty voice and bra

-tenuis showpersonship got the crowd

rocking immediately. Her band, the Blues

Machine, powered by the twin guitar at-

tack of Eddie Kin^ and James Johnson.

unrolled her through a rousing Ml that

included tunes from her latest album and

h gender-changed classics as "I'm a

Muddy Waters' "I'm Man")

and "I'm a Queen Bee" <Shm Harpo's "I'm

a King Bee ").

Koko concluded the show with her

signature tune, Willie Dixon's 'Wang

Dang Doodle." The show s party all night

long sentiment summed up her overall ap

proach and typified the problems she
I

as a woman confronting a repertoire that

is rife with male sexual braggadocio

Move10years aheadofthe class.
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The new HP 48SX and
a free library card' can
get you there.

with over 2100 built In lunctione,our

new HI' tssx Scientific Expandable

calculator takes quantum leap Into

the -list century Buy an MI' l s>\

between August 15 and October Ifi

1900,and Hi* will send you flree

HP Solve Equation Library cairi(a

$<*><>", retail \aiuei

The plugm application card alone

contains more than :t<*> science and

engineering equations,as well is

the periodic table, a constants' librar)

andamutti equation solver It* like

has inga stackofreference books right

at your fingertips

The HI' iss\< al< ulatoi tasoadvani ed,

it will change the was yon sorveprob

terns forever It Integrates graphics

with call ulus. lets you entn equation*

the way you write them,and does

automatic unit management

Check yourcampus bookstoreor MP
retailer for Ill's range of (ahulatois

and Special hark to sehool offers

Then check out the calculators that

are years ahead of their ( lass

There is a better way.
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Underground profferings from columnist Sturm
By MARK STURM
Collegian Staff

Phil Straub isn't around right now. Nor-

mally the two of us will he collaborating

<>n this column, so 1 feel obliged to begin

on his behalf. Towards the end of the spring

semester last year two alhums were pann-

ed in a Collegian column that Phil belie\ M
deserved better pit

Public Enemy's, Fear ofa Black Plane/.

was. and remains to be. a great record. It's

got a few hit songs, guest raps by Ice Cube
and Big Daddy Kane, eloquent articula-

tions of powerful messages, and the

superior Bomb Squad signature on the

samples and sample overlays The A Tribe
Called Quest LP is also, despite whatever

you may have read, well worth in-

vestigating. It's more sedate than P K., and
is a very well-crafted example of slower.

more "psychedelic" rap I'm sure you can

still find both at your local record store

At this point the novelty of both ofthoSC

records bat worn out and so writings about

them are purely retrospective An unheard

ofCanadian band called Simply Saucer.

recorded an album side s worth of Stuff in

1H74. and another album side's worth of

them was recorded livr in 1975 It w.t-

released for the first time ever during the

summer of 1990 by the Canadian label

Mole Both live and studio tracks feature

precision bounces from straight forward

pop-rock to moog flavored spacey jam
things, to stoogesque grunging. Ifyou haw
no clue what I.just said I'll paraphrase: Buy-

it! Don't yak in my ear about classic rock

and the Who and Pink Floyd until you've

heard what truly creative musicians of

those times had to offer.

In 1977, at Sorceror Sound in New York

City, the trio Red Transistor recorded two

songs. The first song, "Not Bite" wai
sometimes performed for 20 minutes. This

Stuff would be the best part of any album

by Sonic Youth or any of their imitators,

and it was recorded 13 years ago. It's sort

ot like a cross breed between the aggressive

indie rock rhythms popular today, and uni

que organ and shortwave assisted

cacophonous (Tailings and waitings. These
songs were never released until the sum-

mer of 1990, when Forced Exposure

manufactured and distributed it in the

seven inch formal for Thurston Moore'i

label Ecstatk Peace No chance in hell

you'll lx- seeing this in a local record State,

--<> if you're smart you'll order it soon

through the Forced Exposure catalog.

Public Bath record.-, mm existent prioi to

the summer of 1990. has now released

three >e\en inches. The first WSS a collec-

tion of four domestically unavailable SOOgS

by the -Japan* IM all women quartet Sekiri

(whkh is pronounced "Seek) 1> and means

"dysentery "». The band was started in

Kyoto m 198.'? when the members 13-yeani

old. The seven inch is called DoroDoro,

which means "Scuzz." and that's kind of

what it sounds like. It's power pop with an

edge that might cause loss of blood to the

squeemish. Four more Japanese bands can

be heard on the second Public Bath release,

a compilation seven inch entitled Japan

Bathing Volume I. For purposes of

organization I'll run through this in rovers

ed order.

Hanadensha, which means something

vulgar in Japanese, features Hira of the

Boredoms on vocals. They perform a song

entitled "Future Deadlock." It's really-

hard, aggressive, psychotic rock with well

executed changes and a sound that will

leave you either in a fetal position or

screaming for more.

Omoide Hatoba. which means "Harbor

of Memories.'' feature! Chuji and
Yamamoto of the Boredoms. The song i> Sfl

titled "Linear Motor Jet Stop." and that a
pretty much what it sounds like. Ufo or

Die has Kye and Yoshinu of the Boredoms,

and then track is called "Space Disc'
Rhythmic vocal screaming augmenting a

very tight sound of what most be either

homemade or modified instruments Ifyou

really want to get mil ol your lease early,

play this for your landlord at a high

volume The Boredoms perform "DlSCOW

Moscow." This song is real hard to follow.

It moves freely from almost hippy like

trance music to the human bones and a

microphone in a blender set at "liquify"

sound. It's amazing Stuffbut it makes you

wonder if they could keep it up for a seven

inch of their own.

The third seven inch from Public Bath is

the Boredoms
It's hard to imagine what these guys would

do in concert, but I'd sure like to be then'

to sse for myself. It makes you wonder if

they could keep this up for a full-length

album. You might be able to and should

buy all three of these seven inches. Write

to Public Bath Records. Box 21. $4. Madison.

WI 53701.

In an unprecedented fever of brilliance,

Shimmy Disc Records has just released a

lull length album by the Boredoms. Now
this record can definitely be purchased at

vour local .-tore If you didn't believe that

these guys could keep up with their own

Crazy selves tor an extended period of tune,

here's the proof that you were wrong This

jumps all over the place « ith an olympic -

worthy vengeance, leaving vou to guess

horn many millions ofbrain cella you must

have just lost Most ol vou will no doubt

prefer the newest from Midnight Oil. but

that's your problem Buy the Boredoms in

Stead, it's really a pleasant mu-ical

journey, trust me Yeah, right.
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JANES ADDICTION
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Featuring Slop • Three Days - Been
Caugnt Stealing

$8.99 Cassette

$13.99 Compact Disc
$6.99 Cassette

$10.99 Compact Disc
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$6.99 Cassette
$11.99 Compact Disc

ON SALE AT AMHERST'S MOST COMPLETE MUSIC STORE

...A comprehensive selection of old and new
in ROCK, CLASSICAL, JAZZ, SOUL, FOLK, REGGAE
and lots more on Compact Disc, Cassette & LP.

LOCATED IN FACES, DOWNTOWN AMHERST
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Ford's film entices:

mystery pulls punches
By MEREDITH O'BRIEN
Collegian Staff

{'resumed Innocent

Directed by Alan .J. Pakula

Starring Harrison Ford

[f you can get past Harmon Ford's ridiculous looking

bowl cut which looks like an ill fitting toupee, Presumed

Innocent will keep you enthralled and guessing until the

end ...

Set inabigcitj distrief attorney's office, this snake-like

•whodunnit' mystery does an exemplary job ofproviding

.. behind-the-scenes look at the corrupt political side ol

lawyers coming up tor re-election during a » nsationalu

ed murder investigation.

Just before the DA'i election, running in a dead he

one of the DA - star lawyers is brutally murdered in her

borne, leaving the incumbent with a rtkk) mesa that must

be dealt with before the race's conclusion.

All f\ts are on the DA to solve the murder, as are the

watchful eyes of his opponent who is just waiting f«

• w up or empt) handed search for the killer

the DA assigns his right hand man. Ford, toU* ease

stressing an immediate and clean resolution.

Tin- plot twists early on when it is revealed that Ford

had previous!) had a love affair with the beautiful yet

dually indulgent murdered lawyer.

tught between revealing hisexU*maritalaffaii to the

public (his wife waa aware eftne encounters) and solving

e to help bolster his boss's flailingcampaign. Ford

has no choice hut to proceed immediatelj with the

while trying to unsuccessfully toilet his feelings for his

fOl tner kW
I lu . mo* og turn in the film occurs when ma

imounts of evidence uncovered bj the police, and the

political foe, implicate- Ford as the

spurned lover driven to kill his lover

1 1, • an obsessive, love-sick soul. Ford does an

ellent job, pulling out all the itops making thi

not fiimpl} sorrj for his mournful hurt, hut wearj m

hi-

While n<»t the type of murder mystery that ranks up

%Mth Fatal Vision without Bitting on the edge of your

,, With int. i

- this film is tilled with political

i igue, lust snd corruption that will keep yon pusxUng

til the la-t moment- <»f the movie

/... tumetlli rent flick, worth seeing il you

in the mood to think and try I
— ,n «'

outcome
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YOUR
PARTNERS
IN

TRAVEL
TWA Student Discount Cards 10

percent off any fare in the USA
365 days a year.

Also 10 percent off Europe—with a

few summer exceptions

Call or stop by for applications &

reservations.

Cost $15/yr. or S25 for 2 yrs.

586-8953

Montgomery's Florist

Flowers For Every Event

And Of Course...

41
W

WEDDINGS
=vVPATHY

Local Deliveries &
Deliveries To U Mass Daily

HOLIDAYS
BIRTHDAYS & ANNIVERSARIES

FORMALS 3
Ick-flora

WELL STOCKED TROPICAL HOUSE PLANTS

IN OUR YEAR ROUND GREENHOUSE

*•-

:>
i H I'Hi iM

I-. I IM \

|,,VU K s|\|)|M.
, HIDII ' \HI>'

SAVE GAS SHOP BY PHONE
USING YOUR MASTERCARD

VISA OR PERSONAL ACCOUNT

584-3798
350 RUSSELL ST HADLEY
iRT 9 ACROSS 'ROM BURGER KING,

world
in 80 ways
Hampshire r

"e^^^^P^^^/f

S^L.r %

m frii'i n i -Ttmtri

, in <«/

Visit our lint

your family

lloi and spk y Ku h ami cream) Fried ami < runch

Bxperterw e ine finest ia.su s hum .ill worlds

variety of restaurants, store* and sm>|is (eaturittg everything foi you,

) ami your lifestyle And always be assured of theqwaiit) youex|

and ine customer service you deserve

Mop In tor a Wte at Hampshire Mall

t .llC Sa|li.llt

llu- pfciee foi Iannis fun eilU n.milium ami lood!

RiHite 9, I ladle)

Monday Saturday: 10:00am to 9:.U>pm' ...dav \.
^

^"<
Information/1 ustomer Service (4 1 3) 586-5 00
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Spotlight on museum
in Old Deerfield

Historic Deerfield was founded in

1952 and now operates 12 historic

houses with substantial collections of

American decorative arts. The Deerfield

museum village complex offers tours,

public lectures and educational pro-

grams throughout the year. The

Museum Store at the Sign of J.G. Pratt

ell*, books, postcards, color slides, nan

dicrafts, needlework kits, museum
reproductions, lanterns and gift items.

Museum store and houses are open year

'round from 9:30 am to 4:30 p.m.

Historic Deerfield has a research

librarv. open Monday through Frida> 9

am to 5 p m. The Deerfield Inn. mam
tamed by Historic Deerfield. offers full

dining and lodging s.-rviees in B hand

•omely restored and elegantly furnish

t d building with two parlors, three din

tag rooms, cocktail bar, t coffee shop

and 23 guest room.-

Historic Deerfield's 1990 fall Forunir-

will offer registrants day long oppor-

tunity to Bee and hear ahout the

museum's outstanding aequi>itions of

the 1960l SS wall SS participate in a live

Iv, three day seminar

"Historic Deerfield Collects Acquisi-

tions of the 1980s"' will be held on Fn
dav. Sept .7 from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. The

forum will feature the most exciting ad

ditions to the museums collections in

the last decade. Curator Philip Zea will

lecture about "Collecting the Connec

ticut Valley, 1675 1925." and Executive

Director Donald Friary will lecture

about "A New Direction: American Folk

Art."

Zea, with assistant curator Janine

Skerry, curatorial associate for textiles

Iona Lincoln, the museum's architec-

tural conservator. William Flynt, and

librarian David Proper will host a

"Curator's Choice" workshop to tell p;u

ticipants about their favorite SCquisi

tions of the decade. "Knterlainment in

,r!v New England" will take place on

November II, 12, and 13. A lively even

ing of gambols and early American

urtainment in the Hall Tavern will

be a highlight of the program.

Specially iwrrhrtd for this forum bj

roup of Historic Deerfield cook-,

musicians and Bingsrs and a

hrewmaster. the evening will feature

games, dancing, and varietj

desserts prepared over the tavern firs

For farther information and to

register tor either of Historic Deeifields

Fall Forums, call Nancy Bell at

413 774-5581.

Fall flicks almost here

and ready for viewing
Here's a list of films to be released

sometime this month:

Eve of Destruction: A deadly robot gets

its modes mixed up and destroys things.

Directed by Duncan Gibbins. Starring

Dutch actress Renee Soutendijk as the

robot. Orion.

bMiller's Crossing: Set to open the New-

York Film Festival. Gangster movie, where

actors Gabriel Byrne and Albert Finney

fall in love with the same woman (Marcia

Gay Harden). Directed and produced by the

Joel and Ethan Coen. Fox

Funny Thing About Love Thi< «
about a* man who can't decide between

three women Gene Wilder stars. Farrah

Fawcett. Mary Stuart Ma-tersoii and

Christine l.ahti are the women Confusing

him Directed by Leonard Nimoj

Paramount.
Reversal of Fortune .Jeremy Irons

Btarfl SB ClaUS von Bulow, the man from

N«w port. Rhode Wand, that was accused

Call Opticians
Prescriptions Accurately Filled

STYLISH EYEWEAR
HEARING AIDS

Qf\%Vuarnet
vjU Bolle
/^rr Ray Ban
\y 1 l Serengeti

Parking Available • Handicap Accessible

253-7002 178 N. Pleasant St. Since

I 256-6375 Amherst. MA I960 H

Phot" <«>urt. »%

Singer Ella Fitzgerald appears

in Listen I'p this fall.

of trving to kill his wife (played by Glenn

Close) a few years back. Adapted for the

screen from Alan Dershowitz' novel.

Directed by Barbet Schroder (Barfly).

Warner Brothers

Henry and June: A love story, set in

Paris in the 1930s. Based on the lives of

writers Anais Nin and Henry Miller. Star

ring supermodel Uma Thurman and Fred

Ward. Directed by Philip Kaufman (The

Rifiht Stuff), Universal.

White Hunter, Black Heart: A fie

tionalized account ol the making of The

African Queen. Clint Eastwood stars, pro

duces and directs. Warner Brothers

Memphis Belle: Story ofWWII fighter

pilots The assembly east includes, Mai

thew Modme. John LlthgOW and David

Strathaim Directed l»\ Michael Canton

Jones iScandafi Warner Brotl

Postcards From the Bdge: Shirley

Macl.ame. (ien. Hackman. Dent> Quaid,

Richard Dreyfuesaad Meryl Streepstar in

thi> adaptation of Carrie Fisher's semi

autobiographical novel about life m the

Hollywood iast lane. Columbia

Jacob's Ladder A paychologtcal

thriller about man overcome bv

hallucinations Starring Tim Bobbins

{Cadillac Man), Elisabeth Pens and Dan

ny Aiello Directed bg Adrian Lyne

fn Star

Narrow Margin Anne Archer

win , mob murder and has to k

town Gene Hackman tracks her down

Directed bv IVter Hyams. Tn-St.u

Life and Nothing But Tale of tare

women trving to fat on with their

following the devaatationoi WWl Din

.and Taverm.i Round Midmi&t)

Onon Cleats

Run. Patrick Dempeaj accidentaily kills

n gangster's son and gets in trouble Tracy

Mian plays the aitaeei Directed bv I

.

Burrowes Touchatom
Listen Up: Dectuaeni >out Quincj

Jones, with Ella Fitzgerald. Frank Sinatra

and rap artist Ice T
This information woe compiled from the

s ,-j edition of Premiere

magazine
.IODY CABIN

REPAIRS & SERVICE
onflT wakes 4 models ot televisions

ANTENNAS INSTALLED AND REPAIRED

AUTHORIZED ZENITH DEALERS

Good Things
jewelry Natural fiber Scarves

Rlnuses Sk irts Dresses

Earrings £i„ltis

Chains
Chines*'
Shoes

Socks
jRinejsy Leather

Sole

Television Rentals

Television Center
55 North Pleasant St.. Amherst

253-5100

fv*"r

I • Hats
Candles Bags

PANDA EAST
CHINESE

RESTAURANT *J.

I

SO to 50
off selec

Cloth
ted

eVS»-

Greet Gifts h\ Carols

ERCPNTILE sun 12
Daily 10

Northampton- 18 Center St.

iv Antherst-Carriage Shops m

We bring Chinatown
to you

Open Hours:Mon.-Thurs. 11:30am-1 0:00pm
Fri. & Sat. 11:30am-1 1:00pm

Sunday 2:00pm-1 0:00pm
LUNCH HOURS: Mon.-Sat. 11:30am-3:00pm

103 N. Pleasant St. • Amherst, MA 01002
(41 3)256-8923 (41 3)256-8924

'- M, ' M, M,
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Atlantic repressing
'Oppressing the Masses'
By DANIELLE DOWLING
Collegian Staff

Opressing the Masses
Vio-lence
Megaforce

Over a decade ago, something wonderful

happened. Groups like Motorhead, Venom
and Metallica combined the power crunch

of metal with the speed and energy of punk

to forge a new kind of music, a sound whjch

was soon to become known as thrash.

As the underground caught on to this

burgeoning scene, more groups like Ex

odus. Anthrax, Megadeth, Slayer, Overkill,

Nuclear Assault and Testament added

their own styles to the growing mayhem.

Rebellious youth had found new heroes in

this scene and as they attended the shows

and listened to the albums, they waited for

the day when they could emulate their

heroes.

Now it seems as if these kids are getting

their chance. After sweating away in local

venues, waiting for their big break, it

comes in the form of a record contract.

Finally, their dreams are fulfilled and they

arc gtvesj the chance to be the next

Metallica or Slayer.

This is where a grave problem lies. When
hand writes and composes music to be in

a particular genre or to emulate the peo-

ple who inspired them, the music doemi "t

hold the passion necessary to make it

memorable or moving. Unfortunately, Vio

lence's latest album. Oppressing the Mi
falls into this fatal trap.

The only saving grace is that drummer

Perr\ Strickland, bassist Deen Dell and

guitarists Phil Demmel and Rob Flyn

good musicians It takes an acquired tame

to enjoy the vocals of Sean Killian, wtkOSS

voice could be compared to a cross between

John Connelly of Nuclear Assault and

Doug and Wendy Whiner of Saturday

Night Lne However, his keen social

awareness and quest to uncover the dark

side of human nature add to the nchm-s-

of the lyrical content. The only sour note

in this is that there are a lot of bands out

there with a social acuity and a desire to

reveal the seedier side of the human

animal.

"World in a World" is one of the few

memorable tracks off this album. Their

songwriting prowess shines through on this

song with riffs that carry a relentless

punch to them. As for the rest of the album,

one is likely to experience a Vulcan mind-

melt with one song sounding similar to

another. Case in point, the chorus of "Op-

pressing the Masses" sounds like the

chorus of "Officer Nice."

For those who are addicted to frenetic,

mosh inducing music this will serve as ade-

quate satisfaction. Hopefully with matura-

tion, Violence can offer something more

than just adequate.

On a final note, I have a bone to pick with

Atlantic Records, the distribution company

for Megaforce Records. It seems that before

Oppressing the Masses was released, so-

meone at Atlantic raised the red flag of con-

cern about the lyrical content of "Torture

Tactics." So as not to halt distribution and

therefore slow the momentum of the group,

Megaforce agreed to delete the song from

the release. Instead, it will be sold as a

separate single without Atlantic's distribu

tion or support.

I was sent an advance copy of the album

and was privy to listen to and decipher

some lyrics of the song in question. This

song is far less offensive than the sexist.

talentless rantings of 2 Live Crew

However, the folks at Atlantic have nc

qualms with distributing 2 Live Crew -

crap . which, mind you even though W*
drivel it still has the right to exist

What it all boils down to is the almighty

dollar. While 2 Live Crew promises to sell

millions of albums at least for now, Vio

lence will be lucky if they sell 100,000. So

before you go singing the praises of Atlan

tic records for coming to the aid of first

amendment rights, remember where their

real interests tie.

Fine Yarns &

Needlework Supplies

• New Fall yarns have arrived!

• Over 400 Knitting/Crochet Pattern Books

• Over 350 Needlework Pattern Books

Advice
Cheerfully Given

Come In

And Browse

The Carnage Shops. 233 N. Pleasant St., Amherst, MA 549 6106

Fresh flowers and plants

Elegant silk arrangements

Daily delivery to UMass Amherst,

Smith and Hampshire Colleges

FTD and Teleflora Wire Services

Knowles Flower Shop
172 North Pleasant St Amherst, MA 01002

Phone 413-253-3805

VISA

S

HEALTHY SKIN
Begins with a deep pore

cleansing facial

Also lash and brow

tinting, shaping, hair

waxing, make-up,

therapeutic massage

AESTHETICS SKINCARE
34 Main St., Suite 1, Amherst MA 253-9879

Photo court*»y of Megaforce Recordi

Vio-lence

Women's Shc*s. C Jothing & Accessories

Ziiwa • 187 North Pleasant Street • Amher-i

413.253.2563

An Woman.

Amherst College Presents

MIKE CROSS
SINGER/FIDDLER/STORYTELLER

SUNDAY, SEPT. 9

8pm $7 Public

$1 Amherst College

SUNDAYS AT EIGHT

A Sunday Evening

Coffeehouse Series

Amherst College

Campus Center

Info: (413) 542-5773

Coming Sept. 16 Anne Hills • Sept. 23 James Keelaghan

opened by Cathy Winter • Sept. 30 Christine Lavm •

. « n r\ rn^mt^RICOKoS

586*1707
2 1 STATEST.

NORTHAMPTON

2 1 3 M A I N S T .

586*5726

'funSt
RIC0RDS
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24-7 Spyz offer love, peace and gumbo
By DANIELLE DOWLING
Collegian Staff

Gumbo Millenium
24-7 Spyz
In-Effect

There's nothing like a Sizzler's salad bar.

For a decent price, a veritable

smorgasbord is offered to satisfy the gastric

desires. If one is inclined to eat healthy

foods, there are mounds ofcrisp vegetables

separately packed in little tins and sur-

rounded by a sea of ice. Ifone is feeling frui-

ty, there are scrumptious watermelon

slices and strawberries. If one is compell

ed to increase one's cholesterol level, there

are piles of greasy fried chicken.

Gumbo Millenium, 24-7 Spyz's follow up

to their critically acclaimed debut. Harder

Then You, is a-lot like a Sizzler's salad bar.

Combining a variety of musical and lyrical

styles, it offers a wide range of sounds to

appease the aural desires. This eclectic

foursome from the South Bronx promise to

please the thrashinskinheadsrastajazz-

funkychickencacklelovindancin fool in

anyone.
The album begins with the power crun

ching riffs of "John Connelly's Theory.''

The song's namesake. Nuclear Assault's

vocalist/guitarists John Connelly, created

the basic riff for this instrumental. When
Connelly roadied for the Spyz, he played

this particular riff during soundcheck. It

caught the ear of guitarist Jimi Hazel, who
learned the riff and consequently stole it.

However, on tracks like "New Super Hero

Worship" and "Deathstyle," the Spyz

showcase their ability to create noise of

their own and do it well.

CONTINUED ON PAGE 15

Photo courlmy of In-Effect Record*

24-7 Spyz

fine new, used & children 's books

European, art & literary periodicals

publishers overstocks at 30%-80% off

special orders • out-of-print book searches

MA

Northampton
Bowl

584-4830 Pleasant St.

CENTER

*1 S* fli V* Campus Ttavel n mtfed bv tour fail time tiavel consultants :n addition

r* .„ ;;,,;• You mav know them alteadv

\f with College I.D.

<*•;«**•

^•
e
t\<o<

Q*
L̂aura* lyster (Manager): 4n Amherst native urni

• Sew fatk City in between OM
•jfrtiaads ntnc Greek, jnd get:

be corporate travel

peaks Chinese reads

I vettei Asst Mgr ft head ol PHD Desk): Another Amherst netm. speaks Spanish stmt

French -is a graduate 01 tare! school, and has beta working in a high powered D C

iff

Kris Qrabowski W newest agem, she has itemed Jt Central Travel i Travel School

nd has •tiuod her ruche in handling domestic reservations -ask her for

the lowest fares

Debbie iemashe: Our Cambean specialist she has cruised and flown the sunny

c limes-get her talking about our leisure plans

Airline reservations and tickets.

Amtrak reservations and tickets.

Tour packages
Hotel and car reservations.

lurail passes.

Cruises.

Charters.
Youth Hostel Cards.
You name it.

WEIGHTLIFTING
FREE WEIGHTS*NAUTILUS«EXERCISE BIKES-CUMBERS

at mountain farms mall

Route 9 Hadley
Call 584-2175

It's Time To See What's New At J-Rich!

Ovw 62 Styles To Choose Firm

Battanes • Guards • Bands

191 N. PtMMnt St.

Amher%1«253-2013

22 Masonic St
North»mp»on«S86-6336

OPEN 7 DAYS

413-5864331

1 1 Pleasant St., Northampton. MA 01060

All natural fibers for knitting.

Patterns, supplies and classes

for every knitting need.

Mon.-Sat. 10-5, Thurs. 'til 9
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Fields, lives revived by museum
By JULIE LIVINGSTONE

Collegian Staff

Hadley -"Don't swear or lop over neighbors when sleep-

ing . . .

"Don't discuss politics or religion ...

"Don't smoke a strong pipe inside the coach — spit on the

leeward side ...

"Don't point out where the murders have been commit-

ted, especially if there are women passengers ...

"Don 't imagine for a moment that you are going on a pic-

»»

nic.

Reprinted from the Omaha Herald, Oct. 3, 1877.

Tips for riding a stagecoach.

Two hours flew bv one rainy, Sunday afternoon while two friends

and I waded through Valley history and paths made between troughs,

hog walks, apple pickers, cow bells, passenger coaches, axes, and dou-

ble rippers at the (Free) Hadley Farm Museum.

The 1782 barn that now houses innumerable farm items was original-

ly located on the Porter Phelps Huntington estate and was about to

be torn down and was summarily saved.

Hadley native Clifton Johnson was a widely -traveled man who had

always said Hadley was an ideal site for any museum.

Meanwhile, his bother Henry R. had passed the management of his

Springfield bookshop to family members and was beginning to collect

articles of early farm and home life. What better way to satiate Clif-

ton's desire for a museum and save Henry R.'s and others links to a

past that was >lowly dwindling?

So in 1929, the barn was moved two miles to its present location off

of Route 9 in Hadlev and renovations took place one year later. The

barn was passed to'the Massachusetts Society for the Promotion of

Agriculture in 1957 for the museum's upkeep and perpetuation. Since

1963, it has rested in the protection of the non profit organization of

the Hadley Farm Museum Association.

The Associations primary members are interested citizens who are

not affiliated with any town governmental body and the group func-

tions mainlv from donations. Clifton's grandson Irving is president

of the Association, although the Johnson family no longer has direct

My in museum affairs.

Rows upon rows of seemingly distant lifestyles came nearer and

nearer M we >trode through ice-skates, sleighs, tins for cooking, but-

ter churns, horse saddles and baby carriages. It was not so much the

items themselves that impress: they've been left to retain their

originality Curator Geoge Pratt told us.

its expensive to restore articles such as these. Few people are

knowledgable enough to decipher what these things were actually like.

(That information) was available in the past but not now." he said.

•

It s better sometimes to appreciate the way it stands now. it's dif-

ficult to tell how much of it (when restored) is original and what is

not original."

Pratt's eyes encompass the entire building as he speaks, it seems.

H his favorite two items are the wooden cow bells that tell the

farmer when his cattle have strayed too far and the seven foot-tall ap

pie picker. Before taking on the job as full-time curator of the museum,

he worked at the power plant at Smith College and helped occasional

lv at the museum. After retiring, Pratt was asked to become the

building's full time watchman historian tour giver in U»

(See Above)A four-horse. 15 passenger stage coach resides in the Hadley Farm

Museum. It is dated 1929 and claims it was last used at the Bartlett Hotel in

Rutland, MA. , . , , > u
(See BelowrCurator George Pratt stands in front of a showcase of kitchen

utensils.

The farm item- are donated and within the pari

ral y« )
tight so

the barn can not feasibly accept more items

||'a rath* traage I 4 memories that have

been collected horsehair in trunks on the top floor,

ited b\ the I'niv

entomolog) department, wind feted for hanging

he* t or hogs after butchering to he dressed, doors with

lat< in grinder- Objects passed to future genera

Lions to Mudy. remember and learn from.

One of the most remarkable articles at the museum

is an 1H foot dugout canoe used for trade by the White

man in 1784. An article from the Daily Hampshire

QaxtHU Inly 19. 1980 reported the canoe was gouged

from a single pine tree and was acquired by local ant i

que dealer Ray Murphy. Murphy thought it might

have been stored in the loft of a local barn for about

200 years before it was found.

A tall, still colorful weathervane that once stood atop

the ROTC drill hall at the Massachusetts Agricultural

College (approximately where Boyden Gym is now)

stands on the planked floors and stretches to the

ceiling

It is a place that can conjure up images of times past

so strongly two hours spent there will seem like a mere

45 minutes I overheard someone ask if our children

and grandchildren will someday gather round

microwaves, electric hairdryers and vegetable shooters

and ponder what it must have been like in such 'sim

pie' times?

Hadley Farm Museum is located at the junction of

Routes 9 and 47 Free of charge, the museum is open

from Mayl until Oct. 12 from 10 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.; Sun-

days 1:30 p.m. to 4:30 p.m.; closed Mondays.
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Veritable array of fun available at the Big E
By JULIE LIVINGSTONE
Collegian Staff

Where else can you experience "West

Springfield Day," "Vermont Day,"

"Grange Day," ride the Giant Green Slide

on a rug, buy state foods and go home that

afternoon and still be able to return the

next day and do 20 more things? The

Eastern States Exposition in West

Springfield, Massachusetts.

This state fair is in its 69th year and pro-

mises a wide assortment of fall fun from

September 12 to 23. Group rates are

available. With a minimum purchase of 15

tickets, the cost of admission is only $5 per

person, which is a $2 savings off the

regular adult-priced ticket.

As always, the agricultural show will be

the competitive heart of the exposition with

livestock breeders, youths and their

animals converging on the Big E from all

over the Northeast. Wool products in-

cluding wall hangings, clothing and pillows

will be on display. Interpretive educational

programs will be offered throughout the

agricultural show.

One amazing show available at the Band-

shell, to those interested, is the Spinners

who are slated to play Sept. 21 to 23. Don't

pass this up!
(

The winning entries of August's ' Craf

tadventure '90" (contest and showcase of

fine fiber abd fabric artistry) will be on

display. The focus of this year's class from

Craftadventure '90, "American Indian

Traditions and Treasures" was inspired by

the growing influence of American Indian

art, design and technique as adapted to this

decade's "hard arts."

There have been nearly a million dollars

invested in improvements around the ex

position grounds over the summer and all

upgrades are expected to be completed by

summers end, fairground workers say it

will be completed by the Big E's opening

Further information can be obtained by

culling the Big E at (413) 737-2443.

Lemon Head" by Anne Wood, is one of the many craft objects featured in the 25th ACC Craft Fair.

TkT Dl IIUIQ NEED EXTRA CASH?
ML'DUIVlW WE BUY-SELL-TRADEWE BUY-SELL-TRADE

USED CDs. LPs & CASSETTES

All Usefl Sales Guaranteed

HIGH QUALITY.EXTRA STURDY

WOOD FURNITURE
Boo*cases«LP Sheives»Taoies»Stefeo Centers

CD & Cassette RacKs»Cottee TaWea and More'

ALL SHAPES AND SIZES

^^
for appointment

call 256-31 13

800 MAIN STREET
AMHERST. MASS. 0*002

By Appointment Only

NAIL & SKIN CARE SALON
Th« uMJmn* *" rm* t««hion

and tkjn beauty

• M«nicur*vP«dicur»s
• Sculptured Nails

. Facials - Makaup
• Waxing
• ParaMm Traalmant

MC/VISA

Vance
Shoe* for Tap, Jazz. Acn>. Lyri

Blochx soft leather and canvas Ballet

women, men in«l children

Ki<ed. Chiuntt & Capnrie potato -lioaa

r \. • ir, Accwam

V. ,'•...-• Si

MUSIC-HALL
Sep. 6 Nu Wave Cafe

COWBOY JUNKIES
4 7 and 10pm, $17.50 Adv.

Sep.

9

8
FREE SHOW!

HUMAN RADIO
8:30pm Free!

'.**

Sep. 10

»
Afro Pop!

CHEB TATI

Algerian Dance Pop
8:30pm $10 Adv.

JORMA KAUKONEN
7 and 10pm $12 Adv.

m Nu Wave Cafe

YO LA TENGO
BABY FLAME HEAD

8:30pm $7 Adv.

_Nu Wave Cafe

LUES TRAVELER

Zydeco
QUEEN IDA
7pm $14 Adv.

Styles by DeboreJx

f
Featuring professional hair care

tanning andfacials

tppingan

><ity Drive, \tnh

549 5610

Sep. 13

£ MIRACLE LEGION
SJ* 8:30pm $6Adv.

Guitar God
"PAT METHENY TRIO

§ft 6:30 and 9:30 $25. 22. 18.50

M«A|U Nu Wave Cafe

PYLON
8:30pm $9Adv.

^T
iep.18 Celtic Punk
CORDELIA'S DAD
8:30pm $5 at door

&

413-586-8686
'I UK. TirKl.lTIIONK

ALL AGES ALL SHOWS
20 Center St Northampton

413-584-0610

$1.00 $1.00

It's not just good ice cream

It's *eafiT
Homemade Ice Cream!
Celebrating 7 years at

the Hampshire Mall

(Ad good for $1.00 off any sundae)

expires 9-19-90

Student enters music biz
By DANIELLE DOWLING
Collegian Staff

A lone bead of sweat eeks its way down your spine as

an army of fellow beads loom above in your scalp waiting

to attack.

You cower in your bed underneath the covers reverting

into a fetal position. With a terrified wide-eyed stare, your

eyes dart nervously about the room. Your teeth are clen-

ched so tightly that they itch.

You want to scream, "No! This isn't fair. They can't

make me leave. I want to remain immature and irrespon

sible. I don't want to leave school."

When faced with the imminence of leaving college lift*

for the uncertain and cruel harshlMN of the real world,

many college students tend to react with varying degi

..I (ear Perhaps it if. not H •even BS described above, hut

the thought of finding a real job and having to support

oneself could make even the most ambitious student

flinch.

However, there air thoBC who calmly Stride into the

realm ol reality Some even move on without the benefit

of a college degree.

Paula Hogan is one such peraon

"People are different They ha\e U) do t$tiltgl at their

own pace." riba explained. "Ifyou want to stop fer a con

pie ofyears and go pursue something, you only live once

Why should you wait on Something? You never know what

will happen tomorrow. You've ^ot to follow yew heart and

it \our heart sayetOgOfjnddoseWBSthing, then that's what

. do. People ate alw.'iv- ^-m^ to disagree with it. You've

just got tu M;iy true to your self."

LsjfJ raai Hogan faced dilemma that many students

have experienced recently due to the budget crisis — she

could no longer afford her education. "I didn't know if I

was just going to take a semester off and save my money

and then go back, she said If I did that I would have

to do that every other semester. It would have taken me
forever

"

Hogan was once metal director and host of the weekly

metal show "Damaged Incorporated" at WML'A 91.1 KM
They had never had a metal show at WMUA," sbe said.

It was a full-time job towards the end. It was \er\

stressful, but it was fun."

Leaving UMass would have meant leaving behind the

hard work Hogan had invested into her show and the con

- she had made in the music industry. But then, good

nd Bill Pulice. former Giant Record executive, sug

gested that they get together and start a magazine. Wan
ting to keep her Industry ooBtacte, Hogan accepted

Pulice's proposal and Industrial Metal was born.

"There's nothing really behind the name industrial

Metal,'" Hogan said. "We really liked the name and all

of the people involved were members of the industry."

At first, Hogan worked on the magazine from her

parents home in a suburb of Boston. While she worked

full-time at a software company, she also attended Nor

theastern University part-time. Then, in May, she left

Massachusetts after a falling-out with her parents.

"My dad's been really supportive of me. He's like one

of the magazine's biggest fans. But my mother and step-

father weren't willing to let go," Hogan explained

Soon, she was headed for New York City where she settl-

ed in Elmont, a Long Island suburb. "I'd be too nervous

to live in the city. I have some hefty computer equipment

that I do the whole magazine on and wouldn't trust it be-

ing in the city." "Plus." Hogan added. "I'm used to grass

and tret

For the first two months, she lived on her credit cards

and taking temporary jobs here and then- Presently, she

work- full-time at a management company during the

day At night, she workaon the msgarine, sometimes until

three m the morning. She compares the experience of put

ting the magazine together to pregnancy.

"It takes me three months to build the thing from d<>

lag the editing and the layout

Initial re-.pon.se to industrial Metal' has been somewhat

overwhelming. Warner Brother- end Capitol Records have

put the magazine on their mailing list which is impressive

for a publication of their stature Looking toward the

future, Hogan claimed, id like to see the maga/me stay

the way it is at its circulation of 5,000. We have to sell

of course if somebody offers us Slayer interview, we

can't ftft) No We're going to interview Pantera before

we interview Slayer.' This is costing us a fortune We've

got to keep our eyes open and cover the bands that the

kid's know. But then again, we've also got to look for the

bands like Dream Theatre, Pantera and Forbidden."

For now, Hogan does not plan to return to school soon.

She said she needed time to settle into her new surroun

dings. A staunch empiricist, -he believes that education

should be practical. She claimed she M ttisfied with

her UMass education because it was too theoretical and

offered no applicable knowledge that would be useful in

the workforce In fact, the only thing that Hogan m;

aside from the show are the friends -he left behind.

"1 mis'; my friends and the kids who listened to the show

the most." Hogan said "Ba-ically. that's what you're

na remember the most out of the whole time that you're

at college

AEROBICS
AND FITNESS CLASSES J*e

•t mountain farms mall

• STATE OF THE APT NEO SHOCK FLOOR
• SIX CLASSES DAILY

• ONLY $425 PER CLASS
• SAVE BY BUYING PACKAGES OF

lO. 20. Of 30 classes

Route 9 Hadiey

Call 584-2175

FUTON SPECIAL
GREAT BACK TO SCHOOL IDEA!

FUTON & FRAME

TWIN $119
FULL $129
QUEEN * 139

Cheapest
feres to

•EUROPE
•ASIA
•AUSTRALIA,'

NEW
ZEALAND

Pius

raapasses

international

student ID

ina

much more
our

free travel

catalog

413-256-1261
AMHERST

79 So Pleasant St

Amherst MA 0100?

Also Available:

OTHER STYLES

&
CHOICE OF FABRICS

Special Discount Prices

VISA

Photo court*** AP

Richard Beymer plays evil Benjamin
Home on David Lynch's Twin Peaks this fall

HEY MAC
DON'T BE

SOMETHING!

Designer Furniture Outlet

327 Walnut St, Extension, Agawam, MA 413-789-3666

SAVE ON
USED AND
DISCOUNT
NEW
BOOKS

40-80% Off Pub.

List Price

Thousands of

popular & academic
paperbacks &
hardbacks

VALLEY
BOOKS
IM N. I'lensant St

Downtown Amherst

COME WRITE
FOR THE

I COLLEGIAN

IT'S A HIP EXPERIENCE

ARTS IS IT !

ASK FOR JODY OR JULIE

Open 10-8

Sept. 4 7

256- 1508

Visa MC

UMASS ARTS COUNCIL
GRANT PROPOSAL DEADUNE

Deadline for submission

of grant proposals for

arts-related projects and events

Friday, September 28

Guidelines and application forms

are available at the Arts Council

office and the Student Activities

Office

UMass Arts Council 125 Herter

545-0202

NOTE: Grantwriting workshops will be

held Sept. 26 and Oct. 9. Call the

Arts Council for further information.
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Twin Peaks fest for fans: new stuff, shows on the way

Photo courtesy of AH

Director/writer David Lynch

For Lynchheads who haven't yet heard

New Tuin Peaks episodes are on the way

starting Sept. 29, with what producer Mark

Frost calls a one-hour "collector's edition'

replaying the highlights of last season.

New episodes begin the following week

with a two-hour premiere directed by

Lynch. who'll continue to act as director tor

the first few hour-long episodes, then step

down to resume his role as producer to pur

sue other cinematic projects

And there's Batman-style marketing

strategies too:

Watch for I Twin Peaks soundtrack

album by Lynchmaestro Angel-.

Badalamenti. your own copy of Laura

Palmer's diarv written by Lynch's 22 year

old daughter Jennifer (who, incidently. will

soon be directing a screenplay of her own.

entitled Boxing Helena, about a woman

boyfriend who cuts off her limbs and keeps

her in a box*, and a Tain Peaks novel writ-

ten in epic form, to supplement the TV

show and provide additional clues to

devoted viewers You'll also be able to try

that "damn fine'' Twin Peaks coffee and

cherry pie, drink from your own Double R

Diner mug, and listen to Agent Cooper -

notes to Diane on vour own tape player.

There's also talk of a Twin Peaks Ninten-

do game
For those who still can't get enough:

Lynch and Frost Productions are also in

charge of a new show on Fo* called

American Chronicles, a documentary-style

series about American life, airing at 9:30

p m on Saturday! and running until Twin

Peaks begins at 10 p.m. on ABC. Chronicles

of course features Lynch's signature

voyeuristic camera angles and uncomfor

table silences

And there's more:

Lynch's first feature length film,

Eraserhead, will be re-released sometime

next year, and you'll eventually be seeing

a coffee table-style book of Lynch's pain-

tings, writings and comic strip. The

Angriest Dog in the World. Until then,

catch Wild at Heart (starring Nicholas

Cage and Laura Derm. Lynch's new flick

about lurid love-on-the run. while it's show

illg at Pleasant Street Theater in Nor

thampton through Sept. 18.

- JODY CABIN

All Dressed Up and Nowhere to 'oO.

EXTREMOS
An unusual Thursday Night Club

withm a Club hosted Dy the

NCRTHSTAR-Northampton 586-9409

From Elvis impersonators and drag

queen lip-synchs to Afro-CuPan

drummers u 30pm shows, ddncing

to D, Hit & Run. Musk; from the Ur-

pan Frontier Hip-Hop. House and

Peyond

EXTREMOS
EXTREMOS and the Sons of

Kerry present a Night of a
Thousand Drunken Bastards...

Live performance with The

Big Bad Bollocks, Sep. 6th

11.30 show. „^____

AMERICAN
COMPUTER
INNOVATORS

WUII RSTSt oMl'l ! rECOMFLTERSOURCE.

LOCA! PERSONAUZED SERVICE 11 [NTERNATIONALLI

< OMPETITIVE PRICES.

SB < >i R shual >-< <>m u snn.MXi m tin disc oi vis

-\\ All.AHl I Willi W M IDCOLLEGE I.D.

* MI SYSTEMS MAINFRAME READY

SAVE $50.00
WITH THIS COUPON

BEFORE SEPT. 15,1990

(coupon good with other discounts

)

•PRICES
UPDATED
BIWEEKLY
CALL 549-

0701 FOR
LATEST
SYSTEM

—I PRICES.

5
( I is located on 259 Triangle Sintl in downtown Amherst.

Satiating the sesame noodle urge

By RORY EVANS
Collegian Staff

Obsession can be directed toward

manv things, and my obsession for this

summer was cold sesame noodl.-

The fetish began was on Saturday

June In when I went to Amherst

Chinese and ordered their Cold Noodles.

Thev are not "Cold Sesame" per se, but

thev did have a tinge of sesame oil. The

strong points of this dish were the te\

ture of the noodles, and the thorough

tepidne

On the third of July. I again trekked

to Amherst for more Chinese pasta

Panda Beet'i Cold Sesame Noodles

M.iued the perfect blend of >e-aine oil.

Swchtian hotaeas, peanut butter m""

Bud noodles. In fact they were so m<"*1.

that 1 ffM concerned I would lose mv

perspective and objectivity in furthering

my quest for the ethereal Asian pasta

On August 14, a short read trip

brought me into the small city of Keeiie.

Ntw Hampshire, where grea-v -pare

ribs and gelatinous fried rice is con-

sidered delicate Chinese food Imperial

China, however, does boast a more

creative menu. And the Cold Se>ame

Noodle- were quite a creation. The

noodles were thick and heavy (SOS

John's photo), and they were M peanut

buttery that a paste encompassed my

mouth, tongue and throat with each

bite The amalgamous, sauce proved to

have such a hot after taste that I had

to go to the bar and ask for a pitcher of

water These noodles did restore my

point of view, and helped me establish

| better mental noodle o meter

August 22 brought raim weather and

LotUf BloatUH! takeout One dish was

CONTINUED ON PAGE 15

« uBfgtan Phot" .li>hn *<

(Old sesame noodles - try em!

UMass Chorale troupe tours Eastern Europe
UMass students entertain and enthrall the public in Poland and the Soviet Union

By JULIE LIVINGSTONE
Collegian Staff

For months, news systems have been
pounding out the message: "These are

critical times in Eastern Europe . . . things

are changing rapidly." Merely one exam
pie of a perfect opportunity to seize and

learn about these altering times. The
University of Massachusetts Chorale took

hold of just such a chance this spring

From May 29 to June 12 they experienc-

ed cross-culture as some may never. A total

of 55 singers, profesxus and alumni from

UMass traveled to the Soviet Union and
Poland and performed their music for the

people. Thev sang and played at the legen

dary MOSCOW Conservatory of Music and

the Chopin Academy of Music in Warsaw
According to recent Chorale Manager

Christine (labours, the trip was a result of

their conductor Dr. Richard Du Bois

eagerness for his singers to encounter the

new political scene, while intermingling

cultural aspect -

(i.iboiirv -aid the climate in Tallinn,

Estonia - where the people are attempting

to win independence from the Soviet Union
— was a non violent atmosphere as com

pared to report- from Lithuania, and

friendlier than Moscow — where the

Chorale's reception was not half so warm
said (iaboury.

"Iln Estonia] it seemed they didn't like

the Soviet Union much and they spoke

their own language," she said.

It was here that the Estonians learned

to love a great American cultural dance:

the Hokey Pokey. Hillary Steinberg said

this is one thing she will never forget from

her trip.

"We met another choir who fed us and
danced for us. They showed us a cultural

dance and we really didn't have one."

A- the story goes. Professor Jeff Holme-
not on the piano and started to play

Beatles' songs. One song led to another and

he began playing the Hokey Pokey

"The American- started to dance and the

Estonians loved it." said present Chorale

Manager Doug Dent

In Lenningrad they performed at the

Lenningrad Conservatory of Music, and

later in Tallinn they met people then 0* n

at the Universitj . a huh Gaboury said

markable. Language barriers were

evident with only one individual from each

group -peaking minimal Russian or

English, however there was no lack of com
munication. as the music bridged any

misunderstandings, (iaboury tells of

receiving eight to 10 letters from the Soviet

and Polish people inquisitive about

American lifestyles.

While in Estonia with Holmes on piano

and Professor Horace Buyer a.s a soloist per-

forming the gospel song "Save Me." thev

captured the imagination of the people of

Estonia and received acclamations.

Gaboury reports the Estonians had just

heard their first gospel song. The audiei

in Nowysacz, Poland made the group sing

the entire piece a second time

It was not only celebration for the forg-

ing ties of the Europeans with the

Americans from Amherst, it was time for

reflection as they toured the Warsaw Ghet-

to — the walled city where thousands of

Jews from surrounding villages were herd

ed together during the Second World War
It was here that they awaited tram- to take

them to various concentration camps
Another •obeying experience for the group

was the day spent at Attshcwita and

Birkenau
"iaboury said the response to their

musical presentations was warmest in

Poland, where thej were able to inti

with the people mo: \ ording to Dent

.

they weren't as confined a- in the Soviet

Union.
"It felt like we were constantly b.

kept busy in the So. [el I 'mon whereas in

Poland they .-said, 'Well, DOW you have free

time: go do what you want and be back at

such and Mich a time It was a much freer

atmosphere there.' Dent -

From his visit. Dent noted the incredible

acoustics in the Chopin Academy ofMttsk

in Warsaw
"It was absolutely beautiful to hear your

voice echo off ol the church M I

Something not lot of at bad beard

before."

Funding for the trip came from studt

pocket- and any extra money needed a/as

given by the UafaM Art- ( ouncil.

\-
i ie-ult of the mcredibl.

from countries visited in the past and thi>

most recent excursion to Eastern Europe,

the group if scheduled to host the Sym-

phony ()rch«-tra of the International

Christian University ofTokye Dent

he has high hopes Gw theChorate 'bl-

and term.- the 1

1

ompiishment

sprin

Photo courte*> of Ruddy AlVn Managrmrnt

The Spinners will be appearing at the Big E, Sept. »--23.

cJ)arJUe'£
1 Pray St , Amhrat~549-5 • • pen Nam

7 day* a W.
en open til midnight

Tonight 254 Cheese Pizza Slices &
994 Nacho & Cheese Platters

9:00p.m. — 12:00 a.m.

-

Drink of the Week
Dcnaka Vodka & Cranberry

$1.95

Beer of the Month
Foster's Lager $1 75

Food Giveaways

Mon 10 cent Mozzarella Sticks 9 12

Toes 10 cent Buffalo Wings 9-12

Sunday 10 cent Potato Skins 9 12

COLLEGIAN

ROCKIN' GOOD NEWS --

YOU CAN WRITE FOR ARTS

LIQUORS
18 Main St. Downtown Amherst 253-5441

Featuring IMPORTED Beers at

Domestic Pricing

# DI

/v.

eSfek.

«/
...•IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIHHIIHIHIIIItl

I Domestic Beer of the Month
BUSCH Suitcase

$8.99 Every day
riiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiimiMiMiiimiiiiiiiHiiimimiir

fbff Campus\
Delivery

253-5441

All Beers plus deposit
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Cowboy Junkies will be appearing at the Iron Horse tomorrow night.

'Junkies play
Iron Horse

In what the Iron Horse calls their

Nuwave Cafe Series," Cowboy Junkies

are slated to play two shows there tomor-

row night at 7 and 10 p.m.

The "Nuwave Cafe Series" began about

fiveyean age and naebeen running offand

OH since then said Iron HoSS Manager

Katie Sawyer.

"It's a collection Of various concerts

where the artists do sort of anant garde

type stuff.'' she said.

Well, the Junkies promise an excellent

evening with their ability to stir up emo

tiona when they perform Always compell-

ing and entrancing, they literally glow

W ben live.

Several tunes, when a -inger gmup
releases a remake of an already exceeding

ly K""d eong, there can be compromise-

made and feeling l">t in the interpretation

However, LOU Reed has said the Junkies

rendition of his "Sweet Jane" is the most

authentic version he's ever heard.

If you've listened to them, no need to e\

plain If you haven t. spend this Thursday

appreciating these Canadians for then-

country blues folk talent> Chance- are.

where will be no disappointment
For more information contact the ln>n

Harm at <4i;ii 5844)190. Tu left are $1 7 50

JIT. IK LIVINGSTONE

WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 5, 1990
COLLEGIAN ARTS 15
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College is expensive.

Basic Banking with

CASH-PLUS™ is FREE.

College is hard work.

Basic Banking with

CASH-PLUS is easy.

HEY BABY.
Cruise on down
to the Arts desk
113 Campus
Centei

College classes are

held on campus.

CASfrPLUS cards can be

used almost everywhere.

NEW
Basic Banking with CASH-PLUS

for Students from Heritage Bank
No Monthly Service Charges No Minimum Balance

Free Checks PLUS . . . Free Automated Teller Machine

Transactions at NYCE? X-Press 24 CIRRUS.

or CASH-PLUS™
SPECIAL STUDENT HOURS

Sonic Heritage Bank loca-

tions will be open extra hours

during the first weekend of

school to open >onr Heritage Basic

Banking Account. Call 582-6000 for

further information.

Open /four Basic Banking student account <it ttn

Btfitage Bunk tirtirrst yo«.

SAVE MONEY ON YOUR
PHONE BILL TO 508/617

CALL

FONE HOME
549-3737

Sign-up Fee Regularly $30

For September ONLY $10

Next to Stanley Kaplan
358 N Pleasant St, Suite 210, Amherst

Amhrrtt Northampton Noiith Hrt.1l. \ NpnnKfli'ld

Onf Ni'ith IVf.i .i! • • . |
, u< W\B

>V «wi • l"~f>Hln hi

"«l i i!. ,'f StKff

W0

Twenty s^ office^phis BCCOI u> (WBf $00 ATM outlets in Western

Massachusetts and thousands nationwide.

HERITAGE BAXK
Mernher FDICDIFM

KLONDIKE
* *SQUNDOP

PERFORMERS SOUND SYSTEMS
THE RIGHT STUFF AT THE RIGHT PRICE

JUST 20 MILES NORTH OF AMHERST!

LOCAL GEARHEAD FOR OVER 30 PRO
AUDIO MANUFACTURERS INCLUDING

ELECTROVOICE • RANE • QSC
LEXICON • DBX • SOUNDCRAFT

YAMAHA • TURBOSOUND
CREST • SWR BASS RIGS

MONTHLY USED EQUIPMENT
CLEARANCE SPECIALS

PLEASE CALL FOR APPOINTMENT

(508) 544-2744
BEAR MOUNTAIN ROAD, WENDELL, MA

\gumbo
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 8

Thankfully, the Spyz are not aficionados

of raucous speed mongering. Peter Fluid's

soulful vocals give an R and B twist to

songs like "Don't Break My Heart" and
"We've Got a Date." The rhythm section

of bassist Rick Skatore and drummer An-

thony Johnson give a funky groove to

tracks like "Valdez 27 Million?" and then

there's the jazziness of "Dude U Knew."
These guys are well-rounded musicians and

are able to demonstrate their capabilities

with finesse.

Their diverse talent does not lend itself

to the music alone. Lyrically, they cover an

assortment of topics including racism, the

Valdez oil spill, runaways, love and ass.

The best lyrics can be found in the hip-hop

flavored "Don't Push Me." "Forget about

the black and the white thing and reflect

on the trouble the world is in." While mak-

ing serious statements such as these, they

can get a little goofy too, as tracks like

"Spyz on Piano" and the polka madness of

Culo Posse" prove.

So. if you enjoy something that often you

a vast cornucopia of diversity, try Gumbo
Mih'nnium or go to Sizzler.

sesame noodles
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 12

ordered — Cold Sesame Noodles. Open-

ing the box, I was confronted with a

ghastly sight of solid sauce, but after

vigorous chopstick stirring, the con-

sistency became more edible The
noodles alone were very good, thin and

light, and the sesame peanut butter)

sauce was tart and flavorful, if not a bit

too separated.

After a summer of such decadent

dining-out living, I've resolved to learn

how to make my own Cold Sesame

Noodles, On Thursday, August 23. a

friend, Nathan Krystall, made some of

his own that were on the way to being

really good. Thoughts of the movie Tom-

popo are enough to get my pasta water

boiling.

G*°*w

Win a FREE all-terrain bike

in Pilot's Free Wheelin' Drawing.

Head to your college bookstore now and look for Pilot's Free

Wheelm' bike display That's where you'll find entry forms for a

chance to win a hot new Columbia Metro 10-speed all-terrain

bike - a S160 value All entries for this campus cruiser must be

postmarked by October I, 1990. so hurry!

And while you're there, don't forget to stock up on Pilot s

ouality writing products like the Better Ball Point Pen. Spotliter.

Pencilier and our long-lasting

printer, typewriter and calculator

ribbons.

From course grades to steep

grades. Pilot makes it easy
[PILOT]
Quality Office Products Since 1918

Pilot Corporation of America
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U
WELCOME BACK!

See What UMass Transit Has To Offer To You

M

A

S

S

Fare-Free Bus Service To
and from UMass, around the

UMass campus, to all major

apartment complexes, downtown

Amherst and the Five Colleges.

Express buses to Belchertown

Center and South Deerfield. 10

minute service during peak AM
and PM periods to

Sunderland/South Amherst and

North Amherst/Belchertown Road

from UMass.

Bus stops conveniently located

along North Pleasant street by the

Graduate Research Center, Arnold

House, Hasbrouck, Morrill, Fine

Arts Center, Stockbridge Road and

at Haigis Mall. Schedules are

available on all UMTS buses, the

Campus Center Information Desk

and at the UMTS Office on

Governors Drive. Call 545-0056

for more information.

EXCELLENT PART-TIME JOB
OPPORTUNITIES! We employ

more than 200 UMass students. ALL
of our drivers, dispatchers and trainers

are students. We offer a flexible work

schedule, arranged around your class

schedule. You won't find a more

rewarding and fun job on campus. It's

great Resume experience too. Starting

pay is $5.50 per hour.

For further information about this great

job opportunity, stop by our office or

come to our APPLICATION
MEETING on THURSDAY,
SEPTEMBER 13th, at 7:00 PM in

room 101 CAMPUS CENTER.
Our representatives will be on hand at

this meeting to talk about the jobs

available, our training program and to

answer any questions you may have.

DON'T RIDE THE BUS
DRIVE IT!

Field Trip Service

for academic trips, dorm, RSO and

Greek Area functions throughout

the Western Massachusetts area.

Reasonable rates and flexible

scheduling to serve students,

faculty and staff. The Field Trip

Service has a fleet of 7 school

buses available year-round for

service to the UMass community.

For more information, call 545-

2498 or 545-0056 during business

hours.

Special Transportation

Service serves the needs of

disabled UM students, staff and

faculty with 6 lift-equipped vans

for trips to and from class, work

and out on the town. This service

is for both permanent and

temporary needs and operates 7

days per week during the semesters

with daytime and evening

schedules. Call 545-2086 for more

information.

PUBLIC TRANSIT SAVES DOLLARS. FUEL
AND OUR ENV1ROMENT !

Every bus load of people that goes by

means as many as fifty fewer cars are on

the road. That's good news for you, our

economy, and the enviroment.

Last year UMass Transit carried an

average of 18,000 passengers per day,

that's over 2.8 million per year!

Please help us keep the buses clean-while riding, no eating or drinking.

- Stay behind the white line in front and off the rear stairs in the back of the

buses. Rear doors can open unexpectedly.
- Drivers may board and deboard passengers ONLY at official bus stops. For

your safety, do not attempt to catch a bus which has already begun to exit a

bus stop at any time.

- No pets except seeing-eye dogs. Thank-You.

T
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UMass Transit Service is located on Governors Drive next to Lot 26. Any Campus Shuttle bus can drop you in

front of our office. Our phone number is 545-0056. For information about the Northampton buses, call 582-

1320. Save money, time and parking hassles-ride the bus to andfrom class, work and out on the town!!

ARTS SPORTS

L

A partly sunny day,

with a high of 80

degrees, cooling off in

the evening.

You may wonder why
you are so wild about

Lynch's "Wild at

Heart" Page 16.

Ted Garber is ready to

follow in his father's

legendary footsteps.

Page 32.
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Duffey suggests shorter UMass academic year

AP Photo

Dukakis announcing further cuts on Tuesday

By The Associated Press

BOSTON < AP) — Gov. Dukakis ordered another round

of spending cuts Tuesday to cope with decreasing tax col

lections, and President Chancellor Duffey told a Boston

newspaper that he might have to shorten the academic

year to counteract the cut.

Dukakis' order to cabinet secretaries to trim another

$150 million from their budgets came in the wake of a

poll that 47 percent of the state's residents would consider

leaving Massachusetts if the economy worsens.

The cuts amount to about 4 percent of executive branch

spending and follows a $265 million, 4 percent across-the

board cut in total state spending ordered by the

Legislature to balance the $13.4 billion budget.

"1 hope this will be the last time 1 have to ask my cabinet

secretaries to make these reductions, but given the uncer

taintv, it mav not be," Dukakis said.

Administration and Finance Secretary L. Edward

Lashman said the Executive Office of Human Services

would take the biggest hit, more than $90 million, in the

latest round of cuts, followed by higher education, at $27 .3

million

Duffey criticized the across the board cuts in a Boston

Globe story on Wednesday, the first day of classes at the

University, as "a big mistake. It's not the way to deal with

this problem. The national reputation of the University

has already been damaged.''

Duffey said he is considering shortening the academic

year. He said he would furlough employees and shut down

the University if the cuts are too deep.

In an interview with the Collegian last summer, Duf

fey predicted the end of mid-year reversions, the process

of the state slashing the higher education budget affer

legislative approval.

Acting Higher Education Chancellor Randolph W
Bromery said he would try to make the $27 3 million cut

without reducing faculty or students Hs said cutting

either would be difficult since students already have

reported to class.

Bromery told the Collegian that he plans to lobby the

governor to reduce the cut to $25.5 million, a potential

cut to the Amherst campus of $6 million.

"At my level we are trying to minimize the effect m
the campuses and instead of cutting across the board we

will selectively cut off-campus accounts This way we will

try not to disrupt the classrooms.'' he said, in a telephone

interview from the Regents office in Boston

Bromerv. who has not figured how each of the 27 col

leges and universities will fare after the cut. said he hoped

Duffey and all other presidents would explore all the

possibilities before shortening the school year or shutting

down programs.

Terry Zoulas. spokesman for the Board of Regents,

it was too late to impose a tuition increase but that "all

bets are off for the spring." He said likely cuts will be in

scholarship accounts, the Regents office and in other "off

budget accounts."

Zoulas said higher education has been cut $50 million

CONTINUED ON PAGE 8

Long lines greet students
By CHRIS MUTHER
Collegian Staff

Students at the University of

Massachusetts encountered long pre

registration lines and angry tempers Tues-

day morning despite predictions of shorter

lines and the recent drop in university

enrollment.

Students began forming lines the night

before in an effort to fill empty schedules

Timothy Davis, a freshman history major,

said he slept out in order to get the classes

he needed.

"I only got one class and I ve heard bad

stories about the (add drop) lines, so I got

here really, really early," he said^

To avoid night long lines, the English

department began a new system of handing

out numbers, which English professors and

students said was working "very well."

Steven Cloegherty, a freshmam English

major, said he waited in line only

minutes for an English class. ' It's a

much better system than standing in line,

you just grab a number," he said.

Many students were angered about

receiving a small number of classes for the

third year in a row. Jennifer Tarlin, a

senior journalism major, said she only

received one class in her major.

"I'm really upset about this schedule, I'm

a senior and I can't get any classes in my

major," Tarlin said.

Tara Smith, a sophomore who is

undeclared, said the longest line she stood

in was at the parking office

"I got up at seven and waited in a huge

line for a parking sticker, and then stood

in two more lines for three hours," she said.

"Some of the lines were really long, but

some of them were incredibly short."

Smith said she was also angered being

"short changed" on classes. Although she

CONTINUED ON PAGE 4

Congressman and students

rally to mobilize campus

Gulf war beckons UMass
Nat. Guard students face reality

v nnTP nrmrrnm About 200 students
By SARAH DEMASTER
Collegian Staff

If President Bush wanted more help in

the Persian Gulf, the approximately 200

University of Massachusetts students

enlisted in the National Guard would have

to answer the call to serve, according to a

UMssa military official.

Students in the Massachusetts National

Guard can attend any public college or

university in the state tuition-free, but are

subject to being called up for duty, accor

ding to Christy Outchounis, UMass pro

or of military science andhead oflthe

I fniversity'i Army Reserve Officer Train

The rule* change, however, if the student

raservisl is also enrolled in the Army or Air

Force ROTC program. About 200 students

are enrolled to become officers, and these

cadets could not be called upon to serve,

Outchounis said.

While Army ROTC cadets can choose to

be in the reserves. Air Force ROTC cadets

do not have that choice. Junior year. Air

Force cadets must contract for the National

Guard or the Air Force Reserves, according

to ( aptain Rodly Millet, head of UMass Air

Force ROTC
These cadet! are then released from

ROTC. and placed on full-time inactive

rve, Upon graduation, they are com

missioned ss officers.

•Tiny may be called on to go after

graduation, bul they definitely will not be

called as a student." Millet said.

CONTINUED ON PAGE 10

By KENDRA PRATT
Collegian Staff

Student leaders and the Amherst

-late representative urged some 300

students in the Campus Center

Auditorium last night to mobilize the

University of Massachusetts campus

against the Citizens for Limited Taxa-

tion petition and further tuition and fee

increases.

Students attending the meeting mar-

ched out of the auditorium and around

the campus, chanting "No to CLT!"

"Umass is a sleeping giant "said

Angus McQuilken. Student Trustee. "If

the 30,000 students, faculty, and

employees woke up, we could make a lot

of noise."

McQuilken said 20 percent of the

budget allocated for the university has

been cut in the last three years. In

eluding increased expenses due to infla-

tion, the university has lost $62 million

since 1988.

Representative Stan Rosenberg (U

Amherst) provided the mobilization

meeting with figures estimating the im-

pact of the CLT petition, which will be

Ballot Question No. 3 in the Nov. 6 state

election.

Ballot Question No. 3. if passed, would

rollback all tax increases back to 1988

levels. Rosenberg said a mid year tax

rollback in this years fiscal state budget

would mean a 60 percent cut for public

higher education.

If the tax rollback petition pa

additional $25 million will he cut from

I'mass state allocations before spring

semester . Rosenberg said To cotnpen

sate for this loss, the university would

have to raise the tuition ofeach student

Collegian photo by Jeff Holland

Amherst State Rep. Stan

Rosenberg

by $2,000 or lay off 750 1250 Umass

employees, he said.

A Boston GlobepoW done last week in

dicated the CLT petition is presently in

favor of passing on November 6.

it would be cutting quality of educa

tion and reducing the quality of the

degree/Rosenberg said "This would

make it difficult for the economy to BUS

tain itself since the Massachusetts

I driven by people that are col

Rosenberg -aid next year there mil be

40l of which 60 percent

Will require a coll. <lu;ite He said

Massachusetts is the only state which

has cut higher education funding

CONTINUED ON PAGE 5
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=For Your Information"
For vour information is a calendar listing of local an-

nouncements and upcoming events published daily by the

Collegian as a pubic sen ice.

All submissions must be typed and submitted to the Seus

desk at least one full day before publication. We reserve

-ight to edit for space.

Thursday. September 6

~ary Tours - Tours of the University Library are of-

fered regularly in the first weeks of the semester. Tours

I about one hour and leave from the tower library en-

trance at 10:30 a.m .. 1:30 p.m., and 2:30 p.m. Those who

cannot come at those times can make other arrangement*

by calli Reference Department at 545-0150.

Correction
Administrators at the University of Massachussetts

have not planned for the layoffs of 55 facullty members,

according to UMass officials.

The Collegian incorrectly reported yesterday formal

lavoffs would begin next fall among faculty members

at UMass According to John Cole, president of the

Massachussetts Society of Professors, these layoffs may

occur when the Um%ersity begins cutting back

academic programs, but added faculty members may

also be transfered to different departmets or retire as

opposed to being laid off.

The Collegian regrets any confusion this may have

caused. J

Tours of the Physical Sciences Library, on the second

floor of the Lederle Graduate Research Center are

available at 10:15 a.m. and 2:15 a.m.

Librarians at the Biological Sciences Library, room 214.

Morrill Science Center and the Music Library, room 149.

Fine Arts Center are also prepared to provide orientation

on their collections.

Student sentenced
NORTHAMPTON - A former University of

Massachusetts student charged with rape pleaded guilty

to lesser charges last week of indecent assault and bat-

terv of an adult.

Matthew P. LeBlanc, 22. of Fairhaven was given a

suspended sentence of three to five years in state prison

with three vears of probation for each of the three counts

of indecent' assault and battery. The sentences are to be

served concurrently.

Hampshire Superior Court Judge John F. Moriarty

ordered LeBlanc to undergo sex offender counseling as

part of the conditions of probation.

Moriarty also ordered that LeBlanc have no direct or

indirect contact with the victim or her family, and that

he stay away from the UMass campus. Moriarty also for-

bade LeBlanc from readmittance to the university.

LeBlanc dropped out of school last December after the

charges were brought against him. The original charges

of rape stemmed from an incident on November 14, 1989

that occurred on campus
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LOCAL
Amherst Rep. opposes Gov.'s appointments
By KENDRA PRATT
Collegian Staff

Governor Michael S. Dukakis' appointments to the

Board of Regents of Higher Education earlier this week

were met with criticism from an Amh
Representative.

Re] Rosenberg <D Amherst i objected to the F<

recently appointed Board ofRegents ofHigher Education

taben because one \a a faculty member at a pri

institution and n<-ne ofthe appointees n ' lbs educa-

tion interests of Western llassachuseW

Governor Dukakis announced his appointments to the

Board Of Regents last Thursday. The new members will

gerve ln . terms on the Board, which maintains and

controls higher education policies and costs in

E&assachusi

The new members are: Augustus White III ot Weston.

chief of orthopedic surgery at Beth Israel Hospital in

Boston; Hortensia De Los Angeles Amaro of Dorchester.

associate professor at Boston University School of Public

Health; Daniel S. Taylor of Boston, a partner in the Hill

and Barlow Law Firm; and Arnold S. Hiatt of Boston,

chairman of the board at Stride Rite Corporation.

Rosenberg said he objected to the appointment of De L.-

Angeles Amaro because she is a sitting faculty member

of a private university.

W. are in some ways, in competition with BOf

Uni fctingthi a up

nflict of in!

, Aiuai nt men;

Dukakis could have appoii a! >"

have retired from public education," he said.

Terry Zoulas, the pros lary for Higher Ed'.

Chancellor Br< aid the Board of Regents alr<

a number, which he estimated al realty or

board member- from private institutions.

I don't think, in Massachusetts, you can appoint p

pie of prominence and education without some of them

having private higher education," Zoulas said

Since the Board of Regents makes decisions. sue I

degree granting authority, for private colleges and univer-

sities, regents with ties to private institutions would not

encounter conflicts of interests, Zoulas said.

"Massachusetts is unique in that half of students who

attend school in Massachusetts attend private schools/he

said. "Other states have more students in public school-

Rosenberg said he was concerned that none of the

cent appointees represents thi intei f Western

achusetts

One of the newly appoi

formerly the seat i H McHugh of Holyokt

diedonNo\ >89 McHuj
filled b)

A rtion ofthe system, the main campus

f i cated in Western M
McHugh's position should ha filled b

from Western M he said.

Nancy Richardson, the educational ad\ isor to the gover

nor, could not be reached for comment on what

geographical decisions the nominating council made to

fill the open seat>

The nominating council « dally created bj

Dukakis about a month ago to choose three candid

for each position

Campus Pond gets gassed,

officials flood with water

ROTC jumps the puddle
UMass army in training walks on rope

__« n <"««. rw.^.rilii if i ill rtl<:lVtl I It 1

By SAM SILVERSTEIN
Collegian Staff

Approximately seventeen gallons of

tM-ohne spilled into a storm drain in

Amherst on Monday following an auto

accident. contaiminating an

underground stream that runs into the

Campus Pond
Five Amherst firemen and two en

vironmental engineers from Southamp-

ton Sanitary Bngin< spread pads

of ab-orbant cloth in the stream at the

corner of Pray street and East Pleasant

Street, where it surfaces near McClellan

Street in Amherst. The gasoline was

cleaned up before it reached the campu-

pond, according to Paul Lalonde. as>

tant chief of the Amherst fire

department
The fire department checked the

stream at several points where it sur

faces between McClellan Street and the

campus pond on Tuesday No traces of

gasoline were found, said Lalond.

ir efforts were successful, we i

had anv downstream pollution." said

CONTINUED ON PAGE 8

By DAVID FORRESTER
Collegian Staff

The Army ROTC Rangers, an elite infan

try training group, landed on campus pond

at 0600 hours yesterday and began Opera

tion Puddle Jump.

"Operation Puddle Jump" is the military

title given to the University of

Massachusetts Army ROTC's annual Rope

Walk Baste* Seals fundraiser. Officer In

Command Craig Avery said the event DC*

a tradition at the university, serves the

dual purpose of promoting the ROTC and

helping the Easter Seals Society, an

organization that provides services and

programs for people with disabilu

The Rangers set up a two-rope bridge bet

ween two trees on either side oi eampttS

pond and demonstrated how to ansa it

After donating a dollar, students attemp-

ted to cross the bridge. ROTC cadets time

the students as they cross and prizes are

awarded for the fastest man and woman.

Cadet Captain Avery, a fourth year At

my ROTC member, said the group plans to

repeat the event next Tuesday from 8 am
to 4pm He said the Rope Walk marks the

U-ginning of thi> year s R( H (
'
events Thev

plan to sponsor several other charity fun-

draisers such as the annual Toys For I

campaign.

Everywoman's Center
seeks students' help

Gasoline in the sewer between Amherst and the Campus Pond

yesterday.

\MV HENRY
Collegian Staff

The Against Violence Against Woman

programs ofthe Ewrywoman t al

the I'niversm »1 Massachusetts will

launch thru counselor and educator ad

w* ate training program to combat vioi.

against woman, said the voluiv

coordinator.

'This is a wav lot people to get involved

and help other people." Deb Levy, coor

dinator ofthe program, said No prior e\

perience with counselling is necssary but

some awareness of violeiu•» against women

is important."

Counselor/Advocates staff a 24 hour

hotline and

itive

.m ,i ittterventivc educatkm and polH

advocacy on is

women
Some topics in the training will h

battering, child sexual assault, sexual

umt. AIDS and sexual assault.,md

self defense.

Students can .uquire 3 credits through

the Women s Studu- department. Tht

gram raquiri semeateT commitment

Training ends with a graduation ceremony

Contact the BWC bj September 10 U> BSf

ticipate in the training which start>

September 15.

UMass Psych. Prof. Golan dies

Peers and students reflect on the transcendent academic
A *>*,* o i^.^v^

pnlin,p iwi families and researches

By SARAH DEMASTER
Collegian Staff

Stuart Golann, a psychology professor at ^e UnWersw

ty of Massachusetts, died last Saturday at St. Mary s

Hospital in Milwaukee. WI following a bypass operation.

Golann. a resident of Florence, was 54 years old.

Nationally and internationally known for his work in

the ned of family therapy, he published • number of books

Vorf irlps Two ofthe more noted works are The Hand-

&$g£2S2Z« h«frh]

i™
,n 1972 '

The Bethlehem Diaries, published in li>.4.

A
B^n1n°Queens. NY in 1936, Golann was a professor

of chnical psychology at UMass for 22 years. In add.tion

to teaching, he also counseled families and researched

psvehotherapy
t n\Maaa

David Todd, an associate psychology professor at UMass.

worked with Golann for 20 years.

"He was verv thoughtful and creative Todd said. He

was never satisfied with the obvious. He always wanted

to think things through and look for other ways to do it

•He would often sit and listen for a long time and not

sav too much, but then put [ideas) together in a way that

would make you think about it - that no one else had

really looked at that way
airooA

Laura Cohen, a senior UMass psychology major agreed

that Golann made his students think. Cohen took Fami

ly and Film with Golann last spring.

"He was always willing to talk with students to further

develop ideas that were introduced in class, she said.

Golann is survived by his wife Ann Anderson his son

Evan Golann, his stepson Joshua Anderson, his step

daughter Kate Anderson, his sister Adna, and two

nephews.

Cops seize rifle

from student's car
Compiled by Preston P Forman

Collegian Staff

Police seized a 22 rifle from a student on Monday

after Public Safety officers observed the weapon ma
vehicle near Sylvan. Police said the rifle will be held

until the owner can make arrangements to take it

off campus. ,, ,

It is illegal to have a weapon on University properU

ARRESTS

• Dean P. Lajoie, 22, of Longmeadow was arrested

earlv Wednesday morning on North Pleasant St. for

operating under the influence of alcohol and several

other motor vehicle offenses.
CONT ,NUED^ PAGE 18
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Univ. employees encouraged to quit

Service Union offers retirement incentives and reduced hours

By CHRIS MUTHER
Collegian Staff

The Service Employees International Union at the

University of Massachusetts has agreed with school ad

ministrators on eight options to save money and avoid in-

voluntary layoffs to the union's 900 members.

In response to a four percent across the board cut in the

state budget, resulting in a loss of $5.9 million to UMass,

and an additional four percent cut made Tuesday,

members of SEIU Local 509 have until September 18 to

make Droposals for the options, which include early retire

ment "incentives, reduced work weeks, and time-off

without pay.

A spokeswoman for the SEIU said the measures are

"regrettable, but necessary given the circumstances.

The SEIU formed last fall and represents non-teaching

professionals, including 850 administrators below the

rank of department head. This is the first contract the

Amherst branch is negotiating.

The eight options are:

• Early Retirement: Members of the union who are 55

or older or who have 20 years ofcredible state service may

voluntarily propose early retirement, effective^ptember

30, or on a mutually agreed upon date prior to October^

• 43-Week Work Year: Unit members may propose a

change from a 52-week contract to a 43-week contract wrth

a 15 percent reduction in salary payable over the 52-week

intermittent Time Off Without Pay.Unit members

may propose taking intermittent time off without pajr

Staff musi specify the number of days to be taken over

a specific period of time. The total period oftime off within

a vear must not exceed 45 days.

• Voluntary Reduced Work Week: Unit members may

propose a reduced work schedule of at least 20 hours but

no more than 40 hours a week.

• Staff Development Leave: Unit members who have

completed six years of equivalent full-time profess.ona

service at the University may propose a staff development

leave for 11 months at half pay. The leave must in some

way benefit both the University and the unit member.

• Voluntary Unpaid Leave of Absence: Unit members

may propose taking an unpaid leave of absence for a

minimum of one year. The unit member does not need to

explain the reason for the leave.

GEO expects budget woes
By CHRIS MUTHER
Collegian Staff

The Graduate Employee Organization is anticipating

bearing an equal burden in the recent round of budget

cuts which has taken about $12 million from the Univer

Add/ Drop line

CONTINUED PROM PAGE l

signed up for six classes she only received two.

Honore Sullivan, another undeclared sophomore, said

she was having difficulty talking to professors about

what classes she needed and getting the classes she

wanted.
• I've been all over campus and really haven t had

much luck," she said.

Jennifer Johnson and Anne Collins, both undeclared

freshman, said they waited three and a half hours in

line at the Psychology department in Tobin Hall.

"The line was pretty bad. but I got the class 1 need,

and 1 know a lot of people didn't get what they wanted,"

Johnson said.

>itv of II—MllHIMttl' fiscal '91 budget.

Em.lv Isaacs, a member of the GEO Coordinating Com

mittee said she hopes the University will continue to

honor their recently signed contract, but said she sees

future cuts made in her organization

"The administration has agreed not to lower the number

of teaching assistants in our contract, but next year I think

things might change." she said.

GEO also is considering hiring a staff. Issacs said, to

fight the Citizens for Limited Taxation proposal. She said

GEO is also planning on a long term plan to work with

the entire campus on fighting the CLT proposal.

"GEO is a very active organization, we're hoping to pri

a lot of people involoved with this." she said

The Graduate Employee Organization is the union of

working graduate students on campus, which includes

teaching assistants.

Five UMass
Profs, accept

retirement offer

By CHRIS MUTHER
Collegian Staff

Five faculty members have taken advantage of an

early retirement offer made last month by the Univer

sity of Massachusetts in an effort to offset growing

budget difficulties.

The faculty members of the Massachusetts Soeiet

of Professors — one each in Afro American studu-

Chemistry, Environmental Sciences department

Psychology and the College of Food and Natural

Resources were all granted early retirement effective

September 1. according to Karen Sherbin of the UV
news office.

The early retirement package wa> agreed upoi

the MSP, the union that represents some 1.200 1

ty members and librarians on campus, on AttfUl

The deadline for taking advantage of the plan was

August SI

The early retirement package offered a one-l

bonus c.f 50 percent of an employe* s annual salary plu-

regular benefits for those 55 and old.

M

The plan negotiated last year, according to John <

president of the Massachusetts Soeiet J of Profi

offered a one time pay increase, instead of a bun.

up to 25 percent of the salaries of union memb. •

55 or older.

Cole said the recent departure of the Rve i
.

'

faculty members is a "normal" proces> but add

may become a problem because the university «

unable to rehire new professors.

He said the MSP is concerned with Tuesday *

tional four percent cut because the union h..

negotiate salary.

Cole said the MSP will take an ad

educating the public about the Citizen- fa

Taxation proposition which would drastically CU1

University's budget. "We're a very active «rga

tion and we want to participate in a wide effort to in

form the community of what is at stake if the (11

position passes." he said.
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Novel weekend for writers
48 hr. writing marathon pleases students

By MICHELLE LOCKE
Associated Press

SPRINGFIELD - At 6 p.m. Friday

they sat down to computer terminals.

Forty-eight hours and thousands of

sentences later they got up, proud

authors of embryo novels.

The last weekend of summer might

spell picnics and barbecues for most, but

participants in the First Annual Labor

Day Weekend Writing Marathon could

boast Tuesday of having written the

book on the long holiday weekend — or

at least the rough draft.

"It was way past my wildest expecta

tions," Westfield State College English

professor Stephen Sossaman said Tues-

day. "We had seven students who took

the project very seriously for the entire

48 hours. They really didn't do anything

but write, except for occasional naps."

The novel approach to Labor Day,

designed to give students a chance to

unleash their creative impulses, was in-

spired by a contest Sossaman read about

in which professional writers competed

against each other to turn out a book in

a weekend.
With the help of sophomore J.A. Mar-

shall, the writing marathon was slated

for the weekend before classes began.

Three women and four men showed up

at Bates Hall with a sleeping bag,

toothbrush, change for pizza, a computer

disk and imagination. They didn't bring

notes or an already written outline.

Sossaman suggested that the seven

pick a genre to help them get going,

such as horror or science fiction.

"I thought a genre novel a lot easier

to write than the great American

novel," he said.

For hours at a stretch the clacking of

keyboards was the only sound in the

room, Sossaman said.

"It's hard to describe how energizing

this experience is even though the sleep-

ing was a bit tough," he said in a

telephone interview.

Marshall, who got started with the

sentence, "He put on the dark black

gloves and stared at himself in the mir-

ror," said he switched from science-

fiction to psychodrama while tapping

out his novel outline.

"It was a wonderful experience. We
were able to have such a great block of

time to throw into a project," he said.

"The thing was, you'd start to run out,

you'd come to a point where the fear

would start in and the writer's block

would start in and you'd look around

and you'd see everybody else was still

going," he said.

When it was all over at 6 p.m. Sunday,

the seven "more or less" had a novel

outline and Sossaman had just about

finished a pulp novel on Vietnam

combat.

"Everyone wrote quite a bit. No one

expressed disappointment. Obviously

you can't write a novel in a weekend,

but they made some progress," he said.

Sophomore Angela Collette, who

almost finished an untitled novel trac-

ing the history of two girls growing up,

said she didn't regret giving up any

beach time.

"You've had all summer to lie by the

pool," she said. "I meant to write this

summer instead ofjust wasting away."

Students and Sossaman said they

hope to be back next year.

"Some people think I was crazy to do

this but ... I like the idea of creative in

tensity," Sossaman said.
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LBGA events
By ALI WOOLWICH
Collegian Staff

The Lesbian, Bisexual and Gay Alliance

will start off its semester of events with a

coffee social this Friday, September 7, in

Campus Center room 803 from 3 p.m. to 6

p.m. The social will be followed by a show

ing of the film 'Torch Song Trilogy' at 7

p.m., also in CC 803.

All students are welcome to come to the

LBGA office, located in Student Union

413B, to check out the information board

for listings of gay off-campus housing, in-

formation on current political issues and

legislation, and other local and national

gay organizations, as well as to hang out

and meet other students.

Tuesday, September 11, will mark the

first day of organizational and informa-

tional meetings for students who would

like to become involved with gay student

activities and events. At 4:30 p.m. in CC
805-809, the Lesbian, Bisexual and Gay

Men's Counseling Collective, a group

which trains students to offer peer counsel-

ing on issues of sexuality, will have its first

information session. At 6:30 p.m. in SU
413B, the LBGA will have its first meeting

to discuss events and goals for the

semester. At 8:30 p.m. in SU 413B, the Les-

bian, Bisexual Womyn's Union, a support

and social group for women, will have its

first rap group night.

Students are encouraged to come out and

take advantage of the numerous groups

and activities available this semester.

Rally
CONTINUED HK)M PAGE 1

drastically ($550 million) in three years.

"Ifyou believe in the kind of things that

make Massachusetts the kind of place you

want to live in, then you can't vote for

CLT," he said.

The budget cuts to the university already

have affected tuition and fee increases as

well as Financial Aid allocations at a rate

which McQuilken called "appalling."

He said mandatory fees have increased

by 105 percent since 1988. The annual total

cost for in-state undergraduates, including

tuition, fee, and room and board has in-

creased by 53 percent in the three year

period, he said. Similar costs for out-of-state

students have increased by 56 percent dur

ing the same period.

The percentage of unmet financial aid

need has increased from 24.5 percent in

1984/1985 school year to 45 percent in

1988 1989 school year.

"They're going to try to increase fees and

tuition this spring,"McQuilken said.

"We're going to tell them they can't,

especially if they can't provide enough

financial aid and especially during the mid-

year when we can't apply for more Finan

cial Aid."

McQuilken said the only way to stop CLT
and further budget cuts is by a strong stu

dent vote. Since college age students have

the lowest voting percentage, they have no

influence over the issues affecting them, he

said.
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EDnORIAL/QHNOl
Editorial Policy

The Editorial/Opinion page welcomes>
columnsjftters and

cartoons from UMass and the rest of the Five-College Area.

fetters and columns must be typed, double-spaced,_ *.th the

writer^ name, local address and phone number attached. Thus

Ration i. subject to verification P^.^^d tors'

Anonymous submissions will be pnnted at the editors

^ThTEdlrial staff reserves the right to edit letters and «*

XSSr*^SiK^ unedited wil, not

%urm£[oltcomtr;roperty of the Colleen and will

^di^S staff is not required to print all submitted

Ttters should be no longer than 30 typed lines and columns

must not exceed 65 typed lines.

Submissions should be sent to the Editorial Desk, c£ Reg

gie Santiago/Gayle Long, Collegian Offices, 113 Campus

fVnter UMass Amherst 01003.

^Students interested in becoming columnists or cartoon-s

should come down to the Collegian newsroom and ask to talk

^rk S^tfrTJving your submissions and com-

ments throughout the semester.

LSC petition fights for rights
r

. a. nnsal does not allow for sur

We are writing out of grave concern for

the rights of students on this campusj he

UMass Legal Services Office has, for many

ye^bS a strong advocate for studenU.

supplying legal advice, referrals and, un-

tTrecTntfy, repre-ting studentsi
in.court

Twelve consecutive damage suits were

won against the University between 197b

Zd 1986, all filed by the Legal Services Of-

fice on behalf of students.

In 1987, the Board of Trustees reacted by

abolishing the Legal Services Office entire-

ly, creating a Legal Services Center with

no authority to litigate on behalf of

students.

This has left us with no means of obtain-

ing legal representation in court, due to the

high costs of private counsel Students

legal needs, in the areas of landlord/tenant

disputes, consumer protection, family law

and civil rights, are unmet.

Last semester, the Legal Services Gover-

ning Board presented a proposal to Vice

Chancellor Dennis Madson. asking for the

restoration of limited litigation authority

for the Legal Services Center. This pro

posal does not allow for suits against the

University or the town of Amherst.

The proposal was rejected outright, just

two days before the end of the semester, for

'not being in the best interests of this cam

dus
" The University has presented no

valid arguments for why we shouldn t have

a Legal Services Office with limited litiga

tion authority.

This is your campus, and your legal sei

vices, funded by your student activities^

Shouldn't you decide what is in your best

'"inThfweeks to come, a petition will be

distributed on campus, demanding the

restoration of limited litigation to the Legal

Services Center. We encourage you to help

in this effort, by signing the petition or

distributing it. .

For further information, contact the

Legal Services Center at 545-1995 or call

the Student Government Association office,

420 Student Union Building, at 545-0341

Natasha D. Diephuis

SGA President

Angus G. McQuilken
Student Trustee

Silber Tactbook' shocking
•••• o:ll... *>«••»: mnro than

The Editorial D<* i,freely in de.orrt, nee. ofrolumnUI. and cartoon*, from

the Fire-College Area.

^t'^ZZ^ZF™*-- -SO^Center. VM-Am**
01003
Or come down to the newsroom and talk to u»!

Television advertisements are promoting

gubernatorial candidate John Silber as "an

outsider." "a straight shooter" and as sym

pathetic to the "truly poor and the elder

ly
" He points to his record at Boston

University since 1971 as his qualifications

as governor. The nicknames for his plat

form ideas on how to run the state effec

lively are "shockers."

Kendra Pratt

Concerned faculty and students have also

compiled a record of Silber "shockers" in

The Factbooh on John Silber, published in

August 1990. The Factbooh hopes to dispel

the myths that Silber's public relations

team has created to launch Silber into the

corner office on Beacon Hill

Although Silber may be an "outsider" to

the fiscal state problems, the Factbook pro-

ves Silber horribly mismanaged the B.U.

budget. When Silber took his position at

B U in 1971, the university was in debt by

$8 million. Almost 20 years later, with

Silber in office, the debt stands at nearly

$250 million The interest on this debt in

1989 alone was $18 million, paid by $1,000

of the students' tuition.

While Silber accuses Bellotti of corrup

tion, Silber's own financial record implies

that he has been lining his own pockets

with B.U. funds. So much for the straight

shooter.

In 1987, Silber raised his salary 26 per

cent, up to $275,000.

However, the Factbooh states that Silber

only raised faculty salaries by six percent.

While Silber earns more than the

presidents at MIT and Harvard, the

average salary of B.U. faculty is lower than

the average at other private schools. Silber

has failed to recognize any unions on cam

pus. In both April 1976 and December 1979

a majority of faculty members voted for

Silber's resignation because they felt he

was unfit for office.

Many qualified women have been turn

ed down tenure by Silber despite over

whelming faculty support for them. He has

been quoted on many occasions making

derogatory comments about women, rape

and pregnancy.

What would Silber's definition be of "tru

ly needy" for women applicants for state

welfare? The Factbooh cites Silber in an in

terview saying that welfare mothers should

be denied money if they become pregnant

again or get married.

When Silber first announced his decision

to run for governor, the public learned that

he had a homosexual son. Silber said he

supported his son in every way. Why. then,

has the Coalition for Lesbian and Gay Civil

Rights denounced Silber's candidacy?

For 10 years, Silber denied the Coali

tion's request for a clause in B.U.'s anti

discriminatory policy regarding "sexual

preference." Silber felt that such a clause

was an acceptance of homosexuality as "a

normative way of life."

Silber has already "shocked" the

studenU and faculty at B.U. with his ag

gressiveness, arrogance and ignorance. The

B.U. campus wanU Silber's record public

before the election. . with good reason.

Kendra Pratt is a Collegian staffmember

America forgets Vietnam as military in Middle East grows
uuj c »u;„ U....U rfohnt* is anv sense of to international crisis.

. _

The ongoing media and press coverage of the crisis in

the Mideast recalls the ancient Roman adage: "In war,

the first casualty is truth."

Although outright hostilities have been avoided as of

this writing, the gleeful backers of the U.S. military

response are forgetting the larger historical and

diplomatic context in which this crisis is occurring.

Saddam Hussein's naked aggression against tiny

Kuwait should not be accepted blandly. However, for so

many U.S. citizens to embrace the miliUry option sug

gests an emotionalism and nationalism that destabilizes

the whole world.

In times of possible armed conflict and national crisis,

there is a gut-level tendency for people to close ranks. The

rare dissenter in such a climate is apt to feel especially

isolated; those of us deeply concerned about the rapid

escalation of U.S. forces in the Gulf have found frightful

ly little support in the national media.

Even the DemocraU, the supposed loyal opposition, have

appeared as disciples of the President's position. As one

voice they intone. "The United SUtes is being firm; Presi

dent Bush is showing resolve." Our attachment to that

vague concept of "our way of life" (President Bush)
-

to underlie much of our resolve.

Missing from this truncated debate is any sense of

history or underlying issues in the region. For starters,

what is the untold story of Kuwait's decision to produce

more oil prior to Hussein's invasion?

If the U.S. is such a big booster of democracy, why do

we turn aside when our ally, Saudi Arabia, continues to

allow public beheadings for certain crimes and is run by

a wealthy elite?

Jay Allain

Our other pal, Turkey, has an average per capiU income

of $1 000 and an even more primitive governance. In lU

report for 1990, Amnesty International reported that in

Turkey, "Thousands of people were imprisoned for

political reasons, including hundreds of prisoners of con

science. . , among them members of political organizations,

trade unions and banned Kurdish groups, as well as jour

nalisU and religious activisU. The use of torture con

tinued to be widespread and systematic."

Overall, the U.S. seems to have forgotten the lessons

of Vietnam. Blinded by our supposed military invincibili

ty, we continue to use saber-rattling as our first response

to international crisis.

Those voices in the wilderness, which suggest that war

is the most vulgar human act, are deemed treasonous, soft

on aggression. But Gandhi noted long ago, "Not even our

enemies are always wrong."

Hussein had no right to invade Kuwait. But why are

there no negotiations between him and the U.S. ad

ministration, to air the nature of his grievances and to

forge a solution short of armed confrontation? Such a

sUnce could make known the wide international censure

for his exploiU while allowing Hussein a chance to ex

plain his motivations.

The hastiness with which the U.S. has propelled

thousands of troops into harm's way, with so little public

debate on the wisdom of all this, must deeply concern

those for democracy and peace. Some seldom heard ques

tions include: Are U.S. interesU in the region so great that

all-out war is feasible? Can the U.S., with its history of

armed intervention against Grenada, Guatemala (1953)

and Nicaragua (the 1980s), act as if Hussein is doing the

unusual by taking Kuwait?

Why has so little been heard about domestic problems

since the Gulf crisis began? And why does the press con-

form so readily?

Jay Allain is a Northampton resuUnt.

Egos itching for a fight
.. —» * - — nf a Arafi hlnw

Thousands of people are massing in the

desert, armed and ready for combat.

Ready for death.

Saudis, Soviets, English, French,

Turkish, Jordanian, Canadian and

American citizens armed to the teeth,

prepared to fight for their country.

Innocent families are being held hostage

in countries they want to flee from, being

used as pawns in someone else's war of

words and threats.

Meredith O'Brien

President Bush has sent thousands of

men and women into the ungodly hot Saudi

Arabian desert to serve as deterrents for

Iraqi President Saddam Hussein's poten-

tial aggression, to perhaps persuade him

to pull his troops out of Kuwait and go

home. , ,„ ,

Operation "Desert Shield' is what Bush

calls it. But. for all practical purposes, it

is a human shield - not only for the muses

of Hussein, but for Bush as well.

All of this weaponry, this massive show

of militarv might, may be necessary to stop

further aggression. It may be a preventive

measure, to prevent what some call

another "Hitler" from ordering the murder

of millions of his own citizens, along with

millions of foreign nationals

Or. it may just simply be a move to curb

Iraqi control over Kuwaiti oil so American

h millions and consumers can have their

oil, and use it too.

Droves of American Reserves have been

called into active duty, shipped to the Mid-

dle East like loaded weapons. Not since the

ill-fated Vietnam disaster has such a con-

glomeration of American soldiers and

machinery been sent out for potential

combat.

Whispers of a draft blow through the

hallowed halls of the State Department,

the Pentagon. More and more young

American men and women are to be call-

ed to join a multinational army, navy and

air force.

More people called upon to lay down their

lives. ,

But memories of Vietnam cannot be

shaken.
. ,

, . ..

Events are shifting too quickly. As the

world lies on the edge of another massive

war egos are being used as rapiers, to jab

and'unruffle the foe. Bush and Hussein,

while not the only players in this deadly

game, seem to be bolstering their own egos

while beefing up the forces to back up their

insults. ..

Patience is running thin. Water supplies

are down. American fighter pilots tease Ira

qi pilots thousands of feet in the air. .

waiting to shoot, to ignite the keg of

dynamite.
According to the latest reports, American

troops are itching for a fight. They really

can't wait it out to see if the diplomatic

methods of resolution pan out. They are

sick of sitting in the sand when there is no

beach. They are bored

One shot. That's all it takes.

But finally it seems as though the United

States is Joining forces with the rest of the

world, that much of the world and the

United Nations approve of a multinational

army (Desert Shield i to stop Hussein^

It seems like an insatiable quest, where

many lives could be lost if egos are bruis

ed. if soldiers get bored

With most of the world in agreement over

enforced economic sanctions, backed up by

tremendous military artillery, we can just

hope no one jumps the gun.

Just one shot.

Meredith OBnen is a Collegian

columnist

Female phone fiasco lacks

respect in male workplace

H ,
iy, when can you o i

to mv house and fix my phone?

(wink-wink-nudge nu.i

I stood at the top of an open manl.

WMring the usual attire of jOMM

shirt, hard hat and safety gla

dintf tooli to my partner brlow.

Mean* bile, Macho Studman had pull

ed up alongside the work area. This

cross between Arnold Bwariennegei and

a dead platypus rode up alongside

blocking traffic, to ask me this rather

repulsive question - like 1 would touch

anything that belonged to this man.

Gayle Long

:»MMwawMB«««e|''

are due by noon on Wednesdays.
Kdi§an n3 Campus Center, UMass Amherst

Of course. I could not flip this man the

Bird Hed probablv call up the company

and have me feed All 1 could do was

, him otl and fto hun a tight smile.

(Gee. buddy, thanks far the offer' Boy.

I feel much better about myselfuhen p*>

pie like you make such deep and

touching comments You have made

life complete I ,

This was the type ofcomment I heard

all summer While working at N

England Telephone. I was a helper, or

more officially. 1 was an Assistant

Splice Service Technician in the cable

repair department.

The job entailed setting up manhole

equipment, fetching tools and the like.

It was a great job: I rode around in the

trucks, learning the finer points of

telephone repair services

Unfortunately, I also had to learn the

truth about women in male-dominated

professions, or in the workp ace in

general. As Rodney Dangerfield once

said. "No respect."

There was the jealousy factor as well.

Men in the other departments were

angry thev did not get "broads to drive

around in the trucks with them.

One n! im t.Mii.i

garage while having the truck repaired

with her male
|

mechanic comment. Box

luckv. You gel your own truck anti

chick to ride around w.th vou all

Where do 1 si^n iq

Other com >>" 1 "

ind knee
i Hushand, HA!

.ng the smallest

little workboott to
'""

.hould Ik. home, making len, U*

Ih.sdu- no place for

a u-wtl like vourself."
.

Whv, first of all. is this guy looking

at my IM "\ care
a

lemonade and who said I wanted to

relax-> A jeueH That* a MfW CM.

Wherever could he have learned

u.rmi In Dicker* novel or a itnu'

magazine? Your gu.

mine Dm ' lUt the guy wa> dir

tierth.
Kither way. pleaee

kill it before it infect

"Sugar, if you ever get tired of vou.

summer job. you could alway* be my

^.Gee"; am I even supposed f

begTto take a stab a.

help with"Hi«h..rm. *• "

mavhe his lack of brain calli

deal of vocabulary.

My experience was something which

I do not look forward to in the real

"Thope 1 will be able to hold my own

and take it as it comes. Maybe even uv

to have some claaa.

It is a question of gaining and keep

ing respect on the job Which is what

any person, including a woman wants.

BuVin case that doesn't work, d

anyone know the male equivalent ot the

word BROAD?
Gayle Long is a Collegian columnist

Oh**Sim to the Collegian newsroom ana as. -— --w-

Ignorant citizens»^S!Ss&^SSSm
system.

7^£££*»" a— who blind,y

centered *«*^dl-.-h-J^JEwl. ****
threat of war has finally woKen

i

uf
t8? why are

Why are people talking abo^world even y^
people using the words Middle EasUsu y ^

^rSu^oX^-n'hi^when^cou.a
have to risk their hves

, purocentric barbarians (other

NOBODY in this mass Jf^* has even an ounce

wise known as the good^oi u
happen-

&£S^K^ have ,,vrf in and "

'tS^StJS- *ve8 . damn about peop.ea

posed upon them.

Minu Sebastian

'

You think Dan Rather, Ted Koppel Brit Humeor Tonj

interview with Saddam Hussein.

"HistT^

by killing and stealing from an entire race ofjWle; thjj

their country was built by the^^^^StP^^C^
£hrtX^r^
wfth^ rtt onhe'European community, continue to

deprive others of what is rightfully theirs.

Whv are we in Saudi Arabia? To defend their border

anTprerrvTfreedom and stability for everyone If you

oTlleve those lies, then you should (ly to Saudi Arabia and

life tvle and material wealth. All of what you have is

because of the imperialistic, barbarian and amoral policies

oT?o^ government. The U.S. and Europe control mos

of the wealth of this planet. Because of this, people suffer

an
On

dL
e

g^sT2

a

i990, Iraq invaded Kuwait and reclaim

ed what frightfully theirs The U.&and Europe watch-

m! in utter disgust and contempt. Why.

Because a person of the ARAB masses might actually

have some control of oil, a valuable resource.

Minu Sebastian is a Collegian columnist



Shorter Year
CON1.NUED FROM PAGE 1

this year alone and $145 million over the past three years.

The "higher education budget now stands at $636.7 million.

The Amherst campus* budget before yesterday was

$141 9 million, a three-year decrease of nearly $40 million.

The university swallowed a $6 million cut in August.

Dukakis said he was ordering cabinet secretaries to im-

plement immediately the 4 percent cuts ordered by the

Legislature in the budget he signed Aug. 1.

Cabinet heads have 15 days to prepare plans for the

latest cuts. The governor's move followed a report by

the Revenue Department that August tax collections had

come in $ 26.7 million below estimates.
'

1 ashman said that tax collections for July and August

were about $45 million to $50 million below expectations.

Dukakis said he ordered cuts higher than the current

revenue shortfall to provide a -cushion' against addi-

tional setbacks in the itate OT natural economies

Dukakis said the cuts are -absolutely essential if w
going to make sure that this state begins to g»t back on

the road to economic recovery
'

Asked about the possibility of another tax >ncrea>

collections worsen. Dukakis said. "1 don t think that I

lurethU ipprovedth.

.history. $1.2 billionth md*l.t>

billion next t . .

But the R. anient said that other than some

income tax withholding in. be sffecta ri the tax hike

had not begun to show up in the August J^"*8'

The governor'! aChon was endorsed by Richard Manle> .

head of the business-backed M^J^ 1^
Foundation, who had warned earlier that the budget wa

precariously balanced.

It also was supported by Democratic legislative kader^

Republican leaders, while acknowledging the need

cuts, said the move was "too little, too late.

Dukakis predicted further state employee layoffs would

result from the new cuts.

Unlike the cuts ordered by the Urfjh^
'£JK

iatives of\hose groups before making any final *SCtSKm.

The poll also showed 61 percent of those surveyed feel

the States economy it going to get worss over th next

S months, compared to only 18 percent who expect < to

improve

The poll had a margin of error of 5 percent

Dukak.s said he could understand younge, peopl
.S thoae laid off from high technology jobs, wa -

, to move. But he said layoff* are occurring ... C a ,1

„£fss *ell and many States face economic problem,

similar to Massaehusi

4UgUm Staffmemo* Preston P Forma* contributed to

this article.

Gas spill

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 3

La'°"dl after 11:00 a.m. on Monday, a Cadillac

SevilCbacked over a concrete curb on Pray Street, rup-

taring its gas tank, according tc"Lalonde

Seventeen gallons of gasoline then leaked out of he

tant into a nearby storm drain, which empties into the

^ThTAmherst Fire Department responded at 11:50

a m on Monday, and quickly spread downstream the

strips of absorbant fabric,

which are designed to attract flourocarbons. The

department also" poured 2,000 gallons of water down

iff drain where the spill occurred, to further flush out

,nv lingering gasoline, said Lalonde

Gasoline that was not absorbed by the fabric ro

, he surface of the stream and evaporated when it n

ed open air, said Lalonde.

•Were fortunate that it was a moving Stream, sa.d

J,! Street, surfacing north of McClelland,;

again behind a residence on Best,,,. Street

METROPOLITAN BOOKSELLERS'

BOOK FAIR
w.A'R'E'H'O'U'S'E s-a-l-e

Marches on as

BOOKS ARRIVE!
TEXTBOOKS $2.50 to $5.00

Extraordinary Selection of Books From Major

Publishers at Unbelievably Low Prices!

Publishers
Random House
Simon & Schuster
Harper & Row
MacMillan
Viking
Prentice Hall

Bantam Doubleday
Scribner
Putnam
Morrow

Fiction
Romance
Mysteries
Novels
Fantasy
Suspense
Science Fiction

Westen
Sports
Gothics
Historical

Thousands of Books

70%Off ! Sr
Ton of Children's Books

50%Off!^

Non-Fiction
History
Film
Nature
Medical
Health
Philosophy
Hobbies
Literature

Children's
Stones
Fairy Tales

General Inte

Educational

Authors
Stephen King

Isaac Asimov
Barbara Michaels

G B Trudeau
Colleen McCullough
Richard Condon
Louis Grizzard

John D McDona'd
Charles Schultz
William Buckley
Helen H Santmyer
Alfred Hitchcock
Ruth Rendell
Bill Cosby

Original

,hei s

» This Ad is worth
I $505 towards
1 any purchase

! over$25°°!

ALL OTHER BOOKS (limit one per customer)

AT EXCEPTIONAL \ ?

VALUES! L

The Mountain Farms Mall, Hadley, MA ^
(In the old Almy's
Store at The Mountain
Farms Mall.)

A-IAM A >1 AVI-

DHKAD ZK1TK1 IN

i- K

I

Hours: Mon-Sat. 10-9, Sunday 12-6

This extraordinary selection is available from publishers

overstocks, returns, special printings and liquidations.
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On the 'Brink'

of a cure for

lyme disease
EAST HAMPTON, NY. (AP> - A congressman and

a team of researchers plan to visit Christie Brinkley

e if the cover girl has figured out a way to fight

Lyme disease

Brinkley believes the guinea hens she is raising are

eating the deer ticks on the Long Island estate she

shares with her husband, singer Billy Joel.

The ticks carry Lyme disease, which causes a varie-

t\ of symptoms and can be fatal.

K<p George Hochbrueckner quickly seized the

Iphotol opportunity when Brinkley told the Democrat

the tick population dropped after she let the hens

wander.

He said researchers will study whether the birds can

tell the difference between dog ticks and deer ticks.

Thev will also trv to determine if the deer tick popula

uon is l0W« OB the celebrity's property than at

neighbors hoi;

The hens are Used in Africa to keep ticks out of bar

rds. Hochhrueckener said.

Overdue library books could mean jail

State law places strict repercussions on late returns

BOSTON (AP) - Ifyou aren't very prompt about retur-

ning library books, take care. Starting this month, over-

due books could make you a criminal in Massachusetts.

A new law, signed by Gov. Michael Dukakis in June,

would allow for the arrest of library scofflaws if they have

received notice that their books are 30 days overdue.

The law drew criticism from one criminal defense

lawyer, who says the state's crowded legal system doesn't

need to be bloated further with ranks of library scofflaws

•T think the police are having enough trouble chasing

down murderers and rapists without having to keep up

with people who have overdue library books," said David

Linksv, a criminal defense attorney in Cambridge.

But Gregor Trinkaus Randall, a collection management

consultant for the Massachusetts Board of Library Com-

missioners, said librarians need tough enforcement tools.

T think one of the things the attorney ia missing is the

fact that anv library book that is not returned h

replaced bv'the library, and is money out of the town l

pocket that could be spent on other materials, Trinkaus

Kandall said

In Shrewsbury, for example, the librarian estimat.

loss of $12,000 per year in library materials. Tnnk

Randall said ...

Still, Trinkaus Randall said librarians will

use discretion in sending police after these overdue books.

Most libraries will go through more notification oi

somebody, giving them the benefit of the doubt," he said.

"In most of the cases, they are not going to say on day

31. send the police out."

L.nsky pointed out the new law allows for the arrest

of those with overdue books without a warrant. He said

that goes too far. . ,

•You can't make a warrantless arrest lor assault and

battery, but you can make one for overdue library books.

Linskv said. ... , .

•it the police are told hv an employee of the library that

vou have an overdue library hook, then the police can ar-

son in anv public place and put the handcuffs on you,

he -aid "That's the real horror show of this thing.

The new la* also raises the maximum fine for an ov

due book from a maximum of $50 to a maximum of $500.

\lthough the law makes no mention of a jail senteno

an overdue book, it allows for a maximum prison sentence

of Up to fiv, ind a fine of up to $25,000 tor the theft

of library materials or propern worth more than $250

The new law goes into el • pt. 6.

Massaehusi not the first state to |trt tough on th

who keep library books at home beyond the due date In

woman was jailed overnight when she tailed

mpear in courl lain why her boo I-
not

returned The woman said she wa had return

ed the books and sued the county $500,000 last vear tor

being sent to jail
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$99 SPECIAL
3 Days only

Sept. 6th, 7th & 8th

10:00am-4:00pm

While they last

Rollokan Swedish
Flatweave

WOOL RUGS
Additional sizes & styles

available at up to 6(% off

Amsal International Inc.

1120 Federal St.; Rt.9 DirecUy

Belchertown, MA en

413-253-2644 Bus Route|

How to get

somethingdelivered
besides pizza.

munfr=====s^ :̂;p!"gjQQXXXXIXSQZQXIS

WinA:OMEBACK!
STUDENTS
Photographs
& Memories
last a lifetime

WV clip* save ^W
__— — — — -~" mm —"1

Welcome Back

Special

$2.00
OFF

OUR PROCESSING
SERVICESI

I

MOT WUO «•»" "*•• °"

f|—-»OCT.'S»'*>

Passport Photos

Available

Gooev. tfd* fattemng *ft*« bu. once » gone, .here's no,h,ng left

bui an empt>' box and a guilty conscience

S vou cang-Mg^tSSS-W-SSSS
For a dea, vou can really sinR your ,ee,h ,n,o. call 1-800-262-6669 X2708

and stan enjoying T^e Boston Globe all semester long!

For a Globe subscription on campus, check off amount, fill out form,

and make check payable to:
RON HUBERDEAi,

P.O. Boa »5» Amhtral MA 01004

VMASSIAmhtrst Rates

7 Dsys MON^UN
6 Dsys MON^AT ONLY
SUNDAY ONLY

Fall Term Spring Term FnU Yesr

() $24.95

( ) $12.95

( ) $12.00

( ) $25.30

( ) $13.30

( ) $12.00

( ) $50.25

( l $26.25

() $24.00

Name
Campus Phone

Factory
257 Triangle Street In Amherst

549-6490

62 King Street In Northampton
584-2274

Campus Address

If paying by CREDIT CARD please complete the following also: < ) VISA ( )
MC

Card#_
EXP DATE

Signature

Cardholder Name — "

AM subscriptions psy.bl. in sdvance. No deh.ery during School Holid.ys
J^-JJJJl,

Students with varying start d.tes msy have s.bscriptions pro-rated. Fafl dehrery start, SEP 16.
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Division of Student Activities

presents ^Vtst Wee£

THURSDAY. SEPTEMBER 6. 1990

"First Week at UMass-
Be a Part of It!'

i»>

Thursday, 6 September

WMUA Print Sale, SUB 9am-5pm First Week Dance

STTR receae band "New Horizons", $1.00 admission

*(perSentry to dance as well as Friday programs),

9pm to lam.

Friday, 7 September...A taste of UMass night

WMUA Print Sale
P

see above FirstW~k Movie, Campus

Center Auditorium "Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles
, 5, /,

9, and 11 pm shows $1.00 admission. *(See admission policy

above.)

First Week Night of Bands, Bluewall Cafe, two bands,"We

law thV Wolf

'

g
and "Cordelia's Dad", 9pm to 12 mid, all

aees show $1.00 *(see admission policy above) First Week

St of Magic with "Mr. Fingers" Student Union

BaHroom, 9pm to 11 pm, $1.00. *(See admission policy

above).

sS^Ut'

^=?
\rry

Made possible by a grant from the Dean of Student^OfHce

Hey Dude,

This Is No Cartoon!

l£AN GREEN AfC

On The Screen

TEXTBOOK ANNEX
Hours for September have been

extended for your convenience!

i

Five Good Reasons to use

the Textbook Annex

• Largest selection of used books
• One stop shopping

• Professional staff

• Confidence
• Service

REGULAR HOURS: MONDAY-FRIDAY

9 = 00 AM-4:00 PM

MasterCard

SEPTEMBER HOURS
^ '. " MONtlAY •

IF S0« WFDWSDAY THURSO* FKiOAY SATU

If!FT 2 3

CLOSED

4

9-5

5

9-9

6

9-9

7

9-5

6

10-3CLOSED

9

CLOSED

10

95

11

9-5

12

95

13

9-5

14

9-5

15

CLOSED

16

CLOSED

17

94

18

9-4

19

9-4

20

9-4

21

9-4

22

CLOSED

23

CLOSED

24

9-4

25

9-4

26

9-4

27

9-4

28

9-4

29

CLOSED

30

CLOSED

OCT 1

9-4

2

9-4

3

9-4

4

9-4

5

9-4 CLOSED

LOCATED ON THE TOP FLOOR,
EAST SIDE OF THE PHYSICAL PLANT BUILDING
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Persian Gulf Crisis &
Bush, Gorbachev to unite against Iraq
WASHINGTON (AP) - Next weekend's U.S.-Soviet

summit will give Presidents Bush and Mikhail S. Gor-

bachev a chance to prod slow-moving conventional-arms

talks as well as forge "an even stronger bond" of opposi-

tion to Iraq's Saddam Husseing, administration officials

said Tuesday.

Bush also is considering adding a stop in Europe to brief

NATO allies on his way back from Sunday's superpower

summit in Helsinki, presidential spokesman Marlin Fitz-

water said.

Originally, Bush planned to return directly to

Washington from the capital of Finland. But Fitzwater

said the president would like to be able to brief allied

leaders on the summit, Bush stopped briefly in Brussels

to brief NATO.
"There is some discussion about whether we need to

make another stop," Fitzwater said. "Pack another pair

of underwear," he added in an aside to reporters who cover

the president.

Bush, on his first day back from an often-interrupted

three week vacation in Maine, met with his Cabinet and

other top advisers to discuss the upcoming summit.

"A new foundation for world order is being built and

the spadework begins in Helsinki," Fitzwater declared.

"It is somewhat ironic that the prospect of war is forging

a new blueprint for world peace. Both leaders will want

to apply some new brushstrokes to this emerging picture."

Most public attention has focused on what the two

leaders might say on the subject of Iraq's invasion and

continuing occupation of Kuwait. But arms talks also were

sure to be discussed.

Although negotiations on troop reductions are moving

along well, officials who spoke on the condition of

anonymity said there still are serious problems in

negotiating reductions on cuts in aircraft and artillery.

Both countries hope to wing up the Conventional Forces

in Europe (CFE) pact in time for November's planned

35-country Paris summit of all European nations plus the

United States and Canada.

"The two presidents will be negotiating details of this

agreement," Fitzwater said. "But they will be attempting

to add the impetus that will assure that agreement is

ready to sign and that the summit can be held."

The two leaders will also likely discuss progress on a

treaty to reduce long-range nuclear weapons. But officials

said those talks appear to be moving along smoothly, and

less of a push is needed for them than for the conventional

arms talks.

Soviet economic reforms will also be on the agenda, Fitz

water and other officials said. In particular. Bush is ex-

pected to bring up a study by the International Monetary

Fund — commissioned at last July's economic summit of

industrial democracies in Houston — of Soviet needs, the

official said.

U.S. to forgive $7M Egyptian debt
Baker defends U.S. military escalation in Saudi Arabia
WASHINGTON (AP) - President Bush will ask Con

gress to write off Egypt's $7 billion military debt to the

United States as "as symbol of our appreciation" for help

in the Persian Gulf crisis, the White House said Tuesday.

Meanwhile, Secretary of State James A. Baker III gave

Congress a ringing defense of the Bush administration's

decision to pour troops and weapons into the Middle East,

saying the United States had to react vigorously to "one

of the defining moments of a new era."

He noted that economic effects of the crisis already are

being felt, in such ways as higher gasoline prices, but he

said the issue was hardly narrow.

"It is, rather, about a dictator who. acting alone and un

challenged, could strangle the global economic order,

determining by fiat whether we all enter a recession or

even the darkness of a depression," Baker told the House

Foreign Affairs Committee

Baker also said the administration would consider

•working with others to create a new security structure

for the region.' lasting beyond the end of the current

crisis. . ,

He gave little detail on how such an organization might

work, though he pointed to success by NATO in curbing

Soviet expansion during the Cold War.

Presidential Press Secretary Marlin Fitzwater said Bush

already had consulted with members of Congress about

forgiving Egypt's military debt and felt confident they

would give the required approval. But Patrick Leahy,

chairman of the Senate foreign aid panel, said the debt

forgiveness would lead to similar requests from other na

tions and "I'm not willing to double or triple our foreign

aid budget without a lot more understanding of what the

United States gets out of it."

House Republican leader Bob Michel, too. said the White

House announcement "may be a little premature." He

added. "1 would like to hear firsthand from the ad

ministration the rationale" for the move.

Fitzwater said. "This decision, one stimulated in part

by Egypt's leadership in resisting Iraqi aggression, is an

essential component of the ongoing U.S. contribution to

the current situation in the Persian Gulf."

In the White House briefing the day after Bush return

ed from his Kennebunkport, Maine vacation, Fitzwater

also said on other Persian Gulf topics:

There "is no conflict with the Saudis'" on ultimate con

trol of the operations of U.S. forces stationed in Saudi

Arabia. He said the United States would not launch an

offensive operation without consulting the host country,

but he insisted that the chain of command for the U.S.

forces remains unchanged - from the president through

the Secretary of Defense and to the commanders

Recycle this
jf+ jf*** -¥-¥-¥-¥ *

*

A SELECT FEW at GOOD PAY
Needed to Work in a

GLAMOROUS FIELD

Work with a fun, fast-paced group of profes-

sionals promoting community arts nationwide.

Arts Extension Service is looking for WORK-
STUDY STUDENTS.
• self-motivators

• excellent typing skills

• contact with people

• some experience with WordPerfect or MAC

If interested, call Brenda at 545-2360

INTERNSHIPS also available, including two for

the prestigious New England Film and Video

Festival Information meetings on Tuesday,

9/11, and Wednesday, 9/12, 4-5 pm, 604

Goodell Building.

* jf** ¥-¥-¥• -¥

Desert conditions

damaging U.S.

equipment
EAGLE FORWARD BASE CAMP, Saudi Arabia

(AP) — The harsh conditions of the Saudi desert are

taking a toll on U.S. military equipment, affecting sim-

ple mechanical gear as well as high-tech equipment,

from M-16 rifles to weapons guidance systems.

The warships patrolling the waters around the Ara

bian peninsula are also having problems, officers and

maintenance crews said.

"When you buy a stereo, what do the instructions

say?" Marine Gunnery Sgt. Tate Ingles of Miami ask-

ed during a recent interview. "They say you should

keep it away from heat, dust and vibration. You put

the same electrical gear in the Saudi desert, and, well,

there you have it."

Because of the heat and sand, weapons systems that

rely on sensitive electronics and computers could be

troublesome to operate if extended hostilities broke out,

technicians say.

At Eagle Forward, a base camp for Apache gunships

and other helicopters of the 101st Airborne Divisions's

air assault brigade, the soft Saudi sand blown by desert

wind is the biggest headache.

"It's unbelievable. It gets everywhere," a

maintenance crew member said.

Crews are flushing out the Apache engines with

water every day to rid them of the sand. The powdery

sand also finds its way into transmissions and gears

that turn the rotors, forcing more frequent

maintenance on those systems as well.

"Hovering around in the desert is going to be very

hard on the engines," said Maj. Greg Maisel. of Laredo.

Texas, the executive officer of a Marine attack

squadron.
Helicopters are being fitted with radiator filters much

like black wraps often seen on fronts of sports cars.

"We were having a lot of overheating problems

because of sand clogging the radiators." squadron

leader Lt. Col. Don Cody said. "We think the filters

have fixed that."

The sand scours the paint from the rotor blades, ex

posing the metal that glints in the sun. making

helicopters easier to spot.

Sand is the reason the Air Force is cutting the time

between its routine maintenance IVsts and routine ad

justments made every 100 hours are now being done

every 60-75 hours, an air force official said.

One persistent problem is sand clogging air intake

valves of jet engines. Much like the Apaches, the

engines of Air Force and Navy plan.-,, .-n the ground

and aboard carriers, are being flushed wit h water daily

A Marine sergeant cleaning his automatic rifle noted:

"Sometimes I'm not sure it would fire if I needed it to.

We train m the desert, but I've never seen anything

like this
"

,

Tanks need more frequent filter cleanings and track

flushing and higher viscosity oil Radiators need to be

checked constantly to prevent overheating

The sand cakes on headlights and windshields and

can get into the fuel supply if proper care is not taken.

Weapons systems protected from the sand cant

escape the scorching sun

Within days of arriving here, 82nd Airborne units

were reporting dead radios because wires were burn

ed out or fused by the heat.

=CENTER=

Campus Travel is staffed bv tout fuU time travel consultants, m addition

to trainees. You may know them already:

louroe lyster (Manager): An Amherst native trowed m the hanuc corporate travel

mdustrv of Sew York On to between extensive globeirottmg-speaks Chinese. reeds

French, understands some Greek, and gets bv with Engbsh

lvette<Asst. Mgr. ft head of PHD Desk): Another Amherst native, speaks Spanish, some

French-is a graduate ot travel school, and has been working m a high powered DC
agency

Kris Orabowskl: Our newest agent, she has named at Central Travels Travel School

m Springfield and has found her niche m handling domesuc teservavons-ask her for

the lowest fares

Debbie Mflmht: Our Cambean specialist she has cruised and flown the sunny

climes-get her talking about our leisure plans

Airline reservation* and tickets.

Amt.ak reservations and rickets.

Tour packages.
Hotel and car reservation*.

E u rati passes.

Cruises.

Charters.
Youth Hostel Cards.

You name It.

545-0500
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I Catch these acts
By JULIE LIVINGSTONE
Collegian Staff

First Week activities at the University of Massachusetts

are in full swing and will continue tomorrow with a magi-

cian, dance and bands. . *__

Local reggae band New Horizons will provide music tor

tonight's dance in the Student Union Ballroom. It begins

at 9 p.m., and the $1 admission price will be valid for the

other activities Friday night.

We Saw the, Wolf, a Salem based band that expertly

mixes punk with traditional lyrical style of Celtic folk,

will plav at the Blue Wall tomorrow at 9 p.m.. and Cor-

delia's Dad will follow at 10:30 p.m. Both are vying for

the attention of crowds with 'Mr. Fingers. <a.k.a Irv

Weiner from Needham. MA).

His "Mr Fingers" label is derived from his youth. Born

of deaf mute parents Weiner communicated with them

through a system of finger and facial expressions and soon

became adept at such means. The name stuck It is said

his magic is the most economical and never a movt- .s

wasted. ... . , «___*

He works alone and without music, telling tales of past

magicians such as Houdini. During his UMass presenta-

tion he will explore the mystery of E.S.P.. demonstrate

slight of hand and delve into the secrets of magic masters.

Closing his show will be the opening of a package mail-

ed to the University on August 1st said to contain a predic-

tion of the future. . . Or, in lieu of these you can grab

a true taste of UMass with the film 'Teenage Mutant Nin_

ja Turtles'' m the Campus Center Auditorium at 5, 7, 9

and 11 p.m. , A
Jose Tolson, organizational advisor for Student Ac-

tivities said he believes all events have been well attended

and thinks it will continue to be a successful week.

Photo court**) Jud\

Real World

fine new, used & children's books

European, art & literary periodicals

publishers overstocks at 30%-80% off

special orden • out-ofprint book searches

<>p»n 7 d.y. MttalM'S Pl»—» M-.

Join Now And
Get the

Whole
Semester

for
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\f% DISTINCTIVE HAIR DESIGNS \
Jrj "W Our Stylists work with you to ^^^ .

si create just the perfect look for gk ^ Jt>

d* your HAIR, FEATURES & LIFE STYLE ^TB *
Jr Featuring foils, long spirals & skin care C*^L \

_,..„... .:....m%
MB

your HAIR, FEATURES & LIFE STYLE

Featuring foils, long spirals & skin care x

J Styles by Deborah _K*» I

%>tt UNIVERSITY DR. • AMHERST -549-5610^—^^

alliance
christian

fellowship;

Welcome Back
to UMASS

For more info call Steve or Pauline 253-7206

Classical Acupuncture
Women's Systems

Fertility Issues

FREDERICK E. STEINWAY, lie. Ac.

NCAA Certificate. Dipl. Ac.

190 University Drive 88 Pine Grove
Amherst

256-0306

i iHey Bud, Welcome Back!"
-Your favorite music (DJ)

-Sports

-Pool

Have veu Heard afcart

PUBLIC HEALTH 216?
|

-*. :>*. h?4,-t =*omotiort l*ufiarfi

yeah I took it

it looks jraat on mv
resume
I earned J credits by

dome, instead of iuat

sitting in class

l learned about impor-

tant health issues tike

AIDS

Cardiovascular Health

Cancer

Stress

Eatine Disorders

-Munchies

-Giveaways

-much, much MORE!

Proper ID Required

525 PLEASANT STREET,
NORTHAMPTON

50c
Bud Drafts
Thru Sept. 10th

NO COVER CHARGE!

THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 6, 1990

COLLEGIAN
NIGHT

GRAPHICS
POSITIONS
AVAILABLE!!

• Paste-Up

• Typesetting

• Stat Camera Operation

If interested come to

113 Campus Center

3:30 TODAY!
If you cannot attend, stop by

anytime and ask for Terry.

Mose strikes again
Mose Allison: legendary jazz pianist and vocalist who

lives on Long Island with his wife, a school teacher visits

the Iron Horse Saturday night in his annual tall

appearance. _. .

He was born on his grandfather's farm near Tippo, just

inside the eastern rim of the Mississippi Delta. He began

playing piano at age five, discovered soon after that he

could play by ear, and resisted the discipline of learning

to read music. Allison was also capable of picking out the

blues and boogie songs he heard on the Jukeboxes. He

listened to recordings of Louis Armstrong, Fats Waller,

Duke Ellington, Louis Jordan and - an inspiration tor

him at this time - Nat Cole of the King Cole Trio days.

After a stint in the Army where he spent most of his

time in the band playing trumpet, he returned to Ole

Miss" as an economics major. After several years on the

road, he attended Louisiana State University and

graduated from there in 1952 with a BA in English and

P
He'sTEad over 20 extremely successful recordings, the

latest of which, Ever Since the World Ended (Blue Note)

was nominated for a Grammy in 1989. Allison has been

recorded by Bonnie Raitt, The Who, Van Morrison, The

Yardbirds, The Clash and others.

For "hummable, homey tunes" that are supported by

his sometimes "twistedly cocktailish piano join Allison

in his annual Fall return to the Valley.

Two shows: Saturday at 7p.m. and 10pm. Tickets can

be purchased at the Northampton Box Office in Thomeft

Market, Noho or by calling 5864686 or 1400-THE-TlCK Mose Allison
Photo Courteey

TM

UPREME CHEESE & ME

FREE!
ITH YOUR COLLEGE ID

71 N Pleasant St. ( Above Cafe DiCario

)

Amherst 254-1551 • Men.-Sat. 10-5=30

GOURMET FOODS

MEN'S/WOMEN'S
TOILETRIES

UNIQUE GIFTS

-] This Monday and Tuesday. Sept

1 & 1 1 . when you present your

1990 College ID card with this

coupon at the Brueggers Bagel

Bakery on N. Pleasant St in

Amherst, you'll receive a bagel of

your choice with Supreme
Cheese^or FREE! It's our way of

introducing you to the

deliciousness of Brueggers

i Bagel Bakery.
I * One coupon per customer
i Offer valild 0am

Nq.
va|j(J |n comb ,natjon with

other offersSept. 10 & 11 only

BRUEGGER'S
|
JBAGEL BAKERY

r"jUST STOP! n
,

WAIT!!
KEEP GOING

1

BOARD OF GOVERNORS IS HIRING !

OF G,

t

TYPEWRITER SERVICE \

OJLfUUftAKfSMIDMODILSi
*MITH COROMA RORTAllI

WORD RROCI*SOR * IAP TOR

„, toaa£ off oh ««ao"" «°«° ""'
w.m no toe soeen Eotv to use ood eosy to move
WBn nip ii^iy jv-'>~'

""SUPPLIES' RIBBONS. CORRECTION 'APES SCHOOL

A OFFCE SUPPLIES FOR PROJECTS. REPORTS A
* TOM PAPERS ™ FOR ANY TYPE JOWL

TYPEWRITER SERVICE

65 N. MAOMtrt SI- *mher»l 2535067
j

Repairs Done On The Premises

Repairs You Can Trust And

That Are Done Efficiently

WASN'T THAT WORTHjT!
I

WERE HIRING QUALIFIED PEOPLE FOR.

Assistant Facilities Coordinator
Assistant Office Coordinators Assistant

Pubtic Relations Coordinator Finance Coord.nator

B.O.G. Program Council Coordinator

Applications are available in 817 CC

APPLICATIONS DUE BY 5:00 on Sept .18

The B.O.G. is hiring both Work SI Non Work Study.

B.O.G. <s an AA/EO employer
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Audition times for Five College Symphony
Miscellaneous Art and Music

Information:

The following is the list ofstring and

wind audition dates and times for the

Five College Symphony Orchestra. Any

student missing an audition time at

their respective College, University may

try out during any scheuled time in the

Five College system.

Strings
September 6: 7 p.m. to 8:30 p.m. at

Mount Holyoke College in the

Warbeck Room of the Music

Department.
September 7: 7 p.m. to 8 p.m. at

Smith College in Room 32 of the Music

Department.
September 7: 9 p.m. to 9:45 p.m. at

Amherst College in Room 7 of the

Music Department.

September 8: 11 p.m. to 12 noon at

Smith College in Room 32 of the Music

Department.
September 8: 1 p.m. to 2 p.m. at

Amherst College in Room 7 of the

Music Department
September 8: 7 p.m. to 9 p.m. at

University of Massachusetts. (Room

TBA, contact the Fine Arts Center

main office.)

Wind: All auditions are slated to

take place at Bezanson Recital Hall,

Music department, UMass on

September 9.

10 a.m. - flutes

11:15 a.m. — oboes

12 noon — bassoons

1:30 p.m. — clarinets

2:30 p.m. — french horns

3:30 p.m. — trumpets

4:15 p.m. — trombones and tubas

5 to 5:30 p.m. — any players unable

to make the above times may audition

by appointment only with professor

Burkh by phoning 532-0908.

The University Performing Arts

Division walk-in registration runs to-

day through the 14th. For complete in

formation contact PAD at 545-0519.
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'20% off College Supplies

(except sale items — with this ad)

WHALEN STATIONERS
Main Street — Amherst

(next to Buffalo Bills)

Main Street — Northampton

(next to Cathy Cross)

"Serving Students Since 1958"

coupon expires 9-15-90 m (
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HUNAN GOURMET

•y.

CHINESE
RESTAURANT

The aroma, sound & taste ol

authentic Chinese-cuisine prepared

Hunan. S/echuari Mandarin or

Cantonese style— especially for you'

• Ample FrM Parking
• Maior Credit Cards Accepted
•Full Liquor License

• Open 7 Days A Week
• Take-Out Service Available

• Ne MSQ

585-0202 261 King St., Northampton, MA

WEIGHTLIFTING
FREE WEIGHTS-NAUTILUS-EXERCISE BIKES-CLIMBERS

Sntt.

at mountain farms malt

Route 9 Hadley
Call 584-2175

YOUR

AUTO SHOP
For complete auto body and

repair services on foreign and

domestic vehicles...stop into

VISA

AUTOMOTIVE CENTER
Family owned and operated

220 King St., Northampton

584-3710

*i
•

FREE SHOW!!!
ALL AGES—CHECK IT OUT

CBS RECORDING ARTISTS
HUMAN RADIO
Special Guests: Oat Pearl

SUN. SEPTEMBER 9th 8:30pm

IRON HORSE Music Hall, Northampton

For a chance to win a FREE PASS to this show listen

to WMUA or stop by For The Record (Faces, Amherst)

or Main Street Records (Northampton)
Remember even a free show can sellouiL

THURSDAY. SEPTEMBER 6. 1990

For the fun of it all
Just a few shows to pull you through your weekend in

Amherst:
At the Iron Horse

Friday: Greg Brown at 7 p.m. tickets are $10 in advance

Saturday: Mose Allison two shows at 7 p.m. and 10 p.m.

tickets are $17.50 in advance. Jazz piano stylmgs ... so

cool

Sunday: Human Radio - could it be? A FREE show?

It is and it's at 8:30 p.m. They hail from Memphis Ten

nesee and their producer worked with Fishbone. (Lotta

funk here.) ,

Pearl Street invites you all to a Battle of the Bands

there A $5 admission price per evening allows you to hear

four different local bands Friday, Saturday, Sunday and

Monday. Doors open at 8 p.m. Each night all bands are

slated to begin at 8:30 p.m., play 40 minute stints and the

last band of the evening comes on at 11:30 p.m. Here s

what y'all can expect from bottom to top:

On Friday - Free Press. The Mess, Faery Tale Curse

and Derttonz. , • . r\

Saturday brings Grave Goods, Equalities, Rockin Dave

and the Rent Party

Spend Sunday night with Hal Benoit Band. In the Flesh.

The Vestrymen, and Who's Kiddin' Who.

Monday night Real World, Farmhouse, Voices and Im-

age of Man will play.
, ir »r»v a

Local writers, retail people in music and WAQY radio

will judge the hands on the following four criteria stage

Dnmee, nag content, musical talent and overall impact.

I y . hut t hes, - b> Ml - are open to the 3 1 and-older crowd

°nl> _ JULIE LIVINGSTONE

Pboto Court*.) of U Wood*

Get Ready For School
At Elder Lumber
At Both Stores:

• Shoving
• Cinder Block
• Bulletin Boards
• Clamp Lamps
• Paint

In South Deerfield Only:
• Ready to assemble
bookshelves

• Stationery
• Clocks
• Towels

And Much more

2 convenient locations
Ftte 9

Amherst

North St

S. Deerlield

ELDER

T:

««»iii— i - i

ELDER 1 1 lift

HZ*— '"" * * «••«»" *•*

.

^J
253-3411 665-8881

A. V

ELDER LUMBER
\sihce i895

'

iULi

major credit

cards accepted

Style and
Substance ..."

UTm
I m

Come together perfectly in a space

devoted to the avid filmgoer. Creative

snacks and unique beverages offered

in our pleasant deco surroundings are

only the start of movie magic at

the Tower Theaters.

The Village Commons • South Hadley • 533-2663

Cordelia's Dad performs at the Bluewall

A Sure Sign of Glamour-

Intrigue... and Perfect tlair

liUH
JUNGLERED
DittO.-

Lowcr Level.

Amherst

Carriage Shops

549-1840

sfflfiSS*

9

i
;

The Amherst Drop
Army/NavyStore
Now 2 Locations

Downtown Amherst "256-0039

(Behind Barfs, next to Panda East

Route 9, Hadley * 585-5800

(Next to McDonald's)

WELCOME BACK
AREA SCHOOLS!

Zone
jjf

«

For Unique
& Unusual Items

The Only
Army/Navy
Store in the

Valley—The Amherst
Drop Zone

Open: Mon.-Sat. 10-6

Sundays 12-5

|Open evenings til 9:30 in Hadley

10% off with this ad
Expires September 31, 1990

Buck Stewart
549-5454
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Wonder why you're wild aboutJWW.a£Heart?
r. ,

_"
...,u . — A- i Sn't strone desperately searches.for the film - pulse a

fieid^ ^ ^ when ft parad t

By GEORGE LENTZ
Collegian Staff

Let me put it to you this way: the people

who first experienced David Lynch when

they sat down to watch Twin Peaks will

love Wild at Heart, but they won't have

the slightest idea why.

On the other hand, if you've been follow-

ing Lynch's work since Blue Velvet, his last

and best film, or from even as far tack as

Eraserhead, chances are you'll find Wild at

Heart superficially exhilarating and

substantially boring. For all of its smash

ed skulls and raging infernos, Lynch is

„„rk,ng wan a *£<£*«£2 s^^r«s r

.t,
n
«!sics

enough to keep all the we.rdne..
skimmfng the 8UrfaCe.

interesting. „ .__ . After pnrnunterine an eerie roadside at-

Based upon Barry Gifford's 1989 novel ***££ ^JB
victim (Sherilyn Fenn

Lynch's film takes on the guise of a Road ***£%^^ in Sailor's hands (it's

Picture following Lula Pace Fortune of Twu _ JiU „

(Laura Dern) and Sailor Ripley (Nicolas

Cage) as two lovers-on-the-lam from Lula's

crazed mother (Diane Ladd), who enlists

the aide of mobsters to track them down.

The film basically plays like a series of

vignettes that are loosely tied together and

never really amount to anything. Sailor

and Lula ramble along in her T Bird

meeting one weirdo after another as Lynch

?ne best scene in the movie and the closest

to matching the cool chill of Twin Peaks),

the couple pulls over to spend a few days

in a trailer park in Big Tuna, Texas. It s

here that you would expect Lynch to sink

his claws into the story and get beneath the

mannerisms of its surface like he did in

Blue Velvet.

But Lynch pulls up here, stepping back

to observe rather than to dissect. In Blue

Velvet he dove into the grass, below the sur-

face to see the insects brooding beneath; in

Wild at Heart he stands erect at a distance,

throwing an occasional glance at the flies

on a puddle of vomit.

Essentially, Lynch plays out the story as

if he's pulling levers: most of the scenes and

images in the film come out of nowhere and

then recede before they have a chance to

solidify We get shots of obese porn queens

dancing in the dark, a bizarre old woman

sauntering through a spotlight and Willem

Dafoe losing his head,.literally, during a

botched robbery attempt. The images at

best are jolting and strange, but they re

hardly provocative. It's as if Lynch s prob

ing fascination with rotting Americana has

turned into a mere curiosity.

The problem is that Lynch is reaching

here trying to make the most out of "lite

material. Wild at Heart, by its own nature

phco co^y of .h, 8.»u,i Go.dwy. con,P.n> is a surface level film that doesn't match

Laura Dern and Nicolas Cage star as lovers Lula Pace Fortune and ^^/rt

1^^t5SaK
Sailor Ripley in David Lynch's Wild at Heart. _

and Lula dance to speedmetal in a roadside

wheat field than it is when it parades out

the obese, dancing porn queens of Big

Tuna Lynch's imagination seems to be

showing its limits with this story that is

much too mild at heart.

FILM CLIPS: Joel Schumacher s

FlatUners is perhaps the most visually

stunning film since Stanley Kubrick's

2001: A Space Odyssey, but unlike the

powerful visual narrative of that film,

Schumacher relinquishes the strength of

his imagery to the Catholic guilt of Peter

Filardi's script. The story of five ambitious

med students who seek the answers to life

and death by stopping each others hearts

for minutes at a time before bringing one

another back borders on the ridiculous, but

manages to avoid complete scorn with

credible performances by Kevin Bacon and

Julia Roberts. But the real star of the film

is Schumacher, whose swooping tracking

shots and moody lighting creates a Gothic

atmosphere that soothes the implausibili

ty of the script.

Andrew Bergmans The Freshman may

not be one of Marlon Brando's best films

but it's certainly one of his most enjoyable

Brando plays Carmine Sabatini, an im

porter of exotic animals for questionable

business purposes who enlists the aid of

unassuming New York University film

school freshman. Matthew Brodenck to

transport the merchandise. Despite Bran

do's much publicized complaints about the

film the great actor has never seemed

more at ease on the screen, while ex-

hibiting a brilliant comic flair (his self

parody of his legendary Don Corleone

character is a comic masterpiece!

Campus Plaza (next to Stop & Shop)

Route 9 Hadley 256-0960

KMart Plaza Holyoke 532-2327

Depot Square Westfield 562-7428

RESERVE OFFICERS'TRAINING CORPS

Buy One Fish And
Get One For

Offer exp.res 9-30-90

25%re OFF
W1Y 3 FC. AQUrVWUM

5CTUF
wnMAr©.
run hood

Offer expires 9-30-90

AQUARIUM
PLASTIC PLANTS

buy or* at neo pwee
arronerKK!

nOUWT -

Offer expires 9-30-90

< OffW!

>I5H FOOD
buy one

orronemeei
(0»fqu«5w)
t»um -

W*i rwi C9>*e»> &+,

Offer expires 9-30-90

TONIGHT'S
HOMEWORK IS TAKING

THAT HILL
U you i* looking for e«ci»m*ni and *d»«i

rure you'll tad rt when you enroll >«*«"
FOTC It's not your ordinary coOeq* elective

ARMYROTC

%elcome Back! Look at the

C>t/& Y $AVINGS Scott's has for you!

*Z . [OQUQRSi

V
Bud light

StJtGOM rnr 1

/M V (M

$11.99t< -i Mr^

M«er Genuine Draff

1? 12 or bottles

$5.99t*'* dep

J*vy) Horf Kegs

"$27.

THE SMARTEST COLLEGE

COURSE TOO CAR TAKE.

Contact Opt. Richard Tracey

UMaaa Army ROTC

S45-2321 or 545-2322

•

i? '?or cons

$839

KMer Lite

1? 12c* cons

$6.99
in,

A

Pecichttee Schnapps
750ml

$6.49

Glen Ellen

Sauvlgnon Btanc
750m)

$3.49

$13.99

Sauca Gold lequHa
750 ml

$7.99
.3,QQrno»-ln rebate

&A OO tinot cost

Smirnoff Vodka
SO proof VOt

$8.49

THEATER
27 Pleasant St

Northampton
586-0935

Playing Now: Exclusive Engagement

"A WILD RIDE AND

A MUST SEE1/
-sncnaMMMmwmv'

0PA

ENTER AND WIN ONE
OF MASSACHUSETTS'
9 MILLER LITE

j£EP - WRANGLERS!

AT SCOTTS
ENTER TO
WIN A

JEEP' WRANGLER
SEE STORE FOR

DETAILS

DAVID LYNCH'S

Wild at

Heart

WE WANT TO BE YOUR FAVORITE LIQUOR STORE
6 University Drive, Newmarket Center, Amherst

D^onally Across from UMass Stadium JWggtM QH * Plenty ot FREE P«W"9
. 2££¥^^-"^ Telecheck tor Your Personal Check Ui— tit-Ti—

—

weekdays at 6:45 and 910/Fri. at 4:50, 7:15 & 9:40

Sat. & Sun. at 2:30, 4:50, 7:15 & 9:40pm
* 'First Show Fri. & the Sat. & Sun. Matinees are $3.50

Thelonious
MonkSTARTS lint

ON ,1
SEPT.

5

STRAIGHT
NO CHASER

if. ii ->

lllfrHIHIilTHMIIHII I I I illlllllim 1 •
• TTTTTTITt
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Rt 9 Hadley, MA Rt. 5 E. Windsor 1131 Campbell Ave 739 Meadow 207 Webster Sq

586-7248 623*39*8 West Haven, CT Cr»copee BerUn. CT 1 Canal St.

Rt 184 Groton Cf (203)933-5468 594-2925 828*889 Turner Falls

BOUGHT OVER 84,000

TO SELL AT 40% TO 70% OFF AND MORE
ANSOB ree

LOWEST PRICES

OF THE YEAR

nsi&af

RUBIE BOUGHT OVER 35,000 ROLLS
INCLUDING ALL THE MOST WANTED COLORS
AND FABRICS SHAW SELLS THE DEALER
WHAT HE NEEDS AND WE GET THE REST!

HUGS! '

12'x13'S $10199
COMPARE AT »2M IV
12x14's $10999
COMPARE AT «2»0 IVW
12'x15'S $11099
COMPARE AT »300 I I W
12'x16'i $12999
COMPARE AT »319 W

12'x17's $13999
COMPARE AT »340 IWW
12WS $14499
COMPARE AT '360mm $14999
COMPARE AT »379 I lTW
12'x20'2 $«999
COMPARE AT »400 l¥¥

M'

PATIO UMBRELLAS
RRST QUALITY •AMERICAN MADE

SCRANK HANDLE • MANY COLORS

7W o
8RIBW
VALUE $190°°

8V2' O
12 RIBw
VALUE *260°°

DLE« MANY COLORS

$59"
STANLEY

%V.n
N
T
LEV C0MPANV

SAID THESE ARERACKED -BUT THEY
REMOTE

^^_^^ CONTROL

GARAGE DOOR OPENERS
STANLEY U-INSTALL" PREMIER MODEL 3200
.<„ HP - EXTRA POWEH TO OPEN HEAVY OOORS UP TO

!»• 1 7',,'.PROVEN STEEL CHAIN AND CABLE DRIVE

. 150 WATTS OF LIGHT WITH «' . MINUTE LIOHT TIME

DELAY . 1 024 EASYTOCHANGE DIGITAL CODES

.TRANSMITTER INDICATOR LIGHT LETS TOUKNOW
WHEN BATTERY NEEDS REPLACING. INSTANT OOOR

REVERSE WITH BACKUP TIMED REVERSING SYSTEM

VALUE
$169°°

OTHER MODELS IN STOCK STARTING

11888*PrOCK STARTING AT $88 T' V2HP !

BRAND NAME

LUGGAGE
BUY-OUT rx*£.

^L

AMERICAN TOURISTER

GARMENT BAGS
ORIGINALLY

$7900
PERSONAL PORTER
SUITCASE ON

WHEELS
s $g8ORIGINALLY

$14900

VERDI • 26 INCH

SUITCASE ON
WHEELS

GRAND HOTEL PULLMAN

NORMALLY
N

$7995 5$2488

w
OLEG CASSINI

24" PULLMAN
VALUE
$7995 $19*8

5 PC JUTE & VINYL

LUGGAGE SET
• DELUXE 26" PULLMAN

WITH WHEELS
. 24" • 22" • 20" SUITCASES

•MATCHING TOTE

VALUE "

M50 SET W

j^ iT-: INNERSPRING MATTRESS SETS
' iCS TWINTs"?SET |

FULL SIZE SET |QUEENSIZEJET
rfi

sfg?^ T8R.

TWIN SIZE SET i-ull site «. ^"'^-^00
$988

s
8

l

$118e8 l

$15888

WAQY

and

\^/ present
«c^o^^sess*J»^>««^<»^^> esx^j&^p*e&^&^r* &x*jx>^>

Battle of the Bands
cc^<s>-^5» <ic^-«r^5&9 cc^w-^Ji? cc^<s>-^^i9 s&r<xr*sss>s&r<zr*^

Fri., Sept. 7

Faery-Tale Curse

Free Press

Dertonz

The Mess

Sat., Sept. 8

Grave Goods
The Equalites

Rent Party

Rippopatamous

Sun., Sept. 9

Hal Benoit Band
In The Flesh

The Vestrymen
Who's Kiddin' Who
Mon., Sept. 10

Real World
Farmhouse
Voices
Image of Man

Semi-Finals Mon.. Sept 17 & Tues .
Sept. 18

Finals Sat., Sept. 22

Rock 102 Broadcasts live

Friday, 9/7 beginning

at 7:00pm with Becca Reid

To

£>

Pearl Street Battle of the

Bands Winner Receives
• Hand-Built Graphic Guitar By Dean

Courtesy of East Coast Music Mall of New-

ington CT ,

• 10 Hour Free Studio Time Courtesy ot

Longview Farms, N. Brookfield. MA
' S200 Gift Certificate from Downtown

Sounds, Northampton. MA
• Dinner for Band Courtesy of Spoletto s

of Northampton, MA
• 75 Assorted Cassettes Courtesy ot CBb

records

rtOWNTOWN
VflSOUNDS

Rgq



Cops

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 3

• Douglass J. Dillon, 27, of Revere, was arrested Tues-

day at Thoreau on an outstanding default warrant from

the Metro Police.

• UMass student Kevin P. Murphy, 19, of Holyoke, was

arrested Monday outside of Washington for being a minor

in possession of alcohol.

I ARCENY
• A student in Patterson reported to police Tuesday the

theft of a Sony CD player. Police said the theft was under

investigation. The value was $250.

ACCIDENT

• A PVTA bus was struck Tuesday on Massachusetts

Avenue in the left rear by a vehicle making a turn from

University Drive. Police said the driver of the car mis-

judged the lane turn. The operator was cited. The estimate

of damage is $3000.00

ALARM

• The 11th floor of Coolidge was flooded Monday night

when students moving furniture accidently hit a sprinkler

head Student* mn not allowed into the building until

alter 8 p.m. while crew.- cleaned up the water.

AP Pho««.

°Jlir£mZ£™"sSU'Xr.cer, adapt »o the fast food fad.

STRUT
SHOES FOR WOMEN
197 MAIN ST NORTHAMPTON

HWMW'MWCfWWWWW
DRESTO

9H1 MAIN ST201 MAIN ST
NORThAMpTON
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Guards in Gulf?

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

About 60 students are enrolled in Air Force ROTC
at UMass. Students enrolled in both UMass ROTC pro-

grams are drawn from a number of public and private

colleges and universities throughout the state. The ma-

jority of those enrolled are UMass students. John Pro-

wse, spokesman at the headquarters of the 94th Ar-

my Reserve Command at Hanscom Air Force Base in

Bedford, said a student reservist who is not enrolled

in a ROTC program could not become exempt if asked

to serve.

He added that Army cadets who are both enrolled

in ROTC and enlisted in the reserves are referred to

as "simultaneous members," and their student status

would prevent them from having to serve.

Bush has requested only volunteers at this point. Pro-

wse said that not only has his office not considered a

draft, but the office has received no calls from the

general public concerning a draft.

"There's no need for a draft at this point," he said.

"We'd have to go an awful long way to [initiate a

draft]."

40 killed in township violence
JOHANNESBURG, South Africa (AP) - Soldiers fired on

thousands of angry Blacks Tuesday and rival gangs fought

with axes, knives and spears. At least 40 people were kill-

ed in the township violence.

President F.W. de Klerk and African National Congress

leader Nelson Mandela visited Black townships near

Johannesburg to call for a halt in fighting that has kill-

ed more than 550 people since August 12.

The government has imposed emergency restrictions

and sent elite army units to the townships, but fighting

between Zulu followers of the conservative Inkatha move-

ment and other Blacks loyal to the ANC raged for a fourth

week
In Sebokeng, a predawn clash killed four people at a

migrant workers' hostel, police said. The victims were

believed to be township residents abducted by hostel

dwellers.

About 5,00 township residents angered by the killings

gathered at the hostel, police said.

When the mob refused to disperse, army troops were

called in and a "shooting incident occurred," said police

Col. Frans Malherbe.

"The bodies of 11 persons were found after the mob

South African newspaper photographer N. Khuma

b

told the South African Press Association that people

came toward (the soldiers) waving their hands, saying

•Peace, we are not fighting.' Some of them even sat down.

The troops "took up position, cocked their guns - i

thought maybe they wanted to scare the people.

Khumalo was quoted as saying. "All of the sudden there

was shooting. Many of the people ran. Some of the people

e

The shooting marked the first time soldiers have been

involved in a clash that has resulted in a loss of lives since

thev were deployed last month in the townships.

In March, police opened fire on Black demonstrators in

Sebokeng, killing at least five and wounding more than

150. A judicial inquiry criticized police for the killing,

saying gunfire was unjustified. Malherbe said both polu

and military were investigating T^y's shootl"g
a ,

A later police report Tuesday put the Sebokeng deat

toll at 36, with the other killings occurring in sporad.

clashes near the hostel and adjacent areas. Police sai

more than 150 people werewgi^^ pAG£ ,r
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MY BLUE HEAVEN
Weekday at 3. 7 and 9 p.m.

Fri , Sat. and Sun. at 3.5,7&9p.m

* Sorry, no Two for One on Mon.

PUMP UP THE VOLUME
starts Friday. Call for times.

"The Passion comes

across raw and alive.

-Brook Hma*y.Glamour Magazine
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UM0C

UMass Outing Club

INVITES YOU TO:

JOIN
First Meeting
Mon. Sept. 10

Student Union
Ballroom

7 PM
Slide Show

Our office 423C Student Union 545-3131

Try:
• hiking

• backpacking
• canoeing
• kayaking

• caving

• cross country skiing

• rock climbing

• ice climbing

• mountaineering

. . .and more 1
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a computer thafs real

college material.
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The ideal computer for college needs certain things.

Like a mouse, to make it easy to use. Preloaded

software . that'll let vou create impressive papers with

graphics and spreadsheets. And great tools, like a

notepad, calendar and cardJile. It should also be

expandable, so it can grow with your needs.

The IBM Personal Svstem/2* has aU this at

a special student price.* And if you buy before

December 31. 1W you'll receive a TWA ' %*%!%"
entitling vou to a round-trip ticket for $14«* /5*.4V.

Plus a free TWA Getaway' Student Discount Card

application. You'll also get a great low price on the

PRODIGY' service.

The PS/2* is perfect for college because you

told us just what vou needed. And no one knows what

it takes to be real college material better than you.

Welcome Back Students! Hope your summer

was enjoyable. Back to school time means

back to crazy schedules, term papers,

presentations....you get the idea. Well why not

let IBM help you out. With an IBM PS/2 you 11

be able to create great reports, spreadsheets,

and much more! Best of all an IBM PS/2 will

Open M-F 9-5

Sat. 10-3

Thurs. 9-8

and much more! Best ot an an idm ro/ <- "*» f^UNIVERSITY^
save you lots of time and eliminate last minute ^ ttf&TOREW
rewrites. So don't waste any time, check out fflMO X KSL\ A^ mm

the IBM PS/2 line at the University Store
I OCated in the

today, and watch for the IBM PS/2 Fair coming to ~*
p f

«mpuf September 25 and 26. See you there!! CampUS Center
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COLLEGIAN
New Writer's

Meeting
interested in working for:

News
Arts

Sports

Editorial

Black Affairs

Women's Issues

Third World Affairs

Multicultural Affairs

Photographers

Meet in the newsroom

113 Campus Center

3 p.m.

Monday September 10

South Africa

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 19

Police also reported three deaths in Vosloorus and one

in Katlehong in overnight street clashes. Both townships

are southeast of Johannesburg.

Rival factions continued to skirmish Tuesday in

Vosloorus with axes, spears and other crude weapons.

Police fired tear gas and shotguns to keep the groups

a

Mandela visited Sebokeng on Tuesday afternoon and

said he was "outraged" aaer viewing bodies at a

m
The

J

ANC deputy president repeated his accusation that

police fueled the violence by siding with Inkatha fighters.

But he also said that police arrested more than 100 In-

katha supporters, including youth leader Themba Khoza.

On Monday, Mandela called for an independent in-

vestigation in the township similar to the Sebokeng

shootings in March.

De Klerk has ordered Law and Order Minister Adriaan

Vlok to investigate the charges of police bias. He and other

officials have said some individuals may have acted

'"ISKk made his first visit as President to the Soweto

township southwest of Johannesburg where more than

100 people were killed in factional fighting this month.

Youths mobbed the President and shouted Viva de

Klerk!" At one stop he visited a migrant worker hostel

where recent battles have occurred.

De Klerk later told a news conference conditions in the

hostels were "unacceptable" and that the government

would spend millions of dollars for housing and education

in the townships.
SOUTH AFRICA (AP) - Deputy President of

the African National Congress, Nelson Mandela

pleas with Sebokeng residents to halt the Black

on Black faction fighting which has left many

dead in townships around Joh
.

ann«8bu/£\
™*

again blamed the police for fueling the fighting

by taking sides.

NAIL A SKIN CARE SALON
Tha uMmato In ns« fashion

and skin baauty

• Manteuras/Pad'cuf•*

• Sculptured Nals
. Facial* - Makaup
• Waxing
• Paraffin Treatment

MCA/ISA
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Qlvavs
ROSES
bOUQUETS
BALLOONS

FULL SERVICE fLOVER SHOP

DAILY DELIVERIES ON CAttPUS
AND ACROSS THE COUNTRY

9 120 N. Pleasant St.. Amherst K

/fer^x*? $rT-GT*ZS£3 <&C^<Sr!53£3 Z£^"Cr^i9 C£^«T*'

31 Boltwood Walk

Downtown Amherst BUFFALO WINGS

FREE DELIVERY
253-7494

Sunday - Wednesday 4:30 - 1:00 a.m.

Thursday - Saturday 4:30 - 2:00 a.m.

• Limited Amherst Delivery Area •

CAf €
DICAKLO

tiEvn Joes Ribs tffiWr
e

H^me-cooked reserved with fries and choice of cole

slaw or macaroni. §4 95- Regular (5-7) g-JJ- Large (8-10) $6.95

COMBOljoes Buffalos (10) and Ribs (6)

served with fries & slaw or macaroni. .$6.95

Free samples with every order of

buffalo wings this weekend!

I

The Best In

Casual Italian

Dining

Relax In Our
Outdoor Cafe.

Open daily at ll:30a.m.

71 N. Pleasant St

Amherst MA.
253-9300

Shuttle remains on ground
By MARCIA DUNN
The Associated Press

CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla. (AP) - NASA
scrubbed the launch of the space shuttle

Columbia for the third time yesterday after

discovering a leak as liquid hydrogen and

liquid oxygen were being poured into the

fuel tank.

"We will be scrubbing the launch at-

tempt for tonight; the concentrations of

hydrogen in the aft compartment (of the

shuttle) are too high for launch," said the

space agency spokeswomen Lisa Malone.

Columbia was scheduled to blast off with

seven astronauts and the $150 million

Astro observatory at 1:20 a.m. Thursday.

Air Force meteorologists predicted an 80

percent chance of good weather at launch

time.

It was only the fifth time NASA schedul-

ed a shuttle launch at night and the first

-huttle mission in fi\t yean devoted en-

tirely to soifntifh reh.

-igned tocommandthe nine to 10-day

mission n astronaut Vance

Brand, who at ag» 69 would become the

r,n to fly i:

. aking to NASA ernpi"'

circuit television from the Johnson Span

gator in Houston. Vice President Dan

Quayle called the mission "cutting edge

e activity

He said that despite its recent problems,

NASA is up to doing the job it oral assign-

ed to do.

Take it from a guy who knows a lot

about unwarranted criticism," he said.

"Once they pile it on. they just dont know

when to stop."

Columbia's journey into space was sup-

posed to have been in May but was delayed

when hydrogen leaked during fueling.

After replacing Columbia's leaky fuel

lines, NASA had to halt its second launch

attempt because of communications pro-

blems with the X-ray telescope inside the

cargo bay last week.

All four telescopes will remain inside the

cargo bay, but the X-ray instrument is con-

trolled by radio from the ground. The pro-

blem was corrected Sunday.

"I'm trying to remain relaxed and not get

too excited too early," Davidson said.

Standing about 1.5 miles away was

Discovery, which was moved to NASA's
other shuttle launch pad Tuesday night to

await an October flight with the Ulysses

satellite that will study the sun.

The National Asronautics and Space Ad-

ministration was ((Hinting on a f t'ul

tro mission to help improve its mi;<

and restore public confident

Four shuf ononiers will oper

A roe ultraviolet telescopes Th«

ra\ telescope will be managed by computer

commands sent from God «e Flight

Center in Greenbelt. Md.

Aatro'a assigned targets include highly

energetic stars, galaxies, a supernova and

Comet Levy, which is making its first

recorded pass through the solar

Ultraviolet and x-ray radiation emitted

from such objects is absorbed by the at-

mosphere and is thus invisible from Earth.

Midway through the flight, the

astronauts were to conduct "Space

Classroom," the first of what NASA hopes

will become a regular scientific series for

youngsters.

Forty-two middle school students at two

NASA centers will question the astronauts.

The program will be available via some

cable television companies to classrooms.

The crew hoped to contact the two

cosmonauts aboard space station Mir,

which would be the first time direct radio

communication between a U.S. and a

Soviet spacecraft. Payload specialist, Ron

Parise, a licensed ham radio operator, also

planned to contact amateur radio stations

around the world.

I

'-

^i
KENNEDY SPACE CENTER (AP) - Two birds fly by Launch Pad 39-A,

which holds the Space Shuttle Columbia, as the shuttle Discovery sits

on pad-39-B in the background at right, Wednesday at Kennedy Space

Center. The Columbia is scheduled to be launched early Thursday mor-

ning and Discovery is being prepared for an October liftoff

Of MASSACHUSETTS

English as

a Second Language
Intensive Day Classes

Part Time Eve Classes

TOEFL Preparation

Classes begin 9717/90
Registration 9/6-9/17

Amherst Creamery Bidg

150 Fearing St Ste 29
549-5065

Move10years aheadofthe class.
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SAVE ON
USED AND
DISCOUNT
NEW
BOOKS

40-80/o' Off Pub.

List Price

Thousands of

popular & academic
paperbacks &
hardbacks

VALLEY
BOOKS
199 N. Pleasant St.

Downtown Amherst
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256-1508

Visa/MC

Cheapest

Fares to

'EUROPE
»ASIA
'AUSTRALIA/
NEW

ZEALAND

Plus

railpasses.

international

student ID.

tours and
much more

Ask for our

free travel

catalog

413-256-1261
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Amherst. MA 01002
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CONT Off

The new HP48SX and
a free

4library carcT can

get you there.

With over Jl<*> built in functions, our

new HP 1SSX Scientific Expandable

calculator takes quantum leap into

the 21st rentuiA Bll> Hi 111' l*S\

between August 15 and October 15

1990,and HP will send you a fo

HP Solve Fquat ion Library <anl(a
•"> retail value)

The plug in application card alone

contains more than 300 science and

•ngmeeringequalionvas v\e!l as

the periodic table. a constants' libra r\

andamulti equation sorvet If- like

havinga stackofreferencebooks right

at your fingertip^

The HP MSXcalculator is soadvanced

it will change the waj yousolveprob

lems forever It Integrates grapl

with calculus, lets you enter equations

thewa\ you write them, and does

automatic unit management

Check yourcampus bookstore or HP
retailer for HP's range of calculators

and special back-to school offers

Then check out the calculators that

are years ahead of then ct«M

There is a better way.
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Kentucky
ikied
Chicken

THE STYLING SALON AT

JCPennev
THURSDAYS

MEN'S
NIGHT
3-8:30 P.M.

I8yrs. and older

haircuts
$8

FRIDAY'S

LADIES
NIGHT
3-8:30 P.M.

18 yrs. and older

haircuts
$8

Colonel's Dozen
$10.99

1 2 pieces of Mixed Chicken

Large Mashed Potatoes

Large Gravy
Large Cole Slaw

s
I

$1.99 Specials

The Styling Salon at

^l&Wm JCPenney
• iMt. JC*»n»»y Como*vy. u* OPEN Mon -Fn 9am-« 30pm

Salon Phone. 584-7416

I 6 Nuggets with French fries

I or

I Colonel's Chicken Sandwich w/ fries

I 2pc. Chicken with small mashed potatoes

»

I Kentucky Fried Chicken at the Mountain Farms Mall

Route 9, Hadiey

I Open Sun.-Thurs. 10-30-1 1 . Fri.& Sat. 1030-midnight |
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Amherst's

Best Kept

Secret

I

Winners'Athletic Club

d 3 Indoor Tennis Courts

n 4 Outdoor Clay Tennis Courts

(2 Convertible to Indoor Clay

Courts Starting Sept. 1st)

d 4 Racquetball Courts

u Nautilus & Cardiovascular

Fitness Center

n Aerobics

Good Things
Jewelry Natural Fiber Scarves

in

i"M'T

/^**\ Socks
jRfMfSk Leather

Sole

India Printr® Chinese'
Shoes

_C«r<t^ Jea.ti.
Posters Frimts

Incense

Toys
Hots

Bogs

CALL 549-4545 for a free tour

Winners' Athletic Club
Rte. 1 16. Sunderland

(Opposite Bub's BBQ. on Bus Roi

Open 7 Days«7 00am-1 1 00pm
Cut and present coupon t

pay only $99 for a 3 month Nautili -"'P

3 Months for

$99
Rt. 116, Sunderland, MA 01059 (413) 549-4545

'xxx^xxxy

xvwy.
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$k»ts

*•-•* Skirts
Rugs

ill

so to 90S
off selected
Clothing

^_ Qr»«t Mm 1 Card.

MeRCCNTILE Sun 12-5
Daily 10-6

Northampton- 18 Canter St.

Amherst-Carriage Shops
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Bellotti attacks Silber inTV advertisements
By DANIEL BEEGAN
The Associated Press

Democratic candidate for governor Fran-

cis Bellotti attacked primary election rival

John Silber in a television ad Tuesday that

ties Silber to Senate President William

Bulger.

Meanwhile, Silber's campaign unveiled

an ad that outlines the Boston University

president-on-leave's accomplishments in

education and his concern for children.

In other campaign developments:

• Lt. Gov. Evelyn Murphy, campaigning

against Bellotti, a former attorney general,

and Silber for the Democratic nomination

for governor, prepared a speech reiterating

her strong support for abortion rights.

• Republican candidate for governor

William Weld criticized the legislative

record of opponent Steven Pierce, the

House minority leader. But Pierce picked

up the endorsement of Senate Minority

leader David Locke of Sherborn, who

defended Pierce's performance as a

lawmaker.
• Democratic lieutenant gubernatorial

hopeful William Golden showed off a televi

sion ad that will be part of a $375,000 cam

paign to win a three-way race with Mar

jorie Clapprood and Nicholas Paleologos,

both of whom are running lower budget

campaigns.
• Republican lieutenant gubernatorial

candidate Peter Torkildsen previewed

radio campaign ads that stress his support

for the Citizens for Limited Taxation peti-

tion to roll back taxes and fees to 1988

levels.

Bellotti's television ad took aim at

Silber's campaign slogan: "the outsider the

insiders are afraid of."

It played up his ties to Bulger and accus-

ed the two men of playing politics in the

sale of the Commonwealth Armory in

Boston to Boston University.

But Bulger, who reiterated his support

Tuesday for Silber, said the ad was an ef

fort to have it both ways.

Bulger said Silber's opponents attempt to

portray him as a man unable to work with

others and then play up his ties to the

Senate president.

"But why should we expect consistency?"

Bulger said.

He said he did not take the ad personal-

ly and considered all three Democratic can

didates for governor "pretty good people."

But Bulger said. "John Silber's a very

honest person. He offers us a chance for

some really drastic change. Some of it

might not be to my liking. There's a feel

ing of protest. That's one of the reasons I

support John Silber."

Bulger also said Boston University was

the only private college in Boston to offer

scholarships to graduates of the city's

public and parochial schools.

The Bellotti ad ends with "Silber and

Bulger — partners? Reformers?" followed

by laughter.

Silber campaign manager Robert

Donahue said the latest ad showed, "Frank

Bellotti doesn't have a message. The only

message he has is to stop John Silber."

Donahue said Silber has never tried to

hide his friendship with Bulger, while

Bellotti had downplayed heavily his ties to

outgoing Gov. Dukakis.

The Silber ad, which follows three ads

that attacked Bellotti's record, opens with

Silber playing with a grandchild. It

credited him with helping to develop the

Head Start program for pre-schoolers, for

turning around BU and for BU's decision

to take over the Chelsea school system.

It ends with, "The outsiders the kids love

and the insiders are afraid of."

Donahue described the ad as "transi

tional" and said he would not rule out fur

ther ads before the Sept. 18 primary that

were critical of Bellotti.

Bellotti's latest ad before his latest one

linking Bulger and Silber concentrated on

his own record, including his proposals for

solving the state's fiscal crisis.

But Donahue said that Bellotti ad was

weak on specifics and referred to it as "cot

ton candy."
Murphy, in her speech to a public policy

forum, said she was "the only candidate

you can count on" to protect abortion

rights

While all three Democratic candidates

have labeled themselves pro-choice, Mur

phy has taken the strongest stand.

Bellotti has said he favors existing state

law, but as attorney general defended some

laws pro-choice advocates opposed.

Silber said he also favors current law, but

opposed a proposed state constitutional

amendment that would guarantee abortion

rights through the ninth month of pregnan-

cy, saying that would border on "infan-

ticide."

Weld accused Pierce of having a meager

record of accomplishments as a state

legislator, calling him "the Wizard of Oz

of Massachusetts politics."

"Rep. Pierce has based his entire can-

didacy for governor on his record in the

Legislature." said Weld, a former U.S. at-

torney. "But when you pull back the cur-

tain, as Toto did in the Wizard ofOz, there

is nothing there."

But Pierce picked up the endorsement of

his Senate counterpart, Senate Minority

Leader David Locke of Sherborn, who said

it was Pierce and he who warned in 1988

that the state was heading for fiscal

disaster.

Locke said Pierce and other legislative

Republicans deserve credit for many ideas

that become law only after they are ap-

propriated by Democratic leaders.

"We in the minority do not measure our

successes by bills that we file that become

law. Most good ideas filed by Republicans

are stolen by the Democrats," Locke said.

—
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K Back
Blowout

Nightclub

Thursday September 6

Western Massachusetts Biggest Dance Floor!

DANCING!

Live Radio Broadcast $1
with 99.3 FM's
DON SHAMS

ADMISSION ONLY 99c ALL NIGHT

• Doors open at 9pm
• 10 Pearl St. Northampton

• 584-7771
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Dukakis blasts Murphy for 'playing politics'
J^r *'*A

.

X
, „...:. ^ . n,.fc.ki. administration balanced books for this year and a chana

BOSTON (AP) - An angry Gov. Michael

Dukakis blasted his own lieutenant gover-

nor yesterday after she threatened to take

over the ailing state government while he

was gone on a European trade mission.

Dukakis, who decided to postpone his

trip, accused Lt. Gov. Evelyn Murphy of

playing politics in her bid to win the

Democratic nomination for governor.

Dukakis spoke with Murphy yesterday,

and afterwards said, "what I heard was a

candidate who was trying to use this state's

fiscal situation for personal political gain."

Earlier in the day. Murphy said she was

waiting for Dukakis to leave the state so.

as acting governor, she could push her own

plan for curing the state's fiscal troubles.

'I'll put my proposals on the table if he

continues on his trip," Murphy said.

When I'm in charge. I'll show you how I

make some decisions

The governor's in charge, she said.

•When he want- my opinion, he can ask

for it

."

She did not make any details of the plan

from Dukakis, who has low popularity and

is not seeking re-election.

Dukakis had been scheduled to leave for

Europe on a trade mission earlier this

week. But he postponed his travel plans

after learning that state tax collections fell

below projections for the second straight

month.
On Tuesday, Dukakis ordered cabinet

secretaries to devise plans to cut $150

million from the $13.4 billion fiscal 1991

budget. In the previous fiscal year, the

state ran a deficit above $1 billion, due, in

part, to overly optimistic tax projections.

Dukakis called the latest cuts "absolute-

ly essential," but Murphy said the gover-

nor was not taking enough action.

"He hasn't cut yet," she said. "He asked

for plans. There has to be a sense of urgen

cy."

She said the state must "get on with do-

ing some things that save money, and do

it immediately."

"Whoever wins this governor's office is

owed the opportunity to walk in with

-rt?
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Hewlett-Packard Overstock Sale!!!

Classic Printers at Outrageous Prices!

All prices for cash or COD; 3% charge for VISA, MC, AMEX

Hewlett-Packard LaserJet

Series II Printer

• NEW, with 1 year *«n»nty
• 6 pages/minute, 640K m«mory
• Indudes HP ton* cartridge

Oumntftt— UmH»d; pricing good only

$1199
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HP DeskJet Clearance-WHILE SUPPUES LAST!

• New. wHh 3 yw* warranty

• Lmter-quality printing

• Silent 2 pega/minu*, 300

$

HP Business & Scientific Calculators—25% OFF!

Including tfw HP 48SXl2 1̂
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The Index Yearbook has openings for

editor & staff positions in the following

areas: photography
layout
copy writing

sports

organizations

Greeks
seniors

student life

business
marketing

Come to our introductory meeting on

Thursday, September 13 at 7pm in room

103 in the Campus Center Basement

(near the Collegian).

Call 545-0848 if you are interested but

unable to make the meeting.
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public. And a Dukakis administration

source said she even refused to provide the

governor with details in a telephone con

versation when he asked her for them.

"This is Alexandra Haig with Nixon s

secret plan," said Dukakis spokesman

Stephen Crawford, referring to then

Secretary of State Alexander Haig's com-

ments that he was in charge of the White

House when President Reagan was shot by

John Hinkley. Richard Nixon said during

the presidential elections that he had a

plan to end the Vietnam War, but did not

make it public.

Murphv made her comments while look-

ing to inject life into her campaign for

governor. Murphy has been trailing her

two Democratic opponents, Francis X.

Bellotti and John Silber, who have tried to

link her with the states fiscal disaster

under the Dukakis administration.

Murphy has said in the past that she

disagreed with the states spending prac-

tices. But her statements Wednesday

marked one of her sharpest departures

balanced books for this year and a chance

to avoid further deficits," she said.

At a campaign appearance yesterday,

Silber estimated the budget, without addi

tional cuts, would end up at least $300

million out of balance.

Robert Donahue, campaign director for

Silber, said Murphy "had the opportunity

when the state was in a mess, when the

governor was campaigning for president in

1988. She ignored it then."

Murphy has said she warned the gover-

nor in writing in 1988 that the state could

be facing financial trouble.

Dukakis had planned to leave the state

Monday, but then was prepared to depart

yesterday. Aides said no decision had been

made on when Dukakis would leave.

Dukakis said he intended to join the

trade mission, but "I'm going to deal with

this problem first.

Dukakis said he wanted to "make sure

this campaign and this particular can

didate doesn't make some kind of charade

of what are some very serious problems."
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Welcome Back Students!

Btfsch Pitchers $3.50

r
Gin & Tonics $1.50

Woo Woos $2.00

Lunches now served
««.*».»•** *. <wmxxw>****o*ooooo*oo*o<

BROWN'S

atwwMvr

RJUUNIOf MUIAK)
AIMMQM SUTflKS

Mt Farms MaH, Route 9, Hadley MA 01035

Brown's Billiards is the largest pool room in Western

Massachusetts with 21 tables and an antique Brunswick Billiard

Table. A CD Juke Box will also be installed for this season.

Lessons will be given by Mr. Brown on Tuesdays and

Thursdays beginning October 1. Leagues will also be forming

at that time. Brown's gives professional pool exhibitions

throughout the year.

Brown 's carries a full line of equipment and pool cues for sale

by such names as McDermott, Viking and Willie Misconi as

well as numerous others. We sell and service pool tables. Fran-

chising opportunities are available.

Pool Hall Hours:

Sunday thru Thursday; 11 am to midnight

Friday & Saturday; 11am to 1am

Rates:

$3.00 per hour per person

STUDENTS: 10 percent discount with I.D.

WOMEN'S SPECIAL: Play for HALF PRICi

on Jednesdays.

Brown's can be reserved for parties and large groups.

WORLD
Hussein calls for 'holy war' to oust U.S. forces

Iraqi President Saddam Hussein urged Arabs yesterday

to rise up in a holy war against the West and former allies

who have turned against him, and he claimed that inter

national trade sanctions are killing Iraqi children.

Western women and children detained in Kuwait and

Iraq continued to trickle out in small groups, hut they left

behind hundreds who await permission to leave. Iraq said

it was doing everything it could to expediate departur

As a multinational armada in the gulf grew. U.S. Ar-

my officials in Saudi Arabia said the military was u^in^

night convoys to move heavy firepower — including

ground-to-air missile- and rocket launchers — into the nor

thern Saudi desert

Although Washington savs it- til

fend the Saudis, th.

^abilities of th<

President Bush indicated yesterday the United

not ruled out an ofl. telling la\vmak<

i the gulf that ttonfl do not BUCCeed, we will

review our option-."

Secretary of State Jamei A Baker 111 was headed tor

the Middle East, where he said he planned to ditCUM with

3 allies a propo>ed new legional security structure for

the Persian Gulf.

In the Gulf of Oman. L'.S forces released an Iraqi

flagged freighter that they intercepted and boarded Tue-

day as it headed for Iraq with a cargo of tea.

The Navy said the ship was allowed to proceed to an

unspecified port after a 30 hour search. Shipping soui% I
-

said it was headed for Yemen.
Taleb Subah, an American teenager from Davenport,

Iowa, arrived in Jordan and gave a chilling description

of life in Kuwait since the Iraqi invasion Aug. 2.

'Kuwait was living hell," he said. ""You go to sleep to

bombing, and you wake up to it. . . There are lots of dead

people. They throw them in the trash."

Saddam has promised to fret all foreign women and

children but to keep the men as human shields against

attack at strategu itei

In another attempt to pla\ on Western anxiety about

the captives, he released messages Tuesday purported to

be from such ho including one American

Also. London ha-ed Kurdish disskte en Iraq pin

pointed -ix instalisttoi

,g held. They included a civ

au tnd Other militar\

In otl • lopments:

e Britain pledged toal S to heip nation- -ui

lenngfrom the U N dsanctj i
.Prime

Minister Margaret Thatcher made the commitment at a

meeting with Treasury Secretary Nicholas Brad\

• Diplomatic effort! continued, with King Hussein oi Jor

dan flying to Baghdad for talks with Saddam and Iraqi

Foreign Mini-ter Tariq Aziz meeting in Moscow with

Mikhail S. Gorbachev

The Soviet president meets Bush on Sunday in Helsinki,

Finland, to discuss the crisis. Sen. Bob Dole of Kansa-

who met Gorbachev ve-terda\ . -aid later he hoped Aziz

might pass a message to Gorbachev to relay to Bush at

the summit.
• Bush placed a morale boosting call to l' S Ambassador

Nathaniel Howell at the besieged U.S. Embassy in

Kuwait city, where a skeleton staff remains in defiance

of Iraqi orders to close.

• Saddam, in the late-' statements

since the invasion, called upon "all Arabs within the

(ungs of Allah and according to the Moslem Holy V

RghJ th * of BOfl believers ;md

to fight the its who have follow

ad these foreignei

H. U Arabia, which has alios

id count i
;vpt and

l, who ha'. ighl in

multinational

Ad
call on them to revolt ^d fight

the presence m th. I! tad lot Western I

He also claimed that the I X -auction- ue resulting

in deaths The trade embargo on Iraq is depriving Un-

people of food and medicine," Saddam said The children

in Iraq are dying because of I foolish decision taken by

certain people."

Saddam reiterated that his people would defy the boycott

and emerge victorious "They will never l.t you down,

they will survive and resist this boycott the land of

Iraq will always respond," he said

Afi _OI IMC NEED EXTRA CASH?
**^^™0\JIVIW WE BUY-SELL'TRADEWE BUVSELL'TRADE

USED CDs. LPs & CASSETTES

AM Used Sales Guaranteed

HIGH QUALITY«EXTRA STURDY

WOOD FURNITURE
B?ot<cases»LP Shetves«Tat>ies»Stefeo Centers

CD & Cassette Racks*Coffee Tatrtes and More'

ALL SHAPES AND SIZES

MOM*«M <«• *« W< 'J 4 1*1 !> lt%*TMT

Vance
Shoes for Tap, Jazz, Aero, Lyrical

Bloch's soft leather and canvas Ballet

for women, men, and children

Freed, Chacott.A Capezio pointe shoes

Exercisewear, Accessories

220 N. Pleasant St <rearfAmhersf253-5201

LOTS fig-LITTLES
TOYS • RECORDS • BOOKS

Plus New and Recycled

CHILDREN'S CLOTHING

20% OFF
ANY ONE ITEM

with this coupon

except «!• items

T

201 No. Pleasant St.

Amherst* 256-6823
Mon Sat 9 .30-5.30

Sun 124

Brittany Manor
(4 1 3) 256-8534

Two Bedroom Apartments
AVAILABLE NOW!

PER MONTHSTARTING VT?7
Rent includes heat and

hot water.

Arc yott an Undergradtiat

Parent who needs money
for child care?

Up to $950 available for child

care assistance through the

Undergraduate Child Care Tui-

tion Assistance Program per

semester. Applications

available in the Off Campus

Housing Office, 428 Student

Un ion. 545-0865...

New Writer's

Meeting

interested in working for:

News
Arts

Sports

Editorial

Black Affairs

Women's Issues

Third World Affairs

Multicultural Affairs

Photographers

Meet

in the

newsroom

113

Campus

Center

O
O

trt

3 p.m.

Monday

September 10

>
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Hurry.....Ends

SEPTEMBER 8!
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Entertainment!

Games
Circus Acts!

Music!
Rides!
Animal Shows!

Exhibits!

Dancing!
Great Food!

Thoroughbred
Racing Daily!

(post time 1:30pm)

Every day Is Jam packed

with fun (or the whole

family!

Route 9. OKI 91

Northampton. MA

Andy's Pizza Fall Specials

Small 2-way pizza-$4.50 plus tax

Large 2-way pizza-$8.00 plus tax

2 Large Cheese Pizzas-$12.00 plus tax

With any Large Pizza-1 liter of soda free

2 dinners for $9.50 plus tax

Only 1 Special per order

Specials good through the semester

Ask for Specials over the phone

Full Liquor License, Beer and Wine

175 University Drive (by Price Chopper)

256-8147, 256-8148

OPEN EVERY DAY WITH FREE DELIVERY
11am-2am; Fri. and Sat. until 3am

1)1 \ I SI OS ( o\ 1 1 \ i i \ (. hi) i c \ no \

The outlook

is good,

University of

Massachusetts

at Amherst

Qjniendtiy!*

and the future it

yours for the taking.

With your choice of

nearly 200 credit and

noncredit courses, the forecast for personal and

professional growth looks promising. This fall.

let the I'Mass Division of Continuing Education

help you plan the right course tor your future.

Late register for I nivcrsity day classes and

Continuing Education evening classes, on

a space-available basis, through September 18 in

Room 615, Goodell Building.

For mor< information or a fm C*t»kg, call tin

Division of Continuing Education at 545519&.

We're predicting your success.

Great Food
& tee Cream

Stop in and sign up to win
'55 Chevy Classic Auto

Sweepstakes

Car on Display:

Sept 10th & 11th
11am - 7pm
Russell St.

Sept 12th - 14th

9:30am - 9:30pm
Hampshire Mall

Qjkendfys
coupon

1)1 \ I SI o s ( ()\ I I \ I I \ (, I Dl ( \T IO\

Great Food
& Ice Cream

55c single dip cone

Sept 5th - 7th

Good_at Homgfhjrfi MaU^ndRji^UStjmly_

NATION
Churches against buildup I Marking a 'war's' anniversary
Religious leaders criticize Bush's actions

LOS ANGELES (AP) - The leader of the

nation's largest Black church body is

criticizing President Bush's troop buildup

in the Persian Gulf, breaking the cautious

response of many American religious

groups.

"There is a moral issue," said the Rev.

T.J. Jemison, president of the National

Baptist Convention U.S.A. Inc. "It's over

oil. We're jeopardizing our fine young men

and women over oil in the Persian Gulf."

The convention is expected to vote Thurs

day at its 110th annual meeting on a

resolution attacking the troop deployment

that followed Iraq's invasion of Kuwait.

With an estimated 78 million members, the

Baptist Convention is the nation's third

largest Protestant denomination, and

refers to itself as the largest organization

of Blacks in the world.

Jemison's strong statement, made in a re-

cent interview, contrasts with the caution

shown by most of the nation's other large

church bodies.

"I think the caution reflects different opi-

nions, which means no one is feeling em-

powered to speak on behalf of the church

on this issue," said Dale Bishop, director

of the Middle East office of the National

Council of Churches.

Bishop said Tuesday the churches are

weighing their general opposition to Iraqi

President Saddam Hussein with concerns

that U.S. goals be directed more toward

humanitarian ends than merely protecting

oil supplies. He said the executive commit

tee of the council, the nation's largest

ecumenical body, is scheduled to meet Sept.

12 to discuss the U.S. military

involvement.

In the 53 million-member Roman
Catholic Church, Archbishop Daniel

Pilarczyk of Cincinnati, president of the

National Conference of Catholic Bishops,

has made no judgments on the deployment.

In his most recent statement, Pilarczyk

said late last week he was praying for a

peaceful solution so "that soldiers, sailors

and air men of all forces now arrayed in the

region may soon be restored to their

families."

In a recent meeting, bishops in the 5.3

million-member Evangelical Lutheran

Church in America expressed general con

cern for people being sent overseas. They
asked the U.S. government "to exercise

restraint, to encourage inter Arab coopera

tion, and to avoid destabilization and un-

necessary bloodshed in the region."

Evangelist Billy Graham offered support

for Bush, but only in the president's call

for prayer.

"May these events also remind us that

our ultimate security must not be in

economic or military strength alone,"

Graham said.

Many U.S. Jewish leaders have strongly

supported Bush's policy)

Following an August 24 meeting with

Secretary of Defense Dick Cheney, 11

leaders from a broad range of Jewish

organizations issued a statement assuring

the administration "that the U.S. Jewish

community fully supports President Bush's

policies and actions in addressing Iraq's ag

gression. History taught us that there can

be no appeasement of an aggressor
"

L

WASHINGTON (AP) - One year

after President Bush delivered a na-

tionally televised speech laying out his

drug war strategy, his chief lieutenant

in that war says some of the battles are

being won.

"We think that overall, in many ways,

progress is being made," said national

drug policy director William J. Bennett.

"Things are significantly better, by lots

of measures. Things are certainly not

getting worse."

Bush and Bennett were marking the

anniversary of the drug speech today by

releasing a "white paper" on the drug

war.
In an interview Tuesday, Bennett con

trasted the current drug picture with

the situation when he took office 18

months ago.

At the time, he recalled, people said

his job was "undo-able. Mission Impossi-

ble. Figurehead. Nothing can happen."

Instead, Bennett said, "The govern-

ment actually can get some things done

if it is given the right equipment, the

right direction and the command of the

president, and we made some progress."

However, he said, this no time to let

up and stop pursuing the drug strategy

that stresses tough enforcement of drug

laws when violated by either traffickers

or users as well as increased spending

or treatment and education.

"There's plenty more to do," Bennett

said. "There are some places that are

not getting better."

The announcement of the drug

strategy last Sept. 5 was Bush's first

prime-time televised speech. In it, the

president said he wanted" to make our

streets and neighborhoods safe." He
referred to people being " mugged on the

way home from work by crack gangs"

and children dodging bullets as they

went to school.

In the past year, thanks in large part

to Colombia's crackdown on the cocaine

cartels that was strongly supported by

the United States, the supply of cocaine

to this country has decreased.

But instead of making the streets of

America safer, Bennett said Tuesday,

the cocaine shortage increased the

violence because of greater competition

among drug dealers. "There will be the

same number of dogs fighting over a

smaller number of bones," he said.

Asked whether the American people

might be wondering just what the drug

war is all about if battles won cause

more violence, Bennett said "the

violence fuels the national interest and

the interest of citizens, but it isn't the

only thing that fuels their intere>t

i think the largest part of the concern

that people have is how it will affect

their children," he said. "This is not, in

the first instance, a fear on the part of

most parents that their children will get

shot in gang warfare on the street, but

rather that their kids will get into drugs

and be harmed by it
."

The high level of violence is not

always connected to the drug trade, he

said. He noted that the murder rate has

declined in some cities — Detriot.

Dallas, San Francisco and San Diego -
which are "not necessarily the same

cities where we're seeing the greatest

progress in the war on drugs."

Two Exciting Programs at the University!

JIG COUNTRY! Discover it througn

The National Student Exchange Program

_ AND

The National Student Exchange Program transports

you to new and exciting places that will transform your

educational experience forever!!! Students can spend a

semester or year at over 94 participating colleges and uni-

versities across the country, paying in-state tutition, fees,

room and board directly to the host school or paying tui-

tion and fees to UMass with room and board to the host

institution. ...

Interested??? Our first information session will be on

Sept. 24, in room 804 Campus Center, from 4-5 PM
Places and dates for more info, sessions will be posted in

our office .For applications, brochures, and catalogs,

contact us at E-26 Machmer Hall (office hours posted).

I

The Five College Interchange enables un-

dergraduates in good academic standing at

one of the five colleges to take courses for

credit at the other four. There is no extra

tuition! Eligibility begins after the first se-

mester of freshman year.

Try The Greener Grass On The Other Side

5 COLLEGE INTERCHANGE

5 College Interchange Office

E-26 Machinei IUII

llouia Pokletl

THpr.iTr
r
H THE 18TH Amheitt

Smith
Hampthlr*

Mount Holyoke
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WELCOME BACK!

Food still good.
We're still here.

Downtown Northampton • Downtown Amherst

Sumner Ave., Springfield

FREE
WRKR

WITH THE PURCHASE OF ANY
FUTON & FRAME

GOOD NIGHT BEDDING

OUTLET STORES ^

320 RIVERSIDE DRIVE
NORTHAMPTON

585-0660

9E. PLEASANT STREET
AMHERST (next to the Mercantile

5493507 rUrn

BACK TO SCHOOL

SPECIAL!
fromAMERICA'S NUMBER ONE

Automobile Fluid Maintenance Service!

Mon Pn 8 am-6 pm

Sat 8am-5pm

Sun 10 am 3 pm

The Full Service Jiffy Lube

Change oil I install a new oM

I Lube chassis ; Check and add tranwniMion fluid

/Chech and add Brake fluid / Check the OMIerentW fluW

> Check and add Poster fleering fluW

/Check and add Battery fluid / Check the air finer

I Check wiper Made* I Vacuum interior

/ Properly Inflate ttrea i Fill windshield washer fluid

your car. too'

All in Just Ten Minutes!

No Appointment Ever Needed!

NORTHAMPTON
Hamp Plaza, North King St.

586-6142

EAST L0NGMEA00W
475 North Main St

Cn
•JL
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PANDA EAST
CHINESE

RESTAURANT

We bring Chinatown
to you

Open Hours:Mon.-Thurs. 11:30am-1 0:00pm

Fri. & Sat. 1 1 :30am-1 1 :00pm

Sunday 2:00pm-1 0:00pm

LUNCH HOURS: Mon.-Sat. 11:30am-3:00pm

103 IM. Pleasant St. • Amherst, MA 01002

(413)256-8923 (413)256-8924

llUllllllttllnlllllllllllllllllllllllllllliI"**"5*"ll |l|" |Bllvalv *vBa" lBB,

College Pizza

Fall Special
|

Small Cheese Pizza$3. 50 j
Large Cheese Plzza$5.99 |
2 Toppings $1.00 extra

j
549-6098 549-6073%
Located at Patterson corner

of Southwest i
no coupons with the special

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

tiMMiuiiHiMimiii'ii" •*« **•* It* :

«

*\ chopped beef wrmfteMnsewteed
onions, mushrooms, cheese , wttuce

and server! eejR i

Loaded

Burger

$5.35

BUY ONE GET ONE FREE
with coupon, offer expires 9-21-9Q

OPEN
Sun.-Thurs.

6am-3am
Fri & Sat

24 hours

Also, toy our New!
Spicy French Frits

"lightly coated in
-

crispy seasonings" so* extra

jow^p^^
*T*

1to anytime)

8 ^^.^^.is^.SK.L.^

v May not be used with any otheroffer

1 FULL SERVICE

JIFFY LUBE®
Just $19.99 Complete

(with this coupon)

Valid at: Western Massachusetts locations only

EXPIRES: 10/14/90 /

m

f

RESIDENTIAL ITEMS • LOCK CHECK

BUSINESS ITEMS • 7 DAY ACCESS

WELL LIGHTED -VARIED SIZES

Pleasant St

University Dr

a
STADIUM
STORAGE

J
We are located on the) Antsstsl/Hadley line, only 1 mew from

Amherst center - just continue down Amity Street.

ROCKY HILL RD..HADLEY 586-6908
^ N
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THE FAR SIDE

By GARY LARSON
BONES IN THE BARREL
By J. GELLER & M. ROSENZWEIG

Tttt V^RST *0«t> t>£5lfcM3> tXCLOftilweL.^ SOIL «0*E.

^>^ OrJSU»£ PfcfttNTS 4,ENt>Vtofc TV\fcitA. \O0 0«^

"What are you gonna tail your dad, Chuck?

CALVIN AND HOBBES By BILL WATTERSON

\y^

HO I *0HT YHS
A PICTURE
OMOU

DOONESBURY By GARRY TRUDEAU

UM€R£7D, YOU ASK* &6
COIN*, FOLKS' SLAOcMfY&i
smcr has suktwa i&bly
ioun6SWmo»€*rjryours
TRULY* TODAYS The#6Mf

NOTHINGUKB A UTTlt LAST-

MINUW. INlBRJWTH, TRANS-
oe^effATfONAL ivepioc*
TOSTfR TNBHBAKT. I

ALWAYS SAY' \

YOUMUST BB GO SIT
THIFA7H&1. MHTHTHt
OFTmBRiCe> CAT&tCK,
LOV5 7MB RJIU- YA,

eeANie' mp&*

TANGELO PIE
By Tim Sniifen

C^NATTENTION
To avoid +ne all -+oo-common

problem of "First Day Comic Strip

Jitters', our main character will be

appearinq behirxl 11,000 lbs of

asparagus, where he will make his

openino comments.
** Ahd now, (Uriel Mark.

u-ui-uekm*

1 ' s

now?'iKsel b€tfer

acWlly.I fee! like

smeorinq bt/Her on

I s^J-^ m
<|
head.
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MENU
LUNCH

French Dip Sandwich
Veggie Quiche

DINNER

Baked Chicken
Shells in Cheese Sauce

BASICS LUNCH BASICS DINNER

Veggie Grinder

Veggie Quiche
Baked Chicken

Shells in Cheese Sauce

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE

Edited By TRUDE MICHEL JAFFE
ACROSS

1 Biblical vet)

5 Controls

10 Strong desire

14 Sailing

15 Tear rerfcer?

16 Heartburn

author Ephron
17 Broadway

luminary

18 Mother-of-pearl

19 Egypfan
goddess

20 Forgive

22 Weaken
24 Reedy tor

publication

26 Pennsylvania

port

27 FruH-ftSed

pastry

31 Worked tor

«ages
35 — rf by land

36 jog the memory
36 Eastern garb

39 Land measures
41 Hawaiian food

42 •€• pinnacle

43 Derogatory

3 Rip

4 inura

5 Plot

6 The Faene

Oueene
heroine

7 Pan of

a Hunan
meal

8 Carried

9 Jibed

10 Cosmos
11 Soprano

Ponsene
12 Sometimes its

true

1

3

G<ve comlort

21 Scents

23 imet

25 Pace
27 Breakfast fare

28 Mothers
broBier

29 Summer TV

34 Cuts mto cubes
37 Sister s

daughter

40 Outburst from

53 Across
42 Memo taker

44 The House of

LOTOS
45 Twerps
46 Grande for one

50 Limited in range

52 Store events

54 Like — m a pod

55 Sphere starter

56 Japanese
wrestling

57 Cotton castoff

59 Green
vegetable

60 Tie score

6i Take a break

64 Honey producer

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE

30 Splashes of

color

32 Of the nose

33 Oomerate

44 Powerful

46 Noun suttii

4 7 Taacner s goal

49 Boiogy and
physics

51 Mom s are best

53 Soften peek

54
Sixth

58 Union
62Fency
63 Excuse
65 Kind words

from a cnec

66 Powder end
Shot, tor short

67 Civets cousin

66 Comda chewrs

59 Before long

70 Senator

Kefeuver
71 Departed

ACROSS
1 Boast

5 Less dangerous
t0 — iron

1

4

flinty man
15 Penned
16 Beke«e —

NOI
xer

' 8 n ~ *r#0

t» Agatna
Chnsees
DM
on the —

20 Monotonous

i i mj—r if
" i— i—?•" rr u u"

i

-^ n 1"
iT~ n Pr W 7J

it

»1

n dipp

r

BK BUM

111! aep

4 Producer ip ..»H:r,>

40 Empve StaM
BuMmg

5 Descended >*e

6 Man of —
Flan*

7 Smithy
» Ian reapei

9 See 53 Dowr,

10 Tawe game

42 Of tm«« —
44 Brighter

45 Made fun of

40 Mi' I

50 Doted
51 Electron

53 Wonts m
OuW'Shinfl

55 Ma*e a -
fry

57 Concerning

56 Airport near

Pfns

59 Space org

M ?•»:*

star

verdon

S3 LSI
tetecbflM

By PITT

22 Obtuse ana

i ..'t

24 The Seven
monogram
eea

27 Did sentry duty

31 Actor Kruger

32 Oauttrve

soundakfce''

33 Dialects

35 PoetOgden
39 Tend th»

41 One way to go
Abbr

tic abode
43 Southwestern

tribesmen

44 Commences
46 Martinique e g
i~ Aiaskan

matropoiis

49 PouS
51 Marr*ate

. ^mero —

56 Ben sound
61 Dorothy S pet

<S2 Corrupt

S Oertrude who
piaved V

- - a 'Ow

.

Mrss Thompeon
23 <>ng Cote

26 TV sh*

28 * _amp — My
Feet
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UMass logo change in infant stage
H,n*l to maroon. Unfortunately, dye lots usually change

By ADRIENNE MATT
Collegian Staff

In the administration's attempt to license a logo as well

as protect that logo from misuse, the possibility of alter-

ing the University of Massachusetts nickname/mot-

to/mascot/color was also raised this summer, according to

Dan Melley, Interim Vice Chancellor for University Rela-

tions and Development.

He said the issue also encompassed changing the *tate

seal to meet the needs of the university, as well as creating

a marketable school logo. .„,.
Thus far this has all been informal talk, said Melley.

He said he would like to see a few solid ideas emerge

before going through the motions of forming a committee

•After all. there are more important things to M tf

dressed at the university right now/' he said

me took a su

Jmi He insist^ the mrduotts process wsj

-till in an infant stage

-The licensing and marketabiltl

,ne said "This is a kmg, complex proa-

,nt Athletic Director Elaine SorOno said tl wouM

be good to unify the athletic departments by coordinating

uniform color selection.

niformitv among the teams would be good tor

generating enthusiasm and identity for the student body

and the athletes, she said. -Identity for the athletic teams

could also help unify the athletic department.''

Currently some team uniforms range from scarlet to car-

Sports notice
For any men and women interested in track

and field There will be a meeting today at 4.45

p.m. in Boyden room 249.

dinal to maroon. Unfortunately, dye lots usually change

every five years making re-ordering and matching often

TheXhancellor's office seems to have solved the color

problem on their own. Maroon and white are still the of-

ficial colors of the university, according to Melley, btone

and Sortino.
„

«,__

The Minutemen logo has some disadvantages accord ng

to Melley and Stone. They both sited the confusion of the

press (whether to refer to the team/players as Minuteman

o, Minutemen'), the gender-specific mascot (there were

no 'Minutewomen'), the militarism of the 'Minutemen (he

holds a musket), and the cumbersome title.

A disadvantage to altering/changing the Minutemen in-

cludes getting the proper permission from the proper peo-

ple including alumni, administrators and students Stone

said some alumni want the change, others think it would

Irastic .

Melley's feedback has also been mixed He cited a re*

people have critically asked .1 the university planned In

change it- mascot every 20 years

llev said that along with altering/changing the

mascot, came the aim to standardize the colors and tvpe

of print associated with the university

It's too bad then D no uniformity in the past,

said Stone There s no common ground in the athletic

department
'

The Minutemen logo simply doesn't sell." Melly said

in reference to the low sales of Minutemen paraphenaha

in Amherst and the campus stores.

Both men have talked about avoiding a human^

associated mascot, and switching to an animal, as most

otTr schools have done. They agreed that the mascot

should somehow be related to the region and state in

order to be identified specifically with UMass,Amherst

Both Stone and Melley said changing the mascot

W
°H will hi "drastic and difficult change," Stone said

I don't see any simple solution to this, said Melley

football

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 32

Pl

"fetrned their respect as a player." Cullen said. T

hope to earn their respect as a coach, too.

( ollrgian ftlr pholo

Joe Cullen, a three-time second team All-

Yankee Conference selection on the defensive

line, is coaching the Minuteman backfield this

fall.

AEROBICS
AND FITNESS CLASSES

• STATE OF THE ART NEO SHOCK FLOOR
• SIX CLASSES DAILY
• ONLY $4.25 PER CLASS
• SAVE BY BUYING PACKAGES Of

lO. 20. Of 30 classes

"(WW,
•t mountain terms •»•«

Route 9 Hadley

Call 584-2175

e^v,

i

S r&if§arsr&Wjjywgj

I

I.

Lube Oil Filter Change

Reg $24.95

Student Price $14.95

up to five qts. motor oil

install new filter

lubricate chassie

•most cars

9/30/90

ALIGNMENT
Reg. Student

J
Front End $39 $29

j Thrust $45 $35
I 4-Way $59 $49*

I

I Shims and Labor extra!

3/30/90

9/30/90

TIRE DISCOUNT
Extra 10 percent off

with coupon!

I (excluding tires on sale)
[

9/30/90

FREE
SAFETY INSPECTION

. J
S Hadley Tire & Auto Center

J

J 439 Russell St. S

S Hadley MA 01035 ?

i 253-991 1 253-9054 *
^ MC/Visa Amex Discover Card ^
% $1000 Instant Credit w

Student Valley Productions

Interested in Theatre?

First Meeting Tues. Sept. 1

1

530PM FAC 08
(Fine Arts Center)

Auditions for

"TORCH SONG TRILOGY"
Wed. & Thurs. Sept. 5 & 6

Sign up on Theatre Dept. Bulletin Board

<Rr*3ft»^(ST^%rr<X^S*8CTWTMI^CS^&PSC^cy^gC^<*

I-

I

I

I

I

I • Belts

• Hose
• Tires

Front End
Suspension
Filters

Computer

Rentals

Starting at

$46PerM(
»j

inEALBELAnONSHiP^ re,atjonship

ormine
586-7401

VALIDATA
SALES/RENTALS
Mountain Farms Mall

Hadley, MA 01035

women s soccer

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 32

ft
midfielder- forward Amy Trunk and defender Paula
Wilkins. After Tracy Arwood went down hard in the

32nd minute, Trunk replaced the junior at right mid-
field and displayed good speed and ball control. Wilkins

entered the lineup after the half and played well with

the veteran group in the back.

What was not encouraging to see in the preseason

match was the continuance of the nagging injuries that

have plagued the Reds' preseason. This rash of injuries

certainly hasn't helped Rudy in his evaluation of his

team, but he said of the upcoming Rutgers game, "We
can put 11 on the field, the question is, 'can we keep

them there?'"

]

Giants linebacker
Lawrence Taylorjoins fold for

EAST RUTHERFORD, N.J. (AP) - Lawrence Taylor

became the highest paid defensive player in the NFL
yesterday when the perennial All-Pro linebacker ended

a 45-day holdout and signed a new three-year contract.

Terms of the contract were not disclosed, but Taylor's

agent, Joe Courrege, said he was the highest paid defen

sive player in the NFL, meaning $1.6 million was the like-

ly figure.

"Nobody gets exactly what they wanted," Taylor said

at a news conference that was supposed to be for coach

Bill Parcells to discuss this week's season opener against

Philadelphia.

it's not like that. I'd look kind of stupid bitching at the

money I will be making because it is good money," said

COLLEGIAN 31

signs record pact
reported $1.6 million per year

Taylor, who said he always knew he would sign with the

Giants.

The question is how can Taylor play Sunday in the

season opener against the Eagles?

Taylor, 31, left no doubt he would, and Parcells said he

would be remiss if he did not play Taylor if he was ready.

The Giants have asked the league for a two-week roster

exemption for Taylor so he will not count on the 47-man

roster. The exemption would run out early if Taylor

played.

Chris Doleman of the Minnesota Vikings reportedly is

about to sign a contract that would pay him as much a

Taylor's reported salary. Reggie White of the Eagles will

make $1.51 million this season.

HONDA.
(xHiie ride with us.

• A.T.V.'a
• Power Equipment

Sales & Service

584-7303
731-9965

p<e 5 Northampton, MA

• Motorcycles
• Scooters

X/alley
PMotorsports
I I 216 N King St

Th« 1991 Honda Motorcycles ara ready for viewing

AM>a«t «•»' • naonw »y» protection and ptimcl"* ctotr»ng

YOUR
PARTNERS
IN

TRAVEL
TWA Student Discount Cards 10

percent off any fare in the USA
365 days a year.

Also 10 percent off Europe—with a

few summer exceptions.

Call or stop by for applications &
reservations.

Cost $15/yr. or $25 for 2 yrs.

586-8953

Maplewood Shops-Old South St -Northampton. MA

Hours:
Mon-Sun - 7am-3pm

Late Nite

Fri & Sat 10pm-3am
Special Daily

Breakfast served all day

88 Pleasant St.

584-4145

Looking to cut out some fat

and cholesterol in your diet?

annoui Rim NOW!

Is

Bufonc smaifcup ofiTonfat yogurt
J

i fit* get one fRK
- -^ }™

mmmmmmmmmm
Northampton

AmherS\ ,

Main Street
Boltwcoa Walk

While current stock lasts,

Hurry, they'll go fast!

Tech 1260 12MHZ-286 IBM compatable

includes

Microprocessor— 12 MHZ 286 intell

Coprocessor supported

Clock Speed 12/8 MHZ ZERO wait state

1 Megabite of ram
101 keyboard
Monochrome Monitor

2 Serial/ 1 Parallel ports

MGA Graphics

Slim Line Case
FCC Class B certified

Student Booster Sale

$799.95
Complete

Word Perfect Version 5.1 $135.00

20 Meg Hard Drive System Only S999 95

40 Meg Hard Drive System Only $1149.95

DR. SOFTWARE JMC.
SOFTWARE • COMPUTERS • ACCESSORIES

POTPOURRI SHOPPING MALL
241 KING STRH I

NORTHAMPTON. MA 01060
TEL (413) 586 3210

CLASSIFIEDS
ACTIVITIES

WELCOME TO UMASS! interested in

Christian fellowship? The Alliance Christian

Fettowsfwp welcomes you' More info can

Steve or Piauline 253-7206

ANNOUNCEMENTS

FAST FUNDRAISING PROGRAM
$1000 In |ust one week

Earn up to $1000 tor your campus organtza

ton Plus a chance at $6000 more' Th* pro-

gram works' No investment needed Call

1 400-932-0628 Ext 50

VISA OR MATERCARO! Establish credit

guaranteed or double your money back

Call 1-806-682 7555 ext M 1207

CHRYSLER NEWVpRKER 1972^1*ond£

tul cond 77.000 mites. $1,900 549-1576

DODGE VAN RV styJel977 ex cond $995

549^2656

FOR SALE 1988 Fnrd Festive 32 MO***
4-speed sh.fi. 40 ™'«'£,,0*M h

5£
w
*I

metallic gray, excetent shape, best offer cad

413-253-9397

SE^ Ŵ
by

,

FBf
<S

,RS
>

*MA t*Si
'ZPSTZZc* • 1-805482-7555 Ext

C-1675
_

FOR RENT

cpanous SINGLE ROOM located in

ITn^onTrSute 192 per month

25*9047

Call
WELCOME BAHA'ISII

Get together' Th* Friday 7pm Can

549-9906 Get ready tor great year! See

you afl Friday'

FUTONS ANO FRAMES top quality, lowest

prices tree delivery Fly-By NigMFutonCo

123 Hawley St Northampton 596-1484

IBMXT 640K coprrx 20MBHD fAU com-

patible $700 549-2656

LOTUS 1» Ver 30 unopened 8100

549-2856

REPOSSESSED VAMl HUO HOMES
available from government from $1 without

credit check You repair Also tax delinquent

to£toaunn CaMlW682.7555 Exl

H-2009 tor repo Mat your area

SOFA. Am$CMAmT^acuunvcleaner.
pool-table, lamps. 549-1575

WATER-BED KINO SIZE 12 drawer

pedestal wHI set up $300 00 253-2098

WEIGHT BENCH art••••^JJ'8'2
"

$40 Bteck and white TV - $15 258-1158

CHRISTMAS. Spring break summer travel

FREE Air couriers needed and cruieeehip

obs Call 1-805-882-7555 Ext F-1426

COSMETIC SALES
Earn unlimited income 1 Become a cosmetic

consultant Flexible hours, high commis

sion. company w* tram 1-800-359-1961

COUNTER HELP fuf time or part time apply

in person at Copycat Print Shop 228

Triangle Street. Amherst (5 mm walk from

UMass) No phone cats please

EASY WORK! EXCELLENT PAY)
Assemble products at home CaH tor intor

mation 504-64 1-5003 exl 599

INSTRUCTION

BEGINNING PORTUGUESE CLASS
Sept 17 Oct 29. Mon 79pm $50 00

Language Pacifies 549-5065

ENGLISH AS A SECONO LANGUAGE
Workshops begin September 1 7 intensive

day PT evening TOEFL
Language Pacifica 549-5065

WANT TO BE A MATH TUTOR? Enroll 'o-

a 3 credit practicum course Pay available

after successful completion of course

Come to rap office. B-36 Brett For more mto

and to enroll

SWEET SQUASH: Come bee* and mane

our garden grow agam 1 Love Sweet Pea

ROOMMATE WANTED

MALE ROOMMATE WANTED non-smoker

clean neat Townehoute looking for mature

individual CaH Townehouse ask tor Judi Re

No 68 5494839

SERVICES

LEGAL QUESTIONS? The Legal Services

Center offers tree legal assistance to tee-

paying students Contact us at 922 Campus
Center. 545-1986

FASTIDIOUS, RELIABLE Housedeener. i

morning/wk $25 Experience, references

required 253-7540

MOTORCYCLES
TRAVEL

INTELLIGENCE JOBS
CIA. US Customs, DEA. etc

Now hiring Ca* 1-806487-6000 Exl K4616

1975 HONOA 360C8 12 000

cettent condition $450 253-2096

PERSONALS

AUTO FOR SALE

7» OATSUN WAGON 107K **FM 4

speed Alfred (W)545-*837 (H)549-5423

IBM DODGE AMES, 4-dr. tow mites, '

owner $2250 00 253-2098

19*7 HONOA ORX Rune gjaat- fiwaBtM
condition 50 MPG $4500 588-7183

new transmission line estimated »e». sen

(ng $150 253-2628

<»«*rrERM*^SSsSifi
lefr*i drive image Writer I printer BlBaasss

COMPUTER WSKS^chaap
"

3V» 5V* OD HD
CaH Ashley at 546-1612

FOUND

BRACELET/ANKLET in Field House first

floor etev link on Monday Contact Mark at

6-3880.

HELP WANTED

CHiLDCARE/MOTHER S HELPER tor ter-

rific Amber* toddler Muet have car Norv

smoker Ftoxlbte day/evening hours ca"

546-9474 9am 9pm

LOOKINO FOR A fraternity, sorority, or

organization that would like to make,

$50041000 tor a one week orvcampus

marketing protect Must be organized and

hardworking Jennifer 800-592-2121

STUOENT MQR. POSITION $100/week 10

hourarweek ftexible hours- bonuses that

should double pay For more into CaH

1400-245-3067

TRAVEL FREE!!!

Sun Splash Tours offers the most exciting

and affordable Spnng Break Packages to

Jamaica and Cancum'Eam tree tnp and ex

tra$$$Call 1400-426-7710

AV4MMJY1 You're the greatest' Boo

GORMAN GANG: Hare's to a great TYPING

SALLY, Welcome back to school! I wish I

could be there with you Have a fun

semester, but don't party too much! It's

almost your B-day so we'll party together

then I love you and always win Love. MC

TYBBttt. WORD PROCESSING. $1 50/pg

Free pickup and delivery Laser pnntmg and

copying available KCommumcations,
2564373
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SPORTS
Ted Garber takes lacrosse reins from retiredfather
*» ^^^* ^** ^rm
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By ADRIENNE MATT
Collegian Staff

When he retired, Dick Garber left some

big shoes for his son, Ted, to fill at the helm

of the University of Massachusetts men s

lacrosse team. Contrary to popular belief,

Ted Garber is pretty excited about those

shocks.

"This was a challenge worth taking on,"

said Garber. it's a good move for me.

•Tve had other coaching offers down

south but this is the only school I would

have left New Hampshire for and I m glad

the opportunity arose."

This year will be a time of adjustment

and acclimation. Coaching is about all this

Garber will do, since he won't be teaching

any classes this year, as his father had done

in the past. Between the complex phone

system, recruiting and sackfuls of mail

likened to those of Santa Claus, the new

head coach will more than have his hands

"They'll be plenty to do for awhile, he

agreed. Having already taken care of some

preliminary business, two graduate

assistants have been named to the team.

Tom Carmean (UMass 87) and Aaron

Jones (Cornell 87) will be helping part

time coach Glenn Mailer. Tri^aptains have

also been decided: senior Jim McAleavey,

senior Rich Senatore and junior Rick

Mullins.

Summer activities (aside from moving)

for Ted Garber included heading up a

lacrosse camp in which four team players

participated. Senior Bill Beigen, junior Eric

Carroll, junior Rick Mullins and sophomore

Jim Panetta coached and drilled young

area lax players during the third week of

"My players in the past have had fun,

and I think some of that information has

trickled down to UMass players," Garber

said of his reputation among the Gorillas.

Also during the summer, coach Garber

mailed letters along with the usual athletic

forms to the players. The letters explain

ed to the athletes what he expected ofthem,

as well as discussed styles of play, accor-

ding to Garber.

"I like the unsettled play, he said. 1

look for momentary opportunities.

About the upcoming season he said,

'This will definitely be an exciting team

to watch. I'm looking to find our strengths

and emphasize them as the season pro-

gresses, combine individuals' skills as a

team."
The attitude of the fans toward a coach

and a sport can be uplifting or depressing.

According to Garber, he's trying to keep

things in perspective.

"It's great to see student support for pro-

grams but I think you put yourself and

your players into a dangerous situation

when you try to play up to the fans' expec-

tations." he said. "You don't want it to ef-

fect the players. Dad's been real good at

that."

Scrimmages and exhibition games are

not far behind regular fall schedule as a

West Point trip will host opponents C.W^

Post and Stonybrook, on Oct 1. A round

robin at Hofstra will see Maryland and

Rutgers, scheduled for Oct. 21. A Brine

Lacrosee Club match is still in the

workings.

"I think this will give them something

to shoot for," said Garber of the preseason

games. "It'll get the team solidified."

The NCAA allows only 19 days of con-

tests, including both preseason scrimmages

and regular season games. The annual

spring trip may be on hold since most of the

scheduling for that time slot was done dur

ing the summer, before Garber was notified

of the new job. He said he plans to get feed

back from the coaches and players as to

what they would like to accomplish and

where they think they could do it.

Other schedule changes include Army

dropping from the list of UMass com-

petitors, as Delaware was picked up for a

home game. Dartmouth expressed a desire

to also drop UMass but Garber said he talk-

ed them into at least one more year, a home

game to boot.

By making the changes some schools

have made (by dropping tougher op-

ponents), they are essentially dodging the

competition in order to get into the NCAA
finals, said Garber in reference to actions

taken by Army and Dartmouth.

"The parity is catching up." he said.

"More schools are competing in Division I

lacrosse and recruiting is becoming much

more competitive. He cited Villanova,

Notre Dame, Ohio State, Michigan State

and Georgetown as new homes for NCAA
lacrosse.

"They've seen what other schools have

done with their programs and now they're

following suit," Garber said. "It's an ex

citing game for the fans and also a money

maker."
Despite some changes in the former pro^

gram, Dick Garber. may continue to

somewhat coach his Gorillas, according to

his son.

"He said as long as he doesn't get in the

way, and kids come to me instead of go to

him with questions, he'd be glad to help me

out," the younger Garber said, 'I would be

good to have his input His expertise and

judgement are really valuable."

Joe Cullen
lights fire in

UMass backfield
By SAM SILVERSTEIN
Collegian Staff

After spring practice. University of Massachusetts

football coach Jim Reid considered moving Joe Cullen

back where he came from.

When assistant Brad Hokin left just before the start

of practice last spring, Cullen, UMass's starting nose

guard from 1986 1989. was hastily tabbed to take his

place as backfield coach. A ferocious defensive

lineman, coaching running backs - Reid has his

doubts.

You know how running backs are, they always have

the neatest lockers, and you can't talk back to them

because they start to cry," said Reid. "Joe is just a

tough, tough, tough guy. He was screaming and yell-

ing at them. It was unbelievable."

But before Reid could make up his mind, he was ap

proached by tailback Jerome Bledsoe and other

members of the backfield.

Thev wanted Cullen to stay.

This fall. Cullen is back as coach of the UMass

backfield, which, according to Bledsoe, has become a

tight, disciplined and determined group, and has

benefitted from the infusion of attitude Cullen brought

with him from the defensive line.

"He gives us our objectives and points out why we're

doing it, it's not like 'just do it and don't ask why.'"

said Bledsoe.

"He knows how a defense would prepare against us,

he tells us what they're thinking. That's what makes

it kind of exciting. Joe wants us to work hard, but it's

fun.

"And he has that mentality."

Cullen is not in entirely foreign territory He played

some fullback in high school, at Quincy High, and was

converted to full-time nose guard when he arrived at

UMass as a walk-on, five falls ago.

Cullen had 272 career tackles for the Minutemen,

was captain of the team last season, and was named

second team All Yankee Conference in his sophomore,

junior and senior years.

As an assistant coach, Cullen now wants to instill

a defensive lineman's work ethic in his players, he said

"Our goal is to be the hardest working group on the

field at all times. It's the attitude that when we're on

the field we're superior and no one is going to beat us.

You've got to think like that," said Cullen.

"As a defensive player, there are times when you ve

got to play hurt, when things are going bad and you've

got to pick yourself up. I try to bring that attitude

her , . , ...
Blfdsoe, Duncan MacRae and David Mitchell, among

others, plaved with Cullen.

hey have great respect for his toughness and the

way he played, n he can gl them pretty good,"

said Reid. "He might be using language that instruc-

tors don't normally use in class, but they ha\

what he Mjrt, because that's the wa\

CONTINUED ON PAO

Reds scrimmage AmherstHSHjoys
By RICK SETO
Collegian Staff

For the University of Massachusetts women's soccer

team it was a classic matchup of boys versus girls,

oops.!.boys versus ladies. That was the difference yester

day afternoon, as the Amherst Regional High School boys

team scrimmaged the Reds to a 1-1 tie at Upper Boyden

In its penultimate preseason match, UMass defeated a

pesky Keene State squad 2 in its penultimate preseason

warmup. .

The Reds, who finished with a final record of 12-4-4 last

year and advanced as far as the NCAA quarterfinals, will

open their season at 17th ranked Rutgers University

Saturday (1 p.m.).

The idea for scrimmaging guys originated from head

coach Jim Rudy's coaching tenure at the University of

Central Florida "It was something out of necessity

because there were no women's team that would stay in

the state and keep up with us," Rudy explained.

"We did it as a measure of getting somebody who could

compete with us, and when I thought the team was get^

ting too big for its britches, we'd bring on an under 19

team." Rudy said "Up here, I decided it was a nice way

to end up."

The eleven that took to the field for the Reds yesterday

probably will also do so in the season opener at Rutgers

University Saturday. Coach Jim Rudy placed seniors

Margie Jaede, Robin Runstein, and Sue Gaudette up front.

The midfield consisted of freshman Amy Trunk, senior

April Kater in the middle, and junior Michele Woodside.

The back was made up of seniors Becky Bonzano and Kim

Montgomery, sophomore Holly Hellmuth, and freshman

Paula Wilkins. Rudy started sophomore Skye Eddy, but

will probably not decide his starter between the pipes until

game day. , ,

The Amherst team's greatest asset was their speed, but

the Reds showed why they garnered a No. 6 ranking in

the preseason Intercollegiate Soccer Association of

America poll - with good strategy and tactics.

The boys ran wild, trying to use their speed to their ad^

vantage chasing loose balls. A veteran UMass squad

countered with composure and an assuredness of what to

do on the field.

The Reds knotted the match at one apiece after Amherst

scored off a cornerkick. The schoolboys scored as the in

itial kick from the comer was headed out and then knock

ed past sophomore keeper Skye Eddy.

UMass scored minutes after, as Margie Jaede hustled

to a ball that was through the box from Michele Woodside

UMass coach Jim Rudy slowed play in the second half,

but Amherst still managed the better scoring oppor

tunities. Eddy, coming off a successful first season, was

the star as she stuffed several breakaways and one-on

ones that were near goals.

"A tie was nice for both teams, but they probably had

a few more good cracks at our keeper than we did at

their s.
' Rudy said. "But basically they were a product

of speed and counterattacks

Against Keene State in the first half, the Owls' play not

only bore a resemblance to Rutgi-rs with their black and

red uniform, but also with their physical, scrappy play

Keene Slate, which adv;tii<ed ;^ far M the Division 2

Final Four last year under roach Bert Poult, kept pace

with the Red* to the first 46 minutes, but did not serious

h/ threat! n freshman goalksoper Brians Scarry (3 nves)

ail day

Collegian file photo

April Kater (2) and the University of

Massachusetts women's soccer team tied

Amherst High School boys yesterday and beat

Keene State University Sunday. The Reds open

their season Saturday at Rutgers University.

After failing to finish on several occasions, senior Sue

Gaudette broke the scoreless tie after breaking the left

flank at the 28th minute. Last season's second leading

scorer, Gaudette (9 goals- 11 assists 29 points) received a

beautiful lead pass from senior Margie Jaede

All-American midfielder April Kater (1 1 -9-31 last year,

gave UMass a 2 lead into halftime with her trademark

- the header - off a cornerkick in the 38th minute. Jaede

.allied her second assist, providing Kater with a perfect

pass as she rushed the keeper from the weakside of tm

(*ornt*r set-

In the second half, the Owls wen- less of threat

they teemed to fatigue under the sweltering iub whd.

the Reds" possession oriented offense took over

Two freshmen who pbned particularly well W

CONTINUED ON PAGE 31
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Today will be mostly

cloudy, with a chance of

a thunderstorm. Highs

around 75-79.

E MASSACHUSE TS DAILY

The Text Book Annex
was not only crammed
with books — but with

people. Page 3.

Daniel Cohen discusses

the ordeal of dialing

long-distance in the

dorms. Page 7.
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CLT petitions for tax

cuts, alterations
By KENDRA PRATT
Collegian Staff

Citizens for Limited Taxation want to do

more than rollback taxes back to 1988

levels in the Nov. 6 election. They want to

change the way the Massachusetts govern

ment operates.

"We have a bigger project than Ballot

Question No. Three, which is to turn state

government around,*' said Barbara Ander

son, executive director of CLT.

The CLT petition to roll back taxes to

1988 levels will appear as Ballot Question

No. 3 in the upcoming election.

The state government has been playing

with its constituents, according to Ander

son. She said for the last three years

Massachusetts legislators have

overestimated the revenues of the state

budget at the beginning of the fiscal year

that the budget appears balanced.

Anderson said legislators spent the

money they overestimated as if they real-

ly had it. creating a deficit. She also said

they bonded the deficit and raised taxes to

pay for it.

he legislators play this game so at the

end of the fiscal year they can say, We can

get away with tax increases. We can't help

it." she said. "They set people up to feel

guilty if they don't want to pay for the

bond."

Anderson criticized how the State

Legislature has timed their tax mcreaeee

over the last three years. She said the

legislature "fakes"the budget until the end

of year and then "slices and dices."

"Everyone gets hit (by budget cuts), but

at the most inconvenient time," she said.

She suggested that the legislators chooee

to cut in popular area, such as education,

to drum up support for tax increases. She

called this tactic "psychological warfare."

"If Question No. Three doesn't pass, we

will have a deficit of $500 billion," she said.

"No. Three will give the new governor a

backup to reset government planning."

Anderson said CLT are particularly con

cerned in the amount of spending in the

state for human services. Massachusetts

has the third highest spending per capita

for human services in the country, she said.

A critic of CLT, State Rep. Stan

Rosenberg (D Amherst), has condemned
CONTINUED ON PAGE 5
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RACK TO SCHOOL - David and Jimmy and their friends play

tackle football outside of Butteriield after the first day of school.

Dukakis leaves

for Europe after

| breaking mutiny
BOSTON (AP) - After being held a political hostage

by a mutinous lieutenant governor. Gov. Michael

Dukakis prepared to depart on a trade mission Thurs

day as his allies moved to quash the rebellion.

Dukakis was forced to change his travel plans Tues

day by Lt. Gov. Evelyn Murphy, who promised to seize

control of Massachusetts' feeble finances once he left.

And while Dukakis allies rallied to his defense Thurs-

day with references to a new form of Murphy's Law

and" an "attempted bloodless coup," Murphy said her

boss was acting "weird" by not letting her assert

^'There's no good will here and certainly no mutual

respect. " Murphy said Thursday.

Murphy had been a strong supporter of Dukakis in

his 1988 bid for the presidency. But with the state in

a fiscal disaster and Dukakis not seeking reflection,

politicians have been treating him as a liability.

Murphy took this anti Dukakis revolt to a new level

Wednesday when she disclosed she was waiting for the

governor to the leave the state so. as acting governor,

she could push a secret plan for solving the state s

financial woes.

Dukakis decided to postpone his travel plans to

Europe, prompting some political observers to say he

was being held hostage by his own lieutenant governor.

But Dukakis bitterly denounced the tactic as a

political maneuver designed to gain favor with voters

in her bid to succeed him in the governor s office. On

Thursday, aides to Dukakis echoed that charged/! just

think this whole thing is pathetic." said L. Edward

Lashman, state secretary of Administration and

Finance. . ... »

"Here's a lady who isn't going to get elected gover

nor no matter what she does, and she is dangerously

flirting with the economic health of the Commonwealth

of Massachusetts. That's irresponsible," said Lashman,

CONTINUED ON PAGE Ti

Mass. libraries empowered by law
Law will be useful against drop-outs, alumni

By CHRIS MUTHER
Collegian Staff

Libraries in Massachusetts are getting tough and

fighting back against impromptu returns with a new law

that went into effect September 6.

The new law. signed by Gov. Dukakis in June, would

allow for the arrest of library scofflaws if they have receiv

ed notice that their books are 30 days overdue.

Gordon Fretwell, associate director of public services at

the University of Massachusetts Tower Library said he

doubts that the University would resort to the extreme

new law.

Fretwell said the University has other ways to collect

fees for overdue or unreturned books form students, but

say the new law will be helpful in collecting fees from

students who have dropped out or graduated from the

University.

The University policy for collecting funds has general

ly been adding the charge on the student's tuition bill,

which must be paid in order for a student to enroll m
classes, he said.

He added the University has always held the right to

take a student to Small Claims Court, but no case has

gone that far yet.

Bonnie Isman, director of the Jones Library in Amherst,

said she also thinks her library will not need the new law.

"I think we would only use the law in extreme cases,

but I don't think well have to go that far," she said.

Isman said she is unsure if the Jones Library will adopt

the new measures because she has yet to discuss the

measure with the library's board of trustees.

She said the library has a computerized billing system

which keeps track of patrons who have not kept up with

bills.

Students, she added have never been a problem more

so than regular library patrons.

"We've never really had problems with materials be-

ing kept out." she said.

The new law also raises the maximum fine for an over

due book from a maximum of $50 to a maximum of $500

Although the new law makes no mention of a jail

sentence for an overdue book, it allows for a maximum

prison sentence of five years and a fine of up to $25,000

for the theft of library materials or property worth more

than $250.

CoOegian photo by K A. Bark*

The Tower Library
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Collegian as a public service.
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the right to edit for space.
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Library tour- Tours of the University Library are of-

fered regularly in the first weeks of the semester. Tours

last about one hour and leave from the tower entrance

lobby at 10:30 a.m., 1:30 p.m., and 2:30 p.m. Those who

cannot come at the scheduled times can make other ar-

rangements by calling the Reference Department,

545-0150. .

Tours of the Physical Library, on the second floor of the
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Lederle Graduate Research Center lowrise, are]planned

for 10:15 a.m. and 2:15 p.m. today and September 10-14

Librarians at the Biological Science Library, Room 214,

Morrill Science Center (545-2674) and the Music Library

Room 149 Fine Arts Center (545-2870) are also prepared

to provide orientation to their collections.

Coffee Social- The LBGA will spouse a coffee social m
Room 803 of the Campus Center from 3-6 p.m. rree

refreshments will be served, all are welcome.

Fi/m-The film "Torch Song Trilogy" will be shown at

700 p.m., also in Campus Center 803.

SUNDAY SEPTEMBER 9

Picnic and Party- Hillel's Annual Picnic &^Party by

the Pond 12 noon to 5 p.m. games and food. All tree.

Planetarium Shows- AMHERST- The stars and

planets are yours and they are free. The Amherst Area

Amateur Astronomers Association in cooperation in

cooperation with Amherst College will present four free

planetarium shows this month beginning Sunday Sept.9.

The weekly shows will be held at the Amherst College

B^sTpLetarium in Morgan Hall. The shows will

begin at 3 p.m. and will be open to the public^ The pro-

grams will include a look at late summer and fall con-

stellations, where to find the visible planets this month

and other interesting astronomical happenings.

The Bassett Planetarium is located in the second

building on the right going south on Route "« ">*«£«
road intersects with Route 9 in Amherst Center. Other

dates for the planetarium shows for September are Sept.

15, 22 and 29.
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Student Organization ol the University ot Mq»gc

starring

Marlon Brando
and

Matthew Broderick

Mon.-Thurs.

One show only 7:30

Fri.-Sun. 2 shows. 7&9
Only $2.50 w/ student ID

Vance
Shoes for Tap, Jazz, Aero. Lyrical

Bloch's soft leather and canvas Ballet

for women, men, and children

Freed, Chacott.A Capezio pointe shoes

Exercisewear, Accessories

220 N. Pleasant St. (rear)»AmhersC253-5201

for appointment

call 256-31 13

boo main street
AMHERST. MASS. 0KX>2
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Manteures/Ped'cures

Sculptured Nal«

Facials • Makoup
Waxing
Paraffin Treatment

MCA/ISA

Division of Student Activities

Presents

First Week

There's onlyone problemwith

:ligions that have all the answers.)

They don't allow questions.

INER

WORLD
ftfeFINGH ''P

| First Week Night of Bands, Bluewall

1
Cafe, two bands, "We Saw the Wolf and

"Cordelia's Dad", 9pm to 12 mid., all

2 ages show, $1.00 admission.

SUB
7 Sept
9 PM
$1.00

Made possible by a grant from the Dean of Students Office

..Ml

What do John Irving, Horace Boyer,

and the Paul Winter Consort

have in common?

The Ark!

Join us this and every Sunday Night

for Dinner and Fellowship,

6:00pm

« I THE ARK
W\-4 758 NORTH PLEASANT STREET
\|/ 549-5929

LOCAL
UMass to centralize
campus rape reports
By AMY HENRY
Collegian Staff

The University Advisory Committee on

Sexual Assault at the University of

Massachusetts recently implemented cen-

tralized reporting of sexual assaults in an

effort to keep track of growing rape

statistics on this college campus.

"It is a way to tag what is happening on

campus. Without centralized reporting,

statistics get lost. No one knows what is go-

ing on for the total picture of the entire

campus." Steve Blane, assistant director of

graduate students, Center for Counseling

and Academic Development said.

When a sexual assault is reported to

direct service agencies such as the Dean of

Students, Mental Health or University

Health Services, UMass police,

Everywoman's Center and Victim/Witness

a questionnaire will be given to the student

so he or she can anonymously report their

assault.

The Everywoman's Center will compile

statistics based on the questionnaire at the

end ofeach month and release the informa-

tion to the public.

Blane said the new way of collecting

statistics will help the University improve

its policy surrounding assaults on campus.

"Centralized reporting is important for

prevention of potential violence and to find

out if there are certain ares on campus that

need more security."

"The Sexual Advisory Committee

thought it important to have a good count

of sexual assaults on campus," Eileen

Stewart said.

Stewart said the goals of the committee

are: , . .

• Collect an accurate number of victims

reporting.
m Rid rumors surrounding assaults.

Document services that are provided for

victims-

• Develop a mechanism of third party

reporting.

• Identify assault patterns.

• Develop an internal and public policy for

sensitively handling information surroun

ding assaults.

• Garner improvement.

• Track information regarding

perpetrators.

The following list of services is being cir-

culated as a "Victim Fact Sheet." They can

assist a survivor of a sexual assault in a

number of capacities.

The Counselor/Advocate program of the

Everywoman's Center in Nelson House of-

fers 24-hour services, 7 days a week to vic-

tims of sexual assault. The hotline number

is 545-0800.

Mental Health services located at Hills

North provides counseling services for sex-

ual assault survivors and has a 24-hour

number 549-2671.

University Health Services provides

24-hour medical care for sexual assault vic-

tims. A medical examiner will treat any in-

jury incurred by the assault, consider the

possibilities of sexually transmitted disease

or pregnancy, and obtain legally correct

evidence in case the survivor decides to

prosecute.

Survivors of a rape are asked not to bathe

or douche before having the exam. They

should also bring any clothes they were

wearing at the time of the assault. Their

24-hour number is 549-2671.

The UMass police has a sensitive crime

unit, which is specially trained to deal with

sexual assault. Reports can be made con-

fidentially and be done by someone else on

your behalf. They can be contacted at

545 COPS or 545-2121.

The Victim/Witness Assistance Unit is a

specialized unit within the Office of the

Northwestern District Attorney, designed

to help victims and witnesses of crimes

CONTINUED ON PAGE 6
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WE'VE GOT THE BEAT — Junior UMass student Matt Power

works on his drum technique outside the Old Chapel during the

Minuteman Marching Band Camp. ^^tuocumemserv^u-av.,^ CONTINUED ON PAGE 6 I
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Annex reaches capacity; police restrict entry
X *•««"'«'v*"> *»

_ . it
~

ott Wilso_ a ^40,., was relieved to get out of the An

By GARRON J. CARVALHO
Collegian Correspondent

The Text Book Annex yesterday afternoon reached

capacity when almost 1300 students crowded inside the

building forcing University police to restrict access to the

building while a line of 500 students developed outside.

After being summoned by police at about 4:30 p.m., fcn

vironmental Health and Safety ordered the building clos-

ed temporarily as police regulated the number of peop e

inside the building to under 610 as mandated by the state

building inspector.

Bv 5 p.m., lines had dissipated to a five minute wait at

the cash registers, and slightly longer on the credit card

registers, compared to a 30-minute wait to enter the

building earlier. pu . c • .

Richard Mears. fire and safety officer with EH&S. said

an incident of this sort occurs at the beginning of every

semester, but especially in the fall.

•Its not unusual - it happens every semester, he said.

"But it's worse in the fall it seems

William Harris, director of the Campus Center, said it

was becoming very uncomfortable inside and a concern

for the safety of the book buyers."

John Kuusisto, general manager of the University Store,

said the first Thursday after classes begin is traditionah

lv the busiest day. He said this combined with the good

weather contributed to the overcrowding.

Scott Cashman, manager of the Text Book Annex, said

the customers exceeded the capacity of the building but

noted that lines would diminish during dinnertime. He

explained some of the longer lines in the morning were

because most of the cashiers are students and were at

flaSSCS • i

"That is why all the registers were not open," he said

Scott Wilson, a senior, was relieved to get out ot th.

nex. He said it was •ridiculous' that he waited o^

hour to get his books

it was the worst I've ever seen." he said.

Wilson also complained of the heat and inefficient check

out lines. , .

Kuusisto said the credit card line* Ml up la>t spring in

response to student demands contributed to the longer

lines He said the Annex had to replace registers normal

ly used for cash and checks - which tend to move fa

— with slower credit card terminals.

Not all students were annoyed with the wait. Judi Blan

chard a recent transfer student from Northeastern Univer

sity in Boston, considered the hour wait 'par for the course

at any large university.
itoct ,

Cashman said lines likely would not be as long as thev

were yesterday.

Trustee calls for student support

By CHRIS MUTHER
Collegian Staff

Student leaders at the University of

Massachusetts are optimistic that

students will rally enough support to

defeat further budget cuts.

Student Trusteee Angus McQuilken

said the emergency meeting called

Wednesday night by the SGA went

"amazinglv well'and 150 students have

signed up to help plan a strategy.

"We're hoping to start a big move-

ment going on campus, we want peop e

to know what will happen if further cuts

g0 through," he said.

McQuilken said he thinks it is >m

perative that Imposition :Uhe petition

supported by the Citizens for Limited

Taxation, .s defeated. If passed in

November, the petition will roll back

tax levels to 1988, cutting an estimated

$25-$35 million from the UMass budget.

Students should be more concerned

about the upcoming election, he said,

because their futures are at stake.

"If students don't make some noise

about this [CLT petition] there won't be

anything left of this University," he

said.

McQuilken said the SGA is planning

a series of events to get students active

against the CLT question.

"MassPIRG is planning a major voter

registration drive October 2 and 3." he

said. 'We're also planning on a picket

of CLT headquaters."

He said students from Amherst will

also |oin students from the Boston cam-

pus of UMass in righting the CLT

petition.

Advocacy group to file bill

Public education alumnus may become Regent

By KENDRA PRATT
Collegian Staff

A Massachusetts student advocacy

organization for public higher education

plans to file a measure sometime during

this legislative session, granting member

ship to an alumnus from a public college

or university to the Board of Regents of

Higher Education.

The State Student Association ot

Massachusetts is a student-run organiza-

tion which represents the students' views

and concerns to the State Legislature

Board of Regents of Higher Education, and

college and university administrators.

"What were hoping to do is to file legisla

tion that would guarantee at least one

alumnus of public higher education be ap

pointed to the Board of Regents." said Joe

Langis. executive director ot SSAM.

He said the legislative precedent for this

planned petition is a law which guarantees

a labor union representative seat on the

Board of Regents.

The Board of Regents oversees higher

education in the state.

At the Universities of Massachusetts in

Amherst and Boston, as well as at the

University of Lowell, there are guaranteed

seats for alumni on the Board of Trustees,

he said. The alumni who sit on the Board

of Trustees for these universities are

elected by the Alumni Association.

Although there are a few alumni of

public higher education on the Board of

Regents. Langi^ said that "on the level of

the Board of Regents, this shouldn't hap-

pen by chance."

"We want a person that would at l<

have the credentials, the background, and

the understanding of public higher educa-

tion," he -aid
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AEROBICS
AND FITNESS CLASSES

• STATE OF THE ART NEO SHOCK FLOOR

• SIX CLASSES DAILY
• ONLY $4.25 PER CLASS
• SAVE BY BUYING PACKAGES OF

lO. 20, Or 30 classes.
• I mountain l»rm» m»ll

Route 9 Hadlev
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Get Ready For School
At Elder Lumber
At Both Stores:
• Shelving
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• Bulletin Boards
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And Much more

In South Deerfield Only:
• Ready to assemble
bookshelves

• Stationery
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| 20% off College Supplier

I (except safe Items — with this ad)

WHALEN STATIONERS
Main Street — Amherst
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Main Street — Northampton
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ELDER LUMBER
Since 1895 major credit

cards accepted

This Monday and Tuesday. Sept.

10 & 1 1 , when you present your

1990 College ID. card with this

coupon at the Bruegger's Bagel

Bakery on N. Pleasant St. in

Amherst, you'll receive a bagel of

your choice with Supreme
Cheese^or FREE! It's our way of

introducing you to the

deliciousness of Bruegger's

Bagel Bakery.
, „ One coupon per customer

Offer valild 7:30-1 1:00am Mrtt wali-Tin rnmhination
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. <i?

Not valid in

other offers

combination with

BRUEGGER'S
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TEXTBOOK AKHEX
Hours for September have been

extended for your convenience!

i

Five Good Reasons to use

the Textbook Annex

• Largest selection of used books
• One stop shopping

• Professional staff

• Confidence
• Service
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both the CLT and their tax rollback peti-

tion as "the undoing of Massachusetts."

Rosenberg has lambasted CLT repeated-

ly, saying they were "taking advantage of

the anger and insanity"caused by the

state's financial woes.

He said CLT is propelled by Libertarian

ideas whose political philosophy that

everything should be paid for privately ex-

cept for the militia, the courts, and the

police. The political organization has close

ties to the Republican party and is funded

by corporate executives, he said.

According to Rosenberg, the tax rollback

will cut deeply into the funding for higher

education which has already faced heavy

cuts. The Amherst campus could lose

$25-$35 million dollars in allocated state

funds on top of the $62 million dollars cut

since 1988.

Anderson said opposition to CLT has

been trying to assert that CLT supporters

care nothing about higher education in the

state.

"Why would anyone not support educa-

tion?" Anderson said. "Even self-interests

reason tells you you want students to sup-

port your Social Security payments."

Even ifCLT doesn't pass, Anderson said

there will still be a significant tuition in-

crease for public college and university

students.

Rosenberg estimated that a drastic

midyear cut to the budget of UMass from

the passage of the CLT petition would raise

tuition $2,000 per student for the upcom

ing spring semester.

Student Trustee Angus McQuilken has

said the estimated tuition increase to ab-

sorb the $6 million budget cut to the

University without the impact of the CLT
petition would mean a $350 tuition in-

crease per student for next semester.

Anderson said CLT is working on "a

means rate" to determine how much the

state should subsidize individual students

public higher education. They are trying

to devise a plan that would determine the

amount of tuition a student should pay by

the income of their parents, she said.

"Tuitions should be based on affordabili-

ty." she said. "A rich parents' kid shouldn't

go to school for the same rate as poor

parents' kids."

The CLT petition will not rollback any

of the tuition increases set in the last three

years. Anderson said at the time they were

drafting the petition in the summer of

1989, the tuition costs were below the na-

tional average. At that time, she felt tui-

tions should be raised.

The quality of public higher education in

Massachusetts has been brought into ques-

tion by CLT.

"A lot of us aren't sure what you are get-

ting for an education," she said. "You have

teachers encouraging you to leave classes

and to protest Ballot Question No. 3.

"That's not the definition of education —
it's propaganda. The state shouldn't have

to pay for propaganda."
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Hewlett-Packard Overstock Sale!!!

Classic Printers at Outrageous Prices!

All prices for cash or COD; 3% charge for VISA, MC, AMEX

Hewlett-Packard LaserJet

Series II Printer

NEW, with 1 year warranty

8 page«/minute. 640K memory

Include* HP toner cartridge

Qumntni— Umlfd, pricing good only whl* tuppHoa Im0
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HP DeskJet Clearance—WHILE SUPPLIES LAST!

$.-299
• New. with 3 year wermnty
• Laser-quality printing

• Silent, 2 pege/mmute, 300 dpi

HP Business & Scientific Calculators—25% OFF!

Including the HP 48SX. 28S, 12C end other model*

WELCOME BACK STUDENTS
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Busch $8.99cs

24 12oz. cans

^rS&^S

m

Rolling Rock
$10.'33'cs.

"A meaningful price"

24 12oz. Bottles

Bud Dry
$11.99cs.

24 12oz. cans

Sam Adams
$17.99cs.

24 12oz. bottles

Miller Genuine
Draft

12pk.$5.99

12 12oz. bottles

Michelob Light & Dry

12 pk. $6.99

12 12 oz. cans

Beck's
12 pk. $7.99

12 12 oz. bottles

1/2 Keg Busch
$32.99

Keg .nd Up depomt. o.n b. m.»ri> w .th eh«k or cred.t

cards - no cMh.wciiwBry

BASS ALE
$4.99 6pk.

Sutter Home
4pk. $3.99

White Zinfandel

Sauvignon Blanc

Absolut Citron

750ml $10.99

Cuervo Gold
750ml $8.99

Jack Daniels
750ml $10.99

Sun Country Coolers

2 Lt. $2.99

Four Season's

Vodka and Gin
1.75 L $8.99

-8174 - Near McDonald's
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rape reporting

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 3

throughout the court process.

Anyone can call or meet with them

confidentially to ask questions about a

particular assault and how the court

might handle it.

The Dean of Students Office can help

a student with new housing, phone

number changes, privacy on academic

records, changes in classes or schedules

and help with related school and

academic problems. They can be reach-

ed at 545-2681.

Survey: Americans sexually unaware
*^ ..... ir: _.. t~°+;+ii+o iiirt>rtnr June Reninisch

NEW YORK (AP) - Most Americans

would flunk a test of basic knowledge about

sex, says a new survey that's old news to

sex experts.

Fifty-five percent of people surveyed

could not get at least 10 of the 18 questions

right on the test, designed by the Kinsey

Institute.

Half didn't know that a woman can

become pregnant while having her period,

the report said. Half also did not know that

some lubricants, like petroleum jelly,

shouldn't be used with condoms or

diaphragms. Petroleum jelly weakens

rubber.

Half the respondents incorrectly believ

ed anal intercourse itself can cause AIDS,

The Amherst Drop Zone !*

Army/NavyStore
Now 2 Locations

Downtown Amherst * 256-0039

(Behind Bart's, next to Panda E~

Route 9, Hadley * 585-5800

(Next to McDonald's)

WELCOME BACK
AREA SCHOOLS!

For Unique
& Unusual Items

The Only
Army/Navy
Store in the

Valley—The Amherst
Drop Zone

Open: Mon.-Sat. 10-6

Sundays 12-5

f^Open evenings til 9:30 in Hadley

IV

even if neither partner is infected by the

virus; only 30 percent knew that

menopause doesn't cause most women to

lose interest in sex; and only 35 percent

knew that problems with achieving erec-

tions usually are physical and can be

" I'm' not surprised at all" by the poor

showing. Virginia Johnson Masters, direc-

tor of the Master & Johnson Institute in &t.

Louis, said in a telephone interview.

She said people just do not seem to ab-

sorb factual information they hear about

sex, unless a sex-related problem affects

them or a family member or friend, or they

are health professionals who deal with sex^

ual problems, or they have a good

understanding of sexual function and

behavior. _. .

The results also made sense to Debra

Haffner, executive director of the Sex In

formation and Education Council of the

U.S.. a nonprofit organization that pro

motes sex education.

The group " believes that until there is

comprehensive sexuality education for all

people from childhood through adulthood,

that we will continue to see this alarming

degree of sexual ignorance that causes both

personal pain as well as significant disease

and dysfuction." she said.

Kinsey Institute director June Reninisch

said Wednesday the questions were drawn

from those most often asked of the

institute.

Among the poll's other findings: Only

about 25 percent knew that the typical

American has first intercourse at age 16

to 17, or that an estimated 30 percent to

40 percent of married men have had an ex-

tramarital affair.

And only 21 percent knew that more

than a quarter of" American men have had

a sexual experience with another male as

a teen-ager or adult.

Poll results emphasize a need for sex

education of pre-teen children and of

medical school students, because the poll

found people turn to doctors for sex infor

mation, Reinisch said.

Less than 20 percent of poll participants

got at least 12 questions right, and only

five people out of the 1,974 polled answered

at least 16 questions correctly, Reinisch

said.

The poll is discribed in a new book, 'The

Kinsey Institute New Report on Sex." At

a news conference, Reinisch said the poll

was financed by book publisher St. Mar

tin's Press and the Kinsey Institute for

Research in Sex. Gender and Reproduction

FREE
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Buck Stewart
549-5454

WITH THE PURCHASE OF ANY
FUTON & FRAME

GOOD NIGHT BEDDING
OUTLET STORES -

10% Oil with this ad
Expires September 31, 1990

Open 7 days a week
320 RIVERSIDE DRIVE

NORTHAMPTON
585-0660

9E PLEASANT STREET
AMHERST (next to the Mercantile

5493507
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--DEP
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MARTINI & ROSSI
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SILVERRUM M3**
cum rrrir
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}
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ICE CREAM

' $ Pastries.

BACARDI BREEZERS
RUM COOLERS

TROPICAL LIME, PEACH, BERRY 4 pkg.-12 oz bottles!

net ratpontibi* lor

typographic*! error.

SALE PRICES
THURS8 30 90

THRU '.VE0 9 12-90

HADLEY
9am lo 1 1 pm Campus Plaza/Route 9

Monday thru Saturday 253-9344

** TWO
LOCATIONS

HOLYOKE
30 Lincoln St

534-4555 TeleCheck

AMHERST
103 N.PLEASANT ST

253-9371

EDITORIAL/OPINION
Welcome to UMass - one gigantic, complex community

Hello, freshmen, welcome, etc.

You are now in college, which means you are basically

on your own from here on out.

At the moment, you may be feeling absolutely alone in

a big place with lots of people who all seem to know what

they are doing. If it is any consolation, think of me — three

years or so ago almost to this day, standing on the steps

of the Student Union with a wrinkled campus map, ask-

ing for help finding the Tower Library.

A passerby's exact words: "Here's a memory aid. It's

a tower."

That's OK. It is a natural process. If you feel dumb for

a while, that's because you are dumb, for a while, until

you get your bearings. It is one of the beauties of this place

- there re* y is not anybody here who is going to hold

your hand ind gently usher you toward a diploma.

To survive at UMass, you have got to be able to fend

for yourself. And to be able to fend for yourself is a good

thing.

Some other good things:

The Pioneer Valley (you are standing in it right now)

in late September early October is simply the nicest place

on the planet, when every tree on campus is celebrating

its diversity — get used to that phrase — and the air is

Telephone
turbulence
terrifying

I have just tried to call my parents long distance for the

fifth time on this stupid phone.

Either this machine was built as a conspiracy against

students or I am a bigger moron than I thought I was.

Either option is depressing.

Daniel Marks Cohen

entirely clear and almost cold. Find a tall building and

head for a top window, and take a look around. Then go

outside and play; winter comes soon enough.

Last year at this time I was on the West Coast, on ex-

change to Oregon, where, in the fall, things just turn dif-

ferent shades of green. Amherst in autumn — something

I had taken for granted - was unbearable to be away

from.

I usually can get the hang of mechanical devices pretty

quickly, but this time I feel like I'm building a dishwasher

" press transfer uhile the first party is on hold and

then press one of those tuo buttons on the bottom of the

phone ...you kmM . the one that look* likem asterisk and

the other that looks like the number sign ...

To mv surprise and utter horror (not to mention further

confusion., those two damn buttons actually have names

The asterisk is called the "star" key. and the other one

is the "pound" key Oh. wait. I thought I screwed that

up. isn't it the other way around? Oh. heck!)

And to make matters worse, the phone now has all these

other buttons that I doubt I will ever learn to use.

Here are two ..l the obnoxious features that the new

system offers. Call Park (PARK? My phone can park?) and

Follow Me (What?!>. And we call this progress?

You want to impress me? Have my phone mix drinks

or cook dinner or, even better, do laundry. Now. if my

phone could do that. I would be impressed.

I cant even use the shiny new answering machine 1

shelled out sixty bucks for last semester. You just knou

that Duffey and the telephone answering machine com

pany of New England made a deal beforehand.

Another wonderful aspect of this system is that it has

conference call. "Up to eight people!" it "X" »n th
«^^

pamphlet distributed to me. in a half-hearted attempt to

C

t^i ^opT^n a conference call. Oh. my sweet

oetunias! How confusing!

How would you be able to tell who was ta king .never

mind the fact that I have trouble talking to just ONE

^When was the last time you wanted to talk to eight peo-

ple on the phone all at the same time?

I don't need a pamphlet to understand this monster.

I need a three<redit intensive crash course on telephone

Tneedthe Maytag repairman. I need a sedative. I need

my mommy.

';„l;™nun»n»»a™g machine?g only been

u»d a Utile bit - and if. .till shiny! And I have the box

it came in.

Maybe I'll just WRITE my parents. .
.

Daniel Marks Cohen is a UMass student

Sam Silverstein

They could — could, not should - cut the budget here

down to seven dollars and twenty six cents and this would

still be a great place to spend the fall.

You are also going to bump into some people here who

are sincerely, sometimes shockingly, different from you.

Those faces in the brochure are very real on campus. Peo-

ple of every imaginable ethnicity, religion, sexual

preference, political orientation, shape, size, texture, etc.

are your classmates.

Keep an open mind, and you can learn as much from

them as any textbook or lecture.

Ifyou were looking to go to school with something a lit-

tle more homogeneous (say, preppies from all over the

world), you have gone one stop too far on the bus. Amherst

College is thatta way.

And if you do want to surround yourself with something

a bit more familiar, with people of similar backgrounds

and interests, for example, then there is plenty of room

for that, too.

In fact, there is plenty of room for lots of things here.

By my count, UMass has about 28 different reputations

("You're from Massachusetts?" I was asked once in

Oregon. "You must be smart."), and all of them are true

As true, at least, as you make them. A party school?

ZooMass? Of course. 20,000 kids and no parents - sounds

like all the key ingredients to me. A great education? If

you want to go rooting around a bit for it, sure, there is

as much to be learned here as anywhere else. A weak

education? You could probably find that here, too. Jock

school? Earthy-crunchy? Hick?. . Yes to all, and no to

any, if you so wish.

So. welcome again, to a big campus with pretty trees

and strange people, and boundless opportunities for suc-

cess, and failure.

Sam Silverstein is a Collegian staff member

Editorial Policy

I

The Editorial/Opinion page welcomes columns, letters and cartoons from UMass

^ttTa^ with the writers name, .oca.

ad^esYand phone'nu.nber attached. This information is subject to vesication prior

^nymous'submissions will be printed at the editors' discretion.

T^e Editorial staff reserves the right to edit letters and «£™»g^«™™
clarity and length. Any submission that is requested to be left uned.ted Will not

^^Z^V^ of the Co/^on and will not be returned. The

Fditorial staff is not required to print all submitted material.

Letters should be no longer than 30 typed lines and columns must not exceed 65

TofumnTst status is granted only after having five columns printed on the Page

^SSTSTb. addressed to The Editoria. Editors, Collegian Offices, 113

CsSSeSTn b^omingSnists or cartoonists should come down to

the2SS1 or call 541-0719 and ask to talk to Reggie Gayle "Jeremy.

wflook forward to receiving your submissions and comments throughout the

semester.
Maybe 111 just wium «»j k«»»~"— •

- ^ r .«,

UMass Amherst 01003.
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UMass Prof, on leave promotes math in WashingtonW ...... ..__,__ ,v- *»« mmmittee of the math societies that keeps track of

AMHERST (AP) - People react nervously when they

find out what Ed Connors does for a living.

He is after all, heading the Washington lobby of the

nation's three main mathematical societies. But Connors

says it's time for people to get over their math anxiety

and realize that mathematicians count.

It's not an easy pitch. Connors, who has taken a leave

from the University of Massachusetts where he taught

math for 21 years, maintains that mathematicians have

too long ignored society's slights. A
Typically the first reaction many people have when they

are introduced to a mathematician is an edgy "Oh, 1

always hated math" or "I was always lousy in math, Con-

nors said.

"You can understand when you consider what most peo-

ple were exposed to in the mane of mathematics instruc-

'The psychological shudder says a great deal about the

attitudes of the nation, he said. It also explains why the

U S is lagging in producing mathematicians and why

political leaders from President Bush on down have taken

to calling math education in elementary and high schools

a national crisis, he said.

And it if what has led the American Mathematical

Elation, the Mathematical Association ofAmerica and

the society for Industrial and Applied Mathematics to join

forces and step up their efforts to promote the field, he

"in his new job. Connors will be trying to raise the level

of math awareness in Congress, particularly when it

comes time to portion put grants for education, said

hleen Holmay, public information director for the

Joint Policy Board for Mathematics, the organization

formed by the three societies.

"He's going to be doing legislative and public affairs

work, which is interacting with federal agencies, all the

math societies, particularly their science policy commit-

tees and working with places like the National Science

Foundation," she said.

Connors said that even when it comes to other

sciences,"we've always been at the back of the bus con-

tending that research and other funding for math has

traditionally lagged and math departments are often the

first places administators look to cut.

"I blame mathematicians," he said. "Mathematics isn t

boring, unpopular or a man's game. Mathematicians simp-

ly don't do a good job of promoting the field."
^

"They tend to just ignore what people think.

But he maintained that the nation has fallen so far

behind that mathematicians can no longer remain quiet

.

This year. U.S. citizens made up 46 percent of the 919

people who received doctorates in math at U.S. colleges

and universities, he said. Fifteen years ago, U.S. citizens

not 75 percent of doctorates in math. ....
Women, who make up half of those getting bachelor s

degrees in the field, have made considerable gains. A

quarter of the doctorates issued this year to American

citizens went to women, but the increase hasn t been

enough to cover the steady declines in the number o!

American men going into the field. This year 319 men

got doctorates in math, compared to 696 in 1973.

Two years ago Connors who for years has chaired the
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joint committee of the math societies that keeps track of

growth in the field, compared mathematicians to an en-

dangerd species. .. A . „
"The big difference is there is no penalty for laying oft

a math teacher, even though school superintendents ought

to be fined as severely as for killing a bald eagle, he said.

"At the same time that President Bush is saying we

need to train twice as many people as math teachers, we

still have headlines talking about math teachers being

laid off," he said. .

"There is more of an awareness on the part of politicians

and governmental leaders," he said. "But I'm not sure

if it is the awareness of a problem with declining test

scores or a willlingness to make a commitment."

Show to continue
BOSTON (AP) — Foes of a controversial exhibit of

photographs by Robert Mapplethorpe were rebuffed in

a bid to stop the show.

Boston Municipal Clerk Magistrate Rosemary Carr

Wednesday denied three complaints against the show

at a Boston art museum. The complaints would have

prompted an investigation by the district attorney.

Although she said, "personally I wouldn t pay five

cents" for the pictures, Carr moved quickly to deny the

request by the American Family Association, which

argued the photos were obscene.

The group had sought complaints that the exhibit -

is exploitative, constitutes dissemination of obscene

materials and dissemination of matter harmful to

minors. .

Lesley Pasquini, who filed the complaints against

Boston's Institute of Contemporary Art. said members

of her group will discuss their next step.
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Persian Gulf Crisis

U.S. man shot in Kuwait while trying to escape
a • *r»r» hit*-

(AP) — Few details were available on the

reported shooting of the American in

Kuwait.

American diplomats in Baghdad told a

briefing yesterday that the Foreign

Ministry has not allowed them access to the

man, who they said was in a Kuwait

hospital. They had no word on his

condition.

In Bahrain, a Western diplomat said the

American was shot in the hand and broke

his leg as he was trying to jump out of his

window.

Saddam, in a statement read on Iraqi

television Wednesday, called upon "all

Arabs, within the teachings of Allah and

according to the Moslem Holy War of

Jihad, to fight the stance taken by Arab
agents who have followed these

foreigners."

He was referring to Saudi Arabia, which
has allowed about 60,000 U.S. troops onto

its soil, and countries such as Egypt and
Morocco, which sent contingents to Saudi

Arabia to help stand up to Iraq.

Saddam offered yesterday to allow Bush
to speak directly to the Iraqi people on

Baghdad television, a response to U.S. of-

ficials' complaints about the extensive air

time given the Iraqi leader in the West.

Naji ai-Hadithi. the director general of

the Information Ministry, said he had

received the instructions from Saddam and

that an Iraqi television crew was ready to

conduct an interview with Bush in

Washington.
The White House reacted skeptically.

Aides said it was "unlikely" that the presi

dent would accept the offer, but spokesman
Marlin Fitzwater said the proposal was be-

ing looked into.

Yesterday, an Air France jet flew into

Paris from Jordan carrying 153 Westerners

allowed to leave Iraq, including at least

nine Americans.

In Baghdad, a* British convoy of

thousands of hungry Asians stranded in

Jordan after fleeing Iraq and Kuwait final-

ly drew million in pledges by other nations,

but there was concern the aid could come

too late.

Nearly 20,000 cross into Jordan every

day, but only half that number leave dai-

ly reported the official Jordanian news

agency Petra. More than 100,000 are

stranded in the country.

Soviets call for UN military forces
.... ... . 44 A " ,!,...,.,,... anntker 1 1 nt Vi rpa t f»n \ T\S COU

I

Iraq tightened the screws on trapped

Westerners yesterday, warning that

anyone trying to leave without permission

could face life in prison. The Soviet Union

for the first time called for sending a U.N.

military force to the Persian Gulf.

Washington and Moscow, meanwhile,

scrambled to prepare for the weekend

superpower summit they hope will bring

a break in the 5-week-old crisis.

At the United Nations, diplomats said

U.N. Secretary-General Javier Prez de

Cuellar planned to send an envoy to oc-

cupied Kuwait who was trying to avoid cap-

ture. Department spokesman Mark Dillen

called Iraq's behavior "outrageous.

As the United States redoubled its efforts

to win financial support for the huge

military effort, British Prime Minister

Margaret Thatcher pledged more forces to

bolster the U.S. contingent in the gulf. She

did not elaborate on the deployment plans.

Egypt, too, said it was beefing up its

small gulf contingent.

President Bush said the United States

was determined to force Iraqi President

Saddam Hussein to withdraw from

Kuwait, which Iraqi troops overran Aug.

2 in a dispute over land, money and oil.

"We will not stand by while one country

devours another unthreatening country

whole," Bush said at a Kansas fund-raiser.

"Our cause may not be easy, but it will

always be right."

In a surprise move, Bush said he would

make a statement for broadcast an inter

view with Bush, but the White House said

the president would tape a statement

instead.

Statements by the Iraqi president —
which White House wags call "Sad-

damathons" — have received ample air

time in the United States, and the Bush ad

ministration was reportedly irritated about

this.

U.S. continues search for economic support
ANCHORAGE, Alaska (AP) - Treasury

Secretary Nicholas Brady's globe-touring

search for billions of dollars to support the

economic and military campaign against

Iraq's Saddam Hussein is entering its final

but possibly toughest phase.

Brady was scheduled to meet on Friday

with South Korean President Roh Tae-woo.

Later the same day, he flies to Tokyo for

talks with Japanese Prime Minister

Toshiki Kaifu.

The Bush administration also dispatch-

ed Secretary of State James A. Baker III

to oil-rich nations of the Middle East to look

for economic support.

These discussions followed on the heels

of Brady's talks Tuesday and Wednesday

with French officials and British Prime

Minister Margaret Thatcher.

But in those cases, the meetings involv-

ed countries which already have a sizable

military presence in the Persian Gulf and

have indicated a willingness to provide at

least some aid to alleviate the economic suf

fering on Egypt, Jordan and Turkey from

enforcement of the trade embargo against

Iraq

Aides said it was unlikely" that the presi uater me san.* u»j, »* ...« »,- —

Crisis impacts hard onNE consumers
New Englanders most dependent on Mideast oil

. «. k,„.. r_„i„„^ ;= «,4,ll «tnrUwi Markev said the major oil companies
WASHINGTON (AP) - New England is well stocked

with home heating oil going into this w.nter and con

sumers who buy early can hedge against price shocks

driven by the Mideast crisis, oil dealers said yesterday

Economists, politicians, utility executives and wholesale

oil dealers met on Capitol Hill to discuss the impact on

New England of events in the Middle East, particularly

the United Nations backed embargo on Iraqi oil

Not surprisingly, most agreed that New England w,l

be the hardest hit section of the country because it is most

dependent on foreign oil and has no energy natural

resources of its own. .

But the participants prescribed a way for the region to

buffer the shock For the region's politicians, the strategy

,s to unite around common energy policy goals * or

utilities it is to use natural gas or nuclear power as alter-

natives to oil for electricity generation.

And for consumers, most of whom already ^'ve fuel

efficient cars and live in insulatated homes, a little finan

cial planning can help protect against the rapid changes

in the world of international oil. „

-There are vehicles by which consumers can hedge

said Edward Bulmer. president of Sprague Energy an oU

wholesaling company in Massachusetts, Maine and New

Hampshn-e Bv buying during the summer months under

"xea price plans. Bulmer said, consumers can guarantee

a price of between 65 and 80 cents per gallon for home

"Steels them from the sudden price£**£
familiar to New Englanders who saw their fuel bills dou-

?i, few weeks during last December s cold snap.

"Sophisticated consumers may well nde tfns thing ou

»nd not see $120 heating oil." Bulmer said It takes

eSucatioHnd it takes a consumer whosays. 'I can live

with that price and I'm not going to get greedy and assume

that the price drops 10 cents a gallon.

New England residents are already paying the price of

the Mideai crisis through higher gasoline fuel and utility

bills ReTEdward Markey (D-Mass) said the tab comes

to an extra $10 million per day for the six New England

states compared to a month ago.

Markey said the major oil companies, not middleman

dealers, are the culprits behind the rapid rise of prices.

The oil market, he said, seems to be able to raise its

prices instantaneously. -„u~.m.\

But there's an incredible ability, almost like Michael

Jordan, for the prices, once they're up there, to stay up

there in suspension." Markey said.

The solution, according to Markey. is for if*™™*
representing New England and other energy ^ndent

regions, to join forces and set a clear agenda. The agen-

daX said, should includes^V^VoT^
projects like the Iroquois pipeline linking New York Nev.

Inland and New Jersey with Canada
.

jgas^elds.

Richard Bornemann, vice president ofth
;

Conned.cut

based United Illuminating Co.. warned thai
•

Mrakey s

prescription would pit New England against an over-

wheTmmg coalition of legislators from Texas. Arkansas.

Louisana and other oil producing states^

•That's a war between the states and this time the

North would lose." Bornemann said.

For the short term, according to Michael E. Canes, an

expert in oil supply with the American Petroleum In

stUufe, New England has adequate fuel reserves going

into this winter. „ r id
"The stocks are in pretty good shape Canes saitiL

"Even if there were quite a cold winter there should be

"Xtrs^k^nrst^'last winter, when a short

prTseason supply and several major mishap*^at^enes

around the country combined with cold D«*m°* r

temperatures to send home heating oil prices

^nafd Smith of the New England Fuel Institute^

group representing independent oil dealers in New

England said improved heating fuel efficiency instituted

by consumers afUr oil shocks of the 1970s has left the

'Tma d\u£g th^XrToil embargo, the average New

England\oru^ from 1,500 to 2,000 gallons of home

heating oil per year. Today, that average is down to bet-

ween 600 and 950 gallons per year.

states compare" w » "—— -=>-

New England senators warn Bush
X^ T ~ ._:, u;„w _,_ for the Bush. "The question of objectives is extremely <

WASHINGTON (AP) - Amid high praise for the Bush,

administrations handling of Mideast diplomacy, three

New England senators waned of military and financial

troubles unless the United States gains more substantive

help from its.allies.
Relations Committee

tThetu^Xnilation's role in marshaling world

the Ut may^making a political blunder if .1 pushes

to reinstaU Kuwait, emirs if Hussein's forces can be push-

ed eut of the oil rich natH>n.

Committee^chairman

^

a^^ Kuwqaiti

^rent^g anTaqi pullout may not end the

crisis.

"The question of objectives is extremely complex, Pell

said before questioning of Baker began. "We see the

wiVhdrawl of Iraq from Kuwait. But do we seek the return

of the emir or a democracy? Moreover, is Iraqi withdrawl

a sufficient objective?" »whUp
The world community cannot stand by, Pell said, while

the ruthless regime in Baghdad proceeds in its quest
.

for

a nuclear capability that might eventually bring terror

and devatation to the entire region 1

Dodd called the response by the Bush administration

and the United Nations "a first-rate example of how

foreign policy in the latter part of this century and cer

ainlfinTo the next is going to have to be conducted.

Bui Dodd said U.S. policy should not merely focus on

the removal of Iraq from neighboring Kuwait but on the

restoration of a legitimate Kuwaiti fovernmen^ring-

ing back the old crowd is a bit of a concern. Dodd said.

Iraqi offcials

attempt to end
isolation
(AP) - Iraqi officials traveled to Moscow and Beij

ing in a bid to break out of international isolation but

the Kremlin yesterday reiterated its demand that bad

dam Hussein withdraw from Kuwait and restore its

former rulers. ,,, ... .

China said food and medicine should be provided to

In occupied Kuwait, an American was reported in the

hospital after being shot in the hand by an Iraqi soldier

and breaking his leg as he tried to avoid capture. Lb.

officials said they had no word on the American s iden

tity or condition. „
Also vesterdav. Iraq said it was reviving a law call

ing for prison terms up to life for any foreigner caught

trying to leave without an exit permit

The country's justice minister was quoted as saying

by the official Iraqi News Agency: "A foreigner

violating the entry and exit procedures will be

sentenced to a life or temporary imprisonment and ail

cash in his possession will be confiscated.

About 11.000 Westerners are still stranded in Iraq

and Kuwait

Saddam kept up his propaganda barrage, calling

Wednesday for a holy war against the U.S. led Western

forces that flooded the Persian Gulf region after he

overran Kuwait on Aug. 2.

More freed Western women and children headed

home yesterday, but hundreds were held back

U S officials got a sympathetic ear but no immediate

funding from European allies for what appears increas-

ingly to be a long-term American military commitment

in the gulf.

In Jordan, tens of thousands of Asian refugees from

Iraq and Kuwait remained stranded in desert camps,

awaiting a way to get home.

The quest for a peaceful solution continues yester

day as Jordan's King Hussein held talks with Saddam

in Baghdad, sources in the Iraqi capital reported.

Taha Yassin Ramadam, Iraq's deputy prime

minister, arrived in Beijing in an apparent mission to

seek help from a long-term ally.

China's Foreign Ministry said food and medicine

should be sent to Iraq, despite the U.N.ordered em-

bargo on trade.

On Wednesday, Iraqi Foregn Minister Tariq Aziz met

Soviet President Mikhail S. Gorbachev in Moscow. The

official Soviet news agency Tass stressed yesterday that

Moscow did not waver in its insistence on "the im-

mediate withdrawal of all Ir ,
>ps from Kuwait and

the rrl oration of that countr> s independence and

sovereignty."

The Soviets have backed the U.N. resolutions bann

ing trade with Iraq and authorizing military enforce-

ment of the embargo.

; •S - - .» r^ - i. *
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State says
oil prices stable
BOSTON (AP) - The average price for gasoline in

Massachusetts has stabilized, after showing sharp in-

creases since the Iraqi invasion of Kuwait last month,

the state reported yesterday.

A survey conducted Wednesday by the Division of

Energy Resources found the statewide average prices

for a gallon of unleaded gasoline at a full-service sta-

tion was $1.38. This showed no increase from the week

before.

The lowest average price, $1.33 per gallon, was found

in the greater Boston area and the highest price of

$1.42 was found on Cape Cod.

The average self serve price for an unleaded gallon

of gasoline was $1.28.

The average price for home heating oil dropped a pen-

ny to $1.17 a gallon across the state with some dealers

lowering their prices as much as 10 cents since last

Tuesday.

GLB programs hit by budget cuts
_ _ a . * A. _ -1 'J. -_ 1-1. ,.1.. 4- lo.lt »* »IFll

By ALI WOOLWICH
Collegian Staff

From lack offunds for teacher's assistants to ebbing of-

fice supplies, the Program for Gay, Lesbian and Bisexual

Concerns, a division of the Dean of Students office, will

be one of the many campus resources that will suffer in

the wake of recent budget cuts.

Staff positions have been cut from two T.A.s and one

part-time clerical worker to one T.A.

Chris Macek, the currently employed T.A., explained

the situation. The Program could only hire him for the

month of September, since the level of funds is still being

worked through due to the cuts imposed by the executive-

branch ordered 4 percent across-the-board spending

However, Macek's tuition waiver for being a T.A. is bas-

ed on the salary he would receive for the semester from

the Program.
When his bill is reviewed in October by the Tuition

Board, his fees will be raised due to not being employed

by the Program, and he said will be forced to leave school.

"Hey Bud, Welcome Back!"

-Your favorite music (DJ)

-Sports

-Pool

-Munchies

-Giveaways

-much, much MORE!

Proper ID Required
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Once this T.A. position is vacated, it is likely that it will

be eliminated. This will leave the Program severely

understaffed, as to interfere with its ability to continue

offering the services it currently provides.

The Program's lending library may suffer a purchasing

freeze; funds for new books, periodicals and journals are

determined by what is left in the budget after expenses.

This year, that remainder will be minimal to none.

Students' access to services and events will decrease in

various ways.

• The monthly newsletter that was free may now have

to have a charge for printing and postage costs.

• Less guest speakers may be brought to campus.

• Events will be less well publicized due to the costs

for printed flyers and local media advertising.

The Program's staff face having to spend considerable

time fundraising in order maintain the current level of

operation.

The Program operates a lending library for members

of the LBGA community and also coordinates the Gay,

Lesbian, Bisexual Speakers Bureau on campus.

*\7 r <* "•7-fu

Hours:
Mon-Sun - 7am-3pm

Late Nite

Fri & Sat 10pm-3am
Special Daily

Breakfast served all day

88 Pleasant St.

584-4145

•ABSOLUTE AUCTION
8 GOLF COURSE CONDOS
AT FAIRWAY VILLAGE,

NORTHAMPTON, MA
RE Pa 90-4*9

SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 15, 1990 AT 10:00 A.M.

UNITS Bi-1, B-2, Bi-3, Bx-4, B-5. B-6, B-7 and Bx-8

FAIRWAY VILLAGE.SPRING ST, NORTHAMPTON, MA

OPEN HOUSES: Friday, Saturday & Sunday,

Sept 7th, 8th & 9th -11 AM to 4 PM aach day

MjpjgMJ only: Mon-Fri, September 10-14, 1 1 AM to 4 PM

Offering 8 (uxury lUsvUnttal Condo Units situaudon 80

dens tfLrndbordinna tfu MiWKiver. Property ^Jfcaud
alma tfu fairways oftfu 9{prtfuxnwton Country CUu>, a nine

hou private goifcourst.m units have Southern exposure to

allowfor tfugreatest view andprivacy ,

I TERMS: THREE THOUSAND DOLLARS ($3,000 00) d«po»r1 par unit in cart.
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PREMIUM WILL BE ADDED TO THE F1HAL HKiH BIO

UP TO 95% FINANCING AVAILABLE TO QUALIFIED

BUYERS A RATES AS LOW AS 8.65%.

CALL TODA Y FOR BROCHUREAND INFO
AMERICA REAL ESTATE PROFESSIONALS

JEROME J. NANKING A CO..JNC.
J*ia. AUCTIONEERS
•fiSr TOLLFREE-l-aOO-821-0111
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$99 SPECIAL
3 Days only

Sept. 6th, 7th & 8th

10:00am-4:00pm

While they last

Rollokan Swedish
Flatweave

WOOL RUGS
Additional sizes & styles

available at up to 60% off

Amsal International Inc.

1120 Federal St.; Rt.9
Direci ,

Belchertown, MA
413-253-2644

en
Bus Route
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Students caught stealing sign

Compiled by PRESTON P. FORMAN
Collegian Staff

Police were called Wednesday to the

Washington Residence Hall Cluster Office

on a report of two students removing a tow

^one sign from a pole.

University action will be taken against

the students by the Housing staff.

ARRESTS

• Robert Douglass, 21, of Southwood

Apartments, was arrested Wednesday on

University Drive for operating a motorcy-

cle without a license and permitting a

passenger without headgear.

• Peter Ochs, 20, of 1301 Coolidge, was

arrested Wednesday outside of the hall for

being a minor carrying alcohol.

LARCENY

• A man reported to police Wednesday

that his vehicle parked in the Stadium Lot

was damaged during a breaking and enter

ing attempt to steal the stereo. The damage

estimate was $250.

mutiny
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

who added he was not publicly supporting

any candidate.

Murphy is well behind in her two

Democratic opponents in the race for gover-

nor, according to the recent public opinion

polls. Prior to this week, she tried gently

to disassociate herself form Dukakis, claim

ing she warned him in writing in the

spring of 1988 that the state was headed

for trouble

Yet despite her past allegiances. Murphy

has not always been a close political ally

of Dukakis. In fact, during the 1986 cam

paign, the same delegates who endorsed

Dukakis for governor supported another

democrat for lieutenant governor, who

ultimately lost to Murphy.

"She's elevated Murphy's Law to an art

form.'" said Stephen Crawford, a Dukakis

spokesman "Whatever can go wrong, she'll

make sure goes wrong."
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"20% off College Supplies

(except sale items — with this ad)

WHALEN STATIONERS
Main Street — Amherst

(next to Buffalo Bill's)

Main Street — Northampton

(next to Cathy Cross)

'Serving Students Since 1958"

coupon expires 9-15-90
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New Writer's

Meeting

interested in working for:

News
Arts

Sports

Editorial

Black Affairs
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Campus
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The Index Yearbook has openings for

editor & staff positions in the following

Ml Farms Maa, Route 9, HadfcyMA 01035

Table. A CD Juke Box will also be installed for this season.

„o ,-//// h* niven bv Mr Brown on Tuesdays and

throughout the year.

Bm^n-* carries a full line of equipment and pool cues for sale

tZuch names as McDermott. Viking and Willie M,scon, as

^etlas num"™!others. We sell and service pool tables. Fran-

chising opportunities are available.

Pool Hall Hours: *****
Sunday thru Thursday; 11 am to midnight

Friday & Saturday; 11am to 1am

R&tQS!

$3.00 per hour per person

STUDENTS: 10 percent discount with /.D.

[WOMEN'S SPECIAL: Play for HALFPRICl
\wumw o ^ Wednesdays.

Brown's can be reserved for parties and large groups.

areas: photography
layout

copy writing

sports

organizations

Greeks
seniors

student life

business
marketing

Come to our introductory meeting on

Thursday, September 13 at 7pm in room

103 in the Campus Center Basement

(near the Collegian). ^w
Call 545-0848 if you are interested but

unable to make the meeting.
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Amherst's

Best Kept

Secret
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RUBE BOUGHT OVER 35,000 ROLLS
INCLUDING ALL THE MOST WANTED COLORS
AND FABRICS SHAW SELLS THE DEALER

WHAT HE NEEDS AND WE GET THE REST!

Winners'Athletic Club

D 3 Indoor Tennis Courts

a 4 Outdoor Clay Tennis Courts

(2 Convertible to Indoor Clay

Courts Starting Sept. 1st)

d 4 Racquetball Courts

a Nautilus & Cardiovascular

Fitness Center

n Aerobics
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8RIBW
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LUGGAGE SET
DELUXE 26" PULLMAN
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•150 SET

Extra toppings

ONLY $1.50 each

One coupon per order.
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12inch cheese I!

Extra toppings

ONLY $1.00 each

One coupon per order.
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Republicans hopefuls debate

Pierce, Weld contrast on solutions for state

BOSTON (AP) — In a debate less than

two weeks before the primary election,

Republican gubernatorial hopefuls Steven

Pierce and William Weld accused each

other of being out of step with

Massachusetts voters.

While Piece claimed Weld was proposing

"liberal solutions" to problems such as teen

pregnancy, Weld said his opponent wanted

to "turn back the clock" on issues such as

women's rights and the environment.

Weld, a former U.S. attorney, has been

tailing in public opinion polls and focused

most of his attacks on Pierce.

But Pierce, the House minority leader,

not only took aim at Weld but also criticiz-

ed the Democrats who control the State

House.
The debate Wednesday night was the se

cond televised encounter in a week between

the two candidates. Weld had been pressur-

ing for debates for weeks after he was

soundly defeated by Pierce at the state

Republican convention in March.

As with previous meetings. Weld criticiz-

ed Pierce's lack of a legislative record and

also accused him of not giving full support

to the tax-cutting ballot petition sponsored

by Citizens for Limited Taxation.

Pierce, meanwhile, stressed the working-

class values he said he represents, and he

also reiterated he supports the CLT peti-

tion as "the only way to force the

Democratic leadership to restructure state

government."
Also. Pierce took a shot at Weld's record,

noting that a former Justice Department

official did not cite "good management" as

a strength of the U.S. attorney's office

under Weld's tenure.

But Weld responded that this assessment

came from William Bradford Reynolds in

1988. after Weld had left the Justice

Department. Reynolds was a chief assis-

tant of former Attorney General Edwin

Meese, whose term was marked by

"misconduct," Weld said.

Weld said he would bring sound manage-

ment to the governor's office, and insisted

he could find $800 million worth of savings

in the budget through federal reim-

bursements and by changes in Medicare

and special education.

On the subject of the economy, each can-

didate was asked how he was feeling the

pinch of tough times along with a raise in

state income and gasoline taxes.

Weld, who is wealthy, said he feels the

taxes at the gasoline pump. Also, he said

the state needs to improve its business

climate by straightening out its finances.

Pierce said he and his wife are frugal,

and he did not believe he was cutting back

on anything. But he used the opportunity

to say once again that he was more in touch

with middle income people.

"They are not theoretical to me," he said.

The issue of class became a central topic

prior to the Republican convention. Weld

said Wednesday he did not think it was ap-

propriate, though he added a "certain

amount of innuendo has come out of Pierce

quarters."

Weld was careful, however, to mention

that he fought for the "little guy" as U.S.

attorney, prosecuting white-collar crime.

The most heated confrontations occurred

on the subjects of abortion and sexual

education. Pierce, who is anti-abortion, said

the state should do all it can to encourage

adoption of unwanted babies. He also

criticized Weld for supporting the distribu

tion of condoms at schools."

"Bill has a lot of positions that put him

out of the mainstream," Pierce said.

State colleges threaten

reduced academic year
Boston (AP)- Officials of state public

colleges and universities, faced with the

second 4 percent budget cut of the sum-

mer, are considering closing for two

weeks and asking employees to take a

week off without pay.

The thing they don't want to do, the

say, is to cut the quality of education.

After two straight months of less tax

revenues than anticipated, Gov.

Dukakis on Tuesday ordered every ex

ecutive department to reduce allocations

by 4 percent and tell him how they

would do it within 15 days.

University of Lowell President

William T. Hogan said he will have to

take drastic measures if asked to male

further cuts, and one option is for

"everybody to take a week off without

pay"
Sherry Penney, chancellor of the

University of Massachusetts at Boston,

said she is considering closing the cam

pus for one or two weeks.

"You just run out of things to d

told the Boston Globe

She said she will have a hard time eon

trolling student-related costs, "because

we already have the students in classes.

"What do you do with the students

who are here? Walk around to ev.

fifth one and say. "OK, you leav.
'

Tuition was increased at the colleges

and universities for this year, and there

could be an additional increase for the

spring semester.

Terry Zoulas, spokesman for

Chancellor of Higher Education Ran

dolph Bromery and the Board of

Regents of Higher Education, said a tui

tion hike "is open for the spring." accor

ding to the Telegram & Gazette of

Worcester.

The Board of Regents decides how

much of the state money for higher

education will go to each of the 27

institutions.

It is not known how much each in

stitution will lose under the new 4 per

cent budget cut, because the board has

not produced a plan. Bromery said it

will not be an across-the-board cut but

that he will chose among colleges and

accounts.

Kalyan K. Ghosh, acting president of

Worcester State College, said Bromery

has called a meeting of all state univer

sity and college presidents for Tuesday.

The system of financing the colleges

has been questioned.

"Some colleges receive four times as

much state funding as others because of

political "accidents" of fate that have

never been rectified." an unidentified

college president told the Globe.

'To me that's the hidden public policy

issue that the regents have never had

the stomache to approach— the cr.

disparity of state fun

North Shore Community College

President John Dimitry said the legURta

were created in 1980 to "determine

budget distribution, with the guiding

principle being equi'

The uncertainty oi the state bw
apparently affected choices made b\ pn 1

spective student-

"We called people who had been ac-

cepted here but who didn't come, and

budget situation was the one thing they

said thev were worried about," Hogan

said, "They worried the department

they wanted to major in. might not be

around in a couple of years.

"XI" D| IMC NEEO EXTRA CASH?
ML'DUIVIW WE BUY 'SELL'TRADEWE BUY 'SELL"TRADE

USED CDs. LPs & CASSETTES

AM Usod Sates Guaranteed

HIGH QUALITY-EXTRA STUROY

WOOD FURNITURE
Boo*cases»LP Shelves*TaWes*Stereo Centers

CD & Cassette RacWCoWee Tattea and More'

ALL SHAPES AND SIZES

I «•» &•> 104 Sm* '* * '•' " "* St tut
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BOUQUETS
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Oner expires 9-30-90

Campus Plaza (next to Stop & Shop)

Route 9 Hadley 256-0960

KMart Plaza Holyoke 532-2327
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" AQUARIUM %m*25% OFF
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SETUP
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FULL SERVICE fLOVER SHOP

DAILY DELIVERIES ON CAnPUS
AND ACROSS THE COUNTRY }

© 25>7226. - -\
9. 220 N. Pleasant St.. Amherst j\
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LEGAL PROBLEMS?
Call the Legal Services Center of

UMass!

Housing • Family • Student

Rights • Civn. Rights •

Workers Rights • Criminal

and Consumer Law •

Call 545-1995

Bud Light

Suitcase cans

24 - 12 oz.

$11.99plus dep

Heineken
12 - 12oz cans

$8.39 p|us deo

Smirnoff Vodka
80 proof l.OL

$8.49

Peachtree
Schnapps
750ml

Miller Lite

12 - 12oz. cans

$6.99
plus dep.

Glen Ellen

Sauvignon Blanc

750ml

$6.49 m $3.49

Welcome Back! Look at the

$AVINGS Scott's has for you!
Miller Genuine Draft

12 - 12 oz. bottles

$5.99
plus dep.

Half Kegs
Starting at

$27.

Captain Morgan
Spiced Rum

1.75 L

$13.99
(with free sunglasses')

Sauza Gold
Tequila 750 ml

$7.99
3.00 mail-in rebate

$4.99 final cost

WE WANT TO BE YOUR FAVORITE LIQUOR STORE
6 University Drive, Newmarket Center, Amherst

Diagonally Across trom UMass Stadium

ffST. Plenty of FREE Parking
We Have it

Telecheck tor Your Personal Check W now havm mil

Ma»$ Lottty g»m09t\
an
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ARTS&LIVING
Incomplete
By MARK STURM
Collegian Staff

and PHIL STRAUB
Collegian Correspondent

Right, old news first. By now, you're pro-

bably tired of the controversy surrounding

Florida's bizarre obscenity policy and the

milquetoast music industry's attempts to

ease the pressure of foam-frothing band

wagon extremists through excessive self-

inflicted restrictions.

You've probably worked hard to acquire

or at least hear music from 2 Live Crew's

S'asty album. If so, then you've probably

also reached the conclusion that two entire

guide
albums worth of songs ranting and raving

about sex not only comes off as sounding

desperate, but boring as well. Hardly

something worthy of the intense amount

of controversy that it has received.

'

i* * ~

1
F -T'~*'~T

If vulgarities and an x-rated depiction of

life are your bag, then by all means go with

Ice Cube. AmeriKKKa's Most Wanted

boasts the potent lyrical abilities ofNWA's
best member (as evidenced by Compton's

latest bid for pop stardom) and the slick

production of the Bomb Squad, the creative

force behind Public Enemy. With the in-

ventive theatrics of "The Drive-By" and

"The Execution," Flavor Flav's guest spot

on "I'm Only Out For One Thang, Get Off

My Diek And Tell Your Bitch -To Come
Here," and "Message To An Oreo Cookie,"

there's little doubt that this is one potent

slab of complete viciousness. Then again,

maybe you'd rather listen to "Me-So-

Horny."
Yeah, well, there's plenty of nasty bits

out there in every genre. Punk rocker types

who thrive on throbbing thrash thrills and

consider (correctly) the Misfits to be "classic

rock," and are not too hung up on the over

played, tired, redundant "politically cor

rect" hardcore thang have just received a

present from Seattle. The Dwarves newest

album, Blood, Guts, and Pussy is a surpris

ing, bold and encouraging effort from Seat

tie's popular Sub Pop label. The first two

songs are "Fuck You Up And Get High,"

an around-a-minute-long thrashish delving

into the underbelly of true scum rock,

which leads without pause to "Insect

Whore," a pleasant little ditty with great

fly audio thrown on top. Because of the

CONTINUED ON PAGE 16

YOUR

AUTO SHOP
For complete auto body and

repair services on foreign and
domestic vehicles...stop into

Moi'^CO'fl ACME VtSA

fine new, used & children's books

European, art & literary periodicals

publishers overstocks at 30%-80% off

special orders • out-of-print book searches

O^lfcu'M-fclMiNilM'Stn-MMfc. MAW44974<

1
AUTOMOTIVE CENTER

Family owned and operated

220 King St, Northampton

584-3710 WELCOME BACK!

Food still good.
We're still here.

Downtown Northampton • Downtown Amherst

Sumner Ave., Springfield

STRETCHY
VELVET
DRESS BY
STREET LIFE

IN AVACADO
GREEN AND
JET BLACK -

$78.

Computer

Rentals

Starting at

$46 Per Month

a»
150 MAIN STREET, THORNES MARKETPLACE

NORTHAMPTON 413 584 7803

rTfigSn*EL£^^ ^«rv relationship

heawyw
586.7405 r^Z^T

orrnine.

\MiDATA:
SALES/RENTALS
Mountain Farms Mall

Hadley, MA 01035

Local boys psych out Beantown
By WILLIAM GEORGIADES
Collegian Staff

Sasquatch
Middle East Cafe
Wednesday, Aug. 29

Tearing into the cramped crowd huddl-

ed before them with slashing chords, hurl-

ing drums and a thudding bass line, Sas-

quatch announced their arrival last week,

with music that combined subtle lyrics

with some ferociously tight two guitar, one

bass and drums music.

Comprised of locals from the Valley area

who have shuffled over to Boston to get

something more than musical tofu in their

jaws, this band is comprised of Peter Gowdy
on lead vocals, Josh Bluh on bass, Dane
Burrita on guitar, and, temporarily, Jay

Potts on drums.
While some may disagree, Sasquatch

doesn't ascribe to the Boston scene. Says

Bluh, "We're not a Boston band, we're a

hill town band from the big city, we don't

fit the hard rock scene."

All the band members, save for the drum-

mer, grew up in the Conway/Plainfield

area and have been friends, making music

together, for over 10 years.

REVIEW
All have had experience with the

plethora of open mikes in the area, mostly

known from jumping the stage at

Sheehan's and the now defunct L'Oasis.

Bluh in particular seems to have gotten

disillusioned with it all: "It's good for a

while, maybe for airing a few songs, being

on a stage, but it's nothing like being in

a good band. And there's this feeling of

complacency that gets fostered."

But those open mikes did bring the three

core members of Sasquatch together in

front of audiences, something to be grateful

Calendar listings
A FEW CALENDAR LISTINGS:

SATURDAY, SEPT 7: Twist ei 's Tavern

in Amherst hosts ska band the High Hats

at 9:30 p.m. 21-and-over

SUNDAY, SEPT. 9 Pequot Place, a

r .-taurant located in Southampton, will be

sponsoring an all-day outdoors "Blufsitst,

featuring Sweet Daddy, Cool Breeze.

Pequot Place is located off of route 202

at Hampden Ponds. The festival will be

held rain or shine and food and drink will

be provided as well. Admission is $10. For

more information call 533-807:}

- JODY GABIN

Styles by DeboreJ\
> The spa for hair and skin care

jl h,ur cm -

{.wrung and facials

body trapping and waxing

65 / titverstty Drive, Atnljerst

549-5610

fflniendly\

Great Food
& Ice Cream

Stop in and sign up to win
'55 Chevy Classic Auto

Sweepstakes

Car on Display:

Sept. 10th & 11th
Ham- 7pm
Russell St.

Sept. 12th - 14th

9:30am - 9:30pm
Hampshire Mall

ffiiendfys
coupon

j
Great Food 55c single dip cone
& Ice Cream

Sept. 5th - 7th

Good at Hampshir^MalljindRussdJStjynlj^

for. Aside from which Boston doesn't fare suggest an obsession with losing it. So

too much better in Bluh's mind, with the Slow" by Burrita isn't quite, but it all

exception of the urban intensity to offset comes together beautifully, thanks to some

that small town musical complacency.

He describes the Boston "scene" as con-

sisting ofbands like Seca, Slaughter Shack

(winners of the Boston rumble), the Slaves

and Shoot the Dog, "All heavy metal, like

with WFNX radio playing that washed out

trendy crap. . .we don't want to be anything

like that. We want to play music we'd en-

joy listening to."

That material can almost be described by

the names of some of the 13 original songs

they've come up with in the past year, of

writing and two months of steady practices,

as well as by the only cover song they have

yet done, a fine version of the TV Personali

ty's classic "I Know Where Syd Barret

Lives."

"On your Knees," written by Bluh is a

whirling instrumental that drives the

listener to that position, while "Drowning
Fish" and "Wet Dream," both bv Gowdy,

seamless musical craftsmanship — not so

much individual excellence, as a combin

ed unit, a tight formation that's been play

ing together in various stages for years.

That unity is also obvious on the playing,

where all three front members swap

around the guitars and bass to fit the song

Personality conflicts do not seem to plague

this band though Bluh does admit to minor

resentments over tone.

They are only just beginning. They have

high hopes, but explain, "We don't have

any delusions of surrounding our goals, we

don't fantasize, we know we're just another

band, but we want to do something, it's not

the key to life, we're just making music.''

Bluh also describes the band as being "in

the fetal stage," but it's the very rawn

and indifference to the complacent confor

mism of most music around them that

Sasquatch apart. Make, way for the big I

586-6344
Northampton, MA

1 I

;he INDIA HOUSE RESTAURANT

Where Indian Food Is

Not Just Curry

TRADITIONAL TANDORI INDIAN

COOKING SEALS IN FRESH
FOODS* NATURAL FLAVORS
COMPLETE VEGETARIAN MENU

• EXTENSIVE WINE LIST

• BEWITCHING BIRYANIS
• ENTICING CURRIES

NOW OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK

Brittany Manor
(413)256-8534

Two Bedroom Apartments
AVAILABLE NOW!

STARTING V I JrjJ

Rent includes heat and
hot water.

OHftfUtfon

JQfcfttn. Includuxg Disposal

u*h Ceding u> Floor Windows

Bus Route
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Disc junkie

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 14

blood, nudity and dwarf covering his

genitals with a rabbit on the cover, you

may have to order this gem direct from Sub

Pop to help your local store owner avoid

getting beaten up.

At the point both the Dwarves and Ice

Cube records are getting pretty old so we

may as well mention that it behooves you

to purchase any and all Roscoe Mitchell,

Anthony Braxton, Cecil Taylor with Archie

Shepp, and Ornette Coleman records. This

is no way meant to imply that you should

ignore the new CD-only release by the

Fringe entitled, Return ofthe Neanderthal

Man on the Popular Arts label, but we

Corrections
Corrections and a few imperfections are

in order for the first week at the Arts desk.

Due to some hectic hours, editing and

layout errors, The Equalites were incor-

rectly identified and corresponding photos

for the stories on First Week '90 and

weekend shows at the Iron Horse and Pearl

Street were swapped.

We apologize for this.

suspect that it will soon be covered by staff

columnist Bill Rosenblatt.

Bill probably won't write about the new

seven-inch entitled "Swampdick" by

Smegma on the Sympathy For The Record

Industry label. They list bass, vibraslap,

guitar, toy, violin, musette, record skips,

sheet metal, radio, duck calls, drums and

coronet as the instruments played, and

claim seven band members. In addition, the

vinyl is a reddish pink addition to the Sym-

pathy trademark marbleized vinyl collec-

tion. You can still get it ifyou move quick-

ly, and you probably should. Collector scum

take heed.
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Human Radio casts waves in the Valley

H I 5 BiKD
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DON'T YOU ?

Good Advice

Honest Price.
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Boston HD5
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First Week
Tonight

Night of Bands

'We Saw the Wolf
"Cordelia's Dad"

9 PM
Bluewall Cafe

$1.00

Made possible by a grant from the Dean of Students Office
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By AMIE FINKELSTEIN
Collegian Staff

I'm offering you an opportunity you can't

refuse. You haven't heard this one before.

There are no strings attached. You don't

have to buy anything. You just have to

read on . . . I have one name for you:

Human Radio. A hot new band (on Colum-

bia Records) that's playing over at the Iron

Horse in Northampton this Sunday night.

Here's your opportunity. It's FREE. Ab-

solutely FREE. No charge. One of the

greatest places to see a show, and it's

FREE.
Human Radio, based out of Memphis, is

a five-guy set-up whose influences range

from that unforgettable Frank Zappa quirk

to North African stomp. This "organically

grown" quintet has fashioned a contem-

porary clear-channel rock style that can not

be fairly compared to anything else.

Their debut album, entitled Human
Radio, co-produced by David Kahne
Fishbone) and David Leonard (the Rave-

Ups, Sheena Easton), blends the group's

knack for vivid storytelling with their

eclectic musical tastes. Songs like "Me and
Elvis," "My First Million,'" and "These are

the Days," with their trenchant humor and
unpredictable meters, reveal Human Radio

PREVIEW
for the quick-witted souls they are.

"I try to throw monkey wrenches into the

music and create a song where you cannot
see the craft of the seams," said lead

singer/keyboardist/chief songwriter Ross

Rice. "What's most important is that the

song have some significant meaning, but

I go for the unobvious."

Human Radio, formed in Memphis in

1988 by Rice, drummer pal Steve Ebe and
guitarist Kye Kennedy (all graduate

Memphis State University > joined Peter

Hyrka, a classically trained violinist and

bassist Steve Arnold, who had studied with

Jeff Berlin and Jaco Pastotris. Once in

place, the band toured small clubs, building

a following through word-of-mouth.

"None of us had any rich uncles," recalls

Steve Ebe.

In time, Human Radio drew acclaim

throughout the region and won a slew of

NARAS Premier Player Awards in 1988

and 1989. These included Best Songwriter,

Local String Player, Local Drummer, Local

Guitar Player, Miscellaneous Instrument

and Best Keyboardist. Human Radio itself

won Best Band. From there? Columbia

Records, the debut of their first album and

the tour.

"We're not just a collection of per-

sonalities and haircuts," says Rice. "We're

all committed to this for the long haul."

That's how it is with Human Radio. The
lines are open.

Sooooooo ... if Columbia Records is so

confident in Human Radio that they can

flip the tab and not charge a cent for ad-

mission, you know it's an opportunity you

can't pass up.

Columbia only makes hit records. And,

as so many have said,

"The best things in life are free," music in-

cluded. As it should be.

aixc7def
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The outlook

is good,

ONKTO TX-81

1

Receiver

*185

ONKYODX-140U
18-bit CD Player

University of

Massachusetts

at Amherst

While current stock lasts,

Hurry, they'll go fast!

Tech 1260 12MHZ-286 IBM compatable
includes

Microprocessor— 12 MHZ 286 Intell

Coprocessor supported

Clock Speed 12/8 MHZ ZERO wait state

1 Megabite of ram
101 keyboard
Monochrome Monitor

1S££ 1

H
ara"el ports Student Booster SaleMGA Graphics

e> •***%,nc
Shm Line Case $799. 95
FCC Class B certified Complete

Word Perfect Version 5.1 $135.00

20 Meg Hard Drive System Only $999.95

40 Meg Hard Drive System Only $1149.95

DR. SOFTWARE JMC.
SOFTWARE • COMPUTERS • ACCESSORIES

POTPOURRI SHOPPING MALL
241 KING STREET

NORTHAMPTON. MA 01060
TEL 1413) 586 3210

1AL SOUS.
Vtbmen't Shot*. Clothing * Acce—one*

Zanru • 187 Vorth PImmM Serc« • Amhrrw

413 253.2563
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$187

TA-W200
Dual Cassette Deck
Fully Calibrated!

Five College delivery available.

Sound&Music

and the future is

yours for the taking.

With your choice of

nearly 200 credit and

noncredit courses, the forecast for personal and

professional growth looks promising. This fall,

let the UMass Division of Continuing Education

help you plan the right course for your future.

Late register for University day classes and

Continuing Education evening classes, on

a space-available basis, through September 18 in

Room 615, Goodell Building.

For more information or a free catalog, call the

Division of Continuing Education at 545 5198.

We're predicting your success.
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HONDA
Come ridewith us.

• Motorcycles
• Scooters

\7alley
IWIotorsports

1 216 N King St.. Rte 5

Th« 1991 Hond« Motorcycle*

. A.T.V.'s
• Power Equipment

Sales A Service
584-7303
731-9965
Northampton. MA

LIQUORS

mrm ready for viewing

Ai««vs M>v » I*"* «Y» protein" «* proNKliw cKHn.no

18 Main St. Downtown Amherst 253-5441

Featuring IMPORTED Beers at

Domestic Pricing

YOUR
PARTNERS
IN

TRAVEL
TWA Student Discount Cards 10

percent off any fare in the USA

365 days a year.

Also 10 percent off Europe—with a

few summer exceptions.

Call or stop by for applications &

reservations.

Cost$15/yr. or $25 for 2 yrs.

586-8953

Maplewood j^g South Sl.-Northampton. MA
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Battle of the Bands explodes

in a first at Pearl St. tonight

Photo couftoay U Wood*

In the Flesh will be competing in the Battle of the Bands at Pearl Street.

By LINDA WOODS
Collegian Staff

Starting tonight, Pearl Street will be

hosting a Western Mass. Battle of the

Bands competition. The competition will

run for seven nights and will include 16

local and regional bands.

It is somewhat surprising that a show

like this hasn't been produced before, con-

sidering this is an area where music is

taken very seriously and local bands are

a prime source of business for the area s

bars and clubs. Unfortunately, many eager

and accomplished musicians in the Valley

still often slide unnoticed past potential

listeners, possibly due in part to the limited

amount of venues in the area. Essentially,

hard working musicians from Western

Mass. have to work even harder than

fellow musicians from the Boston area, to

gain the level of exposure needed to for

ward their careers.

Ideally, Pearl Street's Battle of the Bands

will be a successful first attempt, growing

into a watched-for annual event. With

press exposure and public interest, a com-

petition like this could eventually rally in

terest from influential promoters and

producers.

Perhaps soon the importance local musi-

cians give to their careers will be matched

by increasing interest from record com-

panies and new, larger audiences.

If you want to get a feel for which bands

you might pay that cover charge for this

semester, the Battle of the Bands is buffet

style. Since the bands are randomly

grouped, each night will offer a variety of

musical styles. Come, listen and decide

which tunes are flavorful enough for a se-

cond serving.

The line-up is as follows: Friday, »ept.

7: Dertone, Free Press, The Mess, Faery

Tale Curse.

Saturday, Sept 8: Rippopotamus, The

Rent Party, The Equalites, Grave Goods.

Sunday, Sept. 9: Who's Kiddin" Who,

The Vestrymen, In the Flesh, Hal Benoit

Band.

PREVIEW
Monday, Sept. 10: Image of Man,

Voices, Farmhouse and Real World.

Winners from the first four nights, along

with two wild card bands, will advance to

the semi-finals on Monday, Sept. 17 and

Tuesday, Sept. 18. The two winning bands

will then compete in the finals on Satur-

day, Sept. 22.

There will be four different judges tor

each night, representing varied involve-

ment in local music, including radio DJs

and personnel, reviewers, promoters and

record company affiliates. Since the bands

are randomly grouped, each night will of-

fer a variety of musical styles.

Winning bands will be awarded prizes,

including 10 hours of recording time at

Longview Farms, a $200 gia certificate

from Downtown Sounds, dinner for the

band at Spoleto's in Northampton and a

generous collection of cassettes and CDs

from CBS, Columbia, Epic, RCA and

Arists

Pearl Street is located at 10 Pearl Street

in Northampton. For more information call

584-7810

SAVE ON
USED AND
DISCOUNT

NEW
BOOKS

40-80% Off Pub.

List Price

Thousands of

popular & academic
paperbacks &
hardbacks

VALLEY
BOOKS
199 N. Pleasant St.

Downtown Amherst

Open 10-8

Sept. 4-7

256 1508
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62 King Street In Northampton
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Bellotti proposes federal link to simplify state income tax
while Silber*s stance on crime gains support of police
BOSTON (AP) - Democratic candidate

for governor Francis Bellotti proposed

yesterday to link the Massachusetts state

income tax to the federal tax, while rival

John Silber spelled out a tough anti-crime

platform.

Meanwhile, the two Republican can-

didates for governor resumed campaigning

after a televised debate Wednesday night

both said they won.

Bellotti's plan, which would require a

constitutional amendment, would "pig-

gyback" the Massachusetts income tax on-

to the federal income tax.

Bellotti also called for the repeal of the

recent expansion of the state sales tax to

business and professional services.

The income tax tax proposal, Bellotti said

in a speech to business executives, would

simplify the state tax since taxpayers could

use their federal return as a model.

It would also have the effect of giving
Massachusetts homeowners a deduction on
their state taxes for home mortgage
interest.

The constitutional amendment would be
required because the state constitution now
mandates a flat-rate tax. The only excep-
tion is to allow different rates for earned
and unearned income.
The tax system envisioned by Bellotti

would be similar to the one now in effect

in Vermont, where the state income tax is

a percentage of a taxpayer's federal

liability.

"This system would be the most signifi-

cant change we have ever made in our tax
system," Bellotti said. "Aside from mak-
ing the Department of Revenue vastly

more efficient, this change would make the

Massachusetts tax system more pro-

gressive."

Bellotti said it also would help the real

estate, banking, and construction in-

dustries by reducing the net cost to

homeowners of a mortgage.

Silber unveiled his anti-crime program
while picking up the endorsement of the In-

ternational Brotherhood of Police Officers,

one of the state's larger unions for

municipal police and county corrections

officers.

"We need someone who will be tough on

crime and Dr. Silber fits that mold," said

Raymond McGrath, a Worcester patrolman

who chairs the union's International

Committee.

Some police officers from 43 departments

participated in a ceremony endorsing

Silber, Boston University president on

leave, in front of the Statehouse.

Silber endorsed the death penalty for peo-

ple convicted of killing on-duty police of

ficers and prison guards.

He also called for arming police with

more powerful firearms to combat the high

powered weapons being used by drug

dealers.

Silber also recommended computerizing

police records, as is done in most other

states, to allow police departments to bet

ter exchange information on criminals.

Silber also pledged to overhaul the state's

court system and to build a new state crime

laboratory.

The BU president also said he would

work with the state's congressional delega

tion to secure federal permission to convert

unused military bases into prisons, a move

he said would speed prison construction

and lower costs.

Welcome Back Students!

Busch Pitchers

Gin & Tonics
Woo Woos

$3.50
$1.50
$2.00

Lunches now served
_ _ i _ _ ri iftor ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ -

1 DEBATE I

the issues of our time
First meeting

September 11th, 8pm
Trailer No. 3
(behind Thompson)

Practicum credit available

Call 545-2055, Denice, Ace,

Yanniy Tom Conroy
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co^gs "Hs
finger

tar
good

11

Kentucky-
Fried
Chicken

i

Hurry.....Ends

SEPTEMBER 8!

» fc

«

LSJ

Gates Open 10am

Admission: Adults $5

Children (7 12) $2

Under 7 hrer

lust 20 minutes from Sprin^tield

and Greenfield; *.< minutes tmm

Hartlird

hor fair information call

(4U)S84-22r

Its Back

In Town!
Entertainment!

Games
Circus Acts!

Music!
Rides!
Animal Shows!

Exhibits!

Dancing!
Great Food!

Thoroughbred
Racing Daily!

(post time 1:30pm)

Every day is jam packed

with fun for the whole

family!

Route 9, Off 191

Northampton, MA

Colonel's Dozen
$10.99

1 2 pieces of Mixed Chicken

Large Mashed Potatoes

Large Gravy
Large Cole Slaw

I
I
8

$1.99 Specials

6 Nuggets with French fries

or

Colonels Chicken Sandwich w/ fries

2pc. Chicken with small mashed potatoes

Kentucky Fried Chicken at the Mountain Farms Mall

Route 9, Hadley

I Open Sun.-Thurs. 10:30-1 1, Fri.& Sat. 10:30-midnight §
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Suspect in Gainsville murders described as
*f
«vage';

w/threat to kill female inmate keeps bond at $1 million
JUS tnreai.W am ic«i«

^wtmmmam^nvm "tQ"»«5
. . A .j j n.tirniMr University ol r loriaa or o»«M» ,

By IKE FLORES
The Associated Press

SHARPES Fla. - A judge refused today to lower the

JS o Ifsuspect in the Gainesville college student slay-

Martfn Budnick said in declining to reduce ba.l. I see

Public Defender JR. Russo objected, and Buknick

ag^ed that he couldn't set a bond based on a case Hum-

^e^l^^SteZ^ be doing "a disservice

to"he con^nunity" ifhe allowed Humphrey to go free after

^fi^£Kk searches in Gainesville

"^^u^^U Humphrey's door at the

Hawa^an VnC apartmenV complex, one to two miles

SoTth^ocations vLre bodies wjn>
found m^thjn.

week earlier. The detectives walked into the sparse apan

ment carrying attache cases.
invegtigators have

Yesterday was the first time invc »

acknlowedged obtaining search warran nj
** case. The>

have said Humphrey is one of^eight ^spect-

Bodies of four women and one man, all siuaem

University of Florida or Santa Fe Community College

were found in three separate apartments Aug. 26, 27, and

2ft Some of the victims were mutilated.

^d after task force investigators said he was a possible

Trntv^SbTBrevard corrections officer, testified

vest" d'aynat 'the day after his arrest, Humphrey was

Tostlle aU told officers "he was dangerous, he was a

"I. he was being taken to his cell, Glaab said, he yelled

at a female inmate and said, "That bitch has got to die

Humphrey called himself "John," Glabb said, and add-

ed, "John doesn't take no prisoners.
Hlavatv

Earlier, Humphrey's grandmother Elna Hlavaty,

tpstified she wanted the assault case dropped

^Iwlted it dropped ^"^^^J^wS
cheek and right eye badly bruised, said as Humphrey wat

ched in the courtroom in Sharpes.

r
Charlie'?
I Pray St .

Amherst-549-5403 • Open t lam

7 days a Week
Kitchen open til midnight

SUNDAY 10f POTATO SKINS

9:00PM • 12:00AM

-

Sophomore holds six at gunpoint
• .... x e o ~ ~, ok™ it 5 hours after

CUMMING, Ga. (AP) - A high school

sophomore held a half-dozen classmates

at gunpoint for several hours yesterday,

demanding such thmgs as soft drinks

candy and a school bus before finally

surrendering to polio-

Forsvth County Sheriff Wesley

Walraven said the youth surrendered

shortly before 2 p.m., about 5 hours after

the incident began. There were no

,n

The
eS
hostages were middle school

pupils attending the combined South

Forsyth middle school-high school, said

Joyce Shadburn, a spokeswoman tor the

county's school superintendent

Drink of the Week

Dcnaka Vodka 8c Cranberry

$1 95

Beer of the Month
Foster's Lager $1.75

Food Giveaways

Mon 10 cent Mozzarella Sticks 9 12

Tues 10 cent Buffalo Wings 9 12

Sunday 10 cent Potato Skins 9-12

We accept

MC/VUa/Ame*

Back to cool

IArc you an Undergraduate]

'Parent who needs moneyj

for child care?
Up to $950 available for child

care assistance through the

Undergraduate Child Care Tui-

tion Assistance Program per

semester. Applications

available in the Off Campus

Housing Office, 428 Student

n^ion
|

c
>45-0865^^

BMWMff|)

Good Things
jawelru N"tural Fiber Scarves

'VV V
^ 9fifiat

'

India Print

i}iTinTipi}r

Socks
iRtefSt Leather

(o Sole

rffi Chinese '

Make the creamy, delicious

taste of Colombo frozen yogurt
T
_

part of your curriculum. FROZt.N YUOUK1

HiMI
Bill

_Cird3

1
Hawaii 1 i.doaeei
Posters PriAts

Incense

Toys s ;

> > i

Hats
Bogs

1 1 1 1 1 1

1

5OOSO05SC'

Area SkirtX
Rugs u

il>

eo to aox
off ««l«otoicJ

Clothing

ttf&ffi
Amherst
Roltwood Walk

Northampton
in Street

^_ orttt Pffli ft C«rto

'Mekcpntile *-

»

Northampton- 18 Center St

Amherst-Carriage Shops

-5
-6
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THE FAR SIDE

By GARY LARSON

COLLEGIAN 21

BONES IN THE BARREL
By J. GELLER & M. ROSENZWEIG MENU

LUNCH

Fish munchies

Tacos

BASICS LUNCH

Fish munchies

Vegetable tacos

DINNER

Quarter pound burger

Egg roll/due sauce

BASICS DINNER

vegetable croquettes

Egg roll/due sauce

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE

Edited By TRUDE MICHEL JAFFE

"Whoa, Frank . . . Guess what youuuuuu sat in!

CALVIN AND HOBBES By BILL WATTERSON

L\ES.» EVEHtTVUNQi K\SS
NORMOOO SMD ***fl WE

NNSfcUE.' SUE JUST WENT 1

LlKENC.' SUE WMESlttM
90f5.» ITS NOT AfY WOLT.'

. IM NOT TO BlAME

'

SUE T0L0 tXJ r\90UT THE

HOODIES, fcKHT? \T WSHT
ME .' HOftODi SM WE .' I

HNS V*m$>! I tOJIDHT

DO MttTWHG L\K£ T\4M" !

VW \HN0CfcHT, I TEMW

WUAT
NOODLES'

Ott... OVA.,

ufv H* ! DID I

SM NOOOlES'
SQ0 WOST WME

I D\0HT SKI

N0ODIF5

•O t

ACROSS
1 Burr-Hamilton

combat
5 Toward
10 Can province

14 Nina: Comb
form

15 Fraud S

colleague

16 fourta, adult

17 Salamanders

1

8

Ck>sa 0y

20 Cutting device

21 Bnt cart>ne

22 — Einstord-HMi

My Fair Lady

role

23 Sandal feature

25 Singer Tannine
26 Oenoout
29 Missing, m

Roma
32 Travel

36 Lesage s Bias

37 Ftgmmg tune

41 Mighty — a

Rose
42 Mess im*

queues
43 Tnswe came —

over an the

land

Acts
47 Eden outcast

46 Don Juan
or one

49 Sous* product

53 -class

2 Out of

shape

3 Stage
direction

4 Brown oi

renown
5 Desire

6 Rene s

brainstorm

7 Scheme
8 Musket or

cannon foftower

9 Sketches. M a

way
10 Olympian deity

m a way
11 Footing

12 See to

13 GnfWh or

WHkams
19 Mythcai

founder of

mad
city

21 Refect

dtsoamrutty

24 j* —
27 Mayday
26 low cupboard

29 Type 0»

32 Festive

celebration

33 Mild oath

34 Act rasniy

35 Extreme
degree

36 — Beach town

on S Oanu
39 Use a ladder

40 Director

VVertmulle'

44 Mam arteries

45 Corrosion

46 Muscular pam
50 Gadabout

51 Land of ma
Great Wall

52 Humble
dwelling

53 — cry tong

distance

54 Moslem
concept

55 Remove the

cream
56 Semester, eg
57 Chemistry

Nooeiist 1934

60 Gehrig

61 Turkish title

»NSWER_TO PREVIOUS PUgLE:

DOONESBURY By GARRY TRUDEAU

PRZTTfGRJM RATIONS, £**
OFCOURSe. THIS IS A F6AST
COMf*RBI>K)7heFAR£l
PtNWONPURJHO THB SfSV#V-

MYWAR'** HAP 70 PICK
•n^SOORPlONbOUlOFOUR

MOT THAT A FtW SCORPIONS

UJOOVNT HAVE TAS1WP&TTV
600PPURJN6THZ CIVILWAR

"

ANGOLA 1 AH, U£U, NO 0N3
BVBRSAlPn UiASBASV 8&N6
AMJARCORRSSfVNCeNT'

^1"V 1

especial
IFWU
iGOKUKe
APUCK
HUNTBR

UM. RIGHT.

ANY IPSA
MH&tlCAN
eeroNtOF
THOSeHEtAtt

Kipeng

55 Tcket pan
56 Expression of

amused
surprise

59Conan*4tt
6i Te» —
62 vocafcst

PM
C3Bete -
64 One of the

65 BuMoxe. <t

Soho
66 Reaction to*

67 iraand sea of

AM
DOKtml

t Cooper role

wrth Mr

ACROSS
1 Seeeck and
Brokaw

5 — accompli

9 Catches

13 Like — out of

M
14 snady piece

16 Toward the

1 Pastry tray >tem

2 Theater >

3 Canadian
Symbol

4 ft noty woman
5 clement

6 Taoewry
7Coh««vc*oh

35 Fau* pas

36 weather word

36 Wanton took

39 Seed c

-

advance
41 Cross owl

42 Caicn some : s

43 Before

gty

.>•-

1

44 Reduce
45 Slows J

47 Pari ot a

decade
48 Sprit

n S*na
50Gart*«ds

dog
5t Garden pton

54 Farm*

TANGELO PIE
By Tim SniHen

Hello! I'm The

compos openotor.

fhar rr*<rf> Vm \U
person who p*ks up the

balls and 5aus U«v«r

situ of Ma^chgsetts,

-I'm also **e pe^n whoi

4V onl^ 150, will saij

•Oops^rvte^Sion *

I'llaer

/•£
ujallet.

ft Ready for

{kCfc'ng

16 Storage bos

19 MKjmormng
20 — Aviv

2i Symbol Oi

juOarsm

23 Customs
25 Sarae waarers

26 Knockdown
27 Greek letter

29 VWj*ent

30 Rooseveti s Buh

31 Shoshonean
34 Martin or Rusk

35 wenand
36 Fan or flake

starier

37 Crossword
due Abbr

36 Schedules

39 A mrse is as

good as —
40 Hecklers, for

example
41 Tail nonsense

42 Catches

45 Rule

46 Symbol of

6 Dorothy s*sg
9 Cereal fruit

10 — and kickmg

ft Aieddms
benefactor

12 Acoms eg
15 Hit the spot

21 mnocmation

22 Calendar entry

24 Ripped

26 Skip town

27 Wrongful acts

29 Cartwignt son

29Fokjmeggs
30 Sail support

31 British symeoi

32 Bridge *ee

33 Bom to be
•horn

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE

H » H VBS E T »«.*. T.S.O

'oV>|; v vh|{.'.-

5,7 90

49 Task

52 Airline

abbreviations

53 More than odd

54 Produced

55 Art Deco
illustrator

56 Make-up
57 Fofcc or citric

58Longfe»ow
for one

59 American

Beauty

60 Makes do. with

out
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Danielle Dowling. All

Woolwich. Nicole Dumas
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football 1 Water polo set to battle Cadets
.*«» A :_ i„j u«, mtnrnina etnrt.pr and A

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 24

an outside chance at becoming the Crusader's all-time

leading ground-gainer.

Gallagher, billed as the Crusader's Mr. Excite-

ment," caught 49 passes for 71 1 yards last season, and

can also handle the punting and punt-returning chores.

Craig Callahan anchors the defense from the right

outside linebacker slot.

UMass received some good news in recent weeks as

Steve Brothers and Paul Mayberry, both battling

chronic injuries, are healthy enough to start on Satur-

day. Brothers, a 6-foot-4, 250 pound senior, will start

at left tackle, and will be joined by Jim Mancaruso and

Rich Kane on the defensive line. Mayberry, 6-foot-2,

265 will start at left guard.

Matt Tulley had been expected to debut at inside

linebacker, but has a sore shoulder and is questionable.

The rest of the Minuteman lineup should read as

advertised throughout the fall season. On offense, Gary

Wilkos will quarterback, with Jerome Bledsoe and

David Mitchell in the backfield, and Ron Blauvelt and

Mike Tobin as receivers.

Ron Villone. Kai Dietiker, Anthony Giudice. Jay

Gabbe and Rich Cavanaugh will join Mayberry on the

offensive line.

Scott Asencoa, Mario Perry and Bobby Burke are

listed to start at linebacker, with Tulley's status in

doubt. Allen Williams. Vaughn Williams, Pat Doran

and Don Caparotti are listed atop the depth chart in

the UMass secondary.

.3 a>> »> »»J

ALLIANCE
CHRISTIAN
FELLOWSHIP

By JOE DEGLORIA
Collegian Correspondent

The University of Massachusetts water polo team

travels to West Point this weekend to participate in the

annual Army Invitational Tournament, against teams

from Army, Queens, Dayton, St. Francis and Boston

College.

UMass, as well as Army, will be split up into two squads

for the event. Starters and more experienced players will

make up the A team. The B team will be made up of

younger players. All UMass A squad games will count in

the standings.

For the UMass A team, tomorrow's first opponent will

be last year's nemesis, Army's B team (UMass lost 9-6

to the Cadets last year). The UMass B team meets Queens

at 9:00 a.m.

The winner of the UMass-Army game will go on to face

the winner of the Dayton-Boston College matchup. That

victor will face either Queens, Army's A squad, or St.

Francis in the finals.

Coach Russ Yarworth feels confident that his team will

fair well in the tourney. "I would consider us the team

to beat this year," he said.

This year's contingent boasts a lot of experience as well

as a comphrensive and strong bench. Yarworth sees this

season-opening tournament as an opportunity to fine-tune

the team before their tough schedule starts.

"I would like to see a controlled counter attack as well

as an all-out strong effort because of all of the depth we

have," said Yarworth. "I want to create situations, not

wait for them to happen and react."

Yarworth said his team will perform this weekend with

an important advantage.

"We worked out a bit in a large outdoor facility to

develop our fast break," he said.

The UMass team is led by returning starter and All-

New England Jon Miller. The high-scoring Miller will be

assisted by Brian Mclver and Alex Yelensky to provide

offensive support.

Todd Larson will goaltend. Scott Reed and 6-foot-6

freshman Tasan Engin will also start for UMass.

Yarworth also hopes the B team will pick up some

valuable experience from live play.

Sports Notice

There will be a NON-CREDIT physical conditioning

course offered to students running from 6.45 a.m. to

8 pm Monday through Saturday in the Boyden weight

room. If interested, attend the first class on Monday.

STOCKBRIDGE: There will be a Soccer and Basketball

meeting at 4 p.m.. Sept. lO in Boyden room 223. II

unable to attend, please contact Jack Leaman at

545-1301 or stop by Boyden room 228.

Welcome Back
to UMASS

For more info call Steve or Pauline 253-7206

LOTS/BUTTLES
TOYS • RECORDS • BOOKS

Plus New and Recycled

CHILDREN'S CLOTHING

20% OFF
ANY ONE ITEU

with this coupon

except «*1* lUma

-r~

201 No. PUajant St.

Amh-xit* 256-6823

lion Sat 930-5:30

Sun 12 5

If you're, reading

this page,

consider yiij

for sports:

Contact

or Adnenne

at

515-/85/

CAMPUS

RESTAURANT
• Grinders & Dinners

• Full Liquor License

THE STYLING SALON AT

JCPennev

Open 7 Days—Delivery after 5pm

Call 586-3880

,^AVS HAPpp,

THURSDAYS

MEN'S
NIGHT
3-8:30 P.M.

18yrs. and older

haircuts O

FRTUayS
—

LADIES
NIGHT
3-8:30 P.M.

iByrs. and older

haircuts O

The Styling Salon at

iasfsaD JCPenney
O 198*. JCP«nn»y Company mc OPEN Mon —Fri 9am-8 30pm

Salon Phone: 584-7416

354: Drafts
Friday

Arthur James and Truth

Saturday
Tight Fit

Volleyball to compete at new Hartford Sports Center

Two-day tourney features four teams

By LIOR BEN AHARON
Collegian Correspondent

When the University of Massachusetts

women's volleyball team enters the newly

built University of Hartford Sports Center

today for a two-day tournament, the one

word on everybody's mind will be

'accelerate.'

Accelerate on hitting, accelerate on

defense and accelerate on serving.

That is what, according to coach Carol

Ford, the Minutewomen must do to have

a successful weekend and a successful

season.

Unlike some of the other teams par-

ticipating in the tournament, this will be

the first time the Minutewomen have com-

peted this season, aside from a pair of

scrimmages.
Despite this, Ford is confident about her

team's chances this weekend. After two-

and-a-half weeks of practice, Ford said the

team is prepared and, as long as they con

centrate on playing their game, will have

a good chance to pick up some victories.

"When we're playing our best, we can

beat anybody," said Ford. The

Minutewomen, however, cannot expect to

play poorly and still come away with vic-

tories, she added.

To open the tournament, the

Minutewomen will face a tough Villanova

team. Although they are going through a

transitional phase, Villanova is sure to give

the Minutewomen a difficult match. Next

in line will be Drexel University. Drexel

has a very good team, known for being solid

and winning by executing the basics.

After these tough matches, UMass will

face Army on Saturday.

This is the first year Army will play in

Division I after being a Division II

powerhouse for many years. Known for

winning by intimidation, Army will

definitely pose as an ominous threat to the

Minutewomen.

Physically, the only question mark for

the Minutewomen entering the tourna-

ment is starting freshman setter Angela

Paolucci, who missed most of the practice

season due to illness.

However, Ford is confidant in Paolucci's

ability to bounce back and in the play of

backup setter Kathy Smith.

Joining Paolucci and Smith, other key

players are outside hitter and team cap-

tain, Nancy Sullivan, outside hitter

Danielle Micheal, middle blockers Sharon

Panoff and Rachel Bredemeier, and defen-

sive specialist Patricia Diorio.

Collegian file photo

The volleyball team will try-out Hartford's new sports facility during

this weekend's tournament featuring Army, Drexel and Villanova.

women's soccer
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 24

The UMass Reds scrimmaged Keene

State, a Division III school, in order to

prepare for a physical, collegiate game,

according to Gozley.

"The purpose behind playing them

was to tune up for the season," she said.

"They play a lot like Rutgers.

"We have the depth. We're gonna

have to be ready for the battle I think

our girls are up for it
"

In reference to the keeper Webber.

Gozley said, "We'll have to let her know

she's in for a long day."

The Reds open their season at 1 p.m.

Saturday in Piscattaway, N.J

&
•J.

PANDA EAST
CHINESE

RESTAURANT

We. bring Chinatown
to you

Open Hours:Mon.-Thurs. 11:30am-1 0:00pm

Fri. & Sat. 1 1 :30am-1 1 :00pm

Sunday 2:00pm-1 0:00pm

LUNCH HOURS: Mon.-Sat. 1 1 :30am-3:00pm

103 N. Pleasant St. • Amherst, MA 01002

(413)256-8923 (413)256-8924

Thai
House
Thai Restaurant

Business Hours:
Mon.- Sat. 11:30 - WOO pm

Sun. 12 pm (noon) - 10:00 pm

430 Russell Street, Route 9
Hadley, Mass 01035

ONLY THAI RESTAURANT
IN AMHERST

CLASSIFIEDS
ACTIVITIES

'DANCE' Welcom.na party Saturday

September 8th Campus Center Aud 9pm

lam Come and have ton Sponsored by

I SA

SHOTOKAN KARATE CLUB" Retum.ng

members' There w* be a meeting tonight

Fnday September 7 at 7 00pm ft Totman

ANNOUNCEMENTS

CAMPUS CRUSADE FOR CHRIST invites

all UMass students to the JESUS MmFn
day at 7 00pm m the Campus Center

FAST FUNORAJSING PROGRAM
$1000 In |uat one weea

Earn op to $1000 tor your campus organiza

ton Ptos a chance at $5000 more 1 This pro-

gram works' No investment needed t-aa

1 80*932-0528 Ext 50

NUCLEAR WINDS! - _

Hi Wind Saitboard Club forming now can

253-7366 Shred'

VISA OR MATERCARO! Establish credrt

guaranteed or double your money oac«

CalM 805-682 7555 exl M 1207

tea 7 HONDA CRX Runs great Excellent

co&«nS0 *«PO $4500W7 163

CHRYSLER MCWYORKER "^nder-
tul cond 77.000 m*es $1 900 549-157B

DODGE VAN RV style 1977 ex cond $995

549 2656

FOR SALE 1968 Ford Festrva 32 500 m*es

132*W excetant ahape. best offer call

413-263-9397

NEED A DEPENDABLE CAR to. cheap'

1981 Honda C^C 4 dr. sun root AM*M
, 00W stereo speakers, new «"«,£»*£.
high gas maeage Of*"'*?00 * b"1

offer XaM Theresa at 546-0923

SEIZED CARS. "ucks. boats 4 wheelers

S!o" ^^UR^A^
your area now Call 1-B05-66V ra» c*i

C 1675

AUTO FOR SALE

79 OATSUN WAOON 107K AM/FM 4

I Alfred (W)545-4637 (H)549-5423

1974 VOLVO Georgia car almost no rust

toss than 100 thou miles new 'ires
-

!^
ocks

and brakes Vince Woofley 54*1330

iWhONOA ACCOROTrHatchbiar
4 cylinder auto/ac pwr steering

Car alarm and more $3,300 00

256-6022

1 964 DOME KMST^7Hm~
owner $2250 00 253-2098

CHEN STYLE T Al CHI

LEARN THIS TRADITIONAL Chinese rnar

SfStM 12 sessrons Classes begin 12th

and 18th CaH 253-4057

EDITING/TUTORING

QETIRED TEACHER WITH graduate

5!„ree Jill edrt papers tot proper grammar

£2Ea rtarty ~od wnting and documen-

V^QJtTZ* ^jNect Fast professional

WoCZ woVJporc^sIng ^available
if

v^t?i noTY\YP«1 or are rushing tomeet

rS.a^.nTEs.Jeciarty "J*™™""??''*
«£h international students (trwn*la*

S^^SwS^aar only brkrfty

. dip tor future reference )

FOR RENT

SPACIOUS SINGLE ROOM located >n

Taphouse on bus route 192 per month

253-9047

FOR SALE

,966 OLDSMOWLE 4 dr^ f^***»
new transmission line estimated $80 as«

ing $150 253-2626

COMPUTER 512K MACINTOSH SOOKev

limalidnve Image Writer l printer 665-6954

COMPUTER DISKS cheap

3"2 5'* DO HD
Call Ashley at 546-1612

FURNITURE OPEN HOUSE - Come tomor

row9/8/90 between 1 2 1o 4 .
for selection of

quality new furniture at inexpensive prices

Call Steve for directions and information at

549-4758

FUTONS AND FRAMES top WW-*"™*
p^ces tree delivery "y By N^h. Futon Co

123 Hawley St Northampton 58*1464

GUITARS FOR SALE 2 B C Rich 1

w/Kahter $275 1 w/o $225 Ovation Classical

Acoustic/Electric $275

Call John 1 786-8618 Leave Message

IBMXT 640K coproc 20M8HO TAU COtn-

pat.ble $700 549-2656

LOTUS 123 Ver 3 unopened $100

549-2656

REPOSSESSED VA ft MUO "HOMES
available from government from $1 without

credrt check You repa* Also tax d«Minquent

torecloaures Call 1-805-682 7555 Ext

H 2009 for rapo list your area

SEGA GENESIS VIDEO game system with

three games and two joystick* 16 Bit

ar^h«r Cat! Phil at 546-2448 W* take

beat

SOFA. ARMCHAIRS. Vecuum-ctoenet

pool table lamps 549-1578
INSTRUCTION

WATER-BED KING SIZE 12 dnjw-

pedestal will set up $300 00 253 2090

WEIGHT BENCH ^•^|* «J#2
$40 Black and white TV - $15 256-nso

FOUND

BRACELET/ANKLET in F»eid House first

ftoor etev link on Monday Contact Mark at

i an
OOL0 BRACELET found near campus

center Please call 549-8028 to claim I

HELP WANTED

CHILDCARE/MOTHER S HELPER to- ter-

rific Amherst toddler Must have car Non-

smoker Flexible day/evening hours call

548 9474 9am 9pm

CHRISTMAS. Spring break summer travel

FREE Air couriers needed and cruiseship

,obs Call 1-805-682 7555 Ext F 1426

COSMETIC SALES
Earn unlimited income 1 Become a cosmetic

consultant Flexible hours high
£«>""r'

s

sion. company wMI train 1400-359-1961

COUNTER HELP tux time or part time apply

,n person at Copycat Print Shop 228

Tnangte Street. Amherst (5 mm walk from

UMass) No phone ca* pteaaa

EASY WORK1 EXCELLENT PAY!

Assemble products at home Call lor mfor

mation 504-641-8003 ext 598

F^tTbtOUS, RELIABLE HouaacfeanaO

morning/wk $25 Experience, references

required 253-7840

LOOKING FOR A "Irata^tyTliowity.

organization that would like to make

$500-$1000 tor a one week orvcampus

marketing pro**! Mustbe o^anfMd •»*

harowortilng Jennifer 800-592-2121

BEGINNING PORTUGUESE CLASS
Sept 17 Oct 29. Mon 7 9pm $50 00

Language Pacrttca 549-5065

ENGLISH AS A SECOND LANGUAGE
Workshops begin September 17 intensive

day PT evening TOEFL
Language Pacrfaa 54*5065

MOTORCYCLES

1975 HONOA 360CB 12 000 miles ex

cellent condition $450 253-20B1

1990 KAWASAKI EX500 B» »^'*"
than 2K miles mint condition $2950 oan

256 4609 evenings

HONOA NIGHTHAWK 1983 560cc 4cyl last

new tires radar detector extras. 9.0C

miles mint condition 1 100 or best offer

549-6083 Jim

ROOMMATE WANTED

1 OR 2 GIRLS *an»ed tor condo

Baybank* Great location' Can S49-B37B

AMHERST CENTER vmate to share room

$170/mo 549-9377

MALE ROOMMATE WANTED non smoker

clean neat Townebouse looking tor mature

.ndrviduai CaH Toownehouse ask for Judi

Re NO 66 54*0839

TRAVEL

EARN CREDIT SCUBA DIVING'

Baste course start 9/10 $195

Adv course starts * 17 $1 70

Sport course (Key Largo) 12/28 $380

PERSONALS

ED MANOY
Happy 21 st Tiger

Here s to a great year

Love Kathy. Paige, Chris, and Ozzie

GINA. JIM, KAREN. Tom. John M.ke and

everyone'" „ u
I'm going to miss you all so much Have a

tun and safe semester and write'

Love you aH. Maria

ps Buena suarte y no beben demasiado

cerveza

For further information call 549-8*07

TRAVEL FREE'!'

Sun Splash Tours offers the most exciting

and affordable Spring Break Packages to

Jamaica and Cancun" Earn tree tnp and ex-

tra $$$ CaH 1 600-426 7710

TYPING

TYPING. WORD PROCESSING, $1 50/pg

Free pekup and delivery Laser printing and

copying avalable KCommumcations.

256-6373

WANTED

KEGULATOR OR COLD TAP 19 PMIips

549-8198

HONEY. ThanHS tor everything this last

year If* been the best year of my irfeM

hope it lasts tor ever I love you tot* Love

your

MY MONEY PIE

Happy Birthday'" .... „.
I love you to the goopotpfex'"

Love, Your -—•"• «a

WHO SAI0 GARBAGE*WASNT FUN?

TAKE~A CLASS IN RECYCLING
EDUCATION

3 credits guest speakers, fccturesj-eid

tnp* and hands-on experience CaH Pe*jen

549-5291 or Sberill 5-1 153 tor into



SPORTS
Field hockey take on Iowa tourney

Trip to Iowa City preps team, coaches for regular season

By TAMIR LIPTON
Collegian Staff

Where does the University of Massachusetts field

hockey team open the season?

Amid the corn fields in Iowa.

Saturday, the Minutewomen take on Ball State, and

Sunday, host Iowa provides the competition.

The trip to Iowa City should give UMass coach Pam Hix

on a better idea of how good her team is.

"We're not satisfied with how we're playing yet, Hix

on said "We're still competing with one another, which

is healthy. Having a trip like this gives people a chance

to get to know one another."
(

Hixon said that the trip to Iowa is not a vacation. "We re

going to play field hockey." Hixon said. "We're going down

a day early so that we can practice on their field. It will

also give me and my assistants an opportunity to watch

Ball State and Iowa play."

The season has yet to start and already, the

Minutewomen have a goalie conflict. Phillipa Scott, who

was the starting goalie last season, and emerged as one

of the true stars, had the upper hand going into the

regular season, but Hixon would not say that Scott was

Saturday's starter

"We haven't settled on a goalie," Hixon said Lisa

Charron has been playing very well. We are going to prac-

tice [today] and depending on who has a better session,

they will be the starter."

You might recall, last season, the Minutewomen were

not settled on a starting goal keeper until the sixth game.

Scott eventually won the position, and went on to have

a fantastic season.

Ball State appears to be the weaker of the two teams

that the will Minutewomen encounter.

"They graduated seven kids," Hixon said. "They have

a strong nucleus returning."

Rumor has it that the Ball State goalie is coming off

of a serious knee injury- If the rumor turns out to be true,

she could be lacking in mobility.

"We would be foolish to look past Ball State, just because

their goalie may not be 100 percent," Hixon said.

The Hawkeyes are a grassTield team like UMass. Play-

ing on their opponent's home turf should give the

Minutewomen all they can handle.

One factor working in UMass' favor is the fact that Ball

State and Iowa will be playing back to back games.

"It is physically difficult to play back to back games at

the beginning of the season." Hixon said. "In that respect,

it is an advantage for us.

"If we play well, we have an excellent chance of beating

both teams, but we'll have to play." Hixon said.

Collegian fll» photo

The field hockey team travels to Iowa City to

open their season against Ball State and Iowa.

1
Crusaders will host season-opening game

Coltoctan file photo

UMass football coach Jim Reid.

By SAM SILVERSTE1N
Collegian Staff

The Holy Cross football team has lost

four games in the last four years, winn-

ing the Patriot League three times The

Crusaders return 12 starters from last

year's team, which won ten games. They

are the fourth ranked team in Division

1-AA in the preseason poll.

Why would UniversiU of

Massachusetts coach Jim Reid even

think of scheduling such an opponent for

the first game of the season?

He didn't. The Minutemen were

originally scheduled to play Morgan

State University last Saturday, but

were forced to drop the contest because

of cuts in the budget. That set up tomor

row's contest, on Fitton Field in

Worcester, as the season opener. Kickoff

is scheduled for 1:30 p.m

The game will be televised live on

SportsChannel. with Bob Lobel and

former Crusader Gordie Lockbaum

broadcasting, and on radio on WMUA
91.1 FM, WTTT 1430 AM. and WSPR
1270 AM So. we will find out sooner

than expected just what kind of team

the Minutemen are going to be this

season. "We're excited about it. Right

now they're the team to beat in New
England, even higher rated than Boston

College," said Reid.

Holy Cross features a three-pronged

attack on offense - quarterback Tom
Ciaccio. fullback Joe Segreti and flanker

Mark Gallagher - and has a quick,

athletic defensive unit

Ciaccio, a sophomore, passed for 23

touchdowns and nearly 3,000 yards last

year, his first as a starter. Segreti rush

ed for 1 .099 yards last season and has

CONTINUED ON PAGE 22

Men's soccer unfurls season on Hill
*.*»^•** *-* h^'^^"^»"W'w r»«ui« -.rwl Miool Smirk* «s hiRhes

By GREG SUK1ENNIK
Collegian Correspondent

The University of Massachusetts men's

soccer team is in for a busy weekend.

This afternoon, the Minutemen face St.

Bonaventure at 4 p.m. at Upper Boyden

Field. Sunday, Penn State also visits that

spot for a 1 p.m. match.

But these are not just the first two gam^s

of the year for the Minutemen. They afe

also two crucial Atlantic 10 matches that

could go a long way in deciding if UMass

makes the conference tournament at

season's end. These factors have coach

Jeff Gettler concerned.

We're flat right now, mentallyj and

physically," he said of his team. "I'm wor

ried about how we'll come out against St.

Bonnaventure. We've got a lot of young

players, and I don't know how they'll react.

"A big part of how they'll preform is if

they come out as freshmen or as soccer

players. If they're nervous and uptight, and

play that way, we could have problems. If

they come out as soccer players and play

the way they could, we could put ourselves

in good position for the tournament," said

Gettler.

St. Bonaventure comes into today's game

with the Minutemen with a record of 0-4.

Bonnie head coach George Perry admitted

that his squad was a young group.

"Four or five of our starters are

freshmen, and seven or eight play regular

ly," he said.

The Bonnies may be young, and winh

in four tries, but they are also an improv

ing group. -Coach Perry cited goalie Jim

Kane as strong in goal, and senior mid-

fielders Chris Boyle and Tom Hogan as

team leaders.

The Bonnies held nationally ranked

Rutgers to two goals in the first half of

their last match (Rutgers, 6-0), and accor

ding to UMass coach Gettler, they'll be up

for today's game.

"We don't want to look past St. Bonnie,"

Gettler said. "It's a conference game, and

they'll come out like gangbusters. We're a

team they have to beat to make the A- 10

tournament."
Perry echoed Gettler's sentiments regar

ding today's match.

"UMass is a very well-coached, disciplin

ed team. We'll be in for a real strong

game," he said.

Penn State awaits the Minutemen Sun

day. The Nittany Lions are 2-0, pending a

Friday game with Campbell College of

North Carolina.

"They're the best team we'll play all

year," Gettler said of Penn State.

The Nittany Lions' main weapon is All

American Danny Kelly.

"Kelly is as good a forward as there is in

the nation." said Gettler. "He's a money

player, the kind of player Penn State will

go to if the game's on the line." Penn

State head coach Bary Gorman put forth

midfielder Thomas Ageson and defenders

Einer Dahle and Nigel Sparks as his best

players. Gorman also said he expects a

"real competitive game, a real entertain

ing game for the fans." out of Sunday's con

test on the Hill

Gettler stressed the importance of taking

each game one game at a time.

"We can't afford to look past St. Bonnie,"

he said. "We can't worry about Penn State

until we get there."

UMass has never played either Penn

State nor St. Bonaventure in men's soccer

until this weekend. The sched lie change

was prompted by the NCAA, recuiring the

A- 10 to play a round-robin schedule (all

league teams play each other once) in order

to keep its automatic berth in the national

tournament.
Both Bonnie coach Perry and Penn State

coach Gorman said they were excited to

play UMass.
UMass will be starting sophomore Steven

Armenti in goal against St. Bonaventure,

and junior Jon Gruber against Penn State.

With that exception, the starting lineup

has been set for the Minutemen. Junior

Ray Cuhna and sophomore Kire Trajkov-

ski will start at attack. Juniors Dan
Lawrence and Brett Anthony will center

the midfield, with freshmen Aaron Zandy
and Justin. Edelman on the wings. On
defense, senior Peter McEvoy will start at

sweeper, junior Matt Bearce will start at

stopper, and junior Darren Stone and
freshman Todd Kylish will be the marking
backs.

Reds face
aggressive
Rutgers
By ADR1ENNE MATT

Uegian Staff

After romping the boys' of Amherst,

these women Ml ready to get down fee

business.

The University of Massachusetts

women's soccer team heads toBMtf»tl
weekend to open their regular season

against the Red Knights

If any game will prove to be a physical

one, this is it.

"They're a solid, physical team, said

assistant coach Lisa Gozley They play a

fast game and we'll have to be ready for

that."

Rutgers has some preseason wins of their

own. They eeked out a 1-0 win over

Rochester, then plowed Scranton 4 0.

Sophomore Danielle Gabriel scored th.

only goal of the Rochester game, and two

against Siran ton. Freshman Tracy Foster

and sophomore Dana Zonkle each scored a

goal against Scranton.

They will have eight returning players,

including the Red Knights' all time leading

scorer junior Kris Kurzynowski, who has

28 career goals and five assists for 61

points. She has scored 10 game winning

goals in the last two seasons.

"Offensively, they have a few speed

demons." said Gozley, "but our back four

(defenders! can shut them down."

Sophomore goalkeeper Saskia Webber

had four shutouts in 19 games last year.

She had a goals against average of 1.20 and

a save percentage of .85. She has qualified

to play on the Olympic B team.

"Defense may be their key," Gozley said.

"Their keeper is very good, very in

timidating."

This could be the season UMass is ready

for Rutgers. A late season game caught the

Reds off guard last year, resulting in a 2 1

overtime loss.

"This is sort of our revenge match,"

Gozley said. "Last year we got caught flat.

They came out strong and were able to beat

us.

"I think our girls are up for it," she said

of this Saturday's game. "We've learned we

can't underestimate anyone."

Rutgers is currently ranked third in the

Northeast region, bowing to William &
Mary and George Mason, respectively. Na

tionally, they mark the 17th spot. The Red

Knights competed in the ECAC finals last

year, losing to Vermont 1-0 in overtime.

CONTINUED ON PAGE 23
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Today will be cold and
rainy, with possible

clearing in the after-

noon and temps 70-7

David Holper faces

some formidable finan-

cial foes with magic and

phone calls. Page 7.

UMass football team
returns from Holy Cross

with dramatic 10-10 tie.

Page 12.
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Universities to construct memorial
By ERICK OLSEN
Collegian Correspondent

The University of Massachusetts, in conjunction with

Hokkaido University in Japan, will begin construction

within the next two to four weeks of a major public art

project on campus, the William Smith Clark Memorial.

The project will be located on the "eastern gateway" of

the campus, between Butterfield and Van Meter

dormitories.

Funding for the $140,000 memorial was contributed by

both UMass and Hokkaido University, their alumni, Hok

kaido Prefectural Government, Kanzaki Specialty Papers,

Inc. and individual donors.

William Smith Clark was the first sitting president of

UMass, and went on to help create and serve as president

of Hokkaido University.

He has been called a pioneer in the field of international

collaboration, and is considered to be "the father of

Japanese modern agriculture."

The idea for the half-acre project came in 1986 when

President Chancellor Duffey requested suggestions from

the Hokkaido Committee to commemorate the centennial

of Clark's death. The Hokkaido Committee was establish

ed to maintain the bond between the two universities

started by Clark.

The committee chose the design ofUMass alumnus Todd

Richardson, whose previous accomplishments include the

award-winning Hampden Court in Southwest

Richardson collaborated on the design with landscape

architecture professor Barrie B. Greenbie, landscape pnv

fessor Shoichiro Asakawa of Hokkaido University, and

Fumiaki Takano, a Hokkaido University alumnus and

Tokyo landscape architect.

"The purpose of the memorial is to celebrate and

CONTINUED ON PAGE 5

Leaders call

for defeat
of CLT
By KENDRA PRATT
Collegian Staff

Student leaders from various state public universities

and colleges met Saturday at the University of

Massachusetts to attempt to capitalize on the defiance of

Acting Gov. Evelyn Murphy and to initiate a statewide

college campaign against the Citizens for Limited Taxa-

tion petition.

Student Government leaders from the Univer;-

Massachusetts at Amherst and Boston, from Franv

ingham. Holyoke and Greenfield Community colleges and

Massachusetts College of Art shared strategies and ideas

at the third meeting of the Student Alliance for Educa

tion. State Rep Stanley Rosenberg <D Amherst I
also par-

ticipated in the meeting

Angus McQuilken, the student trustee from I Maaa

Amherst, suggested that all who attended the meeting call

Murphy to ask her to restore funding to higher educat Em

in Governor Dukakis' absence.

McQuilken said since the restoration of higher educa

tion funding is one of Murphy's campaign promises, stu

dent leaders should tell her to fulfill her promises now

while she is the acting governor of the state

"Sav totMurphvi. You say you want to invest in public

education, so do it.
" he said. "We can try to capitalise

on this situation because she's crazy this week

The executive changes Murphy has made may be

rescinded when Dukakis returns to MassachanetU on !• ri

day from Europe. His staff however, will assess Murphy s

budget-cutting proposals this week.

"Us worth a try since everything has been so crazy at

the Statehouse." McQuilken said

Greg Rotaton. the SGA president from Framngham.

proposed that student leaders work with the

Massachusetts Public Interest Research Group to defeat

the CLT petition MassPIRG is an environmental ad

vocacy group which has made statewide voter registry

tion its goal for this year, he said

Natasha Diephuis. the SGA president of UMaas-

Amherst. said forms to obtain absentee ballots should be

distributed by student leaders on all campuses.

The CLT petition will be ballot question Number Three

in the Nov. 6 election. The question, if passed, would roll

back state taxes back to 1988 levels. State funding for

CONTINUED ON PAGE 6

He has been called a pioneer in the field of international VI
Defiant Murphy unveils plan to ease state s troubles

* *^ __ - . . ^.•.x-iai ,k „f -„.« fnr the btoud that has supported higher Uxe» to

Officials say plan won't yield $150M
u .AUiTPAN YENKIN diaclose them as long as Dukakis was stih

Assorted™1 Writer in Massachusetts Instead, she sa,d she was

BOSTON - With the suspense over, Gov.

Dukakis' staff is assessing the budget-

cutting proposals unveiled by his defiant

lieutenant governor, but some observers

said Saturday her plan won't solve the

state's fiscal troubles.

And despite getting a new set of orders

from a temporary chief executive, Dukakis

staff is still carrying out an original set of

orders the governor issued before he gave

up brief control of state government.

Evelyn Murphy, who shed the role of

lieutenant governor and took the title of ac

ting governor, unveiled her much awaited

plans Friday. She seized command after

Dukakis left the state the previous day on

a European trade mission.

But Murphy, needing some life in her lag

ging campaign for governor, raised expec

tations about her proposals by refusing to

waiting for the governor to depart so she

could assume authority.

That prompted a dramatic power strug

gle, with Dukakis initially refusing to

leave and then deciding to join the trade

mission, putting the burden on Murphy.

See related campus story, page 3

On Friday, Acting Gov. Murphy unveil

ed several items, including a pair of ex

ecutive orders. Among the steps were cut-

ting management positions in each cabinet

secretariat by 25 percent, as well as

slashing the payroll by 10 percent in the

department of. Administration and

Finance.

Murphy said her proposals would save up

to $150 million annually. Earlier in the

week. Dukakis ordered cabinet secretaries

to find $150 million worth of cuts for the

current fiscal year, which is already two

months old and running short of tax

collection.

Dukakis refused to comment Saturday on

the proposals. "I've got a very good team

in place |at home) and I want to get on with

this trip,'' he said in Bitterfeld, East

Germany.
Asked if he was aware of what Murphy

had done, Dukakis replied. "I'm always in

touch with the Statehouse."

But Dukakis administration officials in

dicated Murphy's numbers were

misleading, saying they would realistical

ly save only about $17 million this fiscal

year
"In terms of real dollar savings, it doesn t

match up to the $125 million to $150

million which she says it is," said Stephen

Crawford, a Dukakis spokesman.

"For people looking to an end to this year

long nightmare. I don't think we saw it

yesterday," said James Braude, head of the

Tax Equity Alliance for Massachusetts, a

group that has supported higher taxes to

help solve the state's fiscal woes.

Nonetheless, Crawford said the gover-

nor's staff would be assessing Murphy's

plans over the next week Dukakis is

scheduled to return Fnd
Dukakis had said he might cut his trip

short if any action Murphy took threaten

ed to hurt the state's stability But after

Murphv issued her orders, Crawford said

he saw no reason for the governor to return

early.

He noted that executive orders requiring

payroll cuts would not take effect before

Dukakis comes back, since such actions

take 10 days to implement. Once the gover

nor returns, he can rescind Murphy's ac

tions, but Crawford could not predict what

action Dukakis might take

Murphy's orders do not supersede the in

structions Dukakis issued earlier in the

week to make cuts, which means cabinet

secretaries will still carry out those plans,

Crawford said.

CONTINUED ON PAGE 3
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RESERVE OFFICERS' TRAINING CORPS *

THE MORE YOU USE YOUR HEAD,

THE MORE MONEY
YOU CAN GET FOR COLLEGE.

Up to $4000 a year. Just enroll in Army
ROTC at college and serve part-ume m
the Army Reserve or National Guard.

ARMY ROTC
THE SMARTEST COLLEGE

COURSE YOU CAN TAKE.

Contact Cpt. Richard Tracey

UMass Armv ROTC
545-2321 or 545-2322
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University of Wisconsin

Platteville

o

See Castles in the Air
And learn your way around the world

"If vou have built castles In the air, now put the

foundations under them." M-no~«n«—

Study in London for $4325 per semester. Include, air fare, resident

tuition, field trips, home stay with meals.

<^,<tv in Seville Spain, for $3625 per semester. Includes resident

^Cfi^paW. -ay witfnU, No foreign language

proficiency lequired.

Summer program atoo available in London.

For further tafonrtatkm, write or call:

Institute for 9*«dy Abroad Programs

V» Warner Hall

UntveroHv ofWtoeoe^n-fUtteetde

1 University Fls»« ^^
Plattevflle,Wlncs-ss 53ai$^OW

MMM9M

SORORITY RUSH
FALL '90

TUES., SEPTEMBER 11 ORIENTATION
CAMPUS CENTER, ROOM 101, 6;00 P.M.

LOCAL
Hampshire celebrates 20 years
By JULIA SEREBRINSKY
Collegian Staff

Imagine a prestigious, private liberal

arts college which doesn't have exams,

grades or demands classroom attendance.

And one doesn't even need to take the SAT

to get in.

What seems like a facetious academic

concoction is one of the most recognizable

trademarks of Hampshire College, which

is celebrating its 20th year anniversary

this fall.

As an experimental college, unique in its

structure and longevity, Hampshire had in-

augurated a new academic standard that

challenged the utility of traditional educa-

tion and came up with a few surprises.

Administrative offices on campus are

likely to display newspaper clippings on

their walls, noting Hampshire graduates

who have either received a national award

or completed an important scientific

research.

Out of the 4.500 alumni. 857 have

distinguished themselves in most fields of

human endeavor, from arts and sciences to

business and sports.

Hampshire has produced Academy

Award winning film makers, National

Award winning novelists, a Pulitzer Prize-

winning journalist and a gold medal

athlete, according to the Hampshire Col

lege Public Information Records.

In addition, Hampshire alumni have

been nominated for Grammy and Emmy
Awards, become banking executives, actors

on Broadway, as well as successful en

trepreneurs. Some have even worked with

Woodv Allen

Stephen Deutsch, a third-year Hamp
shire student studying American Humor,

said the success of Hampshire alumni is

often linked to its inquiry based education,

which is founded upon the hypothesis that

one can progressively acquire the ability

to teach oneself.

Most of the time at Hampshire is spent

learning to learn," which makes it easier

in a workplace." he said

To teach students how to learn and to

understand better the community they liv

ed in were some of the major mcentiv.

Hampshire's creation.

Francis D Smith, the first Dean of the

School of Humanities and Arts at Hamp

shire, said in 1969 that the function of

liberal education was to "serve not as a

tourist's view of life from the cruise ship,

but as an encounter with contemporary
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Hampshire College celebrate,, its 20-year anniveraary thi. fall, continuing ito long tradition of educating its

students in an atmosphere of academic freedom.
- 1 • .L. 1 »" „-J r.^

man's condition."

In the fall of 1970. after 15 years in the

making. Hampshire was opened to

students. Created as an experimental col

lege by the administrative leaders of

Amherst, Smith, Mount Holyoke Collegs*

and the University of Massachusetts.

Hampshire was to "help young men and

women learn to live their adult lives fully

and well, in a society of intense change, im

mense opportunity and great hazards,"

said Franklin Patterson. Hampshire's first

president, in his book The Making of A
College.

He added Hampshire was created to help

solve the crisis being faced by the

American higher education, particularly

the dramatic increase of the undergraduate

mrollment in state universities.

Hampshire's most innovative appr«

mvsards education was the rejection of its

moat sacred traditional tenets Hampshire

was not to have a regular, four year atten

dance, but a system based on three sequen

tial divisions.

The fulfillment of requirements in each

division included the completion of in

dependent projects and the passing ofcom

prehensive examinations.

The grading system was abolished. In

stead, teachers were to rank students

through a written evaluation. The student*

would have an almost complete autonomy

in the process of their education, and in

return they were expected to be responsi

ble, independent and ethical Their

teachers would be mentors, not pedants.

The academic freedom at Hampshire

worked for the advantage of many

students, particularly those who later

became entrepreneurs

After being at Hampshire, students find

it difficult to have bosses," said Andrea

Wright, director of the Career Options

Ri source Center at Hampshire.

However, a recent survey conducted by

the CORC found that the academic freedom

,t Hampshire does not always prepare

students for conventional modes of

education.

The survey found that former Hampshire

students who are attending graduate

schools are least prepared for things like

exam-taking strategy and competition The

students also found difficulty in "playing

the game of not rocking the boat" and ac-

cepting the status quo, the survey said.

Students at Hampshire have grown ac-

customed to rocking the boat in the past 20

years. They have been active in all major

iom civil rights to feminism, from

the arms race to gay rights

Hampshire prides itself on being the first

college m the nation to divest from South

Africa in 1977. and the students are still

encouraged to demonstrate, overtly and

through scholastic means, against what

they feel is an injustice to society.

In his inaugural address last year, Hamp-

shire College President Gregory S Prince

addressed students and asked them to con

tinue to be active

•We do indee<i • educate for social

justice." he said. "And to encourage that

a part of our energy be directed towards the

transformation of our

•We should not forget that onlj

cent of all United B • ns complete

college by the age of 25," he added.

ith so few, we indeed must consider it

our responsibility to educate for social

justice.

UMass prepares to face 4 percent slashing
^^ MT MT u-y-. TerrvZoulas. press spokesman for the Board of Reg.
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While University of Massachusetts students on thefirst

day of the fall semester were buying notebooks, textbooks

and pencils, higher education administrators in Amherst

and in Boston were frantically trying to realize the im

nact of a $27.3 million cut.

In a conversation last Wednesday with Gov. Dukakis.

President-Chancellor Duffey expressed grave concerns

about spending cuts ordered by the governor. He also met

SSh Arting Chancellor Randolph W. Bromery on that day

to map ouTa strategy for the campuses to deal with the

4 percent across the-board cut.

"We were still preparing for the first

cut (ordered in July) when this one

was announced" he said. "Every cut

this University has taken reduces the

capacity of being a university and

functioning as one."

"We were still preparing for the first cut ordered in Ju-

ly] when this one was announced," he said. .'Every cut

this University has taken reduces the capacity of being

a university and functioning as one.

The Amherst campus, the argest schoo nth

27-campus system, faces a $6 million slice of the $27.3

million ordered cut. Duffey, however, said he believes the

University will see a significant decrease m this figure^

"The Regents have the authority to take the 4
>

percent

from various accounts like scholarships accounts, he said.

^They are seeing what options they have without disrup-

ting the campuses."

Duffey confirmed during a weekend interview that

students will likely see an increase in tuition or the cur

riculum fee support." an additional fee placed on the U^

tion bill by the University which ranges from about J^uu

to more than $500.
.

Because of state accounting practices, tuition revenue

is placed into the General Fund but curriculum fees are

directed to the university or college.

Last week the press spokesman for the Board of Regents

of Hiaher Education also said a tuition hike is likely.

Duffey said the University might be forced into a reduc

ed academic year if operating funds run out an option

he acknowledged will be "very unpopular and very con-

troversial." ... A _ i,

"We have to go through the cut and further cuts.might

have to be done by closing down early, he said. It has

to be an option on the table."

He was the first state college president to float the trial

balloon of shortening the school yearJSince the governor s

announcement Tuesday several other presidents have

detailed similar proposals.

Duffey refused to call the proposal a last resort but

an "option being considered." He said he believes shut-

ting down is not only a "viable option but an action the

University may legally take.
,„,,„;„„

"There are two questions about the legality of closing

down early. 'Can you legally shorten the academic year,

and 'Can you legally shorten the work year? These are

two different questions that must be answered, he said.

"But I suspect it would be upheld in the courts.

Duffey also noted that Lt. Gov. Evelyn Murphy s pro-

posals advanced on Friday, in the position of acting gover-

noTsince Dukakis is out of the state, is a reasonable at-

tempt at making cuts to the state budget.
. . f

"I hope they won't be dismissed onder the cloud ot

politics," he said.

Terry Zoulas. press spokesman for the Board of Reg.

of Higher Education, said Thursday that the office was

still calculating how much each college will lose. He said

the office would be releasing the dollar amounts probably

Murphy 's plan
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

In fact, the work being done to cut costs will fit within

the spirit of both orders, said S. Stephen Roaenfeld, the

governor's chief of staff.

it's really a moot point," he said.

A spokesman for the Executive Office ofHuman Ser-

vices said his agency would proceed with the spending

cuts ordered by Dukakis.

"The secretary's strong position is that he works for

Mike Dukakis," said Kenneth Schwartz, chief of staff

for Human Services Secretary Philip Johnson.

Mark Longabaugh. a spokesman for Murphy, said

Saturday that Murphy stands behind her savings

Pf
OnfSent of her plan did not receive *s much at-

tention as the payroll cuts, he said, but was highly im-

portant. That order would require the department of

Administration and Finance to submit monthly budget

reports, documenting whether the state s books are in

balance. Cabinet secretaries who fail to remedy their

deficits could lose part of their salaries and possibly

th

Mur^hy has been criticized using the states budget

woeslo make a last-ditch effort to save her guber-

natorial campaign. She will face two other opponents

in the Sept. 18 Democratic primary, and public opinion

polls put her well behind the pack
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Celebrating 8 years of quality service.

ADVOCATEBEST
VALLEY
RCAU II'. PCU

19 8 9
III PLACk

Five Times!

Computerized upper
body conditioning

Ultimate low impact
aerobic machines

Donna Kelley

AAFA IDEA certtiied

"Big enough to afford the best equipment but small enough to know your name

NAUTILUS

Amherst Athletic Club

460 West St.
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SAVE MONEY ON YOUR
PHONE BILL TO 508/617

CALL
|

FONE HOME
549-3737

Sign-up Fee Regularly $30

For September ONLY $1

Ne : Stanley Kaplan
358 N Pleasant St, Suite 210, Amherst

By Popular Demand

COWBOY
JUNKIES

Sun. Sept. 16, 7<SflOPM

Iron Mors. : Music Hall

This semester, takesome electiws

in communications.

IntnxiiicuTgAI&T

Student Saver Phis.

If yrxrtr an offcampus
student', all be easier to get

through college this yeat

Because ATHT has put

together a program of

products and
services to

save you
money.

Gabnellc Kmsler • Modmote College • Class of 1991

60 minutes

oflong distance.

For free.

Movies. Videos.

And more.

For less.

Just by cf»K»ing any

student Saver Plus program.

youH get up to 60 minutes

of free long distance calls

Vbull also get a free coupe

booklet gmxi for savings

m around urwn

You don't need

to wait till spring

togetabreak.
With the ATt~Z Reach OmP

America ften*. youll get

savings 24 hours a day 7 days

a week Including 25% off

our already low evening prices"

Northampton
Box Office

12nd Floor Thomesl

•ABSOLUTE AUCTION
8 GOLF COURSE CONDOS
AT FAIRWAY VILLAGE,

NORTHAMPTON, MA
REF» 00488

SATURDAY. SEPTEMBER 15, 1990 AT 10:00 AM.
UNITS Bx-1, B-2, Rx-3, Bx-4. B-5, B-6, B-7 and Bx-S

FAIRWAY VILLAGE.SPRINO ST, NORTHAMPTON. MA

OPEN HOUSES: Friday, Saturday 4 Sunday,

Sapt 7th, 8th & 9th 1 1 AM to 4 PM eich day

Vtawtng only: Mon-Fri. S»ptambar 10-14, 11 AM to 4 PM

Offering 8 luxury TUsidentud Condo Units situatedon 80
acres of {and Bordering the 'Mill 'Kiver. 'Property is located

along the fairways ofthe 'Northampton Country Club, a nine

hole private golfcourse. All units have Southern exposure to

allowfor the greatest view andprivacy

.

TERMS: THREE THOUSAND DOLLARS ($3,000 00) <tapM« pm unit m ouh.

eatMwd or bank ctthwr't check m the Ml*, ktalanc* du« withm forty ••»• (45)

day* al dosing r* wan to at aoto abkxi/to - aurws enact) S% BUYER'S
(MWtLLBEADOEOTOTHEnHALHtGHBIO

UP TO 95% FINANCING AVAILABLE TO QUALIFIED

BUYERS A RA TES AS LOW AS 8.65%,

Call from anywhere

to anywhere.
Well give you a free

A7FT Calling Cxmi, even if

you don't have a phone. So

youll be able to make a call

from almost any phone and

have it billed to you,

wherever you live

lb enroll in the AHfcT Student

Saver Plus programs that are right for

you, or to get the best value in long

distance service, call us. They just

might he the most profitable ekectives

you'll ever take.

18006540471 Ext. 1231

AIM. Helping make
college life a little easier.

AT&T
The right choice.

CALL TODA Y FOR BROCHUREAND INFO
AMERrCA REAL ESTATE MOTUWMALl

JEROME J. MANNING a\ CO.. INC.
Jm, AUCTIONEERS

{QP TOU.FRB

UM0C

UMass Outing Club
INVITES YOU TO:

hiking

• backpacking
• canoeing
• kayaking

• caving

• cross-country skiing

• rock climbing

• ice climbing

• mountaineering

. . .and more'

JOIN
First Meeting
Mon. Sept. 10
Student Union

Ballroom
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The UMass Music
Theatre Guild

is now accepting applications for:

Director Vocal Coach

Assistant Director Choreographer

Music Director
for our Fall, 1990 production of

\

to be performed November 29 through December 1

in Bowker Auditorium

Contact Kara Jenkins in the Guild Office 423 Student Union

or call 253-3863. All applications due by September 1 7, 1990

i

I WHAT IF YOU
IDONTGET
INTO THE GRAD
SCHOOL OF
YOUR CHOICE?

Sure, there are other

schools But why settle'

Kaplan prep courses help

. students raise their scores

and their chances of
I be ing admitted into their

first-choice schools Fact

is. noone has helped

S^HliexiiiP»C»O^CIimill» students score higher"

OTHER COURSES MCAT. DAT, NC1EX, NTE, CF*. BAR REVIEW. & OTHERS

IKAPLAN

GRE classes begin NOW!
LSAT classes begin NOW!
GRE classes begin NOW!

358 No. Pleasant Street « 549-5780

7 PM
Slide Show

Our office 423C Student Union 545-3131

This wrvtrt mm/ nr* hr in iiltnUt In lotimj hattt an yout campus
"Murium applies » out -of«a* caUs direct dtaled 5 K) pm. Sunday Mdm/
• mora

Collegian
Circulation

Drivers

needed
$10/hour

Must Have
Mornings

Free
9-1 1am

Must be

univs build memorial
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

memorialize the relationship between

UMass and the University of Hokkaido and

to create a social center for the students in

Van Meter and Butterfield," said Greenbie.

According to program director Marjorie

Tuttle, the physical layout of the memorial

reflects the architectural structures impor

tant to Clark's life both here and in Japan,

UMass cuts
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 3

within 10 days.

Bromery said Wednesday that the

Regents will not institute the 4 percent

across-the-board budget cut as the state im-

posed it but rather would pick and choose

among accounts and colleges.

Zoulas told the Collegian on Wednesday

that the cut from higher education system

as well as the actual Japanese landscape

of Hokkaido University.

Construction will not be complete until

late fall or early winter, followed by a

reception in the spring, said Tuttle. Exhibi-

tions and open forums to inform students

about Clark and the memorial will be of-

fered through September and October.

will most likely come out of "non-campus

accounts," such as scholarship funds and

the Regents budget.

Bromery assured that classrooms and

students would not feel the effect of the cut.

• Dennis Madson, vice chancellor for Stu-

dent Affairs, called the cut "devastating"

to the University in light of the previous

4 percent across-the-board cut ordered by

the Legislature in late July.

BACK TO SCHOOL

SPECIAL!
fromAMERICA'S NUMBER ONE

Automobile Fluid Maintenance Service!

Fn 8am-6pm
8arrt-5pm

10 am 3 pm

jiffy lube

The Full Service Jiffy Lube

ChanoaoH • install a new oM filter

Lube chatsis I Check ana add transmission fluid

I Chech and add Brake fluid •• Chech me DrHtrential fluid

if Chech and add Power steering fluid

I Chech and add Battery fluid I Chech the at New

> Chech wiper Made* I Vacuum interior

I Property inflate ttrts I H winoshiaW washer fluid

> Wash your car too 1

Ail in Just Ten Minutes!

No Appointment Ever Needed!

HADLEY
347 Russell St.. Rt

586-6795

NORTHAMPTON
Hamp. Plaza, North King St.

586-6142

SPRINGFIELD

11 30 Boston Rd

CHIC0PEE

201 7 Memorial Dr

WEST SPRINGFIELD

788 Memorial Ave

EAST L0NGMEAD0W
475 North Mam St

Mie i '00 OFF!
1 FULL SERVICE

JIFFY LUBE*
Just $19.99 Complete

(with this coupon)

'not 09 uMdwanar

Valid at: Western Massachusetts locations

EXPIRES. 10 14 90 ,

^LRUnDRV
laundromat*Have to*

8am-ll pm»7days

Come
Apply
113 CC

* Self-Service Wash S Dry

* 'State-of-the-Art' Machines

^r Drop-off Service

^t Appetizers & Munchies

^r Big Screen TV
* Pool Table

* Senior Citizen Discount!

wash
1.50

dry

^£lRUnDRV

(8 Minutes)

6 UNIVERSITY DRIVE/Next to Louis Foods/AMHERST (413) 549-2640

$2.00
OFF

Drop-Off

Laundry
Service

/ 10 Lb. Min.

(ONE COUPON
PER VISIT

\expires 9/30/90

FREE
WASH
Save
$1.50
Top

Loaders ,

Only

10
(percent
OFF
DRY

CLEANING

ONE COUPON
PERVISh
expires 9/30/90

I OnE COUPON
1 PER VISIT

•expires 9/30/90 -
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FOR RENT IN AMHERST
SALEM PLACE CONDOS

AVAILABLE IMMEDIATELY

We have a 2 bedroom, a 3 bedroom,

and a 2 badroom townhou»a for rant

starting at $850.00 per month.

We are seeking mature, quiet tenants

to oommit to at least a 1 yeur lease

(subletting is allowed). Terms are

negotiable.

CALL: 584-0292 OR 256-0919

leaders to protest

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

human services and public education would be drastical-

ly cut if this question is passed, he said

Another strategy Rotatori proposed to the student

leaders was to encourage students to vote against the LL

1

petition and to cooperate with the Campaign for

Massachusetts' Future on a visibility campaign The Cain

paign represents human service groups against state run-

d
UNWBoston held its first demonstration against the

MONDAY. SEPTEMBER 10, 1990

CLT petition this morning in front of the main entrance

of their campus.

The more visibility students have, the better, according

to Mary Sullivan, the SGA president of UMass-Boston.

"People want to back the legislators against the wall

[with the CLT petition] to force them to make substan-

tial cuts," she said. "People are sick of being taxed.

Rosenberg said the student vote can defeat the CLT peti-

tion if all students are educated about the potential ef-

fects of the ballot question.

"The student vote is really key," Rosenberg said.

"Remember that it was the voices of the students in the

1960s that changed peoples* minds about Vietnam.

IIWHHWIilWIIWIFWIIIIIIIHinWMinillWIl

DEBATE
the issues of our time

First meeting
September 11th, 8pm

Trailer No. 3
(behind Thompson)

Practicum credit available

Call 545-2055, Denice,

Yanni, Tom Conroy

ne Credit Courses

Fall Term 1990

mum

17™T.™T££%£Z»- HM houM ,n„uc-o,: ft*

S£££SSL—• "«•"«»'»•.—.* •*»—• ""•"

marriage, and environment.

ffnmSStmm Alternate Mondays ^6pm Hillel House Instructor:

manuscnpts. 19th century Jewsh artists .n Europe. Amenca. and israe.

oinVcfas** alternate Mondays 7-9 H,..e< House .nstructor Rosem*y

Horowitz „ _. _K-_
Exptore the writings ot Ow*. Pmv*. Rdi. Pa*y. end others

ST«1^^*""^ We*-e*y 3-5P* Hefler 107 m*n~

%X!s!£ .«"«•.MM to a. ,ound,ng of the ^.ot.v-. through

the evenu of the last decade.

To register: bring Registrars add-drop form to HIM. 388 N. Pleasant

Qt nr to Judaic Studies Office. Herter 7th Floor
St.. °^L
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The TL68.
The engineering calculate

tr. handle touexi technical

MICHAEL

The further vou go in

engineering, math or

other technical course

the more vou need a

scientific calculator that

speeds you through

complex problems.

With 254 powerful

advanced scientific

functions, the Tl-68

from Texas Instruments

iv both a smart choice

and an exceptional

value.

The Tl-68 easily solves

up to five simultaneous

equations with real or

complex coefficients. It

evaluates 40 complex

number functions. It

allows polar and rectan-

gular forms for

entries and results.

A convenient

last equation re-

play feature lets

vou check your

answers without

re-entering your

equations.

Formula pro-

gramming pro-

vides up to 440

program steps

for as manv

as 12 user-

generated

formulas.

ON

. You can perform

operations in four num-

ber bases, one and two-

variable statistics, and

Boolean logic opera-

tions. And, the polv-

nomial root finder

calculates real and com-

plex roots of quadratic,

cubic, and quartic

equations.

Only the Tl-68

delivers so much func-

tionalitv, value and ease

in one compact, ad-

vanced scientific tool.

For more information

on what the Tl-68 can

do, pick up a free copy

of the Tl-68

technical

brochure

at your

book-

store.

Billiard Room
& Sports Bar

Featuring Monday Night
Football-TONIGHT

• Five 9 ft. Championship Tables

• Your favorite sporting events on large

screen TVs
• $1.00 Drafts in ice cold mugs
• 25 cent hot dogs
• Appetizer menu
• This Week: $1 Rolling Rock Bottles

• Thursday is Ladies' Night-Ladies play

pool for half price on Thurs. Night

Formerly4^Ŵ hanges Nightclub

256-8284

11 am to 12 Midnight Daily

•;
p.^

PCX

,CED*C
,r

exv*

CI990TI

Texas *&
Instruments

EDITORIAL/OPINION
CLT petition must fail
The election on Nov. 6 stands as the pivotal point for the future

of public higher education in Massachusetts.

If the Citizens for Limited Taxation petition passes, more drastic

budget cuts will fall on the shoulders of the student body of this

University. , ,

The petition calls for a tax rollback of the present state budget

to 1988 levels. No tuition or fee increases that have been imposed

in the last three years will be included in the rollback; however,

the rollback will decrease the already slender higher education

b

A rollback will cut between $25-35 million allocated to our Univer-

sity by the state. The $62 million already cut in the past three years

has already put the University in a financial state of emergency.

There is no more fat to cut from our budget.

Our administrators will have to take one oftwo desperate measures

if the CLT petition passes. At UMass-Amherst, it is estimated that

tuition will increase $2,000 per student or 750-1250 UMass

employees will be laid off next semester. Neither alternative will

salvage this University.
Tm«««

Although recent polls indicate the petition may pass, the UMass

campus alone can defeat CLT.

On Nov 6, we have a chance to vote for our future. And we will.

The first step is to register to vote. Not voting is equivalent to

voting in favor of CLT.

We also need to spread the word to our friends and families about

what repercussions the CLT petition could have on the future of

public higher education in Massachusetts.

If each of the 30,000 employees, students and faculty at UMass

convince five other people to vote no on question three, we can

stop the CLT petition from passing.

Our time is running out. „ . an
Unsigned editorials reflect the majority opinion of the Collegian

Board of Editors

SO YOU WANT TO BUY A STAMP?/
"

i

Should Americans be in the Persian GulT Are they righting for democracy,

or something else?

Are we witnessing the beginning of another VM™"?
, u

[)o Americans really support the actions taken by the President What should

our economy expect from a lengthy battle with Saddam Hussein.

The Editorial/Opinion page will be running a PointI Counter-point section thi*

week about the crisis in the Middle East.

Submissions must not exceed 50 typed, double spaced lines. Utters and col-

umns must contain the writer's name, local address and phone number.

Send all submissions to The Editorial Editors. 113 Campus (enter. I Mas*

Amherst 01003.

Receiving rightful financial aid a terrifying quest
IVgtV/l V IH5 x x^x*v*%~

.., .- from the tops of the ramparts You
, :„ ««,, .«. hpvnnd the Dales of the Kingdom's responsibilit>

r ™ " .^u JLj -J *,u<.r ™« 1

Editors' note: This is one of a two-part series.

Step aside. Don Quixote! If you think that tumbling

windmills with a lance is the stuff of heroic, if ill-fated

heroes, try dealing with the Kingdom of Financial Aid

at the University of Massachusetts in this time of shrink

ing state education budgets.

I lowered mv lance on August 6. 1990 while black clouds

gathered on the formidable horizon, completely snarled

with red tape and threatening dire menace My quest: lo

seek out the elusive $400 fee waiver for the fall semester

I went forth in mv task, dialing the number with stern

resolve Unfortunately, the Kingdom line was busy. I tried

•gain And again. Twenty times the snarling busy signal

rang its sour note in my ear Finally, a happy female

recorded voice said that I should beware the treacherous

new phone system and 'Have a nice day. while suffer

mg the indefinite Kingdom of Financial Aid hold.

I waited patiently until at last a mortal s voice welcomed

me to the Kingdom Endlessly patient Erica Ressmeyer

Lovas listened to mv woeful saga as I explained the facts:

No I hadn't filed a Financial Aid Form because my

veterans' benefits and Teacher Assistantship provided me

basic sustenance, and 1 thought the $8 filing fee for an

FAF an unnecessary burden when all I wanted was to be

considered for an in house waiver

"Ah my sorry knight." she replied, "your ignorance is

as wide as the sea. This year everything has changed in

our Kingdom Now. everyone needs an FAF even if they

are guaranteed to get nothing (as you undoubtedly would)

after having filled out its numerous pages and paid the

filing fee. Because you lack the FAF. I'm happy to say.

you are beyond the pales of the Kingdoms responsibility

"But the deadline is long past for the FAF and late filers

are never considered for priority financial aid.

She laughed at my naivete. "That is all true, but we

must know your eligibility, brave knight. The FAF tells

us that."

Fair maiden, all you need to do to figure out my in

come eligibility is multiplv nine payments ofmy monthly

veterans' benefits and add it to my Teaching Assistant

ship stipend."

"But that's not the rules, so be bold and seek out help

from your department!" ^^^^^^^^^^

David Holper

I departed the Kingdom and set forth to find Robert

Bagg. the gallant head of the English department_Ye

hellish dogs of war!" he cried after hearing my tale. "What

scoundrels thev be in the Kingdom of Financial Aid. But

perhaps you could at least fill out a fee waiver form and

have the gallant secretary of your program attach a memo

requesting special consideration from their Kingdom

"Ah, your name is written by the hand of God wise

leader, thank vou for such sagely advice!" I said and

departed, my heart gladdened with the possibility of an

easy solution. .... . 1 » <• _»u
I came again to the gates of Financial Aid and let forth

with my cheery salute.

After 75 busy signals on the first day. followed by -24

on the second day. a familiar woman's voice answered me

from the tops of the ramparts You want what '" Erica

laughed. "Oh. God. not another one It's no good, you lazy

academe, we have no waiver form and we will let no •

pass who has not an FAF!"

"But can't I just give you a copy of my last year

"That magic won't work here anymore." she cried, then

threw down several large stones and a bucket of cold

dishwater to show her earnest.

I began to take my quest more seriously. I called the

Graduate Dean's office - busy I called the Provost. hav_

mg seen several times for myself the awesome power of

this fearsome individual.

The siren-like voice of Sue Pearson floated into my ear

"Ah ves. it is a sorry tale you tell, tired knight But fear

not for I will grant you assistance in your quest Only

heed the magic words I speak: Let me get back to you in

a day or two."

Two days went by while I camped in a dark wood. I

ing to buoy my spirits with Sue's promise, then 1 called

*
The fair secretary explained that Sue was

.

m an

alchemical meeting, in which the Provost .^Tmm*
,ng to figure out how to turn student flesh into gold.

The meeting lingered on through the following day. thu*

casting me into a weekend of sodden gloom.

On Monday Sue was on vacation

On Tuesday she went back to her meeting and could not

return anv of my several messages.

David Holper is a BMass graduate student

Tune m tomorrow for the dramatic conclusion!
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ARTS&LIVING
rioting compares 2 sinead at Avowant

... om i JonKo pfltPirnries. -T • i:_:* a~ \Tr.ot-u Aa Thru Wanna I

UNIVERSAL CITY, Calif. (AP) - Irish pop singer Sinead

O'Connor breezed past American bombshell Madonna for

L honors at the
P
seventh annual MTV Mas, Video

Awards, in a ceremony marked by a protest against

'Te'outspoken O'Connor took video of the year best

female vidJoand postmodern video for her stark "Nothing

Compares 2 U" during the three-hour ceremony broad-

cast live Thursday night.
A ^*i nn

Madonna's "Vogue" video won for direction,

cinematography and editing. Madonna, dressed in an 18th

centurvTench costume bursting at the bust, performed

a racy version for the video during the awards
i

show.

Ex Eagle Don Henley beat Billy Idol and M.C. Hammer

in the be^t male video category for "End of the Innocence.

But Hammer's "U Can't Touch This" won m rap and

dance categories.

O'Connor caused a flap last month when she threaten-

ed to walk out on an audience of 9,000 at the Garden Stete

Arts Center in New Jersey if the state-owned am-

phitheater played the national anthem before her show.

"I'd like to say I had a great respect for people of all

countries, including American people, she told the sell-

out MTV crowd, which gave her a standing ovation.

"I don't see aesthetically what national anthems have

to do with any country," she said after the ceremony. She

said the incident taught her to be "much more conscious

of other people's feelings and not so obsessed with my

°
The rap group 2 Live Crew performed "Banned in the

USA " The performance sparked a dance-fest by audience

members who waved bumper stickers reading Censor

ship is UnAmerican." The rappers decried the banning

of their explicit As Nasty As They Wanna Be album from

some record stores. ...
Uwas a disappointing night for 1** year's big winner,

Laker girl-turned-megastar Paula Abdul, whose Op

posites Attract" video was shut out despite six nomina-

Uona. Last year, Abdul won for best female, dance, editing

and choreography for her "Straight Up video.

Two older groups enjoying new success also picked up

awards- the B-52's for best group and art direction tor then-

exuberant "Love Shack" and Aerosmith for metal-hard

rock for "Janie's Got a Gun."

Janet Jackson, sister of pop icon Michael Jacksor^was

named in advance as the recipient of the 1990 Video

Vanguard award, MTV's highest honor.

Student
checking
freefora
year!

„l aw**!™ uvmifii mdflv and voull rav no normai monthly service charges for

open a BavBank iru-ikinn aummi looay, ami yvwu h»j
<>

. . .

one full year Plus, you'll enft the unmatched convenience of the BayBank Card- <ftw n b> mon

Massachusetts students than anv other. Only the BavBank Cart lets you—

Bank U hours a dav at over 1,000 X Press 24 banking machines

on campus and around the Stat

Access up to the-minute account information

with unique Card features like Account Ipdate"

and Check Ipdate

"

Get cash where vou shop, with over 2l><> BavBank

X-hvss 24 CASH' machines at convenience stores

and supermarkets in Massachusetts

Get cash when vou travel at over 3< UM)0 NYCK"

and CIRRI S' automated teller machines nationwide

So look for us on campus—or stop by the

nearest BavBank office today to open vour free

checking account. And get the Card thats number

one in its class'

NOBODY IX)LS IT BETTER"

M ho, h ,.mmwn cum* ind baybankmmm^S^^S
Kavbank Harvard Trust O.mpam (617) 648 B350. BavBank Middlesex .(.1') M Hn, BavBank Norfolk (ol

)
W 1

W, Ha>iunic I

BavBank V-alle\ Trusi Company (413) 732 55W

LANCU ACI

of Massac?wsrm
Engbsh as

a Second Lawguoge
Intensive Day Classes

Part Time Eve Classes

TOEFL Preparation

Classes begin 9/17/90
Registration 9/6-9/17

Amherst Creamery Btdg

ISO Fearing St Ste 29
549-5Q65

A HEALTHY
JOMPLEXIOl
AND BODY

b^Rins with a deep p.

dranking treatment and a

full body massage

Improves how you look

and feel

relaxing • refreshing

italmriK

also lash and brow I inting

and hair warning

AESTHETICS

THFRAPEt TH SKIN CARF
AND MASSAliK

AMHERST • 35M878

VWmN'

SAVE ON
USED AND
DISCOUNT
NEW
BOOKS

40-8G%r Off Pub.

List Price

Thousands of

popular & academic
paperbacks &
hardbacks

VALLEY
BOOKS
199 N. Pleasant St.

Downtown AmherBt

Open 10-8

Sept. 4-7

256-1508
Visa/MC
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THE FAR SIDE
By GARY LARSON
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BONES IN THE BARREL
By J. GELLER & M. ROSENZWEIG

"Dang! . . . Sorry, buddy

DOONESBURY By GARRY TRUDEAU

CALVIN AND HOBBES By BILL WATTERSON
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txifc MJkTW HOMfcViOR*.
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100 STARTED vjtm
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cooNmi/
INEGOT
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PRICE By PRICE VAN RAY

, . * . •

MENU
LUNCH

Duchess Meat Pie

Grilled Cheese

BASICS LUNCH
Caponata Pocket

Grilled Cheese

DINNER

Pan Shish Kebab
Fried Shrimp

BASICS DINNER

Golden Carrot Bake

Fried Shrimp

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Edited By TRUDE MICHEL JAFFE

ACROSS
1 Bet

6 Lansoury role

10 Lee J Of Ty

14 Thrill

1

5

Beasts o»

burden

16 — avis

17 jorftn Joe

18 Go to Deo

20 Porker s place

21 Oh dear'

23 Sharpies

24 Pull

25 Talkative bird

26 Symbols of

Nazi tyranny

31 Assortment

35 Astaire-Roqers

Mm 1935

36 Stravinsky

ballet score

381

39 Lanat

40 TopsoM
42 Ducts

43 Lamprey
44 Jason s vessel

45 — Restaurant

47 Demolish

49 BarysrtrMkov

ntvr executes

only one
51 Desertlike

53 Bumpkin
54 Kuouu Khan

toeowet
57 Equable

58 Select

61 Kakan range

63 Mr) TV snow
65 Connecticut

buMogs
66 Brother Ot Seth

67 Heavens
Comb form

66 Confederate

69 Presume
70 Novettt Anne

5 Annual event at

Henley

6 Five Nations

tribe

7 Indian deer

8 Encountered

9 Recorded item

10 Old mov*
neavy Laird

1

1

Diamond Head
site

12 Scottish hillside

13 Kaneohe and
Kawaihae

19 Chinese
province

22 Hang about

25NCO
26 Spread widely

27 Hand-seeker

28 Rome, tor one

29 Haggard true

30 Hitter Hank

32 Attain

33 Contused
34 Baker s need
37 Maureen and

John

41 Up m years

42 London s Old
— Theatre

44 Ohx) city

46 ignored'

48 Giess role

50 Muss
52 Troian War epic

54 Ballerina

Pnsetskaya

55 Australian

export

56 Actress Carter

57 Scoff

58 Spoken
59 Window pan
60 U S ballistic

missile

62 Cagers org

64 Ferret out

O.UJ
E.NN

IWIliP E
-P"

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE

I(ii
E F

fori

T*R A P

-farath
m
u*
MID

nana nannna
annn

t Links

2 Landed
3 A oft too npe 7

4 Greek tetter

ACROSS
1 Singer Joan

5 Wharves
10 Meiv.se captam
14 itakan wine

sector

15 Copland banet

score

16 Observe
17 Visiting

19 Graf -
20 Two-wheeled

carriage

21 Fiyieaf

23 Lager holder

25 A Betafonte

26 Annoyed
31 African

T—J—J t » > '
T-TT

a l<;

iT 1 VI

PPHT P |^" ~^~pz

IT
-

'flP >"
ejBjjaejjj hi

"

34 Clothe

35 Conical tents

Vsr

37 Log* or

graph*
-Winning

38 — tube

39 Energy
40 Mideast title

41 Ewe una
42 Dundee

denizens

43 Ballerinas

quality

44 Condor or eagle

46 Steel mid

worker

48 Jots

50 Trouble

51 Small pomt of

land

54 Toolbox item

59 Olympian
Korbut

60 Supporting

62 Dark red

63 — beagte

3 Harrow rival

4 Zooms
5 Basic school

text

6 Charged
part.de

7 Advantage

8 Checks, a la

Cordero

9 Sweeney
Todd
composer

10 Actor Michael

of Broken
Arrow

it Furious

12 To - ideal

13 it s on tap

18 Stammer
22 Laurel and

Hardy, e g
24 Reach
26 Fictional

32 Thaw
33 Doub»v tende'

36 Trattona staple

39 Breanfast treat

trom Phiiiy

40 Shoreotrd

42 Tipplers

43 AmeMa
— Curci Of

opera
tame

45 P'esent times
- an wave

49 Temptress
5t Short-Oiled rail

52 Styptic

53 Forum garb

55 BUJCk

56 Serves

57 Dominate
56 Sail suDOort

61 Actor ONeaJ

C OJII
ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE
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27
28 Visiting

29 idle talk

30 Nutritionists

concerns

M.O.N. G.0.L
» P EJi

"

Y A

ALLY

nn nog rmn
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64 — nut tree

65 Actress Irving

and others

66 Growing out

67 North Sea

DOWN
1 Wild party

2 The Charles s

terrier
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DIVISION OF CONTISUiSG EDl'CATION_

The outlook

is good,

University of

Massachusetts

at Amherst

WMUA 91.1 ffm Presents..
UMass Football

and the future is

yours for the taking.

With your choice of

nearly 200 credit and

noncredit courses, the forecast for personal and

professional growth looks promising. This fall,

let the UMa88 Division of Continuing Education

help you plan the right course for your future.

Late register for University day classes and

Continuing Education evening classic, on

a space-available basts, through September 18 in

Room 615, Goodell Building.

Formm information or a tn-< catalog, call tin

Division <>t Continuing Education at 545-5198.

We're predicting your success

m\isl()\ <)h CONTINUING EDUCATION

WMUA BRINGS ALL THE ACTION OF
UMASS FOOTBALL FROM THE OPEN-

ING KICKOFF TO THE FINAL WHISTLE.

JOIN YOUR FM SOURCE FOR UMASS
SPORTS. 91.1 WMUA IN AMHERST.

Sept. 15 Maine
29 Boston Univ.

1:15

1.15

October 6
13
20
27

at Rhode Island 1:15
Connecticut 1:15

at Delaware 12:45
Northeastern 1:15

November 3
10
17

aat Richmond 12:4

Villanova 12:4£

3\ New Hampshire

Starting time includes lb min. pregame

WMUA 91.1 FM
Student-run radio for UMass and the Pioneer Valley

New Members 1 Meeting

Monday, Sept. 10th, 7pm
Campus Center 101 (Next to the WMUA studios)

TEXTDOOK ANNE ^

Hours for September have been

extended for your convenience!

i

Five Good Reasons to use

the Textbook Annex

• Largest selection of used books

• One stop shopping

• Professional staff

• Confidence

• Service

REGULAR HOURS-. MONDAY-FRIDAY

9:00 AM-4:00 PM

SEPTEl
TUESDAY

MBER HOURS
^ V ' MONDAY WEDNESDAY THURSDAY FRIDAY SATURDAY

pEPT 2 3

CLOSED

4

9-5

5

M
6 8

10-3
CLOSED

9-9 9-5

9

CLOSED

10

95

11

9-5

12

9-5

13

9-5

14

9-5

15

CLOSED

16

CLOSED

17

9-4

18

9-4

19

94

20

9-4

21

9-4

22

CLOSED

23

CLOSED

24

9-4

25

9-4

26

9-4

27

9-4

28

9-4

29

CLOSED

30

CLOSED

OCT 1

9-4

2

9-4

3

9-4

4

9-4

5

9-4 CLOSED

VISA MasterCard LOCATED ON THE TOP FLOOR,

EAST SIDE OF THE PHYSICAL PLANT BUILDING

I
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By TAMIR LIPTON
Collegian Staff

Pam Hixon enjoyed her trip to Iowa so

much, she may even schedule another trip

there.

Saturday afternoon the University of

Massachusetts field hockey team suc-

cessfully opened its 1990 season at

Hawkeye Field in Iowa City with a resoun-

ding 3-0 win over the Ball State Cardinals.

The Minutewomen bombarded Ball State

goalie Kellie Rowker with 34 shots.

Rowker who deserved a better fate, saved

all 14 shots in the first half, but in the se-

cond stanza, UMass proved to be too much

for the Cardinals. The Minutewomen rais

ed their game to a higher level, assaulting

Rowker with shot after shot, 20 to be exact.

UMass forward Dawn Trumbauer final-

ly broke the ice almost 16 minutes into

period two. From there, Mara Fr^ttasio

scored and Trumbauer notched her second

goal of the game, icing a satisfying win for

the Minutewomen.
Phillipa Scott started in goal for the

Minutewomen. Scott was not really tested,

but she did manage to save all three shots

that she faced.

Sunday the Minutewomen got a taste of

their own medicine. Iowa goaltender

Eillene Moyer turned away six UMass

shots and Kris Fillat scored with five

minutes left in the game to give host Iowa

a 1-0 victory.

Scott, who earned her second straight

start, played well, making 18 saves.

"Scotty played great," said Hixon.

Iowa took control of the game early. "We

seemed to be intimidated for some reason,"

said Hixon.

"We're off to a good start. We played

great defense, which is good to have this

early in the season. I enjoyed the trip, it

was easy and smooth, and there was good

competition. I'd like to go back in maybe

two years."

Sports Notice

STOCKBRIDGE: There will be a soccer

and basketball meeting at 4 p.m today

in Boyden room 223. If unable to attend,

please contact Jack Leaman at

545-1301 or stop by Boyden room 228.

Field hockey handed one win, loss in Iowa(i
cnarlie'js
1 Pray St, Amherst-549-5403 • Open 1 lam

7 days a Week
Kitchen open til midnight

New Game Room with 2 Pool Tables

Tonight 10c Mozzarella Sticks

9:00p.m. — 12:00 a.m.

Beer of the Month

Foster's Lager $1.75

Drink of the Week
Denaka Vodka & Cranberry

$195

RESEARCH
INTERVIEWERS
HiringNow ForThe SchoolYear

Interesting, part-time telephone assignments to collect

data on a variety of research topics. Absolutely no sell-

ing involved. Flexible hours Sunday-Friday, 5-1 0pm, and

Saturday 1 1am-5pm. Shifts up to 40 hours week avail-

able Choose your own schedule as long as you work 4

shifts a week (20 hours) Start at $5 00 per hour with paid

training and earn up to maximum $6.00 'hr.

We re in the Mountain Farms Mall which is a stop on the

free bus line. Call between 11 a.m. and 4 p.m. Monday to

Friday. 586-8635.

Abt Associates Inc.

— f •»•-.

Intinn
Irrnnn

Food Giveaways

Mon 10 cent Mozzarella Sticks 9-12

Tues 10 cent Buffalo Wings 9-12

Sunday 10 cent Potato Skins 9-12

TOP of
the CAMPUS

OUNGE

We accept

MC/VlM/Am«K11

Catch all

your sports

at the Top!
Lounge Hours:

Mon-Fn 11 30am-l2 30am
Sal-Sun 500 pm-12 30 am

San Francisco
at

New Orleans
Tonight at 9 pm

\'

m ><

*»**

Telephone Research Center

Mountain Farms Mall. Rt. 9, Hadley. MA 01035

An Equal Opportunity Employer

; - .
.

•

»
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Monday Football

11th Floor • Lincoln Campus Center • (413) 549-6000 ext. 7634

University of Massachusetts st Amhsrst

CLASSIFIEDS
ACTIVITIES

1ST UPC MEETING. Get involved with

great concerts' Tuesday Sept 11th at Ear

thtoods' Great fun, cool people Ca*

545-2892 tor (Mails'

SCIENCE FICTION CONVENTION
Looking for volunteers lo organize tun

wsakend FirM Meeting Tum Sept 11 7pm

Campue Center 186

1BMMSSANM0SX
Runs good $1000 or BVO
Tel 549-4675

OmNO/TUTOMNQ

1983 HONDA ACCOM) U Hatchback

4 cylinder auto/ac pwr steering

Car alarm and mora $3,300 00

2584022

ANNOUNCEMENTS

1884 DOOOE AWES. 4*r. low mess, 1

own* $2250 00 2532096

1887 MONOA; Ott^unTgVeat E^csAsnt

condition 50 MPG $4500 586-7183

ATTENTION RECYCLERS - HrjustngSer-

views Recycling Program needs students;

Do an internship, precscum or independent

study with us we re proof that garbage can

be fun - 545-1153

COME TO WHIM'S New Person's Meeting

tonight. 7pm. CC101 Join your radio sta-

tion learn skills, gem experience

EMTS A RUST RESPONOERS
Fire A First Aid Unit is recruiting Paid

details Meeting Sept 16 7pm N409 Mor

rill Call 545-5115 S-Th 7-8pm or stop by

N416

OCOOt VAN RV style 1977 ex cond $995

549-2658

PON SALE: 1988 Ford Festtva 32.500 miles

4 speed shift. 40 mies/geHon, highway

metanc gray, excellent shape, best offer cai

413-253-8397

MTMfO TEACHER WITH graduate

degree wRedk papers for proper yartimar

spading. ctonty good writing anddocumen-

tary form any subfed Feat Pr*to«eional

Wordster worrjporcesaing alao available n

you are not a typist or are rushing to meet

• deadline Especially inMreaisd m working

with international students (tramedas

Engkeh speech specialist), but enjoyhelp

mgtfetodertN.anylevst "***•*•*•"•
on short noece itoasonatila rates D Reed

253-3354 (This ad wis Appear only briefly

- dip for future lelerenoa )

FOR RENT

SLEEP WITH US
Fun sue Futon and Frame

$150
WeH beat anyone by 5*»

Metawempe Furniture

1*«>-3FUTON1

INSTRUCTION

BEGINNING PORTUGUESE CLASS
Sept 17 Oct 29 Mon 7 9pm $50 00

Language Pacifies 549-5085

ROOMMATE WANTED

1 OR » OIRLS wanted for eondo behmd
Baybanks Great location' Call 549-9378

SOFA. ARMCHAIRS. Vacuum-cManer.

pool table, lamps. 549-1578

WATER-8E0 K1MO SIZE V2
,„*2T

#f

I w<H set up $300 00 253-2088

AS A SECONO
Workshops begin September 17 intensive

day. PT eyen.no . TOEFL
Language Pecrfca 549-5065

LOST

2 SINGLES AVAILABLE m house on Lm
coin Ave for spring sem
campus Can 548-5258

AMMETOTCSWTtJINwvjM'tO Share room

$170/mo 549-8377

FOUND
TRAVEL

AMTTV PLACE • looking for a mat* room

male to share room. fuHy furnished For

more info call Leanne. Donna, or John at

549-5316

MERCEDES 3000 1975
$3000/80 rebuilt engine

A/C FM/cassette
545^2569/256-4928 Diane

SINGLE BEDROOM in rxweeon N Plea-

sant St 5 mm we* to UMass $205 mo Can

now 549*961 ask lor Marilyn

NUCLEAR WINOSI
Hi Wind Sailboard Club forming

2537366 Shred'

now Cafl

NEED A DEPENOASLE CAR tor cheap?

1981 Honda Civic 4 dr. sun roof. AM/FM
1 0OW stereo speM«rs. new tires^-speed

-» gas mileage great car $800 or best^ Thersea at 546*923

SPACIOUS SINGLE ROOM located n

farmhouse on bus route 192 per month

2539047

oft,
5

oner

UMASS MUSIC THEATRE OMLD looking

for Assistant Director. Music Director. Vocal

Coach. Choreographer for Nov 35 produc-

ton of School House Rock Contact Kara

Jenkins in Guild office 423 Student Union

or caM 2533863 Deadline 9/12790

VISA OR MATEBCARD1 EstabtefTcredit

guaranteed or double your money back

Cal 1-805-682-7555 ext M1207

SEIZED CARS, trucks boats, 4 wheelers

motorhomes. by FBI. IRS_DEA Available

your area now Call 1-805*82 7555 Ext

C1675

SITU. LOOKMQ tor a place to live?

Beautiful house less than 2 mik»s from

UMass $250 plus utikties 549-6951

FOR SALE

CHEN STYLE TAI CHI

LEARN THIS TRADITIONAL Chinese mar

hal art in 12 seasons Claaaes begin 12th

and 18th Can 25*4057

GUITARS FOR SALE 2 B C Rich 1

w/Kahier $275 1 w/o $225 Ovation CMasical

Acoustic/Electric $275
Cafl John 1-7SS-881B Leave Message

DANIEL R.M.

AUTO FOR SALE

78 DATSUM WAGON 107K AM/FM
^*A^(V»W*637 (HJ549-5423

WANT TO 00 to an after hours? no, (uat

shake me all mght long

ABERDEEN

IBMXT 840K coproc 20MBHO TAU com-

patible $700 549-2656

LOTUS 1M Ver 30 unopeiwd $100

549-2866

RED DORM FRIOOE excel cond a

$50 Valerie 549*416

1974 VOLVO Georgia car almost no rust

less than 100 thou miles new tires, shocks

and brakes V.nce Wootley 549-1330

REPOSSESSED VA A HUD HOMES
available from government from $1 without

credit check You repair Also lax delinquent

foreclosures CaH 1-805-682 7555 Ext

H-2009 for repo list your area

GOLD BRACELET found near campus

center Please call 549*028 toctotm it

HELP WANTED

AIR NATIONAL GUARD part-time rnsmber

ship otters fantastic benefits' Part-timejobs

available m a wide variety of career fields

Earn $3000 or more your first year' Join

your local Air Force m Westtield Other

benefits include 100% tree cottege tuit«*v

Q | Bill, retirement, free plane travel and

more Men end wornen without prior service

are eligible to |om through age 34 Veterans

of atservces uauaty^8g*le into their 40\%

CaH your recruiter to see it you qualify No

obligation, no pressure Jobs guaranteed

before you enlist Call anytime

413568-9215 or toll free 1-800-AIR-9151

CHRISTMAS, Spring break.lummertravel

FREE Air couriers needed and cruiseship

,obs CaH 1-805-682 7555 Ext F 1426

COSMETIC SALES
Earn unlimited income' Become a cosmetic

consultant Flexible hours, high commis-

sion, company will train 1-800-359-1981

COUNTWlit£pfu«ltmeorpart^appW
in person at Copycat Print Shop 228

Triangle Street. Amherst (5 mm walk from

UMass) No phone call ptoeee

cahn SSSS TO $800 per week reading

Sooks aMiome Call 615^4737440 Ext

B-281

LOST SIT OE KEYS near Student Union

w/room key and name plate ce* 6-1937

MOTORCYCLES

1975 HONDA 380CB 12.000 miles e>

ceDent condition $450 2532098

1880 KAWASAKI EX500 Blk A Rd less

than 2K miles, mint condition $2950 Call

256-4609 evenings

EARN CREDIT SCUBA DIVING-

Basic course start 9/10 $195
Adv course starts 9/17 $170
Sport course (Key Largo) 12/28 $390
For further information caA 5*8-8407

TRAVEL FREE"!
Sun Splash Tours offers the most exerting

and affordable Spring Break Packages to

Jamaica and Cancun" Earn free top and ex-

tra $*$ CaH 1-800-426-7710

HONDA NKJMTHAWK 1983 550cc 4cyl fast

new tires, radar detector, extras. 9000
miles mint condition. 1.100 or best offer

549-6063 Jim

PERSONALS

TYPING

TYPING. WORD PROCESSING. $1 50/pg

Free pekup and oekvery Laser printing and

copying svalable ((Communications

256-6373

US* Q. oftn-Sigma Welcome back form

Israel' Time for another roadtnp Dor

Chester or South Africa"" Love ya. Jules

TRt-StGMA SISTERS - Welcome back' Get

ready for the best semester yet!!

WANTED

REGULATOR OR COLD TAP 19 Phillips

549*198

VO, WHBIV KLEINY Congrats on your

new k* and for having such s greet
.I a-alaillUVlllNII

PIZZA

fUUm up TO |»oomEEK
Helping students obtain V»a. Mastercard

Send for free mtormahon American Fman

ctal Servicss 117 Park Drive Suite 40-C.

MA 02215

COLLEGE PIZZA
Fa* Special

small cheese $3 50
large cheese $5 99

2 Addition* Toppings
only $1 more

Must mention this ad'

549*073 549*098

WHO SAID GARBAGE WASN'T FUN?

TAKE A CLASS IN RECYCLING
EDUCATION

3 credits guest speakers, lectures held

trips and hands-on experience Call PsKlen

549-5291 Of Sherill 5- 1 1 53 for info



SPORTS
Minutemen battle Crusaders to 10-10 tie
1V11I1litClll-^11 KTmaVW* ^ —^^^M of three linemen and four linebackers even before starter—^_>

—

^m^^^^HH^HH " ltl " ' 0I in _ . „u„..i,w i« nrartice and could noi

WEATHER

By SAM SILVERSTEIN
Collegian Staff

Tt was a tie that was a win and a loss.

ThXwersity of Massachusetts football team walk-
ed to lose to Holy Cross by as much as three touchdowns

S
Ztthe'uMassLtr room did not celebrate following

the game For coach Jim Reid and many of his players,

IX oV work on the practice field1^£™»£
,f sensational defense against the Crusaders. But the bot

nm line - a tie - was unsatisfying.

With 0:08 remaining, Marco^M)ffi%£?%
,9-vard field goal attempt was blocked. Holy Cross was

eft wtth time for one last play, but Minuteman linebacker

Bobb^ Burke hauled down fullback Joe Segret. at mid-

field preserving a 10-10 draw. There is no overtime play

in non-conference games. .«—

i

"I'm extremely disappointed, our boys have worked

verv very hard," said Reid. "I told these guys that I

Sea this to be a game they could take
;

wit
>
them for

the rest of their lives. we almost got that goaL

•We came here for a purpose it wasn t for a tie.

Gabrielli's attempt was set up by a two-minute, 50-yard

march by the Minutemen, after the Crusaders' last drive

ofThe game was knocked cold at midfield by an Allen

Williams blitz on third down.

"We were excited. We broke it dowr.and we Ithought

we could punch it in," said quarterback Gary Wilkos. We

were moving the ball well."

The storv of the game for the Minutemen. however was

the defense, a three-linebacker, bend-but-dont-break con-

coction used bv Reid for the first time in his career.

Reid said he'planned to abandon his usual alignment

Collegian photo by Eric (Kidman

Freshman tailback John Johnson, filling in for

the injured Jerome Bledsoe, ran for 39 yards on

10 carries in Saturday's 1(M> tie at Holy Cross.

of three linemen and four linebackers even before starter

Mitt Tulley injured a shoulder in practice and could not

nlay V^ h John Creamer in as a fourth defensive hneman

much of the time, the Minutemen were able to contain

hX Cross' potentially explosive run-and-shoot offense^

"The defense we played against them today we ve been

pra*" ing Tee this spHng," said Reid. "We*™£*«*
been able to match up with the run-and-shoot teams

Ss why we tried to do something different today.

The defense yielded several long drives - including a

12-olav 83-yard Segreti-dominated monster in the first

nLrter' that gave the Crusaders a 7-0 lead - but turned

?he Crusaders away from the goal line when it counted

most, late in the game.

Holy Cross drove the length of the field in the third

quarter, from its own nine-yard line to the UMass five^

There, quarterback Tom Ciacco tossed an awkward p.teh

back te Segreti, who fumbled. Tackle Bill Durkin

recovered for UMass.

The UMass offense sputtered - with starting tailback

Jerome Bledsoe out since the last moments
.

o £^ond
half with a severely sore right ankle - and the Crusaders

mounted another drive, to the UMass 30-yard line.

With eight minutes left in the game, Williams stripped

flanker Mark Gallagher of the ball down the right

sideline, however, and UMass sidestepped another threat.

Before injuring his ankle, Bledsoe tied the game at one

touchdown apiece early in the second quarter with an in

spired. 37 -yard ramble down the right sideline.

Scott Kania pushed the Crusaders back on top 10 7 with

a 30-yard field goal, before Gabrielli retaliated with a

47-yard blast, 18 seconds before the half

coction used by Reid for the tirsi time in n« *.-.—..
1Q carrjes in Saturday s i"-v »* — —-v — #

Soccer teamsTook good, bad in season-openers

Women knock offRutger. Red Knights, 3-0 • ««<^ «*<™^^J?^J!Zqlrrv'" _ . , *^.w_« t„~i«'o loft .fnntPd chin Bv GREG SUKIENMK „„
:
«r thine fouls and four offm

By ADRIENNE MATT
Collegian Staff

So far the hard work of pre season train^

,ng has paid off for the University of

Massachusetts women's soccer team, and

head coach Jim Rudy is very pleased with

his squad. ,

"We played a pretty mature game tor the

first game of the season." he said of the 3-0

victory over Rutgers Saturday. "It's a good

start for us."

Traditionally. Rutgers has played a very

physical match, and this weekend was no
'

xception. But the Reds of UMass knew

better than to play their game.

"We didn't buy into the emotional

game," Rudy said of the physical competi

tion "Psychologically, we handled it very

well It toned down [Rutgers] game.

"We dominated going uphill." Rudy said.

Rutgers got off no shots in the first hall,

finishing the game with seven, compared

to UMass' 14.
,

Corner kicks continue to be the Reds

most intimidating artillery. They got off

two, as Rutgers got one. m
"That continues to be our strong point,

Rudy said of corner kicks. "We've got some

jumpers."

Scoring was initiated by Holly Helmuth

22 minutes into the game. Margi Jaede

served a corner kick, sailing over Apnle

Rater's head, to be met on the far post by

Helmuth's hard-struck header.

Fourteen minutes later, Jaede again took

the initiative by stripping Red Knight Pam

Pitchok of the ball. Jaede's left-footed chip

from 35 yards out completed the scoring for

the first half.

Kim Montgomery marshalled the UMass

defense as sweeper back. Playing a big part

of that defense was Briana Scurry who end

ed the game with five saves. Rutgers gave

her three decent opportunities to show her

stuff, and she effectively fielded the 'fairly

routine" shots on goal.

"She played very well. Rudy said. She

did a nice job."

Skye Eddy was scheduled to start the

game in goal but was struck with a virus

and was much too ill to compete.

Seventy minutes into the game. Kater

completed a pass to Sue Gaudette who

made a chip shot from five yards out. Get

ting clean of the Rutgers sweeper, another

defender touched the ball and changed the

angle of the shot. It was good for the final

goal of the game.

Rutgers' Saskia Webber took home 10

saves. Almost all the shots were made

when the defense was scrambling.

"We put her under pressure right away,

Rudy said. "We worked her well."

During the last 10 minutes of the game,

the Reds stalled and slowed play. The

momentum of the game was winding down

"We forced them to commit," said Rudy.

"They gave us a lot a space."

Looking ahead is what Rudy is best at

Upon hearing final scores of opl
wnents, ht

got excited about un-oming games.

"We're being optin ically cautious," h<

said of what the sec i brings

By GREG SUKIENNIK
Collegian Correspondent

After Sunday afternoon, the University

of Massachusetts men's soccer team stands

at 1-1 overall and at 1 1 in the Atlantic 10.

They could easily be 2-0.

After shutting out St Bonaventure 2

Friday afternoon, the Minutemen saw their

luck run out Sunday against Penn State,

losing 1-0 in overtim

Three great scoring chances, all

breakaways, went awTy in the first thirty

minutes against Penn St. The teams stayed

deadlocked until 108:00. when Nittany

Lion midfielder Thomas Ageson headed a

Danny Kelly corner kick past UMaee

goalkeeper Jon Gruber and into the back

right corner of the net. That goal stood

through the final eight minutes of over

time, and Penn St. escaped with a 10 over-

time win.

"We had three chances ...we should ve

buried them," said head coach Jeff Gettler

The Minutemen controlled most of the

first half, setting up their scoring bids

through smart passing and aggressive

defense. They ran out of gas, however, in

the second half.

"We got conservative in the second half,

said Gettler. "That was not our game plan.

We hung back and let them come to us, and

we got caught flat-footed."

Sunday's game was characterized by ag-

gressive, physical play. Forty nine red and

five yellow cards were handed out by

the initiative Dy siripF'"B i«u «...B

Volleyball drops four
... i * __ _ _ a f,«a* ¥ TM noo xmt c

By LIOR BEN AHARON
Collegian Correspondent

Going into the University of Hartford In

vitational Tournament this past weekend,

the UMass women's volleyball team believ-

ed the words of its coach, Carol Ford, that

"every team was beatable" if the

Minut.
'ieir potential.

The Minutewomen obviously did not play

up to their potential, as they left Hartford

with a 0-4 record.

Their first opponent was Villanova, and

UMass showed all the rustiness of a team

playing its first match of the season.

After losing 4 15 and 12 15, the

Minutewomen came back to win 15 9, on

ly to lose the next game and eventually the

match 8-15.

The next opponent for UMass was Drex

el University, and not only did they lose the

match, but they also lost the services of

starting setter Angie Paolupci. After losing

the first set 12-15, Ford said Paolucci, who

had missed much of preseason due to il

lness, just "ran out of gas" and went to the

infirmary. UMass went on to lose the

match 2 15 and 10 15.

On Saturday, UMass faced Army, the

eventual tournament champion. UMass

fell quickly and quietly 1-15, 8-15 and 6-15.

UMass also faced Boston College in a con

solation match and lost in three grames

7 15, 8-15 and 11 15.

"Not having Angie really hurt us," Ford

said. "Having her makes all the difference

in the world."

With or without Paolucci, however, r or

d

admitted "We have a lot of work to do."

referee Helder Dias The Nittany Lions
;

ac-

counted for 32 of those fouls and four of five

yellow cards.

"It was a tough game, said Penn at

coach Bary Gorman "It was typical of a

conference game this early in the year

The St Bonaventure game was a dif

ferent story, as UMass came out ofits pre

season lethargy Freshmen Matt Edgerly

and Randy Jacobs teamed up for the

season's first goal in the first half, while

Peter McEvoy added an insurance goal in

the second half.

At 38.42, Jacobs sent a low bounding

cross though the Bonnie defense from the

right side. Edgerly took control of the ball,

hesitated until Bonnie goalie Jim Kane

committed, and sent a low line drive

scooting into the goal.

McEvoy's score at 59:43. off a corner kick.

was helped by a bit of good luck. The senior

sweeper's line drive from the left bounced

off a Bonnie defender and hit the inside of

the right goalpost. It was ruled a goal.

UMass goalie Steve Armenti robbed the

Bonnies blind on their best chance of the

afternoon. On a direct kick from 20 yards

out. Armenti lept high to bat away Joe

Nora's line drive.

While the team's weekend wasn't a total

success, Gettler appeared confident about

his team's chances of further success after

the Penn St. game.

"I think right now we're capable of play

ing and beating any team on our schedule."

said Gettler "But we lost three points we

shxjuUTve^jjad^'

Water polo takes Army
_ .~~ ^r-i nm a "Thp first eame was a good opportuni
By JOE DEGLORIA
Collegian Correspondent

The University of Massachusetts

water polo team came back from the Ar

my Invitational with three wins and a

lot of confidence. UMass took the tour

nament with wins against Army's B

team, Boston College and Army's A
squad. Coach Russ Yarworth was pleas-

ed with his team's performance.

"I think we accomplished what we

wanted too. There were times when we

were a little sluggish, but in retrospect

I feel that we did fine." said Yarworth.

In the first game, UMass's A team

cruised to a 17-5 victory over Army's B

squad. (Both Army and UMass were

split up into A and B teams with the A
squad's games counting in the

standings.) *

"The first game was a good opportuni

ty to play everyone and evaluate," said

Yarworth of the lopsided affair.

The second game was a different story,

however, as the BC Eagles proved to be

a real test. The UMass A team found

themselves down by 2 goals, 8 10, with

2:30 left in the contest.

UMass woke up and scored 3 straight

goals to come away with the win,

though Yarworth said his team never

really got it together and that play was

inconsistent.
,

In the finals, UMass' A met Army s

A team and won, 116, taking the tour-

nament. Yarworth was satisfied with

the play of all the returning starters as

well as G.T. Ladd and freshman Tasan

Engin.

UMass is participating in the Eastern

Varsity Tournament Saturday.

ORIAL ARTm

It will be partly sunny

today, 79 to 84 degrees

in the afternoon. Patch

fog in the evening^

THE MASSACHUSETTS DAILY

Davit!'.-'Helper continues

his two-part series of

his tale of money woes

.t UMass. See page 7.a

Careful readers of new

book can solve the

Laura Palmer mystery

See page 11.

Murphy drops out of gubernatorial race
. I -. UA~ simnnrt tf> fpllnW

By CHRIS MUTHER
Collegian Staff

and THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

After a controversial week of "palace coup" leadership

in Massachusetts. Lt Gov. Evelyn Murphy announced

erday that she would end her lading bid for gover-

nor. The stunning reversal came less than a week after

Murphv tried to prove she could lead state government,

defying the requests ..f Gov. Dukakis by introducing her

own plan for aiding the Massachusetts economy.

In a press conference yesterday from the State House

in Boston, Murphy announced she would end her cam-

Murphy's drop-out

surprises students
B\ CHM8 MUTHER
Collegian Staff

Students at the University of Massachusetts reacted

with surprise at the announcement that Lt Governor

Evelyn Murphy had dropped out of the race for

governor.

The announcement, made yesterday at a press con

ference in Boston, came after a week of turmoil in the

State House during which Murphy proposed her own

budget-saving ideas to aid the ailing Massachusetts

C

Mike Bennato. a junior history major said he thinksW
CfWINUED ON PAGE 9

J

for governor and throw her support to fellow

Democratic candidate Francis X Bellotti.

Now there can be no confusion," Murphy said, "This

is not a political ploy. It is an honest act of leadership."

From the same podium where she revealed the budget

proposals Friday. Murphy said the main reason for her

withdrawal was the simple fact that she could not win.

"There is no time for business as usual, or politics as

usual," Murphy said.

Murphy proposed various steps to slash state spending

and solve the government's financial difficulties. But

those maneuvers, which were blasted as a political stunt

designed to rescue her campaign, caused a wave of defec

tions from within her ranks

Murphy had unveiled proposals to slash state spending

to help overcome the budget crunch.

Michael Goldman, a campaign strategist, said surveys

conducted over the weekend showed Murphy s support

was growing, but not enough to land her the nomination

in the September 18 primary.

He said Murphy made the decision Monday morning.

and aides relayed the decision to one of her rivals, Bellot

ti, who has been leading in the opinion polls.

There was no discussion about giving Murphy a job it

Bellotti should win. Goldman said.

The third Democratic candidate is Boston University

president on leave John Silber. who has staked out the

conservative wing of the Democratic Party along with in

dependent voters.

The announcement came on the same day that Boston

Mayor Raymond Flynn. along with other leading liberals,

said they would back Bellotti

CONTINUED ON PAGE 2
Evelyn Murphy

Superpowers agree on Iraq
^T. . . n . v__. t—•. tknsp aims. It Droduced no further st<

WASHINGTON <AP) - Yesterdays

adversaries can become today's allies when

they find they need one another, as

Washington and Moscow do now.

President Bush needed and got Soviet

backing for the U.S. led effort to force Iraq's

Saddam Hussein out of conquered Kuwait

H. needs Soviet cooperation for the crea

tion of a new East West security system in

Europe, and for arms control deals that

may yet spare some military spending and

produce the elusive peace dividend

The latter aims mesh with Mikhail S.

Gorbachev's goals, including his urgent

need to revive a collapsing Soviet economy

with Western support and, perhaps, with

U.S. economic assistance

Sunday's summit at Helsinki served all

those aims. It produced no further steps to

be token against Iraq in case United

Nations-approved economic sanctions don t

suffice Both sides said they were satisfied.

Bush and Gorbachev repeated in person

the demand their governments had made

before, that Iraq obey the United Nations

and withdraw unconditionally from

Kuwait. That didn't alter the position of

the two powers, but dramatized it. and

Brent Scowcroft, Bush's national security

advisor, said their solidarity had to be tern

ble news for Saddam Hussein.

There were points of difference.

The Soviet Union, long the major arms

supplier to Iraq, still has military advisers

there. Gorbachev said they were gradual

CONTINUED ON PAGE 8

Regional plan proposed
Duffey objects to the merging of universities

, re. I- IU-

AP Photo

hfi SINKI Finland (AP) - U.S. President George Bush and Soviet

PreS^khaU Gorbachev recently hold a joint news conference in

Helsinki after their summit talks.

Bv PRESTON P. FORMAN
Collegian Staff

and The Associated Press

BOSTON - A plan to lump state

public colleges and universities into five

geographical regions in which th

would share courses and library

material will be proposed by interim

Chancellor Randolph W Bromery

today. e
The proposal is aimed at improving et

ficiencv when budget money is scarce

but college presidents, including

University of Massachusetts President

Chancellor Duffey, have rebuked the

plan.

"We're going to have to do

something." Bromery told The Boston

Globe Monday. "We'll be extremely

lucky over the next three years to get

even level-funding."

He said the proposal, which he plann_

ed to present today to the Board of

Regents of Higher Education, would pro

vide more academic programs to more

students.

Courses could be shared through

satellite transmissions and television,

videos, and computers, and buses could

shuttle students between the campuses,

he said.

Duffey, in an interview yesterday with

the Collegian, was skeptical of the pro-

posal and said while it should be

studied, attention should be focused

primarily on finances for the higher

education system.

"Any proposal deserves to be looked

at but this plan does not address the

idea of cost," he said. "He is trying to

find a way to deflect the continual anger

and frustration off* the lack of funds fur

public education
."

Bromery said a college might not h

to build a new dormitory or create ad

ditional class sections if students could

be served by facilities and programs

within the region.

The University of Massachusetts at

Amherst, Mount Holyoke. Smith.

Amherst, and Hampshire colleges now

have a similar arrangement, which is

said to be Bromery's model

Duffey. however, said while some sav

ings might be reaped, the plan in its pre-

sent form is flawed. "There might be

some savings in terms of sharing

physical facilities but I cant see people

taking a bus even to Greenfield ftji|

nearest community college, about 35

miles from Amherst]."

Duffey said a better implimentation of

the plan - which he called an "in

terestmg first draft" - would be to draw

the community colleges closer together

and put the state colleges into a consor

tium. but let the universities operate in

a more independent atmosphere.

'I think (UMass-Amherstl should be

granted a charter as other large state

universities have." he said. "We would

tend to our own affairs instead of being

a part of a public agency."

Duffey said his form of the plan was

not partisan but rather in keeping with

how a university functions. "There's a

great difference in Amherst compared

to any other institution in the state in

respect to research and teaching."

Terry Zoulas, press spokesman for the

regents, said the proposal, born of

frustration with budget cuts and fear

CONTINUED ON PAGE 8



Womens Forum
WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 12

Women's Studies Broun Bag Lunch Series -The Series

offers speakers followed by discussion every Wednesday.

One credit is available for those who come to every pro-

gram and participate. Registration takes place at the first

lunch in room 903 of the campus center. Beverages

provided. For more information contact the Womens

Studies Department at 545- 1922.

SUNDAY. SEPTEMBER 16

Lecture - Judith Plaskow is scheduled to speak on

Claiming the Power to Name: Towards a Jewish

Feminist Theology" at 4 p.m. in the Neilson Browsing

Room at Smith College.

SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 22

Womanshelter Companeras - Companeras is a shelter

providing service to battered women and their children

in the Holyoke and Chicopee Area. Volunteers are need-
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ed for the 24-hour hotline, children's program, advocacy,

fundraising, and to work in the office. Training starts

September 22. For more information call Edie Jennings

Wigfall at 538-9717.

MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 24

Wressitws Neceeidades - N/N is looking for volunteers

to staff their 24-hour hotline, and provide counseling, ad

vocacy and community education. The training begins Oc-

tober 11 but they must be contacted by September 24 at

586-1125.

ANNOUNCEMENTS

The Reproductive Freedom Committee of the Pro

gressive Womens Network will hold meetings on the 2nd

and 4th Wednesday of each month at the Unitarian

Church in Northampton at 7 p.m.

The Everywoman's Center is offering an incest survivor,

rape survivor, and a post-abortion support group. For in

formation on the first two groups call 545-0800. For in-

formation on the last group call 545-083

Murphy
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1 . r ..

Murphy had portrayed herself ai I champion of the

liberal wing of the Democrat ic Party. But her support,

which was already lagging, was disintegrating among

progressives before the revolt last week.

Murphy took control of state government when

DukakVlett OH a trade mission to Europe. Before h,s

departure, she saul she was waiting for him to leave

so she could seize control ofthe state sailing finance*

Murphy claimed she was simply lookingout lor the

well-being of the state, trying to downplay the^political

overtones of her revolt again* the unpopular Dukakis

But critics .aid her move was an act ot desperation

and would not sell to voters.

Goldman said Murphy intended to stay m the race

up until Sunday, and he continued to ins* her actions

last week were not politically motivated.

*******************************
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Classical Acupuncture
Women s Systems

Fertility issues

FREDERICK E. STEINWAY, Lie. Ac.

NCAA Certificate. Dipt Ac

1 90 University Drive 88 Pine Grove
Amherst

256-0306
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Pedal Pushing!

584-4975

NoRThAMpTON
;NautiIus, Inc.

216 North King Street
'

Northampton |

Aerobics»Nautilus»Li«ecycles
• Tanmnq'Free Weights

Call for InformationJ

Lower Level.

Amherst

Corrioge Shops

549-1840

MAJOR IN CAREETO
SUCCESS THROUGH^
AIR FORCE ROTC.

Whether you're majoring

in a highly specialized area or

seeking a broader liberal arts educa-

tion, you can build a higher level of total

career potential: Join Air Force ROTC.

That one step distinguishes you above all others

in your field. It shows that you're serious about culti-

vating greater long-term opportunities. It gives you the

chance to develop leadership skills that will serve

throughout your life. Call CAPT RODLY J. MILLET
413-545-2451

leadership Excellence Starts Here
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Bellotti and Pierce

respond to questions
By KENDRA PRATT
Collegian Staff

Gubernatorial candidates Steven Pierce

and Frank Bellotti responded positively

last week to a questionnaire regarding

their financial and political positions

toward public higher education in

Massachusetts.

The questionnaire was conducted by the

State Student Association of

Massachusetts which represents the in-

terests of students attending public

institutions.

The candidates disagreed over

Chancellor Bromery's proposal to merge

de schools and universities in order to

save state funds.

Bellotti stated that none of the present

ly proposed plans to merge any state col-

leges and universities appealed to him.

The public higher education in the state

needs restructuring, according to Pierce.

He replied by suggesting the system be

redesigned to eliminate program duplica-

tion, to -t namline administrations, and to

brtter serve regional needs

All that would go far to educating young

people," Pierce said.

Although neither candidate formally

M.md that tlu\v would privatize schools if

elected governor. Pierce said "I think

private organizations are often managed

with a greater degree of cost efficiency and

tftoctiveness."

However, he did not think that privatua-

t ion of public schools would reduce the costs

Of attending college in Massachusetts^

Bellotti stated he would seek financial

support for public education in the private

sector and would not consider privatization.

"Private colleges and universities do a

fine job educating many of our students;

however, public higher education is an

essential resource for our state's economic

future," he said.

The candidates disagreed over whether

the Board of Regents of Higher Education

should be abolished. The Board of Regents

is an elected board which oversees and sets

tuition rates for higher public education in

the state.

The Board of Regents should not be

abolished, according to Bellotti. but

members should be more understanding of

what level of fees students are paying when

they are setting tuition rates.

'I do not believe that the Board of

Regents should be abolished, but I do

believe that its members should be more

responsive to the financial constraints plac-

ed on public higher education students," he

said.

Pierce responded that the Board ot

Regents adds to the already "top-heavy"

state bureaucracy and should be abolished,

it is important that we avoid waste at

the administrative levels of our govern-

ment like that at the Board of Regents, so

that we may focus our resources on the

operational' end - the students," he said.

Both candidates vowed to urge the con

gressional delegation to restore federal cuts

from financial aid funding to private

schools. . . m .

T would make the case that the future

of our economy in the world marketplace

is dependent upon our investment in educa

tion, and 1 would tell President Bush that

he cannot be the Education President*

while at the same time making cuts in pro

CONTINUED ON PAGE 15

t ollegtan photo by Su»«n I ont*t>u»«*n

TIME TO MOW THE LAWN - A Leverett barn struggles to rise

above a yard overgrown with weeds.

Four assaulted

in Southwest
By PRESTON P FORMAN
Collegian Staff

Police are investigating an early Sunday morning

assault committed against a woman, her male compa

nion and a third person on the 21st floor ofJohn Adams

by four persons.

Police said the four persons entered the room and pro-

ceeded to ransack the room and attack the three

occupants. . .

One woman was thrown across the room, receiving

injuries to her hand. A man received a possible broken

nose but declined medical attention. The third subject

was struck in the jaw.

The incident was precipitated by a fight earlier in

the evening at a party on the 13th or 14th floor of the
tne evening v j

CONTINUED ON PAGE 9

New phones cause 300 complaints
Family housing residents want subsidized monthly phone rates

\\s MEREDITH O'BRIEN
Collegian Staff

Though the University of Massachusetts newly-

installed $22 million high speed telecommunications

n ^tem has been predicted to "modernize" the Universi

ty, it has not been free from its share of glitches.

Since students moved in last week, the department of

Housing Services has received more than 300 calls from

students complaining about the new phone system, said

Gerald Quarles. assistant director of Housing Services.

While Quarles said he anticipated at least five to six

percent of the 12,000 new phones would have problems,

the complaint rate was "on the high side" of the ad

ministration's calculations.

"We would have liked to see no complaints and will try

to minimize them." he said. "But [the number of com

plaints] does not make us comfortable."

Quarles said the majority of the complaints were due

to the large number of phones that were faulty, or simp

lv dropped and broken "The breakage |
mch higher

than we expected, but we re basically within reasonable

parameters." he said.

The Universitv has a one year warranty with the

Ericsson Business Communications Compunx who will

replace faulty and broken phones at no cost to tm

Universitv

Other complaints concerned the assignment of the same

phone numbers to two different phones and the delay in

the activation of the new voice mail system

The astern is being offered to students for $30 per

semester or $50 per year in lieu of conventional answer

lag machines which will not work with the BW system

Many students have complained that the system BM not

been activated quickly enough

Randv Sailer, director of the University i Telecom

munications Network Services, said he received the

batch of request- tor voice mail yesterday and will acti

them as soon as possible.

"We've had over 700 people requesting voice mail as

CONTINUED ON PAGE 15

Mullins Arena and Boyden Gym to have solar heat system
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Illustration of proposed Mullins Arena Project at UMass

By MARK HENSLEY
Collegian Correspondent

Researchers from the depart ment of

mechanical engineering at the University

of Massachusetts have plans to use solar

energy to heat the proposed 10.000-seat

Mullins Arena as well as a large portion

of the Bovden sports facility in what will

be the first solar facility of its type in the

United States.

Aaer a two-year. $230,000 study funded

by the U.S. Department of Energy, the new

arena and gym will use a unique system

of solar heat which is currently being us-

ed in Europe with great success.

The $3 million system, designed by

mechanical engineering professor Edward

J. Sunderland and senior research

associate Dwayne Breger, will consist of an

array of solar collectors located behind the

university wastewater facility which would

pipe heat into a large, clay, underground

thermal storage area during the summer

months.
Approximately 85 percent of this heat

could then be recovered and utilized dur

ing the heating season resulting in an

estimated six year payback period.

Although Sunderland ttjn the project

has received "marvelous support it all

is on campus," researchers are

Awaiting a federal grant needed to com

plete the final 18 months of design work

which would be followed by tight months

of construction

Developed in close cooperation with

design teams from Europe, where approv

imatelv 30 similar systems arc successful-

ly being operated, the system would be a

Significant step for the US. solar industry

Greger said although "the U.S. solar un-

dustrv has made some major technological

advances, the low temperature solar Oat

plate collector industry is still a very small

industry. Installations like this system are

really what that industry needs to get go-

ing.

"Coming at a time of harsh economic

realities and a threatened oil supply, solar

systems like this one offer many advan

tages," he added.

Sunderland said he thinks one of the big

CONTINUED ON PAGE 8
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The outlook

is good,

University of

Massachusetts

at Amherst

and the future is

yours for the taking.

With your choice of

nearly 200 credit and

noncredit courses, the forecast for personal and

professional growth looks promising. This fall,

lei the I'Mass Division of Continuing Education

help you plan the right course for >our future.

Late register for I-Diversity day classes and

Continuing Education evening classes, on

a space-available basis, through September 18 in

Room 615, Goodell Building.

For mm information or aim cattkg. call the

Division <>) Cmitwamg Education 04545-5198.

Were predicting your success.

I SI OS Oh

LIBRARY MURAL
COMPETITION

The University Library announces a com-

petition for murals to be installed in the

Sways and in the elevator lobby of the

26th floor of the Library.

To be chosen by jury:

a group

H0n0rao5 for each stairway mural

$1500 (or elevator lobby scheme

All registered University students-

graduate and undergraduate-are

eligible to enter the competition.

Time S

Octobef 15. 1990 Proposals due ot office of

thS D
Se°m°bea l^O Students to be notified of

thS
^ecembelll1% Murols to be corseted

For further details and registration torn-=«***_
William Markey, Chair, Library Art Commrttee Collection

Development. University Library Tel. 5-OOoB

The Library Mural Competition is made possible by grants

from he UMass Arts Council, the University Library, the Art

Srtment. and the Graduate Student Senate

You told us keep it simple and make it easy.

We listened.

And the result is the easy-to-

use IBM Personal System/2:

With its preloaded software

including Microsoft Windows" 3.0.justturnon the

PS/2 and vou re ready to go. Watch your ideas quickly

come to life in papers,'graphics, lab reports and even

spreadsheets.

Plus, vou can easilv work on more than one pro-

ject at a time. Simplv click your mouse to choose from

a variety of programs. And our special student pnre

makes it easier to own*

\nd if vou buv before December 31, 1090. vm/U

rvreive a HUT Certificate entitling you toa round

trip ticket for $149**/$249** Plus a free
""-

Getaway" Student Discount

Card application. You'll also

get a great low price on the

PRODIGY service

It was easy making the

IBM PS/2 easvtouse.

You told us how and

we listened.

Open M-F 9-5 Sat 10-3

I , »'<es a* v

cTnor^ Located in the Campus Center

„,-. >,«! purchase iBM S^*ct<M ^.aonrw. So*. " s^
p C00 ,. ,nv wn* MftQui **imi\ notice •'

, «: • ihjj .x P'Msrio

.«» Jm» tn,in».na round tno '»•« S'«900"*jr •
'* " ,w ^
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__ Persian Gulf Crisis
Single-parent soldiers prepping their children for the worst™

•* ... ... u:__ : „ r.A n mrl how to use an automatic teller

HOUSTON (AP) - The call to duty

because of the crisis in the Middle East

means extra anguish for single-parent

soldiers, who must prepare themselves and

their children for the worst while hoping

for the lust.

Gary D. Dow, a chief warrant officer with

the 94th U.S. Army Reserve in

Massachusetts, nas r>een making those

preparation nice Iraqi troops mar-

ched into neighboring Kuwait Aug. 2

Dow, 37. who is divorced and has custody

of hi-- 12 \,ai old son. Jamie, recalls the

day last month when his beeper went off.

ruining a day at the beach.

It was a call to readiness, not arms, but

left .Jamie shaken.

"We were in panic. In- was very upset.

Dow laid Hi waa very nervous."

Now .Jamie watches the television news

religiously and peppers Dow with ques

tions. He waits and watches for a signal

that his father might be sent overseas.

"He talks about it daily, asks me what's

going on," Dow said.

"One night he said, Dad, I don't want

you hot.' I told him that was pretty

remote But he lives with that all the

tun
I time will stay with Dow's parents if his

father i- eenl away. He will be cared for,

clothed, and fed. even if the worst happens.

"I'm not raising my hand and volunteer

L A N G U AG EQ1
P rV <T, 1 f t-C^V -3

Of MASSACHUSETTS

Engdsr. as

a Second Language
intensive Day Classes

Part Time Eve Classes

TOEFL Preparation

Classes begin 9/17/90
Registration 9/6-9/17

Amherst Creamery Bldg

150 Fearing Sf Ste 29

549-5065

STAY
HOME

London *398

Nairobi
$1005

San Jose, CR $338

Hong Kong $849

•restrictions

may apply

CouncilTrawd^^ Amherst
156-1261

Dow said. "I have my son. He's my
priority. I have a mission and a duty. I'll

go if I'm asked to go. But I'd rather be a

last resort."

Major Doug Hart, a Defense Department

spokesman, said there are 55,093 "sole

parent sponsors" in the U.S. armed forces

- 37,257 men and 17,836 women.

Though he did not have figures for p

yeara, Hart said, "It would be

assumption that that number has risen.

You could parallel the increase m single

parents in the civilian population with the

military population."

Hart said all single-parent soldiers must

designate a legal guardian for their

children in the event the parents are call-

ed to active duty. Such arrangements are

on a base-by base level. Day care and

counseling services are also sometimes

available.

But, U.S. Army Captain Barbara Goodan

points out, the military isn't a nursery

school — or the Boy Scouts.

"The most important thing to remember

is single parents along with everyone else

in the military volunteered for the service.

Goodan said* "They indicated that they

would be prepared for worldwide mis

sion>

In at least one case, a soldier is accused

of failing to properly provide for his

children before reporting for duty.

Faagalo Savaiki, a staff sergeant at Fori

ipbell, KY, called up with his unit Aug.

29. is accused m Tennes-ee of leaving his

three children without food, but with a note

taped tO the wall telling the two boys and

a girl how to use an automatic teller

to withdraw money from the nearest bank

Savaiki, divorced from his wife who no*

Uvea in Hawaii, pleaded innocent m
Clarkesville Sept. H to three misdemeanor

child abuse charges. Authorities said the

children might be reunited with their

mother or other family memhei I

Iran-Iraq restore relations
TEHRAN i APi - In a map

toward ending its decade long conflict

with Saddam Hussein. Iran has agreed

to establish diplomatic relations with

Iraq, the official Iranian newt agency

said yesterday

rday, Iraqi President Sad

dam Hussein offered to supply oil free

of charge to Third World countries in

what he said was a gesture of solidan

tj However, be said countries would

have to supply their own tankers, and

his statement appeared to be an attempt

to circumvent the United Nation- em

gO OH trade with Ii

idam addressed his message to

Third World governments, hut did not

specify the countries. He said he a

making the offer regardless ot the

various governments' stands in the hi

U3 Gulf crisis

We herein declare that we ere

prepared to supply all Third World OOUn

- with oil free of charge in actor

dance with the needs ot each countrv.

Saddam said in his last televised

message, read by an annoum

The Islamic Republic News
monitored in Nicosia, Cyprus, said the

ament between ban and Iraq was

bed m I meeting bet v. .man

Foreign Minister Ah Akhar Vet

and his Iraqi counterpart. Tariq

who ended a 24 hour visit to ban
•

l
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The new HP 48SX and
a free 'library card' can
get you there.

Whhowi 2100buiH In functions,our

new MI' WSX S lentilV Expandable

calculator takes a quantum leap into

the -1st century Buy an HI' M»X
between August 15 and < Ictober 15

1990,and HP wffl send you a tree

HP Solve Equation Library card(a

188.96 retail value).

The plug m application < ard alone

containa more than 300adence and

engineering equations, as well as

the iH>n<Hii<' table, a eonstant.s' library,

and a mult i equation solver It's like

havinga stack of referenre I** »ks right

at your fingertips

The UT iOCDC iriuililnr baoadwtocd,

it will change the way you solve prob

lems forever. It integrates graphics

with calculus, lets you enterequations

the way you write them, and does

automatic unit management.

Check your campus bookstore or HP
retailer for HP's range of calculators

and special bark to school offers

Then check out the calculators that

are years ahead of their class.

There is a better way.

EH HEWLETT
PACKARD
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MAKEUP

YOUROWN

MEETTHE FUTURE

IF CREATWETHINKING.
Amiga doesn't just improve your work. It improves your

thinking, lust working hard isn't enough anymore

( reatrwe thinking is what sets winners apart

I he Amiga computer was designed preciseK with

that thought in mind. It starts with the ability to handle

routim tasks, then lets you go all the wav to innovation

and Invention.

Whatever you can imagine, Amiga

has the power to produce. Easily.

its built-in technology is

a major advancement

in a computer of this

size and price range.

With a mouse and

simple icons, Amiga com-
bines a full color display, full

stereo sound, graphics, 3-D

animation, video capability and

text as no other computer can.

It has the power to run soft-

ware sophisticated enough to

manipulate vast amounts of data,

as well as the creative genius to

l reate the complete score for an

orchestral composition.

It s like tapping into the brains

of Einstein, Bach, Galileo and

Cecil B. DeMille all at once.

1 hanks to our new AmigaVision,"

an innovative authoring system,

you can put on multimedia pres-

entations that rival Hollywood

productions, by calling up soft-

ware for painting, scanned-in

graphics, titling, animation, full-

motion video and audio. Then
see and hear it all at the same
time, on a single monitor. That's

real multimedia!

We deliver today, what others

promise tomorrow.

Amiga was designed to keep

up with you, from schoolwork

demands through career needs.

You'll find standard what other

people make optional. As well

as sophisticated technology that

doesn't exist on comparably

powered and priced computers.

Creative educational discounts

make Amiga an easy decision.

The Amiga Education Purchase

Program tor college and uni-

versity students, faculty and
administrators, offers a wide

range of fully loaded, specially

bundled hardware systems, with

a complete system starting under

$700* All include a one year lim-

ited warranty and AmigaVision.
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Trv Amiga on for size, get a

FREE T-shirt.

The best way to make up your
own mind about Amiga is to

try one. Stop by your Campus
Authorized Amiga Dealer and
get your hands on the future of

computing. And just for put-

ting one to the test, you'll get

a Free T shirt (hurrv, supplies

are limited).

Sure, some people buy
what ^ standard. But we think v< >u

can make up your own mind,
and

choosei

your

own
best

course for

the future.

After all,

isn't that

what college

is all about? AMIGA

, T» Ml' >r> Humih'ss Mutinies. lr« < nnirTH**>rr *rui thr < nmm< nt< ifr hi*. an- rrjjistrn-d tndMMrfcl d c ,,n>r>

i nmmodrm Unqp Ir* vni«,r. mputrr for tHi I n rtrw Mtod wtoiifl ,,nnT«»l<.r,- tiMp liu

undrrthi bdutttfexiPuri Imm Ithkmitim *" s '*" l' r " ' ,",," , "'h ' fWSMl »hi\ Piciipam an sut>i" I to (hang without notKi

THE COMPUTER FPU TOE OEAT1VE MIND.
('Commodort

Validata

Mountain Farms Mall

Store 36
tn.m.si i<i \ni„>,i is a r. uist. r. ,l tndtlMrk at HacllCV MA 0103^

413)459-1017

EDITORIAL/OPINION
-llriHWilMHH-H r.ter or cartoonist cessanlv rellect the vi TJH«HV»lUiMlll»»cR-l«H.TgTWPaBgHg1

A tired financial aid tale
Editor's note: This is the second ofa two-

part series.

In the previous segment, our hero travel-

ed long and hard in search of adequate

financial aid. Here is the rest of his tale.

In desperation I turned to the powerful

forces of Complaint and mounting my
ed, I rode off to the castle of the

dangerous and wise Ombudsperson. After

being admitted and telling the now- tired

tale once again, the jovial and fair Kate

Warden <aid I should seek out the power-

ful Graduate Dean, in spite of any ex

-i\» buay ngnala.

David Holper

"I take it you know about the evil new

phone system?" she asked.

I nodded my weary head.

Upon entering the principality of Dean-

dom, I discovered to my lack of surprise

that the Graduate Dean was on vacation

and would be back when the Crusades

began in September. However, in his place

the kindly Acting Associate Dean listened

to my lunatic ravings.

"This sounds like fun." he said, clapping

his hands together and taking out his

rusting sword and thrusting it at invisible

Btftl <>f red tape. "I always love a good fight

In the meantime sally forth to the

Veteran's office and whatever you do, poor

knight, find yourself a copy of last year's

waiver form and fill it out'"

I tried to explain to him that the

Kingdom of Financial Aid would no longer

recognize the magic invested in such a

document, but he would hear none of it. In

stead, hi- pushed me out the door with a

hearty clap on the back and we went our

-.
|
mi ate ways.

I rode my limping -t. . <1 to the Veteran's

Affairs Office only to find that our lady of

perpetual goodness. Diane Delisle. would

be out until Wednesday.

With a heavy heart I led my trusty steed

back to my rain-soaked camp and tried not

to think where the extra $400 in fees would

come from when winter sets its icy grip on

the land. Surely not from the gas company,

no thanks to that swaggering bandit, Sad

dam Hussein. Not from the landlord, who
asketh $15 more of each roommate but

wants to disconnect our extra shower.

Perhaps I would get lucky and win a Visa

sweepstakes and have the $1,000 debt on

my credit card cancelled, or perhaps the

University would be attacked by a nasty

computer virus which would make disap

pear the note on my Perkins loan into a

greasy column of electric smoke.

And from the ignoble Administration?

Well, what would one guess after seeing

seven tuition or fee hikes in two years with

a steady decline in services? I thought back

to the sad day last year when the venerable

Provost tried to explain to the newly

amassed Graduate Employee Organization

that the then-present fee hike, which wa-

being asked of all grads and undergrads

alike, was going to pay the salaries of the

humble and seemingly ignorant teaching

assistants.

"But isn't that like paying our own

salaries?" one plucky graduate said from

amidst the crowd

"How can you think such a thing?" the

Provost said, wringing his handkerchief,

which was soaked with his big, salty tears.

What guilt I had felt then, for strangely

enough, the same idea had forced its evil

entry into my own head

Troubled by these thoughts, I arrived at

camp and started the fire with a pile of

green wood my extra cash had allowed me
to purchase. I cooked my meager handful

of oats with a little relish Odd. I thought.

the flames yield not a thousand pour

light as the woodseller promised

Win or lose, it was looking to be a long

winter.

Dand Holper is a UMass graduate

student

Waiting for the Book Police
Bettv Smith was drying her dinner

dishes when she heard the pounding on her

front door.

Who is it?" she asked, seeing no one

through the peephole.

"This is the police. Ms. Smith, open up."

a gruff man answered

With a pang of fear. Betty slightly open

ed the door, leaving the chain on. "My god.

it i* the police." she mumbled.

As soon as she removed the chain, two

police officers barged in and threw her up

against the wall. "Betty Smith, we have a

warrant for your arrest for violation of the

overdue library book law. You have the

right to remain silent. ." said a redhead

ed policeman named Bob, while a short,

balding policeman handcuffed her.

Meredith O'Brien

As her dish towel fell to the ground, Bet

ty struggled to free herself from the tight

grasp of the short policeman named Buck.

"I wouldn't struggle if I were you lady,

it'll only make it worse." Buck said.

"Just wait a second, wait a second," Bet-

ty yelled. "What the hell are you talking

about, 'the overdue library book law'?"

The redheaded officer looked at her stern-

ly. "You have four books out that are over

a year overdue: The Thorn Birds, The

Great Gatsby, a Harlequin novel and 77ie

Joy of Sex."

Betty blushed. "How do you know all of

this? What's the big deal? Everyone has

overdue books!" . , > _^,

"Don't you read the papers? Dukakis

made a new law making it a crime not to

return your borrowed library books," Buck

8a>d-
. ™ It 1 »

"You've got to be joking! This isn t real,

Betty said. "This must just be my brother's

idea of a prank. What an idiot!"

"This is no prank." Bob said. "Here, read

it in black and white," he said, holding the

warrant out in front of her.

"'Judge Jonathan P. Wink does hereby

issue a warrant for the arrest of Betty

"
... AHP MENUERSOrA HERE USEPTO BE WITH THE IRS

Mapplethorpe: A mixed bag
The signs are all around us. The bustle

of people, the lines of students waiting for

classes, bronze tans, shorts and sweat

Cool, brisk mornings signify the end of

summer and the dawn of a new semester.

Some things have changed, and others

have remained the same. But from year to

year, the question across every campus at

this time of year is. "What did you do this

summer?"

Erin Martin

Smith on charges of housing overdue

library books,'" she read out loud.

Looking at both of the officers and feel

ing the tight grip of the cuffs and Buck's

hands, Betty decided to plead. "If I give you

the books right now, can you let me go?"

Bob shook his head. "I'm sorry"

"How about if I pay the fines?'

"Nope," Buck said with a wide grin.

"What's going to happen to me?" she

asked.

"Well," Bob began, "you could get up to

five years in prison or pay up to $500 in

fines. You're just lucky that the books you

have out aren't worth more than $250, or

you could be facing a fine of $25,000."

"But why are you arresting absent-

minded people like me who simply forget

to return their books? People that go to

libraries and take out books aren't going

around shooting into restaurants out of car

windows!" she said.

"This is big bucks! Libraries lose

thousands of dollars in lost library

materials every year, and with the way the

budget has been cut, they have no money

to replace them," Bob said.

"Police departments statewide have been

belly-aching that they have no money and

yet you're spending your money on trying

to arrest people with overdue books instead

of real criminals?

"This is insane! It's not like I'm a thief

or a murderer. For God's sake, rapists don't

even get sentenced for five years!" she

screamed. "Shouldn't you be out there

right now protecting people instead of ar

resting law-abiding citizens?'

"This wasn't our idea, Ms. Smith, it was

good old Mikey's doing," Buck said.

"There's not much we can do. We've got

our orders," Bob said, leading Betty out the

door.

Buck followed close behind. "Where're

we goin' next?"

"To 279 Sycamore. Some guy turned in

his girlfriend for her 12 books that were

due in 1984. Big bucks. I guess they got in-

to a fight and he wanted to get her back."

Meredith O'Brien is a Collegian

columnist

I had a terrific co op placement A

marketing assistant. 1 was exposed to I

events happening across the state Bui

of my most memorable opportunities came

at the end of July

While sorting through the mail for my
editor. I ..tumbled upon an interest in.

vitation It was a black and white postcard

with an image that appeared to be n

This photo was of the most beautiful flower

I had ever seen

I flipped the postcard and read. "Robert

Mapplethorpe's Perfect Moment Com<

Boatoa
Another art exhibit. I thought to myself,

as I tossed the invitation aside I didn't

think twice about attending until about a

week later when I read the headlines in the

Boston Globe

Suddenly, my curiosity w as aroused, and

the tossed-aside invitation became my
ticket to one of the most controversial

events of the summer.

The critics all had mixed reviews. Some

called it "riveting." others labeled it

"powerful" and many deemed it "obscene

and pornographic." The public cried out in

outrage, and citizen groups demanded the

removal of the exhibit from the Institute

of Contemporary Art.

As a nosey student with an invitation, I

wanted to see what all the complaining was

about.

Entering the exhibit I noticed reporters

and critics with pencils and notepads fran

tically writing their reactions. Women

were turning their heads Men were gasp

ing in horror.

I stood silent, searching for my reaction.

And like most fine critics, I myself had mix

ed reviews.

I am, by no means, an artist I can't even

be creative with a box of Crayolas. And I

am certainly no more educated about art

than what I learned in my introductory

class. But, as I viewed the port ruts, mv
reactions shifted

At times my stomach felt queasy. ;it

others I could easily see why his exhibit in

eluded the word "perfect" in the title.

Robert Mapplethorpe was a famous

photographer who died of AID^ Hit ex-

hibit gained national attention for a

number of portraits that wereborderlining

pornography
One of his portraits was of a little girl,

a chair, with her ktgi BPTead The

little g'rl was not wearing any underpants,

but had a short shirt hanging between her

Now . w hat makes this photography

Wh - w hat is acceptable to be hung
on a gallery wall or .sold behind the counter

.it a 7 Eleven? While the government is trv

ing to regulate obscenities, it rem

unclear to me who draw s the deciding line

Another portrait contained two men.

nude from the waist up. The men wire in

I light embrace. Th;

in the Boston Herald, and much of the

public expressed outrage

While some of Mappleth. aits

horrified me. othei 'he true BM

ing of beauty. But I found the most in-

| portrait to be Mapplethorpe s self

portrait He was a gaunt man with skin

barely covering his rib cage His hair was

short and messy. His cheeks sunk into his

face. And as I stared at this sick looking

man. I wondered what kind of person

Robert Mapplethorpe had been.

But, I formed no real opinion I searched

my reactions to find a word to describe the

exhibit, but could not come up with only

one.

All the negative press the exhibit

receives will only make people want to

view the portraits. The exhibit should not

be removed from the ICA. If you don't

agree with his portraits, then don't see the

exhibit.

You have a choice.

And after seeing his work, only then will

you be able to form a true opinion.

Erin Martin is a Collegian columni

Out-of-staters get 'free lunch'

L

During this recent round of budget

cuts, tuition and fee increases, etc.. out

of-state students have been among the

most vocal proponents of tax increases

to solve the fiscal shortfall. This is

perhaps the most hypocritical thing I

have ever heard of. These students ex-

pect Massachusetts citizens to bear the

financial burden of their education.

By subsidizing the educational costs

of out-of-state students, public higher

education becomes a "free lunch" rather

than the "investment in the future"

that it is so often called.

Out-of-state students take their

Massachusetts-subsidized educations

and head off to California or New York

or wherever with them. This is not an

investment in Massachusetts' future.

The difference between Massachusetts

residents and out of staters is that most

instaters. such as myself, are here out

of necessity. They are asking the state,

to which they and their parents have

paid taxes for years, to help educate

them. In return, the state's workforce

becomes better educated and more

productive.

If students from other states want

state-subsidized education, they can

always go home and get it there. That

way, they can avoid the increases they

so ardently oppose. It's one thing if out-

of state students speak out against

higher tuition. Just as long as they don't

expect the taxpayers of this state to pay

for their college education.

Kevin Newnan
Northeast
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Solar
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 3

gest advantages is the impact of the pro-

ject on Massachusetts. With the current

economic problems, any strategy to keep

money within the state would be ex-

tremely helpful, he said.

"While most of the money spent for

energy delivered by this type applica-

tion would be contained within the

state, every dollar we spend for gas, oil

and coal goes out of the state," he said.

Although systems of this nature can

only be used in large applications,

Sunderland believes they could become

a viable and effective alternate source

of heating in areas such as

England.

Proposal

&
A Nutrition Education Project

• Offers Opportunities *

GAIN VALUABLE EXPERIENCE

Sign Up for an Independent Study
with SNACKSENSE

and earn from 1 to 6 credits

Schedule No. ...

557255 Nutrition 396 1-6 credits

557853 Nutrition 496 1-6 credits

— Dwv«K>t» isuui«b» pn

•MMI
- «r

Looking for students majoring in: Nutrition, Public Health.

Marketing. Communications, Journalism, Education; others welcome

too! -i ..

For More Information Please Call

Sheila Gilroy or Debbie Allen

at University Health

Services 549-2674 ext.189

A couple of hours a week could spice

up your resume, increase your

recommendation*, and improve

your chances in the job market!

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

ly withdrawing and about 150 were left.

Bush said he would prefer that they al got

out, but didn't regard it as a major problem

Gorbachev stressed the summit request

for a political solution in the Persian Gult;

Bush said that would be best, but did not

rule out the use of force if the embargo and

other measures did not work.

Bush said that might reflect a difference

with Gorbachev. But he also said that one

of the keys to their personal diplomacy is

that they don't try to hide differences, but

discuss them without rancor and concen

trate on common ground.

Bush said if this crisis had occurred 20

years ago, cooperation with Moscow would

have been impossible.

Indeed, a large scale military move into

the area by either side would have pro

mpted the other to war talk.

Now Moscow has accepted the deploy

ment, though it wanted reassurances that

it is temporary - that U.S. forces in Saudi

Arabia and warships in the Persian Gulf

are there for the crisis, not for good. Bush

told him the U.S. forces won't stay a day

longer than necessary.

On the other side, U.S. policy for more

than 40 years has been to keep Soviet

forces out of the region. Bush said that i

M.,scow decided to send in troop- ;»t Saudi

Arabia's invitation, it would be fine with

him. Gorbachev said he had no such plans.

The summit emphasized - perhaps in-

flated - Gorbachev's role in dealing with

the crisis. That could help strengthen him

at home, where his government is struggl

ing with severe economic hardship.

Such a development would be fine with

the White House. Bush asked Gorbachev

to tell him about the economic situation in

the Soviet Union and later said that he

wants to help improve it.

He said Soviet cooperation on the Mid

die East "gets me inclined to recommend

as close cooperation in the economic field

as possible."

That sounded a little like a cash-and

carry deal, and Gorbachev said Soviet sup

port can't be bought for dollars, "although

we do look forward to cooperation in this

very serious time of far-reaching dUBTfM

in our economy. .

"

The summit also serves a domestic pur

pose for Bush, who addressed a joint m

NOD of Congress on the Middle East crisis

The solid front with Gorbachev is both l

butties- tor administration policy and a

prototype for what could be a different « ;t>

of handling future international

emergencies.

Survey

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

over the Citizens for Limited Taxation

question on the November ballot s,
,
ks to

save money by eliminating duplication

within the 27-campus syst. m while serv-

ing more students.

Bromery said his plan would pron

more efficient use of funds by sharing some

administrative, admission >nd financial

aid functions.

He did not specify how much money

might be saved.

He alao said the arrangement would

make public higher education more attrac

tive because applicants would be applying

to all institutions within a region

Zoulas said with a semi-centralized

system students could be routed to a col

lege or university that would be best for the

student.

•'What happens to the student who dot

Ml get into UMass-Amherst ? Where d

he go
1
' With this q tMB we could tell him

that the: pening at Westfield [State

College;..! perhaps the student needs some

Skilll he could get at Greenfield." he

• id.

Holvoke Community College President

David Bartlev said the proposal was worth

looking at but he doubted it would save

much money.

i seriously wonder if a research uni\ I ••

culture and a community college

culture, with its emphasis on teaching

really combine,* he said.

(NFORIvWrKJN DATABANK
Student Affairs Research, Information, and Systems

Do you have questions?

We have answers!

The goal of the Information Data Bank (IDB) is to make a sometimes

seemingly complex institution easier to comprehend and negotiate.

IDB is a walk-in and telephone referral service which maintains information on

University administrative and academic policies and procedures; schedules

(e.g., bus, library, athletic); listings of campus events (e.g. ,
lectures, seminars,

concerts, movies); weather reports; health and public safety issues; housing

and food services information; student organizations and activities; and a

variety of other topics.

If you don't know how to get there from here call the

Information Data Bank.

Last year IDB served more than 8,000 individuals.

IDB is located in Whitmore, in the lobby at the top of the ramp (north side)

Hours are 8:30 am-6:00pm Monday-Friday. Telephone 545-1555.

For information on the weekends (10:30am-3:30pm), please call

the Visitors Center, 545-0306.

(The Taped Information Phone Service (TIPS) is not in service this semester.)

Police log
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 3

tower, police said.

The assailants were not identified.

Police are also investigating an assault

and robbery of a pizza delivery man outside

John Adams early Saturday morning.

The man was confronted outside of the

tower by four persons and was struck in the

face by one of them. He was then robbed

by one of them.

Police said the man was taken to Cooley-

Dickinson Hospital for treatment of a

laceration above his eye.

In other police business —

LARCENY

Police have received four complaints of

thefts at the Textbook Annex.

Two women reported to police Thursday

that their knapsacks containing personal

property were taken while shopping at the

annex. The value of each of the knapsacks

was estimated at $35-$40.

Police also received two other reports of

knapsack swiping Friday. The estimated

value of each was $35-$40.

• A man reported Friday the theft of his

$150 bicycle, which was locked to the bike

rack at Field.

• A man told police Friday that two

wheels were stolen off his mountain bik.'

locked to a handrail at Baker. The

otimated \alue is $180.

• Two individuals reported to police Fri

day that their wallets and jewelry wen

stolen while they were in the riwwci

Police said the door to the room was believ

id to be locked. The estimated value was

$1000.

• A man reported to police Saturday that

his locked 1980 Buick Regal was stolen

from the Southwest Horseshoe. The value

was $1500.

• A woman reported Saturday the theft

of her 10-speed bicycle from the outside of

Butterfield. The estimated value was $350.

ARRESTS

• Jon M. Kronenbock, 19, of 304 Cance,

was arrested Friday on Fearing Street for

being a minor in possession of alcohol.

• John C. Lovering, 19, of Chelmsford,

was arrested Friday in Lot 50 for being a

minor transporting alcohol.

• Shawn Redmond, 20, of Peabody , was ar

rested Saturday after a foot chase on Fear

ing Street by police. Police said he allegedly

broke a plate glass window in John Adams.

• Hummi Takahashi, 19, of 5 Eames Ave..

Amherst, was arrested Saturday on North

Pleasant Street for operating under the in-

fluence of alcohol and other motor vehicle

violations.

• Christian S. Neilson, 24. of 42C

Riverglade Apts.. Amherst, was arrested

on Massachusetts Avenue Saturday for

operating after suspension of his license

and several other motor vehicle violation*

• Timothy E. Christmas, 20. of Acton, was

arrested Sunday on Massachusetts Avenue

for operating after suspension of his license

and several other motor vehicle violations.

• Michael J Winner. 34, of Chicopee. was

stopped early Monday morning on Com-

monwealth Avenue for a motor vehicle

violation and subsequently arrested for

possession of firearms on a college campus.

• An 18-year-old male was placed in pro-

tective custody after police were called to

Kennedy after receiving reports of an in-

toxicated man harassing people. The man

was later taken to Cooley Dickinson

Hospital by the Amherst Fire ambulance.

The names of persons placed in protective

custody are not released to the media
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Murphy
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

Murphy dropping out of the race is her

best option.

"She may have had a chance at the

start of the race, but now she doesn't

stand much of a chance," he said.

Berinato said Francis X. Bellotti,

another candidate for governor, should

have a better chance of getting elected

as a result of Murphy's decision.

Dan Jacobson, a campus organizer for

MassPIRG, said his organization stands

behind candidates who protect the en-

vironment and are concerned with con

sumer protection as well as educating

people on ballot questions. He said, at

this point, his organization is not endor-

sing any candidate.

Angus McQuilken, UMass student

trustee, said Murphy's decision to drop

out of the race will be helpful in

defeating candidate John Silber in the

Democratic Primaries.

"{Murphy's decision] makes voting for

Bellotti even easier," McQuilken said.

Many students said they supported

Murphy, but added her decision to drop

out of the race was for the best.

"If she had a chance, it was very slim,

if any at all," Michael Pierre, an

engineering major said. "Murphy is

'closest to my own views, or closer than

the other candidates."

Kim Rayner, a sophomore general

education major, said although she

wasn't following the race closely she

does not think Murphy was a serious

contender in the race.

"I don't really think she had much of

a chance," Rayner said, "I don't know

who I'll vote for, but I wouldn't have

voted for Murphy."
Many students said they did not like

any of the candidates running for

governor.

I don't think any of the other can-

didate iong enough I reallv don't

like any of them,'' Michele Monterio, a

freshman sociology major said.
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AETS&LIVING
Pixies prove their versatility on Bossanova
- o.,„.no^,v » _,:__._J „ . _ u in t«m a i iattti *« ^narate tracks, but where one while bassist Kim Deal echoes "Ar-i-zo-na

By SAM SILVERSTEIN
Collegian Staff

Bossanova
Pixies
ElektraMAD

The cliche goes that if you do not like the

weather in New England, just wait a

minute. It will change. The same used to

be true about any single song on a Pixies

album. Much of the band's earlier material,

on Doolittle, Surfer Rosa, and Come On

Pilgrim was hit or miss stuff. When they

were on, the Pixies were brilliant and

original. And when Joey Santiago's thrash

guitar and Black Francis' obscure lyrics did

occasionally cross the line between clever

and annoying, it didn't last long. Pixies

tunes were always short.

On their new album. Bossanova, releas

ed in August, the Pixies stretch out the for

mula into longer, more dramatic and com

plicated songs. Bossanova is, in turn, a

longer, more dramatic and complicated

album, and the result is stunning, even by

Pixies' standards.

REVIEW

The band is headed into some more am-

bitious territory, and they are not humble

about it. Several songs on Bossanova, in

eluding "Velouria" and the cathartic

"Ana/All Over the World" tandem, begin

with fanfares, as ifthey are introducing the

Queen of England.

Musical references to
%U2 and the Who

also surface - "Is She Weird" begins with

the base guitar/cymbal drone of "God, Part

II" off Rattle and Hum - begging atten-

tion, if not comparison.

"Ana All Over the World." (they are

listed as separate tracks, but where one

song ends and the second begins is impossi

ble to tell) is the most ambitious song the

Pixies have recorded, eclipsing "River

Euphrates" off SurferMosa, and "Wave of

Mutilation" off Doolittle.

The slow, churning arrangement builds

through three or four different moods and

melodies, past a spoken ramble recorded

below the range of hearing, to a final

chorus of "All my thoughts all my
thoughts. .

." shouted by Francis and

bassist Kim Deal above a far-ranging San

tiago guitar solo. Chill material.

"Stormy Weather," and "Havalina," the

last track on Bossanova, are similarly long,

slow, and dense. Francis' lyrics have

always been obscure - the intent is to find

words that sound good, whether they mean

anything or not, he has said - and on

"Havalina," the words evoke a grand

scene. "Walking in the greens On the

plains of Old Sedonda," sings Francis.

while bassist Kim Deal echoes "Ar-i-zo-na."

Who cares what they're talking about? It

sounds heavy.

For Pixies' fans potentially put off by all

this ballad stuff, there's plenty of noise on

Bossanova too, of course. "Hang Wire," and

"Rock Music" match the fury of "Tame,

off Dootittk, with Santiago churning at full-

tilt and Francis screaming away in cl;.

form

The Pixies remain tremendously weird

throughout, as well. The album has inside

photos of a toy cowboy, an anteater. a pile

of blond hair, and a length of barbed wire.

Francis comes across M enigmatically a>

ever, too, posturing as a tortured artist type

at times, then abruptly changing tack

Though he now lives in Los Angele>

Francis, it seems, is still a New England-

born (and partly Ullasa-tducated) Pixie

Give him a second - or a couple of mill

on Bossanoi a and he changes his mind

Read Laura's secrets: figure out why her arms bend back
* .1' _ • • * S* 1_ _ A. *_»JU>amoI nUl llUi.I k/4

LOS ANGELES, CA < AP> - The Secret Diary ofLaura

Palmer is roughly equivalent to Rcbcaii <>)>' Sunnybrook

Farm on a four year bender.

If Twin Peaks the television series seemed dark, violent

and just plain confusing, don't pick up the musings of it-

dead homecoming queen.

Released this week by Pocket Books, The Secret Diary

ofLaura Palmer is one of several marketing spinoffs (in

eluding a cassette tape, pie, and coffee) from the mind

boggling ABC ' series created by eclectic film maker David

Lynch and former Hill Street Blues writer Mark Frost

The diary actually is written by Lynch's 22 year-old

daughter, Jennifer, and is living proof that the apple does

not fall too far from the tree.

Jennifer Lynch's first novel is a twist. -d slice of

Americana in which nothing is quite what it seems and

sex is never quite making love.

It is vaguely reminiscent of her father's chilling depic

ti-.n d sexual blackmail in Blue Veh>t

But Laura Palmer's diary is not cloned from David

Lynch's films Rather it is 184 pages of ruminations about

life in a fictional Northwest lumber town as seen by M
homecoming queen.

Peaks freaks, grab a pencil. Though the book is billed

as containing definitive clues that identify Laura's killer,

going Like the TV series, which ended it-

first season without disclosing the murderer, the book is

crammed with red herrings, confusing twists, oblique

references, and everything but a simple, declarative

sentence that states "Laura Palmer was killed by

• whoever it was who dumped her body in that lakei.

And talking to Jennifer Lynch about how to decipher

the book is exactly like talking to her father or Frost about

the show's reeling plot lines

Which means you never get a direct answer

Yes, says Jennifer Lvnch with a smile, smoking cigaret

tes in her publicist's West Hollywood office, she knows

who the killer is Will readers of the book?
• The careful reader will know the clues and who the

killer is." she replies

On the subject of herself and on the inner workings ot

Laura Palmer, the author is less enigmatic.

Jennifer Lynch carries herself with a self-possession that

belies her age In conversation, she refers to her father

as "David" and in a clear, but in an indefensible way pa

tiently stresses that she alone is responsible for the book

T had a job to do and I did it," she says. "It was a tricky

situation at first. I wanted to keep my career different

from his." m , .

What was the directive from Lynch Frost Productions

when she sat down to write the book?

"Be Laura Palmer." she answers. "I had to basically

become her. Laura was a very troubled, very dark girl.

And while the TV series alluded to Laura's darker side.

permeated by sex, violence, and drugs, there ii nothing

equivocal in her diary: If it were made into a movie, The

ret Life of Laura Palmer would carry an X-rating.

Beginning with her 12th birthday and ending d.

before her death at age 16, the diary chronicles a young

girl's descent into cocaine addiction, orgies, prostitution

and near insanity. But sex, drugs, and murder clues

aside, the book also manages to capture the mindset of

a teenage girl caught in the netherworld of puberty

Laura alternately worships her mother and thinks her

uncool, worries about the onset of menstruation and. wit h

a heartfelt conviction available only to teenagers, believes

she is the world's sole possessor of such confusing feelings

This is about some of the dreams, hopes and fears of

any voung girl's life." says Jennifer Lvnch "We've all

d there. We've all been 12."

But Lvnch itrMNt that the boo* is not an

aiitob.ographv. although having David Lynch as a father

did make for a somewhat nontraditional childhood

Her parent- were divorced when she was a youngster,

hut she spent much time with her father, who once had

a paper route in between making early films such

Eraserhead

i used to have very few people who liked me beta:

my father was strange and we were poor and we lived the

art life," Lynch says.

To her, hanging out on mov . ading mew

of her childhood surrounded by adults was a COWiptatnll

normal upbringing

"It was traditional to me because it MM the only MM
1 had," she sa%

Lynch makes her directorial debut this year with a

feature film titled Boxing Helena.

The story, which she calls "an obsessive modern dav km
>l() ,

woman whose boyfriend cuts oil her

arms and legs and keeps her in a box

Photo oourt»«\ *P

Jennifer Lynch, daughter of Twin Peaks creator David Lynch, has penned a spinoff to the much

talked about ABC series, The Secret Diary of Laura Palmer.
And while tne iv series auuuc«iu^««.»° , — ill!
Dave saves the day: free tunes to wash the blues away
LldVC ^dVCO U1V \4WJ.

D„, ; .. n^.„ o, mau inani." fi0, Cowlicks play anything thev can get

By JULIE LIVINGSTONE
Collegian Staff

Rockin' Dave and the Rent Party to the

rescue

They've been called in to the Iron Horse

to cover for a last minute cancellation

tonight. And cover they will.

In what seems a stream of cancellations

that Horse owner's assistant Jon Smith at-

tributes to a "litany" of things (including

a sluggish economy), the Horse has beer,

able to spring back quite nicely with local

songsters Erica Wheeler and Joe Wheelan

stepping in for the Cowboy Junkies last

Thursday. The two, playing separate sets

tripped the memory of the audience about

who they actually came to see.

But tonight ... the show is free and

zydeco/progressive/blues/soul/rock can be

yours to enjoy. The Rent Party is: Rockin'

Dave Morrish (singer/songwriter/accor

dian), Brian Harrington (drums), Eric

Payne (guitarist who's been with the band

since this summer), and Richard Zafft

(bass).

As stated by Rockin' Dave: "I'm not into

the White-boy trapped-in-the blues

syndrome. You have to make it your own.

It wouldn't work if we tried to be a zydeco

cover band.

"I try to mess with it — take it in another

direction where progressive rock meets

soul. I don't want us to get pegged as a

zydeco band." (Daily Hampshire Gazette

9/7/89)

Rockin' Dave's music may inspire "60s

type" dancing, it may inspire hoots of

laughter from the crowd during comical

lapses, it may inspire thoughts from a dif-

ferent angle, however, it will inspire.

In a final word on the Rent Party, they

qualified as semi-finalists in Pearl Street's

Battle of the Bands last weekend and will

return there early next week for the

weeding out.

They appear with the Cowlicks,

students primarily from the University of

Connecticut. Seems they're not easily held

or pinned down. Concentrating on zydeco

and country styles, they play polka,

Klezmer, western swing Bulgarian, and

New Orleans style funk and hybrid ver

sions unknown.

Cowlicks play anything thev can get

their hands on with an incomparable

vivacity. Their unique sound finds it center

in the ethnic twang of the fiddle and accor

dian, smoothed over by electric guitars,

bass and drums.

Straight from Middletown, Conn, the

Cowlicks are: Sam Bardfeld (fiddle), Andy

Carroll (guitar and vocals), Jeremy Chat

zky (bass), Julia Greenberg* vocals, guitar).

Will Holhouser (accordian), Scott Kessel

(drums).

Iron Horse is offering something great for

those almost the middle of the week blues,

enjoy a night in Northampton.

Showtime is 8:30 p.m. 'Tis a FREE
evening.
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Mose Allison

Iron Horse
Saturday, Sept. 8

The piano gvms its wide 88-toothed smile.

The bassist, standing like • IW provides

anurous melody We simply sit satisfied\m

awe and reverence of the man who does tin

"
R,hold Mose Allison who radiates cool

He Bing> a BOIlg that we can all understand

thllUBh we could never express it like he

Simple to see the please he takes in

sharing the sounds of Mississippi roots

with us, creating the magic in his music.

The man practically dances as he casts

hi! spell. His head shakes, his shoulders

4mijrand his leg kicks like a hound get

tine his bellv skntched. His hands fly in

a fashion indescribable by the naked eye

— it just sounds right.

In a tenor howl, he sings out a note and

decides he'll hold this one until time ends.

He does. Then he spins heaps of spon-

taneous creation in all directions, all the

while smiling at those gathered indoors

and passerhvs alike at the window.

REVIEW

It all seems to say: -Though life is blue.

it is good." „ .it n-

In one of a stream of songs Irom Willie

l)ix,.n. M..m- smiks: "I live the life of love

and 1 love the life I live.

Verted la blues masters, Mose offers a

rendition of Duke Ellington while he

crooni his own well-forged tunes -Ever
s,nce the World Ended" and "\ou Call It

Jogging. I Call It Running Around.

He was conversing' with the universe

Saturday and it was a pleasure to be m on

the smooth talk that encompassed the

crowd gathered at the Horse.

Photo courtesy AP

ThU photo ahowa actress Alyson Kirk,*«**|^2V£S
Annie, hugging the recently

|

*«^ ** *"*£»^£"„ be p/t Laboratory peer pressure

DOONESBURY
By GARRY TRUDEAU

:

Job Employment Matching System

FALL '90 WORKSHOPS
Wed., Sept. 12 Rm. 911-15

and Thurs., Sept. 13 Rm. 804-08

at 11:30, 2:30, 4:00, and 6:00

in The Campus Center

Non-Work Study Jobs

$$S.E.O. 243 Whitmore 545-1951 $$

ujurlie'js
1 Pray Si .

Amherst-549-5403 • Open I lam

7 days a Week
Kitchen open til midnight

-

I

New Game Room with 2 Pool Tables

Tonight 10c Buffalo Wings

9:00p.m. — 12:00 a.m.
HI MIIIMMIMIHIMIHIH ",M""t

f dS'STTwS B«.r of th. Month

Pineapple Bomb Foster's Lag«r •»•*

l *'£* H„MH»^»»...HHM».H.».».5

&

r

Food Giveaways

Mon 10 cent Mozzarella Sticks 9 12

Tues 10 cent Buffalo Wings 9 12

Wt accept

MC/VlM/Amei

I

COUPON

RESERVE orriCERS TRMW1NC CORPS S1
00 OFF MEDIUM PIZZA

LASAGNA

SUBS
WE DELIVER QUALITY

BELIEVE ITOR NOT,THIS GUT

ISINGLASS.

If you're looking for excitement and adven-

ture you'll find it when you enroll in Army

ROTC It's not your ordinary college elective.

ARMY ROTC
THE SMARTEST COLLEGE

COURSE YOU CAN TAKE

Contact Cpt. Richard Tracey
UMass Army ROTC

545-2321 or 545-2322

OPEN DAILY 11 a.m.
U
S?,° FREE DELIVERY

TTTTTi" .ore nooo ** well brimg lunch

Call Us at 256-0222 » your home or ofhcei

ONE COUPON PER PIZZA

UMass Music
Theatre Guild

First General Meeting

Wednesday, September 12th

7 p.m. 168c Campus Center

Information available on our up-

coming productions of Sweet Charity

and School House Rock.

50WHAT PO
WPOIN
CJVIUANUFE
SOLDIER*

TMA
TALENT
MANAGER,
COLONEL.
HOW ABOUT
YOURSELF. SIR7

iiriM ruJKJ^i- il50bcN
YEARS SINCE ANYONE'S

CAUWW'W-

i iAjn I SNOUJ lAJNY THEY
uantme- i'ma pretty

sorry excuse for a sci-

2£r 1m out of shape

TVS cOR&OTTtN ALL ThE

DRILLS, I CANTLOADAN#*>.

I CANTEVEN
REMEMBER
H0HJ70USE
THE FUJORP'
— i

€Asy
YOUJUST
USE IT

A
COMMA

ACROSS
1 Bookkeeping

entry

6 Family member
lor short

9 Make a try

13 One ot the

3Rs
14 San Francisco

Bay denizen

15 Czech s

neighbor

16 Cu"
18 Pianist Giiels

19 Rootmg
workers

20 Tu'kisti

the teyhftfl

21 anthem

24 famous
marshal ot

France

25 Whole amount

28 Fi'ver ot 20

Do*"
29 Dental oeg
30 Screen tor

sizing ore

33 Founded on

35 Free

36 Knnglo

39 Se-

42 Like potatoes

and pasta

44 Danish coin

46 Stationery item

48 Htm—I
Kesey

49 Bogey s tv

50 Write* ot

ridicule

53 Applause

55 Money twlders

58 Free 1<x a*

59 Maureen and

Jean

62 tune - bail

63 Ponder

64 Household
appliance

65 Not««d
66 Sound ot

d<spteasure

67 Kind ol ta* or

pitcb

DOWN
1 Statesman
Mammaf*k|Otd

2 God ot tow*

3 Lih-
'

Abbr

4 — old

las*'"

rom
b Greek letter

6 individual

7 Fulcrum piece

6 Layer

9 Hastened

10 Smothers
brothers

1

1

Ad|usted

12 Stops
ip opera

example
• na*

Midie'

20 The Last

Trontie'

22 Apprehend

23 Santa

25 R V lmk

26 Cotfee
Miner

27 Main .•

31 Fa

32 Most simple

34 Misptay

37 Thar

blows

38 Ant

40 B.i •

abbr

41 Wl-

42 Senor s shawl

43 Vi!

44 Handel or

Haydn a

45 Cltv

Milwaukee

47 Symbolic small

••qe

51 Vet'

mm
52 Aquarium dsh

54 — early

SCI 111

56 Labor

57 Snick s partner

59 Tex campus
60 Comme

boat

61 Next year s

grads

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE

9 12 90

|*W I*. taarlr< liar* N. «*.»!»
9 12 90

MENU

CALVIN AND HOBBES By BILL WATTERSON

[ *£i NO C0WIC BOOKS

V)nTH_ iOJ F'«H\SH

TWtf &0HT TKWL ) I 0\0 h

N/EX1 U3NS. OlDJ Gtiff JOB

iOAJ DO*
GCODJOB*

OF M. CLASS

Jft I **. \T

OOCSHT WS

KHD* I GET Back: fcdm t*

PMtEHT TEKUE8. COKCE«NCt

ICWSt G0«*& TO

TKtTbWlTEKy^

WILL BE AN
.HFaRMATiMt

N\ELTN&

Q05U.1 fosscr

To TE'J-
,*0U' w^

WORMWOOD SMP

«Q 50 GOOD.

10VJ W0»s' SEED

TD B0TME51 C!»«>»*»

6EM1.V 5^E

SAiOiOWPOKT
.ETo(J>

LUNCH
•Ham and Potato ScaHop

Chicken Cutlet Sandwich

BASICS LUNCH

Boursin and Sprout Sandwich VegefaDie Shepnerds Pie

Crvcken Cutlet Sandw.ch orotein spaghetr.

DINNER
VeaJ Cordon Bleu

Spaghetti

BASICS DINNER

YOUR DAILY HOROSCOPE
By JEANE DIXON

4?>

TANGELO PIE

Hi Marcus. U**H
Sir^c wcrr^'ng+o

be roommates, wc_

rcalla shoulA f*

LA

So -far, uif'vc

oMtmpM four #/
COWvetrSAtioMS, A

hont of «*'<* 1/

\^t succeed. C

4ni flu»«'n '

By TIM SNIFFEN

\]^ anyone ever menT»6nd|

Kouj ft#>i»mable
<f>*

I TKaf mtktS (£i)
"

f.ve.—

^

By PITT

NIPPLE

ABIIS ' ")

es w* kr* you to compottsit

ond he*>M people tooav Do tx>«

expect c* promne* to oe xept

however A dulant pttce may oe

the »ett»ng tot a rneonngtut new

reiationi^p

TAURUS ;Apni 20-Wtav 20) JO|
motr»3 teamwOfk on tfie caroet

front shouW wm vou hioh mofk:

aoy Expre« your opmior* cleatry

yout word* w* c^an wide occep

ce otx3 rou*ro applouie Spend

more T»ne wm*> cnioten

OfMINI (May 21-June 20)

b»ne look: with ingenuity to please

a fnend. odvance a group » covie.

ex negotiate on ogreement Get

even/thing m wtitng Private to*s

ond teamwork grve you the wmrv

rng edge
CANCIS (June 21- Jury 22) Certor

estments loc* promumg do not

put your money down now

however Group participation *

favored People vou meet whrfe

traveling brighten your outlook Put

small economies into proctice

LIO (Jury 23-Aug 22) Learn to ig-

nore people who ask too many

personal questions Practice po

tience with close ties, trouble may

oe brewing Let romance take care

of itseH Joy w* come » vou lighten

VtMO (Aug 23-Sept 22) Avotd

taking risks today, vour expecta

tons could be too htgh An imprac-

tical financial move could upset a

relationship Get m touch with your

retatives, they have mportant news

to share

UtCA (Sept 23-Oct 22) Seek ex

pern odvtce on aiegai matte» the

offers you receive now hove real

loc* mto them coteMv
before mokmg a ttnai decision a

ciose tekationshp responds tomate

pampering
SCOBPtOOct 23 Nov 2T) Peop»

who have been at odds wtth you

canbewonover A stranger or far-

off ocquom'ance coukS breathe

new i*e mto a pet p»o}ect Pu« out

of the stops, big profits can be

mode
SAGITTARIUS (Nov 22-Oec 2T)

Even if others act stubborn \

a happy toe* Pec4>-

fiuence ore wRng fo help vou do

not hesitate fo seek the* support

Discuss risky ventures w.'

five friends

CAPRICORN
Mutual arrangements couta k

unless you study them etc

m touch wtth experts n

speciaiued knowiedg/

distance co» proves tha !

fiuence is spreading

AQUARIUS (Jan 20-EeC

get much closer to the truth when

you heed your feekngs mstea

false logc Avoid saying o» doing

anything that could get vou mto

legal drfftcutties You do not need

enemies
PISCES (Feb 19 March 20) A good

deed past or present mav help

you extricate yourself from a messy

situation A secret adventure takes

an unexpected turn A surprise

legacy gives you cause for

celebration

TODAY'S STAFF 1

Night Editor Sarah Demarter

Copy Editor
Kendra Piatt

™t Technician Nicki Dumas

Soto Technician Jett Holland

Unction Supervisor Nicole^rnas
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Cowboy Junkies cancel

schedule until Toronto
*^

„ . t .__i •„ TV,^.T,.«WiPs who were slated to play la:

Margo Timmins of the Cowboy Junkies

ame down with a fast case of bronchitis

Thursday night and the Junkies were

mable to play their sold-out show at the

ron Horse. However, locals Erica Wheeler

md Joe Keenan were able to pick up a

potentially fatal evening and mesmerize

j hose who chose to stay.

Rapt attention seemed to thread the room

s Wheeler stood garbed in black with

right scarves wrapped about her neck,

nging oh-so-accurate songs about love,

•tting your life together and booting what

-n't "fit right then.

The Junkies, who were slated to play last

night as a rain-date cancelled not only that

performance, but the rest of their dates bet-

ween here and Toronto, including the

September 16 date at the Horse.

Jon Smith, publicist for the Iron Horse

said it would be "crazy" to try to book them

again at this point. "It's a real drag on the

audience to have it cancelled once, twice

would be too much.''

So far, no further information on the

Junkies ts available at this time But

Wheeler returns to the Iron Horse October

_ JULIE LIVINGSTONE

r

i

iCOUPON

$1
50 OFF LARGE PIZZA

i

PIZZA

SALADS

IASAGNA

SUBS

IVE DEUVER QUALITY

OPEN DAILY 11 am. *»• FREE DELIVERY
-- ^_,~ *%*%#>*% Bnd WE'LL BRING LUNCH

I Us at 256-0222 *Wur home or office.

ONE COUPON PER PIZZA

The 11-68.

The engineering calculate

*~ v»onr11f> touch technical

Photo rourtrav J l'hat/K>

The Cowlicks will be appearing at the Iron Horae along with the Rent

Party.

I Irish-toned play auditions

Auditions for Playboy ofthe Western World by John Mill

inrton S nge a, D.rected by Edward Golden September

Hand 12. 7 pm. 11 p.m.. Room 204. Fine Arts (
enter

fniverxity of MmMmIiIIMHI
(

Sin. up for an audition time outs.de 112 FAC. or ca

J^490 Scripts are available on a two-hour, sign out

^Infhedepartment office during regular busm-

hour--

The further vou go in

engineering, math i

other technical COU!

the more you need a

scientific calculator that

speeds vou through

complex problem

With 254 powerful

advanced scieniii

functions, the T1-6S

from Texas Instruments

is both a smart choice

and an exceptional

value

The 71-68 easily solves

simultaneous

equations with real or

complex coefficients. It

aluates 40 complex

number functions. It

allows polar and rectan-

gular forms for

entries and results.

A convenient

last equation re-

play feature lets

vou check your

answers without

re-entering your

equations.

Formula pro-

gramming pro-

vides up to 440

program steps

for as many

as 12 user-

generated

formulas.

. You can perform

operations in four num-

ber bases, one and two-

variable statistics, and

Boolean logic opera-

tions. And, the poly-

nomial toot finder

calculates real and com-

plex roots of quadratic,

cubic, and quartic

equation-.

Only the T1-6S

delivers so much func-

tionality, value and ease

in one compact, ad-

vanced scientific tool.

For more information

on what the TI-6S can

do, pick up a free copy

of the 71-68

technical

f *

to

I

UMASS ARTS COUNCIL
GRANT PROPOSAL DEADLINE

Deadline lor submission

of grant proposals lor

arts-related projects and events

Friday. September 28

Guidelines and application forms

are available at the Arts Council

office and the Student Activities

Office

UMass Arts Council 125 Herter

545-0202

NOTE: Grontwriting workshops will be

held Sept. 26 and Oct 9. Call the

Arts Council for further information.

brochure «^:ir-^^!2?*«M

Hivf VOU luete" '

PUBLIC HEALTH 216?
, ?w He.it* ****** *****

m. ft Ttiurs afternoon* Ml to 3 45

register nam

cten marts in ***» *•
Matt

-.••:-••'

at your

book*

store.

yeah 1 took it

| ook* treat on my
resume
! aimed 1 credits »r»

doing instead oi iu»t

jittine, in clasi
,

1 learned about impor-

tant health issue* *••

AIDS
Cardiovascular Health

Cancer

Stress

Eating Disorders

Texas ^t
Instruments

Murphy endorses Bellotti
.... i. Ci..,nn Diori.ii r»rt»Hirtpn

BOSTON (AP) -- Democratic candidate for governor

Francis Bellotti cheerfully accepted the endorsement Mon-

day of dropped-out rival Evelyn Murphy, but Republicans

said it helps him make the candidate for the Dukakis

liberals.

Murphy, in a move that surprised many at the

Statehouse, dropped out of the three-way race for the

Democratic nomination for governor Monday and threw

her backing to Bellotti.

"I was very happy to have her endorsement because

Evelyn and I have a great a many of the same ideas about

what government should be and how it should be help-

ing people," Bellotti said.

Murphy's action came after Bellotti picked up the en

dorsement earlier Monday of Boston Mayor Raymond

Flynn and then a group called 'Progressives for Bellotti'

that included advocates for social services, the disabled,

minorities and arms control.

"Republicans will be saying Bellotti is Mike Dukakis

with tan," said Republican consultant Todd Domke, who

is nonaligned in that party's gubernatorial race. Domke

said Republicans will use that to exploit Dukakis' extreme

unpopularity, even though the outgoing governor isn't on

the ballot.

Complaints
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 3

of Friday," he said, adding that as more names and

numbers come into his office from Housing Services winch

TsTcctpling the money and compiling the lists, the rest

of the voice mail requests will be processed.

Quarles attributed many of the complaints to the un-

familiarity with the new. complex system. About 6.700

12 jw instruction booklets and an instructional video

were distributed to assist resident assistants with train-

ing their halls on phone ON* was produced by Housing

^-When folks don't operate the machine like the way it

should be thev think its broken, he said,

""ibenil vocal complaints about the system came befon

school started in August when members of the L n.v ersi-

t . Tenants Council, composed of students living in the

t'nive. mu~ Family Housing apartments on campus pro-

ted the switch from New England Telephone to the

Univers.tv * new svstem. The switch resulted in an in-

crease of their phone bills by nearly $10 a month.

Anther problem tenants had was that tenants who had

received subsidized telephone rates from New England

Telephlne were charged the standard $22 rate with no

discounts from the University.X Incil wants tenants on public assignee to receive

bills of $5 a month, while administrators believe that $15

^Qua^aid members of the University's administra^

tio

Q
n and the council have agreed to

-J*"**"
yJ

forums where the question of subsidized phone bill* and

other phone problems will be hashed out

GOP candidate for governor Steven Pierce predicted the

Murphy endorsement would help Bellotti in the Sept. 8

primary, but hurt him in the general election.

"The same old Democratic establishment figures are

circling the wagons. They are all peas in a pod, Pierce

^Pierce's primary election rival, William Weld said he

hoped more independents would join the GOP Primary.

"I think this shows the Democratic race is over, and

more people will come into the Republican Primary, said

Weld, predicting Bellotti would defeat John Silber in the

Democratic Primary. .

Weld said he expected to pick up support from this in

flux, not due to anv political leanings but because/ 1
v.

got a record. The main difference between me and Steve

Pierce is he doesn't have any accomplishments in the

legislature." ..

But Pierce said he expected there would be little, it any,

effect on the GOP Primary by Murphy's actions.

"Those independents who feel this election is a referen-

dum on change will come into the Republican Party and

vote for Steve Pierce," he said.

Dan Payne, a Democratic consultant nonaligned in the

governor's race, also predicted little impact on the

Republican Primary

Reaction
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 3

grams such as the Pell Grants. "Bellotti said.

Pierce stated that since student loan default has o.n

tributed to the financial funding crisis, he said he felt

the federal government should require students to p;iv

back their loans.

tudentfi must take responsibility for then- ed

tion and pav hack the money they owe on then BtU

dent loans so that the money will he available tor other

needy students." he said.

About whether they were m favor of public supported

day tare facilities on public campuses, the candid;.

response! were al odd

"I do favor having day care facilities on campu

that young par. a further their education while

being confident that their children are located nearby

in well-run dav care programs.'
-

Bellotti said.

Pierce stated that during this time of budget crisis,

he could not commit any additional funding to our

public colleges and universities "which is not related

specifically to the academic agenda.''

The essential mission of our colleges and univer

sities is education, and funding must not be pumped

into related programs to the detriment of the academic

program," Pierce said.

CLASSIFIEDS
ACTIVITIES

DISTINGUISHED VISITORS PROGRAM
Welcome back
First meeting is Tuesday 9- 11 90 m
CC903 at 6pm
See you there

HILLEL SPONSORED
ice Cream Study Bree* 'ojjow

9 30pm 10 30pm Dukes Rm 310 S U
Take a brae* —t tome tweet*'

WELCOME SACK! "
. „ .

The first Korean Students Association

meeting will be new tonight

m the Campus Center Bm 174 at 7 30pm

19*0 NISSAN J00SX
Runs good tiOOOwB/O
Tel 549-4675

1963 MONOA ACCONO LX Hatchback

4 cylinder auto/ac P«»' »!f*''
n
fj

Car alarm and more S3 300 00

266-6022

FOR RENT

4 BEDROOMS m a beautiful houte in

Amherst Two bathrooms. '•'•P1** '" «£e

Irving room pool and tennis court1*325 00

per room on bus route, catl Bruce at

256-1215

ANNOUNCEMENTS

CAMPUS DESIGN AMD COPY •*J"""fl'

Applications available f» 401 SUB Deadline

4 45pm Mon 9/17 Graphic art experience

helpful 54S-2271

EMTS * FIRST RESPONDERS
Fire ft First Aid Unit is recruiting Paid

details Meeting Sept 16 7pm N409 Mor-

rill Call 545 5115 S-Th 7-6pm or stop by

N416

NUCLEAR WINDS!
Hi Wind Sailboard Club lorming now can

25^7366 Shred'

SPECTRUM, the Arts and Literature

magazine is having,
a new members

meeting tonight in 162 Campus Center at

7 30pm'

STUOENT VALLEY PRODUCTIONS, a

student run theatre group. """^-f* "*

first *any meeting tontte. 5 30 FAC OtJ w
there'

VISA OR MATERCARO! Establish credit

luaranteed or double you; money back

all 1 805 682 7555 ext M-1207

1M4 DOOGE ARIES. 4-dT tow mete, 1

owner $2250 00 253-2096

1M7 MONOA CRX Runs Q'"?' Excellent

condition 50 MPG $4500 586-7163

OOOGE VAN RV style 1977 e» cond $996

549 2656

FOR SALE 1986 Ford Festive 32.500 m*es

E£eedshm. «0 mees/ga*on **£»?
;£5c gray, excettont shape.bet osV cei

413^25*9397

MERCEDES 3000 1975

$3000790 rebuilt engeie

A/C FM/caaaetta

545 2569/256-4928 Diane

AMITY PLACE - looking tor a male room

mate to shave room. ,u"> ,urn,9h?LJ,Z
more wto ca" Leanne, Donne, or John at

549-5316

ROOMS FOR RENT 3 doubles $1600

EnSSef 389 N Pteement St Males only

256-6028

SLEEP WITH US
Full sue Futon and Frame

$150
We H beat anyone by 5«*

Metawampe Furniture

1-600-3-FUTON i

WATER-BED KING SIZE 12 drawer

pedestal will set up $300 00 253-2096

PIZZA

BEGINNING PORTUGUESE CLASS
Sept 17 Oct 29 Mon 7 9pm $50 00

Language Pacifica 549-5065

ENGLISH AS A SECOND LANGUAGE
Workshops begm September 1 7 tntemwve

day PT evening TOEFL
Language Pecrfica 549-5065

FOUND

SINGLE BEDROOM .n house on N .

sent St 5 mm walk to UMass $205 mo Cai

now 5490961 aak tor Marilyn

STILL LOOKING lor a place »o gf
Beautiful house toss than 2 m»a* "om

UMass $250 plus uWMea 54*6951

SEIZED CARS. ""**:*?%:} \'
motorhomes. by FBI RS^DEA Ave***

rjr
area now CaH 1 605-6BZ 7»9 cxi

1675

CM EN STYLE T Al CHI

LEARN THIS TRADITIONAL Chinese mar

^aTaTm 12 sessions Cla*»s begin I2ih

and 16th Call 253-4057

I

AUDIO

TV 20 COLOR, features $225 586 5822

AUTO FOR SALE

79 DATSUN WAGON 107K AM/FM 4

speed Alfred (W1545 4637 <H>549-5423

EDITING/TUTORING

RETIRED TEACHER WITH graduate

Sloreew.il ed.! papers tor proper grammar

£eCi clarity good writing and documen

Wordstar wordporcessing also avartaWei

vou are no! a typist or are rushing to meel

I^Hine Especially interested in working

:^rnl7rn.SoT-l s'.udents (trainee
I

as

EngYsh speech spec.aHstl. but enjoy
<

he£

,ng a"! students, any M"*"""** %
a
g££

nn short notice Reasonable rates D Heeo

XwSsilThis ad will appear only briefly

clip for future reference )

COMPUTER FOR SALE: 1962 Northstar

Advantage 64K Comes with word pro-

cessor, general ledger program and

database program $450 or best offer Call

542-5702

GUITARS FOR SALE 2 B C R*h 1

w/Kahler $275 1 w/o $225 Ovation Classical

Acoustic/Electric $275

Call John 1-786-6618 Leave Message

IBMXT 640K coproc 20MBHD TAU com

patible $700 549-2656

LOTUS 1M V»r 3lT~unoponed $100

5492656

GOLD BRACELET found near camput

cerTer Please call 54*8026 to claim I

HELP WANTED

AIR NATIONAL GUARD part lime member

ship offers fantastic benefits' Part timejoba

available m a wide variety of career fields

Earn $3000 or more your first year' Join

your local A.r Force m Westfietd Other

benefits include 100% tree college tuition.

G i Bill retirement, free plane travel and

more Men and women without prior service

are efcgiWe to (om through age 34 Veteran*

cTallservtces usually ehgtole mto thw-40it

Call your recruiter to see rf you qualify no

obligation, no pressure Jobs guaranteed

before you enlist Call anytime

$?£s6S-9$15 or tofl free 1-800-AlR 9151

CMILDCARE NEEDED FOR 3 children

(ages 4.6.1 1) and 2 dogs A lew late after

noons per week, some evenings Must pro-

vide own transportation to our home m
Leverett 545-4228 or 548 9120

CHRISTMAS. Spring break summer travel

FREE Air couriers needed and cru.sesh.p

,obs Call 1805-882 7555 E*t F1426

• • LEGAL HELP '

'

QUESTIONS ABOUT YOUR lease/secur.

tv deposn deductions' Ouestions about

subtetting/aaaigning leases' QuestKjns

about the condition of your new "ouseor

apartment' Contact the Legal Services. 922

Campus Center 545-1995

LOST

GLASSES LOST mieamg one noeeptece

cad 81937

COLLEGE PIZZA
Fan Special

small cheese $3 50
large cheese $5 99

2 Additional Toppmga
only $1 more

Must mention thta ad'

54*6073 54*6098

ROOMMATE WANTED

1 OR 2 GfRLS wanted tor condo behind

Baybanks Great location' CaH 54*9376

2 SINGLES AVAILABLE m house on L.n

coin Ave for spring semester acota from

campua Call 54*5258

AMHERST CENTER lemale to share room

$t70/mo 54*9377

SUNDERLAND Female to share 2 bdrm

apt. 250 + Close to bus line 665-1 135

MOTORCYCLES

1990 KAWASAKI EX500 Bik ft RjT k»ss

than 2K miles mini condition J2950 oaa

256-4609 evenings

HONDA NK3HTHAWK 1983 550cc 4cyi fast

new t.res. radar deiector. extras 9 000

miles mint condition. 1.100 or best offer

54*6083 Jim

TRAVEL

EARN CREOIT SCUBA DIVING'

Basic course start 9/10 $195

Adv course starts 9M7 $170

Sport course (Key Largo) 12/28
_ a -»k. ..Urmslmn rail ^4Q-

$380

PflfNTER FOR SALE: 1982 Epson MX-100

$120 or best offer Call 542-5702

RED DORM FRtOGE excel conTi ateeJ at

$50 Valerie 54*6416

REFRIGERATOR FOR SALE tour foot high

Like new' Check it out' 1-596-6059 Brian

REPOSSESSED VA A HUD HOMES
available from government from $1 without

credit check You repair Also tax delinquent

foreclosures Call 1-805 682-7555 Ext

H-2009 for reoo list vour area

COUNTER HELP lull time or part time apply

m person at Copycat Print Shop 228

Triangle Street. Amherst (5 mm walk from

UMass) No phone cal ptoaee

FARN $300 TO $500 per week reading"« anwmj cUm 6^-473-7440 Ext

B-281

EARN UP TO $S007WEEK
Helping students obtain Visa, Mastercard

Send lor tree information American F.nan

cal Services. 117 Park Drive Suite 40-C.

Boston. MA 02215

NEWSPAPER DELIVERERS needed for

UMass dorms No car required Mornings

78am Good pay 7days/week 253 7009

Evenings

MUSICAL

ELEC GUITAR 8 AMP. 3 single coil strat

copy Silverburst 35 watt Peavy Bkstg and

both tor $200 call Josh 6-6456

PERSONALS

For further information call 54*6401

TRAVEL FREE!!!

Sun Splash Tours offers the most exciting

and affordable Spring Break Packages to

Jamaica and Cancun" Earn free tnp and ex-

tra $$$ Call 1-800-426-7710

ONE DAY Sorry Sweetie

Happy one year ft one day

HOYOD
I love you
Iceman

TYPING

TYPING. WORD PROCESSING. $1 50/pg.

Free pickup and delivery Laser printing and

copying avalabie ((Communications

256-6373

WANTEO

KEGULATOR OR COLO TAP 19 Ph.ll.ps

54*8198

NEEDED 1 or 2 tickets to any MSG GO
show No scalpers' Stephanie 6 3088

WHO SAID GARBAGE WASN T FUN?

TAKE A CLASS IN RECYCLING
EDUCATION

3 credits guest speakers, lectures »*Md

tnpe and havtda-on experience CaH Pet-Jen

54*5291 or Shenll 5-1153 tor into



SPORTS
Reds face Catamounts
Women host Vermont on the Hill today

By ADRIENNE MATT
Collegian Staff

This is another opponent the University

of Massachusetts women's soccer team

would like to forget.

Today the Reds will host the Vermont

Catamounts at 3:30 p.m. on Upper Boyden.

Last year's game ended in a 1-0 loss, not

a match head coach Jim Rudy would like

to duplicate.

"They're difficult to deal with, he said

in reference to John Carter's squad. 'They

have a strange way of coming out of the

back."

The Catamounts have seven of their

carters returning, 1 1 letter winners in all.

They completed their season as ECAC
Division I Champs, with a record of 1 1-6 1

.

The match against UMass was first in a

string of wins for the Catamounts. UMass

ended the game with 15 shots on goal.

UVM had only 6.

However, Vermont finished the season

with 233 shots on goal, compared to their

opponents* 175. Their number of corner

kicks (71 ) exceeded their opponents' by 10.

They started their regular season off on

a positive note by tying Connecticut at one

and shutting out Boston College 3-0.

Threats upfront include sophomore Deb-

bie Cook and junior Rachel Bondy. a former

it animate of April Kater's.

Bondy, named third team Ail-American

last year, has led the team in scoring the

past two seasons, with 18 goals and three

assists in her career

Goalkeeper Joey Fritz, also a All New
England Softball player, recorded her first

shutout in last season's game against

I Mass, ending the game with 15 sa

As a sophomore she held a goals-against

average of 0.46 in 390 minutes of play.

Fritz ended the season with 32 saves in five

games played. She currently does not have

a backup.
Freshman Shelly Addison was red-

shirted last year, but may see midfield ac-

tion. She has attended Regional camp and

is a veteran of UMass soccer camps, accor

ding to Rudy.
Other frosh to watch include forwards

Sonja Johnson and Liz Grote and mid-

fielder Kristen Murphy.

•They're a solid looking freshman

squad," Rudy said. "They're a well

recruited group."

Senior co-captains Carolyn McCann and

Trudy Potter will marshall the backfield,

with junior Lvnette Strake and sophomore

Kellv Martin. Martin and Potter will be vy-

ing for starting sweeper positions.

"They've got a veteran defense," Rudy

said. "We had a hard time getting in there

last year." . .

Connecticut head coach Len Tsantins

described Vermont as very physical, even

brutal. He said they were very good at

restarts and also said they had an unusual

a! lurking out of the back.

Juniors Nicole Colaneri and Kim Winter-

ton are probable midfield stalwarts.

Sophomore Cheryl Reed, who notched four

goals as a freshman, will see time at both

forward and midfield. Freshman Chi

Riley. Martin and Addison will mobilize

the midfield.

"We're healthy and looking good, Rudy

said of his squad "We're emotionally

strong enough to pull it off.

•

If they're as well prepared tactically as

last year, well be in for a good game."

Collegian filr photo

Jim Rudy's Reds host the Catamounts of Vermont at their home opener

today at 3:30 p.m. on Upper Boyden field.
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Connecticut
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Central Florida

Men's soccer freshman named A-10 Rookie of Week

Photo by Toni Sandy*

Minuteman Brett Anthony (above) was
nominated for A-10 Player-of-the-Week, and
teammate Justin Edelman was named A-10

Rookie-of-the-Week.

By GREG SUK1KNNIK
Collegian Correspondent

University of Massachusetts men's soccer has its first

award-winner of the year.

Freshman Matthew Edgerly was named Rookie <>f the

Week by the Atlantic 10 Conference last night Edgerly

scored the game winning goal in UMass* 2 win over >t

Bonaventure this past Friday

"Right now. he's hard to keep off the field, said coach

Jeff Gettler

Senior tn-captain Peter McEvoy was nominated, but did

not receive. Player-of the Week honors McEvoy just this

year made the transition from the midfield to the

backfield. The Minutemen had graduated their entire

defense, and Gettler said he needed an experienced player

at sweeper

McEvoy played well and consistently during UMass'

first two games, scoring a goal and picking up every loose

ball that came his way. His play was a major reason that

St. Bonaventure never mounted much of an attack. He

also held his own against Penn State's quick, talented

offense.

"We only let up one goal in two games, and Peter's play

had a lot to do with that," said Gettler "He's been the

anchor, he's organized a young defense the past two

games. That was really key."

The play of goalkeepers Peter Armenti and Jon Gruber

has been a bright spot as well. But what about competi

tion between the two? The result of Umass' depth at goal

has resulted in "good, healthy competition," according to

Gettler.

"They've been outstanding in practice. They go for balls

that other keepers we've had couldn't or wouldn't go for.

digging shots out of the corners." Gettler added that he

wouldn't penalize mistakes in games by changing starters.

"Neither of them are going to lose the position They re

only going to he able to win the position."

However, the offensive part of the show has sputtered

a bit. While the Minutemen mounted enough serious saw-

ing threats to wipe out both St. Bonaventure and Penn

State, they have but two goals to show for their best play.

Their shots hit the post, or the crossbar, or sailed wide,

or were foiled by spectacular goalkeeper play. Few sports

agonies equal the exasperation felt when a great goal

chance turns into a goalie's good luck and your own per

sonal nightmare.

"One of the hardest things to do at the beginning of the

season is create on offense," said Gettler after the Penn

State overtime loss.

Another problem for UMass has been stringing together

consistent play for an entire game. While the Minutemen

were dominant in stretches Friday afternoon against the

overmatched Bonnies, and held their own against highly

regarded Penn State, their level of play tailed off in the

second halves of both games.

"We're not in midseason form," said coach Gettler. "We

had a hard preseason - these guys have had only two days

off since mid August - and we were stale, mentally and

physically."

Gettler was quite optimistic about his team I current

outlook.

"We held our own this weekend against two teams that

had games under their belt," he said. "St. Bonaventure

was playing their sixth game. Penn State was playing

their fourth. And we only let up one goal. If we put in the

effort, we could have a great team."

Recruit verbally commits
Men 's hoop may see student next season
By SAM SILVERSTEIN
Collegian Staff

Scott Drapeau, a six-foot nine. 2.'i.
r
> pound

senior at Merrimack Valley High School in

IVnacook, NH, has verbally committed to

attend the University of Massachusetts on

a basketball scholarship next fall

Though the official signing date for

recruits making an early decision is in ear-

ly November, Drapeau announced at a re-

cent press conference at his high school

that he will play for UMass coach John

Calipari.

Drapeau was recruited by Connecticut,

Arizona State, Florida State and Du
quesne, as well as UMass, and said he an-

nounced his decision early to relieve the

pressure during his senior year.

According to Kevin O'Brien, his coach at

Merrimack Valley, Drapeau is an ag

gressive rebounder with a good shooting

touch. Last season, in his junior year.

Drapeau averaged 36 points and 18 re-

bounds per game for Merrimack Valley,

which won its second consecutive New
Hampshire state title. He is an 89 percent

free throw shooter.

Sports Notice/Calendar

FIELD HOCKEY: The women's field hockey team will be holding open tryouts

for all who would want to play on Pam Hixon's nationally-ranked team If in-

terested, tryouts will be held from 3-6 p.m. Tuesday. Wednesday and Thursday

on Totman Field Please contact Pam Hixon. Lynn Carlson or Andrea Savage

at 545-1942

SKI TEAM: The varsity ski team is having an introductory meeting at 7 p.m on

Wednesday. Sept. 12 in Holdsworth Hall's second floor conference room. Those

with a racing backround are encouraged to attend.

SOFTBALL The Atlantic lO Co-Champion softball team will have open tryouts

fom 7:45-9:30 p.m. today through Tuesday. Sept 18 at Totman Field. Those in-

terested please caH assistant coach Gina LaMandre at 545-0038

WEATHER

Today partly to mostly

sunny skies, hazy and
warm, highs ranging

EDITORIAL

Pam McCarthy ex-

amines the mudslinging

in Massachusetts

'HE MASSACHUSETTS DAILY

SPORTS

Tamir Lipton previews

the UMass field hockey

team as they prepare

for BC. Page 16.
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Students pull old scam in Student Union
By PRESTON P. FORMAN
Collegian Staff

Magazine sellers - perhaps legitimate or not - have

returned to the University this year and to apparently

profitable fishing grounds, the concourse in the Campus

Center and the residence halls.

Philip Cavanaugh, associate director for public safety,

said yesterday that the police have received several com-

plaints of magazine sellers in the residence halls. He said

some version of "high pressure" sellers appear on cam-

pus every year.

"To sell in the residence halls you need to have a per-

mit, which these people don't have," he said. "Some cases

these people are legit but in many cases in the past they

have not. Students should just remember, "Buyer

mMM
Housing Director Joseph Zannini did not return phone

calls from the Collegian.

Perhaps if freshman Laurie Murch was not rooming

with a senior she would be $46 poorer today.

Murch was approached one night this week in her Crab-

tree Residence Hall room by a man selling magazines as

part of a contest to win points for a trip to Europe. She

bought a subscription to Rolling Stone.

"I just figured that the University monitored these

things," she said. "Especially at night with security

Her roommate, Patty Terenzio, however, had been fooled

once before by magazine sellers. Last fall, she bought a

magazine from a man on the street in downtown Amherst.

She never received any issues.

Terenzio asked the man, who was representing the

TICOA CORP of San Antonio, Texas, if he was authoriz

ed to sell in the residence halls. Housing Services requires

RECEIPT NO. BK 7 9 5 5 6 6

toward students.

vendors to have a permit.

"He did not like it that I was asking questions, she said.

"He left the dorm as soon as he had Laurie s money.

Terenzio called the Better Business Bureau and the San

Antonio Chamber of Commerce to validate TICOA I

credentials. She said both agencies caUed the company

legitimate but she was unimpressed. Murch called her

bank the next day and placed stop payment on the check

"My mother has yelled at me, my roommate has yelled

at me. I've learned my lesson," Murch said. __
The Collegian was unable to reached the TICOA CORP

for comment.
Amy Bailey, a junior English major from Boston, is a

self described street smart woman. But she was taken by

, suave, fot-uilking magazine-"g^w^ 6

family
UMass senior awaits word after assasination ofpresident

— , * *t * 1.. 4V.- nttnnlioa WO K*» !>»

By CHRIS MUTHER
Collegian Staff

and The Associated Press

A University of Massachusetts senior is waiting anx

iously to hear from his family trapped in Liberia^ a coun

try that was apart after the assassination of its President.

Samuel Doe, earlier this week.

Nhoueh Landford, an Agricultural Economics major,

said there has been no communication into Liberia since

March. He said his parents are still living in the coun-

try, but added one of his brothers has escaped and a sister

has become a refugee.
.

"My family is in danger, many people in Liberia are in

danger, and the United States government Liberia s

closest ally has done nothing to help. Landford Mid.

Landford said many in Liberia think the United States

is only willing to get involved with a country in difficul

ty when they have an economic interest in that country^

(oHeftUn photo by K.A. Burkf

Nhoueh Landford

"The U S came to Liberia only for supplies, we helped

the U S win World War II. we helped them out of the

recession and now when we need them, they are not

around," he said.
, fl .,, ,

According to Landford. Liberia was founded in 1847 by

former slaves from the U.S. in West Africa. He said the

first president of the nation was a freed slave from Nor-

folk, Virginia. .
,

He said Liberia was previously been the most peacetui

West African nation on the continent before the recent

uprising. He added Liberia uses U.S. currency and their

flag closely resembles the U.S. flag.

In December of last year, two groups of rebels, led by

Charles Taylor, a former Plymouth House of Correction

inmate, crossed the border of Liberia. The rebel group,

and another lead by Prince Johnson eventually overtook

control of the nation's government.

Troops of the dead President Doe bombarded rebels in

Monrovia with shells yesterday in a desperate stand from

the roof of the fortified presidential mansion^

An interim government named Aug. 30 in Gambia by

a unity conference said it was sending envoys to Monrovia

in preparation for taking over the country.

But rival rebel forces control various sectors of the coun

try and Taylor's mainstream rebel National Patriotic

Front pledged Monday to keep fighting until a 3000 strong

West African task force sent to end the war withdraws

from the capital.

Doe died after being wounded in fighting with a

breakaway rebel faction that captured him Sunday. I he

U S State Department confirmed Doe was dead

"We have been informed by various sources, including

representatives of rebel forces that President Doe

died [from wounds] that he suffered in the shootout over

the weekend," a State Department spokesman said.

The British Broadcasting Corp. quoted witnesses who

visited a rebel camp near Monrovia as saying Doe s

mutilated body was on display there.

They did not say how he died but they watched rebel

leader Prince Johnson interrogate Doe about the disap

CONTINUED ON PAGE 2

Union workers
could face layoffs
BOSTON (AP) - Facing tight budgets for higher

education, the Board of Regents gave university and

college presidents more flexibility yesterday to lay off

union workers.

The board also heard Chancellor Randolph Bromery

introduce a plan to lump schools into regions to pool

their resources. ,

"I think we've reached a point where we have to do

things in a different way," Bromery said.

The states higher education system has already felt

the pinch of the state's budget problems Bromery said

four percent cuts ordered by Gov. Dukakis earlier this

month will be implemented in the second semester,

along with another four percent cut approved in the

budget bv the Legislature

Bromerv predicted that some course offerings will be

eliminated, and the entire system is bracing for higher

energy costs this winter due to the Middle East crisis^

Bromery, who said he expects further cuts, also said

the decline in funding would have an impact on faculty

"Our misfortune is the other state's fortune in that

they can recruit our faculty and they're beginning to

do that," he said.

"We're beginning to see the faculty moving on.

To cope with these financial strains, the board

unanimously declared a state of fiscal exigency This

gives administrators more authority to issue layoff

notices to union workers to deal with further cuts m
state spending.

Bromery also touted his regional ization plan as a way

to cut costs. But he said it was too costly to determine

how much savings the reorganization would yield.

"We should pursue this regional concept because it I

the right thing to do educationally." he said.

Under the plan, which will be reshaped in the com

ing months, five regions would be created. Each region

would include a university, one or more state colleges

L
CONTINUED ON PAGE 4
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Liberia

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

pearance of millions of dollars of state funds during his

10-year rule.

Shells exploded and gunfire crackled in the ravaged

capital today as Johnson's fighters searched the city for

Doe loyalists.

Doe's elitist presidential guard, which includes the

feared Israeli-trained Special Anti-Terrorist Unit, turn-

ed heavy artillery on the roof of the multistory executive

mansion on the rebels

West African soldiers sent to end the eight months ot

fighting were ordered to intervene.

The chairman of the Economic Community of West

African States said he told the force to protect loyalists

and family members of Doe who remained in the Cliffton

Presidential Residence.

"I think it is now urgent to try and do something about
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protecting these 30 or so Doe supporters from factional

or tribal revenge," the chairman, Gambian president Sir

Dawda Jawara, said in Harare, Zimbabwe.

Johnson said Monday he would lead Liberia until the

transitional government is set up.

But representatives of the government can expect a

hostile reception from Taylor, whose 10,000-strong rebel

army is the biggest in the country.

He has called the interim government a "muppef ad-

ministration of the West African economic group^

A statement issued today in Ranjul, Gambia, by the

government's president, Amos Sawyer, said the delega-

tion's first priority would be to distribute relief supplies

and food in the capital, where people are dying ot

starvation.

Sources close to Sawyer said he was urged to send en-

voys by Johnson and Brig. Gen. Dacid Nimley whom Doe

loyalists named acting president shortly after his capture.

Liberia has been without effective government for

months, and Monrovia has been torn by fighting invov-

ing the two rebel armies and Doe loyalists since mid-July.

Taylor said Monday his movement would "intensify its

efforts to bring this crisis to an end by moving into

Monrovia at any expense."

He spoke in a broadcast over the state radio, which is

behind his lines. ,

He has made similar retreats before, but his army o

mainly untrained peasant youths, who have overrun most

of Liberia, has been bogged down on Monrovia s outskirts

for nearly three months. ^k-w-ot
Some of the heaviest fighting has occurred since the West

African task force sailed in Aug. 14 to try to enforce a

cease-fire.

Taylor started the war when he invaded from Ivory coast

on Dec. 24. Johnson, who was one of Taylor's top com

manders, quarreled with him in arch and formed a

splinter group. . .

The three warring actions have slaughtered more than

5 000 of those countries 1 .3 million people, often because

of their tribal affiliations. Half a million Libermns have

fled to neighboring states or are displaced within their

country.

Doe was a Krahn. one of 14 small tribes in Liberia,

Johnson is the son of a Gin. and Taylor is of mixed

America Liberian and native ancestry.

About 100 U.S. Marines are based on ships off Monrovia

and assigned to guard to U.S. Embassy and residential

compound they have evacuated hundreds of foreigners

from the city but have orders not to intervene in the war

For Your Information

For Your Information this is a calendar «•«Vo/W
announcements and upcoming events published dady

by the Collegian as a public service.

All submissions must be typed and subtted to the

News desk at least one full day before publication. We

reserve the right to edit for space.

WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 12

Senate Meeting-sponsored by Senate Operations,

CC163C, 7pm-lam, Free.

THURSDAY SEPTEMBER 13

sTmTncert-sp\>nsored by Hillel, Student Union

fifllrol 7 30pnT9:30pm, Free/Hillel members,

*Vstudents, $7/general public.
$
F /m_sponLed by LBGA, CC08. 7pm-9pm Free^

Presentation on entrepreneurship-spnsored by Beta

Alpha Psi, CC 105-09, 7pm 9pm, Free.

FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 14

Welcome back dance-sponsored by Asian American

Student Association,^^\^ l^St^
Coffee Socia/-sponsored by LBGA. CL90J, dpm op,

Free
SATURDAY. SEPTEMBER 15

Parfy/Dance-sponsored by LBGA, CCiuu»,

9pm lam. $3/person.

Community Town Meeting and Rally- from 1 -3pm

onZ Unitarian Society lawn at 220 Mam St.. Nor

thampton. there will be a Community Town Meeting

and Rally for Peace in the Middle Last.

There will be invited speakers and an open mike for

members of the community wishing to participate^

The event is free and open to all. and is sponsored

by a coalition of interested groups and individuals.

Petitions and literature on display. Please come

For information please call Michael Holroyde at

586-9045
MONDAY. SEPTEMBER 17 ^
Workshop* to deal with math «"*"'>-* ^jf

math anxiety reduction workshops will be he\d Sept

17 and 24. and on Oct 1. 1990. in room 1634 of the

Lederle Graduate Research Tower. Sessions conducted

bv math professor Dr. Dons Stockton, and psychologist

Dr Don Banks will focus on overcoming negative feel

ings toward math and on developing positive ap

proaches to learning math

The workshops will feature the film. Math Anxie

tv: We Beat It. So Can You
"

The workshops series is sponsored by the math

department and ti iMr for Counseling and

Academic Development.

The Five College Program in Peace

^ and World Security

J^f Presents:

The Middle East Crises

A Faculty Panel

Wednesday, September 12th

Eqbal Ahmad

Hampshire College

Mohammed Jiyad

Mount Holyoke College

Michael Klare

Five College Program in Peace

and World Security Studies

Converse Hall, 8:00 p.m.

Amherst College

These events are free and open to the public.

For more information call PAWSS at 549-4600,

ext.
519 *

The outlook

is good,

University of

Massachusetts

at Amherst

and the future is

yours for the taking.

With your choice ot

nearly 200 credit and

noncredit courses, the forecast for personal and

professional growth looks promising. This fall.

let the UMass Division of Continuing Education

help you plan the right course for your future.

Late register for University day classes and

Continuing Education evening classes, on

a space-available basis, through September 18 in

Room 615, Goodell Building.

For more information or a free catalog, call the

Division of Continuing Education at 545-5198.

We're predicting your success.
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LOCAL
Board of Health trashing

right of privacy in Amherst
By KELLY CONGDON
Collegian Correspondent

An Amherst Board of Health regulation

requiring residents of buildings with four

or less units put their trash in clear plastic

bags has ignited complaints of invasion of

privacy.

The mandatory recycling policy, which

went into effect September 1, requires

residents to put their trash in clear plastic

bags so haulers can determine if recyclable

materials are being mixed with non

recyclable materials.

"I understand why people are concerned.

Its much more regulation than necessary."

said Myrna Hewitt, the solid waste recycl-

ing expe i t for the League ofWomen Voters

in Massachuset 1

1

i suspect people throw away things that

they don't want pawed through, like finan-

cial records or other personal items. It

seems to be overkill." Hewitt said.

ording to Mehnda McCall, Amhei

solid waste coordinator, the use of plastic

bags is a means of enforcing the new policy

The policy is quite simple. If you use

plastic bags, they need to be clear ones You

can still use paper or biodegradable bags

or put trash directly into ban-el- -t.ted

McCall

Trash haulers are currently responsible

far inspecting trash through the clear

plastic bags. If any recyclable material is

found in a load brought to the town land

fill, the hauler will be fined $50 per load

h> th« town's Department of Public Works

Haulers may either notify their

customers of any violations or contact the

Department of Public Works and let them

inform the resident. Residents whose trash

contains recyclables will first receive a war-

ning. Repeat offenders will be fined $50 per

violation.

Hewitt claimed that privacy is the issue,

not enforcing the recycling policy. "I'm con-

cerned for people's privacy. They (town of-

ficials] say that you can put personal items

inside something, but the whole idea is to

make it seen. Why bother with the clear

bag policy at all?," she argued.

Another one of Hewitt's concerns is the

lack of uniformity in the new policy and the

failure of town officials to clarify exactly

what the policy entails.

"I never received a letter explaining the

policy and many other residents have com

plained that they aren't sure what the

policy is either," said Hewitt.

"It's clear that you can't put garbage out

in green plastic bags, but whether or not

m can put out trash in paper sacs has not

been made clear." said Hewitt. "You can't

blame residents or impose a fine if th'

don t know what the right thing is," she

added.

Hewitt suggests involvement of uni\

sit> students as an alternative |q strict,

recycling policies

"Our recycling goal in Amherst is 25 per

cent, with a future goal of 40 percent Efc'l

impossible to achieve a recycling pet

tage of 4<> percent without the participation

of the university students," Hewitt said.

"The problem is that the policy is incon

sistent," Hewitt explained. "The general

residents are doing well with recycling We
have to get the university population in

volved to reach 40 percent goal, not set

unrealistic expectations for town

residents."

t ollrgian photo b> Sunn < <.rnrllu»»»n

A burnt bridge in Leverett

inform the resident. Residents whose trasn resiaenw.

Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual Program releases schedule
^"^^^•7 J ^^ J • ~:i~UI., mat ion at 545 4824 '

Program starts fifth year; exciting programs, services available
™ ..ii- ^l- T\ .-,*„ ].n/lina lihrnrv in the hui

Bv ALI WOOLWICH
Collegian Staff

The Program for Gay, Lesbian and Bisexual Concerns,

located in the lobby of*John Adams in Southwest, is star

ting off its fifth vear at the University of Massachusetts

with an exciting lineup of programs and services available

for fall. ,.

The Program, which was one of the first of its kind, con

tinues to serve as a model to other colleges across the coun

try Felice Yeskel, the coordinator of the Program, said

that the formation of such offices are due to the heighten

ing awareness of the need for a multicultural campus en

vironment."

The goal of the Program is two-fold - first, to support

the needs of gay. lesbian and bisexual people on campus,

and second, to "promote awareness of issues surrounding

homophobia and heterosexism for the campus.

The Program provides information and referral services

with one of the largest data bases of gay, lesbian and bisex

ual resources in Massachusetts. Articles, books, journals,

and listings of gay organizations and service providers are

available in the Program's lending library in the hurv

dreds. A monthly newsletter events calander is sponsored

by the Program, as well as a weekly film series which is

co-sponsored with the Lesbian. Bisexual. Gay Alliance

The Program works with other offices, such as Hillel.

Disabled Student Services, and the Office of Third World

Affairs, to promote diversity It also networks with other

groups, such as the Faculty /StaffSupport Group, the Gay

and Lesbian Alumni Association, the LBGA, and the Les-

bian. Bisexual and Gay Men's Counseling Collective.

Work with faculty and student groups from the Five Cob

leges has had positive results, as exemplified by the 1989

Five College Gay, Lesbian and Bisexual Student Leader

Conference.
Educational and cultural programs make up a large part

of the Programs mission. A Gay. Lesbian. Bisexual

Speakers' Bureau, which trains members to speak in front

of audiences about gay life, is run by the Program TThose

who would like to become part of the Speakers Bureau

are invited to attend the first training session on Mon

dav September 17. from 7 to 10 p.m in Campus Center

room 904. and to call the Program Office for more infor

mat ion at 545-4824

Training sessions on topics and issues pertinent to the

gay community have been held by the Program for various

groups, including the LBGA, the Coihgm*, Health Ser

vices, and Legal Services

This year the Program will be sponsoring a year W>ng

Lesbian andGav Cultural Festival which will kick off on

Thursday, November 1. with BGLADs - Bisexual. Gay

and Lesbian Awareness Days - which will include

speakers, films, readings, and a coffeehouse.

Some of the featured guests for the festival are:

Hollv Near, singersongwriter activist. November 2 r me

Arts Center; Melanie Kaye Kantrow itz. writer, will read

from her latest book.Mv Jeuish Face and Other St,-

Nov 3 Campus Center room 163; Tongues Untied, area

premiere of just released film about Black gay men in

November. _, „,.

The spring semester will bring The Flirtations, a gay

men's acapella group from New York City,
|
hns Sinque.

a lesbian dramatist, and Tom Wilson Weinberg and Lisa

Joy Bernstein

The Program offers opportunities for volunteers as well

as credit internships for work with various programs To

apply contact Felice at 545-4824.

UM trying to
misuse

I Will *rv*, «»» «-»» »' -«»

Greek area upset with representation
i - - — „fT".^i r>l 1,. \rr\toA r»n it

By JULIA SEREBRINSKY
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts Department of

Public Safety is asking for "public assistance" in try

ing to put an end to the misuse of its 911 emergency

h
The emergency line, installed as part of a new UMass

phone system, has been used extensively as a regular

business line, according to Mary Dumas Assistant

Director of the Department of Public Safety.

"What we are getting is a lot of people calling the

emergency line instead of looking up a telephone

number in the information," said Dumas

People have been calling the 91 1 number to find out

if the parking lot is opened, and some have even call

ed to order pizza, she said.
cQN^ w pAGE „

By KEITH NICHOLSON
Collegian Correspondent

The Greek Area at the University of Massachusetts has

been underrepresented in the Student Government

Association, according to the Ad Hoc Greek Area Govern

ment Committee.

The committee, formed by Panhel Council President

Karen Renaud in an attempt to better represent the Greek

Area in the SGA, consists of representatives of the Inter

fraternity. Pan-Hellenic, and Panhellenic Councils and

members of the two local Greek chapters.

The committee said because there was no formal Greek

Area Government and the issues Greeks were not

represented adequately in. Renaud said because there is

no formal government Greeks are lost in the red tape

According to Renaud, money and representation are be

ing lost because the SGA funds and is only officially

represented by the IFC and Panhel and the Pan Hellenic

Council and Local chapters are not represented.

Renaud said last year's vote on the Student Activities

Trust Fund Planning Committee's budget recommenda-

tion as example of underrepresentation because the Greek

Area never officially voted on it

Phi Mu Delta brother Dave Shafkowitz said the Univer-

sity's policy of outlawing kegs is an example of Greek

under representation because input from the Greek Area

was not represented.

The Proposed Greek Area Government will be equal in

representation with other area governments with the IFC,

Panhel, Pan Hel and Local chapters falling under its

authority. ... *

The power GAG will hold has not been determined yet

Also the form of government of GAG was debated. IFC

Representative Lambda Chi Alpha Brother Tim Collins

proposal of an elected 15 person committee with a chair

man elected by that committee was proposed.

Renaud believed the proposed Greek Area Government

will help unify the Greek Area and therefore represent

Greeks better.
" The University does not realize what a revolutionary

thing we are doing, ' remarked Renaud.

Similar reactions were felt throughout the Committee.

SAO adviser Judy Gagnon said "the University only hears

about the Greek Areas problems and does not know about
aooui me k

continUED ON PAGE 6
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an8» several community months.

"Each region will define how it will col-

laborate and how it will cooperate,"

Bromery said, adding that the schools

within each region will share resources and

consolidate administrative duties.

"I think we can become more effective,

more efficient and better serve the

students," he said.

Bromery said the plan not only responds

to the states budget problems, but also a

dismal economic outlook and the prospect

of a tax rollback petition passing in the

November election.

The UMass Music
Theatre Guild

is now accepting applications for:

Director Vocal Coach

Assistant Director Choreographer

Music Director
for our Fall. 1990 production of

Srimt Cftatftjr
to be performed November 29 through December 1

in Bowker Auditorium

Contact Kara Jenkins in the Guild Office 423 Student Union

or call 253-3863. All applications due by September 17, 1990

AP photo

JOGGER TRIAL SENTENCING - Sharon Salaam, mother of

convicted teen-ager Yusef Salaam, speaks outside court as attorney

William Kunstler listened yesterday after a judge sentenced the

three juveniles convicted in the Central Park jogger attack.

tViuM^ *rV

HERESWHY

THE SMART MONEY AT

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS

IS GOING WITH TIAA-CREF

AS IFTHE FUTURE DEPENDED ON IT.

Because it does. Smart investors

know that your future depends on

how well your retirement system

performs. TIAA-CREF has been the

premier retirement system for people

in education and research for over 70

years. We have enabled over 200,000

people like you to enjoy a comfortable

retirement. And over 1,000,000 more

are now planning for the future with

TIAA-CREF

SMART MONEY LOOKS FOR SECURITY,

GROWTH AND DIVERSITY FOR

RETIREMENT SAVINGS.

Security—so the resources are there

when it is time to retire. Growth—so

you'll have enough income for the

kind of retirement you want. And

diversity—to help protect you against

market volatility and to let you benefit

from several types of investments.

THAT'S EXACTLY WHAT YOU GET

WITH TIAA-CREF.

TIAA offers you the safety of a

traditional annuity that guarantees

your principal plus a specified rate of

interest, and provides for additional

growth through dividends. CREF's

variable annuity offers opportunities

for growth through four different

investment accounts, each managed

with the long-term perspective essen-

tial to sound retirement planning:

The CREF Stock Account

The CREF Money Market Account

The CREF Bond Market Account*

The CREF Social Choice Account*

CALL 1-800-842-2776

TO FIND OUT MORE

Our experienced retirement counselors

will be happy to answer your questions

and tell you more about retirement

annuities from TIAA-CREF.

Experience. Performance. Strength.

Your future is protected by the largest

private retirement system in the world.

We have done so well, for so many, for

so long, that we currently manage

some $85 billion in assets.

COLLEGIAN
Sports Writer's

Workshop
Sean Horgan, Red Sox

reporter for the

Hartford Courant
Thursday

September, 13 4 p.m.

Meet in the newsroom

Counts toward staff status

screen graphics
QUALITY SILK SCREENED SPORTSWEAR

AT REASONABLE PRICES
T SHIRTS SWEATSHIRTS CAPS JACKETS
APRONS QOLF SHIRTS TEAM SHIRTS

COMPUTE! CIAFHICS
16 ARMORY STREET

NORTHAMPTON, MA 01060

(413)584-2124 1-800-287-2124

Ensuring the future

for those who shape it.

• The CREF Bond M.rk« and Social Choice Account} miy not be tvaUaWe under all .nstiwt.onal retirement plana, but are

available for all Supplemental Retirement Annuity plana.

For more complete information, including charges and expenses, call I 800 842-2733, cxt 5509 for a

prospectus. Read the prospectus carefully before you invest or send money.

UMASS ARTS COUNCIL
GRANT PROPOSAL DEADUNE

Deadline for submission

of grant proposals for

arts-related projects and events

Friday, September 28

Guidelines and application forms

are available at the Arts Council

office and the Student Activities

Office

UMass Arts Counc! 125 Herter

545-0202

NOTE: Grontwriting workshops will be

held Sept 26 and Oct. 9. Catt the

Arts Council for further information.

EDITORIAL/OPINION
Editorial Policy

The Editorial/Opinion page welcomes columns, letters and car-

toons from UMass and the rest of the Five-College Area.

Letters and columns must be typed, double-spaced, with the

writer's name, local address and phone number attached. This

information is subject to verification prior to publication.

Anonymous submissions will be printed at the editors'

discretion.

The Editorial staff reserves the right to edit letters and columns

for grammar, clarity and length. Any submission that is requested

to be left unedited will not be considered for publication.

Submissions become the property of the Collegian. The Editorial

staff is not required to print all submitted material.

Letters should be no longer than 30 typed lines and columns

must not exceed 65 typed lines.

Columnist status is granted only to writer's who have five col-

umns printed on the Page within one semester.

Submissions must be addressed to The Editorial Editors, Col-

legian Offices, 113 Campus Center, UMass Amherst 01003.

Students interested in becoming columnists or cartoonists should

come down to the Collegian newsroom or call 545-0719 and ask

to talk to Reggie, Gayle or Jeremy.

" IP VOU WANT TO GO SOMEWHERE THAT ACTUALLY OFFERS fREESPEBeH
NOW HOW ABOUT EASTERNEUROPECK*ir\lSOV/ETUN/ON?"

The Editorial/Opinion page will be running a Point/Counterpoint section

Thursday about the Middle East crisis.

Submissions must not exceed 50 typed, double-spaced lines and must con-

tain the writer's name, local address and phone number.

Rollback puts leash on government
The Tax Equity Alliance proposes higher taxes in order

to continue funding governmental social programming,

and also to have the government stimulate economic

growth in the Commonwealth. This idea is absurd. It is

Ml reasonable to try to simulate the Commonwealth's

economy by taking money away from consumers and in

Ion, If a consumer or investor does not have money,

no money can be spent or invested.

Sean Slattery

Increased taxation leads irrefutably to slowed economic

growth for the state. Unfortunately, the Tax Equity

Alliance apparently does not have the intellectual capaci

ty to see that the increased taxation that they are ad

vocating will serve to further harm the economy of the

Commonwealth
Continual tax increases administered for this malady-

will only lead us into a destructive cycle of increased tax-

ation followed by further stagnation of a tax^hoked

economy. One thing that occurs specifically because of in

creased regulation and taxation is the departure of

business concerns from overtaxed and overregulated

areas.

In the Commonwealth we are seeing the slow departure

of the Digital Equipment Corporation, among other

businesses. California is now witnessing a mass exodus

of business concerns because of overtaxation and over

regulation. Seattle, Washington is now the place to be if

you are looking for a job because the tax rates and regula

tion are at a minimum.
It seems likelv that the Massachusetts General Court

does not understand that the taxation that they blindly

impose on business and other private concerns are to the

detriment of the private concerns, as taxation in

Massachusetts is on the rise even in the face of severe

economic stagnation.

Perhaps it is perceived that if the government assumes

greater responsibility for the welfare of its citizenry, the

citizenry will be better able to spend money on industrial

concerns. Again, if wealth is stripped from us. then we

have no wealth to dispose of. In this light, support of ques-

tion number three on this year's ballot is rationally

imperative.

If you are concerned that the tax rollback will affect this

University and your favorite social program, you should

consider that the question is not designed to destroy our

universities and welfare systems.

One should look to the leaders that are slashing the

budgets of these programs. Governor Dukakis, for exam-

ple, held a position as an assistant professor at Harvard

University between his terms as governor. His appoint

ments to the state boards of higher education have con

sistently included high positioned officials of private

universities.

In the years that the Commonwealth's budget was

becoming bloated in Dukakis' ideal, the universities and

colleges were having their budgets viciously slashed. In

the same light, we have seen no concrete evidence of ad

ministrative cutbacks or any phaseout of outdated govern

mental programming.
The people who oppose question number three are in

correct when they say this motion will cripple our univer

sities and colleges. The motion does not necessitate any

such action. The universities and colleges are threaten

ed by incompetent and hostile application of the motion.

Governor Dukakis is an excellent example of the kind

of incompetent and hostile government official that is

destroying our educational opportunities and career

futures through governmental fiscal mismanagement.

Our government needs to be put on a leash. Question

number three is a fine collar to attach that leash to.

Sean Slattery is a UMass student

A hero defended
1 was walking up the stairs in the Student Union and

I happened to glance over to one side. Hanging behind

the glass was a poster with a picture of John Belushi

that was taken from Animal nemm. The poster read,

"Rush Lambda Chi — because John would have wanted

it that way!" This is not the case at all.

I am a big John Belushi fan I have seen all his

movies, own the videotape, listen to the Blues Brothers

and even read his wife's book. However, I do not claim

to be an expert.

When most people think of John Belushi, they think

probably of one of his most memorable characters,

Bluto. from Animal House. Bluto is a wild and insane

fraternity brother. This is sad because everyone

automatically characterizes Belushi with the man M
a loud, rude, sexist, obnoxious jerk because that is the

way he acted in the movie.

In the book Samurai Widuu. h\ his wife Judith

Jacklyn Belushi. she describes John as none of those

things The fact is this guy was a hippie. He was pret-

ty anti-establishment and he disliked fraternitu> to

tensely. In college he thought they were eliti>t jerks

and wanted nothing to do with them

Belushi was an actor By playing Bluto he «

ing something about what he thought about

fraternities.

I am not saying fraternities are bad. I am trying to

protect my hero's reputation. Ifyou want to rush Lamb-

da Chi, don't do it because "John would have wanted

it that way,*' because he wouldn't have. Do it because

Bluto would have.

Michael Ditson
Orchard Hill

Massachusetts is on me rise even » m« —v^ *» «~.-.-
1 • f_ •

State politicians' mudslinging is truly becoming boring
™ * „..„ tkd nonnlo urhn micrht vote one of >

The arena was smoky and stank of the

mud lining the floor of the ring. Lord, was

there a lot of mud.

The crowd was bored, bored beyond all

belief.

Thev'd seen this thing so many times

that each fight blurred into one. Yet still,

they came and watched, because they

didn't know what else to do.

A voice boomed into the mike and out of

the loudspeakers "Welcome, ladies and

gentlemen, to the fight to end all fights! In

the right corner, we have John 'Killer

Silber. In the left corner, we have Frank

•the Skank' Bellotti."

A mixture of cheers and hissing greeted

this opening. The audience was in a bad

They were being cheated, and they knew

1

The fight began. Silber and Bellotti whip-

ped mud at each other, splattering

themselves and the audience. Nazi!

Despot!" hissed Bellotti.

"Dukakis wanna be!" growled Silber in

retort.

"Oh yeah?!"

"Yeah!"
Gee, people, does this seem familiar at all

to you?
Remember the good of days, when issues

and agendas and public concern were the

main concern of politicians who wanted to

get in office?

Sure, politicians running for the same of-

fice were rivals, and they minced no words

in cutting each other down.

Pamela McCarthy

That's a given. But they realized the

voters counted the most - we voted these

people into office, after all. The candidates

would at least try to listen to our concerns

during the election.

Not so anymore.

The Massachusetts School of Political

Mudslinging holds a belief very dear: The

voters are stupid, the voters don't want to

know the issues and the only way to win

an election is by slamming your opponent.

If they didn't do that, they'd have to

think about the issues, and maybe even -

gasp! — come up with possible solutions.

Speaking of which, have either of these

two jokers actually come up with any solu-

tions to the issues they raised?

Oh, what issues did they raise? That's

right. Silber is a despotic, sexist Nazi, and

Bellotti is a corrupt Dukakis wannabe.

I don't know about you, but I'm all fired

up for the mudslinging match — oops, I

mean election — to begin.

Hey, Frank. I'm sick to death of hearing

about how oppressive John Silber is.

And to tell you the truth, John, I don't

care how corrupt you think Frank Bellotti

is.

You two sound like a couple of idiots.

What are you going to do about our toilet

bowl economy? Abortion? Civil rights?

Freedom of speech and the National En-

dowment of the Arts? Would it really kill

you to come up with an alternative to CLT,

which we know you are opposed to?

Or better yet, ask us what we think? We

are the people who might vote one of you

jokers in.

Of course, you better keep in mind that

while Ev left the race, there are still the

two Republican candidates Weld and

Pierce. Some of us may get sick of

Wrestlemania Massachusetts style and

cast protest ballots against all Yankee-

Democrat instinct.

Evelyn Murphy just left the race for

governor, which is sad. Sad, because she

was overshadowed by a couple of drooling

grunts. I wasn't sure if she'd get my vote,

but I liked her style She was honest and

direct. You knew where she stood on the

issues, even if her stance wasn't popular

Politicians of Massachusetts, please

realize a couple of things: We are not

stupid, and we do care about what's going

on in our home state. We have to.

We live with the consequences ofyour ac

tions. And if you're not careful, the conse

quences may be early retirement for you.

Pamela McCarthy is

columnist

a Collegian
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magazine scam
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Bailey was a transfer student to the

University last fall when a man knocked

on her door selling magazine subscriptions.

He told her that he was in a contest and

if he sold "one or two more subscriptions

he would win a trip to France."

"He was very clean cut. There's was

nothing about him I wouldn't trust," she

said. "I assumed he was a UMass student.

He did not come up to me as a salesman

but as a friend. Hey, how you doing?' -

that sort of thing.

"I never saw him again."

The sales pitch is remarkably similar in

each case. The salesman, usually

characterized as "clean-cut" and "hand-

some" approach women — many of the

women contacted by the Collegian said the

men exclusively target women - with a

high-pressure pitch about selling

magazines to win points for a trip to cities

in Europe. __,,
In Murch's case, TICOA CORP promises

delivery of orders to publishers "with

Greek area upset

deposit of $100,000 in a federally insured

bank." The company also allows customers

to cancel subscriptions only if "total sales

price is $25.00 or more, subject to state

law."

Several women have reported to the Col-

legian this week that men stating that they

are in a contest have approached them sell-

ing magazine subscriptions.

Bailey eventually received four issues of

Elle after waiting nearly 10 months. She

noted, however, that she bought a two-year

subscription for $20.

"I paid $20 for 4 issues," she said.

"As soon as he left the room, I immediate-

ly knew I was jipped." Bailey said. "By the

time I realized it was too late. I never told

the police because I had lost the receipt by

that time."

"I grew up in Boston [I thought I was

street smart], I was a fool," she said. "He

tricked me into buying a subscription."

After one week on campus, Murch said

she is wiser. "1 trust my roommate a lot

more than I trust this company."

Budget cuts hurting

battered women's center

CONTINUED FPOM PAGE 3

it-' issues."

if the University could hear a unified

voice in Greek issues and about their work

for charity then they will see the Greek

Area as an asset."

Panhel Adviser Sheila Oik said "I would

think if there is a Greek Area Government,

the University would see the chapters as

less of a direct liability to University."

Shafkewitz the CAG needs to be formed

immediately because of the upcoming vote

in the Citizens for Limitations Taxation

proposal which could cut millions from the

University.

If Edward Korza [Acting Greek Affairs

Director) does not finish out the semester,

where does the Greek Area stand because

SAO would be more burdened by another

area government, not just another RSO,"

Schafkewitz said.

Meetings will be held on Fridays at 4

p.m. at the Greek Area Government on the

second floor of the Student Union.

I

By AMY HENRY
Collegian Staff

Necessities/Necesidades, a battered

women's center in Northampton faced

a budget cut last year of $18,000 and

$4,800 this year from the federal and

state government, said a spokeswoman

for the organization.

"We are having a really hard time

because the state budget which is 62

percent of our funding is being question-

ed," Administrative Coordinator Susan

Stinson, said.

Necessities is an organization that

provides emergency shelter, a 24-hour

crisis hotline, advocacy, peer counsell-

ing and support groups for battered

women and their children.

Necessities was awarded $ 11.000

from the Family Violence Prevention

Act last year which they are just receiv-

ing now, Stinson said. A $13,000 grant

from the Massachusetts Bar Foundation

was also received recently.

The funds from the Bar Foundation

will be used to support the salaries of

the Direct Service Coordinators who

supervise the training of volunteer legal

advocates, coordinate the services pro-

vided to battered women, and provide

direct legal advocacy to women during

peer counseling sessions, court ap-

pearances and on the hotline, Stinson

said.

Even with these grants Necessities

has had to set a fundraising goal of

$35,000 which is $10,000 more than

usual to maintain existing services,

Stinson said.

She added it would be helpful if more

people would volunteer to help with fun

draising, community education, or

working on the hotline.

"The UMass community has been

really supportive especially the Pro

gressive Organization for Women's

Equal Right's," Stinson said."
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The new HP 48SX and
a free 'library card' can
get you there.

With over 2100 built-in functions, our
new HP4HSX Scientific Expandable
calculator takes a quantum leap into

the 21at century Buy an HP48SX
betamen August ISandOctober 16,

I'HHl.and MP will send you a free

HPSate Equation Library card (a

SNU.Sft retail value).

The plug in application I aril alone

contains more than :i<M) gdenCC and
engineering equat ions, as well as

the periodic table, a constants' library,

and a multi equation solver. It's like

having a Stack < >f reference books right

at your fingertip*

The HP IKSX calculator is so advanced,

it will change the way you solve prob-

lems forever It Integrates graphics

with calculus, lets y< mi enter equations

the way you write them, and does
automatic unit management

(beck your campus bookstore or HP
retailer for HP's range of calculators

and sjhm ial back to school offers.

Then chirk out the calculators that

are years ahead of their (lass.

There is a better way.

tVl
HEWLETT
PACKARD

WRITE I

FOR
THE

COLLEGIAN

it!Sffr
STAY
HOME

London $398

Nairobi $1005

San Jose. CR $338

Hong Kong $849

* restrictions

may apply

Council Travel
Amherst
256-1261
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OF MASSACHUSETTS

English as

a Second Language
Intensive Day Classes

Part Time Eve Classes

TOEFL Preparation

Classes begin 9/17/90
Registration 9/6-9/17

• Amherst Crearr
l Fearin . 29

549 5065

NATION
Store accused of violating Lebanese employees' civil rights
BOSTON (AP) - Attorney General

Jame* Shannon filed a civil rights suit

against Christy's Market alleging its

security staffengaged in intimating inter-

rogation of Lebanese employees

The complaint filed Monday seeks an in

junction to bar the company's staff from

further harassment of employees based on

national origin.

According to Shannon, Christy's fired or

suspended six employees were accused of

backroom interrogations where the

Lebanese employees were accused of steal-

ing from Christy's and were pressured to

confess.

The suit also names as defendants

employees of the National Investigation

Bureau, a Stoughton company that provid

ed security services to Christy's.

According to the complaint, Tarek Hus
seini, an employee at a Jamaica Pla'n

store, was interrogated for two hours in the

store's back room.

Two interrogators allegedly blocked the

door to prevent Husseini from leaving.

George Kayes, a Christy's employee,

allegedly accused Husseini of being a thief,

told him Lebanese people were crazy and

threatened to call the Immigration and

Naturalization Service to arrest him, the

attorney general's office said.

Shannon also alleges Kayes interrogated

Husseini's American wife, Eileen, at

another store, telling her she lived with

animals.

According to the complaint, another

employee, Imad Kassah, the assistant

manager of another Christy's in Boston,

was allegedly held and interrogated for

three hours.

When Kassah attempted to escape, the

defendants, Robert Merchant and Timothy

Griggin, allegedly threw him to the

ground, punched him, kicked him in the

back, handcuffed him and put a loaded gun

to his head. Kassah was fired by Christy's

one week later.

Kassah was charged by Griffin and Mer
chant with assault and battery with a

dangerous weapon — a shelf support. He
was acquitted of the criminal complaints

issued against Griffin and Merchant for

assault and battery.

Shannon's office is seeking an injunction

to prevent the defendants from further

assault against any employee of Christy's

"Company wide discrimination on the

basis of national origin has no place in our

society," Shannon said. The actions we

allege in this complaint are clearly illegal

and violate the fundamental civil rights

guaranteed to every citizen of the Com
monwealth."

.Jim Hayes, an attorney for Christy's, said

individual suits by some ofthe employees
have been pending for several months, and

the company has sought a motion to

dismiss them.

"This comes as a complete and total BUT

prise to me," he ^aid of Shannon's suit

Al Camann, vice president of National

Investigation Bureau, said the charge

falsi

Ml Icon!'; that it's going to show
in the future what Attorney General Shan-

non believes to be true is totally untrue.'

Camann said. "It was just a fabrication

from one or more than one individual in

volvi

Conn, nudist resort opens
NORTH WOODSTOCK. CT <AP> -

While it may not be everyone's cup of

tea, those who like to be in the sun and

enjoy outdoor activities without wearing

clothes will enjoy spending time at the

Solair Recreation League.

The lakeside nudist resort — Connec-

ticut's only such place — is in the nor-

theastern corner of the state in rural

North Woodstock.

According to the American Sun-

bathing Association based in Florida,

Solair is one of 200 nudist clubs

throughout North America Ringed by

a high fence and blocked by a newly in

stalled mechanical gate. Solair is open

vear-round.

About 80 of Solair's 300 acres are

developed Members are expected to go

naked whenever appropriate Wearing

a bathing suit to swim in the lake in

strictly prohibited (although exceptions

are made for children) but people d

for evening activities, such M teases

ABSOLUTE AUCTION
8 GOLF COURSE CONDOS
AT FAIRWAY VILLAGE,

NORTHAMPTON, MA
REF# 9O480

SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 15, 1990 AT 10:00 AM.
UNITS Bx-1, B-2, Rx-3, Bx-4, B-5, B-6, B-7 and Bx-8

FAIRWAY VILLAGE.SPRING ST, NORTHAMPTON. MA

OPEN HOUSES Friday, Saturday 4 Sunday,

Sept 7th, 8th & 9th 1 1 AM to 4 PM •; ch day

Viewing only: Mon-Frl, Saptembr 10-14, 1 1 AM to 4 PM

Offtnna 8 luxury OUjtdtntuU Condo llnits s>iuaud on SO

dots ojlandbordtnka tht 'MiWKjver. Property u located

dona the fairwaus of the 9{prthampton Country Club, u nuu

hole private golfcourse.M units have Soutfurn exposure to

allowfor thegreatest vuw andprivacy .

TERMS THREE THOUSAND DOLLARS ($3,000 00) d«po«t p* * « .n Mfc
c*rtif»d or bank o*h«ri <*•<* at tt» tato. balanoa 4>» wrth«i tony f~. (*b)

day* al do».ng r4UWT»TOef»0.0*wa.UTt -*'*«$ CHOCOSX BUYER S

PREMIUM WILL BE ADDED TO THERMAL HIGH BID

UP TO 95% FINANCING AVAILABLE TO QUALIFIED

BUYERS * BATES AS LOW AS $.65%.

CALL TODA Y FOR BROCHUREAND INFO
AMERKA- REAL SStAft PROff&MOHALf

JEROME J. MAJWIWG * CO.,MC.
JL, AUCTIONEERSjm TOLL FREE- 1-e0©-«21-0111W IM*>MMM—
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The TI-6&
The engineering calculate

to handle toueh technical

The further \ OU go in

engineering, math or

other technical coura

the more vou need a

scientific calculator that

speeds vou through

complex problem^.

With 254 powerful

advanced scientific

functions, the Tl-68

from Texas Instruments

c
CO

5
52
o
o
3
"35

c

o
n
o

<

Free weights:

Press Ahead!

Ae<*
s
v *^

584-4975

•

') Northampton
#Naut.Ius, Inc.

216 North King Street

Northampton

Aerobics-Naut.lus-Lilccycles
•Tanning-Free We.qhts

Call for Information

i- both a smart choice

and an exceptional

value.

The TI-68 easily solves

up to five simultaneous

equations with real or

complex coefficients. It

evaluates 40 complex

number functions. It

allows polar and rectan-

gular forms for

entries and results.

A convenient

last equation re-

play feature lets

vou check your

answers without

re-entering your

equations.

Formula pro-

gramming pro-

vides up to 440

program Sti

for as many
as 12 user-

generated

formu la s.

. You can perform

operations in four num-

ber bases, one and two-

variable statistics, and

Boolean logic opera-

tions. And, the poly-

nomial root finder

calculates real and com-

plex roots of quadrat

cubic, and quartic

equation^.

Only the TI-68

delivers so much func-

tionality, value and ease

in one compact, ad-

vanced scientific tool.

For more information

on what the TI-68 .an

do, pick up a tree copy

of the TI-68

technical -^t^Ssj^
brochure •*c2??i&?35«s*

Texas ^5
Instruments
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Buy an IBM PS/2

before December 31

and you can really take off.

Anywhere in the continental

or Puerto Rico for only $149.

The sky's (he limit when you purchase an IBM

)Vrsonal System /2* before the end of the year*

'
5 >u receive:

• TWA* Certificate good for a round-trip ticket

for $149 off-peak and $249 peak season**

• FreeTWA Getaway* Student Discount Card

• Special offering on PRODIGY"

Use yourTWA Certificate to travel to any

TWA destination in the continental US. or Puerto

W\co. Head for the beaches. Take off for the slopes.

Or visit the folks back home.

Save on future trips, too. Apply for a freeTWA

(ietuway Discount Can! to receive a 10% discount

on futureTWA travel.TWA has waived the annual

application fee.

In between trips, tap into a wide world of infor-

mation whenever you want with the PRODIGY service.

For only $99 you receive the PRODIGY Start-up Kit,

a 2400 bps Hayes* Personal Modem,

a software connection pckage and

three months of service.

So buy an IBM PS/2* before

December 31, 1990. . . Its the right

time to get on board with a PS/2.

CAMPUSFEST is coming to the University of

Massachusetts on Monday and Tuesday, September

17th and 18th. This is something you won't want to

miss. So mark your calendars now and get ready for

some fun and excitement!!

^.UNIVERSITY
MSTORE&

Located in the Campus Center

Open M-F 9-5 Sat 10-3

. ii ^m .„«-. ,i,nnc thai n.irrha«;p IBM Selected Academic Solutions through participating campus locations from August 1

•Th* otter ,s available onlylo quahtied students acuHy Jsta *^ l™?^g§^^d IBMfmay wISSraw the otter at anyZe without written notice " Valid tor any TWA
though December 31, 1990 Orders are sublet to ava.lab*ty Prices a«s^^^^jSig &1 a, ,he lollow.ng round trip a.rlares $149 00 found trip for travel from

dr-a^tion ,n thecontmental US or Puerto Rico tor ^J ^P«embe\^^^g^^^ 00 round trip tor tratel June 15. 1991. through September 15. 1991 Seats are

St.pt.mber 16. 1990. through June 14. 1991. and September 16 199
\ '^^^e™^

r; n̂r,,ons appiy Complete details will be shown on certificate Applicants for the d.s

lirr u i Fare is non refundable 14 day advance purchase, b ackou dates^^™«™£%£g$ 3£eq.ster£j trademarks ol International Business Machines Corporation

co .nl card must be full time students between the ages of 16 26J^^?^^^^ Trans World A.rl.nes. Inc PRODIGY .s a registered service mark and trademark

SS 3Sy"SS2SSSffiSit^ 3 Hayes M,crocompu,ef p,oduc,s '
,nc

fylEW' Corporation 1990 _^———————————«————
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Sentimentality overrides all else in Darkman

.. L:. 4:..f,u„u»iD ann,a,iat«IRnt budeet and unconvincing, often relying too

By GEORGE LENTZ
Collegian Staff

Orson Welles once said that the best toy

a boy could have was a movie studio. Sam
Raimi obviously didn't grow up in the same

neighborhood.

Raimi's first professional film, The Evil

Dead, has since become a cult classic in the

midnight movie circuit with its grainy

photography, bizarre camera technique

and buckets of blood and gore. That film

had a measly budget of $375,000 and the

results, though tacky and shrewd, were

highly original and wildly entertaining.

You'd think that once Raimi graduated

from the independent ranks into the

Hollywood studio system he'd take his

basic learning skills and expand on them

to improve his craft, but such is not the

With Darkman, Raimi's first major

studio release, Universal dropped $15

million in his lap to have fun with, but it

seems as though Raimi is the kind of guy

who just doesn't know what having fun

means. For all of its pyrotechnical wizar

dry and gruesome makeup effects,

Darkman is the most uninventive,

unoriginal work Raimi has ever put on

celluloid.

Borrowing from Leroux's Phantom ofthe

Opera and Stevenson's Dr. Jekyll and Mr.

Hyde, Darkman tells the story of Peyton

Westlake (Liarn Neeson), a gifted

biochemist who has developed artificial

-kin appliances for burn victims. What the

g didn't devise was the real

estate scam he becomes the unfortunate

Mctim of. When his lawyer girlfriend

(Francis McDormand> leaves a document at

his lab that could incriminate a real est ;it

.

on (played with villainous white collar

perfection by Colin Fnelsi. a mob of hitmen

show up to destroy the evidence.

Dunked in acid and blown through the

roof of his exploding lab, Westlake ends up

a John Doe in a burn ward where he

undergoes experimental surgery. In order

to assure him a life free of the excruciating

pain of his burns, surgeons cut the nerve

that controls the body's flow of adrenaline.

The side effects, however, are loneliness,

alienation and uncontrollable bouts of rage

caused by the surging flow of adrenaline

throughout his system. The ultimate irony

of the film, and the essential comment that

Raimi is making here, is that with these

new behavioral modifications, Westlake is

now better suited for a life in our society

- one devoid of any feeling or emotion.

HSU H
HBHayyiiaisifll

Still wrapped in bandages, he escapes

and reassembles his lab to continue his ex

periments on artificial skin. Using his in-

vention to create disguises, he takes to the

streets as Darkman to get his revenge and

to reconstruct his shattered life.

Neeson, an extremely likable actor, is the

best thing about the film. The power and

effectiveness of his performance lies in his

ability to act through the makeup and

allow us to see through the scars and ban

dages of this disfigured scientist and into

the soul of this tortured human being. In

one scene, as Darkman sits alone in his

ruined lab. he clasps his hands to his face

and sob- I .«nt my life back. Please give

me my life back. " It's a beautiful moment

that am to the strength of Neeson's

acting rather than Raimi's directing.

Raimi. who co-wrote the screenplay,

makes a noble attempt to pay to homage

to all of his favorite horror films, and. at

times, his tip of the hat is appreciated. But

his sentimentality has intruded upon his

creativity, which, no doubt, got him the job.

Darkman chugs along like a ride through

the horror film hall of fame without ever

establishing a course of its own. But the

film's ultimate downfall is its inability to

match the visual artistry of the films it

strives to emulate.

The whole film suffers from Raimi's

reluctance to cut loose with the budget he's

been given: the special effects are low

budget and unconvincing, often relying too

heavily on tacky blue screen technique.

Many of these sequences leave you feeling

as though the film is being served half-

cooked. As a big budget film, Darkman

deflates audience expectations because

Raimi's bargain basement tactics no longer

carry their campy, satirical appeal. He's

out of his league and goes down on called

strikes.

Darkman is playing at the Mt Farms

Theater on Route 9

ctjarue'?
1 Pray St ,

Amherst-549-5403 • Open 1 lam

7 days a Week
Kitchen open ti! midnight

Tonight 25« Cheese Pizza Slices &
99<t Nacho & Cheese Platters

9:00p.m. — 12:00 a.m.
|IMIM lllll„„Ml||HIMMMIIUIHIMIHMHIHIIIMIIMMMIIIIMMIIHMHMMiM«MIHII^

Drink of the Week B<er of the Month
Pineapple Bomb Posters Lagtr $175

$195 |

i„„, HUM IHIMWI I

IMMHMMU.HHHHHMH ...»

i

Food Giveaways

Man 10 cent Mozzarella Sticks 9 12

Tues 10 cent Buffalo Wings 9 12

Sunday 10 cent Potato Skins 9-12

We accept

MC/VlM/Amex

WELCOME BACKI

FROM THE MATHER CAREER CENTER

Went out to moot you this year with two new programs

CAREER PLANNING AND PLACEMENT
FIELD EXPERIENCE PROGRAMS

(Co-op and Internships)

AND

a SATELLITE OFFICE

on the main campus in Curry Hicks

We're so excited, we're throwing a party!

Come visit us sod meat employere Ilka Digital, IBM,

Clean Water Action Project, AEtna,

Blogen, M&M Mara, Travelers Insurance, United Technologies

Career Services Registration, Workshops, Information

September 12, 13 and 14

9 a.m. - 3 p.m.

Curry Hlcka lawn (across from Herter Hall)

(Weather Permitting)

The Mather Career Center
Career Planning and Placement -Cooperative Education •Internships

Fraternity/Sorority Park - on the Orchard I till bus route. (4 1 3)545-2224.

Where Careers Take Off!
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New Kids
really old,
By SAAD HOPKINS
Collegian Staff

Step By Step

New Kids On The Block

Columbia

Sometime last summer, in a state I'd

rather not disclose, a few mates and I, with

UM much cash in hand, decided to eat cer

tain mind-altering substances and grab the

cheap seats at a New Kids On The Block

>how The result was so horrifying we

didn't think we were going to make it out

of there without dying of asphyxiation from

laughing so hard. With Bubblelicious tak

ing over the lingering odor of patchouli

from the night before, and "Just Say No"

being pumped through the air<onditioning

. stem we sat through two hours of the

kind of innocent drug free drivel we ex-

pected, and it wanted to make us puke!

And now they've released their second

punishment to the world, Step By Step. And

if you thought Milli Vanilli drove you to

suicide this will put you in the morgue

faster than new age music ever could.

Starting off the disc (which someone gave

me as a sick joke), the title song sounds like

a Shannon's "Let the Music Play" rip off

as remixed by the senior faculty of Union

Carbide Productions (not the band). The

lyrics (ha ha ha!) read like an advanced

Romper Room kids' sexual rules and

regulations handbook. Now it's time for

Tonight" which is so insulting to the con

cept of soul music that quite frankly I'm

surprised the National Association for the

Advancement of Colored People hasn't

launched an all points bulletin calling for

are gettin'

really fast
their immediate execution.

But what do vou expect from a band who

have a track called -Happy Birthday' on

their album. A track that tries so hard to

be sophisticated, you'd think they'd broken

out the thesaurus just to find the ideal

metaphors to express such pathetically

basic ideas (excuse me while I bang my

head on my computer terminal). And as if

that wasn't bad. anyone who dares to write

a song in the tradition of "Baby I Believe

in You" will probably find themselves lack-

ing a social life. ^^^^^^^^^^___

REVIEW

The rest of it is predictable, of course.

This is such pea brained God awful crap

that even the rest of the titles seem to sug-

gest that they've somehow managed to

masturbate their way to a higher tax

bracket: 'Lets Try it Again," "Where Do

I Go From Here?," "Call it What You

Want," and "Games." The later title being

exactly what they're doing to your average

high school freshman's wallet.

In all honesty this was the most terrible

experience I've had listening to music. And

I mean that! The thought that these guys

won't survive after their next album sends

tears of joy to my eyes. They'll end up on

the decline, suffering from unsuccessful

solo careers, get beat up by old "dedicated"

fans on the street, refused entry into bars,

and wind up junkies in Amsterdam's Red

Light district, not having had sex in aeons!

And if I'm wrong, as God as my witness,

I'll cut off all of my dreads and never listen

to Public Enemy again'

«inrrr^
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UMass Music
Theatre Guild

First General Meeting

Wednesday, September 12th

7 p.m. 168c Campus Center

Information available on our up-coming productions

of Sweet Charity and School House Rock

Job Employment Matching System

FALL '90 WORKSHOPS
Wed., Sept. 12 Rm. 911-15

and Thurs., Sept. 13 Rm. 804-08

at 11:30, 2:30, 4:00, and 6:00

in The Campus Center
Non-Work Study Jobs

$$S.E.O. 243 Whitmore 545-1951 $$

WisltWibUWC WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 12, 1990
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Ken Olin portrayed Charles Stuart last night on CBS in GoodlKight,

Sweet Wife: A Murder in Boston. Producer Arnold Shapiro had a head

start in shooting the Stuart murder case story as he had a camera

crew in the area the night of the incident working for his CBS series

Rescue 911

I \ WWTE FOP.

o

ls4*A^J or call : 5V5- L 17H9

*&
A Nutrition Education Project

* Offers Opportunities •

GAIN VALUABLE EXPERIENCE

Sign Up for an Independent Study
with SNACKSENSE

and earn from 1 to 6 credits

Schedule No.
557255 Nutrition 396 1-6 credits

557853 Nutrition 496 1-6 credits

v ,- imr nioiTfiation *oi*

mpui ' «r.t*T

Writing wripts -or WMUA radio spots and prais

releases for 'he Collegian.

Looking for students majoring in: Nutrition, Public Health,
Marketing, Communications, Journalism, Education; others welcome
too!

For More Information Please Call

Sheila Gilroy or Debbie Allen

at University Health
Services 549-2674 ext.189

A couple of hours a week could spice

up your resume, increase your
recommendations, and improve
your chances in the job market!

GEO exempts graduate students from $350 curriculum fee
» ~

. waiver we can provide is to people with a

By KENDRA PRATT
Collegian Staff

The Graduate Employee Organization

and the administration of the University

of Massachusetts at Amherst agreed

yesterday to exempt graduate employees

on a financial need basis from paying a

$350 curriculum fee imposed this year.

The GEO represents teaching assistants,

teaching associates, and research

assistants who have been intensely

negotiating with the administration since

the fall of 1989 to be recognized as a union

affiliated with District 65/United Auto

Workers.
Jill Havens, a teaching assistant in the

sociology department and a spokesperson

for the GEO, said all details of the cur

riculum fee waiver for students who can

demonstrate a need will be discussed in

another meeting with the administration

today.

"The curriculum fee, if we had to pay it,

would have been an average of a two-week

pay cut," she said.

Susan Pearson, the director of academic

administration and the administration's

chief negotiator, said graduate employees

who seek a fee waiver must apply through

the Financial Aid Office.

"The administration has informed GEO
that, because of budget cuts, the only fee

waiver we can provide is to people with a

demonstrated need," Pearson said.

Since the $350 curriculum fee waiver for

students who can demonstrate need was

granted for the 1990-1991 school year,

Havens said the GEO will ask for a similar

waiver for any increases before next

semester.

The GEO is also holding its first member-

ship meeting of the school year this

evening.

AP photo

JAKARIA, Indonesia - Cambodian
Prime Minister Hun Sen, left, and Khmer
Rouge leader Khiev Samphan shake hands

after a joint press conference ending the

two-day informal meeting of Cambodian

Peace talks.

Pierce claims
Weld of being
'out of touch'
BOSTON (AP) - Republican candidate for governor

St. ven Pierce accused rival William Weld on Tuesday as

h man who is out of touch with the middle class and

Who has wavered on fidelity to GOP principles

Pierces attack came as he picked up the endorsement

of several former Weld campaign workers, including Gor

don Nelson, who was Welds convention manager.

Ray Howell, a spokesman for Weld, said none of the peo-

ple endorsing Pierce had been active in the Weld cam

paign for months.

•Bill Weld is a candidate in search of principles, in

search of a plan; I thmk in search of the party whose

nomination he might seek," Pierce said, it would appear

recently, he is looking for the nomination of the mdepen

dent party" .

Howell said Weld welcomed the participation of in

dependents in the race, but he was a Republican.
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Sean Horgan, Red
Sox reporter for the

Hartford Courant
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Counts toward staff status

Those endorsements today of Pierce will not make one

bit of difference in this race," Howell said. "Steve con

tinues to try to shore up his right-wing base."

Pierce's announcement of the endorsements came the

same day a Boston Globe WBZ TV poll showed the

Republican race narrowing.

The poll, conducted by KRC Communications Research

over a four-day period that ended Sunday, questioned 600

likely GOP primary voters It has a margin of error of plus

or minus four percent.

"The Democratic Contest for all intents and purposes

is over. We do well when independents come into the

primary," Howell said.

But Pierce said he also wanted to attract independents

to the GOP.

"Bill Weld is a candidate in search

of principles, in search of a plan1

1 think

in search of the party whose nomina-

tion he might seek. It would appear,

recently, he is looking for the nomina-

tion of the independent party."

-Steve Pierce

"I believe we are going to attract a lot of independents

into the Republican primary. I want that to happen,"

Pierce said. "This is Bill Weld's field staff. This is Bill

Weld's convention manager. What they are saying is he

hasn't been guided by one consistent principle in this race.

He has zigged and zagged all over the man."

Pierce added, "What this race is about is Bill Weld

becoming governor, period. This campaign is being fund

ed out of his checkbook, Oyster Bay. and Manhattan,

period. He does not speak up for the working people of

this state I do."

But Howell said Pierce was reviving the same class •

fare arguments he made before the convention. Weld is

well-to-do and of Yankee Heritage. Pierce is also from

Yankee stock, but comes from a more modest background

Pierce's father is a carpenter.

Howell said Weld, a former federal prosecutor, has a

long record of making change, while Pierce had fcw bills

passed during 12 years in the legislature.

Howell pointed to the endorsement of Weld by the

Massachusetts Chapter of the Republican National

Hispanic Assembly as another example of Weld s ability

to reach out to voters.

"What they see is a guy who's had a long record of mak

mg change and a guy who hasn't done much of anything

in 12 years in the legislature," Howell said

Board alleges

sexual abuse
BOSTON (AP) — A well known Boston area

psychiatrist, Dr. Edward M. Daniels, is facing charges by

the State Board of Registration in Medicine involving the

sexual abuse of four women patients.

In a statement of allegations released Monday, the board

said Daniels, 70, had sexual contact with four patients

in therapy sessions between 1960 and 1985.

The board said one patient was a college sophomore

when the alleged sexual contact began in 1962 and that

it continued intermittently until 1984.

Daniels denied the allegations previously but could not

be reached for comment Tuesday.

Daniels was suspended last April from the staff of

McLean Hospital and expelled from the Boston

Psychoanalytic Society and Institute pending results of

the board's investigation.

He was also placed on leave of absence from his faculty

post at Harvard Medical School.

Daniels was one of the best known analysts in the

Boston area. He trained many analysts now in practice

and referred patients to other analysts for treatment.

His case will be the first one of sexual misconduct since

reorganization of the board, which regulates physicians.

The state legislature last year passed a law transferr

ing responsibility for hearing such cases from the board

to the state's Division of Administrative and Law Appeals.

911 misuse
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 3

"September is the busiest month, and the Depart

ment of Public Safety handles thousands of phone

calls," said Dumas '%« would be much Utn-i off if

Ollly emergency lines would be coming in ton the W 1

!me j"

The 91 1 line always receives priority, and other lines

get cut off so that the emergency call can come through.

Dumas said. The call on a regular line is disrupted un

duly if the call on the 911 line is not an emergency one.

Dumas added that only two people pick up the 911

line, and when it is used as a regular line, a legitimate

emergency call may not go through.

"The misuse of the emergency line demonstrates the

misuse of resources when we can least afford it."

Dumas said.

The emergency number, which can be accessed from

any room on campus, began last month by the UMass

Housing department
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WORLD
Rii«<3ian Parliament votes radical economic reform
MOSCOW (AP) - Russia's parliament

voted overwhelmingly yesterday for a

radical economic reform program, and

Soviet President Mikhail S. Gorbachev said

he favored it over a moderate plan propos-

ed by his prime minister.

Gorbachev's surprise statement undercut

the authority of Prime Minister Nikolai I.

Ryzhkov and added momentum to calls for

Ryzkhov's resignation.

It also increased the chances that the

radical plan, drafted largely by economist

Stanislav Shatalin, will go into effect

throughout the Soviet Union.

Shatalin's plan calls for transferring

most economic authority from the national

government to the country's 15 constituent

privatize government industries, legalize

AP photo

PLEAS FOR MORE FOOD - A refugee of the International Fair

Center in Amman, Jordan argues for more food for her children Mon-

day. The area ha» over 18,000 refugees house.

Amherst's

Best Kept

Secret

Winners'Athletic Club

d 3 Indoor Tennis Courts

d 4 Outdoor Clay Tennis Courts

(2 Convertible to Indoor Clay

Courts Starting Sept. 1st)

d 4 Racquetball Courts

u Nautilus & Cardiovascular

Fitness Center

n Aerobics

CALL 549-4545 for a free tour

Winners* Athletic Club
Rte 1 16. Sunderland

(Opposite Bub's BBQ on Bus Route)

Open 7 Days»7 00am-11 00pm
Cm

pay only ,h, P

th unhmiti 'all

private ownership of land and take other

steps toward a market-based economy.

The national Supreme Soviet legislature

and the parliament of Russia, the largest

of 15 republics, met yesterday to consider

the competing proposals.

Ryzhkov addressed the national

legislature in a cavenous marble hall at the

Kremlin, the centuries-old walled fortress

that is the seat of communist power.

He charged that the Shatalin plan would

lower living standards by 30 percent, force

one out of every four collective farms into

bankruptcy, and cause rapid inflation by

decontrolling prices on about 75 percent of

basic consumer products.

Ryzhkov called for retaining central con-

trol over the economy and making a much

slower transition to a market based

system. He recommended keeping price

controls on most food and household pro-

ducts while raising the cost of some major

items, such as televisions, radios and

refrigerators.

He also said imports of consumer goods

and medicines would have to be cut by one

third because of a shortage of hard curren

cy, and he warned that the government

budget would have to be cut to prevent the

$96 billion deficit from ballooning.

Ryzhkov's speech caused commotion in

the hall as some delegates, led by Anatoly

Sohchak, the reformist mayor of Len

ingrad, demanded copies of the Shatalin

plan and the opportunity to adopt it

"If you ask me. I like the Shatalin plan

better," Gorbachev told the delegates in an

animated. 15-minute speech about the need

to stabilize the Soviet economy, which is

plagued by shortages of bread, meat, paper,

gasoline, tobacco and other ordinary goods

"If there is a real plan to stabilize

finances, money circulation, the ruble and

the market, then we should adopt the

Shatalin idea," Gorbachev said.

Pounding the back of his hand on the

lectern, the 59-year-old Soviet leader

defended the concept of a free market

which is little understood and much feared

by ordinary Soviet citizens.

When price controls are gradually lifted,

he said, "we'll have real prices that will

estimate who is worth what. Then power

ful stimuli will be released for structural

changes.

"Of course these will be painful changes.

But so be it," he said.

In an auditorium 15 miles away, the

Russian parliament voted 213-1 with four

abstentions to adopt the Shatalin plan and

warned that if the national legislature did

not follow suit, Russia would proceed on its

own. .

"These are two programs that cannot be

combined and cannot even supplement

each other. They proceed from completely

different political and economic assump

tions," said Boris Yeltsin, president of the

Russian republic.

"And if the (Soviet] Union does not follow

this program, we, Russia, as a sovereign

state, will take this route ourselves,' he

Russia is one of 13 Soviet republics that

have declared independence or sovereign

ty, defined as the right to overrule national

I&ws

The debates in both the Russian parlia

ment and the national legislature were

punctuated by calls for the resignation of

Ryzhkov, 60, and his entire Cabinet.

There appeared to be strong support for

such a motion in the Russian parliament,

especially after Yeltsin alleged that "the

current government will not implement

this Iradical reform) plan They will

sabotage it." However. Yeltsin persuaded

the delegates to wait to see whether the

Supreme Soviet adopts the Shatalin plan.

6 University Drive

at Newmarket Cntr.

Amherst. MA
diagonally acroM from UMau w«*om
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Liquors
S49-2642 /

For Great Variety
and Great Prices!
SHOP SCOTT'S!

Budweiser Suitcase
Cans

$11.49 +dep.

Miller Genuine Draft

12 12oz. bottles

$5.99 +dep.

Miller Lite

12 12oz. cans

$5.99 +dep.

Smirnoff Vodka
750 ml

$6.49

SemeSter-Club
Membership

Nautilus, Unlimited Raquetball,
Free Aerobics

Rt 116, Sunderland, MA 01059 (413) 549-4545

$225 G.fW*W I N N E R S'

ATHLET I C

Captain Morgan
Spiced Rum

1.75 L

$13.99

Cuervo Gold
750 ml

$8.99

Visa/MC accepted

and local personal checks

We Want To Be Your Favorite Liqour Store
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ACROSS
1 understands

S Hazard, to

Trevino

9 Temptation site

13 Burdened

1

5

— avis

16 Dream, in Pans

17 Accepted
practice

18 Television

ending

19 Ballad singer

Ed
20 Protest m a

way
23 Fare lor Fido

24 Strawoerry s

field

25 Vote* m
27 Middle East

waters

31 Visitor

33 Virginia willow

3* teener s too*

36 Greek muse
39 Placed a bet

41 Civil War
warsntp

43 Roman gart)

44 loo* for

fingerprints

46 Inmstail

47 — one s laurels

49 Services for

canonical nours

51 Dilemma

53 Sense

55 Canary Isis

location

56 Relating to trie

populace

62 American
naturalist

$4 — Chauvinism

65 Relative of a

crown

66 Snaong toot

67 — and ends

68 Praise

69 Ocnestra
memoer

70 Muncai symrxx

71 Urges

2 Momfy
3 Med cneckup
4 Lily type

5 Commonplace
6 Daily grind

7 Handel higniigm

8 Kind Of crayon

9 Notable period

10 — Party

1

1

Tennis name of

fame
12 Hotbeds
14 Thickly

populated

21 Oil source

22 Burstyn

26 More strange

27 Tampers with

28 French state

29 Discourage

30 Fine lurs

32 Branches

35 Taro root

37 Raced
38 Raw materials

40 Emitted a

coherent iignt

42 Piaytui mammal

45 Becomes
apparent

48 Quake s

warning

50 Uplift

51 English

Channel
feeder

52 Chopm
composition

54 Expel

57 Concocted

58 Sprite

59 Misogynist's

emotion

60 Press

61 Mr CocHidge

et ai

63 Roulette

color
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MENU
LUNCH

Tri-County Fair Sandwich
Rshburger on Roll

By TIM SNIFFEN I
BASICS LUNCH
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Swiss Muffin Sandwich
Fishburger on Rol

DINNER

Cheese Lasagna
Chicken Fajitas

BASICS DINNER

Greek Style Skillet

Chicken Fajitas

YOUR DAILY HOROSCOPE
By JEANE DLXON

PRICE
By PRICE VAN RAY

NIPPLE
By PITT

AMIt (March 21-Aprl ») Even it

an unexpected development turn*

out to be a Wesjing tn duouse voo

could emerge trorr, tne experience

a new person. Budget yom time

weery ignore minor annoyances

TAUtUt (April 20-Mav 20)

Communicating v«rtrh otfieri where

you work s vital to your cause For

some people, sensitive moments

demand care and tact Take time

to ascertotn your values and

priorities before rendering a

(uOgment

OfMINI (Mov 21-June 20) An

unusual business atance looks pro-

mising Marriage is a dist.net

posstotty for some singles Akeadv

marneds must odjust to new
conditions

CANCII (June 21- Jury 22) Ivtore

txymonious conditions prevail at

nome and at work New doors

open to you bringing opportunrnes

for social accttm end fmonc<ii

gam Wise decisions are mode
through meditation

LfO (July 23-Aug 22) Despite

temporary tensions the future looks

bright PortnersNps on the brink

face new tnais Existing ties wH be

strengthened by a cris«s look for a

favorable decision involving a loon

or contract

VHMO(Aug 2>Sept2) Avoidng

going to extremes today issuing

ummatums would be a mistake Ex-

plore a* your options before striking

out in a new direction Adopt

heotthy new habits and attitudes

LIMA (Sept 23 Oct 22) Vour

ideal are wonderful Creative pro

jects con be odvanced by tatang

to the nght people Algnng yourse*

with unconventional people and

projects could prove highly

beneficial

SCORPIO (Oct23-Nov24) A

conflct of interest occupies your

thoughts Be objective A new

career goat or domestic decwon

revives your enthusiasm for a

speck* project (tomance contrues

to put stars m you eyes

SAOITTAtlUt (Nov22-Dec21)

Watch your reaction to stormy

moments today They could

foreshodow similar occurrences

later on A potential partner cc**3

offer an unusual Oea Keep an

open mmd
CAMNCORN(Dec22-Janr?) Be

w«ng to try something different An

authority figure orjnwes you spur*'

Exerting new cients or teammates

are a source of msptraton Heed

your intuition Romance looks

fantastic

AOUARiUS (Jan 20 Feb 18)

Working alone n amet surroundings

enhances your creativity Do not let

worry or exhilaration run away with

you Be patient with someone who

is drsorgorwed or out of it today

Reserve luagment

P1SCIS (Feb W-rvtarch 20) keep

private matters from becoming

put*c issues Financial backing or a

special loan becomes avoJabie

Good work habits help ou tuggie a

busy schedule You have a happy

choice to make!
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Fatkin. Mark Sturm. Danielle Dowling.

Nicole Dumas
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women's soccer

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 16

Reflecting on a game of mediocre play,

Rudy said, "Our theme in preseason has

been group defense ... we need to work

on our one-on-one's, we had poor finishes

today."

Free Kicks: Sophomore

keeper Skye Eddy was not suited up for

the game because of a virus, but will

split time with Scurry this weekend in

the UMass Classic, which features Cal.

Berkeley, William & Mary and Boston

College.

Sox lose to Brewers, 4-2

BOSTON (AP) - Robin Yount broke a tie

with a two-run homer in the eighth inning

and Ron Robinson posted his 10th victory

as the Milwaukee Brewers defeated Boston

4-2 Tuesday night, handing the Red Sox

their third loss in four games.

Robinson (10-3) gave up just four hits and

two runs, one unearned, in seven innings

and is 6-0 in his last eight starts. Dan

Plesac gave up three hits in two innings for

his 23rd save.

With one out in the eighth, Dave Parker

singled off reliever Wes Gardner (3-7).

Yount hit the next pitch into the left-field

screen for his 15th homer, extending his

hitting streak to eight games.

The Red Sox began play four games

ahead of second-place Toronto in the

American League East.

Veteran reliever Dennis Lamp, making

his first start since 1987 because of Roger

Clemens' shoulder injury, blanked the

Brewers on two singles for five innings

before tiring.

The Red Sox game Lamp a 2-0 lead in the

fourth.

Wade Boggs led off with his 41st double

and took third as Ellis Burks reached first

on second baseman Jim Gantner's fielding

error. Mike Greenwell singled, scoring

Boggs and sending Burks to third. He

scored as Tom Brunansky forced Greenwell

gt second.

Gantner began the Brewer's sixth with

a single and stole second. Afier Gary Shef

field walked, Wes Gardner replaced Lamp,

who threw 88 pitches. Dave Parker singl

ed, scoring Gantner. After Yount sacrific

ed, B.J. Surhoff tied the score with a

sacrifice fly.

Boston manager Joe Morgan was ejected

by umpire Larry McCoy in the seventh.

Morgan argued that Bill Spiers was hit by

a bunt attempt outside the batter's box and

should have been called out.

moo
Photo by Toni Sandy*

Senior Sue Gaudette and freshman Kathy Woodside put a move on

UVM's Trudy Potter during Tuesday's 2-0 shutout win for UMass.

The Reds are currently ranked fifth in the nation.

Good Advice

Honest Price.

B'nai B'rith Hillel at I "Mass in Amherst pn
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NEW!
Boston HD5
and HD7 Speakers

HD5 $143/pair

HD7 *189/pair

North Americas leading Jewish-American band

...a little pop. a little rock,

a little jan, a little folk.

a little chassidic.

a little latin

Thursday, September 13, 7:30pm

Student Union Ballroom/UMass

$7-General Admission $5-Student

s.->nsored by Hilk 1 with the generous support of Harold (.nnspoon and Diane Troderman

ONKYO TX-81

1

Receiver

*185

ONKYO DX-1400
18-bit CD Player

*187

TA-W200
Dual Cassette Deck
Fully Calibrated!

See Castles in the Air
And learn your way around the world

If you have built castles in the air, now put the

foundations under them."

Five College delivery available.

Sound&Music

Study in London for $4325 per semester Includes air fare, resident

tuition, field trips, home stay with meals.

Study in Seville, Spain, for $3625per semester. Includes resident

tuition, field trips, home stay with meals. No foreign language

proficiency required

Summer program also available in London.

For further information, write or call

Institute for Skmdj hbromd Program*
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Rust sleeps following
ill-advised field goal
FOXBORO (AP>- Rod Rust won't show

up in designer shades, neon-pink shorts or

black T-shirts promoting the latest and

loudest heavy-metal hand.

At 6 p.m., with gray hair, glasses and an

even speaking voice, he is conservative in

appearance. The New England Patriots

coach takes the same approach to football

strategy.

So why would he try a fake field goal

when it seemed so foolish and doomed to

failure?

He said Monday he thought it would

work. After the play backfired, possibly

costing the New England Patriots their

first game of the season, he admitted he

was wrong.

"I simply made a mistake," he said. "It

wasn't a good idea."

In his head coaching debut, Rust ordered

the fake field goal with the Patriots ahead

24-20 and 10:47 left. The Miami Dolphins

went on to a 27-24 victory Sunday.

Rust, who spent 14 seasons in the

relative anonymity of assistant coach's

jobs, admitted the gamble was out of

character.

"I think I'm a conservative coach. I don't

think there's any question about that." he

said The botched fake is "as good an ex-

ample of why you shouldn't go out of

character" as there is.

At the time, he felt the move made sense.

With Dan Marino at quarterback for

Miami, he knew the Dolphins could score

quickly and repeatedly in the final 10

minutes. The bigger his lead, he felt, the

better.

Even though Jason Staurovsky had kick

ed a 42 yard field goal to make the score

24-20 in the third quarter, Rust decided to

fake the 41 yard attempt that would have

forced Miami to score twice to win had

Staurovsky made it.

Holder Marc Wilson looked over the

defense and felt he had a chance at the 13

yards he needed for a first down He was

wrong and gained just one yard.

"The way the game was going, I thought

that [a lead of] 10 points would be a big.

big boost, particularly with Marino at

quarterback," Rust said.

The Dolphins didn't score on their next

two possessions, but neither did the

Patriots. Then Miami got the ball on the

New England 48-yard line after a punt

There was 4:15 left

Rugby club hosts Dubliners

With 1:46 remaining, Marino capped the

drive with a game-winning 7-yard scoring

pass to Tony Paige.

Rust insisted the fake field goal decision

was his.

"Any atypical decisions, such as not kick-

ing a field goal on the one-yard line, any

fourth-down decisions, have to be the head

coach's decision," he said.

The decision was reminiscent of one by

another conservative Patriot coach, Ray

mond Berry. The Patriots trailed Miami 7-0

in the first quarter of the second game last

season and had a fourth-and-16 at their 20.

Jeff Feagles faked a punt and threw an

incomplete pass. Miami took over on the

New England 20. Three plays later Marino

threw a 6-yard scoring pass to Jim Jensen.

The Patriots lost 24-10.

"You make too many wrong decisions,

you don't coach long," Rust said.

Asked if he felt any different in his first

game as a head coach, Rust said, "It was

a football game. . I suppose it was different.

I didn't really think about it all that

much."
The Patriots have lost eight consecutive

games, starting with the last three last

season and continuing with all four

preseaon games. They play next Sunday at

Indianapolis, which lost to Buffalo Sunday.

Winning last Sunday "would have had

a big impact That's a hurdle we have to

overcome," Rust said.

The Patriots couldn't stop Miami's run

ning game or start its own. Big defensive

plays, including Ronnie Lippett's two in-

terceptions, and big gainers on offense,

such as Steve Grogan's touchdown passes

to Marv cook and Irving Fryar. were

among the bright spots on a team that

couldn't mount a sustained drive.

"We had lots of mistakes," Rust said.

Asked if he tends to have trouble sleep-

ing after a loss, he laughed and said.

"Yeah, unless you find solace in a loving

wife, she makes a nice dinner and you have

a pleasant evening There are other things

in life.

"I reallv try to put the game to rest un

til the next day." he added. "I wouldn't be

very happy if the players were gigglmg and

laughing in the dressing room afier a loss

but I don't put any particular credence in

a bunch of guys sitting around sobbing.

"It's over and we have to address our pro-

blems

By SAM SILVERSTEIN
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts

rugby club will host the Royal College

of Surgeons, a touring club from Dublin,

Ireland, today on the playing fields west

of Boyden.
The match is scheduled to begin at

4:00 p.m.

The UMass rugby club competes in

the first division of the New England

Rugby Football Conference. Teams

scheduled to play UMass in upcoming

matches include Dartmouth, Vermont,

and Holy Cross.

UMass will host the New England

Rugby Football Championships

November 3.

on
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CLASSIFIEDS
ACTIVITIES

ATTENTION: Off Road «•£•*«• *
you go 4 wheeling or would you t*e to?

WeiTforming a club to cover •« tyPJ* <*

4WD adventure* m«d to wild novic* A •»

port wetcqm*. ca* Greg 25*1544 or

Donvin 546-2726 ThtA is 4 you'

AUTO FOR SALE

MERCEDES300O 1975

OOOOVBO raOuift origin*

A/C FM/CASSETTE
54*2569/25*4928 Diane

THE VALLEY WOMEN S VOCE need.

now women' orientation session M? 1?™;
7pm. Campus Center room 917 Who*****

^A* 545-2436 FM1

TfUUN WITH USIt
.

Loam oaS-doronco and '•«'™"ort
i „« „

TaaKwon Do meets Man a Wad 630*30
can Marty 6-7003. Mart* S-16K

79 DATSUN WAOON~107K ' AMrTM 4

Z£TAmod <W)54*4637 (H)54*5423

T»S1#wan]50^T~
Run* good $1000 or B/O

T*l 54*4675

iiMOOOoT
$2250 00 253-2096

FOB RENT

4 BEDROOMS m a beautiful nous* in

Amherst Two bathroom*. fireplace 'n th*

living room, pool and tennis court »325 00

p*r room, on bus rout*, can Bruca at

256-1215 _____
AMTTY SVAO^looMtg tot a mMejoom-

mat* to *han» room. ru»y furnished f-or

mor* into can Laann*. Donna, or John at

549-5316

HBJ*Be*Hit*7uT spactoue •»*rtm"* **

cm A itaal at SS25/month, inciud**

rthoMraVar Ca« anyttm. 549-1397

tuHPwrrMUS
FuM six* Futon and Frame

$150
We H beat anyone by 5**

Metawampe Furniture

1 800-3-FUTON 1

EARN UP TO $S00/WEEK
Haloing students obtain Visa Mastercard

Send tor fro* information American Fman

oal Servic**. 117 Par* Drive Suit* 40-C

Boston. MA 02215

WATER-BED KINO SIZE 12 dr.*"

pedestal win sal up $300 00 253-2098

condition 50 MPO $4500 »S$-

UhsVKM
he** and

FOUNO

EYEGLASSES in a brown case m lot 44tt

you tost lh*m pleas* call Kim at 545-3500

CW«3nPiAClLETlound neeTcAmpus

cantor Ptoaa* call 549-S02S to daim n

Eic***nt
7163

ANNOUNCEMENTS

ATtomotnw^^^*^,^
vioes r*eeyt*ng Program needJ^**^
study wSh ue- War* proof mat garbage can

baton- 546-1153

AUOnWSFto7uMaa»^^T^sW~
Quad's Production of "School Houee Rock

SUB
9am-2pm. 5pm-11pm. 9/17 5pm-11pm

Callbacks "MO

EMts^TSsStTsiisflswl^"
-"

Fire a First Aid Unit * J^X Mo?
details Meeting S*pt16 Tpm "^JT^,
nM Call 545-5115 S-Tti 7-Spm or stop by

N416

FAST FUNORAISING PROGRAM
$1000 IN JUST ONE WEEK
Earn up to $1000 for your campus organiza-

t^PKV. cr-ncea&O moreJ£« pro-

gram works' No investment needed can

1S00-932-0528 Ext 50

NUCLEAR WINDS! __,„_,, <_.
Hi Wind Sailboard Club forming now waw

253-7366 Shred'

AUDIO

com SALE 1 966 Ford Feehva 32.500 m**s

«i**T*hrn'. 40 maeargalton. hmhway

mete** grV•'"c•,•n, •"*•• tm **" °*
41*253-9397

ROOM FOR RENTILccatod on campus'

Stop by 209 Suneet or call 549-2947

ROOMS FOR RENT 3 doubles $1600

SmW 369 N Ptoaeant SI Males only

256-6028

HELP WANTED

197$

$3000A9O rabuttl engine

A/C FM/caaaetiB

54*25697256-4928 Diane

ynuTLOOWMO tor a place to kve7

Beautiful houee leas than 2 mitos from

UMass $250 ptos ulilittos 54*6951

CHEN STYLE TAJ CHI

FOR SALE

LEARN THIS TRAOrnONAL China- mm-

Slart m 12 soeetone Claaae* begin 12th

and 18th Call 25*4057

EDITlNQrrUTORINQ

RETIRED^fEACHEN^WiTM
graduate

rteoree will edit papers for proper grammar

spoC,^tarKy/good writing and documen-

Kylonr..mysubrset ^t professjona.

Wordstar word'porcassmg alsc
>
wAilabto.

Jouare not a typ»t or are rushing tomeet

roeadline Espeoatty uterested in working

w,m international students (framed as

mgall students, any ifvellJaually •*•*«*»

on short notice Reaaonabte rates O Reeo.

25333154 (This ad will appear only bnalty

clip for future reference

)

COMPUTER DISKS-cheap

3V, 00 ND guaranteed

caM Ashley at 54*1612

COMPUTER FOR lAi_7T9ST Northstar

Advantage 64K Comes with word pro-

cessor, general ledger program and

database program $450 or best offer Call

542-5702

AM NATIONAL GUARD part-*^ warnbar-

*Np ottor* tortasne banef**! Part-timejobe

available in a wide variety of career Bewe

Earn $3000 or more your first year' Join

yow toSl Air Force m Weatfietd Other

benefits include 100H free college tuition

G I Bill, retirement, free plane i'«'"»'*nf
mor* Men and women w«hrjulpW»arvioB

are a«gB^ to toin through age 34 \rtN»ane

orafaarvioaa usuatyTaagibto into their 40 s

CaM your recruiter to aee if you quality No

obligation, no pressure Jobs guaranteed

befSTe you *nli*t Call anylim*

41*56*9515 or to* free 1-B&0-AIR-9151

LOVING. ENERGETIC. EXPERIENCED
oerson to care tor 3 yr oW and toddler m our

Amherst home MWF AM Own transports

tion required Non-smoker 54*6318

NEWSPAPER OEUVERERS needsil tor

UMass oorms No car required Mornings

7*am Good pay 7day«/week 25*7009

Evenings

STUDENTS.Worn at home mailing sales

JiiJSjre For details can 1-80*755-2334

Capital Services

NtSTmiCTlOir

SiOli#N7^PC«flJ«UlMCI^^
Sept 17 Oct 29 Mon 7-9pm $50 00

Language Pacihca 54*5065

ENOUSM AS A SECOND LANOU^E
Workshops begin September 17 Intensive

day, PT evening. TOEFL
Language Pacifica 54*5065

COLLEGE PIZIA
Fad Special

•mad cheese $3 50

large cheese $5 99

2 Additional Topping*

only $1 more
Must mention this ad'

549-6073 549S096

ROOMMATE WANTED

1 ON > OaPAB 'wanted tor condo behind

Baybanks Great location' Cad 54*9376

AMHERST CENTER female to share room

$170rmo 54*9377

SUJtWlTANDTNrrnat* to iNrtJM'"
apt 250+ Ctos* to bu* kn* 6*5-1135

TRAVEL

fiUirCNEDlT SCUBA WVING1

Basic course Start 9/10 $195

Adv course starts 9/17 $170

Sport course (Key Largo) 12/28 $360

FTfur^^ntormAion-c-. 54*640.

LOST

QNEY POUCH tost m CC
of contents 1-53*3719

Reward tor return
TYPING

BABYSITTER WANTED Mondays 11 to 2

near UMaas A ...„.,
Amherst Colleg* 18 mo baby 54*7743

LOST ON *RD FLOOR MOORE
One Left eyebrow
It found contact Nad iS0*loan-a-brow

fYprnwOmtNtTMESSMO. $1 50/pg

Free pickup and delivery Laser pnnting and

copying avalable KCommunicatlons.

256-6373

LEAVING^ TOWN. MUST SELL
SOON:Almost new double-bed. desk bicy_

cle and other items Call 584-1663

Leave message

PRINTER FOR SALE: 1962 Epson MX 100

$120 or best offer Call 542-5702

RED MYATA S*XETen Speed

condition

Call Leaf at 25*9763

EJcaSant

TV 20 COLOR, features $??S SW 00M
REFRIGERATOR FOR SALEJpurtoc* raoti

Like new' Check it out' 1-59*6059 Brian

CHILOCARE NEEDE0 FOR 3 children

(•pas 4 6 1 1) and 2 dogs A few late after

noons per week, some evenings Must pro-

vide own transportation to our noma in

Leverett 545-4228 or 54*9120

COUNTER HELP full time or pan time apply

in person at Copycat Print Shop 228

Triangle Street, Amherst (5 mm walk from

UMass) No phone can please

EARN $200 FUNORAISING opportunity for

oTqurck

UP
cash for your self Distribute

popular student

magazine on campus in 1-2 days Call Mr

Wilkinson 80*342-5118

Motorcycles

1990 KAWASAKI EX500 Blk 4 Rd. less

than 2K mile*, mint condition $2950 Lan

256-4609 evening*

HONDA NKJMTMAWK 1963 550cc 4cyt fast

new tires rader detector, extras 9.000

miles mini condition, 1.100 or best offer

54*6063 Jim

WANTED

PERSONALS

CONGRATULATIONS NEW SISTERS OF
AXOfltl

It was a long summer, but your dedication

was awesome'

Welcome-Love your sisters of A-Chi-O""

KEGULATOR OR COLD TAP 19 Phillips

549 8198

NEEDED 1 or 2 tickets to any MSG GD
show No scalpers' Stephanie 6-3088

WHO SAID GARBAGE WASN T FUN'

TAJti~A~ CLASS IN RECYCLING
EDUCATION

3 credits guest speakers ^U"»J*«
trips and hands-on experience Cad PetJen

54*5291 or Shoot! 5 1 153 tor into
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SPORTS
R>Hs shutout Catamounts at gpyaen, !M)

Kater scores twice; UMass remains undefeated

By ADRIENNE MATT
Collegian Staff

This was not a Rutgers shutout, but it will do. Especially

for senior April Kater, who netted her first goals of the

season against Vermont Tuesday on the Hill.

Kater scored both goals in the 2-0 shutout for the

University of Massachusetts women's soccer team against

19th ranked UVM. .

UMass is currently ranked fifth nationally, while

holding top notch in New England. Vermont went into

the game ranked fourth in New England.

The first half was characterized by slow play and wide

shots. Vermont players were ineffective headers, they fail^

ed to square up with the ball and direct it. UMass looked

lethargic, almost flat.

Vermont goalie Joey Fritz did not perform as wel as

she sounded on paper. Her punts rarely met the half field

"Freshman keeper Briana Scurry, however, paced the

goal box as if it were a cage and pounced on balls when

°
The ffrst half was scoreless. UMass had five shots on

goal. UVM had four. Comerkicks were not given the

chance to be a factor as UMass had only one, UVM had

°The tempo changed a bit in the second half, as both head

coaches made some play changes with substitutions and

UMass junior Michele Woodside was moved up front and

senior Margi Jeade was moved to take on Vermont s

sweeper It made enough of a difference to get on the

boards

•The first half our penetration was centrally oriented

and getting us nowhere." UMass head coach Jim Rudy

said of the changes he made in the second half. Penetra

tion at the flanks opened up the game.

The game also became more physical in the second halt,

as UMass captured more ball time. Offensively the Reds

were much more explosive as they got off 1 1 shots on goal,

compared to Vermont's four. UMass tried to capitalize on

their corner kicks (3). but were unable to stick any in the

n
%e tried to hold them off at midfield so they wouldn't

have as much room," said Vermont head coach Jeff Carter

"They went high-pressure on us, which can get pretty

dangerous because it leaves people open."

In the middle of the second half, Vermont s Liz Grote

dribbled down the side and lost the UMass defender on

a fast break. One-on-one with goalkeeper Scurry, shemade

the mistake of tapping the ball before shooting. Scurry

calmly enveloped the ground ball for a save

After Scurry's cool and collected save, senior Becky Bon-

zano combined with Kater for the game's first goal with

17 minutes left in the game.

Vermont's few breakaway chances proved to be weak

or nil opportunities. .— ... »

"They did the better job of controlling the midfield,

Carter said. "We just couldn't get where we needed to be^

"We didn't allow them to get man to man in the

backfield." said Rudy. "Their whole system is a gamble^

UMass remained offensively persistent to the end of the

game. Vermont, while beginning the game hungrily, fail

ed to get a bite, tired and faded in the last eight minutes

of piay
CONTINUED ON PAGE 14

Photo by Toai Sandy.

Sophomore defender HoUy HeUmuth (left) bat-

tles Vermont forward Rachel Bondy for a loose

ball in yesterday's game. The Reds defeated the

Catamounts, 2-0.

Field hockey, 1-1 after Iowa trip, heads to Boston College
M. A^/a.** */ 7 „^nVI?v Mrvrre. A™i«ri~, t« for the week of September 4. Frates helped

Eagles to host Minutewomen in 7 p.m. game

By TAMIR LIPTON
Collegian Staff

After all weekend in Iowa, the Univer

sity of Massachusetts field hockey team

returns to action tonight when they take

on the Boston College Eagles at Chestnut

Hill (Alumni Stadium, 7 p.m.).

The Minutewomen were impressive

against Ball State, and overwhelmed by

Iowa.

"After watching the videotapes, we decid-

ed that we were competitive, but that our

forwards and midfielders were not

dangerous,'' said UMass coach Pam Hixon

Tonight, expect to see a more aggressive

UMass team. Hixon has stressed to her

players that they need to take chances, and

beat opponents to the ball.

"By beating opponents to the ball, we can

change our competitiveness," Hixon said.

Philippe Scott starts her third straight

game in net tonight. Scott was a standout

over the weekend, shutting out Ball State

and holding Iowa to one goal.

"I'm pleased with part of the defense,"

Hixon said. "Kathy Phelan is going to be

great at left back. She did a great job on

Kris Fillat {of Iowa] who is probably the

best right winger in the country. Lisa

Berardinelli also had her moments."

Boston College is coming off of a 7-0 loss

to Northwestern.

"We need a legitimate win, we'll take

them where they come," Hixon said. "We

can't look past Boston College We're gtv

ing to look to get to the ball first and create

positive scoring opportunities for ourself.

We want to look to capitalize and play more

settled field hockey."

Tonight should be a test more to see if

UMass can take some of the pressure off

of Scott, and put more pressure on the

Eagles' goalie.

"Scotty has save ability, we need to get

to the ball first, so that opponents do not

get as many chances on her," Hixon said.

FIELD HOCKEY NOTES: Apologies to

UMass goalie Tina Rusiecki. In a recent

story, it was reported that Lisa Charron

was the backup goalie. In fact Charron is

no longer on the team, and Rusiecki is the

backup. Chelle Frates of Penn State was

named the Atlantic 10 Player of the Week

for the week of September 4. FVates helped

the Lady Lions to a 7-0 victory over

Michigan State by scoring three goals.

Frates tops the A- 10 in goals, while Kristie

Miller and Kelly Ryan, both of Rutgers

University, have one goal and two assists

Sports Notice

FIELD HOCKEY The women's field

hockey team wM be holding open
tryouts from 3-6 pm Thursday and Fri-

day on Totman Field If interested, con-

tact Pam Hixon, Lynn Carlson or Andrea

Savage at 545-1942

SKI TEAM: The varsity ski team is having

an introductory meeting at 7 p.m today

in the Holdsworth Hal second floor corv

ference room. Those with a
background in racing are encouroged

to attend

SOFTBALL: The softball team will be

holding open tryouts from 7:45-9:30

am today through Friday. Sept 18 at

Totman Field if interested, please call

assistant coach Gina LaMandre at

545-0038

INTRAMURALS Entries for football

(men's, women's and co-ed), soccer

(men's, women's), and softball (co-ed)

are still being accepted at Boyden 215

Play begins Monday, Sept 17

1 UNH Wildcats next for Minutemen

Game today vs. regional rivals

By GREG SUKIENNIK
Collegian Correspondent

Last fall, the University of Massachusetts men's soccer

team went 0-4-1 against its fellow New England state

universities.

Today the Minutemen have their first chance at improv-

ing their record against the neighbors. They face New

Hampshire at Upper Boyden Field at 3 p.m.

"They're a real blue-collar team," UMass coach Jeff Get-

tler said of the Wildcats. "They're just going to come in

here and work hard, and fly around the field. And if we

don't play smartly and quickly, we'll get caught up in

their game, and it'll be abysmal."

What do the Minutemen hope to do tomorrow? Gettler

said this of the UMass game plan: "We want to play them

in their side of the field, not in ours. We have to come out

and establish control, and play our game, not theirs."

He added, "We have to take control early on. They are

a dangerous team, and we can't afford to have them in

our side of the field the whole game."

UMass has some injuries to players to worry about as

well. Freshman defender Todd Kylish has a pulled

hamstring. Aaron Zandy, a freshman midfielder, has a

pulled quadricep. And junior defender Matt Bearce, in the
Phou. by Tom s.ndy.

words of cutler, j8 ".
. . just banged-up " All three

Darren Stone looks for the open man during last
p iayer8 are questionable for today's match.

weekend's game against Penn State. The Steve Armenti will start in goal for the Minutemen this

Minutemen will host UNH today at the hill at 3:00 afternoon, as fellow keeper Jon Gruber will face Temple

p.m. on Saturday. Armenti played in his first match against

New Hampshire last year, and wants another chance at

the Wildcats.

New Hampshire comes into today's match on the Hill

at 1-2. They defeated Holy Cross before losing to

regionally ranked Central Connecticut State and to West

Virginia Wesleyan.

Gettler's main concern, though, is not what New Hamp

shire will do today. He is worried about how his team will

preform.

"We've got to worry about ourselves, and how we play,

said Gettler.

Meanwhile, Back at the A-10: Massachusetts is all

alone in second place in the Atlantic 10 men's soccer stan

dings, as of Sunday. (The A 10 powers-that be had not up-

dated the standings as of Tuesday.) The Minutemen

check in at 1 1, with 3 points.

Ahead of the Minutemen in the standings is a three-

way logjam for first place. Penn State, Rutgers, and Rhode

Island are all at 1-0, with three points as well.

On the flip side, St. Bonaventure ended the weekend

at 3 in conference play. No other teams had played con-

ference games when these standings were compiled by the

A-10. . . . UMass' next conference opponent, Temple, is

currently 2 overall. The Owls visit the Hill on Satur-

day at 3:15 p.m. Gettler stressed the importance of this

upcoming game after the Penn St. loss, saying "now we ve

got to beat Temple." ...

George Washington forward Mario Lone and Rutgers

forward Lino DiCuollo were named Atlantic 10 Co-

Players-of-the Week. They join UMass' own Matt Edger

ly on the A 10 honor board for the first week of conference

play.

A day of hazy sunshine

with highs reaching up

to the 80s. Chance of

an afternoon shower.

Bim Skala.Bim and

This Weekend return to

the area for first show

of the season.

Men's soccer beats

UNH 3-0; field hockey

downs Eagles at

Chestnut Hill, Page 20.
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Reactions
to cash cuts
discussed
Bv PRESTON P FORMA

N

Collegian Staff

As the University of Massachusetts draws close in ner

vous anticipation of the impact of spending cuts, campus

administrators yesterday outlined how the I Diversity will

deal with the first of two spending cuts sent by Boston.

Three non academic programs will be shut down.

pos«ihlv by mid October, but officials said no layoffs are

planned. Employees in the affected office* - the Student

Affairs Research and Evaluation Office, the Office of

Greek Affairs and the Informal .on Sen ictt Office - will

be reassigned to other jobs

William Weitzer, assistant vice-chancellor for student

affairs told the Daih Hampshire Gazette that employee*

,n these offices will be deployed to various vacant posi-

tions including critical ones in the Financial Aid Office

and Admissions ^^^
But layoffs are still a possibility facing union employee*.

The Board of Regents of Higher Education announced

Monday a state of emergency granting campuses the abili

tv to lav off union workers ^^
TTie cuts announced yesterday by the Provost s Office

were in response to the $6 million spending cut. mandated

,n July byThe Legislature. The office said no decisions

have been made on the second wave of spending cuts made

^TheVpeVc^t across the board cuts ordered last week

by Gov. Dukakis because of declining tax revenues was

the most recent round of financial trouble to strike the

The **• higher education system has lost nearly $60

million since the fiscal year began in July. H-ttyW*
million was trimmed from higher education system last

W
The Provost's Office said the budget problem was an^

ticipated last spring and the office began a program of

reducing costs. The office said $3.3 million was set aside

bet; the University receive word of the $6 -Hjon^
The office said money for Potentui faculty

replacements'* was impounded saving $750 000 aJ3 per

cent reduction in the budgets of schools andI

colleges sav-

ing $321,000 and $2.19 million saved in administrative

C

°The rest of the $6 million was to be met by "short term

economics." delayed recycling ^a^s^r^ctmns

~~CoUr0an photo by Ton* Smmdy

BREAKING THE CYCLE - Hiatory major Mary Beth Ker, and her bike take . ..udy

b£ak yesterday afternoon on Ma.aachu.ett. Avenue

DOD anti-gay policy shakyM^ ^^ C^ e/ * and ^nfidence among sen

By AL1 WOOLWICH
Collegian Staff

A new twist in the ongoing controversy over gay peo-

ple within the armed forces is due to a memo sent£y Vk»

Admiral Joseph S. Donnell, commander of the Navy s sur

fatTAUaSleet. to officers of nearly 200 ships and
I

40

shore installations. Although describing lesbian sailors

as among the command's top performers. Donnell in

SraSri officers to vigorously root out^«^ ŷ
The Department of Defense policy on ho«^xuaht>

states thaf'homosexuality is incompatib e with military

service
" "seriously impairs the accomplishment of the

5S& mission," and "interferes with discipline good

SdaiTand morale." Therefore, in order to
"
inaure the in-

Srity of the system of rank and command, "recruit and

5SMembers of the armed forces," "foster mutual trust

and confidence among service members. ™*^ l*»

public acceptabilty of military service, and prevent

breaches in security." homosexual people are banned from

entering into military service.

A JerLn's sexual orientation is deemed a security risk

by the DOD because •homosexuality is considered uv

timate information concerning sexual behavior tha^an

mdividual would not ordinarily disclose, said Lt Col.

Joseph Mired, a Department of the Army^P^
Such information could make a service person vulnerable

to being blackmailed into disclosing classified informa-

tion, in the same way a married person could be threaten-

ed with evidence of an extra marital affair.

A December 1988 study commissioned by the Pentagon

on homosexuality and military suitability concluded that

dumber ofcasesofb^

mmm*-W~W^*~Z^SZZ£n remembers of the armed forces. ««»««—
# #

5-Colleee Middle East experts: war is imminent

r~ ^flM^. Collegian Staff E .j Anmad , a Hampshire Coll<

CoiWftaa photo by Cmrrim Wy«th

E.bal Ahmad, a oocial science, teacher at Hampehire College

By PRAT1P DASTIDAR
Collegian Staff

The Five-College Peace and World

Security Studies Program sponsored a

panel discussion on the Gulf crisis last

night where prominent faculty members

addressed a capacity audience at Amherst

College.

Mohammed Jiyad. a professor of Arabic

and a native of Iraq, pointed out that the

crisis was precipitated when Iraq complain

ed about repayment of Kuwaiti loans, ll

legal drilling in Iraqi oilfields, the Kuwaiti

use of Bubiyan island to block Iraq's access

to the sea and its role in undercutting

OPEC oil quotas.

He pointed out that Hussein was a flexi

ble negotiator as shown in his peace trea^

ty with Iran, as well as his desire to end

the Iran-Iraq war within two weeks of its

start He also dispelled the notion that Hus-

sein would mdiscriminately use poison gas,

reminding the audience that it was only us-

ed against Iran after repeated warnings

and at a time when Iraqi defeat seemed

imminent.
Eqbal Ahmad, a Hampshire College

Political Science professor and an interna

tionally renowned expert on the Middle

East, delivered an emotional and insightful

1Bcturc

.

"Anything is possible in this Dark Age

of perestroika." he said, referring to the

spectre of superpower collaboration in im

perial ventures. "I am driven to support the

acquisition of nuclear weapons by Third

World countries."

"I am angry because I have been put in

the awful position of having to defend Sad^

dam Hussein though I have been banned

from entering Iraq since 1973."

He lamented the failure of democratic

dissent in the U.S. today. "The constitu^

tional right and the democratic practice of

dissent as well as the role of the media in

spawning critical debate has died."

"The experience of watching the media

has been painful. Four weeks ago, I stop-

CONTINUED ON PAG€ 13
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OPPORTUNITY KNOCKS ON THESE

DOORS FIRST.
Why? Because Army ROTC teaches you

the leadership and management skills you

need for success - in college and in life.

Come together perfectly in a space

devoted to the avid filmgoer. Creative

snacks and unique beverages offered

in our pleasant deco surroundings are

only the start of movie magic at

the Tower Theaters.

The Village Commons • South Hartley • 533-2663

ARMY ROTC
,

THE SMARTEST COLLEGE

COURSE YOU CAN TAKE.

Contact Cpt. Richard Tracey
UMass Army ROTC

5-2321 or 5-2322
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$1
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LASAGNA
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and WELL BRING LUNCH

Call Us at 256-0ZZ2 * your home or ofwcei
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A Nutrition Education Project

* Offers Opportunities *

GAIN VALUABLE EXPERIENCE

Sign Up for an Independent Study
with SNACKSENSE

and earn from 1 to 6 credits

Schedule No.
557255 Nutrition 396 1-6 credits

557853 Nutrition 496 1-6 credits

Possible Rr*pnn*iMHti»v

- ataif Campus '->nt»r .njormition ubl«

- Research/write information pampnlra
- Sup#m»* Munchv j shelf ;ab»l!nf project

- Develop nutrient profile project lor vending

machines
- Oeveico educational materials for Campus Cer.t*r

eateries

- Writing scripts tor WMUA radio <pou and pras*

releases for the Collegian.

Looking for students majoring in: Nutrition, Public Health,
Marketing, Communications, Journalism, Education; others welcome
too!

For More Information Please Call

Sheila Gilroy or Debbie Allen

at University Health
Services 549-2674 ext.189

A couple of hours a week could spice

up your resume, increase your

recommendations, and improve

your chances in the job market!

LOCAL
Graduate Employees Organizationplanok'd
BY JULIA SEREBRINSKY
Collegian Staff

The graduate student employees agreed

yesterday to accept the Graduate Employ-

ment Organization Coordinating Commit-

tee proposal which would maximize the

number of graduate students eligible for a

$350 annual curriculum support fee

waiver.

The GEO and the administration of

University of Massachusetts agreed Tues-

day to waive the fee for graduate students

based on financial need.

The fee, originally implemented in spring

of 1990, was aimed at combatting revenue

decreases in the university budget.

At the first GEO meeting held yesterday,

the coordinating committee member

Gerald McClausand outlined the proposal

that the committee will present to the ad-

ministration within the next several days.

The proposal is designed to increase the

number of students who are eligible for the

fee waiver by creating an appeal process

for students who are denied the waiver "for

technical reasons," McClausand said.

A provisional proposal called for the

securing of a new deadline for fee payment

for students who would be waiting on the

appeal decision. The GEO, an affiliate of

District 65 United Auto Workers, will

assist the students by negotiating on their

behalf.

The proposal also called for the develop-

ment of "a fair and consistent" procedure

for foreign graduate students who are seek-

ing a fee waiver based on their financial

need. A proposed procedure would "mimic"

the procedure which U.S. students follow,

McClausand said.

"Although we can't give blankets to

everyone," he said, "we have taken care of

the majority [of the students).

Now that the proposal has been accepted

by the Graduate Student Association, the

Coordinating Committee will engage in

negotiations with administrators.

Following the negotiations, the ballot

will be sent to all members of the GEO who

will vote on whether or not to approve this

proposal.

At the meeting yesterday afternoon,

several students voiced their opposition to

the proposal because it contains the clause

that the students will not hold strikes un-

til April 15 ifGEO accepts the $350 a year

fee waiver.

One of the students who opposed the pro

posal said that the administration "is ask

ing us to be good graduate students'and

found that prospect "humiliating."

McClausand had previously expressed

his satisfaction with the outcome of the

( ,.ll.|£i»n phot" h> Ruh Du<

A member of the GEO speaking yesterday

negotiations with the administration. "In

the context of the budget cuts we have

made a significant gain," he said

"The fact that the administration didn't

blow us off is a testimony to the success

l

had last spring," he said.

McClausand was referring to the strife

last spring between the administration and

the GEO over the unionization bid Ad

ministrators in mid May authorized an

election for graduate student employ

Collegian staffmember Christopher Muther

attributed to this report

UMass denied
delay request
for recycle prog.

n with tne outcome u« mc

RA's and student security uncut!^—

V

By CHRIS MUTHER
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts was denied a re

quested waiver which would have given an extension

to a required recycling program m a meeting last night

of the Amherst Board of Health.

The University had requested a waiver fra«tthem«n-

datory recycling regulations until July of 1992 Under

current guidelines set by the Board ofHealth last

n^ht UMass has until December 1, 1990 to present

a recycling plan and April 1. 1991 to put the plan in

°C^' the Board of Health who are af-

filiated with UMass left for discussion and voting of

t

PhvtkTl Plant Hired. »r Peter Wo/mak said the

de^alwlldn.-anaculinoth.rPhvMcalHantp.o

s, such as I removal

tit decision can not be made lightly.

will have to he made in other U Ml to compensate

the loss revenues." he said

Board ofHealth member Diana Stem said w t h the

amount of waste the campus was producing, it is im

pentive the Umversity begin recycling as soon as

P<

Tt
b

hmk this ,s important, if the University
J

JM**

duc.ng 5000 tons of trash a year and only recycling 2

-rcenV of that trash there is a lot of waste. Stein said

P
BMrd of Health regulations require bu*ine«es.

apartment owner, ^J^^^^^e
develop a recycling plan by Decemner i, iw
regulations require implementation by April 1, 1991.

lT UnWersity requested the 18 month waiver in

A
iSder the plan, the University would be required to

recvele 20 25 percent of the recyclcable waste

malerialfproduced If the University fails to meet this

Zl a penaUv will be imposed that has not yet been
g
d tmnTe

n
d by the Board of Healthy™™™^

be forced to pay tipping fees, fees to dump the waste,

if thev do not meet the proposed deadline^

Wozniak said it was not realistic for the University

to mee the^e goals because of a reduction of over

WlSSo

t

^Physical Plant's budget over the past

^Board members cited the recent cuts as more incon-

tivet beg\n the plan soon before more cuts are inflicted

^^liTwintak, the Physical Plant would need

at ^$400,000 to implement a recycling plan on

campus.

By ERICK R OLSEN
Collegian Correspondent

Amid the chao* of cancelled covin**, long^** ""?>

and tuition increases, one department has stayed on its

fe

Desoite the loss of all their state monies. Housing Ser-

vie?, w U not reduce the number of Resident Assistants

or student security personnel or staff, according to the

Zs^rtZ tfetr b?g concern ,s that weta^««
number of student security homes (as in previous years)

^S&^^rtn* trust fund for their budge,

Zann,n,
y
sa,d his support staff wasMMe£££M

different action plans to buffer the impact of the c-ts tor

tH

Th | these plans involves redoing the student sup

maintenance, custodial f
rvices. and various~^

The next plan, which Zannini refer- to as deterred

mlmtemmce." includes inc. ^^
mechanu.landmaint, *«*«
The plan also involves consul. /«

effect*
,,e,msot«hatneedstobe

done now md what can wait.

Tne final plan revolve- around mo, id rom last

..irandoverthesumnu-rinanticipati^ohu,

/ann.nis support stall is made up of Resident Dir

Area Coordinators. Assistant Directors, and budget *t*

"i; Mid he plans to meet with the Residential Com

mine; which is made up of area governmental presidents,

later this veai

< ollritian ph"l» h> Su»«n <"orn«-ilu»«n»

South West Resident Hall, and sculpture

UMass wakes up to CLT effects

By KENDRA PRATT
Collegian Staff

The Universitv of Massachusetts campus, deemed by

JS as "the sleeping giant"in the ^^ctoensTr
election, has woken up to what impact the ^izens for

Limited Taxation petition will have on the University

^^opIe^Ttlking about CLT everywhere," said

Nafast Diephius, Student Government ^ssociat on

president. "A lot of teachers and students are learning

what could happen if CLT passes.

The Citizens for Limited Taxation petition^w,1Uf
pajs

ed in the Nov. election, roll back tax levels to 1988 levels

£ tnis fiscal budget year. The CLT petjtior
i

will appear

on the election ballot as question number three.

SuppoVSrs of the Citizens for Limited Taxation petition

hopeKtax rollback will stop legislators from overspen-

£ state funds to reduce a deficit which they estimate

will be $500 billion if CLT does not pass.

The petition has been criticized by many as cutting too

m™h Sate revenue at once. State Rep. Stanley Rosenberg

,D Amherst) said if the CLT petition passes, it will be

the undoing of Massachusetts
tanA*tn

The University of Massachusetts at Amherst stands to

lose between $25-35 million in state allocated funds ifCLT^ resident-Chancellor Duffey figuratively has said

ffiatuie passage of the CLT petition would mean the clos-

i

lirugh
UlV

^dents have become angered by the

series of budget cuts in the last three yean.which_has

Sled $62 million for UMass alone, the threat of the

CLT petition passing has caused some students to become

depreS ove
P
r their futures here at the^university she

said "Students are depressed," Diephius said You

have to turn from getting depressed to getting^1yed.

The SGA held a mobilization rally on the^ first day of

classes Sept. 5th, to inform the student body about the

Un tersity's budget crisis due to state funding cuts .„d

CONTINUED ON pAGE .3
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You asked for

a computer that's real

college material.

We heard you.

The ideal computer for college needs certain things.

Like a mouse, to make it easy to use. Preloaded

software. that'U let vou create impress^ papers with

graphics and spreadsheets. And great tools, like a

notepad, calendar and cardfile. It should also be

expandable, so it can grow with your needs.

The IBM Pergonal System/2' has all this at

a special student price* And if you buy before

December 31. 199a vou'U receive a TMM Certificate

entitling vou to a round-trip ticket for S149-/$249."

Plus a free 7HH Getaway* Student Discount Card

application. You'U also get a great low price on the

PROLMGV service.

The PS/2* is perfect for college because you

told us just vhat you needed. And no one knows what

it takes to be real college material better than vou.

Open M-F 9-5

Sat. 10-3

QVNIVERSITY
mSTORE-fc

Located in the Campus Center

Or***;" 1990

^^^^^^^^^^^^^^>»^»»»^»^^»l

WANT
I

UMASS TRANSIT SERVICE IS OPERATED BY OVER '50

STUDENTS. BOTH GRADUATE AND UNDERGRAD"A™,
R
W
S
E

OFFER PART-TIME EMPLOYMENT OF 10 TO 40 HOURS

PER WEEK TO UMASS STUDENTS WITH ANY MAJOR.

UMTS. IS AN AA/EO EMPLOYER.

*• GREAT PAY. SEMESTERLY RAISES **

PAID TRAINING : NO EXPERIENCE NEEDED ••

SCHEDULE ARRANGED AROUND CLASSES **

A JOB DESIGNED FOR STUDENTS **

i

&

+ +

*o*

rt*
& \*f°

***

FOR INFORMATION AND AN APPLICATION COME TO

THE FALL APPLICATIONS MEETING

8

§§

THUP^OAY, SEPTEMBER 13th,

at 7pm. IfS!*

NOTE SPACE
ro rtte tteertfi

WILL BE ADMI
A CLASS CONI
MEETING TO MtM

Ol CAMPUS CENTER

•fc4*^Q
o_ *4 y

r*e r/ttsr too-reon.* Mi. Be Aoattrreo

*PL/CAr/OMS ABSOLUTELY NO LATECOMERS

UNABLE TO ATTEND THIS MEETING DUE TO

COME TO THE TRANSIT OFFICE BEFORE

ROSTER AND PICK UP AN APPLICATION Sb

TO
THE
ME"

1

JOIN THE TEAM THAT MOVES UMASS &§

1
1
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THIRD WORLD AFFAIRS
The uncompromising and inevitable destruction of Iraq

. ,.. _ ... ^__ £«
'

tha
°

U.S.ra.arded^lfasthepre-emin.nthegen.SHic f'H -stored a par, of its naUonal -rUory -eated by

What is at stake in the Persian Gulf?

Invasion and the use of military force to accomplish

strategic goals is hardly new or unusual in international

relations. Yet, judging by the reaction of the western

alliance led by the U.S., there is something particularly

unacceptable and threatening about the invasion of

Kuwait by Iraq. Why?
Are they fighting for freedom? There was no real degree

of political freedom in Kuwait, and the U.S. itself is highly

notorious for its disinterest in upholding the principle of

self-determination.

Are they fighting to preserve the rule of international

law? The U.S. has, firstly, displayed scant regard for in

ternational law, as evinced by direct aggression in

Nicaragua, Panama, Grenada and Libya, as well as con-

tinued refusal to submit to the jurisdiction of the inter

national court in the Hague. The U.S. views international

law as a convenient tool of foreign policy when useful, and

a minor inconvenience otherwise. Secondly, U.S. opposi

tion to the acquisition of territory by force seems very

selectively expressed (as is evident in the financing of

Israel's occupation of Arab lands).

Are they fighting to preserve access to the strategical

ly vital oil reserves of the Persian Gulf? Yes, this is

definitely more satisfactory than pious platitudes about

international law and freedom. But there are more and

broader strategic interests at work here maintenance of

US hegemony in the Gulf, and preservation of the stabili

ty of the entire international system constructed by the

West
Since the end of World War II. the West in general and

the US in particular has defined the Persian Gulf region

as one of vital national interest.' Control of the region

and its natural resources was placed near the lop of U.S.

policy goals The Carter doctrine made explicit the fact

Pawns in The Game

that the U.S. regarded itself as the pre-eminent hegemonic

force in the region, and was willing to use force in order

to preserve that position.

Historical American dominance in the Gulf region was

accomplished primarily by the traditional method of

divide and rule. The system of shifting alliances was bas

ed on allying appropriate regional forces against any possi-

ble dominant local power. To that end, the U.S. sided with

the Arabs against the Ottomans (World War I), with the

Imperialist forces and the Zionist movement against the

Hussein Ibish

Arabs (1919-1948), with the Al-Sauds against the other

local clans, with the Pahlavis against Iranian democracy

(1953), with the Israelis against the Egyptians (Aswan),

with the Egyptians against the Tripartite alliance (Bri

tain France and Israel) (Suez), with the Turks. Iranians

and Iraqis against Egypt (Baghdad Pact), with the Israelis

against Svria, Egypt, and Iraq (1967 1973), with Iran

against Iraq (1975), with Iraq against Iran < 1980-88), and

now, at the moment, with Saudi Arabia, Egypt and Syria

against Iraq. In addition to blocking Soviet intrusion

in this region, these movements were meant, more im-

portantly, to avoid the emergence of a strong regional

power capable and willing to assert itself and challenge

U.S. hegemony in the area. However, by the time the Iran

Iraq war drew to a close, Iraq reached, due to its military

strength, a level of autonomy and regional dominance

rarelv seen in the Third World.

"
It restored a part of its national territory (created by

British imperialism), it stopped the alleged Kuwaiti

sabotaging of Iraq's economy (by driving the price of oil

down), and it dealt with its massive debt to Kuwait.

More importantly, Iraq announced itself as a new domr

nant force in the region, a power capable of righting old

wrongs, dealing forcefully to assure its national interest.

and to rearrange borders and power balances when it felt

compelled. Iraq was not behaving like an unusual outlaw

state of madmen, but like a very strong regional power.

This is also a threat to the North-South power relation-

ships, between the industrialised nations and the ex

porters of raw materials. The emergence of a new power

in the South with control over vital raw materials would

lead to the eventual collapse of the current system. This

is what defines the commonality of interest in most of the

members of the anti-Iraq alliance.

This is what distinguishes Iraq's invasion of Kuwait

from the Israeli occupation of the West Bank, Gaza. Golan,

and southern Lebanon, Vietnam's invasion of Cambodia,

or any other such aggressions. They did not challenge the

current world order the way the Gulf crisis does.

It is these elements, far more than others, that make

the Iraqi invasion of Kuwait an appalling and unaccep

table event for the West. It appears unlikely that this

challenge to U.S. hegemony and the international s\

created bv the West will be met without going to

From this point of view, dealing with Iraq demands far

more than a withdrawal from Kuwait or even a change

of government in Baghdad. Iraq would still have its

military and industrial strength and the same fundamen

tal national interest What is involved ther nothing

less than the complete crippling of Iraq

By invading Kuwait, Iraq achieved several objectives. Hussem Ibish rs a UMass student

In the early '70s the oil sheikhs and

emirs of the Persian Gulf were awash in

petro-dollars The monarchs ruled over

countries that were geographical absur

dities. created in collusion with Anglo

American oil interests. The emirs seemed

to have it all big bucks, luxury cars, ski

trips in the Alps, waterfront property in

< .mm-, and Uncle Sam as a bodyguard.

Pratip Dastidar

Alas, these fairy tale castles in the sand

lacked an element essential to the trapp_

ings of monarchical power - grand

buildings and wonderful monuments wor-

thy of a king.

There was one catch the British, r rench

and Americans did not provide the emirs

with enough people when they played God

in the Gulf To create huge and wonderous

buildings one must have managers, ar

chitects. engineers, and construction

workers. Needless to say , the managers

were European or American.

The British, French, Americans and the

rest may not have provided the emirs with

slaves, but they did the next best thing

Their colonial misrule effectively an-

nihilated the economies of ancient societies

in South and South East Asia, as well as

neighboring Arab republics, providing the

monarchs with vast pools of potential labor

The emirs used petrodollars to lure skill

ed workers, laborers and engineers from

these nations to the Gulf kingdoms m
hordes Pride was swallowed so th*t money

could be raised to feed families at home.

Highly competent Indian, Pakistani,

Bangladeshi, Filipino and Egyptian

workers, to name a few, bowed their heads

and served the Emirs faithfully. They were

subject to incredible abuse.

Across the gulf, from Kuwait to Muscat.

Indian engineers purchased groceries for

the wives of Kuwaiti bosses. Filipino maids

were routinely harassed. Bangladeshi

workers were packed like sardines in

miserable tent camps. But they toiled and

slaved to build the grand buildings that the

emirs thirsted for.

And grand thev were Palatial and utter

lv tasteless. Bizarre structures mushroom

ed out of the sand Medieval Bavarian

castles, palaces with gold bathtubs,

desalinization towers with rotating

restaurants and concrete slabs with BMW s

sticking out of them. European tourists

gawked at these sights from their five star

hotel rooms. Alice had found wonderland^

The Asian guest workers found hell with

a high salary.

On August 2. 1990. Saddam Hussein pro

ved that the emir had no clothes on. The

people of the North shed tears and bit lips

at the sight of their citizens being restricted

to their luxury apartments and hotel

rooms Kurt Waldheim and Jesse Jackson

triumphantly escorted Austnans and

Americans out of the region in jet planes,

with camera flashes popping.

Meanwhile, the wretched of the earth

fled across hundreds of miles of scorching

desert to Jordan. My fellow South Asians

died in the desert, shivered in miserable

refugee camps and were reduced to

paupers. The media of the North dripped

with racist neglect of their plight. Images

of distraught American women and

children whipped the populace into an m-

dignant frenzy.

Every day almost 10,000 Asians stagger

\V Pho«o

Saddam Hussein enters the Presidential residence in Baghdad escorted

by top army officers - AP Photo

across the desert into Jordan The populace

of the North has now substituted sugary

platitudes for crass indifference.

The Asian people did not leave Kuwait

for fear ofSaddam. They have seen political

turmoil before. They did not leave to fight

for the emirs They know bloated sharks

when they see them.

No they left because economic sanctions

have deprived them of food, and cut their

salaries to nil. They left because the

rumors of war hang heavy, and they don t

want to perish in crossfire or under preci

sion bombs dropped by Stealth aircraft.

Iraq deprived the Northern citizens of the

right to leave. The North is depriving

Asians of the right to live. Over 300,000

Asians remain in Kuwait, prime targets for

U.S. bombs.

As always, our people are pawns in a

grand power play. India's ambassador to

Iraq, K.N. Bakshi, was recently on TV.

He spoke of travelling across the desert

to Jordan, seeing sick Asian women collar

sing on the way, witnessing the appalling

conditions. Then he went to Amman air-

port to see the first batch of freed Northern

hostages walk out of a jet on the tarmac.

The first hostage was a women carrying

a poodle. At this point, Bakshi could not

stand the hypocrisy any longer

"I went into the bathroom and cried. Isn't

that strange? A 50 year old career diplomat

crving..."

We don't think so. Mr. Bakshi

Pratip Dastidar is Collegian staff.
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military and gays
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

tions of homosexuals was negligible, and the Pentagon

should therefore rethink its policy. According to a recent

article in the New York Times, a 1989 study found no

evidence that homosexuals disrupted the armed forces,

praised their performance and urged their retention

Both reports were supressed and later dismissed by the

The DODs policy applies to all branches of the armed

services, and therefore applies to college Reserve Officer

Training Corps programs. According to Capt. Rodnev

Millet, head of the University of Massachusetts Air Force

ROTC program, all students may take academic courses

offered through the ROTC's Military Science program, but

gay people cannot enter into military training or receive

scholarships through ROTC enrollment.

The Pentagon's policy also applies to gay students in

the '-unlikely" event of a draft in light of the currentPer-

sian Gulf Crisis. If the precident set by the draft board

during the Vietnam War is upheld, gay people would be

exempt from military service.
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HUNAN GOURMET
DIV

CHINESE
RESTAURANT

The aroma, sound & taste ot

authentic Chmese^uisine prepared

Hunan SzechuVn Mandarin or

Cantonese style-espec.ally tor you!

• Ampte Pre* Parking

• Maior C redK Cards Accepteo

• FuH Liquor License

• Open 7 Days A Week
• Take-Out Service Available

• NO MSQ

585-0202 261 King St., Northampton, MA

$J M.S.$
Job Employment Matching System

FALL "90 WORKSHOPS
Wed., Sept. 12 Rm. 911-15

and Thurs., Sept. 13 Rm. 804-08

at 11:30, 2:30, 4:00, and 6:00

in The Campus Center

Non-Work Study Jobs

$$S.E.O. 243 Whitmore 545-1951 $$

CELEBRATE SENSATION

CHAMBER MUSIC
The intimate P.D.Q. Bach

The King's Singers

i urtle Island String Quartet/

Billy Taylor Trio

Emerson String Quartet

THEATRE
The Negro Ensemble Company:

WE Plays

A Traveling Jewish Theatre:

Heart of the World

The San Francisco Mime Company.

Seeing Double

DANCE
Margie Glllis

Desrosiers Dance Theatre

Urban Bush Women

Laura Dean Dancers & Musicians

Oakland Ballet

Bill T. Jones/Arne Zane & Co.

ORCHESTRAS/
CHAMBER
ORCHESTRAS
Shanghai Symphony Orchestra

West German Sinfoma/Gary Schocker

English Chamber Orchestra/

Pinchas Zukerman

JAZZ
Count Basie Orchestra

Max Roach & Friends

George Shearing/Joe Williams/

Joe Pass

Sandra Reaves-Phillips

SPECTRUM
Sankai Juku

The Chieftains

Africa Oye!

Glen Campbell Goodtime Hour

Revisited

The outlook

is good,

University of

Massachusetts

at Amherst

and the future is

yours for the taking.

With your choice of

nearly 200 credit and

noncredit courses, the forecast for personal and

professional growth looks promising. This fall,

let the UMass Division of Continuing Education

help you plan the right course for your future.

Late register for University day classes and

Continuing Education evening classes, on

a space-available basis, through September 18 in

Room 6ir>. (Wxxlell Building.

For man infonnatioM <» a fnt cttokg. cnM tin

Division Continuing Education at 545 5198.

We're predicting your success.

DtViSlOh of CONTINUING EDUt \TK)\

BROADWAY
Lena Me A Tenor

Sarafma!

Love Letters

Side By Side By Sondheim

WINNERS CIRCLE
Midori, violin

Leon Bates, piano

Dang Thai Son, piano

Franciscan String Quartet/Peter Orth

Subscribe
Now

and Save
Call 545-2511

or 545-2512

THEFINE ARTSCENTER 1990-1991 SEASON
UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AT AMHERST

spending cuts

CONT'NUED FROM PAGE 1

pporl for the University Computing Center and

Public Safety.

The University nas been seeking to delay for two years

a Town of Amherst-mandated recycling program because

of the cost. The University now operates a newsprint

recycling program.

The University was denied a waiver by the Board of

Health to delay the start of a recycling program that must

be implemented by April 1, 1991. The University had ask-

ed to be exempt from the program until July 1992.

University spokeswomen Karin Sherbin said ad-

ministrators made selective cuts throughout the non

academic University in an effort to prevent class

disruptions.

"The University is carefully trying to cut in accordance

with orders handed down by elected officials while at the

same time trying to preserve the quality of education as

best they can under the circumstances."

Sherbin said University administrators still do not have

the figures on last week's additional 4 percent spending

cut ordered by the governor.

She said when the campus receives the figure — pro-

jected by the Regents to be a repeat of the July $6 million

cut — administrators going back to the cutting block will

again focus on preserving academic quality.

Provost Richard O'Brien did not return phone calls from

the Collegian.

A breakdown of the $1.7 million in administrative costs

released by administrators yesterday:

• Administration and Finance will take a 2 percent hit

or $375,000 of its budget by eliminating a four-person tree

crew and by reducing shops for rugs, signs, welding,

machine shop and grounds crews.

The office will also postpone hiring an associate vice

chancellor for administration and finance and a profes-

sional in the Staff Training and Development office.

• University Relations and Development plans to save

$150,000 by eliminating equipment purchases and

decreasing activity in the new alumni magazine,

Massachusetts. The office also plans to reduce parents'

programs, alumni programs and inter-university service.

• Chancellor's Office will save $175,000 by consolidating

the President's Office in Boston and reducing the clerical

staff.

• The Graduate School will save $60,000 by reducing

regents fellowships, graduate school fellowships, faculty

research grants and travel and program development

budgets.
• The Provost's Office will save $350,000 or 5 percent

by reducing support to continuing education, WFCR, the

Massachusetts Institute for Social and Economic

Research, Counseling Center, Fine Arts Center, the Of

fice of Institutional Research and Planning and the Pro

fessional Association of University of Massachusetts at

Amherst. .„.
• Common Services will save $140,000 by not filling posi

tions in the Data Processing Center. Internal Auditing

and the University Controller's Office

• The University also plans to save $500,000 in an

austerity program.
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FROZEN VOGUKT

Amherst
Boitwood Walk

How to get
something delivered

besides pizza.

Ibe'wW 001

I mn for

. jM»ern«f

vV.

«•»:

Gooey, sticky, fattening delicious, but once it's gone, there's nothing left

but an empty box and a guilty conscience.

Now you can cct something more substantial delivered to your dormitory or

apartment: The Boston Globe With The Globe's special college rate, you can

get a semester subscription for up to 50% OFF the regular subscription price.

For a deal you can really sink your teeth into, call 1-800-262-6669 X2708

and start enjoying The Boston Globe all semester long'

For a Globe subscription on campus, check off amount, fill out form,

and make check payable to:
RQN HUBERDEAU

P.O. Box 959 Amherst MA 01004

• Phone Number 253 7009

Fall Term No delivery during Thanksgtvtng Recess** Spring Term No delivery during Spring Break*

VMASSIAmhtnt Rales

7 Days MON-SUN
a Days MON-SAT ONLY
SUNDAY ONLY

Fill Term

( ) $24.95

( ) $12.95

( ) $12.00

Spring Term FaO Year

( ) $25JO
( ) $13JO
() $12.00

( ) $50J5
()$2*U5

O $24.00

Name Campos Pbooe

Campus Address

If paying by CREDIT CARD please complete the following also: ( )VTSA ( )MC

CanJ# EXPDATE

Signature

Cardholder Name

All subscriptions payable in advance. No delivery during School Holidays or Exam Weeks.

Students with varying start dates may have subscriptions pro-rated. FaO delivery stmrtt SEP-J
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EDITORIAL/OPINION
Military should keep
building up strength
The U.S. military deployment to Saudi Arabia, along

with other multinational forces, is a necessary action.

Failure to do so could lead to a worldwide economic

disaster.

While the U.S. only imports three percent of its oil

from the Middle East, western Europe and Japan are

almost completely dependent on oil from that region.

In today's world almost all nations are interdepen

dent economically. This is especially true for the na-

tions of the Western world - EEC, U.S. and Japan.

What affects one affects all.

If Iraq is left capable of bullying OPEC into submis-

sion (and oil prices rise to Saddam's preferred $30 per

barrel), Japan and western Europe will be knocked into

a severe recession, possibly even a depression.

If they fall, the U.S. is sure to follow. For nations of

the Third World this means higher costs of importing

goods, heavier taxation and ultimately greater political

instability as vital aid from industrialized nations dries

up.

Without Western aid in modernization and

democratization, reforms in the former East bloc na-

tions and the Soviet Union will be severely jeapordized

In todays world, even the actions of a small rogue

dictator can cause political repercussions throughout

the global economy.
What can be done? Continue the U.N. embargo while

steadily building up military pressure. If necessary, at-

tack and destroy Iraq's war-making capability —
quickly'

Within two to five years Iraq will be able to produce

nuclear weapons, according to CIA and other Western

intelligence services. Saddam has already shown a

ruthless ability to use chemical weapons. Do we real-

lv want to find out if he will use nuclear ones?

T.C. Plakias
Sylvan
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Citizens responsible for war casualties
"America and the world must defend common interests,

and we will." „
"America must support the word of law, and we will.

"America must stand up to aggression, and we will."

—Excerpt from President Bush 's address to the Joint Ses-

sion of Congress on Tuesday, September 11, 1990.

President Bush was basically preparing Americans for

war. It was in his eyes, his demeanor and his words. War

is coming.

Minu Sebastian

Never have I felt so helpless and so disgusted. As an

American, I have the unfortunate burden of carrying the

responsibility for this country's actions.

I do recognize the deficiencies of the system that I was

raised in. The education system, the media and the

economic system create values, beliefs and identities that

are formed without critical or objective analysis.

To recognize who we are we should begin with history.

History is vital. You cannot ignore the past; what your

country has done and what your people continue to do

Every country, culture and people have a past which ex

plains who we are. what our values are and why we have

been taught to think a certain way.

Identity is also necessary to keep our sense of self, self

respect and personal stability If we do not have an iden

tit v. we will assimilate into the mainstream without any

secure concept of who we are or who we might want to

become.
These concepts might sound abstract, but they are

necessary in order to be able to comprehend the events

around you.

Many Americans are not thinking about what is hap-

pening But there are plenty of reactions: "Those damn
Arabs." "Nuke those suckers," "Muslims are crazy

It's easier to defend your country's actions through

racism, rather than putting any responsibility on yourself.

The events escalating in the Middle East is the respon-

sibility of each citizen of this country. Do you believe that

we should go to war?

If you do, then what are you fighting for and do you

believe in those values? U.S. soldiers are in Saudi Arabia

doing their job. In order to survive, they have to keep a

tough mental attitude.

They can no longer debate whether they should be there

or not. President Bush and his associates are fighting for

the interests of a few, not the general public. So that leaves

the majority of Americans to take a stand.

Taking a stand means thinking about what is happen

ing, not just reacting and responding to emotions. Maybe

you have a brother, a friend or a relative who is already

in Saudi Arabia. Maybe because they are there you feel

like you should back them up. But when thousands of peo

pie die, are you going to look back and think, well, maybe

we should not have been in Saudi Arabia?

And then who are you going to blame? The soldiers, the

Arab people or President Bush?

Is it going to take people to die before anyone's con

sciousness awakens?

Right now it looks like most Americans are silently

awaiting the frightening consequences.

Our generation < college aged » has never seen war W
don't know what it's about. We are too weak and self

centered to even dare to think about it Because question

ing the war means questioning ourseh

The world is not a place to take for granted There are

too many issues, too much suffering and too much in

justice. People are living, dying and fighting as we sit in

our safe classrooms, homes and cars.

So if you choose to remain in your own sheltered, un

questioning and bigoted world, go ahead Just remember

for every casualty of this war you will have no one but

yourself to blame.

Minu Sehastian it Collegian colmmnut

Kenne'bush'port cop-out

I -pent the summer working at a fancy,

oceanside resort in Kennebunkport, Mh
During this time. President Bush had a

great influence on our lives.

Kennebunkport is a small tourist town

and the president's actions were the heart

beat of the neighborhood. The resort, which

was a mile from his sprawling summer
home, made us aware of when he golfed

and sailed We knew what days he flew in

on his private jet and what days he left. The

strip of road that sported a view of his home

was always a traffic concern — that is.

when the road was open to traffic at all

Kathleen O'Neill

All these simple inconveniences to the

non-tourists got me thinking. What is Bush

doing here? He spent almost the entire

month in Kennebunkport. the same month

he sent 60.000 troops to Saudi Arabia

If I were a young soldier, sweating and

toiling in the desert, I would not like to

think of the man who sent me there sail

ing around Kennebunkport in his boat. I'd

at least like him in an air conditioned of

fice making important decisions.

His men say he is perfectly able to han

die the world's problems while in Ken
nebunkport I don't see how that is true,

unless he has all his advisors hidden away

in that enormous house I assume his vice

president and his cabinet members are in

Washington, not out golfing with him at

the Cape Arundel Country Club.

They say that Bush can return to

Washington in a phenomenal short period

of time, in his jet. Well, that's great. If he's

not out diminishing our own gas supply in

his boat, he'll waste even more in his super

turbojet.

It's said that he has a stressful job and

needs a vacation. Does he really need an

entire month? I bet it's pretty stressful in

the desert, too. Are we going to give all the

soldiers a month in Kennebunkport when

they return?

I guess it all really got to me when King

Hussein of Jordan came to the U.S. It

discuss the Middle East crisis with Pre

dent Bush.

Did the president go to meet him in

Washington, the nation's capital? No, he

had the king flown into Kennebunkport.

The president couldn't even take time off

of his vacation to treat the king in the pro

per diplomatic fashion.

Also, I didn't feel Kennebunkport was

able to handle an incident of world securi

ty, if one had arisen. I found the situation

more than slightly ludicrous.

Maybe I'm old fashioned, or just

paranoid. Whatever my reasons, I'd just

like to see one of the most powerful men
in the world where he belongs, in the

capital doing his job.

Let him take a few long weekends far his

vacation. I think we pay him enough to ask

that.

Kathleen O'Neill is a UMass student

I THINK HE SAID KHILL OUT, MOBS-DON'THAVEA COW/
"

This simvstvrs first Point/Counterpoint section contains columns and

letters from I Mass students about the Middle East crisis. T. e opinions

expressed in these pages are those of the individual writer and do not

necessarily reflect the views of the Collegian or the Editorial staff. We

will, however, print any written reaction. Letters responding to this sec-

tion must not exceed 45 typed, double-spaced lines and must contain

the writer's name, address and phone number.

Absence of air traffic reminds citizens of United States' many options

This August the quiet skies were an eerie reminder

of the crisis in the Middle East. The C5-A cargo planes

had left Westover Air Force Base to fly troops and sup

plies to Saudi Arabia.

President Bush told the public that we were fighting

for "our way of life" and protecting democracy. A more

careful analysis of the situation shows that the U.S.

had several options to exercise.

Early on, Saddam Hussein offered to pull out of

Kuwait if an international conference were held to

discuss Middle East border disputes. The U.S. never

took this offer seriously because it would bring Israel's

illegal occupations of the West Bank, Golan Heights,

the Gaza Strip and Jerusalem (formerly parts of Egypt,

Syria and Jordan) into the international limelight

Another option open to the U.S. was to join in the

economic embargo of Iraq and/or send a limited number

of troops as part of a U. N. peacekeeping force. These

diplomatic solutions to the crisis were foregone in order

to mobilize the largest military action this country has

seen since the Vietnam war.

Not only are the actions of President Bush illegal,

but they are morally reprehensible. He has mobilized

the military, called in reservists and National Guard-

speople all in defiance of the War Powers Act. Bush
supporters point out that we have not declared war on

Iraq, therefore Bush has sent the men and women of

the armed forces to Saudi Arabia to work on their tans.

The naval blockade of Iraq is an act of war, it is also

morally despicable. The U.N. resolution called for

economic sanctions, not a blockade including food and

medical supplies.

Claiming we are protecting democracy is embarrass

ing. Of the 1.9 million people in Kuwait, only 535,000

are citizens. Before the invasion, only 60,000 rich adult

males were able to vote. Kuwait is run like a feudal

sheikdom, not a friend of democracy.

If our dependence on foreign oil is that crucial, we

should be seeking alternative sources of energy instead

of spending billions fighting a costly and unnecessary

war.

The outcome of Bush's little war is certain to bring

with it recession, a crushing national debt, unnecessary

loss of life, continued global warming and political in-

stability to the most unstable area in the world.

If we are lucky, Americans will wake from their

stupor and tell their president they won't let their sons

and daughters die for some oil in the ground.

Albert F. Calzini

Amherst

Iraqi crisis not easily compared to Nazi Germany, Vietnam
It is hazardous to oversimplify history.

Many "experts" on the Middle East crisis

have been both ardent and rapid to draw
historic comparisons between the crisis and
World War II. Such as: Iraq and Nazi Ger-

many, Kuwait and Poland, Saudi Arabia

and France, Bush and Chamberlain
(perhaps in contrast), and, most amazing-

ly, Hussein and Hitler. Last week a radio

news commentator referred to Adolf Hitler

as "the Saddam Hussein of his day." Whoa.

Mark B. Adler

As soon as we generalize about any crisis,

we have openly admitted that we don't

know enough about this specific situation

to understand it. While many events can

seem similar to others, this is due to

similar motivating factors, but we must

remember that every action in history is

unique to itself.

I will not downplay the severity of the

crisis. Some of the similarities between

Hussein and Hitler are quite legitimate:

Like Hitler, Hussein has dreams of

becoming a world power and the military

might. Like Hitler, Hussein believes that

an enormous, overnight lightning attack

can conquer both a country and its people.

Eventually he will learn, like Hitler, that

territorial expansion is not the stepping

stone to greatness.

We must remember that there are many
critical contradistinctions. Among them
are these two: Unlike Germany, Iraq is a

devoutly religious country. Unlike the oc-

cupied European countries of 1940, Kuwait

and the Middle East can directly affect the

world economy.
One thing that is ominous is that for the

first time since the defeat of Nazi Germany,

Mid-East analysis 'distressing'

we are allied with the Soviet Union.

Many protesters of U.S. involvement in

leading the United Nations forces in Saudi

Arabia against Iraq have claimed that it

will lead to "another Vietnam." This is yet

another erroneous comparison.

Every president since Vietnam has had

to be very careful about getting involved

in a military conflict. Vietnam is still a

taint on modern American history, and the

legacy of the 12-year conflict is still vivid

in our memories. However, there are very

few accurate similarities between Iraq and

Vietnam.

Many protesters against the President's

actions have been quick to use other

parallels: our invasion of Panama, Grenada

and even the early American expansion

from the 13 colonies west to the Pacific. Is

Hussein's annexation of Kuwait his

"Manifest Destiny?"

TELL THEM 1 AM SEHATOb AL D'AMATO PCOAA
THE UnrTED STATES OC AMERICA-.

Hardly.

It was a deliberate act of aggression car

ried out with the sole purpose of taking

over the land, the people and, yes, the oil

of a smaller neighboring sovereignty. But

the unanimous response of the world

(through the United Nations) is not a war

over five cents a gallon. Any more than

World War II was a war about the survival

of kielbasa.

President Bush acted quickly by leading

the world in condemning the invasion and

moving the military to Saudi Arabia. Such

a hostile takeover of a small country by a

military giant must not be appeased.

It is irresponsible for us not to see each

situation in its own context. Hopefully, the

crisis will end with failure for Iraq and

minimal fighting for the allies. Perhaps we

may still see peace in our time.

Mark B. Adler is a UMass student

ME £ SENATOR A\, D'AMftTO PROM THE
UMrrep states op America ..

As an ignorant, imperialistic United

States citizen, my opinion is obviously

meaningless to my intellectual and moral

superior, Minu Sebastian. However, I do

feel compelled to respond to her column

("Ignorant citizens blindly follow greedy

U S government." Sept. 6).

I find Ms. Sebastian's naive analysis of

the Middle East crisis most distressing. She

hints that she has a clearer insight into the

situation because she was not educated in

the American school system and that she

has experience in the Third World. Yet, if

this is the best material that our "Policy

Savior" can produce, this crisis is much
worse than anyone realized.

I do not have the time, energy or the

desire to respond to all the accusations she

flings at the Western world and the super

powers in general. Some are true, some are

half true, and some are half baked. But

rather let us stick to the issue of the Mid
die East crisis.

At the very least. Saddam Hussein has

violated the sovereignty of a nation he was
negotiating with immediately before the

invasion. The negotiations concerned

Kuwait's violation of its OPEC quotas

In negotiating with Kuwait. Hussein

tacitly recognized the authority of the

Kuwaiti government over its own land.

This would seem to indicate that Hussein

is simply using the Iraqi claim to Kuwait

(albeit historical) as hindsight justification

for his own greed and lust for power. (Is he

American? Why wasn't he playing golf at

Kennebunkport?)
I would further argue that the reaction

to Hussein's aggression has not been the

racist, imperialist war cry that Ms. Sebas-

tian attempts to portray.

Most of the world's oil is controlled by

Arabs — the word is OPEC and it stands

for the Organization of Petroleum Expor-

ting Countries.

Moreover, the U.S. is one of 26 countries

that have sent troops "into harm's way."

some of which are even Arab. By the way.

what race are the Kuwaitis and the

Saudis?
And before we go too far in defending

Saddam Hussein as the savior of the Arab

people, let us keep in mind that his

response to ethnic minorities and
dissenters in his country is nerve gas.

Steven Carson
Amherst

TELLTHEM 1 AM HERE TO PLEPGC MV SUPPORT
amd SOut>ARrry wrrnTUE democratic
ASPIRATIONS OP THE LITHUANIAN PEOPLE IN

VOUft STRUGGLE WTTH SOVIETTVRAHNy !

HE IS HERE TO GRANDSTAND SHAMELESSLY
M AN EPPORT TO DISTRACT PROM H IS

ROLE IN THE HUD SCANDALS AND ETHICS
iNveSTlGATlON.'
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In negotiating with Kuwait. Hussein Amnerst

The people of Iraq are not the danger or the enemy
* * *- .. .. n:„ j-:..— .^kor.nu^Hnin^Pfltthin^ They may hope for better and support t hi

What would the current situation be like if Saddam Hus

M in had nuclear weapons? If so. no one would attempt

to back him into a corner That would be crazy.

Saddam Hussein has used chemical weapons on

thousands of his own countrymen, the kurds of northern

Iraq He has fought in futility with Iran for six years, us-

ing unethical means to gain territory along the Persian

Gulf
He has killed all in his country who oppose him, witness-

ed his entire cabinet (21 members » murdered on his order.

Ifyou back a dog into a corner, it will attack without con

cern. People do. too.

Historically, leaders bent on domination either are or

are not stopped. Cold.

Saddam Hussein is a smart and driven man.

Like Hitler before World War II. everyone wants to

believe him and his statements of peaceful coexistence.

Yet his drive to dominate, a sincere inner drive for himself

and his kind, is what prevails.

To think this man is not feverishly developing nuclear

capability is the same folly the allies made before World

War II With nuclear capabilities, where would he stop?

Hitler was driven, and he felt he was doing great things

for the world.

When asking yourself what should be done about Sad

dam Hussein, understand that you cannot understand

what drive*, him, but that his drive is very strong, and

to him very righteous.

Eric Nielsen

Vietnam? No. It's more than a different terrain and

fighting style, the politics are very different. Normally

letting the U.S. base and deploy military on Saudi or other

Arab turf would be enough cause to overthrow the cur

rent government (as in Iran).

Much of the Middle East is scared. The Saudi govern

ment is not being bought by the Iraqi government, either

Oil? This will obviously make a difference in oil prices,

availability and use. The business people behind the

politics obviously want to return to the previous control,

flow and price of oil.

U.S. involvement need not be military
Should American troops be in Saudi Arabia? Absolute

ly not! Should the U.S. be involved in the crisis in the Mid

die East? Indeed,

I don't support the use of this nation s military or the

government's support of what's going on in the Middle

East This conflict is nothing more than an oil war.

A war where American and foreign countries' interests

He in the brink of someone's cause, Saddam Hussein s

quest for whatever the hell he is after.

James Fydenkevez

Lets face it. as it now stands, American troops are in

this all by themselves.

If a war were to break out. America would have in its

hands another major war that will shed American blood

on foreign turf, all for the sake of our dependence on

TdonVthink American lives are worth it. Cheap oil in

m hange for Americas young and respected soldiers

This is ;. conflict that involves an American interest.

41 This country is at its peak of foreign oil dependence

We need to use this country's alternative fuel technology

and market it in the immediate future. Though this is not

a"hort-term solution, this could prevent oil war conflicts

in the future on a long-term basis.

V' would not have to send American brothers am!

sisters to foreign lands.

The U.S. government did not learn its lesson in the

1970s gas crunch Ifthe government had researched alter

native fuel technology and introduced these fuels in the

economy, perhaps by now we and other foreign oil

dependent nations would be utilizing them. If the govern

ment had taken this approach, maybe American troops

would not be in the Persian Gulf today.

I am not saying that the U.S. should not condemn HVJ

sein's invasion of Kuwait. However, the U.N. peacekeep-

ing force would be more appropriate under the present

circumstances.

Why should we fight a war for other countries depen

dent on Middle East oil? Let them put their fair share in-

to the crisis. President Bush, reluctantly, has been patient

with the slow efforts of the UN. We can wait, but Hus

sein might not.

We have Hussein isolated from the rest of the world.

Most of the world had condemned Iraq for its invasion.

The U.S. has a great deal of support from other countries

We ought to urge the U.N for faster resolutions to the

Middle East crisis. Let's take the appropriate action now.

before Hussein does.

While our government pushes the I'.N. for a multina-

tional effort, we as -itizens. and yes, registered voters,

should write or call, whatever, to make it clear to Con

gress that we need to market alternative fuels for this

country's future and to save unnecessary bloodshed.

James Fvdenkevez is a UMass student

They may hope for better and support this effort for the

wrong reasons. I hope that we will use less oil instead.

Macho? Politically, this takes the heat off the $500

billion banking problem, and much of the country HIM
interested in flexing its muscles However. I believe that

President Bush and the U.N have moved aggressively for

the right reasons, but these actions may enhance Bu-

popularity for other reasons.

My wish for the Middle East is that Saddam Hussein

is "ousted" quickly. Doing this is difficult Creating an

internal conflict in Iraq is hard because all of the oppn-i

tion is dead.

The world is waiting to morally play its military card,

and is worried about the politics if (when) Westerners in

Iraq are killed.

Once the deed is done, the U.S. and other Westerners

must leave, and put restoration of Kuwait and Iraq and

military control of the Middle East in Arab hands

This is the most promising path to stability in the

region. And the world.

Erie Nielsen is a UMass gradual*' student

Military might works
a member of this academic community, I feel a

responsibility to answer Jay Allain's column ("America

forgets Vietnam as military in Middle East grows.

Sept.6), where he intimates that the U.S. mobilization

and deployment in the Middle East is an example of

our national failure learn the lessons of history

Consider that, contrary to Mr. Allain's contention.

that the U.S. has learned the lessons of Vietnam. War

is not merely a military act; it is a political one and

has also the dimensions of economics, diplomacy and

psychology.

Mr. Allain condemns Hussein's "naked aggression

and savs it "should not be accepted blandly." I couldn't

agree more. This is why President Bush has

diplomatically engineered an effective economic

response to the illegal assault on and seizure of Kuwait

Further, virtually the whole world lined up to support

the U.S.-sponsered response. However, to ensure the

response was not "bland." Bush moved quickly to in-

vigorate his diplomacy with a strength that Huss.-m

would understand: militarily might

The bottom line is that, due to U.S. sanctions and

wholly endorsed by the world community, Iraqi ad-

vances were halted in Kuwait krnbia is still

sove Saddam sein. I nan absolutely

disinclined to negotiate, is making diplomatic over-

tures It certainly looks as though Bush did. in fact,

learn from historv. And it worked
David G. t otter

P »h; i
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ARTS&LIVING
Summer iazz releases: local artists stand out
k-HA-M.-l-.l-lAAV/.l. mt %0*' ^s^T^sm**^^^-

. ._ have suffered from poor sound quality. In

o..»,.i on^im U
Lees Mo' Better Blues. Thelonious Monk imitotion. havesu lered

«
P

J» rf ^By BILL ROSENBLATT
Collegian Staff

The summer went by with its traditional

spate of album releases, a large portion of

which were by young prodigies in the Wyn-

ton Marsalis mold. The popularity of these

musicians grew, though so did the con-

troversy surrounding the whole movement.

Wynton himself released a soporific

album of ballads along with his father,

Ellis, while brother Branford had two con

current releases: his own Crazy People

Music (complete with excellent, hip-hop-

style cover art) and the soundtrack to Spike

Lee's Mo' Better Blues

Meanwhile, now that Wynton is becom-

ing the eminence grise of the neo-

traditionalist scene, CBS has hired a

replacement for him: the 17-year-old

trumpeter Marlon Jordan, who (surprise!)

hails from New Orleans and attended some

of the same schools as Wynton did. The

other major labels were not to be outdone,

releasing albums by such whiz kids as alto

saxophonist Christopher Hollyday and

pianist/vocalist Harry Connick Jr. The lat-

ter's piano-trio album, Lofty Roach Souf-

fle, was perhaps the most over-hyped album

of the summer, consisting of pallid

ACADEMYJV1USIC A*,)fi*
NORTHAMPTON V^ ^J \t

5K4-K435

»••••• Entering its 5th and FINAL WEEK
Ends Sep. 20, Curtain 7:00 and 9:00

A lovely. Lyncal comedy about a family of eccentrics gathering

in the Bordeaux wine country tor the funeral & reading of the will

of the family Matriarch. A Civilized film, without violence. Indeed

a special summer treat ^
"A DELICIOUS FILM.
In its wit, in its pastoral beauty, MAY FOOLS

has the tang of a Renoir for our time."
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la summerawa* with tweipriced fluff, Mate hasWended thelyricj
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CAMPUS

RESTAURANT
• Grinders & Dinners
• Full Liquor License

M-Th 1 lam-midnight
F-Sat. llam-1:30am
Sun llam-llpm

Delivery After 5 everyday

Call 586-3880

Check out the new Hadley Pub

Thelonious Monk imitations.

The jazz-critic world has been toeing the

"gee aren't these kids wonderful" line all

along. This trend was apotheosized recent-

ly by Tom Piazza, who wrote a fawning

piece on the youngsters for the Sunday

New York Times Magazine. However,

Philadelphia Inquirer critic Tom Moon

countered a couple of weeks later with a

brilliant, gutsy article that said: that most

of these young musicians may be technical-

ly adept, but that there is very little

substance or feeling within their music.

On a more positive note, there were two

excellent releases by local artists on small

labels that came out this summer. The

first, mentioned in last week's Disk Junkie

column, is The Return of the Neanderthal

Man by the Boston-based trio The Fringe.

Those who saw any of their recent Iron

Horse appearances can attest to the fact

that these three musicians (tenor sax

ophonist George Garzone, bassist John

Lockwood and drummer Bob Gulotti) are

capable of some of the most sensitive and

exciting music in the jazz world today.

The Fringe are the latest entry in the

sax/bass/drums trio tradition that dates

back to Sonny Rollins in the late 1950s and

includes the remarkable cooperative trio

Air. As with Air, The Fringe does not have

a "front man;" their music is mostly col

lectively improvised and explores the

various sound textures that can be created

with their minimal instrumentation.

Yet The Fringe's music is not chaos; it

develops a spontaneous sense of structure.

Garzone incorporates the squeaks and

squawks' common in the free-jazz idiom,

but his overall tone is smoother, more

reminiscent of Lester Young or Stan Getz,

than of power saxophonists like John Col-

trane or Albert Ayler.

The Fringe have released several

albums, all from live performances, but all

Thursday 9/13

Minibus Sandwitch

Friday 9/14

Who's Kiddin Who
Saturday 9/15

Electroglide

$1 .25 Bud Bottles all week

have suffered from poor sound quality. In

contrast, the excellent quality of The

Return of the Neanderthal Man finally

begins to give the home listener an indica-

tion of the firestorm these guys brew up

every time they play. The album's center-

piece track, Neanderthal Suite, is absolute-

ly stunning.

The other noteworthy release is Dynasty

by the legendary alto saxophonist Jackie

McLean, who is now chairman of the

African-American Music department at the

University of Hartford. The most notewor

thy thing about the release is that it is

McLean's first in several years.

Jackie McLean began as a seventeen

year-old prodigy in the 1950s, under such

established leaders as Miles Davis, Charles

Mingus and Art Blakey. Like most alto

players of the day, he idolized Charlie

Parker, and tried to emulate him not only

through his playing but also by shooting

heroin. However, he managed to kick the

habit, go solo, and produce a series of

classic albums for Blue Note in the

mid 60s. Determined to pass the musical

tradition and the hard lessons he has learn

ed to the next generation, he has spent

most of his career since the 60s in

education.

However, McLean sounds like he has

spent every night on the bandstand. His

piercing tone, fluid technique and truly ex

citing approach to soloing have solidified,

not deteriorated, through the years. The

album Dynasty, recorded for an audience

in the studio, features a band consisting of

his son Rene on tenor sax and flute. South

African pianist Hotep Idris Galeta, bassist

Nat Reeves, and drummer Carl Allen

(whose regular gig is with the Terence

Blanchard/Donald Harrison Quintet)

Jackie's exuberant live sound, last heard

in this area at the 1989 Black Musicians'

Conference, is well represented on this disc.

Independent ranks swell
BOSTON (AP) - Independent voters

outnumber Democrats for the first time

since 1962 in Massachusetts, but predic-

tions have been inflated on how many
independents will cast ballots in next

week's primary, Secretary of State

Michael Connolly said Tuesday.

The surge in independent, or unenroll-

ed, voters was coupled with a decline

among Democrats and Republicans.

Overall, the total number of registered

voters declined, but Connolly attributed

that to residents who were mistakenly

dropped from voting rolls.

According to figures released Tuesday,

the total number of registered voters is

3,088,848 compared with a February

tally of 3,144,448.

Since the last tally, independents have

increased form 1,328,863 to 1,351,965.

At the same time, registered

Democrats have declined by 66,184, to

1,324,601. Republican ranks have

declined by 12,518 to 412,282.

Connolly, a Democrat, insisted the

drop among both parties was relatively

"about the same." However, Democrats

declined by 4.7 percent while the

Republican drop was slightly smaller, at

2.9 percent.

"There's an obvious disaffection with

both parties," Connolly said. He said

voter anger toward the fiscal mess in the

legislature was hurting both Democrats

and Republicans, contributing to the

surge of independent voters. There was
a significant trend of people registering

as independent prior to the deadline last

month.
Independents can vote in either

primary.

Connolly predicted overall voter tur-

nout would exceed 1 million for next

Tuesday's democratic primary, and
would reach 400,000 in the Republican

contest.

Some Republican strategists have

predicted 500,000 people could vote in

the GOP primary, but Connolly sug-

gested those numbers are inflated.

Iran calls for holy war
Concedes to help evade the U.N. 's embargo

TEHRAN (AP) - Iran's spiritual leader

offered more support to Tehran's former ar

chenemy Wednesday, calling for a holy war

against Western forces gathered in the gulf

since Iraq's invasion of Kuwait.

Ayatollah Ali Khamenei declared that

Moslems who die fighting to throw

Americans out of the region would be mar-

tyrs bound for heaven. His speech in

Tehran came amid reports Iran had agreed

to help break the U.N. embargo of Iran by

allowing in food and medical supplies in

return for free Iraqi oil.

A U.N. sanctions committee broke up
Wednesday after becoming deadlocked over

what kind of food aid to allow into Iran and

occupied Kuwait. Most of the delegates

want to allow shipments of food only to

foreigners and children. Cuba and Yemen
were calling for a broader resolution allow

ing in food to all civilians.

More than 400 Americans and Britons —
women and children who had been strand

ed in Kuwait since the Iraqi invasion — left

Baghdad on Wednesday Their Boeing 747

was chartered jointly by the I'mted >t ,

and Britain Another flight carrying 10 ail

mg and elderly Italian men flew to Ronn

Iraqi President Saddam Hussein had said

he will allow foreign women and children

to leave Iraq and Kuwait but is holding

most Western men as human shields to

deter an invasion.

President Bush, in an address Tuesday

night to a joint session of Congress, said hi>

heart went out to the families of the

American hostages, but he declared,

"America and the world will not be

blackmailed."

Bush also prepared a videotaped message

to Iraq's citizens Wednesday in which he

said "we have no quarrel with the Iraqi

people," and that Iraqis should blame hard

ships created by the embargo on their own
government.
Bush made the eight-minute tape after

the Iraq government offered to send a TV
crew to interview him and broadcast the

interview on Iraqi television.

Bush opted to make his own tape instead.

White House officials said they doubted the

entire message would be broadcast in

Baghdad.
Iran's Khamenei, meanwhile, reiterated

his opposition of Iraq's August 2 invasion

of Kuwait, but the condemnation was

muffled by his bitter denunciation of the

U.S. forces deployed to protect Saudi

Arabia.

"What has the security of this region got

to do with you?" he asked. "The security

of this region is the business of the nations

<if this region
"

Speaking amid chants of "Death to

America" and "Death to Israel" by an au-

dience of hundreds. Khamenei warned:

"Molten nations will not allow America to

up its security and defense system in

the region
"

Th<- strugrle against American ag^

Mon, greed, plans and policies in the P

an gulf will be counted as a Jihad <ho!y

war>, and anybody who is killed on that

path is a martyr." he said in the speech I

ried by Tehran radio and monitored in

Nicosia.

Iran's spiritual leaders often referred to

their 8-year conflict with Saddam's secular

regime as a crusade, but Saddam last

month w ithdrew troops that have occupied

Iranian territory since a 1988 truce, and

it agreed to share sovereignty over the

Shatt al Arab waterway, the southern

border between the two countries.

Treaty grants German
sovereignty, unity

10P6RRLST. NORTHRmPTON.mn

MOSCOW (AP) -The four World War
II powers that defeated and carved up

Nazi Germany signed a treaty today

with the two Germanys, sanctioning

their unification and heralding the

return of full sovereignty to a people.

Foreign ministers from the United

States, the Soviet Union, France and

Britain signed the historic document

along with representatives from the two

German states in the Soviet communist

Party's plush Oktyabrskaya Hotel.

The so-called two plus four agreement

is the last major document needed to

clear the way for unification and even-

tually will end the World War II Allies'

special rights on German soil.

It marks the crowning of months of

sometimes worried talks over Ger

many's future strategic role. Other na

tions, voicing reservations because of

Germany's Nazi past, had expressed

concern over what some perceived as the

potential threat of a nation of 80 million

Germans in the heart of Europe.

The treaty incorporates built-in limits

- demanded by the Soviets - on the

German's military might. It also con

tains the Germans' acknowledgment

that they cannot regain lands forfeited

to Poland after the Nazis' defeat in

1945.

The end of the special powers for the

World War II Allies above all concerns

Berlin, which is now technically under

the administration of the four nations

and not part of West Germany. After

unification, Berlin becomes one city

within a united Germany.
President Mikhail S. Gorbachev wat-

ched as West German Foreign Minister

Hans-Dietrich Genscher affixed the first

signature, followed by East German
Prime Minister Lothar Demaizere.

The four Allies were next; French

Foreign Minister Roland Dumas, Soviet

Foreign Minister Eduard Shevardnadze,

Secretary of State James A Baker III

and British Foreign Secretary Douglas

Hurd.
After the signing, Shevardnadze

shook hands with Genscher and de

Maiziere. The six ministers, plus Gor

bachev, drank a champagne toast.

Miscellaneous Specials

Tanqueray Sterling Vodka 750ml $9.99

Kahlua 750ml $10.99
Seagrams Coolers 4 pack $2.99

Four Seasons Vodka and Gin $8.99

FOUR SEASONS
Wines/Liquors

ROUTE 9. HADLEY • 5 8 4-8174]

Between Burger King and Dunkin' Donuts

WoNDeriNg AbOUt All tHE Noise at tHe

tOp of CLaRk HiLl RoAd?

OPEN FORUM Sept. 17 Campus Center Rm. «X)3 7-K pm

The noise atop the hill is the

WILLIAM SMITH CLARK MEMOl
a new public space, with sculpture, that resulted

from a design competition and project conducted in

cooperation with our sister university in JAPAN!

Hokkaido University

Clark was the first sitting president of UMass in the 1800s, then Ma.

Agricultural College, and a leader in launching Hokkaido University, then

Sapporo Agricultural College, in Japan.

The Memorial was designed by a recent UMass alumnus (while a student)

Todd Richardson (MLA '87) in consultation with UMass Professor Emeritus

of Landscape Architecture Barrie Grccnbie and two landscape architects from

Japan

It is slated to be completed in the late fall - join us at the dedication and

reception in the spring.

• This is a sign for BOYS BE, a cafe in Japan named in honor of William Smith

Clark. Now UMass will pay tribute to this outstanding leader.
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Silber retracts comments about addicts
~ . mj-a- &. ~__~ tv immunities. . . ... .,

reform cnme
n^iintti a former attorney gener*

BOSTON (AP) - Democratic candidate for governor

John R. Silber faced some of the anger yesterday as he

held a news conference in the Roxbury district, in which

he said he "deeply regretted the confusion" over remarks

he made Tuesday night about drug addicts in the area.

But Silber cut the news conference short aaer a woman

identified as Priscilla Flint stood up and angrily yelled

i am not a drug addict - you get the hell out of here.

Silber refused to respond to her, saying, "I have no time

for that kind of fanaticism."

Speaking at a separate news conference held by Kox-

bury community leaders, State Rep. Gloria Fox (D-

Roxbury) said, "no wicked, racist individual, should

slander our community."

Fox also said Silber's comments perpetuate the at-

mosphere of the Charles Stuart murder case. In that case,

Stuart's hoax last October that a Black man had shot his

wife, Carol, triggered a massive manhunt through mmon-

•rT*> IS <rv
CONCERNED ABOUT AN
N

-i EATING PROBLEM
Anorexia Nervosa, Bulimia,

Compulsive Eating

Help Yourself or Someone You Care About

*̂

Presenting:

When:

Where:

Time.

How to Recognize an

Eating Disorder In

Yourself or Someone Else

and How to Help.

Wednesday, September 26,

1990

UMASS, Campus Center,

Room 917

3:30-5:00 p.m.

ty communities.

Silber's controversial remarks came during his final for-

mal debate with rival Francis X. Bellotti Tuesday nighty

In the debate, coming a week before the Sept IB

primary, Silber tried to link Bellotti with outgoing Gov.

Michael S. Dukakis, who is disliked by a large majority

of voters. Bellotti attempted to show he was different from

the incumbent governor without disowning him.

Silber ran imo post-debate controversy over his answer

to a question of why he had not given a speech on crime

in Area B, a police district in Boston with a high homicide

ra

SUber said he chosen to give an anti-crime speech on

the Statehouse steps last week when he picked up the en

dorsement of a major police union.

Asked by a reporter on the debate panel why he didn t

speak on crime in Area B. Silber said, "I will tell you

something about that area. There is no point in my mak-

ing a speech on crime control to a group of drug addicts.

I think it is far better for me to stand on the steps of the

Statehouse and make my address there backed by the

police officers of 43 different unions that decided to en-

dorse my campaign and to speak to the Legislature, the

governor and Mr. Bellotti on what needs to be done to

OPEN TO THE FIVE COLLEGE COMMUNITY
No Registration Necessary

For more info. 549 2671 ext 181

Sponsored by.

UMASS EATING DISORDER NETWORK

Dulg he debate, Bellotti, a former attorney general

sa?d he had visited that section of the city about 20 times

during the campaign to talk about problems there.

After the debate Bellotti campaign manager Mark

Roosevelt safd, "John Silber did what he always does^He

raToff at the mouth. He can't help it. Frank tried to do

whafFrank always does. That is to present a positive

Tgenda But John Silber gave his abusive comments^

Srtber said after the debate he did no .mean to imply

that everyone living in Area B was addicted to drugs, but

added Tyou make a speech in that area, the only pec-

pie who are going to hear it are the people hanging out

in

Bl

h
ack

S

leaders were outraged by the remarks. Boston Ci-

ty Councilors Charles Yancey and Bruce *l£ngd^
;

ed an apology from Silber after the debate, Silber brush

^•Mr^lber just demonstrated total insensitivity and in

fact managed to insult more than 150,000 law-abiding

cttLns ml matter of seconds,- said Yancey, who
,

c. led

on Silber to either apologize or resign from the race.

"•It was a totally inaccurate statement. It waa a total

misrepresentation of that community, Boiling said.

£Se Bachrach, a former state senator who now prac-

ticeTSw and ,s a political analyst, said the debate was

fairlv even except for Silber's comments on Area B

'He wanted thfs debate to be a referendum on the fail-

ed policies of Beacon Hill, but instead it turned out to be

another SUber shocker," Bachrach said 'Tomorrow mo.

nmg John Silber will be on the defensive again. That

SS what John Silber wants to be doing Wednesday mor

n
The hour long debate was shortened from it..original

90 minute format because of the unexpected w, hdrawal

from the Democratic race a day earlier by Lt. Gov Evelyn

M
Asked during the debate to describe the race, Silber said.

ThtTs a contest for change. The people want to know

are we going to have more politicians who won t change

anything, or are we going to have radical change.

"'Now we are in a situation where the people are fed up

This is a real test of whether we are going to have self-

government in Massachusetts. The people want a

daphne and they are not going to get it from the oh*

style politicians." said Silber, on leave as president of

Boston University. ^ort>

Bellotti pointed to his record as attorney general, v. here

he said he hired lawyers because of their ability, not their

political ties, as an example of how he can bring change,

•i-ve been through tough times before. I can change this

state
" iaid Bellotti "1*11 cut the bureaucracy to maintain

services instead of cutting services to maintain the

bureaucracy."

LIBRARY MURAL
COMPETITION

The University Library announces a com-
petition for murals to be installed in the

stairways and in the elevator lobby of the

26th floor of the Library. i

To be chosen by jury:

Five proposals for stairway landings

Scheme for elevator lobby-by individual or

a group

Honoraria:

$250 for each stairway mural

$1500 for elevator lobby scheme

All registered University students-
graduate and undergraduate—are
eligible to enter the competition.

Time Schedule:
October 15, 1990 Proposals due at office of

the Director of Libraries

November 1 1990 Students to be notified of

the decision of the jury

December 15, 1990 Murals to be completed

For further details and registration form, contact:

William Markey, Chair, Library Art Committee, Collection

Development, University Library Tel. 5-0058

The Library Mural Competition is made possible by grants

from the UMass Arts Council, the University Library, the Art

Department, and the Graduate Student Senate.

BACK TO SCHOOL
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Middle East

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

ped reading newspapers and watching TV. This is because
I am a heart-patient, and my blood pressure went up.

Racism in the media is at its worst.
"

Ahmad said that in 1982 the U.N. security council at-

tempted to pass a resolution condemning the invasion of

Lebanon by Israel using virtually identical language to

that used in the recent resolution against Iraq. The U.S.

vetoed this resolution, he reminded the audience.

Referring to the publicity over past Iraqi human rights

violations, Ahmad asked why the U.S. press was silent

when they were happening. "Why aren't they telling the

truth about the human rights situation in Saudi Arabia,

Egypt or Syria? The biggest ally of the U.S. in the region,

which has received 65 billion dollars of aid over the last

25 years, namely Israel, has murdered 10,000 teenagers

in cold blood last year. Why the silence?"

Michael Klare, a Hampshire College expert on U.S.

military planning, believed that the forces assembled in

the area by Bush were purely offensive in nature and
designed for a "no holds barred" high-intensity conflict.

He drew attention to the huge build-up of offensive forces

like heavy armor, B-52 and Stealth bombers, and am-
phibious marine divisions.

'The U.S. is not seeking a negotiated way out of the

crisis, because this will jeopardize efforts to destroy Iraq's

military-industrial complex and maintain a permanent
U.S. presence. There is no solution short of war."

CLT

I

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 3

about the threat CLT poses to public higher education.

Out ofsome 300 people who attended the rally, some

70 students marched from Sylvan to Southwest

Residential Areas with SGA leaders to spread the word

about CLT around campus, she said.

From sign-up sheets passed around during the ral-

ly, some 300 names were taken of people who were in-

terested in these issues. "Those people were so in

terested in these issues," she said. "I hope they stay

involved. If we turn the tide on CLT, we can turn the

tide for the state and people will start realizing what

the importance of higher education is in

Massachusetts."

According to Student Trustee Angus McQuilken, a

meeting about the CLT petition will be held next Tues-

day. This meeting will set strategies to educate the

UMass community about how the petition could im-

pact the campus. Two demonstrations are being

planned at the meeting as well. The first will be a

UMass demonstration on the Calvin Coolidge Bridge

in Northampton. The second information protest is be-

ing planned with other students from public schools

to picket the CLT headquarters in Boston.

$5

CONTINUED Ff?CM PAGE 3

"We would need funding for a manager, a clerk,

drivers, student help, gasoline, operational supplies

and a contract to remove the waste," he said.

A proposed $400,000 recycling program, which was
scheduled to begin this fall, was canceled in August

as a result of a 4 percent cut in the University's budget

which resulted in a $5 9 million loss.

Currently, the University is recycling only through

a volunteer program through Housing Services and a

pilot program in the Physical Plant

Albert Potter of the Physical Plant said the cost to

the volunteer program through housing is

"astronomical
."

The Board suggested UMass enlist more of a

volunteer effort through students and faculty to defer

the costs of recycling

The Amherst Solid Waste Committee voted 3 to 1 last

Wednesday to recommend that the board allow UMass
t<> postpone only the recycling of mixed paper, or

chemically treated paper, and only until July. 1992
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WITH
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and Learn th j Art

of Self Defense

Develop Confidence
Learn Self Control
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Keep Fit

Instructed by registered black

belts of the North American

Karate Federation

MEETS:

Mon and Wed 8-10

Friday 7-9

*OLL NOW! Totman°
For Information Contact:

Jeff or Kevin 649-2954

SELF DEFENSE CLINIC AND

BREAKING DEMONSTRATION

@
INTERPRETER f£ ™ ££

T

Celebrating 8 years of quality service.

Computerized upp?

i

body conditioning
Ultimate low impact
aetooK ma, liim->

"Big enough to afford the best equipment Inn sum/7 enough to knme yom mmf'

Donna Krllry
AAFA 11)1 A.rttifird

I

Swing
fcrmtamp

m + *

INEXPENSIVE

.
Table
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Lamps
Lamps
tamps

Ceding Lar
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^tension

• Bulbs
"

Lamps

etc

Cords

INEXPENSIVE

STORAGE
ITEMS^

• Crates
• Stacking Bins
• Jumbo Bins
• uW'ty Trollies
" Desk Carts
• Shower Caddies
•Under Shelf Baskets
' Hampers
• Trunks

1

f\bers

.AOfjstocboo

• sn
B
e

e
fp^o^s

•TomTorte*
Ttmo*s ,_

. B\an*
eXS

CLOCKS
;]• CORK BOARDS

> :]• CD & CASSETTE
STORAGE

• TELEPHONES
SHADES

':':}i* MIRRORS
I • MUGS

BOOK BAGS

. BooKcases

;\ . fowling
Ch»«

FoMttnO
******

4A4.9S natural

_V
a*n Bins X,ass*are
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RESEARCH
INTERVIEWERS
HiringNowForThe SchoolYear

Interesting, part-time telephone assignments to collect

data on a variety of research topics. Absolutely no sell-

inq involved. Flexible hours Sunday-Friday. 5-1 0pm, and

Saturday, 1 lam-5pm. Shifts up to 40 hours week avail-

able Choose your own schedule as long as you work 4

shifts a week (20 hours). Start at $5.00 per hour with paid

training and earn up to maximum $6.00 hr.

We re in the Mountain Farms Mall which is a stop on the

free bus line. Call between 11 a.m. and 4 p.m. Monday to

Friday, 586-8635.

Abt Associates Inc.

Bush gives TV address

about Middle East crisis

Telephone Research Center

Mountain Farms Mall, Rt. 9, Hadley. MA 01035

An Equal Opportunity Employer

VV'V^NVSNSSS N\NXN\.X>>

Wesley United Methodist Church

365 North Pleasant Street

Amherst, Massachusetts 01002

10:45 a.m. Worship

Free UMass bus leaves GRC and

FAC at 10:35, stops at our door
549-1550

WEA COW/

WASHINGTON (AP) - President Bush

is finding himself drawn by the Persian

Gulf crisis into a role he once shunned as

much as Ronald Reagan relished: televi-

sion commentator
Bush's address to a joint session of Con-

gress on Tuesday evening - his third in 20

months of office - was the latest install-

ment in a battle of the airwaves that Bush,

the reluctant communicator, is waging

with Saddam Hussein.

Unable so far to budge the Iraqi leader

from Kuwait with a massive U.S. military

presence or international sanctions, Bush

has been engaging in a series of high-

profile events choreographed to showcase

world unity.

After all, Saddam himself has been mak-

ing extensive use of television to attempt

to influence public opinion in broadcasts

aired by the Cable News Network.

Last weekend's orchestrated superpower

summit in Helsinki, arranged by Bush, had

a high symbolic content - the image beam-

ed around the world of Soviet President

Mikhail S. Gorbachev and Bush standing,

as Bush put it, "shoulder to shoulder"

against Saddam.
And in his speech to Congress and the na-

tion, the president sought to deliver the

same message, declaring, "It is Iraq

against the world."

He also used the occasion to steel the na-

tion to a possible long engagement. He said

he did not know how long U.S. troops would

have to enforce international economic

sanctions. But. he declared, "Let no one

doubt our staying power. We will stand by

our friends."

Yesterday, Bush was to videotape a

message to the Iraqi people. The ad-

ministration really doesn't have high ex-

pectations that Saddam will allow the tape

to be televised in his country, so the

message is being made with an eye toward

domestic consumption and for viewing in

other Arab nations. It is being accompanied

by Arabic subtitles and voice dubbing.

Saddam had offered to send an Iraqi film

crew to interview the president. Bush re-

jected that offer but said he would send his

own tape.

Televised addresses - including speeches

to joint session of Congress - were

Reagan's forte, but bush has tended to

avoid them. He favors less formal events,

and behind-the-scenes diplomacy.

Regardless, the president's address was

warmly received from both sides of the con-

gressional aisle.

House Armed Services Committee Chair-

man Les Aspin (D Wis) said Bush "essen-

tially laid out in one document a very com-

prehensive argument for our position in the

gulf"

And Senate Republican leader Bob Dole

of Kansas said, "If there are any fence

sitters on the president's decisions in the

Middle East, this speech ought to push

them off the fence."

Since Iraq invaded Kuwait on Aug. 2,

Bush has given four speeches on the crisis

and 10 news conferences, all or parts of

which were carried live by the major TV.

networks
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Have you heard? The nicest selection and swings ate at Liquors 44!

WINF LIQUORS

Shoe* for Tap. Jazz, Aero, Lyrical

Biochs soft leather and canvas Ballet

for women, men, and children

Freed. Chacott.A Capezio pointe shoes

Exercisewear. Accessories

220 S. Pleasant St. trear>*Amhersf253-5201

12 o/ bellies

B0AGS LAGER $499
& B0AGS LIGHT H

FROM TiSUMU

BRUT,

s
country wines pL VODKA IP '^ka

|J0WBEAH$1241

CMABOONNAY
CABEPNt TSAL/VlGNON
SAUVIGNON blANC *379750 ml

BLUE NUN *3i!
INGLEN00K

49
301

SALE '5** M*'i IN *EB* TE «2- »"!« wmti

$3
J* $199

?
fv RareScotch.

•\MARCUS JAMES $049
i3VA WHITE ZINFANDEL fc"

l*P COLUMBIA CREST
SEMILL0N/ $099

CHAR0NNAY Wr»mi

CHAMPAGNE

$029W 750 ml

£R Gordons vodka $0.49
<"••*» SALE»9M w im

MAIL IN REBATE •!» AFTM MIATf

fl
ElSCHMANHs $ft49
cEnssEnnxD

SALE Ml" MAILW REBATE '3" AFTfKMBATf

fLEISCHMANN's,
GIN

^TWO -

LOCATIONS

AA
HOLYOKE
30 Lincoln St

534-4555

SALE PRICES

TMUBS 9.1190

TMRU WED 9119/90

T*l»Check

BLUES NIGHT

ALLEY-OOPS!
Friday, September 14th, 8:00 p.i

A TRIBUTE TO STEVIK KAY
.-1:00 a.m.

VAUGHN

MIMNDrfS
VIGMNDdH An over-all good time!
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N.O.W. opposes Souter

far*
VKTLR

BOSTON (AP) - The National Organiza-

tion for Women made its opposition to

Supreme Judicial Court nominee David

Souter official, highlighting writings the

group says show he would oppose abortion

rights.

"We feel that we know enough about

where he stands to know he is a man clear

ly we don't want on the Supreme Court,"

said NOW President Molly Yard, who came

to Boston to offer support to Rep. Marjorie

Clapprodd, a Democratic candidate for

lieutenant governor.

Yard described the New Hampshire

judge as a strict constructionist, who
believes that the Constitution and the Bill

of Rights should be interpreted as they

were written two centuries ago. At that

time, women were considered the proper-

ty of men and blacks were slaves, she said.

"We find that a totally unacceptable at

titude in this day and age," Yard said.

Souter has written little about abortion.

But Yard said Souter's views indicate he

would vote to overturn the Supreme

Court's Roe vs. Wade decision that made
abortion legal.

NOW pointed out that Souter, as at

torney general for New Hampshire, argued

football notebook
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Selections
from our menu

"V

SAMPLER PLATTER
Slightly smaller portions of

some of our most popular

entrees for you to try including

a Chicken Enchilada, a Mild

Quesadilla, a Beef and Bean

Burrito Supremo, a Beef Taco

and rice and refritos...a real feast

And remember, it's not oil hot & spicy-

It it fresh, wholesome and inexpensive.

Downtown Northampton • Downtown Amherst

Sumner Avenue, Springfield

B'nai B'rith Hillel at UMass in Amherst presents a

CONCERT WITH

North America's leading Jewish-American band

...a little pop, a little rock,

a little jazz, a little folk,

a little chassidic,

a little latin...

Thursday, September 13, 7:30pm

Student Union Ballroom/UMass

$7-General Admission $5-Student

Sponsored by Hillel with the generous support of Harold Grinspoon and Diane Troderman

in 1976 that Medicaid funding for abortion

was "morally offensive" to many New
Hampshire citizens opposed to abortion

NOW also said Souter opposed unlimited

abortion and the suspension of pre Roe vs.

Wade anti-abortion laws.

"If they confirm David Souter and put

him in the court, that will be the end of Roe

vs. Wade," Yard said.

"The women of this country are not

ing to accept that," Yard said.

Yard also criticized Souter's record on

homosexual rights and affirmative action

Her remarks in Boston came after Senate

Judiciary committee Chairman Joseph R
Biden Jr. said in Washington, D.C., that

Souter should answer specific questions on

abortion and other political issues during

his confirmation hearing.

"I think that they must ask him ques-

tions," Yard said.

Although events in Iraq threw questions

about Souter's background onto the back

pages of newspapers, and took away the

spotlight from his nomination. Yard said

she believes his views will be carefully

scrutinized once the nomination hearings

begin Thursday.

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 19

Around the Yankee Conference: Con
necticut, picked by some in the preseason

to win the Yankee Conference, was upset

on its home field by New Hampshire 21-16.

For UNH, Quarterback Matt Griffin was

22 for 32, for 203 yards, and tailback Harry

Bourassa, the Yankee Conference Player-

of-the-Week, rushed for 244 all purpose

yards. . . Villanova breezed by Saturday's

UMass opponent, Maine, 317.. Delaware

outgunned Boston University, 34-20.

Richmond lost to Navy 28-17 in a non

conference game.

Some last thoughts on the Holy Cross

game: Senior Aljen Williams, making his

first start at cornerback for UMass since

making the move from tailback, had 13

tackles and a jarring sack on a crucial

third-down play late in the game. Williams

also stripped receiver Mark Gallagher of

the ball late in the third quarter, interrup-

ting what appeared to be a game-breaking

drive by the Crusaders. . . Gallagher, bill

ed as "Mr. Excitement," did not have too

thrilling an afternoon, catching 3 passes for

24 yards before spraing an ankle in the

fourth quarter and leaving the game. .

Marco Gabrielli's 47-yard field goal,

which tied the game at 10-10, was a per

sonal record. The UMass record is 52 yards,

reached by Denis Gagnon in 1972 and San
dro Vitiello, 1978. .

The UMass band, it has to be said, blew

the Holy Cross fans through the back of the

bleachers during a raucous halftime show.

A platoon ofband members also raided the

Crusader mascot — a purple and aluminum
knight that looks like a cross between King
Arthur and the carnivorous plant from

"Little Shop of Horrors," — coming away
with its sword.

STUDENT SPECIALS
4-11pm every day

Buffalo Wings
Nachos
Soft Shell Tacos

Potato Skins

$\9<

1.9<

Bud Lite draft

Woo Woos
Gin and Tonics

99c
$2.00
$1.50

*#*•**•

Carbur's Comedy Club presents

this Thursday:
Peter London

Frank O Donald

Barbra Jnrglls

Showtime 8:30 p.m. \^'igroi
at the Elmwood Shops, Route 9. Hadley

586-1978 584-4310

«mM
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DON
STAY
HOME

London $398

Nairobi $1005

San Jose, CR $338

Hong Kong $849

Con

'restrictions

may apply

ncil Travel
Amherst
256-1261

A HEALTHY
JOMPLEXIOl
AND BODY

begins with a deep pore

cleansing treatment and a

full body massage.

Improves how you look

and feel

relaxing • refreshing

revitalizing

also lash and brow tinting

and hair waxing

AESTHETICS

THERAPEl TIC SKIN CARE
AND MASSAGE

AMHERST • 253-W79

Cn

PANDA EAST
CHINESE

RESTAURANT
We bring Chinatown

to you

Open HoursrMon.-Thurs. 11:30am-1 0:00pm
Fri. & Sat. 1 1 :30am-1 1 :00pm

Sunday 2:00pm-1 0:00pm
LUNCH HOURS: Mon.-Sat. 11:30am-3:00pm
103 N. Pleasant St. • Amherst, MA 01002

(4 1 3)256-8923 (4 1 3)256-8924

Student
checking
freefora
year!

Open a BayBank checking account today, and you'll pay no normal monthly service charges for

one full year Plus, you ll enjoy the unmatched convenience of the BayBank Card—chosen by more

Massachusetts students than any other Only the BayBank Card lets you

—

Bank 24 hours a day at over 1,000 X- Press 24" banking machines

on campus and around the state.

Access up to-the minute account information

with unique Card features like Account Update"

and Check I pdate
M

Get cash where you shop, with over 200 BayBank

X Press 24 CASH" machines at convenience stores

and supermarkets in Massachusetts.

Get cash when vou travel at over W.000 NVCK"

and CIKRl S* automated teller machines nationwide

So look for us on campus—or stop by the

nearest BayBank office today to open your free

checking account. And get the Card that's number

one in its class!

NOBODY DOES IT BETTER:"

2 1 Hoi k CI MOMKK M KMCI. CENTOS A\I> HAVHANK TELEPHONE NANKING BayBank Boston (617)648 8330, BavBank First Easthampton (4U) 5864600,
Boyftank Harvard Trust Companj (617)648 8330, BavBank Middlesex «>n $87 1806, BayBank Norfolk (oP) 46M740, BayBank Southeast (SOS) 823 2212.

BavBank Valley Trust Compam (413) 732 55W

M.tiiUrs H>H

WRITE
FOR
THE

COLLEGIAN

WRITE
FOR
THE

COLLEGIAN

EMPTIES?
We'll gladly take 'em!

WE NOW HAVE
MEGABUCKS
Super selection

of Beer and Wine

We stock over

lOO
brands of beer

Ri ) UOU09
-/ STORE

th* tnondly stot:

Come check out our
new location at:

West St, Rte 116,

S. Amherst 253-9742

C^fBgltmOTti
m% an

I NrVna«<* Mr«~» Ilk IM4*.
Aafcrrft 2*4 l«l • Mm. S* 10 HI)

LANG U ACEQJ,

Of MASSACHUSETTS

English as
a Second Language
Intensive Day Classes

Part Time Eve. Classes

TOEFL Preparation

Classes begin 9/17/90
Registration 9/6-9/17
Amherst Creamery Blag.

150 Fearing St Ste 29
549-5065
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THE FAR SIDE
By GARY LARSON

BONES IN THE BARREL
By J. GELLER 8c M. ROSENZWEIG

The elephant's nightmare

CALVIN AND HOBBES By BILL WATTERSON

TANGELO PIE By Tim Sniflen

&00 clftS*S <W« <lOn*«^

b* a cinck' The e.1ari*

hrAsrvf- even <jp"K off or*

PRICE By PRICE VAN RAY

GftENOLE.LOC*

lOOO rAOTH^AU
VOW

LAI IC T )

X CAN'T P\CTOR£ / HE«T«6B. CAN Don't let tvo^jC
rAOTVX^sUS
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NIPPLE
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By PITT
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DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Edited By TRUDE MICHEL JAFFE
ACROSS

1 Creator of til

Abner
5 Freeway

features

10 Young horse

14 Kirgiz range

15 Perfect

16 (Existence

17 Corrida star

18 Sound, to a TV
repairman

19 Speed
20 Contented

employee 7

23 Chair

24 Cenam pipes

25 Puts on. as a

play

28 Celebes oxen
30 Venetian

traveler

31 Golf shoe
*eature

32 T.me period

35 Guys not

confused or

jpsef
39 m the manner

of

40 Badge-
creature

41 — old

cowhand
42 Buenos —
43 Cash register

«ey
45 Talisman

48 Attention-

getting sound
49 Assemoied

mechanism''
54 Eigtw Come

form

55 Baseball

Haii-of-Famer

56 foong. dull

person

58 Oen
59 Occurrence
60 Cm/ of IrV

Colombia
61 Lamos mamas
62 Simple song
63 Very. Pans

DOWN
1 Furry purrer

2 ll

3 Young salmon
4 Church-going

sailor 7

5 Lariats

6 Grown-up
7 Ancient Persian

8 Compensated
9 Poky vessel

10 Camivai wheel

1

1

Honshu port

12 Micnaeimas
daisy

13 Lascivious

I0OKS

21 Once known as

22 Speechify

25 Org to protect

animals

26 House o'

iead-m

27 — mater

28 Everything n

Darmstadt

29 Hollywood s

Par
31 Adorabie

32 Madame
Bovary

33 Kmd ot estate

34 Boleyn or

Hathaway
36 Bay window
37 Smetana s The
— Bride

38 Crystal

ciear

42 Places to say •

ao
43 Punctilio

44 S Kirgi* USSR
town

45 Soap plant

ANSWER TO

SEES]
TAXED]
USAGE]

E M N

46 Long-tailed

parrot

47 Loosen
48 — a

chance
50 Hindu goddess
5i A good piace

tor dashes 1

52 Close by

53 Author Gardner
57 Syllable missing

from 20 35 49

Across

ie*e Lm \aeH« n*n s.*,,!, 9 14 90

MENU
DINNERLUNCH

Cheese Pizza Bacon Burger

Barbecued Pork on a Bun Cajun Style Scrod

BASICS LUNCH
Flat Bread Sandwich

Cheese Pizza

BASICS DINNER

Cheese Nut Loaf
Cajun Style Scrod

YOUR DAILY HOROSCOPE
By JEANE DLXON

ARMS (March 21 Apr* lO) Resolve

any work conftcts that com* to a
head now New harmony in the of-

fice w* boost producfivity A
domestc issue should be settiea by
early afternoon A great evenng for

romance!
TAUtUt (Apr* 20-Moy 20> The

ways of fate ana happenstance
are inscrutable but favorable

Arthough a new development at

work is controversial the change
seems positive Meed warnings from

emaciated house pets

OfMINI (May 21-June 20) Jomt

finoncol matters deserve close

scrutiny now Hgher profits are

possible Delay important money
decisions Romonce is serious

business Someone from your past

reappears Go stow

CANCIR (June 21-Jury 22) Dif-

ferences of opinion could spark

arguments at work Envy may ptay

a role Do not expect others to in-

stantly accept new ideas At home
everyone * wiing to pitch m and
help

ISO (July 23-Aug22) Vour op-

timism and eagerness return Those

who ore good wfth their hands con
reap big profits today Hidden

motives come to Sgh* leading you
to question someones reliability

Ptay a waiting game
V1ROO (Aug 23-Sept 22) Finan-

cial papers and discussions can
odd to your peace of mind Beef up
your bank account with regular

deposits Evening could find you m
an excitable mood

UIRA (Sept 230cf
Domestic happiness and financial

progress are ctosety *nked Watch
out for power -drunk housing

Famiy contacts continue to ptay a
positive role m your We Quiet trjks

reduce parent<h#d conftcts

SCORPIO Oct 23 No,
dscussons wfth an agent or partner

could leaa to new financial

negotiations Travel plans couta be
m the making it pays to com-
municate your hopes to others

SAGITTARIUS (Nov 22 De
Writing, publishing and controct

negotiations enjoy highly favorable

influences. Romonce figures m your

evening plans However exercise

caution when usmg tools and
mochmes
CAPRICORN (Dec 22- Jan K>)

impulsive promises may not be
kept See things as they reasy are

A creative disagreement could

lead to better understanding Re-

mom polite Avoid o tendency to

overindulge m food or drink

AOUARIUS (Jan 20- Feb W)
Concentrate on your work and any

chores you have been postponing

Exercise caution m emotional in-

volvements. A sudden competng
attraction could be a bit

dangerous *"

PISCIS (Feb 19-March 20)
Speculative enterprises gather

steam It win take two-or mo-
make a business venture a success

Become a comparison shopper

and save big bucks This is a good
day to get work done

TODAY'S STAFF
Night Editor Will Georgiades

Copy Editor Mike Webber
Layout Technician Pumpkin Starmer

Photo Technician Rich Ducree

Production Supervisor Boisenberry Starmer

Typesetter Kumquat Dowling

Production Seth Kaye, Jenna Dye Mike
Carvalho
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Sports Calendar
Today
Women's tennis hosts Connecticut at 3 p.m., Boyden courts

Friday

Men's tennis hosts New Hampshire at 3 p.m., Boyden courts

Volleyball travels to Brown for first day of two-day tournament

Saturday
Men's cross country hosts both Boston College and Lowell at noon

Women's cross country hosts both Boston College and Lowell at 12:30

p.m.

Field hockey hosts James Madison at 1 p.m., Totman Field

Football hosts Maine at 1:30 p.m.. McGuirk Alumni Stadium

Men's soccer hosts Temple at 3:15 p.m.. Upper Boyden

Women's soccer hosts the UMass Classic, vs. Cal. Berkeley at 11 a.m..

William &. Mary vs. Boston College at 1 p.m.. Upper Boyden

Women's tennis hosts Rhode Island at 1 p.m.. Boyden courts

Volleyball competes in second day of Brown tournament

Water polo travels to Navy for first day of the Eastern Varsity Tournament

Sunday
Water polo competes in second day of Eastern Varsity Tournament

v# ••••••••••••••••• •••••••••••••••

The UMass Music
Theatre Guild

is now accepting applications for:

Director Vocal Coach

Assistant Director Choreographer

Music Director
for our Fall, 1990 production of

to be performed November 29 through December 1

in Bowker Auditorium

Contact Kara Jenkins in the Guild Office 423 Student Union

or call 253-3863. All applications due by September 17, 1990

Clemens eyes return;
Pappas prescribes rest
BOSTON (AP) • Roger Clemens' progress

was described Wednesday as "very en

couraging," but the team doctor for the

Boston Red Sox refused to speculate on the

pitchers return from a shoulder injury.

Dr Arthur Pappas, an orthopedic

specialist, said in a press conference that

Clemens would accompany the Red Sox on

a road swing beginning in Chicago
Thursday.

Barring any unexpected complications,

Pappas said, Clemens will begin playing

catch "within the next two or three days."

Then, the d«n:tor said, the two time Cy
Young Award winner with a 20 6 record

this season will begin throwing harder on

the sidelines.

Pappas said Clemens would be monitored

carefully and would return to Boston for

further examination before being permit

ted to pitch.

Pappas said he would "only be guessing"

if he tried to pinpoint when Clemens would

be able to return.

Asked if the start of the American
league playoffs Oct. 6 was a possibility, the

doctor said: "That would be wonderful, but

1 can't predict anything on how his

shoulder will progress."

Clemens suffered severe pain and swell-

ing in his right shoulder after he pitched

5 1-3 innings against Oakland on Sept. 4.

The inflammation and swelling was

diagnosed as tendinitis.

Pappas said that Clemens had another

MR1 exam, a sophisticated X ray, on

Wednesday and the sensitivity and swell

ing, along with fluid, have "diminished

significantly."

The doctor said that on a scale of one to

10 most people have fluid measuring one

to two in the shoulder, while Clemens still

is three 12 to four. He was nine to 10 last

week when tested.

The medication is being decreased and
his activity is being increased." Pappas

said.

Clemens has been running and working

out in the weight room. He had hoped to

return by this weekend, but Pappas ruled

that out.

"Right now he's bored.'* Pappas said. "He
feels left out and he wants to get back."

Pappas also reported that designated hit

ter Dwight Evans is progressing from the

effects of a myelogram lust Friday for a

lower back injury. The doctor said he ex

pected Evans to join the team this weekend
in Chicago.
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Photo by Carrte

Freshman Todd Kylish and junior Dan
Lawrence head the ball in Wednesday's 3-0

shutout of New Hampshire. Kylish was one
of three freshmen who scored against UNH.
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Football notebook

Bledsoe out
By SAM SILVERSTEIN
Collegian Staff

Jerome Bledsoe's ankle, injured just before halftime in

Saturday's game at Holy Cross, is broken. He will miss
the rest of the season.

Bledsoe, last season's leading rusher for the Universi-
ty of Massachusetts with 594 yards, started at tailback

on Saturday. He is expected to receive a medical redshirt

from the NCAA, and will return for his senior year of

elegibility next fall, according to coach Jim Reid.

"We'll redshirt him and then Holy Cross will have to

play against him again," said Reid. "I wouldn't want to

be those guys next year."

Bledsoe was injured on the second-to-last play of the first

half, when he took a pitch from quarterback Gary Wilkos
headed around the right side of the line and was tackled

by a host of Crusaders. Bledsoe was carried off the field,

but stuck around to see the rest of the game, which end-

ed in a 10 10 tie.

X-rays revealed the fracture, and Reid received the news
on Sunday evening.

'If you've been following UMass football, then nobody

has to tell you what the loss means," said Reid. "[Bled-

soe] is a leader, he worked brutally hard in the spring.

. . what else can you say?"

Before leaving the game. Bledsoe scored UMass' lone

touchdown of the day on a rambling, 37 -yard run along

the right sideline, in which he broke several tackles and

then dove across the goal line, just inside the orange out-

of-bounds marker
In total, he ran for 77 yards in nine earn-

Freshman John Johnson, who replaced Bledsoe in the

MCOOd half and rushed for 38 yards on 10 carries, will

t Saturday against Maine Freshman Eric Thimas
moves up on the depth chart as well.

Other injuries: I'M iaV> the loss of Bit

Ithy Tackle John (reamer hurt his elbow early in

iitic but returned to finish the gsUM
.Show has since swollen hOMJMVCT, lad he is

'if! M R Tit . -.i id Reid

iurd I'.t • bw1 win -tut

Saturd.is

Lineba Matt Tuliey. who mitanrl tht- !! roas

Kame with a bi ill return this weekend
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t$m%*

ZONE
PEKING GARDEN
RESTAURANT
Route 9 Hadley

COME EARLY FOR DINNER

It's hard to laugh with a

mouthful of food!

. Evtry Week

15 8:30 p.m.

Friday* arc back . .

FRl • SAT SEPT. 14

From NYC
Clean but demented

material in a

Steven Wright vein

RANDY EPLEY
Anyone working in the lioid ol mental health

Psychology shouia particularly •n
]
ov

thashow Plus 2 Guest Comics $6

Monday • Thursday 5-8pm.
All you can eat

BUFFET $5.99

COMEDY RESERVATIONS
586-1202 585-8615

11:30- 3pm
All You Can Eat

SUNDAY BRUNCH $6.99

STARTING SEPT. 20

EVERY THURSDAY 8:30

AH Women Comics

$F0R
WOMEN ONLY

COMEDY & CONVERSATION
K lemma Show

Mm

a

fl By panel

flecavo' antn audience

It started In

Sa- France>es ..

Then n Pnwsencs M . .

.

- • Happy Valley*

Maryellen DePaMte

CLASSIFIEDS
COl -CC . 1 3 MO!

ACTIVITIES

ARMENIAN CLUB MEETING on 9/1S at

noon m the) Armenian club office contact

•or m»o 546-4923 New mojnO—S

ASIAN AMERICAN STUDENTS
ASSOCIATIONS

1st general mewling

Campus Cente* Rm IAS 169

September 13 Thursday 6 30PM
Alt are welcome'

ATTENTION ENGINEERING WOMEN
Society ol Women Engineers is sponsoring

a txgwne Meter pizza pen> Sept 13 5 30PM

PARTY'
Wi\trt9 BlutwflM
When Seot 1« 9PM 1AM
DJ by Perfect Mia Production

Sponsered by AASA

VISA OR MASTERCARO' Establish credit

guaranteed or double your money back

Can 1*05*62 7565 ext M-1207

FRIDGE RENTALS ca* B A P 253*742

AUDIO

RECEIVER lor sale

now like new 1 $100 or
TECHNICS «OW
repaired at factory

bo cad 6*831

TV 20 COLOR. lealijrSWi 256*026

HELP' Beautiful spacious apartment tor

rent A must see with new rug and ap
pkences A taMMaraoomwnm. includes

heal and hot water Cad anytime 546-1307

LARGE 2 BEDROOM APARTMENT at 177

N Pleasant Sttrnkj from UMass $435

per month includes heal Leave message
for Mike H at 545-5615

ROOM FOB RENT! Located on campus'

Stop by 209 Sunset or can 549-2947

KEYS IN
neysona

0* JOA - dormrcarmouse
nng Ca* Micheea at 6-0036

HELPWANTEO

ROOMS FOR RENT
B9N

"
S'

61600
Males only

Mary Lyon Lounge

AW NATIONAL GUARD pert time member
ship otters fantastic benefits' Part time fobs

available m a wide variety of career fields

6am $300 or more your Brat year* Jom your

local Air Force m Waathetd Other benefits

include 100** free college tuition G I Bin

retirement, free plane travel and more Men
and women without pnor service are eligi-

ble to fwn through age 34 Veterans of all

services usually eligible into their 40 * Ca*)

your recruear to see rf you qualify No
obligation, no pressure Jobs guaranteed

before you enlist Call snyiime
413-566-9215 or ton free 1*00-AIR 9151

LEARN HUNGARIAN from

CaM Raymund at 549-0460

WANT TO BE A MATH TUTOR? Enroll m
a 3-er practicum course Pay available after

successful complshon of course Come to

RAP office B-35 Brett for more mto and to

en-cxi

INTERNSHIP

RECEIVE CREDITS LEARNING the

musicJentertainmsnt industry Rack-AOajc
needs interns tor fed/spring 20 hre/wfc 6

MM
COLLEGE PIZZA

Fan Special
smaM cheese 14 50
large cheese 65 99

2 Additional Toppings
only $1 more

Must mention this ad'

549*073 549*066

LOST

RIDE "VANTEO

I NEED A RIDE to Long island Fn Sept

14 Have f tor gas Can Erin ASAP
546-1616

MASSPTRG
Voter registration recycling elementary

education Find out what you can do To-

AUTO FOR SALE FOR SALE

day 4PM 4238 Student Union
MASSPIRG-

IS IT TRUE. Gov't seized vehicles from

$100? Ca* tor immediate information

504*49-5745 Ext 104-C

COMPUTER DISKS cheap
3'y DO HO guaranteed

Cad Ashley at 546-1612

SCHOOL SPIRIT!!!
I! you have it use it' Join Protect Pride 1

Cad Michael at 6-1331 'or more into'

TMf 1661 INOEI YEARBOOK'S first

meeting « tonight m room 103 Campus
Center Many positions open 545-0848

700PM

WE ARC LOOKING tor someone to direct

our lad play Talk Radio Contact Knstie at

585-0390 by 9/16

IS IT TRUE. .Jeeps for *44 through the

U S Gov't' Can tor facts' 504*49-5745 Ext

MM
SEIZED CARS. TRUCKS, boats.

4whealers motorttomes. by FBI IBS, Deal

Available your area now Cad
1*05*82 7555 Ext C 1675

79 DATSUN WAGON 107K AM/FM 4

I Alfred (WI545-4637 (H)549-5423

COMPUTER FOR SALE "W? Hj lSMMx
Advantage 64K Comes with word pro-

cessor general ledger program and

database program 6450 or best offer Call

542-5702

BABYSITTER WANTED Mondays 1 1 to 2

near UMass A Amherst Coiege 18 mo
baby 549-7743

CMRsSTMASTspnng bnjaFaummer travel

FREE Air couriers needed and cruaeship

,obs Can 1*00*82 7555 e«t F 1426

GREY POUCH Met xiOC Reward tor return

Of contents 1-536-3719

LOST ON 3RO FLOOR MOORE

if Ic^ndcontect Nad 1 *or>-4oan-a-brow

ROOMMATE WANTED

FOR DOUBLE ROOM m Preidentiei Apt

Call 549-1224

LEAVING TOWN. MUST SELL SOON:
Almost new double bed. desk, bicycle and

other items Call 584- 1663 Leave message

PRINTER FOR SALE. 1982 Epson MX 100

$120 or beat offer Cad. 542-5702

CLEANING PERSON needed 7 10 hrs/wk

Pay based on e«panence 549-4541

COUNTER HELP ful hme or part time apply

in person at Copycat Print Shop 226
Triangle Street Amherst (5 mm walk from

UMass) No phone cad please

SILVER 10 BRACELET .

It's incredibly special Please cad me at

546*397 or leave message at 549-4768

ASAP Beward$ Please help'

MOTORCYCLES

ANNOUNCEMENTS

ALIVE WITH DANCE presents student

dance concert auditions Saturday
September 15th 9 30AM Totman Gym room
204 All students welcome

1SSS NISSAN tOOSX
Runs good $1000 or BAD

Tel 549-4675

1962 DOOGE 400 CONVERTIBLE white

with red interior 641.000 miles Very dean

$2,800 546-3142

RCA 16 COLON. 13" B/W TVs.
Typewriter wfprmter interface Moving sate

Raymond 549*480

RED MYATA BIKE Ten speed
i

TifceSent

condition Call Leaf al 253-9763

ANN SSS9 rHJNORANMNO opportunity tor

your group or quick cash tor yourself

Distnbute popular student magazine on

campus in 12 days Cad Mr Wilkinson

800-342 5118

HONOA NKSHTHAWK 1983 550CC 4cyl last

new tires, radar detector extras. 9,000

miles mint condition 1.100 or be
549*083 Jim

MUSICIANS

SUNOfNLANO. Female to share 2 bdrm
apt 250 » Close to bus Nne 666-H 36

RUSH ALPHA EPSILON PI

RACK-A-OtSC ANO AEPI PRESENTS
Large screen outdoor movie

Back to School'

Tonight 9 00 549-1037

TRAVEL

ATTENTION RECVCLERS-HouSing Ser

vices Recycling Program need student* Do
an internship practicum or an independent

study with us We're proof that garbage can

be fun- 545-1153

1964 DOOGE ARIES, 4-dr, to

owner $2250 00 253-2096

1964 MITSUBISHI TREDIG L 5 speed A/C

PAS PrB AM/FM Radio very good condition

$2500 or best offer

REFRIGERATOR FOR SALE tour feet high

Like new' Check it out' 1-596*059 Brian

AUDITIONS FOR UMASS MUSIC
THEATRE GUILD'S production ol School

House Rock SUB 9/16 9AM 2PM
5PM 1 1PM. 9/1 7 5PM-1 1PM CaAbacks 9/18

EMTS 6 FIRST RESPONDERS
Fire & First Aid Unit is recruiting Paid

details Meeting Sept 16 7pm N409 Mor

rill Call 545-5115 S-Th 7 8pm or slop by

N416

FAST FUNDRAISING PROGRAM
$1000 IN JUST ONE WEEK
Earn up to $1000 tor your campus organi/a

ton Plus a chance at $5000 more' This pro-

gram works' No investment needed cad

1-800-932-0528 Ext 50

LOOKING FOR friends, companionship

love? Tune into the Dating Game on WMUA
91 1 FM Friday evenings from 6-7

NUCLEAR WINDS!
Hi Wind Sailboard Club lorming now oas

253^7366 Shred'

1967 HONOA CRX Buns great Excellent

condition 50 MPG $4500 586-7163

REPOSSESSED VA A HUD HOMES
Available from government from $1 without

credit check You repair Also tax delinquent

forectosures Cad 1*05*827555 Ext

H-2009 tor repo list in your area

EARN UP TO $500/WEEK
Helping students obtain Visa Mastercard

Send lor free informatk>n American Finan-

cial Services. 117 Park Drive Suite 40-C

Boston. MA 02215

H3M CAMPUS CO-OP 15-20 hrrwk commit

merit interested sophomores or xjniors may
inquire at the Co-op office or cad Andy at

5499357

EXPERIENCED BOCK A ROLL BLUES
Rhythm 6 Blues/Beggae drummer seeks to

play with gigging band Cad Al at 665-7455

EARN CREDIT SCUBA DIVING'
Basic course starts 9/10 $195
Adv course stsrts 9/1 7 $1 70

Sport course (Key Largo) 12/28 $360
For further information cad 549 8401

PERSONALS

ANGLE! Happy_ Happy Birthday 1 Have a

great night in Fitchburg - see you later'

Peace and punch-buggies

TYPING

OWCK. ACCURATE, EFFICIENTS Deer

field 10 mins from Amherst Worth
reasonable prices' 665-4501

FOR SALE 1988 Ford Festtva 3? 500 miles

4 speed shift. 40 miles/gallon highway

metallic gray, excetlen! shape, best offer cad

413-253*397

CH EN STYLE T Al CHI

LEARN THIS TRADITIONAL Chinese mar

nal art m 12 sessions Classes begin 12th

and 18th Cad 253-4057

FOB A GOOO TIME CALL...

RACK-A-DISC the best entertainment DJ's

video bands, dorm/house specials call

5869900 anytime

SLEEP WITH US
Full size Futon and Frame

$150
We'll beat anyone by 5<H>

Metawampe Furniture

1 800-3-FUTON 1

STEREO, complete component system

500 Watt output Jerry 253-5734

WATEfl BED KING SIZE 12 <*«rW*r

pedsstal will set up $300 00 2S3-2098

FOB RENT

4 BEDROOMS m a beautiful house m
Amherst Two bathrooms, fireplace in the

living room, pool and tennis court $325 00

per room, on bus route, call Bruce at

256-1215

YARD SALE • everything must go Lamps
desks, dressers For every dorm or apt Sat

A Sun 15th and 16th Ball Ln Amherst
Foltow signs

FOUND

EYEGLASSES in a brown case in lot 44 II

you lost them please cad Kim at 545-3500

LOVING. ENERGETIC. EXPERIENCED
person to cans tor 3 yr old and toddler in our

Amherst home MVVF AM Own transports

tton required Non-smoker 549*316

NEWSPAPEB DELIVERERS needed tor

UMass dorms No car required Mornings

7*am Good pay 7days/week 253-7009

Evenings

STUDENTS, work at home mailing sales

literature For details call 1*00 755-2334

Capital Services

INSTRUCTION

HEY CBAlG
I love you'

KABEN F
Have a Happy Birthday'

Love. Gary

TYPING. WORD PROCESSING. $1 50/pg

Free pickup and delivery Laser printing and

copying available KCommunicalions,
256*373

WANTED

HEY BABE! 3000 mass, and my love for you

is. well, fairly strong Was that your butt on

Ihe postcard you sent me' I thought so
Love, Pete

SUNSHINE- who loves you? I do and don't

forget it Thanks lor a great weekend'

KEGULATOB OB COLO TAP 19 Philips

549*198

MAIL ORDER BRIDE needed for the green

house Eight men with no domestic abilities

Cook and clean tor room and board No ex-

perience necessary We will tram 549*198

BEGINNING POBTUGUESE CLASS
Sept 17 Oct 29. Mon 7 9pm $50 00
Language Pacifies 549-5065

ENGLISH AS A SECOND LANGUAGE
Workshops begin September 17 Intensive

day, PT evening. TOEFL
Language Pacrfica 549-5065

TO THE RUNNING WOMEN-
tthrtmeasyoutwolefttheE Hamp 701 Bus
last Friday that I could give you a tour ol my
home town' There are some places around

here you've just got to see and there's this

one spot It still interested show up al the

Academy of Music tha Friday between 2

and 5pm
-The Running Man

WHO SAID GARBAGE WASN T FUN?

TAKE A CLASS IN RECYCLING
EDUCATION

3 credits guest speakers, lectures, held

trips and hands-on experience Cad Psi Jon

549-5291 or Sherill 5- 1 1 53 for info
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SPORTS
Freshmen pace UMass
past New Hampshire
Edgerly, Kylish, Bird score in 3-0 win
By GREG SUKIENNIK
Collegian Correspondent

Last week, before the season had begun,

I'niversity of Massachusetts men's soccer

h Jeff Gettler was concerned about how
his team's freshmen would perform.

Yesterday at Upper Boyden Field.

hmen accounted for two of three goals

M UMass shut out New Hampshire, 3-0.

Matt Edgerly connected on his team-
leading second goal of the year, while Todd
Kylish and Andrew Bird both notched their

first career scores The win brings UMass'
record to 2-1 overall.

We wanted to do three things today:

score three goals, shut them out, and
establish control in their end," said Gettler.

The Minutemen covered the first two
items on the game plan. The defense ate

up nearly everthing the Wildcats could

throw at it, as UNH mustered only 1

1

shots, and only four of those on goal. Get-

tler singled out Kylish in particular, noting

that "He won every ball in back."

Yet, while the Minutemen did control

both tempo and posession in stretches, they

also fell into lapses in which the Wildcats

imposed their undisciplined style of play.

( if t tier went so far as to say that UMass
'struggling with that aspect of our

• far major parts of the match.

"We were drawn into their style of play
for stretches," Gettler said further. "We're
a young team, a learning team, and we're

still a little immature."
When Massachusetts did control poses-

sion and flow, the offense capitalized on the

opportunities.

"They put the ball away when they had
the chance," said UNH coach Scott True.
"We had a few lapses. We lost our com-
posure, we didn't cover the weak side, and
they cashed in when they had the chance."

Kylish was the first to strike for the

Minutemen. On a Peter McEvoy corner, an
attempted header was deflected and fell in

front of the goal mouth. Kylish gained
posession of the ball in the ensuing scram-

ble and chipped it high into the net
unassisted at 25:45.

Edgerly notched his second career goal

at 47:03, two minutes into the second half.

Off a pass from midfielder Brett Anthony,

Edgerly started down the left sideline, blew

by a UNH defender on a hesitation move,

and got off a low-bounding shot. Wildcat

goalie Eric Stinson dove to save the shot,

but the rebound headed into the right cor

ner. Anthony was credited for the assist,

his first.

Bird, a junior from Manchester, England,

came off the bench to score while playing

in his first varsity minutes of the year.

Pholo hv Carrie W\rth

Freshman Matt Edgerly was denied on this shot, but scored on a later

attempt against UNH Wednesday. Edgerly is the leading scorer on the
Minutemen with two goals.
McEvoy sent a high cross screaming in

front of the goal from the right side. Bird,

attacking the goal from the left, leapt up
and headed the ball into the back left cor

ner at 85:57. It was the Minutemen's best

goal ofthe young season. McEvoy got credit

for the .insist

Keeper Steve Armenti took away a sure

goal from New Hampshire's Joe Calder in

the 55th minute of play. Calder took a i

from the right ^ide and headed it goah

But Armenti was right there to grab the

ball at close range and preserve his second

shutout in two starts, and the ninth of his

Mr.
The team's attention now turns to Tem-

ple, whom the Minutemen will host Satur-

it Upper Bowli n ffeld f.ame time is

15 p.m.

"U'i our last conference ^ame for a
month, And «rt*d rather be 2 1 m the ooa-

Experience pays off as field hockey beats BC, 3-0
By TAM1R UPTON

llegian Staff

CHESTNUT HILL Alumni stadium was not as crowd

ed yesterday M it will be on Saturday afternoon, when
the Boston College Eagles play their first home football

game against Ohio State.

In fact, the stands were close to barren
Those who were in attendance saw a pretty good field

hockey game, as UMass won 3-0.

The win raised UMass' record to 2-1. and dropped the

Eagles to 1-2

The Eagles came into yesterday's game as decided

underdogs. After all, UMass has been ranked in the top

12 for the past several years, while BC has not, and is

not, quite ready to break into the top ranks.

It was a perfect night for field hockey, crisp and cool.

There was an eerie breeze, a kind that you sometimes feel

when something strange is going to happen. And
something strange did happen for about 50 minutes. The

Rugby falls

in opener
Match with Irish turns ugly

By DAVE SZPILA
Collegian Correspondent

The University of Massachusetts Rugby Club open-

ed its season with a 32-0 loss to the Royal College of

Surgeons from Ireland yesterday. The defeat, however,
will not be a partof their 1990 win/loss record.

In an incredibly rough outing, the boys from UMass
showed that they could hold their own against a more
experienced team by allowing only eight second half

points, a half characterized by insults to nationality

and a roundhouse punch from one of the Irish that met
its unsuspecting target dead on. The blow almost con-

nected with a fan as well.

Although there were no offensive standouts, coach

Doc Laurence said he was impressed by players Tim-
my Joyce and Bob Doyle and also noted that one of his

backs, Stan Gajda, was absent because of a hip injury.

The game yesterday was by no means a preview for

the upcoming season. The team has only been train-

ing together for a short time and it has not yet gained

the experience their coach knows it needs.

The club's next match will be this Saturday in Boston

against Boston College.

Eagles stayed right with the Minutewomen. shot for shot,

no goals for no-goals.

But on this typical New England fall night, there would

be no Flutie-like magic for the Eagles. Instead, what BC
received was as much UMass offen-* M thev could nan
die, and then they got UMass forward Mara Frattasio.

Frattasio undid any BC hopes of and upset with a pair

of goals in the final 20 minutes Add to that a goal by Lisa

Berardinelli, and the Minutewomen ended the night with

their second win of the season.

"I think that BC had a lot of chances, they just didn't

capitalize in the first half, " said UMass coach Pam Hix

on. "We played outstanding, to the top of our game, for

55 minutes,"' said Eagle coach Sherren Granese. "They
have more experience, when it came to working under
pressure, we just panicked."

Experience played a major role in yesterday's game. The
Minutewomen were patient, but at the same time, they

were aggressive. UMass attacked the ball as Hixon had
instructed all week, and at the end of the game, all their

Sox skid ends;
Boddicker wins
BOSTON (APV Mike Boddicker stopped Boston's skid

with a seven-hitter as the Red Sox ended a long homes
tand Wednesday night with a 6-1 victory over the
Milwaukee Brewers.

Ellis Burks and Carlos Qu intana led a 13 hit attack with
three singles each as the Red Sox, who began to play three
games ahead of second-place Toronto in the American
League East, won for just the fourth time in 10 games,
and completed a 7-6 homestand.
Boddicker (15-8) struck out three and didn't walk a bat-

ter as he reached the 15-victory mark for the second year
in a row, a personal high since he won 20 for Baltimore
in 1984.

Milwaukee's Teddy Higuera (10-7) gave up all the
Boston runs and 12 hits in six innings.

The Red Sox took a 10 lead in the first on Wade Boggs'
two-out double and Burks' single. In the second, Tom
Brunansky singled and went to third on a single by Tony
Pena, who took second on right fielder Rob Deer's throw-
ing error. Louis Rivera scored both runners by grounding
a single through a drawn- in infield.

The Red Sox made it 4-0 in the fifth on a single by Quin
tana, a wild pickoff throw by Higuera and a single by
Burks.

The Brewers, who won the season series with Boston
8-5, spoiled Boddicker's shutout bid in the sixth. Paul
Molitor broke a 0-16 slump with a leadoff triple and scored
on Jim Gantner's grounder to first, which Quintana
fumbled for an error.

hard work paid off.

"Onee we let down once, we let down two more times,"

Granese said "We ma<l« ;i couple ofmental mistakes that

cost lis
'

Mental mistakes are chara< ten-tic of . .<>ung team, and
BC is certainly young, with four freshmen and a bunch
of sophomores. While the Eagles wen' faltering in the end.

the Minutewomen remained poised UMass played close

to flawless mental field hockey. They took advantage of

three BC errors, converting them into three goals.

"Once we started to cook, we went," Hixon said. "Their
inexperience certainly helped us in one respect, and our
experience, on the other hand, scored the goals for us."

The most positive thing that resulted from this game
was UMass' persistent play. Midfielder Sherlan Cabralis
constantly thwarted the BC attack, while creating scor-

ing opportunities for her own team
"We want to take risks to make things happen, and I

think they did that," Hixon said of her team
Better luck Saturday BC, you're going to need it.

Sports Notice
FIELD HOCKEY The women's field hockey team will be
holding open tryouts from 3-6 p m. today and Friday

on Totman Field rf interested, contact Pam Hixon. Lynn
Carlson or Andrea Savage at 545-1942

SOFTBALL The Softball team will be holding open
tryouts from 7 45-9:30 am. today through Friday. Sept
18 at Totman Field. If interested, please call assistant

coach Gina LaMandre at 545-0038

INTRAMURALS Entries for football (men's, women's and
co-ed), soccer (men's, women's), and softbaH (co-ed)
are still being accepted at Boyden 215 Play begins
Monday, Sept 17

Boston added two insurance runs in the sixth on RBI
singles by Quintana and Boggs, who raised his league-
leading hit total to 173.

In other Sox news, relief ace Jeff Reardon, who under-
went surgery for a ruptured disc in his lower back Aug.
4, was activated Wednesday.
Reardon, who ranks fourth all-time with 284 career

saves, pronounced himself fit after throwing all his pit

ches in the bullpen.

His unexpected early return gives the Boston bullpen
a big boost in the club's stretch run for the AL East title.

In 39 appearances this year, Reardon had a 3-3 record

with a 3.30 earned run average. He has 18 saves in 25
opportunities.
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By JODY GABIN
Collegian Staff

Bim Skala Bim do everything in a big way. The energetic

octet's music is a versatile mesh of rock n' roll,

Jamaican/Latino polyrhythms and mid-'70s English pub-style

ska. Through exhaustive touring (they average approximate-

ly 20 shows a month), they've garnered a strong cult follow-

ing, selling out shows stateside, as well as in Canada, Mexico

and Britain. They were one of the first Boston bands to suc-

cessfully complete a totally self-produced transcontinental tour,

which gave them the coveted opportunity of being able to quit

their day jobs.

Most of us don't work day jobs anymore, "' says lead singer

Dan Vitale. "The most important thing is to get out of town

and play. You've got to break yourself in other areas."

They've managed to spread the word with just two full-length

releases: 1986's Bim Skala Bim (Fonograph)and 1989's Tuba

City <Oi Ska/Celluloid), and two compilations: Mash It Up, a

showcase of Boston's best ska and Mash in' Up the Nation,

Volume I, which features bands from eight different states.

The secret to Bim's success? The band operates as an absolute

democracy, with each member having equal influence over af-

fairs. The members share all chores and responsibilties: book-

keeping, driving, maintaining mailing lists, etc. They've logged

in an incredible amount of road hours without constant atten-

tion from a record company or road-manager, amazingly steer-

ing clear of major personality conflicts.

Bim Skala Bim are more than just a "good time" ska band.

Their obvious affection and respect for their music and each

other places them a grade above the rest, and at the forefront

of a surprisingly active ska revival.

"There's a lot of bands playing ska," says Vitale. "More peo-

ple are starting to get in touch with it."

Bim's lyrics and ideology are as energetic and powerful as

their stage presence. They've organized and performed at in-

numerable benefits, with causes ranging from Jamaican Hur-

ricane Relief, Art for Nicaragua, AIDS, the homeless and

animal rights. They're "socially aware" without being preachy,

making a boisterous racket while testifying to troubles global,

national and personal.

Bim Skala Bim and Great Train Robbery will be appearing

at Pearl Street in Northampton tonight. The show is 18-and-

over, doors open at 8:30 p. m. —

•V
I V -

Cover by Doug Johnston

** ***************** *
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Alternatives to AcademicsXJL JL L^^ J- J-*^^ fc* w -w "^
Afternoon a film will

THURSDAY
Arts in the Park will be presented

by the Northampton Center for the

Arts in Pulaski Park on Main Street in

downtown Northampton. The event

will include live music, art exhibits, per-

forming arts and a barbeque dinner.

Some performers who are expected

to attend are jazz musician Michael

Gregory, folksinger Judy Polan and

mime artist Mark Morrison. Free. 4:30

p.m.- 8 p.m.

Bananas, an outrageously funny

film by Woody Allen about how
Allen's character becomes embroil-

ed in a revolution south of the Rio

Grande, will be shown at Hampshire

College in the Adele Simmons Lec-

ture Hall The show starts at 7 p.m. Ad-

mission is free.

Who's Kiddin Who will play their

far out and funky kind of music for

the patrons of Twister's in Amherst.

SAFAM Concert will crank with

Jewish/American rock-n-roll at

UMass in the Student Union Ballroom.

7 30 p.m. Admission is $5 for students

ana $7 for the general public

Miracle Legion will swirl and stun

the patrons of the Iron Horse with

their brand of well-crafted guitar

pop. 8:30 p.m. Tickets are $6 in

advance.
Farmhouse will play at Sheehan's

Cafe in Northampton. lO p.m.

Ureal! Democracy:
Achievements and Challenges is a

lecture to be given by Shlomo

Avineri, a political science professor

at the Hebrew University. The lecture

will be given at Amherst College in

the Converse Assembly Room. 8 p.m.

Fro©

Not Necessarily the Blues will

perform a free outdoor concert at

the Forbes Library in Northampton

showcasing their unique blend of

ragtime, folk, jazz ana blues 8 pm
Bim Skala Blm/Oreat Train Rob-

bery will bring their hard edge blend

of ska. funk, reggae and calypso to

Pearl Street 830 p.m. $6. 18-and-over

The Mouse That Roared a

satirical film starring Peter Sellers and

Jean Seberg, will be shown at Smith

College in Wright Hall once at 2 p.m.

and again at 4 p.m. Free.

Knife in the Water, a tension-filled

drama directed by Roman Polanski.

will be shown at Hampshire College

in Franklin Patterson Main Lecture

Hall. 7 p.m. and 9:30 p.m. Admission

is SI

Rockin' Dave and the Rent Par-

ty will entertain the patrons of

Sheehan's Cafe in Northampton with

their zydeco soul sound. IP pm $4

Dog Day Afternoon, a film with Al

Pacino starring as a down-and-out

guy having a terrible day in New York

City will be shown at Amherst Col-

lege in the Campus Center Theater

at 7:30 and lO p.m. Free. Also

Saturday.

SATURDAY
Rude ©iris will have their record

release party at the Iron Horse. The

party will start at 7 p.m. Tickets are $8

in advance.
The Breakdown will play at Pearl

Street in Northampton. Show starts at

8:30 p.m.

Cyclone Scotty will jam their

southern fried rock-n-roll at Twister's

Tavern in Amherst.

Big Bang Theory will play at

Sheehan's Cafe. Show starts at lO

p.m.

SUNDAY
Evening of the Jesters, a film by

Swedish director Ingmar Bergman

which is also known as The Naked

Night, will be shown at Hampshire

College at the Adele Simmons Lec-

ture Hall The film will be shown at 2

p.m. Free

FRIDAY
The Princess Bride, Rob Reiner's

hysterical fairy tale romp, will be

shown at Smith College in Wright Hall

at 7 pm ana 9 pm Free

Open For Lunch 7
Days a week
BUY ONE
GET ONE for

99$

t _ M

OGL

\ V

7 z> DAYS <-

256-891 1 »^\

Hours;

Sun-Thurs.

11am to 2am
Fri. and Sat.

11am to 3am ***f

Little Women/Shockra/The
Tribulations will play at Pearl Street

in Northampton. 830 pm
Buddy Guy will play Ns smoulder-

ing Chicago-style blues that has in-

fluenced guitar greats such as Clap-

ton and Hendrix at the Iron Horse, one

at 7 pm and the next at lO p.m.

Tickets are $16 in advance.

Tony Richards and the K-Man

Band will bring their smoking mix of

R-n-B, pop and blues to Katina's in

Hadley. Doors open at 8 p.m. $5 for

those 21-and-over and $7 for those

18-20.

Ambassa will bring their brand of

traditional reggae to Twister's Tavern

in Amherst.

Anne Hills, a folk, ballad and coun-

try singer, will perform at Amherst

College in the Campus Center Fron-

troom. Show starts at 8 p.m. SI with

Amherst College ID ana $7 for the

general public.

The Tenant, a cult horror film

directed by Roman Polanski about a

timid clerk who rents an apartment

in which the previous inhabitant

committed suicide, will be shown at

Hampshire College in Franklin Patter-

son Lecture Hall The film will be

shown at 8 pm. $1

Slottershack/Doom Patrol will

whip the crowd at Katina's in Hadley

into a mega-moshing mass. Doors

open at 8 p.m. $3 for those 21 and

over and $5 for those 18-2Q.

iDELIVERY COUPON i

ONLY C0UP0NB«««| ^— "

99$ Pizza i ! $1 99 Pizza

Buy any large or

12" pan style pizza

get of equal or lesser

toppings FOR ONLY $1 .99

Buy any large pizza or

12" pan style pizza

get one

of equal or lesser toppings

I

DELIVERED in

30 Mins. or less

Expires 9/20/90

One coupon per order

«v Not good in Northampton

;arry out only

®

Expires 9/20/90

One coupon per order

Not good in Northampton

Little Women potential giants

By NOA C. BEN YEHUDA
Collegian Correspondent

I first saw the band Little Women per

form with Burning Spear as their opening

band, and later as they rocked with David

Lindlay in Boulder, Colorado where they

were local favorites.

Friday night at Pearl Street Little

Women will be able to prove themselves as

potential local favorites in rock, R$B and

(Glenn Campbell inspired) zydeco.

Little Women is actually a group of men.

Their Northampton date is one in a string

of 200 stops that the group is scheduled for

to promote their latest album Pretty Wiped

Out (Outerspace Records).

In our phone convesation, they told me

they were checking out of a Pennsylvania

hotel that had "too much dirt in the pool."

Jerry Joseph, lead singer said he was

'thrilled to death" at the prospect of leav

ing the muggy weather behind in Penn.

In his rough, jibbing voice he told of the

band's decision to locate in Portland,

Oregon.
The heavy metal and African rhythm

scenes are pretty strong there," Joseph

said "We've been picking up some of that

into our own music " Little Women play

all original tunes, however their sound

draws from everything: zydeco to Zulu,

once heavily influenced by reggae they're

now developing a more hard-edged sound.

Joseph's lyrics tend toward the darker

side of life. "God, Guts and Guns" was in-

spired by a bumper sticker he spotted dur-

ing the week of a schoolyard shooting that

proclaimed: "God, Guts and Glory made

America, let's keep it that way."

Joseph said these past few years have

been "incredible" politically. Of recent

headlines, he said the one that could

translate best into a great song is that of

the resignation of Chief Justice William

Brennan, that is if he had time.

Joseph said that being on the road for so

long is gruelling. When he does chance to

escape, his vacation spot of choice is Costa

Rica — where he relaxes with a beer in

hand on the beach.

A show with Little Women should prove

to be an excellent night with plenty of

chances for dancing out your blues. One

reviewer said of this band: "Louisa May

Alcott would be proud."

Little Women, Shockra. and the Tribula-

tions will be at Pearl Street Friday night.

I)„ors open are at 8:30 p.m. 21-and-orer

PARAMOUNT
SPRI N G F 1 EL P

u

MIDNIGHT OIL

ORIGIN
Sept. 25. 7.30 pm

MICHAEL FRANKS
ANGELA BOFILt

Oct. 7.7:30 pm

WPKX
KATHY MATTEA
Oct. 28.7:30 pm

n
ROBERT CRAY BAND
with The Memphis Horns

LOS LOBOS
Idirty DOZEN BRASS BAND|

Nov. 1. 7:30 pm

1700 Main St.. Springfield, MA
Paramount Box Office (413) 734-5874. "-F10-S. Sa^V2-5

TACKETWW and T1OSETR0N PMONfc CHHW* (800) 382-8080

Prpsontod by LIVE Productions,

Still looking for

OFF-CAMPUS Housing

may be the place for you /k

Christian

i £d and personal - up to 50 res.dents: Grads * Undergrads

' ^.^So SISSSw** indudea 12 meals per week)

: o^cn^^Bus line .next '» Mather Career Center,

. LOTS OF FUN: dances, hiking, day-ulps. etc.

FOR INFO CALL: 549-9973

and
WAQY

present
?&*j&^3$ «fca*.«>-^StfR^O-^a

Battle of the Bands
i es*j&^7s es**J9-*3z

^c^-c^mcc^c*-^szm-^ <&r
I C^^W^^&PSC^W^S*? tZCfCS-^SZ? eys^ipc^^

Mon., Sept. 17

Who's Kiddin Who
The Equalites

The Mess

Tues.,

Rockin' Dave and
the Rent Party

Dertonz
Farmhouse

Finals

Saturday Sept. 22

Showtime 8:30 pm

Rock 102 Announcers
will be on hand

to judge each night

Pearl Street Battle of the

Bands winner receives:

• Hand-Built Graphic Gtiltar By Dean

Courtesy of East Coast Music Mall of New-

ington CT

• 10 Hour Free Studio Time Courtesy of

-o iPTX Longview Farms. N. Brookfield. MA
0rOl£]O • $200 Gift Certificate from Downtown

Sounds, Northampton, MA
• Dinner for Band Courtesy of Spoletto s

of Northampton. MA
• 75 Assorted Cassettes Courtesy ot Lbb

records

Columbia
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Richards and K-Men kickin' into the 90s
***W* m^mm ^''^

, . __JLtu_ ...MtftBpt -„irl a . their fourth album and it was recorded live But he a burn
,

>

p .

By DANIELLE DOWLING
Collegian Staff

Charlie Watts, drummer for the Rolling

Stones, once said of Tony Richards and

the K-Man Band. 'This band is really,

reallv good
"

One eouW be impressed by such a remark

»f ..ne highlv regards Charlie Wat:

musical taste. However, this is not the on-

lv impressive aspect of the Connecticut-

based sextet Their energetic live perfor-

mances have scored them opening gigs

with such acts as Taylor Dayne t'heap

Trick. John Ent whistle of the Who and

Meattoal . .

Ev ,
this under theur belts,

their sound which has been described

a blend of soul, funk, ska and R»B

to remain ConneetKir

Tony Richards said in an interview with

the New Fairfield Citzen Ne« 11. we

would like to get a major label

« not exact (dingonit Aft<

ofthen nthebusn

a little cynical about the busim

-

Inspired bv the B- Kichards began

his musical eai teenager back in

1964 when he picked up the guitar tor the

verv first time. Like so many of his peers

at that time, his ambition was to get girls.

But when guitarist like Eric Clapton and

Jimi Hendrix crafted the rock n roll guitar

sound into a fine work of art. Richards in-

terest intensified.

In 1973, he made camp in Danbury, Lon

necticut where he began to work with

bluesrock legends such as Boz Scaggs.

Johnnv Winter, James Cotton and Steve

Miller' Around the same time, he formed

his first hand. New York Chalk. The 111

up of New York Chalk transformed into a

local legend known as Brother Jump,

which recorded one LP, Anthem o/ tk*

Eighties before its demii

Th. »rs ago. after sonv

Richards formed the K-Man Band to

lieve him of the financial debt with which

the Brother Jump project had left him.

Former Brother Jump bandmate. Bo

Ognan, who plays the tenor sax. [oil

Richards in this new venture and remains

in the hand today Besides Richards mil

nan, the present line-up include I aul

Riley <>n trom! Turek on

Dale Adams on keyh«. J Tim Engle

on drums
The group \M now looking forward to their

upcoming fall release. Live Sicca/, which

will be released on L»B Records. This is

their fourth album and it was recorded live

at a club in Connecticut. At the production

helm for this recording was Thorn Panun-

zio who is well known for his work on U2 8

Rattle and Hum and Bruce Springsteen s

live five-record set.

The first single to be released oil this

album will be "United States of Love, a

•creaming R$B tune which deals with the

inabtlit) of people to get along with each

other.

But, the album will not only be filled

with political and social rhetoric. They ap-

proach the topic of S»M on "Lisa, Lisa

which segue-ways into "I Come To You,

a song that recounts one lover's needs for

the other in times of crises.

The group is also scheduled to release 18

tracks on cassette and video which will be

titled Hometapes and sold only in clubs.

\- for the future of Tony Richards and

the K-Man band. Richai ms to he verj

optimistic. -This hand is definitely going

into the 90s."

Tony Richard* and the k-Man Band will

play Katina's on Friday Boon open at 8

n m. Admit
21-nmi

and $7 for those 18-20

WELCOME
BACK h\ *

»^

FREE LITER OF SODA WITH ANY
LARGE PIZZA

PIZZA

SA1ADS

LASAGNA

SUBS
WE DELIVER QUALITY

OPEN OAltY 11 am. £? FREE DELIVERY

Pal K at 256-02ZZ K> YOUR HOME 0« OfPCE!

ONE kSJrjsVJ ^WtfftffeMBlNED W/OTHERCOU^

Surprise

someone

you
cure about

f/Jlvaxs

oom
full Vnut
hlourr >hi»p

1 >,!..»-,. . c

MICHAEL
Billiard Room
& Sports Bar

The Area's Best

Football Action
• Five 9 ft. Championship Tables

• Your favorite sporting events on large

screen TVsV
• $1.00 Drafts \ice cold mugs

• 25 cent hot do\s
• Appetizer menu
. This Week: $1 Rolling Rock Bottles

. Thursday is Ladies' Night-Lad.es^play

pool for half price on Thurs. Night

i/i Formerly
^i&Changes Nightclub

256-8284

H No Pleawnt Screct Amhef* Hours: 1 lam-lam everyday but Sun.

Sun. 12 noon to lam

MICHAEL'S
Rt. 9, Amherst

(Next to Hunan Garden Rest.)

mini m ,i;m,iniiMiiiiiiiiHim.Miiiiimiim^^ iinnin ,.„„., -.,..,... « m, ........ ........ .....mm.,,. '
<".,... i.w*ui|

#yirtt$nus
WELCOME BACK

STUDENTS

am I ING Ro,ling Rock
KULLin^ ! 2oz bar bottles

0ROCK $10.49
/".. * nJ»l*0*l B*€W—C G U'NM Mi

"Z-—-
—
——

Michelob
Michelob Light

Michelob Dry

2/12 pack 12oz. cans

$11.99

Miller Genuine Draft

2/12 packs 12oz bottle

case

Carling Black Label

12oz bar bottles

$10.79 case

$6.99 case

Lite Suitcase

$11.79
I
i

case

Beck's Beer
2/12 packs 12oz bottles

$15.99 case

Captain Morgan
Spiced Rum

750ml

$6.99

1/2 Kegs^tarting^at^$27.00
Many more in-store specials on domestic

and imported beer

JOSE CUERVO
ffifrquilo

Gold 750ml

$8.99

Jack Daniel's

Tennessee Whisky
750ml

$9.99

Bacardi Breezers ^^
Spirit Coolers

All flavors mmm „nnA k .^ /wloA
338 College St., Rt.9, Amherst MA 253-5384 MC/VISA

4 pack Hours: M-F:10:00am-1 1 :00pm Sat.:9:00am-1 1 :00pm

MMHiMMHilM |.| MUtHMMlHMiMililiMXilllilililiCliM W'W'WW'I *'•«•' *•*»*' U*IU«HU.».I.IWI.WWm^.l«*llltlim.».l.ll«lll.l*MI.MIII.Itl««.l»l».l»IUtlll»IM*l>»«^

$3.99

Gilbey s Gin
750ml with

Schweppe's 1L

Tonic Water

$6.99

Popov Vodka
1.75L

$9.99

L

Today could be partly

sunny, with perhaps a

chance of rain. Highs

around 75.

THE MASSACHUSETTS DAILY

Jeremy Levinson

enlightens us with his

views about state

politics. Page 7.

Football begins tomor-

row at home when the

Minutemen face Maine,

Preview page 20.
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VOLUME C LARGEST COLLEGE DAILY IN NEW EN

Academic reductions
proposed by O'Brien

ISSUE 8

By JULIA SEREBRINSKY
Collegian Staff

University of Massachusetts Provost

Richard O'Brien yesterday outlined a new

proposal which calls for a reduction rather

than termination of selected departments

and academic programs at the University

of Massachusetts.

The plan, presented to the Senate Facul

ty meeting yesterday, is aimed at

ameliorating the $6 million budgetary cut

for the 1990-1991 academic year.

The proposed program, which would save

the University $3.5 million dollars,

O'Brien said. It calls for a general freeze

in hiring faculty and the drawing up of a

list of departments targeted for reductions.

Under the proposal, the departments

selected for reductions would not renew

contracts of their untenured faculty and

will not replace the tenured faculty

members who will leave the University.

The new plan is different from the

original proposal made by President-

Chancellor Joseph Duffey and Provost

O'Brien in August.

That proposal called for "using selective

academic program terminations, in addi-

tion to other means, to help meet necessary

budget reductions."

The move to reduce rather than ter

minate selected departments came about

because of O'Brien's intention not to

dismantle the university and determina-

tion "to protect the tenured faculty." said

Frank Hugus, Secretary of the Faculty

Senate.
e u

O'Brien said, however, that if the

Citizens for Limited Taxation proposal

passes, an option for termination would be

reconsidered.

The Citizens for Limited Taxation pro-

posal if passed, will roll back tax levels in

Massachusetts to 1988 levels. This would

CONTINUED ON PAG€ 16
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Counselors relocated
Everywoman 's Centerprograms hurt by cuts

By AMY HENRY
Collegian Staff

The Evervwoman's Center was notified

by administrators last week that two posi

tions would be cut and relocated to another

part of the University, said a spokeswoman

for the Center.

"The Coordinator of Public Relations and

Outreach. Nieve Santana, was reassigned

to Financial Aid and the Coordinator of the

Counseling Services, Susan Mahler, was

reassigned to Mental Health Services."

Carol Wallace, the head of the EWC. said

With the addition of Mahler to the Men

tal Health Services they will be at full staff

while the EWC counseling services will be

eliminated.

She said the only counseling which will

be available is for survivors of sexual

assault and women who have already

started counseling. Other women will have

to be referred somewhere else, she added

These two positions that were cut make

a total of six in the past four years. Wallace

"I feel that women's services have been

targeted. There is a definite pattern,"

Wallace said. "We have lost six positions

out of nine. These are critical services
"

Wallace said it is harder to make refer

rals because the state budget cuts have

reduced the number of services available

to women in the valley.

"Last year the counseling program had

seven support groups ranging from "eating

disorders" to "adult daughters of

alcoholics. Now the program cannot offer

any groups," she said. "However, the

Against Violence Against Women Program

of the EWC will offer support groups for

CONTINUED ON PAGE 16

ALL IN A ROW - Trendy mountain bikes lined up in the racks out-

side the Student Union.

Indians rally

for their land
Editor's note- This is the first ofa multi-part series

on the situation of the Mohawk Indians ^ Quebec.

Canada, Ric Oliveira is a Collegian correspondent who

is currently in Kahnawake, Quebec.

By RIC OLIVEIRA
Collegian Correspondent

KAHNAWAKE, Quebec - Inside and outside of the

Mohawk reserve known as Kahnawake 1C'minutes

from the city of Montreal, heavily armed
I
Canadian

troops patrol the Highway just outside of the village.

Every 300 yards, armored personnel carried with 50

SSL machine guns and short range rocket launchers

sit overlooking the populace.
armaA

Like the Gods of TranaporUtionJbeavily armed

soldiers sit atop and about the 30 APC's overlooking

Z Reserve traffic. 100 yards from the midd e school-

high school (Kahnawake survival school) entrance, ar-

my vehicles monitor Mohawk actions.

CONTINUED ON PAGE 16

CONT.NUED ON PAGE 16 | *™™ »»-«-»
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Seeing eye dog barred from restaurant

mind man files complaint against local establishment
MJIU*** VOr«»if,n last week and had no problen

By CHRIS MUTHER
Collegian Staff

An Amherst man was asked to leave his "eyes" at the

door when he went to a restaurant in town early this

wppk
Arthur Warren, a technician at the University of

Massachusetts who is blind, was asked to leave his see

ing eye dog. Venus, tied up outside when he went out to

dinner at Panda East restaurant in Amherst.

"Venus is my eyes, I cant get around without her," War

^Warren said he was asked to tie Venus outside when

he entered the restaurant, even after presenting photo

identification that he is legally blind and Venus is his see^

ing eye dog. He added that he has filed a complaint against

the restaurant to the Amherst Police.

In Massachusetts, the law states that seeing eye dogs

are allowed in public places, including restaurants.

Warren said he has had no problems in the past bring^

ing Venus in restaurants and other public places, except

for a a few startled looks. Venus is a long haired German

Shepard.

"I went on vacation last week and had no problems,"

he said. "I stayed at the Marriott, I flew first class, no

one had a problem with Venus."

The management at Panda East said they were not pro

perly informed of the law and that Warren did not show

proper identification.
CONTlNUED ON PAGE 4

GUIDING EYES for ibt BLIND, inc

YOaJCTOWN HEIGHT* NY

7%u mil Mrwi*

Arthur Werren

8 Winston Court

Anharst, MA 01002

>«h ***>* ** »•*• Venus
^

1/28/90

F, GS

•V

This is the identification Arthur A. Warren

carries to keep his seeing eye dog, Venus, by

his side.
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and Learn the Art

of Sell Defense

Develop Confidence

Learn Self Control

Develop Self

Discipline

Lose Weight
Keep Fit

THE MASSACHUSETTS DAILY

COLLEGIAN
1 13 Campus Center. Amherst. MA. 01003

Phone (413) 545-3500 FAX (413) 545-1592
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584-4975

I Northampton
.Naut.Ius, Inc.

216 North King Street

Northampton

Aerobics»Nautilus«Lifecycles
•Tanninq»Free Weights

Call for information

ENROLL NOW! MEETS:

Mon and Wed 8-10

Friday 7-9

Totman 101

For information Contact

Jeff or Kevin 649-2964

SELF DEFENSE CUNIC AND
BREAKING DEMONSTRATION

TONIGHT 7:00PM

Editor in Chief

Managing Editor

Editorial Editors

News Editor

Sports Editors

Arts Editors

Photography Editor

Black Allairs Editor

Women's Issues Editor

Multicultural Arlairs Editor

Third World Arlairs Editor

Lesbian. Bisexual Gay Issues Editor

Business Manager
Advertising Manager
Finance Manager
Circulation Manager
Subscnption Manager
Promotions Manager
Production Manager

Day Graphics Ad Manager

STAFF
Meredith O'Brien

Sarah Demaster

Gayle Long Anna Regina Santiago

Chris Muther

Adrienne Matt. Sam Silverstein

Jody Gabin. Julie Livingstone

Richard DuCree
Dawn Pierce

Amy Henry

Alexander Nguyen
Pratip Dastidar

Ali Woolwich
Susan George
David Melnick

Beth Patterson

Jim Winterbottom

Susan Kent

Marc Pruskin

Terry Starmer

Chnssy Girone

Business
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Brian Harrington Lon Black

Maureen Majerowski
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New England s largest college daily newspaper Circulation

21 000 Published every weekday during the calendar

semester The Massachusetts Daily Collegian is a Registered

Student Organization ol the University ol Massachusetts

tbarlie'?
1 Pray St . Amherst-549-5403 • Open I lam

7 days a Week
Kitchen open til midnight

SUNDAY 10f POTATO SKINS

900PM • 12 00AM

• ••••

ACADEMY-MUSIC A^J* ,

Entering its 5th and FINAL WEEK
Ends Sep. 20, Curtain 7:00 and 9:00

•••••<

Drink of the Week
Pineapple Bomb

$1 95

Beer of the Month
Foster* Lager $1.75

A Lover/. Lyncal comedy about a family o? eccentrics oathenng

in the Bordeaux wine country for the funeral & reading of the will

of tne family Matnarch. A Civilized film, without violence, indeed

a special summer treaty

"A DELICIOUS FILM.
In its wit. in its pastoral beauty. MAY FOOLS

has the tang of a Renoir for our time."

-U»«> Moll NEWSWHK

|ln a summer awash with overpriced fluff, Mafc h* NeiioW the ryric,|

the comic and the traejc into a fiWn of resonant complexity."

-Tmr Travm. SOUInC STONE

Food Giveaways

Mon 10 cent Mozzarella Sticks 9-12

Tues 10 cent Buffalo Wings 9 12

Sunday 10 cent Potato Skins 9 12
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For Great Variety
and Great Prices!
SHOP SCOTT'S!

Budweiser Suitcase
Cans

$11.49 +dep.

Miller Genuine Draft

12 12oz. bottles

Smirnoff Vodka fjjp.

750 ml

$6.49
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Contact: Lpt. Richard Tracey

UMasa Army R.O.T.C.

5-2321 or 5-2.122

iMJumsTcauni
icmtui

$5.99 + dep.

Captain Morgan
Spiced Rum

1.75 L

We Want To Be Your Favorite Liqour Store

Missing Hone?

Need a Break?

CORNERSTONE CHAPEL
580 Bridge Road

Northampton, MA 01060

Sunday
9:45 a.m. Bible Study Classes
11:00 a.m. Praise and Worship
6:30 p. a. Evening Assembly

Wednesday
6:30 p.m. Bible Study

call for a ride: 584-5168

LOCAL
Students join forces to block petition passage
By KENDRA PRATT
Collegian Staff

Student efforts against the passage of the

Citizens for Limited Taxation petition

became a statewide campaign last night as

student leaders joined forces at Fitchburg

State College.

Members of the Student Advisory Com-

mittee to the Board of Regents of Higher

Education met to combine their efforts to

disperse information on the impact of the

CLT petition on public higher education in

Massachusetts to the college communities.

The CLT petition calls for a tax rollback

to 1988 revenue levels which will cut $120

million dollars from the already slender

public higher education budget. The peti

tion will appear as ballot question number

three on the Nov. ballot.

The Board of Regents created the com-

mittee, which is composed of student

trustees and Student Government Associa-

tion presidents, to advise the regents and

Higher Education Chancellor Bromery.

During the meeting, the committee

agreed to have a statewide informational

picket of the CLT headquarters on Oct. 12

and a second informational picket of

WRKO, an AM Boston station. The adver

Users on WRKO will also be boycotted.

WRKO is being targeted by the commit

tee because they believe the station gives

free advertising in the form of daytime talk

shows to CLT.
The show most heavily criticized by the

committee was Jerry William's The Three

Governors'. In this show from 4-6 p.m.,

Jerry Williams, Barbara Anderson, the ex

ecutive director of CLT, and Howie Carr,

a conservative columnist, discuss state

politics. All three support the CLT petition.

"Essentially it's 12 hours of free adver-

tising a day for CLT," said Nick Ramos,

SGA president of Mass. College of Art.

Despite how CLT may be allegedly asser-

ting their caused, student government cam-

paigns against CLT cannot legally use any

state or student monies to campaign

against ballot question number, three, ac-

cording to Janet Robinson from the

regents' student affairs office.

"Although we can do whatever we want

to defeat CLT, we cannot spend any stu-

dent trust fund money for the cause,"said

Patrick Demers, Student Trustee for

UMass-Lowell and chair of the committee.

"That puts us in a different position."

Robinson advised student leaders to not

take a stand on CLT, but to inform people

of the serious impact the passage of the

petition will be on state colleges and

universities.

"The opposition has said they will

monitor campuses real closely to make sure

taxpayers' money doesn't go towards

fighting against CLT." she said.

"You are protecting and leaving a legacy

to your collegiate heirs, that's why it's so

important for you to be careful," she said.

Fitchburg State has already their facul

ty association donate the funds to begin a

mass mailing campaign with alumni

members directed towards parents and

other alumni. The SGA is also working

with Massachusetts Public Interest

( Ullrgian ph»l<> by Dondi Abeam

IN HEAT — Symmetrical sunbathers enjoy another fine day on the

flagstones of the Campus Center.

Research Group on student voter

registration.

Roxbury Community College leaders are

planning to invite political candidates in-

to their college community to discuss CLT
impacts. Since Roxbury has had such a

surge in enrollment this semester, student

leader Lorna Greene fears that further

budget cuts will undermine the college's re-

cent growth.

Another colleges and universities in at-

tendance were: Holyoke, Bristol, Mt.

Wachusett, and Mt. Harmon Community

colleges; Mass. Maritime, Framingham
State, Worcester State, and North Adams
State Colleges; and the University of

Massachusetts at Amherst. Jack Polidori.

a representative for Mass. Teachers

Association, was also present.

"Other schools are looking to (UMassi

Amherst right now for ideas and programs

because it's such a big school,"said Dan

Harrington, SGA president of Worcester

State College. "We can apply the ideas in

a smaller degree to our own school."

New DEP plan
BY MARK HENSLEY
Collegian Correspondent

The Department of Environmental Protection

presented plans yesterday designed to increase speed

and effectiveness in issuing permits and enforcing cur

rent environmental regulations.

The proposal, developed by the DEP in cooperation

with an Advisorv Committee made up of represen^

tativea from small business, industry-, environmental

groups, municipalitie8 . and utilities was presented

yesterday at a public hearing in the Campus Center

at the University of Massachusetts

The proposal calls for a program of fees which woujd

be payed by applicants and would be directly linked

to a guarantee of timely service by the DEP.

The DEP, which not only enforces environmental

regulations, but also issues operating and building per

mits for facilities based on an environmental impact

assessment, projects it could generate between $8

million and $16 million by collecting permit fees.

The money general. .1 would be at no cost to the tax

payer andy would be used to upgrade its permitting

and compliance programs as well as its air quality,

hazardous waste, and water pollution control.

The DEP proposal comes in response to decreasing

state and federal money, complaints from environmeiv

talists concerning the lack of enforcement of DEP

regulations, as well as a need to alleviate the long and

unpredictable waiting periods for permits.

The package, which DEP officials say is threatened

by the possible passage of the Citizens for Limited Tax

ation's Question Three, was^^^^^

Tackling Holyoke's dropout rate
Innovative school created for urban youths

is Puerto Rican. The curriculum mandates that students

take a significant portion of their academic classes in a

second language.

In addition to the bilingual curriculum, students are re-

quired to participate in a math program geared to teach

students higher-order reasoning and inquiryoriented

science courses. Physical education courses are non

competitive and focus on life-long activity and nutrition.

Fine arts also will be used to enhance academic subjects.

According to Madelaine Marquez. the Special Assistant

By KELLY CONGDON
Collegian Correspondent

The city of Holyoke has taken an innovative approach

to solving urban youth problems by creating a new public

middle school which will be a model of urban educational

reform, according to school officials.

The Holyoke Magnet Middle School is a pioneering

educational effort aimed at curbing alarmingly high

dropout and teenage pregnancy rates in the city of

Holyoke. The city had a 20 to 25 percent dropout rate last

year and the highest teenage pregnancy rate in the state.

In addition to alleviating the immediate problem of over-

crowding, administrators hope that the new school will

allow students to take an educational initiative in the for

mative years of intellectual growth.

"The new school affords the opportunity to set high ex

pectations for pre adolescents at a crucial point in their

educational development." said George Counter.

Superintendent of Schools in Holyoke. "We hope the new

school will give students confidence and self-esteem along

with a higher success rate than ordinary circumstances

would allow."

The magnet school will implement innovative teaching

methods and experimental curricula developed at Mount

Holyoke to find new solutions to problems of bilingual ur

ban students. Mount Holyoke College will serve as a

resource to the magnet school, providing teacher tram

ing and classroom aids.

At least 60 percent of the magnet school's students will

speak Spanish as a first language, reflecting the composr

tion of the city's school population, the majority of which

for Educational Affairs at Mount Holyoke College, it is

the educational approach which differentiates the magnet

school from the other public middle schools in Holyoke

"The subjects being taught are the same as any other

school, it's the philosophy that's different." she said

CONTINUED ON PAGE 6

BOG allows sale ofpornography
By LAV1N1A GAMMON
Collegian Staff

After 11 months of debate, the Board of Governors pass

ed a motion allowing the continued sale of pornography

in the University Store last night.

This motion states that Playboy, PlaygirUnd Penthouse

be sold only at the University Store, and all issues be kept

behind the candy and film counter.

This motion will allow customers wishing to purchase

these magazines, to do so while keeping the number of

browsers and underage consumers down.

Governor Bill Hewitt first introduced this motion in

November of last year, following an Undergraduate Stu

dent Senate vote to ban the sale of pornographic

magazines in the Campus Center/ Student Union complex.

Since the Campus Center falls under the BOG s junsdic

tion, the Undergraduate Student Senate vote could be

overridden by the BOG.

The BOG tabled this motion several times while the

committee to investigate this issue was created. The com-

mittee's findings which came on June 28 of this year said

that the sale of pornogragphic magazines should be allow

ed to continue in the Campus Center, but if the sales were

low the magazines should stop being sold.

In other BOG developments last night:

• An amendment to the BOG's constitution concerning

membership policies was passed The number of

undergraduate representatives was changed from 19 to

17 and the graduates from eight to five. The area

breakdown of these members will go as follows: six

undergraduates will be elected through the SGA, four

from Southwest, four from the commuter area, and one

from Central, Orchard Hill, Northeast, Sylvan and the

Greek Area.

CoUcgUn photo by Oondi Ahrarn

INDIAN SUMMER DREAM - Desmond

O'Connor of Brattleboro, VT swims at Silver

Bridge.
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For Your Information is a calendar listing

of local announcements and upcoming

events published daily by the Collegian as

a public service.

All submissions must.be typed and sub-

mitted to the News desk at least one full day

before publication. We reserve the right to

edit for space.

Saturday, September 15

Benefit Tag Sale - sponsored by Amnes-

ty International, Amherst Common,

9am-2pm
Sunday, September 16

Auditions — sponsored by Music Theater

Guild, Student Union Ballroom 8am-llpm,

Free. Auditions run until Tuesday, Sept.

18.

Monday, September 17

Accounting Fair — sponsored by Beta

Alpha Psi, Campus Center Auditorium,

llam-4pm. Free.

Tuesday, September 18

Lecture: Dr. Alan Key** - sponsored by

Hillel, Campus Center Auditorium,

7:30pm 10pm, Free Students, $3 Gen.

Public

seeing eye dog

Lecture: Mary Nelis, Sinn Fein member

and human activist — sponsored by UMass

for Solidarity and the Graduate Student

Senate, Campus Center room 162, 7:30pm,

Free.

General Meeting — sponsored by

MassPirg, Campus Center 163C,

7pm-10pm, Free.

Wednesday, September 19

Movie: The Hunt for Red October - spon-

sored by SCUM, Campus Center

Auditorium, 5:30pm, 8pm, 10:30pm,

$2.50/person.

Senate Meeting — sponsored by Senate

Operations, Campus Center 163C,

7pm-12am, Free.

Friday, September 21

Coffee Social — sponsored by LBGA,
Campus Center 903, 3pm 6pm, Free.

Saturday, September 22

Movie Marathon — sponsored by Science

Fiction Club, Campus Center Auditorium,

lpm 11pm, Free.

Benefit concert: Phish — sponsored by the

Radical Student Union, Student Union

Ballroom. 8pm-lam, $10.00 pereon.

Jill you can e&it!!

TARBUITS

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

"He came in and demanded we serve him

and his dog." said Kiang, a manager at

Panda East. "He never showed us any iden

tification or told us about the la»-

He said he only knew of the law aft.

customer informed him of it.

Kiang claims his restaurant is guiltv <>1

nothing and said they have contacted a

to defend them. Warren said the

complaint will go to a hearing, but said it

may take at least a year because of a

backlog of cases in the courts.

Venus was trained in many stages, accor-

ding to Warren, including a socialization

stage with a family, and training with

blind students. She was also tested for her

I
loud noises, like a gun shot

"I don't think she knows how to bark or

bite," he said.

Venus is also groomed on a daily basis

which includes brushing her teeth t

night.

Warren also teaches educational i

grams with Venus at schools to help in

crease understanding of the blind and

ing eye dogs. He said he used thi.-

background to try and educate the person

nel at Panda East.

"I've been educating on the blind since

June, the kids are really great and usual

ly like Venus," he said.
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LSO litigation rights meeting planned
By KENDRA PRATT
Collegian Staff

The fight to restore limited litigation rights to the Legal

Services Center is gaining momentum as the first

organizational meeting has been scheduled for Monday,

Sept. 17.

The Legal Services Center is a student-funded campus

agency that provides free legal counsel for University of

Massachusetts students. Litigation rights, the right for

students to have direct legal representation, was rescinded

by the Board of Trustees in August 1986.

The Monday meeting will brief interested students on

the detailed history of the Legal Services Center and will

explain why limited litigation rights are a campus necessi-

ty, according to Rich Sugarman, Student Government

Association senator.

Limited litigation rights, compared to full litigation

rights, would restrict Legal Services from representing

students against the University, the Commonwealth, and

the town of Amherst.

"The limited litigation rights issue is uniting all facets

of the UMass community," Sugarman said. "We all want

a lawyer with full credentials who can go into court to

represent students."

Members of the Legal Services Governing Board, the

board created by students to set the case policy for Legal

Services, surveyed local lawyers to determine what the

range ofcosts for legal representation for students would

be.

LSGB's survey determined that it would cost students

between $75-400 per hour to have private legal represen-

tation. The Legal Services staff compiled financial aid

records to determine that the majority of UMass students

are low income or near low income. In the 1987-1988

academic year, 22,238 students out of a 26,686 total ap-

plied for financial aid.

Since the center is totally funded by student monies col-

lected through mandatory fees, SGA leaders argue the fees

collected for Legal Services should be used as how the

students determine the role of Legal Services within the

University.

"We believe LSO should have restored limited litiga-

tion rights because this is student money," Sugarman

said. "Students have basically come together and bought

lawyers for when we need them."

Dennis Madson, the Vice Chancellor for Student Affairs,

rejected the limited litigation proposal last May, stating

the proposal was "not in the best interests of this campus."

"The administration thinks if we get limited litigation

today, we will have full litigation tomorrow and that it

is 'not in our best interests.' " Sugarman said. "It's our

right to decide what our best interests are"

environment

CONTINUED FROM PAG^ 3'

ciple that the condition of the State economy, the en-

vironment, and the public health, depends on prompt

and effective service by the DEP.
In a press release dated September 11, DEP Commis-

sioner Daniel S. Greenbaum said, "We are changing

the way this agency operates from the ground up. We
want to deliver prompt, consistent service to regulated

businesses and more environmental protection for

every dollar." Greenbaum added that a new source of

funding is crucial to improving DEP service.

Greenbaum said if the regulations were not passed,

the DEP would be forced to lay off more than 80 of its

175 member permitting staff which would force the

DEP to halt the issuance of permits for new businesses

and development.

The proposal has been open to public comment and

testimony in public hearings across the state. Three

more hearings are scheduled for today at 1 p.m. at the

following locations: the City Hall in Worcester, the

McCormak Building in Boston, and the Lakeville

Hospital Auditorium in Lakeville. Written testimony

can be sent to the DEP until September 21.

** ***+++***************
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COUNT ON
FUJI

Stop in, count and win!
At the Camera Shop, 98 Pleasant St. Amhest.

®j DL-400

1st Place - The person who guesses the closest

number ot film canisters

will win a Fuji DL-400.

2nd Place - 6 rolls of Fuji CA-135-24 exposure

color negative.

3rd Place - 1 Fuji Quick Snap plus 1 Fuji Quick

Snap with flash onetime use

cameras.

• Winner will selected Monday. October 22nd

• In the event of a tie, a drawing will be held

• No purchase necessary

Specials good only with coupon
Coupon •ip*r*t 10V31'90

YOUR COLOR DEVELOP
AND PRINT PRICES*

DISC

12 EXPOSURES 15 EXPOSURES

199
fl per roll

099
£m mm roll

;4 EXPOSURES

Q99
f^J per roll

36 EXPOSURES

-STANDARD PRINTS -11ACH GLOSSY FINISH

0<le< gr>0d on (ronopnnl - MM HO-3'4-

|J*_3vJVjV> 135-3* « 5 & 0'" 3V, • 4/>

KodKOio- fui. and ointr C 41 processing

AMHERST 98 Pteosant St

f METROPOLITAN BOOKSELLERS'

2

BOOK FAIR
WARE'tlO'lSE S-A-L-E

Marches on as

BOOKS ARRIVE!
TEXTBOOKS $2.50 to $5.00

Extraordinary Selection of Books From Major

Publishers at Unbelievably Low Prices!

Publishers
Random House
Simon & Schuster
Harper & Row
MacMillan
Viking
Prentice Hall

Bantam Doubleday
Scribner
Putnam
Morrow

Fiction
Romance
Mysteries
Novels
Fantasy
Suspense
Science Fiction

Westerns
Sports
Gothics
Historical

Thousands of Books

70%Off!S
Ton of Children's Books

50%Off!S

Non-Fiction
History
Film
Nature
Medical
Health
Philosophy
Hobbies
Literature

Children's
Stones
Fairy Tales

General Interest

Educational

Authors
Stephen King
Isaac Asimov
Barbara Michaels

G B Trudeau
Colleen McCullough
Richard Condon
Louis Grizzard

John D McDona'd
Charles Schultz
William Buckley
Helen H Santmyer
Alfred Hitchcock
Ruth Rendell
Bill Cosby

Original

Publisher s

List Price

This Ad is worth
$505 towards

any purchase
over $25°5!

(limit one per customer)

-1

ALL OTHER BOOKS i (hmit one per ci

AT EXCEPTIONAL ',

VALUES! L

The Mountain Farms Mall, Hadley, MA

(In the old Almy's

Store at The Mountain

Farms Mall.)

Hours: Mon-Sat. 10-9, Sunday 12-6

Th.s extraordinary select.on is available from Pushers
overstocks, returns, special printings and liquidations.

> M> »> «fc»J
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everywoman's center

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

survivors of sexual assault."

Wallace said, students, faculty and staff can show their

support of the EWC in a variety of ways.

"We are asking people to send letters of support to Den-

nis Madson, Vice Chancellor, Jo-Anne Vanine, the dean

of students and a copy to the EWC."

"I think the administration will be more concerned

about the EWC's cuts if they hear from the students, she

said "It is particularly helpful if it is a woman who has

used the counselling services or a person who has made

referrals to the EWC."
"People can contact Natasha Diephus, president, Stu-

dent Government Association or the Graduate Student

Senate to find out how they can get involved with sup-

Dortine the EWC,"she said.

More than usual women are calling the EWC which is

common in a time of fiscal crisis, Wallace said.

"Unprecedented numbers of women students needing

shelter, food stamps, and in any kind of crisis are calling

the EWC " she said

Wallace expressed concern about the kind of message

about accessibility the University is sending as an institu-

tion of public higher education to oppressed groups.

"We should not be cutting direct services to students

Particularly to, women, the disabled, lesbians and peo

pie of color There are other places that should be cut

first," she said. M . ._
Wallace said the need for counseling has increased on

this campus since last semester.

"There are students who will fall threw the cracks by

the lose at the EWC. Mental Health Services was booked

for all of September by the end of the first week of school,

8h
Dennfs Madson, vice chancellor of Student Affairs, who

informed the EWC of the cuts, was unavailable for

comment.

magnet school

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 3

Administered by a lead teacher and an elected board

of parents and students, the magnet school strides to

"facilitate and support rather than govern, Marquez

said want to offer meaningful roles for parents and

students in the school."

"We've changed the way the children look at school

by creating an environment children would like to be

a part of," Efrain Martinez, head of the magnet schools

in Holyoke said. "We're actually fostering a healthy

self-concept by emphasizing choice," he said

"Much of what happens in middle school determines

the students* academic persistence. The idea that

education is a way out of poverty should be ingrained

at the ages between 10 and 14," he concluded.

The school admitted 126 sixth graders this fall.

Enrollment will gradually reach 400 students by 1993.
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RESTAURANT and LOUNGE

The Top of the Campus has great food, fantast.c service. «^*£
oecials an extensive lounge munchie menu and a spectacular v.cw

oHhe campus, all yours to enjoy in a pleasant, relaxed atmosphere.

Eleventh Floor, Lincoln Campus Center

549-6000 ext. %36

Lunch: Mon ,Fn. 1. 30am-2:OOpm; Dinner Tues,Sat.^™*™
Cocktails: Mon -Fri. 11:30 am-!2:30 am; Sat-Sun^pm-12.30 am

VALIDATED PARKING IN

ATTACHED GARAGE

For Older Undergraduates

25+ CLUB
Did you know that there are

more than 1500 undergraduates at

UMass age 25 and over? Let's get

together at an..

Introductory Meeting

, i.) t -J > -r^

Wednesday, Sept. 19

8:00 pm
Campus Center 174-176

Discussion of Activities

Socializing

Refreshments

Monday
September 17th
Campus Center

Auditorium

Over 35 major employers representing public

accounting firms (both large and small), private

(corporate/ accounting and government accounting.

ATT. MAJORS WELCOME!

Great chance to learn about different firms and

career options in the accounting profession!

SENIORS - Bring copies of your resume if you like.

Spomondbu&talVpnarsi&fo Accounting Association.

EDITORIAL/OPINION
OCCUPIED
WEST

The tax debate that wasn't

sZ. ^x

IS

TIME

TEMP.

BOPY
COUNT

The past two years have sure been an ex-

citing time in Massachusetts politics. After

our "Miracle" crashed in flames,

everything went to hell. The Citizens for

Limited Taxation initiative and the upcom

ing statewide elections are shaping up to

be quite a finale. Whatever happens, it is

clear Massachusetts is, at least for the time

being, politically bankrupt.

To a state that was teetering on

bankruptcy, the CLT initiative and the

anti-tax rage of late are the club that could

break the camel's back.

Jeremy Levinson

M0*
«i,Mi«r»l>

Governor for, not against, people
"There is no point in my making a speech

on crime control to a group ofdrug addicts

— John Stlber

Is this the kind of stereotypical

generalization we need from someone who
wants to hold the highest office in the

-tiite? I think not.

What happens if John Silber is elected

governor? Will he cut much needed pro-

grams in areas because there is no sense

in funding a "group of addicts?"

I spent this past summer working in

Dudley Square, a section of Roxbury.

building a new postal distribution center,

and at first I was a bit apprehensive about

working in that area because of all the

media hype.

I envisioned myself suiting up in the mor

ning in a bullet-proof vest and dodging

bullets. But that was hardly the case. As

John Silber column
denies 'plain truth'

I cannot believe the Collegian editorial on John Silber

("Silber Factbook* shocking" by Kendra Pratt, SepUS).

It was filled with half-truths and outright lies. The

editorial was based on a tabloid book endorsed by 90 pre

sent and former faculty and students who have gone

through the Boston University system.

However, the editorial failed to mention that over

150.000 people have gone through the B.U. system since

Dr. Silber became president. Silber even said. "1 11 take

those numbers any day."

Even Republican hopeful William Weld discredited the

book by saying. "Those people have an axe to grind with

Silber
"

I hope the Collegian will not use the National In-

quirer as a source for its editorials concerning world

affairs.

The editorial also mentioned the debt that b.U. has

under John Silber. But there was no mention of how much

net worth of B.U. has grown since Silber became presi

dent, let alone the School's reputation. Under Silber. B.U.

has gone from an average school in 1971 to a "world class

school today. The English department at B.U\is con

sidered by many as one of the best in the world.

As for Silber making $225,000 a year, the editorial left

readers believing Silber can set his own salary. Silber

answers to the Board of Trustees at B.U. who approves

Silber's salary.
.

The editorial said Silber discriminates against women

when it comes to hiring faculty or giving tenure. The plain

truth is there is more women faculty at B.U. than there

are at Harvard and Yale combined!

About making derogatory comments about women, rape

and preganncy, I believe the editorial was quoting Lt. Gov

Evelyn Murphy. Silber does not believe a woman has the

right to kill an unborn child during the ninth month of

pregnancy unless the woman's life is in danger. Anything

else would be murder.

John Silber is the only candidate for governor who talks

about welfare reforms, and in essence ^?l,ni

ff 1
!S!

government. Politicians like Francis Bellott. or Murphy

will promise you the moon and do nothing while in office,

but Silber will tell you what is wrong, what needs to be

done, and ho* to do it.

Dan Donovan
Amherst

the summer wore on, I came to the conclu-

sion that there were just as many good,

law-abiding citizens, if not more, as there

were "drug addicts."

Silber's comment could not be further

from the truth.

True, Roxbury and the rest of Area B is

plagued by a higher than normal crime

rate. But there are, according to William

Celester. Boston Police deputy superinten

dent, over 120 local crime watch groups

helping to make Area B safer.

Silber's comments just reinforce his lack

of fair judgment. We need a governor who

will work uith the people of Area B and

other troubled areas instead of condemn

ing them.

Peter C. King
Amherst

The Reagan "Revolution's" rape of an

already meager federal system of public

and social services left the individual states

to try and compensate. Massachusetts,

relative to most states, made a good effort.

This was a large burden on our state's

backward tax structure.

How is it that things got so bad so fast?

Why do polls show the public poised to

thrust the fiscal knife into our long tradi-

tion of liberalism and governmental com

passion? In a nutshell, the Liberals have

screwed the people of Massachusetts.

CLT's Barbara Anderson and ultra right

winger Steve Pierce stir up working and

middle class rage at the state tax structure.

Why now? Pro-business conservatives

always use rabid anti-tax demagoguery.

Why here, in the spawning ground of the

Kennedys.
When the anti-tax charlatans use "Over

taxation!" as their battlecry. they tap

anger cultivated by cowardly politicians

who have refused to bring innovation and

fairness to a back-ass tax system. Ours, one

of the wealthiest states in the nation, has

always overtaxed the working and middle

class and undertaxed those who can afford

it — those who make the most ofT of what

Massachusetts has to offer.

For the insurgent anti-tax right, there is

but one solution: less taxes, less public and

human service, less environmental protec-

tion, less public education, less firefighters,

etc.

It is quite clear that CLT is not really

concerned about the working and middle

class folks whose frustration they exploit.

Rather, the drastic state spending cuts that

would almost inevitably follow the passage

of question number three will debilitate

services now valued by millions in the

Commonwealth. Sort of like spitting into

the wind, huh?
Have the Democrats had the courage and

political sense to broaden this debate?

Their only response has been tax packages

that end up proving CLT's point. The tax

debate has been no debate at all, with the

Democratic leadership out in twinkie-land.

It was their job to start talking about who

should be taxed. Two years ago, the

Democrats could have paved the way for

genuine tax reform. This state could have

begun to build a structure under which the

rich and big business pay their fair share.

They should have begun working towards

a much needed graduated income tax struc

ture, under which our wealthy neighbors

would have the opportunity to pay their

fair share. So-called state leaders have in

stead rolled over and played dead. Some

aren't even playing.

The Democrats have helped the anti tax

forces train public to think that all taxes

will fall on the wrong people. All they had

to do was start with one new idea: Tax the

rich, too, dammit!
State leaders have, been comfortable for

too long. State politics have been too stable.

The result has been that our leadership

doesn't recognize a challenge from other

political forces or from its own constituents.

Sadly, the current challenge has come from

and corporate terror groups and their

allies.

I wish 1 could take morbid consolation in

the Democrats' troubles. However, the

threats posed to working and middle class

people by the latest trends are a far larger

concern. When the Democrats sank their

own ship, they seemed to forget that

millions of us were aboard

Jeremy Levinson is a Collegian columnist

Construction of $44M arena proposed

while the University crumbles around us

l*nt it amazing the state and UMass seem to have

gone bonkers with their priorities f«, a cool $44

million will be dropped on a multi purpose sports and

convocation center to enhance our reputation on the

state and national levels.

Meanwhile, we students stand in long lines, see pro_

fessors laid off. get a fraction of our chosen classes if

lucky, walk a campus falling apart, see the prospect

of 500 to 1.200 employee layoffs, and maybe even a

shortened academic year.

Isn't it amazing we took a 4 percent cut at the

end of July and now another 4 percent? The state must

be extremely aware that cutting education gets right

to the source of a strong and healthy economy and will

ultimately undermine the quality of life here in

Massachusetts. ^
Isn't it amazing . . , that about 40 percent of the

general population of this state and country even

bothers to vote? And hold onto your ears when the

howling starts following massive state cuts in social

programs, among them higher education I admit that

politicians are not the most attractive lot But. if you

don't like them, vote them out'

Isn't it amazing that people want to further

enhance the reputation of this University by building

an arena and charging the student body for half its $44

million cost?

How can it be both ways? A glorious arena on one

hand and cut classes, laid off professors, threatened

workers (who can't even get raises), and crumbling

facilities on the other.

This story is probably old hat to many in our com

munity. but as a new transfer student. I can't see the

logic of spending $44 million on an arena and turning

around to millions in cuts to more important programs.

Maybe I'll go and stand in front of the bulldozers

when they come to raze the animal barns.

Carl K. Borchert
Amherst

Sharing education: Out-of-state students

do enrich state and University community
Being an out-of-state student. I take great exception to

the letter by Kevin Newnan ("Out-of-staters get free

lunch," Spet. ID. If paying an extra $4,000 a year entitles

me to a free lunch, it's the most expensive free lunch 1 ve

ever heard of. ,

When out-of state students argue for higher taxes, it s

because we are concerned about the affordabihty of an

education. If taxes aren't raised, it will become much more

difficult for both in-state and out-of-state students to at-

tend the University.

We do not expect Massachusetts citizens to bear the

burden of our educations. In fact, Massachusetts citizens

bear much more of a burden to support instate students

than out-of state. The state pays no extra money to get

out-of staters here, but the University makes extra money

on each out-of-stater.

The amount of money that the University and the state

get on our extra tuition is far more than they would get

if my family members were residents paying state taxes

here Combined with a university that prides itself on the

diversity of its student body, an out-of-state student brings

a double benefit.
,

Another problem I have with Mr. Newnan s letter is the

inference that only people who were born in and plan to

work in Massachusetts deserve to go here.

What about a person born in Massachusetts, but goes

to work somewhere else? What if a person is born

somewhere else, but decides to work in Massachusetts?

. Would either of these people be undeserving of an educa

tion here? It's time to stop thinking about education in

Massachusetts as a commodity that should be hoarded for

the good of the state only, and to see it as a resource that

should be shared for the good of everyone.

Steven Feldgus
Orchard Hill
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To excel in any major,
make a

minor investment.
:

fx-300A $16.95*

fk-115N $24.95*

fx-4200P $49.95*

Let Casio make your most complex courses look

easy. With simple-to-use scientific calculators

that offer high-powered features. Without the

high price.

Our 8-digit Solar Plus™ fx-3O0A is easy

to read and operates even in the dimmest light

Its 128 functions make it a valuable addition

to virtually any math or science course. The
fx-300A performs statistical and fractional

calculations. And it stores six computations

in memory.
For more power, tap into our Solar Plus

fx-H5N. This 10-digit scientific calculator gives

you 154 functions. It offers computer math for

everything from binary to hexadecimal calcula-

tions. Linear regression analysis. And an
applications workbook that makes the fx-l 15N
simple to use.

Our 12-digit fx-4200P data calculator is

in a class by itself. The dot matrix LCD lets you
see alpha-numeric formulas, names and tech-

nical data exactly as written. The replay feature

prompts you to solve for different values ofa
variable without inputting the formula each
time. Plus, there's a powerful 279-step memory
and 150 advanced functions.

No matter what courses you're taking

,

Casio has a scientific calculator that's of major
importance. At a price that's a minor subject.

Wh«re Miractos N*v«r Caase

Ask for Casio Scientific Calculators
at your bookstore.

Casio. Inc Calculator Products Division.
570 Mt Pleasant Avenue. Dover. NJ 07801 (801)361-5400

Solar Plus is a trademark ofCask) Computer Co, Ltd

ARTS&LIVING
Jane bites your bum, Queensryche doesn't
By DANIELLE D0WLING
Collegian Staff

Emotion is an integral part of art.

Without emotion, a work of art comes

across as trite and affected. With emotion,

a work of art is granted the power to cap

tivate its audience even if the devices it

utilizes to get its message across have been

used before.

The message that the work of art tries to

convey, no matter how much heart the ar-

tist or artists put into it, never quite

reaches everyone. As we are all unique, we

all have our own preconceptions of what art

should be and how it should touch us.

And so it is with the latest Queensryche
album. Empire. Either people are going to

relate to the messages in the album and

love it, or people will fail to understand

what Queensryche was trying to ac

complish and dismiss it as commercial rub-

bish. The latter would be truly unfortunate

since Empire is Queenryche's most mature

work to date.

It is not the dramatic powerhouse that

their previous album, Operation: Mind-

crime, was, as it does not seethe with

angry, aggressive emotion. In fact, while

Mindcrime was an entire concept built

around social and political rhetoric, Empire

has only three songs that are socially con

scious, "Delia Brown," "Empire" and
"Resistance."

Queensryche's approach this time, both

musically and lyrically, is calmer and more

introspective. The sound is reminiscent of

Yes and Rush, especially on songs like

"The Thin Line" and "Empire " "Silent

Lucidity" is a fine tribute to one of their

major influences. Pink Floyd. But overall,

it's still the same Queensryche that I have

come to know and love. The emotion and

effort are still there, it's just that on this

album it doesn't come right out and bite

you on the bum.
On the other hand, Janes Addiction's

latest album, Ritual de lo Habitual, will

sink its jaws so deeply into your glutioui

maximus that you won't be able to sit down

for weeks.

The album takes you on an enthralling

roller coaster ride of emotion, thought and

feeling The energy level seems to follow

some kind of order on the album with the

most energetic songs going first It's kind

of like sex with a grinding preclimax mov-

CONTINUED ON PAGE lO

AMERICAN
COMPUTER
INNOVATORS
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ACI is located on 259 Triangle Street in downtown Amherst.

FREE

WITH THE PURCHASE OF ANY
FUTON & FRAME

GOOD NIGHT BEDDING
OUTLET STORES .

320 RIVERSIDE DRIVE q E. PLEASANT STREET
NORTHAMPTON AMHERST (next to the Mercantile)

585^0660 5493507

/;/ I / s/o\ Of COS TIM "/.VC f. /> / <

The outlook

is good,

University of

Massachusetts

at Amherst

and the future is

yours for the taking.

With your choice of

nearly 200 credit and

noncredit courses, the forecast for personal and

professional growth looks promising. This fall,

let the UMass Division of Continuing Education

help you plan the right course for your future.

Late register for University day classes and

Continuing Education evening classes, on

a space-available basis, through September 18 in

Room 615, Goodell Building.

For more information or a free catalog, call the

Division of Continuing Education at 545 5198.

We're predicting your success.

or COST I V l I \(> KDl't \
I
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Mau Fools: may appeal to lovers of French
irlliy M. Wt/€»« *«»J **Mflry rT

,t„„„1lr tied to the bed and her smile u, broken in-

-•^: . ~^r> a„„„™a* « n-ontp rinmpst.c chaos and per- mgly on pre-pur>esce'it gui- ^^^ a. ^mora
By WILLIAM GEORG1ADES
Collegian Staff

May Fools

Directed by Louis Malle

Academy of Music

Critics are clamoring in a highly unsub-

tle way about the daring sensitivity of

Malle's latest film, the general point being

that this movie is special by token of its

quietness in the face of the general dredge

of loud summer flicks. But "quiet" is just

one of many operative words here.

An impartial synopsis: an elderly woman

dies amid her dolls as her middle-aged son

races home on his bike so as not to be late

for dinner. A series of radio reports inform

us that away from the pastoral setting of

the French countryside, it is May of 1968,

and the students in Paris are revolting. The

mother is laid out and a motley family crew

descends to create domestic chaos and per-

sonal upheaval for the aforementioned

middle-aged, now orphaned son. As the

reports from Paris become increasingly in-

sane, so do the family members. It

culminates with everybody lounging under

a tree smoking pot and talking about sex

and love, then climaxes with a run for the

rainy woods in fear of the approaching

rebel students, and a subsequent reversal

of the momentary hippy ideology.

Imagine watching a family come together

to divy up a dead matriarch's posessions.

They begin with greetings and grief, give

way to greed, turn, by their standards,

momentarily weird, propelled by fear of a

revolution, and then leave and we're left

wondering why.

A day in the life: eat a lot, talk a lot, with

constant contradictions, occasional confron-

tations that lead nowhere, talk about sex

and occasionally have it, train camera lov

ingly on pre-pubescent girl.

Perhaps the French really are this

dreary, but examining this and referring

to it as gentle satire, as Malle has constant-

ly been doing in his subtle blaze of media

storming, is ridiculous. Satire is only gen-

tle for the old and impotent, the useless

that this film concentrates on. That the

French have twiddled their thumbs, eaten

to obesity and come up with a number of

interesting variations ofcoitus over several

hundreds of years does not a great nation

make.
In one scene a 12-year-old girl walks in

to wake up her aunt and sees her ballerina

companion tied to the bed, sleeping in what

one is supposed to feel is a post bondage joy,

as evinced from the smile on her lips. The

audience, at least the one at the Academy,

laughs knowingly at this scene, as they do

at many others. And as the audience

laughs, the camera inoves in on the girl

tied to the bed and her smile is broken in-

to a near grimace and then the camera

hovers over the little girl who looks scared,

rooted to the spot.

There's another film by Malle called

Murmur of the Heart, a film that roman-

ticizes incestuous rape. And with this film

in your head, it's hard not to see the same

leering old man behind the camera here,

being quietly amusing to justify the

greatest love of the French: little

children.

Malle's capability as a film maker is

about as good as anybody's who'd keep at

the occupation for decades. And if his ideas

were merely vacuous, or inspired by

something other than disease, we'd be fine.

But his insidious viciousness leaves nausea

in the stomachs of anyone unimpressed by

the French language.

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 9

ing into the climax and ending up in a soothing

postclimax.

"Stop" starts everything off with a sound that leaves

you with a feeling that is comparable to the effects of

drinking a case of Mountain Dew in one sitting - you

just want to bounce off the walls and stomp around un-

til you work out your high. Then there's the ultimate

climax in "Three Days," which begins in a subdued

fashion and explodes mid-way with an aggressive rage.

The ethereal, psychedelic quality of "Then She Did

smooths things out, followed by the intriguing Mid

die Eastern melody of "Of Course."

The lyrics contain warped slices of Americana as seen

through the eyes of lead singer Perry Farrel. As the

beginning of "Ain't No Right" tells, "My sex and my

drugs and my rock n' roll are the only things that kMf
me here .

lave it, train camera iuv- laugiia, u« ^...v..- — -

Phantom Cities will haunt you
_ . n 1 l: »»;_„~.,^.^ TVio fitxr'a in.

The Allure ofthe Concentric <1985). In the Drowning Pool

(1990). Dancing In The Land Where Children Are The

Light (1981) and Phantom Cities (1990)

Artist Rita Meyers draws upon two diverse regions of

the world for her latest meditation, Phantom Cities via

video installation. This time. Guatemalan and Mexican

Maya sites and contemporary New York City pose as the

landscapes, architecture, water, air and mere being that

form the basis of the city. Meyers delves into this in terms

of the erosive powers of history over such forms and the

regenerative forces at work through myth.

Physical components of Phantom Cities will be arrang-

ed like an abandoned archaeological site with black sand

and vague outlines of descending staircases. The city s in

dividual elements reflect Mayan and New York architec-

ture with pyramids, suspension bridges, skyscrapers,

temples and refineries. It is said to "exist as a place out

side of time, a decayed and empty fact whose meaning

arises only from conjecture."

Further, the jungle scenes of the Mayan sites are

recretaed through the artist's interpretation while video

monitors form an enclosed circle of electronic images

around the miniature city.

"Rita Meyers: Phantom Cities," The University Gallery.
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English as

a Second Language
intensive Day Classes

Part Time Eve. Classes

TOEFL Preparation

Classes begin 9/17/90
Registration 9/6-9/17
Amherst Creamery BWg
150 Fearing St Ste 29

549-5065

Open For Lunch 7
Days a week
BUY ONE
GET ONE for

Good Advice

Honest Price

994

NEW!
Boston HD5
and HD7 Speakers

HD5 *143/pair

HD7 *1 89/pair

Hours;

Sun-Thurs.

11am to 2am
Fri. and Sat.

11am to 3am

256-891

1

CARRY OUT ONLY COUPON*

I

99$ Pizza
Buy any large pizza or

12" pan style pizza

get one
of equal or lesser toppings

99$

Expires 9/20/90

One coupon per order

Af> Not good m Northampton

CARRY OUT ONLY"""""
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$1 .99 Pizza !
i

Buy any large or

12" pan style pizza

get of equal or lesser

toppings FOR ONLY $1 .99

DELIVERED in

30 Mins. or less

Expires 9/20/90

One coupon per order

fg.
Not good in Northampton

ONXYOTX-811
Receiver

$185

ONKYO DX-1 400
18-bit CD Player

*187

onkyo TA-W200
Dual Cassette Deck
Fully Calibrated!

Five College delivery available.

SoundC^Music
. » • •

DEANS LIST
SPRING SEMESTER 1990

Congratulations to those who qualified for the Deans List. Your academic perfor-

mance is noteworthy and a source of pride to the faculty, staff, your student col-

leagues and, of course, to your parents. Such outstanding academic achievement

(3 5 average or higher semester average with twelve or more graded credits) is

attained by fewer than 1 5 percent of our undergraduates. Providing opportunities

for academic growth remains one of the University's highest priorities. It is especial-

ly pleasing, therefore, to note and call attention to such accomplishment. Thank

you for the credit you bring to the University.

Joseph Duffey, Chancellor

Press Releases

To nublicize vour achievement, the University News Office will be issuing a press

Sease^ your hometown newspaper if you are a Massachusetts resident. Out

of state students are requested to pick up a press release form at 200 Munson

Hall (second floor). For additional questions, please call 545-0444.

Additions

The Deans List was based on grades received and posted by the Registrar's
;

Of-

fice by August 15, 1990. If you have a grade change after that date (including

marking up an "Incomplete" or had a missing or late grade recorded after August

1 5), and believe you now qualify for Deans List status, please f.l out a form available

at the Information Data Bank, 2nd floor lobby counter, Wh.tmore and attach a

verification. Reminder: graded credits only are calculated, not pass/fail credits.

Paid for by Student Affairs Research. Information, and Systems (SARIS) as a service to the campus community.

Arts and Sciences—Humanities and Fine Arts

ABASCIANO. BRIAN *•
ABEL.ANQREW S.

aoam*. Jeffrey U.
aQnEW.PAUL O.JR
aIROlOI.PnILIP O.JR
AL NA JAB. ANNE C,
tLWO.K THANN.
»L'K«.J»H« «-•

alZAMORA. STEVEN.
ancona. james p.

amocrson.oebra e.

anoerson. thomas ».
ANORAS.LlSA »•
AMTCBX.MXI.LIM) M.

ARACE . MICHCLLC a.
ABMSTRONC.LYNN C.
armstrong. lynn s.

aseltine. jonayha* m
ASHE. CHRISTINE A.

ATALLAM.KHALED M.

auBIn. Gregory s.

AUBREY. JONATHAN T,

AUOCTTE.UICHCLLC .
AUWCRTCR. STEPHANIE
A. BES. CAROLINE r.

BAKER. ANORCA L.

BAKER. 0ASHA A.

BALDWIN. rATMIE L.

BalTAOOnIS.OORSEN L
BaRBAQALLO.LAURCM C
ATCt.TCOO C.

BAUMCL. BARBARA A,

BaiCnOalC.DONna J.

BEAN.BATMONO L.JBJ

BELL. MEGAN E.
BEN AMABON.LlOB.
BENSON. PATRICIA J.

BEMTLEY.CINTBA 0,
BERGER.CRAIQ S.
BC'ANCOUBT.CaTEBINA
BErCB. alISON 0.
BIAMCNl.VlVIANA,
BLACK. LAUREN M,
BlaCKETT.SIOOnIE.
BLAIS.ABMAHO J.

BLAKELY. BENJAMIN C.
BL»NCMABO.ANNE M.
BLANCHABO.SAMANTHA .

BlAMOING.MARK A,

BLlCKEBS.BETMANN.
BLOCK, JABCO E.
BLOMSTBOM.BICHABO E.

SOaBDMAN. KAREN A.

BOABDMAN. MICHELLE L.

BOB ALA. ROBERT.
BOC.nOELLE e,
BOOE.M PATRICIA.
BOONARCHUK . KARI J,

BOLOUC. JEANNE M.
bolt.kathi a,

boltz. jennifer; l.
borkowski.lara j.
BOUROONNE LEISTYNA.ISABELLE
BOUSOUE T.PAUL A M.
BOWMAN. MARIANNE C.
BRAOLEE. TIMOTHY M.

BRAIN, CARMEN T.
BRENNAN. JAMCB M.

8BENNAN.PAUL F.
BBOAOBRIOOE.ANNS P.
BROOKS. LESLl A.
BROMN. JAMCB J.
BROMN, SUSAN R.
BBUNACCINX.LYNNE A,

BBUNCLLE. LAURIE a,

BRUNO, AMY 0.

BRUNO. KRISTIN M.
BRUSSEAU.FRCOCRIC* P.

BULL ABO. THOMAS L.
BURBANK. KAREN M.
BURCMFICLO.KATRINA A.

BURDEN. lEahME 0.
BURKC.ASHLXNtt C.
BURNMAM. PATRICIA S.

BURNS. ANORCA M.
BURTON. BROOKE R.
BUSCMINI . JULIE A.

BUSH.BRCNOAN B.
BUSI-ANORC V.

BUTCHER. MELISSA J.
CALKIN. LAURA L.
CALLAHAN. JENNIFER .
CALLAHAN. JOOY A.

CALLAHAN. LEAN A,

CAMPBELL. MICHAEL P.
CANFIELD.ANME ».
CANLl.MELlSA.L
CAPOZZI.OAVID M.

CARET. JANET M.
C4B0N.0ANA A,

CARR. KATHLEEN A.

CARRABXNO.LISA.
CARRUTH. ROBERT M.
CARVALHO.CAlTLlN K.

CASEY. KEVIN.
CAYLIN, JCNNIFCR A.

CAVANAU0N.LXSA.
CHARLANO.ROBCRY S.

CHENAOE. THERESA.
CHEUNG. JEANNE L.
CMIPMAN. JEREMY.
CHIBMOLM. JEAN E.
CHRISTIAN. JILL C.
CHRISTOPHER. KELLY C.
CHU.KCMNCTN,
CLARK. JENNIFER c.
CLAUNCM.EMILIC H,
COFFIN. JANE B.

coaasMALL

.

jcff l.
COHCN. GALOIS A,

COHEN. MICHAEL S.
COLLINS. WILLIAM L.
CONAOMAN. KERRY L.
CONLCY.CRIN C.
CONLCY. TIMOTHY C,
CONNOR. P A TBICK F,
CONRAD. CYNTNI A J,
CONROY. JCAN «.
CONST ABLE. ELIZABETH ¥

C0NTACOS.PETEB J.

COOPER. CHRISTINE P.
CORORCY.NICOLC E.
COSENTINO.ERIC m.

COUSINCAU.OAVlO p.

coyne. tbacey l.
cbanoall. robin l,
cbofts.wenoy a.

cbon.hci0i 0.
cbosblCy.tamara b.

crowle y.jill e.
cunningham. paul r.
CbBNOW.KATHLYN E.

CURRIER. MICHAEL P.
CURTICE. WENDY J.
CURTISS.ROMENA N.

CUSMMAN, TANYA M,

0ANESI. ELIZABETH A.

DANTAS.L'NOA L.
OAUBE.KAYMABINE P.

DAVIS. BBIOITTE 0.

DAVIS. ERIKA J.

DAVIS. MELISSA S.

DAY.OARCTT N.

DCADY.CAROLTN »,

DEE». JEREMY E.
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8O0ALSKI. JAMS M.
SOGERS. EL ANA L.
8CSENAU.R0BYN J,
BOSSI.SaMAnTha.
BO'hMll.fbanklIn D.II
ROM.RaCMl 8.
roy. kevin c.
BUBINO. TANYA J.
BuBlNSYElN. JAMT E.
aoOOLE.SuZANM T.

8USCI0.JOHN P.
SAENZ. NATALIA.

SALVI.BCTN A.
SAMUEL . OENISE L.
SANBONMATSU.KIRA L,
SARGENT. SARAH E.
5ABNOFF.BE BE CCA.
SAVAGE. JENNIFEB A,
SCALES. ADAM F.

SCMIDEMANTEL. DAVID i

SCHL ACKMAN , MICMLLE .

SCHMIOCB. JCFFB'.
SCHRAGEB.AMY H.
SCHULTZ. CHRIST IM A.

SCHWARTZ. ERIC.
SCHMARTZ. JOOI L.
SCOTT. LISA A.
SCOTT, MARK 0,
SEBASTIAN. MINU E.
SELIOMAN. DEBORAH L.

SETO.CRIC.
SHAMGOCHIAN, ALEXANDER
SHAW.JCAN E.
SMA. KAREN M.
SMA, LAURA A,
SMA. STEVE C.
SMCTMAN.AMY J.
SMEHY.ANM K,
SHEENY, JAMES P.

SHEPPS. LAWRENCE T.
SHEVITZ.BETH A.

SHULMAN. BRIAN L.
SIEMRING. ANALISA B.

SIGELMAN. STEPHANIE B.
SlLVA. TIMOTHY A.

SILVER. LAURA H.

SITES. JENNIFER ,-.

Sr INNER. JOHN C.
SlOM. BONNIE L.
S^OVlN.DAvIO L.
SMALL. BENJAMIN J.

SUITH, ABRAHAM E.
SMITH. JAMS H.

SMITH. MICHAEL J.

SMITH. STEPHANIE L.
SMITH. TIMOTHY C.
SnowDEn . JUL IE M.

SOARCS. JEFFMY M.

SOBHAN. BA8AB.
SOBOlEMkI. ANN M.

SOLARI.SMLLY m.
SOlEy.JCFFMY J.
SOlOVAY.kaBINA 8.
SOLT.CHBISTIM g.

sombs.micmlc l.
SJnMnSCMIn . OBNA

,

SOBSI.JOHN A.

SPIOMSE. STEVEN 9.
ST ONCE. EOWABO F.JB

STALMLCK.SHABON L.
STAPCL.8HAB0N L.
STEARNS. MICHAEL A.

STEINBERG. BRET 1 A.
STEIMR.RACML L.
STERHALA.OAVIO P.
STEBICH, WILLIAM C.
STOKES. STEWART M.
STOLLER.MTH A.
ST SOU T.HOPE B.
STUART, KATMBIM 8,
SULIK.OAYLC A.
SULLIVAN. MATTMW J.
SULLIVAN. MAURA J.
SUTHERLAND. MAB' A,
SUTKUS. DONNA L.
SUTTON. JENNIFEB A.
SWANSON.CHRISTIM L.
SWINANO. GREGORY P,
SYAT. SCOTT M,
SZCZECHOBICZ . OARMN
TAFE.JOMN W.
'AKAYANAGI.NARIKO.
YANTUM, JULIA K.
TAVERNIER. MICMLLE A

TAYLOR. BETH A.

TAYLOR. JENNIFER J.
TAYLOR. KAREN L.
TAYLOR. PATBICIA J.

TA'LOB. SABA E.
'EAGAN. ANOREA.
'ESMY.AIMEE S.
TMlCN.lUKE a.

•^tODOSS. maRRY J,
mCMAS. CELESTE M.

THOMAS. * ABE N A.
THOMPSON. JOHN C.
TMjflROTT.CMRYL L.

'IERMY. SCOTT J.

yonOORF. CHRIST IM M,

tbaBER.MlISSA J.
T BEF£YHEN. CHABLES 0.
*8 JONG. JAMS 0.
YUBIANO. JOHN B.
tuBlEy.CABOlyn R.
TuRMR.ChRISTIM c.
UNDERWOOD . JAMIE L.
UPTON, AM' M,

UZOAVlNlS. MARIA C.
VACCARI.OARLEM J.

valcoubt, vauohn a.
VAN LAUM. AMY M.
*AUG*N. JULIE A.
VELLUCCI. STACY L.
VEM.OOMINICK M.
»*BBETTE.LAUBA 0.

Arts and Sciences—Undeclared
CRUPI.MARK V.

CJLLEN. KATHLEEN M.
CJBBT. SUSAN A.

DalESSIO. JULIE A.

DanaOSh. TINA L.
OELAM'.PAUL D.
OElIMRTIC.MTCB •.
DERInG. alE iAnOER.
OESlEy.lOBBI M.
DOOM. KATHLEEN M,
DOWO.AMY C.
DUOL 1MB. JENNIFER L.

OUBFEEPE'ER C.
DUBKIN. MARTIN 0.
COINMRBCBXC J.

ELLIS LAURIE A.

CH8BA. caic P.
faMRTy. JulIE A.
F AIRMAN. JAMS «.

FEINOEL. MATMB A.
FERBanDInO.MAYa 0.
FIMMBNUT.MTCB A.

* IMMBT y . M IROM S.
fxnMBTy.MTEB F.

F I TIBER alO. 'nomas A.

FlOMmCE . JEFFEBY K.
Foooa.EaxcA a.
FOBBI STEP. TINA 0.
FOWLEB.ShahnOh M.
FBATTASXO.KTM N.
GATFMY. DYLAN P,
SarPMY.BNABON a.
MIRInMROSnIM n.
MOBM.AMY R.
GEBSHOFF. MATTMW S.
GIBSON. LARA C.

OILLIS JCFFMY J.
aOLLUB.NiKKi a.

CARRIE A.

QBAOY. KEVIN W.
GuKOMAYMB C.
HAM.EUM M.
HANBUBY.KIM M.

haM I SEN. BOBER T A.JB
mamlE' PATRICIA CXLCC
haouc.mofi:.
harris. am' j.
HASCLKOBN.MNA.
MInBICh JCnmIFEB A.

MnMSSy.kaThlCCn l.
hEBnamOCZDAMaBIS A.

hOOSOn.kEnOall.
HOOSON. TIFFANY.
HOLM'.KUBT c.
HOB* AN. SUSAN J,
hSICh.ChIh-CMnO.
nuTChInS.kEvIn M.
JAHOFF JASON a.
jonnson. cabin m.
JOHNSON. NIHOTCHK A.

KALL.MLISBA A.
KAUFMAN. EDWABO 8.
• IWML SCOTY w.
KIMBLE'. MICMLLE L.
IRChMR. vaMSSA A.

• IRBCMNtB.MIA J.
KLEIN. ILEM F.
KOCHIYAMA LAOBON.AtEW
• RAJEWSKI. YMMSE
KBAUS.KABIANM B.
KRIEMR. ALL YBON m,
(BISMMAKUMAR.OCEPA.
LANOLAIS.MR'K I.

LEBLOND. JEFFMY 0.
LCE.MLISSA M.
LCUMB.CA c.
lIM.MaBy l
lIn.cmXa.CnXnm a.

LlNO.MABC m.
LOUCAS. MIChEllE M.

lOWInGER. BRIAN a.
MACOONALO. ANN C,
MACLEAN. ROMRT.
MAUBHOFF . MABBAMT L.
MCCARTHY. BICHABO L.

MCCALK.E Y.PETER a.
MCOCBMOTT.KELLCY C.
MCOOBBY. SARAH a.

C'EnZIE ISAAC J.JB
MNOCS.CXOALIA A.
aiLASZCwSKi.KEBBY a.
MOBOAN.MLIZMA B.

MUSE EL I ZAM th M.

MALON. WILLIAM P.
HB.KATTY.
NOVEMBM. THOMAS C.
OCONMLL.MAN t.

OCONNOB. SUSAN M.
OOONOUBMUC . A AROL ' F.

OLEABY. JUDITH C.
OlEaR' .MAURA 0.
OLSCN. JENNIFER L.
ORATOVSK Y.JULIE A.

OBTXZ BXMBA.Nli.OA I.

ORTIZ. CaMMlO r.
OMNS.MZCMACL.
PAC.KIMMBL' a.
PAn.CnIAO LlNB.
PABACCB.AMY L.
MRRy. CHARLES C.
M TERSON. KRISTIN a.
•1'BUCCI.NOAN J.

PhIllIPS. Ml ISSa a.
PIEBOTTI. DANIELLE M.

POLL IIBJJM. JOHN J.

WOMRANY Z. JEFFMY P

POMIAnS* • .lISa C.
POBKIN.ELIOT r.
rB.HL K»:S M.

•WOFIT.CMR'L A.

pRunIERnICOlC L.
PUNKE. TIMOTHY C.
GuInT.tamaBa n.
baffebty.mattmb J.
BAJ0TTE. MATTHEW A.

BECORO.ANM MARIE.
RECORD. MAR' A.
MNAUD.JOHM C.JB
MSTMPO MARIA T.

RMAUM.OCIROM J.
RHUOC.PAUL L.
BICCIABOCLLl. JOHN a,
BIChaRO. S'EPHAMIE A.
ripley.matmb a.
RISEMAN. SARAM F.

IvEY.MMCCA L.
RIZZOTTO.AMY L.
aoaiNtON.AMM 8.
ROZEN. STEVE" B.
SAMIA. JOHN B.
SAMMY. MLlHA A.

SCNILLACI . OBCOOBY A.

•HAPIBO.ABZ Y.
SHAUOMMSSY.WOLANO A.

SHEA. MAB' KAYHLEEN.
sMN.aaAcc c.
BMPABO. MATTMW W.

shlosmb.lEIla a.

SMMULSK Y . SOLMBI

.

SHUBICK . SHANNON C.
SHUSTIK .SHABON.
SIEML. JUSTIN A.

SlLVA. MARIA C.

SILVER BRIAN S.

Slate. CnaBlES a.

Education

BANLEy lEANM c.
GATES. JENNIFER C.
MMS.STACIA A.

BUABMBA .
ST£F ANI .

OUNOCBSCN. MATMB L.
maBIhk.kIMBCRLY a.

HACKER. GAylE M.
habwjcbton.kbistin l.

HANSON kRISTIM J.

HARRINGTON. KRISTIN A.

HAYES. LAURIE A.

HILL. LAURIE B.

MOOGC S.JENNIFER A.

hook cr.lEEann a.
hurlet.diam a.
m«0£» .

AMMYYf,
JOYCE. MABY.

C

ruMABAl. YURI.
lec.hac a.
LlEBOWITZ.CWMA P.
LlNOWSKl.NAMT M.

LYNCH. MAUMCN C.
MACCABTMT.OONNA 8.

MAO0EN KRISTIM M.

iAjEWBBl.BNABON J.

MABC T. JOANM B.
MABTIN.JCNNirCB L.
MASTEBSON. JENNTTEB L

MCAfCC.LYWM a.

MCCABTHY.CYNIH1A L.
mccullouoh.laubie a.

mcoonouom. claim m.
WCOBaYn.JOHN P.

MCOUlM . BABBABA J.

SbVon^STopmb a

.JENNIFER a.
„MY.ANMMABXC J.

wuwphy. Pamela j.
NAWBOCKI.CASSANOBA e
NIEOZWIECKI.KIMMCBLY
OOOMMLL.MMCCA S.
OLANDCB.NINA n.
OSTIOUT. CAROL A.
OMRTON.LCAN B.
PASTUCK. MATMB L.
PASZEK.AABON F,

PATTEBSON, (IMOERL' A

pedmllI.lean a.

PLANTE. JOANM f.
POLAHBKY.CHBISTIM 8.

WOOCCLLA.KATMLECM N.

WIOB.KIEBSTEN.
RAYMR.KIMKBLEY L.
M8NI0K.AMY C.
BESNICK. OINA L.
MYCBOPY. SCOTT t.

I INS. JILL I.

OCHATKA.MLISSA >,
RUSSCLL.MABY l.
SAINB.VANMAA.
SALOVITZ.MABCIA 8.
SAUCMSSia.TAMATMB 8.

SCHIN0CL.8MABI J.

SCHULTZ. ANN- BAB IE.
SCLIBCMJIXSYXM c.
SE'SE.OAWIO S.

SlLVA. ANTONY P.

SIBOTA.NAMY B.
SNYOCa.AMN MABXC.
STAML. TBACET L.
SULLIVAN. LAUBA M.

SWIFT. KAMN E.
tctbcault.paula J.

THOMAS. MAUMCN P.

ToaiN.KXMBCBLY A.

TBAN. JENNIFER LlWM.
TMIA.LI8A .
V0LIN.8ACNACL J.

WAIMtJI.AMOMA 8.

wALKca.BAMoaA a.

•ALKEB.8ULEYKCN 0.

WALSH. JENNIFEB L.
CItS.BABCY L.
MLLBW^rfN.KAJJtN A.

WIM. JOANNA B.
YOUMa.OMBZSTtM C.

OENISE
ALlCAtlUPY). AMI A

MCxI'H IAUWIE E

OUCNEBAUN. AMY N.

HA I

rWYiuSF M)San j

OAVli. JA,UU*LINf M

OCNNO. SANORA J

> •«»' !.» OAWM N.
I .ir.vB- MAMMA M

-«N S'FPMAMII P

OBAMltC. UNA M
MANIl ION, SMUI A A

MlAll. JfNNI'F" A

HUOQAINS. S'AC(< I

H.X«VCN. VICTORIA L

JAril«»«.iN £N|l f

'Afpt MAWOU(P(THA A

«A>ABt»A. SHERI I

>ttNt UPFTCHfN E

. w».f i ; anOPE* m
•BJAVtTZ, POByn
LAWK in. ANY L.

l£E »€ M

Engineering

CTB.PAMLA l.
CZACH.JAMS J.

OAIlEy. MATTMW l.

DAL' .BBYON K.
5ENTMMONT.PATBIC* A

DEBIENZE. BRIAN B.

OESIMOM.DAVIO M.

OESORMICR.KATHLCtM.
OIBIASIO.MICHACL V.

DIFIHl.JOHN T.

OIFBANCCSCO. LEONABO

OIBK. JCFFMY 8.
OONATI.MICHACL *-

Km08EIK0SEN. CHBISTOPMB
DUFFY. SEAN M.

DUMAS. KEVIN M.

DUPRAS. JOHN E.
EHREnBERG.DAVIO B.
ENOERLE.PAUL D.
fIElDSTAO.OAnIELLC L.

finocchio.oavio a.

riBOA.JOHN M.

FOLEY. MAUMCN C.
F8AOMAN. JUOITN 8.
fbye.oana a.
GAOATIA.HABUN 0.

GATES. ANOMW B.

GELLER. JEFFMY 8.
OILMAN. GMO 0.
OOCLOWSKI.BERNABO J.I
GOBCZTCA.KATHBYN C.
G8EEM.D0U0LA8 B.

G8EEM. ROBERT A.

5BEEB.MI0I L.
HAOOAD. PAMLA a.
HAPPEL.JOHN 8.
MKISEN.MARK A.

HERMAH. SHARON.
HIEB. SUSAN M.

MOLOEN. JULIE B.
HOLMSTEAO.GEM M.

HORAN.OREOG P.

house. jooy l.
hovel. Elizabeth a.
hoyt. sally 0.
huang. kelly.
HUNT, DAVID 0.
HUPPI. BRIAN 0.
HUTTON.OAVIO M.
JAIN.RAJCSN K.
JAMCCK.JONN M.
JOHNSON. DOUOLAS A.
JOHNSON. ROMRT H.
JOMS.ALLCN J.
r AMABUOOIN.NIK J.
rAMPF.EBIC J.
t APlAN. LAUREN B.
• IMBALL. GERALD L.
KOTMMARGAMT C.
LACEY.MIL F.

LAM.VlNCCNT «.
labson.kristina a.
LAUB. CHARLES P.
lE.nGUYET.
LCC.COMUNO C.
lEOnaR0.E0»aRO J,
LEVIM.OAVIO 8.
LlM.CHARLEM K.

LIN.OORIS C,
LITTLE. XhnIFEB A.

LOBTIE. JULIE A.
LUOLAM.3MG0RT 8.

LYOOt.OANIEL J.
MACOONALO. MICHAEL J.

MACOONALO. WILLAR0 8.

MACOONALO. WILLIAM A.

MAOOEN. MAUREEN M.
MADSEN. THOMAS A.

MALENCHINI. KEVIN M.
HALEY. SCOTT,
MANZOLINI. KEVIN M.
MARCH. ROKRT J.JB
MARCINOWSKI.MHBY F.I.
MARGOLIN. CHAD M.

MARSHALL. TRAVIS L.

MAYO. THOMAS C.

MCCARTHY . JOHN R.

MCKENZIE. ROMBT C.JB
MCK INNON . HAPOL .

MCLEAN. ANOMA.
MO YUNUS.ROZETAN.
MEOBAR. GLENN M.
MSSInMR.mattMB T,

ME TCAlF. TIMOTHY J.

MICHALAK, SCOTT C.

MIOLIACCIO. JOMM A.

MIRMAN.ILYA B.

MONO AMIN. NOR AZAN.
MOLL. ALEXANDER B.

MUCCINI. JULIE M.
MULCAHY. MICHAEL J.

NARBUT. NANCY M.

MLSON. MATMB A,

NEWTON. THOMAS 0.

NO. CHUNG W.

OAK. ANDREW.
OCOnMLL.SE AN L.

OCONNOR.JOMN W.

OLIVEBO. KRIS T IN M.

OSMa. DANIEL J.

PANITCH. ALYSSA.
PATTOM.JON B.

PEARL. AMY F.

PEnChIna.GIl a.

PEZZLO. MNJAMIN A.

POIRIER. WILLIAM J.

POMPI. ANOMW D.

PULLEN. MICHAEL T.

PUBINGTON. RAYMOND C.

PUTNAM, MNOY J.
PYLE.JCMMIAM C.
PyTKO.PAUL f.

DUAL TCRS. TESSA M.
BASAKULASURIAR.ROHINI.
8EDLICH.MLI88A 8.
8ICHA80S.PAUL D.

BIEMR.OAvID A.
RILEY. KEVIN W.

ROBINSON. CHRISTOPHER (

ROCKMLL.JOHN T.
ROSENSACH . ANOREW 0.
BOSENZMIG. MICHAEL 0.
BOSS. JOHN T,

BUPANI. SAMEEB P.
BUSH. PAM LA J.
SALVATOBE. MICHAEL A.

SANTOS. CARLOS a.
SAVIMAU.CEOBIC a.

SCABI A. CHBISTOPMB J.

SCOTT. KAMN M.
tCULLT. WILLIAM N.

SEIFEB. JEFFMY 0.
USSER.CMRYL H.
SETO.YEE.
SHARP. ERIC J.
SHORT. TOOO M.
SIGOA.MABK A.
SIlBEBMANN.OavID J.
SILVEBMAN. AMY C.
SILVEBSTEIN, ROBERT 1.

SIMMONS. STEPHANIE

.

SKAVICUS.PAUL J.
SKABINSKI.DEMK J.

SKOLNICK .MICHAEL A,

SOCOL IK .MICHAEL H.

SPELL IOS. THOMAS J.
SPIEWAK. BRIAN E.
SPIZuOCO. JOHN M.JR
ST AMANO.JOHN C.
STARR. JONATHAN £,

STEUL. DONALD a,
STEVENS. MARK a.
STCWABT. ALLISON J.

STILMLL.OANIEL J.

S TROUT. BBIAN K.
STUBB8.CMRYL L.

SULLIVAN. JUL IC.
SULLIVAN. MAL P.

VICHMSS. REBECCA L.
VlESTA.MARK A,

w'IGEANT, JENNIFER L.
IGNALI. KATHLEEN J,

vREElanO.STACIC L.
WALOMAN. SHARON L.
WALSH. LISSA E.
AL Z.JENNIFER L.

WARDEN. PATRICIA A.
WASHBURN. BBIAN 8.
BASKOM.TARA L.
ATSON. ANOREA O.
wauGh . OARREL C

,

WEBSTER. ROBIN B.
WEGMANN. SUSAN C,
MIBEL.MARICCLLA I.

MISS. SARA W.
WELLS. MELANIE J,
wERSCHlER. CATMBIM M
MSCOTT.TINA L.
WHITCOMB. PAMELA M.
WHITE. JENNIFER.
WHITE. NANCT 8.
•HITE.RACML L.
wmITMOBE. SCOTT L.
IERMAN. JENNIFER V.

WIESE. WALTER 0.
WILLIAMS. B8ENT C.
iLLlAMS. STEVEN.
WILLIS. MICHAEL S.
WITT. MELISSA.

A

OHL LUOMAN. JESSICA C
wOlF.CaRa h.

WONB.CtXZLC A.

WOOD. BBYAN A,

OODS. DOUGLAS B.
wOBCESTEB. BBIAN a.

•8IGHTS0N. CaSSANOBA L,

WURTZEL.BOBIN C.
'AT' .BICHABO R.
< aChT. ANDREW C.
'EGEBlEhMB. JOSIAH 0.
' jSmIn. aRIOlA.
'USK AIT IS. CHRISTOPHER
ZEIMR.ANOMA M.
ZELIZER.CRAIG M.
:i£0£N MBE8.STEPHANII
ZIELINSKI.KIMBERLT A.

ZOZZABO. JAMIE S.
ZUCHOMBK I. MICHAEL E.
ZUMBRUSKI, KATHLEEN A.

Z'LBERMAN. MIRIAM.

SP18BEP. YAL'A £ .

SPICER RACML.
SPBInMB. JENNIFEB A,

S'ABIcE. MICHAEL 8.
S'anlEy.MaR* J
STCvEnSOn BREnOA l.
STOCK.PHlLlP.

^cSHrWfi

ttteA-j.
STOBy.OavIO a.

strollo. Daniel a.

sullivan. daniel p.

swords. gmgoby «

ta'EBI.maBIlEEn n.

teitelbaum.lloto m,

temnzi.oamn m.
TEBI.MICMLC l.
ThOBnTON. AhCMW J.

TITuS.XFFMY 8.
TUTTLE. ABIGAIL E.

VALICENTI.0AVI0 C.
vaRTaMOIan. JACOB 8.

VERRIEB. SCOTT B.
VICENTE. ANNIE A.

VICKERY . TEM8A L.
VOIGT.MMCCA A.
WASSERMAN. JILL R.

MEHMAMN. MAYHEM L.
MIMB.BOSS O.
MITZ CLAMY.JjrNMlPCa.
WHITE. JOSHUA 0.
WHITE. KIMMBLY A.

WIDEN. OANICL a.
MLLlAMS.iuUIPCa T.

WILSON. KBISTIN M.

WILSON. NICOLE J.

MNCMLL . JCNNirCB M.

WISE. MARTHA M.

YON. JIM 8.

lS'UN. JANE M.
NitB YEwBI I

HCNf IL. jEWNir£B M
MTBPISSFTIE. LISA I

MUWPMi . KEPPY F

NtUPO. S> AC It G
0"f Al . THIBAt N

P£T|P<€N. Mil I 1AH A

SAABt NICMEm J

SHAf TUCK . PAUL t

.

SILVERMAN. AARON N.

SMITH. JOANN f

BOUN . SAMBA 1 H
SICPHEN. LAURA A

STiNf .
JENNITER S

SWANK LP'. SANORA
IONOOBF. ELIZABETH t.

tBiaajM. amy l

ZISKIN. ANY I

SMEMY. ANTHONY C.

TAITEL .HOWARO J.

TAN. EDWIN J.
TAN.SIANB TECK.
TAROOM8KI.8TEPMM O.
TAVAMS.OANILO 0.
TEhBANY. JON P.

TERRY. JULCS M.
THOMAS. MICHAEL W.

TORRES SANTIAGO. LUIS E.

TSANO. PETER C.
VARIEUR. MICHAEL 8.
•ITALIS.8RIAN P.

V0LIN8KT.OLE0 B.
von DOEMMINa.JuaTIM 0.

ATKINS. RICHARO M.

AZLOWSK I. MICHAEL C.
WEBER. MICMLLE L.
MISS. SCOTT J.

WML AN. EOWABO J.

WHIPPLE, MICMLLC A.

IESEN. BENJAMIN J,
WILOER.STEPMM o.
IlSON. ROMRT w.

INTER. 0A«IO A.

000. ROBERT J.
WBONA . MABGUERI TE .

TANO.OOHBlIAO.
YOFTA. SARAH R,
young. Nicholas a.
YOUNG. SHARON A.

ZIELlNSKl MICHAEL 8,
ZYCHOWICZ. JACEK E.
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ADAMS. LESLIE A.

40AMS. RICHARD T.

ADCOC* .
SMEVAUN L.

ARROYO. ROBERT T,

AUOAH.YAA 0.

AMPIAM. STELLA *.
iNASOUL IS. ROBERT J.

ABNESON. STEPHEN J.

ABNOL3. JENNIFER.
BAKES. CHARLES P.
BAKER. TIMOTHY J.

BAKER. VANESSA L.
BABDEN.LORAINE J.
BARTH.ELANA B.

BABTSCH. KEVIN P.

BASOLl.OAWN C.
BEARMAN. NATHAN E.
BEATTT. KAREN I.
BE AULIEU. DANIEL P.

BEBCHICK.TE8I A.

BECKER. MiRON J.

BEER. JULIE L.
BENJAMIN. JCfTRCT A.

BENNETT. OEBOBAH J.

BERGERON. NANETTE F.

BLAKE. CHRISTINE C.
BLUCSTEIN. SCOTT M.

BO^ka.annE E.
•OMOVICN. KAREN L.

80LDUC. STEVEN B.

BRADLET. CHRIST INC.
BRAMlAGE-HIlLIAM B.

BRAUN. MARIA.
BBAi .RANDOLPH C.
BRIShtMAN.nCATM J.
BROnSTCIn.OCMA l.

8RCMN. CHERYL Li
BOOWNlEE.OAvID h.

BJRGESS. Ralph C.
BaRNHAM. ROBERT S.

BJBRILL. JOTCE A.

BoTMAN.MlLLlAM 6. Ill
BTBNCS. CATHERINE R.

CalIlCO.kCnOt m.

CANAMAY. KENNETH .
CANAMAT. SUSAN E.
CANNON. BRIDGET L.
C»nTy.anOREa m.

CaPPaOOna, VICTOR J.

C4PRI0OLI0. MICHAEL J.

CAPUA. RALPH.
carro:ia. alfrco.
CASSCLMAN. AMY L.
ChaIkEn, JULIE B.
Cham«4.CSS.S ROChCLlC.
CHAPIk. TmCOOOM G.
;maBB0n. SUZANNE m.
ChaBSk ». DOUGLAS J.
CHCRNorr.LiSA m.
CnE.RETTC. ShaBOn B.
ChIn.CaROltn r.
CLARK .

ALflANOCR.
ClaRc.OanIEl f.
COlD-ElL. DOUGLAS J.
COLE.CINO' a,

COLE. ERIC K.
COnOOn.RIChaRO.P

ABBATE. MICHAEL A.

aBRamS.mIChaCl ••
AHcOuIST.OAVlO A.

A^IA. SCOTT J.

Aw L ARC AWOREA L.
AtVARNAl.TMCMS* L.

AMES. JANICE L.
AMNCTTE. CAROLE A.

ANOERSON.MARC R.

.nOEBSON. ROBERT O.J
ANMLlNl. STEPHEN.
ARMSTRONG. TRACT A.

»BTZ.SUlAN»E 0.

ASSA. JENNirCB ».

A, JO- .JAMES.
BaBInSkI. JOAN E.

BAlLLlE. KEVIN C.
BANNISTER. MICHEL*
SASTA. OEBOBAH J,

»E AUOBEAULT. JAMES
BCLLlNl. CHRISTINA A

BELLOW. MARy E.
BEMENT KAREN M.
BENNETT.OOBOTHT L.
BCBOEB.BACHC
BEBnEtmSnOy J. _
BER«XNO. CHRISTOPHER
•EJSCHEI..H4NCT C.

BlL»A»f SH. SHUBtNA.

SOBOkA. timOTm. J.

BOROCh. ROBIN k.
BO*S.«EnhETh A.

CvaBnIIk.lISA A.

BRCmnan. JOmm M.

BRESnEhan.PAiA. F,

BROAD. manuEl t.

BBOO*. SCOTT 0.
BROMN.BfiTH B.

BR3MM. SARAH L.
BjCmanan. BALE ' •
B^Ck^E' CnBIS'InE
B-CKwC' kE.Ih •
BuClC" ma'*-Cm 0.

k*NET-.S«EP *
BjBn*. an'hOnt J.

B'Cas. jon *
-CT.ro:- a.
CAISSE.'IMBEB.' A.

CALLAHAN. MICHAEL J
CAMPBEi-L.CBAlG C.

CANOELLA. AARON.
CARBON. OAN IE

w

Z ABBA. NICHOLAS B.

CABBOLL. PATRICIA A.

CAB»AchO.&ARROH J-

CASSESS0.ROBEBT M.
CaSSIO'.kEllIE J.

'CRRUTI.TOOO
ChECanX. KAREN E.
ChEnG.L'NN.
C-EBnEt.alISA J.
--CShICka.OanICl 0.

ChEvaXBE.nICOlE J.
CHUBCH.SUSAN a.
CICHOCrl.PAUL B.

ClABk. ELIZABETH 0.
Ct.ABK.JXLk. A.

CLARKE. JULIETTE M.

COHEN. DIANA J.

COHEN. RMONOA B.
COhCk.STaCE' h.

COLL INS. MICHELLE M.

COLJCCI.OANIEL B.JB
COnnOB.LAthE C.

it

1

CONWAY. TERESA A.
COROETTE.ROBTN M.

DADDARIO.TERBV A,

DALE*. NORA J.
OANTOMITZ, JUDITH E.

DAVIS. SEAN P.

^EGROOT . OEBBA J,

jEMPSE' .SANDRA J.
JENO'JTEB.INCBIO L.

OESILVA. TREVOR N.
DICORPO. MARIANNE.
OIFINl. VINCENT F.JR
DILLON. MAUREEN E.
DUOCHOWSKI.LAURA E.

OOESCHER. BETHANY M.

DOhERTi. JEFFEBY J.

DONOVAN, HANNAH M.

DORISS. ASHLEY P.

DOTOLl.RANOI L.
DOMnER.lInOa J.
DRISCOLL.TARA m.

DUDGEON. DENA A.

DuRFEE. KEVIN T.

OUVAk.PAUL J.

EDEB.^ISA J.

EDINGTON. DIANE C.

eiBAMOvA, Julie a.

tMERl .KRI jTXNA J.
EMMANUCLLI.FRANCELTN
ESTRELLA.MARY B.

EvanS. DANIEL B.

FaIRClOTM. MICHELLE a.

faSCIanO. CLAUDIA J.

KAVA. JENNIFER A.

FEINS'EIN. ALLISON J.

FEBBI0LI.JE"»;I«» *
FINCLE. ROBERT J.

fITZGEBalO.GaylE E.

FLAHERTY. MA. A 6.

K^YNN. CAROLINE M.

FOLEY. JENNIFER A.

roSTER.BICHAEL L.

rOMLER. TRACY P.

FHAGAL A. ANGELA C.

cheedman.marci a.

FPIEL. MICHAEL P.

GaROInEB. JOHN L.

GLOTTMANN. DEBORAH.
GOLDMAN. MARK S.

GOLLER. JEFFREY L.

GOYETTE. LESLEY P.

GO AH AM. PATRICIA B.

GRANOE. BRADLEY *.

ORANT.IL ySSa S.

GBEENOUOH. ED-ABO P.

iRIFFlN. PATRICIA M.

3RIM. KELLY L.

OUSTOMSK I. CAROL J.

QuTMANN.LlSA J.

NAASPEB.SONJA.
malSTEaO.LACEy E.

HAMILTON. CHBISTOPNEB
~AML IN. SUZANNE M.

-AMMO^O- SHANE P.

-abo»-«ic»*llE a.

-arfordelIIaBETn a.

CONST an r InXDIS . TMEOBM
CCJPEB.OAvIO h.

cooPEa.TOOO.
CORMIER. JEFFREY B.

COBB ICAN. KEVIN P.

COBTELt. I. JONATHAN C.

COSTEllO, JOSEPH a.

COi. JOHN m.

CREDI«»**En M.

CflO«.SABAH t,

COBBAN. JOSEPH N.

'•IBNAN BE t h F.

3»nEh'.ElwEn J.

DanIClSO*. t,«0"»»» j -

CavXS.JA'nE M
OAYli.R-CMABO A.

D£Xt;h.u'lC h

DEBES. MICHAEL T.

9EBN. JAIME L.
DESauTElS. MICHAEL J.

detobo.chbistxne b.

;: ANGELA h.

ciai. io. vincent k.

OIlOBEnJO.OavIO L.

.»oo. victob a.

OXPOIMA.GXNA A.

COANE. TIMOTHY 3.
ooaosz. mclissa l.

OOhEBTy. JAMES 0.
OONARUAM . JONW J.

OOBAN. PATRICK •.
DOuCETTE. JOHN A.

OOUmIT.allEm C.
DOaO.TBAC' L-
oo'le.jonn a.
DBuB'.JAN C-
auOXM.CMEB'L •

OuONO.aANOi a.

DUGUAY.kEl..' A.

DUNLAP.SCO" •
: jbany.rober' J.J*
DuTkC. JI»w m
EPSTEIn. anOREB S.

EPSTEIN. JEFFREY a.
'alD.EBIC J.

FaIBOank ami E

'EwOMAN.ROaEBT N.

FEBNANOES.CLlIAaETH S.

'CRBEiBA CELIA a.
rEBuL^O.CHBIS'lNE H.

FIOLCB.CINOY h.

» :.kins. laura a.
»InOEB.XFFBEy %.
FISMMAN.RXVA J.
F OBOES. MICHAEL J.
FOBtN.C'NTHXA A.
FOSS.BENEE A,

FOSTER JANE ANNE.
rRASEB.HCATMEB L.
frazier. jeanne b.
fuller. Daniel f.

FtjRLONft.0OU0A.AS J.
.I'.SKlaT.Pij. a.

OAROA.BlNA I,
C»BONEB.R0BEB T A.

GABSTKA. .-EFFRt. M.
,-2 t ANl

. -ABOLINE E.
ilBEAU.UARK L.
GIlBEB'I. JA'SON C.
GIwElSD^BI a

il.wCSPIE.THOMAt E.
gxrasella.saIl a.
".0(-OSTEIN.OONN».
G8A0'. TIMOTHY P.

<am.bXll:am J.

Food and Natural Resources

(Including Stockbrldcjejwith 3.25)
HARPER. DANIEL C. inMTLL.OAVXD E.HARPER -DANIEL C
HARPIN. SUSAN Q.
HARRINGTON. MARIA S.

HARRIS. MAUREEN N.
HARSFIELO.BETH m.

haSEY. HARRY E.
HE ALE T.VERONICA M.
HENINGER. BRIAN T,

HIEBERT. STEPHANIE 0.

HILL. ROBERT D.
HILL. ROBERT t.
HILL, SCOTT A,

HlNC.AMY A.
hOGCNAUER. HEATHER J.

HOPKINS. CYNTHIA M.

HURLEY. BRIAN C.

huRST. THOMAS P.

hyOE.OUANC K,
iaconis. Elizabeth a.

iorio.aorienne m.

isles. gregory f,
ITUBREGUl. JORGE M.

JARMCL. ROBERT J,

JEK ANOBSK I . MARK 0.

JENNER. MARGARET E.

JOHNSON. LISA »..

JOSEPH. ANTHONY A.

JOSLlN. TAMMY L.
JOYCE. BRIAN A.

JUSTUS .MAURICIO.
kalkERT. ROBERT E,
KASSIS.MICHELINE.
KECVAN. BRIAN J.

kELLT.CANOICE A.

KERCHER. JASON R».
KING. JOHN 0.
KINO. KENNETH M.

kIRSChnER. ROBERT C,

rNO*. HEATHER A,

kOMETanI. SYDNEY H.

kRuChER. JENNIFER H.

KULAGA. KAREN A,

KURIAN.RAVEE V.
LACHANCE. MICHELLE M.

LACROIK.HELOA.
.AFONTAINE. SHCRTC A.

LANE. JULIE E.
lanG.kRISTIna J.

LARIVIERE.JEFFERY P.

lasdo».oaniel a.
LASKA.MILLIAM J.

LATTAHZXO. LESLIE A.

wEISMAN.hEaThER a.

LESEN.AMY I.
LEVESOUE. JULIE A.

L EVY .MICHELLE T.

wE«IS.FIORA w.

t,E«IS. JENNIFER R.

_E«1S. ROBIN M.

lICBERman. JUOITH A.

.XLk.E». VANESSA M.

InEhan.RAChaEL L.
LlNOELeACH.CHABITY A

uOMBABO. JEFFREY a.
LOHBABOO.JON J.

LOUISE. JENNIFER a.

LOWELL. DAVID E.

LUCIA. MARIANNE.
LYNCH. ERIN E.
MACDONALD. JAMES KEHNE1

MACPHEE. JONATHAN S.

MAIO.LYN MARIE.
MANESSIS.ANTOI'Y S.

manGAN. GREGORY A,

UANGOB. JOOIE.
MANIFOLO. SHELLEY.
MABGOL IS. JENNIFER L.
MARISSEAU.SIMONC N.

MAROTT A, JOANNE M,

MARREN.OAVIO 0.
MARSHALL. MICHAEL t,

MARTEL. SHARON A.

MARTIN. CRAIG A.

MARTINEZ. KIM A.

MASHAYEKHI.MARYAM,
MCAFEE. STEPHEN J.
MCBPIOE.BRIGITTC L.
MCCALLION.GERALO B.

MCCLELLANO.GRCOO M.

MCCONVILLE. HEATHER A.

MCCREA. NANCY A.
mcilmrath.melooie a,

MCKNIGHT . THOMAS S.

MCLEAN. KARAN A.

MCNAMARA.KELLlE A.

MCNEFF. TAMMY K.

MEADS RICHARO M.
MELANSON.OENlSE M.

UERCIER. KAREN A.

MITCHELL. ROBERT 0.

MITZCAVITCH. JOANNE a,

MOAK. PETER C.
MOCHIZUKI.TOSHIE.
-400RE. BENJAMIN P.

MOOT AF I AN. STEPHEN N.

MORAN.OAVlO J.

UCRBIk-k.. KAREN A.

UORRISSEy.ann F.

MORytkO. ANDREA.
MOSS.ChaRlES •
UOUREY.LAILA.
ujELlER. AN0REB E.
MULLIGAN. MARY K.
nalEmak.tRaCEE l.
MEAL.DAVIO R.

NELLES. MICHAEL S.

nCmman. anOBEA l.

nORCROSS.JAMES S.

NORTON. JULIANNE.
NOSEK.HOWARO B.
NUBOEB.C ELISABETH.

NLMES.DONALO T.

OBBIEN. CAROL A.
OCOMNELL.LIAB P.
OEHME.alLLlAM J.JR
OhaRA. LOUISE A.

OROZCO.ALAN E.
ORSILLO.SANORA J,
PAGE. MARY C.
PAPXTTO.LltA A,
PAOUETTE. JACQUELINE M.

GRAT. JEANNE C.

GREEN. LAUREN h.

iSEENGRASS maBC 0.

OREENLAH.BlLt.IAM J.

GRIPPO.S'EVEN E.
OuERTXn.OOBOTny A.

GUOA.EB.TRICIA A.

GulCZIan.maRC B.

8UNTHEB. NANCY K.

GUSTIN.XBEBY a.

GUZ X« OMSK I . CHBISTOBHE
-ACAE-OuBG. STEPHEN a.

hAOOAD.lISA a.
HANNON.SNEBBX L.
-anSOh.ChBISTOBhEB J.

-aRBOlO.kaBEn l.

HABBISON.N COBIHA.
-AMKES AMY E.
HAM* INS. JOANNE a.

~Al£S. MARIA C.
HA'S.ABNEY C.
-ICKMAN. JOHM t.
-COABTY.XANNE E.

mESTEB. JEHNIFEB L.

hCSTER. MELISSA J.

HlLL. ANOBEA E.
-IBSCH MICHAEL S.

-OPFME I STEB. MITCHELL
hOLOEH. JENNIFER L.
HOLLER. TIMOTHY R.

hOlTEB SOREHSEN.NANS.
-OP«lN». JAMES A.

hOMARO. NANCY A.

NOBLE Y.CHEBYL A.

HJOAL. MICHELLE M.

HUMAN. iEAN B.

HUOHES.T ABA L.
hujnTlE'.OAVIO B.JB
HUBS T.MICHAEL P.

^aCkSOn.CaBOl a.

JACOBS

.

anOREM ».

;aSMIn. THERESA A.

JAY.OAVlO.
JOMM.ANISM M.
jONNtTOH.OAvxo a.

JOSEPH GEORGE N.

joSHi.CHiTaA a.

a AM. <vOmnE y ,

> AM3.CBAIG I.

i APLAN. AL'SSA «.

t aRvan.EBIC
• aPlan. sTuaBT J.

t ati.TOOO J-

• ENNAN.XFFRE' P.

rlRETA MElISS* •

klEXn.CynTnIA l

KLEIN. Ek.YSA M.

KLEIN. JEFFRC' I.

klEIn.STEFanIE C.

KlOVANICH. JOHN 0.
kOPROSkI.BETh a.

KOTLEB.JAYME l.
KBUSEB. KEITH A.

CUCZYNtCI. PETER A.
• - .v.EJ. PATRICK J.
ruRSBAN.MEAL R.
KUZA.KATHY A.
laBElL.BOBEBT m.
lall'.MAR'BETh.
LAnOAU.SETh A.

lARcIn.vERn 0.
•pbabee 0i1har0 j.

larrivee. Christine
LAjZOH, JANET L.

LAYOIE. PATRICK J,

Management** lamRENCE.anOMAlaMBChCE.anORCA S.
l€EMAn. REBECCA A.

LEIFEB. SCOTT P.

lEPORE. anYmOhy s.

lEROUK. CHRISTOPHER R
lESlIE.Oa.ID S.
LEvXhE.lEOnARO M.
LEBENaERC.AOAM t.
lIEn.DavIO a.

kKES. JULIE A.
LlNCM8Kl.iTANl.ET 0.
LlPSON. REBECCA.
;yman.Da«IO a.

LOCK HART ChaRlES P.

L0H6. ELIZABETH A.

lONCPRE. 'RACIE a.

LLMJBLL.BI'CHELL $.

LUMISN.ERIK 0.

LUSTI6. SCOTT M.
LYONS. MARC A.

MaBEl. SCOTT E.
MAC* E y . BBt/CE J.
maC'InmOn. anORCB J.

MAOELOFF..3RI B.
maFFCI.ChRISTOPhEB J

MA&EAU. TINA a.
mamOnEt.SmEXLA M.
mahOnEy. *EBEnCE M.
«AM0. SalEna n.

malEy.k atmlEEn M.

MAL..OY .MA""h£M J.

malOvAny . GREGG S.

MAMCHfSTE* KRISTCN L

ManZELlI STEPHEN.
MARA. JOSEPH 0.
haRanOO. JOSEPH M.
HAPCHAN' . I nop a m.

maRCuS. RACHEL a.
MAROUL A. REBECCA a.

MABOOL IS, MICHAEL A.

MABOUEZ OEBBA A.

MARSHALL. ANNE TTt L.

maRTInS.ROOhjXt 0.

MASSEY. DARREN E.

MCCABE. ELIZABETH a.
MCCALL.MXLLlAM A . JM
MCCANN. JOSEPH C.
MCCABTHY. EILEEN F.

MCCABTMY, JEAN M.
MCOONAGLE.PATBICK J.

MCGOVERN, KATHLEEN M.

MCkEEn.kIMBEBly A.

MEISHEB.aATTHEa 0.
MELCHlOHOA.KlMMjtBLY L.

MELLO.KBISTX.Bt.
MELNICK.OAVXO L.

mEnOElSOh. anOREB J.

MERC IER. CHRISTINE E.

ME 'EPS. JAMES J.
MICKA.SARA J.
MILASZEMSKI.CARYN E.

MILLER. KEVIN 0.

MIllER. KRISTIN M.

MILLSTONE. JAY E.
MISIASZEK.CASANORA l.
MOFSOMITZ. JOOX F.

MOGuLESKO.ORCaORY A.

MOLITO. JOSEPH J.

MORRISON. MARIFRANCES.
MOPRISSEy.CRISTINA P.

MOSS. JUOITH A.

MOURE T.LARS N.

MURPHY. BRIAN J.

MURPHY. JILL C.
naGlER- HEIDI P.

NANl AN. CAROL A.

Nursing
AVERILL. CHRISTINE B.
BREnC.kRISTInE C.
BRyan. Patricia a.
CARLSON. ROBERT C.
CHAPATfS. DIANE L.
CICChETTI. Sharon a.
COaTCS.kSISTIna l.
COUSINEAU. PAULA A,
OAOOETT. SHEILA a,
DaRlXnG.kBISTXn m.

DIlIOOO. DOROTHY a.
EARL. DONNA A,
FOLAN. JULIE A.

frcEDMan.lISA g.
G300MAN.ERIC M,
HABINK .LAUREL a.
HAMEL.OAWM T,

hCMETT. PAMELA J.
HILL. CHRISTINE A.
HUBBARD. LISA 0.
lAFERRIERE. DIANE a.

LAVALLEE. LAURA A.

.EballEn.SElInOA l.

.'lES.ShEBtl.
MACPHEBSON.BBENOA L.
malEnfanT. JAMIE C.
MATABESC. JESSICA A.

'JELLEN. KATHLEEN A.

MERCIER. FRANCES M.
HURRAY. CHRISTINE A.

COMERS. CAROLYN A,

SrER. GREGORY P.

schmartz. leigh a.

SElOvER. Elizabeth b.

sieczkohski.oiane a.

silverstein. Elizabeth a.

stout, patricia a.

TAMKE.LOfll J.

-HOMPSON. HEATHER A,

'RZEPACZ. MICHELLE A.

vAROACK .
XNNIFCB S.

hatroba.lIsa a.

Physical Education
tsMi AHAM J.

PARDOC, SUSAN A,

PAUL.BRXCE C.

pearson. kristine a,

PEASE. OONAlO R.
PELLECCHIA.KIMBERLT a.

PEREZ. VIVIAN P.
PETERS. MENOY M.
PIERI.ANOREA 0.
PIB0G. JOSEPH A.JR
POLLACK. OAVIO S.

POMEROT.KARL F.JB
P'JOLO.CBAIG A.

PUROY, ALLEGRA R.

OUINTON. TRACY A.

BAOZIK. CYNTHIA M.

RAMOS. JUAN R.

RANKELL. DEBORAH J.

BEICHSTEIN. SUZANNE J.

BEIMEL. JESSICA M.

RICHARDS. MARK C.

RICIOPPO. CAROLINE.

I

RIEDEL.LORI A.
BIVERA.DCBRA L.
RIVERS. BRUCE A.

RIVET. STACEY L.

BOBaH. STEVEN M.
ROBINSON. ALEXANDRA.
BOSINSKI.LORI A.

BOSS. MICHAEL S.

ROTHBARO. STEVEN M.

ROY. JENNIFER L.

RUOICK. KELLY A.

BUMIANO.RITA R.
SalVATORE.lEannE C.

SANTIAGO. BYRIAB.
SAHICKE. CHERYL L.
SCHAUSER.ERIC a.

SCHMIOT. MICHAEL F.

SCHNEIOER. GREGORY t.

SCHMAB. MELISSA V.

SCOLLINS. LESLIE A.

SECHTIN.MARCI E.

SEOA TORO.ERICK E.

SEPECK.HlLLlAM T.JR
SHEA. MARGARET K.

SHELDON. SARAH J.

SHERHOOO. ELAINE L.

SHIAO.OIETER.
SIART. KAREN A

SIOELEAU. ALICE M.

SIDSJAN. CYNTHIA B.
SIGALOM.ROHNI a.

siourosson . f iNHua

,

SMALL. XHNIFER l.

SMITH. KIM0ERLY M.

SMITH. PATRICIA A.

SPIELMAN.LORI h.

STEIOINO.JASOH E.

S'ELMOKAS.JOHM M.

STORER. JAMES C.

STRANO. TIMOTHY J.

SHAYOER. TIMOTHY a.

THORNTON. KAREN B.

TOOLAS. PETER B.
TOSCA.OAHN 0.
TCMNSENO.CRAIB B.

TOMHSEHO. ELIZABETH L

nEUSNER.BARRt E.
NfHMARK.KERRI B.
nChTOn.OanXEL S.
nGuyEn.OUY H.
nIEOZInSkI.'hOMAS J.

nIMS.hEaThCR l.

nOBRECA. STEPHANIE A.

NORMOOO. KAREN L.

nOhak. DOROTny a.
0AKES.JOHN M.

ocoNMoa.ELLEN a.

OH. youho-soo.
OLlVEBO.PATBXCIA a.

OllMANn.lISa k.
OnEXl.kaThRyn M.
ORR. JOSEPH L.
OSTBOBINSKI 'ULIE.
OSTBOFSKY.K .-'N

OSTBOWSKI. CYNTHIA M.

OTOOlC. ELISABETH A.

OZZOlEk.OIanE a.
PAINE.BATTHEM S.
PAK . ANN S.
PALES BOOR I GoEZ. JAIME
PANOS. JAMES P.

PAPPAS. CHRISTOPHER J.

PAOuETTf .COULETTE R.
PaRIkh. aShISh R.
paRkER.OaRy M.
PATRONAS. ELENA N.

PATYCRSOm.BETm E.
PAUL -LAURA B.
PEREZ MARIEla a.

PCRVERE. BRIAN 0.
PINKOVITZ.BABBABA a.
PInnE' MICHELLE A.

PISCITELLO.BXCHAEL C.
PLAChT a. CAROLYN E.

PROVENCHER. COLLEEN J

PRUSKlN.MARC A.

PURI.ROhInI.
RaChlES. VlvIAN S.

RaFkIn. SCOTT p.
B AHMAN . MAHMOOCHJB .

RAKAUSK AS. OAVIO P.

RASCO.CATHEBXHE E.
BEEF SAMUEL P.

RE ynOlOS . CHRISTOPHER
BIBBE.ChBISTORHjXB 0.
RICHARD. GABY J.

ROGERS. STACE' L.
ROHAN. XNNlFEB J.

ROSE. VALERIE L.

ROSEnBA'JM. LAURA E.
ROSE TT I. CHRISTINA 0.
BOSOFF.ALAN J.
ROSSETTI, STEPHEN a.
ROVENORO.MARLA A.

ROY .SUSAN O.
SaBlOFf.Shamn 0.
SADOSKl.LOBI A.

SA&EMO.&EIR.
SALINE'TI. XFFREY A.

SAMA. FRANK P.

SANOERSOM. HERBERT L.
SARNO.OAVIO J.
SATTCRFIELO.BEOFFREY I

SayMAN. hIllIaM C,
scalCSE.oail a.
SCHNEIDER. LISA R.

SCOTT, SHANNON a.

Exchange
and Honors

ALLEN. ROBERT s.
ahOERSEN. LUCILLE •.
BABBIOGE.KIMBEBLY A.

BauM. MICHAEL A.
BERnIER.maBC R,

BORRIEllO. JOHN A.

BOuSH. I

U

>AN H.

ByRnE. JAMES a.
CAISSC KRISTEN P.

CAMPBELL. PAUL B.
CAREY .KATHRYN A.

CERULLO. NANCY P.

COulOMBE. KEVIN 0.

COUTURE. TODO C.

CRIXR. ANOREM C.
FRATTASIO.MARA A,

GAOLlN.MARI A.

GAGNON.XFF l.
GIBBONS. SCOTT H.
GILBERT. MARTI.
GOLDSTEIN, XNNlFEB E.
GRCNHAM. ROBERT E.

iBOOS* I.BENJAMIN J. XXX
HALL. HILL I AM M.
HALLAM.LEIBH B.
HARRIS. ROB »n B.

JURK IE HICZ. CAROLYN a

iappEl.aDaM J.
rJCHE.HlLLlAM J.

t ABIS. JOHN S.
^anOESMAn. DANIEL M.

wAPSLE Y.FRANK J.

LITTLE. MATThEM.
HARTEL . BEBNAOETTE J.

MORRISON. THOMAS.
MEVELING. LANCE M.
NOROBERG. JAMES B.
PARKS. ARTHUR E.
PARKS. PATRICK D,
PRIOR. BARRY M.
BUGLlESE. CATHERINE a

RASMUSSEN.PAUL 0.
33BERTS. DANIEL S.
SOGERS. LISA A.
OQThlEIN.lISa a.

iCHAFER.JOHN A.

SEBAF INI. SUSAN M.
SKIPPER. KAREN E.
STELMAT. THEODORE M.

STONE. DONNA R.

HE INROTH. BRETT M.
HEISMAN.STACT M.
ZECHCR. SUSAN a.

•BRANSON. JULIE L.
alPER . Suzanne B.
BERNEGGER. SUSAN N.

BURHE.MATTHEH R.
COLEMAN. TRACE Y L.

COLLINS. KATHLEEN M.

DACE Y.MAUREEN P.

D ARC Y. MEREDITH J.

DAVIES.OHYNN E.
DUNCAN. SAMANTN* J.

DUVAL. RENEE M,
ELlAS. DONNA B.

fee. JENNIFER A.

FXMMERAN.OENXBE A.

FORMATO. OAVIO C.
FRANCIS. JOSEPH J.

GRANT, GINGER 0.
HULTSTROM.ERIC E.
IQOE. ANOBEA M,

JOHN. CINDY Y.

JOHNSON. VANESSA K.

KELLY. CHRISTINE a.

Health
kemp.philip a.

wOOan.lEanne a.

lOROEn.SEAn m.

manZEllI.lISA a.

MIHALAK .KELLlAHJBI.
HBONE. JASON R.

RAFFERTY ,
SUSAN J,

REICH. MELISSA J.

BEMILLARO. KRISTINE M.

BEMILLARO. PAULA J.

SANTOS. KATHLEEN A.

SAUVAGEAU.PAUL H.JB
SMOLA.ANNEMARIE.
SOLARI. MELISSA J.

SOREL, LAURIE A.

STEMART. KATIE M.

TAYLOR. CATHERINE a.

TETRAULT.SUZANMt E.

TIMMOHS. KATHRYN E.

MAT Tt. JAMIE L.
IIEOLER. SUSAN E.
ZIMMERMAN. BABBIE L.

#» ATKlNS.PAUL 0.
AUBIN. SHEILA.
BELSITO.PETEB J.

BLOOM. MICHAEL B.
CAFFEBTY, JILL a.
cohen. oahiel a.
COlTON, CLAIRE a.

CORNELL. LAURIE E.

CURLEY , NICOLA J,

DanIElSSOn. PETER HARA
DECOSTE.MARY MICHELLE
XGEOROES.PAUL J.

DURAN.DARIO ALBEBTO.
EGGEBT. RANDALL.
FUKAal.KRISTX.
.GREEN. ELSE a.
GREENMOOO. OLIVER 0.

BulLLEBlN. JULIE M,
HOLMES. REBECCA L.
JOHNSON. LAURA A.

JOHNSTON. PATRICK.
JONES. CHRISTOPHER.
jonssoh.Claes patrxk,
joroan, peter a.

K ANESHIRO.SHANA A,

KAHAOE.CHlNATBU.
KHARBANDA.PRITA.
KOBMAN.RONETTE L.
KRISHNA. MURAL I.

LAROCOUE. MARIE.
LEC.YUK C.
LENG.SHEENA MARJORIE.
LEVIN.AOAM,
LEHENBEBG.MEnOt E.

MACPHAIL.MURDO GRAHAM
MANIAS. ALE YANDER.
MARKS. ALAN P,

MCKAY. KATE A.

MIZUGUCHl.AKlFUMI.
MULLIN, CINNAMON.
MykonIATIS.OEORQE.
NlSHlMURA. JULIE.

BYRNE. ANNE.
CSHlRO. RENEE.
PAROO. MARIA CLAUDIA.
PARKER. XNNlFEB L.
PENNINGTON. MARK B.

PERROS, STRATH J,

PETERSEN. lyOIA.
PlIMPTOH. TARA a.

BAE. BROOKE. _,_
RA JAMANI .

OURUSHANKAB.
RAPACKE. CYNTHIA A.

ROBERTSON. BBAO,
ROBIHBOH.AOELE RUBY.
ROPER. HAYOEH.
SFE TSOS . HABAL AMBOS

.

SMEEHAN.QftANXA RACHEL.
SHOEMAKER. SARAH M.
SPIERS. LINOA ANN.
STRXOE.JOHN A.
SUZUKI.CHIOUSA.
THOMPSON. KRISTIN M.

THOMSON, ALAN,
XDA. TAKE MI.
MAKE. AMY,
HAlTON. ANOREB J.
HEISS.XFFRET P,
BELCH. BARRY 0,
HH I THAN. MAUREEN J,

MOO. JOHN M.
YAMASHIRO. HXTOBHI

.

CAROL TM M.

Interdepartmental
and Others

Continuing

Education

TBAHAN.KIMBERLEE J.

TREMBLAY. JENNIFER A,

TSIANA.JOHN A.

TRUE. SCOTT P.

TURMAIL. KRISTIN M.

THAROO.ALAN J.
UBBANO.TARA C,

VAROY. KRISTEN.
VEIT. KRISTINE F.

VELEZ.SIGRIO.
VERMEULEN. KRISTIN,
VITUKEVICH.VICKI L.

VOGEL, KATHLEEN M,

VOOYS. ELIZABETH S.
HACHA.RACHAEL K.

HALSH-SPIVEY.TINA a.

• AL.SH. BRIDGET J,
HARO.KATHt.EEN A.

HEIHRAUCM.OOUOLAS M,

hEILL. GREGORY S.

HENDLER. CAROLE L.

HENTHORTH.LlSA J.

hhELAN.GBEGORT J,

HHITE. PETER A,
HHITEHOUSE.MARK J,

MILKER. BEMOV E.
•ILKES.BERHARD F.IXI
MXLLIAMS. CAROL A.

WILLIAMS. STACEY Y.

HIRTANEN.RACHAEL m.

HOLFF, SUSAN 0.
IFARAS. NICOLE D.
YANOINSKI.TARA S.

YERK E.JASON T.

YOUNG. DANIEL S.
ZIMMER. OAVIO M.

SEGaRRA.SElENA T.

SE'lER. XFFREY E.

SHARPS. JULIE A.

SHAH. OAVIO *.
_i --han.ne:. a.

ShEEhan.lOBI a.
>h£E HAN MARK J.

ShuMHAY. CHRISTOPHER A

SILVERMAN. SHARON f.

SIOuIlInOa a.
ilRARO.JOHN R.

SLAVET. BENJAMIN 0.

SHEBNOFF.HALEY J.

4HI0T. JOHN a.

SMITH. XNNlFEB a.

SHAPE. IAN J.

SN'OER. CAREY T,

SOLOMON. MARNl B.

SPARKS. OAVIO B.
SPASH. MELISSA A.

SPEAR. ANOREM C.

SPORT. KAREN L.

ST hIll. SCOTT M,
STACHOMSKI.XNNIFER B
S'ASTNY .

SUNNY A.

STEBBINS.SHAUNA a.
STEInBEBChI^lABT C.
SYEINMANN. YBACY L.
JYORK RYAN 0.
SullIyan.OavIO R.

ShITZER.kIRT.
SyRJALA.HILLIAM B.
• ANNE NBAUM MARA 0.

-AURAS NINA M.

-AY BOON KHlM.
•-aCkEBAY, XFFREY R.

•HAT YE . ANJANA 0.
•_A.tR ANNE E

•IEBnE- RICHARD L.
•3CKER BARBARA a.

yxpa.hEnOy l.
YSTH. MICHELLE A.

*3uSIG«anT . gaIl a.

•DuSIGnanT. JULIE A.

'BijOEau.mIllIam 0.JR
XL MELISSA A

truOmO. ELIZABETH t.

tuCkEB.kaBEN J.
TuOSTO.bIChaEl. JB
tuRRahSk

y

. JOEL a.

jMOUHABT . BATTMjTM J.

VABRELL. JONATHAN t.
yaSS.CRAIB B.

vERRE.MARC J.
hard, tmeresa a.
BARREN. MARY E.
HATSON.XHNIFER L.
HEISMAN. LAURA C.
BELCH. GRC90BY B.
hCSnOFSkC.MARyEllEh.
BIDOISON. PAULA S.
BlLBuR.BREBa P.
HlLDER. KERRY K.
HILLARO. KAREN E.
BINCHENBACH. JONATHAN.
BITTENBERB.KiaBEBL' B.
HOOOMAN.MBORAH a,
BOOOMORTH. OEBBA A.

HOZ. XNNlFEB A.
HYMAM.BETH A.

YACOvOME.aXCHCLE A.
YAFFE.LAMREMCE J.
ZIEPEB-BATTHEB.

SAVE MONEY ON YOUR
PHONE BILL TO 508/617

CALL

FONE HOME
549-3737

Sign-up Fee Regularly $30

For September ONLY $10

Next to Stanley Kaplan

HILLTOP/CROSSAN HEALTH CLUBS

* Weight Lifting Facilties

* Exercycles

* Aerobics Classes

Special Interest Seminars

Registration for the fall semester will be held in

Webster and Gorman from 7:00 to 9:30 on Monday

and Tuesday, September 17 and 18. One $30

membership fee allows access to all facilities at both

clubs.

(Check or money order at registrat.cn at registration please

Use Your Head:

Don't Net

iMMOflTAL SOUS.
\&bm«n s Shoe*. Clothing * Accessories

Zarvna • 187 North Pleasant Street • Amhefst

413.253 2563

rlect Your Body This Semester

+T +T
a«c*c'*

vCOUEG\A\*

gsc1c'«
\r.l*

lcour^A\\

UNIVERSITY STORE

TXfc*TT»ES

[»3S0TW1UTlSr,0-»

Bachelor's
Degree

with Individual
Concentration

. . u.TutMmi. JtHtTT s.
BALDMXN.BHEBILL L.
BRAUN. JOOIE L.
DAVISON. JENINE L.
oi«on. alison a.
OUBHIM.aABBARET E.

EOINBSRG. JErrRBY B
ENS. OAVIO N.
roSTER. JOSHUA a.
OAlTENRT.rBHTIN.
OARRETSON. NICOLE a
HUNTEB. ELIZABETH T

INOINOOLl.rELlCE E
rOLB. SUSAN L.
• RAMER. NANCY.

MATHEMSON. JEMETT S,

MAIMELL.HOLCl E.

MORRIS. THEREBA A.

NAKAAHJRA.KAORU.
ORCXLLT.OOUOt-AS J.

POMEB. ELIZABETH A.

BAMOB. CARLOS M.

ROT. CAROL ANNE.
STEIN. MICHAEL S.

THIRKELL. COLLEEN A.

TIMRUO.ADAM A.

HILLIAMS.EMXL A.

MOLrr. rebecca a.

•000. MARIA J.

BERBER. RICHAEL A.

rOSTER. OAVIO L.
HALL.BSWCE B. II
halPERH.CARLA A.

unmbburt.paul a.

BASSE T. SUZANNE E.

MCMANUS. PORTER T.

OUINTEROS. ILL ART.

SZRTT.ERXC t.

HE IHBERR. CHRISTOPHER
•INMTOAI.ABTT B.

BARSTOM.aARK 0.
CUSHMAN, JANNA N.
OALET.OOUOLAS P.
QUILLET. ELIZABETH C.
HAN.SUNJEOMtl B.
M*2LETT. JENNIFER A.
HEAOT.BORTNJO B.
HEBZOO. STEPHEN G.
HURMITZ.KlaaERLT A.
JACINTO. ANNABELLC A.
JACr MAN. MICHAEL J,
rATZEN.LlSA A.
(ERSTEIN.MTROM I,
rNOHLTON. CHRISTINE J.
rOH.LlNOTIN A.

KONOP. SUSAN E.
rORS.STACET B.
LEBIS. MELISSA C.
MALAOUTI. OAVIO A.
NOIrUM. FLORENCE.
OSHEA, OAVIO J.
OUlNLAN. JOHN F. JR.
BAPPAPORT.LTNLET A.

bobbins. Barrett l.
90bbins. joshua,
ilANO.MARY,
JTAUB NANA,
TUCKEB. OAVIO 0.
VAN PEL T.SUSAN C.
HINSTON.RESHA B.

University
Without
Walls
OOHEBTT.auTH M.
QAFFNE Y . PAUL

.

REOROE. JONATHAN F.

MARKARIAN. CAROL S.
RAMUSA, JANET C,
SULLIVAH.JOHM C.
THOMPSON. JOHN P.
TONNESSEN.TORE 0.
•HITINO.CRAIO H,

The Veterans

Assistance

Office

will be

closed from

8 a.m.- 12 nooi

on Mondays

for the month

of

September

Now Playing

Cinema
Paradisio

Mon-Thur one show
7:30

Fii-Sun two shows
7:00 and 9:15

IStudent discount with

valid ID

$2.50

T rattan* -T S84 91S3
HARRISON >«»•£•'

PRESUMED
INNOCENT
S^. l '»»
IhnlN SAMM > M»«'»
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Presents

BE A STAR
0N CBS® !

FREE FOOD
AND BEVERAGES!

TEST DRIVE" IBM
PS/2 COMPUTERS!

PRODUCT
DEMONSTRATIONS,
FREE SAMPLES,

GAMES,
ENTERTAINMENT!

ENTER SWEEPSTAKES TO WIN.

and
AWALK-ONROLEONCBS'
"The Young and the Restless

. TWA TICKETS, CD PLAYERS

& MORE FROM IBM

^
fO

'0

10

It* jf

o

o*^

-otft 10

\1"

PLpjfr *$»
io£»T

Hard Ware
I a,OhWC

r. .««)»8|Y»'0'«
r»*IOO44MHlMI'»0'O'0 F"V"f-J'*1 BofMABRHlMIAAS J"'"
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SMfENTmWLK SWHW tMBJO EITITO

MEN AT WORK
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BM • HUH 1 Ml ' » 10 '0

Sun«0Ot« 3MH*0

. MOUNTAIN BIKE FROM GEAR FOR SPORTS ON YOUR CAMPUS

'
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MAR FOR SPORTS SUNSHINE BISCUITS B CALVIN KLEIN
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indians
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

20 minutes to the Northwest in Kaneh-Satake, approx-

imately 50 Mohawk men, women and children are sur-

rounded by 6 foot high barbed wire and 1000 army troops.

100 meters from the barbed enclosure, the Canadian press

awaits with lensed eyes for possible confrontation.

In March 1990. a dozen Mohawk men, women and

children known by the media as the people of the

Longhouse constructed a barricade in Kanehsatake to stop

the expansion of a golf course on disputed land. The land

known as the Pines was developed in the 19th century

by the ancestors of the present day Mohawks.

This land, which includes a burial ground, "was

cooperatively shared by natives and non-native people of

the Region" (Alex Mccomber principle of Survival School).

On Julv 1 1, the Quebec Provincial Police (SQ) raided the

Mohawk barricade with approximately 100 men 30

cruisers, a swat team, and a backhoe. Upon arrival at 5:30

a m the police were met by a half dozen Mohawk women

performing a sacred tobacco-burning ceremony.

Apparently baffled by the fearlessness of the women who

told the SQ thev are trespassing, the police fired tear gas

and concussion grenades. From behind the barricade five

Mohawk men awakened by the commotion rushed to aid

CORRECTION
The Collegian misquoted Eqbal Ahmad

in yesterdays article in which he said,

"Israel has murdered 10,000 teenagers.

Ahmad really said, "1,000 teenagers.
M The

Collegian regrets any problems this mis-

quote might hare caused.

of the women. Once the tear gas was fired the police charg-

ed As the tearing gas exploded, a strong gust of wind car-

ried it back into the police's charge.

From within the smokey conflict shots were fired. One

policeman was killed. According to Mohawks there is no

conclusive evidence as to who fired the fatal shot which

killed the officer. As of yet no autopsy report has been

released. When the armed Mohawks returned fire the

police hastily retreated, leaving behind several police cars

and the Backhoe. ,

With these vehicles and the use of the backhouse the

Mohawks constructed a larger barricade. This same mor_

ning back in Kahnawake the armed warriors (a group of

men of Kahnawake) closed off the Mercier bridge which

connects the city of Montreal to the south shore area.

Those action inconvenienced many commuters who now

had a two and a half hour detour around the blockaded

area The Mercier Bridge along with the St. Lawrence

Seaway was constructed in the 1950s without the Mohawk

communities approval, even though they are both upon

Mohawk lands. With the

losing of the bridge, a group of non-native Canadians form-

ed to protest the Mohawk action. The group known as

Solidarity Chateauguay rallied outside of the Mohawk

barricades. These protestors would continue to protest

through out the summer and in late July burn effigies

of Mohawks as they taunted warriors behind the lines.

In late July Premier Robert Bourassa of Quebec called

in 4 000 troops to the Area. Meanwhile Prime Minister

Mul'roney sent 800 troops to Iraq. Upon hearing the troop

movements, Mohawks inside the *f^.
*"**«*'

through negotiations with the Sverte de Quebec for the

evacuation of 60 cars. Inside the autos were women,

children and elderly residents of the Reserve.

During this evacuation the motorists passed by pro-

testing solidarity movement. As they passed, rocks and

boulders were flung at the moving cars. Nine Mohawks

were injured. One elderly man suffered a heart attack and

later died. Before and after the caravan, the only other

evacuation methods were by boat.

faculty senate

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

result in a loss of funding to the University of $25-30

million, resulting in a 40 percent budgetary cut

O'Brien said that before cutting faculty, he would try

to "pursuade the Board of Trustees to raise student fees

for next semester."
,

The Faculty Senate will vote on the proposal to make

reductions in the unspecified departments and

academic programs when it reconvenes on October 1.

Senate Faculty members expressed concern over the

fact that there is presently no list giving the names

of departments and academic programs that would De

candidates for reductions.

Some claimed that if the Faculty Senate passes

O'Brien's motion, the administration would be given

a carte blanche in selecting the departments which will

undergo substantial shrinkage.

Presently, there is no conclusive report indicating

which departments or academic programs would

qualify for reductions, O'Brien said.

There is, however, a preliminary report issued by the

Reallocation Committee which outlined the criteria for

departmental reduction.

The criteria for reduction or termination would in-

clude productivity in research and instruction.

Throughout the session, O'Brien stressed his reluc-

tance to terminate any departments or academic pro-

grams. "None of them deserve to be eliminated, he

said.

aifcj sudo
Recycle

cans here

n Conn and Mass
you' Htostyt* and budo»t

~FUTONS BY OOtO BONO MATTRESS COMPANY

B.C «q ScnooiSa*
fo» «»• r

k* Ad*»u«* •* Ow Stat* VtH A««y n««

•KllW'W
"SATE ENDS 9-30-90

Sofia's Plaza II

oute
'

Mon

>,aZa ! . « , oi m/c t?? Prosoect Hill Rd E W.nsor, CT 06088

PANDA EAST
CHINESE *,

RESTAURANT _*Bltt

We bring Chinatown
to you

Open Hours:Mon.-Thurs. 11:30am-1 0:00pm

Fri. & Sat. 1 1 :30am-1 1 :00pm

Sunday 2:00pm-1 0:00pm

LUNCH HOURS: Mon.-Sat. 1 1 :30am-3:00pm

103 N. Pleasant St. • Amherst, MA 01002

(4 1 3)256-8923 (4 1 3)256-8924
-Mr Mr

|

CELEBRATE SENSATION

CHAMBER MUSIC
The Intimate PDQ Bach

The King s Singers

Turtle island String Quartet/

Billy Taylor Trio

Emerson String Quartet

THEATRE
The Negro Ensemble Company:

WE Plays

A Traveling Jewish Theatre:

Heart of the World

The San Francisco Mime Comoany:

Seeing Double

DANCE
Margie Gillis

Desrosiers Dance Theatre

Urban Bush Women

Laura Dean Dancers & Musicians

Oakland Ballet

Bill T. jones/Arne Zane & Co.

^CT Ml

ORCHESTRAS/
CHAMBER
ORCHESTRAS
Shanghai Symphony Orchestra

West German Sinfonia/Gary Schocker

English Chamber Orchestra/

Pinchas Zukerman

JAZZ
Count Baste Orchestra

Max Roach & Friends

George Shearing/Joe Williams/

Joe Pass

Sandra Reaves-Phillips

SPECTRUM
Sankai Juku

The Chieftains

Africa Oye 1

Glen Campbell Goodtime Hour

Revisited

BROADWAY
Lend Me A Tenor

Sarafina 1

Love Letters

Side By Side By Sondheim

WINNERS CIRCLE
Midori, vionn

Leon Bates, piano

Dang Thai Son. piano

Franciscan String Quartet/Peter Orth

Subscribe
Now

and Save
Call 545-2511

or 545-2512
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THE FAR SIDE
By GARY LARSON

BONES IN THE BARREL
By J. GELLER & M. ROSENZWEIG

COLLEGIAN 17

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE

Edited By TRUDE MICHEL JAFFE

^la/l&m DOW} DOQOLfcS

*fctf W$r

CHfcSSE DOODLC&?

kumw t% -jr+min* ***** i?**»*#*»

Som&oni PUAWL EX'LMii TH*

TANGELO PIE

Lech*.

Mutt U"£R

jLECTURE Yh

ItrtWt <;

By TIM SNIFFEN

TL*hmi(lanrw.

CALVIN AND HOBBES

ACROSS
1 Snopper s

paradise

5 G'aphic lead-in

10 Not that

U Jai —
15 Ham
16 Proceeded
1

7

Bestseller by
Bill Cosby

20 Pan ot a place

setting

21 Brilliance

22 Poet s

contraction

23 Bunyan s ox

25 Pari ot a school

day

29 Musical Gluck

30 Princess tester

33 Sleep nk« —
34 Native ot

Zagreb

35 USNA grad

36 Bestseller by

Dale Brown
40 Eur -Amer link

41 Sutherland

songs
42 Tardy

43 Kmg ot Spam
44 Namesakes ot

a Dickers tot

45 Beams
47 Boutique

4B Red or Dead
49 Bout of

inojigence

52impre

57 B-

Trad

60 -
•

61 Some sf>oe

iea"

62 Pacific gariands

63 Entr*

64 Bucephalus

•9
65 Emerald i*ie

DOWN
i B'*«er s grain

2 u

'

3 C'Ster content*

4 P-e.ancates

5 Siendet can

6 Fervor

7 Describe

8 Meadow
9 Jaffa s land

Abbr
10 — Told Tales

11 Mend
12 Actress

Swenson
13 Editor s

notation

18 Mimics

19 Car dealer s

lure

23 Coalitions

24 Asian nurse

25 Pilot s aid

26 Make |ubiiant

27 CoquettiShly

28 Self

29 Regions

30 Flower pan
31 Related on

one s mother s

side

32 Pnoenm source

34 African ape lor

Short

37 Lite with —

38 Chamber -music
composition

39 New Haven
name

45 Did an usher s

lob

46 School subi

47 Wagner heroine

48 Insinuating

49 Trade

50 Donahue

51 M Descartes

52 Busy as —
53 Golf course

feature

54 Wide-mouthed
pitcher

55 Eleventh cen

date

56 Bus abbr

58 Don
59 Encept

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE
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MENU

By BILL WATTERSON

LUNCH

Chicken burrito

Deii ham on rye

BASICS LUNCH

DINNER

Rotini/meat sauce

Cheese spinach strudel

BASICS DINNER

UES.» EVEKITUWG M\SS

wormwood SMD a*>JT ME
WaSMIE.'SMEJUSTWBNT
LIKE WE- SWEHMESUTTIE
9CXS.' ITS NOT Mf FAULT/

JtfNOT TO BLAME.'

SUE TOLD *N NdOJT THE

K000LES. R\WT? \T WASHT

ME! H080W SWrf WE'
f

HKS FWMED.' I WNlDHl

DO AKHWHG UKEW .'

IN WHOOEHT, t TElLiOV).'

OH.... KM...

UA Hh i 0»D I

5M NOCyOLES'

10O »*JST WK<E

I 0\o»iT SM

Folate! pocket sandwich Vegetables with dill

Three cheese pizza RoUm/tomaio sauce

YOUR DAILY HOROSCOPE
By JEANE DDCON

PRICE
By PRICE VAN RAY

NIPPLE
By PITT

THE FINEARTSCENTER 1Q90-1991 SEASON
UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AT AMHERST

ABIff (March 21 Aprt W) Break

xHon Fam*v memtoexs w#

appkxid your choce* Artist*

writers ana compears hove on

especoiy reworOTng. Oov Proctice

w* hone vour stute A toon comes

trvougn r^ the mc* ot t*r>e

TAUtVt (Aprt 2OW0V X>) VOM

get the go-oheoa to travel Acrw
mvotvmg career vs personal neeO»

can be averted Offer a com-

piomae fneoOs rotv around to

help a r\*w love r«*es everything,

^ae teem urwnportant

OiNHNI (May 21- June 20) look

vour best .f vou leave the house

Mate or partner provides the

motivation you neea to seek a

more satstymg »fe»tv»* Do not let

someone who is setflsh stifle your

emotions

CANCIt (June 21- July 22) Your

concern for a grown ch«d is natural

Put should not be ottowed to spo«

the day it may be time to cut the

cord An heirloom surface m a

strange ptoce

HO (JuN 23-Aug 22) Keep to a

schedute and your se»-dacc*ne w*

return Catch up on paperwork and

return telephone ca«s Use any

spare time to brush up on a

technical subject A romantic

mistake can be rectified

VlftOO (Aug 23-Sept 22) A miss

,ng item is found m an obvious

place A problem s not as large as

it first appeared Avoid becoming

involved m disputes that do not

directly affect you Romance is

btesful

. (Sept 23 O -our

fiends encouragement helps you

arscover a special talent The chaos

at work can be sorted out * you put

back and get better organtfea

Revise yout pnoritw* Romance
could be frustrating

SCOttfO (Oct 23-tstov 21) Step

pock and try to figur* out so-

meone s motrves Ycwmaybemw-
mg somethng Do not depend too

heoviy on sheer luck in buenecv

Humor he** you cope with a

aetcote problem

tAemAKMIf (Nov 22-Oec 21) Use

of your energy and talent to work

toward a long-term goat Check an

^emotion to go too far too fast

Take nothing for granted Meet

face-to-toce with the outhoritl**

CA'fttCOftN (Dec 22 Jan 19) A

pb wei done should be generous-

ty rewarded Guard agomst sacr«c-

mg your idea* m order to promote

material gains Ambition is urging

you on The element of surprise is

oowerfut Use It wisely

AttUAIIUS (Jan 20-Feb 18) Per-

sonal research will help you

develop a sound game plan Meed

the cautionary words of your part-

ner Do every task assigned to you

Avoid arguing with higher-ups and

older fomiv members.

PISCES (Feb 19-March 20) Probe

deeper to find out what has to be

done Pay closer attention to fman

col figures even when your mmd is

on other things Do some shopping

at lunchtime Bargains oboundt

TODAY'S STAFF
[Night Editor Gayle Lon9

Copy Editor JodY Gabin

Layout Technician Terry Starmer

Photo Technician Dondi Ahearn

Production Supervisor Doug Johnston

Typesetter Kim Fri^ino

Production Jason Torla, Lynn Kilroy, Paul

Specht and Terry 8c Jody are traveling to

Ware .
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Tennis teams lose wars, win battles
• Women lose to UConn • Men delayed by Pierce

By P. TERRY BRENNAN
Collegian Correspondent

The University of Massachusetts women's tennis team

faced an evenly-talented squad from Connecticut in their

season-opener Thursday afternoon. On the Upper Boyden

courts, the UMass women struggled with their opponents

as well as their nerves and a relentlessly scorching sun

only to fumble their first match.

Junior Shizuko Yamasaki, playing her first number one

college singles match, was stung with freshmen jitters los-

ing 1-6, 1-6 to Ellen Barrett, Barrett controlled the game

from its start and was determined not to let that control

slip from her grasp.

At number two, UMass' Gail Girasella dueled with

Ashley Vilinskis. After a hard fought match with each

player trading points, Girasella toppled her opponent 6-4,

6-4.

Keremsa Eddy (1-6, 3-6) and Kelly Grim (2-6, 7-5), play-

ing three and five singles respectively, each lost their

matches.

UMass' Kerri Kaminski struggled through a three-set

match against Krista Irmischer and answered with a

much needed win (6-3, 4-6, 6-4).

With UConn ahead by point (3-2 in a best of9 situation),

UMass coach Edwin Gentzler and his squad were hoping

Amy Ryan at number four singles would provide a need-

ed win and even the score going into doubles play. Ryan,

determined but weary, lost a heartbreaker, 4-6, 6-1, 2-6.

Soon after that, the UMass' first doubles team gave

UConn their fifth point and, in turn, the win.

By BRETT MORRIS
Collegian Correspondent

The University of Massachusetts men's tennis team was

successful in their season opener on Tuesday, yet was

unable to notch a win as darkness prevailed over the

courts at Franklin Pierce College.

The Minutemen were ahead 4-3 and well on their way

to winning their two remaining doubles matches when

the games were postponed due to the unplayable

conditions.

The unfinished matches will resume where they left off

when Franklin Pierce visits the UMass on Oct. 9^

UMass first singles player junior Barry Wadsworth was

victorious (6-2, 6-3), as were singles teammates, number

two Jeffrey Hechemy (7 5, 6 2) and number four Richard

Stone (7-6, 7-4, 6-3).

The number one doubles team of Wadsworth and Paul

Audet won 6-1, 6-3. The number two doubles team of Stone

and Hechemy, as well as the number three team of Matt

Murphy and Tim Lipsky were up a set when the games

were halted.

"He played an incredible match,'* UMass coach Manny

Roberts said of Wadsworth, who defeated Franklin

Pierce's Junior Dais Cup player Mehdi Belhasson.

l^ast year, the Minutemen defeated Franklin Pierce 8-1.

Roberts described them as stronger than last year's squad

The Minutemen tennis team will try to continue their

winning ways as they host the University ofNew Hamp
shire today at 3 p.m. on the Upper Boyden courts.

Rugby visits BC
in first game
By DAVE SZPILA
Collegian Correspondent

The University of Massachusetts rugby club travels

down the Pike this weekend to face the traditionally

hard-hitting team of Boston College.

Both the team and the coach have high hopes for the

contest which will take place at 7 p.m. today.

"I feel pretty confident that our forwards could be

as dominant as the Irish were [Wednesday]," said coach

Doc Lflurcncc

According to both Tim Joyce and captain Bob Carney,

the Irish rugby team told them they were the best team

they had encountered so far. That is a big compliment

coming from a team like the Royal Surgeons.

The team picks up new players throughout the

season. If interested in joining the team, contact the

Collegian sports desk or attend a home game and speak

with Laurence.

Apologies to Ed Doyle; he was wrongly identified as

Bob Doyle in yesterday's paper.

I

Celebrating 8 years of quality service. -

classc J
cafe M

I A I » » *^W

ADVOCATEBEST
VALLEY
REAOCHSIXXJ.

19 8 9

Five Timev!

Complimentary Chips * Salsa

with your meal 5jxrn -1° pm -

now serving wine and beer

the Valley's best burgers

Homemade Oesserts

Soups and Salads

Monday - Saturday 7om to lOpm
Surtday Brunch 7am to 3pm

Computerticd upper
body conditioning

( lltimate low/ imp** l

art obit nwKrKimr*

Donna Keltey
AAFA IDEA certified

"Big enough to afford the best equipment but small enough to know your name'

| NAUTILUS!

168 N. Pleasant St.. Amherst. MA 253-2291

Amherst Athletic Club
460 West St

c0utt LIQUORS
18 Main St. Downtown Amherst 253-5441

Featuring Busch Beer
$8.99 a suitcase

Maccabee

&»HfaU&tiK Oft
107 Sunderland Road. North Amhprst

Open 7 a.m.-10 p.m.

SPEEDWASH
1 1 Pray St.. Amherst

NOW OPEN 24 HOURS!

South Towne Commons Laundromat
479 West St.. South Amherst

Open 7 am -10 p.m.

^\ ***********
t Off Campus J

% * Delivery *

** X 253-5441 J
a***********

all beers plus deposit

WEEKDAYS at 6 46 and 9:10 p m
Friday at 460, 7: 16 and 9 40

Sat and Sun at 230. 4 60. 716 and 9 40 \> m
• Kinit shows on Friday. Sat and Sun are

H 60 *

TH6AT6* •

n St., Northampton
646-0036

Johnson steps up to challenge , filling Bledsoe's shoes
By RICK SETO
Collegian Staff

In his first collegiate game, John Johnson didn't expect

to get much playing time. But in his second game against

Maine Saturday, not only will he be playing, he will be

]
the starting tailback.

Johnson got his chance when Jerome Bledsoe broke his

right ankle on the next-to-last play of the first half against

Holy Cross last Saturday.

An 18-year-old freshman from Wayne, NJ, Johnson pro-

ved to be more than a capable replacement for Bledsoe.

In his first game, he rushed for 28 yards in eight attempts,

including four first downs. He also had two receptions for

12 yards in UMass' final fourth quarter drive.

"I think John does a very good job at concentrating. He
was in the top five percent of his class and so he's got a

lot of concentration and intelligence. I think those are in-

gredients made for a good ballplayer, and that's just what

Johnny is."

Johnson is one who truly understands the term student-

athlete. "Football is great and it's really important," the

zoology major said. "But the academics is the most im-

Collefian file photo

John Johnson's small size and speed enable

him to find pockets like this, and score.

portant to me. What I'm shooting for this semester is a

3.6 [GPA] and that's really high, but I'm shooting for it

and I know I can do it."

He feels that his learning on the gridiron helps his lear-

ning in the classroom. "Football's keeping me disciplin-

ed for school. It gives me character, so when I get in the

classroom, I have that competitiveness to do my best. I

love academics, I love going to class, and I love school,

period."

In his first carry as a Minuteman, No. 20 did not have

an auspicious debut, as he only gained one yard. But

Johnson proved himself on his next carry, answering

Reid's call in a fourth-down- and-inches situation.

Bursting for a hole on the right side, he was nearly stop

ped in the backfield, but broke a tackle and gained the

key first down.

On the first play of the next UMass series, quarterback

Gary Wilkos ran the option beautifully, freezing the

defense before pitching to an uncovered Johnson. Display-

ing the speed which made him one of New Jersey's top

high school sprinters last year, Johnson gobbled up 20

yards before the Purple could bring him down.

"I just want to prove that with a little hard work, dedica-

tion and commitment, you'll get really good things."

Johnson has had to work hard to overcome his

diminutive size, especially to the scouts. "When I was get-

ting recruited by some big schools, some felt that I was

too small," the 5-foot 7. 175-pound Johnson said. "It has

played against me, but I think my size is with me now.

Being small has its advantages because I'm harder to

catch and harder to grab.

"But when you're set in a program like I am, size doesn't

matter to anyone and only good things can come out of

it Size isn't that much of a factor anymore."

Johnson picked UMass over such schools as Rutgers and
;

Maine, citing coaches Reid and Doug Berry as the main

deciding factors. "They love football, and they care about

their players a lot. They really care about how you're do-

ing in school, and that's the most important part. And

then they care for you like you're their son. Just that feel

ing of the coaches being that close to us, it really chang

ed my mind and made up my mind"
Reid remembers Johnson making progress during dou

ble sessions, and especially of his first impression. "The

first day we timed him. he came in at 4.45 or 4.51 (seconds

in the 40-yard dash) and that really boosted him in my

mind," Reid said. Johnson grabbed the opportunity in a

scrimmage against American International. "Johnny

wanted to play, and he played beautifully against AIC

Just beautifully," Reid glowed. "And then he immediately

moved to the No. 2 spot (on the depth chart) right away."

"He came in and filled in great," Bledsoe said of

Johnson. "I had no doubts about Johnny. I knew he could

do it. He showed it to us."

Reid does not regard his starting tailback as a freshman

Rather, he simply views as a player.

"If we treat him like a freshman, he 11 play like a

freshman," he said. "If we treat him like a regular, he'll

play like a regular.

"If the coaches put their arm around him when he

makes an error, then we're treating him like a freshman,"

Reid said. "But if the coach comes up in your face and

explains to you that did the wrong thing in a voice above

a whisper, then that's being treated as he needs to be,

which is as an upper-class football player."

Volleyball out
Women to Brown tourney

By LIOR BEN AHARON
Collegian Correspondent

When the UMass women's volleyball team arrives

at Brown University today for a two-day tournament,

they will be carrying with them an 04 record inherited

at a tournament in Hartford last weekend.

Some people may think this baggage is too heavy tor

such a young team. Coach Ford, however, believes

differently.

Going into the Brown tournament, Ford said the

same thing she stated last week in Hartford, if Wt

play our best, we can beat anybody."

These are bold words coming from a coach whose

team will face a strong Harvard team and an even

stronger Brown team today, as well as an always tough

Yale team tomorrow.

But after a long week of 'working on the basu

Ford is confident in her team's ability to have a sue

cessful weekend. "Our number one goal is to come out

strong."

One thing Ford does not have to worry about is her

team's morale. Despite the tough weekend in Hartford,

the long week of practices and the stiffcompetition they

can expect at Brown, the volleyball team has maintain

ed a good attitude.

One of the keys to a successful weekend will be the

play of the team captain, senior Nancy Sullivan.

Sullivan was a bit off last Friday for the

Minutewomen's first two matches against Villanova

and Drexe*. but came back the next day for two vet y

strong performances against Army and Boston College.

Another key for the Minutewomen will be the play

of freshman setter Kathy Smith, who came in to replace

Angie Paolucci. Smith had a tough time after being

forced into play early last weekend, but is more

prepared for this weekend's matches.

CLASSIFIEDS
ACTIVITIES

25« CLUB introductory meeting lor older

oeto* Bnet dwctMWOn of ec-

Wednesday 9/19 8 00PM CC 174 176

CHABAO HOUSE mv**s you tor *"•*>•«

t elmospherr
«totot32neert

UW miUW luxvs you « »"—~—
great people gre*I atmoaphanj j^ _.
Hedtoy Rdi

INTERESTED m a personal ratatwnan*

•^OxaorooodChriihanajtowanip Cam-

pus Crusadetar Chnst 7 00PM C*mpus
Center

SCHOOL SPIRIT'!!
It you have it. uw «' Jom Project Pr.de

Can Michael at S-1331 tor mora into*

START THE SEMESTER by throwing up'

Juggang Club maatt today. 34 "
or mill

LOOKING FOB '"and* ">"*>™*>Z»*
tove' Tuna "to aw Dating Gama on WMUA
91 1 FM Friday evenings from 6-7

PARTY'
Where BiuewaH
Whan Sapt U9PM-1AM
DJ By Partact M« Production

Sponseredby AASA

PHI ALPHA THETA N*hon*l

Honor* Society * aceapWiQ
"J*

'"

Appfacanons *> history office Bin »

dwMl

CHEN STYLE T Al CHt

LEARN THIS TRADITIONAL Chinese mar

t.ai an -n i? aaaawna Class** begm 12th

and tOtn CaH 25M067

FOB A OOOO TIME CALL

SLEEP WITH US
Fun Sif* Futon and Frama

1150
W* H baat anyona by 5%
Met*w*mp* Furniture

1S00-»FUTON-l

PART'FULL TIME JOBS tor the environ

ment' Call Sam 2564*34 4040/d*y

RACK-A-OtSC the bast entertainment DJ *

video bands dorm/house special* C**

586-9900 anytime

STEREO, complete component system

500 Watt output Jarry 253-5734

YARD SALE • everything must go Lamps

desks Jieaaen For every dorm or apt Sat

» Sun 15th and 18th BaH Ln Amherst

Follow signs

INSTBUCTION

BEGINNING PORTUGUESE CLASS
Sapt 1 7 Oct 29 Mon 7 9pm $50 00

Language Pacific* 549-5065

JUJUBE . m^
even though were young girl one

things tor sure, with time our love will en

dure
Love you Sean

ENGLISH AS A SECOND LANGUAGE
Workshops begin September 17 Intensive

day PT evening. TOEFL
Language Pacific* 549-5065

KAREN F.

Have a Happy Birthday'

Love. Gary

TAG SALE kitchen to*?"****™ **
•d goods. Saturday 9-3 corn*-Fjnojsnd

Sua* Northampton ram data sunoay

VISA OR «^«SCA»«iltWJ2*
guaranteed or doubt* your money back

Cast 1 -805-662 7555 *«1 M 1207

FOR RENT

4 aaWftOOOJB m a beautiful house m
Amherst Two bathrooms fireplace in the

irvmg room pool and lanms courr$325 00

per room, on bus rout*, call Brno* at

256-1215

FOUND

THE BANGLADESHI-
TiON invites an the Banyad**** to a get

together party on September 22. 19*0 Con-

tact Envar 546-5098 Of Kab* 5454399

UMASS OPEN: Come to the dance or
i

the

Sytvan Courts this Friday 9/14 7 11PM Free

tor dorm dues payers'

ATTENTIONttt

HELPt Beautiful spaoous apartrnerj tor

pkence* A steal at 9825 00/iiunth. include*

heat and hot water Cat! anytime 5*9-1397

EYEGLASSES m a brown case m lot 44 If

roVMttwm Please cad Km. at 545-3500

KtVSM FBONT OF JQA - dorrrtcarftwuee

keys on a s*v*r nng Cat Mchete at 64035

LEARN HUNGARIAN from native teacher'

CaH Raymund at 5494480

INTERNSHIP

RECEIVE CREDITS LEARNING lh*

mu*K/*nt*rtainment industry Rack A Disc

needs intern* for fatusprmg 20 hrsAvk. 6

credits. 586-9900

SUSIE HIGGINSim
The Coeagian « looking tor you

Plea** come down her* or cat! us _
wan send out . ™»*£* P*** "*

545-3500 a»k tor Sue or Mark

or

ANNOUNCEMENTS

7 00PM ON THE 17th in the Campus

Center there will be a meeting to help LSO
regain its powers

ANYONE INTERESTED IN SHOTOKAN
KABATEI Ther* wttl be a tt*<"onatratk>n,

a **tf defenee clinic and breaking

Tontte. 7:00PM In Tolmen 101.

ATTN ALL MULtlSPONf ATHL^W
UMaas triathlon Club wants u General

meeting Tuesday 16. Boyden Rm TBA

AUDITIONS fob "uBail " MUSIC

THEATRE GUILD S production of School

Houae Bock SUB 9/16 9AM 2PM.

5PM- 1 1 PM. 9/1 7 5PM- 1 1PM Caaback* 9/1

8

BED AND BBEAKFASt Downtown

Amherst ideal for visiting parent* ano

friends 5494081

AUDIO

EMTS A PM»T aATSfONOeBS
Fire A First Aid Unit w "^""''"jL

™°
data** Meeting Sept 16 7pm N409 Mor-

rill. CaH S4S4115 S-Th 7-0pm or stop by

N416

MAVf MOM A DAD BUY ***
COMPUTER THJS PARENTS WKKEMO
Bring them to the IBM Computer Fairout-

sid* the University Store 10AM to5PMon
Saturday m the Campus Cantor Concourse

Let us convince them that IBM w the aftor

dabte solution'

AUTO FOB SALE

1978 T4HBO AC/FM runs great must S*"

Tammy 549-2786

1900 NISSAN 200SX
Runs good $1000 or B/O

Tel 549-4675

1992 DODGE 400 CONVEBTIBLE. while

JXed mtenor 64 000 miles Very de*n

$2 800 546-3142

iaa* SWaVUOU 67000~ n> AM/FwTaektng

2$£ dVys^lsTSTO nrtes 12984753

condition 50 MPG Must Satl $4500

506-7103

row SALE7 1908 FordTaatNB 32,300 m**a

rr^Ste gray. a«c*»ent snap*, beat offer ca*

413-253-9397

«a*areng« IbOO!071 4300/BO rebuilt

e^nf*
83^ FM/CASSETTE

54J2S69/256-4928 t

Own*

LARGE 2 BOOM APABT»*ENT at 177 N
Plaasant St 1 rmie ,rom UMass $435 per

month includes heat Leave mileage lot

Mine H at 256-3457

ROOM FOB RENT! Located on c*mpu*'

Stop by 209 Sunset or caM 5492947

ROOMS FOR RENT 3 dP7̂ ' »^6O0

i^nester 389 N Pt*as«n! St Males only

256-8028

FOR SALE

HELP WANTED

AIR NATIONAL GUARD part time member

ship offers fantastic benefits' P*rt-t.m* ,obs

available m a wide variety of career fields

Earn $300 or more your first year' Join your

local Air Force in We»tfieid Other benefi s

.nciude 100% tree cortege tuition. G i BHI

retirement, tree plane travel and more Men

and women without pr.or sennce are eligi-

ble to cm through age 34 Veterans of a

services usually ehgrbte ,nto their 40 s CaH

your recruiter to see if you qualify No

obligation, no pressure Jobs guaranteed

before you enhsl Call anytime

413-568-9215 or toll tree 1S00-AIR-9151

LOST

SARAH st* love me after a year'' Hope so.

you're stuck wilh me in your building Love

Christian

TO THE RUNNING WOMEN-
rthrtmeaayoufwoietitheEHamp70 1 Bus

last Friday that I could give you a tour of my

noma town' There are some places around

here you ve just got to see and there s this

one spot It strtl intor**ted show up at the

Academy of Music this Friday between 2

and 5pm
The Running Man

ZONKS!! Dave Ra» « 21" „
and he says. Bon Jour Beaver Meet the

man and his BRAIN uptown tomght

GREY POUCH lost mCC
o! contents 1-536-3719

Reward for return

GOLD BING cash '*•'* "?£*£?!
valu*-ieave message tor Lynda 538 2931

after 4 00PM

SILVER ID BRACELET Jesse Newman

It s incredibly special Please call me at

546-6397 or leave message at 549-4768

ASAP Rewards Please hetp'

ROOMMATE WANTED

FOR DOUBLE ROOM m Presidential Apt

Carl 5491224

SUNDERLANO Female 10 share 2 bdrm

apt 250 Close to bus line 665-1135

MOTORCYCLES

ATTENTION GREENHOUSE! We have a

second hand male-order br.de for you' Will

sell or trad* for a better package 5464321

COMPUTER DISKS cheap

3'4 DO HO guaranteed

CaH Aahley at 546-1612

COMPUTER FOR SALE: 1982 NorthsUr

Advantage 64K Comes with word pro

cessor. general ledger program and

database program $450 or best offer CaH

542-5702

fmW&mo**oumn™-*xK*
tem*l drive refrigerator 2by2 «*«***
bicycte-mlc* sport l*e new" 8654054

rt«*itWFOR^ALXj«EpwMYl00
$120 or b**t Offer CaH 542-5702

CAMPUS DESIGN ANO COPY is hinng' ap-

plcations available m 401 SUB Deadline

4 45PM Mon 9/17 graphic art experience

helpful 545-2271

COUNTER HELPM time or part time apply

,n person at Copycat Print Shop 226

Triangle Street. Amherst (5 mm walk from

UMass) No phone call pleas*

EARNfUPTO $S00/WEEK _ ,. ._^
Helping students obtain Visa. Mastercard

Send for free information American Finan

oal Services. 117 Park Drive Suit* 40C.

Boston. MA 02215

lBM CAMPUS COOPS 1 5/20 hr/wK com

mitment Interested sophmor** or tumors

may inquir* at the co-op office or call Andy

Hopkins at 5499357

HONDA NtONTHAWK 1963 550cc 4cyl fast

new tires, radar detector, extras. 9.000

mites mint condition, 1.100 or best offer

5494063 Jim

TRAVEL

EABN CBEOIT SCUBA DIVING!

Basic course starts 9/10 • $195

Adv course start* 9/17 $170

Sport course (Key Largo) 12/28 $380

For lurtber information call 549-8401

MUSICIANS

EXPERIENCED BOCK A BOLL/BLUES/

Rhythm & Blues/Reggae dimmer seeks to

play with gWng band Call Al at 065-7455

PERSONALS

FBATERNITIES. SORORITIES, CAMPUS
ORGANIZATIONS highly mot ,va,?5LJ^
dividual* -travel tree plus earn up to $3000*

selling spnng break trps to Cancun-South

Padre island-Orlando/Daytona

Beach 1-640-258-9191

CARLOS7 Espero que pases unW'* dta de

cumpleanos Te quiero mucho. mucno.

mucho Edna

QUICK. ACCUBATE. EFFICIENT S Deer

field 10 m.ns from Amherst Worth

reasonable prices' 685-4501

RCA 10" COLOR, 13" B/W TVs,
Typewriter w/printer interlace Moving sale

Raymond 5494400

RED MYATA B*XE Ta7̂ Maad^Excaltont

condition CaH Leaf at 253-9763

MNOVATP/E aURKETING PROGRAM
needs stfes rap for UMas* Market Ex

ceaent $$ c«>portunHy Lex* advertising ex

perience necessity Call Gary at

1-800-674-5005

NEWSPAPER DELrveRlRS "••d'fj '

UMass dorms No c*r required Mornings

7-8*m Good pay 7day*/w*ek 253-7009

Evening*.

CHERYL . ...
Gat payched tor tomorrow even though the

fool' might come "It's because of the

shape of his h*ad!"
Chrtssy

HAPPY M BICHt Have a greai day Good

luck tomorrow I love youH

TRANSCRIPTION. $10/hr typing $2/pg.

545-1188

TYPl«, WORO PROCESSING. $1 50/pg

Free pickup and delivery Laser pnnting and

copying available ^Communications.

2564373
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UMass home vs. Maine
Black Bears at McGuirk in YanCon opener

By SAM SILVERSTEIN
Collegian Staff

The first home game of the season is

always a time for optimism. The season is

young. The team is healthy. The weather

is nice. Play ball. .*,«,,»
And after last week's hard-fought 10-10

tie at Holy Cross, things are especially

upbeat around the University of

Massachusetts football team as it prepares

to host the Maine Black Bears Saturday at

McGuirk Alumni Stadium.

Kickoff is scheduled for 1:30 p.m.

The Minutemen will be without the ser-

vices of tailback Jerome Bledsoe, who

broke his ankle at Holy Cross and is lost

for the year. Freshman John Johnson will

start iii Bledsoe's place Saturday.

Maine, meanwhile, comes to town for the

first time in two years without the terrify

ing Mike Buck-Carl Smith tandem on of

fense. Buck moved on to the New Orleans

Saints this fall after setting every passing

record there is at Maine. Buck teamed

with tailback Smith to paste a 40 23 loss

on UMass in Orono last season. Buck pass

ed for four touchdowns and ran for a fifth,

while Smith chipped in 227 yards in 41

carries.

And last week, flying solo. Smith struggl

ed In Maine's 31-7 loss at Villanova, Smith

managed just 26 yard on 15 carries.

Smith's cause is hurt further by the loss

of offensive lineman Rob Noble, a 6-foot-3,

270 pound All-American candidate. Noble

injured his knee, and will not play against

UMass.
None of this is any reassurance to UMass

coach Jim Reid, who has seen enough of

Smith over the last two years to develop a

healthy fear.

"I'm sure they're going to try to play

smash-face," said Reid. "They're going to

try to run the ball right down our throats.

They don't have much respect for our

defense, and frankly, I think they're right,

because we haven't given them much to

respect over the last three years."

The Black Bears have scored 116 points

in their last three games against UMass,

winning two. The Minutemen successful

ly debuted a three-linebacker defense

against Holy Cross* run-and-shoot assault

last Saturday, and will stick with it for the

time being, said Reid.

•We're kind of committed to this defense

because we've played it so much," said

Reid. "It's adjustable to other types of run-

ning games. Nothing's worked against

these guys in three years, so what do we

have to lose."

Linebacker Matt Tulley, who missed the

Holy Cross game with a sore shoulder, will

return, moving to the middle linebacker

spot for UMass.
Game note*: A valid student ID is your

ticket into Saturday's game. For non-

UMass students, reserved seats may be

purchased at the game for $9. The game

will be broadcast on WMUA 91.1 FM,

WSPR 1270 AM, and WTTT 1430 AM, and

televised live on WWLPTV Channel 22,

Springfield

Field hockey hostsJMU
Women play at Totman in home opener

u u.,» »,o know thev're ae-

By TAMIR LIPTON
Collegian Staff

Pam Hixon called for her team to play

more aggressive field hockey, and they

did If the Minutewomen sustain this

hard-nosed style of play, they should

win their share of games.

Saturday, the Minutewomen unveil

their 1990 team to the home fans when

they host James Madison (1 p.m., Tot

man Field). James Madison comes to

Amherst with a 2-2-1 record. JMUhas

played sporadic field hockey. They

defeated Central Michigan 3-1. and

Richmond 2-1. while losing games to

William & Mary and Duke. Their one

tie came against Ohio State.

"We're really preparing to play our

game " said James Madison coach Dee

McDonough. "We don't see UMass play

too much, but we know they're ag-

gressive."

James Madison is led by junior for

ward Megan Hoke (two goals, and two

assists) and by freshman Debbie Blades

(two goals and one assist). Defensively,

Laura Knapp in goal has been the lone

standout. Knapp has an impressive 1.27

goals against average, and is coming oil

of an impressive 2-1 victory in which she

made 19 saves.

Tomorrow's game should give Hixon

an opportunity to experiment with

lineups. After Wednesday night's win at

Boston College, Hixon said that she still

does not have the right people in the

right spots yet.

The Minutewomen started to click

right at the end of the game Wednesday

night. Perhaps they can pick up where

they left off.

Men host Temple on Hill

Collegian fllr phrta

By GREG SUKIENNIK
Collegian Correspondent

One might think that a soccer match

could barely be described as "crucial" on

ly four games into the season.

Saturday's match at 3:15 p.m. on Upper

Boyden Field between the University of

Massachusetts and Temple University car-

ries just that much importance.

In preseason polls, the Owls were pick

ed fourth and the Minutemen fifth. Only

the top four teams make the conference

tournament. These teams need to eliminate

each other.

"They're a team we have to beat. rittn

place isn't good enough," said coach Jeff

Gettler

For the Minutemen, a win would go a

long way towards a tournament berth.

Beating Temple would put them at 2-1,

near the top of the A- 10, for nearly a

month Thev don't have another conference

game until Oct. 7. A loss, however, would

send UMass down in the standings for

nearly a month. "They're a tough,

physical team," said Gettler of the Owls,

whom the Minutemen have never beaten.

"We're in for a real fight."

Temple has not played a conference game

yet. Still, with a record of 12 and two goals

to show for 38 shots, the Owls need a boost

— and UMass is a team the Owls are sup-

posed to beat.

Gettler stressed that tomorrow's match

would be won at the midfield position. He

said the team is strong at the midfield. He

named seniors Marinus Leidermeyer andUMass football hosts the Black Bears of Maine at McGuirk Alumni

Stadium in home-opening game at 1:30 p.m. Saturday.

Reds welcome teams for tourney
"Pftm. in rood in the air." said Rudy. "She's a mature

Scott Rieber as two of Temple's stronger

players.

"I'm hoping our midfield can outplay

them — that's the key," continued Gettler

"Our goalkeeping has been strong. We're

getting scoring from our new players,

which is great. I'm really happy with the

play ofour defense, but our midfield needs

to play well."

Gettler also cited Itzahk Assor and Chris

Cotten, both forwards, as "two good

players" for the Owls. Aasor and Cotten are

the sum-total of Temple's scoring output,

with one goal apiece. The injury bug con

tinues to bite at UMass. Todd Kylish

Aaron Zandy and Matt Bearce are all still

sore. Joining those three is junior forward

Ray Cuhna, who suffered an inside ankle

sprain against New Hampshire. Cuhna is

questionable for tomorrow's match

Jon Gruber will start in net for the

Minutemen, while Pat Kivlin is the likely

keeper for Temple. Kivlin has 25 saves in

three games, with a save percentage of

89.3.

Two other changes have been made in

the UMass lineup. Matt Edgerly will start

at midfield. while Brett Anthony will move

from midfield to forward.

For Massachusetts, tomorrow's game is

the end of a grueling stretch of four games

in eight days. With four days until then-

next game, Gettler said he wants a total

effort from the team.

"1 expect them to leave everything on the

field-

By ADRIENNE MATT
Collegian Staff

This weekend looks mentally and physically tough for

the University of Massachusetts women's soccer team aa

well as their opponents, as the team hosts the UMass

CIassic

Cal Berkeley, William and Mary, and Boston College

are scheduled to play with UMass Saturday and Sunday

on Upper Boyden. ^
UMass and Cal. Berkeley lead off the series st 11 a.nv

Saturday, followed by Boston College and William and

Mary playing at 1 p.m. i1ft . M
Cal Berkeley enters the tournament ranked lBtn na^

tionally, 5th regionally. UMass head coach Jim Rudy said

those numbers aren't fair. ..... tU u~i™
Berkeley head coach Bill Merrell is back at the helm

after a three year absence and h^Jetu™^*
V*

freshman on a 25-man roster. Rudy said Merrell I absence,

coupled with the novice squad, lowered the Bears ran*

ing — but not in his book.

"They're a very young team but talented, he saia.

"Their front six play very smart."

The Golden Bears are currently 3-11, with their only

loss (1-0) st Wisconsin in overtime They brought in three

home-game wins against Sonoma State <2-U;Wa*hington

S££ (4-0), and Oregon State (2-1). while at Portland they

tied scoreless. v .

The ball has been netted by sophomore Devon Fite-

patrick (2 goals, 2 assists), sophomore Molly Goodwin (2^

U freshman Kim Brady (2, 0), freshman Enka Hinton

(1, 1), freshman Alexis Thompson (1, 0) and senior Valene

Pope (0, 2).

"Pope is good in the air." said Rudy. "She's a mature

player. She takes all the free kicks and has a long range."

He also said she is an Olympic Festival player.

"Goodwin is dangerous on headers," he said. According

to Rudy, this should be an air show.

In the net for UMass will be sophomore Skye Eddy, who

has been out due to a persistent virus. Eddy said she is

eager to play and enjoys the healthy competition freshman

Briana Scurry has given her while she's been sidelined.

"It's great to have that competition," she said. "It

pushes both of us."

Rudy said he's just as eager to have Eddy back on the

field, "I want to see where she's at."

Playing back to-back games poses problems for most

athletes. But the Reds look after themselves and each

other by eating well and sacking out early.

"We'll have to go full out every day," said senior Becky

Bonzano. "This season is going to be very physically

demanding."

UMass will face off against William and Mary at noon

on Sunday. BC and Berkeley will resume at 2 p.m.

William and Mary are currently in the top five national-

ly and hold a 1-2 record. They have opposed North

Carolina State (2 1W), Duke (2-1L) and number three-

ranked Santa Clara (2-OL).

"They've been beat up," Rudy said of the team's slow

start. "They're a good team. They play the game, they

don't try to play the war."

Senior Jenn Tepper, senior Robin Lotze and junior

Rebecca Wakefield each have one goal. Senior Kristen

Jesulsitis and Tepper have an assist. Junior Peggy Melan-

son has taken the most shots on goal (11).

Polo to Navy
Team competes in EVT

By JOE DEGLORIA
Collegian Correspondent

The University of Massachusetts water polo team

will travel to AnnapoHs, Md., Saturday to participate

in the Eastern Varsity Tournament. The UMass team

goes into the event ranked 15th in the country.

Of the 16 teams in the tournament, five are national

ly ranked. Brown, Navy, Harvard, and Iona are all

ranked in the top 20.

"This is a big weekend, we have been pointing to this

all preseason. We have to go all out we are now

the team to beat with our ranking,"said UMass coach

Russ Yarworth. "Last weekend we didn't show up and

play our best, we can't do that against these teams^

UMass will go up against Queens in the first round.

UMass's B team beat Queens last week. Assuming that

UMass wins the first game, they will face the winner

of the Slippery Rock-MIT contest. Yarworth said he an-

ticipates playing Slippery Rock in the second round.

Navy is scheduled to play Dayton in the first round,

then the winner ofthe Princeton-Washington and Lee

Navy, ranked 12th, is led by the high scoring tandem

of Elton Parker and Luis Nicolao who have combined

for 22 goals and 9 assists in Navy's first five games

(all victories).

Today will be cold and
rainy, witli partly r

cloudy skies in the

afternoon. Temps 60-65.
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Directory policy to be decided
Committee set to debate SGA request for access to student info

By KENDRA PRATT
Collegian Staff

The newly formed Committee on Directory Policy, com

posed of administration and student representatives, will

decide on Wednesday whether the Student Government

Association has access to listings of student addresses.

The SGA and the administration of the University of

Massachusetts at Amherst jointly created the committee

to set a campus policy for the release of student address

listings by the undergraduate and graduate registrars^

The committee is composed of the undergraduate and

graduate registrars, representatives from Student Affairs

and University Relations and Development, Norman

Aikens, the associate provost, and undergraduate and

graduate representatives. The undergraduate represen

tative will be appointed by the SGA this evening.

"Our main victory so far is having graduate and

undergraduate representation on the committee," said

Ken Parker, an SGA senator who has met with the ad

ministration on this issue.

The SGA suggested last May that a concrete policy be

created for the release of students* campus addresses by

home rip codes, after requesting listings last spring and

fall through different procedurea.

•'There was no standard way to get a list," Parker said.

"The Registrars' offices had the power to get the list but

no clear guidelines."

The policy, approved by the vice chancellors on tsept.

13 authorizes the delegated registrars to release direc

tory information for what the committee decides is routine

use by on-campus groups. Non-campus group requests will

also be reviewed by the committee. President Chancellor

Duffey has override power over any decision the commit

The SGA will discuss what rights they have demanded

from Wednesdays committee meeting, according to

Parker. . , .. ,

The SGA will ask for access to a complete list ot

students' campus address by home zip code every year or

semester. Each list would also be given to area govern

ments and house councils so that they could also have ac

cess to this information.

"The SGA is a representative government legally

recognized by statute," he said. "We have the right to have

a list of our constituents. We can't do our job without this

list."

The SGA also wants student requests for directory in-

formation to be considered on an equal basis with ad-

ministrative requests.

"We wanted a policy on how directory information could

be released because any administrator could get a list and

students could not," he said.

The student representation must not be advising the

committee but have equal voting rights with ad

ministrative members, according to the SGA.

The SGA alao demanded that they have information on

requests made by on-campus and non-campus groups to

obtain student listings. Student Trustee Angus

McQuilken said the SGA wants a copy of all requests, par-

ticularly by politicians, so they can be aware of who has

access to student information.

The vice chancellors added a clause to the policy which

charges the cost of producing the directory information

to the recipient from the appropriate registrar, Parker

said.

The policy states that students must know their names

are being collected through the admission form or change

of address form. All privacy requests by students will be

honored under this policy so phone numbers and other

specific information will be withheld.

The directory information, according to the policy, may

not be used in manners which break either state or federal

laws such as campaign laws, which forbid state agencies

from spending state funds to lobby for political candidates

or issues, and Privacy of Information laws.

A form will be drafted by the committee requiring a

signature of the parties receiving directory lists. The ap-

propriate laws will be part of this form

Parker said the administration is wary of possible legal

ramifications like privacy infringement or state campaign

laws being broken by students misusing funds for lobby

ing purposes. . .

t

The undergraduate registrar, the provost, the associate

provost and the vice chancellor of student affairs could

not be reached for comment.

THRASHING AT UMASS - Fourteen-

year-old Pat Waller, of South Hadley,

skates in front of the Fine Arts Center

Wednesday afternoon.

Nominee
Souter
unveiled
WASHINGTON (AP) - David H.

Souter, described by one senator early

in his Supreme Court confirmation

hearings as "the stealth nominee," is

not the same mystery man he may have

been to many Americans just days ago.

His two days of nationally televised

testimony before the Senate Judiciary

Committee yielded significant insights

into Souter the man and Souter the

judge.

Everyone was not satisfied with his

answers, especially his reluctance to

detail his views on abortion. But at least

something was learned of this New

Hampshire judge who was virtually

unknown outside of his home state

when he was tapped by President Bush

in July.

Perhaps more will be learned today -

Souters 51st birthday - when he

returns for a third day of answering

senators' question.

Here's some of what has been learn-

ed so far: CONTINUED ON PAGE 6

Primary races tighten; Democrats bicker
BOSTON (AP) - Two days before the

primary, a tightened Democratic race for

governor featured Francis X. Bellotti and

John R. Silber arguing yesterday over

which has the best personality for solving

the state's problems.

The attacks by Bellotti and Silber follow

ed Sunday's publication of a Boston Globe-

WBZ TV poll showing Bellotti leading 48

percent to 37 percent. In the middle of last

week, a poll of likely Democratic primary

voters showed Bellotti leading Silber 54 31.

The latest poll also showed the

Republican gubernatorial race was a vir

tual dead heat, with William Weld ahead

of Steven Pierce 45 percent to 44 percent.

In other campaign news. House Speaker

George Keverian announced yesterday he

had picked up the endorsement of Boston

Mayor Raymond Flynn to bolster his cam

paign for state treasurer.

In separate interviews yesterday on

WBZ-TV, Bellotti and Silber each raised

questions about the other's personality.

Bellotti, a former attorney general, accus

ed Silber of catering toward voter anger.

"He's irrational, he's intemperate,"

Bellotti said. "Appealing to anger isn't

what leadership is all about. Anger won't

balance the budget.

Instead, Bellotti said, "you need a stable,

thoughtful leadership that brings people

together instead of dividing them, that

gives them bone instead of appealing to

their darker side."

Silber, whose sharp comments have

sparked controversy, has tried to turn his

combative style into his advantage.

Silber. on leave as president of Boston

University, said the public needs a gover

nor who not only understands the issues,

but "above all has enough courage and

stamina to stay the course, and has the

sense to be upset when he sees things done

poorly, who has sense enough to make

changes and to be outraged where outrage

is appropriate."

"Somebody who is a good, friendly,

likeable uncle and easygoing and a buddy

to everybody is not going to make the kind

of changes necessary in a state that is as

badly managed as this." Silber said.

The campaign schedules of all four can

didates included appearances at small

town events yesterday as they scrapped for

votes heading into tomorrow's primary

election.

Until recently, Pierce, the House minori-

ty leader, held a wide lead over Weld in the

Republican race.

The two candidates appeared separately

yesterday morning on WHDH TV and

Pierce blamed the turnaround on Weld s

ability to contribute large sums of money

to his own campaign.

To combat this, Pierce has repeatedly

stressed that he represents the wishes of

working class people.

"I don't think this race is going to be

decided by a checkbook and negative adver

rising." Pierce said

Instead, he said the race will be decided

by voters who want a candidate who has

"talked about protecting the jobs and

paychecks of people in Massachusetts."

Weld, a former U.S. attorney, attributed

his rise in the polls to hard campaigning,

his performance in recent televised debates

and Pierce's lack of a legislative record.

Regarding campaign funds. Weld said he

has raised more money than Pierce from

outside sources.

On a separate issue, Pierce was asked

about the prospect of the federal govern

ment not fulfilling its financial promise for

the Central Artery-Third Harbor Tunm-I

project.

Pierce said if the federal government d<* -

not provide the necessary money, then the

state will "need to go back and look at the

whole project."

In other races, the G/oot> WBZ poll show

ed Rep. William Galvin leading Keverian

in the Democratic race for treasurer. 31

percent to 26 percent. Sen. Richard Kraus

was third at 13 percent.

In the lieutenant governor's race. Rep

Marjorie Clapprood led the Democratic side

with 36 percent.
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For Your Information
For your information is a calendar listing of local

announcements and upcoming events published dai-

ly by the Collegian as a public service.

All submissions must be typed and submitted to the

News desk at least one full day before publication.

We reserve the right to edit for space.

MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 17

Lecture- "The Physics of General Ocean Circulation,

by Dr. Joseph Pedlosky (Woods Hole Oceanographic In-

stitution) at 4:30 p.m., McConnell Hall 104 (Clark Science

Center, College Lane, Northampton).

Lecture"¥\ying High: Balloon Photography of Medieval

Archaeological Sites," by Dr. Wilson Myers and Eleanor

Myers (Center for Remote Sensing, Boston University) at

4:30 p.m., Hillyer Hall 117 (Elm St.).

Older Undergraduate Math Anxiety Workshop- 4:dU

p.m., GRT 1634.

TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 18

Religious- Episcopal/Lutheran fellowship. A joint

Eucharist with a light lunch to follow. Noon at St. John's

Episcopal Church (Elm St., next to Smith College Museum

°
Discussion-'The Iraq-Kuwait Crisis and US. Policy,"

a panel discussion with Joe Gerson (American Friends Ser-

vices Committee), Karen Pfeifer (economics, Smith Co -

lege) and Samir Abed-Rabbo (politics, Keene State Col-

lege), at 4:15 p.m., Seelye Hall 10 (Main Campus, Seelye

Drive)
Discus«on-"Living in the Spirit," focusing on con-

templation and action through conversations and exer-

cises maximizing strengths and minimizing stress. Spon

sored by the Smith Catholic chaplaincy. 4:30 p.m., BooV

man Lounge, Helen Hills Hills Chapel (Elm Street and

Round Hill Road).

Library Tour - For older undergraduates at 4:30 p.m..

library entrance.

Recycling Program Needs Paper Bags- Entering into

their "second year of collecting newspaper for recycling,

the Residential Recycling Program at UMass needs paper

bags.

Brown paper bags are used to collect newspapers in the

residence halls. Last year the program collected 64 tons

of newsprint using over 11,000 bags. With the current

financial situation, the program can't afford to buy bags

for the coming year.

"We anticipate students will recycle even more this

year," said Sherill Baldwin, coordinator for the Residen-

tial Recycling Program, "but we're concerned over how

to collect the paper if we don't have bags."

Baldwin added that "donating bags for reuse saves even

more energy than recycling." Baldwin feels most people

have begun to recycle their bags now that Amherst is on-

line with the recycling facility in Springfield, but hopes

people will save their bags for the program.

Ifyou are interested in donating bags or for more infor

mation, contact Sherill Baldwin at the Recycling Office

at 545-1153.

Israeli Dep. Minister warns of Arab dictators
l&I aCll XJ\*syf -LTAA*

; _ J; ..;J ..„, „;,;._,..,. :„ tKPr.cH„n V„,,» Israel to be leery of Hussein

NEWTON (AP> - Israel's deputy

minister of foreign affairs told Jewish

community leaders yesterday that they

can help Israel by calling on the world's

democracies to support the Jewish state

against Arab dictators.

In order to secure the peace (of Israel)

we must have the assistance of the other

democracies as the only democracy in

the Middle East against these dictators

and their allies," said Benjamin

Netanyahu, speaking to 550 members

of the Combined Jewish Philanthropies

of Greater Boston.

Netanyahu said American Jews

should not believe what he called

fallacious pleads for peace and human

rights by Arab leaders like Iraq's Sad

dam Hussein.

Iraq invaded its smaller, oil-rich

neighbor Kuwait on Aug. 2. The inva

sion prompted several nations, led by

the U.S., to set up a land, air and sea

military force in the Persian Gulf to pre-

vent Hussein from taking Saudi Arabia.

Hussein has characterized himself as

a crusader for the average Arab, not the

rich oil sheiks. He said the invasion of

Kuwait freed Kuwaitis from their

western-influenced rulers.

Netanyahu said of Arab dictators:

"You speak in the name of democracy

as you trample the men into dust, into

fine, fine dust, you talk of the rights of

men." „
He said Arab dictators like Hussein

and Moamar Gadhafi of Libya have

turned the world's attention from their

individual military plans in the region

by drawing focus to Israel and the

Palestinian occupation crisis.

"The core of the conflict in the Mid

die East is not the Palestinian problem

but the presence of dictators and ter

rorists who use violence to further their

ambitions of plunder and conquest,"

Netanyahu said.

Arab rulers have "warned and

distorted and changed the truth," he

said.

Netanyahu said in an interview after

the speech that Israel needs continued

support from the larger democracies in

the face of Iraq's new threat.

"What have we got to do with Iraq's

invasion of Kuwait? Nothing," he said.

But he added that Iraq's military might

force Israel to be leery of Hussein

"Saddam Hussein is not a solitary

phenomenon. He is a part of a breed of

dictators that we have seen. the dif

ference is that he has amassed more

power," Netanyahu said. "He's got

ballistic missiles, he's got chemical

weapons, he is now working on obtain-

ing nuclear weapons. So he is able to

carry out the ambitions of these other

dictators in ways that they couldn't do

before, 'simply because he is amassing

his weaponry and his military force."

The Combined Jewish Philanthropies

hosted Netanyahu as part of a campaign

called Operation Exodus, which is try-

ing to raise $18 million to send Soviet

Jews to Israel.
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New 'satellite' office open
By PETER HERING
Collegian Correspondent

Last week's opening of the Mather

Career Center's new "satellite" office in

the Curry Hicks building at the Universi-

ty of Massachusetts in Amherst drew hun-

dreds of students from across the campus.

The recently acquired, centrally-located

facility will provide students with informa

tion on a walk-in basis. It will function as

a link between students and the main of-

fice, located on East Pleasant Street. It is

hoped that the accessibility of the office will

attract more students.

We are very pleased with the turnout,

it's really encouraging,'' said Joan Stoia,

who has been director of the center since

1989. "In those three days we have had

hundreds of students stop by and ask ques

tions."

Stoia hopes that the new office will en-

courage more students, especially juniors

and seniors, to make use of the Career

Center's many useful services.

She also noted that many students come

to the Center after they have graduated.

"They walk in and expect us to help find

them a job immediately. Well, after

graduation it's a little too late," she said.

Stolia is also director of the co-op program.

"It's important that the students know

what we have to offer, because the sooner

they start thinking about their future, the

more we can do to help."

Stoia, herself a graduate of the Univer-

sity, knows that troubles are ahead for both

the Career Center and the University.

"We have lost both money and staff due

to budget cuts, but with the help of

volunteers and students we have been able

to survive." she added.

"The students are the reason we are here;

we can cater to every major, every need,"

she said. "But the students must make the

initial effort [to come down here!"
and seniors, to make use ot the uareer initial enorc wn« uu«.. ..c«^

Design events to be held
LISA BOVARNICK
Collegian Correspondent

The University of Massachusetts will

host a "dazzling event" of prominent and

widely acclaimed architects, landscape ar

chitects and designers, according to Helen

Wise, a spokesperson for the event

The speakers will be featured at an in

ternational design conference sponsored by

the Univn sitv's Center for Studies in Con

temporary Culture, which is scheduled for

later this month.

The speakers will be previewing

changes for the future, looking back at past

developments to see where we are going,"

Wise said.

The need to replace the aesthetic "less is

more" functionalism, which was popular

throughout most of the 20th century, will

also be discussed, CSCC Director Dennis

Porter said.

He added many of the lectures will deal

with the need for a new ethics of design

The world's growing population and

polluted environment bring forth issues

such an public safety and ethical respon-

sibilities, he said.

"The focus of the conference is deliberate-

ly interdisciplinary and international and,

unlike Prince Charles, we're not adopting

an adversarial stance toward landscape ar

chitects. architects and designers," Porter

said.

The goal of the CSCC in sponsoring the

lectures is to "enrich the University's in-

tellectual and cultural environment." Wise

said

Attendance is not only designed for those

involved in the fine arts and humanities;

the issues will go beyond those disciplines.

Wise said.

The international design conference will

be held Sept. 21 22. All sessions are free to

Five College faculty and students and will

be held in 163C Campus Center. Atten

dance is encouraged to any or all of the

lectures.

^JKarK - The UMass cheerleader*Jead «• way=
Minutemen Marching Band as they march to McGuirk AJumn,

Stadium for Saturdays football game.

Mohawk nation

still at odds
with Quebec
Editor's note - This is second ofa multi-part series on

the situation ofthe Mohawk Indians in Quebec, Canada.

The writer is a Collegian correspondent who is currently

in Kahnawake, Quebec.

By RIC OLIVEIRA
Collegian Correspondent

During the months of July and August there were

dozens of attempts made for negotiations between the

province and the Mohawks.

Many times the conflict appeared to be coming to an

end but just as negotiations seemed to be going well,

last' minute disagreements about native sovereignty

stalled the process.

On labor day Monday, in a gesture of goodJmU1 '

Mohawks and army servicemen dismantled the bridge

barricades. The barricade dismantling was possible

because of a verbal agreement stating that there would

be checkpoints established, a patrolling system m ef

feet, and no military vehicles upon the reserve^

After the barricades were dismantled the army stated

that it "sighted armed Mohawks" so it invaded. A

group of unarmed Mohawk women, fearing conflict

marched arm in arm to the bridge. From there the

women marched to the longhouse a traditional

meeting house). At the entranceto the longhouse the

women attempted to block the APCs and a foot soldiers

path A confrontation arose which left several soldiers

and a woman badly injured.

On Sept. 6, after a lengthy search of the bridge by

the army for mines, the bridge was opened to commuter

tr

ATthe army patrols the highways, just outside the

village uharmed Mohawk men and Kahnawake

^WJ^MrSS Kahnesataje^bar

ricade, four army soldiers underff^^w pAGE 4

GLB group starts
Faculty Staffplans advocacy

off academic year
and support services

By SEAN SULLIVAN
Collegian Correspondent

The Faculty Staff Group for Gay. Lesbian and Bisex-

ual Concerns met last week to start off an academic year

of advocacy and support services for the gay, lesbian and

bisexual community at the University of Massachusetts,

according to program officials. . . .

Aside from continuing its role as the informal advisory

board to the Program for Gay. Lesbian and Bisexual Con

cerns, the organization announced a new meeting

schedule as well as a change in its structural hierarchy

According to Felice Yeskel. coordinator of Program for

Gay. Lesbian and Bisexual Concerns, standard bu«™»

meetings will alternate with special programs. The first

of these, a wine-and cheese social reception commences

on Monday. Sept. 17. from 4 to 6 p.m. at the Faculty CluK

Also, a dinner and conference, tentatively titled The

ChanffinK Religious Perspectives Toward Gay. Lesbian

and EuaTpSple," is planned for late October and will

be open to the campus community.

OnFriday. November 2, from 12:30 to 2 p.m.. the group

will sponsor a luncheon with gay performer/songwriter

H
A new^teering committee was announced, composed of

Pat Griffin, a Physical Education faculty member, Linda

Marchesani of Residential Academic Progra«;£«?»>"
O'Grady, a graduate student, Karen Shellley. the Chief

Financial Officer of Housing Services. Michael Wiseman,

also of Housing Services, and Yeskel. ...
The committee replaces the chairperson^iominated

svstem of previous years. Aside from coordinating and

making decisions on behalf of FSGGLBC, it will work

toward the organization's primary objectives with three

other sub-committees.

According to the FSGGLBC Mission Statement:

• The Academic Committee "works on integrating gay

and lesbian studies into the mainstream academic cur

riculum." among other issues.

• The Benefits Committee "works on issues ot parity

for lesbian, gay and bisexual employees and their

families." .

• The Program Advocacy Committee secures the tur

ther institutionalization of the Program for Gay, Lesbian

and Bisexual Concerns."

Since its inception in Spring 1986, FSGGLBC has

striven to make UMass "a safe, supportive environment

in which gay, lesbian and bisexual students can concen

trate on their educational goals,

and gay, lesbian and bisexual faculty and staff can pur

sue their work responsibilities without harassment.

FSGGLBC welcomes a "wide cross-section of Universi-

ty officials" to participate in its activities. Any ad-

ministrator, faculty or staff member interested should con-

tact Pat Griffin at 545 0628 for further information.

University Store struck by computer virus
. • * *" »kr> irimia from the machin

Compiled by PRESTON P. FORMAN
Collegian Staff

The University Store on the concourse reported to police

Thursday that someone had infected four IBM computers

on public display with a computer virus.

A computer virus is a small, non-authorized program

introduced into a computer system. Viruses are usually

harmless although some viruses can destroy data

Police said damage was minimal, but a store employee

spent several hours ridding the virus from the machine

The incident is under investigation.

LARCENY

• A Grayson Residence Hall woman reported to police

Thursday that $9 was stolen from her wallet allegedly by

a man leaving her room.

• A man in Thoreau reported to police Thursday that his

telephone was stolen from his room.

t * • •
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tion.

Later

Mohawk nation

CONTINUED FROM PA^E 3
ro8Sed the

barbed wire entering the Mohawk lines.

On their mission they stumbled upon a

sleeping Mohawk known to the media as

Spud Wrench. When the sleeping Mohawk

awoke, the soldiers attempted to muffle his

cries of warning.

Randy Horn (Spud Wrench) was badly

beaten bv the soldiers rifles. In the strug-

gle, the 40-year-old Mohawk stabbed one

soldier and lacerated another's face. Horn

appeared on CBS badly bruised with a

swollen face.

He was taken into army custody with

Major Tremblay's on-camera promise that

"he would be returned to the barricades

after he had recieved medical treatment."

When asked about the military action of

the previous night. Tremblay replied "It's

part of life."

On Sept. 9 Federal Justice Minister Kim

Campbell appeared live on CBS News and

stated to the country that "the warriors do

not represent legitimate native land claims

and the situation we see in OKA
I
Kahnosatakei is a law enforcement situa-

Bourassa stated "the

government of Canada and Quebec will not

accept that the warriors are not held under

the criminal acts; we will simply only

negotiate the removal of their arms."

Terry Doxletter, representative of the 6

Nation Confederacy, appeared later on

CBS News where he said "we are wishing

to achieve an honorable disengagement

from all sides. Warriors do not want

freedom from prosecution, they want

freedom from persecution."

On Sept. 10 Mohawk peacekeepers (com

parable to county sheriffs) were arrested

and had their guns removed from them by

the army. "For every honorable gesture the

Mohawks have made to ease the tension,

the army has filled the void." said Alex

McComber.
On Sept. 12, Spud Wrench was charged

with disturbing the peace, destruction of

police and golf club property, wearing a

concealing mask even though the SQ and

army wore no name tags, possesion and il

legal weapons and inciting riot.

Meanwhile Mohawks involved

throughout the summer refrain from leav

ing the Reserve for fear of being arrested

s

Now Playing
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Democratic candidates from two camps
BelloM campaigns as en insider 's outsider Silber pledges sound education support

By PRESTON P
Collegian Staff

FORMAN

Listening to the negative television ads

hawking Democrats for governor is almost

reminiscent of the 1976 presidential elec-

tion pitting a politically savvy yet

acknowledged outsider against a candidate

bruised by the perception of "insiderism."

Fourteen years later, with the

Massachusetts economy in the intensive

care ward and state government seeming-

ly out of control, a similar anger has

developed in the electorate and woe is the

candidate tainted with the image of the

present administration.

Perhaps this was the weak linchpin in

Evelyn Murphy's campaign. Although she

carefully distinguished herself from Gov.

Dukakis, she was always viewed as the

lieutenant governor of the present ad-

ministration. Several days after a 'palace

coup" two weeks ago. Murphy dropped out

of the race.

This same problem bedevils long-time

politician Francis Xavier Bellotti. a can

didate marketing himself as an outsider

although he has spent nearly 25 years in

state government, including some time in

Dukakis' administration. During the

1960s, Bellotti also served as lieutenant

governor and previously ran for governor

but lost by less than 1 percent in the

general election.

Bellotti has been out of state government

for the past four years since stepping down

as attorney general in 1986 - after three

terms at the post - and now faces an op-

ponent running the same marketing vein

but with obviously better credentials in the

outsider department.

Boston University president-on-leave

John R. Silber has never held a public of-

fice although he has extensive ties to the

powers-that-be in the Legislature including

Senate President William Bulger (D-South

Boston).

Now that the de facto Dukakis insider is

out of the race, the insider tag has been lif-

ting off the Murphy campaign and placed

on Bellotti's neck. Bellotti, the leader in the

polls until Murphy bowed out, according to

a recent Boston Globe poll. Silber is gain-

ing ground on Bellotti in the race.

Unlike the other candidates in the race.

Bellotti has not spoken widely about the

role of the state public higher education

system although he has detailed a propos

ed student-business partnership.

Silber
\Democrat • Governor

Compiled from campaign releases:

"I want to raise the educational com-

petence and the income of teachers and

restore respect for teachers. Teaching is

crucial to both the moral and economic

health ofour society. Teaching is not mere-

ly a job or a career. It is a vocation — the

dedication of one's life to the liberation and

the fulfillment of children.

"The fiscal management of schools must

be improved. It is essential to realize that

a deficient educational system is not

always the result of a deficiency of funds

If money is being spent on the wrong

things, spending more money on the wrong

things will not improve matters. There is

waste in almost every school system's

budget.

"Many school systems spend too much
money at the top on administration and

supervision and too little in the classroom.

Additional waste is caused by misguided

regulations. All waste must be eliminated.

Reducing waste provides the equivalent of

a funding increase.

But if additional funding is necessary,

after waste and pointless regulations are

removed, I shall certainly support it while

insisting that the legislature clearly iden-

tifies the source of new money.

"I oppose the CLT ballot question

because it involves a regressive formula

that would ensure fiscal disaster. And I

don't approve of rigid formulas as a general

/ule. The governor and the legislature

should demonstrate the leadership and

responsibility appropriate to their offices

CLT substitutes a blind rule for an in

telligent, responsible government. I sym

pathize, however, with the concern that has

prompted the development of the CLT posi

tion. It reflects a widespread lack of con

fidence by the people of Massachusetts in

state government. They are understan

iably offended by the paralysis that has

characterized state government during the

past two years and they resent the decep

tion perpetrated by state government in

the previous year

"We must keep in mind that money spent

wisely on education is not an item of con

-sumption, but an investment in our m<>-t

important natural resource — our human
capital. And it also is an investment in a

lvilized community relatively free <>f

:rime, drugs and violence."

John Silber, Boston University president

m leave was born in San Antonio. T«

He served M ptofeMOT of philosophy and

University Professor of Arts and I

:he Universitv of Texas Austin
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London $398

Nairobi $1005
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Council Travel
Amherst
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For Older Undergraduates

25+ CLUB
Did you know that there are

more than 1500 undergraduates at

UMass age 25 and over? Let's get

together at an..

Introductory Meeting

Wednesday, Sept. 19

8:00 pm
Campus Center 174-176

Discussion of Activities

Socializing

Refreshments

The B'nai B'rith Hillel Foundation at UMass in Amherst presents an evening with

Former U.S. Ambassador to the U.N. Economic and Social Council and

Assistant Secretary of State for International Organization Affairs; currently a

Resident Scholar at American Enterprise Institute for Public Policy Research in

Washington, D.C.

DR. ALAN KEYES
speaking on

"SELF-GOVERNMENT AND PEACE:

How Israel Can Survive

the Challenge of

Palestinian Rights"

Tuesday, September 18, 7:30pm

Campus Center Auditorium/UMASS

$3-General Public Free for Students

This event is made possible by a generous grant from Herman and Judith B. Swartz.

UNIVERSITY OF
MASSACHUSETTS

DEPARTMENT
OF THEATER

SEASON

THE PLAYBOY
OF THE

WESTERN WORLD
by John Millington Synge

Oct 3 1 -Nov. 3 and Nov. 6 1

Curtain Theater

MESSIAH
by Martin Sherman

Nov. 29- Dec. 1 and Dec. 5-8

Rand Theater

BLOOD WEDDING
by Fcderico Garcia Lorca

Feb. 27-Mar. 2 and March 5-9

Curtain Theater

THE DON JUAN
PROJECT

An original theatrical piece

April 4-6 and 10 13

Rand Theater

THE
BLACK WOMEN'S
SURVIVAL KIT

by Andrea Hairslon

May 1-4 and 7-11

Curtain Theater

For

Information

ticket prices, matinees,

and season sub>v Mlons

cont. ;ho Fine Arts

Center Box Office,

545-2511



Souter unveiled

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

'

• Souter says he gave the Bush administration no

assurances about how he would vote if^^f.^.f B̂
ed to overturn its 1973 decision in Roe v. Wade legalizing

ab
»He

n
believes the Constitution provides a general right

of privacv even though such a right is not specifically men-

tioned, and that the right extends to married women s use

°
i^thtnk^Constitutional provisions should not be in-

terpreted to mean only what their framersbtaHM
wS tlTy mean in today's world. ThatBfr"^^
those conservatives who espouse an original intent

aP
S
r

He
C

disagrees with Justice Antonin Scalia, the high

court's
^ most conservative member, about how judges

shSd search ou?American tradition in determining some

forms of constitutional protection. ^^
to a recent decision, Scalia said the father of a child born

out of wedlock is not entitled to certain parental rights

Wau^ose rights previously had been recognized by

nta^TdSe Soutir said he found that reasoning too

confining.

• He never heard his parents refer to another human

beinjr in racial or ethnic terms. "I am glad I am condi-

tioned by my beginnings and I am glad I do not have to

overcome them," Souter told the committee.

• He is not unflappable. Questioned by Sen. Edward

Kennedy (D-Mass.) near the end of Friday's session, Souter

for the first time began answering before his interrogator

had finished speaking. .

• He doesn't think the Supreme Court should stick its

nose into matters where it has no constitutional respon

sibility to act, but believes the court sometimes is left

to act alone when the political branches do not act

beforehand."
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The outlook

is good,

University of

Massachusetts

at Amherst

and the future is

yours for the tak-ing.

With your choice of

nearly !'< mi credit and

noncredit courts, the forecast for personal and

professional growth looks promising. This fall.

let the UMass Division of Continuing Education

help you plan the right course for your future.

Late register for University day classes and

Continuing Education evening classes, on

a space-available basis, through September 18 in

Room 615. Goodell Building.

For mom information or a free catalog, call the

Pulsion of Continuing Education at 545-6

1

We're predicting your success.
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LENDERS BAGELS
Asst. Varieties

89c

10 oz. Reg $1.12 3 oz.

SNAPPLE
All Flavors

69c

16 oz. bottleReg $0.89

THILLY' BRAND
CREAM CHEESE

49c

Reg $0.59

HERSHEY CANDY
BARS

Milk Chocolate &
Almond,

Kit Kat, Peanut But-

ter Cups
3/99c

Reg 40c ea.

Nabisco
TEDDY GRAHAMS
honey, chocolate,

cinnamon
$1.69

Reg $1.98

DIAL or

CAMAY SOAP
2/99c

3 oz. bar Reg 55c or 65c

VERY FINE
Juice and Drinks

2/99c

10 oz. bottles Reg 60c

Available at all stores:
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invites all university men to
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I You could get free tuition.

Free books. A great job.
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of the best teacher, in America' ^ £ ^i
If n, the Kansas City Magnet Schools

will pay for your eduotticm All we ask in return is vour
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• Foreign language

• Reading

• Communications
• MontevM»ri
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MAP
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• Engineering
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• Visual/performing arts
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We offer:

• 24 hour kitchen

• Catered food
• Superior social life

• Cable TV
• Lifelong friends

• University and Greek area

overall atheletic champions
• Voted Best Philanthropy and

Most Improved House

Rush Dates
Sept. 17 Monday Night Football 8:00pm

Sept 18 Just DU it. 8:00pm

Sept 20 • Special Events * 7:00 pm
Sept 21 Barbecue 5:00 pm
Sept 24 Monday Night Football 8:00pm

Sept 25 Informal —all day

Sept 26 Just DU it 7-9:00pm
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The Kansas City Magnet Schools
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EDITORIAL/OPINION
/ unless otherwise nolec

The opini

Primary Picks
The outcome of November's state gubernatorial election will have

major repercussions on this financially-strapped state, as well as on

the future of taxes, budget cuts, civil liberties, crime, human services

and overall morale. In no other recent election has so much been at

stake for the future of Massachusetts.

The Collegian Board of Editors has endorsed candidates for both

primaries. Hopefully, if one of these two candidates wins the

November election, we will see some light at the end of this dismal

fiscal tunnel.

• Democrat Francis X. BeUotti - Despite Lt. Gov. Evelyn Mur

phy's withdrawal from the race, Bellotti seems to share many of her

views and would best represent this state in a time of crisis. John

Silber, Boston University president-on-leave, represents narrow-

minded, bigoted viewpoints toward women, the elderly and people

of color. His election would not only alienate different communities,

but to derision as well in an already tense climate.

• Republican William Weld - Weld's viewpoints seem more open-

minded and compassionate, as compared with Rep. Steven Pierce's

right-wing zealousness. His pro-choice stand on abortion, along with

his other moderate stances, make him the better Republican choice

for governor.

For a more promising future for Massachusetts, please vote in

tomorrow's primary and let our student voices be heard.

Unsigned editorials reflect the majority opinion ofthe Collegian Board

of Editors.

The "funny feeling" ofbeing

discriminated against
Two women entered a downtown

Amherst bank recently, in the hopes of lan-

ding a job. They had heard that this par

ticular bank was looking for part-time help,

and inquired about an application.

"No, we don't have applications

anymore," came the reply, "Lots of

students have been applying for the job; we

should be getting more towards the end of

next week."

Adam Stein

The politics of football
There are some things which should not

be political - apple pie, for instance.

However, in this day and age of the "Quest

for Free Advertising," political campaigns

are doing whatever they can to educate the

electorate. .

The day-to-day world here at the Univer-

sity is filled with political garbage. The ma-

jority of the students, however, try to ig

nore or stay clear of the tirades of

ideologues which besiege them, have the

politics of others crammed down their

throat.

Gayle Long

I admit. the politics of this campus are

more intense than that of the outside

world, and the maneuvers performed by

the extremes of both sides can get rather

tireson

This page, I warrant, also can be a

political forum at times. But the fact still

remains: Politics should not be the end all

of life. There are much more rewarding

pursuits, I think.

So, above all. on the weekend, everyone

wants to escape the superficiality of

political warfare.

On Saturday, there was another violation

of political "freeness ." The UMass football

game was plagued by, you guessed it, cam

paigning youngsters.

Most people go to football games to,

amazingly enough, watch the game. But

the campaigners, more specifically the Col-

lege Republicans, were in full force, trying

to push the football fans of the area to hear

the plea Pierce for Governor.

What could be more important to the fans

of the Minutemen on opening day of the

season than the fact that Steven Pierce

wants the job no sane person the world -

let alone the state - should want?

Nonetheless, the Segrettis of the campus

- Donald Segretti was one of Nixon's aides

who sabotaged the campaign of Muskie

during the Watergate years— decided to

pull out all the stops.

They handed out leaflets with the "of

ficial signals" of the football referees on one

side and their "public endorsement" of

Pierce as well as Paul Cellucci. who is run

ning for lieutenant governor Directly

below the "official signals" was the slogan.

"Carrying on the Reagan Revolution."

I was incensed that such propaganda was

issued at a harmless sporting event. What

made me laugh, however, is that people

around me felt the same way To my left,

one man actually tore the paper in half; to

the right, another threw his peanuts at the

woman distributing these "information

sheets."

But there was more The Pierce crowd

then decided it was time to uou the crowd

with a spectacular parade of political signs

and banners. They rushed the walkway at

McGuirk Stadium walking together with

huge banners reading .liege

Republicans" as well as the now expected

"Pierce for Governor" signs.

At first. I was livid. But then, two things

happened.
First. I noticed that everyone was not

looking at the twenty -or so people wander

ing like a lost troop of elephants up and

down the home side of the field. The fans

were watching, believe it or not.

FOOTBALL
Then. I remembered the morning issue

of the Boston Globe I had read. It reported

that Pierce's rival, former U.S. Attorney

General William F. Weld, had overtaken

the Minority house leader 45 percent to 41

percent in the latest telephone poll

Is it me or is it ironic that the same day

I find out the College Republicans are sup^

porting Pierce that Pierce falls behind in

the polls?

The primary will truly be the test. I wish

I could say "may the best man win." Un

fortunately for us, there is no best man.

Unfortunately for College Republicans,

they think there is.

Read Gayle Long every other Monday

The women thanked the customer service

representative and left with an uneasy feel-

ing. Something just didn't sit right. It was

one of those gut feelings that many of us

would write off as insignificant, and con-

tinue on our merry way. Yet it was much

deeper than that.

The women stood outside the bank and

could not ignore what it was that bothered

them about the transaction.

Once I remember pulling into a gas sta

tion at some random point on Interstate 95.

I asked for the tank to be filled, was quoted

a price, paid and started the car to le.^

Yet something didn't sit right

Maybe it was the length of time it took

the attendant to fill the tank, or maybe it

was the manner in which he told me the

cost ... I don't know But what I do know

is that I hesitated before pulling out of the

station, and had the uneasy gut feeling

that perhaps 1 had been cheated, though

I quickly dismissed it as nothing.

The two women, for some unspecific

-on. also had an intuitive feeling of be

in« cheated Maybe it was the way the ser

vice representative told them that the bank

was out of applications, or maybe it wa

body language. . .They don't know

"How much of that is because we are

Black?" asked one of the women to the

other. Their feeling was so persistent that

they had to find out for sure They asked

a White male friend to enter the bank

The same representative, this time.

responded. "Sure, hold on." Atler rummag-

ing through some papers, she left the de>k

and returned, "We have no application-

right now. but if you leave your name and

address, we'll mail one to you
"

The two women, waiting outside the

bank and wanting desperately to be proven

wrong, met the news with disappointment.

It was a disappointment that extended

beyond this particular situation. It was a

disappointment with society.

It was a disappointment which alw

reminded the women that they an h*
living among a powerful man\

Everyday actions, such as sitting on a hu-

or applying for a job, can be met with disap

pointment - when the White woman next

to you protectively pulls her bag further

away from you, or a custom.

mmmntltfrt lUcn you away from a job.

just because you are Black

If a questionable incident has happened

to you, and you suspect discrimination on

the basis of race, sex physical abili

exual orientation, call the

Massach mmittion Against

Discrimination (MCAD) in BprinfflsM at

(413/739-2145.

Filing a complaint will automatically

result in an investigation by the Commis

sion to determine probable cause The out

come can be heftv fines placed on the beads

ofCWURighl -tep closer

to hringim
Read Adam Steii met Wosukkj

The Editorial Desk welcomes submission, from the Fh+Q^~~~^0+

Please include your name, address and phone numbtr

Silber has no decency
.John Silber's theatrics in Roxbury

Wednesdav proved that he i- truly the

"outsider" that he has claimed but n.

he has intended.

His racist and derogatory .

towards the Humbolt Avenue residents in

Roxbury have proven that he is solely an

outsider" to the needs of minorities and

the working class in Massachusetts

Kendra Pratt

There will be a meeting ofall columnists for the Fall 1990 semester on Friday. Sept.

oi „i i n m in the Collegian newsroom. Attendance is mandatory.

ni, w'lToeyourmSTSm to arrange .our lll lMI l» «*«**• ** «
"

.,„-J"™<l not be .objected to your editor, whim, and mood, the r».( of the nmeeter.

mSmSfft ««• '» <* yourprizedcolumn* .tatu, away from you. And we majht

*m££«5S* or Gayle at S4M719 to confirm. Orju.tto «* u. about any .ay-

gestions for original excuse*.

In any case, we are giddy with anticipation.

Roxbury residents are accurately inter

preting Silber's selfish motives from his

brash appearance.

If he had not been criticized for not mak

ing a campaign appearance in Boston's

Area B, composed of mostly minority

neighborhoods, during Tuesday's debate,

he would never have bothered to go there

at all to shoot down Bellotti

And, he would have been in a better

political position for the primary if he had

left people he had never considered before

well enough alone.

Silber's prejudiced comments about the

people living in this community during the

debate caused his foot to once again fly m-

to his mouth and left Roxbury residents

angry enough to tell him to stick his com

ments in another orifice.

Silber justified not appearing in Area B

by saying, "There is no point in making a

speech on crime control to a group of drug

addicts."

Silber cannot claim that the media took

him out of context because he said his in

suits during live coverage of the debate.

He cannot deny these, like similarly

derogatory comments he has made about

Cambodian ret B Lowell PtW

n Holyokc and th< \vtva%

on Medicare.

n he has said that all Area B reside

The reahtv is that most of the drugs are

brought into the neighborhood by other

people and Boston Police hold the opinion

that 90 percent of all Area B residents are

"Godfearing, hardworking and law

abiding citizens.

His reaction to the community s criticism

of his appearance added insult to injury.

When Roxbury residents demanded an

apology from the Boston University

president-on-leave but still collecting his-

salary. Silber instead lashed out and

demanded an apology from the residents

because they did not meet him as the solu-

tion to their neighborhood's problems.

The residents of Area B know their pro-

blems. They live there.

They know that out of 102 murders in

Boston this year, 62 have occurred in their

neighborhoods. They have their own solu-

tions as well.

They do not need the "straight shooting"

John Silber to tell them how to fight crime

on the streets

Residents of Area B have already created

more than 120 local crime watch groups to

help themselves.

Roxbury residents condemned Silber as

"a racist and a Nazi," as someone who

would come into their neighborhood while

"patting them on the head" and referring

to them as "sorry Black people."" The

sorriest issue to date has been Silber's lack

of qualifications to be governor of the state.

He lacks human decency.

Kendra Pratt is a Collegian staffmember

* * » .* * T »
( » «

'«'•» » * »•!•»••
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To excel in any major,

make a
minor investment.

CASIO

IC3C300

fx-300A $16.95*

CASIO • •-« -

fx-115N $24.95*

fx-4200P $49.95*

Let Casio make your most complex courses look

easy. With simple-to-use scientific calculators

that offer high-powered features. Without the

high price.

Our 8-digit Solar Plus™ fx-300A is easy

to read and operates even in the dimmest light.

Its 128 functions make it a valuable addition

to virtually any math or science course. The

fx-300A performs statistical and fractional

calculations. And it stores six computations

in memory.
For more power, tap into our Solar Plus

fx-115N. This 10-digit scientific calculator gives

you 154 functions. It offers computer math for

everything from binary to hexadecimal calcula-

tions. Linear regression analysis. And an

applications workbook that makes the fx-115N

simple to use.

Our 12-digit fx-4200P data calculator is

in a class by itself. The dot matrix LCD lets you

see alpha-numeric formulas, names and tech-

nical data exactly as written. The replay feature

prompts you to solve for different values of a

variable without inputting the formula each

time. Plus, there's a powerful 279-step memory
and 150 advanced functions.

No matter what courses you're taking

.

Casio has a scientific calculator that's of major

importance. At a price that's a minor subject.

Where Miracles Never Cease

Ask for Casio Scientific Calculators
at your bookstore.

Casio. Inc Calculator Products Division,

570 Mt Pleasant Avenue. Dover. NJ07801 (201)361-5400

Solar Plus is a trademark ofCaax> Computer Co , Ltd

I retail pnc*

Republican candidates discuss focus for Mass.

Pierce details plan to revive Mass. economy with business incentives
IT IVI tt UsVMVWp+W w incentives, not road blocks. I will offer businesses defer-^ mr*—1 fnmnM from ramoaum releases incentives, uui, »v»

Compiled from campaign releases

"We must get our economy on the move. Business is the

engine that drives our economy and, like any engine,

business needs the proper fuel. State government can do

much to encourage business. We must begin to create a

climate where business is welcome. It's time, once again,

to hang out the "open for business" sign.

"I will continue to fight excessive regulations and

restrictions on business. My administration will move to

streamline the permitting process on new development

I will repeal the Universal Health Care Law because of

the excessive cost on businesses in Massachusetts.

"I fought hard against the largest tax hike in this state s

history. The $1.8 billion tax hike on close to 600 businesses

is a death warrant for the Massachusetts economy. I

fought the tax hike on the House floor. I fought the tax

hike in the Supreme Judicial Court and, within one hour

of the Governor's signature, I filed legislation to repea

this tax increase. I have done everything I could and will

continue to do all that I can to fight for our economic

recovery. „
"To attract new business and industry, we must oiler

incentives, not road blocks. I will offer businesses defer-

red tax credits on investments and research and develop-

ment. We must assist troubled industries by offering alter-

natives which help not just business but society as a

whole. To that end, as Governor I will offer incentives and

tax credits to businesses that provide products and ser-

vices which protect our environment while creating jobs.

"I was the first legislator to push for an Enterprise Zone

Bill. This bill would offer tax incentives to businesses that

move into depressed areas and hire individuals from that

community. As Governor I will get the bill enacted. I have

also pushed for legislation to help revitalize Roxbury by

"anchoring" a new private development which will attract

jobs and businesses to the area.

"I predicted the state's fiscal crisis more than two years

ago. At that time I offered numerous reforms that would

have helped avoid the current crisis. Now that my predic-

tion has become reality, many of those reform ideas have

been embraced by the Democrats in their effort to escape

the fiscal mess they have created. For each of the past four

years, the Democrats have spent more money than we

have collected, forcing the Commonwealth to further mor

tgage its future."

Weld endorses CLT petition; advocates a state that is 'pro-jobs

'

••I havP endorsed the CLT petition I believe that onl;

William Weld

Compiled from campaign releases

"I opposed the recently passed tax package. Given the

state's weakened economy, I believe that the tax increase

will send the economy into a tailspin.

"As governor, I will look to make up any revenue gap

by cutting duplication and inefficiency in a budget that

has grown from $6 billion to more than $13 million in the

past eight years. I will cut administrative cost, consultant

and purchased services accounts.

"I support the concept of "zero-based " budgeting, under

which programs will be zero funded. Each program will

then be carefully evaluated based on performance, cost

effectiveness, staffing structure, duplication of services.

etc

"I am an advocate of the type of restructuring that Peter

Nessen called for in his study of purchased services, the

so-callled "07" amount

"Nessen found that by reducing the amount of paper-

work generated by providers and the state, significant sav

ings can be made Nessen said the state needs to

streamline the bureaucracy, institute component pricing,

performance-based contracting and uniform financial

reports. Currently, a provider can be audited by many dil

ferent agencies for the same program and even the same

i have endorsed the CLT petition, I believe that only

the CLT petition will force the Democrat-controlled

Legislature to make the kind of cuts - to do the kind of

restructuring - that is necessary to resolve what is real

ly a structural deficit, and to prevent tax increases from

becoming an annual occurrence.

"I feel strongly that it is essential to create an environ

ment in the state that is pro jobs. 1 will foster such a

climate by streamlining the regulatory process and by pn>

viding businesses with the incentive to locate and expand

in the Bay State

"Rather than taxing businesses to the point where they

leave the state. I will work to lower or eliminate the

capital gains tax for productive assets held in

Massachusetts for a period of five years or more. He

(Pierce) favors raising the existing investment tax credit

for manufacturing from one to three percent, and 1 will

work to establish a separate tax credit for research and

development activities similar to that in many other

(2# afag

"These tax incentives will help jump start the economy

by making it more attractive for business to locate here,

to stav here and to expand here Finally. I would work

to resolve the state's current fiscal crisis which ha

negative impact on the conunomyeajthj^bus^nestv

RUSH PIKE
THE FRATERNITY WITH ACOMMITMENT TO EXCELLENCE

FALL 1990 OPEN RUSH
September 1 7, 1 8, 1 9, 25, 26 8- 1 P.M.

418 North Pleasant Street 549-6251

ALL UNIVERSITY MEN WELCOME
• LIFE LONG
FRIENSHLPS

-A

**

. UNPARALLELED
SOCIAL LIFE

*

QN 4

• STRONG

ATHLETICS
- OLYMPIC
WEIGHT ROOM

• CONVENIENT
LOCATION

'». w 1

fSWft

• STRESSED

ACADEMICS
- Two Computers

- Course Files

• EXCELLENT
MEAL PLAN
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- LARGEST NATIONAL FRATERNITY ON CAMPUS

- DEFENDING INTRAMURAL FOOTBALL CHAMPIONS

- OLYMPIC WEIGHT ROOM

- ROOM & BOARD LESS EXPENSIVE THAN UNIVERSITY

- BEST MEAL PLAN ON CAMPUS

- UNPARALLELED SOCIAL ACTIVITIES

- EXCELLENT PHILANTHROPIES

GET THE MOST OUT OF COLLEGE & EXPERIENCE WHAT 7

FRATERNITY LIFE IS ALL ABOUT
' "*

_ tui^Tx-«--•—

"

f . t at. "* *

• .-.^s

> ;V1 V

:/ l^a

IL

Pi

5;

*

374 NORTH PLEASANT ST phone 253 - 9032

7th - MEET BROTHERS & oUFFALO WINGS 9 U

TLES 18th - NIGHT AT TH£ RACES *-tl e.-

- BBQ WITH BROIHERS 1pm

DINNER WITH BROTHERS 7pn

th - FINAL NIGHT orr.

^SI^Z^
Class of '94

This course Is for you!!!

"The Everyday Life of a College Student'

I ..II L990 - Course Offering

What is "The Everyday Life of A College Student ?"

One credit (10 work) course l.iught by upperclass students

Moots In the residence halls - once a week (2 hours).

A small class (12 students) at a large University.

A chance to learn about the University and yourself In a

relaxed atmosphere.

s^r"

9

!/=».

EDUC 4 191K

In this course, First Year students arc

encouraged to learn more about the

University, and wlial they think about

timely Issues. Students explore ways to

take chirge of their college experiences -

and their lives • by recognizing and

analyzing problems and actively trying to

solve them. Topics of discussion include:

friendships, relationships, academics,

sexuality, alcohol and drugs, diversity Is-

sues, etc

Interested? Next Step:

Course Registration:

September 2nd - September 18th

S:30 a.m. - 5:00 p.m. b\* - o*2.Z

130 ISRETT HOUSE (CENTRAL AREA

Students who hnve taken I 1)1- have said:

"A course that's fun, exciting and highly personal..."

"A great way to meet other first year students and to make
friends..."

"Survival and success tips" for making the most of the college
experience..."

Soctlon :

Monday

1A: SouthwoBt/Emeraon

1 B : Southweat/Jamea

)0Pc\<lV
.«*•

M0*

Tuesday

1C: Sytvan/TBA

1D: Northeast/Thatcher

IE. Orchard Hill/Field

IF: Southwest/Moore

10: Southwest/ X*»*CS

Wednesday

1H: Northeast/Dwight II !

1 1 : Central/Brett 1 M :

1 J : Central/Van Meter 1 N :

1K: Central/Baker 10:

Orchard Hill/Field

Southwest/Emerson

Southwest/ rv\oott£

Southweat/John Adams

Place to be announced

SPONSORED HY : RESIDENTIAL EDUCATION/HOUSING SERVICES
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ARTS 8cLIVING
Time for donuts and coffee: Twin Peaks is back
By LEAH ARINIELLO
Collegian Correspondent

The fish in the percolator may have add-

ed just enough quirky flavor to Twin Peaks

for viewers to want another cup.

For those of you who are unaware ofjust

what fish I'm talking about and are swim-

ming in confusion about this whole cherry

pie business, read on. Get those VCRs

ready, on Sunday, Sept. 30. The television

show Twin Peaks is set to air. It's a special

two-hour flashback of what happened dur-

ing the previous episodes of the mind-

boggling series that depicted the investiga-

tion of a prom queen's mysterious murder.

So, if you missed it last winter and you

didn't catch the repeats of the series this

summer or you didn't have the connections

to grab one of those bootleg tapes, you have

one more chance!

You may say to yourself: Why should I

tually has something going with the

TWIN PEAKS

Laura Palmer? I mean, a person nas v* b
llt that's thefun of it Few people

Sry1™ ntX"^ ^^lluLt^U^ N
P
adi

P
ne,

with anything. Or follow the FBI agent

Dale Cooper's investigation by his listen

ing to the lady with the psychic log, hav-

ing dreams about midgets and tossing

rocks at bottles to predict "who did it," but

that's what draws people to it. Not only the

waitress Shelley Johnson who is married «^t?£e^
and occasionally beaten by Leo Johnson 1^™S c

'

~l

on J addictive „ those

the ponytailed trucker, who, even though exactly . >
going ^^

he loves Shelley, wants to constantly beat QOnux s inai *** ^ ^Aina
uo akS Laura was seeing on the sly biker In Saturday's repeat of the -eason^nding

James Hurley, who is currently seeing ^^^^TT^^S^Ji
Laura's best friend Donna Hayward. All creamed. Who s dead? Who did it. Was it

th* s and thTJSvi body isn't even cold yet. a dream? Who cares? Leo Johnson found

Huh? non'fgive up* You don't have to out about Shelley's affair with Bobby, soMA . «_ J I

he tied her up while a bomb waited to ex

plode beneath her. While she was hanging

there, Leo went and tried to chop Bobby up

with an ax, but in the process was a)

through the window by Hank, who just got

out of jail. Nadine, that nut, overdosed a

pills. Laura's shrink got pounded on whe

he went to meet Laura, who was actual:

Madeliene, her lookalike cousin. Not to

mention, Laura's father strangled one ol

the murder suspects. Then right at the end

when agent Cooper figures Leo did it (or did

he?), he gets shot.

The question is, do all good FBI agents

wear bullet proof vests? Don't forget to find

out Sept. 30. And once you get the lovers

and archenemies straight, you may want

to keep an eye on that chick, Madeliene,

who's supposedly Laura's identical cousin.

She mav just be a "trap in the line.

Whether it's a "keeper" or not, is another

story.

°™^yourselfiWhyshouldI ^&$^?^tt —»» with Boh*, so -»

Fafpful combination creates Indigo Laris
- -« «. . «»»«»» thev decided to team up during elementary they sang together in high school «

•

^^ ^^ and engineered by

By JULIE LIVINGSTONE
Collegian Staff

Some combinations are bound for success,

and the Indigo Girls pegged it right, when

Spectrum
Magazine
the art and literary magazine at

the University of Massachusetts

needs you!

they decided to team up during elementary they sang together£ high^ool ^h<jrus

"Amy found it in a dictionary, actually

She was just flipping through one day and

said: Hey . . . how's this?'"

Seems not only the name but the music

was determined to find a quality niche in

an industry where sometimes anything can

pass for art. Indigo Girls began their swift

and sure rise with a vinyl debut in 1985

with the single "Crazy Game" and "So-

meone to Come Home" as the B-side, issued

on their own Indigo label. An

independently released EP followed the

next year, and Strange Fire was released

Come to our

general meeting at

Room 168 Campus Center

On: September 18, 1990 7:30

to 8:30 . ,r it

or stop by our office at

406 Student Union Building

or call us at 545-2240

in 1987 as their first full length album < In

digo Label). Produced and engineered by

John Keane, this limited-edition disc con-

tained original versions of "Blood and

Fire" and "Land of Canaan." later re cut

for Indigo Girls' first Epic album

In 1988, thev were signed to Epic Record*

and set out to'make an album that was cer

tified gold in Sept. 1989, seven months

after its release. With Scott Litt as pro

ducer, the talents of Michael Stipe, REM.
Hothouse Flowers and Luka Bloom, Indigo

Girls was cited as Best Debut Album of

1989, according to Steve Morse of the

Boston Globe. Ray and Sailers criss-crossed

the country on tour, opening for REM. and

Young, among others. What more

could a young duo hope for but a Gram

mv - awarded to them for Best Contemmy awaroeo
CONT|NUED^ PAGE 12

WoNDeriNg AbOUt All tHE Noise at tHe

tOp of CLaRk HiLl RoAd?

OPEN FORUM Sept. 17 Campus Center Rm. 903 7-8 pm

HILLTOP/CROSSAN HEALTH CLUBS

^ * Weight Lifting Facilties

* Exercycles

* Aerobics Classes

# Special Interest Seminars

Registration for the fall semester will be held in

Webster and Gorman from 7:00 to 9:30 on Monday

and Tuesday, September 17 and 18 One $30

membership fee allows access to all facilities at both

flubs

(Check or money order at registration at registration please

Use Your Head:

Don't M„
r
wt Your Body This Semester

The noise Mop the hill is the

WILLIAM SMITH CLARK MEMORIAL
a new public space, with sculpture, that resulted

from a design competition and project conducted in

cooperation with our sister university in JAPAN.

Hokkaido University

Clark was the first sitting president of UMass in the 1800s, then Ma.

A^icuhu^ Cillegl and 5 leader in launching Hokkaido University, then

Sapporo Agricultural College, in Japan.

The Memorial was designed by a recent UMass alumnus <*^» aude»0

Todd Richardson (MLA ST) in consultation with UMass Professor Emeritus

ofCdSpcTchitecture Barrie Grcenbie and two landscape archuects from

Japan

It is slated to be completed in the late fall - join us at the dedication and

reception in the spring.

• This is a sign for BOYS BE, a cafe in Japan named in honor of William Smith

Clark. Now UMass will pay tribute to this outstanding leader.

fcC^W^14*<



Straight-forward music propels Miracle Legion

By ADAM McCLORY
Collegian Correspondent

Miracle Legion

Iron Horse
Sept. 13

••We just want to put out quality, real stuff that people

can cry to and really enjoy," said Raymond Neal lead

gStar7st of Miracle Legion. They exemphfied this to the

utmost Thursday night at the Iron Horse in NortnampUm.

Miracle Legion is Neal, singer Mark Mulcahy, drum-

mer Spot and Dave Macaffery on bass. Band member

ricocheted joyfully around the stage throughout their

hr^nd^-minute set. Lyricist/singer/ rontman

Mulcahv began dancing on stage from the firs - us ng

an array of instruments ranging from the guitar to the

harmonica to the flute, exciting the crowd with his wild

an
The

S

first song, with the use ofMulcahys harmonica was

enlightening: "Where are they now/How should I

knowM'm not readv to go." This might have been in

reference to the band's semi-breakup before their major

tour with the Sugarcubes ,n 1987. Two members left the

band with only Mulcahy and Neal remaining.

It was reallv difficult." Neal said. "Mark and I had to

do more ourselves, but it was a fun tour regardless He

^dThese circumstances really helped the band and allow-

ed them to become more versatile.

After the show, a friend of Neal's remarked about his

everimproving guitar skills. The sounds that flew from

hif equipment let the audience know he loved »hat he

wa* doing and let them get into the show as well. At times

Neal got rambunctious, rattling off note after note while

at other times he would play softly, quietly, drawing you

IB closer to listen to his world of sounds.

Thev invited their roadie Johnny, tojam during the la*t

song of the set. Miracle Legion responded to the hoots and

clapping of their appreciative audience with a quick one-

^U^Tapproached Mulcahy to ask him about his lyrics

-Instead. I received a laid-back response of "Would you

hke an Oreo?" as he ate from a freshly-opened bag. Ap

parently he was more intrigued by that bag of cookies

right then than he was about discussing his lyrics.

Neal commented on a few issues concerning the band

hlfflS^^
o the Hkes of Yes and Led Zeppelin. He wanted to dispel

:nt rumo" "Most people thought ™J^*£££
shows around New Haven. It wasn*^^™£™
in groups previously, but we booked bands because

nothing else was coming to town." As far as any materia

being released in the future was concerned, he said that

some music was already cut, although they needed to find

some time to record it in the studio.
,

Davd Brooks opened the show. He brought a solo

acoustic act to the stage, which displayed his brilliant

guitar skills in a short, four-song set.

Photo courtesy Rough Trade

Miracle Legion

The UMass Music
Theatre Guild

is now accepting applications for:

Director Vocal Coach

Assistant Director Choreographer

Music Director
for our Fall, 1990 production of

Indigo Girls

to be performed November 29 through December 1

in Bowker Auditorium

Contact Kara Jenkins in the Guild Office 423 Student L/njon

or call 253-3863. All applications due by September 17,1990

porary Folk Group of 1989.

Strange Fire appeared as a re-issue last

November with an exceedingly complete

and gutsy version of the Youngbloods

classic "Get Together." A subsequent video

followed, in collaboration with Habitat for

Humanity, a Georgia based nonprofit

housing organization.

Ray said they found out about Habitat

when they were at Emory through former

President Carter.

"Come to think about it. I think we ve

always known something about it .
it s

just one of those things, ya know?'

But they don't dip their hand into

everything - they say education is their

primary goal.

"We want to make people aware ot the

world around them, about the resources

that the world and life has to offer

guess just general education." Ray and

Saliers said.

•We're into the school systems. Planned

Parenthood - things that give people a

chance."

Touring for the Indigos has been a

pleasure, according to them.
"Yeah, we

GET AHEAD AS A
1991 BSN GRADUATE.

Enter active duty immediately after graduation

— without waiting for the results of your State

Boards. If selected, you can enter a five-month

internship at a major Air Force medical facility

while enjoying:

• complete medical and dental care

• 30 days vacation with pay per year

opportunities to advance

To apply, you'll need an overall 2.50 GPA. Get a

jump on your future as an Air Force nurse offi-

cer. Call

USAF HEALTH PROFESSIONS
1-800-423-USAF

really enjoy it. audiences are great - real-

ly supportive." said Saliers.

They began playing smaller venues and

have since moved to larger spots, but found

themselves content during their summer

stint with Joan Baez.

Saliers says in her spare time she loves

to read and cites Faulkner. Flannery

O'Connor and Toni Morrison as some of her

favorite authoi

i love listening to Elton John. 70s-type

stuff, Dylan. Replacements. Sex Pistols

I don't know if I'd ever want to meet

Dylan though. I kind of want to keep my

image of him as is."

xercising, eating, making plane and

automobile models and my record label

Damon Rough Trade takes up a lot of my
time, Ray said. So far, the Ellen James

Society is on that label, an alternative rock-

n roll band "The label is sort of geared

toward that kind of stuff." Ray reports.

What's up now
Nomads *Indians*Saints is their latest

excursion into human loneliness, distress

and triumph over life's little curve balls.

Look for the following tracks - "Hammer
and Nail," "1 2 3" (written by Ray and the

Ellen James Society), "Pushing the Nee-

dle" and "The Girl with the Weight of the

World in Her Hands."

Touring? Sure. They say they're beginn

ing around October.

Maybe you'll hear their philosophy on

life. "The world is screwed up in a lot of

ways. There's a lot of pain and suffering,

but there's also a certain beauty in that

pain and suffering. We find hope in the

humanness of things."

UMASS ARTS COUNCIL
GRANT PROPOSAL DEADUNE

Deadline for submission

of grant proposals for

arts-related projects and events

Friday, September 28

Guidelines and application forms

are available at the Arts Council

office and the Student Activities

Office

J

UMass Arts Cound 125 Herter

545-0202

NOTE: Grantwruing workshops will be

held Sept 26 and Oct 9. Cad the

Arts Council for further information.
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THE FAR SIDE
By GARY LARSON

BONES IN THE BARREL
By J. GELLER 8c M. ROSENZWEIG
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DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE

Edited By TRUDE MICHEL JAFFE

For the hundredth time in as many days!

/ haven't got a quarter!"

TANGELO PIE
By TIM SNIFFEN
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Qk^uf ^ene 5^/r amount

ACROSS
1 Spectacle

5 Stern

9 Haoerdasriery

item

1

4

Mackerel s km

1

5

Bnutan s

location

16 Blue suit.

sometimes
1

7

River to the

Caspian

1

8

Fast time

19 Nest egg

20 Farewell

22 Ski resort

23 Actress

lansoury

24 Speaker s place

26 Lorelei, for one

29 Taoie wine

33 Sea dog

36 Most Oizarre

38 Tittle

39 Wrong
41 Buck s mate

42 Part ol EAP
43 Ritzy

44 Exchange witty

remarks

46 Wapiti

47 Inut

49 Edges
51 SooriQuet '0»

Hemingway
53 Giaciai epoch

57 Appears

60 S-noad and
Pcpeye

63 Fanfare

64 CaD
65 Turkey s

neigftOor

66 Jalopy
- Royaie

National Par«

68 Starter

69 Piano technician

70Ot»e
71 Smirk

DOWN
i r>«ef s device

2 Wading txrd

3 Borneo ape 'o»

snort

4 Certain howlers

5 Ship s tackle

6 On the deep
7 Encircle

8 Outmoded
9 Set upon
10 Starts a voyage

1

1

Farm yield

12 Fairy-taie

character

13 Eight loiiower

21 Miscellanies

25 Statute

27 Norse epic

28 Broadway
dazzle

30 Function

31 Inclusive

expression

32 Word with suit

or top

33 Riboon

34 Coach Aionzo

Stagg

35 'Venture

37 A Pharaoh

40 Sailing

companion
42 Betel palm

44 jazz style

45 Ennopied

48 Ship s captam

50 Sequential

52 Up and

about

54 High hideout

55 Quality

56 Ridge

57 Following

58 Pale tan

59 Anagram ot

lane

61 Luxury

62 Part ot a cart

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE

CALVIN AND HOBBES
By BILL WATTERSON
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PRICE
By PRICE VAN RAY
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MENU
LUNCH

Chicken Cutlet Sandwich

Sloppy Joe

BASICS LUNCH

Chicken Cutlet Sandwich

Tofu Sloppy Joe

DINNER
Roast Turkey Dinner

BBQ Spareribs

BASICS DINNER
Garbanzo Vegetable

Stew

Roast Turkey Dinner

YOUR DAILY HOROSCOPE
By JEANE DDCON

_ (March 21-Apr» 19> Adf>

nonoi rrfOTTicrtian s needed before

stgrwxj contracts D&cuMioni wi

yietd results You tove to wear

beautifu! thngs and want to buy

new clothes Balance your

cneckboc* first

TAURUS (April 20May 20)

Travel legal maneuvers and dstant

affairs ore favored Trust yourself to

handle things efficiently

Agreements you make now wi lost

even if some people ^hd mem
controversial

OfMINI (May 21-June 20) Oues

tion any spur-of-the-moment pur

chases Stay out of heated discus

sions about potties or morals idle

speculation ond gossip ate best

avoided Romonce deepens

CANClt (June 21- July 22) Make

me most of your time by organizing

the busy days iusf ahead Career

matters wi teoJre meetings A jort

business venture could bring rich

rewards Add somthmg nice to your

home

HO (July 23 Aug 22) The last of

a series of financial discussions

could aid your career A legal set-

tlement s posstole Be truthful about

your feelings tor someone Other

people will respond more

affectionately

VIROO (Aug 23-Sept 22) Your

faith in certain aims is Justified By

refusing to sacrifice your financial

security in the name of excitement

you p'Otect your loved ones Some

family members may disagree with

your choices

_4 (Sept 2^C»ct 22) Do not

let mputstveness or extravagance

go to your neod Think twee about

making an mterestng purchase

Check the fine pnnt before signing

papers Keep r» touch with those at

a distance

$CO«WO(Oct23-N»ov 21) Before

plungng -nto a new busness ven-

ture, apprise everyone involved of

mpendmg changes Seek me» op»-

nK*» but stay out of pointless

arguments Make intelligent

compromJiw

SAOITTAtlUS (Nov 22-Dec2t)

The atmosphere at home lightens

when you make a special purchase

for your housemates A fascinating

chance encounter could occur to-

day A close Mend or retake could

give your love ire a boost

CAPBICOBN (Dec 22-Jan 19)

Your personal magnetism is a big

plus in both business and romance

today Career advancement or

happy tamty news gives you cause

for celebration tonight Do not go

overboard on spending

AQUARIUS (Jan 20-FeD 18)

Take advantage of an opportunity

to erist the aid of bank officials and

financial backers n pursuing joint

goots Expressing your ideas to

others helps you obtain mforrnatton

and advice

•ISCiS (Feb 19-March 20)

Unusual developments center on-

creattve financial ideas vour recent

socialiiing begins to pay off You

may have to put romance on the

bock burner whle you concentrate

in business

TODAY'S STAFF 1
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Paction Nicole Dumas.
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Minutemen beat Maine UMass Classic

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 16

Durkin standing all alone in the end zone^

Marco Gabrielli kicked the extra point and

UMass led 7-0, less than three minutes in-

to the first quarter.

Wilkos stretched the lead to 14-0 early

in the second quarter, tightroping 70 yards

down the lea sideline for a touchdown

while the Maine secondary was chasing

flanker Mike Tobin, and had its back

turned.
, ,. .

Maine scored just before halftime on a

fi.-ld goal, following 31-yard run by Smith.

1 Mass cornerback Matt Rajotte saved a

t ichdown on the play, hauling down

ith on the 13 yard line,

he Minutemen scored again late in the

t rd quarter to take a 21-3 lead, on an

iost identical play as their first

, .chdown. On Maine's 3-yard ine.

l Ikos faked a handoff to tailback John

. mson (22 rushes. 97 yards) then turned

1 his left and loRed a pass to 6-foot-3 tight

e d Ron Villone. who leapt up and

Field hockey

backward, clutching the ball at the peak

of his jump.
"Ron Villone mad a great, fantastic, in

credible play," said Reid describing the

catch. "From the moment it left Wilkos

hand it was overthrown. He reached up and

caught both ends of the ball."

Maine's touchdown came with 7:20 lett

in the game, as DelRosso connected on a

9-yard pass with split end Mark Dupree.

Quick Kicks: The strangest play of the

game didn't show up in the box score

because it didn't count. Deep in Maine ter-

ritory at the end of the third quarter,

Johnson was stood up after a 4-yard gain.

Though it appeared the play should have

been blown dead, Maine safety Claude Fet_

taway stripped Johnson of the ball, and

started upfield.

Pettaway seemed headed for a

touchdown, but was overrun by Wilkos

who made a sensational diving tackle past

midfield.

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 16

^nloTRtbin Runstein scored unassisted 21 minutes in-

to the first half. Twenty minutes later, Senior Sue

Gaudette also scored unassisted. The scored remained 2-0

at the half. ,
—

University of Wisconsin

Platte*

rNIICHAEL

3NTINUED FROM PAGE 16

From there. Nancy Philbnck netted her

first of the season, and the Minutewomen

went on to win 2-0.

UMass is playing solid offensive field

hockev. They outshot JMU 22-4. If not for

Knapp. the Minutewomen may have had

five or six goals

•Were getting a lot of corners, and we re

creating a lot of opportunities." Hixon said

•They just have to keep their confidence

up because the goals are gonna drop. We

have to keep doing the things that we do

well and touch the ball in front of the goal

cage "Everybody is trying to score so

much that we're not relaxed when the ball

comes into the circle and I think were just

a little bit over zealous.''

The UMass defense has been nothing

short of awesome to start the season. With

Phihppa Scott in net and Kern Fagan stop

ping attackers from getting close to me

goal, UMass possesses a defense that may

be second to none.

In the three UMass wins, Scott has not

allowed a goal, and in the one loss, she sur

rendered just one goal. Scott was not tested

often against James Madison, but when

she was called upon to make the big save.

she did.
, , _

"I don't know if we had as much often;

sive power as we would liked to have had,

McDonough said. "My attack is here on oc-

casion, they play about 40 minutes of a 70

minute game, and you've got to get more

pressuring than that. They played hard

and unfortunately that's the way the ball

bounces. I'm not really upset with them.

UMass is a nice team, they have a good pr^

gram. . . ,

Do not forget, sometimes, it is better to

be lucky than good, and right now the

Minutewomen are a little of both

Billiard Room
& Sports Bar

Featuring Monday Night
Football-TONIGHT

• Five 9 ft. Championship Tables

• Your favorite sporting events on large

screen TVs
• $1.00 Drafts in ice cold mugs
• 25 cent hot dogs
• Appetizer menu
• This Week: $1 Rolling Rock Bottles

• Thursday is Ladies* Night-Ladies play

pool for half price on Thurs. Night

FormerlyS^fChanges Nightclub

\
256-8284

11 am to 12 Midnight Daily

MICHAEL'S <* v

let. 9, Amherst
(Next to Hunan Garden Rest.)

,utf*
d

ftHtyhSpiartas**

n4idtf*i«>ttafc»i

U*rteHktMKri*

UNWERSITYSTORE WRITE
FOR |

I

THE
COLLEGIAN

SNnptrttMrttffcr

Al

Presents

BE A STAR
0N CBS® I

FREE FOOD
AND BEVERAGES!

TEST DRIVE" IBM
PS 2 COMPUTERS!

PRODUCT
DEMONSTRATIONS,
FREE SAMPLES,

GAMES,
ENTERTAINMENT!

ENTER SWEEPSTAKES TO WIN:

. AN IMPULSE
OR AMIGO FROM ISUZU

and
A WALK-ON ROLE ON CBS'

"The Young and the Restless

. TWA TICKETS, CD PLAYERS

& MORE FROM IBM

J*

tMwattti

llMwaftjnai

rtritofflkWUMMSM
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IS NUTRITION WORKSHOPS

t*^

O
XI

-'

Concerned About Your Eating Behavior?

Find out II you or a friend have an eating

disorder, and where to go for help.

When Wednesdays 5:30 - 6:30 pm

Where University Health Services,

Room 304

0***

-otffc A0
^A

pv-a.Ct °$&*
XjOt^

Topic-Focused Series—-——
When Tuesdays, 4:00 - 5:00 pm

Where UMsss Campus Center

Room 017
Open to anyone, drop-in

October 2: What is sn Esting

Disorder-compulsive

overeating, bulimia and

anorexia?

October 9 Is My Esting Disorder

Really Affecting My
Hearth?

October 16 Balancing It All Out

Nutritionally

. MOUNTAIN u.KE FROM GEAR FOR SPORTS ON YOUR CAMPUS

' MM • m * CBS ISUZU L0S6AL * OfHON HERSMSrS

OEM FOS SP0KTS SUNSHINE BISCUITS CALVIN KLEIN

. aOBOX . .«NES.H,ND . AMERICAN EXPRESS . NEWSWEEK

Self-Help Group———————
When Mondays, 7:00 - 8:00 pm

Where UMass Campus Center

Room 901

Confidential and Supportive Atmosphere

in All Groups

No Charge No Registration Just Drop-In

Programs Sponsored by University Health

Services 549 2671 x 18T ____
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BC beats out cross country teams in tri-meets

Eagles' depth downs men's team Minutewomen edged by seven points

By KEITH BENNETT
Collegian Correspondent

The University of Massachusetts men's

cross country team finished second to

Boston College Saturday in a tri-meet

against BC and the University of Lowell.

BC won the meet with 31 points.

UMass finished with 44 points, and

Lowell had 56 points.

Div. 2 All-American Dave Cremin, of

Lowell, led all runners over a difficult

course to capture individual honors on the

day.

He was followed closely by Jon Corso and
Tom Degnan, both of UMass.

Cross country is, however, a team sport

with the score calculated by the places of

a team's top five runners. This is where

BC's depth prevailed.

Paul Shea led the way for BC with a

fourth place finish. He was followed by

Keith Yuen, in fifth place, Jamahl Prince.

in sixth place, and Tom Sheeran, in

seventh place. After John Doherty of

Lowell finished eighth, BC added a ninth

place finish to seal the team victory.

Rounding out the top five for UMass,

after Corso and Degnan, were Craig Cor-

mier, in eleventh place, Gerry Squiers, in

thirteenth place, and Pat Ryan, in six-

teenth place.

Coach Ken O'Brien was particularly

pleased with the performance of Craig Cor-

mier, who is only a freshman and was run-

ning in his first collegiate meet.

"We have four or five freshman with that

kind of ability." said O'Brien. "Any one of

them can finish in the top five for us on a

given day."

O'Brien pointed out that another

freshman, John Ro*k, had been the team's

third man at the two mile mark before hav-

ing to drop out of the race because of leg

cramps.

The team's next meet is on Saturday

against teams from Northeastern and Iona.

By DAN WETZEL
Collegian Correspondent

The women's cross country team may
have lost on Saturday, but it was happy

with its performance.

The Reds dropped a close contest to

Boston College while defeating the Univer

sity of Lowell. The final score was Boston

College 24, UMass 31, and Lowell way

behind with 89. The team with the lowest

score wins.

it was a good first race," said Becky

Johnson, the top finisher for UMass. "Peo-

ple are getting in shape and we have good

depth. We are pleased with our

performance.

"Today was a good start. We just want

to keep improving and not burnout.

Hopefullv we will do well (this season]."

Johnson led the way for UMass. coming

in third overall behind Boston College run

ners Jen Rolfe and Diane Connolly. She

finished the three-mile course in 18:55, just

ahead of teammate Kelly Lijebald, who

was fourth with a time of 19:13.

Kathy Holt. Michele St. Laurent, and

Cathy Crocker rounded out the UMass top

five, coming in seventh through ninth,

respectively.

"The top five were outstanding," said

LaFreniere. "They ran with a lot of heart

and kept the meet very close."

LaFreniere was also pleased with the per

formance of Mo Meldnna, who finished

12th. She said she is looking for more inv

provement from Meldrina and the return

of Dana Goldfarb (out with an ankle injury >

to improve the team.

"Beckv and Kelly did a great job," said

coach Julie LaFreniere. "Both had strong

finishes."

The next meet for UMass will be this

Saturday at Springfield College

Volleyball wins twice in tourney
*^ j -.„«,«, kork u.-ith two imDressive wins.

By LIOR BEN AHARON
Collegian Correspondent

The UMass women's volleyball team went to Brown

University this past weekend for a two-day tournament

and came away with an impressive third place finish.

Although the Minutewomen began the tournament with

three losses, they were able to bounce back and earn a

semifinal berth. „u„„,o«i
UMass began the tournament on Friday facing Harvard.

After winning the first game 16-10. ** M^ute™me"

"lost their confidence." said coach Carol Ford, and drop-

ped the next three games by the tight scores of 1315,

11-15, and 13-15. --

Umass' next opponent was Brown University. The

Minutewomen played an outstanding match but were still

overcome by the powerful Brown team and its awesome

service game _ ,

The final scores of the match were 11 -15, 12 15. ana

1

While UMass lost admirably to the Harvard and Brown

teams, both stocked w,th exceptional west coast players,

they were embarassed by a tough Va e team.

The Minutewomen came out sluggish far their first

match on Saturday against Yale and were routed ,n three

Tunfs^nUheroUevball team was 0-3. at the bottom

heir bSet. and within one game ofbeing eliminated

from the tournament.Zvl„ team, however, showed the poise of veterans

and came back with two impressive wins

Against Lehigh. UMass played outstanding and and

won in four games by the scores 16-14. 7-15. 15-11, and

1

The Minutewomen next played a strong Fairfield team

and won an exciting five game match 6 15, 15-1^, to-/,

12-15, and 15 9. ,

This win put UMass into the semifinals against the

University of Hartford.

By now UMass had already played three matches, each

over two hours long, without any breaks in between

"The kids were zapped" Coach Ford said.

In contrast, Hartford had been waiting to play for at

least three hours and were obviously well rested Hart

ford coasted to an easy victory T-l*VJj% and ° 15 -

"We iust ran out of gas," Ford added.

All in all. it was a good weekend for the women s

volleyball team, and Coach Ford was full of praise for all

h
^They work hard and have the best attitudes of any of

the teams I've coached" Ford said

Key performers for the Minutewomen were setter Angie

Paolucci and captain Nancy Sullivan.

Paolucci was not slated to play this weekend, but she

did come in and in the words of her coach "She played

out of her mind " Sullivan was named to the All

Tournament team.

The women's volleyball team will travel to Boston Col

lege on Tuesday

Men's tennis

sweeps UNH
Second win for Minutemen
By P TERRY BRENNAN
Collegian Correspondent

The University of Massachusetts men s tennis team

displayed its skills Friday in front of the home fan

they dominated the courts at Upper Boyden. shutting

out the University of New Hampshire 9-0.

All six singles plavers were victorious in straight

as UNH managed to win only a handful of games. In

addition, the Minutemen easily swept the three doubles

contests, which were reduced to eight game "pro sets

(first team to win eight games

i

The Minutemen came into the match confident sBSfl

their successful season opener on Tuesday.

I am happy with the wa> we'll playing, said B

Manny Roberts.

UMass travels to face Connecticut on Tuesday.

Second Service: Roberts called on Tim Lipsk

freshman from Sharon. Massachusetts, to start at

number five singles. Lipsky responded with a conv.n

cing6-0.6-0 victory... Number three singles piayei

Audet was noticeably limping through the last

games in his victory. His status is unknown

CLASSIFIEDS
ACTIVITIES

25 • CLUB Introductory meeting tor Older

undergraduates Bnef discuss**i
o« ac-

tivities Sooal.zmg and ;«,f

f«
h™m*

Wednesday 9/19 8 00PM CC 17*

HOLIOAV SERVICES Rosh Hashanah and

YomKippur warm traditional »*rvic*s rmy
ChabadHouse caH tor MOW wlo

549-4094

PI SIGMA ALPHA
PoMtcal Science Honor Society

First general meeting Monday Sept 17.

4 00 (Tfloof Thompson Hope lo see you

SCHOOL SPIRIT!!!

It you have rt. u*e H> J<*\ Pro,£'
P"£,

Call MK*aet at <M331 tor mora info

START THE SEMESTER "y mrow.no up'

Juggling Club marts loday 3-6in CCi/s

or>Sar the pond Learn how today'

UNDERGRADUATE BUSINESS CLUB

First general meetmg' Tuesday StopN***

18 .nTBA 120 at 7 15PM All majors are

welcome"

ttSSmoS involved w,«h your concert*

ANNOUNCEMENTS

ATTN ALL MULTISPORT ATHLETES

5™s "mion Glut, wants u General

meeting Tuesday 18. Boyden Rm TBA

CAPE VEROEAN STUOENT ALLIANCE

Everyone welcomed

BED AND BREAKFAST Downtown

Zmherst ideal lor v.s.tmg parents and

friends 549-5961

interested in maKing Central Area

meeting- Monday 8PM m BaKer BZ?

out AlPHA THETA National H.Story

Applications in history office 6th floor nerw

due 9/26

AUTO FOR SALE

1i7S TBIRO AC/FM runs great must sell

Im
m
BU

5
|cVsKYHAWK natchbeo MOO

as is 549-6333 6 8PM

1M2 DODGE 400 CONVERTIBLE white

w^red^o' 64.000 miles Very clean

$2,800 546-3142

19*3 SENTRA WAGON F .reHert condWon

nnwer Steering aircondition.ng AM/FM

„ST$199m58 CM 5490072

1M4 SUBARU 67000 m, AM/FM asking

2300 days 1-448-7578 nrtes 1 298-4753

1M4 4WD SUBARU STATION WAGON
95500mi good mechanical cond some

Ml .11 weather l-'«A 1989 mum*
$2200/BO Jenny 259-1318. 5-7PM

Mon-Thurs

1987 HONDA CRX Runs great Excellent

condition 50 MPG Must Sell $4500

586-7163

1988 FORO RANGER e.cellent condition

S^edToOO mi.es $4,800 253-0770

CH EN STYLE T Al CHI

LEARN THIS TRADITIONAL Chjnese mar

talari m 12 sessions Classes begin 12th

and 18th Can 253-4097^

FOR A GOOD TIME CALL...

RACK-A-OISC the best entertainment DJ's

Sdecv bandT dorm/house specials call

586-9900 anytime

FOR RENT

ROOM FOR RENT! Legated on campus

Stop by 209 Sunset or call 549-2947

SINGLE ROOM
nouse in N Amherst

is? M lilt MM

FOR SALE

COMPUTER FOR SALE: 1982 Northstar

Advantage 64K Comes with wc-rd pro-

cessor genorai ledger program and

database program $450 or best offer CaH

542-5702

•COMPUTERS Apple IIC Computer •*-

cellent/cheap $400 26S7164

CUBE FRIDGE
great lor dorms
call Julie at 546-3987

DONT PATRONIZE MONOPOLY at Te«_

tbook Annex(TA) Bought books already7

Take them back to TA for refund' Will beat

TAs pr.ee' Textbooks at $5 to $15 toss for

Statistics 111. Stalls 140. Hist 151, Econ

!» Art His 100 HRTA 493A CaH Gordon

Oekko at 546-3323 24hrs

PRfNTER FOR SALE: 1962 Epson MX 100

$120 or best offer Call 542-5702

RCA II" COLOR. 13 B'W TVjT.

Typewriter w/pnnter interface Moving sale

Raymond 549-0480

SAX FOR SALE Bundy ll Arto student

model Great shape $500 or best offer

566-3100 ext 4364

HELP WANTED

AIR NATIONAL GUARD part time member

ship otters fantastic benefits' Part-timejofta

available in a wide variety of career fields

Earn $300 or more your tint year' Join your

"al ErForce ft A«tf Other benefits

nclude 100% tree college turnon, G I BjM

retirement, free plane travel and more Men

and women without prior service are e ig-

txe to ,o.n through age 34 Veterans tf
I
aH

SrvJiusualiy elig15e into then 40 s Ca«

your recruiter to see if you qu^^No
obtwation no pressure Jobs guaranteed

r£t5re you enlist Call anytime

ftMBMeiS or toll free 1-800-A.R-915I

CAMPUS DESIGN ANO COPY is hirmg' ap-

^ahorTs available ft 401 SUB r^dhne

4 45PM Mon 9/17 graphic art experience

helpful 545-2271

CHRISTMAS SPRING SRSAKJUIJB1ER
TRAVEL free Air couriers needed and

CTuTseship ,obs Call 1 -800-682 7555 ext

F 1426

PART/FULL TIME JOBS for the environ

ment' Call Sam 256-6434 4&60/day

INSTRUCTION

BEGINNING PORTUGUESE CLASS
SCOt 17 - Oct 29 Mon 7-9pm $50 00

Language Pacrhca 549-5065

ENGLISH AS A SECOND LANGUAGE
Workshops begin September 17 Intensive

day PT evening TOEFL
Language Pacrfica 549-5065

LEARN HUNGARIAN <rom native teacher'

CaH Raymund at 549-0480

RIDE WANTED

RfOE NEEDED in Long Island for Wed
Sept 19 or Thurs w* share expense*

Leslie 546-2704

ROOMMATE WANTEO

FOR DOUBLE ROOM -n Presidents Apt

CaH 549-1224

SLEEP WITH THE BEST
say goodnight to the rest

fun si/e futon and frame

$150
welt beat other bozos by 5*fc

Metawampe Furniture

1 8O0-3-FUTON-1

AUDIO

4 BEDROOMS m a beautiful house in

imherst Two bathrooms, fireplace in the

TvTng room. poo. and tennis;pourt $325 00

par room on bus route, call Bruce at

256-1215

HELP! BeauWui spacious apartment tor

rent A must see^th new rug and a*.

^.-nr«i A steal at $625 00/month, includes

ClSM wattxil anytime M9- 1397

I »ROE 2 ROOM APARTMENT at 1 77 N

«SSi*arimm from UMaa* $436 per

Mike H at 2SB-34S7

FOUND

EYEGLASSES in a brown case m lot 44 If

you lost them please caH Kim at 545-3500

KEYS IN^RXJNTOF JOA - dc^m/caVmouse

keys on a silver nng Call Michelle at S0035

farm moo to $500 par week reading

0^K« 615-473-7440 Ext

B-281

EARN UP TO $500/WEEK
Helping students obtain Visa. Mastercard

Send tor free information American Finan-

cial Services. 117 Park Drive Suite 4DC.

Boston MA 02215

ESTABLISHED HARO ROCK BAND seeks

male lead vocalist with presence and anv

bition Have gigs' Leave message at

549-4768 or call 546-2836

INNOVATIVE MARKETING PROGRAM
needs sales rep lor UMass Market Ex

ceHent $$ opportunity Local advertising ex-

perience necessary Call Gary at

1-800-674-5005

LOOKING FOR i~ fraternity sorority or

organization that would like to make

$500-$ 1000 for a one week on-campus

marketing project ^^t be organized and

hardworking Jennifer 800-592 2121

NEWSPAPER DELIVERERSl
needed fc*

UMass dorms No car required Mornings

7S«m Good pay 7day«/week 253-7009

Evening*

NO NUKESI Work tor it at Greenpeace Ac-

tion! CaH Jenny 54*0507 EOE

INTERNSHIP

RECEIVE CREDITS LEARNING the

"SiiLt indutry I^O-c
needs interns tor laB/spnng 20 hrs/w*. 6

credits. 586-9900

LOST

GREY POUCH tost m CC Reward tor return

ol content* 1-536-3719

GOLD RING cash r

r*«
rd_se",iT?2'

a '

value-leave message tor Lynda 538-Z931

after 4 00PM

ONE TURQUOISE AND SILVER

BRACELET between Marcus Student

Union Thompson Call Anna 256-0569

PANASONIC WALKMAN reward call

5495997

OERSONALS

SUNDERLAND ^em ale 10 snare 2 Mrm
apt 250* Close to bu* line 865-1136

SERVICES

STUDY ABROAD IN AUSTRALIA informa-

tion on semester summer and mtership

programs AH run under $6000 CaH Curtm

University 1 S00-87S-3BSB

PREGNANT?
Need a pregnancy test .ntormafion or sup

port? CaH tor free and confidential **rvtoes

ALTERNATIVES 33 Mam St Northhampton

586-3000

TRAVEL

EARN CREDIT SCUBA DIVING!

Basic course starts 9/10 $195

Adv course starts 9/17 • $170

Sport course (Key Largo) 1 2/28 _ $380

For further information call 549-8401

FRATERNITIES. SORORITIES. CAMPUS
ORGANIZATIONS highly motivated!",

dividual* travel free plus earn up to $3000*

selling spring break trips to Cancun-Soutn

Padra island-Oriando/Daytona

Beach 1-800-258-9191

KERRY FROM CHICAGO:
I miss air (ugglmg with you'

Lets get together

Cash in cluster office MWF AM
Jim

NEAL S. Have a wonderful birthday'

XOXO Adina

PIZZA

COLLEGE PIZ7A
FALL SPECIAL

small cheeee $3 50

large cheeee $5 99

2 topping* only $1 mor

mutt mention rhjaad'

$49-6073 549-60W

TYPING

OUrCK. ACCURATE. EFFICIENTS Deer

field 10 mins from Amherst Worth

reasonable prices' 665-4501

TRANSCRIPTION. $10/hr typing $2/pg

545-1188

TYPING. WORD PROCESSING. $1 50/pg

Free pickup and delivery Laser printing and

copying available KCommunicalions.

256-6373

WORDPERFECT te*t and reliable

, caH Tftt 94BS472



SPORTS
Defense cages Bears;

UMass wins 21-10
By SAM SILVERSTEIN
Collegian Staff

Defense is winning football games for the

University of Massachusetts^

10 431 sun-dried fans in McGuirk Alum-

ni Stadium Saturday saw the Minutemen

beat Maine, 21-10. The game was nearly

a replay of last weeks game-saving
;

defen-

sive effort at Holy Cross, as UMass held its

opponent to 10 points for the second game

'"TheBlack Bears punted 11 times. Their

lone touchdown came in the fourth quarter

* hen UMass led by 18 points. Of 17 third

downs, the Black Bears converted one.

The statistic that will end up on UMass

coach Jim Reid's refrigerator door

however, is tailback Carl Smith s harmless

88-yard, 18-carry bottom line. Smith had

rushed for 429 yards and five touchdowns

in his previous two games against UMass

•I'm tremendously proud of our football

team, and I emphasize team." said Re.d-

•Our defense was absolutely terrific. They

played aggressive and intense.'

"The defense is the heart." said UMass

linebacker Mario Perry, who had six

tackles, most of them on Smith.

Succinctly put by UMass quarterback

Gary Wilkos: "I love UMass defense.

The win dropped Maine to 0-2 under first-

year coach Kirk Ferentz. UMass' record

stands at 1-0-1, including last week s 10-10

tie at Holy Cross. UMass in 1-0 in the

Yankee Conference. Reid returned to the

four-man rush that was effective against

Holy Cross, and started Matt Tulley, out

last week with a sore shoulder at middle

linebacker. Tulley was one of five UMass

players with seven tackles or more, tally-

ing nine, including two for losses.

With Jerome Bledsoe out of the offense,

meanwhile. UMass struggled in spots, but

still took advantage of several Maine

mistakes. ,

On the first play of the game, Smith and

quarterback Jeff DelRosso (12-39, 168

yards) fumbled a handoff on their own

28 yard line, setting up a UMass score 6

plays later.

Wilkos faked a handoff to fullback David

Mitchell, then faked an option rollout to

the right side, then hit tight end BUI

CONHHUED ON PAGE Vd

Temple surges past men's soccer

Two quick goals late in game down Minutemen
u„t ti™. hall was headed again, and Gr

By GREG SUKIENNIK
Collegian Correspondent

» \ike this one hurt. ,

F?S minutes, the University of Massachusetts men s

JSrJi held Temple scoreless. It seemed certain that

B^tt Anthony s first half goal would be enough to give

the M.nuSmTn their second Atlantic 10 Conference win

and their first win ever over Temple

Thm short minutes later. Temple had taken command

courtly of goals by freshmen Andrew Craig and Keith

Sr Those two tallies held up for the final nine

minuis, grig Temple a 2- 1 come^frombehind win Satur-

day afternoon at Upper Boyden field.

The loss put UMass at 12 in conference play and 2 2

°V
Both coaches had their own explanation as to why

momentum suddenly swung the Owls--ayjempk^ejch

John Boles said that the Owls' move from four m dfielders

Tthree forwards late in the second half gave their
>

the

offensive punch they had lacked for much of the garmr

UMass coach Jeff Gettler was more brutal in his

^TgTJe'the game away," said Gettler afterwards. "We

car/t Sord to do that. We sat back, we didn't pressure

the ball, and they took advantage of it.

Temple struck so abruptly that one was left amazed and

bewildered as to just what happened^ an indireci
t
ki£

Craig sent a high cross zipping toward the left?*?*£*
leapt up and headed it past UMass keeper Jon Gruber

beating him cleanly at 78.54 For both players, the goal

TlSsK; a Temple corner kick from the left

was headed high into the air in front of he gojlmouth.

Gruber came out of the net to grab the ball out of the air,

but the ball was headed again, and Gruber found
_

himself

trapped in No Man's Land.' a situation in which the

ke?pW finds his/herself out of position and unable to fight

through the scrambling players to regain position^ Craig

took advantage of UMass' bad luck, heading the b.11 m-

to the net to put Temple up for keeps at »**} UMass

played well today." credited Temple coach Boles. They

should do well this year." ruav
Massachusetts came out on fire in the first half. They

playeXndamentally sound soccer, making;
good passes

and getting several scoring chances early on. But only

one of those chances translated into a goal.
°n
Anlonr-shed ,n for UMass at 34:55 headinga^eter

McEvov cross past Temple goalie Pat Kivlm. The pla>

^arS off^n
P
indirect kick. UMass m.dfie der Dan

Swrence nudged the ball over to McEvoy who let a cross

H^Tthe Temple goal. Anthony broke in from the right.

alrhe^
b
Ume

h
rdefense weathered several strong

offensively Temple forwards Itzahk Assor and Mannus

^tSngled out McEvoy, Darren Stone, and Matt

Bearce as being outstanding on defense.

Gruber was exceptional in goal, robbing Uidelmeyer

of goaUat least twice. He finished with six saves for the

afternoon, few of which were routine.

•Its a tough learning experience," said a disaPanted

coach Gettler of the loss. "It's a whole lot tougher to play

well and lose than it is to play poorlv and win.

Gettler added that he was interested in how the team

would react to the loss. "I hope it hurts a lot it could

make us a lot better" he said.

Photo by Carri* WyHh

McGuirk Alumni Stadium.

Field Hockey
beats JMU

By TAMIR LIPTON
Collegian Staff

After the University of Massachusetts field hockey

team won its third game of the season Saturday after-

noon 2 over James Madison University, coach Pam

Hixon said, "We're winning ugly
"

For the second game in a row, the Minutewomen

waited until the final 20 minutes to win the game Ac

tually, Saturday, they waited for the final 10 minutes

to put JMU away. ... a u„.
Freshman forward Holly Hockenbrock scored her

first collegiate goal to put the Minutewomen ahead 14K

It was a goal that Hockenbrock will remember for a

long time, because not only did it give the

Minutewomen the lead, but it was a goal that clearly

should not have gone in.

Hockenbrock came barreling in down the right side,

and slapped a shot from about 10 yards out. JMU goalie

Laura Knapp went to kick the ball away, but she slip

ped and the ball went right by her into the net. If ever

there was a fluke goal, this was it

"It seems like we always deserve a better fate than

we get
" said James Madison caoch Dee McDonough^

"She [Knapp] went to play the ball and it bounced, and

went underneath her. It was just a misjudgment. we re

not used to playing on a grass surface.

"The goal was luckv." Hixon said. "The goalie fell

down, and thank God she did, or I don't think we ever

would have scored."

After Hockenbrock scored, JMU came right back

down the field and earned themselves two penalty cor

ners, neither of which they could convert.

CONTINUED ON PAGE 14

Reds split pair in UMass Classic

355m Photo by Ton! Sandy*

Senior forward Margie Jaede breaks up.Kim

Brady's attempted header in Saturday sM win

over Cal. Berkeley.

By ADRIENNE MATT
Collegian Staff

For University of Massachusetts women's soccer coach

Jim Rudy, this was the one that got away.

"This was the best tactical team we ve faced yet, he

said of William and Mary. «, •

In the second heat of the UMass-U.S. Express Classic

UMass dropped a 1-0 decision to William and Mary yester

Sy^UpJer Boyden. This was the Reds' first loss this

^'Treally could have gone either way," William and

Mary coach John Daly said. He said he was impressed

with the Reds* skills and ability.

The first half was characterized by constant volleys con

sisting of smart taps and one touch passes. Midfield ac

tion was intensely played, with evenly won and lost

^Tknew we'd have to fight tooth and nail the entire

came if we wanted to score," Daly said

Scoring did not occur until well ino the second half

There were a few fast breaks and scrambles in the goal

box, but a cornerkick, taken in the last five minutes of

regulation, decided the game.

Senior Jenn Tepper took the corner, sending the baU

in a picture-perfect arc into the box where it made a short

bounce. Junior Grace Martindell swung a shin at the ball

and it met the the bottom left corner of the net.

Tepper had two assists for the Classic series, and one

goal and three assists for the season. Martindell completed

her second goal for the Classic series, her only scoring for

the season. ... . _,..,_

"We needed to stick to our type of play, which is move

the ball fast," Daly said. "We were able to play our game.

William and Mary are now 2 2 for the season.

"They beat us at our strength," Rudy said in reference

to theCornerkick. "They did to us what we were trying

^th^mTfinished the game withfb-^"* op-

portunities. UMass^P^^^
tS l^E

William and Mary had six. ^ass commit

t^Hi^^^ 8avM for Wnlian, a„d

Mar? her second shutout of the --~C«"» hM 33

T"^&t£££V[&- of the

J.ZS WuhamTd Mary. She f.nished the game
season again*

CONTINUED ON PAGE 14

WEATHER EDITORIAL ARTS

Sunny today, 58 - 63

degrees. Tonight, clear

and chilly, low will be

32 degrees, j

Meredith O'Briei

laments the poor

choices in 1990's guber-

natorial race. Page 5.

Regain lost innocence

with Schoolhouse Rock

and UMass Theater

Guild. Page 7.
j
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Anti-CLT headquarters created in Amherst
*.« ~*..a .«, i^tniiu #.an rontmliz* the camDaitm against CLT.

By KENDRA PRATT
Collegian Staff

The Democratic Town Committee voted recently to turn

a local building into the headquarters for the opposition

of Citizens for Limited Taxation petition next week

These new headquarters will allow members of the Stu

dent Government Association to fight the petition more

directly as presently state legal campaign regulations

restrict the SGA from fighting the CLT petition from cam

pus buildings.

The CLT petition, if passed, will rollback state tax

revenues to 1988 levels The petition will appear as ques-

tion number three on the November 6 ballot.

"We feel CLT would bring economic chaos to the Com

monwealth." said John HiU. chairman of public relations

for the committee it will destroy human and social ser-

vices we all rely on

Hue said the headquarters will provide information to

the public about question number three and Democratic

candidates. He encouraged students to join as staff.

"CLT is a meanspirited attempt to control spending that

will hurt poor people, students, and the elderly." Hite said.

Projections on the impact of the CLT petition on the

University of Massachusetts indicate a $25-35 million cut

in state allocations. University administrators would be

forced to either raise tuition by $2,000 per student next

semester or to lay off 750-1290 Umass employees in

January.

The petition will also devastate the state programs, ac

cording to the Massachusetts Teachers Association. A

rollback would eliminate local and education aid to cities

and towns, and funding for human and social services The

MTA projects that 50,000 of the 75.000 state employe

will lose their jobs if CLT passes.

The building being rented by the Democratic Town Com

mittee is what used to be the Amherst Chrysler Plymouth

dealership on Triangle Street across from the Am!

Bavbank. Student Trustee Angus McQuilken said the

new headquarters will provide a place from which

students legally can centralize the campaign against CLT.

Since the SGA is legally a state agency, they cannot use

any funds, office supplies and equipment, or building space

for campaigning purposes in accordance with state cam

paign law

"Now we have a central place to hold matting*, run ac-

tivities such as postering, leaflet ing. and to ^tore

materials." McQuilken said

The SGA is also approaching the Amherst Chamb*

n

Commerce, campus unions and the Democratic Town

Committee for donations to ensure that the student fight

against the CLT petition can be legally maintained.

"People should vote no on CLT for two lUMOfl

McQuilken said. "If they are affiliated with I

sitv. then thev should vote no out of self defense

If they are a member of the Common*,

should I vote nol out of commo.

.

LT wil

fiscal stabilitv and social fabric of the who

A meeting for CLT opposition will be held tonigl

I'Mass.

Iraq's papers scornful
European community to toughen embargo

Saudi Arabia <AP> - Two Kuwaiti

men trying to flee their occupied

homeland were seized today by Iraqi

troops, refugees reported, and their sob^

hing wives and daughters were forced

to cross into Saudi Arabia without them

In Iraq, state run newspapers today

heaped scorn on President Bush for his

broadcast warning the Iraqis that their

president, Saddam Hussein, is leading

them into war. One newspaper

headline read: "Shut up Mr. Bush

"Saddam Hussein tells you that this

crisis is a struggle between Iraq and

America. In fact, it is Iraq against the

world," Bush said in his speech, aired

Sundav on Iraqi television.

Standing in front of his Oval Office

desk with the American flag behind

him. Bush urged Iraq to withdraw its

troops from Kuwait, which it overran on

Iraqi authorities responded that

Bush's statement was full of "lies and

contradictions." They said the U.S.

President aimed to be "dictator of the

world." , .

Thousands of protesters gathered in

the streets of Baghdad's capital after

Bush's broadcast, chanting "Death to

Bush! Death to America'"

International opposition to Iraq,

however, appeared to pick up strength.

Britain said today it would expel the

Iraqi military attache and three aids

from the embassy in London. Foreign

Secretary Douglas Hurd indicated the

Home Office would be announcing fur

ther sanctions against Iraq later in the

Twelve member nations of the Euro

pean Community, meeting today in

Brussels, Belgium, are expected to con

sider new retaliatory measures against

Iraq and more aid for countries hurt by

the U.N.-ordered embargo on trade with

that country.

Dutch Premier Ruud Lubbers said to-

day he expected European nations to

agree on toughening the economic em-

bargo against Iraq within the next two

days But he said the Netherlands has

no immediate plans to expel Iraqi

diplomats in retaliation for Iraq s intru

sion into diplomatic premises in Kuwait

last week.

Umass administrators
drive for escort service
By PRESTON P FORMAN
Collegian Staff

Administrators at the University of

Massachusetts - and most colleges - tend

to be nearly nameless entities. Sure, almost

vone knows the president -chancel I

Joe Duffev but who is, say, the director of

public safety or the executive director of

housing services?

Now students here who use the fcscort

Service for jaunts around campus aft* r

dark will be able to meet administr.tr-

staff and hopefully faculty member. Wt
ing as chauffeurs for the fleet of three

vehicles shuttling students across campus

Arthur L Hilson. director of public safe

ty - now you know - said he decided to

start driving for the Escort Service, a pro

gram run out of his department, at least

twice a week in order to hear student-

concerns.

"I developed this out of my need to be on

the frontline, to hear it up from students

rather than filtered through the system.

he said, adding that his schedule prohibits

most contact with students.

The Escort Service, which operates with

two sedans and a van from sunset U> 3 a.m..

,s operated by three drivers H.lson said the

service receives 50-80 calls a night The

vice is used mostly by women traveling bet

ween buildings on campus.

Last fall the service wa -hut

down because of a lack of funds but

restored after the department i

complaints from the campus eoramui

Several members of the communis

eluding President Chancellor Duffe

Anne Wexler. donated money to aid the

service. Hilson said a small amount <>f

money will be saved by using ad-

ministrative labor but he stressed that the

focus was on meeting student * rather than

mone\
"I hope to. ntiregroui Ity,

staff and administrators working together

to help students, he laid I would life

have administrators and others that are

willing to go the extra yard - although

most of them already

Hilson has signed up two admim

to the program. Executive Housing Direc-

tor Joseph Zannini and Dean of Students

Jo-Anne Vanin.

i am here for the students and I love

working with students." said Zannini "I'm

using this as a way to get around a bin "i

Mttution bridging gaps between students

and department-

GEO to vote on fee waiver

AP Photo

««.,Hi Kuwait Border - Distraught over the seizure of her husband,

a KuwaitToman weeps inside her car Monday after she arrived by

herself at the Saudi-Kuwait border.

By CHRIS MUTHER
Collegian Staff

The Graduate Employee Organization

will vote this Thursday and Friday on a

proposal by the administration that all

tuition-waived graduate employees and m
terns recieve full curriculum fee waivers

for the fall semester.

In negotiations with GEO yesterday, the

administration proposed that all waived

teaching assistants, resident assistants,

teaching associates and interns receive the

$175 fee waived for the fall semester.

Administrators added that fee waivers

for the spring semester will be determin

ed by financial need. "This is a great vie

tory for us." Renee Heberle, a spokesper

son for GEO said. "This is what we asked

for in our original talks with the ad

ministration."

Heberle said graduate employees should

file financial aid forms by October 15 She

added that the administrators said they are

willing to negotiate fee waivers for the

spring semester in the following cases and

further negotiation will take place for:

• Language that insures foreign graduate

students and other special cases will be

able to applv for financial aid through a

committee which will look at the unique

cases of need.
CONTINUED ON PAGE 6
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Incest Support Group -The Counselor/Advocate pro

gram at the Everywoman's Center is offering a support

group for adult survivors of incest. Meetings are from 6

to 7:30 p.m., starting October 15th through December

17th.

Women who participate must be in individual therapy,

and should not be abusing drugs or alcohol. The group

is free and confidential and open to women from the

5-College area and the community at large. For more in-

formation and to register for the group, contact the C/A

Program at 545-0800.

Rape Support Group -The C A program is also offer

ing a 10 week support group for adult survivors of rape.

The group will begin meeting on Tuesday nights from 7

to 8:30 through December 18th. Women should not be

abusing drugs or alcohol to participate. The group is free,

= Women's Forum
confidential and open to all women

For more information contact the C/A Program at

545-0800.

Self-defense course -"How to survive your social
I

liftC
a self-defense course for women is being sponsored by the

Everywoman's Center. The course is taught by Chris

Wings, co-founder of the recently established Flying Tiger

Martial Arts in Greenfileld, MA.

The course will emphasize acquaintance rape avoidance

and information sharing along with mental, verbal, and

physical self-defense techniques. The course will meet for

6 consecutive Wednesdays, 6:30 to 8:30 p.m. beginning

September 19th at the UMass Campus Center.

Women of all ages, abilities and levels of physical fitness

are encouraged to enroll in the course. Call 545-0883 for

more information.
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Brown Bag Lunch Series offers provocative issues and

stimulating speakers for faculty, students and staff. One

credit is available for students who come to every program

to participate. For more information, contact the Women s

Studies Office. -.

The dates are September 19th, 26; October 3, 17, 24, 31,

November 7, 14. 28; and December 5 in Campus Center

All Woolwich
Susan George
David Melnick

Beth Patterson

Winterbottom

>an Kent

Mark Truskm

Terry Starmer

Chnssy Girone

904-908.

Post-Abortion Support Group - An eight week,

facilitated, pro-choice, Post-Abortion Support Group will

begin meeting in late September. The group is open to

all women who have had abortion/s, either recently or in

the past, and who would like to work through the ex-

perience more fully. For more information, call the

Everywoman's Center at 545-0883.

Necessities/Necesidades has been awarded a 1990

IOLTA grant of thirteen thousand and eight dollars trom

the Massachusetts Bar Foundation to support their pro-

gram of legal advocacy for battered women.

Necessities. Necesidades is an organization that provides

emergency shelter, a 24-hour crisis hotline, advocacy, peer

counseling and support groups for battered women and

their children. . ,

Battered women can contact Neeess.t.es/Necesidades

twenty-four hours a day at 586-1 125 from 9 to 5, Monday

through Friday.

Womanshelter/Companeras. sh.-lt.-r providing Mr

vices to battered women and their children in the Greater

Holyoke-Chicopee Area, needs volunteers tor the 24-hour

hotline, children's program, advocacy, and lundraising in

the office.

Training sessions begin Saturday . September --• iyy(

For further information pleas*- call Edio .Jennings Wigiall

Monday through Friday, between 8 and 4 p.m. at

538-9717

Business

Baaphini

PROFESSIONAL STAFF
Bnan Harrington Lon Black

Maureen Materowski

Rory Evans

New England s largest college daily newspaper Circulation

21 000 Published every weekday dunng the calendar

semester The Massachusetts Daily Coiiegian is a Registered

Student Organize the University at Maaachusetts

lower level.
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What is "The Everyday Life of A College Student ?"

EDUC 4 191

K

One credit (10 work) course t.iurjht by upperclass students

Moots in the residence halls - once a week (2 hours)

A small class (12 students) at a large University.

A chance to le.irn about the University and yourself In a

relaxed atmosphere.

In this course. First Year students arc

encouraged to learn more about the

University, nnct what they think nboul

timely issues. Students explore ways to

take charge of their college experiences -

and their lives • by recognizing and

analyzing problems and actively trying to

solve them. Topics of discussion include:

friendships, relationships, academics,

sexuality, alcohol and drugs, diversity is-

sues, etc.

Interested? Next Step:

Students who tum taken KDL have said-

A course that's fun, exciting and highly personal..."

*A great way to meet other first year students and to make
friends...*

'Survival and success tips" for making the most of the college

experience..."

Course Registration:

September 2nd - September 18th

8:30 a.m. - 5:00 p.m. b\* o^ZZ

130 BRETT HOUSE (CENTRAL AREA) ]J,

Monday

1A : Sou1hwo«l/Emor»on

1 B : Southwest/James

Tuesday

1C: Sytvan/TBA

1D: Northeast/Thatcher

1 E I
Orchard Hill/Field

1 F : Southwest/Moore

1 G : Southwest/ !***£

S

Wednesday

1H. Northeast/Dwight 1L : Orchard Hill/Field

11- Central/Brett 1

M

Southwest/Emerson

U Central/Van Meter 1N. Southwest/ f^ooOf

1K- Central/Baker 10: Southwest/John Adam.

SPONSORED BY :
RKS1I)ENT1AI,EDUCAT1()N/H()l ISING SERVICES

\* Place to be announced (J

LOCAL
Affordable housing policy proposed
Plan for University, community to reach low-priced housiny yoal

I

AP Pho«o

The Pentagon announced yesterday Air

Force Chief of Staff Gen. Mike Dugan was

fired one day after he remarked about U.S.

plans for a massive air strike against

Baghdad in an interview.

By KELLY CONGDON
Collegian Correspondent

State Representative Stan Rosenberg (D-Amherst) and

University of Massachusetts Vice-Chancellor Dennis Mad-

son presented what they called "a policy breakthrough"

to the Amherst Select Board to provide an incentive for

Amherst and surrounding towns to work with the Univer-

sity for low-priced housing.

The Regional Affordable Housing Plan was the result

of a study to produce a set of recommendations regarding

affordable housing policy in Massachusetts. State law

mandates that at least 10 percent of all housing in each

community adhere to affordable housing standards. The

new policy allows affordable housing for the academic

community to be considered part of the 10 percent goal.

Under the previous law only affordable housing paid by

public funds qualify for the 10 percent goal. "The new pro

vision is a tool to help the community with it's affordable

housing goals," said Rosenberg, who chairs the Special

House Commission on Affordable Housing Needs in

Higher Education.

According to Rosenberg, the new policy is useful to the

area since achieving the 10 percent goal will allow

Amherst access to additional state funds and a higher

ranking for state grant eligibility "If the University had

built more affordable housing. Amherst would not have

received credit toward the 10 percent goal," said Madson

"Now the University will be able to help meet affordable

housing guidelines."

The new policy will also benefit surrounding com

munities if they work with the University to provide ad

ditional affordable housing. "If other communities ag-

gressively pursue affordable housing they will receive

credit toward their 10 percent goal and they are more like

ly to receive state grants," said Rosenberg.

"It's a win, win, win situation," he said. "The town, the

surrounding community, and the University all benefit

from the policy. The new policy allows more participation

in creating regional affordable housing and an opportunity

for everyone to win."

Rosenberg said Amherst has been "particularly ag-

gressive" in pursuing its 10 percent goal. "Currently

Amherst is a tiny fraction over its goal - that's why

Amherst has benefitted in scarce grants for the past km

years." he said.

In other issues, the Select Board contemplated appeal

ing the population assessment of the CMMM Bui

though Board member Barry Del Castilho claimed "no

action was required."

Amherst Town Meeting member Vince O'Connor in

formed the Board that a number of errors and discrepan-

cies existed including miscalculations of Univer>it>

students in the Greek areas and of residents living in the

fringes of Amherst.

According to 1989 census Urtiatif, Amhei st s popula-

tion has decreased by 1,000 residents since the 1966 MO

sus despite the addition of 300 to 400 new housing unit:-

O'Connor expressed concern over the implications of the

census since Massachusetts could stand to lose a Congres-

sional seat this year

Police break up two Southwest brawls
By PRESTON P FORMAN
Collegian Staff

University Police responded early Satur

day morning to a report of a large distur

bance and fight outside Patterson

Residence Hall arrested two men for

disorderly conduct

David M Dove. 19. ofConway and Brian

W Brueggemann. 18. of North Grafton

were arrested.

Police were also called earlier that night

to John Adams on a report of a disturbance

and fight Richard J. Viscay Jr.. 19. of

East Boston, was arrested for assault and

battery with a dangerous weapon.

Other details about the incident were not

available at press time.

The Civil Disorders Division of the police

department is investigating an alleged in

decent assault and battery committed

against a woman the first week of school

in an upper Central Residence Hall Police

said the woman reported the incident

Saturday night

in other University Police reports:

ARRESTS

• Police arrested two 19 year old Boston

residents Friday night for being minors

carrying alcohol. John W. Earley and Mat

thew Rose were arrested in Lot 50.

• Police also arrested two other 19 year

olds Friday night for alcohol violations:

James M. Brennen, ofTaunton, and Nelson

C. Couto, also of Taunton, were arrested in

Lot 32 for being minors in possession of

alcohol.

• Donald M. Boudreau, 19. of Hopkmgton.

was arrested Friday night for being a

minor in possession of alcohol

• Michael Paul Pierson. 18. of Westboro.

was arrested early Saturday morning in

Lot 50 for possession of a Class D
substance, marijuana.

• Christopher Gampel, 19. of Lawrence,

was arrested Sunday morning in Lot 22 Ac

cess for operating under the influence of

alcohol and failure to stay within marked

lines.

• Andrew S. LeBlanc. 19, of Springfield,

was arrested Sunday morning in Kennedy

Drive for operating under the influence of

alcohol and taking a U turn where

prohibited.

• Michael B. Whitney. 20. of Dudley, was

arrested Sunday morning in Kennedy for

using the motor vehicle license of another

person

Man raped
in SW lot
By PRESTON P FORMAN
Collegian Staff

University Police are investigating

the alleged rape of a non-Uni%.

Massachusetts 21 year old man by

another man living in a South". -t

Residence Hall in a Southwest parking

Joseph Mutua Makau. 27. of 1901

John Quincy Adams Residence Hall.

was arrested early Saturday morning

and charged with rape. Police said

Makau does not have any University

CONTINUED ON PAGE lO
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Five College Inc. to mark
25 years with lectures
_ .. ... . iia.iiH ia rnmnnspH of the presidents fr

By KATHY LEWIECKI
Collegian Correspondent

In celebration of its silver anniver-

sary. Five College Inc. will hold a sen

of seven lectures throughout the school

year by selected faculty members from

the five colleges.

Twenty five years ago. with the incor

poration of Hampshire College to the

Pioneer Valley, Five Colleges, Inc. was

established. The group was known un-

til 1965 as Four Colleges Inc.

The group is a collaboration of staff

and administrators from the five col-

leges. It sponsors faculty lectures and

student cultural events throughout the

five college area.

The seven lectures are "designed to

highlight current research being done

in the sciences, humanities, and arts by

the faculty of the five colleges," accor-

ding to Carol Angus, spokesperson for

the program.

Each lecture is being hosted by a

member of the Board of Directors, which

is composed of the presidents from each

of the colleges, Angus said, including an

additional representative from Univer

sity of Massachusetts, Provost O'Brien,

and Loma M. Peterson, the newly-

appointed Five College Coordinator

Tonight at 8 p.m.. Professor John

Mack Faragher, chair of the history

department at Mount Holyoke College,

will speak at the college on the subject

of the reshaping of North America's

landcape during the 18th and 19th cen

turies.

Other anniversary events planned for

this year include a January symposium

on the art of documentary filmmaking.

It will focus on the Civil War in

American History.

There will also be three special music

performances in February, including an

800 member Five College Choral

Festival scheduled for students retuning

from winter vacation.

The events are funded by a $10,000

grant from the Braitmayer Family

Foundation.

AIDS program may close
. » • f m - A. ~~.J-*-.

Budaet cuts threaten residential treatments
programs will be used to support those pro

posals ranked above the proposal for Ches

ed House."

By ALI WOOLWICH
Collegian Staff

Chesed House, the only residential treat

ment facility for persons with AIDS or ARC

in Western Massachusetts, may have to

close its doors due to a state funding cut.

Begun in 1987 by the Jewish Family Ser-

vice of Springfield per the states request.

Chesed House has served 103 resident pa

tients over the past three years. The pro

gram provides a place for patients to live

independently while receiving medical

treatment and having access to individual,

group and family counseling.

During the past year the program was

forced to double its bed capacity while hav-

ing 30 percent of its funding cut because

of patients who were transferred from pro-

grams in Eastern Massachusetts. The pro-

gram was able to obtain a private grant to

cover expansion costs for the new patients.

However, Chesed House's operation is sup-

ported solely by state funds.

According to a letter from the Commis-

sioner of the Department of Public Health:

'Since the Department's resources are

limited, the funds available for residential

Sandra Chalnick. executive director of

JFS. said that she was not given am

reason whv Chesed House had a km*

ranking, and that she was "curious as to

the underlying considerations (for the

denial of state grants) which may be of a

highlv political nature."

The program must now go through an Of

ficial appeal process in order to attempt to

get funds restored. The first step of this pro

cess is a debriefing before the state grants

committee, which is scheduled for

September 26.

If the program cannot get its funds

restored, it will have until January' 1. 1991

to relocate the patients currently under its

care. It will also have to refer 115 Western

Massachusetts residents now on Chesed

House's waiting list to facilities in Eastern

Massachusetts. "Patients that are dying

shouldn't be treated like pingpong balls

that can be bounced around the state." said

Chalnick. "For many of the residents, this

is the first safe place that they could call

home."
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invites all university men to

OPfNRUSH

FILL UNIVERSITY MEN

DEITA CH/
FRATERN/TY

Wt offer:

24 hour kitdwi
. Cater*) food

• Supmw weal life

• C»bk TV
. L.felont dneiKb

. I m.rruO in* Ort«k *rt»

o»*rall •thelelK champion*

• Noted Best Pnilanlhrup? and

Mom Improved Huuw

Ruth Dates

S<pt I" Monda» Nifht Football »:00pm

Sept 18 JuJt Dl it. i:00f>m

Sept. JO • Special Events • '»:00 pm
Nrp i M Barbecue S:00pm

Sept Z* Monda? Nithl Football « 00pm

Sept H Informal —all d»»

s,pt Jfc Just DL it. 7-?:00pm

MAP

Northeast

Area

Totmar
Gvm

Rush Dates

:

Tue. 9-18, 8-1 0pm Hoop & V-Ball

Thurs. 9-20, 6-9pm Beach Party BBQ

Delta Chi

118 Sunset Ave

call S49 6505 for rides I info

The B'nai B'rith Hillel Foundation at UMass in Amherst presents an evening with

Former U.S. Ambassador to the U.N. Economic and Social Council and

Assistant Secretary of State for International Organization Affairs; currently a

Resident Scholar at American Enterprise Institute for Public Policy Research in

Washington, D.C.

DR. ALAN KEYES
speaking on

"SELF-GOVERNMENT AND PEACE:
How Israel Can Survive

the Challenge of

Palestinian Rights"

Tuesday, September 18, 7:30pm

Campus Center Auditorium/UMASS
$3-General Public Free for Students

This event is made possible by a generous grant from Herman and Judith B. Swartz

Lifecycle:

Pedal Pushing!
i<*e& * W**

,o«*«

584-4975

NoRThAMpTON
; NautiIus, Inc.

216 North King Street

Northampton
|

Aerobics»Naut.lus»L.tecycles
• Tanninge-Free Weights

Call for Information

Celebrate sensation

CHAMBER MUSIC
The intimate P. DQ. Bach

The King's Singers

1 utile Island String Quartet/

Billy Taylor Trio

Emerson String Quartet

THEATRE
The Negro Ensemble Company:

WE Plays

A Traveling Jewish Theatre.

Heart of the World

The San Francisco Mime Company:

Seeing Double

DANCE
Margie Giilis

Desrosiers Dance Theatre

Urban Bush Women
Laura Dean Dancers & Musicians

Oakland Ballet

Bill T. Jones/ Arne Zane & Co

oV

ORCHESTRAS/
CHAMBER
ORCHESTRAS
Shanghai Symphony Orchestra

West German Sinfoma/Gary Schocker

English Chamber Grcheotra/

Pmchas Zukerman

JAZZ
Count Basie Orchestra

Max Roach & Friends

George Shearing/Joe Williams/

Joe Pass

Sandra Reaves- Phillips

SPECTRUM
Sankai Juku

The Chieftains

Africa Oye 1

Glen Campbell Goodtime Hour

Revisited

BROADWAY
Lena Me A Tenor

Sarafma'

Love Letters

Side By Side 3y Sondheim

WINNERS CIRCLE
Midori, vionn

Leon Bates, piano

Dang Thai Son. piano

Franciscan Siring Quartet/ Peter Orth

Subscribe
Now

and Save
Call 545-2511

or 545-2512

THE FINEARTSCENTER 1Q90-1991 SEASON

EDITORIAL/OHNION
The opinions on Ih pa nonist and do not :essanly lellec

Gubernatorial choices disheartening
1_ il t* i i n*l - m linnarinn nuor R*»llott

Democrats: Frank Bellotti. John Silber.

Republicans: Steven Pierce. William Weld.

Hardly thrilling choices.

With so much at stake in today's primary vote it is

indeed sad that wc are left with such a poor laundry

list of candidates whose stances on pertinent issues fac-

ing this state art- woefully drab.

Meredith O'Brien

Massachusetts has become the laughing stock ofthe

nation. Republicans, nationwide, chuckle when perus-

ing '88 presidential campaign material espousing the

now-defunct "Massachusetts Miracle." Voters grew so

angry that they viciously, and rightfully, berated Gov.

Dukakis, blaming him for every state problem under

the sun. With the largest tax hike in state history,

coupled with two consecutive across-the-board cuts

totaling over $8 million looming over the state's

political climate like a hurricane cloud, there was a

desperate hope that there might be some salvation to

be found in a new crop ofcandidates - people who could

save the state from itself.

No such luck.

Not qm ofthe four candidates vying for your primary-

sot*- todav is offering the electorate anything to remedy

u alight They are not proposing anv radical or pro-life and ,s staunchly business as opposed t« citizen

healfhj"Jduiions to no" only Hft -out of our fiscal >nented despite his "working class rh,ton.-.that M.

propaganda, the "questions lingering over Bellotti's

corruption record" still bother me. Despite the lack of

concrete proof, the suspicions do still linger. Maybe it's

that I don't trust someone who's been in politics as long

as he has, someone who owes people favor- "bag

gage" does come with the territory.

That is why it is hesitantly that I profess Bellotti as

the lesser of two (four) evils aspiring for Beacon Hill's

top spot.

Silber's recent ignorant and insensitive- statement -

regarding Roxbury residents, the elderly, female

English professors, women who have abortions and

welfare recipients do not warrant extensive comment.

In short, if Silber is chosen as our state's gubernatorial

savior, Massachusetts will have another reason to be

embarrassed and hide its head.

With both Republican candidates supporting the

deadly Citizens for Limited Taxation petition, which

would roll taxes back to 1988 levels (effectively flushing

our economy down the toilet), there is hardly a choice

between evils. The only small redemptions for Weld

are his pro-choice stance and moderately open mind

Pierce — who has proven himself as a whiny, little

cry baby who could allegedly predict the fiscal crisis

but made no moves to prevent it until he made a bid

for office - is so stringently conservative (opposing the

rights bill and necessary sex education in school-.

B|pg|pgtiijjiuiiiJui4iiiiiL»A-jj.ii.y;ujLJ.-g

Don't intern

Mullins Arena
If you stood in an add drop line, or if all the lights

blown in your classroom and there's no money to replace

them h. of budget cut* (please don't flip to con

pl.-ase don't flip to comics;, or if you were OO the now

defunct women's lacrosse team then it might be kind

o| hard for you to comprehend why it makes sense to -p.nd

$44 million to build a sports arena on campus

But it doe- il reasons.

First, we don't have a choice. In the summer of 1

— when the -tate's money situation was just a tad r

— the Legislature issued, and Governor Dukakis approv

ed, a $25 million dollar bond issue to build the Mullins

Center on campus.

Sam Silverstein

abyss, but their poorly orchestrated campaign

messages and scathing, childish ads have simply

dampened our morale

The only candidate who offers any bleak of glimmer

of hope is Bellotti His stances on abortion, the environ

ment, crime, health care and civil rights are pro

gressive and fairly encouraging. But his stance on the

most immediate, most important issue facing this state

right now - the state economy - is muddled and vague

i much like his performance during the latest televis-

ed debate.)

And though I hate to give any credence to political

leadership would set the state back at least 90 y
of civil and human right's progress in the -tan

"Its worth the fight." "No more politics as usual.

Fighting for the working class voters " Sure, just like

there would be "no more new taxes" right?

Like most disheartened voters, I too will trudge to

the voting booths feeling helplessly unable to bolster

the state's situation with any vote that I might cast.

But promising or not. there are still some choices to

make — Massachusetts needs someone.

Bart Simpson maybe?
Read Meredith O'Brien every Tuesday

A dashed political hope for women
o .i r»_. t u-j «vruu.tiul har in rhnrkle and sa

After successfully completing my first paper of the

semester, I cheerilv walked into my house only to once

again be accosted by my housemate, who wanted to know

if I would write something for the Collegian.

I did not reallv have the time, I protested, as I fished

mv schedule out of my backpack as evidence. "Besides.

I added. "I'd rather write an editorial, and I can t do that

unless I have something to react to
"

I had barelv finished my sentence when she said,

"Evelyn Murphy dropped out of the gubernatorial race

"Oh yeah, right Sure, that's your idea of a joke - not

verv funny at all. " I said.

Larissa Diephius

Now I confess that I don't know a whole lot about

politics, or even much about the people who are running

for governor, but I do know that she is the only candidate

whose values resemble my own. She is adamantly pro-

choice, is against the current law in Massachusetts that

requires parental consent in order for a woman under

eighteen to seek an abortion and strongly supports

childcare as well as gay and lesbian civil rights. The best

part is that she is not afraid of saying she is a liberal.

Although she mav not have had a terrific chance of win-

ning. I would at least feel I was doing the right thing by

voting for her

By now I had expected her to chuckle and say. "Just

kidding' But you could write an article about her

anyway " But she wasn't laughing anymore, this was no

joke I was horrified. Not only had the only person I con

sidered voting for completely given up. but I now had to

write an editorial

In a state of denial. I quickly called my father to con

firm the horrible news. He is usually up on these kinds

of issues. But. as usual, my father was a great disappoint

ment to me.

He said it was true Murphy had indeed dropped out ..(

the race In an effort to calm me handed the phone to mv

stepmother. This only made mattei ft JOU

have no one to vote for' Bellotti is barely pro choice. Silber

is a fool Weld supports Citizens for Limited Taxation and

Pierce thinks women should bear children. *aj at home,

and await their husbands return from work « ring I

negligee and holding a martini

Though I tend to agree that I now have no one to -

for. Murphy has urged her supporters to vote lor Bellotti

Belloti says he is "pro-life" personally, but claims he

wouldn't legislate against the right to hav ear'abortion

The thought of voting for someone who only half heartedlN

believes in reproductive rights for women disgusts me

But, I guess I do not like the idea of greeting my hus

band at the door wearing close-to-nothing and holding his

favorite alcoholic beverage very much either.

Larissa Diephius is a UMass student

The Universii\ of Massachusetts Building Authority

then borrowed $24 million through a similar bond

Both hunks of money are untouchable, because th

what a bond issue is; the money was borrowod to build

an arena only, and cannot be spent for any other purpose,

.n all-or-nothing deal
|

It would co-t (Mass almost vi ". million to get oul of

its. nd of the bargain, in tact according to Jack LittlafieW,

banoellor of Administration and Finance

•he I'm And that figure swells d.

•We're at the point where u. i, u.-l! into th.- bond issue

and it would cost us atone] " (i '-' n1, !l,ld

So, if the money is ours to build with, beyond th-

of Dukakis's bloodied budget cutting ax. then let s -;

digging

There's anothei xngle to approach this from, a- .cell

Besides graduations and such, the arena « id) «lly,

house concerts, an ice hockey team and a nationally «

petitive basketball team (and right now, there's *
reason to believe that's where the basketball program is

headed.)

Eight thousand nutty college kids, screaming and yell

ing for the UMass basketball team, perhap- wh-

say that's not exactly what this school needs right nov.

A little boost. Something to jump up and dou and stick

your index finger in someone's face about

And in the most pragmatic view, staging concerts or

winning basketball games will make money for UMass

students to spend building polymers and reading Inioks.

etc For the athletic department, each team that qualified

for the NCAA Basketball Tournament la-t Mai

ed $294,468 Television contracts can dwarf t ha'

A little school spirit never killed anyon- U

a few deeppocketed alumni get caught up in things, then

everybody benefits.

Assistant UMass Basketball Coach .John Koine came to

Amherst from Kansas where th. at s down if the

.I.uhawks are on TV. and has seen the fonm:

"IThe Arena] everv night was packed, he said

be nothing hut positive, financially and - the

pchool in the public eye because of the support ot the

students and the community

One last mvth Student- have'not begin *•

arena vet That's what the bond issue was for. I

the cost of construction In the fall of LM •

Paul Page, vice chancellor of Finance and Administration.

a $100 fee will be attached to our tuition bill Not 1 dmlar

comes out of our pockets until then.

Don't blame the arena for I'M.- problems then, pick

up a shovel and let's get it done, already

Sam Silverstein is a Collegian staff member

Eliminate CLT before it eliminates communities
You're sitting at your desk, desperate

ly trying to keep yourself awake as you

struggle through your history reading.

In the distance, your ear detects the

steady click of boots on the pavement

outside. Suddenly, you hear a loud rus-

tle in the bushes below your window. A

scream escapes your throat as you see

an axe raised

DeMaster/Pavia

Halloween falls on October 31, but the higher education OR

Is it Freddy? Is it Jason? No, it's your

worst nightmare.

It's Barbara Anderson.

But this is no movie. If the Citizens for

Limited Taxation petition is passed, the

state will see more slashing than in all

the horror film sequels combined.

real scare this year is coming November

6.

Barbara and her money-grubbing CLT

buddies have a proposition for us.

They would like to reduce personal in-

come tax from 5.75 percent to 4.25 per

cent, roll back all fees to what they were

in 1988, and return all taxes to their

1989 level.

And guess what? The state would save

$6.4 billion during the next three fiscal

years.

Sounds great. Doesn't it?

Yes, and all you have to do to reduce

the state's fiscal burden is make this

simple choice.

• Eliminate all education aid to cities

and towns and all funding for public

• Eliminate all other general local aid

to cities and towns OR

• Fire 50,000 of all 75.000 state

workers OR

• Eliminate all funding for day care.

• Eliminate all homelessness

protection.

• Eliminate all AIDS action.

• Eliminate all elderly home care

• Eliminate all child abuse prevention.

• Eliminate all drug abuse prevention.

• Eliminate

protection.

all environmental

No thanks, Barbara, unless you per

sonally plan to house the homeless

counsel the abused, aid the elderly.

teach the children, and treat the AIDS

patients - many ofwhom will be aban

doned if question three is passed

Barbara may be able to rest easy at

night, but we can't afford to.

We all know scary movies cause

nightmares.

Let's not wake up to one.

Vote no on quest. on hree.

Tara Pn<<n is a UMass student, and

Sarah Demaster is a Collegian staff

member
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GEO
CONTINUED FROM PAGt 1

• A suggested May 1 deadline for fee collection for the

spring semester.

Emily Isaacs, a spokesperson for GEO said negotiators

were pleased to have obtained the $175 fee waived. Isaacs

said the curriculum fee eventually pays for graduate

employee salaries, so paying the fee is like taking a salary

cut. She added that GEO members were also asked to

take a pay cut.

Heberle said if the administration proposal passes, ULU

will be able to sign an agreement with the administra

tion that will pledge that GEO members will not strike.

She said GEO officials did not want to sign the clause

previous to negotiation on the curriculum fee waiver.

"It was important we had the option to strike, '
she said.

"It's an important bargaining tool."

She said she is optimistic the fee waiver will pass the

secret ballot election scheduled for later this week.

The GEO Coordinating Committee voted unanimously

to recommend the acceptance of the administration s pro-

posal in a meeting last night, according Heberle^

Karin Sherbin of the University Press Office said there

are about 1.200 TA's and TO's and 950 RA's working on

campus.

STAY

HOM
Round Trip* I'om N»* York starting at

London $370

Paris 43G

San Jose C.R. 370

Bangkok 92S

Hongkong 84S

Tokyo 75S
Student and Faculty Fares

Taxes not included Restrictions app-
ly Pares subject to change One ways
available Work/Study abroad pro-

grams 'international student and
teacher ID I

EURAIL PASSEl ISSUED ON
THE SPOT'

FREE Student Travel Catalog 1

Council Travel
7* So.W—11 Slf»«1
UMlK.M* SlOOt

413-25&-1261

WHEN YOUR LIFE NEEDS A LIFT

MASS'SKI CLUB

.eC

'

DID YOU KNOW THAT YOU CAN GET YOUR

EYE CARE AT UNIVERSITY HEALTH SERVICES?

COMPLETE OPTOMETRIC EXAMINATION

INCLUDES:

Health History Review

Visual Acuity Test

Glaucoma Check
Cataract Check
Retinal Check (with pupit

dilation when indicated)

Retraction tEye Glass

Determination)

Color Vision Test (when indicated)

Blood Pressure Screening

(when indicated)

Eye Health Consultation

Complete Contact Lens

Evaluation

Reduced Rates on Spectacle

Lenses and Frames from

Participating Opticians

Tc.-saay Friday 8 00 arr \z 5 00 pm

Convenient On Campus Location

For Appointments or Questions Call 549-2600

COME CHECK US OUT
At our first General Membership Meeting

THURDAY SEPT. 20th

6:00 PM
Campus Center Room 163 C

ALL ARE WELCOME!!
GET INVOLVED WITH US!!

UMass Ski Club

430 Student Union
545-3437

THE CROWS HAVE SOARED ABOVE THE REST

RUSH AXP

SAIF

MEET THE BROTHERS OF ALPHA CHI RI10 AT

RUSH
NKVFR MAZED- -NEVER WILL

LENDERS BAGELS
Asst. Varieties

894

10 oz. Reg $1.12 3 oz.

SNAPPLE
All Flavors

69«

16 oz. bottleReg 89^

Sept 18

Sspt 23

Sept 2*.

Sept 25

Sept 27

Northeast (Leach) 7-9 PM

"All You Can Eat Pasta Night" 5 PM 12 Sunset Court

•(Across from Patterson dormitory;

Monday Night Footbal 1 /Pi «a Night 12 Sunset Court 9 PM

Chicken BBQ/ football game Southwest Fields 6 PM

Sylvan (Brown) 7-9 PM

HERSHEY CANDY
BARS

Milk Chocolate &
Almond,

Kit Kat, Peanut But
ter Cups
3/99c

Reg 40c ea.

PHILLY' BRAND
CREAM CHEESE

494

Reg 59{

Nabisco
TEDDY GRAHAMS
honey, chocolate,

cinnamon
$1.69

Reg $1.98

VERY FINE
Juice and Drinks

2/99*

10 oz. bottles Reg 60$

FOR INFORMATION CALL: IVAN (5^>9-59J'>) OK BILL (y»b-U'«J4) .

DIAL or

CAMAY SOAP
2/99*

3 oz. bar Reg 55c or 65*

Available at all stores:

Ameri Print film

developing

SINIil.K

\irxp 3 19
24*xp 5 89,

H39

DOUStl
4 49
(*39
12 19

4x fi

DKU'XK
4 49
8 39
12 59

*One Day service available*

Kodak color watch system

ARTS&LIVING
L.A. Law sweeps Emmys
ABC's Twin Peaks shut out
PASADENA, Calif. (AP) - LA. Law won

the Emmy for best drama series for the

third time in four years, Murphy Brown

was named best comedy and the acclaim

ed Twin Peaks nominated 14 times, manag

ed only two technical trophies.

Candice Bergen of CBS* Murphy Brown

won best actress as the acid-tongued

newswoman for a second consecutive year.

And Ted Danson, the skirt-chasing

bartender Sam Malone on Cheers, finally

won as best comedy series actor Sunday

night after being nominated eight times

every year the show has been on the air

In a big sign-off for The Tracey Ullman

Show the British comedian's program

grabbed the most awards at the 42nd An
nual Emmy*, with six. Ullman, who pull

vd the plug on the little watched show last

-pring, won Fox Broadcasting Company its

first Emmy last year.

"Oh, blimey, this brings it all full circle."

said Ullman honored with a pair of Emmys
in the music variety category for her work

as star and a writer Peter Falk's bumbl

mg but brilliant Columbo earned him the

dramatic actor award. Patricia Wettig, who

plays a cancer stricken young mother on

ABC's thirtysomethmg won the best

dramatic actress trophy

"I would really like to thank all the

women with cancer who have shared their

stories with me so wholeheartedly." a teary

Miss Wettig said. "I shared their insight-

and their fears. 1 truly salute their

courage."

Despite 14 nominations, ABC's Twin

Peaks, the strange new series about murder

in a Northwest logging town, captured on-

ly two technical trophies, for editing and

costuming. Both were given in a non

televised ceremony Saturday

Instead. NBC's LA. Law went home with

the best drama Emmy, an honor it also

received in 1987 and 1989. won a writing

award and also a best supporting actor Em-

my for Jimmy Smits. who plays lawyer Vic

tor Sifuentes.

Best miniseries went to NBC s Drug

Wars The Camarena Story, an account <>t

the torture-slaying of U.S. drug agent Enri-

que Camarena. "This is a victory for him,

too," said Executive Producer Michael

Mann.
Kennen Ivory Wayans, whose irreverent

Fox comedy sketch series "In Living Col-

or" won the variety, music or comedy

category, welled up.

"Oh, forget it," said the show's executive

producer and host. "This is for you, Mom."

Scott Winant of thirtysomethmg, who tied

with Thomas Carter of Equal Justice for

best drama series director, got choked up,

too. "I'm afraid I'm not really going to be

able to express myself," he said.

Danson's award was presented by the

animated family from Fox's The Simpson 's.

ked how it felt to receive his award

from cartoon characters. Danson replied.
"

think it is appropriate after nine years. I

feel a little weird."

Joseph Sargent was named best director

in a miniseries or special for his work on

CBS "s Caroline. Vincent Gardenia won for

best supporting actor in a miniseries or

special, given for HBO's Age-Old Friends

A special recognition was given to pup

peteer Jim Henson. who died earlier this

year. To the strains of Kermit the Frog's

song "The Rainbow Connection." Miss

Bergen, daughter of puppeteer Edgar

Bergen, movingly recounted Henson's

career.

Alex Rocco won outstanding supporting

actor in a comedy for his portrayal of sleazy

talent agent Al Floss in The Famous Ted-

dy Z, which was canceled this year. The

supporting actress award went to Rebe

Neuwirth, the cold-as-ice psychoanalyst on

Cheers.

ABC's The Wonder Years collected

trophies for best directing < Michael Dinner)

and writing (Bob Brush) in a comedy series.

Miss Bergen. Jay Leno and Jane Pauley

were the program's hosts.

During Saturday's technical awards.

Fox's The Simpson's was selected top

animated program.

Barbara Hershey. who played the lead in

A Killing in a Small Town won for best ac

tress in a miniseries or special.

Schoolhouse Rock revived,

production slated for Oct.
_ -a a I. .. D<vi't/m I T r\ 1 \r <i t* w i t

By JULIE LIVINGSTONE
Collegian Staff

Rainy Saturday mornings with a bowl

of Cheerios, the Road Runner,

Amnuihrnpics and Svhoollumsc Rock.

We are the last of the Saturday A.M.

lounge around the house-with quality

cartoons generation. Just when you

think chunks of innocence have vanish-

ed and your childhood is all swallowed

up in the mire of maturing, innovation

strikes!

Schixilhouse Rock is back and you can

t your recall power by joining the

University of Massachusetts Theat« i

Guild in their presentation of this

timeless learning tool on Oct. 30 and 3

1

Bill Larkin is the director behind the

idea. He said he was doing a show about

three years ago in Chicago while friends

of his were singing "Conjunction, June

tion," "I'm Just a Bill," 'Lolly. Lolly."

"Interplanet Janet." "Preamble," and

"The Great American Melting Pot" -

among others - during the break-

"They said how great it would Ik- to

sing those songs onstage and a lightbulb

went on in my head and it didn't go off."

Larkin explained. "I called ABC for the

rights, and they told me they couldn't

give me the rights, but that they could

give me permission to perform the songs

in public, as long as it wasn't publiciz-

ed off-campus."

Larkin tells his tale of running around

for months trying to find videotapes of

the songs and finally purchasing four

apes at the Boston University

Bookstore.

"It took a while, but we've got them
"

And the students passing through the

Student Union Building late last week

and through the Campus ('enter Con

course today have noticed: th<

gathered on the floor in front of televi-

sion screens outside the Hatch, the

scattered themselves in front of video

links to youth on the Concourse singing

alonu with the statue of liberty.

Larkin says this is the last plausible

:v to run I show because the blurb-

it ,,ff officially in 1980, which, he

maintain* means the freshmen will

barely rememher them and it f

BMthinfl -veryone can enjos 1'

MB like Woodstock: people singing,

-kipping i

:

Auditions ended last night and call

hacks are today. Larkin says he pla:

on a cast of 20 - enough lor one person

r •wirflr and background singers if

necessary. "Everyone has been so

talented, it's going to be an excellent

production."

Larkin has also proposed bringing the

show to area elementary schools for per

I mance dates and expects to hear by

«Mk*l 'nd whether it will happen.

50c OFF
any Calzone

50c OFF
any Calzone

_. — M-„ ii 10Q1 On* coupon per order • Eiplrea May 31. 1M1
One coupon per order • Expires May 31. 1991

_._ __L_I ———A

%%%%%Bg%%%%%H%
50c OFF

any Calzone

50c OFF
any Calzone

1 | One coupon per order Empires May 31

One coupon per order . Expire. W.y_31. ^9_>XZl-Z-^-——-

tikpcchio
PIZZA & SUBS

FREE DELIVERY
(limited delivery area)

1177 N. Pleasant St.

N. Amherst
Coupons <eiid lot delivery

or path up only

549-3669

Prices Valid Through Saturday, September 29th

see store for details

££aCucuuM di

VIHPCCHIO
PIZZA & SUBS

FREE DELIVERY
(limited delivery ares)

1177 N. Pleasant St.

N. Amherst
Coupon! vaJd lo* delivery

or pcR up only

549-3669

$1 OFF
any Large Pizza

Limit of one coupon per pizza

Coupons for pic* up or delivery only

Expires May 1 1991

$1.50 OFF"
any Large Pizza

with 2 toppings
Limit of one coupon per pizza

Coupons for pick-up or delivery only

Expires May 1. 1991

• Twin Special*

2 Large Cheese Pizzas

$11.00 (plus tax)

Additional items $1 20 per pizza

Coupons for pick-up or delivery only

Limit 1 coupon per customer Expires May 1 1991

i 1

• Twin Special*

2 Larg< Cheese Pizzas

$11.00 (plus lax)

Additional items S 1 20 mper pizza

Coupons for pick-up or delivery only

Limit I coupon per customer Expires May 1. 1991

La Cucina di

Tinoccfiio

549-3^9

1991

1

1
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KIMDAD AUTO SALES

Rt. 9 Belchertown

323-8553

Affordable Cars!

Many Cars under $ 1 000

University of

Massachusetts

at Amherst

DIVISION OF

The outlook

is good,

and the future is

yours for the taking.

With your choice of

near!) ZOOcredft and

noncredn courses, the forecast tor personal and

professional growth looks promising. This tall.

lei the UMass Division of Continuing Education

help you plan the right course tor vour future.

I ,u register for Vniversity day classes and

Continuing Education evening classes, on

a space available basis, through September 18 m

Ro<»m ni:>. Goodell Building.

For man information or aim aUtkg, cri /'«••

Pulsion of Continuum Edmatwn at 545-51

Were predicting your success.

1)1 \

UMASS
F0» HOWE INTO. CALL JErr AT 233-5163

nonday, S»pt»mb»r l7thi "Pill* Niflht"

Southwest Hor»e«h&», 7jOO p».

Tu»»d*y, Sept»mb«r JBths "J*i-Al«i Night

Soutu wast Mor»e«ho», 6«30 p».

Monday, S»pt»*0»r I:4ths "Billiard*
Southwttt Hor«t»hC«, 7:2*J p*.

Tu»»day, S«pt»«b«r 29tftl "«:v»e I Sund*» Night"

Southwest HoriMhot, 7: 2u pw.

Mtant«d«/, S«pt»<nt>»» ifethj "I •ntu'. » / frufl Chimin
Night" Southwest Mcritfhot, 6i30p«.

EARN
$250*350+
PER WEEK

Part-Time
Evenings & Weekends

Obievision of Boston is looking for ag-

gressive self-motivated individuals to

join our rapidly growing sales teaml

If YOU:

Are a go-getter

_7 Have a neat appearance
Enjoy working outdoors

Have a valid Mass driver's

license

Have your own transportation
~ Are dependable

CIVt US A CALL!

We offers 100 per week salary, plus

excellent commissions and bonuses! Sales

experience is a pluy however we will

tram highly motivated individuals

This is an excellent opportunity tojoin

a fast paced, exerting company!

r/ease c*ll Tracey O'NeU st (61 7)

787-6673.

KABUMSION
f *bi#viiiOf> of Bowon is tr, rqu»i opportunity'

^""mjHivf action ^rnpioyrr who agrees H hirr

B'jWO" residents and minorities

RUSH PIKE
THE FRATERNITY WITH A COMMITMENT TO EXCELLENCE

FALL 1990 OPEN RUSH
September 17, 18, 19,25,26 8-10P.M

418 North Pleasant Stre*-« 549-6251

ALL UNIVERSITY MEN WELCOME
LIFE LONG
FRIENSHIPS

• STRONG

ATHLETICS
OLYMPIC

Wi-IGHTROOM

CONVENIENT
LOCATION

• UNPARALELLED
SOCIAL LIFE

• STRESSED

ACADEMICS
- Two Computers

- Course l-iles

• EXCELLENT
MEAL PLAN
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THE FAR SIDE

By GARY LARSON

COLLEGIAN 9

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE

Edited By TRUDE MICHEL JAFFE

TTKA
Pr*/G>PA ALPHA

vj.n kw. *J~»,£* *es3L»

"Oh no, Elliott! Why? . . . Why? . .

.

ROBOTMAN

ouk rAosT Ssuit&tRRv
PRflNSlNfc STUDEKTr WMFFWw
OF TREKIMES1S VCM^FUUY.

By JIM MEDDICK

yHE DEVELOPED MIS GIFT

DURING k 3-toONTYA ST™

ACROSS
1 Oty o» Light

6 Garden tool

9 Place for 6

Across

13 Concerning

14 Leather

workers tools

16 Edible root

17 Chopped tood

o> a kind

19 Nooeiist Wiesei

20 Ram forest vine

21 Church toppers

23 Frequently

25 SeaDird

26 Decrease

30 — pro nobis

32 Plant disease

36 Aid

37 Raiah s spouse

39 Exams
41 Warning to an

equivocator

44 Mister n

Mexico
45 Positions 'or

Strange

46 Regimen
47 Side order

49 Hesitatant

sounds

50 Corn units

51 Ta«mg initials''

53 Collection

55 3>ssertation

60 — Rae
64 Mister in Berlin

65 Drat or Shucks

eg
68 Shakespearean

villain

69 M -A*S"M name
"0 Apportion

7i Street sign

72 6th sense for

'3 Pound sounds

DOWN
1 Shriver of

tennis

2 Blue dye

3 Italian artist

Guido
4 Anoes Indian

5 Memo taker

6 Certain actor

7 is m debt

8 Enthuse

9 Short distance

10 — of Fame
1

1

Lake port

12 Fawns parents

15 Metric measure

18 Misshape
22 Provide funds

24 Do a detective s

|OD

26 Young men
27 Hautboys

28 Tropical

American tree

29 Milkmaid s seat

31 Laurie or

Oakley

33 Wear out

34 Mrs Schwar
zenegger

35 White pooiar

38 Freezers

40 Speedy
for Short

42 Charact--

43 Met
old

48 The I

52 Pasture fence

54 Yesterday

follower

55 — is me
forest

pnmeva*

56 Authentic

57 Jason s ship

58 Boas'
59 Pass c.itchers

61 Tracy to

Beatty

62 Shoppers stop

63 On the summit

66 Beret

67 Elevations

Abbr
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MENU
Macaroni and Cheese

Hamburger

DINNER
Szechuan Beef and Broccoli

N E Style Scrod

BASICS LUNCH BASICS DINNER

CALVIN AND HOBBES By BILL WATTERSON
Macaroni and Cheese

Bean Burger

Stir Fry Veggies and Tofu

NE Style Scrod

vltKE. MM8E.

MORE SQtSE
PENNIES. I

TW5 VtllL MMCE

I W^E EIGUV

(\ SM DORSET
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Ik STEND1

\ PMCHECK.

JUS1 GIME WE
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MONE^ 00 [
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YOUR DAILY HOROSCOPE
By JEANE DIXON

TANGELO PIE

No mor«ij ij som"^
/

Mu accoum. cw'S-
\ fowir A»«'r«K^ ,~

>
\ _ urtio'll Know-

ARIES (March 21 May 20) Emo-

tional or financial ups ana down

could unsettle you Be careful not to

overreact Regular exercise helps

reaeve tension Tempers may be

short Avoid oddmg fuel to the fwe

TAURUS (April 20 May 20)

Many people appreciate your tov

mg ways Conserve your energy for

e«citmg new aeveiopments Moke
overdue changes r your domestic

orrangements Loved ones wl pro-

vide valuable support

BV TIM SNIFFEN OEMINI (May 21 June 20} Two

heads are beter than one wner

ing to solve financial problems You

are ready to make a bigger effort

to achieve success Romance en-

loys nighty favorable influences

UJVtuaoX *"**',} ..1.

CANCIft (June 21- Juty 22) Vou lin-

ing n business ana social matters is

exceeent today A long dtstance

cat! holds a clue to an impending

change Someone special wi enter

your life in the near future

By PITT

NIPPLE

LEO (July 23-Aug 22) A

neighborhood protect lead to a sur-

prising romantic encounter You

may be feeling more Oomestic

than usual Entertain good friends

You quickly fathom other people s

motives

VIROOAug 23-Sepf 22) Watch

out for impulsive decisions impa-

tience or carelessness could lead to

added expense Afternoon brings o

big improvement in your outlook

Qve innocative ideas a try >

constructive suggestions

_ i (Sept 23-Oct 22) Fmanc«a»

progress and mprovea sefesteem

are port of the picture Showcase

your special toients to best odvan

tage Trying to advue a young per

son can be taxing Sociowe th»

evening

SCORPIO
Visiting a museum with friends could

be part of todays plan Other*

cherish your company Get t©

places on tmf Special patience 4

recMred when deatng wtth older

relatives

SAOITTARIUS (Now 22 Dec 21)

Getting overheated about the let-

ter of the law could moke vou g
nore the spirit Be understanding

Wi those who have erred A

longstanding problem can be
sorved

CAPRICORN (Dec 22-Ja.i W)

You may have to choose between

a romantic partner and a friend

Logic w* play a major role m your

decision Curb a tendency to

generate or exaggerate Limit

spending on entertainment

AQUARIUS xin 20-Feb 18) Re-

ly on your own efforts to sort out ait

-

fteutt matters Be formal with oc
quaintances untii you have
estabfesned rapport An ana^

vour budget may reveal room tot

more expenditures

RISCESffeb 19 March 20
those you love lots of time and at

tenton today A friend's or relative'.

goats may differ greatly from your

own Do not sacrifice you' security

to the impatience of other people

TODAY'S STAFF
Night Editor Sarah DeMaster

Copy Editor Kendra Pratt

Layout Technician Nicky Dumas

Photo Technician Jefl Holland

Production Supervisor Nicky Dumas

Typesetters Sue Kent

Production Paul Specht, Bill Connor,

Jody Trotman. Maggie Trudell
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HERE'S WHY
THE SMART MONEYAT

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS

IS GOING WITH TIAA-CREF

AS IF THE FUTURE DEPENDED ON IT.

Because it does. Smart investors

know that your future depends on
how well your retirement system

performs. TIAA-CREF has been the

premier retirement system for people

in education and research for over 70
years. We have enabled over 200,000

people like you to enjoy a comfortable

retirement. And over 1,000,000 more
are now planning for the future with

TIAA-CREF.

SMART MONEY LOOKS FOR SECURITY,

GROWTH AND DIVERSITY FOR

RETIREMENT SAVINGS.

Security—so the resources are there

when it is time to retire. Growth—so
you'll have enough income for the

kind of retirement you want. And
diversity—to help protect you against

market volatility and to let you benefit

from several types of investments.

THATS EXACTLY WHAT YOU GET
WITH TIAA-CREF.

TIAA offers you the safety of a

traditional annuity that guarantees

your principal plus a specified rate of

interest, and provides for additional

growth through dividends. CREF's
variable annuity offers opportunities

for growth through four different

investment accounts, each managed
with the long-term perspective essen-

tial to sound retirement planning:

The CREF Stock Account

The CREF Money Market Account

The CREF Bond Market Account*

The CREF Social Choice Account*

CALL 1-800-842-27%

TO FIND OUT MORE

Our experienced retirement counselors

will be happy to answer your questions

and tell you more about retirement

annuities from TIAA-CREF.

Experience. Performance. Strength.

Your future is protected by the largest

private retirement system in the world.

We have done so well, for so many, for

so long, that we currently manage
some $85 billion in assets.

Ensuring the future

for those who shape it.'

* The CREF Bond Market and Social Choice Accounts may not be available under all institutional retirement plana, but are
available for all Supplemental Retirement Annuity plana

For more complete information, including charges and expenses, call 1 800 842-2733, ext 5509 for a
prospectus. Read the prospectus carefully before you invest or send money.

TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 18, 1990

rape

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 3

affiliation.

The residence hall director, Khaleelah Abdul-Kareem,

former resident director of Grayson in Orchard Hill, refus-

ed to discuss Makau's residence in the hall, though she

did confirm that he was a JQA resident.

"Well, there are many people living in the halls who

are not authorized to live here but this person was

authorized to live in this hall," she said.

Abdul-Kareem refused to state who authorized Makau

to live in the lounge.

The 19th floor of all Southwest residence halls have

lounge space and an apartment for either the residence

hall director or assistant residence hall director.

Larry Moneta, associate director for residential educa-

tion in Housing Services, declined to comment on the

specifics of the incident but said his department was also

investigating. He refused to comment on Makau's status

in the hall.

"The residence halls are supposed to be occupied by

students," he said. "The only non-students allowed in the

halls are staff and their partners."

University Police said they did not release a date or time

of the alleged rape so as not to jeopardize the continuing

investigation.

$>
ALLIED
HEALTH

PROFESSIONALS

Discover a challenging

future with opportunities to

advance Serve your country

while you serve your career with

• great pay and benefits

• normal working hours

• complete medical and dental

care
• 30 days vacation with pay per

year

Find out how to qualify as an Air

Force professional. Call

USAF HEALTH PROFESSIONS
1-800-423-USAF

GROUND FLOOR STUDENT UNION

FIRST GENERAL MEETING

for International Students
Association

Date: Tuesday, Sept. 18th
Time: 7:00 p.m.

Place: Campus Center Rm 163c

All Nationalities Welcome

TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 18, 1990

Red Sox
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 12

lead in the second inning. Dan Pasqua blooped a double

to left and scored on a single by Ron Karkovice, who then

scored on a bloop double by Sammy Sosa.

Winner Eric King (10-4) allowed five hits in seven inn-

ings. Marshall's drive in the second might have been a

homer, but Lance Johnson leaned up and knocked the ball

back onto the field to hold Marshall to a triple. Tony Pena

grounded out to end the inning.

COLLEGIAN 11

The Red Sox scored a run in the third when Randy Kut-

cher singled, stole second and scored on a single by Evans.

Wade Boggs singled and an error by Robin Ventura load-

ed the bases. But Mike Greenwell hit into an inning-

ending double play.

"That's probably the worst I've ever seen King pitch,"

said Morgan. "He was all over the place and we could not

But that's how it goes when you're going bad."score. I

Shaw starts
FOXBORO, MA (AP) - The New England Patriot* BC

tivated rookie linebacker Chris Singleton, their top draft

choice, and placed safety Ton Zackery on injured res.

Monday.
Singleton, the eighth pick in the draft, didn't sign his

contract until Sept. 3, six days before the season opener.

He received a two-week roster exemption.

Sigma Pi Epsilon is

Open Rush
Sept. 18,19,23,24

375 N. Pleasant St.

THE BACK ROOM
tCA»

SeV1 MtfcWf
Sat. Sept 22, Miller Giveaways

& D.J. all night
Mondays 25c hot dogs during the game

Cable TV - Major Sports Channels

• Entertainment Saturday Nights

Thursday and Friday Night Free Hors D'oeuvres

COCKTAILS*FULL BAR*MUNCHIES
•POOL TABLE *

LUNCH (soup, salad, sandwiches)
limited dinner menu

aU SUut, Bdclvdo*^ Z?Z-Z
Rte. 202 -StS J

(Behind C & C Health and Fitness*

ROSH HASHANA
nam»

Services held in the Student Union Ballroom

Wednesday, Sept. 19~7pm Service & Kiddush

Thursday. Sept. 20- 10am Service & Tashlich

-7pm Service and Kiddush

Friday. Sept. 21 -10am Service

ALL WELCOME

Sponsored by UMass Hiflei-

for more info can 549-1710

CLASSIFIEDS
ACTIVITIES

25' CLUB introductory meeting (Of older

undergraduates Brief discussion ol ec

tivities Socializing and refreshments

Wednesday 9/19 800PM CC 174 176

FIRST GENERAL MEETING (or Interna

tonal Student Association Tuesday Sept

ism Cajnpue Center 163C 700PM A*n#-

tonairt.es welcome

THE FIRST UNIVERSITY PLAYERS
MEETING tonight at 7 Check al the into

desk m tha Campus Center tor room

number

UMASS TRIATHLON CLUB wants you

general meeting Tuesday 18 Boydan

64042

CONGO FOR SALE

UNBELIEVEABLE! To*"*^™
bedroom- 1"» bath Raduead to $62 000'

Joan Roanar OH Jonaa 549-3700

_> W1TN THE BEST
say goodnight to tha raat

tu« tire futon and trama

hn
mi baat othar owo» by 5H

Matawampa FumHura
1-800-3-FUTON i

NEED » BABYSITTERI ra*pona*»a aduc

major #»• to art on roaMa and waafcanda

caA 649-9311 Gretcnen

FOR A OOOO TIME CALL

MSA GENERAL MEETING
Wedneaday Saptombar 19

9 30PM Field main lounge

forming commataaa tor upcoming evanta

open to all atudanta

HUNT FOR RED OCTOBER
playtng « tha Campua Cantor Auditorium

5 30. 1 00 a 10 30PM
Wad Sapt 19th S2 50

THE BANGLADESH FRIENDS ASSOCIA-

TION invites all the Bangtodaaha to a gal-

together party on Saptarrtoar 22, 1990 Corv

tact Envar 548-5696 or Kab»r 545^399

UMASS CHESS CLUB
first maating tonight in the Bluewaii t-ate

7PM 1 1PM all are walcome to stop m and

Play

ANNOUNCEMENTS

AHORA'S MEETING wiH be held Thursday

the 20th at 7 30Pm in Wilder Hall The BH-

ingal Collagen! Program Coma an

BED AND BREAKFAST Downtown

Amherst ideal lor visiting parents and

friends 549-5961

BOLTWOOD PROJECT
Fun friends, credit Work with physically

and developmental^ delayed people

Meeting tonight 7PM room 917CC

CLASS OF 94 Seize the dav T-shirts

Pick up yours Rm 304 University Admis

smns Cantor

FAST FUNDRAISING PROGRAM
$1000 in just one wee*

Earn up to $1000 tor V°u^?mPu«.(

?2f.^
ton Plus a chance at $5000 more- This pre-

gram works' No investment needed Can

1 800-932-0528 Ext 50

SPECTRUM, arts and literature magazine

,s having a new members meeting tonight

in 168 CC at 7 30 All welcome'

AUTO FOR BALE

1978 T-BtRO AC'FM PS/PB 90,000m: runs

great $500 or baat offer Call Tammy
549-2786 muat aaf.

RACX-A-OtSC the best wawiajwajajl Of*.
video bands dorrrVhouae apaoaia caa

586-9900 anytime

FOR RENT

FOUND

ATTENTION NEW STUDENTS- personal

rtems toft at the New Students Program this

summer may be picked up at tha New

Studenta Othce 304 UnrvaoMy Admiaa

Cantor

1979 SAAB 900GLE
4 speed sunroof

must aaN $2000 bo
1413)665-8119

1978 BWCK SKYHAWK hatchback $400

aa i* 5494333 6BPM

1982 DODGE 400 CONVERTIBLE white

w,th red interor 64.000 miles Very clean

$2,800 546-3142

FRIDGE RENTALS cat! R»T»3-9742

HELP1T B^itA^apactoua apartment tor

Dkances A atoMM$«25 00/montti. includes

heat and hot water Cat! anytime 549-1397

MALE TO SHARE ROOM 125 /mo

25&1859

HELP WANTED

1962 TOYOTA STARLET
$2000 or BAD 535-2322

ONE BEDROOM APARTMENT at 177 N

Pleasant St Ouwt $435 per month includes

heat 256-3457

1963 SENTRA WAGON EKceaent cc«d*on

power steering air-conditioning AM/fm

ra^SlWfc/BO Call 54*0072

1984 SUBARU 67000 mi AM/FM asking

2300 daysT448-7578 nrtoS 1 298 4753

1984 4WD SUBARU STATION WAGON
96500m i good mechanical cond some

rust all weather tires. 1989 muffler

$2200'BO Jenny 259-1318 5 7PM
Mon-Thurs

1967 HONDA CRX Runs great E*ce«eni

condition 50 MPG Must Sell $4500

586-7163

SINGLE ROOM
house m N Amherst

187 50 5494650

TOWNHOUSE APARTMENT: 2 bedroom

1Vi baths on bus route Call 1 -567 1 352 and

leave message

FOR SALE

COMPUTERS Apple HC Computer ex

celient/cheap $400 266-7164

AIR NATIONAL GUARD part time member

snip oftora fantaatic benefits' Part time pbs

available m a wide variety ot career fields

Earn $300 or mora your fWat year' Jwnyour

local Air Force m Weetheto Other benefits

include i00%i free college turtion. G I Bill

retirement, tree ptone travel and more Men

and women without prior service are ehgi

bie to (O-n through age 34 Veteran? of all

services uauaay ehgtole into their 40 s Call

your recruiter to see it you qualify No

obligation, no pressure Jobs guaranteed

before you enlist Call anytime

413-568-9215 or to* free 1-800-AIR-9151

CHRISTMAS. SPRING BREAK. SUMMER
TRAVEL free Air couriers needed and

cruiseship obs Call 1 -800-682 7555 ext

F 1428

EARN $300 to $500 per week /eading

books at home Call 615-473-7440 Ext

B281

NEWSPAPER DELIVERERS needed tor

UMass dorms No car required Mornings

7-8am Good pay 7days/week 253-7009

Evenings

PART FULL TIME JOBS for the environ

ment 1 Ca« Sam 2564434 40-60rday

INSTRUCTION

BEGINNING PORTUGUESE CLASS
Sapt 17 Oct 29. Mon 7 9pm $50 00

Language Pactfica 549-5065

ENGLISH AS A SECONO LANGUAGE
Workshops begtn September 17 intenaara

day PT evening. TOEFL
Language Pacrfica 549-5065

LEARN HUNGARIAN from natfce toa**»Tl

CeD Raymond at 549O4B0

INTERNSHIP

RECEIVE CREDITS LEARNING the

music/entertainment industry RackA-DtSC

needs interns for fan/spring 20 hrs/wk 6

credits. 586-9900

ROOMMATE WANTEO

FOR DOUBLE ROOM m Presidential Apt

Cad 549-1224

SOUTH DEERFIELO .' bdrm Apt on bua

l,ne $300 6654230 545 1028

SERVICES

DO YOU NEED SPANISH HELP'
Tutoring available tor interma—to to ad-

vanced can Gtovi 5494071

LEGAL QUESTIONS? The Legal Serv^ee

Center ottors free legal avetswroe toRe-
paying students Contact uaM 922 Campus

Cantor 5451995

1988 FORD RANGER excellent condition

5 speed 40 000 mites $4,800 2534770

SEIZED cars trucks boats 4wheelers

motorhomes, by FBI IRS DEA Available

your area now Call 1405482 7555 Ext

C-1675

CHEN STYLE T'AI CHI

LEARN THIS TRADITIONAL Chinese mar

hat art m 12 sessions Classes begin 12th

and 18th Call 253-4057

CUBE FRIDGE
great for dorms
call Julie at 546-3987

RCA 18 COLOR. 13 B'W TVs
Typewriter w/pnnter interface Moving sate

Raymond 549-0480

REPOSSESSED VA 8 HUD homes
Available from government from $1 without

credit check You repair Also tax delinquent

tor ectosures Call 1405482 7555 Ext

H 2009 lor repo list your area

SAX FOR SALE Bundy n Alto student

model Great shape $500 or bast offer

586-3100 ext 4364

EARN UP TO $500/WEEK
Helping students obtain Visa. Mastercard

Send tor tree information American Fman

cial Services. 117 Park Drive Suite 40-C.

Boston. MA 02215

ESTABLISHED HARO ROCK BANO seeks

male lead vocalist with presence and am

bition Have gigs' Leave message at

549-4768 or call 546-2836

FULL TIME POSITION available Excellent

base salary plus bonuses Fluency m any

African Indian. Korean, or Middle Eastern

dialects a plus Contact Lannv Perron

Metropolitan Life (413)567-1248

INNOVATIVE MARKETING PROGRAM
needs sates rep for UMass Market Ex

cedent $$ opportunity Local advertising ex

penence necessary Call Gary at

1400-874 5005

LOST

GOLD RING cash reward sentimental

value-leave message for Lynda 538-2931

after 4 00PM

SMALL BLACK NOTE/ADDRESS BOOK
Chnstma 256-8756

SONY WALKMAN Thurs 9/13 either m front

ot Mass Public Health Center or Cape Cor)

Lounge Tape inside extreme sentimental

value it found please call' I m miserable

6-092* evenings

ONE TURQUOISE AND SILVER
BRACELET between Marcus Student

Union Thompson Call Anna 2564569

PANASONIC WALKMAN reward call

549-5997

PIZZA

COLLEGE PIZZA
FALL SPECIAL

small cheese $3 50
large cheese $5 99

2 toppings only $1 more

must mention this ad 1

5494073 549-6098

STUOY ABROAD IN AUSTRALIA
ton on semester summer and "tership

urograms AH run under $6000 Call

Unrverwty 14OO478-30BS

PREGNANT?
Need a pregnancy last, information or tup-

port? Caa tor free and conWanhai service*

ALTERNATIVES 33 Mam St ftorlhhiirripton

586-3000

TRAVEL

EARN CREDIT SCUBA DIVING'

Basic course starts 9»10 $195

Adv course starts 9/17 $170

Sport course (Key Largo) 12/28 $380

For turther mformaton call 5494401

TYPING

QUICK. ACCURATE EFFICIENT S Dee-

lield 10 mms from Amherst

reasonable prices' 665 4501

TRANSCRIPTION. $1Cuht yp.ng $2/pg

545-1188

TYPING. WORD PROCESSING f

Free pickup and delivery Laser printing and

copying available KCommumcattons
2564373

WORDPERFECT- fast and reliable

spellcheck. call Tim 546-5472

WORDPROCESSING--Fast Protessonal

Reasonable rales Free pick up and

delivery Cat! Nancy 367 94 v
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Shaw returns to Celts

after $50,000 in fines
, w._ r^orM-* he attended with Shaw

BOSTON (AP) - Brian Shaw said Mon

day he was happy to return to the Boston

Celtics even though he endured a-bitter

court battle and $50,000 in fines to avoid it.

The Celtics, eager to regain their point

guard after he spent a season playing in

Italy, announced Monday that Shaw would

rejoin them under a contract he signed last

January. It runs for the next four seasons.

"Glad to be back." Shaw said at a news

conference.

The dispute began after he signed the

deal while in the first year of a two-year

contract he had with II Messaggero of

Rome, then fought to return to the Italian

club for next season.

The resolution followed a federal court

decision last June 26 ordering Shaw to end

the Italian contract and allowing him to

play only for the Celtics. The court fined

him $50,000 for defying the order.

i never felt I did anything wrong," Shaw

said "I was in a situation in Italy where

the people over there were very nice to me

and I had two contracts.

"I wanted to try and make everybody

happy and step back and do it in such a way

that everybody could get a little bit he

added. "Everybody felt they had a

legitimate claim
"

He said it was his intention to play one

more year with 11 Messaggero. then return

to the CeW

i never ever said or ever felt that 1 didn't

want to be here. Shaw added.

He decided to return to the Celtics when

Federal Judge A David Mazzone "said I

couldn't play for anyone else. That cut out

my options."

I want to make it clear that the Celtics
. Photo rourtrajr AP

Boston Celtic Brian Shaw smile, during .»]»Vn,oo» J^J™',™ £ZZZZZSZZ£^*£*
Monday at Boston Garden in^»5|

'W
draft pkkfor the win Bnsn. said Dav,d Gavrtt. .he C*l.,cs

Messaggero in the Italian league, was the 1988 first-round dratt pica lor in
^ ^ ^ basketbaX] operations, said at a

Celtics.

Sox determined
despite losses
BOSTON <AP) - Their hitting and pitching are disap-

pearing. So is their once substantial lead in the American

League East. But you can stilt see signs of confidence in

the struggling Boston Red Sox.

' We're not giving up. Were battling, first baseman

designated hitter Mike Marshall said. "We're not play

inc real well right now, but there's time.

The Red Sox began a four-game series in Chicago 1

Thursday night with a four-game lead over Toronto/They

lost all four games, and their division lead dipped to a

single game. ,

Thev have six more road games before returning home

next Tuesday for two games with Cleveland. The 10-day

road swing continued Monday night with the first of three

games in Baltimore. t„«w,
Boston took an 80-67 record into the game, while Toron-

to was 79-68 before its home game against New York Mon

day night. Each had 15 games left.

"I'm sure some ofthem are panicking, Boston s Dwight

Evans said of the team's fans. "But as long as we don t

panic, we'll be okay."

Not if they don't hit or pitch.

The Red Sox hit just .235 in the Chicago series as their

batting average for the season dropped ^ -274 The star-

ting pitchers gave up 18 earned runs and 29 hits in 17

1-3 innings against Chicago, an earned run average of

9 35 v
"We've still got pretty good confidence in this pitching

staff" s;r
J D-na Kiecker he starter and loser in Sun-

day's 4 2 setback to Chicago, "but we need more than one

or two runs to win games.

"Any pitcher, even Roger, needs more than one or two

runs a game," Kiecker said.
.

Roger is Roger Clemens, and he's been sidelined with

a shoulder injury. He was expected to throw on the side

Tuesday.

If all goes well, he should start Friday in the opener ol

a three-game series with the Yankees in New York

While Boston dropped four consecutive games, 1 oronto

won three in a row at home against the Orioles^

"We knew it was going to be a dogfight and, sure

news conference he attended with Shaw

and Celtics coach Chris Ford. "There s

been no renegotiation of contract. There s

been no promise to renegotiate

Shaw said he was wrong in signing with

the Celtics in Italy after leaving one agent

and before hiring Jerome Stanley to repre-

sent him. "1 felt at the time that I knew

what I was doing and I could do everything

myself," said Shaw, 24. "The lesson that

I've learned is I don't know it all.'

Shaw said he told the Celtics he had no

representation when the new contract was

negotiated. He said he is satisfied with the

deal now, but did not say how he felt soon

after signing it.

After the news conference, Stanley said

he could have gotten a better contract for

Shaw, but avoided the question of whether

the dispute arose as an attempt to

renegotiate.

Right now is not the time to go over the

terms of Brian's contract,' he said.

Did he feel the Celtics tried to rush Shaw

into signing before he could hire an agent?

i obviouslv have clear feelings on that.

Stanley said, "but right now its really the

time of year where the focus shifts from

lawyers and transactions to Xs and Os. It's

really nothing else gained by rehearsing

old fact

Shaw was Boston s first round draft pick

ia 1988 out of California Santa H.nl.ara.

He became a starter as a rookie and

averaged 8.6 points and 5 8 assists per

game. The Celtics labeled him as a cor

nerstone of their team in the IM
When he signed with Boston last

January. Shaw said, he agreed to exercise

th» notion in his Italian contract allowing

him to terminate it between June 20 amnd

July 20. Starting on July 21. Mazzone fin

ed Shaw $5,000 a day for contempt.

San Francisco Giants catcher Terry Kennedy tags out Cincinnati Reds ^erunne^Jeff

Reed at homeplate completing a double play in the second inning of the National League

game at Riverfront Stadium Monday night.

enough, it's come to one," Boston second-baseman Jody

Reed said.
. t .

The Blue Jays gained ground with a 6-5 win over the

Baltimore Orioles Sunday while Boston was losing.

"I wish I could say I was wrong but this one series I

feared in the last month," Boston manager Joe Morgan

said. "We don't play well here, and we never get any

Wreaks
On Sunday, the White Sox blooped their way to a 2-0

CONTINUED ON PAGE 11

It will be sunny in the

morning, giving way to

afternoon clouds. Highs,

65-70 degrees.

Read what George

Lentz has to say about

Postcards from the

The field hockey

will face stiff competi

tion as they travel to

Providence. Page 12.

ISSUE
VOLUME C

Underdogs prevail in primaries

AP phiiin

John Silber leaves the voting booth in

Brookline yesterday morning. The Boston

University president-on-leave defeated rrank

Bellotti in the Democratic primary.

Silber and Weld
are the big winners
By KELLY CONGDON
Collegian Correspondent

and DANIEL BEEGAN
The Associated Preta

In vesterday's state primary, in which William Weld

defeated Steven Pierce and John Silber defeated Francis

Bellotti, precincts in Amherst were perhaps the only p ace

where University students did not have to wait in line

yeafcerday as voter apathy prevailed.

Weld a former federal prosecutor, won the Republican

nomination, while former Boston Univers.ty President

Silber captured the Democratic race.

Voter turnout in Amherst was assessed as lower than

usual" by polling officials

Ken Mosakowski. Deputy Warden of Precinct 5 express-

ed surprise at the poor turnout considering the economic

status of the state This is the first time in 26 years that

we'll have a new state treasurer and a non-incumbent

Governor." he said. "I haven't seen the voter anger

they've been predicting."

Weld had trailed throughout much of the primary cam

paign. but surged in the final weeks. His opponent, House

Minority leader Pierce, conceded with only a sma percen-

tage of the vote counted after television exit polls show

ed him losing badly.

CONTINUED ON PAGE A

AP phirfo

WUliam Weld greets pedestrians Monday after

noon in downtown Boston on the campaign tra.K

He defeated Steven Pierce in the Republican

primary yesterday.
\J 111* «- a £»1»J f- ,,„_ ^«w"' IIIWUW w— • — -

Bellotti in the Democratic primary. — #

Canadian army attacks Indians
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By HIC OI.IVKKA
Collegian ( otr.-pondent

Canadian Army troops yesterday shot

two rounds ol t.ar gas into a crowd of

Mohawk Indians on Katan Tekawitha

Island, located along the St. Lawrence

Seawav. on the outer edge of the Kanawaki

Village, in the first day of fighting there

between the Indians and the Canadian

government.
The dispute between the Mohawks and

the government began July 11, when the

government informed Mohawk Indians in

Oka. Quebec that they wanted to use their

land for a golf course

The first attack came at about 4:15 p.m

About 300 villagers crossed the bridge

•ading onto the island. The Army was sta-

loned there with 160 troops armed with

ear gas masks and not gear.

The Armv lined up three square-feet of

barbed wire to separate the protestors and

soldiers. Two or three Mohawk men began

pushing the soldiers, screaming. "Go home.

Who's land is this anyway9 '

After one Mohawk man grabbed a tear

gas mask, the crowd of unarmed women,

men. and children pushed forward. At this

point the Army fired tear gas into the

center and rear of the crowd.

The tear gas landed, and women and

children rushed back. The heavily armed

soldiers swung their rifles and connected

with the heads of the front of the Mohawk

line. ... ,

One woman fell off the 12 foot bridge and

landed on the rocks on her chest. Another

man was pushed over the side by the

sightless crowd, and fell on his knees upon

the rocks

Hundreds of Mohawks were subjected to

the gas, which left many of them bent over

and gasping for breath. Eight Army

helicopters hovered above the army troop.

while across the waterway, four Armored

Personnel Carriers pointed machine guns

and .50 caliber rifles at protestor-

After the first four tear gas I MiMi

were fired, teary-eyed Mohawks gun
pushed up on the armv line. The Mohawks,

being unarmed, began to throw hundreds

of rocks at the soldiers.

Major Bassarab said five to seven soldiers

were injured. One was badly beaten. Ask

ed about being on Mohawk land, he said.

•This is not Mohawk land. This is Cana

dian land." ,

Bassarab said about being on the island.

"We received information that there was

a cask of weapons located on the island.

The Army reported that there were a dozen

weapons'located "under rocks wrapped in

plastu
"

,, Tf

Mohawk Chief Joseph Norton said, It

there were any guns they were planted

vbout 300 villagers crossed the bridge HundredsoiMonawwwcn:^^-
• « T

Bilingual Collegiate Program aids Latinos
. «... , ^-n_^„*„ D-„.~am As Beniamin Rodriguez, director of tl

Bv MAURA CANAVAN
Collegian Staff

When Roberto Ortiz arrived at the

University of Massachusetts at Amherst m

the spring of 1985. he was immediately

overwhelmed by his fear of speaking the

English language and being surrounded by-

strangers. Not being preregistered did not

help his situation.

Ortiz said he knew he was in for a very

rough time." After one glance at the bust

inc campus. Ortiz thought of flying back

,o his native home of San Juan, Puerto

Rico. ,

Two days later, his situation had not im-

proved. With nowhere to turn, Roberto

went to the Bilingual Collegiate Program

to ask for help.

The professional staff immediately

assisted Roberto in registering and selec

ting classes, explaining the add/drop

system, and advising him about course

requirements.

"Without this program, I would have

transferred," said Ortiz, now a UMass

graduate and staff member of the Bilingual

Collegiate Program.

Located in Wilder Hall, the Bilingual

Collegiate Program offers a variety of ser

vices to bilingual Spanish-speaking

students desiring an undergraduate

degree. The program, which was original

ly given a quota of 75 students, now serves

nearly 600.

As Benjamin Rodriguez, director of the

Bilingual Collegiate Program explained,

the project was started in 1974 when

thousands of Puerto Ricans emigrated to

Western Massachusetts Rodriguez said the

University was originally not receptive to

the idea of the program, which was in

itiated by a group of Latino students

it was a forced situation." Rodriguez

Project 75, as it was originally named,

was formed to meet the needs of Latino

students interested in attending the

University. The program provides tutoria

and counseling services as well as remedial

programs in Math and English.

Members of the staff are also involved in

CONTINUED ON PAGE 4

Students

fight back

versus CLT
By KENDRA PRATT
Collegian Staff

Student leaders' call for student

mobilization against the Citizen* to.

Limited Taxation petition brought some

70 students together to set ;» CMUpUl

agenda for fighting ballot question

number three last night

The petition, which will be on the Nov

6 election ballot, calls for a tax I

rollback to 1988 levels. The rollback, if

passed by votet>. would cut $14 billion

from the $4.4 billion of state discre-

tionary funding in the middle of the

fiscal year.

State legislator use discretionary state

monies to fund education, roads and

bridges and human services

Student Trustee Angus McQuilken

translated the $14 billion cut to the

University level. He said although

UMass has already lost $29 million in

the last three vears. the petition could

cut an additional $30-35 million which

would be 40 percent of the campus

budget.

"A tax rollback would bring drastic

tuition hikes and huge layoffs to this

campus," he said.

John Hite, a Town Democratic Com

mittee of Amherst member, said they

have rented a headquarters on N. Plea

sant St. to utilize in the fight against

CLT. The building has been rented

through donations.

CONTINUED ON PAGE 6
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GSS and SGA fail to stop EWC cuts

Vice Chancellor Madson recognizes need for discussion

By AMY HENRY
Collegian Staff

Representatives of the Graduate Student Senate and

Student Government Association failed to convince the

Vice Chancellor of Student Affairs, Dennis Madson and

other administrators to rescind the cuts affecting the

Everywoman's Center at last night's Vice Chancellor for

Student Affairs Council meeting.

The EWC has already had six positions cut out ot 11

in the past two years. The two positions that were cut this

semester were relocated to University Mental Health Ser-

vices and to Financial Aid
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The GSS this week sent a letter to Madson expressing

their anger at the latest round of cuts to the EWC and

Division of Student Affairs.

"ice President Marc Kenen ohjecte tc
>
not tang

informed of the latest cut because the GSS gives fcwu

$8
:

00
W
y
e

e

would like to call your attention to the cuts to

the EWC, which has once again been disproportionately

targeted Over the years, the EWC has become an institu-

Uon that women and men both on and off campus have

rome to regard as central to university lite.

We call on you to put a halt to the cuts and/or

reassignments in your division, and to set up a joint com

SSSfwith the SGA and GSS^^-presentativestc^view

and recommend appropriate adjustments, GSS officials

W
GSS President Pierre Laliberte asked for a formal pro

cessin which the GSS could be notified and then discuss

cuts before they occur.
. . .. .

iit wmllA rp
Madson said that he has time constraints but *ould re

taVn the Council meetings as a forum in^^^^
be discussed between the student governments and the

ad£^ neeos to be one of suggestion, I am open*

thoughts of how we can communicate better, Madson

"Laliberte said. "We cannot give informed input unless

vou give us information." . . . ._

Natasha Diephuis, SGA President, said, it is primary

to the mission statement of the University to have the

EWC We are concerned that given these cuts and more

to come that it will not be around next ^«*£
Madson said that he recognized the need to have an

EWC and he would like it to be around ^xt year

Laliberte asked if there was anyway Madson could

reverse the cuts. ,,.

Madson replied that the next round of cuts™uld
J*

"?

plemented and the EWC positions would not be restoredI

.

Diephuis said, it is really hard to see a conference last

semper such as 'UMass Acts to End Date Rape' and then

come back this semester to find two positions have been

cut from the EWC."
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For Your Information

For your information, this is a calendar listing of local

announcements and upcoming events published daily

by the Collegian as a public service.

All submissions must be typed and submitted to the

News desk at least one full day defore pubhcaion. We

reserve the right to edit for space.

WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 19

Rosh Hashanah- sponsored by UMass Hillel, 7 p.m.

Service and Kiddush in the Student Union Ballroom.

Also Sept 20, 10 a.m. Service and Tashlich. 7 p.m. Ser-

vice and Kiddush. Friday, Sept. 21, 10 a.m. Service.

For more information, call 549-1710.

THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 20

Recycling Meeting- at 7 p.m., there will be a meeting

for all students interested in volunteering to promote

recycling on campus. Meet at the Bluewall with your

ideas for promoting the Residential Recycling program.

We will discuss tabling and other ways of promoting

recycling at UMass. Call Rochelle Chambless at

545-1153 for more information.

Supper- Wesley United Methodist Church College

Fellowship will reconvene at 6 p.m. at Thompson House

for a light supper. Thompson House is located in back

of Wesley Church at 365 North Pleasant St. Interested

students are invited.

SUNDAY, SEPTEMBER 23

Mt Tom Toddler Tromp- A child-focused inter-

pretive walk for toddlers and/or babies in-packs and

their parents. The length and difficulty of this outing

will depend on the ability and interests of the group

Meet at the Bray Lake parking area in the Mt. Tom

Reservation at 10.30 a.m. and bring liquid and a snack.

Please call Mary (413) 534-1320 in advance to sign up.

Rain cancels.

SUNDAY, SEPTEMBER 23

Bicycle Tour- An intermediate tour of about 30 miles

with a long climb to Shutesbury and 2-3 brief rest stops^

This is a fairly strenuous ride and participants should

be experienced cyclists in good condition. Meet at the

Mill River Conservation Area in North Amherst at 9

a m and bring liquid and a helmet. Expect to return

by about 12:30 p.m. Call Mike <413) 572-4743 for more

information.

You are cordially invited to attend

A Piano Recital
by

Kyung-Mi Lee

<

-sfT

Famous Double Discount
Nous the time to get the best deal on your college ring Buy now and sasc up to Ssu ,,n

your college ring, and get a second discount - a tree "savings match " gift certificate - gOOi

lor merchandise in the store Choose from an exciting selection of men s and women's

nng stvles Talk to sour ArlCarved representative .oda> and double sour savings.

ARTQ1RVED
Mon - Fri

Sept. 17-21

9:30-3:30

^UNIVERSITY
&MSTORE&

Works by: Mozart Debussy

Schuman Liszt

Miss Lee was the first Korean musician to attract the attention of Mr.

DmftHirKitayenko. Music- Director of the Moscow Philharmonic Or-

st^cerve^her^. MM. and Graduate Diploma from the New

England Conservarory of Music in Boston as a fellowship student. Miss

frt received manv prizes from national competit.ons including First

plfze at the Youn'/own Symphony Orchestra Artist Piano Competi-

Miss^wa" the first Korean musician to be invited^m the Bulgarian

government as a cultural exchange artist and played with Sofia Sym-

phonietta under Oliver Holt.

AT THE BEZANSON RECITAL HALL
(FINE AKH, CENTER • I NIVEASITY OF MASSACHUSETTS. AMHERST)

September 19th, 1990

Wednesday at 8:00pm

LOCAL
Keyes speaks on self-determination
By JULIA SEREBRINSKY
Collegian Staff

The establishment of democratically elected govern-

ments in the Middle East must be a precondition for

Palestinian self-determination in the Israeli-occupied

West Bank, according to Dr. Alan Keyes, a U.S. diplomat

and a scholar who spoke at the Campus Center auditorium

last night.

Keyes said the issue of Palestinian self-determination

and Israeli security is closely linked, and that the

democratically- elected government of Israel will not

negotiate with an Arab state which does not have "a

representative government with a responsibility to its own

people."

Keyes served as the U.S. Ambassador to the United Na-

tions Economic and Social Council and as an Assistant

Secretary of State for International Organization Affairs

during the Ronald Reagan adminstration.

"The establishement of self-determination and

democratic governments in the Middle East is not going

to be possible until Arabs will come to terms with

themselves," said Keyes.

Referring to the demand that Israelis provide sell

determination for Palestinian Arabs in the West Bank,

Keyes said that "Israel cannot give it because it didn't

take it away."

According to Keyes, Great Britain is responsible for

leaving West Bank and Jordan under the legacy on non-

democratic regimes. He blames Great Britain for turning

Arab majority into the hands of the minority regime head-

ed by the Hashimite kingdom of Jordan when Palestine

was partitioned by the United Nations in 1947.

Keyes said that the consequences of not creating a

democratic Arab state are presently being felt.

It is for that reason that Israel cannot presently

negotiate either with King Hussein of Jordan or the

Palestine Liberation Organization Chairman Yasser

Arafat, he said.

Israel cannot negotiate with Arafat even under the

assumption that he is sincere about recognizing Israel s

right to exist, Keyes said.

"Arafat can give a promise of trading land for peace,

but he can't guaranteee it," Keyes said referring to the

factional strife in the PLO over which Arafat does not ex

ercise control.

Arafat claims to represent the people but he cannot

guarantee peace," Keyes said. "King Hussein can keep

the peace but he does not represent the people.

Keyes condemned Arab states that are pressuring Israel

to negotiate for Palestinian self determintaion and

government.
, f

"They speak glibly of human rights and selt-

determination in Israel when they deprive their own

citizens of that right."

Theta Chi
regains charter,

hangs letters
By PRESTON P FORMAN
Collegian Staff

The men nicknamed "the North Pleasant St

Social CIul longer Theta Chi fraternit)

day regained their charter and hung their Greek let

ters on their house.

The Greek Affairs Office approved Theta L hi ap

plication after the fraternity received unanimous ap^

proval by the Greek Area Expansion Committee and

the Greek Council UQM .

The fraternity's status was revoked March 1989 t»

Greek Affairs for violating probation. The fraternity,

which was on a "trial colony run." was banned from

campus after holding an unauthorized keg party, a

violation of University regulation*

Theta Chi was the second fraternity to be banned

that academic year by Greek Affairs the overseer for

the system. In October 1988, Alpha Tau Gamma lost

Greek status because of a hazing incident. The frater

nity has not sought reinstatement

President Mike Rowe said Theta Chi, which

reorganized as the North Pleasant Street Social Cub

after its status was lifted, has carefully revised the

structure of the house He said younger members with

more of a stake in the future of the house will hold

leadership positions rather than seniors who have a

"who cares" attitude.

"We have stricter policies and members that are

much more responsible." he said. "We also have a live-

,n advisor - the only fraternity on campus with one^

He said major improvements in the North Pleasant

Street house have also been made. Rowe said with the

financial support of fraternity alumni new windows,

decks and carpeting have been installed^

Rowe, a senior management major said the frater

nity during the past year and a half has operated as
J

CONTINUED ON PAGE 6

Dr. Alan Keyes
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Money for construction to be OK a
Rebuilt highway and third Harbor tunnel to survive budget talks

BOSTON (AP> - Money for a rebuilt highway and third

tunnel under Boston Harbor will survive budget summit

talks continuing today in Washington, House Speaker

Thomas Folev <D Wash), predicted.

Speaking to a group of Boston business leaders Mond.n

Foley said the secret budget summit between conn

smnal leaders and Bush administration officials must cut

spending programs and raise taxes on the economy will

be endangered.

But the multi-billion dollar reconstruction of the

downtown Central Artery here and completion of a third

tunnel under Boston Harbor will likely survive the budget

trimming. Foley said.

Touching on the importance of stimulating economic

growth by maintaining the nation's roads and bridges.

Foley said the Boston project was a part of a national

maintenance plan.

"My general concern for the advancement ot the in

frastructure does not exclude the completion of this very

needed project." Foley said to loud applause

Speaking to reporters after the speech. Foley said,

think the project is going to be completed He said^there

might be some reduction in the share borne by the federal

g
iTanoTher area of concern to the Northeast. Foley in

dicated that the participants m the budget summit are

cool to the idea of an oil import tax.

The proposal was aired last week by Sen Lloyd Bent

sen, D Texas, as one of several revenue raising measures

Northeastern lawmakers strongly oppose the idea since

their energydependent region would hear the brunt of the

cost while oil-producing states would benefit from higher

oil prices.
, , .

Foley is committed to secrecy on the details <»l the bud

summit, taking place at Andrews Air Force Base ou1

of Washington, DC. But he said proposals that ph.

ler burden on any one region or group of people would

not pass muster. ... i

\\ | n very concerned not to have special bi. plac-

ed on anv region of the country or on any group of people

as much'as that can." Foley said. "Were ^ t r^ i DM
of the fact that particular proposal would have a regional

impact." _ ,

The goals of the budget summit. Foley said, go against

the nature of most elected officials. In most cases, politi

cians want to improve federal programs and. if possible

cut taxes. The summit process. Foley said, require-

lawmakers to raise taxes and cut programs

The negotiators, who include House and Senate leader-

of both parties and Bush administration officials, have lit

tie choice, Foley said If they fail to reach an agreement

to cut $50 billion in spending by Oct, 1 automatic cuts

of roughly $100 billion would kick in

Foley said the key sticking point among the budget sum

mit participants is whether, in exchange for a Republican

backed reduction in the capital gains tax, the tax huh

ble
" which provides a lower income tax rate for the

CONTINUED ON PAGE 6
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Malone honored by students again
. ... . .U ~Wn,.t kic <~r>llt»ttinif>

FREE ADMISSION

Collegian photo by Toni Sandy*

Theta Chi

By COLLEEN JOYCE
Collegian Correspondent

University of Massachusetts School of Management Prtv

fessor James D. Malone has once again been named

Marketing Professor of the Year for the fifth time >n the

last eight years by his students.

Malone came to the University to teach and ad-

mintstrate ,n the Management Development Program of

Continuing Education ten years ago. He came to the

School of Management in 1984.

Because Malone teaches popular courses like bales

Management. Advertising and Fundamen^
Marketing most SOM students come across him in class

Prior to joining the University. Malone said he spent

28 years in the marketing industry, from salesperson to

vice president, enabling him to teach his courses from a

practical standpoint. , ,

"I like to do it that way because it enables me to lend

a balance from theoretical teaching to practical ex-

perience Malone said. "I like to make class as interesting

£ possible so that when they come, the atmosphere is

beneficial to the learning process

•'I want them seriously to get something out of it and

to come to class because they want to. not because they

Swan' Brown, a senior Marketing student, said,

"[Malone] is one of those professors that's really willing

to go the extra mile for you and really cares about his

students. He also adds to the class with his real life ex

perience and insight." -.,.«., _

"He really deserves this honor, said Tom Blake, a

UMass SOM graduate said. "He puts in his time and is

there anytime you want to talk to him, even for things

such as advice on career choices and resumes.

Malone said he cannot say enough about his colleagues.

students, and the University

"For ten years I've enioved teaching and as long as I'm

able to behere I will seriously continue to enjoy the

teachers, students, and atmosphere, he said

Professor James Malone
(ollrffian ntnff photo
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Silber, Weld victorious

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

"Under the Democrats who have controll-

ed our state government for the past

several years, Massachusetts has lost its

way. The politicians on Beacon Hill have

grown arrogant and cynical. Too many

years of unchallenged power. They re con-

cerned with only protecting their jobs their

patronage and their net programs. Weld

declared to cheering supporters.

Silber had been considered an underdog

to Bellotti. who won the endorsement at the

June Democratic State Convention and has

led in political polls through most of the

campaign. m

"Some must win and some must lose,

Pierce said. "The future of Massachusetts

depends on Republican victory in

November."

"A lot of cobwebs are forming at the

door." said Mosakowski. "The polls will be

open 13 hours and most precincts will be

luckv to get 350 people to vote all day. I be

voter apathy is absolutely terrible," said

Mosakowski.

Despite "low voter turnout", Mosakowski

said Precinct 5 was 'busier than most' with

a total voter turnout of 632 by the late

afternoon.

"I was surprised at the low turnout con-

sidering all the hype about the tons of peo-

ple who would be coming out this election,'

said Precinct 10 pollster Mary Andrews.

"It certainly didn't happen here," she

said.

Most precincts particularly noted the

'scarcity' of student voters. According to

Andrews, about 70 registered voters from

the Southwest North residential area had

cast ballots in precinct 10 and even fewer

had appeared at other precincts.

Riling"" 1 Collegiate Program
Tl.n nr,utr;im fllsO aSi

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

a program called Outreach, designed to

encourage Latino students in the

seventh and eighth grades to excel in

education. Staff members talk to both

students and parents to emphasize the

importance of education.

Groups of these parents and students

are brought to the university to see

firsthand the world of higher education.

The efforts of this program can help

decrease the 67 percent dropout rate of

Latino high school students, Ortiz said.

Rodriguez talked about their need to

truly reach the middle school age

students to emphasize the possibilities

that exist in education.

The program also assists students in

adjusting to life at UMass and suc-

ceeding in their academic studies. Ac-

cording to Ortiz, bilingual staff advisers

are always willing to help students to

offer academic, personal and guidance

counseling as well as financial advising.

These tutors are offered by the program

at no cost to the student.

Carmen Gutierrez, a graduate of the

university through the Bilingual Col-

legiate Program, described the program

as one in which "your progress is follow

ed closely." M .
_

"At the Bilingual Collegiate Pro-

gram," Gutierrez said, "students are

always welcome."
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THE BACK ROOM
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Sat. Sept 22, Miller Giveaways
& D.J. all night

Mondays 25c hot dogs during the game

Cable TV - Major Sports Channels

• Entertainment Saturday Nights

Thursday and Friday Night Free Hors D'oeuvres

COCKTAILS*FULL BAR*MUNCHIES
•POOL TABLE *

LUNCH (soup, salad, sandwiches)

limited dinner menu

V) Suu SUut, BdcUto^^ 323-S2 1 %
Rte. 202
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(Behind C & C Health and Fitness)
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RESEARCH
INTERVIEWERS
HiringNow ForThe SchoolYear

Interesting, part-time telephone assignments to collect

data on a variety of research topics Absolutely no sell-

mq involved. Flexible hours Sunday-Friday. 5-1 0pm, and

Saturday. 1 1am-5pm. Shifts up to 40 hours week avail-

able Choose your own schedule as long as you work 4

shifts a week (20 hours). Start at $500 per hour with paid

training and earn up to maximum $6.00 hr.

We re in the Mountain Farms Mall which is a stop on the

free bus line. Call between 11 am. and 4 p.m Monday to

Friday. 586-8635

Abt Associates Inc.

L

Telephone Research Center

Mountain Farms Mall. Rt 9. Hadley. MA 01035

An Equal Opportunity Employer
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You said you wanted to turn in papers that turn heads.

See how we listened.

Do you hive an urgm to spund your br—k on Bourbon

Look wtttf you can do on the IBM Personal System/2:

And with the easy-to-use preloaded software,

including Microsoft Windows " 3.0, writing papers

is only the beginning Just point and clirk the mouse

to move text. Create graphics, charts, even spread-

sheets, or do other projects like resumes and flyers.

Pius, the PS/2s and select printers art- available

at special student prices* .Vint impressive output

with the IBM Proprinter," IBM LaserPrinter E or

the Hewlett-Packard PaintJet' color graphics printer.

-».\B.»r>

MMliM^''

And if you buy before December 31, 1990, you'll

receive a Tim' Certificate entitling you to a round-

trip ticket for $149**/$249** Plus a free THel

Getaway* Student Discount Card application. Youl l

also get a great low price on the

PRODIGY' service.

If you want to start turning

heads with your work, there's really

only one place to turn ... the

IBM PS/2.

^.UNIVERSITY
MSTORE&

Open:
Mon.-Fri. 9-5 Sat. 10-3 Located in the Campus Center

Sector iravM Seolemw 16 1990 through December 19 1991 al "* tooowing rouno •£'""
•

» ^^mher ,? 1991 ^Mt% afP hm.red f are * non retundatote 14 0*1 •*»•'<«

p^*a* waoout dates and 0*** «™V' ''^«^%1^lT£l^el ir^..> . <* mfemahon* Bus****Mr^ Corpo.ai.on Manoros a
"ffig*

Wwn.s between Ih.MM OM6 26 -«M ^*^**~?£Z^£££T££« Company TWA « a regrtWred Mrvce mar* 0» Trans WorW Aj|im«Joc TWA^^sa
,**m^o«M«oir>n7arpwl.on Par,! J*

"••J**** ''f^r^TvT* m*al^SS^ «*PW^««Comp*v a p»tn»««pol IBM.nd Sears -BMPropTrrMer

TZZZXXX^^ olMcr^Corpor^ ^
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EDITORIAL/OPINION
me viewb_

ecppgt We're really not like that
'But we're not really like that. Honest-

ly, guys. We don't, uh, oh, God, this is so

embarrassing."

I said this more than once last year when

I was on exchange in England.

I have some bad news. The U.S. has an

image problem.

I know what you're thinking. "Noooooo

kidding." Some ofyou may even think that

we are the favorite scapegoat for the

world's problems. But I'm not talking

about that. I'm talking about what people

overseas think of us just from what they

see on television and in the cinema.

Pamela McCarthy

Fitting everything into life

I haven't taken Spanish in about 10

years," the woman sitting beside me says.

"How old are you?," I ask.

"Twenty -eight

Tuentv-eight?

I walked into Spanish 120 feeling ner

vous about participating in discussion, wor

rying about picking up a fifth class and

straining my mind over when I could

possibly find the time to pick up some more

hours at work.

The woman I sat next to did not look 28.

I really didn't care at the time, though

what, with all my worries, are yon

kidding?

David Erickson

The day was warm, and I had to rub the

sweat from my brow and temple every few

moments. I thought of how pleasant it

would be when October finally settled I

the valley. Its cool air dying the leaves,

plucking them from their branches. A cou^

pie of months later the first snowfall would

arrive. Pretty soon, I'd be praying for

spring.

I passed the back of my hand over my

forehead and it came away wet. Looking

at the woman. I noticed she didn't appear

comfortable in the microwave of a

classroom I also noticed there was

something naggingly familiar about her.

"Where did you take Spanish last.

"High school, back in New York.

The woman's name is Jill. She tells me

she's been waiting tables in Cape Cod for

what "feels like forever." but was actual

ly eight years. While working, she com

pleted two years of community college. I

find out she's an artist and that some of her

works have appeared in galleries on the

Cape. 1 ask her if they helped her pay the

rent. Grinning, she shakes her head.

Waiting tables wasn't for her. She didn't

want to end up being 55. still saying,

"What can I get you?" Through our conver

sation I discover that she has a seven year

old daughter and a five-year-old son.

"How do you like UMas
its all right. I'm glad to get home every

day, though.'*

Home is Belchertown, in an apartment

above a Chinese restaurant. She plans t<»

go and ask if they need help nights, but it

is hard with the kids.

I think, yeah, I know how hard it is to

find time to work.

Yeah, right

It suddenly dawns on me what is so

familiar about this 28-year-old mother of

two
> I A,

She reminds me of many people I used to

work with: many of them were Jills age.

working part time, wishing they had more,

wishing thev uere more, settling for what

they feel unfairlv stuck with, but always

maintaining a smile. Yet. they are all

unhappy
What can I get you?

Jill has a strength which separates her

from all these people. I cant help but ad

mire and respect her, regardless of how lit

tie I know her. I feel a need to advocate her

cause.

A minute later our instructor enters the

room and savs. "Buenos tardes!" I open my

notebook, hardly worrying about par

ticipating in class any longer.

Dai ui Erickson is a UMass student

When- 1 spent a year in Sheffield,

England I was mildly amused at the ideas

people had about us Yanks. I couldn't

understand how some people got the idea

that we were all rich, backstabbing, war

mongers who lived in a violent, crime-

ridden country

Then I turned on the tube. Then I check

ed out the film listings. I don't think I will

ever say "We're not all like that," so many

trillions of times again

At first I thought we just exported our

garbage to the British Then I realized t!

garbage was well-loved in the U.S.

Why do people overseas think our so

ty is so much more dangerous and violent

than theirs? Gee, I don't know. Could it be

the world according to Miami VkA You

know, that program where vice cops dress

like millionaire pimps and drive sports

cars, while killing people to pop music. I

don't know about any other city, but there

are always car explosions and shootouts in

volving well dressed cops and a cranking

musical score in Boston. Come on. Those

cops would never be seen again, they'd be

buried alive under a mountain of

paperwork
Of course, we also have movies to make

us seem like the rowdy rah rah Yankees

so manv folks think we are. Rambo flicks

for one. You know, the films where

Sylvester Stallone would grunt, drool, yell

and kill a bunch of Vietnamese and Com

munists. Gotta love those good ol' boys like

Stallone; they do so much for our image

We better not" have the gall to wonder why

everyone thinks we are always itching for

a fight - even if we're not currently

fighting with anyone.

The rich American? Look to Dallas,

Dynasty and Knots Landing. Watch a

television show where the characters have

sex. backstab, wear more sequins than

Michael Jackson ever saw in his life, have

sex, tease their hair, have sex and we

much make up that they need a cement

mixer to put it on. Watch that and don t

feel embarrassed. I dure you (And

remember, this is the country where Jackie

Collins' story Hollywood Wars got funding

for a TV movie I

All Americans are tan and hang out .it

the beach a lot. At least, according to

Baywatch they do. Never have I seen

lifeguarding look so glamourous One of my

housemates always insisted on putting the

god-awful waste of perfectly food celluloid

on. I think she did it to watch me - it was

on during dinner, and it was a real feat for

me to hold my food down

American vouth does nothing but have

sex and drink. We don't, according to

Porkx's and its ilk. American females con

stantlv show their breasts and squeal;

American males drink lots of light beer and

belch (okay, so in many instances, that I

truer, everyone has sex. but no one gets any

STDs and no one gets pregnant. We m
magical people in that respect. I suppo

Anv good American programs
|

time" on channel 4 - much like our own

Channel 2 <PBS>. Can you say kiefl ol

death? No one watches channels like that

because thev figure only a social outc

who has an extensive dead insect collection

watches it So in the United Kingdom, no

one bothers to watch some of our semi

intelligent hits such as th.

Kate and Allie and Thirtysnmething.T)

aren't perfect, but they are a far cry from

iiiomi Vice and Dallas

"Really. We're not like that Well, not all

of us

Read Pamela Met arthy «
ill 111 Mil « ».**••'*• «

Political commitment forgotten
In reference to Gayle Long's column

i "The Politics of Footbail." Sept. 17). I am

writing to offer the community the other

side of the story.

First, as a true connoisseur of the game

of football. I do not need Ms Long to re

mind me of the importance of opening day

However, her belief that opening day at

(Mass takes precedence over the ensuing

governor's race is one of the underlying

reasons that our state is in such a IM
Tuesday's election could change the

course of our state forever Therefore, it is

of the utmost importance that EVERY
registered voter chooses a candidate and

votes The political apathy anions

in this state and in the count

r

-t as

hig of a problem as the mismanagement on

Beacon Hill

Second, I believe that those fans, whom

Ms. Long says were unsupportive of the

literature, were in the minonU Main of

the people to whom I gave this literature

were enthusiastic about both the content

and its sponsors. Even those from whom I

sensed political dissention >eemed to at

t respect me for being committed and

trving to make a difference
*

(Jlen Caroline

President, LMass Republican Club

Questioning of Supreme Court nominee not deep enough
w

. . ... ...u:_u .iw,*! m.hlir dissemination of contraception. turn*»?**>* . * ~„.IQ„ i^i^m* that Justicee

Barring any startling revelations falling out of the

sky over the Senate Judiciary Committee, Judge David

Souter will be confirmed as an Associate Supreme

Court Justice in very short order.

How, one may ask, can such an important vacancy

be filled without more apparent scrutiny? Where^are

the personal freedom loving forces that combined to

St

Gra
R
nted

rt

muc
r

h of the attention the Souter hearings

deserve has been overshadowed by the Gulf crisis (a

coincidence, or some very key timing by the White

House staff?) and Souter's own taciturn and monkish

"Style has taken a lot of the sheen off the process as

weUlhe is no Doug Ginsberg). But President Bush s

first Supreme Court nominee, whose selection has the

opportunity to fully tilt the Court m a certain direc^

tiom surely deserves more questioning and senatorial

^Whv'are many Democrats on the committee giving

him such an easy time? It may be that many

Democratic senators are quite content with David

Sou^eT and would not mind him sitting on the High

C
°Dunnp 'V other morning's hearings our nominee

voiced su port for constitutional precedent-setting

casesincluding Miranda v. Arizona, the arrested per-

eo^eBUl of Rights, Baker v. Carr, which outlawed ger-

rymandering in Illinois and Griswald v. Connecticut,

which allowed public dissemination of contraception.

Judge Souter also expressed his support for pnyacy

codes and his disagreement with school prayer and ad

mitted to being mistaken for attempting to defend New

Hampshire's school prayer law in 1975 as the state s

attorney general. These all appear to be moderate, if

not progressive positions.

However, make no mistake. Judge Souter is no

liberal. We should not expect former Justices Warren

or Goldberg to suddenly reappear.

Jason Kofman

He has stated that he believes the death penalty is

constitutional, and he is certainly not expected to em-

brace affirmative action or comparable worth, although

he does appear to measure his responses during the

hearings with a sense ofNew England pragmatism and

common sense. Yesterday he even went so far as to ad-

mit that the New Hampshire school prayer law he

wanted to defend 15 years ago was a "Constitutional

defect." This is important because Judge Souter does

not seem to be following the conservative mold of the

long line of Reagan Supreme Court lemj.
It is a given that he is a conservativejuc^ And that

is inherent within the ideology of the Bush administra

tion However, it is a brand of conservatism that U

much different from the Reagan ideologue that Justus

Scalia and Kennedy, and to a lesser extent O Connor,

rt*Drt?*>e?nt .«

History shows us that certain "conservative justices

have ended up being quite liberal, like Justices

Btackmun, Stevens and Warren. So. maybe there is

something to the grumbling that appeared over the

weekend from many Reagan leftovers, who thought

Judge Souter was not taking a hard enough line in his

conservatism.

And maybe there is reason why many senators on

the Judiciary Committee are not giving him such a

hard time. Appearing as a conservative from New

Hampshire and a Bush appointee, we the people mav

have been handed a more moderate Justice-to-be than

we thought, dressed up in traditional conservatism

-

although it is difficult to believe that people like Chief

of Staff Sununu would be so supportive of a moderate

P
BuUudge Souter just turned 51 and will most like-

ly serve for the better part of two decades, and having

a consistent, pragmatic stable voice on the bench of

benches may be the legacy the Bush people and many

Democratic senators are looking for.

His appointment is a given, but we now know the

reasons behind the lack of opposition

Jason Kofman is a UMass student
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budget summit
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 3

•This is the main if not only sticking point," Foley said.

He said he would personally oppose a capital gains cut,

"if it has the sole effect of eliminating from higher income

Americans the Burden of deficit reduction

Republicans led by President Bush have long sought a

capital gains cut as a way to promoteJ^™^*™
stimulate the economy. The move would reduce the tax

onTofU8 earned by the sale of property such as real

estate, stocks, and artwork —§-—n- a
Democrats criticize a capital gains cut as primarily a

benetTt * the wealthy. But Democratic budget negotiators

have said they would go along if, in exchange, R^licanB

agree to some sort of tax increase on the wealthy. A

leading proposal would eliminate a current anomaly in

SSSTShich taxes the upper middle class at a 33 per

cent rate yet taxes the wealthiest Americans at a lower

28 percent level. The Democratic proposal would knock

the rate on the wealthiest up to 33 percent.

Summit participants, Foley said, should make sure that

whatever plan they draft spreads the burden evenly

among businesses and taxpayers of various income levels

Theta Chi
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 3

a boarding house but has continued charity pursuits^

Theta Chi. now among 22 UMass fraternities and

sororities, is active in children's causes and especially m
the American Heart Association.

Director of Greek Affairs Edward Korza said he granted

Theta Chi full recognition status with a year probationary

period because of the "comprehensive application sub-

mitted by the fraternity. He said he expects the fraterni-

tv to be a "model" other Greek houses will emulate.
'

"If something goes awry it's their neck on the chopp

ing block," he said. •They have to prove themselves as

an outstanding member of the Greek community

Korza said next September he will review the fraterni

ty's record and either recommend continued probation or

lift the restriction. .

Secretary Chris Litster said the fraternity will now im-

mediately start rush to bolster the sagging membership.

He said only eight original members now remain since

the group lost recognition.

"Things have changed with the fraternity and with the

organization of the fraternity." the senior French major

said. "And we have a house that looks good - and we want

to keep it that way.'*

Come to Zenith Data Systems

SOUND DECISIONS

VJ i ten*V|

Speakers In Our un

ZENITH DATA SYSTEMS INNOVATES AGAIN

Be sure to take part in the most exciting event on

campus. Just drop in for some fun and a chance to

win a Sony Discman with Speakers in Zenith Data

Systems* Rockin" Raffle!

Win A Prize To The Tune Of $10,000 In Our

SOUND DECISIONS MUSIC TRIVIA CONTEST!

When you stop by, youll also find out how you

can participate in the major musical event of the school

year -Zenith Data Systems' SOUND DECISIONS

MUSIC TRIVIA CONTEST! You could win a $10,000

Sony Surround Sound/Projection TV Home

Entertainment Center, a Sony Discman with Speakers,

a Sony Sports Walkman; or any of thousands of other

great prizes!

More Prizes Worth Singing About Just For

Stopping By!

In addition to a chance at winning a Sony Discman

in our on-campus raffle, you could take home a FREE

CD- featuring a variety of popular recording artists—

just for being one of the first 25 visitors to show up.

So get in line early!

Be Sure To Stop By And Find Out More

About Our SOUND DECISIONS MUSIC

TRIVIA CONTEST!

Hear Here:

September 18 & 19

at the

Campus Center

9:00am - 5:00pm

For more information on our SOUND
DECISIONS MUSIC TRIVIA CONTEST,

call 1-800-553-0559

Hurry! Contest Ends November 15, 1990!

ZENITH ri
data systems \-—\

Groupe Bull

^.UNIVERSITY
MSTOREft

m by ta_mm ,*,mmn^ .*.,*. *»£BgsaL^ffl^^SSgJfgJgNo purthmr necessary \*»d when

»75 00. tnmpw-l Dm. SI5 00 fUti

CLT

sw

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

He criticized how closely Barbara Anderson thejex-

ecutive director of CLT, has been watching the student

Government to enforce state campaign laws which for

b?dS£™mployees from using state facilities or funds

fofcampai^ purposes. The SGA must abide by these

C

To
a

gefherw
S

e can use the headquarters so that Ba,

bar! Anderson doesn't complain that weareusmg state

funds or standing on state carpet to fight CLT, Hite

^McQuilken said all students, in-state and out-of-state,

should raster in Amherst by Oct. 9 in order to vote

against the petition on Nov .6.

^ We should turn out in droves because this is a press-

"M^ch^tts^blic Interest Group has designated

Oc??andI SS 3 aVtheir voter registration drive days.

McOutlken encouraged students to abandon ' their

££**" reJrd of not^wEES*
Out of all age groups people of ^e l^^^JJ °£
age bracket have the lowest percentage of voters, he

"Indents attending the meeting established area

directors who will mobilize their residential area^ The

Squarter will prov.de a place for students to team

up the'efforts with the Town Democratic Committee

and the Campaign for Massachu^ Future, an

human services advocacy organization which has op

posed CLT.

YOU COULD BUY A HIGH PRICED SYSTEM

FROM ANOTHER COMPUTER BUSINESS...

OR YOU COULD BUY A SYSTEM FROM

ACI AND TAKE A VACATION!

>,»< ,mt it w tmmmu mama out mi's wg savimgs,

QIAIJTY SEMVKE AND HtKCHAKDISt B£K*£ tOV BW.

AMERICAN
COMPUTER
INNOVATORS

25* Triangle Street. Atiihff Hi. M \ »HHI2 540-0701

1JT

LEGAL PROBLEMS?
Call the Legal Services Center of

UMass!

Housing • Family Studini

Rights • Civil Rights •

Workers Rights • Criminal

and Consumer Law •

screen graphics
QUALITY SILK SCREENED SPORTSWEAR

AT REASONABLE PRICES
T-SHIRTS SWEATSHIRTS CAPS JACKETS
APRONS QOLF SHIRTS TEAM SHIRTS

COMPUTER GRAPHICS
IB ARMORY STREET

NORTHAMPTON, MA 01060

(413)584-2124 1 -600-287-21 24
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ARTS&LIVING
Cast shines
in Postcards
By GEORGE LENTZ
Collegian Staff

One of the great joys of being a human being is that

MUM of accomplishment affer a great struggle. Some

would argue that it's this very sense of achievement and

earned gratification that enables us to endure our troubles

in life But for those who have never felt the rewards of

labor - who have never had to work for anything - lite

is filled with verv little meaning. They look around and

recognise that they're living a privileged life, but for some

reason they don't feel it They're oblivious to their own

lives and eat out to find other means of gratification, ror

some that search for self-discoverv can lead to drugs.

Photo < ourt« •>* < olumhia Hit lur.-.

*rvl Streeo) is indignant that her mother, legendary star Doris Mann

Mike NiJhoU' Postcards from the Edge is a film about

that journey to self-discovery. Meryl Streep plays a troubl-

ed actress/the daughter of a successful but aging movie

queen (Shirlev MacLaine), whose only sense of sell

satisfaction stems from a cocaine habit. But when a one-

night stand with smooth talking producer Dennis Quaid

ends in a near-fatal overdose. Streep goes through rehab

and is later forced by the studios to live under MacLaine s

care if she wants to keep working.

The film is based upon Came Fisher's novel of the same

name which dealt with her drug addiction and her troubl

eTelaUonship with her mother, actress Debbie Reynold.

And even though Fisher maintains that both the book and

the film (adapted by her* are^iautob'°^P
^\

C
.

a4,°"

still sense a large degree of reflection. Much£ the f m

focuses on the mother-daughter struggle as Streep trits

to break free of the iron grip MacLame's been using to

mend their estranged relationship,^^pw pAG£

Now Playing

Cinema
Paradisio

MotvThur one show
7:30

Fri-Sun two shows
7:00 and 9:15

[student discount with|

valid ID

$2.50

RUSH PIKEI
THE FRATERNrrY WITH ACOMMITMENT TO

EXCELLENCE

FALL 1990 OPEN RUSH
September 17, 18, 19, 25, 26 8- 10 P.M.

418 North Pleasant Street 549-6251

ALL UNIVERSITY
MEN WELCOME

Open for

Lunch and
for OO ^ jOpen to 3AM

CARRY OUT COUPON

Buy ONE, Get ONE

DELIVERY COUPON
Buy ONE, Large

or

Buy Any Large Pizza Or
12" Pan Style Pizza and Get
One of equal or lesser

toppings for 99c!

Good on Carry Out only Not Good

With any other offer Expires 11-3090

12" Pan Style Pizza,

and get ONE of

lequal or lesser

toppings for

Amherst
256-8911

delivered
m 30 mm or lew

Not good with any other ofter

E*p*es 11-30-90

EXCELLENCE IN

JAPANESE CUISINE
COOKED AT YOUR

TABLE
Two Oinners for $15

ltd Stea» & Chicken Comi

includes soup salad, veg noodles

steamed nee tea and icecream

Celebrating 8 years of quality service

OF JAP***
_ _.

Regular Menu available

Two Dinners for $18
Shnmp & Scallop Combo Dinner

Includes soup salad veg

noodles steamed nee tea and

icecream

Specials available Tue .

Wed . Thurs . Fit, and

all day Sunday 2-9

Cocktails and
Oriental Drinks

Open Tue.- Sal.

at JOOpm
Sundaya at 2:00

Ctoeed Mondays
413-66S-362R

Reservations Welcome

ADVOCATEBEST
VALLEY
READERS POU-

1 9 e o
I M Pi »Ct

Five Times!

Computertied upper

body conditioning

Ultimate low Impact
aerobic machines

Donna Kelley

AAFA IDEA certified

"Biq enough to afford the best equipment but small enough to know your name

[[LIFECYCLES

__ LOOKING FOR COLLEGE
______ ASSISTANCE? LOOK IX >

^aH|t MR P0RCE ROTC

W____\T0__ M> You may be eligible lor

__W_____\____W^ scholarship that can pay lull

^JK^L^^ college tuition, textbooks, lees

^^L^K^ and $100 each academic month

^k^ Best of all. your future will get a boost~
that lasts a lifetime You'll respond to the chal-

lenge to become a leader, graduating with a cornm.s-

sionX Air Force officer - an individual with solid man-

agement skills and an unlimited future

This can be your world through Air Force ROTC

Contact

CAPT RODLY J. MILLET
413545-2451

Leadership ExeeSefKe Starts Here



Good Advice

Honest Price.

2fe 3fc *#

screening room

University of Wisconsin

Platteville

NEW!
BostonAcoustics HD5'

and HD7 Speakers

HD5 $143/pair

HD7 ^189/pair

ONKYO TX-81

1

Receiver

$185

ONKYO DX-1 400

18-bit CD Player

CONTINUED FROM PAGE^7
hat MacLaine,

claim., "I came '">" ^*<" ™l^d£ trying to

i?^jSKS3SSi- aamit., ". can,

feel my life anymore. d away
It should be mentjonedthaW*£ar* t.

&^^
from being an allKmtarama,b^ause gcreen

ful satire directed by °~^^"^ "ielf as their

satirists, Mike Nichols JJith
HoU^oo^ ^ed

main target, Nichols and Fisher attack tne g
,

h

nature and^}^.^^^^cUt most

ner that's as disarming as
J*

» J»anou and
ofthe laughs and much of the nm^ar a

MacLaine who are Rational toge her g ^^
Tottlrb^ «" f0rCC °f a

than just poke fun -^E^K^*-' we
'

re

w&£*&«* -r p/a-
v,n

*
at Mount Farms

torn of Ike °^™;. . tobH(inin December with Michael

grS^dtarLtBrSan reprising their n,.«>.

(Mr Cat*** Todiy ««ri wte*/MC
^

,'„
jn. iw 800861

Or.ruSflSZOOtD
uja tare »»• #70fr* i«

$187

onkyo TA-W200
Dual Cassette Deck

Fully Calibrated!
Alec—^FwJ>TWW'l>"*'

DON
STAY

HOM

Five College delivery available.

Til
IMfta* Place • 351 Pleasant . Northampton • 5M-9547 . VISA & MasterCard accepted

hr hitterswisss*! '

SrrfyAks*

MKncrlUi

Bound Tnp* **« •*» *•» •*>*• *

London
Paris

San Jose C.R.

Bangkok
Hongkong
Tokyo
Student and Faculty ?•'•

Taxaa not included Ra*tr<tK>ns app-

ly Faraa tobfacl to changa On* way*

.Haw Work/Study abroad pro-

gram* International student and

,MC
^RAIl PASSES ISSUED ON

THE SPOT'

FREE Student Travel Catalog'

Budweiser Suitcases

24-12 oz. cans
$11.49+ Dep

Super Location, Super Prices

Scott's Liquors!

$6.39

Knickerbocker Beer

24-12 oz. cans
$6.99+ Dep

$6.99

Michelob Reg-Light-Dry

12-12 oz. cans
$6.39-1- Dep

Captain Morgan Kahlua Liquet

Spiced Rum 75X J^
750 ml $10.99

$6.99

$13.49

$6.99
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THE FAR SIDE

By GARY LARSON
BONES IN THE BARREL
By J. GELLER 8c M. ROSENZWEIG
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DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE

Edited By TRUDE MICHEL JAFFE

'
-that new biketf you can

answer just one ^est:on-

Wha+'s the average n»nta/^

in the Amazon Basm?

r 1 9*3 C**OnCa» t SetturM

1 r
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• o •
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CALVIN AND HOBBES By BILL WATTERSON

*jVtS WE
MMUUcSSQK

PKETTi GOOD

I thihv;

CAIN IW sets

TV*. «JEA NC*N

1 TOOK. PEWWtS AND 5UWID

v*ow Kmh and ^vjbtrkoihg
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ACROSS
1 — ol the earth

5 Tneda
9 New England

cape
12 Middle Eastern

titles

14 North Carolina

college

15 Singe

16 Musical from a

Shavian play

18 Wisdom
19 Judgment
20 — a small

hotel

22 Bites

23 Covers
24 Prototypes

27 Visitors from

Mars
28 Say yes

29 Aida and Ark.n

30 TV S LA
33 God ol war

34 In a hurry

35 Pari of a china

sel

36 — culpa

37 Corday s victim

38 Wash cycle

39 Siiti 'abnes

41 Ta».e umbrage

42 Give My — to

Broadway
44 Offspring AoDr

45 LOOS and

Louise

46 F.iieted

50 Scaie starters

51 vehcie to*

Barbra and
Carol

53 Mistortunes

54 Words ot

understanding

55 Thai e g
56 Western

hemisphere org

57 Sunday seating

58 Root part

DOWN
1 Ditto

2 Irving and
Carter

3 S«*rs
transport

4 Recrmts

5 Hits a homer

6 Wings

7 Steiger or

Stewart

8 — Goes
Cole Porter

musical

9 Broadway s

long-running

smash with A

10 Sculled

1

1

Kind ot code

13 Figure ol

speech
15 Former Met —

Jones
1 7 Sounds trom

the beyond

21 Formal

legislative

opinion Abbr

23 Diagonal

24 Yes —

'

25 Fa^ytaie heavy

26 Musical about

songbirds

27 AKa
29 Lew who

played Dr

Krfdare

31 Part Ot NAACP
32 Sharpen

34 Deprivation

35 Reveal

37 Variable star

38 Grayish green

40 Author Joyce

Carol

41 Cole Porter s —
Sweeney

42 One ot the

media

43 — Gay historic

D^ane

44 Rat'Or.S

46 Piayed a

trumpet

47 Lamb s pen

name
48 Eastern

European

49 Auid lang —
52 Journal

ending
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MENU

TANGELO PIE

Ah Ucllo, roomm*rt*
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By TIM SNUTEN

Thrtwak ftSWww^I"ST»nf ^ ^^ ^^
rr,u life fof^Wr. A urorwkr--

LUNCH
Deli Ham on Water Roll

Boston Burger

DINNER
Rib Roast of Beet

Chicken Cordon Bleu

we Are W J""i*°
Merino* it.

^Kc jump tS>

crime.

i 4

BASICS LUNCH BASICS DINNER

Tomato and Egg Sandw.cn Country Strudel

Garden Ch* Broccol. and Cheese)

Chicken

YOUR DAILY HOROSCOPE
By JEANE DDCON

PRICE
By PRICE VAN RAY

Smirnoff Vodka \o.YY ,, , ^ ^ ^
80 proof 175 L

9^-^ $10.99
$13 49

WE WANT TO BE YOUR FAVORITE LIQUOR STORE

6 University Drive, Newmarket Center, Amherst

Diagonally Across from the UMass Stadium

Plenty of FREE Parking

Telecheck for Your Personal Check

We Have It
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Free weights:

Press Ahead!

^*!5*ar?2
584-4975

) Northampton
SNautiIus, Inc.
* 216 North King Street

Northampton

Acrob.cs»N3u1ilus«Lilccycles
• Tanninq'Frec Weights

Call for Information

_J (M<»c^ TVApri W) Answ«*

bumw co»t«pond©nce prompt

V r» vou cotAJ tniM out on a gotoen

^jportunity A Oved or» * action*

ma** a tough dscwon much

easier idle oo«© coutd up»et m
portont plan*

TAUtUS (AprH 2O-M0V 20) Be

careful Sectet transactions couW

put you m a Otxj The monev vou

recerve m^ant not oewortn the

sacrifice vou must make Do i

pursue personal pleasure* af tne

expense ot your career

OfMINI ••
. une20) Social

events are espeaoty enjoyable

now Pomonce anre* you th*.

glow, ana you are eager tor

tortght s activities to get under way

Listen to an expert when it comes

to financial decisions

CAMCII (June 21-July 22) Catch

up on chores you hove been trying

to ignore Those closest to you go

along with your plans Business

associates are surprsingry eager to

work with you Be aware of hidden

motives

LIO (Jutv 23-Aug 22)
tn? mnv

nent arrival of someone special

couW be responsfcle for your gooa

mood today »ety on your own et

forts to resolve any difficulties A

friend s advice may be

inappropriate

VltOO (Aug 23-Sept 22) TNs

busy day could find you involved

with meetings and travel The end

result win be t-nghly favorable You

mav decide to cancel your social

plans and relax at home this

evening

LIMA fnonccl

matters are eos*w to nana** now

Be proud o' tour ta»ents and

3D*tie* Others w* not reawe fx *

feotry good you are ft you constant-

jownpiay o* dismiss yc

accon^shments

SCOMMO (Oct 23Nov 2

people to share m a <J*

coutt earn big monev 'or everyone

involved A practical ong fonge

approoch meets with great suc-

cess Romance and good luefc go

hand-in hand now

SAOITTAKIUS (Nov 22-De

vou mav feet «ke kicking yourse*

over an investment Stop looking

bacW vou ore entemg a period of

great promise and good times

Romance beckons

CAPftlCOftN (Dec 22 Jan W)

Keep a low profile if you fee) you

may have overstepped you

authority Exercise leaves you teet-

mg fit your mate deserves to be

tc*d the truth about a financial mat-

ter Speak up

AQUARIUS Jon 2O-Fe0 18) A

visit or phone cai leaves you walk-

ing on on The future looks brighter

than ever Answer mvftatrons pro-

mptly A mixup m messages couid

upset your social plans Run an im-

portant errand

PtSCfS eb 10 -March 20) lov-

ed one could distract you from

work Better announce vour

priorities and stick to them Travel is

rconvement but could prove hjghty

profitable Postpone signmg legal

documents
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Creative ideas sought for library murals
By JULIE LIVINGSTONE
Collegian Staff

'Walk! Don't Ride! Conserve Energy."

There is incentive for this in the

stairwells of the University of

Massachusetts Tower library.

The mural project in the library began

as a part of Masstransformation in 1986.

Murals, forty each measuring roughly six

feet by eight feet, were done by Art Depart-

ment students at the landings between

floors in each of the two interior stairways.

Originally, placement of the murals was to

discourage the offensive graffiti that

covered the walls.

The Library Art Committee ofUMass is

now accepting proposals for murals to be

installed in five additional stairwells and

in the lobby of the 26th floor of the library.

William Markey. chair of the Library Art

Committee said the competition is open to

all registered undergraduate and graduate

students at the University. Students will

receive $250 for each stairway mural

selected and $1500 will be awarded for the

winning scheme for the elevator lobby.

Measurements for the actual space to be

covered in the stairway landings is approx-

imately six feet by eight feet and may be

designed for specific landings or location

may be left to the discretion of the Library

Art Committee. The approximate scheme

for the elevator lobby should measure 10

feet by 25 feet and may consist of a series

of integrated panels or one four-wall mural.

Students may submit a proposal either

individually or as a group for the elevator

mural. Proposal specifications state: "Pro-

posals for the stairway murals must be sub-

mitted as scale images with no dimension

greater than 36 inches nor less than 12 in

ches. Proposals for the elevator lobby must

also be scale images and might include a

mock-up."

Materials used must not violate state fire

and health codes.

Markey said the competition will be

For Older Undergraduates

25+ CLUB
Did you know that there are

more than 1500 undergraduates at

UMass age 25 and over? Let's get

together at an..

Introductory Meeting

Wednesday, Sept. 19

8:00 pm
Campus Center 174-176

Discussion of Activities

Socializing

Refreshments

juried by a group composed of two faculty

members, a graduate student from the

Graduate Arts Student Association, an

undergraduate from the Undergraduate

Arts Student Association (which is nearly

defunct) and the chair and secretary of the

Library Art Committee.

Faculty members from the Art Depart

ment will act as advisors on the proposals

and monitors of the mural execution.

Schedule: October 15, proposals due at of-

fice of the Director of Libraries — Richard

J. Talbot.

November 1, students are notified of the

jury decision.

December 15, murals are to be completed.

Further details can be obtained by con

tacting Markey at 545-0058.

Money for the competition was derived

from UMass Arts Council, Art Depart

ment, library, and the Graduate Student

Senate. Any and all funds donated will be

utilized as cash awards.

"The only way the library benefits is by

the art work there," Markey said.

+++++
***********

1

Needs Writers

Come down and ask

for Jody or Julie

OR
Call 545-3500

i}.!}.wwwww
***********

RESTAURANT and LOUNGE
tp> /!/ie

The Top of the Campus has great food, fantastic service, weekly drink

specials, an extensive lounge munchie menu and a spectacular view

of the campus, all yours to enjoy in a pleasant, relaxed atmosphere.

Eleventh Floor, Lincoln Campus Center

549-6000 ext. 7536

Lunch: Mon.-Fn. 11:30 am-2 :00 pm: Dinner: Tues.-Sat 5:00-9:00 pm

Cocktails: Mon.-Fri. 11:30 am-12:30 am; Sat.-Sun. 3 pm-12:30 am

VAMIMThi) PARMNi. IS

ATTACHKD GARAC.I

Jr j

The University Store announces

AutoCAD

the world's most popular design and drafting program for

desktop computers and workstations, at special educational prices.

A trained representative will be on the Campus Center concourse

Thursday, Sept. 20, and Friday, Sept. 21, to answer questions and

give demonstrations on the entire Autodesk product line.

Ill
AUTODESK

^.UNIVERSITY
MSTORE&
Available to students, staff, or faculty of

The University of Massachusetts. Amherst

Rugby takes one from BC
By DAVE SZPILA
Collegian Correspondent

The University of Massachusetts rugby

club came back from a first half deficit to

defeat the Boston College Eagles 13-7 last

Friday night. The win was the first for the

club since last fall.

Down 4-3 after one half of play, and hav-

ing to deal with a crowd of BC fans totall-

ing close to 1,000, UMass rallied.

Mark Finley took the opening kickoff 60

yards to the BC 22. This set up a penalty

kick by Bob Hill, putting UMass up 6-4.

BC came back, however, and with seven

minutes to go, kicked a field goal of their

own, putting them up 7-6.

UMass used its size, kept on the offensive

attack. The BC defense finally broke down

and Bob Hill kicked his third penalty of the

game, giving UMass a 9-7 lead. This would

prove to be all UMass needed for the

victory.

UMass scored once more on a weak side

try by Bob Carney. ^^_

field hockey
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 12

pressure well, have good speed up front,

and control the middle of the field well."

The Minutewomen have been working

hard this week to correct some of their

sloppy play. What Hixon needs to get

her team to do is relax, she said After

Saturday's game against James

Madison University, Hixon was unhap-

py about how her team seemed to panic

in certain situations.

"1 feel it's gonna be a great game."

Gladu said. "It's gonna be fast paced.

I'm excited.

Everybody's
Gotta Have
A Gang...

**

}

HAVE WE GOT A DEAL
FOR YOU M .

You have the capacity to

lead others - we have the

capacity to develop it.

You have a great fr iendship

to share - we have the op-

portunity to share it

You have the potential to

enrich the lives of others -

we have the potential to

develop it.

The leadership, friendship

and service you begin with

us will take the rest of your

life to finish

Atn |3&

$&y
Stop by oor office

» Student Union Rm. 415A

«P 545-2068 or call Eric at 253-4135

OPEN RUSH
Wednesday, Sept. 19, 7:30 p.m.

Thtirs, Sept. 20, 7:30 p.m.

Monday, Sept. 24, 7:30 p.m.

Tuesday, Sept. 25, 7:30 p.m.

Student Union 415A
BE A LEADER Alptja #hi CDmega

BE A FRIEND
BE OF SERVICE

Order your college ringNOW

JOSTENS
AMERICA S C O L L t C

NATION*
K.APP4

FRATERNITY
CHAPTER

Date: Sept. 24-28 10am-4pm, Deposit required. $25.00

at the University Store, Mon-Fri jgj-T_

Me«t with yovir JmMM represent aii\.- far lull I » &
See «.ur iimfliTr ring aefactfcw oa diaplBj ia rour college book*

CLASSIFIEDS
ACTIVITIES

BOLTWOOO PROJECT
Fun *?t»m»s credit Work * "

and dtwotopmentaity delayed people

Meeting tonight 7PM room 917CC

MSA GENERAL MBETING
Wednesday Sept*"*** 19

9 30PM F*W mam lounge

tormmg commifllM tor upcommg •vents

open to att students

HUNT FOR REO OCTOBER
ptay.no at tne Campus Center Auditorium

530 800 & 10 30PM
Wed Sept 19th $2 50

KUNG-FU l KARATE CLASSES!
beginners meet Mon-Fri

hx into call 774 4179

ask tor Stuart

MODEL UNITED NATIONS hrst general

meetmg Wednesday Sept 18 1990 .n

Hertor 201 at 7PM tor more mto caH Alex

6-5893

RUSH ALPHA PHI OMEGAI A Nal.onalCa

ed Serv.ce Fraternity' CC415A 7 30PM

Sept 19 20 24 ft 25 All welcome'

TRAIN WITH US''

Learn sell defense A teamwork

Tae Kwon do meets Mon & wed
$30-8 30PM Call Marty 6 7003 Mane

6-1622

ANNOUNCEMENTS

BED AND BREAKFAST Downtown

Amherst ideal tor visiting parents and

triends 549-5961

CLASS OF 94 Seize the day T-shirts

Pick up yours Rm 304 University Admis

sions Center

THE FIRST INSTITUTE OF INDUSTRIAL

ENGINEERS meeting will be held m

Marston 21 1 at 4 30 today' Free pizza"

VIETNAMESE STUOENT ASSOCIATION

General meeting on Wednesday Sept 19

7 30 room B2 Thatcher All freshmen are

AUTO FOR SALE

1971 T-BtRO ACFM PS/PB 90 OOOmi runs

great $600 or beat o«tor Call Tammy
549 2786 must «s«

197aOMC8«RRA1S
8 fteetsrde Sapeed V6
power steering/brakes "?ton

$1 200 584 9618 call after 2 30PM

1979 SAAB 900GLE
4 speed sunroo*

must sell $2000 bo
(413)865-8119

1978 BUICK SKVHAWK hatchback $400

as is 549 6333 6-8PM

1960 BUICK CENTURY LIMITED $750

665 7492

1962 DODGE 400 CONVERTIBLE white

with red interior 64 000 miles Very dean

$2 800 546-31*2

1962 TOYOTA STARLET
12000 or B'O 535 2322

1963 NISSAN SENTRA WAGON. 83M m.

reliable. $900 253-7122 eves

1984 SUBARU 67000 mi AM/FM asking

2300 days 1-446-7578 rotes 1 298-4753

19*4 4WD SUBARU STATION WAGON
95500mi good mechanical cond .

some

rust all leather tires 1969 muffler

$2200'BO Jenny 259 1318. 5-7PM

Mon-Thurs

1987 HONDA CRX Runs great Excellent

condition 50 MPG Must Sell $*500

566-7163

1968 FORD RANGER excellent condition

5speed 40.000 miles $4,800 253-0770

IS IT TRUE. . .jeeps tor $44 through the U S
for facSoV-.Vc5- to7?o=7.< 60.^5745 E«

s598

AUDIO

TWO 200 WATT top of the line Boston

Acoustic Speakers Very cheap tan

253^2728

CONDO FOR SALE

UNBELIEVEABLE! Townehouse 2

bedroom 1"! bath Reduced to $62,000'

Joan Rosner DH Jones 549-3700

FOR A GOOD TIME CALL...

RACK A-DtSC the best entertainment DJ's.

video, bands dorm/house specials call

586-9900 anytime

FOR RENT

FRIDGE RENTALS call R*P 25*9742

HELP1 Beautiful spacious apartment tor

rent A must see with new rug and ao-

pbanoas A trt»M«$B2S00/monm^ includes

heat and hoi watof CaH anytime 549-1397

HUGE ROOM m beautiful house tor 1 2 peo-

ple Full bath and walk in closet 1'' miles

from campus Non smoker $155 tor 2 $280

lor 1 » utilities 549-421

1

MALE TO SHARE ROOM IM
256-1659

ONE BEDROOM APARTMENT at 177 N
Pleasant St Quiet $436 per month includes

heat 256-3457

SINGLE ROOM
house m N AmherM
167 50 549-6650

TOWNHOUSE APARTMENT 2 bedroom
• baths on bus route Can 1567 1362 and

leave message

FOR SALE

CHECK OUT ACI S great deals on Com
puter Systems. Cables Hardware and Ac

Leiaonei H you're m the market tor a 100**

IBM Compatible computer, we manufacture

a complete line of systems It tow price. nigh

quality and personalized on-site service are

all concerns no one compares with ACt

Conveniently located in downtown Amherst

next to Baybank

CUBE FRIDGE
great lor dorms
call Julie at 546-3967

LARGE REFRIDGERATOR (twice the size

of most dorm fridges) freezer section, exc

cond will deliver. $90/bo 256-3192

SAX FOR SALE Bundy II Alto student

model Great shape $500 or best offer

566-3100 ext 4364

TOSHIBA MICROWAVE- good small unit

Great tor dorms Asking $75 Ca* SWw»
549-4756

FOUNO

ATTENTION NEW STUDENTS- personal

Hemsm * The New Students Program!!**

summer may be picked up at the New

Students Office 304 University Admiss

Center

CALCULATOR found Monday an Cape Cod

Lounge Call 256 1479 to describe and

claim

WATCH found in front of Barttett

Cat) Christine at 546 4975

HELP WANTED

SLEEP WITH THE BEST
say goodnight to the rest

full size futon and frame
$150

we'll beat other bozos by 5H
Metawampe Furniture

1-800-3-FUTON-1

1989 SMITH CORONA PWP 3000:

features word processor and typewriter

options comes with disks and paper

printer included $700 value asking $500 bo

call 542 3032

AIR NATIONAL GUARD part-time member

ship offers fantastic benefits' Part-time jobs

available in a wide variety of career fields

Earn $300 or more your first year' Jom your

local Air Force in WMtheto Other ben*;'

include 100% free college tuition G I Bill

retirement, free plane travel and more Men

and women without prior service are eligi-

ble to torn through age 34 Veterans of all

services usually eligible into then 40 s Call

your recruiter to see if you quality No

obligation, no pressure Jobs guaranteed

belore you enlist Call anytime

413-566^9215 or toll tree 1 800-AlR 9151

EARN UP TO $500/WEEK
helping students obtain Visa Mastercard

Send tor free information American F.nan

cial Services 117 Park Drive Suite 40-c.

Boston MA 02215

EARN UP TO $20,000 A MONTH!
If you are a motivated person and wish to

be an entrepreneur, don 1 let this opportuni

ty slip past you A multi level marketing

company is looking lor executive

distnbutors Be your own boss make you'

own hours' for more into call 549-4349

EASY WORK! EXCELLENT PAY!

assemble products at home
call tor information

504-641-8003 ext 598

RJLL TIME POSITION available Excellent

base salary plus bonuses Fluency <n any

African Indian, Korean, or Middle Eastern

dialects a plus Contact Lanny Perron

Metropolitan Lite (413)567 1248

INNOVATIVE MARKETING PROGRAM
needs sales rep tor UMass Market Ex

cedent $$ opportunity Local advertising ex

penence necessary Call Gary at

1-800 874 5005

NEED A BABYSITTER' responsible educ

maior able to sit on nights and we* •

Please call 549-9311 -Gretchen

NEWSPAPER DELIVERERS needed for

UMass dorms No car required Mornings

7-8AM Good pay 7dayVwee* 25*7009

Evenings

PART/FULL TIME JOBS '

ment 1 40-60/day' Call Sam 256 6434

INTERNSHIP

RECEIVE CREDITS LEARNIN
muse/entertainment industry Rack-A-Disc

needs interns tor talUspnng 20 hrs^rk 6

credits 566 9900

LOST

3 RINGS m Boyden women s Hxker room

reward 549-8262 leave message

GOLD RING cash reward sentimental

value leave message tor Lynda 538-2931

after 4 00PM

HELP i keep bumping mto things' Have you

seen my glasses'' 6-1937

PANASONIC WALKMAN reward call

549-5997

MANICURES

ROOMMATE WANTED

S156« PER MONTH own room quiet

non*mo*er Shane 253-349B

FOR DOUBLE ROOM »l Apr

CaH 549^1224

SOUTH DEERFIELO 2 bdrm Apt on bus

une $300 665-6230 545 1028

SERVICES

DO YOU NEED SPANISH HELP'
Tutoring available tor intermediate I

vanced can Gwvi 549-0071

STUOV ABROAD IN AUSTRALIA
lion on semeste' summe' an -

programs All run under 86000 CMICurtm

University 1 800-678 3888

PREGNANT'
Need a pregnancy test information or sup-

port' Call tor tree and confidential «•••

ALTERNATIVES L3 Mam Si Northha

566-3000

TRAVEL

EARN CREDIT SCUBA DIVING'

Basic cou'se star's 9*10 $195

Adv course starts 9M» $170

Sport cou^- $360
5*9-8*01

SPECIALLY PRICED $5 by experienced

UMass student 5*9-2682

MOTORCYCLES

1983 YAMAHA SECA 400 runs good

new tires, battery $450rbo 5*6-0833

PERSONALS

KATH IS BACK IN TOWN md now She S

legal' Have a great 21 si celebrate m a huge

way' Love ya (kind of") Beck

KELLY- It was great meeting you Saturday

on the football held Would like to cheer with

you again sometime » interested call Scott

6-7104

NOEL HATFIELD Congratulations on your

pinning' Last Saturday was great too.

Thanks'

Fo» further

ONEWAY American Ain.nes ticket

Hartford Seattle December 21 1990 ex

ceBen! pr.ee 1*13-562 2582 (after 3)

TYPING

QUICK. ACCURATE. EFFICIENT S Deer

field 10 mms from Amhers! Worth

reasonable prices' 665 *501

TRANSCRIPTION. $10Vhr typing $2/pg

545 1188

TYPING WORD PROCESSING. $1 50/pg

Free pickup and delivery Laser printing and

copying available KCommunicahons

2566373

WORDPERFECT- last and reliable

spellcheck call Tim 546-5472

WORDPROCESSING-Fast Professional

Reasonable rates Free pick up and

delivery Call Nancy 367-9437

PIZZA

COLLEGE PIZZA
FALL SPECIAL

small cheese $3 50

large cheese $5 99
2 loppings only $1 more
must mention this ad'

549-6073 549 6098



SPORTS
Boston College beats back UMass
-l^VlJ

, ,. i.„ „.. « «,P11 as I was hoping," coai

I'nllrgiMn file photo

Senior outside hitter Nancy Sullivan and the

University of Massachusetts volleyball team were

beaten bv Boston College yesterday. UMass will

visit Central Connecticut Thursday

loss of starting setter hurts

By LIOR BEN AHARON
Collegian Correspondent

Heading into Boston College last night the UMass

women1
"

volleyball team knew the type of team they

would be facing. After all, it had only been a week earlier

rhaUh^nufewomen faced the Eagles at the Universi-

\tf^ a1onSon match because both teams had

been Locked out of the tournament, and UMass lost in

th

rnCrtt
ht

Ct
e

ford tournament, however the

Mmut "women improved a great deal and showcased the tr

frnprovemL by finishing a strong third- a tournament

at Brown University this past weekend.

M the same time, Boston College*-«£22 whet
awakening at another tournament in W i*consin. « ntire

tlTev lost fhree straight matches to Loyola of Chicago,

Wisconsin, and Bradley respectively

The stage was set for UMass to take revenge on the

Eaeles or the,r earher meeting. But it was no to be as

the
g
M«nlwomen once again fell to Boston College three

games to none, last night in Chestnut Hill.

We didn't make out as well as I was hoping," coach

C
The first

d
ga
a

me. which Ford said was "our best game,

"

ended up a'toTgh 15-10 loss for the UMass team.

-After that. BC played better and we didn't improve as

the rn\tch went on" said Ford. "We just couldn't get our

°
UMasfSt on to lose the next two games and the

match 15-8 and 15-5.

One of the reasons the Minutewomen could not get go

ing was the absence of starting setter Angle Paolucci, who

is out again indefinitely with a virus

•

It really puts us at a disadvantage, [losing] her setting

abilities and her leadership, even though she is a

l^hman;' Ford said. "We're a little out of sync, it's very

difficult to play with a new setter.

Ford was also impressed with the play of the Eagles

middle blockers Jennifer McEnroe and Allison Glovina

M well as Jennifer Smith.

"They just played well, BC is very tough she said

Unfortunately, the road ahead is a tough one for the

Minutewomen; Ford conceded "Our schedule only gets

t0u£ volleyball, now at 2-9, will travel to Central Con-

necticut on Thursday.

VISIl Lfnirtii 1/wiuna.Hvw . ..— j-

Men's soccer faces test
Dartmouth team is nationally ranked

• »»l D„«U .»••£» a c/ilirl fvffM

ByGftEG sukiennik
Collegian Correspondent

After finishing a four game homestand at

2 -•' the University of Massachusetts men s

soccer team begins a stretch of three road

games today against Dartmouth in

Hanover. N.H. The match kicks off at 4

p.m. VT

The Big Green, ranked seventh in New

England, are currently 1. They tied

Pennsylvania 0-0 on Sunday. UMass coach

Jeff Gettler saw that game, and was duly

impressed bv Dartmouth's play.

It was one of the best collegiate games

Ive seen in the past two years." com-

plemented Gettler "We'll need to play well

to win tori

Dartmouth has several weapons to resort

to on offense Two of t he bigger threats are

defenders Todd Gibby. a senior, and junior

John Milne Both are a solid 6 foot 4, and

coach Bobby Coark loves to bring them up

field on "re-start" plays (i.e.. corner, m
direct and direct kicks) to utilize their

height and size advantage.

Kichie Graham and Danny Sankar. both

forwards, are also players the Minutem. n

will have to watch out for. according to Get^

tier They were Dartmouth^ second and

third leading scorers last year,

respectively.

Gettler said that the Big Green r. 1> on

a quick zone defense and a flank oriented

offense "They play to the corners and then

cross the ball into their big guys. Peter

McEvoy i UMass' sweeper I
will need to play

back a little more," he said

"We've got to move the ball well, add

ed Gettler "They send two or three players

at every ball in the midfield. We II need

quick midfielders if we're to do well. But

hold the ball instead of move it. it'll

be a long afternoon
."

Dartmouth also plays a zone defense.

However, zone defenses have a built in

weakness they can lead to breakaways if

the opposition ran chip the ball over the

zone

Coach Gettler is aware of this. He is also

aware that the Minutemen have found it

hard to cash in on such scoring oppor

tunities. UMass has six goals on 72 shots

— a shooting percentage of .083.

W. ve been making it hard for

ourselves," said Gettler. "Our defense has

been outstanding, but our offense has to

score.

"It's great that we've been getting of-

use from unexpected sources." said Get

tier "But our co leader in scoring -

McEvoy - is a sweeper. Ray Cuhna, Brett

Anthony and Dan Lawrence, our three top

guns from last year, have one goal between

them We can start scoring But that's the

bottom line."

The Big Green spent their early season

playing exhibition in Scotland, from where

coach Coark hails. They went 3-0 2. play-

ing such teams as Dundee United and

Aberdeen (Coark's former team)

In the injury department, both keeper

Steve Armenti and midfielder Tom Nova-

jasky are doubtful for today's match.

Armenti has a possible stress tractUW in

his foot. Jon Gruber will start in bit ula

Novajasky has a tendon injury in his foot

making possible freshman Ken Smith -

first ever varsity start.

Regarding the Minutemen' chances to-

dav. Gettler said "It's a tall order, but I'm

very confident we can get it done
"

Meanwhile, back at the A-10: UMass

is currently in third place in the Atlantic

10 men's soccer race at 1-2. leagi

leading Rutgers (2-0, 6 pts., 5-0 overallI

'

>s

ranked second in the nation in the IbAA

Gatorade poll of the nation's top 20 mens

soccer sides. The Scarlet Knights have

scored 14 goals while allowing only 1.

Steve Armenti is tied for the A 10

goalkeeping lead with an 0.00 goals

against average, while Jon Gruber is

fourth with a 1 48 GAA. Matt Edgerly

and Pete McEvoy are third and fourth,

respectively, in A 10 scoring.

Water polo goes 2-1 at tournament
By JOE DEGLORIA

.•spondent

The Univ. Massachusetts water polo team went

through Lta first ml test of the season last weekend in

Vanity Tournament at the Naval Academy.

lass squad went into the tourney with a 3 record.

I 'Mass played the weaker Queens team in the first

round, taking the contest 12-7. Senior Jon Miller and

uplinmnri Dan McOamar led UMass with three goals

"We did what we had to do. but did not play perfect polo.

we were looking ahead to the next game a little bit,
-

said

coach Russ Yarworth.

After beating Queens. UMass went up against a much

tougher Slippery Rock team, and lost, 12-10. UMass

outplayed Slippery Rock in the first half and went into

the intermission with a 7 4 lead.

"We came out fired up and controlled the first hall ot

the game," said Yarworth.

The UMass team lost it late in the third quarter and

earlv in the final period, however. Slippery Rock was dou

ble man-up at one point, but UMass failed to score despite

the discrepancy. Slippery Rock rallied tx> scored when their

two players returned, upping the score to 7 5 in their favor

We lost all momentum and the game right there, said

Yarworth.

Slippery Rock went on to score five straight times and

win the game, putting UMass in the losers bracket

McOskan scored another four goals in the losm.

With the (ttaapp totifi* loss behind them. UMass played

Princeton, which had lost to Navy 19-6. UMass had a lit

tie trouble in the first half of the game with the score in

the Tigers' favor 4 9

UMass then stormed out of the half, shut down the

Princeton offense, and w.-nt on to win by a 9-5 margin

Yarworth said he was pleased to see his team s defense

clamp down a decent Princeton offense aRer the Slippery

Rock game. McOsker put in two more goals, with

sophomore Scott Reed and senior Brian Mclver netting

three apiece.

UMass demonstrated strong play in their final game

versus Iona. They came together defensively and

outscored Iona 5 1 through the first three quarters. UMass

ended up winning the game 8-4.

'The Iona game was proof to us that we are still a top-

twenty team," Yarworth said.

Yarworth said of his team's play in the tournament as

a whole "I was pleased with the defense and our goalie,

Todd Larsen. G.T. Ladd played good defensively as well.

He said he was also pleased with McOsker who, scored

nine goals, the most for UMass.

The Minutemen finished the tournament fifth of 16.

Brown beat Navy 10 9 in the finals to win the tournament.

Boston College and Massachusetts Institute of Technology

ended finished and fourth
in the game, putting umass m wic «««:.» »'^»»

^^^ #
_

Sox tied for first after loss to Orioles
BALTIMORE <AP) - Boston's Tom Bolton pitched 6 13

hitless innings before Baltimore solved him with four runs

in the seventh, including rookie David Segui s three run

homer, as the Orioles won 4-1 Tuesday nigh to drop the

Red Sox into a first place tie with Toronto in the AL Last.

The Blue Jays beat New York 3-2, to tie Boston
,

at 81-68

The Red Sox have lost five of six and 11 of 16. About

the only good news they had Tuesday was Roger Clemens

throwing hard on the sidelines and penciled in to start

on Sunday against the Yankees.

Bolton took his no hitter and 1-0 lead onto the seventh,

but he couldn't finish the inning as the Orioles got five

hits - four of them with two out.

Leo Gomez started the inning with a groundout and Cal

Ripken ended Bolton's no hit bid by lining a single bet

ween shortstop and third base. One out later, Chris Hoiles

singled to center, and Mike Devereaux grounded a single

to score Ripken.

Segui then hit his second homer inot the left field seats

to make it 4-1.

Field hockey
to Providence
By TAMIR LIPTON
Collegian Staff

Today m Providence, R.I., the University of

ichusetts field hockey team faces MM stiff com

petition The Friars of Providence college are 3 1, in-

cluding a win over defending champion North

Carolina.

The Minutewomen take with them a two game win

mng streak, and a 3-1 record of their own.

Providence is an explosive team, capable of blowing

out most any team in the country. Senior forward

Karen Krawchuk has been a standout for the Friars.

In four games, Krawchuk has four goals and one assist.

Cami White and Cathy Guden each have two goals,

while White has three assists

The most impressive statistic of Providence s game

is the number of shots on goal they are averaging per

game The Friars are bombarding opposing goalies

with nearly 24 shots per game. It doesn't take a scholar

to realize that UMass goalie Philippa Scott will have

her hands full.

While the Providence offense is potent, the detense

has been vulnerable. Providence is susceptible to the

penalty corner; they have allowed 55 in their four

games, and have attempted 44, (22 against James

Madison). Goalie Debbie Hagie has allowed six goals

in three games, and Gina Martiniello has surrendered

one. .

The key to this game will be whether or not UMass

can withstand the Providence offense, and if they can,

whether they can mount an attack of their own.

The Minutewomen have played solid offense in the

past two games. They have created dangerous scoring

opportunities, and they have been the recipient of lots

of penalty corners.

"We have to play our game, and not worry about

what UMass does," said Providence coach Jackie

Gladu. "We know UMass' strengths, we know they

CONTINUED ON PAGE 11

WEATHER

Clear in the morning,

turning fair. Highs in

the 70s for a lovely In-

dian summer day.
L

Fiercer/omen ot song,

SweetHoney in the

Rock,H sweeten

SmitlMtllege, Sunday.
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women regardless of
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Newcomers pledge salvation for state
BOSTON (AP) - John Silber. Boston

University's blunt and caustic president,

upset former state Attorney General Fran-

cis Bellotti for the Democratic nomination

for governor as voters swept out candidates

with ties to Gov. Michael S. Dukakis.

Silber, who was all but written off a week

ago for referring to an inner city

neighborhood as a "group of drug addicts,"

will face Republican William Weld, a

former federal prosecutor, in November.

In Oklahoma, voters on Tuesday approv

ed a first-in-the-nation constitutional

amendment limiting state lawmakers to 12

years in office. In runoff elections for the

gubernatorial nomination, Democrat

David Walters and Republican Bill Price

slipped past their opponents by as few as

3.046 votes.

'It is time to put limits on the profes

sional politicians," said businessman Lloyd

Noble II. chief backer of the limit on

legislative careers.

Both men in Oklahoma were newcomers

to politics, as was Silber in Massachusetts,

where the native Texan styled himself a

political outsider and stunned the state

Democratic establishment in winning.

"There was a tidal wave coming and we

happened to be standing on the beach when

it hit." Massachusetts Attorney General

Shannon said after losing his re-election

bid.

Shannon and Bellotti were among

several Democrats with ties to the Dukakis

administration who were swept away amid

the state's inability to come to grips with

a crumbling economy. Dukakis, like

Republican Gov. Henry Bellmon of

Oklahoma, is stepping down.

With 93 percent of the precincts repor

ting, Silber had 520.926 votes, or 54 per

cent, to Bellotti's 423.390 votes, or 44 per-

cent Lt. Gov. Evelyn Murphy had 2<.546

votes, or 3 percent. She was on the

Democratic ballot despite having dropped

out following a mutiny against Dukakis in

which she tried to take control of the state's

finances while he was in Europe.

Weld also won an outsider's victory in the

GOP primary, defeating House Minority

Leader Steven Pierce, an early favorite.

With 93 percent of the vote in, Weld had

245.179 votes, or 40 percent.

Silber. a 64-year-old shoot-from-the-hip

educator whose "drug addicts" remark was

one of his trademark "Silber shockers" said

he would continue to emphasize his 19

years as BU president as experience that

qualifies him to change the ailing state

government.
"The choice is between leadership proven

by experience or more of the same," Silber

told cheering supporters at his victory par

ty. "Have vou had enough? I think you

have. Then join me in taking back our

government."
Weld said only Republicans would pro

vide the change voters want.

"Massachusetts lost its way," Weld, 45.

told jubilant backers. "Politicians on

Beacon Hill have grown arrogant and

cynical. They see the taxpayers as a

limitless source of cash with which to

feather their own nests or fund their latest

experiments."

In the other major statewide contest,

businessman James Rappaport, who spent

$2 million of his own money on his first ma-

jor campaign, easily defeated Dan Daly for

the right to oppose Democratic incumbent

John Kerry in the U.S. Senate race m
November.
In Oklahoma, voters approved the limit

on lawmakers' tenure by a 2-1 margin. The

amendment takes effect Jan. 1; lawmakers

now in office will be allowed to serve 12

more vears.

THE NATIONAL RACE, Walters, the

Democrats' 1986 nominee, slipped past

U.S. Rep. Wes Watkins. 242,997 votes to

236 181 The Republican nominee, Price,

won by even less, beating businessman

Vince Orza 94.588 to 91.542.

AP ph«*«

Mass Republican gubernatorial candidate William Weld (right) speaks

to a member of the masses, Tuesday

Candidates cause concern
By PRESTON P. FORMAN
Collegian Staff

Students, faculty and administrators

vesterday were surprised by the John

Silber and William Weld underdog vie

tones but manv said the gubernatorial race

plays a secondary role to the Citizens for

Limited Taxation proposition on the

November ballot.

John W. Cole, president of the

Massachusetts Society of Professors, s

that "these days nothing surprises me

about Massachusetts" politics. Cole, an

anthropology professor, said it concerns

him greatly that neither candidate has de^

nounced the CLT petition, which if passed

would roll taxes back to 1988 level-

"Of the candidates on the ballot Tuesday

the only one strongly opposed to CLT was

Frank Bellotti," he said. "Now we have

Silber and Weld I'm very concerned. Silber

has not endorsed CLT but has praised the

iNTINUED ON PAGE 9

UMass grad.

gets nominated |

.588 to 91.542
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Minority women's program eliminated

Budget cuts kill Everywomen 's Center "Bridge Program'

By CHRIS MUTHER
Collegian Staff

Two years ago. when he graduated from the Univer

sity of Massachusetts. Dan Valianti never dreamed he

would win the nomination for state representative at

the age of 25. ... . ,

Valianti. who graduated in 1988 with a double ma

jor of Political Science and Communications won the

Democratic nomination for state representative in

Marlboro and Berlin by a 561 margin over two

opponents. .

Valianti said he ran his campaign on a grassroots

effort that included going door to door and "a lot of hard

work " He won the nomination from two older and well-

established opponents, one ofwhom spent $20,000 more

on his campaign than Valianti.

The youngest of nine. Valianti said he was considered

a long shot at the beginning of the race in January.

He will face Republican Marc DfCourney in the

November 1 general election for the 4th Middlesex

representative seat in the Legislature.

Valianti. the manager of a sign company in Marlboro

said he ran his campaign stressing the issues of health

care and education. „ v .. .

"I will never vote for a cut to education. Valianti
1

CONTINUED ON PAGE 9

By BROOKE R. BURTON
Collegian Correspondent

After ten years of helping thousands of women, the

Bridee Program of the Everywoman's Center was

eliminated this semester as a result of continuing cuts to

1

The Bridge* Program was concerned with women facing

multiple oppressions. Its purpose was to reach out to

women ofcSoTwomen with disabilities, lesbians and

Jewish women. , • --

The Bridge Program offered support groups, workshops

and training on issues of oppression. In addition, the pro-

gram worked closely with several campus and commune

ty groups including ALANA students. American Friends

ServiceTaFS), Parents Against Racism in Schools, and

^La^yta^the ten year old Bridge program received over

nine hundred inquiries from women through wal t-jns and

call-ins. With the budget cuts, the university has beconu

less accessible to populations that have historically been

excluded from higher education" said the director of the

Everywoman's center, Carol Wallace.

July marked the end of the Bridge program when the

position of coordinator was frozen. Peters position.was

frozen because of the unavailability of funds to further

finance the program. With the budget crisis, the

Everywoman's center has been facing drastic cuts in their

program offerings. ,

Wallace said the University has a double standard

regarding services to women and people of color.

'The University raises tuition and fees and cuts services

to women and people of color. We are "^ngtowion.

about the kind of the University we want to be and deci

sion* about who has access to higher education, she said.

Wallace attributes the rece * freeze to its perceived role

°"
^auaTShe Evervwoman's center isn't seen as cen

tral to the academicmission of the University, its fun

dine is vulnerable." she said.

Wallace urged students to let the administration know

that the Everywoman's center is important to their lives.

Students who come to the University because there s

an Everywoman's center, or have remained here because

of the services we provide, need to let the administration

know atatt the difference that these services have made

in their lives as students. '
she said.

Iraq freezes assets

as embargo tightens
IRAQ (AP) - Iraqi President Saddam Hussein today

froze the assets of foreign-owned companies whose

governments are honoring the embargo on trade w.th

his country.
. , .... . .

The trade cutoff could tighten with a UN. plan to

CONTINUED ON PAGE 14
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For Your Information—
FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 21

Indian Classic Music- Music of the Whole Earth Series:

IMRAT KHAN AND SONS, sitar and surbahar, 8:15p.m.,

at Buckley Recital Hall, Amherst College.

Amherst F/ics-CHOCOLAT, 7:30 & 10p.m., Campus

Center Theater, Amherst College.

SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 22

Classical Chinese Music & Dance—sponsored by the

Asian Students Association, 8:15p.m., in Buckley Recital

Hall, Amherst College.

SUNDAY, SEPTEMBER 23

Audition-'Talk Radio", sponsored by University

Players, Commonwealth Room, 12p.m.-6p.m., FreeXAudi

tions will also be held on Monday, Sept. 24 from

6p.m. -11p.m.).

Fun Classic- at 1pm the Springfield Symphony Or-

chestra is holding its Fall Fun Classic II. Join the 5k

"backward parade" where you run or walk through

beautiful Forest Park in Springfield while enjoying the

live musical entertainment that will be lining your route.

There will be awards and prizes too! Early registration

is $8 and $14 if you wish to purchase the Fun Classic

sweatshirt. Kids under 12 are free! More information and

entry blanks are available at the Campus Center infor-

mation desk.

Meeting—the Orchard Hill/Central Women's Center will

be having their first general meeting at 7 p.m. in room

115 Van Meter South. Refreshments will be served. All

interested women are welcome.
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LOCAL
GSS votes to defend
EWC and attack CLT
By JULIA SEREBRINSKY
Collegian Staff

Graduate Student Senate voted

unanimously Tuesday to request that Stu-

dent Affairs Office stop disproportionate

budget cuts targeting Everywoman's

Center without first negotiating with stu-

dent representatives."

In addition, the GSS called on the UMass
Board of Trustees to permit it to formality

endorse a campaign against the Citizens

for Limited Taxation petition. Also, the

GSS passed a motion requesting that the

Board of Trustees restore limited litigation

power to the Legal Services Center.

According to GSS President Pierre

Laliberte, Vice Chancellor for Student Af

fairs Dennis Madson rejected the Limited

Litigation Proposal which would restore

partial litigation rights to the Legal Ser-

vices Center, permitting it to represent

UMass students in law suits involving out-

side parties.

The UMass administration rescinded all

litigation rights from the LSC in 1986.

Presently the LSC performs only counsell

ing functions

According to Laliberte, Madson said that

the GSS proposal to restore limited litiga-

tion to the LSC is not acceptable because

"it is not in the best interest of the

students."

Madson could not be reached tor

comment.

Graduate Student Senate also passed a

motion asking the Board of Trustees to per-

mit it to use the GSS trust fund to legally

organize opposition to CLT. According to

Laliberte, the Board of Trustees exercises

control over that fund.

Laliberte added that the EWC has been

the target of disproportionate cuts and that

the Student Affairs Office has been plac-

ing those cuts without "an acceptable pro

cess for student input."

"Vice-Chancellor Madson imposed ad-

ministrative cuts without an input on our

part," Laliberte said. "There has been no

effort on the part of administration to make

sure that their priorities meet our

priorities."

"A Crisis situation on campus calls on

everyone to be reasonable, and that sould

start with the administration." Laliberte

added, it should provide a process for our

voices to be heard."

Faculty club, dorm burgled
mpiled by PRESTON P FORMAN

Collegian Staff

University Police reported Monday that

officers on patrol observed a suspicious

vehicle in the Physical Plant compound

Police stopped the vehicle and identified

the driver as a University employee.

Police confiscated several objects believ-

ed to be University property. A further in

vestigation is pending. The estimated

value is $230.

In other police reports from Monday and

Tuesday:

BURGLARY LARCENY
• The Faculty Club director reported to

police Monday that the club was broken in

to and alcohol was taken. The estimated

value is $150.

• A Cashin Residence Hall man reported

to police Monday that his room was broken

into and a compact disk player, compact

disks, Walkman, headphone, shaver,

camera, and film were stolen. The

estimated value was $671.

• A man reported Monday that his car in

Lot 11 was broken into and speakers

removed. The value was $60.
CONHNllfcDONI'AGE 9
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COUPONS - An unidentified coupon vendor practices his talents

near the Machmer buillding last week

Boltwood Proj.

seeks helpers
By LINDSAY HOADLKY
Collegian Correspondent

As the hectic bustle of the first few weeks of school

begins to wind down at the University of

Massachusetts, many students are noticing those

familiar blue and orange flyers lining the walls ofcam

pus dormitories, dining halls, and classrooms

The advertisement, spreading the news of the

-tudent run Boltwood Project, is one commonly seen,

yet not always understood by passers-by.

The Boltwood Project is a volunteer organization

which places college students with physically and

developmental^ delayed residents of the Belchertown

.te School on a one on one basi-

The program, divided into groups of about ten

volunteers each, meets one night a week and is organ'^-

ed as an independent study out of the University of

Massachusetts, although students from the Five Col-

lege Area are also welcome to participate.

As the 200 member program is acknowledged as a

"class" in the eves of the Leisure Studies Department,

participation in the project can be worth one or two

academic credits, depending on degree of participation.

According to senior Psychology major Melissa Penn,

program coordinator of the Boltwood Project, the

volunteers anticipate meeting nights as a time to relax

and see new faces.

"People really look forward to it as a break away from

school," Penn said, "Its nice spending some time with

someone who's happy to see you."

Penn said that the program helps students develop

confidence and an overall awareness of the physically

challenged "People who've never done Boltwood betore

have come in apprehensive, really scared." she explain^

ed "but at the end find that they ve actually formed

a relationship. They really overcome something.

Sandy Diamond, recreational therapist at Belcher

town State School, said that she has witnessed a

similar change in volunteers in^^SoSS^t

W.Mass anti-AIDS group formed
Local ACT-UP chapter fights AIDS with education, testing

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AT AMHERST

By DAVID N BROWN
Collegian Correspondent

New York City, 1987: Larry Kramer. AIDS, activist

and author, calls an open meeting in Greenwich

Village to address the AIDS, cr

He is fed up with the lack of organized help for peo

pie with AIDS. He is fed up that people with A.I.D

(P.W.A.s) are being ignored and fight a daily

bureacratic battle to have their needs adequately met.

He is joined by many others in his frustration^ They

organize into a group, and the first official ACT UP

chapter is formed.

This past August, 1990. our very own ACT

UP/Western Mass. chapter was formed.

Jen Kates, a University of Massachusetts graduate

student, and her friend Susan, along with thirty other

individuals joined for the first meeting out of concern

that the AIDS, issue is very real here in the Hamp

shire Valley, yet there are few and poorly funded

organizations to deal with the problem

What is it to "ACT UP"? First, it is to look around

and become aware.

Jen Kates said. "We'll look at housing, employment,

education. HIV testing, racism, and homophobia -

anything that could be related to AIDS. The point

is to classify the need and then act on it

Kates went on to emphasize that the group is not a

hierarchical organization — there is no one person who

directs ACT UP.

All decisions are made by group consensus. National

ly, all chapters work independently of each other.

One member said that they felt "great'about the first

meetings, and that there is a lot of interest.

Kates said, "Everyone in the group wants to learn

as much as they can."

So far the group has discussed AIDS, education for

the public schools, the anonymous UMass HTV test site,

and the controversial "Put a condom between you and

A I D.S." campaign which was recently veined by

PVTA's Robert Manz
At present, the group's essential focus HNM to be

on public awareness.

The ACT UP/Western Mass chapter meets on t he

first and third Wednesday of the month at 8:00 p.m.

If you are concerned with A.I.D.S-related

iwi. -<>f homophobia h. t« rosexi<m. and would lik<

,«i u ACT UP meeting, call 566 B7S8

for meeting legations

Kenyan man pleads

innocent to rape

Collegian Staff Reports

NORTHAMPTON - A 27 year-old former Hamp

shire College student living in a Southwest residence

hall pleaded innocent Tuesday to the rape of a male

student in a Southwest parking lot.

Joseph Mutau Makau. a native of Kenya, pleaded in

nocent in Northampton District Court to four counts

of rape of a 21 -year-old man.

Bail was set at $25,000 cash or surety.

At his arrest early Saturday morning by University

Police, Maka, who has no University affiliation, gave

an address of 1901 John Quincy Adams Residence Hall

University officials said this week that only students,

staff and the partners of staff members may live in the

halls. The residence director of JQA said Makau was

authorized by Housing Services to live in the hall.

The 21 -year-old man alleges that Makau raped him

at about 4:45 am Saturday in a Southwest parking lot.
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EDITORIAL/OPINION
Relay news,

not propaganda
I went to the Collegian offices the other day to com-

plain about the way a columnist had written an arti-

cle. Someone corrected me by saying that a journalist

had written that article and that there is a big dif-

ference between journalists and columnists.

I consulted my faithful Webster's, which told me that

while a journalist relays news to the public, a colum-

nist writes his opinions. I didn't expect such a mistake

from the Collegian Editorial staff, who assigned Pratip

Dastidar to cover the Five College Middle East forum

at Amherst College on Sept. 12.

Although I wasn't at the symposium, I can still say-

that main facts weren't there just by reading his arti-

cle Did Mr. Dastidar miss the presence of the Israeli

speaker who was represented, or did he simply leave

it out ' Was the quote which counted, inaccurately, how

manv Palestinian teenagers died in the Israeli upns

ins relevant to the topic at hand, or was this just an

opening for Mr Dastidar to blast away at Israel?

Mr Dastidar should not use the Collegian as a way

to vent his anger against Israel and use it to funnel

Palestinian propaganda. In the future, leave the repor-

ting of news to the journalists

Harry Horowitz
Sylvan

Editors 'note. A tomaHon of the number ofPalestinians

who died was printed on Sept 14. The Editorial staff

M not responsible for the assignment of news stories to

reporters ^^

Surrounded
by violence
The loud voices, the yelling and screaming, floated up

to our 18th floor window in Southwest. None of this is

unusual for a Friday night. I guess it was the sirens which

finally brought my friends to the window where we saw

the parking lot below swarming with people. Then we

notices off to the edge of the crowd, a boy being badly

beaten by at least two others. The activity spread quick

ly and soon arms and legs seemed to be flying everywhere.

striking many I had to look away from the scene.

Kathleen O'Neil

This was a start of a weekend during which I was bad

ly shaken by the violence that I felt around me
"Did you guys see what happened?" A fellow floormate

enthusiastically bounded into our room a little while after

the commotion below had subsided. He found the whole

thing to be awesome. He informed us that he had wanted

to join in on the action until he saw someone with a broken

bottle Upon seeing my disgusted reaction, he assured me
fighting was fun as long as there was no glass or kn;

invoked I couldn't believe what I was hearing

I had to wonder how much the young men involved had

been drinking that night I suppose it's the male ego at

work, but guys have an incredible eagerness to fight when

thev are drinking. That must be part of the fun

the paper tells if the rising number of

homicides in Boston tl The number is up to I

already more- than last year with three and a half month-

The number pi BMW than ever bet

I spent the ml <>i th. w.-ekend with a friend who ttl

on the outskirts of Boston 1 am very unfamiliar with the

area and it made me very nerv<

first time I saw sonv of the places that 1

alw. id about We drove through Roxhurv. walked

down a street in Jamaica Plain and visited a friend in

H'-Mindale. All seemed rather quiet to me I Ml a little

caimed by this, perhaps it really wasn't so bad

Deborah Cann, a 25 year-old finance analyst was kill

ed on Center Street in Jamaica Plain a» 1 45 a.m. Satur

day morning Her rear window was shattered by a gang

of youths and she was shot in the back She was number

104

I drove down this same street 18 hours later and I

thought it looked relatively safe. I think I would have been

too scared to go there if I had known a murder had taken

place.

So now I wonder, have I just been naive or are things

getting worse? I feel scared. I worry for the safety of

friends and strangers living in that area of Boston

Deborah Cann could have been anyone. Who will be 105?

I'm also unnerved by the violence here. It's not safe on

campus at night Women are always told to not be alone

after dark. That rule should apply to everyone. A male

walking somewhere alone on a weekend night may be

harassed and abused if he is to meet up with a few, drunk

egos. Especially if they find fighting fun like my floormate.

So what do we do? Is there any answer or does everyone

go on watching their backs and hoping it doesn't happen

to them. This weekend brought the issues to my mind like

never before. I don't feel safe on campus or in this state

and I'm scared.

Kathleen O'Neill is a UMass student

Governmental rights not extended to all

if this gets much worse, we're going to take you to

Canada," my mother told me last month when the United

States began to send troops to the Persian Gulf with in

creasing vigor.

Chris Muther

"You don't have to worry about it," I explained to her

with an unusual calmness to my voice. "Even if I wanted

to fight for my country', the government doesn't think I'm

good enough."

Homosexuality is incompatible with military service.

What does the government mean by this statement? I

don't understand how an individual's sexual preference

impairs their ability to persevere in a military lifestyle.

The last time 1 checked. I have gay, lesbian and bisexual

friends who worked in settings where their colleagues are

primarily straight and no problems occurred.

(Homosexuality] seriously impairs the accomplishment

of the military mission ... and interferes with discipline.

good order and morale.

Department of Defence policy on homosexuals

In what way does the fact someone prefers the same sex

demoralize the military way'' Most gay people I know

have a good sense of reality which enables them to per

form responsibly in high tension situations, isn't that

what military life is all about9

To insure the integrity of the system of rank and com-

mand ... and prevent breaches in security

Homosexual people are banned from military service.

This is nothing but government endorsed discrimination

Who's to say that homosexuals can't be patriotic? Why

deny them the right to fight for their country like

everyone else?

Why would a well-trained homosexual officer be con

sidered a more probable suspect in a breach-of security

conflict compared to a heterosexual officer? Who are we

to claim such indiscretions?

Two hundred years ago, African-Americans were fac

ing the same problems. They were finally allowed to serve,

but only in specialized troops Do homosexuals face the

same fate?

Allowing homosexuals in the military would also cut

down on the number of heterosexual people who try to

evade military service by claiming they are homosexual

Discrimination against homosexuals is not only

tolerated, it is encouraged At a prison in Texas, a new

system has been instated in w hich gay prisoners wear ,

wristbands to designate they are homosexual. What's

next, a Star of David for Jewish prisoners Adolf Hitler

would be proud.

What purpose does singling someone out as a gay sent-,

especially at a prison? Does it make them an easier target

for beating and rapes

People expect certain rights in this country We thtnk

homosexuals deserve the same rights as everyone else in

this country

(Tins Muther M a ( ullegian staff member
'iti>rs' nntc Kimhi-rU Burke, a UMass student, con-

tributed to this editorial

Enlightenment to special needs
When I iM younger, my mom would reminisce about

the old days She'd tell me about how she worked sum
mers at a special needs camp "Times were different

then You never saw these people, They were hidden

I didn't know how to treat them Times

have changed Mentally retarded people are accepted

now Society is aw an- and enlightened ." This summer

I learned just how wrong mom can unfortunately Im-

Susan Casey

During the spring, my friend Jan told me she could

get me a great summer job lifeguarding at a camp

When I went for the job interview, the priest who ran

the camp told me some details about the children who

attended. They came from poor or broken homes, they

were often abused or neglected. There was also a

special division of the camp for special needs children.

One of the most special kids was Carol. She was a

nine-year old full of hugs and kisses. The other guards

warned me about her on the first day. "She seems like

an angel, but she'll love you until you suffocate."

But Carol had scars all over her body. She always

had a new cut or bruise, and then she scratched until

they scarred.

The other day, a special needs camper named Beverly

was asking me why I wore my father's dog tag, and

I said I was daddy's little girl. When I asked her if she

was daddy's little girl, the sunshine that always shone

from her face suddenly became clouded over.

"I don't have a daddy. My daddy wasn't nice to me.

He hurt me. So I don't have a daddy anymore." I ask

ed her if she was mommy's little girl, and the clouds

passed away from her face But the clouds didn't !»

my mind
On another occasion. Carol got very dirty at the

beach Her hair was full of sand, although it was very

poorly taken care of to begin w ith. So I told her Id wash

her hair in the outside showers when we got back to

camp. She jumped up and down and cheered that I was

going to wash her hair

When I met her at the shower*, her excitement

dimmed. She really didn't know how to get her hair

really wet When I brought out the shampoo, excite

ment turned into anxiety. "Shampoo! Oh no. no sham

poo. Mummy says no shampoo. No."

"But, Carol, I have to use shampoo to get all the sand

out It's okay." She finally agreed. She didn't remember

how to lather her hair, or to keep her eyes shut

Then came the rinse. This became difficult because

she didn't know how to put her head under the shower

nozzle. I had to show her how to tip her head back so

that the soap would wash down her back rather than

get into her eyes.

I toweled her hair and told her how beautiful she

looked with her pretty clean hair. And I cried as she

proudly walked away to show off her washed hair.

I learned a lot from these loving, caring innocent

children. And I have an earful for people in this world,

including the families of retarded children, who think

that mentally disabled people are less than human. I'm

here to tell you that they feel just as much, if not more,

than you and me. They don't understand our ignorance.

And neither do I

Susan Casey is a UMass student

America lacks a common ground
A * _ -_ \_^ n* A >«a* n B-t W (til it 11

America has a serious sociolinguistic

problem.

The fact that our nation lacks a single

official language, in which all educa-

tional, governmental and financial af-

fairs must be conducted, is a problem

that strikes the heart of our internal

political and cultural stability.

Bradley P. Heintz

Racial tensions fester, education is

slow and ineffective, and legal and

governmental proceedings become in-

coherent without a single, universally-

recongnized common language.

America has been, from the outset, an

immigrant nation. In this day and age,

though, it is impossible to assume that

everyone disembarking at Ellis Island

speaks English. If we are to stand by the

words of our founders and call these peo-

ple ours, something (obviously) must be

done about this lingual disparity.

The way this is currently dealt with

is atrocious. Past and present initiatives

to cope with the problem have been

things such as bilingual ballots, or the

idea of providing public schooling in a

child's native tongue.

None of them do anything to help in-

tegrate non-English-speaking peoples

into our society. The ultimate end to

these initiatives is an immigrant

population that is crippled in school, in

the workplace and in the voting booth.

How can a non-English-speaking per-

son expect to be accepted at an

American university when he can't

write an entrance essay, because he was

never taught enough English in the

public schools?

How can someone without English

skills hope to pass a job interview for a

management-level position? How are

racial tensions supposed to ease when

two groups have no common language?

Above all, how can someone who can't

understand English vote? How can he

choose a president who says all of his

most important words in English? By

allowing immigrants to function in

native languages, we destroy their abili-

ty to compete in a dominantly English-

speaking culture.

The solution, then, lies not in work

ing around their needs, but integrating

them into mainstream society by

teaching them English, as early as

possible. Earlier really is better - a

child under the age of six can pick up

virtually any language, simply by

regularly being in an environment

where the language is spoken.

Bilingual programs in schools should

concentrate on educating new

Americans not in their own language

and culture, but in English and

American history and culture, so that

they may grow up without cultural and

economic handicaps. New immigrants

should be required to take an intensive

course in English upon arrival.

Many private companies recognize

that workers with better language skills

are better workers, and will pay their

employees to learn English. With

measures like these in place, legislation

may be passed to standardize all ballots,

governmental procedures and legal and

financial dealings into a wholly English

format.

The end result is a linguistically and

economically integrated nation that

may still draw on a myriad of different

cultures to support its growth.

My point is certainly not that

newcomers to the United States must

give up their own language and

heritage. They should be encouraged to

keep these things alive, but it is not the

government's responsibility to help

them do that. To be done at all, it must

be done within the homes, the families

and the churches of ethnic peoples -

they understand best what their culture

is all about, not a team of social workers

underpaid by the state.

We're all in the same boat, but it

doesn't move unless everyone hears the

destination and understands his part in

getting there.

Bradley P. Heintz is a UMass student
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Vivisection

a dubious
science
Her view from within the cage is of cold

and impersonal tools used to probe, poke

and mutilate. A restraining chair for

midably sits in the corner with immobiliz

ing straps, screws and clamps.

Matthew V. Jaquith

M/KW

...KEfcPS 0r4 RUNNING AND RUNNING AND RUNNING AND RUNNING-

Basic economic
sense lacking
The solution to the economic situation

which exists in Massachusetts is evident

because the options open to the government

are so limited. There is one political policy

that a state government can use to affect

the economy: fiscal policy.

Fiscal policy consists of taxation and

government spending. During times of in

flat ion. taxes are increased and public

spending is cut. This reduces demand in the

economy which lowers prices. During times

of recession, taxes are cut and public spen

ding is increased through deficit spending,

which creates jobs.

Massachusetts is in a recession, but the

people in Boston want to raise taxes and

cut government spending. This goes direct

ly against economic theory. No wonder this

state is in such a mess. This entire situa

tion could have been avoided if the govern

ment had raised taxes when the

Massachusetts Miracle was still a reality

Now. we will have to put ourselves in a

hole to get out of it.

Pasquale Rettura, Jr.

West Springfield

Administration must match its rhetoric with actions

This is to express our and many other

students' frustration with the refusal of the

administration, especially Vice Chancellor

Dennis Madson, to support our proposal to

restore limited litigation authority to the

student funded Legal Services Office.

According to the Collegian article of Sept.

5. Dr. Madson maintains that restoring the

off campus litigation authority to LSO is

"not in the best interest of this campus.''

How could he possibly justify such a con

elusion? Whose interest would be harmed9

Accepting this proposal would in fact great

ly advance student interests, without any

harm or cost to the University or state.

Given the fact that the state supports and

funds legal services, including litigation,

for low-income people - even when such

programs end up suing the state - and that

most students cannot afford to hire lawyers

when their rights are violated, this position

is totally contrary to public policy as well

as concepts of fundamental fairness and

equal justice under the law.

Dr. Madson "believes in [hisl heart that

a strong legal service is necessary,'' that

he is committed to "giving students a fair

shake," but that "doesn't rest on litigation

rights."

Doesn't he see the contradiction in his

words? Is he naive enough to believe that

negotiation or mediation alone will give

students a "fair shake" when their rights

are violated? Doesn't he know that a rip

off by an unscrupulous landlord or used-car

dealer could be enough to force many

students out of the University? This "fair

shake" sounds like empty rhetoric.

The administration and trustees have a

duty to administer student fees in a man

ner consistent with the best interests of the

students, and the current restrictions on

Legal Services are totally inconsistent with

those interests.

Furthermore, Dr. Madson's and the ad

ministration's position violates UMass's

20-year tradition of student government

autonomy and decision making authority,

and contradicts any notion of trust and

partnership between students and the ad

ministration at a time when these are more

important than ever.

Dr. Madson claims that the delay in re

jecting the limited litigation proposal,

which he himself had invited us to submit.

was caused by the need to have the Univer

sitv legal counsel review it

In fact, legal counsel's written response

was received in mid-April, almost six

weeks before the end of the semester

Again, there was no effort on the part <>t

the administration to have any meaningful

negotiations over this issue at all - so

much for a "fair shake" without litigation.

We again call on the University ad-

ministration and trustees to make their ac

tions match their rhetoric: end these un-

fair restrictions on student supported legal

services, and restore the office's authority

to represent students with housing, con

sumer, family and other offcampus legal

problems.

Pierre Laliberte

Graduate Student Senate

Richard Urena

Legal Services Governing Board
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It is here that she has felt the piercing

scalpel penetrate her skull and abdomen

It is from her cage that the macaque has

seen her cagemates mutilated at the hands

of vivisectors who uncaringly dispatch the

lives and bodies of sentient animals.

This is a deeply disturbing scenario. To

witness the torments of laboratory animals

is intensely upsetting. However, vivisec-

tion requires the experimenter to discredit

animal suffering. Indeed, the father of

modern vivisection, Rene Descartes, had

stated that animals are soulless beings and

are simply biological automata.

Their cries and grimaces are merely the

manifestations of biological gears breaking

down. Most anyone knows that this

dismissal of animal suffering is rubbish. To

any individual animal, its suffering is just

as real as our suffering is to us.

But is it not the assumed similarities bet-

ween human and non-human animals that

make vivisection so conducive9 It i>

hypocritical to at once recognize the

psychological biological sameness of

human and non human animals in order

to justify vivisection, only to turn around

and ignore that sameness when claiming

that animals do not suffer?

As maddening as this all may be, it is not

all that fuels the fire of anti vivisectionists.

The campaign against vivisection rests on

a double-pillar foundation. In a phrase, the

argument is that vivisection is cruel and

unnecessary. Consider the following in

order to measure the scientific validity of

vivisection.

It is an obvious fact that animal species

react differently to various chemicals,

treatments and environmental situations.

What is harmful to one may not be t<>

another. It is. therefore, difficult to have

faith in a system which arbitrarily applies

the reactions of one species discovered

through tenuous tests onto another species.

Put more boldly, the models on which

vivisection depends are fundamentally

unreliable

The drugs Orafelex. Opren and Erealdin

were all extensively tested on animals

before hitting the market and dubbed safe.

However, they still proved harmful and

even fatal for humans. Thalidomide was m
troduced in the late 1950s as a sedative for

pregnant women. Although it was tested

on animals and produced no deleterious ef

fects. its use was halted due to a high

percentage of birth defects among babies

born to mothers who took the drug The list

of drugs tested on animals but found harm

ful to humans is overwhelmingly long In

deed, our faith in so-called "safety tests"

should be seriously reevaluated.

The best way to study a human disease

is by working with humans. It is illogical

to study human disease in non human sub-

jects. Yet, vivisection is supported by an

unsuspecting populous despite the false

premise on which it is based.

The science of epidemiology has taught

us that over 80 percent off all cancers are

100 percent preventable However, instead

of directing medical action towards preven

tive medicine, the medical community in-

sists on chasing that glorious cure all

which will miraculously save lives. It is

precisely this mis-directing of scientific

resources that has made our loss of the

"War on Cancer" inevitable. By pouring

millions of dollars annually into vivisec^

tion, the medical community has forfeited

the opportunity to prevent disease in the

first place which would be the most cost

effective and humane way to alleviate

suffering.

Anti-vivisectionists are not anti science

nor do they believe animal suffering is

more significant than human suffering.

Anti-viviaectionists simply ask for

iimmwjUt acianfcific invaatifation; a

mZh* ****** inquiry **kk ta both

valid and morally sound. Vhriaaction is an

out-modad practice which is wasteful,

dangerous, and morally indefensible.

Matthew V. Jaquith is a UMass student
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WOMEN'S ISSUES
Women of color's voices

will be heard
The current women's movement has been

defined by many of us as a White women's

movement. The current movement ex-

cludes a large, diverse and significant por-

tion of women.
"Women of color" includes a diverse body

Minu Sebastian

of women, some of whom grew up in the

American cultural context and others who

grew up in various cultural contexts within

the Third World Depending on environ-

ment, cultural context and personal ex

perience, our needs are varied.

In addition, our definitions and perspec-

tives on sexism and women's rights are

unique. Many of us view racism as an issue

which overrides sexism. Without economic

and social equality and stability, how can

we even begin to address sexism in our

communities?
Where can our voices be heard? And are

there any organizational structures within

this University representing us?

For the first time in Collegian history

there is a staff position this semester which

has been established to represent us.

As Co-Women's Issues Editor, I have the

challenging task of seeing that our issues

get accurately and comprehensively

covered within this newspaper. I am look

ing for people to write, give ideas and learn

layout skills. 1 look forward to meeting all

people who wish to contribute.

The time has come for us to let our voices*

be heard and rise above those who have

failed to recognize and understand our

needs and concerns.

Minu Sebastian is the Co-Women's Issues

Editor

Leslie Newman offers

insight into writing

Jana Sorge, President of Abilities Unlimited
( nllririan pholo b> Richard DuCr

By SUSAN LEMERE
Collegian Correspondent

Have you ever thought you might

have a poem, a story, or even a novel in

you?
Northampton writer, Leslea Newman

is committed to helping women
translate their experiences and ideas in-

to writing. Her ten-week workshops pro-

vide a safe and supportive environment

for women writers, some of whom may

be just starting out.

"Often women who come to my groups

want to write but do not think they have

anything to say; they think their lh

are too ordinary," Newman said.

One of her workshops, called "Write

from the Heart" is specifically geared

toward helping participants overcome

their writing inhibitions.

"The process of committing your

thoughts to paper is very empowering,

she said

Newman has been writing daily tor

five years since her first novel, "Good

Enough to Eat." She recalls having been

assigned almost exclusively white male

authors in school. She said the implicit

message was that women do not have

anything worthwhile to say.

She eventually discovered Gertrude

Stein, an author, who she considers to

be true to herself and her art. She said

she was later influenced by author,

Grace Paley. who she considers to be

true to a particular Jewish voice. Paley 's

writings made Newman feel she had

permission to write in her own voice.

Newman said she encourages the

members of her groups to get in touch

with their own language and to write it

freely. Her groups usually begin with a

20 minute writing exercise. Afterwards

members share with each other what

they have written. She limits the size

of each group to ten and describes the

atmosph. ,e of the groups as relaxed

"TftSre'l »n intimacy and tru-i in the

group- -aid "The women are v.

supportive of each other."

Newman said she lead co^>d groups

but stopped when the men commonly

spoke up and U ok part in discussion

while the women often remained silent

She said the women in her group feel

less inhibited and reserved with their

same sex peers.

Newman's first novel, "Good Enough

to Eat," is about a woman's struggle

with bulimia. She has since taken her

interest in women's relationships with

food outside of the fiction arena and has

channeled it into a group she calls

"What Are You Eating, What's Eating

You."

She said this group differs from her

others in its primary purpose.

"My other groups are writing groups,

with the emphasis on the actual writing

This group is more of a support group

that uses writing for self healing.'' she

said.

"The approach works because it s

difficult to lie on paper You end up

realizing things about your. -he

id.

Another group. "A Now! 1 par

ticularly exciting because the QUM pti

ticipants all have novels in pr<

said. She has written poena, short

stories, and novels and feels comtortahU-

with all three form-

She wrote her first novel somev, hat by

accident.
•

I thought Good Enough to Eat' was

going to be a short story Then I thought

it was going to be a long story Then 1

thought it was a novella. Finally, at

three hundred pages 1 had to admit,

okay, it's a novel," she said.

She now has eight books to her credit

The latest, a collection of short stm

titled "Secrets," was published

spring. "Every story has a secret in it.'

Newman said. "Usually the reader

knows what it is. but one or more of t h«-

characters do not."

Newman's advice to aspiring writers9

"Take my class! Beyond that. read.

write, listen to people talk, most impor

tantly believe in yourself." She firmly

believes that the writing proo-s itself

is the true teacher. "Suoner or later, von

reach a point where it- between you

and the pen." she said

With 8 hooks to h. tlit and

work.-hops scheduled through M
l
\wnan and pen b('

reckoned with.

rrman'» workshops

thampton for ten week- Th. -i

sliding scale let for both morning and

•M-ning mnaiiini Tb<

rifting experience required For aw
workshop . For nv • mation on her

workshops cal -65.

Jana Sorge, President oi ^ iiiwe» mm - , j

Abilities Unlimited offers advocacy for ^the disabled
7™ .«**««, vices" so that Faculty and Staff can experience a «**

^ <

; krrah bar9 m the Student Union HYstroor

By AMY HENRY
Collegian Staff

"Abilities Unlimited.' at the University of

Massachusetts is a student advocacy group for the

disabled.
,

... .

Jana Sorge, president of the group said. By calling the

organization 'Abilities Unlimited' instead ofD.sabiht.es

Unlimited' we are saying everyone is able in some way.

The croup has weekly meetings with about s.x or seven

students and .t is open to disabled and ablebodied

students. The group was begun «n 1977 by a deaf and a

disabled student.

"Sometimes I get angry that there are only a few peo-

ple hut s.nce there are 100 disabled students at UMass

that is 6 percent of the population." Sorge sa.d.

During the first week of October the group in conjunc

tion with "Disability Services" will launch an Ac

cessibility Awareness Week."

The group w.ll have wheelchairs at "D.sab.l.ty Ser-

vices" so that Faculty and Staff can experience a whole

dav of being disabled, Sorge said

'•Thi« ta a good way for faculty and staff to learn what

it is like to be disabled by experiencing it first hand.

Sorge said.

"For example if someone from Building Operations comes

and uses a wheelchair they w.ll be more aware of the

physical needs of the disabled on this campus

A panel discussion made up of the faculty and staff who

used the wheelchairs will follow that evening so they can

express how it felt to be in a wheelchair for a day. she sa.d.

Sorge sa.d she feels the UMass campus is fairly acce>-i

ble but still needs work.

"Buttons are too high in elevators." she sa.d The I ex

tbook Annex is not accessible and we have to send so-

meone into grab our books."

The winter time is especially difficult in terms of ac-

cessibility, she said.

••The plowing was so bad one day I could not get up on

sidewalks because there was so much snow."

raid she had difficulty in getting Building Op,

install grab bars in the Student Union RHMM
I had to nag the hell out of Building Operations for s.x

months to get the bars up."

Borga said she feels I lot of people perceive disabled peo-

, ing really innocent and inactive

My friends were shocked when they WI assing

sex and I knew what they were talking about **• -aid

•People are shocked that I like to party b

She added. "I want to have a family and get married

just like evervone else."

Sorge's daily routine is very different than most peo-

ple's She has to have a personal care attendant help her

get out of bed in the morning and feed her breakta-t

lunch, and dinner, she said

Being dependent on others to some extent take* the

spontaneity out of life

"I cannot just go to a movie without finding a pea to

put me to bed later." she said.

Women's Issues Needs Writers
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ARTS&LTVING
Alto sax legend Phil Woods is a joy to hear

^^
... . _,_,__ : _..„;„;o., Ricr.KanH searchine for new avenues of expression.

By BILL ROSENBLATT
Collegian Staff

Countless thousands of musicians, in jazz

and elsewhere, have been influenced by

Charlie Parker. Some played with him;

some hung out with him; some tried to

emulate him in every way possible. Some

stepped forward when he died in the 50s

and claimed to be the inheritor of the tradi

tion he helped establish. But only one took

his admiration so far as to marry Parker's

widow. That person is alto saxophonist Phil

Woods, who will be appearing with his

working group at the Iron Horse on Sun

day night for 7 p.m. and 10 p.m. shows.

Phil Woods was born in Springfield (yes,

right here in the Valley) in 1931. Like most

jazz musicians intent on advancing their

careers, he went to New York. His first

education in the Apple was under the

rigorously disciplined piano iconoclast,

Lennie Tristano; then he spent time in the

even more formal atmospheres of the

Manhattan and Julliard Schools of Music.

Like Miles Davis, Woods balanced out his

formal, Eurocentric education by hanging

out with Parker and other beboppers. He

also picked up the big band experience

that, at the time, was all but required for

f»»»»»..jj, ,rr
""

*;
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aspiring jazz musician. Big-band

employment had the advantages of being

associated with a big-name bandleader and

of getting one's name circulated wider. In

very little time, Woods was known as one

of the hottest altoists in New York; when

Parker died in the mid-50s, he was ready

to take over.

Valley

Jazz
*£

Woods got a working group together (the

recent reissue Warm Woods is from this

period) and quickly rose to the top. The in

dustry at the time was looking for a "more

socially acceptable" (i.e., White, formally

educated, no "nasty habits." etc.) version

of Parker, and Woods - having married

Parker's widow Chan - fit perfectly. Plus,

he could play. He went immediately to the

top of the Down Beat readers' poll on alto

sax, a position he held almost continually

until 1974.

He became known as a consistently in-

ventive, swinging improviser who wore his

musical debt to Parker on his sleeve. His

popularity held until the mid-60s, at which

time the emphasis in the jazz community

was on leaving the older forms behind and

searching for new avenues of expression.

Like many others in his predicament, he

moved to Paris, where he found himself

more popular than ever. While there, he

maintained another working group, the

European Rhythm Machine.

Woods returned to the U.S. in 1972.

Shortly afterwards, he recorded what is

probably his finest LP to date: Musique du

Bois, which featured the fantastic Boston

based rhythm section of pianist Jaki Byaid,

bassist Richard Davis and drummer Alan

Dawson. Then he put together the group

that has (with a couple of personnel

changes) been working with him to thi.-<

day: pianist Hal Galper, trombonist Hal

Crook, bassist Steve Gilmore and drummer

Bill Goodwin. Although he has put in ap

pearances with other musicians, Woods

believes that a tightly-knit working group

is essential to good improvised music. In

these days of "all-stars" and "young lions"

who have over-inflated egos and recording

contracts when they should still be learn

ing, truly empathetic working groups are

hard to find. Although Woods is a major

stylist on alto sax, the other members of his

group cannot be described as such.

However, they demonstrate that there is

nothing like working together night after

night for close to two decades. The group's

musical cohesion and receptiveness to each

other's ideas, elements so essential to jazz,

are a joy to hear and even more so to see

You are the eyes and ears

of the Collegian.

If you »•• anything you think should be

covered in the Colegian please cal the paper

at 545-3600
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M nomination reactions
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

organization. Weld is an enthusiastic supporter.

"We have no one on the ballot strongly opposed to it,"

he said.

Cole also said because the candidates have been general-

ly quiet on state higher education he does not know which

candidate might be better for the system.

He said the MSP, which represents professors and

librarians on this campus, generally does not endorse can-

didates for public office as other unions do but said the

union might consider an endorsement this election year.

He said a decision will be made in a few weeks.

Dean of Students Eileen Stewart said the election

results did not surprise her much. "I think things were

much more up in the air than the pundits said."

Stewart declined to comment on her political beliefs or

the candidates but said about Silber, "I don't think run

ning a university qualifies you to run a state."

She echoed a statement many contacted by the Collegian

made about Weld: "I really don't know too much about

him."
There will be some real choices [this fall) especially

with CLT on the ballot so I suspect it will sharpen the

debate [between the candidates] and about who will run

state government and who will pay for it," she said.

Gary Aho, a professor in the English department, said

he was surprised Silber got the nod from the electorate.

"I thought he had put his foot in his mouth just too many

times," he said.

"He's a very scary man," he said. "Silber's election

might be a harbinger that we are on the wrong end of the

CLT petition as well."

Aho said he suspects many people voted for Silber

because he is not a professional politician. "I think many

people are disgusted by the pols in Boston now."

John Lewis, a senior communications major, said he did

not vote Tuesday and that neither Weld nor Silber im

presses him.

"No one stands head and shoulders above the other,

he said. "But I suppose they are as capable as any other."
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state rep.

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

said. "I'm not afraid to raise taxes, anybody who says

no new taxes is misleading the voter."

While at UMass, Valianti said he ran for student

trustee, helped found the University Democrats and

was involved with WMUA, the college radio station.

He said his experiences at UMass helped him "sow

the seeds" of his political future.

"I owe a lot to my experiences at UMass, I had a lot

of great professors who helped shape me into a well

rounded person," he said.

Ted Chambers, a UMass student, said Valianti's cam

paign staff is comprised totally of UMass students.

Chambers said Valianti ran as a full time represen-

tative, he added salary for a representative ranges from

$30,000 to 35,000 a year.

Kathy McFarland, Valianti's mother, said she was

"very proud" of her son, but quickly added she always

has been.

"I have nine children and four of them have

graduated from UMass and have gone on do to well.'

she said.

She said Valianti has always been very ambitious

and she has rarely seen him over the past few months

Valianti won eight of the city's 14 precincts, nearly

sweeping the blue collar neighborhoods in the city of

32,000.

Valianti captured the primary with 2,539 votes, easi

ly defeating Marlboro lawyer Sem Aykanian. who

finished second with 1,978 vote*. Marlboro City Coun

cilor Marilyn A. Perry finished third with 1,828 \

cops
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 3

PROTECTIVE CUSTODY

• An officer responding to a report of a

subject taking food in a Campus Center

restaurant on Monday placed a 21 -year-old

subject under protective custody. The per

son was under the influence of alcohol,

police said.
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Seven incumbents lose seats in state elections
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The Associated Press

Boston— Voter anger at incumbents trickled down to

the legislature, where at least seven long-term state

representatives lost their seats in the primary.

Tallies were close in other House races, and a

Democratic member of the Senate lost his seat to a

newcomer.
"It's a tough time to be an incumbent," said Charlie

Baker, who followed legislative races for the Democratic

Party. "What you're seeing is a lot of good Democratic

challengers doing well."

The closest race appeared to be in the Republican state

senate race in Norfolk and Plymouth County, where con-

venience store owner Cristie Mihos held a one-vote margin

over Robert Hedlund, 5,963 to 5,962. Don Hussey was

about 1,000 votes behind at 4,812.

While political observers said incumbents still have

many advantages going into the general election, the

primary election was considered an early gauge of voter

anger over the $1.2 billion tax increase signed into law

this year by Gov. Michael S. Dukakis after a protracted

battle in the legislature.

One Democratic race considered a test of incumbency

pitted former House Speaker Thomas McGee, D-Lynn,

against Edward Clancy, of the Lynn City Council, with

McGee barely surviving.

With 100 percent of the vote counted, the vote was 50-50,

with McGee holding a nine-vote edge, 4,033 to 4,024.

"It's basically about dead even," Clancy said.

McGee also acknowleged a tight race. "I don't know

what's going to happen," said McGee. "There's no ques-

tion that being an incumbent has hurt me."

Glancy said early today he was considering requesting

a recount, but that he had not made up his mind. He said

he has 10 days to call for a recount.

Another Lynn incumbent Democrat, Rep. Vincent Loz

zi. lost in a four-way race to Jeffrey Hayward, the chief

of staff to Lynn's mayor.

"There was obviously an anti-incumbency across the

state," said Hayward, who had 3,076. or 40 percent, to

2,389, or 31 percent, for Lozzi, although Hayward added

he was not sure how much of a role incumbency played

in his race.

Incumbency in the past has meant powerful advantage

for those seeking re-election. In the last legislative race

in 1988, all 34 incumbents seeking re-election in the

House took their seats back.

But this year, Democratic incumbents faced challentji ^

in a number of key primary races.

One long-time incumbent, Rep. Michael Flaherty, D-

Boston, who served 12 terms, lost to challenger Paul Gan-

non, who took 55 percent of the vote in a five-way race.

Flaherty took only 38 percent of the vote, or a total of

3,696.
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BOSTON (APi - The November ballot will

give voters the choice between liberal

Democratic Sen. John Kerry and conser-

vative real estate developer James Rap

paport, while in central Massachuseti>

Rep. Richard Neal, D-Mass.. has cleared hi-

one opponent in a bid for a second term.

Rappaport sailed to an easy victory in

Tuesday's primary over Hingham
businessman Dan Danly. The Republican

Senate primary between Rappaport and

Daly was among the first called by Boston

television stations and Rappaport gave

victory speech a half hour after the polls,

-ed.

In Springfield. Neal easily beat back a

primary challenge from former Sprmirfield

Mayor Ted Dimauro. No Republican ran

for the traditionally Democratic seat

suring that Neal will return

Washington
Rappaport, who spent nearly $2 milion

wn money in defeating Daly, goes

into the November election a clear un

dog to Kerry But some indication of the

high hopes Republicans hold for the

ear-old businessman came at 1

p.m. Tuesday when President Bush

phoned his congratulations

Wi reallv need you to beat John Ker

Bush told Rappaport "Til do what 1 can to

help
"

Both candidates wasted no time in mov

mg to the attack, leaving little doubt that

negative tactics will dominate the Senate

race.

•John Kerry, who is Mike Dukakis" am
bassador to Washington, believes in more

spending and ever higher taxes," Rap

paport told cheering supporters in his

vitory speech.

Even as Rappaport was speaking, Kerry

held an impromptu campaign news con-

ference outside the Park Plaza Hotel

Later, in a telephone interview, he said.

"I'll take my record of leadership out

against the 34-year-old real estate

developer any day."

Kerry easily rattled off instances in

which Rappaport has spread "lies" about

his primary opponent, republican Dan Da

ind -distortions" about his Senate

rd
'The issue of chai rid latagrit)

central to this campaign," Kerry said

fellow wants to be a U S senator. He ought

bow that he knows how to behave like

Another likely is a Rappap'

Kerry contest is the Central Artery and

Third Harbor tunnel project to help

alleviate traffic congest i<>n in Boston. Rap

paport opposes it as a waste of pt

money that could be spent on i
id

bridges across the sta: ippOftStl

plan and has worked in \A sshingl

secure federal funds for ?!

Rappaport is also likelv to harp

issue he raised dun it.

Kerry ha> paid too m
foreign policy and not enough t

Massachusetts ecv

Kerry , anticipatin n.irge, brou

up a counter-charge of his own that while

he was in the Senate looking after Uv

tereste of the state, Daly "was off in Hawaii

or Vermont making money." It w
reference to variou.-. out of -state business

interests of Rappaport s

Daly spent nearly a half million dol

of his own money against Rappaport, but

said he has no regrets.

"We simply got outspent," Daly said in a

telephone interview Wr r. happy and

we've got no regrets."

With 2.012 of 2.138 precincts reporting.

or 94 percent, Rappaport had 242,18."

votes, or 66 percent, to Daly's 125.4"

34 percent.

Neal led challenger Dimauro from begin

ning to end in his bid to keep his 2nd

District congressional seat

TMf MASSACHUSETTS DAItl

COLLEGIAN
presents: :==/

Th<

Busmess Card

BONANZA

Do you own s Business Card?

That', all you need to reach 21.000 readers d..ly.

D.scount Rate (for 2 col. I 2 inch ad): $20

|
The Business Cord Bonania P.ge runs every Monday

beginning September 24th.

A new and ««cit.ng way to advertise for less money,
jj

Contact the Collegian for more details.

5453500

BUDWEISER
SuilCMt

24-12 u cans

11.39

SAMUEL ADAMS

*16?S
case ol 24

12 w borne*

Moosehead
BEER

August jscbastiaru
PR0PRIETERS WINES

WHITE BLUSH CMtNINIKMC
rmwcH cotunaarc mo

OAM4V MAujOLAiV
WMTTE BEAUJOLAIt
white emnachc

FOLONARI $499

M.G. VALLEJ0 S099
CHARDONNAY

w
Cnam>

castoi

24 12 02

tollies
$1A49

I "T+DEP

OjKEEFE$-t049
^BEER

1Uo"DtP
cased

24 12 01 twines

PIELS DRAFT -;-
& PIELS LIGHT «~

Beringer $399
WHITE ZINFANDEL

.. CUERVO GOLD $029
ft TEQUILA w ,50 mi

MANISCHEWITZ $099
BLACKBERRY, CHERRY. ^fJ , ^

CONCORD

TAYl®R

Gordons-Gin $999
SALEM1"

MAIL IN REBATE '2-

WALKER *ZHT»i

/^CHUCKLE . . . SALLY THINKS

( SHE'S THE ONLY DISH IN W LIFE

RED

CASTILLO
WHITE RUM

SALE M0« JKk
BURGUNDY CHABLlS. BLWSM

RHINE CMENlN BLANC
FRENCH COLUMBARO

WMiTi GRENACHE RO'-E

glflElSCHMANHs
VODKA

MM •*•*•••!•<• N>'

HADLEY
9am to 11pm Campus Plaia'Aouia 9

Monday thru Saturday 253 9344

^TWO
LOCATIONS

HOLYOKE
SO Lincoln SI.

834-4566

SALE PRICES
THURS t/20/M

thru wio i/ir/to

T»l»Ch*ck

FROZEN VOGUKT

Make a date for Colombo frozen yogurt at:

BA^A^AEAHA
Northampton
(MMamSI

imntitr

«.* . *
• -.c^«-»
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the project.

"In the beginning, the volunteers know how the person

looks different, but in the end, they know the actual per-

son, not the disability, Diamond said.

The Boltwood Project, in its twenty-first year running,

was originally developed by an Amherst College student

who began the program at a house on Boltwood Avenue

in Amherst. Currently, however, all Boltwood volunteer

members are University students.

Sandra Hodge, Political Science major and third-

semester member of the project, said that the program is

a multi-functional learning experience.

"It's teaching me valuable life experience, working with

a client, working with a group, and working within a set

program," Hodge said. Jen Limbacher, a project super-

visor, stressed the importance of the program for the

residents of the State School involved in the program. "It

gives them a weekly chance to feel good about themselves

and participate in activities with people who really want

to see them," she explained. Without the program, this

is something they may not ordinarily get.

The program, which continues recruitment next week,

is holding information meetings at the Campus Center,

Monday September 24, and Tuesday September 25.

Amherst's

Best Kept

Secret

Thursday and
INDOOR MINIATURE GOLF

Student Night

GOLfiS Youk

Winners'Athletic Club

d 3 Indoor Tennis Courts

n 4 Outdoor Clay Tennis Courts

(2 Convertible to Indoor Clay

Courts Starting Sept. 1st)

d 4 Racquetball Courts

d Nautilus & Cardiovascular

Fitness Center

n Aerobics

CALL 549-4545 for a free tour

Winners' Athletic Club
Rte 116 Sunderland

(Opposite Bub's BBQ. on Bus Rcu.

Open 7 Days«7 00am-1 1 00pm

pav
h,p

Nautilus, unhrr 'ball

an robics 1

Seme?!er-Club for

Membership $225
Nautilus. Unlimited Raauetball.

Free Aerobics

W I N N E R S'

AT H LE T I C—
Rt. 116, Sunderland, MA 01059 (413) 549-4545

oincxma L^[\OQ\-oona3

Early vegetarians returning from the kill.

CALVIN AND HOBBES By BILL WATTERSON

BCtf.1 PEtL SHARP.' I

KJN3* WS MMH 5TA)<Tf0ZP.'

I'M REM foR wowng:

1 MOPE THE 1EKUER CAU.S

ON ME .' I MOPE I GET TO

DEMONSTRATE k PROBLEM
M" THE BOARD' I'LL

iMPRfc«^ EVERNOKE.'

ACROSS
1 Price tag

5 Rega'd witn

pleasure

1 1 Mosaic piece

13 Spear tor

Neptune

15 Banker at

times

16 Wire

18 Consumed
19 Admits defeat

20 — king

21 Culture medium

22 Coitture feature

23 Matures
24 Horse doctor,

lor Short

25 La'ge throng

26 Used up
27 Obliterations

29 Shorelines

30 Horse s gait

31 LK>n s warning

32 Cocked hat

35 Enticing

39 Powder for

polishing

40 Lions prides

41 Afternoon paly
42 Dairy

43 Money makers

44 Bacx talk

45 Bank account

tor Short

46 Crescendo
47 Sentry s words

48 Not forever

50 Chancel seat

51 Plowed acreage

52 Follows the fril

53 iced

54 Part of B A

DOWN
1 M ,

composition

2 More ancient

3 Br 1 gun
4 t.'jjntam peak

5 Was upon
t

6 Deepen a I *•

oed

to

7 Distance

measures
8 March 15th

Nero
9 Rule tor short

10 Causes anger

1

1

the raveled

— of care

Shak
12 Scant

14 Ability

1 7 Harbor sights

19 Insertion mark

22 Chemical

element

23 Separated

25 Speed it up 1

26 TV serials

28 Tempest
29 Arrives

31 French

income

32 Be appropriate

33 Turkish hospice

34 Made from clay

35 Like the webs
we weave

36 Printing style

37 Snuggle

38 Neon et al

40 Desert vision

43 Wall painting

44 Nobel Peace
Prize C0-wmner
1978

46 By oneself

47 German title

49 Mideast org

50 FIR stop

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE:

ZTclPiP
[e'l'o;n«c.hjlR.
RAiO.YmL.0.R.E

R E S

R'O'U D S

9 20 90

__- r
-

r-^ rrrrrr-
T it rl

.It «-
JP- JP

Ji JrB- ^F ^m

J —KZ _PPPP ^
jC TJI"

_P Jm* JfT -r -w b^
I

' -W-m Ml Jm

MENU
LUNCH

Tacos

Reuben on Rye

BASICS LUNCH

Vegetable Taco
Vegetable Melt

DINNER

Roast Pork

Baked Ziti

BASICS DINNER

Golden Carrot Bake
Baked Ziti

TANGELO PIE
By TIM SNEFFEN

BIRDIES & BOGEYS
$1.00 off wifh valid

Student I.D.

5-9:30
Call Stacey for group discount

Holyoke Mall-Lower Level
536-3765

Ani Mm lh Tm For

GABt'5

ETHICAL

~ CORNER,

ufcet Module*** »Us»«ii

Hi,I'mGJie.ForWrf
uou nof following along,

X nc^nVki caw* wm
A laf of ili<9»l ca^v from

a* aa-rcmoTic lei ley. Now,

as a coWt^t -oq« ^pt
role moacT Tor you

/
"—*^ ^Jk«. learner

<

j Or oc^ton w*ouU «*

h M ^ 4o gwt it back

1 WflH\, 4r* lo*T xiurui

fa AuWieS wouW"'

lik 4* itc »$ a publx: tijur«

appovina , ui«l'- • • crime .

"TKcu'3 wttnT mc to

<*> ftah{ TO DtufSrJi.

£o
t
if uou Sf»f Mj| «LirKfXlT^

figures rvuirbu , co\rtr

-rweireytt Jmik I **k

doum -fins Ptr\c\ £o)aia.

YOUR DAILY HOROSCOPE
By JEANE DDCON

^iiiiiiiiintitiiiiiiinitiiiiiiuintiiiitMiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiitiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiHiiiiHHiiiiiii" hiiiiiiiiiiniiiii imiiiiiiiiitiiimiiiiiimimiiiiiim hj i

^yeg| Tjnjted Methodist Church

365 North Pleasant Street

Amherst, Massachusetts 01002

I

10:45 a.m. Worship
Free UMass bus leaves GRC and
FAC at 10:35, stops at our door

549-1550

Atfrfrjtftttt-r T ~J Liquor Store

Heineken
case

$15.99

Busch Beer
suitcase cans

$8.99

X N \ N N S V

PRICE
By PRICE VAN RAY

Bacardi Rum
750 ml

$6.99

38?
X\XN\\X\ \VX.VS\SNVXNV\S

^S
""'"-^n" !v

V<il

Purple Passion

2 L

$3.99 Post Road
Real Ale

six pack

$4.69

Southern Comfort
750 ml

$6.99

Old Australia

six pack

$3.99

=

Absolut Vodka!
750 ml

$9.99

Knickerbocker
1 6 oz. bottles

case

$9.49

338 College St. (Rte. 9), Amherst 253-5384

KIMDAD AUTO SALES

ROUTE 9
Just Before Belchertown Center

323-8553

Many AFFORDABLE CARS $295 and UP

75 AMC s/w ocylAT. only $295

76 NOVA 4 dr 6 cyl.a t only $395

76 NOVA 4 dr at new paint $895

77 Monarch 4 dr.a.t. 6 cyl $695

79 LTD 4 dr. at good running $695

78 Cutlass 2 dr at. $695

84 Capri 4 cyl 4sp sharp car $>995

84 LTD s/w 6 cyl.a t clean $1495

80 Monte Carlo 2dr a t clean $695

many more to choo«e from

y« pfco do any Wnd\ of repair*

H* auto body. » a*a us a oat

Wf SMVtCI ¥»MAT Wt MU

ARIES (March 21-April 19)

Take care of routine work first

A highly desirable position may
be vacated Go after it for

yourself Some hopes ore fuell-

ed more easily than others Let

o relationship mature

TAURUS (April 20-Mav 20)

Impulse rather than reason

drives you today Know your

limitations and you wl do fine

Personal financial woes are

relieved by a promissory note

or gift Romance is happier

than m the past

OfMINI JMav 21-June 20)

Use subtlety and strategy to

get the pb done Resist an urge

to spend money foolishly on

entertainment A good ddv to

contact prominent people

about a job or financial

backing

CANCER .

..' • 22)

tne time to reuse funds

for a community cause A

creative effort leads to unex-

pected success! Keep the lines

of communication open .

chsid wno has moved awav

LEO . • 23-Aug 22) The

spotlight is on you pb and your

hearth it is time to contemplate

the future Show appreciation

for the special |oy a loved one

grves you Get oral agreements

in writing

VIROO (Aug 23-Sept 22)

Pace yourself if the tempo at

work peks up Find a quie*

place for lunch so you can

recharge your batteries A
change of lifestyle will add to

your creature comforts

LISRA(Sept23-Oct22) Wait

a while before trying to revive

an old idea Stay m close touch

with former employers A yen

for travel can be realized Try to

wrangle an invitation to a

business seminar

SCORPIO ;Oct23-Nov

Someone s stubbornness *

to your advantage at place of

employment Change is good
for you "ravel to distant lands

could be in your immediate

future Welcome new
experiences
SAGITTARIUS Nov 22

21) Refu' iiate aqua f -

rei between two close friends

lest both turn against you Bask

m the iimeiight while it asts

•en to lovea ones

aeciding aoout a spe>

for a child

CAPRICORN
19) Romance is enhancea by

something that takes piece-

work A banker is in a db»

mood Make a pitch for a loan

Missing papers coma turn up on

another person's d<-- -

AQUARIUS m 20-Fe:

A last-mmute schedule change

aiows *ep a date .-.

an oia A sudde r

fall eases a cash crunch

Career takes a temporary

back seat to family respon-

SiDiiities Romance is fun-fWed

PISCES (F«0 19-March 20'1

Being m a relaxed mood helps

you make the right decisions

Check the details of a project

to avoid embarrassment late?

on The emphasis now is on trus'

and financial security Pursue

romance

TODAY'S STAFF
Night Editor

Copy Editor

Layout Technician
Photo Technician
Production Supervisor

Typesetter

Production
Danielle

Will Georgiades

Mike Webber
Terry Starmer

Richard DuCree
Terry Starmer

...Danielle Dowhng
Jenna Dye. Seth Kaye

Dowling Mike Carvalho.

Nicole Dumas
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stop supply flights to Iraq. Six weeks into the Persian

Gulf crisis Saddam appears determined as ever to hold

on to Kuwait, having boosted occupation forces to an

estimated 360,000.

Nine Waal European countries on Tuesday eiulms

ed the proposed V N air blockade, and Argentina said

it was joining the multinational flotilla enforcing the

naval blockade of Iraq

U N chief Javier Perez de Cuellar sounded a

pessimistic note, saving he feared the gulf military

standoff brought on by Iraq's Aug. 8 seizure of Kuwait

could turn into World War III

In Baghdad, the Iraqi government said today that it

has frozen all cash deposits and property ofcompanies

and banks, private and government - owned, from

countries that are honoring the UN-ordered embargo.

The state-run Iraqi News Agency said the ruling

Revolutionary' Command Council ordered the freeze

under a new seven-article law dealing with the proteo

tion of "Iraqi interests, money and rights in Iran and

abroad."

The United States and other countries already have

frozen Iraq's foreign holding. Kuwait's foreign assets,

estimated at about $100 billion have been turned over

to the country's exiled leaders.

In New York, Soviet Deputy Foreign Minister Yuli

Vorontsov said he expected the U.N. Security Council

to approve the embargo before the week is out.

The United States, Soviet Union. Britain, France and

China - the council's permanent members - are refin

ing the language of the air embargo resolution so it

conforms to international air traffic laws, said

Vorontsov.

Since the Iraqi invasion Washington has sent about

165,000 troops to the Persian Gulf region, most of them

dug into the Saudi desert, to head a growing multina-

tional force. More American GI's and heavy tanks are

on the way.

The Pentagon >avs the buildup is also continuing on

the other side of the Saudi Kuwait border. Over the

last two weeks Iraqi troop strength in and near Kuwait

has risen to 360,000, it said Tuesday The Pentagon's

last estimate two weeks ago was 265.000.

rez de Cuellar said in New York on Tuesday that

Iraq's invasion of Kuwait could lead to the next world

war unless a diplomatic settlement is found. "I am
old. but I have witnessed wars, global war. Global,

global, global war." the 70-year-old U.N. chief told a

luncheon of the I'N Correspondents Association.

Concern was also expressed Tuesday that if war were

to break out it would extend far out of the Middle East,

with terrorist attacks bv Arabs loyal to Saddam

The director of the CIA. William H Webster, said

his agency is concerned about Saddam's link> to

Palestinian terrorists who have attacked Western

targets.

Parliament demands cabinet resign

Soviet prime minister blames council for economic crisis

the Associated Press

Moscow- The parliament of the Russian republic today

demanded the resignation of the national Cabinet, or

Council of Ministers, led by the Prime Minister Nikolai

T Ryzhkov, blaming them for the country's economic

crisis

Russia is only one of 15 Soviet republics, but the for-

mal expression of no confidence was a major blow to

Ryzhkov, whose resignation has ben demanded by

demonstrators for months.

Members of the Supreme Soviet of Russia, led by Rus

sian President Boris N. Yeltsin, blamed Ryzhkov for the

nation's economic troubles and said they did not believe

he would carry out a proposed plan to create a market

based economy in 500 day-

The Russian parliament voted overwhelmingly last

week to adopt the 500 plan, and the national Supreme

Soviet legislature is now considering whether to approve

it or one of two other major proposals.

Ryzhkov presented his proposal, the most conservative,

to the national body last week.

As prime minister and head of the Council of Ministers

Ryzhkov oversees the government bureaucracy and could

play a key role in putting any reform plan into effect, or

obstructing it.

He said last week that if his proposal is defeated, he will

"take responsibility for it before the people and the

Supreme Soviet." But he has avoided making a clear pro

mise to step aside if radical reforms are enacted.

Several leading reformers have demanded Ryzhkov s

resignation since he presented his plan, which envisions

continued centralization of the economy while gradual

moves are made toward a market based system.
week to aaopi me ow-pmu, mm ••» ——— — •

^

Winnie Mandela briefly detained
JOHANNESBURG, South Africa <AP>- Police briefly

detained Winnie Mandela yesterday after finding spent

bullet cartidges in her car, witnesses said

An angry Mrs. Mandela claimed the incident was part

of an ongoing plan to harass her and her husband. African

National Congress leader Nelson Mandela.

The incident came a day after the government announc-

ed that it will prosecute Mandela on charges of kidnapp-

ing and assault for the 1988 abduction and beating of four

youths.
KJ
_

The charges could harm negotiations between the AISL

and the government of President F W. de Klerk.

Mandela was traveling today in her white M<

Benz through the Tokoza township southeast of Johan

nesburg when she was stopped at a police roadblock

"Mrs. Mandela apparently picked up the shells while

visiting," said a police spokeswoman, Capt. Ida van Zweel

"She handed them to a policeman. There is no crime in

volved."

The ANC claimed Mandela had been arrested The

group said she had been invited to the township by

lents who wanted to hand over the spent cartidges

from the recent black factional fighting.

The organization said it "condemns the harassment

meted out to Mrs Winnie Mandela" by police "intent on

curbing the normal activity of th» \N(

'.•sss.m .•.*.*.•..

* CARRY OUT COUPON *

Buy ONE, Get ONE

for

Open for I

Lunch and
j

99 * jOpen to 3AM

DELIVERY COUPON*
Buy ONE, Large

or

Buy Any Large

Pizza Or 12" Pan

Style Pizza and Get
i<» One of equal or

lesser toppings for 99c

Gooa on Carry Out onry No* Gooa
Wrrh any other odor itprm H-30-90

I*

Amherst
256-8911

12" Pan Stvle Pizza,

and get ONE of

iequal or lesser

toppings for

delivered
in 30nw» or less

Not good wfth any other offer

WrVvVAWtV

Super Location, Super Prices

Scott's Liquors!
Budwefser Suitcases

24-12 oz, cans
$1149+ Dep

$11.49

$6.39

Michelob Reg-Light-Dry

12-12 oz. cans
$6.39+ Dep

Captain Morgan
Spiced Rum
750 ml

$6.99

k

Kahlua Liquer

750 ml
$10.99 25$ P

m
Smirnoff Vodka
80 proof 175 L

$13. 49

$6.99
$10.99

WE WANT TO BE YOUR FAVORITE LIQUOR STORE

6 University Drive, Newmarket Center, Amherst

Diagonally Across from the UMass Stadium

Plenty of FREE Parking

Telecheck for Your Personal Check

We Have It

We now Have mil

Meet Lottery gemeel

Apply Now To Compete In The

MISS MASSACHUSETTS

USA" PAGEANT
Official Preliminary — Miss USA • Pageant

NO TALENT REQUIRED Musi be age 18-26 by Ft* I 1991

never been named end it lees) 6 moniti Mess Resident

S200 000 TO U S WINNER ON TV

For FREE entry information, send name, address, dale

of twin and phone number wifti a recent snapshot and

bnet biography to

MISS MASSACHUSETTS USA HEADQUARTERS
222 Newbury *' . *«* «-. feelon, MA 0211«, ATTN Deet. e# &C

Phone (617) 2SS-32M

PINAL DEADLINF IS SEPT. 28. 199Q

Football Notebook

Reid borrows Temple's hoop tactics

By SAM SILVERSTEIN
Collegian Staff

This past winter, as University of Massachusetts foot-

ball coach Jim Reid watched the UMass-Temple basket-

ball game, he was struck by the shifting, "matchup" zone

defense used by the Owls.

Inspired, Reid walked down to his office in Boyden at

halftime and began moving X's and O's around his

chalkboard.

The result, eight months later: UMass is unbeaten in

two games, having tied Holy Cross 10-10 and beaten

Maine, 21-10. Both teams have run up double-digit wins

over the Minutemen in recent years.

Reid adjusted to changes in college, and professional,

football. Running the ball, a la Maine and tailback Carl

Smith, is out. Run-and-shoot teams, such as Holy Cross,

are no longer the exception, but the rule.

In the off-season, Reid abandoned his usual 3-4 defense

in favor of a four-man rush. Reid has also used redshirt

freshman Matt Rajotte as a starter at cornerback, and

shuffled in converted tailback Allen Williams. Both have

bean brilliant.

With Rajotte, Allen and Vaughn Williams, Pat Doran

and Don Caparotti, UMass is legitimately five-deep in the

backfield, which is, in Reid's words, "fun."

Mario Perry, Matt Tulley and Bobby Burke have been

-olid at linebacker, while Steve Brothers, Rich Kane and

John Creamer have anchored the defensive line.

And credit Temple coach John Cheney with the assist

UMass has this weekend off, and will face Boston

University Sept 29th at McGuirk. The Minutemen suf

fered no major injuries on Saturday, and an extra week's

>hould further heal any bumps and bruises there are.

K» st. however, is a relative term. Reid has scheduled

a atactica far Saturday, at 8 a.m. "This is football season,"

he explained We have to keep the guys focused on play-

ing football ..."
Around the Yankee Conference: New Hampshire

<2-0» emerged l '-am in the Conference with

; 7 win over Delaware 11 I'NM II ranked fourth in

the most roeent 1 AA poll Preseason favorite Connec-

ticut, meanwhile, is plummeting. The Huskies were

thrashed by DiviMon I North Carolina 48-21, dropping to

1 2. Quarterback Matt DeGennaro missed the second half

uith a sore arm Bl' fl-2) beat Westchester 38-7

Rhode Island <2 0> trashed Richmond (0-2), 37-0. Rhode

Mand i> ranked 12th in Division I AA . UMass is 18th.

•Mrong safety Vaughn Williams was named Yankee

.ference Co-Defensive Player of the-Week for his per

Saturday. Williams had eight tackles.

recovered one fumble, intercepted one pass and deflected

two more, and had a sack.

"I accept the award on behalf of the entire defense," said

Williams.

Tailback John Johnson was Yankee Conference and

ECAC Rookie-of-the-Week, and quarterback Gary Wilkos

was named to the ECAC Honor Roll.

McGuirk's new two-way microphone provided the

quote of the day. In the second quarter, Maine quarter-

back Jeff Delrosso was clocked as he was about to pass,

and the ball squirted loose. Because Delrosso's arm was
in motion, explained referee Joe Arnone over the PA, the

play was a "mere incompletion."

Sports Notice

Intramurals: Entries for badminton, racquetball

and track will be acceded Sept. 24 through 27,

to be turned into Boyden room 215. There will be

a players meeting Sept. 24 in Boyden room 249

for badminton and room 251 for racauetball. En-

tries for ice hockey (men's and women's) and

cross country (men's and women's) are due

Sept. 26 in Boyden room 215. Co-ed softball and

lacrosse seasons have begun. For more informa-

tion, please call 545-0022 or stop by the in

tramural office.

* ..II. ifidin filr photo

Despite space in the schedule, there's no time out for the Minutemen. Coach Reid will have the

football team up-and-at-'em for an 8 a.m. practice session on Sunday to prepare them for next

weekend's home game against Boston University

CLASSIFIEDS
ACTIVITIES

KUNG-FU I KARATE CLASSES'
beginners meet Mon Fr,

'w info call 774-4179
aak for Stuart

RUSH ALPHA PHI OMEGA' A National Co-

ed Serv.ce Fraternity' CC415A 7 30PM
Sept 19 20 24 a 25 AH welcome'

ANNOUNCEMENTS

BED AND BREAKFAST Downtown
Amherst ideal tor v«Mmg parents and

friends 549 5961

CLASS OF 94 Seize Ihe day T shins

Pick up yours Rm 304 University Adm.s

sions Center

FAST FUNORAISING PROGRAM
S1000 In |ust one wee*

Earn up to $1000 for your campus organiza-

tion Plus a chance at $5000 more' This prr>

?ram works' No investment needed Can

400-932 0528 E«t 50

VISA OR MASTERCARO! Establish credit

guaranteed or double your money bach

Call 1405-682 7555 e«t m 1207

AUDIO

TWO 200 WATT top ot the line Boston

Acoustic Speakers Very cheap Call

2532728

AUTO FOR SALE

1978 T-BIRO ACrTM PS/PB 90.000mi runs

great $500 or best offer Call Tammy
549 2786 must sell

1978 GMC SIERRA 15

8 fleetside 3speed V6
power steering/brakes 'Mon
$1 200 584-9818 call after 2 30PM

1979 SAAB 900GLE
4-speed sunroof

must sell $2000 bo
(413)6658119

1978 BUICK SKVHAWK hatchback $400

as is 5494333 6-8PM

19*0 BUICK CENTURY LIMITEO $750

665 7492

1984 4W0 SUBARU STATION WAGON
95500mi good mechanical cond some

rust all weather tees 1989 muffler

$2200'BO Jenny 259 1318 5 7PM
Mon Thurs

MAZDA GLC DELUXE M 62K A/C stereo

eic condition 3400 or 00 253-2294

1988 FORD RANGER excellent condition

5 Spaad 40 000 miles $4 800 253-0770

CONDO FOR SALE

UNBELIEVEABLE1 To" n"5£u"i
bedroom 1 ''j bath Reduced to $62,000'

Joan Rosner DH Jones 54*3700

FOR A GOOO TIME CALL...

RACK-A-OtSC the best entertainment DJ s.

video bands dorm/house specials caa

586-9900 anytime

FOR RENT

FRIDGE RENTALS call RAP 253-9742

HUGE ROOM m beautiful house for 1 2 peo-

ple Full bath and walk in closet '^J™Jaa
from campus Non-smoker $155 for 2 $280

for 1 » utilities 549-421

1

ONE BEDROOM APARTMENT at 177 N

Pleasant St Quiet $435 per month includes

heat 256-3457

SINGLE ROOM
house in N Amherst

187 50 549-6650

TOWNHOUSE APARTMENT: 2 bed>oom
1", baths on bus route Call 1-567 1352 and

leave message

REPOSSESSED VA 8 HUD homes
Available from government from $1 without

credit check You repair Also tax detmquent

for edosures Can 1-805-682 7555 Em
H 2009 lor rep© list your area

ROLLERBLADES size 8 5 hardly used

must see $70 or beat offer 549-8293

SAX FOR SALE Bundy II Alto student

model Great shape $500 or best offer

586-3100 em 4364

SLEEP WITH THE BEST
say goodnight to the rest

full sire futon and frame
$150

we H beat other bozos by 5%
Metawampe Furniture

1 800-3-FUTON 1

1989 SMITH CORONA PWP 3000

features word processor and typewriter

options comes with disks and paper

porter included $700 value asking $500 bo

caH 542 3032

EARN UP TO $500/WEEK
helping students obtain Visa. Mastercard

Send tor tree information American Fman
ctal Services. 1 1 7 Park Drive Suite 40-C

Boston MA 02215

EARN UP TO $20,000 A MONTH!
If you are a motivated person and wish to

be an entrepreneur don't let this opportun.

ty slip past you A multilevel marketing

company is looking for e*ecutive

distributors Be your own boss make your

own hours' lor more mfd call 549-4349

FULL TIME POSITION available Excellent

be** salary plus bonuses Fluency m any

African. Indian Korean, or Middle Eastern

dialects a plus Contact Lanny Perron

Metropolitan Lite (413)567 1248

INNOVATIVE MARKETING PROGRAM
needs sales rep for UMass Market E«

cement $$ opportunity Local advertising e«

penance necessary Call Gary at

1 400-874 5005

PANASONIC WALKMAN

MANICURES

SPECIALLY PRICED $5 bv experienced

UMass student 5492662

MOTORCYCLES

1983 YAMAHA SECA 400 runs good
new tires battery $45Cbo 546-0833

FOUND

ATTENTION NEW STUDENTS- personal

items left at the New Students Program this

summer may be picked up at the New
Students Office 304 University Admiss

Center

CALCULATOR found Monday m Cape Cod

Lounge Call 256-1479 to describe and

claim

CAMERA outside SUB 9H8
253 3886 Pete

WATCH found in front ol Bartletl

Call Christine at 546-4975

FOR SALE

1982 DODGE 400 CONVERTIBLE, white

with red interior 64.000 miles Very clean

$2,800 546-3142

1MU TOYOTA STARLET
$2000 or B/O 535-2322

V8 TRANS AM 83 71500 rmles crura.

trol AC power window, aaat steenng

546-3082

CHECK OUT ACI'S great deals on Com
puter Systems. Cables. Hardware andAc

cessones If you're in the market for a 100%

IBM Compatible computer we manufacture

a complete line of systems If tow once, high

quality, and personalized on-site service are

all concerns, no one compares with AG
Conveniently located in downtown Amherst

next to Baybank

CUBE FRIDGE
greal tor dorms
call Julie at 546-3987

LARGE REFRIDGERATOR (twice the sue
ol most dorm fridges) freezer section, exc

cond, will deliver. $90roo 256-3192

OFFICE DESK! nice goocTcond $100 or bo

Julie 2564303

HELP WANTED

AIR NATIONAL GUARD part-time member

ship offers fantastic benefits' Part-time |Obs

available in a wide variety of career fields

Earn $300 or more your first year' Join your

local Air Force in Westfield Other benefits

include 104% free college tuition G I Bill,

retirement, free plane travel and more Men
and women without prior service are eligi-

ble to torn through age 34 Veterans of all

services usually eligible into their 40s Call

your recruiter lo see if you quality No
obligation, no pressure Jobs guaranteed

before you enlist Call anytime

413-568-9215 or tod free 1400-AIR 9151

CHRISTMAS, SPRING BREAK. SUMMER
travel free Air couriers needed and

cruraeship jobs Call 1405482 7555 em
F 142

NEED A BABYSITTER' responsible educ

maior able to sit on nights and weekends

Please call 549 93n Gretchen

NEWSPAPER DELIVERERS needed for

UMass dorms No car required Mornings

74AM Good pay 7daysrweek 253-7009

Evenings

PART/FULL TIME JOBS for the environ

rnenl' 4040/day' Call Sam 2564434

PART TIME SALES PERSON wanted for

the marketplace Will tram Call 323-9692

SKI POSITIONS ski lodge in Alta, Utah

Seasonal only November 1 1990 to April

25 1991 Salary, room and board, and ski

pass For application please call (801)

742-3000 between 8 30 to 4 30 mountain

time any day or write to Alta Peruvian

Lodge. Alta. Utah 84092

SPRING BREAK/CHRISTMAS BREAK
TOURS Individuals or student organization

needed to promote our ski^sun tours Earn

money and free trips to Cancun Daylona

Vermont. Montreal

Call HI LIFE 1-800 263-5604

LOST

BROWN-RIMMED EYEGLASSES at upper

Boyden tennis courts if found please call

6-5188

EYEGLASSES m gray case reward

Charlie 256-1170

GOLD RING cash reward sentimental

value-leave message for Lynda 538-2931

after 4 00PM

KEY with UMass bottle opener at in

stramural fields Call 6-7304 or 6-2997 if

found

1984 HONDA SABRE 700CC great cond

$1000 or bo 253-7119 leave maaaage

PIZZA

COLLEGE PIZZA
FALL SPECIAL

small cheese $3 50
large cheese $5 99

2 loppings only $ 1 more
must mention this ad'

5494073 5494098

PROFESSIONAL OJ S

LAZER TECH AUDIO available I

dance dorm party or house party Gre.i'

rates great DJ s CaH 323 7801 soon

ROOMMATE WANTED

$158 PER MONTH own 'com quiet

nonsmokfi' can Mark or Shane 253-3498

FOR DOUBLE ROOM in Presidential Apt

Call 549-1224

FOR TWO BEDROOM >»>em Place

Call 256-6777 $200

SOUTH DEERFIELD 2 bdrm Apl nn bus

hne $300 6654230 545 1028

SERVICES

DO YOU NEED SPANISH HELP?
Tutoring available to' intermediate to ad

vanced can Giovi 5494071

HAVE YOU SEEN THE MARKETPLACE?
Classified advertising run by students 'or

students Pay only 5% commission when

you sell Call 323-9692

STUDY ABROAD IN AUSTRALIA nforma

tion on semester, summer and mtership

programs All run under $6000 Call Curtin

University 1400-878-3696

PREGNANT'
Need a pregnancy lest, information or sup

port? Call for free and confidential services

ALTERNATIVES 33 Main St Northhampton

588-3000

TRAVEL

EARN CREDIT SCUBA DIVING'

Basic course starts 9 10 $195

Adv course starts 9/1?

Sport course (Key Largoi '2'28 $380
For further information can 549-6401

ONE-WAV American Airlines

Hartford Seattle December 2i 1990 ex

ceaent price 1413-562 2582 ,
after 31

TYPING

QUICK. ACCURATE. EFFICIENT S Dee'

field 10 mms from

reasonable prices' 886450'

TRANSCRIPTION. $'^ 'yping $2/pg

S45 1188

TYPING. WORO PROCESSING. $1 50/pg

Free pickup and dekvery Laser printing and

copying available KCommunicanons
2564373

WOROPROCESSING--Fast Professional

Reasonable rates Free pickup and
delivery Can Nancy 36? 9437

WANTED

HCAC AMHERST DAY CARE has substoiz

ed slots available tor children, age 2yrs

9months-5yrs Parents must be AFDC and

Voucher eMgrble CaH Nancy at 5494713 or

Barbara at 584^434

SOCCER CLEATS. A "iens

Kevin 5 1315 or 259-1561

WANTED TO RENT

»***««• a • * e • > • • ••••••

TWO FEMALES deperately seeking to

lease or sublet a 1 bedroom or 2 person

apartment starting in January Please CaH

Beth at 546 5459

PERSONALS

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
ANDREA N AND JULIE P
Thanks lor a great RUSH' Your hard work

paid off' Love everyone
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

HAPPY ANNIVERSARY PAM'!!
I Love You

looking forward to many more
Lots of Love Scott



SPORTS
UM field hockey pummels Providence in 1-0 shutout

By ADRIENNE MATT
Collegian Staff

"I can't believe I forgot to call," she said panting "This

has to go in tomorrow."

Head coach I*am Hixon may be intermittently forget-

ful, but she will not forget the type of play her team ex-

hibited against Providence College last night.

The Universitv of Massachusetts field hockey team

returned to Amherst victorious after a 1-0 match.

"It was a classic UMass game," Hixon said. "They

plaved great."

Mara Fratassio scored the only goal of the game

unassisted 22 minutes into the first half.

"She beat everyone at the goal and got by the defense

to score," Hixon said of the goal.

"We dominated the entire game," she said. "The win

is definitely a morale booster."

UMass went into the game ranked 16th, facing a fourth

ranked Providence. For some strange reason, those

numbers may change.

Goalkeeper Philippa Scott was not very busy as PC

challenged her with only six shots on goal by the halt, a

total of 10 for the game. She finished with three saves

•We put so much pressure on them, they couldn t get

a shot off," said Hixon. "The numbers show what solid

defense we played."

Sweeper Kerri Fagan, named 2nd team All American

last year, had an outstanding game, according to Hixon.

PC's Karen Krawchuk, their highest scorer, was shut

down by centerback Lisa Bernardinelh.

"She took on her toughest defensive assignment yet

said Hixon of her centerback. "Krawchuk got off no shots

on goal. [Bernardinellil shut her out."

UMass, however, was not shut down, finishing with 19

shots on goal and challenging PC's goalie 12 times.

Providence finished with five penalty comers, as Umass

had 11. ,

Needless to say. Hixon and these Minutewomen are hap-

py campers. "This was our best played outing to date.

< oilrgmn photo b> Carrie Wvrth

The Minutewomen out-hustled Providence

College last night, ousting the fourth-ranked

team to a 1-0 shutout.

ranked Providence. For some strange reason, those pycam^.
1^~«

Minutemen tennis delivers Connecticut Huskies a loss
IfllilU^HlVXX m/^/

. _,«^ Things looked dismal in the second set for the Minutemen

By BRETT MORRIS
Collegian Correspondent

On Tuesday, the University of Massachusetts mens ten-

nis squad continued their assault on New England teams.

The surging Minutemen traveled to the University ofCon

necticut where they posted their third straight victory,

edging out a talented, young Connecticut team 5-4.

Number one singles player, junior Barry Wadswortn,

led the attack with a solid 6-2. 6 1 victory over Connee

ticuts Jeff Kuehen.

Jeffrey Hechemv. UMass' number two singles player,

overcame a one set deficit to knock off UConn s Mike

Greenberg 3-6. 6-3. 6-4.

"Hechemv played a really tough match. [He played) an

amazing third set," said coach Manny Roberts.

In addition, freshman Minuteman Tim Lipsky chalked

up his second singles victory in as many attempts as he

triumphed over Connecticut's Greg Bartek 6-3, 6-3.

However. UMass" Chuck Rubin. Matt Murphy and Rich

Stone were unsuccessful in their singles matches.

With the singles contests deadlocked at three apiece it

was up to the doubles players to decide the outcome or the

match.
, ... .,

"If we can win three of the singles, which we dm\ we

have a good chance [of winning the match)," said Roberts,

who has confidence in his doubles teams winning at least

two out of three matches.

In doubles action. Massachusetts' Wadsworth and Lip^

sky teamed up to defeat Connecticut's Greenberg and

Matt Pressman 7 6 (7 2). 6-3. However. UMass' number

three doubles team of Chuck Rubin and Matt Murphy

were defeated 6-3, 6-2.

The contest was tied at four games apiece with the

match between UMass' Hechemv and Stone against

UConn's Kuehen and Batek still in progress.

In that final contest. Connecticut took the first set 6 4.

Things looked dismal in the second set for the Minutemen

as Connecticut served for the match. Nonetheless, with

their backs against the wall. Hechemy and Stone battled

back to break serve, tied it at five games and won the se

cond set 7-5.
. ,

Stone and Hechemy took their momentum into the third

MR
"After they came back from two break points and two

match points lin the second set), I think that kind of took

the UConn players bv surprise They kind of roamed in

the third set and it was pretty much all over." Roberts

HHMl

And it was all over, as Hechemy and Stone finished off

their opponents 6^3 in the final set

"It was a pressure situation for Hechemy and Stone.

They handled it quite well." he said

The Minutemen will try to remain undefeated as they

travel to Central Connecticut next Tuesday.

Atlanta: peachy keen on 1996 Olympics
By SONJA ROSS
Associated Press

ATLANTA (APt - The Olympics are com

ing to Atlanta. Let the construction begin.

Olympic planners began putting away

the celebratory confetti Tuesday to dig

through a large pile of work that must be

done before the 1996 Games. Buildings

must be built, money must be raised and

athletes from all over the world have to be

taught to deal with Georgia heat that is

still six summers away.

"We're sort of at the bottom of the moun
tain, looking up at the climbing we've got

to do," said John Bevilaqua, an Atlanta-

based consultant who worked with the

1984 Games in Los Angeles. Bevilaqua is

aiding planning for the 1992 Games in

Barcelona. Spain, and helped piece

together Atlanta's winning bid among U.S.

cities.

The Olympics will mean new jobs as

Atlanta organizers put together a staff to

handle the Games.
"We're not a very large city compared to

other (Olympic) cities." Bevilaqua said.

"That's good news in terms of creation of

jobs for those who are here. That may in

dicate certain jobs would have to be filled

with people from outside Atlanta.'

The Atlanta Organizing Committee's

preliminary estimates are that construe

tion. renovation and other preparatory

work would create some 44,800 jobs, in-

cluding 21,500 in construction.

Almost as soon as it was announced in

Tokyo that the 1996 Olympics would be

AP photo

The celebration began as several thousand people at Underground

Atlanta, an entertainment complex, heard the results of the site election

for the 1996 Summer Olympics.

held in Atlanta, callers began asking the

AOC about tickets that wont be on sale for

at least five years.

That is most definitely the most popular

question of the day," said AOC spokesper-

son Laurie Olsen.

But higher on the agenda are Olympic

construction projects.

An Olympic Village will be built at

Georgia Tech. A track and field stadium,

to seat 86,000, has to be built, along with

a velodrome and a natatorium.

These things are expected to cost between

$300 million and $500 million, according

to the AOC. A $210 million domed

stadium, which will house basketball and

gymnastics in the Olympics, is already

under construction to house pro^football's

Atlanta Falcons.

The AOC plans to spend $1 billion for the

Games. It expects to take in - from licens-

ing and television sources — $1.16 billion,

leaving a surplus of about $160 million,

Olsen said.

State planner John Sibley said bringing

the Olympics to Georgia puts the state on

the international map as never before,

while requiring little - if any - outlay of

tax dollars.

"The financial planning that has been

done in this effort seems to have been done

quite conservatively," Sibley said. "The

private sources of revenue ought to cover

the Games and there ought to be a surplus

in the end. And that's what we're going

on."

Some existing venues chosen for Olym-

pic events would have to be renovated, said

W Clyde Partin, director of the Olympic

Academy, a 13-year-old seminar on the

Games.
Among those are facilities slated to house

tennis, fencing, water polo, field hockey,

wrestling and baseball, Partin said.

"It's not an impossible thing to do, not

at all," he said. "There's no question all

these venues can be built."

Volleyball

digs down
to CCSU

By JENNIFER ABATI
Collegian Correspondent

The University of Massachusetts

volleyball team is off to play Central

Conneticut today for a difficult match

Coach Carol Ford's biggest concern is

that the 2 win-9 loss team will have to

make up for having a rookie setter. Cen-

tral will be a tough match but. "We're

good enough to make the difference."

she said.

In the past the Minutewomen have

done well against Central. But. due to

a young team last year with too much

to learn, they fell short to Central in

their second match against them.

"Central has improved since then, and

UMass is still rebuilding," Ford said.

Central has lost all nine of their mat

ches, eight of which were shutouts.

"We have an excellent back row,"

Ford said. "Patty Diorio needs to stay

confident and continue serving well."

She said the back row has been making

reliable passes and playing solid

defense. The two outside hitters for the

game tonight will be Nancy Sullivan

and Daniel Michael.

"Sharon Panoff will be needed to put

the ball away in the middle and score,"

Ford said of her middle hitter. "The

team needs them to take charge and be

aggressive." The other middle hitter for

tonight is still undecided.

Despite the rough and tough match.

Ford said with the right attitude, they

should come out on top.
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Rich vocals to electrify Smith
By JULIE LIVINGSTONE

Collegian Staff
tn people, their music and a strong sense of themselves as a

group.

Bernice Johnson Reagon directs the successful group, although

she declines to be singled out. High achievement is something

Rt agon is accustomed to with a PhD in History as well as being

curator of the National Museum of American History.

Sweet Honey in the Rock's most recent release, Luc at

Carnegie Hall (on Flying Fish Records), includes "Emergency."

which won them a 1988 Grammy nomination. Also on Flying

Fish are The Other Side, Feel Something Drawing Me On, We

All . . Everyone Of Us and Good News, which is a live recor

ding of their seventh anniversary concert, and Sweet Honey In

The Rock, their first recording, released in 1976. Their second

album was named Best Women's Album of 1979 by the National

Association of Independent Record Distributors (NAIRD).

Their newest release. All For Freedom, is a project developed

for younger audiences.

In their log of vibrant tributes and poems realized as music,

there is one to Winnie Mandela and Joanne Little who, in 1975,

killed a White policeman who was trying to rape her. Shirley

Childree Johnson, a language interpreter for the hearing

impaired, is a swirl of motions during this torrid piece.

Sweet Honey In The Rock will perform at John M. Greene Hall

a tribute to Woody Guthrie and Hudie Ledbetter at Smith College on Sunday at 2 p. m. Tickets are $15 in advance

(Leadbelly). The women have a strong commitment and $17 at the door.

Voice. More expressive than any word it ts intonations

reveal a range of thought and emotion. When in harmony it con

veys these a thousand times over, some are masters of this and

reveal awesome sentiment through song.

Sweet Honey in the Rock sing fiercely of being fight. vs. of be

ing in love and knowingly of being women In their second

generation of life-weaving, they take audiences through a

journey of celebration and struggle rooted in the African-

American legacy with a love and respect for life wherever it sur

faces in the universe.

The strength behind Sweet Honey in the Rock lies in

their sound and repertoire, whose source is in traditions

of the African-American congregation style and branches.

The moan of blues, power of early twentieth century gospel,

jazz choral vocalizations tinged with blues and church har

monies, are the core of their music. Harmonies form their

backbone as they dance and jump between altering

^rhythms.

The group began performing together in November

of 1973 as a part of the Washington DC. Black Reper

tory Theatre Company. They have always been pillars

of social commentary and shared a Grammy in 1989

for the compilation album Folkways: A Vision Shared,
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1 Pray St.. Amherst-549-5403 • Open 1 lam

7 days a Week
Kitchen open til midnight

Game Room with 2 pool tables

^ *

Tonight 10c Beer Steamed Baby Franks :

9:00p.m. — 12:00 a.m.
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Drink of the W««k Beer of the Mff*
Pineapple Bomb Foster* Lager SI.75

$1.95

Food Giveaways
Mon. 10 cent Mozzarella Sticks

Tues 10 cent Buffalo Wings

Wed 25cent Pizza Slices and 99 cent nachos

Thurs 10 cent Beer Steamed Baby Franks

Sunday 10 cent Potato Skins

WE ACCEPT MC-VISA-AMEX

*

*
I*

says

Write For ArtslOnne.

T^^*+++++++*+**++****

HADLEY
Steak & Seafood

- HOUSE
ALL YOU CAN EAT

BREAKFAST BUFFET

$4.99

SATURDAY and SUNDAY
8:OOam-l:OOpm

11:00 am open 586-7731

muffins, fresh eggs, sausage, bacon,

homefries, fruit, danish. jello, pan-

cakes, hot apple and strawberry

toppings.

401 Russell St.. Rte 9. Hadtey 586-7731

Tues Thurs. 11-9-Fri, ll-11-Sat..ll 3Q-11-Sun. 8om-6pm

Are you worried about phenomenal costs of

|computer ^p
systems?'

ACI offers discounts to 5-College students

and facultv with on-site installation!

VI I tKkll - Hill

25»TW«n»leStr«i,Ainiwr*,MA MOW S4**T§1

AMERICAN
COMPUTER
INNOVATORS

71 Pleasant St/Northampton

586-0935

The Greatest

Animation Event

of the
Decade!

mute SMOJl YAMASHIRO
producer RYOHEI SUZUKI

Jusign • script • direction

KATSUHIRO 0T0M0

•im ««* coMtarra
. mi - k, Stat***** MClvMS

Begins Wednesday. Sept 19

Weekdays at 645 and OlO/Fnday at 4 SO. 715 and

040/Sat and Sun at 230. 450 715 and 04O pm
"First Show Fri . Sat . ond Sun is S350 adrmsson"

AKIRA is not suitable tor children under the age of 12 years

m
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Specials

Rolling
Rock

24 12oz
bots

$10.99^

Sam
Adams

bktoberfesi

is here

Miscellaneous Specials

Sun Country Coolers 2Lt.$2.99

Bacardi Breezers 4pack $3.99

Absolut Citron 750ml $10.99

Four SectsonsVodka and Gin 1.75L$8.99

FOORSEASO^SI
Wines/ Liquors

ROUTE 9. HADLEY • 5 8 4-817 4'

Alternatives
THURSDAY
Latoya Jackson will perform at the Big E in W.

Springfield. The performance will take place at the

Miller Genuine Bandshell at 3 p.m. and 6 p.m. It will

be free with admission to the fair.

Between Burger King and Dunkin' Donuts

Stunde Null, which means Zero Hour, is a 1976

German film directed by Egar Reiz. It is part of a film

series entitled A Country Divided. It wi be shown at

Amherst College in Merrill II at 4.30 pm and 7.30

p.m. Admission is free.

Love and Death directed by Woody Allen in

1975 is a foreign film spoof that chronicles the

misadventures of an absolute coward in the

Napoleonic wars. It will be shown at Hampshire Col-

lege in the Adele Simmons Lecture Hal at 7pm Ad-

mission is free.

Ray and Cilia Fisher/The Maw $t. Gaorga will

play the Iron Horse Music Hall in Northampton. Ray

and Cilia Fisher have been influential in Scottish folk.

Doors open at 7 p.m. Tickets are SK) in advance

War: Tha Comedy, presented by the Steveless

Theatre is a musical review of all the glories of war.

it will be performed at the Northampton Center for

the Arts, which is on 17 New South St. in Northamp-

ton Show starts at 8 p.m. Tickets are S5-K).

Soc Hop Pari* will play Horizons on the Trail in

Greenfield. Doors open at 8 p.m.

Pajama Slava Dancers/Minibus Sandwich will

burn rubber at Pearl Street in Northampton. Doors

open at 8:30 pm
Janine Dltullio are at Peking Garden Restaurant

in Hadley. Th.s is the first instalatton of the

restaurant's For Women Only: Comedy and Conver-

sation which will take place every Thursday night

starting tonight. Three other comediennes will also

perform. Show starts at 8.30 p.m. Admission is S6.

Toddy Bergeron, who has performed Ns com-

edic schtick on The Johnny Carson Show and The

David Letterman Show, will merrily jest the crowd at

Knightly's in Eashampton. Show starts at 9:30 p.m.

Admission is $5.

Luis Melendez's Latin Dance Might can be

found at The North Star in Northampton, tt will offer

Afro-Carribean rhythms for the dancing fool in you

DJ Luis wi spin some tunes starting at 9:30 p.m. with

live music at 11 p.m.

Who's Klddln1 Who will have petvises gyrating at

Twister's Tavern in Amherst.

Montenia will play Dave's in Chicopee.

Tribal Etlket will have the crowd at Sheehan s

Cafe In Northampton butt funkin'.

FRIDAY
Tha Great Itcapa. directed in 1963 by John

Sturges. is a well-paced story of allied POWs plot-

ting escape from a German POW camp starring

Steve McQueea Richard Attenborough and James

Coburn. It will be shown as part of a Steve

McQueen Weekend brought to you by Second

Sight Films at Hampshire College in thejtonklin Pat-

terson Main Lecture Hall at 7 p.m. and 9:30pm Ad-

mission is $1. _ , 4K^lr

Schooner Fare, a trio from Maine, wi make the.

big voices known at the Iron Horse. Doors open at

7 pm Tickets are $12.50 in advance.

Chocolat. a 1988 Frerx:h/German/Cameroon

film derjicts a young woman's memories of her

cNd^n Fre

V
rch West AMcoUIt wi

?

b£shown at

Amherst College in the CC Theatre at 730pm and

lO p.m. Admission is free.

The Designed Environment: Prospects tor the

Nineties is an international interdisciplinary con-

ference on architecture, landscape architecture

and design focusing on ethics and aesthetics of

design at the end of the twentieth century. The

conference, which will be held at the UMass Cam-

pus Center is broken up into different lectures:

Design for the Nineties: A Global View of Problems and

Possibilities with Ezio Manzini. Director of Design at

Domus Academy in Milan, Italy and Jory Johnson

of the University of North Carolina at Charlotte at

CC 163C from 1 p.m. to 2 p.m.; Creating Culture by

Design with Dan Friedman, an artist and designer

from New York City and Massmio Riva of Brown

University at CC 163C from 2 p.m. to 3 p.m.; Plastics:

A 'Malign Force' for the Nineties? with Frank Karasz

of Polymer Science and Engineering and Dennis

Porter of UMass at CC 163C from 3:30 p.m. to 4:30

pm Form-Between Function and Fiction with H. Lm-

dinger, director of the Institute for Industrial Design

at the University of Hanover in West Germany and

William Johnston of UMass at CC 163C from 4.30

pm to 530 p.m. Admission is free to all Five Col-

lege faculty and students. For outside students, ad-

mission is $25 before Sept. 21 and $30 afterward.

For the general public, admission is $50 before Sept

21 and $60 afterward.

Peter Garland will play popular piano songs in

the Hatch, which is located on the ground floor of

the Student Union Building at UMass from 3 p.m. to

6 p.m. _. c .

The Spinners will soulfully croon at the Big E in

W Springfield. The performance will take place at

the Miller Genuine Draft Band Shell at 3 p.m. and

6 p.m. It will be free with admission to the fair

Anna Deveare Smith will perform her one

woman show that focuses on issues of diversity and

racism in the Five College Theatre Departments

based on interviews with Five College theatre

students, faculty and staff at Smith College Theatre

14 at 8 p.m. Admission is free

Imrat Khan master sitar and surbahar player, will

perform Indian classical music accompanied by

sons at Amherst College in the Buckley Recta Ha I

This performance is a part of the Music for the Whole

Earth series. Show starts at 8:15pm Admission is free.

Mike Sent is sure to have the patrons of Peking

Garden Restaurant in Hadley bursting at the seams

with convulsive fits of laughter His special guests.are

Thorn Brown and Ken Dubner. Show starts at 8.30

pm Admission is $6.

Sax Maniacs will play Dave's in Chicopee

Thunderflsh will play their bluegrass sounds for

the patrons of Knightly's in Easthampton.

Ray Mason Ban will perform at Sheehan's Cafe

in Northampton

Free Flight will soar at Horizons on the Trail in

Greenfield.
, ,

Larry Burger/Neil Sackman will play at Twister s

Tavern in Amherst as a part of Acoustic Folk Night

Enjoy dinner and the show from 7 p.m. to 11 p.m. Ad-

mission is $1.

SATURDAY
Phlsh/The Weekly News will play at UMass in the

Student Union Ballroom. Doors open at 8 p.m. Tickets

Chinese Classical Dance sponsored by the

Asian Students Association, will be held at Amherst

College in the Buckley Recital HaH at 8 pm Admis-

sion is free. „ . ...

Fred Small, an infectious and emotional folk

songwriter, will perform at the Stained Glass Cof-

fee House in Chicopee at 8 p.m.

Battle of the Bands Finals will take place at Pearl

Street in Northampton. Doors open at 8:30 p.m.

Mike Bent will amuse those at Peking Garden

Restaurant once more. Show starts at 8:30 p.m. Ad-

mission is $6. ^ .-.

Benefit Comedy Show for the Eldery Day Care

Services can be found at Knightly's in Easthamp-

ton. Show starts at 9:30 p.m. Admission is a $5

donation. „. . ...

Frankle Avalon, past and future heartthrob, will

perform at Hu Ke Lau in Chicopee.

James Montgomery will sing the blues at

Sheehan's Cafe in Northampton.

New Breed will bring their Motown sound to

Twister's Tavern in Amherst.

Free Flight will soar again at Horizons on the Trail

in Greenfield.

Marion Groves will play at Dave's in Chicopee.

Hot Food! Hot Jazz! Festival 1990 presented

by the Advocate and The Black Sheep, will take

place at the Amherst Town Common from lO a.m.

to 5 pm Cesar Chavez. United Farm Workers Presi-

dent will be a guest speaker. The dixieland jazz of

the South End Jazz Band and family folk of Lorre

Wyatt will provide entertainment.

The Designed Environment: Prospects for the

Nineties, an international conference adressing

aesthetical and ethical concerns about architec-

ture in the '90s, will continue with conferences as

follows For the Money of the Many: Design Ethics in

the Age of Greed with Victor Papanek from the

School of Architecture at the University of Kansas

and Arnold Friedman of UMass at CC 163C from

9-30 pm. to 10:30 am Tasfe - The Last Taboo with

Stephen Bayley. designer and former director of the

Design Museum in London at CC 163C from 1045

am to 1145 a.m. Art vs. Nature: The Redefinition of

the Artificial to the Natural and its Consequences for

Design with Diana Balmori of Balmori Associates in

New Haven and Dean Cardasis of UMass at CC

163C from 11:45 a.m. to 1245 p.m.; Strategies for

Changing Places with Donyl Lyndon from the

department of Architecture in the College of En-

vironmental Design at the University of California at

Berkley and Norton Juster of Hampshire College at

CC 163C from 2:15 p.m. to 3:15 pm Landscape as

Art with Peter Walker of Peter Walker and Partners

in San Francisco and Joseph Volpe of UMass at CC

163C from 3:45 p.m. to 4:45 p.m. Admission is free

for Five College students and faculty. For outside

students, it will cost $25 before Sept. 21 and $30

afterward. For the general public, it will cost $50

before Sept. 21 and $60 afterward.

Cheryl Wheeler/Barb Schloff will play the Iron

Horse Wheeler, a folksy songwriter, penned the No.

1 country Nt "Addicted" and Schloff is known for her

intellecto pop. Doors open at 7 pm Tickets are SlO

in advance
Chocolat a foreign film depicting a young

woman's childhood in Africa, will be shown again

at Amherst College in the Campus Center Theatre

at 7:30 p.m. and lO p.m. Admission is free

SUNDAY
Smiles of a Summer Night a Swedish film

directed in 1955 by Ingmar Bergman, is a romantic

comedy on manners, mores and sexual pursuit

played out at a country estate in the late 18COs

It will be shown at Hampshire College in the Adele

Simmons Lecture Hall at 2 p.m Admission is free.

Sweet Honey in the Rock will perform at Smith

College in the John M. Greene HaH at 2 p.m. Tickets

are $15 in advance and $17 at the door

Leedy Memorial Series Recital performed by

pianist Robert Weirich. will showcase such classical

pieces as Partita No. 4 by Bach. Sonata by Copeland

and Etudes by Chopin. It will take place at Mount

Holyoke College in the Pratt Auditorium from 4 pm

to 5 30 pm Admission is free.

Phil Woods Gulntet masters of acoustic

chamber jazz, will play at the Iron Horse Music Hall

in Northampton. Doors open at 7 p.m. Tickets are

$12.50 in advance.

Chocolat. about a young woman's childhood in

Africa will be shown once more at Amherst Col-

lege in the Campus Center Auditorium at 7:30 p.m.

and lO p.m. ^«*,
PapJIIon starring Steve McQueen, is a graphically

realistic film about escape from Devil's Island This

a part of the Steve McQueen Weekend, brought

to you by Second Sight Films. It will be shown at

Hampshire College in the Franklin Patterson Main

Lecture Hall at 8 p.m. Admission is $1.

James Keelaghan, a Canadian folk singer, will

perform at Amherst College in the Campus Center

Frontroom at 8 p.m. Admission is $1 with Amherst

College I.D. and $6.

World Without End will be performed by Holly

Hughes, controversial performance artist whose

grant proposals have been rejected by NEA chair-

man John Frohmayer. The performance w.H take

place at The Northampton Center for the Arts at

8 pm Admission is $10
Slapshat/Maelstrom/Backbane will create a

slamming frenzy at Katinas.
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Get in the swim with Phish . . . nationwide

By SAM SILVERSTEIN
Collegian Staff

»

See Phish now, because in a few years or

maybe months, you'll be telling people you

did, regardless. The band's time has come.

This week, Phish, a longtime favorite in

the area, released Lawn Boy, it's first real

album. Real, as in a real label (Absolute A
Go Go>, on real CD. album and cassette

formats.

Absolute A Go Go is based in Oakland,

N.J. and also backs Amherst's Vestrymen.

Lawn Boy features new material along

with one or two songs that appear on the

band's homemade demo tape Junta. The

popular 'Fee.'' from Junta, will appear on

the Lawn B<>y CD, only.

'The new songs stay true to the band's

-tyie." Phish's drummer Jonathan
Fishman explained, which means

trademark jams bristling within carefully

scripted structures. Fishman also promis-

ed "a couple of things that don't fit any

categories that'll probably surprise peo-

ple."

The album is entirely self-produced, mix

ed and recorded, "A very homegrown

thing," Fishman said.

Phish took time out this summer from its

enormous touring schedule of the last few

years. Since May, the band has played a

half-dozen shows only, and has spent the

rest of its time practicing and working on

the new material.

Band members have also been listening

to a wider range of music and incorporating

their broadening tastes into the new

material (Branford Marsalis' latest "kill

ed" Fishman for a time this summer, he

said). This is a staggering proposition,

when you consider Phish shows have

always included jazz, rock, calypso, salsa

and other musical styles.

A bluegrass fiddler sat in during a recent

show.

Fading fast are the Grateful Dead com-

parisons that have tagged the band since

it's inception. True, the jams are long, the

set list is loose and the dress code is

straight from Jerrysville. but that label is

more limiting than flattering.

An Evening With

ROB BARTLETT
of WFAN's "Imus In The Morning" show

Oct. 13. 10:00 pm

KATHY MATTEA
Oct. 28.7:30 pm

ROBERT CRAY BAND with The Memphis Horns

LOS LOBOS and DIRTY DOZEN BRASS BAND
Nov. 1.7:30 pm

BOBBY McFERRIN
Nov. 14. 7:30 pm

1700 Main St., Springfield, MA
Paramount Box Office (413) 734-5674, M-F 10-5, Sat. 12-5

TICKETRON and 71WCTW1N PMONt CWHW* (SOO) 382-SOSO

Fof Paramount Group Sotot Informotlow call (413) 5671S05

"Nobody likes being compared to

anything," he said. "Six years ago we

played one or two Dead songs and ever

since then we've been pigeonholed. We
don't really try and sound like anybody."

Fishman claims the band's stage sound

is getting tighter, with "more arrangement

to the spontaneousness."

"We're listening to each other and follow-

ing each other more closely. We practice

jamming a lot. We're trying to get the band

to go in different directions together,

more."
Phish will play several shows in the New

England area through early October, then

tour south through Texas and west to Col-

orado by late-October. How high is this

band looking to shoot? A national band

wagon? Radio?
"Our goal is to be able to continue our

cycle of good gigs, where we get to see all

different parts of the country, then take

time off to practice and make new stuff,"

answered Fishman.

"When that happens, the material things

fall into place."

When they get to MTV, Fishman insists,

they won't forget to write . . . "This area,

Amherst especially, seems to be the first

place where we had a big crowd."

"It makes us more psyched to play in

places like UMass. When you get back to

here, it's like home."

Phish will be appearing Saturday, Sept.

22 in the Student Union Ballroom. Doors

open at 8 p.m. and tickets are $10. The show

is co-sponsored by The Weekly News and

the UMass Radical Student Union.

THE BACK ROOM
SeVv

(G*»

Mo
tWf

Sat. Sept 22, Miller Giveaways
& D.J. all night

Mondays 25c hot dogs during the game

Cable TV - Major Sports Channels

* Entertainment Saturday Nights

Thursday and Friday Night Free Hors D'ocuvres

COCKTAILS*FULL BAR*MUNCHIES
•POOL TABLE •

LUNCH (soup, salad, sandwiches)
limited dinner menu

57 State, SUut, BtlcJLrto*^ Z7Z-Z
Rte. 202 SC-S -J

(Behind C & C Health and Fitness)

NOW AT 2 LOCATIONS

HUNAN GOURMET
CHINESE ;ln

RESTAURANT <W
The aroma, sound & taste ol

luthentic Chinese -cuisine prepared
Hunan Szechuan Mandarin or

Cantonese style— especially for you!

• Ampla Free Parking
• Major Credit Cards Accepted
• Full liqi or License

• Open 7 Days A Wesk
• Take-Out Service Available
• Nc MSO

Bl
5850202 261 King St., Northampton, MA
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WEATHER ARTS SPORTS

It's going to be bright,

dry and beautiful today.

Get some exercise!

Highs 71-73,

The 1990 autumn
schedule for the Fine

Arts Center is here.

Page 6.

THE MASSACHUSETTS DAILY

Women's soccer takes

on Wisconsin Saturday

and George Mason Sun-

day. Page 12.
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Anti-CLT headquarters opens
Democratic committee, studentsprepare for battle for votes

Ti,n koa^nuarton: is lnr«ted at 51 North Pleasant Stre«

By KENDRA PRATT
Collegian Staff

Armed with Windex and sponges, some 16 students and

three Amherst Town Democratic Committee members

prepared the new Anti Citizens for Limited Taxation peti

tion/Democratic headquarters last night to prepare for the

battle for votes in the November 6 election.

if CLT passes, the state will fall apart. Since 1 m a

Massachusetts resident and I like the state the way it is.

lm here cleaning windows so that we can start the tight

as soon as possible" said Christina Boutiher. a UMass

J

The CLT petition, question number three on the

November 6 ballot, calls for a tax rate rollback to.1988

levels in the middle of the 1990 state budget. A rollback.

,f passed, would cut $1.4 billion from Mate discretionary

funding which translates into a $25-35 million cut of

University state funding allocations.

"CLT is such a clear-cut said Greg Flemming,

an aide to Rep. Stan Rosenburg <D Amherst). ' If CL1

passes, tuition is going to go up like .t never has before

Knowing that, students are really going to fight M

Rosenberg has estimated that the impact of the CL1

petition on the University budget would force ad

ministrators to either raise tuition by $2,000 per student

next semester, or lay off 75-1250 UMass jniplgreBii.

The Town Democratic Committee voted last Thursday

to rent a headquarters for five weeks as soon as it opens

earlv next week. Silvia Cuomo, the chair of the commit

tM said the headquarters will be used by people who are

actively working for Democratic candidates or irking

to fight the CLT petition. The committee will vote on Oc

tober 1 1 on whether they will endorse an anti CLT stance

The headquarters is located at 51 North Pleasant Street

next to the stripmall containing The Spoke and The Sub.

The building was originally an Amherst Chrysler

Plymouth dealership. The committee members have fund

ed the headquarters through donations.

"Students can get involved by volunteering time, let

ting (the student trustee and Student Government

Association president of UMass) know when they have

time on weekends to leaflet, and most importantly by

registering to vote." said Jon Hite. a committee member.

Cuomo said she hoped furniture would be brought to the

headquarters and phones would be installed today Both

Rosenberg and Sen. John Olver <D Amherst) have donated

monev to have phones installed.

Student Trustee Angus McQuilken was "psyched" that

everyone, plus some, who had signed up at the Tuesd.n

UMass meeting on CLT came to clean the headquan

He called those who came "a highly-motivated group of

people."

i came to clean because I know I'll be working h.

So I want (the headquarters] to be comfortable so that peo-

ple can stop bv and get involved." said Jason Erd

UMass senior who is also the anti CLT coordinator for

Central Residential Area.

Residential area coordinators were determined at the

Tuesdav night meeting. The designated coordinators are

as follows: Katnn Verdas for commuters. Kimberly Howe

for Southwest. Rich Rigney for NortheastSylvan and Ma

,„rie Decker and Hollis Crowley for Orchard Hill.

Were scheduling a meeting on Orchard Hill to figure

out a game plan." said Crowley "I think CLT is

ridiculous! People should take responsibility for public

education."

1UM to admit
new students
spring semester
By CHRIS MUTHER
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts will "<•

spring semester enrollment for new students in an ef

fort to raise revenues lost through continuing budget

cuts

Timm Rinehart, director of undergraduate admis

riotu said th - freshman class is down by 1 ,000

students, which fiscally results in a loss of thousands

of dollars for the University

Rinehart said the University will be aggressively

recruiting new students to come up with "an opt

number." He said the Universitv plan- to admit

transfer and UK) BW -tudent- in Janur.'

We need all the students we can get.' he said.

lAlass officials have placed an ur^ B spnnn

semester admi-ions because of further expected cuts

in state funding.

Rinehart said the Urn has been losing money

through tuition and empty residence hall due to the

decrease in size of this yea hman class H.

the decrease represents a national demographic trend

of a shrinking pool of 18 year-olds graduating from high

school

He added people are also worried about further

to the Massachusetts economy which may ultimately

affect the Universitv
CONTINUID QN PA

Iraqi conflict deepens
(AP> - Iraq yesterday asked U

works to broadcast a videotaped mes^

by Saddam Hussein to the American peo

pie and international efforts to further

isolate Iraq moved ahead at the UnitedM
tions and the Asian Game*.

Organizers of the Asian Games yesterday

banned Iraq from the competition, which

begins Saturday in Beijing

The push for an air embargo against Iraq

has gathered momentum with an agree

ment bv the five key U.N. Security Coun

cil members to limit cargo flights into

Baghdad to those carrying medicine and

humanitarian food aid.

The United Nations has already impos

ed a naval embargo, and there has been

broad support for the U.S.led nmltina

tional force assembled in Saudi Arabia

Hundreds of French soldiers gathered in

southern France yest.-rdav to hegin a tour

dav sealift to join the force.

In Saudi Arabia, an American soldier

killed and two other* injure.!

day in a jeep accident in the Saudi Aral

desert. US military officials said.

Their identities were withheld pending

notifications of relative*.

The death brought to 17 the number of

fatalities among American personnel since

Operation Desert Shield began in earl>

August. All were accidental.

Iraq's information minister was quoted

as saying yesterday that Iraq will knock

out Persian Gulf oil fields if attacked by

multinational forces assembled in Saudi

Arabia.

The official, Latif Nassayef Jassim. also

said. "Iraq will use all weapons at its

CONTINUED ON PAGE d

'Old Glory' hits market

rARHTNAL CANINE - Minister Fluffy, newly-ordained through
CARDINAL cawI

h w itg ownerf Bruce Walsteo,

&JSET3XXlS Harder certificate. The dog Fluffy

U legaUy allowed to bless the neighborhood fire hydrants.

By TRYSTAN SKEIGH
Collegian Correspondent

Eight feet of red. white and blu<

and stripes has hung proudly in several ex-

hibitions across the country this fall - a

crowning achievement in impermeable

latex.

The eight foot condom, the centerpiece of

a traveling art exhibit that recently visited

Hartford and Washington DC was dubb

ed "Old Glory" by its creator, 43 year old

Provincetown artist Jay Critchley.

"Old Glory" is also the logo of Critchley's

latest business venture — Old Glory Con-

dom Corp.

The company was formed by Critchley

CONTINUED ON PAGE 2
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Condom* with a Conscience
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CORRECTION
In yesterday

f

s paper, the Inside box for

the Women's Issues page stated, 'Voice

provided for all women regardless of race

to singtheir stories ofhope andjoy. " The

Collegian recognizes the condescending

nature of this statement and deems it

unacceptable

'Old Glory ' condoms
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and two friends - Michael LaBelle and Ray Gouin last

winter. They began production and distribution of latex

^rAlTeyhave developed 20 retail outlets in Boston

and 30 40 around Provincetown and Wellesley, according

to LaBelle, the company's vice-president.

The company has also launched a "Latex is 4 Lovers

education Campaign aimed at increasingP^™J
about the use of latex condoms as part of safe sex prac

^es Latex condoms are preferred^over '"natural skin

condoms because latex is impermeable to the AIDS virus,

La
N
B
a
e

tu

e

raTskin (lambskin) condoms do not prevent the

transmission ofthe virus, according to the company I press

^plrt of the company's educational campaign^ study

was commissioned by the Simmons Graduate School in

Boston to find out about safe sex practices on college cam-

puses. The study found: .. .

• 70 percent of college students are sexually active^

• 83 percent are "personally concerned with the spread

'

• 98 percent believe condoms, when properly used will

protect ihem from AIDS and other sexually transmitted

diseases.

• Only 23 percent consistently use condoms, 25 percent

^ MosTsSts do not know that natural skin condoms

do noTprevent transmission of the HIV virus or hepatitis

B virusTl percent prefer lambskin, 27 percent have no

P
Critchle

e

y said the idea of superimposing the
.

America"

flag on a condom was an attempt to use Patriotism to over

come embarrassment or ignorance surrounding condom

U
^The two just seem to make sense together. The flag

is a powerful symbol - this is a positive way^ring^
tention to safe sex and AID&, ne saia.

verv nicely on an unfurled condom.

Tnothe/reason why the flag was used. Cntchley sa d

was "to make a point about the governmentgagging it,

feet about AIDS . . our effort is part of a demand that

Ihe government take more direct responsibility for finding

a solution to this problem."
,
...

fftr

Critchlev said that currently the company is looking foi

outSs or coUege campuses, and that a job description has

neenW™ to UMass in search of a sales represenative.

CritThley stressed that Old Glory condoms
,
are.unique

because a percentage of the profits is donated o AIDS

research, thus making his product "a condom with a con-

science.
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Sat at (4 30 at $3 50)7 15. 10 00

Su" at 1 30 (6 00 at S3 50)9 30

Mon-Tnurs at l6 00 at S3 50* 30

temcm •woaoaw"'"Q

fSHIrU 6

V

l DEATH WARRANT

^actjcj^nwiy

rJSGHOST

F- at (4 40 at S3 50)7 20. 10 10

Sat at (4 40 at S3 50)7 20. 10 10

Sun at t 50 (6 00 at S3 50)9 40

MwvThunj (6 00 at S3 50)9 40
I ^^^mm nil I !' '

. t^P^^ D»«» MOO*t

I'J
|
C^lFn at 1 4 20 at S3 50)7 00. 9 50

Sat at t 30 (4 20 at S3 50)7 00 9 5C

Sun at 1 30 (5 40 at S3 50)6 20

MorvThu rs (5 40 at S3 50)6 20

ilwsttiMbioaMd

Fn at 7 10. 10 00

Sat at (4 30 at $3 50)7 10. 1000

Sun at (5 50 at S3 50)8 30

Moo-Thurs at (8 30 at S3 50)

Dr. Virginia D. Harper D.C.

Dedicated to treating the cause not the symptom'

6 university Drive at Newmarket Center

Amherst, Massachusetts 01002

413 549 0335

TIOOOSE
T1000XE
T1200 XE

T1600

TJI00SX

TOSHIBA
All Battery PowerecI UpTops

10K£Mmm EVER

WITH

EDUCATIONAL DISCOUNTS!

Citl iktit yeir EDUCATIONAL DISCOUNT U.ayt

DSR, Inc

HKX)-5?6'OOJ7

YOU COULD BUY A HIGH PRICED SYSTEM

FROM ANOTHER COMPUTER BUSINESS...

PUMP UP THE

Ice
F'i at 14 30 at S3 50)7 10. 10 00

| Sat at i 40 (4 30 at S3 50)7 10.' 10 00

Sun at 1 40 <5 50 at S3 50)8 30

Mon-Thunj at (5 50 at S3 50
"

Good FallM

latl

t !4 10 at $3 501

17 00. 9 50

] Sat at 1 20

f<4
10 at S3 50)

17 00 9 50
lSun at 1 20
}(5 30 at S3 50)8 20

Mon-Thurs (5 30 at

Fn at

(4 40 al S3 501

Sat at 1 SO
Sun at 1 50

Mon-Thu'S at

(6 00 at $3 50)

OR YOU COULD BUY A SYSTEM FROM

ACI AND TAKE A VACATION!

lOt OWt IT TO YOLBStU TO < MR I OCT All's BIG SAVINGS,

QIAIITY SIMVKI ASO Ml IHHASDISB BEFORE VOV BIT.

RUSH
ZETA PSI
ALL UNIVERSITY MEN WELCOME

Tuesday Sept. 25
Pizza Party

Wednesday Sept. 26
Dr. Able & Condom Night

Thursday Sept. 27

Chip & Dip Night

varTH *LEA1M/T StttM

'
D Fn at (4 30 at S3 50)7 20. JO 10

Sat at 1 40 (4 40 at S3 50)7 20. 10 10

Sun at i 40 (6 00 at $3 50)8 40

Mon-Thunj at (5 SO at S3 50)9 40

AMERICAN
COMPUTER
INNOVATORS

159 TrlaneU Slr~l. Amhfrt, MA OIOOI_549£70l_

All Events 8- 10 PM

ZM*
ZETA PSI

23 PHILLIPS ST.

256-6845

LOCAL
CYBER debated
Regulations to be drafted for computer use

By PRESTON P. FORMAN
Collegian Staff

University of Massachusetts ad-

ministrators are still in the process of draf-

ting regulations aimed at combatting

forums devoted to the exchange of sex

stories on one of the University's mo^t

powerful mainframe computers.

The Collegian disclosed last March the

existence of at least four forums, also

known as "bulletin board" public message

files, on the CYBER system The CYBER
system is to be used only for "instructional

and research activities."

The forums contained files of graphic sex-

ual exploits, which some called similar to

stories seen in the Penthouse Forum.

The day after the disclosure associate

vice chancellor for computing information,

Douglas E. Abbott, ordered the forums

taken off the system. A Faculty Senate sub-

committee the following Monday restored

the four forums while the committee deter

mined if the forums constituted "improper

use" of the CYBER mainframe.

G. Ernest Anderson, a member and

former chairman of the University Com-

puting Committee of the Senate, said

yesterday that the committee has mulled

over a series of potential regulations to con

trol the content of the forums but have been

distracted by budget cutting thrt

i like to ust' thi> analogy of your how-.

burning down You don't need someone

selling vou stuff to fill the cracks in the

floor at that moment," he said. "We have

other things to worry about - especially

the funding of University Computing Ser-

vices [the department coordinating all com

puting operations on campus.)"

Anderson said the committee will pro

bably recommend a policy guide based on

computer access rules at Brown Universi-

ty. If the committee approves the policy "

then needs to be approved by the Civility

Commission before final approval may be

sought at the Faculty Senate.

Anderson said the Brown policy exp.

students of the computer community, "to

uphold certain standards of behavior ... not

offensive forms." He said further defini-

tions are described in Brown's guide

He warned that even if the University ap-

proves the policy, 'We do not control or can

monitor material on the system. There

might be some offensive material. We will

have to ask student to maintain good taste

and control."

Anderson said a policy will most likely

be approved by the Faculty Senate before

the end of the semester but "if the Untvat

sity can't meet its payroll. I can tell you

what we will be more concerned with

Anderson, an education professor, said

the forums still exist on the system

although "their maintainers are rathtr

carefully monitoring their submi>si"ii-

The sex story forums, which OCCUp) :«p

proximately tan than one percent .»1 total

lystMB usage, arc 'owned" or operated bj

Regents release CL.T report
. TYn.m«,»r,» w i;inHiflatt' tor tiovt'inor John

.,,.n phoio by D«-ndi Ahr.ro

GRAY GRAY DAY - the Collegian '» feature photographer captures

whaVwouldotherwiae be another scene outside the Physical Plant.

BOSTON AP The Board of Regt

of Higher Education released a senun

report on CLT, saying it would result in

$126 million in additional cuts to Plate

universites, colleges and communit\

collegt >

Backers of CLT. including Republican

gubernatorial nominee William Weld, have

argued that without the clout of the tax

rollback, the legislature won't approve

budget cut-

The Massachusetts Taxpayers Founda

tion. a non-partisan business-backed

government watchdog group, disputed the

contention of the pro-CLT High Technology-

Council that $1.6 billion could be cut from

the state budget quickly

Staff offered options to prevent layoffs

By KELLY CONGDON
Collegian Correspondent

Non teaching professionals at the University of

Massachusetts have proposed a series of early retirement

and work reduction alternatives to prevent involuntary

layoffs, which are looming ahead as an inevitable outcome

of recent budget cuts. .

According to Ferd Wulkan, a Service Employees Inter

national Union official, eight volunteer options have been

compiled to offset the possibility of layoffs among union

""The^options include early retirement incentives volun-

tary layoffs, unpaid leave of absences, reduced work

weeks? and job sharing for the 900 administrators

Sneers, scientists, nurses, and other professional staff

it the University. .

,

All e.ght proposals were designed to provide an incen-

tive ^professional employees to work less. Candidates

for early retirements would receive bonuses while

employees with reduced hours or intermittent status

would maintain their health benefits.

•By no means are we encouraging employees to quit.

said Wulkan. "The volunteer options would benefit both

the individual employee and save the University a

substantial amount of money." If the proposals are ap

proved Wulkan estimates a $200,000 annual savings for

UMass. , ,

Although Wulkan is not sure exactly how many

employees would partake of the options, at least twelve

employees have shown interest in early retirement

^^abouTa week I'll really know the totals, but it seems

like there's a lot of interest." he said. Wulkan claimed

the large attendance at a recent membership meeting m
dicated the abundance of interest in the union^

"At this point nothing has been announced We re

waiting for a target number from the University as to

what the total amount they want us to save. Wilkun said.

Despite his support of the proposed alternatives to pay

cuts and layoffs, Wulkin concedes that the passage of Pro

position 3 would be "a whole new ball game.

"There would be no way to avoid massive layoffs it the

CLT initiative passes," said Wulkin. "This University

would be virtually unrecognizable. We don t even want

to look at that possibility."

"By no means are we encouraging «uH.«j~» - «—

'

SGA to receive undergrad addresses
&**** lViV TneSmmittee.whichiscomposedoftheundergradua

By KENDRA PRATT
Collegian Staff

The Committee on Directory Policy voted unanimous-

,y^n Wednesday to provide the Student Grovai«n«t

Association with a directory list of all current

undergraduates.

The committee was created on the request of the SGA

to create a campus policy for the release of student ad-

dress Ustmgs by the undergraduate and graduate

registrars.

The committee, which is composed of the ""^graduate

and graduate registrars, representatives from Student Af-

fairs and University Relations and Development,

undergraduate and graduate representatives and the

Associate Vice Chancellor for Academic Affairs had the

directory policy approved by the vice chancellors on

^The SGA requested a concrete policy last May after hav-

ing difficulties in obtaining directory listings of their cam

P"S
(G^ttfng

U

a

e

ccess to the student directory) is a major vie

CONTINUED ON PAGE 4

Democratic candidate for HOVemOf John

SUber warned that pa-sage of a tax

rollback petition in November could result

in massive cuts in state aid to cities and

towns
Silber. Interviewed on WHDH radio

talk show, said he was in agreement witji

the aims of the Citizens for Limited Tavi

tion initiative in cutting the -

government, but the petition < imped

would be too sevei

But he said the difficulty is that it %M.uld

require cuts of $3 billion or more in the

next year.

The budget for Medicaid, could be trimm

ed by $400 million without cutting

benefits, he said.

Ulster conflict

is struggle for

independence
Bv LARS KROIJER
Collegian Correspondent

The present conflict in Northern Ireland is a conti

nuance of the 900 year long struggle for independence,

and not a religious war. according to a Sinn Fein member

and human activist —__« u* m.,..
Speaking in the Campus Center Tuesday night Mar

Nelis said the presence of British military will not bring

the violence to an end.

Sinn Fein is a Northern Irish political party who are

considered to be the legal faction of the Insh Republican

^Man- Nelis said she has witnessed unjust treatment of

the Irish people from her home in Derry. Northern

reland. In the part of the city where she lives she said

there has been a suppression of the nonviolent local

population as a result of the British policy

"They would break down our doors and search our

houses regularly even if they didn't find anything she

said "Young men were often arrested in the streets and

last year a women was shot in the breast when she tried

to prevent a British army patrol from beating up her

^rL^irwas in this part of Derry that the famous

"Battle of Bogside" took place where t"™^™™™
ty stood together and won after a three day fight *ith the

local authorities. ...
After this episode she said the British government decid-

ed to send in the military to take care of the not

According to Nelis, the last 20 years have totenained

CONUNUED ON PA«
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student directory Irish speaker

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 3

tory," said Ken Parker, the undergraduate representative

on the committee. ,

Student Trustee Angus McQuilken requested the

Hstings in writing on September 17 in accordance with

the new directory policy.

His letter stated that the SGA needed directory list???s

to City halls and also deliver the completed ballots; and

to car pool students who do not request absentee ballots

in time to their hometowns to vote.

The policy is a reasonable one and will work, said Nor-

man Aiken, associate vice chancellor for student attain,

• We do have to keep in mind state and federal laws when

"
Aiken

h
referredto federal Privacy of Information legisla-

tion and state campaign laws which forbid state.agencies

such as the SGA. from using state funds and facilities for

'tken LTdT/sGA motives for wanting a directory

Usting were -very noble and patriotic" by encouraging

St

Th
e

e

n
aPproved

e

requeSt from the SGA was for a listing

of students' campus addresses by home zip code and also

an alphabetical listinjr^_^^_^^MM

I spring admissions

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

Rinehart said admissions has already lowered

academic standards to allow more students in. but said

he hopes standards will not have to be dropped any

further.

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 3 QJ„ f„l

the struggle that in 1972 led to the killing of 13
^peacef

-

ly demonstrators by the British Paratrooper^ That inci

dent was later to be known as "Bloody Sunday.

Today 18 years later, she said the 'war is at,it speak.

TheTe are frequently killings on both side.and the tea-

sion is frightening. According to Nel»-*^^
t oSa?-«^

minded organization with the general thought that tne

British will not leave until it will become impossible for

tH
S?lU jSher two sons who are active members of the

IRAtTweresInd to Jail in the mid-TOs. She.aid the coo,

ditions for the prisoners were terrible. They were only

allowed to leave their cells half an hour each month and

had to use the floor as toilet.

This eventually led to a hunger strike in which ten con-

victed IRA members died, she said.

computer policies

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 3

the creator of the forum. Any University-affiliated per-

son that pays the $10 fee and has access to a computer

mav connect with the CYBER system.

The forums, titled 'CyberLu- ~
rv«FR*«

stories," and "Lusty One," resided on the CYBhK I

heavilv used electronic mail system.

Universitv administrators also confirmed the

istence of forums devoted to discussions of Christiani-

ty, science fiction, poetry and even one that out mes

the underground tunnel system of the University.
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CARRY OUT COUPON
Buy ONE,

Get ONE

99*
"IE I

Buy Any Large

LB111 Pizza Or 12" Pan

Style Pizza and

Get One of equal or

lesser toppings for 9°<fc!

Good or Carry Oat only Not Gooo
Wrrh ofty other otter Exptes 11-30-00

Open for

I Lunch and
Open to 3AM;

Amherst
256-8911

DELIVERY COUPON
Buy ONE, Large

12" Pan Style Pizza,

and get ONE
of equal or

I lesser toppings

delivered
*> 30 mtn or *i

Not gooo with ony other otter

Exc*e* 11
-"'

"You are Invited to the 6th Annual Northampton

HOLE HEALT

SeDtember 22-23, 1990 - Northampton Hilton Inn
WtJC

, -L .^^o- . 17 two-How S»»WS» WortOW. M U»« S»K>w

.«* *

Jon Kabai-^iAiv Ph.D. fcluabeth

Saturday, Sept. 22
• I 10:10 Tht Healing Tower ol Mi«dl»»lr»aaa

w,«h Jon Kabai Zinn. Ph D E.plor* mundruln«« meditation

to rliminaie slr*»a. pain and chronic illnesa

tl JO 30 Second Childhood Reclaiming Past Lives

w ,,„|an«tM*succi Hypno..».ndpi.ytu.|pyou-r«U.rn the

K,IW4 \ hildhuod thr.n,gh remembering
early and pan Mi memory

Jion \„,ken.ngihe Healer \\.ir.mY«*i

** fcl.aabeih Srr.rton Techn^ae. tor healing yourwll .nd o«her.

iik luding the 'laying on ot hand*
"

•4 1 00 Awakening Kundalini Through Yog*

v,„h C Mi Mham. Powerful Kundal.n, acting ^*f>«™
Yog.c >y>iem* ol India and Tibet help unlock energy and vitality

•S V30 Sounding for Power. Singing for Joy

wl,„ efaty Scot, No mu«cal training ,s necessary tor this worktop

m JmA therapy E»P«o« the connects betwew .ound and health!

•* 1 30 t»panding the Comic Viaion

Wl,h i4 c«ei* *•***' w*y* °*"^T"!^^.
.or physical, emotional and spiritual"* and *""»*"*

"t^^a^tem A look a, the"£^*"£S£
morphology, which can help gu.de you .n chooamg a d*. relation

*h.p or esercise program that is right tor you

ea 4-00 Shamanic Spiritual Healing _
vSkSTSZ Essence a trarulormationa. shaman* ,oumey

using ritual, prayer/ meditation and viaualiiation.

Special Event*!

Saturday Evening Concert with Molly Scott,

Acouetic Inspiration* & Circle Dancing!

Networking Party - Outude I'av.lion

8:30 p m - Only S3 with Ceneral Admission

WcJral4Epe.e.n V>n Shyalpa Teiuin Rt«|»oche

Sunday, Sept. 23
M lfcOO Healing Your Lite Through Devel*y>ing Intuition

w\i UurasJeT Learn how tod.st.nguish valid in.ui.ion Irom »WftM

thinking Esptore tell hypnosis to acres* spiritual guidamt-

• 10 10-00 0»v*en Therapies

"VeTmcOoTa discussn* ol the many methods and products now

av^Uble that put osygen into the body to help comb., *-**

n\\*» IndiVn Veget.n.n Cooking tor Nulnt.on and Balance

w,hl«.phSe.ve*,er flow herbs.nd ipK««n promo,ed.^uon.nd

eXnTl-imiU^n - how foods a.lec, phys^.l/emotHHval balance

•121JL30 Healing Visualu.lion*

with Gerald Epstein. M D How to obtain last, posmve result* using

visual imagery to heal emotional and physical problems

•13 UJO Fro» the Goddess ,o the Rule ol the Fathers

with Apara dorrowes-Toabe A sl.do show ^rnc-y throunh time from

the "Goddess People" to patriarchal rule of the sky K«ds

fU 12J0 Achieve Financial SucceM h Spiritual ialanc. in the Ws

with G Michael Scallion How to achieve abundance and spiritual

growth at the «me time, using highly elleC.ve new business methods

•IS 3:00 Wisdom The Compassionate State ol Mind

with Ven Shyalpa Tena.n Rmpoche Espenence the -Grea, IVr.ect.on

Path" of Tibrtan Tantnc Buddhism with an accomplished master

•It yM Grandmother's Herbal Medicine Chert

with Gad Ulnch Learn to create vibran, health using nourishing and

,oruc herbs a* daily supplements A hands on experiential workshop

•17 1:00 Are You Finding as Well as Seeking?

with Cart Silver, Ph D U.irn lo give MMHM •" ••»•*'"» •,fll P*

espenence and .^-n to MM* fY«« r.ilher lh.... +m*f* JawMHB "

See many of the speakers featured above on the

Full OrrU Shejw * The Michael Brady Show,

Spfld Chan. 12A Mon Fri •JO am. ft t JO p m.

Northampton. Chan 2, Tu« •JO p m

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

$2 Of* GENERAL ADMISSION WITH THIS COUPON'

6th Annuot Northampton Whole Health Expo

Satu'day • Sundoy. September 22-23, 1990

Northampton Hilton Inn (Exit 18 ON 1-91)

General Adrreaton %1 mtonsivo WorMhops fctod abovo ore

$10H odvonco.SU at ttv* door Sat Eva^ng Concert S3

mm »J0om Spm Soturdoy 900am to7pm Sunciay

Concart/Notwarking Party •JO pm Saturday

To Otdef Adwanee Ttcltet*mm *aWMC^ AJ«.^©1;

I

I

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

Nelis said it is a paradox that Europe is breaking down

militarily while ever rising funds are securing that the

military control at the Irish-English are intensified. She

Mid it would be fair if the U.N. invited the SinniFien

leader Jerry Adams to speak like Nelson Mendela did on

This Monday Roy Foster will speak on the roots of the

Irish problem at Memorial Hall at 4:30 pm on Monday.

Middle East crisis

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

disposal to respond to any aggression,'' intended to

force Tts trooPs
P
out of Kuwait. His comments were

reported by the English-language daily Jordan Times

anTwere made to Jordanian journalists in Baghdad

^Jas^was quoted by the Iraqi News Agency
_

as
;

re-

ouesting the U.S. television time. He d d not disc „>

That Saddam's message says, but it » hkd> .a r*nv

tal to President Bush's speech to the Iraqi people

'lahTunSstates blocks the attempt. Jassim said.

The concer-d Iraqi authorU.es will find alternative

wavt to transmit the message to the American peopli

through international television station^

S ddam's statements have repeatedly been earned

to American people over the Cable News Network s.nce

Iraa invaded Kuwait wait on August z.

Three British parliamentarians traveling to Iraq said

vesterdav that time was running out for a ^aceful end

o the gulf crisis and that they hoped then- m.^.on to

Baghdad could lead to negotiat.ons They >.ud in Am

man that they also aim to win the release of some

British hostages.
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EDITORIAL/OPINION
the

'< otherwise.

Who do I vote for now?
Who do I vote for now? This is a question

that many residents in the Amherst area

are probably asking themselves right now.

With the unexpected victory of both

"underdog" candidates in the guber-

natorial primaries, and the imminence of

the November ballot, there are certain key

issues which must be made clear to anyone

who has an interest in the survival of

public higher education.

William Weld is the Republican can-

Jason F. Erdos

didate for governor. His main flaw is that

he wholeheartedly supports the Citizens for

Limited Taxation and ballot question

number 3.

As members of the University communi

ty, we all should be very worried about this

ballot question and any candidate who sup

ports it.

Let me simply say that CLT can and will

hurt every individual who is connected

with this University, whether rich or poor,

student or employee.

A vote for William Weld, in short, will

reinforce the CLT platform.

John Silber, the Democratic candidate for

governor, claims that he opposes CLT. At

the same time, however, he has already

stated that he would like to triple tuition

at state colleges and universities if he

becomes governor.

Most of us at the University are here

because we want to get the best education

for our dollar. The raising of school tuition

to "combat the lack of budget dollars" will

only lower the quality of our education

while making it more expensive.

We the students will be receiving less

education but paying more for it

Over the past three years, public higher

education in Massachusetts has already

been cut by $92 million. Tripling our tui-

tion is not going to make up these cuts.

Also, this year alone, we have lost $29

million. And ifCLT passes, at least $30-35

million more will be cut from UMass.

Question 3 goes too far because the

University cannot survive intact with

almost half of its fiscal year budget gone!

This now leaves a very big question mark

in many people's minds. Which candidate

will be able to take the reins of the state

as well as keep the interests of the students

and employees at the University (and other

state schools) close to his heart?

There is no clear-cut answer, but one sug

gestion is that the students and staff push

both of these candidates to step up to the

mike on this all important issue of higher

education.

Right now, neither of them seems to care

very much about the issue.

I also suggest that we do all we can to

fight back against CLT and the fee/tuition

increases and personnel cuts, which its

passage will impose on the University.

My final suggestion is that the first and

foremost issue on campus should be voter

registration.

As usual, the voter turnout in Tuesday's

primary was poor. This is a trend which

has plagued the University and the Valley

area for years.

The only way to tell the legislature how

we at UMass feel about CLT and our educa

tion is to go out and vote on Nov. 8.

If you are 18 and eligible to vote, it is im-

perative that you register on Oct. 2 or 3

(during MassPIRG's registration drive on

campus).
And then go to the polls on election day.

Jason F. Erdos is a UMass student

Gov't spending mess
Government spending has been utihz

ed poorly both in the past and the pre

sent. For example, our great country

could, ifwe wanted to, blow up the world

six or seven times over.

Although there is absolutely no reason

for that, we still waste billions of dollars

on more bombs, planes and tanks that

we do not have to build. For example,

we recently built the Stealth B^2

bomber, costing taxpayers about $500

Daniel Gittelsohn

(41 J) Me-HM tiNMo. Wormatton can (4
1

^JJJ^Jj

million, only to just let it sit on the

ground.
With so many needy and hungry peo

pie in the world, it is a shame that

money is misused, and it is all a political

g*me . r
lf our government is in such a tinan

cial mess, how can we lend money to

countries that are in the same financial

bind? Granted, they are allies of the

United States, but when we cannot han

die our own financial problems it is not

right that we spend money that again

we do not have for ourselves.

Our country is run like a political

game by politicians who do what they

feel is right. We the people do not

receive fair representation. Any idiotic

human can run this country.

Recently, when I was in Washington,

D C I observed many homeless people.

What bothered me the most was seeing

women and children living in cardboard

boxes directly in front of the White

House.
,

When ambassadors, emperors, kings

and other important world figures visit

the United States, what thoughts are go-

ing through their minds when they see

homeless women and children living in

cardboard boxes?

The United States' priorities must be

mixed up because its excess money could

be used to improve the problems of our

country.

I find it despicable how the govern

ment treats American veterans who

fought for our country. For example, I

was walking in Boston, and I observed

veterans in their uniforms begging for

money and food.

I believe that anyone who fought for

our country deserves not only food on

their table but also a roof over their

head, compliments of the government

The most important issue which I can-

not understand is the issue of education.

Education is supposedly the backbone of

our great country. That is a big he.

I was brought up to believe that educa

tion is the most important part of life if

you want to lead a prosperous one.

Education should not cost what it costs

now. As a matter of fact, it should not

cost at all.

What are children and teenagers sup

posed to believe ifbudgets keep getting

cut? Teachers and professors are being

fired? Books we learn from are either be

ing cut from the curriculum or cost toe

much money? Our school libraries, in

which a good deal of information is hous-

ed, are being shredded by budget cuts

Education is not the backbone of our

country if the government can make

these cuts just to build or buy unneed

ed goods instead of providing the funds

to educate the future leaders of our

country.

If this trend keeps going at the rate

it is today, then many lower and middle

class families are not going to be able

to afford higher education for their sons

or daughters.

Unless people pull together as one and

show their concern for governmental

spending, then the problems of our coun

try will never be resolved for our

children and their children. In turn, if

we cannot handle these problems, then

who is to say the next generation can?

Daniel Gittelsohn is a UMass student

it> <t»w nEa~ -
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An unlikely superhero
I saw Spiderman yesterday. Actually. I

know it wasn't Spiderman, nonetheless

this person was still a unique hero.

As I was sitting outside the Franklin Din

ing Commons, waiting for my friend to

keep our dinner engagement. I saw a BUS,

umably a student, scaling the walled

the Dining Commons. Ordinary looking

from the ground, this man took the shape

of, ah. Spiderman, once up on the wall* K\

dpi this man was more graceful.

Joe DiGiovanni

On the wall, he would take a step and

shift his balance in order to make sure he

was secure. Then he would move his hand

gently along the wall, searching for a solid

niche. After ending his search, he would

solidly grip his fingers on the protruding

brick Now he was ready to take another

P u
Occasionally. before taking a step he

would reach an arm around his hack to

enable himself to dip his hand in a red and

blue pouch which seemed to contain

magical white powder This chalk du>t

gave our young superhero the ability to

have a superhuman grip

One of the most remarkable

achievements I witnessed occurred when

Spidy Jr turned a corner along the wall.

He had to reach around the corner and

blindly search for the appropriate spot to

secure his hand. After finding one. he lock

ed his fingers and slowly, hut faithfully,

brought one of his legs around the corner

Soon the other hand and the other lee;

followed His Mission Impossible was now

complete.

Our superhero wore black short- and a

white shirt, which didn't strike m.

superhero apparel at first On his h . t he

wore purple climbing shoes with hi

soles. The lack of outlandishne*- con

tributed to his uniqueness.

I don't know this student 's name 1 «

too afraid to interrupt his concentration to

ask. and I also just wanted to lit bat k and

watch In an odd sort of way. it > U>

watch and mi. ^naming silent en

couragements to my superhero.

This experience somehow touched nie 1

found myself appreciating this outgoing

student instead of considering him a

moronic idiot, which I might have dor.-

,r when I was a scared freshman -
.-none different from me. •

in the most subtle way.

However, now a sophomore. I enioy the

diversit M latOtJaftl I M
,d that the dilTererues m oti,

what makes me an individual. So. it von

are a freshman, and you find that th.

justment to all the d. il difficult.

relax because it gets easiei

It might seem like you'il never get used

to the differencea, especially if you are ftt»

nail town like me. But trust mm vou 11

learn to appreciate these differenc

. DfGtooonfti is a UMass studmt

Greeks deserve respect
Since the Universitv has been enforcing

the anti keg policy on the Greek area, we

have been wondering why the Greek area

is tVen considered University approved

housing And if the Greek area falls under

Housing Services policies, how can they

communicate their needs and ideas to each

other?

Nicholson /Silveria

The University does not give any benefits

to the Greek area.

It has not given any of the chapter hou

the new phone systems that the dorms

have The Greek houses have a hard time

getting furniture from the University and

receive no maintenance service from the

Physical Plant. Worst of all. the UM
police department does not patrol the area

so the security is not even close to that ot

the dorms. So, why should the Greek area

follow the policies of the University if it

does not benefit from Housing Services.

Maybe the Greek area does not benefit

the University, and that's why it does not

get benefits from the University.

Let's imagine there is no Greek area and

find out what the University would lose.

The University would have to find housing

for 500 students through the already over

burdened Housing Services. The Universi

ty would lose the largest collective RSO on

campus and lose a viable social resource.

Academically, the University's standards

would be lowered because Gi

tionally have higher cumulative aver;,

than the University-wide men's and

women's avera^

Alumni contributions to the Lnivers.tv

would also drop because Greek alumni put

back the most money back into the school

Participation in the Student Government

Association would be lost as well The

president of the SGA is a Greek, and so are

manv senators

Also, the community at large would suf

fer without the Greek area. Chanties, both

local and national, would lose vital support

from a large community service

department.

So, what is the problem?

Why can't the University see the Greek

area as an asset?

Why not give Greeks the benefits they

deserve or at least drop the restrictions on

them? , ,

We have written articles about the On -k

area for almost a year now, trying to *um

the administration and the campus the

good Greeks do. And still there is M change

in attitudes. Why?
The problem is that the method oi com

munication is lousy. The administrate.!

only hears about the problems in the Greek

area and not its benefits. Now Greek Af

fairs is going to be cut on Oct. 12.

With communication as bad as it is now,

how will the administration make it any-

better?

Something should be done.

Keith Nicholson and John Siberia are

UMass students
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ARTS & LIVING
FVelies funked out yet in a mellow groove
•F CCllVO lUHIVVM. V%*.V J ^ »Crazv Rhythms

" taken from the band's album

„™„ and feet and dancing in the upper section. The excitement
aJ^ * *

the last song played before the er

By TODD SEIDEL
Collegian Correspondent

The Feelies

Iron Horse
Wednesday, Sept. 19

Some might wonder how a rock band can pass through

an awaiting crowd unnoticed. Well, this is rather easy for

the down to earth Feelies. as they resemble librarians

rather than rock stars.

The show, slow at first, kicked into gear as Glenn

Mercer lead vocalist and guitarist, and Bill Million,

guitarist, stroked the first notes of "The High Road. "The

High Road," taken from their second album. The Good

Earth, drew cheers of recognition.

Throughout the show, the unenthusiastic Feelies met

the cheers of the crowd with only a "thank you" from the

bassist and only female member in the group. Brenda

Sauter
, ,,

The textured guitar soon lead to the tapping of hands

and feet and dancing in the upper section. The excitement

was acknowledged by Sauter, as she pointed out the

"dance party upstairs," which to previously unaware fans,

seemed to be an invitation to join in, as six or seven more

patrons ran upstairs.

Midway through the set. they played acover of the—

REVIEW
famous Rolling Stones classic "Paint it Black, where

halfway through. Glenn Mercer was forced to make a

quick guitar change after breaking a string.

This classic was performed after "The Final Word off

the Only Life LP, which was greeted with claps and Cfteert

from the laid back, older crowd.

Other songs played from Only Li t<> were Away, loo

Far Gone" and "What Goes On."

"Crazv Rhythms," taken from the band's album of the

same name, was the last song played before the encores

Crazy Rhythms, the Feelies first album was released

in 1980, followed by The Good Earth, which came out six

years later, and the most recent Only Life, released in

During the six-year interim between their first and se-

cond albums, the band recorded and performed under

various other names, such as Yung Wu the Willies and

^Th^wTllies performed in the movie Something Wild,

where they played Crazy Rhythms, among other songs

Dave Weikerman, one of two Feelies drummers (the

other being Stanley Demeski), sung for Yung Wu as they

performed various covers and original tracks on their first

and only album. Shore Leave

The Feelies strongest influence, the Velvet

Underground, was evident as they played White

LightWhite Heat." and a medley of "Run, Run, Run and

"What Goes On" - both Velvet Underground tunes - for

the delightful encores.

Autumn FAC schedule
Bv .JULIE LIVINGSTONE
Collegian Staff

The Fine Arts Center at the Universiu

of Massachusetts at Amherst announces its

199091 roster specially designed to

stimulate the senses and make the spirits

roar.

Internationally-acclaimed artists will ap

pear in performances representing the

finest in theatre, orchestras and chamber

orchestra, Broadway shows, chamber

music, jazz, dance, ethnic programming

and variety entertainment. All perfor

mances are slated for the FAC Concert

Hall and Bowker Auditorium

Season opener is a weekend run of the

Broadwav comedy Lend Me A Tenor on

September 29 and 30 this is followed by a

unique evening with Peter Schickele as

he reintroduces Western Massachusetts au

diences to the Intimate P.DQ. Bach on Oc

tober 4.

Midori, the young violinist will perform

in recital on October 10. Still in her te^ns.

she has already been acclaimed by critics

worldwide as one of this century's most

gifted musicians Her program is to include

works by Mozart. Strauss, Beethoven,

Ernst, Chopin and Ravel.

The Shanghai Symphony Orchestra

under the baton of Shen Xie-Yang appears

on October 17. A large organization of

great influence in China, its history dates

back to the 1870s. It now comprises near-

ly 100 well-experienced players and four

resident conductors.

The beautiful and thought-provoking

Sankai Juku will perform October 19 and

20. Sankai Juku is part of the second

generation of Butoh dancers in Japan.

Butoh is a Japanese art form that evolved

during the 1960s as an expression of

humanitarian awareness by that country's

post-war generation.

Sending out the month is the famed

Count Basie Orchestra directed by Frank

Foster appearing on the 31.

November brings something totally new

to the FAC - a two-day series featuring the

panoramic four-play cycle called We. Writ

ten by Charles Fuller, author of the

Pulitzer prize winner A Soldier's Play the

We Plays deal with American history from

a Black perspective and cover the

CONTINUED ON PAGE 8

Order your college ringNOW

JOSTENS
AMERICA S COLLEGE KING-"

Date: Sept. 24-28 10am-4pm, Deposit required: $25.00

at the University Store, Mon-Fri j"J
Meet with your Jostens representative for full details. |T>

See our complete ring selection oa display in your college bookstore.

Members of the cast of Sarafina
Photo rourt»«y P»l»* Art» Vrntrr

I EADING EDGE
MODELED J J

SPECIALS
Includes:

10 MHZ, 84 Keyboard, DOS 3.3

AMBER MONITOR, CLK CAL.

SERIAL & PARALLEL PORTS
SYSTEM PREPARATION

yr-V->-' ••^-SEgafl

ir* sar

Single Floppy 1489 S499

Dual Floppy 1569 $579

20 MG Hard Drive S859 $869

30 MG Hard Drive $959 $969

Hurry - Special Ends ScpL 30th

mnrarA
Mountain Farms Mall • Hadley, MA

586-7405 l
Free Mouse with Purchase
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loveBuzz shows promise
By SAAD HOPKINS
Collegian Staff

loveBuzz
The Hummingbirds
RooArt Records

So many have jumped quick to label these guys as a

Darling Buds/Primitives rip-off band. I can see where this

comparison is fair, however, the Hummingbirds, as con-

trived as their music can be, show promise oftaking their

influences a step further to create a sound that is truly

their own. Their debut album loveBUZZ on the Australian

label founded by INXS manager Chris Murphy, is, as far

as sweet, colorful pop goes, pretty good.

loveBUZZ should appeal to two crowds. First, it's fine

guitar craftsmanship. Mitch Easter's (of Let's Active fame,

who has produced various bands, from the DB'S to Game

Theory) production provides a nice balance, insuring that

it will receive the standard daytime college radio airplay

that it needs to boost its success as an independent group.

On the other hand, scattered about this platter are songs

so silly and mindless that any gum-chewing innocent

upper-end of the dial listener would probably fall in love

with it. Of course meaning that commercial airplay is

more than likely right around the corner.

And I do hope that it happens. Mitch Easter could use

more publicity with the major masses, as could the Hum-

mingbirds. Unlike on his previous production efforts,

Easter has concentrated on more advanced vocal mixing.

Simon Holmes', Alannah Russack's, and Robyn St. Clare's

singing are so magnificently toned, you can tell they ve

put time and effort into it. It's apparent on such songs as

"Alimony," and "Hollow Inside." Not the choice songs to

my ears maybe. I much preferred the near Spacemen 3

guitar sound on "House Taken Over" or the hard drive

of "Get On Down."

As nice as it is, the Holmes/Russack guitar combo should

concentrate on more adventurous writing. Easter has in

vaded on them just a bit too much - it sounds like another

Mitch Easter album. Not a bad thing, just annoying at

times. Additionally, one can only endure the basic chord

structure for so long, certainly not for 17 songs.

Though don't ignore it. Seventeen songs means that it's

got something for almost everyone.

WE WANT YOU !!!

to be a _w^w^w,

HEARING BOARD MEMBER

If you're a ...

1. Full -Time Undergraduate

2. Not currently on a judicial sanction

3. Above a 2.0 cum

4. Interested in Judicial Affairs

Important Dates:

October 2nd and 3rd

7 - 9:30 pm
Location: To Be Announced

Attendance is required at both these sessions.

Application Deadline: September 26

APPLICATIONS AVAILABLE at

* Your cluster office

* Dean of Students Office - 227 Whitmore

Questions - Call The Dean of Students Office

545-2684

LIQUORS Co
**nt

18 Main St. Downtown Amherst 253-5441

Featuring Busch Beer

,°'"«8.

$8.99 a suitcase

I

Maccabee

3 'r**«S

Sun Country Classic Cooler

$6.00 per case of 2 L bots.

•GO* >* off CamDus >t

V*
£ Off Campus* vatoatf^opfctf*

5

J*
Delivery *• V.*w * cy

V 253-5441 J*
jfe 'faft-fa'ti VT all beers plus deposit

COURTON]
FUJI

Stop in, count and win!
At the Camera Shop, 98 Pleasant St. Amhest.

^j DL-400

1$t Place - The person who guesses the closest
|

number of film canisters

will win a Fuji DL-400.

Qnd Place - 6 rolls of Fuji CA-1 35-24 exposure

£ color negative

3rd Place 1 Fuji Quick Snap plus 1 Fuji Quick

Snap with flash onetime use

cameras

• Winner will selected Monday, October 22nd

• In the event of a tie, a drawing will be held

• No purchase necessary

^^--cm^=^
f5F
(TtONCERNED ABOUT AN^

S

EATING PROBLEM
Anorexia Nervosa, Bulimia,

Compulsive Eating

Help Yourself or Someone You Care About

Presenting: How to Recognize an

Eating Disorder In

Yourself or Someone Else .

and How to Help.

Wednesday, September 26,

1990

UMASS, Campus Center,

Room 917

s

When:

Where:

Time: 3:30-5:00 p.m.

OPEN TO THE FIVE COLLEGE COMMUNITY
No Registration Necessary

For more info: 549-2671 ext. 181

^ Sponsored by:

UMASS EATING DISORDER NETWORK
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fine arts center
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 6

Reconstruction period beginning with the emancipa-

tion of the slaves in 1863 and ending around 1900.

Plays I and II, titled "Sally" and "Prince" respective-

ly will be performed on Thursday. November 1; and

plays III and IV, titled "Jonquil" and "Burners

Frolic
" will continue on Saturday. November 3.

On November 6, The San Francisco Mime Troupe

will perform Seeing Double, a musical farce centering

around the Israeli-Palestinian conflict.

The West German Sinfonia under the direction ot

Dirk Joeres, will perform on November 8 with

American flutist, Gary Schocker, as their guest soloist

Piano virtuoso Leon Bates will present a solo recital

on November 14 followed on November 16 by solo

dancer Margie Gillis. «*«ji a
Get set for The Chieftans on November 29 followed

bv two evening performances of the compelling Broad

way musical Saraflna on December 1 and 2. Africa

Oye' a magnificent evening of authentic African

dance, music and song, is scheduled for December 4,

and the first half of the season will end with Max

Roach and Friends on december 8. Formerly called

the Jazz All Stars. Max Roach and Friends will feature

the legendarv percussionist in performance with

vocalist Sheila Jordan, the Uptown String Quartet and

other guests. n
UMass students receive a 50 percent discount on all

tickets to Fine Arts events. Season subscribers have

until September 28 to select their choices from among

the 32 programs which begin late this month and ex-

tend through May 4, 1991.

Valley clubs offer vast array of fun
•^ ii.-.u „„:j *u*> rocnnnsp has been fabulous.

By HEIDI BAB1NSKY
Collegian Correspondent

If vou find yourself searching for a live entertainment

hot spot, this area has it - from reggae to folk.

The Iron Horse Music Hall in Northampton, at the

kernel of the club scene is confident with what owner Jordi

Herold calls a "strong fall calendar." Past shows include

John Hiatt, Pentagle, Chick Corea even Suzanne Vega

in her early days. Although the club has been in business

longertC most in the area, it was plagued this past sum-

mer with a string of cancellations.

Herold said the club went with the "experimental route

la" spring, hoping to book acts from "exotic places like

Poland, Nigeria Guinea. Algeria, Zimbabwe and France.

The sequence was called World Beat, a unique shift though

it wm beset with its set of difficulties. Whether the

cancellations arose from Visa problems or possibly sim-

ple culture conflicts," Herold said he is nw planning on

"staving closer to home." in the sense that the club has

decided to book the type of shows that are staples of the

"We've decided to stick to the core kinds of music we've

had all along: New Wave rock, jazz folk, contemporary

American and what we're working with is doing well,

"whenTmusic hall such as the Horse is depending on

a booking and it falls through, the club is left with the

charges. The empty seats which would have supported

patrons, the advertisers, rental equipment etc. all

amounts to cash flow difficulties.

Herold has come up with a profitable sales pitch which

helps out the Iron Horse as well as the customer And

Herold said the response has been fabulous.

Twenty dollars up front buys $25 Horse Bux. In other

words, between now and September 24, if you send $20

cash, check or charge to the Iron Horse, they send you $25

in Iron Horse Bux - redeemable for cocktails or a meal

between now and February 23, 1991. You could think of

it as couple of free beers or an appetizer in order to sup

port the Iron Horse and uphold its great shows.

As for the rest of the area, the club scene is continuing

to do well, despite the economy. Amherst sports a live

music club, Twister's Tavern. This restaurant/bar reserves

Wednesday nights for reggeae/soca and New Horizons is

often discovered in their basement. Tuesday nights are

open to local musicians for acoustic performances and the

rest of the week hosts local bands. Chris Allen, represen-

ting Twister's, said, "Business is increasing and running

smoothly."

Pearl Street in Northampton hoardes a showcase crowd

with dancing Wednesday through Saturday evenings. The

live shows usually consist of rock, blues or punk bands.

Sheehan's of Northampton vies for the Horse as the oldest

in the area, but was at first a bar only. They also book

local bands regularly. Katina's on Route 9, Hadley has

relied on its computer game "Selectrocution lately. The

game draws a singles crowd that "matches up men and

women at the computer's command. Peking Garden on

Route 9 offers comedy night and The Pub in town offers

an easy-going atmosphere, dance floor and a DJ to spin

some tunes.
,

Whether the Massachusetts economy is flailing, you are

allowed to support the clubs, restaurants and bars - so

go out and spend some "bux."

,

University Players Presents

TALK RADIO

Audition Dates: Sept. 22 and 23
12 - 6 in the

Commonwealth Room, S.U.B.

Show dates: November 4-7

For more info contact Kristie—585-0390
\——— *

PARAMOUNT
$PR INSFIELD

utffe

THE ORIGIN

-. nnnn
Innnn
ffnnn
irrtniTj

TOP of
the CAMPUS

OUNGE
September 25, 7:30 pm

A great place to relax, meet

friends and enjoy the view!

MICHAEL FRANKS
ANGELA BOFILL

Oct. 7.7:30 pm

' MUNCHES Qo900pn,

„« SOUP C'0<*

SUNDAY
NIGHT
FOOTBALL

DETROIT
LIONS
VS.
TAMPA
BAY
BUCS

Representing
The

Mambo

LITTLER

Oct. 10. 7:30 pm

An Evening Wltn

ROB BARTLETT
of WFAN'f "Imus In Tn« Morning" show

Oct. 13.10:00 pm

n
KATHY MATTEA

Oct. 28.7:30 pm

ROBERT CRAY BAND with The Memphis Horns

LOS LOBOS and DIRTY DOZEN BRASS BAND
Nov. 1.7:30 pm

BOBBY McFERRIN
Nov. 14, 7:30 pm

Monday-Friday. 11:30 am-12:30 am
Saturday-Sunday: 5.00 pm-12.30 am

11th Floor • Campus Center • (413) 549-6000 ext. 7634

jrsityLOT

1700 Main St.. Springfield MA
Paramount Box Offlco (413) 734-5674. M-F 10-5 ScrtJ2-5

For Paramount Group Sotoi Information coll (413) 5A^_150S
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THE FAR SIDE

By GARY LARSON
BONES IN THE BARREL
By J. GELLER & M. ROSENZWEIG
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DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE

Edited By TRUDE MICHEL JAFFE

Well, they finally came But before I go, lets see

you roll over a couple of times

PP
G*E CROSS poKMrno* i^nwoev

CALVIN AND HOBBES
By BILL WATTERSON

qokt tw to

CDPS W

CAlMlN. Oft

IU TEU-

r*A' *»U0'

VU. BET I SET
A BETTER

SCORE TV.W4

iOOOO.

{

>(0u WVGHT AS Yt&L

|GWEWEM.QutfT«
NOW AND 5WE
SOvRSCtv" TH£

. WOKWArXTVOM LATER'

tAMBE WD
\.\fcfc TO iNCRtKit

WR B^KCXJTU

^W LETS

tXW8l£ IT

WHO W*£

ACROSS
1 Trade

5 Swift

10 Iranian ruler.

once
U Kind ot bean

15 Christ Stopped

at —" Levi

novel

16 Brave bull

17 Hemingway
novel

20 Favorite

21 Hill s partner

22 Wine grape

23 Kingly address

24 Residents ol 32

Across

26 Chewed the tat

29 Luminaries

30 — Ben Adhem
31 Beauty s swam
32 Oklahoma city

35 Song from

Ami
Misbehavm

39 Jordan s

neighbor Abbr

40 Islam s

Supreme Being

41 Existed

42 Tin Lizzie

43 Lithe

45 Vote count

48 Copies

49 Rice-Webber

musical

50 Miss Cinders

51 Brooklyn or

Manhattan
toiiowe'

54 words Iran
Kashmiri Love

Song
58 Acronym (Of

G'eek
resistance

WW
59 Red Bordeaux

60 Peaieo

61 in case

62 Military

storehouse

63 Williams or

Rooney

DOWN
1 Invitation to a

duel

2 Helpmate

3 Third ot a Latin

trio

4 Goll course

norm
5 Post office

posting

6 White poplar

7 Walesa is one

8 Ailing

9 Morse code

sound
1 Blemishes

1

1

Lena or Marilyn

12 Mail

1

3

Armies

1

8

Entertainer

Adams
19 City on the

Oouro
23 Urge on

24 Squirrel away

25 Drying oven

26 Sun s output

27 It s —

'

28 Decant

29 Bristles

3t Slacks

supporters

32 Green
Mansions hero

33 Earth

34 The Morning

Watch author

1951

36 Actress Fawcett

37 Jo* de vivre

38 Is m debt

42 Most cunning

43 Unite

44 Meat lor

scaiioppme

45 Turn back

46 Dodge

47 Counter covers

48 My Friend

Fiicka author

Mary O Hara —
50 Grand role

51 Terrible

tsar

52 Lean toward

53 Nervous

55 French soul

56 Tennis

necessit>

57 Mouths

ANSWER T0MEVI0US_PUZZU.

|*W> In tacrt" !"«» *"*" 9 21 90

LUNCH
Pizza

Clam roll

BASICS LUNCH
Pizza

Humus sandwich

DINNER

Roast top round of beef

Sweet /sour chicken fingers

BASICS DINNER

Cheese nut loaf

Sweet/sour chicken fingers

TANGELO PIE
By TIM SNIFFEN

rWsW «lol« «j"jty [
/Thee, *e riiOfifmarr

/sew/ /Vou/ufc

)W)rTf:

Wit* ityi*
- Gob«

/Mark will not m^
Mfecrf* c+l

klml S

YOUR DAILY HOROSCOPE
By JEANE DIXON

PRICE

HENGf^NOU3.TM6MACMC

LAMP I RXjND SW0 I
|AAN BE GC*NT6D 3
WISHES

aesT \a)«5m

By PRICE VAN RAY

'Xtxjawo fc\a*

WHAT T>tO **09€H7

AMIS (March 21-Aprt 19) in-

novative propose* wn widespread

approval now Top manogwrot

may Bypass tne miaalemen to get

your «ea moving *otect you*

flar* A D*na aate couW grv« vout

©go a Poos*

TAURUS ApH 20-Moy 20)

Working witr> chUOren proves par-

ticularly rewarding today Be

choosy when selecting people to

heto you on a special proiect a

,eatous member of the opposite sei

could detotoeratety misinterpret

something you sota

OfMINI (May 21-June 20) a

retirement ptan needs study and

revteion. Consutt wftn someone who

has more experience A leolous

member of the opposite sex could

aetoeratery misinterpret somethng

V
CAMCtR (June 2KJury 22) There

,s a direct connection Between

travel ond the success ot a new

business venture A creative proiect

he** open mportont doors Show

that you know how to aetegat

authority ,

UO(JUV 23-Aug 22) Resentment

can get m the way of progess

Forget past grievances Social suc-

cess requires more grve on your

part vour intellectual curiosity

makes you very attractive to a

newcomer
VltOO (Aug 23-Sept22) The

way you present a new idea win

aetermine Its chances for success

Buiia a better work wardrobe

Teens deserve the special

guidance that will help prepare

them for adult Ife

LiltA Sept 23 Oct 22)

Postpone an fTiportant meetng urv

tl you con prepare a stronger cose

The prmepars wi unaerstar*

arrwie your career choces careful

ly Review a co-worker s recent ac

tons for *«ghts

SCOftTIO OCI 23Nov 21) Do

what you can today ana plan to

start afresh on Monday if consaer

.ng a career change focus on the

fringe benefits connected with a

new ©0 They may be worth a tof

SAOITTARIUS (Nov 22 De

Do not alow jealousy fo eat away

at you Be honost with your mate

and let the chips fa« where they

may you wi lose a battle or two

but wm the war

CAPRICORN 22-JWI 19)

An unreasonable relative may be

aomg you a big favor Takeosput-

of-the-moment trip Parents find

the* cMdren are sympathetic to

the* financial problems

AOUARIUS (Jan 20Feb 18) «

you feel unfurWed by your present

work iounch an ctfve pb search

You thrive on competition

Romance moves in mysterious

ways Pampering your mate wi

oring big dividends

RISCIS (Feb 19 March 20)

Review vour bills and budget

before purchasing that luxury item

Even the sale prce could be too

high Listen to what someone rs try

,ng to te« You» You could find new

romance

By PITT

NIPPLE
I
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Keep That"Great Summer Look

TANNING SPECIAL, 10 Visits tor M5 with coupon

Our WOLFF bed really works

Styles By Deborah
The Sp»" *or hair 8P skin care

549-5610

Rugby stays home
Match with Amherst here Saturday

RESEARCH
INTERVIEWERS
HiringNow ForThe SchoolYear

Interesting, part-time telephone assignments to collect

data on a variety of research topics. Absolutely no sell-

ing involved. Flexible hours Sunday-Friday, 5-1 0pm, and

Saturday, 1 1am-5pm. Shifts up to 40 hours week avail-

able Choose your own schedule as long as you work 4

shifts a week (20 hours). Start at $500 per hour with paid

training and earn up to maximum $6.00 hr.

We re in the Mountain Farms Mall which is a stop on the

free bus line. Call between 11 a.m. and 4 p.m. Monday to

Friday. 586-8635.

Abt Associates Inc.

By DAVE SZPILA
Collegian Correspondent

A change in the schedule will leave

the UMass rugby club at home this

weekend to face the rugby club from

Amherst College, Saturday at 12:30

p.m. The match will be played on the

fields behind Southwest.

UMass was supposed to go to

Williamstown to face the newly rebuilt

Williams College team this weekend.

The last meeting between Amherst

and UMass was won by the UMass

squad. The match was played last last

year during the spring semester.

Francis Buttle, the UMass assistant

coach, had this to say about this

weekend's game: "Last spring we beat

Amherst 28-8 because ofdetermined for

ward movement. The key to a victory on

Saturday will be for our forwards to be

mobile and as determined as they were

in our last match."

Watching the team practice yesterday,

it was evident that it is starting to come

together as a solid unit. The passing is

more precise, and it looks as though

Stan Gajda, out last week with a hip in-

jury, might be back in the lineup on

Saturday.

With strong rucking and mauling,

UMass could pull off another large

victory.

The game this weekend carries a

higher price than just beating a

crosstown rival. Amherst College, as of

this year, is in the same league as

UMass. A win on Saturday is a league

win, and those count the most

A final note to those who are willing

to give the sport a try. Practices are held

Tuesdays through Thursdays from 4

p.m. to 6 p.m. at the rugby field.

!"
cbarlie'js

1 Pray St .
Amherst-549-5403 • Open 1 lam

7 days a Week
Kitchen open til midnight

Game Room with 2 pool tables

Sunday 10c Potato Skins

9:00p.m. — 12:00 a.m.
JHBMMMP

Drink of the Week
Pineapple Bomb

$1.95

Beer of the Month

Fosters Lager $175

Telephone Research Center

Mountain Farms Mall. Rt 9. Hadley, MA 01035

An Equal Opportunity Employe*

Food Giveaways 9pm 12am

Mon 10 cent Mozzarella Sticks

Tues 10 cent Buffalo Wings

Wed 25cent Pizza Slices and 99 cent nachos

Thurs 10 cent Beer Steamed Baby Franks 8pm 10pm

Sunday 10 cent Potato Skins

WE ACCEPT MC-VISA-AMEX

ATTENTION UNIVERSITY MEN

RUSH
SIGMA

1st Fraternity

at UMass

1st to Abolish

Pledging

CHECK
US
OUT!

FAC

MAM*

RUSH DATES
Thurs. Sept. 20
Special Event

Mon. Sept. 24th Wed. Sept. 26

Mon. Nite Football Comedy Night

with Bu-phi-lo wings

Both cross country teams back in action this weekend

Women without Liljebald Men host Springfield, Iona

By DAN WETZEL
Collegian Correspondent

University of Massachusetts women's

cross country coach Julie LaFreniere is

looking for her team's first win this

weekend, as it faces Springfield College on

Saturday.

"I am unsure about how good Springfield

is this year," said LaFreniere. "They can

be really tough to beat. They will not allow

anyone to walk over them."

Making this weekend's meet even more

difficult is the loss of Kelly Liljebald to an

ankle injury. Liljebald was UMass' second-

best finisher last week in the opening meet

against Boston College and the Universi-

ty of Lowell.

"We were favored to win before we lost

Kelly ,"said LaFreniere. "She is a real com

petitor that we will sorely miss against

Springfield."

Highly touted Dana Goldfarb will return

action this weekend, but most likely will

not be 100 percent, due to an ankle injury

Goldfarb has been going through

rehabilitation wearing an ankle boot,

which provided her with better support

while she ran, but also changed her runn

ing stride. She has been out of the boot for

eight days but has been unable to regain

her normal stride.

"She shuffles her feet now," said

LaFreniere. "Hopefully she will be able to

bring back her long strides soon, but it is

good to see her competing again."

LaFreniere is looking for the rest of the

team to step up and perform this weekend.

Becky Johnson, who was the top runner

last week, will have to run well again.

UMass will also need big performances

By KEITH BENNETT
Collegian Correspondent

The University of Massachusetts men's

cross country team will compete against

teams from Northeastern University and

Iona College on Saturday. Coach Ken

O'Brien expects tough races from both

teams.

Northeastern has had a close rivalry with

UMass for many years. Northeastern won

last year's meet against the Minutemen,S*ss=5 hh^rzttszsxt
Kathy Crocker. LaFreniere is also counting

on Tara Hughes and Mo Meldrina to be fac

tors this weekend.

"Mo was injured last spring," said

LaFreniere. "She also suffered from

hypoglycemia which put her about a month

behind in her training. She was our top

returning runner and it is disappointing to

her that she is not up to par. However it

is only a matter of time before she becomes

a factor again."

The course at Springfield is a tenth of a

mile longer than UMass' but it is mostly

flat and therefore faster. This is a plus for

UMass' ailing bodies.

Northeastern team have since graduated.

Perhaps the best method to gauge how

UMass will compete against Northeastern

this weekend is to look at how both teams

have competed this season against a com

mon rival. Both teams have faced, and been

defeated by, Boston College.

"Northeastern ran against BC two weeks

ago and lost the meet by a scon- of 27 31.

UMass faced BC this past Saturday in a tri

meet, and finished second.

If a dual meet score were calculated bet-

ween BC and UMass, the score of the meet

would have been 25 33 in favor of BC.

These very- similar scores give a clearer pic

ture ofjust how evenly matched these two

teams are.

O'Brien said he expects the meet to come

down to whichever team has the most

number of runners who have a good day on

Saturday. He also said the fact that the

race will be run on the UMass course might

work in UMass's favor as they have

already run on the course and know how-

to race on it. This home course advanl

may be just the edge that the Minutemen

will need to be able to defeat Northeastern

Iona College is more of a mystery to

O'Brien. He admits that he knows much

less about the team from this small college

in New Rochelle. NY than he does KOOUt

Northeastern.

UMass did face Iona last year and

victorious against them. Despite this

success, O'Brien warns that YottieaslSf

gonna catch a weak Iona team

Of his own team. O'Brien deecrib

"well-balanced team'' with I numb.

"very hungry kids who want their share

of success."

Hopefully this hunger will manifest itaeU

into a pair of victoria on Saturda)

while she ran. but also changed her runn UMass ailing bodies. D*./x«m ^A11V*TlOV
Best in West to battle Water Polo at Brown tourney
UC^t 111 TT VUV "rW . ,«_._.. ...m. «nH it is imod for the -

By JOE DEGLORIA
Collegian Correspondent

The University of Massachusetts water polo team goes

up against the top two teams in the country this weekend

at the Brown National Invitational.

This event is not a tournament, but is an opportunity

for the top teams in the West to meet the best from the

East The Smith swim center will host such P°wert u l

teams as UC Berkeley (number one), UCLA (two), UC Ir-

vine (five), Brown (12), Iona (20) and UMass, now ranked

1 7th

Coach Russ Yarworth and his 6-1 team will face the

Bruins from UCLA Friday night. Yarworth sees this game

as an excellent chance to get some experience with a big

time water polo team

"You have to go into such a game with the right at

titude UCLA is a much more experienced team, but you

have to keep confident," said Yarworth.

UMass will also play a much less powerful, but still

tough. Princeton team. UMass beat Princeton last

weekend 9-5, but Yarworth does not want his team to task

past them. "We have got to do our job. we must beat

Princeton," he said.

After Princeton. UMaee will face the number one rank

ed UC Berkeley team. The Golden bears have won then

first three games this year including, a 12-11 victory over

number three ranked Stanford

The offensively strong California team has scored 49

goals in its first three games. Chris Humbert leads the

team with 13 goals.

Coach Steve Heaston said he is excited about the event

"U will our first chance to play in a couple weeks. Basical

ly this will be a good chance for East Coast teams to play

West coast teams and it is good for the 1

1

I

f
The California team was unable to play at U* l * "

vine Tournament last week, due | tragic fire at a frol

nitv house in wh,ch several played livod, taW -tu.l.nt.

died but none were on the water polo teanv

The UMass team is knking to regain BOOM 0* the ground

it lost la when .t lost to Slippery Rock I Ma«

two positions in the NCAA rankings this waak, falling

from 15th to 17th .

"We still need to cut down 00 the mental >na

maintain intensity, especially against these guys' Yar

worth said. "You cant learn any better than Warning

from the best." .^
Starters GT Ladd and Scott Reed are not in the best

of health. Both have come down with a slight flu. but Y in-

worth is confident that they will be fine for this weekend l

festivities.

CLASSIFIEDS
Acnvmai

-HHwwT couJoi
ouees oca** on Aeian Amer •*"****^ SrwleyHune

trad room Converse He*
»-21 90 7 30PM

ANIMAL RIGHTS COALITION meeting on

304 Student Un*>n

DO YOU KNOW MOW TO JUOOLE? Well

nether do I Ufa 90 «o JuWfng CM). 34

today. »nd Mem how

GENERAL ««TING^lt«^n»"»*£
m ra*o< WOCH * ^J, 00 *^
Lounge Monday the 2«n ' a* rmn

NTERESTED IN KNOWING OOOpa.

pus C#raQf

KUNG-FU / KARATE CLASSES'

beginners maal Mon-Fn

foTinto can 774-4179

ask lor Stuart

PAGAN STUOCNTS^fj^""^ •*?
9723. 7 00PM CC Rm 804-09 Nei

crwaacotv
*Mer>ng

19*1 TOYOTA COROLLA
iun» we«
(400 t 73*2987

1962 TOYOTA STARLET
12000 or B/0 535-2322

V8 TRANS AM 6J 71 500

Irol AC power window

5443042

MAZDA OLC DELUXE ••»»**, sf#'*3

exc condition 3*00 or bo 2S32Z**

tea* FORD RANGER exceAent condition

5^aad^0OO^™!aaM4O0 2534770

SEIZED rars trucks boats *u.fieel*re

SSonW by FBI IRS DEA Av*tob*

your araa now Cell .404442-7555 Exi

e 1675

FOUNO

SUB 9/18

2S>3886 Pete

HVLONPOUCMinGaoaamanM IKS at ma

CC into desk

FOUR MILLION

HAPPY 9JIRTHOAYIH1

LOOT

BROWNWMMEO EYEOLASStSa. *>pe.

Boydan tonrnt court* <f touno pwese can

6-5184

EYEGLASSES m gray CAM i**r_rd

Chart* 256- 11 70

KEY with UM«M WW^JLf*.
•Vremural heWe Can 47304 or 42997 rf

tound

STUOY ABROAD M AU«TRAUA "*""*

lion on aamaawr •*""Z r̂ **Z**
program* A8 run unoa* •«*» CeHCurtw

Urwers*y 1-C*

Need ao>*V™l}£**Z2™?Z£L
nort? Ca* tor free end u»*oen1iej services

AtTinNATIVtS 33 Mat » Non7*amp»n

5843000

TRAVEL

Sae you soon""
Eddy

FOR A GOOD TIME CALL

RACK-A-OISC ma W**"***?^ ,,,
yKjao Mnds. ctorrn/house special* caa

5849900 anytima

FOR RENT

TOWNHOUSE APARTMENTJ*"*™
i M bam* on bus route Can 1-567 13S1MM

ANNOUNCEMENTS

AMERICAN INDIAN STtJOEJ^SSOOA-
TlON meeting Monday SM**ia^ 24 '"0

1 30 2 30PM Josephine w£^ag'f
Cultural Center .n Chadbourne basement

freshmen welcome

BED AND BREAKFAST Downtown

Amherst ideal tor visiting parents and

friends 549-5961

FAST FUNORAISING PROGRAM
11000 In )u*t one wee*

gram works' No .nvwstment needed Can

1400-9324528 Ext 50

OPEN RUSH
lo,a Gamma Ups.lon A unique J«orrtY^

Check us out at open /ush on 9/24-5KM

9/26-6PM, 9/26 5 30PM

WANT TO BE A SENATOR? Nomination

Suha Senate Office. Room 420 Student

FOR SALE

AUDIO

TWO 200 WATT top ol the
'•"«

J*05'
",

Acoustic Speakers Very cheap Call

253-2728

AUTO FOR SALE

1978 BUICK SKYMAWK hatchback $400

as is 5494333 6 8PM

1960 BUICK CENTURY LIMITED $750

665 7492

ruFm OUT ACTS great deals on Com
P^ys^^NrTardwa^arKlAc-
bassorie* « you re m the market tor a 10OH

SSjComoMWe computer, we manufacture

•*ooncam*. no one <»^^^nhenjt
Conveniently located in downtown Amherst

next to Baybank ________
CUBE FRIOGE
great tor dorms
call Julie al 546-3967

KEYBOARD AND MIDI STEPS-Mly prog

toTyourleet (eight tonw m«* efP-W™"
adapters and Crd -nclude AH for $500

Call Chris anytm 549-6202

LARGE REFRIDGERATOR (twice the si*e

Sdo,n1
,,dg^r^^sec,.on..kC

cond. will deliver $90/bo 256 3ts*

OFFICE DESK! nice good cond $100orbo

juhe 2564303

ROLLERBLADES *•» * **"&.""
must see $70 or best offer 5494293

SAX FOR SALE Bundy » Alto student

n^odel Great shape $500 or best offer

5843100 a«t 4364

SLEEP WITH THE BEST

say goodnight to the rest

full sire futon and frame

$150

we n beat other bozos by 5**

Metawampe Furniture

i.AnfWFUTON 1

HELP WAHTE0

am NATIONAL GUARD pant—te member-

M^ on>^n-tlC banefrf' Partfmajob.

avSlabkt m a wMa vanaty of <*™?J*«*t

_arn$300 or more your MM y*«> Joaiyow

retirement free ptone travel rt™« Men

and woman wrthout f****"™™%
bk» to (oin through age 34 V^*^. !';
aZfciTuwMly **g*M|*^^
-our recruiter to see if you quMrty.."»

obTioalwn no pressure Jobs guaranteed

£fo£°V, en.-.. CM. *nyl-«

413-5849215 or to! free 1404-AIR-9151

EARN UP TO $S0O/WEEK
î _a__.

rwtoing students obtain Visa. Mastercard

Sind tor tree information American F^nan

^Services. 117 Park Drive Suite 40C
MA 02215

MANICURES

SPECIALLY PRICED $5 by experienced

UMass student 549-2482

HOW LATE IS TOO LATE » reserve tortw
l!SS^m*J^rfm n*.' 5444600 Can>

pus Travel- on campus

ONE-WAY Ame"csn Airline* ticket

SL^ord Seattle D-xge*
»1J*°

•»

1-413-562 2582 (Mler 3)

MOTORCYCLES

1984 HONDA SASRE 700CC Bt*Me°tld

$1000 or bo 253-7119 Mav* IMMIMM

EARN UP TO $20,000 A MONTH'
If you are a motivated person and wish to

tJZ entrepreneur don't let tfvs opportune

r7»l_ Past you A mum-level markeung

company^ * looking for executive

distrtoutoVs Be your c*n boss make your

own hours' tor more mto call 549-1349

FUUtl* POSITION available Excellent

base salary plus bonuses Fluency m any

African Indian. Korean, or Middle Eastern

dialects a plus Contact Lanny Perron.

Metropolitan Life (413)567 1248

NEWSPAPER DELIVERERS needed for

UMass dorms No car required Mornings

7 8AM Good pay 7days/week 253-7009

Evenings

PART/FULL TIME JOBS 'or the environ

menf 4040rday' Call Sam 256-»343«

PART TIME SALES PERSON wanted for

ft** m.r££ic. Will tram Call 323-9692

SKI POSITIONS: ski lodge m Wta Utah

S^Uonalonly November I

J990
tclApn

25 1991 Salary, room and board, and sk

pass For application please call (60D

742 3000 between 8 30 to 4 30 mountain

time, any day. or wrrte to Alia Peruvian

Lodge. Alta. Utah 84092

SPRING BREAK/CHRISTMAS BREAK

TOURS individuals or student organization

needed to promote our ski/sun tours Earn

money and free trips to Cancun. Daylona

Vermont. Montreal

Call HI LIFE 1400-263-5604

MUSICIANS

ECHO don t say i never can you

Happy Birthday Love Skatech<»

HELP' Established gwng ban* »ee*s «
piVenced drummer to f»n 2 pan »W8M>
SoV^Shon tor cla*s« to new rockiindrc«

covers and ongjnals CaJ Tytor at 253-2949

PROFESSIONAL 0J S

LA2ER TECH AUDIO available for your

o_£e dorm party or house pany Great

^es great o7» CMI 323-7901 soon

$ REWARO $

FOR THE RETURN S 14*^gold n^* 1^
w Italian horn charm**,MW»"Hg
great sentimental value « found pM***«
Karen 5443993

ROOMMATE WANTED

FOR DOUBLE ROOM m Presidential Apt

Call 549-1224

FOR TWO BEDROOM m Salem Place

Call 2564777 $200

SOUTH OEERFIELD 2 bdrm Apt on bus

line $300 665-8230 545-1028

SERVICES

DO YOU NEED SPANISH HELP?

Tutor.no available for intermediate to ad-

vanced call Gtovi 5494071

HAVE YOU BEEN RIPPED-OFF by a

retarter-> Contact the Legal Services Center

regaling your rights as a consumer

922 Campus Center 545-1995

HAVE YOU SEEN THE MARKETPLACE?
Classified advertising run by »'"<>•"'* _>'

students Pay only 5°* commission when

you sell CaH 323-9892

TYPING

QUICK ACCURATE. EFFICIENT S Deer

»£!ol0 mm* from Amherst Worth

reasonable prices' 665 4501

TRANSCRIPTION. $10mt 'ypmg S2/P9

545^164

TYPING. WORD PRC^SSINGJl 50/pg

Free pickup and daSvery Laser pcintryi*nd

copying available KCommumcai-ons

2564373

WOROPROCESSINO-Fast Professional

Reasonable rain Free p-ek up and

(Mevery Ca« Nancy 367-9437

WANTED

HCAC AMHERST DAY CARE has subside

ed stots available for children age_2yrs

9momhs-5yrs Parents musl M
i
AFDC and

voucher eligrbie Ca* Nancy at 544571 3 or

Barbara al 584-4434

SOCCER CLEATS. 8 .- mens

Kevin 5 1315 or 259-1561

PERSONALS

ANTEATER
Hawiv 2 years' Who would ve known that

onekrss could lead toed this Itoveyouand

will forever Frog

CONGRATULATIONS to the new pledges

of Delia Zeta Marcy Lauren L Pam Andrea

Susan Lauren G Nicole Sujanne Tanya

Melan« Jennifer Elena and Stacie Get

psyched tor an amazing future with DZ

OAMAGE INC. i have had one of the most

fun mos1 romantic, most en|oyabNjr»ars

ofmylitemankstoyou Happy Annrversary

my triathiete metalhead I love you Turn

DEAR NUTMEG.
i will alway* remember thedays o| p ng

pong tournaments 6 the nights of watchrng

various wes of insects ^-"fl^*;
ultimate demise by the neon blue gtowof

the bug irapper This basicty means I love

you
your sweet Baboo

DEB Have a mega Happy B'rtida,'

Bret* »• Mil O ClOCk rule

HAPPY BIRTHDAY OHW*^*~Z»
2V Haw an awaaom* we4*a*M^Lov*

Cho* Mana and a« of yo«r budMea m
Webster*"

%!Zl££V££"~*« * Brandywin.^

i danced w«« omy you

Drop by so»net»me' J*on

JENNIFER LYNN CLARK
Happy Anniversary
SorrTi i have bean a paw and iimfljad you

t^gv* been then* tor ma a* a fnAno

I do tove you'

KM TOSIN HAPPY 21ST you know what'

Be prepared tor many houfchan*'' Love Lin

da CaSoane. AAaaa J«Qu.. Joanna

fany Sue Kat». and Stacy

SHANNON
i mat you in me Text B Annex

W* wMMd to the Campu* G*/***

omk shirv Valley Books/ no 10

pTaasV kMv«!a- where i can reach you

Leave « wMi V,"*J*°**

Dbmj

SIGMA KAPPA SISTERS ^Ou^Of*«T*
prou* Thank* tor at of your he* "couidn

havedone ri wrmout you itoveyouguy*"

Chech

THANKS to Rush •"Y "M
aasiatants Amy and *•**

Love me staters of SOT

THE SISTERS OF SIGMA DELTA TAU

are pleased to announce our new

ribbonefles
, o_-i_j

Lisa. Christina. Jenmtor Lisa Rachel.

HO.emane Amy. Enca. Laurie 0«i
Laura

McneHe Leigh Lauren Lisa Er*a. Lisa

and Christine

IneTour first '•^^w «« 'rr
would have -meg-ned that we^f°»
much go to so^**£^.,

ZTS,
ly m love l tove you desperately ' K_g wr

y^g always Happy Anrwversery sweetheart

Champagne and roses

Damage mc

WELCOME AND CONGRATULATIONS M
me new S^m. Ka4Pa^n^bbonen« LesbS

Tn_h Caxotvn Jennifer Kate. Kara Demae.

Kr?stin.^rn,te7A.*on Jennite- Knstm.

Ke*y. Knstm



SPORTS
n-rtmouth down. Mass: Catamounts

:

tomorrow
*"

, n rw«~l Rut after
8t

.

10 / ^^rf ^flfci^lltt

By GREG SUKIENNIK
Collegian Corresponsdent

How many reruns of this horror movie ^J^jj^S
8ity of Massachusetts men's soccer team have to watch.

Bv now the plot has become too familiar to UMbml

L^ weekend'the Minutemen stood toe-to-toe w*h Tern

r^Tfhr 70 minutes But just when you thought.it was sate

?i say n'aU over.' the Owls struck for two goals and

?«3ESkbbbbb=
forELt, only to lose to Dartmouth in overturn

^

TH* Minutemen can't dwell on the loss, however Tomor

ro^hel tak^o"he road again, travelling to Bur ington.

^for a match with Vermont. The Catamounts are 3-2-1.

and are ranked third in New England.

I c^uldn t have asked for more from my players, said

coach JeffUttler of the Dartmouth loss.J=e;a

a level above the Temple game in terms of both our game

nlan execution and improving on our weaknesses.
P
The Minutemen had led the match 1-0 since the 25th

minute, when Ray Cuhna took a pass --Aaron Z-d

broke in on the net, and slipped the ball past tne

^Tt'he 80th minute, a controversial call in the

UMass penalty box gave the Big Green a penalty shot

Danny SVconneSed. tying the^J^&EJ
on until most of overtime was finished. UMass lost com

^ure while Dartmouth turned up its game several not-

Ch6
No way wJllhat a foul." said Gettler yesterday after

noon 'if they hadn't been given a goal, we would ve won

14>. Period. But *£*>S*^^jg£&Z

"¥£*£« Green struck at 116:00 on a chip shot that beat

VU^^lTGru^er 1 1 3 saves), who Gettler descnb-

ed as "excellent" in goal.

Gettler also singled out Peter McEvoy, Darren Stone,

bS Anthony and Zandy for their efforts.against Dart-

mouth. Gettler called McEvoy's play brilliant.

Gettler said that the Minutemen regained their com

peeur nZ second overtime. However, they were.unable

£ beat Dartmouth's defense in the final minutes.

UVM now looms on the horizon. The Catamounts

season has paralleled UMass' in some ways. Like the

M?nutemen we're a young team who have lost some tough

games^^U^ cLh Ron McEachen. "We only return

fnret starters, and we're not particularly deep off the

Woncri

Senior Mark Zola currently leads ^^ Catamounts in

scoring, with four goals. Junior forwards Jin^™*
and David Johnson have three and two.

if^y^
Both teams are also suffering injury problems. Johnson

and BeaU are probable starters for the Catamounts, white

UMass Steve Armenti (possible stress fracture) and Tom

Novajasky are questionable for today s game^

•They're a hard, physical team," said Gettler of Ver

mon^ They Play a lot of long balls, and they counterat

tack a lot."

( ,,l|r-gi«n photo by Cirri* Wvrth

Justin Edelman and the UMass Minutemenoni. ineypii)«»

—

Justin Edelman ana tne um»»» ...i..-.™-»

ic
.
k
? £i •„ „m. „i»n Gettler had this to say aaer were beaten in overtime by Dartmouth on

^.gtr^Tha^uld^eLnwins-Wehaveto Wednesday . 2-1. The Minutemen travel to the

Reds to play top-rankedWisconsin, GeoiyejMia^
£Yt?tl» \>U tJ*<~*J * JT ^^^^^^^^m By CHRIS MIRACLE

display three very tall defend.

< ollf-gUn t0* photo

Saturday. Kickoff is at noon.

Field Hockey rolls to N .J

.

Saturday, in Piscataway, N 1 I

By CHRIS MIRACLE
Collegian Staff

For soccer addicts and fans alike, we have

just what the doctor ordered as the Univer

sitv of Massachusetts women's soccer team

prov.des a double dosage of action this

weekend. The Minutewomen take on the

University of Wisconsin Saturday at noon,

and George Mason University Sunday at

1 p.m. _ ,

Both games will be on Upper Boyden

Striker April Kater enters the weekend

within five points of becoming the all time

leading scorer for UMass. Elaine Contant

holds the record. with 42 points; Kater now

has 38.

Saturday, the Reds face a tough opponent

m Wisconsin, ranked in the top «*nn«-

tionallv. The Badgers <4 1> come to UMass

aaer upsetting Colorado College 2 -1 Their

only loss came at the hands of the Lniver

sity of Portland, who upset he Badgers 2 1

earlier in the season.

"They are an excellent side to go

against." UMass coach Jim Rudy said.

"They're a Midwest team which epitomizes

blue collar hard work ."

Included in the Badgers' arsenal will be

the school's sixth all time leading scorer,

forward Kan Miajala. Another player the

Reds must keep an eye is senior midfielder

Shelly Gehrke, a good passer who

dangerous when coming forward. Adding

to the Badgers forward one-two punch is

freshman Erica Handleman out of

Evanston, 111.

"They (Miajala and Handleman] are two

of the more mobile pairs of forwards we'll

see this year." Rudy said.

On the defensive side. Wisconsin will

display three very tall defenders, Susie

Holt, freshman Melissa Stobermann and

Michelle Coole In goal will be Heather

Taggert, who gave UMass a troublesome

time in the playoffs last year.

\. we say. they will be big in the air.

Rudy said. , .

With both teams having experienced

players as well as new freshman the

Badgers and the Reds match equa ly in

almost every department Last year UMaas

defeated Wisconsin 2-1. which avenged

their loss to the Badgers two years ago a

loss that kept the Reds from reaching the

national semifinals. .,«•..
"Wisconsin plays very physical. L M«»

captain Kim Montgomery said "We have

to fight for everything so nothing is Tree.

The Reds won't have much time to rest

before taking to the field against George

Mason on Sunday. The Patriots, ranked

among the top twenty nationally, suffered

an earlv loss to currently undefeated

Virginia, but have come on strong recently

In GMU's lineup, the Reds will face mid

fielder/forward Debi Fine, a player that

UMass also had an interest in Adding to

the quickness of the Patriots are forward

Carol Lind from Dixhills. NY and Erin

Wingerter.

"They have a very quick frontline. Kudy

aid. "They attack from forward and

behind." ,

For all teams involved, this weekend

shapes up to be very important. On Satur

day. George Mason plays another top

twenty team, the University of Hartford.

With another back-tc-back game schedule

like last weekend, the Reds hope to get rid

of some of their wrinkles early in the

season.

By TAMIR LIPTON
Collegian Staff

During this time of change in Ma ~ talk ;"«

about t! >ns. the IWVM and the government - WS Massachusetts Held hotkey team has re

nuunedconsiatent Philippe Scott continues to shutout op-

ponenti, Mare Prattasio cont.n bail the

Minutewomen out with game winning goals, and the team

keeps winning.

The Minutewomen are 4-1, currently riding a three-

Jme winning streak. Wednesday they earned their fourth

win ofTe Beason with a convincing but nerve-racking 1-0

decision.

The win against Providence was a big one. Up until

Wednesday, UMass was a 3-1 field hockey team but it

had not beaten any top ranked teams. Now, after Wednes

day's performance against the number four ranked team

in the nation, the Minutewomen have earned the right

to be called a strong 4 1 team

Saturday in Piscataway, N.J the Minutewomen play

another top 20 team, Rutgers University

•Rutgers is our first A 10 opponent of the year said

UMass coach Pam H.xon. "They an- another top-20 team,

we'll look to at least neutralize their strengths.

Tht Minutewomen continue to win Hose games, though

they've been unable to blowout any of their combatants

thus far "We've never been a high scoring team, Hiv

on said. "We may be explosive one day, other days, we 11

get only one"

UMass has faced some tough goalies. The most notable

being Providence goaltender Debbie Hagie.

"She was outstanding. Against any other goalie, we pro

bably would have had five or six goals, Hixon said.

The Minutewomen continue to corner opponents in their

own end, they are averaging nearly 15 shots per game

"All you have to do is get one more goal than they do

to win," Hixon said.

For now, less is more for the Minutewomen. Fewer goals

equals more wins.

Sports Notice
Intramuralt: Entries for badminton (singles, men

and women). Racquetball (men and women),

and track and field (men and women), are be-

ing accepted through Sept. 24

Entries for Ice Hockey (men and women) and

cross country (men and women), are being ac-

cepted through Sept. 26.

Bring all entries to Boyden room 215. Fa£*•*>>

formation, contact Intramural Sports at 545-20V4

or 545-0022.

WEATHER NEWS ARTS

Batten the hatches! To-

day will be windy,

cloudy and chilly with

temps in the upper-50s.

Cesar Chavez urges stu-

dent participation in

the third table grape

boycott. Page 3.

The 69th annual

Eastern States Exposi

tion wraps up an ex-

citing year. Page 7.
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Gov: No more budget cuts
Dukepledges an end to across-the-board higher ed budget cuts

By KENDRA PRATT
Collegian Staff

tatewide public higher. -dm at ion funding suffered

two .•.., ; percent cots, Gov. Dukakis promised

stU( ;, day that there would not he any fur

ther ' h. hoard budget cuts

I ear* verj deeply about the and vour

future*, Dukakii said. "If we have to make and

round ot cuts. we're going to have to look at oth.

in the budget M that there will be no more across-the

board cuts to your schools."

Dukakis addressed the Student Advisory Council to the

Board of Regents of Higher Education on the status of the

state budget and solicited council members' opinions on

expenditures within their school budgets that could KM

tain cuts.

The council is composed of student trustees and Student

Government Association presidents who advise on

entire*an photo by Kendra Pratt

Governor Michael Dukakis

regents' standing committ.

Although he promised no BM

ud there will be cuts to individual campuses that i

infill." He encouraged the members ofthe
-

dent Advisory Council to discuss funding problems with

their campus administrators and with the Regents.

Dukaki- attributed part of til l««k of

ra) monetary support for fundi;

tion.

"Given the softness ofthe national economy, it

ble that (state] revenues will deer. a further, he

Mdd "We will have to look at Medicaid and welfare fun

ding to see if we can avoid taking fund.- from public higher

education.'*

The combination of the state paying massive amounts

of aid" while taking severe federal cuts has made the

deficit situation more difficult, he said

•This is the tightest, leanest state budget 1 ve ever b.

a part of." Dukakis said. "Don't let anyone tell you this

(state! is fat city
.'"

The onlv two means of funding higher education in

Massachusetts is through tuition and taxes, he said

"We've got to raise the cost of education to avoid these

devastating cuts. " he said

The state is planning a comprehensive tuition waiver

policy which will give each campuses' board «•£«*•«

the right to waive tuition increases based on an individual

needs basis. The policy will prevent low-.ncome students

from being denied access to public higher education

"Unfortunately, the poUcj nfttJMM that [middle class

students) will have to pay more." he said

Dukakis added that if the Citizens for Limited Taxa

tion petition passes in the November election, the state

higher educational system will be destroyed through a

lack of discretionary funds which are used for education

roads and bridges and human MmOM ( LT supporters

are hoping the petition will reduce legislative spending.

CONTINUED ON PAGE 6

With fee waiver
in hand, GEO
set for election

Hussein calls for US to pull out of Gulf
AMMAN. Jordan <AP> - A flight described as the last

U S charterd airlift out of Iraq left Baghdad yesterday

and King Hussein of Jordan called for an early withdrawal

of C S forces from the Persian Gulf region to prevent

"disastrous repercussions."

President Saddam Hussein of Iraq expressed new deter-

mination to bang onto Kuwait, which bis fara nUad on

'

Three high-ranking -Jordanian officials including I

Cabinet minisi iking on condition ot anonymiU.

Mid Saudi Arabia had ordered the expulsion ot nearly all

of Jordan's envoys Also, diplomatic wurces in Saudi

Arabia said most Yemeni diplomats were being sent home

from Saudi Arabia. ... e

However, King Huseeia and the Jordanian foreign

minister. Marwan Kassem, denied Saudi Arabia had

ordered the expulsions of Jordanian diplomat-

I have been in touch with our embassy in Jidda as a

result of the continuous bombardment on the part ot

newsmen trving to spread such news item but the..

no such thing. This is not correct." Kassem said

"I think what reallv is going on now. and what will go

on for some time, is a war of nervev said G k. a

Middle East apeaab* Mjdfcrmar National BeturityLcun

cil official.

Both sides have toughened their rhetoric in i

President Bush has said that Iraq's Aug 2 invasion ot

Kuwait "cannot stand" and has declined even toconsider

diplomatic initiatives until the Iraq, arnn withdraws, lo

do otherwise, his aides MB/, would be to reward Iraq for

its invasion.

In Baghdad. Saddam has warned his people of imminent

war with the West and has proclaimed that he will RgM

to the finish rather than give up Kuwait.

By JULIA SEREBRINSKY
Collegia

The Graduate Kmpl<

on the was to attaining th' W unio

the power that it h king for ne i

The GEO, an affiliate ofthe District 65 United Auto

Workers, la-t tfffia% asked the administration to

recognize GEO ti onion and authorize it to dr.,

an election agreement which would give it the collec

tive bargaining power of a union

The administration said it would consider .>n

turn agreement only if graduaU I empli

agree not to go on strike

The GEO responded with the stater >t it will

not agree to the "no-strike" clause unless the cur

riculum fee imposed on graduate student .-mployees

— $175 a semester - i- waived

Last wee* GEO won a major victorv when th-

ministration issued a proposal agreeing to provide

authorization for GEO Coordinating Committ-

draw up an election agreement and to ena.

waiver for all graduate student employees w.

of their financial need In return. GEO members had

to agree to a no strike" clause until April

The proposal also called for the inclusion of a neul

pOSty in an election process which would assure that

both sides, the GEO and the administration, will
|

ceed with the election process without intimidation.

coersion. or harassment
"

Graduate student employees voted last week o

whelminglv to accept the admmi.-tr.r

The election is scheduled En October 26 tad its out

come will determine whether or not th.

tinue to represent graduate student employees in con

tract negotiations \is a vis the administration.

If graduate employees will vote "yes" on the ballot

the GEO will negotiate with the administration

isnues concerning emplovee policy and practice, and the

i ements would be legally binding If students

"no" on the ballot, the "graduate student ample

would go unrepresented as they have he-

ding to coordinating committee member Kmih Isaacs

The GEO expect.- to win the election establishing the

group as th. tentative in negotiations with the

administration 1 IfttM the Bod,

negotiations will begin immediately the mm
In the contract negotiations, ieveral items would be

on the priority list, she -ud. The first will

irriculum fi > for the 5prin|

ing/firin mcepro

and reasonab: .nd health I

The administration s decision to the original

GEO proposal was an 'enormous victorv lot Gl

ml. "It proves that GEO bat power m Mgt

tion for their members ^^^^^

ordered the expulsions ot joraanm.. u.H .»...«—
-

Qr»tP rollers face 3% cut; scholarship accounts attected
State COliegeS Idtc u /u v,i*

,
jr ^ ^^ta^a-.-r*.*..--

By PRESTON P. FORMAN
Collegian Staff

Massachusetts Higher Education

Chancellor Randolph W. Bromery an

nounced last week that state universities

and colleges will need to reduce campus

budgets by 3 percent instead of 4 percent

as originally ordered.

Terry Zoulas, spokesperson for the board

of Regents for Higher Education, said the

27-campus system will face less of the $25.5

million cut because $9 million will be taken

out of scholarship accounts.

"Scholarship accounts are our single big

gest out of campus account." he said. "And

this affects both public and private school

students.'

Commonwealth of Massachusetts state

scholarships are available to students at

tending both private and public colleges.

Most are based on financial need.

"Finally the [the student attending the

private school] is going to start feeling some

of the pain public school students have

been burdened with over the years," he

said.

Zoulas said the University ot

Massachusetts at Amherst will share with

its sibling universites in Boston and Wor

Chester a proposed reduction of $6,794,515.

When a second 4 percent across the-board

cut was announced Sept. 4 by Gov.

Dukakis, the Amherst campus was pro

jected to lose $6 million.

Provost O'Brien said last week that this

the largest university in the

system, will likely loss $4 million.

O'Brien also said while a spring semester

tuition hike is unlikely, administrators are

considering imposing a mandatory cur

riculum support fee of $50 to $500 for next

semester.

Campus administrators have the Hex

ibility to cut and slash as necessary to meet

budget reductions but Bromery asked in a

memorandum that administrators exempt

funding for library materials from cutting

procedures.

Bromerv, a veteran of the state college

svstem. also warned of the unforeseen fun

ding problems the system might have to

face.

"As you plan these reductions, please

also beat in mind there may also be a need

for further reversions (state ordered recall

of appropriated funds] later m fiscal 1991,"

he said in the memo.

Zoulas said as the system has taken

financial attacks of nearly $150 million

over the past three years a sense ofurgen-

cy has permeated the higher education

q >tem. He said faculty, staff and students

have started an slow exodus from the

svstem.
'

"To quote Bob Dvian. 'there's no need to

have a weather vane to tell which w ay the

Wind is blowing,"' he said "We have seen

[the trendl here at the Regents office With

the departure ot [ei I
hancellorl Franklyn

Jenifer who hit for the pn y <>f

Howard I ':
" llt' r th, ~ *•*
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Secret

Winners' Athletic Club
c3 Indoor Tennis Courts

c 4 Outdoor Clay Tennis Cc

(2 Convertible to Indoor Clay

Courts Starting Sept. 1st)

o4R-. all Courts

oNaut lis & Cardiovascular

ess Ce-

zj AerCDiCS

CALL 549-4545 for a free tour

Winners' Athletic Club
Rte. 116. Sunderland

(Opposite Bub's BBQ. on Bus Route)

Open 7 Days«7:00am-1 1:00pm

Cut and present coupon and pay only

$99 for UNLIMITED RAQUETBALL September-

December. 8a.m - 5p.m daily

$99 Student
Raquetball
Special

Unlimited Raquetball

8am - 5pm Dally

-
I I

) .ft

WINNERS
A1HI.J T It

Rte 116 Sunderland MA 01059
413-549-4545

c
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s
A

HERSHEY CANDY
BARS

Milk Chocolate &
Almond,

Kit Kat. Peanut But-

ter Cups
3/99c

Reg 40c ea.

Nabisco

TEDDY GRAHAMS
honey, chocolate,

cinnamon
$1.69

Reg $1.98

VERY FINE
Juice and Drinks

2/99$

10 oz. bottles Reg 60$

DIAL or

CAMAY SOAP
2/99$

3 oz. bar Reg 55c or 65$

Available at all stores:
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•One Day service available*

Kodak color watch system

Prices Valid Through Saturday, September 29th

see store for details

Would you like to be a part of the

group that was responsible for

bringing Hunter S.Thompson,

Faye Wattelton, Allen

Ginsburg,Ntozake Shange, and

William F. Buckley, Jr to this cam-

pus?Then come to the

Distinguished Visitors Program

new members meeting on Tues-

day, September 25, at 7:00 p.m.

in the Campus Center, room 803

Come and see who we are bring-

ing this semester, and how you

can become involved.

debngushed
ynicocj pro-am

LOCAL
Chavez advocates third table grape boycott
By KATHERINE T. LAMOTHE
Collegian Staff

Consumers must become more involved with the nation-

wide effort to stop the use of pesticides on grapes, a na-

tional union leader said Saturday at the third annual

Black Sheep Hot Food, Hot Jazz Festival.

Cesar Chavez, the president of the United Farm
Workers union, told the group of over 100 people at the

University of Massachusetts Fine Arts Center that the

dangers of pesticide use by food growers in California have

increased since the UFW's first grape boycott in 1965, a

protest of the use ofDDT on grapes. The first boycott end

ed in 1970.

Since then. Chavez said, there has been a new threat

in the form of orgaiMphoepates, dangerous group of

pesticides which are contaminating the water supply in

the San Joaquin Valley where the chemicals are used on

the grapes. The union began its current boycott, the-third

in 25 years, in 1984.

In addition t<> the contamination of the water, Chavez

said, there has been a "cancer cluster" in the San Joa

quin Valley towns of Karlimart and McFarland. Accor-

ding to I near rate among children between

the I and 12 in McFarland is 80(1 percent higher

than the national a and the cancer rate in

limarl \a 400 percent higher than the national

In K nlimait. a LsWSttii I enily I

unsl the state of California 05 farm worker, claim

ing the chemical* ekbearb and atrasine, which are bans

ed m California, caused his daughters illness.

Chavez said that the boycott il I

' the -tate OT the growers to StOfl using the

organophospate- He added that attempts to convince the

state government to ban the pesticide silaai due to

powerful chemical company lobbying groups

Chavez also said the chemical companies and the

growers have strong influences on the media organiza-

tions which cause difficulties for the UFW in getting its

message out to the public. "We have to warn people, and

we cannot do it through the media," he said.

UFW Vice President Roberto De La Cruz, who also

spoke at the festival, said that more people, particularly

students, are encouraged to help organize the boycott and

protests at stores such as Stop and Shop and Bread and

Circus, which do not support the boycott

De La Cruz said students from various schools, such as

UMass, Harvard University and Boston College helped

the UFW's boycott over the summer
Erin Miller, a sophomore at Harvard who has worked

as a volunteer for the UFW since May. said she became

involved with the union because of the Strong affect health

and labor issues have on the public.

"Everyone has their responsibility to do something

about it," Miller said.

She also said that the festival has helped the union gain

more momentum and funds. "We're always hoping that

supporters will come out." Miller said.

Lisa Nelson, a UlfaSl senior who began working for the

I'FW last Spring, said Chavez's return appearance has

-parked student.-' interest in volunteering, perhaps due

to Chaves' charismatic style "Anyone who heai

speak is hooked," she -aid.

Chavez also -aid that participation in the boycott is the

most important a.-pect of the effort and emphasised that

more people are needed to be successful H< added that

there is no urgency in getting involved "Time is out

friend." Chavez said
According to the festival "s organiser, Black SI

foundt
|

-.-anion, the festival about $3,000 fa

the union. Seamon said that he puts on annua! fthowi

Black Sheep is all sboul having fun with food

and we also have an interest in the community," she said

kl,- photo
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CLT threatens staff, faculty

MSP president says faculty layoffs possible

I

RIGHT ON THE NOSE
practice by the pond.

Photo by .laninr Munrinelli

Members of the UMass Juggling Club

B\ KELLY CONGDO
Collegian CotTOlpOndeiH

The stake- are higher, but the tone

tme the LTa

M mm 1 huastti hai sol heard tht I the

budget cots

-p,t, tl> rmeraberss

r)."> (acuity member-, result

wal of contracts and hil

the past two years, administ' and

faculty will be bread local • >h>

sssmbsn
ordingtoJohnCol the

lias BttsSociet) ofiWsssori, tl

1S M ut but within thefacul

tv portion of the bttdgt

"Eight) percent ri the Univi

budget is in salaries and b»

Everything else is strictly for energy 1

and operating expense-, which 1

already been reduced to a hare minimum."

he said. "The magnitude of the cuts will

fall on the employ
In light of the focus on cutting faculty,

the MSP has formulated some slternat

to layoffs to combat budget troul

"There's a variety of things we've been

thinking about." said Cole. "There's been

the prospect of faculty contract termination

but we just can t tell at this point Most of

the proposals will be presented at the

Faculty Senate meeting on Thursday

Recyclers hope to expand program
By MARK ELLIOTT
Collegian Correspondent

Coordinators for the University of

Massachusetts Residential Recycling pro-

gram said last week they plan to potential

ly expand the program to off-campus apart

ment complexes as well as commence

recycling bottles.

"Ifwe get everything out of the residence

halls then we'll eventually be doing apart

ment complexes. When [we start the prGj

gram in the complexes], I don't know, said

Sherill Baldwin, program coordinator.

Meanwhile, program participants will

collect bottles and cans in addition to the

newspapers already collected.

On October 1, there will be a meeting for

volunteers to join the program, Baldwin

said, adding that many volunteers have

already set up their own collection projects

for bottles and cans in their dormitories.

"We're hoping to set up a collection

system so we can pick up all the bottles and

cans," she said. "We're hoping to get

together with people who haven't set up

anything and want to set something up as

well as people who have already set

something up."

Baldwin said although the program was

effective last year, she said it still missed

a lot of recyclables.

"Last year we got over 64 tons of

newspaper. Sixty-four tons is a small frac

tion of the University's waste at large. The

University produces over 5,000 tons of gar

bage or trash a year and we only took out

64.4 tons of it," she said. "But we're not

the University, we're Housing Services so

we can see that we took a huge chunk out

of Housing Services' waste."

Baldwin said about 16 percent of Hous

ing Services' waste is newspaper, about

half of which is collected through recycling

programs.

She said some of the residence halls

"easily" collected half of the paper they

generated. Balwin said the best recovery

rates were from Orchard Hill and Nor-

theast, adding that those figures may not

be completely accurate.

"You have to look at what buildings are

generating newspapers so they can recycle

it," Baldwin said. "We've never done a

study to see how many buildings are get

ting the Boston Globe, or the Neu York

Times, or whatever, so we don't know

what's there."

Anyone interested in volunteering for the

recycling program can call the program at

545-1153 or attend an informational

meeting tonight at 7 p.m. in Earthfoods.

Citil Limited Taxation

question 3, which would roll boi k uuu

levels and reducing the Univ<

budget bj an estimated add

million if approved on

1

•

II

which incl :

would
The equivalent

B million 1

the fall

two 4 peren '- " ,m '

< 1.1 initial
' hat

40 percent ol Us • would in fired

I »ed th< administration for

plans, but quite frankly, they don't ;

\t thi- point, the p

m about one third of the voter- in

• of question three, on«> third opp<

and another third undecided It - d. finite

, prospect well I
onfront

a- possible," he said

The higgest problem with question 3 is

no one 1- willing to deal with it The

general attitude is 'we don't have I plan

_ if it
1

it's the end," Cole stated.

Although Cole concedes that the CLT in

itiative has gained tremendous momen-

tum, he said he has not given up hope yet.

Brighton man
arrested for

stolen van,
other offenses
Compiled by PRESTON P FORMA

N

Collegian Staff

Police arrested a Brighton man dur

ing an early Friday morning traffic stop

for larceny of a van from Nashua, N H.

and six other offenses.

James T. Case, 20. was arrested on

Fearing Street for larceny of a motor

vehicle, two counts of destruction and

vandalism of property, operating after

revocation of his license, being a minor

carrying alcohol, operating a vehicle

CONTINUED ON PAGE 4
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without headlights and possession of

burglarious tools.

Police said Case was charged with a

cond count of destruction and vandalism oi

property when he kicked off the inside door

assembly of the police cruiser transporting

him. Case was attempting to flee the vehi

cle, police said. L „_J,

Case was arraigned Friday in Northamp-

ton District Court and bail was set at

$2,500. . .

Police said they are cooperating with

Nashua Police in their investigation.

In other police reports from Friday's log:

ARREST

• UMass student Bryan K. Culverhouse.

20, of Groton, was arrested Thursday night

on Washington Drive for being a minor car-

rying alcohol.

I FADING EDGE
MODEL "D 5 J

SPECIALS
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(Single Floppy)
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SERIAL & PARALLEL PORTS
SYSTEM PREPARATION

uac *"K~

I Single Floppy 1489 $499

Dual Floppy

31 MC, Hard Drive S859

3 MG Hard Drive SS59 *%9
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Hints from a college veteran PRIMITIVE SHIELDS
Now that everyone has settled in, here

are a few points that you probably have yet

to learn in Astronomy 100. Or for that mat-

ter, in the Code of Student Conduct, the ad-

ministration's "this-is-everything-you-

have-to know about what-you-CAN'T-do-

at the -I'mversity ." Here n my list ofthings

tn do, don't do and try to do

Preston P. Forman

• Go to class It's a simple thought but

something most freshman 'I'm sorry I can't

uphemisnis such as "new student
-

'
it

makes me v. ant to read 19H4 over and oven

Gorget sometime between the first drunken

night of their college career and the first

month ofKhooi. Any veteran of the col I-

process can vouch for the direct correlation

between attendance in class and the final

grade in that class.

• Don't be afraid to express yourself,

but be afraid to express ignorance. It

m\ or ceases to amaze me how one can hide

behind the First Amendment to express a

thought which is at best racist

For those coming here from a village of

26 people with no TV or a newspaper,

ung a specific group for whatever

reason is no longer fashionable.

Honestly look at even one as a human be-

ing deserving of the same rights as every

ot her human being regardless of their col

or, religion, sex. ethnic or sexual

preferet

And there are no exceptions. At the din

ing commons one night someone once said

to me, I had this boss, he was a Jew but

he was a real Jew, it vou know what I

mean." He never gave a definition of what

a 'real Jew" was, but he did not have to

explain his thoughts for the intent t«> DO

ilissd

"Well. Blacks don't bother me. " he once

said to me. holding his head up with his

hand 'It's the Digger! 1 don't like

Intolerance is ignora'ue and ignorance

intolerant

e Buy stamps and at least three rob «•

of quarters. Economics 101: The farther

rj from the post office the more valuable

worth. Sometimes an odd stamp

or two can even be bartered for goods and

services (donuts and computer time).

There is a similar supply and demand

curve for quarters -the currency of choice

for laundry machines, i It doesn't deserve

tta own bullet but boys, learn to wash

clothes before going to school It's really

tacky and offensive to go "shopping for a

girlfriend" to do your laundi

e II you "don't know how to write

real good," learn how and quick. Even

-indents who go into majors "where you

don' gotta know how to write," need to

know at least the basics. College is supp<

ed to prepare a student for life. I'nfor

tunately. life M working in order to eat and

sleep in a warm bed. And there are few

high skilled jobs that don't require some

writing

• Don't drink like a musk ox. As my
senior high school English teacher said to

me between nightmarish stones of her own

children in college, it is a time of great

»

perimentation, diversion and fun. Alcohol

d and will always hold a huge fascination

for college students. But it is a drug

And alcohol introduces a deadly element

to campuses. This University was stunn

ed last spring by the death of a young man
who plunged down an elevator shaft No
one was surprised that he was drunk, in

fact, nearly twice the legal limit. As I enter

my junior year, I am on my second hand

counting friends and acquaintances who
have either dropped out or flunked out with

serious problems with alcohol,

e It's okay to say "no." Nancy R's

whine has been blissfully discredited M an

effective means to deal with the drug pro

blem. but it remains a particularly useful

catch phrase for college life

It - okas to say "no" to any situation you

feel uncomfortable let it be drugs, alcohol

or even a date. If you don't feel comfortable

about a situation, lie. make up a problem,

whatever, but trust your inner thoughts

and refrain This i> not high «hool ,
if you

decide that you do not want to go no one

will hold it against you

liege is a warm, special w end

four ior five or six' years. Enjoy it and try

to take some of it as your own.

Preston P. Forman is a Collegian staff
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British stereotypes misrepresent

mi mhe

1 sympathize with Pamela McCarthy's

experience in Sheffield '"We're really not

like thai 19 As an exchange stu

dent from England I have the same pro

blem trying to I
HI network

TV's image of Britain, which seeDM

narrow minded as the Miami Viet Dallas

m of the U.S. that we get at home

Glancing through the TV Quid*, for ex

ample, I see All Creatures (treat and Small.

in which there are two types of English DOO

pie the upp- stiff upper lipped, jol-

ly old chap veterinarian, or the simple

minded Yorkshire count rv folk wb
are fun-filled as long as their pigs get to

market before they milk th- by hand.

of cour-

British Stereotype number two

Pi ilfsalanri Reunited, a great fa\

among Americans, so I'm told Jeremy

Irons 'in soft focus), and assorted private

float around Cambndg.
punts, play cricket, go to cocktail p..

and live in stately homes Laurence ( >h\ ier

and John Geilgud appear m this. 1 be!

and vou can t get more British than that.

can you?
British stereotype number three I sae

a di ailed /'

Weekend. S StOTy ot

girl. When I -aw
I

home, all th'

characters had "normal" British accents

and here, itrangelj ,itl d in

to a English dialect which I

r heard before presumabl)

authenticity

I have also seen various adv.

in tl. York 7 othing-

pany called London ;

"typical" English family walking <

London Bridi • mg Burh. n

•owler hat>. and. 'ine\ itahl'.

ing umbrellas I have been to London amy
times and have never asan •> bowler hat i

-,.T perhaps on a tourist nu-lakenU ti\

ing 10 "blend in" with the crowd

Of course, the most obviottf model of

Britishness vou

Prime Min:-!.i Margaret rhatcher f

her I can offer m mation-. fttSl

apolog

JaqneUne Ellis

Southwesi

On exchange from Hull I rm.rsity.
England

Madson's attack on Everywoman's Center a slap in the face

:he UtU 80a. and continuing through the

heard familiar cries from the

UMass adm
Civility and diversity." "Stop racism, sexism, and

homophobia and "Equal rights for all These id)

worn thin and ragged, have ftlowly begUO to rip at the

seams Just ask Vice Chancellor Dennis Madson

In 1972, the Evervwoman's (enter was established

here, breaking ground m the emerging struggle for

women's liberation

er the pears, it slow ly grew to provide programm

ing for women of color, working women, and non

, ,-adit tonal st udent s as w ell as many facilities to com-

bat the physical mental and psychological effects of

rape, abortion, incest, domestic violence, homophobia,

and much more.

What took over a decade to develop has been pushed

to the brink of extinction in recent years. Our vice

chancellor may with one Stroke "1
(

lew quick facts: Madson 1 posed to cut the

counseling program, reducing Evervwoman s to little

more than a rape crisis center His budget 'which in

eludes the Center' must absorb a 1 7 percent cut and

he has decided to cut Even-woman'* b>
|

«-nt

Rua Kelly

Madson made this decision alone, despite student out

crv What does he care? After all. he will end up with

four new staff members after these "cuts".

What does all this mean? Well, for the students

already being counseled it means an abrupt end to then

emotional healing process.

And for those women counseled for eating disorder-

g wit •" it mi

Iiness.

In delivering this blow. Madson -uuiated m
a memo that the cut would not health.

ire.

Baskall] Denn M i
denies the mo

ment in the struggle of all women that in ord.

<.,,„: n m out "-. women need unique

dment and protection in the law and thecocn

munity 'Is this the same man who condemned oppre-

at last apring'i anU homophobia rally?)

Do not be silenced by the administration call the

\ call GSS,call the Everywom

Dennis Madaoa WO) Hs dej aVl think that m
prove him wrong

Rua Kelly

Amherst

The most important moment in history is the present
- w r„, „ itw ^rivPH ,Pt. are lettine control ofour government slip, or be sol

Like justice in our country, democracy has become ' How

much can vou buv?" The Savings and Loans scandal has

made it easy to make the connection between campaign

contributions and Congressional votes.

On the world level, for Uncle Sam, democracy has

become "How much can you bully?" How many guns can

vou Kive to Central American governments and "freedom

fighters," how many fighter jets can you give to Middle

East monarchies and. how many countries can you invade

to impose your will?

At atime when people all over the world are gaining

democratic governments, President Bush is rendering the

United Nations a second-class citizen through his

unilateral actions in the Gulf Crises.

At a time of virulent (not violent, virulent) change, the

world needs to act together to overcome turmoil. Presi-

dent Bush should be acting as a member of the U.N.. and

thereby strengthening it. for now and for the future

Bv acting unilaterally. President Bush is weakening the

UN and deflating FDR's dream of world security

through world democracy.

Although this is reason enough for a UN derived set

tlement of the Iraqi invasion. I can see two others_

One, we cannot afford to act unilaterally. With the S&L

bailout, we now have a $2 trillion national debt^

Dennis Kelly

Two, who are we to assume the moral high-ground after

recently invading Panama and Grenada and bombing

Libva?
Bush's response is not about the sovereignty of nations,

it is about oil. The U.S. response is the next logical

response in a string of events.

It started with the invention of the automobile, the near

extinction of the railroads and then the dashing of 50

miles per gallons Truly, the crises in the Gulf is not just

about oil. it's about money. The people who have a whole

lot of it want more.

As the "winds of democracy" blow about the world, we

are letting control ofour government slip, or be sold, away

The average illiterate, uneducated and hungry citizen ot

any Third World countn- knows more about how we spend

our $30 billion annual covert operations budget better

than we do.

With the recent changes in the Soviet I nion. the Soviet

people have more say in their government than we do in

At the most important time in the history of the world

(it's always been the present), we need democracy, both

internationally and nationally. We need a world where

nations act in coordination and with cooperation, not in

subordination and with covert operations

At home, we need a government where elections art not

for sale to the highest bidder, and where federal poll'

represent the will of the people, not the interests of

industn ,

And. according to the definition ot democracv. we no -d

you

Dennis K>dl\ is a UMass student
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• 24 hour kitchen

• Catered food
• Superior social life

. Cable TV
• Lifelong friends

• University and Greek area
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• Voted Best Philanthropy and

Most Improved House
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Rush Dates
Sept. 17 Monday Night Football 8:00pm

Sept. 18 Just DU it. 8:00pm
Sept. 20 • Special Events • 7:00 pm
Sept. 21 Barbecue 5:00 pm
Sept 24 Monday Night Football 8:00pm
Sept. 25 Informal —all day

Sept. 26 Just DU it. 7-9:00pm
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The petition, which will appear as ballot question

number three, would rollback state tax rates to 1988 levels

cutting $1.4 billion from the state budget. Since the higher

education budget is considered discretionary, colleges and

universities stand to take a $126.5 million cut in state-

allocated funds.

"I don't buy that the way to save the system is to blow

it up," he said. "After two years of steady cutting, ifCLT

passes, there will be brutal reductions and campus clos-

ings."

Although Dukakis said he would not be able to repeal

CLT if it passes, because ballot questions are voter-created

legislation which legislators would be reluctant to change,

he said he would make the budget cutting decisions and

propose the CLT reduction plan to the legislature. "1 am

bound and determined to do everything I can in my last

three or three and a half months of my office to turn over

a state government which is in a reasonable state before

I leave," he said.

Dukakis said he would try to take a strong official stance

against CLT, but added, "I'm not kidding myself about

my political luck nowadays." Although he would not of

ficially endorse Democratic gubernatorial candidate John

Silber at the meeting, Dukakis said Silber should be sup

ported for his strong stance against the CLT petition.

Dukakis said he was surprised at how Republican guber

natorial candidate William Weld has "made CLT the

centerpiece of his campaign since he was supposed to have

a reasonable intellect."

"One of these two candidates is opposed to CLT and is

important for its eventual defeat," he said. "I've known

John Silber for a long time and have had my share of dif-

ference with him, but Silber has it just right on CLT^

Despite the anger the Massachusetts public has towards

the state government presently. Dukakis encouraged stu

dent leaders to 'forcibly argue" what the consequences

of CLT will be for the Commonwealth

"The future of this state is very bright with the Euro-

pean market," he said. "But we can't do much with CLT

around our neck-

The students at the meeting represented the following

schools: the Universities ot IfaSSM BttMtiS at Amherst.

BMtan and Wom-ter. the UniverMty ofLowell; WsstftekL

Framingham. Worcester and Fitchburg State Coll-

Koxhurv. Mount Waehus. Cod. Bristol, We>tfield

! Hoiyoke Community Cottages; and tl College

\rt

Living With Herpes

• Do you have herpes?

• Would you benefit from talking with other

people who also have herpes?

It vou answered yes to these questions

block ofi your calendars and attend this

informal discussion

Thursday, October 11

l niversttv Health Center

Room 304

finu- 6-8 p.m.
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MICHAEL'
Billiard Room
& Sports Bar

Featuring Monday Night
Football-TONIGHT

• Five 9 ft Championship Tables
• Your favorite sporting events on large

screen TVs
• $1.00 Drafts in ice cold mugs
• 26 cent hot dogs
• Appetizer menu
• This Week: 91 Rolling Rock Bottles
• Thursday is Ladies' Night-Ladies play

pool for half price on Thurs. Night

rs^yi Formerly
^U^^fJhanges Nightclub

<%&£ 256-8284

1 1 am to 1 am Daily

MICHAEL'S
Rt. 9. Amherst

(Se.xx to Hunan Garden Rest
|

ARTS&LIVING
69th annual Big E a delight to young and old
- ,™ _.. L , _7TT, - Tu„«, „,„., o w Hi«nl flv^H :i stuffed Dorcuoine (or beaver, we the big attraction to the younger folk (that

By MEREDITH O'BRIEN
Collegian Staff

and SCOTT WEISS
Collegian Correspondent

Green andWEST SPRINGFIELD
yellow lights from the ferris wheel were a

constant backdrop in the night sky as the

69th annual Eastern States Exposition

wound down to an end yesterday.

While scents of fried food and farm

animals hung in the air, cheering crowds

and organ grinder music ushered out the

last sunny day of the fair, following a

rather soggy day which did not dampen the

fair's record attendance this year.

But Saturday's drizzly, cold weather, the

only rainy day throughout the 12-day fair,

did not stop 78,573 people from attending.

As of Saturday, fair organizers boasted a

total attendance of 857,941. And with

yesterday's beautiful fall weather, the Ex-

position is expected to come close to break

ing its 1985 record of 1,109.220.

The Big E — a traditionally agricultural

fair which now ranks as the 10th largest

fair in the country — draws people for more

than simply farm animals and Four-H

displays, with a circus, parades, concerts,

mid way rides and pricey (and nearly im

possible) carnival games. There was a lot

to suit almost anyone's discerning taste.

The six New England state buildings lin-

ing one end of the fair grounds always

serve as a big attraction to fair-goers. This

year proved to be no exception. The

buildings are replicas of each state's state

house.

The most appealing buildings were the

Rhode Island and Vermont buildings which

offered not only tasty food, but interesting

exhibitions. Heavy scents of clam fritters

and other fried shell fish greeted fair goers

upon entering the Rhode Island building,

where a 1 12-year-old lobster was kept near

free samples of "Tang bang," a new, ver

satile spicy salsa-type dip created by Rhode

Islanders.

The Vermont building showed off the

state's expertise in its most popular field

with a wide array of maple products. The

building was filled with tempting smells of

maple syrup, cotton candy and hot apple

pie, while L.L. Bean pedaled its cold

weather clothes and winter catalogue.

A nearly five-foot high Lego replica of

Connecticut's state building with other

Lego creations alongside, was housed in the

Connecticut building. Connecticut's

Department of Environmental Protection

displayed a stuffed porcupine (or beaver, we

couldn't tell) right across from a Native

American "Powwow" display of animal

skins and pelts.

Maine sported its piping hot baked

potatoes with the works, at more than your

average potato price. New Hampshire

residents pushed free honeycomb samples

and lukewarm apple cider.

The "Massachusetts Miracle" was, once

again, no where to be found. While all of

the other states had an abundance of free

state maps and brochures to bolster

tourism, Massachusetts had but one m<

ly camping guide and no maps.

For the die-hard agricultural fans, there

was the Farmarama building which hous

ed local produce displays and a 41 1-pound

pumpkin. Another huge attraction in the

Farmarama was the "Chick (that's short

for chicken) Hatchery" which was said to

show 2,160 little chicks hatching during

the 12-day fair

Amidst the bustle of the food venders and

craft peddlers was a small replica of an

18th century "colonial village" complete

with a little red school house, a blacksmith

and old white church.

At the opposite end of the grounds vs

the carnival rides and games, which wen

the big attraction to the younger folk (that

means teenagers). Unlike the good old

carousel and giant green slide, these rides

tempted teens and others to qi»

stomachs with sexist, cheesy looking d.c mi

to look at. The fair's modern, "high-tech"

and not necessarily impressive -ide. prov

ed to be the only real disappointment

things

are really

perkiri

at

545-1 749
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RUSH

1st Fraternity

at UMass

1st to Abolish

Pledging^—^—
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CHECK
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RUSH DATES
Thurs. Sept. 20
Special Event

Mon. Sept. 24th

Mon. Nite Football

with Bu-phi-lo wings

Wed. Sept. 26

Comedy Night

RAZCAL
NOBODY FAMOUS DRINKS IT.

PRESENTTHIS ADAT PARTICIPATING BOOKSTORES

& RETAILERS AND GET A CAN OF RAZCAL FOR

ONLY
OFFER GOOD UNTIL 11/IS/90

LIMfT ONE CAN PER CUSTOMER

DIET WITH 1 00<VfB pavt* v*

&¥&&s*^ WITH ROOTS HERE
AT UMASS, STUDENTS CAN
BRANCH OUT TO ONE OF
OVER 90 COLLEGESAND

UNIVERSITIESACROSS THE
UNITED STATES THROUGH
THV NATIONAL STUDENT

fffiHlrWiF. PB"fiRAM

mummm PLEASE attend one of this month s information sessions, from

45PM

MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 24, CC 804

WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 26, CC 804

To fa. .ItfU.. student, must have . minimum »p... of 2.5. (Some school^
,

wjH

.

*£• ^gher g p a .,

StudeoJspend e.ther . semesur or .^»«*P.JJJ£«* ^-J™* IS- noil

Program. E-26 Machmer Hall, or Phone 545-5351 ^^^^^^^^^^

Saint Louin UnWemity'*)

Academic Year In Madrid

COMPLETE CURRICULUM EngBsh.

Spanfctrt, Liber* Aria. Busln««a *

AdmlnkMrellon. TESOL. Sdawca*.

Hlnpenle SIikUM

8LU In Madrid la mambar o» AA/fOE

Gradual* Couraaa atom**) Airing

Summer Scwlon

Apply NOW for Spring, Summer and Fall

More than 1,000 students In the Program.

Saint Louis Un»v»rslty In Madrid

Bravo MurlHo. 36

Edlflclo Gonzaga. Planta Ba|a

Madrid 280 1 5 Spain

Tel 593 3783

Contact:

Saint Louis University

Study Abroad Coordinator

Admissions Ofti™

22 1 North Grand Btvd

SI Louis. MO P3t 03

Ton traatol 1 800 325 6666

sT^ z
<f*V9:

HBI
(^CONCERNED ABOUT AN'i;

EATING PROBLEM

»••••••••
'••« .eeeeeei

CARRY OUT COUPON
Buy ONE,

Get ONE
,or

99*
Hi }

Buy Any Large

HI Pizza Or 12" Pan
• Style Pizza and

Get One of equal or

lesser toppings for 99$!
Good on Carry Out only Not Good
With any other offer Expires 11 30 9G

Open for

Lunch and
'Open to 3AM

i®

Amherst
256-8911

DELIVERY COUPON
Buy ONE, Large

12" Pan Style Pizza,

and get ONE
of equal or

JJjlfJ lesser toppings

for
delivered
in 30 mm or less

Not good with any other offer

Expires 11 3C

v
Anorexia Nervosa, Bulimia, I

Compulsive Eating

Help Yourself or Someone You Care About

Presenting: How to Recognize an

Eating Disorder In

Yourself or Someone Else J

and How to Help. V
Wednesday, September 26, (^
1990

UMASS, Campus Center,

Room 917

3:30-5:00 p.m.

OPEN TO THE FIVE QOUJWHj COMMUNITY
No Regiatratmn N»-c««HHary

For more Ittfe f»49'2«»71 eat 181

Sponsored by

UMASS KATINC DBMUMBI NETWORK

£J2?*

MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 24, 1990

THE FAR SIDE

By GARY LARSON
BONES IN THE BARREL
By J. GELLER 8c M. ROSENZWEIG

COLLEGIAN 9"

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE

Edited By TRUDE MICHEL JAFFE

ft Bell - CuRE-

PRICE
By PRICE VAN RAY

LfFT.-THE LAST on£

WAS ADuD

f* SO WUN6RV "}

r>0Wt WWt VvE-BL^S

An («/*«. MS** 1

weene*"'

t£\CH bo uPSrjr.

ACROSS
1 Apollo s mother

5 — Holiday

Hepburn movie

10 Gossip

14 Eden dweller

1

5

nil with |Oy

16 Frau s mate

17 Uncas bekneel

18 Circus Star

19 Fox ol a sort

20 Famed
Atncan-

American diva

23 Farm youngster

24 Deputy

25 New Jersey

port

29 Entertain

32 Wings

33 Meadow
34 Busy as a

37 She wrote

Little Women
41 Brooks or Ott

42 Sons and
daughters

43 Chow vexce

44 Savor

46 French city on

the Meuse
47 Turkish money

ol old

50 Norse
underworld
goddess

51 Famous tennis

player

58 Aloud

59 Auk

60 Shut tigtrt

62 Sandy hill in

Devon
63 Mad as a wet

hen

64 Words ul

understanding

65 Futda feeder

66 Sometime m
the future

67 Fender bander

DOWN
1 Resm
2 Ancient Dead
Sea kingdom

3 Scarlett s home
4 General Bradley

5 Hold onto

6 Swedish island

in the Bali"-

7 Family

member
8 Solar disk

9 Chump s

COUSH'

10 Buy now pay

later

11 W German
state

12 Malirtnm
burning

13 Ontario

river

21 Presidential

nickname

22 Stand tor a

Degas
25 Composed
26 CosmelT

rjient

?7 T V |

hammei
28 Agnus
29 Mmdtul ol

30 Baseha" great

Willie

31 Diminutive

ending

33 Struck

34 Danny

36 Collar oi

38 A Belatonte

39 Opponent ol 21

Down
40 Ver

44 Bank employee

45 Superficial

cham!
46 Lodge member
4 7 Dwelling

48 fathered

•• stool

50 American
author Bret

S? ludwig
German
biogi •

54 P*

notation

56 Proboscis

57 Dingle

61 Asian hi

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE
"S.C0 T,T

E.R.n.O.R
P.E.A.L.t
TALLY

[CltiAlSll
TASTY
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!

! |~bV 'm i
' 3 lit <

rH
—
^K*

it T

TT
- —I' 1 1

HI

m
m bW5

""

rr-
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W in

M 1
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MENU

BBQ Beef on a Bun

Grilled Cheese Sandwich

DINNER

Fried Chicken

Pineapple Ham Steak

CALVIN AND HOBBES
By BILL WATTERSON BAS1CS LUNCH BASICS DINNER

A SnMV-l RED A

SPACECRAFT
BREAKS ™I*N<W
twe ciovo cover

of tA^TERto

SYSTE* PLANET i!

AT TV£ CDHTTaDvS, ITS

NroKt GWER "TV.AN OuR

fEAJRlESS WE«0,

SPA.CEMM4 SPtFr/

?\LOT\HG OSItRTMt

USELESS MftJD v*E

REFLECTS ON WS
UNOSUiVt tA'.SS^OH..

QU\2
I 6*5'

1

K> SdtAEHO*i CRASH
PLANETS 6 *HD S

TOGETHER.

Falafel Pocket Sandwich

Grilled Cheese

Potato Mushroom Defeght

Fried Cn<cken

YOUR DAILY HOROSCOPE
By JEANE DIXON

TANGELO PIE
By TIMSNTPFEN

G*L T if** sip

couWn'f km #ncW
dc 4ht same -rhinj.

NIPPLE
C^.iL,^

ARIIS Vtarcrt 21 April ») Tr»

creatrv© i^oe a vexv strong tc*e

the rttotivo oi wort" voui rrwrttoi

powtw* w* corriperTsat* *or anv

physical diwdvanfooe Mof«v and

tnendsno do not mm now

TAUtUS 20 Ma.

Devote more time to routine to*!

Catch up on papwworfc ond

answer o txackiog ot mo* «>oy 0*
when due to mowitam your credit

ratmo Se«HmpfOvemen* projects

are favored

CHMINI May 2VJune 20) A new

beomnmo can ir,vorv* ot'*'* A

partnersho or support group can

pe etpectaty rewarOng m terms of

sharing (decs Grve yourse* o goW

star for wrapping up old Dunne*

fast

CANCEI (June 21 Jury 22) Germ

must be mined, cut and poHhed

before thev are shown to potential

buyers The same goes for cerlc»n

creative ideas' vour speech and

octior* ore unusuoly abrupt now

Be more diplomatic

LEO |
Jury 23 Aug 22) Coreer and

finance! success beckon <e<P

your eyes open tor new investment

opportunities Be careful if making

__-, a bid for more power Meet c

By PITT chanenoe creative^ ^»teod of

rushmg off m a huff

VIBOO ,Aug 23-Sept 22) Pay

rnore attention to deto* Sotci* the

advice of respected professionals

and read ol pertinent literature

Farniry activities couta be

rupted by visitors Be patient

LIMA • :
• >Ct 22) vour

social pion* requ*e some letter

wrrtctg or long-distance pr»nng

Good new* orrtvet H the mal It

snappeh or eoetv r«ed tha after

noon fnd a spot to be by voursett

$COtWO(Oct 23 Nov 21) Ptev

rg host to a group gves you an op-

portunffy to dapioy our s*«s vou

moy hove to buy new clothes for a

special occasion Become a com
ponton shopper Purchase sale

rterns whenever possible

SAOITTARIUS N la* ill

Challen|fint{ condition!, call for in

tivineaa.no* anger Friends can

help smooth the v..s in -«-ttlinu a

familv matter Forget paat

grievances and focus r»n the future

The tide suddenly turn*

CAetlCOt* (Dec 22 Jon «)

Much can be accompashed if you

fake the ruttattve n business ideas

eitchanged over tuncn or dinner

can be r*ghry profitable Bdlance

rr« checkbook and leave heroics

to others

AQUARIUS (Jon 2t>Eeb ») By

sharing vour plans with others you

w* gam vatuabte support Do nut

expect potential ones to instantly

agree with you Mmds could be

changed later A close friend wn

your sprits

RICES (Feb 19'Mi'

Whether vou suddenly feet stingy or

generous think long and hard

before you oct This goes for your

affections as we« as your cash

When an idea hits try your rv .:

1
Night Editor

Copy Editor

Layout Technician

Photo Technician

Production Supervisor

Typesetter

Production
Jenniter Arnold. Tama

..Meredith O'Brien

Preston P. Forman
Rick Seto

K A Burke

The Rickster

Quimby Quimby
Jody Gabin,

Ivany. Terry Starmer
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o Mix^i
The Uptown Alternative!

MONDAY NIGHT
FOOTBALL BUFFET

10' BIG SCREEN TV!

Rolling Rock$1 .50 Beck's $1 .75

Cuervo Margarita $2.25

30 Boltwoort Walk«Amherst»253-2663

The UMASS Theatre Guild

announces

AUDITIONS
for

September 28, 5 p.m. - 11 p.m.

September 29, 11 a.m. - 3 p.m.

September 29, 5 p.m.- 11 p.m.

163 C Campus Center

Callbacks September 30th

General Meeting September 26 at 7 p.m. 906 CL

All questions will be answered

TheTest IsWhen?
Classes Forming Now.

QSTANLEY H. KAPLAN
Take Kaplan or Take Your Chances

Dr. Jo-Anne Thomas Vanin

Dean of Students/Assistant Vice Chancellor
1

for Student Affairs

and

The Staff of the Dean of Students Office

Cordially invite you to

THE DEAN OF STUDENTS OFFICE

OPEN HOUSE

GMAT classes begin

LSAT classes begin

10/24

107 at Smith College

10/9 in Amherst

GRE classes begin
10/7 at Smith College

1018 in Amherst

549-5780

Wednesday, September 26, 1990

10:00 a.m. to 1:00 p.m.

Room 227 Whitmore Building

freshments will ul orved

4 l« »> 1

^munoRV

8 am-11 pm • 7 days

wash
1.50

A Creative Hair Salon Specializing

In:

Wave Nouveau • Leisure Curl • Care Free Curl • Weaves

Extensions • Braids • Colors • Permanent Waves
• Dreds • Design Cuts • Men's Toupees

If Your Hair Is Not Becoming To You
Than You Should Be Coming To Us!

739 Dwight Street 228 Triangle Street

Springfield. MA 01103 Amherst, MA 01002

(413) 7344234 (413>
549-399.

• Self-Service Wash & Dry
• State-of-the-Art Machines

• Drop-off Serivce

• Appetizers & Munchies
• Big Screen TV
• Pool Table

• Senior Citizen Discount

With this ad
$1.00 OFF ANY SIZE WASHER

Limit One Per Customer
Expires Oct 7, 1990

dry

(8 Minutes)

6 University Drtvg/Next to Louis Poods/Amherst (4 1,3jj49-2640_

women s soccer

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 12

Yellow cards and fouls punctuated the

game as it continued into overtime. Those

carded included Lind, Kiely, sophomore

Kelley Harlow and head coach Jac Cicala,

all of George Mason.

"Today we played much better to the ball

[than Saturday's matchl," Rudy said.

"We're still struggling with our finishing

. but we've got to be patient."

field hockey
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 12

"I'd hope we get into the top 10," Hix

on said. "The way we've been playing,

I think we have a good chance to move

up."

UMass tries to keep the trend going

on Wednesday when they host Yale at

Totman Field. Looking past Yale, the

Minutewomen battle rival Old Domi

nion Saturday at Northeastern.

ttaUe's
1 Pray St . Amherst -549-5403 • Open I lam

7 days a Week
Kitchen open til midnight

Game Room with 2 pool tables

Tonight 10c Mozzarella Sticks

9:00p.m. — 12:00a.m.

Drink of the Week
Rum and Coke $1.75

'.•.-.•-•.•.•

Beer of the Month §
Foster's Lager H.7S|

PAT METHENY
ROY HAYES-DAVE HOLLAND
ACADEMY OF MUSIC, NORTHAMPTON

Thu. Oct. 4, 6:30 and 9:30, $25, 22, 18.50 Adv.

Food Uiveaways

Mon 10 cent Mozzarella Sticks 9pm- 12am

Tues 10 cent Buffalo Wings 9pm- 12am

Wed 25cent Pizza Slices and 99 cent Nachos 9pm- 12am

Thurs 10 cent Beer Steamed Baby Franks 8pm- 10pm

Sunday 10 cent Potato Skins 9©m-12am

WE ACCEPT MC-VISA-AMEX

RUSH
ZETA PSI
ALL UNIVERSITY MEN WELCOME

Tuesday Sept. 25
Pizza Party

Wednesday Sept 26
Dr Able & Condom Night

Thursday Sep:. 27

Chip & Dip Night

RICHARD THOMPSON
SOLO

Iron Horse Music Hall

Wed. and Thu. Oct. 3 and 4 7 and 10 pm $20, 16 adv

Michael
Hedges
Academy
of Music

Sun. Nov. 4 7 p.m.

CLASSEED5
ACTIVITIES

GENERAL MEETING tor "^"lEES!
.n radio' WOCH <% back' 7 00 W*****

Lounge Monday the 24th' B« there

TRAIN WITH US!!

learn sell defense ft '••m
T|u

':

Tae Kwon Oo meets Mon wea

6 3M30PM C*l Marty 6 7003 Mm
6-1622

TRI SIGMA SORORITY «^fTJ^n
!

1

v
f'

s*y women to 'ush' *24 5 15 6 00PM for

d.nner' Cell 549-3811 or Come eh** us

out'

ANNOUNCEMENTS

$29 TO BOSTON
is too much

People trom the UMess community are

needed to testify at a public hearing in

SotS? on tues* Sept §5 m support of

cheaper more direct "J«P "« ,^L,2
Boston to compete w,th Pete. Pan meal

transportation and witness fee provided

Call 582 1320

AMERICAN INDIAN STUDENT ASSOOA-

TION meeting Monday September 24 1990

1 30 2 30PM Josephine VWhUeEagie

Cultural Center in Chadbourne basement

freshmen welcome

BED AND BREAKFAST Downtown

"hers, .deal for visiting paints and

friends 549-5961

DON'T EAT BAD FOOD! Eat fresh Bruejr

SeTs bagels, subs ice cream
,

l«w

urt andmunchies at Greenough Snack
yogurl

OPEN RUSH
lota Gamma Ups-lon A unique f^ "^
Check us out at open rush on 9/24-5PM

9/25-6PM 9/26 5 30PM

RECYCLE THOSE BOTTLES AND

CaSsS Get involved * the Residential

Recycling Program s Pilot Proiecl collec

«^Us ar^cans m^ «*£? £'*
first meeting Monday 9 24 7 00Pm Com

monwealthftm Earthfoods for more into

rail 545-1153

AUTO FOR SALE

1978 BU»CK SKYHAWK hatchback $400

as is 549*333 6-8PM

1980 BUICK CENTURY LIMITEO $750

665 7492

1981 TOYOTA COROLLA
runs well

$400 1 734-2987

«Fi7ED its trucks boats 4wheefers.

your area now Can 1-805-882 7555 tit

C 1675

FOR A OOOO TIME CALL

RACK A DISC the best entertainment DJ s.

?,5eV banot dornvnouse specials call

586 9900 anytime

FOR RENT

ONE BEDROOM APARTMENT 177 N

Pleasant St Qu*t $445 per month includes

heat 256-3457

TOWNHOUSE A**"™6"1^^^
{"paths on bus route Call 1567-1352 and

leave message

FOR SALE

ATTN SPORTS TEAMS: Sportsequ.p

*n™ms apparel available *
I
to* onces »

beat any local sports store Call Brian

5466102

CHEAP STUFF 'Desk ft chair $25. com

^^fh$25ma„reJS |rspnng-tree.

6 4 9 beige rug $5 2&j-'3J"

DO IT ALL NIGHT!

on a fuH size futon with frame

$150
Metawampe Furniture

1 800 3-FUTON 1

KEYBOARD AND MIDI STEPS-lully prog

d.q "org DW6000 and seperate Ward
£? y0„r feet (eight tr^es m.d, capabl PWR

adapters and (frd include All for $500

Call Chris anytm 549 6202

ROLLERBLADES size 8 5 *•«* ^
must see $70 or beat otter 549-8293

SELLING T-SHIRTS? Buy your plain shirts

cheap Call Brian 546-6102

FOUNO

LEATHER JACKET m Mahar Auditor.um

Wed Sept i9»h To darm call 546 5' 58 and

orve description As* for Keith

HELP WANTED

farm *300 to $500 per week reading

PMM "~om. c2.?V5-473-7440 E.t

B-281

EARN UP TO $500/WEEK
helping students obtain V.sa Mastercard

Send for free information American F.nan

oal Services 117 Park Orrve Suite 40 C

Boston MA 02215

EARN UP TO $20,000 A MONTH'

M vou are a motivated person and wsh to

be an entrepreneur, don t let this opportune

ty sic past you A mult.-level marke mg

companTis looking tor •'•cuhva

distributors Be your own oos* make your

own hours' tor more into call 549 4349

FULL TIME POSITION available Excellent

base salary plus bonuses Fluency .r.any

African Indian Korean or Middle Eastern

dialects a plus Contact Lanny Perron

Metropolitan Life (413)567 1248

ONE MOTIVATED STUDENT wanted to

market national financial aid service on

campuses Honest effort will yield high

returns Leave message today

201 245-3521

PART/FULL TIME JOBS 'or the environ

ment' 40-60/day« Call Sam 256-6434

PART TIME SALES PERSON wanted tor

the marketplace Will train Call 323 9692

SPRING BREAK REPS'!! Earn $3000 m
your spare time Become part ot a team and

sell the best spring break trips on campus

Earn tree trips and unlimited cash$$ <~an

TAKE A BREAK now and earn a $100 sign

mg oonus" (800)328-SAVE or

(617)527-5909

EYEGLASSES >n gray caae reward

256-1170

MOTORCYCLES

1984 HONDA SABRE 700CC great cond

$1000 or bo 253-7119 leave masaagt

PIZZA

COLLEGE PIZZA
• sub* • salads " spag!wtt

tail special

large cheese $5 99

small cheese $3 50

up to 2 toppings only

$1 00 more
must mention this ad'

54*8098 549-6073

PROFESSIONAL DJ S

LAZER TECH AUDIO mailable tor your

dance dorm party or house party Great

Tates great DJ s Call 323 7801 soon

$ REWARD $

FOR THE RETURN ot 14k gold necklace

w/liahan horn charm lost Monday£ 17 Has

great sentimental value It found please call

Karen 546-3993

RIDE WANTED

RIDE WANTED to Long island lor Friday

Sept 28th will share costs ptoaae can

546-5192

SERIOUS STUFF

CHARVEL 475 special 2 Jtc^J }PP^'
level single coM ft Jackson J50 BC Mum

pucker ftoWwood *^ard V p/lJS
tender twin and new mesa boogie power

SSTft echoplex hardly used "riiijtound

on sound ft chandler tube driver peoai a

dod hafdrock drsionwn dod "OrsegaW£.'

micro amp ft Dan Armstrong ato«'°*«
CMI 584 7829 Ask tor T.m give best offer's

Bye

SERVICES

HAVE YOU SEEN THE MARKETPLACE?
*,ng run by students fo

students P- ommrssKjn when

you »e4l Can 323-9692

PREGNANT?
Need a pregnancy test information or sup-

Don? CaH for tree and confidential services

ALTERNATIVES 33 Mam St Northhampton

.,. jgi

WANTED

HCAC AMHERST DAY CARE has SuDS«K

9monttw5yrs Parents must be;ArDC ar^

Vouchw aiigible CaH Nancy at 549 5713 or

Barbara at 584 4434

PERSONALS

OENNV-
Thanks tor the salad*

Wall Flower

FREE SPRING BREAK TRIP? 545-0500

HEY JIM L . Yeah you'

Here's the person.i

I guess I M be see

nanydaynow riom'llove

Love Kathy HPPL

HOPE
Welcome to U!

•tad

ROOMMATE WANTED

$200 GORGEOUS VICTORIAN STYLE apt

"n a house A place to call home Vegetarian

and temaies preferred, but not necessary

Call Mane 253-3189 ASAP

FEMALE NONSMOKER to share room in

Puffton $l42/mo 549 0038

FOR DOUBLE ROOM in Presidential Apt

Call 549 1224

SOUTH DEERFIELD 2 bdrm Apt pn bus

tine $300 665-8230 545-1028

TRAVEL

MOW LATE IS TOO LATE to reserve tot the

^.dayV ,s% wodMhe M? 545-0500 Cam

pus Travel- on campus

ONE-WAY American Airlines ticket

Hartford-Seattle December 21 1990
1

ex-

cellent price 1-413-562-2582 (after 3)

TYPING

QUICK, ACCURATE, EFFICIENT S Deer

tield 10 mins horn Amherst Worth

reasonable prices' 665 4501

TRANSCRIPTION. $10/hr typing $2'pg

545 1188

TYPING. WORD PROCESSING, $1 50/pg

Free pickup and delivery Laser printing and

copying available KCommunications

256-63*3

WORDPERFECT- spellcheck^ fast ac

curate and reliable Call T,m 546 5472

WORDPROCESSING -Fast Professional

Reasonable rales Free pic* up and

delivery Call Nancy 367-9437

OKIE
This p-

whatever you '

Carrotface

SHANNON
I met you m the Text B Annex

We walked to Ihe Campus Garage

pink shirt/ Valley Books/ no ID

PIMM leave a *h*"e I
^n "Me" v "

LMve it with Valley Books
Thanks
Doug

THE SISTERS OF CHI OMEGA love the.

rWSSlgM' Michel* Laura D Durvna

jen RMM Uuren. Laura R and Carolyn

Congratulations 1 We love you

THETA CHI CONGRATULATIONS
on regaining your charter We are Olad to

have you back Love the sisters and ptodga*

of Chi Omega

WATCH OUT EVERYONE
Melame Fox >s 21 tod

Happy B Dav tony lady'

Luv Jen



SPORTS
Women's soccer stalls record at 3-2-1
¥¥ V1"

• ^ :„,. „ in i«„ nnd finished the series tiein*

By ADRIENNE MATT
Collegian Staff

To sav thev had a disappointing weekend may be an

understatement, but the University ^ Massachus.t

women's soccer team (8-2-1) il not mentally defeated vet.

The Reds opened the weekend matches against Wiscon-

Collrcian pho«o b» Toni Swn.1% -

The Reds lost to Wisconsin (1-0), yet tied

George Mason <M> in this weekend's series

sin, dropping a 1-0 loss, and finished the series tieing

^ WiSo^de^ed'the rainy game 18 minutes into the

first half when junior Kari Maijala intercepted a pass n

he UMass backfield. Maijala took a shot on the goal, h£

IL the post Freshman Erica Handleman tapped the

deflected shot in for the first and only goal.

We knew thev were going to look for that tying goal.

said Wisconsin coach Greg Ryan. The play was very

physical and intense.''

"We didn't plav a fir* half." sa.d UMass coach Jim

Rudv
' We waited until halftime to play, then we slide

tackled and took challenges to the ball

,

was her fifth shutout. . ,

•We tried to hang with them, said Ryan. I felt tttl

we staved organized and held them.

Thev fight and scrap." said Rudy 'They were good at

HS« later issued a yellow card for a late hit

on the goalkeeper, Skye Eddy Eddy finished the game

wUh five saves. Wisconsin had 1 1 fouls to Umass 10. the>

had eiaht cornerkicks to the Reds three.

The cU uds literally cleared for UMass on Sunday as

«hev faced George Mason in a physically aggressive bout

OMTge llaeon, M three game losing streak, had just

bean shutout bv Hartford (6 0)on Saturda\

On a throw >n at the right corner, senior Sue Gaudette

Nat the ball infield to Kathy Woodside who returned it

to her Gaudette tapped the ball to sophomore Kim fcynard

who finished the goal three minutes into the game.

The Reds were caught with a scramble in their box 1U

minutes after the first goal Sophomore Carol Lind was

assisted by freshman Amy Kiely to complete the scoring

of the game at 11
George Mason (1-1) in tnis wee**.,*, » —.—.

Men's soccer falls to Vermont, 1-0

By GREG SUK1ENNIK
Collegian Correspondent

The University of Massachusetts men's soccer team »-

getting hurt . .

The Minutemen have lost more than just three straight

games. They have lost two of their better players as well,

adding to an already lengthy injury list

And after falling 10 to Vermont in Burlington. Ver

mont. the slumping Minutemen now visit Northeastern

4 1 at 7 p m tonight at Parsons Field. The Huskies are

ranked 10th in New England

Junior midfielder Dan Lawrence will be unavailable to

the Minutemen until he fully recovers from a viral infec-

tion He fainted after UMass' overtime loss at Dartmouth,

and was diagnosed as being ill on Thursday In addi

tion junior defender Darren Stone suffered a broken nose

during the second half of the Vermont game Playing at

midfield in place of Lawrence, he caught an elbow in the

nose and was forced to leave the game

If Stone's nose is broken badly enough to be set, he will

have to sit out up to six weeks He will definitely miss

tonight's game, as will midfielder Tom Novajasky and

keeper Steve Armenti

The Minutemen did not play well in the first half of the

Vermont match, said coach Jeff Gettler.

We did nothing m the first half." he said. "We^weren t

aaeressive. we weren't cohesive - it was like our first pre

«SoTmaUh of the year We dint have much of a team

C

°The
P
Catamount- struck for the game's only goal at

33 04 Jon Warwick sent a long throw in in front of the

goal, where Stefan DelValle flicked it into the net.

-It was a nice goal." said Gettler There wasn t much

that (UMass keeper) Jon Gruber could do

The second half was a different story. UMass flat-out

dominated the Catamounts, spending most of the second

half on Vermont's side of the field.

•We won every loose ball, and Gruber made some big

saves to keep us in the game." said Gettler of UMass se^

cond half play "But our offense couldn t finish. We had

our chances, but we couldn't connect.

Gettler was not happy with his team's first half malaise

We wasted 45 minutes. I don't know why 20 minutes

into the game. I asked myself Why is this happening?

he said "It's not that Vermont threw anything at us we

didn't expect I've got no answers, only questions

Northeastern presents a challenge for the Minutemen^

•This is easily the best they've been since we ve played

them." Gettler said

Field hockey
jousts Rutgers
By TAMIR LIPTON
Collegian Staff

Another game and another win. Just another day at

tht office for the Univers.ty of Massachusetts field

UMass coach Pam Hixon and players hope to continue,

KX. extended it's winning rtreak to four games with

tVioir latest win over Rutgers 4-0.
th

The only thing different about this win lor^UMass

was that thev put it away early. Beth Thornton scored

Twt-e'n the first half, and Mara FrattasmRidded „ne

to give the Minutewomen a commanding 3-0 had at

"
Thorntons first goal was ****£££*!*

cond came on a penalty corner in which r rattas o and

Berardtnelli each assisted. "We played a real solid

first half." Hixon said. "We started a httle slow bu

e put pressure on Rutgers. I was a little worried that

Thev mav have a let down after the Providence ***.

^H^'sa^n the second hali UM.- mav hamlet

d" n! after thev established a big lead, but w,re ..hie

to chalk up one more goal.

Kern Pagan blasted a shot off of a penalty corner

wSdTfeSTft'. way to the back of the net. Holly

Hockenbrock and Berardinelh each assisted .»n Fagan s

"So? the year The goal put the Milt* « up

bv a substantial 4-0 margin. ,.

•Rutgers was a top 20 team which we had to beat.

Hi von said. For UMass it was another chance to prove

themselves against a top 20 team. Once again as has

been the case throughout the first six game, of the

saason the UMass defense held the opponent in check,

and the offense scored enough goals to win.

In fact, the offense was superb on Saturday, accnr-

ding to Hixon. They finally broke out of what may be

considered an offensive slump with four goals, the most

that thev have scored m one game all season

•Were doing what we need to do to win. Hixon said

•We are trving to play the best field hockey we can

We re trv i ng to establish consistency

Consistency has been hard to come by in the world

of field hock. tntua
•Its been a funny week, and a strange .tart to the

season Northeastern lost to Harvard and then beat

Temple Providence beat North Carolina, and then

North Carolina turned around and beat Old Dorm

nion." Hixon sa.d. Others may be having trouble

playing consistent field hockey, but not UMass The

Minutewomen have put it m cruise control They are

playing with a world of confidence, and making time

Iv nliivs

The defense has been near perfect thus far Only Iowa

was able to sneak one by Philippa Scott. The often se

has been very aggressive, attacking the ball, with

avengence Itu„M
When the rankings come out this week. UMass

stands a good chance of moving up into the top 10. since

they beat Providence and R»^e
P}sNTlNuED CN P

TheMmutemenaianoipiay wen in uh: mi". ••»»*»««
^^^

Success at home may decide AL East title for Red Sox
^__^— WW YORK (AP) - Tom Bolton, starting 0* *,th runner on first bat* to end the

AP photo

Npw York Yankee Oscar Azocar (left* received the "Latin American

sSST" I'ard for young ball player, before the game^^^"^
and the Boston Red Sox. Boston's Tony Pena posed with Azocar at Yankee

Stadium yesterday.

NKW YORK (AP)-Tom Baton, starting

instead <>t Roger Clemmens, lasted onh

innings Sunday as New York heat Huston

B 4 to Band tha Red s<^ to 'ben- eighth I

in 10 games.

The Red Boa began the da\ tied for first

place in the American League Kast with

nto, which faced Cleveland. Boston

playi • ight of its last nine at home, in-

cluding three against the blue Jays next

weekend, while Toronto plays its final nine

on the road.

Clemmens, sidelined since Sept. 4 with

severe tendinitis in his right shoulder, was

scratched Saturday night because of con-

tinued tenderness. The Red Sox led Toron-

to by 6Vfe games when Clemens last pitch-

ed, but are 6-12 since.

Bolton (9-5) gave up three runs and five

hits in losing his third straight start.

The Red Sox blew a chance to tie the

score in the eighth. Reliever Eric Plunk

walked Ellis Burks leading off and Mike

Greenwell followed with a triple that made

it 5-4. But Plunk struck out Dwight Evans

and Mike Marshall and got Tona Pena on

a groundout. Greenwell had two doubles

and a triple.

Mike Witt (5-8) yielded three runs, two

earned, and eight hits in seven innings for

the victory. Dave Righetti got the last three

(.uts for his 34th save in 37 opportunities

Wade Boggs went for-5, each time mak
ing an out to end an inning. He grounded

out with a runner on first base In end the

game
The Red Sox scored in the second inning

when Burks singled, moved to third

nwell's double and Evan hit I sacrifice

fly.

Bolton walked JMM Barfield leading off

the second. Henslev Meuletis singled and

Rick Cerone tied the score with a single.

Randy Velarde's hunt single loaded the

bases and Alvaro Espinoza's groundout put

the Yankees ahead.

Roberto Kelly chased Bolton with a

single to make it 3-1. The Yankees added

a run in the fiah off Dennis Lamn on Steve

Balhonis RBI double. The Red Sox took

advantage of some poor fielding to score

tow runs in the seventh. Marshall's routine

grounder to third was hobbled by Velarde

for an error and Pena followed with a

double.

Pinch-hitter Phil Planter's high drive to

left field was lost by Mulens in the sun for

a two-run double. With pinch runner Jeff

Stone on third, Witt got out of the jam by

getting Carlos Quintana and Boggs to

ground out.

The Yankees made it 5-3 when Steve Sax

hit his fourth homer with one out in the

seventh off Wes Gardner.

The Red Sox won the season series 9 4

from New York, winning all seven games

at Boston.

WEATHER MULTICULTURE ARTS

Today, clouds will turn

to sunshine.

Temperatures wil]

65 to 73 degrees.

Racist slurs against

African Americans con-

tinue from Japanese of-

ficial. Page 7.

Anna Regina Santiago

amplifies Filipino voice

in review of A Rustling

of Leaves. Page 8.
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Regents assess impact of CLT petition
^^

1 „. ^rwnoA dp att that have already been allocated, thus

T^payer support lor Higher Education

FY 88 - FY 91 (Post CLT)

(400.000
FY 88 FY 89 FY »0

Fiscal Year

FY 91

(Pre ClT)(Post CLT)

FY 88 90 amounts are Expendrtufes less Tuition

FY 91 amount .s Appropriation less September 4% reversion

Source Board of Regenls ol Higher Education

Total

Campuses

By KENDRA PRATT
Collegian Staff

The Board of Regents of Higher Educa

tion last week estimated the Citizens for

Limited Taxation petition could cut s?

allocated funds to public higher education

hv $126.5 million.

The CLT petition will app- lestion

number three on the November 6 election

ballot. The referendum question would, if

passed, rollback income tax revenues and

1988 levels and rollback other

. the August 1989 levels

•um three, n» flt'

Limited Taxation and w*
Massachu- tti High Technology Council,

view the petition a> WOJ to l'»»rb

slative -pending

The petition will not rollb tuition

or lee increases which h >
>n

the last three yean However, th<

report Hated public colleges and ui

ouldfacea

total fiscal vear 1991 budget

ti . ea used bx the regent* reflect a

estimate <>f how CLT could

impact public higher education Their

estimate* do not take into account the dau

that CLT could have on the

budget because the rollback would happen

mid vear.

A mid-year budget cut could reduce fund-

that have already been allocated, thus

making reductions nv re.

The regents did make a general aenUBS

tion that 45 percent of the highe.

tion budget could be exhausted before the

CLT petition would be put into effect on

December 6, 1990 The petition would

therefor, cut .'18 percent ;her

education budget before Lb itarl of spring

ester

W. feel that even in using the most I

he impact will be hor

public hik

Terrj 2

The regent- an limited •>•

p.ugn laws which forbv

from ... Fundi w faj litw to p

mote a political ohjei

Wc v, anted to put forward th

di

crv wolf," be said.

The regents do not

fi^
• r» irr»r»ort .ml !.. '

n in wfeieh the !n«

ernment. he said

The n port stated the figun

,,,. J pmpooei only m
)x reflect how I

its if CI.'l p..-- - I

following figures rej < h% pot

:

CONriNUEUO'. 'C

UMass basketball star

remains in critical condition

after being struck by car

A mia vear iiuu^i vm ~

De Klerk's progress noted
.-Th-— conditions are clear cut and are

By PRESTON P FORMAN
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts' all

time basketball scoring leader was in

critical condition Monday after he was

struck early Sunday morning by a car

while walking on North Pleasant Street

near Furcolo Hall, which houses the

School of Education.

Lorenzo Sutton, 25, of Amherst, was

in the intensive care unit at Bay State

Medical Center in Springfield with head

injuries, a nursing supervisor said.

Sutton was transferred there from

Coolev Dickinson Hospital in Nor

thampton were he was originally taken

after the 2:20 a.m. accident.

Police said a 21 year-old Framingham

woman was cited in the hit-and run ac^

cident for leaving the scene of a personal

injury accident and driving to endanger.

Police refused to release the name of the

woman pending further investigation

After responding to a report of a car

accident, police found Sutton lying in

the travel lane of North Pleasant Street.

Sutton was living in Amherst while

training for the upcoming season of the

Continental Basketball League's

Albany, NY. Patroons, said Sam Berg,

a friend of Sutton who worked with him

at the Hampshire Mall.

He said Sutton was the last player cut

from Detroit Pistons during the 1989-90

camp. In the 1989 90 CBA season Sut

ton plaved with the Charlestown Gun-

ners, before he was traded to Quad Ci

tv, Iowa and then to Albany.

Berg said Sutton, who lives at Puffton

Village Apartments, was planning to

live in Amherst where he had many

friends and commute to Albany during

the basketball season.

CONTINUED ON PAGE A

Bv TERENCE HUNT
The Associated Preei

WASHINGTON «AP» - President Bush

on Monday praised South African Presi-

dent F W. de Klerk for making dramatic

progress" toward abolishing V\hite

supremacist rule and vowed the United

States won't impose new conditions tor lil-

ting economic sanctions.

These conditions are dear cut and

not open to re interpretation And

believe in moving the goalposts Bu-h «al

about sanctions imposed in 1986 over Presi-

dent Reagan's veto

Bush also said all political groups in

South Africa "have a special respons.bil.

ty to support the process of peaceful tran

S,tl°n
CONTINUED ON PAGE -'•

Bush shakes hands with F.W. de Klerk
A I' file phol"

Bush shakes nanas wim « "

Boston Church of Christ expands its ministry to UMass
Editors note. Th,s k the first in « series of articles regar

ding the Boston Church of Christ

By JULIE LIVINGSTONE
Collegian Staff

TnlWe and university administrators nationwide are

JappHng with what have been called "cult-like in-

See"' bombarding students on their campuses. The

University of Massachusetts is no different.

TZy happen as you are rushing to catch a bus, it may

happen as you are feeding ducks at sundown by the Cam

pus Pond or it may happen as you find yourself at the

lowest point you've experienced in recent memory, but

there is a dual guarantee involved: it will happen again

and you are not alone.

The stages are similar and predictable: an approach b>

another student asking whether you would like to join a

Bible study group. Not an unusual nor very threatening

proposition in a University that calls itself home to a vast

array of ideas and ideals. However, as one cannot judge

a book by its cover, there are certain concerns that have

arisen surrounding what the Boston Church of Christ is

about.

Thfchurches of Christ are an American denomination

that can trace roots to the early 18th century and a

preacher - Alexander Campbell. Campbell had a dream

The Restoration Movement. In his dream-turned-real.£>

church members would pattern their hves and worship

after the church of the New Testament. After 150 years,

membership in the Churches of^j^joWOO^
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FOR YOUR INFORMATION
For vour information is a calendar listing of local an-

nouncements and upcoming events published daily by the

Collegian as a public service.

All submissions must be typed and submitted to the News

desk at least one full day before publication. We reserve

the right to edit for space.

TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 25

Certification— Graduate students interested in seeking

certification for Supervisior/Director, Principal/Assistant

Principal, or Superintendent/Assistant Superintendent

can enroll in the Administrative Certification Program

from Monday - Thursday, 12:30 - 4:00, or by appointment

through John Gooden at 545-3563.

Meeting- The Finance Investment Club will hold its

first general meeting of the year on Tuesday, September

25, 1990 at 7 pm. Meet in the SBA Lobby. Find out abut

our plans for the semester, and sign up for the Collegiate

Investment Challenge New members welcome. All mr-
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jors encouraged to attend.

Meeting- MassPIRG will hold its General Interest

Meeting on Tuesday, September 25 at 7 pm in the Com

monwealth Room in the Student Union. Work to pass the

state-wide Recycling Bill, educate elementary school

children about environmental issues, fight hunger and

homelessness, and register 5,000 new voters as well as

GOTV for the elections. At 8:00 p.m. attendees will can-

vass the campus with the goal of getting 1 000 students

to "pledge-to-register" in one hour on October 2, or 6, at

the voter registration drive to be held in the Cape cod

Lounge from 10:00-3:00.

For more information, contact Aaron B. Rome, Kara t>an

banmatsu, or Mario Doherty at 545-0199, or Aaron B.

Rome at 323 4862.

WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 26

Open House Meeting- POWER., (The Progressive

Organization for Women's Equal Rights) will be holding

an open house meeting on Wednesday, September 26 trom

600 p m. to 9:00 p.m. at their new office, SU 306. The ma-

jor foucus this semester will be working to save the

Everywoman's Center, as well as continuing to work on

other women's issues and rghts. such as campus safety

and the right to abortion. Snacks and drinks will be serv-

ed and announcements will be at 8:00 p.m.

Panel Discussion- "The Persian Gulf Crisis Analyzed

bv Five College Faculty". Sponsored by Five College Pro-

gram in Peace and World Security Studies «PALWSS».

8:00 p.m.. Smith College. McConnel Hall 103 (Clark

Science Center, College Lane>.

THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 27

Workshop— There will be a study skills workshop for

older undergraduates held at Thursday, September 27,

at 4:30 p.m. in Campus Center 811. All students are in-

vited to attend.

Business

PROFESSIONAL STAFF
Bnan Hamngton Lon Black

Maureen Majerowski

Rory Evans

New England s largest college daily newspaper Circulation

21 000 Published every weekday dunng the calendar

semester The Massachusetts Daily Collegian is a Registered

Student Organization ot the University at Massachusetts

Correction
The Collegia* incorrectly reported yesterday on the

University of Massach us*«tS Residential Recycling pro

gram It will only recycle on campus The Cullegum

regrets the error.

J

Lizottes Tobacco Shop
76 Main St

Northampton. MA
Tel 584-2812

COMPLETE LINE
OF

IMPORTED AND
CLOVE CIGARETTES

TheTest IsWhen?
Classes Forming Now.

^STANLEY H. KAPLAN
Take Kaplan or Take Your Chances

GMAT classes begin 10/24

LSAT classes begin

10/7 at Smith College

109 in Amherst

GRE classes begin

10/7 at Smith College

1018 in Amherst

549-5780

READ UP TO 25,000 WORDS
A MINUTE!

PhotoReading
• Reduce reading time
• Improve comprehension and retention

• Cover more material in less time
• Extract key concepts from books in 2-3 minutes
• Enhance your memory

Begins October 12

Student discount/payment plans available

SATISFACTIONGUARANTEED!
call 413/259-1248 for information

New England Institute for Neuro-Linguiatic Programming

RFD #3, Pratt Comer Road, Amherst, MA 01002-9805

Student Trip To

ISRAEL
December 26 - January 9

Hosted by Hillels Program Director, Yehudit Heller.

Cost: $1349 (inch*** El Al Right, all o«w **v«.,

iightsewng toon. N»o me«l»/day. and mor» )

cw»TT»ght accommodation*.

Important 1st meeting:

Wednesday. September 26. 7:30pm/Hiltel House (388 N Pleasant St

)

II you an mletested but onabla to coma to th* l«t maatng. ptoaaa can 54^ 1 710

Charlie's
1 Pray St .

Amherst
7 days a Week

Kitchen opei
tables

Tonight 10c Buffalo Wings
9:00p.m. - 12:00a.m.

Drink of the Week
Rum and Coke $1.75

Beer of the Month
Foster's Lager $1 75

v••:•:•:•:•:•:•x^:•:•:^^•:^•::•:•:•:•:•^:•:^:•:^^•^:•:•::•:•:•x•:•:•:•:•:•^
•:•:•:•:•:::•.'•#

ooa uiveaways

Mon 10 cent Mozzarella Sticks 9pm- 12am

Tues. 10 cent Buffalo Wings 9pm- 12am

Wed 25cent Pizza Slices and 99 cent Nachos 9pm- 12am

Thurs 10 cent Beer Steamed Baby Franks 8pm- 10pm

Sunday 10 cent Potato Skins 9pm- 12am

WE ACCEPT MC-VISA-AMEX

S

^> MASSPIRGv
General Interest Meeting at Earthfoods,

Sept 25th 7 p.m.

Hunger and Homelessness, Recycling,

Voter Registration, Elementary Education

Come to the campaign to register

'1,000 in One Night'

LOCAL
Arab-Israeli strife lingers
Workshop exposes conflict's human aspect

By JULIA SEREBRINSKY
Collegian Staff

There is an inherent tendency in

diplomatic circles to assume that once a

peace process gets underway, substance

will follow, according to Jay Rothman,

Director of the Program in Pre-Negotiation

at the Hebrew University of Jerusalem.

When it conies to the resolution of the

Uraeli Palestinian conflict this approach

cannot work: once the substantive issues

p in. they put an end to the peace pro-

ud.

Rothman, who spoke ve-t. -nlay to fever*]

faculty members from the Departments of

Judaic and Near Eastern and Legal

Studies at Hillel lb ud that the

Israelis and Palestinian Arab- will come

to a negotiation only eiiee Back ikk ai

ticulates and tvtiarm^ it- gnevaiu-

In an effort to help bring the two ndn
to • negotiating table, Rothman has set up

onfiict R,--oiution Workshop at the

Hebrew I'niv.i-itv of Jerusalem The

rksaop brm \nb*

.uui l-! bo articulate the reapective

hidden ' motivations far bem^ m a

conflict

A human dimension is a hidden dimen

D behind conflicts and it

overlooked by politicians, said Rothman

"Conflict is about scarcity of territory,

competition and aggression," he said. "But

it is also about the threatened human
values and concerns, such as fear and con

trol over destiny."

Rothman said that in his workshops, ac-

cusations of both sides come out. Palest ia

nian Arabs say they feel like "their digni-

tv ha- been crushed" and they want to be

assured that "their grandchildren will not

be crushed or imprisoned."

Israelis, on the other hand, say that they

are people with a harsh past and that they

wan! panes and security and a guarantee

that they "will not have to fight another

U after war," Rothman said.

The -ix to 18 people who participate in

the workshops are community and

business leader- representing the Palesti

n ,,,n A> Old 1-iaeh- r. -pect ively

Rothman hopes that the participants.

alter understanding the depth of the

motivating factors behind the conflict, will

go back to their political leaders and in-

fluence policy making

Once the content and the process li

decided upon, a path to a Begot iat mg table

i- paved." Rothman said He added that

although he l- not overly optimistic, he

believes a solution will be arrived at.
IT'S FOR SALE - The

k'i.<n pbotti >>v Ku h.inl l»ui r, •

Brooklyn Bridge

Administration could close 10 academic departments
X^*-*"m""^FV

_. L ... <•„„.., nnmher of undergraduates taught and the standard of

Bv -JULIA SEREBRINSKY
Collegian Staff

and The Associated Press

Two top officials at the University of Massachusetts

have proposed reducing and even closing down about 10

academic departments to save money.

Tenured faculty would be protected but some faculty

contracts would not be renewed under the cost cu"'"*

plan, according to a letter sent Monday by Provost Richard

O'Brien to Faculty Senate members.

O'Brien and President Chancellor Joseph Duffey will

offer the proposal to the Faculty Senate on Thursday

The administrators said that they will not implement

the economv measures without consulting professors, even

though thev do nol need the Senate's approval.

"We prefer to pursue approaches which have broad sup

port of the faculty." O Bnen said

The cuts might have to be made without faculty ap

proval if the Citizens for Limited Taxation petition passes

in a November Ballot, according to O'Brien

If the petition passes, the UMass-Amherst budget will

be cut by 40 percent.

At a Faculty Senate meeting two weeks ago. O'Brien

said that the administration would prefer to reduce rather

than terminate an unspecified number of academic

programs.

He added, however, that ifCLT passes, the administra

tion will reconsider an option for termination of several

departments and academic program

If adopted, the cost cutting plan would call for UMass

administration to come up by October 11 with a li

about 10 departments that would reduce their operation

over the next three years. Some of those programs would

also close by 1993.

The basis for selecting the programs would include the

number of undergraduate- taught and the standard of

•«• iching That basis will he determined by the Reals

tion Committee which made up of deans, iacultv and

campus administrate!

Reductions would be made hv not renewing the expired

contracts of non-tenured faculty members and by not Mill-

ing vacancies created when professors retire or leave .Mi-

nt her reasons.

According to the letter sent to the FaCUlt)

members.the current level of cuts permit the admmi-

tion to respect the principle of tenure This principle, it

violated, would harm the University and hamper it- abili-

ty to recruit in the years ahead

The letter also said the reduction plan

order to avoid continued starvation of academic unit -

cross the board.

By 1991, the I'Mass faculty will Ik- more than 10 |

cent leaf than its 1988 levels, it -aid

Board plans to tag beer sales

Selectmen want to ban sale ofAmherst kegs

Hv KELLY COrfGDON
Collegian Correspondent

Amherst town officials consider!

last nights Select Board :

will require pack.,

with S serial number on all k<

wtlandtorectrdthepurch
nan attempt to ident it-

hu\'
, i i

the regulation .
designed to curb un<

aged drinking ty helping p»l

it, who provide alcohol to people ui

thedrinkii
' " t

1

hr
*

will not be implemented unless other towns

in the the measure, iMid

Amherst Police ( biel Donald N ft

'

Stores will collect a $50 deposit in addi-

tion to deposit requirement!; already int. hi

„, each keg purchased TheW deposit

will be routed to the town I Drug Abuse

Resistance Education program if the keg

kg returned without a tag.

Confiscated kegs vmII be matched with

serial numbers t-i determine responsibili

ty for alcohol violations it would be open

to law enforcement officials to identify who

bought a keg through the band numb.

Maia said.

According to M.ua. Iteg venders do not ot>

jed to the provision if H is county v

since Other*! fee would d

I
Amherst Local paci-

bn'1 object at all. They don't have

g business so they'd much rather sell

.id.

\1 ua

in Amherst, though he admitted the

!tv of the measure if the surrounding

. do not comply with the

W, re hooking into the possibility of ban

ning kegs altogether in Amherst by either

this spring or next fall at the latest."" -aid

Maia. Kegs could not be posssased in

Amherst without a license if the keg ban-

ning measure succeeds.
CONTINUED ON PAGE 4

Free Woman's School
created in Northhampton

JUUET JORDAN
,-gian Corre-pondent

The "Fran Woman** Seh<

feminist pn.,ect created',,. -S^P "?
:nrn „, ini Northampton and the st„-

mding communities, will be^offerfi

^e8 in October in Northai,

igrande. a spok< nfar

the school, said. The sehoo

alt-
on,-, a'

•There is a
'"'

The schoo > hance for

Share skills with other women who B

,ily couldn't

The school was modeled after B

women - school in Cambrici

Massachusetts It aims to replace con

cepts web SJ expert."' "uneducated."

"success:" and "failure," Lagrande said

»Womaa of all
- ual

i cultural identities have tail

knowledge, and insights to s|,
i

Lagrande mid. "Through iharini

resources and learning I
n

rime more self reliant

and confident."

"The school ia t place where informa

tion is freelv shared " Lagrande and the

,

|
id \H ,,f tht women i

kn, W( '•"(" ~ h

the school to t
rw amoi

kt benefit us aU l! ~

immunity committed

minis* t1

,d pnntmakmg to Black women -

literature, getting through the welfare

Item, and self defence

CO*. N ON PAGE 10

,s returned without a rag
CONTINUED ON PAGE 4 I , . J • A——— students with veterans for academic credit

rrOgiaill V€A
occupatlo„al skills due to Wy^^*?™'^^^

By MARK HENSLEY
Collegian Correspondent

In a program organized by a University of

Massachusetts student, willing student volunteers can

recefve academic credit as well as an opportunity to help

th

Th"rX
y
coordinated by Alton Nichols and run ,n

l ne program.
iTn iversitv Honors Department

a Zlv. with veterans at the Veterans Adm.n.strat.on

^a^^oi^rrpCan, worn with veterans

who lack social and occupational skills due to

psychological conditions resulting from their wartime ex

periences, he said.

The students help the veterans work in greenhouses or

with other light vocational tasks, but the emphasis,

Nichols said, is on "interpersonal interaction rather than

labor
" Begun last year by UMass alumnus Christian

Carino, the program worked so well that Nichols, who par

ticipated last vear. decided to keep it running

"It was probably the best spent two hours a week of my

college career," said Nichols. "It gave me a chance to

observe a real life therapy program and compare it to what

I had learned in class."

While working with the veterans, students talk to them

about their war experiences, their interaction with the

Veterans Administration, and about their problems w ,th

fitting into society. The veterans, Nichols said also show

a genuine interest in the students" lives and often ask

q
^Not°

n
o

S

nly did I make some excellent friends with

veterans." Nichols said, "but it benefited the veterans too.

College sutdents bring an energy and vitality to the

veterans which they would not normally receive

Nichols said that the Veterans Administration staff, in-

cluding Doctor Paul Lapuc. the counseling pshychologist.

CONTINUED ON PAGE lO
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Fire alarm incites brawl
By PRESTON P. FORMAN
Collegian Staff

University Police arrested a 17-year-

old University of Massachusetts student

for disorderly conduct after a distur-

bance broke out in front of a Southwest

Residence Hall during an early Satur-

day morning fire alarm.

A fight started outside the John

Adams Residence Hall apparently bet-

ween students bothered by the disrup-

tion, police said. The fight briefly sub-

sided then erupted again in the lobby

where Walter J. Burke, of Concord, was

arrested for disorderly conduct.

Police and the Amherst Fire Depart-

ment responded to a small trash room

fire early Friday afternoon on the 18th

floor of the Kennedy Residence Hall.

Don Robinson, director of En-

vironmental Health and Safety, said a

maintainance worker apparently emp-

tied a trash can containing smoking

materials into a trash tote.

He said EH&S has classified the fire

as a careless disposal of smoking

material.

Police also placed a 19 year-old UMass
student in protective custody early

Saturday night after investigating a

report of two persons by a backhoe near

University Health Service.

When police arrived at the scene, they

discovered one of the students on the

backhoe with the engine running and

the wheels of the machine spinning The

student was placed in custody

The names of persons placed in protec-

tive custody are not released in the

police log

In other police business from the

weekend log:

ARRESTS
• Michael R. Byrt, 24, of 273 Montague

Road, Amherst, was arrested Friday

evening on Eastman Lane for operating

a vehicle after the right was suspended.

• James E. Benedict, 18, of Plymouth,

was arrested Friday evening in Lot 50

for being a minor carrying alcohol.

• Jonathan M. Henriques, 18, of Pitt-

sfield, was arrested Friday evening for

various alcohol violations.

• Donald E. Huber Jr., 19, of

Worcester, was arrested early Saturday

morning on North Pleasant Street dur-

ing a traffic stop for operating under the

influence of alcohol and operating a

vehicle with defective equipment.

• A Public Safety officer on patrol

Saturday evening stopped a vehicle that

crossed over the lawn of the Lederle

Graduate Research Tower. Douglas

James Ellison Jr., 18, of Ashfield, was

arrested and charged with operating

under the influence of alcohol. He was

also charged with disorderly conduct

after he became combative when taken

into custody.

• Aaron M. Francis, 19. of Boston, was

arrested Saturday evening in John

Adams for various alcohol violations.

• Police arrested Duane E. Clark, 22,

of Feedinghills, at the Saturday night

Phish concert in the Student Union

Ballroom for trespassing. Clark, a non

-tudent. had been previously barred

from University property, police said.

• Walter Lang, 28, of Livingstone, N.J..

was arrested Saturday night at the bus

stop outside of Hasbrouck for trespass-

ing and being a disorderly person.

accident

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

A 1988 graduate of the University with

a degree in interior design, Sutton is

UMass basketball's all-time leading scorer

with 1,718 points. During his senior year,

he served as co-captain and led the team

in scoring with 19.4 points per game.

kegs

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 3

Select Board Chairman Elisa Campbell

recommended several measures including

raising the deposit to discourage keg par-

ties. "The biggest hole in the policy is that

it only covers kegs. I would like to do

something similar with cases," said

Campbell.
The Board's decision on the band pro-

posal awaits a report from Chief Maia due

out in December. If the proposal is approv-

ed, the use of the serially numbered bands

will be mandated in January of 1991. Use

of bands will be on a voluntary basis dur

ing the interim period until the law goes

into effect in January.

The measure has already gone into effect

in Granby and both South Hadley and East

Hampton are currently considering the

regulation.

sanctions

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

That statement appeared aimed at

African National Congress leader Nelson

Mandela, who refused during a meeting

with Bush in June to forswear violence.

De Klerk, the first South African leader

to visit the United States since 1945.

ired Bush that the process of reform is

irreversible.

We will not turn back," de Klerk said.

The leaders met at the White House for

two hours, first in the Oval Office and

again over lunch The meeting was a

showcase of U.S. political support for de

Klerk's efforts to guide South Africa

toward a post apartheid democratic system.

"Clearly, the time has come to encourage

and assist the emerging new South Africa,"

Bush said at a farewell ceremony, standing

alongside de Klerk in front of the sun-

drenched South Lawn. Behind them, a

Black Marine held the flag of South Africa;

a White Marine held the American flag.

But Bush said that despite "the dramatic

progress that we salute here today," South

Africa hasn't moved far enough to meet the

conditions for removing economic

sanctions.

South Africa has not released all political

prisoners and has not lifted the state of

emergency in the Natal province. Further,

it has not repealed a population registra

tion act that is a key element in the system

of racial apartheid.

On the other hand, Bush said, "The move

away from apartheid toward a new political

reality is indeed irreversible and much has

already happened."
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CARRY OUT COUPON
Buy ONE,

Get ONE
to,

99*
Hj I

Buy Any Large

Hi Pizza Or 12" Pan
• Style Pizza and

Get One of equal or

lesser toppings for 994:!
Gooa on Carry Out onty Not Good
Mith any other offer £xp*es U-30-90

Open for
I Lunch and
Open to 3AM;

DELIVERY COUPON
Buy ONE, Large

12" Pan Style Pizza,

and get ONE
of equal or

'

HITJ lesser toppings

\9

*

Amherst
256-8911

for$1.99
delivereddelivered
m 30mr» or less

Not good with any other offer

Expires 11-30-90

'•••<

(^CONCERNED ABOUT AN
' EATING PROBLEM
Anorexia Nervosa, Bulimia,

Compulsive Eating

Help Yourself or Someone You Care About

Presenting

When

Where:

Time.

How to Recognize an

Eating Disorder In

Yourself or Someone Beat

and How to Help. %L

Wednesday, September 26, Ci^

1990

UMASS, Campus Center,

Room 917

3:30-5:00 p.m.

s
OPEN TO THE FIVE COLLEGE COMMUNITY

No Registration Necessary

For more info: 549 2671 ext 181

Sponsored by:

UMASS EATING DISORDER NETWORK

WE WANT YOU !!!

HEARING BOARD MEMBER

If you're a ...

1. Full - Time Undergraduate

2. Not currently on a judicial sanction

3. Above a 2.0 cum

4. Interested in Judicial Affairs

Important Dates:

October 2nd and 3rd

7-9:30 p.m.

Tue: Room 19-Boyden Gym
Wed: Room 253-Boyden Gym

Attendance is required at both these sessions.

Application Deadline: September 26

APPLICATIONS AVAILABLE at

* Your cluster office

* Dean of Students Office - 227 Whitmore

Questions - Call The Dean of Students Office

545-2684

EDITORIAL/OPINION
The oDinions o

HJI.| iM»MBggEH3.-w>iiiy^t^un4llitJ
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Silber's win a 'shocker'
Massachusetts has become a basketcase.

- George Will

Well. George, you got that right.

After last week's primary, in which

democratic voters chose on leave Boston

University President John Silber as then-

best candidate for governor, this state has

solidified its place in the gutter of the

nation.

I'll tell you who I am
"You've totally blended yourself into the

whole American culture. You dress LIKE
THEM, you tpeah LIKE THEM: and,

therefore, you think just LIKE THEM." —
as if ALL Americans (and ALL White peo-

ple, while you're at it) have some sort <>t

leprous iJjinH, How many more times am
1 n»nng to hear that?

Anna Regina Santiago

What define- an expert? Does being

I-male mean she knows everything there

i- to know about the feminist movement

'

Or that -he tveri sympathizes with any of

it- uleals Should one assume that all

women can never be -exist'
1 Should one

think that ALL men are chauvinist

because SOME of them m
Are ALL Americans to be judged by the

actions and rhetoric ofSOME of them who

are obviously narrow-minded and bigoted9

Are ALL 'people of color" necessarily free

of racism themselves'.' If you answer yes to

any of these, you're not even close to be-

ing in any realm of realm

I have had just about enough of proving

to White people that I can speak just as

well as I can write in English. No. it is not

my mother tongue But. yes, I can do both

just as well as the next English-speaking

person, if not better

And I'm even more sick and tired of hear-

ing it from "people of color " Am I less of

a Filipino because 1 am not dating

Filipino Am 1 less patriotic because I don't

write about the Philippines every chance

I get? Whv don t 1 march around with I

placard around campus, lambasting those

who colonized the Philippines for almost ;><>

years and who continue to act like the

world's police to this day I grew up.

Amherst, Mass. has become the bat

tleground for people who supposedly spurn

racism - or, for that matter, an ism of any

kind - but turn around in the same breath

to call ALL Americans imperialistic

bastards and turn on a fellow "person of

color" when her behavior is less than overt

lv anti American or her words are not col-

ored to seek retribution for the wrongs done

to her country

I am a "person of color" from the Third

World" - as if my name and country of

citizenship haven't already given it away.

What qualifies one to presume that I know

nothing (thereby making me completely in

capable of any rational and logical thought I

about the "Third World" simply because

I don't hang out, drink coffee and lament

the world's problems with the "politically

correct" in the Blue Wall everyday?

Because I don't write column after column

oozing with self righteousness and political

OgO stroking?

University life has been made
pleasurable by this swarm of Know It Alls

who interpret everything as an i--

skin color. Guess what? It's not 1 could go

OO and on about the many things in

that are just inescapably determined by the

pigment of our skin But there are many

other things that aren't Eating, for in

stance. Or talking for the sake of getting

along, and not for any other reason

Should Americans then walk around

with their heads bowed in shame, as if their

skin were the proverbial scarlet letter" A

we all going to do to others whatever bad

has been done to us

'

If vou're working for justice, or even just

hoping for it, don't turn around and call

EVERY American an imperialistic pig or

go around pointing accusing finger- at

every other "person of color" who doesn't

live her life filled with bitterness and

hatred for "those White people ."

Most of all, don't even begin to tell me

I don't know anything about the "Third

World" because my closest friends and

allies are White. I live my life the same

way you'd like to think you live yours b\

making it a little bit better, a little less

burdened by discrimination or, at least, try

ing AND giving others the chance to trv

with me.

Don't tell me anything about myself. 1 IX

tell YOU who I am.

In the meantime, lighten up.

Read Anna Regina Santiago every other

Tuesday

Meredith O'Brien

How voters could have fallen for this

"new thinking" and outsider image that

Silber projected is really a mystery to me

After his insensitive thrashings of so

many different communities in this state.

coupled with his severe private education

bias (proposing to triple UMass tuition

while funneling public money into private

schools such as BU. the school most

threatened by the larger and more vocal

UMass Amherst i, Silber's prima! \

onlv proves to the country what a bunch

of self centered and narrow-minded people

Massachusetts residents really 01

Silber appeared on This Week with Dm id

Brinkky Sunday blaming the media, par

ticularly the Boston (ilobe for attempting

to slant or control the election against him

Throughout the summer Silber whined

that he was continually being quoted out

q| context and «M not being given enough

space to clarify his mess;..

So what did the scholarly Silber do? lb

Romped bis bot, refused to attend anv

more Glohe forums and declared he would

only engage in a debate with I

democratic fool it there WOO live television

coverage. That * av , he asserted, he could

not damage hi- campaign h> utterin.

OtOAOOtll ' 'Silber shocker-" without

time to actuallv clarify what he meant

Then comes a debate with defeated

Democratic candidate Frank Bellotti lave

television. And what did Silber do? He told

a reporter he did not deem H appropriate

to give •' •€ >n Roxbury (fl

predominantly Black community on the

South Shore) about his crime prop.,

bocouoe it would not be worth giving I

speech to "a bunch of drug addicts

And he did not clarify a thing

During his brief stint on Brinkky, Silber

spent a vast majority of the time blaming

the press for his mistakes, for his own

words.

To think that Silber is the best the

Democratic party could come up with. To

think that there are enough people out

there who think Silber is an innovative

thinker who could revive this state and get

it on track To think that this ver\ MUM
man who called this state a welfare magnet

to Cambodians, who proposed to givo

medical care to children instead of the

elderly who are already "ripe,'' who dubs

himself "the CLT petition with brains,"

who called the BU English department a

"damned matriarchy" could conceivahlv

become governor?

\... Silbof i- indeed an innOVfltive

thinker Ye-. Silber is free from a feat of

-peaking his mind and telling people what

he really thinks Yes. he if an OUtoidei

the political establishment.

So what ' .Ju.-t b.

bigotries and biases in public does not war

i.int OttO qualified to Ik- governor Ju

boCOUJ enough people to

overlook •« mouth that fl md

o quickly and utter- statements no

legitimate pohtHi.m would OVOT think

uttering does not mean one i- CflDflOk

competent and fair V ip

.John Silber may be a brilliant man. but

bnlli.i M not mark MM tertluo

If .John Sill •

in November, Massacbusett- will

OOt onlv bfl COOting their votes tor on in

novative thinker but a DOTTOV. minded ami

Mooted "ne .i- well,

fcfeyke that- the type fll people this -•

i- composed of Meyfce Silber reflll) 1

flection of the ele If m, <

Will is the mooter of oi»Berete*ementa

Read Meredith O'Bt Tmtoduy

Film review tainted by bigotry

I am writing in response to the review

Of the movie Mas Foot* by Will

Georgiade- Sept 141 I «a» prompted to

write not by the fact that I heartily

disagree With him regarding its merit -

and appeal, but because I found hi-

review to be littered with slanderous

and bigoted remarks

First, he attempts to belittle and

-mear the French with such statement -

as: "That the French have twiddled

their thumbs, eaten to ohooU y and DOOM

up with a number of interesting wu
tions of coitus over several hundred- of

fOOn dooi not a great nation make" and

it's not hard to see the same b

ing old man behind the camera here. In

ing quietly amusing to justify the

greatest love of the French: little

children
"

These statements are not only juvenile

•alturally biased 'the infer-

m g that Mi Georgi »dg

m.nt bocouoe h\ u»d the

,• of hit nationality

would
but have absolutelv nothing to do with

Mm Fbola

I am also angered and

gorisattoa of p

rj on IgO and tr-to-temne let

am angry that such oppression
i

and I am terrified bjf the implication

that other groups could be tingled out

and consigned to the margin- in a

Similarly random and unchallenged

ta-hion.

Viciousness and nan • words

that I would apply directly to Mi

vieu - and his mean- of ex-

-mg them.F
Peg C.iffels

Amherst

'Endish-only' laws present unjust barrier to society
HII1&1IS11 VeUAJ J.« YV ^ £

t__eCatio;fbetween those who The ultimate end to this . initiative is a.

The fact that some Americans believe that an official

language is needed to conduct its educational, governmen-

tal and financial affairs ,s a prime example of the

othnocentriom that runs rampant in the U
T

n, *ed
/if

1*8

In the Bill of Rights, all citizens of the United States

are granted freedom of speech. Nowhere does it say

anything about what language should be spoken by those

people. Of course. English has prevailed because of the

fact that this country was once an English colony and

because European Americans make up the majority of the

P
Thetture. however, presents a different outlook. The

number of Letfnoi entering the United States grows every

vea and. by the beginning of the 21st
t

century, their

numbers will have increased so much that Whites will

noTonger make up the majority of the population.

Th.s's a fact that scares many people in authority posi-

tions across the country. Seventeen states currently have

aws ating thot English is to be the states official

Language- rfpublk affairs. Is it just a coincidence that four

of"ho* states Arizona. California, Colorado and Florida

v . £». of the largest Latino populations in the conn-

, r l
•>

It is also true that these laws do nothing to improve

he political or cultural stability of those states?

Instead, they promote segregation between those who

are native speakers of English and those who are not. In

Los Angeles, some hospital workers are warned that il

they are caught speaking a language other than English.

thev will be terminated immediately. In another instance,

a librarian was fired for stocking foreign language

Kristin M. Bruno

newspapers.
Now, it doesn't seem to me that these states are trying

to become linguistically integrated, but are making it dif

ficult for non-native speakers of English to function in

society. How are the racial tensions supposed to be

alleviated when one historically dominant group is allow

ed to speak their native language and others are not?

Whites already dominate political, economic and social

areas. Must they dominate linguistic areas, too?

My point is certainly not that newcomers to the United

States should not try to learn English, but adapting to

a new environment is difficult. Why make it harder by

outlawing that person's native tongue?

The ultimate end to this initiative is an immigrant

population that is crippled in all aspects of society by a

language barrier set up by law. By allowing immigrants

to function in their native language, we give them the

opportunity to make the transition of living in the United

State- easier for them,

a foreign language major. 1 understand how difficult

it is to function in a language that is not one's native

tongue When I was Studying abioad. I spoke French all

da\ At the end at the dav. I WOO mentally exhausted from

the strain

There were also times when I WOO OO emotionalh work

ed up that it was impossible for me to expre-s my thoughts

in a different language The most frustrating aspect about

studying a foreign language is that, no matter how long

you "study it. there i- always something vou wont

understand.

No matter what kind of education or training someone

receives in English, a non native speaker will still always

have problems with the language Making English the

official language of the United State- will not change that

Kristin M. Bruno it a VMau tttukni
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There's a good reason

know

students

They're students.
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When it comes to knowing what it takes to get pur

work done, Collegiate Reps know where youV

coming from.

They can demonstrate how easily you can UN

an IBM Personal S\Mem/2 to write papers and

create graphics and spreadslieets for your classes.

They can answer your questions and help recom-

mend the right match for you

from the affordable line of

IBM PS/2s!

To find out what an IBM

PS/2 can do for you, come in.

or call someone who thinks

just like you do.

_

Come meet your UMass IBM Collegiate

Representatives, Andy, Bruce, and Russell

at the IBM PS/2 Fair today and tomorrow in the

Campus Center from 10:00 to 3:00.

Located in the Campus Center

@ .UNIVERSITY
MESTORE^

Open: M-F 9-5

Sat. 10-3

. ^ . i~ ... ,,,i( a^^ct.iui.nn«; that ourchase IBM Selected Academic Solutions through participating campus locations Orders are

International Business Machines Corporation

«IBM Corporation 1990

MULTICULTURAL AFEURS
Another racist slur by Japanese official
™ •^"m"mm ^~

. , ., . t «^„i„ „..T!w awQ „> that Rlacks sumers of Japanese products and appreciators ot Japanese

By ALEXANDER NGUYEN
Collegian Staff

Seiroku Kajiyama, Justice Minister of Japan, at a news

conference on Friday, Sept. 21, compared "prostitutes in

Japan to Black Americans who move into White

neighborhoods and 'ruin the atmosphere'... It's like in

America when neighborhoods become mixed because

Blacks move in, and Whites are forced out...prostitutes ruin

the atmosphere in the same way. " N.Y. Times, September

23 1990.

This is the latest in a series of racial slurs made against

African Americans by Japanese officials in recent years.

In 1988, Michio Watanabe, policy chief of the Liberal

Democratic Party, stated American Blacks had few

qualms about going bankrupt and implied that they walk

ed away from their debts.

In 1986, Yasuhiro Nakasone, Prime Minister, said on

the average, the United States is ranked lower because

of a considerable number of Blacks, Puerto Ricans and

Mexicans.
"These Japanese officials are probably speaking out of

complete ignorance," said Marjorie Richardson, Dean of

Minority Affairs, Smith College. "I do not believe these

people have spent enough time in the U.S. to get a com

prehensive view of African-Americans," she said.

She suspects that high American officials have given

these Japanese officials this information, thus they con

tinue to make these statements in confidence. Richard

son said that Japanese officials are not aware that Blacks

are in the highest levels of education in the U.S. "They 11

never learn," she said, referring to the history of such

statements and attitudes.

"There is a significant amount of discrimination in

Japan because they tend to be more homogenous than

most nations and they have less sensitivities towards dif

ferent cultures. I'm no longer surprised by it," said Pro

fessor Michael Thelwell, Afro-American Studies, at the

University of Massachusetts at Amherst.

"It's also particularly dumb," he said. Thelwell sug

gested there ought to be some organized economic boycott,

a line they understand, he said, that would put a dent in

their market.

"This attitude probably comes from American media

and American businesspeople who have no contact with

the African American community," said M. Ricardo

Townes, Associate Dean of Academic Support Services,

at UMass.
"I don't think it's useful to argue with people who don t

have a lot of information about African Americans,' he

said. ....
"One would hope that the justice minister s comments

are not reflective of a larger Japanese foreign policy/' said

Sherwood Thompson, Director of the Office of Third World

Affairs, at UMass.
"Because if it did," he said, "it obviously indicates a lack

of respect for national minorities in America and especial

ly the African American community who are large con

sumers of Japanese products and appreciators ot Japanese

culture."

Thompson said he encourages people to write to or call

the Japanese embassy and consulate to object to th»im

statements.

An official from the Japanese embassy in Washington

D.C. said that Kajiyama had no intention of discussing

racial issues, that he wanted to look more into matters

of the environment of big cities such as Tokyo

The official said that Kajiyama is somewhat readv to

withdraw his statement. He pointed out that on both

previous occasions mentioned above, both officials

withdrew their statements and apologized.

"I'm distressed to read about this latest racial slur, but

frankly, not surprised," said Roberta Uno, Artistic Dim
tor ofNew World Theater, at UMass."We have a tenden

cy here in the U.S. to view these remarks in isolation and

see them only in terms of Japanese government attitudes

toward African Americans. Of course the unfortun.it.

reality that the level of ethnocentricity and racism is much

greater," she said.

Uno pointed out the discriminatory treatment ol other

Asians in Japan, particularly the Korean- and Phtlipinos,

or the treatment of Japanese Burakumin in their own

country. "It's disgraceful, she said

I'no said she believes that ju>t M OOnaCMNM -Japa:

people Within -Japan are demanding then government

change its discriminatory laws and attitu.:- nust the

world community reftiM to tolera -m

Sept. 23: El Grito de Lares
The ttTUggU for frmtdom >hall probably be

mplirated than et er before The

Ann ' people shall **HUk f°r

human freedtmi. but. hating CM hiered it for

themseltes. they shall iiirwre it for «»//

During the struggle. U shall he questioned

'her the mere creation ofeuil govern-

ment means true freedom, if that govern-

ment is exclusively created by Anglo-Saxons

for Anglo-Saxons, and not b\ men for all

\fillmns of colored people, armed.

shall demand their rights to the fruits of

mil gOOtmmtmi, uhuh for them shall

begin uith the freedom to he colored.

-Translated from Prophecy for the Cen-

tury, by Eugenio Maria De Hostos

Elliot Monteverde

As a result of the events taking place cur-

rently in the region of the Middle-East,

other people's and nation's struggles,

misfortunes and affairs have been

obliterated. In the United States, however,

such behavior on the part of the racist and

Eurocentric press seems normal.

A press which seeks to justify and pro

pagate the point of view particular to a

group with little regard to alternate views

and opinions of national and international

leaders as well as of citizens who oppose the

United States when in its usual pattern of

behavior oppress and exploit Third World

nations.

It is therefore, no coincidence that from

Iraq to Nicaragua, South Africa to

Grenada, Vietnam to Bangladesh and

every conerstone of the world which the

White man has tried to conquer, rebelling

forces continue to emerge. These forces

which seek to break loose from the physical

and economic oppression imposed upon

them, have endured through time. Conse

quently. their rising to power is but emi-

nent. This is despite threats of many sorts.

Rebelling forces like that of the Rebel Ar

my in Cuba have, in accordance to the pro

phecy of Eugenio Maria De Hostos, burst

forth triumphantly. Such struggles by the

people to reclaim what are but basic rights

of a nation — territorial and national

sovereignty — had emerged in Puerto Rico.

Sunday, Sept. 23 marked the 122nd an

niversary of the insurrection at Lares,

which is commemorated in Puerto Rico as

El (into de Lares.

While it is not unusual to obMrva that

this historic date goes unnoticed by both

the student and administrative body, it is

perplexing and moving to observe my com

patriots pay no dues to our Grito de Lares.

El Grito de Lares was later violently sup

pressed a long time ago and along with it

the history and issues of a nation of today.

University level courses whose main

agenda is the Caribbean or Latin America

push Puerto Rico aside for its "special" col

onial status that the United States has im

posed since 1898. On the other hand,

courses in American politics stick to a very

similar doctrine for fear of exposing to the

American student the embarrassing

realities that confront this democratic na

tion about to enter the 21st century

Nevertheless, the 23rd of September has

remained a date of immeasurable impor-

tance to many Puerto Ricans and oppress-

ed people of the world El Grito de Lares

remains as Puerto Rico's sole reminder of

sovereignty since 1493. Almost 500 years

under the yoke of two foreign oppressive

and imperialistic nations -"Spain and the

United States.

El Grito de Lares joins ranks with many

other struggles carried out by the oppress

ed people of the world who. despite the

many obstacles, continue the long but

steady struggle for national independence.

This is the struggle to halt the continuous

ideological manipulation, cultural aggres

sion and atrocious intervention to the

development of our countries' national

conscience.

Eugenio Maria De Hostos could not have

better expressed what I have intended to

convey here. From a chronological stand

point El Grito de Lares does not belong to

the 20st century. Its repercussions do.

however. The struggle in Puerto Rico has

prevailed through time and is very much

latent today.

In time, when the United States has been

unveiled and stripped of its mask of oppres

sion, Puerto Rico will have much to

celebrate. For now, may the struggle for

freedom in Puerto Rico and oppressed na

tions of the world not accept compromise

or defeat but...VICTORY!
Elliot Monteverde Torres is a UMass

student

University Career Center enhances

planning for students of color

Students .it lh. Uttiveflitj

Massachusetts at Amherst will have an

extra edge when entering the job

market, thanks to an $82,000 federal

grant

The grant was recently awarded by

the U S Department of Education to the

Mather Career Center, which oft.

comprehensive career planning and job

placement to University students.

The center, one of the largest in New

England, will use the funding to develop

two separate programs: one improving

the participation of students of color, the

other expanding the number of students

working in the international

marketplace. The grant will enable the

University to hire two people to

spearhead the programs, said Joan

Stoia. the Center's director Those staff

members are expected to be on board by

mid November.
Students of color from low income

backgrounds are one of the groups that

can gain the most from the Career

Center. They are at greater risk at

predominantly White universities They

drop out or get left behind at very high

rates. Higher education is the key to

success for all students, particularly

students of color, from low-income

families.

Programs like cooperative education

can provide added inspiration and sup

port for those students, because when

they join an organization like Aetna, or

Pratt & Whitney, or one of the major

banks, the business community is com

mitted to providing a lot of support for

talented students of color. There is a

strong sense of commitment to each in

dividual, and in addition to moral sup

port, the business community can pro

vide financial support which students

can use to decrease their dependency on

loans.

Field experience can be the first step

toward creating a network of business

contacts, helping a student to climb the

career ladder.

Jobs mean experience, jobs mean

mm
The oti program will add

student- traOf demand fot BXp" I ten

he internal •» mark
we have at least one >tu

dent come in and M
aid like to work in Spam.' >

there am jotM that vou know about in

Japan'.'' Stall said The Intelnation. <!

Co-op Program will provide information

00 working n\.

The l'niver>it> '• internship, cat

placement, and cooperative edw

offices were merged last spring in an

fort to provide -t ud.nt- with more com

prehensive servu •

Students can come to the MOM pi

and they can look at all the jobs The>

don't have to run from one office to

another The University realized that

the sum could be greater than

their parts.

Through cooperative education,

students are placed in pre pi nal

jobs in business, industry and govern

ment to earn money toward their educa

tion and gain valuable work experience

before they graduate Interns typically

negotiate academic credit for then

placement in government agencies, non

profit organizations and high prestige

posts at newspapers, public relations

firms, television studios and publishing

houses.

In order to make its offerings n

widely available to students, the Career

Center has opened a satellite office near

the heart of campus. The main office of

the Mather Career Center is located at

the eastern edge of campus, away from

the main flow of student traffic, and it

was difficult for students to just drop in

between classes.

Students can now stop by the satellite

office on a walk in basis to obtain infer

mation and referrals. Career planning

workshops will also be offered at the

satellite office, located in the Currv

Hicks Building.

Joan Stoia, Associate Staff

UMass Career Center
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ARTS&LIVING
A Rustling of Leaves shades in the truth
M X

.
_ * TT^:J: " © ' Tnr^^nstra.nsofToo^O music, he quotes Hitler and fails to mesmerize more than just those little p

By ANNA REGINA SANTIAGO
Collegian Staff

A Rustling of Leaven: Inside the Philippine Revolution

Directed by Nettie Wild

Pleasant Street Theater

Nettie Wild's A Rustling of Leaves: Inside the Philip-

pine Revolution is admirable in its courage and compell-

ing in its resolve in bringing the Filipino voice closer to

those who want to hear it.

Set against the backdrop of President Corazon C.

Aquino's "People Power" of 1986, this documentary film

is meant not only to quell the world's sudden thirst to

know more about the inner workings and unique complex-

ities of Philippine politics, but more importantly, to ex

plore the still-thriving Communist insurgency that is at

the heart of Aquino's problems today, as well as to show

the human faces behind the underground guerrilla, the

New Peoples Army (NPA). that are hardly ever seen by

foreign audiences.

The audience is invited to take a long, thoughtful peek

at the internal struggles that are a significant part of their

existence. This is not a film about the leftist fight alone;

more than that, it epitomizes the often overlooked cir-

cumstances and situations that run the whole left-wing

machinery
Wild, who wrote, directed and produced A Rustling of

Leaves in conjunction with the Empowerment Project of

California, affords the non-Filipino an opportunity to once

again take a different look at this Philippine "political

kaleidoscope." without the didactic hand of a teacher or

any rose-colored glasses in hand to keep scenes of brutality

and violence comfortably away

Wild, a Canadian, examines the struggle of players in

Philippine politics, apart from Aquino herself or her

cohorts With coup attempts from the right and a revolt*-

tion from the left, the film portrays the Aquino ad_

ministration as something more than just a stream of

peaceful yellow with its promise of renewed economic

vitaht

Jun Pala. perhaps the most memorable character it on

ly because of his arrogance, is a self proclaimed, anti

communist disc jockey who angrily crusade <<n the air

MM h. -urrender of anti government rebels and

blasts away at NPA sympathizers with his unorthodox

scare tactics

In between strains of Top-40 music, he quotes Hitler and

Goebbels to prove the righteousness of his backing of a

right-wing vigilante group called the Alsa Masa ("The Ris-

ing of the Masses"), who roams the streets of Davao City

(in Mindanao Island) terrorizing, and often killing

suspected communists or military informers. He is quick

to point out that "whereas the Nazis told lies, he only tells

the truth." He is an overwhelming figure who bravely

crosses the fine line between freedom of speech and malice,

between credibility and complete nonsense.

Bernabe Dante Buscayno, the ex NPA chief, after his

from prison starts to openly question the tactics of bring

ing the revolutionary conflicts to the cities. He explores

Aquino's new democracy by participating in traditional

politics as a senatorial candidate, and expounds on the

virtues of government as led by the "little people," but

fails to mesmerize more than just those little people. One

is led to believe that maybe there really is no justice in

this world for those who want to do the most good.

Father Ed de la Torre, twice arrested by Marcos and

later released by Aquino, is the artist and revolutionary

who holds the film together with his sense of humor and

logic. He provides a strong, colorful voice for the Filipino

Left, and becomes a welcome respite from the gruesome

scenes of rampant killing, poverty, pain and suffering

shown throughout the film.

The film might leave a foreign audience captivated by

scenes of a peaceloving people so torn by poverty and in-

justices that they are left no choice but to fight among

themselves.

Any Filipino in America will feel slightly reminiscent

of home but will realize soon enough that romanticizing

it is no solution.

Guerrilla soldiers from the NPA in a scene from the documentary A Rustling of Leaves: Inside t

Philippine Revolution.

Artist Hughes speaks powerfully on sexism and racism
, :_..u .u.,..-..i, lj.^HmmIi World Without End. at the Northampton Center far the

By ALI WOOLWICH
Collegian Staff

Holly Hughes
Northampton Center for the Performing Art*

Sunday. Sept. 23

"Believe me. 1 know the difference between art and

politics." says Holly Hughes, interrupting a lascnmu-

monologue concerning her mother's know ledge of Frem h

and how it made their tomatoes grow, in order to speak

about sexism and racism She points out that at this point

a reviewer of the show might say Amm digressing from

her medium - if only -he would stick to poetry about

tomatoes and sex!

Hughes, a nationally renow ned performance art ist and

subject (if the mn-t re. int controversy over National En
dowment for the Arts censorship, performed her p

RUSH PIKE
THE FRATERNITY WITH A COMMITMENT TO EXCELLENCE

FALL 1990 OPEN RUSH
September i 7, 1 8, 1 9, 25, 26 8-10 P.M.

4 1 8 North Pleasant Street 549-6251

ALL UNIVERSITY MEN WELCOME
• LIFE LONG
FRIENSHIPS

• STRONG

ATHLETICS

OLYMPIC
WEIGH! ROOM

• CONVENIENT
LOCATION

• UNPARALELLED
SOCIAL LIFE

• STRESSED

ACADEMICS
Two Computers

Course 1'ilcs

• EXCELLENT
MEAL PLAN

T1KA
Pf**/<r*PA ALPHA

\Y,,rl,l Without End. at the Northampton tenter for the

this past Sunda\
She is one of four performance artist*. Karen Fin

Tim Miller and .John Fleck > whose grant proposals «

pt«d h\ an NEA panel of peers, but then rejected by

the NBA Chairman. John Frohnmayer, in rWpMM 10

are from ri^ht wing groups Hughes who

draws some material from her experience as a le-hian.

states that "Iher! reaction i> a direct result ot her-exual

orientation
"

Hllghiw' -tyle as a performance artist is direct, sarcastic.

and urgent "We are all so scared, but we are not scared

enough ." She speak- of RMtag woman beaten to the

ground by her husband. lyinjj in I pool of her own blood

and teai>. the woman s worn- are I'm -orry. I'm MIT)

but her tears speak in a different, horrific tongue, that

speaks of sorrow and death. "Am I the only one who is

lucky enough to be able to read a woman's tears?"

She is blunt and graphic She talks about her mother

chopping up a porcupine with an axe and then offering

it to her and her sister Arms outspread she describes her

mother telling her the facts of life - "Holly, this is your

clitoris and let me tell you what she does for a living!'

She ponders motherhood, and the role of women
Through tales of her childhood she injects. "Where was
my father during this7" "Men kill me... they really do."

she laughs.

But then, is it so funny? "How can men in an audience

watch the rape scene in the movie The Aetused and cheer,

and still be able to say that they love women?" She shares

her outrage at a New York newspaper article that pur

ports that Heta Nussbaum's offense — watching Joel

Steinberg beat his adopted daughter to death — was ac

tually worse than his act of murder. Quips Hughes, "Boys

will be boys, but you better he n gin>d mother]"

And through her time on stage, she is serious, but she

isn't wrapped up in taking herself too seriously. After a

vignette about her childhood sexual experiences, she flops

down into an easy chair and tells her audience that they

can relax now, that's about as explicit as she gets, and

now the worst is over.

In a world where blood, gore, rape and disrespect are

the norm for movie plots and the nightly news is even

worse. Hughes' presentation is tame Hughes touches con

troversial topics — sex, abuse, rape, homosexuality,

racism, feminism, conservativism - and that is where her

perceived danger lies

Republican Senator Jesse Helms, one of Hughes' worst

critics, and NEA Chairman Frohr .aver have never seen

Hughes perform. Perhaps the- .re afraid of viewing an
artist who knows how to ^et her potent point across.
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THE FAR SIDE

By GARY LARSON
BONES IN THE BARREL
By J. GELLER & M. ROSENZWEIG
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DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Edited By TRUDE MICHEL JAFFE

Games you can play with your cat.

PRICE By PRICE VAN RAY

A.T ME. WH*r w\LUC
X SU66E5T MOU
W)CC> TV€. NvJt>TAS!E>.

ffilOT

ACROSS
1 Banquet

6 Historic periods

10 Bachelor party

14 Authur Loos

15 Musical

passage
16 A Turner

17 Fort Knox,

tor one
19 City in the

Truckee

20 Long march
21 Come m last

22 Cover girl

23 Plant disease

25 Wedding gown
feature

27 Advantage
29 — Love Song
32 In tront

36 Eros anagram
38 Landed
40 Naval ship

42 Porch
44 Cut short

45 Equipment
47 German seaport

on the Ems
48 Memorable

hostess Perle

50 Allows

52 — wave
^4 Boot nation

58 Ascertain

61 Easy stride

63 Another 36

Across

65 Powder and
Shot, tor Short

68 !>.»>< '« ttw

wind

69 Once agam
70 Riihi

71 ToW an

72 Gets married

73 Smallest

DOWN
t Speedy
? IK>US

3 Broadcast

4 Feed a tire

5 Summer COk>r

CALVIN AND HOBBES

IH * SMB*TiflC mission TO
&ISC0JE& NWtf UfVPPtNS nKUEM

TWO PLiVNETS CDLUOE .
SPN3.

MM! SttfT" DROPS JsHCWOR'

By BILL WATTERSON

T\£ MtCUOt CMCVES
QK tV WU.SU5fc •'

SPIFF DOWHSHIFTS

AND QUHS
m\OT0*.'

.tAPSlCtfTlBLS OT FiRST. WE
PLANET SIDW* WWES, T01CD

A1GN6 Bl OUQ HERD UNTIL...

BfcEWC.Nii •

*CKS UP S~
TOWARD PlAKE^ 5

'

TANGELO PIE
By TIM SNUTEN

GAMELm? yOU'RE UNDER ARREST

6 Repeat
7 Barnyard

strutter

8 Felix or Larry

9 Morose
10 Use lorce

11 Equal

1

2

British

princess

13 Wilde s was
Reading

18 Elated

22 Farrow of films

24 Middle Comb
loim

26 Church area

28 Skirt mset

30 When I was

31 Riviera resort

32 Perform

33 Damage
34 Part ot HOMES
35 Man on the

moon
37 To be. in Pans

39 Half a score

41 Mild oath

43 Take ten

46 Permitted

49 — Pan Alley

51 Stadium section

53 Unaccompanied
55 Came up
56 Jerk

57 Affirmative

words

58 Vientiane's

country

59 Madame
Bovary

60 So be it'

62 Sunday seats

64 Forwarded
66 Fido s toot

67 Chop

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE
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MENU
LUNCH

Broccoli and Cheese Boboli

Meatball Grinder

DINNER
Ravioli Alfreao

Breadea Scallops

BASICS LUNCH BASICS DIjV-iER

Broccoli and Cheese Boboli Ravioli Alfredo

Oatburgers Breaded Scallops

YOUR DAILY HOROSCOPE
By JEANE DIXON

ARIES Mo^ch 21-Apni *?") Be

more dtscteet about r>unne« mat-

te's a Duaget revision w* t^etp

restore domestc harmony

ttieo-ona-tfue metrxxis at work *

tuc*y financial streak ooosti vour

spfits

TAUtUS (Apr. 20-Mav 20) 9e

skeptical of ausnmg oamtfers w&a

promises and pie

money schemes A fnena s mar.

maneuvers could irritate you Do
not be nasfv Having a short fuse

could hmder progress

OfMINI May 21-June 20) Discus

sons about your coreer ana deoi-

ngs with offcois or legal e«pem re-

au»e an your attention Do not alow

moor irritations to get to you

Devote the evening to tomance

CANCil (June 21-Juv 22) 9 co-

workers act peky be tolerant A

positive attitude is often con-

tagious' Be alert to uneipected

bargains Do not let vour outspoken

ways sand you in hot water

LfO (Jury 23-Aug 22) yesteraay s

message hows true todav Be'

spending money on

travogant dinner or bettmg con-

ader your budget An a"ectionate

interlude puts doubts to rest

VIROO
an opportunity to improve vour

position at work by making a

special presentation to bigwigs

your recent efforts could be royal

iy rewarded Unique buys and in-

triguing business offers come your

wav

LIMA opt 23 C ' -low

j ao sometrwvg

nginai today '"•ng an

m metaphysics couid speed
»opmenH ale

SCORPIO Buy-

ing ana se*ng stocks or real estate

is favored Romance
secret or open is on the agenda
*i<m and dtttont contact;

ve an inspiration to vou Dreams

seem to offer guoance

SAGITTARIUS •: 21)

.jck du vou ao wen m
business aiscussons ana when see-

ing professional peop'e a

pragmaftc aetermmafon to mam-
tan the pace works wonders Com-
plete protects already unde-

CAPRICORN
Begn digging beneath the surface

Become mote resourceful ana

selective m your activities Mi •-

most of your current conditions So-

meone invites vou to lend vour sex-

•aients to a special event

AQUARIUS an 20*eb '«) Vou

eea time by yourself C

•d one. to go eve* vou' idea*

and upcoming schedule

M emigr*-

energies can best be app&ea
ISkS

MSCES -void

legal and financial confovefSies

vour gifts could lead to ne

piause ana public OCCJOin

'come sor- •

a specia 1

t I
beckons

•i hew insister
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Boston Church of Christ
veterans

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

who had been dismissed from a local

church near Eastern Illinois State College,

traveled to Massachusetts, taking over the

Lexington Church of Christ The Lexington

parish was then a small unit of the Chur-

ches of Christ.

According to collected histories on the

BCC they are conservative in their

theology and maintain little or no coopera-

tion with other religious organizations. The

Churches of Christ have been cited for us-

ing high pressure techniques to draw in

prospective members. It is referred to as a

"multiplying ministry" meaning the

church relies heavily upon recruitment and

new church "plantings," or the installation

of new parishes. The Springfield Church of

Christ, formerly the Valley Church of

Christ meets in Northampton and as a pre-

sent female church member explains, the

church is so named because the church s

ultimate goal is to draw members from

Hartford, Conn, as well as from

Springfield. And as the December 1988

Bulletin of the BCC states, "The Univer-

sity of Massachusetts at Amherst with

25 000 students has already proven to be

a field ripe for harvest; a number have been

converted from the campus ..."

The BCC incorporates many thoughts

both by those advocating their movement

and bv those distraught by the "loss ot

friends and family members to what they

see as destructive manipulation.

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 3

are extremely receptive to the program and

are encouraging its continuance.

Nichols said that although most

volunteer students are psychology and

education majors, the program welcomes

all majors.

Students who would like to participate

can receive honors credit for their work,

and should contact Denise Pols at the

Honors Department. For students who

are interested in the program, there will

be a meeting today at 4 p.m. in room 917

of the Campus Center.

Students can also contact the Honors

Department or Alton Nichols at 684-1154.

class

petition

?2>* s

\V" with campus health issues

SHAB*
• Sponsor health projects

• Represent student health care concerns

• Review L
THS budget

• Serve on VHS Search Committees

• Meet other students interested in health care

ikl

COME SEE ^"^ -

WHAT IT'S ALL ABOUT
Meetings: WEDN£5PAY. SerTEMfJER z6

Where: JHS - Zoom 3GZ.

Time: 5 : 30 - o . 30 pm

OPEN TO ALL STVDEM -

Stuu.-m Hi-aUK Adix.tw. Board li'.t 1971 )

{ 'nitvnio H'Vtth .S.-n,..

Would you like to be a part of the

group that was responsible lor

bringing Hunter S.Thompson,
Faye Wattelton, Allen

Ginsburg.Ntozake Shange, and
William F. Buckley, Jr to this cam-
pus?Then come to the

Distinguished Visitors Program
new members meeting on Tues-

day, September 25, at 7:00 p.m.

in the Campus Center, room 803

Come and see who we are bring-

ing this semester, and how you

can become involved.

dbbngushed
Visitors proftam

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

across the board cut to higher education if

CLT passes:

• All universities state and community

collets •rill lose $108,789,000 in state

allocated funds

• State universities could tace

$59,471,000 reduction.

• UMass Amherst would face a

$28,427,000 budget reduction.

• scholarship reserve funds will be reduc-

ed bv $13,059,000

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 3

The classes, Lagrande said, were

determined by what women in the com-

munity wanted to learn and wanted to

teach The teachers, Lagrande said, are

volunteers from the community who are

interested in sharing their knowledge

with other women.

"We encourage ideas from women in

this area's diverse communities about

what kinds of classes to offer and other

ways in which the school could work bet-

ter for them," Lagrande said.

"We hope to do it again in the spring,

Lagrande said. "We would like the

school to be ongoing." The school pro-

vides childcare, transportation,

wheelchair-accessibility and American

Sign Language interpreting.

For more information, call <4is'

584-5164 or (413) 586-8571.

DO I HAVE A CASE?"

The attorneys at vour Legal Services Center (L.S.C.) can answer

tec paying UMass students' questions on a variety ot legal

problems, including:

housing, criminal. University-related problems civil rights,

consumer, labor relations, personal injury, and lam.ly law.

The LSC is funded by student fees, and has been offering free

lUal services to fee-paying UMass students for over a decade.

iiDO I NEED A LAWYER?"

The Lena! Services Center is your first source of law-relaled assis-

tance. Whether you need information, advice or referral, call

545-1995 for an appointment.

Located in Room 922 of the Campus Center the Legal

Services Center is handicapped-accessible, and is open

Monday through Friday, 9 a.m. until 5 p.m.

I FADING EDGE
MODEL "D'

SPECIALS

$489
(Single Floppy)

Includes:

10 MHZ. 84 Keyboard. DOS 3.3

AMBER MONITOR, CLK CAL.

SERIAL & PARALLEL PORTS
SYSTEM PREPARATION

512K "moTT

Single Floppy S489 $499

^^^
Dual Floppy (569 (579

20 MG Hard Drive

30 MG Hard Drive

(859

$959

$869

$969

Hurry - Special Ends Sept 30th

WLIDftLA
DMountain Farms Mall • Hadley, MA

586-7405
I

Free Mouse with Purchase
I

Cal. teams throw water polo for two
By JOE DEGLORIA
Collegian Correspondent

The University of Massachusetts water polo team
came back from Brown University's National Invita-

tional with a great deal of confidence and pride in it's

effort. UMass played the number one and two ranked

teams in the country, Cal. Berkeley and UCLA.
UMass met up with second-ranked UCLA Friday

night. The Bruins won the game rather handidly by

a 18-2 score. The much more experienced UCLA team
gave the UMass team a real good chance to see what
Olympic level water polo is like.

"We played well, we finished feeling positive about

our effort," said coach Russ Yarworth about the UCLA
game. "We don't usually see that level of play. They
were so fast on the counterattack — one missed pass

and they were gone."

After playing the powerful Bruins the UMass team

played Princeton Saturday afternoon, a team they beat

9-5 the previous weekend at the Eastern Varsity

Tournament.
UMass led 3 1 at the half but then blew away

Princeton the rest of the contest. UMass came away
with an impressive 112 victory.

Jon Miller threw in four goals and freshman Tangin

Engin scored twice. Freshman Steve Brotschul scored

his first goal in college play as well.

"Princeton was really tough last weekend, we had

to come back in the second half to beat them. This time

we really dominated their offense, we had a great press

effort and G.T. (Ladd) played really well on the hole

man," Yarworth said.

Cal. Berkeley and UMass faced up Saturday night.

The Golden Bears are the top-ranked team in the

country.

UMass lost the game 13-4 but Yarworth said he was

pleased with his team's performance.

"It was a tremendous improvement." he said. "We

played them really well. We held them off a bit and

we got a chance to set up our offense

Unfortunately, the game also claimed the health of

high-scoring sophomore Dan McOsker who broke his

thumb and will be out four to six weeks

"Loosing Dan is going to hurt us." Yarworth said of

the injury. "He provides us with a lot of offense

On a lighter note, Yarworth said he was very pi

ed with the play of junior Alex Yelensky.

"He has really improved his swimming ability, and

quickness on defense," he said.

volleyball
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 12

"We're going to concentrate more on our game and

how we're doing and less on our opponents,"she said

"The second half of the season we'll be ready to make
adjustments and then we'll beat the other side."

Ford said she is looking forward to the challenge

Brown will provide the team.

"Brown is a big, strong team. We'll have to have

tough serving and blocking, which will give us our

share of errors," she said. "Their players are from all

over the country — Chicago, California. They have in

credible skills."

The Minutewomen's first encounter with Brown this

season was at Brown's tournament, where they also

faced Harvard. Yale and Hartford UMass was taken

by Brown 15 11, 15 12 and 15 10.

"(Brown was] tough and we were scrambling." Ford

said of their first encounter with Brown, who now holds

a record of 8-3. "We can't allow Brown to get a tiring

of points. That was our weakness \\V must get thfl ball

back into our rotation."

Rugby exhausts Amherst squad, 10-0

UM dominates halves

By DAVE SZPILA
Collegian Correspondent

On a day that your mother told you to save your pen

rues for, the UMass rugby club captured a 100 win over

(he squad from Amherst College.

In a match plagued with penalties, the UMass team used

its quickness and offensive ability to dominate both halves

of play.

The first half started slow until Bob Carney, the fleet

footed fly half of the UMass squad, scored a try His score

was set up by a solid run by Jerry Hunt, who brought the

ball within a yard of the try line. The conversion failed,

leaving the score 4 in favor of UMass at the end of the

half.

The second half was all I is it kept up the often-

>ive pressure. Bob Carney scorad again after a dropped

ball by the Amherst fly half. Carney, playing in perfect

position, picked up the ball and raced 25 yards tor hi

cond try of the game Scot Lowry's conversion attempt KM
good, giving UMass a 10-0 lead.

UMass dominated almo-t i-wry scrum, making Amher-t

go backwards for most of the contest, and showed that

even under poor playing conditions, it could pull out a "V
"

Standouts for the match were Paul McClelland, who had

many Hutch tackles, and the whole forward unit of the

team.

The UMass B side dominated its match as well With

a 34-0 halftime lead, the B's stepped of the field and let

the UMass C side take a shot at Amherst. They took the

Amherst squad 8-0 in the second half.

The next match for UMass will be this weekend in Nor

thfield, Vermont against Norwich University.
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929
849
759

Student and Faculty Fare
Taxes nol included Restriction* app
i> Fares subject to change One way*
available Work/Study abroad pro-

gram* international student arm
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FREE Student Travel CetMotf
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ACTIVITIES

ATTENTION all University student* 1

Alpha Phi Omega (the coed service trater

n.ty) is holding ru*h Sept 25 S U 4t5A
7 30PM

ATTENTION: Pre mad*. nui*ng and all

students (htaraatad m student heaah illuai

Student health advisory board (SHAB)
welcomes new members to its tirst

..ting Wednesday Sept 2«th. 5 30« 30
Rm 302 University Health Center

BOLTWOOD PROJECT
F in friends credit Work with physically

and devetopmentally delayed people Last

meeting tonight 7PM 917CC

CLUB COMMUNICATION is back' Our t.rst

meeting is tonight at 7 00 in E 37 Machmer

KOREAN STUDENTS ASSOCIATION
general meeting

today in the Campus Center

Room 902 at 7 30PM
Coma!!

MASSPTRO general interest meeting

Coma and get involved in voter reg reeve i

ing hunger, and environmental education

9/15 Tuesday 7PM Earthtoods

NEW MEMBERS MEETING TONIGHT
Distinguished Visitors Program the UMass
lecture organization, needs you' Campus

lex room 803 at 7PM

TRI SIGMA welcomes all university women
to open rush Call 54*381 1 or |usl stop by

tor ice-cream night at 5 15 9/25 Try

something new' Try Sigma'

UMASS CHESS CLUB
Meeting m the Bluewali Cate
" 1 1 PM all are welcome

ANNOUNCEMENTS

1991 -UMASS program in Siena Italy

Thursday Sept 21 7 30PM Herter 301

information meeting

AUDITIONS lor the UMass Music Theatre

Guild s production ot Sweet Charity 9'?S

5PM 11PM. 9/29 HAM 3PM. 5PM- 11PM

163C Campus Center Callbacks 9/30 TBA

Call 545-0415 lor information

BED AND BREAKFAST Downtown
Amherst ideal lor visiting parents and

friends 549-5961

PHI ALPHA THETA history honor society

now accepting applications lot membership

6th floor Herter. Rm 608 Due by 9/26

VISA OR MASTERCARD! Establish credit

guaranteed or double your money back

Call 1 805 682 7555 ext m 1207

WANT TO BE A SENATOR? Nomination

papers are available through September 26

at the senate oftce Room 420 9*a*»nt

Union

AUTO FOR SALE

1974 VOLVO Georgia car almost no rust

MM than 100 thou mdes new tires shocks

and brakes V.nce 549- 1 330

•

ATTN SPORTS TEAMS Sports ego*
uniforms apparel ava4abte at low pnoa* III

1979 BUICK SKVHAWK hatchback $400

as is 549-6333 6-8PM

1990 BUICK CENTURY LIMITED $750

665 7492

1994 JEEP CHEROKE 69 000 miles 4«4.

air cond red w/Nack. $4700 549 1016

beat any local sports store Cad Brian

546-6102

DO IT ALL NIGHT'
on a Ml sue Mon with frame

$150
Metawampe Furniture

1-800-3-FUTON 1

GREAT SAVINGSlin Ski card international

offers discounts on lift tickets lodging dm
ing and much more' Only $25 for SMI
Season Can 549-4*45 evemnga

KEYBOARD ANO MIDI STEPS-futy prog

dig korg DW9000 and separate keyboard

tor your feel <e«aht tones midi capabl PWR
adapters and Crd include All tor $500

CaH Chr» anylm 5494202

SEIZED cars trucks boats 4»

motorhomes. by FBI IRS DEA Available

your area now Call 1B05-682 7555 Ext

c 1675

FINANCE INVESTMENT CLUB

FIRST GENERAL MEETING Tuesday

September 25 at 7PM m School of Manage-

ment Lobby-New members welcome AM

maiors welcome

FOR A GOOD TIME CALL

RACK-A-DISC the best entertainment DJ'S

video, bands dorm/house specials call

586 9900 anytime

FOR RENT

DUPLEX apt 3bedr 1
' ?bt laundry hooks 4P

16 mins UMass Call Chuck Walker

1.407

FRIDGE RENTALS Call R*P 25^974?

ONE BEDROOM APARTMENT
Pleasant St Quiet $445 per month M
heat 256-3457

PRESIDENTIAL APTS 'bdrm sublet/lease

Dec;Jan 549 1921

TOWNHOUSE APARTMENT: 2 bedroom

1 "7 baths on bus route Call 1 567 1 352 and

leave message

FOR SALE

3 RED SOX TICKETS 10/1 Mon night

against Chi Sox Best offer call Frank

256 1640

SELLING T SHIRTS? Buy your ptam shirts

cheap Call Brian 546-6102

REPOSSESSED VA a. HUO homes
Available from government from $1 without

credit check You repair Also tax delinquent

foreclosures Call 1-805-682 7555 Ext

H-2009 tor repo hs! your area

FOUND

CLADOAUGH RING found by Dickinson

dorm on 9/16 Call 546 1 1 32 and describe

to claim

LEATHER JACKET in Mahar Auditorium

Wed Sept 19th To claim call 546 5158 and

give description Ask tor Kp.lh

WATCH found Wed 9/19 at Haigis Mall

CaH Dave 584 0224

HELP WANTED

CHRISTMAS SPRING BREAK. SUMMER
travel free Air couriers needed and
cruiseship |Obs Call 1 805 682 7555 ex!

F 1426

EARN $300 TO $500 PER WEEK reading

books at home Call 615 473-7*40 Ext

B281

EARN UP TO $500VWEEK
helping students obtain Visa Mastercard

Send for free information American Fman
cial Services. 117 Park Drive Suite 40-C
Boston MA 02215

DEPENDABLE. RESPONSIBLE person to

deliver Sunday newspaper on campus
Good pay. part time 548-9688

EARN UP TO $20 .000 A MONTH'
It you are a motrvatad person and wish to

be an entrepreneur don t let this opportun>

ty slip past you A multi-level marketing

company is looking lor executive

distributors Be your own boss make your

own hours' tor more mto call 549 4349

FULL TIME POSITION available ExcetMnt

base salary plus bonuses Fluency m any

African Indian. Korean or Middle Eaetern

dialects a plus Contact Lanny Perron

Metropolitan Life (413)567 1248

NEED EXTRA It? Local news distributor

needs experienced telemarketers Our

phones great pay 54B9688

PART/FULL TIME JOBS lor the environ-

ment' 40-60/day' Call Sam 2564434

PART TIME SALES PERSON wanted lor

the marketplace Will tram Call 323-9692

SALES ASSISTANT part nrne Data entry

and status tracking correspondence

telephone customer interface Excee>ni oral

and written communication* s**S required

Walk from UMass Call Mary Benton

549^455

INSTRUCTION

DO YOU NEED Spanish help?

Tutoring available for intermediate to ad
vanced CaH Giovi 549 0071

LOST

EYEGLASSES . Xt* reward

Chart* 256 1170

MOTORCYCLES

1984 HONDA SABRE 700CC great cond

$1000 or bo 253 7119 leave message

PERSONALS

CONGRATULATIONS to Alpha Ch.

Omega s newest ribbons Nina. Traeie

Rana. Rachael Michelle Michelle K.mber

ly. Stefame. Julie Jennifer Chanty and

Tncia' Love the sisters of AXO

DEEN. one more week seven more days

Are you psyched 1 Have a fabulous time m
Hull and remember I'll be waiting

True love always Josh

DIANE- Happy Birthday you sexy Salem

Place woman' Let's go biking again soon

This time I'll try to keep up with you Have

a sick lime tonight 1 Love. Dena

FREE SPRING BREAK TRIP'
545-0500 Campus travel on campus

HAPPY 2 1ST BIRTHOA'
Where do you want to starf

Love your roomies Jean Debbie J*

HARPY BIRTHDAY MARIANNE
Love Aoalaba

KRIS Have a smashing 2lst birthday from

everyone at 73 East Hadtey Road*

LORI S You re alwav* my 1 6coHy

ROS4E-
Hey baby doi.' One whoteyear Ooooh you

Happy Anniversary

Sweat*

STACEV. here's your personal ad I prom*
ed you See you at Mikes Bye Webee G

PIZZA

COLLEGE PIZZA
• subs ' salads • spaghetti

'

laj ipaoal
large cheese $5 99
small cheese $3 50

up to 2 toppings only

$1 00 more
must mention this ad'

549-6098 5496073

PROFESSIONAL OJ S

.AZER TECH AUDIO -iv-i .l.iti'e tor you

lance dorm party or house pa",

'ales, oreat D.i Call 323 780t soon

$ REWARD $

FOR THE RETURN of 14k gold n*

wAtahan horn charm lost Monday 9- 1 7 Has
.•ntal value If found please can

546 3993

RIDE WANTEO

RIDE WANTED to Long Island lor Friday

please call

5*6 5192

ROOMMATE WANTEO

$200 GORGEOUS VICTORIAN STYLE apt

m a house A place to can home Vegetanan

and females preferred but not necessary

Call Marie 253-3189 ASAP

FEMALE NONSMOKER to share room in

Putfton $!42/mo 549-0038

FOR DOUBLE ROOM in Presidential Apt

Call 549 1224

FOR SINGLE BEDROOM at the Brook m
South Amherst on bus line CaH 256 3097

SOUTH OEERFIELD Z PfJrm Apt on bus

line $300 665«?30 545 1028

SERIOUS STUFF

CHARVEL 475 special 2 Jackson JtOO f>

level emgte coil & Jackson J50 BC Hum
bucker Rosewood trettoerd * pre cbs

lender twin and new mesa boogie power

tuba* * echoplex hardly used with sound

on sound A chandler tube driver pedal A

dod herdroek distortion odd rtorsegMe m«r

micro amp $ Dan Armstrong electro bass

CaH 584 7829 A*k tor Tan grve best Otter/*

Bye

SERVICES

HAVE YOU SEEN THE MARKETPLACE'
DMUfwert adxertising rUn by students fo«

student* Pay only §** commission when

you set) CaH 32*9692

PREGNANT '

Need a pregnancy test information or sup
port'' Can tor free and confidential serve**

ALTERNATIVES 13 Mam St NormarTiplon

5B6-3000

TRAVEL

HOW LATE IS TOO LATI

4vel- on campus

ONE WAY Aim
Hartford Seattle Dece--

TYPING

QUICK ACCURAT
fielo 10 mins '

reasonable i

TRANSCRIPTION
545 1 188

;iENT S Deer

.twg $2'pg

"F cci»jf-

256 6373

WORDPERFECT- spettche I

efcaole CaH Tim 546

WANTED

HCAC AMHERST DAY CARE rt i

ed slots available

9months-5>rs Pan
Voucher eligible Call Nancy at 549

Barbara at 584 4434
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SPORTS
Men's soccer drops fourth straigiw
1TX^XJ. ^

logt) they played „ considering th.

WEATHER ARTS SPORTS

( ollegian file photo

Northeastern shutout the mens soccer team

(14)) last night in Boston. They are currently 2-5.

By GREG SUKIENN1K
Collegian Correspondent

When vou're in a slump, even if everything goes right.

'"i"%S2 P«r*«u. Field in Boston, theIM
rffi2£tt> -ens soccer team donated

^

heastern They controlled poaeaawm, out shot the Husk..

15 12 and played solid defense, aeco. ding to I Mass head

coach Jeff Gettler.
answer is "no

"

So the Minutemen won. right.' 1 he answei ii

AlVhough UMass played much hotter then n th

,

previous effort and did so without three rtWtoTO, I hi- NOI

Se-Se™ Huskies prevailed 14 The **££*•
scoreless deadlock at 73:45, when Tom Olsen connecu

from 20 yards out. He chest-trapped a cross from a team-

mite then sent the ball low into the corner of the net for

The on v goal of the game. Northeastern keeper Kevin

sTpsl^stopped nine shots for the Huskies among them

an almost-certain goal from close range. In the first ha b

UMass forward Randy Jacobs had a clean shot from six

"ards out Sampson made a great save, preserving the

V,

?o°n

ry
Gruber took another hard-luck loss for the

Minutemen saving five shots. Gruber has only recieved

[to goarworth of scoring support ,n his five appearances,

while allowing five.

n„ L arlitiial surface, and the firs, va,s,.v *rt» to,

with a vim.), IMl Stone (broken nosel. Tom Novajask

'

n.p.ZlamK! with North™*™-. „„vloond ,„,pr<,

„„.„,'! would have the Husk.es fued up to pi then Bl K

ever win against their slate rival-

The Minutemen now 2-5 and losws "f l»"' strait.

have no sameT until the weekend, when they host the

MaLchuiTts Challenge Cup UMass will p ay two»*

at Upper Boyden field. _.

UMass then starts another four;s?™J^1* ™*>

travel to Brown for their second night game Oct-

\[™£
resume Atlantic-10 Conference competition at Rhode

Sana West Virginia and G-orge Washington. The

Minutemen are 12 in A 10 plcv

Sports Notice

JV lacrosse: The UMass

Lacrosse Club will meet at 6:30

p.m.. Thurs. Sept 27 in Boyden

room 253 to discuss the tall and

spring seasons For more infor-

mation. please call J. Dietel at

545-6353 atter 7 p.m

Congradulations! to Sheila

Dusza. winner ot the women's

swim team raffle She won a 1991

Diamond Back Outland moun-

tain bike as a result of a Sept 15

drawing The team would like to

thank
*

all those who
participated

*j -— while allowing nv^.

Women's tennis falls

Hartford serves UMass squad a 6-3 deficit

H..,, „t Hertford's Tracy Sheer in straight

By BRETT MORRIS
Collegian Correspondent

The University of Massachu-.

wemen'i tennis team wasn't able to i

over its momentum from Sunday 'i in

Lag defeat ofthe Uniroreitj of tkm Hamp

shut to Monday as the* 1,M tothoUnieer

of Hartford 6-3 at the Upper Boyden

co\n

Hartford, who has only one loss this

,ved to be too much for the

Minutewomen **9 tr>ok four sin*les

matches.

,t Hartford s Tracy She. -r in straight

4 In addition, sophmore

Minutewoman Amy Ryan dominated her

Hartford opponent Donna Geneen 6-2, 6 1.

Number four single player K

Bd out in a heart breaker against

Lara Korrell 5-7, 7-6. 6-3.

I'mass was also victorious at second

itolitlli M Xenapoulou teamed up with

Shizuko Yamasaki. to avoid a doubles

.»H. 6-4

Hartford i- i viia i ompet ili\ e team."

-.nd UaMMM toach Kdwin Gentzler

I mass, now with two wins against three

losses, hopes to bounce back to the 500

mark as they travel to Central Connecticut~~,;»„.„ n«t*. mark as thev travel to Central!
Nonetheless, on a more positi\e note,.Mimimit.. » State University on Thursday

UMass' Vanessa Xenapoulou was able to » ^^

^"^^^
< ollrtftan Sir |>ho«o

Hartford won 6-3

UM harriers fail
• Iona Col. upstages UMass
By KEITH BENNETT
Collegian Correspondent

Sometimes what vou don't know can hurt you.

The Univeisitv of Massachusetts men's cross country

team learned this lesson the hard way on Saturday when

lona College, a relatively unknown college in upstate New

York, travelled to Amherst this weekend and outran the

Minutemen on their own course.

Prior to the meet. UMass coach Ken O'Brien admitted

that he knew very little about Iona's team He did expect

that thev would field a strong team

Iona proved to be quite strong as they scored 31 points

to the Minutemen's 41 points Northeastern University

finished third in the tri meet with 48 points

Iona's Mel Hilliard and Pat Mulvaney finished first and

,,-hI respectively, over the five mile course They both

finished with an identical time of 25:50

.),,. vas the top finisher for UMass for the second

He finished third overall in a time of 2.

Northeastern'! fir* runner was Dino Dihiaso. finishing

fourth in 26 minutes even.

Tom Degnan <26:05i was the second I. Mass finisher «

a fifth place overall Rounding out the top five for UMass

was Gerry Squires (26:54 1 in eighth plate. -John Kaach

(27-13) in 12th place, and Tom Walsh (27:16) in 13th place

•They surprised in both [UMass and Northeastern],

O'Brien said of Iona's first place finish. "I didn t know

a- much about them as I did about Northeastern^

The winning time on Saturday was 30 seconds faster

than the winning time of the previous week. Many of the

UMass runners, including Corso and Degnan, improved

their times significantly over the previous weeks

performances.

Perhaps the most encouraging news of the day was the

strong finishes of several UMass freshmen. Not only are

Raach and Walsh helping the team in their first season,

but Craig Cormier (27:24) and Kevin Greenhalgh (27:39)

are also running well and contributing, according to

O'Brien. ,_.. m ,
~ .

The next meet for the Minutemen will be Friday. Oct.

5 against Connecticut and Providence.

,
succeed

• Women beat Springfield

By DAN WETZEL
Collegian Correspondent

On Saturday afternoon the University of Massachusetts

women's cross country team improved its record to 2-1

when it defeated Springfield College 22 36.

"We really dominated the race," said head coach Julie

LaFreniere. "It was a great meet for us. Springfield was

never really in it."

UMass was again lead by Becky Johnson who won the

3 1 mile race with a time of 18:55. Johnson held off a late

surge by Springfield's top runner to win by two seconds

"(The Springfield runner] made up a lot of ground at

the end." said LaFreniere. "But Becky turned it on and

and won fairly easily. Becky came through again for us.

I am very pleased with her performance."

Also coming in with big performances for UMass were

Cathy Crocker and Michelle St.Laurent, who finished

third" and fourth, respectively. Crocker finished in 19:13

while St.Laurent came in a second later.

it was good to see St. Laurent and Crocker perform to

then potential." said LaFreniere 'They really cranked

it up to finish strong."

Rounding out the UMass top five were Mo Meldrim, who

finished sixth overall, and Kathy Holt, who ended up

eighth overall. Kellv Liljebald, who was not expected to

run due to an ankle injury, finished in 9th place^Dana

Goldfarb also ran with an ankle injury and finished 1 1th.

"Dana and Kelly were cleared to run on Friday." said

LaFreniere. "They competed with ankle boots on and both

put in great effort."

Goldfarb's ankle swelled up after the race; she will

benefit from a break in the schedule. The team's next race

is not until Oct. 5 when it meets the Connecticut and Pro

vidence College. LaFreniere is looking forward to two hard

weeks of training which should lower the team's times.

"Right now the team looks great," said LaFreniere. "We

are very happy with the season so far. I just hope we can

get healthy and stay there."

Volleyball
looks ahead
By JENNIFER ABAT1
and FELICE COHEN
Collegian Correspondents

The University of Massachusetts volleyball team

returned from Central Connecticut Thursday night

greatly disappointed. The match included four games

with the Minutewomen winning only the second

UMass had a new line up for the first game The team

started off slow and played very tentative.

"We were sluggish." said Coach Carol Ford The

game was lost 1 15. The competition for the UMass

women on Thursday was strong and aggressive

"Central's serving was tough, so it was a tough

game," added Ford. The Minutewoman were victorious

in the second game with a score of 15 5.

•We forced errors and played outstanding defense.

she said UMass was leading for most of the third game

but fell short in the end. Central Connet.cut took the

lead and won 15-8.

Thev served tough," Ford stated "Our passes were

not effective and once again we played tentative of

I. mm." The Minutewoman lost the match with I scon

of 6 15 in the fourth game.

"We didn't put the ball away. We need to put much

work into serving, but that's not unusual for a young

team." said Ford. The new setter for the team. Kathy

Smith was outstanding, according to Ford. "She did a

great job. .,

"Although we lost, good things did happen in this

match. It was very exciting," said Ford. The aim for

the team is to have everything working together by

mid-season. ,— . ., .,w . _

"That's a reasonable goal for us, Ford said. Were

just going to keep slugging."

The Minutewomen face Brown at 7 p.m. tonight as

they continue to maintain their court composure.

"Our main goal now is to work on cleaning up our

transitional skills." said Ford. "We have to work on

moving from offense to defense and defense to offense

Ford is still very optimistic about her 2-10 team. She

said it's still early in the «e«l,pJONTINL,ED QN PAGE 1.

It will be partly sunny

in the afternoon with

temperatures betwee

72-75 degrees.

E MASSACHUSETTS DAILY

T
Read what George

Lentz has to say about

Martin Scorsese's

GoodFellas. Page 5.

The Minutemen basket-

ball team lands another

top high school recruit.

Page 12.
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CLT opponents launch campaign at UMass
„ _~™. DDA™ RosenbergsaiditiscrucialforstatevoterstostopAnder would *•*•_•*£'?*52^^1^^ beforeBy KENDRA PRATT
Collegian Staff

Student opponents of the Citizen for Limited Taxation

ballot question launched a high visibility campaign last

night to promote voter registration at the University of

Massachusetts of Amherst and surrounding communities.

lost people don't know what the real agenda of CI. I

d State Rep. Stanley Rosenberg I D Amherst). "Us

not to limit what th.- state spends and the budget but to

privatize w hat the state government does, turning UMass

into a private university

The CLT petition, which will appear on the Nov 6 elec

tion ballot as question number three, is a referendum

question which would rollback Kate tax id fee in

creases to 1988 levels. The rollback would not include any

public higher education tuition hikes or fee increas-

the last three years. ,*-«* %.

Barbara Anderson, the executive director of ( LI
,
has

said in a p: Ikgkm interview that ballot q

HOB number three would limit state expenditures thus giv-

ing the newly elected governor a tool for governmental

ructuring if the question passes.

Rosenberg said it is crucial for state voters to stop Ander

son's growing political power in the upcoming election.

He criticized CLT's Libertarian Party restructuring ideas

which he said would turn all state services and programs,

except the police, the courts and the militia, into the

private sector.

You wouldn't recognize Massachusetts if [CLT] pass,

he said. "Your future at this University depends on the

outcome of [the CLT petition]."

Student Trustee Angus McQuilken and Natasha

EHephiue, Student Government Association president,

have arranged several picketing and leafleting event-

both local and statewide, to inform Massachusetts v.
•

of what a drastic impact question three could hav.

public higher education.

The Board of Regents of Higher Education have

, st i mated that I 'Mass-Amherst would lose $28,427,000

in state allocated funds if CLT passes which is approx

imately 20 percent of the Universitv s budget. The

regents' estimate does not take into account the double

impact CLT could have since the University would have

already spent almost half of its oudget before the rollback" . Al_ . „ ^-mm^m aireadv spent aimosi nan ui n» uuub^v "^-"- —
I
ucturing if the question passes. »ire*uy ^

^

MassPIRG goes door to door in dorms

Looks for 1000 students to register for November 6 election
ft e A- * * ** *L..*MnAllpm

By MAURA CANAVAN
Collegian Correspondent

The University of Massachusetts chapter of the

Massachusetts Public Interest Research Group canvass-

ed doortodnorjn^do^

( oilman photo by K.A. Burke

Deidre Cummings

of getting 1000 students to "pledge-to-register" themselves

on October 2 and 3 for the November 6th election.

Some 200 students attended MassPIRGs first general

meeting where members presented other goals for this

year, one of which is a major voter registration drive on

October 2 and 3.

"We are trying to break our record and get 5000 ne*

voters." said Preston Holmes. Project Coordinator for

Voter Registration

"The more people we have, the more social change is

possible." said Kira Sanbonmatsu, a MassPIRG member.

Thev also proposed an on-campu- recycling program

which will begin with a petition for students to promise

to recycle Scott Powers, the on-campus recycling coor

dinator. said the program will probably involve a white

paper drive and refundable vending machine for

aluminum cans. ,

MassPIRG will also work to pass the statewide rec>cl

ing bill this vear. They will sponsor a statewide Lobby

Day in November, sending 10 students from the Univer

sitv campus, "to talk one on one with legislators said

coordinator Aaron Pearlman "We are also going to look

for endorsements from professors, businesses, communi

ty organizations and possibly some administration en

CONTINUED ON PAGb 6

would take effect on December b. 1990.

Rosenberg said Universitv administrators would be ton

ed to either raise tuition by $2,000 per stud.nt m

semester or lav off 750-1250 UMass employees to oompefl

sate for the budget losses caused by the CLT petition pa

ing McQuilken said students will begin holding ant.

CLT signs on the Calvin Coolidge bridge on Route 9 this

Friday and every other Friday before election d

Anti CLT puk.-ts have been scheduled I

Boston University football game this Satui

Homecoming game on I r 13. There will also b

statewide student picket oi CLT hoadquartei s on Boston

Common on October 12

Rosenberg encouraged student- to COOM to the n

Amherst Town Dem.*

a

headquarte. - on October 1 between 9 80 p m U> si^n up

for volunteer work

Student opponents to the CLT petiti Bed

Massachusetts Public Interest Research Group effort to

Ml 1 (xtti students to pledge to re k JgW
by Circulating through the Southwest Residential

svith registration information

remains in ICU
after accident
By KELLY CONGDON
Collegian Correspondent

Lorenzo Sutton, University of Massachusetts all t.m,

basketball scoring leader, was still m critical condition

yesterdav at Bav StaH M dw ..I Tenter in Springfield

after he was struck this weekend by I car M North

Pleasant Street

Hospital officials said Sutton remaina m the mten-

rive care unit for head injuri.- be N stained during the

accident

A 21 year old Framingham woman was Cited loi

ing the scene of I personal injury accident

operating to endanger, according to pnl.ce -.poke^n. n

Police refused to release the dm I Hit pending

the completion of an investigation Investigators plann-

ed to question passengers in the woman I vehicle and

the people walking with Sutton

Sutton had returned to the Universitv last

to complete his bachelor's degTee by December.

Duke cuts another $310m
Bv JONATHAN YENKIN
The Associated Press

BOSTON (AP) - Governor Dukakis

said yesterday that gloomy economic

forecasts have forced him to slash

another $310 million from the state

budget, which will bring cuts to welfare

and health care programs.

The latest action comes on top of ap

proximately $400 million in cuts that

were already ordered earlier this year

by the Legislature and Dukakis, hoping

to fix a fiscal 1991 budget that has refus

ed to stay in balance.

"We are bound and determined to be

ahead of the curve and not behind it,"

Dukakis said.

The $310 million in cuts will include

$164 million from selected ad

ministrative accounts, and new across

the board cuts of at least four percent on

hundreds of line items in the Executive

Branch.
Dukakis did not touch local aid to

cities and towns because he did not have

the authority. But he said he will ask

lawmakers to make more cuts as

necessary, adding "everything has got

to be on the table."

Among the cuts will be the elimina

tion of a state fuel assistance subsidy for

low income residents. Also, in the area

of public assistance, the cuts will

eliminate a general relief category for

people over age 45 who lack significant

work history.

The plans will close soldiers homes in

Chelsea and Holyoke and place

residents in alternative long term care

facilities.
CONT1NUED QN PAGE 2

Times in the BCC discussed
Methods of group are called into question

_ . /-. • TA * ,» tK»

Editors note. This is the *co*d is a aeries

of articles addressing the Boston Church of

Christ

By JULIE LIVINGSTONE
Collegian Staff

The Boston Church of Christ, un^

affiliated with the United Churches of

Christ, was started by evangelist Kip

McKeen m 1979. Dismissed from a local

church near Eastern Illinois State College,

McKeen traveled to Massachusetts, taking

over the Lexington Church of Christ. With

"plantings" across the globe, including

South Africa. Rome. New York and now

Massachusetts, former members of the

church in this area say high pressure tac

tics and guilt-inducement drove them from

the group.

Mark Berard. a Ph.D. student in the

Polymer Science Department at the

Universitv of Massachusetts said lv •

testing the waters of his faith when he •

asked by a fellow student in the spring of

1987 to attend a bible study. "My daughter

was born in January and I think that

might have made me more open to going

to this type of thing.'' Berard said

One tactic that the church has been BC

cused of utilizing is proselytizing or con

verting - and high pressure recruitment

-discipling - to maintain a high number

of members The initial approaches from

members tend to center around secular ac

tivities. Later, individuals may be asked to

attend bible studies.

Connie Escobar. I second year stud, nt at

Amherst College, lived in Amherst over the

summer so that she could conduct

biological research and was approached

CONTINUED ON PAGE 3
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Dukakis
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

"There's no way we're going to make

[the cuts] without affecting services to

people," Dukakis said. "I'm sorry that's

the case."

The steps will mean further cuts in

state jobs, which have been reduced by

almost 9,000 full-and-part-time posi

tions, Dukakis said. That figure should

exceed 10,000 by the time the cutting

is done, he added.

The $154 million in cuts ordered by

Dukakis earlier affected dozens of ac-

counts. Those include cuts in state-

assisted day care, scholarships for

higher education plus tighter restric-

tions for Medicaid recipients.

Another item hanging over the state's

revenue picture is the Citizens for

Limited Taxation ballot petition that

would sharply cut state taxes and fees.
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(^CONCERNED ABOUT AN~p
N

-» EATING PROBLEM * [

Anorexia Nervosa, Bulimia,

Compulsive Eating

Help Yourself or Someone You Care About

THE
WORLD
Student & Faculty Fares

Presenting:

London
Paris

San Jose C.R.

Bangkok
Hongkong
Tokyo

nou«e fv* »o" «• vo*t turn* •>

$370
410
378
929
849
759

T«i««n«inciuO»d H»«f«tcOO» apCy *»'•»

toDjact to cnanfl* 0"« —y* ava-atca
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EURAIL PASSES ISSUED ON THE S*OT!

FREE SludaM Traval Cataiogua

Council Travd
mi «»«« •>

When:

Where:

Time:

How to Recognize an

Eating Disorder In

Yourself or Someone Else

and How to Help. SL

Wednesday, September 26, Cfe

1990

UMASS, Campus Center,

Room 917

3:30-5:00 p.m.

4<»»»<M1
Mm »v«

New England s largest college daily newspaper Circulation

21 000 Published every weekday during the calendar

semester The Massachusetts Daily Collegian is a Registered

Student Organization o! the University ot Massachusetts

i/I

|»or Cawog tadar •*» Vh»'MC m COO

1
O.fWtfiUOO* nii^'aaja—
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OPEN TO THE FIVE COLLEGE COMMUNITY
No Registration Necessary

For more info: 549-2671 ext.181

Sponsored by:

UMASS EATING DISORDER NETWORK

A*
for the teacher.

OUTSTANDING
TEACHER AWARD
THE COLLEGE OF FOOD AND NATURAL RESOURCES

invites students and faculty to submit
nominations for the 1990-91 award

NOMINATION FORMS ARE AVAILABLE IN

ROOM 111 STOCKBRIDGE HALL
OR IN DEPARTMENTAL OFFICES

Faculty in the following departments are eligible for nomination:

READ UP TO 25,000 WORDS
A MINUTE!

PhotoReading
• Reduce reading time
• Improve comprehension and retention
• Cover more material in less time
• Extract key concepts from books in 2-3 minutes
• Enhance your memory

Begins October 12

Student discount/payment plans available

SATISFACTIONGUARANTEED!
call 413/259-1248 for information

New England Institute for Neuro-Linguistic Programming
RFD #3, Pratt Corner Road, Amherst, MA 01002-SS05

5n
a u

SAYS:

Entomology

Food Science

Home Economics

Nutrition

Plant Pathology

Resource Economics

Forestry and Wildlife Management

Hotel, Restaurant and Travel Adminis.

Landscape Architecture and Regional Plan.

Plant and Soil Sciences

Veterinary and Animal Sciences

KEEP AN

DID YOU KNOW:

ON SUGAR!!

• The average American consumes about

115 pounds the sugar each year

•Most of the sugar we eat comes from pro-

cessed foods—about 70%!!

Stop by the table on the CC Concourse today,

play the sugar game and win!!!

Division of Health Education and University Vending Services

LOCAL
Amherst cuts
water rates,

savesUM money
By CHRIS MUTHER
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts will save $270,000 this

year because of a decision made last week by the town

of Amherst to cut water rates, according to a town

spokesperson.

The reduction, according to town officials, was intend-

ed to help the University save money to enable it to start

a campus wide recycling program by April 1, 1991, but

it is unclear what effect this savings will have on the

delayed program.

In a statement issued yesterday, Vice Chancellor of Ad-

ministration and Finance Paul Page said although the

University was "pleased" at the reduction in the bill, he

b unsure what effect, if any, it will have on the recycling

program.
"Our request for a deferment from participating in that

[recycling! program was based on financial restrictions im

posed by by an initial $6 million dollar state budget reduc-

tion,'' he said. "Since our original request for a deferment,

we have been informed by the Massachusetts Board of

Regents that we must take an additional $4.2 million

reduction."

At an Amherst Board of Health meeting two weeks ago.

the University was denied an 18-month extension to im-

plement a campus wide recycling program to July 1, 1992

and is now required to submit a recycling plan by

December 1 and implement the plan by April 1. 1991.

Other businesses and institutions in Amherst face the

same deadline.

Last summer, the University was set to launch a

$400,000 recycling plan before the first of two four per

cent, across-the board cuts eliminated the program.

Page added the anticipated savings from the water rates

will be factored into all aspects of the latest four percent

cut. not just recycling.

"While we recognize recycling as an important and wor-

thy undertaking. we shall continue to explore all other

aspects of our trash removal program, along with the cam

pus' other critical needs and commitments.'' he said.

}', t,r Wozniak. director of the Physical Plant, refused

to comment on the program.

UMass produces an estimated 5000 tons of trash year,

two percent is currently recycled. Under the plan imp-

ed bv the Board of Health. UMass would be required to

recycle 20 25 percent of the recyclable waste materials pro

duced If the University fails to meet the deadline or the

goal, a penalty will be imposed that has not yet been deter

mined by the Board of Health.

I i>llr|(ian photo h> Tom San«l\«

PLAYING WITH THE DUCKS - Junior Fisheries/Biology major Marc Colletti spends his

free time yesterday afternoon at the Campus Pond feeding ducks.

Vigil to be held to protest EWC cuts
By AMY HENRY
Collegian Staff

A candlelight vigil will be held tonight to raise an

awareness about the three positions being cut from the

Everywoman's Center, a spokeswoman from the Graduate

Student Senate said.

"A vigil is a symbolic gesture of the experiences of

women on campus and women who were not able to come

back because of budget cuts." Sara Lyon. Executive Of

ficer of GSS. said. "It is important to demonstrate the need

for women's space on campus."

Positions cut were the Coordinator of the Counseling

Program, the Public Relations and Outreach Program.

and the Bridge Program. This brings a total ut of

nine programs that have been cut in the past four years.

The Counseling Program provided free counseling lor

all women. An EWC fact sheet stated last year more than

1,400 women requested services.

The Public Relations and Outreach Program provided

I liaison with the campus and the community An EWC

fact sheet stated it publicized EWC events and created

visibility and accessibility

The Bridge Program provided services for multiply op

pressed women such as women of color. la-Man, and

disabled women.
Lyon said that the cuts to the EWC are not ju

"women's issue" and that everyone can get involved to

show their support of the EWC.
"Anyone who is concerned about what is happenm

the EWC, status of women and minontu s ->n eampui

general lack of student input into the Division ofStudent

Affairs should come to this vigil." she -aid.

Holding the vigil and getting involved with ml

,,! support of the EWC are important U *•

said.

"A mM of empowerment can he gained among corn-

ed parties she said

The vigil will be held at 7 p.m on the campus pond

The Student Government Association and 1

1

the coordinators ot the vigil. For further information call

the SGA 545 0841 or GSS at 396.

Shelter Sunday sets goal
Raising $30,000 is the goal of Shelter

Sundav. organized hy the Amherst

Friends of the Homeless according to a

volunteer coordinator.

According to Hill Boss, the second an

nual fund-raising event hopes to have

300 volunteers October 14 to collect

donations for Rosemarys Place, an

emergency shelter for women in

Amherst.
Last year's Shelter Sunday involved

200 volunteers and raised nearly

$20,000 which helped the Friends* fund

the opening of Rosemary's Place.

The Amherst Friends of the Homeless

is 90 percent privately funded. Boss

said, and therefore it is not dependent

on state funding as are many local

shelters. The publicly funded shelters

are facing difficulty due to state finan

cial troubles and this makes privately

funded shelters very important accor-

ding to Boss.

Volunteers will be sent out in groups

to canvas local neighborhoods on Sun

day October 14 from 1 to 5 p.m.

Volunteers should contact Hill Boss at

253-5296 or sign up at the table in the

Campus Center Concourse on

September 26 & 27. Volunteers may

also sign up at the VIBES office, room

100 SBA in the Thatcher Cluster Office.

—Marc Ritchie

Peace program receives grant

BCC
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

during the Wednesday evening movie on

the Amherst Common while waiting for a

friend. .

Initially the questions asked were or

dinary but Escobar said she still found the

approach odd. She eventually consented to

attend services in Northampton and the bi

ble studies.

While on vacation in her home in

Chicago, she was contacted by a member

from the Chicago area Church of Christ

and asked to attend meetings. She did.

Escobar said a member called her this

semester as she was writing a paper for a

class one evening and said. "Connie. I

challenge you to attend a bible study.

When she asked whether they meant Now,

they said yes, and if she answered no they

told her she was actually saying no to God.

Methods of the church also include one

on-one discipling. For instance, a man

might approach a man while a woman will

be approached by another woman. During

bible study sessions, it is common for a pair

of members to discuss the bible with a non

member, continually mentioning their

"selfishness" and "pridefulness."

Jo-Anne Vanin, dean of students at

UMass said, "The information I have about

the recruitment methods are of concern to

me. I want to ensure our students that they

are free to say 'No' if they are continually

pressured to join groups."

Vanin explained that her office's con

cerns lie not with doctrine, but rather with

methods of recruitment. "Any student who

feels they've been harassed, should come

in and talk to the dean of students office."

By MARK HENSLEY
Collegian Correspondent

The Five College Peace and World

Security Studies Program recently receiv-

ed a five-year, $350,000 grant from the

McArthur Foundation of Chicago which

will be used to supplement its Five College

Consortium funding.

The program, directed by Professor

Michael Klare. was founded in 1983 at "the

height of the nuclear freeze movement" by

a group of Five College professors who, ac-

cording to Klare, perceived a need to in

crease student and faculty awareness of

and concern for the international issues of

war and peace."

Klare said the program has an annual

budget of $250,000 which is used to spon

sor such University of Massachusetts

courses as Citizenship in the Nuclear Age'

and 'Representations of War and Peace.'

In addition to the program's curricular

activities, part of its budget is also

dedicated to providing stipends for students

who do internships with agencies or con

gressmen in the area of peace and >ecunt\

.ginally. the program focused 0B

nuclear hut in response tO the in

mination of the arms race and the

expand the program '• -ope. the focu

the program has been rethought

The program. Klare said, will now spend

more time studying North-South conflict,

regional conflicts such as in Middle E

nuclear and chemical weapons prolifera-

tion, nationalism and ethnicity, and "other

causes of conflict such as hunger and en

vironmental iaaBJ

The program is sponsoring two upcoming

events which are open to the public. The

first consists of a faculty panel which will

discuss the Middle East crisis, and is tak

ing place tonight at 8 p.m. in 103 Md
nell at Smith College

The second is a lecture hy .Janne Nolan

of the Brookings Institute of Washington

D.C. entitled The Peril of Third World

Ballistic Missies.' It will be held on October

3rd in Thompson 102 at the University of

Massachusetts.

Woman followed by man in car

A women motorist reported to police Sun-

day that she was followed from the center

of Amherst to campus by a man. who had

offered her a ride and made sexual remarks

to her.

Police searched the area for the vehicle

but were unsuccessful.

LARCENY
• A man reported to police Sunday that

someone entered his unlocked room and

stole $30 from his wallet

• Police said a Thatcher resident reported

the theft of a compact disc player and a

compact disc. It was not known if the room

was locked. The estimated value is $413

_ By PRESTON P. FORMAN
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Lizottes Tobacco Shop
76 Main St

Northampton. MA
Tel. 584-2812

COMPLETE LINE
OF

IMPORTED AND
CLOVE CIGARETTES

Did you know
you can get

CONTACT LENS CARE

at the University

Health Services?

• We offer a broad array of contact

lenses with a large in-house

inventory.

• Soft, soft toric, gas permeable,

flexible wear, and tinted

disposable, lenses are available.

• All fittings are done by eye

doctors with experience in contact

lens care and solving contact lens

problems.

• Emphasis is placed on your ocular

health and professional service.

• We take great pride in being able

to fit many people who have had

difficulty in the past wearing

contact lenses.

Monday 8:30 am - 7 pm
Tuesday - Friday 8:30 am - 5 pm

Convenient On Campus Location

For Appointments or Questions

Call: 549-2600

COMPUTER
SUPPLIES

Diskettes •Paper •Labels
Related Products

WHALEN
STATIONERS

Main St Amherst/Northampton
256-3120 58*3794

r

screen graphics
QUALITY SILK SCREENED SPORTSWEAR

AT REASONABLE PRICES
T-SMIRTS SWEAT SHIRTS CAPS JACKETS
APRONS GOLF SHIRTS TEAMSHIHIS

COMPUTE* 6IAPHICS
16 ARMORY STREET

NORTHAMPTON, MA 01060

(413) 564-2124 1-600-287-2124

5©cY^
SeVv

*

THE BACK ROOM
tofy

Sat. Sept 22, Miller Giveaways
& D.J. all night

Mondays 25c hot dogs during the game

Cable TV - Major Sports Channels

• Entertainment Saturday Nights

Thursday and Friday Night Free Hors D'oeuv res

COCKTAILS*FULL BAR*MUNCHIES
•POOL TABLE *

LUNCH (soup, salad, sandwiches)
limited dinner menu

3? SteU, SUttt, BeUeAt^^ VB-^W
Rte. 202 **~* ~>u r u

(Behind C & C Health and Fitness)

WRITE

COLLEGIAN

o%7

57 North Pleasant Street

253-5141

and

Come Celebrate Samuel
Adams Night-Tonight!

8-12

Free Prizes-Hats, Shirts, Keychaxns

Beer of the Month

Rolling Rock $p*K. $7.25

—Drink of the Week

The Five College Program In

World Security

Presents:

THE MIDDLE EAST CRISES
A Faculty Panel

Wednesday, September 26th

Vincent Ferraro, Mount Holyoke College

Karen Pfeiffer, Smith College

Hormoz Shahdadi, Mount Holyoke College

McConnell 103, 8:00 p.m.

Smith College

Captain Morgan and Coke $P*^ $1.75

Check out our new
expanded menu

This event is free and open to the public. For more
information call PAWSS at 549-4600, ext. 519
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Scorsese scores a hit with brutal GoodFellas
By GEORGE LENTZ
Collegian Staff

Martin Scorsese's GoodFellas not only stakes the claim

as the greatest of all gangster pictures but also achieves

the status of an American masterpiece. Nobody exposes

the destructive side of the American Dream better than

Scorsese, and with GoodFellas he completes the trilogy

he began with Mean Streets and Raging Bull.

Based upon the real life experiences of mafia informant

Nicholas Pileggi, GoodFelias jolts you with its hyperac

tive pace and cinema verite tactics: Scorsese is always

roaming with hand held, tracking, craning and zooming

shots that shove you right into the vortex of this brutal,

self-destructive lifestyle.

And be warned—GoodFellas is not for the squeamish: its

many brutal murders are handled with the utmost realism

as Scorsese makes it painfully clear that if you get involv-

ed with these guys you can get killed anywhere and at

any time.

Ray Liotta is Pileggi's alter ego, a half-Irish, half-

Sicilian kid from a bad family who's looking for some ex-

t-itement in his dead-end life. Against his mother's wishes.

the kid ditches school to work for mob boss Paul Sorvino

and in no time works his way up from parking cars to sell-

ing contraband. But the kid is still an errand boy until

he proves his loyalty by taking a "pinch" from the cops

and dummying up. As he leaves the courtroom with mob

buddy Robert De Niro, the whole organization waits out

side to embrace the kid, congratulating him for "break

ing his cherry."

What's most surprising and ultimately horrifying about

this scene is that we actually envy the kid. This is

Scorsese's genius at work, exposing us to our true feel

ings: he knows we're repulsed by these people antt yet

turned on by what they're doing. It's a release to watch

these characters revel in a manner that defies the laws

and social mores that often oppress our own innate de-

The overall experience is as frightening as it is

exhilarating.

Credit much of GocHiFellas energy to Liotta. De Niro and

the brilliant Joe Pesci for forging three of the greatest mob
characterizations the screen has ever seen Petri is

especially chilling as the volatile hitman who shoots

bartenders for not serving cocktails fast enough. But when

Pesci blows up in a heated exchange and kills a rival mob
boss, their roller coaster ride begins to plunge vieiou.-lv

downhill amid a cloud of drugs and women as their trust

disintegrates into paranoid suspicion.

UQoodFelUu is superior film to The Godfather(* \de

ly considered the best of the genrei. it's only because ( lop

pola's film imploded, dealing more with the alienating el

fects of unlimited power rather than its explosive side

Al Pacino's Michael CorleOM preferred to sip from the

fountain of power, ingesting its strength as he withdrew

into his frozen conscience. Liotta's Henry Hill is quite the

opposite, looking for the quick buzz and wallowing in im

mediate gratification before suffering th» comwquencos
of overindulgence.

Scorsese follows the gangster genre arch from sue

to failure with dynamic precision. It's a far more compel!

ing and probing look at mob psychology than any film

before it and stands as an even g] l
\. Lit ion of the

darker side of human nature

Skilled guitarist Kaukonen
belts out the basic blues
By JOHN PUR1N
and ALYSSA MARCHESE
Collegian Correspondents

Jorma Kaukonen
Iron Horse
Monday, Sept. 25

Although somewhat overshadowed by

the more famous and perhaps more

photogenic Grace Slick, Former Jefferson

Airplane guitarist Jorma Kaukonen was at

the core of their particular brand of acid

rock. But if you listen closely to those old

slabs of vinyl, past all the wah-wah pedals

and oh so-trippy sounds, Kaukonen was

still one hell of a guitar player. At the

root of his style was a love for folk music

and delta blues. That was the direction

Kaukonen took when he formed Hot Tuna

with bassist Jack Casady. and that's essen-

tially what he played Monday night at the

Iron Horse.

REVIEW

However, there were also moments that

oVm d the musical experimentation

that made San Francisco famous. The

verses of many songs were broken up by

melodic improvisations and time changes

that in thew own way were as freewheel

ing as any avant garde jazz. Kaukonen

plays in a finger picking style that is full

and accomplished, hut never sounds too

flashy or cluttered.

The show opened with "Hesitation

Blues," a Hot Tuna classic which was un

fortunately marred by problems with the

sound system. Th i - w as followed by "Un-

cle Sam Blues," an ominous traditional

tune rearranged by Kaukonen during the

nam era and which has a chilling

relevance today, thanks to the magic of

geo-politic-

"I'm gonna do some fighting/Of that I can

be sure! want to kill somebody Won't have

to break some kind of law," This was

followed by the chiming chords of the op

timistic 'III be all right
"

Towards the end of the set, Kaukonen
was joined on stage by guitarist Michael

Falzarno. The two played together on

several tunes, including Third Week in the

Chelsea." the evening's only Airplane

number.
This was followed by "Welkin" Blues

and "Death Don't Have no Mercy
"

Especially in the latter song, Kaukonen

pulled out some scorching lead lines. Both

of these songs are also covered by fellow-

San Franciscans the Grateful Dead, but

Kaukonen expresses more true gritty bluea

power than the over pretty melodies of

Jerry Garcia, or the narcissistic posing of

Bob Weir ever could.

The blues is about suffering, but it is also

about redemption and good times. The Iron

Horse is an ideal place for such music:

something about all that wood makes it a

perfect location to sip some suds while a

talented bluesman strums and picks.

At moments the playing was somewhat

ragged or meandering, but Kaukonen pro

ved that 10 years after leaving the

Airplane, he can still fly all over the frets

And he has a gold tooth to boot

The show was opened with a pleasant set

hy Bluegrass singer and guitarist Roy
Rookhind.T. The high point of his perfor

mance an affective version of

"Statesboro Blues." a song made famous

by the Allman Brothers.

Choreographers visit campus
Contribute to UMass winter dance concert

By JEN SIEGEL
Collegian Staff

It may be too soon to think about

winter but it isn't too soon to think

about this year's winter dance concert

h\ the University of Massachu>ett-

dancers In addition to this year's con

tributions. the performance will feature

pieces choreographed by visiting arti

from past years.

Frank Chavez was the first guest at

the University from September 5-9 and
offered a piece of jazz flavor called

"Tender Feat." Chavez has taught

workshops and classes throughout
Japan and the United States and is cur

rently in his third year as a dancer with

Hubbard Street Dance Company
William Soleau, at UMass from

September 16-29 has a ballet piece in

the works and as yet. it is untitled.

Originally a dancer, he is now a

freelance choreographer and as a stu-

dent at Amherst College in the early

70s, he participated in the Five Coll.

Program by taking classes at the UMass
Dance Department After graduating

from Amherst with a B.A. in Art

History - the College would not

recognize Soleau's dance credits for a

major - he went to New York City and

started dancing in the Joyce Trishler

Danscompan His first big

choreographing break came when he

was asked to be the resident

choreographer for the Dwuus Wayne
Dancers Soleau was also dancing and

touring with this company and in a few

years decided to stay on
choreographer only, allowing him-
time to do work on other projecti Hi-

urn to the Universit\ w.as in part a

favor to his mentor Richard JoMft, if

tistic director of the University Dancers,

Soleau credits Jones with playn.

major role in his professional life, both

by encouraging him, as his teacher, to

travel to New York and then by giving

criticism and advice a> his friend Com
ing back. Soleau said. "1 wante<i

back what I got from the In,

(both in terms of instruction and
uragt-mentj."

Jones said someone who once

through the dance program and who i-

now a professional can be "a tremen

dous incentive for the students

here." Soleau's work, which will Hi

from his eclectic background,

dedicated to the memory of Seth

Kreisberg. a professor from the School

Of Educat ion who passed aw a> la

"It will be about life, death and mo* ing

on."

Laura Glenn i*; at the liuv.

from < I urrenth

tistic director of Laura Glenn Dame and

on the faculty of the Juillani

in New York City and at Rut*.

I'niversiU Hot presentation ;

modern work entitled "Feathering

Mtfrfym/fygi

tharlie'0
I Pray Si .

Amherst- -549-5403 • Open 1 lam

7 days I Week
Kitchen open til midnight

Game Room with 2 pool tables

Tonight 25c Cheese Pizza Slices &
99c Nacho Platters

9:00p.m. — 12:00a.m.

Drink of the Week Bwr of th« Month

Rum and Coke $1 75 *»••'• ul" *> 7*

»as

MENTAL HEALTH FALL 90

Groups offer skill enhancement and support in

specific areas of life. They offer an opportunity to

explore an area for growth with other students who

have similar concerns. Groups offered this fall:

EXPLORING LESSIAN, GAY, H-SEXUAL IDENTITY Tues 7 8 30 pm

'.•-•.•.•.•.

Mon. 10 cent Mozzarella Sticks 9pm- 12am

Tues. 10 cent Buffalo Wings 9pm-12am

Wed 25cenl Pizza Slices and 99 cent Nachos 9pm- 12am

Thurs 10 cent Beer Steamed Baby Franks 8pm- 10pm

Sundav 10 cent Potato Skins 9om-12am

WE ACCEPT MC-VISA-AMEX

i i i I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I

BUILDING RELATIONSHIP SKILLS

INCREASING SELF-ESTEEM

ADULT CHILDREN OF ALCOHOLICS

Tues 5:30-7:00 pm

Tues 1-2 30 pm

I (Beginner*) Thurs 3-4:30 pm
II (Advanced) Wed 3:30-5:00

All groups begin in October and require pre-registration.

For information about when the groups meet or registration

call 545-2337 or stop by 127 Hills North.
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MassPIRG
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

A postcard drive will also be initiated in which

MassPIRG hopes 5000 students will send post-cards to

legislators, asking them to support the bill, said Pearlman.

Co-coordinators Jodi Bornstein and Eileen Klein are

sponsoring an Environmental Elementary Education pro

gram that will teach children about recycling, clean air,

clean water and household toxins. "We will go to area

elementary schools and teach kids about what's going on

with the environment," said Klein.

23 2& s jskJs

AEROBICS

e Times a Day
Classes are held Mon-Fri at

8 am-noon-4 pm-5 pm-6 pm-7 pm
r-,«s to &J $35 00/20 t f $60 00 30 to'

'

MON - FRI

• Separate. Private Aerobics Room
• State of the Art Neo Shock Floor

• Super Sound System

Experienced & Enthusiastic instructors

^t^-^Uhff

Dr. Virginia D. Harper D.C.

•Dedicated I -vmptom'

• I - H \ Pr.v e S1 N

Amherst. Mai 01002
4".

Who's been making
Amherst's finest

pizza since 1967?

• I mquntjm l»rm» mail

Route 9 on ihe

Amhersl/Hadley line

Easy to get to by

Car or bus

/ ELL*!

f^Pizza J

549-1311 2539051

65 University Drive, Amherst

•••< •••••••• »••••••' •••••••<

CARRY OUT COUPON
Buy QNE,

Get ONE

° 99*
Hi i Buy Any Large

\\\ Pizza Or 12" Pan
• Style Pizza and

Get One of eaual or

lesser toppings for 99<£'

Gooa on Carry Out only Not Good

ACCEPTING
COMPETITORS
COUPONS!

I*

!•

„-

Amherst
256-8911

DELIVERY COUPON
Buy Any Large

Pizza Or

12" Pan Style Pizza,

and get ONE
of equal or

I lesser toppings

$1.99
i delivered !

for
delivered
m 30 mm or >es$

Not gooa with any otfte* otie»

Expres 'l 3Q °0

'•••••<

DUNKIN DONUTS IT' RTH THE TRIP

GrandOpening

<f

f t -

r m

Route 9, Russell Street (next to Four Season's

Liquors), Hadley, MA
There's a brand new Dunkin Donuts' shop in your neighborhood. Where you can

enjoy the rich old fashioned flavor of our fresh made donuts, fresh brewed coffee,

muffins and other baked goods in modern surroundings. So bring in the attached

coupon and come celebrate with us today. It's a great place for a grand time.

r
FREE DONUT WHEN YOU
BUY A BIG ONE COFFEE"

-

i r
$1.00 OFF

A DOZEN DONUTS

1

Good only* w» * wum« » MadWy MA

7»«r* iv rt iiKhalril

88558'•wo OH***

op»n /«

7 ifft a Mmt

h« worth the trip.

Rle 9 RutMN Si

Madfcy MA

op»n ?4 hour*

1 (lay* • «•••*

J 1

It • worth the trip.

m» • DIMM »
MSjtJtwy MA

I

KIMDAD AUTO SALES

Rt. 9 Bclchcrtown

323-8553

Affordable Cars!

Many Cars under $1000

D.P. DOUGH
DELIVERS
CALZONES

itTo Each His Zone'

1. CHEESE
(mo/iaretla and ricotla cheasa)

2. "VEGIE"
(broccoli mushrooms, rnatzaretta and ncotta)

3. SAUSAGE
(sausage and mozaraaa)

4. "RONI"
(pepperoni mozaralta nootta and gar**)

5. "OH, ZONE"
(stack and etwaaa)

6. •SPINNER"
(spinach moziaretta »icotta. and garlic)

7 'SOUTHERN CAL...ZONE"
(hamgurg and cnaese with Mexican seasoning)

8. "HAMZONE" (Pig Out)
(bacon, ham and mouaretta cheaae)

9. 'CHICKEN PARMEZONE"
(breaded chicken w/ mo/zaretla and parmesan cheese)

10. "COMBO"
(pepperoni. sausage, peppers mushrooms, and mo//areila

11 'EGGPLANT"
(breaded eggplant, garlic, and mouarafta)

12 "MEATY"
(meatballs, onions and mozzarella)

One Calzone delivered

Two Calzones delivered

Each additional Calzone

( 06 Mass Sales Tax)

$3.81

$7.20

$3.60

DUNKIN' OONUTS ITS WORTH THE TRIP

DOUGH 256-1616 DOUGH
HOTLINE HOTLINE

DELIVERY HOURS:
M-F 4:00-2:00am

Sat. 1 1 :30am-2:00am
Sun 11:30am-1 :00am
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EDITORIAL/OPINION
_^_^__._M.tllll,,»^,>a>̂ aa»a»»»itwaia»*nTa|ayfn*aaaaa^ STES iWM'*

:he opinion: je aie those ol the individual wntet o t can
U7IB? l«n«T5Wff^twH»

University's bloody hands I yellow RIBBON... YELLOW STREAK.

Pornography destroys. Wimmin (sic I are

bleeding in the phallocentric empire, dying

in a war waged by men for men's own
benefit: as sexual slaves, objects, thing- to

lie possessed. Wimmin exist — only — for

men ^^__^____^_

Owen Broadhurst

No womon (sic> is ev< i -ale, even on our

campus — especially so — because men
been taught to think of wimmin M

something other than human, indeed

"Other*' precise

Porn is one reason why this happens Ot

course, it is symptomatic of this sickness

called society But in combatting and ac-

tually destroying a misogynist and

heterosexist institution, inroads are made

in challenging all such institutions'

legit imacv

I'Mass, however, doesn't get it. Our

"non sexist" administration, like most

good liberals, MM absolutely no conflict

between its mission and the sale of

misogynist propaganda

I'M.i-s and the Univwrtttj Store h

taken this active role m oppressing wim

min. in the i of "free speech,"

incredibly.

The fact that Ire.- speech is denied the vu

timsof pornography - how to manuals on

how to beat, abuse, slash, humiliate and

devour wimmin - dm-s not even register

I'Mass will oppress wimmin happilv.

then act appalled when wimmin are raped

on our campus UMass ignores its own

hyp failing to see that its hands

ii It fails to MM the sale of porn

as complicity

The t'ndergraduate Senate addressed

t hi- demanding of the Board of

I bodj) that has clout in the

I'mver-itv St ore's operations — some etTort

to remove the how-to rape manuals.

The Board of Governors acted predictably

- condoning sexist exploitation and the

sale of ant i womon propaganda. Like

UMass, the Board, in its failure to combat

oppression, is complicit in the crimes that

have happened on our campus.

Meanwhile, there is now word of out rage

from the Senate, which is complicit in lt-

silence.

Wimmin are living in a war zone. alw ..

subjected to sexual harassment and even

Violent* - and this is happening here. now.

right on our campus To 'combat" all this

however, the University ha> targeted the

Student Escort Service and the

Kvervwoman's Center.

This year, to complete their violent

assault on wimmin, has attacked the

Kverywomans' Center with a vengeance

again As they do this and. they take away

students' litigation rights - by removing

them from the realm of economic feasibili

ty the verv bloodthirsty University tells

men. "Hey ! Date rape is ok." By sidling

pornography, we can see where the

priorities are

When it conn- to violence against wim

min, one wonders where the leaders are.

Student leaders have done little in combat

ting it. and even less in attacking material-

promoting it

When in the University Store, complain

about the pornography. Write the Campus

Center Director, demanding he remove it

The time may well have come when the

-tudents need to see this removed

themselves, by simply taking it and

eliminating it Its very presence 1- I violent

assault, and we need to react against it

immediately

Pornography and UMsss is an

.,resMon It l- high time we "per

-u.ided" them othei w i-e

ou.'i Broadhum U a UMm* student

Everywoman's Center losses

affect student rights and community
. . Ml .1.1 II... ... , .1. .. ll,,^ „hTlii|-|llllll\

In the past few years, -i\ out of nine pro

grams offered by the Kvervwoman's Center

have been either cut or "frozen " The most

recent cuts are threatening to close the

Counseling program and Pttbtk Relations

and Outreach program

We. the undersigned BQA and I rSS ot

fleers, feel there is a difference bstWSea the

priorities of the Student Affairs Office and

the needs Of the student community

Obviou-lv. the Division of Student

I does not view the Kverywom

(enter a- | ritual to the "health, safety and

welfare'' ol the student bodv We d..

The losses in the Kverv woman - < enter

fled evervone on this campus, it 1- not ,.n

Iv women This 1 OS of

-indent rightl and administrative

priorities.

We would like to take tin- opportunity

to encourage student- to become involved

in what is happening to the Kvervwoman's

Center and in Student Att.ur-

There will be I candlelight vigil tod

Sept 26. at 7 p m on the Student I'nion

near the Campus fond

We encourage student- concerned aUuit

the KWC and Student Affair* U> make then

voices heard
now Ul -ave the Kvervwoman's

Center

Natasha Diephuis. Angus IfcQuilkeil,

Dan Chesnicha
BGA Officers

Pierre I al.ib. rti Sarah Lyon, Bruce
Tull. Mare Kenen

K\e«utive ( 'ummittiT. Graduate Stu

dent Senate

Professional journalism entertains with the art ofthe simple
° ... . L i_. Mi.f«.Kp«,.i»fanew Then with his finger in my faes It's not.my i

I spend much time arguing vvith ilxdittling.

denigrating, rti Prrfessional Journalism Intact, last

week I Professional .Journalist tri.nd and I were tak

ing cocktail- on t: nda of his home and di

ing current events over a game of darts

The crux of our dialogue was the ability of You, the

Rcadmn ami Viewing hihlu . to deal S ith the complev

Mies ot current iss

Pointing to recent event- -uch as .John Silber - vu

tar* as the Morton Dow nev -Ir Part ululate for

Governor, mv companion defended the IWessional N

tion that the public can't or won't spend time sifting

through details In short, said he. we write at a fourth

M that s What the Public Wants

mm understand what th.v do based on the Itttot

mat ion thev are grTSS Feed them simple, t*

dimensio: ant- ot world -vent- and S hat do you

I? Further, said 1. The Press aim- at peoples

hearts and wallets, not their mmd-
I brought up recent 0i the South African

^t r VI L? k! 1 1
*

igc ,.( recent unrest in reamed "Black

on Black Vm, md "Tribal Warfare!' etcetera .ul

nausiam We both realize that these headlines have

nothing to do w ith the reality ol the situation Inst. SM

of relating the complex struggle for the s,ml of a

South Africa, our News enjur.- up images burned in

to our minds bv Tarzan movies.

On one hand, mv friend still maintained the public

couldn t be made to understand He mumbled "D. tail-

do not a newspaper sell." Also, he offered, it I the

Fditor's fault (1 recalled Mark Twain l account of

Napoleon shooting at an Kditor "He missed and hit

the publisher, but at least his intention- were noble
»

Jeremy Levinson

Bullshit It's Professional Journalism and it- -ist. 1

occupation, electoral polHkS, that have taught the

publk to relv on readv made, pre-understood,

opera like portravals of world ami community evenU

The News would use footSg* ol an expl.Kling nun than

help people understand an issue

My Professional typs frisnd .greed, finished his

cocktail and repeatsd his fine. "That'- what the public

wants " Then he stood up. pacing K< ep It est itmg

We don't want quizzacal expressions on peopl

as they muddle through details We want Sweat' I

Rags and Sympathy!"

Then with his finger in mv t ROl niv

damn ioht...du mv jab to entertain! Hefell

back into his 1 ban
1 -aid ok. ifyou wmti to tak,- r,s|*>n<lh,ltt^ n

He groaned What the hell are veU talking about

now
Processional Coverage ol the Mid East has pn

thiscountrv I

hingout the issues.

The Press I <ed an image ot th.

World as populated hv two groups Pro We-t.rn Ai aba

and Fanatical "Hitlenan Madmen "
I acknowted

the lact that Professional Journalism finallv has -how n

that there 1- at lea-t one difference amongst 1 he

Arabs' Before the recent (iulf incursion, this d.

n't to be found m Thi' Press

He tossed dart- while he talked "We print

everything the public n iM "" nu ' Arsoa

Oil I-hm. Violence. The Veil. Pnnce- King- So what

if the public doesn't realize the complexity oi Arab

CUlt! understand everv little tSSUS

Mr Journal -i.v kid- between the

No
Didn't think so

Read Jenmy !• "' "''"' ™*d*t9day

The rieht to commit a crime greater than women's freedom
&

.. ,._....„„„,,...., « wn home, with the doors and window- linked. house, s.nce I do not ^.^^ingS^
I have a question: Have we comm.tt.d any crime. I jus

want to check with you people, because the last crime I

committed was running a red light in Bostotv

S upid question? Maybe. But I want to know the answer,

becavlse were bemg punished for something, and I want

^rwa^amne at night, if you must walk at night

at all Were just asking for trouble, after a1. 1
like walk-

in ff bv mvself It gives me time to think. It relaxes me,

orlsedZ until "learned that people have the right to

X'XdTiTso insane that I'm usually able to only

do it .Tnight, but if I do, I'm breaking a curfew imposed

by aomVhUlher authority. Punishment sometimes never

comes but if it does. I'm told it s my own fault.

Tunishment can mean robbery,^~*^"«£
But it's my own fault, for breaking curfew. Maybe it ims.

I guess mv knowledge of my rights is very rusty, but I

IhTghtThat ,t was okay for me to walk on public proper

tv whenever I wanted. I must be wrong^ It is a robber

rapTst or murderer's constitutional right to commit a

crime ft must be. since every time such crimes are com-

mitted, the survivor is blamedJHow *«**
Gainsville, Florida. It used to be reasonably safe to stav

n home, with the doors and windows kicked.

In fact, it's mandatory. But we're still punished when we

are in our prison cells.

Someone has the right to come in. rape, torture, mutilate

and kill you. Ted Bundy was the new American dream

incarnate. In many cities, bars are on the windows of first

floor apartments, to keep criminals out. Or is it to keep

us in? ^m

m

m̂mwmm_ami-——

—

Pamela McCarthy

Remember when home was a haven? When home was

a place to live? Home was a place to relax, and shake otl

the day you had or savor it, depending on how well it went

Then, when we had to lock our doors, we rationalized

,t We could still relax, we just had to make sure the place

was locked up - that SM were locked in - before we could

feel comfortable. Now, with the doors and windows lock

ed and barred, we still are targets. And the excuse is the

same. "It's your fault." Really.

How dare I not get a supercharged burglar alarm, at

tack dogs and an electric fence. I must be implying per

mission for any number of mudswine to break into my

house since I do not have these thing!

There are place- we can't go into In many cities, the

limp and lame excuse for many crimes is that the victim

wa-ma had are., or the victim s -kin color wasnt col

or coordinated with the neighborhoods If it isn t. people

think you have a right to commit assault and murder ft

Black people staved in their own neighborhoods, this

never would have happened ." "What did they expect, thev

were in a bad area
"

I didn't know that criminals were given specific places

Ul live and hang out and that we were still segregated

I thought the Jim Crow laws were repealed. Id better get

a plane ticket, because I want to go home I thought I w as

in America, not South Africa. The country I live in is not

supposed to have martial law as a regular, everyday tact

of life. The countrv I live in is supposedly one of the most

adamant about personal rights and individual freedom.

The countrv I live in is supposed to give you a fair trial,

and tell you what vou are being charged for. We haven t

even been told what it is we've supposedly done to desei v e

being in prison.

Would somebody please toil me what it is we ve done

wrong?
Read Pamela McCarthy evcr\ Wednesday
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WORLD
Mohawk Nation sends letter to people of Canada
Editors Note - This is the fourth of a

multipart series on the situation of the

Mohawk Nation in Quebec, Canada. The

writ» is a Collegian Correspondent who is

currently in Kahnawake. Canada.

Bv RIC OLIVEIRA
Collegian Correspondent

The following is an open letter to the peo-

pie of Canada from behind the barbed wire

at Kaneheatake from the Mohawk Nation

released last Monday.

"Since Julv 11. 1990. we of the Mohawk

Nation and its allies have attempted to

reach a peaceful conclusion to the present

crisis which had its roots long before that

date. As all Canadians know the problems

between our peopled stems from the un-

willingness of Canadian political leaders to

address, on a long term basis our legitimate

concerns and rights. Though Prime

Minister Mulroney and Premier Bourness

have repeatedly recognized the legitim..

of our claims and promised to initiate a pro

ss to address them in a real manner, it

remains but lip service.

The leadership of the Canadian and

Quebec Governments have abdicated their

responsibilities as the elected civilian

authority since the beginning of this crisis.

They have never negotiated nor discussed

the issues, nor the problems which you. the

Canadian public know in your hearts are

real and in need of resolution.

"During the last ten days, we behind the

barbed wire have exchanged numerous

communications with the military. U was

not our desire to avoid discussions with

vour civilian leadership We had no choice!

Prime Minister Mulroney and Premier

Bourassa have ignored their oaths of office.

by delegating their political decision mak

ing authority to the military.

"While we have attempted to com-

municate with your civilian leadership, all

our efforts have been stymied by the

military, which is obviously making all the

decisions, militarily and politically on

behalf of YOU, the Canadian public.

"During tht last ten days the military

has engaged in numerous violations of na-

tional and international law. These

include:

• Denying us access to doctors and

medicine.

• Denying us access to winter clothing and

other necessities of life.

• Denying us access to sufficient amounts

of food.

• Interfering with all of our communica-

tions, including those of our spiritual ad

visors, families, political leaders, lawyers,

the international community and in fact,

other Canadian elected officials.

• Preventing journalists from behind the

barbed wire from telling the world what is

going on inside.

'These violations are nothing new to this

crisis. The Canadian Government still

maintains some degree of control over the

army and S.Q.. yet these same rights are

regularly violated. So much so that the na-

tional and international agreements that

were signed on August 12 and 14, 1990.

between our governments and yours, which

guaranteed all those rights presently

denied.

"Those agreements were broken by

Canada and Quebec as witnessed by the in

ternational observers who were selected by

your own governments.

"Your governments promised that when

the Mercier Bridge was opened and all bar

mades at Kahnawake and Kanehsatake

were removed, discussions regarding our

long term grievances would begin. They

lied Our people opened the roads and

AP photo

Tho n„v iMSP Jackson center, is escorted by Canadian soldiers after

he attem"ted7o pfss anTmy barricade and visit a Mohawk Indian group

at Oka, Quebec Monday.

"Simply put, your government has turn

ed over the voice of its people to soldiers,

who are unaccountable to anyone. Do you

wonder why we cannot believe or trust

Prime Minister Mulroney or Premier
Dai * ffl^A

"Make no mistake about it, we behind

the barbed wire are willing to lay down our

weapons and to enter into a trusteeship as

the process to resolve our long term com-

plaints is initiated. We have never demand

ed anything, nor do we now, before we take

this first step.

"All that we ask is for a process and not

promises. All that we have ever received

is promises and not action. This process,

however, must begin at the same time as

this disengagement

cleared the bridge, yet no discussions are

underway.

Your army promised that once the roads

openedand the bridge was cleared at

Kahnawake they would move no further on

our territory. They lied. Since that time

they have violated our Sacred Longhouse,

beaten our women, urinated on our

children. our entire territory and last

night fired weapons and tear gas, and beat

unarmed people.

• Your government told the European

parliament, 'who strongly denounced your

leaderships' role in this crisis), that they

are meeting with our representatives to

and this stalemate. Once again they have

lied No such meetings have occurred.

||IK OUUIW. ...T "-

de Klerk takes his case to Congress
South African president serious about commitment

WASHINGTON I
AP) - South African President FA*

de Klerk is seeking to convince congressional leaders that

he is serious about his commitment to establish a non

racial system in his count

De Klerk planned meetings this morning with benate

leaders and. after an appearance at the National Pre-

Club, a visit with House members

Part of de Klerk s mission is to persuade Americans that

his goal of dismantling apartheid is irreversible. But some

Black activist- -aid they are not yet convinced

The 24 member Congressional Black Caucus canceled

a meeting it had scheduled with de Klerk because it feared

the session could misinterpreted.

After de Klerk s meeting Monday with President Bush

Randall Robinson, head of the TransAfrica anti-apartheid

krroup said the two leaders meeting sent a false and

dangerous message" that South Africa is on its way to

chantff

De Klerk, meanwhile, assured Bush that the process of

democratic reform cannot be reversed.

We will not turn back." he said, promising a new

MB ,n which all South Africans will have a "vote of

equal value." «_»_»

Bush, in turn, hailed the "dramatic progress away from

apartheid rule in South Africa.

"Clearly, the time has come to encourage and assist the

emerging new South Africa," Bush said after his two and

a half hour session with de Klerk.

B.hind the leaders, a Black Marine held the flag of the

South African and a White Marine held the American

fla*

It was justayear ago that de Klerk assumed the South

African presidency, a time when U.S.-South African rela

tions were still frosty because of the negligible progress

toward ending White rule.

U.N. Security Council votes to impose

air embargo against Iraq in retaliation

UNITED NATIONS i AP) - The U.N Security Council

on Tuesday voted 14-1 to impose an air embargo against

Iraq in retaliation for its invasion and annexation of

Kuwait. Cuba cast the lone dissenting vote in the special

session, which extended the powers of an earlier U.N.

trade embargo.

It was the ninth resolution passed by the Security Coun

cil condemning Baghdad and its leader, Saddam Hussein,

for its blitzkrieg of Kuwait. The lightening Kuwaiti

takeover, which too hours to complete, left Iraq in con

trol of 20 percent of the worlds oil reserves.

World prices of oil have nearly doubled since the inva

riM to almost $40 a barrel, the New York Stock Exchange

has sunk to a 14 month low and gold has passed $400 an

ounce as the economic repercussions of the ttfMM
became apparent.

Crude oil prices are equal to a record set 10 years *>
The Security Council late Tuesday liUrMWB voted It 1

to impose an air embargo against Iraq cutting off flights

,nd from that nation and occupied Kuwait

Resolutin 670 also calls on all membi i '.1 the

United Nations to deny landing right! to a.rplan.s com

inc from Iraq or Kuwait.

Only flights authorized bv the Security Council s sanc-

tums committee will be allowed to go to Iraq and Kuwait.

and then only after they have been inspected to confirm

they are carrying humanitarian cargo - food or medical

9U

It

P
alM calls on all U.N. member nations to "detain any

ships of Iraqi registry which enter their ports and which

are being or have been used ,n violation of Resolution

661 " the councils oil embargo resolution passed Aug. b.

Cuba, which has said it is against any sanctions, was

the only nation to oppose the resolution.

Secretary of State James A. Baker III represented he

United States at the council meeting, and soviet Foreign

Minister Eduard Shevardnadze took his country s seat and

chaired the meeting * . anA
Shevardnadze joined an international chorus of rage and

indignation at Iraq earlier Tuesday calling its invasion

of Kuwait an "act of terrorism" and warning of possible

U.N. military action.
f

He warned: "A great war may break out in the gult

region any dav. any moment.'

In another development, President Saddam said in a

MMfl to Americans broadcast Tuesday that President

bush wmt nndittl Americans to a war more terrible than

V
\na

a

75 minute address taped last week, Saddam warn-

ed that if Bush were to launch war against Iraq, It would

not be up to him to end it
."

World Bank
to help resettle

Gulf refugees
WASHINGTON (AP>- The World Bank is moving

to help people and governments suffering from the Per

sian Gulf crisis, announcing a program to help reset

til hundreds of thousands of refugees from Iraq and

Kuwait.

•The hank is not a relief agency," bank President

Barber Conahle said Monday, "but we can help with

financing and providing housing."

He said at a news conference the refugee workers -

who had traveled to Iraq and Kuwait from other coun

tries to find jobs - could contribute to the economies

of their homelands. "Obviously they're aggressive and

skilled workers or thev wouldnt be there." he said.

Conable said the bank, which lends $20 billion a year

to developing countries, also can take other steps

These include speeding up existing loan programs for

countries affected by rising oil prices and other results

of Iraq's takeover of Kuwait.

Conables announcement at the end of a closed door

meeting of world finance ministers followed a decision

by the World Bank's sister institution, the Interna

tional Monetary Fund, to supply billions of dollars to

poor countries harmed by the Middle East standoff

The Persian Gulf crisis has become the central focus

of the annual meetings of the IMF and the World bank,

being attended by representatives of 152 member

nations.

President Bush planned to address the finance of-

ficials this afternoon.

For the first time, a delegation from the Soviet Union

was attending as "special invites." Soviet represen-

tatives were not in the closed-door, policy making

meetings Monday, but were being seated at plenary

ions today and Wednesday.

Soviet officials have said informally they want to join

all major international lending institutions, but the

United States has always opposed Soviet membership

in the world Bank or the IMF

Conoble said the bank does not assess the degree of

democracy practiced in countries.
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THE FAR SIDE
By GARY LARSON

BONES IN THE BARREL
By J. GELLER 8c M. ROSENZWEIG
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DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE

Edited By TRUDE MICHEL JAFFE

'Zom£>\&5> Worr\ Wfc^ VWpsWe.

"Hi ... Hi, Miss Collins.''

CALVIN AND HOBBES By BILL WATTERSON

PULLED 8N SP<K£Wl*N

A8CWT TO C

WTU PLANET S

•At TO LOSE
- .E8D CUTS L00

c
.

JC5 TO

WE 5 CRKW, oR.\nQ<nG ^hD

SMIkTT£*tNS n TW M#V)L *<«<:£ '
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FORWARD^TlMfc*' I JUST

ACROSS
1 Wnged insects

6 Hoary

10 Strip ot wood
14 Contribution

1

5

Knowledge
16 Fatner, m Pans

17 President and
Vice-President

1945

20 Glorify

21 Accustom
22 A *ery long

time

23 Collector ot

useless items

25 Ski course

29 Author Alex —
30 Dunces
31 Feit under me

weatner

32 — Guevara

15 President and
/ice-Prestdent

'974

39 Japanese
national park

40 Fjrry- animal

41 Mem
42 Rose up
43 P'ver in a

Foster song
45 Turttenecf 'or

r stance

48 Ooiong
49 Scottisn

'eudai lord

50 nones
^'esiaen' and
/ice-President
1 953

58 F^encn

summer*
59 F»a»a —
60 Fragrant 'e*tn

6t Annoying one

62 Vmty spice

63 Ptace aga<n

DOWN
' Can's

2 At anottw tone

3 Small amount
4 — Comes to

Snowe Therp

MM

PRICE
By PRICE VAN RAY

THAT GEM TURNED

THE HoWcRofif H.U-'

school. <bf*j? Aiuw u-

ST7*£ oNDvm*KTTC> j

IPX AAeM

l*'
1 ^

r^Cv.

-w. »«-»«* ^~*-» oc f\nC Urn sO / IVM J / /SIWD STARE OP^ YOUR.

\Hff DOG HW i

TANGELO PIE
By TIM SNIFFEN

Hi is4ti« Mwtus'Mw?

Ji_ .. 4-a *A I*™ "™»S

w lall...

km? to- fc «f
**•"•>•

5* ft J*.

-oVr P* Mt lr will

5 Mi-ti part

6 Scott or John

7 Actor s quest

8 Skill

9 Up to now
10 Spirited

11 Nocturnal

mammal
12 Brazilian

macaw
13 Principle

1

8

Sound ot

speed. >n tne

comics

19 Go oackward

23 Fainter

24 HeDrew 'etter

25 Divan

26 indo-Cnmese
country

27 Type ot nairdo

28 Bnt money
torr^-

29 Trekked

31 Performer

32 Scottisn family

group

33 Roll call reply

34 Sea eagie

36 Morally COrruC!

37 Sioux

38 Pasture

42 Most
reasonable

43 Wither

44 Virginia Senator

John —
45 Excessive

46 Byron or Betty

47 Comforts

48 Not those

50 Big sip

51 Nap
52 Former mates

53 Alaskan city

54 Minor tantrum

56 Owns
57 Eggs, tor

Caesar s salad

ANSWER TO PREVI0US_PUZZLE

F E A S TBE.R
aVi't'ajUc.o.
s't'r N G h 0.

T R E KlLOS.
|e o i m a| t

.

He'd g eI

A H E A 0l0R .

CAR'R I E RMT E R.R.

t'r'i'm|g e a.rbe m
|m e's t »Il et.sL
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IP OW E R H US

MENU
LUNCH

Bacon. Lettuce. Tomato
Beef Fajitas

BASICS LUNCH

Fry Chicken
Veai Parme'

BASICS DINNER

L

Summer Salad Pocket Stir Fry Chicken

Yogurt Stuffed Pepper Eggplant Parm.g.an

YOUR DAILY HOROSCOPE
By JEANE DIXON

ARIES 1<?
)

Beware of a fast to*er wt© has

little to offer Use restraint and

atptomocy when others op-

pose your ideas A retatonshep

needs time to mature Wat a

while oefore asking tor a
commitment
TAURUS (April 20-Mov 20!

Take stoc* of your weaknesses

and strengths Stop letting Wtte

gs upset you Pecycie old

.deas to supplement yc

come Enroling in high-tech

courses Poosts your earning

power
OIMINI (May 21-June ,

Good news sends your sp

soaring Contact with old

friends or a former employer

could reveal new career op-

tons Your desire to oe the

center of attention could make

you appear pushy

CANCIR .'-• jry22)Vour

creative tastes and
psychological insights are im

portant assets Something m
the mail could make you hap-

py Give work your pest shot

Postpone daydreaming
Romance looks super'

LEO [Jury 23-Aug 22) Many of

you are aware of positive

perhaps dramatic changes in

the works Romance, friendship

and travel prove important to

upcoming trends Be practical

and guard agamst

overspending

VIRGO Aug 23

nerships receive a welcome

boost toddy Toiks are con-

structive Those m positions of

influence are receptive to your

ideas Follow up on a

stockmarket tip and you get

iue-

LII6A (Sept 23-Ocl

tense situation comes to a
head A tactful approach can
effectrvery quel vootie people

vou fee* drawn to someone
you meet under unusuc

cumstonces took oefore vou

2C

SCORPIO . 3-Nov X)

V0fy KjC*Y wOy «©# ^p%©OG r^Kji *

to take odvantage of " &

friend or group may help you

ner your goats Someone
~ outstretched hands could

oe irresponsible Avoid lending

money
SAGITTARIUS Nov 22-Dec

Research organized effort

and serious thinking ore

quired Be cfcpiomatic if vou are

"Tupted vou are more open
I of othe

A romantic relationship

deepens

CAPRICORN (Dec 22-Jan r9)

Playing your hunch with an

vestment could stir up diss*

sion Avoid making impulsive

purchases A romantic urge is

very compelling The rapport

that you two feel is sir
|

electric 1

AQUARIUS (Jan 20-Feb 18)

Banish any defeatist thoughts

today Distractions could m
terfere with work progress

Unexpected deveiopr^e

can for fie*>Pility Be re: :, •

- decisions

PISCES Fefi 1<?-Mn

Vou wade through o thicket of

paperwork phone co*s one

rands oday Talks with ac

are quite productive & '

m a different profess

some sage advice

TODAY' 1
Night Editor

Copy Editor

Layout Technician

Photo Technician
Production Supervisor

Typesetter

Production

Rick Seto

Tamir Upton
Terry Starmer

K A Burke

Terry Starmer

Beth Clark

Jenniier Fatkin, Steve Pans

Mark Sturm, Sam Silverstein



You said you wanted

turn in papers that

turn heads.

no M/. i s

u <•*£•***

*j£ _1 Vc-

Oo you have an worn to sparxl your break on Bourbon

\1
*

RAIN PORU8 f IMPACT STUDY

•O^uofw*.

« |BW*JM**

See how
we listened

Look what vou can do on the IBM Personal System/2.

And with the easv-to-use preloaded software,

including Microsoft" * indows™ 3.0, writing papers

is only the beginning. Just point and click the mouse

to move text. Create graphics, charts, even spread-

sheets, or do other projects like resumes and flyers.

Plus, the PS/2s and select printers are available

at special student prices.* Print impressive output

with the IBM Proprinter,™ IBM LaserPrinter E or

the Hewlett-Packard PaintJet' color graphics printer.

^.UNIVERSITY
MSTORE&

Open:

And if you buy before December 31, 1990, you'll

receive a TWHk* Certificate entitling you to a round-

trip ticket for $149**/$249.** Plus a free THM
Getaway* Student Discount Card application. YouM

also get a great low price on the

PRODIGY* service.

If you want to start turning

heads with your work, there's really

only one place to turn . . .
the

IBM PS/2. -

Mon.-Fri. 9-5 Sat. 10-3 Located in the Campus Center

» locations Orders are
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field hockey
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 12

strength everywhere. We've got to watch out for Mara
[FrattasioJ up front, Sherlan (Cabralis] in the middle, and

Scott in goal."

"We can't get discouraged," Hesler said. "It's hockey,

it's a flukey game. A cheap goal here, or a fluke goal there.

You never know what may happen. It will be a good game.

We're looking forward to coming up."

FIELD HOCKEY NOTES: The NCAA rankings came

out yesterday. The top 10 teams are as follows: 1. North

Carolina, 2. Old Dominion, 3. Northwestern, 4. Nor-

theastern, 5. Virginia, 6. Iowa, 7. Temple, 8. UMass, 9.

Penn State, 10. Providence. THE A-10: A quick look at

the Atlantic 10 standings show that UMass and Temple

are tied for first with 1-0 records.

Penn State has yet to play a game in the A-10, but the

Lions do have a 5-1 record.

Temple is 6-2, Rutgers is 5-3-1, Rhode Island is 3-2-1,

and St. Joe's is 2-3-1.

SCORING LEADERS: Jane Catanzaro has turned the

scoring race into nothing more than a race for second. The

forward from Temple has 27 goals in eight games.

Scott leads all goalkeepers with a 0.17 goals against

average.

Sports Notice

JV Lacrosse: The UMass Lacrosse Club will

meet at 6:30 p.m., Thurs. Sept. 27 in Boyden

room 253 to discuss the tall and spring

seasons. For more intormation, please call J.

Dietel at 545-6353 atter 7 p.m.

THE SOFT DRINK IMPORTED
FROM PARADISE

ENJOY THE ALL NATURAL
SOFT DRINK BURSTING
WITH REAL ORANGE AND
TANGERINE JUICES

AVAILABLE IN VERYFINE
VENDORS ON CAMPUS

°*ANGiNl

FREE
PRESENT THIS COUPON AT ONE
OF THE 3 CAMPUS MUNCHIE
STORES AND RECEIVE ONE FREE
CAN OF ORANGINA.

EXPIRES 10-03-90

U you've

tf£XT

been planning on joining a gym Monday

\s the day*
50 pe0pte—-swass!tt,sSSff

?o respood to« *»^
o"W **.°°

Pay by casn.

*« not be vepe

H-V >-r^oV Oiscover;
,pecia\

check, Visa, S85.00

S^^*""
6

Rte 9 on the Amherst
Hadley line

Easy to get to by
Car or bus

CLASSIFIEDS
ATTENTION

Acnvrnts

nursing and aH

ant health mum
advoory boa* (SHAB)

10 it » '"»'

5 3*6 30

AUTO FOR SALE

welcome* new n»emb*rsto i

meeting WexJriawdwy-Sapi »»> 5

Rm 302 University Mm» Center

H74 VOtVO Georgia C«f AfmO* WO *y*

MM lh«n 100 thou mrlas new tires shocks.

and brake* Vine* 5*9- 1330

H7S BWCK SKVHAWK hatchback MOO
M« 5**6333 6-SPM

OO IT ALL NKJMT'
oo a Ml si*e futon with frame

$150
Metawampe FumMura
ieOO-3-FUTON 1

ATTENTION Golden Kav members

study break/general meeting

tood and upcoming events

a mom* w* ba ehown «War

all member* plaaaa aftand'

Thurs 27 7 00PM
Student Umon SuPo* room

down ha* from SUB

PIONEER VALLEY Combat Club (PVCC)

A medieval weapon recreation society

practices MonTwed 8 15 10*>M » Sat

1 3PM in Totman 101

MODEL United Nations meeting

lomght 7 00PM Herter 201

more into caa Ale» 6-5993

ANNOUNCEMENTS

AUDITIONS ror the UMass Mus* Theatre

Guild s production o« Sweet CWrrtv OT9
5PM 11PM W29 11AM-3PM 5PMJ1PM
163C Campus Center Callbacks 9/30 TBA

Can 545-0415 »or information

BEO AN0 BREAKFAST Downtown

Amherst ideal lor visiting parents and

friends 549-5961

BOO IS HIRING
finance
program council

assistant office

assistant facilities

coordinators
applications due by

October 2
817 Campus Center

MUSICIAN NEEDED for School House

Rock orchestra All 'nlareated come to

CC905 7PM Thursday 9/27 or call Bill

585-0390

PHI ALPHA THETA National History

Homors Society open to students with i<-

credits in history Pk* up applications in

hrst office 6th floor Herter deadline has

been entended to Friday 9/28

POWER OPEN HOUSE TONIGHT! fight for

women's rights save the every woman s

center SU 306 6PM 9PM
announcements at 8PM

UMASS MUSIC THEATRE GUH.0 will hold

its 2nd general membership meeting tonight

in CC906 al 7PM everyone's invited sweet

charity Info

WANT TO BE A SENATOR? Nomination

papers are available through September 26_

at the senate office. Room 420 Student

Union

1M0 AUOI 4000 no 'u$l mmt sunroof

12400/bo 2S30491

1M0 NISSAN 200SX
run* good 5^sp*ed

taSO or b/0 tet-54*4675

1M3 NISSAN SENTRA maroon 5sp 77n

mile 2dr cass w/eq $1500 bo 253-9860 Mart

Its* JEEP CHEROKE 69.000 miles 4«4

aJrVond red w/Weck. M700 549- 1016

IS IT TWUE |eeps (or $44 through the U S

Sovernmant'^Jrfor tacts' 5oT-64*5?45

E«t s-598

GREAT SAVINGS'"! Ski cart ir*evne*onal

offers diacounts on fcft tickets lodging dm
mg and much mora' Only S2S for 90-91

Seeeon Call 549-4445 avemngs

KAWAI Kl aawplad wave keyboard

flight case card manuals worth $1100

sacrifice $450 54*6505 M9G to Noel

SELLING T SMIRTS-> Buy vom (

SALES ASSISTANT pari time Data entry

and status tracking, correspondence

telephone customer interlace Eicasenl oral

and wrmen communic4«ons **«* rsxjuirad

Walk from UMass Can Mary Benton

549-4455

SPRING BREAK REPS'!! Earn $3000 m
your spare lime Become part of a team and

sell the best spring break tripe on campus
Earn tree trips and unhmried cesh$$ Can

TAKE A BREAK now and aam a $100 sign-

ing bonus" (8001328-SAVE or

(617)527 5909

JAMIE COOK
Two years'''' Seems like 9' i weeks-

Happy Anniversary. Love. A

KAREN CHECANI- Happy 2 1 * b'rthday' I

rmas you' -Love Euan

LAVNE CONNOail Happy 21 si Birthday'

No more Leigh or 2 pocketbooks' Rest up

for 2-mght * ma rest of me year' Love

SM.JRCK.CK

cheap Can Brian S4M1

FOUND

INSTRUCTION

FOR A GOOO TIME CALL

RACK AOtSC the best erMrtarnment OJ s_

video bands, dormyhouaa specials can

5869900 anylime

FOR RENT

DUPLEX apt 3bedr PSS laundry hooks-4P

15 m.ns UMass Call Chuck Walker

3234407

FRIDGE RENTALS CaM R»P 25^9742

ONE BEDROOM APARTMENT 177 N

Pleasant SI Quie! $445 per month includes

heat 256-3457

PRESIDENTIAL APTS. ibtJrm sublet/lease

Dec/Jan 5*9 1921

SHUTESBURY- two bedroom house, {one

huge sunny) large yard $695 00 +

253-3604

TOWNHOUSE APARTMENT: 2 bedroom
1 "2 baths on bus route Call 1-567 1352 and

leave message

FOR SALE

3 RED SOX TICKETS 10/1 Mon night

against Chi Son Best offer caM Frank

256 1640

1972 CLASSIC CHRYSLER NEW
YORKER 77000miles. auto a/c. power

steering and brakes. AM/FM radio. 1 owner.

exc cond must sell now' Call 549-1578

ATTN SPORTS TEAMS: Sports equip

uniforms, apparel available at low prices l H

beat any local sports store Call Brian,

546-6102

CLAOOAUOH RING found by DtcWnsW
dorm on 9/16 Call 546- 1 1 32 and describe

to claim

GOLD WOMEN'S WATCH uptown Satur

day night C*« Erin at 549*022

WATCH found Wad 9/19 at Haigis Mai

Call Dave 564 022*

OO YOU NEED Spanish help?

Tutonng available for intermediate to a*
vanced Call Giow 54*0071

KUNDALINI YOGA

EON.
Happy Anniversary'

Thank you foi a great year'

I Love You.
Krrsti

P S MUAWG"'

TO THE SISTERS Of Alpha Phi Eps'lon

i th.nk I see the light"

You did it be proud
i

Laura

SERIOUS STUFF

CHARVEL 475 special 2 Jackson Ji00 tx

level smote cent 4 Jackson J5C 8<

bucker Rosewood tretboard & pre cbs

tender twin and new mesa boog-e power

tubes A echople« hardly used with sound

on sound & chandler tube driver pedal A
dod hardrock distortion dod noisegate mm
micro amp $ Dan Armstrong electro bass

Call 584 7829 Ask tor Tim give best oftef'S

Bye

SERVICES

you

LEARN to experience your vital energy in

8 session course beginning Oct 4th Call

54*0359

PIZZA

HAPPY B-OAV

TO OUR LITTLE PROTEGE
Have a happy 2 1st birthday

Wish we were there

Love
Enn A Sally

HELP WANTED

EARN UP TO SS00/WEEK
helping sludents obtain Visa Mastercard

Send for free information American Finan

cial Services. 117 Park Drive Suite 40-C.

Boston MA 02215

LOST

CAN'T F1NO MY KEYS! keycham is green

with a red whistle and important keys

Reward Kathy 253-7117

COLLEGE PIZZA
salads-spaghetti-

Mi special

SS99

EYEGLASSES m gray case reward

Charlie 256-1170

ENERGETIC PERSON to be a represen-

tative for Copperlone spring break trips to

Cancun, Daytona, Nassau, and Jamaica

Best programs available anywhere Great

incentives and free tnps possible Call for

more information 1 -800-222-*432 and as*.

tor Brenna or Bruce

MANICURES

SPECIALLY PRICED $5 by experienced

UMass students 54*2662

MOTORCYCLES

1M4 'HONDA SABRE 700CC great cond

$1000 or bo 253-71 19 leave message

small cheese $3 50

up to 2 tappings only

$1 00 more
must mention this ad'

5**6096 5**6073

PROFESSIONAL DJ S

LAZER TECH AUDIO available tor your

dance dorm party or house party Great

rates, great DJ s Call 323-7801 soon

LEGAL QUESTIONS'' The Legal Services

Center often free legal aanalance to lee-

paying students Contact us at 922 Campus
Center 545-1995

PREGNANT?
Need a pregnancy test, information or sup^

porf Cafl for free and confidential services

ALTERNATIVES 33 Mam St Northampton

586-3000

TICKETS

MIAMI ROUND TR*» from Bdt on Oct * thru

Oct 8 BO 54*5316

TRAVEL

HOW LATE IS TOO LATE to reserve for the

holidays is it worth the nsk' 545-0500 Cam
pus Travel on campus

$ REWARD $

FOR THE RETURN ol 14k gold necklace

w'ltalian horn charm lost Monday * 1 7 Has

great sentimental value It found pleaee can

Karen 546-3993

DEPENDABLE. RESPONSIBLE person to

deliver Sunday newapapar on campus

Good pay. part time 548-9686

FULL TIME POSITION available Excellent

base salary plus bonuses Fluency m any

African. Indian. Korean, or Middle Eastern

dialects a plus Contact Lanny Perron

Metropolitan Life (413)567 1248

PERSONALS

~~^-- -CHRISTINE MURRAY
Happy 2ist birthday' Get ready to go out

and party it up Then we'll start again

Friday
Love
Tern

FREE SPRING BREAK TRIP?

545-0500 Campus travel-on campus

BRUINS TICKETS don't delav' Everybody

wants to go CaM Larry 54*6249

INTELLIGENCE JOBS FED CIA US
customs. DEA. etc Now hiring Listings

(1)605-687 6000 Ext K 9616

NEED EXTRA $$? Local news distributor

needs experienced telemarketers Our

phones, great pay 548-9688

PART/FULL TIME JOBS for the environ

ment' 40-60/day' Call Sam 256-6434

GREGORY BEMIS!! It's about lime you

caught up' We'll make this your best

celebration ever' Happy 21st'

Love. Lyn A Jodi

HAPPY BIRTHDAY DONNA!! Love Susan

and Hynes

HAPPY BIRTHDAY ILYSSA GROSSACK
Enioy your 21st party heartily and maybe

some sort of spontaneity win occur Guess

who?'

RIDE WANTED

WEEKEND OF SEPT 28-

Need a nde to South Jersey/ Philadelphia

or anywhere in New Jersey'

Please call Mary 5-7PM 6-5356

ROOMMATE WANTED

DOUBLE ROOM Puftion open singles m
Dec 165 * utilities Call 549-5994 leave

message tor Nov 1

FOR DOUBLE ROOM in Presidential Apt

Call 549 1224

FOR SINGLE BEDROOM at the Brook m
South Amherst on bus line Call 256 3097

SALEM PLACE APTS two bedroom on bus

line Great location'

ONE WAY American Airlines ticket

Hartford Seattle December 21 1990 e«

ceaant price 1413-562 2582. (after 3)

TYPING

QUICK. ACCURATE. EFFICIENT 5 Dee'

field 10 m,ns Irom Amherst Worth

reasonable prices' 665-4501

TRANSCRIPTION. 110*, typmg $2/pg

545-1168

TYPING. WORD PROCESSING. $1 50/pg

Free pickup and delivery Laser printing and

copying available KCommumcanons
256-6373

WORDPERFECT- spellcbeck last ac

curate and reliable Call Tim 546 5472

WANTED

DAY CARE: My home in Hadley E«

penenced OFC licensed Reasonable

586-5961

MCAC AMHERST DAY CARE has subsid.7

ed slots available tor children, age 2yrs

9months-5yrs Parents musl be AFDC and

Voucher eligible Call Nancy al 54*571 3 or

Barbara at 584 4434
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SPORTS
Volleyball surprises in loss to Brown

-u/.— imnmvine so much. It's only a matter of time

bruins hold off UMass surge

\y FELICE COHEN
'ollegian Correspondant

It was so close you could taste it

The University of Massachusetts women s volleyball

am played three close matches out of four against

rown. last night at Totman, but lost

The Minutewomen. now 2-9, lost the first match 2-15,

nd it seemed to all. especially to Brown, that the night s

ork would be a piece of cake.

But the Bruins, decked out in brown and white

miforms. soon realized that this was not going to be that

a

Said UMass coach Carol Ford, its not unusual for us

o lose the first game, We still have little confidence and

,re a little tentative, because we are mostly rookies.

But the rookies surprised everyone and did a great job

m the next three games. The Minutewomen came out

hungry in the second game and jumped ahead 4-0 After

some incredible volleys, they won the game 15-11.

lrprise, surprise.

Still in shock. Brown watched UMass climb ahead again

,n game three to a lead of 60. But Brown wn(fljitf«cl

ether and won the next two matches 15-10. 15 1U.

Patriots owner denies

making derogatory remark

'We are improving so much. It's only a matter of time

for things to come together." said Ford.

•1 was very happy with the game, said Ford. It was

good for us. I saw improvement in all areas of our game

Ford noted specifically the play of freshman Cathy

Smith and sophomore Sharon Panoff, who had a great

night in middle, both on offense and defense with some

great blocks" said Ford.

UMass had a total of ten blocks

Senior Nancy Sullivan played her best match of the

season, said Ford. Sullivan's serves were strong, though

inconsistent at times; the serves she does get in usually

come over the net at incredible speed.

•She is a power player both on offense and defense, but

she is an inconsistent server," said Ford.

Watching the lead swing from the UMass side to the

visitor side was frustrating. "To play that grade and to

make rookie mistakes is hard to watch.' said rord.

But the crowd didn't seem to notice.

The packed gym echoed cheers after each bump, set and

spike.

And there were plenty of those

"One guarantee," said Ford, smiling, We may no be

winning, but our matches are exciting and fun to watch.

"One of these days it will happen. I know it will.

( ..llrgian photo by K A Hurkr

Freshman setter Cathleen Smith readies a serve

against Brown last night a Totman. The

Minutewomen dropped the first set, then battled

back in the second and third, but lost.

NF.W YORK <AP> - Ktw England

JOtl owner Victor Kiam denied Tu. •-

dav making a derogatory remark about a

female reporter who had accused several

i members of sexual harassment

eral newspapers reported Monday

that Kiam referred to Lisa Olson of the

ton Hrrald as a "classic bitch" while

hot
I B the Patriots locker room after

cinnati's 417 victory Sunday The

remark reportedly was made to friends

standing near Kiam.

I did indicate that the young lady was

aggressive." b* told reporters covering a

meeting of NFL owners Tuesday, "but I

wouldn't have used that word in any case

and I was standing next to the president

of a religious institution and I certainly

wouldn't use those words in front of a

religious man like that.

"I even warned the man that Hi were go-

ing to the locker room and he might hear

some rough language in there."

Kiam's quote was printed Monday in

several newspapers, including the Herald.

Hoston Globe. Patriot Ledger o(Qu\ncy and

kton Enterpn*,- It was heard by at

least three reporters, one ofwhom confirm

ed the wording Tuesday.

NFL Commissioner Paul Tagliabue was

non-committal Tuesday about whether the

league would take action.

"I've been briefed," he said i dont real

I v have all the facts so I don't want to com

ment because I'm not all clear what has

happened."
Olson said that on Sept 17. a practice

day, she was interviewing New England

defensive back Maurice Hurst at his locker

Tight end Zeke Mowatt stood close to her.

exposed himself and make lewd remarks,

she added.

She said other players made similar com-

ments but she was too upset to look up and

identify them. The Herald said five players

were involved

Top 50 recruit commits
N.J. star was wooed by Syracuse, ACC schools

Bv SAM SILVERSTE1N
Collegian Staff

Louis Roe of Atlantic City, N J .
who

has broken two backboards on dunks in

the last two years, announced that he

will sign a letter of intent with the

University of Massachusetts in

November.
Roe, 6 foot 8 and 200 pounds, is con

siriVred one of the top 50 high school

players in the country by several

scouting services, including Bob Gib

bons' Basketball Report He was

recruited originally by over 150 schools,

and narrowed his choices to Syracuse.

UMass and James Madison before an

nouncing his final decision Monday

"When you let him loose, anything

can happen," said Joe Fussner, Roe's

coach at Atlantic City High School.

"But he can play very much under con-

trol too

"He's the type of athlete that can do

almo-t anything he is asked."

Roe broke a backboard last summer on

a "routine" offensive rebound, describ

ed Fussner. "Next thing we knew, glass

was on the floor
"

As a junior. Roe averaged 22.5 points.

12 5 rebounds and four blocked shots per

game for Atlantic City High School,

which finished 19 6

Atlantic City High also produced

Willie Glass, who starred at St. John s,

and Bobby Martin, who Minuteman

coach John Calipan recruited to Pitt

sburgh while an assistant coach there.

Roe joins 6 foot 9 Scott Drapeau of

Concord, N.H. as early recruits to

UMass for the 1991 92 season Both are

seniors in high school and will attend

UMass next fall, pending admission to

the University.

.,me rough language ,n there." were involved. i— - w^^^ Voln
Minutewomen field hockey tests streak against Yale
'*'**•'" ^ Yale and has accumulated a 2.50 goals against average.

B . TAM1R LIPTON
Collegian Staff

Today at Totman Field <3 p.m.'. the eighth ranked

University of Massachusetts field hockey team plays hovt

to the pride of New Haven. Yale Univer-it\

The Minutewomen are coming off of their h. k of

the season, with wins over Providence and Rutgers Their

winning streak has reached four games.

I'Mass is Yale's toughest test of the season. Yale. 13.

has had difficulties putting the ball in the net, and stopp

inn it from going in They have been out scored 10 4 in

their four game-
The Bulldogs have been practicing hard for LMass. ac

cording to Yale coach Carla Hesler. "We've been work

ing on basics." Hesler said

The Bulldogs look to Anne Lehman for goal scoring. I he

sophomore forward, who received Ivy League honorable

mention honors last season, has two goals thus far.
'
Anne

\t our best plaver. she's really playing well, Hesler said

Hesler also realizes that if her team is to have any

chance of beating UMass, it needs to put one past UMass

goalie Phihppa Scott, who has five shutouts in six games.

toM is very aggressive, she clears the ball out very

well If we get down there, we want to shoot on her. W<

cant wait until we get close, we need to shoot from fur

ther out, because she will come out of her net and clear

the ball very far," Hesler said.

Jen Groeber, a first year varsity player, starts m goal

for the Bulldogs. Groeber has started all four games for

Yale and has accumulated a 2.50 goals against average.

"Jen (Groeber] has had a lot of shots on her,' Hesler

said. "She's not a top caliber goalie but she has improved

game by game. She'll make the first and second save, but

the third and fourth shots are the ones that get by her.

She shouldn't have to make those third and fourth saves,

the defense should clear the ball. The defense needs to

plav a tougher game
The problem with a game like this for UMass is over

confidence. Last year UMass beat Yale 4 1. but later in

the season against an inferior Dartmouth team, the

Minutewomen waited until overtime to dispose of the Big

Green 2 0.

"We have nothing to lose." Hesler said. ' UMass has

CONTINUED ON PAGE 11

Red Sox lose again, 5-2

AP photo

Cleveland Indian's Brook Jacoby™?*!^£^%%*nZ^
Red Sox catcher Tony Pena during fifth inning action at Fenway.

lost, 5-2.

BOSTON (AP) - Greg Swindell scattered

seven hits in eight innings, Sandy Alomar

homered and the Cleveland Indians dealt

Boston's pennant hopes another jolt Tues-

day night with a 5 2 victory over the stag-

gering Red Sox.

Boston began the evening lMs games

behind Toronto, which played in

Milwaukee. The Red Sox suffered their

third consecutive defeat and 15th in 21

games. Boston and Toronto both have eight

games remaining, including a three game

series at Fenway Park this weekend.

Swindell (12-8) unbeaten since Aug. 31

but just 2 in five starts this month, was

in command except for Tony Pena's two

run homer. The left-hander struck out six

and didn't issue a walk. Doug Jones pitch

ed a one hit ninth for his 41st save.

The Indians ripped Boston's Greg Harris

(13 9) and relievers Larry Andersen and

Wes Gardner for 10 hits, including

Alomar's ninth homer.

Every Cleveland starter except Carlos

Baerga had at least one hit as the Indians

won for the 1 1th time in the last 13 games.

Cleveland went ahead with a run in the

third on a walk, Felix Fermin's sacrifice,

Alex Cole's infield hit and Jerry Browne s

sacrifice fly. Alomar made it 2-0 with his

homer into the left field screen in the

fourth and the Indians added a run in the

fifth on a walk, a single by Cole and

Browne's RBI grounder.

The Red Sox pulled within 3-2 in the fifth

on Dwight Evans' single and Pena's homer,

his seventh of the year and first since Aug.

7

The Indians rebounded quickly, shelling

Harris in a two run sixth. With one out,

Alomar singled and took second of Bearga's

long fly. Brook Jacoby followed with an

RBI single and Turner Ward's single chas

ed Harris
Andersen replaced Harris and Permin

drove in Jacoby with a bloop single.

WEATHER THIS WEEKEND SPORTS

Today will be sunny
and bright with

temperatures soaring

into the 70s.

1990 Chinese Youth
Goodwill Mission per-

forms at UMass in the

FAC, $3 for students.

UMass Field Hockey
bulldozes Yale Bulldogs

in a stunning defeat,

4-0. Page 12.
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Education suffers more cuts
By KENDRA PRATT
Collegian Staff

and The Associated Press

Gov. Dukakis ordered a third 4 percent across-the-board

cut to public higher education yesterday as part of the

$330 million state budget reduction proposed last

Tuesday.
All state agencies also received 4 percent across-the

board cuts by the Executive Office of Administration and

Finance. Yesterday's cut comes on top of approximately

$400 million in cuts already ordered this year.

The cuts were extracted directly from the computer ac-

counts of all public universities, state and community col-

leges and will not be reappropriated by the Board of

Regents of Higher Education, said Terry Zoulas.

spokesman for the regents.

The total operating budget of public universities, state

and community colleges administered by the regents was

reduced by $25 million. The state-allocated budget of the

University of Massachusetts at Amherst was cut by ap-

proximately $5.5 million

"Massachusetts is in a severe economic recession.'* said

President-Chancellor Joseph Duffey "To pretend other

wise is to ignore reality.''

The Legislature passed a $13.4 billion budget in July

after imposing across the board cuts that totaled approx

imatelv $260 million. Then, on Sept 4, Dukakis ordered

$154 million more cuts due to a lingering shortfall in tax

collections. A portion of the September cut will come from

public higher education scholarship funds.

"It seems that our economic downward spiral is now on

a three- week cycle," said Student Trustee Angus

McQuilken. "The Governor promised [the Student Ad-

visory Council to the Board of Regents] last Friday no

more across-the-board cuts and he lied."

The Student Advisory Council is composed of student

trustees and student government presidents from public

universities and colleges. The council met with Dukakis

to discuss how the budget cuts have affected public higher

education. ,

Duffey said University administrators were "stunned

by yesterday's news. They had just finished planning cam

pus reductions to compensate for the July and September

cuts when yesterday's cut was announced, he said.

Administrators will have to make new decisions and test

options over the next several days for reducing campus

expenditures to meet the budget loss, he said.

Duffey said in the past he has alluded to the Universi

ty's budget problems to being like "a great tree that has

been cut to examine the rings for signs of fire and

drought." Now, after yesterday's cut, he said he had to

change his analogy.

"UMass is a plant that has been hacked, chopped,

trampled upon and cut," he said. "The question mm H

to trv and keep it alive."

Dukakis enacted the $310 million cut after speaking

with Wall Street bond analysts who have given

Massachusetts the worst credit ratings in the country

Dukakis said Tuesday he was making further cuts

because of irloomv economic forecasts for the state and the

CONTINUED ON PAGE 6

Police investigating Sutton accident
Injured basketball star may have been running from fight

•* r i i U ^... «f a lurcnnal iniltrv act

By CHRIS MUTHER
Collegian Staff

Amherst police are investigating the possibility that

former University of Massachusetts basketball stai Loren-

zo Sutton was involved in an altercation just before be

ing struck by a car last Sunday morning, according to a

^t^^SSl'in critical condition yesterday at

Bavstate Medical Center in Springfield as a result of head

injuries he sustained in the accident

Police said the woman who drove the car which struck

Sutton was Jean Kokoszka. 21, a junior at
)

UMass who

lives at Mill Valley Estates. She was cited later Sunday

morning for leaving the scene of a personal injury acci

dent and operating to endanger

She later called police and admitted her involvement

in the incident. She will be arraigned m Northampton

District Court

A police spokesperson said yesterday a man who was

with Sutton at the time of the altercation will be brought

in for questioning on the incident.

The spokesperson said police are investigating the

theory that Sutton was being chased at the time he was

struck in the traveler's lane of North Pleasant Street

shortly after 2:15 a.m. Sunday.

Sutton graduated from the University two years ago

with a degree in interior design.

Five College
panel discusses

Gulf tensions
By JULIA SEREBRINSKY
Collegian Staff

The situation in the Middle East is highly volatile

and the continuing U.S. military presence is .

bv Arabs, according to political science and ec«n<>-

professors who held a debate last night at Smith

College.

Smith College Economics Professor Karen 1 f<

said that the primary issue behind the present Middle

East crisis is the question of which Arab country should

control the oil reserves.

She said that the Iraqi invasion and an n ol

Kuwait was partially a response to tl

depression in Iraq caused by the substantial decrease

in the world oil prices in the 1980s

Pfeifer added that Arab world unanimously

the U.S. military intervention in the Middle r

"The strength of opposition to the U.S. intervention
*

CONTINUED ON P*GE 6

fim photo by Rich-rd OoCrw

Mount Holyoke College professor Hormoz

Shahdadi

lives at Mill Valley Estates. &ne was c.veu .«.«. ~ -,

Vigil held to protest cuts to Everywoman s Center
Students join to defend 'lifeblood service'

Collegian photo by Kathleen Nelson

BY THE CANDLELIGHT - Natasha Diephuis rallies to save the

Everywoman's Center from more detrimental cuts to its programs last

night at the Student Union steps.

By GREG SUKIENNIK
Collegian Staff

Some 125 students attended a

candlelight vigil last night in a show of sup

port for Everywoman's Center in the face

of additional funding cuts to the Center.

The gathering was in response to budget

cuts levied on EWC by Dennis Madson,

vice chancellor of Student Affairs. Madson

cut the Counseling Program and the Public

Relations and Outreach Program when

state budget cuts prompted a $440,000

reduction in Student Affairs spending

With this latest round of cuts, the Center

has now lost two-thirds of the services it of

fered three years ago. According to Sara

Lyons, executive officer of the Graduate

Student Senate, EWC has been targeted

with 25 percent of Student Affairs' 5 per

cent cut in spending.

Natasha Diephuis, Student Government

Association president, told the gathered

crowd that a meeting with Madson produc

ed some understanding about policy regar-

ding possible future cuts, but made no

headway in restoring what was lost

already.

"He sounded willing, but also said that

the transfers in staff were mm negotiable."

said Diephuis "We find this to be totally

unacceptable

Other speakers included All Woolwich

and Maggie Magner. Magner -tn-sed that

preserving EWC was a matter of priority

"This is a lifeblood service, and |Mads..n!

has to know this
"

Several students, men and women alike,

indicated through interviews that they felt

EWC was vital to the Univer-.it v I Nm Btu

dent, who asked to remain anonymous, ex

plained that the recently cut Counseling

Program helped her when she was raped

two semesters ago.

"I was alone and scared - it was the

lowest point in my life," she said. "And

EWC sent me an advocate. It made all the

difference to me. And now they've cut

Counseling. That's evil."
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READ UP TO 25,000 WORDS
A MINUTE!

PhotoReading
• Reduce reading time
• Improve comprehension and retention

• Cover more material in less time
• Extract key concepts from books in 2-3 minutes

• Enhance your memory

Begins October 12

Student discount/payment plans available

SATISFACTIONGUARANTEED!
call 413/259-1248 for information

New England Institute for Neuro-Linguistic Programming

RFD #3, Pratt Corner Road, Amherst, MA 01002-9805

STRUT
SHOES FOR WOMEN

197 MAIN ST NORTHAMPTON

PARAMOUNT
S P RINGFIELD

LITTLER
loci

LITTLE FEAT

Oct. 10. 7:30 pm

KATHY MATTEA
Oct. 28.7:30 pm

ROBERT CRAY BAND with The Memphis Horns

LOS LOBOS and DIRTY DOZEN BRASS BAND
Nov. 1 , 7:30 pm

BOBBY McFERRIN
Nov. 14.7:30 pm

1700 Main St., Springfield, MA
Paramount Box Office (413) 734-5874. M-F 10-5, Sat. 12-5

TICfcETBON and 71OSET&0N PMONt OWWK (800)
[ Jf

2-8080

For Paramount Group Sals* Information call (413) 5670505^

EWCOLJKEA! •

mm Mm- \si

a » lAJI&flE :«
STARTS SEPTEMBER 28 AT THEATRES EVERYWHERE

$ave On These Items and More
at Scott's Liquors

LIQUORS

Miller Lite Suitcase
24-12 oz cans

$11.49 deP

Smirnoff Vodka
80 proof

l.OL

$8.99

Bacardi Rum
750 ml

$6.99

Natural Light

12-12 oz cans

$3.99

Foster's Lager
6-12 oz bottles

+ dep

M.G. Vallejo Chardonnay
750 ml

$3.99

WE WANT TO BE YOUR FAVORITE LIQUOR STORE
6 University Drive, Newmarket Center, Amherst ' kH1 *

mmm Diagonally Across from me UMass Stadium We Hive It

Plenty of FREE Parking

Telecheck for your personal check

W» now hav all

*••* Lottfj gam—

f

FROZEN VOGURT

Overcome your obsessions at:

186 Main St.

Northampton
One Boltwood Walk

Amherst

Univ. seeks new students
Recruiters portray UMass 'a great value

9

By MAURA CANAVAN
Collegian Correspondent

This fall admissions representatives arm-

ed with University of Massachusetts pen-

cils, pennants and T-shirts will visit over

24 college fairs and 350 high schools

around the country in addition to mailing

postcards signed by staff members.

For the first time this semester the

Undergraduate Admissions Office has ex

perienced a shortage of potential students,

requiring new tactics to entice students to

the UMass.
"We are in a buyer's market," says Timm

Rinehart, director of Undergraduate

Admissions.

There are a number of reasons for this re-

cent decline in enrollment, such as the

decreasing number of college-age students,

the suffering reputation of the University

from state budget cuts and the increasing

costs of tuition and fees, Rinehart said.

"We want to turn around the negative

publicity and remind people that we're still

a great value," he said.

Confronted with these recent

demographical changes and state budget

problems, UMass began recruiting at high

school college fairs this past spring. Con-

centrating on the fall freshman class of

1991, UMass Bent out summer introductory

mailings using a computerized inquiry file.

"What we have to do is some new things

and do the things we have been doing, bet

ter. So it's basically more and better, to

keep up with the competition and bring in

the students," Rinehart said.

There will be four open houses in October

at the University and student volunteers

will be available for private information

sessions. Student tours will be given each

day of the week and admission represen-

tatives will be available for information

sessions.

"We are trying to show off our best

feature, which is our campus," he said.

A reception will be held for minority

students on Nov. 5 and 12 at the Boston

Public Library.

Earlier this month, UMass held a fall

open house for high-school guidance

counselors. Ninety guidance counselors

came from across the state. Presentations

were given by the Provost, the Dean of

Students, the Financial Aid Director and

the Five College Coordinator.

The Admissions Office is also concen-

trating its efforts on "stage two" of the

recruitment process. Rinehart said, "We

need to continue going after the accepted

students as well."

Faculty from selected schools such as the

College of Engineering and the Depart-

ment of Food Science and Nutrition will

make congratulatory phone calls to ac-

cepted students, he said. In addition, alum-

ni will also call accepted students.

Special programs will be held for ac-

cepted students on Fridays and Saturdays

and more merit scholarships will be offered

to talented students.

"We are trying to personalize the pro-

cess," Rinehart said.

"We are also asking a wider group of peo-

ple to help, such as faculty, students and

alumni."

He said the recruitment process is now

more personal, offering "close student-

student and faculty-student interaction."

"We need as many students as we can get

now." said Rinehart. "Two years ago I had

to do a lot to keep numbers down
"

Rinehart called the current nationwide

recruitment of applicants by colleges and

universities "slick marketing."

"We are in an arms race with all other

institutions," he said

i ollrgian photo by Richard l)u« IM

EXHIBIT - This anti-Apartheid painting is currently on display at

the Augusta Savage Gallery at New Africa House.

lailves will w: a»oiiauic t"» ....»»....»——. ^

Fraudulent telephone surveys distressing to students
" 1WUW**1V" *T . ...^ a Blirvpv th,s week. She said the paper She said surveyers. who make about 600 calls a n.gh

A popular scam has surfaced again at the University

- prank "survey" calling.

flxujljl students have reported to the Collegian that a

man. identifying himself as a staff member of this paper

called this week conducting a survey about attitudes and

The man. who is possibly a student, asked a series of

personal questions before advising the female Central resi-

dent who took the call to seek attention at a religious

organization on campus.

"I could not tell if he was kidding or not, she said. He

told me that by participating in the survey I could win

two tickets to Florida."

Meredith O'Brien, Collegian editor in chief, said no start

member conducted a survey this week. She said the paper

has not conducted a survey this semester

University police officials said prank survey calls are

fairlv common especially on weekend nights.

Mary Dumas, staff assistant with the Department of

Public Safety, said these fake survey calls are fraudulently

representing the psychology department or Health

Services.

These departments, as all other departments on cam

pus, have access to Project Pulse, a polling service

operating out of the Student Affairs Research and Evalua

'

Julie Urn, associate director of SAREO. said her office

conducts surveys only on Wednesday nights for five hour-

She said surveyers, who make about 600 calls a night,

identify themselves as employe.m of Project f'u,

She added that if students are wary a supervisor will

come on the line and give the student additional

information.

University Police Det. Barry Flanders said he

courages students to hang up on a prank caller and not

give the caller a sense of reaction

•With a fairlv voung population like we hav. h. r. the

student may or may not know if the call is bogus until

thev note something glaring." he said

He said if the caller is persistent to notify police"
_. PRESTON P. FORMAN
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Bombings in Puerto Rico
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By ELLIOT MONTEVERDE TORRES
Collegian Correspondent

This story is based on a report in the Sept

17 issue of the Puerto Riean newspaper El

Nuevo Dia.

Two explosive devices were detonated

during the n.tfht of Sept. 17 at Arecibo's

Citibank and an American industry in

Vega Baja. .

The explosions produced no substantial

structural damages to buildings or injuries

to people in the vicinity The bombs were

described as rudimentary by an umden

tified police source
p

The device that exploded at Arecibo s

Citibank at Gonzalos Marin Avenue is

believed to have been detonated shortly

past midnight. Damages at the U.S.-owned

Harvey Hubbell Industry were estimated

at $5,000. Harvey Hubbell manufactures

electric goods. It is not known whether the

company, based in Bridgeport. CT. has any

ties to the U.S. Army
The Fuerza Armada Revolucionana

Pedro Albizu Campos has assumed respon

sihility for both attacks The group's com

munique stated its opposition to the use of

Puerto Rican troops in the Middle East H
well as to a recent referendum that could

decide Puerto Rico's political status

internationally.

The FBI has commenced on an intensive

investigation of the situation The agency

had reportedly conducted several inter

rogations by late afternoon. According to

the FBI. the communique will be submit

ted to laboratory tt

The revolutionary group contacted El

Nuevo Dia and said that another reason

why the attacks were carried out was to de-

nounce the "recruitment of Puerto Ricans

to the criminal Yankee army which seeks

to defend corrupt kings while the people

live in misery
electric gooas. n i» nui— -

# „
Mohawk conflict intensities
Members of the Mohawk Nation came

out of the Oka barricade, which they have

occupied since July 11, unarmed yesterday

to be greeted by soldiers bearing bayonets

and rifles, in the continuing conflict bet

ween the two groups.

A scuffle broke out between the two

groups in which several people were knock

ed down. Reporters were removed from the

barricade area and arrested. They were

also denied access to send stories of the

conflict.

Several members of the Mohawk Nation,

including women, children and reporters

were arrested. Earlier this week, Jessie

Jackson was denied entrance to the Oka

barrier. Jackson held a press conference at

the Kahnawake survival school, where he

urged Mohawks to negotiate peacefully

but to keep up the fight for native civil

"ght9
_RIC OLIVEIRA
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EDITORIAL/OPINION
Transportation troubles

... uA.. ;_ >u« otanwoll Nn matter he
There are few things in this world that

REALLY annoy me.

People who hang up on our answering

machine, customers refusing to tip their

waitress < especially when the waitress hap-

pens to be me» and public transportation

Not that I don't enjoy the convenience of

public transportation, because I do. It is the

ignorant people utilizing such means, that

I could do without.

Erin Martin

Even- dav this summer, I rode the

MBTA. a.k a. the T ' For thirty dollars a

month I enjoyed the •hassle-free" conye-

mence of the green line from Cleveland C V-

cle to Government Center On hot. humid

davs. I packed into the trolley car. sweaty

bodies pressed against me Men stood close

enough behind me they could read over my

shoulder. Everyday was the re-creation of

a television advertisement for Dial Soap^

And there was many a day I had wished

to recommend that other passengers try

some. .

Now that school is back in session. I en-

joy the convenience and 'hassle free ride

of the PVTA, a.k.a. the bus.' As a veteran

of the public transportation system

(especially here at UMassi, I would like to

point out a few points of common courtesy

that I thought were obvious Stop me if I

go too quickly

Courted No 1 No one wants to hear

how drunk you got last night, who you

scooped or how long you waited in line at

Barcie's The bus is quiet in the morning

for a reason, most of us are still half asleep

So, unless you wish to broadcast your life

storv. talk softly or keep quiet

Courtesv N* 2 If you elect to wear a

walkman. to avoid the vocals from No. 1,

Dlease keep the volume down There s a

in the stepwell. No matter how hard you

try to hide, the driver CAN see you. Which

means they aren't going to drive away. In

stead, by standing in the stepwell. you are

asking the driver to unhook his or her

seatbelt. get off the bus, walk to the back

and tell you personally that you can't ride

in the stepwell. Meanwhile, the rest of us

sigh in aggravation because you are mak

ing us late to class.

Courtesy No. 4: Take your backpacks oft

your shoulder.

Especially when you are standing in the ai

sle. The situation is not so bad right now.

but on snowy and rainy days, when the bus

is extremely crowded, backpacks become

very- annoying. They are always soaking

wet, and the person behind you leaves for

class with a wet book print on their chest.

Besides, holding your books down below

makes room for more passengers.

Courtesy No. 5: Personal space is fun

damental. In elevators, in relationships,

wherever, we are always looking for space.

If you are standing in the aisle, move for

ward <or back). This allows less crowding

in the front and back of the bus. Which

makes for a much more pleasant ride for

the rest of us.

Courtesy No. 6: The most obvious

courtesy (and I cant believe people still do

this) keep your books out of the seat next

to you. Especially when you are sitting in

the aisle seat This is not eighth grade.

Riding next to a stranger will not give you

cooties. Even if you did promise your best

friend you would save him or her a seat,

it is ignorant and immature to not let so

meone else sit down next to you.

Courtesy No. 7. Don't ring the signal to

stop once it has already been rung. The

driver is most likely going to stop anyway

Two rings may be necessary for the driver

to hear, but ten rings is going a bit

overboard.

I hope that the prior list, which was com

piled through the help of other passengers.

Q WHICH STAR

RECENTLY
DISAPPOINTED

MILLIONS OF FANS,

EMBARRASSED
THE GAME OF
BASEBALL AND
PETULANTLY

REFUSED TO TAKE
RESPONSlBILITy

FOR HIS OWN
ACTION5? P^PETE ROSEAMNE

Cuts from counseling devastating

purpose to .-oaring earphono^ Thoro i» '~
'^^'he^rVnY few a lo«on (or

„o,hing worao .nan heanngj«condh.nd J^^J^, ., ,he PVTA. "Hap
music through your neighbor s ear. 'W

\V*T" .

Courtesy No. 3: "Get out of the stepwell py
^- ^ Tfc||fw|

piea> e knows you cannot stand

I am furious. I'm sure that the root of my

frustration goes back to the tiring yet im

portant issue of budget cuts at this

institution.

Institution This word can lead me into

my topic of discussion. I've been trying to

make an appointment with Mental Health

for the past month.

To give you a quick overview of the situa

lion. I am not m need of immediate medical

attention. I have been dealing with

something in my past and have gone to

counseling for a year now. I stopped for

awhile but decided to continue this year

since I became a Residential Assistant so

that I would have someone to go to if things

got stressful

I've called every week and each time I am

d to call back the following week After

four weeks. I decided to find another option

The Everywoman's Center The day of my

appointment they called me to confirm it

About four hours later, I arrived to hear

that the center had just lost their mooey

for the counseling program Turned away

again.

1 am not in a desperate state. However.

I do know that the initial step, admitting

that you need counseling, is one of the most

difficult decisions one can make. 1 knew I

wasn't "crazy" but I was locked in the

stereotype that if I was seeking help,

something was wrong with me If I had to

hear, "We can't help you. try back another

time." from a receptionist. I would haj

been devastated and probably would never

have called back

Where does this leave me? I am strand

ed again bv the ominous presence of budget

cuts, but this time it's more than askim:

for more monev from my pocket -

mom-v they've already taken out I have

alreadv paid for ten sessions with my basic

health fee that 1 am charged every

semester The Escort Service was cut un

t d iiummi Mh raped - do we have to wait

, some drastic mental rape before we get

the services we desei

Beth B
ithweat

wvua »....' - a

—

j Rvnti Frin Martin every oiner inumuuy »*« ...».» *, r -
please!'^ ie knows you cannot stand Head fcm. nanm

When coming West, leave East Coast attitude at home
VYI1C1A ^1111 & 7 ______^ tK„VMkmewhat This takes on the form of shar-ng. b, „ food, dru,

People often ask me why I came to Massachusetts from

California Sometimes I smile and answer with various

reasons, fall, school, change of attitude and climate

But very rarelv do I respond with the mam motivating

reason - that I wanted to take a Tocqueville journey to

find out what makes New Englanders tick.

To take back anecdotes to my friends of little odd

behaviors 'pickles with maple syrup i. but also to show

in a lot of ways, our coasts are not that different, although

each coast perceives the differences as large.

My favorite example is the California north south and

the Massachusetts east west "Where do you come from?'

phenomenon In California San Franci* here the

culture begins, from there north it is home to the last of

the "true hippie free spirits living the real California

ethic and Southern Cal is merely a bunch of bubble heads.

I think you get the comparison to here with Eastern

Mass. as the tougher, real Mass and the West as these

earthy crunchv do-gooders. I hope it gives you the same

chuckle as it gives Californians when they ask me what

the East Coast is like

But one thing that we unfortunately differ on is

something ,n which you people call "attitude." You see

in California that it's not that we don't have it. Gangs

use it as an unspoken language - called maddoggtng

to stare down or induce a gang fight with someone Most

other people just call it "uptight." though, and. ironical-

ly, follow it with "Where are they from, the East Co;.

Sam Coleman

This place has an awful reputation in that sense because

the number one ethic that a Californian has is that you

should always, no matter who that person is - Black, gay,

socially inept - make that person feel welcome and have

><>me fun.

This takes on the form of sharing, be it food, drug-

even friend* Voure just not a Californian if you give at

titude because there is absolutely no need

had good luck here meeting people who em

body that ethic, and I wish I could say all their name*

But I recently had some acquaintance treat some friends

(who were new t<» the area) with such snobbish elitism

they being the "WoT crowd and my other friend-

mainstream - that it annihilated my conception that

wonderful, pc NoHo and Amherst have much of a chance

when it comes to getting real.

I can only hope that my final sentence about

Massachusetts to people when I return back home will

not be "But. you know, they always had this attitude thing

going on

My only advice is when traveling, leave this little trait

at home where even there it doesn't belong.

m (hitman " <• VMaa* exchange student

earthy crunchv do-gooders, l nope u kivcs y™ » re ~«~ -
—

Television commercials not thought out in terms of culture
_j __ r.u;„-„ £_»tU „Uin« thPSP rornfed Nova model sold poorly in Latin America

I'm not stewing, but I have ith

the beef industry Though their indi-

tion mav seem petty, it deserves scrutiny

Recently, they've been airing a spot on the

radio to laud the healthful benefits of meat

•Sting, which is in itself fine.

Nick Ostis

•Hi. this is Rasta Rib I. '
intones a

iamaican inflected voice over a hypnotiz

ing reggae backbeat. Utilizing the catchy

vernacular familiar to tourists of this

island, the actor praises beefs virtues, and

the commercial ends.

However, their sensitivity to the tradi

tions of the Rastas is suspect. Perhaps no

one in the advertising department is aware

of the Rastas* dietary regimen

The true H hose who embrace the

tenets of the faith, don't eat any flesh or

even salt They don't smoke tobacco or

drink alcohol, for that matter.

So strict is their faith, in fact, they

eschew mirrors, combs and scissors - in

ducements to ego gratification, I presume.

Imagine the furor m the Catholic com

munity over a radio spot like this:

Hi, I'm Father McCarthy fspcaks with

a brogue) here to tell you that there's

nothing like a Brand X condom. Brand W
just doesn't provide that feeling you re

looking for. If you're seeking quality birth

control and sexually transmitted disease

protection, use the best. Enjoy."

Or, how about the snit among Kosher

Jews for this one:

"Oy, Kosher Ken here. There s nothing

like a bacon, lettuce and tomato sandwich

with Piggy's Quality Pork Products Rais

ed on Ohio's fertile plains, these corn-fed

porkers are tender and succulent
"

People are eating less meat, so the beef

industry is targeting a new generation or

market Business is business. One hopes

though that they do their homework in the

future

Traditionally. America has been the

leader in welcoming the world's people to

her shores. The lifestyles which they lead

serve to infuse society with fresh insight

and perspective, to say nothing about the

delights and stimulation of their art, music,

food and philosophies. All these folks

deserve respect for their beliefs.

To temper my sober judgment with some

humor, here's an old tale you may find

amusing I say tale because the story may

be apocryphal

The Chevrolet Corporation learned a

costly lesson some years back when their

Nova model sold poorly in Latin America

I guess nobody thought about the in

habitants confusing Nova with "no \.i.

which translates into "doesn't go.

Another time, I found myself in a spec

tacular Colombian sunrise. The focus was

upon a large group of small well scrubbed

Colombian children. A trance inducing

narrator extolled the virtues of Colombian

coffee on behalf of Maxwell House.

The bean of the truth is the coffee pickers

work tortuously long hours for small

change. They are undernourished, il

literate and live in pitiable squalor. Their

children will inherit their parents' lives of

indentured slavery.

It wasn't base enough for Maxwell House

to depict Juan Valdez. Now it was cherubic

children.

Nick Ostis is a Collegian correspondent
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Front-page photo

echoes contempt
The front-page photo of the Collegian Sept. 20 of Bill

Weld bore a provoking caption: "Mass. Republican guber-

natorial candidate William Weld speaks to a member of

the masses." „
I would be very greatly obliged if someone would tell

me what "a member of the masses" means.

Is it someone from East Boston or Northampton?

Is it someone who wears a suit and tie?

Is it someone old or young?

Is it someone who prefers Bruce Willis Die Hard to

Laurie Anderson's. The Home of the Brave?

Is it someone who makes $15,000 a year as opposed to

someone who makes $60,000?

The person speaking to Weld in the photo appeared (my

assumption) to be a senior citizen of modest means.

I doubt that a 23-year-old graduate student at this

University would be referred to as "a member of the

masses."

Why is that? .-__, i;

Is it because the expression, like the Greek hoi polloi,

carries with it a tone of implicit contempt?
Thomas DeFreitas
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Fed- budget follows our lead

Massachusetts i> not the only govern

mental body sitting on the brink of

economic dfcutff The commonwealth

has been joined by a much larger player,

the Federal Govirnmtnt. whose leaders

must get then budget chariot home

through the compromise before Friday

or the nation turns into a fiscal

pumpkin.

What is a 'token minority?'
I . - mm*. tn

Jason Kofman

Fiscal Year 1991 begins Oct. 1 and ac

cording to the Gramm Rudman Hollings

deficit reduction bill, unless the negotia

tions succeed, major indiscriminate pro-

gram cuts automatically go into effect,

which cripple the economy. What are

Congressional and White House leaders

doing about the impending 30 to 40 per-

cent acroas-the board cuts? Arguing.

The leadership factions from each par

ty have come up with various proposals

seeking to remedy the situation. Both

sides agree on raising taxes on non

necessity items like tobacco, alcohol, life

insurance policies, aviation and luxury

goods, although that is where the

similarity ends.

Democrats are backing a plan that

would force the wealthy to absorb more

of the tax burden and the military more

of the cuts.

Republicans are advocating a plan

that would lower capital gains tax along

with other measures to stimulate the

economy. Sounds familiar.

The Democratic plan may sound far

fetched, but it is an attempt to force

ourselves out of the budget debacle It

basically calls for a 20 percent budget

surtax on the taxes owed by individuals

with incomes over $125,000 and couples

over $200,000

The only discouraging plank is that it

also calls for an increase of $50 million

on gasoline and other energy products

over the next five years, items that are

increasingly seen as necessities like

bread and clothes that lower-income

people may not be able to afford if they

are taxed too much higher.

The overall proposal is one that would

do less to stimulate economic growth,

but do more to lessen the deficit, which

is what the whole fiasco is about

anyway.
The Republican plan reads like a page

right out of Reaganomics and supply-

side economics. It calls for the lowering

of the capital gains tax to less than 15

percent, tax breaks for oil and gas

development along with $7 billion in

energy taxes over five years and

limiting state and local income tax

payments that can be deducted from

Federal tax returns.

These measures are supposed to free

up capital for businesses and individuals

to re-invest in the economy and thus

spur the economy to new heights. Ifyou

recall the 1981 and 1982 tax cuts that

were supposed to do the same thing, you

may have noticed that they failed

miserably and are most likely the ma-

jor reason we are now in the middle of

this big mess.

What does all this squabbling mean

for us taxpayers? It means a major lack

of government services if the cuts are

forced into effect, encompassing the

elimination of 1 4 million student loans

and the reduction of 2 million more,

thousands of lay-offs at IRS which would

reduce the processing of returns,

resulting in a loss of $2 8 billion, and the

furloughing of flight inspectors, justice

officials, health and social workers and

civilian military personnel.

The only silver lining appears to be

the 35 percent trimming of the defense

budget, a cut that happens to be four

times larger than the Democratic plan

that President Bush has vowed to veto.

These impending cuts are threatening

to ravage our already weakened

economy, and it is up to our national

leaders to reconcile their differences and

produce a package that will save us from

economic chaos.

There has been a lot of talk of being

tough with the opposition and not giv

ing into their demands. However, we are

past the point of talking tough and now

is the time where these tough guys must

swallow their pride and work something

out. or we will be facing tough times

nobody can talk down.

Jason Kofman is a UMass student

Ever heard of the term "token minority?'

Its meaning is of special importance to

those who consider Third World issues a

priority.

"Token minority" usually refers to a

"person of color" within the United St

Minu Sebastian

How are "token minorities" different

from some "people of color?" One of the

primary criteria of "token minorities is

the manipulation of ethnicity to assimilate

into the majority power structure. In order

to assimilate they deny their cultural roots

and as they see convenient use their

ethnicity for personal gratification. They

will suddenly show an interest in their

native homeland when "diversity

becomes an issue.

"Token minorities" are doing gross in

justices not only to people of their own race,

but also to the intelligence of any thinking

individual.
,

Thev live in their own naive and ideal

world* They oaen believe that all people

are the same. They live by the notion that

all people regardless of race, ethnicity and

culture should blend together in peace and

happiness. They ipMN history, the current

structure of world power, and the current

struggle of indigenous people throughout

the world. ,

U is within this selfish and self-centered

mentality that "token minorities" operate.

They want to ignore the past and the pre

sent situation of their people. In America

they romanticize about their country

without any clear understanding about

their native homeland.

What is most disgraceful is watching the

utter audacity some of them have. They

often walk around with a snobbish but in-

secure air hoping that nobody will notice

their facade. They just want to be accepted;

they just want to be liked.

When a topic of diversity comes up. they

will jump at the chance to prove to

themselves that they are aware of their

identity They manipulate the issue of

diversity and identity M that it fits into

their personal agend;i-

"Token minorities" are symbul>

representing everything their Bft1

culture is not. They adopt the value system

and mentality of the main-m .un to bt

cepted, get further in their careers and Ob

tain an image of statu-*.

Through the eyes of those associated with

Third World issues, "token minorities" are

looked upon with utter disgust Why'

Because they represent a lie. They h>

themselves and to the people around them

They sacrifice their own cultures and iden

tities for personal gratification. They also

devalue and trivialize the objectives of the

Third World community.

People of the "majority community

might have the unfortunate impression

that thev might be able to learn somethi

about a "different culture through a "token

minority
" The most anyone can learn from

a "token minority" is how to be confused,

lost and selfish.

"Token minorities halt an* critical

thought the "majority communis will

give to issues concerning culture, hist.

andidentitv As a result paopfeof WTM
u.ritv community" will continue to com.

tual'ize people of other cultural

backgrounds under their own terms and

mentality. All this causes is more chaos,

confusion and frustration.

In essence, "token minority" is just what

the term implies, an insignificant person

who is not representative of the whole she

is from. The situation becomes dangerous

when people start to take them seriously

"Token minorities" should be treated on

the level of thinking and language that

they can understand. They should be

treated like naive and sheltered children

So go ahead, patronize them and pat them

on the head. They'll love it

In fact, you'll even see them running

back for more.

Read Minu Sebastian every other Thursday

IRA's terror begets more terror
_ . ~-..^r. uniforms and as a result

Publicity-seekers waste paper
v_„ ..nj-tn oooina construct

I find the waste of paper on this campus

sickening. In biology class this morning, 1

counted 112 colored fliers about rushing

Phi Sigma. Two large signs would have

been infinitely more useful than many

small ones that are difficult to read^

Th Sigma is not the only one to adver-

tise to excess. Other fraternities have spell

rfoSSSr letters on the ground in paper,

only to have these papers rip up and blow

around campus. Whichever fraternity is

"It
"

it has littered the campus without

regard to letting us learn where we can join

this fine institution.

Fraternities are not the only ones to

waste our natural resources. Today, as an

Orchard Hill Central resident, I received

a etter from the UMass arts council about

a park being built to memorialize William

Smith Clark

Yes, upon seeing construction I would be

curious about what is being built, but this

same notice appears to have been posted

in other public spaces (in my dorm.

anyway). . _ T . .. ,

Not only does this waste the University s

money for paper, but it requires labor to

mail these letters and to take public notices

down.

I call upon all organizations to think

twice about what they put up around cam

pus. Consider an attractive, readable

design on white or unbleached paper. Col

ored paper mav stand out a small amount,

but it is not as good for our environment.

And, finally, take the posters down when

your event is over.

Peter J. Wagner
Central

I too was at the meeting last Tuesday in

the Campus Center where the speaker was

Mary Nelis - a member of Sinn Fein I too

listened to her speech but, although I

respect her views, I totally disagree with

Never once did she mention the level of

intimidation that the IRA forces upon the

population of Northern Ireland and the

members of Her Majesties forces

throughout Europe. Not once did she men

tion the source of the munition and ex

plosives that the IRA uses - namely Libya.

Nelis, and the rest of the supporters of the

IRA. object when their homes are search

ed and their sons arrested. She stated that

not once were any arms or explosives found

in her house and so she can see no reason

for the searches of her house. And yet by

her own admission, her sons are members

of the terrorist organization - 1 would have

thought that a very good reason for her

house to be under such close scrutiny.

The reporter obviously fails to have a real

grasp for the situation in Northern Ireland

He accurately reports that her sons are im

prisoned in terrible conditions, but fails to

point out to the reader that it was by their

own choice. Her sons - and other convicted

members of the IRA - refused to wear

prison uniforms and as a result were con

fined to solitary confinement. I would point

out that this is normal practice not only in

all British prisons, but also in American

^MTbasic argument with the IRA is that

they are a terrorist organization which

doesn't care who gets killed or maimed if

they just happen to be in the wrong place

at the wrong time. They call the trouble in

Northern Ireland a war, and yet when the

roles of war are engaged against them they

scream "foul
"

The only way to get the British forces out

of Northern Ireland is to stop this level of

violence. If the British could find a way out

of Northern Ireland, they would. But it

they left tomorrow, there would be a blood

bath between the IRA and the Loyalists

The role may be reversed, with the

Loyalists becoming the terrorists fighting

for a separate Northern Ireland as part flfl

Britain. „ ,

It costs too much for the British to si

in Northern Ireland, in money, but, more

importantly, in blood - English and Ir.sh.

Ben Stone

Orchard Hill, on exchange from
England
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Middle East panel

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

is great," she said. "This leads me to think how successful

the intervention can be." at ,.,mi
Hormoz Shahdadi, political science professor at Mount

Holyoke College, said that Iraq's primary interest is the

attainment of a warm sea port.

He added that the ultimate and unintentional element

in the gamble of the Middle East is Islam and this factor

wiUuSy the Arab world against the United Statea.

"The massive use of [U.S.] force would have worked if

the alternative of Islam was not there, he said, rhemei

p^nceTfAmerican forces has made the Muslims in the

TrorCto Shahdadi, the motivating factor h^nd

U.S. military intervention is the "international capitalist

and unfair law" which says that "you don t rob your rich

n
V?n£nt Ferraro, political science professor at Mount

Holyoke College, said that U.S. foreign policy towards

Middle East is motivated by the need to assure Israel s

security as well as a secure oil supply. _
"U S could be in war at any minute, said PAWSS coo

dinator Michael Klare. "Starting tonight.

ThTwai the second panel discussion in a sen<* of event,

scheduled by the Five College Program in Peace and

World Security Studies.

education cuts

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

nation which are being compounded by the military

standoff in the Middle East and the resulting oil

"Thfcuts also eliminated state fuel assistance sub-

sidy for bw-income residents and eliminated a genera

rehef category for people over 45 who lack significant

work history The plans will also close soldiers homes

Tn Chelsta and Holyoke and place residents m alter-

native long-term care facilities.

THE SOFT DRINK IMPORTED

FROM PARADISE

ac\ D©op'®

Because n a0 can y

to respond*
to

onty
$85-00

,
m^-This sPeCiai sc0verl

ated'.
PaV bV cash.

s^r:

ENJOY THE ALL NATURAL
SOFT DRINK BURSTING
WITH REAL ORANGE AND
TANGERINE JUICES

AVAILABLE IN VERYFINE
VENDORS ON CAMPUS

S85.00

Begutartr
^o.oo-sa^

$35 .00

Rte 9 on the Amherst
Hadley line

Easy to get to by
Car or bus

m0DWAA
at mountain farms mall

fr~%& I

FREE
PRESENT THIS COUPON AT ONE
OF THE 3 CAMPUS MUNCHIK
STORES AND RECEIVE ONE FREE
CAN OF ORANGINA.

EXPIRES 1O-O3-90

The Area's Most
Complete Fitness Facility!

18 Years of Fun and Fitness

for all ages!

^_ <__ ,

10 percent Student
H Discount,

Pool
Rocquetboll
Sauna
Massage
Computerized
Bikes
Stairmasler

Aerobics a
Aqua Aerobics
Nautilus
Tennis
Jacuzzi
Free Weights
Rowing Machines

MENTAL HEALTH FALL '90

Groups offer skill enhancement and support in

specific areas of life. They offer an opportunity to

explore an area for growth with other/indents who

have similar concerns. Groups offered this fall:

EXPLORING LESBIAN, GAY, 1ISEXUAL IDENTITY Tue. 7 a JO pm

At Echo /////Gatehouse Rd., Amherst
256-6446

BUILDING RELATIONSHIP SKILLS

INCREASING SELF-ESTEEM

ADULT CHILDREN OF ALCOHOLICS

TlMt 5:30-7:00 pm

Tues 1-2: JO pm

I (tegtnners) Thur» 3-4:30 pm
II (Advanced) Wed J:JO-5:00

AH groups begin in October and require pre-registration.

For Information about when the gronps meet or registration

call 545-2337 or stop by 127 Hills North.

YOM KIPPUR
Service* held In the Student Union Ballroom

Friday. Sept. 28-7pm Kol Nidrei

Saturday. Sept. 29- 10am Morning Service

-3pm Reading from Book of Jonah

-4pm Tshuvah Exercises

-5:30pm Ne'ilah

ALL WELCOME \
N

Sponsored by UMass Hiliel-for more info call 549-1710

tnarlie'0
,

.
Amhtfi • I *

7 days a W-

KMchtn open ill midnight

with 2 pool tables :
Tonight 10c Beer Steamed Baby Franks

8 p.m. — 10 p.m.

§ Drink of the Week B«r of th« Month

Ram end Coke $1.75 Fo.ur . ugtr $175

"•> •"

ooa vjiveaways

Mon. 10 cent Mozzarella Sticks 9pm- 12am

Tues 10 cent Buffalo Wings 9pm- 12am

Wed 25cent Pizza Slices and 99 cent Nachos 9pm- 12am

Thurs 10 cent Beer Steamed Baby Franks 8pm- 1
Opm

Sunday 10 cent Potato Skins 9pm- 12am

WE ACCEPT MC-VISA-AMEX

THIRD WORLD AFEMRS
On The Rustling of the Leaves': One More Filipino Voice
V^11 J- 11C lVUOtllH5 vx

1AroaQ - ble 1992 presidential candidate.
.i i l _* ipn..n»ar Tnanrcrpnrv) Ooerations in Kural Areas. «- ,.... .. f •• fUiiSranawavssu:'-

It is refreshing to once again see the rather short at-

tention span of the U.S. media focus on the continuing

struggle in the Philippines through a recent film review

in a campus publication.

The Rustling of the Leaves which was screened in the

Valley last week provided a rare insider's view of the

Philippine revolution. However, as someone who once

worked full time for the Legal Left portrayed in the film,

I would like to present a different point of view.

I disagree with the description of the Filipinos as a

"peaceloving people M torn by poverty and injustices that

they are left no choice but to fight among themselves.

It is true that Filipinos are fighting Filipinos, but the

question is why? Some of the most notorious violators of

human rights in the Philippines today are vigilante

groups like Alsa Masa, and the Tadtad (or "Chop-chop )

who were shown in the film in gory detail chopping off

the heads of suspected rebels.

Who supported the rise of the Alsa Masa? In May 1987,

former U.S. attorney general Ramsey Clark reported that

the Alsa Masa was created during the visit of retired U.S.

General John Singlaub to the Philippines when he en_

couraged the formation of such death squads as part ot

the counter-insurgency campaign.

The fascist radio commentator, Jun Pala shown quoting

Goebbels and Hitler in the film, was strongly connected

to the U.S. Information Office in Davao. A UJS. official,

Ray Parker, frequently visited Colonel Franco Cahda. the

father of Alsa Masa. .

The most recent evidence of the U.S. military s hand

in getting us to fight among ourselves is a recently leak

ed document from the Armed Forces of the Philippines.

The document refers to a counter-insurgency plan nam

Jericho, initiated and implemented with thecoopera

tion of the Joint U.S. Military Advisory Group. This docu

ment includes a "Memorandum of Agreement Between

the DND (Dept. of National Defense, Philippines) and

JUSMAG Regarding Civilian Participation in WW

(Counter Insurgency) Operations in Rural Areas."

The civilian participation refers to the formation of para-

military groups like the Alsa Masa to carry out dirty

operations like death squad operations on behalt ot the

military.
,

. ..

Secondly, the document includes the Letter of the

Chief, JUSMAG, Approving the Request of the DND for

the 4 Year Detail of 25 Social Engineer Specialists to the

AFP " These social engineers are simply U.S.

psychological operations (psy-ops) experts that train

Filipinos in psy-ops of the Jun Pala type.

Jose Ledesma

Finally, the mission stated in this document was "l.

Backup Op-Plan Sunset and Op-Plan Ivory; n. Undercut

the CT Peace Initiative; lii. Preempt CT anti-bases bid;

iv Take steps to improve psy-ops credibility."

Op-Plans Sunset and Ivory are simply plans to carry out

liquidations of all rebel affiliates in urban areas. Under

cutting the Commun.st Peace Initiative (CD involves

discrediting the rebel proposal to call a unilateral cease

fire and begin peace negotiations in exchange for the

withdrawal of the U.S. bases. Here, the U.S. military and

their cohorts in the Philippines were undermining the

possible peaceful and reasonable resolution of the bloody

conflict in the Philippine

It may also be noted that the recent U.S. oiler

10 year phase-out of the bases is just a strategy to buy

time in order that a military government come in and

squash the growing anti-bases movement laisaiag the

Philippines. ,

One scenario is the election of General Fidel Ramos (the

West Point educated Defense Minister) as President, thus

installing a military government via the ballot box.

Already, business groups are mentioning him as a possi-

ble 1992 presidential candidate.

Of course, if this option fails, the U.S can always su

port a military coup. It is not by coincidence that the ftr«l

major military coup in 1987 occurred a week after

Philippine Senate introduced a bill banning nuc!

weapons on U.S. bases.

Interestingly, a recent coup occurred just on the

negotiations on the future of these bases. The maj.

of the Senate has already declared that they will

renew the bases treaty and a successful military coup »

override such legislative obstacles to the continued ri

of the bases.

What are the methods being used to achieve these o

jectives-> One strategy is to intensify the psy-ops a

conduct military operations against ant i-has.- p

sonalities, both legal and underground, then Warn,

killings on factional ruab

This sinister plan is explicitly spelled out in the da

ment and leaves no doubt af to M fc> is making r Hip

fight Filipinos. Even the "centrist" Aquino part tsansand

the right wing coup plott.ITS are being manipulate,

fight each other so as to eventually promote I S. mtei

Even as the U.S flew jets over Manila to

puppet regime, the CIA had maintain. the

military coup plotters. In 1986 the US supported
1

both

Marcos and Aquino until it became clear who could

tar avert a communist led takeover that would jeopa.

the future of the bas.

If Filipinos are fighting each other. W muel he

rootcai ighting each other ;*nd

this cancer from our society. W« BM»t see who .s making

Filipinos fight Filipino fight AwM Inkatha Zulus

fight the ANC, etc

It is tin* that Third World people unite again* i

imperialism (which is not the same as the people of the

U S I
and smash all structures that divide, conquei

oppress the majority of the world- p

Jom Udmma i* a UMass student

The Gulf Crisis and

Israel's territorial ambitions
The recent events in the Persian Gulf have eclipsed

in the media the crisis in Israel. The Intifada has been

marginalized by the media. No more pictures of Israeli

soldiers firing on women and children Fortune has

smiled upon Israel ^^^^^^^^^

Robin Varghese

But as most U.S. minds wander from issue to issue^

those of us who for some time have worked with or sup-

pled the principle victims of the state of Israel

wonder what of the Palestinians

From the vantage point of the Palestinian struggle

this impending war and the aftermath of a UAJ
ory constituteVhaps one of the darkest hours m, , t.

history, for Israel has been given an environment to

begin executing what thus far it had only dared

whisper — namelv. transfer.

Forborne time now. voices of sanity at this Un.ver

sity haTtr e^to depict the plight of the Palestinians

and the struggle between a Palestinian David and an

'"rha^noted time and time again that this

d,lmh?rited people, after having made compromise

f^rcomrTormse'have yielded from Israel nothing hut

the usurpation of their culture, the theft of their land

and the barrel of an Israeli gun

Yes. these sins can be found in other nfons^bu

where Israel stands nearly alone, what is most

Frightening about this inhuman experience, is that he

most moral justifications are posited for some of the

most heinous acts in modern history
____,

How many Palestinians have been dispossessed in

the name of national liberation? How many civilians

have been tortured ,n the name ofjustice- How many

ch.ldre^have been killed in the name of an end to all

opp^on? How many fundamental art.cWhun»»
rights have been violated in the name of democracy

And what crimes remain to be committed m the name

rf
wWhe Soviet invasion of Afghanistan resulted to

the displacement of onethird of the Afghan population

n o PakTsUn and Iran, it was labeled migratory

genocide.' In Palestine, such a displacement occurred

in 1948 and continues to the present

wYat ,s to be feared ,n the crisis of Palestine , rtiat

I«r»el like the U.S. and most settler colonial states.

IXvemually execute real,^™*™"£^
Hooefullv it will not come to this, but rest assureo

thatTf it does. Israel will create the most moral

justifications for it.

Robin Varghese is a I Mass student.

Fax
Americana?

. t,AA *r\ kraak nut the
"it is time we are told, to break out the ch.tmp..

confetti in celebration of a "new world order, ' a regime

where "the rule of the law will replace the rule ot the

jungle" and m which the goal of collective security w.ll

^Thoughtful people, however, might bs tempted to let the

dust gather oWX Dom Per.gnon for just a htth- »h,le

longer For the "new world ord.

tion of the five permanent members ofthe U.N. becu

Council under ?he leadership -Iv th

what is meant by beamin, plomats who announ, ,•

that. now. the UN is working *M it WM ong,nall>

designed to" (as a tool of US.foreign H"

Hussein Ibish

An Adientur^j^iin^^on^ and Dances

The Youth Goodwill

Mission, from Taipei, the

Republic of China, is a

modest presentation of

Chinese culture, art, and

music.

Program includes

dances, opera, Kung-Fu,

and folk arts

Thursday, Sept.27

8 p.m.

Fine Arts Center

Concert Hall

Students with valid I.D.

and Senior Citizens

$3.00

General public—$5.00

The long term success of this Security Council based

. m is highly unlikely. It is a loose coalition at bt

based on a most unusual set of circumstances, un

manageable in the long run

What will happen to it when China feels its national

mterests at stake in a future conflict'' What is the role

of moderate powers such as India, Pakistan, and Brazil,

not to mention Iran and Iraq'' For example, what will be

the role of the "new world order" if India and Paki-

were to come to hostilities over Kashmir

Franklv. if this is indeed a "new world order rather

than a fig leaf for "Ramho ' diplomacy, then it looks much

like a new too! for enforcing "global liberalism^ Its new

found commitment to the liberal economy model has led

the Soviet bloc to ,o,n with the rest of the North Further,

the challenge of Iraq can easily he seen, and i de

nounced, in terms of the struggle between global geOBHBiC

liberal ism and Third World empowerment

One can foresee little for this "new order other than

the continued enforcement of hbet-..lism against the m

evitable challenge of outsiders. This ^tem *, 1 certam

ly be incompatible with the interests of much of a no

longer passive Third World.

If it exists at all outside the wet dreams ofW ashington.

then the role of the "new world order sestm to be the

enforcement of the doomed cause of global liberalism

Finally, to those who focus on the real or .mag.ned

benefits to international law in the "new order, ejjea-

tion: By staunchly defending the sovereign equality ot

such anachronistic and untenable ent.t.es as Kuwait, are

you strengthening or weakening the "sacred principle

of sovereign equality?

Will we all be defending to the death the sovereign

equality and integrity of Bahrain, Djibouti or other such

.tales, created at the stroke of a pen by colonial pov

for their own convenience, that reflect no cultural

economic or political reality Is this our idea of the path

to iustice and stability''

The prospects for a system based on defending the in-

defensible fail to impress me.

Champagne wishes and caviar dreams, America.

Hussem Ihish is a UMass student
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'Stamell Stringed Instrument!

. Salt* of fine Instruments and Bows

. Repairs ami Restorations

. Appraisal Services

. Books and Music

. Strings and Accessories

• Stringed Instrument Rentals

, Violin • Viola • Cello • Bass •

Largest Selection of Fine Stringed Instruments

*in Western Massachusetts

A
1(413) 2S6-0936 IS North PleasantStrectAmhers^^MOOj

A HEALTHY
ICOMPLEXIO]
AND BODY

begins with a deep pore

cleansing treatment and a

full body massage

Improves how you look

and feel

relaxing • refreshing

revitalizing

also lash and brow tinting

and hair waxing

AESTHETICS

THERAHKl IK SKIS CAM
AND MASSAUK

\MHHKST»a5Mi7l

HUNAN GOURMET

RAZCAL
NOBODY FAMOUS DRINKS IT.

PRErENTTHI?AD AT PARTICIPATING BOOKSTORES

& RETAILERS AND GET A CAN OF RAZCAL FOR

ONLY
OFFER GOOD UNTIL I1/IS/90

UMfT ONE CAN PER CUSTOMER

CHINESE
RESTAURANT

The aroma, sound & tasle o!

authentic Chinese cuisine prepared

Hunan Szechuan Mandarin or

Cantonese style-especmlly lor you'

&J

• Amole Free Parking
• Maior C redit Cards Accepted

• FuN Liquor License

• Open 7 Oeye A Week
• Take-Out Service Available

• NO MSQ

585-0202 261 King St., Northampton, MA

I don't know how anybody gets through college today

without a Macintosh. Sometimes I have so many assignments

that I barely have time for sleep.Yet my Macintosh allows me

to get my work done on time-without making sacrifices.

"Working on my dissertation and field studies means

collecting an incredible amount of information. So jumping

from one program to another with ease is

imperative, as is quickly making charts and

graphs. By enabling me to do these things,

Macintosh probably saves me an hour

and a half each day

"Another great thing about the Macintosh

is that it makes you feel technically con-

fident. Remember putting toys together

when you were a kid? Who reads the

directions? Nobody.You look at the picture

of the bike and you know exactly what

to do. The Macintosh operates the same

way I actually taught a friend to use one

in two minutes.

"What would my life be like without

a Macintosh? Scan/'

Come to the MacFest I

Campus Center

October 2nd t 3rd, 10am-4pm

Jovon Jimorton

I A Sociology torlhom CoHeoe

MA Sociology University of Viigimo

Ph D Cond.dote. Sociology. Uwvomty of Ch.cogo

Vitiy d( > people love Macintosh"!'

Ask them.

* It*) *(«*> Corneal*1 »* ««"•» »» *«*• l0« *ne

ACROSS
1 Tanned leather

6 P.O

9 Mad about the

guy

13 "— in my
haste.

14 Wallet item

15 Aida. eg
17 Ankle Comb

lorm

18 Ot certain

perennial plants

20 Salamanders

21 Winter tun

22 Fruit covering

24 Ailing

25 Average grades

26 Expansion

29 Ostrich kin

31 SKir over

32 Billiard stroke

34 DC VIP

37 Ocean vessel

38 Burrows or

Vigoda

39 Mote's color

41 Part of a

loumey
42 U S author

Alice -
1851 1911

44 Circle or

sanctum
45 U S money unit

46 Lilted

48 Shopper s

4 Turn aside by

advice

5 Tokyo, formerly

6 Ember
7 Rarely

8 Danger

9 Vincent van —
10 Quick

impression

1

1

Supernatural

being

12 Take lor —
16 Serves perleclly

19 Leers

lasciviously

21 Schuss
23 Mi fi

26 Secluded
valley

27 Nastase ol

lenms
28 General

Bradley

30 Prolession

33 Oo*e
34 Idaho resort

35 Dueling sword

36 Bumpkin s

cousin

40 Boa lamiiy

member
43 Namesakes ol

a comic King

45 Respectable

47 Ad
48 Lather

49 Author LOOS
50 34 Across trom

Mich

52 Bay ol Biscay

feeder

55 Table scraps

56 Caravansanes
58 Remove, in

printing

59 Lob or mob
follower

61 — •
Camera

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE

9/27/90

"That time was just too close, George! Jimmy was

headed straight for the snake pit when

I grabbed him!"

CALVIN AND HOBBES

GRPMWB TRttPS

By BILL WATTERSON

VKNCAHCMRMEBEOP?'
I JUST DID "N€ FIRST"

PRCfcL£MOUTU\S0V)\Z..'

WUtP£ DID TWt TME GO?*

GULSS' GVJtSS' PICK WTO*
NUWQEKV MMBE ^ TE*

WIL BE WGHT 81 SUEER

IA)CX' 15/ lOV' 1/27/

VIAND \T IN, CA\N\N

N0V)R TIME'S OP

DOKT roRTsET

VtE MME A BET

OH BUDGETS

GRADE.

THE BETS
OFT.' I

DON'T

GAMBLE.'

HO BETS.'

51 Pub offering

53 Killer whale

54 Not Ihnlty

5 7 Auto pioneer

60 Amusement
61 Cove
62 Task

63 Howard or Ely

64 An Astaire

65 Formicary

residents

66 USNA orad

67 Part of MGM

DOWN
1 Location

2 Ftyboy s org

3 Human being

TANGELO PIE
By TIM SNIFFEN
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MENU

•/27/90

LUNCH

Monte Crisco Sandwich
Tuna Oriental

DINNER

Boston Burger

Fettuane

BASICS LUNCH BASICS DINNER

Casserole
Tuna Oriental

Bostor burger

Fe i tucine

YOUR DAILY HOROSCOPE
By JEANE DIXON

By PITT

AMIS (March 2i-Aprt ») Keep

your reactions to yourself unW

decision tme s near Good fuel*

come* to those who reman true

to the* oeato A* important ques-

tion* Others wt be happy to

shore information

TAURUS (Aprl 20-rVlay 20) The

ota-fashioned way * always best

for you FotOw your mstmcts See*

a creative solution to o recurring

financial problem Travel plans

add to the excitement of a

romance
OfMINI ,May 21-June 20) vour

business associates are more

receptive to your suggestions

now Timing is everything! Take

core of you financial obligations

Look up ocquointonces who can

play a major role m your career

CAMCtt (June 21-JuV 22) Mak-

ing an emotional plea w« not

work as wet as laying o* you

cards on the table Concentrate

on your own goals for o change

New companions Irft you out of a

rut

HO (July 23-Aug 22) That wed

feeing vorahes when you receive

good news about o business deal

Accept an apotogv and get on

with your We Children cannot

mature without a chance to han-

dle responstt

VltOO (Aug 23 Sept 22) A

young couple nears or. mportant

decision Be decisive and a

leadership role wi be yours A

good dav to sign contracts A

romantic partnership becomes

more meaningful Some set the

date

. (Sept 23-Oc'

spoken or written wora seer

favor your plans and speed the*

compteton Get together »

apod fnend whose mte»ect you

respect Use your autf

juOicTousiy to avord tegai

compkcatons

SCORR»0(Oct 23 Nov sn>The

people who enter your busness

We are now excetent influences

The* ortgnal exeftng ideos win m
spre you A mm vacation w* help

you recharge your batteries

SAGITTARIUS (Nov 22 Dec 21)

Be open to seemergty offbeat

suggestions A romantic or finan-

cial situation is stU rughty unpredc

table A headturnmg encounter

may be m store for you this

evening

CAPRICORN Dec 22

loyStreamiine work procedures

wtee refining your mefhodt

irsights speed things atorx;

better to stay home and entertar

tomght than to trek off to a party

AQUARIUS (Jan 2aFeb 16)

You do vour best work atone

away from the mam acton A

close associate may act

theatnca«y vou find a glamorous

newcomer very appealing

Remember your prior

commitments

WSCiS(Feb 19-March20) Kind

words could calm a troubled

psyche Be lavish m your f

and encouragement A -ecen

good deed wi be royalty reward-

ed Give credit where it is due
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ARTS&LIVING
Eclectic jazz programming around your radio dial
J^V/X^V/M.^ J*-*~ MT O w ..^^^.ha. midnight to 3 a.m. WAMC also features

E BILL ROSENBLATT
( llegian Staff

ladio stations receivable in the Valley

, -r a surprisingly wide variety of jazz.

1 ^pite the fact that this isn't a major

i tropolitan area, it is possible to listen

t azz during most parts of the day — with

i notable exception of afternoons.

Li you might expect, stations that offer

programming are mostly "left-of-the-

d il" college and public radio stations.

T ose that can be picked up on moderate

lity radios are:

WFCR 88.5 FM, Amherst (public radio)

WAMH, 89.3 FM. Amherst (Amherst

College)

WGBH, 89.7 FM, Boston (public radio)

WAMC. 90.3 FM, Albany, NY (public

radio)

WTCC, 90.7 FM, Springfield (STCC)

WMUA, 91.1 FM, Amherst (UMass)

YVRSI, 953 FM, Greenfield (commercial)

y WAMJ s Night Train runs all the midnight to 3 a.m. WAMC ^»/"*""»

wayTom 4^m

"

2 f.m., while WMUA's Jazz After Hours from midnight to 5 a.m.

All That Jazz (a production of the Black on Friday nights

/>

Valley

Jazz
Mornings: WMUA features an eclectic

mix ofjazz weekday mornings from 9 a.m.

to noon, while WTCC's Mid-Morning Jazz,

focusing on contemporary jazz, airs

weekdays from 10 a.m. to noon; the show

is extended to 2 p.m. on Tuesdays.

Evenings: WFCR's popular Jazz a la

Mode is allotted a scanty one-and a half

hours a day, airing weekdays from 6:30 to

8 p.m. On Mondays, listeners have more of

Mass Communications Project) features

contemporary jazz from 9:30 p.m. to mid-

night. If you have a really good stereo, you

may be able to pick up Eric in the Evening

on WGBH — his anything-goes mix is well

worth the effort.

Late nights: WAMC runs various na

tionally syndicated programs from 11 p.m.

to 1 a.m. on weeknights. These shows

range from the traditionally-minded Four

Queens Jazz Night from Las Vegas and Le

Jazz Club from Paris to more eclectic shows

such as Afro-Pop Worldwide, The Brazilian

Hour and Blues Stage. On WTCC, you can

hear Great Black Music (traditional jazz) on

Wednesdays 10 p.m. to midnight,

Thursdays 10 p.m. to 3 a.m., and Fridays

Weekends: WTCC plays more Great

Black Music on Saturday and Sundays

nights from midnight to 3 a.m. WFCR
takes a Safari into jazz and many other

musics of Africa and the Pan-African

Diaspora on Saturday nights from 8 p.m.

until 2 a.m.

WAMC also airs Jazz After Hours on

Saturday nights from midnight to 5 a.m.

WAMC reprises several of the syndicated

programs it airs during the week on Sun

day evenings: Marian McPartland's Piano

Jazz at 7 p.m.. The American Jazz Radio

Festival at 8 p.m., and Le Jazz Club from

Paris at 10 p.m. Also on Sunday, you can

take a Jazz Cruise on WRSI.

Thi

CHAEL'
Billiard Room
& Sports Bar

uurs Night Featuring Ringside

with Mike Tvson & Evil Knievels

greatest hits

Weekends:Toi> College & Pro footbal action

• Five 9 ft Championship Tables

• Your favorite sporting events on large

screen TVs
• $1.00 Drafta in ice cold mugs
• 25 cent hot dogs
• Appetizer menu ^
. ThiTweek: $1 Rolling Rock Bottle.

. Thursdav is Ladies* Night-Ladies play

pool for half price on Thurs. Night

, y A Formerly
^>^Changes Nightclub

<%&t 256-8284

UPC announces first two fall shows
The Union Program Council has announced their first

two shows of the fall semester. When and where tickets

will go on sale will be announced in the next few weeks.

Bofton bands O Positive and Tribe will be appearing

onSaturday. Oct. 20 at the Bluewall. Tickets will be $5

for UMass students and $7 for the general public

New York based 10,000 Maniacs will be performing at

the Fine Arts Center on Saturday, Nov. 17. Tickets will

be $14 for UMass students and $17 for theJ^JJ*
1

^

VCADKMYARSIC
MONTHAMPTON (HG* 5**-X4.*5

FRI to WED Sep 28-Oct. 3 ONLY!

Curtain Daily 700 and 900

MICHAELS
Rt- 9. Amherst t«v***

(Next to Hunan Garden Rest.)

'^rJ\

-SMART. AMBITIOUS,

SATIRICAL'
-Oa^ARM" NfWSVKtE'

'INTELLIGENT 1

AUDACIOUS'
_Cv- <*~m NtW vcm If*

"BRILLIANT. A

lilMft »*** MXMB

JESUS OF MONTREAL '.

OAO.1 •

SSV N.NS.N'vSNVN S. N X X N N V

*^
l

r nj Liquor Store

Busch Beer
$8.99 suitcase

BUSCH

'vu

n

Samuel Adams Octoberfest f
$19.99 case
12 oz. bottles

wide selection of other Octoberfest

beers also available

SAMI'tl ADAMS

OCTOBERFEST

^
St. Pauli Girl

$15.99 case
12 oz. bottles

Bartles & Jaymes
Wine Coolers

$2.99
four pack

Gordon's Vodka
$5.99
750ml

San Tropique
Coconut Rum P

$6.49
750 ml

Miller

Genuine Draft

$10.99
2/12 packs

12 oz. bots.

August Sebastiani

White Zinfandel

$4.99
1 .5 liter

Southern Comfort

Wesley United Methodist Church
j

365 North Pleasant Street

Amherst, Massachusetts 01002

10:45 a.m. Worship

Free UMass bus leaves GRC and

FAC at 10:35, stops at our door
549-1550

v V N X V N \ N V>\VSX>\ N N \ N\\\\SXNXN \ N > \ VV

AEROBICS

$6.99

338 College St., Rt. 9, Amherst 253-5384 750 ml

Master Card and Visa accepted

6 Times a Day
Classes are held Mon-Fri at

8 am-noon-4 pm-5 pm-6 pm-7 pm
1 class for $4 26/10 for $36 00/20 for $60 00/30 for »75 00

MON • FRI

Separate, Private Aerobics Room
• State of the Art Neo Shock Floor

• Super Sound System

at mountain terms mill » I

Route 9 on the

Amherst/Hadley line

Easy to get to by

Car or bus

^MMVVMH.JL
,^rv ve

Amherst's

Best Kept
Secret

INDOOR MINIATURE GOLF
Thursday and Friday-Student Night

QOtfiS Youfc

Winners' Athletic Club
3 Indoor Tennis Courts

c 4 Outdoor Clay Tennis Courts

(2 Convertible to Indoor Clay

Courts Starting Sept. 1st)

d 4 Racquetball Courts

Nautilus & Cardiovascular

ess Center

tobies

CALL 549-4545 for a free tour

Winners' Athletic Club
Rte. 116, Sunderland

(Opposite Bubs BBQ, on Bus Route)

Open 7 Days*7:00am-1 1:00pm

Cut and present coupon and pay only

$99 for UNLIMITED RAQUETBALL. September-

December. 8a.m - 5pm. daily.

|
$99 Student
Raquetball

I
Special

i Unlimited Raquetball

I 8am - 5pm Daily

c l u ils
W I N N E R S'A1HLU I C

-

Rte. 116 Sunderland MA 01059
413-549-4545

BIRDIES & BOGEYS f
$1.00 off with valid 4m>

Student I.D.

5-9:30

Call Stacey for group discount

Holyoke Mall-Lower Level
536-3765

CLASSIFIEDS
ACTIVITIES

AHORA MEMBERS Are a* invited » icxn the

Latin Group at Mount Hotyoke Friday Sept

28th 6 00PM Wilder Mali

ASIAN AMERICAN STUDENTS
ASSOCIATION
general meeting

Campus Center Bm 101

today 9/27/90
630PM

alt are welcome

LEARN TO SKVOIVE vou can make your

first lump this weekend General meeting

Thursday 6PM Dukes Room SUB

SOUTH ASIAN CLUB
general meeting
Sunday 9/30/90

room 165 Campus Center

at 7 30PM
all are welcome

THI SIGMA SORORITY invites all Univer

sity women to open rush tonite 9/27 at

6 15 6 00PM for dinner Call 549 3811 or

lust stop by' Try something new' Try sigma'

VFU ALUMS needed tor new student orierv

tation CookoutSat Sept 29 Call 548*329

immediately

ANNOUNCEMENTS

AUDITIONS lor the UMass Music Theatre

Guild s production of Sweet Chanty 9/28

5PM 11PM 9/29 11AM 3PM. 5PM 11PM

163C Campus Center Callbacks 9'30 TBA

Call 545 0415 for information

BED AND BREAKFAST Downtown

Amherst ideal for visiting parents and

friends 549-5961

BOLTWOOO PROJECT
Thanks for the interest Sorry we couldn

take everyone Well be bigger next

semester Please apply agam

IF YOU WANT TO SHOOT people don t

buy a gun Come to the index yearbook,^

stead Room 1 03 Campus Center 545 0848

LOOKING FOR EXPOSURE?
Central Area Government is looking tor

talented local bands to play at October Fest

on Oct 20 If interested pteaee •••»•» '"P",

and phone number *i box 20 at SAO or call

Sue 546-7367 ASAP

MUSICIAN NEEDED tor School House

Rock orchestra All interested come to

CC905 7PM Thursday 9/27 or call Bill

585-0390

PHI ALPHA THETA Natrona! History

Homors Society open to students with 12

credits in history Pick up applications in

hist office 6th floor Herter deadline has

been extended to Friday 9/28

VISA OR MASTERCARD' Establish credit

guaranteed or double your money back

Cell 1*05*82 7555 Ext m 1207

AUTO FOR SALE

1976 VW RABBIT new cart) new exhaust

new brake lines looks OK runs great aftoy

wheels Can $500 or bo 665*903

1976 BUICK SKVHAWK hatchback $400

as is 549*333 6-8PM

I960 AUDI 4000 no rust m.nt sunroof

S2400/bO 253-0491

I960 NISSAN 200SX

runs good 5 speed

$850 or b/O let-54*4675

1983 NISSAN SENTRA maroon 5sp 77*

rmle 2dr cass w/eq $1 500 bo 253-9660 Mam

1964 JEEP CHEROKE 69 000 miles 4*4

aTcond red w/WacN $4700 549-1016

IS IT TRUE.. .leaps lor $44 through the U S

SovV Call forfacts' 504*4*5745 Mi

I Mf

SEIZED rars (rucks, boats. 4wheeters

motorhomes by FBI «S. DE* £*»**•
your area now Call 1-B05-682-7S55 ext

c 1675

CALLING ALL BREAKDANCERS!!

BREAKIN BETSY S BACK!!'

This time at UMass' Join her club and ,n

NlllllneEZ lessons you II be breakm with

the best' (discount rales for hermits

)

FOR A GOOD TIME CALL

RACK A-DISC the best entertainment DJ's.

video bands dorm/house specials call

586-9900 anytime

FOR SALE

3 RED SOX TICKETS 10/1 Mon night

against Chi Sox Best offer call Frank

2*6-1640

19 COLOR TELEVISION two S60/S80

Great for sports Simpsons weekdays

am mm
1972 CLASSIC CHRYSLER NEW
YORKER 77000miles. auto A/c. power

steenng and brakes l**™!*^™™
exc cond mutt sell now 1 Call 549-1578

BRUINS TICKETS don t delay' Everybody

wants 10 go CAM Larry 549-6249

DO IT ALL NIGHT'

on a full size futon with frame

$150
Metawampe Furnitu'e

1-800-3 FUTON 1

ELECTRIC TYPEWRITER -»ped papers

get better grades Easy with m s

Weekdays 565-3062

GREAT SAVINGS"" ?•>• ca'd ntemationai

otters discounts on nft tickets l«l9",9
li

, '!,
-

ing and much more' Only $25 for 90*1

Season Call 549-4445 evenings

KAWAI Kl sampled wave keyboard

flight case card manuals worth $1100

sacrifice $450 549*505 MSG to Noel

FOR RENT

DUPLEX apt 3bedr 1
' ?bt laundry hooks-4P

Vs mms UMass Call Chuck Walker

323-4407

FRIDGE RENTALS Call R«P 253 9742

ONE BEDROOM APARTMENT 177 N

Pleasant St Quiet $445 per month includes

heat 256-3457

PRESIDENTIAL APTS. Ibdrm sublet/tease

Dec/Jan 549-i 921

SHUTESBURY- two bedroom house (one

huge sunny) large yard $695 00*

253^3604

TOWNHOUSE APARTMENT: 2 bedroom.

JvTSSonbw route Call 1 567-1352 and

LASER 1 29 with amber monitor $375 or bo

call 546-3946

LEATHER JACKET. $50 s* iacket never

worn $40 Barroom light $30 weekdays

5853082

ONE BROWN RUG1! Ugly bul for sale"

10 * 10 best offer-call 256-0967

REPOSSESSED VA a HUL» homes
available from government from $1 without

credit check You repa* Also tax delinquent

for eclosures call 1*06*82-7555 ext

H-2009 for repo list your area

SEGA GENESIS with 6 games $275 or bo

call 546-3946

FOUND

AIMEE BURNS I found your pockelbook i

Herter a long time ago call 253-0545

Jeremy

EYEGLASSES found in Anne Klein case

near Bartleft pick up at lost and found desk

next to University Store

GREG BEMIS

FINALLY THE BKJ 21 and your very ow"

pe^sonai , HBO
PS Try not to look like a tounst

Love Dee Dann Chris Kelly Lynn

HELP WANTED

CHRISTMAS SPRING BREAK SUMMER
travel free Air couriers needed and

cruiseship robs Cad 1*05*62 7555 exl

F-142

EARN UP TO $SO07WEEK
helping students ofetam Visa Mastercard

Send tor free mformaion Ame- can Fman

cial Services. H7 Park Drive Sute 40-C

Boston MA 02215

FULL TIME POSITION ^ <

bate salary plus bonuses -

African Indian Korean c-
"

dialects a plus Contact . i

Metropolitan Life (41 3)567 1248

INTELLIGENCE JOBS FED C* US
customs DEA etc Now - ^9«

( iy305*87*000 Ext K9616

PART/FULL TIME JOBS for the envo"
-ie-i?' 40*0'day' Call Sam 256*434

SALES ASSISTANT pa^ time Data entry

and status tracking co'-espc-v^

telephone customer interface E«ce»entoraf

and written communications sons required

Walk from UMass Can Mary Benton

5494455

SPRING BREAK REPS"' Earn $3000 n

your spare time Become pan o' a team and

sell the best spring break trips on campus

Earn free trips and unlimited cash$$ Can

TAKE A BREAK now and earn a $100 sign

,ng bonus" ,8001328-SAVE or

(617tt27 5909

TRAVEL ON-CAMPUS SALES
Representative- wanted outgoing ag-

gressive self-motivated individuals or

groups to market winter and spring &rea»

trips pn campus For more information con

tact Student Travel Services

1 -flOO-648 4849

INSTRUCTION

DO YOU NEED Spanish help 7

Tutoring available for intermediate to ad-

vanced Call Gkjvi 549*071

KUNOAUNI YOGA

LEARN
s v-sS'Oi-

549*359

I »itai #*>e'3. n

ig Ocr 4th Can

MANICURES

SPECIALLY PRICED 15 bv e.pe

UMass students 549-2682

PERSONALS

ANDREA FROM TRISIGMA 'eel

to be single' Live it up' Lov.

CONGRATULATIONS
Kappa Pledges •

Lesi>e Ail*

Kate Jen Tush Carolyn We love you

guys"

OANNA
Happy 2i st B'rthda»

Don t do anything we woyl*s t d©1

Love >a

Dave & l "da

DO YOU KNOW THIS GIRL 7

A wandenng alcohc i *'om

| -.eout ft found please return to JA See

you tonight KO'
Love E»F
^S M anq ^ n lo fhe< waAat

HAPPY
2ist
B.^nday
Sheli-Sneir

Love ya
Wen-Wen

HEY STUD
Thanks for cleaning those windows

M> vision .s greattv improved

Ela

JAY CHIN I M BACK!' uet I play some

pool

FREE SPRING BREAK TRIP7

545 0500 Campus travel-on campus

LOOK OUT UMASS Danna it 'mally 2V

Happy Birthday S M Love Dave

TRAVIS.
I love you Happy Anniversary'

Love.
Enca

ROOMMATE WANTEO

$200 GORGEOUS VKTORMiH sty** apt m
a house A place to ca" home veg»Mtw
and females preferred but not naceaMfy

Celt Mar* 253 3i«9 ASAP

AMAZING DOWNTOWN AMMtRBT apart

menf Must see' $250 b*n>*m mduOes mot*

Of ufiMies 253^9691

DOUBLE ROOM Puffton open smgkts *
Dec 165 ut*t«M Ca" 549-5994 leave

message for Nov 1

FEMALE ROOMATE prefered b-c

bordering campus Single room $30C 45

Pniflips St 549-5965

FOR OOUBLE ROOM f'»s*tn«al Apt

ute to e*v

SALEM PLACE APTS two bedroom on bus

SERVICES

PREGNANT 7

Need a pregnancy test information or sup-

port"7 Can lor free and cowfrdtntm s*rvice»

ALTERNATIVES 33 Mam St Northampton

586 3000

TICKETS

MIAMI ROUND TRIP from 8dt on Oct 4 thru

Oct 8 BO 549 5316

TRAVEL

HOW LATE IS TOO LATE
holidays- '1 worth the nsk 7 545*50t"

put Travel- on campus

TYPING

QUICK ACCURATE. EFFICIENT

field 10 mms 'rom Amhe'S!

reasonable prices' 665-4501

TRANSCRIPTION, ITdTS typing $2pg
545 1188

GOLD WOMEN* WATCH uptown Satur

day night Call Erin at 549*022

KNOW YOUR RIGHTS!

DO YOU HAVE QUESTIONS about your

rights 7 Do you think you civil rights have

been violated 7 Find out' Contact the Legal

Services Center. 922 Campus Center

545-1995

PROFESSIONAL DJ'S

LAZER TECH AUDIO available tor your

dance dorm party, or house party Great

rates, great DJ s Call 323-7801 soon

RIOE WANTED

WEEKEND OF SEPT 28-
_

Need a nde to South Jersey/ Phrladelptva

or anywhtnj m Ntw Jtfeey1

-c* Mtcy 5-7PM 6-5366

TYPING WORD PROCESSING. $1 50/pg

Free pickup and delivery Laser printing and

copying available KCommumcations
256*373

WANTED

DAY CARE: My home m Hadley Expenenc

ed OFC licensed Reasonable 586- 596

1
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SPORTS
Field hockey voids Yale, UDU next

Collegian photo by Carrte Wyrth

UMass field hockey coach Pam Hixon had no

doubts about tromping Yale, now she and the

team eagerly await the game against Old Domi-

nion to be played at Northeastern on Saturday.

Men's tennis falls short
Central Conn tarnishes record in 6-3 loss

By TAMIR LIPTON
Collegian Staff

As Dick Vitale would say this was a classic M&M-er,

(mismatch for all you non Vitale fans).

The Universtiy of Massachusetts field hockey team

blasted Yale University yesterday 4 at Totman Held

UMass looked sharp, scoring three first half goals. Just

over five minutes into the game, Susan Bernegger slip-

ped one past Yale goalie Jen Groeber. The goal was

Bernegger's first of the season and it turned out to be the

game winner. Bernegger played a solid game, and just

missed netting her second goal of the game on two

separate occasions. ., .,..„
"We scored early, and we scored often, said UMass

coach Pam Hixon. "We knew that we would do well

against Yale." . ,

One minute later, Beth Thornton scored to up the lead

to 2-0. Thornton's shot off of a penalty corner found the

left corner of the goal. It was a blast that Groeber had

no chance to save. „ ...

Thornton's goal took the life right out of the Bulldogs^

From then on. the Yale bench which started the game loud

and enthusiastic was quiet for the remainder of the game.

"It's difficult to get in sync against a team like Yale,

when you're trying to do some things for a different level

of play," Hixon said. "Were starting to get m tune for

what our game plan will be against Old Dominion.

With 10 minutes left in the half, Thornton pushed the

dagger straight through the heart of Yale, when she

scored her second goal of the game and fourth of the year.

The second half was only more domination by UMass.

Kerri Fagan scored the fourth UMass goal off of a penal-

ty corner, which deflected high in the air off of a Yale

player and into the upper corner of the cage.

More important than the outcome of the game (which

was never in doubt) was the fact that Hixon was able to

play a lot of her players who have not seen much playing

time thus far. Tina Rusiecki replaced Philippa Scott in

goal, and made some impressive saves.

"We saw a lot of positive things from our kids said

Yale coach Carla Hesler. "I wasn't impressed with UMass

second effort on the ball. I think that's something that

they're gonna have to do better against a better team. And

I know that they will do that better against a team like

Old Dominion." .
f , .

UMass never let up in the game. In the second half, their

passing game was crisp, and there were some strong in

dividual efforts from Holly Hockenbrock, Ehse McDevitt

and Jessica Gould. .

,

'Their passing game was really nice, Hesler saicT

"When they play a team like us, they know they don t

have to play as hard as they would against an Old Domi

"This is a game that UMass should win. must win and

did win. It's a game that's only going to make Yale a bet

ter team according to Hesler.

"We want to play the big guns. If you play everybody

who's a mediocre team like yourself, then you don t get

better," Hesler said. "We learn a lot from playing these

tvDes of teams.' , _ ...

UMass improves their record to 6-1 while the Bulldogs

drop to 1-4. The tough part of the schedule is coming up

for UMass. the next few weeks will be telling ones.

By BRETT MORRIS
Collegian Correspondent

The University of Massachusetts men's

tennis team traveled to Central Connec-

ticut State University on Tuesday bring

ing with them an impressive record of three

wins, no losses and a great deal of

confidence.

They returned wishing they had stayed

home.
The Minutemen were overwhelmed by a

talented, veteran Central squad, 6-3.

Going into the match. UMass coach Man-

ny Roberts knew his team had to win "at

least three of the singles matches to have

a good shot."

However, the Minutemen were able to

squeeze out only two wins in singles

competition. ^^

Sports Notice

JV LocrosM: The UMass lacrosse Club

will meet at 6 30 p.m . Thurs Sept 27 in

Boyden room 253 to discuss the fall and

spring seasons. For more information,

please call J. Dietel at 545-6353 after 7

p.m.

UMass' Barry Wadsworth (4-0) remain

ed undefeated at the number one singles

spot as he trounced Central's Chris

Gaudreau 6-2, 6-0. In addition, sensational

freshman Tim Lipsky (3 0) also kept his

record unblemished as he bettered Cen

tral's Steve Truethan 6-4, 6 4.

"Tim has been playing really well.

There's a good possibility he'll be moving

up (from number four singles]," said

Roberts
Unsurprisingly, the only victorious

doubles team was Wadsworth and Lipsky.

Their contest against Central's Jeff Russell

and Jerry Albnks was reduced to an eight

game 'pro set' (first team to win eight

games) in which the Minutemen were vic-

torious 8-3.

"They just played a little bit better than

us at numbers five and six (singles! and

that was the difference in the match,' said

Roberts."

Asked if the loss diminished the spirits

of his young team, Roberts simply respond

ed, "We always want to win."

The Minutemen will try and bounce back

from their first loss as they face rivals

Boston University today at 3 p.m. on the

Upper Boyden Courts.

"It's definitely a blood match between us

and BU." said Roberts.

Team set to bulldoze BU
By SAM SILVERSTEIN
Collegian Staff

Every year, in the two weeks between

the end of the NFL playoffs and the

Super Bowl, we hear seven million

reports about how the coaches worry

their teams will come out stale after the

delay.

With no game scheduled for last

weekend, University of Massachusetts

coach Jim Reid had his team on the

practice field 8 a.m. Saturday. The ex

tra practice time has given the

Minutemen a chance to get healthy, and

work out the few kinks that showed up

in UMass' first two games of the year.

When the Minutemen (10 1) take the

field against BU on Saturday (1:30 p.m.

at McGuirk). they will be rested, not rus-

tv. Reid said.

"We conditioned like a son of a gun,

and we cleaned up some things we had

to clean up," said Reid of last week's

practice. "We didn't start with BU un

til Saturday."

Tailback John Johnson, who was

stripped one time and fumbled another

in UMass' 21 10 win over Maine, took

some extra pitches. The receivers got in

some passing work. The team did a lot

of situps.

"It's just so unusual to have a week

off, that you really don't know how to

handle it" said Reid.

Around the Yankee Conference:

New Hampshire's 28-20 comeback win

against Maine in Orono put the

Wildcats on top of the league standings

with a 3-0 record. Rhode Island.

Villanova and UMass are tied for second

at 10.

UNH was piloted by sophomore run

ning back Barry Bourassa, who scored

two touchdowns. Bourassa leads the

league with a 5.5 yards per carry

average. Maine dropped to 0-3.

URI raised it's record to 3-0 overall

with a 23-3 win over Brown. Back John

Newson rushed for 162 yards on 35 tries;

Newson leads the Conference with 4 1

1

total yards.

Connecticut's free-fall continued with

a 24-7 loss to William and Mary, which

dropped the Huskies to 3 overall (0 1

in the Conference) Quarterback Matt

DeGennaro missed the game with bruis

ed ribs, and is doubtful for this weekend

as well.

Delaware, 1 1 in the Conference and

2 1 overall, beat West Chester 13 12.

UMass quarterback Gary Wilkos is

averaging 87.5 yards-per-game rushing,

third best in the league The

Minutemen are second in the Con-

ference in team rushing with a 263-yard

average. URI is first with 268.3.

Crews take on Textile Rv. Regatta this weekend
By DAVE GORVINE
Collegian Correspondent

As the men's crew team opens their new

season at the Head of the Textile River

Regatta this Sunday, the key word will be

experience. That is what they hope to gain

from the four regattas which make up the

fall season, in preparation for the mam

season next spring.

Coach Dave Trond. now beginning his

fifth season with the team, is impressed

with his present crop of talent and feels

that they will be much faster when the

-nphomores and seniors have more ex

pt-nence rowing together.

Several top rowers graduated from last

year's team but Trond believes that the

second-year rowers replacing them, who

last season were among the top teams in

the junior-varsity Nationals, will be more

than adequate for the task at the next level

of competition. "They're, one of the

strongest groups I've had," said Trond.

"They're just pretty raw right now."

This Sunday's regatta will be run on the

Merrimack River in Lowell. The men's

team includes two crews: a heavyweight,

led by seniors Dave Ring, Dave Schor and

Jeff Bohr and a lightweight, led by Rich

Scannell, Chris Marino and Mark Haley.

The field will be made up of around a

dozen crews, including Lowell, Tufts,

Brown and Boston University among

others. Coach Trond expects the toughest

competition to come from the Riverside

Boat Club (a Boston-based crew) in the

lightweight class, and the Coast Guard

Academy in both classes.

The women's crew team, coached by

Deborah Fine, will also be competing at

Lowell, where they are the defending

champions.

They also graduated some top rowers

from last season's team but are confident

that their strong group of sophomores will

keep the crew very competitiive. Led by

veterans Jen Blum and Rachel White, the

women's crew will try to repeat last fall's

success against the challenges of opponents

who include MIT, Wesleyan and Boston

University.

Collegian file photo

The men's and women's crew teams will™*^^%£X
ta this Sunday in Lowell at the Textile River Regatta, where the

women are defending champs.

1990
Goodwill Mission

brings Chinese

tradition to the

Fine Arts Center

at UMass
By JULIE LIVINGSTONE

Collegian Staff

The 1990 Chinese Youth Goodwill Mis-

sion returns to the University of

Massachusetts tonight, entertaining

through cultural dances, games, songs and

exchanges of friendship.

This group of students from Taipei,

Republic of China, formed in 1974 and hails

from various colleges and universities in

Taiwan. This particular group in Amherst

is one of a group of three Goodwill missions

traveling internationally at this moment.

One has been sent to each of the East and

West coasts of the United States and the

third to the Middle East and Africa.

This is the third visit to UMass by these

students and Borliang Chen, president of

the Chinese Student Club said. "The group

won't visit the same place very often. I

think they agreed to return because they

were so popular last time."

Chen said they were invited last year and

will conclude travel at the end of

November. "Since the culture fin China] is

a combination of Western and Chinese

culture and tradition, it will be presented

so people can appreciate the uniqueness of

t* i c n

Hsiao-Ching Cheng, of the Chinese Stu-

dent Club, said the students will present

"Pi-Ser Chuan." It is a legend of a snake

who becomes a woman and finds, one rainy

day, that she is without an umbrella, and

asks a man if she can borrow his. Eventual-

ly, they fall in love. However, there is a

priest in the town who knows what the

woman really is, and doesn't want the two

together.

Folk sports will also be presented. Chen

said a pastime that young people in China

have enjoyed is something similar to hacky

sack but uses the feathers of birds instead.

Some costume styles and dances will date

to the Tang Dynasty (618 to 907). Depic-

tions of spring on the islands and tea-leaf

picking will display some Chinese

lifestyles.

There will be expressions of modern dance

as well by these talented students. All per-

formers must have some experience danc-

ing and must speak English in order to

become a part of the troupe, Chen said. He

reports that many individuals are in-

terested in performing with this group but

a select few remain.

Fine Arts Center, UMass 8 p.m. Tonight.

Tickets are only $3 for students and $5 for

the general public. A reception in the FAC

will follow the performance, allowing the au-

dience to talk with the students.

I
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Alternatives to
THURSDAY
Jessica Willis has her artwork on display at Fez.

a restaurant in Northampton. It will be on display

until Oct.6.

Faculty Recital will showcase the talent of David

Sporny on the trombone. The recital will begin at

8 p.m. at UMass in Benzanson Recital Hall. Free.

Blues Traveler/Savoy Truffle will play some

groovy tunes for the patrons of the Iron Horse. The

Show will start at 8:30 p.m. $10 in advance.

Mary Martha will amuse the patrons of Peking

Garden in Hadley as a part of their For Women On-

ly Comedy and Conversation night. Show starts at

8:30 p.m. $6.

New Potato Caboose will play Pearl Street. Doors

open at 8:30 p.m.

One Eyed Jake, winner of last year s Southwest

Battle of the Bands, will play the Hatch at UMass.

° Pm , ^ t

Sara Laughs will perform at Sheehan s Cafe.

A Tribute to Marilyn Monroe will feature a host

of Marilyn Monroe impersonators at the North Star

in Northampton. 11:30 p.m.

Turkish Classical and Mystical Music will

feature the music of the Ottoman Court and the

Turkish Dervish Brotherhoods. The event will be per-

formed by the EurAsian Ensemble with guest artist

Ihsan Ozgen on the kemence. Amherst College in

the Buckley Recital Hall at 8.15 p.m. Free.

Quote Unquote a.k.a. if Funk Bangs Swoons

Over Swaggering Hips is a dance collage of new

material from Nusha Martynuk and Carter

McAdams of Oberlin College's Dance Faculty and

Partners Dance Company, which is a collaborative

effort with Smith College Theatre faculty Len

Berkman. Smith College Crew House. 4:15 p.m. Free.

Billy Jack, a film about uptight townspeople who

react to 'free" school and its peace-through-

karate protector, will be shown at Hampshire Col-

lege in Franklin Patterson Main Lecture Hall at 730

p.m. and 10 p.m. $1.

La Impresa Perdona un Momento de Locura

which translated means the company pardons a

moment of madness, is a play by Venzuelan

playwright Rudolfo Santana Presented by a Boston-

based theatre collective, Heullas Vivas, the play

takes a contemporary look at economic and class

struggles in Venezuela through the eyes of a

middle-aged factory worker. This is a New World

Theatre project The performance, which will be in

Spanish, will be at UMass in the Hampden Theatre

at 8 p m. Tickets are available through the Fine Arts

Center Box Office. Also Saturday at 2 p.m. (in

Spanish) and 8 pm. (h English) and Sunday at 2 p.m.

only. ,,, .

Barrence Whitfield and the Savages will play

Pearl Street 8.30 p.m.

lirpuipr Draft

&L. -

M ller

G«nU
.ft.

12P1

P^5.99

Piels

12 oz bots

$7.49 cs

Ed Vadas and the Fabulous Heavyweights will

bring their East Coast blues and a party that won't

quit to the Iron Horse. 8:30 p.m. $6.

Joel Zoss, who has penned several songs with

grammy winner Bonnie Raitt, will play some mellow

folk tunes for the crowd at Twister's Tavern in

Amherst. 9 p.m.

Image of Man will perform at Sheehan s Cafe.

SATURDAY
Gordon Bok/Dave Goulder will perform at the

Iron Horse. 7 p.m. $10 in advance.

Lend Me a Tenor was Broadway's longest runn-

ing comedy which revolved around a glittering

opera gala. The performance will take place at

UMass in the Fine Arts Center Concert Hall at 8 p.m.

$26. $28 and $30.

In the Flesh will play Pearl Street. 8:30 p.m.

Boogie for Bernie, a fund raiser for independent

Congressional candidate Bernie Sanders, will be

held at the North Star in Northampton. D.J. Jim

MacDee. former host of WMUA 91.1 FM's "Soul Fur-

nace." will spin the tunes. The reveling will last from

930 pm to 1 a.m. Bernie is expected to make an

appearance at 10 p.m. A $3 cover charge will be

collected at the door and Sanders supporters may

also make a contribution of $7 or more.

The Mess will play at Sheehan' s Cafe.

Joey Kid will perform at Katina's in Hadley

SUNDAY
Twin Peaks is back - break out the donuts and

coffee! Check out the two-hour season premiere

at 9 p.m. on ABC. Directed by cinematic master-

mind David Lynch.

Christine Lavin. an acclaimed singer /songwriter,

will give her satrical and social commentary at

Amherst College in the Campus Center Frontroom

at 8 pm $1 with Amherst College ID. $8 without

Lend Me a Tenor, the successful Broadway com-

edy will be performed again at UMass in the Fine

Arts Center Concert Hall at 8 p.m. $26. $28 and $30

Lui Collins will illuminate the Iron Horse 7 p.m. $10

Wrecking Crew/lye for an lye/Bloodbath will

wreak havoc upon Katina's in Hadley.

''

-

HALE
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Specials

Busch

24 12oz can

W.99

99
6 pack

Miscellaneous Specials

Seagram 's Coolers 4pk $2.99

Absolut Vodka 750ml $9.99

Kahlua 750ml $10.99

Four Seasons Vodka and Gut_L75L$a.^

FOURTEASONS 1

Wines/ Liquors

ROUTE 9. HADLEY • 5 8 4 - 8 1_7 4|

10P6ARIST. NQRTHRmPTON.mR Between Burger King and Dunkm' Donuts
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Successful opera comes to FAC
The University of Massachusetts Fine Arts Center opens

its 1990 91 season Saturday night, with Ken Ludwig's

Tony Award-winning comedy, Lend Me a Tenor.

Starring actors Barry Nelson and Ron Holgate, Lend

Me a Tenor is a brilliant satirical farce, complete with

mistaken identities, misunderstandings, secret connivings

and romantic mishaps.

Set in a lavish hotel suite, the story revolves around a

glittering opera gala production placed in jeopardy when

a famous tenor is unable to perform.

The action takes place in Ohio in 1934, when an inter-

national opera star, II Stupendo, comes to Cleveland for

his American debut in the Cleveland Opera's production

of Verdi's Otello.

A series of hilarious situations arise when the star

becomes indisposed an hour before the curtain is due to

go up. . T

Lend Me a Tenor began its career in London, was

nominated for an Olivier Award and has been performed

in nine languages throughout Europe.

As Broadway's longest running comedy, Lend Me a

Tenor was nominated for seven Tony Awards, four Drama

Desk Awards and three Outer Critics* Circle Awards.

Lend Me a Tenor will be playing at the Fine Arts Center

Concert Hall for two nights, Saturday, Sept. 29 and Sun-

day Sept. 30. Curtain time is 8 p.m. Tickets are available

at the Fine Arts Center Box Office for $30, $28 and $26.

Five College student tickets are half-price.

— JODY GABIJN

twist***
(fflVERg

Thurs. 27

Minibus Sandwitch
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CARRY OUT COUPON
Buy ONE,

Get ONE

° 99*
Buy Any Large

Pizza Or 12" Pan
• Style Pizza and

Get One of equal or

lesser toppings for 99<j:!

Good on Carry Out only Not Good
With any other otter Expires 11-30-90

ACCEPTING
COMPETITORS
COUPONS

!

DELIVERY COUPON
Buy Any Large

Pizza Or

12" Pan Style Pizza,

and get ONE
of equal or

J5Jl-fJ lesser toppings

I®

Amherst
256-8911

for

Joel Zoss
8-1 1 acoustic night

28

29

Al Fuller Band
Rootsy Rock N'Roll

Sun. 30

delivered
In 30 min or less

Not good with any other otter

Expires U-30-90

• ••<

Omelette Spot-tin' Sunday
Sports on the Big Screen

Huge Omelettes Bloody Mary's

30 Boltwood Walk«Amherst, MA
253-2663

NOW AT 2 LOCATIONS

PAT METHENY
ROY HAYES'DAVE HOLLAND
ACADEMY OF MUSIC, NORTHAMPTON

Thu. Oct. 4, 6:30 and 9:30, $25, 22. 18.50 Adv.

SALE CELEBJ&,-.

Levi's 5§&
. -AH
"uofold'

^Columbia^V^tar Company

f^^n TimbcriaiMl^
DON GLEASON'S is having their "Fall Sale Celebration" to "Kick Off the

fall season There are specials and promotions throughout our store to

help you to get into the fall season. Some of the biggest specials are:

At Least 20% off JACKETS, PARKAS & VESTS by Columbia, Woolnch,

North Face, Sierra Designs,

20% off (regular price) ANY SINGLE ITEM PURCHASE in our clothing
|

department i

•69 99 to *74 99 SPECIAL SALE PRICE for 6" & 8" styles of INSULATED

WATERPROOF BOOTS by Herman, Timberland or Kokiak 9 models to

choose from.

$5.00 TRADE IN and FREE BOTTLE OR "SHOE SAVER" with the purchase

of any of our regular priced boots.

FREE FRISBEE OR WATER BOTTLE WITH THE PURCHASE of any LEVI'S

at regular price. We have LEVIS from Toddler size up to Adult sizes

THY OUR NEW ENTRANCE! on GLEASON PLAZA oil Pl«..nt St. FREE PARKING and .void Ih.j

Strong Av«./P«arl St. construction.

CAMPERS SUPPLY. INC.

9 PEARL STREET NORTHAMPTON Phone 584-4895

STORE HOURS: WEEKDAYS 9 TO 5:30, SATURDAY 9 TO 5

THURSDAY NIGHTS TILL 9 P.M.

RICHARD THOMPSON
SOLO

Iron Horse Music Hall

Wed. and Thu. Oct. 3 and 4 7 and 10 pm $20, 16 adv.

Michael
Hodges
Academy
of Music

Sun. Nov. 4 7 p.m

Presented by:

M II^IM *«^"JW|*n » CENTER ST NORTHAMPTON MA 010

AH Tix at 5Qp-»£ffPLJ 2nd Floor Thornes Northampton
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BENEFIT CONCERT
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FRIDAY. OCTOBER 12. 1990 -^^^^oadjwde Boom in No«1hail*>ion

8:00 P.M.
JOHN CttENl KAU
uamtcouwt

Pete §eeger

Richie Havens

Country Joe McDonald

Jane Sapp

TICKETS

V0 00 «i AAnnea
LI2 00ati>iaOw

IK 00 4i.«>»n«» «ndS»' «

"THE ICICLE THIEF is a pure delight...

A convulsively funny satire...

Nichetti is a real find, "-swuw*

«

* rms

'Maunzio Nichetti's comic masterpiece....

THE ICICLE THIEF is celestial, a comic

ani satiric and slapstick heaven for

movie obsessed angels. *-* a* wovroa©*

"A mind-boggling farce...

Nichetti's underlying

notion is both simple

and ingenious.

"

HkVtlllO NICHfTTI <y>

27 Pleasant St.'Northampton 58W)935

For ill la** w»lom.t»n c«M 1 70M4OS. M-F • «PM

„m.ci*,9.i.uu«?«£'»»«»

STAY

HOM

EMPTIES?
We'll gladly take 'em!

Rounrt T"P* l«M r*» *0.k «*« ••

London
Paris

San Jose CR
Bangkok
Hongkong
Tokyo

$370
438
370
929
849
759

qhident and Faculty Fate

Ta«es not included Restrictions app

ly Fines subject to change One ways

available Woik'Sludy abroad pro

grams International student and

"•"I un'St PABStS ISSUED ON
THS SPOT'

rnFE Studont travel CataloQ'

WE NOW HAVeII
[MEGABUCKSH

Super selection

of Beer and Wine

We stock over

lOO
brands of beer

^y !
\ UQUOR

STORE

•the Iriandlf slora..

-Ta, (AMr 27 Pleasant M.monnamF*"" " rnFE stlKjont Travel I raioo

^Satw * agSSSSSSS Council Trawl
. ., l..ri>. Sal »n«t Sun i» »' "

,

'
?. Wv r>n«»inl Umi

oo, OO
»»*-^.««A0IOOI

413-2S4-H61 I

Come check out our

new location at:

West St, Rte 116,

q Amherst 253-9742

sslM
/srsocics^io.

OK £21*)

'^MOTtt uJAfr

fsjt* of

k)c*twm* gt.«.Ti» to *ee a

i - 3

YOUR
PARTNERS
IN
TRAVEL

TWA Student Discount Cards 10

percent off any fare in the USA

365 days a year.

Also 10 percent off Europe—with a

few summer exceptions.

Call or stop by for applications &

reservations.

Cost $15/yr. or $25 for 2 yrs.

586-8953

Maolewood Shops-PM South St -Northampton MA

-tovoK -tv&& wAfcOKir one
Lizottes Tobacco Shop

76 Main St

Northampton. MA
Tel 584-2812

COMPLETE LINE
OF

IMPORTED AND
CLOVE CIGARETTES

Vl/OVl/l Check out how low the prices really are...at Liquors 44

WINE LIQUORS
e«t«i to eel Mtiv«« a*^tu „,„„

'holkxo •«• 212p* 12 W cans

BOAGS LAGER Cyigg
& BOAGS LIGHT ^*f

"

-FROMTASMANIA- 6 pao bottles

BUSCH
suitcase 5U • ^

12 o; loose cans ^J + Dr;p

FALSTAFF & $729
FALSTAFF LIGHT h':«^_.

August Scbastiani
WHITE ZINFANDEL $C69W 15L

ALMADENCC69
BAG IN A BOX ^iJJ « 0L

4U VARIETIES

ROLLING $-|A49)|R0UlHG

COLUMBIA CREST $^59
CABERNET SAUVIGN0N

PERFECT AUTUMN RED

/j// //ww7///( $Q49
nn.t JIU1J1.M44I O 750 ml
MARTINI & ROSSI

ROCK
24 12 02 bat bomes

/jrEN-ELttoj $449^^ RESERVEWHUE^ ™ 1 5L

[ST0UCHNAYA$4O49ter
r

|

VODKA

>a£&m
<@&& $ i 1 99

SALEM5M I i '751SALE
MAIL IN REBATE HP AFTtR REBATE

ABSOLUT $1779
VODKA ' ' uu

pniEKV$i499

PEKING GAR0EN
RESTAURANT
Route 9 Hadley

BACARDI ,pk

BREEZERS ' $379 PHAKVEYW DEP \\Wg- \BnioTOLCREAlV

MACGREG0R $ 13w?l
SCOTCH

c^DW$y2®|j

But Where Is

Marcic's Place

Hrnrtii Hnmntglr * noting

Downtown Amherst. 2560036
|

Turn Sat Lunch a Dinnar

SUNDAY BRUNCH Oct 7

1 X . A A 4

COME EARLY FOR DINNER

It's hard to laugh with a

mouthtul o< <oo«l'

STARTING SEPT 20

EVERY THURSDAY 8 30
Mi Women Comes

9 FOR
WOMEN ONLY

COMEDY & CONVERSATION
v.m Bap

IDvI

San Fnncacc

Then * freinanwi Ri

Mm «i»e Hippy Vi«ev'

S6 }arncfAaar»a»*»

rflOPrWL t»M( Pt*C» Bio»r

net r*tpont>bl* tor

lypot'»p"IC»l »"0't

9am to 1 1pm
Monday thru Saturday

HADLEY
Campus PlarafRoute 9

2S3-9344

-TWO -
LOCATIONS

AA
HOLYOKE
30 Lincoln St

534-4555

SALE PRICES

TMURS9 27 90

TWRUWED1003 90

TeteCheck

Now Playing

Cinema
Paradisio

Mon-Thur one show
7:30

Fri-Sun two shows
7:00 and 9:15

[student discount with]

valid ID

S2.50

Monday-Thursday 5-B p m
AH you can eat

BUFFET $5.99

586-1202 585-8615

-3 p.m All You Can Eat

sihMnAY BRUNCH $6.99

FRIDAY & SATURDAY 8:30

Recently on "SAT NIGHT LIVE"

^ CRAIG

MITCHELL
also

Nancy Munro

Bob Wilson

$6 at door reservations suQQtsH

SPECIAL SUN SHOW OCT 7

2 Heavy Hitting Headlines

Mm ROSSI* MARCIROSI

AH Comedy Into

585-8615

All Ages All Shows

sue

W&aAiaTl&K EDITORIAL SPORTS

Another beatr

Bright and sunn^
-
J

temperatures around 74

degrees.
*

iE MASSACHUSETTS DAILY

Mark B. Adler discusses

the need for religious

acceptance on UMass
campus. Page 5.

The Minutemen play at

home, taking on the

Boston University Ter-

riers Saturday. Page 11.
J
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Academic decreases outlined

Faculty Senate approvesprogram reductions

By JULIA SERERINSKY
Collegian Staff

The Faculty Senate voted yesterday to accept the ad-

ministration's proposal to reduce and possibly eliminate

unspecified departments and academic programs in the

wake of another round of budget cuts at the University

of Massachusetts.

President Chancellor Joseph Duffey outlined measures

recommended by the administration after another $5.9

million were cut from the UMass-Amherst budget on

Tuesday.
The measures include an increase of student fees for the

spring semester, a substantial administrative and modest

across the-board cuts, and the reductions of academic pro

grams to be named later in the year.

Duffey said that the possibility of a student fee increase

"was not a first choice" and if the increase is levied, the

administration will attempt to raise the financial aid fund

Duffey said the amount of the increase has not been

estimated as of yet.

Provost Richard O'Brien said the option for fee increase

is "painful, unpleasant, and negatr

In reference to the selective reduction and possible

elimination of departments and academic programs.

O'Brien said that it would be inevitable that they be af-

fected after the three rounds of budget cuts incurred in

the last three months.

"The academic programs [comprise] 75 percent ot tne

budget " O'Brien said Obviously something has to be

done on thus end, and that is to reduce the programs selec

'According to a report from Duffey and O'Brien, which

was issued earlier in the week, the administration will

announce, by October 11, which departments are targeted

for reductions.

The basis for reduction, as set by the Reallocation Com
mittee, includes scholarly excellence as well as the

number of undergraduates being taught.

Under the reduction program, faculty would be reduc

ed by 10 percent within the next three years, according

to the report.

The report also stated that the administration intends

to respect the principle of tenure system. If program ter

mination option will be implemented, the tenured facul-

ty will be reassigned to other departments or

responsibilities.

Duffey said yesterday that if the Citizens for Limited

Taxation petition passes in November, it will "devastate"

people who have contracts with the state.

The petition, if adopted, would reduce the UMass hudget

by another $25 million, comprising a 40 percent reduc-

tion for the 1990 1991 fiscal year.

"We are unfortunate to have to acknowledge how pro

found the economic situation is." Duffey said referring to

the latest round of budget cuts by the Massachusetts

Legislature.

A $310 million cut from the state budget was announc

ed on Tuesday. The cut was implemented in order to pre-

vent further devaluation si OtSSS bonds

"It must be acknowledged that we are in a deep reces-

sion." Duffey said. "We face at best a perhaps 18-month

period before we see the economy restored."

Sutton possibly
involved in fight

before accident
By CHRIS MUTHER
Collegian Staff

Amherst police are investigating the possibility that

former University of Massachusetts basketball star-Loren-

zo Sutton was involved in an altercation just before be-

ing struck by a car last Sunday morning, according to a

police spokesperson

Sutton remained in critical condition yesterday at

Baystate Medical Center m Springfield as a result of head

injuries he sustained in the accident

Police said the woman who drove the tar which struck

Sutton was Jean Kokoszka. 21. I junior at UMass who

lives at Mill Valley Estates She » -1 later Sunday

CONTINUED ON PAGE 4

Bush explores using

national oil stockpile
By RITA BEAMISH
The Associated Press

MINNEAPOLIS - President Bush is warning US and

world oil markets that if ''intensive and u»w«rrsnted

soeculation" does not end, he may expand the first time

uS of the national petroleum stockpile to control

^e'pre^nTannounced Wednesday he will sell 5

mlhon barrels from the Strategic Petroleum Reserve,

"m prepared to take additional steps, if necessary, to

ensure that America stays strong right here at home

Bush told a political fund-raising audience in Rosemont,

111., on Wednesday night.
CONTINUED ON PAGE 4

( ollririan photo hv Rirharrf !>u« r«-

MALCOM X - A poster which hantfs in a

room in Thatcher Hall shows the civil rights

leader.

Fall cuts severely damage UMass
University administrators still struggle against state

By KENDRA PRATT
Collegian Staff

The month of September is coming to a close, but the

legacy of this month's budget cuts will keep the Univer

sitv in a state of fiscal chaos for years to come

This month, the University has lost approximately 510.1

million in state-allocated funds These cuts come after a

July 7 cut of $5.9 million. The administration cannot keep

News Analysis

up with the hard hitting cuts hy the Statehouse. They ma>

be subsequently forced to reduce or terminate ten Of more

departments or programs, combining fee inc. itta

faculty layoffs.

University administrators h*** thus far juggled the

budget, reducing costs in relatively hidden areas to avoid

laving off professors. However, the latest cut has ended

all such efforts as the Executive Office of Finance and Ad

ministration shut down the University's computer ac

counts and extracted approximately $5.3 million to

salvage the state's bonded deficit.

Our pleas to the state are falling on deaf ears. Uov.

Dukakis has abandoned public higher education despite

his claims of caring about the futures of Massachusetts

college students. Only a few out of 200 legislators who

compose the House Ways and Means Committee, which

makes crucial decisions regarding the budget, advocated

this year for public higher education funding.

Massachusetts' severe economic recession is just beguv

ning to effect public higher education. That the cuts will

continue for at least two more years is a conservative state

house estimate. The November election will also greatly

effect our funding if the Citizens for Limited Taxation peti

tion ballot question number three, passes Thi- petition

will cut 38 percent more in state higher education

subsidies.
,

Through the primary results this month, the voting

public angry and frustrated, elected two gubernatorial

candidates who will not sympathize with public higher

education. Many voters disregard state colleges and

universities as yet another overextended nse.

Other voter- see state subsidies to higher education as

supporting ungrateful, whining students who organise

solelv for their own political purp. • n though poll

infl results i
.wn public support for education, this

support has not been translated into budget slloeattons.

The voting public ha- not realized lhat TOpsrosnl OJ
puWiC

higher education graduates (ota the Msssaehua

ororkfa
The public high.-r educa: u'<' u!

jor restructuring this year to '»; ^
n
?

I )N PAGE 3

Percentage Change in State Appropriations

for Higher Education: 1987-38 to 1989-90
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THE SOFT DRINK IMPORTED

FROM PARADISE

ENJOY THE ALL NATURAL
SOFT DRINK BURSTING
WITH REAL ORANGE AND
TANGERINE JUICES
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FREE
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I fnless vou really enjoy reading manuab,— get a Macintosh.
Macinu )sh practically eliminates the ulx-i} u

I

keep manuals next t< i my a Hflputet; becaus

regardless i >f which pn gram I'm ihing-

I can ( >pen. di K, save, and pnnt files in exactly

the same wav And you can't say that about

any other computet

Todav k KS I i I Aer c< xnputttS arc attempting

k and work like a Macintosh, but it s just not

possiblc.Thev're too fundamentally different 10

begin with. Tins may sound a littie strange, but

. comparing a Macintosh to other computers

is like a Mnpanng apples b ) i >rangcs

You can squash the orange into

shape and paint it 10 ta >k like an

apple, but underneath the

makeup, it's still an orange.

It's funny- 1 work at the

Vanderbilt computer store

and I've seen lots of" people

switch from other com

puters to Macintosh, but

rve neverseenanybody

with a Macintosh

switch to another

c < miputer."

Tim Moses
Computer Science

Vonderbilt University

Come to the MocFest

!

Campus Center

October 2nd & 3rd, 10am-4pm

«
Why do people low Macintosh":'

Ask them.

Oom(wiri«*«i»»»»«* ,l>r* andmam*« «•»••••<« ttmowrmr** o» *00»Com«MW.we

LOCAL
Expert panel discusses
aspects of eating disorders

Collegian photo by Oondi Abearn

BARN KILLER - The monster machine which tore down the

Stockbridge barn stands ready, awaiting another victim.

LEG Forum
FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 28 Coffee Social

- 3 to 6 p.m.. Campus Center, check info

desk for room number. Sponsored by the

Lesbian, Bisexual, Gay Alliance.

MONDAY, OCTOBER 1 Planning

Meeting - for National Coming Out Day

festivities. Student Union 413B, 9 am.
TUESDAY, OCTOBER 2 LBGA - open

weekly business meeting. SU 413B, 6:30

p.m.

Lesbian, Bisexual Womyn's Union —
women's support/social group, weekly rap

meeting, 8:30 p.m.. SU 413B.

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 3 Training

Session — for the Gay. Lesbian, Bisexual

Speakers' Bureau, 7 to 10 p.m., CC room
805-809. For more info call Felice at

545-4824.

Volunteers Wanted — to advertise help

with the Holly Near concert on Nov I,

Helpers get free tix! For more info, call the

Program for GLB Concerns at 545-4824

By LINDSAY HOADLEY
Collegian Correspondent

Approximately 10 percent of students at

the University of Massachusetts are at

fected by eating disorders, according to a

expert panel from a rehabilitation clinic in

Brattleboro, Vermont.

A panel from the Brattleboro Retreat

discussed the causes and effects of anorex-

ia nervosa, bulimia and compulsive eating

to a standing room only audience in the

Campus Center Wednesday.
"It's easy to kid yourself into thinking

that everyone is on a diet and that

everyone wants to be thin," said Gayle Lil-

ly, a registered nurse and the director of

education at the retreat.

"An eating disorder is one way people

avoid feeling. The reason we are here is

because it has the potential of killing
"

"We find that five to ten years of having

a life that revolves around food results in

a very isolated person,"said Lilly. "When
food becomes a person's habituated learn-

ing style, they cheat themselves out of cop-

ing with things in a healthy way
"

Janice Wall, a nutritionist, said societal

views on dieting, and misinformation about

nutrition can contribute to an eating

disorder.

"The very concept of going 'on" a diet im

plies we 11 be able to go off of it."she said

The wav thinness and food are portrayed

in advertising sends contradictor)

messages to the audience. Advertising

idealizes thin women while using food

'an alternative to dealing with actual pro-

blems at hand, she said.

Wall used an advertisement which

featured the image of a woman offering her

family a cake captioned with "If you frost

a cake, you can win a heart" as an

example.
Sandy Campbell, a psychologist said the

way women define themselves often is

determined by their weight.

"The media message i- \ • ng and

it's everywhere,"she said "It doesn't cause

eating disorders hut it is certainly a fac-

tor."

Campbell discussed how to go about deal

ing with a friend or a loved one with an

eating disorder. She advised to not get in

volved with the language of food or of

weight and appearance. >ince the food is

hiding what the real problem may be for

a person with an eating disorder

"Try to get in touch with wh

underneath the food, to what the person tf

feeling.' rim said.

The panel urged any audience mem I

to help themselves or anyone the) may

know suffering from an eating disorder,

stressing that help is availah BOPB

information on campus progra

.

r)49 2671 text. 18U

Brenner calls for activity within Socialist Party

By PETER MERINO
CoUegian Correspondent

What some Socialists are referring to as the beginning

of a "virulent new epoch," has the human race facing the

age-old problems of hunger, poverty, racism and war.

In a dialogue on the future of Socialism. Robert Bren

ner, editor of Again st th*- Current and member of Solidari

ty. stated now is the time for the Socialist Party to act

"What is to be done after a period of such mactiv

asked Brenner, referring to the 80s. "The division between

the rich and the poor is expanding, the national debt is

growing, and people's wages ere comparatively lower than

m the 70s."

Brenner believes the US needs revived mass acti% it\

as was present in the 1930s and 60s.

His proposal of a Socialist-planned economy would

enable people to better control their work environment

and their own lives.

Brenner said it was not surprising to see Socialism fail

in Eastern Europe. However, he views events of the past

i as encouraging in changing how the world think*

about Socialism.

"Unfortunately, the idea of Socialism has never caught

on in this country, said Brenner.

.pitalism hasn't solved anybody's problems, and with

the fiscal situation we face in this country, it can only get

worse," he added.

Tom Gallagher, chairman of the Boston chapter of

Democratic Socialists of America <DSAi. believes

Socialism has been dragged down unfairly in this country

"Although Socialism is dead in this country, it s has

Focus on GLB concerns
GLB Speakers Bureau seeks new members

been rated very positively in the European countri. - he

said. "Even in Canada, the movement is gaining momen

turn."

Both Brenner and Gallagher see Capital Im >* a fail

ing system. Thev believe Capitalism is n. of cons

tant turmoil, and by engaging in a Socialistic economy,

many of the current problems would be eliminated

"We're trying to provide the people with an altet nat i v.

way of looking at the economy, the SSI ironment. racism.

and poverty." said Gallagher. "Capitalism is m in

a constant crisis, and it will not provide a solution to the

world wide problems of poverty and era

"The Democratic planned economy is ill 1
< "d

Brenner "It is a situation where the bun aucra.v Is in

control and the people become alienated V\e want to

change th>

Ten tires reported missing

By ALI WOOLWICH
CoUegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts Gay.

Lesbian, Bisexual Speakers' Bureau is

seeking members for the fall 1990

semester.

The Speaker's Bureau is a group of gay.

lesbian and bisexual men and women who

work to educate the campus community

about gay, lesbian and bisexual reality,

homophobia and heterosexism.

Speakers' Bureau members speak open

ly about their experiences to people in

classes, residence halls and student groups.

The program, which serves the Five Col-

lege and local Pioneer Valley community,

is run by the UMass Program for Gay, Les

bian and Bisexual Concerns (PGLBC).

The Speakers' Bureau's purpose is this:

• to educate, using factual information

and personal experiences about gay, les-

bian and bisexual people.

• to contradict myths and stereotypes

about gay, lesbian and bisexual people.

• to answer questions people have concer

ning gay, lesbian and bisexual people.

• to be openly gay, lesbian or bisexual and

thus serve as positive role models for others

who may be questioning their sexuality Of

are in the process of coming out as gay, les-

bian or bisexual.

A recent addition to the program has

been the inclusion of heterosexual allies as

speakers. The addition of allies' perspec

tives are seen as yet another way of bridg-

ing the gap of understanding.

Applications to join the Speakers' Bureau

are available at the PGLBC office located

in the lobby of John Adams Tower.

Southwest.

Training sessions teach members how to

develop skills in public speaking, listening,

educating, and dealing with emotionally

charged subjects.

The next training session on Wednesday,

October 3, from 7 to 10 p.m. in Campus

Center room 805 809.

New trainees who have yet to observe a

speaking engagement can attend the pro-

gram scheduled for Monday, October 1, at

8 p.m. in Brett second floor lounge.

More information about the Speakers'

Bureau or panel requests for dorms, groups

or classes is availible by phoning the

PGLBC at 545-4824.

Compiled by PRESTON P. FORMAN
Collegian Staff

Police have received three complaints of

: heft since Tuesday in various parking

lots around campus.

A public safety officer on patrol in Lot 44

found a Ford Tempo missing two tires The

owner was unaware that the tires were

missing. The estimated value was $200.

Later that dav. a student reported to

police that all four tires had been stolen off

his 1986 Ford Escort. The estimated value

was $800.

Police discovered on Wednesday a second

vehicle missing all four wheels. The owner

of the car reported additional damap

the undercarriage The estimated damagr

was $1200.

ARREST

• Mark S. Richardson, 20. of Holyok.

was arrested Tuesday on Kennedy Drive

for trespassing and alcohol violations.

LARCENY

• An industrial motor, valued at $2800,

was stolen from a mechanical room in the

Campus Center. Police said the motor was

apparently taken by cutting wires attach

ed to the machine

analysis
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

reduce expenditures. Students' input on

the clarified goals of public higher educa

tion, will be a part of a proposed regional

s\ >tem, which will be made public. Schools

without clarified program goals could be

closed due to funding problems. UMass

needs to temporarily divorce itself from the

budget cycle and decide where it wants to

fit in to the regional system, if at all.

However, the rift between the student

body and the administration grows with

each campus cut. Programs and depart

ments such as the Everywomen's Center,

which has lost more than half of its staff

already this year. The internal divisions

will increase as administrators make more

cuts.

The student opposition to the CLT peti-

tion has been strong and vocal in encourag-

ing the student body to register to vote But

who is going to reach the voters Statewide

to turn public opinion back in favor of

public higher education? The University

has not benefited by this economic turmoil

and reacting negatively to the government

in the same manner as the angry VOt

The public confidence in state higher

education must be restored before the fun

ding will.

Preventing the passage of ballot question

three is crucial to keep UMass the flagship

university of the state. Voter opinion is

equally important because it could help

students build a constituency for public

higher education. With a constituency an

ding for state colleges and universities will

become a priority, not an afterthouirUt. For

now, the next two years will be a rough

financial ride for public higher ec
1

ication.
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Sutton
I CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

;

morning for leaving the scene of a personal injury ac-

cident and operating to endanger.

She later called police and admitted her involvement

in the incident. She will be arraigned in Northamp-

ton District Court.

A police spokesperson said yesterday a man who was

with Sutton at the time of the altercation will be

brought in for questioning on the incident.

The spokesperson said police are investigating the

theory that Sutton was being chased at the time he was

struck in the traveler's lane of North Pleasant Street

shortly after 2:15 a.m. Sunda;

Middle East crisis
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

The petroleum reserve, now containing 590 million bar-

rels, was established in 1975 to ward against potential

future oil shortages.

The president said he wanted to test the process of draw-

ing down the reserve. He said the country has "sufficient

oil to meet current needs," and added that "there is no

justification for the intensive and unwarranted specula-

tion in oil futures."

Oil prices have skyrocketed to nearly $40 a barrel since

Iraq invaded Kuwait on Aug. 2 and the United Nations

imposed a trade embargo against Baghdad

FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 28, 1990

Bush's decision marks the first time the government has

tapped into the reserve. It comes at a time when the ad-

ministration says there is not an oil shortage, but as of-

ficials also are warning the Middle East crisis could result

in tight supplies by the end of the year.

"We've been suggesting this to him," said Rep. John

Dingell, D-Mich., chairman of the House energy and Com-

merce Committee. But he said the administration needs

to call on West Germany and Japan to also tap their

stockpiles.

Senate Republican Leader Bob Dole of Kansas, who

more than a month ago called on Bush to tap the reserve,

also welcomed the president's decision.
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COUPON CLIPPER

178 NORTH PLEASANT ST

AMHERST. MASS

AMHERST
253-7002

256-6375

Call OpLciani
REGISTERED OPTICIANS - HEARING AIDS

FINE EYEWEAR DOESNT COST - rT PAYS'

Estabfcsrwd I960

20 percent off perscription glasses

offer good until Oct. 31, 1990
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WINNER NICHOLSON'S
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.ONUS TO DIRECTING
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549-3669
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Does not apply to any other discount or promotion

$1.50 OFF
any Large Pizza
with 2 toppings

Limit of one coupon per pizza

Coupons for pick up or delivery only

Valid at Amherst location only

Expires May 31. 1991

$1 OFF
any Large Pizza

Limit of one coupon per pizza

( oupons for pick up or delivery only

Valid at Amherst location only

Expires May 31. 1991
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WILD AT HEART

TUIOMES

Midnights on Friday

Friday at 6 30 and 9:05. Sat Thurs at 3:00.

»0. and 9:05 pm

FREE ADMISSION
Tuesday-Thursday

• Except those films restricted by the distributor*

Offer ends Thursday, Oct 18
Take the Mt. Holyoke

TheVillage •Commons
Bus or just drive
North on rte 116

A. rc** from Mount Hoiyvkt GW/rj?f

in Stmth HaJlr* Massachusetts 413/533-2663 flk... Jj

T
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NOW SERVING WINE AND BEER
With the Valley's Best Burgers

(Vegetarian Burgers too!)

Homemade Desserts

Soups & Salads
Monday-Sat 7 am to lO pm
Sunday Brunch 7 am to 3 pm
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Monday-Sat 7 am to lO pm
Sunday Brunch 7 am to 3 pm

253-2291

lO percent OFF
Your Check!

• Good for two people
• Monday-Friday

• With coupon only
expires 10/31/90
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Dcerfield Fish & Lobster Co

Chowder House Restaurant

i
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i

i

excluding lobster dinner special i

expires Sat, Oct 6 |

Buy One Dinner

Get one Vl PRICE

lACOmtA-
Great Mexican & American Food Served

Quickly and Inexpensively in a friendly

and casual atmosphere

DOWNTOWN AMHERST & NORTHAMPTON

Buy any entree and get a second of equal

or lesser value for

1

/2 PRICE
Bring a friend and discover Taco Villa today!

cannot be used in combination with other- specials

Expiration two weeks,10-12-90
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Food Science major — the University's best-kept secret
... ... »!__ ....li :*:_„ :_ *u„;- ..-^o «f thev do a lot of activities together. Some ofmv best fne
It's not fair.

It's not fair that so few people are privy to the best kept

secret on campus. For two years, I have been a student

in one of the smallest and least understood majors at the

University of Massachusetts. I am a Food Science major.

Being a Food Science major militates a constant need

to dispel myths and misconceptions that people have about

the field. Quite frankly, food science is the backbone of

the entire food industry and the research base for foods

of the future.

Food science is responsible for our abundant food supp-

ly as we know it today. Walk into any supermarket and

you will see the tangible definition of food science: Shelves

and shelves of frozen, canned, dried and packaged foods

mailable at nominal prices. Because of these preserva-

tion methods, we have a large variety of safe foods year

round, and this in turn results in Americans spending a

lower percentage of their disposable incomes on food than

any other nation in the world.

Food science, as a major, is even more exciting. The

Department at the University is the oldest in the coun

try. It is recognized as one of the premier food science

departments in the country because the faculty members

are among the leading authorities in their areas of

specialization. This combination carries clout for the stu

dent, when he or she pursues a career in the food industry

or goes on to graduate school.

The small size of the department is another appealing

aspect of food science. All of the professors, including the

department head, know all of the students individually.

This makes for a much more personalized learning ex

Edward Schiffman

perience. I feel like I am having my cake and eating it

too because I get the benefits of a small private school at

a huge university.

Food science classes for majors are always small. More

than 10 people is considered a large class. Food science

majors never have to worry about getting their classes

— an issue that has become more of a concern with the

continued budget cuts.

The small classes also promote a sense of comradeship

Food science students become a tight-knit group because

they do a lot of activities together. Some of my best friends

are people I've met in food science.

The courses are very interesting because they deal with

everyone's favorite subject: Food! Courses such as food pro

cessing, food chemistry and food microbiology comprise

the heart of the major. These courses, in conjunction with

prerequisites of chemistry, physics, microbiology,

biochemistry and biology, yield a student with a rich

science background.

As long as people eat, food companies will need food

scientists Average salaries tor someone with a bachel

degree start in the high $20,000 range. A master's degree

will command $35,000 and higher. Employment oppor

tunities are exrellent and exist all over the country and

the world.

If you like both food and science, you may be interested

in studying food science. Don't despair over the idea of

changing your major. Most Food Science majors enter the

department this way. It's rare to find a frosh Food Science

major because they, like most people, were once unaware
of the field and opportunity.

This secret is too good to keep.

Edward Schiffman is a VMass student

Let religion say its piece
These are the days of awe.

Last week I missed two classes to go

home for one of the most sanctified days

in the Jewish calendar. I had to miss

school. Still, most people were very kind

to me.

My only professor who cancelled class

was Julius Lester, who was going to

celebrate the New Year himself. Prof.

Drake also made the effort to minimize

Mark B. Adler

my absence by just slowing slides and

not taking attendance. In my other

class, I will have to get the notes from

a friend and hope I didn't miss any im-

portant tidbits by not sitting in class.

This year Yom Kippur is on a weekend.

Hurrah.
Every year it's the same. Come

December, Christians will kvetch that

finals were too close to Christmas.

Maybe Spring Break will end on Easter,

and they will have to cut short their

Easter dinner to drive back to school. I

still don't envy them the convenience of

living in a Christian nation with Blue

Laws.
Religion is supposed to he an

inconvenience.

Next to the American doctrine

"separation of church and state" is an

attempt by UMass to allow celebration

of religions.

We have student clubs represent! i

veritable plethora of religions including,

but not limited to: Pagan Student-

Organization, B'nai B'rith Hillel Foun-

dation, Muslim Students Assoc.. Baha'i

Club, United Christian Foundation.

Campus Crusade for Christ, Newman
Students Assoc, and many others.

Other religions include Hinduism,

Buddhism, Taoism, Confucianism, Shin

toism and Shamanism, and these groups

have members at UMass.

But there goes the neighborhood. The

Boston Church of Christ is coming to

town. Oh, my God. a CULT! Eeek!

In my RA staff meeting I was told to

post information on how just to say no

to this and other "cults." I was amaz

ed. It seems that UMass is unwilling to

peremit these Christians from pro-

selytizing on our otherwise enlightened

campus. Golly.

"Why not? What's wrong with these

dudes?" I hear you cry. The answer:

They take advantage of you when you

are having problems and they take your

money." Ooooooh.

When I have a problem. I like to talk

to my Rabbi and often she is helpful to

me in my times of distress. Rev. Hargis

of the UCF and Father Quigley. of

Newman fame, are excellent resources

for Christians and non-Christians alike.

But this "cult" makes you join when you

have little resistance and then it doesn't

permit you personal freedom <so I've

been officially told in University pam
phlets). Gee.

But that's the point of religions When
a freethinking person chooses to adhere

to certain religious tenets, they must

give up tome freedom. They (you and

me) are joining a group and some of our

groups say "Thou shalt" and "Thou

shalt not."

People speaking against this "cult

refuse contraceptives, immunizations or

transplants, or avoid pork and shellfish

or meat on Fridays. This is not freedom,

but we choose such restrictions, they

make us a holy people. If converts to the

Church of Christ are told what to do.

that's their choio

I've enjoyed visiting Christian ser-

vices. At the end of some, basket is pass

ed around the pews and people are ex

pected (and peer pressured) to put

money in it. Wow. For my Rosh

Hashanah services last week, I had fee

show an entry ticket (costing big buck

Every group (religious or nott n-

funding from its members for support.

If the Church of Christ asks too much

of its believers, then that's their choice.

Do I agree with this group? Sure. I ob

ject to all non Jewish faiths. I only ac

cept Reform Judaism as my religion. We
are the chosen people. No doubt. Do I ob-

ject to the proselytizing on campus of the

Church of Christ (a.k.a. The Cult)? Of

course not!

They, like every religious (or non

religious) group, should be given the op

portunity to make themselves known. If

students want to join them, it's their

free choice. (If they are being harassed,

then it's illegal and the police should be

called in.)

While we don't have to accept or agree

to alternate religions, it's about time to

let them say their piece. Shalom.

Afar* B. Adler is a UMass student

Soviet reforms drastic
This Monday a large majority voted for

a resolution in the Supreme Soviet that

will give President Gorbachev new powers

to enforce reforms unilaterally This does

not come as a great surprise to many since

the recent years have revealed a turmoil

in the Soviet economy and a competent

leader who seems ready to do something

about it.

Whether Gorbachev will be able to

Lars Kroijer

transform centralized socialism into a

market economy in 500 days is somewhat

doubtful.

With supply shortages of everything from

housing to bread and a very intolerant

public opinion, Gorbachev will have to

make drastic changes in order to fulfill

expectations.

And drastic changes are exactly what

Gorbachev intends to make.

How will all this affect our lives and why

should we care? Do we not have problems

enough with our own economy to go and

help our former enemy to build a market

economy that could eventually compete

with us?

First of all, I do not believe that the

government should help financially

They have other things to spend their

money on.

What most westerners just five years .il'o

thought of as a major threat to global

security is now planning to turn 80 peront

of their economy int«. prhratf hands. One
has to be impressed

II the plan succeeds, it is most likely that

major American companies will have a

large amount of production and investment

in the Soviet Union It is possible -imply

because a 100 percent ownership of Sov ut

companies is allowed by foreign investors.

The Soviet Union ( being the largest na-

tion in the world > opens an enormous

market for anyone who beli' B Gor

bachev's reforms.

Imagine a world where the two strongest

military powers stand together in the

defense of democracy and are able to keep

dictators like Saddam Hussein from

ting too much influence on the world order

Think of what the Bush administration

could save on military expenditures if we

were allies, and not enemies, with the

Soviet Union.

These expenditures are indirectly paid

though taxes and lower expenditures

would, if not lower taxes, lead to an impr

ed economy
The people against the reforms in the

Soviet Union should think again.

A man who struggles for an open and free

economy should not be allowed to fail H

should receive the support required for

success.

The success of Gorbachev would lead to

a new power balance that all America

should support - an overwhelming

. ngth of democratic state- against a

small group of totalitarian s! ith lit

tie or no influence on the world order

hr I r is a Collegian ><>• lent
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Editor 's Note
The Editorial Desk is looking for writers and cartoonists throughout the semester from

UMass and the rest of the Five College area.

If you are interested in becoming a regular columnist, all you need is to have
>
fi* col-

umns printed within one semester. Submissions must be 65 lines

^

on8' ^P^/^.f^-
sDaced with the writer's name, address and daytime phone number attached. This infor-

mation iTsubject to verification. You might also want to choose to attach your own cartoon

to go with the column. We are open to suggestions!

Submissions should be sent to A.R. Santiago/Gayle Long. 113 Campus Center, UMass

Amherst 01003. Or drop it off at the newsroom in person.

No guts, no glory!

t

father of

U Kasf Senior*

*lin Kerr
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By LISA CURTIS
Collegian Correspondent

Revel Reveal. Revelation.. .Return is the

group exhibition currently being shown in

the Student Union Art Gallery. It is an

eclectic exhibition with paintings by Paul

Eagan, ceramic vessels by potter Scott

Supranor. collaborative tile wall pieces by

Mimi Strang and Gloria Kosco and a clay

installation by Susie Nacco

The exhibition opened with a reception

on Thursday, Sept. 13 and will be open un

U
The paintings by Eagan are created with

heavy layers of various colors of oil paint

on canvas. The surface on some areas of the

paintings has been scratched away to

reveal different colors beneath. All ot his

works are done in the same wild, fluores-

cent color scheme.

•Layer upon layer of color is vital m each

painting as it not only creates its own illu-

sion but combined with form and figure,

stimulates and promotes further visions

and ideas to take place," Eagan explains.

The viewer can also recognize repetition

in subject in his paintings. Such as the a

circular image that surfaces in his works

that is sometimes repeated as a clock

•The symbols shown in each painting

have meaning, not individually but col lee

lively as dictated by surrounding images

and impressions generated by color, says

E
Mr

n
Eagan, 28, graduated from Rhode

Island School of Design with a BFA in

Painting and Sculpture in 1985. He has an

extensive resume hich dates back to Oc-

tober 2 1972 with first place in the Woon

socket Fine Arts Show. A more recent ex-

hibition took place at the Charles Lucien

Gallery in New York City (6/6/90-7/1/90).

Mr. Eagan currently resides in Greenwich,

Connecticut.

Of the group of his paintings being shown

in the Student Union, Mr. Eagan said

"Diver" as his favorite.

Because of the drying time necessary tor

his heavy style of painting, Mr. Eagan

works on mam paintings at the same time.

He is currently working on eighteen

canvases. ,

Susie Nacco, artist of an installation and

a large steel clay sculpture, likes a more

startling type of art. "(Art) should be a kick

,n the stomach." Ms. Nacco, 31 is now

working towards her MFA at Southern

Massachusetts University and has a Br A

from Massachusetts College of Art.

Ms Nacco's clay sculpture installation is

of an emaciated human on an altar caged

in phantom like wires and surrounded by

autumn leaves. A tiny clay figure peeps m

through the wire on one side. This installa

tion seemed to evoke the strongest reacUon

from viewers and differs from the colorful,

practical pieces of pottery which surround

it in the exhibit.

"The narrative of this piece should not

be singular but should vary with the in-

dividual," Ms. Nacco explains in her state-

ment about the piece. However, she does

offer her own interpretation.

"Sometimes, we are confronted with a

symbol of all we had wished away^ And

then, even the most innocent is faced with

her pain, remembers her scars and

remembers what she did to survive. At a

point in time, if only a brief moment, she

acknowledges her own inhumanness and

what is able to be put away, deep away,

with an unyielding strength. Most of us can

endure anything, because we are compell

ed to survive."

Ms Nacco says the small figure in the in-

stallation is a reflection of herself

spiritually.

She says that she didn't become "a clay

head" until 1985, because she wasn't focus-

ed until then.

Other works were submitted by acott

Supranor who has a BFA from SUNY Pur

chase. He currently resides in Luray.

Virginia where he works as a teacher and

potter. Mr. Supranor's pots are wheel

thrown and intricately glazed with a varie-

ty of slip, wax, and scrafito techniques^

Afterward, the pots are high fired. Some

of his works have images of babies such as

•'Adam's World" which is colored in beige

and shades of green; the figures are outhn-

ed in black. Also featured is a bowl set done

in turquoise and pinks and designed with

a black outline.

Mimi Strang graduated from Rhode

Island School of Design in 1985 with a Br A

in Ceramics. She is presently a partner

with Gloria Kosco in Decoratta Ornamen

tal Terra Cotta in Silverdale,

Pennslyvania.

Ml Kosco received her MFA in Ceramics

at RISD in 1985, also. She has participated

in many residencies and workshops as well

as exhibitions. Her work has also been

published in Home Magazine and Ceramics

Monthly

Tile wall hangings were exhibited by

both Ms. Kosco and Ms Strang in action

to an outstanding joint work entitled Set

Pedestal Planter l" of ceramic and

masonrv

Very worthy of a visit. Revel K.real

Revelation Return is a thought pro

yoking collection with many very different

vies of sculpture.

When you start

your career, there's

nothing like initial success.

•THE ICICLE THIEF is a pure delight,..

A convulsively funny satire

Nichetti is a real find " v****** i * rms

"Maunzio Nichetti s comic masterpiece..

THE ICICLE THlEf is celestial, a comic

and satiric and slapstick heaven for

movie obsessed angels "-* u** nw»

•
*

CKiANf 27 Plra.ant Si. 'Northampton M6-093S

•V** T, »-#.kd»v««t 7.nrt»pm. Friday « »:16. 7*1 »n«l
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—
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f >r«t
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Exciting opportunities exist at IBM
for 1990/91 BS/MS graduates!

IBM On-Campus pre-screen
sign-ups

• ra.JeM*

Submit resumes by October 11 to

Mather Career Center

Technical Sales (ail disciplines)

Electrical Engineering

Computer Science (or related background)

Interview Date

Wednesday, October 24

An equal opportunity employer

Half the
world

ishungry
tor your

experience

\- I IV.Ki * iTT"

I.I i)i lp p<

lln -kill- llh \

t.nn-

%
. ilunti i r> u nli iiut i> iiltun

^ I .ill

loll in, -hsm:-*-^^

I .S. IVacc Corp>.
I hetoughest |oh

vtHi'llever low.

Come to a Film and Information Session,

Monday, Oct. 1

7:30 pm
Draper 124

or stop by the office in the basement of

Draper Hall.
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FP/VNCOIS UULtUJL Dread Zep: Whole Lotta Laughs
By DANIELLE DOWLING
Collegian Staff

Dread Zeppelin

Pearl Street

Tuesday, Sept. 25

Photo eourt*»y I.R-S.

Dread Zeppelin

AGAIN ANDAGAIN

It was a goofy night indeed.

But what could I expect? I was going to see a group that

is based on an concept so totally fried that one needs to

smoke a joint just understand the whole thing^

I mean they're a reggae band, but they cover Led Zep-

pelin tunes and mix it up with the best of what one would

find at an Elvis show in Vegas style, as their lead singer

is an Elvis impersonator. No, it's not a spawn of a bad

acid trip, it's Dread Zeppelin.

Their performance Tuesday night for a decent sized

crowd at Pearl Street, was both an aural and visual at

tack on the funny bone. Their stage presence and antics

were as good and as funny as the music they played -

and played well.

Lead singer Tortelvis was impeccably dressed in V iva

Las Vegas fashion complete with cape, sideburns and leis.

He sang and spoke just like you would expect from an

Our Apologies: Due to an editing error, the headline

on page three of This Weekend was incorrect, lend

Me A Tenor is not an opera - it is a comedy and we

apologize to any you who might have been turned away

from the idea of seeing this show at the FAC on Satur-

day or Sunday at 8 p.m. at the cost of $30, $28. or $2b

per ticket.

Elvis impersonator. Lead guitarist Carl Jah faked Jim-

my Pagerisms. And bassist Putmon sported a groovy crash

helmet and played his bass with a rubber lobster at one

point.

Musically, their set consisted of a Zeppelin revue. They

played jamming versions of "The Ocean" and immigrant

Song." But the funniest moment had to be when they

played their rendition of "Heartbreaker," mixing the

music of "Heartbreaker" with the words to "Heartbreak

Hotel."

At one point. Tortelvis kicked drummer Fresh Cheese

off the riser so that he could play B shortened version of

"Moby Dick," He wasn't bad for an Elvis impersonator.

After his drum antics, he told the audience that he wanted

to tell then, a story. As he spoke the words to "Heart-

breaker ' lead guitarist Carl Jah accompanied him with

*e mellow guitar playing. Of course he bastardized the

lyrica "Weil it's been ten years or maybe more since I

first set eves on you . . . some people cry and some people

die by the wicked ways of love but I just keep on rolling

along with the grace of a whopper from Burger King

The crowd loved their performance. I even witne^

some stage diving antics. When they finished oft their set

with "My Wav." the crowd stomped and cheered for an

encore - a request which was dutifully obliged.

Of course one of the encores was "Stairway to Heaven

When I was young and played my Zeppelin records, while

dreaming of being Jimmy Page's love slave. I never im

agined that I would one day be hearing a reggae version

of "Stairway to Heaven." Yet. on Tuesday night, I did and

it was awesome. ^^i^—

•
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CARRY OUT COUPON
Buy ONE,

Get ONE

Buy Any Large

. Pizza Or 12" Pan
• Style Pizza and

Get One of equal or

lesser toppings for 99$!
Good on Cory Out only Not Good
With any other otter Eipres 11-3090

ACCEPTING
COMPETITORS
COUPONS

!

I-.

Amherst
256-8911

DELIVERY COUPON
Buy Any Large

Pizza Or

12" Pan Style Pizza,

and get ONE
of equal or

J lesser toppings

$1.99
delivered
in 30 mm or leu

for

Not good with any other offer

Expres 11-

LIQUORS 'SCO**m

18 Main St. Downtown Amherst 253-5441

Featuring Ballatine Beer at

$7.25 a case
(Quantity Discount Available)

Vodka 80 proof

1.75 L $8.99
KHMMMIMMMI
Sam Adams
Octoberfest

$4.99 6/pk

Captain Morgan
$13.99 1.75L

Sun Country Classic Cooler

$6.00 per case of 2 L bots.

Baccardl Rum
$6.99750 ml

* Delivery Available, *

253-5441 I
all beers plus deposit

COUNT ON
FUJI

Stop in, count and win!
At the Camera Shop. 98 Pleasant St. Amhest.

Iff Place - The person who guesses the closest

number of film canisters

will win a Fuji DL-400

Place - 6 rolls of Fuji CA-1 35-24 exposure

color negative.

3rd Place - 1 Fuji Quick Snap plus 1 Fuji Quick

Snap with flash onetime use

cameras.

• Winner will selected Monday, October 22nd

• In the event of a tie, a drawing will be held

• No purchase necessary

Specials good only with coupon
Coupon .«p<rM 10/31*0

YOUR COLOR DEVELOP
AND PRINT PRICES*

DISC

12 EXPOSURES 15 EXPOSURES

199 999
I

per roil £
24 EXPOSURES 36 EXPOSURES

K99
a^a prr roll

•STANOARO PRINTS '1 IACH GLOSSY FINISH

O'lfr gnod 0" (fonop'ml * we UO— 3 ', i

1?6-3 • -V IJ»—JH«S 4 O.sc 3 > 4 ;

Kodicoio' fuii and other C 41 proem MM

AMHERST 98 Pleosont St
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SAVINGS!
THESE TITLES
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THE FAR SIDE

By GARY LARSON
BONES IN THE BARREL
By J. SELLER & M. ROSENZWEIG
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DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE

. Edited By TRUDE MICHEL JAFFE
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time's up ,.

mcludiog
type Elvit I* Dead Pud*
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When imprinting studies go awry

TANGELO PIE
By TIM SNIFFEN

JANES ADDICTION
RITUAL OE LO HABITUAL

Feeturtng Slop • Three Oeys ' Been
CaugMStMitng

WORLD PARTY
i.ikii>«>» ji MM

RECORDS TAPES CDs VIDEOS

WHEREVER YOU ARE... WE ARE, WITH A CONVENIENT LOCATION FOR YOU!

NOW OPEN! OUR NEWEST LOCATIONS

SPRINGFIELD
363 MEMORIAL AVE. 41 3-737-41 28

HADLEY
CAMPUS PLAZA- 413-256-3160
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ACROSS
1 \MMght
5 Apiece

9 Put on
14 Mideest title

15 XIV x III

16Rre
17 Money in

Milano

18 Lacking m
freedom

20 very tense

22 Declare

23 Treat leftovers

24 "Jacques — is

Alive and
well

25 Sphere
26 Walked
28 Large pitcher

32 Advantage
34 Lifting machine

35 Distinctive

36 — Gatos. Calif

37 Pierre s dreams

38 Hosiery hue

39 Olympic hawk
41 TV film critic

42 Nuisance

43 Aerie

44 Start of a

Shakespearean
title

45 Mus adaptation

46 Salinger

heroine

48 Variant

> chemical

compound
51 Originate

54 Soft kght wool

56 High-ranking

British officer

58 Buck heroine

59 Person who
estimates

60 Distressed

61 Transport

62 Wide-awake

63 Beet tat

64 Adams
grandson

4 Certain

detectives

5 Put into action

6 Kirghiz

mountain range

7 Geom figure

8 Attain

9 Stone marten

10 Certain

fisherman

1

1

Separately, in

music
12 Tam-tam
13 Mahler s Das

Lied von der

19 Most rigid

21 Fee folder

protection

24 Painful

mistakes

26 Shrill

27 Composer of

"Daphnis and
Chtoe

29 Summer treat

30 Periods

31 Let

32 mteno

33 Body of

knowledge

34 Coffee service

item

40 Soft-shell clam

42 Further

45 Cigar end
47 Flinch

48 Key
49 Daughter of

Mnemosyne

jO Descartes and

Coty
51 — Mia 1954

hit

52 Iranian coin

53 Art Oeco
master

54 — En-lai

55 Berne s river

57 Draft

initials

PR TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE.

Tim EWOTP
Wis.

1 m better hearth

2 Rousseau hero

3 Dalmatians are

spotted m these
citW Im Aaertn Then *»«ndi«»i.

MENU
9 28 90

1
LUNCH

Hamburger on roll

Chicken cutlet sandwich

DINNER

Roast turkey

Sweet and sour pork

CALVIN AND HOBBES By BILL WATTERSON

M193E.D ft.Nt
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BASICS LUNCH BASICS DINNER

Sesame roodtes and pea pods

Chicken cutlet sandwich

Roast turkey

Sweet and sour tofu

YOUR DAILY HOROSCOPE
By JEANE DIXON

DOONESBURY
By GARRY TRUDEAU

HI. KID! I MRS IN T}€ THfiWS,
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SOMETHING
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NIPPLE
By PITT

LIMA (Sepf 23-Oct 22)

Everyone rws rnomentary doubts

about Ns abity to meet chatenges

Hold your head up NgN Vou pro-

gressive ideas are ngh' on target

Good news comes later today

SCORPIO (Oct 23 Nov 21)

Phone friends and loved ones wno

would enjoy hearing your voce A

condKl chat wi improve a close

retotton&Np Montage and romance

are very much n your thoughts Let

your feetrigs show

SAOITTARIUS (Nov 22-Dec 21)

The job front contains some good

news although not aurt® as much

as you would have iked Be mce to

your csents at work Nonetheless,

things are looking up1 Put romance

on the back burner

CAPRICORN (Dec 22 Jan 19)

Odd dstroctions and points of m

terest mark this work day reauiring

a discoined approoch The social

ana professional competition may

be keen Romance figures pro

mfnentlv in your personal plans

AQUARIUS (Jan 20-Feb 18)

Positive exerting developments ore

seen where your ampmons or

residence « concerned Take an

original approach Vou might find

that your dreams provide the key

to a decision

PtSCiS (Feb 19 March ?0) it

pays to back up your original ideas

with solid, responsible effort

Reassure others who may be

doubtful of your intentions or

abilities Group activities could m
tertere with your private wishes

ARIfS March 2VAprt 19) Finan-

cial and business agreements can

be fmaltfed now Do not

underestimate the talents or ser

vices offered by others Your mood

tomght s sociable and fun iovng

Get out and mngie

TAURUS (Apr* 20-May 20) Vou

sock* or business prestige ts on the

upswing now Vou could be asked

to head a large-scale protect that

is right up your aleyi Keep a roman-

tic involvement on a high plane

OfMINI (May 21-June 20) Stick

to your ideois but be flextole on

minor issues Financial gams stem

from a new job or the presence of

the unexpectea The pro

gressrveness of your ideas can be

trusted now

CANCER (June 21- Jury 22) Avoid

teasing someone who can be

voUNe Be careful not to sound cold

or cruel when outlining the facts as

you see them Take an original ap

proach to a routine work

assignment

LIO (July 23-Aug 22) Handle

work and domestic chores respon

sibty so you can spend an n
foresting evening with a close

friend New benefits stem fron

ftuential contacts vou and that

special someone want to be atone!

VIROO (Aug 23 Sept 22) Vour

creativity and charm make this a

pleasant day Discuss a novel self

employment idea or took fc

spratton in books A sudden shift at

the top could affect your standing

at work

TODAY'S STAFF
Night Editor ^^^ Lon9

Copy Editor JodY Gatom

Layout Technician Terry Starmer

Photo Technician Dondi Ahearn

Production Supervisor Doug Johnston

Typesetter Kimberly Frisino

Production Jason Torla. Lynn Kilroy. Paul

Specht
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In appreciation for those celebrating

YOM KIPPUR
The UMass Music Theatre Guild

has scheduled an additional set of

Auditions for

gtfeetdmWj/
Sunday, September 30th, from l-4pm

room 163 Campus Center

•WE APOLOGIZE FOR THIS OVERSIGHT AND ANY

INCONVENIENCE IT HAS CAUSED*

Additonal arrangements can be^^±^«*l^„
• • *****

:

:

Charlie's
, Pray S. Amherst-549 5403 • Open I lam

7 days a Week

Kitchen open til midnight

Game Room with 2 pool tables

Sunday 10c Potato Skins

9:00p.m. — 12:00 a.m.
•:v:x:;:::v:::<>Sv::Xv::::-S:-Sx;:

Drink of the Week

Ram and Coke SI 75
Beer of the Month

Feeler a Lager $1 75

-;«%:S:%:s^::¥ft5fi¥S9SWS

Giard's

Barber Shop

Haircuts for Lessl

at the back of

CVS parking lot

Call for appointments

253-3666

Food Giveaways

Mon 10 cent Mozzarella Sticks 9pml2am

Tues 10 cent Buffalo Wings 9pm- 12am

Wed 25cent Pizza Slices and 99 cent Nachos 9pm- 12am

Thurs 10 cent Beer Steamed Baby Franks 8pm-10pm

Sunday 10 cent Potato Skins 9om- 12am

WE ACCEPT MC-VISA-AMEX

rentAwreck

New & Used Cars
|7>uc*s & Vans Also Available

1 North Amherst
I Rent-A-Wreck
1 Rt 63 No. Amhwit
V^ 549-RENT

\( UlKMY.Ml sic

AEROBICS
NOKTHAMPTON $**$* nH4-K4.*5

6 Times a Day
Classes are held Mon-Fri at

8 am-noon-4 pm-5 pm-6 pm-7 pm
1 daft* lor $4 25/10 tor $35 0tV20 tor $60 00/30 tor »7500

MON • FRI

• Separate. Private Aerobics Room
• State of the Art Neo Shock Floor

• Super Sound System

FRI to WED Sep 28-Oct 3 ONLY'

Curtain Daily 7:00 and 900

WINNER .9S<T ™» « "*""**"
( \NMS HIM rrMIUI
sPMIVI H W PKI/r.

Bf.sT rOKHt.N
IXM.l \(.r HIM

"SMART, AMBITIOUS.
It

SATIRICAL

INTELLIGENT AND
AUDACIOUS

»•

NEW »0»« Ti»«;

"BRILLIANT. A 10.
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Easy to get to by
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HEARTY
BREAKFAST

BUY ONE
GET ONE FREE

Two large eggs, two strips of

bacon, two sausage links

and two pancakes

expires 10/8/90

$4.35
with coupon

Senior
CitizenOPEN

Sun-Thur*
6 am - 3 am
Fn & Sat

24 hours

THE
WORLD
Student & Faculty Fares

Round WW *» *•» V«* eanwt *

London $37*

Paris < 1 <

San Jose C.R. 37(

Bangkok 92'

Hongkong 84!

Tokyo 75!

Taxes noi included Restrictions apply Fares

subteel to change One ways available

Work/Study abroad programs International

Student/Teacher 10

EURAIL PASSES ISSUED ON THE SPOT!

FREE Studanl Travel Catalogue
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Preeumed Innocent

Fn at (4 isatvl bO)' UO 9 45

Sat at i 15 (4 15a»3 50)7 00 9 45

Sun«t115l5 45«l$3 50)ai5

Moo-Thurs « (5 454rt$3 50* 15

FnM(4 30MS3S0)7 1S « «5

Sat al i 45 (4 30 at$3 50)7 15 9 45

Sun ai 1 45(6 00 et$3 50)8i5

Mon-Thurs at (• 00 «S3 50)8 1

5

Fr, at (4 45 at $3 50)7 30. 10 00

| Sat ill 45 (4 45 at $3 50)7 30 10 00

Sun at i 45 (6 15 at S3 50)0 30

Mon-Thurs at (6 15 at $3 50)8 30

space engaoemeni-«» paaaaa v ooupo>

HATE YOUR
ROOMMATE?

Check out

CLIFFSIDE
APARTMENTS

Affordable. Quiet &
Convenient

1 & 2 Bedrooms
from $400/month

ALL UTILITIES
INCLUDED

5 miles to UMASS
On Sunderland Bus

Route

Pool, Tennis & More

Furnished Apartments

also available

Ask about our free rent

special

248 Amherst Rd(Rt 116^

Sunderland 665-3958

1

Funny About Love

Fr. at (4 30 at S3 50)7 15 10 00

Sat at 1 30(4 30 at $3 50)7 15 10 00

Sun at 1 30 (« 00 at S3 50)8 30

Mon-Thurs at (6 00 at S3 50)8 30

imc« engaoemeni-no paaaaa or coupom

tUarSNMf e ~ZT" &84 7550

Death Warrant

Fn at (4 40 at S3 50)7 20 10 10

[Sal an 40 (4 40 at S3 50)7 20. 10 10

Sun at 1 40 (8 00 at S3 50)8 40

Mon-Thurs (8 00 at S3 50)8 40

Oheet

Fn at (4 20 at S3 50)7 00 9 50

Sat at 1 20 (4 20 at S3 50)7 00. 9 50

Sun at 1 20 (5 40 at S3 50)8 20

Mon Thurs (5 40 al S3 50)8 20

Fletllnara

Fn at (4 20 at$3 50)7 10 10 00

Sat at 1 30(4 20 at S3 50)7 10. 10 00

Sun at 1 30(5 40 al $3 50)8 30

Mon Thurs at (5 40 at $3 50)8 30

Pump Up the Volume

Fn at (4 30 at S3 50)7 10. 10 10

| Sal at 1 40 (4 30 at S3 50)7 20. 10 10

Sun at 1 40 (5 50 at S3 50)8 40

Mon Thurs at (5 50 at S3 50)8 40

Pacific Height*

Fr. at (4 30 at S3 50)7 10 10 00

JSalat 1 30 (4 30 at S3 50)7 10 10 00

Sun at 1 30 (5 50 at S3 50)8 30

Mon Thur at (5 SO at S3 50) 8 30

[special engagement -no passes Of

coupons

Good Faflaa

I at (4 10 al S3 50)7 00. 9 50

|

r,«l al 1 70 (4 10 at S3 50)7 00. 9 50

'.,„, ,.t . R I', ffl al S3 50)8 ?0

Mi... thun (•> 30 at S3 50)8 20

•,«. .al •ngagamenl «.. panaa* « coupon*
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Water polo hits Fordham
By JOE DEGLORIA
Collegian Staff

The 7-3 University of Massachusetts

water polo team travels to Fordham

University in the Bronx this weekend to

play Queens, Fordham, and a strong Iona

team.
Ninteenth-ranked UMass has already

played Queens and Iona and beat them

12-7 and 8-4, respectively. UMass has not

faced Fordham this year.

The biggest game of the weekend for

UMass is the Iona game Sunday.

"This is a must win game for us, we have

to beat them to remain ranked and to

assure a bid for post-season play," Yar

worth said.

Yarworth considers Iona a big rival and

points out that UMass has never beaten

them in their home state of New York

Iona's team has had a lot of changes recent-

ly with the head coach resigning last week_

Iona is also a very young squad; three of

its starters are freshmen.

Yarworth said he hopes that these factors

will go in UMass's favor.

Leading the UMass team in scoring is

senior Jon Miller with 26 goals in nine

games. Miller also leads the team with 14

assists. Injured (broken thumb) sophomore

Dan Mcosker has contributed 14 goals as

well. Junior Alex Yelensky has also helped

with 12 scores.

On the defensive side, senior G.T. Ladd

has drawn a team high 21 ejections. Each

ejection drawn gives the team a prime scor-

ing oppurtunity.

Junior goalie Todd Larson has 60 saves

and 20 steals.

lfe^&&^^##^^ THE MEXICAN RESTAURANT
I Distm' ' I

ind dr,nk ,r

M ,nd the Amen. 9n Southx
j

7 OLD SOUTH STREET
NORTHAMPTON

Tf\CUIDA Al1 Battery Powtrud Up. ops

I UDn 1 PH NOW IN STOCK.. .liAUJin™.

T19QOXF . S1979 111

• l?MHi 80C786 P«octw>*

• ?0MR lUnd Disk

• 1MB RAM, cxpANdAbli to 5MB

• 8.1 Ibv 2" thick

• Bltitohi-wlilif sidclir LCD scan*

• \l ioKim mi

• Mi* 1.44MB }.y FDD

L0WE5I ERICI5 EVER

WITH

EDUCATIONAL DISCOUNTS!

Call aiMt yun *^«y' DSRJnc l-aOO-526-0057

SIFIEDS
ACTIVITIES

ANIMAL RIOMTS COALITION '^'"l,
"

Sunday September 30 at 7PM .n the odce

306 Student Union

FREE FACIAL! Come and^ •*"»?*£
care revolutionary near products f

SSe 1(V2 Tuesday 7PM Attendance Mnrwd

Please call 253-5225

lust flood Christian tefioarship Campue

C>uaioetor Chnat 7 00PM Campus Center

MOAN STUDENTS meehnfl Sunday ntf*

9/30. 7 00PM. Campus Center Bm 905r

Join us' CaH Amy 6-1286

VFU ALUMS needed for ne* «"?*?'

^

tahon Cookout Sat Sept 29 CaH 546 9329

immediately

ANNOUNCEMENTS

AUDITIONS tor the UMass Musk: Theatre

Gu.W -s prorJuctroo ot ^Se^CMrflv 9^28

5PM- 11PM. 9/29 "*M-3PM SPM^IPM

163C Campus Center CallbacKs 9/30 TBA

CaH 545-0415 tor information

BED AND BREAKFAST Downtown

"herst iam lor v»r.,ng parents and

friends 549-5961

BOTTLES ANO CANS-
RECYCLE RECYCLED

O* .nvcTveS and help the ResKien'*.

Ftocvclina Pilot Protect' Meeting 801 Cam

P^fflr 7 OOPM'Mon 10-1 tor more into

cad Laura 5- 1 1 53

INTERESTED in friends, compamonship.

,ove7 iTsten to Dat.nfl Game, tonne 6-**

on WMUA 91 1 FM

KX CO-OP Jom Ocho s OH Coop ane\***

rn^ney Reg.ster at 428 Student Unnjn or

call 545-0865

AUTO FOR SALE

,.,< vw RABBIT new cart) new exhaust

wheels CaH $500 or bo 665-8903

1976 BUICK SKVHAWK hatchbaci. S400

as is S4»«333 6^PM

19M NISSAN 200SX

runs good 5 speed

$850 or b/o tet-549-4675

19M JEEP CMEROKE 69 000 mrtev 4*4

l!Vor^ red w/btacK. $4700 549-1016

FOR * GOOO nME CALL

RACK A DISC the best entertainment DJs

SSeV banoi dormmouee specials can

586-9900 anytime

FOR RENT

niiPi FX ant 3bedr 1"Jbt laundry hooks-4P^"%mS Cell Chuck Walker

323-4407

naiF HFDROOM APARTMENT 177 N

P^L^sV5u»t $445 per month .ndudes

heat 256-3457

ROOM m ouiet reetoefrttaThome on bus l.ne

Kble 10/21 Non-smoker only Please

caH 5T2026 or 253-7823 evemnfla^^^

SHUTESBURY- two bedroom house, (one

ARRLE MACPLUS and Image Wmer pnrter

512k. 3"» dnve. Matn. ^n]J?*>gJ>?L
Macwnter Macp*nt. booka. daks. $S00 cei

6-5258 or 865-2942 it no answer

00 it uxWwri'
on a full size futon wrth frame

$150
Metawampe Furniture

1-800-3-PUTON 1

ELECTRIC TYPEWRITER Typed papers

gel belter grades Easy w.th th.s

Weekdays. 585-3082

LEATHER JACKET. $50 SkiJacket never

Mm $40 Barroom light. $30

Weekdays 585-3082

SMITH CORONA manual M?"'""
Almost new tor coat ot ad 549-8077

SALES ASSISTANT part t>me Data entry

and status tracking correspondence

letatitinna nan -»-«— Eaceientorai

iSwrtnen commu«c**oria skels reowred

V^from UMass CeH Mary-Benton

549-4455

TRAVEL/ON-CAMPUS SALES
Fteoreaentatrve- wanted outgomg

i

ag

oT-Wive selt-motivaled .nd.vduals or

orouoa to market winter and spring break

Sps>, campus For more -"formation^
tact Student Travel Services

1*00-648-4849

INSTRUCTION

CONGRATULATIONS on becoming

oledaes L*a Krajt.na Jenn.fer L»a

FtS?? Reaemane. Amy Erca Laur*

5rSL«ura.M«rej-» Le-flh Lauren. L«-

Enka Lisa and Chnsline

Love the sisters ot Sigma Delta Tau

OEB AOIN of Tr. Sgma Happy ?0»\B ' rt

t

h
.

day (Just m.nk only one rnwyaew I Have

fun- Love, your Tr^Sigma Staters

ROOMMATE WANTED

$300 OOROEOUS VICTORIAN style apt «>

alwise Aptaeeloceiihome Vegetar^n

and lamalat preferred but not iiecessarv

CaH Mane 253-3188 ASAP

AMAZING DOWNTOWN AMHERST apart

menf Must see1 $250 barge* «ctuo*s moat

of uhlitws 253-9891

DONNA
Happy 1 year Annrversery.

and many more to come 1

Love

DO YOU NEED Spanish hetp7

Tutoring available tor .ntermed.ate to ad-

vanced Call Gkjvi 549O071

FOUNO

AIMEE BURNS I found your pocketbook in

Herter a long lime ago call 253-0545

Jeremy

EYEGLASSES found m Anne K>««\case

near Bartletl pick up al lost and found desk

next to University Store

KUNDALINI YOGA

LEARN to e«perK»nce your v.tal •"•'9* '"

8 sesswn course beginning Ocl 4th Can

549*359

sunny) large yard $695 00.

253-3604

TOWNHOUSE *P*R^HJ^bedroom
)

1 v, baths on bus route CaH 1-567 135Z and

leave message

HELP WANTED

EARN UP TO $5«>/WeiK "~
helping students obtain Visa. Mastercard

Send tor free intormaton Amer«an Finan-

cial Services. 117 Park Dnve Suite 40-C,

Boston, MA 02215

21BT BIRTHDAY

know nothing" I love you very much Love

always your sweetie

FOR SALE

flFCOLOR TELEVISION.Two; $60/$80

GreaTtVlports, Stmpwn." Weekdays.

585-3082

1972 CLASSIC CHRYSLER NEW
VORKER 77000m.les, auto a/c. power

steering and brakes AM/FM ratto. '
I

owner.

%Tcor><i must sell now' Call 54^1578

FULL TIME POSITION available Excellent

base salary plus bonuses Fluency .n.any

African. Indian. Korean, or Middle Eastern

dialects a plus Contact Lanny Perron.

Metropolitan Lite (413)567 1248

,NTELUGENCE JChW FED. CIA ifS

customs.DEA. etc Now h.nng Listings

(1)805-687-8000 Ext K-9616

MALE VOCALIST tor orginal/roc ii qmup

other talents a bonus Call Erik asap

548-9915

PART/FULL TIME JOBS for the emnron

men!' 40*0/day' Call Sam 256-6434

"LEGAL HELP"

QUESTIONS about your lease/secunty

deposit deduct-ons^ Ouest.ons about

subret1ing/ass.gning leases^ CJujastwns

about th/condltKjn of your
^

new^ouseor

apartment Contact the L»gal Service

Center. 922 Campus Ctr 545-19B5

LOST

SMALL AMYTHYST PENDANT lost bet

Xeen Northeast and FAC Extreme serv

nmental value Reward Call Sandy

546-4332

FAJITA
Happy 20th Birthday

m_m^l,mMt
Hope you have a fl

t**t,***l'*7?,-
t-rt

Celebrate like no man has csjaaxaeeo

Love
The Meal

JEFF. I Love You Thank you tot every

beautiful moment Sandra

HEATHER-Happy 2is' Birthday'

Love ya Beth Janee ft Me».ssa

HEY KING (aka FPi Thanks' Love (ha'l S

LEN LEI. AL. MANO. TESS. ft KATIE^

H. chK:ks' Just a utile note io«iy*ito«
back, and that you guys are the »«••«•

I love you all. and by the way Do you need

a tackif7
"

CiVTo s are Awesome" Love ya. Jen

MANICURES

SPECIALLY PRICED $5 by experienced

UMass students 549 2682

PERSONALS

35 GRAYSON (plus a tew) I think you're

okay too' -D

BECKY rie been watching you all week

and you re the best -Squirrel

1 want your sax' Were going to be great

toqether^^ Cu*

RACHEL ft TOM Noho <"»"•;*' •» ,he

same' Thanx for a great weekend MS zi

SARAH TOPPIN- came to tovrr
,
to say

good bye call me at home before Oct 1

Hope to talk soon Katie King

TO MY BEDROCKS ft BUDDIES Thanks'

I Love Ya'

PROFESSIONAL OJ'S

LAZER TECH AUDIO »*»"»t"e
J°' f̂ .

r

.

dance dorm party, or house party Great

fates great DJs'cil 323-7801 soon

DOUBLE ROOM Puftton open singles <n

cErTeS r^Mies Cell 9**5t9« '••vo

message tor Nov 1

FOR DOUBLE ROOM in Presidential Apt

Cell 549-1224

MONTAGUE CENTER ^»T**r"5|2S
to share quiet spacous 4 be<iroomJtoeen

farmhouse easy commute to campus

280/mo heat incl 367-9818

SERVICES

PREGNANT?
Need a pregnancy test information or sup-

port? Caa »6r free and confidential servces

ALTERNATIVES 33 Mam St Northampton

586-3000

TICKETS

MIAMI ROUNO TRIP from Bdl on Ocl 4 thru

Oct 8 BO 549-5316

SAN FRANCISCO r/i ticket for sate Oct 6_

Ocl 1 1 . only $250 (negotiable) call Jaye at

584-4812

TWO TICKETS for sale Bradley to JFK a.r

port Best otter Ca« at night 865-3904

TYPING

QUICK. ACCURATE. EFFICIENT S Deer

t£id 10 m,ns from Amherst Worth

reasonable prices' 665-4501

TYPING. WORD PROCESSING. $j 50/pg

Free pickup and dettvery Laser pnnt.ng and

copVng available KComrnun.cat.ons
" "37325*4373

WANTED

DAY CARE: My hornein Hadtey Expe'*-^

ed OFC tensed Reasonable 586-5961
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SPORTS
BU brings run-and-shoot

UMass looks to avenge last year's 41-19 rout

< ollrfian 111* photo

r-™ Willco* scrambled for 1« yards in 19 rushes two weeks ago against

Main?. The MSemenlace BoJon University this Saturday at 1:30 p.m.

at McGuirk Alumni Stadium.

By SAM SILVERSTEIN
Collegian Staff

Boston University's run-and-shoot attack

and the University of Massachusetts

10 points-a-game defense will butt heads

tomorrow at McGuirk Alumni Stadium in

Amherst. Kickoff is at 1:30 p.m.

Against Holy Cross on opening day and

Maine two weeks ago, the Minutemen

(1-0-1) handled teams that have tormented

them in the last few years. BU offers the

chance for UMass to continue the trend

In Boston last season, quarterback fatan

Greene passed for 299 yards and the Ter-

riers (1-3) rolled to a 41-19 win, a game that

•humiliated" UMass, said coach Jim Reid

In the offseason, Ried adjusted his

defense to handle the run and-shoot, in

which three or four wide receivers spread

the defensive backfield from sideline to

sideline. The move paid off once already in

UMass* 10 10 tie at Holy Cross.

Saturday, however, will prove a tougher

test, said Reid.

"I do not the believe that the Holy Cross

offense is as good as the BU offense. The

BU offense is more explosive, said Ried.

"Last year BU put on a clinic for us on how

to run the run and-shoot."

The Terrier\ three losses this season can

be traced to turnovers and soft defense.

Under first-year head coach Dan Allen, BU

has yielded 34 points twice and 24 points-

per-game on average, ruining some

brilliant offensive streaks by Greene,

receiver Daren Altieri, and running back

Jay Hillman.

In last week's 34-21 loss to Boise State,

Greene was 21 33, for 264 yards and 3

touchdowns in the second half. The Ter-

riers buried themselves with four fumbles

in the first half, however.

UMass, meanwhile, had an extra week

off to work out a few kinks offensively.

Quarterback Gary Wilkos ran for 146

yards and a 70-yard touchdown against

Maine, but finished 8-25 for 82 yards 2

TD's and 3 interceptions in the air as the

passing game sputtered.

John Johnson was named Yankee Con

ference Rookie-of-the-Week after rushing

for 97 yards on 22 carries, but fumbled

twice and said he took some extra pitches

in practice. ..... A
Game Notes: The game will be broad

cast on WMUA 91.1 FM. WTTT 1430 AM
and WSPR AM 1270. BU has not w

Amherst since 1970. The UMass defense

has given up 310 yards and 10 points on

average in the first two games. Steve

Brothers leads the team with 22 tackles

at McGuirk Alumni Stadium. - ^^
Soccer: Women away, men home
Women take on Virginia Men host Challenge Cup

_ ^,m-.<-. DITI/IPMMtV

By ADR1ENNE MATT
Collegian Staff

The first in a seru-s of plane, tram and automobile trips,

the Uni* » Massachusetts womeiVs soccer team

SmOO S *** Vfeftakl in Charlottesville.

Va.. this weekend

St Marv's will be th. nmidatingof the tw<>. cur

rentlv holding a 5 2 record They shutout San Francis,

,4 uco State <2-0) in their season opener Their

only losses have been to UC Santa Barbara (4-1 » and Stan

ford (2-1) The (,aels are rolling off a split weekend, vic-

torious over Division II Sonoma State (8-2) while losing

t,, To? ' mford.

m Selby and Susan Von Querner each have

fiv. for the te»l by also has three a nd

has been named 1SAA All Far West for the past three

seasons Von Querner holds the most points for the team

with four assists. _-

For St Marys, th I -ir longest road trip ever I m

paramount concern for Gael coach Randy Ferris is

Virginia's atro-turf field

Virginia is a formidable force both on paper and on the

field They have five shutouts in their nine victories. Rad-

ford (2 Oi.UNC-Greensboro (4-0), Cincinnati d-Ot. William

& Marv (2 0) and George Washington (3 0) haye all felt

the shutout sting of UVA. Other victories have-been over

George Mason »5-l '. NC State <3-2>, Maryland (6 1) and

Southern Methodist (3-1 >.

Sophomore Andrea Rubio has the most points for the

m with eight goals and assists Juniors Amanda

( romwell and Tracy DiMillio have 11 points Cromwell

has five goals and one assist while DiMillio has four goals

and three assists.

By GREG SUKIKNNIK
Collegian Staff

About 80 men's soccer players from four schools will

spend this weekend playing soccer at Upper Boyden Field

*T„e occasion is the eighth annual Massachusetts

Challenge Cup, h<wted hy the University ofMassachusetts

men's soccer program.

Rider College Maine and Drexel are the th

teams the Mmutemen play host to On Saturday. Maine

and Rider face off at noon at Upper Boyden field^

Maine comes into the tourney at 5 2 and ranked fifth

•,n New England. Rider is 3 3.

: yrdays second match pits UMass against Drexel.

The Dragons are 3-2, and have scored 1
1 9& * hlle «»ow

big onlv three. Senior -lorge Garcia has two goals and four

to lead the team in scoring

Sunday. Maine and Drexel will meet on the Hill at

Ham For the Black Bears, senior forward Jon Mello

appears to be the main man He has seven goals and two

assists in seven g.tnes for a total of 16 points, good for

second in scoring in New England

The Minutemen face Rider in Sunday's second game.

Which kicks off at 1 p.m. The Broncs. like Drexel hail from

the East Coast Conference Right now. they make a good

match for UMass. they are strong defensively, but have

had difficulty scoring

UMass coach Jeff Gettler hopes that this weekends

games will turn around the Minutemen's fortunes. UMass

is home after three straight road losses, and will regain

the services of Peter Armenti. Dan Lawrence, and Dar

ren Stone. And after all. it's their tournament; UMass

has placed second four times and first twice

"We're looking forward to it," said Gettler "We re in

must win situation. The team is focused on winning it

Field hockey
battles ODU

By TAMIR UPTON
Collegian Staff

This is a game that the Univ.rs,t> of Massachusetts

field hockev team has been looking forwardto since

last November, when Old Dominion eliminated UMass

from the NCAA tournament in the quarterfinal round.

2 1

This Saturdav at noon at N

Field in Brookline. UMass and < >DU square off in what

should be another classicODC is currently ranked
I
se-

cond m the nation, while the MinuU»*omen are eighth

•We need to plav our best if we want to win." said

Old Dominion coach Beth And ' Mass is a good

team, I'm verv worried abort this weekend

Old Dominion is 7 1 1 .md tat <>nly loss VM to top

ranked North Carolina .Junior foalk Kathy Kosina

starts in goal for ODU. while Philippa Scott barring

gets the nod for UMass.

"We're gonna have to plav \.ry well and the key will

be execution. " Hixon said "We will not have as many

scoring chances as we did against Yale or against

Rutgers or against Providence Old Dominion is a cut

above them. We will have some chances, but we're gon-

na have to execute."

This is a game that UMass is not supposed to win.

but the Minutewome go into the game with a lot of

momentum, having won five in a row. all by shutouts.

"This is a game that we don't have to be nervous for."

Hixon said. "A win or a tie can do nothing but sky

rocket us into the top four or five A loss is not going

to hurt us, we're gonna stay right where we are."

Volleyball hosts

West Virginia
B\ l.lOR BEN AHARON

legian Con 1 ^pondent

This imlinl. the DMuM WOOstt'l volleyball team

begins an important stretch of matches where it plays

four Atlantic 10 teams.

The first of these important matches will be played

tonight, at 7 p.m. at Totman Gym, against a very tough

West Virginia team.

Just how tough is this West Virginia team? Well on

Tuesday the Minutewomen played a great match

against Brown University, but eventually lost three

games to one.

"We are hoping that, at our lowest level, we play as

great a game as we played against Brown," said coach

Carol Ford. "That is what we have to do to stay in the

match."
tl

.,

While a win against West Virginia tonight would

be a plus" said Ford, the match against Duquesne on

Sunday ' 1 p.m. at Totman > is a "must win" for UMass

.ion |#i.»«-«»- -™__
...i- ' ;_ in null un, w«r ic suinia oiaj « "B"- —""— —

"Were looking forward to it," said Gettler We re in
lo —" ** L____.

a must win situation. The team is focused on winning it. |
• 1 J

]
Men's tennis drops second straight

BRETT MORRIS
Collegian Cm n-pond'Tit

They did exactly uhat they wanted to do. Except win.

The University of Massachusetts men's tennis U

followed its game plan yesterday, but was defeated on its

home court by a fired up Boston University team

Going into the match, the Minutemen had hoped to win

at least three of the singles matches. And they did just

that, as UMass' unbeatable number one singles player

Barry Wadswoth defeated Larry Grims 7 5, 6 4. Also vie

torious were UMass' Jeffrey Hechemy, who won in

straight sets 6-4. 6 2, and Tim Lipsky, 6 2, 6-3.

All tied at three games apiece, UMass was very confi

dent it could win at least two doubles contests.

Nonetheless, "Thing's don't always happen the way

they're supposed to," said Minuteman coach Manny

Roberts.
,

Boston quickly took the match lead 4-3 as Art Mojares

and Jerry Copsinis teamed up to dispose of UMass' Paul

Audet and Jeffrey Hechemy.

The deciding match was then in the hands of

Minutemen Wadsworth and Lipsky. who had not lost a

nd
1TH

douh!.- match or I single- MOtMl U '»

I > against their respective singles opponents Grim

Brian Kesselman. Wadsworth and I.ipsky m
ingly dropped fi 1,

'

Thev got ns back from last year." Roberta said.

UMass is now M-2 as it travels to Vermont on Saturday

Sports Notice
Intramural*: Entries for frisbee (men/women), field

hockey (w> and tennis (m/w) are due Monday Oct. 6.

Track begins Tuesday Oct 2 RacquetbaH and bad-

minton starts Wednesday Oct. 3.

There will be a managers' meeting for ice hockey

at 6 p.m. and an officials' meeting at 7 p.m on Oct

3 in Boyden room 223.

For more information call 5-0022 or stop by Boyden

room 215

One hundred years ago

today the first student

newspaper was publish-

ed at UMass.

THE MASSACHUSETTS DAILY
J

Felice Cohen on mascot

madness at the Univer-

sity of West Virginia.

Page 5.

The Minutemen scored

six touchdowns in

Saturday's 47-16 win

over BU. Page 12.

rOLUMEC LARGEST CO

Owners debate keg proposals
c^uarai atnrps are concerned about the effects restric

By KELLY CONGDON
Collegian Staff

Two recent keg restriction proposals in Amherst have

evoked mixed reactions from local liquor stores.

Police Chief Donald N. Maia proposed to the Amherst

Select Board last Monday that liquor stores be required

to place a serial numbered tag on all kegs sold to help

police identify adults who purchase alcohol for underag

ed drinkers.

Stores would collect an additional $50 deposit on tagg

ed kegs which will be be forfeited to the town's Drug

Abuse Resistence Education program if the keg is return

ed without the tag. According to Amherst officials, the

policy will only be approved if surrounding towns also ac

cept the measure.

Maia also suggested the outright banning of kegs in

Amherst. .

Although some store owners conceded that implemen

tation of keg restrictions would be welcome, other liquor

stores believe that such restrictions are an infringement

of consumer rights.

Several stores are concerned about the effects restric

tive policies would have on local business "If the policy

is not universal, we will be at a competitive disadvantage

and lose our business to other towns. Buyers will not be

willing to pay an additional $50 deposit when they can

travel to Hadiey or Belchertown and not pay it," said Scott

Forbes of Scott's Liquors in Amherst.

Other local liquor store establishments support the more

restrictive measures and said that keg restrictions are a

means of insuring profits. "In a way, kegs should be bann-

ed altogether.'* said Steve Snover of Liquors 44 in South

Hadiey "It would cut down keg sales, but people would

still purchase cases. I would rather sell seven cases than

one keg. It's more profitable," he said.

Marvin Spence, owner of Spirit Haus in Amherst, said

that the use of tags and the additional $50 deposit would

eliminate some underaged drinking. Spence opposes the

outright banning of kegs in Amherst, however, and said

such a proposal is a violation of consumer rights.

"Banning kegs would definitely be a problem. It s not

fair to discriminate against a person who wants to buy

a keg," said Spence.
oi consumer ngiiw>.

Rival Liberian rebel groups battle
. . ... „_u_, ,„^ o.™ Tnvlor's army has overrun most of Liberia, but he has

MONROVIA. Liberia <AP> - Rebel leader Prince

Johnson said yesterday that his fighters have begun aV

tacking forces of rival guerrilla chiefCharles Taylor, who

he accused of violating a week long cease fire.

Johnson also said he planned to capture. courCmartial,

and execute soldiers of slain President Samuel Doe found

guiltv of war crime* ,

People who "committed a lot of atrocities and

slaughtered so many innocent civilians cannot be given

any clemency" he said.

A precarious truce between four armies in Monrovia -

declared by Taylor on Sept. 22 - was endangered by heavy

artillery fire Friday and increased shooting Friday night

and yesterday in the city center.

Johnson said Taylor's men twice in two days had attack

ed his forces, and that he ordered his men to fight back

yesterday

Taylor's army has overrun most of Liberia, but he has

been unable to capture the capital city and presidential

mansion that is the seat of government.

Trapped in the heavily fortified mansion are remnant*,

of Doe's army, who Johnson threatened to attack. The

remarks from Johnson, who controls most of downtown

Monrovia, appeared aimed at provoking an attack on

Taylor by the fourth army, a five-nation West African ar-

mv sent to enforce a truce.

"ECOMOG (the West African force) is delaying peace

in this country." Johnson told reporters. "The problem

now s with ECOMOG. which is supposed to deploy its

troops in the war rones now that there is a cease-fire and

clear those who violate the cease fire

All three L.ber.an armies have slaughtered more than

5.000 civilians since Taylor invaded from Ivory coast on

Dec. 24 to oust Doe.

GALA to

celebrate 3rd
homecoming

By ALI WOOLWICH
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts Gay and Lesl

alumniae association (GALA) will focus on the m

of lesbian, bisexual and gay students, past and present,

during its third annual homecoming weekend reunion.

October 13 and 14.

UMass GALA, founded in the spring of 1987, was

part of a mid-80s wave of similar organizations which

formed at colleges and universities throughout the

country as part of the ongoing lesbian, bisexual, and

aav civil rights movement The UMass group orgam/

ed its first homecoming in 1988. during the Univ»

ty's 125th anniversary celebration.

This year's theme, "Reunion of the Decades will

highlight the start of GALA's UMass Lesbian Bisex-

ual. Gay History Project. The progression of the LBO

movement at the University will be documented

through participants' stories of campus life and cam

PU
AlS

r

dur
g
ing the reunion weekend. GALA's Board of

Directors will meet to finalize the group's bylaws and

have them approved by the general membership of over

100 members. . . ,

Some of GALA's goals include: providing social and

professional networking opportunities among its

membership; promoting an atmosphere of greater

understanding and cooperation between GALA I

members and the larger UMass community^faring

a continuing University awareness of the needs of LBG

students and alumniae; supporting, when appropriate,

the goals and activities of the Lesbian. Bisexual. Gay

Alliance, the Program for Gay. Lesbian and Bisexual

Concerns, and other campus groups, and promoting

CONTINUED ON PAGE 2

,d his forces, and that he ordered his men to ngm— ^ « -^^ , —

Fed budget compromise reached; $
134B in new taxes

_ ii i i i TMTTMfil Cnnnress avoids cuts

^d.»t Bu.h .peek, to report*™ outride the White Ho«~ to Washington Sunday .Her meeting

Congress avoids cuts

WASHINGTON (AP) - President Bush and congi

sional leaders on Sunday forged a $600-billion Hve year

compromise package of tax increases and spending
:

cu
£

spurring Congress to quick action on a stopgap spending

mealurf needed to avoid slashes in federal services

M
The

a
House approved the temporary financing bjlljust

three hours after the budget agreement was described

>

President Bush in a Rose Garden announcement, and the

Senate auicklv followed. ,

"IU. balanced, it is fair, and in my view it is what the

United States of America needs at this point in iU

history," Bush said in announcing an agreement that con-

cluded budget negotiations that began in May.

The package contained $134 billion in new tax revenues

includmg new taxes on gasoline, cigarettes, alcohol and

"xury items. Medicare costs for the elderly and disabled

were increased; defense spending was slashed as well

On a 382-41 vote, the House passed what is called a con^

tinning appropriations resolution to keep the governmen

operating at full speed through next Friday while

a
P
wmake

g
rs weigh the proposed budget compromise

og
The resolution, which then passed the Senate by voice

vote, also includes $2 billion in
~^gfJ53K?S^£SE^p

Collegian's 100th birthday

Today marks the 100th anniversary of thefoUegjan

whkh was first printed on Oct. 1. 1890 as Aggie Life.

Originally a periodical published mm, ** ****
magazine form, the paper has +~~9~*** \£*
nowmaner In the past century, the paper has seen a
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GALA
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

educational civic and charitable activities within the

lesbian, bisexual and gay community.

Topics of concern for the group right now are the fur-

thered institutionalization of the PGLBC, anti-gay

ROTC policies on campus, and UMass faculty/staff hir

ing practices.

Rob Ranney, a local GALA Boardmember, pointed

out that while some alumni/ae groups are more social

in nature, UMass GALA is more service oriented,

want to help make it better for lesbian, bisexual and

• students at UMass," said Ranney.
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Celebrate Sukkot at Chabad House

Sukkot Wed. Oct. 3rd 7:00 p.m. (even, service)

Thur Oct. 5th 10:00 a.m. (morn, service)

7:00 p.m. (even, service)

Fri Oct. 5th 10:00 a.m. (morn, service)

7:00 p.m. (even./Shabbat service)

Sat. Oct. 6th 10:00 a.m. (morn, service)

Shemini Atzeret

Wed. Oct. 10th 7:00 p.m. (even, service)

Thur. Oct. 11th 10:00 a.m. (morn, service)

Simchat Tora

Thur. Oct. 11th 7:00 p.m (even, sercvbice)

Fri. Oct. 12th 10:00 a.m. (morn, service)

(Shabbat) 7:00 p.m. (even, service)

Sat. Oct. 13 10:00 a.m. (morn, service)

Monday, October 1 .

Rally - The trial of five people protesting biological war-

fare research at the University of Massachusetts will

begin today at 9:00 a.m. This will be a trial by Jury and

is open to the public. There will be a support rally at 8:30

a.m. outside the Northampton courthouse on the corner

of Main and King streets.

For further information, contact H. Nestel at 367-9604.

Information Session - The Peace Corps is having a film

and information session today at 7:30 p.m. m 124 Draper

Hall. .-.• i d.
Meeting - Housing Services Residential Recycling Pro^

gram is having a meeting to discuss the new Bottle and

Can Recycling Project today at 7:00 p.m. in Campus

Center Room 801. For more information, call Laura at

545-1153. .

Lecture - "The Smile of Athena. Archaic Sculpture and

Modernism." by Susan Rather will be at Hillyer Hall 11-.

Elm Street. Smith College, today at 4:30 p.m.

Sutton fight confirmed
By CHRIS MUTHER
Collegian Staff

Amherst Police la.-t week confirmed that former

UnivarsHy of Massachsetts basketball star Lorenzo

Sutton was involved in an altercation before being

struck bv a car a week ago Sunda\

Sutton, 25. remains in critical condition at Bay Stat.

Medical Center in Springfield as a result of head in

juries he sustained in the accident

The CbftfMl incorrectly reported last week that Sut

ton was beinn being chased at the time of the accident.

According to Amherst Police, Sutton was chasing a

a at the time he was struck in the traveler's lane

Of North Pleasant Street.

The driver of the car. Jean Kokoszka, 21. a junior

at UMass, was cited for leaving the scene of a personal

injury accident and operating to endanger

Tuesday, October 2

Lecture- "Drafting Japan's Constitution: Two Framers

Reminisce," by Charles Kades and Beate Sirota Gordon,

moderated by Donald Robinson will be at the Neilson

Library Browsing Room at Smith College, 7:45 p.m.

Presentation - Beta Alpha Psi will have a presentation

in CC903, from 7-9 p.m.

Voter Registration - The Amherst Board of Registrars

of Voterawill register any resident of the commonwealth

of Massachusetts who is a United States citizen and who

will be eighteen years of age by November 6 on Oct. 2 and

3 (Tue. and Wed.) from 10:00 a.m - 3:00 p.m.

Slide Presentation and Talk - "Panama: The Invasion

and Aftershock," a slide presentation and talk given by

Marge Van Cleef of the Connecticut Pledge of Resistance

will be in conjunction with the introductory meeting ot

CASA (Cenral American Solidarity Association) in the

Dukes Room, SU 310, at 7:00 p.m. For more information,

call 549-2931.

Wednesday, Oct 3 jurore -niu,
Fair - Human Kindess Outreach and VIBES will be

sponsoring a volunteer fair from 2:30 to 5:30 in the Nor

theast Quad. _ ,

Awareness - Accessibility Awareness Day, sponsored

by Abilities Unlimited, CC 917, 7:30 9:30 p.m.

Senate Meeting - sponsored by Senate Operations.

CC165-69. 7:00 p.m-12:00 a.m.

Lecture - "Abortion. The War on Femininity, by Dr.

Alice von Hidlebrand. will be held at the Wright Hall

Auditorium, Smith College at 7:30 p.m Sponsored by the

Pro-Life Alliance of Smith

Thursday, October 4 Presentation - sponsored by Beta

Alpha Psi. CC903. 7:00 9:00 p.m.

Film - sponsored bv the LBGA. CC803. 3:00 6:00 p.m.

Documentary - Unknown Secrets Art ,n the R"«™berg

Era, followed by a lecture by Robert Meeropol The

Rosenberg Case: Yesterday and Today" will be held at

730 p.m., Seelye Hall 10, Smith College.

Reading - Francinge du P Gray WtU fpn •

reading from her new book Soviet Women. Walking

Tightrope in the Main Lecture Hall, Franklin Pattern

Hall, Hampshire College, at 8:00 p.m

Friday. October 5

Coffee Social - sponsored by the LBGA, CC DTO,

» 6:00pm Saturday. Octobers

Tournament - The Asian American Students Associa-

tion is sponsoring a Basketball Volleyball tournament at

the Boyden Gym, from 8:00 am. 6:00 p.m. $60.00 per

tfsflfT}

Done* - A dance will be held at the Bluewall from 9:00

p.m. 2:00 a.m. $3.00 per person. Sponsored by Asian

American Students Association.
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Business Card

BONANZA

ffordable, Quiet I

Convenient

1 & 2 Bedrooms
from $400/month

ALL UTILITIES
INCLUDED

5 miles to UMASS
On Sunderland Bus

Route

Pool, Tennis & More

Furnished Apartments

also available

|Ask about our free rent

special

|248 Amherst Rd(Rt 11 6)

Sunderland 665-3958

TheTest IsWhen?
(lassos Forming Now.

[^STANLEY H. KAPLAN
fake Kaplan or Take Your Chances

GMAT classes begin 10/24

LSAT classes begin

10/7 at Smith College

10/9 in Amherst

GRE classes begin

10/7 at Smith College

10/18 in Amherst

549-5780

Do you own a Business Card?

That's all you need to reach 21.000 readers da.lv.

D»scount Rate (for 2 col. x 2 inch ad): $20

|TKe Business Card Bonanza Page runs every Monday

beginning September 24th.

A new and exciting way to advertise for less money.

Contact the Collegian for more details.

545-3500

LOCAL
Dukakis announces plan to close Soldiers Home

... _ ... . i _..1J U~ ^Tw.nl* Kut in licrht of the

By KELLY CONGDON
Collegian Staff

The Holyoke Soldiers Home, a nursing

home for disabled veterans, is the latest

casualty of a new round of budget cuts.

Gov. Dukakis announced Wednesday

that the Soldier's Home and another home

in Chelsea would be closed as part of $310

million in budget cuts instituted in August.

The closing will change the lives of the

aged veterans who have made a home of

the facility for many years.

Although the doors will officially close at

the Soldier's Home on December 31. it is

still unclear when state officials intend to

send the disabled veterans. The home will

be gradually phased out by transferring pa-

tients to other facilities in the state.

According to state Secretary of Health

and Human Services Philip Johnston, no

decisive plan has been formulated as to

where the 243 residents of the home will

be relocated

"Some would go to nursing homes or
|

homes and others will be placed in state

facilities In any case, during the period

between now and December 1, we will be

making plans to move patients," he

"Some patients may be transferred to

nursing homes with Medicaid, though the

number of patients eligible for such

transfers are limited since tighter Medicaid

requirements are also part of the gover-

nor's plan," Johnston added.

Employees of the facility claim the clos-

ing merely adds insult to injury since the

governor has continually cut the budget of

the home over the past few years.

The home currently serves the four

western Massachusetts counties. People

who were on active duty during wartime

are eligible for treatment at the facility

regardless of whether the disability is

related to military service.

The proposed closing has been under at-

tack by local representatives who allege

that closing the home will not save money

but shift the cost of the veteran's care to

other areas of the budget since

Massachusetts General Law requir

municipalities to care for veterans who

need medical care.

Johnston disputed this claim, stating

that the closing of the two homes and the

transfer of those veterans to other state

facilities would save the state $5 million.

"The governor only has the authority to

cut limited areas without legislative

authorization. The decision had to be made

quickly since the Governor had to reduce

expenditures by $310 million to keep the

state afloat," said Johnston.

"We're working hard to avoid closing the

home, but nothing will be clear until the

legislature is back in session. The state

would have to produce $5 million in other

savings if the Holyoke Soldiers Home were

to be saved," he said.

Johnston admitted that closing the facili

ty would be difficult, but in light of the

fiscal crisis, he said the cuts were

unavoidable. "People need to understand

that our choices are limited. We could

either shut down UMass or make other dif

ficult cuts," he said.

State officials announced on Friday that

the closing may be delayed three months

until April 1 due to mounting support by

veteran groups.

C»llrm*n uh<»o

Sport of nobles reigns at UMass
Graceful, elegant fencing offered as a course

By KIM FRISINO
Collegian Staff

An "elegant" sport once thought to be only for the

rich nobles of Europe has made a resurgence at the

Universitv of Massachusetts

The sport of fencing is offered as accredited courses,

a registered student organization and a competitive

team.

Fencing is an elegant and romantic pastime which

was required training for young nobles in Russia. Ger

many. France, and some other mid European countries

to teach them how to fight without the threat of bodi

ly harm, according to instructor Joe Swales.

Competitors still respectfully salute each other before

I -ach match, and shake hands at its end, keeping with

the honorable and chivalrous tone of the sport. Swales

said.

Fencing was also one of the original five Modern

Olympic events, according to a fencing club member.

UMass undergraduate instructors teach four one-

credit classes; three at the elementary level (Fencing

I) and one at the advanced level (Fencing II). Each class

has an enrollment of 20-30 people

Swales said fencing is outstanding aerobic exercise

and gives one a sense of personal challenge and pride

it's also lots of fun," he added.

Other club members said they find the activity to be

an effective stress outlet.

According to Swales, the fencing team is competitive

with several major colleges and universities in the Nor

theast, including Fairfield University, Worcester

Polytech. Connecticut and Harvard. It also participat

at the collegiate level in the New Englands every year

Although men and women oppose each other in

classes and the club, there are separate divisions for

each sex when participating in official competitions.

In addition, while men use the saber, epee, and foil.

women may use only the foil (a smaller "sword" with

a protective tip) when competing at the collegiate level.

This practice is changing, however, said Swales

Judging at official meets is done electronically

special jackets and weapons equipped with sensing

wires and devices are worn by the fencers, he said.

The club offers people the opportunity to fence with

people of different abilities and sharpen their skills,

he said. Anyone with an interest should attend a club

meeting.

Meetings are held Monday through Thursday in Tot

man Gym, room 202 from 7 to 10 p.m.

Photo by Kim Frisino

Students fence outside Totman Gym. The University of Massachusetts fencing team com-

petes with several major Northeast colleges and Universities.

Holyoke Soldiers Home

Project Pride
seeks to

unify campus
By HEIDI BABINSKI
Collegian Correspondent

Project Pride, according to founder Michael Wall, was

created to unite school spirit and campus concerns

Wall a graduate student in the School of Edu.

he got the idea while working with the Alumni Keum

Office and the Adelphia group, an organization helping

to better the University

"You look at some of the Big Eight or Big I en ichootti

across the countrv with 45.000-55.000 student sad

they're just going nuts." Wall said "School spirit uaod

to be verv big on this campus, especially when the

Revelers, a pep squad formed in 1962. wore around I saw

th*- need to start a group which in my opinion 00% - rod the

two basic elements of college life, school spil it, which the

Revelers used to do. and campus concerns, which the

Adelphia group used to perform." Wall said

Some of Project Pride's campus concern tasks include

Operation Identification, in coordination with the police

department and the Dimmoo of Public Safe) '"d help

ing with campus conservation bMH

"On the school spirit side we work with the athletic

department, mostlv with the mens basketball team and

coach Calipan. and the football team with coach Reid.

Wall said.

"Working with the cheerleaders and the band. Pro

Pride is trying to increase crowd enthusiasm and at-

dance at the game
The excitement Wall said he is looking for comes

through crowd cheers, which "aren't nearly as popular

as they used to be on this campus, he said

In aiding his pleas, the Athletic department bought Pro-

ject Pride large plastic signs to help in stimulating the

crowd's liveliness.

Pam Batalis, a graduate in sports management, helps

Wall distribute flyers and come up with slogans for the

g
**On'my side of the coin I put together flyers for par

ticular games, and with the help of the band and Project

Pride we're trying to increase awareness about home

games no matter what the sport is. We try to get the at

tendance up which we think will get enthusiasm up.

Batalis said.

Batalis and Wall both feel that the Northeast is known

more for its academic prowess rather than its athletic

bravery, which may be one reason for the decreasing

crowd enthusiasm. Their goal is to breed school spirit

in each crop of first year students so that down the line.

UMass will have a supportive student body.

In order to get people to go the games. Batalis has come

up with various "promotion" ideas to get the crowd m
volved during half time.

She hopes to get the fraternities and other organizations

together for a goal shoot, for which the the winners would

get donated prizes. CONTINUED ON PAGE 6
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EDITORIAL/OPINION
uiijj|jt.mii.imiw ly tellect

Feminine mascots — a problem with the Mountain dear
• i A. J 1 A. I — I « «_ f\-»» fJiM mr nor

Picture this scenario.

Curry Hicks Cage. 11:59 p.m.. Encompassing the gym

are thousands of screaming fans. The Minutemen are

about to come bursting through the locker rooms doors.

The Cage is full of anticipation. Anticipation of what?

Of us. The fans in the bleachers with red painted faces

and miniature hoops on our heads. The fans who

dieheartedly come pysched and pumped to watch great

basketball.

The clock strikes twelve and Midnight Madness has

begun.
The sound in the Cage is deafening. The band is play-

ing their loudest as the fans cheer in accompaniment.

Each player bounces out onto the court. Some younger

fans cover their ears from the high intensity of volume

blanketing the atmosphere.

Amidst the roar of the cheers, the Minuteman Mascot

is scurrying around the Cage eager to start a Wave. Fans

tune in and the inside of Curry Hicks soon resembles an

ocean of waves.

The Minutemen are practicing their dunks for the con-

test. The crowd responds whole heartedly with every

dunk.
Suddenly the crowd is silent.

All heads turn toward a section of fans behind one

basket. Standing in the middle of the ruckus, our mascot

stands still, holding the Minuteman rifle in his . . .

"Oh my God, out Minuteman is a Minutewoman!"

Decked from head to toe in a Minuteman costume is

none other than a female — a Minute "woman".

"What's going on !?!" exclaims a confused fan.

"Is this some sort of joke?" another intervenes.

"Get her off the court, she's no Minuteman!"

Felice Cohen

Could this really happen at our school? Would it mat

ter if the person dressed up to represent our team was a

male or female?

Maybe not at UMass, but. .

at West Virginia University their mascot, the Moun

taineer, is none other than a female, and what some are

responding to as a "Mountain Deer."

For first time in their school's history, the school has

chosen a woman to be the mascot at their games. What

is so bad about that?

For years, fans, the majority being men, have encourag-

ed the idea of women cheering on the teams. Female

cheerleaders are never hasseled as they bounce around

supporting their team. The goals, both for cheerleaders

and mascots, seem very similar - keeping the morale up

of the fans and the teams.

So why should the mascot, just because she's a woman.

The basics of survival
Anyone attending this University for even the

shortest time has learned the basics of survival. I told

my brother, a freshman at this illustrious school, that

if he remembered two laws he could get through the

every day nonsense and absurdity of this place.

The first is the Law of UMass: If you don't unders-

tand something, it s just UMass. ignore it and most

likely it will disappear into the irrelevant cloud of

which it blossomed.

Preston P. Forman

the second law is actually a corollar to the first law

It is simplv called the Corollary to UMass: Don't take

anything they toll 3r*U to© seriously and always keep

it in mind that they will lie to you so take everything

thev tell vnu as at least a half-lie And here - the good

1
1 t he antecedent of •they'" can be anyone in an

official University position.

A paranoid view
1

* Yes. but one fnghteningly clear

..od correct Just spend a few years hei

As they say on those Wild K.ngdnm type shows, join

me as we explore the fascinating world of the Univer

<itv of Massachusetts

fimm Rinehart. director of Undergraduate Admis

sions. announced last week a new program aimed at

drawing some 500 transfer students and 100 new

students to Amherst to raise revenue lost through

budget cuts. .

To fill the youngins in. last fall University officials

with much hand wringing and prophesies of damage

to the school, very publicly announced that no transfer

or new students would be admitted to the University

in the spring.

Why? To save money
So this semester, more bodies in the residence halls

mean more dough in the bank accounts. Okay. I

understand it but only because I memorized the Law

and the Corollary.

If I was a cynic. I would predict Rinehart will an

nounce sometime next September a plan to recruit out

of state students Muddling his way through a quoi

I imagine him bragging about how much a head these

suckers are worth (a second ring at the great cash

register at the Bursar's Office).

But besides all this I have a sarcastically native ques

tion: Who will come to this University next spring ful

ly aware ofwhat the men with the bats in Boston have

done to us so far?

Even placing the monster clean your clocks Cittt

for Limited Taxation petit inn aside, this University has

taken three 4 percent cuts in two months. That's, oh,

in the ballpark of $15 million. Last week alone as

UMass administrator ist getting around to deal

tng with the Sept 4 slashing, the Executive Office of

Finance and Accounts shut down" University ac

counts. And took $5 3 million appropriated for this

campus while they were at it

( mon, where is Admissions going to find 600

Massachusetts ignorant men and women Rinehart

himself admitted that Admissions missed its freshman

recruiting mark by over a 1.000 students this year

Who would be willing to come here fully aware of sec

tion eliminations, course reductions and support cuts?

What does Admissions plan to do? Lie?

Preston P. Forman is a Collegian staff member

be put through so much negative criticism for doing her

job? I hardly see a problem with this woman running

around dressed as a Mountaineer, except of course maybe

because she is not wearing what they expect - a short

skirt.

Suddenly fans from out of the woodwork are responding

very negatively to their new mascot.

Despite throwing paper ice and cups at her during the

games, she understands that the maltreatment

receives is not directed at her, but at the entire idea of

having a female Mountaineer. What courage she has. but

of course, she is a Mountaineer!

All of the responses are not negative. Some have had

sweatshirts made up with a woman dressed like Daniel

Boone on the front. The school newspaper is also behind

her. .

It's hard to imagine a University making such a big deal

about their mascot. I could understand it if the team was

doing poorly.

It's bad enough that as women we cannot go outside

alone at night, but are we going to need chaperones on

the playing fields, or in the locker rooms < as in Foxboro)

Midnight Madi only a few weeks away. How will

you react if our mascot comes abounding on the floor as

a Minutewoman?
Think about it

FelUf Cohen M B UMass student

Shock therapy
Her eyes open and she knows something is not right

Her head is a muffled cloud, save for the spike which ham

mers through it intermittently.

However, this is the normal result of a night M parts

hopping. She assumes she was luggage as early as nine

-ck But just because a handle had been strapped to

her did not mean the drinks had ceased to flow

David Erickson

Everywoman's Center suffocated by cuts

The Everywoman's Center is taking its last breath. Six

out of nine programs have been eliminated in the past

three years These programs provided essential services

to University and community woman.

Legal Advocacy, cut in 1987. offered advocacy and legal

assistance. Women's Admission and General Education

Support (WAGES), cut in 1988. provided advocacy and

support for non traditional students and women return-

ing to school. In 1989. the Working Women s program was

cut which used to give sexual harassment advocacy and

career counseling to working women. The Bridge program

cut in 1990. offered advocacy and programs for women af

fected bv multiple oppression.

A few weeks ago. the Counseling programs and Public

Relations and Outreach were also eliminated. The

Counseling Program provided free support groups and a

space where women and their partners could get counsel

ngTn a supportive and confidential environment. Public

Relations Snd Outreach was responsible for publicizing

EWC events, maintaining visibility and accessibility^

Ctearlv the Everywoman's Center, formerly the third

largest women's center in the United States, is in the pro

cess of being dismantled by the administration.

ProvosToBrien. President-Chancellor Duff*, and Vice-

^* • i ~.~~ -„» n Irtfrrin which the writer wrote in defense of an "Israeli speaker" who

IhU communication of misinformation.

Chancellor of Student Affairs Madson have shown their

lack of commitment to women. The EWC has been

disproportionately targeted not only in the most recent

round of cuts, but in the past three years as well In fiscal

year '91. the Student Affairs budget was reduced by 5 per

cent, while the EWC budget suffered a 23 percent reduc

tion. and unlike most programs, it is staffed primarily by

volunteers. Obviously, the administration does not con

sider women to be "central to the mission of the Univer

sity."

Considering the forthcoming budget cuts, we are con

cerned about the fate of the three remaining programs:

Resource and Referral maintains and develops an infor

mation and referral systems which includes health, legal,

social, and political resources available to women. The

Educator advocates provide training and workshops for

groups who want to combat violence against women. The

Counselor Advocates staff a 24 hour crisis hotline for vie

tims of male violence.

Women and minorities are integral to the diversity ot

UMass. Do not suffocate us
Jessica Cates
Rachel Rubin

Montague

As she props herself up on her ehV lll« the

Had met Mavbe it *as even !..'

campus9 His name was John, that she knew, but his ap-

pearance, her mind's eye could not summon
Apparently this information had been jettisoned along

with however manv brain cells the alcohol had killed li-

ned been hot. really gorgeous. On top of that he had h

ncere. so swee

With dawning horror she surveys herseH Tn< mid

afternoon light cascades through her bedroom wm<i

illuminating her dorm room, her bed. her bi

Her mind races to remember, to recall the pi

night - .vents, but she cannot.

The girl's blouse has been torn open and her bra twisted.

ripped off of her when awkward, drunken hands failed fee

unhook it

Her pantyhose and panties are down around her ankles

and her black leather skirt is hitched up way beyond her

knees. Her heels are still on

Her pulse quickens and the freshman feels cold, she R

so cold. She struggles with the blackness in her mind For

cibly, she tries to pull an inkling of recollection from her

handicapped memory.
When did I get home'' Who came home with me Was

it John Why did I-? How-?
Nothing.

Panic rising, the young girl throws heiself to the carpet

covered floor. She thinks crazily of how her mom said it

made the room "so much homier

On her hands and knees she crawls to the trashcan

beside her desk. In it is a mixture of crumpled notes, old

Domino's coupons, a few empty beer cans.

Gripping the cold, black wastecan she flips it over and

shakes the contents onto the floor She does not notice the

bruises on her knuckles, the soreness between her thighs,

nor does she feel the sharp black and blue mark under

her eye where a ringed fist, seeking submission, had

struck her.

Stale drops of beer riddle the floor and her hare knees.

Empty she hurls the trash container across the room, next

to her roommates desk. Ellen had had to go home for the

weekend. Death in the family

Rifling through the garbage, her breathing quickens.

Her breathing becomes audible

She prays she will find what she is looking for. She

knows she will. She has to. If she finds it she will at least

know she is safe. She will know the bastard is not still

inside her. She finds nothing.

She searches the other trash barrel. Then she ransacks

the room. When she's done she seeks refuge in her bed.

She pulls her quilt around her Her mother made the quilt.

She gathers her knees to her chest and braces her chin

against them. ,

She wants to cry, she needs to cry. yet no tears fall, bhe

feels dry, empty, alone, and violated.

Deep down she knows she must have cried all night long.

Dave Erickson k a UMass student
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school spirit

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 3

Project Pride recently organized parades around cam-

pus on the Fridays before home football games, with

cheerleaders, a banner and a few band members^

"We want the students to see the image of school

spirit and we want them to know what's going on.

We want students to be more aware of the game, help

them to become interested enough to come to the

games, and to try to make them have a good enough

time while they're at the game so they 11 want to go

again," Wall said.

Police investigate theft of decal, cash
p :l - .«<*„

Compiled by PRESTON P. FORMAN
Collegian Staff

University Police are investigating the theft of a park-

ing decal and an unspecified amount of cash from a motor

vehicle on Thursday.

The parking office reported that the decal was recovered.

In other police reports from the Thursday and Friday

logs:

ARRESTS

• Police arrested two men Thursday on John Adams

Drive for various liquor violations.

William P. Andrews, 20, of Sudbury, was arrested for

possession of a liquor identification card of another per-

son. Richard E. Mines, 18, of Framingham, was arrested

for several liquor law violations and using false informa

tion to obtain a driver's license.

Officers arrested Tedric Feist Eiseman, 19. of Pelham,

early Friday morning for possession of marijuana after

officers observed him smoking the substance

• Douglas J. Charest, 20, of West Springfield was ar-

rested Friday morning for possession of an altered drivers

license after police saw him toss a beer can to the ground.

• Officers placed a 37-year-old man Thursday evening

into protective custody at Knowlton. Police were called

by security because the intoxicated man was attempting

to break into the hall.

LARCENY

• A box delivered to the lobby of Dickinson Residence

Hall was stolen Thursday, police said. The box contained

a sweater and several mugs. The estimated value is $95.

VANDALISM

• Police reported that the rear window of a motor vehi

cle in Lot 34 was smashed Friday. The trunk of the car

was also damaged. The estimated value is $350.

:
cbarue'0

I Pray St .
Amherst-549 6403 • Open 1

lam

7 day* a Week

Kitchen open til midnight

Game Room with 2 pool tables

Tonight 10* Mozzarella Sticks

9:00p.m. — 12:00a.m.

Beer of th. Month Drink of the Week

Foster . Ug«r $175 Gin St Tonic $1.75
...••••••••.••.•..•.•.•.•.•.•.•.•.•:•.•.•.•.•.•.•.••••••:••••*•'•

•.:•>:•:•»:•>

Food Giveaways

Mon 10 cent Mozzarella Sticks 9pm-12am

Tues 10 cent Buffalo Wings 9pm-l 2am

Wed 25cent Pizza Slices and 99 cent Nachos 9pm-12am

Thurs 10 cent Beer Steamed Baby Franks 8pm- 10pm

Sundav 10 cent Potato Skins 9onv 12am

WE ACCEPT MC-VISA-AMEX

MENTAL HEALTH FALL 90

Groups offer skill enhancement and support in

specific areas of life. They offer an opportunity to

explore an area for growth with other students who

have similar concerns. Groups offered this fall:

EXPLORING LESBIAN, GAY, BISEXUAL IDENTITY Tuo. 7*:10 pm

BUILDING RELATIONSHIP SKILLS

INCREASING SELF-ESTEEM

ADULT CHILDREN OF ALCOHOLICS

Tues 5:30-700 pm

Tues 1-230 pm

I (ieglnners) Thurs 3-4:30 pm
II (Advanced) Wod 3:30-5:00

All groups begin In October and require pre-regtstration.

For Information about when the groups meet or registration

call 545-2337 or stop by 127 Hills Horth.

I'd never have believed that one little eomputer eould make

m such an incredible difference in my academic and working lite.

Miriam Stoll

B. A History, Dartmouth College

MBA. Stanford Graduate School of Business

••

I became a Macintosh convert in business school.

At i )ur computer lab I'd always find lines of people

waiting to use the Macintosh computers, while other com-

puters |ust sat there. So I had a choice: wait for a Macintosh,

< >r a roe back at 6 AM to grab one before they'd all be taken.

"After business school, I took a job at a large bank and

used my Macintosh for producing everything from spreadsheets

to a company newsletter.

Today I use Macintosh to help me run my own

management consulting firm.When I give a pres-

entation, I can see in peoples faces that

they're really impressed. And that makes

me feel great.

'Sometimes I take Friday off, put

my Macintosh and skis in the car, and

head for the mountains. I ski days

and work nights. It's perfect.

•\bu know, I can't say where I'll

be in five, ten, or fifteen years, but I

can say that my Macintosh will be

there with me'.'

Coma to the MocFest!

Campus Center

October 2nd A 3rd. 10am-4pm
Why do people love Macintosh*?

Ask them.

e 19W Aooi* ComeuMr. mc A«iM. m* Aopla Mgo.

J WdwrwVtcXApp* Computer mc

ARTS&LIVING
LendMe a Tenor makes for a

pleasantly amusing evening

By JEN SIEGEL
Collegian Correspondent

Lend Me a Tenor

Fine Arts Center

Saturday, Sept. 29

Lend Me A Tenor, a comedy by Ken Lud-

wig, was performed at the Fine Arts Center

Saturday and Sunday nights. The play,

about a world-renowned opera tenor, his

wife, and a few of the people who run the

opera company for which he will be perfor-

ming Othello, is set in a hotel suite in 1934.

Tito Merelli, the tenor, ends the first act

by being presumed dead. He really has just

taken too many sleeping pills, but his un-

timely "death" forces Max, the assistant

to the general manager of the opera com-

pany, to take over the roles of both Othello

in the performance and Tito in "real" life.

While Max is performing, Tito awakes

and things get very confusing for all the

characters as the two Tito Merellis run

around Cleveland and the hotel suite.

The first act was pleasantly amusing, but

the second act, with all the confusion over

the mistaken identity, was hilarious. The

humor was both clever and situational, and

it made for a great combination.

All the actors performed well, but

D'Jamin Bartlett, as Tito's wife, was ex-

cellent although her part was small.

Justine Johnston as the chairwoman of the

opera guild was perfectly cast as a loud,

large, and overbearing society type.

Both Ron Holgate, as Tito, and Michael

Waldron, as Max, performed well and

seemed to be in sync with each other.

REVIEW

The making of a record label

The Othello costumes were wonderfully

loud. The curtain call, in which all the cast

members run through the big moments of

the play in high speed, was very clever.

The only problem with Lend Me a Tenor

was inherent to the play itself. It's never

clear whether Max intended to kill Tito

when he puts barbituates in his drink or

just put him to sleep. Max never wonders

if he was the one responsible for Tito's un

timely "death."

There were many strings left untied at

the end, but if what you wanted was

amusement, not a great social statement

or coherent plot, then Lend Me A Tenor

was wonderful.

.,.4

*ZB2r

By DANIELLE DOWLING
Collegian Staff

"Actually, I killed the pigs myself. I

killed them with an average machete

and drained all the blood into a large

vat. I just taped a funnel to the pigs and

slit them open. Then, I swallowed the

blood and regurgitated it on to the

album sleeves," Mark Sturm, part

owner of the Vertical record label, said

in describing how he went about

decorating the album sleeves of the

label's first release, the Piece Man EP

by Cop Shoot Cop.

Each album sleeve is in fact splattered

with pig's blood with a picture of a snub

nosed pistol on the other side. It was

done so at the request of the band. But,

it wasn't done in the fashion described

above. The pig's blood was procured

from a butcher. Then, Todd Ashley, Cop

Shoot Cop's lead singer, and Jim Sottile,

another Vertical cohort, filled an

airhose with the blood and sprayed ap-

proximately 1,500 album sleeves. This

was not without its health hazards. Sot

tile, who wasn't wearing a mask at the

time he sprayed the album sleeves,

became very ill and had to receive

several penicillin shots.

This is not a hoax, nor is it a script for

the latest David Lynch venture. This is

very real. Sturm and Sottile. along with

Mark Viesta, Phil Straub and Tony Pro

caccino decided to put the Vertical label

together back in the summer of 1989.

But when asked to give exact details

about how all of this came about, Sturm.

Viesta and Straub each gave their own

conflicting story.

"It was my brain child back in July

of 1986," Sturm claims. "I conceived the

whole thing. Basically it's me and then

there's four other people that use the

name as a way to gain notoriety."

But Viesta claims, "This is what hap-

pened. One day I was thinking that we

should start a record company. So me

and Tony went to have breakfast at the

Classe Cafe. So I said, Tony, you know

a lot of people. Why don't we start a

record label?' Tony said, 'Alright, that's

a great idea. We don't even need that

much money.' So i said, Check it out,

I was reading this article in Forced Ex-

posure where they'll press records for

us - ... ,

"He called Phil, Phil called Mark, we

talked to Jim and we were down with

it. We all gave in some money. We found

a band. We got the capital and we put

it out."

Straub claims that it was all his idea

since he had been reared to be a great

record mogul as his father and his

grandfather before him. He adds that

the reason the group decided to dub the

record label Vertical was because

"Neutered Kitty Bitches" was too long

of a title, while Vusta contends that the

name has something to do with

basketball.

The group bases the label's operations

out of Amherst, Northampton.

Washington, DC and New Jersey.

Sturm. Viesta and Straub, all current

UMass students and members of

WMUA campus radio, are the

Amherst/Northampton link, while Pro

caccino, a UMass and WMUA alumnus

operates out of his home in New im

and Sottile, also a UMass and WMUA
alumnus, works out of Washington. DC.

When asked what the basic purpose ol

the label was, Sturm replied. "We take

bands that are relatively unheard of.

CON1INUED ON PAG€ 8

RAZCAL
NOBODY FAMOUS DRINKS IT.

PlTErENT~THlS AD~AT Fa^tTcJpATING BOOKSTORES

& RETAILERS AND GET A CAN OF RAZCAL FOR

ONLY
OFFER GOOD UNTIL 11/15/90

LIMIT ONE CAN PER CUSTOMER

DIET WITH 1 00<H> j®^&^B.
tm WP^—I ****** *

PEPSI SALE
1 Liter Bottle 79c'

16 oz Bottles 2/99c"

* plus deposit

OSCAR MEYER
LUNCHABLES

SAVE 30c

Deluxe $1.69 reg $199

Regular $1.39 reg $1.69

CHARLIES PIZZA

99c
Asst Varieties

Reg $110-1.30

CRISTALLENE
WATER

59c

CHEERIOS

$2.19

10 oz "* *2 75

Vt Liter reg 80c

OODLES of NOODLES

3/89C

reg 35c

"

KING SIZE
CANDY BARS

2/99C

King Size: Snicker*. Milky Way
M & M Plain and Peanut

reg 70c each

OREO COOKIES

$2.19

SAVE 50c

reg $2 69
16 oz

Prices In e«ed through Saturday Oct 13
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slap them into into the format of vinyl

seven inch singles and sell these copies to distributors

who sell them on a national and sometimes interna

tional circuit. We make the records through an in-

dependent pressing company. Jim handles that. We
give them the music 'loosely termed' and the artwork,

also loosely defined, and they print up the product,

which is also loosely defined."

Their first seven inch, the Cop Shoot Cop EP, was

released in December of 1989. Procaccino, who grew

up with Cop Shoot Cop's lead singer Todd Ashley, was

responsible for finding the group, who had previously

released Head Kick Facismile on the Japanese label

Supernatural Organization. Vertical produced 5.000

copies and sold all but approximately 200 of those

copies.

Their second release by the Royal Trux, an antimusi

cian type band that they discovered in DC, has com-

pletely sold out. But don't be fooled by the success of

their releases, this has not proved to be a money mak

ing venture for them.

As they look forward to their third release, Sebadoh's

Asshole seven inch single, Sturm said that he hoped

the label would reach the point where they could

release singles simultaneously, while Viesta claimed

he just wanted an all-expense paid vacation out of the

whole deal and Straub was enthused to do something

with Air Supply.

Sturm offered his advice to future record industry en-

trepreneurs. "If you want to do this you need a lot of

money and you need to come up with something that

will sell. It doesn't matter if it sucks. That'll probably

sell better."

CHAEL'S
Billiard Room
& Sports Bar
Featuring:

Monday Night Football

Bud Week: Free Giveaways,
• Five 9ft. Championship Tables

• Your favorite sporting events on large

screen TVs
• $1.00 Drafts in cold mugs
• 25 cent hot dogs
• Appetizer menu
• This week: $1 Budweiser bottles

• Thursday is Ladies' Night-Ladies play

pool for half price on Thurs. Night

Js/Zl^, Formerly
Zr^Sr^hanges Nightclub

l&f 256-8284
CvsT

11 am to 1 am Daily

MICHAEL'S
Rt. 9. Amherst

(Next to Hunan Garden

CenW
mt***^

fo<^Jp

• SAME DAY SERVICE
• 8'LL£D DIRECTLY

TO INSURANCE COMPANY
> WINDSHIELDS REPLACED

North Amherst
Motors

71 Old Sunderland Rd
North Amhtrst, MA,

549-2880

. Mo»i Ma»r Crma* Carti Acoapiad

Saint Louis University'*

Academic Year in Madrid

COMPLETE CURRICULUM English.

Spanish, Literal Arts, Bualnaas A
AdminiBiration. TESOL. Sclanc**.

Ulnparrtc StudkM

SLU In Madrid to a mambar of AA/EOE

OrarJuata Couraas oflararj during

Summar 8aaalon

Apply NOW for Spring, Summer and Fall

More than 1,000 students In the Program.

Saint Louis University In Madrid

Bravo MurHto. 38

Ed»c»o Qonzaga. Plant* Bafa

Madrid 28015 Spain

Tel: 593 3783

Contact:

Saint Louis Untverslty

Study Abroad Coordinator

Admissions Office

221 North Grand Blvd

St. Lours. MO 83103
Toll free tsl: 1 800 325 6668

Mapplethorpe trial under way
CINCINNATI! (AP) - Defense attorneys in an art

gallery obacenity trial will try to convince a jury this week

that there is more to Robert Mapplethorpe's pictures than

meets the eye. .

But the prosecution, which launched its case last week

against the Contemporary Arts Center and its director,

Dennis Barrie, will tell an eight-member Hamilton Coun-

ty Municipal Court jury that some of the late artists s

photographs are obscene and have little artistic value.

After four days ofjury selection, the prosecution s first

two witnesses took the stand Friday to testify against the

gallery and Barrie.

Both are charged with pandering obscenity and using

children in nudity-related material.

Testimony, which resumes Monday, is expected to con-

tinue all next week.

In his opening statement Friday, Barrie's attorney talk-

ed to jurors about Robert Mapplethorpe: The Perfect Mo-

ment, the 175-photo exhibit that resulted in indictments

against Barrie and the gallery in April. The exhibit is cur-

rently in Boston.

"It had serious value, both from its artistic, technical

aspects but also as to its political (statement)," said H.

Louis Sirkin. "It showed us a world that did exist, that

perhaps still exists.. .a period of American history in the

1970s which we may never ever have again, and perhaps

should never have again."

The gallery and Barrie were indicted on the basis of

seven photographs in the exhibit. Two show children with

their genitals exposed, and five others display sexually

explicit acts involving male adults.

Sis
Now Playing

Cinema
Paradisio

Mon-Thur one show
7:30

Fri-Sun two shows
7:00 and 9:15

Student discount with]

I

valid ID

S2.50

If convicted of both charges, Barrie could be sentenced

to one year in jail and fined $2,000.

The gallery could be fined $10,000 if convicted on both

counts.

"There was controversy, but there was only one intent

and purpose ... to add to the cultural enhancement of

the citizens of this city and this area," he said. "It was
brought here not to appeal to anyone's prurient interest.

It was brought here to teach and to show the world this

brilliant photographer and some of the inner makings of

that man and some of the torture that, perhaps, he suf-

fered."

But the prosecutor in the nation's first obscenity trial

of an art gallery countered that the case hinges solely on

the seven photographs.

"The state's case is.in some respects, very simple," said

Assistant City Prosecutor Frank Prouty. "The pictures

are the state's case. ..The issue is not the First Amend
ment. The issue is obscenity; the issue is also displaying

pictures of children in the state of nudity."

Sirkin previously had told jurors that Mapplethorpe was

a homosexual and that some of the photographs in the

exhibit depicted sexually explicit acts.

"It was a retrospective...a biography of an individual

by showing his works," Sirkin said. "This particular

photographer not only did beautiful pictures, he also did

some other pictures that are not so beautiful. But they

were pictures of the real world to him, a world that he

was surrounded by and he was a part of."

Mapplethorpe, 42, died of AIDS in March 1989.

AT Photo

Contemporary Arts Center director Dennis Barrie, arrives at the Hamilton County Municipal

Court last week, for the second day ofjury selection for his trial on obscenity charges relating to

his center showing a collection of photographs by the late Robert Mapplethorpe last spring.

Put your degree

to work
where it can do
a world of good

Your first job after graduation should

offer more than just a paycheck.

If you're graduating this year, look

into a unique opportunity to put

your degree to work where it can do

a world of good. Look into the

Peace Corps.

Come to a Film and Information

Session,

Monday, Oct. 1

7:30 pm
Draper 124

or stop by the office in the base-

ment of Draper Hall.

iw^ys
(CTrWERH)

o
MONDAY NIGHT

FOOTBALL
BUFFET

10' BIG SCREEN TV!

Rolling Rock $1.50 Beck's $1.75

Cuervo Margarita $2.25

30 Boltwood Walk- Amherst -253-2663

Turning 21? Twisters would like to buy
you lunch or dinner. Reservations required
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THE FAR SIDE
By GARY LARSON

BONES IN THE BARREL
By J. GELLER 8c M. ROSENZWEIG

COLLEGIAN 9

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE

Edited By TRUDE MICHEL JAFFE

DOONESBURY

* 33 A BARREL ANP
RISING f ANPtUfTH NO
INCREASE INCUR FlXEP

COSTS! UNIVERSAL PE-

TROLEUM IS BACK!

By GARRY TRUDEAU

ACROSS
1 — on It: hurry

5 Actor Alan

10 Ooze
14 Angel s aura

15 Ofange-yeWow

16 WWII Gen
Bradley

1

7

Wheel shaft

18 Poet Edgar

19 — Spot lln

20 Christmas
decoration

22 James
Whitcomb —

23 Examined
closely

24 Brunch

25 Pale

29 Buckeye State

31 — and downs
34 Laughing

creature

35 Small btrd

36 Dotores — Rk>

37 Novelist Irom

Illinois

41 Melody
42 Ranpokn
43 Assured, m a

way
44 Dennis or Doris

45 Spree
46 Boring tool

47 Miss Eyre

49 To — his own
52 Bright

64 Came
59 Heavy leading

60 Aleher stand

61 Stratford s

stream
62 Neck-and-nec*

63 Watcnlui

64 — hands I

k>ve

65 Flat topped hill

66 Pastry tray

5 Golfer s

stroke

over par

6 Sharp
7 Novelist Irom

Indiana

8 Gaelic

language

9 Tennis match
part

10 Bulgaria s

capital

1

1

Author Irom

Germany
12 Root edge
1

3

Hunter s

quarry

21 Singer Horna

et ai

22 Early aulo

24 Kind Of Skirl

25 In Iront C*

26 Iraq s neighbor

27 Novelist Irom

New York City

26 Compass dir

30 — and haws
32 War and — '

33 More tricky

35 Command to a

horse

38 Family —

:

pedigree

39 Actor Beery s

namesakes
40 African

antelope

45 Explosive

initials

48 Amphitheater

50 Ward oil

51 Ancient Britons

52 Flower part

53 Relocate

54 Tra —
55 Army bogle

carl

56 Elliptical

57 Soft drink

58 Was aware of

60 Er»)oy a snack

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS MJZZU
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frcwRse.we'vzQOTAuniz
PR PROBLEM. THERE'S A
LOT OP PUBLIC RESENTMENT

OVER THE DAILY HIKE* AT
THE 6AS PUA1RS...

>t

tUETH/NKTHEAmtRiSANAMAL
WPEOPlESPOTRXmSM-TlMAKE
THEM FEEL GOOD ABOUT BEING
G0UGEP' )OU HAVE ANYQUALMS
ABOUT THIS KJNPOFAPPROACH *

NO. NO,
I USED TO,

BUT THAI MAS
LONGAGO

GOOD
Illtf
Y0U.KJP.

67 Cabbage salad

DOWN
1 Spurious

imitation

2 Urban transport

3 Budding wings

4 Auden. lor

example

p '

r._,
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r
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n
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MENU

CALVIN AND HOBBES By BILL WATTERSON

LOOK, W08BES, I CUT .

P\£C£ OF C»\W>BOA&D TO

kWMUE rV IV SCREEN.

SEE, I JUST VAOLD It VJP

NHO \TS L\KE VWOMTM.
I

8VJT Of4 THE OTWER WA.ND.

HO OHE \H THIS W0ME
CAN TURN
ME Off/

LUNCH
Hamburger

BASICS LUNCH
Golden Burgers

Pizza

DINNER
Sweet-n-Sour Chicken

Rueben on Rye

BASICS DINNER

Sweet-n-Sour Chicken

Cheese Spinach Squares

YOUR DAILY HOROSCOPE
By JEANE DIXON

TANGELO PIE
By TIM SNIFFEN

Etc** mu Do you kntu

rdt it all

Kadi mui/Wu,Martu<,

OU vtftllu. r\vJ how did uou

sWt VV<i ? Ai a
Q

. t>fofe*iAr:
>

7 * . J- l*»*T «•*'

NIPPLE JeWa

^M<^f^'£\ M4 flat K,

By PITT

AMIS (Mate* 2VAprf) Caxr «*V
up at home t>e*ore begammg a

nevy project vour co-workers or

relatives may try to give you a hard

ttne Be positive ana refuse to let

hem eitertere itomance blossoms

TAUtUt (Aprn 20May 20) Vour

earnings w* increase soon Fnenas

ana social contacts are the key to

greater career success Thema*
brrgs welcome news A member of

the opposite sex deserves a

prompt answer Welcome
romance
OfMINI (May 21-June 20) Behind-

the-scenes events may shed new

eght on career-reiatea issues A re-

cent conflict can be solved «? vou

take the i^tiatrve A parent-chea

retatonshe responds to nuturmg

CANCIR (June 21- July 22) A close

associate or relative could be more

demanding than usual Seekoovice

from a more experienced person

Your outgoing personalty can be

highly effective tn meetings Spec*

up
LIO iv 23 Aug 22) Pay greater

.ton to career opportunities

vour mate or partner w#. help vou

make some mportant decisions

about long-term projects Watch

what you eat if your energy level is

low

VIROO (Aug 23-Sept 22) Loved

ones may expect too much from

you stand up for your rights Do not

let your heart rule your head Team

up with someone who can help you

market your skills

LIMA (Sept 23-Oct 22) l><

love or money matters often comes

to thcee who whotehearled

pectit A geoddcry to sign franco

papers, vour retatons with your lov-

ed ones w« improve

tCO»»tO Dd 23-Nov 21) *«
agreements of lasting significance

are emphasized Love ties deepen

A business enterprise or legal se'
#

ment s sti evolving Postpone mak

rig mportant deasons
$AOITTABIU$ (Nov 22-De

Positive developments are related

to where you live and how dean

you keep your home A new part

nersho looks very promising Curb

a tendency to be rigid Do no* ie»

a critic ruffle your feathers

AftUAttUS (Jan 20-feb W) vou

come to an mportant decison

finawmg a concoct or setting a

new goai Vou are about to begm

a fascinating chapter m your «fe

Physical pursuits are favorea

PISCtS (Feb W-March 20) Avokj

purchasing expensive items you do

not need increased harmor.,

work aaows you lo moke j-

strides A seporaton may be av
work related projects Be

understanding

CAPRICORN Da Zl Jan21)See

what you can ao to make youf

aays more productive Try

something new ana do not be

afraid to take small risks Romance

can be free without commitment

now

TODAY'S STAFF
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budget
CONTINUED FROM PA(^b i Desert

Shield operations in the Persian Gulf.

It was not clear whether Bush would sign

the measure later Sunday prior to a

technical midnight expiration of the ex-

isting budget, but as a practical matter the

exact timing of his signature — which was

a certainty — was not significant as long

as it occurred within a day or so.

Inroads interns gain corporate
PROVIDENCE, R.I. (AP) - When Afafia

Smith of Harvard Street graduates from

Southeastern Massachusetts University in

1994, she will have more than a degree.

The 17-year-old Cathedral High School

graduate, who plans to major in business

information systems, will be able to offer

prospective employers a resume that in-

cludes experience in the business world.

Smith is one of 13 Springfield youths who

have been selected to participate in In-

roads, a nation-wide career development

program for talented minority youths.

Inroads offers college-bound African^

American, Hispanic and native American*

vouths the opportunity to combine their

mer internships at local corporations.

"The goal is to place talented minority

youth in the business and industry and

prepare them for corporate and communi-

ty leadership," said Charles Lawson, staff

specialist for Inroads.

The program is aimed at students in-

terested in careers in buiness and industry.

The internships combine summer work

experience and community service with

year-round academic instruction, training

and guidance from Inroads counselors.

Students are selected to participate in the

program after interviewing with the cor

porate sponsor.

To be eligible for the program, students

must maintain at least a 3.0 grade average

in high school and have a combined score

of 1,000 on their Scholastic Aptitude Test.

Lizottes Tobacco Shop
76 Mam St

Northampton, MA
Tel 584-2812

COMPLETE LINE
OF

IMPORTED AND
CLOVE CIGARETTES

UKMKC H».?.T.v..*f..rf.. —
OPEN"MON-FRI. TM,.H

1 BOLTWOOD AMHERST

KARAT

WORCES CENTRUM2ESTJM CEIMTRUr

•aita PLUS
sssssssSSSSJl^ZA

Karate
Health

I ni""'

I60
VtVsi

SO \llllnTsl

256-0080

Qlvay,s

Pjftrai
220 North Plewant St.

Amherst. MA 01002

(413) 253-5545

Full Service Florist

• Unique Flowers, Gifts

and Plants

• FTD Wire Service

• Daily Deliveries

Dtbbtt Bojvt. oumer

jjj, MM "
QUAUTV KNITTING YARNS AND ACCESSOHIES ,

jVoU/utn/Uon Wood
11 PLEASANT ST

NORTHAMPTON MA 01060

'

I UNDAOAMELS 413-560-4331

jjjjjtrrrrr

at Hampshire Mall

Pro* Hot i.«urm«i coffee taa* nav* *J™7__

CAFE *"•* Au u,,,<""f* Au <'h«",'l•M*h•c«4,,o
Hot ChocoUte'JutWSodM

plus: ning KdiMe««Gourmrt I -kr-BiM klava

Hulk I offer Beam. A Tr-WofTw M»W. .«•

«,rindrr«»Fillrr»»Acr*»iM»rin>

586-3368

We'd like to show you a path

that often holds the greatest reward.

Rewarding careers for people

who care.

I ». iwti trw road a few yean, from now

MM*N going to be glad you those a

"career path UMaBJ that s right in the heart

of Boston 111 NmUw—»»m Untwratty «

B' >st. m - Bouve < . .lU-ge . .f Human I >«vH

optnent Professions the smart choice

that leadst.. greater reward for people

who really < are

The graduate program- offered b)

Boston Bouve College provide you with

*vt_e range of161Ml opportuniiies in

health. s|M.n and leisure studies
.

rehahil

itat RM, C< nins«-ling t ommunic at i< >n dis

order*,and adacattoa
« Kir faculty have re. rived national and

international re< .ignition for their n-s«ar< h

iea< rung and servire toothers and t<>

their profession Boston Bouve ( '.ill.

has well-established clinical affiliations

with some of Boston s leading medical

.•durational and research facilities

Study may lead to a master's degree

certificate of advanced graduate study

{( AtiSi or doctoral degree Most pro

grams are offered on a part time as well

as full-time hasis . ..mhming classroom

theory with practical hands-on expert

,-n. ( . .urses meet in the late afternoon

and early evening so students can con-

tinue to work
Graduate programs ar< offered in the

following areas

Audiology

C llnlcal Exercise Phy*iolo*y

(ollene Student Personnel Work

ft ( ounseling

< onsui'inft Teacher of Reading

(ounseling Psychology

( urrirulum a Instruction

Educational Research

Human Development

Human Resource (ounseling

Human Services Specialist

Recreation. Sport a Fltneas

Management

Rehabilitation Counseling

School Counseling

School Adjustment Counseling

School Psychology

Speech-Language Pathology

Special Education

Teacher Preparation

(all (HIT) 4(7 270H. or write (.raduat.

School Boston Bouvet ..liege of Human
I >e\e|opment Professions. 107 IHh kser

HaU, Northeastern Cmversity, B*.st.m.

MA 021 15 B«< aus*. some of life's greatest

rewards i-ome to th«»s<- who care.

Boston-Bouve

College

Northeastern

University

International Students

Association

2nd General Meeting

Monday, October 1st

7:00 p.m.

Campus Center 162

All Nationalities Welcome!

Refreshments will be served

AEROBICS

m
An —ii«l <^KWHi.niy'»frirm»liv»- »rtHin university

Classes are held Monday-Friday

at 8 am-noon-4 pm-5 pm-6 pm-7 pm

1 class tor $4 25,10 tor $35 00/20 tor $60 00/30 tor »75 00

MONDAY—FRIDAY
. Separate. Private Aerobics Room

• State of the Art Neo Shock Floor

a Super Sound System

_4fc

"iWZtfj,
I mountain larms mall

HI

Route 9 on the

Amherst/Hadley line

Easy to gat to by I

Car or bus^
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Sox lose finale; lead is one game
Minutemen

BOSTON (AP) - Fred McGriff led Toronto's 19 hit

barrage with four singles and the Blue Jays charged

back to within one game of Boston in the American
League East, roughing up the Red Sox 10-5 Sunday.

The Blue Jays salvaged the finale of a three-game

series and prevented Boston from clinching a share of

the division title. Toronto now finishes the regullar

season with three games at Baltimore while the Red

Sox are home for the last three against Chicago.

The Blue Jays blew an early 4-1 lead and after Boston

tied it, they broke it open with three runs in the fifth

and three more in the seventh.

McGriff helped Toronto to a 1-0 lead in the first, had

an RBI single during a three-run second and added a

two-run single in the fifth.

Jimmy Key (13-7) allowed nine hits, including Tom

Brunansky's fifth homer in three days, and five runs

in 6 2-3 innings. He gave way in the seventh to Jim

Acker after Jody Reed got his third hit.

Joe Hesketh (0-4), the second Boston pitcher, took the

loss, surrendering a tie-breaking homer to Junior Felix,

his 15th, in the fifth.

Boston starter Greg Harris (6-0) lasted just 1 2-3 in-

nings, allowing four runs on five hits and two walks.

Hesketh replaced Harris, but wilted after Boston

pulled into a 4-all tie with two runs in the fourth.

Hesketh gave up eight hits and three runs.

Tony Fernandez and George Bell each had three hits

for Toronto.

Boston scored on doubles by Pena and Carlos ^uin-

tana in the second, then made it 44 in the fourth on

a sacrifice fly by Dwight Evans and a single by Pena.

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 12

fend for himself through the air all afternoon. With the

element of surprise gone from the run-and-shoot, the Ter

riers finished with 292 total yards on offense.

"In the past the run-and-shoot might have been

something that we feared, but now we're getting out after

it," said senior safety Vaughn Williams.

Allen Williams led the Minutemen with 11 tackles and

Caparotti added nine, including a spectacular trip-up of

BU's Jerome Tomlin on a 78-yard kickoff return follow

ing UMass' first score.

Men's tennis smashed by Vermont
By BRETT MORRIS
Collegian Correspondent

The winning ways of the University of Massachusetts

men's tennis team have abruptly come to a halt.

After beginning the season with three promising wins,

the Minutemen have suddenly fallen to 3-3, as they drop

ped their third straight on Saturday to the University of

Vermont.
UMass' number two singles player, Jeff Hechemy, was

the only singles player to bring home a victory as he

defeated Vermont's Clay Hamlin in straight sets 6-3, 6-2.

The rest of the team was able to pull off only a handful

of games in singles play

The contest of the day proved to be a battle between

UMass' number one singles player. Barry Wadsworth, and

UVM's Scott Stern The two have been rivals for the past

few years in both the regular season and tournament play.

On Saturday. Stern was able to edge out a 7 5, 4-6, 6 3

victory.

The loss was Wadsworth's first of the season. Also hav-

ing his undefeated streak stopped was freshman

Minuteman Tim Lipsky, who was trounced 6-1. 6-2 by

David Stechlow.

"What goes around, comes around," said Minuteman

coach Manny Roberts, referring to last year's match in

which UMass easily defeated UVM at home.

"I expected it to be a tough match, " said

Roberts/They're a veteran team with all their starters

back from last year."

Tough matches loom for UMass. The Minutemen take

on Providence, Hartford and Franklin Pierce in the up

coming weeks.

UMass will try to get back into the swing of things and

prove to other New England teams that it's still a for-

midable force as the Minutemen travel to Providence to

d?v for a 3 p.m. matchup.

"Its going to be a war at Providence." said Roberts.

On the Baseline: Wadsworth and Hechemy lead the

singles teams in wins with five each and one loss.

I'hi.lo •>> I "m Hurk<-

Rich Kane (50) and Jim Mancaruso pressure

Boston University quarterback Stan Greene dur-

ing Saturday's 47-16 UMass win.

Tumultuous week ends in 37-13 loss for Pats

Kiam nixes rumor ofGM's demise
FOXBOHO <AP> - Tht- black cloud

\.m England Patriot, fat a*aa darker

Sunday.

A 37- 13 rout by the Nan York Jets was

piled on the turmoil I
it-male

reporter's claim she an aoually harass-

ed by several Patriots players.

"It's tough to block it out. Nt* Kn«land

wide receiver Sammy Martin said

While his Patriots war* getting whipped,

owner Victor Kiam shot down speculation

fueled by hi* own statement Sunday that

he planned major management changes -

that general manager Patrick Sullivan

would be fired

But in this strange season, there was a

bizarre bright spot for the Patriots: few,-.

than one third ofthe 36.724 spectators who

filed into the stadium were still there to see

the dismal ending.

Those who stayed saw a revitalized Jets

offense led by a veteran quarterback and

three rookies.

Ken O'Brien completed 19 of 28 passes

for 282 yeards and a touchdown. Brad Bax

ter rushed for two touchdowns, Blair

Thomas had his first 100-yard game,

rushing for exactly 100 yards, and Rob

Moore caught nine passes for 175 yards, in

eluding a 69-yard score. Pat Leahy added

field goats of 18. 24 and 46 yard

\V. -tubbed our toe ball w*-.k. Near

York coach Bruce Coslet said "We did

what I thought we could do this week

It was easv for the Jrts < 2 2
1
to forget last

Mondav night's 30-7 loss to Buffalo It « U
impossible for the Patriots (1 3i to forget

the uproar stemming from the incident 13

days earlier involving Bottom Herald

reporter Lisa Olson.

We have not made much progress, said

Patriot coach Rod Rust, a 4 1 -7 loser in Cin

cinnati a week earlier. "The turmoil,

whatever it is, we're going to have to take

it and we're going to have to succeed.

The woes of New England mounted ear

ly as the Jets scored on their first posaes-

sion. Baxter's 1 yard run capped an

11 play, 54 yard drive.

\\V lumped on them earlv SV, kne*

hadtodothat/TosMsaid. Th«- Pati i"t>

allowed their opponent to BCOM on tour ot

their first five
|

kWW fe» lh,> ^ond

conaacutive game.

"We iu.-t didn't get untracked." Patriot

wide receiver living Fryar said.

Baxter added a 28-yard touchdown run

in the third quarter, making 1
1

»l 6

r Michael Maye> fust NFL
interception.

Kyle Clifton picked off not I

WilaOO d returned it 36 J

to the N.-w Bngtasd 8 Four plays !

Leahv kicked his 18-yard field goal, in

creasing the margin to 84 6 wttk Ml
in the third period

CLASSIFIEDS
ACTIVITIES

2ND GENERAL METINO toe Interrujiional

s*^aS*SS^aon -700PM «fc^Oc-
loosrist Cynptg C*** wo™ 16g *"*

,u , MfW 3MM 5 SOMd »'•"•«. Sunroof

1SS4 JEEP CMEBOKE 69 000 m.tev 4«4

l!!Tood wJV/Wsc.. M700 549-1016

FOUND

LACK NXKFTBOOK in CC MMfflft

££ Coa^ci* S45-2091 or 54*2786 lo

Cistm Alan*

TflAVELON CAMPUS SALES
f^pns^owih^ warn*), o^"*, •£
aress.v« ••« m««v«!»d .nd^KJuateW

orouos to mark* *»ntar and spuno, braa*

thoaon campua For mora information con-

T.^ Sludant Tr.ve. Sarv.ca.

ia00-«4a-4849

FWEE FACIAL! Come and learn •*«'**'"

care, revotulionary new products totany

punt 10Y2 Tueedsy 7PM Attendance hmrted

Pteaee c* 25^5225

TW-SKMiA SOaoaiTV jmrries all unnjer

My woman to op»n rueh 10/2 at 5 1 5.tor An-

ner< Ob* MaSlI or (u* atop by' Try

something mm* Try anjma 1

Try

ANNOUNCEMENTS

AMERICAN INDIAN Student AswMton
rr^t.na Monday October 1

'»*>''«"

1 30 2 50PM. at the Dr Joaeph.ne White

Eagle Memorial Cultural Canter m Chad

bourne dormitory

BED AND BBEAKFAST Downtown

Amherst .deal tor visiting parents and

friends 549-5961

BOTTLES AND CANS
RECYCLE RECYCLE!!!

Get involved and help the
^•f*"'*'

Recycling Pilot Protect' Meeting 801 Cam

pScenter 7 OOPMMon 10-1 tor more into

cad Laura S-t 153

INTERESTED in making

Central a better

place' Attend a Central

Are Government Meeting.

Mondays 8PM in Baker B22

CRAFT YVORKSHOaS

Mi CERAMICS DARKROOM. Jewellery

^mo^nd more Only $8-tour classes

HatT^fun at your cratt center

FOR A OOOO TW»E CALL

RACK-A-OISC the best entertainment OJ s

SSeo bands dorm/house specials caa

586-9*00 anytime

HEALTH CLUBS INSTRUCTION

HAPPY BIRTHDAY OAVIO! No I haven t

forgotten, hope aft your wishes come true

Love Kimberfy

LAURA SB.VCR from Tn-Sfoma. Happy Bir-

thday' I hope you have a great day Lova

Robyn

LAURA SILVER Happy 19th Birthday-

Love. Your sisters at Tn&gma"

REGISTRATION FOR Hilltop/Crossan

Health Clubs now thru 10* Sajn up tn dub

Office m Webster M-F 15. Sun M Don t

neglect your body this semester' Aerobics

i beginning 10/1

FORRENT

SHUTES8URY two °*'r<»m.*2,

.
,e -

n J*
huge sunny) large yard $695 00

25*3604

TOWNHOUSE»»™&&b&2°%
vi baths on bus route Can 1-567 1352 and

leave message

AEROBICS FOR HILLTOP HEALTH CLUB

members morning 8-9 eveninga 7a Great

.rwtructors oreat dasaes CaK or stop by for

SSS^aCciub (WJ^wmoos
Crosaan Club (Gorman) 545-2937 Hegistra

ton through 10/5

AUTO FOR SALE

,.,, u_ babbit new carb new exhaust

™&££^<*~z^ altov

-\ Call »500 or bo 665 8903

well $600 00

197$ BUICK SKYHAWK hatchback $400

as is 549-6333 6-SPM

,979 TOYOTA COROLLA ^OMM-".
dard transmission r

253-0770

FOR SALE

1972 CLASSIC CHRYSLER NEW
vORKER 77000miles, auto a/c. power

exc cond must sell now' Call 549-1578

APPLE MACPLUS andTmage Writer printer

512k 3'* drive. Matrn print. mousej>a_

Macwnter Macpamt. books, daks. $600 can

6 5258 or 665-2942 if no answer

niANCHI SPORT SX Touring Bicycle mnt

?onS sport ««cha^ gear sport Ij

gears araya rims asking $450 or bo can

John 549-4288

BROTHER WORO PROCESSOR (display

Screen printer disk drive) Brand new pa.d

$750 Asking $500 or BIO Also. Hewten

Packard 15c calculator wrth manual Good

condihon needs battery $50 or B/O Call

Pam 549-0505

rockhopper •«
tY^112?_vir1s

$400 Call evenings 5-7PM Mike 256-1 1 to

HELP WANTED

ASSISTANT PROMOTIONS MANAGER^
The collegian needs a creative and

rwsiness^entatedindivKlual NocKevous

experience necessary « n^.p_."^!.
Great resume experience' Call Marc or

Rande al 545-3500 or come down

DP DOUGH COUNTER help wanted after

noon, late even.ngs and weekends Must be

able to work 1 5-25 hours a week Apply at

DP Dough downtown Amherst.

EARN $2800 and free^spnng break trips to

Bahamas. Jamaica as P« rt_^,c"m
7_,

s

Rep tor sprtng break travel 1 a00-638-67B6

INTELLIGENCE JOBS FED CIA US

customs.DEA. etc Now hiring Listings

(1)805-687-6000 Ext K-9616

MALE VOCALIST for original/rock group

other talents a bonue Call Enk asap

54*9915

SPRING BREAK REPSII! Earn $3000 n

your spare time become part of a team and

sell the best spring break trips on campus

Earn free trips and unlimited cash$$ Call

TAKE A BREAK now and earn a $ 1 00 sign-

ing bonus!' (800) 328-SAVE or

(617)527-5909

DO YOU NEED Spanish hetp_

Tutoring available tor intermediate to ad-

vanced CaM Giovi 54*0071

ENGLISH AS A SECOND LAJaaUAOt

Classes begin Oct 30 Intensive part-lime

i^SWTOEFL Registratjon deadl.ng

Oct 23 Language pacifica. 54*5065

KUNOALINI YOGA

LEARN to "experience you7 vital energy .n

8 sseaton course beginning Oct 4th can

54*0359

LOST

SMALL AMYTHVST PENDANT lost bet

ween Northeast and FAC Extreme «m-

t.mental value Reward Call Sandy

54*4332 _____
I LOST MY GLASSES m Friday night By

the pond You were on bicycles Please

return to WMUA or RM 142 FAC

Hey hon' Happy Anniversary' I love you so

much" Remember you have been struck

wrth the curse of the bambino' I tove you'"

Bambino

tonyTT
My I S
Happy B Day
1,4,3

PIZZA

MOTORCYCLES

1983 YAMAHA SECA 400Irons well new

t.res. battery. 4 Bkm.les $450/bo 546-0833

MUSICIANS

SINGER punk, goth -nOuatnal hsrdeor^

band more into call Cheryl or James

549 4600 ex 322

COLLEGE PIZZA
• subs * salads ' spaghetti

"

fall special

small cheese $3 50

large cheese $5 94

up to 2 additional toppings

only $1 00 more
'must mention this ad 1

549-6073 54*6098

PROFESSIONAL DJ S

LAZER TECH AUDIO available tor your

dance dorm party, or house party Great

rates, great DJ s Can 323-7801 soon

ROOMMATE WANTED

DOUBLE ROOM Puffton open singles m
Dec 165+ utilities Call 54*5994 leave

message for Nov 1

PREGNANT?
Need a pregnancy test information or sup-

port? CaK tor free and confidential services

ALTERNATIVES 33 Mam St Northampton

586 3000

ST. JUDE

GLORIOUS APOSTLE, St Jude Thad

deus true relative of Jesus and Mary I

salute you through the most sacred heart.

1 praise and thank God tor all the grace* he

has bestowed upon you Humbly prostrate

before you. I implore you through this heart

to took down upon me with compassion Oh

despise not my poor prayer let not
-_/;J_

be confounded To you God has granted the

pnvitedge of aiding mankind m the most

desperate cases Oh come to my aid that

i may praise the merc.es of good AH my life

i will be grateful to you, and wiH be your

tarthtui chert until I can thank you in heaven

Amen

TICKETS

MIAMI ROUNO TRIP 'rnm Bdt on Oct 4 thru

Oct 8 BO 54*5316

SAN FRANCISCO m ticket tor sale Oct *
Oct 1 1 . only $250 (negotiable) call Jaye at

564-4812

TWO TICKETS for sale Bradley to JFK air-

port. Best offer CaN at night 665-3904

TYPING

QUICK. ACCURATE. EFFICIENTS Dee^

field 10 mins 'rom Amherst Worth

reasonable prices' 665-4501

TYPING SERICE lor students/faculty Ex

cellent typist/fast work 665-8770

FOR DOUBLE ROOM in Presidential Apt

Call 54*1224

1960 NISSAN 200SX
runs good 5-speed

$860 Vb/O N*-64*4675

PERSONALS

CAMPUS REPRESENTATIVES NEED

ED" Earn tree tnp and big commissions^

aatiino vacation packages to Cancun, Mex

%Z22*HnEflZ* Ba^m*. and

Jamaica For more mtorma wncaH to« free

In or outside Connecticut at 800-283-8767

ROOM IN HOUSE near Brunos I m never

home but my fun roomies are Only $12S

plus 25*3188

TYPING. WORO PROCESSING, $1 50Vpg

Free pickup and delivery Laser printing and

copying available KCommun.caiions

25*6373

WANTED

DAYCARE My home m HaYjm '_".'•_,

ed OFC licensed Reasonable 58*5961



SPORTS
UMass offense racks up 47 points, routs BU
By SAM SILVERSTEIN
Collegian Staff

On Saturday, the University of

Massachusetts answered the question how

good could this football team be if it put

together an offense to match its outstanding

defense?, as the Minutemen romped over

Boston University 47 16 in front of 8,247

fans at McGuirk Alumni Stadium.

The Minutemen scored five touchdowns,

netted 378 yards rushing and 570 yards

total on the day, while the Even Silver

Slide Adjust' defense stifled its second run

and shoot team of the season. BU was held

to minus- 1 yard rushing and Terrier

quarterback Stan Greene was harassed in

to a relatively harmless 22-47, 242-yard,

one-touchdown afternoon.

For UMass. freshman tailback John

Johnson rushed for 128 yards and two

touchdowns and quarterback Gary Wilkos

completed 13 of 18 passes for 198 yards,

and ran for 106 more.

The win raises the Minutemen to 2-0-1

on the season and 2 in the Yankee Con

lerence. BU drops to 1-4, 0-2.

"This game belongs to our offense," said

UMass coach Jim Reid. "From the outset,

our offensive line did a wonderful job.

'We played crisp offensive football. We
put it together

"

Said Johnson. "We felt that the run and

shoot was a powerful offense, and we'd

have to get a lot of points in order to win

It looks like we did a little better than ex

pected."

Greene, who paired with tailback Vince

Johnson (3 TD's) to run up a 41-19 win over

UMass last year in Boston, was sacked five

times for a loss of 46 yards, and threw two

interceptions, one of which was returned

85-yards for a touchdown by UMass corner-

back Don Caparotti on the most exciting

play of the game. Caparotti hid behind

receiver Jason Andrade along the left

sideline and stepped up to intercept

Greene's pass, then raced untouched the

length of the field to put UMass up 47-16

in the fourth quarter.

Tied at 10-10 after the first quarter,

UMass scored on five of its next six poses-

sions to open up a 41 16 lead. David Mit

chell capped a 92 yard drive early in the

second quarter with a 2-yard touchdown

run, Marco Gabrielli kicked a 37-yard field

goal on the last play of the first half, Wilkos

scrambled eight yards for a touchdown on

the first drive of the third quarter, and

Johnson scooted around the left end of the

offensive line on a 6 yard touchdown run

to give UMass a 34 10 lead less than five

minutes into the third quarter.

Johnson's touchdown was the first his

collegiate career; he added a second on a

2 yard plunge later in the third quarter.

BU entered averaging 324.5 yards pass

ing and 410 total yards a game on offense.

The Minutemen shut down fullback Jay

Hillman (15 rushes, 29 yards and one

touchdown), however, leaving Greene to

CONTINUED ON PAGE 11

Tailback John Johnson
ton during Saturday's 47

against the Terriers.

Collegian photo by Rk-hard DuCrrr

faces Boston University cornerback Mike Over-

16 UMass win. Johnson scored two touchdowns

Field hockey falls victim to ODU
a f% » * * _ t 1__

By TAMIR LIPTON
Collegian Staff

BROOKLINE - It was the kind ofgame over you throw

away the tapes It was the kind of game that the UMass

field hockey team hopes to never play again. It was a rout.

Saturday afternoon at Parsons Field. Old Dominion

dealt UMass its second loss of the season, with a resoun

ding 4 0, thumping of the Minutewomen.

Old Dominion was as good a team as UMass will face

all season. It is the second ranked team in the nation, and

Saturday they showed why. 13 minutes into the game.

Old Dominion scored a typical turf goal. UMass goalie

Philippa Scott saved the first shot, but the ball bounced

high on the turf right onto the stick of Old Dominion for

ward Lynn Homsky. who Blipped the ball into the open

net to give ODU a 1-0 lead.

UMass had two chances to score in the first half, both

on pretty rushes by Mara Frattasio. But both times ODU
goalie Kathy Fosina was there to deny the Minutewomen

ODU wasted no time dismissing any UMass thoughts

of an upset when Robin Smith scored the first of her two

goals on a penalty stroke Smith added her second goal

on another penalty shot, to up the ODU lead to 3-0.

Why the second penalty shot was awarded to ODU is

still a mystery. "No one knows why the second stroke was

awarded," said UMass coach Fam Hixon Never the less.

Smith snuck her second goal of the game by Scott. Smith's

first goal went just over Scott's glove, and her second went

just under Scott's body

Winnifred Sanders scored the fourth ODU goal on a

penalty corner to give ODU a convincing 4-0 win. ODU
outshot UMass 17-8. They had 15 penalty corners to

UMass' five.

It is scary to think about how good number one ranked

North Carolina is if ODU is the second ranked team.

i think UMass is a good team," said Old Dominion

coach Beth Anders. "North Carolina is good too. I really

believe that any time anybody in the top 20 or 15 can beat

anybody else. I think UMass will only get better. I

wouldn't be surprised ifwe see them again in the tourna

ment
"

"We were undisciplined in our approach to the game,

Hixon said. "I think we had more scoring opportunities

in this'game than we ever had in a game against Old

Dominion."
The best way to look at this game for UMass is that it

is only one loss, and it is not going to affect them in the

rankings. As Hixon said before the game, this is a game

that UMass is not supposed to win.

"We did not do the things that we wanted to do," Hix-

on said. "I don't think there are any shattered egos, for

us it's just a matter of continuing to work. We can't rely

on the one win against Providence to carry us."

When you're defeated as soundly as this, it just makes

you stop and think. It brings the humility factor back in

to it which is sometimes not that bad," Hixon said.

Volleyball drops two to A-10 rivals
West Virginia and Duquesne dispose of Minutewomen
By LIOR BEN AHARON
Collegian Correspondent

Heading into the weekend, the UMass women's

volleyball team knew it would have to win at least one

of its two matches against division rivals West Virginia

and Duquesne.
Because the teams face each other once a season and

there are not many inter-conference matches, a team can

not afford to have a bad game for fear of dropping in the

standings.

Despite this, the Minutewomen dropped both of their

matches over the weekend.

TJiyrJiirsynatcl^asjm^j^davj^^

Reds split

The University of Massachusetts women's soccer

team beat St. Mary's of California 2 1 in overtime Sun

day. Kim Eynard scored the winning goal on an assist

from Sue Gaudette.

The Reds were shutout by the University of Virginia

on Saturday, 2-0.

UMass' record now stands at 4-3-1. The Reds next

travel to Dartmouth Oct. 4.

West Virginia squad.

Although UMass lost the match in three straight games,

coach Carol Ford said her team "could not have played

better'in what she labeled an "amazing match"

The Minutewomen lost both of the first two games by

the tight score of 11 15 before losing 2-15 in the third

game.
While beating West Virginia would have been a plus,

the Duquesne match was a "must win" for UMass, Ford

said.

After UMass rolled out to an early 2-0 lead, winning

15 7 and 15-10, it seemed as though the Minutewomen

might pick up their first conference victory.

It was not to be, however, as the Dukes rolled off three

straight wins, 15-5, 15-9, and 15-8.

"I am not a happy person," Ford said after the match.

She said the team was assertive and "felt really good"

after winning the first two games.

But in the third game, Duquesne played more tentative

volleyball and UMass began getting burned on defense.

One major error Ford pointed out was attempting to

change the lineup in the third game. First, setter Angie

Paolucci, who has not seen much playing time because

of a virus, came in, and then middle hitter Juanita

Madrinan subbed.

"We're still young," said Ford, whose team could not

handle the new line-up thrown at it.

Men's soccer
finishes third

By GREG SUKIENNIK
Collegian Staff

They wanted to win their own tournament. For now,

third place and the end of a five game losing streak

will do.

The University of Massachusetts men's soccer team

went 0-1-1 in the Massachusetts Challenge Cup this

past weekend. They tied Rider 2 2 on Sunday, after los

ing to Drexel 2-1 on Saturday.

The tournament title went to Maine, as the Black

Bears beat Rider 1-0 on Saturday and defeated second

place Drexel 2 1 on Sunday. The Black Bears' Gary

Crompton was named tournament MVP.
UMass started out flat against Drexel on Saturday,

and paid for it right away At 14:16. Mike Petrarkis

sent a centering pass to Jorge Garcia from the side,

directly in front of the UMass defense. Garcia dribbl

ed in and sent a blistering shot into the top of the net,

giving the Dragons a 1-0 lead.

The Minutemen looked sharper in the second half,

and finally connected at 84:20. Defensive back Matt

Bearce took a cross from Pete McEvoy and chipped the

ball in the net to tie the game with six minutes left.

Drexel wasted no time regaining the lead, however.

At 86:04. Andy Barat took a Brian Bradby corner kick

and headed it into the left corner UMass scrambled

to re tie the game, but Drexel kept up the pressure,

forcing Minutemen keeper Jon Gruber to make two in

credible saves from close range.

"We were not good with the ball today." said coach

Jeff Gettler.

The trend continued Sunday against Rider The

Broncs spent almost the first 15 minutes in the UMass

end, while the Minutemen could not mount much of

an attack at all. However, midway through the half

UMass got what looked like two huge breaks.

The first was a goal by Brett Anthony at 23:20,

assisted by Randy Jacobs. Jacobs took the ball around

midfield, headed up the sideline, then sent a center-

ing pass to Anthony. Anthony broke cross-field and

*ent a low shot into the right corner.

Three minutes later, Rider midfielder Richard

Thompson was thrown out of the game, giving UMass
a man advantage for the remaining 70 minutes. But

the Minutemen failed to take advantage, lacking in

tensity for long stretches of the second half.

"We were terrible," said a disappointed Gettler. "We

played stupidly, without brains. We had no composure.

Frankly, we deserved what we got today."

Rider had no difficulty cashing in, however. At 78:50,

Mike Hoff took a cross from Mike Stasiulaitis and

found the left corner of the net to tie the game.

UMass re-took the lead a minute later, when An

thony's second goal from a McEvoy assist gave the

Minutemen a 2-1 lead.

But at 87:46, Hon" and Stasiulaitis teamed up again

to knot the match at 2-2. HofTtook Stasiulaitis' cross

in front of the net and scooted a shot by Armenti.

au-c

WEATHER WOMEN'S ISSUES ARTS

Cloudy, few morning
sprinkles, then clearing

to partly sunny. Highs
will be 60-65.

THE MASSACHUSETTS DAILY

Women's advocates

stress importance of

voting for women's
rights. Page 7.

New WORLD Theater

season opener raises

social awareness of

class struggle. Page 8.
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Duffey curtails spending
State cuts cause immediate budget freeze

By PRESTON P. FORMAN
Collegian Staff

Only emergency purchases, approved by

the appropriate vice-chancellor will be pro-

cessed, according to the memorandum.

President-Chancellor Duffey yesterday The state higher education system has

issued an immediate spending curtailment suffered three spending cuts since the sum

order to all deans, directors and depart mer - two last month. The first cut was

ment heads in response to the "cumulative instituted by the legislature in response to

effect of prior budget cuts and the gover declining revenues. Gov. Dukakis then

nor's most recent reduction of $310 ordered another spending cut Sept. 4, again

UMass students protest

position cuts to EWC

million."

The decree freezes all spending except

payroll and emergency purchases approv

ed by one of the five vice-chancellors.

Kay Scanlon, spokesperson for the

University Press Office, said the measure

was instituted to give administrators some

"breathing space" in financial matters.

She said the curtailment will allow of-

ficials to carefully dispense limited state-

appropriated funds.

Duffey said in the memorandum the ac

tion is effective immediately and "shall re

main in effect until the extent of this latest

financial setback is determined and ap

propriate budget adjustments have been

made to campus accounts to reflect the

financial plan to cope with these reduc

tions."

The curtailment will affect the following

accounts: state operating funds, ad-

ministration allowance, administrative

overhead, alumni, centrally allocated

research trust funds, trust fund intemi,

tuition retention, and curriculum fee

citing declining revenues.

Dukakis ordered a third cut last week of

$310 million, most of which will be felt by

state health services and welfare, although

the state scholarships will also be sliced.

As part of this round of cuts, an additional

4 percent was removed from the state

higher education system.

Scanlon said the order will not affect any

revenue-based trust funds, for example,

ience hall and dining common expen-

ditures. Also exempt are certain contrac

tual obligations such as buildings under

construction, and various grants and other

contracts.

The Univi operating budget has

been hit by three 4 percent cuts since the

beginning of the fiscal year on July 1, for

a total of $16 million or about 1 1 percent,

according to Press Office figures.

The Press Office also released that the

University's budget has declined 21.3 per-

cent since 1988 The current state ap

propriated budget is $131.6 million; the

1988 budget was $167 million.

By AMY HENRY
Collegian Staff

In response to three positions being

cut from the Everywoman's Center at

the University of Massachusetts, 45

students wearing black clothing march

ed from the Cape Cod Lounge yesterday

to Wilder Hall. They lined the walkway

to await the appearance of Dennis Mad
son, the Vice Chancellor for Student

Affairs.

Natasha Diephius, president of the

Student Government Association, and

Sara Lyons, executive officer of the

Graduate Student Senate, with the help

of others, sent a letter inviting Madson

to take a tour of the EWC
"It is important to have Madson view

the services he is cutting and to see peo

pie outside angry that the EWC has

been cut," Lyons said. Women and

men held signs that said: "Madson you

cannot make us disappear," "What hap

pened to the Health.5afety, and well

being of students?", and incest doesn't

stop just because the money do*

CONTINUED ON PAGE 6

i ..llrfian pholn by JWT Holland

Protesters wait for Vice Chancellor Madson to leave a meeting in

Wilder Hall.

tuition retention, and curriculum tee. i»o© ouogei was *i«. ........... - •

Bush denounces Iraqi aggression' Mohawks
Sous Iraq 's surrender of Kuwait can spur Arab-Israeli talks Secede in UKft

after 78 daysUNITED NATIONS (AP) - President Bush today de

nounced Iraqi President Saddam Hussein as an interna

tional outcast who plundered Kuwait But Bush also of

fered Baghdad hope that relinquishing its grip on its Per

sian Gulf neighbor could spur negotiations on the Arab-

Israeli conflict

The president's speech to the U.N. General Assembly

hlended condemnation of Saddam with an overture for a

resolution of the two-month crisis. "We seek a peaceful

outcome, a diplomatic outcome," Bush said in his prepared

remarks.
Significantly, he offered the Iraqi leader the prospect

of "new arrangements" among the states in the Gulf

region as well as a chance for a settlement between the

Arabs and Israel - provided Iraq departs from Kuwait

unconditionally.

"Iraq's unprovoked aggression is a throwback to another

era, a dark relic from a dark time," Bush said. "It has

plundered Kuwait, terrorized innocent civilians and held

even diplomats hostage."

The president, lining up with a proposal first advanced

last week by Soviet Foreign Minister Eduard A. Shevard

nadze, said Iraq and its leadership must be held liable "for

these crimes of abuse and destruction."

But. at the same time. Bush edged perceptibly closer

to Saddam's demand that his territorial dispute wii;h

Kuwait be linked to the Arabs' grievance with Israel for

holding on to territory Syria and Jordan lost in the 1967

M idpHst w&r.

A similar gesture last week by President Francois Mit-

terrand of France drew a mixed response Sunday from

Saddam, who suggested that Iraq would fight to defend

its seizure of Kuwait but also offered to open a 'debate

with France on the region's future. «^ ~^P ph(>,„

"We intend to make contacts with the French govern
p , .

t Ru _h cienches his fist during his ad-

CONTINUED ON PAGE 2 Assembly.

By RIC OLIVEIRA
Collegian Staff

Editors note - This is part fn <e of a multi-pai on

the situation of the Mohawk Nation in Queb, aria

The writer is a Collegian staff member who is currently

in Kahnawake, Queb<

Mohawks in Oka who had been in a 78-day holdout bar

ricaded behind barbed wire, and surrounded by 1.000

Canadian Armv troops, agreed last Wednesday to come

out in a "secession of hostilities." Mohawks in

Kauhnawake forced the Army to retreat several 100 feet

in two encampents on the reserve of Kahnawake

Mohawks were angered by the recent apparent brutality

tactics used in Oka in which unarmed Mohawk men.

women, and children were thrown to the ground as they

left the barricades, and held down by soldiers' feet on their

heads, until moved to buses by soldiers with bayonets

Shortly after these graphic scenes were played on televi

sion. several 100 Mohawks attacked two army installa-

tions, and burned tents and supplies During the en

counter, the army sprayed tear gas upon the mostly

unarmed Mohawks, seriously injuring one man and sen

ding two more to the hospital.

The Mohawks who were armed had either hockey sticks.

shields or tear gas, to respond to the soldiers heavily arm

ed with machine guns, armored patrol carriers, and rifles

Mohawks called for the immediate removal of all army

personnel who had been on the reserve since the Oka crisis

had ended.
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WOMEN'S FORUM
Wednesday, October 3

Women's Studies Brown Bag Lunch

Series - The series runs every Wednes-

day from 12:15-1:30 p.m. in Campus

Center room 904-908. Beverages are

provided.

Thursday, October 4

Protest of the Everywoman's Center

Budget Cuts - There will be a speak out

on the Student Union Steps at noon.

Friday, October 5

lecture at Lunaria boookstore — Joyce

Berkman, professor of history at UMass,

will speak about Olive Schreiner and

her work at 7:30 p.m. in Northampton.

Olive Schreiner was the first White

South African writer of fiction. She was

an advocate of feminism, socialism,

pacifism, and free thought, and a tren-

chant critic of British imperialism and

racism.

Announcements
There is a change in office hours at the

Everywoman's Center. Operation office

hours will be: Monday, Tuesday, Thurs-

day, and Friday: 9 a.m. - 4 p.m.; Wednes-

day 12 noon - 7 p.m.

United Nations

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

ideas and actions," the Iraqi leader said in

a broadcast message on the birthday of the

Muslim prophet Mohammed.
Mitterrand, in a four-step proposal, call-

ed first for Iraq's withdrawal from Kuwait,

which it invaded on Aug. 2. The pullout

would be supervised by international

observers as the emirate's sovereignty was

restored.

Then, negotiators would deal with the

division of Lebanon and the Arab-Israeli

conflict. In the fourth stage, armaments in

the Middle East and the Persian Gull

would be scaled down.

Colleges recruit Black men
BOSTON (AP) - Colleges and univer-

sities are stepping up their efforts to recruit

Black students, responding to recent trends

that indicate fewer Black men are show

ma interest in higher education.

"We're talking about a population that

i- really getting out of the mainstream of

American life," -aid Leon Braswell, assis-

tant director of admissions at Bowdoin Col

uui peel pn-ident of the New England

Consortium of Black Admissions

Counselors.

"If we continue spending more money

putting Black men in jail than educating

them, we are going to end up with a socie-

ty that is hell."

The number of Black men attending col

lege declined from 464,000 nationwide in

1980 to 443,000 last year.

In the same period, the number of Black

women attending college increased from

643.000 to 687,000. according to the

Almanac of the Chronicle <>f Higher

Education

Officials at Harvard, where a 60-40 ratio

of Black women to Black men has been

typical in recent years, found two years ago

that among the 138 Black students in the

1,600 member class, there were nearly

twice as many women as men: 90 women

to 48 men.
We are in the midst of a crisis - the

vanishing Black male," said David L.

Evans, a senior admissions officer for Har

vard University.

Next month, the annual meeting of the

National Association of College Admis

MOM Counselors will, for the first time,

(i. vote an entire session to the issue of

recruiting Black men.

The Madison Avenue image now of the

African-American male is one of being anti

intellectual, anti-school and even

dangerous," Evans said. "A Black 10-year

old watching TV is not likely to see a Black

engineer. More likely, he will see a Black

man running up and down a hardwood

floor or being led off in handcuffs."

Judges will be watched
BOSTON <AP> - The chief justice of the

Boston Municipal Court said he will begin

keeping records of judges' hours and re-

quire them to check in with him any day

they want to leave early.

"Each one of the judges realizes that they

are expected to be here, and they will be

here," Chief Justice William J. Tierney. "I

talked to each one of them individually and

they accepted what 1 had to say," he said.

In a five part Spotlight series, the Boston

Fri-Sun two shows
7:00 and 9:15

Student discount wh
valid ID

S2.50
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Globe last week reported that six of the

municipal court's 1 1 judges regularly quit

work by mid-afternoon at a time when

there is a large backlog of cases.

Tierney, in an interview with the Globe

at Suffolk County Courthouse on Friday,

also said the court's judges were unfairly

depicted when the Spotlight team wrote

that they provided a "fast-paced, sentence

reduction bonanza for defendants."
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GMAT classes begin 10/24
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Foreign
Graduate Students

Curriculum Fee Waivers

Spring 1991

Applications for CURRICULUM FEE WAIVERS for the

SPRING 1991 SEMESTER are now available in the Of-

fice of Foreign Students and Scholars. These applications

must be returned to the Office of Foreign Students and

Scholars no later than MONDAY, OCTOBER 15, 1990.

Awards of curriculum fee waivers will be based on finan-

cial need.

APPLICATION FORMS FOR FOREIGN STUDENTS

WILL NOT BE AVAILABLE IN THE FINANCIAL AID

OFFICE.

On WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 3, 1990, an informational

meeting for foreign graduate students will be held in

the Student Union Ballroom from 6:00-7:00pm. A

limited number of application forms will be available

at this meeting. Students who have already picked up

forms in the Office of Foreign Students and Scholars

and who have not completed these forms might find

it helpful to bring them to this informational session.

All interested foreign students are urged to attend this

meeting; there will be sufficient time for questions.

LOCAL
WMUA tables sexual harassment policy
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By JULIA SEREBRINSKY
Collegian Staff'

Members of WMUA voted yesterday to table the sta-

tion's proposal for sexual harassment policy because it did

not contain clear provisions for enforcement or due pro

cess for people who can be accused of its violation.

The proposal, formulated in the 1990 spring semester

by WMUA Training Committee, serves as an extension

of the current University of Massachusetts Code of Con-

duct Policy, said WMUA Programmer Christia Rosetti.

In the proposal, sexual harassment is defined as a situa-

tion in which acceptance or rejection of sexual advances

interferes with work or grades.

If it passes, the proposal would permit suspension of

members guilty of sexual harassment as determined by

a WMUA Executive Committee.

Vague language in the proposal concerning who would

determine if the sexual harrassment code is violated rais-

ed objections among several WMUA members who said

that the policy would leave "open the possibility of abuse

10

VhVis've'ry hazy." said Will Pile, WMUA Program

Director. "Beware that this open doors for abuse. It doesn t

say who determines if it is harassment. ...
"A law against sexual harassment is adopted by the

Collegian photo by .IrfT Holland

Program Director Will Pile speaks against

the proposed sexual harassment policy at last

night's WMUA meeting.

University," Pile added. "Let them deal with it at their

level, not leave us toying with this policy."

Several members have expressed concern that the code

against sexual harassment can be extended to song lyrics

which could be labeled as objectionable.

"The policy should be clear to distinguish between

harassment in the workplace and what can be construed

as harassment on the air." said Eric Walgren, WMUA
trainee.

Several people spoke out in support of the adaptation

of the proposal as it has already been written.

"I think that there should be faith in the fact that the

Executive Committee will be fair." Rosetti said. "Then-

should be ramification on the station level other than the

University level. This shows that we can do something

about it
"

"Resources for women are so small," said WMUA
member Shira Katz "Everything that I learned says that

harassment is determined by the victim. As a potential

victim, I would like to have a process to do it."

"I think that they should just pa— it. laid Disk Jockey

Ahsa Berkowitz. "This is just absolutely ridiculous. I can t

believe that they keep on tabling it

WMUA member Heather Smiths said. "This ta iu-t ..

matter of working bugs out of the language. At the end

we'll get what we need."

Budget cuts threaten jobs
j -.. #,„.»™,/ fn,hHii fpnr their uncertain futureUntenured faculty fear their uncertain future

By CHRIS MUTHER
Collegian Staff

Untenured faculty met yesterday to

discuss the future of their positions in

the wake of continued budget cuts at the

University of Massachusett-

At a closed meeting yesterday after

noon in the Campus Center, untenured

faculty expressed concern for their jobs

.it the Univer>ity

John Cole, president of the

Massachusetts Society of Professors

d. "There was a very deep depression

and low moral in the meeting.'*

In addition to the impact ..f the cut-

the meeting also dealt with the commit

ment of state government to higher

education, commitment of UMass ad

ministrators to untenured faculty, and

their policy toward untenured faculty

Cole said a number of options i

discussed to defer potential layoffs in

eluding furlough:-, -abbaticals and pay

cuts, but no plan of action was taken.

The University has lost more than 285

staff members and about 65 facultv

members as a result of attrition, a hir

mg freeze, and non renewal of contracts.

Over the summer, a hiring freeze was

also placed on teaching assistai

Piufeaeors at the University have also

been working without a contract for the

past year, 1-ast month, five UMass pro-

fessors accepted an early retirement of

fer bv the Univ.r>it> to offset coeta.

Two UMass assaults

investigated by police
Compiled by PRESTON P. FORMAN
Collegian Staff

University Police are investigating two

assault and batteries committed near the

Campus Pond on Friday night only

minutes apart Police, however, believe the

incidents are not related in any way.

A Southwest student told police that he

was struck in the head with a solid object

while walking near the Student Union and

the Tower Library.

Police said the student was taken to

University Health Services.

At 1 1:34 p.m., five minutes after the first

incident was reported to police, a 20 year

old male student told police that he was at

tacked by a group of 10 12 persons

The man told police that he was walking

toward the Campus Center when a man in

the group of about 10 men and two women

shouted homophobic slurs to him.

After the verbal altercation, the man

punched the student, knocking his glasses

off. The student also said that the man

kicked him several times

The student was taken to UHS for treat

ment of a broken jawbone before assisting

police in a search for the attackers.

Because of the nature of the incident, the

Community Disorders Unit of the Univer

sity Police are investigating.

In a separate incident, a student reported

to police that he was assaulted with a

dangerous weapon by two persons outs.de

SGA Senate election

to be conducted today
By KENDRA PRATT
Collegian Staff

Student Government Association elec

tions for the student mate aft scheduled

ill a.m. to 7 p.m. today at the Univer

Mtv of Massachuset i

-

Most elected senate seats. 69 out of a 9i

total, will be up for bid Representatives of

the Third World Caucus, who are selected

by the caucus and not elected, will be con

firmed bv the senate tommorrow night

Alan VanTassel. chairman of the Student

Government Affairs Committee, said only

about 25 percent of the undergraduat.

dent bodv vote in SGA sen;.i -»ns.

He said students should rote since the

senate approves financial allocations,

which are drafted by the Budget Commit

tee to Registered Student Organizations

on campus. The committee administer* a

budget of $2.1 million, which is funded by

a $120 mandatory student fee each

semester.

Because of enrollment decline, com

muters have lost 12 seats in the senate,

which is 25 percent of their representation

The commuter population h laMad D$

2,000 student- last year

The tight' will be for Dickenson

dormitory MMd *• candidate- have

»o run for one representative

seat.

Pierpont and Brett dormr

four candidates contesting for one

senatorial seat.

The designated voting locations are

determined hy the following plac

commuters mus vote m the

eks who live in Greek housing

must vote in the Newman Cen' hard

Hill and Central Residents must VOtl

the dormitory side of Franklin Dining

Commons. Northeast and Sylvan residents

must vote on the Barracks sid.

Worcester Dining Commons, South

South residents must vote m Berkshire

Dining Commons, and Southwest North

residents must vote in Hampshire Dining

Commons.

of John Quincy Adams Residence Hall on

Saturday. The student was treated and

released at UHS

ARRESTS

• Police arrested Robert G. Nagle. 28. of

Dedham. and James F. Lambert. 27, of

Boston, for trespassing at John Quincy

Adams on Saturday.

• Jeremy T. Kelly. 18. of Marblehead. was

arrested at John Adams early Saturday

morning for trespassing.

• Shawn G. Redmond. 20. of Peabody, was

arrested early Saturday morning by

Bridgewater Police on a warrant for

malicious destruction of property worth

more than $1,000.

LARCENY

• A man in John Quincy Adams reported

to police Saturday the theft of $40 and

several credit cards from his wallet. The

man had left the room unlocked and was

not in the room, police said.

SUSPICIOUS ACTIVITY

• A dispute over a loud stereo in Kennedy

resulted in a male student smashing a

room door with a pick ax on Friday night.

Police said a show cause hearing will be

sought in Northampton District Court.

Collegian photo hy Dondi Ahearn

CONCRETE IMAGE
Massachusetts.

- A pile of cinder blocks at the University of
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No excuse
for sexual
harassment
Over the last two weeks, a storm has

been brewing in professional sports —
should or shouldn't women be allowed to

go into men's locker rooms to pursue an

elusive player for an interview, or to simply

shoot the breeze with some players while

others prance around in various stages of

undress? Sports writers and columnists

have been bantering about whether any

reporter, male or female, should be in the

locker room at all.

Meredith O'Brien

Sponsors: MassPIRG, SOA, GSS, Fund for tho Future, Collegian, Vice-Chancellor lor Stu-

dent Affairs, Republican Club, University Democrats, MTA, NEA, Student Advisory

Council.

This issue of women in the locker rooms,

of course, has suddenly become talk-show

fodder due to the recent incident involving

a Boston Herald reporter being allegedly

sexually harassed in the New England

Patriot's locker room on Sept. 17.

Apparently, the reporter, Lisa Olson, was

interviewing Patriot's defensive back

Maurice Hurst, whose locker happens to be

right next to the showers. During the in-

terview, tight end Zeke Mowatt and several

other players came out of the shower nak

ed. Mowatt reportedly stood up on a scale

to weigh in when he turned to Olson and

said, "You're not writing, you're just look

«ng"
,

Then, various reports allege several

players walked by taunting Olson, asking

her if she wanted to touch certain parts of

their bodies, some supposedly grabbing

themselves in front of her.

In the aftermath of this ugly scene, the

Patriot's owner, Victor Kiam casually

dismissed the incident as but a "brief

tTs speck in the ocean," further commenting

that women do not belong in the locker

room anyway.
Kiam was extensively quoted by several

publications and reporters as having call

ed Olson a "classic bitch" - a quote he so

vehemently denies that he took out full

page ads in the Boston Globe, New York

Times and the Boston Herald to deny the

statement attributed to him.

When the negative publicity hit the na-

tional airwaves and newspapers. Kiam

couldn't take the heat and rushed to

redeem himself through a much delayed

apology to Olson and spreading a $2,000

fine for Mowatt over the span of 14 weeks,

a mere fraction of his $460,000 salary

With the National Football League pro

bing the incident. Kiam unsuccessfully

tried to push the onus on Patriot's General

Manager Patrick Sullivan by attempting

to suspend him until the probe had ended

The NFL quashed Kiam's attempts to sus-

pend Sullivan, while Sullivan has been

running around proclaiming he will con

tinue to run the team until he is told

otherwise.

What is wrong with this picture?

A reporter doing her job was indecently

and unprofessionally accosted by other so-

called professionals simply because she

happens to be female, and yet most of the

uproar is about Kiam's apology, about the

Sullivan incident, about whether Olson

should have even been in the locker room

in the first place.

Brushing aside the locker room incident,

which was settled several years ago by a

court decision decreeing women will and do

have a right to be in the locker rooms

alongside their male colleagues, we have

raw sexual harassment.

In the tradition of the history of women,

I suppose Olson simply should have known

better. She probably should have realized

that whenever a woman attempts to break

down the barriers of a "men-only fortress"

she will suffer abuse and castigation. She

probably didn't realize that women are sup-

posed to just take this abuse as

par for the-course.

As one reporter who has already paid her

dues and received her share of sexually in

timidating and harassing comments from

other so-called professionals she was cover

inc I think it is high time women stop

bearing the guilt for their own harassment

Voter registration a must
The Commonwealth of Massachusetts is in a state of utter chaos.

The primary election has shown that the voters of the state are

angry _ and rightly so. Leadership has disintegrated during the

Dukakis administration. People want a change from "politics as

usual."

Lost in this whirlwind of state hardships and budget cuts is the

necessity for state higher education.

Students must take the initiative - by registering to vote.

UMass students who are unregistered must register and vote

in the state, either here in Amherst or at home.

The benefit of registering in Amherst is twofold: one, it will be

easier for students to go to the polls on election day, and two,

students will have a strong, collective voice. This voice will reflect,

throughout the state, our power and unity.

Those registered in their hometowns must write to their town

clerks for an absentee ballot.

Out-of-state students can and should register in Amherst - the

events in the Statehouse affect them greatly for four years. This

way, out-of-state students have their own voice, and can help con-

trol skyrocketing tuition and fees.

There will be voter registration drives in the Cape Cod Lounge

today and Wednesday, October 2 and 3, between 10 a.m. and 3

p.m.

We, as students of the state college and university system, must

be heard. It is not a privilege to be heard, it is a right. Please

register to vote in Massachusetts, and remember to ensure the

future of state higher education by voting on Nov. 6. Deadline

for registration is Oct. 9.

Unsigned editorials reflect the majority opinion of the Collegian

Board of Editors.

Virtues of
academia
There is something dreadfully wrong

with the way education is perceived in this

country and at this University.

"Smart doesn't mean good,

Spenser, the private detective created by

Robert B. Parker, and many applaud,

because as we all know, people who pursue

knowledge for its own sake tend to be

weak, celibate, psychotic or all of the above

Thomas DeFreitas

Allow me my own identity, please
Kudos to Minu Sebastian on her most re

cent, ah. contribution ("What is a token

minority," Sept. 27).

For years. I've deluded myself into think

ing that I might have actually succeeded

in carving out an identity for myself in this

race-torn world.

With Ms. Sebastian's enlightened

assistance. I've learned otherwise. Many
thanks.

Indeed. I now marvel at the profoundness

of my naivete and idealism when I foolishly

believed that people of varying ethnicr

and cultural perspectives should, as a

moral imperative, try to coexist

It is folly far too evident for exposition for

one to think that we should recognize peo

pie as human betnf?s. first and foremost, or

that the whole of a society might be greater

than the sum of its constituent cultures

Ms. Sebastian asserts that all people are

not the same. In this I fully concur. And

I would submit that her self-serving, ill

reasoned article corroborates this fact far

more eloquently than a "token minority

such as myself possibly could.

For Ms. Sebastian, apparently, one's

degree of political rectitude is the only

measure of one's ability to make a contribu

tion to the debate involving the critical

issues of the day.

I, as a Black man (note the absence of the

trendy "African-American." I despise the

concept of identity-by-prefix. ), do a disser

vice to the Third World community not

because "I halt any critical thought in the

majority community on issues concerning

culture, history and identity

Rather, my treachery arises out of my un

willingness to tow the philosophical line

which Ms Sebastian and her ideological

clones worship to the exclusion of any real

critical thought.

The very idea that intelligent and con

cerned people, much less intelligent and

concerned Black people, might actually

disagree with Ms. Sebastian seems never

to have entered her mind.

Such is an unfortunate, albeit common,

side effect of tunnel vision

Ironically. Ms Sebastian's contempt for

dissent plagues even her definition of the

term "token minority." She defines one, in

part, as "a person who is not representative

of the whole." Splendid.

This is a good working definition which

suffices to describe most 'insignificant"

contributors to philosophy, and Malcolm X

and Martin Luther King Jr most readily

come to mind.

In sum. I am left wondering whether Ml

Sebastian would actually prefer a society

in which birth or ethnicity is the sole deter

minant of how one should lead one's life

If so, I would commend her attention to

some of that cultural history she is so fond

of, for she is certain to find many examples

of such systems.

Thev are called castes.

Adam Scales
Amherst

The Editorial Desk is looking for cartoons from student artists to

grace this page. Regular cartoonist status is granted to those who have

five cartoons printed within one semester.

Interested artists should come down to the Collegian newsroom and

talk to Gayle, Reggie or Jeremy. Or call us at 545-0719.

and that people stop making excuses to

justify their harasser.

The people making these comments

should be punished, not simply slapped on

the wrist. Harassment should never be

tolerated. Women should never be silent

about their abuse. Women should not have

to prove their innocence.

Lisa Olson had a legal right to be in that

locker room. She is a professional. No mat

ter what she might have said or where she

might have looked, she does not have to

make excuses for her presence there or for

the bullish and intimidating tauntings of

her subjects.

Would the mere suspension of a play, r

for a game or two be too harsh a price to

pay for harassment 7

We don't want to hear any more excuses

Read Meredith O'Brien every Tuesday

It is perfectly all right for someone to

boast of athletic accomplishments; it is less

well-mannered (but much more frequent t

to boast of one's sexual exploits, but show-

any sign of pride over a Dean's Listing, a

good SAT score or a 100 on that killer logic

test and you immediately bear a stigma

God forbid you should use expression-

like "in which" or "thereabouts. " lest the

people you're talking to erupt into

laughter. A longtime friend of mine <

criticized me for saying we were Vn route

to Harvard Square "Why don't you iu-t

say we're on the way there. <>r something

like that9" Answer: because "en route u.i-

the first expression that came to mind,

because virtually even third grader can

guess what "en route" means and beca

that's the way I talk.

I have heard a lot of discussion about the

bias of public education in the U.S.; it is

Anglophilic, it favors Whites, it is too

steeped in "Western thought" (whatever

that is).

Although I'd be the first to admit (after

Dr Silben that American high schools

far from perfect, I would also say that

"when in Rome, do as the Romans d<

everyone from William F Buckley to

Sidney Poitier can tell you. vou can't get

far in this country without speaking

something recognizably ak la Standard

American English. There is no need to "en

shrine" English as an official language, for

all intents and purposes, it air. And

needless to say <I hope*, diplomas and

degrees are not given out an the baf

knowing how to change a tire; a degr.

aptitude m math and science would help

New books and facilities are urgent ly

needed if everyone is to have an equal

chance at success; disrepair is pandemic

The Secretary of Education should

lv encourage the legislative an

!ches of the federal government to cut

the defense budget and put MOM m<

toward- notifying the abv-mal situation

that many sch<x>ls find themselves in I

passionate and enthu-ia-tu teacher- are

needed iust as urgently, even 'f the

so-called "better" schools, there are .

ing examples of incompetence, apathy and

insensitivity amongst the t acuity.

;hi- I'niversity. there are I coup,.

policies which trouble me My mentioning

them may be seen as "nitpicking." or as

symptomatic of "educational Darwin

i

But here goes. One needs only a 2.2

cumulative grade point average to become

a Residential Assistant, while a 2.8 (I

believe) is the minimum for those who

would study overseas. One of the many

obligations of an RA is to provide an at-

mosphere in which there are no hindrances

to education; someone with a GPA two-

tenths of a point above academic probation

level is not. in my view, a fitting candidate

for the job. The restrictive requirement on

international exchange discourages the

best chance a student has to learn about

another culture; apparently, the rhetoric

about "diversity is exactly that: just

rhetoric.

Also, especially for first year students,

the assignation of roommates should be on

the basis of similar MMTH BB the Scholast k

Aptitude Test (no more than 100 points' dif

ference).Not only do I believe that such

tests constitute an apt reflection of one -

ability, but they also refect attitude; so-

meone who values education should not be

forced to live with a total stranger who

lives for the next keg party Such nusinat

ch.'s would be avoided if the transcripts

w.re looked at beforehand

Thomas DeFreitas is a I'Mas* indent
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The EWC has lost three coordinators this semester. This

is a total of six out of nine positions in three years.

The coordinator of the Bridge Program, which provides

support for and education about women who are multip-

ly oppressed, left the position last spring for another

University position. The position was then frozen.

Due to budget cuts this fall, the coordinator of the

Counseling Program, the only women-centered counsel-

ing on campus, was transferred to Mental Health Services.

The coordinator of the Public Relations and Outreach

Program, which provides all of the advertising to the com-

munitv about the EWC, was transferred to Financial Aid.

An organizer of the protest, Maggie Magner said. You

can't provide a safe unique place for women and go to Men-

tal Health Services - they are mutually exclusive.

"Mainstreaming women's issues invalidates women's

experiences." Magner said.

Larissa Diephius, another organizer of the protest said.

"The EWC can deal with sensitive issues that MHS can t

deal with."

One organizer of the protest, Rua Kelly, said that peo-

ple wore black to symbolize the death of programs and

the bleak future.

When Madson walked out of the EWC protesters began

to chant, "No more silence, no more violence." The pro-

testers followed Madson as he walked to his car.

He turned around and said, "I agree."

Protesters walked to the Whitmore Aministration

Building where they stood outside chanting "Ho, ho, hey,

hey, EWC has got to stay."

Then they walked up to the Vice Chancellor s Utlice

where they left messages for Madson. Magner wrote,

"These transfers from EWC are completely unacceptable

to us. Change it."

Kelly said women are angry and feel that if their emo-

tional and physical needs are not met then the administra-

tion is basically saying they do not care about womea

"Any problems we may have as a result of society, such

as eating disorders, they're saying they are not important

enough to recognize," Kelly said.

Kelly said the addition of three positions to Madson s

office says that his photocopying and bureaucracy are

more important than women's stability.

Madson said that no new positions have been added to

his office. "With the break up of the Student Affairs

Research and Evaluation Office, three people report to one

of my assistants - but that always happened."

"If anything we have cut Student Affairs drastically."

Madson said he is a trained counselor and he

understands how important counseling at the EWC is for

women.

"We need multiple resources and counseling centers,"

Madson said. "We all should be proud of the EWC. It has

a national reputation."

Madson said he could not assure that the Everywoman's

Center would be around in the future if the University

sustains more cuts. He said the University will suffer

more drastic cuts if the Citizens for Limited Taxation

referendum passes in the Nov. election.

Gina Gombar, an organizer of the protest said, "It is im-

portant to understand that the 4 percent cut to Student

Affairs has been disproportionately and consistently af-

fecting the EWC.
"We are not even sure if the women transferred to MHS

will even be a women's counselor," Gombar said.

Swati Joshi, a protester, said the only counseling left

at the EWC is rape counseling.

"This sends a message that I am not important nnlMi

I have been raped," she said.

cbarUe'0
1 Pray St Amherst-549 5403 • Open 1 lam

7 days a Week
Kitchen open til midnight

Game Room with 2 pool tables

Tonight 10c Buffalo Wings
9:00p.m. — 12:00a.m.

•'.•:•:•:•.•>".•<•!•!•:•;•>!•>:•!•!•>;

Drink of the Week
Gin 81 Tonic $1.75

Beer of tht Month
Foster* Lager $1.75

»"•-*«-__*_ ..••••*>•*••••••••••*••• •

.•.•„• •.•.•.••"."••.••-•••• • • • • •••••••••••

Food Giveaways

Mon. 10 cent Momarella Sticks 9pm- 12am

Tucs 10 cent Buffalo Wings 9pm-12am

Wed 25cent Pizza Slices and 99 cent Nachos 9pm- 12am

Thurs 10 cent Beer Steamed Baby Franks 8pm- 10pm

Sunday 10 cent Potato Skins 9om-12am

WE ACCEPT MC-VISA-AMEX

MENTAL HEALTH FALL 90

Groups offer skill enhancement and support in

specific areas of life. They offer an opportunity to

explore an area for growth with other students who

have similar concerns. Groups offered this fall:

EXPLORING LESBIAN, GAY, BISEXUAL IDENTITY Tua. 7-a:SO pm

BUILDING RELATIONSHIP SKILLS

INCREASING SELF-ESTEEM

ADULT CHILDREN OF ALCOHOLICS

Tims 5:30-7:00 pm

Tuet 1-2 :30 pm

I (leglnnors) Thurs 3-4:30 pm
II (Advanced) Wed 3:30-5:00

All groups begin In October and require pre-regtstration.

For information about when the groups meet or registration

call 545-2337 or stop by 127 Hills North.

Good things don't always come in

small packages...

ThePrudential
Comptroller's Organization

50c OFF i
50c OFF

any Calzone !
any Calzone

Oiw coupon por ofdor . E.pi.M M.y 31 . MM 0™ eoupoo^^oto>t^t>pM. »»»j>^ "^J

Any 2 Calzones |
Any 2 Calzones

For $7.00 for $7.00
Pick up Of delivery only Pick up or delivery only

O'l* coupon por orPor-Expirot M.y 31, 19»1
J
On* coupon por ordor-Expire* M.y 31, 1H1

La Cucina di

Tinocchio

549-3^9

If you're the best

looking to join one of the biggest and most dynamic

corporations in the world-

Come and explore your employment opportunities

with America's leading financial institution.

|The Comptroller's Organization will be interviewing

on campus

November 2

Sign up in your Career Placement office

TODAY!!!

'lit-t 'free 'J\it\'cn or Tuk up

u~- \. 'Pleasant Street

Imfurst, %(a$sackusett$

noun
'Weekday -

4 pm u.i 2 am

Saturday 4 pm w> t am

Sumiiiy -

4 pm to 1 am

Cahones

•Ricom, 'Ham. Salami, 'MozzarelLi \>$0

%uotui, 'Mozzarelta. TTinvLmc, S"V* }-$0

Spinach, Garde, 'Mozzarelta. Tarmiaiana

lTope)V Special) 3S°

Steak & Cheese (your choice qreen pepper,

mushnvm. onion, hot pepper) J.J5

I'cqetanan 'Deliqht (broccoli, spinach.

ricotta, eqqptant, mozzarelta)

Chicken Tarmiaiana (breaded clucken

breast, mozzaretta & sauce)

Sausaqe Tarmiaiana (SMtet sausaqe

with mozzarelta & sauce)

?.«>

3-75

}$0

•yuppie Calzone (smoked mozzarelta, qoat

cheese, broccoli & pesto) $.$0

Steak A Checv 'Bomb (steak, mushroom,

qreen pepper, onion, salami, ham A
hot peppers with cheese) \~5

Teste Cedzone (mozzarelta, Swiss cheoe

nccnta, fresh pesto) 3S°

WOMEN'S ISSUES
A theme on which to begin discourse
As was introduced and discussed in a recent editorial

on this page, there has been a position created to repre-

sent women of color and Third World women's issues.

As Co-Women's issues editors Amy and I consider these

issues significant and necessary to address. Through this

page we hope to create discourse which will be of value

to all.

A theme (which can be subject to question) on which to

base discourse could be to address whether there is a com-

mon ground on which all women are connected. For ex-

ample, because all women are oppressed not only by men

but by the institutions that men primarily run, is this

enough to link all women? Because there are clear and

diverse opinions on this issue, we feel that it could be a

starting point for discussion.

Sebastian/Henry

As a woman of color some immediate questions come

to mind in order to begin a discussion.

Given the current economic and political structure, is

it possible for "diversity" to be an issue or a priority? This

assumes that in order for the current "women's move

ment" to include women of color and Third World women,

the values implicit in the movement must be addressed.

What are these values and if the values were to change,

what are the alternatives? And are women who are cur

rently involved in "women's issues" willing to change

their values and lifestyles?

In order for the "women's movement" to be comprehen

sive the agenda needs to be altered to work with na-

tionalist movements within the Third World. This may

mean putting "women's issues" aside in order to first to

mum- global issues such as who will control the world's

resources and who will consume them.

I recognize that in order to address than OW

there must be fundamental changes in the way we define

and perceive ourselves in context with the rest of the

world. It means a return to basic questions such as what

does it mean to be a woman? Are we going to assimilate

rrent institutional structures around us or are

*C going to riM above them to effect change?

As a White woman. I am just beginning to see how en

trenched I am in a Eurocentric society. I am learning how

to try to get rid of these values so I can take off the pro

American glasses and see the lies and propaganda our

government brainwashes the American people and other

countries about how great America is.

I am learning the extent of the damage that the United

States has done through its Eurocentric foreign policy

which tries to spread American values and policies in a

completely self-satisfying way which destroys Third World

economies by having them become less self-sufficient by

providing First World countries with their resources and

goods.

Given that we live in a society that does this where does

this leave women ofcolor who have grown up in the U.S.,

Third World women, lesbian, bisexual, disabled, poor, and

white women when we are all trying to understand each

other? That is, how can we relate farther than that we

are all oppressed by men? Some women do not even

believe that first assumption. I think we must first

acknowledge that we all have very different needs and

wants.

If we try to gloss over differences and try to become one

big movement everyone will become rightly offended

because women need to be communicated with in accor

dance to their background, history, religious, and sexual

preferences, etc. I think the best thing that different types

of women can do when communicating with each other

is to listen and be open to each other's perspective^

Education is also an important part of understanding

another woman's perspective. White women need to not

only understand there own history but also the history

of women of color in the U.S. and Third World women

This is a hefty load of reading.

I think that separatist, nationalist, and collective

movements are important for women to get together

Separatist movements are necessary so that women

within their own communities can network I also think

women need to come out of their communities and work

with other women to understand each other's issues and

to try to work together on collective issues

What are the collective issues? Abortion and the

Violence Against Women Movement are the only two

movements that come to mind in which 1 see different

types of women working together. Even these movements

are primarily White

\nv written reactions to these questions we a

,ng should be typed, double spaced, and dropped off in the

•women's editor' box at 115 Campus Cent.

Mmu Sebastian and Amy Henry are the ( >Wom** s

Issues Editors

Orchard Hill Women's

Center opens
By SARA JOHNSON
Collegian Correspondent

The Orchard Hill/Central Area Women's Center is

a place woman can go to find support and friendship

Located in room 115 of the Van Meter House in the

Central Area, The Woman's Center offers a variety of

programs to assure women that there is a safe and

friendly place that they can go to on campus.

The Women's Center is a collective group run l>v

students. Most of the women involved work a three

hour shift at the center.

This semester various workshops will be held by the

center on issues such as religion, education, and nutri

tion The women are also involved in planning dynamic

guest speakers.

Weekly movies will be run in various places on cam

pus. A wide range of movies have been suggested by

members of the group such as "The Yellow Wallpaper."

"The Accused." and "Toot

The first movie is scheduled for 3:00 pm on Sunday

October 14 in Gorman House Following the movie will

be an optional discussion for anyone interested in shar

ing their ideas.

Weekly meetings are held on Sundays at 7:00 p.m.

at the center Each week a different woman will

facilitate the meeting

The meetings give women a 1 nance to net together and

discuss 1 hat effect their lives. All women are

welcome to attend.

The center houses a lending librar> containing

feminist literature and pfaikaoph) A •

fil,. available to women on campi.

also available at the oattfc

The center 1- .pen from I pm until 9 p m
through Friday All women are welcome to use the

facility during these hours.

American glasses ana see me lies ana piopagauuo ~«.
#

Debate in Congress on Medicaid funding for victims of rape and incest
*• --» ... . .ti i.'Uin.f

Earlier this month, the U.S. Attorney General asked the

Supreme Court to overturn Roe I Wade, the 1973

Supreme Court decision that legalized abortion in the U.S.

Within the next few years, "Roe" may be overturned,

returning women to the days of back alley abortions.

Pro-choice activists have been fearing the overturn of

"Roe" ever since the July. 1989 Webster decision, which

invited B place severe restrictions on the right of

I woman tochoose abortion Since that time, many states

have enacted restrictive anti choice legislation.

Although abortion remains legal in the U.S.. large

numbers of women do not have access to abortion sen

as a result of these restrictions Women under the age of

eighteen must notify or obtain permission from then

parents in order to "have an abortion in an increasing

number of stai

Medicaid funding is onlv available for abortions in tnir

teen states And since the Hyde Amendment" was pass-

ed in 1977. the US. Congress has prohibited th

federal funds remain available for sterilization on demand

for any woman receiving Medicaid

Since 1981. the prohibition on federal funds has extend-

ed even to low income women who become pregnant M
a result of rape or incest. In 1989. the U.S. Congress voted

to restore funding, but President Bush vetoed the

legislation. ,.

In the coming weeks, the U.S. Congress will again

debate whether to restore Medicaid funding for abortions

for low-income women who are victims of rape and incest

Furthermore, we oppose anv provisions that would impose

prohibitive reporting requirements on women who are Vfe-

tims of rape or incest in order to be eligible for Medicaid

funding. . . m

For women students, the importance of safe, legal and

accessible abortion is clear. A recent study conducted by

researchers at John Hopkins University found that more

African American teenagers from low income hackrounds

who had abortions graduated from high school or advanc

ed their education than those who had children Those who

had abortions and those who had children were equally

likely to be pleased with their decisions one year later

It is up to us as women to decide when to have children

It is not a decision to be made by legislators And, in order

to make that choice a reall choice for low income women

« number of whom are also students). Medicaid funding

must be restored

Dent/White

Women students are all so affected hy the rising in

cide; sexual violence in our society Inci

numbers of women students ,»re victim al VloU

One in five adult women will be raped at some point in

their lives One in four of the women now in college h

been attacked by a rapist. More than half of college rape

victims are attacked by dates. (Source: Koss. Woodruff,

and Koss, "A Criminology Study. 1990 "1

Rape remains the most under reported of all major

crimes. Women mav avoid reporting a rape as a result

of post abortion trauma or fear of retaliation This fear

would also prevent women who were victims of incest,

especially at a voung age, from reporting the crime

Finally, in a society where the victim is often blamed

for the crime, women may be ashamed to admit that they

have been raped. All of these factors apply to women

reported in "Psychology of Women Quarterly, only J»

percent of college women who had been raped reported

the incident to the police

Some members of Congress are proposing attaching •

48-hour or 72 hour reporting requirement to the legisla-

tion restoring Medicaid funding for victims of rape and

incest. Clearlv. such a restrictive reporting requirement

would all but nullify the impact of an expanded .undine

provision

If and when a woman reports rape, she rarely does so

re seeking support from others Incest survivor*

often threatened into silence, a silence which after m 1

years can become a complete loss of nienmrv Report

.wnement* If&Ot* the realities of tape and incest.

Perhaps as important, h- he tact that *uch

restrictions call into question thecredihihu d -ill

Md implv that women will Ik about |

ncest in

order to obtain Medicaid funding.

It ism.: sibilit> atattiaaataaodai

our views known to our menu - and to

Bt Legislation restoring Medicaid funding for

abortions for low income women • victims of rape

and incest will be debated in Congress during the month

of September Make vour voice heard!

Write to vour representative and ask her him to sup-

port th. n&m of Medicaid funds for abortion

vices for victims of rape and incest in the Labor Health

and Human Services Appropriations Bill and to oppose

any attempt to nullify the funding by imposing restric

tive reporting requirements.

Valeda Dent and Kathenne White are ftf cftafrl of the

Women's Caucus in the U.S. Student Association

^WOMEN'S ISSUES NEEDS WRITERS*
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ARTS&LIVING
Venezuelan play depicts class exploitation
By ALEXANDER NGUYEN
Collegian Staff

A worker, Orlando, wearing factory uniform, hardhat

and name tag, is being treated by the company

psychologist, a woman dressed in a blazer, eyeglasses and

makeup. The stage is set in a factory inside the company

psychologist's office.

At one point in the play Orlando screams, "I accept what

I have but I'm not satisfied.'' The psychologist replies,

'The world is like that, some have, and some don't . .

The rich also get ill and die." The interaction between

the two characters depicts class struggle and worker ex-

ploitation under Western capitalism in Venezuela and the

rest of Latin America.

In the backdrop, slides show scenes ofVenezuelan slums,

urban highrises. children, landscape, riots and revolu-

tionary graffiti. The visuals add an emotionally subtle yet

intellectually realistic documentary behind the fiction of

theater.

Orlando is a middle-aged blue-cpllar worker, the

psychologist a younger white-collar, both trapped by the

imperialistic company and both unconscious of the roles

they play for the company
La Empresa Perdona Un Momento de Locura (The Com-

pany Pardons a Moment of Madness) was the season

opener this past weekend for New WORLD Theater at the

University of Massachusetts. The play, by Venezuelan

playwright Rodolfo Santana, directed by UMass graduate

and New WORLD Theater member Caty Laignel, was per

formed twice in Spanish and twice in English.

The psychologist coerces Orlando into revealing his grief

over the death of his son, who was murdered by the police

for his political views, covered up as a bank robbery.

Orlando's son had protested imperialistic ownership of

their country and told him that the company owner's boss

was a Yankee they couldn't see, owners of everything.

He said that Orlando "was exploited, that they owe

him," and he told him about infrastructure and surplus

value "Do you know what infrastructure is? Surplus

value?" aaked the psychologist. "No!" replied Orlando.

Orlando has been sent to the company psychologist

because when a -young boy cut his hand in a factory

Photo Courtny of Ne* WORLD Thr.u-r

Francisco Cabrera (left) plays the factory worker and Caty Laignel (right) plays the com-

pany psychologist in La Empresa Perdona Un Momento De Locura.

representing the company. And then she convinces him

to publicly accept a medal of

honor for 24 years of service to the company

machine, Orlando grabbed a hammer and started beating

the machines and yelling to his co-workers that they're

"exploited by the fucking capitalist bourgeois, that the

Yankees were responsible
"

Because of this incident, production of the company had

gone down. Workers are questioning the board of direc

tors. Thus the company psychologist must manipulate

Orlando by "clinical treatment, to return you to a model

worker." She tells him that his son's political views were

wrong and that he had just experienced a "paranoid

hysterical reaction to the boy's hand."

"I don't know fucking surplus value." he says. The

psychologist treats Orlando to eventually scream that he's

happv with what he has by getting him to beat a dummy

If only for a few moments, Orlando is conscious of his

class under Western capitalist exploitation. The company

hologist never becomes aware of her similar disposi

tion as »he expresses her anger, with self righteous con

fidence, at Orlando's views and beliefs against the com-

pany which they are both employed.

Francisco Cabrera, as Orlando, and Caty Laignel. as the

psychologist both give powerful and commanding perfor

mances La Empresa was another New WORLD Theater

production of theater for social change which stimulate*

emotion, intellect and social awareneRR,
because when a -young ooy cui nis nana in a mum? "*vv? ««"»"••«"•"-— ~j •»- •» -
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VigOante justice, country living and some damn fine clues
^"^

«. i i •• r> .... »^J nu* <t«»o^ i-t.nt um >if ( \-<t h<>nm> whn mu'ht have died

By LEAH ARINIELLO
Collegian Correspondent

Is it vigilante justice or just plain coun

try living that makes the people of Twin

Peaks so nutty'' Maybe it's the hospital

food. But one thing is for certain, if you

were confused before, the list of clues given

during the season premiere of Twin Peaks

Sunday night will have you wondering if

you're not too young to have Altzheimer's.

Special agent Dale Cooper is not dead.

Good thing, without him we would never

have found out the clues, courtesy of a

demented Boris- Karlofflook a like: 1 > "A

man in a smiling bag." 2)"The owls are not

what they seem" and 3)"Without

chemicals, he points."

,TW I NPEAKS
Was Dale Cooper dreaming? Now. I bet

you know who killed Laura Right We also

got another clue: "Leo locked inside

hungry horse." Cooper, our good ole' d»

tivf, figured this one out. Leo was in jail

in Hungry Horse, Montana in 1988 when

Theresa Banks was murdered, which

means he didn't kill Laura <the person who

did. killed Theresa too). He also figures that

the murderer's blood was on the note that

said: "Fire walk with me," which was

found at the murder scene The blood type

doesn't match with Jacques', Leo's,

Ronette's or Laura's. Who is this

mysterious murderer?

In Cooper's next dream, the mysterious

giant tells him. "One person saw the third

man. Three have seen him. but not the

hfwl\ One is known to vou and is ready to

talk

One plus, is that all the characters who
were chopped, burned and shot on the last

sh<»w are in comas or still alive. At least

the cast isn't all dead, with the possibl.

o-ptmn of Catherine, who might have died

in the fire. Benjamin Home is quite hap

py about this tragedy Pretty strange, since

they used to be lovers.

But what's not strange? Certainly not the

DM armed man coming to the police station

to sell shoes to Sheriff Truman or Laura's

father running around singing "Man -

oats and does eat oats and little lambs eat

1VV ."

At the end of the show. Ronette. who s in

a coma, has a recollection of what happen

ed the night Laura was killed. "KilUr

Bob." who appeared in Cooper's, Laura and

her mothers dreams in previous episodes,

screams, while Laura, blood oozing from

her mouth, flashes across the scr>

Creepy For more baloney, magic tricks and

psychological rnumbo-jumbo. tune in next

urday at 10 p.m.

LMASS
'OLISTEER

FAIR J

October 3rd, 1990

Wednesday

2:30 pm- 5:30 pm

Under ;cnt m Northeast Quad

Volunteer Coordinator? 'rom iocil

ommuruty service agencies *ill be Uiere

Now's the
time to call...

North Amherst
Motors

71 Otd Sundtriand Rd .. No Amtwrst

549-2880

Expert Repairs and
Reconditioning

Most Major Credit Cards Accepted

— i * »
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THE FAR SIDE

By GARY LARSON
BONES IN THE BARREL
By J. GELLER & M. ROSENZWEIG
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Hey! You! . . . Yeah, that s right! I'm talkin to youV \

DOONESBURY
By GARRY TRUDEAU
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DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE

Edited By TRUDE MICHEL JAFFE

ACROSS
1 Formidable

insect

5 Frequently

10 European
capital

1

4

Billy ol rock

15 Ray Charles

instrument

1

6

Port in Egypt

17 Gershwin
musical

19 Claim

20 Dresser part

21 Pronounced
indistinctly

23 Viva voce

25 Tugard s A
Lesson from

26 Produced
30 Nevertheless

33 Biting

34 Eastern title

36 Monologue, tor

example
37 Neither s

partner

38 Grape
39 Far out person

40 " — Well that

Ends Well

42 Come up
44 Memorable

Welles rote

45 — a lurch

abandoned
47 Guard
49 Forays

51 Beginning of a

new day
52 Apes
54 Deluded

58 Watch your —

'

59 Type ot ier.i

6i The Last Days
ot Pompeii
heroine

62 Russian co op
63 Nested boxes,

from Japan
64 Alan or Cheryl

65 Cozy places

66 Sound ol a

cluck

DOWN
1 Uncontrolled

2 Hebrew month
3Pop

By TIM SNIFFEN

fc
: ^ .

.0

V

£a*>*f^

M

4 Construction

material

5 Run
6 Pear-shaped

Iruil

7 New Mexican

art colony

8 WWII plane.

— Gay
9 Lumpy
10 Fish-eating

birds

1

1

Boutique
worker

12 Schubert
song

13 Room in a

harem
18 Lahr

22 Darling of the

Mets
24 Monkey s

cousin

26 Ordinary

27 School, m
Soissons

28 Lady love

29 Island m the

British West
Indies

31 Withoul

accompaniment
32 Swiss singing

35 Alleviated

41 Like a posted

letter

42 Indian islands m
the Bay ot

Bengal

43 Nail

polishes

44 Close
connection

46 Three, Roman
style

48 Romulus, to

Remus
50 Capture

52 Porteo, to Plato

53 Poses tor

55 Lois or Abbe
56 Leprechaun

land

57 Trickle

58 Pari ol RSVP
60 Mo- town

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE

r IM»|« \»»#U» liatn S)«4k«tr 10 ? 90

MENU
LUNCH

Broccoli Casserole

Clam Roll

BASICS LUNCH
Broccoli Casserole

Clam Roll

DINNER
Roast Pork

Spagbaiis

BASICS DINNER

Garden Casserole

Hi-Pro Spaghetti

YOUR DAILY HOROSCOPE
By JEANE DDCON

ARIES (Mate* 21-Apr* 19) Ge»
together with influential peoote

wno con jteet business your wav
Make a specoi effort to settle your

recent differences with mate Of

partner A blow up should be avoid-

ed Q^ 0$ COStS

TAURUS April 20-MOY 20) A do**
fnena pants out your need to brush

up on certain skis Do not take of

fense This person has your best in-

terests at heart Member of op-

posite sex s motives may be
questioned
OEMINI (May 21 June 20) Settle a

financial matter early so you wi not

be distracted during later Dusiness

negotiations It may be different to

extricate yourself from a romantc

entanglement Be diplomatic 1

CAMCft (June 21 Jury 22) idealism

is at the center of a business deci-

sion Those who work behind the

scenes could hold the trump card

Proceed at you own risk Enjoy the

arts, music and at-home
entertainment

IfO (July 23-Aug 22) Pace yourself

to keep up with increased

demands Your instincts work in your

favor An attractive member of the

opposite sex holds the key to

greater financial or emotional

security

VIROO (Aug 23-Sept 22)

Showcase your creative talents to

impress prominent people Vou will

be honored for the way vou han-

dle yourself in a crisis situation

Travel wi gtve you a wonderful new
perspective

LIRRA Rf* 2>Oct 22) Vour am
brtons could shift dramatical* •

mg you hew freedom Treat

authority figure as a fnenc

foe ReigtOh and phitosophy sua

derty become more important to

you

SCORffO (Oct 23 *o«»

who work m offices wi need OJ that

powers of concentration today A

kjnch date may have to be

postponed Steer clear of high

strung people Evening social ac-

tivities are mvrtrtg

SAGITTARIUS Nw 22 Dec 21)

Face a difficult situation head on

and you win find a solution more

auekiv A relative or friend comes

to your aid n a meaningful way

Stick to your diet and exercise

resolutions

CARRtCORW-imshmg routine tasks

early in the day wi put vou mto a

more productive state of mind

Avoid acting on impulse! Your lov-

ed ones expect you to make con-

structive decisions

AQUARIUS (Jan 20 Feb 18) Guard

against haste and carelessness to-

day Love and romance dorninate

your thoughts Psychic phenomena

hold new interest A timely idea or

hunch could prove very profitable

RISCII (Peb 19-March 20) Listen

to those who are in a position to

know whal they are talking about

You can save yourself financial

woes by checking your bank

balance A mce surprise is in store 1

3 • \ '"
• • • V .
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INTERESTED
4 5 PM

WITH ROOTS HERE
AT UMASS, STUDENTS CAN
BRANCH OUT TO ONE OF
OVER 90 COLLEGES AND

UNIVERSITIES ACROSS THE
UNITED STATES THROUGH
THE NATIONAf STUDENT

fiT-THANf^ PROGRAM

.?. PLEASE ATTEND ONE OF THIS MONTHS INFORMATION SESSIONS. FROM

TUESDAY, OCTOBER 2, CC 162

THURSDAY, OCTOBER 4, CC 162

MONDAY, OCTOBER 8, CC 162

TUESDAY, OCTOBER 16, CC 904

WEDNESDAY OCTOBER 24, CC 904
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Water polo successful
By JOE DEGLORIA
Collegian Correspondent

It was not a great weekend for the

University of Massachusetts water polo

team. After cruising through Saturday's

games with Queens and Fordham, the

team suffered a very disheartening loss to

Iona.

"I was very disappointed with the team

this week, we had the wrong attitude go-

ing into the Queens and Fordham games,

and we created a lot of bad habits. We kept

those habits going into the Iona game and

we lost," coach Russ Yarworth said.

UMass blasted Queens Saturday 18-5.

Alex Yelensky scored four times, Denny

Kinne and Jon Miller each scored thrice.

UMass then played Fordham Universi

ty and beat them 21-7. Miller and Yelen-

sky each scored four times in the rout.

Even though UMass easily beat both For

dham and Queens, Yarworth said he was

not overly pleased with his team s

performance.

On Sunday, UMass went on to face the

much tougher Iona team. UMass had

played Iona already this season and beat

them 8-4. They dropped the game 8-6 and

Yarworth was very dissapointed.

"They were stuck in a poor flow, Yar-

worth said. "To lose such a game due to

lack of concentration is devastating.

"Iona is a good team and they played

tough but we definitely should have beat

them " Yarworth said. "We are going to

work really hard over the next week and

a half and we are going to turn everything

around for the next tournament."

The UMass team is off next weekend and

Yarworth said he hopes that the extra time

will give him a chance to re-focus the

team's mind set towards playing. UMass

could conceivably lose its top twenty rank

ing due to the Iona loss. Its record against

other top twenty teams is now a disapoin

tint? 1-4. UMass is 9-4 for the season.

LEGAL PROBLEMS?
Call the Legal Services Center of

UMass!

Housing • Family Studi m
Rights • Civil Rights •

WoMBM RlOim • Criminal

and Consumer Law •

i n\ i \

NciliomiC

HonorSociety

AEROBICS

Call 545-1995

ATTENTION

Campus Center Concourse

Information Table

Wednesday, October 3

Thursday, October 4

Classes are held Monday—Friday

at 8 am-noon-4 pm-5 pm-6 pm-7 pm
1 das* tor $4 25/10 for $3500/20 tor $60 00/30 tor »7S 00

MONDAY—FRIDAY
• Separate, Private Aerobics Room

• State of the Art Neo Shock Floor

• Super Sound System

Expert-wic«l 4 Enthusiastic Instnictois

^sZ
• i mqunUin term* rnell

If^—

*

Route 9 on the

Amh«f«VH«dl«Y It*

Easy to get to by

Car or bus

You asked for a computer

price that wouldn't turn

your pockets inside out.

We heard you loud and el

.; • II:
M

4, -

Located in the Campus Center

^.UNIVERSITY
mSTOREft

Open: M-F 9-5

Sat. 10-3

III true Wm made the \\\\\ IVrMinal Syslnn/2* as

ra^N to own as it i« to us*\ And our sprrial student

prk« prows it.* Plus, the IBM PS/2 LtM for Learning

makr- owning one even easier.

The PS/2' (MM preloaded with ra<.y-to-use soft-

warr including Microsoft* I inflows" .lOju-t Hint on

the PS/2 to tackle your papers, lab reports, graphics

and chart

-

Also available are special prices on IBM and

Hewlett- Packard printer*.

\nd if whi bu\ before December 31. 1W0. JWlll

m um a TWA' < ertiln ate entitling you tt> a round-

tr.p ticket for $IW**/$2 #9** Plus a free r
TWA Getaway* Student Discount Card appli-

cation. You'll also get n great low price /
r,n the PRODIGY' sen ice. (STUDENT

( he. k out the IBM PS/2. With our
[ PRICE

student price, you'll be able to keep a

ham! on vour budget and a hold on

vour pocket.

•Tr^.e^or-yk,*.,,^,,^^
•««MWM«*«^W^a»W«*eW ,990 .hmuqhJurwM '991 and
F*co to. travel September <fe 1990 through £«*«*£ » 1991 it ,r

^*'*J
, ~T™ '*

'E.uVsePkJmDe. 15 1991 <mii «• krr*ed I ere is nor. refundable 14 day advance

purchase blackout deles end eerier, other rest-drons eppry Cornpte* d***JCLSIJ^Z^^ ol^rihoril Buinti Macb«es Corporetion k*cro»o«1 is • rWrrtered

students belween the aj^ * * 26 ««SM PersorxeSysiem/2 sndlPS/2 ar*'•£??2£?^m ™£T* • rtosMred trademark olUwMI A.krw. Inc *O0k3Y * •

»«»* ol tvtcrcWc'o.por.l.on Tm IVr*5^'*'^^ .l'Z£££oi^Jm Sam ^tt^VrtTfrarJwrwxk ol Mooaofl Corporation
i«a«l»«^ »•»yit« mai* «nd w»o^m«ik ot PfOdvr Stfvc^tOjrripany a perlrxwsfxp ori **vi eno 3«x»» ™ «~-»

««M Corporation 1990

Music Department Profs perform tonight
_ .«.. „

*
, «._ '«_ aw- -_4*.l "TV Stem it eoes on. Dr. Stern is part of that great concert because [Greig and Chop.nl

By LISA CURTIS
Collegian Correspondent

Professor Nigel Coxe, recently returned

form a royal gala performance in Thailand,

will be performing in a recital entitled

"Basically Ballades" tonight at 8 p.m. at

Bezane Hall at the Fine Arts Center. The

performance includes two ballads by

Robert Stern, professor of composition at

the University of Massachusetts since

1964, as well as ballads by Greig, Chopin,

Mozart and Gershwin.

"I think my colleague has written two

great masterpieces. I'm proud to be the first

to play them," Coxe says of the pieces writ-

ten by Stern for the recital. "Dr. Stern

knew ofmy interest in American pop music

when he handed 'Ballades' over to me."

Coxe says he tries to give a concert with

a focus, comparing it to an art exhibition.

"The ballad has a long musical history. It

was originally a song. In the 19th century,

it was called a 'ballade.' [That term] was

first used by Chopin to entitle an in-

strumental without words."

Coxe said [the ballad] has always had a

heroic quality. He explains that in the 20th

century tradition, it was applied to

American popular music. "Chopin and

Greig are the two most famous of the 19th

century tradition as it has been and now

it goes on. Dr. Stern is part of that great

tradition of greats," Coxe said.

Coxe has been on the UMass faculty for

17 years and his CD, Showstoppers, is

music composed by Gershwin. His perfor

mance of Grainger's works is also available

on CD and has been a best-seller for two

years.

Grainger, as composer, is considered to

be a 20th century great. As a young man,

he was a close friend of Greig's. Coxe said

the piece he plans to perform is extremely

difficult and is not normally played by

performers.

The presenations of Mozart will precede

both Greig and Chopin in the piano solo

concert because [Greig

venerated him.

Coxe said Mozart died about 20 years

before Chopin was born and in [Mozart's]

music, there can be heard scenes of what

is to come from the two other composers.

Stern arranged his piece last year,

originally there were three and they were

intended for the piano and double bass.

"I took two of them and arranged them

for a piano solo. They are pop ballads,'

Stern concerning the origination of his

works.

Tonight's performance is a guaranteed e»

citing exhibit of the long history of ballads

Show starts at 8 p.m.

Blues Traveler's music
travels into the Horse
By TED EISEMAN
Collegian Staff

Blue* Travelers

Iron Horse
Thursday. Sept. 27

Shortly before the boys in blue nabbed

nu- red handed with a pinch of green, 1

having a golden evening at the Iron Horse.

The band was Blues Travelers, and they

were overwhelming.

That night I was completely mesmeriz

ed by the talent and them -tamina of un

doubtedly the largest itafi pMBM* 1 have

i seen. I speak of John Popper, who is

musically as well M physically the greatest

harmonica player I have know of.

He spoke through a Hohner Special 20,

which he cupped in his contrastingly

delicate hands. He sang too. and had a vokt

though I couldn't und« -i>tand I word he

! He played vigorously on an acoustic

guitar with no pick The rest of the band

was decidedly electric But when he pi

ed that little silver harp to his face, things

became ineffable.

Apparently channeling a force form deep

within himself, he closed his eyes and blew

the crowd away. The man transcends

breathing. In awe, I staggered over to a

man sketching peacefully in a corner near

the stage This was Tim Vega, official ar-

t ist of the Blues Travelers. He told me that

the band had come from New Jersey to play

in New York City where he first saw them.

REVIEW
Through friendliness, dedication, talent

and a sense of adventure, Tim soon evolv-

ed from graffiti artist to fan, form fan to

friend of the band and now he too, is a blues

traveler. Vega designs poster and shirts for

these incredible musician.-

Their audience couldn't help but dance,

though lack of space for dancing at the

Horse tends to discourage it. There was

really something celebrated and inspired,

wild and even reckless about this band.

Believe me, it was an unforgettable start

to an unforgettable night

Al* t'hol..

40-Year-Old Puppy - The Peanut's comic strip, created by Carles ££***>
nhoicn in this file photo, first appeared in newspapers on Oct. -. 1M>.

CLASSIFIEDS
ACTIVITIES

CHESS CLUB
open toad
7 11PM in M*

ISRAELI CAFE NIGHT 'of l*fa*lrs »nd

nHuf»««t PAfty IS'*** *»!»• CO"* 5"*'t

memory Tues Oct 2 7PM H** HO«»*

UMASS WiNTERGUARO 1

Sp<i»ir» m««tina hx all mtaraaiad

Thursday OcM 7 30PM Chap* SJWW33
Hava tun and compat* "» WGi'

UPC GENERAL MEETING every Tuesday

6 30PM learn about concert production

Bring a friend 545^2*92 for mte and

meeting location

ATTENTION"

DO YOU OWN A SMALL BUSINESS?
Put your buamee* card m the coWeyan

A cheap way » advertise to 21000 feeders

The business card bonan/a section- Mon

days For info call 545-3500 or come on

19S4 JEEP CHEPOKE 69 000 mdes 4«4
,'"

, i*255 gnStgw**

SEIZED cars trucks boats 4«rhee*er»

ftSorhomes by FBI i«S DEA Available

L^rWnoV Can 1405-682 7555 e*l

C1675

CRAFT WORKSHOPS

IN CERAMICS. DARKROOM. Jewellery

££nTa«dmo-e Only $8-tour classes

Jive tun at your craft center

FOR A GOOO TIME CALL

RACK A-OISC the best entertainment DJ's

video bands dorm/house speciMt eaU

588 9900 anytime

FOR RENT

FRIDGE RENTALS ee« R *> 25*974?

SHUTESBURV- two t^room rKXjse (one

huge sunny) large yard $695 00

253-3604

ANNOUNCEMENTS

, AND BREAKFAST Downtown

Amherst ideal tor visiting parents ana

friends 549-5981

LAST DAY of orchestra auditions for

Schoothouse Rocn is today 8PM CC room

165-9 Please bring instruments

SPECTRUM wrtl be h**'* •«•££!
meeting tonight at 7 30 mCC 176 E^ctions

will be held New members welcome

UNIVERSITY PLAYERS MEETINGiton-ght

at 7PM Nominations tor shows wit! be tanen

tor next semester Whopee'

VISA OR MASTERCARD! Establish credit

guaranteed or double your money bacn

Cat) 1-805462 7555e*t m 1207

VOTE TOOAYI Senate^,"s
7
"

dorms and commuters run 11 AM to 7PM to-

day in your nearest D C '

AUTO FOR SALE

lf7i BUICK SKYHAWK hatchback $400

as is 549-6333 88PM

1980 NISSAN 200SX
runs good 5-speed

$850 or b/o lel-549-4675

1981 BMW 3201 5 WJ^^'.JL^
blaupunkt. excellent. $4200/bo 5487125

SINGLE ROOM
House >n N Amherst

Near Puffers Pond
$187 50 549-6650

WHY RENT? Homes for $1 00 repos gov t

gTvV away programs' For information

504 649-0670 ex1 R-598

FOUND

BtACK POCKETBOOK ,n CC &esement

ne«# CotMflkin can 545^691 or 54*2786 to

claim Alana

HEALTH CLUBS

REGISTRATION FOR H,tltop/Cossan

Health Pubs now thru 10/5 S*n up m chjb

office m Webster M-F 1-5 Sun 34 Don t

neglect your body this semester' Aerobic*

classes beginning tovi

AEROBICS FOR HILLTOP HEALTH CLUB
members mommg 89. evening. 78 Great

(Mails HrHtop Club (VVetoster) S£f805
Croaaan Club (Gorman) 545^2937 Regwtra

lion through I0V5

HELP WANTEO

ASSISTANT PROMOTIONS MANAGER
The collegian needs • creative and

experience necessary 3-5
"«
J""*?**

Great resume experience' Call Merc or

Rande at 545-3600 or come down

CHRISTMAS. SRRBKS BREAK, SUMMER
Travel frea Air couriers needed and

cru.seship jobs Can 1-805-882-7555 ext

F-1426

DO YOU ME1D Spamsh hetp'

Utoong avWMtte tor inlerti»»*a*i to a*

vanced C*" Ore* 5494071

ENGLISH AS A SECONO LANGUAGE
Cia****b*»hOct 30 intehjh* °«™"*
.vwwxarTOCFL Rerjr.tration deader*

Oct 23 LanejuaBO pacifca 549-5085

Loveshacn stewoerry daraxwaM Cfecagos

tvwgm. of course) What wore c*i I say'

KUNDALINI YOGA

LEARN to experience your vital energy m

8 session course beginning Oct 4th Can

549-0359

ANN OP

course) What

Happy 2t si' Love your

JOSHUA. Although i m on my way to Hu*

you wi" no*, be forgotten l « m«* youMr
nbry Please tana care You are very speoel

and I love you -Oeen

LUCILL At Come bac* to LA Guemera and

merengue at the ha* party- We "**£*>
already' Come cm CiAOBambina-4«h«O0t

PREGNANT-1

Naed a pregnancy test mformatio'

port? Can for free and eon*denti*i serveei

AL TERNATIVES 33 Mam St NorthaHiolO*

5883000

i CAMPUS' We process an

K vouchers free of charge'

Tr.vel-On Campu* 5450500C»~ip<>«-

ST JUOE

LOST

3 KEYS on Green keychain

Please call 549 4496

SMALL AMYTHYST PENDANT lost bet

ween Northe*st and FAC Extreme sen

timental value Reward Call Sandy

548-4332

MOTORCYCLES

1983 YAMAHA SECA 400 runs well new

t,res battery 4 8* miles $450Vbo 5484B33

FOR SALE

APPLE MACPLUS and Image Writer printer

Macwrrter Mecpamt books, disks. $600 call

6-5258 or 665-2942 if no answer

BIANCHI SPORT SX Touring Bicycle mnt

cond-non sport exchange^gear sport i«

gears araya rims askmg $450 or bo Can

John 549-4288

GERMAN/ENGLISH Hand Held Cc.mpule'

Dictionary (bought in Germany) call Todd

5486957

di INF TICKET to DC cheap 1 Roundtnp

!^
N
HartloVo

E
Oct44 Call &**_

REPOSSESSED VA~ A HUD homes

Available Irom rjcrvemmentfrom $1 wrthou

rrortrt check You repair Also tax delinquent

?orec,os^es Can 1405482-7555 Ex.

H 2009 for repo list your area

POTKHOPPER 90 Model barely used

ttSoSmSmm 5-7PM M,,,« 2M-" 18

WHERE THE WILD THINGS
ARE UMASS' Get this classic t-shirt tor

yourself or a friend $10 5480341

EARN $2500 and free spnng break trips to

Bahamas. Jamaica as P* rt^"m£u
8
s

Rep tor spnng break travel 1 40043B47W

INTELLIGENCE JOBS FED CIA US
customs.DEA etc Now hiring Listings

(1)805487 6000 Ext K 9616

LIVE IN free room kitchen priwtedge small

salary historic Deerfield. with elderly retired

clergyman, car necessary 773-5807 or

Mary Hayward. Off Campus Housing Office

428 Student Union

LOOKING toTa fraternity, sorority or

organization that would like to make

$50041000 tor a one week on-campus

marketing project must be organized and

hardworking Christine or Kevin

800 592-2121

TRAVEL/ON CAMPUS SALES
Representative- wanted, outgoing, eg

greestve. self' motivated individuals or

groups to market winter and spnng break

tnps pn campus For more information con

tact Student Travel Services

1400448-4849

MUSICIANS

SINGER punk goth industrial, hardcore

band more mfo call Cheryl or James

549 4600 ex 322

PERSONALS

ANDREA
my cute Bambino
Happy 7 months'

Sorry its a day late

I Love You'
Love. Scott

MARCO.
HAPPY BIRTHDAY''
Many happy returns'

(sorry its late)

Love, your tnenda

PIZZA

COLLEGE PIZZA
i

• salads " spaghetti
•

fan special

_MN cheese $3 50

large cheese $5 94

up to 2 additional toppings

only $1 00 more
•must mention this ad'

5494073 5494098

PROFESSIONAL OJ'B

LAZER TECH AUDIO available for your

dance dorm party or house party Great

rates great DJ s Call 323 7801 soon

RIOE WANTED

TO WINCHESTER (or nearby) weekends

Will share expenses Call Stephanie

549-0981

ROOMMATE WANTEO

INSTRUCTION

BE A BARTENDER
W M Bartender Training is open

Call for brochure
413-7477895

BRUCE
These past 3 years have been the best

in my life' I love you so much"
Happy Anniversary"

Love always & forever,

Sharon

CAMPUS REPRESENTATIVES NEED

ED" Earn free trip and big commissions by

selling vacation packages to Cancun, Mex

ico NaMau/Paradrse Island Bahama, and

Jamaica For more information call loll tree

in or outside Connecticut at 800-2834767

CHRISTINA The first 65 days were the

hardest This past month was easy Bozo

catted from BayBanks to say one. two.

three First lime tor B huh? Wait until

C '• You're the best 1

I Love You
Denis

Gifted and talented Capncorns make bet

ter lovers'

DOUBLE ROOM PuWon open singles m
Dec 165 uttlit.es Call 549-5994 leave

message tor Nov 1

FEMALE ROOMATE wanted to share 1 br

apt at Rolling Green On bus route 202/mo

uti me Call 2534746 PkM*e leave menage
spa ma|/speaker welcome

FOR DOUBLE ROOM in Presidential Apt

Call 549-1224

GLORIOUS APOSTLE St Ju*» "«*»;

deus true relative of J*** and M*yi
taM* you through the moat sacred heart

1 tirator and thank God for an the graces he

hae bestowed upon you Humbly pro*H*»

before you. I irftptor* you througti this hean

to look down upon me «••» tuimaaaiO" o
deepm not my poor prayer let not "»yj™
oeoorttounded To you God ha* BrwMdBw
pnviledge of aiding mankind m the ma
desperate ceees <5h come to my *rd mat

I may prarse We mercies of good Aarny•**

I J! be grateful to you and w# beyou.

farthtul client until I can thank you in heaven

Amen

TICKETS

SAN FRANCISCO rft ticket for sale Oct 8
Oct 1 1 onry $250 (negotiable) caH jay* at

584 4812

TRAVEL

AMEX/NW airline vouchers processed free

Campus TraveiOn Campus 5454500

CMRTSTMAS. SRRReG BREAK. SUMMER
travel tree A*r couriers needed and

crurseship |Obs Ca« 1405482 7555 BM
F 1426

TYPING

QUICK ACCURATE. EFFICIENT S Deer

field 10 mins 'rom Amherst Worth

reasonable prices' 665-4501

TYPING. WORO PROCESSING. $1 50/pg

Free pekup and delivery Laaer pnnling and

copying available KCommumcation*.

2584373

HOUSEMATE wanted 4 bedroom house

bus route near campus 4 easygoing

housemates and a cool dog 1 84 tor large

single 5494083

WANTEO

DAY CARE. My home m Hadtey Experienc-

ed OFC licensed ReaaonaBM 586-5*61

ROOM IN HOUSE near Brunos I'm never

home but my lun roomies are Only $125

plus 2583188



SPORTS
PC serves men's tennis 8-1 loss
Jfc ^S *-r -*•.» „naVilp t.n maintain his inte

The men's tennis

vidence yesterday.

Collegian photo by Toni Sandy*

team lost 8-1 to Pro-

By BRETT MORRIS
Collegian Correspondent

The University of Massachusetts men's tennis team is

^J^"o team packing a great deal of co,

fidence and strength, the Minutemen are now looking at

a possible disheartening, sub-par season.

The Minutemen traveled to Providence College yester-

day where they were handed their fourth straight loss 8-1.

The Minutemen were able to win only one match, a nine

game •pro-set' (first to win nine games) between the op

Dosing number three doubles teams.
... t_i

^Nonetheless. UMass coach Manny Roberts still insisted

that the 8-1 final score didn't reflect the closeness of the

""UMass* number one singles player Barry Wadsworth

suffered a crucial break of serve in the first set which

resulted in a disappointing 6-4. 6^ defeat by Providence s

Jeff Mourneau. Also proving the tight match was UMass

T!m Lipsky's battle with Steve Galley wh«*tento a

tie breaker in the first set and ended up in a 7-6 (7-3). b-4

victorv for Providence. . , ,

UMass' number five singles player Chuck Rubin look-

ed impressive in the first set against Providence s Steve

Sullivan, however, he was unable to maintain his inten-

sity for the rest of the match as Sullivan came back to

W
As a result of Providence's commanding 6-0 sweep of

singles play, the doubles matches had no bearing on the

outfome of the match. Nonetheless, UMass' Lenny Levine

and Rubin teamed up for the lone Minutemen victory, 9-5,

to avoid a shutout. _

"The match could have went one way or another. One

little break here and there and the outcome may have

been reversed," said Roberts.

Roberts said a few players were noticeably ^a fied

with their performances, yet as a team they still have

thZ ^rmuJant. yet key player for UMass has been

Paul Audet. who was out for the Providence game with

a st ess fracture in his foot. He was injured at the New

Hampshire match several weeks ago. H.s status has

changed day to day.
,

.,

With only two matches remaining in the season, the

Minutemen must quickly find a way to return to their ear

ly season form, in which they convincingly dominated

their opponents. i—-*
"Hopefully we can turn things around and get back

above .500,'' said Roberts.

Olson discovers set-up
By HOWARD ULMAN
The Associated Press

FOXBORO (AP) - Director of the Har

vard Law School for Criminal Justice

Philip Heymann, who investigated the

Nixon administration's Watergate scan-

dal, was named Monday to investigate

beat writer Lisa Olson's claims that

New England Patriot players sexually

harassed her. The appointment by NFL
Commissioner Paul Tagtiabue came

amid expressions of concern by players

that the probe could cause dissention on

a team already struggling on the field.

The Boston Herald reporter Olson said

that on Sept. 17. as she was interview-

ing cornerback Maurice Hurst at his

locker, tight end Zeke Mowatt exposed

himself to her. She said two or three

other players, whom she could not iden-

tify, walked naked toward her and stop

ped briefly near her. At least one other

player made suggestive remarks, she

added.'

Olson said Monday she had been told

by Patriot players, whom she did not

identify, that the incident was planned

to see how she would react.
Between

Monday and Thursday of last week.

plavers involved in the alleged plan met

to coordinate their stories and let

Mowatt take the blame because he was

the only player she could identify. Olson

said she was told.

Reds split Virginia games

Norwich routes rugby 35-7
By DAVE SZPILA
Collegian Correspondent

The UMass rugby team traveled to Nor-

wich University this weekend and came

away empty for the first time in league

play this season. UMass lost the Saturday

matchup 35 1

Facing a club that went into training two

weeks before school even started (BMOl

teams wait until September*. UMass seem

ed helpless against the speed of the Nor

wich backs and the constant movement of

the club as a whole.

The first half of Saturday's game started

off smooth for UMass. Scot Lowry kicked

a penalty giving UMass an early 3 lead.

Norwich came back soon thereafter with a

try and took over the lead, one it would

never lose. The half ended with Norwich

up 17-3.

The second half was not much better than

the first. Jerry Hunt scored a try early for

UMass but that was all the team would get

for the rest of the match. Norwich turned

on the steam and rallied for 18 second-half

points

UMass will stay at home this weekend

to face Dartmouth. Dartmouth has beaten

Norwich this year by a score of 26-9

By ADRIENNE MATT
Collegian Staff

Bruised, aching and hospitalized

characterizes the University of

Massachusetts women's soccer team after

a split weekend in Virginia.

it was a another tough weekend," said

UMass coach Jim Rudy. "We almost routed

them ...we had chances they weren't even

smelling."

Unfortunately. Virginia smelled the cot

fee by the end of the first half when

leading scorer Andrea Rubio turned and

shot the first goal Virginia's sophomore

has nine goals and eight assists fat the

season

Th. remained 1 to the half. In

what Rudy described as "either an incredi

ble shot or achip-and hope." Tracy DiMillio

send the final goal of the game, as

Virginia came away with the 2-0 shutout

But they did not walk away with it. OOP

ding to Rudy
it was a hard fought game, he said.

'They felt fortunate the score was what it

was. They said we were one of the best

teams thev encountered
"

Briana Scurry started in goal for UMass

and played an impressive game, said Rudy

Scurry came away from the game with

seven saves, Virginia with eight.

Shots on goal were fairly even, but again

UVA had the upperhand 15 14 Virginia

also had more than double the scoring op-

portunities with cornerkicks Rudy said a

slew of four corners in a row were batted

out to a determined defense.

"We had six really good chances,

said. "Amy Trunk and Kim Eynard took

some wonderful shots."

St. Mary's did not even show up, accor

ding to Rudy. He cited their travel fatigue

as completely wiping them out

"They were a pretty attacking team," he

said. "They just weren't there. Basically,

we dominated play."

On a long free kick, Suzy Woods cramm
ed the ball into the far corner of the net for

the first and only goal of the first half for

M.uVs.
UMass" Sue Gaudette was playing with

a fever and shaking off chills, according to

Rudy. But her health did not refrain her

from connecting with the ball. Gaudette

turned and hit a vollev into the net to tie

the game and take it into overtime

With 20 minutes to go in regulation.

Robin Runstein was kneed in the jaw by

the Goalkeeper. She was taken out of the

game with a bruised jaw. muscle spasm-

and a cramped neck; she was then

hospitalized.

Not more than 10 minutes later. Apnle

Kater was also taken out and soon after

hospitalized with kidne> complications.

Rudy cited how often Kater was airborne

and attributed the injury to her aggressive

play.

Eynard, who survived a takedown at-

tempt by a defender, went one on-one with

the goalkeeper to end the scoring in the se-

cond overtime 2 1

"We've broken our string. Rudy said ot

Inst and tied games "I'm really proud of

our people
"

The first half of Saturdays game siariea imwm i...n *«=». -v -
A H ril

Men's soccer battles Brown, players named All- 1 ourney

Challenge Cup Notebook
By GREG SUKIENNIK
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts men 's

soccer team ended their five game losing

streak Sunday. Now they're ready to start

a winning streak.

The opportunity presents itself tonight at

7:30 p.m., as UMass travels to meet Brown

in Providence. RI. The Bruins are current

ly 0-4-1 (0-2-1 in Ivy League play), and

Minutemen coach Jeff Gettler is confident

his team can "get the job done."

"Brown's strength is it's size and

quickness," noted Gettler. "They're very

direct in their approach - they'll try to

beat opponents downfield or counterat

t tick i

The Bruins have but three goals in five

games, while allowing eight. The opposi

t ion has outshot them 83 to 58. One reason

may be that like UMass, Brown is a young

team. Only five seniors and seven return

ing scorers remain from last year.

"They present a good challenge for u

Gettler added. "Some of their strengths are

our weaknesses. But we got two goals out

of our offense against Rider, which we

hadn't done for a while. If our defense can

pick up the slack, we should win."

Tournament Notebook: The
Massachusetts Challenge Cup All

Tournament team was announced Sunday

afternoon following the UMass-Rider

match. The Minutemen placed two players

on the team; midfielder Brett Anthony and

midfielder/defensive back Peter McEvoy.

From Rider, goalkeeper Chip Maruca, for-

ward Mike Hoff and midfielder Dave Par

sha each earned All Tournament honors.

****
First-place Maine and runners-up Drex-

el both placed three players on the squad

as well. For the Black Bears, midfielders

Mike McGuire and Pat Sniper and

defender Peter Gardula made the squad.

Drexel's Andy Barat, a midfielder, forward

Jorge Garcia and keeper Rune Helgeland

also made the team. Players selected to the

team recieved 'All Tournament' soccer

jerseys. Maine looked flat in their win

Saturday, as Rider goalie Maruca made of

fense difficult, if not impossible. Had it not

been for a penalty kick by Rob Thompson

at 38:50, the Black Bears might not have

ever gotten one past Maruca, who made

several brilliant saves. Most notable

among them was a stop of John Mello's

breakaway at 84:50.

WEATHER FOCUS SPORTS

It will be a nice day as

it'll be sunny with
highs close to 70
degrees. T JP

Sarah Gold exposes

different side of karat

at the Karate Health

Fitness Center. Page 7.

Brace yourselves as

Midnight Madness
returns to the Cage Oc-

tober 14th. Page 12.
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UMass, Amherst join forces against CLT
t>l .. _j_:_: n»_n.;nn mlaaaaA what tVv->ir nut inns would jM^^OHI^OO^^B^O^^^^H^^^^^^Mr^

By KENDRA PRATT
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts and the Amherst com-

munity officially joined forces in opposing the tax rollback

referendum question last night at the opening of the

Amherst Democratic Vote No On Three Headquarters.

'The CLT (Citizens for Limited Taxation] petition is a

bad proposal for citizens, students, and businesses,'' said

Gordon Oakes, chairman of the University of

Massachusetts Board of Trustees and president of

Monarch Capital in Springfield.

"This proposal will have unintended results which will

create chaos beyond anyone's wildest imagination." he

said. "We do need to examine the restructuring of the

vernment and reevaluate state services, but m
don't need to reduce revenues in a time of financial crisis

beyond that the state can cope with
"

The CLT petition will appear on the November 6

statewide ballot as Question Number Three If passed by

voter-v the petition would rollback the state tax rates and

imposed fees to 19Mh levels The Executive Office for Ad-

ministration and Finance estimated a revenue loss of

$1,366 bOlioa from the 1991 state budget and a $2.5

billion loss from the 1992 budg

The petition will not rollback any tuition or fee increases

imposed on public higher education since 1988. Univer

sity administrators have estimated if CLT passes the

University budget would be reduced by $28 million at mid

year, a 40 percent reduction

The administration released what their options would

be if CLT passes yesterday.

• Annual tuition for in state students would increase by

$4,000.

• Over 1,400 state-funded employees, including 520 facul

ty, would lose their jobs.

• With fewer faculty, student enrollment would face a

40 percent reduction.

• The University would lose an additional $32 million

because of faculty and student reductions, causing a loss

of 500 additional jobs. One out of three employees would

be terminated in total.

• Regional business volume would lose an estimated $100

million.

Oakes said the University is the largest employer in

Western Massachusetts and a large force in the local

economy. The last three budget cuts to the Univer

would "pale" next to the CLT reduction, he said.

Although he said the immediate impact of CLT would

be devastating to public higher education, the long term

effect would be "suicide" for the state economy.

Higher education is an investment in the future of the

state he said •Educational opportunities would be

>,(| to the student of this state who become members

of the work fore.

rnSnt^^ Gordon Oakes, chairman of the University of

merce also voted^oppose ballot question number three Massachusetts Board of Trustees speaks at the

Yesterday morning opening of the Amherst Democratic-Vote No On
CONTINUED ON page 6 Three Headquarters.

year, a 40 percent reduction. - -

State schools need better fundraising to protect against cuts
^^

. ,. .m. . -i_ .„j .k.t nn iv 9.1 n»r. draisine could mean smallei state

BOSTON <AP> - State colleges and

universities in Massachusetts need to do a

belter job of private fundraising to make

themselves less vulnerable to cuts in state

appropriations, a legislative committee

recommended Tuesday.

The Senate Post Audit and Oversight

Committee acknowledged that

Massachusetts' public colleges and univer

sities face stiff competition from private col

leges and universities for endowment

dollars.

But Sen. Richard Kraus, D Arlington.

the committee chairmen, said the trend

must be reversed if higher education in

Massachusetts is to thrive.

"Higher education in the current fiscal

i nsis has taken lots of hits," Kraus said.

What our lastitutions have to fall back on

in terms of endowment funds is pitifully

small"
The committee's report showed that on

dowments raised by Massachusetts public

institutions of higher education we

90th of the national average. Kraus said

The University of Massachusetts endow

ment ranks 75th among endowments of 76

nationally ranked public higher education

institutions, the report said.

The report also noted that 13 of the 27

public higher education campuses in

Massachusetts had no endowment funds at

all.

The report also noted that only 25 per

cent of all Massachusetts colleges and

universities are public, while nationally,

public institutions make up 45 percent of

colleges and universities.

Massachusetts has the lowest ratio of

public to private institutions of higher

education in the country, the report said

Kraus said the alumni of Massachusetts

public colleges and universities are

"relatively young and relatively scarce"

but he said the problem is more reluctance

00 the part of college officials to try to raise

more private dollars.

He acknowledged that part of that fear

may be I worry that successful private fun-

draising could mean smaller state

appropriations

The Post Audit Commit!

•

mmend
ed calling on the state to provide one public

dollar for each $2 of private fund- raised

by state colleges and university

•'This is obviously not the year that i- B0

ing to be initiated." Kraus said, pointing

to the state's lingering fiscal cn-

The committee also called on the B'

of Regents of Higher Education to promote

endowment building.

"if we're going to have | -table and

cessful system of higher education, this ifl

a problem that has to be addressed.

Kraus, a former administrative dean at

Harvard's graduate school

( ollegian photo by .Iftf HoMiiimI

The men's soccer team faces the Bruins of Brown today in Providence.

HOLIDAY PREPARATIONS - Junior

Danny Cohen of Brett Residential House

strings gourds to hand on the Sukkah at

Hillel House for the Festival of Booths.

BCC recruits
UM responds with pamphlet

By JULIE LIVINGSTONE
Collegian Staff

Editor's note - This is the third in a series of articles <ui

dressing the Boston Church of Christ

•The Cnnersitx of Massachusetts at Amherst with

25 000 students has already proven to he a field ripe for

harvest a number have been converted from the campus

including several varsitx football players. Other contuses

include Smith College. Amherst College, Mt. Holyoke ( ol-

lege, Hampshire College, Springfield College, American

International College, Western Sac England College and

Hnlvoke Community College.- (Reprinted from the IV.

1988 Bulletin of the Boston Church of Christ]

Jim Reid. Universitv of Massachusetts football coach,

said he would rather have his players involved with a

religious group than drugs, but maintained he does not

allow recruitment for other groups on his team He cited

two years ago when the team wanted to have mock

presidential elections but he wouldn't allow it. saying it

would create unneeded schisms.

However, some administrators at UMass think that the

BCC is capable of creating too many schisms arid have

responded with a pamphlet, indirectly aimed at the Bt I

CONTINUFP ON PAGF 6

GEO signs
agreement

By JULIA SEREBRINSKY
Collegian Staff

University of Massachusetts administration signed

an agreement Monday permitting the Graduate

Employee Organization to hold an election that will

determine if GEO will officially represent graduate

employees in contract negotiations with the

administration

Around October 26. ballots will be obo! to aU

Teaching Assistants. Research Assistants and

Teaching Associates who will vote 00 whether or DO<

thev want GEO. an affiliate of District 65 1' tto

Workers, to represent them in "good taith negotia-

tions" with the administration

According to GEO opokoperson K.I.
.-abet h Kruse,

there are between 2100 and 2400 TA's I R 0, and RA l

on campus. The election OgTOOinOttl makes all of them

eligible to vote.

If the outcome of the election will lie in favor of UW '.

it will attain the negotiation power ofo union that it

has been seeking since last spring

The GEO is confident that it will win the election.

CONTINUED ON PAGE 6
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TRIVIA QUESTION:

Which of the following foods are high in fat?

**•*

TOMATO WHOLE WHEAT COCONUT AVOCADO
BREADPEANUT

BUTTER

Stop by the table on the CC Concourse Today!!!

Fill out an index card with your answers.. .If correct,

enter the drawing and win!!!

Prize to be determined

Learn about FAT at the table on the concourse today!!!

Division of Health Education and University Vending Services

c#
X**

a<5 ^
«/.

KADLEY
PUB

Every Wednesday Beginning

TODAY!
R-RATED COMEDY

with

JUST-<
Direct from Bojangles, Cape Cod

50 cent

Show starts at 9.30 p.m

Thursday-Minibus Sandwitch
Friday-Rippopotamus
Saturdav-Borderlancl

lff-4444

ITEACH FOR AMERICA
information session

Wednesday, October 3rd

Mather Career Center

3:30 p.m.

Teach For America is a

national teacher corps of

talented, dedicated

individuals from all ethnic

backgrounds and academic

majors who commit two years

to teach in urban and rural

areas that have persistent

teacher shortages.

tor more information contact Thersa Hall at 545-2224

ctaUe'0
1 r..«Y St Amlu-.st 549-5403 • Open I lam

7 days Week

Kitchen open til midnight

Game Room with 2 pool tables

Tonight 25c Cheese Pizza Slices 8c

99c Nacho Platters

9:00p.m. — 12:00a.m.

Beer of the Month
Foster's Lager $1.75

Drink of the Week
Gin & Tonic $1.75

Food Giveaways

Mon. 10 cent Moatarella Sticks 9pm- 12am

Tues 10 cent Buffalo Wings 9pm- 12am

Wed 25cent Pizza Slices and 99 cent Nachos 9pm-12am

Thors 10 cent Beer Steamed Baby Franks 8pm- 10pm

Sunday 10 cent Potato Jkins 9om-12am

WE ACCEPT MC-VISA-AMEX

PHOTOREAD UP TO 25,000

WORDS A MINUTE!

PhotoReading
• Reduce reading time

• Improve comprehension and retention

• Cover more material in less time

. Extract key concepts from books in 2-3 minutes

• Enhance your memory

Begins October 12

Student discount/payment plans available

SATISFACTIONGUARANTEED!
call 413/259-1248 for information

New England Institute for Neuro-Linguistic *«*™«™*
RFD #3, Pratt Corner Road, Amherst, MA 01001-9BU5

COMMUTER AREA GOVERNMENT
ELECTIONS

NOMINATIONS

OPEN: 9:00 am OCTOBER 3

CLOSE: 4:30 pm OCTOBER 10

14 Open seats and all officer positions

Nomination papers may be picked up at the

Off- Campus Housing Office

Rm 428 Student Union

DID YOU KNOW THAT YOU CAN GET YOUR

EYE CARE AT UNIVERSITY HEALTH SERVICES?

COMPLETE OPTOMETRIC EXAMINATION

INCLUDES:
• Meafh History Review
• Visual Acuity Test

• Glaucoma Chech
• Cataract Check
• Retinal Check (with pupil

ddation when indicated)

• Retraction IE ye Glass

Determination)
• Color Vision Test (when indicated)

• Blood Pressure Screening

(when Indicated)

• Eye Health Consultation

• Complete Contact Lens

Evaluation
• Reduced Rates on Spectacle

Lenses and Frames from

Participating Opticians

Monday 8 30am to 7 00pm Tuesday-Friday 8 30am to 5 00pm

Convenient On Camput Location

For Appointments or Questions Call 549-2600

LOCAL
Study revealsUM sciences improved
By STEVEN DAMIANI
Collegian Correspondent

According to a recent study conducted by the Institute

for Scientific Information, the University of

Massachusetts is one of the "Ten Most Improved U.S.

Universities in Science.

"

The study was published in "Science Watch, a journal

that follows trends in basic research among universities

across the nation.

The results of the study were arrived at by determin

ing the "citation impact" of scientific articles eminating

from the top 100 research institutions.

The "citation impact" was determined by calculating

how many times research papers, which were published

in over 3,000 scientific journals, were Cited by other scien

lists, according to Ric Shanor of the Univer>it> I

Office.

Shanor said in 1982, research funding was about $1*

million at UMass. This veer, the University will receive

approximately $60 million.

In another classification by ISI last year, Amherst a

ranked third (after Boston and Cambridge
i
among

Massachusetts cities and towns for its large number of

publishing scientist -

In the last decade the Amherst campus, which is the

largest public research campus in New England, has at

tained an international reputation in polymer chemistry,

radio astronomy, engineering, computers and softa

robotics, and the physical and biological sciew

The National Science Foundation reported t bat in New

England only Harvard University and the M.i -h hi;

Institute of Technology produced more Ph 1) s in BCi(

and engineers than ITMasa

Heading the list of 'Ten Most Improved U.S. I

sitie the University ofSouth Alabama , the In

ait) of Houston and Brigham Young University, I'M

the University ol Califon ,n<l

the University oi Vermonl

Charges run up on stolen credit card

L1GHTPOST
College.

DaBaaJaa aflarta aa i><-n<ii UMara

Matsh House at Amherst

mpiled by PRESTON P FORM AN
Collegian St aft

A Coolidge Residence Hall man d to Univei

Pol'.ce Sunday that be- leather jacket and wallet u a- taken

from hi> room lometune prior to Sunda

When the man reported the theft to his i id com

panies. they reported charges in excess of $500.

The estimated value is $ v

LARCENY

• Police reported that a vehicle in Lot • in

onetime Saturday Th< I 20

..len "1 • value

• Staff in the Morrill Scieno

Monday rnorning thai an Apple oompun
: been stolen over the weekend.

• A woman m Emeraoc K

Monday evening thai upon retuminj

she discovered that two gold chaii

her tfd -land
I

i mated value

military

NORTHAMPTON (APi - Charges have

been dropped against five protesters, rang

lag in age from 41 to 78, who were sehedul

ed to be tried for trespassing at the Univer

-it\ of Massachusetts

the five were arrested May 9. 1989. w hen

the\ refused t.. leave the office 4

tnceller Joseph Duffey The incident

caflM during a wave of protests against

military research at the University. They

were found guilty of that charge and plac

ed on probation.

The second set of charges arose from a

May 1 1 visit to the campus after the group

had been ordered to stay away.

The protests focused on research at the

University on the anthrax virus Protesters

maintain the Department of Defense-

funded research was aimed at developing

an offensive biological weapon. Universi

ty officials countered that the research

on a non virulent strain ot the disease and

had no offensive application

Assistant District Attorney Frederic

Bart mon filed papers in Northampton

District Court Monday recommending that

the second charges be dropped.

"In light of the full prosecution of the

May 9th incident and the defendants' com

pliance with the trespass notice and the

I. iu - generally, it is in the best interest ol

in-tice that thi< matter not be prosecuted

at this time," he wrote

Charged in 1

1

LI incident v

Margaret Holt. 78. of Amherst. Rosemary

Heidkamp. 31, ofWendell. Meryl Nass,38.

of Wilbraham, Kenton Tharp, 41. of

Amherst and Harm ' of

Leveret t

Voter information to be supplied
By STACY NEALE
Collegian Correspondent

The League ofWomen Voters in Amh
works to provide crucial voting and -

ti..n information and research of varfotU

local, -tat.-, and national issues to

is in making decisions at the polls, ac

cording to an organizer.

The League produces Voter's Guides

which provide information about can-

didates and referendum question- We
hand these out at every .lection." Lois

Dethier. a league organizer said.

Currently there are 208 members, 20 of

whom are men.

"The only requirement of our members

are that thev are Amherst residents and

at least 18 years of age," Dethier said.

This includes the town of Amhei-t

indents as well as full time residents.

"We encourage students who are in-

terested in government to participate,"

Dethier said. The League offers various

research topics for students to gam

valuable experience

The League also holds public nonpartisan

debates. The Qrst one of the semester will

be held October 4th. at 7 p.m.. at the

Amherst Regional Junior High School The

debates will be for the State Representative

of the Third Hampshire District, and the

candidates far State Senator of Franklin

and Hampshire Counties.

This year the Amherst League will hold

public meetings on the issue of child abuse

"Our main objective is to promote

political responsibility and participation in

all levels of government,' Dethier said.

For the past two years the League has

been studying how Amherst town

meetings, board- md committees interact

with each other in order to provide sue

cessful leadership.

On the national front, the League of

Women Voters is in its second year of stu

dving financing health care

For more information contact the

membership chair. Marian at 548-94:^

I "lU-iiinn phol" l>» Hit hatrl l»u( m
THIS OLD HOUSE - An old farming house in Philadelphia.

Mississippi on the grounds at Mt. Zion, a Baptist church.

SGA Senate announces winners, to^o^medtod^
T^ vnp A PP Arr ^oM-Wood;&**** /Wm-R,gley; ****- ^™S*J S^niansk,. N,hol«,n,Farron; Jon*-
By KENDRA PRATT
Collegian Staff

The following students were elected yesterday by their

residential constituencies to serve on the Student Govern-

ment Association Senate. All results of yesterday s elec

tion must be confirmed by the senate tonight

• GREEK AREA Rummell, Garcia

• SYLVANMeu-Afamara -Gagne, Sommhng; Cashw-

Protopapas. Donoghue; Brou-n-Turco. Beane

• NORTHEAST* Dwight-Chui, Mary Lyon-Haswell.

Lrac/i-Wood; Lein.v-Earley; r/am/m-Rigley; Johnson-

Newman; QuthJiu fJUM

• COMMUTERS Kofman. Grayson. Sheehan. Lawler.

Bass, Coleman. Heitman. Parker, Wallace. Bassett. Cur

ran. Amidon, Heffernan, Malovany Moyahan. Guidoboni.

Cooney, Barton, Carvalho, Anthony. Breglio. O'Shea, Lin

so. Levy, White, Bagley

• SOUTHWEST Pterponf-Maravelias/Marlowe; John

Quint v Adams-Donini, Marsh; John Adams-Murry

.

Poster, Crowley; Parferson-Finnegan; Cance-Currell,

Dunham; Afoore-Martin/Witherell; Washigton-O'Con

nell Wallace, Pudlow: nVnn.-«/v-McGivern. Ke.dok,

Parisr Cooiidgr Szvmanski. Nicholson«Farron; Jam
Pierce; ThortOU- Rice -Jasek; Meli 4tk Wahlgren.

Amarelo
., , u ..

e CENTBAlrGorman—Flahertj < hidr. Brett--

Merchant Bannon; Van Meter -Greene Gianantoni.

Lewis;Ba*er-Sampson. Waggoner; Brooks-DuB

Greenough-Ueron: WTiei'/Vr-Sugarman; W*M*r—
Taylor:fl»if/er/jc/</-Mukul

• ORCHARD HILL Dideinson-Crowley. Decker;

Grayson-Mallionek. Markuns; F.e/t/-Dionne,

Broadhurst



REGISTER
TO VOTE

!

TODAY
10 am to 3 pm
Student Union

(Cape Cod Lounge)

. new state law allows you to register in ANY

city or town, regardless of where you live

Polling places will be posted

Sponsors: MassPIRC, SGA, GSS, Fund lor the Future, Collegian,M~"«"£*^£££
dent Affairs, Republican Club, University Democrats, MTA, NEA, Student Advisory

Council.
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EDITORIAL/OPINION
Trie opinion page are

yjiuu/.uyjii.iAiMMiJ.Jii.u or the University unless otherwise n

Madson adds insult to injury
I am writing this editorial in response

to the rally for the Everywoman's

Center that I attended today. The rally

was completely organized by students

outside of the EWC (i.e. from SGA, GSS,

POWER, and other concerned groups).

Vice Chancellor Dennis Madson was

invited to tour the EWC to see what

damage the cuts have already caused.

Swati Joshi

We waited outside the building for his

exit, wanting to have a word with him.

However, when he came outside, he

did not acknow ledge our presence or

even look at us, but went directly to his

car

1 was infuriated; never have I been so

insulted. But of course, it was rather

characteristic of Madson to ignore the

concerns of women on this campus, and

1 shouldn't have been so surprised. His

car had the bumper sticker ••Cutting

I leges Costs the Commonwealth." but

he obviously hasn't read it lately

After he drove off. we chanted our way

to Whitmore. where we proceeded

upstairs to his office to leave messages

for him, which I hope he will actually

read.

I attempted to make an appointment

to speak with him sometime in the near

future, but was told that due to the trou

ble with the cuts, his schedule is

"swamped" for weeks. I don't know who

he is planning to meet for the next cou

pie days, but is probably not with

students. Vum
Madson seems to feel that the EWC

xpendable. a "neat little cut" to

make in the budget, but he doesn't know

how wrong he is. The EWC has been in

an crucial lifesaving force for countless

women on this campus.

This is not a white male University,

Madson. and we women have an impor

tant voice in what goes on. Of the

employees relocated from the EWC to

other jobs on campus, a majority ofthem

were transferred to his personal office.

Does he think that his own office staff

is more important than the lives of

women on this campus? Those

counselors were the lifeblood of many
students. Who is going to counsel them

now? I hear Madson has a little ex-

perience in counseling. Why don't I just

send my friends to him the next time

they want help in coming out as les-

bians, or treating an eating disorder?

The way the cuts are going, it seems

that the next wave of budget cuts is go

ing to decrease the EWC's efficiency-

even more. The ongoing game plan

seems to be to reduce the EWC to it s

bare bones as a rape crisis center.

This ends out a terrible message to

myself and to many other females, that

we are not important until we are raped.

Any other needs that we might have

just don't matter. Further down the

road, Madson may decide that the EWC
existing "solely us a rape crisis center

really isn't needed anymore;" he may
consolidate them with the University

Health Services.

Being raped is not the same thing as

having a little cold, and the UHS is not

enough. I'll be damned if I have to sit

in line with a thermometer in my mouth

while waiting to be treated after an

assault. Where is your daughter or wife

to go?

It has been said that you always have

your ear to the pulse of the campus

when making political decisions. Well,

this campus is very concerned.

By making these cuts, which are

disproportional when compared to cuts

faced by other departments, you are

automatically hurting 50 percent of the

students and faculty at this university.

We will not be satisfied and we will

not be silent until the positions that

were relocated are sent back to the EWC
Swati Josh i i* a UMass student

Attempt to degrade women veils

itself under the guise of concern
What was the purpose of the David

Erickson column ("Shock Therapy," Oct.

D?
When you rape, wear a condom?

Was it some sort of covert attempt to pro

ve the need for the Everywoman's Cneter?

No. It was a masturbatory attempt to

degrade women that veiled itself under the

guise of concern for women.
Most men need to get into their heads

that "no" menas NO. If the woman was

drunk, she is not in a position to

or no.

Why is it that if the rapist was drunk, he

would likely be acquitted or given a great

ly reduced sentence. But if the woman was

drunk, it would be her fault for being

vulnerable.

Mr. Erickson is trying (at least, I hope he

is) to understand date rape from a woman's

perspective. But, instead, he uses his story

to turn a horrible rape into pornography

with a woman's touch. Yes, rape.

Are we supposed to be excited with this

story of violent sex, or are we supposed to

feel compassion for the victims of rape?

It is not clear in Mr. Erickson's column.

He never mentions that dreaded R word

that defines men's actions as violence

against women and as wrong.

Date rape is rape.

Sex with someone who cannot say ")

is rape.

Mr. Erickson seemed unable to my I very

important word.

I will have to make up for that RAPE.
Peter J. Wagner

Central

Credit card thief a manifestation of

all things evil in the world

This is an open letter to the beautiful per

son who happened upon my Visa Gold card

a couple of weeks ago

Upon returning from the Textlx>ok An-

nex. I noticed my Visa card was missing.

I called the Annex immediately but. of

course, it had already closed. By the time

I did reach somebody, two days had pass-

ed, and I was told they couldn't find it So

I cancelled it

On my way from Delaware last weekend,

I stopped by New Jersey to see my folks

They had some grim news for me. The Visa

bill had come in the mail Apparently, you,

the lucky winner of my credit card, had a

great big party. A $5,000 party

On Sept. 1 1. there is a charge to Radio

Shack for $6.50. That's mine The next en

try is also Sept 11 - $1,276 to a local

jeweler Following are several more entries

— a couple of hundreds bucks at a time -

to various women's clothing stoi

Even the most generous of husband-.

boyfriends or what have y<>u

would have to. at least , >t..p at I hardware

my assumption is that ><>u in

woman.
This is. of course, a moot point, although

it does cut my suspects in halt Unfit*

tunately for you, however the jeweler pro

bably has a security camera, and not only

will I have your gender down, but in all

likelihood, a handsome portrait as well

I feel sorry for you and for all those who

you've shared free air with. You alom

responsible for the state of the world we

live in. You would probably like me to call

vou a result of society, rather than the

cause of its cancer. But that's not th.

it's going to be. because you were bom with

a conscience, just like me.

There is nothing more personally grati

fying than to have the ability to turn the

other cheek. But would I like to find your

m. -placed Mastercard - I'd hunt you down

and give it back

Jeffrey D. Weaver
Southwest

Preacher spurs an
examination of beliefs

Last Thursday, as I was walking past the Student

Union. I noticed a large gathering of people, so I decided

to see what was going on

There was a man standing in a semicircle of students,

talking about how Christianity is "reliable." He was

answering questions and trying to prove why Jesus was

the best wav to go. Some people were truly interested.

..thers stayed to make a point and some were there just

to be obnoxious

1 couldn't understand why this person didn't stop

preaching to us and leave us alone So, I'm sitting there

listening to this guy tell me why Jesus is so reliable and

wonderful, when this woman comes over and introduces

herself as being from the Intravarsity Christian

Fellowship and asked if she could talk to me about what

I thought of Cliff ( the preacher person) and what he was

saying. To humor her, I said yes.

She asked me if I was practicing a religion, and I

answered that I was a practicing Jew. We began to talk

about what Cliff was trying to say and discussed the good

points of both Judaism and born again Christianity.

Soon, another person, a Catholic by birth who was in

terested in the Jewish religion, came over to listen. The

three of us wound up having an interesting discussion

about religion and its importance in life, no matter what

religion it may be.

Mv first reaction to Cliff and all these gung-ho Chris-

tians was anger. Why should they be trying to change my

mind when I'm perfectly happy being Jewish (OK. Yom

Kippur's not so wonderful but it's not that bad).

Then, as I was talking to these people I realized that

Cliff was there just to get us to think. No one made me

sit down and listen, why should 1.fee threatened? Hav

ing a chance to talk to people with beliefs different than

mine gave me a chance not only to learn about other peo

nle's ideas, but to re-evaluate my own.

I realized why I continue to practice Judaism, even

though I am no longer living with my parents. And it was

interesting to get a different person's perspective on life

death and life afier death. It was worth the time I spent

there.

Jen Siegel

Central

fiancees
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Republic's politics ignores North's struggle
*^

i _. _J a .
m **- - nationalist II- fl'IVOl

The Irish Republic, a Vichy state engagri in can

nibalism. is set to hold on November 7. its first ouv

tested election for president m 17 years. The principal

parties involved are familiar ones - Fianna Fail, Fine

Gael, and of course "Labor " These parties have been

stabbing Irish workers in the backs for years, and we

can expect only more business as usual after

November We've seen them in action

Owen Broadhurst

Fianna Fail is the ruling party, composed of col

laborators. traitors, liars, and Taoiseach (or Prime

Minister) Charles Haughey - who beggars description.

Alleged patriots, this party claims to want a United

Ireland, but apparently not in our lifetime.

This party has probably been the most cannibalistic,

extraditing* Irish patriots and freedom fighters to face

questionable British "justice" apologizing for the

brutal British occupation of the north, and imposing

such economic hardship on Irish that many were - still

are — forced to leave.

Fianna Fail has actively worked with the Thatcher

government to silence the resistance, and it has sup

pressed the right of nationals abroad to participate in

elections.

Fianna Fail is also responsible for the latest flood of RepuDlican grafitti risk being shot If one is suspected

"illegals," forced to make a living under the table of ^ing a freedom fighter, no human rights remain

inviolable. Jim Crow segregation is the rule, a way ot

life British soldiers supply the names of outspoken

patriots to Unionist assassins in order to silence them.

Prison conditions are most deplorable.

Not one of the three parties will speak out and help

their brothers in the north. It's not expedient

Congressman Joe Kennedy was told by one British

soldier, while visiting the north. "Go back to your own

countrv ." Said Kennedy. "You go back to yours.

It is "high time that the government of Ireland did

the same.

Owen Broadhurst is a UMass student

I leas adept in exploiting national vor -

sides with Unionists in regards to the constitution of

the Republic of Ireland

Fianna Fail seems honestly divided over that u

noa Minister for Defense. Brian Lenihan. will be r

na Fail's nominee to battle Austin Curne tr..m r.

Gael and Mary Robinson for Labor

Fine Gael once shared power with Labor before the

Haughev government, which certainly says enough for

Labor. To say the least. Labor's base went running and

the party mav never reach its former strength again.

Fine Gael's nominee was once involved in the Social

Democratic and Labor Party, based m the north, which

is funded by the National Endowment for Democracy

_ the same CIA front which helped finance Violetta

Chamorro's campaign in Nicaragua.

Fine Gael and SDLP both dismiss even the thought

of a United Ireland, and ignore British violence in the

north. SDLP haa even criticised the MacBnde

principles. ,

These views are not seen as extreme in Ireland,

where they have been echoed by Fianna Fail members

who want Irish to "get to grips with the Unionist point

of view " or Bob Geldof. H.M.S., who knelt before the

Queen of England and thinks Irish emigrants are

"killers".

In fact, the British soldiers are doing a good deal of

the killing right now Children who spray paint

Irish

because one cannot even find menials job in Ireland

Haughey helped create unemployment through

Reganesque deficit spending and tax cuts.

Now, Fianna Fail seems to be sending the Unionists

in the north a message that articles in Ireland's con

stitution which lay claim to the north are negotiable

Moreover, despite even the reservations of a Fianna

Fail stacked Supreme Court over British justice - a

court that has never before failed to see patriots ex

tradited - Haughey still will set the stage for more

Guildford Fours by trdting British "justice."

It is hard to distuingish Fianna Fail from Fine Gael,

except that Alan Duke's Fine Gael party - which
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BCC
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

The idea was spurned from meetings this summer in

which students and various administrators expressed

concern over the widespread manipulation that has

been attached to the BCC.

"Protect Yourself From Destructive Religious

Groups " was compiled by several campus ministries

(Hillel, Newman Center and the United Christian

Foundation) with information provided by the United

Ministry at Harvard-Radcliffe. It warns against groups

that claim "totalistic control over member's daily lives;

prohibition of critical analysis and independent think-

ing and questioning."

Boston College, Northeastern University and the

University of New Hampshire have all banned the

BCC from their campuses.

Jerrv Bovds hometown is Melrose, Mass. and was

a member of the BCC from the end of his senior year

,n high school until about one year ago. While sitting

outside his apartment building one afternoon with his

father, the junior English major was approached by a

woman asking whether he would like to join a bible

study.

Boyd said they showered him with attention and in-

tense one-on-one bible studies with another man dur-

ing which he was called "prideful" or "selfish." These

bible studies were not with an elder of the church, per

se, but rather an individual who might have been there

a mere three weeks longer than the disciple.

Before his baptism into the BCC and prior to his first

year at UMass, Boyd was advised not to attend the

University. He was told it was a fledgling church with

a weak ministry and that he was sure to "fall away"

if he chose to attend.

i will go where I want to go," Boyd told them. He

was baptised and immediately he recognized the atten

tion once showered on him was no longer evident.

He has since chosen to leave the church because he

felt they were insincere. Their group, he says, is con-

servative and condemns lifestyles, not people. Boyd

said it was a learning experience and that he would

do it over again were he given the opportunity, but that

he would also leave the group as well.

GEO
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

Mid Kius.- If that happen* the GEO will begin discus

sions with the administration concerning the impact of

the recent budget cuts on graduate student employees, she

said. .

The GEO will also immediately proceed with the

legotiations concerning a $175 curriculum fee waiver for

the spring semester, Kruse said.

Earlier in the semester, the administration waived th»

fall curriculum fee for graduate student employees, in

return for which the GEO sighed a no strike clai.se.

As part of the election agreement, the GEO cannot

strike until November 30. If if wins the election, the GK< I

will sign another no strike clause until April 15, Kruse

said.

Presently, the GEO and the administration are inter

viewing possible candidates tor a neutral third party

representatives who will supervise the upcoming election.

According to Kruse, a representative of the American

Arbitration Association will be interviewed in the next

several days.
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FREE 6 pack
j

of Diet or reg Cokei
When you buy a
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LARGE PIZZA

256-8911
We

Redeem
Pizza Hut;
Avanti,
Bruno's
Coupons

GOOD ON CABBY OUT OB DIIIVIBV

.1.99 PIZZ
J
Buy ony large pizza or 12 pan pizza at

! egtiar prce. and get another ^.h ***** o

fewer toppings- -for just $1.W

Expires H/V90
jocd with any otner crte*

Expires 11/1/90

Safe. Friendly. Free Delivery

Not good with any other offer
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GrandOpening
DUNKII

iDONtmi
DUNKIN*
DONUTS
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GRAND
OPENING i

W
Route 9, Russell Street (next to Four Season's

Liquors), Hadley, MA
There's a brand new Dunkin Donuts* shop in your neighborhood. Where you can

enioy the rich old fashioned flavor of our fresh made donuts. fresh brewed cottee.

muffins and other baked goods in modern surroundings. So bring in the attached

coupon and come celebrate with us today. It's a great place for a grand time.

WEDNESDAY. OCTOBER 3, 1990 WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 3, 1990
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CLT
CONTINUED FPOM PAGE 1

Rep Stanley Rosenberg (D-Amherst) said he wants to

increase the number of people from the private sector who

are vocal in their opposition to CLT
The headquarters, located at 51 North Pleasant St., was

created by the Amherst Town Democratic Committee for

campaign work for local Democratic candidates and for

opposition against the CLT petition.

Some 200 community members signed up for anti-CLi

volunteer work Monday night, according Stan Rosenberg_

Student Trustee Angus McQuilken estimated that 75

students have volunteered on the Vote No on 3 campaign

on campus.

MASS

VOLUNTEER
FAIR

October 3rd, 1990

Wednesday

2:30 pm- 5:30 pm

-St Q

Volunteer Cjotdtfutoo "fom .ocai

cONMeaur* M*v«e ifeacsi
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FOCUS
Health Center dispells myth

By SARAH GOLD
Collegian Correspondent

The movie titles for karate films pretty

much tell the whole story: "An Eye for an

Eye." "Game of Death," "Bloodfist." Wor-

rying about which one to bring home from

the video stun- is never a problem, since

any one will be basically the same as all

the others. There will always be one good

guy and about 30 bad guys, but no matter

in the world of movie karat

Chuck Norns and Bruce I
aan

iv that they CBU flatten entire ermfc

Uzi-weilding terrorists with nothing but a

few well placed hook kicks.

These gu\ I to K<> out lookup

lights, they are always challenging la

muscular black belt, to "do or die" in the

ring, or hanging around seedy bars waiting

BC chump to look at their girl

sidewa

For several years, he has been campaign-

ing against mail-order companies which of

fer dangerous Ninja weapons such as

swords and sabers.

"Anyone can just fill out a form and order

these things." said Kelley, who worries

prep school used to call me 'Flunky'

because I failed all my classes ... I had like

no friends . . . karate totally saved my life."

Kelley has a similar story. "When I

started I was 5'7* and I weighed 210

pounds," he said, producing an eighth-ttZ^ttsx S=st?si-A iirTas

"I never judge anyone if

they walk in here looking

like the Pillsbury dough

boy . . •
because I was like

that."
- Larry Kelley, co-owner of

Karate Health Fitness Center

K\ green beret instructors screaming at

then students to "kill or be killed'' Hoods

with BttitUtiM «ho like to break people's

ws9^ igers whose momn
never loved them''

ApparentK aol U the mtmi the

Health Fit- I • >Her in South

Amherst .ire any indication

jl | violent aspect to

karate. Larry Kelley said, the black belt

foui, I co-owner of the studio which

,p floor of a warehou-

| •But violence El not what

karate is about The movies focus on the

violent aepud became noviai have fee I

drama.

"People who watch karate movies an-n t

interested in seeing Jm SchflM going lathe

karate studio, doing a workout, and feel

ing better about themselves,' he

"They want to see somebody throwing spin

pint sidekicks at thues m wbwaj

turn So they get this distorted view

KaUej who was rated the number

light heavyweight karate fighter in New

Kngland from 1977 1982. and was one of

the top 10 in the nation from 1979 1892.

lallv has a reputation in the karate

world for protest ing the encouragement of

violent-

the hands of children or people who don't

know how to use them.

His protests against this have included

letters sent to all the senators in the United

States and a TV demonstration of several

weapons on ABC s 20 20 in 1985.

Although a bill was filed in the U.S.

Senate to ban the mail- order catalog

did not pass. However. Kelley said he feels

that "the publicity we gave to the issue and

the >ootlight we turned on these companies

has really made a difference at least

it alerted parents that their kids could be

plaving with this stuff in their backyard -

Kelley also disagrees with all the recent

hype about Timage Mutant Stn/a Turtles

because he thinks that it glorifies and

romanticizes the Ninja, who were really

t...thing but hit men in 16th century Japan.

hey were basically hired assassins.

Thev killed people for money." he said

"There's nothing glorious about that."

It makes you wonder what you'd find in

^•hborhood karate etudio,

No mo' gung-ho

Gabe Smallman. a 17 year-old brown belt

who has bees at the studio for six yt

. ed that the atmosphere of KHF( is

nonviolent.

"But it's good, you know,

to be able to sweat and
work hard and get kick-

ed in the head without

crying. It helps you deal

better with life."

- Jason Perry, an instructor

"People who come in here with these

gung ho attitudes, like they really want to

hurt people, they leave almost right a*

We don't go for that stuff around here, he

hed "A lot of us ui-t came here

because we were insecure."

Seeing the muscular builds, easy banter

and confident swagger of the KHFC men.

it's hard to believe that any of them were

aver insecure But they open up easily

when asked about it

"Oh. definitely. I was a total loser before

I started karate." says Kink Jenness. the

tall, friendly black belt who co owns the

studio with Kelley. "I was terrible at sports

because I was so small, and the kids at my

unhappy looking boy. "I never judge

anyone if they walk in here looking like the

Pillsbury dough boy, because I was like

that
'

Smallman admits, "I was basically short,

fat, and obnoxious. I had no respect and I

totally rude; I never said please or

thank you or sir or ma'am. I was a

disgrace."

Black belt KHFC instructor Adam Sloat.

who was one of the first students at the

studio when it opened in 1981, speaks of

how karate changed his life.

"I was very shy and self-conscious in high

school and I was made fun of a lot. I had

so much trouble dealing with it that I

wound up dropping out of school. I was real-

ly lucky to have this place; I don't know-

where the hell I'd be today if I hadn't found

"Karate gave me the opportunity to be

good at something every time I over-

came a setback, or dealt with an injury, or

finally learned how to do a kick the waj

I wanted to, I realized more and more that

I wasn't a totally worthless human being

Now that I have the confident. hey.

1 can do whatever I set my mind to.' I'm

back in school again, and instead of flunk

ing out I'm I straight A student

(iain from pain

Most at the studio agree that the mn.

i

confidence they have gained from karat.

bee st. -mined from their increased fit inl-

and physical pow.

-on Perry, a 19-year-old brown belt in

stiuctor, said. "You have to be able to deal

with a certain amount of pain [to know

karate]. Everybody is bad for a while when

they first come here it takes

perseverence before you build up your en

durance enough to start improving But

good, you know, to be able to sweat and

k hard and get kicked in the I

without crying. It helps you deal bett.

with life."

"Knowing that you could

put up a fight if you had

to keeps you from carry-

ing yourself like a victim."

- Donna Kelly, co-owner

Sloat agreed "When 1 first started I

couldn't do a single pushup Half of the con

fidence I've gained has been from watching

myself get stronger Now I can look in the

mirror" - he flexed his muscles and mock

aneered - "and know that nobody La i

going to stuff me in a gym locker again.

Interestingly, almost none of the

members here have ever used their karate

outs.de of the carpeted, mirrored fighting

room of the studio. Kelley. who work,

a bouncer at The Pub. a local bar. for 1

1

years said that although he was involved

",n verbal altercations almost every night.

he never once had to use physical force with

anvbods
"The confidence you get from karat.

changes the whole way you come acros

people . even if you're just having a ver

bal argument with someone, you can Bfl

yourself better because you know if it evei

came to blows vou could handle it. People

[at The Pub] could just tell from the way

I spoke to them that they didn't want to

mess with me."
Walking without fear

Kelley's wife. Donna, who is the third CO

owner of the studio and was rated number

one in New England for women's karate

fighting in 1982 and 1983, said that it is

especially important for women to have

physical confidence.

"There are so many crimes being commit

ted out there, and so many of them are

against women . . . it's terrible that women

have to walk around in fear anytime

they're alone or someplace dark karate

< ..ll.ifiiin pholo hv K V Murk.-

A member stretches at the Karate

Health Fitness Center.
helps to calm that fear. Knowing the

could put up a fight if you had to ou

from carrying yourself like a victim."

Another female KHFC member, Ju

Chartier, said that even though she know I

her karate would help her if she WC1

attacked, she takes even more precaution!

than most people to avoid being caught in

a bad situation "Jttat o.causr 1 know

K. an't mean I'm going to go w.i

fog down a dark alley if I don't hav to.

she said emphatically "If anything. I

that karate has mad.- me more

aware and more cautious of potentially

dangerous situation- "

trad Ch.ut;. is view

"You get hit and kicked by people around

here enough times It ', not SO much fun

that you're going to go out looking :

meone out there to d<

ordingtoth.-KHFC instr.

have seen their ahai .chine, |

from other studios, the laid back at

mosphere of t heir studio seems to be th

,tion rather than the rule

Unfortunately any loser out there with

a mail order black belt can declare hi:

a grandmaster world champion, and

people to bow to him. and call htm

.1 big power trip ool ol it.

.Jenness said

i would cay that nine out ol 10 itudioe

like that," Sloat .^r<<-d "It - teallv

weird to think that moat people out there

n.ver even speak to their instructor

cent to I
all hang

around together and drink beet on the

kendi
"

Mark Wisnewski, a green belt who

been at KHFC for six years, summed op

t h,.
• gratitude and respect that

all the members seemed to feel for their

instructor

"Half of the confidence

I've gained has been

from watching myself get

stronger."
- Adam Sloat, an instructor

"Thev never use their skills to in-

timidate, thev never try to force you to

respect them." he said. "You reaped Lai rj

and Kirik because they respect you. It

would be so easy for them to play tough

with every new white belt who walked in,

and trv to*pn>ve how powerful they are. In-

stead they trv to show you how powerful

you can be Thev really believe that its

their job to help you feel good and be the

best vou can be."

So this is the truth to be found inside the

mysterious walls of one neighborhood

karate studio. Dedication, respect,

acceptance.

What do these self confident, empowered,

enlightened people do for fun when they

leave KHFC? You guessed it: watch Bruce

Lee movies.



ARTS&LIVING
Keaton shines as Pacific Heights loses altitude
*££fE£f _ wh ,ch is exactly wha.heWlo do. He, a**^-^^^^ ^SH^.-M^-Jfc
By GEORGE LENTZ
Collegian Staff

John Schlesinger's Pacific Heights is a

yuppie nightmare. When first-time

landlords Matthew Modine and Melanie

Griffith take-in sinister tenant Michael

Keaton, it's not their love they find

threatened, but their real estate.

Having put even1 cent into refurbishing

their San Francisco Victorian, the couple

are in desperate need of high paying

tenants to meet the payments on their mor

talkie and home improvement loan, bo

when Keaton shows up in his black Porsche

with two grand in pocket change. Modine

decides not to press him for credentials.

What he shouldve done was check

Keaton's brief case. He arrives armed to

the teeth with enough knowledge of

California law to milk the young couple drv

- which is exactly what he's out to do. He's

a scam artist from Hell, especially when he

unleashes cockroaches into the apartment

next door to run-out the other tenants.

His operation is smooth and vicious —

moving in before Modine can eet a securi-

SCREENING ROOM

ty deposit from him and changing the locks.

Once inside, he enacts his plan of not pay

ing his rent and hammering and sawing at

all hours of the night. Infuriated, Modine

fights back by shutting off Keaton's

utilities and ends up falling right into his

trap, if he's in, he has rights-that's it,"

their lawyer tells them after Keaton

presses charges. With the state law protec
California law to miiK me young <.uuF .«r — , F . ^^^ -.— »-~

New exhibit at Hampden Gallery

ting his every action, Keaton slowly drags

them into bankruptcy with one civil suit

after another until Griffith finds out how

he operates and stages his undoing.

Keaton's the best thing in the film, main-

taining an unnerving calm throughout

(even when Modine throws him down a

flight of stairs and through the front door)

as he slowlv catches the couple in his web.

You get the feeling we're seeing another

side of his Batman in this role as he sits

in his darkened cave of an apartment,

twirling razor blades between his fingers

and fondling roaches. He's a strong

presence but not strong enough to save the

film.

Pacific Heights is the worst kind of

thriller: one without thrills. The film is in

dire need of an original lift, but Schlesinger

doesn't seem to want to oblige. At his

worst, Schlesinger uses the polished glow

of his composition to cover his trite tactics

- the film itself is a scam, posing as an in-

novative thriller while Schlesinger lifts

elements of Fatal Attraction and The Hit-

cher to provide the conventional jolts.

It's possible that the film could have sur-

vived Schlesinger's creative block with

some strong characterizations to pull the

audience in where he slacked off. but

Modine and Griffith just don't cut it. They

have their obligatory first night in-our-

new-home love scene and follow Schles-

inger's lovebird directions with precision.

All the right motions are there. The pro-

blem is, they never go further than that to

give us any depth, we simply don t know

anything about them outside of their con

cern to protect their investment, the only

thing that seems to be tying them together.

Pacific Heights isn't about saving a rela-

tionship in the face of tragedy. It's about

saving your credit in the face of foreclosure

B} MELISA CANLI
Collegian Correspondent

An exact replica of Greg LeMonde's Air

\ttack Helmet, worn in the Tour de

France, next to a white and red Trek 66(1

bkg fitf suspended in the air .
.A red and

blue racing wheelchair in the center A

white water kayak dangling from the

ceiling. , -

These are some of the items featured at

CONTINUED ON PAGE IP

THE
WORLD
Student ft Faculty Fare*

London
Paris

San Jose C.R.

Bangkok
Hongkong
Tokyo

1

$370
410
378
929
84'j

759

ttituKi w etmngi On« *mi% ••••«••

WwlMriMM program w—'MWI

fUMUL PMMS iSlUtP ON TNt *"OT-

mtf SftyMW TtwrW CW1»tul

Council Travd
m«'»'

Mon-Thur one show
7:30

Fn-Sun two shows
7:00 and 9:15

Student discount wi,

valid ID

S2.50

\sf \J
New & Used Cars

Trucks a Vans Also Available

North Amherst
Rerrt-A-Wreck

Rt. 63 No. Amherst
549-RENT

Photo court*-** HamjK*'" *•«••»•>

A Racine Wheelchair, designed by Bob Hall, is one of the items featured

in Hamp7e*Gallery-s upcoming show D«*. and ft. to* 0** for ftr

Human Form.

few.
*r ILIQTJO

orr n yLIQUORS

Discover these great

savings at Scoffs!

9 1ajLlL- ' <r i*hT

AMHERST DROP ZONE
ARMY/NAVY STORE

Miller Lite Suitcase
24-12 oz cans

$11.49plus dep

Miller Genuine Draft

12-12 oz cans

$5.49plus dep

[£ Hadley* 585-5800

(Next to McDonalds)

Natural Light

24-12 oz cans
Popov Vodka
1.75 Itr

$7.79 pus dep $9.99 j=

Bacardi Rum
750 ml

$6.99

Jack Daniels

750 ml

$10.99

Open Columbus Day 8 am to 11 pm

WE WANT TO BE YOUR FAVORITE LIQUOR STORE
6 University Drive. Newmarket Center, Amherst

Diagonally Across from the UMass Stadium

Plenty of FREE Parking

Telecheck for your personal check

COLD WEATHER

\

103 N. Pleasant St£*

Amherst* 256-0039W
(Next to Panda East) \J

K WARM COATS

1

Amherst Drop Zone

We Hive It

We new here e»l

Meet Lottery gemeet

ta OPEN: M-Sat 10-6

W Sundays 12-5

JH Nights till 9:30 in Hadley

WEDNESDAY. OCTOBER 3, 1990

THE FAR SIDE
By GARY LARSON

BONES IN THE BARREL
By J- GELLER 8c M. ROSENZWEIG
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DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE

Edited By TRUDE MICHEL JAFFE

Centipede parking lots

CALVIN AND HOBBES

m, vtA caaj-im. eminent
TEUENVSVON PERSOUM-V^.

v*ERt "to T£u_ 100 fv90vJT \Vt\

ifAPRCWED "'CUOCQlME fpOtttD

SOSMl 90M8S' ' r LOVETrt!

Bv BILL WATTERSON

THttRt CBAJHCVW OH T\€

OJTSlOt, CUEYtf OH M. Wfclfc.

AsHO Wi TOUT WMt A S\NGl£

NKWCM. iN6«fc0lEW Cfc efctHTtM

MiTfVlVH TO <&T IH W£ Y*M OF

THAT R\OA FvjWrt TAStt ' MM WH

ses *\os, touU LIKE 'E»A SO

WVG4, iOJ VJ0NT BE AfclE TO

SVT STta.' RuAtrABE*' ^
VML CttttNL I GET PMD TC>

REQTAMAEND BECAUSE I'M

FAMOUS ' ,

\HWtf DO SOU TWNK 7 ACE

foO fVLL£D WtW TMt DESlftF TO

EVWLATE ME AND EAT YnE

CE&EM I EKQ0RSE ? K NOT.

I CAN REPEAT

TU\S EVER^ ( ft3NT SOU

20WlKVJ\ES. lTUR£W\N*f

ACROSS
l Dimmish

5 Edison s Ohio

birthplace

10 In high dudgeon

13 Spring bloomer

14 Preserved

1

5

Forest creature

16 Thirty-first ot

January
follower

19 Munch
20 Snick-a

—

21 Journalist Pyie

22 Max or Buddy
ol boxing

23 Atomizer

25 Blithe Spirit

author

28 McSoriey s

Bar artist

29 Resort m
Scotland

30 Perch

31 Native Sufli*

34 Political

position

38 Symbol of

industry

39 Author Nm
40 Poner stake

41 Bouquet

42 Get back

44 Springsteen

popularly

47 Norman or M>HS

48 Root section

49 Beach sight

50 Inquire

53 Geraid Green
novel

57 Unusual

58 ught weight

59 _ Me<ne
Nacntmusik

60 Donkey
61 Take me hetm

62 Pig

DOWN
1 Drum s

companion

2 Song »or

47 Across

3 Gossip
4 Sk«r S turn

5 Day-dreamed

6 Deduce
7 Animation

8 Champion
9 Beak
10 Nasty one

1

1

Penthouse

12 Fred ot

"Hunter

15 Roberto o*

boxing

17 Ivan or

Peter

18 Evaluate

again

22 Musical group

23 Vegas attraction

24 Snazzy
25 Tonsonai tool

26 Tony s cousin

27 use me Kiddie

pool

28 Bulgaria s

capita

30 Gads about

31 Heonaes *sie

32 Actor Jacques

33 Tree ot lite

location

35 Singer Julius

36 Eve s grandson

37 Lahore lilt

41 Poplar

42 Lookahke

43 Eternally

44 Aquarium
favorite

45 Sunken fences

46 Between Tinker

and Chance
47 ignoramus

49 Hamlet or

Borge

50 Eastern noble

51 Reasonable

52 Patella sue

54 Alert, asea

55 A king of Egypt

56 Still

ANSWER TO. PREVIOUS PUZZLE

10 3/90

1 r „

.
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MENU

By PRICE VAN RAY

sooR swc-oi dimmer

PREPARE. TO*£ -&r:\JtiJ?FT>

MOO lu6EN>E'

Z. Wfcvje one ojv-sh ue^
T W\tM X lo€RE MoA.vy*C

A6AIW P-nO G&EfcOUE luM

LUNCH
Hot Pastrami on Rye

Chicken Cutlet Sandwich

DINNER
Chtnese Beef

with Snow Peas

N E Style Scrod

BASICS LUNCH BASICS DINNER

Squash Spinach Noodle Casserole

Chicken Cutlet Sandwich N E Style Scrod

YOUR DAILY HOROSCOPE
By JEANE DDCON

TAURUS

ARlf S •
• '-Acm x?) vou are

oe^ewMned to ge*

:'mg p«f»on Better* Take &e
•noke <mc*&

heoas importa'

.- " pfOvOfTVt

It imMwvmwen

jncentraton mov oe
ig mormng ^cxrs vow

shcMd te* mote tocusea Bv sote

aternoon A family memoes
eourogement bmg* vou speed
rvoppmess
OIMINI
vourseff more fofceto*v Bew«ngto

moke tougrt oecsons Aitnou^

tnere mov be p»ev»ous obt»c|ationj

thev w* not s»oc .

CANCIB
vfc'attom surrouna trw peroa

financial oains snouW not prompt a

spending spree" Plan tne wisest

to take with vour money

Sociouzmg can lead to new

bus^ess contocts

HO (Jury 23-Aug 22) FovOfOPIe

finance, vocational Of '

trends are indicated Recent ten-

sons fade U*e common sense

when traveling and tact when talk-

ing Romance is sweet Show vouf

sentimental side

VIROO Aug 23-Sept 22) Seize an

unexpected opportunity to secu*e

financial gains A verboi contract

may work to vour advantage

Creative serf-expression wins you

pubfcc recognition

;Sep"
• e future rnav oe

cjra^ ^nerevourpc

otXJ fnances areconcemea
"

pern are subject to change

your sock* pkans to occommoa
your ovea or«s

scorpio •vgood

-v*w your care*' optons

Do no' rus^

vame Dtscussmg vour p>

:

: ^oea couo oockfre Shun ex

treme o*

SAGITTARIUS
. e up an mtenectuoi nobby ana

increase vou» knowteage F»st m-

pressora con be crucial Pav more

attentioh to vour appearance I

makrg a kev presentation drew

vour be
CAPICORN Jan t«)

Tockie paperwork toaav Take ad

vantage of tovorooks pjanetarv

aspects to get better organized A

piatonic re!afionsh.p takes on

deeper meaning Know your

priorities

AQUARIUS (Jan 20-feb >8) A

communication cou*a be
misleading I *ou' social

engagements t tired vogue ap-

prehensions are juM •'•*

creative escapes Stay within your

budget if you go shopping

PISCIS (Feb W-March 20) Recy-

cle an oia oea or protect to reap

new proMs vour pkaytui fun-iovmg

ar<3 creative soe ccx-

fore vou win oarmrers ar<3

the public Social outings are

favorea

1 TODAY'S STAFF
Night Editor

Copy Editor
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Typesetter

Production Jen O'Cyde.
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Rick Seto
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art exhibit

EESEESJSi

CONTINUED TROM PAGE 8

the Design and Body exhibition in the

Hampden Gallery at the University of

Massachusetts.

The objects combine the laws ol

ergonomics with human comfort by

customizing items of everyday use, in-

cluding dinnerware for those with hand im-

pairments, to sleek cross country ski gear

for professional skiers. The show also takes

a look at the history behind shoes and

swimwear. 1940s clunky-heeled shoes are

displayed next to Nike"s Air Max model

shoes and a long gray wool dress, used as

a bathing suit in 1910, hangs next to a

sleek Speedo racing suit.

The curators for the show are Deborah

Olchowoski, a graduate student in the

University's Interior Design program, and

Fashion Marketing major Aurora Ferraro.

Graduate Interior Design students Lynn

Lukas, Rav Keifetz, and Sharon Oleksiak

have assisted with the exhibit, especially

with design.

Make time to check out this room full of

objects that offer a flavor of future science

- one that will ensure easier and more en-

joyable mobility for all human beings.

Design and Body will run through Oct.

21, along with a national design sym

posium sponsored by the University: "The

Designed Environment: Prospects for the

Nineties,'" which will be presented by the

Center for Studies in Contemporary

Culture.

Hampden Gallery hours are Monday

through Friday 3 p.m.-7 p.m. and Sunday

2 p.m. -5 p.m. ^^^^____

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 3, 1990
COLLEGIAN 11

TrOSpCJ&rWt, 3

c
a

10*.- - J

CALL 1-900-990-PICK
^-^

i ^,r.mr^ mi ilntv 24 hours.

M \Y IS

Operators on ilut>

Two Computer 1 ips tor e^ch week's football

„mes: The two hottest picVs bom all the top college and Fo R.ums AsYoullgetCompuTecti

w,;,nm v "I'^-rsI of I 1 B-1K. ?S«cJ K, O.nipu 1 cell v,.„ vvMl

WEST$1000
[ all

K&***
1

rest vour

«

Pick 1 1 winners and win $1,000. Touch Tone phones onlv.C all

Learn SUCED
WHITE
BREAD

r-^ofess-
to*C^^o*

iod «•
Ma*

rJKwSSot i i.TO f... H-. .ninu. Pi ilM lo. each addi.iiMul .ninu.e.

CompuTech
Amena* f JV*-f*aJJ Computer flerviae

r« Jliid t«.ctv«J t'V

^13)747-7895

'V

"9 8o»,

iSMOKED PORK SHOULDER
V PICNIC WHOLE

HERE'S WHY

THE SMART MONEY AT

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSE

IS GOING WITH TIAA-CREF

AS IF THE FUTURE DEPENDED

Nalioiuit

Honor Society

Because it does. Smart investors

know that your future depends on

how well vour retirement system

performs. TIAA-CREF has been the

premier retirement system for people

in education and research for over 70

years. We have enabled over 200,000

people like you to enjoy a comfortable

retirement. And over 1.000,000 more

are now planning for the future with

TIAA-CREF.

SMART MONEY LOOKS FOR SECURITY,

GROWTH AND DIVERSITY FOR

RETIREMENT SAVINGS.

Security—so the resources are there

when it is time to retire. Growth—so

you'll have enough income for the

kind of retirement you want. And

diversity—to help protect you against

market volatility and to let you benefit

from several types of investments.

THAT'S EXACTLY WHAT YOU GET

WITH TIAA-CREF.

TIAA offers you the safety of a

traditional annuity that guarantees

your principal plus a specified rate of

interest, and provides for additional

growth through dividends. CREFs
variable annuity offers opportunities

for growth through four different

investment accounts, each managed

with the long-term perspective essen-

tial to sound retirement planning:

The CREF Stock Account

The CREF Money Market Account

The CREF Bond Market Account*

The CREF Social Choice Account*

CALL 1-80W42-2776

TO FIND OUT MORE

Our experienced retirement counselors

will be happy to answer your questions

and tell you more about retirement

annuities from TIAA-CREF.

Experience. Performance. Strength.

Your future is protected by the largest

private retirement system in the world.

We have done so well, for so many, for

so long, that we currently manage

some $85 billion in assets.

ATTENTION

Campus Center Concourse

Information Table

Wednesday, October 3

Thursday, October 4

EARN UNLIMITED
MONEY & HAVE TIME

TO STUDY!!

Become a Cosmetic Consultant

Work when you want.

Company will train.

(800) 359-1961

< INI MA
K| M II

AEROBICS

U
Ensuring the future

for those who shape it.

• The CREF Bond Martce, and Sect,. Cho.cc Account m^ no, be ,v,,..b.e under a,, ,ns„,ui,o„a, reuremen, plan, but a*

available for all Supplemental Retirement Annuity plans

For more complete information , including charges and expenses, call 1 800 ^2733. ext 5509 for a

For more^P'^^
Rcad^ prospcctus carefuIly before you mvest or send money.

Classes are held Monday—Friday

at 8 am-noon-4 pm-5 pm-6 pm-7 pm
1 class for $4 25/10 for $35 00/20 for WO 00/30 for *75 00

MONDAY—FRIDAY
Separate, Private Aerobics Room

• State of the Art Neo Shock Floor

• Super Sound System

Route 9 on the

Amherst/Hadley line

Easy to get to by

Car or bus

TONITE TONITE TONITE I

THE FIVE COLLEGE PROGRAM IN \

PEACE AND WORLD
jSECURITY STUDIES
•

GOOD CARS GOOD PRICES ;

PELHAM AUTO •

•

Long known in the valley for great service on small •

imported and domestic cars is pleased to offer m

FINE USED CARS AT REASONABLE PRICES J

PRESENTS: j

'The Peril of Third World Ballistic Missiles'

A sample of our selection:

A talk by:

JANNE NOLAN
Brookings Institution

8:00 PM
Wednesday. October 3rd

Thompson 102

the University of Massachusetts

»

»

i

1989 Dodge Caravan #081502

1986 Mazda LX Pickup #0830

$6595 !
$3695 •

HATE YOUR
ROOMMATE?

1315 Federal St. (Rt 9) Belchertown, MA (413) 253-981 1 •

Check out

I CLIFFSIDE
I APARTMENTS

tutor

I 1

This event is free and open to the public

For additional information, call PAWSS at 549-4600, I
ext. 519

I

ffordable. Quiet

Convenient

t & 2 Bedrooms

from $400/month

ALL UTILITIES
INCLUDED

5 miles to UMASS
On Sunderland Bus

Route

Pool. Tennis & More

Furnished Apartments

also available

|Ask about our tree rent

special

248 Amherst Rd(Rt 11

6

Sunderland 665-3958

MICHAELS
Billiard Room
& Sports Bar

Wed Night Featuring

Red Sox vs White Socks
Final Regular Season Game
Thurs Night Featuring

Bruins vs Fivers-live
• i-i\«- » n Mi"»M>""< v,"i' ' *** "

. Vour fi.soril.- fMMtia* <<<"'- "" ««*
M-riin TV«

• $ I IMI I »i >ifto in I'M nuiKs

• 21 < •"• •"»• ''"K-

• \|i(><-ti/«'r mi'nu

. | his V..-.W UJI HimI«"«-"

. i hi* >*.-.k !><•<• ghwawayi

. Ih-.r-rUv « !.»<«*••* N '«M
' **£ p,i,V

,,.,..1 for half !>"<«• on Ihu.s MiRht

jvVL^ Formerly

^;£fChanges Nightclub

/A^
256-8284

11 am to 1 •>" Daily

MICHAEL'S
Rt. 9. \mhent

•st to Hunan Garden Rest)

CLASSIFIEDS
ACTIVITIES

AU UNWWWTV "W^rS?*!!!!!^
Soma Alpha Mu tar ntorrnal rwatt *f»?»;

«PM Basketball tomnnwm "»«
behind muhchw* * »P «* South***

hor***hoe

CHABAO « th* ptooa to t>«for*ukkot

•rvicM cornpiirmntary w* «nd gr*M

people Wed Thur* Fn nights * 7 00

COMMUTER AIWA OOVCRHUCNT «*C

(•on* nonwwjhon* Octob^ »'0
14 vacant aoajs A o««a» poa*ona

Nomination papm at OB-CampuS Mousing

«2a Student Omon

MODEL UMITEO NATIONS MEETING
Tonight 7 00PM 1 7»CC
For mora into can AMU 6^5993

Come find out what ware about

PARTY!"
At me BtoawaM
Oct 6 (Sat)

9PM ?*M
Com* and ha»e the time o» rou» Me'

sponsored by AASA

UMASS WINTENOUARO!
Spitfire meeting tor a* •nt*^'?dnn,,

Thuriday Oct* 7 3>PM Chapel 5^0033
Have tun and compete in Wt>i

ATTENTION!!

DO YOU OWN A SMALL BUSINESS'

Put your business card in '•*=°,

*JJJ"
A cheap »*t to advertise to 2^000 readers

The business card bonanza>»«' ,0"_M<*'

days For into call 545 3500 or come on

WOMEN IN ENOJNKRINO o. technical

SXn^r^^todTcTh^^^

ANNOUNCEMENTS

BED AND BREAKFAST Do*nto*n

Amherst ideal lor visiting parents ana

friends 54*5961

HEY NOW! Greenough Snack Bar *ast^

food you re craving for I.Ke Bmeggei s

Baqete Barts Fro/en Yogurt and much

AUTO FOR SALE

tt7« BUKX SKYHAWIC haKhbat* $400

at it 5494333 »8PM

1M1 BMW 3201 5 speed *<v*r »unroof

Waupunut *«oat*«i $4200rt» 546 7l?5

1*«4 FOR WAOON automatic 67l.mil*

$890 BO 7561226

,M4 OLOBMOWtE OMCOA y*«-door

auto/ac Very ctoan Askmg $2600 Call

542 2077 (day) 54*1266 (*v*mng)

,M7 SPECTRUM41000J™J«?^»?
2drmb 45mpg wesoant .

$2800 32M746

aUNCHAfJNO A USED CAR? Hav^gyour

car r^^aoad' Do^youT" * JE^J^SJ
Contact me Legal Services Center 922

Campus Contor. 545-1995

CHRISTINE BRICCETTI

HAPPY 21ST BIRTHDAY !o the nicestyri

l Know You're fmall Ngal Have an excellent

day Love M

CRAFT WORKSHOPS

IN CERAMICS. DARKROOM. Jewellery,

weaving and more Only I8-four class**

Save tun at your craft center

FOR A GOOD TIME CALL...

RACK A-DISC ihe best entertainment DJ'*.

video bands dormmouse specials can

566-9900 anytime

FOR RENT

MESA BOOGIE GUITAR AMPLIFIER

5 band eq "»«riy toetur** ""r"

»500 00 256-0606 J**

MY CAR IS DEAD- Do you n*«d a Lot 2

slicker'' L*ave your name and with Fred

CWbert at 564-6767

nOCKHOPPER 90 Modet O*'?^*
"t?a

$400 Can evening* 5-7PM M*a ZSo- ii io

SKIS Atomic 160 Tyroha 160 bdga Caber

boots (mens 11) Scott Potos Brand now.

never used $250 tor set 25*5610

SLEEP WITH THE BIG ONE
nine inch** d super thick ptoasura

Big One Futon and tu» siw tram*

$230
Metewampe Furniture

256-0646

TANOY PRINTER to» sale

$100 or best offer

Can Dave *5587

LAST DAY of ofchestra aud.tK.ns tor

Schoolhouse Rock is today 8PM CC room

165 9 Pleas* bring instruments

STUDENT UNION LOCKER HOLDERS

By Friday Oct 5 you must *jar-and pay fo-

Student UnK.n lockers at OCHCI
428 S^U

or your tack will be Cut NO EXCEPTIONS

TO ALL STUDENTS INTERESTED in Ac

routing The Accounting Assoc^ s hav

ing a general meeting on T^rsday 1(V4 at

6 00 Well meet m the SOM lobby

TRI-SIGMA SORORITV '^'^l"™"
My women to open n.sh 10/3 a 5 1!ita. dm

ner Call 549 3811 or |ust slop by' Try

something new' Try Sigma

FRIDGE RENTALS call Ft 4 P 253 9742

SINGLE ROOM
House in N Amherst

Near Putters Pond
$187 50 54*6650

FOR SALE

APPLE MACPLUS and Image Writer printer

Sl?k 3"? drive. Matrm print mouse pad

Macwnter Macpaint books, disks $600 call

6 5258 or 665 2942 if no answer

BIANCHI SPORT SX Touring Bicycle mnt

condition sport exchange gear sport Ix

gears araya rims asking $450 or bo Call

John 549 4288

GERMAN/ENGLISH Hand Held Computet

Dictionary (bought in Germany) call Todd

546-6957

HEALTH CLUBS

REGISTRATION FOR H.lltop'Crossan

Health Clubs now thru 10/5 Sign up m club

office m W*b»l*r MF 15 Sun 3 6 Don I

neglect your body thi* s*mest*r' Aerobics

clMMT beginning 10/1

AEROBICS FOR HILLTOP HEALTH CLUB
members morning 8-9 evenings 7-8 Great

Kwtructor* great ct*a»e* Can or »top by for

details Hilltop Club (Webster) 545 2805

Crossan Club (Gorman) 545-2937 Registra

lion through 10/5

HELP WANTED

EARN $2500 and free spring break trips to

Bahamas. Jamaica as part time campus

Ftep for spring break travel 1 -80*638-6786

EASY WORK! Excellent pay' Assemble

products at home Call 'or information

504 641 8003 Ext 598

LIVE IN free room, kitchen pnvitedge small

salary historic DeerfieW. with elderly retired

clergyman cat necessary 77*5807 r

Mary Hayward Off Campus Housing Office

428 Student Union

TRAVEL/ON-CAMPUS SALES
Representative wanted outgoing ag

gressive self motivated individuals ot

gtoups to market winter and spring break

trip* pn campus Fot more information con-

tact Student Travel Services

1 800 648 4849

OO YOU NEED Spanish hMp1

Tutoring avattabi* tor .nttwmediat* to ad

vanced Ca» Gw 54*0071

ENGLISH AS A SECONO LANGUAGE
Classes b*gm Oct 30 Intonnv* pan time

•vtmmgiTTOEFL R*grstraton deadlm*

Oct 23 Language pacifica 549 501B

LOST

3 KEYS on Green k*ychain

Please call 549 4496

SMALL AMYTHYST PENDANT lost bet

ween Northeast and FAC Extreme sen

timentai value Reward Call Sandy

5464332

MOTORCYCLES

1963 YAMAHA SECA 400 tuns weM new

tires battery 4 Bkmiles $4507bo 546-0633

MUSICIANS

KRIS C «* known you to* nearty a y»a»

now and I still hav*n t said I tov* you ido

and i mmk you know it I hope you car* too

LUCILLA! Come back to LA Guente'a ano

merengue at the hall party 1 We mus you

alfOOdyiCornaon OAO Bambma -4th floor

CHRISTIAN ROCK seeks guitarnt and

singer Call Bnan 2530503

SINGER pun» goth industrial hardcore

band more into call Cheryl or James

54*4600 ex 322

PERSONALS

BRUNETTE FROM 313 GRAYSON-
We snared waffles and a movie Sunday

night care to make >t dinner and a mov*

Saturday nighf>

Red head with a teddy bear m 405

HEY Bobo Momo Koko. Klueklue Lulu

Here s to us cause nobody i*es us and Ban

leads to lovm etc Love Bula

HEY FRED! Happy Birthday"

Sexfest 90 The celebration continues

to kiss me""

eshman

HEY STRANGER.
Are you evei going I

CAMPUS REPRESENTATIVES NEED

ED" Earn ftee trip and big commissions by

selling vacation packages to Cancun Mex^

ico Nassau'Patadise island Bahamas and

Jamaica Fot mote information call ton (tee

in or outside Connecticut at 800-283-8767

JESTIBA Tfanx tor 8 months hon' I love

you very much Brian

MIKE CLIFFORO
Happy 3rd Anrov«>

I love you more than you n ever know'

Love atways Jen

THANK YOU St Jude NRJ

PIZZA

COLLEGE PIZZA
• subs * salads • spaghetti

•

fan special

sman cheese $3 50

large che*se $5 94

up to 2 additional toppings

only $1 00 more
'must mention this ad'

549 6073 549 6098

PROFESSIONAL 0J S

LAZER TECH AUDIO available lor yout

dance dorm party ot house party Great

,,.« m« DJ s Can 3^3 780' soon

RIDE WANTED

GOING HOME this weekend 1
1 need a tide

to NYC on Fn 10/5 or Sat 10'6 W.ll share

expenses Please can 546 0043

NEED A RIDE io Long Island for weekend

ot 10/6 Please can Jeff 549-4768

TO NORTHERN N.J OR NYC leaving

Thursday or Earty Fnday Call Leigh at

253-0933

TO WINCHESTER (0- neatby) weekends

Will share expenses Call Stephanie

549 0*61

SERVICES

PREGNANTi
Need a pregnancy test inform.

port' Call tor tree and confident v

ALTERNATIVES 33 Mam St Nortl

566 3000

YES' ON CAMPUS' -ve process all

NW.'AMEX *ouCh*rs tr*« of charge'

Campus Travel On Campus 545 0500

SATISFY YOUR THIRST'

KEEP YOUR EYES OPEN
natural thirst quenchet ot the i

athteto't adg* on thirst from detnj'

of t*a and fturt juices Serve he or cold

Finest quality Tea «tth company SeeyOu

by the Student Union Steps Fnda.

5th fot a tree 10o* sample and a I

giveway'

ST JUDE

GLORIOUS APOSTLE. St Jude Thad

deut true relative ot Jesus and Mary i

salute you through the most sacred heart

1 praise and thank God tot an the graces he

has bestowed upon you Humb'

.

before you i implore you through If** neart

to look down upon me wit* compassion Oh

despise no! my poor prayer kW not my trust

be confounded To you God has granted the

pnviiedge of aidmg manund m me most

desperate cases Oh come to my •

l may praise the mercies of good AH rt

i be grateful to you and will be your

MM ci«nt until I can thank you HI heaven

Amen

TICKETS

SAN FRANCISCO "t fick*1 tot sale Oct 6

Oct 1 1 only $250 (negotiable) call jaye at

584 4812

TRAVEL

AMEX/NW a time vouchets processed tr*e

Campus Travel On Campus 545 0500

INSTRUCTION

BE A BARTENDER
W M Bartendet Ttaimng is open

Call tor brochure
41*7477895

JIM- Thanks tot the times that you ve given

rnT (8
'
4M) I Love You XOXO Weph,

JUNGLE JIM
just ahefiow. as i

CU2 rare 2 show i

care and 2 say you re

thought of

CWDCAD

ROOMMATE WANTED

DOUBLE ROOM Pufflon open singles in

Dec 165 utilities Call 549-5994 leave

message fot Nov 1

FEMALE ROOMATE wanted to shate 1 bt

apt at Rolling Gteen On bus route 202"no

utl inc Call 25*0746 Please leave message

spa ma|/speaker welcome

FOR DOUBLE ROOM in Presidential Apt

Call 549 1224

HOUSEMATE wanted 4 bedroom house

bus route near campus 4 easygoing

housemates and a cool dog 184 tot large

single 549-6083

ROOM IN HOUSE near Brunos I m neve'

home but my fun toomws ate Only $125

plus 25* 3 1 88

TYPING

QUICK ACCURATE. EFFICIENT S 3eet

field 10 m.ns !r m Amhets! Wort*

reasonable prices' 665 450

1

TYPING SERVICE tor student

cedent typist/fast wot* 665-8770

TYPING. WORO PROCESSING |t 50/pg

F'ee pickup and delivery Laser pnrt ng and

copyng available KCommun.canons

2566373

WANTEO

OAT CARE My nome n Hadkty E >.

ed OFC licensed Reasonable 506SB81
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SPORTS
Red Sox lose, Jays win; lead is one game
±\,%2 \A U\JA XWU^J J '.„ _ The Bo8ton Red Sox Romine singled with to out but Pena fore-

AP photo

Designated hitter Dwight Evans and the Boston Red Sox lost at Fenway

Park to the Chicago White Sox, 3-2, in 11 innings last night.

BOSTON (AP) - The Boston Red Sox

failed to clinch the American League East

title Tuesday night and sent the race down

to the final day by losing to the Chicago

White Sox 3-2 on Ozzie Guillen's two-out

RBI single in the 11th inning.

The Boston loss, which came about one

hour after Toronto won in Baltimore 2-1,

left the Red Sox one game ahead of the

Blue Jays with one left in the regular

season.

Dennis Lamp (3-5), Boston s fourth pit-

cher, was unable to hold Chicago in the

1 1th after the Red Sox failed to score with

the bases loaded and two out in the 10th

against Donn Pall (3-5). Ellis Burks flied

out to end the inning after and intentional

walk to Wade Boggs

With one out in the 1 1th. Karkovice lin-

ed a single to left and took second on Robin

Ventura's single to center. Scott Fletcher

popped out but Guillen pulled a low outside

pitch into right field and Karkovice just

beat Kevin Romine's throw to catcher Tony

Pena.
Wayne Edwards. Chicago's fourth pit-

cher, pitched the 11th for his second save.

Romine singled with to out but Pena forc-

ed Romine to end the game.

The Red Sox tied the score 2-2 in the bot-

tom of the eighth just after the scoreboard

showed that Toronto beat Baltimore on

Fred McGrifTs ninth-inning homer.

Tom Brunansky led off the inning with

a double, just the fourth hit off Chicago

starter Melido Perez. Jeff Stone ran for

Brunansky and Bobby Thigpen relieved

Perez Pena sacrificed Stone to third and

Danny Heep - hitting .174 - pinch hit for

Luis Rivera and hit a sacrifice fly to score

Stone.

The White Sox took a 1-0 lead in the first

inning with the help of a balk by Tom
Bolton. With one out, Lance Johnson ex

tended his hitting streak to 13 games with

a single and Carlton Fisk walked. The run

ners advanced on Bolton's walk and Frank

Thomas hit a sacrifice fly.

Jody Reed opened the Boston first with

a walk but was erased on a double play

before the Red Sox tied the Score. Boggs

singled, took third on Burks' double and

scored on Perez' wild pitch.

r*arK 10 me ^iuc-mru ** i"«^ vw», «--, .~ •- » «-

Men's soccer downed by Brown, 3-1
. « n »if;.u »u„» iKirH tmAl the* Bruir

By GREG SUKIENNIK
Collegian Staff

This winless streak is getting redundant.

Last night in Providence. RI. Brown University posted

their first win of the season over the University of

Massachusetts men's soccer team. 3 1 The Bruins, now

1-4-1, scored once in the first half and twice in the second

holding UMass scoreless until Dan Lawrence connected

on a penalty kick with less than three minutes left

Brown first struck midway through the first half. Alex

ander Sahaydak won possession of the bail in a scramble

in front of the goal and hit the net with a chip shot, p*
ing the Bruins a 1-0 lead

The Brum* next >truck ten minutes into the second hall.

Steven Lacy dribbled into Minuteman territory from right

to left, then sent a pass to teammate Vandy French on

the right side French hit what UMass redshirt transfer

h Pittman called a perfect shot, grazing the left post

low on it's way into the net, creating a 2-0 deficit It was

all the Bruins would need.

Brown iced the game on a successful Lacy penalty kick

with six minutes left. With that third goal, the Brums

had matched their season scoring total in one game.

All that was left for the Minutemen was Lawrence s

penaltv kick, his first goal of the season.

UMass goalie Jon Gruber saved nine shots for the

Minutemen For Brown. Dan O'Connell stopped seven

^UMass did not play well on offense, according to Pttt-

man The statistics bear this out; UMass and Brown both

got off 18 shots on goal, yet the Minutemen could only

captitalize once. _„*.„.
Minutemen coach Jeff Gettler said he was hoping that

this game could provide hit \MMB with a tune-up Win

before Atlantic 10 Conference play resumes. Now. with

three crucial conference games in seven days, al of which

are on the road, the slumping Minutemen <2 7 1 > are fac

ed with grim prospects.

UMass has been on a winless streak since their last vio

tory over New Hampshire (2 1 > The defense, which played

we'll up until the Massachusetts Challenge Cup has allow

ed 13 goals in this seven game stretch while the offense

has mustered only six.
Brown iceo tne game on a sucw»iui »-^ ,«.....*., -~— ..»<, ...~ .

Honors roll for llth-ranked UMass
Bv SAM SILVERSTEIN
Collegian Staff

University of Massachusetts cornerback Don Caparot

ti, who intercepted two passes and ran one back 85 yard-

for a touchdown in Saturday's 47 16 win over Boston

University, split Eastern College Athletic I nee

Defen-ive Player of-the Week honors with Dartu iuth-

Brad Peble

Caparotti. a sophomore, recorded nine tackles again-t

BU, and was also named to the Yankee Conference Honor

Roll

And the honors are -tart inn to pile up for Univer-m

of Massachusetts quarterback Gary Wilko-

WUkos, also a sophomore, was named Yankee Con

ference Co-Offensive Player-of the Week with Connecticut

quarterback Cornelius Benton Wilkos rushed for 106

yards and a touchdown and completed 13 of 18 passes for

198 yards against the Terriers WUkos was also named

to the Eastern Conference Athletic Conference Honor Roll

for the second consecutive week.

The Minutemen, now 2 0-1 overall and 2 in the

Yankee Conference, jumped Irom No. 16 to No. 1 1 in this

week's NCAA Division 1 AA poll New Hampshire, at No.

6 is the only higher ranked Yankee Conference team.

Around the Yankee Conference: UNH. at 30 1

.11 and 3 in the league, still leads the Yankee Con

ice following its 21 21 tie with Dartmouth on Satur

But the game raised some questions for the Wildcats.

Coach Bill Bowes pulled starting quarterback Matt Grif

fin in the second quarter after Griffin tossed his third in-

terception of the half Griffin had fumbled once as well.

Terry O'Hare. a sophomore, replaced Griffin and com

pleted four of five passes.

League leading rusher Barry Bourassa scored two

touchdowns and ran for 1 10 yards for UNH. but left the

game in the fourth quarter with an injured shoulder.

Bourassa is listed as questionable for the Wildcats' game

against Richmond this weekend.

Kevin Wesley, half of Connecticut s hyped quarterback

fullback attack, went down with a bad knee in the

Huskies' 44 7 win at Yale. If Wesley is out four weeks as

expected, he will miss the UMass UConn matchup on

homecoming weekend. Oct. 13.

Calipari plans
Iioods Madness
By SAM SILVERSTEIN
Collegian Staff

Midnight Madness - featuring I dunk contest, fret

throw competition and a three on three tournament

open to students - will return to the Cage on October

14. coach John Calipari announced.

Teams wishing to enter the three on three tourna

ment should sign up in Boyden room 227 Thursday and

Friday, between 10 am. noon, and 1 p.m. - 3 p.m. En-

tries will also be accepted Tuesday Oct. 9, from 10 am
to noon. Both mens and women's teams will be

entered.

The tournament will be played on Oct 10 in^Boyden

m. with the final round to be held at Midnight

Madness. f , ,.

Coach Calipari also promised "hundreds of doll

in giveaways, including gift certificates to local

restaurants and two airline tickets to Florida, to be

raffled off at the Cage.

No. 1 battles No. 2 today at Totman Cnllrffinn filr photo

Bv TAMIR LIPTON
Collegian Staff

What do the University of Massachusetts ;tnd Nor-

theastern field hockey teams have in common 7

They are both coming off of losses to Old Dominion.

Saturday ODU defeated UMass 4 0. and Sunday they

handled host Northeastern 8 Q

Old Dominion was a tough game for both teams." said

Northeastern coach Sheryl Murtagh They were a hit

overwhelming for us as they were for UMass
"

Today at Totman Fieid'3 p.m.). Northeastern (6 .'Maces

UMass <6-2>. Both teams have a lot to lose, both in their

minds and in the rankings The Huskies are ranked

1 in New England and No. 6 in the nation; UMas- tntert

No 2 in New England and No. 10 in the nation.

Both teams need a win for their psyche. The

Minutewomen have be.n working hard in practice, try

ing to correct this weekend's mistakes. UMass coach Pam

Hixon has been preaching discipline and running her

team ragged.

NU has opted for the more tactical approach by pre|

ing to play a game on a foreign surface: grass.

'We're getting on grass and practicing grass corners,

which are different than turf corners," Murtagh said.

"Playing the game on grass gives UMass I bit of an ad

vantage, just like when they come to Northeastern we

have the advantage.''

The Huskies have one of the toughest schedules in Div

1 field hockey. Already this season, NU has faced the top

three teams in the country, and 15th ranked Harvard.

Kelly Wilk leads the team with 15 goals and three

assists Jennifer Deo has six goals and six assists, while

Katherine Pryde has two goals and eight assists.

Murtagh was undecided on who would start in goal for

today's game. Kathy Farley and Brenda Mitchell, have
split the goaltenders duty thus far. Farley has appeared

in four games with a 1 .00 goals against average and two
shutouts, while Mitchell boasts a 1.83 GAA in six games
NCAA Rankings: 1 North Carolina 2. Old Dominion

3, Northwestern and Penn > Northeastern 6. Iowa
7. Virginia 8. Maryland 9. Temple 10. UMass

Coach John Calipari and the UMass
Minutemen will ring in the 1990-91 season

with Midnight Madness on Oct. 14. Three-

on-three team registrations will be ac-

cepted beginning Thursday.

Atlantic 10 Notes: Rutgers is in first place in the A
at 2 1 . UMass and Temple are second at 1 Rhode Isl

it 1-2. Penn State has yet to play a conference game
st Joeeph'a is 0-2.

10.

and
and

Seoring Leaders: Jane ("atan/aro leads all MONTI with

30 goals. Knsten Winters from Penn State is second with

1 1 goals and five assists. Chelle Frates also from PSU is

third with seven goals and eight assists. Mara Fratta-io

and Beth Thornton are tied for ninth with six points each

Michel.' Brennan, the goalie for Penn State, was nam
ed Atlantic 10 Player of the Week. On the season Bren

nan has posted six shutouts and has a 0.45 GAA. For the

week, Brennan notched three shutouts

PENNANT EDITORIAL THIS WEEKEND

Finally! Red Sox clinch

American League East

with Brunansky's
beautiful catch.

Columnist Adam Stein

takes a thoughtful look

at the AIDS Memorial
Quilt. Page 5.

Three of jazz music's

finest performers come
to the Valley today for

two shows only.
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Germany reunifies
Official merging meets with mixed reactions

BERLIN (AP)— Germany's president

marked the historic unification today of his

mighty new country by promising Ger-

mans will work for world peace and never

forget the victims of the nation's Nazi past.

Random violence in nearly a dozen cities

marred the unification celebrations over-

night. And about 15,000 leftists protesting

the merger rallied this afternoon in

Berlin's working-class district of

Kreuaberg, and numerous shouting mat

ches with police broke out.

At a formal state ceremony in the Berlin

Philharmonic Hall, President Richard von

Weizsaecker said: "The Nazi terror and the

war it caused inflicted untold serious in

tustice and suffering on almost all of

;rope and on us. We continuously recall

the victims."

No one among us will forget that there

never would have been a separation

w ithout the war started by Germany under

Hitler." von Weizsaeker told several hun

dred invited guests.

The 70 year-old head of state said Ger

n , n t- feO ^"'ld peace in a

united Europ.

Eleven months after the Berlin Wall fell

in a peaceful rew.lt that cast aside Com

munist East (lei man overlords, the

that svmbohzed the Cold War division of

Eur u.d It was again the capital

Of a united Germany

At midnight Tuesday, before the battle

n.d Keichstage. an estimated MM
million Germans from all walks of life join-

ed in an emotional chorus of the national

anthem to usher in the birth of their

nations.

In Berlin, police said abut 50 people were

arrested for fighting or other infraction-

overnight. A few people were injured when

they fell to the ground in the crowd, police

said, adding that three warning shots from

an officer prevented those who fell from be-

ing trampled.

Also today, German leaders celebrated

unification at solemn services in the ornate

Manenkirche, a Lutheran church, in the

former East Berlin.

Among those attending were the first

chancellor of the new nation. Helmut Khol,

former East German Prime Minister

Lothar de Maziere von Weizsaecker and

Foreign Minister Hans-Dietrich Genschei

In his sermon. Lutheran Bishop Johan

ties Hempel told the hundreds «>! (Wrman-

from East and West to "accept each other

t he way God has accepted you. in praise <>!

the Lord."

Germans in a united nation must deal

with one another with a sense of •'inner

freedom, tust and fairness." he said

Many consider the nation of 78 million

people to have supplanted the Soviet Union

as a superpower, and there is some anxie

ty among neighbors with memories of I

aggression

imanv's imperialist past Mi recalled

by the Reichstage. the old parliament

building heavily damaged in the last days

of World War II.

On Thursday, it will again be host to Ger-

man lawmake

Expert lectures on arms
By PRATIP DASTIDAR
Collegian Staff

Janne Nolan, an expert on weapons

proliferation from the Washington D.C.-

based Brookings Institute delivered a

lecture entitled "New Weapons of Mass

Instruction" at UMas- last night

Nolan's talk focused on the prolifera-

tion of ballistic missile technology

among Third World nations, and sh<

pressed concern that this new develop

ment could have potentially di-stahiliz

ing effects on world peai

She cited Brazil. India. North Korea,

South Korea, Israel. South Africa and

Iraq as examples of nations that have

acquired or are in the process of acquit

ing ballistic missile technolo.

'nfortunately it is the ca-e that

btttro U ** their s<

ritfht to build such weapons, she said

Nolan described how a 1987 agree

ment between a group of industrial

turns helped to curb a joint Argentine

Egypt Iraq effort to extend t In-

capabilities of the Condor missile

"Stringent export control- .md en

forcement by suppliers is essential," she

said. "In the long run Third World

el that itimissileprolit.

tion] reduces security
"

Nolan felt that the current crisis in

volving Iraq had raised awareness

among industrial powers about t!

i\ed threat to global securiU (MM

ed bv missile proliferation m the Third

World She described Iraq's mi--

capabihts as relatively modest, and said

there wa- 00 hard evidence th.it

chemical warheads could be delivered

by li1 i
9CUD B missib-

Iraq has aboir b of

which launch 3 warheads Iraq is beli-

ed to have ii 800 to 600 missi •

900 missiles were deh\. J
Iraqi

during the last pha.-e o< the Iran \<

r."

She mentioned India and 1

tions likely to soon acquire Ion,

mj .pability "India s -p.ue pro

gram i- two third- mill! 'd if in-

tended to develop a !om

• unter Chin
Ian felt that communication bet

ween Third World nation- must In- «n

couraged so as to alleviate arm

and cited the > India

and Paki.-tan not to attack each Othl

nuclear installations as an exampl-

this approach.

Galligan lead investigated
B) SARAH DEMASTER
Collegian Staff

Investigator- Ml looking into a possible

connection between I woman who was

almost abducted Sep* IK in Belchertown

and the Dec 18. 1989 -laving of Universi

Off Massachusetts -tudent Sharon

illigan.

The woman, who w a- threatened with a

knife but was not hurt, told state police

that her assailant resembled a composite

sketch of Galligan's slayer. She added that

the man asked her, "Are you a UMass -t u

dent

The woman is not a UMass student »
Police Lt. Edward Harrington, who is in

igating the case, said the incident is

one of many which his office is looking in

to in connection with the Galligan case. He

said he has found no definite link.

He added that investigators are "very K
tively" working on the case, and are still

receiving phone calls from the public. They

have narrowed the pool of suspects to about

25 people

( <>llrtP»n ph«*» b* Al»n 1

I

Janne Nolan

I Football enforces
locker room policy
Editors note - This is the first of a multi-part series

examining amateur and professional press, loeker room

relations.

By ADR1ENNE MATT
Collegian Staff

In light of the controversy surrounding the New

England Patriots, the University of Massachusetts foot

ball team will enforce an age-old policy that states no

one, whether press or family, will be allowed in the

stadium locker room, according to head coach Jim Reid

"Nobody will go into the locker room," Reid said.
'
It s

in the playbook. The press should be able to get the

news out and conduct interviews in the press room.

Information regarding the alleged sexual harassment

CONTINUED ON PAGE 12

Souter to be sworn in next week
WASHINGTON (APv- David Souter of New Hampshm

will take his oath next week as a Supreme Court justice.

with the nation watching how he'll vote on abortion and

other contentious social issues.

The Senate voted 90 9 Tuesday to confirm Souter. 51.

as the 105th member of the high court. The Court im-

mediately announced that Chief Just.ce William H Rehn

quist will swear in Souter next Tuesday morning, just

before the Supreme Court begins hearing the second week

of arguments in its 1990-91 term

The first major case Souter will hear concerns a sex bias

dispute. At issue is whether employers may exclude all

women of childbearing age from some hazardous jobs, and

the Court's decision could affect millions of women

Issues of sex discrimination, race discrimination and

especially abortion rights were at the core of opposition

to Souter within and outside the Senate.

The handful who voted against him and many voting

for the nomination worried aloud that he would side with

the Court's conservatives and overrule Roe < I WatJe. the

1973 ruling that legalized abortion

To many Democrats who voted for Souter. his record on

these social issues wa- troubling but his testimony en

couraging. even though he refused to be pinned down,

especially on the politically hot abortion decision

Sen. Herb Kohl, D Wis .. a member of the Sen it

e

Judiciary Committee, said there appeared to be "two

Judge Souters
."

"The Judge Souter who testified before our committee

did not seem locked to the past/and that was the one he

was voting for Kohl said. But the National Abortion

Rights Action League said the Senate "made a dangerous

leap of faith" that could lead to the defeat of abortion

rights and a return to "back alley abortions."

"I have been given much and much will be expected of

me in return, and I will make that return to you and I

will make it in the fullest measure that 1 can." he said
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DEERFIELD FISH
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The NEW
CHOWDER HOUSE

Restaurant
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Now Serving
Beer & Wine We're Fresh!

-i. i

Haiid-Pick«d Fresh from th« Sea,

Bowaht Directly from the Source,

So We Can tasSre You the Hi9he*t in Quality Seafood.

Fresh Cut, Domestic, No Preservatives

valuey
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Is there a difference?

Restaurant by The Valley Advocate poll
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All you rati fi>l

BUFFET $5 .99

COMEDY RESERVATIONS

586-1202 685-6615
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SUNDAY BIUJNCIU 6.99
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coupon good til 10/21/90

Buy One Dinner,
Second at
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Restaurant Wholesale
Supply

OPEN
for orders on
October 14th
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MATT URAHAM
Brendan McMann Paul Etwell
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MARK ROSSI

ARCIR0SE TONY ROSE
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All Comedf Into

585 8815
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All Age* • All Slra«|

I Spectacular Student Discount tor HELLO, uuLLV.
Broadway Productions Presents

Student Rush • Saturday, October 6

|Live On Stage! Direct From New York!

Cinema
Paradisic

Mon-Thur one show
7:30

Fri-Sun two shows
7.00 and 9:15

Student discount wi>

valid ID

^2.50

<***

Now's the

time to call.

,

.

North Amherst'
Motors

78 Old Surxwrland Rd., No Amhtrst

549-2880

Expert Repairs and
Reconditioning

Most Ma/or Credit Cards Accepted

Srrt(

MIMI
HINES

PHIL

FORD
Boc* by

M.CHAEL STEWART JERRY HERMAN

Symphony Hall • Saturday, Oct. 6 at 8:00 p.m.

Reserved Seats: $12.50 STUDENT RUSH Saturday. October 6 at

Springfield Civic Center Box Office until showtime or Sold Out. Cash

Only Symphony Hall Box Office opens at 6:00 p.m.

EXCELLENT SEATS AT THE BOX OFFICE!

787-6600

HELLO DOLLY! has been called the most endearing and effervescent Broadway

Show of the 20th century! Winner of 1 Tony Awards, HELLO, DOLLY'S spectacu ar

dancing, memorable music and enthralling comedy creates a high voltage pleasure for

all age groups.

The National Company's production of HELLO, DOLLY! is staged and costumed to

faithfully recreate the Broadway production. It is a rare opportunity to see Broadway

at its finest at $37.50 less that the current $50.00 price of a Broadway ticket. All

reserved seats will be $1 2.50 for students with appropriate ID. Cash only, first come

first served until. 8:00 p.m. showtime or until sold out.

Spectacular Student Discount for HELLO, DOLLY!

LOCAL
Abilities Unlimited focuses on accessibility

... . ^ i i-Ar i * 4 u..- .w .,.„,.-,.,) u>;»Vi inn manv dividing doors. Sortje said.

By MARC ELLIOT
Collegian Correspondent

For three hours yesterday and Tuesday several Univer-

sity staff" and student leaders confined themselves to

wheelchairs in a program organized by Abilities

Unlimited, an organization of about a hundred disabled

UMass students.

After picking up their wheelchairs at the Disability Ser-

vices office in Whitmore, participants spent the next three

hours trying to conduct their business as usual, but

without their legs.

Participants in the program included Arthur Hilson,

chief of the UMass police and director of Public Safety,

Ted Mone, operation manager for the Orchard Hill Cen-

tral residential areas and Karen Renaud, president of the

Pan Hellenic Council.

Throughout the three hours they had to avoid potholes

and stairs and deal with crowded furniture, slow elevators

and crumbling sidewalks and hills.

Jana Sorge, a junior pyschology major and president of

Abilities Unlimited, said she has been able to get to most

of the buildings where she has classes Classified as a

quadriplegic, Sorge uses her left foot to steer her powered

wheelchair to classes.

"Most of the ones I've had to deal with so far are ac-

cessible," Sorge said, "but some of them aren't."

Some of the older academic buildings like Fernald Hall

or Thayer are not accessible by wheelchair and may never

be, due to the high cost of making them so, said Paul R.

Applely, director of Disability Services.

"If the University did get some money to improve ac-

cessibility, there are other things that would be done

first."

Many classes are moved by Disability Services to accom

modate handicapped students, Applely said.

"1 had a discussion that was on the second floor of

Dickinson. .
." said Sorge, "but the second floor isn't ac

cessible because there isn't an elevator So they had to

move it to the first floor. But at the time there was all

this construction, so they had dug up the area around it

so there was no way to go up. So they had to move it

again."

While manv buildings are accessible by wheelchair,

some of them are still difficult to move around in due to

elevators with the buttons placed high up and hallways

with too many dividing doors, Sorge said.

The number of hills at UMass is a lot of wear and tear

on the wheelchairs and winter greatly complicates mat

ters. she said.

in the winter, things get pretty crazy because they

don't shovel things as well as they should." Sorge said.

"And a lot of times they'll shovel the snow into the curb

cuts so you can't get off onto the road or across the at net

So that can be highly annoying There have been timet

that I've sat there waiting for someone to help me out ol

this puddle of ice that I can't get out of, but I manage pr.-t

tv well."

Sorge said she thinks that she has gotten used to being

in her wheelchair because she has been handicapped all

of her life but added she can see how those who could walk

at Mime time in the past might have trouble adjusting

"I was born with cerebral palsy, said Sorge. "My

parents didn't even know about it until I was a year old.

1 walked a little bit when I was younger, but not much.

I'm not verv coordinated

A Disability Pride Day rally is to be held on the Boston

Common this Saturday. Sorge and other membei

Abilities Unlimited plan to attend.

Volunteer fair a success
By HEIDI BABINSKI
Collegian Correspondent

The Human Kindness Project and

Volunteer Initiative Blending and

Education Service hosted a successful

Volunteer Fair yesterday, which includ

ed an array of local non profit agencies

hoping to recruit reliable student

volunteers.

The action unfolded under a striped

tent in the Northeast quad with a live

DJ and free frozen yogurt from

Bananarama to help liven the

The BjOtJ of'the Human Kindness 1V>

jacl til to foster and channel

knowledge of human.' interests in tin

-.dent halls and within thecommuni

t \ Th<- protect is atotgaod to identify en

i.A.ih!. -tudent volunteer portions It

« it h various non-profit agen«

m tin- bum helping to boUsfa Buffering,

both localU and throughout the world

Monica Lttkey, activities dn

the Amherst Adult Day Cen-

confident with the student respoi

Im looking for warm, community

t v pe people to help assist with the elder

ly and physically handicapped, mcoi

porating social, spiritual and intellec

t ual areas of therapy I signed up 20 pe<v

pie today." Laskey said.

Another agency present included

Jessie's House, a shelter in Northamp

ton. A dignified environment for up to

21 homeless people, it also serves as a

resource to the entire community, pro-

viding emergency food, referral services

and housing assistance.

James A Fox, chief of Volunteer Ser

vice for the Veterans Administration tn

Northampton, was busy orienting

students for "college companion" status.

Some of these tasks include assisting

Veteran patients with psychiatric

disorders, sub ihuse problemi Si

Al/heitnei - diOBOSS I'v helping with

multiple rehabilitation, recreation and
entertainment settings.

other organizations included the

Springfield Ronald McDonald Ho;

and the United Waj

Students from the I Housing

Recycling Program also had a p

speious turnout, recruiting

volunteer Cheryl Baldwin. c.N.nhnatoi

of the program, is in: 1 in getting

students more involved in recycling, in

learning the different aspects of recycl

ing and "in educating others through

t hese s as a means of saving the

planet," Baldwin said.

Athletes extoll Church
By JULIE LIVINGSTONE
Collegian Staff

Editor i noli - This is the fourth in a

series of articles addnt$ing the Huston

Church of Christ

"Think back to when you were JpOttBg

Who was your hero Dave Mitchell

The group of 28 students smile and then

answers range from "My older brother" to

"The Six Million Dollar Man "

It was the ice breaker question tO an in

formal bible study two nights ago in Emer

ton residence hall, led by Mitchell and

, Eddie Both Kddie and Mitch.-.

on "v sports teams at th>

Of Massachusetts It BOS I

N

ton Church ofChrist topursos high

profile membei- of ui. UogO

(.ommunit
Mitchell say- he is a membei of the BCC

ttUN they are the group of people who

nax , .d his questions about

religion and lite, but that he remains

-Mbllltie- He >av~ he I. ,1.1- the

Bible and then figures out how it ap.

to hisown Lift He says the gronp coot

much love and truth, and that he doss have

a mentor in the church, someone t<> « horn

he looks up and who offers advice to him

Jamas Mana, nusuatsroi the Springfield

church ofChrist, and Mitchell plav basket

ball and hang out together "We

V

friends, we do talk about things other than

the Church He offers me advice Hindsight

may be 20 20 but it helps to have sssnooi

who's been through stuff before you SU|

ing things."

Mitchell, a fullhack for the \

hall t. '1 he is equally at home w ith

his friends on the team and with those from

the Church It - because we're strii lag to

.me trin .mplished."

\ .»f the Church smc Nov* mher

now in his fifth year - said h.

...i-\ to be storeotyped through int

I hurch and that di-

ment it something I

if. ami
tation- of a team and thosvof the B< < \

toyour I ssttftsyou

p recruited and tl beseap

them "

p[ I he iove otllv bl PSI It

mav not DC the same intetisitv but there

i- no lov. lo-t and no communication lo-i

The ChUJ m
I"

PSRU adjusts to change

Collegian photo by Tom Sandy*

VOLUNTEERING FOR GARBAGE A senior History major

gathers information from junior Max Coreet on how to join the ranks

of the UMass res-ed recycling program during yesterday s Volunteer

Fair.

By MELA1NK JANISCH
Collegian Correspondent

The People for a Socially PoSPonsihlf
University have undergone iOBUt

noticeable changes lately, due to

of conflicts with the Student Activities < N

fice, according to an <>i-gani/.er

The PSRU was working for the Radical

Student Union, but. according to PSRU
member Randy Visci... they were being

harassed the last two gaSBSSOSCT tor being

there

"We were informed that we cannot work

out of there because we were not a li

student group." he said.

Having always answered the phon.

RSUPSRU. the PSRU was told b> the Stu

dent Activities that that was unacceptable.

Viscio said.

The Student Activities Office also would

not allow PSRU advertisements to be plac

ed in the "People's Forum," he added.

As a result of the conflicts, Viscio said the

PSRU moved their office off campus The

new, located at the 1 f«

ja downtown Amher-t

The new office WSSI mad. possible I

$3,000 grant from the North

Unitarian Veatch Foundation of N

Jerse\ .
he -aid

The PSRU currently ha- four ch
,

UMass. Amherst College, Hssnpsh

and a recent I v opened chapter at

Mount H-.lvoke College TfcsrewUl I

cond PSRU chapter at Hampshire Col

to officially registei tJ student organi/a

Hon and receive Student Activities

funding

The PSRl's actions at usis am
ed at stopping the militai.v B at the

-chool, which 1- tied to the Department of

Defense It will also be involved in several

irning actions being endorsed by the

National Student Movement

There will be petition tables in downtown

Amherst, which the PSRU plan- to keep

running until the United States pulls out

of the Persian Gulf. They are also organiz

ing stepped up student protests regarding

U S tr< Kip deployments to the Middle I

The LBG FORUM comes out every Thursday Submis-

sions must he rjped BUd submitted by Wednesday 5 p.m.

THURSDAY, OCTOBER 4 Film co-sponsored by the

lesbian Bisexual Gav Alliance and the Program for Gay,

Lesbian and Bisexual Concerns. Entre Nous, 7 p.m.. Cam-

pus Center room 803.

Reading Sarah Shullman, author of lesbian fiction, in-

cluding After Delores. will read from selected works. 8

p m .
Hampshire College. Enfield House Dal.

FRIDAY, OCTOBER B Coffee Social a weekly get

together sponsored by the LBGA. 3 to 6 p.m., Campus

Center, check schedule for room number.

=Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual Forum—UV '
L . -J w ,K„ TUESDAY. OCTOBE1

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 6 Dance sponsored by the

Amherst College LBGA. 9 p.m. to 1 a.m., AC Front Room

Free

MONDAY, OCTOBER 8 Speaker Evelyn White, author

of The Black Woman's Health Book. 4:30 to 6 p.m.. Hamp

shire College, Franklin Patterson Hall.

Open Meeting Bisexual Group at Hampshire College.

8 p.m. Call 549 4600 ext. 746 for info and directions.

Planning Meeting for the daylong festivities for National

Coming Out Day, on Oct. 11.6 p.m.. Student Union of

lice 413B.

TUESDAY, OCTOBER 9 Merlin* for general business

of the LBGA. all welcome. 6 p.m.. SU 413B

Rap weekly eaUOfSthof of the Lesbian, Bi sexual

Womyn's Union. 8.30 p.m.. SU 413B.

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 10 Meting of the Facul-

ty Staff Support Group. 3:30 to 5 p.m.. CC. check schedule

for room number.

Rap Croup facilitated bv the Lesbian. Bisexual and Gay-

Men's Counseling Collect iv. This weeks topic is "com

ing out," in keeping with National Coming Out Day. 8

p.m.. SU 413B, everyone welcome
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EDITORIAL/OPINION
rellect the views ol the loiiegiai

this page are

Boot ROTC from campus
In view of the the United States military services ban against

homosexuals, and the execution of this policy in UMass ROTC pro-

grams - namely discrimination against openly gay, lesbian and

bisexual students requesting military scholarships physical and

technical training - the Collegian feels that the ROTC should be

banned from the University until the policy is eliminated.

Because of this unfair treatment, the Collegian feels the faculty

and administration should seriously reconsider the role of ROIL

on campus and their practices as well as issue an apology to the

gay lesbian and bisexual community.

Two separate studies, initiated by the Pentagon to investigate

the reliability and performance of homosexuals in the military,

concluded that there was no evidence that [gays, lesbians and

bisexuals] disrupted the armed forces." These studies also prais-

ed their performance and urged their retention.

The Pentagon initially attempted to suppress these studies and

upon their release to the press were dismissed as inconclusive

Currant: the Military Studies Committee within the Faculn

Senate is investigating whether or not the ROTC's policy conflict*

with the University non-discriminatory policy or the Massachusetts

Gay Civil Rights Law and related statutes When this mvestigatm

report is done, the Faculty Senate will make appropriate recom-

mendations for action.

TMass ROTC prevents over 2.000 students from taking advan-

tage of its scholarships and special training programs; this it dearly

an issue of academic discrimination. We urge that the Faculty

Senate treat, it as such and upholds the mi-p >n of this I mversity

Unsigned editorial* reflect the majority opinion ofthe Collegia*

Board of Editoi

flUtfSSV

-?£c
**>

ex

X* vst
a#

\\z**

<&

M3Hji

This is the Editorial Desk policy M columns and letters:

4 letter mai, he written ,n response to a column. < olumns and letters respo,,

din\ direct lu to a preciously printed letter mil not he printed Hon en r. nan

may ante another column discussmy the sum, issue uithout any reference to

the preeiouslu printed column or it* u titer.

suhnuss.ons rcuurstrd f he left umdited uill not he printed

< all 5454719 for any questions or comments. ^^^^^^^^^

Bigotry on several sides of issue

On Sept ttegien printed a

•i which comp

ping of western hi "nth ot

-hie-kl-.' like Ihoei bom
lun.- and Mongols.

The H Glubt -everal will ago

printed M which featured a

caricature of Saddam H n as a

caveman The IS media and government

are ed with making Iraq int.. I M
ng links, brutishly grunting at

th< the world

The idea il if the V 8, and the world (

l

,- the Gulf situation Otl super I

•...ns, like -What

\nd> world heir

How man
Itfl are - r > heavily influenced by

. that t! OUt the

pie the] rtpr

Arab pi '
*

Their cultur- eh and

utul. and the> have legitime!

Carat about BOW their land- are being U

o, Jltgian printed ml

umn by Minn S

It li— rilwd the people of the U 8. as

"sell- Centered imbeciles who <»nl>

understand violen

.urns that Iraq has "reclaim

rightfully theirs." and

the well known hrut.-ilitv <>t Hua—in ,
who

d bj Knot -tv int. tii. i

tu.nal and other human rights group

a murderous tvrant

Both piece it the fact! Ignoring

truth in favor Of nationalistic higotrv

reduces human life to something much 1.—

.•, huh i- what wai i- iboul

Violence must end

m -I Daaflati
( . ntral

While digging through the hack page-

of last Sun iper. I

i

b\ n.-cklace " The .irticle was about

thi sand - pioblams la South

Africa, stating 800 people have d

-nice August due t<» infighting among

rival Btad Bl

What LQItft irrn me- about South At:

is that I have a hard time keeping

straight who the "bad gm- an 1

the oansesarra gernrnmeol that weal

give Blacks anv right- or is it the Bla.

Uughtariag each other in the stre. I

fighting lot powei

Three Black youths, age- Li to 19.

were killed by another much larger

group of Blacks while walking doa a the

street .
The\ w .re killed by a neckl I

-thii i- wIi.mi I
• -.iked nidi-

i which is uaed hacauee it sticks to the

l i i"

it kind of p.

skin' and [>

and lif
^

w.uilddo-.

human beta

The White- have to ^iv. up Apart held.

hut now would not he tl.

;t The Bla South Africa hi

^.-t orgaoiaad Defers thej are given

M-lf rule A- long as the Black vs. Black

violence continues, they are going to get

nowhere.

So. for now. we should hold off on the

Kr.e South Africa' message < n

ding to the White government V\

.

-hould -end a me—age 10 South African

Blacks to stop t hi' vio, d organ

nth.- nolence -..South Africa

be B

Matt Sherman
Southwest
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Fans should benefit from Sox s victory

Sports
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In thi- d«y and apt, when the onlv riMOK to aXOal m

profeasional iporU ii to add another million to contract

M to gain endor-ement- and one - picture on everything

from po candv hars. one would like to think that

a team like the Red SOX, who have been in Fenway for

nearly 90 years, would have enough dignity left to give

up a little cash for the p.nple who love them the m<<

the Ian-
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Wrong The Red Sox hrass showed this weekend that

they are money gruhhing scum just like the rest While

the whole nation watched Tom Brunansky and Roger

Clemens lead Boston to perhaps the higg.-t victory of the

season last Saturday, those diehard fans within 75 miles

of the Fenway sat at home watching the Padres and the

Reds - a game that had no hearing on life in Boston.

This is due to the fact that the Red Sox. although they

are receiving around $10 million from CBS this season.

refused their request to lift the blackout of the game —

reason being to protect NESN's precious 370,000

subscribers

Give me a break. When it comes to Boston's sports fans,

we stick together

Besides -bowing no reaped to the fans, they also didn t

show much reaped to i company who is paying for a much

larger chunk of the Red Sox payroll than the NKSN con

trad could ever dream of I can"t wait to hear how negative

( BS is to the Red Sox a**nd when they make the playoffs.

But wait! There's even more to come from under then

tightly fitted dunce caps. Those par -i moments idiots «

looking for that extra couple of bucks in the park itself

Those of us who were lucky enough to be at Fenwav this

eimihanri had the distinct opportunity to buy KM Joyt

handise in the bleachers.

Now U < vhat we have here - tfro team- battling

tor the title, hometown fans who weren't even in their

grandfather s balls last time the Red Sox won the cham

p.onship and plenty of beer. Do they need any more m
centive to pound on Blue Jajri fam

Not according to the Red Sox marketing executives.

They thought it would be neat to give the Canadian fans

hats and pennants so they can be found more easily

Think for a moment what would happen if UMass decid

d to sell Temple hats in the Cage. The people telling the

Itttff wouldn't get out alive, never mind the

Philadelphians who bought it.

But that's not even the point. The Red Sox need all the

help they can get, dedication and support from the fans

being most important. Giving the opposing team's fans

any help doesn't benefit the cause. If they have the nerve

to show up, let 'em go to the souvenir shop. At least it

will keep them out of the park

If the Red Sox manage to pull out a pennant or World

Series victory this season, it certainly won't be because

of management. If there is success, the fans should be

reimbursed for the last 72 years of tireless support with

lower ticket prices next season. They are the ones who

deserve it — they're the ones who care

Erik Susshaucr is rt UMass student
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Workers warn of

Question 3's impact
To our fellow Massachusetts citizens:

As a group of average workers, who happen to be state

employees, we would like to bring certain facts to your

attention.

In common with all citizens of this state, our money does

not stretch as far as it did two years ago. July 1988 was

our last pay increase. Actually, a decrease occurred in

June 1990 with an increase in health coverage costs.

For years, we as a group have been misjudged as being

lazy, non-productive welfare workers. This is not true for

the majority of state workers. Most of us are the nuts and

bolts that keep the University of Massachusetts at

Amherst clean, maintained and functional.

We also have heating, medical and housing, plus

families to feed and clothe in common with all of you.

Without our jobs we will become welfare recipients.

Please get all the facts and consider carefully the short

and long term effects of your November vote.

Tina M. O'Connor
State employee

Editors' note Suu- other employees signed this letter
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Distorted views of Northern Ireland perpetuate contlict

Northern Ireland. To many, the name

conjures up images of mad bombers and

gunmen randomly attacking defenseless

motitari and children, while upright

Briti-h -quaddn-. \ainly struggle' tS restore-

peace.

Jim Dee

This distorted image of the North of

Ireland hi- -ei ved Britain well, cloaking

it- role- in creating and perpetuating the

conflict. Continue-d distortions have absolv

ed Britain from the responsibility of enter

ing into peace negotiations with the IRA.

while hiding from the world the brutal

realities of its continued colonial occupa

t ion of Ireland.

Among those realities is the fact that in

t he past 20 year< I
.% er 700,000 homes have

been searched, in an area with a popula

ti.m of e.nly US million people. The searches

punish the working-class nationalist

population, who refuse to accept the con-

tinuation of British rule

One ex British soldier stated in the July

199' of thi London-based journal

7>..o/)v l h,t, "The official line is that

thev're onlv carried e.ut when there is

suspicion of an arms dump, for example.

That s a lie. It's not selective, it's just part

of the overall intimidation"

The intimidation doesn't stop there. If

one is active in left wing politics, displ..

ing any hint of opposition to British rule,

eine is iikelv to be interrogated as a poten

tial terrorist During these "interroga-

tions" detainees are frequently beaten and

tortured.

The British army's most infammi-

beatings were handed out in 1971. follow

ing the introduction of indefinite intern-

ment without trial - introduced exclusive

h against the nationalist population. Dur

ing internment, thousands of labor leader-,

community leaders and students activist-

were subjected to sensory deprivation, elec-

tric shock, and denied food and sleep

Amnesty International and the European

Commission on Human Rights have

repeatedly condemned Britain for its use

of torture in Northern Ireland. Today the

most severe beatings are carried out in the

Castlereah RUC compund in East Belfast.

To counter its image abroad, in the

mid-70s Britain embarked upon a cam

paign of disinformation against the IRA.

falsely portraying the guerrillas' actions as

indiscriminate and bloodthirsty Earlier

this year a former British Intelligen.

ficer. Colin Wallace, produced document

-

which proved the existence of such a covert

campaign named Clockwork Orange

These documents show actu.ns were aim

ed not just against the IRA. but also

tinat politicians in Britain ami Northern

Ireland who favored peace negotiatK.ns

with the IRA.

Clockwork Orange is but one example ..t

the broader "dirty tricks campaign which

has been far mon- sinister Contrary to

British propaganda, the IRA on-i-t.-ntly

pHICOdtW bombings with telephoned warn

mgs to security forces as well as to indepen

dent monitoring agencies in e.rder te> avoid

civilian casualties. It baabeen trifled that

on several occasions the- British have fail

ed to pass on the warnings to target areas.

The result has been civilian deaths and pre.

paganda victories for the British.

Perhaps the most successful British pro

paganda victory has been in perpetuating

the myth that it wants nothing more than

te. withdraw from Ireland Unfortunately

there would be a bloodbath if the British

suddenly left. However, no one is calling

for the British to leave suddenly

Sinn Fein and others have proposed

phased withdrawal over five- yaare,
during

which time British e^e.nomic assistance-

could supplant it< mas-ive- military outlays

Society devalues life
.jack ( II Crank Ragar

I j
,, n " K. r I loud speaker, the

n.ime- ofthe aaeeaaad e-cho throughout the-

lad continue in a quilt cm
,d with seam- which -tt.t.h fa

miles and me mm ,. - wlmh are infinite Tlu-

quilt weigh* H ton- and is so he-avv it

%\ heim ana*! heart A paraan hi front e.f me

bow* his head, -hade.wing tear* from the

who I em to see the- AIDS

M.-me.nal Qoill Sitting on the- BOOT,

ims flenv denvn his cheeks as he tender

lv touches the quilt.

Adam Stein

The sponsor is called The Names Project.

vet fe»r him it is not just a name, but

perhaps a friend, or a parent, or a sibling.

We may not be familiar with the victims,

yet we really are. They are our neighbors,

teachers, veterans, nurses, a U.S. Con

gressman, carpenters, engineers and an

Olympic Athlete

In May 1990. they totalled 80,791 dead

with 132.510 others positively diagnosed.

They too will die. as there is no cure. AIDS,

sadly enough, is a disease that has been

placed on the scale on which society weighs

people's worth. And the worth of homosex

uals is considered less than the worth of

others

It is a stigmatized illness which affects

sections of society who are seen as less

desirable, and thus people just don't care.

While thousands had already died, it was

not seriouslv addressed by our government

until 1986, six vears after the discovery of

the disease, when Ronald Reagan asked

the Surgeon General to write a report on

the AIDS epidemic "By the time President

Reagan delivered his first speech about

AIDS 36.058 people had been diagnosed

with the disease; 20.849 had died {Ami The

Hand Waved On, Randy Shiltzi."

There is an inconsistent response to

disasters which affect the White heterosex

ual communities as opposed to those felt

in Northern Ire-land, and -erie.us rteg

turns on the- structure' of a united Ire-land

could begin without loyahati relying on the-

British army trump card

In the interim period it is hoped that t he-

British could make an effort te. di-

lovahst death equadi Now, they do quit

ppo-ite. In 1988. the British govern

men! was helping fund a factory which
,

ducad machine- gum far loyalist death

squad- In 1989. it WttdJ dthet far

vears British se.ldier- have been passing

loyalist- the- name-- and adeli <i

republican sympathized - including

lawyers .md community activist-, main of

whom have been wihseqnentl tedby

leiyaii-t-

Nt-ws from Northern Ireland il

We seldom hear of the summary executi-.

Of IRA operatives hv the British army
war. despite the fact the British

deny re-publican prisoners POW tad

refuse to enter peace negot

voices need to be heard from Northern

Ireland. Despite- representing 35 percent of

the nationalist electorate. Sinn Fein

strict l\ censored. Sadly, the Inability of

nn Fe-m to speak fr«-.-l\ . OT to e-hcit -up

port abroad for their paaes proposals, will

only perpetuate the bloodshe -.1

.l\n> I). U ttudent

outside of the mainstream The nu>-t

popular example was the ma lanhunt

launched by Mayor Flynn of Boston

gainst the Uppoaad African Am.wan
murderer of Charles Stuart's wife, when

murders occurring in the same

against non Wr bed with

much less vigor

Another example of socie-tv - valuing

MM hvrs mon- than eithers wa- the- atten-

tion given to the Tyh-nol scire- When
cyanide was discovered in the capsules the

Xeu York Times wrote a story on the- scare

everyday for that October (1982 » and pro

duced 23 pieces in the two months after

that (Shiltz)."

However, by Oct. 5. 260 people had died

of AIDS, w ith another 374 infected, yet the

The Sen York Times had written only-

three stories about the epidemic in 1981

and three more stories in all of 1982

(Shiltz

Society's weighing of deaths within the

mainstream as more important than the

deaths of gays was not only evident in the

unequal media coverage of AIDS, but also

in government funding of the disease. In

1976 a disease broke out among a group of

married White American Legion conven-

tioners in Philadelphia. The epidemic,

w hich claimed far fewer lives than AIDS,

became known as Legionnaires Disease

and was being researched by the National

Institutes of Health (NIH> at the same time

as AIDS. NIH Legionairre's spending in

1982 was $34,841 per death as opposed to

the $3,225 spent per AIDS death (Shiltz).

The main difference between the victims

was their sexual orientation.

It is this which the AIDS Memorial Quilt

tries to convey and, as the demographics

of AIDS victims continue to change and

more heterosexuals are woven into t he-

panels of the quilt, it will be this we must

remember: 26 percent of those with AIDS

received the virus through heterosexual

transmission or IV drug use.

Democratic Party blues 1

What is happening te the Demoi

Part\ '

li Seems lately it has been i

interested in gettin. Cted than in

it- agenda.
t nailer from the Demon

National Coounfttl d the Dem's

long standing commitment to issues like

education, the e-nvironment, AIDS

arch, fighting the- drug war in our

cities and protecting women*! rights and

civil right-

Jason Kofman

However, over the past nine months,

national Democratic leaders have cer

tamly not produced anv results to write

home about

Since G.H.W. Bush arrived in the

Oval Office. Democratic leadership h

supported bills on voter motor legist i a

tion, minimum wage increases and

decreasing contra aid.

In all three instances, they lost even

with a majority in the House and

Senate. Why the apathy? It may be the

absence of a strong national leader. The

GOP has people like Bush. Bob Dole,

Newt Gingrich, all spouting the same

message. The Dems have Tom Foley.

George Mitchell and Dick Gephardt try-

ing to appease the American voter by

trying to sound like the administration.

In rare instances when Dems have

loudly and openly called for reform, they

were either smothered by the GOP with

re election threats (Gephardt challeng

ing Bush ad getting lambasted by GOP
chief Lee Atw ater) or quieted down by

their own party (Dan Moynihan and

Rostenkowski's various tax plans

earlier this year).

The problem may be the Party has too

many leaders representing too many
factions, failing to delineate a unified

party message.

The party that has long represented

change and pi ogre -s ha- recent l> l*-en

ti and apathv

trom the- recent defeat of Bush'a q

to lower capital gam- I

have- lately been '

maneuver the :

position to the -pot light

Where was the e)pposHie.n last month

to Bush -ending thousands of tfOOpS to

Middle- Fast and te I;

that hoetilitu net imminent?

Th- on admonition Irom the

Democrats until two weeks ago sfUf

thousands of troops had been position

ed and hill ions of dollars spent in a

ne- keeping capacit%

It seems that the progress! .uid

leadership that once characterized the-

urn nit ic Party is out to lunch There

are very few Democrats in Congress

who are considered liberal Democrats

and even a smaller percentage m the

Senate.

This political complacency has twice

allowed Republican administrations to

gut long standing Democratic gains in

the last 20 years The Nixon administra

tion was allowed to dismantle gains

made by FDR's New Deal and the

Reaganites were allowed to roll back

many of the gains made during LB.J-

Great Societ\

Today's Democratic Party seems like

a party with too many ideological balls

in the air. that really needs to get its

identity straight.

With many progressive Democrat .-

running for office in November like

Diane Feinstein, Ann Richards and

Harvey Gatt. the Party may be showing

signs of life Whatever the case, it must

get its act together to survive the

November ele-ctions and then set its

sights on the White Henise in '92.

Without a unified party message-. WS

can expect more of less from the once

mightv Democratic Party

Jason Kofman is a UMass student
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BLACK AFFAIRS
Kevin Mitchell: Up front and soon to be upcoming
--^•^ T M.M.M. ^ * --.«. ~ Â ^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ Mitchell said that courses he has taken previously in the

Bv DAWN I. PIERCE
Collegian Staff

Originally from Hanson. Mass. and a graduate of Cardinal

Spellman High School. Kevin Mitchell began to implement

his ideas of achieving a career in the music industry upon

his acceptance to the University of Massachusetts at

Amherst in 1986.

Mitchell was accepted into the Bachelor s Degree with In-

dividual Concentration Program, declaring a double ma-

jor of Urban Communications and African American

History
. , ..

Many students within the Black community here in the

Pioneer Vallev recognize the Kevin Mitchell as "DJ Kovy

Kev " the man who has lit up the airwaves each Saturday

night from 9 p.m to 12 a.m. on the University radio sta

tion 911 WMUA. for the past three and a half yt

Whether Mitchell is spinn.ng the ever-popular house, rap

and urban contemporary music on the radio's "Kevy Kev

Show." or freelancing as a disc jockey at social functions,

Mitchell continues to motivate the Pioneer Valley to "move

vour bodv" to the music

However, it need not be assumed that Mitchell s pur

tnce to excel academically and careerwise ceases at the

turntable

i

i
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Mitchell said that courses he has taken previously in the

Afro-American Studies department have contributed to his

positive outlook. He said " the courses have enriched my

outlook on life. They gave me extensive knowledge of my

African-American roots. I believe it is important for Black

students to take advantage of the exceptional Afro-

American Studies department that we have.

Presently, Mitchell is working on establishing a record

club for students here at UMass who want to learn more

about the operations and hands-on training of a record label

Mitchell said there needs to be a greater concentration ot

Blacks getting involved in the sports and entertainment in-

dustries from a management perspective. He believes many

Blacks take part as athletes and entertainers, but do no

properly receive the acknowledgement in management

P
°Speaking of his experience working for CBS Records, Mit

CheU said "the skills I have learned from CBS Records have

been extremely valuable. They gave me a head start in an

industry where it is virtually impossible to get started

Mitchell said he received some of his training and inspn a

tion to get involved in radio and music from former disc

jockeys and members of the Black Mass Communicat..

beine Program Director for WMUA, student senator for the future in their career tields.
t^ trrttA a , UMass "I want people to say that I was out there for the communi

BSsEawsg^SSs sSSSSSSL^SSs isi^-^f
.uui . luouraged me to make the best of everything.

Mitchell alsocredit> Rick Townes.MOCTltB <!' an "1 StU

dent Affairs, for providing him with positive academic

guidance and Maid m- freshman veai H«

cnnv broth* - D «vul Walker and Duane W alien

both forme' of Kappa Alpha lid Sadie

ht him discipline and respect during Nil ori*0

I K..pp« Alpha M Ki.if- inity lncorpoi atetf

1989
During the summer of 1989. Mitchell was also a Produc

tions Assistant intern at Urban Update, a minority news

ram on the CBS television network channel WIW
TV in Boston.

MitchiMl's current activities at UMm include being \ ice

..dent of the Nu Tau chapter of Kappa Alpha Psi.

alizing m communications and social planning for the

' ' tchell is also Promotion- M m Iftt for the Union

ettngft
umnist for Norn

mo N«

mmenting on his numerous activr i«- 1 niversi

i. "a lot of people hi I
at ion- for ca»W

ing as a v,do rvc^uiu.- m.^... - ~"T~ . ..

CheU expects to receive his Ba< heloi - .,1 At t - -l.gree m MA)

of 1991. ...

After graduation, career plans include working 101
'

K.eords in marketing and promotion* Mitchell said his

gOlll m > to own a record label with internal lonal

tnj an urban communication- consulting

.h/.ing in consulting with cable, broadcasting, network

television and adwrtising agencies

Dr. Joy James: On profile
By RAMAN! P SUPADA

MBOOdtWM

I)i .J..\ Jarne- if an as-istant pi

in the Women > Studies department fa

at the University of Massachusetts at

Ami I
• hing two courses this

fall African American Women in the 20th

•ury Political Movements" and

nini-t Womanist The<

Dr James • d her undergradu

education ,it St M;«ry - I'niv.--

TeXM Her post doctorate work was done

in liberation th- I Union Tbtotoi

Hei d work was in

n a visiting

cholar at Miami Univeralt) m Ohio Dr

.Jan iou-l> taught .. mary in

York

While in Miami. I>r JaflMfl W9M mvolv

ed with I coalition of divers, -tudent- do

ing ant anti Klan WWfc, The Ku
Klux Klan WM going to march and the

tttdtUta wanted to piot.-t From this ex-

perience. Dr Jam • o ivd more

about social relationship-. Mtfrtfl '""'

pa-sion and militancy, especially amongst

Black women who w.-re leading the

protest.

Dr James has also been involved in work

concerning political prisoners here in the

United States and on ant l violence against

women campaigns
Currently, Dr. James is working on a

political biography of Ella Baker. He!

issues of concern are on the state's racial

policies and their effects on women and

•cidal policies She said she would

like to do an analysis around

manhood" and work for liberation

I), Jam 1 "I" - U» connect with Bi

women 9w would like to form

link between eoonm and program develop

merit, and how it relate- to political think

ing vi-m James said she want- to

.< k women take then -pace. " and

speak out She thinks students should «ive

more input into programming and -hare

their idea- She said that she has a lot to

1. am and give in -uch exchanges. James

uld like to see more Black men

tn rolled in her courses as well as more

-tudents in general of cultural diversiu

You can't trust what U read
Claim When racial tension

does the media exhibit favoritism !

The American media is a -t range

operating device In the past year 1 have

been witne— to two statements made by

"political figures." one White, one

Black, both of which do damage to a race

of people.

Reginald Perry

Especially for You

Haircare e) Beauty Boutiqu

specializing in Afro American

Hair Care and Beauty Products

206 Russell St., Rt. 9

Hadley, 586-6622

Free Delivery

within

5 College Area

Th<- American med I up

-o that White p In poettknu

power can -av virtually anything the)

to anyone the} wain and gel nwaj

with it On the other hand, when the

Black man take.- ceir tad a!

tempts to do the -urn thing, he 1-

crucified'

Starting things oil. Wt have guber-

natorial candidate John Silber who

tied abruptly that the reason why he

wouldn't give a speech in areas A and

B (these areas may be regarded as high

crime areas to some* in Boston is that

*7 will tell yea womething about that

area. There is tin point in my making a

speech nn crime control to u group of

drug atltluts"

The media crawled all over that

mine remark to a degree, but they

didn't assassinate him like they have

done to others in the past. A large part

of it is that those who have been offend-

ed by such ignorance have a job, which
i- to make sure that what has been

-tated doesn't go unheard, in other

words cause a ruckus.

When 1 say assassinate, I mean to

degrade with the intention of making a

mockery of that individual or group.

That's the fate suffered by Richard (Pro-

fessor Griff) Griffin and Public Enemy.
Griff stated in the May 22 issue of the

Washington Times that "The Jen s ore

responsible for the majority of the

nickedness that goes ON (it ross the gh the,

including what'a going on in South

Africa" Professor Griff also added that

Jews have a history of killing Black
men, a practice continuing today in

South Africa, where Jews are financing

AIDS .\p.rinient- on Black people

I followed this di-a-ter closely and the

media had a field day on my group

tick* ••«• written, the

group appeared on MTV announcing a

breakup and various other TV tf

pearances. which brings me to a point

made b> Spike Lee in the September

1989 i--ue afAmerican Film Mmgathtt

'Blacks can't ever be racist

themselve- because they don't have the

political power to institute raci.st lav

When Black- call Whites names, that -

prejudice. Ractem is where you put lawi

into effect, -tincture- that affect vou

Spike l.< '• poaei the question

What ran Black people do to harm

Jewish peoplo a- a p« op

A- tor owning up to what W»M -aid.

Qrttf admits that what he said «

wrong, and an apology was offered tothe

Jewish community by chuck I), lead

vocal for Public Knemy. because the

. -omment is more or less on the record

of the group, and not really on Griffs

As for our foul-mouthed gubernatorial

candidate Mr. Silber, he points the

finger at the media for misrepresenting

what he said. Why can't this "man"' own

up to what spewed out of his mouth? He

refuses to make an apology to those

whom he offended.

Once again our great media goes

"blind" when something is owed to per

sons of color. In reference to Public

Enemy, 1 had to sit and watch Chuck D.

and the crew take a media "lashing."

What we have here is a razor sharp

but at the same time dull as hell double

edged sword. Those with political power

and influence can say whatever they

want to whomever they want, however

they want and go virtually untouched

by the media.

But when the shoe is on the foot of the

Black man, he can't speak his mind, or

t he result of his words are encoded as

being racist or prejudice In other words

the Black man is to remain the "mas-

humble slave."

I'll ask you one more time, does the

media play favorites?

ABTS&IJVING
Revealing the jazzy side of drummer Bill Bruford
»_ »„ . nncrvm Arr ° U

musical life these days. Between gigs in stadiums full of The Earthwo, ks concept ^"ler

By BILL ROSENBLATT
Collegian Staff

Drummer Bill Bruford and his band Earthworks are

coming to the Iron Horse next Monday at 7 p.m. What's

Bruford, a member of the name-like-a-law firm rock

supergroup Anderson Bruford Wakeman Howe ( ABWH),

doing in this column? The fact is that Bruford leads a dual

SUZANNE VEGA

Days of Open Hand
Oct 9, 7990
8:00 p.m.

John M. Greene Hall, Smith
College

$15 Genera/ Public

On Sale At:

For the Record Mainstreet Records

Amherst Northampton

and at the door

musical life these days. Between gigs in stadiums full of

teenyboppers and old Yes fans, he plays in clubs with a

band of hot young jazz players from England.

Bruford was one of the very few musicians who came

out of the 70s art-rock scene with his integrity intact. He

was in bands such as Yes and King Crimson that came

to be written off as "corporate," but he was only involved

with them during their early, truly creative stages. He

was also involved with several obscure, wonderfully ex

perimental bands, such as Gong and National Health. He

flirted with jazzier structures in his own late-70s band,

which included guitar wizard Allan Holdsworth and

recorded the magnificent album Feels Good to Me.

Bruford resumed his jazzy predilections after King Crim-

son reformed and broke up yet again in the early 80s.

After a brief partnership with Yes Moody Blues keyboar

dist Patrick Moraz, he entered the realm of a large number

of young players who were revitalizing the British jazz

scene He formed Earthworks around himself, saxophonist

Iain Ballamy and horn/keyboard player Django Bates; the

band has been together for five years and has released

two albums. The latest, Digt, was released last year on

Caroline records

••• HELP WANTED*••

TEMPORARY AIDE

e Nurse Aides needed immediately

for all shifts

• Earn up to $9.50 hourly

CALL KIM (772-2

466 Main St. Greenfiel

The Earthworks concept centers around Bruford's MIDI

electronic drums, which allow him to play melodies and

chords.

"I wanted to be able to support two single-line in-

struments in order that chords could come from the drums,

and that the drums would not be clogging up too much

keyboard space," he explains. "I knew that would give

us a kind of 'aerated' texture which wasn't heavy

Although the band does use lots of electronics, then-

music is tied to the British jazz scene instead of to the Man

dard notion of "fusion."

"Earthworks goes about making jazz isl) music in a dib

ferent way from an LA. fusion band I feel that the kind

of Britishness that we bring may have something to do

with understatement, which is a classic British

characteristic We'd rather not make a great big ruM

about attracting too much attention to ourselves in tinu

honored -peed metal-fusion style."

When asked to explain his involvement in both BUB

experimental^ oriented jazz band and a stadium rook

supergroup. Bruford is quite pragmatic: "The rock au-

dience doesn't know anything about Earthwork- and

couldn't care less. I suppose I've \ n able to hring some

fresher and more challenging music to one in a hund

of them It's a very common thing for musicians to have

a dav job' and a 'night job.' a paying gig and one that

you pay to plav. ABWH is. in a way. a day gig. though

I would take no gig that I couldn't enjoy OH some kind

of strong musical bas

He also sees nothing wrong in using his name and

reputation to promote Earthwork- nuek 1 would do

whatever is necessarv in order to try and get .in and

to come and hear us," he If you w ant DM to UfcO

mv trousers down. I'll probably do that a< well.

But. he is quick to emphasize. '1 won't alter the BUJ
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FROZEN VUGUKI
Colombo ''^zen yogurt satisfies at

liANANAK4MA

Northampton
186 Main St.

Amherst
Rnitwood Walk

UMass Arts Council

GRANT PROPOSAL DEADUNE

The next deadline for submission

of grant proposals for

arts-related projects and events:

Friday, October 26

Guidelines and application forms

are available at the Arts Council

office and the Student Activities

Office

Cocteau Twins'

new LP is

truly heavenly
By SAAD HOPKINS
Collegian Staff

Cocteau Twins

Heaven or Las Vegas

4AD

\bout eight or nine years ago, a friend visiting from

°i££tt» fell in love with it, as well as the 4AD r«,,-.j

l.hl.1 which over the years has put out some of the b«t

mScIn"wn°,„ the human ear Seven albums later he

?octeaus have put out HwM » Uj Vega " "'" '

masterp,ece. but ~rt..nlv a gem .n its own ,y

Review

UMass Arts Council

125 Herter Hall. 545-0202
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Sports on the Big Screen

Huge Omlettes Bloody Mary s

Turning 21? Twisters would like to

buy you lunch or dinner. Reservations

required
30 Bolt*ood Walk-Amnerst. i«««

253-2663

ATTENTION

Campus Center Concourse

Information Table

Wednesday, October 3

Thursday, October 4

@^a?

Ittft Blue Bell Knoll finally caught the attention of

IH w l" tener as ,1 was their first major label release- And

h ibum is destined to reach an even larger audience-

The s ngle icvhhnk Link" (the band is n«t».-us for ft*

. .nV straniie titlea for son**, has even been spotfJ on the

uopt end of he dial in the middle of*. a.nmoon

EU* -ars tg° if someone told me these-^"ys «»uld

. mm, m .1 a.rplav. I would have laughed But the

S^K«M^ mgvedients mandator, ,, a

£j
son* And although it if slightly conventional, it > .

v uU nt

th t thev still refuse- to make the complete crossover

FotzeHHK \M another beautiful son* that would be

„ , ,t dunng a romant.c in^rlude (more Peoph- h

;

-
to the CoeteWM than any other artist.. And other cuts liKt

"t Y»ur Ring- and Pitch The Baby prove the>

J, Vreat.ve and will continue to be on the cutt.n, edge

nLTved the role of a third element, while Simon Raymond

£? Robin Guthr,e came up with new "*£"££*
ways to get some beauty from the.r inrtruiiwnts. This »

es^ially apparent on "Wolf in the Breast and Road

^se^Guthne recently had a child, and the cor^

ten .'. the songs glorify that]^£»»**5EL
with their new addition. "Fifty Fifty Clown and Pitch

the Baby" make it obv.ous they are proud parents

AH n all th.- li h-ly record. So full °f^™\™*
that its ,m,„t,nle In fact. I have only one conv

olaint "Fn.u Fn.u POXM b Midsummer Fires triMtno

Sard to I as pretty as possible Had th.s track not bec^n

„n ,he album 1 would have certa.nl> given it a nine. But

instead I'll give them a very well deserv.d eifH

Bvth«-wav.thevin>tl.u,nn^n(M, taperai:

theVnmn Program Council to have them grace our cam

pm v. ith their pn

SUN -* WED nites

7-11 pm
re***********************

• JR ROAST BEEFS *T

• MOZZ SHOOTERS J

a BOOMERS *£

5
<

(0

<
S
o

<»^cy& tfHa^G?-*^ tfK^.«sp-^^&

^Vr ~ ** Liquor Store

Blueberry Schnapps

$8.99
1.75L

Almaden
$5.99

4L Bag-in-Box, all varieties

Miller Lite

$10.49 case
12 oz. bar bottles

Natural Light

;3.99 twelve pack
12 oz. cans

Old Aust
$1

Schaefer
$7.99 case

12 oz. cans

12 oz

Buffalo B ILls
\*£T'<X

Bailey's Irish Rum

Israeli

Lager pepe Lopez Tequila
$11.99 case

12 oz. bottles

338 College St., Rt. 9, Amherst 253-5384
Mastercard ancLyis^ccggtec
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THE FAR SIDE
By GARY LARSON

BONES IN THE BARREL
By J. GELLER 8c M. ROSENZWEIG

I

OK. this time Rex and Zeke will be the wolves.

Fifi and Muffin will be the coyotes, and Listen!

Here comes the deer!"

CALVIN AND HOBBES By BILL WATTERSON

\ vifS CNMLviu '

A£S Wt Olit ^^WO JUSV CAHT

be et-

WL"S C^ ^ AlMlt4 ' IK OK TN

da. D^^^^A ' ^

» sew.' mfcNKMou.'

HUM AU MOVtHCE '

.. • ' PiEAfsE. ' w^

fO, PEML1.S\T 00WU-

VIA QMKMG

SORR^. I'M

HtTViORK^

oe*k

TANGELO PIE
By TIM SNIFFEN

WJ2A?APF«T
i you supposes

/ TO 8f «f«t (M

wm I MAO

SOrlf 7^0U8i£

6f JTiNO TO

1^ THAT Ml fAULT?
SHOULD I SUFFER
I'CMt venter

LOST/

ACTI/AUY,

TWEE'S A

8lM/i Or"

mNCHES AWUMO

YOU* 000/?.'

I D0NT kf^OW 70|«;n .1/

WHAT70U-RE ,
A

,

TALKIM6 ABOUT/

LOOK, ft TH* MtA
FRLE OH NOT?

PRICE

COLLEGIAN 9

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Edited By TRUDE MICHEL JAFFE

ACROSS
1 Diamond glove

5 Throngs

9 The Merry

Widow
composer

14 Special aerng

15 Fresh

16 Rub out

17 Home site

measure
18 — avis

19 Hilltop house

20 Sensitive

23 June celeorant

24 Bamoi S km

25 Do or go
27 Sad-eyed

hound
30 Past working

hours

34 Author umoerto

35 Mane a new
hail-hitch

37 Attacx

38 Enthusiast

40 Distributes with

out

42 T* sack

43 Fun-lovmg
animal

45 Ad|ust a watch

47 japan or S.am
ending

48 Annoyed
50 Worked 'or

52 Ooogef mound
man

53 Don t ioott —

'

pater sign

56 Obtuse
62 Tea ?yp«

64 Rani s wrap

65 H

66 Lend —
67 Remove

/,' mies

u bdvc»v ! avor
-< growth

DOWN
i Castle Surround

2 Foot segment

3 Actress Garr

4 indications

5 Put on sale

6 Walk —
7 Swiss capital

8 Cygnet s

mother

9 Guides
10—1 saw

Elba

1

1

Tough
12 Europe s

neighbor

13 Gilbert &

Sullivan expert

john —
21 Crystal-ball

gazer

22 Prst lady

26 AAA s concern

27 Jazzy 'hythm

28 intense

29 Gentle

30 Lubricated

31 Some rwcWWeH
32 Cheese lover

33 Came to a

conclusion

36 Ripped

39 Celebrate

41 Fuming
44 Lease

signers

46 Docile

49 Stadium
sound

51 Purpose

53 City SE ol

Cleveland

54 Titt

ANSWER TO

F A D E|M
I R,l S|0

S

55 Clair ot dims

57 Whose Lite

Anyway 1

58 Irene ot

Fame
59 Sample disc

60 Vikes'

61 Finished

63 Kind

ot bran

PREVIOUS PUZZLE

By PRICE VAN RAY

!*e
'jti

R1V
in

»'

: tt.it K/1^

\<m III. VntrlK 1im.» 10 4 90

MENU
LUNCH

French Dip Sandwich
Quiche

BASICS LUNCH
Vegetable Grinder

Quiche

DINNER
Baked C^

Shells in Cheese

BASICS DINNER

:*ed Chick-

Shells m Cheese

YOUR DAILY HOROSCOPE
By JEANE DIXON

ARIES
Dkjap

»j wr* occompteh mcxe Dv

not reiymg on out*Kie nelp Be

$sj|^x>rl!ve of your mate Of port-

ne* let others unow e«oc*!v w^ot

!$ expee'ea o* fhefn

TAURUS Be

careful not fo akenate yout

associates tod

'aftons esca «»or

wow-ups Project h

jrage someone to grve

LIRRA
coot m tne face of mrv.

and ovoto mahif

-ate

needed item< i

deductc
meone who nas tseen e

~on>
GiMINI

• sor

as a surprise Be s

ptenty of tearr

jects vou con handle or .

ate*
Deckons '

CANCER
could hear sorrTe»h.ng I

' ;ge 'his morning
developments at the office

to your benefit PkJv host to an
unexpected visitor Give offspring

more super viSkDn

LEO July 23-Aug 22) vou may be

domg some finoreiai dickering to-

day Avoid pw* • propose

tons Sociateing with people from

A/aiks of life give*,

valuable information Us>

VIROO ,Aug 23-Sept 22) Other

people may try to throw their

weight around you do the op-

posite Double-check business

details to avoid making expensive

mistakes Your love life takes on

ext'a space

SCORPIO *«ed

hassle Go the sec
meone who s young

perencea Pay b*'

SAGITTARIUS

ptctj'e Plav
•

especiatv

CAPRICORN

he wind is DK

>rrt-y A good evenmg ft

ching up on thngs at home

AQUARIUS Jan 20

-e* goals you have

'iveoptc
jging fO* .'Oi-jaDte

\t and figures Let 'amiiy

know what you plan.

PISCES Feb 19 March 20
keen business sense could ^esutt m
your wmnng a decisor^

•

handling certain matters by mad

instead of face ro-faci

newcomer offers a compliment

Night Editor

Copy Editor

Layout Technician

Photo Technician
Production Supervisor

Typesetter

Production
Terry Starmer. Nicole

Anna Regina Santiago

Mike Webber
Rasberry Starmer

Richard DuCiee

Cranberry Starmer

Okra Dowhng
Jenna Dye Seth Kaye.

Dumas, Doug Johnston
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MOVING OFF CAMFUsJ 1

/

When you start

your career, there's

nothing like initial success
Brandywine offers Country

Living with convenience

• On UMASS Bus Route • Nearby Shopping • Situated

on 18 well-landscaped acres with pond.

• One and Two Bedroom apartments include gas

utilities (heat, hot water, and stove).

• Swimming pool, laundry facilities, responsive

management
• Stop in and we II show you what we have to otter.

BRANDYWINE AT AMHERST
16 Brandywme Drive Amherst

Rental Office open daily KM

Exciting opportunities exist at IBM
for 1990/91 BS/MS graduates!

IBM On-Campus pre-screen
sign-ups

Submit resumes by October 11 to

Mather Career Center

Technical Sales (ail disciplines)

Electrical Engineering

Computer Science (or related background i

Interview Date

Wednesday, October 24

An equal npprwtunirv employer

SPEEDWASH
11 Pray St.. Amherst

NOW OPEN 24 HOURS!

South Towne Commons Laundromat
479 West St.. South Amherst

Open 7 a.m.-JO p.m.

\C.\I)LMV.Ml SI(
wormm>tq« 5JU-K4J5

[STARTS FRI CURTAIN 7:00 and 9 :00|

Join the party- Cha-Ch»-Ch>

See the year's most acclaimed mom!

[LIQUORS]

Miller Lite Suitcase

24-12 oz cans

Discover these great

savings at Scotts!

-JUST ABOUT reRFlXT-awneioaarf

• * **+ HILARIOUS AND WONDERFUL.
I afceetofer? Iowa" it."

Mar AM « Mr *Amb

'\ DISARMING AND DOJGHTFUL COMEDV
vJQs'aaaaT ^flaa^™ ^ajT^eaa^aA^PaW

$11.49plus dep

Miller Genuine Draft

12-12 oz cans

$5.49plus dep

Natural Light

24-12 oz cans

$7.79 plus dep

Popov Vodka
1.75 Itr

$9.99

Bacardi Rum
750 ml

$6.99

Jack Daniels

750 ml

$10.99

'\ • ft %$j!*

WLi S.ll— .

l\ e t r o p o 1 i t a n
iCWLMOMMAl

IIHIIIIU!

AEROBICS

Open Columbus Day 8 am to 11 pm

•.V.V.'.V.V.V.V.V.'.Jl

rf;v'.v>Xv:v:v>>>XvT-.-.-.-.-«-.-.-.>>--'

niHiinittm

WE WANT TO BE YOUR FAVORITE LIQUOR STORE
6 University Drive, Newmarket Center, Amherst J^aWIfXiji

rv. .... a f,~™ ftLS*. UK/Vice ^inriium " WfHft/f l\ f
Diagonally Across from the UMass Stadium

Plenty of FREE Parking

Telecheck for vour personal check

Mr* now hmv at)

*!•$• tottery g»m0$l]

Classes are held Monday—Friday

at 8 am-noon-4 pm-5 pm-6 pm-7 pm
1 class tor $4 25/10 for $35 00/20 tor $60 00/30 tor »75 00

MONDAY—FRIDAY
• Separate. Private Aerobics Room
• State of the Art Noo Shot k Floor

• Super Sound System

Experienced A Enthualafttlc inntructors

I m<|unt«<" ••in., mall 'o

iii Miin • on lha

• i/l linlli'v Imp

I M«y III (|"l In i >v

l .11 ill iHlf!

PHOTOREAD UP TO 25,000
WORDS A MINUTE!

PhotoReading
• Reduce reading time
• Improve comprehension and retention

• Cover more material in less time
• Extract key concepts from books in 2-3 minutes

• Enhance your memory

Begins October 12

Student discount/payment plans available

SATISFACTIONGUARANTEED!
call 413/259-1248 for information

New England Institute for Neuro-Linguistic Programming

RFD #3, Pratt Corner Road, Amherst, MA 01002-9805

CATCH THE TOP
AT THE TOP!

NL Playoffs

Begin Tonight

REDS vs.

PIRATES

Charlie's
i I'm; s, Amhcm 54954 • an Haw

7 days a W.

Kitchen open III midnight

m with 2 pool tables

Tonight 10c Beer Steamed Baby Franks

8 p.m. — 10 p.m.

gasaj%i£fiftp^^

Beer of the Month Drink of the Week

Fosters Lagor $1.75 Gin ft Tonic «

ooa uiveaways

Mon. 10 cent Mozzarella Sticks 9pm- 12am

Tues 10 cent Buffalo Wings 9pm- 12am

Wed 25cent Ptzia Slices and 99 cent Nachos 9pm- 12am

Thurs 10 cent Beer Steamed Baby Franks 8pm- 10pm

Sundav 10 cent Potato Skins 9jm- 12am

WE ACCEPT MC-VISA-AMEX

BRUINS
OPENER

TONIGHT
AT 7:30 PM

TOP of the

fCAMPUS
Monday-Friday

11 30 am to 12 30 a m

Saturday & Sunday

5 00pm to 12 30 a m

11th FLOOR CAMPUS CENTER

CLASSIFIEDS
ACTIVITIES

ALL UNTVEBSITV MEN W««o™ <°£<
Sigma Alpha Mu tor informal mart Wednes-

Say October 3rd 4PM Thursday October

4th 4PM Basketball Tournament mee

behind munchies at top of Southwest

PARTY'"
Ai the Bluewali

Oct 6 (Sat)

9PM ?AM
Come and have the lime ot your Me'

sponsered by AASA

UMASS WINTERGUARD'
Spitfire meeting for all '"torested

TtH^day Oct4 7 30PM Chapel 546;O033

Have tun and compel* >n WGI

ANNOUNCEMENTS

BOLTWOOO PROJECT
Thanks tor the interest 1 Sorry *e couldn

take eveyone Well be b.gge. next

—
, so please try again"

CHECK IT OUT! The men s ultimate '"sbee

team is hosting an 80 team tournament this

weekend behind the stadium 1

COMMUTOR LOCKER S m StudenlUnjon

150 avaHabte first come first serve Through

OCHO Student Union room 428

ECO LATINO *ili have a table on th€
i

CC

Concourse Thursday 10/4 and Friday 10/5

For more information pass by there

STUDENT UNION LOCKER HOLDERS

By Friday Oct 5 you must Wjfim**
Studenl Union lockers at (

XH042BS"
or your lock will be cut NO EXCEPTIONS

TO ALL STUDENTS INTERESTED in

Accounting The Accounting Assoc.atonis

having a general meeting today at 6 00

We'll meet in the SOM lobby

TRI-SIGMA SORORITY ""j**""
"J

university women to open rush tomte 10/«

« SHI'tor dinner- Call 549 381 1 or stop by'

AUTO FOR SALE

1978 BUICK SKYHAWK hatchback MOO

rfs » S49 6333 6 8PM

1979 MONTECARLO 6700CI
rnrtesiPS/PB

new shocks muffler must sell $950 or bo

evenings 546 6668 549-6352

1981 BMW 3201 5 aPf*^^^'
blaupunkl. excellent. $4200/bo 546-7i«

1M1 VWRABBIT 5SP £.9°$^
transportation car 450 or bo 548 694«>

1984 FORD WAGON automatic 87kmile

$890 BO 256 1228

,984 MITSUBISHI TREDIAL:s.speed P«

P/B AM/FM radio 2300/bo 665 B6S»

,9.4 OLDSMOB.LE OMEGA *£•*£
auto/ac Very clean Asking S2S00 Can

542 2077 (day). 549-1288 (evening)

1*86 HONDA CIVIC CRX
Auto 53k exc*l cond must sell

$3990 ea* Man* 549-6525

1*87 SPECTROBI4lW^r^«enjo.
2drmb 45mpg ewceltont $2800 323-3740

1988 HONOA CIVK 5 speed AM"*
c«M»n HON 29000 miles ^^ompMM
tu^Tup on* owner pertecl conditwn CMI

Bruce at 256-1215

CRAFT WORKSHOPS

i CERAMICS DARKROOM. J«T^V
weavmq and more Or.ty $8-four classes

Hive fun at your craft center

FOR A GOOO TIME CALL

RACK A-OISC the best pntertamment DJ's.

"5eV bandt dornVhouse specks call

586-9900 anytime

FOR RENT

FRIOGE RENTALS call Ft » P 253 9742

SUNDERLANO 5rms Stove refrigerator

garage $650 253 3330 ^
FOR SALE

ft\ di AVER AND SPEAKERS brand new2KW»»S^> 5 $«00/bo Cal.

542 3483

GUITAR 8 AMP F"eavy Patriot and Peavy

Backstage P«us great shape- new- cat.

Steve 546-3067 Great deal

IBM COMPATIBLE XT TURBO Computer

M0K 32M HD 2 floppies, mono, software

S800/BO 253-4194

•IBM COMPUTER"
Get a lot more work donem a tot less time

Features IBM PS/2 model 30 286_ 1MB

PS/2 color display IBM propnnterll with

Tabfe softwar? included Microsoflworks

35 Windows 2 11 PC tools 4 0,

thesaurus speiichecker word proot IV

grammatiks games F-8 a got

Value over $5000 Now only $2700

Call Maria 546-0923

MESA BOOGIE GUITAR AMPLIFIER.

5 band eq. many features, mint

$500 00 256 0608 Jeff

MY CAR IS DEAD- Do you need a Lot 22

sticker'' Leave your name and - with Fred

Gilbert at 584-6787

TANDY PRINTER tor safe

$100 or best ofle'

Calf Dave $-5587

WRAP THAT RASCAL
FUTON SLIPCOVERS

TONS OF SUPER COOL COLORS
TWIN $30
FULL $35
QUEEN $40

ASK ABOUT OUR FREE ELEPHANT
ROES

METAWAMPE FURNITURE
256-0646

CAMPUS REPRESENTATIVES NEED

HrEam free tnp and big comnwswonslay

senmg vacation packages to CancunJV*»

Jamaica For more •"*>fm*'2
v̂ ?8727

*

,n or outstoe Connecticut at 800-28>876>

LOST

FOUNO

TAN WALLET m the lad»es room of Thomo

son downstairs Ask at dep! omce- Asam

Lang & Lit

Found 1072

HEALTH CLUBS

REGISTRATION FOR Hilltop/Crossan

Health Clubs now thru 10^5 S-gn up .n ck*

offK:e in Webster M F 15 Sun 3 6^
Don t

neglect your body this semester' Aerobics

classes beginning 10/1

AEROBICS FOR HILLTOP HEALTH CLUB

numbers mom.ng 8-9. evenings JT8 Great

instructors, great classes Cak_ or stop by to.

detans Hilltop Club (Webster) 545 2806

SoeMn Cub (Gorman) 545 2937 Regrstra

lion through 10/5

HELP WANTED

EARN $2500 and tree spring break trips to

Bahamas Jamaica as Pa rt '^« campus

Rep tor spring break travel 1 800-6366786

MODELS
2 yrs to adult No experience necessary

Selecting new faces tor promotion to local

and maror advertisers Presentations at 5

or 7PM sharp on Thursday October n,h

at Northampton Hilton 1-91 Ejut 16 Minors

must be with legal guardian HighI'te Modei_

mg NYC and Scranton. PA (717)346 3166

OVERSEAS JOBS $900 2000 mo Sum

mer yr round, all countries, all fields Free

,nlo write IJC. PO BX 52-MAOI

Corona Del Mar CA 92625

INSTRUCTION

BE A BARTENDER
W M Bartender Training is open

Call tor brochure
413-747-7895

DO YOU NEED Spanish help
-
'

Tutoring available for intermediate to ad-

vanced Call Giovi 54*0071

3 KEYS on Green keycham

Please can 549 4496

MUSICIANS

CHRISTIAN ROCK seeks guitarist and

smger Call Bnan 253-0503

PERSONALS

AL CHICO ALTO. Guado abu/ador y s*my

Espe'0 tengas un felt? dia de

Cumpteanc*'
Con Canno
Annie
I canto de lira Pwdra'

BYE PAW-PADS
Have tun tonight'

HAPPY 19th B-DAY REW Hope you get

everything you want See no plane

Love Mi*e

HEY CRAIG
I m looking forward to an incredible

weekend' Maybe now I can coHecl that Sun

day afternoon walk in the autumn woods

I Love Ya 1

JILL ft MERRY -HAPPY BIRTHDAY you

L H s What ever happens happens'

Harry 8 JMK

JILL B

SUEDE COAT from overseas

It brown medium $150

5466946

ENGLISH AS A SECOND LANGUAGE
Classes begin Oct 30 Intensive, part time

evenings. TOEFL Registration deadline

Oct 23 Language Pacifica, 549 5065

Happy 201h Birthday baby
I Love You'

Jazzy

LAURIE- I'm sorry this isn t a surprise, and

I m sorry I won t be here to celebrate .t with

you but Happy 19th Birthday (At least

Housing remembered) I love you-Mike

MILLY HAPPY B-OAYM Surprised
-"

21 YAH' I can't wait to bar hop with you

Love. Gup

MARASCHINO!! Why LyscH 7

Happy Birthday' Live it up and have a great

day (and a great weekend M Boston)" Love

ya Alissa i Andrea

ROBERTO:
El que te copo el y no ha vueno

Espero que cumplas muchos muchos mas

ylecuerda que la tetera es para^hacer te

y no para hacer cafe Happy Birthday Jam

XXXXXXXX THYME XXXXXXXX
Your silky red hair shines in the moonlit

sky""
You are a wonderful person" Love, your

Rah Rah boy

COLLEGE P1Z2A

•subs "salads •spaghetti'

fa* epecun
smell cheese $3 50

large cheese »5 »4

up to 2 additional toppmfle

only $i 00 more
•must mention this ad'

5496073 5496098

PROFESSIONAL OJ S

LAZER TECH AUDIO available tor your

dance dorm party or house party Great

"£ grwi oTs Can 32*7801 soon

RIDE WANTED

going HOME this weekend"" I need a "de

JTnVc onFrT 10/5 or Sat 10/6 WHI M«r*

expenses Please caH 5460043

I NEED A RIOE to Middtebury Vt o-

and back 10/5 to 10/7 or 10/8 w.H .

gas Beth 25^3620

NEED A RIDE to Long island tor weekend

o> 10(6 Pleas* call Jeff 549 4768

RIDE WANTED Oc14 or 5 to and trom State

College PA PENN State Un.v or near by

WwrTCMI L*a at 549-7581

TO NORTHERN N J OR NYC - leavmg

Thursday o» Early Fnday Call Letgh at

2530933

ROOMMATE WANTED

FEMALE ROOMATE wanted to snare
J

br

apt at Rolling Green On bus route 202/mo

utl ,nc Call 2536746 Please leave message

spa ma|/speakec welcome

HOUSEMATE wanted 4 bedroom house

bus 'oute near campus 4 easygoing

housemates and a cool dog 184 for large

single 5496083

SERVICES

CUSTOM sewing knitting, weaving rep

or special orders 584 4972

HAVE YOU BEEN RIPPED-OFF by a

retailer' Coniact the Legal Services Center

regarding your rights as a consumer 92d

Campus Center. 545-1995

NEE0 A BABYSITTER? Responsible Sr

Eiem Ed ma, cerl CPR (chrtoVintant, first

aid Own trans Wk day n;ghts after 6PM

Very reasonable $4 50 Call Abby

665 8313(8314) leave message

PLANNING AN EVENT? Looking tora

housemate'' Have anything to seT Let peo

pie know about n m the Marketplace Free

introductory offer for student ads 323-969Z

PREGNANT ' ^^
Need a pregnancy teelJ^m*2"12^«
port'' Cat tor free and oofviiitenKai •*"/*«*

AXTEHNATTVES 33 Ma* St Northampton

586-3000

YES' ON CAMPUS! We process ail

NW'AMEX vouchers free ot cnaffla ,„/w,
Campus TravelOn Campus 545-O500

SATISFY YOUR THIRST-

KEEP VOUR EYES OPEN for me best

nalural eWM Q'*^^'^!,

1? *^^SL!!IJ
.fcthtetr* S •»'X3** Bfl irt ,f Sf frr*m i)4>lM^r»T T w' "*"

I

of tea a^"''/'*^ ftijv^ rr cow

Fmesl guakiy Tea •#!» compeny 'rj™
by the Studeni Unon Steps F"d*vpcto^
5fhtorafre*i0w sampteandaf«*t-»h»t

ST JUOE

GLORIOUS APOSTLE. St Jud* T^
deus fue relauve of Jesus and MaryJ
salute you through tfve most sacredheart

1 praise and than* God tor aft the graces he

has bestowed upon you "um^ prostrate

before you I implore you through th* heart

to look down upon me with compaawon un

MON not my poor prayer k* not "

2,KnU TTyriSod h. grjr*edfh«

privrtedge ot aKl.na mankind m the mom
desperate cases Oh con» torny aw that

I may pratse the me*c«s of good Alimym
•o you and w* be your

farfhtui client jmrt I can thank you m heaven

Amen

TICKETS

BOB DYLAN t'« NYC 10/16 Broad*

at cost one or alt 5469837

SAN FRANCISCO tfi 64**1 'or sale Oct 6
Oct 1 1 only $250 i

negotiable) can Jaye at

584 4812

TRAVEL

AMEX/NW a.ri.ne vouchers &<***%*?**
Campus Travel-On Campus 545-0500

CHRISTMAS SPRING BREAK SUMMER
travel tree Air couriers neede

rru'seship ,0b* Call 1605 682 7555 ext

F 142

TYPING

QUlCaTaCCURATE. EFFICIENT S Deer

• ,eld 10 mms from Amherst Worth

reaacnataa prrces' 666-4501

TYPING. WORD PROCESSING. $t 50/pg

Free pickup and delivery Laser printing and

copying available KCommun.cat.ons

2566373

WANTED

DAY CAREfMy home »i Hadtey Exoenenc

ed OFC boans«d Reasonable 5865961

W , 4)



SPORTS
Sox clinch AL East, defeat Chicago 3-1

By DAVE O'HARA
The Associated Press

BOSTON (API - The Boston Red Sox won

the American League East championship

for the third time in five yeasr last night,

defeating Chicago White Sox 3-1 on the

final night of the regular season behind the

pitching of Mike Boddicker and Jeff

Reardon

With ace Roger Clemens sent ahead to

Toronto to rest for a possible divisional

playoff on Thursday, the Red Sox made it

academic as they won for the sixth time in

the last eight games.

Boston's victory eliminated the Blue

Jays, who lost to the Baltimore Orioles

some five minutes later and finished two

games out.

Chicago loaded the bases with one out on

a single by Frank Thomas and a pair of

walks. Boddicker retired Scott Fletcher on

a pop to short but Ozzie Guillen singled to

AP photo

Ronton Red Sox Mike Greenwell(39) slides safely into home on a double

bv DwTgh?Evans as Chicago White Sox catcher Carlton Fisk takes in the

late throw during second inning action.

Northeastern upsets field hockey, 1-U
/•,«_- d..» ...,*u iR.^R in nlnv in the second hal

Thomas scored on the hit but Dan Pas

qua was thrown out at the plate on

Greenwell's one hop throw to catcher Tony

Pena. It was (it eenwell's 13th assists, all

since June 28.

Reardon who made a remarkable com-

eback from back surgery on Aug. 4, replac-

ed Boddicker at the start of the eighth.

Carlton fisk, a one time Red Sox hero,

doubled with two out in the eighth but

Thomas struck out.

The White Sox did not go quiet l> into the

ninth. Sammy Sosa singled with two out

in and Reardon hit Fletcher with a pitchy

Guillen ripped a drive down the right field

line and Tom Brunansky made a sliding

catch in the corner to end the game.

Instead of pitching in the SkyeDome on

Thursday, Clemens (21-6) will face Dave

Stewart (22-11) in the opener of the b«

of-seven American League playoff Satur

day night at fenway Park.

By TAMIR LIPTON
Collegian Staff

The game appeared to freeze for 10 seconds. Everyone

seemed to have their feet cemented in gras> - all except

for I orward Dawn Trumbauer and Northeastern

goalie Brenda Mitchell.

Trumbauer stood five feet away from the goal, with on-

ly Mitchell to beat. One shut, pad save, another shot pad

a third shot, glove save Finally the ball tnckled out

of bounds
Frustration, frustration and more frustration 1 hat was

the kind of dav that UMass had \t-urday at Totman

Field, where they dropped a heart breaker to Northeastern

Fifth ranked Northeastern escaped Amh
with a win. but good teams find a way to « in. and that I

why the Huskies are the fifth-ranked team in the nation

TMass stands tenth, soon to drop out of the elite ell

unless thev find a wav to win game- like these Thr irony

of this gam.- is that I'Mass played their best 70 minutes

of the season, and lost

The goaltender played a great game," said M coach

Cheryl Murtagh. "They were pounding shot and

tha held her own"
"We totally dominate tically it w..

16 penalty corners to two." Hixon said. "If we want to be

considered a top team, this is the kind of game we m«d
to have .it::iin-t Northeastern, but we have to finish it.'

.-rn sleepwalked through the fir-t 66 mm

Olson case chronicled

of the game. But with 15:35 to play in the second half,

Katherine Pryde scored the only goal of the game on one

of the few NU chances.

UMass goalie Philippa Scott sprawled to the ground to

make the initial save, but the balls momentum earned

,t over her body and Pryde. who hurdled Scott to get to

the ball, tapped it into the open net. It was Pryde's third

goal of the season.

One mental lapse by the UMass defense and the game

over The defense had been outstanding up until the

La* two games. And even yesterday, they played a steady

game, but not steady enough.

"We have not been able to finish all season, Hixon said.

Somebody needs to emerge as a leader to get the job done

inside the circle
"

i wouldn't say, we didn't deserve to win. because our

goalkeeper did play outstanding," Murtagh said. "I've

been in games like this, and lost - so I'll take the win
"

For Northeastern it was a game they had to have. Their

onlv top victory came against Northwestern on opening

day. Since then, the Huskies have faltered, losing games

to North Carolina. Old Dominion, and a much lesser Har

vard team. This win should keep them in the top five for

.not her week or so. but don't be surprised if they drop

a few spots bv the end of the year

"Thi> is the t vpe of defeat that's almost harder than get

ting smashed or blown away by a team that's better than

you are." Hixon said "I think for us it s ver> difficult to

lose a game like this, and now we 11 see what we re made

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

of Boston Herald reporter Lisa Olson hy Patriot- pUj

has been splattered acro>s front page- of new - and -|.

ttf for the past week

at 16 - Olson stayed late after the Pmti WOO over

the Indianapolis Colts, waiting for two players to finish

showering. She needed the interviews for a feature -t

rs complained to club officials that she KM
around.

pt 17 _ Belore practice. Olson WOO—tOO ,
interview

ing cornerback Maurice Hurst, when tight end Zeke

Mowatt and other players approached her and were alleg-

ed to have made lewd comments, one offering his genital-

to her face.

Sept. 20 - General manager Patrick Sullivan told

reporters a problem of harassment involving a reporter

and players had occurred, that the matter had been handl

ed internally and that there would be no (inM

Initially. Olson said she wanted to handle the matter

diplomatically and have no references made to her. The

BooJOJI Globe spoke to Olson and she agreed to the con

tent of the piece for Friday's edition, including referene

to her

Acknowledging Olson's earlier request, the Herald chose

not to publish an article on the subject, with the stipula

tion that the Pats apologize. Subsequently, Globe ex

ei utive sports editor Don Skwar spoke to Herald sports

editor Bob Sales and told him he would consign a complaint

to the National Football League, if desired.

NFL Commissioner Paul Tagliabue announced he would

appoint a special counsel to investigate the incident

Sept. 22 - Owner Victor Kiam told a Herald reporter

Kevin Mannix that Olson was the one at fault for the in

cident and he was quoted as saying, "I'm sure (the inci

dent I
looms large in Lisa's life, but I can't get excited about

it. It's a flyspeck in the ocean." He also wrongly accused

Olson of chasing a Bengals player into the shower area.

Sept. 23 — After a 41 7 loss to the Cincinnati Bengals,

Kiam reportedly was overheard saying, "What a classic

bitch. No wonder the players hate her," in reference to

Olson in the post game locker room.

Sept. 25 - Kiam sent a fax to the Herald, offering an

apology to Olson. ^
Sullivan apologized to Olson on behalf of the

organization. m ^^
Mowatt. who earns $460,000 as..... was fined $2,000

to be paid over a 14-week period

During a team meeting, the squad drafted a letter ot

apology to be signed bv the team and piOMDtod to < >lson_

After the meeting, the letter was never mentioned hy staff

again.

pt. 27 - The National Organization for Women in

Boston issued a statement suggesting that women not buy

po* made by Remington Products. Inc., the electric

-haver company owned by Kiam.

Boot 30 - Kiam and Olson met at a Logan Airport hotel

coffee shop. Olson was called to meet Kiam the night

before to accept an apology, this time in person. She

accepted.

Kiam told several print and broadcast reporters that,

"I intend to suspend [Sullivan] until the end of the in

vestigation. He will have to suffer throughout the in

vestigation as I will and Lisa." Kiam blamed Sullivan and

media relations director Jim Oldham for not informing

him sooner about the sexual harassment of Olson.

Kiam spent about $100,000 for full page ads m the New

York Times, Boston Herald and Boston Globe, apologiz

ing to Olson

Tagliabue got wind of this and ordered Kiam not to km

pend any Patriots personnel until the investigation

concluded.

Oct 1 - Olson said she was told by Patriots play

whom she did not identify, that the incident was planned

to see how she would react. She also was told that bet

ween Monday and Thursday of last week, players involv

ed in the alleged plan met to synchronize their versions

and let Mowatt take the blame because he was the only

one she could identify. Olson said other reporters were

told of the alleged meetings by sources and that players

sympathetic to her said there were more than four or five

players involved in the alleged incident.

Tagliabue appointed Harvard Law School professor

Philip Heymann to investigate the incident.

r«Mrtfian ptwuo by To«i Saadv*

UMass midfielder Lisa Benardinelli and Nor-

theastems Kelly Wilk battle for the ball in mid-

air during yesterday's game.

Soccer heads
to Dartmouth
Bv JKNNIFER ABATI
(Y.tiegian Correspondent

The University of Massachusetts women's soccer team

will travel to Dartmouth University today for a 3 p.m

match.
Dartmouth, who, like other Ivy League teams, itaitl

their season later than others, is 13 The Big Green trium

phed over Pennsylvania but lost close games to Vermont,

Princeton and Boston College.

UMass coach Jim Rudy said Dartmouth players to look

out for should predictably be goalkeeper Deb Tripalbi and

mid fielder Gail Smith. Leading scorer Tracy Hagan !• the

Pig Green's prominent center forward.

"ady said that i should !>• |fe game because Dart

mouth always plays the full ninety minutes right up un

til the end.

"We need to get early goals from them and sta>

motivated and enthusiastic."

The Reds are currently recovering from their tour in

Virginia last weekend, in which they suffered a sprained

neck, a damaged kidney, chest pains and possibly a broken

finger.

"This won't hold us back though," said Rudy. "We 11

just play the best we can with whomever we've got

Sports Notice
The men's gymnastics team is looking for a

manager /statistician, if interested please call coach Roy

Johnson at 545-0815 or stop by Boyden room 248A in the

mornings.

Intramural*: Entries for volleyball (men/women/co-rec)

are due Oct. 9 Cross country and ice hockey begin com-

petition Oct. lO There will be a tennis players meeting

at 6 p.m. Oct lO on the second floor of Boyden. For more

information, please call 545-0022 or stop by Boyden

room 215.

By DOUG JOHNSTON
Collegian StafT

What do you get when you combine the rapid fire of a snare

drum, the sporadic tendencies of a guitar and the floating

rhvthm of a bass?

You get an astonishing non verbal form of jazz communica

tion created by guitar deity Pat Metheny, bassist Dave Holland

and legendary drummer Roy Haynes. The three will grace Nor

thamptons historic Academy of Music with their rhythmic

genius for two shows this Thursday, Oct. 4.

Metheny is touring this fall in support of his recent album

entitled Question and Answer on Geffen Records.

Originally, the three musicians got together with no inten-

tion! of recording an album, just a desire to open up and blow.

Through mere happenstance, the trio was placed in a recor-

Iding
studio instead of a rehearsal studio, with the results pro-

ducing a fantastic jazz voyage. The intimacy of the Academy

of Music along with the inspiring improvisation of Metheny,

Holland and Hayes, promises the audience a recreation of the

same atmosphere as that of their time in a New York recor

ding studio.

On the recording of Question and Answer, Metheny com

ments, "We had a great time. We played for about eight hours.

It was like a small club gig in a recording studio. While I was

playing, I wasn't thinking about putting out a record. I would

have played differently if Id known I was making a record,

shorter solos, more attention to construction, th^Uund^fthin

1 just felt like playing. And everybody was really listening To

me that was the most inspiring part of this date: the intensity

of the listening on a second-to-second basis was one of the

highest levels I've ever experienced. It was a lot of fun, and

it felt good to do something like this, to have a record that simp

ly documents the way I played that one day

Metheny's career has produced some of the most innovative

modern jazz. His band the Pat Metheny Group Ml started in

1978 and although members have come and gone, his acclama

tion illuminates his success, with five (.ranirny Awards and a

total of 11 Grammy nominations.

Dave Holland is responsible for founding the band Circle In

the mid 70s. Holland played in a jazz trio with drummer -Jack

DeJohnette and John Abererombie, to form the group < latrway.

Hii biggest contribution to the realm of jazz were his compel

tions for both bass and cello.

Roy Haynes has been a formidable pioneer for modern jazz

drumming. Hayn.- hai been involved with jazz since the ear

ly 1940s and has played with such jazz great.s M John Coltrane.

Thelonious Monk. Charlie Parker. Billie Holiday and Chick

Corea. His latest accomplishment on Question and Answer pro-

that he still has magic sticks between his hands.

If you're questioning the need to experience this musu.il

magistry. then Pat Metheny, Dave Holland and Roy Haynes

are your answer.

Pat Metheny Trio will be performing tiro shoics at the

Academy ofMusic in Northampton on Thursday, Oct. 4, Shows

are at 6.30 p.m. and 9:30 p.m. Tickets are $25. $22 and $18 50

The show is sponsored by the Iron Horse
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Northampton
Bowl

584-4830 Pleasant St.

*WX& C^X e*P*

V/V with College I.D. %*

Joyce Berkman
professor of history at U/Miss speaks on Olive Sclircmcr

(1855 - 1920) who rose la international fame as the first

major while S. African writer of fiction, as an eloquent

advoc alcof feminism, socialism, pacifism, and free thought,

and as a trenchant critic of British imperialism and racism

a le- -oH-.tore*

1111 HCHI.ICUCOKDI/U.I V INVITMJ

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 5

7:30 pm
90 King St . Northampton

SS6-7I31

LIQUORS *sCotint

ROSENBERG FUND IOK CHILDREN

BENEFIT CONCERT
FRIDAY, OCTOBER 12. 1990

8:00 P.M.

T «.•!» km ai

Cgf th« R9CCK4 i" AtlWim*
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JONM GWINt HALL

UttTMCOLLNi

Pete Seegir

Richie Havens

Country Joe McDonald

Jane Saw

TICKETS
C na>« AdmaMX

f '(00 V -1«n*t #nd

4$»< • P4H'I" I !l«'t

*««.< *s«'o'»tf OteM*

oi til ickM mlorwtion MfVltl-MM, Ml 8 4PM

or lo chirg. !«*•(* fJjJKTKl' ' *» * ? *oeo

18 Main St. Downtown Amherst 253-5441

Featuring Ballantine Beer
at $7.25 a case (cans)

(quantity discounts available)

Sam Adams
(Moberfest
$4.99 6/pk

Sun Country Classic

$10.00 for 2 cases 2 L bats

* Delivery Available*
all beers plus deposits

Alternatives to Academics
The Unknown Handel: The Formative Italian Years.

a lecture to be given by Henry G. Mishkin. can be found

at Amherst College in Music Room 3 at 12:15 p.m. Admis-

sion is free.

More on Plotting Women, a lecture to be given by
Jean Franco of the Comparative Literature and Spanish

department at Columbia University, can be found at

Smith College in the Wright Hall Common Room at 4:30

p.m. Admission is free.

Pat Metheny Trio, featuring Dave Holland and Roy
Haynes, will bring their mesmerizing and diverse jazz to

the Iron Horse Music Hall in Northampton Shows are at

6:30 and 9:30 p.m. Tickets are $25. $22 and $18 50
A Walk in the Woods, a play by Lee Blessing, tells of

two arms negotiators (Soviet and American) who meet
outside of Geneva and secretly attempt to arrive at a
arms treaty It will be an outdoor performance at Hamp-
shire College in the Greenwich Enfield Orchard, weather
permitting It will begin at 7 p.m. and will be shown through

October lO Admission is $2.50

The Intimate P.D.ft. loch, a musical surrounding little-

known literature performed by its sole discoverer and his

band of cohorts, will be shown at UMass in the Bowker
Auditorium at 8 pm Tickets are $25 and S27

Stone, Ink, Paper: Milestones of Lithography, a slide

lecture to be given by Goto Antresian of the Tamarind
Institute and the University of New Mexico, can be found
at Mount Hoh/oke Co»ege in Gamble Auditorium at 8 pm

STAY

HOM
London $370
Paris 438
San Jose C.R. 370
Bangkok 929
Hongkong 849
Tokyo 759

•iinrtpni and Faculty f»"
I i.p* nil .tv-lixVrt n»tlTtmt *pp
>v <»•*'. %abr' i to , n*ifj

- Wo»»'Sio<J» abroad p,o

•! (O
i iMian P*s«sf S ISSIKP ON

I *;t. xv.ni it***! ( itatoa'

Council Travel
••roil. MA tlOOt

413 956 -1241

The Vestrymen will play Pearl Street in Northampton.

Doors open at 830 18-and-over please

We Think, Therefore They Are on Occidentalizing

the World, a lecture to be given by Amherst College An-

thropology Professor Deborah Gewertz. will deal with the

topic of defending the importance of ethnography in the

face of recent criticisms It is a Five College 25th Anniver-

sary Lecture that can be found at Amherst College in

the Converse Hall Red Room at 8 p.m. Admission is free

The Marriage Proposal, a Anton Chekhov's farcical

play to be directed by Amherst College senior David

Sanger, will be performed at the Hitchcock House on lOl

S Pleasant St at 8 p.m. There will also be performances

on Friday and Saturday Admission is free but reservations,

which can be made through the box office opened bet-

ween the hours of 1 p.m. and 4 30 p.m., are necessary

Movement in Vision, an intensive weekend workshop

sponsored by the Five College Dance Department, will

feature presenters Martha Eddy and Lisa Nelson. Eddy

will give a lecture. Anatomy of Seeing, at the Hampshire

College Small Dance Studo from 930 am until 12 30 pm
Saturday, the workshop will continue from lO am until

noon and 1 pm until 4 pm and on Sunday from lO am
until 1pm The workshop is free to Five College students

who pre-register at their home campus dance depart-

ment and $30 for all others

tig Deal on Madonna Street, a 1956 Italian film, follows

the misadventures of bumbling crooks who try to rob a

store It will be shown at Smith College m Wright Hall at

7 p.m and 9 p.m Admission is free

All that Jazz, a film directed by the late dance
choreographer Bob Fosse, stars Roy Scheider and Jessica

Lange it will be shown at Hampshire College in the

Franklin Patterson Mam Lecture Hall at 7 pm and 9 30
p.m Admission is $1

Parenthood, starring Steve Martia Tom Holce and Rick

Morams. is a touching film that deals with the complex-

ities of rearing children It will be shown at Mount Holyoke

College
in Gamble Auditorium at 7 pm and 9 pm Admission is $3

•ill Morrisey tond/Cliff Eberhardt will explode with

their dynamite songwnting ability at the Iron Horse Muse
Hall in Northampton Doors open at 7 pm Tickets are $8

in advance

Dead Ringers directed by the horrific David

Cronenberg. will be shown at Amherst College in the

Campus Center Theatre at 7 30 pm and TO pm .
also

on Saturday and Sunday Admission is $1 50
Joyce terkman a UMass history professor and author

of Healing Imagination of Olive Schreiner. Beyond South

African Colonialism, will give an introduction to Schreiner

and her work It will be held at Lunaria on 90 King St m
Northampton at 7 30 pm
Music at Amherst: I Musicl de Montreal conducted

by Yuli Turovsky will feature the talent of pamst Anton
Kuerti who will perform Mozart's Concerto in E-Flat and
Maher's transcription of Schubert's Death and Maiden

quartet On Saturday. Kuerti wiH perform works by-

Mendelssohn. Beethoven and Chopin. Both performances

will take place at Amherst College in the Buckley Recital

Hall at 8 15 p.m. Tickets are $15 and $12 There will be dis-

counts for students and elders

Son Seals Sand will perform at Pearl Street in Nor-

thampton Doors open at 8 30 pm

Matt Graham/Brendan McMann/Paul Elwell a
comedic tripleheader from Boston, will amuse the patrons

of Peking Garden Restaurant in Hadley Show starts at

830 p.m There will be second performance on Satur-

day Admission is $6 at the door.

The Fools will play Katina's in Hadley 18-and-over

One Eyed Jake will play the Phi Sig Outdoor "Sunset"

celebration.

The Little Mermaid, the charming animated feature

from the folks at Disney, tells of a young mermaid who
wishes to leave the sea kingdom for a handsome prince.

Bring your hankies it will be shown at Mount Holyoke Col-

lege in Gamble Auditorium at 2 p.m., 7 p.m and 9 pm
Admission is $3 for adults, $1 for children.

Faculty Recital, featuring the talented violinist Linda

Laderach and pianist Larry Schipull. will showcase the

works of Debussy and Liszt It will be performed at Mount

Holyoke College In Pratt Auditorium from 3 pm to 5 p m
Jacques Tati Double Feature, featuring the films Mon

Oncle and Jour de Fete, promises to please Buster Keaton

fans with its great slapstick Mon Oncle will be shown at

7pm and Jour de Fete at 9 pm Admission is free

Maura O'Connell the queen of Irish song, will perform

at the iron Horse Music Han m Northampton Doors open
at 7 pm Tickets are $12 SO in advance
The Awful Truth a 1937 film starring Cary Grant. Ralph

Bellamy ana Irene Dunn, is a screwball comedy about

divorcees trying to spoil each other's new wedding ar-

rangements it will be shown at Mount Holyoke Coiiege

in Gamble Auditorium at 8 pm
The Sighs/The Motherfolkers will perform at Pearl

Street Doors open at 8 30 p m

SUNDAY
The Loved One a film airected by Tony Richarason.

is a comedy that could be found offensive by some
which is all the more reason to go ana see it it will be
shown at Smith College m Wright Hall at 2 pm and 4 p.m

Admission is free

Wild Strawberries dire ted by ingmar Bergman,

features a Stockholm professor who reviews the disap-

pointments of his life it will be shown at Hampshire Col-

lege in the Adele Simmons Lecture Hail at 2 pm
The Northampton Art Group will present a reading of

short stories ana poems pennea by members of the

group It wilt be held at the Northampton Center for the

Arts from 5 pm to 6 pm Admission is $3

Notorious, an Alfred Hitchcock film starring Claude

Rams, Cary Grant and ingnd Bergman, will be shown at

Hampshire College in the Franklin Patterson Mam Lecture

Hall at 8 pm Admission is $1

Pylon a group from Athens. Georgia, will perform at

the iron Horse Muse Hall Doors open at 8 30 pm Tickets

are $9 in advance
Mark Rossi/Marc! Rose/Tony Rose will make tfe

patrons of Peking Garden Restaurant in Hadley burst

spontaneously with convulsive fits of laughter It could be
messy Show starts at 830 pm Admission is $6

Flotsam and Jetsam/Vio-lence will shred Katma s

ages show

THE LATIN AMERICAN

CULTURAL CENTER AND AHORA

Are pleased to join the Bilingual Collegiate Pro-

gram on their first annual academic achievement
award ceremony to be held at the Campus
Center Auditorium on October 5, 1990 at

8:00 p.m. The public is welcome. For more infor-

mation contact the BCP at 545-1987

COMMUTER AREA GOVERNMENT
ELECTIONS

NOMINATIONS

OPEN: 9:00 am OCTOBER 3

CLOSE: 4:30 pm OCTOBER 10

14 Open seats and all officer positions

Nomination papers may be picked up at the

Off- Campus Housing Office

Rm 428 Student Union



Miscellaneous SpcriMs

Sun Country Coolers 2L
Jose Cuervo Gold 750ml
Popov Vodka 1.75L

$2.99
$8.99
$8.99

FOUR SEASONS
Wines Liquors

ROUTE 9 .
hADLEY • 5 8 4-8174!

Between Burger King ana Dunkin' Donurs

THE MASSACHUSETTS DAIt

COLLEGIAN
presents:

Tke
Business Card

BONANZA

Do you own a Business Card?

That's all you need to reach 21,000 readers daily.

Discount Rote (for 2 col. * 2 inch ad): $20

The Business Card Bonanza Page runs every Monday

beginning September 24th.

! A new and exciting way to advertise for less money. U

i

Contact ike Collegian for more detail

5453500

In the eye of the storm
By DANIELLE DOWLING
Collegian Staff

I remember the first time I heard Flot-

sam and Jetsam. It was back in the fall

of 1988 when the sounds of their second

album No Place for Disgrace blistered my

ears.
,

..

I was impressed by the rhythm section

of bassist Trov Gregory and drummer Ke -

ly Smith. I was floored by the raging attack

of guitarists Michael Gilbert and Ed

Carlson. But what really intrigued me was

the extremely high pitches that lead

singer. Eric A K., would reach. It left me

with one question in my mind.

Does he squeeze his balls to reach those

•No 1 just don't have any, he replied in

jest
-

1 iust started doing them a long time

ago listening to Rob Halford and trying to

imitate him. I've gone overboard on the

screams at every live show we've done

since we've been together. I don t do it

much anvmore. But I used to just scream

every lyric and got good at it eventually.

so people tell me."

The group started playing the Phoenix

club scene back in the mid-80s. Soon, they

were opening for groups like Metalhca. An

thrax. Slayer and Megadeth. According to

Eric, this tended to be more of a curse t han

I blowing M the crowd in Phoenix tired of

Dg the band play

However, the band was discovered by

Metal Blade Records who placed them on

two compilation albums, Spe<d Metal Hell

II and Metal Massacre VII This led to I

release of then first album, Doomsday for

the De<- m 1986. It was an

underground hit and the second best

selling album in the Metal Blade catalog

In early 1987, bassist and founder Jason

NYwsted went 90 to become Metallica's

bassist, leaving the group in a bit of bind

M he took care of the group's essential

bunneM fhev managed to get their act

ther and found bassist Troy Gregory to

fill in New mi <! I shoes. In 1988, they

released their second album. No Plat

Disgrace, on Elektra. Things seemed to be

going very well for the group until the label

decided to drop them

"It kind of just made us a little wiser,

Eric said in describing the effect the ordeal

had on the group. "We know of a few things

to look out for now with other labels. They

(Elektra) have so many bands and not

enough people to look out for them. They

weren't giving us the attention we need-

Thankfully, the man responsible for sing-

ing them onto Elektra, Micheal Alago, was

able to move them to the Uni/MCA label

where they released their latest album

When the Storm Comes Down in May. Eric

said the group was happy with MCA.

"They're trying a lot of different things

with us. We're not sure if it's working yet,"

he explained. "At least they're doing

something, anyway/'

The group is also happy with the album.

"We like it a lot better than the first two

albums because we can hear each instru-

ment individually," he claimed.

The members of Flotsam and Jetsam

have varied tastes from which they draw

their inspiration. Eric described the at-

mosphere when they tour together.

"We constantly have fights about whose

tape is going in next." he said. "Usually

one person's tape will go in and the four

other guvs will put their headphones on

and listen to something else. I like to listen

to a lot of mellow stuff like Simon and I

funkel and James Taylor. Gilbert likes the

Dixie Dregs and Stew Morse. Kelly lik

to listen to Rush Ed gets into a lot of Ted

Nugent and AC/DC. Troy is into Joy Dim

sion
, L i r .1

The group plans to head back lor the

Btttdk in January to record their next

album, slated for a spring release. Eric said

to expect a faster, heavier M.und reminis

cent of No Pla OugrMCt

With regards to the future, he said that

he hoped for a gold album and the chain i

tn headline the Coliseum in their

hometown of Phoenix, but his other goal

is rather simple.

"I'd like to afford m> own apartment,

he said. "I've gotten a lot farther than I

thought I ever would, so if it all stopped

now I would be happy."

Flotsam and Jetsam play Kattna's on

Sunday

tonight

Thui Oct 1 -

THE \ ESTRYMEN
Tl

next week

Tu< '
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v

Valle\ (iuitai Hero

Mac \1 JMNI

Glenn Phillips Band

Thur . Oct 1 1 8 liOpm 1H

CORDELIAS DAD
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Sal . Ocl 10pm

Reggae Dance Pai t\
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alternative rock in October.

this w I'i'ki in! '^IP*"

SON SI \l s i: Wl>
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1 111 sK.Hs
\1
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Minihu

llil. BEAT FARMERS
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'

Wot Id Beat Dam i Parly
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I he Ululal
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raw]

Blake Bah

Sun . Oct 21 8:00pm 18
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TDK LEMONHEADS
( rohbli

Liquid -Jesus

fi 8 IJOpm 18 •

SOCIAL DISTORTION
• i .lining Ti

The Beautiful m 584 77/1

SPORTS

Our history in a nut-

shell — or rather, in an
insert. Check out 100

years of Collegian labor.

Jeremy Levinson con-

templates the true

meaning of Columbus
Day. Page 5.

Best of luck to our

Minutemen as they go

to Kingston to take on

the URI Rams. Page 12.
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Trustees agree to

reduce work force
By PRESTON P. FORMAN
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts Board

of Trustees, at a meeting Wednesday, ap-

proved one of the last steps before union

employees may be legally laid off. a policy

called retrenchment, a reduction in the

work force for financial reasons.

At a meeting held at The Hadley Farm,

trustees noting the series of state-ordered

budget reductions that have struck the

University in the past two months,

authorized the the ground work necessary

to reduce and in some cases eliminate

academic program-

President Chancellor Duffey said yester

day that the final outcome of the retrench

ment could be the lay off of up to 30 facul

ty members, a mixture of tenured and non

tenured professors. He also said at least 10

departments are slated for either reduction

or termination.

He refused to disclose the departments

"This is not a moral exercise, not an ex-

ercise of whose department is better, who

is working harder or whose department is

more valueable." he said. "We are trying

to make a decision (that cannot be made)

with precision or made scientifically

The planned retrenchment program was

approved at last week's Faculty Senate

meeting
He said a team of five administrators

have been carefully analyzing aspects of

the programs for several weeks to best

determine areas of painful cuts.

The team is investigating a "range of

statistics" concerning the academic pro

grams. The administration plans to present

details of the proposed program reductions

are eliminations to the Oct. 11 Faculty

Senate.

Duffey said some of the factors the team

is investigating include the amount of

undergraduate and graduate students serv-

ed in the department, research activities

of the department and the "centrality to

undergraduate
"We will then look at other compensating

statistics." he said. "Maybe low faculty-to-

student ratio and other factors."

Student trustee Angus McQuilken said

yesterday that the most likely that three

or four departments will be eliminated, tin

remainder forced into reduced oper at ion-

The University has lost 80 faculty pom

tions since last spring mainly from posi

tions not filled, Duffey said. "We will have

to go beyond non-replacement and attrition

— into layoffs."

Students 'speak out'
Over 150 gather at SU to protest EWC cuts

wttn precision or mttur m.wiiw*ivw«j *

Coaches: Privacy prevails
. . . , . .1 _l_..n-n ...^.olrl than Ku> m;»de

Editor's note - This is the second in a

multi-part series examining amateur and

professional press/locker room relations

By ADRIENNE MATT
Collegian Staff

In the collegiate atmosphere of the

University of Massachusetts, the general

consensus of the administration and

coaches in the athletic department, implies

athletes' privacy in the locker room pro

ceeds the needs of the press.

"I don't think there's any urgency situa

tion (that would require the press to have

access to a locker room)," said assistant

football coach Doug Berry. He said the

press should request names of players need

ed for interviews to the coaching staff, and

that those players would then be made

available to the press.

"Any of our players would stay in a room

as long as (the press] saw necessary," he

said.

According to Athletic Department Dean

David Bishoff, the University currently

does not have a press/locker room policy.

He said it has been the coaches who have

set a precedent for their individual sport.

"IOur coaches) are hugely reasonable peo-

ple,'* he said. "They're educators, and I

think the fact that there have been no pro

blems in the past, supports that point
"

"Oftentimes, policies follow the pro

blems," said Bishoff. "My instinct is that

if there is a problem, someone would step

in and create a policy."

CONTINUED ON PAGE 12

By AMY HENRY
Collegian Staff

Over 150 students converged yester-

day on the Student Union steps to take

part in a "speak out" to protest budget

cuts that have been made to the

Everywoman's Center at the Cniversi

ty of Massachusetts

The Counseling and Outreach and

Referral Programs, which operate out of

the EWC. have been cut by the of Dim
sion of Student Affairs, a division head-

ed by Dennis Madson. vice chancellor of

Student Affairs.

Anne Ferguson, professor of

philosophy and women studies Ming a

few songs, one of which was by Holly

Near called "Fight Back Fergu

concluded the song by saying, "That's

hat we have to do for the the EWC bv

any means necessary. Even if it me
sitting in Madson's office."

Natasha Diephuis. president. Student

(iovernment -ociation said.

"Students must become more involved

in the process to decide which re

cut and which are not We must vo

our priority

Maggie Magner. a rally organi

-aid Madson cut Student Affair* 4 pi

Bt The EWC disproportionately took

25 percent of that cut, reducing the

EWC to a rape crisis center.

Women with bulimia, difficulties

rounding "coming out" or problems ad-

lusting to college life will no longer be

able to partake in support groups at I

EWC. she said. "Does this mean 1 am
only important if I am raped'7

'

Gina Gombar, a member of the Pro

gressive Organization for Wom«
Equal Rights said in the past tw

955 women have already requested

vices Because the EW< * it '•• • * OBl

many of these women will be unabi

use the services,
CONTINUED ON PAGE 4

This flow chart shows the operational workings of EWC The black

Xs indicate programs cut by Student Affairs.

L

Police seek info

into assault case
B\ PRESTON P. FORMAN
Collegian Staff

University Police are seeking information from the

mvolving an assault and battery, which of

-tigating M a homophobic attack com-

mitted last Friday against a 20-year-old student.

The student told police that he was walking toward

the Campus Center at ahout 11:30 p.m on the path

nearest the Campus Pond and the Tower Librai % whin

he passed I gTOUp of about 10 to 12 persons, compris-

ed of mostly men and at least two women.

One member of the group apparently made a

homophobic slur in the direction of the student, said

Jack Luippold. deputy chief in the Department of

Public Safety.

When the student responded to the slur, the man

broke from the group and attacked him, Luippold said.

He said the man punched him, knocking his glasses

off When the student fell to the ground to protect
oil. wnen in

CONTINUED ON PAGE 6

Voters turning to Socialist Party
By KENDRA PRATT
Collegian Staff

Although there will he no Socialist Worker- ParU

didate on the November ballot, two party represent at ivefl

said a growing segment ofvoten are looking to the p

to rectify the fiscal crisis

"There is a deep economic crisis in Massachu

Russell Davis, a candidate for US Representative, in

6th District "The government represents the intei

of big business and they want the working l pay

for the crisis Both the Democrats and Republican- STO

going to raise taxes and cut social spending.'

He said voters are realizing, through the fiscal cr

that neither of the Democratic and Republican partial

reallv represent majority interest -

"People feel this system isn't working." he said. "It l

not that everyone agrees with our positions. Voters feel

that they have no choice in the this election but see a need

for change. The public has been more receptive to us than

they have been in years."

The Socialist Workers Party is running candidates for

governor, It. governor, secretary of state, attorney general,

treasurer and for three U.S. representative seats.

CONTINUED ON PAGE 6

I'ollrgtan photo

Margaret Pucci
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For Your Information"
Administrative Certification Program- Graduate

students interested in seeking certification for Super-

visor/Director, Principal/Assistant Principal, or

Superintendent/Assisant Superintendent, must enroll in

the Administrative Certification Program. The office is

located in room 155 Hills South. It is open from Monday-

Thursday from 12:30 p.m. to 4 p.m. For more information,

or an appointment, call John Gooden at 545-3563.

SUNDAY, OCTOBER 7

Sport- "Ultimate Affair," sponsored by Zoo Disc, will

be held at the Stadium Fields and Southwest fields from

10 a.m. to 6 p.m.

Tournament- The Asian American Student Association

will be sponsoring a basketball/volleyball tournament at

Boyden Gym, from 8 a.m. to 6 p.m.

MONDAY, OCTOBER 8

Lecture- "Gorbachev, Glasnost and the Future of Jews

»b Eastern Europe." by Dr. William Korey. Korey will

share his insights regarding the ever-changing Eastern

European situation and how it affects the Jewish popula

tions. It will be at 4:15 p.m. at the Wright Hall Common

Room, Smith College. Co-sponsored by the Hillel Foun-

dation and the Jewish Studies Program.

Special event- The Israeli Folk Dancing Club will meet

biweekly. Come join the fun! All are welcome. For more

information, contact Merav at extension 7502 or the Hillel

office at extension 2754. Sponsored by the Hillel founda-

tion. Meet at 7 p.m., Davis Student Center Ballroom,

Smith College.

TUESDAY, OCTOBER 9

Lecture- "Spain and Portugal: From Dictatorship to

Democracy," by Edward Malefakis will be given at 4:30

p.m. at the Neilson Library Browsing Room, Smith

Colletie.

Lecture- "Anthropology as Cultural Reaffirmation," by

Triloki M. Madan will be given at 8 p.m., at the Neilson

Library Browsing Room, Smith College.

Rally- The Young Americans for Freedom will spon-

sor a John Silber Rally on the Student Union Steps, from

Presentation- sponsored by Beta Alpha Psi, CC 903,

from 7 p.m. -9 p.m.

Contest- Tim DeMello, Founder of the AT&T collegiate

Investment Challenge, will speak on contest rules, tips

and the stock market in CC 174-76, 7 p.m. For more in-

formation, call 253-0464.

Movie- Another 48 Hours sponsored by Club Managers,

will be shown at the SUB at 5 p.m., 7 p.m. 9 p.m. and 11

p.m. Tickets are $1.50 for the 5 p.m. show, 2.50 for all

other shows. __
Senate Meeting- CC163C, 7 p.m.12 a.m.

Religious- A buddhist service and discussion will be

held at 7:15 p.m. at the Helen Hills Chapel, Bodman

Lounge, Smith College.

THURSDAY, OCTOBER 11

Workshop- Butoh workshop by Shoko Ashikawa and

Mito Ashikawa. The workshop is limited to 30 par

ticipants and advance registration is required. A sign-up

sheet is located in the theatre department office, T-205.

To register by phone, call extension 3203, Monday-Friday,

between 10 a.m. and noon. The workshop will be held at

7 d m., Berenson Hall 3, Smith College.

Celebration- National Coming Out Day Celebration,

sponsored by the Lesbian, Bisexual, and Gay Alliance will

beheld at the SUB from 12 p.m. to 1 p.m. Presentation-

sponsored by Beta Alpha Psi, CC903, 7 p.m to 9 p.m.

Film- sponsored by LBGA, CC803. 7 p.m. to 10 p.m.

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 12

Dance- A homecoming dance will be held at the

Bluewall Cafe, from 9 p.m. to 1 a.m. Sponsored by the

LBGA.

THE LATIN AMERICAN

CULTURAL CENTER AND AKORA!

Charlie'*
I pm St Amherst -549 5403 • Open I lM

7 days a Week

Kitchen open til midnight

Game Koom with 2 pool tables

Sunday 10c Potato Skins

9:00p.m. — 12:00 a.m.

Beer of the Month Drink of the Week

Fosters Lager $175

we

Are pleased to join the Bilingual Collegiate Pro-

gram on their first annual academic achievement

award ceremony to be held at the Campus
Center Auditorium on October 5, 1990 at

8:00 p.m. The public is welcome. For more infor-

mation contact the BCP at 545-1987

Gin ft Tonic $1.75

ooa Giveaways

Mon 10 cent Mozzarella Sticks 9pm- 12am

Tues 10 cent Buffalo Wings 9pm-12am

Wed 25cent Pizza Slices and 99 cent Nachos 9pm-12am
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WE ACCEPT MC-VISA-AMEX

i

_C i - NOW AT 2 LOCATIONS Amherst's

Best Kept

Secret

HUNAN GOURMET
CHINESE

RESTAURANT
The aroma, sound & taste ot

authentic Chinese cuisine prepared

Hunan Szechuan Mandarin or

Cantonese style- especially tor you!
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Faculty Senate begins ROTC investigation
By ALI WOOLWICH
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts Faculty Senate is in

the process of investigating whether Reserve Officers

Training Corps discriminates against gay students,

despite UMass membership in a national association of

universities which urged United States Defense Secretary

Dick Chaney to "call an end to discrimination ... on the

basis of sexual orientation by [the ROTC]."

On March 20, the Faculty Senate assigned four specific

questions to be investigated by the Military Studies

Committee:

• The extent to which the policy of the armed forces in

fluences who can take courses in military science, [bullet I

How the restrictions above determine who can be accepted

in ROTC programs on campus.

• Whether the military proscription against gays, les

bians. and bisexuals violates State statute or University

Occidentalizing
has severe
consequences
By ALEXANDER NGUYEN
Collegian Staff

Picture: a bare-breasted, young Black woman posed

against native mud huts, a typical National (ieographic

photo. However, on second observation, she is also wear-

ing stereo headphones.

We in the WYst tend to ignore the modern when obser-

ving the "primitive."

In an intoxicating lecture last night entitled. We Think,

Therefore The\ Are On Occidentalizing the World, an

thropology professor Deborah Gewertz of Amherst College

said that we. the West, understand ourselves and what

we are by our interpretations of the world.

However, when we misunderstand the "other, non

Western" we in turn misunderstand ourselves This

misunderstanding occurs when we 'omdentalize:'' repre

sent the other as essentially and absolutely different from

the West.

By "occidentalizing." she said Western anthropology

separates the modern from the primitive It misrepresents

the "other" for our own purposes, disregarding their

reality. ..

We live in the world and they live m our imagination.

The lives that others lead are irrelevant To begin with

this is occidentalist essentialism.

GewerU said anthropologists have occidentalized non

Western people as primitive, homogeneous and having

predetermined lives constrained from choice^

This occidentalizing sends the message to the West we

are heterogeneous and have the freedom of choices She

said it was possible to occidentalize ourselves as having

choice when in reality, not all of us have choices. How

many of the choiceless live along side US'* Gewertz went

on to ask. "Does the constraint of the one subsidize the

freedom of the other?"

They are related to us in other ways than the texts in

which we occidentalized them. She said defining their

lives as irrelevant to ours is dangerous Our political and

economical interests affect them and they in turn affect

how we perceive ourselves.

Gewertz questioned what is primitive and what is

modern She said it is necessary for anthropologists to

deconstruct the definition of primitive and our lives can

not be understood in isolation to their-

Gewertz said what we are is what we do to the world

and getting them wrong is getting us wrong.

"Anthropologists must struggle with passion and

outrage, to discover the other's reality, she said.

non-discriminatory policy.

• Whether University of Massachusetts students have

been or will be academically or financially (through loss

of scholarship aid) disadvantaged by this policy.

In a letter sent to the Defense Secretary on May 14,

1990, the National Association of State Universities and

Land-Grant Colleges, of which UMass is a member, de

nounced the Department of Defense policy, stating.

"We note a growing doubt about the need for such a

practice and about its relation to the interests of the

military, especially in preparation of a corps of future

officers.

"ROTC programs should attract the best and brightest

American college students; those programs should not risk

the loss of outstanding young men and women, including

many who may hold conventional sexual views but find

discrimination unacceptable in any form."

The Military Studies committee at UMass submitted a

draft report to the Academic Matters Council on

September 18, 1990 in which it stated that "the commit

tee cannot answer whether University students will be

academically or financially disadvantaged at present, we

cannot foresee the circumstances under which this would

occur."

However, an excerpt from the Spring 1990 newsletter

of the Network of Gay and Lesbian Alumni ae Associa

tions states: "Three recent cases received wide media

coverage - ROTC cadets dismissed from programs

because they are gay."

"In addition, these three cadets were asked to repay the

value of their scholarships - $50,000 for David Carney

of Harvard, $40,000 for Robert Bettiker of MIT, and

$25,000 for James Holobaugh of Washington Umversi

ty, St. Louis."

The Academic Matters Council requested that the com

mittee make clarifications in its report and submit the

revised draft at the next council meeting on October 17.

The council will then make a recommendation for action

to the Faculty Senate.

Anti-theft program implemented
By MAURA ( ANAVAN
Collegian Correspondent

Operation Identification, a free program dllignnH to

help reduce theft on campus, will begin October 10 in

the South

w

idential Area.

Originally started m 1971. the program involve-

engraving property, recording the information Coring

this information in a safe place, and placing warning

decals on the doors of those involved

"We cannot reduce crime without help and support

from the public. -aid Larry Holmes, associate direc-

• „f the Division of Public Safety, in a meeting last

night about the program.

mmencing the evening of October 10 teams
i
of

llUllmll from Sigma Phi Epsilon and Alpha Phi

Omega will go door to door in dormitories, equipped

with electrical engraving equipment

Property such as computers, calculators, stereo equip

ment. televisions, typewriters and bicycles can be

engraved with the owners social security or driver I

license numbers.
Students will also be given an Operation Identifica

tion warning decal to display on their door.

' With this program, if an item is stolen, the chances

of recovery are much better." said University Crime

Prevention Officer Richard Besse, who is coordinator

of the program.

He said that engraving property make- it leea at

live to the thief since it can be traced to the owner

With a social security number on an item, we can

simplv punch in the number on the computer and

mediately know who it befog! to,' said Bess. He ..d

that compact disc plavers are the "hoi item this year.

.„ thev are 'A. Ht **W "™

"Operation Identification" must also be accompanied

by other preventative measure^ Holmes empha-

the importance of locking dorm room doors.

"Eighteen seconds is the average time it takes ten

a theft of a room." said Holme- He -aid that student

reporting of incidents is also extremely important

The program is free and is provided as a service by

the University Division of Public Safety Crime Preven

tion Unit

Electric engraving tools will also be available at the

Division of Public Safety for student use at no charge

Areas that have used the program have seen signir i

cant reductions in property theft.

"We can't guarantee you won't be stolen from, but

this program does reduce your risk." said Holn:

Collegian photo bv Eric Goldman
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Kmffocuwnts deterioration in Mass. state parks
jLUlim \M,\JKslM,MM+*s9+W w^n/^

ple want to belong to this community, but

By PETER HERING
Collegian Correspondent

The last three years have shown a

deterioration in the preservation of state

parks, according to a panel of environmen-

tal experts speaking in Amherst last night

JoelLeamer from the Executive office of

Environmental Affairs for the state of

Massachusetts said the future of

Massachusetts state parks is m danger due

to continuing budget cuta

"We have seen the end of the golden era

in the state park system," Learner said. In

the next 10 years we will see the closure

of many of the states parks and zoos."

Massachusetts, according to Learner,

boasts the sixth largest park system in the

country, has fallen on hard times. Loss of

state funding has not only had an effect on

State wildlife resources, but also on cities

and towns which access these resources.

According to one panelist, the way the

growth is occurring in the Valley is

frightening. With a noticeable shift of peo

pie into the outlying suburban areas,

development is becoming both formless and

unbridled.

Alexandra Dawson, an environmental at-

torney, believes the government needs to

protect and restrict growth in this area.

"We need to purchase the land that is to

be saved, and apply sophisticated zoning

laws that would ensure its protection.

Other panelists agreed a balance needs

to be achieved between development and

conservation.

"We neetTto create a housing market, but

we also need to set aside land for open

space," said panelist Robert Rivard. "Peo

pie want to belong to this community, but

how many are we going to let in?"

The decline of agriculture in the State is

also a concern which the panel addressed

"Agriculture is very important for many

reasons," said Kathy Ruhf of the Small

Farms Institute. "The farming industry is

an important source for food, plus it creates

a diversity in the landscape."

All the panelists stressed it was essential

to work with both the public and the media

in keeping environmental awareness at a

high level.
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TEXTBOOKS $2.50 to $5.00*
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Publishers at Unbelievably Low Prices!

Publishers
Random House
Simon & Schuster
Harper & Row
MacMillan
Viking
Prentice Hall

Bantam Doubleday
Scribner
Putnam
Morrow
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Romance
Mysteries
Novels
Fantasy
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Science Fiction
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Thousands of Books
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Ton of Children's Books
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Non-Fiction
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Film
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Philosophy
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Children's
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Fairy Tales
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Authors
Stephen King
Isaac Asimov
Barbara Michaels

G B Trudeau
Colleen McCullough
Richard Condon
Louis Gnzzard
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Charles Schullz
William Buckley
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Alfred Hitchcock
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Store at The Mountain
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This extraordinary selection is available from publishers'

overstocks, returns, special printings and liquidations
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speak out

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

"The administration said in a memo that it's trying to

promote students health, safety, and well-being and then

they cut the EWC," she said. "What kind of message does

that send to students?"

Gombar listed three demands from Madson:

• The students be allowed to partake in the process of

deciding where the cuts are made.

• Assurance that the EWC will not be touched in the se-

cond wave of cuts.

• Restoration of the two most recently cut positions.

•If Madson tells you he can't reverse these cuts he s ly

ing. The positions won't officially be moved until October

14th " Magner said, .

Dan Cohen, a member of the Third World Caucus said,

"Forcing women to go to Mental Health Services is like

gargling with motor oil. It doesn't taste very good and it

doesn't serve it's purpose."

After the rally, 50 women and men marched to the Whit

more Administration building where they yelled chants

up to Madson's office.

Protesters went to Madson's office to leave messages and

make appointments with him. The office door was lock

ed Eileen Stewart, dean of students, met the protesters

outside the office. She offered to talk to students about

the cuts since she is the Budget Officer of Student Affairs

who makes budgetary decisions about the EWC.

Madson was not available for comment.
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Just sitting here and thinking about

what a productive week it's been for the

majority of the world. Everyone seems to

be very busy, except maybe Saddam
Hussein.

Gayle Long

Well, the Red Sox have finally pulled it

off — they backed into the division cham-

pionship off the worst league in baseball

(now let's see them beat Canseco and the

Oakland boys). Anyway, let's thank those

lucky Boston stars for the likes of Tom
Brunansky and Mike Boddicker. It was

really too bad Roger Clemens was shipped

off to Toronto in case of a playoff game,

which seemed imminent at the time,

perhaps. Rocket wasn't there for the

celebration, and as a team member I'd pro

bably be really pissed

****

The Germans have done it — a reunifica-

tion, with both East and West prepared to

handle the economic problems which await

them.
They promised they will remember the

past and never repeat it. I certainly hope

for their future — a future of freedom of

religion and expression. A nation where all

are viewed equally.

Every German should read Survival in

Auschwitz by Primo Levi or Night by Elie

Wiesel, and realize the horror and hell of

each of the six million European Jews who

died at the hands of Hitler. The world will

never again allow a country to slaughter

a people for the satisfaction of a madman.
****

The Bush administration has done it (ac-

tually a number of things) - more deficits

through the billions of dollars we have

spent (so far), a TAX < read my lips) package

which might even make it through Con

gress, and the confirmation of Supreme

Court Justice David Souter.(/r's hard to

believe that Georgie could actually ac-

complish 3 — count 'em 3 — things in less

than one term. Hey, more power to ya,

George!)
****

Victor Kiam has done it — started a na

tional trend of forbidding the female of the

species (of sportswriters) to enter the locker

room. No, not the entire species, just the

females.

The Coach of the Cincinnati Bengals,

Sam Wyche, was second on the trendset

ter's list. Why did he lock the professional

reporter out of the locker room after a

game on Monday night? Your guess is as

good as mine. Maybe he's afraid she'll BM
what his players have got and what he

DOESN'T.
Read Mike Madden of the Soften Globe

to find out which female reporter has gone

back to the newsroom not with a story but

with a lawsuit instead.

Thanks, Mike, for reminding the public

that it's not the gender, but rather the

ability that makes the writer.

Obviously, these two winners have

forgotten that the pen is mightier than

Lawrence Taylor.

And that women sportswriters never

forget. Neither do their editors, and most

of all, their male counterparts.
****

By the way, this week celebrates the C W-

legion's 100th anniversary. Can you

believe it?

Why people for 100 years have read or

worked for the paper is enough to blow m>

mind. It seems that one of the greet

nu-s lure at UMass is picking on the

Collision You try and be an editor for just

ONE da\ It > not a job, it's an asylum.

Enjoy the weekend. Until later, see

Gayle h>nx >llegian columnist

Freefalling budget needs unified state
As a student leader. I feel a little bit like the little

dutch boy sticking his finger in a hole in the dyke on-

ly to have another one open immediately; the latest

being a proposed curriculum fee increase for next

semester. And all of this while watching the tidal wave

called CLT looming ready to wipe the dyke out com

pletely and all that is familiar with it.

The administration chooses to call this latest $6

million the third cut this fiscal year totaling $16

million. But actually it is the fourth totalling over $22

million. The first 4 percent that was cut by the

Legislature in late July was from a state appropria

tion that was already more than $6 million less than

our appropriation from last year.

Marc Kenen

This $6 million was made up entirely by tuition

retention. Bv the time this year's budget was passed

students had already paid an extra $6 million from the

biggest tuition increase in the Commonwealth I

history When the Sept 5 cut of $4 2 was apparently

going to be made up, partially by a fee increase, the

student governments began to mobilize.

Despite the chancellor's sincere desire to provide

financial aid, he knows and we know that this effort,

as previous ones, will not reach all those who need it.

Unmet financial aid at UMass is at an all time high

and rising Any fee increase will be devastating to us

Make no mistake about it. we will lose students who

cannot afford it. despite financial aid efforts.

Another serious question confronts us. When will the

price increases reach the point where we start to lose

students and in fact lose money? When do we reach

critical mass? The much publicized difficulties with this

year's admissions, combined with increasingly troubled

demographics, suggest that we are dangerously close.

Once this point is reached, it will be next to lmpossi

ble to correct it.

UMass is dependent on student revenue and it it

begins to decline we all suffer, especially labor which

will be forced to bear the brunt of all cuts that lay-

ahead. But now the cut we are facing is $10 million

and we must reevaluate

The UMass budget and the state economy is in a

freefall. We cannot, even if we decided it was the best

way to move forward, implement strategic planning

for this University. All we can do is hunker down, bat

ten down the hatches and try not to lose too many peo

pie overboard. We might have to reduce our rations in

order to feed everyone, but the choice on who lives and

who doesn't cannot and should not be made.

I hope that cuts against the staff and faculty on this

campus can be made where, like fee increases, those

that can afford it must pay the most while those that

can't afford it the least pay the least. We must protect

our people.

The student leaders called a meeting last r riday with

members of all the unions on campus to tell them that

we are prepared to take our share of this $10 million

as long as the burden is shared by everyone on cam

pus, including tenured faculty and the highest rank

ing administrators. The various unions are meeting

this week with their executive boards to discuss the

situation and we will reconvene this Friday to discuw

it further.

I must stress that this process does not replace the

contractual obligations between labor and manage

ment. nor normal consultations and negotiations that

would and must occur. But in addition to this normal

process, we are trying to reach some consensus among

us. ,

This unified position is critical to maintaining the

social fabric of the University. But now the landscape

is like a tinderbox, where one match threatens to ig

nite a raging firestorm that will consume us all.

We have asked the Board of Trustees not take any

action until we are able to work through this process

We hope that by the end of next week we will have an

idea of the direction it is going. Believe me, it will be

worth it.

Marc Kenen is the nee president of the Graduate Stu-

dent Senate

Analogy to castes

ignorant and bigoted
Recent ieeuee in the Collegian carried artkli nu

Sebastian and Adam Scales whirl ing

views on the role of ethnic minorities in the U S We

would, however, like to address the slandero

in Mr Scales' letter VAllow me my own identity, please,"

Oct. 2> that were irrelevant to the issue and totally un

called for.

The -tatement;- in question were, "In sum, 1 am left

wondering whether M^ Sebastian would actually prefer

a societv in which birth or ethnicity is the sole deterrni

nant of how one should lead one's life If so, I would com

mend her attention to some of that cultural histors

is so fond of, for she is certain to find many examples of

such systems Thev ure called cast.

Mr Scales must assume that the Indian community is

singularly- ignorant in his assumption that they would

overlook the bigoted connotations of this vacuous

statement.

Could it be merely coincidence that he uses the analogy

of caste when addressing Ms. Sebastian, who happens to

be of Indian ethnic descent? It seems that Mr Scales has

revealed his own bigotry by resorting to stereotypical im

agerv of Indian-

Indeed, his assumption that one can automatically

tribute caste oppression to any Indian is like connecting

terrorism with all Islamic people Immersed in bigotry and

ignorance about the conditions of 850 million Indians, he

o\ grioDkl the fact that over 500 million of them I
including

many Christians from Kerala, who constitut.

tian's ethnic background', are the victims of the % I

tern that he sarcastically allude> to

Concerned Indians of all castes continue to stn

eliminate the harsh inequities of this unjust

whose causes lie in a troubled history little known, ap

parentlv. either to Mr. Scales or the Collegian.

Two years ago on this campus, a meaner of our com

munitv was the victim of racial slandering by a conser-

vative White publication. Mr. Scales has eloquent lypro-

ven that one need not be White m order to denigrate Third

World societi- .... . DMadanmohan Rao
Amherst

Editors' note This letter wm tigmd b\ /'< tether peoph

Columbus Day: More than another holiday

Soon aRer his arrival in the Caribbean,

Christopher Columbus summed up his

assessment of the natives in his ship's log:

"With 50 men, we could subjugate them

and make them do anything we want.'

This statement set the course for the con

quest of the Americas for the next cen

turies. Next week a national holiday com

memorates this landing.

Jeremy Levinson

midnight on Friday*

The first contact between the Americas

and the colonial powers of Europe touched

off the most profound genocide in history,

one that devastated three continents,

destroyed some of the most sophisticated

and egalitarian cultures of the era and

brought death to tens of millions of people.

But, say the architects of Columbus Day,

we claim Columbus as part of our Noble

Heritage, but not the carnage that follow

ed. If we press the official historian, we

might hear a faint apology

The history that allows us a long

weekend out of respect for Columbus is

popular history. It is not a history in which

questions are asked; it is a schizophrenic

history upon which the official National

Identity is forged.

No surprise here: Popular history is

always written by the winners. In this case,

Europe and its child, the European

American, create a heritage in which the

native cultures are ignored and the

devastation of Africa is apologized for by

Dan Quayle as something belonging to

another time. We want Columbus but

refuse what he stood for and began.

It is the European and the European

American that has written the popular

history of the United States. He has chosen

bits from the past and pieced together a

heritage that ignores the victims.

The official history of the United States

was berthed from a Euro-culture. And, Col-

umbus Day 1990 shows us that it still

serves to hold one in place. What is Colum

bus Day supposed to mean to those of us

who are African or Native American in des

cent? At best, it serves as a reminder of a

brutal history. At worst, it reminds us of

who still writes the official history.

How are we supposed to look at ourselves

and our society in the present when we

can't come to terms with our heritage? The

upcoming holiday- provides an all too-viv id

example. We would wipe this holiday from

our calendars, and our children would

never know that it existed. We could also

use the day to take a closer look at the

history of the various peoples that now live

in the United States.

If, as we grew up, Columbus Day was the

day of mourning as it should be, would we

see our "nationhood" any differently? I am

sure of it. The people of the United States

have no history. We have many. We will

never be one people as long as our culture

continues to base itself in fake history. Our

nation will never develop a cohesive socie

ty as long as our people's different histories

remain glossed over by storybook versions

of what is a long and not always glorious

past. .

Columbus Day serves as just one vivid ex

ample of our lack of national identity. It in

terrupts our education and work schedules

to remind us that many of us have no real

notion of where we came from. Indeed, it

reminds others of a culture that is bent on

denying their histories. Spend your Colum

bus Day well.

Jeremy Levinson is a Collegian columnist

Crisis hotline

provided
I am writing in response to the column

entitled "Shock Therapy"' (David

Erickson. Oct 1 1. It is my fear that the

editorial revictimized women who have

survived acquaintance or date rape on

this campus. I want to addresfe women

who read this editorial.

One in four women on college cam

puses are the victims of rape. That

editorial was a detailed description of

rape and it cannot but put into the com

munity without some information for

survivors.

If you are a survivor, or if that

scenario sounded familiar to you. or if

you know a survivor and want to talk

to someone, there is a 24 hour Rape

Crisis Hotline at UMass that is staffed

by trained female counselors. If you

have any questions or need help or want

to talk, please call. The number is

545 0800.
Binky Feldman

Educator/Advocate
Everywoman's Center
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candidates

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

Some of the national issues that they are

campaigning for are: a full military retreat

from the Middle East to channel defense

spending to fund health care, schools, hous-

ing, and child care; a reduction of the work

week to 30 hours without a pay cut to com-

bat unemployment; the defense of abortion

rights and Affirmative Action; cancellation

of the Third World debt.

On a state level, Davis and Margaret

Pucci, the SWP candidate for governor,

said the only way to resolve the state fiscal

crisis is to reorganize the governmental

structure to serve the needs of working

class people by taxing the rich and by work-

ing against the effects of budget cuts

already passed.

Both Davis and Pucci said they were not

afraid to call themselves Marxists in a time

when communist "regimes" in Eastern

Europe are failing. They said communism

has never existed in the world as it was

theoretically intended and the former corn-

had nomunist governments in Europe

business existing."

"As a Socialist, I believe the working peo-

ple who generate the profits of the big cor-

porations should not have to pay any

taxes," Pucci said. "The working people are

getting increasingly less state services for

their tax dollars."

Pucci said the SWP did not get on the

ballot because Massachusetts has the most

restrictive legislative laws concerning the

campaigns of Independent parties.

Pucci said if the SWP had submitted the

required petition of 40,000 valid signatures

to get on the ballot, it would have been

scrutinized by the state, requiring at least

20,000 extra signatures to pass.

However, Davis said their street corner

campaigning has caught the attention of

women, minorities, students and the

unemployed.
Davis is a machinist at the General Elec-

tric plant in Lynn. Pucci is a leader of the

19-month workers strike against Eastern

Airlines.
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assault

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

himself, the assailant kicked him

several times.

Luippold said another member of the

group pulled the man off of the student

some time later. The group then left the

student on the ground.

The student, who is active in campus

productions, suffered a broken jawbone.

After treatment at University Health

Services, the student with police help at-

tempted to locate the group but was

unsuccessful.

Although the student is unsure, he

suspects that there were other people in

the area during the attack. When he

returned with police after the attack,

several persons told police that a
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bicyclist, riding with others, picked up

the student's glasses.

Luippold said the assailant was a

white man, approximately 5' 10" with a

medium build. The man has short blond

or strawberry-blond hair and a flat-top

hairstyle.

"We would love to find his glasses —

he really needs them," said Luippold.

"But we would also love to find the guy

who beat him up."

The altercation was the second assault

and battery reported to police that

night. Five minutes before this incident,

a Southwest student told police that he

was assaulted with a solid object near

the Student Union and the Library.

Police said the assaults appear to be

unrelated.
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HATE YOUR
ROOMMATE?

Check out

CLIFFSIDE
APARTMENTS

Affordable, Quiet &
Convenient

1 & 2 Bedrooms
from $40C7month

ALL UTILITIES
INCLUDED

5 miles to UMASS
On Sunderland Bus

Route

Pool, Tennis & More

Furnished Apartments

also available

Ask about our free rent

special

248 Amherst Rd (Rt 116)

Sunderland 665-3958
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HO..YOKE, 2275 Northampton St

P.TTSFIELD, 241 North Street

SPRINGFIELD, 1550 Boston Post Rd.

W. SPRINGFIELD, Memorial Ave

-(413)256-3160

-(413)536-2222

-(413)499-0357

^413)543-1517

m
-(413)737-4128 RECORDS • T APES -CDs -VIDEOS

WH EVER YOU ARE WE AW...WITH A CONVENIENT LOCATION NEAR YOI
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ARTS&LIVING
A look at R.E.M.'s rise from the underground

. « . t»__- i- i :_*»#:!.„ \KiMc a~A ^.,m. .mvmnrp the whole record business was not as appeal
By ADAM McCLORY
Collegian Staff

Remarks: The Story of R.E.M.

Tony Fletcher
Bantam Books

There is no question that REM. will go down as one

of the best bands of the 80s.

They played their first live show on April 5, 1980, at

a church in a town where singer Michael Stipe and

guitarist Peter Buck lived. The scene is familiar here and

at other college towns across the nation: by word of mouth,

half the campus knew there was going to be a huge party

with three bands and free beer. R.E.M. was the last band

to perform and they gave the crowd a very fun and en-

joyable show. The group now had a firm base to take off

from and they used it to their advantage.

Now, ten years later. R.E.M. is stronger than ever.

Through eight albums, countless road trips to seedy towns

in deadend bars where the band almost outnumbered the

crowd and inevitable disputes, the original four members

have remained.

R.E.M. has come up with a beautiful combination of

musicians who mesh incredibly well: lead singer Michael

COUNT ON
FUJI

Stop in, count and win!
At the Camera Shop, 98 Pleasant St. Amhest.

^1 DL-400

1
$f Place - The person who guesses the closest

number of film canisters

will win a Fuji DL-400

Qnd Place • 6 rolls of Fuji CA- 135-24 exposure

color negative

3rd Place - 1 Fuji Quick Snap plus 1 Fuji Quick

Snap with flash onetime use

cameras.

• Winner will selected Monday, October 22nd
• In the event of a tie, a drawing will be held

• No purchase necessary

Stipe, guitarist Peter Buck, bassist Mike Mills and drum-

mer Bill Berry. The first material by the band was a mix

of both originals and 60s covers; this was a welcome sur-

prise to the college crowd of Athens, Georgia who were

looking for something different to listen to.

This quick success enabled REM. to look outside of the

Athens market. They took their show to North Carolina

where they played a few shows to incredibly ecstatic fans.

The cult following of the group had begun, although all

of the band's shows were not going to be this memorable.

Regardless, they were brought to the attention of IRS.

Review

Records and were signed to the label to produce their first

five albums. Murmur, with the popular single "Radio Prw
Europe." was released in the spring of 198.1 Although the

sales weren't anything to write home about, it was given

endless praise by major musical magazint-

R.E.M. rode this success and decided to embark on their

first real tour. They didn't stop there though - after the

tour the band went right back into the studio to record

their second album, out of this came Reckoning, with

popular hits such as < Don't go Back to) Rockville" and

'Pretty Persuasion." With this release within a year of

Murmur, plus the fact that they played over 100 shcms

in 1984, R.E.M. acquired the reputation as being one of

America's hardest working bands.

Would anything stop this machine? Yes. Burnout hit

the band in a very tough way — recording was not fun

anymore, the whole record business was not as appeal

ing as it was a couple of years earlier. R.E.M. turned out

Fables of the Reconstruction, a dark album that was not

among their best efforts. Nonetheless, the band was

around at the right time and the record became an ins

tant hit on college radio. Subsequently, the band did an

extensive college tour to promote it.

Despite the band's problems, they re-grouped and con

tinued to turn out one album each year with Life's Rich

Pageant in 1986 and Dead Letter Office (mainly B-sides

and other previously unrecorded material) in 1987. Docu-

ment was released in the fall of 1987, a compilation titl

ed Eponymous was released in October of 1988. and finally

Green came out in November of 1988. This rapid recor

ding pace paralleled the group's following in the United

States; they gained fans by the thousands. REM. had sue

cessfully made the transaction from a normal college band

to one of the best bands in the world.

Tony Fletcher did a very credible job in writing this

biography of the band. He was objective with his as>ump

tions and his amount of information was i \u-nsive In

evitably, the question of "selling out" will arise concern

ing this book. Did REM. do this solely for the mm
I really don't think so With R.E.M.'s second record dattl

<with Warner Brothers), they became financially secure

foi life. Then tain to put out this book, might just lu

in their feeling of accomplishment that comes with put

ting out 1 decade of interesting and exciting music. Look

for thi^ trend to continue, with R.E.M. putting a new and

different twist to each and every piece of music that they

release.

Censorship controversy over Vio-lence
Censorship has been a hot topic in recent months. Fr

there was the uproar concerning the Robert Mapplethorpe

exhibit. Then, there was the clamor about 2 lave Crew.

Now, we may have to add the San Franciscan thrash

metal group, Vio-lence. to the list of those caught in thi-

censorship controversy.

The group, comprised of vocalist/lyricist Sean Killian.

guitarists Robb Flynn and Phil Demmel, bassist Deen Dell

and drummer Perry Strickland, recently released their

latest LP. Opressmg the Masses, on the Megaforce/Alan

tic label.

However, before the album's release. Atlantic executives

demanded that the song "Torture Tactics" be deleted from

the record or toned down They claimed the song might

Ik- deemed offensive. Not wanting to slow the momentum
of the group down, Megaforce executives agreed to delete

the song in question.

Vio-lence. who are known in the thrash scene for their

relentless speed mongenng, will release 'Torture Tactics"

as a separate single which will not receive Atlantic sup

port. But they are not complacent about th

In a statement to members of the music mdu-

Killian said, "Extreme pressure is being exerted by groups

like the PMRC (Parents Music Resource Center 1. some fac

tions in the music industry and other various concern

ed' groups This pressure runs a domino effect course

through the label and distributor and in the end forces

the creativity of the artist into a corner
."

Vio-lence will open for Flotsam ami MlM at Knttna's

on Sumla\
- DANIELLE DOWUNG

>»»**e»e«»e»e»e»e»e»»e»««««##»wee»we»e»»»e

Acupuncture

Frederick E. Steinway,

Lie Ac

88 Pine Grove
Amherst
256-0306

' #*w
s

l

T
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••• HELP WANTED•••

TEMPORARY AIDE

• Nurse Aides needed immediately

for all shit

• Earn up to $9.50 hourly

CALL KIM (772-2151)

466 Main St. Greenfield. MA

1

1

• >

i

>

<

.

<

> i

1

1

i

i

i

SUZANNE VEGA

irnftGtftjmianT
The Imagination Kmporium

• Comics
• Games

• Science Fiction

STORE HOURS
Mon-Wed 12 noon to 6 pm
Thurs-Fri 12 noon to 9 pm

Sat 12 noon to 5 pm

586-1210
38A Main Street. Northampton
(Downstairs betown the Mountain Goat and Don MauHar's QaHary)

Days of Open Hand
Oct 9, 7990
8:00 p.m.

John M. Greene Hall, Smith
College

$15 General Public
On Sale At:

For the Record Mainstreet Records

Amherst Northampton

and at the door

VgF&enderV.

Nov- accep^l&S*.
agfic*—

,„* 747-7895
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THE FAR SIDE
By GARY LARSON

BONES IN THE BARREL
By J. GELLER & M. ROSENZWEIG

COLLEGIAN 9

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Edited By TRUDE MICHEL JAFFE

Top lO Questions Asked At Four In The

Morning:

lO-What happens to an 18-hour bra after 19

hours?

9-ls Wyoming a gerund?

8-Why aren't there velcro dentures?

7-Do you think Vincent Van Gogh cut his ear

off shaving?

6-Why are they called bathroom stalls when

you want to get out as quick as possible?

5-Why doesn't Twin Peaks star Dolly Parton?

4-lf you sneeze at the speed of light, does

your snot go through the tissue?

3— Is there someone else living in this room?

2-Who am I?

1-Why is this called Bones in the Barrel?

"You're in luck! This place just came on the market

a few days ago. ... The previous owners all had

their heads chopped off."

CALVIN AND HOBBES By BILL WATTERSON

TN SCREEH*
CANCEli.0

0*0 SMD ONE "N IN TUE.

WO0SE WS BN) ENO0GW

,

MAO HE PRtPERRED Wfc ONE

W\TU TUE MOlUHk OOHTWX

I

ACROSS
1 Snorttiairs

5 Toggad 'of

graduation

10 Genus of

blue-tooted

boobies

14 Go'die ot

hockey
15 Island near

Venezuela

16 Saint Paul s

architect

17 Strong as —
18 Short timer

20 With a win

22 Rivals ot the

Cornhuskers

23 Daughter ot

Loki

24 At —
disagreeing

25 Shorthorns

26 RE Lee eg
30 A Brog Pa

milH -giver

31 Some drillers

33 Leprechaun s

land

37 Was m me red

39 Flaxen

40 Catc*
41 UN initials

42 Pays
44 To s panne'

45 wn«re Muscat
iS

47 British biSCuit

49 Pivot

51 Rve' to Soiway
Firth

52 Witty saying

55 WiK) goose
59 Snort and

sweet
61 vain

62 Bender

63 Anatomical

loops

64 Narrow

65 Km ot fulmars

66 Some cases
67 Far trom bright

DOWN
1 Yellow breasted

warbler

2 Jim-dandy

3 Short time

4 Singing group

5 Transport tor

Heyerdahi

6 Architect s fillet

7 Accept as true

8 Lessens
9 Belafonte

favorite of 1956

10 Shortchanges

1

1

Worked on

12 Giassmakers
ovens

1

3

Barbecue
burtmskies

19 High time ot

day
21 Countertenor

25 Raven
comments

26 Sign ot the

Zodiac

27 Novelist

Glasgow
28 Photo tmisher

29 Put an — stop

30 — said it'

32 May queen'
34 Shortstop

35 Infrequent

36 Conceit

38 Shortages
43 Kitchen staple

46 Only

48 — up ge'ing

excited

49 Animal track

50 Came up with

52 M*,or ending

53 Gave — on the

back

54 Lake near

Yoiemite

55 Swallow s prey

56 Hwys
57 Jai —
58 Bug
60 Sv» Asiar

country

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE
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MENU

TANGELO PIE
By TIM SNIFFEN

uou ot* *v on*
Jm om hug*?,

GWQ heck
qt a uMm.

Fish munchtes
Tocos

BASICS LUNCH
Fish muncNes

Vegetable tocos

DINNER

Quarter pound burger

Egg rod & tried rice

BASICS DINNER

1

Creamed vegetable crocjueftes

Egg rofl * fried rice

YOUR DAILY HOROSCOPE
By JEANE DIXON

PRICE
By PRICE VAN RAY

LA6T WifcHT X HM> *
CouO So r Too*- StONvF 3E1N6 CW*f* *W^

COX* SA*D ^ X Xrt*^ TViVNV.

rz*.

X THIN*- »fio SW>ott>

l>*-\ 6B^ *T>« r\)U,Qvjll.'

NIPPLE
By PITT

ARIES March 21 -ApfHW) Pofuse

oe tattled by unexpected

aevetopments You mov want to

ask an oWer famly memoet s od-

vce before making a major dec.

$ion your romantic appeal is

stronger than even

TAUMS i
Aprl 20-Wav 20> Stick

to your guns' You should never be

afraid to take a chance on voursett

Romance should oe exciting tm
evening You enjoy meeting so-

meone new Keep a tighter gnp on

your wallet

OEMINI ' une 20) I

- 3 ab*ties and actrvittes occupy

your thoughts today The rugr*

to success may be paved a

chotenges See how much you can

occomplsh m a limited amount of

time Work at ru» speed

CANCIt (June 22)

Wonderful surprises could come
through travel You benefit from

(ornng torces with old friends or

former work mates Vour poputari

ty auotient is high Influence others

LEO (Jury 23 Aug 22) Be recep-

tive to people who wish to back

you privately there could be a big

payoff Confidential talks could

leod to positive changes >n your

finances vou find out where your

reol support s Vou have mote

presence than you can mogine

Flaunt it

VIROO (Aug 23-Sept 22) vou

could be gomg through a turbutent

period Avoid making decisions with

long-range consequences Con
centrate on completing solo pro

lects Someone is working behinc

closed doors on your Dehal*

_ j (Sept 230 ovs

tooehjghn/vistoietoaay vouhove

superb stage presence* Dress to tm^

press Joint financial ventures and
major purchases enjoy favorable *v

ttuences Good luck accompanes
you

SCORPIO (Oct 23-No.

aelght r» your new mobity today

A svety conversation provides food

for thought Live ft up ana splurge

awe Alow plenty of time to reach

your destination rf travetng by car

SAOITTARIUS ...
Family ana career affairs could

conffcet today A loved one may ex

pect a larger share of your time A
canaid conversation with a close

friend helps Be direct ana you wr>

new respect

CAPRICORN ..'Jan 19)

Concentrate on creative efforts

Home we could be tncky Tact w*
help you avoid arguments with

relatives Follow up stock tps you

couW be lucky* Romance may be

a guessing game

AQUARIUS iJan 20 Feb 18)

Misunderstanding unacknowledg-

ed resentments or suspicions could

ctoud a relationship Attempt to

clear the o* by expressing your

feeings Spend time with those you

tniy enjoy

WC1S I eb lO-March 20) Others

may lean on you today it R

wonderful to be needed' m
vestigate an unusual travel oppor

turxty Aaventure beckons from

afar A good day for doit yourself

projects

TODAY'S STAFF

~rrfrrrf r 1 1 f t frrmriTr ifjoaadl

Night Editor Gcryle Long

Copy Editor tody Gabin

Layout Technician Terry Starrner

Photo Technician Dondi Ahearn

Production Supervisor Terry Starrner

Typesetter ^m Frisino

Production The Rickster. Jason Torla,

Lynn Kilroy. Seth Kaye, Nicole Dumas. Paul

Specht ___^_
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Volleyball 'plays to win' vs. A-10
FELICE COHEN
Collegian Correspondent

The goal for the University of Massachusetts

volleyball team is "play to win," said coach Carol Ford.

Starting things off at home at Totman Gym, the

Volleyball team faces Rutgers tonight at 7 p.m. and

Temple tomorrow afternoon at 4 p.m.

Both Rutgers and Temple are in the Atlantic 10 con-

ference, and both have records of 8-10.

"I'm not as concerned with our record (2-13), as our

quality of play," said Ford, whose team is coming off

of two tough matches against West Virginia and Du

quesne. What do the Minutewomen have to look for-

ward to against Rutgers? Tough serves, said Ford.

"We're expecting a very tough match trom

[Rutgers]," said Ford. "We need to emphasize our serve

receives. Our key right now is passing and we re work

ing on a few new areas in our offense. I hope they U

W
As for Temple, Ford said "they're another tough team

which only lost a few players last year to graduation.

FREE 6 pack
of Diet or reg Cokei

When you buy a
LARGE PIZZA

<s>

256-8911
We

Redeem
Pizza Hut,
Avanti,
Bruno's
Coupons

GOOD ON CARRY OUT OR DELIVERY

$1.99 PIZZ.
! Buv any large pizza or 12 pan pizza at

-eguiar pnce. and get another withequal a

fewer toppings-tor just Ipi.w

Expires 11/1/90

Not good with any other otter

| Expires 11/1/PO

Safe, Friendly. Free Delivery

I 'Not good with any other offer

Equestrian team
hits stride tomorrow
By JEN FATKIN
Collegian Correspondent

The University of Massachusetts equestrian team

will be competing in the first show of the fall ior Al -

Region Ill-North teams, hosted by Mount Holyoke Col-

lege at its lavish equestrian facility Saturday.

The competition will begin at 8:30 a.m., and will run

well into the afternoon, with the jumping classes star-

tine around noon. _

The UMass team is co-ed, and consists of twenty-five

riders of varying abilities. Each competition is divid-

ed by levels, from open (most demanding) to beginner

This system makes the intercollegiate team one of

the few sport teams in which the less experienced

athlete can gain valuable competition experience, ex-

posure and critique. Riders of all abilities are given the

chance to qualify for the regional finals the zone finals

and the national finals, held at the end of the spring

semester.
.

. j

Each rider competes for individual points and

awards, as well as for university team awards.

The team will be competing against riders from

eleven other colleges in the area, including Smith,

Mount Holyoke. Hampshire College, American Inter

national College. Becker Junior College. Elms College.

Williams. Springfield College. Westfield State and

Worcester State.

BW1 LEGAL ASSISTANTS WANTED ^B
Legal Services has positions available for legal assistant interns for

the Spring, 1991 semester. This is a challenging opportunity for

students from a variety of majors and disciplines to gain valuable

legal experience.

Responsibilities include:

* client interviewing

* attendance at hearings and trials

* preparation of court forms
* maintenance of continuing caseload

* investigations and research

Up to 15 credits may be earned. Apply early! Contact Legal Services,

922 Campus Center, 545-1995. Start the application process today!

RESUMES
CopyCat Print Shop
• Great Service • Great Prices

228 Triangle SUAmherst 549-3840
I

1

-Tl-Tl Legal Assistants Wanted ipETI

DON
STAY

HOM
ftnwn* »<*• •» - —" Ye* W'«H »

RESEARCH
INTERVIEWERS
HiringNow ForThe SchoolYear

Interesting, part-time telephone assignments to collect

data on a variety of research topics Absolutely no sell-

ing involved. Flexible hours Sunday-Friday. 5-1 0pm. and

Saturday. 1 1am-5pm Shifts up to 40 hours week avail-

able Choose your own schedule as long as you work 4

shifts a week (20 hours). Start at $5.00 per hour with paid

training and earn up to maximum $6 00 hr.

We re in the Mountain Farms Mall which is a stop on the

free bus line Call between 11 a.m. and 4 p.m. Monday to

Friday. 586-8635

Abt Associates Inc.

London $412

Pans 460

San Jose C R 390

Bangkok 959

Hong Kong 879

Tokyo 759

Telephone Research Center

Mountain Farms Mall. Rt. 9, Hadley, MA 01035

An Equal Opportunity Emptoyer

*ff£& Cucma di

TINPCCHIO
PIZZA & SUBS

FREE DELIVERY
(limited deliveiy at«a)

1177 N. Pleasant St.

N. Amherst
Coupon* v*_d lot delivery

ot path up only

549-3669

1
I

I

I

i

I"

i
i

l

$1.50 OFF
any Large Pizza

with 2 toppings

Limit of one coupon per pizza

Coupons for pick up or delivery only

Valid at Amherst location only

Expires May 31. 1991

$1 OFF
any Large Pizza

Limit of one coupon per pizza

Coupons for pick up or delivery only

Valid at Amherst location only

Expires May 31. 1991
'.
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presents:

TKe
Business Card

BONANZA

Be sure to visit us at our NEW
LOCATION:
20 Hampton Ave.

(behind Sylvesters, opposite WHMP)
DOWNTOWN NORTHAMPTON'584-9728

Ladies and Men's REDKEN products: Mention

this ad for a 20 percent DISCOUNT on these fine

products!

(offer through end of October)

COLLEGIAN 11

rentAwreck
\4

New & Used Cars
Trucks i Vans Also Available

North Amherst
Rerrt-A-Wreck

Rt. 63 No. Amherst
549-RENT_/[

Take Out Welcome

HOURS: SUN THURS 7am Spa

FRI-SAT 2am 3pnV 10pm 3am

Homemade Soups. Muffins, DMMTtl
Specials

Daily Specials Offered

Do you own a Business Card?

That's all you need tc reach 21,000 readers daily.

Discount Rate (for 2 col. x 2 inch ad): $20

I The Business Card Bonanza Pe6e runs every Monday

beginning September 24th.

A new and exciting way to adveitise for less money.

MVfRS
C R t m

88 Pleasant St.

584-4145

ATTN: UMASS
STUDENTS

EARN GOOD $

ON CAMPUS
Join the student

marketing team on

campus for Zenith

Data Systems, an

international

computer company

* Salary Plus
commission

• Flexible hours

* Build resume
• Gain experience

Call 1-800-827-d440

Contact the Collegian for more details.

545-3500

SONY •JVC • TECHNICS • AIWA •PANASONIC •SHAW •TON • MAXWELL

STEREO BLUES?
UNDERGROUND SOUND

CAN HELP
UNDERGROUND SOUND has been an expert, cost

effective repair service for home audio, car audio,

video components and musical instrument amplifiers

since 1981 .We also sell new and used components

and install car audio systems at competitive rates.

Stop procrastinating—Get It Fixed—Listen to

Music—Be Happy.

UNDERGROUND SOUND. 104 NORTH PU^jW.tT^TJ^HERST MA.2S3-MW

WE ARE LOCARED BENEATH PANDA EAST RESTAURANT

CLASSIFIEDS
Acnvme*

FINANCE INVESTMENT CLUB meetjng.

meet Tim Oemetto- loom*' of inveelmant

Challenge * general mating Wednesday

October 10CC174-176/7PM

•uto/ac Very CII5«*»J|«W CaB

542 2077 (day). 54*1266 (evening)

ISM HONDA CIVIC crx
Auto 53k excel cond must 99b

13990 caH Maria 54B452S

MTDCtTtO m knowing God personally o>

Hist good Christian fellowship Campus
buaedefor Chnet Friday 7 00PM Campus
Canlar

JUGGLING CLUB is on lop of things th*

week. mCC9H 915 Learn to ,uggto from

34. batons you go noma'

1997 »PECTRUM4l000m4es_
20rmb «5mpg excettont $2900. 32347*8

PAGAN STUDENTS informal
'"••J'ftf

coma and cha!' Sunday rogfrt 10/7.

7 O0PM- Campus Canto* Am 911 15

IMS NOItOAOJVIC 5 spaad AM FM

cZett ttonx. *»000^"c«£°£P*£
tuna up one owner perfect condmon uaa

Bruca at 256-1215

1999 TOYOTA CELICA OT COUPE 16

valva rad metallic standard dnve

24000m<tos Baamrtulcar As good as new

90960 CaH 5404562

PAPJTVtt!
At ma Btuawa*
Oct 6 (Sat)

9PM-2AM
Coma and hava tha time of your Nto!

sponsered by AASA

SAFA GENERAL MEETING
Next Thursday 7 00
Watch ctoeerftod tor ptoca

CRAFT WORKSHOPS

IN CERAMICS. DARKROOM, Jawiitory.

weaving, and mora Only $6-four classes

Hava tun at your craft cantar

•IBM COMPUTER*

^ etSr^rJu^Sro^
3 5. Windows 2 11 PC toots 4

thaeaurue speiicfiecker word proof iv

grammatixs gamaa F-6 I golf

Value ov*f$6000 Now onry $2700

Can Maria 546-0923

MESA BOOGIE GU.TAR AMPLIFIER

5 band aq many Matures mint

»5O0 00 2564609 Je*

MY CAR IS DEAD- Do you naad * Lot 22

sticker' Laava your nama and - with Fred

Gilbert at 5944797

BLEEP WITH THE BIG ONE
NINE INCHES OF SUPER THICK

PLEASURE
BIG ONE FUTON AND FULL SIZE FRAME

$230
METAWAMPE FURNITURE

INSTRUCTION

BE A BARTENOER
WM Bartandar Training * opan

Can tor brochure

41J747 7895

Hava a graai day and gat

raady to catobrata"

Low*]
"*

Your Brmbo
Lovey*.'

iRoomatee

DO YOU NEED Spams* neto 7

Tutoring avaitobto tor .ntormeototo to ad-

vancad Can Gwvi 5494071

ENGLISH AS A SECOND LANGUAGE
riissst baatn Oct 30 Intonama. part tuna

»™OEFL Rag*irat»n daadhna

Languaga Pacitca 54»5066Oct

LAUPAE- I'm sorry this *« 1 a surpnaa. and

i m sorry i won t ba hara » oatobrato * *«*

you b3 rtoppy '•*«*»»>, (Al laaa.

Houamg rwmarnbaradl I tova you-Ml*a

MACE For information wr*a

j McGowan 77WaaiM«inSt Su*ail».

Smrthtown NY 11797

•IATTHEW

ROOMMATE WANTED

_ aWOSMTE wartad » anfraibr

sot at RoPing Oman On bus routo 20aff"o

Si me C«i 25S4T4S Ptoaa» toav* maaaaga

spa matrspaafca r aUcoma

HOUSEMATE wamad 4 badroom nouaa

bus routo naw cawpMa 4 aaaygomg
i and a cool dog 194 tortoftja

LOST

SUNGLASSES m a btua caaa On 10T2/90

m tha Campus Cantar ft found ptoaaa call

6-3223 aflat 12PM REWAROS

Tnan* you tor rna»ingltoalhl

mat ofVny «to> I LOVE YOU
Happy 1st Annrvaraafr'

Lova always

CUSTOM sawing *n**n9J
ot apaoal ordars 5644B72

LEGAL OUESTIONS? Tha Ls

Cantor oftors fma togal aaattt-.

paymg studanta ContocJ u* at 922 Campus

Cantor, 546-19B6

WALLET: LOM Tuas Gray with valcro

ctosura Contacl Cnaryi at 545-3749 or

545 2757

Happy Birthday*

I lova you but

you aragomgto

POUND

UMASS TRIATHLON CLU1 jana-si

maatmg Tuaaday. I0f». M 6 30PM m
Boydan249 Raca announcamants group

workouts, guaat apaaaan ^ "P*?"^
atocttona 2B«acuaaad 6-3324 or 6404?

FOR A OOOO TIME CALL...

BACK-A-OISC the bast amartammam DJs

^oaV bands, dormmoiiaa apac-N can

596-9900 anytime

Y/y^ayaiitrrintiiassdtoatDomolTriomp.

son downstairs A* at depl of«ca- Asam

Lang 6 LH
Found 10Y2

ANNOUNCEMENTS

AMERICAN INDIAN Student ^ocialion

meeting Monday Oct 8. 1990 6PM at the

Dr Josephine WhueEagle Memorial

Cultural Canter m Chadboume dorm

COMMUTOR LOCKERS m Student Union

1 50 available first come first serve Through

OCHO Student Union room 426

FOR RENT

ATTRACTIVE QUBtfroom ^family f«*n»

near cantar Amherst 5494232

ROOM IN OUIET residential home on bus

„r* available 10/21 "on-a"J*« «*»

Please calt 545-2026 or 253-7823 evenings

SINGLE ROOM
House m N Amherst

Near Puffers Pond
$187 50 5494650

HAPPY ANNIVERSARY MARIANNE

it has bean a leet year »*«•'•* »•»•* ',»•

known you lorever Thankyou lor

enriching my life *flh your Krva.

I LOVE YOU! Matlhaw

MILKY ONEILL

HEY TOOTSI I'l'i (Year Month. Daw)

Plus any drag time, thank* to me U S P O
I cant wart to fondle, er. I mean sea you

aaem IB bring the whipped cream you

t£ng the wheelbarrow' Gal psyched tor

November Get super-psychod'
Love

»K

aftor you oat
gift1

HTSX
HILARY

NEED A SASYSmtW T ^NlggMP *
Elam Ed mat cart CPR (chadnrtlartO,,**
aid Own trans W*4ay mghts after BPM
Very reasonable »4 50 Call Abby
6654313(6314) leave massage

MUSICIANS

HEALTH CLUBS
CHRISTIAN ROCK seeks gurtanal and

Singer Can Brian 2534503

OIL CO-OP Join OCHO s O'l CoOp and

save money Register at 426 Student Union

or call 5464665

STUDENT UNION LOCKER HOLDERS
By Friday Oct 5 you must sign and pay '° r

Student Union lockers al OCHO «28 S iJ

or your lock wlB be cut NO EXCEPTIONS'

AUTO FOR SALE

1977 ASPEN WON rtoMabto. Hi good con-

dition $250 00 BO 367-9462

new shocks muffler must aell $950 or bo

evenings 5464666 5494352

Waupunkl. exceltonl. $4200/bo 546-7125^

1992 HONDA ACCORO Hajc^hback 2drs

Sspeed 105000m.te9 AC FM/AM Cassene

B>owCall 256-0203 Kanagawa

1964 FORD WAGON automatic
,

B7kmile

$690 BO 25fr1228

SUNDERLANO 5rma slove rafngerator

garage $650 253-3330

FOR SALE

rn p, AVER AND SPEAKERS brand new

SSrlnKZrUm must Mril $800/bO Can

542-3463 _______
COLOCTV 14" Panaeonic almoal naw

$115 Can 2564203 Kanagawa

OUlfAWSAMpT^livy«^«^Hj
Backstage plus great ahape- new- caa

Steve 546-3067 Great deal

HlnTnsHwTrww^^^^
deck 2*peed dubbing system SCOTT

AM/FM svnmeaiied receiver 5ow » remote

control SCOTT semiautomatic turntable

TECHNICS 2 loudepeakers Swav^1 2ow in-

put Not sold seperately $550 Can

5494562 ________
IBM COMPATIBLE XT TURBO Computer

640K 32M HO, 2 floppies, mono, software

$80tVBO 253-4194

REGISTRATION FOR Hilllop/Crossan

Health Clubs now thru 10/5 Sign up m club

office in Webster M-F 15. Sun 34 Don t

neglect your body this semester' Aerobics

i beginning 10/1

AEROBICS FOR HILLTOP HEALTH CLUB
members morning 6-9. evenings 74 Great

.nstructors. great classes CaM or stop byfor

details Hilltop Club (Webster) 545-2905

Croesan Club (Gorman) 545-2937 Registra

lion through 10/5

PER5^WIpXI_»

ANDREA GOLDSTEIN. ESQ Good kick on

the LSATS' Love, your roomies

CAMPUS REPRESENTATIVES NEED-

ED' Earn free tnp and big cwnmrsswrtsby

sa»ng vacation packages lo Cancur,. Me«

ico Naasau/Paradtoi Wand Behamae and

Jamaica For more information call toll free

in or outside Connecticut at 600-2834767

-_M. Your so t--

mgof you. no matter what happens jamas

PAUL IN JAPAN 129! Id love 10 Study

w/you Fn after ctoaa on front stops

PETE KASPEROWrCZ
Hay sexy1

I see you every Monday and

Wednesday at noon and I can t helpbui

stare I heard it was your btrthdayand I hope

we can ceMbrate rt properly Thai is with

cake and ee cream and tots of surprises'"

TAMMY- Happy 19th Birthday' Get psych

ed tor tonight' You know we B have a good

time- We always do" Love Lisa

WAVNO- Ktoppy 26thTfrom Kristin Tammy
Margo, Noel George A Em'

P S Gel Rocked m* weekend

WEVY, Good^luciron the LSAT Ewe w* do

fine Thanks for the last 6 months Looks

like you re stuck with me tor a long time

I love you -Kath

_JO AN EVENT7 Looking for a

introouctoryoftorlorsiudeniads 32>9692

pregnant? ^ 1BI_mzrzrNeed a pregnancy toM. mtormmmi o» tMO>

porr? Call tor free and confidential services

ALTERNATIVES 33 Mam St Northarapton

586-3000

•T. JUOE

GLORIOUS APOSTLE. St Jude Thad

daua true relative of Jesus and Mary i

satuto you through the moat
•«f*l!**£i

1 praise and thank God tor an the graces he

has bestowed upon you Humbly prostrate

batore you. I rmptore you mrt>ufl'J' ĥ•*[,

to look down upon me wrth compassion Oh

despise not my poor prayer lei nox my trust

be confounded To you God has grar**dme

prrvitodge of aiding mankind m the
>
mo*

desperate cases Oh come to my aid that

I may praise the mercies of good ABmyhfe

I will be grateful lo you and vnB be your

faithful client vrtm I can thank you m heaven

Amen

HELP WANTED

MODELS
2 yrs to adutl No experience neceeeary

Selecting new faces tor promotion to local

and major advertisers Presentations at 5

or 7PM sharp on Thursday. October 1 1th

at Northampton Hilton I 91 , Exit 16 Minors

mueibewtmlaBMguaroton HnhMe**^
ing NYC and Scranton, pa (717)346-3166

OVERSEAS JOBS. $900^200Trr»^um-
mer yr round. aBcounlries, all fields Free

,nto write DC. PO BX 52-MAOI

Corona Del Mar CA 92625

CHRIS- Good luck on your LSATS WiB I

aver see the dinosaurs again?

LoveKeBy

r^lTVBlvlSO^Krt^^andalinda s 19

today' (But she s probably already told you

that- once or twice') Happy Birthday

anyway'"
Love- Carolinka

PS Birthday Schmirthdayftl

KANEN FAS- Mingya rt's about lime 1 The

big 21 Mr K's can do nothing to you now

Shafee's watch out' Happy Birthday K' Jim

Tom, Gina. and I'm sure Mana

PETER J WAGNBR

THANKS tor your honesty'

PROFESSIONAL DJS

LAZER TEOTTSWrO avaaaSe for your

dance, dorm party, or house party Great

1 DXs CaB 323-7801 toon

TICKETS

^,J DYLAN hx NVC 1*16 Broacfway 4tix

at coal one or all 546-9837

RIDE WANTED

GOING HOME this weekend? I need a ride

to NYC on Fn 10/5 or Sat 10«5 Will share

expenses Ptoaee caB 5464043

TYPING SERVICE tor studenta/faculty

Excellent typisl/toat work 6654770

TYPING. WORO PROCESSING, $1 50/pg

Free pickup and delivery Laser printing and

copying available ((Communications.

2564373

WANTED

OAY CARE My home m Hadley E'P*"*?;
ad OFC licensed Heaaonabto 59S4S81
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SPORTS
Football travels to URI for Yankee Conference battle
*• *•* *•* w '^ *r"" r

„fu;, „ Q-^r «t Hplaware. hut bruised a thigh late in the

By SAM SILVERSTEIN
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts football team, which

beat the run against Maine and the run-and-shoot against

Boston University, faces the University of Rhode Island s

balanced attack Saturday in Kingston. Kickoff is 1:30 p.m.

The Minutemen enter 2-0-1 overall and 2-0 in the

Yankee Conference, while the Rams are 3-1, 1-1 follow-

ing last week's 24-19 loss at Delaware.

In that game, URI quarterback Kevin Neville threw for

357 yards and two touchdowns, but was intercepted three

times, and tight end Darren Rizzi caught seven passes for

154 yards. The Rams' offense had previously been

dominated bv runningback John Newson. who leads the

Yankee Conference in scoring average at 12.0-per-game.

Newson enters tomorrow's game as the second leading

rusher in the league with a 116 yards-per-game average.

Rhode Island scored 41 points in beating Towson State

in their season opener, and blew out Richmond 37-0, and

Brown 23-3.

"We still haven't faced as balanced a team as we face

here.
-
' said UMass coach Jim Reid.

Rhode Island has a senior type team and fifth year

quarterback, which is always not very good for the opposi

tion. And this is a stronger defensive team than Holy

Cross."

The Rams have allowed 286.8 yards per game, the

lowest total in the Yankee Conference. Senior cornerback

Kevin Smith picked his fourth interception and the 21st

( ..I It-pan 111* photo

UMass and Don Caparotti, the ECAC Co-

Defensive Player-of-the-Week, travel to the

University of Rhode Island to face the Rams
Saturday at 1:30 p.m.

of his career at Delaware, but bruised a thigh late in the

game. Smith is listed as probable for this weekend.

The UMass offense meanwhile, played its most even

game of the season last week against BU, rolling up five

touchdowns, 47 points and 570 yards on offense as quarter

back Gary Wilkos passed for 198 yards and ran for 106

more.

Wilkos and Reid both credited the UMass offensive line

- Rich Cavanaugh, Paul Mayberry, Jay Gabbe, Anthony

Guidice, Kai Dietiker and tight end Ron Villone - for

opening up enormous holes against BU and for keeping

the Terriers backpedaling between snaps as well.

"Jay Gabbe is the key to the tempo,'' said Wilkos. Ried

added "It might sound trivial, but after the play, IGabbe]

runs back and sets the huddle right away, then breaks

and runs back to the line of scrimmage.

"You get into a flow, it just seems like you're always

on the ball, ready to go. That's what we call tempo.

The Minutemen rushed for 372 yards against BU and

average 300 yards rushing a game, tops in the conference.

Game notes: The game will be broadcast on WMUA
91 1 FM. WSPR 1270 AM, and WTTT 1430 AM . . .

Al

Pogarian. who started at center for two years before break

ing his ankle midway through last season, returned 1*4

Saturday and WW .u-tion at guard Reid owns a 4

record against I'RI as head coach ... The Rams bill

sophomore kickoff return specialist wide receiver Chris

Pierce. 5-foot 5, 150 pounds, as the smallest major college

footbail player in the nation, a title that UMass' Eric

Thimas will challenge this weekend.

Field hockey in Philly
Temple boasts A-10
By TAMIR UPTON
Collegian Staff

It's gut-check time for the Universiu

of Massachusetts field hockey team

UMass travels to Pennsylvania this

weekend hoping to recreate the formula

which earned it five straight wins and

a No. 8 ranking nationally.

Saturday the Minutewomen take on

St. Joseph's, and Sunday they encounter

9 ranked Temple.

St. Joes is 3-5-2 (0 2 in the A 10) and

is coming off of a 3-0 loss to Villanova.

The Hawks are currently in last place

in the A 10. They have lost games t<>

Rhode Island 2 1, and Rutgers 3 1

UMass cannot afford to look past the

Hawks, but it will be tempted, with a

tough and talented Temple team lurk

ing a day away.

Sunday's game should provide plenty

of excitement as Temple, led by the spec-

tacular Jane Catanzaro hosts, the

Minutewomen in a battle of top ten

teams
Catanzaro is torching opponents with

's top score
goal after goal. The senior forward has

30 goals (seven for game winners!, and

two assists. No one in the Atlantic 10

is even close to her in scoring

But Temple has more than just one

threat Lori Warneka has two goals and

13 assists, while Monique Scally has 12

assists. Toni Byard has four goals and

Stacie Barndt has three.

The Owls host Boston University M
Saturday, thus negating any notions

that they may have an advantage

against UMass due to fatigue.

Temple is the most explosive team

that UMass will face all year. The Owls

have out scored opponents 44-16.

UMass coach Pam Hixon would not

say who was starting in goal over the

weekend, but don't be surprised if Tina

Ruisecki makes her first start of the

season against St. Joe's. Look for Philip-

pa Scott to get the nod Sunday.

Hixon said she was looking for so-

meone to step up and assume the role

as leader This would be the perfect

weekend for someone to do that.

UMass locker rooms
.CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

Head football coach Jim Reid stated

yesterday that the staff would begin to en-

force an age-old locker room policy, which

is stated in the media guide. It reads: "As

a Minuteman, you will be treated in a first

class manner The recently renovated

locker room is for use by the football team

only"
,bs need to be done." Reid said 1

understand there's a priority to get a story

in by deadline."

Although Reid said he understands the

urgency of the press, he added that in a col-

legiate setting, privacy of the players is the

more pervasive issue

Associate Athletic Director Elaine B

tino said she had never encountered nor

been informed of any press access/locker

room problems.

"Access shouldn't be an issue," said the

head softball coach. "Professionals unders

tand professionals I would simply an

nounce to my team that the press will be

in to interview them, and for 10 minutes

they'll keep their clothes on."

Head lacrosse coach Ted Garber said at

college age. some players are not ready to

cope with the media and act as adults.

"In a college scenario, players are of all

different ages and different stages of

maturity." he said "They all feel different

about who's looking at them."

Men's soccer coach Jeff Gettler said

athletes have a tendency to be more pro

fessional, act more mature when they are

clothed.

"Athletes should be presented to the

press so that they look like athletes - in

their uniforms or with a shirt and tie on.'

he said in reference tot. n interviews

conducted in locker rooms "As a coach, you

should want to work with the press It's im-

portant to."

Gettler said that all press persons should

have access to players, but that players

need private space, space to regroup and

act as a team.

"Access shouldn't be an issue, but

because it is a locker room, it becomes an

Men's tennis washed under

Women's x-c chases pack
BY DAN WETZEL
Collegian Correspondent

On Friday the University "f

Massachusetts women's cross country team

will compete with Providence College and

the University of Connecticut, at 430

behind Totman
Hosting the immensely talented Pro

vidence <
()uad will prove to be quite a task

for UMnSS(3 1 The Knar- STB ranked No

4 in the country and first in New England.

"Providence should win the m v."

V - coach Juiu LaFienier. They

,i pheimr:; nal team that may he able

Sports notice
Midnight Madness: The finals of an

open three-or. three tournament will be

played, for prizes, af Midnight Madness

on Oct 14 Entries will be accepted Fri-

day Oct 5 from lO am - noon ana 1

pm - 3 p.m. and Tuesday Oct 9 from

lO am - noon in Boyden room 227 Both

men's and women's teams may enter

For more information, call Brian Gor-

man at 545-1794

Intramural*. Entries for volleyball

(men/women/co-rec) are due Oct 9

For more information call 545-0022 or

stop by Boyden room 215.

to sweep the first five place- Mos4 of their

runners are from Ireland and are on

scholarship, making it difficult for the r.-t

of New England to cornp* •

The real competition in the meet should

be between UConn and UMass. UConn is

ranked No 6 in New England, while

UM 8th.

"This race is going to f com

petit i ve." said LePreniere. "It will be ra

exciting mcs that should come down to the

end
"

To win. UMast will need strong perl

manees from top runners Beck) John

Kathv Holt. Kelly I.iliehalH. Michelli

d < lathy Crocker Also needed
will be a return to form of Dana Ooldl

;inrl Mo Mektrim, who h n hamp«

by various injuries and Mi
LaFreniere i- hoping her team can run

in a tighter pack and doss the gap between

first and fifth

.

"UConn runs in a pack. said

I ,;,Fn mere, and we have to run in a pack

to win. We need to target UConn runners

and go out and get them."

"Everyone is in good shape hut they are

t ired. The team really worked hard the past

two weeks. We have had speed workouts

on the track and distance practices through

Orchard Hill. Our times should be better

this week."

By BRETT MORRIS
Collegian Correspondent

The University of Massachusetts men's

tennis team must wish the rain had come

first, and then the wind If the rain came

first the match would have been washed

out, but instead it was the wind that had

I role in the game, resulting in UMass'

fifth straight 1<>

The Minutemen played host yesterday to

the University of Hartford in torrential

rain conditions. Nonetheless, Hartford was

ahle to adjust its game and better UMass
"> 2 in a rain-shortem^d cont<

The two victories for UMass came in

tion. Richard Stone was able to

M-at his Kartft*d opponent. Dan Brah

in straight • •'*• 8 - Also winning t >t

UMasi wasTim Upsky, who downed Han
on Hong 8-3, 8-2

UMass coach Mania. Robert's pointed out

the pla> OJ Stone and Lipsky as the <>n!v

bright spots.

UMass No l tingles player. Barrj

Wadsworth, did not display his usual game

and was easily defeated by Hartford's Greg

Weiss 6 2, 6 3 Two of the three doubles

matches were halted as a result of the rain.

In the only match, Hartford's number three

team was victorious 6-4, 6-2 before the

skies opened.

"We really have no excuses," said

.Roberts. However, he didn't hesitate to

add, "a hurricane doesn't help."

"We just didn't come up with the kind of

play to win." he said "If you're going to

win you have to learn how to play the

tough matches, regardless of the condi

tions."

The team. 3 5, will conclude its season

next Tuesday as UMass hosts Franklin

Pierce at 3 pm.

Collegian photo by Tonl Sandy*

The men's tennis team was
swamped by Hartford yesterday 6-2

in a match shortened by rain.
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By GAYLE LONG
Collegian Staff

In 1916, the Collegian ran a statement which still

holds true today: "Membership on the Board [of

Editors] is by no means a lazy man's [or woman's]

job, but the work offers ample recompense in prac

tical journalistic experience."

The day-to-day pressures of the newsroom - the

rush to make deadline and the painstaking decisions

of what makes it into print - is as true today as it

was for the first editors of our paper.

The Massachusetts Agricultural College, founded

in 1863, already had its first taste of student

newspapers by the time the first edition of Aggie Life

was published in 1890.

But there were many predecessors to Aggie, the

first regular publication on campus, to inform

students at the College.

The Grand Menagerie of the Massachusetts

Agricultural College printed just one issue in 1869.

The Cycle, which ran for 10 years, began

publishing in 1872 as a fraternitv-based newspaper,

but came out only once a year just before graduation.

In 1870, The Amherst Record gave MAC a page

of its own in their paper, aptly named

"Massachusetts Agricultural Department," which

existed for 11 years. ._.**-
In 1890, nine years after the dismantling ofMAC s

page in the Record, a group of students began their

own campus newspaper, Aggie Life, with the first

issue hitting the stands on October 1

Aggie Life's Board of Editors consisted of seven

men, who produced a three-column, eight-page paper

which was published bi-weekly. Students paid $1 a

year to receive the paper.

By 1901, the term Aggie was no longer a favorite

among the students and staff, and in that same year

the name of the paper was changed to The College

Signal by a 1 15-4 vote of the College's student body.

The students also voted to tax themselves $1.50 for

the publication of the paper

The Signal, published weekly in 1909, was again

replaced in 1914 by the more familiar name, The

Massachusetts Collegian.

By 1923, the Collegian J Board of Editors consisted

of six editors, four associates, and six members of

the business staff

The newspaper's first female editor m-chief. Mary

Boyd was elected in 1925. Under Boyd, there was

a slight reorganization of the Board of Editors.

The Board included an editor-in-chief, managing

editor, athletic editor, alumni editor, campus editor,

co-ed editor, and a faculty editor. The athletic editor

was given two assistants, and the campus editor had

three assistants.

In 1931. the College's name was changed to

Massachusetts State College, and four years later

the students again voted to raise their tax for the

Collegian to $2. -__#__•__
It was in 1967 that the name of the C nllegian was

modified to today's Massachusetts Daily C nllegian.

publishing Monday through Friday throughout the

school year. At this time, the newspaper began to

subscribe to the Associated Press wire service, to

receive local, national and international news and

By 1975. the paper had a circulation of 18,500 and

an average dailv paper contained 24 pages. Contain

ine almost 200 staff members, the Collegian had an

annual budget of nearly $280,000, with 71 percent

of the revenue coming from advertising.

And today, in 1990, the Collegian has 16 editors

over 150 staff members, run on a yearly budget of

$500,000 and has a circulation of 21,000.

The graphics and business departments are a vital

part of our network, responsible to a great extent

for the daily publication of the paper.

The business office, with nearly 30 employees, is

the paper's lifeline selling the advertising and balan-

cing our budget to keep the Collegian afloat

The graphics department, which now has only its

second female production manager, the first female

manager was hired a year ago last spring, employs

over 40 students. Graphics employees paste-up the

entire newspaper to make it more pleasing to the

After 100 years of serving the students of the

Massachusetts Agricultural College, Massachusetts

State College and the University of Massachusetts

students, today's Collegian is vastly different than

it was a century ago, but our purpose remains the

same ... to print all the news that fits.
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FREE
applies to you! Good only^

Kids Ice

Cream Cone!

For kKfc 12 * under This coupon cannot

be used witn any olher promoeonal

oiler Olter expires November

25 1990 Redeemable only

at Friendly. s n

52 52IH QJniendSy.S 82CO

PRFH Kid sice

ff^tvEE Cream Cone'

For kids 12 & under This coupon cannot

be used wilh any olner promotonai

oiler 0«er expires r^ovember

25 1990 Redeemable only

at Friendly. s restaurants

Plu 52 52IH Qjniwelfy'iS 82CO

55C
OFF

Plu 52

Trw coupon cannot be used w«h any <#* promotional otter Only

one coupon per «em OHer expires November 25 '990 Redeemable

only at Fnendiy. s restaurants ^^^

61 ih QjniendSys 9lCo

•

A Monster of i Deal:

50c off a Friendly* s

ice cream pie. cake

or roll

TN* coupon cannot o» u«eO x* «ny «•<•' promo*on«

oft* Owy on* coupo" tf «•"•• 0** ••p**» Novc

» two f*o—m*Mcnrmff*»i,.%'Mmw*

Plu 52 76,H 76CO

R MINIATURE GOLF
Thursday and Friday-Student Night

(flfis
M/ifFf. Hrt/fir.

v

^
A Frightfully Delicious Value!

55e off a Friendly«'s

melt sandwich.

5&C
0PF

Qj/tiendfyi

Congratulations
Collegian

35*
OFF

A Bewitching Otfe-

c-eiect tor 8

Halloween Party*.

35c off a Friendly s

«e cream half gallon

Tn» coupon cannot t» news «• *»»

oftjt f>i» on« coupon po> «am C**- ••(

2S i«w ruenwami on* at f^rmnn.t

Plu 52 79IM 79CO
Qpuendfy

BIRDIES & BOGEYS

Holyoke Mall-Lower Level
536-3765

PHOTOREAD UP TO 25 f
000

WORDS A MINUTE!

PhotoReading
• Reduce reading time

• Improve comprehension and retention

. Cover more material in leas time

. Extract key concepts from books in 2-3 minutes

• Enhance your memory

Begins October 12

Student discount/payment plans
available

SATISFACTIONGUARANTEED!
call 413/259-1248 for information

New England Institute for N^-Litiguistic Fnj^ng
RFD #3, Pratt Corner Road, Amherst, MA 01002-9SUo

ffa'P*

/

Amherst Optical Shoppc
Contact Lenses

Fashionable Eyewear

Ey« exams available by appointment

Independent Dr. of Optometry on premises

195 No. Pleasant Street

(413) 256-6405 flmh^t, MA 01002

1936 COLLEGIAN
MEET AT

BARSELOTITS CAPE

BALLATINE'S ALE

HAMPDEN CREAM ALE

Every Visit A Pleasant Memory

>V= r ~",r-^\r--k

THAT WAS THEN...

1990 COLLEGIAN
MEET AT
Barsie '&

and yes...BALLANTINE'S ALE.. .$1.25

Plu* other chalkboard specials

...THIS IS NOW
HAPPY 100 YEARS!!

PANDA EAST
CHINESE

RESTAURANT
We bring Chinatown

to you
Open Hours:Mon.-Thurs. 11:30am-10

Fri. & Sat. 11:30am-11

Sunday 2:00pm-10

LUNCH HOURS: Mon.-Sat. 11:30am-3

103 N. Pleasant St. • Amherst, MA 01

(41 3)256-8923 (41 3)256-8924

Congratulations Collegian

100th Anniversary!

M

:00pm
:00pm
:00pm
:00pm
002

Student Life

More than 100 Collegian alumni, their guests, jour-

nalism faculty and current students will gather on cam-

pus this weekend to celebrate the 100th anniversary of

college journalism at UMass.

The history of the paper has some bumpy stretches, par-

ticularly in the past 25 years, as minority and female

students have struggled to make their voices heard

through a vehicle that, for most of its life, had been run

by White men. as many of the early selections in this sup-

plement will amply demonstrate.

Like every other institution both on and off campus, the

Collegian still has a ways to go in reflecting the

multicultural nature of the campus.

But we should note that, after having a minority of

women in the newsroom for most of its life, the majority

of the Collegian staff this year is female, including its

editor-in^hief, managing editor, editorial editors, co-sports

editor, production manager and business manager.

Despite the paper's shortcomings, it remains a

remarkable chronicle of student life at UMass, and the

history of the campus, beginning with Aggie Life m 1890,

to The College Signal in 1901. to The Collegian in 1914.

From the monumental decision at the turn of the cen-

turv to adopt a new campus yell, to the Vietnam War

years, to its current coverage of the state's budget mess,

the Collegian continues to serve as the paper of record for

an ever-changing campus.

The newspaper has also served as a training ground and

learning laboratory for hundreds of student journalists,

graphic artists, photographers and business people.

The roster of Collegian alumni includes recognized

authors like William Manchester and Paul Theroux, and

reporters and columnists at newspapers all over the coun-

try, including The Boston Globe. The Miami Herald, The

Washington Post and the Los Angeles Times.

The keynote speaker at this Saturday's Collegian alum

ni dinner will be alumnus Alan Lupo. a columnist for The

Boston Globe. ,

Other Collegian alums have gone on to work in the fields

of law, public service, education, medicine, business and

entrepreneurial endeavors.

The articles we've excerpted here are by no means a

Aggie cheer
'Say Ed, vou see that chumpy looking

freshman over there? Well, he's the most

insolent chap I have ever seen. Guess what

he said to Bill this morning.'

I >ut with it old boy. out with it

••Well Bill met him on his way to hash

and said Hello freshman What s your

name*'' The cur turning round looked him

,n the eves and said. Just a moment I 11

SJo vou my card.' Then thrusting his

hands in his pocket, he began a seemingly

Kent searcTfor one. and finally having

kept Bill waiting for five minutes, just

think for five minutes, he sarcastical y

said i forgot I left them at home, sorry to

have kept vou waiting so long, good morn

„g ' and passed on. Now, Ed I consider

hat a downright slap in the face to the

whole sophomore class and --eOimg

must be done to teach the cur that he is a

freshman."

***

At a meeting of the Senior class, R W.

Morse RU Knight and L.C. Clafl.n were

^oTnted a committee to dev.se a newcoh

J&jrt,. From severe j££**£5

Sw" Mass! Mass! Massachusetts! Rah.

rah. rah, rah! Mass chusetts. ^^

WMUA News
By Gordon Mirkin

LONESOME BACHELORS lend

an ear to this! WMUA has just the pro-

gram for you - Music Box, m.Blue. This

show features a throaty voiced gal, nam

ed Phyllis, with some very dreamy

music by such artists was Mantova

Percy Faith, Les Brown and others, bo

boys if you want to catch a very in-

teresting half-hour of radio time, by alll

ransUstenintoMusicBoxinBluce

this Wed. at 9:30.

complete cross-section of the past 100 years at UMass.

We chose pieces for their humor, their evocation of the

times and to show that in many ways at the University

of Massachusetts, the more things change, the more they

stay the same.

If your favorite page or subject is missing, we apologize

in advance, and remind you of one informal old Cvtttgitn

motto "AH the news that fits, we print ."

The Collegian Alumni Reunion Commute-

PTGUvRflH

Basket Weaving 101
By MIKE KNEELAND

Ever since college became a good alter

native to the working world, students have

been constantly searching for one thing.

gut courses.

For those of you who have been taking

19 credits per semester in such courses as

Microwave Engineering and Applied

Nonlinear Analysis, a definition is in order.

A gut credit course which guarantees a

high grade with little or no work.

Most students, however, do not freely ad-

mit they are taking a course because of its

gut reputation. "I've been into sandboxes

and mudpies since I was a little kid, one

student said. "This is a real learning ex-

perience, something I can relate to.

When a gut course has been discovered,

it's more cherished than a good fishing

spot Gut courses are only discussed bet

ween close friends for if there's one thing

an enterprising student hates to see ,i|is a

gut course over-enrolled. (early 1970)

Senate OKs class cuts,

athlete subsidies

Again, the Collegian has taken theoppor

tunitv to quiz the Senate and try to

what th. thinks Last

k, the outgoing d their

opinions on questions relai

continuing in the same vein, the
|

sent member- were quizzed on similar sub

Q Do you favor unlimited cuts in clasees

and convocation?

Frank Southwick. president:

"Definileh liege student- -hould

be able to decide for themselves whether

or not they can afford to cut Let t hem rise

or fall on 'their own decisions As for om

vocations, better»« •*» ; 't,riU
'

1

more students

Q-Are there any sports you know that are

not practiced here and that should be in-

eluded in intercollegiate athletics?

Fran Riel: .

"Yes Certain sports, such as squash,

handball, fencing, lacrosse skiing and

winter sports other than hockeyshould be

put on an intercollegiate basis. This would

give those students that do not go out for

major sports the chance to compete

Q-Do you think this college should sub-

sidize athletes?

Warren Tappan:

"An athlete just graduated from high

school or prep school and having no funds

to further his education but the ability to

obtain passing grades in college should be

granted financial assistance by means of

jobs or scholarships, as long as he main-

tains passing grades. We would not have

to worry about our standards being lowered

as the requirements at Mass. State would

admit only the athlete who is also a

scholar."

Q-Is Hell Week an outworn custom, out

of place on this campus?

Gordon Najar

"Hazing has definite value as long as the

motive is to give the freshman an idea of

the purpose and ideals of the house. When

it becomes a chance for upperclassmen to

take unfair advantage of freshman, it is

then an evil."
(19J8)
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Beer can wall gone
By E PATRICK MCQUAID

PHILOSOPHY 205: SEC. 3 - INTRO TO GOD
P
A course onentated to the student and or teacher who

is seeking truth or needs a few more credits Confronta^

on with thereat creator through informal lectures and

pTs*le field trips. Lab (for
,

f^van^ rtutoU. onlyUo

be held atop the Campus Pond. A good background in Ex-

iSentfafps'ychoanalysis can be helpful, alternate course

Bioto^^^^
P
?^merSaturday nights atS*£

Southwest bridge for lect; disc. Held behind girl s locker

rm Bovd Bid. Labs by arrgt.

Requirements; 1 pair safety glasses (dark) 1 set zoom

lens binoculars. Students must maintain an average of

fn„r minute mile in case of hastey cancellations.

XulrTex" Gray's Anatomy;"J"^^
Plavbov View fom the Keyhole by Arthur E Stare

Sugg Blurb. & Pencraft: Nov. 1969; 1.956 pp. with edited

MCXXI1 introduction U.C. more; New York; $195

HardbdI Papbk. 47 Open to selected students only Prof.

SOCIOLOGY 226: PRINCIPLES OF ACTIVE CAM-

^silned forThe" student who finds he never Quite makes

it tosSology 225 on time. Course will include introduc-

tapropSand improper backpacking across campus

Correct procedures for obtaining transportation will be

discussed Previous use of thumb and campus bus can be

heTpfulfor the slower students. Class will move at desired

lUMPD's Tom Moral

friendly, heart of gol<

By Phil Johnson

The next time you hear the booming voice ofthe aw

demand that you show him your license and registra

tfon after you have been caught committing the ig-

nominiouscrime of driving too fast or ^onsne^the

campus relax, friend - it's liable to be Tom Moran,

Seemingly harsh individual who represents the

ong a7m offhe law at the University of Massachusetts.

But Tom has a heart of gold under him efficient ex-

terior and his primary purpose on our campus is to

protect the student for the good of all." However very

few students are aware of the heavy responsibility

which his position entails.

One rainy afternoon last week. Tom and yours truly

spent a few drenching hours together during which this

reporter had a spledid opportunity to observe all sides

of the police profession at college. Tom having served

in both wars and as a special officer in Springfield, \ er

mont, has been representative ofthe law and order on

our campus for fifteen years this month.

(1950)

CAMPUS CALENDAR

Thursday, Sept. 24

8
9 :.:.'CSUSS.11 at the President, office to

have registration cards signed.

4-5:30 p.m. Mental tests.

7 p.m. Adelphia Bonfire.

Friday, Sept. 25

8 p.m. Freshman Reception.

Saturday, Sept. 26

4 pm. Rope pull across the pond.

8 p.m. Informal Drill Hall.

Sunday, Sept. 27
nttw—

5 p.m. Vespers, James Gordon Gilkey.

Tuesday, Sept. 29

7 pm. Band tryouts., Mem. Blag.

2?l£2ffitf3SS cobs. »*»*.

Tprorche^rfhearsa,. M Bid,. '1936,

Don't panic!
Desnite the efforts of the MDC staff to verify rumors
Despite tne euu

hd evldence
concerning campus drug £*••££ have^ confirni

has been turned "P^^ur arres^h
^^

§@§§5SS3K5S
DON'T PANIC. (1969)

rate.

Congratulations to the COLLEGIAN

Take the $ out of skiing
ood news .a new ski & bike outlet offers everyday

sa^iniofupto60o/o!H! A DISCOUNT ski & bike outlet

L n^fopen on Route 9 in Hadley. Save on name brand

ScS boote, bindings, and ski clothing. As an added bonus

£?' same ' savingf are offered on tennis egpmejU,

mountain bikes and cross sport bikes. The prices on ski

equipment are the lowest this area has ever seen.

(C^ omoetitive Edge Ski & Bike Outlet is our name. You may
^SSe the name because we were a major participant

InX Great UMass Ski Snatch" which offered savings

similar to the savings we offer «^£^ °«£"£
Unfortunately the UMass Ski Snatch will NOT be held this

year! but fortunately UMass skiers will still be able to find

unbelievable savings at our newest store on Route^9 m
Hadley. Not only will you save money, your equipment is

fully warranted and you will be fitted by professionals.

took the $ out of SKIING and put it where it belongs -

in your pocket!

Route 9, Hadley

585-8833

Route S, Holyoke

538-7662

COMPEL
Ski A Bike «_»***!«»*

Open 7 days a week: Daily 1(M5, Thursday & Friday til 8, Sunday 12-5

Student Life
t?Mn

c
G?LvRftu

New Radio Station WMVA Organizes;

To Be Ready For Operation In Month
_ I ill* ..«.. U.../I mtr^ntra. »iffnalS On

MemHallBecomesDorm
"If you heard strange signals on

your radio last Monday, don't worry-

it was just the test transmitter for

A C'-A.. E~„«k Mauo In the new campus radio station WMUA
As Sixty rrosn move in

(Massachusetls Umversity at Am-

Memorial Hall became a dormitory I »—-» «^»h«o- indication of

this week with the arrival of 60

Stockbridge freshmen who will be

billeted

ity

herst), giving indication of coverage,"

said Wayne Langill, Station Director,

in a recent interview.

temporarily

auditorium.

Herbert A. Randolph, housing direc-

tor, announced this week that while

no set regulations for the use of the

building by students would be pub

upstairs in the
Trang|niUer SUe BeiBf s«lected

Professor W. W. Smith of the engi-

neering department and engineering

student Jay Doane were at their two

way mobile radio units equipped to

ished, all are asked to cooperate in
j
pick up the signal and to report back

making things easier for its new in-
\ to another unit at the transmitter in

habitants South College the strength of the Sig-

The rest rooms will be switched, nai at various points on and adjacent

with throne on the first floor now to the campus. This will help select a

r^rJed for women and the upstairs suitable spot for the "«w :r.n«n.tt.r

oTm for men. The commuters' which it il hoped will be ready in

'New' Methods of Birth Control
_ -. - \r „~-4~~t • 'Ludes subbed for Pill

from thirty to thirty-five dayi.

Women Wanted

Dave Meltxer, Public Relatione Di-

rector added, "Frosh and Sophomores,

especially girls, since they are in the

minority, are urged to meet with us

if they are interested in any feature

of radio work

"The station will be located at So.

College, fifth floor as it was last year.

We hope to tie up with neighboring

«W« not prohibit the other
,
stations around Amherst for football

students from using the lounge." Mr. ,
games within the near future.

Randolph concluded, "but we hope
..Come one, come all. :f you sing,

they will be as quiet as possible,
j <taaC€> ^^ or would just like to get

since those living in Mem Hall must)
isto

- ^^q work. contact one of the

above-mentioned staff members and

well try to find a spot for you.

lounge in the basement will continue

to be used.

Mr. Randolph expressed the hope

that the men would be out of their

temporary quarters by November

first, but declined to set a definite

date.

Students entering the building dur-

ing the late evening hours are re-

quested to use the south door, al-

though the west entrance will not be

locked.

use it for a study room.

,

Mi ds: No physical conlact

(Editor's Note: The following article was found in

medical textbook. It would be interesting to know

how many Massachusetts legislators still support

this tvpe of birth control)

You will need to dew-lop. from the beginning, habits

tuHad to vour teaching and consistent with married

celibacy and ascetic wedlock You believe sex expression

ig s in except for procreation. If this means four babies

in the average twenty five years of married life, you I

ha .
,

mion less than twenty five times,

perhaps onlv four or eight times. Therefore

Beware of anything and everything that might start to

rouse sexual desire or excitement, such as any bodily ex

posure Arrange for separate rooms and baths, or separ.it

|

bed. bathing and dressing If only one bed, then to bed

I out again at different times; no cuddling each other

on winter nights; no contacts. Don't dress in bedroom ex

cept alone. m , , ,.

Cut down all careaees; a kiss is to be perfunctory; holding

in arms, rare and brief; no sitting close of evenings. Mar

ned love has dangerous opportunities until you become

physically completely indifferent to each other.

By MAY B PREGNANT
Collegian Staff

The University Health Center today recalled all birth

control pill perscriptions issued during the last nine

months

Health Center officials said the Centers pharmacy had

inadvertently been distributing Rorer 714 tablets

.Quaaludes) in place of the birth control prescriptions

Health Center director Hugh Itch said, 1

W sorry about all this I mean it could have happened to

anyone, right? I mean, we all make mistakes, right

Officials estimate between five and six hundredAJniver

sity women were issued the prescriptions and • should be

realizing something isn't quite right just about nou

Itch said the situation is complicated by the aphrodisiac

quality of the Rorer 714s . ^^^

can.

IDENTIFY

the

VMIC

?

ORLANDO

Students streak\

around campus
By BOB SCHEIR

A crowd of at least 250 streakers took a 40-mir,

two mile nude run around the capmus last night before

returning to Southwest to claim they had «

.

it he

worid streaking record.

The streakers, wearing party hats. necktie*, an M

,,,! T shirt, and most often nothing at all*tmerg-

ed from the lobby of John Adams around 9 20 to the

cheers, click.ng cameras, and applause of around 2.000

St

Several hundred spectators were led on a wild d

across campus as the streakers who made their waj

from Southwest, to the Campus Pond Orchard Hill.

Central. Northeast, and through the Campus < enter

Concourse in 46 degree weather

When the streakers finally staggered into South

v

again, about 1.000 people gat he red around -John Adams

to hear a student on a bullhorn announce an offirijd

count of 475 streakers which he said broke t he world s

"I just had to be in on a tie-breaking thin*, «a.d one

streaker as he puffed his way from North Pleasant »
toward the Campus Center

Another streaker, dressed only m a brown raincoat

and shoes, stopped to catch is his breath near the cam

Pus pond WheVTasked whv he streaked he thought

for a moment and said. "The motive eludes me it I

a kind of mass shock thing. ill
Another streaker, fully clothed after his arrival back

in Southwest, said he was graduating next year and

I wanted to do something worthwhile bes.des learn

something. He said he was calhng the Department

rf Public Safety because he had locked his valuables

and keys inside his car

Streakers reported no harassment form either

onlookers or campus police. _i»u„rQm
When the panting streakers finally entered the Cam-

pus Center Concourse, the smell of sweat and the

sounds of victory chants filled the jam-packed

C

°As°theTine of naked bodies jogged through Northeast

some ofthem seemed to make their way through Leach

House before streaming across North Pleasant St. back

towards the campus center

"Okay, off with the clothes. someone yelled

through a bullhorn.

"It'll probably decline after this," puffed one streaker.

"We just wanted to break the record.

But David L. Johnston, director of the Public Safety

Dept., said he thought streaking would continue till

the end of the semester.

"Generally, a fun evenig was had by all." ^naton

said.
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oamtus xisronLy txHivi*

A Century ofEvolution:
D

IG^A^
1890 - 1990

From Aggie Life

to

The Massachusetts

Daily Collegian

An exhibit presented by

Archives and Special Collections

OCT 1- DEC 28, 1990

UNIVERSITY LIBRARY, Entrance Lobby

Open for public viewing during normal library hours. For hours other than Sam - 5pm call 545-0414.

Opinion
Our new college yell

The adoption of a new college yell by the student body is most decidedly

a move in the right direction. It has long been felt that none of the old yells

were at all satisfactory. Not only were they so poorly constructed that they

fell far short of producing the volume which so large a body of£.udents

should have obtained, but they were also obectionable in that they refer-

red to the college as "Aggie" entirely neglecting the word Ma-aAu-rtU.

This college is and has been the state college of Massachusetts, it is but

fitting that this fact be recognized in student activities.

The adoption of a new college yell but reveals even more plainly our

entire lack of something nearly as important a good, sii^^ll ê
We have referred to this already on more than one occasion, because we

feel that it is now one of our most serious defects. Nor can we see any reason

for being in such a predicament. To say that no student, either past or pre-

sent who possess ability enough to compose something adequate to our

Teds, would be to cast a slur on the college as undeserved as it would be

false. . (1901)

Advice to freshmen
T
A^vou^wfde^L'bTyour prelin.ia.ry round of freshman .ct.vit.es? Trans,-

lin„ LThn^h Xool to iolW is somewhat bewildering, yet ifyou make the ehange

J^.^{rtUta^SSl3S completed one of the most important phases

Vou
UUd

aduUSTow. you know A year or so ago. no one. no,^even.your parent^

Towts no? a spoon ."nd bottle process, but an•"l"**^"" *"" ""

For a week o
•

t^ V^JJJJ tour You will be examined, catalogued and ordered

L'bTt a beTaus^the^ lege wL* to help you in your transitional process But

fovou^lone^Usrhe problem of formulating a collegiate program that will make

your college life a success. H936)

Suggest Now or Weep Later
The r.aid growth of the U. of M. has become a hackneyed subject We've

burst the
PXs of classrooms, we've been packed tightly m dorm.tone..

w" vejStaH-r and Draper, and now were buying motor scooters

l"Z™^^Zre fr.shmea.hey were U^hat „^,y
soph.

^ra Wh7n thetr junior year rolled around, everyone expected the worst

^Storttn^UmeThas increased to such great prions. the p~

in to protect them? (1953)

A Black Awakening
There is to be a meeting of the University's black community on Man-

dav nigh to -iew the final draft of the plan for an Afro-Amertcan stud.es

H»Lrtment which is to be submitted to the Adm.n.stratton.

mmm.with required courses
liberation, spiritual, political

which many blacks are tnereiui c
rtra_ ni7P and we must continue

Brothers^^^^£X££™*»^ «»

STANLEY KINARD (1969)

V S\GH.
"rWte 5AV I'M

Nor fOUQH ENOUGH

FOR MASSACHUSETTiJ
."POLITICS..

ojn vjish

Bor mv
ADMINISTRATV.6:
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r
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a
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OP DELAWARE
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DECISIVE
ACTlOM!

o

WW-*]

Suddenly last summer . . .

On the advisement of the editorial staff

of the Collegian, I decided to devote my first

column to what I did last summer.

Of course, this could only be the rambl

ings to a pre-pubescent schoolgirl relating

a trip to the Bronx Zoo or the Fun House

- but in the course of reading you will find

that this analysis is not far from true.

Paul Theroux

Sure I'm male and post adolescent

however, you'll find that my summer was

populated by characters which would not

be foreign to any too or Fun House.

I went to Puerto Rico.

The Editorial Staff only knew half of it;

that's the half I'll tell.

Last May. in a state that can only be

referred to as derangement. I got a job on

a ship bound for the Lesser Antilles.

So you dont know where the Lesser An

tilles are?

Neither do I. even now, because 1 only got

as far as the Greater Antilles - the prick

ly heat capital of the Tropic of Cancer

I could tell vou about a ship strike and

an ulcer attack and poverty and chthomans

and black greaniugged women; but it s the

other detail you want. 1 know

If you've ever seen a movie of Borneo or

Sumatra or Madagascar starring John

Wayne and the whole cast is constantly

tossing off shots of rum in open air bars

with a fan moving at one r.p.m. and there s

flypaper crammed with dead insects dangl

ing in front of the camera, and an old lady

weeping way down the end of the bar and

dirty pictures and obscenities all over the

walls and a native barkeep who has nar

row piggy eyes and knows everything

that's going on; and outside, the naked kid-

dies are romping in the gutter smells under

a large Coca-Cola sign i in Swahth i and the

stucco walls are all cracked and lousy took

ing - then I won't have to describe Puerto

Rico to you.

It's a zoo of the mobile flatulence of

turistats: really terrible these off-

season babes - pecked with acne, puf-

fy, fubsy, fleshy and all in the "... *<»"

bloom of pthisis/* One can only view

the tourists with whatsontelevisionnex-

tweek emotions. Any thing else would

be insanity.

And insects! My God. spiders, beetle,

ants, crawling, flying, swimming at me

from a million directions. Cockroaches in

phalanxes oftwenty and thirty. Enough to

keep a whole lecture section of Ent

students busv for their whole college car.

(of course, they would be given rest periods

occasionally which they would spend in

that section of the Hatch reserved for En

tomology Majors)

1 caught a cockroach m a jar once (he was

making off with a pair of my sneakers and

had alreadv put on my UMass sweatshirt.

.

and was starving him to death until I found

that his diet was the IMM as mine

beans. So I slipped a few into his jar and

we had supper together often.

As a friend remarked. ... only a mad

man would keep a cockroach"' but 1 I

relate to a cockroach much easier than a

dog.

Somehow I cant picture myself saying,

"On King' Up, big boy!" Then grunting in

chorus with the mutt

The cockroach lived well until I

strangled him in a drunken stupor late

one night.
>mi)

Black bugs in your cereal again?

To the Editor:

At approximately 9:40 on Wednesday

morning, a friend of mine was in Hamp-

shire Dining commons, eating breaktast

She went to the counter and picked up a

box of cold cereal, casually glancing at it

Upon seeing a hoard of tiny black bugs

crawling around in the cereal, she im

mediateh (and understandably' became •

tremelv revolted, and called it to the at ten

tion of a Dining Commons Attendant The

woman looked into the box. mutte..

bar«ly audible -Again!!" and shrugging

her shoulders, removed the cereal from the

counter

Need 1 say more'?
Nanei S. BcnWWfii

< 19T2>

Dining common patrons lack etiquette

To the Editor:

It has come to our attention that

rudeness and uncouth behavior prevail

at South Commons. Throughout the

time meals are being served, the mur-

murs of polite conversation are con-

tinually pierced by vulgarities.

Vocabulary fit only for locker room ex

pletives is used at dinner tables,

resulting in waves of nausea on the

part of others of more restrained

natures.

Most girls wish to enjoy a meal

without risking a loss of appetite.

The male contingent of South Com

mons is in desperate need of a crash

course in correct table manners.

Neglecting the art of polite dinner con-

versation, they shout from table to

table, often using crude Anglo-

Saxonisms to convey their messages.

We would rather starve than be con-

tunually subjected to this type of gross

misbehavior.

We would like to request that our

names be withheld.

The girls from Van Meter South

(1967)
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rHappy Birthday! Collegian

j^iu«i«« vA/ritorc; have seeiCollegian writers have seen

the world wide studying abroad

YOU CAN TOO!!!!!

COME TO THE
STUDY ABROAD FAIR on

Wednesday, October 17, 1990

Campus Center Concourse

tfR^QP

International Programs

WS Clark International Center

(across from Baker Dorm)

545-2710 Advising Hours.

lOam-noon and l-4pm

ûCollegian

On 100 Years!

r
HIGH QUALITY-EX 1H* a unu I

WOOD FURNITURE ^
**cmwIP ShelvwTable»»SI«r*0 Cent.™ ^

9

All Used Sales Guaranteed

HIGH QUALITY.EXTRA STURDY

B-x*rases«l P Shelves'Tables'Slweo Cen'ers -

CD & C«M«e "acKs-CoHee Tab,- ,nd Mce-
J

ALL SHAPES AND SIZES

»

Houtt Mon S»l 10 « Sun 12 9

1tl o PUUM » An*** »»'07

Now 2 Locations!

iter

! 1

Maplcwood Organic Farm

132 Belchertown Rd
gfi^ Amherst, MA
&*&

1 freeIntry "l

Student Lunch Club

Maplcwood Organic Farm

Valid for 1 free entry to wlnj

10 speed bike

Pumpkin Festival Oct 13, 1990

Come join the fun!

Carol's Headquarters

Rte 9, Hadley
584-9948

If Your Hair Is Not Becomming

To You

Yon Should Be Coming to Us!

Tues and Thurs 9-6

Wed and Fri 9-5

Sat 8-2

Happy Anniversary

Collegian!

103 North Pleasant St.

Amherst • 256-0039

(Behind Bartsl

Rt 9
Hadky * 585-5800

(Next to McDonalds)

Conjr«t«IatloM to th« ColltgUn for

100 years of excellence!

FLAGS $9.95 - 2 for $15

Open 7 Das-

M-Sat !0-6pm

Sun 12-5

OPEN NIGHTS IN HADLEY

w Playing:

THE TWO JAKES

Starring Jack Nicholson

Mon-Thurs one show 7:30

Fri-Sun two shows
7:00 and 9:30

Student Discount with Valid ID--$2.50

^

57 North Pleasant Street

253-5141

Proper Identification a Must

Delano* celebrates 15 years of excellent

food and drink

Appeasing Appetizers

Mozarella Garlic Bread .Grilled Artichoke Hearts

Buffalo Wings etc.

Scrumptous Salads

Greek • Caesar •Chicken Taragon

And much more

Sandwiches • Entrees • Daily Specials

• Beer of the Month*

Miller Lite $1 25

The Collegian Celebrates 100 years of Excellence

All major

credit cards accepted

Campus Life

Agric. education moves
forward with vigor

Twenty-eight years have passed away

since the original bill, having in view the

establishment of Agricultural Colleges, in

the various states of the Union; received

the approval of the President. Since that

time great advances have been made in

agricultural education. Each of the older

states has some institution meeting the re-

quirements of the Land Grant Act, and in

many of them Agricultural Colleges are

maintained on an independent basis. From

small and imperfect beginnings these in-

stitutions have risen to their present high

state of efficiency. Public sentiment has

gradually awakened to the need of just

such colleges, for the education of our

young men, and the appropriations for the

support have been constantly growing

more generous. The movement of

agricultural education has always been for-

ward. Although it may have seemed at

times to stand still, it has. nevertheless,

soon started forward agains with renewed

energy.

(1890)

( „urt,»y <>f I'MMM Archive.

1890 photo of UMass Chapel Library and dormitories

UMass' future
By Jawn

Ya know? This school is getting mighty big. In

another decade the place might be compared with BLK

Columbia. Howard, or some other nationally advertised

brand of educational factory.

Things as a whole, however, are reasonably passable

right now. That is. things as holes. But stop for a day

or two and make a few reflections and speculations on

the picture you might view if you have nothing else

to do on a dreary day 20 years from now and decide

to give the campus a visit I already have. Here I the

picture I got:

1968 - Enrollment 32.001

Enrollment 32401 students. 25£00 of whom are

freshmen and 2.000 bona fide members of Scrolls and

Maroon Key The remaining 5.000 students, when

broken down into upper classes^turn out to be

sophomores, juniors and pernors , The extrj st -dent

came with the school when Morrill proposed the land

errant act a century before.

^Name of School: Massachusetts Agricultural College^

Forced to eke out a living from the land because ofa

toil absense of jobs available when they *£*»£*-
a small group of faithful alumru - some 20.000 - band

ed together one night on the library steps to sign a pet.

tion to the Mass legislature for a name change «Ld

Note: Didn't help the steps any either >

They argued that the purpose of the school was to

prepare persons for life time occupations; they hung

fheir heads and cracked their knuckles, the school had

failed to fulfill "Too many engineers and eleven

teachers per pupil now" were cries of several disap-

pointed professors of UM sheepskins.

University College to continue expansion
then sDent 30 minutes in gymnastics or military ta(

By GERALD W VIGEANT
Staff Reporter

'

Thirty-four young men took a three hour-exa*|in

English grammar, geography, and«^ * BJ^™*
campus 100 years ago and became the first class at which

It now the University of Massachusetts

They had arrived the day before and were greeted

bv four professors, including the president. Dr.

William S. Clark. The group was lonesome and heart

sick after view ing the construction on the raw cam-

pus. Todays students on the growing I Mass cam-

pus often voice similar sentiments.

The thirtv four applicants were all accepted

This was a far cry from the problems of this year s enter-

ing class of 3,000 freshman at UM More than 17,000 ap-

plied for admission.

The first class had a campus which *on*istedof

four buildings on 310 acres, built at .cost of!W6.000.

Today, the University has more than 100 major

buildings on its 1.100 acre central campus, with an

assessed valuation of motre than $50 million.

The life of a student was quite different 100 years

ago. Admission to MAC. carried with it an agree-

ment to work two hours . d.y - without pay - for

t7e College. In the fine old tradition of "early to bed

early to rise." all students were awakened at 6 a.m.

After breakfast they spent 15 minutes at prayer .
L*-c-

tures and classes were held from 9 a.m. to noon.Tnev

then spent 30 minutes in gymnastics or military tac

tics. After the noon meal, they owrked afternoons on

the farm and studied.

The student of today at UM avoids early morning

risincs Saturday classes and anything else that

Xht interfere with a few hours sleep. But he pro-

bably stays up later because of the plethora
,
„f e,

tra curricular and cultural activities available in the

modern day . . .

T
The

N
fmal proposals for the Un.ver.sty College should

be released bv admimstrat ion this week, according to Prof

William C. Harvard, the chairman d the « y!"™"** *
Plan the Academic program of Ua < oik* and

head of the Department of Government

The final draft of the proposals has been gon«

ed and approved by the committee and is now being

printed. Dr. Harvard said

The 100-page report. Dr. Harvard explained.

Mates our broad educational aims and working

assumptions and provides a curriculum plan which

we think is most exciting."

Briefly, the report will outline the recommended four

course curriculum, describe all other rel.

arrangements, blueprint the proposed ***£«"
structure, describe the favored physic, facilities and

make suggestions for phas.ng the development ,. the

College.

< 19671

pointed professors of UM sheepskins 1940> — ^^„AW% „g>^ :
—

'

1—77l *.*;** if*>e Wood charges fiscal interference
Racism protest continues w Jl ,ily^. «* * . «» *„.« *.*Alil/iOff * /" V*^v MARY BR0WN

leSriltor* are reviewing 1977 budget
ill. issued an open letter of disgust m I J R ff

,ep8la!?™ .TLu.-j k„ rlv Michael S
By RICK SASSON
Collegian Staff

An estimated 150 minority students, who

have occupied the New Africa House since

Fridav to protest campus racism, plan to

negotiate their demands with Chancellor

Joseph Duffey at 1 p.m. today inside the

New Africa House, a spokesperson for the

protesters said.

Mark Codling-Davy said the protesters

began "rehashing" their original list of

demands yesterday, but would not com

ment on the details.

Among the original demands were the

expulsion of the five students involved in

the alleged Feb. 7 racial fight in Sylvan

Residential Area, and the suspension ot

police officers involved in an alleged lineup

of black students following a reported sex

ual harassment in Cashin House.

The student refused to let Duffey into the

New Africa House on Saturday at about 4

pm.. according to University

Spokeswoman Jeanne Hopkins-Stover.

Codling Davy said the protesters turned

Duffey away because they were not yet

organized. .

"He [Duffey] is very willing to comply

with us within his bounds," Codling-Davy

said "It's not that we're consistently tur

ning him away. We are not trying to be an

tagonistic." ,
.

Duffey. who left town yesterday morning

to visit his brother who is reportedly very

ill issued an open letter of disgust in

response to the Sylvan fight (text of the let

ter pg. 31. He said yesterday he anticipates

a productive meeting.

The protesters delivered a signed card to

the chancellor's house to wish his brother

well, said spokesperson Joella Costello. and

Duffey returned the thought with a basket

of fruit. . .

"I was moved by their sending their card

and I feel affection and respect for them,"

Duffey said.

Codling Daw said the nationwide media

attention is "trying to make this a Tyson

Spinks fight type of thing. It's not that at

all." , . . -

Said Codling-Davy: "We are looking for

the betterment of racial situations on this

and other campuses, and ideally around the

world."

The occupation was spawned by a fight

which six white men. five of whom are

freshmen in MacNamara House, are accus^

ed of beating two black students and

harassing one white student.

An eyewitness to the fight said she heard

racial slurs, including "nigger"

"Jerome Smith, James Cunningham and

Sarah Whittle, all residents of Northeast,

filed charges last week against the six. in

eluding: assault, assault with a dangerous

weapon [workboots], civil rights violations

and conspiracy. ^^

By MARY BROWN
MDC Staff

UMass President Robert C. Wood has

recently issued a report charging the

state government with "efforts to curb

the University's fiscal autonomy,

which is necessary to keep the campuses

free from "political interference, accor-

ding to Sunday's edition of the Boston

Ghbe.
The article said that the report, a

preliminary edition of Wood's larger an

nual report, contains warnings to the

state legislature and executive branch

to resolve the University's fiscal in

dependence "early in 1976

The report comes after a year long

struggle on the part of Wood to

minimize -..thrks in the 1976 Univer-

sity budget, and at a time when state

legislators are reviewing 1977 budget

requests, submitted by Gov Michael S

Dukakis
,

. .

According to the Glohe. the report also

explains the "new internal measures in

financial management, especially in the

introduction of our austerity program.

The article also said Wood included in

formation on the opening of the

Worcester Medical School and teaching

hospital in the report.

Wood says UMass is 'in growing

peril' even though it has just passed

through a year of testing, the Globe

reports, referring to the increased con

trol over the University budget as a

result of the prolonged budget debate ot

,97S -

,,975,

minimize cuiDaM^i^^^^|MMM,
—

Humphrey cancels UM speech
_ iT.xrr, microohone and stated that

_
the 1

Thanks to those Collegian

staff members, past and pre-

sent, who helped to make this

issue a reality.

mm*mm*mm**

By RICHARD LANE
- SENIOR REPORTER

Former Vice President Hubert H. Hum
phrey was forced to cancel a major speech

on American foreign policy for the 1970s

in the Curry Hicks Cage last night by a

group of approximately 250 students chan

ting "Guilty." and throwing objects such

as jelly beans and marshmallows at the

DVP guest speaker.

A near capacity crowd of about 3500 had

attended to hear Humphrey's speech.

One half hour before Mr. Humphrey ar-

rived, the group of student demonstrators

had swarmed into the Cage, blowing horns

carrying signs, diplaying balloons, and

chanting "We want the Hump."

They situated themselves in front and

center of the podium. Just before Hum
phrey's arrival one student took the

microphone and stated that the DVP

speaker would be allowed to talk and then,

"The people are going to give their

rebuttal.' .

Distinguished Visitor Program chairman

Mike McKenna tolld the crowd that due to

the popular demand of those interested in

Mr Humphrey's opinions on the Chicago

conspiracy trial. Humphrey would devote

the first fifteen minutes of his speech to

answering questions on the trial and then

proceed to his main text

Mr Humphrey prefaced his remarks by

saying, "I shall try to give answers worthy

of a university campus." He was applaud

ed by the majority of students at this point

The first question he was asked was why

he had not spoken out at the time of the

Chicago riots in 1968 or attempted to ac-

tually stop them.
(i9?0)
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WEZNTES AT

THE SPEED

OF SOUND

Some Amazing Facts . . .

CHICAGO (AP) - The no-bra look has its delights,

both for men and women, but two surgeons caution that

today's pleasure may turn into tomorrow s sorrow.

While there's no known medical harm from the cur

rent fad, the doctors say it hastens the day when a bra

becomes a necessity.

Writing in the Jan. 31 issue of the Journal of the

American Medical Association, they point out that the

ligaments which hold the breasts erect stretch without

the support of a brassiere.
(1972,

In an article appearing in the current issue of

Pediatrics, Dr. Gifford urges the fashion industry to

give greater consideration to the safety aspects of the

styles it pushes. ^^
***

***

BOSTON (AP) - Those long, flowing winter scarfs

may be fashionable, but they can also be dangerous,

says a Boston plastic surgeon.

Dr George H. Gifford Jr., of the Children s Hospital

Medical Center, says the long, brightly colored scarfs

popularized for winter fashion can be a serious health

hazard ifcaught in machinery. Strangulation or broken

bones could result.

NEW YORK (UPI) — Excessive use of marijuana pro-

bably triggers insanity only in persons who are a lit-

tle unbalanced already, a University of California

researcher said yesterday.

Dr. Sidney Cohen was among the authorities par

ticipating in a conference on marijuana - a three-day

event sponsored by the National Institute on Drug

Abuse, the New York Academy of Sciences and the

Department of Psychiatry at New York Medical

Some authorities reporting on federally funded

studies of longtime users of marijuana outside the

United States found little difference between users and

non-users on such things as ability to work and brain

function.
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CAP€
DICARLO

The Best In

Casual Italian Dining

Relax In Our

Open Air Cafe

Open Daily @ 1 1:30 a.m.

Screenprinting... ^

Tee Shirts. Sweatshirts. Jackets.

Bumperstickers, Decalsw

Athletic Jerseys. Hats-
For your

Group. Company or Organixation

YOU NAME IT WE SCREEN IP

RUSH ORDERS
OUIt SPECIALTY

Complete Art and Design
Department

\

M. Pleasant St.

Amherst. MA
253-9300

screenprint specialists

47 Jackson Street. Box 771

Holyoke MA 01041

In Mass.- 413-534-5634
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ARE YOU
PREGNANT
& IN NEED OF HELP?
Birthright Can Help
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Sam* Day *»»«»
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Congratulations Collegian!

BRITTANY MANOR • RIVERGLADE • SOUTHWOOD
lllllfUIHItHHNIIIM

R&P
PACKAGE STORE

IIIIIIMIUIIIIIIIIHIHIHMIHWIIIMmillWimNHWMIIHIMHIIMIUlUHinWUIIIIIU

Is Convenient For You!

BEER • WINE • LIQUOR
Fridge Rentals • Bottle Return

In The Heart of So. Amherst

Rt 116 253-9742

J
Congratualtions to the Collegian from:

#>fenO'S ORIENTAL FOOD PRODUCTS
The largest selection of Imported oriental groceries

m Western Massachusetts

featuring our own homemade oriental delight 9, oriental cooking letton*!

Mr. C's TERIYAKI SAUCE & MARINADE

Store Hour*:

Mon Sat 10 8

Sun 12 6

- THAI CORNER EATERY -
(At Cho's Oriental Food Products)

Prepared treeh to order • Call us for TAKE OUT

COME VISIT US FOR AN EXCITING CUINARY EXPERIENCE

533-7785
1491 Memorial Drive, Chicoi

THAI
CORNER
HOURS
Fri 11-0

Sat 11-9

Sun 12-6

MA

USEDJJOOKS

DISCOUNT NEW
BOOKS

Always at 40-80percent

OFF Pub List Price

Always a choict

selection of quality

titles in all fields

Rtctnt*Current "Old

First Editions•Overstock

VALLEY BOOKS

199 * rt**Mftt St

Downtown Amber:'.

ur to3o-3 3o ass- 1 sos

U* 10-S. San .2 5
rwac/caici

la 1975

A.J. Hastings

Tradition of providing the Amherst

Area and the UMASS students for

over 75 years with

Greeting Cards, Sunday newspapers
delivered, ring binders, fountain pens by

Sheaffer, Pelikan, Parker, Watermen,
and penants

Writing Paper
Witt Pm taa*M ial Mp Si

f»i>« knvri »n4

Neeaea

A. J. HASTINOE
*«ewi»ie»er am4 Vtaetw— r

MICHAELS
Billiard Room
& Sports Bar

All Weekend:Top College and
Pro. Football Action

1 Five 9ft. Championship Tables
1 Your favorite sporting events on large
screen TVs
$1.00 Drafts in ice cold mugs
25 cent hot dogs
Appetizer menu
This week: $1.25 Budweiser Bottles
Mon. Night Football Cleveland at Denver

aj - r..i- .«* w.t«™.« roi'KTAin i-t.ns

Bari-r"*" alaeaaa'eaww'aaaaeaeaael

A.J.IIsstinRi —.TSZXr WSaPfewartSt.

^
^<£*!

Formerly
Changes Nightclub

256-8284

Open 11am—lam

MICHAEL'S
Rt.9, Amherst

(Next to Hunan Garden Rest.)

Hair By Harlow

A Salon for
Men & Women

Featuring

Great Styles
at

Low Prices!

239 Triangle St. Amherst
549-4412 Closed Mondays

Campus Life
Is Paul a dead man?
A rumor is spreading around campus and

the nation that Paul McCartney has been

dead for over two years. Evidence suppor-

ting this claim exists in lyrics and illustra

tions of Beatle albums.

A man named Billy Shers was transform-

ed by plastic surgery allegedly and selected

to take McCartney's place. In response to

the claim, Ted Nahil of WMUA personal-

ly called Apple Records and the Beatles

press secretary flatly denied these rumors.

However speculation persists. "I buried

Paul" a voice chants at the end of

Strawberry Fields. If the song Revolution

Number Nine is played backwards, 'turn

me on deadman . turn me on deadman

. .
." can be heard. At the end of I Am a

Walrus, if one listens closely, he will hear

under the garbling, lines 249 to 258 of act

IV, Scene VI of King Lear, which is a

passage about untimely death.

Can all these innuendoes really mean

that Paul is dead and the public has been

duped for over two years. Larry Cox, pro-

gram director ofWMUA claims that voice

graphs show no difference between old and

recent recordings of McCartney's voice. But

there are too many references to death to

be just coincidence. Perhaps it is all just a

big hoax, or maybe the Beatles have a hang

up on death, or maybe somewhere in

England there is one hellava a good plastic

surgeon.
(1969)

When courtesy prevailed
By ELWIN McNAMARA

Two students protesting the policy of

South Africa were "requested to leave"

yesterday's women's field hockey game by

Dean of Women Helen Curtis and Ruth

Totman of the Women's Physical Educa

tion Dept

The game was between a team from

South Africa and a local club.

Abdul Samma, former student senator

and head of the International Club, Ml
distributing leaflets protesting South

Africa's apartheid policy when he was ap

proached by Dean Curtis and told "not to

do that here."

He was then asked to leave the field by

Miss Totman.

Samma stated that he was "surprised at

the harsh words of Miss Totman." The

former senator told the Collegian that. If

in this great democratic country, I cannot

express my feelings freely, what kind of im

pression can I carry back home?"

"I came 8,000 miles to witness democracy

in action, in this great country. To me this

was the saddest moment of my stay here,

for the two administration officials to tell

me not to distribute these leaflets."

U963)

Students protest racism at UMass
Cutlrgian fil* ph«*o

Trustees Approve Change of Name
to "Massachusetts State

The Board of Trustees ef the College, in a special

ting held in Boston on Nov 10, voted to approve the

recommendation of President Thatcher that the necessary

legal Step* ft* taken to change Um name <>1 the college to

the Massachusetts State College. Hon George H. Ellis.

chairman of the Board, and its executive committee were

authorized to represent the Trustees in petitioning the

legislature at its next session, which opens in January.

to enact the necessary legislation to make this change

effect i\

This action followed a full and free discussion which was

introduced by a statement by President Thatcher This

statement was prepared by the President as a part of his

annual report. The latter normally is read at the annual

meeting of the Board in January, but the present situa

tion seemed to warrant earlier presentation and considera

tion of this particular matter. The statement is quoted in

full on this page.

Also, a committee of the three members of tl

Alumni appeared before the Trustees and presented

views of the alumni which favored a change <>t name as

shown bv the questionnaire which was conducted this

summer This committee consisted of the following oil

he Associate Alumni (harles H. Gould 1«. President.

DM Buttrick "17. Vice-President, and W I. Derail L>.

Secretary.

Nader urges UMass action
By MARK VOGLER

Expounding on consumer abuses and t In

undertakings of his Washington based

public interest research group, consumer

advocate Ralph Nader addressed an

ovei flowing crowd yesterday afternoon at

Curry Hkks Cage Urging students to com

Mae both their role of n student and one

of a citizen, the guest speaker pinpointed

the major flaw in the American education

tcm ot today.

"The development of student concern in

the 60s shook off the dual burdens of the

50* " noted Nader. "In many issues, thus

breaking the stereotype that victimized

ADELPHIA BONFIRE

TOMORROW NICSHT. FRIDAY, OCTOBER 16

AT SEVEN O'CLOCK

l.i.ut. Col. Aplinifton, I'rindpal Speakir

0OMI AND RAISE A RUMPUS

H.lp to t-rHMiur««r the If.m on the night be.'ore the

KhouV Island game.

students in society with a prolonged

adolescence," he said.

"The question to ask yourselves is how

much was done with how much and how

much more will be done in a continual way

in the 70s if students will devote a little

more of their time9 * he added

Nader told the crowd just what he had

observed on a personal visit through the

Princeton University library. He recalled

that one-third of the students were

shooting the breeze," another third were

gazing at pages at the rate of eight per

hour, and finally the remaining third were

lying flat out with their faces on the book

with saliva drooling out."
(1972)

New trustees
As one of his last acts of office, Gov.

James M. Curley appointed two new

trustees to succeed those whose terms ex-

pire this week.

Mrs. Elizabeth McNamara of Cambridge,

a member of the Democratic national com-

mittee, will replace Mrs. Lottie A. Leach

of Walpole, and James T Cassidy of Dor-

chester, a graduate of Boston University

School of Law, 1934-35 special assistant

district attorney of Suffolk County and

assistant district attorney of Suffolk Coun-

tv since November 1935, will succeed

James F. Bacon of Boston.
(1937)

UMies: the marrying kind
.. I UIU

By MYRON FISHER

With misty eyes and an aching heart

we recall our halcyon freshman days

when there were no hurricanes, earth

quakes or chaos But it is with horrible

griping sensation that we think of our

first theme for English: Why Did We

Come to Massachusetts State College?

By now. we think we know why, but

that isn't fair for publication.

At any rate, we decided to discover the

real unexpurgated reason we set out on

a Great Quest to Find Out. Selecting

freshmen from here and there to obtain

a cross section of the class, we popped

the question and waited for what we

thought would be a typical answer. The

result was amazing, so amazing, in i

that we thought it best to have 10X111 ftf

the answers anonymous

This is why freshmen stray from home

to come to the wilds of Amherst

Albert Mikels. Roxbury I'm I

local boy who wants to make good."

S.C., Boston: "They kicked me out of

every other place, leaving this as the SB

ly college I could attend

Barbara Bentley, Northampton I

came here to see how firm the terra fir-

ms is. (i.e., a geology major. Pun '

Unknown Freshman: i came here

to see what farmers' daughters and

backwoods girls look like. Also. I wanted

to get far enough away from my girl at

home so that I could get another."

(1938)
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Julius Erving:

Doc defies gravity,

UMass retires '32'

By ROGER CHAPMAN
Collegian Staff

As far parties go, you'd have been pretty hard pressed

to find a better one going on Saturday night.

All of the elements were there. The most famous doctor

ever to graduate from the University of Massachusetts

a packed house of what turned out to be some pretty loud

people and a basketball game that was worth every se-

cond of the two hours people sat waiting for^ the event

After blowing a 16-point second-half lead, the UMass

mens basketball team recovered in time to eek out an

80-76 win over the Dukes, snapping a five-game losing

It may seem odd, but the main event wasn't necessari-

ly the game between the visiting Dukes and our own

beloved Minutemen ( 10-14 overall and 5-1 1 in the Atlan-

tic 10). Instead, the 3,898 people who filled the Cage from

5 pm. were there primarily to see the retirement of No.

32, the jersey worn by Julius Erving during his playing

days here at UMass (1968-7 It

The roof of the Cage shook from the applause when fcr

ving made his way to the floor from Section B. It was

deafening, and you better believe it was deserved^ After

his entry, the night's guest speakers. New York Knicks

head coach and UMass alumni Rick Pit.no.»^ "**"

bead coach Jack Leaman, the captain of the 196970 team.

Ray Ellerbrook and the coordinator of the whole bash. Ron

Nathan spoke briefly.

After Nathan spoke, he and the Doctor proceeded to the

baseline directly under teh banner raised in ERvings

honor The banner was unveiled, Erving said a few words

of inspiration to the Cage faithful and the Minutemen.

and then it was time to play.

Those words sure did a trick in the first half, especially

in the early going, as the Minutement simply exploded^

After Duquesnes Kevin McCarthy knotted the score 4-4

on a 10 foot banker. UMass went nuts. It started when

a Lorenzo Sutton tippin of a Duane Chase miss with 17:27

left in the half and UMass leading 64. 14 points and 7.1b

later, a pair of Chris Bailey free throws ended a 164 spurt

that saw UMass bolt out a 20 8 lead.

Party time right?

Well, for the rest of the half of the party began to roll.

The Dukes attempted to claw their way back in the game,

but UMass was equal to every spurt, short as they were,

and went into halftime with a solid 44 32 lead, something

aided in part by 50 percent shooting from the floor and

13 David Brown points.

"This was a real gutty performance by our guys, head

coach Ron Gerlufsen said. "They want to win so badly (the

way they playedl was almost impressive at times."

( 1988)

Field hockey goes for it all in '90
. .. 1

* n nrntttl ttrtrtA K«*»t tflO) Hi)

By TAMIR UPTON
Collegian Staff

How does this sound?

National Champions!

Kind of reminds you of UNLV, Michigan Georgetown,

Louisville, Indiana, etc. The University of Massachusetts

could have a national champion of their onw

No it's not the basketball team, (they too may win a

national championship, but probably not this year). The

next possible national champion is the field hockey team?

Ever since Pam Hixon took the reigns at UMass some

12 years ago, the field hockey team has been just about

the school's best bet to win a national championship, (the

women's soccer team has been a pretty good b^, too). Hix-

on has guided the Minutewomen to 10 out of 11 NCAA
tournament appearances, and with any luck, 1990 should

be her team's 11th showcase in the big show.

The Kathy DeAngelis era is over. DeAngehs was the

working horse for the Minutewomen last season, she led

the team offensively with 16 goals. Also gone are Bernie

Martel. Carol Smith and Kathe Derwin. Martel and Smith

were steady four-year contributors, who will be missed.

Derin did not see a lot of action due to a severe knee in

jury however, she was very much a team leader.

"Those kids will all be missed,'" Hixon said. "Huge holes

- I feel to fill - both the leadership aspect as well as kids

who are going to have to pick up the slack in terms of scor

ing and playing this year."

Sox win pennant,

campus goes wild
By RON LARRECQUE
News Editor

The University campus broke into pandemonium last

night when the Boston Red Sox clinched their first pen

nant in 21 years.

Forming in the Southwest complex, the demonstra

tion moved to the Student Union where more than

6,000 exuberant students from all parts of campus

gathered around a bonfire by the pond.

The cheering crowd then slowly made its way up

Norht Pleasant St. bringing the spontanious rally to

the Amherst College campus.

Some ninety minutes after the demonstration had

begun, the still ecstatic studnets dispersed to the

various dormitories, fraternities and sororities.

President Calvin Plimpton of Amherst College, when

contacted by the Daily Collegian, had no comment on

the deomonstration, but said that "it is wonderful thing

that the Red Sox son the pennant." UMass' President

Lederle expressed his pleasure in the orderliness of the

students and the fact that no incidents had been

reported to him.

It was learned that President Lederle spoke to a

number of students during the demonstration.

Amherst Town Police, contacted shortly before mid

night last night reported only minor incidents of "a few

stolen street signs."

The excitement generated on campus was un-

precedented in UMass history.

Said one male student, "It's pretty wild up here. I'm

running around campus kissing every pretty girl I see

. . . and they just smile and kiss me back."
(1967)
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Scattered showers to-

day. It will become
steady rain by tonight.

High will be 70 degrees.

New WORLD Theate

premiers African

American play 21st

Century Groove. Page 7.

Suzanne Vega brings

'crystalline' voice to

Smith College's Greene

Hall tonight. Page 10.
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Bromery calls for

region plan, CLT defeat
By GAYLE LONG
Collegian Staff

Positive media coverage is necessary for

higher public education to gain support to

defeat the Citizens for Limited Taxation

petition in November, according to the

chancellor of higher education for

Massachusetts.

In an address to the Massachusetts Socie

ty of Professors last Friday in the Campus
Center, Chancellor Randolph W. Bromery

stressed the importance of informing the

public about programs such as regionaliza

tion of the state higher education system.

"There is a perception that the public

university doesn't have to be of top quali-

ty," Bromery said. "Perhaps we are over-

qualified in [the voters') eyes."

Bromery said one of his goals was to

speak to every state representative and

senator in the Legislature, claiming that

he "talked to about 40 already.''

Discussing the "abysmal ignorance" of

the members of the Legislature he said,

"It's apparent to me that one of the pro

blems ... is the fact that state represen

tatives and senators graduated from those

(private] institutions.

"

Bromery said the education system needs

to be "pro-active." "Every time we are on

the front page of the [Boston] Globe, it's

negative," he said. "How do we get positive

headlines about what higher education

does?"

Regional ization is one way Bromery said

he believes public thinking will sway "The

public must see positive cooperation," he

said. "Let's get out how much collaboration

we do, and enhance it."

Bromery cited an example oftechnology's

role in regionalization. explaining the use

of video link at the University of Lowell.

He said a class in FORTRAN at Lowell

was video-linked to Lowell High School,

simultaneously teaching the two classes.

Students at Lowell High could raise their

hands and be recognized by the professor,

who would answer students' questions.

Bromery claimed the education system is

approximately "60 percent into

regionalization, but no one knows it."

Because of programs such as the Five

College Program. Bromery asked, "Why

can't we have an exchange within state col

leges and the University on this side of the

state''" The Five College exchange offers

CONUNUED ON PAG€ 2

c otkTp.n photo by Tato Smmdy

Students wait in line last week to register to vote outside the Cape

Cod Lounge in the University of Massachusetts.

According to Aaron Rome, of MassPIRG, the organisation

registered some 2.200 students in two days. Although the group was

homing to register 4,000, Rome said MassPIRG was still pleased u .th

the results of the drive.
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Female sDortswriters offer feedback on locker room issue
F CIIlCU*5 OJJWl I/OW X Al/V/i GT w*

h d h d m their !ocker roum< they said

_..... ..— j „. . .„„.-. —. "IDeeisions would have been made by now A player like nau nu „„..__,^ anA tha po n^nip waru
Editor's note - This is the third in a multi-part series ex-

amining amateur and professional press-locker room

relations.

By ADRIENNE MATT
Collegian Staff

Female sportsw. iters enter the locker room knowing

what thevre up against, whether it be egos, nudity or

obscenity But these women, just like other professionals

love their jobs - and sports - perhaps that s why th. v

keep plugging away.
.,

"You're never fullv prepared for degradation, said LBb

sportscaster Lesley Visser, who covered the New England

Patriots for the Boston Globe when she was 21-years-old.

"No one escapes it."

For those who have vet to encounter major incidents,

they cringe when Boston Herald reporter Lisa Olson s

name - and reputation - is put through the wringer and

no immediate action is taken by responsible parties.

"This wouldn't have happened in the NBA. said stall

writer Marv Schmidt of the St Paul fMinn.1 PioneerAm
Her beat includes the Minnesota Timberwolves, as well

as sidebars for the Minnesota Vikings at home games.

"[Decisions! would have been made by now A player like

(Zeke] Mowatt would be gone. I would have thought [the

NFL] would have come down harder and sooner - it's

dragging on and on"
"[Olson's] work is going to suffer, she's going to suffer,

said Dallas ITexasJ Morning News writer Kelly Carter

Carter has been in the business for five years and joined

the staff in January.

Olson has been on vacation and has not been available

for comment. Fellow staff reporter Bob Holmes said she

may switch beats He added. "She loves ho-

"Whatever path she continues [careerwise], I hop

successful," Schmidt said "People don't care how Olson

feels, what she's going through."

Reporters are not the only ones watching out for trouble

"No team wants to be next," said Houston [T>

A.sfstaff writer Melanie Houser. She has been a beat

writer for the Houston Oilers on and off for seven years.

Prior to that she worked in the Southwest Conference

"The possibility of something happening is constantly in

the back of vour mind."

Last week the lea guard of the San Diego Chargers told

San Diego public realtions personnel that he did not want

Houser in the locker room. Prior to then, the Chargers

had not had a woman in their locker room, they said

Before practice. Houser said she and the PR people work

ed out the kinks and no problems occurred

"Luckilv. I haven't had too many incidences I usual!)

trv to deal with it through the proper channel* n

Houser said "I go in expecting the worst and then

pleasantly suprised — sometimes

"The locker room situation now [as compared to 10 years

ago) is much better aid Tl

COptiOf, although they don't necessarily lik-

Schmidt ot the Patriots said. "Unfortunately, thu is not

a new phenomenon. I'm always I little amazed th ..

things still happen People should know by now that «

not just going to go away. I thank God not

•N(. ( inee\ei really both- -aid Cartel I in tall

[6-foot-21 and Black, they're intimidated by me 1 can look

most of them in the eyes."

Carter interviewed a New York Giant tor a 1986

preseason game in the Giant locker room The player was

naked. In passing. Lawrence Taylor threw a
'

I
the

player, saving he should be polite and cover himselt while

there was a lady in the room LT was not talking to the

media at that time.

LSO may regain litigation

Officials hope for coordinated campus effort

By KENDRA PRATT
Collegian Staff

Student leaders and administrators at

the University of Massachusetts are

devising a multifaceted plan for student

legal problem solving which would in

elude the restoration of limited litiga-

tion to the Legal Services Office.

The plan under discussion operates

with the stipulation that litigation is to

be used only as a last resort when all

other means of medition have been

exhausted.

The plan incorporates the coordinated

efforts of the Ombudsman Office, the

Mediation Project, which is part of the

Dean of Students Office, the Human
Relations Office and the Legal Services

Center.

"We want students' problems to be

solved with litigation as a last resort,"

said Angus McQuilken. student trustee

"Litigation is costly and time

consuming, a drain on resources, and is

not always the best way to resolve a pro-

blem, but you have to have it for cases

that can't be resolved by other means."

McQuilken said the proposal for the

system should be complete by

CONUNUED ON TAGE 7

19 Palestinians killed

after stone-throwing riot
•j » it—! ih,i UilUrl three more

JERUSALEM <AP> -In Jerusalem I

worst bloodshed since 1967. police fired

Monday on stone throwing Palestinians at

the Temple Mount sacred to both Jews and

Moslems, and at least 19 Arabs died

The shooting began after Palestinians

hurled a barrage of stones from the mount

onto thousands of Jews gathered just below

at the Western Wall, or Wailing Wall,

where the Jews were celebrating the

festival of Sukkot. The wall is Judaisms

holiest site.

The Arabs were apparently intunated by

rumors that Jewish extremists planned to

march onto the Temple Mount, which is

under Moslem control.

The bloodbath touched off riots in the oc

cupied territories that killed three n,

Palestinians. A Jewish cab driver also was

found shot to death.

Police Minister Rom Milo said 19 Arabs

were killed in Jerusalem and about 140

wounded. Arab hospital officials at first

said 22 were killed, then lowered their

count to 18, with 128 wounded lower than

that given bv the Israelis

Milo said 120 Palestinians were arrest

Prime Minister Yitzhak Shamir expt •

ed regret but insisted Israeli forces were

blamele
"We are greatly sorry about the blood

spilled in vain," he said.

CONUNUED ON PA
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=For Your Information
TUESDAY, OCTOBER 9

Ucture - Anthropology as Cultural Reaffirmation.' by

Triloki M. Madan (Institute of Economic Growth. Delhi

University and 1990 Neilson Professor of Anthropology >

at 8 p.m. in the Neilson Library Browsing Room, Smith

C
°UcTure - 'Spain and Portugal: From Dictatorship to

Democracy,' by Edward Malefakis will be given at 4.30

p.m. at the Neilson Library Browsing Room, Smith

C
°Rafh- The Young Americans for Freedom will spon-

sor a John Silber Rally on the Student Union Steps, from

'VrelntaXo™- Sponsored by Beta Alpha Psi, CC 903.

^
Tontest - Timl5eMello, Founder of the AT&T collegiate

Investment Challenge, will speak on contest rules, tips,

and the stock market in CC 174-76. 7 p.m. For more in-

formation, call 253-0464.

jE£ -Another 48 Hours sponsored by Club Managers.

Jerusalem

will be shown at the SUB at 5 p.m., 7 p.m., 9 pi.m and

1 1 p.m. Tickets are $1.50 for the 5 p.m show, $2.50 for

all other shows

Religious - A Buddhist service and discussion will be

held at 7:15 p.m. at the Helen Hills Chapel, Bodman

Lounge, Smith College

Movie - Otto: Der Film(1985) presented by the German

Comedy Video Series at the Porter House, Amherst

College.

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 10

Dance Performance - HAKUROBOH, a Japanese

Butoh dance troupe, presented by Spectrum III Perfor-

mance, at 8 pm. in the Campus Center Frontroom,

Amherst College.

Senate Meeting - CC 163C, 7 p.m.-12 a.m.

THURSDAY, OCTOBER 11

Workshop - Butoh workshop by Shoko Ashikawa and

Mito Ashikawa. The workshop is limited to 30 par-

ticipants and advance registration is required^ sign-up

sheet is located in the theatre department office, 1 205

To register by phone, call extension 3203, Monday-Friday

between 10 a.m. and noon. The workshop will be held at

7pm. Berenson Hall 3, Smith College.

Celebration - National Coming Out Day Celebration,

sponsored by the Lesbian. Bisexual, and Gay Alliance will

be held at the SUB from 12 p.m.

Presentation - Sponsored by Beta Alpha Psi, CC 903,

7 p.m. to 9 p.m. A1 .

Meeting - Hillel community planning meeting. All

member's of Smith's Jewish community are welcome to

attend. Lunch will be served. Meeting at noon at Helen

Hills Chapel, Bodman Lounge, Smith College

Lecture - The Amherst Historical Society will present

a talk by Kevin M. Sweeney (History and American

Studies, Amherst College) on Connecticut Valley architec-

ture at 530 p.m. at Hills Memorial Clubhouse, Amherst

Women's Club, Triangle and College Streets, Amherst.

For more information, call 549-5438.

Lecture - Professor Henry G. Mishkin, The Unknown

Handel: The Formative Italian Years,' at 12:15 p.m. in

Room 3, Music Center, Amherst College.

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

The single -day death toll VII the high—

1

since the Palestinian uprising against

I-i uli occupation began in December 1987,

and the most deaths by violence in

Jerusalem since Israels Mildiei- captured

the holy citv 's Arab sector in the 19f>7 Mul

die East war
Arab report* >aid two Palestiaiu m

killed and 82 bounded in later noting in

the occupied da/a Strip.

\ 20-ycor-oM Palestinian «M shot to

death in the occupied West Bank when he

tried to grab a soldier's rifle, Arab and

l~r.u 1 1 reports said.

The army ordered curfews in several

Waal Bank towns and refugee camp> U)

contain the \ ioU-nce.

Late Monday, the body of a Jewish

driver, shot in the head, was discovered in

hista\i near the Israeli Arab village of Abu

Ghosh outside of Jerusalem. The national

Itim news agency said police suspected it

WW a Palestinian nationalist killing hut

u. it checking other motive as well.

S. Secretary of State Jamas A Baker

III -aid in Washington that Israel needs to

,t" in handling such

disturbances The U.N. Security Council

convened in New York to condemn the

killings.

regionalization, CLT petition

CONTINUED FROM rAGE 1

isesattheUnivsrsil * Hamp-

,hiI ,

Co lege. Mount

Hol , d Smith College, which

all private coll '•" l v

Bronurv >aid he .
,11 from the

tmpaign for information in order t«>

write a poMtion paper on higher education,

which Bronurv will see next an

mar? said. Til know later if it s[Weld

position on higher education! real

John Silber had also contacted Bronv

alk about an education proposal which

v^.uld triple tuition for student-, giving all

the revenue to the University

The High Technology Council, an ad-

vocate of CLT. ha d a statement

which ranks Massachusetts second among

states for the amount of mom v -pent per

student The Council quoted a Board of

Regents report issued in 1987. which has

I nee been outdated. Massachu now

2hth, behind Mi-sissippi. in dollars per stu

dent It CLT passes. Massachusetts will fall

1th

"We are not preparing for CLT. alia

Bromer don't know how to

plan for it However, he added, it would

be the end of public higher education M
we know it

"

Legal Services Center

CONIINUED *ROM PAGE 1

November The plan will bt presented to

the Board of Trustees in December

Vice Chancellor for Student Affairs Den-

til- Madson. who had previously opposed

anv 'ion of litigation rights, said

limited litigation with "some re-trictive

tenants'" could be used in this sys'em when

all other m.an- of problem solving failed.

Mad-on -aid student- would be able to

solve legal disputes in this system without

having tt. resort to litigation through

mediation, arbitration, or University in

tervention, particularly in consumer pro

andlord tenant

mited n is a possibility within

ng cases through alter

nate problem solving." Madson said.

Litigation rights were rescinded from

Legal Servut- in August 1986 by the

Board of Trustees Madson rejected the

limited litigation proposal late last

M-mester The proposal would not allow

Legal Services to take legal action against

the University, the Town of Amherst, or

the Commonwealth of Massachusetts

"Our philosophy is we want to help

student- -olvr problems at the lowest possi-

ble level," Madson said "Right now. the

possibilities could be better integrated

Litigation i- very eoaUy in terms of time

and money but should be there when we

I it."
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infllienced bv the cuts yet/ Talbot said the higher coat, that must be absorbed, the

By KATHERINE T. LAMOTHE
Collegian Staff

With another round of budget cuts to the University of

Massachusetts and a proposed tax rollback referendum

by the Citizens for Limited Taxation that may further cut

funding, faculty, staff and students alike have expressed

concern for the future of the University.

Many said the long-term effect on the quality of life and

education depends upon whether the referendum question

passes.

According to Student Government Association President

Natasha Diephius. the failure of Question Three would

be a sign of hope that the citizens of the state will not let

the University go.

ifCLT doesn't pass," Diephius said, "it will ... be Ow-

ning the tide of the conservatives and libertarians."

Student Trustee Angus McQuilken said if more people

become involved in the movement to defeat the referen

dum. the question will be defeated.

"I think there's hope now to beat CLT. he said.

"There's time."

While some academic departments, such at the jour-

nalism department, are not yet heavily hit. the cuts have

had some effect on them. According to Nancy Hare, the

department's chief undergraduate advisor, the number of

student- allowed to major in journalism has been capped

it 328 purchase orders for maintenance contract- have

been frozen, and three tenured professors have retired.

Hare added, however, these changes have not vet af-

fected the department, and that, with new instructor-

h.red. there will still be enough teachers, and enough

LUUIMa for graduating seni<

"We haven't been directly influenced by the cuts yet,"

she said. "Funding should be fairly secure [for new instruc

tors]."

The English department, on the other hand, has had to

reduce its staff because of cuts. According to Ernest Gallo,

scheduling officer for the department, departing professors

and instructors were not replaced due to the cuts

"I don't want to think about what will happen with

these cuts." Gallo said.

Budget cuts, by causing reductions to student enroll

ment. have also affected trust fund-sponsored agencies and

Registered Student Organizations, such as the Student

Government Association and the Student Activities Office

According to SGA Treasurer Karen Talbot, who served

as SGA budgets committee chair during fiscal year 1990.

the amount of Student Activities Trust Fund money

available depends upon student enrollment figures. She

said she originallv estimated student enrollment would

decrease from 18.000 fee paying undergraduates to 17,280

students. Since then. Talbot said, enrollment has

decreased more than she had anticipated. The trust fund

has been forced to absorb $200,000 m annual fullc-t

charges and it may have to absorb other cuts a- well

"The trust funds have not been touched vet Bid

"The administration is looking to the trust funds 1m cuts

or (financial] support
"

Dr Irene Carew. SAO director, said she ha- map

the trust funds would have to sbsorfa the other cut-

Everyew '• ^<t to carry their weight," she said

the beginning for us

Talbot said the higher costs that must be absorbed, the

various expenses involved for RSOs to put on programs

and the fact that the student activities fee, which funds

the SATF. has not increased, has hurt the RSOs and their

programming.

"Groups can't put on as many programs las before}.

Costs are increasing, but not their allocation.' Talbot said

"We can't afford to give them more money.

Carew said that the CLT petition "could hurt us like

it could hurt anywhere." and that cuts to SAO will fur

ther hurt RSOs. "We need a central office for RSO work

she said. "Groups need to come in with us to work on pro-

gramming."

Talbot said one way the SGA has dealt with the cuts

,- bv advance planning "I think campus morale is at

low point now We planned enough in advance so that we

can have an extensive activities program and keep morale

up," she said.

Still, there is concern about how the CLT referendum

would hurt the campus Gall.) said whether or not the peti

tion passes, the cuts to the University bars already had

a negative effect on the University ' <jualit\

"Without the CLT rollback, it'sadi With CLT,

it would be a catastrophe." he -aid

McQuilken said that Ratal reeow lependi

upon whether or not CLT .
It II tak.-

Beat Under the current conditions." he -aid ll I

,t'll be well into the 21* leiiturv bet-

,\rrs|."

V fat whether -he i< l.opHul sbout the tuture. Di.phui-

UrSt Hut it al.-o depends on th.( fthe

State and b.m thev p. lorit i/e public higher ediu.u
Stale anil now nu* jm.". ,...» r—

Officer on prowl for thieves
.,„i..»ti il nimf >ituiilit>n, be

Bv PRESTON 1' FORMAN
C.,r.. taff

Thieve- Rack <" college campuses -

I he pick PS ample Hut polite at the

Universitj --t Meaaachitai
• »y»f

•ohm :on

.lu-t before the school year alerted 1

1

lurHUson, perturb

,-dbv continual the
unsl

nwithUnivi

lotheDi uitt.t.K rime

nit ion

Besss who '' lzt<1 ,n cnrTU '

1 Ki«i rwi
irention foi manv > ears sain m \*i

led him fori

\ i
police officer her*- lor so many years

d dOing the same thing ox

potential crime situation.' be

this is done we can init

to remove them."

H, --. -aid one of the m
students ma> taketothwart a th«

• hr ,)...», H. estimates that .

,mpu- thefts are the result

mi unlocked door

( nil., k. <l da
Whal " tJ nm '

ilookini

an unit-

- right n P''

and the-

dum;
M '

then JUS! mo\e- right on

While wall-

campus thefts. H- I
compa

are thi- v. hot it.n

and doing the same thing over and- • -» - ^ .^^
again my heart has gone out to the victim. «*fj^ t|m

.
( )p„, ,,„,„ |D, an

DIAMOND IN THE SKY - Reflection of the sun as seen from Tobin

Building.

he -aid.

"Oftentimes the victim is victimi/ert

more than once when the reality of the

theft sets in - 1 see this especially when

an heirloom is stolen." he said

Besse said a little education and a

their property through Operation ID. -i

engraving service

The program, which University Police

have beet) using since 1986. involv,-

engraving the student's Social Secuntv

number onto the object 11 the stolen .,!»!.•> t

. i a. I .,***jJ<->mt mil

BOG approves amendment
noc u Ur>..<> t/vr. mnrh nowpr over the

By LAVINIA GAMMON
Collegian Staff

After two debate filled meetings, the

Board of Governors last week approved an

amended version of the Agreement of the

Fiscal Status of the Campus Center

Student Union Board of Governors that

was submitted to them by the Student

Government Association last spring.

This fiscal agreement dictates how much

monev will be allocated to the BOG per stu

dent and states some of the relationships

the BOG. SGA, and Graduate Student

Senate should have with each other.

According to the fiscal statement funding

to the BOG will drop from $7 to $2 per

undergraduate student and from $7 to $5

per graduate and Stockbridge student.

Much of the debate centered around

Governor William Hewitt's amendment

which would allow the SGA and GSS power

only to ask the BOG to reconsider Board

motions. In the previous fiscal agreement,

the SGA and GSS had the right to ask the

BOG to reconsider motions, as well as bring

new motions to the Board.

The Board said they felt the SGA and

GSS would have too much power over the

BOG if they were allowed to present any

motion to the Board.

Vice Chairperson Ed Corrigan said, "I

feel the Board should retain its autonomy

The SGA and GSS should have to go

through the governors before they present

a new motion to the Board."

After 45 minutes of debate, the amend

ed fiscal agreement was passed 12-2 2. This

amended agreement will be sent to the

SGA for approval.

In other BOG happenings:

• Fourteen new governors have been

elected to the Board. Representing the GSS

are Todd Bryda, Jean Russel, Mike

Volmar. and Peter Kleschen. From

Southwest are Ted Maravelias. Caroline

Ghilani. Richard Brown, and Charles

Delane. Beth Ptak is the new Orchard Hill

Governor. Laura Silver will represent the

Lesbian. Bisexual, Gay Association. Erin

Melia is the new Central Governor. From

the commuter area, Patrick Corrigan and

Michael Hurley will serve as co-governors

The Third World Caucus's new governor is

Shirley Ostin

Besse said a little education and a pro -'-" ',. tne student mav
active" approach to crime can reduce thefts

JjJJJ^Lg & good
°n
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CSve ,n trying to anticipate and to CONIMJID ON PAC* 4

Police warn of scam survey
Compiled by PRESTON P FORMAN
Collegian Staff

University Police are warning

students to be wary of a survey pur

portedly being conducted by sex resear

chers Masters and Johnson.

Several students have reported receiv

ing such survey telephone calls in the

past few weeks, but police have confirm

ed with Masters and Johnson that the

company is not conducting a phone

survev

Police said a ruse such as this is seen

on campus nearly every semester. Police

said these researchers do not conduct

anv phone surveys.

Police suggest students receiving such

calls hang up and notify them.

ARRESTS

• Jeffrey C. Nelson, 19, of Sterling, was

arrested Friday evening in John Adams

Residence Hall for being a minor carry

ng alcohol. .

• Kenton F. Tharp. age not given, of

Amherst, was arrested Saturday even

ing near the Lederle Graduate Research

Center for trespassing after notice.

• David A Seibel. 24. of 307

Holdsworth Hall, was arrested early

Saturday morning during a traffic atop

on North Pleasant Street for operating

under the influence of alcohol.

• David M Gajewski. W, of

Sunderland, was arrested earlv .Satur

dav morning during a traffic stop on

North Pleasant Street for operating

under the influence of alcohol.

• Michael J. Shea. 21. of Norwood, was

arrested Saturday morning in Coolidge

for trespass of real property.

• David Emanuel Smith. 29, of

Amherst, was arrested early Sunday

morning for operating under the in

fluence of alcohol, operating without a

license and failure to stay within mark

ed lanes.

• Clay Chin, 19. of Brookline. was ar

rested Sunday morning for breaking

and entering into an automobile,

larceny, possession of burglarious tools,

receiving stolen property and malicious

damage under $250.
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*•• HELP WANTED*••

TEMPORARY AIDE

Nurse Aides needed immediately

for all shifts

Earn up to $9.50 hourly

CALL KIM (772-2151)

4fifi Main St., Greenfield. MA

ILiifa University's

KIBBUTZ UNIVERSITY SEMESTER
—the best of both worlds

A 2 months learning Hebrew on Kibbutz

A 4 months taking classes at Haifa University

A Honors Psychology program. Internships,

and so much more

A Earn up to 21 credits

thefts
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CONTINUED FROM PAGE 3

Besse said preventing campus thefts has taken on a

special significance in the wake of budget restraints. He

said departments and offices on campus are knocking on

his door seeking crime prevention strategies knowing that

if they are the victim of a theft there will be no money

to replace the item.

m

D.P. DOUGH
DELIVERS
CALZONES

Call loday for more information: I -800-444-7007

«>r (212) 255-133* or write us c/o Kibbutz Aliyah Desk,

27 W 20th Street, New York. NY 1001

1

Co-sponsored by the Kibbutz AUyab Desk

To Each His Zone
«

«

ROSENBERG FUND FOR CHILDREN

BENEFIT CONCERT
FRIDAY. OCTOBER 12. 1990

8:00 P.M.

Living With Herpes

• Do you have herpes?

• Would you benefit from laMng with other

people *ho also have herpes?

J0MM «KfNl HAM
•aHTHCOUKit
H0KTHAMFT0*. HA

It you answered yes to the^e questions

block off your calendars and attend this

informal discussion

1 CHEESE
• •i» and neom ttwmm)

2 VEGIE

3 SAUSAGE

Pete §eeger

Richie Havens

Country Joe McDonald

Jane Saw

TICKETS

Thursday, October 11

l niversitv Health (enter

Room 304

tv8 p m

4. ' RONI'
r«B*. ncoita w& q,«

5. OH. ZONE"
<«••» and chw— I

6. •SPINNER"
ttpinaeh, moMava** r**«a »<w ©artici

7 "SOUTHERN CAL...ZONE"
(hamgurg ar«i cnaasa ant* Mencan aaaaoo<ngi

8. "HAMZONE" (Pig Out)
i oacon ham and moMaraBa cnaaaa)

9. "CHICKEN PARME-ZONE"
(braadad cr*c*«n *»/ moizaraWa and parmaaan crwaaal

10. "COMBO"
(papperon* tausaga. pappars. mushroom*, and moMaraWa:

11 "EGGPLANT"
iL-cadad aggptant gart-c and mozzaraHa)

12. '•MEATY"
(maatbaH*. onions, and mozzaraftS)

One Calzone delivered

Two Calzones delivered

Each additional Calzone

( 05 Man Sam Tax)

$381
$7.20

$3 60

DOUGH 256-1616 DOUGH
HOTLINE HOTLINE

DELIVERY HOURS:
M-F 4:00-2:00am

Sat. 1 1 :30am-2:00am

Sun 1 1 :30am-1 :00am

meetthe future

ofCreatweThinking

Amiga doesn't just improve your work.

It improves your thinking. lust vwwi in*

hard isn't cnouuli .ins more ( rt.Hisc think tag

is vitut se ts winners ipirt

I Ik \mii;,ti"m|>iit«rWA
MKiMtl met KcH uiihth.it thought

in mind It h-uulk s rotittnr

t.isks tltrnlrtsvoti

K»» .ill ilu u.i\ tn •»

mno\,ttH>n .ml

insmtKHi

Whatever \ou can

imagine, Amiga has the

power to produce. Easily.

Its built in technology is .i Wt$H
advancement in a ( omputer of

this size and price ran^'

With a mouse and simple

Icons Annua I omhincs a lull color

display, full stereo sound, paphu s,

Vp animation, siden capability

and text as no other c omputcr c an

It has the power to run soft

ware sophisticated enough to

manipulate vast amounts of data.

as well as the c realise k< rnus to

c reate the complete score lor an

ore hest ral c omposit h in

We deliver today, what

others promise tomorrow.

AmiK-i was designed to keep up

wilh you. (rom v hoolwork de

manch through c arecr net ih

You II find si

people make- optional As well as

sophisticated tethnokixy that

doesn't exist oncomparaNy
powered and prit eel computers.

Creative educational

discounts make Amiga

an easy decision.

11k Amiga Fducation Purchase

Program for < oBtgC and univrisiiy

students, lai ulty and administra-

tors, olfers I wide range o( lulls

li .aded, spec tally huruOed hardware

systems, with a ( omplete svst< m
starting undei S7(KI* All include

a one year limited warrants and

AmigaVision 7

The hest way to make up your

own mind is to try Amiga.

Stophv sour* ampus Authorized

Amiga I Valor and get sour hands

npiitiii

Sure, some piaffe bus what's

standard licit we think sou can

make up votu own mind, and

c hnose sour own best course for

the future Alter all, Kn t that what

college is all about 7

AMIGA
IHK OMPUHR I0R IHI ( RFAIIVI MINI).

Validate

Mountain Farms Mall

Store 96

Hadlcy, MA 0103S

(413)459-1017

.if< ihiwik^i AriMfti Itw Ihri .anpHhifcithi ( ft *m \l«ic|rva(raA I •
•

•|>.,-..r.k-"v (.kiliml'itlilWwrintlNtllK H/«"t l»" • MMM " '

i Mimm ban Vr*l

I tin lf> rfl.tO* .»»• -i.tt" -

l >«- tfc. t'-

li HU*1 11 it Itt.l.l Tt.

(til \iMtf,. .^ if»0si. m .it. «fc rrwti

EDITORIAL/OPINION
this p : ! t ihe ! :

: us! an

Editorial Policy
The Editorial Desk - currently staffed by editors who had

no hand in devising policies of past semesters and in light

of recent misunderstandings, confusion and misdirected at-

tacks from all sides - announces its own set of policies ef-

fective today. ,

The Editorial/Opinion page welcomes columns, letters and

cartoons from UMass and the rest of the Five College area.

The Editorial staff reserves the right to edit letters and

columns for grammar, clarity and length.

Untyped submissions or those requested to be left unedited

will NOT be considered for publication.

Submissions must bear your name, local address and

daytime phone number. This information is subject to

verification prior to publication.

Anonymous submissions will be printed only at the editors

discretion. Letters or columns written under a pseudonym

will NOT be accepted.

Letters should be no longer than 40 double-spaced, typed

lines. Columns must not exceed 65 double-spaced, typed

lines. ,

Letters and columns written in response to a previously

published letter will NOT be printed, unless direct reference

to the letter or its writer is deleted. Any exceptions will be

determined solely by the editors.

The Editorial staff is not required to print all submitted

Submissions become the property of the Collegian and will

not be returned. .

The opinions expressed on this page arc those ot the in-

dividual writer or cartoonist and do not necessarily reflect

the views of the Collegian, the Editorial staff or the Univer-

sity unless otherwise noted.

The Editorial staff is trying its best to honor the above-

mentioned policies. Any inconsistencies that might have

already occurred have not been a malicious attempt at caus-

ing our readers further distress, but rather one directed at

trying to improve the page while accommodating all sides.

Mistakes are almost a necessary part ofpublishing a daily

student newspaper.

rrr-rmfi m >

The stupidity continues. . .

Some people never learn.

Barely two weeks after the Olsongate

scandal [for those ofyou who have been liv-

ing in a bubble, the Olson scandal occur-

red on Sept. 17 when a female reporter,

who interviewed a New England Patriots

player in the locker room, was allegedly

sexually harassed by several players who

shook their genitalia in her facel, a seem-

ingly brain-dead coach for the Cincinnati

Bengals ordered a female USA TWav
sports writer out of the locker room.

Meredith O'Brien

After all, Coach Sam Wyche maintained,

the "guys" standing around in the buff

should not be made to feel uncomfortable

just because some "lady" wants to inter

view him. He just didn't think it was right.

Really, he believed, how would these

players' wives feel if these women saw

their husbands naked?

Wyche, joining the ranks of Oliver North

and Richard Nixon, apparently believed

that he was above the National Football

League's rules, above the law set in a 1978

civil suit case guaranteeing female

reporters the right to obtain the same in

formation and interviews in the locker

room alongside their male colleagues.

The NFL, rightfully, slapped this ig

noramus with a $30,000 fine while NFL
Commissioner Paul Tagliabue strongly

repeated the policy of equal access to the

locker rooms, regardless of gender.

But wait, there's more.

When a female sports reporter from the

Collegian went to ask University of

Massachusetts coaches about their in

dividual locker room access policies, the

football coach curiously chose to recite a

policy that no reporters will be allowed in

UMass locker rooms in order to preserve

the athletes' privacy.

Nobodv will go into the locker room,
'

Mid Jim Reid. UMass football coach. "It s

in the plavbook. The press should be able

to get the news out and conduct interviews

in the press room."

Hmmmm. thafs kind of strange mar to

Wednesday, this policy was not enforc

ed, and only after Reid learned that a

female writer would be covering Saturday's

game, did he iterate this policy. Press

presence in the locker room used to be no

big deal.

Why the sudden rush to enforce policy

now? Is it because there is a real possibili-

ty of women reporters entering the I'M

locker rooms, whether from the Collegian

or from other local media?

And after this female reporter gradual

will that age-old policy will b« burted

again'.'

Meanwhile, Athletic Department Dean

David Bishoff is telling the public that

there is no official University policy die

tating who can or cannot go into I he- looker

room. He simply stated that the individual

coaches could determine the policy for their

own athletic team.

Funny, I thought that no matter where

you are, in the pros or in college, the law

applied to everyone, that no one could ran

domly decide to enforce or not enforce-

policy, that there were such things as U-^al

precedents, that players should learn to act

matrely when interviewed in the locker

room.

Maybe it was naive of me to think that

once a case was settled, once a liberty sc

acquired, it could not be yanked away.

Women, like many other groups, have con

stantly had to struggle to gain equal rights.

It seems kind of senseless that a few peo-

ple could turn their back on sexual equal i

ty strides and get away with it

If it has been legally deemed that all

reporters have a right to interview athletes

in the locker room, in male or female

locker rooms, so be it.

If some people have problems with the

press being in the locker room altogether.

then they should deal with the problem as

a whole and not target certain people, cer

tain genders or erratically choose to enforce

certain policies.

Some sort of solid decision needs to be

made.
I. for one. am sick <>t hearing about thi-

locker room deal. In the whole

things tt is such a trivial issue, hut squall

tv and tqual en/bra mentotpoikita are not

Read Meredith O'Brien every Tueeday

Organizations support 'lifeblood' services™
_ — , , :„ ir«™,i»* staffOrounGav lesbian Bise*

This is an open letter to Provost O'Brien and Vice

Chancellor Madson:

Lifeblood" services for women, minorities and others

who have historically been denied access to higher educa

tion - and academic programs which address the history

and culture of groups traditionally underrepresented in

the curriculum - are central to the mission of this land-

grant state university.

Therefore, protecting these services and programs from

budget cuts must be among the highest priorities of this

University. Current and future budget decisions shall not

interfere with these priorities. Mechanisms must be

established for affected faculty, staff and student groups

to directly participate in all current and future budget

fit*c imofis

American Indian Student Association, Bilingual

Collegiate Program. Commuter A™^ ^'

Off-Campus Housing, Employee Assistance
Program,

Everywoman's Center, EWC Advisory Board.

Athletes deserve

locker room privacy

There's mi. afcOttt women reporters being in

men's locker rooms after athletic events

It's interesting that one never sees or hears about

men n porters , r anv reporters, for that matter* he-

ing in wont I
*er rooms after athletic events.

fa truth. HO raportef should be in any athlete s locker

room alter I game.

RealW folks. Do vou think it is appropriate tnai

(MOM ahouW be allowed to question you or a camera

person put vou on television broadcast while you are

preparing to shower or use the toilet.

Let's stop such ridiculous, unnecessary Peeping Tom

in

i7a pr" t ganu- mterv.ess ,s granted. ,t should be corv

ducted'in some designated "press area. «nd^herteam

members o, staff given the privacy of their locker

rooms James R. Abel

University Health Services

Faculty Staff Group Gay l^sbianBisexual Concerns

Faculty Senate Status of Women Councd Graduate

Student Senate, Health Education. Legal Services

Office, Mental Health Services. New Student
Program.

Disability Services. Office of Third World Affair^

Program Gay/Lesbian Bisexual Concerns, SGA

Coordinating Committee. Student Health Advisorv

Board, United Christian Foundation. United Asia

Cultural Center, University Without Walls Women s

Studies Policy Board

Garv Bernhard. director. University Without Walls

Gloria Bernabe-Ramos, president. Faculty and

Professional Staff Hispanic Association

Natasha Diephuis, president, SGA
Melanie Dreher. dean. School of Nursing

Lee Edwards, Women's Studies Program
*m

m

Coordinator

Joseph Gordon, director. Upward Bound

KcfOort' note Due to lack of space, the names of twelve

uho fened this letter could not he printed

Column frightening
Nobodv likes to be scared. David Encksnn - column

("Shock Therapy." Oct. 1) scared me, but I was extremely

glad it did. „ .
, ir .

Once vou are in college, there is this so-called freedom

Hev fc'i great, right? You've got no parents to k vetch and

moan about vour homework, the dirty laundry piled on

your floor or the two-week old sandwich stufled in the back

,>ur underwear drawer You have M curlew now and

can go out on weekday* .

Oh and those college parties an-: tv r.-ntthes

There is no one to tell you that you re* t°0

main cinnks or that the guy sou are going nome With

might not be as svsect H JfOW think because everyone «

m smashed as you!

Fun isn't if Sure, until you wake up the next morn

lug. Are you the woman in Ericksoo'a column ' Could

be? ,, . .

Brickson is not condoning date rape. His article is MX

ahout rape. It is about responsibility

You are in college now. Don't let the freedom go to your

head. You are a young adult, capable of taking care of

yourself, so why don't you?
Robyn Suvalle

Southwest

Anti-Jewish myths
a double standard

1 applaud Reginald Perry for drawing attention to

the mass media's double standards in letting John

Silber off the hook after his racist remarks about the

residents of Area B in Boston, while c

castigating Professor Griff for his anti Jewish remarks

("You Cant Trust What U Read." Black \ffairs p

Oct. 4i

However. I am both saddened and Bllgry that Mi

Perry used the same column to take a few dirty jabs

of his own at .Jewish people.

Mr. Perry writes: "The American media system is

set up so that White persons in positions of power can

say virtually anything they want, to anyone thes want

and get away with it When a Black man stands up

and attempts to do the same thing, he is crucified
"

Firstly, if by 'White persons in power" Mr Pen

referring to people like Silber. a man wfw was denounc

ed as a "racist and a Nazi" by Roxburs residents, it

makes no sense to me why anybody would try to

emulate such person-

Secondlv. I could not help noticing that Mr Perrv had

reached into the deep and murky well of ant i Jewish

myths and pulled out two winners, the Ott lea -

being responsible for Christ s crucifixion <a deed tan

tamount to the cardinal sin ofdcicide.. and the other

about Jews controlling the media.

The rationalization that Mr Perrv made an imfOT

tunate choice in hit uee <

quicklv dispelled when, m the same column. Mr lens

wntes: "In reference to Public Enemy, I had to -it and

ch Chuck D. take a media 'lashing.'"

You mas choose to hide behind Spike dm thai

Black people cannot harm Jewish people as a people

But I hope vm, are also aware. Mi Perry, that v.-u

h ne just become the dmmH recent perpetrator of myths

that has. -aused untold number -ame Jewish

neonle UJ bl ma-acred rjveT the last two millema
H

' Nathan Krystall

Amherst
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London
Pans
San Jose.C R
Bangkok
Hong Kong
Tokyo

$412
460
390
959
879
759

Celtic's radio voice retires

Johnny Most leaves courtside after 37 years

Student Faculty Fare

Taxes not included Restric-

tions apply Fares subiect to

change One ways available

Work/Study abroad programs

International student and

teacher ID

EURAIL PASSES ISSUED ON
THE SPOT'

Free student travel catalogue

i**t 9*

ncilTr

Now Playing

'he Two Jake

|Mon-Thurs one show 1

7:30

Fri-Sun two shows
7:00 and 9:30

Student Discount

with valid I.D.

ARE YOU

PREGNANT
ft IN NEED OF HELP?
Birthright Can Help

• FftEf PREGNANCY TESTING

li laj hmuhi

S«< Wc«* lhal •'•

fr%; ConhdantM. Cling
t Hml^lul .

S
549-1906
Amherst

i Cerrleg* Shop*
• an MMfnaiivi le abortion,

a ii ii ii ii n n n

RESEARCH
INTERVIEWERS
HiringNow ForThe SchoolYear

Interesting, part-time telephone assignments to collect

data on a variety of research topics. Absolutely no sell-

ing involved. Flexible hours Sunday-Friday. 5-1 0pm, and

Saturday. 1 lam-5pm Shifts up to 40 hours week avail-

able Choose your own schedule as long as you work 4

shifts a week (20 hours). Start at $5 00 per hour with paid

training and earn up to maximum $6.00 hr.

We re in the Mountain Farms Mall which is a stop on the

free bus line Call between 11 a m and 4 p m Monday to

Friday. 586-8635

Abt Associates Inc.

BOSTON (AP) - Veteran radio an

nouncer Johnny Most, whose gravely voice

became a legend to generations of Boston

Celtics fans, has retired from the broadcast

Most, who called the play-by-play for 37

seasons from "high above courtside" in

Boston Garden, said he would forgo a 38th

year due to ill heath. He underwent a tri-

ple bypass operation last year that forced

him to miss most of the 1989-90 season.

"It is only because of my heath that I am

forced to to this," Most said Monday. "Un-

fortunately, I am no longer strong enough

to do play-by-play or color."

Most, 67, will not completely relinquish

the microphone. He will host a five-to-seven

minute Celtics pregame show on WEEI

Radio this season called the Johnny Most

Show, the station said.

Celtics officials also announced that a

banner in Mosfs name would be hoisted to

the rafters at Boston Garden, near the

broadcast booth, at a game against the

Seattle Supersonics on Dec. 3.

"Johnny Most is truly a Celtic, always

has been, always will be," Celtics President

Red Auerbach said. "He is informative.

colorful, humorous and loyal, and he's been

a part of all the banners hanging in Boston

Garaen."
Most joined the Celtics in 1952 after an-

nouncing New York Knicks basketball for

two years. He also has done pregame and

postgame shows for the New York Yankees

and broadcasts for the New York Giants

baseball and football teams and the

Brooklyn Dodgers.

But Most's enthusiasm was saved for

Boston.

He would scowl when he thought that

players on the court were "fiddling and did

dling" and will forever be associated with

the words "Havlicek stole the ball," a

description of the final play of the April 15,

1965 game against Philadelphia.

The famous voice was made more coarse

by cigarettes and coffee, which Most occa-

sionally spilled in his own lap reacting to

a play, but without an interruption in the

banter.

Most will be replaced by Glenn Ordway,

his partner for the last nine years. Dough

Brown, a morning sports anchor on WEEI.

will serve as color commentator. Ordway

and Brown handled the same duties last

season.
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Tonight 10c Buffalo Wings
9:00p.m. — 12:00a.m.
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Telephone Research Center

Mountain Farms Mall. Rt 9. Hadley. MA 01035

An Equal Opportunity Employer

Beer of the Month Drink of the Week
: Foster s Lager $1.75 Bourbon and Coke $1.75

vcaways
Mon 10 cent Mozzarella Sticks 9pm- 12am

Tues 10 cent Buffalo Wings 9pm- 12am

Wed 25cent Pizza Slices and 99 cent Nachos 9pm- 12am

Thurs 10 cent Beer Steamed Baby Franks 8pm- 10pm

Sunday 10 cent Potato Skins 9om-12am
WE ACCEPT MC-VISA-AMEX

MOVING OFF CXMfOBt I

TheTest IsWhen?
Classes Forming Now.

HSTANLEY H. KAPLAN
Take Kaplan or Take Your Chan, es

GMAT classes begin 10/24

LSAT classes begin NOW at Smith

College and Amherst College

GRE classes begin NOW at Smith
College

10/18 in Amherst
549-5780

Bmndywim offers Country

Living uith convenience

• On UMASS Bus Route • Nearby Shopping • Situated

on 18 well-landscaped acres with pond

• One and Two Bedroom apartments include gas

utilities (heat, hot water, and stove).

• Swimming pool, laundry facilities, responsive

management
• Stop in and we II show you what we have to offer

BRANDYWINE AT AMHERST
16 Brandywme Drive. Amherst

Rental Ottice open daily 10-4

L

RESUMES
CopyCat Print Shop
• Great Service • Great Prices

228 Triangle SUAmherst 549-3840
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WALT DISNEY WORLD
COLLEGE PROGRAM

Walt Disney World Co. representatives

will present SOI information session Ofl

the Walt Disney World College Program

<>n Tuesday, October 16, 1990, ai 7KX)

pm.. in the Curry Hicks Building, Room

Id Attendance at this presentation is

required to interview for the SPRING "91

c ;< )i.i.i-( »E pk< x .ram Interviews are

scheduled for Wednesday. October 17,

1990. time and location to be

announced. All majors are encouraged

to attend.

tfR
*A 3)747

.789*

Contact:

Phone:

Jeff Silver

545-6267

«iW$>«^^ World Co.

MULTICULTURAL AFI-AIRS

My letter to Che; world revolutionary hero
Upon hearing your battle cry last night I unhesitantly

reached for your rifle only to discover instead my pen, still

but eager, between my fingers. As I stared down at a piece

of paper which sat atop a calendar it suddenly struck me

amidst my own state of semi-consciousness that today

marks the 23rd anniversary of your assassination - in_

tellectually perpetrated by the U.S. - under the skies of

Bolivia. ,

The night no longer transpired a sense of peace, the

moon was no longer in sight, your cries provoked the most

abysmal hatreds in me and your rifle no longer was still

between my fingers. As I wrote, a gush of wind forced itself

through my window turning pages of books in-

discriminantly and as if satisfied, it ceased at once.

As I looked about for a moment, this letter appearing

in one of these pages became an inspirational source last

night. From the writing and speeches of Ernesto Che

Guevara:

To His Children

1965
To my children,

Dear Hildita, Aldeitu. Camilo, and Ernesto

If you ever hair to read this letter, it will be because

I am m longer with you. You practically will not

remember me. and the smaller ones mil not remember

at all.

tant, and each one of us, alone, is worth nothing

Above all, always be capable of feeling deeply any in

justice committed against anyone, anywhere in the world.

This is the most beautiful quality in a revolutionary.

Until forever, my children. I still hope to see you. A
great big kiss and a big hug from
Papa

Elliot Monteverde

Pathfinder Hwifif and Aata books

Ernesto 'Che' Guevara . . .

Your father has been a man who acted on his heltefs

and has certainly been loyal to his eOHViettOtlM
Grow up as good revolutionaries Study hard so that

\uu can master technology, which allows us to master

nature. Remember that the revolution it uhat is impor

My heart cries out.

Little is still known about you throughout the world,

about vour ideals, your contribution to the Cuban Revolu

tion of yesterday and today. However, my pen, like your

rifle, knows nothing <>t schedules and wkrttnem It' pOSfti

ble also that tomorrow when I reach for your rifle to de-

nounce atrocities or injustices. 1 might grasp indeed your

rifle - perhaps never to let p
Che, your memory lives in me and in count!.— people

throughout the world Your life and struggle not

in vain'

Hasta Un'X 11
'

Elliot Monteverde Toirtt ii " VU udent

I New WORLD Theaterpremier
Utt Century Groove In Alonzo D. La- society, is currently employed as a
21st Century Gr>>,,i e h\ Alonzo D. La-

ment will be premiered by the New

WORLD Theater October 12 14 in

Bnwker Auditorium at the L'niver-itv

' Century OtVOl

WM the winner of the James Baldwin

Awards for Plawmting. national

playwriting contort which com

niem.MMU-d the Nen WORLD The**

loth Annr I III 1989- The pia\ was

the Kir-t Prin "inner of four pla

which were given award-

21st Cinittf\ Groove is Lannint -

eighth plav rtil <»ther works include

That Serious He-Man Ball. The Black

Play, and Yiitseetions from the Bloun

Mind His plays have been produced by

several theaters including Jomandi Pro-

ductions of Atlanta, the Lincoln Center

Out-of Doors Festival, and the

American Place Theater, and was

featured at Atlanta's 1990 National

Black Arts Festival He has also been

published by the Theater Communica

tion Group's Play In Progress series.

21st Century Groove incorporates

video as a theatrical device and as a

means of commenting on contemporary

society. The play centers on a young

African American woman in a state of

emotional crisis. She is torn between the

individualism of her generation and the

conflicting views of how her family and

society define African American identi

ty and culture. The play uses video in

an interactive capacity; the video screen

becomes an additional character M well

as a vehicle for transmitting

information

Ironically. <>r perhaps appropriately

the author nt this work, which examim-

the impact of media in contemporar\

soci' is currently employed as a

writer for televison. Lamont r.--id.-> in

LosAngt lif where he i».« «n

for the popular television

U •/,/. In a recent interview In-

continent. -d. "I'm looking forward t.

ing fist Century Groove It I I]

Ived frorfl rta t ling; fe*i

a very different play Technology

asp' this play intngu-

our he I or is that hei

assumed?' The central character is at a

point in her life where she is assessing

her individualistic choices and concerns

w, ithout regard to the larger whole' she

belongs to."

Despite his work in writing for te

sion. Lamont's first love remains

theater All the writers out here would

really rather be playwrights - the

theater offers a greater freedom It's cer-

tainly more comfortable being a TV
writer and you do develop a clearer focus

but I still love the energy of live perfor-

mance and that you don't have la

package a story* into 20 minutes."

The production will feature the work

of two Massachusetts guest artists. The

director. Ingrid Askew, is no stranger to

New WORLD Theater, having been a

New WORLD Theater Ensemble

member while attending UMass in the

mid 1980s. Videographer Aukram Bur

ton of Boston is making his New

WORLD Theater debut. The develop

ment of this project wa> supported in

part by a grant from the Massachu.-.

Cultural Council's faftgraM of Cultural

Pluralism.
New WORLD Theater

University of Massachusetts

On the subject of labels
Can we talk about names? No. not name.-

- labels. Specifically labels for people who

are from any background except European.

I am tit of opening a

paper magazine journal book and se-

th, people of Colo

What does that mean'' You folk-

remember your grammar lessons, right*'

opte of color'' is just a faintly

*ophisti H

. want to -a> colored, why don't you just

go on and say

Ayo Shesheni

I ourse. people ofcolor is preferabl-

IwiniMitfH. seeing as how the folks being

referred to definitely do not comprise a

minontv of the population of the world and

are ceasing, collectively, to be a minority

even in the US Sure you can say the term

|g | political one. Okay, so I have no logical

argument to combat that one. (Other than

to ask. in a truly democratic state would

we be referring to minority people or

minority views?)

What about Triirtf World' Now there s a

term to pluck one's nerves. If anything,

these non European folks we're trying to

find a label for should be called Eirst World.

since thev were first to exist at all. and

built the first "civilizations" and spoke the

first word - at a time, by the way. that

Europeans were still grunting and hitting

h other with clubs, since they had not

had the opportunity to externalize their

hrutalization.

Yeah. yeah. I know The clasMtuat ion oi

countries by "world" is an economic

referring to the levei ot MM

* in the exploitation of other people- .uul

lawl.- tin- definition. Euro and

definitely l

</ I don

,v It reinforces this MS

proclivity towards putting l
ng

into a hierarchv. with the implication that

this i- an in: on rather than

ipulat.

What b the point of labels anj

to ideni

te.why not hat

tin- implies that White is the norm But

do not the re-t o! the term- impl\ that

anvway? Generally race - in th.- press, in

historical t. iywhere - to only idee

tified when the person in question i- not

White And since the term.- menti.

above do not include any specifics of origin.

they only confirm the non-Whiteness,

I .et's go to logic Anyone take logic9 What

is a dog? An animal, right? But an animal

is not necessarily a dog. Stay with me now

We don't go around referring to all animals

which are not dogs as "a limals oi no bark

do we? No. We say anir ml- Bo I -ential

ly. instead of sn- ing "Tmrti World ' "rol

ored." ALAN \ or a..., of those other

not-necessaiily-so-polite wa oi

designating non Whites, m% . '.....Id j

people And for the exception, we

specify — White people I conclude:

Whereas the majority of the srorid

color;" 1

1

oritj must be "without col

ai . as:

Euphemism.- are a favorite device of the

minority.

Thereby: it i- decned that henceforth

minority people of the world shall be call

ed httels** and all others shall be

to M .lion-mentioned - OOBpir.

Ave Shesheni is a UM udent

Cuba, the media and the fallacy of the New World Order
^^ ** " ~M-m'^'

_ . , ._ L .- _. nKnllt thp SHmc as , n New Zealand and Israel. BO one i-

An I <rnl OppaMMS) Fni|>l"\«T

\,,iv. when 1 look into the depth of my soul. I can only

perceive a portion of blue sea. and far away a white Latin

sail, as I wing in flight. Where will Ugot Where' Where'

Eugenia Astol. translated from La Demtnracta. February

19. 1907
Today, there is a homogeneous media notion that the

political and social transformation enveloping Eastern

Europe is creating a "New World Order." Underneath

such distortion there are unfavorable effects of this New

World Order on the Third World. Inevitably, this is the

result whenever an attempt is made by a Third World Na^

tion at intromitting the present repertoire of the world

svst'prn

One such nation to intromit the world system is Cuba.

On Sept 25, 1990 Cuba was the only nation of the UN. s

Security Council to vote against an aerial em^
arg

1

ofJr^
(Cuba opposes Iraq's annexation of Kuwait). Overall. Cuba

opposes the military solution to the Midd e East crisis^

Similarly. Cuba opposed the New World Order last

December when Fidel Castro publicly confirmed existing

differences between new Soviet and Cuban policies

resulting from the New Order.

Already, perestroika and glasnost, eloquent but deceit

ful concepts whose theories lie within capitalism, have

plunged Cuba into an unknown dimension. The continu

ing disintegration of the socialist bloc along with the adop

tion of capitalistic reforms, giving preferential treatment

not to poor countries but those with hard currencies, sets

the stage where intransigence and resistance are the

determinant factors of whether Cuba is to continue its sail

on the path of socialism

Elliot Monteverde

Cuba is about to enter the most difficult stages of a

revolution that began almost 30 years ago. From the

Cuban perspective, perestroika, glasnost or New Order

is analogous to an economic and social isolation. This in

turn signifies another stage of innovative evolution of the

existing concepts and ideals of the revolution adapting to

the present.

Three decades ago Cuba faced similar circumstances on

ly to emerge, in spite of a U.S. embargo since 1962, as

one of the world's leading nations. Indeed, some of the

achievements in Cuba renegate the United States and its

Western allies to a mere back seat. For instance, in Cuba

famine has been obliterated, health care and education

are free and accessible to everyone, infant mortality is

about the same as in Nen Zealand and Israel. DO MW

homeless, violent crimes rate among the lowest in the

world and drugs are. in relation to developed countn

almost nonexistant

Thus, from a Third World perspective the repercussions

of the implementation of such New Order concepts could

be simply catastrophic From this point of view, such

events can no longer be perceived idealologically but

racially. In analyzing the recent events in this fashion.

Third World people have little alternative but to rise up

violently and unhesitantly against the oppressors of the

North.

Already the symptoms of this cancer might be detectable

in the Middle-East crisis where the alliance of countries

is essentially a White one. Nonetheless, Cubans, as Fidel

Castro stated, will remain "on the true path to socialism

even if this means to do so alone. Without the moral and

economic support of the Soviets, in addition to domestic

discontent, this will be a difficult but not impossible task.

Cuba remains the leading mentor of revolutions of the

oppressed people of the world today and in recognition of

this alone, Cuba and in particular its people will difficultly

ever bow to the North. Cuba's sails will be toward

freedom, nothing less.

Elliot Monteverde Torres is a UMass Student
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• Imports & other unibody vehicles

are our specialty

• State of art equipment for precision

frame and unibody straightening! or • % mm>|

• Over 90 years staff experience

• Accepted by all insurance companies for

collision repair or glass replacement

• Advanced European Technology
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repair facilities
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Secret

Winners' athletic Club

NEW ADDITIONS
Free Weights

2 indoor Clay Courts

CALL 549-4545 for a free tour

Paul Lanning Student rep.

Winners' Athletic Club
Rte. 1 16, Sunderland

(Opposite Bubs BBQ, on Bus Route)

Open 7 Days«7:00am-1 1:00pm

Cut and present coupon and pay only

$99 for UNLIMITED RAQUETBALL September

December. 8a.m. - 5p.m. daily

!
$99 Student
Raquetball

I
Special

I Unlimited Raquetball

i 8am - 5pm Daily
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Rte 116 Sunderland MA 01059
413-549-4545

Days of Open Hand
Oct 9, 7990
8:00 p.m.

John M. Greene Hall, Smith

College
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1 Houston eleven

7 Trudge

11 Tear

14 Like a Shetland

15 Dark-red

pigment

16 ' — Man
Answers

1

7

Tempt
18 Draws attention

to oneselt

20 Puddings and
pies

22 Tire remains

23 Altar words
24 Fragile

26 Mint

30 Christmas Eve

item

32 Occurrences

34 Sisters

35 Numero -

38 Umps kin

39 Like some
roiiege walls

41 impartial

42 Krazy —
43 Skirt feature

44 Not common
46 Sears Tower

ad|«ctive

49 Where the Sty»

tl()V.S

50 Most vapid

52 be wing
you

.n a

4 Yale alumni

5 Written

acknowledge

menl
6 Mcrlimer

7 Positive

quantity

8 Race circuit

9 Endorses, lor

short

10 Specifics

11 football

lineman

12 - Pretty

13 Old fashioned

19 Concerning

21 Plaything

24 Melancholy

25 Splits apart

26 Quick pull

27 Eye portion

28 Football

lineman

29 USNA grad

31 M.lita'y

subdivisions

33 Beverly of

opera fame

36 Pleasant

37 Molybdenite

and bauxite

40 Cong
41 DC

regulatory

body
43 Rode a luge

45 Type ol hydrate

47 Toward shelter

48 Tiny -
50 Lucifer

51 Caravan
53 Pilot s

maneuvers

55 Catch

56 Man |ongg

piece

57 Living quarters

58 a Song
59 Strange

61 Corrida shout

62 Finish first
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Miller Lite Giveaway Night!
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T-Shirts, etc.

Grand Prize to be awarded
prmi< nf the Week

[fXin and Tonic $1 -50

1

Beer of the Month

The lour basic personality types

CALVIN AND HOBBES

A day in the Invisible Man's household

By BILL WATTERSON
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TANGELO PIE
By TIM SNIFFEN
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Mexican Veggie Stew
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PERSIOE

PER QRICINflL

ARIES Apri 19) New
procedures 'esurt from a closed

door meetmo You fmd the r^r\'

orswers in an emergency Fresh

approach helps to resolve fnanctal

difficurries Some commun»caton»

may be delayed

TAURUS (April 20 May 20) Your

mate or partner gets news that

coutd increase your happness

Although your co-workers afe

cooperative you may prefer to

move forward on your own Rest wt

mend frayed nerves

I (May 21-June 20) Your

knowledge of an important subject

coutd be tested You are able to

communicate effectively with

higher-ups Discretion will

strengthen a promising personal

retattonsh*}

CANCIR (June 21-July 22)

Previously closed doors open to you

now Partnership or legal affairs

could be involved You make the

most progress when you work

calmly and effctentty Children in-

fluence your evening plans

LIO (July 23-Aug 22) Your

money situation improves, but you

may sti have to Irntt your spending

A member of the opposite sen

boosts your confidence You make
overdue changes and reap

wonderful new benefits

VIROO (Aug 23-Sept 22) So-

meone's indecision could slow you

down now Reach beyond an ap

parent limitation do not take

rumors seriously Maintain youf

sense of humor A gentle answer

turns away criticism.

LltRA ~; • 23 Oct 22) Cut

loose from the past and focus on

Outdng d strorxj fnanciai founoa

ton New starts ana contacts are

favored Refuse to be kept on a

strixi by a member of oppus*© sex

Be proud

SCORPIO (Oct 23-Nov 21) At

work take on the tasks you can do
best Real estate ventures are

worth investigating but you w*
have to strike a hard bargain

Dfptdmocy is your strongest ofy on
the home scene

SAOITTAMUS (Nov 22-Dec 21)

Keep your valuables m a sate place

and stck to routine work Protect

profits by using tried and true

methods Gosap may be rampant

ignore rfl Home is the best place to

relax

CAPRICORN (Dec 22-Jan K>)

You may be delayed this mommg
by a problem involving a family

member The key to greater

business success is having a varie-

ty of projects Study alternatives

AOUAR1US (Jan 20-Feb 18) Your

finances may be sensitive if you ore

self-employed Avoid putting all

your eggs rtfo one basket Broodng

over past mistakes is a waste of

valuabte time

PIECES (Feb 19-March 20) Your

co-workers could act contrary to-

day Concentrate on work you can

handle alone Review financial

figures especialiv where taxes are

concerned Someone may try to

make you a scapegoat
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ARTS&LIVING
Suzanne Vega brings her introspective vision.to the.

v aiiey
°U^a ° _^.. ^ntnmS her innermost self in- be experimental she recalls^^,1° 1 reconciliation.

By JODY GAB1N
Collegian Staff

Suzanne Vega has evolved into one of the

clearest, purest voices of the 90s. She s

moved forward, separating herself from the

•new folk artist" genre she helped to create

during the earlv 80s; she is a musician who

delves deep into the waters of our sub

conscious, who turns her innermost self in

to music. . ,

She went to New York's High School ol

Performing Arts as a dance major, but

realized quickly that it was music that was

in her heart. It was seeing musician Lou

Reed perform that transformed her

outlook. , . . ij

'Suddenly I started feeling that I could

SAII*

c

r

s
A

PEPSI SALE
1 Liter Bottle 79c*

16 oz Bottles 2/99c*

* plus deposit

CHARLIES PIZZA

99c
Asst Varieties

Reg $1.10-1 30

be experimental," she recalls. "You could

write a song with no chorus or melody I

felt like all the restraints were taken oft.

She started out writing and performing

in church coffeehouses and folk clubs

around the New York City/Greenwich

Village area. In person she may have been

shy and withdrawn, but onstage she was

able to "let go" and relish in the sheer joy

of singing for any who cared to listen.

Vegas songs are like poetry readings ac-

companied by a very polite folk/rock band.

Her crystalline voice is the focus of atten

tion the sparse arrangements are meant

to enhance the words rather than over-

power them. Each verse lands quietly and

carefully, timorously, yet with firm

inflection. , . .

Davs of Open Hand, Vega s most recent

effort, is the most cathartic of her career

She focuses on dreams, both conscious and

subconscious,
reconciliation.

•One thing that happened between the

last album and this one is that I made con-

tact with my biological father," Vega ex-

plains. "I hadn't seen him since I was a

baby There was a sense of coming to terms

with that, with where I come from physical

through her father, Vega also came to

terms with her musical roots.

"I also found out my grandmother had

been a musician in an all-girl band in the

30s and 40s," she says. "Knowing that

story made me trust my own blood. It gave

me confidence. Before I felt it was just in-

stinct. Now, I know music is in my blood.

Suzanne Vega will be appearing at John

M Greene Hall tonight at 8 p.m. The show

U sponsored by the Smith College Rec

Council and tickets are $13 for Smith

Students, $15 for the general public.

OSCAR MEYER
LUNCHABLES

SAVE 30c

Deluxe S1.69 reg $1.99

Regular $1.39 reg S1.69

CRISTALLENE
WATER

59c

CHEERIOS

'» Liter reg 80c

$2.19
10 oz reg $2 75

KING SIZE
CANDY BARS

2/99C

OODLES ot NOODLES

3/89c

reg 35c

King Size Snickers. Milky Way
M & M Plain and Peanut

reg 70c each

OREO COOKIES

$2.19

SAVE 50c

reg $2 6916 oz

Prices in effect through Saturday Oct 13 Suzanne

Photo co«rleey A'M Bacorda

Vega plays John M. Greene Hall at Smith College tonight.

If you care, lake the lime to listen.

1

Areyo« l.HikinKforachallenKinfc rrward in« profession?

\bu 11 find it , and more, while learning to help people with speech,

language and hearing disorders

Boston Bouve College at Northeastern 1'niversity offers

t wo excit ing master of science programs in Speech Language Pathology

or Audiology (the only one of its kind in the Boston area). Both

programs an- accredited by the American Speech-Language- Hearing

* Wll have the opportunity to gain practical experienre in

our on campus speech clinic. In addition, both programs include

chnical practice m many of Boston s pn-st.gious mechca institutions.

Graduate assist antships and other financial aid are jvaitobte^

Call (617)437 2708, or write Graduate School, Boston Houve

( ollcge of Human Professions, 106 Dockser Hall, Northeastern 'niversi y,

{V.ston MA(mi5 Because some peoples problems an- worth listening to

RJ

Boston-Houvc

College

Northeastern

University

Annual opportunity afftrmmivr

M tionuniviTHity

HATE YOUR
ROOMMATE?

Check out

CLIFFSIDE
APARTMENTS

Affordable, Quiet &
Convenient

1 & 2 Bedrooms
from $400/month

ALL UTILITIES
INCLUDED

5 miles to UMASS
On Sunderland Bus

Route

Pool, Tennis & More
Furnished Apartments

also available

Ask about our free rent

special

248 Amherst Rd(Rt 116)

Sunderland 665-3958
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At the Horse: Pylon prove themselves again
By ANDREW BROADHEAD
Collegian Correspondent

Pylon
Iron Horse
Sunday, Oct. 7

Pylon is the kind of band you'd want to

play at your birthday party. I mean, if they

can get people at the Iron Horse dancing

for two thirds of a 75 minute set, imagine

the fun they could have in your living

room.
Hailing from Athens, Georgia, Pylon

formed just before that town had become

a firmly established center for guitar pop

like R.E.M., the B-52's and Gang of Four,

but without being a derivative of any of

these, Pylon established themselves early

on with several great dance tracks.

However, they quickly decided their in-

terests were elsewhere and disbanded.

After a six year hiatus, last February

found them in the studio with producer

Gary Smith (Pixies, Chills, Throwing

Muses). The result was Chain.

Employing the standard line-up of

drums, bass, guitar and vocals, Pylon is

able to deliver the kind of urgent momen-

tum and tension that lesser bands only

dream about. Curtis Crowe's no-nonsense

drums and Michael Lachowski's prominent

thumping bass lay down a stark driving

dance rhythm over which Randy Bewley s

guitar jangles and picks. On top of all, this

Vanessa Briscoe Hay's banshee vocals en-

chant the listener as she talks, mumbles

and shouts her oddly juxtaposed lyrics. Mr.

Crowe, asked to describe their music, once

said it was "round with textured holes."

On tour to promote the afore-mentioned

new album, the set drew heavily from it.

Although still in a jittery rhythmic style,

the new songs offer a little more emphasis

on guitar melodies. Stand outs were the

single "Look Alive," as well as the m
strumental "B-Complex."

Interspersed amongst the set were

various songs from their first two albums:

Gvrate 1 1980) and Chomp <1983). The dance

floor was pretty full and by the time

everyone had recognized the jangly guitar

intro to "Crazy." it was absolutely pack-

ed. (Thumbs up to the Iron Horse for hav-

ing the foresight to move tables out of t lie

way). It saddens me to think that younger

members of the audience will go away

thinking: "Gee, what a good REM. cover."

They finished out their 17-song set with

groove renditions of old party favorites

"Volume" and "Feast on my Heart."

Choosing to play their dance club staples

"Cool Dub" and "M-Train" for their encore,

Pylon sent an already frantic dance floor

Over the edge. They then winded dow

tw0 iongB from their new

album.

Seventy-five minutes ol energetic hopp-

ing and swirling took its toll as a visibly

drenched Pylon stepped from the Bt

Grabbing towels, they stood by the door

shaking hands, smiling and hanging out

with anyone that wanted to. As I walked

out into the night with a smile on my I

I realized I'd had a glimpse of the 'Party

out of Bounds" that Athens must nave

been in the early 80s.

Cuts limit weekend fun

AEROBICS

Classes are held Monday—Friday

at 8 am-noon-4 pm-5 pm-6 pm-7 pm
1 class for $4 25/10 for $35 00/20 tor $60 00/30 tor '75 00

MONDAY-FRIDAY

Separate. Private Aerobics Room
• State of the Art Neo Shock Floor

• Super Sound System

Experienced * Enthusiastic Instructor*

I

•I mountain term* mall

Route 9 on tr»

Amnerst/Hadiey i">«

Easy to get to Dy

Car or bus

ATTN: UMASS
STUDENTS
_ARN GOOD S

ON CAMPUS
join 'he student

marketing team on

campus tor Zenith

Data Systems, an

international

computer company

• Salary Plus

commission
r Flexible hours

* Build resume
Gain experience

BOSTON (AP) - Families enjoying the

Columbus Day weekend were left largely

to their own devices while searching for

tourist spots that hadn't fallen victim to

budget cutbacks

Federal and state money problems h..

forced several parks, visitor's centers and

historic sites to trim hours or close entire-

ly tint fall.

"The Franklin Park Zoo in !><* md

Walter Stone Memorial Ston.-h.am cut back

to winter hours Monday despite big noli

day cros

The annual "aoobash broughi

to the Franklin Zoo Saturd

Mark Goldstein itive director ri

Metropark Zoos Evan with the reduced

hours, he predicted 10.000 to 12,000 ;

pie would com.- to the > thetl.

weekend.
Both toot will be closed if tb

follow* through with plans to cut I

milium budget in halt Golds! kid

With a budget stalemate in Washington,

the National Historical P*J k San tOM cloi

ed its doors Saturday That meant Bo

navigated the Freedom I

without guides, di*

the I'SSCassm Young fast mver and n

ad the entire Boston African American

tout

Aline Forbes, supervisory park rangei

the Boston National Historical Park N r

vices, estimated the visitor's center would

have served 7.000 people during the

weekend, if it hadn't closed.

For many, the obvious alternative was to

head outdoors. Sunny skies and warm

temperatures make activities like apple

picking and leaf peeping popular

police report c "n tm * ma|,,r

high irticularU those leading north

to New Hampshire and Vermont

people attended

ueld Fair by mid-day Mondaj
.1 the

nt v
unusual events like lb impkm

rnbuteci to '
:

sua •

•Thi- , s our 10th day ol ninehini

.aid Mondaj 1 don I
know il thai

urred
'*

trthur Brooks •)> ol tuburn, Mas

the contest with hii 170-pound pu

dd the ph

,ther had iti

custom ! >t»-

n. a spok.

ton Children '- M •

dan about BOO b.

iinhus Weeket

il. \ tamili)

museum- when I!

pectaculai -;-.• .

—

CLASSIFIEDS
ACTIVITIES

CHABAO * ihe pi*** to be tor Simchat

greet people Wed ™*"* f" ™&** "

COMPUTER AREA GO^W^f"1 Elec

ton* nominations dose Octo r -JV^
14 Vacant seats * o*or portions *<*"'"•

t,or.papers •' OS Campos Moos** 428

Student Union

KOREAN STUOENTS ASSOCIATION

General meeting about «£*•>
,n Campus Center Rm 162 75

at 7 30PM Get involved"

MEDIEVAL SrtAPO^Re»nW» Jom

,he Pomeer Valley Comb* CU^*VCC>

£

practice Wed » Fn 8 15^ 10PM and S>a>

1 3PM Tolman 101

TRI-SlGMA SORORITY jcowf *
university women to open rush 10* at bib

& frnneV Call M9-3811 nr come bv and

check us out- Try somem.no "<>* "1

Sigma'

UMASS CHESS ClUB
7 10PM m ihe EMuewall

#etcome

UMASS -RIATHLON CLUB
meeting Tuesday 'OJJ J

1»7» MONTECARLO BTOOOj«*•>*«*•

new shocus mumer mutt •»* i960 or DO

•vemngs 546^666 549*362

m VW-fUSSIT MP *C *« e,l»

transportation car 460 or BO 546*946

,M4 OLDSMOWLE OMCOA V*4*Oor
auto/ac Very clean Asking *zew v*aw

542 2077 (dayl 6491268 (evening)

1985 CHEW CAVALIER
4 door
Radio- Heater

An condition

a cteam pu"'

5936656

1966 HONDA CIVIC CRX
Auto 53k encel cond must S»*

J3990 call Maria 6496525

HONDA CIVIC 5 speed AMFM CMMM
Mmo 29000 m*S '•""••"WlsrS «
on* o*rm pert>ct condition Call Bruce at

'?1S

CHECK IT OUT"

SAVE 50H o(» your ne.t Collegian

Cis*»*d cook tor coupon comjrjg soon or
;

Cias«.».ed P»9« SAY

FOR SALE

CO PLAYER ANO SPEAKERS bNind new

SJrth ove' $2000 must sell $800/bO C4#

642 3463

DORM FRIOGE
Great Conditio^

»30or BO
Can Dan 2563169

.BM COMRATISLE XT TURSO Conipu*r

640K 32M HO 2 floppies mono someare

S80O/BO 263-4194

ROSEWOOD CLASSICAL GUITAR

Beautmji sound a«J color Made m Spa-n

»300Tel 646-1174

sei i INC. T SHIRTS'' Get you' plain »l

prces CaM Brian 5466102

SUEDE COAT Irom overseas

*n metlMt 'tO*

6466946

FOUNO

THURSDAY THE FOURTH •

1.1

INSTRUCTION

BE A BARTENDER
W M Bartender Tta»ning » Open

Can lor brochure
413-747 7BS5

BEGINNING PORTUGUESE CLAtB
Nov 5 Dec i Mondays 7 9PM Lan9»*0"

Pacihea 649-5068

DO YOU NEED Spamsh help''

Tutonng avarfawe *«%?"** w
varKed CMI Owvi MS0071

ENGLISH AS A SECOND LANGl

C-MM begin Oct 30 >

ev^ngTTOEa »*>?,«™"£?'"
Oct 23 L»hflu»9« Pacitca 649.5065

* • LEGAL HELP '
*

QUESTIONS * "'

duoosit deductions' Questions aoo
..ases' Out^on

about the condition of your new house 0*

H ,n,act the j^*!^*8

Cento' 92? Campus C*r 5*»-t»wi»

trt,,n

CINDY MCDONALD

TURN?
• Tell pv«ryon?

ANNOUNCEMENTS

APO WELC
'

Susan and Tata

FAST FUNOR
S100C

4G PROGRAM

»d Call

;aclobJAPAN AM

Tuesday Oct 9

Knowlton Baser

7 00PM

UMASS STUDEN ^
lerpersonai

quer sti

grouc

AUTO FOR SALE

1977 ASPEN WGN Reliable tn good con

d!"n 1250 00 BO 367-946:

CRAFT CENTER

CRAFTS FREE INSTRUCTION

FOR A GOOD TIME CALL

RACKA-OIS
video
586-9900 a-

FOR RENT

FRIDGE RENTALS

SINGLE ROOM
House m f» Amherst

Near Pu«ers Pond
$187 50 5«9 6650

HELP WANTED

CAMPUS REP WftN-rf

EARN QUICK EASY MONEY

ye

Call

LOST

LOST MY PRESCRIPTION
tfMundMarcu* They are black Ra

.

L-TS-iJm*, work tor me Please c»

HAPPY BIRTHOAY BARBARA JARVIS

Cheers to a great sunk Have a Pep* «or

m« Love Sus* J

HAPPY BIRTHDAY NATAL E » MM
Sorry we re *»> Hope it was gya*

vour fttll

HEATH. MEL 6 AMII.

We re all togai no*
WOW-
Reg

HEY UMASS Manor t"'"*/^!*
to get on tho»t fln»*s untold your hands and

hWTa grt« Btrthday Love Sus* J

LAURA- ¥ou re finished w"1 'he LSAT s

and«wdy now to seriously celebrate your

B Oay' We love yon and win m«s you next

ainester enoept your sweew*
Love your roomnvjaae

M *' !

'^wt«M»nSl Surtf

Smithto» '87

MIKEY |B* * F -

m I LOve You Jv**1

THE SISTERS ANO SLeOOfS 0^^
piedo- Oar** •"<> a»»»-

Congratuio'

PI2ZA

SERVICES

CUSTOM ***** knm«3»«**^ «»P«^

or spec* orders 5»*-*» r2

INTERVIEWING wUh Hflh TtK^f^^
yourimerv*w«igGu^.

Bm 6 consultant 60

^96, 70-p^ SMI «»•» "£**£
Sand check or money«r*»W ^J
SeSirw PO Bo. 8694 Red San. NJ

0T701

LEGAL QUESTIONS-' Tne Leg* S«
LC

. ... .... mB Miianrirr.
^.f«Tiiwi \i

qfyo f^ajwjifcal

Center 545 1995

NEED A BABY SI 1

ins vt

PREGNANT?
i^eed a pregnancy

ALTERNATIVES
5S63000

% ate» 6PM

8BB19S9

ST. JUOf

O GLORIOUS APOSTLE

/ALLE*

WATCH

fun

PERSONAL

( BRANC FLOOR

OVERSEAS JOB

• TELEVISION
•

Color 13 RCA
$50 or BO

Call 253-21 7B

PART-TIME JOBS''

•Career ops

Call 584-9630

SUPPLEMENT YOUR INCOME! Earn $100

lor each boo- """'i
12 '?

7*' 14*5

le MOrt Enterprises Dept M Bo»

0751 New York NY 10024-0539

POODEE
ant oe la'

we can

HAPPY ?1ST BIRTHDAY

We love you

Love
Jean
Diane
M
Dena

PROFESSIONAL DJ S

LAZER TECH AUOIO

ROOMMATtr WANTED

FEMALE ROOMATE '

HOUSEMATE wanted 4 ry
near c»>-

cwg 184 to

349-608;

ONE BEDROOM m a 2 bedroor"

S Deertieia on i>

545 1028 or 665-8230 Must see

TRAVEL

^INGBRf

TYPING

TYPING WORD PROCES'-

WORKPROCESSING

WAN

DAYCARE ••'•' 1'^ mH*^ EJS
r

51J1^ Qf Reasonable sots-see i



SPORTS
pwhgll s,irviv*s 'Rhode' test, butts URI Rams 16-13

By ADRIENNE MATT
Collegian Staff

To characterize the outcome of Satur

day's University of Massachusetts Rhode

Island football game as lucky would not be

too far off the mark.

"Sometimes you're better off lucky than

good." said head coach Jim Reid, as was the

case as UMas? delivered the Rams a 16-13

deficit UMass (3-0-1 > completed its third

straight victory, as URI (3 2-0) dropped its

second straight

Luck and tnne proved iO be UMass

redemption vkhen kicker Marco Gabrielli

and holder Ron Blauvelt fudged a point

after when UMass had rallied to tie URI

13-all with 14:21 in the fourth quarter.

In the final drive of the game, UMass

.-tarted on its own 32 yard line and sue

cessfully reached the Rams' 11. Blauvelt

and Gabrielli attempted again from 28

yards out and the ball soared straight

through the uprights with 43 second left

in the game, to push UMiss to the 16-13

win.

"The first time (the ball was bobbled], I

panicked," said Gabrielli. "The second time

I thought 'If the ball's not there, I'll wait,'

but we connected and put it up."

The game became a tit-for-tat session

when UMass initiated the scoring drive at

8:1 1 in the first quarter. Quarterback Gary

Wilkos passed off and pitched back to

tailback John Johnson and fullback David

Mitchell to gain the 79 yards needed to set

up a three-yard touchdown pass to Johnson.

Gabrielli completed the PAT.

The Rams answered about one minute

later when URI quarterback Kevin Neville

completed a four-yard pass in the end zone

to flanker Mike Rogers, creating a 7-up

match.
Ram kicker Cassara connected twice for

URI in the third quarter on 33 and 35-yard

field goals, upping UMass 13-7.

"They were unpredictable," said

Johnson. "We found their weakness and

started working inside more."

UMass responded to the pressure twice

in the fourth, with a 17-yard touchdown

from Johnson and the final field goal from

Gabrielli.

"Today we made them look good,' said

Ram quarterback Kevin Neville. "We've

got to be proud of the way we played."

Collegian Mr photo

Tailback John Johnson, pictured here against Boston University, scored

two touchdowns and carried 24 times for 101 yards against Rhode Island

Saturday. UMass beat the Rams 16-13.

Field hockey splits
The University of Massachusetts field hockey team

split its weekend in Pennsylvania, defeating St.

Joseph's 4 on Saturday, and losing Sunday, 3-2, to

Saturday was a day of firsts for UMass. Elise

McDevitt netted two goals, her first of the year, while

Joy Blenis and Jean Salisbury each scored their first

goals of the season.

Ninth ranked Temple proved to be too much for the

10th ranked Minutewomen. Jane Catanzaro scored

twice to lead the Owls to a 3-2 victory.

Mara Frattasio scored her sixth goal of the year, and

Kerri Fagan added one. but it was not enough as Tem-

ple went on to win the game.

L Mass is off until Friday when they host New Hamp

shire at Totman Field.
_^^ uprQN

Soccer teams split weekend results

• Reds shutout UNH, 2-0 • Minutemen tie VRI, M

The mens gymnastics team is looking tor a

manager /statistician, if if interested call coach Roy

Johnson at 545-0815 or stop by Boyden room 248A in the

morning _

Midnight Madness: The finals of an open three-on-three

tournament wiB be played, for prizes, at Midnight Madness

on Sunday Oct 14 Entries will be accepted today. Oct

9. from IO am - noon m Bcyden room 227. Both men

s

and women's teams may enter

For more information, call Brian Gorman at 545-1794

Intramurals: Enties for volleyball (men/women/co-rec)

are due today. Oct. 9 Cross country and ice hockey

begin competition Oct IO There will be a tennis players

meeting at 6 pm Oct IO For more information call

545-0022 or stop by Boyden room 215

By SAM SILVERSTEIN
Collegian Staff

Two goals in the last 10 minutes helped the University

of Massachusetts women's soccer team beat New England

rival New Hampshire Saturday, 2-0.

Beating UNH, which entered the game at 6 1-1 and

ranked just behind the Reds in the New England poll was

a major step toward ending a "snakebitten streak for

UMass, said coach Jim Rudy.

Since beating California-Berkeley on Sept. 15 UMass

had won just once. Saturday's win improved UMass to

5-4-1, and keeps the Reds near the top of the regional

scene

UMass is scrapping with five or six strong teams in the

area including Connecticut, Brown, Hartford, UNH, and

Vermont for a playoff spot, said Rudy. "We're still in

it, we have a good chance," he said.

The Reds outshot UNH 19-7 and forced freshman

goalkeeper Molly Kirchner into making 13 saves^ The

Wildcats mustered just one shot on goal in the second halt

against sophomore Skye Eddy.

"We really felt like we deserved to win. Our problem

has been finishing. We minimized their chances and shut

down their goal scorers. Our midfield totally dominated

about the entire game,'' said Rudy.

UMass took a 1-0 lead with 10 minutes to play. Lisa

Mickelson sent a corner kick toward the top of the penal

ty area, where Holly Hellmuth jumped and volleyed the

ball at the goal. Kim Eynard "came out of nowhere," said

Rudy, to deflect the ball with her head into the goal.

Two minutes later, April Kater took a feed from

Mickelson, held off two defenders, and scored to give

UMass the 2-0 win.

By GREG SUKIENNIK
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts men's soccer team kept

alive its hopes of making the Atlantic 10 tournament by

tying Rhode Island 11 in two overtimes Sunday

The Minutemen. now 12 1 m A 10 play, nearly won th<

game with six minutes left, but Ram goalie John McG

stopped a Dan Lawrence penalty kick to preserve the tit

UMass had tied the game with 10 minutes left in regi.

tion on Andrew Bird's second goal of the year A scram

ble in front of the Ram goal followed a Peter McEvoy cross,

and UMass midfielder Tom Novajasky eventually took

control of the ball and shuttled it off to Bird, who blasted

the ball into the net from close range.

"We played much better than we had the past three

games," said UMass coach Jeff Get tier. UMass was "real-

ly dangerous," on offense said Gettler

Rhode Island struck first, when Rtc Martinez connected

on a penalty kick early in the second half, which Gettlei

described as "pretty
."

The two teams combined for 48 fouls and five yellow

cards.

The tie puts UMass into a three way tie for fifth pi

with Rhode Island and West Virginia in the Atlantic 10

latest standings. All four tSSM h.t\. » points, whil

fourth plac mgtnn isonl> one point ah*

The top four teams make th<- tournament

'We're still alive and vying for a spot." said Gettler t f

his team's tournament cha And it would really hel »

our program if we were to get in

545-0022 or stop by Boyden room 215 ——— ——— ^
UMass cross country teams stumble \ Equestrian team

_ mm m. it m_ TTf nr* 4-rklr/\n 4-V*-«i*»rl rvlor»£>
PCs Hendricken sets mark • Men fall to UConn, PC

By DAN WETZEL
Collegian Correspondent

The University of Massachusetts women's cross coun-

try team finished third Friday in a tri-meet with Pro

vidence and Connecticut as Providence runner Geralden

Hendricken shattered the UMass course record by more

than a minute.

The final score was Providence 15, UConn 57, and

UMass 69.

Hendricken finished the three mile course in 17:05; the

former record was 18:13.

'She is in a class of her own," said UMass head coach

Julie LaFreniere. "Hendricken is from Ireland and is one

of the best runners in the country

It seems the whole Providence team is in a class of its

own. Ranked No. 4 in the country, the Friars swept the

first six places and added an 8th-place finish to dominate

the race.

"They are outstanding," said LaFreniere."We just can

not compete with a team like that."

LaFreniere said she was happy with the performance

of Kelly Liljebald, who finished 9th overall. Lilljebald, a

freshman, finished in 18:19, almost a minute better than

her last race

By KEITH BENNETT
Collegian Correspondent

Prior to his team's meet against the University ofCon

necticut and Providence College on Friday, University of

Massachusetts coach Ken O'Brien knew that his team

would be hard-pressed to compete against these two high-

caliber, nationally ranked teams.

Connecticut, which came into the meet ranked fourth

in New England and No. 20 in the country, scored 24

points to outdistance Providence, which came in ranked

second in New England and No. 16 in the country. Pro

vidence, which was competing without its No. 1 and No.

4 four runners, scored 47 points to finish second.

The Minutemen finished third with 60 points. UMass
came into the meet as the No. 9 ranked team in New
England, and O'Brien had hoped that his team might per

form well Friday and make other teams in the area take

notice of the Minutemen. After the meet, however, he said

he was disappointed by his team's showing.

"These are two great teams," O'Brien said of Connec

ticut and Providence, "but I'm discouraged that we were

beaten so badly. I felt as though we should have run bet

ter. I thought we were ready to make a little more noise
"

Connecticut's Andy Ball (25:23) took first. Senior Jon

Corso was the first UMass runner to finish, in sixth place

takes third place
By JEN FATKIN
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts squestrian U

finished third and Mount Holyoke and Smith finish d

first and second at the Mount Holyoke Int. Tcollegis'e

Horse Show on Saturday, in which 11 teams compet. I

The UMass team was strong in the flat classes, wt

the riders are judged on their equitation at the «

trot and canter (WTC) in a flat arena Individual tea n

members earned a total of sixteen ribbons in their dr I

sion flat classes.

Five first place ribbons were awarded to Allis< n

Devico (novice division). Michael Conway (advanc d

WTC). Rachel Williams and Melody Mcllwraith (beg-fi-

ner WTC) and Theresa Krajewski (beginner WT).

Three second place ribbons were awarded to K^le

Dewey (open), Elizabeth Guillet (novice) and Krist ne

Blake (advanced WTC).
The team received a total of eight ribbons, from th rd

to sixth place, in the jumping classes, where riders -re

judged on their equitation skills over a course of

to eight fences. Fences range in height from 3 fee

3 foot 9, and only those competitors at the open

termediate and novice levels compete

to

111
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Vigil protests, mourns killing of Palestinians
By MARC ELLIOTT
Collegian Correspondent

About 50 people attended a candlelight

vigil protesting and mourning the death?,

of the 19 Palestinians killed in a confron

tation with EsrssU police Monday
The vigil, which wa> sponsered by the

Pak^t ine Solidarity Committee <PS<

held on the Amherst Common.

"By gathering here, said Eqbal Ahmad,

pr« a Hampshire Collet are af-

firming We are affirming our humanit

\V, .,!. affirming .Jewish humanity We are

affirming Palestinian humanity And that

has to be don. ially in these tim<

when anger and hatred can take o\.

The vigil began at 7 p.m.. ending in

siience about an hour later Ahmad spoke

to the crowd for about a half hour

"Word will get out there. 1 hope." h<- -

"by word of mouth, somebody will write a

let mm newspaper report m.«

picked up. People who ;n

mg isolated, fearful, will pick up pieces of

information. I know this from expenen

And you will be that piece of information

that gives these people hope

BOOM person were there to protest, others

to mourn, said one of the organizers, a

npshire College student and member of

the PSC who asked not to be named

"I can't speak for everyone here, but I

believe we're here, not because we're go-

ing to make a political demonstration out

of it, but because we're upset internally

"There's an emotional void that can't be

filled from standing here and watching the

violence take place there, and from wat-

ching IDF I Israeli Defense Force) open up

with live ammunition on civilians." she

said, so we just stand here with these

candles and just mourn these deaths."

"If you're going to have a political rally.

that's to achieve some end. that l to make

M gain The gain here is to let out our

iis."

Others had different reasons for being at

the vigil. Robin Varghe.->e, 22, another

member of the PSC and a UMass student,

said that he was there to protest.

We're basically here to take note that

the Israeli government, not for the first

time, ignored the rights, wishes, and digni

ty of then religious mstituions and sects,"

he said.

Varghese went on to say that, according

to the Palestinian accounts that he has

heard thus far. the trouble began when the

Israeli government ordered the crowd of

Inn and Christian Palestinians in and

around the mosque. Al Aqsa, to disperse

When the crowd resisted, the soldiers

fired. Vargheae said

The crowd mi n the mosque to defend

it from extremist groups that were rumored

to be on their way to destroy Al Aqsa.

"Every year on Sukkoht <a Jewish holy

day), at least in recent memor\ extremi-t

groups call for it. You see the location of

Al Aqsa is supposed to be the location of

the first temple of Soloman. They call for

the destruction of the mosque and the

rebuilding of the temple
."

Ahmad said he hoped there would be no

need for another vigil.

Professor Eqbal Ahmad of Hampshire College addresses a candlelight

vigil mourning the killing of 19 Palestinians by Isr leli police at Temple

Mount in Jerusalem on Monday. The vigil took place on Amherst Com-

mon last night.

Violence erupts in Israel
Jerusalem *AP>- Police closed th»- holy

Temple Mount yesterday and fired tear gas

after 200 Moslem worshippers tried to

break through the cordon. Jerusalem's

chut Mosisfla cleric was overcome by tear

gas and carried away on a stretcher

The closure came one day after riots on

the Temple Mount. Islam's third ho

its, in which at least 19 Palestinians were

killed and about 140 were wounded by

police gunfire

estinian leaders in thi occupied VV

Bank and the Gaza Strip have denial.

tion and announced a

stril Oiling today, tl

36th month of the anti Israeli uprising in

the territories seized during the 1967 Mid

die East war.

M,,.,d.i\ - violence forced the Palestinian

question back toward the top of the inter

1 agenda It w*i the blondie-t clash

miNOFDON TAPt 4

Souter sworn in as 105th Justice
Court rules religious groups can access public buildings

AP File Phnto

David Souter

Washington (AP»- The Supreme Court today left intact

a ruling that says public schools that allow civic groups

and others to rent school space cant refuse such access

to religious organizations.

The justices, without comment, rejected the appeal of

a Pennsylvania high school forced to rent weekend use

of its auditorium to the Campus Crusade for Christ.

The action was announced the day David H. Souter

became history's 105th justice, but he did not participate

in the case.

Souter was sworn in a brief courtroom ceremony before

all nine justices took the bench to issue orders in new cases

and hear arguments in cases to be decided by July.

In another case involving religion, the court rejected an

appeal by a small fundamentalist church in Evanston, 111.,

that blamed its trouble finding a permanent home on a

local zoning ordinance.

The court, without comment, refused to revive Love

Church's challenge to the city ordinance.

In a third case, the court turned down the appeal of a

Seattle church that says King County should have to pay

it for blocking the use of church owned land. It left intact

a Washington Supreme Court ruling that a lawsuit filed

against the county by the Presbytery of Seattle was

premature.

In other cases, the court:

- Let stand a ruling that the constitutional rights of

an emotionally disturbed Texas boy allegedly beaten by

his school principal were not violated

Ronald and Nancy Fee, said Joseph Herndon brutally

beat their 12-year-old son when he refused to submit to

being paddled three times for misbehaving in class. Hern

don and a teacher who was present said the bey was paddl

ed three times on the buttocks and that injuries he suf

fered were caused by his thrashing about on the floor as

he sought to avoid paddling.

Circumstances
come to light

in Olsen case
Editor's note This is the fourth a multipart

series examining amateur and professional press, locker

nxrni relations.

By ADRIENNE MATT
Collegian Staff

Since the initial thrust of news spread about what

allegedly happened in the New England Patriots locker

room to Boston Herald reporter Lisa Olson, more paper

in the sports sections across the nation has been oc

cupied by the subjects and their respective ston.

M

NFL Commissioner Paul Tagliabue appointed Har

vard law professor Philip Heymann to interview thost

who were allegedly involved in the Set 17 incident

Heymann will report all findings to Tagliabue only

Tagliabue will relay all pertinent information about

the investigation to the media when he deems

necessary.

Olson maintained her account of that day has not

changed. She is still at odds with Mowatt's account and

has been told that the incident was staged. During an

interview on NBC's "NFL Live." Olson said she has

received death threats since the incident.

The FBI and Boston police have been informed of the

threats and were reported to be looking into them

Olson has since reiterated her side of the story to

Hevmann and his staff.

Saturday's Boston Ghhe featured an article in which

CON1INUED ON TAGE A
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Couple offers to sell sons
MELBOURNE, Australia - An

estranged couple has offered to sell one

of their three sons, saying they need the

money to pay bills.

Phillip and Judith Walther, who live

in the small town of Moe in

southeastern Victoria state, posted

notices at a shopping center offering to

sell one of their three sons: Benjamin,

21 months; Andrew, 4; and David, 7.

The family could not be contacted for

comment yesterday, but Walther, 31,

told a television interviewer Monday he

•would have to get at least $15,000 for

one of them" to repay his debts.

Victoria's Community Services

department said it was undecided

whether the boys should be taken from

their parents.

Community Services Minister Kay

Setches said the family's case was be-

ing assessed during discussions with the

family.

"It is a matter of concern to me where

parents are driven to a situation where

they would make this offer, and what we

want to do is ensure they know the

degree of support that is available to

them," she said.

She said it was too early to consider

charges against the couple and called

the offer to sell the children a "cry for

help."

"When you look at the degree of

pressure the family is under when they

are in economic difficulties, they can be

driven to make statements they might

not want to carry out in a day or two's

time," she said.

ATTACHED TO ALCOHOL

HERE'S WHAT YOU MAY BE MISSING

J©

^$
Drinking alcohol is like pouring essential nutrients

down the drain!

• Alcohol supplies your body with empty calories while

depleting your body of essential vitamins and minerals

Learn More About Alcohol and Nutrition at the table on

the Concourse today'

Division of Moalth Educ«tionjnd_^njvgr«it]f Vending Syvicy

a>

Retail advice

straight from

the top.
What s a retail career really like? Where do you start?

How tar can you go? Are there really differences from one

retail organization to another? Hear the answers to these

questions and more when the top man of Lechmerc, CEO

and C hairman C. George Scala, speaks right here on campus

Lcchmere is one of America s leading retail companies, with

plans tor continued growth—among other things—through

the 1990s. Find out how you could tit into our plans by listening

to Mr Scala Then speak directly with select Lechmerc

Associates about our Stores Management Trainee program.

A hardlines retailer specializing in Home Electronics

and Appliances, Housewares, Leisure and Sporting Goods

products, Lechmerc proudly exercises a management

philosophy which emphasizes partnership, teamwork and

open communications That s why we re one of America's

greatest success stories

If you re interested in, or curious about a top-notch

retail career, come listen to a person who's worked his way

to the top.

Thursday, October 11th

5:30-7:30pm

Campus Center

Rooms 155-169

Refreshments will be served

See your placement office to reserve your spot.

LECHMEHE
An Equal Opportunity Employer

Iraq develops new arms
(AP) - President Saddam Hussein said

yesterday Iraq has developed a new missile

with a range of several hundred miles, long

enough to strike deep into Saudi Arabia

where tens of thousands of U.S. troops are

deployed.

In another development, a study publish-

ed this week said Iraq should be able to sur-

vive the U.N. trade embargo for at least

another six months.

Meanwhile, the Navy searched yesterday

for eight Marines missing since Monday^

Search and rescue teams have located

debris from one of the two helicopters car-

rying them, but no bodies.

Two America airmen who had

volunteered for duty in the Persian Gulf

crisis died in a jet air crash Monday in

Saudi Arabia.

In other developments:

• A U.S. Embassy official in Baghdad

said that a US-chartered Iraqi jetliner to-

day will evacuate about 350 more

Americas and a unknown number of other

foreigners from Kuwait.

• Prime Minister Toshiki Kaifu of Japan

returned home from a week-long Middle

East tour and said Arab leaders ap

predated Japan's efforts in helping Lo solve

the gulf crisis and the $4 billion in aid it

has offered.

• The killings of at least 19 Palestinian*

by police in Jerusalem on Monday set off

a barrage of Arab warnings and threats.

Some Israeli opponents said the incident,

which occurred when police fired on stone

throwers at a holy site, demonstrated the

link between the gulf crisis and the Israeli-

occupied lands.

The gulf crisis began after Iraq invaded

Kuwait on Aug. 2. Since then, the Iraqis

have massed close to 500,000 soldiers in

Kuwait. The U.S. leads a multinational

force that includes nearly 200,000 soldiers

deployed in Saudi Arabia and the region

to deter any further aggression.

Saddam has suggested that if negotia-

tions are held to solve the crisis, that all

regional conflicts, including the Palesti-

nian uprising in Israel's occupied lands also

be placed on the agenda.

Iraq's new missile is called the al-Hijara,

or Stone, Saddam said in a statement read

over state-run Radio Baghdad and

monitored in Nicosia.

"Al-Hijara became capable of reaching

targets that are hundreds of kilometers

(miles) from where it is launched," the

statement said.

"They are the new missiles which Iraq

invented." it said, it is capable of reaching

its targets from where it is launched, and

there are many al Hijaras in Iraq."

The statement did not give details on the

number of missiles Iraq p< or what

kind of warhead it can carry

The report on how long Iraq will be able

to endure the UN -a net ions, "What if Sac

turns Fail
- '." was by the intelligence unit

of the Economist, a financial newspaper

published in London It concluded that

sanctions could be damaging, but not

before late next summer

-Women's Forum
Wednesday, October 10

Lecture - Eleanor Smeal, president. Fund

for The Feminist Majority and Bill Bell.

father of 17 year-old Becky Bedll who died

in 1988 from an illegal abortion due to In

diana's parental consent law will speak on

parental consent. The event will be held at

Johnson Chapel. Amherst College at 7:30

p.m.

Wednesday, October 17

tdent of Catholics for a Frev CkotCt

I „ La tare - She will be giving a lee

ture on a pro-choice catholic perspectiv

abortion and reproductive rights. The lee

ture will be at 7:30 p.m. at Lyman Hall at

the First ('hurt he- <»t Northampton on 129

Main Street

j
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STEINBECK COLLISION REPAIR
& AUTOBODY

53 So. Prospect — Amherst Center
256-8157 256-1385

• Accepted by all insurance companies for

collision repair or glass replacement

• Imports & other unibody vehicles

are our specialty

REMEMBER it's your car and your choice of

repair facilities

i
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BRJI TOC Dinner Special for

Homecoming Weekend

Special TOC Salad, homemade bread with butter,

(little loaves)

Seafood Newburg on a patty shell

The price for this will be $9.50

Tlme:5-9pm

October 7-13th

LOCAL
AIDS Awareness Week offers information
By CHRIS MUTHER
Collegian Staff

People putting condoms on bananas with their mouths,

free dental dams, instructions on how to have safe sex —
no it's not the set of a triple X movie, it's a table on the

Campus Center Concourse.

In recognition of AIDS Awareness Week, the peer sex

education class at the University has organized a table

on the concourse which includes prize giveaways and con

tests. The week was developed in an effort to educate pen

pie about AIDS.

"It's surprising what the general public doesn't know,''

Chris Fox, a senior history major said. "Someone just ask

ed me if you can get AIDS by kissing."

Fox said the table has been receiving positive feedback

from the students. But added "they especially seem in

terested in the free condoms."

He said many students had taken a quiz on AIDS and

tried to guess how many condoms are in a glass jar to win

a trip for two to Provincetown.

Matt Richards, a sophomore psychology major, said it

is very important that students learn the difference bet

ween safe and unsafe sexual behavior.

"People need to know that using a spermicide isn't

enough." he added.

"A lot of people have misconceptions about AIDS, we've

been answering a lot of questions," Brian Jewell, a junior

communications major said.

Jewell said the peer sex education class is a two semester

class that looks at issues related to sex and sexuality that

works to educate students through workshops and

programs.
The table was also distributing a "Safer Sex Menu" that

consists of the following dishes

Light Fare
• Dry humping
• Listening to music and or dancing together

• Putting a condom on your partner

Entrees
• Petting with no clothes on

• Oral sex (fellatio! while wearing a condom
• Vaginal or anal penetration with a sex toy (no sharing)

Desserts
• Licking whipped cream or flavored nonpet roleurn based

oil off your partner's body, except for unprotected body

openings
• Masterbating while your partner watches or holds you.

Jewell said another frequently asked quest ion was den

tal dam usage. A dental dam is a piece of latex used to

cover the vagina during sex, he said.

Noelle Hogan, a teaching assistant for the course, said

the workshops and programs that are conducted in

residence halls have been "very successful" in opening

communication about m-x

< "ll»Ki«n ph«>«i> b> K X Hurkr

The AIDS Awareness Table on the Campus
Center Concourse.

National Coming Out Day
to be celebrated Thursday

National Coming Out Day will be

celebrated at the University this Thurs-

day with a number of events, including

a rally and party

National Coming Out Day originated

in 1987 after the October 11 March for

HMJ ! • -man Civil Rights whet;

600,000 people marched on Washington

DC
Tha term "coming out" or "coming out

of the closet" refers to the process for

lesbians, and bisexuals of realiz-

ing their >exual orientation and learn-

ing how to tell friends, family.

. -mployer*. and others when the

The Lesbian, Bisexual. Gay Alliance

will celebrating Coming Out Day 1990

with day long activities in the Student

I'mon Ballroom There will be a noon

kick off rally on the steps of the Student

I'mon From 12:30 p.m. to 6 p.m. in the

Student Union Ballroom then- will be

information tables, movies, videos, but

tona, music and food.

In celebration of LBGA's 20th an

niversary as a student group at UMass,

a Historical Quilt will be started. Cloth

triangles and markers will be available

for people to write their name- on. the

triangles will be sewn together to form

a banner which will become an annual

of recording the LBGA's posterity

Walk in rap group sessions will be

held in the Campus Center from 1 p.m.

to 6 p.m. for people who would like to

ask questions or talk about issues sur

rounding sexual orientation.

At 9:U) p.m. in the Sl'B the LBGA
will sponsor a Congratulations Part \ M

rate all stages of "coming out

the LBGA n
The LBGA has dubbed October 11

pink and black day" Students are en

couraged to wear pink and black to conn-

out as gay. lesbian, or bisexual or to

-how support as a heterosexual alls

- ALI WOOLWICH

Candidate states positions
Republican hopeful discusses deficit

Feminist's arrest protested
By SARAH DEMASTER
Collegian Staff

NORTHAMPTON - A group of about 35

people, predominantly women, gathered

last week at the bus stop facing the Nor

thampton District Court to protest the ar

rest and conviction of self-described

feminist activist Lisa Horan.

Horan was arrested in connection with

a Nov. 18. 1989 anti-pornography action at

Grampy's Corner Store on King Street in

Northampton. She was found guilty on

Aug. 21, 1990 of defacing pornographic

magazines. Several magazines, including

Plavbnv and Penthouse were defaced and

damage was estimated at $47.50. according

to police reports.

Holding signs and chanting "disorder in

their courts," protesters held a mock court

session and covered a flag with shredded

pornographic magazines, spray paint, and

glue to express outrage at what one partici-

pant. Lisa, termed "police harassment

Lisa did not wish to give her last name.

"It's zeroing in on feminists that are ac-

tive and trying to silence them," she said.

"Who's free speech is being protected, the

victim's or the victimizer's? Why spend

state money (to convict Horan] when pe<y

pie are raping?"
CONIINUED ON PAGE 4

By KENDRA PRATT
Collegian Staff

Andre Ryerson. the Republican can

dtdate for Amherst state representative,

said he is not running to launch a political

career, but to curb the Democratic advan

tage in the legislature which has caused

the state deficit

"I am offended when going into the

voting booth and only seeing one name m
a ballot," he said. "Massachusetts is such

a one part \ state that Democrats have a 1

to 4 advantage in the legislature and have

no competition to restrain themselv

n said his first priority as

representat ft to audit all state

agencies and departments for an efficien

For example, he said the t

number of consultants and other people

paid by state funds has not been tabul

"In terms of spending, priorities have to

be established," he said '! would depend

OB the audit to determine where the state

has been wasting mot*

Ryerson said his proposed audit would in

elude the I'niv.i -it\ which he criticize,

installing a new phone system and hiring

an outside consultant to raise funds cam
pus during the fiscal cn.-i-

He said he would provide an incentive for

UniNer-itv administrators to restructure

the campus "bureaucracv by allowing all

money saved through reforms to remain on

campus and not be sent to the state general

fund
Ryerson said he would consider a sliding

scale system for tuitions based on paren-

tal wealth.

Ryerson opposes any tax increases dur

mg the current fiscal l I

It is the wrong time to impose new

taxes." he said "Tl - current fi

disaster is the result of poor leg

judgement and unrest r ftiaad spending."

Kverson said he can neither support or

oppose the tax rollback petition, ballot

rendum question number three, that

would reduce taxes to 198 >" the

middle of this fiscal vear The petition has

been heavily criticize*! cuts a mid

year rollback won! human
ea and education fundus Bft <id he

would not ftOtO for or against the petition

Me iong term goal to return us to T

m absurd thing U>

rollback asks to do it mstantlv.' he

said.

.ng th< und of cuts im

plemented b> Gov Dukakis as an example

of how the pi rnment cannot

rmme what nding. 1

said he did not think the legislature

could make the ru

paaoaf
"Duk

SO far. he cut \elei

from the bu I

I
I

mikiht do infear what question three

hands of people who don't ft

in the best hands, it seem ebviou

M that you can't do this overnight

.•rson. a resident of Pelham. has DJ

held an elected position He has been an

pointed as a member to the Finance Com
mittee of Pelham. the Capital Plan Com
mittee of Pelham and the State Advi

Committee to the US Commission on

Civil Right-

Cars, minors and alcohol
By PRESTON P
Collegian Staff

FORMAN

If underage students knew the penalties

for driving a 21 year-old buddy to the

package store for a case of beer, perhaps

they would think twice

Or so Philip Cavanaugh, associate direc

tor in the Department of Public Safety,

would like to think. In 1989, as the Univer

>ity Police court attache, he dealt with

more than a 100 minors in possession of

alcohol at the Northampton District Court.

Cavanaugh said while ignorance of the

law is not a defense, too often students in

the Pioneer Valley, and especially at the

University of Massachusetts, are ignorant

of alcohol violation laws, which could result

in license suspension if convicted.

He said students often are the victim of

doing a friend a favor.

"Here's an example, I'm 21 years old but

I don't have a car and I ask a friend on my
floor — someone who is not 21 — to give me
a ride to the store," he said. "The kid

doesn't even go into the store."

Cavanaugh said if this student is then

pulled over by police while he is carrying

alcohol without the student's parents be

ing in the car, the student will be arrested

and charged with transportation of

alcoholic beverages by a minor.

"When we stop this car — and we always

stop the student for something trivial, like

a headlight out — the officer peers in the

CONIINUfD ON PAGE 4

Collegian photo by Uondi Ah*arn

H-E-E-E-Y, HAY BABY - a newly-harvested hay field on North Plea-

sant Street in Amherst.
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alcohol laws
CONTINUED TROM PAGE 3

back of the car with his flashlight to protect himself

and there is the beer," he said.

Cavanaugh said the 'real kicker" is that the stu

dent's friend is never arrested and goes "scot-free." The

underage person is liable for more than $100 in fines

and a potential suspension of the driver's license for

three months.
"It's a hell of a price to pay for a case of beer,"

Cavanaugh said.

Another law students are often misinformed about

are forgery or altercation of drivers licenses.

Cavanaugh said. He said few students are aware that

conviction of holding a fake license is a five year felony.

"We catch a student with beer and that's possession

but then we find the fake ID," he said.

If convicted, the registrar of motor vehicles may
revoke the an underage person's right to operate for

one year and if the student was driving at the time of

the incident, the registrar may also revoke registra-

tion on the car for up to one year.

"Not only does the registrar get your license for up

to one year but the car registration may also be taken

for up to one year." he said. "And the court does not

care if it's your parent's car or your car.

" The student is going to such trouble to get alcohol

and it is such a gamble," he said, it's a five-year felony

conviction and in most cases corporations will not hire

such people."

protest
CONTINUED TROM TAGE 3

Gayle Kielson. another participant, read a list ofwomen

who have been sentenced to life or several years in prison

for killing their abusers.

"These women have much in common. They were all

violently abused, were almost killed, and have no criminal

record," Kielson said. "After the killing, done in self-

defense, they cooperated with the courts. Did justice

prevail?"

Olsen Case

The crowd answered, "No."

Horan, who had originally planned to appeal the con-

viction, appeared in court last Friday morning to drop the

appeal, but on the condition that the charges are drop

ped. She said will refuse to pay restitution.

However, the judge did not appear, and Horan said she

walked out. This is the second time a judge has not ap-

peared for a pretrial conference with Horan, she said.

"My decision to resist this has to do with talking to other

activists," Horan said. "I'm taking a moral stand."

CONIINUED FROM PAGE 1

Zeke Mowatt said he passed a lie detector test regarding

the alleged sexual harassment of Olson in the Pat's locker

room. The article mentioned the five-hour long question-

ing session which Mowatt "endui >d" as well as the

qualifications of George Slattery, who administered the

Mowatt s attorney, Robert Fraley, said the passed t

exonerated Mowatt. "NFL Live" reported Mowatt was

considering suing both the Patriots and owner Victor

Kiam. The Pat's did not comment, saying the case is in

the hands on Heymann and his staff.

In other team/media relations, Cincinnati Bengals head

coach Sam Wyche did not allow USA Today reporter

Denise Tom into the Bengals* locker room after their loss

to the Seattle Seahawks.

Jerusalem
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

in Jerusalem since the 1967 war, and the higher

single-day death toll in the uprising.

Arab leaders denounced the use of deadly force by

Israeli police

The European Community's executive body today

also condemned the Temple Mount violence and call

ed for new efforts to make peace. And Enrique Baron

Crespo of Spain, president of the European Parliament,

called on Israel to "cease using arms" and open peace

talks with the Palestinians.

Moslem leaders said today's closure of the Temple
Mount marked the first time police had blocked entry

to the 35-acre site since Israel captured the surroun

ding Old City in 1967.

Also today, hundreds of masked youths thre^

at police in three other neighborhoods of Jerusalem,

and widespread protect- were reported in Israeli Arab
town.-.

V y An Academic Year Abroad
^^^^^S in the Arts and Humanities

A+— \ year or semester ol undergraduate study im
merscd m the life and culture of Florence. The pro

uram combines university courses with individual

tutorials and language study and, tor students of
the arts, work with Italian artists. SARAH
h»r intctmutxtn and an application AYVR K Mft*
Sarah LswrctH* College In Florence
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WEDNESDAY, OCT. 10, 1990
5:00pm matinee showing $1 .50

7, 9, & 1 1 pm shows $2.50

IN STUDENT UNION
BALLROOM

Sponsored by Club Manager's Association

(in HRTA Dept.)

UMass Arts Council

GRANT PROPOSAL DEADLINE

The next deadline for submission
of grant proposals for

arts-related projects and events:

Friday, October 26

Guidelines and application forms

are available at the Arts Council

office and the Student Activities

Office

UMass Arts Council

125 Herter Hall. 545-0202

^MS
Now Playing

The Two Jakes

Mon-Thurs one show
7:30

Fn-Sun two shows
7:00 and 9:30

Student Discount
with valid I.D.

HOUSING EXEMPTION APPLICATIONS

Frosh, Sophomores and Stockbridge students who
wish to live off-campus for the Spring 1991 Semester
should apply for an exemption from the on-campus
housing regulation. Housing Exemption Applications
are now available in the Housing Assignment Office
Room 235 Whitmore. Applications are due no later
than Friday, October 26, 1990. Please submit all

plications to the Housing Assignment Office,
> Whitimore.

* IMPORTANT NOTES: Please read carefully*

• • The Exemption Committee will only meet once
This is the only opportunitv you will have to apply
for off-campus permission for the spring 1991
semester. Please, make sure you apply in time.

• • Signing a lease is not valid grounds for receiving
an exemption from the on-campus housing
requirement DO NOT SIGN A LEASE UNTIL YOU
RECEIVE AN EXEMPTION. Any student who signs
a lease without prior approval from the Housing
Assignment Office is responsible for all on-campus
fees and will be required to live on-campus.

Thank you

EDITORIAL/OPINION
he opinions on this page are those ol the individual write ma

UMass: The
good ol' days

In my senior year, I've become quite nostalgic.

I remember what UMass used to be like, just three years

ago. About 75 percent of the student population of UMass
was not here my freshman year.

For those of you who fit this category and are still

reading this, let me give you a little history lesson: UMass
History 101 — Then and Now.

Mark B. Adler

WCLCoMC TO LEWIS

In September 1987, the campus looked different. There

was no Visitors Center, and Undergraduate Admissions

was in Whitmore; Gorman House was a wreck; the

Polymer Science building was a lawn; and the Isle of Ewe
was accessible from both ends.

I've changed immensely, too.

I was a math majcr, drove a VW. voted Republican and

ate a lot. I was in love. I couldn't juggle, write a paper

or name all the U.S. presidents in order. My roommate
provided the carpet, fridge and stereo. I respected the RAs.

I didn't have a job, any Beatles albums or a good GPA.
I remember when the Newman Center had cigarettes;

AT&T ran the dorm phones without Personal Security

Codes; and BKO had some really nasty parties. We
painted our doors, enjoyed co-ed bathrooms, and my RA
bought me beer.

But the upperclassmen were recalling the "World Series

Brawl" the previous October: the Mets beat the BoSox and

several Black students in Southwest were also beaten in

the near-riot that followed.

By February 1988, discontent among students of color

for the administration's poor handling of another racial

lult case led to a takeover of the New Africa House.
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If Madson only

read newspapers
Students rallied and marched to Whitmore and left

messages. Students, the people who this University is sup

posedly for, took action against further cutbacks to the

Everywoman's Center.

So far, our benevolent patriarch, Dennis Madson, hasn't

gotten a clue. Maybe he didn't read the messages. So in

light of this, I figured I'd dedicate my weekly space to him.

Most people read newspapers. I certainly hope Dennis

Madson does. You see, if Dennis Madson reads

newspapers, he may know why the EWC is needed so bad

ly on this campus.

Pamela McCarthy
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Takeovers were nothing new to UMass. The previous

year some buildings were invaded by students led by Amy
Carter and the takeover guru himself. Abbie Hoffman

In later years, students took over Morrill, the Grad Tower

and Whitmore to protest research for the Department of

Defense.

Back in the spring of 1988, the Massachusetts Miracle

was still supporting UMass and Dukakis was running for

president. We were all excited.

But soon after his defeat in November, we learned that

the Miracle was a fake and we might have up to $5 million

cut from the UMass budget. Only $5 million.

We should have been so lucky.

Since then the main job of the Student Trustee has been

to lead the fight against budget cuts. The students erected

"Cutback City" by the Student Union, and the library put

up a billboard, crying out for funds.

We have a hiring freeze, a spending freeze, a severe drop

in enrollment and a decline in prestige

Our teachers have reluctantly become political. They

wear GEO buttons saying "UMass works because we do"

and preach "Vote No on 3."

I don't blame them.

I used to be so proud of the school that I freely chose

over a more famous college, and I was sure that its

prestige would get me into a good grad school.

Now, I wonder. "Will I get my class? Will my depart

ment be shut down'' Can I graduate on time?"

Despite all these changes in the University and myself,

one good thing stays the same: the RA on my floor still

buys me beer

Mark B Adler is a historian, juggler. Resident Assis-

tant BOG Fanlitir* (Coordinator and UMass student

SAT's built-in bias
While reading the October 2 issue, I found myself

agreeing with Thomas DeFreitas' column, "The Vir-

tues of Academia." He made a valuable point regar-

ding students' attitudes about education. I agreed with

his proposal that the federal government spend less

money on defense and more on education. He had me
on his side throughout the column, until the last

paragraph.
Assigning roommates by SAT score? Surely,

everyone, including Mr. DeFreitas, is by now aware

of the growing controversy over these tests. The ques-

tion of whether or not these tests are an accurate

measure of intelligence has been in debate for some

time now. Are we to use such a dubious test of in

telligence to assign roommates?
It has been argued that the SATs contain built-in

biases against women and minorities. It has been pro-

ven that they are not necessarily correlated with

grades. Studies have found that the tests bear little

relevance to intelligence and performance in school.

High scores on the SAT aren't a sign of intelligence.

they are a sign of how well the student can beat the

test. SAT courses don't teach math and verbal skills,

they teach students how to outsmart the test - what

kinds of tricks to use to solve math problems and how

to eliminate incorrect choices to come up with the right

one.

Furthermore, this test doesn't measure whether or

not the student will take college seriously It is possi-

ble that students with above average SAT scores may
still spend all their time "living for the next keg party

."

Even if we did have a test that could accurately

measure intelligence, would assigning roommates by

these tests ensure happiness? Or, more importantly,

would such a system guarantee "an atmosphere in

which there are no hindrances to education?"

I'm sure that there are students with SAT scores as

high as Mr. DeFreitas' who play music too loud, leave

the room a mess and snore. Good rapport between

roommates cannot be ensured by an intelligence tests.

and especially not one that has been proven inaccurate

on so many counts.

This idea is elitist as well as ignorant.

Bronwen Pardes
Central

Anorexia and bulimia are two eating disorders that

wreak havoc on a woman's (it can happen to men. but

face it, women are usually the ones who have it) mind and

body. They can do nasty things to you, like hurt your

chances of ever having a child, cause intestinal problems

and rip your esophagus to shreds, not to mention the fact

that it causes more emotional stress for the afflicted and

their loved ones.

So what does Dennis do? He slashes the support group-

for eating disorders. That's smart.

If Dennis Madson reads the newspapers, he may realize

that sexual harassment exists. Maybe he doesn't care —
after all. the chances of him ever experiencing it are slim.

to say the very least.

But most women have experienced it to a certain degt

(And in case any of you were wondering, yes. I h

perienced it. > Unfortunately, we have no place to turn to

for support and advice. You see, that's not an important

issue, according to our benevolent patriarch.

If Dennis Madson reads the newspapers, he may under-

tand that there are women here, in this country, in this

state and on this campus, that have concerns of pregnan

cy, date rape, violence and safety

Many of us need the counseling that the EWC offers for

these issues. Right now. he's claiming to make an effort

to keep a rape crisis facility for us. How very generous

Obviously, Madson thinks the only problem we have is

rape. Yes. it is the world's oldest sport. Yes. it is wrong,

and any man who does it deserves to rot in hell. But it *

not the only thing affecting us.

If Dennis Madson reads the newspapers, he'd realize

that one out of 10 women are lesbian or bisexual Quite

a thing to deal with if you think you may not be straight

If it were me. I'd need someone to talk to If it w ere a friend

of mine. I'd listen, but let's face facts - I'm not expenenc

ed in coming out. The EWC would do a better job counsel

ing these women than I ever could

If Dennis Madson reads the newspapers, he knows that

there are unique problems for women of color. Or maybe

he buys the myth that Yankees aren't racist Women «.t

color have a two-ton cross to bear, charitably given to them

by men and White society They not only have sexism to

deal with, but racism. Yet the Bridge Program, a program

especially for women of color, is gone Outta here

Funny. It's our money they are messing with. We pay

for this school through our tuition and our taxe- ( ibvious-

ly. we don't count, even though we are providing our

benign patriarchs with the dough they are using for a new-

phone system and cable television It is painfully i

where their priorities lie

Not every woman will feel she needs the Everywoman's

Center. But it is reassuring to know that it is there, that

any woman who needs help can get it We are citizen-

We are students. We've paid this money through tuition

and taxes. We deserve more.

Are you reading us, Dennis?

Pamela McCarthy is a Collegian columnist

Whitmore should rethink its position on LSO and EWC
Have you ever noticed how much Whit

more looks like a fortress?

A friend of mine once told me it was built

that way on purpose. She said that when

it was constructed in the late 1960s, the

designers deliberately modeled it after a

medieval fortress.

Ted Chambers

This way the building could be easily

shut down to prevent hordes of60s radicals

from taking over the chancellor's office

every other week I don't know if any of this

is true, but it sounds nice.

Anyway, these days the need for "Fort

Whitmore" has long since passed.

Once in a while they are still forced to

lock the doors and sit out some minor stu

dent disturbance like the CIA protests in

1986 or last fall's student strike. But other

than situations like these, things have

been relatively quiet on this campus for the

last 10 years or so.

In fact, lately the administration acts as

though they want more student activism

After a decade of encouraging complici-

ty and apathy, many administrators are

apparently rethinking their position on

student activism now that they are faced

with the prospect of unemployment.

Some of the vice chancellors are even

training students to be better activists.

They arm us with facts and figures about

the budget and then herd us like sheep to

Beacon Hill where we are supposed to act

as their mouthpiece.

In return for this service, they balance

their budget on our backs by raising our

tuition and fees. And then, to add insult to

injury, they refuse to deal with us in good

faith on student issues like the Legal Ser

vices Office and the Everywoman's Center.

This summer the administration refused

to return to the Legal Services Office the

power to litigate on behalf of students, even

after the LSO promised not to sue the

University.

Some administrators are admittedly still

bitter because of a multi million dollar set

tlement that the LSO won for a student in

1985, who claimed that her civil rights had

been violated by University officials.

The administration retaliated by taking

away the LSO's powers to litigate on behalf

of students.

For five years, the administration has

been making us pay for their mistake.

With no legal recourse, indigent students

have been vulnerable to greedy landlords

and auto mechanics, sexual harassment

and civil rights violations.

And now. because of the budget cuts, the

Everywoman's Center has been all but

eliminated, leaving women on this campus

with virtually no support or counseling

services.

In spite of this, though, students are ex

pected to pick up the sword and fight to

save the "fortress," which is now m danger

of toppling from forces outside of this

campus.
This semester there is bound to be a lot

of activity on and off campus surrounding

the budget cuts.

Students should refuse to participate un

til the administration is willing to deal

with us in good faith.

Give us back the LSO and the

Everywoman's Center.

Ted Chambers is UMuss student
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FREE 6 pack
of Diet or reg Cokei
When you buy a
LARGE PIZZA

GOOD ON CARRY OUT OR DELIVERY

Buy any large pizza or 12 pan pizza at

egular pr.ce. and get another v^h equal 01

fewer toppngs-for just 3>I.W

256-8911
We $1.99 PIZZ

Redeem
Pizza Hut,
Avanti,
Bruno's
Coupons

Exptres 11/1/90

No* good with any other offer

Expires 11/1/90

Safe. Friendly. Free Delivery

'Not good with any other offer

CELEBRATE!
National Coming Out Day
Thursday, October 11

and 20 Years for the UMass
Lesbian Bisexual Gay Alliance

Wear pink and black on Thursday to come out. or to show

your support for LBG people 1

Thursday's events:

Student Union Steps noon kick off rally

Student Union Ballroom 12:30 to 6 00 info. food, music.

and the LBGA Historical Quilt

9 30pm SUB CONGRATULATIONS PARTY

OUR BEST SHOE AND BOOT COLLECTION

AT ANNIVERSARY SALE PRICES
Strut offers more options, more possibilities, more selection than any other ~ >M

shoe store for m.les around Our exclusive collection un.tes old world
^ ^

craftsmanship, classic design & innovative style / \

OUR 1 3th ANNIVERSARY SALE jL^
Come see our inspirational selection of shoes and boots from Unisa. Joan

& Sfvia^o^iac^Vhats What. 3andol.no. Kenneth Cole. Glacee. Jan, ^
Nickels Sam & L.bby. Vittono Rtcci. Paloma. Via Sp*ga and our own line "f^^
o) European imports all at prices lower than the big department stores I ^gfc*
If you re looking for casual elegance, dramatic designs up-to-the-minute

tj^£
trends or classically conventional footwear, you can find it at btrui Vf

GET A HEAD START SHOP TODAY' J^ >

25-40% OFF ml
4 DAYS ONLY OCT. 10-1 3th fl' ' K

STRUT M
SHOES FOR WOMEN ^^'

197 MAIN ST NORTHAMPTON

COLLEGE PIZZA

FALL SPECIAL
Subs • Salads • Spaghetti • More

Small Cheese
Large Cheese

2 additional toppings only $1 more

549-6098 549-6073

$3.50
$5.99

two \ X N XXSXNNVNVNVXNNNN

Dr. Virginia D. Harper D.C.

'Dedicated |a u> atmg the cause not the symptom

6Univer-m Drive .it Newmarket Center

Amhei husetts

413 549 0335

\bu asked for

a computer that's real

college material.

We heard you

The ideal computer for college needs certain things.

Like a mouse, to make it easy to us*. Preloaded

v,ft warr , that'll let you create impressive papers with

graphics and spreadsheets. And great tools, like a

notepad, calendar and cardfile. It should also be

expandable, so it can grow with your needs.

The IBM Personal System^' has all this at

a special student price.* And if you buy before

December 31 . 1990, you'll receive a JUM * Certificate

fntitling vou to a round-trip ticket for Sl49**/$249.**

Plus a free THH Getaway* Student Discount Card

application. You'll also get a great low price on the

PRODIGY* service.

The PS/2* is perfect for college because you

told us just what you needed. And no one knows what

it takes to be real college material better than you.

Open M-F 9-5

Sat. 10-3

^i/U^LYS^STT Located in the Campus CentermSTORE^
Students bring your parents to the University Store on Saturday, September 15 to check out the great

dials from IBM A representative from IBM will be present frcm 10-5 to answer any quest.ons.

.•» - -
im-ji- «Mi iM ««,iut.nr»intf ouwr«a»«eM r>»*.t^ V«d«™.SoM^ *!?*!!5L»

i^m,n^«eKir."»iju«|i5 '99- MM) MMTM 5 '«' -*s*-.«m,.«, t«f.,snon 'elurxJaOie '41*, advance

FOCUS
Diversity courses combat racism
Gen Ed requirements increase awareness
By AL ARPAD
Collegian Staff

Many students at the University of Massachusetts ap

proach their General Education requirements from a prac-

tical standpoint.

In order to graduate, every student must take a set

number of courses carrying certain designations. Of these,

the courses carrying a Diversity designation are perhaps

the least understood and the most difficult ones to

schedule. As recently as the Fall 1989 semester, the

University was short of more than 2000 seats in Diversi-

ty classes, according to a Faculty Senate report.

Because many schools have no comparable designation,

transfer students can face a particularly difficult time in

scheduling their last year or two of classes, according to

professor Ronald Reid, who advises transfer students for

the Communications Department.

In addition, the University can be infuriatingly inflex-

ible about Gen. Ed. requirements. In 1988, Norman

Aitken, Associate Provost for Undergraduate Education,

straightforwardly told a group of academic advisors that

students should not try to substitute other courses for their

Gen. Ed. requirements. "Appeals for substitutions will not

be heard," he said, according to an article in the Campu$

Chronicle.

Why are the Gen. Ed. designations so important that

they can't be appealed? How were the requirements ar-

rived at? And can Diversity designated classes really im-

prove race relations on campus, as indicated by the Facul

Senate response to the 1987 Hurst Report'1

I'nder^tanding the General Education requirements,

particularly those with Cultural Diversity designation,

calls for some history Educators have long carried on a

debate about what to teach, arguing about what body of

knowledge is m vital to understanding society, that all

students -hould study it regardless of their majors.

The Birth of Diversitv

U«tU the early 1970s, the Universit> ofMlMirtlUH

Gen Ed. list included two writing courses in the English

department, one public speaking course, two courses in

Western Literature, and distribution requirements in

math, science, and the social sciem •

This system came under attack during the 1960s for

-everal reasons First, some students resented having to

lake courses thev didn't consider 'relevant'' to their in

dividual fields of inquiry. In addition, pressure was grow-

ing all over the country to diversify "the canon," an in-

formal list of great works traditionally at the heart of a

required courses of study.

Finally, the University was growing at such a rapid rate

that even the residence halls could no longer accommodate

the incoming students. Naturally, the programs which

handled the hasic courses were stretched to their limit

In the early 1970s, university wide graduation re

quirement- WON loosened The 1976 Undergraduate

..log called simply for "Core or distribution re

quirement s, providing breadth to complement the depth

Of | maior Although these requirements vary from col

legs to college, all schools require at least a minimal

familial ltv with the theory and practice of writing and

speaking, and an introduction to the humanities and fine

arts . . .
"etc. _^___^__^^_^

Educators have long carried on a

debate about what to teach, argu-

ing about what body ot knowledge

is so vital to understanding society...

believed that the traditional canon excluded the intellec-

tual achievements ofwomen and of other cultures. Much

debate ensued, but by 1986, the present system had been

formulated and put in effect.

During the same semester, several Black students were

beaten outside a Southwest residence hall. The incident

which stemmed from the Red Sox' defeat in the final game

of the World Series, called attention to troubled racial rela

tions on campus. _^

_

"UMass (should) develop educational

programs which are designed to

maximize student awareness of

racial issues in America."
Hurst Report. 1984

In practice, the requirement of "minimal familiarity

varied widely between individual departments, with over

1200 different courses available to meet what were sup

posed to be basic requirements

By 1984, the perception had grown among faculty

members that "[the University] had lost control of the

educational experiences of the undergraduate body, ac

cording to a 1986 Special Report of the General Educa

tion Council to the Faculty Senate.

With the formation of the General Education Counci

in 1984 the University undertook a complete overhaul

of the required curriculum. But achieving control over the

educational experience was more complicated than it

sounded, because the University still had not resolved the

hasic question of what to teach. What eventually resulted

was a compromise that "won the University of

Massachusetts at Amherst recognition nationwide, ac-

cording to the Council's 1989 Annual Report.

Many faculty members, mindful of traditional academic

values, believed, as they do now, that the important ef

feet of the Gen Ed. requirements was the strengthening

of academic standards through standardization of the core

curriculum and a renewed emphasis on writing.

On the other hand, support for a diversification of the

core curriculum was growing among faculty members who

In response to pressure, coming mostly from minority

students, the UMass administration commissioned what

became known as the Hurst Report on the status of cam

pus race relations. Frederick Hurst conducted an in

vestigation and found that the violence ai Southwest had

been raciallv motivated, and that "the administrati

historical denial of racial problems caused...the failure to

predict and prevent the incident..."

This symbol, until 1987, designated human
relations-related courses that enhanced the

student's understanding of the dynamics of

racism, sexism, anti-Semitism, handicappism,

and other forms of discrimination.

The Report recommended, among other things, that

"UMass develop educational programs which are desi^

to maximize student awareness of racial issues in

America.'
The Faculty Senate response to the Hurst Report

rted that the Diversitv requirement ' addresses s<

of the issues and concerns raised in the Hu> rt

,nd that "this area should be made a priority for cur

riculum development
"

This priority development did not take pine m I

vacuum. While the University's rMJIDMII to the li

Report was seen by many in the media a- a p

toward better race relations, conservative columnists like

George Will were decrying diversification of the canon

across the country, calling it a "liberal indoctrination

However, according to some students and faculty on this

campus, the development of diversity oriented classes at

UMass has not been thorough enough

The University found itself with a largely un

precedented set of requirements, said African American

Studies professor Michael Thelwell. "The logical exten

sion of that is that the cultural and ethnic composition

of the faculty will have to change dramatically." in order

to provide individuals who can credibly and expertly ad

dress diversity issues. _^_________

"It seems to me that, given the fact

that the Commonwealth hasn't

funded General Education, the

faculty has achieved heroic results."

Maria Tymoczko, Professor,

Comparative Literature

academics) always said that Bl ick studies would repre-

sent a kind of erosion of standards, which is a standard

racist argument. But people are prepared to do that in

areas of the culture other than Western culture It

represents a species of cultura condescension where it

happens."

The General Education Council and the administration

have gone to great lengths to prevent any erosion of ri

dards. including the hard-line stance on substituting

Every course must be approved ibeommittee of the

Ed Council for the initial designation, and by a

ibeommittee for the Diversity designation.

However, virtually all the fatuity members interview

ed agreed that drastic measui «. I have in some >een

necessary to implement the C n. Ed requirements, and

that the Diversity component .as been particularly dif

ficult. The drastic measures e .ployed were described as

everything from "heroic" t* cynical."

Professor Maria Tymoczk Comparative Literature,

a former Chairperson of the Ge. eral Education Council,

said that "even in courses that didn't have the Diversity

gnation. we were seeing an increase in the number

of diversm components offered

W. nwi seeing a real shift in the awareness of tin-

faculty as a whole on diversit;. issues, and that divei

was not only working for the students. It was working for

the faculn M well It >eems to me that, given the fact that

the Commonwealth hasn't funded General Education, the

iltv has achieved heroic results.'

Indeed, the Commonwealth has not funded '

Education hurt all facets ol

operation- But if it piv. isi-ly tMs scarcit> offund

v have led to the potential for exploitation of I

requirements particularly in funding of Teaching

A- -hips for graduate studeni

ntal allocations for Teaching in

DM* department-, especially the hut I, have I

to the DOM Howewei - parate sources of funding are

available through the Provost's office. They suppori

tain necessary programs, in this case Gen. Ed.

requirement-
Although most professors agreed that large led

classes provide a relatively poor learning environment for

students, several described departmental policies ot i

ing large lecture courses in Gen. Ed. with the explic:

one case "cynical" i intention of securing additional

aching Assistant slot.- v\,,a the available funding

•st professors said their own departments would be

extremely reluctant to take such steps, but a glance at

the Schedule of Courses shows that large lecture cov;

are proliferating in Gen. Ed.

Robert Bagg, Chair of the English Department, describe

ed just such a dilemma. A decision to offer much larger

lectures was made when the department "heard clearh

from Norm Aitken and the Gen Ed Council that the>

would be welcome

The administration, faced with a deteriorating budget

which threatens the security even of the present faculty,

must find a way to meet the demand for the newly re

quired courses, Thelwell said.

"(The University] starts to put together large lecture

courses, and in many cases, that has resulted in a signifi

cant dilution of the intellectual and academic content,

which is very ironic, because they (conservative

,x

{The University) starts to put together

large lecture courses, and in many
cases, that has resulted in a signifi-

cant dilution of the intellectual and

academic content."

Michael Thelwell. Professor.

African-American Studies

All things con : the Diversity requirement and

the Gen W Program -hou Id probably i-

u-iven the adverse fiscal circunist I which I

varsity finds itself. However, the potential for an ero-

sion of standards exists in MM instances.

One Continuing Education instruct. 1 if he had

i\ed any preparation from his department to teach

a Diversity designated coui I oolj "Well, on a form

I filled out at the Continu..g Education office, they ask-

ed if the course fulfilled a ien. Ed. requirement. I check

ed yes."'

Although courses are reviewed by the appropriate sub-

committees of the General Education Council every four

years to ensure that they continue to meet uniform stan

dards, no provision has yet been made to check the

qualifications of other instructors when faculty changes

are made or additional sections are added.

Despite any problems, the University has made its com-

mitment to the Diversitv requirement clear in at least one

important way. When the Historical Studies and Lab

Science components of the original Cen. Ed. proposal pro-

ved impossible to implement, they weft temporarily

suspended. The Lab Science class is not currently re

quired, and only one Historical Studies class is required

instead of the original two. No such retrenchment hat

been made with regard to the Diversity requirement

But this could change. Protes-or Lee Edwards. Diiec

tor of the Women's Studies program said that regardless

ot the administration's priointies. "if CUT MM* nothing

will protect anybody
"
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ARTS&LIVING
Ministry's mayhem comes to life on vinyl

" r „ ^^.^..-^Ifc fl livPalhum Now we have the solution: In Case YouDidn 't Feel Like

By PAUL DeGEORGE
Collegian Correspondent

In Case You Didn't Feel Like Showing Up

Ministry
Sire

Just when you thought the world's most sinister band

had reached an unsurpassable point of industrial ag-

gressiveness with their last album. Ministry has return-

ed to inform us that while The Mind is a Terrible Thing

to Taste, it is an even more horrible thing to have force

fed to you for 39 minutes and 48 seconds by two of in-

dustrial music's most maniacal caterers.

That's exactly what happens on their latest feast, In

Case You Didn 't Feel Like Showing Up a live album

recorded during their 1989-90 North American tour.

The album opens up with two songs from 1988's classic

album The Land of Rape and Honey and then dives into

an 11-and-a-half minute epic version of "So What," one

of the best songs from the The Mind .

Review

AEROBICS
Kv'w.v.w.v.'.v

Classes are held Monday—Friday

at 8 am-noon-4 pm-5 pm-6 pm-7 pm
1 class tor $4 25/10 tor $36.00/20 tor $60 00/30 tor »75 00

MONDAY—FRIDAY
• Separate, Private Aerobics Room

State of the Art Neo Shock Floor

Super Sound System

It is generally agreed upon, by we slightly deranged and

masochistic members of industrial concert-going culture,

that Ministry delivers one of the most heinously wonder-

ful live performances of any band. And even if you've

never actually been to a Ministry show, you probably

know someone who came home with a broken arm, bloody

nose or some other treasured souvenir, and made you

regret having never gone.

After all, listening to a Ministry album in the privacy

ofyour own room is one thing, but the urge to destroy and

smash one's body against things that arises from a high

volume playing of any tune from Twitch (their first truly

industrial and truly great album) to The Mind ... is

generally suppressed by the threat of a fine from housing

Now we have the solution: In Case You Didn 't Feel Like

Showing Up . . .

Ministry seems more than happy and deftly capable, to

transfer the power of a live show to an analogue tape and

viciously invade your privacy - and sanity.

On this tour, Alien Jourgensen and Paul Barker - the

two main founding members of the band - are backed

up bv a huge band to perform their best songs; which

results in a ripping version of "Thieves."

The huge cast seems to function as a sort of orchestra

from hell, and instead of that disappointing Depeche a la

Mode-ish, live pre-recorded sound, Ministry attains a

distinctly "live" yet overwhelmingly incredible sound.

The album builds in momentum and energy and finishes

off with a nine-and-a-half minute "Stigmata" coup d'etat.

This is by far Ministry's best song ever and it gains a

sublimely sinister new life here, with Jello Biafra (ex-Dead

Kennedy, and Lard co-conspirator) taking over the

microphone to deliver an acidly hateful diatribe against

just about everybody and everything.

So, in case you didn't feel like showing up, for whatever

reason, you should definitely check out what you missed

It's the concert in a box that you'll want to attend again

and again, until you lose you mind - or your neighbors

lose theirs.

Dca©§© |6o a*
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Acupuncture

SMt

•I mountain farms mall

Route 9 00 th«

Amharst/Hadlay line

Easy to get to by

Car or bus

RENT/WJRECK

New & Used Cars
TntckM 4 Vm$ Alto Avwlobh

North Amherst
Rent-ArWreck

RLW No. Anther*
549-RENTV
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NARK Your CALENDAR: Friday, October 19 at 3 p

Three of our most Distinguished Professors &
Writers will Autograph their MEW Books

At The Jcffcry Amherst Bookshop...

Falling Pieces of

the Broken Sky

Ti^miimnii******** v*
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BY JUUUS LESTER

Brilliant, controversial, and tinged

throughout with wry humor, this

collection of essays charts the

political and spiritual odyssey of

acclaimed author Julius Lester

during the past 10 years.

Julius Lester has sometimes been

out of step with his times but

never with himself. Me was one of

the earliest to proclaim the power

and importance of black pride, he

publicly decried black anti-

Semitism in defiance of less

reasoned voices He sought racial

tolerance when others urged

violence.
Julius Lester b Professor

of Judak Studies at UPUss

At The Jcffcry Amherst College Store...

The
Minimal
Family
BY JAN r . DIZARD fir

HOWARD GADLIN

Almost daily we hear

reports that the

American family Is

collapsing. Widespread

public concern has

moved several Howard Gadiin b J«" t ***** *»^^
administrations to set up Ombudsperson and Professor of Sociology

commissions to study Pressor of Psycnotogy %££%££»
ways of bolstering the ** xm*M' * «nem "»«F
family, and a number of

politicians have built whole campaigns around this issue. Responses

to the apparent crisis have alternated between the extremes of

nostalgic evocations of traditional ideals on the one hand and glib

celebrations of selfhood on the other.

In this book. Jan C. Dizard and Howard Gadiin offer a new vision for

the American family. They argue that we can no longer find reruge In

an idealization of the nuclear family; we must recognize that our

private welfare is inextricably tied to policies and actions within the

society as a whole.

ATTN: UMASS
STUDENTS

EARN GOOD $
ON CAMPUS

Join the student

marketing team on
campus for Zenith

Data Systems, an
international

computer company

• Salary Plus
commission

• Flexible hours
• Build resume

• Gain experience

Call 1-800-827-8440.

I

Jeffery Amherst Bookshop
55 S. Pleasant St., Amherst • 253-3381 or 256-8735

Jeffery Amherst College Store

26 S. Prospect St., Amherst • 253-3370 or 253-7816

Jeffery Amherst

College Store

Jeffery Amherst
Bookshshop

THE
WORLD

Round trip* •rem NV waning m

London $412

Pans *80

San Jose.C R 390

Bangkok 959

Hong Kong 879

Tokyo 759

Student Faculty Fans

Taxes not included Restric-

tions apply Fares subject to

change One ways available

Work/Study abroad programs
International student and
teacher ID

EURAIL PASSES ISSUED ON
THE SPOT!

Free student travel catalogue

Council Travel
H* Kit IM* I
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THE FAR SIDE
By GARY LARSON

BONES IN THE BARREL
By J. GELLER 8c M. ROSENZWEIG
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DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Edited By TRUDE MICHEL JAFFE

£CH6£.« OUT *** -

V sue o* it* ^Z
C._ vtewo :— -

st „ _d

"Step back, Loretta! ... It's a red-hot poker!"

CALVIN AND HOBBES By BILL WATTERSON

VdL. ^OJfc N&M t/SEP TO

GO TO WCfcK . BuT ONCE
10VJ CAML ALOIG. SOME0N£

MAO TO SVM MOWt

HOU* MOrtS JOB HAD A bOT

OT STKSS AND AQSaAMAnoN
no, s«to oanw OSLO TOW,

SS VIE F1SU&E& SUE SUO\)U>

BE TVfc ONE TO...

ACROSS
1 Bowlers

5 Larboard

9 Metaphor
14 Sing*' Adams
15 Munich s river

16 Describing

some beavers

17 Land of 10.000

Lakes
19 Runs out of gas

20 Mississippi

River source

21 Certain cards,

lor short

23 Hawaiian goose

24 item ol

ownership

25 The boytriend

perhaps

27 Arch

29 City on Lake

Superior

33 Good Eaitti

heroine

37 WWII org

38 lovmg term

39 Hot fJrH*« '

sassaiias

41 Sloes

42 Gieenswaid
43 Certain adult

44 Superlative

endings

45 Heel - . dance
step

46 Approximately

46 Waders
50 Kind o» maid

55 Rehgnxis
ceremony

56 A Caesar
59 Tigute o»

speech
60 OmwMSh
62 College m

Nonhttetd

Minn
64 Like a rung

65 Fitzgerald or

Raines

66 Place tor a

chapeau
67 Harsh

66 Ooie
69 River ol Hesse

DOWN
1 Ot the state of

2 Mine
passages

3 Louise and
Turner

4 Horse s

attribute

5 Tuscany
city

6 Bear

to Pablo

7 Cassowaries
6 Kind of wind

9 Asian

holiday

10 Body of

water at

International

Fail?

1

1

Folklore

creature

12 Part ot a

hamme'
13 Old tongue

18 Outer

Pretu

22 Makes
depresses!

25 Mtg
.nest

28 Big Ten

team
30 Battle Cry

author

31 Hue 49 River and

32 Oame Myra — depanment of

33 Thessaly France

mountain 51 Sentimentalize

34 Suburban 52 Like some
expanse floors

35 When I was 53 Delight

HMS 54 Ascribe

Pinalore 55 Red planet

36 Nickname of 56 Foster a felon

17 Across 57 Historical

40 Midwest Indian narrative

41 Conflicts 59 Real easy

43 Former 61 Wapiti

Vice-President 63 Quadeloupe ot

47 Skip Martinique

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE
d«r ip
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PRICE By PRICE VAN RAY

hOW BRETT ^ID
X UAS A SEXIST.

L)HffT'STW#T7
ijAClf£N W SOCETf

KM061NS PfcONiT.V.TO

LUNCH
Tacos

Fishburger on Roll

BASICS LUNCH

Vegetable Tacos

Fishburger on Roll

DINNER
Pineapple Ham Steak

Chicken Fajitas

BASICS DINNER

Greek Style Skillet

Chicken Fajitas

YOUR DAILY HOROSCOPE
By JEANE DIXON

TANGELO PIE
By TIM SNJJTEN

AttfS
' es obouno oov» MOvt)

ahead with greater confidence to

make m»ytant deals Refuse to let

anyone interfere with your ptervs

the spotkght is on your amortwn

and prestige

TAURUS Apr* 20 May 20) Your

personal finances should be looking

up! News from distant shores could

be the cause »ecogn«e your

imitations as we» as your strengths

A sense of humor ts your best oHy

Of MINI May 21 - June 20) i

affairs are ea»er to handle today

Be more assertive about your pro

fesstonot plans Others wi gkxflv

follow where you lead Your

cnonsma toscmates a member of

the opposite sex

CANCIR June 21 July 22) Steer

clear of aWcuttto-please higner-

ups or troublesome neighbors Re-

cent tensions wi fade soon New
work programs prove interesting

Repoce bad habits with good
ones
LfO (July 23 • Aug 22) Someone
may be trying to swim in two direc

tons at once not really knowing

what they want out of Ute fry not

to dwell on an unkept promise

Seek new recreational outlets

VIRGO Aug 23 Sept 22

friends and "takers' leave a funny

•eekng m the solar plexus Spena

time with someone you can reaiiv

trust Think about embarking on a

short period of training study or

research

LIRRA
your mmd a made up there

stopprg vout Plant ftis see:

what you want Put your desires m
writing after taking them out Use

pnvale sources ana msae nforma

SCORPIO 'Oct 23 - Nov 21) Your

own intuition is fa' more accurate

than rumors c* glorified reports Cer

tain individuals may be depending

on friends mjteoa of taking respon

eir own financial

sec^
SAOITTARIUS .Nov 22 Dec 2!) Be

patient if delays or obstacle-,

ri connection with negotiations An

either or attitude could destroy

good relations and block har

momous flow today Schedule a

business trp ana time Out for TV

CAPRICORN UK 22 Jan 19)

responsibiiitv for your own
mistakes and triumphs Surroixid

yourself with upbeat people' Seek

prompt professiona! attention for

. neai'h problems

AQUARIUS Jan 20 - Feb 18)

Display your talents to best possible

aavantage Group gatherings are

highlighted later today Rise above
petty arguments Emotional matur

tysamust Teasing someone couta

boomerang
•ISCIS ' eb 19 - March 20) focus

on an important personal go i

m touch with people who are

placed Financial extravagance re

mains a temptation resist Nurture

a close relations -

TODAY'S STAFF
Night Editor Gayle Long

Copy Editor Tamil Lipton

Layout Technician Terry Starmer

Photo Technician KA Burke

Production Supervisor Terry Starmer

Typesetter Beth Clark

Production. Jen O'Cyde, Steve Paris. E Vtl

Sturm, Tracey Richman, Sam Silverstein
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Apple, craft festival turns ripe with success
Mr MT „_:,„„.L.^ ; .,„, „Qr, y^ «**„ «s a tribute to all the were pleading with their parents for a pup-

By MELISA CANLI
Collegian Correspondent

The strands of music drifting across the

street and the aura of excitement on the

Amherst Common made me quicken my
footsteps toward the brightly colored tents

of the vendors. Suddenly, I was surround-

ed by the smell of apples and the laughter

of children — a commodity I miss at UMass.

The sounds were from the Third Annual

Apple Harvest and Craft Festival on Satur

day. sponsored by the Amherst Family

Center and Atkins Fruit Bowl. Proceeds

from the festival were slated to benefit the

Family Center.

Pauline Lannon from Atkins Farms, one

of those in charge of organizing the festival,

said Atkins was approached by the Center

three years ago when they were seeking

support to organize such an event. The

Center provides the Amherst community

with a referral service and family counsel-

ing. All beverages at the festival were

donated by Atkins.

Linda Carpenter, head coordinator of the

event, is an advisor at the Center. She

described the Family Center as a drop in

place for families with young children and

said the focus of the day was children's

games and activities.

The whole event requires about 200

volunteers. They are composed of com

munity and college residents. This [festival 1

be seen as a tribute

volunteers."

The day's schedule was quite extensive.

Andy Jaffee, Giselle L'ltalien, The Pioneer

Valley Jazz Society Sextet and the South

End Jazz Band provided the music. Foot

races, parachute games, a puppet show and

a quilt raffle added to the day's enjoyment.

Exhibitors, selected prior to the festival by

jurors, were a mix of jewelers, wood

carvers, those with art work, rubber

stamps, porcelain, toys, silks and flags.

More than 80 vendors spread themselves

across the Common.
Carpenter was giving her half brittany

spaniel, half Labrador puppies away for

free. Reluctantly. I left the children who

WALT DISNEY WORLD
COLLEGE PROGRAM

Walt Disney World Co. representatives

will present an Information session on

the W alt Disney World College Program

on Tuesday, Ortobei 16, 1990, at 7:00

p.m., in the Curry Hicks Building. Room

10. Attendance at this presentation is

required t<> Interview for the spring *91

COLLEGE PROGRAM Interviews are

m heduted tor Wednesday, < ktobef 17,

1990. time and location to be

announced. All majors are encouraged

to attend.

Gontac t

Phone

Jeff Stiver

545-6267

tiOMft&rtCf World Co.

CHAEL
Billiard Room
& Sports Bar

BASEBALL
American & National League

Championship Series

• Five 9ft. Championship Tables
• Your favorite sporting events on large

screen TVs
• $1.00 Drafts in ice cold mugs
• 25 cent hot dogs
• Appetizer menu
• This week: $1.25 Budweiser Bottles

• Free Giveaways

Formerly
Changes Nightclub

256-8284

Open 11am—lam

were pleading with their parents for a pup-

py, to glance at all the other happenings.

A miniature golf course was being set up

early Saturday morning. One tent was a

haunted house, another was the cavern of

a fortune teller. Kids decorated cookies at

one table, made sand art to take home with

them and ran around from one table to the

next, not caring whether they smeared the

unicorns, rainbows and balloons painted on

their bright faces.

In our sophisticated college world, we

sometimes forget the importance of

children and family. We interact so much

with our peers that we forget how to talk

to a child, how to enjoy our lives with the

optimism and innocence we had as

children. It was a treat to partake in the

children's joy.

Thanks to the Family Center for pro

viding the town and the child within all us

college students with a great day.

• ,mf\ fm|<^'

MICHAEL'S
Rt- 9, Amherst

(Next to Hunan Garden Rest.)

Living With Herpes

Do you have herpes?

Would you benefit from talking with other

people who also have herpes?

II you answered yes to these questions

block oii your calendars and attend this

informal discussion

Time

Thursday, October 11

University Health Center

Room 304

6-8 p.m.

ill, If, ,hi- I iktt .hi..imMIu»

si ImI

Stic6&i-0*t & "Witt!

If we spot the 99.3 sticker on your car

.

Win cash, prizes, super discounts or a new car!

Fill out the coupon on the back of the window

(or your entry is drawn) your license plate number

will be announced on the air! Act fast! You'll have

sticker, register here or at any Northampton, fftf #tu*cc ?h>viAe*

Easthampton or Hadley Burger King and /7X7fN\^^
listen closely to 99.3 FM. If you're seen

with a 99.3 sticker on your car

PREMIER
CHEVROLET

<JRTw*Mf^ON MABSACHU

9 minutes and 30 seconds to call in . . . you

could win a new car from Premier Chevrolet!

Everyone whose license plate number is

read over the air can win a prize!

More music! More fun! More ways to win!

B M11IBNI YOU'RE G?TTA
BREAK THZRLX?S.

$99 300 Giveaway SponSOfSINorthampton: The Black Sheep Deli. Bran Win Pharmacy, Alley Oops, Burger King,

Premier Chevrolet Northampton Nautilus. Sheehan's Cafe, The Breeders Choice. Moriarty Drug Easthampton:Manchester Hard-

ware Burqer King Hadley:Long Radio, James H McManus Eating Place. Mikes Speed, Burger King, Furnans Jewelers, Metropolitan

Bookfair Holyoke:Birdies and Bogies Southampton -.Pizazz Dancewear Amherst:Atkins Fruit Bowl, Black Sheep Deli, The

Pub, La Cucina di Pinnochio. — , --
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The Lighter Side of Sports

COLLEGIAN II

Japanese television films dreams ofUMass lacrosse star
A _- ... .i »/*-_l:_1 1 „1 U« ottonJ^ Rrirltrtnn AraHpITlV where

By ADRIENNE MATT
Collegian Staff

At the ripe old age of 21, Rick Mullins will be viewed

by over 10 million people on national television next

month.

"That number of people blows me away," he said. "And

to think that I won't know any of them."

( nllrgian fU> photo

Rick Mullins

In November the country of Japan will see Mullins in

the classroom and on the lacrosse fields at the Universi

ty of Massachusetts in Amherst, courtesy ofJapan Cable

Vision, Ltd.

In the series called My Dream. Mullins will be seen

walking to and from classes, socializing and playing

lacrosse. In the clip, he states, "My dream is to help the

UMass lacrosse team to the national championship and

be the best lacrosse player I can be."

One day of filming and three days of editing is all the

five-minute segment will require, and all this on a budget

of around $2700. Prior Dream segments have included in-

dividuals from England, Australia, Canada and France.

UMass was sifted out by researchers based in Atlanta,

Georgia.

"About a week before school started. I had a note in my

box that this Japanese television station called," said head

lac?coach Ted Garber. "I was curious, and my AT&T card

let me through, so I returned the call."

My Dream is a television spot that began as a filler. The

primetime show starts at 8:15 p.m. It features everyday

people at work and at play.

The camera angles focus on the eyes of the individuals

featured because, according to the owner of JVC, Victor

Higgins, 'the eyes are very important to Japanese socie-

ty-"

"The eyes display emotion," Higgins said. "When you

do what you like, your expression change-

According to Higgins, there is a real problem with

karoshi in Japan. The character kam translates to

overstress and s/ii means death. He said the people of

Japan are literally working themselves to death

"What we want to relay to the Japanese people is that

it is oka\ to do your dream," Higgins said. "You don't

have to work 14. 15 hours a day to be an upright citizen.

You have to make time for play in your life."

Mv Dream is edited to American music from the 1950's

because, Higgins said, "in Japanese eyes, the 50's was the

dream era."

So set the stage for researcher Helen Charles to ap-

proach the UMass men's lacrosse coach for a player he

thought would best represent the school and the program

Mullins was at UMass during the latter part of the sum

mer and was often hanging around the lacrosse office.

Garber said he asked Mullins if he would be willing to

work with a Japanese TV crew on their project, and he

consented.

i was surprised they were doing something on UMass,"

Mullins said. Not only was Mullins a convenient subject

- he was available and flexible - but he was also an ap

propiate candidate to represent the university's lax squad

Mullins was chosen as a Boston Globe All Scholastic in

the 1986-87 season, and awarded the Athletic Award

Medallion by the Concord Carlisle Booster CLub, his high

school alma matter.

After high school, he attended Bridgton Academy where

he was named to the All-New England Prep School team

before entering UMass in the fall of 1988.

After his first year of collegiate play. Mullins was named

All-American and second team New England. He went

on to be named All-American honorable mention and fust

team All-American this summer at the end of the UMass

lax season.

DIVISION I

MEN'S LACROSSE
CHAMPIONSHIP

He will begin the 1991 spring season as a detVnsi\ <

tain for GarU-r's Gorillas, a team which finished 1

1

ranked seventh in the country and hosted a first round

play-off berth in the NCAA Division I Men s I

Championship

"Mr. Higgins told me they would use my voice, but put

Japanese subtitles at the bottom of the screen." Mullins

said smirking "Kinda neat. huh°"

CLASSIFIEDS
ACTIVITIES

Another 48 Hours playing tonajhl

at the SUB 5 7 9,1H

FMANCC INVESTMENT CLUB meet.ng-

meet Tim Deme«o- Founder Of Investmen.

Challenge » general meeting tonight

October 10 CC 174 176 7PM

MOOEL UNITED NATIONS MEETING
Tonight CC178 7PM
Mont mto call Ale« 6-5993

Com* find our what we're about

H7t MONTECAHLO 87000 mites PS/PB

new shocks muffl* must sail $950 or Do

evenings 546-0660 549-6352

1*63 SUBARU WAGON automatic

sunroof power windows, cassette. 92 000

11600 247 9360

SUNOERLANO 3 bedroom specious quiet

on but line 1650 549-0733

SUNDERLANO~~5ra» stove refrigerator

garage S6S0 253-3330

TW-BIQMA BOBOWTV invites university

women to open rush 10/10 at 5 15 for din

ner CaH 549-361 1 or Stop by'

1964 OLDSMOBILE OMEGA V-6 4-door

auto/ac Very clean Asking $2600 Call

542 2077 (day) 549-1266 (tverong)

1965 CHEVY CAVALIER
4 door
Radio-Heater
Air condrton
"A cream puff

593^656

FOB SALE

200 WATT STEREO SPEAKERS
Practically new Check them out

Make an offer Awesome price 1

Call Mark 253-0427 evenings best

Leave number

MOOELS
2 yrs to adult No experience necessary

Selecting new faces lor promotion to local

and mapr advertisers Presentations at 5

or 7PM sharp on Thursday. October 11th

at Northampton Hilton 1-91 Exit 18 Minors

must be with legal guardian Highlne Model-

ing NYC and Scranton. PA (717)346-3166

NUTRITION STUDY needs people *nn

Diabetes $30 Call day 5-0796 evening

546-0991

l LOST MY PRESCRIPTION sunglasses

at/around Marcua They are black Ray bans

and they only work for me Pleas* call Amy
at 546-4466 REWARD'

WALLET LOSt Tues Grey with velcro

closure Contact Cheryl at S45-3749 or

545-2757

MUSICIANS

•• DORM FRIDGE "
Great Condition'!"""

$30 or BO
CaH Oan 256-3159

OVERSEAS JOBS. $900-2000 mo Sum
mer yr round all countries, all fields Free

info write UC.POBX 52 MAOl
Corona Del Mar CA 92625

WE NEED A BANO lot Our party'

Call 253-4101

PERSONALS

AMY

HAPPY MBrrNOAY my OevlirvSweet'"

i hope I can make your birthday «tra apeeiai-

even it rt has to be a day late

Love Always. Rob

1906 HONDA CIVIC CBX
Auto 53k excel cond. must as*

$3990 cad Mana 5494525

HONDA CIVIC 5 speed'AM FM cassett

stereo 29000 miles recent complete tune up

one owner perfect condition Call Bruce at

256-1215

IBM COMPATIBLE XT TURBO Computer

640K. 32MHD 2 floppies, mono, software

SB00YBO 253-4194

ANNOUNCEMENTS

FAST FUNDRAISING PROGRAM
$1000 m lust one week
Earn up to $1000 for your campus organaa

ton Plus a chance at $5000 more' This pro

?ram works' No investment needed oan

600^932 0528 Ext 50

CHECK IT OUT!!

IMPORTED LEATHER JACKET Womens
size 12 New $100 CaH 549- 1756 evenings

ROSEWOOO CLASSICAL GUITAR
Beautiful sound and color Made in Spam
$300 Tel 546-1174

PART TIME JOBS!!
Clean Water Action is now hiring

articulate and enthusiastic students to staff

our P/T team
"Earn $150O/semester
•Flxbi schedules
•Career opptys

Call 584-9630

O L.E Our aox are red. your learn « dead

it s first place for us. laat place lor you. it s

obvious red is better than blue Red

JESSE AND KEVIN
SURPRISE'
Enjoy your personal and have a great day4

Your Breakfast Buddy Lauren

•AVE §09* off your next Collegian

Classified Look for coupon coming aoon on

Classified page SAY IT"

SELLING t-BMJHTBT Get your plain sh.rts

cheap Alao. sweats, jackets avail at tow

prices Call Bnan, 546-6102

SUPPLEMENT YOUR INCOME! Earn $100

for each book you read Call (21 2)874- 1 493

or write MOR Enterpnses Dept M Box

0751 New York. NY 10024-0539

SARAH.
You re the best' I'm

proud 2B your little

brother Love Ya Lots

Torn

LEGAL QUESTIONS? The Legal Services

Centei offers tree legal assistance to tee-

paymg students Contact us at 922 Campus
Center 545 1995

NEEO HELP IN Intro Spanish Class 1

i can tutor you Reasonable rates Can

253-0475

PREGNANT?
Need a pregnancy teal information or sup-

port? Can for tree and confidential services

ALTERNATIVES 33 Mam St Northwnplon

586-3000

ST. JUOE

GLORIOUS APOSTLE. » Jude Thad

deus true relative of Jesus and Mary, i

salute you through the most sacred heart

1 praise and thanSGod for at! me graces
^

tw

has bestowed upon you Humbly proaPMB)

before you I implore you through m* heart

tolorjk(lc^rnupc^mewtthcompaas i r)n Oh
despise not my rjoor prayer, let not my trus'

be confounded To you God haa granted the

priviledge of aiding mankind in the most

desperate cases Oh come to my aid. that

i may praise the mercies of good Al

i will be grateful to you and will be your

faithful dient until I can thank you m heaven

Amen

INSTRUCTION

SEE TIM DEMELLO. Founder AT6T Col-

legiate Investment Challenge speak
(

on

Corneal rules, hpa. and stockmarket All are

welcome Sign-up to win $200 ,000 in cash

6 prwes Campus Center Rm 174-170

tonight' 7PM or call 253-0464

UMASS STUDENTS! Sharpen your in-

terpersonal and communication
•\'"J-

C
f;

quer shyness Join an interpersonal iherapy

Soup Maswaa** Tuesday night from 7 to

6V15 at 310 Berkahire House- Center for

counseling and •c*^* *»^*2it*.
Call Mart after 6PM at 665-1217 for details

CRAFT CENTER

CRAFTS. FREE INSTRUCTION Jewelery

ceramics darkroom and more Student

Union Craft Center- 545-2096

TELEVISION
Color 13" RCA
$50 or BO

Call 253-2178

BE A BARTENDER
W M Bartender Training is open

Call lor brochure
413 7477895

HELP WANTED

FOR A OOOO nME CALL...

RACK A-OISC the best entertainment DJ's.

video bands; dorm/house specials call

586-9900 anytime

FOR RENT

CHILDCARE: M, W F anoVor T. Th-

1 baby, light housekeeping $5/hr 256-6475

PM0OE ftCNTALS Cad R A P 253-9742

AUTO FOB SALE

1977 ASPEN WON Reliable m good con

drtton $250 00 BO 367-9462

SINGLE ROOM
House in N Amherst
Near Puffers Pond
$187 50 5494650

EARN $20 00 to $30.00 per hou'

Campus Sales Rep Call collect

516-583-1180 Wed thru Sat

EARN QUICKT^iYHibMEY^seMingT-
shirts For info call Brad 549-0078

HAsMmiift Part-time

5495610

BEGINNING PORTUGUESE CLASS
Nov 5- Dec 1 Mondays 7-9PM Language

Pacifica. 549-5065

ENGLISH ASASECONO LANGUAGE
Classes begin Oct 30 Intensive, part-time

evenings TOEFL Registration deadline

Oct 23 Language Pacifica 549-5065

PROFESSIONAL DJ'S

LAZER TECH AUDIO available lor your

dance dorm party, or house party Great

rates great DJ's CaH 323-7801 soon

ROOMMATE WANTED

FEMALE ORAD STUDENT needs roomate

Two bedrooms close to campus 549-1 760

TUTOR

FINALLY! ARABIC Tutor available

w/reasonabte pnees Can 256-6251 Fadila

TYPING

TYPING SERVICE for students/faculty

Excellent typist/fast work 665-6770

ONE BEDROOM m a 2 bedroom apt

S DeerfieW on busline

54M026 or 665-6230 Must see

LOST
SERVICES

BLACK A RUST WALLET
In Totman?
Please call Greta 253-7588 REWARD

CUSTOM sewing, knitting weaving repairs

or special orders 584 4972

TYPING. WORD PROCESSING. $1 50/pg

Free pickup and dehvery Laaer pnnting and

copying available KCommunications

2564373

WORKPROCESSING
Reliable Quick Accurate

Campus pickup & delivery

Sharon 584-7966

HUMAN OeOOBAPHV TEXT: Geooraph

and Development" Please call 747-5445
WANTED

wsszssrv^'sEx

•



SPORTS
Sox slide to 4-1 loss, trail A|s in series 3-0

Red Sox squander third

lead in three games

BOSTON (APi - If this all seems familiar, it is. The

Oakland As are winning with ease, and are on the verge

of another sweep.

For the third straight game, Boston took its obligatory

early lead Tuesday. And for the third straight game, the

Athletics came back to win, not with home runs, but by

combining singles with Red Sox mistakes for a 4-1 victory.

Willie Randolph, filling in for injured Walt Weiss hit

a pair of RBI singles and Dave Henderson, the new Mr.

October, made the most of his first start with a sacrifice

fly as the Athletics took a 3-0 lead in the American League

plavoffs

All previous 17 teams that took a 3-0 edge in a

postseason went on to win. 13 by sweeps.

And the Athletics will get their chance Wednesday when

they send Dave Stewart against Roger Clemens in a

rematch of Game 1 starters.

The Athletics, who swept Boston in the 1988 playotls

and won la - World Series over San Francisco in

four straight games, have now won nine in a row in the

postseason The Red Sox have lost nine straight, and their

., nth consecutive playoff defeat sets a new record.

Mike Moore, who struggled all season, shut down Boston

on one run and four hits for six innings. Oakland's bullpen

then extended its scoreless streak to 6 2-3 innings in the

series, with Dennis Eckersley pitching the ninth for his

second save.

Mike Boddicker pitched well in defeat as the Ked box

again wasted another strong effort by a starter. Boddicker

gave up just ~;\ singles, but three errors, three walks, and

two hit batters hurt him.

In this game, the Red Sox bullpen didn't get a chance

to blow it.

The Red Sox were 56 21 when scoring first in games dur

mg the regular season, but are 3 in the last week. Tom

Brunanskv's sacrifice fly put Boston ahead in the second,

but the Red Sox could not extend it; instead, they extend

ed their hitle-- -treak with runners on base to 17 at-bats

in the serie*.

Hend. • acrifice fly and Randolph's single in the

fourth put Oakland ahead and the Athletics added two

more in the sixth on an error by shortstop Louis Rivera

and another by catcher Tony Pena, who had the ball jar

red loose from his mitt by Terry Steinbach

The Athl. :1 have not hit a home run. Boston's

Wade Boggs has the only one of the series. Of Oakland's

32 hits in the series. 29 are singles, and they have been

enough.

AP photo

in the series 3-0.

Following lost weekend,
volleyball beats Crusaders

Football Notebook.

Team effort gained key yards

By LIOR BEN AHARON
Collegian Correspondent

•ning off a very disheartening loss

to Duquesne University last Sunday,

coach Carol Ford was concerned about

the UMass women's volleyball team's

ability to recover and perform well

enough to beat A 10 rivals Rutgers and

Temple this past weekend.

"We did not have the best week in

practice," said Ford. "Our confiden

was not up to where it was supposed to

be."

The lack of confidence was evident

against the strong Rutgers team, as the

Minutewomen fell three games to one,

6-15, 2 15, 15 12 and 5 15

Team chemistry was a major problem

for UMass in this match, as it has been

throughout the season.

Setter Angie Paolucci. who has played

sparingly this season due to illness,

.rted the first game, but was replac

ed by Cathy Smith in the second game.

By the time the Minutewomen got in

to sync, Rutgers had already determin

ed the outcome of this match.

"Rutgers is a good team," said Ford.

"You have to play to the best of your

abiltiy against them
After Friday night's loss, the

Minutewomen supported the words of

their coach who said they were "great

kids" that hated losing and "came back"

after disRapointing defeats.

UMass jumped out to an early lead

against temple by winning the first two

games (15-10, 15-13) before going down

fighting in the last three games (11 15,

6 15. 9-15).

Although the team was still strugKl

ing with confidence, Ford labeled the

match as being "real positive."

"This was a must win for us", said

Ford. And while it "was good to get a

W, we should've blown them out."

Ford said she was dissapointed that

the team had to struggle so much to win,

but was happy that Paolucci finally

made it through an entire match.

Holy Cross marked the end of UMass'

two week, six-match homestand.

The win improves the Minutewomen's

record to 3 15 overall (0-4 in the Atlan-

tic 10). UMass travels to conference

rival Rhode Island on Friday.

Even though Ford was not happy with

the overall quality of the match, UMass*

victory over Holy Cross was a big win

for th% team.

After losing the first game 10-15, the

Minutewomen won the second game

15 9 and never looked back, winning the

next two games and the match 15-10

and 15-8.

Of course, winning cures all ills, and

if the Minutewomen needed a con

fidence booster, then a win against Ho-

ly Cross on Tuesday would be the

remedy for thier recent woes.

"We're really hoping for a big game

against Holy Cross," Ford said before

last night's match.

J

By ADRIENNE MATT
Collegian Staff

The Lady of Liberty was not as effective

against the University of Massachusetts

football team as the Rhode Island Rams

would have wished.

"We practiced the Statue of Liberty play

all week and it just did not work," said

Ram coach Bob Griffin.

Ram quarterback Kevin Neville, a Yan

Con Honor Roll recipient last week, led the

conference in passing going into Saturday's

game, but that may soon change. He was

8 for 23 in passes completed gaining 153

yards, including one touchdown. He was

hampered, however by linebacker Mario

Perry who sacked him twice.

"There are things we need to correct,

Neville said in reference to the Rams' play

Saturday "All in all, we played a good

game."
Receiving, URI tailback John Newson

gained the most yards passing (62) and net

ted 40 yards in rushing. Ram tight end

Darren Rizzi was not far behind with 59

yards gained in pass receptions. URI

fullback Tony Lowe netted 86 yards for the

team, the highest on Saturday.

In 25 attempts, UMass quarterback Gary

Wikos completed 11 passes, gaining 129

yards in passing. He also was hindered by

the Ram defensive line twice. Tackles John

Klumbach and Rich Heffernan each sack

ed Wilkos.

"They knew Gary [Wilkos] would be

dangerous," said tailback John Johnson.

"We kept our composure and won it

Johnson ate the most grass for UMass,

netting 101 yards, followed by Wilkos<57)

"Only two of [the rollouts) were planned,"

said UMass quarterback Gary Wilkos.

"The rest we improvised."

Improvisation seemed to be the saving

grace for the Minutemen as time wao run

ning out — as was their patience. During

the point-after attempt when UMass had

rallied to tie URI at 13 all, head coach Jim

Reid switched centers.

This caused some confusion not only fa

the press but for the players as well. Fifth

year senior Al Pogarian replaced junior

Karl Russell.

"Russo was out and Alpo snapped," Reid

said. He said he did not know why he put

Pogarian in for that particular play.

"[Pogarian] charged us up at halftime. He

wants to do well."

The poor snap was hobbled by holder Ron

Blauvelt. He ran with the ball and was

tackled.

Kicker Marco Gabrielli looked at the ball

and saw it was not on the tee. He swept out

and was late on blocking.

Gabrielli was one for-one in field goal at

tempts at 28 yards out His average punt

was 38 yards, gaining 268 yards in seven

attempts. He had four punts within the 30

to 39 yard mark, the longest being 52

yards. n
"I'm trying to be more consistant, said

Gabrielli in reference to his punting

yardage.

"And be prepared to run out, he added

jokingly

The Minutemen are now tied for first in

the Yankee Conference with New Hamp
shire, both teams having one tie and no

losses. All games for both teams ha \
<

• I >• •

«

in conference play UMass now leads the

YanCon with total offensive yards gained.
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Today will be cloudy

and foggy, with the sun

peeking in the p.m. and

temps in the 70s. T

Columnist Erin Martin

invites UMass to ex-

perience the fun of

homecoming. Page 4.

Pete Seeger headlines a

benefit for the

Rosenberg Fund for

Children at Smith.
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Academic depts. face major
Compiled from Collegian staff reports

The School of Education and three foreign language pro-

grams are expected to suffer major reductions or possible

eliminations as a result of a series of4 percent across the

board cuts that have struck the University of

Massachusetts budget in the past three months.

The 10 or more departments slated for cuts are expected

to be handed down this afternoon at the Faculty Senate

meeting. A group of five administrators - referred to as

the "Gang of Five" - has been analyzing programs for

the past few weeks in search for areas of potential cuts.

The three language programs said to be slashed are the

Slavic Languages and Literature. Germanic Language

and Literature and Italian programs, according to a facul

tv member The contracts of the associate professors will

not be renewed, he said, in a plan formulated to gradual

ly pare down the programs.

An unidentified faculty member yesterday confirmed

reports of these major reductions in the language

departments.

"I don't know what other programs are being cut, but

1 know the three in Herter Hall," he said The faculty

member then identified the three language departments

slated for cuts.

Provost Richard O'Brien refused comment about the

reductions and eliminations

In response to threatened reductions and eliminate

within the School of Education, graduate education

students plan to lead a protest rally in front of the School

of Business Administration building at 3:30 today, where

the Faculty Senate will be meeting.

The reductions and eliminations come in the wake of

a loss of over $16 million in the University's 1990 91

budget since the fiscal year began in July. According to

Horrors of illegal abortion stir AC
r --« — -* - - fW aha i-nnlH hnvp <ttnai

By AMY HENRY
Collegian Staff

Over 400 students gave three standing ovations last

night at Amherst College to speakers Eleanor Smeal

president of the Fund for the Feminist Majority, and Bil

Bell, the father of Becky Bell who died from an illegal

abortion in 1988.

According to her father. Becky Bell had two options in

obtaining an abortion. She could have gone 110 miles to

Ilinois where abortions are legal, but she did not have the

< ollrfian 111* photo

DOES ANYONE HAVE A LIGHT? - No,

not Bud Light. I need a candle.

monev or means of getting there. Or she could have stood

before an antichoice judge to ask for an abortion.

"She chose an illegal abortion because she did not want

to disappoint us by telling us. and there were no other

options. We would have helped her obtain an abortion.

Bell said.

Ten days after her illegal abortion, Becky Bell died from

pneumonia caused by an unsterile object that was placed

in her uterus.

Bill and Karen Bell have joined the Feminist Majority

on a nationwide campaign called the Becky Bell Rosie

Jimenez campaign The second name is of a woman who

was the first recorded death from an illegal abortion in

1977 The goals of the campaign are to increase the

awareness of the seriousness of the parental consent law,

which is enforced in 14 states, and to hold a registration

to get students to vote for politicians supporting abortion

rights.

We are asking all pro-choice student groups on cam-

puses to get involved," Smeal said

Smeal said that ever since Roc r. Wade, the 1973 deci

sion to legalize abortion, abortion rights have been chip

ped away. A few months after Wade was passed the

Helms Amendment, which restricts the use ofUS fami-

ly planning funds for abortions, was passed.

"With the induction of Souter into the Supreme t ourt.

who was against women and civil rights as a judge in New

Hampshire and the 'right to have privacy, and the

already reactionary Court, we stand to lose even more

abortion rights," Smeal said.

Bell said. "A couple of vears ago I would have said the

parental consent law was a good way to get young girls

to tell their parents about wanting to have an abortion.

"I stand before you as living proof that parental con

sent doesn't work," he said.

Dukakis: No more cuts to local aid
BOSTON (APV- Gov. Michael S. Dukakis says he

doesn't plan to propose any more cuts in state aid to

municipalities, but he cant make any promises if the

C.tizens for Limited Taxation tax and fee rollback is

approved.
, m

Dukakis told municipal officials Tuesday at a meeting

of the Local Government Advisory Committee that local

aid would remain untouched as he works to chop an ad

ditional $464 million to bring the 1991 fiscal year budget

into balance. _ ,

"We are going to do our best to protect you from fur

ther cuts." Dukakis said.

The governor acknowledged that further cuts in the

more than $2 billion of the state's aid to cities and towns

were part of a package he presented last month to bond

rating agencies.

But the rating agencies rejected the idea because it

would have to require legislative approval and told

Dukakis instead to trim the $13.4 billion budget in areas

under his direct control. .... j

A Supreme Judicial Court decision earlier this year said

figures released by the University Press Office, about 1

1

percent of the Uni\ • hudget has already been cut.

The Faculty Senate voted two weeks ago to authorize

administrators to go forth with a plan of reductions and

eliminations The University of Massachusef d of

Trustees last week approved a similar mea- led

retrenchment, a reduction in the work fol MM of

financial reasons.

A facultv member said deans were notified this weak

of impending cuts through a terim

administi s tion on Tuesday at the Whitmore Administra-

tion Building.

The heads of marked departments could not

for comment

Collegian staff report,
" rls MtOktr

and Preston P Forman contributed to this report

Dukakis does not have unilateral power to cut local aid

once he has signed a budget bill into law.

Dukakis reiterated that he plsnned to «»k the

Legislature to approve cuts in its own budget and that

of the court system and constitutional officers such as the

attorney general and secretary of state, but not aid to

cities and towns.

•

"Our first response is to be appreciative of not being part

of the further cuts," said Paul Marshall, the Lexington

selectman who serves as president of the Massachusetts

Municipal Association.

Mayors and other local officials joined Dukakis at the

meeting in urging voters to reject the CLT petition, ques-

tion three on the Nov. 6 general election ballot.

The petition would roll back taxes and fees to 1988 levels

and cut state revenues by as much as $3 billion over 18

months starting Jan. 1.

Marshall said city and town officials are convinced that

if the petition passes, the state will be forced to cut local

aid to help balance its own books.

Duffey defends
Silber's tuition

hike proposal
By MEREDITH OBR

I

Collegian Staff

Democratic gubernatorial candidate -John Sill-

proposal to raise University of Massachusetts tuition

by $5,000 is not as bad as it may seem, said President

Chancellor Joseph Duffey yesterday

"This is not another 'Silber shocker." he said,

have to set ISilber'si proposal in context It will pro-

vide equity and ju.-tn

Silber on leave Boston president, rele..

a tuition increase proposal in July that would allow

students to pay only a rate of tuition their lann

could afford.

"Many of those student who att<

of Massachusetts, like thou

sitv. come from families with subsl

some of them I .me from wealths famil -aid

in a letter MOl tO -tate college and un
•

presidents

"Thev will Ml need anv fman« ial U& >t all.

continued. "And the increased tuil « £•

used either for academic enrichment M

financial aid to student! who con •

Tho'se
8

student -nilies cannot afford nut ion

mcreases would be compensated w ith additional finan

cial aid. Silber said .

Duffey conceded that some students can easily ah

sorb a tuition hike, while acknowledging there are

many at UMass who are "living close to the margin

and could be hurt by increases.

In addition to the tuition proposal, Silber sugg.

that all public colleges and universities gain more

autonomy from the Board of Regents and funnel then-

own tuition payments and fees back into individual

campuses. The Board of Regents Off I ate colleges

^WithSonTncreases being allotted at the level of

family income, students who pay their own college ex-

penses, receiving no money from parents or family,

would be forced to pay more tuition than they could

afford

But Duffey said parents have an obligation to pay

for their children's education and should not pass the

tuition onus'down to the students i will do everything

in my power to make them [parents] take their respon-

sibilities," he said. "Young people should go to court

to make a claim on their parents [to make them pay

for their education).''
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lAny 2 CalzonesJ
for $7.00

J

Pick up or d»llv«fy onry

On« coupon pet ord«r-E*p*««» I
May 31. 1991

TAny 4 Calzones

I
at regular price

I and get 2 FREE
I liters of Coke

Pith up or delivery only

Ona coupon paf oedaf E«P"a»

May 31 1991

4
La Cucina di

Tinoccfiio

S49-3&9

I 3 Calzones
for

\ $9.95
Pick-up or delivery only

I ine coupon per ordor~«»ptre»

May 31. 19*1

Vv
'**

Horn
'lleefcur 4 pm to z am
Saturday 4 rnn tc i am

Sunday - 4 pm to 1 am

Calzones

'Rvcotta. 'Ham, Salami. 'MozzareQa }fc

%tcotta. Mozzareua. Trcnvibne, Swiss ygC

Spinach, Garde 'Mozzareha. Tarmujtana

CPopeye'SpeaaO *S»

Sttak & Chase (your choice green pepper,

mushroom, anum, hot pepper} J.J5

Vegetarian Tkuqht [broccoli, spinach.

ncotta, eggplant, mozzareua) }S°

Chicken Tarmiguxna {breaded cJucken

Breast, mozzareua & sauce) 3-75

Sausage Tarmigiana invert sausage

with mozzareua & sauce) 35°

yuppie C^dzcme (smoked mozzarefCa, goat

chase, broccou &. pesto) 3-5°

Steak & Cheese 'Bomb (steal, mushroom,

green pepper, onion, salami, ham Sl

hot peppers with cheese) 3T>

Teste Calzont (mozzareua. smiss cheese,

ncotta. fresh pesto) 3-5°

Celebrate Homecoming
with these Super

[liquors] Specials from Scott's

Miller Lite Suitcase

24-12 oz cans

$11.49plus dep

Bud Dry Suitcase

24-12 oz cans

$11.49plus dep

Smirnoff Vodka
80 proof

l.O

$8.99

Miller Genuine Draft

12-12 oz bottles

$5.49 plus dep

Bacardi Rum
Southern Comfort silver and Amber

750 ml 750ml

$7.99 $6.99

WE WANT TO BE YOUR FAVORITE LIQUOR STORE
6 UniverMly Drive. NiRMW »kol Center Arnhei<i <Mje§OTfHM— Diagonally Across from itm UMa* Stadium M.j^j^tjLg

Q3 WSJ Plet.ly of FRtt linking \—,» i»«t> a•«»

Telecheck for yout personal ch*> v

r !•«*»<

B
'

TONIGHT TONIGHT TONIGHT

THE FIVE COLLEGE PROGRAM IN
PEACE

AND WORLD SECURITY STUDIES
PRESENTS:

'BIOLOGICAL WARFARE:
THREAT AND RESPONSE'

A talk by:

Susan Wright
University of Michigan

8:00 PM
Thursday, October 11th

Converse Hall
Amherst College

This event is free and open to the public.

For additional information, call PAWSS at

549-4600, ext 519
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Newman Center approaches fundraising goal
By JULIA SEREBRINSKY
Collegian Staff

The Newman Center is getting closer to

raising its set goal of $165,000 in the an-

nually held Phone-a-Thon, which will last

until Oct. 18.

The telethon started on Sept. 30, and so

far it has raised slightly over $100,000, ac

cording to the organizers. The revenue

which will be raised is expected to cover

one-third of operational costs for the

Newman Center in the 1990-1991 fiscal

year.

The Newman Center opened in 1963

under the sponsorship of the Roman

Catholic Bishop of Springfield. The Center

receives no funds from the University or

the state, said Phone a-Thon Director

Judith Smith. It operates on the revenues

generated by the Newman Center

Cafeteria, Bay Bank Automatic Teller

Machines and Phone-a Thon.

Raising money for Newman is "a Her

culean task," said Father J. Joseph

Quigley, director of the Center. The bulk

of the task includes organization of the

event, which in itself costs $40,000, as well

as development of the sources from which

donations could be solicited, he said.

The primary' sources include Catholic

alumni at the University of Massachusetts

and parents of present Catholic students.

According to Quiqley, there are between

5,000 and 10,000 Catholic students on cam-

pus in addition to more than 20,000

alumni.

The donations are solicited through

telephones which are operated by approx-

imately 30 volunteers who come in every

weeknight, from Sunday to Thursday. Most

of the volunteers are students, with approx-

imately three quarters of students coming

from the Greek area, according to Smith.

Smith attributed the high rate of

volunteer effort coming from the Greek

area to the fact that Newman is close to the

fraternity housing area. Many residents

use Newman on a nightly basis, either for

studying or socializing.

Smith said that the level of volunteer

commitment represents "a phenomenal

response" to Newman's needs. "They are

interested in keeping the place alive," she

said.

Newman's popularity, particularly that

of the cafeteria, has been on the rise for

years. According to Quigley, approximately

3.000 students use the cafeteria daily, M
opposed to 300 who used it in the early

1960s.

>llt-gian phot" by Richard lh«Cn"c

Tower Library
evacuated
Compiled by PRESTON P. FORMAN
Collegian Staff

The Tower Library was evacuated yesterday at about

noon when an exhaust fan on the 22nd floor of the

library overheated There was minimal damage, "ac

cording to a campus fire official.

David J. Beaudin. associate fire prevention officer in

the Environmental Health and Safety, said an exhaust

fan on elevator one began to overheat and smoke at

about 12:06 pm ...
The exhaust fan provides fresh air to the elevator car.

Beaudin said

Beaudin said while there was minimal damage to the

unit, Amherst Fire Department responded with a "full

complement" of fire engines because of the size of the

building. . .....
The elevator was reopened soon after the incident

LARCENY

S A stop sign was reported stolen from a traffic booth

on the perimeter of the campus sometime before Tues-

day. Police said a padlock used to secure the door was

also stolen. The estimated value is $60

• Five yellow speed bumps affixed to the surface ot

North Village Road were stolen sometime before Tues

lav. The estimated value is $440.

PHONE-A-THON - Fr. J. Joseph Quigley, director of the Newman

Center, and student volunteers try to reach their $165,000 goal at its an-

nual drive.

Local group offers counseling
P-Flaq gives advice to friends and families of GLB community

consultations at other locations or over the telephone are
By SEAN SULLIVAN
Collegian Conespondent

Since 1986. Parents Families/Friends Ltd \nd

Gays <P FLAG) Pioneer Valley has offered support to the

loved ones and heterosexual tlllM of gays, lesbians, bisex

uals and other sexual minorities.

According to Jean and Jim Genasci, educators by pro

fession and co-founders of the local P FLAG chapter. "The

norm is that people are pretty shook up [when someone

close first comes out J." However, "people have u> do their

homework if they're going to surmount this social

stigma," said Mr. Genasci.

While the acceptance process may take from one month

to over 10 years. P FLAG stresses that the sooner in-

dividuals network, the faster they will progress The

organization sponsors regular meetings for r, »ple w
discuss their shared experiences and read from an expan

sive collection of brochures, clippings and fact sheets.

If someone finds a group setting intimidating, private

availal'

TheGenascisregularU m
linn- and support groups, including AG
chapters throughout the United States. They have also

attended conferences, offered support to AIDS victims, set

up information tables and participated in numerous

events, including GLB Awareness Days at the I

tv of Massachusetts-

Ms. Genasci said that one out of every four people has

an immediate family member who is gay. Because this

statistic is surprising to many. P FLAG considers it a

reminder of how invisible and oppressed" sexual

minorities remain. Through direct contact, it striv.

create an environment of caring and understanding

toward the GLB community

P FLAG invites concerned individuals to attend

meetings the second Tuesday of every month at 7:30 pm
in the Grace Episcopal Church Parish Hall in Amherst.

Jean and Jim Genasci can be reached at

If someone tinds a group semnn ... i.....«-v...B . r _0T FT!

Rosenberg backs educ., blasts CL.1
^r ~. i j . „i„., ;« rwrnher 1991. he I

1BG Forum:
THURSDAY, OCTOBER 11 - NATIONAL COMING
OUT DAY EVENTS
- Wear pink and black to come out as lesbian, bisex-

ual or gay or to show your support as a heterosexual ally

- Kick off rally. Student Union Steps, 12 noon (LBGA)

- Music, food, info, buttons and balloons, 12:30 to 6 p.m..

Student Union Ballroom. (LBGA)
_ The LBGA's posterity quilt. Paint and markers wi

be available in the SUB 12:30 to 6 p.m. All panels will

be displayed at the evening party.

- Walk-in rap group sessions for questions and discus-

sion of issues of sexual orientation. Suffolk Room. SU, 1

to 6 p.m. (LBGA)
- The Life and Times ofHarvey Milk will be shown in

CC 803, 7 p.m. (LBGA and the Program for Gay, Lesbian

and Bisexual Concerns)

- Congratulations Party, 9:30 p.m. to 1 a.m. to celebrate

all stages of coming out and the 20th anniversary of the

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 12 - Coffee Social, CC 803, 3 to

-"Dance, Bluewall, 9 a.m. to 1 p.m., $3. (LBGA)

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 13 - Dance of the Ages part

of the UMass Gay and Lesbian Alumni/ae Association

weekend reunion. Campus Center Auditorium, 9 to 12

p.m., $2. All welcome. A _ - .

MONDAY, OCTOBER 15 - New Group the first

meeting of the Diversity Group a rap social, network-

ing group for gay students of color meets at 7 p.m. in CL

(check info desk for room number).

TUESDAY, OCTOBER 16 - Meeting weekly^business

of the Lesbian, Bisexual, Gay Alliance, 6 p.m., SU 413B.

FrfitorS note: The Collegian will be profiling Candida

amtendmg f»r puhlu office Unlly and MNMI * />"
'

the iVoe. 6" election.

By KENDRA PRATT
Collegian Staff

Rep Stanley Rosenberg, the incumbent democratic can

didate for the state representative seat m the Amherst

area, is running for his third term on a platform oppM

ing the tax rollback petition and defending public

education.

The Citizens for Limited Taxation petition, ballot ques

tion number three, would reduce tax revenues for

legislative discretionary spending for a three-year fiscal

loss of $6,369 billion. Proponents of the petition believe

a rollback is the only way to reduce legislative spending,

which they see as the cause of the state deficit

Rosenberg has condemned the petition as "the undoing

of Massachusetts" and the University, which has

estimated the rollback would reduce the campus budget

by $28 million this year, causing a $2,000 tuition hike

and employee layoffs.

"The real agenda of CLT is to privatize what the state

government does and to turn UMass into a private univer

sity," he said. .

Rosenberg said the working class have a legitimate com-

plaint against the state since they have been bearing a

disproportionate share of the tax burden, but he said peo

pie supporting CLT do not understand that every state

service has a price.

"Taxes on the average person are increasing while

decreasing for the rich," he said. He added that he would

continue to work for tax reform.

He also believes that human services programs could

be systematicplly changed to reduce bureaucracy for fairer

pricing of services, in agreement with a reform proposal

made by state administrators.

Rosenberg has recently been appointed to the House

Ways and Means Committee and also belongs to the

Reorganization Commission for Higher Education.

The Reorganization Commission will examine the struc

ture and financing of higher education to devise a specific

plan in December 1991. he said.

Rosenberg has proposed to the Commission thai public

colleges and uniNersitiesretam the full amount of tuition

nues mstead of jointly sending $125 million yearly

to a general state fund.

"When the fiscal situation of the Commonwealth im-

proves, each campus can put the mon ad into en^

dowment funds or set aside a part of it for rough fiscal

U
He

8

also said the Board of Regents of Higher Education's

responsibilities should be reduced to a coordinating board,

giving campus administrators more control over certain

^There needs to be system wide accountability, but that

should not hinder the ability for campuses to make day-

to-dav decisions without interference, he said.

Rosenberg said he will continue "an ag «• agen-

da' for environmental protection He will also work on im-

plementing changes to make foster care systems more

effective and sensitive."

Collegian file photo

Rep. Stanley Rosenberg

«»•«••«•
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EDITORIAL/OPINION
U.S. funding

of Angola wrong
For the past five years, the United States has been finan-

cing UNITA, the guerrilla army seeking to overthrow the

government of Angola.

An estimated 50 to 100 million taxpayer dollars go each

year to fund death and destruction in this Southern

African nation. ^mm

Toni B. Hochstadt

This is a "covert war. funded through the CIA, with

all matters handled in secret sessions of the congressional

intelligence committees.

Now, for the first time since 1986. Congress has agreed

to open floor debate on UNITA funding.

This is a precious opportunity to halt the lethal covert

funding of this war.

There is no logic to U.S. support for UNITA other than

a knee jerk Cold War reaction. For many years the U.b.

government feared that Angola was a 'Soviet" tool.

However, in manv ways Angola is more closely tied to

Western nations than to the Soviet Union. Numerous U.S.

corporations conduct business within Angola.

The Bush administration and many members of Con-

gress champion Jonas Savimbi. leader of UNITA, as a

freedom fighter for his democratic ideals, but his leader

ship practices do not reflect a commitment to democratic

procedures.

Savimbi's goal is personal power, not democracy.

The war in Angola is escalating at a tremendous human

cost UNITA s tactic of placing land mines in fields and

other civilian areas has not only halted food production

in many regions, but given Angola the worlds highest

amputee rate. ,

UNITA routinely targets rural water systems and

health care facilities, depriving many of water and leading

to the world's highest infant mortality rate.

According to the U.N.. Angola has 50,000 war orphans.

782.000 people facing starvation and over $20 billion in

propertv damage.

The Angolan government has recently reaffirmed its

commitment to a multi-party system and has invited

UNITA to help draft a new constitution

Cuban troops are gradually withdrawing in accordance

with a U.S. plan. The USSR, has agreed to cut all
i

aid

to UNITA. At a time when a ceasefire is in sight, the U.b

has escalated arms shipments to UNITA Sambivi recent

lv visited the U.S. to lobby for additional aid.

It is urgent that the public call for debate on Angola

and put an end to U.S. military subsidies.

Call write and send telegrams to your senators and

representatives. Urge them to demand open debate when

the issue gets to the floor and to vote against all aid to

I ' NITA
Bv ending covert aid to UNITA and redoubling

diplomatic efforts, the U.S. can support the efforts of the

people of Angola to create an indigenous and sustainable

democracy built on the desire for freedom and participa

tion, not the fear of violent conflict

Tom B Hochstadt is a Smith College student
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School spirit could be a fresh change
The leaves have finally changed, and the beautiful

Amherst foliage is at its peak. Some of the most incredi

ble scenery surrounds us. In the fine tradition of fall, we

embark on yet another seasonal ritual sport. The

American League play-offs (or should I say beating), foot

ball and, of course, homecoming.

Homecoming? Is this weekend homecoming? Oct. 13 and

14 is homecoming weekend at UMass. But what do we

do for homecoming? What sets this weekend apart from

anv others? ^____

Erin Martin

In the tradition of all fine universities, it is an exo

to tap a keg at 11 am It is a chance for students on this

campus to identify with one another, to come together in

support of one crusade. . . a Minutemen football victory^

1 started attending this University after tailgating and

drinking at football games had already been abolished

Since that time, attendance at sporting events has

diminished. Is it a lack of school spirit or a ban on alcohol

that keeps the masses away?

At other colleges, where the alumni pour money into

the athletic programs, sporting events draw record crowds^

Homecoming is usually a celebration of touchdowns and

terrific times. . .

Last night. I talked on the phone with my best friend

who is a senior at Boston College. We discussed our plans

for the weekend
"Oh, I might go to our football game on Saturday, it s

homecoming this weekend."

"Really? Who are you playing?" she asked

With embarrassment I sighed and said. "I don't know^

'You mean to tell me that you don't even know who

your school is up against on Saturday?"

"Well. no.

Then what DO you do for homecoming? Do you have

a dance or a ball or something?" ..... 9 w .
t

I fought back my laughter. "A ball? At UMass? What,

are you kidding"* No. we don't have a ball Why do you?

"Of course! Homecoming is a big deal! There is a for

mal dance, tailgate parties, a big football game. It s a huge

weekend here at BC. People are already making their

P
"Well there are quite a few things about UMass and

BC that are different, you know " And I went on to

explain.

UMass does not receive much in the way of alumni con

tributions, especially in comparison with a small, private

college. Alumni don't buy season ticket > tfl our tV.thall

games. ,

And we don't have a huge sporting arena or hockey rink

We don't have tailgate parties because drinking is for

bidden at sporting events on our campus Shameful but

true, this probablv explains our lack of school spirit and

embarrassing attendance figures at our football game*.

So. is homecoming an event recognized bv the Univer

sity? Does our football team plan for a big game with nun

dreds of fans? Do the alumni, recent graduates or those

from years past realize this is the weekend to return to

their alma mater?

I realize that, being at such a large university, we can

not possibly bring back all our graduates But we can get

together with students from the past You might even con

sider attending the football game on Saturday - a little

school spirit could be I fresh change from the everyday

complaints about this place

And. if after the game you want to party, get uptown

early.
.

i u
Last year, lines began forming at 4 o clock

Erin Martin is a Collegian columnist

America should take care of itself

On Aug 2, 1990. Kuwait was invaded by Iraq. The crisis

that evolved from this invasion still goes on today. Should

we as Americans be involved in this prolonged and I

ly situation?
'

President Bush stated to Congress, "They remind us

who is keeping America strong. They do."- referring to

the American servicewomen and men who are in the Mid

die East to protect American interests. But what are our

interests there?

Daniel Gittelsohn

Bush is leading us to believe our main interest is to pro

tect the American citizens who are living in Iraq, Kuwait

and Saudi Arabia. I believe that our main interest is the

oil.

If our main interest were to protect American citizens,

then he would have enforced more stringent sanctions on

Iraq if all American citizens were not free to leave. In

stead our army, which will take billions of dollars to sup-

port, is still there protecting what I believe is the oil

situation.

Being in the Middle East and spending exorbitant

amounts of funds is only making America economically

America is kept strong more by the people than the

government. The majority of the American people are

more honest, and they have a better realization of what

should and should not be done in government than the

politicians themselves. The majority of politicians, in-

cluding the President, lead not to be honest, and often

make poor decisions which govern our lives

Our country is weakened because those in a position of

power often misuse it. and this filters down and makes

America weak. A strong country is one in which the peo-

ple and the politicians work together to make reasonable

decisions.

We can become a stronger country if we can fill political

positions with people who are willing to work with citizens

who elected them and listen to their complaints and ideas.

Spending $17.7 billion, whether half of it is donated or

not, is absurd. With so many domestic problems in our

own country, such as welfare, homelessness. starvation

and the budget, we should not be spending money we do

not have.

Although we get a great deal of fuel from the Mideast,

we have enough to get by without their aid. It seems that

the U.S. is always helping other countries It's about time

that American asked those nations standing behind it to

put in their share and take control of the situation.

Spending of this tvpe only weakens the US finances

a great deal. The U.S. is in too much trouble supporting

its own domestic problems to involve itself in the affairs

of other nations.

If the U.S. does not start thinking about itself and its

citizens, it will eventually become a disgrace and crum

ble. It is going to take a new and improved governmental

body to clean up the problems facing this country.

Once domestic problems are solved, then we can go

about giving aid to other countries. We must, without

question, teach this generation to work together

Daniel Gittelsnhn i.s a UMass student

AIDS Quilt remembers family, friends who have suffered
*V ....... iin-:i„ tu„., «^= u aA Ql™>^v di*d. it was not seriously another 374 intectea, yei me ivirtt i

* „€ i*u—
Editor's note: This column is being reprinted due to

previous graphic problems.

"...Jack Caster.. .Wes C onk...Roger Lyon..." Read over

a loud speaker, the names of the deceased echo throughout

the oversized gym and continue in a quilt connected with

seams which stretch for 78 miles and memories which are

infinite. „
"...Michael Bennett.. .Charles Ludlum...Roy Lohn...

The quilt weighs 13 tons and is so heavy it overwhelms

one's heart.

A person in front of me bows his head, shadowing tears

from the rest of us who have come to see the AIDS

Memorial Quilt. Sitting on the floor, streams flow down

his cheeks as he tenderly touches the quilt. The sponsor

is The Names Project, yet for him it is not just a name,

but perhaps a friend, or a parent, or a sibling, or "...Dan

Eicholtz...Stephen Stucker...Jerry Smith ..."

"Michel Foucault.Jon Sims. Ed Mock..." As of May

1990. thev totalled 80.791 dead with 132.510 others

positively diagnosed. They too will surely die. as there is

no cure. ... , j
AIDS, sadly enough, is a disease that has been placed

on the scale on which society weighs people's worth. And

the worth ofhomosexuals is considered less than the worth

of otht .

It is a stigmatized illness which affects sections of society

who are seen as less desirable, and thus people just don't

care

While thousands had already died, it was not seriously

addressed by our government until 1986, six years after

the discovery of the disease, when Ronald Reagan asked

the Surgeon General to write a report on the AIDS

epidemic. "By the time President Reagan delivered his

first speech about AIDS, 36,058 people had been diagnosed

with the disease; 20,849 had died (And The Band Played

On, Randy Shiltz)."

Adam Stein

There is an inconsistent response to disasters which af-

fect the White heterosexual communities as opposed to

those catastrophes felt outside of the mainstream. The

most popular example was the massive manhunt laum

ched by Mayor Flynn of Boston against the supposed

African-American murderer of Charles Stuart's wife,

when murders occurring in the same area against non

Whites are investigated with much less vigor.

Another example of society's valuing some lives more

than others was the attention given to the Tylenol scare_

When cyanide was discovered in capsules, the New York

Times wrote a story on the scare everyday for that Oc-

tober (1982) and produced 23 pieces in the two months

after that (Shiltz). r4I~o *u
However, by Oct. 5, 260 people had died of AIDS, with

another 374 infected, yet the New York Times had writ

ten only t^ree stories about the epidemic in 1981 and three

more stories in all of 1982 (Shiltz).

Society's weighing of deaths within the mainstream as

more important than the deaths of gays was not only evi-

dent in the unequal media coverage of AIDS, but also in

government funding of the disease. In 1976 a disease

broke out among a group of married White American

Legion conventioners In Philadelphia. The epidemic,

which claimed far fewer lives than AIDS, became known

as Legionnaire's Disease and was being researched by I he

National Institute of Health <NIH> at the sametirne^

AIDS NIH Legionairre's spending in 1982 was $34,841

per death as opposed to the $3,225 spent per AIDS d ath

(Shiltz). The main difference between the victims was their

sexual orientation.
" Court Miller. Max Robinson..." Names have no

ual orientation, for they are just people, free from *

ty's devaluing. Mothers/fathers .
sons daugh-

...brothers sisters ...friends ...lovers They should be free

from society's devaluing.

It is this which the AIDS Memorial Quilt tries to con

vey and, as the demographics of AIDS victims continue

to change and more heterosexuals are woven into the

panels of the quilt, it will be this we must remember. (Lur

rently. 26 percent of those with AIDS received the virus-

through heterosexual sex or IV drug use.)

Adam Stein is a Collegian columnist"— However, by uct. o. zou peopie imu u«« u . ™~w #

Censoring viewpoints an outlet of freedom of expression
° *

. . .... ._^oi„ a^n^rmanentdestruc- guarantees that no legislative hods thai

Years ago. then mi an upright citizen

who owned a Chicago barber shop. One

morning during election season he

discovered that hifl barberpole and front

window had bet smashed during the

night.

Karl Rookey

It seems that he had mentioned the

relative merits of the "wTong" political can

didate to one of his customers the previous

day. and the damaged store front was a

gentle reminder that no one could possibly

vote knowingly for the "wrong" man.

The barber had no right to complain, as

the political candidate he was touting had

faulty political beliefs. Because the barber

was advertising his candidate, some of the

shop's customers might have voted for the

barber's candidate, and if enough people

•...ted for the scoundrel, the good guys

would los. The barber's campaigning had

to he silenced somehow

It is rumored that had MM of the barber

shop lantftb kedifthebai

had freedom of speech, the thug would ;

replied self righteously. "Not while I'm

around.''

I have a similar, but less dramatic >t.u •>

about UMass.
Everyone knows that question three on

November's ballot is the epitome of evil. If

it should pass, destruction would surely fall

immediately upon the Massachusetts

public higher education system Therefore,

no one on campus would support the ques

tion — except for a friend of mine, who

believes the failure of question three would

me ,n more certain and permanent destruc-

tion to UMa-
Mv friend put up signs saying. \

on question three" and "Do you want the

University to go up in smoke'", placing

them next to posters of the opposing \

"Equal time for the view* ol the oppi

tion," my friend >aid.

Ifyou followed my story about the bar!

you
:

ll know what happened: My friend's

signs came down He informed me within

an hour every sign he put up had been rip

ped down. Of course, if he had half a brain,

my friend would have known those signs

Hist had to come down: If people were con

vi need to vote "yes," then there wouldn't

be enough people to vote "no" and the good

guys would lose. My friend had no right to

complain.

In fact, because the Constitution

guarantees that no legislative hall

impede the tn '

responsibility of the individual to ceo

alternative viewpoints

Without those dedicated individuals who

bop Windows and tear (I

th which thej don't bow

WOUM » \actl> which view

point we are supposed to hold'' I'

never do far us to kiio* that both tides of

an issue have supp we Bttighl

know enough to vote for the right choice.

Knowledge, after all, breeds confusion.

My friend said that after posting one of

his signs, he heard a ripping as he turned

the corner. Intrigued, he turned around in

time to hear a woman say. "He has a right

to free speech, too." And the man to whom

she spoke said, "Not while I'm around
'

Karl Rookey is a UMass student

Letters to the Editor—
Release American hostages first

One can easily say the impending

hostilities with Iraq are largely due to the

U.S. not having a workable energy polio

and our continued stubborn clinging to 18

mpg vehicles.

Often this is the only argument con

sidered when looking at the Iraq Mtuation

There are other factors we should consider.

however minimalized they have been by

the media and our government

The U.S. government has as I part of its

duty to its citizens their protection from

hostile foreign powers. Clearly, this in

eludes protection from unwarranted defa n

tion by hostile governments The U.S.

government, therefore, has as its duty the

freeing of American hostages from Saddam

Hussein, at any cost

Hussein has tried to bargain with the

US. government, using the lives and

freedom of American hostages as his ma-^

jor tradeable commodity. The freedom of

there hostages is not and cannot ever be

considered a negotiable point - for if the

freedom of even one man becomes a

negotiable issue, the freedom of all men

becomes a negotiable issue.

There is nothing of greater value than

the freedom of the individual. The U.S.

Constitution was written with this concept

as one of its primary tenets The U.S.

government must be guided by and uphold

this ideal for the benefit of v is. Once

it abandons this ideal, it cease-

justifiably exist.

Only after every American hostag

released and delivered safely into the

hands of our government should any

negotiation for the continued oe of

Hussein's government be considered

Currently, he can be considered no m- I

than a criminal, and as such he has no

right to demand anything.

Sean Slattery. Southwest

Picture gives one aspect of hero

In this age when so much recent U.S.

historv is rewritten for merely

unknown i. I would like to comment

upon the picture which the Colic

ran of Malcolm X with an automatic-

weapon (Sept. 18. Page H
While this is certainly a riveting

photo, it contributes to the myth ol

Malcolm X as a fire-breathing fanatu

with a narrow world view Yet

ne who has read the mng

classic. "The Autohiography of Malcolm

an attest to. the author's world

was far from static or rigid

a childhood and j <>untf

adulthood of considerable pain and

marginalization some of it self-imp-

hut much of it foisted on him by a racist

culture i. Malcolm X seized on a lengthy

stint in a Massachusetts- prison to

educate himself

He emerged as a brilliant leader com

mitted to the cause of Black :
"id

liberation and an enduring enemy of

raci-m Hi- views continued

until he was tragically assassinated.

He was especially moved by a journey

to the Muslim holv city of Mecca wr •

-ed Black and White M.-!;ms

worshipping toget!

I'm not sure where the rifle clad photo

,me from, but it sbouM

lv DM aspect of a complex and her

fW l

, 4I ,
J. in Allain

Northampton

Nursing Association

thanks Rep., Trustee
This is an Open letter to Rep Stan Rosenberg and Stu

dent Trustee Angus MeQutlken:

We would like to extend our thanks to.you
i

for tak

inn the time to meet with us recently. We left highly

informed as to how. if passed, ballot question number

three will affect the University, the local community

and the Commonwealth of Massachusetts^

On Nov 6. we will go to the voting booths with the

knowledge that if the CLT petition passes, our future

H students at 1 1 Mass-Amherst and health care pro-

viders will be threatened.

We realize that, as future nurses, we require a conv

prehensive education to meet the health care needs of

?ie Commonwealth. The demands of increased drug

and alcohol abuse, physical abuse AIDS, cancer, teen

Pregnancy and the longevity of our elders require

nurare who can provide care in diverse settings and

populations.

We hope that voters will remember that as nurses

wewill £ there for them and their families and that

Ihe£ vote will determine who will be cared for. how

,he!• wuYbr cared for and the quality of their health

care providers ^^ ^^ Ag80ciation

Students should oppose criminal killers in govt
m a *. t_ 1 13 A • > —I ill

I read Owen Broadhurst s piece with great inter

("Republics politics ignores Norths struggle.' Oct J

It was fascinating not just for its anti-British tirade but

also for its attack on the democratically-elected govern

ment of the South.

From Mr. Broadhurst's description of the freedom

fighters" in the North. I presume he supports the provi-

sional IRA.

The Provos claim they are the only legitimate govern

ment of all Ireland. This is obviously a very strong claim,

based as it is on the fact that they lost the vote in Ireland s

parliament in 1922 over splitting the island into two parts.

A more recent mandate could be based on their over-

whelming support in Northern Ireland's last election -

113 percent. . ,

It should be remembered that in 1969. when British

troops were first deployed to keep sectarian crowds apart,

they were met by Catholics with cups of tea as friends

Dismaved bv their lack of support, the IRA Started

•hooting troops from Catholic areas, provoking tire and

marches in return, which led to todays trou!

But we should not forget the IRA's claim to legitimacy

- their "justice."

True people were unfairly sent to prieoil In Britain for

alleged bombings, but they are now being cleared at

peal There is no appeal from IRA "eourt^ **uch have

knee capped over 1.000 people .shot through the back of

the knee) or IRA murderers who have killed, among

others, a Catholic priest, a nun. a six month old baby and

dozens of the retired.

I don't ask everyone to agree with how Ireland is divid-

ed but hope that UMass students will join the vast bulk

of both British and Irish (on both sides of the border) in

opposing the criminal killers who claim to be government.
PF^ Stephen Prince

Southwest

The Letter* to the Editor section appears ecery Thursday. ^ter^cUh"» "<""'• "^^
and phone number attached, must be received by noon on »*«nes

f£ Center_ r.Vass

Send all submissions to Gayle LonylAnna Reyma Santtago. 1U Campus

Amherst 01003.
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CALLING ALL THINKERS

/7..I \//

START PLANNING YOUR CAREER
NOW, BEFORE YOU GRADUATE.

FALL ON-CAMPUS CO-OP INTERVIEW SCHEDULE

NOVEMBER 2 IBM TJ WATSON RESEARCH
CENTER, ACCOUNTING AND PERSONNEL CO-

OPS OPEN. SOM, PSYCH AND COMMUNICA-
TIONS MAJORS

NOVEMBER 9 SOUTHBURY, MIS POSITIONS,

STUDENTS WITH GOOD PROGRAMMING SKILLS.

NOVEMBER 14 IBM TARRYTOWN AND
SOUTHBURY, ACCOUNTING AND FINANCE POSI-

TIONS OPEN. SOM AND ECON MAJORS.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION CONTACT THE FIELD EX-

PERIENCE OFFICE AT MATHER CAREER CENTER. 545-6265

INFORMATION SESSIONS ARE PROVIDED DAILY IN CURRY
HICKS.

IBM IS AN EQUAL OPPOflTUNlTY EMPLOYER

DISTINGUISHED TEACHERS
AWARD

NOMINATIONS

DEADLINE: NOVEMBER 2, 1990

IF YOU KNOW A FACULTY MEMBER OR TEACHING
ASSISTANT/ASSOCIATE WHO IS TRULY OUTSTANDING AND DESERVES

RECOGNITION, SUBMIT A NOMINATION IN WRITING WITH A BRIEF
DESCRIPTION OF WHY YOUR NOMINEE DESERVES THE AWARD.

FACULTY, ALUMNI AND CURRENT GRADUATE/UNDERGRADUATE STUDENTS MAY NOMINATE.

SUBMIT NOMINATIONS BY FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 2, 1990

TO: DISTINGUISHED TEACHING AWARD COMMITTEE
GRADUATE DEAN'S OFFICE
A217 GRADUATE RESEARCH

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS

THIRD WORLD AFFAIRS
Murder in Jerusalem
On Oct. 9, Israeli police conducted a

systematic massacre of Palestinians in the

sacred Al-Aksa mosque in Jerusalem, kill-

ing at least 22 and injuring over 100.

Elsewhere, the Israel Defence Forces rais-

ed the day's toll by killing two and injur-

ing 80.

The statistics of death are as dry as the

blood on the sidewalks of Occupied

Palestine. The reactions are entirely

predictable. A sampling of these voices

follows: We're talking about people who
went up to the Temple Mount not to pray,

but to take advantage of the holy places to

supply themselves with stones .
— Roni

Milo, Israeli Police Minister

The police performed theirjob in the best

possible way by preventing this mob from

injuring Jews. . . What do you want us to

do? Give them presents? — Ariel Sharon,

Israeli Housing Minister

/ am distressed by the lack ofcompassion

and understanding of Israel's sense of be-

ing under siege in a violent Middle East —
Abraham H. Fox, director of the Anti-

Defamation League
We were inside the masque shouting

Islamic and nationalist slogans like Allah

Akbar. ' and the police asked us to stop, hut

in' didn't. They began to shoot randomly

and a lot ofpeople were inside the mosque.

Prayers hadn't begun yet. and the soldiers

were shooting; they didn 't differentiate bet-

ween young and old people — An injured

( hua Palest ininan. who refused to be nam-

ed for fear of reprisal.

To those readers who are struggling to

comprehend the magnitude of the Zionist

rampage in Palestine and the consequent

outrage of Third World nationals, I regret

being forced to sacrifice historical continui

ty due to space constraints

To those readers who endlessly attempt

to muzzle critics of Israeli state-sponsored

terrorism by calling them anti-Semitic, ex

trenust, etc., I offer no apologies.

l-i u 1 could not have selected a more ap-

propriate place to demonstrate its utter

contempt for Arab life and Islamic values.

The killing ground happens to be the third

most holy site to Islamic people, after Mec

ca and Medina in so-called Saudi Arabia.

As the word of prophet Mohammed
spread across Palestine in the seventh cen-

tury, Muslim rulers built a gold-domed

mosque called the mosque of Omar on a

plateau called Haram Al-Sharif that

overlooks the ancient walled city of

Jerusalem. A second mosque was con-

structed next to the mosque of Omar, and

is called Al-Aksa.

The mosque of Omar enshrines a rock

that symbolizes faith. The prophet

Mohammed is believed to have departed

the earth from this rock and travelled to

heaven on a white horse

Pratip Dastidar

The Haram Al-Sharif is a proud symbol

of Palestinian national identity. It should

not come as a surprise to those familiar

with the Zionist ideology that the Haram
Al-Sharif should be targeted by the settler

colonists for desecration.

The Zionists turned to Jewish history to

find justification for this new outrage, just

as they used this history to evict the

Palestinians from their land, bulldoze their

villages, pen them in refugee camps and

murder them from Beirut to Tunis.

And so they noted that King Solomon

built a Jewish temple on the plateau three

thousand years ago that was later

destroyed by the Babylonians. The temple

was rebuilt by King Herod, only to be

destroyed by the Romans tiro thousand

years ago.

These incidents from the last millenium

apparently justify murder in 1990 The

Jewish states of the last millenium also ap-

parently justify the destruction of Palestine

in 1948.

And yet, when Saddam Hussein reJ(

arbitrary British colonial borders that were

finalized sixty-eight years ago, his claims

are unanimously rejected by the same

Israel (not to mention the Europe-U.S.

alliance) as historically untenable!

But let us return to the issue at hand.

The Israelis annexed Jerusalem in 1967.

There was no outraged Western response,

no sanctions, no deployment of armies.

Zionist groups were given the green signal

to reassert Jewish control over Haram Al-

Sharif with the aim of rebuilding the

temple.

These groups attempted to conduct

Jewish prayers in the mosque. In 1982, a

Zionist gunman sprayed bullets inside the

mosque. By 1985, the Zionist zealots had

transcended mere bullets and tried to blow-

it up with explosives.

Dubious archaeologists conducted ques-

tionable digs right next to the mosque. Pro-

vocation was the order of the day

One such group, called the Temple Mount

Faithful, makes an annual attempt to lay

a cornerstone for the new Jewish temple

in the Haram Al-Sharif. They do so during

the Jewish Succoth festival, when prayer-

are offered at the Wailing Wall

Add to these ominous portents the cur-

rent explosive situation in Arab Jerusalem.

Over the past year thousands of Soviet

Jews have been encouraged to settle in the

Palestinian sector of Jerusalem in a

tematic plan to colonize the city

In the occupied territories of the West

Bank and Gaza, new settlement-

mushroomed Israeli xtldiers carried on

their murderous repression, killing o\

1,000 men, women and children Over

20,000 teenagers and intellectuals remain

ed incarcerated.

The word transfer hung heavy m th< air

It refers to a plan to deport the entire

population of occupied Palestine into Jor

m and Lebanon 'presumably under the

cover of a U.S. attack on Iraq mimicking

the way in which Pa'

rorized into fleeing Israel it

It was against this backdrop that the

•nan- observed the Temple Mount

.: staging a symbolic march near the

mosque, early on Monday morning

Leaders appealed to their people to d-

the mosque against any attempt to defile

its sanctity

The grounds of the Haram Al-Sharif were

packed with Palestinians of all ages by late

morning, and nationalist slogans were

chanted to keep morale up

But Israel's security forces rule with an

iron fist. They obey a simple law. When
Palestinians assemble in a crowd anywhere

in the territories, load the Uzi and Galil

rifles, call for reinforcements and kill.

The IDF's killing of Arabs is truly non-

discriminatory. Gender, class and age are

irrelevant. It is also perfectly secular.

Muslims and Christians are slaughtered

equally, mosques and churches can be

violated with abandon.

So, in keeping with these hallowed tradi

t ions, the security forces stormed t he sacred

Haram Al-Sharif < it is a grim irony that the

name translates as noble sanctuary). Guns

roared and the unarmed Arabs m
pray«d with bullets and tear gassed.

At this point, some Palestinians barncad

ed themselves and hurled stones at Jewish
•. the Wailing Wall. Tb.

m promptly evacuated by Israeli police.

-low, the Haram Al-Sharif was dren

ched in blood Ch»M reigned in nearby

IfobM --! !.- spital, when n-

ed tended to patients lying in pools

of blood.

Haram Al-Sharif has joined a tragic list

of names where colonial forces killed the

unarmed m cold blood — Jalhanwala Bagh
. British slaved Indiansi. Deir Yassin

(where Israelis slaved P

Wounded Knee (whore the U.S. slaved

Baku 'where tb- H

sians slayed Az- ihaijanis

r the next few <i will be I

to the tragi
I

p*>ctacle of th

mildb errant client in the

ut denying OH he

U.N to she torriti
•

There will be the equally nauseat

glght h* of Kuwait and the

Emirate* p iffirming their commit

Palestinian* after cutting off

vpt'.ati -tat. will

join their rai I a as it embraces

Here on this campus some will sponsor

ires that muse on how Israel can sur-

vive thr , hallenge of Palestinian rights

Others will mourn the deaths.

But Palestine will live

Pratip Dastidar is a Collegian staff

memh.

Let Zionism speak for itself
Rather than write another article asserting, once again,

that Zionism often looks to many of us from the Third

World like a form of racism, colonialism and oppression,

I felt that it would be more to the point to simply present

a series of illustrative quotations from the leaders of the

movement and the Israeli State.

Perhaps, after reading these quotations, the reader will

be tempted to reflect on his/her own assumptions and take

a fresh look at the question. Perhaps we are not being

automatically paranoid, hysterical or anti-Semitic when

we raise these concerns. At least, I hope to show why many

of us entertain conceptions of Israel so at odds with the

perceived wisdom in the U.S.A..

Hussein Ibish

"Neither Jewish ethics nor Jewish tradition can dis

qualify terrorism as a m*eans of combat. We are very far

from having any moral qualms as far as our national war

goes. We have before us the command of the Torah, whose

morality surpasses that of any other body of laws in the

world: 'Ye shall blot them out to the last man.'" - Pre-

sent Prime Minister Yitzhak Shamir, (1943)

". only in a very few places of our colonization were

we not forced to transfer the earlier residents." - First

Israeli Prime Minister David Ben-Gurion (1938)

" the only solution is the Land of Israel, or at least

the Western Land of Israel [i.e. Palestine], without Arabs.

There is no room for compromise on this point! there

is no way besides transferring the Arabs from here to the

neighboring countries, transferring them all. Except

perhaps for Bethlehem. Nazareth and Old Jerusalem we

must not leave a single village, not a single tribe. - JNf

Director Yosef Weitz (1941).

"ARer the formation of a large army in the wake of the

establishment of the state, we will abolish partition and

expand to the whole of Palestine." - Ben-Gurwn 1937)

"Let us not ignore the truth among ourselves. Political

lv we are the aggressor and they defend themselves. The

country is theirs, because they inhabit it. whereas we

come here and want to settle down, and in their view we

want to take away from them their country. . . - Ben-

Gurion (1938) . . ...

"Alon repeated his question: 'What is to be done with

the population [of Lydda and Ramleh]? BG waved his hand

in a gesture that said: Drive them out! Alon and I held

a consultation. I agreed that it was essential to drive the

inhabitants out."' - Yitzhak Rabin (1948)

"The conclusions from Dayan's words are clear: This

state has no international worries, no economic problems,

the question of peace is nonexistent. It must calculate

its steps narrow-mindedly and live on its sword. It must

see the sword as the main, if not the only instrument with

which to keep its morale high and to retain its moral ten

sion. Towards this end it may, no, it must, invent dangers,

and to do this it must adopt the method of provocation

and revenge. . Above all, let us hope for a new war with

the Arab countries, so that we may finally get rid of our

troubles and acquire our space." — Prime Minister Moshe

Sharett (1955)

"According to him [Dayan]. the only thing that i

to find an officer, even just a Major. We should

either win his heart or buy him with money, to make him

agree to declare himself the savior of the Maronite popula

tion. Then the Israeli army will enter Lebanon, and will

create a Christian regime. The territory from the Litani

(river) southward will be annexed by Israel and everything

will be all right." - Sharett (1954)

"One, that the army considers the present border with

Jordan as absolutely unacceptable. Two. that the army

is planning a war in order to occupy the rest of Western

Eretz Israel." - Sharett (1953)

"In June 1967, we again had a choice. The Egyptian ar-

my concentrations in the Sinai approaches do not prove

that Nasser was really about to attack us. We must be

honest with ourselves, we decided to attack him." — Prime

Minister Menachem Begin (1982)

"It was not as though there was a Palestinian people

in Palestine considering itself as a Palestinian people and

we came and threw them out and took their country away

from them. They did not exist." - Prime Minister Golda

Meir
"It is necessary to prevent the inhabitants of the [oc-

cupied] territories from participating in shaping the

political future of the territory and they must not be seen

as a partner for dealings with Israel; [hence] the absolute

prohibition of any political organization. .
." — Former

Israeli Chief of Intelligence Shlomo Gazit (1973)

"The past is immutable and the Bible is the decisive

document in determining the fate of our land." — To-be

Prime Minister Shimon Peres (1979)

"Israel will never talk to the P.L.O. and will not agree

to a Palestinian state. .
." — Prime Minister Shamir (1990)

It will be said, no doubt, that I have taken these quota

tions out of context, and or that I am motivated by anti

Semitic tendencies Neither of these are true. What is,

however, true is that the portrait of the Zionist state and

movement suggested by these quotes is incomplete and

designed to make a point, as any such selection is. A ge-

nuine understanding requires more reading and research.

But what I call attention to is a portion of history that

usually has been deliberately suppressed m the West.

It will also certainly be said that a similar piece could

be done on Israel's foes This is exactly my point No one

would be surprised to read such an article, but I suggeet

that many will be amazed by thi » in the

made gie.it claims of morality and rectitude

Ml behalf of the P!,0. of the kind with which 1 I

lauded on I daily basis Perhaps we n • succeeded

in showing why we disagree with such praise and take

a view which has puzzled so many
Hussein Ihish is a UMass student

&mpM4&UH Oft
107 Sunderland Road. North Amherst

Open 7 a.m-10 p-m.

SPEEDWASH
11 Pray St.. Amherst

NOW OPEN 24 HOURS!

South Towne Commons Laundromat
479 West St.. South Amherst

Open 7 a.m.-JOp.m.
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Vote NO on Question 3 VoteNOon0uestton3

It goes too tar. It goes too far.

FREE 6 pack
of Diet or reg Cokei

When you buy a
LARGE PIZZA

GOOD ON CARRY OUT OR DELIVERY
f

v any large pizza or 12 pan pizza at

%£ ice?nd get another wjth equal or

fow^r tooDinas-for just 5>i.yy
fewer toppings-

256-8911
We $199 PIZZ

Redeem
Pizza Hut,
Avanti,
Bruno's
Coupons

CELEBRATE!
National Coming Out Day

Thursday, October

and 20 Years for the UMass

Lesbian Bisexual Gay Alliance

THURSDAY, OCTOBER 11, 1990

THE FAR SIDE
By GARY LARSON

BONES IN THE BARREL
By J. GELLER & M. ROSENZWEIG

COLLEGIAN 9

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE

Edited By TRUDE MICHEL JAFFE

boob.
.
^W* ^ *****

!)|

Expires 11/1/90

Not good with any other otter

Expires 11/1/90

Safe. Friendly. Free Delivery

'Not good with any other offer

Wear pink and black on Thursday to come out. or to show

your support for LBG people!

Thursday s events:

Student Union Steps noon kick off rally

Student Union Ballroom 12 30 to 600 info. food, music.

and the LBGA Historical Quilt

9 30pm S.U B CONGRATULATIONS PARTY J

LIQUORS 'SCO

UMass Arts Council

GRANT PROPOSAL DEADLINE

The next deadline for submission

of grant proposals for

arts-related projects and events:

Friday, October 26

Guidelines and application forms

are available at the Arts Council

office and the Student Activities

Office

««f

18 Main St. Downtown Amherst 253-5441

Featuring Ballantine Beer

at $7.25 a case (cans)

(quantity discounts available)

'HopfenperL

UMass Arts Council

125 Herter Hall. 545-0202

Danook shows off his Swiss Army Rock.

CALVIN AND HOBBES By BILL WATTERSON

l

MOVING OFF CAMFU^

New Amsterdam
or

Harpoon
$4.99 6 pk

$13.99
cse bots

Cossack
Vodka

|
Sun Country Classic

1
$10.00 for 2 cases 2 L bots

Knickerbocker-

Many More In Store Specials

• Delivery Available • *'«mm p»u. d«po.it.

Brondywine offers Country

Living with conrrnience

. On UMASS Bus Route • Nearby Shopping • Situated

on 18 well-landscaped acres with pond.

• One and Two Bedroom apartments include gas

utilities (heat, hot water, and stove).

. Swimming pool, laundry facilities, responsive

management
• Stop in and we II show you whal we have to oiler

BRANDYWINE AT AMHERST
16 Brandywine Drive Amherst

Rental Office open daily KM

SENKS FCOW NOW. YWtN I'M

SUCCESSFUL AN.D UW ,

. AND WfS IN PBASON...

I WOPt I'M, NOT TOD
MA1VJWE. TO GV.OM.

ACROSS
1 Phony
5 Buffers

9 Pound division

14 Decorated metal

1

5

Hip oones

16 Get — out of

en|oy

17 Herb of me
Bible

1

8

Force or master

19 invitation letters

20 Angels dream

23 Ring

24 Chocktul

27 French pronoun

28 Charity

31 — up botches

33 Smasheroo
35 Playmates 7

39 Frances or

Rudy
40 — Perpetua

Idaho motto

41 Gigi 0'

Gandhi
46 Navy builder

47 Welcome —
Altman film

48 Literary

monogram
51 Over the

Rainbow
composer

52 involve

54 Spectacle

58 HogbacK s *m
61 — average

62 Pert one

63 fmt

64 Mesned fabric

65 Sawbucks
66 inveigle

57 Prtcher

68 it s sometimes
-agged

DOWN
i Make a — try

2 Balzac

3 Kams and
Haley

4 Tag-along s

words
5 StumtHing mock

6 Kirghiz range

7 — |OCkey

8 For Pete s —

'

9 Reindeer s kin

10 Clear as mud
1

1

Fall mo
12 — banana
13 Military inst

21 Dieter s

concern

22 Halt n

Hamburg
25 Proponents

26 Appropriate

29 — operandi

30 Frangipani

for one

32 Sellout sign

34 Game nke omgo
35 Romaine
36 Floundering

37 Rocky crag

38 Part of a

gateieg

42 Put pressure on

again

43 Lett

44 "— Rigby

45 Buzzed
48

T hrashed

49 — up
assessing

50 Go by

53 A - of

Honey

<o55 Panon
Scott

56 Once more

57 Roottop
feature

58 Perform

59 Caviar

60 Hackberry

ANSWER TO PHEVIOUS^PUZZLE

H AfS|fORlg T.B.Q,P.E.

v o ' itlMijXeMiam .
R.

mTn'n e s 6 t'aMt i.r.e.s.

o sBn e n c
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TANGELO PIE
By TIM SNUTEN

Tanqelo* Guide
a

fc

TWlSTtJrt
i

Thurs

NO COVER
Juke Box All Night

Fri 12

SARAH GREENE
Acoustic Guitar 8-11

come enjoy dinner $ the show

MUNCHIE HOUR

S
CYCLONE SCOTTY

3

70' g-RO's Rock 'N Roll

jn

OMELETTE SPORTIN 1

SUNDAY
Sports on the Big Screen

Huge Omelettes Bloody Mary's

Turning 21? Twisters would

like to buy you dinner. Reser-

vations requried

READING

THE.

PVTA SCHEDULE

ugill be e*W

rur\ in iht Shevkd II**""

Also Icmw h* ^IFl,

S« a\ 10-30 «f wy.

(I UilL, realizeW Vl*

PVTA kn*M wdly
f^f

i

TiMfry/

PRICE

Mor* Tomon^'i

By PRICE VAN RAY

[MAM PWGJLCD 1NTH6. WO 'brSUi H" u^SrSadD Ms© a£>*3> wis sd32

SHRIMP m
Peel n' eat oww

Anchor Wings
1/2 order J)!§

NACHOS
Cheddar fcsalsa oisJaJ

QUESADILLA
Flour tortilU grilled with cheese

and Mb. jg)
Halloween Costume Party with WHO'S
KIDDIN' WHO, cash prizes, CD
giveaways, gift certificates.

30 Boltwood Walk -Amherst. MA

' itoo> ^ou, Dour PLAH

LjtTH AAATC*€S ,L

NIPPLE
By PITT

OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK
Mon-Sat 10-6 Sun 12-5

NIGHTS IN HADLEY til 9:30
'^^^Wut^M
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MENU
LUNCH

Pizza

Barbecued Pork on bum

DINNER

Bacon Burger

Cajun Scrod

BASICS LUNCH BASICS DINNER

Pizza

Flat Bread Sandwich
Cheese Nut Loat

Cajun Scrod

YOUR DAILY HOROSCOPE
By JEANE DIXON

AQUARIUS (Jan 20 r-et> ») Reset

trie temptation to go cvefOoara

wnefe romance or spending s con-

cerned Any conflcts between your

career interests ana nome *te re-

quire sensitive handing Consult lov-

ed ones

mSCIt (Feb W - March 20) Vou

tKNe an opportunity to make your

We more comfortable Ask for what

you want A heart to-heoTt tak with

your mate w* promote better

understanding

AMIS (March 21 - April 19) Your

emotions couW confuse you today

Take a crash course in diplomacy

Welcome a romantic opportunity

this afternoon Consider your loved

one's feelings before making a ma-

jor decision

TAURUS (April 20 - May 20) The

employment picture brightens

Cooperation is favored Drvine

guidance plays a key role in distant

affairs influential people become
more accessible The bottom line

mproves

OfMINI (May 21 - June 20) Con-

flicting emotions make a decision

difficult Teamwork is essential to

the success of your personal plans

Ai should go wel It romance Your

social life becomes more

glamorous

CANCIR (June 21 - Jury 22) Home
improvements are worth the ex

pense if they increase the value of

your property Visit someone con-

fined to the hospital or nursing

home A new romance could pro-

ve long-lasting

LEO (Juty 23 Aug 22) Obstacles

can arise m legoi negotiations or

behmd the-scenes Oscussons You

may be worried about someone at

a distance Prepare for penatng

changes Use the evening to gather

your forces

VltOO (Aug 23 Sept 22) The mo-

ment your thoughts turn negative

reverse them by magmng the op-

posite1 A temporary cosh shortage

may cause concern Revise your

budget A starting encounter may

have great importance

LIMA (Sept 23 Oct 22) The winds

of change are all about you Keep

a level head when confrontea with

the unexpected A chance

meeting may lead to big things'

New faces brighten the social

scene

SCORPIO (Oct 23 Nov 21) A co-

worker may be late or absent to

day throwing a monkey wrench in-

to your plans Be flexible Jonf

finances receive new attention

Make sure dt parties clearly unders

tand a contract

SAOITTARIUS (Nov 22 Dec 21)

impractical thinking could land you

in trouble Do not promise to be m
two places at one time Seek con-

structive escapes I 'eekng restless

Look up friends you have not seen

in a while

CAPRICORN (.Dec 22 Jan 19)

Those m authority recogrwe a good

thing when they hear it Broadcast

your iOeas You can make wise use

of any extra funds Do not take a

loved one's criticism too personofy
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Outstanding show by Vega
By JULIE LIVINGSTONE
Collegian Staff

Suzanne Vega

John M. Greene Hall

Tuesday, Oct. 10

Urgent and eloquent but seemingly more electric

than in the past, Suzanne Vega played to a disappoin-

tingly small audience at Smith College two nights ago.

Vega's show could be termed a purist's pleasure. On

a tour backing her latest album Days of Open Hand,

released on A&M, she let loose with amazing intensi-

ty and depth on "Men in a War." Its terse lyrics and

absorbing switches in tempos made the song a

memorable one with Anton Sanko on synthesizer for

the evening.

Review

already: Vega is the mistress of folk and abstract com-

position. She played "Left ofCenter" - of Pretty in Pink

fame, while one member of the lethargic audience danc-

ed in the balcony.

Seated on a stool, she settled in for a riveting encore

with "The Queen and the Soldier."

"Well the young queen she fixed him with an ar-

rogant eye/She said you won't understand/And you

may as well not try ... I have swallowed a secret bur-

ning thread/It cuts me inside and often I've bled." Her

talent twisted around "Beyond Belief," written by

Elvis Costello. She finished off a royal night with

"Tom's Diner" (minus the funk, which she reportedly

likes!) and "Wooden Horse (Caspar Weinhauser's

Song)."

Diane Possio opened with a powerful voice. Her

lyrical content is admirable, but the musical content

was a little 1970s/lounge ish.

From Day* , which seems darker than her two

previous albums, she performed eight of 1 1 new songs

as comfortably as if she had known them her whole life.

Real and personable not only in her music, Vega led

into "Neighborhood Girls" from her self titled LP. with

a tale of a childhood confrontation with another girl

and the misunderstanding that arose from differences

in their pronunciations of "whore." Vega said the girl

had accused her of calling her a "huaugh." Suddenly

she recognized that the girl was trying to say "whore."

"I hadn't read a word like that up till then and if

she had pronounced it like my second grade class did

- "ho." - I would have known right away."

A few 'lusty'' bellows from the New Jersey nat

in her audience preceded "IronboundTancy Poultry

from Solitude Standing, set in Newark, NJ. "Some

Jourm a tribute to her composing talent.

Although Vega didn't vary much from her recorded

sound, her music was as delving and fresh as ever pla>

teg two songs ("Luka," "Solitude Standing' > that let

mainstream listeners in on a secret a lot us knew

C«U*Klan phi»l« h\ -I"!" I'"l>

Suzanne Vega

Rent
A Mac

It's simple. It's fast.

It's convenient.
• Avoid long computer lab line*

• Toll-free phone support

• Save money: It's as low

as $62 per month*

Maintenance Lab
University of Massachusetts at Amherst
201 Goodell Building
545-2036

\[ij>l( ( "fr-pu!' f In \i'i
'

trjftrrtwfc -». Appl> '

' <n MTnestrr frfttal - ' '
*

Plus \ ISA/MaMTfiWd rrqutfrd t'*f rental

New releases
bridge the jazz
generation gap
By BILL ROSENBLATT
Collegian Staff

A middle-aged musician said recently that in today's jazz

scene no one pays any attention to you unless you re

under 30 or over 60 (or, I might add, dead). Unfortunate

ly, that statement accurately describes the current flow

of album releases, though there are exceptions.

To understand th«> truth in that remark, one need simply

go into a record store and look at the preponderance of

young, neotraditionalist prodigies in the new release bin.

On the other side of the age range, the craze for reissues

by old masters continues on. Fantasy, a conglomerate of

mainstream labels, has two mammoth releases in the of-

fing The more important one is the complete set of recor

dings bassist Charles Mingus made for his own Debut

label in the late 50s.

Debut was one of the first artist owned labels in jazz.

Through it, Mingus' music wasn't distributed very wide

ly, yet it was some of the most exciting and challenging

music of his career (indeed, in all ofjazz history). It truly

deserves wider recognition, and the 11 CD set should be

1 treat for those who can afford it

The other Fantasy i.issiu- project is more questionable

In 1977 self stvled impressario Norman Granz recorded

the entire Montreux Jazz Festival (that'i right, * try N

of it), which he designed with heavy emphasis on jam M

sions between such veterans as Count Basie, Illinoi.-

quet. Milt Jackson and Roy Eldridge. Granz felt that every

note the artists on his Pablo label played should b«

shrined on vinyl, so he recorded them unbelievably often

- sometimes several albums per year He reached a bom

bastic peak with this issue of well over a d«»/.-n albums

from that one festival. Let's just hope that these B

(or their estates' radii* fair royalti* > from the mass,

Montreux 77 reissue

There are a few noteworthy exceptions to the current

generation gap in jazz. One involves Donald Brown, a

young Memphis based pianist who uses three "middle

aged" front line players — saxophonist

trumpeter Eddie Henderson and bassist Buster Williams

- on his new album, Sources ofInspiration iMu.se>. These

are excellent plavers who. because they are mainly

associated with the "evil" 70s, are unjustly out of vn.

these days.

Brown himself exhibits writing and playing abilr

that show more depth and personal identity than m<.~i

of the other young prodigies His playing has a solid b!

base, and his writing is more substantial than the more

usual "look what I learned in composition class last \s-

exercises.

The other "middle ager" with a fine new releas.

baritone saxophonist Hamiet Bluiett, whose new album

S -i/i Kola (Soul Note* Like Bartz. Henderson and

Williams. Bluiett was also active in the 70s (in the St

Louis avant-garde Black Artists Group, or BAG>, but he

is best known nowadays as a member of the World Sax

ophone Quartet His baritone playing is firmly establish

ed as a more modern alternative to bop-era players like

Pepper Adams or the "cool" sound of Gerry Mulligan

On this new album, he enlists the aid of a group of

African percussionists — sort of an ultimate antithesis o4

the rhvthm section less WSQ - and the effect is stunn

ing. The standout track is "Snake Back Solo," featuring

the fire breathing poetry reading of Quincy Troupe, who

recently gained fame as the ghostwriter of Miles Davis'

autobiography.

AEROBICS
•:x\vXw:*:v>Xv£X^ii, iMinununi

• ••••••••••••

Classes are held Monday—Friday

at 8 am-noon-4 pm-5 pm-6 pm-7 pm
1 class for $4 25/10 for $35 00/20 for $60 00/30 for »75 00

MONDAY—FRIDAY
Separate, Private Aerobics Room

• State of the Art Neo Shock Floor

• Super Sound System

•Mt

at mountain Itrmi mall

Route 9 on the

Amherst/Hadley line

Easy to get to by

WMfJ>fJfcW*tw^^

Amherst's

Best Kept

Secret SENIORS, SAVE A LIFE,

your own. Preserve your experiences at

UMASS by reserving your 1991 INDEX yearbook

Winners' athletic Club
- 3 (uxor *e

r
.n;s Courts

c4 0utCCCf :n Terms Courts

2 Converabfe ' "cccrday

:_.-. sfcnsng Sect. IS]

c 4rUc:u«aii -sura

c Nautilus i Cir:;C.'££CUiar

nines itw

NEW ADDITIONS
C Free Weights

2 Indoor Clay Courts

CALL 549-4545 for a free tour

Paul Lanning Student rep.

Winners' Athletic Club
Rte 1 16. Sunderland

(Opposite Bub's BBQ. on Bus Route)

Open 7 Days»7:00am-1 1:00pm

Cut and present coupon and pay only

S99 tor UNLIMITED RAQUETBALL September-

December 8a m - 5pm daily

The Collegian may be 100 years old, but we've

been chronicling the happenings here since 1863

We will be on the Concourse from 9:00 - 5:00

to take your order

Order the 1991 INDEX today, tomorrow and

Monday, October 15 for the special discounted

rate of $20!!

$99 Student
Raquetball
Special

Unlimited Raquetball

8am - 5pm Daily

rt
1

W I N N E R S'

AIHLET I C
m •

t

Rte 116 Sunderland MA 01059
413-549-4545

After October 15, the INDEX will be sold at the

regular price of $30

CLASSIFIEDS
ANNOUNCEMENTS

FAST FUNORAISING PROGRAM
S1000 m fust on« week
Earn up to $1000 tor your campus organ**

woo Ptusachancaai$5ut)0mc*e'Tliispio.

gram works' No investment needed CaH

1 800-932^)528 E»1 50

U MASS STUDENTS' Sharpen your in-

terpersonal end communication skills Con

que* shyness Jom m> »mpwnoyi»mtt^
group Meets each Tuesday night from 7 to

815 at 310 Berkshire House- Center tor

counseling, and academic development

Can Mar* aner 6PM at 66f> 1?1 7 tor dtWM

AUDIO'VIDEO/TV

USED STEREO Components/ VCRs/ Col

or TVs We buy sell and trade Quality

guaranteed. Great onces 1 Detailed Nst

2S&0941

EXCELLENT 200 wati speakers Must sell

500 or BO 253-2728

CRAFT WORKSHOPS

IN CERAMICS. Darkroom Jewellery

Weaving, and more Only $8 tour classes

Have tun at your Craft Cente' 545^2096

FOR A GOOO TIME CALL

RACK-A-OISC the best entertainment DJ s

video bands etotmmouse specials ca»

586-9900 anytime

FOR RENT

FRIDGE RENTALS Call R ft P 253-9742

SUNDERLAND 3 bedroom spacious quiet

on bus line $650 5494)733

SUNDERLANO 5rms stove refrigerator

garage $650 25*3330

QUIET CLEAN, non-smoking femate(s) tor

one large bdr m two bdr apt Starting Jan

91 Colonial Village on bus route and fur

nished' Can 256-4167

AUTO FOR SALE

1977 ASPEN WGN Reliable in good con

dition $250 00 BO 367 9462

1979 MONTECARLO 87000 "vto*>S/PB

new shocks muffler must sell $950 or bo

evenings 546-6668 549 6352

1983 RENAULT LECAR 60K mites

Excellent condition $750 or BO 546-6946

1983 SUBARU-WAGON a^omainc

sunroof power windows, cassette. 92.000

$1800 247 9380

1985 CHEW CAVALIER
4 door
Radio-Heater
Air condition

A cream puff"

593-6656

1986 HONDA CIVIC CRX
Auto 53k excel cond. must sell

$3990 call Maria 549-6525

1986 JEEP CJ-7. 33000 ""*«':£•*£»
maintained, auto blue Call Brett 546-3982

HONDA CIVIC 5 speed AM FM cassetl

S^2W00n*. £•£ complete.turn,
up

one owner perfect condition Can Bruce at

2561215

CHECK IT OUT!!

save S0«* of! your next Collegian

Classified Look tor «)upon comrng soon on

Classified page SAY IT"

FOR SALE

200 WATT STEREO SPEAKERS
Practically new Check them out

Make an offer Awesome price 1

CaH Mark 253-0427 evenings best

Leave number

BURTON 1 50 SNOWBOARD 300$ new in

89 winter Must sell 1 50$ or BO Used only

live times Call evenings f>23i6

IBM COMPATIBLE XT TURBO Computer

640K 32M HD. 2 floppies, mono software

S800/BO 253-4194

IMPORTED LEATHER JACKET Womens
size 12 New$100 Cal 549- 1756 evenings

SELLING T-SHIRTS? Gel your plain shirts

cheap Also, sweats, jackets avail at low

prices Call Brian 546-6102

FOUND

GOLD PLATED GLASSES in brown case

on SUB steps (FAC side) Call Jim at

253-7206

EARN $150
FundtafSmg Opportunity tor your group Of

quick cash for yourself Distribute popular

student magazine on campus m 1 -2 days

CaH Mr Wilkinson 800-342 5118

EARN MONEY TYPlNG/PC/WP. At home
Full/Pan time $35 000/yr Potential

( 1 1805-687-600 Ext B 9616

EARN QUICK EASY MONEY selling I

shirts For into call Brad 549-0078

HAIRSTYLISTS Part time

5495610

MODELS
2 yrs to adult No experience necessary

Selecting new faces for promotion to local

and major advertisers Presentations at 5

or 7PM sharp on Thursday. October 1 1th

at Northampton Hilton 1-91 Exit 18 Minors

must be with legal guardian Highlrte Model

.ng NYC and Scranlon. PA (71 7)34*3166

NUTRITION STUDY needs people with

Diabetes $30 Call day 5-0798 evening

5464)991

OVERSEAS JOBS $900 2000 mo Sum
mer yr round. aM countries all fields Free

into write IJC PO BX 52-MAOI

Corona Del Mar CA 92625

SUPPLEMENT YOUR INCOME! Earn $100

tor each book you read Call (212)8741493

or write MOR Enterprises. Dept M Box

0751 New York. NY 10024-0539

• * LEGAL INTERNSHIPS '

SPRING 1991 internships with the Legal

Services Center. Get hands on experience

m the legal field Work directly with at

torneys and clients Earn up to 15

undergraduate credSs No experience in the

legal profession necessary - Training Pro

vided Apply Early 1 Contact Legal Services

today 545^996 922 Campus Center Start

the epohcation process now'

HEY YOU THIEF

10/S FRIDAY AT DU
l will find our who you are You have one

week to return my stereo and speakers to

Zeta Psi House on Phillips Street There will

be no questions asked You cannot use the

stereo without the personalized benzl box

It is worth nothing to you

INSTRUCTION

BE A BARTENDER
W M Bartender Training is open

Call for brochure
413-747 7895

BEGINNING PORTUGUESE CLASS
Nov 5- Dec 1 Mondays 7 9PM Language

Paciflca. 549-5065

HELP WANTED

CHILDCARE: M. W F and/or T. Th

1 baby, light housekeeping $5/hr 256-6475

EARN $20 00 to $30.00 per hour

Campus Sates Rep Call collect

518 583 1 180 Wed thru Sat

ENGLISH AS A SECOND LANGUAGE
Classes beam Oct 30 Intensive, part-time

evenings. TOEFL Registration deadline

Oct 23 Language Pacifica. 549^5065

LOST

HUBCAP Yellow 1981 Mercedes Reward

Carol 5 0001

I LOST MY PRESCRIPTION sunglasses

at/around Marcus They are black Ray bans

and they only work tor me Please call Amy

at 546-4466 REWARD'

MY WHITE JACKET Thursday m Barttetl

65 Plea** carl 6-7306

PRESCRIPTION GLASSES between Hertec

and Northeast Tuesday morn Tan case

Atso a tetter Can Brft 6-1575

WOMENS WATCH Rado Diastar has

broken face Reward $100 00 No questions

asked Sentimental value Call 546-1475

MOTORCYCLES

I'M SELLING 79 Kawasaki 400KZ $300

BO Call 549 5806

MUSICIANS

WE NEED A BANO for our party'

Call 253-4101

NEED A JOB?

IF YOU RE FREE Tuesdays or Thursdays

tor a lew hours call Heather 549-4861

5$/hr easy work' 1

PERSONALS

HAPPY BIRTHOAV JEN COOK! Love

Rose. Bo. Nne. ft Carrie

HEY GUYS! It s Suzanne s Birthday two

days late 1 Let's party anyway' Love svite sos

KARLENA.
Happy Anniversary, It's been the best three

years of my lite I Love You
Gary

LAURIE GUBB- Happy Birthday' Glad you

read the personals?' Love ya' Laura

LAURIE HAPPY BIRTHDAY HON
Love mom Keep up me good a

MISTY- Lugh is looking toreward to

10/19/90 and the memories ot our first

(ovedance P S Give Luefla a kiss tor me

TMETA CMI FRATERNITY'
Get psyched to bu*J the best float yet"

Have a great Homecoming 1990'

The srsters and pledges of

AXO

TOM- Memory believes before knowing

remembers A Nght m August was intense'

Thanks for the suggestion and the dewars

TWO 5 9 GREEN-EYED ASIAN TWINS
who are Wep«t™ca8y armed »•* J«V Chin

on his 21st birthday Meet us at the Pub

We want to possess you Happy birthday

P-9

PIZZA

COLLEGE PIZZA
•subs' salads • spaghetti

•

SPRING SPECIAL
small cheese S3 50
large cheese $5 99
2 additional toppings

only $1 00 more
549^098 549-6073

•Must mention this ad*

PROFESSIONAL DJ S

LAZER TECH AUDIO available lor your

danc dorm party, or house party Great

rates, great DJ's Call 323^7801 soon

PREGNANE
Mwa)ap*a*jMax »Hal "' - > " **5
port 7 CaH tor tree and confidential serv**s

ALTERNATIVES 13 Main St Nufl*8HI|J»an

58*3000

ST JUDE

GLORIOUS APOSTLE. St Jud-

deus true relative of Jaaus and Mary i

salute you through tie moat sacred heaft,

1 pre«e and than* God tor all the graces he

has bastowad upon you HumOty prostrate

before you. I implore you through m«lheart
to took otown upon riwwimcompaieton Oh,

despise not my poor prayer, tet not my truet

raecontounded To you God has granted me
prwitodge of aiding mankind in the most

desperate cases Oh come to my ard that

l may praise the mercies of good AjlmyMe

l will be grateful to you. and will be your

fMffvtuJ chant until I can thank you m heaven

Amajo

ROOMMATE WANTED

FEMALE PREFERRED, single room large

house bordering campus $300 45 Phillips

St 54*5985

ONE BEDROOM m a 2 bedroom apt

S Deertietd on busline

545 1028 or 665-8230 Must see

SERVICES

CUSTOM sewing knitting, weaving repairs

or special orders 584-4972

LEGAL QUESTIONS? The Legal Services

Center offers free legal assistance to fee-

paying students Contact us at 922 Campus
Center. 545-1995

NEED HELP IN Intro Spanish Class 7

I can tutor you Reasonable rates Call

253-0475

TRAVEL

CHRISTMAS SPRING BREAK, SUMMER
travel tree Air couriers needed and

crureeship fobs CaH 1 805-682 7555 Esl

F 1426

FREE SPRING BREAK TRIP ft Cat*'

Jamaica' Bahamas' San trips on your cam

pus and earn tree tnp for you plus bonus

cash' Call Four Seasons 1-800-331 3136'

TYPING

MAMMERSTEIN TYPING- $2 00/pg

Quick' Neat' On Campus' CaH Erie 6-0344

Leave message

TYPING, WORO PROCESSING. $1 50Vpg

Free pickup and delivery Laser printing and

copying available KCommumcations
256-63?3

WORDPROCESSING
Reliable Quick. Accurate

Campus pickup ft delivery

Sharon 584 7966

WANTED

EASY MONEY! Earn $4 tor each student

who signs up tor MCI s Student Saver Plan

(includes tree LD) Contact John Hatetsky

CCMI 992 High Ridge Road. Stamford. CT
06905 or call (203)988-0717

WOUL0 BE IGUANA MATCHMAKERS

Get the King laid. Is your iguana tonety or

sociable? Elvis would like to get to know

her 19 inches



SPORTS
Homer-less Athletics sweep Sox out of World Series

By STEVE WILSTEIN
The Associated Press

Roger Clemens' pitching got him in trou-

ble and his mouth got him thrown out in

one of the quickest tactions in playoft

history. ,

The fiery Boston pitcher flamed out ot the

\L plavoffs in a rage yesterday, long before

the rest of the Red Sox succumbed to a four

game sweep bv the Oakland Athletics. The

A*l ST* th<- first team in 71 years to win

,
postseason » 'ih"ut h»«ing a home

run and first to reach the World Sen

three straight times since the 19/6/8 New-

York Yankees.
Clemens stood on the mound, preparing

to pitch and WWing at homeplate umpire

Terry Coonev when Cooney bolted from

behind the plate and said he'd had enough

oney had not formally warned

Clemens nor indicated that the pitcher

might be facing ejection, if he did not stop

the verbal berating Instead, Cooney step

ped from behind the plate and signaled the

disbelieving (i. mens out of the game with

a flick of his thumb.

Clemens was pitching on thi •
'est

despite a bout with tendinitis ;n his

shoulder that has plagued him the p

month. He threw hard but had trouble with

his control before he was ejected. He

managed onlv 24 strikes in 38 pitches and

fell behind several batters.

He gave up a leadoff single to Ricky

Henderson in the first inning before get-

ting Dave Henderson to hit into a double

play and Jose Canseco to ground out.

In the second inning. Carney Lansford

singled to center with one out and Terry

Steinbach followed with a single to the left.

Lansford. running with the pitch, reached

third and Steinbach took second when

Mike Greenwell's throw from left skipped

past third. Clemens backed up the ball and

walked it back to the mound, fuming at

himself or hi* teammates for his early

predicament.

He fired a 95 mph strike to Mark

McGuire, then got him to ground to short,

scoring Lansford while Steinbach was tagg-

ed out at third.

Clemens then threw three straight balls

to Willie Randolph before getting a strike,

but walked him on the next pitch. As Mike

Gallego came to the plate. Clemens stood

on the mound, cursing Cooney for what

Clemens felt were inconsistent calls.

After Clemens left — players, coaches

and umpires stopped him from rushing at

Cooney — Tom Bolton came in from the

bullpen and gave up a two-run double to

Gallego on his fourth pitch

All three runs were charged to Clemens,

who gave up three hits and a walk with no

strikeouts m one and two thirds innings

Boston', Roger Clemen, !• restrained by catcher Ton, Pena as he argues

with umpires Rich Garcia (19) and Vic Voltaggio (261.

I Clemens gives

leap to heckler
Oakland fan humored

OAKLAND I APi - Roger Clemens gave his cap as he

left the park to a 60 vear-old Oakland fan who has

ridiculed the Boston right hander for seven years, after

being ejected from Game 4 of the American League

playoffs yesterday for cursing at home plate umpire

Terrv Cooney. .«,.«* ,

"We've been feuding for years," said Bob Northrup.

of Napa. Calif ,

•He's thrown coffee and Kool Aid on me before. Oh,

he's been so angry at me he's wanted to whip me.

But yesterday, as Clemens was given a police escort

from the dugout to the clubhouse, he stopped and turn-

ed around He walked over to Northrup, gave him his

cap and walked away from an appreciative, clapping

crowd.
The fans were chanting. "We want Clemens! We

want Clem«
But Northrup had his own piece of Clemei

"Actually, he was never really friendly to us until

Tuesday," Northrup said He stopped and talked to

me I told him I have tickets for tomorrow, so go out

and win the game He signed a ball for me

"Until that time, we were adversaries, more so than

any other player in the American League

We've called him Butterbutt. Crisco Kid and hat

inthe-Pan." said Krnie Nagy. who sits next

Northrup
Why the sudden change of heart

"I yelled at him as he was walking by (after the ejec

tion)," Northrup said, I said 'Lousy call, good game!

He went about 10 or 15 feet, turned around and gave

me his cap.

"Then he said. See you next year

Clemens was thrown out in the second inning, but

remained in the dugout for an inning before leaving

the clubhouse.

Northrup and Nagy said they have changed their

minds about Clemens.

They may have something waiting for him on his

next trip to Oakland
Tm going to give him a bottle of good Napa Valley

wine," said Northrup.

Oakland swept the Sox for the AL pennant and are

on the way to their third straight trip to the World

Dave Stewart followed up his first game heroics with

an even better effort He beat Boston 3 1 Wednesday

and won for the eighth straight time in head to head

competition with Clemens.

The only real question in Game 4 was how long

Clemens could hold off Oakland. Pushing his shoulder

on three days' rest to the bewilderment of much of

Boston, the answer was not long at all.

The Athletics will begin defense of their World Series

Championship Tuesday night against either Cincinnati

or Pittsburg. The Reds lead the seven-game series 3-2.

X-country teams gear up for weekend
• Men's squad hits ECACs • Women host three teams

By KEITH BENNETT
Collegian Correspondent

The University of Massachusetts men s crosscountry

team will send most of its runners to Stanley Quarter

Park in New Britain Connecticut on Saturday to compete

in the Eastern Conference Meet

Although the Minutemen sent their entire team to the

Easterns last year, and won the meet handily. Coach Ken

O'Brien usually uses this meet as a chance to rest his top

runners for the bigger championship meets at the end ol

the season, and give some of the other runners on the

squad a chance to "share the limelight up front and gam

2me confidence for the later meets. O'Brien will employ

that tactic again this year.

Despite the fact that several of his top runners will not

be competing. O'Brien hopes his team can finish among

the top five teams in the meet. He expects that the top

three teams will be the University of Lowell. Keene State

and Vermont. Those three teams finished second third

and fourth, respectively, in the meet last year. TTI had

to make a guess. I would say that we can finish fourth

as a team If we could knock off one of those three teams

tad finish third if would be a very nice meet." O'Brien

S3id

Two runners who will compete for UMass on Saturday

are Pat Ryan, who finished ninth in the Easterns last

year, and Mike Davis, who finished 16th last year

Men 's Soccer Notebook

By DAN WETZEL
Collegian Correspondent

The University of Massachusetts women's cross coun

try team finishes its dual meet season this Saturday^

As UMass hosts New Hampshire. Vermont and Rhode

Island, head coach Julie LaFreniere is looking to finish

the season in style.

if our runners are healthy, we should win the meet,

said LaFreniere. "The problem now is getting them

hc&lt h v

UMass is being plagued by the flu bug. Important run

ners Michele St. Laurent and Mo Meldrim both are sick

The bug affected St Laurent in the meet last Saturday

when she posted a sub par performam

"Being sick definitely affected her time, said

LaFreniere. "Right now I am hoping Mo and Michelle can

get healthy and not spread the illness to the rest of the

team." _, .

As for the competition this weekend, LaFreniere is

unsure. . .

"New Hampshire and Vermont are not the same as last

year. They both have lost most of their talent to gradua

tion Rhode Island does have two runners who should com

pete with our top three. Vermont, I know very little about

but thev won't lie down and let us win easily."

In addition to staying illness free. LaFreniere is look

ing for Becky Johnson to return to form.

Kylish out for West Virginia game
By GREG SUKIENNIK
Collegian Staff

University of Massachusetts mens soccer defensive back

Todd Kylish will miss Friday's game at West Virginia due

to a one-game suspension mandated by NCAA rules, ac

cording to coach Jeff Gettler.

Rule 6 17 of the 1990 NCAA men's and women s soccer

rules states, "Any player who has received a total of five

cautions or ejections in one season shall not compete in

the next regularly scheduled game, including tournament

games," confirmed by David Smale, publications editor

at NCAA headquarters in Overland Park, KN.

Kylish received his fifth yellow card of the season in last

Sunday's 11 overtime tie at Rhode Island.

"Losing Kylish hurts us dramatically," Gettler said.

'He's started every game, and he's been winning balls

in the air consistently for us." Matt Edgerly will replace

Kylish in the backfield against WVU.
With roughly two thirds of the regular season played,

junior forward Brett Anthony leads the Minutemen with

eight points. Anthony has three goals and two assists.

Close behind with seven points is senior Peter McEyoy.

McEvoy has one goal and five assists, most resulting from

cross-field passes.

The Minutemen are still among the conference leaders

in defense. They are third in goals allowed with 15, and

goalkeepers John Gruber and Steve Armenti both own

goals-against averages among the conference's top ten.

In other conference news, Rutgers moved back into first

place in the A 10 last night by defeating Temple 3-0. That

win gives the Scarlet Knights a record of 5 1 with 15

points, two better than Penn State. The Nittany Lions

(4 1), who had moved into first a few weeks back by drub

bing Rutgers 3-0, did not play a conference game last

night. Temple, who had won eight straight until yester

day, holds onto third place with a record of 3-1. They have

nine points.

I

Sports Notice
Intramural*: Tennis begins today Frisbee and field

hockey begin tomorrow.

Attention: Ice hockey officials are desperately need-

ed. Please call 545-0022 or stop by Boyden room 215

Boston Celtics tickets are being sold by Amherst

Leisure Services and Supplemental Educafion (LSSE)

for the Oct. 16 exhibition game between the Celtics

and Detroit Pistons The game will be at the Hartford

Civic Center at 7:30 p.m. Cost is $25 and transpor-

tation is NOT provided. Tickets can be obtained at

Bangs Community Center or by calling 256-4065.
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By JODY GABIN
Collegian Staff

The United States government regularly in-

carcerates American citizens who have made conscious

political decisions to oppose the United States federal

and state government policies.

The Center for Constitutional Rights in New York

City has documented the cases of over 100 political

prisoners. The Center maintains that of these 100

prisoners, there are approximately 70 dependent

children who lack sufficient care.

In addition, progressive political activists have sus-

tained serious to fatal injuries while fighting for their

particular causes. Their children face extraordinary

pressures and hardships - some are being raised by

single parents, some have no contact with family

members at all.

In 1957, the United States government ordered the

execution of Julius and Ethel Rosenberg for allegedly

giving atomic secrets to the Soviets. Following their

initial arrest in 1953, their two children. Robert and

Michael, spent nine months in an orphanage, until

thev were taken in by friends of their parents.

The children, then six and 10 respectively, were mov-

ed from New York to New Jersey. Soon after the move,

authorities seized the children and placed them back

in an orphanage, falsely claiming that they were be-

ing abused and used as "political pawns for their

parents. ,

Eventually, the children were returned to the cou^

pie and adoption procedures were finalized. To avoid

further persecution from the government, the children

assumed their adoptive parents' surname, Meeropol.

In September 1990, Robert Meeropol started the

Rosenberg Fund for Children to provide financial

assistance to children whose parents have been im
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prisoned, killed or seriously injured because of their

progressive political activities.

Through the Rosenberg Fund, progressive pro!

sionals and institutions will be awarded grants to pro-

vide needy children with educational and psychological

services at no or reduced cost

Tomorrow evening, musicians Pete Seeger, Richie

Havens, Jane Sapp and Country Joe McDonald will

travel to Northampton to perform a benefit concert for

the fund.

"I came up with the idea for the organization back

in 1975, when my brother and I reopened my parents'

case," Meeropol said. "We sued the government under

the Federal Information Act, and naively I thought

we'd get a lot of money and we could start this

organization. Unfortunately, that didn't happen

The organization had been in the planning stages

since Sept. 4, 1990. when it finally became a realr

The Fund is currently in the process of applying for

tax exempt and tax deductible status as a public foun

dation and is now a project of the Alternative Media

Information Center.

"This is the first benefit for the Fund.' Meeropol ex-

plained 'These are the first monies being gathered.'

For more information about the Rosenherg Fund '

Children ante: 1145 Main St., Suite 304, Springfield.

MA, 01103.

Pete Seeger. Richie Havens, Jane Sapp and ( ountry

Joe McDonald uill be appearing at John M dreem-

Hall at Smith College on Friday, Oct. 12 at 8 p.m^

Tickets are still available and are $20 in advance, $22

at the door and $16 for students and *™wr
?J?

e"*J
or
Q

ticket sales and information rail (413) 781-1406, 8

p.m.-4p.m.
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Folk noise trio

Cordelia's Dad, the Amherst based band is neither

folk, nor rock but since labels seem to be a key to ex-

istence for bands, guitarist Tom King calls the trio's

music 'folk noise." Their name is from Shakespeare.

Ties to the Old English fade in the breeze here, but

their music tends to be traditional. They've opened for

the Dead Milkmen, The Washington Squares, Miracle

Legion and Scruffy the Cat, among others. They re

back and they're fantastic!

You can catch them at Pearl Street tonight in Nor-

thampton at the competitive price of$4. The show starts

at 8:30 p.m. with Savage Garden. Show is 18-and-over.

Don't pass this up.

Esfe«n
Now Playing

The Two Jakes!

Mon-Thurs one show
7:30

Fri-Sun two shows
7:00 and 9:30

Student Discount
with valid I.D.

Now's the

time to call...

North Amherst
Motors

78 Old Sunasrland Rd., No. Amharst

549-2880

Expert Repairs and
Reconditioning

Most Major Credit Cards Accepted

Take Out Welcome

HOURS: SUN THURS 7am 3pm

FRI SAT 2am-3pm/10pm-3am

Homemade Soups, Muffins, Desserts
Specials

Daily Specials Offered

88 Pleasant St.

584-4145

SAFER SEX

FORTUNE COOKIES

Available

October 11 In:

All DCs
BlueNNall

Hatch

Coffee Shop

RESUMES
CopyCat Print Shop
• Great Service • Great Prices II

228 Triangle SUAmhe. «t 549-3840
j
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Northampton
Bowl

584-4830 Pleasant St.
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Stamell Stringed Instruments!
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*in Western Massachusetts
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A HEALTHY
ICOMPLEXIOl
AND BODY

begin* with a deep pore

cleansing treatment and a

full body mating*
Improve* how vou l««>k

and feel

relaxing • refreshing

revitalizing

al«> la»h and brow tinting

and hair waxing

AESTHETICS
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CO with College I.D. <g>

The University Community
is cordially invited

to the

DEDICATION CEREMONY-HANUKAT HABAYr
tor the

HILLEL HOUSE/CENTER FOR JEWISH STUDIES

388 North Pleasant St, Amherst

Sunday, October 14, 1990 1-3 p.m.

On campus auettt please a*temble al

Student Union. In case ot rain, meet at the Hlllel Mouse

Parking tor oft-campus guest is behind

Robsham VIsHors Center

Order your college ring NOW.

JOSTENS
AMEBIC* COLLEGE

Charlie's
I rrny Si Amherst -549-5403 • Open I lam

7 days a Week
Kitchen open til midnight

Game Room with 2 pool tables

Tonight Beer Steamed Baby Franks

8:00p.m.— 10:00p.m.

• . • . . *
'.•.••••. '.•.•.•..•.•.•.•. .•.•.•.•.•.•.•.:•.•.:•

Drink of lb* W««k
Borbon and Cok« $175

Seer of the Month

Potter* Lager SI 75

'.•.•-••.•.•.•.•.•.•.•.• •.•.•.•.-.•-•..• :::•»:•:•:•:•:•:•:

October 15,16,17,18,19,20 Deposit required: $25.00

at the University Store, Mon-Fri

Meet with your Jostens representative for full details.

See our complete ring selection on display in your college bookstore

giveaways
Mon 10 cent Mozzarella Sticks 9pm-12am
Tues 10 cent Buffalo Wings 9pm- 12am

Wed 25cent Pizza Slices and 99 cent Nachos 9pm 12am

Thurs 10 cent Beer Steamed Baby Franks Opm-lOpm
Sundav 10 cent Potato Skins 9pm- 12am
WE ACCEPT MC-VISA-AMEX
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Alternatives
Planit Water, an exhibition of conceptual art by

Dr. Neutopia, can be found at UMass in the Student

Union Art Gallery. The exhibit opens today and will

run until Oct. 31. A reception will be held for the ar-

tist from 5 p.m.-7 p.m. The Gallery is open Monday-

Friday from 11 a.m.-4 p.m.

The Gateway Series a series of oil paintings and

pastel drawings by noted area artist Jamie Young,

can be found at the East and West Galleries of the

Northampton Center for the Arts. The exhibit open-

ed on Tuesday and will run until Nov. 4. Sunday,

there will be a reception from 3 p.m.-5 p.m. to honor

the artist to which the public is invited. The Galleries

are open to the public from 12 p.m.-5 p.m. Tuesday-

Friday and on weekends from 2 p.m.-5 p.m. Admis-

sion is free.

The Unknown Handel: The Formative Italian

Years, a lecture to be given by Amherst College

Music Professor Henry G. Miskin. can be found at

Amherst College in Music Room 3 at 12:15 p.m. Ad-

mission is free

Woyzeck directed by Werner Herzog. is a 1978

German film starring Klaus Kinski as a man who

descends from apparent normalcy to madness

and murder It will be shown at Amherst College in

Merrill II at 4 p.m -7:30 p.m. Admission is free.

Products ot Marglnallty: Politics, Economics

and Slaves In World History, a lecture to be given

by Joseph C. Hitler who is a Commonwealth Pro-

fessor of History at the University of Virginia, can be

found at Mount Holyoke College in the Mary

Woolley Hall New York Room at 4 p.m.

Walk In the Woods, a play by Lee Blessing, tells

the story of a Soviet arms negotiator and his

American counterpart who meet secretly in the

woods outside of Geneva to achieve a significant

nuclear arms reduction treaty It will be performed

at Hampshire College in the Greenwich/Enfield Or-

chard Performances are weather permitting.

Showtime is 7 p.m. and thsre will be a second per-

formance on Friday at the same time Admission

is S2.50.
Interiors, directed by Woody Allen, is a drama

featuring a family of unhappy women and men. It

will be shown at Hampshire College in the Adete

Simmons Hall at 7 p.m.

Comedy Club, featuring the talents of come-

dians Mark Petrucelli. Sam Hays and Jammin' Jim.

can be found at Carbur's in Hadley at 8:45 p.m.

A.C. Reed and His Spark Plugs will play

Sheehan's Cafe in Northampton. 21-and-over.

Borderland, an local rhythm and blues funk band,

will play at the Hadley Pub.

Robyn Hitchcock will perform his wry acoustic

music for the patrons of the Iron Horse Music Hall

in Northampton. There will be performances at 7

p.m. and lO p.m.

Beat Cate is a coffeehouse forum returning with

a new line-up including Vernon Frazier and his

ensemble doing "Sex Queen of the Berlin Turnpike

It can be found at UMass in the Hampden Theatre

at 8 p.m. Admission is S3 for students and $5 for the

general public.

The Emerging Threat ot Biological Warfare, a

lecture to be given by Susan Wright of the Univer-

sity of Michigan, can be found at Amherst College

in the Converse Hall from 8 p.m.-lO p.m. Admission

Cordelia's Dad will play Pearl Street in Nor-

thampton at 8:30 p.m. 18-and-over

Funny Women, a OO-minute show of comedy

and conversation followed by a panel discussion

witn the audience, can be found at the Peking

Garden Restaurant in Hadley. Men are welcome

Show starts at 8:30 p.m. Admission is $6.

Rosenberg Fund tor Children Benefit Concert

will feature performances by Pete Seeger, Richie

Havens Country Joe McDonald and Jane Sapp.

The performance will take place at Smith College

in the John M. Greene Hall at 8 p.m. Tickets are S20

in advance. $22 at the door and $16 for students

and senior citizens

21st Century Groove, a play written by James

Baldwin Playwriting Contest winner Alonzo D. La-

mont. chronicles a young middle class woman's

conflict between her identity as a black person and

her membership in an alienated generation. It will

make its premier with the New World Theatre group

at UMass in the Bowker Auditorium. Show starts at

8 p.m. with repeat performances on Saturday and

Sunday night at the same time and a matinee per-

formance on Sunday at 2 p.m. Tickets are available

at $3 for students and senior citizens and $5 for the

general public in the Fine Arts Center Box Office.

Rippapotomus will play at Sheehan's Cafe in

Northampton. 21-and-over
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Work/Study abroad programs

International student and
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EURAIL PASSES ISSUED ON
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Free student travel catalogue

Giards

Barber Shop

Haircuts for Less!
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Call for appointments

253-3666
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Freedom ot Expression will be the theme for a

diverse reading of genres cosponsored by the Na-

tional Writers Union and the UMass Division of Con-

tinuing Education. Well known writers from the

Valley will comprise a panel to read their own work

and the works of other people whose writing has

been banned This event will take place at the

Unitarian Church at 121 N Pleasant St in Amherst.

It will begin at 8 p.m. Refreshments will be served

Admission is free to members of the Writers Union

and $2 for non-members
Youssou 'N Dour, the critically acclaimed star of

Sengalese pop. will perform at the Iron Horse Music

Hall in Northampton at 7 p.m. and lO p.m. Tickets

are $17.50 in advance.

The Equalrtes will play Pearl Street in Northamp-

ton Show starts at 8:30 pm
Free Press wiH play Sheehan's Cafe in Northamp-

ton. 21-and-over

Borderland returns to Seven Os in Sunderland

No cover charge

On the Nature of Ancient Chinese Historical

Writing, a lecture to be given by Eric Henry of the

Unviersity of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, can be

found at Smith College in the Neilson Library Brows-

ing Room at 4:15 p.m. Admission is free.

The Song Remains The Same is a somewhat

lukewarm rockumentary capturing Led Zeppelin on

their 1976 tour stop in New York City's Madison

Square Garden, but it does feature the intense

26-minute version of "Dazed and Confused" which

is worth seeing and hearing. It will be shown at

Hampshire College in Franklin Patterson Hall at 7 p.m

and °:30 p.m. Admission is $1

Aztec Two Step will play at the Iron Horse Music

Hall in Northampton. Doors open at 7 p.m Admis-

sion is $10.

16th Annual Multiband Pops will feature the

talent of favorite UMass ensembles and bands The

performance will take place at UMass in the Fine

Arts Center Concert Hall at 8 p.m. Admission is $4

for students and senior citzens and S8 for the

general public.
(

Through A Glass, Darkly directed by ingmar

Bergman is an evocative drama about a woman,

recently freed from a mental hospital, and her sum-

mer spent with her father, younger brother and hus

band It will be shown at Hampshire College in the

Adele Simmons Lecture Hall at 2 p.m.

Frtti the Cat. a hilarious and raunchy animated

feature, follows Fritz through his experimental drug

and sexual misadventures in the radical era of the

60s This is a must see for those with a warped sense

of humor. It will be shown at Hampshire College in

the Franklin Patterson Main Lecture Hail at 8 p.m.

Admission is SI ^ _

Art Walk, presented by the Niorlhampton Gaflery

Association, will exhibit the finest arts and crafts in

the Pioneer Valley on Main Street in downtown Nor-

thampton from 3 pm- 5pm
Wargasm/Blohazard/Plasttc X wiH whip the

patrons of Katina's in Hadley into a slammm' fren-

zy. All-ages show

KOSICMIKKC. FUND FOR CHILDREN

BENEFIT CONCERT

Homecoming 1990 ... Go Minutemen! from your ftienis at liquors 4411
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Seagram's Wine Coolers

Captain Morgan 750ml
Popov Vodka 1.75

L

FOUR SEASONS
Wines Liquors

ROUTE 9. HADLEY « 584-8 174

Between Burger King and Dunkin' Donuts
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ALBUM RELEASE PARTY!

THE STOMPERS
Sat. Oct. 13
Special Guest
New Breed
$5.00 Cover
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Proposal to cut 14UM departments
JL. . _„j i u„ „„ m^-o than 40 n^rrpnt of their current size

By JULIA SEREBRINSKY
Collegian Staff

The administration announced yesterday a proposal to

reduce and eliminate 14 academic programs at the

University of Massachusetts at Amherst, which is ex

pected to be put into effect for the 1991 fall semester.

Speaking at a capacity-filled Faculty Senate meeting,

Provost Richard O'Brien named the programs selected for

termination and reduction.

Programs slated for reductions include:

• Germanic Languages and Literatures, Slavic

Languages and Literatures, Italian, Plant Pathology, En

tomology, Resource Economics, Nursing, and in the School

of Education, Research and Evaluation, Educational

Policy and Administration and Cultural Diversity and

Curriculum Reform.

The four programs slated for elimination:

• Professional Preparation in the School of Physical

Education. Community Health Education in School of

Public Health.

and in the School of Education, Organization Development

and Staff Development programs.

Reduction and termination of targeted departments will

save the University approximately $2 million in the next

fiscal year, President Chancellor Duffey said. He added,

however, that this figure may be imprecise due to uncer

tain faculty projections.

The bulk of reductions and eliminations will be absorb-

ed by the School of Education. Dean of School of Educa-

tion Marilyn Haring-Hidore said that because ad

ministrators focused on preserving undergraduate pro

grams, her school with its large graduate student enroll

ment, was struck the hardest.

"Doctoral students worked against us in that regard,

grads are our focus. The undergraduate program is a

laboratory for us," she said. "Several of the state colleges

have education programs, I have no intention of

duplicating state college efforts."

Haring-Hidore said she plans an intense "persuasive"

campaign to overturn the proposal. All departments will

have an opportunity to appeal to the administration for

reevaluation.

The individual programs slated for reduction will be

reduced by no more than 40 percent of their current size,

said Provost Richard O'Brien, who planned the proposal

action with four other administrator

O'Brien said that the administration will not break con

tracts with the tenured faculty in the programs slated for

reductions. However, in the programs slated for elimina

tion, tenured faculty will be subject to termination.

He repeated several times during the meeting that the

reduction and elimination of programs should not be view

ed as "a comment on their quality." and in no way

signifies that they are "bad."

The criteria for reduction included program's

undergraduate student faculty ratio and research produc-

tivity. Similar criteria was used to evaluate elimination

proposals, with an additional consideration ol "centrali-

ty to the mission of the University or reputation, or in

tellectual liveliness."

In contrast to the often stolid Senate meeting, several

faculty members were outraged at the proposal

Professor Ted Chen, from the Community Health Ed;

tion program which is slated for elimination, said alter
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200 join in 'Coming Out Day* activities

Collegian photo hy Dondi Ahearn

Students converge the Student Union to par-

ticipate in the third annual Coming Out Day
yesterday afternoon.

By KATHERINE T. LAMOTHE
Collegian Staff

As part of a national celebration of sexual identifica

tion, approximately 200 lesbians, bisexuals, gays and

heterosexual allies from the University of Massachusetts

community gathered at the Student Union Ballroom to

participate in the third annual Coming Out Day.

Activities included several films and documentaries

about gay, lesbian, and bisexual life, as well as the con

struction of a quilt of "coming out" stories which is to be

displayed in a few months, according to Amy Lesen. a

member of the steering committee of the Lesbian. Bisex

ual. Gay Alliance.

Lesen said the quilt, which will be used for Gay Pride

marches when completed, was the brainchild of Margaret

Arseneault. the alliance's advisor from the Student Ac

tivities Office.

The quilt features 100 lavender and pink triangles with

messages on them, ranging from statements about "com

ing out," the process of revealing one's sexual identity

and celebrating the 20th anniversary of the LBGA, to

tributes to those who have died of AIDS.

The LBGA. the oldest campus gay organization, spon

sored the events.

Lesen said the atmosphere during the day was upbeat.

"Everyone's really up on Coming Out Day," she said. "I

wish everyone could be up like this everyday."

Sophomore Kelly Hayes said that she felt students

should not have to live in fear because of their sexuality

"I think it's awesome." she said, "although I really wish

it didn't have to happen."

Jason McDonald, a freshman member of the LBGA. said

Coming Out Day is not be the only form of action for the

CONTINUED ON PAGE 2

Students charge
administration

with racism
Bv CHRIS MUTHER
Collegian Staff

Students from two departments in the School of

Education are charging University of MswrhnsrtU
administrators with racism in their decision to target

those departments for elimination, despite claims from

administrators to the contrary.

The Staff Development and the Organizational

Development programs in the School of Education w<

slated for possible elimination by the administration

at yesterday's Faculty Senate meeting

According to Blossom Burton, a doctoral candidate

in the School ol Education, the two departments have

the highest minontv enrollment on campus. She said

the University has specifically targeted those programs

because of high minority enrollment

"If these eliminations go through the University will

have a very difficult time recruiting and keeping

minority students, she said.

She added that 67 percent of the African Ame.

faculty on campus are in the School of Education.

Evon Walters, a second year graduate student in the

Staff Development program said the Organizational

Development Program at UMass is on of the few in the

nation that emphasizes the need for multiculturahsm

He said that the stress on multiculturalism is impor

CONTINUED ON PAGE 2
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Question five to eliminate $800M from state spending
^4C ^^ 11 .• r *m T r>a«<..« -We need to protect local services, hew

.. .u * „*„*„u..^«ot that motion allocations if LL1 passes. *** *
. *;. . > ..._„_

By KENDRA PRATT
Collegian Staff

The impact that ballot question number

three will have on the public higher educa

tion has been estimated and repeatedly de

nounced by higher education officials,

politicians and students statewide

However, there has been virtually no

discussion on what impact ballot question

number five would have on state-allocated

funding of public higher education.

Question number five is a referendum

motion that would allocate 40 percent of

selected tax revenues to local aid in fiscal

year 1992.

State Rep Stanley Rosenberg (D

Amherst) has estimated by using figures

from the current state budget that question

five would shift $800 million in discre

tionary monies from state to local

spending.

"Question five will have a similar effect

on state agencies on line accounts as ques

tion three, with half of the impact." he said

Ballot question number three, the

Citizens for Limited Taxation rollback peti

tion, has been estimated to cut $1.4 billion

from $4.4 billion allocated for legislative

discretionary spending.

Legislators use discretionary monies to

fund human services programs, public

higher education and roads and bridges.

The administration of the University of

Massachusetts at Amherst estimated the

University would lose $28 million in state

allocations if CLT passes.

Any cuts caused by question five would

take effect in July of 1992.

Paul Moran. the spokeperson for the

Massachusetts Municipal Association, a

lobbyist organization who drafted the bill,

said" question five is direct legislation to

dedicate 40 percent of all sales, corporate

excise and income taxes directly to local

aid. , . .

"We want to depoliticize the whole issue

of local aid." he said. "There will be discre

tionary spending cuts and cuts to local aid

no matter what happens since the [state

budget] pie is shrinking."

Local aid comprises funding for public

schools, police and fire departments and

services such as trash disposal.

"We need to protect local services. " he

said. "At least 86 percent of"average per-

son in Massachusetts depends on these ser

vice

Moran said he could not estimate the ex

act amount of discretionary funding which

question five would entail since the

referendum would take effect in 1992 for

which there are no base figures.

Terry Zoulas, the press secretary for the

Board of Regents of Higher Education, said

the regents have not investigated what the

impact of question five on public higher

education state funding because their

prime concern is the immediate impact of

question three.

"What the voters will do is unknown,'

CONTINUED ON PAGE 2
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For Your Information
FRIDAY, OCTOBER 12

Lecture- Mechanical Engineering - Interface Science

seminar, "Molecular Absorption Processes on Organic

Surfaces," Dr. R. Nuzzo, AT&T Bell Laboratories, 20

Hasbrouck, 3:30 p.m.

Lecture- "On the nature of Ancient Chinese Historical

Writing " by Eric Henry (University of North Carolina,

Chapel Hill). This lecture will be held at the Neilson

Library Browsing Room, Amherst College, at 4:15 p.nr

Sponsored by the department of East Asian languages and

literatures and East Asian studies.

MONDAY. OCTOBER 15 ,__ .
Lecture- "The Inside Story ofAn Inside Trader - Den-

nis Levine. convicted Wall Street inside trader will speak

of his crimes, his conviction, and where Wall Street is to-

charges of racism levied

day It will be held at the Campus Center Auditorium,

at 8 p.m. Sponsored by the Distinguished Visitors

Programs.

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 17, 1990

Study abroad fair- the annual International Program

Office's Study Abroad Fair will be held on the Campus

Center Concourse across from the Bluewall. The Study

Abroad Fair is to inform students about the study abroad

opportunities in over 23 countries offered through the

University of Massachusetts. The fair will be held from

10 a.m. to 3 p.m.

Lecture- Mechanical Engineering - Interface Science

seminar, "An Energy Balance for the Peeling of Adhesive

Joints," Mr. J. Goldfarb, University of Massachusetts, 703

Graduate Research Tower, 3:30 p m

'orkshoo- A free preview of a Business Writing

seminar wuTbe held at 6:45 p^m. ,n CCJ 911 For more in-

formation, call Dr. Michael Egan at 253-8175.

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 19

Booksigning- Julius Lester and Jan Dizard will sign

copies of their books at the Jeffrey Amherst Bookshop and

College store at 3 p.m.

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 20

Vigil- A vigil to protest U.S. military intervention in

the Middle East will be held at 1 p.m. at Westover Air

force Base (Westfield Rd. entrance). A nonviolence and

strategy training session will be held a 9 a.m. at the

Westfield Rd. gate. For more information, contact Hattie

Nestel at 367 9604 or Jerry Talandis at 256-0897.

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

tant because it mirrors the changing

demographics in the workforce. He said the

Staff Development program was equally

important because of the cultural diversi-

ty of the program.

Marilvn Haring Hidore. dean of the

School of Education, said her school leads

the University in respect to diversity. She

said she is "very proud" of the role of the

school.

She refuted charges of racism that some

education graduates and faculty were

charging

question five

"I am not willing to say it is racial," she

said. "I am willing to say it will hurt diver-

sity at this University and this school."

Provost O'Brien, in response to one of the

first questions from faculty senators, said

the cuts were not racially motivated and

the programs selected were looked in rela-

tion to centrality — or the mission of the

campus. He said they also looked at the stu-

dent faculty ratio and some aspects of

cultural diversity.

O'Brien added that there was no racial

bias "in any way against minorities [in the

decisions]. He said there were "no targets."

CONIINUED FROM PAGE 1

Zoulas said. "We could lose billions of

dollars and then have to give 40 percent to

cities and towns."

The Department of Revenue has also not

estimated what the impact would be on

state discretionary accounts if question five

passes.

"As question five is written, we have had

problems with interpreting what will be in-

cluded," she said.

Moran conceded that there were certain

oversights in the language of the referen-

dum question which will be adapted.

Collegian photo by .lanine Manrinrlli

Shelley Manifold and Cathleen Lohner enjoy a nice, sunny day at the

water fountain next to the Campus Center.

HOMECOMING
AT

BURGER KING

Buy a Burger Buddies

Get one FREE
with purchase of

medium french fries

and medium drink

Breakfast Special
Croissan'wich or

bagel sandwich
99c

with purchase of

orange juice or coffee

not good with any other coupon or offer. Must present coupon

before ordering. Good only at Hadley Burger King. Rte 9. Offer

Expires 11/16/90

( ollrgtan photo by Dondi Ahrarn

Students gather on the Student Union steps for a rally commemorating

Coming Out Day, which included speakers Rob Ranney of the UMass

G«rand Lesbian Alumni ae and Felice Yeskel of Gay. Lesbian and Bisex-

ual Concerns.

Dr. Susan Wright
CONIINUED FROM PAGE 1

homosexual and bisexual community.

He also charged that the administra-

tion is covering up incidents of

homophobic violence on campus.

i'm not going to see any further in

cidents go unrecognized on this cam

pus," he said. "But I need the help of my

allies [both gay and straight)
."

Among the students who came to

share their experiences through par

ticipation in the quilt project was Buzz

Harris, a resident assistant in John

Adams Residence Hall He said that by

coincidence, he was going to hold a floor

meeting that night and tell his fellow

residents that he was gay.

Harris noted that several residents

have suspected that he is gay. but so far.

he said, "no one has said a word to me

about it." He added that to most of the

students, his sexuality does not matter

to them
Harris was also a Washington

organizer for the October 11. 1987 gay

rights march on the nation's capital,

from which the Coming Out Day was

.rted. it was one of the most amaz-

ing experiences of my life." he said.

He said that marching with hundreds

of thousands of gay men. lesbians, bisex

uals and allies made him feel as if he

was part of the majority of the popula

tion, rather than an oppressed minority.

"There was a tremendous feeling of

comfort." Harris said "It was like be

ing part of a huge family
"

A rally was held earlier in the day on

the Student Union steps to com-

memorate Coming Out Day. and includ

ed speakers such as Rob Ranney. of

UMass Gay and Lesbian Alumni ae.

and Felice Yeskel of the Program for

Gay. Lesbian and Bisexual Concerns

FFEP1 LEGAL ASSISTANTS WANTED RPKP1

Legal Services has positions available for legal assistant interns for

the Spring, 1991 semester. This is a challenging opportunity for

students from a variety of majors and disciplines to gain valuable

legal experience.

Responsibilities include:

* client interviewing

* attendance at hearings and trials

* preparation of court forms
* maintenance of continuing caseload

* investigations and research

Up to 15 credits may be earned. Apply early! Contact Legal Services,

922 Campus Center, 545-1995. Start the application process todayl

PPEgl Legal Assistants Wanted rfElffi

LOCAL
Rappaport offers to bring new ideas toJSenate

uirrV.^orlnratinn hut it s an unrealistic expectation con- 2f " f^^»w Vat I k>*^2
By KELLY CONGDON
Collegian Staff

Republican candidate for United States Senate James

Rappaport advises not to vote for him if you're willing to

accept the status quo in Massachusetts.

Rappaport said he offers an opportunity for change and

new ideas with a common sense approach to government

uncharacteristic of the current administration.

Despite the predominately Democratic makeup of the

state, Rappaport feels he can defeat incumbent John

Kerry. "I've seen a change in politics in Massachusetts.

The legacy of liberal Democrats has left many casualties,

especially the working class people of this state." Rap

paport said. "I don't think the people of Massachusetts

are going to endorse the status quo anymore," Rappaport

maintained. "John Kerry is a product of the Dukakis ad-

ministration and the adverse effects it had on this state.

A graduate of the Wharton School of Business at the

University of Pennsylvania and Boston University Law

School, he said one of his foremost concerns is the quali

ty of education.

"The number one determinant of income in this coun-

try is age and the second is the education level a person

attains," Rappaport said.

'Education is the only resource people have control of

to obtain higher income and escape poverty It s lm

perative that we give every member of society access to

education," he stated.

Rappaport said, if elected, he intends to pose several

policy proposals aimed at improving education on all

levels "I recognize that people want access to affordable

higher education, but it's an unrealistic expectation con-

sidering the poor quality of first and secondary education

we're offering the nation's youth," Rappaport said.

"I think we have to confront this problem as well as ad-

dressing the need of higher education," he said.

Rappaport stated his greatest asset is his ability to

represent moderate, conservative and Republican voters.

His pro-choice stance on the abortion issue is one facet

where Rappaport hopes to gain mainstream support in

November. "The point is, I'm pro-choice because I

believe people should be individually accountable for their

actions and accept the consequences of their decisions,"

Rappaport said.

"The government should not make a choice that is clear-

ly up to the individual. However. I think my role as a

leader is to convince people to make the most responsible

choice," he said.

Rappaport also intends to make a greater impact on cur

tailing drug use than his opponent. "It's important to

demonstrate that the people will not stand for drug

pushers poisoning the lives of our children," Rappaport

claimed.

Rappaport cited government provision of sterile needles

to intravenous drug as sending a "mixed message" about

the government's commitment to the war on drugs.

"How can we be perceived as serious about the drug war

if we're slapping the wrists of drug lords with one hand

and passing out needles with the other?" he said.

Currently Rappaport is a member of the Massachusetts

Republican Party Finance Committee and the Chairman

Of the Massachusetts Taxpayers Committee, which sup

ports fiscally responsible legislative candidate*

Marching band
affected by
budget crisis

By TRYSTAN SKEIGH
Collegian Correspondent

Perhaps the first major victim of the recent frees*

on non payroll subsidiaries will be inadvertent - The

University of Massachusetts Minuteman Marching

Band.

Already committed to a number of scheduled perfor

mances this fall, the Marching Band suddenly found

itself without funds on the first of the month because

of President Chancellor Duffey's announced freeze on

"all non-payroll subsidiaries" for a number of accounts,

including non-directed alumni funds.

According to the Chancellor's memorandum cir

culated among deans, directors, and department heads,

"This action is effective immediately and shall remain

in effect until the extent of this latest financial setback

is determined and appropriate budget adjustments

have been made to campus accounts to reflect the finan

cial plan to cope with these reductions."

For the Marching Band, time could be the decision-

maker for their fall season, even if none of their alum

ni funds are actually cut.

"Obviously we stand to lose lots of funds - »U per

cent of our budget comes from non directed alumni

funds," George Parks, Director of the Minuteman Mar

ching Band said.

Parks said the main concern of the band at the mo-

ment was getting to engagements for the rest of the

season. , , _ i,

"We're not sure yet what the impact of the freeze will

be - but a big question for us is that by the time it's

n solved, our season is over. We have already made

commitments, it's like a big cloud hanging over us.

We'r* not sure how we're going to function, he added.

Parks said an immediate problem for the band, which

numbers around 400 students, is their appearance at

New York Giants game this month.

"This trip is less than two weeks away." Park3 said,

"and we're not sure we can go," he said.

I ollrgian phot" h\ Krll> Cungdon

U.S. Senate hopeful Jim Rappaport (right)

speaks with a voter at a gathering of Republican

candidates for statewide offices.
pons uscuiiv lespuiisiuic iiBjm « —»••—

Professors establish Write Now!
Company founded to enhance business students ' writing skills

r -7 mQnaapmPnt firm m New Jersey, many e

By STEPHEN DAMIAM
Collegian Correspondent

In response to a growing need for better business

writing two University of Massachusetts professors have

founded a company called Write Now! Business Educa

tion Services.

Since the advent of computers, fax machines and

videoculture, the methods b; which information and ideas

are shared have changed forever, according to Michael

Egan. a University professor and president ofWrite Now

However, the written word continues to be an integral

part of everyday business and interpersonal communica

tion. he said. _.

According to a recent survey done by Roger r lax, prtsi

( 'ullrffian photo h> Hi. h,ird Ou( rr.

Michael Egan

dent ol a management firm m New Jersey, many ex

ecutives and managers spend an average ol 21 pero-nt

of their time writing business letters, memos and rep.

These activities can add up to one day a week, or 1 1
work

weeks a year, the survey said.

•Anyone in any field needs to communicate in writing.

and a lot of business people don't have confidence in their

ability to write." Egan said "These are very bright peo

pie with a general lack of skill

"However, these people are very capable, and business

writing is a iearnable skill." he added.

Studies have shown that an employee's writing ability

directly correlates with promotion, he said. Business peo-

ple cannot assume that progressing in a company mil

enable them to hand over their writing assignments to

subordinates. ,

"As people rise in the hierarchy, the more they have

to deal with writing." he said. .. . ...

The company provides a course which uses sophisticated

computer software designed by Write Now's co-founder.

Dimitri Gat. Gat taught technical writing at the Univer-

sity for 13 years, has written eight successful novels and

is currently- an independent writing consultant

A former journalist and business owner. Egan h<>lds a

Ph D from Cambridge University and has taught in

England and the U.S. for more than 20 years

The course offers strategies that will enable a reader

to "move" through the copy with ease and comprehension

Students learn "how to grab someone's attention, hold it.

and get the message across," Egan said^

Egan and Gat knew that the i

tor Write New!

would be attended predominantly by business prot-

sionals, so the two performed extens.ve h to bet-

ter understand how adults assimilate new material. Egan

^Adults learn differently than, say, college or high

school students." he said "They require an atmosphere

of greater acceptance and approval, which is what we of.

fer at Write Now!." he said

The learning atmosphere is tun and not -turn.

Euan said The instructors stress participation, int.

tion, positive reinforcement and step-by step guidelines

and checklist

Since >ts inception, Write Now! baa enjoyed much sue

- from local badnesses end corporations, all seeking

improved written communications

Egan has offered to instruct version ol Write No*

UMass hut he did not know if it would be available (or

ftOOOntl anytime soon

«om rnmmoner praises environmental groups' efforts
Barry Commoner pi<»=>^

rwt(,nhe_me„«u.m ne9 ,„ —. * ------
By PETER HERING
Collegian Correspondent

nations.

"We have accomplished quite a bit in the

last 20 years," Commoner said, referring

™«mpntal Dollution as to the years since the first Earth Day in

Referring tx» environmental poUutio^ ^^^^^^^^ p^
moner,Xn referred to as the father of the

ecological movement, spoke to an assembl
ecoiogicwi in"

r^ilowi l«st nicht533Tat Hamper*TcoUege la„ night

Commoner began by praising the effort,

in producing an awareness among all other

1970. "We have passed many new laws pro-

tecting the environment, and we have

taken giant steps in creating an awareness

among the people of the world."

Commoner, 73, is a graduate of Harvard

University and author of several books, in-

cluding his most recent, Making Peace with

the Planet. Commoner believes that the

root of the environmental problem lies in

a failure to develop a proper approach to

pollution prevention.

"Pollution controls aren't effective, but

pollution prevention is," stated Commoner.

"We must stop the production of a pollu-

tant altogether. If it's not in the environ

ment then it can't be harmful."

Commoner is convinced that the role of

big business has been instrumental in the

decline of the environment. He believes

that in areas such as farming, the need for

production of more goods has driven

farmers into using chemicals that,

although yielding more crops, prove to be

devastating to the environment.

"We must introduce a switch to en

vironmentally sound technologies, even if

this results in a small drop in productive

ty."

Commoner agreed that the costs in

establishing alternative energy sources

would be high, but that the broader conse

CONTINUED ON PAGE 4
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Barry Commoner
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quences of the environment should take

precedence.

"The government must get hvolved in

producing a healthier and friendlier en-

vironment for the people of this earth."

argued Commoner.

"There are alternative energy sources,

such as solar power, which can be used in

fueling our homes, our cars and so much

more. The untapped potential is over-

whelming," he said.

Commoner sees the current laws gover

ning environmental pollution as

hypocritical. He said the Environmental

Protection Agency is headed in the wrong

direction. He said EPA laws are all based

on allowing pollution to occur.

"It seems that the EPA doesn't come in-

to effect until a certain pollutant is

discovered," he said.

•Then it becomes part of the environ-

ment, with the EPA setting a standard for

what form of the pollutant is acceptable,

Commoner said. "We have to make sure

that these pollutants never reach the en-

vironment to begin with."
___

RECYCLE NOW!

3P^^^JlS25PR^W^ e%>g^cv <**>> «v «fe-^ «**»-

Hafl^fflianBmanBBi
Buy a LARGE
Pizza for the Price

Of a SMALL

E«p»es li/l/PO

Not good with any of^et oftor

256-8911
We

Redeem
Pizza Hut,
Avanti,
Bruno's
Coupons

GOOD ON CARRY OUT OR DtUVIRt

$1.99 PIZZA
my tarqe t>no or 1? pan pwo at

•eguk* price and get another "£*****

'

(ewe» loppings 'o« rust 51w
r

E>pkes It/1/90 HD
Safe Friendly. Free Delivery

'Not pood with any other offer

107 Sunderland Road, North Amherst

Open 7 a.m.-10 p.m.

J*

OUR BEST SHOE AND BOOT COLLECTION

AT ANNIVERSARY SALE PRICES
Strut otters more options, more possibilities, more selection than any other

shoe stSe tor mites around Our exclusive collection unites old world

craftsmanship, classic design & innovative style

OUR 13th ANNIVERSARY SALE

Come see our inspirational selection <*^°!££^^*!^' Jk5?
ft David Zodiac What's What. Banaolmo, Kenneth Cole. Giacee. jazz^

Ncteto Sam &L.'bbVv.ttor.o Rica. Paloma. Via Spiga and our own line

of Eurc^n imports all at prices lower than the big department stores

If you re looking for casual elegance, dramatic designs up to-the-m,nute

trends or classically conventional 'oo^eaMrou can find .t at Strut

GET A HEAD START...SHOP TODAY!

SPEEDWASH
11 Pray St.. Amherst

NOW OPEN 24 HOURS!

South Towne Commons Laundromat
479 West St.. South Amherst

Open 7 a.m.-JO p.m.

25-407, OFF
4 DAYS ONLY OCT. 10-1 3th

STRUT
SHOES FOR WOMEN

197 MAIN ST NORTHAMPTON

m Homecoming Specials

Liquor Store

ft Bud Light

iJL case of 12oz bar bots.

$10.99

Stroh's Suitcase
case of 24/1 2oz cans

Miller Genuine
Draft

case of 12oz bots.

$9.99

uom

$10.99

Old Australia

regular $24.99 per case

case of 12oz bots.

Carling

Black Label

case of 12oz bar bots.

Post Road
Real Ale

Locally brewed and

very fresh

six pack of 12oz bots.

TAKE
IT ONE
STEP FURTHER

M)U are mlerestec m a RETAIL

MANAGEMENT - steo»na|

• Osco Drug' Vw *

DRMATlON SESSION

Tuesday. October 16. 1990
7:00pm-8:00pm

Mather Career Center

W«dn.*d«> October 17 1990

ve#/

er ana School o* Managem,

se Kvno t»-

-are regarded at Osco Drug

irgest retail drug coaini

room to aOvance
rve are

.

aspects o' trie Dosi^ess Du

'W>dismg as **!! as rvnng. trammg and

motivating peopte to succeed

VVe o**er a competitive staling salary ar'fl a

. ete comprenens^" oeneti' pacKage
• • g a health • armg

(401 H) merchandise discount, paid

, and mucn more O-ce you are pro

m a management trainee you also

opate m our lucrative Ponus program

|M tnat tirst step no* ar,a meet Osco
^mous It fOu a r" unabie to

attend we would still WKe tr near from

you Send ynu' resume tr OkCO Drug.

Recruiting Department. 1818 Swift

Drive. Oak Brook. II 60521; or call

1-800 323-7257.

AMERICAN DRUG STORES

St***** -' aP\ Oscgggg

are an equal opportunity employer

$12.79 $7.49
$4.69

Absolut Vodka
750 ml

Bacardi Breezer
Coolers
all flavors

four pack

$3.99

Bailey's Irish

Cream Liquer

750 ml

$9.99

Glenfiddich Single

Malt Scotch Whisky
750 ml

$14.79

338 College St. (Rte. 9), Amherst 253-5384 $19.99
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Speaker denounces DOD funding

FREE SAMPLE
Friday,

October 19

By the Student Union Steps!

Its the best all natural

thirst quencher of the 90's

Its Fruitfully Tea-licious!

Collegian photo by l)ondi Ahrarn

Dr. Susan Wright

By MARK HENSELY
Collegian Correspondent

Dr Susan Wright, a professor of physics at the Univer-

sity of Michigan, denounced the continued Department

of Defense funding of biological weapons research and sug

gested methods to reduce the existence and development

of such technology.

In a speech last night at Amherst College, Wright pro

claimed that biological weapons research is justified by

the Pentagon as being strictly aimed at the development

of vaccines for defense purposes, yet in reality, the nature

of the vaccines themselves make them inherently ineffec

tive in defensive applications.

The sheer logistics of immunizing entire populations,

she claimed, would render the vaccines useless.

Instead, she said that any vaccines which are developed

by the research and proven to be effective against

biological weapons, will more likely be used to immunize

offensive armies operating in contaminated areas.

"Pursuing a perfect defense against biological weapons.

she said, "is not only futile, hut it is likely to foster the

development of offensive biological weapons.'

She went on to say that the Pentagon itself has effec-

tively admitted that theft research programs 'are ab-

solutely incapable of protecting civilian populations.

Looking to the future of biological weapons, Wright said

much depends on the outcome of the Middle Bast crisis

and the relationship between Israel and the other Arab

(•f u t
,

Because Israel is thought to posses- nucleai *»,

the Arab states believe they need chemical weapons to

counter this threat. ,.
"Unfortunately the deterrence mentality that the L.b.

has been promoting since 1945 is now being adopted by

the Middle East countries," she said.

In the event of a peaceful solution to the current Mid

die East crisis, Wright outlined what she think needs to

be done to put an end to biological weapons. She placed

the responsibility in the hands of national governments,

scientists, and citizens.

Governments need to eliminate the loopholes in

biological weapons treaties and work, within the context

of a trusting political atmosphere, towards a New World

Order, she said.

Secondly, she called on scientists to "be far more aware

and think far more energetically about the relationship

between science and society."

Finally, she urged citizens to convince their represen

tatives to speak out against and work for the elimination

of biological weapons research.

The speech was the second in a series sponsored by the

Five College Program in Peace and World Security

Studies entitled "Missies and Germs: The Hv* « .apons

of Mass Destruction."
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ARTS&IJVING
Get set for Youssou
^*^* ^^ .._-__ e u <•«.«! frr.m Viis hand.

By JULIE LIVINGSTONE
Collegian Staff

Audiences may be familiar with the

name Youssou N'Dour via Amnesty Inter-

national's "Human Rights Now!" world

tour, or by his tour after the release of So

with Peter Gabriel, or by his own rights

throughout Africa and Europe. However

you've come to know Youssou N'Dour,

you'll agree that he has emerged from his

roots a bona fide star and will someday, if

not now. be found in the rankings of Bob

Marli-y

Born in Dakar in 1959. he first took to

the etage at 12-years-of-age and soon

became known as "Dakar's Little Prince."

1 1. nng with the Star Band in Senegal dur

fog his mid teens and in 1979, he put

together his own ensemble - Etoile de

Dakar, which evolved into the Super Etoile

de Dakar. He continues to lead this group,

now one of the best dance bands in West

Afr

YoilMtm stated: "I'm a new generation

of African music When I started to pla>

music I m playing traditional music 1

didn't understand any other except maybe

Cuban

"But when I came to Europe I listened

to the sounds around me. and by 84 I had

a new attitude. I wanted to mix some of

what I heard back into what I grew up

hearing I'm African, yes, but I jike to play

music for everybody. But my identity it

African - that will never change
"

Set, steeped with tradition and openness

jptures a fresh feel from his band,

simultaneously showing off Youssou s

multi-talented voice and ever-expanding

songwriting abilities.

Michael Brook, producer of SeMfrequent

collaborator with Daniel Lanois and Brian

Eno, former guitarist with avant-jazz

trumpeter Jon Hassell), and Youssou cap-

tured the "mbalax" sound that the band

has developed - a rhythmic mix from

Dakar's markets and housing complexes,

its nightclubs and impromptu block

parties.

"Toxiques" is a potent song about the ex-

porting of hazardous waste to Third World

countries with the complicity of the govern-

ments of those countries. Producer/per

former Daniel Lanois <U2, Peter Gabriel,

the Neville Brothers, Bob Dylan) helped

out. adding his own touches to this song.

The Medina, where Youssou was born

and has always lived is a bustling popular

quarter of Dakar and his pleasures of home

and place are captured in the folk-like

hymn "Medina." Filled with lively moral

exhoration. the album's title track "Set"

is already a major dance hit in Senegal. It

ms "clean" in Wolof. Senegal's domi-

nant language

To listen to Youssou is to open yourselt

to a world, literally, of talent and culture.

Exciting and optimistic, it assures itself to

be one of the most notable and electric

shows to travel to the Valley this year

YOUMO* Xlhnir will be appearing at the

Iron Horse tomorrow night for two shows

at 7 p.m ami 10 p.m. Tickets are $17.50 in

advance

l*h.,n Virgin

Youssou N'Dour appears at the Iron Horse tonight

Set, steeped with tradition and openness acha, # £ ^|»^_ «%4"SAM
Walk in the Woods offers a frien«U_yevening of ^lenatoon
By THOMAS SCULLY
Collegian Correspondent

Walk in the Hood*
Hampshire College

Wednesday. Oct. 3

Walk in the Woods hy Lee Blessing will probably be

remembered as one of the finest plays of the past decade,

written partly as a response to the nuclear weapons

buildup of the Reagan era, but still maintaining an

understated and multi-layered relevance today.

According to Allan Krasss program notes: One drizzly

afternoon in 1982. arms negotiators Paul Nitze of the

United States and Yuli Kvitsinsky of the Soviet Union

took a walk alone in the Geneva woods to draft their own.

unauthorized arms reduction treaty - which was never

ratified bv either of their governments.

The two man play is a brilliantly developed conversa

tion between a fictional Soviet and American arms

negotiator. In four tightly knit scenes spanning the course

of a vear. the two men are united by their common hope

for peace and the hope of all humanity, despite being divid

ed by their hostile cultures and societies lurking just

beyond the woods in the form of officious reporters and

inscrutable heads of state.

The dialogue keeps up a repartee of humor and clever

reversals, which make for a most enjoyable night out_Out.

in fact, in the forest, for the play is produced <by Stone

Hani in the wood outside Emily Dickinson Hall. The baro

que music for clarinet and flute and the warm air picnic

baskets made me feel like I was watching summer

Shakespeare in the park. It is delightfully symbolic in a

nonchalant, painless sort of way, to see the vast super-

powers brought to this small measure, sitting side by side

on a unremarkable bench among the autumn trees The

boyish American upstart John Honeyman (played by

Gregory Berlowitz) perches primly on the west end in a

dark blue suit, contrasted sharply with the more rotund,

slouching, grey old Ruski Audrey Botvinn.k (Barry Weil),

planted on the east end of the bench, a mixture of irasci-

ble cynicism and equally imperturbable childishness.

The acting is sometimes uneven, groping somewhat tor

comic timing when it should seem accidental, occasional

ly shifting emotional temperament unexpectedly Barry

REVIEW

Weil as Andrey tries a bit much for the Russian wag, mug

ging with too readable eyebrows and lips like a cartoon

Gorbachev. And if Weil pushes too hard, it car, be said

that Gregory (John Honeyman) pushes too little in the

moments when he is supposed to be truly angry and not

just priggish. u~
Still on the whole they are an entertaining pair who

play off each other well. They have some delightful

moments: a subdued double take by Gregory, the angry

stiffening of Barry's shoulder, a tense juncture where the

actors seem to transcend the script.

Chris Werler's staging is surprisingly dynamic

considering

there are only two people and a bench, though it was a

distracting when Gregory Berlowitz's hair would gtf

caught in the tree branches down right

Yet beyond all this good natured - and admittedly

stereotypical - banter between east and west, there is a

very dismal, nihilistic undertone Visually they and we

are "in the woods." our whole civilization, in fact, our

whole planet, receding in the blackness of space to the

sm- of a fingertip. The emptiness in the heart of the

American midwest where all the I.C.B.M. missile nke are

based is the emptiness within ourselves, the emotional

void that we need to fill up with irrational machines of

destruction.

"We have never known such excitement in the history

of humankind." Andrey tells m
The conflict of the play is whether we should keep on

trying in the nuclear age at all. or whether the appropriate

action is simply be frivolous and trivial. Andrey begins

the last scene by exclaiming. "This will be the final,

glorious touch." but it is not any arms reduction treaty

he is talking about, it is a flower that he is putting in his

absurd little schoolgirl's bouquet. The American came on

ly for an agreement but the Soviet wants to be friends

'chris Werler. a third year Hampshire student, started

his own company. Hampshire Independent Production

to produce his own vision of what theatre should be.

"Nobody ever considers the audience anymore. Werler

said "People go to the intellectual theatre and they say.

I'm watching this because I'm supposed to be understan

ding it," Yes, I want to teach them something that makes

me feel just plain bad. then I feel guilty, and that feeling

makes me resent this thing I'm watching."

The only way we can deal with such huge issues as

nuclear apocalypse is to be playful. "If you stay here long

enough, the only thing one can enjoy is a totally mean

ingless conversation." Andrey explains to Honeyman.

though he is really talking about the audience living in

a totally nuclear age. "Our time together has been a very

great failure," he says, "but a successful one.

powers brought to this small measure, sitting side nys.ae «~~„— —
Replacements shake things up with All Shook Down

..*_ «lh,.m. he accepts his image in the autobiographical "At the last.

Bv MICHAEL LEVY
Collegian Correspondent

The Replacements

All Shook Down

Paul Wtaterberg and The Replacements must have

realized what went wrong After their watered^down

disappointing release last year, they have returned with

a fresh sound. No longer are they outwardly seeking suc_

cess. Instead they have created a relaxed, yet exciting LP

entitled All Shook Down
Paul Westerberg takes us with him on his emotional

roller coaster, as he uses biting lyrics to display his feel

ines This is typified in the song "My Little Problem

where Sonny and Cher are put to rest. Westerberg gives

the opposing viewpoint to "I've Got You Babe in this

blistering duet by howling the question, "Don t you want

to be my little problem?" Sometimes I wonder whether

Westerberg is really Bob Dylan (don't laugh - has anyone

ever seen them in the same room?).

Another cynical song is "Nobody, which reflects

Westerberg'B rejection of marriage vows Later in the

he accepts his image in the autobiographical "At-

titude" In this song he looks back at his life singing about

— you guessed it — his attitude.

At this point, you are probably wondering why this ar-

ticle is about Paul Westerberg. This time around, all 13

songs on the album are written by him, and he seems to

carry the direction of the band. As for the other musicians.

REVIEW

they do more than hold their own on All Shook Down.

Tommy Stinson. Chris Mars, and Slim Dunlap each show

their ability on their instruments, and work together with

Westerberg as a tight unit.

Unfortunately, it looks as though Westerberg is still

doubtful about the continuation of the band. "The Last,"

which is an improved version of "Nightclub Jitters,"

shows his mixed emotions. In his own style, he shows this

in the words, "This one's your last chance to make this

last one really ... the last." He does admit toward the

end of the song that the last "one" was also intended as

"the last.'

There are many moments on this album where things

loosen up completely. "Merry Go Round" and "Attitude

serve as good examples of this. In "Someone Take the

Wheel." another highlight is reached, as Westerberg ex

claims, "I don't care where we're going."

Throughout the album, a series of guest performers are

heard, adding horns and strings, among other in-

struments, to many of the songs. On the acoustic "Tor

ture" there is a great, but all too short harmonica solo,

seldom heard on any Replacements release. The abun

dance of guest performers could make you wonder how

they will reproduce these songs live. Most who have seen

them know that if they are in the mood, anything can

sound good.

All Shook Down is a good-feeling album. Most

Replacements fans are probably worried about it. No,

there are no real scorchers comparable to "Favorite

Thing," "IOU," or "I'll be You." On the other hand, the

album is not dreary, a major disappointment with Don't

Tell a Soul. Most of the relaxed songs still have up beat

undertones. Listen to it once or twice - you may end up

leaving it in your stereo for weeks.

Mould succeeds with new LP
By JASON EZEKIEL
Collegian Correspondent

Bob Mould
Black Sheets of Rain
Virgin

Black Sheets of Rain, Bob Mould's recently released

second solo album has taken the alternative music scene

by surprise. His latest single, "It's too Late," has been

getting a lot of airplay on alternative music stations such

as WFNX 101.7 in Boston, and has reportedly been seen

on the trendy medium. MTV. It is not the bestselling

record on the market, but money wise it is a big improve-

ment over his last endeavor, Workbook, which did not sell

that well.

Mould is the former singer songwriter/guitarist for the

now defunct Husker Du. In the early 80s, Husker Du was

the average hardcore punk band playing at clubs and get-

ting little more than local support. After a couple of

albums, they decided to change their style of music. Most

critics believe that the landmark album Zen Arcade bndg

ed the gap between hardcore punk and alternative music.

REVIEW

For those not familiar with the afore mentioned terms

Husker Du's sound falls somewhere between The Cult and

REM Thev paved the wav for many other hardcore punk

bands, like Dag N . t \ and Lemonheads, to move towards

that undefinable alternative sound. They had built up a

cult following during their peak and many people were

disappointed by their angry breakup.

Fans went for a couple ef years without anything new

from the former handmembers (barring a 12' single re;

ed bv the drummer i. In early 1989 Moulds first solo

album. Workbook was released It was a good record, but

fans wan • little disapointed.

Worth** did not have the power or the edge that

Mould s former rel. ad while he was with Husker

Du It contain* * hard tunes like "\\ ishing Wall

and "Whichever Way The Wind Blows, but the album

,callv a collection of acoustic songs about getting

iml living in small towns The record did show a big

rt on the part of Mould, but it left old fans wanting

and did not arouse much new interest.

Later on in 19K9 (Irani Hart. Mould's former band

metnber released his Rrat nto album entitled In (olc-

rt was the ring* lonfwritar drummer for the old band

He ilwaya tended to write smoother and less complex

musk ( 'nmpared to Moulds sometimes twangy, at other

time* a.rv vocal atvle. Harts voice is much more consis^

Inf and' .month Intolerance was filled with upbeat

drum rhythms and pleasing vocal tracks, but lacked the

guitar skill and edge of the old band. With all the con-

troversy over the breakup and Hart's alleged drug addic

tion it was given that Husker Du was no more than a

pleasant memory. In this particular case the whole w a,

bigger than the sum of its parts. The separated band s co-

leaders couldn't produce the effect they had together. Hart

was experimenting with a keyboard based sound and

Mould was pounding

out music that was acoustic guitar, raspy bass and reflec

tive lyrics. The public was anxiously awaiting something

to whet their unsatiable appetite for that Husker Du

sound. . _

Black Sheets of Rain overwhelmed Husker Du s fans

with powerful and passionate music that puts previous

releases of the former bandmembers to shame. Mould

brings his new band together with his newest release. The

edge sound is back. There are a couple of mellow songs

like "The Last Night," but this album has its focus on

the power and complexity of the old band Mould does not

regress to rewriting old tunes, rather he integrates the

old sound of guitar with unique and more modern

melodies. „

With the release of the first single, "It s too Late, Mould

recaptures the old fans and stimulates a new following

The single could easily pass for a forgotten Husker Du

b side of an old seven inch, yet with a close listen one is

able to distinguish that the song has a more modern feel

that evolved from the Husker Du sound. Compared to the

first single of the last album, which was "See a Little

Light "
it grabbed many more people's attention It was

danceable. yet it had the power the first lacked. The bass

guitar was clearer, the electric guitar more intense, and

the vocals went through a spectrum of different styles.

When the record was released mot long after the relea

of the single), the record company was a lot more op-

timistic, as far as sal concerned, due to the un.

pected popularity the single.

This new album is almost a book of music with a cen

tral theme and songs that substitute for chapters The

opening track. "Black Sheets of Rain" introduces the

hstener U> the new old Bob Mould and gives one the feel

for the powerful music that is eamii

The next song, "Stand Guard." reinforo mplex

itv of Bob Mould's style of singing The tran-it ....

tie shakv into "It's too Late," hut rind this \m the tingle

the listener is put at ease. One get- that. "Ahh, a

that I recognize, now I don't have to put forth so much

effort .nto listening "feeling from "It's too Ute.' thus the

placement is justified.

The following two songs. "One ( k»od Reason and

Your Crying.' respectively, compete for the title oi "most

powerful song on the album

The second side begins with the thought music of Hang

ina Tree" and comes to an explosive and almost ai

conclusion in "Sacrifice Let There Be Peace which

skillfully ends the album with the suggestion that it is

far from concluded

Skip Heads Up
By PAUL DeGEORGES
Collegian Correspondent

Heads Ip
Soul Brother Crisis Intervention Embargo

"Corny Style Pizza," the latest single from Heads

Up's new album Soul Brother Crisis Intervention steals

its style unabashedly from Jane's Addiction, right

down to actually lifting lyrics directly out of the an

themic "Pigs In Zen." All that would've been fil

the song had been any good, but it's not. In fact it comes

across as nothing more than an embarrassingly un-

creative top 40ish pop-metal pseudo funky rip oti ot

id Navarro'- absolutely astounding guitar style

and Perry Fan-ell's brilliant lyrical antics Only it-

not even a well done rip-off.

"Sure," you might say,"but it's the hit single, it's tup-

Jto be the worst song on the album!" Right'' Well

unfortunately. "Corny Style Pizza" is pretty much the

beat thing on the whole record.

vT

The rest of the nine songs follow in "Pizza's " style

copying mode, In fact the whole album sounds like Red

Hot Chili Peppers meets Fishbone (which you're BTC

bably thinking sounds pretty amazing, but alas H

Up just can't pull it off'.)

The main problem with this band is that th.

too slick, and too studio polished They're the ail

band that would probably be a blast live, but just

any of their spark on tape thanks to fa Bh*

Cutter) Albeit Bouchard s glossy producing

Another big problem with Head- Up if the tact that

they ha knack for lyru> which ere downright

stupid.

•Yo baby, 1 eia I end eilly or pathel

wound up and give myself a headat h>

hard When it COfltei to you I'mji

q t you come over h- i give t hi- -by lit

•uti you know you re mj

little n

riMBj would have a tough time making

sound sincere But apparently H i>
realU

,d as it to prove that they reall

is any other "socially consci >nd. the

nadfbureome indu Mth \«-t another

*ong about boa osing the planet This

is actually an all right tune up to the point when the

earth is referred to as our "Big Mama and the song

just becomes goofy through its own earioui

Overall, it's a fiat album that lanaee not rung

memorable even after many listening*. Tl

definitely talent here, th« need to loosen up

They'd probablv be great ifyou saw them in some pack

veatv little club, but none of that ;

,,Ut on Soul Brother Crisis Intenenti^

you'll probablv want to pass on this one. but if Heads

Up ever releases a live album - watch out'
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Campus crime rising
Report says more violent acts related to drugs

l

BOSTON (AP) - Campus crime is up,

even though gains have been made in

fighting alcohol and drug abuse at

universities, participants at a con-

ference said.

The Wednesday conference on drug

and alcohol abuse on campus, sponsored

by the Massachusetts Bar Association,

drew about 100 college administrators,

doctors, counselors and lawyers.

And while participants agreed student

attitudes about drug use, had changed

for the better over the past 10 years,

they said drug related violence once ig-

nored by colleges has become more

pressing.

A survey done at Towson State

University in Maryland she .<i campus

violence was much more common than

previously thought. The 1989 survey of

2,000 undergraduates found that more

than 36 percent of respondents reported

having been the victim of a campus

crime.

The survey also found that students

who said they had committed a campus

crime reported heavier drug use than

other students, said Charles E. Maloy,

a vice president of student services and

counseling director at Towson State.

Boston attorney Jeffery A. Newman,

who has represented victims ofcampus

violence around the country, said college

administrators had been slow to respond

to the increase in campus violence.

"College administrators are just now

recognizing that the problem exists,"

Newman said. "They have always seen

themselves just as just educators, but

they can't ignore this anymore."

Newman said costly lawsuits have

forced colleges and universities to sit up

and take notice of campus crime.

"We are seeing more and more cases

being filed against colleges," Newman

said. "We have an increase in campus

crime and with that will come more

suits."

Maloy said colleges started taking

campus violence seriously after a

Lehigh University student was raped

and murdered in her dorm room in 1986

by an intruder from another dorm who

gained entry through a faculty door

lock.

Bush: raise income tax
WASHINGTON (AP) - President Bush

will accept higher income tax rates on the

wealthiest Americans in exchange for a

deep cut in capital gains taxes, Republican

lawmakers said yesterday.

Bush's decision ended two days of confu-

sion over his position on taxes and was

designed to address one of the most conten

tious issues blocking agreement on a $500

billion package of spending cuts and tax in-

creases to get the deficit under control.

Rep. Bill Archer of Texas, a senior

Republican on the tax writing House Ways

and Means Committee, emerged from a

White House meeting to discuss the plan

to say the president was ready to present

it later in the day.

Archer said Bush will support raising the

marginal tax rate on the wealthiest

Americans from 28 percent to 31 percent,

but only if Congress lowers the capital

gains rate to 15 percent. Capital gains -

profits from the sale of stocks, real estate

and other assets - are currently taxed at

the same rate as other income.

Archer said roughly 500,000 people will

get a rate increase under the proposal.

"Those will be at the very highest income

levels." he said.

Archer said about 4.5 million people

would get a rate reduction under the pro

posal - presumably those now paying a 33

percent rate.

The plan would bring a relatively modest

$6 billion in increased tax revenues to the

Treasury over five years, Archer said.

Bush's plan seemed designed to facilitate

an overall budget accord needed by Oct. 19

to keep the government operating. Even so,

it faced an uncertain reception from Senate

Republicans, many of whom oppose any in-

crease in income tax rates, even to gain a

cut in capital gains taxes.

Participants at the morning meeting said

in the new proposal would, in essence, do

away with the current 33 percent top rate

- now paid by upper middle-class

taxpayers.

In essence, GOP lawmakers said, Bush's

proposal would flatten out the so-called

"bubble" in the tax code, the anomaly

under which tax rates on additional income

are now lower for the wealthiest Americans

than they are for some who are less

wealthy.

Instead, there would be three distinct tax

brackets. The 15 percent bracket for lower-

income Americans would remain. Then,

above a certain income level, the taxes for

additional income would jump to 28 per

cent, and finally, move to 31 percent
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up, growing out, going nil the way *»r not, lu«l A lo\e

A eollege .

-A DISARMING AND DH.IGHTFUL COMEDY"
Caw 4mm

1$t Place - The person who guesses the closest

number of film canisters

will win a Fuji DL-400

wk.. s,.H.

Metropolitan
Hg_.lL I *WUW

I SPECIAL
STUDENT DISCOUNT

Ond Place - 6 rolls of Fuji CA- 135-24 exposure

color negative

3rd Place - 1 Fuji Quick Snap plus 1 Fuji Quick

Snap with flash onetime use

cameras

• Winner will selected Monday, October 22nd
• In the event of a tie, a drawing will be held

• No purchase necessary

Specials good only with coupon
Coupon «>pir«s 10/3190

YOUR COLOR DEVELOP
AND PRINT PRICES*

on
CHANCE
WI1H

tUC *»•••

fj 3SS, * 18.95
with genuine factory oil filter

for VW—Toyota—Line. Mercury

NOW OPEN 4 NIGHTS

HhMPSHIR€

TOVOIa

280 KING ST., NORTHAMPTON
586-5050 6

12 EXPOSURES

DISC

15 EXPOSURES

199 , 999
|

per roil Jgmg ' ' roll

(COUPON

24 EXPOSURES 36 EXPOSURES

•si»nc»ro PAINTS •1 IACH G10SST FINISH

0'ltv good 0" fronop'inl • <,</? llO-

'.') 135-3/? -S & Bw
rorlieoior lu|i *n<) oihei C 4 1 [i

AMHERST 98 Pleosont St

THINK

SPRING BREAK
VACATION

—FROM HARTFORD—

MAR 16 BAHAMAS FROM $549.00

MAR It- CANCUN FROMS499 00

mar it- MAZATLAN from $649.00

CALL 586-8953
OTMfA CHARTER DESTINATIONS AVAILABLE FROM BOSTON

YOUR PARTNERS IN TRAVEL
MAPLEWOOO SHOPS-NORTHAMPTON, MA 01060

•CHOOSE THE PROFESSIONALS"

TOWEM T**"*
JHE VII I AC,f COMMONS • SOUTH HAOtlY m 533 2663

AlO THE BEST

SMtd GRACE

weekday* at B:30 and MB pm
4:45 and •**•

Sal mmm am* •» •«* **> Dra

-liivilV. tlAUKTWG nil MOST
SAIISI HM.MOMI Ol IISKINM
MM I MY HIUI I 1AM < MU I «

fBYiBYilyis
weekday* at X 1 and *-IO pm
ftidav at V 10. 7:30, and fcJOpm

Sat A Hun 1 VI0. 7-JB aad »30f)1
at pa ayatinee t» $3/3 for I

on Monday tv«uii|«

TVTTfZTZ

Midnight Friday*

Witches

weekday* at 3 pm Friday at

5 pm Sat and Sun at 3 and
5 pm

i

Howard M DavtC

J
iN^ . i

I

\w with student I.D.

A Bind, - 7fc* - J-m^A* n°\
lexp/res 10/27/90
|
233 N Ptf ASANT ST AMHERST. MA ( 002 • 14131 549-MOC^J

/
7&tt6 cf a fcatfut\
4fl n _ rs.44 ->// nnn €* -%lr\ ilomc10 % off all non-sale items

I

aiWPPJJJJJJJ

Hair By Harlow

A Salon for

Men & Women
Featuring

Great Styles

at

Low Prices!

239 Triangle St. Amherst
549-4412 Closed Mondays

EDITORIAL/OPINION
e noted

Support for EWC strengthened
An open letter to Vice Chancellor Dennis

Madson:
As representatives of graduate and

undergraduate students, and as concerned

women of this community, we find it

necessary to reaffirm our commitment to

maintaining quality services for women
provided by the Everywoman's Center.

The hundreds of women and men who

have turned out to support the EWC have

only served to strengthen this commit

ment, proving the unshakable will of

women on this campus to fight for our

priorities.

We urge you to avoid further action

against these unfair cuts by recognizing

the needs of women, listening to the voices

of tuition-paying students and supporting

the aim of the Student Affairs Division, to

protect the "health, safety and welfare of

students."

Our demands remain as follows: 1)

Restoration of the two positions recently

transferred out of the EWC, 2) The option

for student representatives to offer input

into all decisions made about further as

well as present and most recent budget

cuts, and 3) Statement from your office con-

firming a commitment to the future ex-

istence of the EWC.
Margaret Magner

Amherst

Editor's note: 5 other people signed this

letter

GRE preparation smothers WHIP-*'

I am sitting on my full size bed with my

books sprawled across my lap. Through the

open window I see a haze of gray across the

sky.

Without even walking outside I know

what the weather is: damp and cold with

that ever so-present chance of rain. My
teeth are chattering even though I am
wearing my winter jacket in my own home.

Stacey Farbman

If you are wondering why, it is because

instead of filling up our oil tank, my room-

mates opted for an after-hours party. Oh.

the pleasures of living off campus, such as

t he electric bill, the cable bill, the water bill

But. hey. at last I can escape it all at any

time I want and hang out with my

boyfriend I just go over to his place on

North Pleasant Street for a few hours at

a time Lately. I think I've been there too

much because he's really started to annoy

I*m never with my friends anymore

because he really gets jealous and demands

my undivided attention. I'm even having

a hard time with classes because I never

a chance to study for them.

He says, "Don't worry, you'll get an ex

Yeah, right. I was thinking about

dating other guys, but he says I'd get

distracted and ignore him I don't know. I

just feel suffocated.

Sometimes it gets to the point where Id

rather be doing anything but be with him

Yeah. I know There's a limited number of

nice guys at this school and I know that I

should be happy that I found someone but

OK. so being with him gives me a chance

to do something besides go to Delano's for

the third night in a row, not to sit around

watching soap operas and not to make any

long distance phone calls. But, whatever.

Enough is enough, I need my space.

There are times I'd rather be sitting in

my freezing cold house, eating tuna for the

10th night in a row, because there's no way

I have a moment to go food shopping.

Well, it's been bothering me a little too

much lately so I decided to call the person

who always knows best — Mom.

I ask her advice and she says, "Stacey,

you'll be fine. Just calm down and relax.

At least, give it till next week when you

are done with that graduate exam and

you'll have much more time to re-evaluate

the situation."

Great That's all I need - more time to

think. If I analyze one more aspect of my

life. I'll commit myself to an institution 1

don't even know why 1 am taking the

GREs. Who wants more school? What

would I even major in 9

My decision is made. I am breaking up

with Stanley Its fun being single. Plus. I

don't think I could ever imagine marrying

someone with a name like Stanley Kaplan

I'm sure many ofyou know him. He s not

very well liked by most people he's come

in contact with Whatever. Ill move on.

There's more fish in the sea.

Hmmmm. Fish is to sea as what is to

what? And. if fish live m the sea, does it

mean that all fish live m water* What can

you infer from the maw idea* What would

weaken the author's argument*

To anyone taking any standardized ex

am: I feel for you and Good Luck!

Stacey Farbman is a UMass student

Public targets easiest victim: Olson
Ever since Boston Herald reporter Lisa

Olson alleged that she was harassed by

Patriot team members during a post-game

interview in the Patriots' locker room, peo-

ple have been yelling. But not at the foot-

ball players. At Lisa.

At the Patriots' last game, effigies of Lisa

with arrows pointing between the legs were

hoisted aloft by Patriots fans, who chanted.

"She asked for it

Team owner Victor Kiam has called her

"a classic bitch." Radio talk shows all

around the Boston area have been bom-

barded by callers who demand, "What was

she doing in the men's locker room,

anyway?" What Lisa was doing was her

job.

Yes, there is something wrong with the

fact that female reporters are allowed to

question male athlete* in the place where

they shower and change their clothes. For

a male reporter to even set foot inside a

women's locker room would be

unthinkable.

It i> the National Football LMgUi

policy, not Lisa's, which states that equal

access to th*- locker room must he giwn to

all news reporters, regardless of race,

ethnic background or sex.

Although this policy was undoubtedly

adopted in the spirit of equality, thr NFL

should have known that allowing woman

to approach players while they are in their

jockstraps creates uncomfortable feelings

for both parties.

But Lisa was in that locker room because

her employers sent her there, and because

the NFL said it was okay The Patriots and

the public have targeted the easiest victim

Nobody seems to see that they are yelling

in the wrong direction
Sarah Gold

Amherst

Diversity destroyed due to assaults

This is to express my deep concern and

anger over the increasing numbers of

assaults on this campus since the beginn

ing of the semester.

A particular concern are those assaults

allegedly motivated by anti-gay or anti

lesbian sentiments.

The University of Massachusetts at

Amherst takes pride in its continuing ef_

fort to create and foster a high degree of

diversity among both staff and students

Our environment is one in which civili

ty between, among and toward each other

is of the highest priority Anything less

results in a significant loss for everyone.

I ask the entire campus community to

join me in consistently and strongly con-

demning the behavior oi those km for

whom the concept of civility mean* little

or nothing.

I also want to make it clear that

assaultive i verbal and or physical I

behavior

will not be tolerated.

Anvone with information that will help

in persecuting individuals involved with

recent incidents is sincerely urged to come

forward to either the Dean of Student

fice or the Office of Public Safety

Jo-Anne Vanin
Dean of Students

Assistant Vice Chancellor

for Student Affairs

Testing the U.N. for a proper response
We are entering a critical age of heavy economic in

terdependence among nations.

True there has been a long history of trade in colonial

records, but many of the participants are now autonomous

nations whose trade heavily influences the economic well

being of other nations.

For this reason, it is becoming increasingly critical to

have a balanced and stable world economy - and in light

of crises such as Kuwait - for the world community to

act in a responsible, collective way, as any family would

over its economic future Especially when the mediums

of settling these regional disputes involves the possible

James Rowell

exchange of nuclear and chemical weapons

AH of these factors point to one reasonable resolution

nnheKuwatt crisis:Vjoint United Nations settlement

:, [he problem ending in Iraqi withdrawal from Kuwait.

The United States is, of course, allocated a major share

of responsibility in this settlement, because of the simple

fart that it possesses a major share of the world s military

and economic power.

But we must question whether the dynamics of this

situation should continue to work this way.

For in continuing our gun toting image, we dissolve the

credibilitv of the United Nations, and focus the world s

array of political fears on our power to manipulate other

nations. . TT . ,

For this reason. I am strongly in favor of a joint United

Nations reaction to Iraqi aggression, preferably by

peaceable methods but by force if necessary

The Iraqis took bv military might what was not theirs.

and cannot be rewarded with the illicit prize.

I do not speak these words with any pleasure, bending

people off to fight a war they did not start is never a

wholesome experience. But the interests of innocent na

tions must be protected by someone, and preferably by a

world in agreement.

So far. the speakers of various nations have denounced

in chorus the invasion of Kuwait.

Hopefully, our joint actions in regards to Kuwait will

reflect a coordination and conviction that can set a positive

precedent for future situations.

I feel that the test of the United Nations is here, and

an appropriate response is critical for sending pulses of

stability through a world community that has many trials

awaiting it in the future.

James Rowell is a UMass student

Articles on CLT
one-sided arguments
I'm concerned bv the number of one sided articles

written about the Citizens for Limited Taxation pet

i

tion. It seems to be getting a great deal of misinform

ed press.

Evervone seems to believe that a vote for question

three on Nov. 6 means the death of UMass. It does not

say anvth.ng about cutting the school's budget, four

budget is cut at UMass it will be because our legislators

decided to cut it.

In fact, question three only says that taxes and fees

shall be cut back to the 1988 level. This cut will force

our legislators to restructure the Massachusetts

budget. After the government has cut out all the un

necessary fat. if new or higher taxes are needed, a

referendum question can be written to ask the people

for money. .

CLT is just asking the government to justify its

spending.
,

...

Just in case no one thought of this, some of the taxes

and fees to be reduced include fees to attend UMass.
Richard M. Sayers

Central

» » y»
« » V v

The Editorial/Opinion page welcome, letter,, column, and cartoon, from UMom and the Five

°ffT— mu,t he typed and douhlcpaced, with the writer', name, addre,, and phone

•ZhjFF' • -
o/o Oayle LongiA.R. Santiago. 113 Campu, Center, UMa,, Amher,t

01003.

Coming out proud
To all Collegian readers:

I'm gay. I suppose that most people do not care. That

is all right with me, for I did not say it for any reason other

Than to hear it, or to see it in print - not for anyone but

m
Tr?a

l

t is what "Coming Out" means to me. Respect

°UrSe

and have a Happy Coming Our Day.

Timothy Joseph Duffy
Northampton
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100 protest at Faculty Senate meeting
**•

. ,.l. n.~„«* at the University this year, it is si

By KENDRA PRATT
Collegian Staff

About 100 students protested at the Faculty Senate

meeting yesterday, criticizing the administration's reduc-

tion and termination proposals which they claim target

human services, community outreach programs and

minority faculty.

Students from affected departments said they telt

•threatened" from the announcements of the day. Many-

expressed disbelief that their departments with large

enrollments are scheduled for closure or reduction.

•For ethnic minority graduate students, our opportunity

to enter and successfully progress through graduate school

will be threatened," said Monty Harris, a graduate stu_

dent in the Staff Development program in the School ot

Education.
, _, _ .

.- ,

Harris, holding a sign which read "No firings of facu^

ty of color," said the two programs targeted in btatt

Development have been "very instrumental in

spearheading a climate of diversity" at the University.

The proposal was criticized for slating 67 percent of the

African-American Faculty in the School of Education for

possible termination. Un .A
Risa Silverman, a student in the Community Health

Education program, said the University is the only pubhe

higher education school in Massachusetts with a Public

Health program. .

"Why is Community Health being cut completely when

we are doing community outreach?" she asked.

Renee Heberle, a spokesperson for the Graduate

Employee Organization, the graduate student employee

representative on campus, criticized the administration

for making proposals for cuts without consulting with

union representatives.

"The administration has slated programs that they con-

sider marginal, but are, in fact, central to many people s

needs," she said. The priorities of the administrators are

not to keep the University accessible, not focusing on lite

services, not education and not serving the larger com-

munity."
, .

Although nursing has had the only increase in program

enrollment at the University this year, it is slated for

reduction and expiration of non-tenured faculty, according

to Lisa Watroba, a senior nursing major.

"If we're slated for reduction, there will be nothing left,

Watroba said. "All of our clinical instructors are

untenured and there is an incredible waiting list of peo-

ple who want to change into the major."

The administration proposed yesterday that the follow-

ing programs be reduced: Nursing, Resource Economics,

Germanic Language and Literatures, Italian, Slavic

Languages and Literatures, Plant Pathology, Entomology

and in the School of Education, Research and Evaluation,

Educational Policy and Administration, and cultural

diversity and reform.

The following programs were proposed to be terminated:

Professional Preparation in the School of Physical Educa

tion, Community Health Education in the School of Public

Health and in the School of Education, the programs ol

Staff Development, excluding the Social Issues Training

Project

Call Opticians

Registered Opticians

Hearing Aids

30 percent off

Sec Yourself the Way Yo« Should

established 1960

178 N. Pleasant St. Amherst

2537002 or

Parking available

Handicapped Accessible

<***

y

EXCELLENCE IN

JAPANESE CUISINE
COOKED AT YOUR

TABLE

Cocktails and
Oriental Drinks

Two Dinners for $15
Suk:yaki Steak & Chicken Comb

includes soud, salad, veg.noodles.

steamed fee, rea and icecream

Two Dinners for $18
Shrimp & Scallop Comoc Dinner

Includes soup, salad veg ,

needles, steamed 'ice, tea 3nd

cecream

Specials available Tue..

Wed . Thurs.. Fri., and

all day Sunday 2-9.

OF JAPAN
«l* 116. Sunflerl«nc, MA

Open Tue.- Sat.

at 5:00pm
Sundays at 2:00

Closed Mondays
413-665-3628

Reservations Welcome
juiar

•

Ported* 12 * wnoar This coupon cannot

t» used w«n eny ot«r promotonal

ofter OWe* •*o*es Novetos*

2S 1990 Redeem** only

at Fnenfty.s restaurants

Plu 52 tm Q/tuendfy's B2CO

FREE Kid s ice

Crearr. Cone

CONGRATULATIONS
COLLEGIAN!
Attention Students

..TWS applies to you^ Gc^J>^yjtJ^ussell_Sj_ and Hampsr^rvUinocajions_

W" " " EDCC Kid s ice

<£ rlVt Cream Cone 1

t

f

i
i

INDOOR MINIATURE GOLF
Thursday and Friday-Student Night

Fo» luds 12 fc under tnw coupon cannot

be used «*\ any omer promoaona

ofler Ottar expires Novemtor

25 1990 Redeemable onty

at Fnendiy.s restaurants

Plu 52 S2IH Q/n&ndfyS 82CO

QDtfiS

HftffE,

YOMfc

-y

S5C
OFF

k Frightfully Delicious Value!

55c off a Friendly s

melt sandwich.

Tms coupon cannol to used w*< any other promotonai o«er Only

one coupon per aem 0«e< eipires Novemoe' 2b 1990 Redeemable

owy at Fnendiy. s restaurants

fS
Plu 52 fei'H Q/kendh/.< 91 CO

A Monster of a Dca'

50c off a Friendly s

ice cream pie. cake

or roll

T»w» coupon cann* be u»«J «r*i any <**' prwnotoo*

odwOnyant coupon pvemOtr •»!>»•* November

?% 1990 Redeemable only * ftmnty.% leaaurentt

5&C
OFF

Plu 52
Qjniendfy'i

© U'/V

4 55C
OFF

A Bewitching Otfe'

Perfect tor a

halloween Party!

35C off a Friendly* s

ice cream half gallon

TIM coupon cenTX* be ueeo ** »nr **** t»omc*ion«

after Onir 0"* coupon pe< «em OWw e«p»et Novemoer

25 1990 Reaeem«bi*or«y«l^'«r»Jiy.sre««»ur«rits

Plu 52 79JH r»co
Qjniendfyi

BIRDIES & BOGEYS

Holyoke Mall-Lower Level
536-3765

mmwww — eemi H^SXX.
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Weld accuses Silber ofGOP ideas for proposed term limits

BOSTON (AP)- Republican candidate for governor

William Weld accused John Silber of appropriating GOP
ideas after the Democratic candidate proposed limiting

the state's constitutional officers to two terms.

Silber presented the proposal to the Massachusetts

Business roundtable, saying it would fit with his goal of

creating a "citizen government."

Last week, Silber suggested a three term limit for

legislators and a six-month legislative session. Under his

latest proposal, Silber would seek a constitutional amend-

ment to limit all constitutional offices to eight years of

service.

The state's constitutional officers are the governor,

lieutenant governor, treasurer, attorney general,

secretary of stte and auditor.

"We will have a government by citizens whose primary

concerns and primary perspective is that of the citizen."

Silber said.

But Weld, who appeared afterwards at the Business

Roundtable.'said Republicans have long suggested similar

limitations.

"He's coming a little late to the party," Weld said.

Silber also criticized the "revolving door" of people who

leave state government and then lobby on behalf of

various issues. He said anyone who works in his ad-

ministration would have to sign a pledge to stay away

from such lobbying for at least three years.

Silber took a shot at Weld, saying that when the GOP

candidate left his job as U.S. attorney, he joined a law firm

and defended white-collar criminals.

But Weld said he complied with federal laws that

restrict the activities of former government employees

once they enter the private sector.

After responding to the barrage of claims by Silber, Weld

said he holds "not very much" respect for the Democratic

nominee.
Speaking separately to the business leaders, both bilber

and Weld proposed various tax breaks in order to en-

courage business activity and help revive the economy.

Weld suggested repealing a capital gains tax for pro

ductive assets held longer than five years. He cited the

example of a person whose small business has grown for

several years, but then must dispose of some assets in

order to put a child through school.

Eliminating the tax on such capital gains would "create

incentive for long-term investment in the state," Weld

said.

Silber said that as governor, he would ask business to

nominate highly qualified employees to hold key positions

in government.

fflSffctft <
'< 'I RMET FOODS

Gifts, (iifl Baskets. Decorative Accessori<-s

71 N. Pleasant St. ( Above Cafe DiCarlo )

Amherst 256-1551 • Mon.- Sal. 10 5:30

MEN'S/WOMEN'S
TOILETRIES

UNIQUE G1ETS

=p-3E

vW III _PANDA EAST
CHINESE 4^

RESTAURANT ^^*J*
We bring Chinatown

to you

Open Hours: Mon-Thurs. 11:30am-1 0:00pm

Fri. & Sat. 1 1 :30am-1 1 :00pm

Sunday 2:00pm-1 0:00pm

Lunch Hours: Mon.-Sat. 1 1 :30am-3:00pm

103 N Pleasant St. • Amherst, MA 01002

(413) 256-8923 (413)256-8924
IsessararssaEse:

Check out the new Hadlev Pub

iVS ^

HADLEY
PUB

Friday, October 12

Who's Kiddin' Who

Saturday, October 13

Rhythm Method

Drink Specials-$l-50 Well Drinks

Bruegger's Bagel Bakery

Build yourself a bagelious treat

or a little bite to eat

Whether its breakfast, lunch or dinner,

Bruegger's has got the bagel elite

Food for Thought

H
a
E
C
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Brunch Sun 11-3

3 Good Reasons

to Celebrate with us!

For Fresh Creative entrees and award

winning sandwiches, you will find

Carburs an enjoyable place for

Homecoming.

Freshness is our Business...

Creativity is our Specialty...

Reservations Welcome.

CARBURS

H
a
E
C
OM
I
N
G

Route 9 Hadley

(10 mins From UMASS)
586-1978
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fVrman students react to
reunification

S^uZ^el different Europe mtk Germany reunUed
StUd€ntS See a U,

unUed Germany

By LARS KROIJER
Collegian Correspondent

and The Associated Press

European and «^J?513^£U£
K^£££S&S£^ now a roaHty aftar

^"7^. and^ .paraUon. ^

S^mA o.d border between tbe»
countries , ui^iife this border had been descnb-

He said throughout
his htetm

lds on each

ed as "the Iron Curtain, w th t.o differe ^^
S1de. In just^.^^KS^cently were known

this curtain and P«^e»M» ^
as the enemy are now Weber s*

ny after he

£?2£W^Wafn^ut according to Weber this

^S^wS^hS- state. They were look-

ing for a strong leader
H another German

countries fear a strong united *£«£* of Germany is

"It may be true that the ™™W
haye a h

gone but with its economic str^ CommUnityl."

frrJnirin^rS^oose to bacK out of

the community.
Richard von Weizaecker said in a

German President Ricnaroj

™

ts "to serve

speech last week^^^^^^Ty disbelievers have

vvorld peace in a united Europe, ma,y
Europe

translated that statement to mean

dominated by German interests
connection with

The leaders of the new natl°n
v
S

t

awin

ictinisoftheNazi

the recent reunification ceremon
ttotvgj

Gennany

^S he ch.,s - go b.ck to Germany after

he graduates he will^^"t in West Germany but

he said. . . -^hle to improve the liy-

££&%£££& *™~ in re,ative,y

short time. ... :_.,»«. huee amounts of

^^S^Stbed^renc.w,,,
be diminished before long, he said-

r"&HcEIlL
Billiard Room
& Sports Bar

MONDAY NIGHT FOOTBALL:

Minnesota at Philadelphia

. $,

C
So

e
Dr
T
afts in ice cold mugs

• 25 cent hot dogs

I $ff2SJ«£ Budweiser Bott.es

• Free Giveaways

Formerly
Changes Nightclub,

256-8284

JNew
Amherst's
est & Most:
Exc
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orts Baj

Open 1lam-lam

MICHAEL!
Rt- 9, Amherst

(Next to HunanGaroenResM

**2S
»«**»'

HUNAN GOURMET
CHINESE

RESTAURANT

The aroma, sound & taste ot

authentic Chinese cu.s.ne prepared

Hunan Szcchuan Mandarin or

. .~ .oenpfiall. tor vou!

to

cnarUe'*
T a L«t~549 5403 • Optn '

> arn

l Pray St .
Amherst ^*

,Y
7 days a WeeW

Kitchen open ..1 ™d"'«h '

Game Poom w.th 2 pool tables

Sunday 10c Potato Skins

9:00p.m. - 12:00 a.m.

.•.!.:•:•:•:•:•'.•.•.'
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B*cr of th« Month

Fositr. lafar 51 '5

Drtak of tfca Waafc

Borbon and Coh« 5175

. Amol« Free Parking

. Max* Credit Card. Accepted

• FuM Liquor License

. own 7 Day« A Week
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MONDAY

2 PRINTS
FOR THE PRICE

OF1

AT TIME OF DEVELOPING
REGULAR SIZE ONLY

THURSDAY

2nd SET OF
PRINTS FOR

TUESDAY

SUPER PRINTS

.37
SAVE .13 m**

»"iMEOF
DEVELOPING ONLY

FRIDAY

ONLY PEP-
PRINT

AT TIME OF DEVELOPING
REGULAR SIZE ONLY

REPRINT DAY

3 1/2X5 .30 ea.

5x7 .99 ea.

8x10 3.50 ea

HO CWWNQ fULL NEG ONlY

WEDNESDAY

2 PRINTS
FOR THE PRICE

OF1

AT TIME Of OEVELOPtNG
REGULAR S'ZE ONLY

EVERYDAY
SPECIAL

2nd SET
OF PRINTS

REGULAR 1>«a.

SUPER -28 ••

AT TIME OF
DEVELOPING ONLY

Order your college ring NOW.

JOSTENS FILM IN BY 10:00 a.m.

PRINTS OUT BY 4:00 p.m.

M t » I C A s c o l l e o E H I N O"

October 15,16,17,18,19,20 Deposit required: 9»M

at the University Store, Mon-Fn gg;-^

Meet w,th your Jostens representative for full details

ONE HOUR SERVICE

AVAILABLE UNTIL 3 00 pm

Factory

See our complete ring selection on display in your college bookstore.

224 1-2 FEDERAL STREET.

GREENFIELD

257 TRIANGLE STREET

AMHERST

62 KING STREET
NORTHAMPTON
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WORLD
•Freedom Flight' brings eaptwesto^Baghdad

. .. . . rfi^ i— „ iMinina flight. In all. 24 servicemen have died, and bad
,

da™ f
d„ ! . tUl ««..M ho launched "against th

(AP) - A plane carrying about 400 Americans and other

foreign captives in Kuwait and Iraq arrived yesterday in

Baghdad on a planned flight to freedom in America.

Earlier, an Air Force jet crashed in Saudi Arabia, killing

both crewmen. , ,

Most of those aboard the Iraqi Airways Boeing 747 had

been held in occupied Kuwait and signed up for the first

U S -chartered evacuation flight from there since bept.^.

They were taken by bus to Basra, Iraq. The State Depart

ment in Washington said they then flew on a 50-minute

flight to the Iraqi capital.

It was not known when the foreigners would be allow-

ed to leave for Britain and onward to North Carolina. Of-

ficials in Washington said it was believed the arrival at

the Raleigh Durham airport would occur yesterday.

As in previous evacuation flights, arrangements called

for Westerners on board to be limited to women and

children and to Americans of Arab ancestry.

The jet crash Wednesday was the fourth U.S. military

air accident since the United States began deploying forces

to the Persian Gulf region following Iraq s invasion of

Kuwait on Aug. 2. Two helicopters also disappeared dur

ing a training flight. In all, 24 servicemen have died, and

eight are missing. , ,

"

Meanwhile, the 10-week old crisis brought more bad

news for the U.S. economy. Oil prices rose to a record

U\ 15 a barrel on the New York Exchange before clos-

ing at $38.69, tumbling on an erroneous rumor Iraqi

leader Saddam Hussein had been killed.

On Tuesday, oil closed at $40.40.

Traders said prices were pushed higher in part by the

slaying of 19 Palestinians in a crash with police in

Jemsalem on Monday, and by Saddam's threat to retaliate

against Israel.

On the New York Stock Exchange, the Dow Jones b>

dustrial average fell 37.62 points to 2.407.92. its lowest

since May 1989.

Saddam said Tuesday that Iraq had added another

missile to its arsenal that could be launched "against the

targets of evil when the day of reckoning comes^

He made it clear he was referring to Israel and the U b_

led forces sent to Saudi Arabia after Kuwait was captured.

About 170,000 U.S. forces are deployed in Saudi Arabia

and on warships in the gulf region.
r».Wi

Saddam has repeatedly tried to link the status of Palesti-

nians in the Israeli-occupied territories with Kuwait in-

dicating he might withdraw from the emirate if Israel

quits Arab lands seized in 1967.
q
In Washington, families of seven U.S .ervice person-

nel in the crisis area; two congressmen - Reps. Jim Moody

and Gerald Kleczka. both Wisconsin Democrats - and

religious leaders expressed their concern at a news con-

ference about the military deployment in Saudi Arabuv

screen graphics
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NATION
S.C. questions fetal policy

. . „ «„. *..._. nvDiman t worker differently if fetal hea

WASHINGTON ( AP> - Three of the Supreme Court*!

nine justices have given a chilly reception to an

employer* "fetal protection" policy that exclude-

women of childbearing age from some hazardous jobs.

In a case that could affect millions ofworking women

Justice* -John Paul Stei MM, Sandra Day O Connor and

fUltonin Scalia voiced doubts Wednesday about the

wisdom and legality of such a policy

The court is expected to decide by July whether the

policv amounts to illegal sex discrimination

The three justues. along with Justice Anthony M.

Kennedv. dominated an hour-long argument aetata

Thev posed numerous questions to the two lawy

before them, firing their most biting inquiries at

Sey Ja^an. who represented the Milwaukee-based

Johnson Controls Inc. ,

Ste" ns seemed dubious when asking Jaspan about

the overall risk posed to women working at Johnson

Controls' 13 battery making plants

When Jaspan argued that exposure to lead, the]prin-

cipal material used in making batteries.^poised he

fetus and cause* permanent brain damage

interrupted to ask. "Hw often does this happen.

He asked whether "the ^htestnsk was enough

to render inapplicable federal law. Title \ 11 ... the ( II .1

Rights Act of 1964. banning on-the-job sex bias.

nor and Scalia took issue with Jaspan s u

pretat.on of what legal duty employers face under a

1978 amendment, called the Pregnancy D.scrnnmat i«

Act. to the law r ,

•YOU are not coming to gr.ps with the efl.

Pregnane D^rinunatmn Ac. MM told Jaapan.

JJJg,
.n^uggest.onthatempl.

mav treat pregnant worker differently if fetal health

"an issue is to make a farce" of the 1978 law. "You re

making it a ridiculous piece of legislation, Scalia said.

But Jaspan held firm in defending the company s

policy Tt would violate common sense ... to require

an employer to damage unborn children," he argued.

Marsha Berzon. the San Francisco lawyer represen-

ting the polic's challengers, told the justices, The net

effect of a policy like this is to sanction the re

OMBMSatSoa of the work force

She said such policies could "render women marginal

workers and oust them from the workplace

One federal judge, calling the case the most impor-

tant sex-bias dispute in decades, said
'

the estirnated

number of women affected runs as high as 20 million.

Chief Justice William H. Rehnquist and Justice

Hv r-.n K. White MM* asked only one question during

Wednesday's session. bj-**»
Three court members - Justices David Souter

Thurgood Marshall and Harry A. Blackmun - did not

"The n-,S largest manufacturer of car batteries,

jln^n Controls adopt** its pohcy » 1982. declaring

certain jobs off limits for fertile women

Those who could not prove they were infertile were

| ransferred to other jobs, although their salaries were

not cut. Some of the women were in their 19tv

Fertile women now hired are ineligible for top-paying

jobs with the greatest lead exposure at the company I

plants in California. Delaware. Florida. Illinois, hen

tuck v. North Carolina. Michigan. Missouri, Ohio.

Oregon. Texas. Vermont and Wisconsin

The polus was upheld in lower court I

Study: men safe

from caffeine
BOSTON (AP) - Coffee drinkers, delight. A good cup

of joe, or two, or three, won't hurt the heart, Harvard

researchers reported yesterday.

In fact coffee with caffeine, the oflen-maligned chemical

that gives the brew its kick, may turn out to be easier

on the heart than the decaffeinated variety.

"It's amazing how coffee has a bad name, when the

harder one looks at health hazards, the more difficult.it

is to find adverse effects," says Dr Walter Willett of the

Harvard School of Public Health.

His research, part of a huge study of healthy people

shows that those who drink several cups of ordinary caf-

feinated coffee every day do not raise their risk of heart

n 1 1 *\c its
'

"This is a very reassuring study for something that peo-

ple enjoy day in and day out," said Dr. Harvey Wolinsky

of Mt Sinai'Hospital in New York, an adviser to the Na

tional Coffee Association

The research was based on a survey of the coil

drinking habits of 45,589 men. It was published in yester-

day- \>u England Journal of Medicine

Those who suspected coffee was bad for the heart usually

ruined caffeine was to blame. But the nea re >. arch Sttg

aests just the opposite. Those who drink more than four

Sot of decaf a dav have about 60 percent higher r.sk nf

heart disease than do those who never drink it

Th ,
autioned that the link between decaf

an ,i heart trOUbk tnallv »eak and it is tOO soon

..nclude decaf is harmful

,,.re is M particular reason to IWltch from call.

to decaffeinated o « the point of vie* <»> !»•

ting heart disease." he said

I

RESUMES
CopyCat Print Shop
• Great Service • Great Prices

228 Triangle StMmherat 549-3840
|

IS YOUR CAR SICK??

KEVIN'S AUTO
REPAIR

AH Repair Welcome • Foreign A Domestic

Free Towing on Major Repairs • Parts

Pre Purchase Evaluation

Checks Accepted • 3 percent oM tor cash

Open M F 9A b MP. Sat 9 30A 5 30P

ASK ABOUT STUDENT DISCOUNTS

FREE ESTIMATES
One Btock off Rte y

Take 47N to Railroad St

HADLEY 586-9336
^L\

FROZEN YOGURT
Colombo frozen yogurt sans lies at.

I3ANANAIB4A4A

Northampton A"?*?e
,

r
?I,

1^6 Main St Boltwood Walk,

Spring Break
Me- 24

MEED A VACATIOM SfOT

bnaant y«unt» m a iand tartth mow th*r 10.000

pub* to choota from wtm a teem* landscape of

mtjed drflfa beautiful bays and quamt vtnafesler

> day* for or.;
, $599

Chotca of west 5 eaat coast tour include*

• AarLingua roundtrtp flight from Boston

• First Olasa Howls
• Transportatton/guida throughout

• Sightseeing tours

• Breakfast and dtar.er

• Nightly entertainment and much more

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CALL
Rita k Burke

549 1256

adveatura travel

233 J* Pleasant St Amherst Carriage Shops

J»»,IMII.UJJIIII.I

calc |6"!

NOW SERVING WINE & BEER

wilh the Volley s Bed Sutoei*

(Vegekwlon Burgers Tool)

Homemade Desserlt

Soups* Salocto

Monday - Satuday 7 a.m. to 10 p.m.

Sunday Brunch 7 a.m. to 3 p.m.

168 N Pleasant St . Amherst. MA 253-2291
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Local Democrat prepared to defeat incumbent

( oil. *....« ph..,., hv K.. h.rd l»u< rr,

Wm m^mimi

By KENDRA PRATT
Collegian Staff

The Democratic candidate for state representative in the

First Franklin District, said he is prepared to break the

political hold that Republicans have maintained in this

district for more than 20 years

Democrat Robert Cook said he has assessed the district

to be voting at least 60 percent Democratic in the past

few years, although Republican incumbent Jay Healy has

been in office some 20 years.

"Jay Healy does not represent the district any longer,

Cook said. "He is a personally wealthy individual with

a radical Republican viewpoint who wants to get rid ot

government services."

In a time when some state voters consider ' Democrat

to be a dirty word, Cook said he is proud to be a Democrat

and foresees that Democrats will prevail this election.

"The Democratic ideology is that we can work together

to use the government to meet needs we can't take care

of ourselves," Cook said.
. ..... ,«,

Cook said his platforms are protecting the rights ot

working people and opposing the Citizens for Limited 1 ax

at ion tax rollback petition.

The CLT petition will appear on question number three

on the November ballot. The petition calls for a reduction

of state taxes and fees to 1988 levels. The petition has

.parked controversy over whether it will curb government

spending, as proponents claim. Opponents have said it will

-. tly cripple all state agencies funded by discretionary

accounts

"The fiscal problems caused by question three are fed

through certain tax policies which have led to a reduc-

tion of real wages for most people in the last ten years

while the wealthiest 10 percent have increased their in-

come by 20 percent," said Cook

He said the petition's cuts would impact the young, the

elderly, students and the average person

disproportionately. .

This University would, ifCLT passes, have to terminate

1 900 jobs and reduce student enrollment by 40 percent,

he estimated. Greenfield Community Colleges state ap-

"These are our schools our

children can depend on."

- Robert Cook

propriation would also be reduced by 38 percent, he-noted

"These are our schools our children depend on, Cook

said "The cuts would destroy this educational opportunity

and have a devastating impact on OUT regional economy

Cook teaches one eOUTM, Continuing and Labor

Relations for the Labor Center at the I *""*«
Massachusetts this semester He ha. lit* been the chail

man of the Worthing** Planning BotwdteUysm
The district includes Ashfield, Buckland. ( harle.no.

.

Chesterfield. Colrain. Conway. Cumm.ngton. >eri.e d,

Goshen. Heath. Huntington. M.ddiefield. Plainfeld

Shelburne. Sunderland. Whatelv. Williamsburg UM.

Worthington.

Jk y*

TREAT YOURSELF TO A
SIKDRTY, SPIRITED

NEW FALL LOOK
Will I LACY LEGGINGS!

Hours: Mon.-Sat. 10 ajn.-6p.ni.. Sun. 1 p.m.-5 p.m.

Carriage Shop*. 233 N. Pleasant St.. Amherst

549-6915
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HELP phones are useful
By ERICK OLSEN
Collegian Correspondent

Although the new emergency phone

system installed last summer has en-

countered some problems, the positive

aspect has outweighed many of the pro-

blems, a campus administrator said.

The HELP emergency telephone

sv-U'in on campus, installed in August,

allows students to call friends, the

University Escort Service or the Univer-

sity police.

According to Mary Dumas, assistant

director of Public* Safety, the new

ton miidi a message that '"this is a

place where people care what happens

to someone else

Dumas said the telephones are used

much more often now that their applica-

tion has been expanded. In addition to

their original purpose of emergency

police help, students can now call

friends anywhere on campus, or call for

an escort from any of the 61 HELP
telephone locations.

In a random telephone poll. 63 percent

of students said they had used the

phones often and found them very

useful. 30 percent said they had not yet

used them but felt they would be very

useful, and 7 percent said they were not

useful.

Carol Radzick of the Escort Service

said students should remember of the

existence of help phones in remote park-

ing lots, where simultaneous pick-ups

will be arranged to shorten the time bet-

ween escorts.

Radzick said there has been a tremen-

dous increase in Escort Service usage,

from 406 pickups in September 1989 to

1,745 in September 1990. A new pro-

gram of volunteer administrators as

escort drivers will be introduced within

the next couple of weeks, she added.

Dumas said there has been a wish-list

of possible new locations for emergency

HELP phones for several years. The list

will be reviewed periodically and more

phones will be added.

According to Dumas, five new phones

will be "phased in" in the near future,

near the Robsham Visitors' Center, by

the south end of the Student Union,

near the Draper Annex, at the bus

shelter by the Fine Arts Center, and on

the walkway between Thatcher

Residential Hall and Orchard Hill.

department cuts

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

DISTINGUISHED VISITORS PROGAM

proudly presents
^-»-

i
Dennis Lcttlii* I

irmer Manager of Mergers & Acquisitions

~* Orexoi Burnham Lambert

Provost Richard O'Brien

20 years at the University he feels

"betrayed."

"I can't understand the criteria used,

there must be hidden criteria," he said.

"We serve a large student body and our

program has brought in some $3.6 million

in grants in a five-year period. I can't real

ly see it as a money saving proposal."

The administration's proposals must be

submitted to the Massachusetts Society of

Professors, the campus union representing

faculty and librarians, and Faculty Senate

for review. In the next 180 days, following

extensive scrutiny and review, the Facul-

ty Senate will issue its advice to the

administration.

Administrators began a program of cost

control last spring in anticipation of state

budgetary problems. A freeze was placed

on faculty recruitment - a policy still in

effect — at a savings of $3 million. Another

$3 million was saved through a variety of

NSIDESTOR
OF AN

SfD

rr^nnn
Monday
October 15, 1990
Campus Center Auditonum
8 pm
Free Admission

distinguished

Visitors program

J I L

the

Special That

JMASS Finance Club

for their help

I

GOOD CARS GOOD PRICES J

PELHAM AUTO •

Long known in the valley for great service on small

imported and domestic cars is pleased to offer

FINE USED CARS AT REASONABLE PRICES

A sample of our selection:

7988 Volkswagon Fox GL 4 Door #9795

7989 Volkswagon Fox GL 4 Door #091202
$4995
$6395

cost containment programs.

The additional and more immediate pro-

blem for administrators is the remaining

$10.6 million which has yet to be cut from

this year's budget, according to Duffey.

Duffey said to deal with this amount a

three point proposal must be taken for

consideration.

• A student fee increase of unspecified

amount for the Spring 1991 semester. Duf

fey said that he will try to raise more

money for financial aid for that semester

only. He added that he has already asked

the Board of Trustees for $600,000 raise in

a sholarship fund.

• A further cut in all aspects of pro

grams at the University, including base

funding for the present as well as the next

fiscal year.

• A furlough plan where employees

would be "laid off' for several days or

weeks.
Duffey said that the three elements

above "hang on one another," and that

there would be difficulty in bringing them

into effect simulteneously.

Duffey said if a plan is not adopted, a

midyear mass termination of employees at

all levels of the University might be

necessary. He said the longer a conclusion

is delayed the more painful cuts must be

in order to make up for the $10.6 million

shortfall.

If massive layoffs become a reality,

resulting in a severe shortage of course of

ferings, graduation requirements may

have to be reassesed, Duffey said. The

Faculty Senate will be called to complete

this task

The administration also announced that

a transitional task force will be set up to

help both students and faculty who are af

fected by the terminations.

Collegian staff member Prrston P Fur-

man contributed to this report

taffllNG fflOM 1 TO k
W*n«rn>. Shmrs ( litfhing k AcGOBWatl

Zanna • IH7 North Plrasanl Sirrrt • Amhrrv

4H 2*>* 2*oX

• 1315 Federal St. (Rt 9) Belchertown, MA (413) 253-9811 •

Welcome Home Alumni
Treat Yourself to Dining Out at

PINOCCHIO'S
RlSTORANTE ITALIANO

BEST in the Valley AGAIN in 1990.

Some of our Specialties: - Manzo dei Medici

- TorleUoni Mare & Monti

- Angel Hair Pasta,

Fisherman's Style

- Black Pasta Fra Diavolo

- Wild Grilled Mushrooms

'To warm your soul and feed your passion -

come try the Best of the Valley."

(We cater to parties. Party platters available.)

1177 N. Pleasant St, Amherst 549-3669

Open 7 D.lyS — Pinner 5-10 Visa/Mastercard Accrptcd
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DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE

Edited By TRUDE MICHEL JAFFE

listen — I bought these here yesterday, and the

dang things won't stop squeaking!"

CALVIN AND HOBBES By BILL WATTERSON

WKTS GOOD NDH 00HX

OWt... PrtO... TWREE...

ACROSS
1 Geom or trig

5 Musical pauses

10 Type of moss
14 Curved molding

15 The Waste
Land author

16 Culture lead-in

17 Dangerous
place tor a

tympanist?

20 Craving

21 Partners ot its

or ands

22 Lariat

23 Top card

24 Amiss

25 Singer Vic

29 A*ay trom the

wind

30 Hirt ar.J Haig

33 In the midst ot

34 Seed coat

35 Algerian port

36 Musical score''

39 Companion ot

bitsy

40 Simple sugars

41 Potassium
nitrate

42 Cotorant

43 Bills

44 State with

assurance
45 Attention -getter

46 Compass
reading

47 Soap plant

49 Cathedra)

section

50 Feather stole

S3 Brag musically

m a way
56 Stow cargo

57 One way to

reach second

56 Word to a cat

59 Layer

60 Comforter

61 Account

DOWN
1 Meiviiie s —
Oca

2 Crrbc writer

James —

C ohore bird

4 buu., ~.l "haw

5 Lessen

6 Gladden
7 Poses
6 Rocky pinnacle

9 General

Vinegar Joe

10 Garden plant

11 — Benedict

12 Young Guthrie

13 Digit

18 River to the

Congo
19 Berne s river

24 Arabic letters

25 King of

Scotland

1124-53

26 Peaceful

harmony
27 Member of the

deer family

26 Lone
29 The Ram
30 Mountain ridge

31 Strong beam
32 Quick drink

34 item of value

35 Elevator man
37 Twaddle

38 Not observed

43 European
capital

44 Reply

45 Capacity

46 Lyric poem
47 Jai —
48 Style

49 Sale words

50 — Raton

51 Spoken
52 Poker term

53 Type Of

sandwich, for

shon
54 Guido note

55 Presidential

initials

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE

SNIP
T >>'.s
tO G.F

10/12/90

!*»• I~ ih>io lten Staewwt 10 12 90

MENU
LUNCH DINNER

Chicken burnto

De* nam on rye

BASICS LUNCH

Chicken bo-

Folate* pocket sanawicn

Cheese spnocn struOW
• eat sauce

BASICS DINNER

Km casserole

tomato sauce

TANGELO PIE
By TIM SNIFFEN

\
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A: To SktcartffttllM am
W sunlit ** *£ ..

Sty *(M o( Service t
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tV eatHonVr.
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at Amhtn4 Colkqe «"
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YOUR DAILY HOROSCOPE
By JEANE DDCON

DOONESBURY

Coll*^

By GARRY TRUDEAU

fV&GN£RSAP£TKriHbT0K£6
turn you* mayof we. anp
W&HOT 6CMN6 TO TAKS U>

THIS APIS MOUTNATIONAL HONOR!

its about'OSNrry. intswty,

QGHT,
MIK£?

a/TISQM&OPY
UN SPWTZHERVAiWf
Y&.S* OFtmR&Ti.
OKAY,

ACTION!

PRICE
By PRICE VAN RAY

ARIfS '.':•.

tei prootems weig^ vou aown See*

practical iOUtofla PosTpone tgreio

contracts in« next wee* famiy

retattonsn©* wil Oe parties***

rewarono tna weekend

TAURUS AprH 20May 20
Those whose values are iptrttuoi

rather than wortcSv benefit most fr>

day a fortunate trend favors e«

etir^ relationships An unexpected

-.ion gives vou a business

advantage

OfMINI (May 2*- June 20) &v©
creative ideas top pnorttv vour

ogee mnd wi get at me root of o

problem Touch base with mAjentioi

people Seek information

museums and libraries Return

telephone cats premptry

CANCIR {June 21-Jury 22) Vour

career a fmoBv on the move* Take

tme to deoi with any obstacles that

could stand m your way Do not be

afraid to a« your grievances with

famtV members Recoriciations are

hkety

HO (Jury 23-Aug
j

vour

physical resources are aown

watch what you eat and get more

rest listen to the advee of partners

Postpone finaMmg agreements

Curb a tendency to offer un

softcrted suggestions A itera s look

ffy~t out tof vOu

VIROO ; August 21 beptemoer

Domestic or family matters

could crop up suddenly changing

your plans Do not take sides on

controversial issue lust yet Tmnk

things out Lost articles surface m

•>rious places

USRA eptember 2J-Ocfober

your program
weeks Seek profeseono) aese^ance

people who count ana enss'

heaping hand or two A Leo thres

yourer
SCORRIO

23 November 21) Discretion and

caution may sound dut but tney

spet the difference between aeop-

pontment ana occomptehment*

your social Ufe and romantic *e ore

more stimulating than m recent

SAGITTARIUS (November
22-December 21) Wora of mouth

spreads rapidly and should be

favorobte Private issues srx**c

man so Avoid strmng up trouble

Keep vour oprnont on semrtrve

topes to yourself

CARRICORN (December

22 January W) vour sense of ex-

pose and powers of persuasion an
remorkable today - no need to

overplay them important

agreements can be reached A

trusted adviser steers you in the

right d»ection
AQUARIUS (January

20-reOruary 16) Home and formry

affairs get the »on s share of your

attention today and tomorrow Do

not overspend on entertonment or

luxury gadgets Get in touch •

fomitv members who are on your

RISCIS i February W Morcf

A realignment of domestic routines

is indicated this weekend Pc* I

neighborhood devetopments could

bring elevated cemmunrty status 1

Work harder to reach an

understanding with teen-agers

$fl$? «(^
W?M ^VCE.TYVAr*^ rC$ /v€.uA4l5r3t'2-

aoac

3>\ AUX>mftM

nftv£. AKJT A

-r^AMfft) L&IU.

•4e<-| £ tAjllH t(ou A
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Soccer teams face double dose of action this weekend

Men to battle A-10 rivals • Regional foes await women

By GREG SUKIENNIK
Collegian Staff

This weekend the University of Massachusetts mens

soccer team can leave behind some of the demons that

have been plaguing it.

It no longer matters that UMass It currently 2-7-2, «
that the Minutemen haven't won in eight tries, or that

the offense has been sputtering all season.

All of that goes out the window when one considers this:

//•the Minutemen defeat both West Virginia and George

Washington on the road this weekend, they will be in

fourth place in the Atlantic 10 will have a shot at mak

fog the A 10 tournament with two league matches left.

The big word here ,s if. For UMass to defcatWVUon

Fndav in Morgantown, W.Va., and/or beat GWU Sunday

in Washington DC. they'll have to play their best soccer

of the year. Coach Jeff Gettler said Wednesday our

players have to raise their level if we're going to win this

W
West"Virginia coach John McGrath has not been hap

pv with his team's play as of late. The Mountaineers, 7-3-1

and 1-1-1 m A 10 plav. "are not scoring as much as 1 d

like" said McGrath. He is. however, happy with

goalkeeper Dmitri Hassos, who played well in a recent

10 loss to Navy.

McGrath called his midfield the Mountaineers strongest

asset, and singled out John Keating as one of his best

plavers. Keating, a junior, is sixth in A 10 scoring with

five points. Other strong players for WVU include forward

JasonStiener«3g..al>4 10 points) and midfielder

Paul Marco (5-2-12*. M
I 'Mass coach Gettler likened WVU's style of play to Nor

theastern's. "Like Northeastern, they play on artificial

turf Thev plav hectic soccer; a lot of pressure on the ball,

a lot of kick and run style play," said Gettler ' I nior-

tunately. this plays to our weaknesses. They play a lot

faster than we'd iik<

•tier also noted that UMass can t be too concerned

with WVU's style. it will be an ugly game, 1 m afraid,

said Gettler "But we can't WWrTJ about it. We need a

*On Sunday, the Minutemen face fourth place George

Washington The Colonials. 5-44 overall and 1-0-2 in the

A 10. are coming off a huge week in which they shut down

Penn State on Monday, tying the Nittans Linns 0-0. and

on Wednesday beat Maryland 10.

( olonials Sports Information Director Bob Ludwig said

that GWU's defense was the teams strong point as of late

Against Penn State, the defense was so strong that goalie

Chris Yorke only had to make one save against what was

then the top team in the conference.

Monday's tie was an emotional lift as well: GWU has

never beaten Penn St.. going 10 2 against them since

1Q£fi

GWU's strongest player is Junior All American forward

Mario Lone (50 10). Other strengths are at midfield.

where the Colonials boast both Atlantic 10 co-Freshmen

of the year from 1989. Renzo Massa and Chns Masjewskj.

UMass may have a better shot at GWU. since the Col

onials. like the Minutemen. have had problems scoring.

For all of their well regarded offensive prowess, GWU has

only 12 goals off 222 shots For comparison, UMass has

12 goals in 159 shots.

•We match up well with GWU." said Gettler. We

played well against them in our tournament last year, and

gave the game away in the last couple minutes So we

have a chance."
.

The Minutemen will be without Todd Kylish on Friday-

due to the NCAA's five yellow card one game suspension

rule Matt Edgerlv will replace him in the line up. John

Gruber will start in goal against WVU. while Steve

Armenti will face GWU.

By ADRIENNE MATT
Collegian Staff

This weekend will pose a challenge to the University

of Massachusetts women's soccer team. Both of^the.r or>

ponents have track records of success, and solid ones at

th

Head coach Jim Rudy has all the confidence in the world

that his squad will step up to meet the challenges of Hart-

ford and Brown in this weekend's play.

"We've had the best week of practice yet, he said. Our

shooting and passing have been good.

"We're too good to keep losing. We ve been a bit

U

The Reds' first opponent this weekend is Hartford

Saturday at noon on Upper Boyden. The Hawks are 6-5-1

after Wednesday's 7-0 shutdown against Rhode Island.

That score reflects their dominance but the polls reflect

their worth: The Hawks are ranked second in New

England and No. 12 in the country.

"They're very similar to us," said Rudy. "The games

they've lost have been to good teams.

The Hawks only tie was a one-all decision at Boston Col-

lege They have gone into overtime with success against

New Hampshire (2-0) and Yale (2-1 >. Other wins have in

eluded Stony Brook (3-0). George Mason (5-0) and Southern

Methodist (3-2). All but two of their losses have been

shutouts: Cal. Berkeley <2-R Wise. Madison .2-0 .N.C.

State (3 0). William and Mary (2 0i and Colorado College

, 1 O i

"Their people up front scrap well, run well.' said Rudy

"Thev 're a verv mobile group."

Up 'from (and KM**)** Hartford are Kim LaMere with

nine goals and one assist, and Michelle Thonisbupvwith

four goals and six assists. Regina Ronan (5-3) and Donna

Hornish <3 2) are also significant contributors to the net.

Rudy cited the Hawks' passing skill and outside

'
"Their midfield has a lot of depth and ability." he said.

"Ronan is good in the air.
"

He said their goalie Karen Romem is a very difficult

opponent. She has started every' tfame this season and h

four shutouts behind her. Romero boasts a saves percen

tage of 817 with 67 saves and 15 goals against m 1

1

^She's the final ingredient." Rudy said She's very

acrobatic, a good keeper

Rudy also pointed out the differences between the two

teams. "We play more possessive. We play a shorter

^Yesterday at practice Rudy said he and the Reds were

not vet thinking about the Brown game, to be played bun

day'at 2 p.m. in Providence. R.L. but he had obviously

thought about strategy at least.

< ollrflun Ale pKoln

Kim Eynard and Jim Rudy's Reds host the

Hartford Hawks at noon Saturday on the Hill,

then travel to Providence where they will face

Brown at 2 p.m. Sunday.
• They re dangerous." Rudy said. "They don't have to

dominate a game to win They find ways to *'>n."

Topping U England poll. Brown ranks No. 10 in

the nation with a 7 10 record Their only loss was a 3-0

shutout against North Carolina

Four of their victories have been shutouts and their first

overtime decision was played Wednesday against Pro

v.dence College i3 2).

Jennifer Drake is the Bruins' highest scorer with three

goals and eight assists.

Rugby chasing leaders, hostsUVM
By DAVE SZPILA
Collegian Correspondent

The University of Massachusetts rugby club, coming off

a 19-4 loss to Dartmouth last weekend, will attempt to

redeem itself Saturday against the 0-3 University of Ver

mont The game this weekend is crucial for the club to

win; UMass is looking to tie up its record in the division

and make a run at leaders Williams. Dartmouth, and

Norwich.
,

Game time is at 12:30 p.m. Saturday afternoon on lower

Boyden field, behind Southwest.

The team will be without its head coach this weekend,

as Doc Laurence is away on business.

This week's matchup looks good for UMass. which has

raining all week long under captain Bob Carney

Last year s match at UVM. a 10 6 win for UMass was

close, and the team wants to win again this year without

anv fists Violence broke out last year when a fan from

UVM spit on a UMass player on a throw m. and a punch

and an ambulance followed.

Things to kev on this week for the team will be the

quickness of the UVM backs, known for their ability to

make precise passes in key situations. The forward line

is strong and has fairly good speed. A solid defensive front

by UMass could could be the difference when the game

is over

The UMass B and C sides will be in action this weekend

as well The teams have been practicing all week on their

running game and their passes are getting more precise.

Polo in Eastern tourney
BY JOE DEGLORIA
Collegian Correspondent

It has been two week- -ince the

University of Massachusetts water polo

team last played, when they suffered a

disappointing Lost to Iona in New York

that coach Russ Yarv. lid he COB*

• red unwarranted and unacceptable

With the time off tore-work the team

Yarworth Nttd he hope- to make amend-

at the Eastern Varsity Weekend Tour

nament at Brown University, thi-

Saturday and Sunday.

Playing this weekend will be the best

from the East in the sport of water polo

The No. 19 ranked UMass team will be

joined at Brown's Smith Swim Center

by No. 12 Brown, No. 17 Harvard, No.

16 Slipppery Rock, No 15 Iona, and No.

13 ranked Navy.

UMass' first opponent will be the 17th

ranked Harvard team, and is the first

time these two teams have met in the

1990 season. Last year UMass played

the Crimson well (a 2 1 record overall).

UMass has had trouble, and carries a

1-4 record, against top twenty teams

this season. Two of those four losses

were to UCLA and Cal Berkeley, the top

two teams in the nation.

"We are going to try to break out ol

a semi-slump. I have been working them

real hard in practice and I am pleased

with the teams progress." Yarworth

said. ,

We arc more focused team than

i„ (,,,, «r« havs <"ir backs against the

wall -omewhat and we know that we

haw to concentrate to g*t back ea

IfUMassgetsbj Harvard it willthen

play the winner of the Brown Richmond

game. Other first round action will have

Navy vs. Washington & Lee, and Slip

pery Rock facing Iona.

UMass goes into this weekend s play

still without high scoring Dan

McCosker, and Yarworth is calling on

someone to make up for the loss of his

offense. McCosker will be out for at least

two more weeks.

Brown University defeated Navy to

win the season's first Varsity Weekend

Tournament in September, 10-9^UMass

finished fifth, beating Queens,

Princeton, and Iona and losing to blip-

pery Rock

Volleyball rams into URI
By LIOR BEN AHARON
Collegian Correspondent

When the UMass women's volleyball

team faces the Rhode Island Rams tonight,

it will be the David vs. Goliath match of

the Atlantic 10 conference.

Goliath IS, rf Course, Rhode Island

Winner- in » iLjh! of then last nine mat

che-. the Rams carry an impressive 10 ."•

i record (4-0 la the A-10) into

tonight's match, which is at URI.

The David of the match is the

Minutewomen

At 3 15 overall and 0-4 in the A Id.

UMass has a slightly less impressive record

than URI.
The fact that the match is being held at

Rhode Island, where coach Carol Ford said,

it's always tough to play and there are no

breaks, does not make matters better for

the Minutewomen.

"We're expecting a tough match all

around," said Ford. Despite what seems to

be insurmountable odds against her team,

Ford said everybody's spirits are up.

After a big win on Sunday over Holy

Cross and a good week of practices. Ford

said the team was really looking forward

to this match.

The status of setter Angie Paolucci is still

uncertain, but Ford said setter Cathy

Smith is playing real well and the position

is secure.

Three key people for the Minutewomen

tonight, according to Ford, are captain

Nancy Sullivan and middle blockers

Sharon Panoff and Rachel Bredemeier.

"Thev have to have a good match,
-

' said

Ford, who emphasized their importance

blocking and attacking.

This task will be even more difficult than

usual because of the quality of the competi-

tion on the other side of the net.

Rhode Island showcases two very

talented players, junior Kengy Gardiner,

who leads the Atlantic 10 in kills/game

(4.58) and aces/game (.920), and teammate

Nergis Agi, who is in the top four of hit

ting efficiency (.392) and blocks/game

(.950).

Another URI notable is senior Cristy

Sandefur, who averages 10.36 assists a

game, second in the A-10.

"It only gets tougher," Ford said, referr

ing to tonight's match and the rest of the

season.

1990-91 UMass Men's Basketball Roster

Jim McCoy
William Herndon
Tony Barbee
Harper Williams

Rater Giles

John Tate

Tommy Pace
Anton Brown
Matt Anderson
Ben Grodsky
Chris Robinson

Jeff Meyer
Kennard Robinson

HT

6'3

6'3

6'6

67
6'2

67
6'6

6'2

6'8

6'9

6'1

7*2

6'9

WT
175

225
210
2GO
165

235
220
175

195

230
200
210
2Q5

CL
Jr

Jr

So
So
Sr

Sr

So
Jr

Jr

Jr

Fr

Fr

So

POS
G
F

F

F/C
G
F

F

G
F

C
G
C
C/F

HOMETOWN
Pittsburgh. PA
Pittsburgh. PA
Indianapolis. IN

Bridgeport. CT
Richmond, VA
Pittsburgh, PA
Denver, CO
Columbia, SC
Brewster, NY
Riverhead, NY
Manhattan, NY
Wausau, Wl

Bronx, NY

Midnight Madness

CONTINUED TROM PAGE 20

field hockey

( nllrflin filr photo

Beth Horton, a key factor for the field

hockey team, can be seen today at 3 p.m. on

Totman Field against the New Hampshire

CONIINUED FROM PAGE 20

has accumulated nine shutouts in the team's 13 games.

Stacy Gaudette, who starts in net today, has a 0.80

goals against average, and Gina Gioffre has not allow-

ed a goal in the three games which she has played in.

"We hope that we get a few chances to score, we re

gonna play our normal game, and hope for the best,"

said UNH coach Lauren Fuchs.

Penn State is paced by the talented Chelle Frates

(nine goals and 12 assist si. along with the Player of-

the-Weak in the A-10 Kristen Winters (16 goals, four

assistsMEleanor Stone compliments the senior duet

nicely. Stone has 14 goals and three assists.

Michele Brennan has sparkled in goal, the junior has

a 0.50 GAA, and eight shutouts

PSU is a strong defensive team; they have allowed

only 37 penalty corners thus far, while attempting 140.

Like ODU. Penn State has very few flaws. They pass

well, shoot hard, and are aggressive.

UMass needs a strong game from it's mid fielders,

Sherlan Cabralis, and Beth Thornton. Cabrahs was in

visible against ODU, but has rebounded since. Thorn

ton and Cabralis seem to be the players that make

UMass click.

It would be nice to see the penalty corner crew bounce

back. Against a team like PSU, UMass may have on

ly a few offensive opportunities, and it's going to be

important to capitalize on one or two corners.

Penn State coach Charlene Morett Newman was out

of the office all day and wont be back until Tuesday

UNH coach Lauren Fuchs was in and out all day prac

ticing and watching tapes of UMass. and Pam Hixon

was out most of the afternoon practicing and prepar

ing for what is her team's biggest weekend of the year

to date.

who sat out last season because ofNCAA Proposition 42,

and guard Chris Robinson, who was a late recruit to

UMass out of LaSalle Academy in Manhattan, NY.
Returnees from last year's team include first team All

Atlantic 10 selection Jim McCoy, A-10 All-Freshman team

members Barbee and Harper Williams, Herndon, Rafer

Giles, Tommy Pace, John Tate, Anton Brown, Matt Ander-

son, and Ben Grodsky.

"I'm ready to get started," said Calipari.'it's going to

be an exciting night."

"It's important that the [players] understand that peo-

ple care on this campus ... it makes you work harder

when you know that the people you're playing for care."

Sports Notice

Intramurali: Tennis begins today

Frisbee and field hockey begin tomorrow

Ice hockey officials are desperately needed Please call

545-0022 or stop by Boyden room 215

The men's gymnastic* team is looking for a

manager /statician. Please call coach Roy Johnson at

545-0815 m the mornings

Boston Celtics tickets are being sold by Amherst Leisure

Services and Supplemental Education (LSSE) for the Oct.

16 exhibition game between the Celtics and Detroit

Pistons The game will be at the Hartford Civic Center

at 730 pm Cost is $25 and transportation is NOT pro-

vided Non-Amherst residents aOd a $10 non-resident fee

Tickets can be obtained at Bangs Community Center.

Monday through Friday. 6 am to 4 p.m., or by calling

256-4065. using Visa or Master Card

CLASSIFIEDS
ACTIVITIES

ANIMAL RIGHTS COALITION meeting on

Sunday Oc'ober 14 * 7PM m the Dukes

meeting room m 310 Student Union

PAGAN STUOCNTS MEETING Sunday

night' 10/14 7PM Campus Center Rm
911 15 Come (Otnua'OuastK^Ca". Amy

ANNOUNCEMENTS

IMS CMEVY CAVALIER
4door

An condition

A cream putt'

593-6666

1966 MONOA CIVIC CRX
Auto 53k. excel cond must

$3990 cad Maria 549-6525

19M JEEP CJ-7. 33000 miles Incredibly

maintained auto blue Cat Brett 546-3962

HELP WANTED
MISCELLANEOUS

CHILDCARE M WF and/O' T Th 9-1

1 baby light housekeeping $5/hr 256-6475

AMERICAN INDIAN Student

Emergency meeting Fn 4PM Octl2 at

Josephine WhfteEagle Cultural Center m
Chedboume dorm

FAST FUNORAISING PROGRAM
$1000 m |ust ont wee*
Earn up to $1000 lor your campus orgaroza-

tion Plus a chanoeal $6000 more" TNs pro-

gram works' No investment needed Can
1 -900-932-0528 Exl 50

OIL CO-OP Jotn OCHO s CM Co-Op and

save money Reweter at 428 Student Union

or cad' 545-0665

UNITY WITH DIVERSITY Campus Crusade

tor Christ guest speaker Pam Aaas

Friday 7 00PM Campus Center

U MASS STUDENTSt Sharpen your m
terpersonal and communication sk*s Con

quer shyneas Join an rterpersonal therapy

group Meets each Tuesday night from 7 to

6 15 at 310 Berkshire House- Center lor

counseling and academic development

Can Mark after 6PM at 666- 121 7 for details

WHAT? Vou hke the DC s 1 You

boneheed' Go right on up to Greenough

Snack Bar* They got what you need"

CHECK IT OUT!!

SAVE SOH oft your nent Collegian

Classified Loo* for coupon coming soon on

Claasmed page SAYiT"

CRAFT WORKSHOPS

IN CERAMICS. Darkroom Jewellery

Weaving, and more Only $8-tour classes

Have fun al your Craft Center 545^2096

FOR A GOOD TIME CALL...

RACK A-OtSC the bast entertainment DJ s.

video, bands dornVhouae specials cad

566-9900 anytime

EARN $150
Fundraising Opportunity for your group or

quick cash for yourself Distribute popular

student magazine on campus m 1-2 days

Call Mr Wilkinson 600-342 5116

EARN MONEY TYPING/PC/WP At home
Full/Part-time $35 000/yr Potential

(1)605^87-600 Ext B9616

FREE SPRING BREAK TRIPS

to students or student organizations

promoting our spnng break packages Good

pay and tun Call CMI 1-800-423-5264

MACE, lor mtormation write

J McGowan 77 West Mam St Suite 1 19

Smithtown. NY 11787

PERSONALS

AXO CONGRATULATES iPi newest

pledges it s going to be a great year* Good
luck'

To my Davtl

Get psyched for an
amazing semester'

Love your Angel at

ALPHA CH" OMEGA

HAPPY 21ST BIRTHDAY ERKSTER!!
You're the greatest and deserve the best

That s why you have US (HA HA) Love ya'"

Khrys
Buddy &
Amanda

PIKE » CHI OMEGA
Get psyched for Homecoming 90'"

Lets wm first place and make the

most amazing float yet"

We It have an awesome time"

You guys are the greatest'

With Chi O Love
Jennie

HAIRSTYLISTS Part-time

54*5610

NUTRITION STUOt ne^ people win
Diabetes $30 Call day 5-0798 evening

546-0991

HAPPY BIRTHDAY
Suebabe 6 Craig

Love
JC a The Boys

SPRING BREAK 1991- individual or

student organization needed to promote

spring break trip, earn money, tree trips,

and valuable work experience Call now"

Inter-Campus Programs 1 -800-327-6013

SUPPLEMENT YOUR INCOME! Earn $100

for each book you read CaH (212)674 1493

or write MOH Enterprises. Dept M 8ox

0751 New York. NY 10024-0539

HEY DUDE!!!
Happy 19th Birthday'

I bet you thought that

we d forget

Lots of Low.
Jen
and
Monica

AUDIO/VIOEO/TV

USED STEREO Components/ VCRs/ Col

or TVs We buy sell, and trade Ouality

guaranteed. Great prices' Detailed list

available 256 0941

SUNDERLAND 3 bedroom spacious quiet

on bus line $650 5494)733

SUNDERLAND 5rms stove refrigerator

garage $660 253-3330

QUIET CLEAN, non smoking femalets) for

one large bdr in two bdr apt Starting Jan

•91 Colonial Village on bus route and fur

nrshed' Call 256^4167

INSTRUCTION

EXCELLENT 200 watt speakers Must sen

500 or BO 253-2728

FOR SALE

IMPORTED LEATHER JACKET Womens
size 12 New $100 Call 5*9- 1756 evenings

SELLING T-SHIRTS? Get your plain shirts

cheap Also, sweats, jackets avail at low

Call Brian 5466102

BE A BARTENDER
W M Bartender Training is open

Call for brochure
413-7477895

BEGINNING PORTUGUESE CLASS.
Nov 5 Dec 1 Mondays 7 9PM Language

Pacmca, 549-5065

ENGLISH AS A SECOND LANGUAGE
Classes begin Oct 30 Intensive, part-time

evenings. TOEFL Registration deadline

Oct 23 Language Paofica. 549-5065

LOST

HEY MO!
It's going on 13 years

Happy Birthday

Love. BO

NtV THSTA CHI- Gei psyched tor

Homecoming' We are 1 Love the Alpha

Chi's 1 "

HEY UMASS.
Deb Slimer" Krantwiess got an 84 on her

psych exam"
Congrats
Hawich

JJ! __
Your hell week is finally over' You worked

hard' I'm proud of you' Get SUPER
WICKED-PSYCHED tor this weekend

Love Darnrt

TIO SERGIO f#i.z Cumpleanoa y recuer-

da guardar coo«a del penodtco de manana

Tus amigos Edna y Carlos

TO THE BOYS NEXT DOOR
Stressful week huh guys? Time to open the

baf Sure'"
Love your neigbors

VIRGINIA! Met you in hall at Brandyw-ne

Friday night Would l*e to see you again

Don I let me wart' -Paul

SCHMITCH- Tr, Sigma rules the cheeses

anyday'" -Blakester

Sue B . hope you get some BUSINESS on

vour Birthday'" Love the girts from 8G

TRI SIGMA wishes UMASS a great

Homecoming' ADPhi be prepared to win'

PMO- Beware of Fioyds'

PROFESSIONAL DJ S

LA2ER TECH AUDIO available tor your

dance dorm party or house party Great

rates, great DJs Call 323-7801 soon

ROOMMATE WANTED

1 BEDROOM available m apt next to bus

route by Amherst College Prefer older

female student, quiet no smoking/pets 230»

Must love cats 253-7728

INTERVIEWING with high tech f.rms'

Your liaarvxtwing Gmde to the Information

industry can help Researched by former

Big 6 consultant 60 minute video

($39 951 70 page text ($34 95) both

($69 95) Send check or money order lo

Boiick Productions. P O Box 8594 Red
Bank N| 07701

PREGNANT'
Need a pregnancy teat information or sup-

port' Cat tor free and confidential services

ALTERNATIVES 33 Mam St Northampton

586 3000

SPECIAL OFFER FREE STUOENT
Classifieds m the MARKETPLACE Send

ads to 03D2 Cashm or Can 32*9692

ST JUOE

GLORIOUS APOSTLE. St Jude Triad

deus. true relative ot Jesus and Mary I

salute you through the moat sacred heart

1 prawe and thank God for an the graces he

has bestowed upon you Humbly prostrate

before you, I imptore you through this heart

lo look down upon me with compassion Oh
despise not my poor prayer, let not my trust

beconfounded To you God has granted the

priviledge of aiding mankind m !he most

desperate cases Oh come to my aid that

I may praise the mercies of good All my life

i will be grateful to you and wtfl be your

faithful client until l can thank you m heaven

Amrn

TRAVEL

FREE SPRING BREAK TRIP A Cash'

Jamaica' Bahamas' Sell trips on your cam
pus and earn free trip lor you plus bonus

cash' Call Four Seasons 1-800-331 -31 36'

AUTO PON SALE

1977 ASPEN WON Reliable, in good corv

ditton $250 00 BO 367 9462

FOUND

198) MNMJLT LfCAR «°* m'*?.

Excellent condition $750 or BO jtuawwi

1983 SUBARU-WAGON automatic

sunroof power windows, cassette 92.000

$1800 247-9360

GOLD PLATED GLASSES in brown case

on SUB steps (FAC aide) Call Jim at

25*7206

I LOST MY PRESCRIPTION sunglasses

at/around Marcus They are black Ray-bans

and they only work for me Please call Amy
al 546-4466 REWARD'

KEITH N
Good luck on your ores" I'll be waiting with

tea and comfort afterwards Good luck"

Love. Christina

MY WHITE JACKET Thursday in Barttett

65 Please call 6-7306

LESLIE
Happy Birthday

Love. Bonnie and Dave

FEMALE PREFERRED, single room large

house bordering campus $300 45 Phillips

St 549-5985

ONE BEDROOM in a 2T>*<lrooml)pir~

S Deerfield on busline

545 1028 or 665 6230 Must see

TUTOR

FINALLY! ARABIC tutor available

w/reasonabie prices CaH 256-6251 Fadila

TYPING

HAMMERSTEIN TYPING- $2 00/pg

Quick' Neat' On Campus' Call Eric 64)344

Leave message

SERVICES

TYPING SERVICE tor students/faculty

Excellent typist/fast work 665-8770

TYPING. WORO PROCESSING, $1 50/pg

Free pickup and delivery Laser printing and

copying available KCommumcations
256-6373

HAPPY 21ST

MISSY. HAPPY 21ST BIRTHOAY!!! Final

ryi We are |ust as happy as you are Hope

its very special Love. Amy, Sharon. Rachel,

Lisa, and Randee

WOMEN'S WATCH Redo Diastar has

broken face Reward $100 00 No questions

asked Sentimental value Call 546-1475

MARY MARY
Why you buggm?

You ain't no saint but toe* who's talking'

Love your partner in crime

beer brawling buddy

CUSTOM sewing, knitting, weaving repairs

or special orders 584-4972

IF VOU JUST CANT find the time

to clean your office, business

or home and your tired ot living

in a mess -Professional

cleaning-Call Todd
256-3159

WORDPROCESSING
Reliable. Quick. Accurate

Campus pickup 4 delivery

Sharon 564-7966



SPORTS
Minutemen gun for Huskies in Yankee Conference duel
iviinuremeii guu xwax* ^^ , aboutourfoot .

New Hampshire

Massachusetts

Delaware
Connecticut
ViHonovo

( nltrgtan We pho*«>

The Minutemen host the Connecticut Huskies at 1:30 pjm. at McGuirk

Alumni Stadium in this weekend's homecoming game. The Minutemen

SSTi have won three straight and are chasing New Hampsh.re (4-0-1) in

the Yankee Conference.

Field hockey
faces UNH
By TAMIR LIPTON
Collegian Staff

If Pam Hixon and company want to play in the NCAA

tournament, they better start winning games against top

20 teams to substantiate their national ranking o! n.

What better way to get out of the gate then by beating

the No. 14 ranked team today, and the No. 2 ranked team

Sunday? .... , . . ,.

Todav at Totman Field <3 p.m.). UMass entertains the

Wildcats from the University of New Hampshire LNH.

8-2-3. is coming off of a 2 victory against Harvard.

Sundav at Totman <1 p.m.). No 2 ranked Penn State

comes to town in a critical Atlantic 10 match Penn State

2-0 in the A 10. tops in the conference, while UMass

ik 2 1 The Minutewomen cannot afford another loss in

conference play if they expect to win the A 10.

The Lady Lions are the hottest team in the country.

They have won nine straight games and if they beat

Bucknell today, and Rhode Island tomorrow (at Totman),

they will be facing UMass having won 1 1 consecutive

*
Looting over the Penn State schedule. UMass is the last

top 20 team which the Lady Lions face before the A-10

tournament. If they get out of Amherst with two wins,

they should cruise into the A 10 post season without hav-

ing suffered a loss since they were beaten by Old Domi

nion 2-1 in the third game of the year.

So, what is UMass facing this weekend?

Two very important gam«

«

The game against UNH is a must-win situation, because

a loss will drop the Minutewomen in the rankings, pro

bablv to around No. 13 or 14. The top 12 toams make the

NCAA tournament, and although it is a little early to

trt looking toward the post season. UMass does not want

to put itself in the position where they must win the A-10

tournament to receive a bid to the big show.

The game with Penn State is another test to see where

the Minutewomen stand among the top teams in the na-

tion The last time UMass faced the No. 2 team m the

country thev were soundly defeated by Old Dominion (who

,s now the No. 1 team). Since that loss, things have been

downhill; UMass has lost to Northeastern and Temple,

while beating a weak St. Josephs teanr

UNH is led by senior forward Liz Brickley s 10 goals

However, Brickley has been unable to carry the team like

a Jane Catanzaro (34 goals) of Temple can. UNH has

scored only 25 goals this season

The true strength ofUNH is it's goaltending. which

CONTINUED ON PAGE 19

By SAM SILVERSTEIN
Collegian Staff

Alumni returning to campus this

homecoming weekend, amid the crush ot

budget cuts and bad vibes, can take heart

in the performance of the University of

Massachusetts football team.

Saturday's game with Connecticut

(McGuirk Alumni Stadium, 1:30 p.m.) finds

the Minutemen at 3-0-1 overall and 3-0 in

the Yankee Conference and trailing only

conference leader New Hampshire, which

il 4-0. n . ,

Since tying Holy Cross 10-10 in then-

opening game, the Minutemen have found

three different ways to beat three different

teams.
Against Maine, the Minutemen stifled

Carl Smith and a "smash face" running

game. 21 10. In the third game of the

season. Boston Univ. run-and shoot

ran aground against Allen and Vaughn

Williams. Matt Rajotte. I>on Caparotti. and

Pat Doran in the secondary, while quarter

back Gary Wilkos passed for 198 yards and

Ulfaa rang up nearly 600 yards total

offense.

And last week at Rhode Island, a

minute field goal by Marco Gabriel li lifted

UMmi !>;»>< <"«• Rams 16 rA on an an '

noon in which UMass was penalized nine

times for 70 yards.

The UMass defense gav«- up 1*2 yards

rushing, but shut the Rams out of the end

zone in the fourth quarter, when it counted

MMM Opponents had «-d less than

100 yards rushing against UNftM
previously

"Neither team really dominated often

H\ely." said UMass coach Jim K<

hope that was an excellent football team

we played Saturday, because it was a

standstill If they're not ver> good, that

means we're not very good. I've got a feel

OVERALL
4-0-1

3-0-1

3-2

2-3

2-3

ing we'll find out a lot more about our foot-

ball team this Saturday."

UConn. 3-2 overall and 1 1 in the Yankee

Conference, has won two straight after

opening the season with a horrific three

game losing streak.

Senior quarterback Matt DeGennaro,

who entered the year within striking

distance of the all-time Yankee Conference

record for passing yards, injured his ribs

and shoulder in the second game of the

,son, a 48-21 drubbing at Div. 1 North

Carolina.

Junior Cornelius Benton has filled in

>ince, and played DeGennaro - who is now

healthy and ready to return - out of the

-tailing job. Benton turned in a 31 44. 299

yard, one-touchdown performance in last

week's 24 -22 win over Villanova, and «

named Yankee Conference Offensive

Player of the Week for the second con

secutive week
Benton will start Saturday, with Del .en

naro listed as backup.

With Benton at quarterback I ( onn

"hasn't lost a top/' -aid Reid. Their of

tensive flow has U-en tremendous and Ben

ton is doing some great things He - last

and he's throwing the ball with great M
curac\ .

Tailback Kevin Wesley, who emerged

from the third slot on the depth chart in

last years wild 39-33 UConn win U) rush

for 272 vards on 31 carrw-. II Mil With

twisted knee.

Game notes: The game will be broadcast

„n WSPR 1270 AM and WTTT 14.10 AM
the I'M..- injury list if Shockingly

short, in Renl - word- considering this jl

the fifth game of the season Be-ide

tailback JerOflM Bledsoe, who went down

against Holv Cross with a broken ankle

and is out for the season, the Minutemen

..re in perfect health Reid i I I tin-

Huskies as a head coach

Rhode island

Richmond
Boston University

Maine

YanCon

3-2

1-4

1-4

0-5

OVERALL
1-2

1-2

0-2
0-4

novo
'-' <*

I

Hoop Madness back in the Cage
By SAM SILVERSTEIN
Collegian Staff

What if seven players came down with the flu dur

ing a University of Massachusetts basketball game and

coach John Cafipan. desperate for help, turned around

to the stands and pointed at you. Hey. are you u earing

sneakers'

Ever had this fantasy? Sunday beginning at 10 p.m..

students will get their chance to dunk, shoot free

throws and play three-on three in front of a Cage full

of fans during Midnight Madness, a two hour kickoff

to the UMass men's basketball season.

Admission to the second annual open practice at the

Cage is free and open to the public. Cage doors will

open at 10 p.m.

Fans are encouraged to bring donations of canned

food to be collected for the Western Mass Food Bank,

said UMass coach John Calipari.

UMass last season won eight games at the Cage and

17 overall, and earned a berth in the postseason Na-

tional Invitational Tournament.

Gift certificates, sneakers, and two airline tickets to

Florida will be raffled away Sunday night to thank the

fans for bolstering the program, said Calipari Free ice

cream will be served between 10:30 p.m. and 11:30 p.m.

"It's a way of thanking the students for the support

they've given us over the last year and for making the

Cage a tough place for opponents to play," he said.

"If were to win our league this season, we've got to

win all our games in the Cage. Last year we were 8-1

[at the Cage) . . and the students played a big part

in that
"

The 1990 91 Minutemen will be introduced just after

midnight - October 15 is the first day NCAA rules

allow for varsity basketball practice — and a dunk con

test, "a couple of exhibitions,'' and a short scrimmage

will follow, said Calipari. Midnight Madness is ex-

pected to wind down by 12:30 am
Junior William Herndon. a 6 foot 3 forward for the

Minutemen, will be defending his dunk contest crown

in a race Calipari described as "over."

Said Calipari, "I think Will Herndon will win it. Will

usually jumps only as high as he has to."

Herndon could face a challenge from the stands,

however, as the dunk contest will be open to students.

Students who wish to enter should let the coaching staff

know beforehand. Calipari said.

Tony Barbee, who finished second to Herndon in last

year's dunk contest, is back for a second try. and

7 foot 2 freshman Jeff Meyer will debut.

Sunday midnight also marks the first appearance in

a Minuteman uniform for*4^^Jj$£%

< oIlFtfiHn file photo

Harper Williams will show his "stuff Sun-

day in the Cage during the hoop team's Mid-

night Madness where dunking, free-throw

contests and a raffle will be held.

[
NEWS ARTS SPORTS

Dedication marks of-

ficial opening of North
Pleasant Street Hillel

House. Page 3.

Multiband Pops impress

Fine Arts Center crowd

with their multitude of

talent. Page 7.

Reds beat Brown, rank-

ed No.l in New
England and No. 10 na-

tionally, 2-1. Page 12.
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Students lead anti-CLT rally
Public higher ed studentspicket High Tech Council m Boston

i *: ...:n u«..n nr, ctato husinpssps and industries
By KENDRA PRATT
Collegian Staff

BOSTON - Almost 70 public higher education students

picketed the Massachusetts High Technology Council on

Friday to urge the council to denounce tax rollback ques-

tion three, which is estimated would cut $126 million from

state colleges and universities.

Question three is the Citizens for Limited Taxation/High

Tech Council petition, a referendum which would rollback

state taxes and fees to 1988 levels. The petition's pro-

ponents hope it will restructure state government and

curb legislative spending

Students denounced the petition for the estimated 38

percent cut in state allocations that public higher educa

tion would face if question three passes. Higher educa

tion has already been cut 12 percent since July

Student Trustee Angus McQuilken, from the Universi

ty of Massachust ftta, asked the High Tech Council to con

s'ider the long term impact that cuts in public higher

HIGHER EDUCATION

AS % OF STATE BUDGET FY 1990

HIGHER
EDUCATION

5%

education will have on state businesses and industries.

The High Tech Council, which has its headquarters in the

World Trade Center, represents high tech industry and

businesses in Massachusetts.

"Massachusetts industry and the High Tech Council

need a highly trained work force for which public educa

tion has been the only outlet for lower and middle class

people to achieve," McQuilken said. "Without a trained

workforce, Massachusetts will never recover from the

recession of the last three years."

Mark Rockwal, the student trustee from Westfield St

College, said since the High Tech Council was created in

1977 it has supported public higher education until

recent endorsement of ballot question number three^

"The original goal of HTC was to lobby for public higher

education because they wanted skilled and educated

employees," Rockwal said. "Their support of question

three goes against their original goals. Does the H fC want

to fall further behind the Japanese and the Germans.

Howard Foley, the president of HTC, came from his ot

fice to where students were picketing in front of the World

Trade Center, inviting McQuilken and Dan Currie from

UMass-Boston to his office for discussion.

Foley had no official comment about the protest, but told

McQuilken and Currie that he has proposed to the

businesses and industries represented in HTC to donate

2 percent of their profits in private grants to public higher

education and scholarship funds.

McQuilken and Currie criticized Foley s proposal, call

ing it another means, besides question three, of privatiz

ing public higher education.
r«.»-»

The protesters marched from the World Trade Center

through downtown Boston to the Boston Commons.

escorted by six Boston police officers on motorcycle. 1 hey

handed spectators leaflets which explained the impact ot

question three on public higher education.

The picket reconvened on the Commons in front ot the

Citizens for Limited Taxation headquarters on the cor

ner of Tremont and West Street. The headquarters ap

parently was closed at the time of the picket and students

were denied access to the office.
. ^

The leaflets were provided by the Massachu,

Teachers Association, who prearranged the picket with

the city of Boston.

Milking cows
at UMass Barn
an occupation

Editor's note: This is the fint QJ "t ^tirl,-,

examining otpi mmhymmi at the I mkmwdy of

Miissui husetts

By MARK HENSLKY
Collegian Correspondent

When people think of Saturday light life at the

IniverMty of Massachusetts, milking cows 6«-

Sv jump to mind.

a milking am sis what UMass junior C hris Ainu,

thinks about every Saturday at 4 am
Right about the time when the last die hard part

are stumbling home to bed and the pizza place* have

,ust stopped delivering. Albus. dressed in well-worn

work boots, fatigue pants, and an old, gre> ^*** ?
is herding the first of 82 rows into the aut. nilK

,ng bay at the Ufl ™ Rl% " l ,n

South Deerfield.

The dairv. which functions primarily aj* a learning

facility operates as a full-blown commercial dan

well In two days it produces about 1.500 gallons .,t

milk, which is collected hv Pioneer Dairv The milk is

then pasteurized, homogenized, and finally sold back

t«, the University for consumption

Albus a 24 year^ld veterinarian and animal sen

major, seem notice I
og smellmg barn as

he goes about cleaning the teats of the first four cows

with an i.idine and water solution

Although many may not regard the job as fun Albus

replies simply. Tve done >t all my life, it s what I like

Albus grew up on a 300-cow farm m Brattleboro. Vt,

and began milking when he was 14. a fact confirmed

by the ease and confidence with which he maneuvers

Ins tall frame around the milling 1.300 pound cattle

CONTINUED ON PAGE 2

UM pours on
UConn, 38-19
By SAM SILVERSTEIN
Collegian Staff

Saturday in tropical storm soaked McGuirk Alumni

Stadium, the University of Connecticut fumbled its way

to a 38 19 loss while a sure-footed University of

Massachusetts running attack rushed for 316 yards on 64

attempts, an average of almost five yards per carry.

The win raised UMass, now 4-0-1 overall, to a first-place

tie atop the Yankee Conference with New Hampshire, at

4-0. UConn, the preseason favorite to win the conference,

dropped to 2-4, 1-2.
,

,

The playing conditions - there were puddles on the field

before the game - bothered UConns pass-oriented attack

more than thev slowed UMass, which entered the game

with the toprated rushing game in the Yankee

Conference. .

While the Huskies spent most of the afternoon rooting

around in the mud after loose footballs, the Minutemen

marched for five touchdowns, including scoring drives ot

89, 70, and 67 yards.

"We kind of shot ourselves in the foot, said U<-onn

coach Tom Jackson of a day when the the Huskies fumbl

ed 10 times, including seven muffed exchanges between

quarterbacks Cornelius Benton and Matt DeGennaro and

center Pete Gale. "But I don't know that it mattered. It

was their day."

Wb*ti coach Reid woke up Saturday morning to a^
CONTINUED ON PAGE 12

Collegian photo by Tom Sandy*

HERNDON MADNESS Members of the Will Herndon

fan club wait for their man at last night's Midnight

Madness extravaganza. Herndon successfully defended

his title, to the delight of a full house at the Cage.

Duffey to hold
info sessions
By PRESTON P FORMAN
Collegian Staff

In an effort to elicit feedback from the

campus communitv and beyond. President

Chancellor Duffey has scheduled thre.

formation sessions on the Universi'

budget and its effect on the campus.

Duffey made the announcement at last

week's Faculty Senate meeting, where it

was disclosed that the administration will

seek the closure of four programs and the

reduction of ten programs

Duffev will talk about the University s

budget status and listen to questions and

comments from the audience

At the Thursday Senate meeting Duffey

said that he wants to "learn, listen and test

responses" to the plan by meeting with

students, faculty, staff, and also parents

• The first session, for faculty and staff,

is scheduled for 4 to 5 p.m. today in Bowker

Auditorium
• On Wednesday. Duffey will meet with

students from 4 to 5 p.m. in the Cape Cod

Lounge in the Student Union.

• A third meeting in scheduled for

parents in a yet to-be determined Fram

ingham location on Thursday.

According to figures released from the

CONTINUED ON PAGE 2
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=For Your Information-
ii Conn

MONDAY, OCTOBER 15

Support Group - An eight week, facilitated, pro-choice

Post-abortion Support Group will begin meeting tonight.

This group is open to all women who have had an abor-

tion and would like to work through the experience more

fully The support group is free. For more information,

call* the Everywoman's Center at 545-0883, or stop by

Wilder Hall.
, ^ „ _

/ ,r„m , _ -The Inside Story of An Inside Trader - Den

ins Levine. convicted Wall Street inside trader, will speak

of his crimes, his conviction, and where Wall Street is to

day. it will be held at the Campus Center Auditorium,

it'8 p.m. by the Distinguish Visitors Program.

Armx Navy Sale - The Cape Verdean Student. Associa-

tion will sponsor an Army Navy sale in the Student Union

Ballroom from 9 a.m. to 8 p.m. The sale will run daily

through October 19th.

TUESDAY. OCTOBER 16
.

festival - The Stockbndge Student Senate will be spon-

soring a harvest festival at the Gunnel Arena, at 5:30 p.m.

WEDNESDAY OCTOBER 17

Study abroad fair - The annual International Program

Office's Study Abroad Fair will be held on the Campus

Center Concourse across from the Bluewall. The Study

Abroad Fair is to inform students about study abroad op-

MICHAEL ;

Billiard Room
& Sports Bar

Showing World Series All Week
Monday Night Football:

Minnesota at Philadelphia

Five 9ft. Championship Tables

Your favorite sporting events on large

screen TVs
$1.00 Drafts in ice cold mugs

25 cent hot dogs
Appetizer menu
This week: $1.25 Budweiser Bottles

• Tue. - Thurs. Ladies play pool for

half price

Formerly
Changes Nightclub

286-8284

Open 11am—lam

MICHAELS
Rt. 9, Amherst

tNext to Hunan Oard«a Rest.)

LEGAL PROBLEMS?
Call the Legal Services Center of

UMass!

ll Family Studi m
Rich is • Civil Ru.ms •

WORKERS RtOHTS Criminal

AMD ( m i< Law •

portunit.es in over 23 countries offered through the

University of Massachusetts. The fair •rill be held from

10 a.m. to 3 p.m.

Lecture - Mechanical Engmerring -I"**^^
seminar."An Energy Balance for the Peeling of Adhes ve

Joints," will be given by J. Goldfarb in room 703 of the

Graduate Research Tower at 3:30_p.ni.

Workshop - A free preview of a Business writ ing

seminar will be held at 6:45 p.m. in CC 911. For more

formation, call Dr. Michael Egan at 253-8175.

Lecture - "Abortion and Reproductive Rights: A Pro

Choice Catholic Perspective," by FrancesTussling.
J

res.

dent of Catholics for a Free Choice, will be B»v«natJ -

p m at the Unitarian Society of Northampton. 220 Man

Street. Sponsored by The Smith College ph'^phy

department, the Florence Simms UrtureJ und of Smith

College, and the Civil Liberties and Public Policy Program

of Hampshire College.

lecture - "The United States in the New World" will

be given by Richard Barnet of the Institute for Policy

SJdies. This lecture is part of the PAWSS Fa Lecture

Series It will be held at 8 p.m. in Graham Hall. Hilly*

Art Building, Smith College.

cows

Senate Meeting - The Student Senate will meet tonight

at CC 163C from 7 p.m. to 12 a.m.

Movie _ -Total Recall" will be shown in the Campus

Center Auditorium at 5, 7, 9, and 11 p.m. The price is $2

for the 5 p.m. show, $3 for all others. Sponsored by Nor-

thpast Area Government.

Tneatrl - "Torch Song Trilogy" will be shown at the

Hampden Theater at 8 p.m. Students pay $3, the general

oublic pays $5. It will be presented each evening through

Set 2C Sponsored by Student Valley Productions.

fW/rv reading - A.B. Yehoshua, will read poetry at

Memorial Hall at 7:30 p.m. The reading IS free for student,

but $3 for the general public. Sponsored by Hillel.

THURSDAY, OCTOBER 18

Film - A film will be shown at CC B03 at I p.m Free

to all. Sponsored by the Lesbian, B.sexual, and GfiJ

Donee - The International Student Association is spon-

Mring a dance at the Bluewall at 9 p.m. Admission is,$3

Science Fiction Convention - Sponsored by bLLM. It

will be held in the Campus Center Auditorium and multi-

ple rooms in the Campus Center from 8 am to 2 a.m. The

Convention is also taking place on Oct. 20 and 21 Fat

is $19.

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

One ream why Albus liksS hisjob is that then- are lew

deadline- f .

"Nobods bothers fOU here; you can do things SI

you want/' he said "1 couldn't even think ofworking for

a newspaper." .

AlbOS said he used to work full t.me in the summer but

now. with a 22 credH course toad, be only works on Satur

day* He said h ,ently enrolled in th.
I
Re*

ficer Training <
v -I

;
Pen< tv.

as a team leader m the Army m Hawaii His ultimate goal

, become an Army veterinarian.

;hough the hours are unusual. Albu- py with

his job. and said it ghres him the opportunity to eppfc a hat

he 1( n class to real hie situation-

budget sessions

;ntinued frcm oage i

Provosts Office, which coordinated the reduction and

elimination proposal, 20 faculty of whom four are

untenured. are employed in the four programs slated

for elimination.

In the reduced programs, 25 faculty are affected. 14

of whom are untenured

.V T X

•I wanted some good experience, M I just came down

and applied," he said "It's a great job. especially if you

like working with large animals

Facil.tv Director Don Baker also ,vconunended the job

for students who think they want to work with an.m

'•i, make-,en>e to trv it out befon - ym. really commit

to it
" he said. . ...

For anyone interested in risiting or working at tl,

da.r> .
Bake, more than welco,ne> them to come an.:

'
Victors who braVS the inevitable orb.r can take a tour

in which they'll tee Fred." the dairy', stud hull, the milk

ng pit the da.rv > prized Red Hornstein calf withired

mark.n,-. and perhaps w.th a Uttle luck, a newlv born

calf or two

Less jobs than expected
BOSTON <AP> - NtSl studies have challenged it

hat the $5 billion Central Artery Third Har

bar Tunnel project will create 15.000 jobs and jump

the Massachusetts economy

On Friday, Associated Industries of Massachu*

kssnsd an economic impact report that said the states

labor and material- calculations were overly r.

The report estimat.-d the pmji-ct would yield a maximum

of 10.000 j' , .

Data Resources Em of Lexington also estimated the pro

led would create n<> more than 10.000 jobs.

AEROBICS

^
.*tt»icf,.r

4 "c

Classes are held Monday—Friday

at 8 am-noon-4 pm-5 pm-6 pm-7 pm
1 class for $4 25/10 for $35 00/20 tor $60 00/30 tor '75 00

MONDAY—FRIDAY
Separate, Private Aerobics Room

State of the Art Neo Shock Floor

Super Sound System

MOVING OFF CAMPLE

3*a.l a. a

3Mt

Call 545-1995
at mqunUin l»rtn» m»H

Route 9 on the

Amherst/Hadley i>ne

Easy to get to by

Cac or bus

Brandywine offer* Country

Living with convenience

. On UMASS Bus Route • Nearby Shopping • Situated

on 18 well-landscaped acres with pond

• One and Two Bedroom apartments include gas

utilities (heat, hot water, and stove)

• Swimming pool, laundry facilities, responsive

management
. Stop in and we II show you what we have to offer

BRANDYWINE AT AMHERST
16 Brandywine Dr.ve Amherst

Rental Office open daily 10-4

549-0600

The
Business Card

BONANZA
Lizottes Tobacco Shop

76 Main St.

Northampton. MA
Tel. 584-2812

Imported

Bulk Pipe Tobacco

Cigars

Cigarettes

Tobacco
Clove Cigarettes

Prop Vin Diflumen

Pipes

Peterson

Falcon

Meerschaum

220 Nor!
Amherst, MA 01002

(413) 253-5545

Full Service Florist

• Unique Flowers, Gifts

and Plants

• FTD Wire Service

• Dally Deliveries

Dtbhit Boyct, oumtr

PmlgeWotlu
A V E « T I $ I N G

Spend more time studying,

let me do the typing.

Free Delivery! Reasonable Rates

f O "Bo- 961
- » - - MA 01007

PrMMMVtf
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LOCAL
Hillel House formally dedicated in ceremony

< oilman photo by K.A. Hurkr

Hillel House

Other state

colleges prepare
estimates of
CLTs impact
By KENDRA PRATT
Collegian Staff

Several state universities and colleges

in Massachusetts have estimated the

impact ot cuts in state funding for their

campuses if the tax rollback question is

passed by voters in the Nov. 6 election

Alter weathering three 4 percent

across-the board cuts since July, many
public higher education campuses have

already made proposals to reduce pro

grams, terminate non tenured faculty

and impose new student fee increases.

te funding for public higher educa-

tion has decreased by $169 million in

the past three years. The Citizens for

Limited Taxation/Massachusetts High

Technology Council petition, ballot

question number three, would cut an ad

ditional $126 million in the middle of

this year, according to the Board of

Regents of Higher Education

The petition calls for a state tax and

fee rollback to 1988 levels Backers of

the petition want question three to

restructure state government to

eliminate what they consider to be

wasteful spending and needless

bureaucracy. The rollback will cut

$6,369 billion in the next three years

from discretionary' monies; 40 percent of

discretionary funds will be reduced in

the middle of this fiscal year.

Administrators at the University of

Massachusetts at Amherst have propos

ed a reduction or elimination of 14

departments and are discussing a

$400-450 student fee increase for next

semester due to past budget cuts.

IfCLT passes, the administration has

projected that tuition will increase by

$2,000 per student next semester, and

1,400 state-funded employees, including

520 faculty, will be terminated.

Sean Ahearn, vice president of the

Student Government Association, said

UMass-Boston said some non tenured

faculty have been terminated and pro

grams such as Public and Community

Service, Student Support Services and

Health Services have been reduced. He

estimated that a $300 student fee in

crease will be imposed next semester.

The department of Public and Com
munity Service and the School of Nurs

ing will be closed if CLT passes, and

there will be a tuition increase of over

$1,000, he said.

Bristol Community College has reduc

ed part-time faculty and is presently

CONTINUED ON PAGE K>

By PRESTON P FORMAN
Collegian Staff

With the B'nai B'rith dedication of Hillel House on

North Pleasant Street this Sunday, nearly 3,600 Jewish

students at the University of Massachusetts now have a

new home, library and community center to call their own

In speeches punctuated by the words "duty." "special

and "happy," over 150 students, faculty and ad

ministrators gathered for Hanukat Ha Bayit. a dedication

ceremony.
The ceremony began at the 400 square foot former Hillel

office at the Student Union, and finished with the fasten

ing of the traditional mezuzzah to the doorposl of the

16,000 square foot house and community cent.

The Hillel House, the former Beta Kappa Phi fraterni

ty house, contains a kosher dining facility, meeting n>.

tatT offices and living accomodations for 26 student-

Joel Berkowit/. el«« of 1963 and a former Hillel pi-

dent, said the $1.5 million renovation of the house could

not have been accomplished without the Al Might of

President Chancellor Duffey. the effort of many campus

administrators, and the push of Rabbi Saul Perlmutter

He said the true credit of making the house a reality

was Harold Grinspoon of Springfield, who placed a

$50,000 down payment to buy the house two years ago.

Grinspoon said that although neither he nor anyone in

his family has attended UMass, he noticed the void on

this campus, and after some prodding by Perlmutter and

others decided to help.

"I saw the need for a larger Jewish presence on this cam

pus," he said, after the ceremony. "To not have a Jewish

presence on a campus this large i> shame - and to work

in a office so small (in the Student Union! ii also a ihai

Duffey. one of the main organizers of the Hillel Home

effort, joked that he first looked to the Newman (enter

i home for Hillel.

"I tried to grab the Newman (enter for Hillel but I could

not get the cardinal to go along. " he said laughing

Duffy, who attended the dedication w ith his wife. Anne

W. \ler. and -tate Rep Stan Rosi-nln-rg i D Amherst I, call-

Hillel House a important ttep in restoring the <en-.'

imily he said il slipping away from Am.

As our campus tkinlopi. Wi -hould use the strength

of heritage to build something now, a BM new

civilization," he said orate our divei-ity. we

must remember our unity
"

Chair of Amherst Select Board comes out
By ALI WOOLWICH
Collegian Staff

Elisa Campbell, co chair of the Amherst

town Select Board and head of document!

lion at the University Computing (enter.

recently came out as bisexual.

Her decision to come out was originally

spurred by a conference on multi

culturalism called by the District Attorney

of Hampshire County, for members of local

government in February. 1990.

Among the various speakers were

members from Gay and Lesbian Advocates

and Defenders (GLAD». who talked about

visibility of gay people.

Campbell said she realized, because gay.

lesbian and bisexual people are usually not

easily recognixeable. how often "people

assume they don't know anyone gay. les-

bian, or bisexual.'*

In mid June 1990, the Amherst Select-

Board held a similar multicultural

workshop for its members, which was clos-

ed to the press. Campbell decided that the

workshop was an appropriate place to an-

nounce her own sexual orientation

As the head of the Select Board, she met

with members of the press after the

workshop, to inform them of the events of

the meeting The news of her coming out

was focused on in articles in the Daily

Hampshire Gazette, the Amherst Bulletin.

and the Springfield Union News.

"Overall, its been positive. ..liberating

I'm freer to be myself." said Campbell. Due

to the efforts of the gay civil rights move-

ment, "it's easier for people to come out

now."

She also noted that she has had no

negative reactions, and has not been

harassed. In general, she has gotten a lot

of congratulations, she said

Campbell said that she saw Gem- Studds

and Barney Frank, who are both Cong

-K.nal representative from Massachusetts

and both openly gay men, as positive n.l.

models for gay h-bian and bisexual

people.

Campbell first entered "public life" twen

t\ vears ago. working as an activist in the

Sierra Club, a national environmental

group.

She is also a former chair of the In

sity of Massachusetts chapter of the

University Women's Professional Network

She is currently a member of the Gay, Les-

bian, Bisexual Faculty Staff Support

up.

( ..nt'idi nee in her self identity, .. >upi

tive community, and having the Utlafli

non discrimination policy enforced in her

workplace all contributed to making com-

ing out easy, said Campbell

Campbell spoke at last week » National

ming Out Day rally, and said that

homophobic harassment and heter

discrimination are not tolerated in the

town of Amherst, and encouraged people

to report any incidents. She also talked

of the importance of coming out. and how

lesbian and bisexual women that she knew

had been role models for her. and had

helped her to come out.

Elisa Campbell
( ..llpifiiin pholo hy Dondi Ahr«rn

UMass woman injured in car accident
_ • it i„_ r-„i

Compiled by PRESTON P FORMAN
Collegian Staff

A University of Massachusetts woman

was injured Thursday night when she was

allegedly struck by a vehicle operated by

an Amherst woman.

Sonia Pons, 18, of MacNamara Residence

Hall, was transported from Stockbridge

Road to University Health Services by

Amherst Fire Department ambulance after

the accident.

Police said that Pons was struck as she

was crossing the street in the crosswalk by

Angela Schilling.

Schilling was cited in the incident, police

said.

LARCENY

• A Kennedy Residence Hall man
reported to police Wednesday the theft of

his wallet and credit cards from his unlock

ed room. The estimated value is $20.

• A male resident of Prince reported

Wednesday the theft of his 1984 Renault

from Lot 1 1. The estimated value of the car

is $2000.

• A man reported that his truck parked

in Lot 12 was broken into Thursday and a

set of golf clubs stolen.

• A member of the janitorial staff in Ken

nedy reported Thursday the theft of a

vacuum cleaner and a cleaning cart with

supplies. The estimate value is $900.

A staff member in Hampden Gallery

reported Thursday the theft of training

shoes, bicycle shorts and gloves. The

estimated value is $205.

• A woman reported that her vehicle park

ed in Lot 11 was broken into Thursday. She

told police that her radar detector, valued

at $80, was stolen

ARREST

• Padruig P. Anderson, 20, of Springfield,

was arrested Friday morning for operating

under the influence of alcohol and posses-

sion of a falsely procured license
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STEINBECK COLLISION REPAIR
& AUTOBODY 1

53 So. Prospect - Amherst Center

256-8157 256-1385

Shop Registration # RS1212

D'

fXZZX

.V5.VAV

T WIK

5>J
\i/eJ+ft

r
5. •Rtr36PK-T

V

STAY

HOM1
Hound trip* Hon. NY waning at

London $41 2

Paris ^O
San Jose.CR. 390

Bangkok 959

Hong Kong 879

Tokyo 759

Student Faculty Fare

Taxes not included Restric-

tions apply Fares subject to

change One ways available

Work/Study abroad programs

International student and

teacher ID

EURAIL PASSES ISSUED ON
THE SPOT 1

:ree student travel catalogue

RESUMES
CopyCat Print Shop

b.
Great Service • Great Prices

; Triangle StJAmherst 549-384<

ncil Tr

MORV
and

pFED READING

A six week course sponsored by the University Hypnosis

Center at 358 N Pleasant St, Amherst, will start October 22at

6 00 Those attend.ng will learn special penumon.c systems

to help make lOQVecall fast and easy Reading speed will

at least double as comprehens.on and concentration improve

Special student rates, will be m effect for the first oMermg

Seating .s limited Alternate dates may be available Call

54Q-4o45to pre-register

• Imports & other unibody vehicles

are our specialty

• State of art equipment for precision

frame and unibody straightening! + or - ft mm>

• Over 90 years staff experience

• Accepted by all insurance companies for

collision repair or glass replacement

• Advanced European Technology
Painting and|

Refinishing Systems

************************
REMEMBER it's your car and your choice ot

repair facilities

FIELD EXPERIENCE
OPPORTUNITIES IN

1 COOPERATIVE EDUCATION

tliarlie'0
I Pray St Amherst 549 5403 • Opt* I l*m

7 days a Week

hen open i«l midnight

Game Room with ? pool tables

Tonight 10c Mozzarella Sticks

9:00p.m. — 12:00a.m.

Beer of the Month !>«*"* of the Week

Foster s Lager $1.75 B«rbof« and Cokt
•*.'*.••••.*. w.v.v.v.v

Food Giveaways

Mon 10 cent Mozzarella Sticks 9pm-12am

Tues 10 cent Buffalo Wings 9pm-12am

Wed 25cent Pizza Slices and 99 cent Nachos 9pm-12am

Thurs 10 cent Beer Steamed Baby Franks 8pm- 10pm

Sunday 10 cent Potato Skins 9pm- 12am

WE ACCEPT MC-VISA-AMEX

CHEMISTS/CHEMICAL ENGINEERS
r—jf MAKE YOUR MARK ON PAPER

EVENTS

Co-ops in Engineering

Employer Panel
Wednesday November 7

Lederte GRC Tower Room 203

400 PM

Representatives from

prwrr a WHITNEY

MM
Q€ PLASTICS

Co-ops in Business

Employer Panel
Monday November 5

Scnool o» Management Room 1 16

400 PM

Representatives Irom

IBM

AMERICAN EXPRESS SHAREHOLDER SERVICE

PRATT A WHITNEY

ARTHUR ANDERSEN

KEYSTONE PROVIOENT LIFE

INTERVIEWS - FALL 1990

Octobe»t7 Was Disnev World
FASMMKr. MRTA. COMM

October 26 Pratt & Whitney
SOM. FNGIN COtNS

November 2 WM TJ Watson Research Ctr

ACCT.GBFIN, MGT.SOM.
PSYCH. COMM

November 8 Travelers Insurance

COINS

November 9 IBM Sotithbury

COINS MIS. SOM

November 13 Ethyl

CHE.CHEM
Summer PoaMonatl

November 14 Mobil
CM F Summer Pbarttonsfr

IBM Tarrytown A Southbury
ACCT, GBFIN. MGT. ECON.
SOM

Ortho Pharmaceutical
SOM

November 16 GF Plastics

CHE, ME

For additional information contact the Field E xperience Office at the Mather Carper Center

545-6265 It's not too early to begin thinking about a summer or semester co-op position

The Mather Career Center
Career Planning and Placement • t ooperative Education • Internships

Fraternity/Sorority Park on the Orchard Hill bus mute. (411)545-2224.

Where Careers Take Off!

Few Americans go through a day without using or coming in contact with

a product partly or completely manufactured by International Paper Inter-

national Paper is a leading paper company and produces a variety of other

products Products ranging from paper for a multitude of uses, to ingre-

dients for home cleaners, to photographic films, to lumber and building

products—they are all produced by International Paper We are truly an

international company with more than 67,000 employees located in 22

countries We export to more than half the worlds nations.

For information on career opportunities for graduate chemists and chemical

engineers within International Paper's Technology Organization, attend our

information session at the University Career Center

October 16, 1990 from 7-9 p.m.

INTERNATIONAL(J)PAPER

Corporate Recruiting

Technology Hainan Resource*

P.O. Box 160707
Mobile, AL 36633

Internationa! Paper is an Equal Opportunity

Employer M/F/V/H

EDITORIAL/OPINION
The opinions on this page aie those ol the ndividual wnter_oi caitoonist

Issues are not that simple

"JII.UI^l4IHlll
T
»^J.II.UlilJiUJ«UIU.I

Political discussion has been confined to

the 30-second commercial slot between the

I 'nshy Show and Roseanne. It's thumbs up

or thumbs down. Right or wrong. There's

no in between.

When society oversimplifies the issues

one must question how accurate a picture

we are reallv receiving. For example, take

the Oct. 9 killing of 19 to 24 Palestinians

by the Israeli army.

Adam Stein

To describe this incident in inflammatory

would be doing a disservice to those who

are truly interested in understanding what

really happened. Such killings cannot easi-

ly be referred to as a systematic murder,'

'bloodbath,' or 'Zionist rampage' without

losing light of the truth

A group of Jewish extremists planned, as

they do everv year, to infringe upon the

rights of the Dome of the Rock. However,

the Israeli Supreme Court, as is done every

year, refused the radicals permission to

hold a ceremony at the Muslim holy site.

Yet 3,000 of trie Palestinian community-

gathered to vent their anger against Israeli

occupation and to protect the sanctity of the

Mosqi.-

Where were the great masses last .

when the MOM group tried to do the same

thing ' Nov r only 40 showed to pro

tect the third-ho! of Islam Then

, n. it that time, Israel was constantly

being criticized on the front pages of the

papers, and there was no need to create a

fire for which the media would report an

inferno.

However, now the inferno is about Sad

dam Hussein, and it would be politically

smart for the Palestinian cause to draw the

attention back to Israel.

The political details were probably-

unknown to the average demonstrator.

Shouting political and religious slogans for

support, the crowd was getting angrier and

angrier. People had brought sticks, bottles

and rocks to defend the shrines - and to

think that on the other side of the com-

pound wall were 20,000 Jews praying at

the remains of the Second Temple! The

Palestinians could probably even hear

them!
So, in this frame of mind, at this stage

of anger. . . with weapons in hand, is it so

impossible to believe that perhaps one land

that's all it would take) decided to throw

his her stone over the wall? And if one did

it. would not others soon follow? Perhaps

out of 3,000 people it was only 200, or

maybe 300. people threw stoi

The soldier- were ill -prepared to confront

such a demonstration. They were but a few

dozen, facing a few thousand, who. at thil

stage of mob mentality . would have wanted

Tee any Israeli dead On the soldiers

minds were the Palestinian extremists who

have been kidnapping random I-

civilians and dumping their brutalized

bodies Then there « as their comrade who

J IN, or DI K.

J
was burnt alive after he took a wrong turn

in the Gaza Strip. Would this crowd not do

the same to them?

Terrified, thev fired tear gas and rubber

bullets. When they ran out. journal

monitoring police scanners heard. ' 'We

don't have any rubber [bullets] or gas -

-end tU provision- '.V. /, York Times. Oct

10. 1990)."

Y.t the soldi, r- probably felt they could

hold out no loner Bv now t h. entire crowd

i engaged in throwing atones at the

Jewish pilgrimage and the soldiers feared

for their lives. Furthermore, they fe

what would happen if the .Jewish 20.000

would trv to stop 1

I

-t mian ;t.000 by

themselves. Would this be the beginning

of another war?

Too often issues are molded into a black

and white picture to determine the bad

in the good guys Capitalism good,

communism bad. Bttsinesa 0*
diligent, welfare recipient la/\ Me Tarzan,

vou Jane
Y.t. where this incident is not cut and

neither is any issue It is not bSCSBI

iy the armed against the defenseless. It is

nid vio. ning

nst the md violence si otl •

To portray olherw i -impiitie- the

Me good, you bad changes the

the issu Dtinuou ition

ntually leads to |" -da

I illegian column

Support for Israel

must be reexamined
Israel sure ha- a funny way of keeping a low profile

while th- d States is busy play ing the Mideast

e in the continuing saga of 'Policeman of the

World."
While the Persian Gulf crisis has become the bigfi

powder keg since since Khrushchev and Kennedy

decided to play a round of brinksmanship. Israel has

decided to light one up.

The deplorable massacre of 19 Palestinian-

volumes in terms of the human rights policy of the

Israeli government In fact, the practices of the Israeli

police seemingly differ little from the methods used in

-uch notorious places as Soweto and El Salvador.

It is not -nocking that the Israeli police would open

fire on Palestinians armed only with rocks; they have

lltariH] ed their level of violence. What is

a-tonishing is the disregard for the incredible sensitive

tv in the region right now.
"

At a time when it is important that Israel resemble

something akin to diplomatic, it has opted to be the

answer to all of Saddam Hussein's public relations pro-

blems in the Arab world.

If the Bush Baker braintrust has a worst-case

-i. nar,< ;«.i ( iperation Desert Shield, the "Israel Kills

Largest Number of Arabs Since the Six-Day War"

scenario would have been too far fetched to include.

It is apparent t hat the Israeli bullets-against-stones

theorv of law and order has finally gone too far. Now

even the mo-t -trident pro-Israel voices in the House

and Senate m ed to reexamine our unbounded support

of Israel. . _ ,

Jay Boyle
Sunderland

Fight against war before it's too late
\ needless and bloody war in the Middle East is B

highly likely. The White male patriarchs of th.- COM war

generation are maneuvering th*' United States into a war

m the Middle East in order to p« the I >

a- the world policeman, to protect the military industrial

complex from being downscaled and to maintain what the

president has called "our way of life." This is a euphemism

for gas-guzzling cars and the interests of the big oil com

panies that pollute the environment

Ferguson/Sheefar

The U S military showdown to defend the principle

non-intervention and self determination doesn t carry-

much moral weight when we police only those violations

of international law that serve certain vested inter,

in this country Meanwhile, we ignore Israel s illegal oc-

cupation of Arab lands and its brutal treatment of the

Palestinian people and. only mildly reprimand gross viola

tions of human rights in El Salvador and Guatemala. We

also invade countries such as Grenada and Panama - in

principle, quite similar to the Iraqi invasion of KuwaiC

We would benefit from a president with integrity and

on who would cut off spending and divert this money

to an array of socially useful programs at home, such as

more federal aid to public education. A president who

would support the United Nations by giving it real

authority to police violations of international law

everywhere through funding the U.N peace-keeping

forces rather than sending 200,000 of U.S. troops and

materiel to act as a mercenary army to dominate the

region. ,.

The United States has put itself in an untenable p

tion in the gulf. Today's asset of a powerful military

presence could be tomorrow's liability of a crippled giant

if Iraq does not leave Kuwait soon. The perception of

eroding U S creditably will put increasing pressure on

the administration - cornered bj n* »r*d

rhetoric - to resort to military action. On the other hand.

... onomic sanctions take time to make their full irm

felt and work This requires a time frame much in,

than the U.S. milit tegy allows To make I

awn the U.S. government pressed by the Pentagon and

Israeli lobbies, bat virtually shimmed the door on any

compromise, with Iraq insisting 00 its unconditional

withdrawal from Kuwait

Washington's response tr. the I a recipe for

disaster As it now stands H CM mdy lead to a miln

confrontation the costs of which would be enorm

massive militarv and civilian casualties, the break

the international coalition against Ii

of participant governments in the region, destruction of

the oil fields in the area and the subsequent Ayr*

of oil prices, higher inflation and

budget deficit in the US. and dependence ign

sources of finance All this would spell

iority of people m this country save fa the vested

in the military industrial complex and big oil compai

War in the Middle East is almost n unless tl

is an outcrv from the American public This war won

involve volunteer armed SOT Id ng -

w,U OS I military draft and voung college men WOO I be

exempt , •
i

DoTou want to give your lift

given for the big oil companies, the Pent

and an environmentally destructive way of lifoj It

involved. Protest! Writs your Congressmen!

The only was ... control your life is to chalJen.

who rule it For more information, call the I M Hoc

Coalition on the Middle Fast Contact Ma..ha Brown at

''• W62. , , , , tx, I

Ann Ferguson is a pn tphilnsophs »t ( SfflM nn.t

R Shetdfar is a Northampton resident

The economy, baseball and budget cuts - one big heartache
** ........ .i. i.;„..inn Rorl cheerful

When we think of baseball we think of

home runs, strike outs and Babe Ruth.

When we think of the Red Sox, we think

of excitement followed by heartbreak

This season, the Sox have once again lett

Joseph M. Montagna

us disappointed and the curses that have

haunt this team lives on.

The ugly ending to the season, with

Roger Clemens's expulsion of obscenities

in front of a national television audience,

does leave a bitter memory.

But the success of the Red Sox over the

past few months was important to those ot

us who follow baseball in New England.

Even for those who aren't ardent fans of

the national pastime, the team's surpns

ing season, which culminated in a divi

sional championship that no one thought

possible back in April, was a welcome relief

or distraction from the difficulties of living

in Massachusetts during these troubled

times.

As members of this sinking state, most

of us have felt the economic crunch. For

those of us in college or work in the cam

pus environment, the possible devastating

effects of more budget cuts only add to the

anxiety of the college experience.

Furthermore, the crisis in the Persian

Gulf and the grim possibility of war in

crease an already negative outlook on the

world.

Being human, you have to look tor

positives somewhere. And for the excited

crowds who filed into Fenway Park or for

the thousands of listeners or viewers, they

found positives in the over achieving Red

Sox.

I can remember during the dog days ot

August, the team was in the middle of a

10-game winning streak and there was

euphoria in the air. The team was a

winner.

Win or lose, the Red Sox wouldn t affect

our lives, but it could affect our emotions.

I wonder how many of us glanced at the

disturbing news of the headline page and

skipped to the sports section instead I

know I did.

This is not to say that the Red Sox in

1990 made significant contributions to

society. In the first place, they are a private

business out to make a profit and their

management could be easily criticized.

But for a while, they captured our atten

tion and gave many of us a reason to smile

when it wasn't the easiest time to be

cheerful

Yes. it was an up and down roller coaster

ride of a season, but we rode it with them

and in the process had fun and eased out-

minds a little.

So for Red Sox fans who are frustrated

and feel victimized by the curse that seems

to have been slapped on this team since it

traded Babe Ruth, at least things were in

teresting again.

Someone once said (I m sorry 1 can t

recall who) that if you have to choose bet

ween nothing and grief, take grief.

Well despite the fact that for as long as

anyone can remember baseball fans in New

England have been "waiting till next

year," the same thinking could apply to the

Red Sox. .

Or maybe it would at least ease the pain

a little until next year.

Joseph M Montagna is a Collegian

correspondent
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ARMY & NAV^

Surplus Sale

Army Barracks of Martha's Vineyard

~ Genuine U.S. & European Q Down Feather Mumrny

U
Military and Antique Overcoats Sleeping Bags (0 • 1 5

)

$25 • $35 *30

LOCATION: Student Union Ballroom

DATE: October 15 thru October 19
(Monday thru Friday)

TIME: 9:00 am • 6:00 pm

Genuine U.S. and European Surplus!

Wool Blankets, Gloves, Hats,

Scarves, & Much, Much More!

q Wool, West German,

British, French Pants

$15

q U.S., British, French,

Italian Wool Sweaters

$8 - $15

q Mexican Baja Pullovers

and Blankets

$12 & $15

q Heavy Cotton, 6-Pocket

Field Pants: U.S., Dutch,

West German

$7- $15

** Genuine Issue Camo,

Desert, Tiger, Urban

Black Six Pocket Pants

$25

q World Flags (3' x 5')

$10 each/ 2 for $18

q U.S. Navy Wool Middys

and Peacoats

$10 - $30

{* Full Length Raincoats

& Trenchcoats

$6 -$15

fa*

s*f

/*'

Mastercard, Visa, and
American Express accepted

/JjfU(*m*Kfr//9

Wth Apple n introduction of three new-

Mac int< .sh* O >mpuiers. meeting the challenges of u >llege

life |ust got a whole i< >t easier ttecau.se n< >w everybody

can aff< >rd a Macintosh

The |]
|M!WHIIUIflBM is < >ur m< *t

aff< irdable IT* xlel yet it comes wiuieveryUTingvt >u need-

intluding a hard disk dnve The llffiHWBHIl

combines color capabilities with affordability. And the

yiitmHHIHI is perfect for students wh<
.
need a

a .mputer with extra power and expandabilit\

N( > matter which Macintosh y< >u ch< x Be, y< Ml

have a computer that lightens your work load without

giung v< >u another t< >ugh subject « ) learn Every Macintosh

C i .mputer is easy u > set up and even easier to master And

when yi »u ve learned one program, you re well on your

way to learning them all. That s because thousands of avail

able programs all work in the same, consistent manner.

You can even share information with someone who uses a

different type of computer-thanks to Apples versatile

SuperDriveT which reads from and writes to Macintosh,

MS DOS, OS/ 2, and Apple* 11 floppy disks

See the new Macintosh computers for yourself,

and find out h< >w surviving college just got a whole lot

easier

For further information

please visit the

University Store

Computer Department

Camous Center 545-2619

£ The |> >wer u ) lx' \x >ur best"

CIWOApofcCompolw mc AtxX* it» App* *>go *"» iSSSSSSSSS^SSSS^-^SSS^
*«•«»«> tradwna* »c«n.«d *> APP* Computw wc

ARTS&LTVING
UMass talent bursts Jorthjn MuWband Fogs
By MELISA CANLI
Collegian Correspondent

The amount of talent in the Fine Arts

Center on Friday was incredible. The 16th

Annual Multiband Pops sponsored by the

UMass Department of Music and Dance

was the best way possible to start

Homecoming Weekend.

Approximately 500 students participated

in this event which included a vocal choir,

varied musical ensembles, dance and the

famous Minuteman Marching Band. The

performance, which benefited the Univer-

sity Friends of Music Scholarship Fund,

was presented to an almost sold-out au-

dience composed of alumni and student

fans of UMass' most selective talent.

The fanfare started with Walter Chesnut,

the University Herald Trumpeter The

Chapel Jazz Ensemble was the first group

to stir the atmosphere with a lively piece.

For a few songs, the jazz ensemble combin

ed their music with the Vocal Jazz Choir

composed of 15 singers.

"Save Me," by the Afro-American Music

Ensemble was one of the most moving

songs in the whole show. Director Horace

Boyer's deep voice, along with the many

clapping hands and gospel lyrics drew an

enormous round of applause. The marim

bas provided the perfect contrast after the

upbeat jazz. Their music was one to which

water nymphs could dance.

Next, the wind ensemble performed a

Russian piece and then the audience was

brought into Africa with the steady beat

of percussion instruments. The African

essence was projected on the curtain with

the image of a huge idol like wooden face.

The focus after the break was changed to

two modern dance pieces under a starry

sky backdrop. Prince's "Baby I'm a Star"

boomed across the FAC for the UMass

baton twirlers, in their red, white and blue

glory. The colorguard presented a first time

showing of a piece - separate from what

they do with the band at football games.

Following this, it was time for the'power

and class" of New England: The

Minuteman Marching Band in full

uniform. It was a wonder to see all 300

musicians moving in unison on a stage that

was barely large enough to hold them.

After riling up the audience, the band

played a selection from Phantom of the

Opera, complete with the mask of the

Phantom on both sides of the theater in

eerie lilac light

Then the band became part of the crowd,

as they mingled in the aisles and played

cheers for the football and basketball teams

who were invited to walk on stage and

receive applause. The show drew to a close

amidst everyone singing the alma mater

and giving the talented group a well

deserved standing ovation.

It is difficult to believe that the event «

rehearsed only one night as a complete pro

duction Of course all the groups had been

at school a week before it started to prepare

their individual performances.

George Parks, director of the marching

band, commented. "I think this is a great

univers.tv and this is one of the things that

makes it great. We just need to get more

people in here to watch. Maybe if more

legislators came to watch they would get

their acts together."

1 left the FAC with music in my 8

pride in my school, and a share of the joy

exuding from the accomplishment of my

hard working peei

Chapel Jazz Ensemble was the first group two modern dance pieces under a starrs #*** J •" J
Hampden's cozy Beat Cafe: 60s inspired, 90s tailored

* -— <•.. ..:_;..„, o„..«^««rnniihl«> Who. Garage Jazz nui<i D V*-», I fe

Bv LEAH ARINIELLO
Collegian Correspondent

If you're sick of waiting half-an hour m line to get into

Barsie's or Delano's, you may want to venture to the Beat

Cafe, where the only wait you'll find is the five mm.

H takes to set up in between the mixture of acts that range

from music to prose to comedy.

Right in Southwest's Hampden Theatre, there is a

beatnik inspired coffee house. In a cozy, candlelit room

feet for a date) people get up on stage and let oose.

What Vernon Frazier called, "The alternative culture.

none of this top 40 crap."

Thursday night it all began with a t M .— art student.

Tedric Eiseman. A Day with vou .
he sang, while

strumming on guitar Casually he'd look up. fingers run

rung through his hair, eyes wide," is exactly like can

OM • He later went on to sing a lament for a car.

heated to a freshwater mermaid he met in Martha

.
. 1I( | \„u gotta hole in the gasoline iou gotta re

ion sticker Rust in peace." he fWOOHCd

A littk k<«.kv, but aren't you sick of listening to. 1

1

,1!
neck geese, humpy hack cam-

that hunch of drunks mime at Time Out Bverj week,

i may shock yourself and get into something like the

surfy, sinister sounds of Double Who, Garage Jazz mus,

cians made up of David Mintz and Robert Yoch.m. or the

Vernon Frazier Jazz Poetry Band.

REVIEW
The latter sang "Sex Queen of the Berlin Turnpike.

a piece the band prides itself on never doing the same way

twice The band used everything from a cello to a

xylophone to let loose a stream of musical energy

countered bv Vernon Frazier's cutting prose hi
,

a cool

mellow voice we hear piece* of an exot.c dancer I life She

flashes her tit- for tips," is almost drowned m a fran

tic whirlwind of sound

To take a break from the music there was also a come

di -in b» Gessell He talked about evervth.ng from

politics to tofu. the Valley's favorite food -a substance

In- Mid consisted of "« bullion cube made from Elmer

riw t the 90s bar scene November I .
and trv

the «0s Beat Cafe: minus the berets, black lurtlenecks and

the no longer h.p uokmg. but plentx -and Thursday night

wild entertainment

I'h.'t.. by Al«-*«indr.i Ki/< I

Tedric Kiscman performed at the Beat Cafe

You mav shock yourself and get into someming n*e w«r
^ »

Hitchcock's eerie twists ofword make for a quirky evening
• "•••*/^^**^^ .

t
.

|fc
. plltrhv refrain. "And they covered

By JOHN PURIN
Collegian Correspondent

Robyn Hitchcock

Iron Horse
Thursday, Oct. 1

1

It's hard to know what to say about

Robyn Hitchcock. the British

phenomenon who graced the Iron H

with a solo ;k oust h show Thursday night

But if we have to find words to apply to

such a mutant pop genius, the word

obscure certainly springs to mind

It's difficult to determine if some tw i

meaning lies behind his curious collect ion

of lyric- ,md repertoire of quirky melodies

Perhaps Then again, his work might just

be exquisite n. N"t that it makes

much difference either way.)

Hitchcock has been dishing up obs.

pleasures for over a decade in other ways

too. Ever since his days with the Soft Bo\ -.

he has always explored the territory bet

ween the college rock underground and

outer space. His work with the Egyptians.

- his current gang of collaborators —

seems to have the potential to be the next

best thing Luckily, the Man Who Invented

Himself has so far managed to escape the

corrupting influence of superstardom.

REVIEW
Perhaps the liner notes to his most well

known album. GSstf of Jhflfl « 19871 ex-

plains this situation

HitdlCOck writes My contention is -

and it's a bloody obvious one that

beneath our civilized glazing we're all de

viants. all alone and all peculiar. This flies

in the face of mass marketing, but I'm

sticking with it

His world is filled with the best things

from the world that the rest of us inhabit

— seashores, trains and hydrangeas But

this realm is often visited by some slight

ly sinister creatures as well: grubs, spx!

and sundry scaly things In fact. Hitchcock

seems to have a lyrical obsession with

marine biology. But the most strange and

wondrous being at the Iron Hor-.' had an

English accent, played a six-string and

uore a floral print shirt

The show was dominated by songs from

his latest album, Eye The bittersweet and

sensual "Linctus House.'' followed bv OM
in a similar vein, "Agony of PtsasUf*,"

were two of the b«l irom hi- latest LP

lean Stevi-" a somewhat disnppoin

ting Dvlan rip off, was enlivened by im

promptu lyrics about inter national curren

cy exchange and the oddities of syntax lb

also performed the haunting and relative

ly famous "Madonna of the Wasps Hit-

chcock finished his set with Ted Woody

and Junior
-

' an ode to communal bathing

with the catchv refrain. "And they covered

each other with soap."

The evening certainly had its slow

moments, but Hitchcock's eerie vocals

generally worked well with the droning but

hypnotic chords of his guitar At tint)

unclear whether the right response to

a song was insane giggling or qui.

iking between numbers, he man

to bring up •vsrything bom multi-col

10 th. Walt Disney film Pit

These comment- m n VMT) involved

ami always entertaining. Hitchcock made
,t he left even- tfea Iron

happy OVSf their candles
."

Opening the show WSJ the Jod) <.nnd,

Atlanta combo boa-ting surf gi.

Hand-up baai andtordQ vocal work They

performed a bluesy recital ot tb«

multiplication tables, and actually got

,v with it Hopefullv. w.ll hear a lot

from them in the near futui

he has always explored the territory I sucung w~. *. „--«, a»«%2<na«4

Aztec Two Step show stocked with atmosphere to fire your spirit
ri,*il/V/V/ M. ww w r n^ii^.MWjM.rf v^uritvnn a "normal" dav; the song was dotted with

By ADAM McCLORY
Collegian Correspondent

Aztec Tiro Step

Iron Horse
Friday, Oct. 12

I think groups like Aztec Two Step were formed for

the sole puV>£ of playing at places like the taH«*
The two entities go hand in hand; the crowd, most ofwhom

wereTn their mid to upper 20s, sat back and listened to

The duo pick away at their guitars. This group is perfect

to relax with, sit down, have a nice meal «£ drink a

Newcastle Brown Ale or sip at a glass of Moet Chandon

T^e show itself was enjoyable, ^tec Tw-o Step who are

Rex Fowler and Neal Shulman. played two fun-filled sets.

?ne rZ consisted of 1 1 songs over the course of an hour

and after a 20-minute stoppage, they came back to

enlighten the crowd for about another hour. The combina-

tion of guitar and harmonica rolled into a folky type of

sound, made this show a rousing success.

The songs that they played seemed to relay feelingsot

the different stages of life. The first ;
song "We Danced

seemed to be a reminiscence of childhood. Along with the

two guitars was the pleasure of hearing Fowler play the

harmonica.

REVIEW
The second song was more mellow. It was about love

and hew it effects you - "When I'm with you baby/I'm

walking on air."

Aztec Two Step continued to span young adulthood by

singing a song about traveling - "My Friend Billy' got

the crowd excited as they cheered and clapped in unison.

The next song was hilarious. It was a description ofNew

York Citv on a "normal" day; the song was dotted with

some great lines such as "If you value your life/Carry a

gun and a knife."

The crowd was delighted as Fow ler combined his guitar

skills while singing lines like Cause loving you has made

my life brand new." The song culminated with a good deal

of applause from the nearly sold-out Iron Horse.

Throughout the two sets, the crowd was treated to some

great gems from the two performers. During one song.

Fowler seemed to be making fun of rock and roll. He said

"I dreamt I was plaving lead guitar for Zeppelin, and

then he stepped on the distortion peddle and began to

strum at the guitar furiously This short fantasy lead in

to a knee slapping, hand clapping sing along with the

crowd.

The show was quite interesting It opened up my ears

to a different tvpe of music - a very soft, mellow, happy

type of music I really recommend it for a lift up from

troubles - it would definitely do the trick
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DISTINGUISHED VISITORS PROGAM

proudly presents

H~ Dennis Lev.

Former Manager of Mergers & Acquisitions

it Drexel Burnham Lambert

'NSIDE STORY
OF AN

INSIDE TRADER

i

Monday
October 15, 1990
Campus Center Audttonum
8 pm
Free Admission

distinguished

Visitors program

Special Thanks to

the UMASS Finance Club
for Uiefr help
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TODAY is the day! The last day

to buy your 1991 INDEX Yearbook

at the special price of $20. Order

your INDEX Yearbook filled with

320 pages of color and B+W
photos of Sports, Organizations

and Student Life. Don't let this

opportunity slip away because

after October 15 the price for

this once in a lifetime wonder will

increase to $30. Stop by our

table on the concourse Monday,

October 15 from 9AM to 5PM and

take a look at one of the past

years' books. You might find

someone you know!!

#

i4

¥
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V
Dellaria Salons invites you to visit our Amherst Salon anytime

Monday through Wednesday and save $5.00 on Haircuts, or receive a

Haircut & Perm for $50.00. You need only present your student ID.

26 Main Street, Amherst 256-1331 **.-.»•-

DELLARIA SALONS
BOSTON • SOHO • LOS ANGELES

A?
C

r

SWEET LIFE WATER SWISS MISS COCOA

59c

1 gallon

SAVE 40c

$1.79
10 pack

EGGO WAFFLES VERMONT MAID
MAPLE SYRUP

$1.39

11 oz reg $1.76

12 oz

NABISCO
CHIPS AHOY

$1.99

$1.79

12 oz reg $2.20

PRINGLES
All Varieties

ONLY $1.59

reg $2.39 reg $1.95

SELECTED CANDY
BARS

3/99C
Just in time for Halloween

reg 40c each

COKE or PEPSI

6 PACK

ONLY $2.29

-}- deposit

Prices in effect through Saturday Oct 27, 1990

MONDAY, OCTOBER 15, 1990

THE FAR SIDE

By GARY LARSON
THE FAR SIDE

By GARY LARSON
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DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE

Edited By TRUDE MICHEL JAFFE

a*-.

iW^tw

Each time the click beetle righted Itself,

Kyle would flip it over again — until something

went dreadfully wrong.

CALVIN AND HOBBES

"Dennis, do you mind if Mrs. Carlisle comes in

and sees your rhino tube-farm?"

By BILL WATTERSON

ACROSS
1 Chemists
hangouts

5 Watering places

9 FoHtsinger

Seeget

13 Be next to

14 Slope

15 Marsh bird

16 African river

1

7

Street

musician s

instrument

19 Eastern state

21 Loals

22 Moves, like a

river

23 Food fish

2") Bring up

27 Newcomer
31 Ancient

32 With - breath

34 Canadian Indian

35 Four-posters

37 Existing

38 Deserve

39 Author Gardner

40 More rational

41 Wit lead m
4'i Holding back

41 Where llamas

roam
46 Millions of

years

47 Greek fabulist

49 Specter

52 Pertaining to

farming

55 Harmonica

58 Ship « officer

59 Whet — is

new?
60 Loses weight

61 Feed the kitty

62 —do-weM

63 Measured
amount

64 Burden

DOWN
I — of milk

5 Disparaging

remarks

6 Remove rind

7 As well as

8 Pig s home
9 Discretion

10 Nobleman
1

1

Ebb. tor one

12 Cambridge-
shire isle

and town
14 Part of GBS
18 — monster

20 Anguish

23 Actor Martin

24 Dictate

25 Judicial garb

26 Watchful

27 Rock slat actor

28 Stringed

instrument

29 Ghoulish

30 Leases

32 Sink

33 Namesakes of

a King

36 School ye8f

pari

43 Frying insect

44 Pretty —
picture"

45 Typical

47 Child s marble

48 Sea eagles

49 Feds

50 Golfer s —
m one

51 River to the

Wash
52 Matures

53 - g"i'

54 Require

56 Eccentric

57 — Grande

ANSWER TO PRJVJOUSPUZZLE:

TANGELO PIE

To 4u«4itr fhe «M.c
value of te Ware ,

**

nowi prtsenf HU Homkill,

a Tosher Libf*n**,

reading am or*3«««» f»*«
of pociru •

By TIM SNIFFEN

'The Overdue Book',

By Ida Hornki II.

'Do uou swell *V *u«M»*r
Yes-r*m *;

Do uou Hear fee Son^ at

fhewaWlmsafe^YeS.

on lt*Ge**uAj Dentista)'

'!} K no! here, r*l doit

4o mu teritr oosam.

Q, punishment **A

Uan on he. unc hk<

\X hope fku Ml <Wi
. « well-

The ErUl.

7eW/o ftt
t
Wher* Qooj

r
dmct

t
+oo,
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PRICE
By PRICE VAN RAY

<s|Oo1> th\n^ "7u^

AAOrxSTCDU^

2 Rose • lover

3 Laige vtoHn

4 Greet bergems

•ieet l« \««»»r» nmr% ST»4»r»i»
10/15/90

MENU
LUNCH

BLT

Sloppy Joe

BASICS LUNCH

L_
CLT

Tofu Sloppv Joe

DINNER

Sweet-n-Sour Chicken

BBQ Sparenbs

BASICS DINNER
Sweet-n-Sour Chicken

Garbanzo Vegetable
Stev/

YOUR DAILY HOROSCOPE
By JEANE DIXON

ABIES March 21-Apr.i k?) impc

tience con land you in hot water

Better keep a steoOv nana on the

controls A financial decision re-

quires further research Be wfing to

pay for expert advice Let partner

know how things stona

TAURUS (Aprl 20-Mav 20) You

mav be able to do volume business

n terms of buv*ig and seinQ todav

Conftdentioi correspondence puts

you f\ the know and rt the chxps

Good timing is the secret to

success

OEMINI (May 2VJune 20) Get

an eartv start todav to Peat out the

competition France and friendship

w« not mlit Postpone asking for

favors The storm has passed on the

domestic front Distant events hove

gotten potential

CANCIt (June 21-Jury 22) A vMd

memory may haunt you Do not

read too much into a area/'

could be misleading Member of

opposite sex may try to spring a sur-

prise Stay on your toes'

LiO (Jutv 23-Aug 22) Vour gift for

gab is superb ExceHent conditions

exist for you to share m the wealth

of others The secret is to get out

and circulate An elegant op

pearance w# attract new odmirers1

VIROO (Aug 23-Sept 22) Exer-

cise greater care when handling

money Devote more attention to

personal matters Clandestine deal-

ings are best avoided Protect

yourself by keeping detailed

records

LIMA ,Sept 23- Oct 22) Take a

firm stond with someone who is

disrupting your domestic tranqmWY

Romance wf take on a spet

glow over a qu»t amnef it tomor-

row is your brthdav eelebrote ei

style and go to Bob Mould on Sun

day vour buddies are counting on

you
SCOtHO(Oct 23-Nov 21) Be on

the lookout for a new frtoncai op-

portunity connected with teal

estate Property improvements

must be made to crmg top dolor

Limit money spent on entertanng

SAOITTARIUS Nov 22 Dec 21) A

business trc may nave to be

postponed due to lack of tunas

Economae by performing more ser-

vices for yourself Do not dUgurse

your true feekngs about a roman-

tic encounter Don t neglect

household chores

CAMMCOBM (Dec 22- Jan T9)

Charity work brings vou a feeing of

fulfillment Tackle a do-it-yourself

project designed to beautify your

home Seek mate s hep Those wtio

paint and putter together often

stay together'

AQUARIUS Jan 20 Feb 18)

on routine tasks can be

stimulating if you approach them

from a fresh angle Someone R>

nfial is impressed by your

original thinking Emphasize your

abHitv to adapt

nets fee 19 March 20) Guard

against emotional tizzies m
romance Think positive 1 Stop play-

ing head gomes reveal your true

feelings for a friend Vou wi make

great progress aH week long Selfish

motives may prevent you from

receiving a Dusiness associates

cooperation
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CLT impact
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 3

running on the same amount of funds as 1980, accor-

ding to Steve Micheli, a SGA senator.

He said his administration has estimated the Passage

of question three would increase tuition by $700 next

Semester, force the termination of 88 faculty, and cbse

iwo buildings on campus, including the arts center

At Westfield State College, SGA president Keith

McKittrick said his campus has sustained the 3-4 per-

cent cuts without any faculty or program reductions^

However, the Westfield Board of Trustees has moved

to declare fiscal exigency to void faculty union

contracts.

—

McKittrick said there would be some program reduc-

tion if CLT passed, and tuition would increase by

$
F?amingham State College SGA president Greg

Rotatori said a fee of $470 will be imposed on students

next semester due to budget reductions. AUo, he said

the administration is "intensifying' efforts to save

money through building closures and a hiring freeze^

He said there has been discussion of ending the school

year earlier.

Question three on the Framingham campus would

force a $1,000 tuition increase, layoffs of tenured facul

ty, and decreased student enrollment

y&O I

Finance info by phone
WASHINGTON (AP) - Want to know if Donald Trump

is contributing to your favorite congressman? Care to see

if Tom Cruise is getting involved in politics.

Now you can find out without getting up from
'

y°ur desK^

The Federal Election Commission has just folded a new

wrinkle into its computer program. The addition, provid-

ed by a Massachusetts computer company, gives extraor-

dinary access to campaign finance information to rv

vestigative reporters, opposing political campaigns or just

plain folks who happen to have the appropriate computer

m
Under the new program, a caller could tap into the

FEC's database and plug in a name -^nald
f̂ ĥ ;^

Cruise, Richard Nixon, whoever - and see if that person

has contriuted to any candidates for federal office^ The

computer would find all contributions and the amounts

and the dates of the donations.

TheTest IsWhen?
( lapses running Now.

HSTANLEY H. KAPLAN

Tak. Kaplan "i Take 1 ""' Char

GMAT classes begin

LSAT classes begin NOW

GRE classes begin NOW

549-5780

10/24
Order your college ring NOW.

J()STENS
a M I B i C * C O L L C O C

October 15,16,17,18,19,20 Deposit required: $25.00^

at the University Store, Mon-Fri jg-"_.

M«* with vmir .In.tt-ns reptwntamr for full details «»&
Se« our complef nr* M-i-cUon M d^play m your college bookM ( .rv

AMHERST CINEMA

Now Playing

WILD AT
HEART
Mon-Thurs
One Show

7:30

Fri-Sun Two Show:

7:00 and 9:15

Student Discount

with LP.

^t^munDRV
»=sCLUB

8 am-11 pm • 7 days

wash
1.50

• Self-Service Wash & Dry

• State-of-the-Art Machines

• Drop-off Service

• Appetizers & Munchies

• Big Screen TV
• Pool Table

• Senior Citizen Discount

With this ad
$1.00 OFF ANY SIZE WASHER

Limit One Per Customer
Expires Oct. 28, 1990

(gfiVERg)

6 University Driv«/Nc»t toJ;Ogl8Joodi/Amhtrst

MONDAY NIGHT
FOOTBALL
BUFFET

10' BIG SCREEN TV!

Rolling Rock $1 .50 Becks $1.75

Cuervo Margarita $2.25

30 Boltwood Walk»Amhersf253-2663

Turning 21? Twisters would like to buy

you lunch or dinner. Reservations required

Women's xc finishes strong

Johnson, Liljebald finish 1-2

By DAN WETZEL
Collegian Correspondent

The University of Massachusetts

women's cross country team had a suc-

cessful but wet Saturday. Although

hampered by the rain, UMass dominated

its meet, defeating Rhode Island, Vermont

and New Hampshire to finish the regular

season at 5-3.

The final score w;i> I'Mass 28, URI 38,

UVM 68, and UNH 102.

UMass coach Julie LaFreniere and the

team are now setting then sight.- on the

postseason. UMass travels to New York Ci-

te for the Atlantic 10 championship meet

this Saturday, and will compete the folio*

ing week in the New England

championships
"The team ran fantastic today. Mid head

coach Julie LaFreniere.The rain m

tough but we ran hard
"

"I almost fell down about 15 times dur

ing the ra. id top UMass finisher

Becky Johnson. "The rain was terrible but

we still ran pretty well"

UMass simply had too much talent for

the other New England teams to compete

with. UMass was lead by Johnson and

freshman Kelly Liljebald, who finished the

race in first and second repectively.

"Before the race Kelly and I decided we

wanted to come in one and two," said

Johnson. "It was awesome when we final-

ly did it. This was a great way to finish the

year, we are just hitting our stride for the

championship season.'*

Also running well for UMass was Kathy

Holt, Cathy Crocker, and Dana Goldfarb.

"The top five runners were outstanding."

said Lafreniere -Kathy Holt ran her best

race of the season and Cathy Crocker was

solid as always. It is also good to see Dana

run well again."

"Our times were slow today because of

the weather hut I liked how well we com-

peted."

LaFreniere said she is very pleased with

the regular season and her team is right

where she wants it as the postseason ap-

proaches At the New Englands, UMass

will get another shot at arch rival

Connecticut.

"We can't wait to get Connecticut at the

New Englands," said LaFreniere."We are

.till mad thi t they beat us last week."

Polo wins two in tourney
Bv JOE DEOLORIA
Collegian < ..<»ndent

It was a \er\ I BCOUT»fing weekend for

thoUniversit) d Mmachmetto water pale

team, which woo two of three cont

tn ,
a\ Invitational at Brown

University

UMass and went into the event reeling

from a loss to Iona two weeks previous, but

turned things around at Brown, winning

two out of three games against top twenty

toJims

On Saturday. UMass and Harvard battl

ed through two overtime periods before

I Mass came out on top 10 9. Jon Miller

.cored four goals in the contest and Scott

Reed threw in the game winner with 54

ft in the second overturn.".

"We played very well.I was P^as^ with

the teams att.tude and effort, said^ela ed

UMasscoach Ru-~ Yuworth V\.th all ol

the tune off we did a lot of work with con

dit.on.ng. and it really paid off for us

•This will b« a big turnaround lor the

team and now they will be heading in the

right direction We needed these win- to

prose that Wi an- for real." Yarworth -

Alt. t beating Harvard. UMass faced

12th ranked Brown in the second round

and Brown went on to win the game h\ I

12-7 Despite toting the i "

worth said he was not at all disappointed

with the team's p.

"Brown is really strong team and

played them tough 1 was impressed by our

effort. Yarworth said.

Slipperv Rock was the next opponent for

UMass. the 17th ranked Slippery Rock

team was beaten by UMass 8-6. The close

affair was highlighted by the outstanding

defensive play by UMass goalie Todd

Larsen. .

"Larsen was awesome, he made a lot ot

saves and was stealing the ball as well."

Yarworth said of the sophomore

goaltender.

UMass, now 9 5. will participate in the

New England Tournament next weekend

itMo «• Kai Dietiker battles UConn tackle Rob Belcoure in the irvn-

S^Ssi^SLy- £** L Ma** win. Dietiker and the UMass offer.

°££fi££^~* ™»hing attack for the Minutemen.

field hockey
CONTINUED FROM PAGE V

"This win gives us a tremendous amount of

fidence." said UMasscoach Pam Hixon "This is a I

that's just been crushing people. 1 don't know d we II

move up into the top four, but certainly with our b.g

win over New Hampshire, and this win today,

established ourseUes as definitely a team to contend

Mutt wj*
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"
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SAY IT IN THE COLLEGIAN!5A
50 PERCENT OFF

A COLLEGIAN PERSONAL WITH THIS

COUPON REDEEMABLE AT OUR TABLE

ON THE CONCOURSE OR AT OUR
BUSINESS COUNTER, 113 CAMPUS

TENTER
M ... ,n/9fi Good tor one ad tor one day

V..K. until 10/M
Qnecei customer

CLASSIFIEDS
S0*» OFF CLASSIFIEDS

REDEEM THE COUPON on IM Pf9«*£
CoHeg.an table on the Concoursi' ?«*£
16 and 16 8 30-3 00 or M the c°fl

*?,'?
n

l

everyday until October 261h Say I ft the

Classifieds"

ACTIVITIES

INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS Association

• • Third General Meeting

Monday. October 15 at 7PM
All welcome' Refreshments

will be served

MODEL UNITED NATIONS meeting

Tonight 7 00PM in 801CC
More into call Alex 6 5993

See you there delgates"

TonlflW- US Troops out ot Gult UMass

coalition forming tofljan.campu*
"f"

00

Meeting tonight 7PM CC903 AH are

welcome 1

UMASS TRIATHLON CLUB meeting Tues

^October 16 6 30PM B°yden k1'?»
?o

y
on Noho 10K group workout schedule

TBA. swim alter meeting Call b-jj<;«

ANNOUNCEMENTS

FAST FUNDRAISING PROGRAM
$1000 m just one week - -

Earn up to $1000 tor your campus organic

f^Ptusachance at $6000 more' This pre,

gram works' No investment needed Call

1 800 9324)528 Ext 50

U-MASS STUDENTS! Sharpen your in-

terpersonal and commun.cal.on »k#s iCon

queTshyness Join an tnM^rsona therapy

group Meets each Tuesday night Irony to

B 15 at 310 Berkshire House- Center tor

coupling and academic,**££££
Call MarK after 6PM at 665 -121 ^ 'or details

WMUA NEWS -EETW^or^PWNI
da

•ng or interested M Broadcast News 8 30

tomght Rm 805 CC

AUDIOrVIDEO/TV

USED STEREO Component* VCR* Cor

o*TVs We buy sell and trade Ouanty

ouaranteed Great prtoa*

avaaabte 256-0941

Detailed '*t

AUTO FOR SALE

1983 SUBARU-WAGON a""'m»^
Unroot power windows cassette 92.000

$1800 247 9380

1985 CHEVY CAVALIER
4 dOOr
Radio Heatei
Air condition

A cream put'

593-6656

1986 HONDA CIVIC CRX
Auto. 53k excel cond must aaa

$3990 call Maria 549-6525

1986 JEEP CJ-7, 33000 mjtes lncred|bly

maintained auto blue Can Brett 546-3982

CRAFT WORKSHOPS

im CERAMICS. Darkroom, Jewellery

Weav ng anymore Only *8 -lour,passes

Have fun at your Craft Center 545 2096

FOR A GOOO TIME CALL.

RACK A-DISC the best entertainment OJ's

"SeV bands dorm/house specials call

586-9900 anytime

FOR BENT

SUNDERLAND 3 bedroom spaces quiet

on bus line $650 549-0733

sUNOERLANO 5rms stove 'ef'-gerato'

g*age $650 253^3330

NICE 1 bedroom apaf - * w
Campus $460Vmo
54*5841

TOWNHOUS6- 2 bedroom i^ oam apart

men! on bus fool* 1 -567-13K

FOR SALE

PURE WATER tor 2c per gallon' Call

?>46 3052 Ask for Jay

FOUNO

LAST WEEKEND n Southwaat niar me

pvramKls se. ot keys with a ™*?«*
a car key It you can tell me whai kind o

car you have the keys are yours Ca«

6-4131

HELP WANTED

ATTENTION Excellent income for home

22^^ sSWlTOO Dep.P1307

CHILDCARE. M W.F and/o;'
TTh»1

1 baby light housekeeping $5/hr zse-tws

EARN MONEY TYPING/PC/WP At home

FuuTPart-time $35.000/yr Potential

(1)805-687 600 Ext B9616

FILM EDITING serwees needed tor home

video Please call Gatle 256^8124

HAIRSTYLISTS Part time

549 5610

SPRING BREAK 1991- Individual or

student organization needed to promote

spring break trip earn money tree trips^

and valuable work "pe""""' Call now

inter Campus Programs 1 80O-3Z7-OU1 J

SUPPLEMENT YOUR INCOME' Earn $100

for each book you read Ca« (212*74 1493

or *rt«e MOff Enterprww Oept M Box

0751 New York NV 10O24 0539

INSTRUCTION

BEGINNING PORTUGUESE CLASS

No!s!dk 1 Mondays 7 9PM Language

Pacmca 549-5066

ENGLISH AS A SECOND LANGUAGE
Classes begm Oct 30 intensive part';m«

Oct 23 Language Pacmca 549-5IW*

• • LEGAL INTERNSHIPS
'

'

SPRING 1991 internships with the Legal

Services Centef ^*^™£%££Z
•n tn* laoal flald-work directly with attorneys

TnTcKTarn up to 15UW«*£
Credrts No experwnce m the^Legal Protes

SK>n rwoaasary-lra-mng provided *PP,yt°;

dayt Comact Legal Serve** now 545^199iy

922 Campus Center Stan the application

process early'

LOST

IF ANYONE HAS FOUNO Matt

Ryckebusch s wallet PLEASE contact h,m

at 549-421

1

3 Laurana Hadiey Mass

PRESCRIPTION GLASSES m grey case

lost on 9 October Call Elliot 6-4335

PERSONALS

AXO CONGRATULATES 1 s newest

pledges Its going to be a great yeaf Good

luck'

BIG JEN RYAN the witch

Happy Birthday Peaches'

Love ira

CARL „ ,
8 months ago we ate chaaaecaaa

itxMi are atS w»t as ctaiy today

I wouldn t want rt any other way

-Amy

ERIC SCHLOSSBERO- Happy 21st B«

day' I Love You and i always «•*

Love Me

MEY CHARLIE BROWN
The trial pe'«od <

I (hint I will »eer

it's been a great me
Looking »orward to many more'

Happy Anniversary

I Love You
Love
Your

MEY TMETA CHI- Gel

Homecoming' We a*' L<

MISSING
A Pal O Mme
Please come play"

Love you Lotion

psyched tor

we the Alpha

PROFESSIONAL OJ S

LAZER TECH AUDIO available tor your

dance dorm party or house party Great

fates great DJ's Call 323-7801 soon

ROOMMATE WANTED

1 BEDROOM available m apt nexl to bus

route by Amherst College p'«f*' ^
female student quiet no smoking/pets ?30»

Must love cats 253-77»

FEMALE PREFERRED, single toof^larg*

house bordering campus $300 45 Phillips

St 549 5985

CUSTOM sewing -

or special orders 584 4972

IF YOU JUST CAN 1
me

to clean your o"ice I

or home and r
m a mess Professional

deantng-Cafl Todd
?56

NMd a pregnancy *«Jh^^^Jl!*.
oorf Call tof tree and confidential services

•XtWNATIVES 33 Mam St Northampton

586-3000

SPECIAL OFFER FREE STUDENT
Classifieds ,n the MAf-

ads to 03D2 Cashm of Call 3?>95W

TRAVEL

FREE SPRING BREAK TRIP A Cash'

Jamaica' Bahamas' Se<

pus and earn tree trip for yo

cash' Call Four Seasons 1 -600-331 -31 36

TYPING

HAMMERSTEIN TYPING
Neat' On Campus' i

Leave message

i0344

TYI SERVICE '> students/fat

wort< 6654770

iO/pg
• nq in.-1

cations

TYPING, WORO PROCCBBING.
Free pickup and detrven/ Laaer pr

, ->g available KCor"

^56 6373

WORDPROCESSING
Reliable Quick Accuiate

Campus pickup 4 da

Sharon 584 7966



SPORTS
Reds smudge Brown in double OT marathon, tie Hartford

Kater scores twice in UMass win No. 1 in region

Collegian photo by Toni Sandys

The Reds beat Brown, ranked No. 10 in the

nation and No. 2 in New England, 2-1 yesterday

in Providence. On Saturday, UMass sloshed to

a 1-1 tie with Hartford

By SAM SILVERSTEIN
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts women's soccer team,

now 6-4-2, should leap to the top of the New England polls

this week after tying No. 2 Hartford on Saturday and

beating No. 1 Brown yesterday.

Coach Jim Rudy described the Reds 2-1, double-overtime

defeat of Brown yesterday as and "unbelievable game

After scoring on an April Kater P , nalty kick latein the

first half, UMass had things under control, said Rudy, un

til Browns' Nikki Arbor knotted the score at 1-1 off a cor-

nerkick with 10 minutes to play in regulation.

UMass "bombarded" Brown goalkeeper Kathy Tarnofl

in overtime, breaking through for the game-winner in the

107th minute on Kater's second goal of the game.

Brown, now 8-2, had several dangerous cornerkick

chances in the final moments of the game, and had one

shot bang off the crossbar. .....
"We dominated, but they played for corners and they re

excellent at it," said Rudy. "It's a great win and it s go

ing to go a long way to locking up a [NCAA] tournament

Saturday at rain-soaked Boyden, Hartford and UMass

nlaved to a 11 draw. UMass scored four minutes into theK half, when Robin Runstein fed Michele Woods.de

f0

The
h
s1des

r

opened up soon after, however, and the rain

wreaked hav£ With 10 minutes to play, Hartford's Rose

SSyWchS a muddy ball from keeper Skye Eddy's grasp.

ty

jf

n
|dd

h
; hX^Sntf the ball then the goal should

have been waved off, though Rudy said, "if we've got to

rely on ^nalties to win games then were not doing well

e

Thf game ended with Kater lofting a free kick on goal.

wLrele^r Karen Romero stretched to tap it over the

crossbar and preserve the tie.

•We played quite a nice game until it became impos>.

ble to play." said Rudy.

The Reds must now recuperate to face Harvard, which

Rudy described as "not ranked, but not easy. Tuesday

at Upper Boyden Field.

a 1-1 tie with Harttora. -

Field hockey finally breaks through
.. . .. i _..«,.../! tn klnsl nnc hv UNI

By TAMIR L1PTON
Collegian Staff

The oooing and ahhhing at Totman Field Sunday was

n loud that it reached the residents of Sylvan. Every whis

tie. every shift, every shot, and every save provoked the

capacity crowd to oooh and ahhh.

When it was over, the Totman faithful stood and ap^

plauded the effort put forth by the University of

Massachusetts field hockey team, which emerged from a

drenched Totman field with a hard fought 10 win over

Penn State, the No 2 ranked team in the nation.

Mai 3 Frattasio. who was taken out of the game with

16 m.nutes left because she looked tired, according to

1 Mass coach Pam Hixon. scored the games only goal with

2 2fi left on the scoreboard

The next thing 1 know. Nancy (Philbricki and I are at

the stroke spot, and were scrambling, and Nancy passed

ft over, and I hit it in." Frattas.o said of her game winn

inc goal. "It went really slow but it went in

It was a weekend dream come true for UMass. First the

Minutewomen handled 14th ranked New Hampshire on

Fndav 4-0. and then second ranked Penn State yesterday

Friday's game saw Dawn Trumbauer and Kern Fagan

re two goals each. Trumbauer lined up on the wing for

all the penalty corners and managed to blast one by UNH

goalie Stacey Gaudette. Fagan scored both of her goals

on penalty corner slap shots that found the wood in the

b
"'This is theVrst game we used those different types of

penalty corners, and it worked, so hopefully it will work

al-ainst Penn State." Trumbauer said after Friday game

Trumbauer failed to score against the Lady Lions but

her presence on the wing was enough of a threat to draw

a defender away from Fagan and Beth Thornton who lin-

ed up at the top of the circle As , result of the defender

.printing off of the line to cover Trumbauer. Fagan and

Thornton each had a split second more to tee off. It was

Thornton's blast that ignited the whole sequence in front

of the net when Frattasio scored

"It's the first big game we've won. they re .No. l two

we're No. 11. it should boost us way up." Frattasio said

"Us a psychological win for us. we finally pulled through

in a big one. ,_ , , T »«

"The difference came in the second half when UMass

put a little more pressure on us. they bared down said

Penn State coach Charlene M.,, tt Newimuv We had

times ms.de our 25 where we didn't (hare downl. I felt that

I Mass reallv wanted it more than we did.UMass reaiiy w«m«r«
CON1INUED ON PAGE 11

football

• e two goals cam- •< U11IWUV '

Men's soccer drops one, ties one
By GREG SUKIENNIK
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts men's soccer team

didn't meet its goal of winning both its games this past

weekend. But you could hardly call the two-game road trip

a disaster.

The Minutemen bounced back from a 4 2 loss at West

Virginia Friday to tie George Washington 0-0 in two over

times on Sunday, in Washington DC.

Although the Colonials dominated the game statistical

ly. UMass played stifling defense and had better scoring

chances, according to coach Jeff Gettler.

"Our entire defense played brilliantly." said Gettler of

his hack four players.

GW was on a two-game winning streak, having maul^

ed Rhode Island 10-0 on Friday Yet. the Minutemen held

the Colonials scoreless for 120 minutes.

Offensively. Gettler cited three near misses for UMass

including a Randy Jacobs would be goal that was called

back on an offsides call. Jacobs almost won the game in

the first overtime, but his breakaway chance went just

wide of the post Gettler said GW "didn't threaten

offensively

.

Friday, UMass was victimized by an opportunistic WVU
offense that Gettler described as "cashing in on every

mistake we made." The Mountaineers took a 10 lead on

a Leon Barnes goal, which Gettler took issue with. He

was clearly offsides," said Gettler

Dan Lawrence, who scored both UMass goals, tied the

game 11 later in the first half. On an indirect kick. Pete

McEvoy sent the ball to Arron Zandy, who left the ball

for Lawrence to drill into the left corner.

The Mountaineers then rattled off three unanswered

scores in the second half to put the match away. Tony Hen

son, Paul Marco and John Keating all put shots past John

Gruber (two saves) for the Mountaineers

Lawrence finished the scoring late in the game wh»m

he took a pass from the right and drilled it into the left

corner for his third goal of the year.

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

tropical storm, he was "sick." he said; "because of the

tvpe of running we do. 1 wanted a fast track. But it

didn't seem to be a problem out there."

Quarterback Gary Wilkos. playing with "heavily-

taped sprained thumb on his throwing hand, rushed

for 143 vards and one touchdown Fullback David Mit-

chell added a 114 yards and a touchdown on 25 car

ries. and tailback John Johnson netted 60 yards, tn^

eluding a 1-yard touchdown plunge in the MM*
quarter that gave UMass the lead

After Benton completed five passes in a 79 yard scor-

ing drive that gave the Huskies a 7 6 lead in the first

quarter. UMass scored SI unanswered points, in-

eluding 22 in the second quarter.
,

The kev plav in that stretch was a fumble by UConn s

Mark Chapman on the kickoff following Mitchell s

touchdown, which had put UMass up 21 <
Chapman

was stripped on the UConn 18 yard line. ti»m where

Wilkos connected with split end Ron Blauvelt three

plavs later for a touchdown

Blauvelt leaped over cornerback Mike Searcy and

twisted back toward Wilkos to make the t atch. then

landed with one foot .ns.de the orange end zone pylon

Marco Gabriellis kick gave UMass a 28 7 lead at the

t if

Benton and the UConn offense, meanwhile, had

ground to a dead stop. At one stretch near the end of

the half. Benton fumbled five ofMl snaps from center

It wasn't the exchange. When IBenton) started to

come back with the hall it squirted loose." said Jackson

"It kills you. you're completely out of sync

Minuteman center Jay Gabhe said an extra "split se

cond" was the difference on the UMass side of the ball,

where the snaps were clean most of the day. "We env

phasized it from the beginning." said Gabbe If

(Wilkosl doesn't get the ball, he can't run a play

Benton was pulled in the second half and replaced

by the 1988 Yankee Conference Offensive Player of

the Year, senior Matt DeGennaro. who completed 13

of 26 passes for 138 yards and two touchdowns as

UConn scored the last 12 points of the game.

DeGennaro broke Tom Ehrhardts all time Yankee

Conference pass completion mark in the third quarter

with a five yard toss to Mark Didio

Volleyball remains winless in A-10
1 . 11 «' C I .A •TW.f.r,.

By LIOR BEN AHARON
Collegian Correspondent

The University of Massachusetts women's volleyball

team knew it was going to have a tough match on its

hands when it was slated to play the University of Rhode

Island last Friday

After all. the two teams are not exactly headed in the

same direction: UMass entered the match mired at the

bottom of the Atlantic 10 conference with an 0-4 record,

while the Rams were leading the charge to the A-10

Championships with a 4-0 mark.

After the match, the Minutewomen realized their fears

of URI were not unfounded.

"We expected it," said coach Carol Ford of her team s

loss to Rhode Island in three games, 4 15, 4 15 and 645.

"Our main difficulty was tempo," said Ford. Our

plavers had a tough time keeping up."

Along with tempo. Ford also noted blocking and pass

ing as two major trouble areas in the match, but said she

was pleased with the effort of the UMass defense.

"The passing was not good at all," Ford said "Defen

sively we didn't do a bad job. The scores don't indicate

the defense."

Before the match, Ford said she was looking more lor

her team to turn in a quality performance, and didn't em-

phasize winning or losing

But even though her team performed well on defense,

Ford said she was not happy with quality of the overall

match.
"We're not playing up to our potential against our op-

ponents," said Ford, who has been saying all season long

that if the Minutewomen play to the best of their abilities

they can beat anybody

"The confidence is not there."

UMass has a lot of tough matches coming up, but Ford

insists there are several teams the Minutewomen are

capable of beating if they play up to their potential.

With the loss, the Minutewomen drop to 3-16 overall

and 5 in the A 10, while URI improves to 11-5 overall

and 5 in the conference. I

( ollrtftan photo by Ton! Sandy*

Connecticut flanker Mark Chapman
grimaces as he is hit by a Minuteman

defender at muddy McGuirk Alumni

Stadium in Saturday's 38-19 UMass win.

VVJBkflLin&K WOMEN'S ISSUES AKitf

Fall is coming. Today
will be sunny and dear,

high 63 - 68 degrees.

Tonight will be cooler.

T

L

Smith College professor

Nalini Bhushan brings

Indian philosophy to

students. Page 6.

New collection of

political essays recalls

'greed and callousness'

of the 1980s. Page 7.
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Duffey, faculty clarify cost-cutting proposals
*^ Tl,a KvcAuv furlonah nrntrram tor emDloveeS will Only

By GAYLE LONG
Collegian Staff

President Chancellor Duffey met with University of

Massachusetts faculty and staff yesterday afternoon in

an effort to clarify current proposals by the University

to cut costs.

A midyear fee increase for students, another round of

departmental cuts, and a five-day furlough plan for all

University employees are part of a proposal to deal with

the $10.6 million in cuts imposed upon UMass since

September.

Duffey proposed these three actions to alleviate the cuts

yesterday in Bowker Auditorium, at an open-mike forum

for all employees.

Duffey cited the need for "retrenchment conditions,"

saying the state "economy is in a deep recessional spiral

He also said this recession was different from the one

induced by President Reagan almost 10 years ago. because

it is being It-It hv both "the government and the pi

sionals."

The request for the mid-semester fee increase is "dif-

ficult," said Duffey. The level of the increase has not yet

been determined.

Duffey said there would be a special scholarship fund

raised for those in need, saying there was $600,000

already in the fund. Duffey said he thinks, "one-third of

the students fall into that category lin need of aid)."

The cutting of student services also add to the difficul

ty in implementing a fee increase for the following

semester. Duffey said the campus is a residence for 12,000

students. These students spend more time out of the

classroom, which is part of the experience, and these ser-

vices stress the importance of undergraduate life

The library and the computer center, untouched by

previous rounds of cuts are scheduled to be reduced, with

the library's cut being $250,000. "These cuts alone are

not enough." said Duffey. and the adminstration will

again look at the base budgets after July 1

The five-day furlough program tor employees will only

work if the five representing unions of the campus agree

on the arrangement, said Duffey.

Stressing the nature of the problem, Duffey said, "If we

don't do something like (the furlough program 1 there will

be across-the-board layoffs."

Duffey said there was a priority of maintaining the level

of excellence at UMass.

"We will see what kind of concensus Ithe administra

tion and the unions) can bring together." he said.

An unidentified senior faculty member, seeing the

furlough as a "next to-last alternative.'' agreed to the idea

of a furlough.

The faculty member said self-pride in the University was

one factor for agreeing to a furlough.

"In terms of the alternatives it is at least tolerahle,'

said the faculty member
He also said. "Its a much better alternat i in

dividual members of the community leavn

Students march to Madson's office

Student coalition petitions for three demands to salvage EWC

( ollrfiHn pholc .lullr Uvlngntonr

A supporter listens to a presentation on the

EWC yesterday in Vice Chancellor Dennis Mad-

son's office.

By JULIE LIVINGSTONE
Collegian Staff

"Chants aren't going to get you anywhere because they

seem to fall on deaf ears at this University." a woman

said as a group of 15 students, angered and discouraged

by severe cuts to the Everywoman's Center trekked across

campus to the Student Affairs office yesterday afternoon

In a third attempt to negotiate with Vice Chancellor for

Student Affairs Dennis Madson. a coalition of students

arrived at his office yesterday with more than 500

signatures, collected in less than six hours, outlining three

demands:

• Restoration of the two positions recently transferred

out of the EWC.
• The option for student representatives to offer input

into all decisions made about further, as well as present

and most recent budget cuts

• A statement from Madson's office confirming a com

mitment to the future existence of the EWC.

In response to state budget cuts that necessitated a

$440,000 reduction in Student Affairs spending. Madson

transferred the coordinator of the Counseling Program

and the coordinator of the Outreach and Referral Program

from EWC into Mental Health Services and the Finan

cial Aid Office, respectively

Since that decision, doubt has arisen, from those con

cerned about cuts to EWC. over whether administrators

CONTINUED ON PAGE 2

Bernstein
to be buried
in NY today

By JUDIE GLAYK
The Associated Press

NEW YORK <AP> - Flags at Lincoln Center were at

half staff Monday, and the N.-w York Philharmonic

said it will pla\ the music of Leonard Bernstein rath. >

D Beethoven in memory of the American mu

titan.

Bernstein, whose passion at the podium, versatility

as a composer and performances on television helped

make him the nation '• leading classical musician, died

Sunday at his New York City apartment

He died of sudden cardiac am P>"

sive lung deterioration from a tumor and em

physema. four days after he ret ired on doctors ord.rs

His son, Alexander, was at his side.

A private hunal was scheduled for Tuesday a! the

Greenwood < Vmetery in Brooklyn, w-here his late wife,

actress Felicia Montealegre. is buried

Bernstein wrote the scores for such ell (}" Th*

Town and Wrst Sid* Story He also lured com.

thousands of habv -boomer* into the world ofclaa

music with his Kmmy Award winning Ynuntt People's

Concerts.

He was the most unique musician of this century,

CONTINUED ON PA'

UMass professors say Gorbachevdeserve^Jobe^rizo
From staff reports

and The Associated Press

Professors at the University of

Massachusetts said President Mikhail S.

Gorbachev "deserves" the 1990 Nobel

Peace Prize for his international role both

in Europe and in relations with the United

States.

Gorbachev won prize yesterday for open

ing up Soviet society to reform, helping to

slow down the arms race and allowing

Eastern Europe to break free of Soviet

domination.

Soviet historian Robert Jones, a professor

in the history department, said Gorbachev

earned the prize for his actions, including

arms reduction, but also for actions he did

not take such as opposing the democracy

movement in Europe.

"These are reasonable positions but

unexpected from a leader of the Soviet

Union and deserving of recognition and en

couragement," he said.

Professor Karl Ryavec, a political scien-

tist specializing in Soviet politics and

foreign policy, echoed Jones' comments

about a reduced degree of confrontation

between the U.S. and the Soviet Union but

was skeptical of the aims of the prize.

"I can't help thinking that the award is

designed to bolster Gorbachev's position at

home, which is very weak indeed," hesaid.

"The Soviet Union is threatening to break

up, the economy continues to deteriorate

and much of year's harvest has been lost

in the fields."

In awarding the 59 year-old Soviet leader

the $700,000 prize, the Norwegian Nobel

CONTINUED ON PAGE 4

AP photo

Soviet President Mikhail Gorbachev yesterday won the 1990 Nobel

Peace Prize.
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Tuesday, October 16

P O. WE.R. Meeting - The Progressive Organization for

Women's Equal Rights will hold a meeting tonight at 7.30

p m in Student Union room 304. Everyone is welcome

Everv Sunday evening from 4 p.m. to 6 p.m. there will

be all women's space in room 304.

Wednesday, Octoberl7

Lecture and discussion - Lorna Peterson will speak on

-Back in the USSR" as part of the women I studies brown

bag lecture series. The lecture will take place from 12.15

p m to 1:30 p.m. in Campus Center room 804. Beverages

will be provided.

Women's Forum
A pro-choice catholic perspective - Frances Kissing^presi-

dent of Catholics for a Free Choice will speak at 7_30 P m.

at the Unitarian Society of Northampton on 220 Main St.

Thursday, October 18

Protest - There will be a rally in Boston to protest budget

cuts that are affecting battered women's centers. For more

^formation call Necessities/Necesidades battered

women's center in Northampton at 586-1 lZo.

Friday, October 19

Panel discussion - Psychotherapists and health care pro-

fessionals will discuss sexual abuse by therapists. The

discussion will take place at Mark's Me^cm School

AnHitorium Amherst, from 7 p.m. to 10 p.m. It is spon

irei by SS CeSSr for Counseling and Academic Develop-

ment and the Everywoman's Center.

Sunday, October 21 ...

SfcSSon - State Rep. Shannon O'Brien and others mil

deliver speeches to mark the "70th Anniversary of the

Women's Right to Vote " Th event will be held in Davis

Center, Smith College, 1 p.m. to 4 p.m. The event is spon-

sored by MassPIRG of Smith College

will be provided.
^

Congress set to debate higher tax for the rich
^w ^ » .. „ _^ „_ ,,„ a H,.ru-it-reduction plan to cut spending and

WASHINGTON I AP> - The final budget plan that will

emerge from Congress will mean sharply higher taxes for

upper-income Americans, Majority Leader George M»t-

chell said yesterday.
,

The House and Senate are expected to approve rival

deficit reduction plans this week in an effort to keep the

government from shutting down for the second time this

"Souse Democrats are calling for an increase in the top

rate paid bv the wealthiest, from 28 percent to 33 percent

The Senate Finance Committee is proposing limiting

deductions that can be claimed by uPP*r
;

ncom* '*£

payers, which also would serve to increase taxes on the

The administration opposes the House Democratic plan

which would require higher income taxpayers to bear abut

two thirds of the proposed tax increase.

President Bush told reporters on Air Force
0~£*J£

dav that he met in a morning meeting with minority

feaders Rep. Bob Michel, R-I11-, and Sen. Bob Dole. R Kan.

He said they were "pretty much on the same wave

length" in preferring the Senate Finance committee pro-

oosal over the House Democratic plan.

^But Bush, en route to Texas for the first stop of a two-

day campaign trip, refused to say what he might do about

ta

That managed to get a little confused last week so

what 111 do is to say the action's in the Congress and I

will take a look at what comes out," he said. We ve in-

dicated to our leaders our preferences
"

Mitchell. D Maine, told reporters he hoped the two ver

sions could be blended "to get an even more progressive

t '.\ D'ick ill*.*

Bush and Congress have been negotiating for months

on a deficit-reduction plan to cut spending and increase

taxes by about $500 billion over five years.

Mitchell said the burden on the rich would be eon-

siderablv higher under the Senate Finance Committee bill

compared with a plan worked out among congressional

leaders and the White House. That agreement was re-

jected by the House. , , lf

The Finance Committee bill includes a nine-and-a-half

cent-a-gallon increase of the tax on gasoline.

The House Democratic version would forgo any increase

in the gasoline tax. relying instead on delaying an adjust^

ment in the higher income taxes on everyone who files

a return.

The governments spending authority expires at mid-

night Friday and Presdient Bush has sa.d he will veto any

"top gap extension unless a deficit lllll lHw >* approved.

Iraq promises
to crush U.S.
aggression
Bv ANDREA HAMILTON
Associated Press Writ. .

Barber Paul Harvey tries to coax 1-year-old

to get his first "barber-style" haircut.

AP pho<»

Gregory Hein of Nashua into the barber seat

sit-in

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

realize the need for a full fledged women's center Dur

mg the past three years. EWC has lost two-thirds of its

direct service programs.

Madson invited a small group of students to his office

two weeks ago in order to "discuss the situation.

Larissa Diephuis said she had good expectations, but

could not think too positively about the invitation. "I'm

not really sure what's going to happen It probably won t

accomplish much."

Maggie Magner. a main organizer of the event and sup

porter of EWC said. "It was very clear by the end of the

meeting that it was not that he could not transfer those

two positions back to the EWC. but that he would not.'

In response to this, and with the hopes of some discourse.

the group arrived yesterday to find that Madson was out

sick for the day. Dean of Students Jo Anne Vanin spoke

on behalf of Madson

She explained that the transfer decision is final She said

services across campus will not remain what students

have become accustomed to. Vanin said there could be no

promise that EWC would still exist, but emphasized com

mitment to the Center

it is the intention of Madson, as well as myself to main

tain direct services. We have values, but outside forces

are infringing on those values."

Magner said students understand it is a time of great

fiscal crisis, but that in time of great crisis, acts of violence

increase, especially acts against women and to take away

available resources for women is ludicrous.

Correction
The Collegian incorrectly reported the date President-

Chancellor Duffey will speak before parents in a Boston

suburb.

Duffey will speak at 6 p.m. Oct. 22, at Framingham

South High School on Flagg Drive.

. Jl Jt • J^^ m '-*\ / * "J plans to.

F
. </Sr .^. n/Sr . ^ v*%

Iraq vesterdav vowed to crush any aggression by th.

United St..!.- and Ha ..ll.es Th, sharply corded atoto

ment was apparently intended to counter ««•«*»»•<»*

Saddam Hussein was becoming flexibta about withdraw-

saidthe United States is prepared to keep tragi in Saudi

Arabia for years. Were there as long as the Saudis want

us as long as it takes to get the Job done. And no one

should underestimate our staying power. Cheney said

in

"£me°!s much more likely to be on our side than ,t is

on his side." Cheney said, referring to Saddanv

Iraq's statement in Al-Thaura. the newspaper of the rul

,ng Baath Party, said Iraqis "are prepared to meet the

A
K^hevVa

I

rt

n

the war. we will make it a catastrophe for

those wU ignite it." the editorial said. "The destruction

W
The

W
st

t

a°te

3
ment apparent U referred to Saudi Arabia and

other countries tak.ng part ,n the U.SMed multinational

to that assembled in the Persian Gulf region after Iraq I

Aug. 2 invasion of Kuwait

Initially, the stated purpose of those forces was to de

fend Saudi Arabia, but there have been indications some

Western leaders are losing patience with the effectiveness

of economic sanctions and are considering an attack to

drive Iraq from Kuwait. Exiled Kuwait officials have en

couraged that course. ,

•We will make them be sorry for listening to the ad-

vice of their little stooges in the area." Al-Thawra said

"All the American interests and those of its allies inside

and outside the region will explode, and the fires will eat

them at the first hour of their aggression against Iraq.

Palestine Liberation Organization Chairman Yasser

Arafat said Sunday that Saddam was showing a certain

flexibility" regarding his claims to Kuwait and urged all

countries involved in the Gulf crisis to follow suit

.

Arafat spoke at a news conference in Tunis after

meeting with the French foreign minister and after see

ing Saddam in Baghdad. He did not elaborate on his

"ISdani said on Aug. 12 that he would negotiate a

withdrawal from Kuwait only if talks were also held on

the Palestinian issue.

Diplomatic sources in Baghdad said Arafat is trying to

persuade the Iraqis to talk with the French who suggested

Iraq's withdrawal from Kuwait might be linked to an

Israeli withdrawal from the West Bank and Gaza Strip.

The Soviet's Novosti press agency also reported Saddam

showed signs of flexibility. It said Saddam indicated to

Soviet envoy Yevgeny Primakov recently he might

remove his troops in exchange for some Kuwait, territory

^n editor at the official Iraqi News Agency denied Sun

dav that Iraq had made any such offer.

Soviet Foreign Minister Eduard A Shevardnadze

yesterday assured Soviet legislators the Kremlin has no

plans to join the multinational force in the Gult

LOCAL
Police
report

LARCENY

• A South College employee reported

to University Police on Friday morning

that his cassette player was stolen from

an unlocked office. The estimated value

is $50.

• A man reported to police Friday the

theft of a radar detector stolen from his

car parked in Lot 44. The rear window

of the car was smashed. The value of the

detector is $100.

• The UMass Outing Club reported Fri

day the theft of a four-person tent,

valued at $410.

• A woman reported to police the loss

of her pocketbook containing $500. The

pocketbook was later recovered.

• A man reported the theft of his moun-

tain hike, which was chained to a sign

near Flint Laboratory. The estimated

ralua , s $600.

• A man reported to police Saturday

morning that his car parked in Lot 22

was damaged in a burglary. He said his

alued at $300. were stolen.

• A woman reported to police Saturday

morning that an attempt to enter her

car using a coat hanger parked in Lot

22 was made. She said that the window-

gasket and steering column ignition

were damaged.

• A man reported to police Saturday

evening that a battery, registration and

three cassette tapes were taken from his

Jeep. The estimated value is $105.

ARRESTS

• Adelle M. Vreeland. 44. of Amherst

tod Friday evening for

rating a vehicle without I license

and operating an unregistered matat

vehicle.

• Timothy E. Bellows. 19, of Feeding

Hills, was arrested Friday evening for

being a person under 21 carrying

alcohol, being a person under 21

transporting alcohol and for carrying a

false Maine driver's license.

• Neal D. Reilly. 19. of Foxboro. was

arrested Friday evening for being a

minor carrying alcohol and using false

information to obtain a Massachusetts

drivers license.

• Patrick J. Connors. 20. of Randolph,

was arrested Saturday night for being

a minor transporting alcohol, possession

of an altered Nebraska driver's license

and possession of an altered

Massachusetts driver's license.

- PRESTON P. FORMAN

Inside trader reveals crime mindset
By LARS KROIJER
Collegian Correspondent

At the age of 38 Dennis Levine has learn-

ed his lesson. It does not pay to break the

rules in order to make some easy money.

Levine. arrested for insider trading in

1986, gave a lecture on "The Inside Story

of an Inside Trader" last night at the Cam
pus Center Audiitorium. The talk was

sponsored by the Distinguished Visitors

Program.
"I was consumed by the world I worked

in. I continuously set myself higher goals

and it was never enough. I did not know

where to draw the line." Levine said. In

1984. Levine was offered a position as

managing director for Drexel. a Wall Street

brokerage firm. At first. Levine provided

"hot tips" without receiving money, but

later he was financially compensated for

his information. According to Levine, the

media often describes inside traders as "ar

rogant and sophisticated people." trying to

make easv money.
However, he added that these people are

flesh and blood like everyone else. "They

are often motivated by other things than

money. It's a kind of sickness." he said

Although he acknowledged that the decade

of the 1980s was known for the slogan

"Greed is good," Levine said greed is "for

those whom the status quo is not enough."

He added that it is still very possible to

reach the top through hard work and

creativity. "(Insider trading] is not worth

it My former life was destroyed because I

figured the odds were 1,000 to one against

me getting caught. Freedom is a right not

worth losing," he said.

Levine lost his freedom in February of

1987 when he entered prison in

Lewisburg, PA. where he served for 15

months. In addition, he had to pay full

financial restitution for the $115 million

dollars he had earned in illegal prof

He said that the pressure to gain good

results in a competitive market sometimes

drives people to make use of a "hot tip

Two thirds of the largest corporations in

the United States have at <»ne time been

involved in illegal trading, he said The

laws have been changed so that convicted

insider traders are more likely to go tojail,

he said.

•The government il varj -mart and

creative, but 1 had to learn it the hard »aj

coNiinuu)ONrA<-r i

< ..ll.-Ki.in phot" 1>» Ml Hull.!""!

Dennis Levine speaks last night

in Bowker Auditorium.
money. It's a kind of sickness, he said w
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International program to sponsor 1990 tair

UMass students relate good experiences while studying overseas

.._ . n mW.>t-r-> coil in sav 1 i

By PAMELA McCARTHY
Collegian Staff

Once a year, tables line the Campus

Center concourse with posters of distant

lands, ancient buildings, and faraway

cities.

This year, the International Programs

Office is sponsoring their annual study

abroad fair.

'The fair is an opportunity for students

to tell students about exchanges

worldwide." said Maryelise Lamet,

Ctoto director of overseas program

Several students who went overseas had

a truckload of things to tell anyone who

would listen. This may be the reason why

students who returned from an overseas ex

change staff the fair, the information tables

and the International Programs Office.

Lvnn Hindlev. an IPO staff member, said

she is enthusiastic about studying abroad.

She spent a vear in Denmark She added

students who study abroad gain

academically, because "they are learning

from a different perspective.

"Students learn about new people,

customs, traits and a whole different way

from how thev are." she said. Hindlev also

said students benefit because they can be

on the spot when events occur, a recent ex-

ample being the razing of the Berlin Wall

Joshua Fontanez, who spent a year in

Spain, said. "I've always wanted to go I

was interested in what Spanish culture is

all about."

Fontanez said he got two different im

pressions of Spanish culture because he

spent time in Segovia, a small town, and

Madrid, the capital.

•The woman 1 lived with [in Segovia]

came from a farming background, so I was

able to relate it to my mother's expenen.

since she came from a small farm in Puer

to Rico." he said.

The woman he stayed with m Madrid

was a different itory, ***«**> ht
•J*

"They are verv status oriented, lou

know the nobles who keep their titles aft.

thev lose their money-' That s her." he said.

Fontanez said he still yearn- tor *•
things Spanish, even though he baa been

home for awhile 1 miss the people They

have strong characters thej are not too

apologetic as here in America

If there is anything Kathryn Hollander

said she misses about Taiwan, it is the

hospitality.

•People thought nothing of taking me in

to their home and giving me dinner MO

pie went out of their way to help me.

said. "Because of that. I go out «.t m>

to help people."

She said that in Taiwan people would t r\

to overcome the language barrier, "but in

America, forget it'"

Hollander said she learned more than

academics in Taiwan.

•I went to build language skills But I got

more than that. I became more aware of the

U.S. in a global perspective." she said If

anything 1 became inore^ateiotic

it embarrassed to say I «

American
She said she learned more about A-ian

world events, such as the civil war in Bur

ma and the conflict over ^nt> net

Taiwan and the Peoples Republic of

China. . , n
Hollander said that anyone who is tall.

blond, and blue eved. as well M loud and

promiscuous^ seen as a typical A.

She said aha also had her own ideas about

Taiwan

"I tried 10 fB o\er without an\
|

conceptions bill thai - impo^ihW
1

petted something like Ne« \ -

Chinatown." she sa.d What I found

a societv that waa for more industrialized

than I expected, a strong economy hut I

conflict n the old ways and th.

new
"

K.uenK.n'. who recant^ ia*unied front

round atoreot] »;

women were m
,1 that An "•" «* bad

-tudetlt-

its had in a way, hut its kind ot true

Americans were there for I Kuropean I \

perieri.

P«Dto laid her Italian roots drew her to

**& . ,,

The International fair will be held tomor

row from 10 am to 3 p.m. There

a table from the IPO office an I he I one i

Monday and Wednesdav from 11:00 «

to 4:00 p.m.

Single mother on welfare

gears up for gov.'s race™
_. -..^-^Hia^ anv coveraee in the Massachusetts i

«-\v» «# -v* £' *M 4

Editor's note: The Collegian uill he pro-

filing candidates contending for public of-

fice locally and statewule to preview the

Nov. 6 election.

By BROOKE R BURTON
Collegian Correspondent

A single mother living on welfare

Dorothy Stevens is now an Independent

write in candidate for the 1990 governor s

r'U'C

Stevens said her following is growing as

the^r communities find that the choices

for governor become fewer.

"People in the communities from the

West to Leominster and Brookline are say^

tog you are our only alternative,' Stevens

said Stevens is sending her election conv

m ttees to several towns to spread

awareness about her write in campaign.

Stevens said she has felt excluded from

any coverage in the Massachusetts' media

since the beginning of her campaign. After

press conferences and television interviews

with major networks, Stevens said she is

not mentioned as a candidate for governor

"This is a poor people's campaign," said

Stevens. "Any one can participate, but if

you don't have the money, you don't get the

votes.

Stevens' campaign slogan is, "We have

a right to thrive, not barely survive.

According to Stevens, she has received

more national press than local coverage.

"I've been on Phil Donohue, Sally Jesse

Raphael, Attitudes, and I did a West Coast

radio show with Paul Bloom." After a re_

cent press conference with all of

Massachusetts' major newspapers,

Stevens' story was put in the back pages

of the Boston Globe Metro-Region section.

Despite recent publicity problems,

CONTINUED ON PAGE 4

Collegian photo by Dondi Ah*«rn

CANINE CAPERS - A German Shepherd wanders by

sculpture near the UMass Campus Pond.
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Stevens

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 3

Stevens said she hopes to speak for those

people in the poorer communities that have

been ignored for the past decade. No other

candidate, she said, could understand these

questions more, considering she is the on-

ly candidate that has experienced poverty

first hand. Massachusetts' budget

priorities need to be changed, Stevens said.

Forty percent of businesses are going

without paying taxes, while their

employees are barely surviving and are

homeless because they cannot afford to buy

a home or pay rent

"It is very expensive to be poor, she said

Stevens said she has received a great deal

of opposition about increasing welfare sup-

port Stevens defended welfare recipients

bv adding that since most must have a

part-time job to survive, they pay a higher

percent of taxes on their income than any

Nobel Peace Prize
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

Committee cited him for his -leading role

in the peace process which today

characterizes important parts of the inter-

national community
This peace process, which Gorbachev

has contributed so significantly to. opens

up new possibilities for the world communi

tv to solve us pressing problems." said Gid-

ske Anderson, leader of the Nobei

Committi
It was the first award to a superpe

chief executive since President Theod-

Roosevelt v\on in 1906.

The committee commended Gorbachev.

who rose to power in March 1985. for bring-

ing greater openne- U> Soviet society,

producing a slowdown in the VH race and

encouraging democratic reform in Eastern

other tax bracket.

Stevens said she believes in restoring

funding to the education budget for better

buildings, safer buses, smaller classes and

a better education. She said she also thinks

it is necessary to offer resources for those

who cannot afford a higher education.

Stevens said she is a strong supporter of

a woman's right to choose. 'The U.S. takes

no responsibility for the resources to raise

a child," she said.

Stevens is a 48-year-old divorced mother

of four. Stevens said she left a battering

situation in her last marriage.

Stevens was the Vice President of the Na-

tional Welfare Rights Union which was

started by Rev. Martin Luther King, Jr.

before his death in 1968. It was in this pro-

gram that Stevens first became interested

in running for political office.

Bernstein

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

there is no doubt about it," said Zubin

Mehta, music director of the New York

Philharmonic and the Israel Philhar

monic Orchestra.

Bernstein conducted his first New

York Philharmonic concert in 1943 at

age 25 when he was called on to fill in

for Bruno Walter in a nationally broad-

cast radio concert.

•I walked on with an awful hangover

and don't remember another thing un-

til I heard a thunderous ovation,'

stein once recalled.

Bern-

A memorial concert is planned for

Carnegie Hall on Nov. 14, the 47th an-

niversary of Bernstein's Philharmonic

debut.

In 1958, Bernstein became the

Philharmonic's first American-born

director and served in that capacity un-

til 1969, when he stepped down to

devote more time to composing.

Levine

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 3
. m

The system worked and treated me fairly,

he said of his sentencing.

Today. Levine has his own New York-

based advisory firm. Adasar Group,

named after his children Adam and

Sarah He has been banned from ever

working in a securities firm again.

Tt would comfort me if I could help

even one person avoid throwing away a

lifetime on a foolish gamble like that,

he said.

Europe. ,

Gorbachev is the second Soviet to win the

prize The first was nuclear scientist and

human rights activist Andrei Sakharov.

who won in 1975

Sakharov, who died in December,

unable to accept the award until 14 > i

later, when Gorbachev freed him from

detention and allowed him to travel.

Gorbachev has overseen the reduction ef

conventional and nuclear forces in Europe,

improved relation.- M ith the United St

and the toppling of Communist regm..

Eastern Europe.

But the changes Gorbachev has en

couraged have been accompanied by bloody

ethnic conflicts tn Armenia. Azerbaijan

and other parts of the Soviet Union

TakeOut Welcome
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ARMY & NAVY

Surplus Sale

Army Barracks of Martha's Vineyard

LOCATION: Student Union Ballroom

DATE: October 15 thru October 19
(Monday thru Friday)

TIME: 9:00 am - 6:00 pm

Genuine U.S. and European Surplus!

Wool Blankets. Gfovet, Halt,

Scarves, a Much, Much More!

o

o

o

Genuir* US a European

Military and Antique Overcoats

$25 • $35

Wool, West German.

British. French Pants

$ts

US . British, French,

Italian Wool Sweaters

$8 $15

Merican Baja Pullovers

and Blankets

ItfttN

Heavy Cotton, 6 Pocket

Fie Id Pants: US. Dutch

West German

$7- $15

Genuine Issue Camo,

Desert, Tkjer, Urban

Black Sii Pocket Pants

$25

o

Down Feather Mummy

Sleeping Bags (0' • 15)

$30

U.S. Navy Wool MWdys

and Peacoats

$10 -$30

Fu9 Length Raincoats

iTrenchcoats

$6 $15

q World Flags (3' x 51

$10 each/ 2 tor $18

TheTest IsWhen?
Classes Forming Now.

H|STANLEY H. KAPLAN
Take Kaplan or Take Your Chances

Mastercard, Visa, and
American Express accepted

GMAT classes begin

LSAT classes begin NOW

GRE classes begin NOW

549-5780

10/24

EDITORIAL/OPQSriON
Neo-liberals key
to Democratic life
The accompanying cartoon appeared in the Collegian

on April 7, 1989, about a year before John Silber became

widely known as a candidate for governor. Of course 1

didn't know then that he would become a candidate for

governor, but I did believe that he naturally personified

the future of the Democratic party in Massachusetts, and

I still do.

Al Arpad

f.HAMCfcLLQKMAKl TALKS ABo HIS H15T0RV.

PiD YOU REAU-V
V40RVC Foe EUGENE
McCAKTWY BACK

YES, BACK. IN THOSE GIPDY

"DAY* I "BELIEVED IN

PEACE, JUSTICE, PREEDO*

tr THE PREMISE «*"

YOUTH f s^~
WObJ

"BuT TIMES CHANGE.
Not*) I BEUiEVE- \N

BIOTECHNOLOGY,
tuition petehtio^,

C STRICT -REGULATION

IN THE P0RHS. I

HAVE A HEvi HERO
NOW.

ViHO'S THAT?
WILLIAM BENKETT ?
PAUL TSONGAS?

JOHN SILBER.

^»'r

The specific point of the cartoon is that the po itical

philosophy put forth by John Silber < and for that mat

terWimam Bennett) is not substantially different from

the neo-liberal orthodoxy represented by Presiden

Chancellor Duffey or Board of Regents Chair Paul

T
TKrm "neo-liberal" is not just a casual buzzword

by the way. It generally has been used by the£«« to

describe politicians, such as Tsongas and Gov Dukakis

who ha^lried to bring more conservative (especial y

business) constituencies into the traditional liberal coal,

1ior! by promote increased technical^efficiency as away

„, improve government solutions to stubborn social

P
?n other words.neo liberals have been regarded as the

k,v t the future of the Democratic Party and liberalism

fn general I sav John Silber is one of them. Since this

directlv contradicts much of what the press has said abou

Silber'dunng the course of his campaign, some further

explanation is in order.

John Silber often has been described as angry and

autocratic, while liberals are supposed to be caring and

in

5ohn
V

Silber provoked a small outcry from the small

group of public college students thatW"ltentl^*^
things by calling for the University of Massachusetts o

triplf tuition. But both Tsongas and Duffey have generally

supported this proposal, and were actually enacting tui

Uonwd fee increases long before Silber entered the
,

£

lure The only significant difference is in the cloak of

u4ral rhetoric that Tsongas and Duffey'««£»£
employ to show that their hearts are ,n the right respec

tive places.

More and more, however. ******JLfjSSi
Tsongas. on the editorial page of Monday I Globe, writ,m

angrily of a nan (old War The war is for economic sur

vSK for a decent standard of living We are losing that

Y.., his rhetoric It angry, even^P*^**^
rfi n,w economic order." Authoritarian, even Orwelban.

DmaSmm ****** exaggerate, so ,f you don t believe

n,e. UKik it up. -Our fr.ends are our enem.es. he s >s

"The nuclear weapons in the war an the weapons ol the

mind - the education and training of our »«rld^
It ,s. therefore, wrong to say. as Republicans sometimes

do that Duffey. and indeed the entire neo-liberal

estabhshment/are merely deluded Wtover. from

Roosevelt's New Deal or Johnson I Great Society " >s also

wrong to sav that John Silber represents change Actual-

ly, neo-hberalism and John Silber represent the natural

evolution of a progressive ideology toward authoritarian

enforcement of its now fossilized ideals.

Duffevs unbelievably idiotic statement last week.that

students who can't pay for increased tuition should rea

pond bv taking their own parents to court ,s a clear in

dication of the absurd lengths to which th.s line d think

ing can and will be taken .n the next few yean

But that is Why I consider John Silber a mail I P- -»nal-

lv find frightening, to be the natural embodiment ol the

immediate future of the Democratic Party In

Massachusef
Al Arpad i.s a Collegian cartt-nist

explanation is in order. #
- ^^-^^"^—

.

An extra shot for a giggle [A medal for our suffering
. .. lui^^. framle little world would absolutely crum- I

J1( o u^fa fend us acamst cries of hate when >m.

1 don't know what I was thinking when

1 got dressed to go to Sunday night s Mid

night Madness event As a typical UMase

basketball fan. I thought I'd simply don

some grubby shorts, a t shirt and no make

up - all prepared to help cheer on the

1990 91 basketball team at their first

practice. ^___^_^_____

Meredith O'Brien

How silly I was If I had simply brushed

on a little make up. dressed up a bit m

used cans of hairspray to fluff up my hair,

maybe I could have won some m«mt-v

You see, our infamous Channel 11 l *

sportscaster Rich Tettemer was giving out

assorted cash and prizes Sunday night

before our beloved team hit the floor

around midnight Airline tickets to Florida

gift certificates to area restaurants arid

stores, coupons for free sneakers - all for

having your ticket number called or for

sinking's shot into the small metal hoop

Tettemer would select a spot on the floor,

call out a number and guarantee the lucky

person $20. $30. $40 or even $100 if the

<hot went in Quite a good offer, consider-

ing everyone got in free and was given the

same chances as everyone else to win.

But a strange thing began to happen I

all started when a females number was

selected and she was offered a chance to

take a shot for $20. All was fine. She took

her shot and missed But when the orange

ball refused to do what she wanted it to,

she turned around, batted her eyelashes

and expected Tettemer to give her another

shot. And being an apparent softie for c£

eds, Tettemer agreed and let her take

another shot, which she missed.

But it doesn't stop here - with a

dramatic toss of the hair, this II Milllljli

ed to abuse her looks and ask him for yet

another shot.

"Like, ya know Richie, like, tee hee

couldn't I just get another chance?

Using dramatic body motions, like her

fragile little world would absolutely crurn

ble if denied another shot. Tettemer asked

the crowd if she should take another shot

The crowd, buying into and encouraging

this shameful sexist act. cheered 'yes and

she took another shot, finally managing to

sink it in the hoop

Well she got her money and a third

chance. Maybe it was her perfume or her

cute little laugh that allowed her to take

a third shot, but I thought the name of the

game was basketball, not the dating game

What then ensued was an absolute

disgrace Following the lead of the woman

who successfully snagged herself some

crisp green ones for doing nothing but

whine many -no/ alii of the other women

whose numbers were selected that rniseed

their first shot tried to use their looks to

get another shot out of Tettemer Femme

fatale galore. And the fans loved it

Yet, when a few guys went out to shoot.

were they allowed second shots? Well ah.

gee, tee hee. no they weren't Maybe they

didn't giggle enough or toss their hair

Some of the women, though to their

credit, did valiantly relinquish the ba I

after a failed attempt to sink it. but Tet

temer and the crowd insisted they take ad

ditional shots.

To women who are constantly trying to

ward off the stereotype of mindless sex ob

jects who simply use looks to get the thinga

thev want, it is very discouraging to see

such a display of manipulative behavior

If these women only realized how their

behavior reflected on the rest of us who

don't want an extra shot for a giggle, who

simply want an equal and fair shot at not

only the basket, but at jobs and promotions,

maybe they wouldn't have laughed so

loudly. . „ ,

But I suppose if my number were called

I'd only get one shot because I was dressed

like a typical sloppy student. But I suppose

I could have finagled an extra shot if I miss

ed the first one. Let me see, how does it go:

•Rich, tee hee. (flick the hair) another

shot for me, please? (eyelashes flutter). Just

one more try? Pleeease?

Read Meredith O'Brien every Tuesday

A medal! A medal' Our principles for

the Pentagon's medal! Oh. Joe, con

gratulations. baby! Did you polish your

little medal? Aren't you proud of it? Did

you mount or frame it yef I heard

vou're not a bigot. Are you such a "true

friend and supporter" because you sup

port opportunity?

Owen Broadhurst

Using dramatic body motions, like her _ -— ^^fl \ n+
Distorted views pe^etaateco^rt
How do people perceive Northern

Ireland? Its full of mad^^f^j
ly attacking innocent people! It I in the evil

dutches of Britain whose aim is intimida-

tion through violence!

These statements exemplify how

distorted views can perpetuate the situa

tmn by^ving people the wrong impression^

must be realized that Northern Ireland

8 "complicated
political and religious

issue anTwill continue to be one for a long

time

However, whether the Irish Republican

Armv (IRA) give warnings or not when

they plant a bomb, they have the intent to

endanger human life. The implication that

Britain is responsible for some of the

civilian deaths as a result of 1thellW* ab-

surd. The fact is throughout the 80s. the

IRA has been responsible for killing 30 in

nocent people a year, ranging from young

children to pensioners.

This unnecessary killing will continue to

appall people and does nothing to help

resolve the Northern Ireland situation,
resoive ^^^ Numphud

Southwest

President Chancellor Duffey was

awarded for his support of homophobic

mstitutions on Oct. 3. He has once again

demonstrated his total disregard and ut

ter contempt for student concerns by

continuing to belittle them

In response to concerns about how

ROTC contributes to the hostile at

mosphere lesbians, gays and bisexuals

must live m on this campus, he said we

were being abusive and unfair

Should we gather, then, that it is right

for ROTC to continue to discriminate

against us. O "deserving employer*'

Should we gather that your silence in

light of recent homophobic assault

but a natural outgrowth of what obvious

pride you have in our University's con

tribution to phallocentr.c brutality

worldwide? Perhaps it was your decision

to have UMass invest in genocidal

Monsanto

This would not be the first time our

President Chancellor has thumbed his

nose at a significant portion of the

University community.

He once accused the very targets of

racism, suggesting that protests against

mvestment in genocidal industries or

governments resulted in "racial an

tagonism" on campus. Previous to that,

I was - along with 300 others - accus-

ed of "intellectual terrorism" by this

man who comforts a genocidal empire

called Amerikkka. ,

Please educate us, O man of good

will" - are you not in contradiction.

How can you support our rights and de

fend us against cries of hate when you

continue to defend an institution that

,,K fbetan myths and hostility

inwards us simply because murder

thrills the powers that be?

How many more jaws must be broken

for you to realize that you re the pro

blem'' As you continue to send contradic

tory messages about our rights on this

campus, about our worth, about Univer

<itv policies that you should enforce on

thiscampus.howdan .\ that you

support us in our struggle, that you con

rider yourself an "ally" combatting

homophobia?

Prove it!

Y,,u continue to be silent as Student

Affairs acts to disembowel the

Evervwoman's Center, demonstrating

ur resolve for gay rights bv violating

winunin'l space and eliminating the

"coming out" support program.

You have announced publicly your

support for the military that oppressea

and intentionally malign-

You still permit, in the sale of por

nographv. the continual reinforcement

of gender roles and compulsory-

heterosexual ity You're such an "ally!'

UMass has become a phallocentric

playground, a den of homophobia. Your

promotional literature never warned us

of that. I never thought I'd fear for my

life on this campus.

I never thought I'd get death threats

for coming out at a school I consider my

home Of course, I never thought a

reasonable and intelligent person would

advocate a tuition hike - imagining

that it would prove affordable - either.

Where's the rage?

How much longer can students on this

campus continue to be subjected to

violence?

How much longer can we tolerate the

University's own encouragement of this

violence, and not respond - retaliate -

in kind? I can only wonder.

Whitmore's calling.

Owen Broadhurst is a UMass student

Th~ FHHnrial oaae will be running a PointICounterpoint section on Oct. 25,

l£££5£<*3 rea'ions on tt. Oct. »f<»»?™J™Z
in Jerusalem. Send all suhmMon, to A.R. SanHago^Oayle Long. 113 Cam-

pus Center. UMass Amherst 01003.
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WOMEN'S ISSUES
An Interview with Doctor Nalini Bhu^anofSjuthCoUegc
All lllLfcJIVlCW Willi ^

riiUuralcontext)Shehascometo the conclusion that she | .^^^^H^^B
By MINU SEBASTIAN
Collegian staff

Dr. Nalini Bhushan is currently an assistant professor

of philosophy at Smith College.

KM a woman of Indian and American descent, she spent

most of her life in India in the city of Madras. It is here

that she received her undergraduate degree in Economics

and Statistics at Stella Maris College. She then came to

the United States for graduate work in philosophy at the

University of Michigan at Ann Arbor.

She had an interest in studying various kinds ot

philosophies. She soon realized that she would have to put

a<ide her interest in non-western philosophies because the

Department of Ph.losophy at the University of Michigan

based itself in the Western analytic tradition of

philosophy ,

The Eastern stvle of philosophy concentrates for the

most part on understanding and explication and the stu

dent Seam « mastering the texts In the Western tradi-

t,on there is a focus on specific kinds of argumentation

analyses.'* she said.

These separate stvles of philosophy ,
she was told by her

professor, could not be comfortably combined. As a stu-

dent of philosophy at the University of Michigan, she was

expected to conform to the Western tradition and style

She decided to stav in the program and specialized in

Philosophy of Language and Mind, assuming that when

Bhe was finished with her degree iba could go back and

-tudv Ind.an philosophy on her own time. But «»
„i concentration in the We>te, n analytic style, she found

,t somewhat difficult to relate to Ind.an philosophy

This raises a general philosophical wnrrx ot the folk*

mp M.rt 1- n possible to be trained in a particular tradi

ri yet do justice to the ideas and *tvle ot I U

differei

has spent t.me studying W<

philosophy and through her understanding of the Indian

cultural context, she has come to the conclusion that she

is in a unique position to teach Americans about Indian

philosophy. She feels that one way American students can

relate to another culture is by introducing it through a

base they can understand. By teaching Indian ph.losophy

^comparing the logic of Western and Eas em

philosophy, she is optimistic that students will be able to

better understand Indian philosophy as something that

is not simply "exotic" but as something that deserves

serious attention.

She expects to be designing a course in Indian logic in

the near future.

As an Indian woman she has found that her perspec-

tives and definitions have changed. By coming to the

United States she feels that she has more 'freedom in

the sense that she can make her own decisions withou

the possible interference of others. But she has also lost

UM security and support that ,s inherent in the fam, y

network" which is an integral part of the Indian culture

that she is from.

After a recent visit to India, she has come to some con

elusions about herself as a woman. She has realized that

after spending ten years ,n the United States her concept

about what it means to be a woman and what is impor-

tant to her as a woman has changed. She is no longer w,lb

,ng to become part ofthe family network where she would

have to become assertive and rebellious in order to retain

her sense of individuals

•In India, women are defined differently, they an

necessarily 'oppressed' ,"he -aid "Identities are forged

h> the role you play in MCtotj and roles are connected to

the real of s<«.i*t

In tin' United N I

woman is encour.i

an identity on her own In India, the ideal for I m

,,v and ltlI m identity through the social

network. 'she said.

As a professor, she has been faced with the .pa-Minn ot

Wb -nith college should become a M ed institution

( oilrgian Ph.rto b> Ku hard l»u< r..

Professor Nalini Bhushan
One of the arguments encouraging the entrance oi male

students is that the school might be doing a diKan M

women bv being "softer" on them and that women

not receiving the "rigor they need

1), Bhushan disagrees ".Judging by the perform,.

ofthewomen in mv classes, the students at, nriotM

hig,

, to the occasion king

thoughtful and inei«iv« ouattki She t.«ught

undergraduates at thi I

think- that Smith Co .dent- WChalli

mg to teach

This semester Professor Bhushai rung Nil

.„„! Dm Philoeoph} of Mmd In the Spring HI be

tcbJag Aeetheti

Empowerment and self-defense
. . JUfamam and karate, to help gala skill

Hv Wale
Collegian I

indent

Budget cuts to the Escort S • nd t he

Everywomen's center are proof of

declining availability of security ser\

for women Increasing crime against

women is apparent when we remember the

murder of Sharon Galligan at the Hamp
shire Mall last semester One way for

women to feel more secure is to learn a

n of martial arts or selfdefense

The Valley Women's Martial Arts of

Easthampton provides one alternative to

empower women against the rise of crimes

against them The Valley Women's Mar

tial Arts is a non-profit, tax exempt

organization that provides women instruc

tion in Shun Ryu Karate Okinawan style.

Arnif (Filipino stick fighting' and self

defense They survive nn donations, grant"

and fundraismg

Valles Women's Martial Ai1

I in 1977 by Wendi Dragonfire

who no - m the Netherlands. It was

originally located in Northampton and has

n in Easthampton for 6 years Beth Holt

and Janet Alss. both head lnstuctors. have

run the school since 1982.

The school's main objective is to provide

women and children training in sell

,nd karat.-, to help gain skills in

the p' mental and spiritual asp

of martial arts. Beth Holt, the head instruc

tor said.

We hope to increase self-esteem and sell

confidence and to teach the necessary skills

for protection and security." Holt said. "We

want women to feel confident saying no in

uncomfortable situations."

Instruction is offered 6 days a week along

with clinics and workshops on all types of

self defense. There is a monthly fee of

either $65 for a class that meets twice a

week or a $35 fee for one that meets once

a week. The monthly fees include

unlimited training There is also a $55

eight week session for adolescent girls ages

1 2 19 The school also holds karate and self

defence workshops for rape awareiv

the dorms

"We don't turn anyone away for lack of

funds, in fact we are arranging a financial

aid policy to make (classes) equitable for

everyone interested." Holt said

"Those int 1 are welcome to make

an appointment to watch a class before

the) decide to enroll in a program," slss

said

For more information on workshops and

classes, vou can contact Beth Holt or Janet

Alss at 1527 0101

Just a lot of talk
AsCo-editorofthispage. 1 SMMtil

,f most people on this campus

really could care less about

issues." Maybe most women of this cam

M the need to address con

cerns affecting them

Why do we need a Women's Issues

page? What are we trying to prove, that

we are special or something '.'

Minu Sebastian

W'llIICII I1IIU viinvj.v.. * r-

A group for ALANA women
A group for women of African, Asian,

Latina and Native American descent is in

the process of being formed.

The group can be a social or political sup

port group It can be a place to do poetry

readings. Or it could try to get a journal

or newsletter published

There is no set focus or definition for this

group at this time. Anyone who i

terested should bring any ideas to the next

meeting which will be held on Monday

tober 22 at 7 p.m in the Campus Cent, r

Check the Campus Center listings at the

Information desk in the Campus Center for

the room number.

For more information contact Kim Han,

Sharon Park or Loyda Guzman.

- MINU SEBASTIAN

Maybe women and men are all the

same. We all live in the same world so

we probably all experience life the same

WHV
What's the big deal9 Maybe we should

lighten up and go with the flow.

Anywavs there's classes, grades, a part

time job and all these other things that

would be better off concentrating on

Maybe equality means to demand the

me rights as men. to be able la share

in the positions that they dominate

Maybe then we should just concentrate

on taking our business courses, enroll

ing ourselves in the armed forces and

running for political office.

Power, that s the name of the game

We need to have power The only way

to get it then must be to be just as com

petitive, active and productive citizens

as men are.

And what's the deal about "women of

color and Third World women9" Who
are they and where are they? Women
are women, who cares what color they

are.

Writing is such a time-consuming ac

tivity Anyway who knows how to

write? Writing is for people who have

something radical to say.

If you can relate to anything I have

.aid so far or if you are contused abort

lt h\ |

•hesethmg.s. please con

tinue readu

1 have lust written what 1 COI1

be the dominant mentalits of the

A this campus How ha\e 1 come

to these insightful conclusions
'

There are two women's issues editor s

this semester, and between us we have

about two people who consistently are

willing to write. That means that out of

about twenty five thousand students i of

whom a significant number are women'

four women are making a contribution

to this page.

So that leaves the question open to

who actually reads this page. And if no

one is reading, then why the hell am I

writing this column9

For the past few weeks 1 have been

basically talking to myself I am con

vinced that no one is listening My post

tion was created especialh to reach out

women of color" and Third World

women It wa> created to establish I

ice for women whose views have not

been represented.

Bo far there has been no inquiry into

the position created or any submissions

or any interest in general. Most oi the

ik I have heard about "women of col

or" needing to express- their point of

view and "women of color" needing

representation is just talk

When it comes down to it there are on

ly a few people who have any "real"

commitment to issues of "women of col

or."

My position was established on the

premise that there are some who con

sider their experience as a woman uni

que and in need of discussion.

Just more talk, I guess.

Mmu Sebastian is the Co- Women's

Issues Editor

t Women's Issues Needs Writers*
\ ** Jf * * ** Jf Jf -¥- ** * **+ +*****

ARTS&LIVING
(In Call finders mainstream U.S. convictions
SJII I^Ull llllgd- O AH ,^_ _II - of Life" for anyone reared in ,he predated condor, of

By JAY ALLAIN
Collegian Correspondent

On Call: Political Ennayn

June Jordan
South End Press

Recalling the 1980s, many of us might well repeat

Charles Dickens' opening lines from his book, A Tale of

Two Cities: "It was the best of times, it was the worst of

times." ...

While greed and callousness swept the land like some

infernal plague, a bellicose U.S. foreign policy took a

frightful toll on Nicaragua, Grenada, El Salvador.

Guatemala and South Africa Like some suave con man

Ronald Reagan reaffirmed the electorate's faltering belief

in America while the human costs of this dumbshow were

averted Yet judging by the 18 essays in On Cull. Black

poet June Jordan was not taken in. In fact, her essays bum

like an incandescent testimony to the flame of conscience

While the nation seemingly rejoiced in its collective deci

sion to somnambulate. June Jordan remained awake. Her

testimony reveals the best the human spirit is capable ot

Like Virgil in Dante's Inferno, she serves as a guide to

our hell.
t.

From the very introduction, the author exposes the

-.ilent McCarthvism that she confronts in daring to speak

as a Black woman and a radical. The established

mythology «»1 literary freedom is pierced - the myth that

•freedoms ol speech and of the press remain questions that

basically apply only to faraway writers

Increasingly, she admits that as she became better

known, paradoxically she found it harder to get publish

ed This she pithily terms, "the politics of our exclusion

Jordan's opening essay identifies Walt Whitman as the

unacknowledged genius of American poetry and explore

how he has been sanitized and domesticated by an elitist

literary establishment that equates the accessible with

the inferior in poetry, the politicized with the profane. )
et

in a Whitmanesque burst of prose, she exalts the New

World poets around her, heirs to a poetry "as personal,

as public, as irresistible, as quick, as necessary, as un

precedented ... as an emergency phone call.'

BOOK REVIEW
Yet despite the majestic potential of poetry, she names

the Eurocentric baggage that limits us. In naked prose

she observes. We erase ourselves through self hatred

Overall, though this essay embodies a rare fluency with

literature and politics; her target is not merely stultify

ing poetry but the literary "Thought Police who would

constrict the spontaneous breakthroughs of the Muse ,n

each of us. Perhaps someone should send Senator Jesse

Helms a copy of this essay.

The essav. "Problems of Language in a Democratic

State" could serve as the political equivalent of the "Facts

of Life" for anyone reared in the predigested comfort of

American affluence. Writing from her own people s ex-

perience, she calls government "this diseased idea ot the

state
" ^nd in what might be a succinct overview of the

Reagan era (and most of U.S. history for that matter
>,
she

notes, "Most Americans have sought

to identify themselves with the powerful interests that

oppress poor and minority peoples, perhaps hoping to keep

themselves on the shooting side of the target range.

June Jordan's riveting prose, the highest (and mostly con

cealed) truths of political science and U.S. foreign policy

are unmasked. She alerts the haves too. that, "If you get

fired or if you get sick tomorrow, you might as well be

Black, for all the state will want to hear from you

Even education - or what pa |
ducatnm is seen

through. In our era of heightened concern about our

schools. .Jordan forces us to gaze into the mirror rfoUT

hollowness. In the most prophetic voice she a.sks. WIW

has ever wanted White children to see their own faces

clearlv. to hear their own voices, clearly'

To both Blacks and Whites, she decries the levelling et

fects of the schools and writes. Not too many people

wanted to grant that maybe echo t*^*'
institutions teaching power to the powerful and something

unpalatable and self destructive to the weak.

To all of us. June Jordan offers the way to freedom -

the truth It stands very close in <>» Call

Funk, sarcasm pervade
Velvet Monkeys release
a., ca All miPKI\S ihev're uist oh M into it The entire thing

-AAD HOPKIN>
Coll. -taff

Rakt
Velvet Monkeys
Rough Trade

[{, t,„, \. •.. u don't know who the

Velvet Monkeys are. think B|

( hances are vou do. but you may not ha

known that they played together Don

Flemnung and Jay Spiegel of ex BALL
and Bong* ate. Fame. Thurston Moore of

Sonic Youth, and local supers urn bubble

Kum pop guitar whizz J. Mascis from

Dinosaur Jr. all invented the Veh

Monkeys a couple of years ago. These guys

are out of their trees Put them in New

York's Lower East Side's Fun City Studio,

give them guitars and other things to play

with, and the result is a record so mangl

ed and psychotic it almost mugs you where

u 're sitting The guitar abuse is better

than anything Peter Pain ever attempted.

Jay, J. and Thurston are heavily on this.

Let's put as many guitar noise

background tracks as possible" trip Yeah,

there's chord melodies and bass, but the

thunderstorm of distortion is loud, fast and

stupid Speaking of stupid, there's also lots

oj super fun. dumb lyrics, especially on

"Love to Giw . which makes no sense

whatsoever: Give to you love to give to

you 1 have one desire for you love sing for

vou." and so on.

These guvs couldn't be shootin for sar-

m could they? Even the cover suggests

they're just <>h M into it The entire thing

Superfly rip off: a guy in a bad ass pOM

holding a gun, legs spread to show off the

bulge, standing in between two women ly-

ing on the floor pretending to look seduc

tive and voluptuous The pictures on the

back cover emulate it to a T
The music even has that same horribly

charred feeling of people looking for cheap

apartments. Artsy, unsenous. New Wk
White boys toasted on TV. and cheesy 70s

imagerv and decor.
t

I said the Velve t Monkeys are commin

RECORD REVIEW
to town/ when the Velvet Monkeys come

every body gets down." And don t forget

to duck! Trying to sell themselves like mall

material, they come off as if they were the

•latest craze." Movies. TV., Venetian

blinds, violence, and great character

names: Thurston as "Mr. Pussy. J. as

•Sweet Dick" and others including the in

famous "Miss Sugarbowl." This is the star

attraction. Such innovation, such joy. such

beauty from such dumb Americans

Rake is just peachy keen and neato

Anyone who hates their roommates that

much will find this platter a viable an-

tidote They're just so commercial and Bil-

ly that even the morally lobotomued will

enjov being cast into the throes of teflon

thrash. Yeah! Go Team! This sure is one

funny as funk record!

m

P ph<»lo

^ a 'io

b
rtTent

n
ofKboytnforabiHa. including the late* "live"

version, right.

Suicidal Tendencies spew great success

with their new Lights, Camera, Revolution
Wlin inCU m- tf

„„, hp ,Dbutllk, th, Mus„allv. U. album - -

AP pholn

Allen Ginsberg, the Beat

Generation poet-activist,

visited with about a dozen

people camping at a Seattle

park to protest U.S. notary
involvement in the Middle

East.

By DANIELLE DOWLING
Collegian Staff

Sometimes, it's not what you say. its how

you say it.

Take for instance, the phrase. I love

you " Now. if it you say it to someone you

love in a warm, cuddly way. more than

likely you will receive an affectionate

response.
.

However, if you grunt it out in demonic

growls while spewing green puke, you will

probably freak out your loved ones.

Suicidal Tendencies will not spew

green puke. However, you cant help but

love their wise-ass tidbits of wisdom offered

on their latest release Lights. Camera.

Revolution. .

While the subject matter covered in the

lyrics is not ripe with startling insight,

their delivery of the material is definitely

worth a listen.

For example, you can't help but like the

lyrics to "You Cant Bring Me Down:

"Before you go walking in my world/you

better take a look at the real world/Cause

this ain't no Mister Roger 8

Neighborhood/Can you say 'feel ike

shitr/Yea maybe sometimes I do feel like

shit /I ain't happy about it. but I'd rather

feel like shit than be full of shit/And if I

offended you, oh I'm sorry/But maybe you

need to be offended."

RECORD REVIEW

Telling censors and the Parents Music

Resource Center where to stick it is not a

new topic. In fact, it's kind of cliche. But

Suicidal just has this way of getting then-

point across.

Musically, this album is standard

Suicidal. There's nothing particularly fan

a just straightforward raw energy chan

neled into some kind of coherent noise.

•You Can't Bring Me Down" and

"Disco's Out Murder's In" are nasty

adrenalin pumpers, while "Lovely has a

cool groove to it.

My pick off of the album would have to

be "Send Me Your Money." It has a catchy

chorus mixed in with an excellent rhythm

and served up with enough energy to

bounce a cannonball off a cement block.

The lyrics cover another used topic — cor

rupt church leaders.

But to reiterate, they just know how to

H» it:"We'U take credit cards, well take

jewelery We'll take your momma's den

tures it tbey |04 gold in them."
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FALL SPECIAL
Subs • Salads • Spaghetti • More

Small Cheese $3.50

Large Cheese $5.99

2 additional toppings only $1 more
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North Amherst
Motors
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Expert Repairs and
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TANNING
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PIZZA

One coupon per pizza please

Not valid m conjunction with other specials

FREE ^-* ^DELIVERY

CALL XL^ 256-0222

I Limited Delivery Area

OIL Re9 $32-00

CHANCE
WITH <£H Q QC
FILTER H> ' O.C70

with genuine factory oil filter

f0r vW—Toyota—Line. Mercury

NOW OPEN 4 NIGHTS

SALADS X*£ 3^ l-ASAGNA

WE DELIVER QUALITY

call us at 256-0222
and WELL BRING LUNCH to

YOUR HOME OR OFFICE!

Limited Area

FREE DELIVERY

OPEN DAILY 1 1 a.m

OFF': SKfflffil
^aW f 280 KING ST.. NORTHAMPTOI

ANY
MEDIUM
PIZZA

One coupon per pizza please

280 KING ST.. NORTHAMPTON
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Not valid m confunction with other specials |. J

UFFAL0 BILlS

FREE DELIVERY.! > •
1
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|| E • 8 Buy a Super Roast Beef

1
1 *3 5 sandwich and Get a Junior R.B.j

FREE

expires Oct 23, 1990
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AMHERST
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Grand Opening Specials

50% Off
All Silver Jewelry
Anne Klein Wallets half price

Briefcases 50% Off

30-50% Off every day
Since 1826

Berkshire Leather

& Silver Outlet

Mon.-Thurs.
10-6

Fri. 10-9,

Sal. 10-5:30

WHERE DESIGNER QUALITY & MAXIMUM VALUE MEET

25 No. Pleasant St., Amherst (413) 253 9795

Also Visit Us at Our Lenox Location

98 Main Street (Route 7A) Lenox, MA 01240 (413) 6374363
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THE FAR SIDE

By GARY LARSON

BONES IN THE BARREL
By J. GELLER & U. ROSENZWEIG

pi mo<Um <H "Philosopher.
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By TIM SNIFFEN
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ACROSS
1 Scenipered

5 Gnaw away
10 Longing

14 Jai —
15 Popular Ferber

novel

16 Kind ol grapes

17 Have m hand

19 Cuzco native

20 Treeless tracts

21 Onsets
23 Many centuries

24 The Last Days

ol Pompeii

heroine

25 Bestowed upon

29 Collected

32 Old lashioned

33 Praised with

enthusiasm

35 - Paulo

36 Beach a higher

level

37 Edible bud

38 Word with

up or nil

39 — Got A
Secret

40 Strength

4

1

nose feature

42 Students

instructions

44 Recruit

46 Ticket scalper,

lor short

47 Fish eating bird

48 Put down
51 Law b<-

55 Dairy case
purchase

56 Moving lorward

58 f nsign (or one

59 Actor Michael

6C ; •' «¥*

61 Ptcmc pests

62 Wornool
63 Oaler sKiefctefc

DOWN
1 Drams m a way
2 This sometimes

thickens

3 Fa

4 Scatter in

diflerenl

directions

5 Ancient ascetic

6 Diana ol song

7 Kimono
accessory

8 Actress Merrill

9 Kitchen gadget

Orientals

1

1

Booth at a slate

lair

12 Twain s Finn

13 Time periods

18 Alter song

22 Natterjack

25 The lime to be

in Pans

26 Leave oil

27 Appraisal

28 Attracts

29 Prevent

30 Tidal Hood
31 Metaphysical

writer

34 Imitate

37 ideas

38 Polishes

40 Sen 31 Down
41 Vetches

43 Hoiigobiins

45 reel

compunction

48 The first Mrs
Copperdeld

49 Joie de vivre

ANSWER TO
L A B

50 A — in the

bucket

51 Peruse

52 Sutherland,

lor one

53 At any time

54 Peruse

57 Bravo, in

Barcelona

PREVIOUS PUZZLE
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MENU

CALVIN AND HOBBES By BILL WATTERSON
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LUNCH
Chicken Stew
Hamburger

DINNER
Beet and Vegg«es

NE Scrod

BASICS LUNCH BASICS DINNER

Chtcken Stew

Bean Burgees

Veggies and Totu

N E Scrod

YOUR DAILY HOROSCOPE
By JEANE DDCON

PRICE
By PRICE VAN RAY

.i^c^lf^I I

Ant (Marcn 21Aprt ») Avoid

takir^ cnonces where vout savno*

are concerned Keep vcxr rronev

where you know rt * *ate

enters the ronxintc ptcKire througrt

a social ntroducton

Taurus April 20-Moy 20

moy Pe part of yo* Pta« P*«rccl

preisures shoma Pe off for a wf*e

D.scovenes made through a

teadr^ and convwsolion »et an

enportont matter ftraight

Oemtnt (May 21-June 20) Vour

mate or partner rectees youT true

feetnosnow Better cornmuncatton

w« ease your financial concerns

News apout a festive occasion

strikes a pleasant note Be more

outgomg

Cancer (June 21- Juty 22) A mror

chonae at worn w* increase you

responstoities Greater f*wnoal

rerwardsareintrTeoffino teamwork

s favored Luck and goco tming wi

improve o romantic situation

Leo (Jury 23 Aug 22) Shore your

areams and goals others dre we^

^ to help you" vou mavJeJ
^ecory vumeroPje ojrjjjc
toter today Pon a retawng evenng

at home Romance nourishes on

conwderdtlon

Vkge (Aug 23-Sept 22) Artho^
vour assocates may not ogree •

an your KJeas »rM»y are JUPP^'^
Teamwork wi« Poost profits An m

fluenriai person s mpressed by your

talents A raise or new position I

possible

WHO -I'.-
' A$US!

gru could change *our who*

o^ftopk today Romance w« be

•speco»v happy 'or someone who

hibienfeeingieftout focus vour

attention on fameV matters

Scorpio
'ou»

wK3»kiooo may ighien now it so And

ttne for amusemert and romance

Adopt a more nurture approach

to your co-workers A young person

you know woutd make a good

mother s helper

Sogittartus 22 Dec:

change of scenery • odvsed f ou»-

aoor octrvrttes beckon you. try to

hnfth your work earN Happ«y your

powers of concentration are at a

peak AOmmng glances w« come

your wov'

Coprtcorn - 8 ™ 2 A

areat day for rmawmg business

n^gotKjtons Those who nave

taken certan posrtive steps we

soon see tne« incomes «***'
wish for better family reactions ts

coming true

Aquarius (Jan 20-Feb 18) So-

meones dissatsfacton or super-

critical perfectionism could uptet

your oppiecart Realue that ttvs

parson s discontent has very little to

do with you A new horcut wt Ifrt

your spirits

Pisco* <-eb W -March 20) A tai-

• lung' day unfoWs if you put

your charms to work you could add

some excitement to your life A co-

worker is interested m you take a

. on the w*d side1 Plan a secret

rendezvous
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Lacrosse successful at Army
By ADRIENNE MATT
Collegian Staff

In spring sports action, the lacrosse

team travelled to West Point, NY and

brought home two victories. The

Gorillas were successful in two of three

attempts, their wins were against C.W.

Post (10-8 > and Stonybrook College (9-81

Their only loss was against Army (6 4),

who as of this year, dropped UMass from

their schedule. Post and Stonybrook are

Division III competitors not seen on the

spring schedule.

"Overall, I'm pleased at this stage in

the season." Garber said. The team took

advantage of this trip to expose

freshman as well as re-acclimate the

veterans to outside competitors.

According to Garber, rain poured on

Fridav and before the first face off on

Saturday. The clouds cleared and the air

became humid The best way to describe

the plav was the Mud Bowl.

The Gorillas started their veterans at

midfield while the less experienced

plavers started at attack and defense.

Garber said he substituted freely, in

order to "give every one a fair shake."

Conversely, the other teams kept their

starters in and minimized subbing.

Garber said he was keeping an eye on

the change ups and was suprised more

substitutions were not made.

"Both teams were eager to play," he

said of the Army game. "They scored on

man-ups and garbage goals."

Stonybrook played a zone defense

because they could not keep up with

UMass, Garber said. He also cited that

all teams went into competition cold,

without scouting reports which help to

prepare teams for their competition.

"The freshman were nervous, which

is understandable," Garber said. "They

tended to hold back." He added that the

veterans performed well. UMass was

successful with face off possession and

ground balls, which Garber said was a

good sign. Tactically, he said they were

not that spectacular.

"We definitely have to get in better

shape," he said. "A certain part of our

game deteriorated because of that

Next Sunday, the lacrosse team will

head to the Islands (Long, Staten and

Manhattan) — do not blame the writer,

it is the coach's attempt at humor. They

face Hofstra University, Maryland

Loyola and Rutgers in other preseason

action.

Men's x-c

takes 4th
at Easterns

World Series

Collegian nlr photo

Offensive captain Jim McAleavey and the lacrosse team approach

preseason action against Hofstra, Rutgers and Maryland-Loyola next

Sunday.
.

By KEITH BENNETT
Collegian Correspondent

Battling a steady rain mixed with an oc-

casional downpour, the University of

Massachusetts men's cross country team

finished fourth in the Eastern Conference

Championship meet in New Britain, Conn.

Saturday. UMass coach Ken O'Brien was

pleased with his team's performance.

"I felt as though we would be in the top

five in the meet," he said. "Possibly third

or fourth with an outstanding performance

or two."

Senior Joe Milette led the way for the

Minutemen with a second place finish

overall with a time of 26:44 over the five

mile course. He was barely nipped at the

line by Vermont's Knut Nystad, who won

the race in 26:43.

Milette was followed by sophomores Mike

Davis, in 12th place and Pat Reed, in 18th

place O'Brien said he was especially pleas-

ed with the performance of his top three

runner-

"I was very pleased with the way those

three ran under extremely adverse condi

tions." O'Brien said. "They reacted very

well to the weather and the championship

caliber competition."

Sophomore Matt Simon and junk* Pat

Ryan rounded out the top five place

UMass, finishing 30th and 39th.

pectively

Vermont won the meet with S3 points

Southern Connecticut finished second with

72 points and the Univer>itv ... Lowell

finished third with 83 points. UMass

followed with 101 points to barely finish

ahead of Maine, who finished fifth with 102

points

O'Brien said he kept several of his top

runners out of Saturday's race in order to

rest them for the upcoming Atlantic 10

Championship meet.

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 12

Keys for a win for Oakland tonight

will be for Dave Stewart (the master of

the stare), 22-1 1 during the year and 2-0

in the playoffs, to pitch around hot hit

ters like O'Neil and Hal Morris, who hit

.417 in the NLCS. Oakland will also

need the bats of Canseco and McGwire,

who combined for 76 dingers this

season, but have come up empty so far

in the playoffs.

The Reds will need starter Jose Rijo

to have a big game on the hill. Rijo had

a 4.38 ERA aainst Pittsburgh, a team

that hit onlv 194 in the playoffs. Fur-

thermore, the Reds need players like

Davis and Sabo to wake up. Cincinnati

cannot expect the A's to hit under .200

like the Pirates.

At stated before, the smart bet is with

Oakland. The Reds, however, are

nothing like the hapless Red Sox. They

are together as a team and manager Lou

Piniella knows how to make them win.

I also have a strong feeling that Jose

Canseco will lie down like the $5 million

dog he is. and the 'Nasty Boys' will

throw st) many 95* fastballs that the A's

will wish they were back in Beantown.

Perhaps I am going too far out on a

limb here Jose will probably crack four

or five t aters and the Reds' bullpen will

come out throwing curves that don't

curve and 70- fastballs Stewart and

Welch will throw no-hitters and Ricky

Henderson will steal home but m\

prediction will remain as follow - Rad*

in f> <for ret '"ly m> |*jf*hiitri*

can figure out I

Dae Sspila is a Collegian eorntpoadtni

He said he has seen real progress" in the

team in the last three week- \b express-

ed optimism in his team's ability to com

pete in the A 10s on Oct. 20.

"I think (Milette, Davis and Reedl alon^

with the runners who we kept out on Satur

day should perform very well in the A LOt,

o Brian nU Were closing the gap quick

!\ with teams that w» re ahead of us earlier

in the season
"

STAY

HOM
aou~ *vm*»*9*

London $4 ;
'

Parts *80

San Jose C R 390

Bangkok 959

Hong Kong 879

Tokyo 759

Student Faculty Fare

Taxts not included Restric-

tions apply Fares subject to

change One ways available

Work/Study abroad programs

International student and

teacher ID

EURAIL PASSES ISSUED ON
THE SPOT'

Free student travel catalogue

Council Tr
|i» » "nil" *

I ns»w-

AEROBICS
'••••••••*

Classes are held Monday—Friday

at 8 am-noon-4 pm-5 pm-6 pm-7 pm
1 class tor $4 25/10 tor $35 00/20 tor $60 00/30 tor »75 00

MONDAY—FRIDAY
• Separate. Private Aerobics Room
• State of the Art Neo Shock Floor

• Super Sound System

Experienced & Enttw«*a« HwtruCMM

We know how to

reach you...

Do you know how
to find us?

The Massachusetts Daily Collegian
113 Campus Center

University of Massachusetts
Amherst, MA 01003 545-3500

m
WMMh

• I maunliin t.rm* m.ll
'I

Route 9 on the

Amherst/Hadley ime

Easy to get to by

Cat or bus

Author and Playwright

A.B. YEHOSHUA

will apeak on

'Honing the Concepts:

Jew, Zionist Israeli'

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 17

7:30 pm
Memorial Hall, UMASS

$3-General public

Free-Students
Sponsored by UMASS Hillel

Made possible in part by a grant from the UMASS arts council

For more info call 549-1710
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Hoop coach promotes Midnight Madness
By ADRIENNE MATT
Collegian Staff

The Cage was brimming with student bodies. Sounds

of Ice-T, De La Soul and Dee Lite wafted through the

rafters. The noise level was as high as the excitement

level.

To say the least, it made for an exhilarating experience.

Showcasing the UMass talent pool, men's basketball

head coach John Calipari and WWLP-TV sports anchor

Rich Tettemer entertained and amused a throng of more

than 3,000 hoop fans on Oct. 15, the first official day for

basketball practice, as regulated by the NCAA.
For the second year in a row, gift certificates from local

pubs as well as airfare to Florida proved to be ample en-

ticement for the student body to await raffle ticket

winners.

With a countdown reminiscent of New Years Eve, the

1990-91 team was introduced UNLV-style, complete with

blackout and roving spotlight. The noise of the crowd lifted

the roof off its hinges

When the lights came up the team then took turn-

shooting and dunking, proving the pliancy of a basket

ball hoop.

Calipari then took the microphone and center court,

thanking and encouraging the student support.

"It's important to get the students involved," Calipari

said. "The fundraismg for the team is done outside of the

university. The Court Club donated over $300 and found

sponsors (for the gift certificates awarded!
."

Calipari briefly mentioned Sports Information Director

Howie Davis' heart surgery as well as the comatose status

of former UMass hoopster Lorenzo Sutton following a hit-

and-run accident Last month, Sutton was struck by a car

on university grounds and remains at Baystate Medical

Center in critical condition. Calipari asked for a moment

of silence for Sutton and Davis.

The slam dunk contest was initiated as the team con

aivclv slammed six balls down the throat of the net.

An airborne Will Herndon dunked seven consecutive

times, often taking flight from the foul line. His fan club

made themx thru visible as well as audible.

I'nfortunately. as the intrasquad scrimmage began, the

crowd petered The team demonstrated some avium hang

time and m t.-tituted offen, allowing each p!

ome limelight within the 10 minut

I COSM tn.ni the Midwest where basketball is inter,

said the 7 loot 8 freshman from Wausau. V.

"ICulip. 'ltensitv really at t me here." -1- !!

,t My parents were hesitant at first but 1 made

mv decision to come here."

Veteran John Tate said he was optimistic about the up

dng season. -We're looking to conn- out hard this

Collegian photo by Toni Sand\

«

She knows it's way past her bedtime, yet Erin

Calipari grins for the camera, sidetracked from

watching her father John conduct Midnight

Madness in the Cage Sunday.
year," Tate said. "Talent wise, we're ready."

This year's crowd was almost twice as large as I

yea. ar which saw the rebirth ofUMass as a basket

ball school. It was a year that witnessed a NIT berth, an

Atlantic 10 < ont.nme tournament showing built by a

17 14 record, the winningeM record seen by the universi

tv in about a decade.

WHMF KM carried the event live as Tettemer began the

unofficial events, emceeing the intramural three-on three

finals The three on three contests, both men I and

w.nnen itttOM, were won by Doug (Ireer. Mike Edwards

and James Callahan U WwD as Jen Eduards. 'Ierr% M

mick and Nicole Montie.

th Kaplan decided the free throw contest Those with

painted faces were the first to W* an opportunity at cash

f„r W shot* The WQBMn of the group swished the

m t in n than the men

Volleyball goes
to Connecticut,
hopes to improve
When you're down, things can only get better It

stands to reason, not every team can be on top all of

the time.

The University of Massachusetts volleyball team now

posts a non impressive record of 3-16 and this can on-

ly mean one thing — transition.

The Minutewomen are predominantly freshmen and

sophomores, so nervousness is expected said coach

Carol Ford.

"Some of the (youngerl players get rattled easy and

their confidence gets down," she said. "They're not

playing up to their potential
"

Looking back to their last victory, against Holy

Cross, Ford said she did not think the team played wall.

She said they have hit a steady lull in their season

"We had been improving in all our matches, but in

the last couple we seem to have been at a plateau."

Ford said.

Away tonight at 8 p.m. against Connecticut (9

the team is looking to play better than they have in

their last few games, according to Ford.

"We're hoping to play up to our potential and a

looking to get off of this plateau," she said.

- FELICE COHEN-

REMAINING OPPONENTS
Oct 19 at George Washington
Oct 20 at George Mason
Oct. 24 BOSTON COLLEGE
Oct 26 at Penn State

Oct 27 at St Bonaventure
Oct 30 at Yale

Nov 3 at Harvard Tournament
Nov 6 at Hartford

Nov 8 SETON HALL
Nov 13 at Northeastern

Nov 16 A-IO Championships

I

J

SAY "IT IN THE COLLEGIAN!
50 PERCENT OFF

A COLLEGIAN PERSONAL WITH THIS COUPON REDEEMABLE
AT OUR TABLE ON THE CONCOURSE(10/16,10/18,10/23,10/26)

OR AT OUR BUSINESS COUNTER,
113 CAMPUS CENTER

I

I

I Valid until 10/26

I

Good for one ad for one day

Only One Coupon per Customer

ARE YOU

PREGNANT
ft IN NEEO OF HELP?
Birthright Can Help

• • FREE PREGNANCi TESTING

tarn* Day ******

S»'»ic»i l/»a« •<«

Free ContHfnifl Certng

• Hmtplul

S
549-1906
Amheret

Carriage Shoo*

*t=rat

AMHERST CINEMA

Now Playing

WILD AT
HEART
Mon-Thurs
One Show

7:30

Fri-Sun Two Show!

7.00 and 9:15

Student Discount

with. I

'

CLASSIFIEDS
SOH OFF CLASSIFIEDS

REDEEM THE COUPON on If* 0****™
CoNegujn taWe on in* Concourse October

16 and 18 S 30-3 00 o.JA m* <*"•«!•"

until October 26th Say * m the

ACTIVITIES

M CLUB BUSINESS MEETING:

Campus Center 801 7PM Tuesday 10M6

DID YOU ATTEND Oenms l«v>ne

tectum? Enpy it' Than (Otn us'

Maating tonight Duke's room 6PW
Saayouthafa

GENERAL MEETING
South Asian Club
7 30PM tonight

Knowfton Basement
Big Surpriaa'"

UMASS CHESS CLUB
7 10PM in the Stow***
AM are welcome

UMASS TRIATHLON CLUB "£**£»*
day October 16 6 30PM Boyden ?49 irv

to on Noho 10K group workout £,„
TBA. swim after meeting Call 6-3324

UMASS STUDENTS! Sharpen your in

Mrnersonal and communication skies Con-

gToop MaaMaachTua»daymgWtrom7to
lis.it 310 ****»»Z?+JZ£*
cour^el^ andacadem* <**£g""2
Can Mar* after 6PM at 886- 1 21 7 tor aawaa

AUDiO/VIDEO TV

USED STEREO Components/ VCRV Cot

o, TVs We buy. sen. and Irade QuaMy

ouaranteed Great prices' Detailed hst

- 256-0941

FRIDGE RENTALS Call R ft P 25*9742

SUNDERLAND 3 bedroom spacious gu«*

on bus ime $650 549-0733

SUNDERLANO 5rms stove refrigerator

garage 8650 253-3330

MICE 1 bedroom apartment vi m*a to

Cm
549-!

SUPPLEMENT YOUR INCOME! Earn $100

toTeaenbook you read Can (212)8741493

or write MOR Enterprises Dept M Bo»

0751 New York, NY 10024-0539

Campus $460vmo
549-5841

TOWNHOUSE- 2 bedroom 1 "> bath apart

ment on bus route 1-567-1352

FOR SALE

INSTRUCTION

BEGINNING PORTUGUESE CLASS
Nov 5- Dec 1 Mondays 7 9PM Language

Pacific* 549-5065

ENGLISH AS A SECOND LANGUAGE
Classes begin Oct 30 intensive part-time

evenings TOEFL Registrator'deadline

Oct 23 Language Paofica. 549-5065

ANNOUNCEMENTS

FAST FUNORAISING PROGRAM
$1000 in iust one week nmmn ,,m
Earn up to $1000 tor 1™*™^* °3£?'JZ_
ton Plus a chance at $5000 -""W^P**
gram works' No investment needed i-an

1 800-932-0528 Ext 50

POWER. The Progressive Organization tor

Women s Right? al UMass meeting

Tuesdays 7 00PM (Check CC mto das* tor

room -) Everyone welcome

THE INDEX YEARBOOK has a ow»rM

meeting tonight m room 103 Campus

Center al 6 30PM 545 0848

AUTO FOR SALE

H75 VW WESTFALIA BUS Good condi

lion 26K on rebuilt engine Ready to go-rv

gToovW anywhere'" $3,800 negotiable

586- 7865-Jay

1979 LUV CHEVY. P«*-upln»in*C S*ap»,'

a ,Tail a. $650 New inspection sticker

Leaving tor Europe 548-8166

1983 SUBARU-WAGON jwiomajic

sunroof power windows cassette. 92 000

$1800 2479380

1MM HOMDACTviCCRX
Auto. 53k. ekcet cond must see

$3990 call Maria 549-6525

19M JEEP CJ-7, 33000 miles Incredibly

mTnta-ned auto blue Can Brett 546-3982

PUKE WATER for 2c per gallon! Call

546 3052 Ask lor Jay

FOUNO

LAST WEEKENO in Southwest near the

pyramids set of keys with a room key and

a car key " you can tell me what kind of

car you have, the keys are yours Can

6-4131

• • LEGAL INTERNSHIPS '
*

SPRING 1991 Internships with the Legal

Services Center, Get hands-on enpenence

in the legal field-work oVectty with attorneys

and chants Earn up to 15 Undergraduate

Credits No experience in the Legal Protes

sion neceseary-training provided ApPJy^
day' Contact Legal Services now 545 1 995

922 Campus Center Start the application

process early!

PERSONALS

BERMUDA T SHIRT A PURPLE SHORTS
Fnday 10/12^90 Approx 12 15PM

Umass Police Parking Lot

Our eyes met we didn t interested'

10719790 Same place 6 00PM

CRAKJ-
Happy Birthday'

Wish I was there

Love you Dana

HAPPY BIRTHDAY OENISE
You've already got my sa«

fm glad you're Here Agam
Love

i

IF YOU JUST CAN T l.nd the time

to clean your office business

or home and your tired of living

in a mess Professional

cleaning<;aii Todd
256-3159

$1

HELP WANTED MISCELLANEOUS

FOR A GOOD TIME CALL...

RACK A-DISC the best entertainment DJ's,

v.deo bands dorm/house specials call

586-9900 anytime

ATTENTION: Excellent income for home

assembtywork 504-646-1700 DeptPl307

CHILDCARE M W F and/or T.Th 9-1

1 baby, kght housekeeping $5/br 256*475

EARN MONEY TYPING/PC/WP At home
Full/Part time $35.000/yr Potential

(1)805 687-600 Ext B9616

FILM EDITING services needed tor home

video Please call Gaile 256 8124

MACE' For information write

j McGowan. 77 West Main St

119. Smithtown NY 11787

Suite

FOR RENT

BEAUTIFUL ROOM Hi 4 bedroom house

Northampton Center $190 a month

Call 586-0947 Begins Nov 1st optional

second room in spnng

HAIRSTYLISTS Part time

54^5610

LOST

l« ANYONE HAS FOUND Matt

Ryckebuschs wallet PLEASE contact him

at 549-421

1

3 Laurana Hadley Mass

PRESCRIPTION GLASSES in grey case

tost on 9 October Call Elliot 6 4335

VrJCTRE WELCOME
SINCERELY
ST JUDE

PROFESSIONAL DJ'S

LA2ER TECH AUDIO available for your

dance dorm party, or house party Great

rates great DJ s Call 323-7801 soon

ROOMMATE WANTED

1 BEDROOM available in apt next to bus

route by Amherst College Prefer older

female student, quiet no smoking/pets 230*

Must love cats 253-7728

FEMALE PREFERRED. S'noleroonv large

house bordering campus $300 45 Phillips

St 549 5985

ONE BEDROOM m 2*edroom apartment

Sunderland on busline $166/month

665 3083

SERVICES

CUSTOM sewing knitting, weaving repairs

or special orders 584 4972

PREGNANT?
Need a pregnancy test information or sup-

port 1 Can tor tree and confidential services

ALTERNATIVES 33 Main SI Northampton

586-3000

SPECIAL OFFER FREE STUOENT
Classifieds in the MARKETPLACE Send

ads to 0302 Cashm or Call 323^9692

TRAVEL

CHRISTMAS. SPRING BREAK. SUMMER
travel free Air couriers needed and

crliseahm )Obs Call 1 -805-682 7555 ext

F1426

TYPING

HAMMERSTEIN TYPING- $2 00/pg_
Quick' Neat' On Campus' Call Eric fM)344

Leave message

TYPING WORO PROCESSING. $1 50/pg

Free pickup and delivery Laser printing and

copying available KCommumcations

25*8373

WORDPROCESSING
Reliable Quick Accuiate

Campus pickup 4 delivery

Sharon 564 7966

WANTEO

FEMALE RESEARCH PARTICIPANTS

Halt hour interview within one to two days

of a sch#d¥tod University Health Services

Appointment Subiect Perceptions abou?

commurMcation Reimbursement 9doHais

Leave name ft numbei for Elite 256 8559

WILL PAY 830 cash foi dorm fridge

Call Yolanda 549-1 925
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SPORTS
Field hockey hosts Springfield today
By TAMIR LIPTON
Collegian Staff

Two weeks ago. the University of Massachusetts field

hockev team was preparing for its toughest part of the

season. UMass faced Old Dominion Northeastern. St.

Josephs. Temple. New Hampshire and Penn State. That

part of the season is over, and now it's smooth sailing un

til the Atlantic 10 tournament.

UMass entered those six games ranked No. 8 in the na

tion. Two weeks later, the Minutewomen stand a
>

chance

of upping their ranking, and at worst holding eighth. That

is the good news.

In those six games, the only easy win was against fc>t.

Joe's (4-0). The other five teams were all nationally rank-

ed. ODU and Penn State were each ranked No. 2 when

UMass faced them. Northeastern was No. 4. Temple No.

7. and UNH No. 14.

The Minutewomen finished 3-3 in those six games, and

with any luck at all the result could easily have been 5 1.

UMass should have defeated Northeastern, but lost 1-0.

At this point in the year, that was the best 70 minutes

of field hockey they have played. They lost to Temple 3-2,

and the general feeling is that they should have won that

game too. But they didn't, and must now agonize over

what could have been. That is the bad new

Imagine, ifUMass beats Temple and NU, they are either

the second or third ranked team in the country. UMass

would have an 11-2 record, instead of their 9-4 mark.

It's hard to say where UMass stands in comparison to

the other top teams in the country. The Minutewomen are

2-3 against teams in the top 10, and one of those wins was

against a Providence team which may just be moving back

into the top 10 this week.

It seems that there is a significant gap between the top

two teams (Old Dominion and North Carolina) and

everyone else. UNC has beaten ODU twice. 3 2 (Sept. 22)

and 2 1 (Oct. 13). But the Tarheels have lost two games.

World Series

could prove
to be Red hot

Well, the Pirates' big guns. Bonds, Bonilla and Van

Slyke, ran out of ammunition, and the Red Sox laid

down and died, leaving Cincinnati and Oakland to bat

tie for the World Series title starting tonight in

Cincinnati.
• The smart money would, of course, be on Oakland

to sweep (odds on a IWMp are 7-2) or at least defeat

the Reds. But it's the long shots that pay the bills and

Dave Szpila

Sports Analysis

C"aU*0Mi Air phiH«

Midfielder Sherlan Cabralis and the field

hockey team will bring Springfield College to

the line today at 3 p.m. on Totman Field.

to Providence (4 2) and Maryland (3 2>

After seeingODU play, they look like the team to beat

However. UNC is the defending champ and seems to have

the formula to beating ODU Their 12 2 mark will boost

them back up to No. 1. this week, right ahead of ODU
After the top two teams, it's safe to say that you can

put numbers three through 10 in a hat. pick them out in

any order, and it really won't matter There has been to

much flip flopping amongst the top 10 teams that

almost not worth ranking them until the end of the year

r now UMass stands 1 1th until today when the rank

ings come out and they move up into the top 10. The

Minutewomen host No 80 Springfield College today at

3 p.m on Totman Field. The Chiefs just recently moved

into the top 20. and are playing their best field hockey

of the season.

Expect Philippa Scott in net. and hope UMass does not

suffer a let down.

the Reds may have the team that will shock everybody

this year.

Sure Oakland has the hitting, the starting pitching

and the Eck,' Dennis Eckersly. coming out of the

bullpen. So they have eight former All Star selections

in McGwire. Randolph, Lansford, Canseco, R. Hender

son. Steinbach. McGee and Baines. a former Rookie

of the Year in Weis, and this year's front-runner for

the Cy Young award in Welch, but do they have what

it takes as a team to bring them their second World

Championship in as many years?

Well, probably. They are a machine, an army of super

athletes who know their goal, winning, better than any

other team in the league.

The Reds have their share of stars as well, and they

have been getting some clutch hitting from their bench

Eric Davis and Chris Sabo both struggled during the

series against Pittsburgh, going 4 for 23 and 5 for 22

respectively, but other teammates picked up the slack

Paul O'Neil hit .471 with four RBI and pinch hitter

Luis Quinones had the series winning hit last Friday

ame 6. The Reds are a solid unit at the plate, but

their true strength lies in the bullpen. The N

Boys,' Rob Dibble. Randy Myers and Norm Charlton.

are the toughest to face, besides Oakland's Eckersley.

when they are given the lead Dibble and Myers, who

recorded 17 strikeouts between them in 10 and 2/3rds

innings were voted Co MVPs of the NLCS.
CON1INUED ON PAGE IP

Women's soccer battles fatigue, faces well-rested Harvard
Bv ADRIENNE MATT
Collegian Staff

There is no rest for the weary.

;>ecially when speaking in reference to the Universi-

ty of Massachusetts women's soccer team

Today at 3:30 p.m the Reds face Harvard after a deman

ding weekend against Hartford ( 1 1 ) and Brown <2 1 OT).

The Crimson are coming off five days of rest

hey're pretty young.'' UMass coach Jim Rudy said.

They've got a decent side Their score against Cornell

was unbelievable."

Harvard's 4-4 1 squad ended its first two games in over-

time against Providence (2 it and New Hampshire (2-2).

Their other losses have all been shutouts against Stan-

ford (4 0). Brown (4-0> and Connecticut (l-Oi. The Crim-

son have shutout Boston College (3 0), Cornell (4 0) and

Holy Cross (3 Oi, San Francisco (3- 1 * being their other win.

Ve expect another grind. " Rudy said of the competi

tion todav "I anticipate a good game
"

Rudy cited some quality Crimson players including

Robin Johnston. Tracy Hackeling, Laura Flynn and Tara

Weinstock. He said Weinstock was good at marking up

her opponents, whereas Flynn was good at attacking the

midfield.

Hackeling has three goals under her belt, and team

mates Flynn and Tory Fair each have two goals and one

Assist.

he has a great shot," Rudy said of Johnston, who leads

the team with three goals and three assists. "She's

dangerous with the one on one."

Rudy also cited Harvard's key goal keeper, Beth Reil

ly, as a dangerous player. (She is the cousin of UMass*

Diana Reilly] In six games - three of which were

shutouts, Reilly has compiled 55 saves with a save percen-

tage of 0.85. She has 10 goals against with a percentage

of 1.54 per game
Rudy On the NCAA Finals: So many teams are factor

ing right now for the playoffs.

In Western competition six teams are vying for the top

12 . . . four in the Midwest . . three in the South that

are locked up . . . one sure shot in the Northeast with three

others with long shots.

In the Northeast, results against common opponents bet

ween Brown, UConn, Hartford and UMass will be big fac

tors in deciding the polls.

When the polls are recast, it nullifies wins and losses-

Right now, 23 teams are looking at 12 spots

It's exciting, too - now I'm all nervous again.

Collegian file photo

Tri-captain April Kater has the most points of the women's soccer team and remains three away

from breaking the school record of most career points. The Reds (6-4-2) host Harvard (4-4-1) today

at 3:30 p.m. on the Hill. UMass climbed to No. 1 in the Northeast.

Remaining Opponents

VOLUME C
ISSUE 30

MCLU files suit vs.

UM administrators
By CHRIS MUTHER
Collegian Staff

BOSTON - The Massachusetts Civil

Liberties Union filed suit Monday against

four University of Massachusetts at Boston

administrators, including President-

Chancellor Duffey. charging UMass-Boston

with violating free speech and association.

Three Boston organizations, the

Reproductive Rights Network, ACT
UP/Boston, and the coalition for Lesbian

and Ga\ Civil Rights claim they were

denied a meeting room on the campus

because of "political and religious

pressures
."

According to the suit, the three organiza-

tions had planned two meetings to organize

a demonstration against Roman Catholic

Cardinal Bernard Law because of hi>

policies on abortion rights, AIDS education

in public schools, and gay and lesbian

ngh«-
The demonstration was planned for a pro

cession in which Law would be ordaining

new Catholic priest

-

The suit continues that the groups had

followed standard procedures at the

University's College of Public and Com
munity Service and arranged through a

faculty member to use a room at the

University for two meetings.

In a statement released last June, Duf

fey said organizers from the groups did not

follow proper procedure in securing a

meeting place.

Also named in the suit are Sherry Ken

ny, chancellor of UMass- Boston. Leverett

Zompa, provost and Donald Babcock. I

tant chancellor.

UMass Boston police locked the doors of

the DoWBftOWfl Center at 5 p.m.. The

meeting, scheduled for 7 p.m.. was held on

a public sidewalk outside the building.

Although the plaintiffs in the suit are not

asking for monetary compensation, they

are asking for are declaration that there

was in fact a violation of their rights.

The plaintiffs state in the suit they are

bringing the lawsuit to ensure that Univer

sity officials "cease interfering with rights

to free speech that are vital not only to the

demonstrators, but also to faculty

members, students and larger society."

Michael Galvin, a member of ACT
UP/Boston said the doors were locked on

the meeting because "people in power don't

want us to express what we have to say.''

I think there is a deterioration of clari

ty between church and state," he said. "1

wouldn't be surprised if there was some

economical reprises for blocking the

meeting."
Galvin said Profesuor Ann Whithorn had

arranged to use the room for two planning

meetings, one on Wednesday night and the

cond on Friday night before the Satur-

day demonstration.

Galvin said all the standard procedures

were observed for reserving rooms and that

the same groups had held a perfectly

peaceful meeting the week before and had

posed no threat to the security to the

building

Galvin added that the three organiza

tions feel there was intervention on the

part of the Catholic Church in blocking the

meeting.

"Politics makes for dirty bed fellows,

which makes the bed dirty, and I think the

relationship between the state and the Ar

chdioces has gotten out of hand - it's time

to change the sheets," Galvin said.

Attorneys for the Catholic Church refus

ed to comment on the accusations.

Photo b* Su.an Corwehow"

I GOTTA PICK ALL THIS UP? - A football helper collects usee!

cups at a recent UMass home football game.

Duffey set to

discuss budget
with students

Ever want to ask President-Chancellor Duffey a ques-

tion on the UMass budget? Are you wondering if the

University is going to cut your program? Well, here s

your chance to ask him.

Duffey will be holding an information session for

students today at 4 p.m. in the Cape Cod Lounge con-

cerning the current budget crisis affecting

Massachusetts and the University.

This is the second in a series of public appearances

by Duffey to faculty, students and parents addressing

the budget crunch which has taken $16 million - or

U percent - from the University since July.

At the Faculty Senate meeting last week, the ad-

ministration announced a proposal to gradually reduce

10 programs and eliminate four others.

Duffey will meet with parents at 6 p.m. Oct. 22, at

Framingham South High School on Flagg Drive.

Oil IIIC OllUi»»»'»" —
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Baker rejects concessions to Iraq

By ANDREA HAMILTON
The Associated Press

Mikhail S. Gorbachev yesterday dispatched a Soviet en

voy to the West to seek a peaceful end to the Persian Gulf

crisis, but Secretary of State James A. Baker III rejected

concessions to Iraq in return for a pullout from Kuwait.

A Japanese plan to deploy soldiers overseas for the first

time since World War II was introduced in ParLament

yesterday. The chief Cabinet secretary, Misoji Gakamoto.

said passage of the plan would help Japan fulfill its

responsibilities to maintain peace in the international

societv

The United States and other nations have massed nearly

300 000 troops in the Persian Gulf region since Iraq s in-

vasion of Kuwait on Aug. 2. The United Nations has im

posed a land and sea embargo on Iraq.

"The Soviet leadership believes that if there is a

smallest chance to settle the conflict peacefully that

chance should be used to the ultimate, Gorbachev

spokesman Vitaly Ignatenko said in Moscow

The spokesman said the Soviet president dispatched

Primakov because the gulf "situation is very tense and

there is a danger of sliding toward military conflict.

In Washington, Baker yesterday rejected hints from Iraq

that it might withdraw from Kuwait in exchange for keep

ing certain strategic islands, or other concessions.

'We are unwilling to Mpfl in search d partial solu

turns
" Baker said at a news < nnten-me in which he again

demanded the reversal of Iraq's invasion <>f its ml r.ch gulf

neighbor. ,
.

To bend Husseins apparent interest in a partial settle-

ment of the crisis would permit him "to claim benefits

from Iraq's "rape of Kuwait," Baker said.

Defense Secretary Richard Cheney said m London that

Americans will remain in the region "as long as the

Saudis want us ... as long as it takes to get the job done.

"No one should underestimate our staying power, he

said before leaving London yesterday for Moscow.

Reports have indicated Hussein might withdraw in

return for some Kuwaiti territory along the Persian Gull

- tow islands and the Kuwaiti section of the Rumailah

oil field that straddles the Iraq Kuwait border Hussein

had accused the Kuwaitis of drawing more than their

share of oil from the field. » - .

Palestine Liberation Organisation Chief Yassar Arafat

has also said Hussein was showing flexibility regarding

the occupation. .

But Iraq said yesterday its position remained firnr

"We will not give it up even if we fight for it l.uuu

years." said Al-Thawra, the newspaper of the ruling Aran

Baath Socialist Party.

"This is our final decision, a decision that all Iraq

defends and guards by 6 million fighters."

Oct 18

Oct 21

Oct 27

Oct 28

RHODE ISLAND

at CONNECTICUT
FLORIDA INT. at Central Florida

at CENTRAL FLORIDA
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Student Affairs Special Services

1990-91

STUDENT TELEPHONE
DIRECTORY

Distribution

of the
1990-91 Student Telephone Directory

will begin during the week of October 15-

RESIDENCE HALL STUDENTS
will receive one copy per room

by direct delivery.

COMMUTERS
will receive their copies at the

Campus Center Concourse.

One copy per household please.

STAFF AND FACULTY
will receive their copies via Campus Mail

5-7 days following distribution to students.

To ensure that there are enough copies for

everyone, please cooperate by abiding

by the distribution formula.

Requests for additional copies, if any, may
be directed to the Information Data

Bank, 545-1555, after October 19.

TONIGHT TONIGHT TONIGHT TONIGHT

THE FIVE COLLEGE PROGRAM IN

PEACE & WORLD SECURITY STUDIES

PRESENTS:

m Two presentations by:

RICHARD BARNET

Institute for Policy Studies

THE UNITED STATES
IN THE NEW WORLD'

Wednesday, October 17th

4:00 pm
The New York Room, Mary Wooley

Building
Mount Holyoke College

Wednesday, October 17th

8:00 pm
Graham Hall, Hillyer Art Museum

Smith College

These events are free and open to the public. For

more information call PAWSS at 549-4600, ext 519

fliaUKiakW

THE BODY SHOP

Announces
The

NAUTILUS®
WORKOUT!!

•LSI WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 17, 1990
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A great Nautilus" Workout

is now available

at the

Kennedy and John Adams

BODY SHOP
Fitness Centers

Compliment Your Workouts

along with our

Hydra-Fitness"

Treadmills

Stairclimbers

& More!!

Contact the Body Shops on

Kennedy 12 & John Adams 19

for more information

and get ready to look and feel great!

.VVVVVVVVVVvvvvVVVVVVVV** 2^

SUc6enrO*t & 7Vi*t!

# If we spot the 99. 3 sticker on your car. .

.

J* Win cash, prizes, super discounts

rora new car 1 Fill out the coupon

^ton the back of the window sticker,

»l
register, and listen closely to

][J
99 3 FM If you're seen with a

$ 99 3 sticker on your car

PREMIER
CHEVROLET

(or your entry is drawn) your license

plate number will be announced
on the air! Act fast! You'll

have 9 minutes and 30 seconds
f/4tm~**< /Wr# t0 ca || ,n yOU could win

a new car from Premier

Chevrolet! Everyone whose
license plate number is

\^ 0\J^> yz\C" read over the air can win

2fM ^^^ a prize!

<*-w.«.=^fc UISMOAJM*
S'METTM'S Ynt"l r.'TTA

URIAHS HI l

More Music! More fun! More ways to win!

*& $99,300 Giveaway Sponsors: Northampton: The Black Sheep Deli, >g

<£ Bran Win Pharmacy, Alley Oops, Burger King, Premier Chevrolet, Nor- ^^ thampton Nautilus, Sheehan's Cafe, The Breeder's Choice, Moriarty Drug,
J*

>- Four Star Video, Northampton Party World Easthampton: Burger King V
? Hadley: Long Radio, James H. McManus Eating Place, Mikes Speed, -£
* Burger King, Furnaris Jewelers, Competitive Edge Holyoke: Birdies and >j
•& Bogies, Competitive Edge Southampton: Pizazz Dancewear Amherst: ^
>r Atkin's Fruit Bowl, Black Sheep Deli, The Pub, La Cucina di Pinnochio

J #

LOCAL

THIS OLD BUILDING
beautiful day.

Phtrto h> Su»*n ('ornrliuurn

The Northampton Firestation is fortunately calm on a recent

Students protest question three on Rt. 9

Student trustee says CLTdamage would go beyond education
• >• /-t ll .....J • •-...-t.wi rxf lh„ I'mviTvllV of

B\ KKNDRA PRATT
Collegian Staff

II you Ml driving t<' work today on Routt- 9. keep an

,.ul for public higher .-duration students protesting

the tax rollback ballot question three.

From Pittsfield to Boston, college students have organiz-

ed to inform commuters from 8 a.m. to noon at most m
ons of Rout.- 9 of the impact the Citizens for

Limited Taxation petition will h,nr DO public higher

education if passed by voters on Nov. 6.

Ballot question number three calls for a state tax and

fee rollback to 1988 levels. The rollback will reduce dis. .

.

tionarv monies bv 40 percent during the current budget

year Discretionary monies are used by legislators to fund

public higher education, human services and bridges and

roa< ,

"Route 9 is supposed to undergo major construction this

year and if CLT passes, it's not going to happen" said

Angus McQuilken. student trustee of the University of

Massachusetts at Amherst The damage that CLT will

M will go beyond public higher educati-

m Rotatori, tat Btoaowt Gowornsaent Asso

president ..t Krammgham Stat. College, said th.- id.-., to

coordinate the protest sprung from a union representative

on his campus
The general public needs to realize the impact oil I I

on public higher education.' Rotatori said "They need

10 be aware of the consequences of a yoi vote

The Board of Regents of Higher Kducat ion. the organiza

tion which manages and maintains higher education in

Massachusetts, has estimated that the passage of ques

Lion three would cut $126 million from public higher

educati. allocations this year.

The figure was deduced by applying the $12 billion in

across the board cuts from state agencies online accounts

If question three passes, legislators will decide itantfl
CONIINUCDONrA*

vear and if CLT passes, it s not going 10 nappe.. *»."

Gay group reaches out to ALANA
•^ ^^ ...— „-,.... ,^ !« mirnnae was to address issues pertinent

By SEAN SULLIVAN
Collegian Correspondent

A rap group for gay. lesbian, and bisexual minority

students has recently formed as part of the Lesbian. Bisex

ual. Gay Alliance (LBGA)

The Diversity Group had its first meeting Monday

Students discussed the unique nature of being both gay

and a member of a minority, their potential goals, and

strategies for increasing awareness.

"I think it's a positive start - it's definitely a step in

the right direction." noted one attendee. "I hope we can

get more students involved."

Last spring, when the LBGA revamped the structure

of its governing body, the Diversity Outreach Committee

was created. Its purpose was to address issues pertinent

to students of various ethnic and cultural backgrounds

As a project of that committee, the Diversity Group

created to encourage a more supportive atmosphere for

lesbian, bisexual, and gay minority students and to work

on making the LBGA more inclusive

According to Joe Loa. one of the groups organizers/ In

dividual minority students who have attended LBGA

events have expressed feeling isolated or unsupported in

the past. This group would allow students to meet each

other, talk about their issues, and gain support

The Diversity Group meets every Monday at 7 p.m. in

the Campus Center Room numbers are available at the

information desk on the daily activities schedule. For more

information, contact the LBGA office at 545 0154

1 Backers of CLT
explain the facts

of question three
By KENDRA PRATT
Collegian Staff

Students of public higher education have not adequat.-U

lideredthe positive long term effect that tax rollback

ballot question three would have on th.- state scorn

to insure future job opportunities if the question pa

wording to a spokesperson for th*- Citiasns for Limit

Taxation.

'What we art- trying to do with question three IB to turn

the state economy around b> putting $1 billion back into

the private sector which in the last year ha- lost 93.000

jobs," ^aid Chip Faulkner

ii CLT doesn't pans, whore are {college students pro

-tmg question three] going to find jobs''

The Citizens for Limited Taxation petition, question

numberthi ferendum motion on the 1 else

t ion ballot to rollback -tat.
''^

The passage of question three would cut $12 billion, about

40 percent, of State discretiot

Faulkner said b\ taking $1 2 billion from th- ind

putting it back into the pril ill be

created.

The Board ol Regents --I Higher Education

nouncmg against th. question thii month, hasestim

that out ofa total revenue loss of $1,266 billion thi-

ar. public higher edu.
'• i!l **

luted by $126 million

The regents based their assessment on the lowi

estimate provided to them by the M
.vers Association. They assumed intl. nateth

all discretional cut- bv the legist;.' "> the

passage of question three would

"The regents don't have the slightest idea ot i.

ballot question will affect the budget and what th-

putting out i- lure." he said. "We like to call U

t actio they are ustn^: D movie -De- n.

traction and Disaster

A statewide student coalition of public higher education

picketed in Boston both the CLT headquarter! and the

office of the High Technology Council of M
financial backer of the petition The Studentfl protested

the impact that question three «ould have on public

higher education, which thaj -aid would "

lion hikes and program reductions

.student leaders said at the protest that tuition nil

caused bv question three would make higher education

unaffordable to the lower and middle class*

ed that if education is inaccessible to mam people, the

State economy will suffer 1mm a lack ef an edu 'id

skilled workforce.

Faulkner said the staff of the CLT headquarter "bad

I hig laugh
' over the protest bananas th.% had heard that

H was going to be I "massive protest.' hut only counted

39 studen ,

"My question is whs weren t !the student picketer-

class''" he said This was during a weekday during CMM

The petition, as written, will not rollback any public

higher education tuition or fee increases, he MM Bines

at the time the petition was drafted two sears ago

Massachusetts was the second highest state nationally tor

public higher education subsidies, he said tuition and

for state colleges and universiti. - WOTS not included.

We're cutting 8 percent from a bloated, mismanaged

state budget.
• Faulkner said. "The ballot question

not say to roll back anything in public higher education

"We ask students protesting the question to look at long

term effects on the economy and not the short term, like

tuition and fees." he said. "Right now, it's a very tough

job market."

For Your Information"
WEDNESDAY OCTOBER 17

Studv abroad fair - The annual International Program

Offices Study Abroad Fair will be held °n the Campus

Center Concourse across from the Bluewall. The Study

Abroad Fair is to inform students about study abroad op-

portunities in over 23 countries offered trough the

University of Massachusetts. The fair will be held from

^UcTurT- Mechanical Engineering - Interface Science

seminar."An Energy Balance for the Peeling of Adhesive

Joints." will be given by J. Goldfarb in room 703 of the

Cr-idii'ite Research Tower at 3:30 p.m.

WorfcsLp - A free preview of a Business writing

sexninar wfll be held at 6:45 pm. m CC
:
911

1

For more h>

formation, call Dr. Michael Egan at 253-8 176.

Lecture - "Abortion and Reproductive Rights. A.Pro-

Choice Catholic Perspective," by Frances Kisshng (Presr

iT«»nf Catholics for a Free Choice) will be given at 7:30

PmaUheS
Street Sponsored by The Smith College philosophy

department, the Florence Simms Lecture Fund of Smith

College, and the Civil Liberties and Public Policy Program

of Hampshire College.

Lecture - "The United States in the New World will

be given by Richard Barnet of the Institute for Policy

Studies. This lecture is part of the PAWSS Fall Lecture

Series. It will be held at 8 p.m. in Graham Hall, Hillyer

Art Building. Smith College.

Movie _ "Total Recall" will be shown in the Campus

Center Auditorium at 5, 7, 9, and 11 p.m. The price is $2

for the 5 p.m. show, $3 for all others. Sponsored by Nor

theast Area Government.

Theater - "Torch Song Trilogy" will be shown at the

Hampden Theater at 8 p.m. Students pay $3. the general

public pays $5. It will be presented each evening through

Oct 20. Sponsored by Student Valley Productions.

Poetry reading - A.B. Yehoshua, will read poetry at

Memorial Hall at 7:30 p.m. The reading is free for students

but $3 for the general public. Sponsored by Hillel.

THURSDAY, OCTOBER 18

F,lm - A film will be shown at CC 803 at 7 p.m. Free

to all. Sponsored by the Lesbian, Bisexual, and Gay

Lecture - Native Americans in the Melting Pot An

Overview of Indian Ethnic identity in the Twentieth On
turv Frederick Hoxie of the McNickle Center for

American Indian History will speak at Newberry Library

at Smith College at 4:30 pm

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 19

Dance - The International Student Association is spon

nring a dance at the Bluewall at 9 p.m. Admission is $3

5d*n« Fiction Convention - Sponsored by SCUM. It

will be held in the Campus Center Auditorium and multi

pie rooms in the Campus Center from 8 a.m. to 2 a.m. The

convention is also taking place on Oct. 20 and 21. Fee is

$19
Interviews - Interviews for the spring 1991 admission

to the Earlv Childhoo Education and Development Pro

gram of the School of Education will be held from Oct.

29 to Nov 2 For further information or to obtain an ap

plication form and schedule an interview call 545 0534

or stop by Furc^lo 130.



Are You Considering

Professional School?

HARVARD UNIVERSITY'S
JOHN F. KENNEDY

SCHOOL OF GOVERNMENT

is looking for future leaders in Public

Affairs. We offer a 2-year Master's program in Public

Policy, with concentrations

offered in:

• CriminalJustice

• Energy & Environmental Policy

• Government & Business

• Health Policy

• Housing & Community Development

• Human Services. Labor & Education

• international Affairs & Security

• International Development
• International Trade & Finance

• Press & Politics

•Science & Technology

• Transportation

• Urban Economic Development

Interested? Then come meet with the Kennedy School

Representative who will be on your campus on:

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 17, 1990
COLLEGIAN 5

DATE:

TIME:

LOCATION:

October 22

3:00

Please Contact

Mather Career Center

For This Information

ALL STUDENTS, ALL YEARS, ALL MAJORS WELCOMEI

Worried about being able to find a job

when you graduate?

Want an opportunity to use your

Mathematical abilities in the

#1 career in the U.S. ?

If you have a strong academic record, a knack for

Mathematics, and the ability to communicate effectively

with all kinds of people- then a career as an Actuary

may be just what you're looking for!

To find out more about what an Actuary does and the

exciting career opportunities available at MassMutual

come to a special Fall Information Session Um
afternoon. October 17th from 4:30-5:30 in

Room 1632 of the Graduate Research Towers.

Come preparPd with auctions, come awav with

career direction!!

Cant make it? Want more information? Call Scott W Hodges.

Staffing Consultant at (413)788-8411 x5225'

MassMutual
an equal opportunity emp'^pr >.*. r h

DISTINGUISHED TEACHERS
AWARD

NOMINATIONS

DEADLINE: NOVEMBER 2, 1990

1C vrv. . iftmiM A FACULTY MEMBER OR TEACHING

aqqi^tant/ASSOCIATE WHO IS 'TRULY OUTSTANDING AND DESERVES

^S^SmSraSS^f&^^OH IN WRITING WITH A BRIEF

DESCRIpTISK OF WHY YOUR NOMINEE DESERVES THE AWARD.

FACULTY, ALUMNI AND CURRENT GRADUATE/UNDERGRADUATE STUDENTS MAY NOMINATE.

SUBMIT NOMINATIONS BY FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 2, 1990

TO DISTINGUISHED TEACHING AWARD COMMITTEE

GRADUATE DEAN'S OFFICE

A217 GRADUATE RESEARCH
UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS

EDITORIAL/OPINION
The opinions on this page are those ot the individual writer or cartoonist ar

MIUWJi.4IMIIilUI.4:HltUIWil=tg

Expensive education seems cheap compared to alternative

Massachusetts has an attitude problem.

There ere too many people here who think that college

[a | waste of time or money. Education is a wonderful

thing, as long as someone else pays for it. They are tired

of paying for B hunch of deadbeat students who could have

paid their own way if they only worked hard enough.

I want bo remind you of something. Most college

students don't have the experience, or the chance, to save

up enough money for college. You can save up a decent

chunk, to be sure But a part-time job flipping burgers,

selling groceries or stocking shelves is not going to pay

for four years of college.

. ing that we could have saved the money ourselves

is ludicrous. Saying we could pay for our education by

working through college is just as insane. It helps, but

we also have classes to go to. You know, those things we

are paying the money to go to in the first place.

Joe Duffey thinks that parents who can pay for their

children's education should. I agree. He also said that

children should sue parents who could pay for their educa-

tion, but won't. How would a student pay for the lawsuit

?

And who is willing to sue their parents, no matter how

tightfisted they ma\ Stem to be?

When 1 asked Joe Duffey if he thought parents should

put their home up for a second mortgage, he said yes. "To

take a second mortgage to reduce the scale of your car.

to give up the vacation" are all viable options for parents

to take for their children. The problem is many people

work hard to own their home. It is not a luxury, like a

Cadillac or an annual trip to the Bahamas If it were my

parents, I doubt I'd be willing to take away what could

be their nest egg to finance my education

Pamela McCarthy

The rabid, angry mob that is known as the citizens of

Massachusetts yell about high taxes. They think the way

to right this horrendous wrongdoing is to slash all un

necessary spending. That would be fine, except that higher

education has been deemed unnecessary. "State school-

are a free ride for you; they are paid for by our tax money,

they lament.

Guess what I pay taxes, too. I pay tuition. I pay the fees.

Nothing is free - 1 recognize that. So when tuition and

went up, and classes, professors, supplies and

went down, I felt ripped off. Perhaps my tax money

better spent elsewhere, like Billy Bulger's fund for h\>

miniature kingdom of South Boston, or the new clock in

the statehouse. or the long, hard, three hour da\

iDC v —*J
\nl IOUCMI0KX

/„ Editorial/Opinion page will be running a Point Counterpoint section.m Ihur,,tay. <>< t.

, accommodating all reactions to the Oct. , killing of Palestinians in Jerusalem.KmS» must he tgped. double-spaced. with the writers name address and phone numher

attached. Cartoons are welcome. . ... , ,

Submissions must be receiced by Tuesday. Oct. 19 at I p.m. Late submissions .all not be

""fhe'tditorial staff reserve, the right to edit for reasons of clarity and length. Columns and

letters requested to be left unedited will SOT be considered for publication.

IndM submissions to A.R. SantiagolGayle Long. 113 Campus Center. 1 Mas. Amherst 01003.

Boston judges. How silly of me. An educated population

is not important. How dare I think it is.

People will change their minds when tl>. I
hat no

one has the knowledge required to get a decent job. 1

pie will change their minds when their own kids hav<

deal with the mess. When it's not someone else's problem

anymore.
What we need is not lawsuit- or funding cuts What we

Heed ious change in attitude. Forgive me for -oun

ding patronizing, hut some people need to hear this again

Education is important Having an ignorant, unskilled

population is an ideal way to get Uua state in deeper trou

hie There are only so many jobs open for people who flip

hamburgers, stock shelves or sell grocer

If we want an educated population, we have to pa\ It -

an investment, albeit an expensive one. Ideally, families

should save money for college. But that's the ideal, and

I'm not going to punish someone because their parents

didn't save any money for college. I'm not going to

them to sue their parents if their parent- aren't willing

to help them out. And I'm certainly not going to k

anyone who can't pay from going

Education isexpensi\e (it anted But ifyou think

Hon o much, think of the price vou 11 pa\ for the

alternative.

Pamela McCarthy is a Collegian columnist

Does Duffey expect

us to sue parents?
In last Thurso iof -r. President Chancellor Duffs;

supported -John Sdb.-r > proposal to ths tuition at

UMass by $5,000.

Duffey felt manv students come from familie- that

absorbs tuition hike, and those who can't will n

financial aid and end up paying less tuition then ti

now. I also support this plan b. 1 feel it '<>

everyone.
Everyone that is, except the students (Ilk * no

for one reason or another pay their own tuition, and will

be left with a tuition increase but no financial aid Dot

fey suggests we takeout parents to court and "make them

take their responsibility

Does the Chancellor reallv expect me to sue my p

Once I turned 18. my parent> no longer •

nihilities to give me anything, SO i would probably lose

the case anvu
What reallv bothers me is DuffeyS snobbish tone wh

he -poke of mv parent- Just

too much money for financial aid and too

'•check, does that make him I bad parent? I nave

dp with ray pan Wnol

,r .mv . :ilone\

me Duffey wou

up with

I figure many student- a..

• vice th

be the minting

fill to the Univi

make good money while

highest-paying work

could gt .nd not ius! dsnU

i little extr

M o be Duffey could come up with op.

Lion to help us instead of having us -tart family court

battles.
,

I'hancellor. we do not want to -ue our pan tlU DUl

vant to go to college We need opportunities, not

VSU,tS
Dan Wet/H

Central

Send all submissions to A.K.aamiayu.wyir ww. *.~ -i
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When cops are the bad guys: racism, politics and the police
f 11V/1X VV^J-r O ar

smce^ abduclion> top At Hilson

Some Northern White folks tend to pride

themselves in the notion that Northern

racism is at tsa* more subtle than its

Southern counterpart. After all. we don't

have any stereotypical tobacco-juice drool

ing, shotgun toting maniacs that embody

racism for some out of touch people. Nor-

thern cops aren't going to roust, kill or ar

rest someone because of their skin color.

Right'.' ___—
Jeremy Levinson

Wrong, says at least one UMass student.

Lovda Guzman is a Black Puerto Rican

political activist. In fact, she was arrested

about a year and a half ago for her political

activities on campus. Since that arrest, she

said she has settled the affair and obeyed

both the law and University regulations.

During the past year Loyda has been ac

costed by campus cops four times. Last

week while studying with friends in the

Campus Center, she was seized, manhandl

ed, handcuffed and dragged off by a half

dozen White cops.

One of the cops involved had accosted her

several months before. At the time no ar

rest was made. Now, the cop said, "You got

away before; you're not getting away this

time." According to Loyda, he made it real

clear that he knew who she was.

Loyda wasn't read her rights until she

was taken to the station. The cops say she

tcasn't "arrested" until she got to the sta-

tion — she was merely cuffed and dragged

aivay. At the police H.Q., they told her that

she was arrested for trespassing.

During the time Loyda was arrested for

her political activities, many non-student

activists were banned from campus, subject

to arrest if they returned. Loyda, a full time

student living in the dorms, was never

banned. In fact, after being harassed by the

cops twice, she had the administration send

a letter to the cops telling them to back off.

After being told why she was arrested,

they released her. The cops claim they

mistook her for someone else. Apparently,

the only similarity between Loyda and the

woman thev thought she was is the color

of their skin. Maybe •'Black" is enough of

a description for the UMass police

department.

Wait, there's more. The arresting officer

made it clear that he knew who she was.

This isn't surprising. She was one of the

few Black activists arrested with their com

padres way back when. Apparently this op

has a photographic memory fi>r Black faces

Was Loyda arrested because some cop

remembered her Black face from scenes of

political protest?

Or, was she mistaken for another Black

woman? The truth is probably more com

plicated. What's clear is that some UMass

cops make some decisions based on race

and politics. And, the department is all too

willing to slither away from its own racism.

Since her abduction, top cop Art Hilson

has called Loyda and stopped by her dorm.

One might speculate that he wants to do

some quick damage control. Maybe he

should spend that time contemplating his

own department Will there be an indepen

dent investigation? Will the administration

live up to this obscene incident'
7 Or will it

be ignored like so many others?

Since and before a Black woman named

Evette Henry won a huge sum ai I result

of racist false accusations of crimes by the

University, we have known that the ad

ministration and their cops treat Black and

White differently

Whatever the specifics of Loyda's case

turn out to be, UMass' problems with

racism and the inability to tolerate political

dissent are evident Where the hell is the

civility in that?

Loyda t * one. is fighting back. Not with

picket signs this time, but with lawyers.

Jeremy Levinson is a Collegian columnist
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Canadian task forces

occupy Mohawk Reserve
Editor's Note: This is one of several in a

series of articles concerning the Mohawk

Native* in Quebec. Canada. RicOlueiru is

a Collegian staff member who is currently

in Quebec.

By RIC OLIVEIRA
Collegian Staff

Quebec's Public Security Minister

Claude Ryan recently ordered the Cana-

dian Army to pull out of the Mohawk
Reserve in Kahnawake, Quebec and be

replaced by the Surete de Quebec, the

Royal Canadian Mounted Police, and the

military police.

These groups have formed an in-

terdepartmental task force to patrol the

highways of Kahnawake.
The Army released an official statement

which said "that there was no longer any

need for Ithe Army's] presence." The Ar

my has been moved to St. Remi. about 15

minutes from Kahnawake.

Many Mohawks were furious when they

Uarned that the Army had been replaced

bv other Canadian forces.

"The agreement was that when the

military pulled out, we would maintain

control of all highways and all local traf-

fic," said Paul Deer, of the Mohawk Grand

Council.

Grand Chief Joseph Norton said Ryan

assured him police would not enter the

village, but added, "We don't want them

here at all."

Norton said Ryan ignored his previous re-

quest that the highways and roads in

Kahnawake be patrolled by the native

peacekeepers. During the past two weeks,

the peacekeepers have attempted to dou

ble their force.

Tensions between the SQ and Mohawks

date back to the 1950s, when the RCMP
were stationed in town. In 1973, two SQ

patrol cars were overturned and the force

was chased out of town. In 1980, David

Cross, a Mohawk native, was fatally shot

by several SQ when he walked out of his

house with a pool stick in his hand.

The most recent skirmish occurred in Ju-

ly when the SQ raided a Mohawk bar

ricade in Oka. Quebec, and fired tear gas

and concussion grenades on unarmed

Mohawks.
When asked about the possibility ot tur

ther violence. Norton said, "1 hope not but

that's the SQ's decision."

I»h..l.. b> Alt x»ndr« H1//0

ITS A BEAUTIFUL DAY IN THE NEIGHBORHOOD - An uniden-

tified couple takes a stroll through downtown Amherst.

« * 1 —
Mulroney offers initiatives

Prime Minister to accelerate land claims

Route 9
CONIIJUED WOM TAQ( ^

cut. Since CLT would go into efli-ct 00 Dec.

6. the regents assumed legislators would

cut across t he-board due to lack of plann

ing time

The regents also applied the $126 million

cut as across-the-board cuts to universit MS,

state and community colleges.

According to the regents' report, question

three will cause the following cuts to the

public higher education system:

• All public universities will lose

$54,060,000 in total

• All state colleges will lose $22,529,000

in total

• All community colleges will lose

$25,657,000 in total.

James Buckley, the SGA president of Fit

chburg State College, said public higher

education is "a prime suspect*' when

legislators are considering where to make

relionary <"uts

"Legislators will cut higher education

since tuition can always be raised and

students don't vote as much as they

should." he said.

Editors \ h This is MM »t''scleral in a

series of articles concerning Mohawk

Native* in Quebec Canada, RteOJawa is

a CoUtgWM staff'member who is currently

in QlU'bri

By RIC OI.IV KIKA
Collegian Staff

On Friday in Ottawa. Canad

I

Democratic Progressive Party leader

Audrey McLaughlin said that "the Federal

-rnnunt of Canada, is sending a

message to natives that th.v \mII »>« itf

nored unless they take up arms."

Canadian Prime Minister Brian

Mulroney on Sept. 26 offered a series of in

itiatives to accelerate land claims, improve

social and economic condition*, and

delegate more power to native

communities.

The Oka land claim is still in a vacuum.

with the Canadian government issuing a

Matementthat "it has no one group which

is ttJPf—Olltl tin- Mohawk communi

t\ to give it to," according to Thomas Sid

den of the Indian Affairs Ministry.

McLaughlin told reporters last week the

Canadian government pa>> a lot of a'

tiofl to Aboriginal iamOJ aim something

~|M.t uular" occurs in the cnsi-

The minute the crisis tf <>\ er and than

is nothing spectacular, it's not on the front

of the papers The government forget*

it as well." he said.

In response to hi* political opponent

i .„ k. Mulronev said. There WM never ; ,n>

suggestion that we could solve overnight

the very serious social conditions that have

developed among Aboriginal*

"The only commitment I made wraato in

troduce a fundamental change in attitude

to lirmg about . . . social ju>tice ."

ypSP MEMORY
and
D READING

ANNUAL
ARMY & NAVY o

Presented by: Cape Verdean Student Alliance

A six week course sponsored by the University Hypnosis

Center, at 358 N Pleasant St. Amherst, will start October 22at

6 00 Those attending will learn special penumonic systems

to help make lOCfcrecall fast and easy Reading speed will

at least double as comprehension and concentration improve

Special student rates will be m effect for the first offering

Seating is limited Alternate dates may be available Call

549-4645to pre-register

Genuine US 4 Europtan Q Down Feather Mummy

Military and Antique Overcoats Sleeping Bags {0 • 1!

Surplus Sale

Army Barracks of Martha's Vineyard

LOCATION: Student Union Ballroom

DATE: October 15 thru October 19
(Monday thru Friday)

TIME: 9:00 am - 6:00 pm

Genuine U.S. and European Surplus!

Wool Blankets. Gloves, Hats.

Scarves, & Much, Much More*

$25 - $35

q Wool, West German,

British, French Pants

$15

q US , British, French,

Italian Wool Sweaters

$8 $15

q Me i ican Baja Pullovers

and Blankets

HI4 til

Heavy Cotton, 6Pocket

Field Pants: U.S., Dutch,

West German

$7 $15

Genuine Issue Camo,

Desert, Tiger, Urban

Black Si* Pocket Pants

$25

q World Flags (3
-

1 5")

$10 each/ 2 lor $18

$30

U.S. Navy Wool MiddyS

and Peacoats

$10 - $30

Fun Length Raincoats

& Trenchcoats

$6 $15

o

o

Distinguished Faculty

Lecture Series

Frederick J. Francis

Department of Food Science

Public Petxeption of Food Safety

Memorial Hall, October 18, 1990, 8 PJM.

Reception Immediately Following

Sponsored by contributions from alumni

of the University of Massachusetts at

Amherst

Mastercard, Visa, and
American Express accepted

screen graphics
QUALITY SILK SCREENED SPORTSWEAR

AT REASONABLE PRICES
T-SHIRTS SWEATSHIRTS CAPS JACKETS
APRONS GOLF SHIRTS TEAM SHIRTS

COMFNTEI GRAPHICS
16 ARMORY STREET

NORTHAMPTON, MA 01060

(413)584-2124 1-800-287-2124

ARTS 8cLIVING
Flooded with fiddles

By JULIE LIVINGSTONE
Collegian Staff

Freedom and Rain

June Tabor and the Oyster Band
Rykodisc

Freedom and Ram is difficult to pin

down, and perhaps that's what June

Tabor and the Oyster Band had in

mind when they collaborated, since ar

t ists ordinarily strive not for labels but

diversified uniquene-

Sorry - no can do, as far as diversity

is concerned.
. _^^^^_^^^__

Record Review

Tabor's alto voice is reminiscent of

that in Clannad although sort of half

swallowed balf bored. Instrumentation

on the album is quick and Celtic, fiddle

ridden with mandolin and percussion

steaming out at every turn

"Night Comes In," an affable cover of

a Richard Thompson song, lacks one

thing and that is a voice that alters and

changes — more alive than the seeming

deadpan sound of Tabor. The mixture of

Tabor and the Oysters by this point

seems disparate, odd at best, but it has

a saving grace and that is its occasional

up-tempo, party-like possibilities.

"Mississippi." the first song II en-

countered is dark and intricate in lyi ic.

It may be my affinity for Billy Bragg or

maybe it's my loyalty leading me to an

anti-cover stance, but intense fiddles do

not belong in their cover of "Valentn

Day is Over." (from Bragg's Worker's

Playtime) a ballad meant to glide along,

not to agitate like a washing machine

- though they seem to have fun with it.

It may be true that Tabor is a favorite

British folk singer of Elvis Costeilo >

and Natalie Merchant's, but generalh

the album is an average one, not I great

one

Vera proves exciting

Acts to grace AC Frontroom
The Campus Center Frontroom at

Amherst College will be host to an in

ting array of acts this semester

This Friday at 8 p.m.. Tom Deluca par

forms his hybrid mix of hypnosis, aafk

and comed>

The price of admission for this MM* is $5

for the general public and $2 for student I

of Amherst College

Marv Chapin Carpenter highlights th.

Frootrooro'a "Suaaaj at Eight" series this

kend. Voted Top New Female \ .talist

at the 1990 Country Music Awards, her

Mvle incorporates elements of jazz, swing

and rock as well as country She s also got

MM ^eat ballads like her single "This

Shirt
"

Ticket- m,iv he purchased in advance at

the Amherst College Campus Center or at

the door on Sunday at Buckley Recital

Hall. The cost is $10 per ticket, or $3 for

Amherst College student >

Alison Krauss and Union Station.

hluegrass newgrass band, are slated on the

Sundays" series for Oct. 28.

Tickets can be purchased by the public

for $7 and by Amherst students for $1

Following this are folk musicians Gordon

Bok, Ed Trtckett and Ann Mayo Mint

There an' three of them, but they il

that they are not a trio, at least not in the

conventional sense.

To find out whv. check them out on Son

4, $7 for the public. $1 for Amherst College

students.

Aside from the "Sundays at Eight

mi—, the Frontroom is also presenting

two comedians, Sean Morey on Saturday.

Oct. 27 at 9 pm and Bertice Ben

Saturday, Nov. 10. also at 9 p.m.

- SUZY HERRING

By SAAD HOPKINS
Collegian Staff

There's a really famous club in Gron

ingen, the Netherlands in this tiny city

called Vera. It has to be one of the most ex-

citing night spots in the whole of Europe.

Vera has attracted some of the best bands

from around the world, from the Dream

Syndicate, to Gwar.

Anyhow, they've decided to release some

of their greatest recordings and stick them

on a record.

The result is Vera Gromngen, a compila

tion put together by owners, and soundmen

B. Heath, and Frank Van Donkersgoed.

And I have to admit it's very good. The

bands on it are for the most part different

tram each other. I thought I'd never live to

I the day when Alex Chilton and the

Nomads would end up on the same slab of

vinyl together.

The Nomads, from Swed. n. start off the

platter with a loud bang Frankly, until

now, I had never heard of these guys. I'm

tmbammac to say that, because they've

rfaet split up. and were one hell of a group.

Their song "Real Gone Lover" has got th.

sort of hard biting edge and fuzz I like in

a song
Which is what I wish I could say for the

Leaving Tram- So Fucked l> is a

hogwashof.- md the title oi it says

it all

But "The Lung." bv klCSJ nuts Dinosaur

J, I v cool I unfortunately Ml
them do this one live and really didn't

think thev could pull it off. But it s in

credibly well done Sonic Youth are the

..f improwsational pieces. "Broken

sounds like something they like to

in between sot

Trying to get ;»s many twisted sounds out

of their distortion peddles and tube drivers

as possible. Thurston and posse crank out

deafening noise (watch your speakers it's

louder than you think) - the kind of the

stuff you and your mates might play in

your basement at 4 a.m.. after a night ot

heavy tripping

And speaking of tripping, Sylvia Jun.

must have gotten a hold of something

mighty powerful. I don't know if I can

Record Review

ribe what she does, imagine a >ul

Romper Room scene put to music and

you might come close. I've ne\er heard ot

her ;uid I'm looking forward to hearing

more
The Dream Bjj MX .He. one ot my favorite

bands of the earlv BOs, ma> not Ik- as good

the) wan when the> released their

That's What Yam Always Say KF seven

ago. hut th - entitled "SO In

A 25 . doesn't disappoint stringy

jru,tai and. I harder vet-ion

of the Feeliesiwho also appear on this com

pilationi Thequalit> of their material, as

u- nothing riiarl <>! impn
( >thei bands orho appear on au cotaptla

tton. such as the Scientists, the Gun Club

;d on the civ B.A.L.1 ire also

All in all it ma- n-even bet-

ter, it's perfect «ith mornm. "'I

that when in Holland, head to Gronil

•tit two houi lin from Amsterdam)

K k out \

you like will hi- playing 1

1

OH this record, you probably wont be

disappointed.

Buy c LARGE
Pizza for the Price

Of a SMALL

E«p»es 11/1/90

Not Qood with any other otter

256-8911
We

Redeem
Pizza Hut,
Avanti,
Bruno's
Coupons

OOOO OH CASBV OUT 0» DIUVIB*

S1.99 PIZZA
my irnge MM

agutopMC* arel get onott^ with«w*<
ppmpt Ic* jus' 5,w

f «{*«»» 1V1/90

Safe Friendly. Fte© Delivery

'Not good with any other offer

AMHERST CINEMA

Now Playing

WILD AT
HEART
Mon-Thurs
One Show

7.30

Fri-Sun Two Show;

7.00 and 9.15

Student Discount

with I.D

lantern

Pans
San JoseCR
Bangkok
Hong Kong
Tokyo

Student Faculty Fara

Taies not included Restric-

tions apply Fares suofect to

change One ways avarkMM

Work/Study abroad programs

international student and

teacher ID

EURAIL PASSES ISSUED ON
THE SPOT'

Free student travel catalogue

v/////////////.

\
I
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AFRO AMERICAN STUDIES ANNOUNCES
FALL OPEN HOUSE

All Afro-American Studies majors and minors, and

£otenti£ majors and minors, are cordially invited to

the department's Open House meeting tomorrow,

Thursday, October 18th at 7:30 pm m Room 311 of

New Africa House.

Students will have the opportunity to:

LEARN ABOUT student sabbaticals in Africa and

student faculty research projects;

MEET the faculty, fellow majors and distinguished

guests;

JOIN the student-faculty/department committee on

social issues and campus concerns.

Refreshments will be served so please RSVP 5-2751

I
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STEINBECK COLLISION REPAIR
& AUTOBODY

53 So. Prospect — Amherst Center

256-8157 256-1385

• Accepted by all insurance companies for

collision repair or glass replacement

• Imports & other unibody vehicles

are our specialty

REMEMBER it's your car and your choice of

repair facilities

§//////////y/////////////////////////^^^^
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AWARENESS
WEEK _
Oct. 17 ~ 23

YOUR WINNING BUMPER STICKER

WILL STICK TO YOUR RIBS

Drunk driving kills young people. More than half of all fatal motor

vehicle crashes involve alcohol.

That's where YOU come in. Design a bumper sucker to promote

De Lated Dr ver" or "Don't Drink and Drive" themes. Your ideas

can^ntou a great dinner at a local restaurant. And maybe you II

help save a life.

PRIZES:

1st Prize $50 Gift Certificate for Beardsley's Restaurant

2nd Prize $30 (lift Certificate for Fitzwilly's Restaurant

3rd Prize $25 Gift Certificate fo. the North Star Seafood Bar

and Restaurant

4lh Prize $20 Gift Certificate for the Depot Restaurant

5ih Prize $20 Gift Certificate for Spaghetti Freddy's Restaurant

Your sticker design should measure no more than 3 inches by 12

mches Entries will be judged by the staff of the Northampton Saving

Lives Program and the Five College Alcohol Awareness Project.

Winning designs will Ik printed and distributed in Northampton and

the Five College are..

n .,;« m,.u he received bv Fridav, November 2nd. Please include

^"l^s^pSonc ~rt» « ,hc back of v„ur cn.rv.

Winners will be notified in late November.

nd vour entries to: Karen Jacobus

n\cr^ii> oi Mtaadmf
rsiiv Health Services

.allh EdBOiJOB Division

AU entries submiucd become the property of the Northampton Saving

Lives Program. Entries will MM be returned, but may be retrieved by

: after December 1st.

.nsorcd by the Five College Alcohol Awareness Project and the

Northampton Saving Lives Program.

Screaming With Pleasure

Productions Presents

LAST CALL
Q

9*

juggling performance featuring

Bill Ross and Brian Smith

Wednesday, October 17, 1990

Hatch 12:30 a.m. - 1:30 p.m.
Sponsored by the Five College

Alcohol and Drug Awareness Project 1990

It's Saturday night at the University of

Massachusetts. Thousands of students

engage in countless activities to help

unwind their minds from the toils of a

long work week. The majority of these

young adults have something in common.

No matter what their choice of activity,

many will use alcohol. The addition of

alcohol will also add the danger that

alcohol usually brings with it. Before the

night is over, someone is sure to be

involved in an alcohol related incident.

With 91% of the students at the

University of Massachusetts using alcohol,

60% of them getting drunk at least once

in the past month, the amount of alcohol

related incidents is on the rise. You say

this doesn't affect you?

Alcohol is a central nervous system

depressant. It affects the brain by

impairing judgement, sensory perception,

coordination, and impulse control.

Alcohol kills! The number one killer for

people under the age of 25 is traffic

accidents. The majority of these

accidents involve alcohol. Also, 4 out of 5

people who attempt suicide have been

found to have been drinking alcohol prior

to the attempt. 35-40% of all successful

suicides arc alcohol related. Still, you say

this doesn't affect you?

Clearly one of the most frightening

crimes of today's society is rape. The

physical and psychological damages can

take many years to heal. One type of

rape that is being spoken about more

today is acquaintance rape. 75% of men

who commit acquaintance or date rap,

consume alcohol prior to the rape. 55%

of women who are victims of

acquaintance rape have also consumed

alcohol prior to the incident. With so

many students at college drinking, date

rape has soared.

Alcohol is the drug of choice among

college students. It has become an

established recreational tool. Students

forget that prior to college many of them

were not using alcohol as much and still

having a good time. Alcohol docs not

have to be synonymous with a gm>d time.

«*i!5fe

° «//thovA

This week is Five College Alcohol

Awareness Week. All across the five

college campus' events and displays will

be taking place to help educate everyone

about alcohol. The theme for the week

will be, Take a Risk...Havc Fun Without

Alcohol". Many of the activities taking

place will challenge one to do just that.

These suggestions will be as simple as:

Take a Risk, ....
...ask for a non-alcoholic drink

...have sex sober

...go to an alcohol education

workshop

Plus many more, or you can think up

some of your own. Adapt some of your

favorite drinking games: Quarters, the

King of Beer Games, can be played with

plain cola. The quick ingestion of large

quantities of carbonated mhIu will allow

the loser of the Quarters game to become

the victor in an immediate belching

session that follows. If funneling is your

shtick, why not funnel something like

.hicken soup or soggy mashed potatoes

instead of beer? You'll still end up

worshipping the porcelain god, but you'll

void the nasty hangover that beer

supplies. Whatever you choose to do.

Take a Risk, and Have Fun Without

Alcohol.

Frank Martin

Peer Alcohol and Drug Educator

WIN AN ADVENTURE

in the Berkshires!

Participate in Our Drawing: *

* Complete a questionnaire on October 17th or 18th at the

Campus Center Concourse.

A Whitewater Rafting

Adventure for Two!WIN
2nd Prize - $25 gift certificate donated by Wildwater Outfitters.

For More Information Concerning Alcohol and Drug Resources:

Alcohol and Drug Education Program 549-2671 ext 181

Mental Health Services 545-2337

Center for Counseling and Academic Development 545-0333

Alcoholics Anonymous 732-9283

Al-Anon/ACOA 734-5570

Narcotics Anonymous 538-7479

Sponsored by:

University Health Services

Health Education Division

University of Massachusetts

In Conjunction with

National Collegiate Alcohol Awareness Week
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THE FAR SIDE
By GARY LARSON

BONES IN THE BARREL
By J. GELLER 8c M. ROSENZWEIG
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Llamas at home
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PRICE By PRICE VAN RAY

CALVIN AND HOBBES

E*WON£ TA*£S WE
fOfc GfcMiTC.0' N080D1

TO \Ki NEEDS'

IS IT TOO MUG* TO ASK

fOfc fch QOCiVSKjHM-

TOKEH GESTURE of

tfPREOMW*;''/

By BILL WATTERSON

SEE f! I 0OHT MATTER

TO NHIOHE J HOBO01

CARES A9CWT WE '

TANGELO PIE

*2\/ Ho., .looks

\ +oo weird, if
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DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Edited By TRUDE MICHEL JAFFE

ACROSS
1 Goes to the

plate

5 High winds

9 Wedding
principal

1

4

Green land

15 Eden dwelier

16 CiiH dwelling

17 Senons
1

8

Good lortune

19 Thread hoide>

20 Blab

23 Dawn goddess

24 RRs ol a kind

25 Can Me
Madam star

29 Earl Grey.

for one
31 Gov agt

35 Like a pride of

hons

36 Enchanf

38 Before

39 Forget one s

troubles,

in a way
42 Bosh'

43 Fabric )Oiners

44 Elevate

45 Once, once

47 Lofty mountain

48 Core
49 Gl wear.

m WW II

51 Arlo to Woody
52 Go for broke

59 Encounters

60 Fountain treat

61 Fmes the

squeaks

63 Spry

64 On - equal

65 Burden
66 Skin openings

67 Sunder
68 Yard parts

DOWN
1 Entreat

2 Light breeies

3 Expedition

4 Trucker S rig

5 Liquid measure

6 Is ne«t to

By TIM SNIFFEN

7 Walesa
8 Actress

Sommer
9 Swiss city on

the Rhine

10 Meai

1

1

Pressing need

12 Vaya C<

13 Slippery one
21 Hears of

22 Gn/
25 ThR Treasure

26 MM
27 Ale« Haley

opus
28 Big mouth 7

29 Faint sound
30 Paris of

pitchers

32 Scout badge
33 Came up

34 More recent

36 Heat source

37 Actress Rita

40 Leavening

agent

41 Entered a 'ace

46 Play the flute

48 Noel

50 Measured
amounts

51 Family car

52 Utah s iiiy

53 — apparent

54 Peter or Pan

55 Aspire

56 Housetop

57 Cows, the

old way
58 Swing around

59 Cartographic

product

62 Fast flyer

for snort

ANSWER TO

piqU SlilSj
S T E ,P P.E

PREVIOUS PUZZLE
E|A C.H i

"S.O.U R

N GPI N.C.A

10/17/90

|MI«i »•#»•« '*•»• s»"4««w 10/17/W)

MENU 3
LUNCH DINNER

Deli Ham on Water Roll ITALIAN NIGHT

Boston Burger Veal Parmesan. Fettuccmi

BASICS LUNCH BASICS DINNER

Tomato and Egg Sandwich ITALIAN NIGHT

Garden Chili Eggplant Pamnigiana

YOUR DAILY HOROSCOPE
By JEANE DIXON

Arlos
3te 3 toke<horge mer

Others ate anxious tocirnb aboara

your success wage** p<x:^ yourse*

*ork toaav Acting tnawfer-

works wonders with a potential

romontic partner

Taurus (.Apr* 20Mc.
systems ore go for o work project

A new promotion could hove vou

wokmg on or vou tma yourself

pensve even f\ me midst o* friends

Chahtcto»e acts w# attract lucky

vibrators

Oemlnl (May 21 June 20)

Welcome a chance to launch a

new business vour income w« soar

m the near future *our psyche ab»-

may help you advise those

dosest to vour heart Be true to your

values

Cancer (June 21-A* 22) vou are

open to original ideas now Be wi-

ng to experiment Travel w* im-

prove a current romantic reration-

shp Be olert when purchasing cost

iv items Check for flaws

tee (July 23 Aug 22) Steer clear

of gossps or anyone who reveals

secrets. Do not compare yourself to

others, you are unique! Avoid con-

ference cans at an costs

Virgo (Aug 23-Sept 22) Excellent

prospects are in store for a legal

settlement or educational invest

ment Family wifi be forgiving if you

admit a mistake Get together with

close friends Romance holds new

promise

Libra
'•

m Sc*drty a busoess reiotcrv

sh© by maksng a long <•

mftmenf A tovea

•0 caret Steer clear of n*

fongiea phone systems

Scorpio • 23-Nov 21) Reshuf

fte your priorities to accommodate
your partner's needs if an #npor-

tanf function must oe postponed or

canceled, use the time to fsr*sh up
old protects

Sogrttarius Nov 22 Dec 21)

Thmk about your pubkc mage and
evaluate your career goals A

diet-andexercise program may be
necessary Do not feel aunty about

encsng a relationship that is gang
nowhere

Capricorn Dec 22-Jan N
to set aside more quonty tme for

your famity When grvog your home
a face-lift, do not try to ao
everything at once Encouraged a
teenager to be more independent

Shore secrets

Aquarius (Jan 20-Feb IS) To get

what you want promote yourself

Attempts to mpress friends

your buying power couia

boomerang Do not shirk your

responsibititres Schedule regular

medical and dental appointments

Meet Feb 19-March 20) Be

more affectionate Domestic mat-

ters wi be easier to handle late in

the day Don t sow your wHd oats

just yet - put that security blanket

aside for awhile Romance wi*

blossom m the workplace rf you let

TODAY'S STAFF
Night Editor Rick Seto

Copy Editor Tamir Lipton

Layout Technician Terry Starmer

Photo Technician -K A Burke

Production Supervisor Terry Starmer

Typesetter Beth Clark

Production Steve Pans. Mark Sturm

Tracey Richman, Sam Silverstein
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field hockey
( ON1INUFD FROM PAGE 12

•We had our chances at the Northeastern and Temple

games, those are the ones that are going to keep us out

of the top four," she said.

As for the remainder of the season Hixon said. We just

have to keep on going. We're now in a good solid
I
po«-

tion physicallv and mentally, and now 1 think with that

Penn State win we've established ourselves nationally as

being a contender."

The Minutewomen travel to Dartmouth on Thursday

for a 3 p.m. matchup.

Sports notice
Intramurals: Volleyball entries are still being accepted.

Volleyball begins Oct. 22.

A managers and officials meeting for volleyball will

be held Oct. 17 and 18.
t
„

( 1Q
There will be a weekend tennis tournament Oct. 1*>

and a field hockey tournament Oct. 20-21.

Ice hockev officials (non-work study) are needed

For more information call 545-0022 or stop by Boyden

room 215.

football notebook

$ave Everyday with

Scott's Super Low Prices

liquors]
Keystone Reg. and Light Beer

24-12 oz cans

$8.99plus dep

CONllNUEDfROMTAGF. X?

passes. Wilkos shared the award with UNH's Bourassa^

UMass inside linebacker Gregg Mattern a redshirt

freshman from Tuckerton. N.J.. was named Yankee Con-

ference and ECAC Rookie -of-l he-Week. Mattern, starting

in the linebacker spot vacated when Matt Tulley re-

bruised his shoulder in practice, recorded 13 tackles

against UConn.

Tulley is listed as doubtful for Delaware.

Wilkos overtook Rhode Island's John Newson for

the Yankee Conference rushing lead Saturday; Wilkos is

averaging 96.2 yards per game, to Newsons 94.7. UMass

tailback John Johnson is third at 84.8

UMass is the top rushing team in the league, averag-

ing 282 yards pe, game Second-place New Hampshire

averages 210.8 vards per game.

(Ws to the UMass Alumni Band, which spelled out

VOTE NO ON 3 at halftime Saturday

Popov Vodka
1.75 L

$9.99

Captain Morgan
Spiced Rum
l.OL

$9.99

Cuervo Gold Tequila

75Q ml

Busch Reg. and Light Beer

24-12 oz cans

$4.99plus dep

m.

Knickerbocker
12-12 oz cans

$3.99 plus dep

WE WANT TO BE YOUR FAVORITE LIQUOR STORE
6 University Drive, Newmarket Center, Amherst

Diagonally Across from the UMass Stadium
Plenty of FREE Parking

Telecheck for Your Personal Check
m We Hsve It

j We now have mil

|m..» Lottery gmmmml]

************** *****************************

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

*
*
*
*
*

*
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*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
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Commuter Area
Government Election

TODAY
Wednesday, October 17

Outside the Hatch

VICE-PRESIDENT
Jennifer Shea

PRESI DENT
Ted Chambers
Ken Parker

TREASURER
Luisa Boverini

Andy Linso

Vote for nominated candidate(s) or for

write-in candidates) for any position.

BOARD MEMBERS
(14 vacant seats)

Susan Church

*

*
*

*

*

*
*

*
*

*
*
*

*
*
*

*
*

*
*
*
*

MAGIC
LANTERN

Ladies Only

ALL MALE REVUE

Wed. night: Oct. 17th

8pm- 1 2pm

/students with college ID come in free^

Located Rt 20 Palmer. MA .
283-9275*

++e++.W0*e»*+0+++o******ee***ee*»*++***+++

#

Check out the new Hadley Pub
1

HADLEY
PUB

I Wednesday, October 17
R Rated Comedy with

Thursday, October 1

8

Friday, October 19

Saturday, October 20

ijjjjffrjJJfffffi^^ix***^****^^*******************^^^*
!

******?***

;Just George

Borderland

Jester

One-Eyed Jake

AEROBICS

Call 584-2491

for More Details

Starting Thurs Oct 18th

2 Big weeks Miller Genuine Draft

$1.00/bottle

Proper Identification & Dress Required

525 Pleasant St., Northampton— 1 minute off Exit 18, Rt 91 ^>^ 2

Classes are held Monday—Friday

at 8 am-noon-4 pm-5 pm-6 pm-7 pm
1 class for $4 25/10 for $35 00/20 for $60 00/30 for »75 00

MONDAY—FRIDAY
• Separate, Private Aerobics Room
• State of the Art Neo Shock Floor

• Super Sound System

Route 9 on the

Amherst/Hadley line

Easy to get to by

Car, or bus.,
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New Jersey legislator fuels locker room fray
.... .. .i n ill i I :,.....J t* ,,.,>i 1

1

A V\a in t

TRENTON, N.J. (AP) - Reacting to the re-

cent national controversy over women
sports writers in locker rooms, a New
Jersey legislator proposed on Tuesday to

prohibit all media interviews for 30

minutes after the conclusion of sporting

events.

The legislation includes sports from the

high school and college level to the four pro-

fessional franchises that play in the state.

It was introduced by Sen. John F. Russo,

DOcean.
The National Football League and the

New Jersey Press Association are gearing

up to oppose the proposal. Russo, an avid

sports fan who is friends with officials and

players of the New York Giants, said Tues-

day he decided to propose the 30-minute

rule after nationally publicized incidents

involving female sports writers in football

locker rooms.

"Lisa Olsen made me think about the

problem," Russo said, referring to the

Boston Herald reporter who claimed she

was harassed by members of the New
England Patriots during an interview in

the locker room.

"Something should have been done. We
just can't allow things like New England

and Sam Wyche to continue."

Wyche, the coach of the Cincinnati

Bengals, was fined about $30,000 for ban-

ning women reporters from the locker room

after a game in Seattle. Federal courts rul-

ed in the 1970's that female writers must

have equal access to locker rooms.

Russo said he believed it would be in the

best interest of sports and journalism for

players to be allowed "to cool off and take

a shower" before giving postgame

interviews.

The former Senate President said it was

a preferable, more fair alternative that set

ting up separate interview rooms, as some

have proposed.

Russo's bill runs counter to the current

NFL policy. Jim Heffernan, public affairs

director for the NFL, said the league policy

is for equal access for all reporters to the

players.

"Once the last player has entered the

locker room, the doors should be opened

within a reasonable amount of time, like

five to seven minutes," Heffernan said.

a
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i
a

I
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New & Used Cars
Trucks & Vans Also Available '

North Amherst
Rerrt-A Wreck

Rt. 63 No. Amherst
V 549-RENT

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

WHAT IS YOUR KNOWLEDGE OF SPORTS
AND NUTRITION??

1 THE BFSt TUEL SOURCE rOtt A1HLF1ES

? THE AVERAGE ATHLETE REQUIRES NO MORE THAN THE

AVERAGE PERSON

1 mOTFIN CONSUMFD IN FUCESS OF YOUR BODY S NFEOS
MAY ENH UP 11 OREO AS NOT MUSCI F

4 »*h LARGE INTAKES OF IHFSE CAN Dentin THF BALANPF

OF NUTntFNTS AND BUIl O KIP IO TOXIC LFVFI S

* THIS 'S Rt? ! IER THAN GAIOnAOE FOR REH ACING LOST
riutp AFTfn EXERCISE

ID

STOP BY THE ^n u KSKNSi: TABLE TODAY AND
LEARN MORE ABOUT SPORTS AND NUTRITION!

J H\ ISIONOf Hi Ml H nn« M WK AND I K1 BSflH V VENDING BEN* H 1

INTERNSHIPS
J Mir««t o8 PB Tha Arts

.« L*t*< Sv«'" p#*n

>nd pg

.

i Finance - J adcasi

a Ratalton*LONDON
PARIS
WASHINGTON

^aiaf-on* • »u*»nes» • Adv»
• Fa*n>0" • Th* I .«mrr>**it

I

SAY IT IN THE COLLEGIAN!
50 PERCENT OFF

fO' program detail* corr

the coupon befo .-

Boston University

International Programs

232 Bay Stat* Road
Boston MA 02215

617 363 9888

Poii»«c« • tun"*** Ecenornto

international Gelation*

•Utt • Tn»A"»

Each internship program includes up

to 16 Boston University semester hour

credits, full-time internships, course

work taught by local faculty, centrally

located housing, and individualized

placements for virtually every academic

interest

B O S T O N UN IV E R S 1 T Y

A COLLEGIAN PERSONAL WITH THIS COUPON REDEEMABLE
AT OUR TABLE ON THE CONCOURSE(1 0/1 6,1 0/1 8, 10/23, 10/26)

I Valid until 10/26

OR AT OUR BUSINESS COUNTER,
113 CAMPUS CENTER

Good for one ad for one day
|

I Only One Coupon £^ Customer

Narr

Address

City State Zip-
College University

Summit Sprmo 1*.

, ondon Inwrnship Programme
The Arts

_ Comparative Legal Systama
European Economy and Pofet«s

Management fconormca/^mance
PiychoJogv and Social Pofccy

_ Pofcto and mtamelional Relatona

_ Advartiaing/mMarketing
JournaianVBcoadcaat'fem

PansMarnarwp Program
Waarwrgton liiw i >an»p Program

CLASSIFIEDS
'ANCE 20 'WORD/DA

II 1 F(~;iAN OH

S0*» OFF CLASSIFIEDS

c-• THE COUFON on ttw
P*^**J^

CoMeoian table on the Concourse Octotwr

23 and 26 8 30 3 00 o> al the CoHegiari

everyday untrt October 26th Say I -n the

CtaaaMada*1

ACTIVITIES

TRAIN WITH US'!

UMASS Tae Kwon Do meets

Mon & Wed 6 30 8 30PM
Learn Sell Defense A Teamwork

Call Marty 6 7003
_

ANNOUNCEMENTS

OIRECTOR of Schoolhoose Rock took.ng

to, 8 «o 10 guys named Bill
I

to appea^J"^
number Tm Jusl a B.H Call B.H at

585-0390

FAST FUNORAISING PROGRAM
$1000 in lust one week _„».
Earn uo to $1000 tor your campus organiza

IXpTus a chance a. $SoO0 ™££»2»
gram works' No investment needed can

1^00 9320528 Ext 50

TALK TALK TALK TALK Talk Talk Radio'

Nov 4 7 SUB 8PM A Umversity Players

Production

UMASS STUDENTS! Sharpen your in

,e£ersonal and communication sk. fejCon-

queTshyness Jo-n an rterpersonaJ
therapy

moup Meets each Tuesday night from 7 to

A is at 310 Berkshire House- Center tor

sffivftssriiBsas

AUTO FOR SALE

AMTRAK TICKETS

WHO SELLS AMTRAK
545 0500 Campus Travel

on Campus 7

AUDIO/VIDEO/TV

Tt7S VW WESTFALIA BUS Good condi-

tion 28K on rebuilt engine Ready to go-n-

groove anywhere'" S3 BOO negotiable

586-7865-Jty

ttTS LUV CHEVY, Pick up m terrific shape

a steal at $650 New inspection sticker

Leaving tor Europe 5*8-8166

1M1 DATSUN 3'*« »£'£»=* £!£
runs without problems $1 500 Joe 545-0566

1986 HONDA CIVIC CHX
Auto 53k encel cond must »«
$3990 call Mana 549-6625

,986 JEEP CJ-7. 33000 mikss |rwra*bly

maintained auto, blue CaH Brett 546-3962

FOR A GOOD TIME CALL...

RACK-A-OtSC the best entertainment DJ's.

video, bands, dorm/house specials call

586-9900 anytime

FOR RENT

BEAUTIFUL ROOM in 4 bedroom house

Northampton Center $190 a month

Call 586-0947 Begins Nov 1st optional

second room in spring

FRIDGE RENTALS Call R » P 253 9742

SUNDERLAND 3 bedroom spacious quiet

on bus line $650 549-0733

SUNOERLAND 5rms stove relngerator

garage $650 253-3330

NICE 1 bedroom apartment ' ? mile to

Campus $460/mo
549-5841

TOWNHOUSE- 2 bedroom 1
' j batb apart

ment on bus route 1-567 1352

PRINTER-EPSON FX80 Perl.

$110 "can Sara (508^44-7710

FOUND

NEAR BROWN HOUSE
Leather pendant 8 atrap

Identity & it s yours

546-1251

insfd STEREO Components/ VCRs/ Col-

0,1 vVwe ouy sell and trade QuaMy

guaranteed Great pr-ces' Detailed lis,

available 256 0941

FOR SALE

GET THE ONE AND ONLY UMass
turtleneck on sale Wed and Thu al the the

Campus Center Concourse A must addi-

tion to your (all and winter wardrobe 100°<o

cotton, preshrunk all sizes MC and Visa

accepted Mention this ad tor $2 off

HELP WANTED

ATTENTION E«cetlent income tor home

assembly work 504-846-1700 D«ptPl307

CHILDCARE M W.F Bf^TJhBT"
1 baby Nght housekeeping $5mr 256-6475

EARN MONEY TYPING/PC/WP At home
Full/Part-time $35 000'yr Potential

1
1)605-687-600 Ext B9616

FREE SPRING BREAK TRIPS

to students or student organizations pro

motmg our Spring Break packages Good

pay » tun Call CMI 1-800-423-5264

JOE S PARADISE CAFE wants to hire a

delivery person Best Pay in Town Great

working environment Please apply m
person

LOOKING FOR a fraternity sorority or

organization that would like to make

$500$ 1000 lor a one week on-campus

marketing proiect Must be organized and

hardworking Christine or Kevin

800-592-2121

SUPPLEMENT YOUR INCOME! Earn $100

tor each book you read Call (212)874 1493

or write MOH Enterprises. Dept M Box

0751 New York. NY 10024-0539

INSTRUCTION

BEGINNING PORTUGUESE CLASS
Nov 5 Dec 1 Mondays 7 9PM Language

Pacitica, 549-5065

ENGLISH AS A SECOND LANGUAGE
Classes begin Oct 30 intensive part time

evenings. TOEFL Registration deadline

Oct 23 Language Paodca 549-5065

LOST

GOLD FILIGREE STYLE RING - o» bat^

ween Mahar Library CC'SU Ptoaae cai

6-2672

HELP' Lost red UMass bag at Mtdn.ght

Madness important papers ma«Je Ptaaae

cad 6-1547

HIGH SCHOOL RING in Orchard r-MI Bowl

1630

PRESCRIPTION GLASSES m grey case

losl on 9 Octobe' CaM Elliot 6-4335

MOTORCYCLE

1983 YAMAHA SECA 400 nr"» "j" *-«**

miles $400/BO Call ah "PM 54*0833

NW/AMEX TICKETS

NWAMEX VOUCHERS have always been

processed tree at Campus Travel on Cam-

pus 545-0500

HAPPY BIRTHDAY HOODS'f
your best year evi

Gamaura PS We dtdn t know this had to

be 2 days m advance

HAPPY BIRTHDAY KARA HOLMOUlST"
Finally 21" Love KDAMJ

*C0T7 - .^-m
Happy Anrwersan/ you re a part 01 ma wo
I love you
Love Jen

ROSE ROSE ROSE
Happy 19th Birthday"

Love The GraySOrvTield Staff

PIZZA

COLLEGE PIZZA
Fall Special

small cheeee $3 49

large cheese $5 99
2 additional toppings

only $1 more
1 must mention this ad '

549-6098 549-6073
• subs * spaghetti " salads

"

CaH Lisa 5*6.1276

LEGAL QUESTIONS? Tne Legal S<

offem tree legal aaaiatanca to »•>

, ituoents Contact us at 9?2 C*npua

Center 545-1996

PREGNANT 1

Need a pregnancy last information e» sup
Dorf Cait for free and confiderWiai s#rv«cas

alternatives 1 * v .
' Northampton

586 3000

SPECIAL OFFER FREE STUDEN'
Ctassifieas >n the MARKETPLACE Se-w!

ads to 030? Cashm or Can 323-fBW

T SHIRTS

CUSTOM SCREEN PRINTED
T Shirts Sweats Boxers-Beat Mugs etc

Low Prices-High Qu^i

Fast Service'

(203)668-1158

PERSONALS

BETZI-LVN'
You playground mud-wrestling naked

hula-dancing, slip 8 slide lady of the n.ght

When you gonna ask him out on a real

date'
-Ernie. Bert Fred and Barney

(The above names have been changed to

protect the innocent)

DAVE GALE. Happy 21s! Birthday

You are the sum of awesomeness

Love Your many tnends and St Jude

DOUG .,„
Happy Birthday' and Happy A

The last tour years have been the best years

ot my life

Wouldn t it be nice' It would
I Love You'

Love.

HAPPY 21 ST BIRTHDAY CHARLENE
Davitt' You re a temfic tnend'

Love ya Stacy

PROFESSIONAL DJ S

LAZER TECH AUDIO available lor your

dance dorm party or house party Great

rates, great DJ's Call 323-7801 soon

ROOMMATE WANTED

1 BEDROOM available in apt next to bus

route by Amherst College Prefer older

lamale student quiet no smoking/pets 230*

Must love cats 253-772B

ONE BEDROOM >n 2 bedroom apartment

Sunderland, on busline $l66/month

665-3083

SERVICES

CUSTOM sewing, knitting weaving repairs

or special orders 584 4972

TYPING

FAST ACCURATE TYPING
Speii check $1 50/pg

Call Ashley at 546-1612

HAMMERSTEIN TYPING $: 00 og

Ouici.' Neat' On Campi, 6 034*

Leave message

TYPING. WORD PROCESSING. $1 50/pg

Frpppickup and delivery Laser printing and

ropy ng available KComm u nic«tions.

373256-6373

IF YOU JUST CAN T tmd the lime

to clean your office business

or home and your tued 01 living

in a mess - -Professional

eleanmgCall Todd
256-3159

WORDPROCESSING
Reliable. Quick Accurate

Campus pickup 4 delivery

Sharon 584-7966

WANTED

GRADUATE STUDENT NEEDS
temale students 'or communication

research interviews 1 to 2 days subsequent

to a scheduled appointment at University

Health Services Focus Pat*"-" pea-pptions

ol communication at the health visM Heim

bursement Eight Dollars L'
1

phone number for EHias 2S6-8559
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SPORTS
Field hockey beats third straight top twenty team, 3-0

By BRETT MORRIS
Collegian Correspondent

The University of Massachusetts field hockey team

entered Tuesday's game at Totman Field as the new No.

8 ranked team in the nation after two convmcing wins

against No. 14 New Hampshire and No. 2 Penn State this

past weekend. ,

However. UMass was hosting the new No. 16. formerly

No 20. ranked team in the nation. Springfield College.

Nonetheless. UMass proved it deserved its higher rank-

ing by dominating Springfield. 3-0.

Senior forward Mara Frattasio started the scoring ear-

ly as she squirted a loose ball, among confusion, past

Springfield goalie Dawn Handlin at 30:55.

"We really needed to come out strong early on

Springfield and get after them right away, which is what

we did. That gave us a little breathing space, said UMa-
coach Pam Hixon.

Just over three minutes later, a corner taken by rrat

io was hit to junior Dawn Trumbauer. who shot on goal

Trumbauer's shot rolled up the arm of goalie Handlin and

fell where senior Nancy Philbrick was waiting to knock

it in for UMass' second goal.

"We played scared to start off and that put us behind

2 0," said Chiefs coach Dottie Potter Zenaty.

The Minutewomen used their crisp passing to control

the ball in the opposing end for the remainder of the first

half: UMass had eight shots on goal to Springfield's three

Springfield began the second half with more aggressive

play and managed to pressure the UMass defense, but

whatever came close to the goal was denied by the

Minutewomen backfielders or booted away by goalie

Philippa Scott. Scott finished the day with seven saves.

Midway through the second half, Springfield s key

player, Jennifer Kleva, had to leave the game with a

sprained ankle.

"When our left midfielder got taken out of the game,

that took the stuffings out of us," said Zenaty.

Springfield played listless and unorganized for the rest

of the contest, and the Minutewomen took advantage.

UMass' third goal came on a perfectly executed corner

from Frattasio to Trumbauer who blasted it past Handlin

with 3:55 to play. .

UMass prevailed in all offensive categories. UMass had

13 corners to Springfield's 3, and took 16 shots to 7 for

the Chiefs. m
i was a little nervous today, because sometimes alter

you have big wins like the New Hampshire, Penn State

one-two punch there's a little bit of a let down, said

Hixon. .

"We were just happy to win, good, bad or ugly.

Springfield is an up and coming team. It was important

to have a good, solid win against them."

When asked about the new rankings that came out to-

day, Hixon described them as "fair, legitimate. No. 8

is where we should be."

CONTINUED ON PAGE K>

(Ollrician photo by Came Wyrlh

UMass* Kerri Fagan (middle) battles two

Springfield Chiefs in yesterday's 3-0 win for the

Minutewomen. UMass is ranked No. 8 in the

country.

Football notebook

YanCon
race takes
shape

leldstnree. ~~ -^ #

Reds fight fatigue in 3-1 win over Crimson

By SAM SILVERSTE1N
Collegian Staff

Saturday's 38-19 win over Connecticut

raised the University of Massachusetts

football team to a tie atop the Yankee

Conference Both UMass and New
Hampshire are 4-0.

The Minutemen continue to climb in

the Div l-AA poll too; UMass is rank

ed No. 7 in the country this week.

UNH. ranked No. 5, beat mm
conference Colgate Saturday 38-22, with

back Barry Bourassa rushing for four

touchdowns and 170 yards on 20 carrier

The Wildcats play Northeastern in

another non-conference game this

Saturday, while the Minutemen travel

to Delaware to face the Fightin' Blue

Hens, who are alone in second place in

the conference at 3-1

A UMass win would |iv« the

Minutemen the top spot in the Yankee

Conference outright, regardless of how

I'NH fares against Northeastern

1'Mass has not beaten Delaware in 14

tries, dating back to 1958.

And if you've got your date book han-

dy, the Minutemen will face UNH on

the last weekend of the season. Satur-

day Nov. 17 in Durham.
Elsewhere. Around the Yankee

Conference: Rhode Island, whom the

Minutemen beat on a late field goal two-

weeks back, dropped their third straight

game, 24-17 to Maine.

The Black Bears, bolstered by the

return of 270-pound guard Rob "Chub-

by" Noble, snapped a five game losing

streak. Maine had lost eight of nine over

two seasons (dating back to an unlucky

appearance in Sports Illustrated last Oc-

tober, if you believe in such things).

Boston University collected its second

win of the season with a 28 14 defeat of

Richmond. Terrier quarterback Stan

Greene threw for 225 yards in the first

half against a weak Spider secondary.

UMass travels to Richmond Nov. 3.

The envelope please: UMass
quarterback Gary Wilkos collected his

second Yankee Conference Co-

Offensive Player of the Week award of

the season for his efforts against UConn.

Wilkos rushed for 143 yards and a

touchdown and threw for 93 yards and

two TD's in completing nine of 16

CONIINUED ON PAGE IO

By ADRIENNE MATT
Collegian Staff

Fatigue is one of those sneaky factor-

that hits home around that 10 minute

break at halftime.

Yesterday's play against Harvard was no

exception as the University of

Massachusetts women's soccer team held

off an impressive second half rally to com
mand a 3-1 win at Boyden's Hill.

Thanks in part to Harvard, UMttM
mains at the top of the Northeast Region

poll and No. 10 in the nation with a 7-4-2

record, as Harvard drops to 4-5-1.

Action began quickly as sophomore Kim
Eynard chipped in the first goal unassiMrd

five minutes into the game.

With four minutes left in the half, a

penalty was called outside the Crimson

box. Harvard coach Tim Wheaton question-

ed the call in jest. Unfortunately for

Wheaton. the referee did not take his com-

ment seriously and senior April Kater took

the penalty kick. Kater is just shy ofbreak

ing the school record for career points. Sue

cessful, she helped boost the Reds to a 2-0

edge where they stayed until halftime

Then the fatigue set in.

UHmM goalie Skye Eddy came up with

big saves on Harvard breakaways in the

first half. She was pulled at the half with

I swollen left hand, finishing the game

with four saves.

Freshman Briana Scurry stepped in to

guard the net. The Crimson came out

scrapping in the second half and actually

possessed more play.

Harvard scrambled often in the box and

caused UMass' defense and Scurry some

grief. They were successful early in the se-

cond half when sophomore Sharon Olken

connected with senior Tracy Hackeling on

a corner kick. The ball rolled into the bot

torn left corner of the UMass net to an-

nihilate the Reds' chance of a shutout.

"This was a classic UMass game,"

Wheaton said. "They showed us a hard,

strong defen

Hanard lashed out even harder but

UMass' defense held them to only one goal.

They don't stop." Rudy said of Har-

vard's style of play

Slowly. UMass players came off the

bench, an area of weakness lor the Reds in

earlier games, but yesterday, a source of

needed strength.

Soon after Harvard answered, junior

Tracy Arwood handled a pass from senior

Robin Runstein and broke for the goal

down the sideline. She successfully hit the

back of the net with 14 minutes left in the

game, her first goal of the season. Harvard

failed to answer M 'he game ended 3 1

"I think that took some wind out of their

sails," Rudy said of Arwood's goal. "Unfor

tunately, we lost our foci

Rudy expressed displeasure in the team's

.tlort, but allowed room for the fatigue

factor.

(oll«|(ian photo by Tool Sandy*

Harvard goalie Beth Reilly comes up short on this April Kater penalty kick, which gave the women's soccer

team a 2-0 lead over Harvard just before the half. The Reds went on to win 3-1, yesterday at Upper Boyden Field.

Rival UConn at Boyden atop Big East
By GREG SUKIENNIK
Collegian Staff

Last weekend one University of

Massachusetts men's football team beat up

on Connecticut. Today, the other UMass
"football" side (every nation but the U.S.

calls 'soccer' by it's proper name) hopes it

can do the same.

The 2 8 3 Minutemen face their tradi

tional rival from Storrs, Conn, this after

noon at 3 p.m., at Upper Boyden field. The

Huskies, 7-7-3 and tied for first in the Big

East, are ranked eighth in New England.

Last year at UConn the Minutemen tied

the Huskies 0-0. UMass coach JeffGettler

hopes that the Minutemen can improve on

last year's effort against the most con-

sistently dominant soccer program in New
England.
"This game means a lot to us, as it does

to them," said Gettler of today's match.

"We're playing for pride. We're looking to

establish ourselves, for the end of this year

and for next year."

UConn coach Joe Morrone downplayed

his team's fortunes as of late, citing "in-

juries and illness" as problems for his

squad. "We're not playing well at all," he

said, noting that the team's last three mat
ches resulted in two ties and a loss, hur-

ting the Huskies' shot at the Big East

tournament.
Morrone cited midfielder Rob Lindell and

defenders Chris Albrecht and Chris Cut
shall as his strongest players. Lindell leads

the Huskies in scoring with 15 points (5

goals, five assists), while goalkeeper Tom
Foley holds a goals-against average of 1.00

in ten games.
Coach Morrone added that "we've had

problems putting the ball in the net late-

ly. I'm not too happy with how we've been
playing." The Huskies have only two goals

in their last three games, and are 1-5-2 in

road games this year.

Minuteman defensive back Darren Stone

received his fifth yellow card at George

Washington, and will sit out today's game,

as directed by NCAA's five yellow card-one

game suspension rule. "Obviously, this

hurts us, as losing Kylish for the same

reason hurt us at West Virginia," said

Gettler.

Other players who may have to sit this

one out for UMass are Arron Zandy and

Justin Edelman. Zandy suffered a concus

sion against GW, and is questionable for

today. Edelman has a sprained ankle and

doubtfully will play. Andrew Bird and Matt

Edgerly replace the two for UMass.

Did someone say 'Pizza?:' The first 100

spectators at today's match on the Hill

receive a slice of pizza and a plastic cup,

courtesy of Pizza Hut.
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Duffey discusses budget crisis with students

President-Chancellor Joseph Duffey

By PRESTON P FORMAN
Collegian Staff

In the second of a series of information sessions,

President-Chancellor Duffey said yesterday that student

fees must rise next semester and a host of other cost-

cutting initiatives will need to be taken to bridge a $10.6

million shortfall.

Speaking before a standing-rooraonly crowd of more

than 200 students in the Cape Cod Lounge, Duffey said

the fiscal crisis affecting the University of Massachusetts

requires immediate action to avoid an even more drastic

scenario of midyear "massive" layoffs and an "unaccep-

table $800" fee increase.

He said student fees will increase next semester

although a figure has not yet been determined. He said

a "massive campaign" will be conducted for scholarships

for financially needy students.

The Board of Trustees has already set aside $600,000

in anticipation of the increase - with UMass Amherst as

the only campus in the system to do so, he said.

"We may debate endlessly tuition and fee increases and

the value of an education but a midyear fee increase is

embarrassing to us," he said.

Duffey. who was flanked by several high level ad

ministrators at the meeting, said "yet further cuts will

be needed mainly in library accounts and in the Univer

sity Computing Center.

A third measure proposed by Duffey would request all

University employees - some 5,200 - to take up to a five^

day furlough. He has estimated that the unpaid furlough

would save $750,000 a dav

"This i8 a partial retrenchment but a painful one.' he

said. "We may not be able to achieve it since so many of

the elements are out of our hands."

John Cole, the president of the Massachusetts Society

of Professors, said at the faculty information session held

Monday that his union would not consider a furlough for

their employees at the present time.

Duffey said the administration will also seek a "one

time" reduction in some fees, especially the student ac

tivities fee - which funds the Student Activities Trust

Fund - in response to an imposed higher curriculum fee.

SATF finances most registered student organizations

"We will reduce these fees to decrease the impact of the

other increased fees," he said. "It is in order to decrease

the impact on academic programs."

Duffey was criticized by several students for supporting

Democratic gubernatorial candidate John Silber's pnv

posal to raise tuition to $5,000 a semester. Duffey said

he believes the proposal has some merit, and he feels tui

tion should be based on the ability to pay.

He has endorsed Silber's tuition proposals, although he

said that the actual figure is too high. Duffey has not en-

dorsed a candidate for governor and refused to disclose

his choice yesterdsy.

"I wish [higher education] could be free but it s not possi-

ble," he said. "I wish it could be low but it would then

be mediocre."
CONIINUED ON PAGE 9

SGA votes down theatre's petition
By KENDRA PRATT
Collegian Staff

The undergraduate Student Senate voted

down a petition to grant the New WORLD
Theatre $1,500 in funds to cover costs for

an overbudgeted production last night.

Representatives of the New WORLD
Theatre, a registered student organization

which sponsors four multicultural produc

tions on campus yearly, said their last pro

duction. 20th Century Groove, ran $6,000

over expected costs due to sudden technical

production costs.

"We had thought that we could get equips

ment for free, but didn't." said Kenneth

Chu, a fundraising associate for the

theatre. "Our overbudgeting was entirely

unforeseen."

Chu said the theatre had attempted to

find other resources such as the Union

Video Center, but were unable. 20th Cen-

tury Groove, which was presented on Oct.

12. 13 and 14. was the only production this

( olleglan photo by Richard DuCrw

ic Twm RACISM? - Chris Bond, a UMass student, protests a Con-

f JPJiJi fla« hanging on the door of the office of the Young

RepTb^an llub Th/ Minuteman and the Young Americans for

Freedom in the Student Union yesterday.

semester to be produced and written by the

theatre itself. The entire production cost

close to $20,000. he said

The motion went into debate in the

Finance Committee with supporters view-

ing the grant as a means to promote diver

sity on campus, while opponents felt the

grant would set a precedent of breaking

senate budget policy.

"The New WORLD Theatre is a valuable

part of our campus community which pro-

motes cultural enrichment, " said Dan

Cohen, a Third World Caucus senator.

Angus McQuilken, the student trustee,

argued that the theatre would have to stay

within the budget guidelines approved last

semester since the loss would not put the

theatre's account into deficit.

"They have to take responsibility for

their own management." McQuilken said.

"We cannot start covering RSO deficits or

then we will start going into deficit
"

The grant, if allocated, would have been

15 percent of the $9,560 operational budget

which the Finance Committee grants or

loans to RSOs who need to fund an unex

pected event, he said.

Jason Kofman, a Commuter senator,

made a motion to amend the petition by

making half of the grant into a loan. The

amendment passed the Finance Commit

tee by 10 votes.

After two and a half hours of motions and

debates, the senate accepted the Finance

Committee's recommendation by a WJti 4

29 to 48 without debate.

"I think thai it is sad tf

couldn't find it tional

body to support something ai to the

community as New WORLD Thea:

Yvonne Mendez. t i

•

I ant director and

an adviser to the theatre.

Mendez said she would re-petition the

senate at a future meeting

A special order to freeze the accounts and

to ban non-student staff in the Student Ac

tivities Office was postponed to next

Wednesday's meeting.

Reports
describe

Editors note: This is the first ofa two-

part series examining the recent conflict

in Jerusalem. Tomorrow the incident

will be viewed from a different

persped

By PRATIP DASTIDAR
Collegian Staff

News reports from both Israeli and

Palestinian sources, as well as

eyewitness accounts from Jerusalem,

provide more details about the sequence

of events that led to the violent incidents

at the Haram al Sharif (Dome of the

Rock) in Jerusalem's Old City on Oct. 8.

NEWS ANALYSIS

Estimates of the number of Pal.

nian casualties in the incident vary. Ac-

cording release by the

Jerusalem-based M Human

Rights Information Cent.

secuntv forces killed 21 Pa

and injured more than 500. Th

York Times repo-

injured (Oct 16 *
PHRlr

preliminary rep< cident

stated. "Throughout the morning hours

8 October, n' that

Israeli right wring group. Temple Mount

Faithful' was planning to enter Al Aqsa

mosque and place the 'foundation stone

for the Third Jewish Temple.' Actor

dingly. an estimated 10,000 Palesti

CONIINUED ON PAGE 12
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Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual Forum
The LBG Forum conns out every Thursday. Submissions

must be typed and delivered to the GLB Issues Desk by

Wednesday 1 at 5 p.m.

THURSDAY, OCTOBER 18 Movie Prick Up Your Ears,

a film about the life of Joe Orton, a 60s London

playwright, will be shown in Campus Center Room 803,

7 p.m. Cosponsored by the Lesbian, Bisexual, Gay

Alliance and the Program for Gay. Lesbian and Bisexual

Concerns.

Bi Rap Bisexuality...the whole ball o' wax. Come gab

about bisexual issues, concerns, questions. LBGA office,

Student Union 413B, 7:30 p.m.

Plav ofthe Century a student production of Torch Song

Trilogy is playing in Hampden Theatre, 8 p.m. Also on

Oct. 19, 20 at 8 p.m., and Oct. 21 at 2 p.m. Tix are

available at Hampden Theatre Box Office in Southwest.

Students $3, General Public $5.

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 19 LBGA Coffee Social tea and

crumpets and polite company. ..well. ..there's tea, anyway

CC 803, 3-6 p.m.

MONDAY, OCTOBER 22 Movie Panel Discussion the

psychology department presents Turning Against and

Hurting Others: The Role of Perpetrators. Passive

Bystanders and Allies. The Life and Times ofHarvey Milk,

a movie about an openly gay politician, will be shown at

2:30 p.m. A panel discussion will follow with professors

Arlene Avakian (Women's Studies), Ervin Staub

(Psychology), and Bailey Jackson (School of Education) at

4 p.m. all in CC 101. This program was inspired by the

disruption of a class viewing the film last spring at UMass.

Diversity Group a weekly rap/support meeting for gay,

lesbian and bisexual students of various cultural and

ethnic backgrounds. 7 p.m., CC, check info desk for room

number.

TUESDAY, OCTOBER 23 Weekly Business see how you

can become involved in LBGA activities! Awareness

Week, Social events, political issues, campus networking,

ideainformation sharing. Come to SU 413B at 6 p.m. for

the hippest agenda around.

Womyn'a Rap weekly meeting of the Lesbian, Bisexual,

Womyn's Union. Socialize, vent, bring up issues, network,

get support. SU 413B, 8:30 p.m.

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 24 Rap ...not just another

rap group. The Lesbian, Bisexual and Gay Men's Counsel-

ing Collective sponsors its weekly topic focused rap group

in SU 413B at 8 p.m.

Journalism major? Looking for credit experience?

Interested in GLB issues? Contact Ali, GLB Issues

Editor 545-1361!

L

Clarification
Sources for facts and quotes used in the col-

umn "Murder in Jerusalem," which appeared on

the Third World Affairs page on Thursday, Oct.

11, are available in the Collegian offices, 113

Campus Center.
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PEKING GARDEN
RESTAURANT
Route 9 Hadley

Corporate Olscouots

Group ol 10 employees $45

reservations only 585-8615

Well Honor Your Company

COME EARLY FOR DINNER

I! $ hard to laugh with a

mouthful ol loot)!

EAT...
'lil your heart's content at

our famous Sunday Brunch

$9.95

11a.m. to 3p.m.

a. i .. Eniov a magnificent teast ot Carved
Belgium waffles, eggs & omelettes «j"£>

Ho| ^ Cojd Dcllcacics , and x

made for you in our dining room ^^ array ot Swem & D«*rO

The Valleys
Best Brunch!

Lunch and Dinner Specials

Open 7 Days a Week
Monday-Thursday 5-8 p.m.

All you can eat

BUFFET $5.99

COMEDY RESERVATIONS
586-1202 585-8615

11:30-3 p.m. All You Can Eat

SUNDAY BRUNCH $6.99
PEKING GARDEN, Rt. 9, Hadley

SOUNDS EASY VIDEO
Presents

EVERY THURSDAY 8:30

9 FUNNY
WOMEN

COMEDY & CONVERSATION
•OiwwMtM* totoMd*

MEN WELCOME
Am* • C0MI0Y VK*0 * m, SOUHO IAS* STOM

ie> * f«tt 2 fort funky womeu pm

FRIOAY & SATURDAY 8 30

n LEE
FRANCE

Current weekly wntef

lor MTV s REMOTE
' CONTROL Former^ Editor of NATIONAL* LAMPOON mao

PLUS GUESTS S6

All Comedy Into

5858615"
gffiflfe

All Aqrs All Shows

* * THE

TEXTBOOK »
ANNEX IS OPEN

* YEAR ROUND BUT

TO MAKE SURE YOU
* GET THE BOOKS YOU

NEED FOR THIS SEMESTER

BUYJHEM NOW
We are beginning to return

unsold books to the publisher

on Friday, October 26th.*

TEXTBOOK

(ff^ca^S^ €f^JZ>*42$ tt-i&J&^tt CTvi^O^./^ gfj^CP^^S

'NICE AS ICE'
c^^cv^&p $£T'<zr^iZ9 z£r'esr*s£& &zr'<zr*352 cc^~»"^i&p

Dance on the radio at 99.3 HMP-FM's

LIVE

Look for Don Shams... if he

puts you on the air, you win a prize!

Cover: 99c for Guys Ladles Get in FREE

Then

Saturday October 27th-Halloween '90. Live

broadcast...$200 for Best Costume

ANNEX
Monday-Friday

9:00 am-4:00 pm
545-3570

f/#m~44<

©To y&z

Nobody misses this one

^^

WE NOW ACCEPT VISA AND MASTERCARD

Nightclub

LOCAL
Depts. facing
termination
discuss options
By JULIA SEREBRINSKY
Collegian Staff

Graduate students and faculty members from the four

academic programs slated for elimination met yesterday

in an effort to formulate an agenda to challenge the ad-

ministration's proposal to terminate the programs.

Marc Kenen, Graduate Student Senate Vice President,

proposed the creation of a steering committee consisting

of graduate students and faculty from the four targeted

programs. He suggested that the committee do

omething visible" in making the campus community

aware of "what kind of action can be done to stop the

University from falling apart."

At the meeting, graduate students agreed that the main

goal of the effort would be raising the question of the "mis-

sion of the University" and seeing if it had been met

They also agreed that the steering committee should

aim at making the University community aware that the

proposed cuts are disproportionately affecting minorities

and women.
The graduate students and faculty also agreed to send

a message to the University that the programs slated for

elimination are not taking the proposal "lying down," and

will continue to "advertise the need for Public Services

on campus."
According to Kenen, the administration had previous

ly targeted programs from Public Services on campus for

possible reductions and terminations, and "devised the

data to fit the agenda."

One graduate student proposed an option to lobby tne

Faculty Senate members to change their approval vote

It would take an overwhelming majority at the Faculty

Senate to overturn the administrations proposal to reduce

and eliminate departments. Kenen said

George Cernaba, a faculty member from the Community

Health Education program, suggested "going for the

throat" in reassessing the need for program elimination,

suggesting that there is an excess within the administra-

tion itself, and the steering committee should "find out

where the fat of this University is."

Graduate students and faculty agreed that something

has to be done to attract attention and draw support to

their cause. At the end of the meeting, they made ten

tative plans to hold a protest next Thursday in the form

of a mock funeral procession.

According to Kenen, there are 300 graduate students

in the programs slated for termination - 12 in Profes

monal Preparation. 40 in Community Health Education.

130 in Staff Development and 100 in Organization

Development

Collegian photo by Kirhnrcl l>u< rrr

TOTALLY TICKED OFF - Student Trustee Angus McQuilken and another opponent of

CLT standing at the Amherst Common yesterday urging passersby to vote no on question

three in November.

Electronic coupon card debuts
rrn_ 1_ ...U;„U nn .>r>no pan annlv for and f*

By MICHELLE LOCKE
The Associated Press

SPRINGFIELD - The latest high tech innovation to hit

the supermarket checkout line is a slick plastic card

designed to replace the old handfuls of ragged paper

coupons proffered by thrifty shoppers.

The new programs, being tested at several chains na

tionwide. are designed to build information on customer

buying patterns and reach the shopper who wants to be

thrifty but can't be bothered with the clip-and-save ap-

proach, industry officials said.

"Nobody wants to cut out coupons anymore because

everyone is busy with their illustrious career.' said John

Karolefski. senior editor of the trade publication Super-

market Neus. "Were a credit card society and this is

another card."

The electronic coupon made its western Massachusetts

debut this week as Springfield based Big Y mailed out

150.000 of its new "Express Saving Club" cards

The cards, which anyone can apply for and receiveat

Big Y's 20 stores, will be presented to the cashier. The

cards replace store coupons only, manufacturers' coupon-

will be redeemed as usual.

When passed over the store's scanning equipment, the

bar code on the back of the card will identify the customer

bv number and automatically discount items the customer

has selected on which Big Y and its vendors are offering

savings. ,

"The beautv of this is you neither forget them at n-

in a drawer or wallet or try to remember what week

they're good for." said Claire D'Amour. vice president for

marketing at Big Y.

Electronic coupons first appeared in stores in Virginia

m 1987 and have become increasingly popular. Karolet

S

A division of Citicorp which runs the credit card type

programs has pilot electronic coupons running inabout

two dozen stores around the country, said Bill Ahearn.

of the company's New York offices.

Catholics for a Free Choice

challenges Vatican stance

WMUA holds telethon
Student-run station approaches $15,000 goal

By STACY NEALE
Collegian Correspondent

While controversial speaker Frances

Kissling, the president of Catholics for

a Free Choice, spoke to an audience of

mostly women last night at the

Unitarian Society of Northampton,

about a dozen anti choice picketers pro

tested outside.

Kissling said, "I do not understand

why it is so important to those who are

not seeking health care to come and

assert their own moral opinions on the

< Mftfmn photo by R*hard OuCrw

Frances Kissling

issue of abortion," Kissling said.

Catholics for a Free Choice, based in

Washington, DC. works towards help

ing women achieve an equal role in the

Roman Catholic Church and how to

recognize the dominant position men

play in the Church, Kissling said.

"Women have good capacities to make

a decision on whether, if and when to

have an abortion," she said. "Women

should be legally allowed to exercise

these capacities."

Catholics for a Free Choice takes the

moral issue, as well as the legal issue

of abortion very seriously, Kissling said.

The organization promotes the need for

a moral understanding of the decisions

women have to make.

She said men offen block the passages

to these health care facilities.

"Men don't even understand the pain

and anguish of the decision a woman

has to make in order to have an abor

tion," she said. "Women will not be

deterred by these bullies."

Women have sacrificed their health,

life and dignity when abortion was U

legal and they still do in some countries

where it still is illegal, Kissling said.

Kissling asked why anyone who is not

Catholic would be interested in what the

Roman Catholic Church is doing about

the issue of abortion. "Because the

single most potential opponent to legal

CON1INUED ON PAGE 10

By KATHERINE T. LAMOTHE
Collegian Staff

WMUA, the official student run radio

station of the University of Massachusetts,

is holding its annual telethon, and accor

ding to two station members, it will be a

successful fundrai-

Kara-Jean Barrett, the stations telethon

coordinator, said that, with two days left,

the station had raised about $10,000 of its

$15,000 goal. She also said that judging

from the amount of funds raised earlier in

the week, she knew that the goal would be

met. ,„ ,

"We were over the halfway mark on

Monday, so we're doing well." Barrett said_

Barrett also said that large numbers of

pledges during the Polka thon. which

began the telethon on Saturday, helped the

drive start off quickly. "They helped us out

a lot," she said. "It's the biggest fundraiser

of the telethon."

According to WMUA Manager Heather

Smith, most of the pledges traditionally

come from listeners from the surrounding

communities, rather than UMass students,

and added that this was not surprising, due

to the lower income level among students

than among members of the community.

"There's much more community support

[for the telethon) than student support,"

Smith said, "but that's to be expected

because students have budget increases [to

pay for] and that's hard on them.

Smith added that students do contribute

to the fundraiser. "We do get student sup

port and we appreciate it," she said.

Barrett said that local businesses, such

a« Pearl Street nightclub and Fl y Bj N ight

Futons, have been very generous m
donating merchandise the station usesas

bonuses or incentives to contribute "The

majority of the businesses we did contact

were very supportive," she said

Unlike other community supported radio

stations, which have several telethons per

year. Smith said, WMUA only holds one

telethon per year, and it covers one third

of the expenses the station incurs.

"The telethon is the most important fun

draising event in the whole year," she said.

Smith said the revenues from the

telethon, along with money from other fun-

draisers and underwriting by local

businesses and Student Activities Trust

Fund budget allocations, will help the st

tion cover expenses ranging from transpor

tation for its sportsca - parts for the

station's transmitter. She added that the

money from the telethon is especially im-

portant when their trust fund account runs

out.

Both Smith and Barrett taid they both

believe the goal is within reach. "We ha\»

a shot at making it." Smith said.

Barrett added that she was nervous at

first about her job as telethon coordinator

at the station, but that she now feels that

the telethon has been successful.

"I'm very pleased with the way things

are going," Barrett said. "I wasn't sure how

it would go, but everything came together

well.

The telethon ends Friday night
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Weld outlines proposals
CAMBRIDGE, Mass. (AP) - Republican

gubernatorial candidate William Weld

outlined several proposals yesterday to

revamp state government, including plans

to allocate social services based on people's

ability to pay.

"In my view, state government exists to

deliver services and regulate private ac-

tivities, not to serve as an employment

vehicle for state workers," Weld said in

remarks to the Massachusetts

Biotechnology Council.

Weld, a former U.S. Congressman, said

aside from using a "means test" for the

delivery of human services program, he

would also use such a method for doling out

state scholarships.

Weld further proposed splitting the Ex-

ecutive Office of Human Services into two

secretariats.

Reps, bash each other
WASHINGTON (AP) - Nerves frayed

by weeks of bare-knuckled, partisan

debate on the budget led to derogatory

statements Wednesday by Rep. Henry

Hyde about Rep. Barney Frank's

sexuality.

During the time period devoted to one-

minute speeches at the beginning of

everyday's House floor action, Frank, a

Democrat from Massachusetts, berated

the Republicans for flip-flopping on

taxes.

He said he wasn't in the chamber, but

read in the Congressional Record, that

10 days ago "someone passing himself

off as the Republican leader" urged a

vote for new taxes, but Tuesday said

taxes should not be raised.

fflVERM)

Are you late

for class?

Thurs. 18

WHO'S KIDDING WHO
#7 Dance Band in the Valley

Fri. 19

JONATHAN AND JENNIFER
8-11

20

MUNCHIE HOUR
4-1

®® M M .88 >m .m

Sat.

STRONG WATERS

Sun. 21

OMELETTE SPORTIN'SUNDAY
Sports on the Big Screen

Huge Omlettes Bloody Mary's

Turning 21? Twisters would like to

buy you lunch or dinner. Reservations

required

30 Boltwood Walk-Amherst, MA
253-2663

SHRIMP
Peel n' eat oSJS)

Anchor Wings
1/2 order *W

NACHOS
Cheddar fcsalsa oS/sJ

QUESADILLA
Floor tortilla frilled with cheese

and salsa Jg)
HALLOWEEN COSTUME PARTY
with WHO'S KIDDIN' WHO. Cash

Prises, CD giveaways, gift certificates

AMHERST CINEMA

Now Playing

WILD AT
HEART
Mon-Thurs
One Show

7:30

Fri-Sun Two Show:

7:00 and 9:15

Student Discount

with I.D.

Now's the
time to call...

North Amherst
Motors

71 Old Sunderland Rd , No. Amherst

549-2880

Expert Repairs and
Reconditioning

Most M*ior Credt Csras Accwfc

ISI/PFft MEMORY
and

•P READING

A six week course sponsored by the University Hypnosis

Center, at 358 N Pleasant St. Amherst, will start October 22at

6 00 Those attending will learn special penumonic systems

to help make 1 0f* recall fast and easy Reading speed will

at toast double as comprehension and concentration improve

Special student rates, will be in effect for the first offering

Seating is limited Alternate dates may be available Call

S49-444Sto pre-registor

Are You Considering

Professional School?

HARVARD UNIVERSITY'S
JOHN F. KENNEDY

SCHOOL OF GOVERNMENT

is looking tor future leaders in Public

Affairs. We offer a 2-year Master's program in Public

Policy, with concentrations

offered in:

Criminal Justice

Energy & Environmental Policy

Government 6V Business

Health Policy

Housing & Community Development

Human Services, Labor & Education

International Affairs & Security

International Development
International Trade & Finance

Press & Politics

Science & Technology
• Transportation

• Urban Economic Development

Interested? Then come meet with the Kennedy School

Representative who will be on your campus on:

DATE:

TIME:

LOCATION.

October 22

3:00

Please Contact

Mather Career Center

For This Information

ALL STUDENTS, ALL YEARS, ALL MAJORS WELCOMEI

GENERAL PUBUC

TICKETS on sat* Weds. Oct . 3rd

at TIX Unlimited, For the Record
(Faces),S Main St.Records

CASH BAR
WITH ID

EDITORIAL/OPINION
_

Misinformation
on CLT corrected
Proponents of question three ("the CLT initiative") on

the November ballot have recently been promulgating

dangerous misinformation about just what tax and free

rollbacks are actually included in the wording of the ballot

question. The claim has been made that some of the taxes

and fees to be reduced include fees to attend UMass. This

is patently incorrect.

John U. Davis

In a recent interview, Howard Foley, the president of

the Massachusetts High Technology Council, which is one

of the principal backers of the CLT initiative, explained

to me how tuition and fees at public institutions of higher

education would be affected by question three.

He told me that fees to attend state colleges and univer

sities are explicitly excluded and tuition is not included

at all in the rollbacks prescribed by the authors of the

initiative.

The reason for excluding tuition and fees from coverage,

Foley said, was that backers of question three were "more

comfortable leaving decisions on setting tuition and fees

with people in those institutions (state colleges and univer

sities!" as they would be better placed to make those

dt*cisions

In examining available information, can we expect that

tuition and fees would be cut in the wake of the passage

of question three? Between fiscal years 1988 and 1991,

state funding for higher education was cut 22.4 percent.

The largest portion of that cut has been levied in the last

year alone. As a consequence, tuition has increased over

50 percent in the last three years and fees have increas

ed over 90 percent over the same period.

If question three passes, the best estimate of the Board

of Regents of Higher Education is that funds available

to higher education for the second half of the fiscal year

would be cut 38 percent. That is. the budget that is cur-

rently forcing program eliminations and layoffs of facul

ty and staff would be deemed too "fat" under CLT and

would be subject to further slashes.

Given this dismal state of affairs in public higher educa

Hon tuition and fee cuts are absolutely inconceivable any

time in the near future, especially if the CLT initiative

parses

Recent cuts to UMass have had serious negative conse

quences For example, the number of employees has

already been reduced bv 350; the national ranking of the

library has dropped significantly (and just this week

President-Chancellor Duffey has projected further library

cutsi; the physical condition of University facilities has

deteriorated while needed renovations are postponed, and

student financial aid has been reduced, as have campus

job opportunities. The math is clear - UMass, already

seriously ill. would be given its coup de grace by question

AH members of the University community face a deci

sion of enormous magnitude on election day. Ignoring

facile rhetoric and cutting through the untruths, one must

decide how to vote on question three. The initiatives pro-

ponents have failed to show me how its passage could

mean anything but the utter destruction of public higher

education in Massachusetts.

John U. Davis is a UMass graduate student
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1hE CONTINUING ADVENTURES

WAT A

FINE DAY TO BE

OUT MAKIMG THIS

SIICHTIY DOWNSIZED
CAMPUS SAFE FOR „

TUITION DETENTION/

RSuT DONT YOU |

| -RESENT J
YOUR PARENT 5 ? 4
WHAT ABOUT Trl£ 1

GENERATION GAP?
WHAT ABOUT TME

OEDIPUS COMPLEX?
WHAT ABOUT
*A*T «

SIMPSON?

No business as usual, win or lose
. . r r.„_..- n „1 "k^J^t knntors " Tnopthpr the "budget -nil

Editor's note: This is one in a series from State Represen-

tative Stan Rosenberg about the fiscal crisis in

Massachusetts.

They say question three will "send a message" to state

government. We are told a "yes" on question three is a

vote against an overweight and unbalanced state budget,

while a "no" vote is simply a defense of the status quo.

But don't believe them.

Stan Rosenberg

If question three passes or not. the State will undergo

reforms. Voting "no" on question three is not voting for

business as usual.

Our new governor and a substantially diflerent

Legislature will overhaul state government simply

because they must. Public anger is reason enough, but

even without the irrational demands of question three,

the facts speak to the troubles that lie ahead. If allowed

to go unchecked. Medicaid expenditures alone - federally

mandated health care for the elderly, disabled and poor

- will cost $16 billion by the middle of the 1990s. That s

$2 billion more than our entire state budget today.

The state budget, by its nature, is growing too fast

Revenues cant keep pace. And the problem clearly isn t

overspending on education, social services, the environ

ment or even a top-heavy government loaded with state

employees. In all these areas, were spending less today

than we were two or three years ago. State government

now has fewer employees than it did in 1981.

Massachusetts' budget shortfall is largely due to a doubT

ing in local aid to cities and towns over a seven year period

and five specific mandated accounts, now commonly label

ed "budget hunters." Together, the "budget-busters con

sume one third of the state budget. There is almost

unanimous agreement that what we need are manage

ment reforms, not more across the board cuts.

Even the Massachusetts Taxpayers Foundation and the

Associated Industries of Massachusetts, the state's two

most conservative watchdog organizations, both oppose

question three.

Taxpayers Foundation said. "Funding for many state

programs is actually below 1989 or, as in the case of local

aid and education, below even 1988 levels. The state will

spend less for these purposes than it did two years ago.

Nevertheless, total spending increases. Why? Because

costs are going up dramatically."

It's time for a serious look at areas which "budget

busters" encompass and the strategies for bringing them

under control.

Health care The costliest of the bunch. 30 percent ot

all state spending is for some type of health care Medical

costs are skyrocketing for everyone - individuals,

businesses and government alike. In Massachusetts^^

overuse ofemergency rooms, overregulation. excess beds

in community hospitals and our role as one of the world s

leading centers of medical research and training all con

tribute to high costs.

Through Medicaid, the state provides health care to peo-

ple who can't afford it Three quarters are senior citizens

and disabled; the rest are the unemployed and the wort

ing poor. Well spend $2.6 million this year on Medicaid

and it's growing by 15 percent every year. To control

Medicaid, the state had already improved payment col^

lection, eliminated payment for some procedures and

begun competitive bidding for the purchase of medical

drugs. ..

Rep Stan Rosenberg, from Amherst and Pelham. is a

member of the House Ways and Means Commit
and five specitic manaaiea accuunw, m>« «......«..., — -.

^ ^ .

Criticism tainted with anti-Semitism untair
^"^

. l l.f. ;« tn /.kollnnira tknop who rill

As the Hillel Council, we understand the legitimate

criticisms levied against Israeli policy in the occupied ter

ritories. We ask that criticisms are presented within the

realm of political discourse, not in rhetoric which veers

from the path of truth and sometimes, intentionally or

not assumes a form of anti Semitism. One can responsibly

denounce incidents of beatings and killings if one is

familiar with the specifics involved in the situation

Pratip Dastidar in his column. "Murder in Jerusalem

(Third World Affairs, Oct. ID." said [the recent killings

in Jerusalem] were a "systematic massacre' and a

"Zionist rampage."

We ask those, both pro and con, to limit political discus^

sions to the intellectual arena, not to the oversimplified

inflammatory words often found in the dogma of pro-

paganda pamphlets.

While we understand some anti-Israel arguments are

legitimate and others are rhetoric, we feel Prof. Ann

Ferguson and R. Sheedfar put their column. "Fight

against war before it's too late (Oct. 15)." into another

league and most likely inadvertently into the path of

anti-Semitism. ru
Their column suggests answers to the question ot how

to avert war in the Persian Gulf. They tell the reader "the

only wav to control your life is to challenge those who rule

it
" The writers suggest the "U.S. government, pressed

by the Pentagon and Israel lobbies." rules their lives.

If one considers an often cited aspect of anti-Semitism

is to create the image of the conniving Jewish money

maker who seeks to rule the world by dominating post

tions in pol'tics - then tneir column 1S mo8t defin,tely

tainted with underlying anti Semitism

This same allusion is also found in the Russian anti

Semitic book. The Protocols of the Elders ofZwn, Henry

Ford's Dearborn Newspaper and Hitler's Mem Kampf

In order to prevent more instances of this and other

types of anti Semitism from appearing in future issues of

the ColUgian and at other information dissemination

outlets on campus, Hillel. as the largest Jewish organize

tion on campus, demands that when referring to the

Israeli Palestinian issue that it be done in a mature. In-

tellectually responsible manner, and that the Jewish peo-

ple on campus are accorded the respect and sensitivity all

other non majority groups receive and deserve in our

community.

Hillel Council
UMass

to avert war in the Persian tiuli. They ten tne reaoer ™ - - . . • n

Troops' indiscriminate fire appalling in itself
* ..... ,» t._ _r _ i = onn Koovilv armed troor>8 who began ti

r l >

Adam Stein mounts the best possible defense of Israel I

massacre of 21 Palestinians at the Haram As Sharif by

presenting a portrait of shared blame ("Issues are not that

simple," Oct. 15). Unfortunately for him. the "facts that

he used to support his claim have already been thoroughly

debunked by the New York Times and many others.

He spoke of the soldiers' concern for the safety of Jewish

worshippers at the Western Wall. We now know for cer

tain all the Jews had been evacuated long before the

shooting began and that there is a videotape filmed by

one Darrin Glassman proving this.

He spoke of the fear on the part of a "few dozen [troops I

facing a few thousand [civilians]," whereas we know ab

solutely that the massacre was conducted by a strike force

of at least 200 heavily armed troops who "began firing

automatic weapons into crowds of Palestinians. Bullet

holes in the sides of the Mosques make that clear. The

shooting took place in bursts of unaimed automatic-

weapon fire from the hip, spraying a large area (New York

Times, p. A12, Oct. 15)."

The massacre was indeed a stark example of the arm

ed against the defenseless" and a "bloodbath," but no

more than we have come to expect of Israeli occupation

forces in Palestine. Occupying troops opening in-

discriminate fire on unarmed civilians at the third holiest

site of Islam. Mr. Stein, is appalling simplicity itself

Hussein Ibish

Pelham

. «
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2 DOMINO S saHlIlE BlSli
Buy a LARGE
Pizza for the Price

Of a SMALL

D

SUPERWEIGHT
SWEATSHIRTS

PURE COTTON
T-SHIRTS

COOL BOXERS
NEON CAPS

> Order Today-
Wear It "tomorrow!

FREE CATALOG CALL NOW!
24 hrs a day

1-800 -334 -1331

B Is
* 1 *

Expires ll/l/QO

Not good with any other offer

256-8911
We

Redeem
Pizza Hut,
Avanti,
Bruno's
Coupons

loOH'NOsI • I | H [oOMIMO s|

GOOD ON CABBY OUT OB DCUVfBY

;l.99 PIZZA
Buv ony targe pizza or 12 pan pizza a*^
regular price, and get another VYithequat ^U

fewer topping*- 'or |ust SIW jtJQ

m
Expires 11/VPO

Safe, Friendly. Free Delrvefy

'Not goocf with any other offer

LIQUORS °unt

18 Main St. Downtown Amherst 253-5441

Featuring Ballantine Beer
at $7.25 a case (cans)

Barcardi Rum
$14.99 1.75 L NEWJust In!!

Samuel Adams
Boston Ale
$4.99 6 pk

Sun Country Classic

$10.00 for 2 cases 2 L bots

Piels Draft Style

Many More In Store Specials
(especially on wines)

• Delivery Available • *» teen plus deposit.

Ytui\t missed ywa period and

Us all you can ihmk .ilnnit You

Fiddlesticks

17 College 9reet

»The Village Commons
South Hadley, MA

533-1076
Open 7 Days

FREE Halloween Treat

if you mention our ad '

in the Collegian

J
,. t. 4

just watll to know 1 he I IKM

matters.
RhSPONM • htJWW ) ft* is

here to help

With the FIRST RESPONSI i

Pregnancy Test, you can find out

if you're pregnant in five minutes

any time of the day— even on the

first day of your missed period.

Us 99% accurate in laboratory

testing and its easy to use.

If you have any questions, call

us toll-free at 1-800-367-6022

FIRST
RESPONSE.
I

Home Diagnostic K*s^

Wei! help put your

mind at ease.
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BLACK AFFAIRS
Reflections and insight of a UMass alumnus
By DAWN PIERCE
Collegian Staff

An alumnus of the University of Massachusetts at

Amherst, David L. Walker received his Bachelor's of Arts

degree in economics in May, 1988.

Walker has been working as an Advertising Sales

Manager for the past year at Reach New England. Reach

New England is America's only regional publication focus-

ing on minorities and women as business professionals

and potential vendors.

Reflecting on his years as an undergraduate, Walker

said he recognizes positive and negative changes that have

occurred. Walker points out that, although there have

been more courses directed towards multicultural cur-

riculum and progress, "these advances are null and void"

due to budget cuts resulting in University setbacks.

Walker said that upon visiting UMass and from talk-

ing to students, it is easily observed that fewer minorities

are receiving the financial opportunities to attend the

University. He said "civility training means nothing if

there aren't enough minority students on campus to

benefit from it. It defeats the purpose."

As for the lack of minority administrators here at the

University, Walker said UMass needs to recruit more

young administrators to "prune them and train them to

be successors." Walker believes that current ad-

ministrators are doing a fine job, but they need more ad

ministrative support. Without more minorities in ad-

ministrative positions, Walker said that minority students

are more susceptible to leaving UMass with a feeling of

alienation from the University.

Commenting on the value of a UMass education, Walker

said that a UMass education is "comparable to any other

school of higher education in this country." Walker said

socially he learned how to deal with people on professional

levels, and to tolerate and understand different

philosophies in conducting business through his in

volvements in registered student organizations (RSOs)

here at UMass.
Walker said he has been told by human resource

managers and colleagues that there is power in a UMass

degree. He said "Yes, you do have an advantage walking

into a human resource department with a UMass de,

because the school has a fine reputation in the work force

for producing knowledgeable students

Walker said more minority students need to get involved

with the RSOs on campus to "sustain organizations at the

University that have been established to help them to get

a well-rounded education." He said, "What you do with

the knowledge you obtain at UMass depends on the in-

dividual and their perseverance and will to achieve; but

the degree itself will give you the opportunity to do that."

Walker said from experience he can say that graduating

seniors have a lot to look forward to. Due to the fact the

job market is tight, students must be prepared to relocate

if necessary.

When asked for words of wisdom for graduating seniors.

Walker said, "Be eager to speak, but be wise to listen.

Always seek the knowledge ofyour peers and predecessors

because obviously they can offer insight to roads and paths

you are going to take. Take their models of success and

try to mirror them in your own image."

Cold facts lead to paranoia
• « ... .. .1 I l:_' :_ *U« .tntomi.nl'' An arwilntrv which is OWed
I don't have time to keep on schoolin' in

dividuals on the issue ofanti-Semitism or

"Anti-Jewish Myths".

After reading "Anti-Jewish Myths: A
Double Standard" by Nathan Krystall that

appeared in the Oct. 9 edition of the Col-

legian, a somewhat of a rebuttal to my ar-

ticle that appeared in the Oct. 4 edition of

the Collegian, it pleased me for a split se

cond because we seem to agree on the

Silber issue. But it pissed me off as Mr.

Krystall "played himself."

Reginald Perry

rnMlgll- photo by Richard DuCrw

Minister Louis Farrakhan, leader of the Nation of Islam, speak-

ing at the University Conceit Hall in 1989.

S. Africa: violence continues
.JOHANNESBURG South Africa <AP> -

Police arrested three White men yesterday

and seized a cache of automatic weapons

in connection with a recent attack on a bus

in which six Blacks were killed and 27

wounded

The three men are belie\

ttlian right -wing White groups oppos-

ed t plans to end ftp

acroi o local journalists Police d-i-lin-

tOCOmOM he three men's pol,

affiliations

Police said the men were arrested in

raid in Durban and AK-47 assault rifles

and other weapons were seized.

A bus used by Blacks was attacked with

automatic gunfire near Durban on Oct 9.

1990. Everyone on the bus was either kill

ed or wounded.

If the suspects do have right wing aft"

turns, the attack would be one of the «

•J incidents since White extremists

rawed to light government plan> l<> s< i SB

..p.utheid and share power with the Black

majority.

First off let's get something straight here,

on the issue of "taking a few dirty jabs at

Jewish people." That's not the case here.

I'd be a fool to do such, due to the fact that

I have Jewish people who are very close

and dear to my family. Secondly. I have

plenty of friends who are Jewish The at

titude of your article, if I didn't know any

better, makes me out to slap the Jewish

people who are a part of life, in the face,

which is ludicrous.

If you were to stay within the confines of

mv article, you might have seen that my

point is more than clear On the issue of

"saying anything and getting away with

it." whv don't you addie-.- the \,oid.'

the statement? An apology which is owed

to the residents of areas A & B (in B<>m

is still owed to this day. Just as I mention

ed before, an apology was offered to the

Jewish community by Chuck D. for

something for which he is not directly at

fault.

I am sick and tired of when someone,

anyone for that matter, speaks of Whites

being in the position of power, it's termed

as being anti-Semitic or anti-Jewish. On
the issue of my usage of the word

"crucified," should Black people take of

fense every time the words "slave" or

"whip" are cast in the open? If so, let me
know, if not, 1 think you should pay less

attention to the words 1 choose to articulate

with (for there are no subliminal messages

behind them) and pay more attention to the

focus of the article. You might just find you

will learn a few things.

Finally, as far as your accusing me of

perpetuating Jewish myths, that's

Bull'-**!!' I was expressing my view on

something that causes me great distress,

and you took part of the pie and blew it out

of context

Like I said at the start of this article. I

don't have the time to educate ifyou want

to sit and talk, look for me I'm not hard

nd!

Reginald I'
! &f«« student

The Black Affair* page k here to nerve the students of color in the hie, ( ollege

area That mean* YOU! It cannot conttnu, to exist and serve \ Of without your

participation and involvement. As the editor of the lilack Affa.rn page. omonk-

inq YOI for your support and contributions Pita* f,
,

I free to submit art

at any time Submissions mag he dropped off in my mail hox - Dawn / H

//.? Campus Center, in the ( ollegian newsroom.

The Black Affairs page needs

Especially for You

Haircare &) Beauty Boutiqu

specializing in Afro-American

Hair Care and Beauty Products

206 Russell St., Rt. 9

Hadley; 586-6622

Free Delivery

within

5 College Area
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AFRO AMERICAN STUDIES ANNOUNCES
FALL OPEN HOUSE

All Afro-American Studies majors and minors, and

potential majors and minors, are cordially invited to

the department's Open House meeting, tomorrow

Thursday, October 18th at 7:30 pm in Room 311 ot

New Africa House.

Students will have the opportunity to:

LEARN ABOUT student sabbaticals in Africa and

student faculty research projects;

MEET the faculty, fellow majors and distinguished

guests;

JOIN the student-faculty/department committee on

social issues and campus concerns.

Refreshments will be served so please RSVP 5-2751

#|«IH«IMHtiH<

:

t
t

i
:
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WILL YOU LOOK AT THAT! - Visitors enjoying the view of the Connecticut River from

Sugarloaf Mountain on a warm and sunny day a long. longjime_ago
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$ave Everyday with

Scott's Super Low Prices
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Israeli writer
lectures on
defining terms
By ALISON BUCKHOLTZ
Collegian Correspondent

Comparing the terms Jew, Zionist and Israeli to the

three strings on a guitar, Israeli writer A.B. Yehoshua

hosted "an evening of definitions" in his lecture called

"Jew, Zionist, Israeli: Honing the Concepts" in Memorial

Hall last night.

"Anyone can play the guitar as he likes, but vhe three

strings are all tuned the same way," he said. "We have

to define the basic terms we are using, Jew, Zionist and

Israeli, and first agree on the language."

Only after this, he said, can related issues be discussed

rationally.

"Who is a Jew? The question of 3,000 years," Yehoshua

said. According to halkhaic (ancient Jewish law

guidelines, "A Jew is the child of a Jewish mother." This

is a "definition of emptiness," he argued, "because it sa> -

that to be a Jew has nothing to do with being Jewish,

merely to do with biology and blood.

Instead, Yehoshua proposed that liberty is the crucial

element in defining oneself as a Jew. "A person is Jewish

simply because he defines himself as Jewish," he said

"We are not a race, but a people, one with open doors to

get out and open doors to get in."

This definition of a Jew is the backbone of the enormous

Soviet emigration to Israel, and intrinsically connected

to Zionism, Yehoshua said. "The U.N. established Israel

in 1948 as a Jewish state, a place for Jews to go when

there's trouble," he explained.

According to him, today the USSR, is collapsing, and

its Jews have a place to go and this is the simple applica

tion of the theory of Zionism that confuses so many

After Israel's creation, the definition of Zionism chang

ed from "the will to establish a Jewish state" to "confir

ming the principle that the State of Israel belongs to th»-

Jewish people," he said. "Israel's owners are all th.

Jewish people,' and Zionism promises "one thing to it-

people: a state."

Those born in Israel. Hkr Yehoshua himself, hav

more difficult problem denning themselv.-.. Israelis "hi

a jacket called Israeli." he said, "the covir <>! our real id. MB

tity. which i- Jewish But an lancJJ idt-ntity is one ot

a total Jam *We implement Jewish trainee and ideas in

. ,i of Israeli life or wo seed to trj bo

elation ->f Jew to Israeli ioone

Ofpari I" whole. ;ind <>nl> when the tWO convt-rge ran QM
total .Jew.'"

• J. .< - see the world Of I Howard -Johnson I If

they'll staj But countr) shouldn't

a hotel. BO -aid

lu-tead. I OOUatry should be "like 1m ael is to me. I OOUD

oily, identity, home. Being Israeli ii my skin, not

,m he mid I can t chang. it, and I wouldn't."
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Keystone Reg. and Light Beer
24-12 oz cans

$8.99plus dep

Captain Morgan
Spiced Rum
lOt

NOTIClrDue to a

typograpNcal error the Busch

beer was advertised incor-

rectly m yesterday's ad The

special pnce applies to 12

packs

Busch Reg. and Light Beer

12 -12 oz cans

Cuervo Gold Tequila
750 ml

$9.49

Knickerbocker
12-12 oz cans

$3.99 plus dep

$4.99plus dep

WE WANT TO BE YOUR FAVORITE LIQUOR STORE
6 University Drive, Newmarket Center, Amherst

Diagonally Across from the UMass Stadium
Plenty of FREE Parking

Telecheck for Your Personal Check
fflBS

We Have II

We now hav ellMm Lottery garnet!

SPEEDWASH
11 Pray St.. Amherst

NOW OPEN 24 HOURS!

L

South Towne Commons Laundromat
479 West St.. South Amherst

Open 7 a.m.-JO p.m.

Duffey
CONIINUED rROM PAGE 1

He said that any change in the present administra-

tion will be a "better situation than we have at the pre-

sent." Duffey said he hopes the next governor will see

public education "as not a charity but as a fundamen-

tal investment in the state."

Duffey was also questioned repeatedly about the

Everywoman's Center, which has lost three staff

members since the beginning of the summer, reducing

services and support.

Dean of Students Joanne Vanin said when the dif-

ficult choices were made by her office during the sum-

mer concerning the EWC, staff members said it was

a choice between giving up "your right hand or your

left."

After answering several questions concerning the

EWC and charges of racism, sexism and classism, Duf-

fey fended off accusations by saying, "I just reject that."

After continual accusations, he raised his voice to

silence hecklers and said, "I'm not interested in main

taining my innocence. I'm trying to lead a campus in

a broken and disturbed world."

r T ~J Liquor Store

Stroll'

s

suitcase cans

$9.99

j=v^s7'

BUDUGKT

Homecoming Specials

Miller Lite

12 pack cans

$5.99
$7.49

VI Piels

case of 12oz bar bots.

Captain Morgan
Spiced Rum

1.75 L

$11.79
Bud Light

suitcase cans

Stolichnaya Russian Vodka
1.75 L

Samuel Adams
Boston Ale

Now in Bottles

six pack

$4.99

$12.99
minus $3.00 mail-in rebate

final cost

$18.99
Monte Alban Mezcal

with Aguae worm
1.0 Liter

$9.99 rff

^^
338 College St. (Rte. 9), Amherst 253-5384

$11.99

Molson Golden/Molson Light

12 pack bottles

$7.99
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Make-believe
investment
game to begin
By JULIE McKENNA
Collegian Correspondent

Starting Nov. 1, University of Massachusetts students

and faculty have the chance to join some 15,000 other

students representing over 500 colleges and universities

to compete in the 3rd Annual AT&T Collegiate Invert

ment Challenge, to test their investment skills in

simulated investments in today's financial market.

"As an amateur, you are given the opportunity to com

pare yourself to the top brokers ofWall Street," said senior

business finance major Steven Pearlstein. who was a top

nationwide finisher last year.

Competitors are given a chance at a top prize of $25,000

and a week in the Bahamas, and local sponsors are offer

ing an IBM compatible computer, according to Pearlstein,

who is also the Finance Investment Club president

The Challenge is sponsored by the Finance Investment

Club along with American Computer Innovators. The Pub

and 99.3 WHMP FM Radio.

The Challenge is broken into three diricfcmi high

school, undergraduate and graduate and edu<

To take the Challenge look for inforrnat ion in the School

<.t Management Library The deadline tor sign up-

Sat urday. Oct 27

For the next four months everyone who portktprtM will

,t up with a fictional $500,00" brnk- »nt.

complete with a toll free AT&T 800 Service line to make

trades with and buy real stocks at real prices.

USA Today, a national co-sponsor, will also Ik- providing

kly coverage and will feature top student performers

and colleges in its Money section every Monday

throughout the event

Over $200,000 in prizes will be awarded. Tbt

tlllinitl with the highest portfolio value-, by I

1991. will win Bahamas vacations compliment* of the

Bahamas Ministry ef Tourism and the Hohdav Inn

Lucaya. DmiMlH the $25,000 to the top winner, nine

scholarships erUl also be aw
The contest will be followed bjf in tvs .ml- ot.-monv m

March 1991

Roll

nation

WANT A JOB AFTER
GRADUATION?

Start preparing now!

Visit the new satellite office in Room 16 Curry Hicks. Here's where

you can find out about Interviews, hand In applications, and more.

tlmrlie'0
l Pray St A

Game Boom with 2 pool Mbte*

Tonight Beer Steamed Baby Franks

8:00p.m.— 10:00p.m.

Drink of tbt W«tfc **" ** ••>• Mo«,,h

Borbon ind Coke $175 Foster • Lager $1 75
:

Interview Skills Workshop

by

Patty Flanagan

(Class of '83, Marketing)

Manager of Executive Recruitment &

Placement at Fllene's

Thursday
October 25

3:00 PM

Curry Hicks Room 16

OPPORTUNmES WITH

DIGITAL

For ECE, EE. COINS, CS ENG. Majors who

have not alreedy submitted a resume tor

prescreenlng

Bring your resume to Room 200,

Mather Career Center by October 22

October Workshops

Introduction to Career Services (M)

10/23. 29 at 300

Planning Field Experience (CH)

MWF at 12 20 and 2 30

Tuat 1 00 and 2 30

Th at 1 00 and 4.00

SIGI-Plus (T)

Wednesdays at 9 00

Recruiting (M)

10/22 ,26 at 3 00

Interviewing Techniques

10/25 (CH).31(M) at 300

veaways
Mon 10 cent Mozzarella Sticks 9pm- 12am

Tues. 10 cent Buffalo Wings 9pm-12am

Wed 25cent Pizza Slices and 99 cent Nachos 9pm- 12am

Thurs 10 cent Beer Steamed Baby Franks 8pm- 10pm

Sunday 10 cent Potato Skins 9pm- 12am

WE ACCEPT MC-VISA-AMEX

Resume Writing (M)

10/24 at 4.00

10/30 at 3:00
(CH) Curry Hlekt

(M) Mather

(T) 738 Library

The Mather Career Center]

Career Planning and Placement • Cooperative &***£
J*£***"

Fraternity/Sorority Park - on the Orchard Hill bus route. 413)545-2224.

Where Careers Take Off!

Ouench
K)ur Thirst For
Education

Embrace tht I mironmerit of the

.;> AmthcA bet onus your camp*
vou take j sc.it in tht \uduhon hxpedi-

institute 's traveling, outdo.-, "fit.

WM -a ill lournev to a myriad -terns and

vrve the divers: oritur*! that make up our

nation. Here, the r arth becomes v.mr tc.isher .is

sou share in the creation of a rami We otter

tifts accredited count"! in one and rwo sear

programs that lead ro High Schooi, &.S and
u.ii F dut.it ion degree*.

rnliven fOftt spirit is mm make your ed'.K.i

•ion i re.i! idscnfi-e. Write tOOMf tor sour tree

t.lt.lioC

Name

Address.

"I

V its. _

State

.

\Z
_Z.P -

National \udubon Nooerv

Expedition Institute

P.O. Box is" [>ept IAt

\1t Vernon. Maine 04152
20" N 2f3-29W1

ZJ

^"""^^^•^
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Fvnert- U S. needs new world vision mjassiin^
ILXUvI l/» V>> •*<-*• "V/V**^ CONHNUED rnOM PAGE 3

By MARK HENSLEY
Collegian Correspondent

,„„„rt in foreign policy said yesterday that not since

^rhTthe United States faced such crit.cal decsjon

Stalest New World." Dr. R.chard Barne' ° he "-

SSts^^JnSKy^n::
number one enemy.

is continuing to define its posi-

U.S. military power, by involving Itaelt in tne po

other countries such as those in the Middle East, and by

"M5ESSE client overexpenaiture on

arms is creating a cyclical•""""j^^ftA
remedied, is likely to cause the decline ol tne u

domestically and internationally.

tZSZ. directly^acting.he^—^^
oforrntSrart^^g.rharLrelymorebeav,

'y
B°y

n
e

a
x

r

port?n

S

g

e

rm:.
S

'the

he
U
S

S
,d

is increasing the chance

fofSil.«y
g
and conHict in the »corW tamlTtam

SJBSffSaSrtSttS such as the

current Middle East crisis.

The lecture was sponsored by the Five College Program

in

T
ptc7a

U
ndVorld

P
Secur,tyS^

ing series of lectures being held this semester,

tures are free and open to the public.

abortion comes from the Roman Catholic Church/' she

Sa
|hP Catholic Church forbids abortion in all cir-

tion, she said.

™,T,ir^e Vatican says capital punishment »

,,r,„d Thev also state that in a just war men are

H'mleJdewhXr to take another's life for reasons

of self-defense.

-Why then is there no just abortion theory to save

good Catholics and start saying what you believe m

to the priests.

MOVING OFF CXHPCS!

Brandywine offers Country

Living with convenience

. On UMASS Bus Route • Nearby Shopping • Situated

on 18 well-landscaped acres with pond.

. One and Two Bedroom apartments include gas

utilities (heat, hot water, and stove).

. Swimming pool, laundry facilities, responsive

. SEEL* show you what w. have to otter.

BRANDYWINE AT AMHERST
16 B>andY*in« Otive Amherst

Rental OM<ce open daily 10-4

STAY
HOM

54Q.060Q

Bou*, trip* from *V «*«"* «

London **^-

Pans 4*~

San Jose.CR
Bangkok *J
Hong Kong
Tokyo 759

Student Faculty F«r«

Taxes not included Restnc

lions apply Fares subject to

change One ways available

Work/Study abroad programs

International student and

teacher ID

EURAIL PASSES ISSUED ON
THE SPOT'

Free student travel catalogue

m»'W

sfsty^ 1

ma—
INDOOR MINIATURE GOLF
Thursday and Friday-Student Night

Visa Amex

Gifts. Gift Baskets, Decorative Accessories

71 N Pleasant S«.( Above Cafe DrCario)

Amherst 2M1SS1 » Mw.Sal. 10-5=30
|

GOtfis
HCUfE,

t

W
v

/'VV

Northampton
Bowl

584-4830 Pleasant St.

***» &

^S<%^
with College I.D.

V

© or- j

The Area's Most
Complete Fitness Facility!

18 Years of Fun and Fitness

for all ages!

lO percent Student

SIN^St* Discount^

rflw

BIRDIES & BOGEYS

Holyoke Mall-Lower Level

536-3765
At EchomGatehouse Rd., Amherst

256-6446

i Pool

n Racquetball

d Sauna
Massage
Computerizea
Bikes

Stairmasters

Aerobics &
Aqua-aerobics

Nautilus

d Tennis

Jacuzzi

Free Weights
D Rowing
Machines
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There's a good reason

your Collegiate Reps knov

how students think.

They're students.

U hen n <-ome» to kmrv»in« what it rake* to g«rt your

work iloir. ' ollegiate Rep- kirn* where %ouV
. mmm Ipkh

Th« an demon-trjie rmw .-j»il% vou ran use

an IBM rWaaal Smm - u> mtm paper- and

I
n-jte <»raphj< > and <>prv.id-l>e>-t- |i.r voor rleiw

I he\ i jti jii.urr Miur QUMMMM and help recom-

mend the right mat< h lor MM
(rum the -iflortlubl'- line

IBM PS 2i

M tiiwi out what an IBM

t*- _'
i jn ilo lor vmi. < nme m.

• >r rail «on»»-o«ie who ilnnk-

JU-t like \'»u do

Don't miss the IBM PS/2 fair coming to the

Campus Center on October 24 and 25!

Representatives will be on hand from 10:00

to 3:00 to answer questions

&VNIVERSITY
MSTORE&

> -«. «<«m— ****> •

PARAMOUNT
SPRINGFIELD

g£ KATHY MATTEA
Oct. 28.7:30 pmWINNER

CMAFemde
VoaJOfTheYea

ROBERT CRAY BAND
with The Memphis Horns

LOS LOBOS
DIRTY DOZEN BRASS BAND

Nov. 1.7:30 pm

SAM KINISON
Nov. 3. 8 pm

TAYLOR DAYNE
Nov. 4. 7:30 pm

SHARON,
LOIS & BRAM

Nov. 7, 4:30 and 7 pm

Busvh
$8.99

case

24 12oz. cans

/ Glacier Bay \

Special s

Molson Golden
$13.99

case

Bud
$5.99
12 pack

Samuel Adams
Boston Ale

is here

Miscellaneous Specials

Absolut Citron 750ml

Kahlua 750ml

Four Seasons Vodka/Gin 1.7bL

Captain Morgan 1.75L

$10.99
$10.99
$8.99

$13.99

"FOUR SEASONS]
Wines/Liquors

ROUTE 9. HADLEY ' _5 8 4 - 8 1 7 4|

Between Burger King and Dunkin' Donuts



reports
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nians arrived at the Haram Al-Sharif to

perform prayers and prevent the entry of

the Israelis."

"According to several eyewitnesses there

were no confrontations in the Haram al-

Sharif until 10:40 a.m., when police forces

began surrounding women who were pray

•

ing on the upper tier of the Haram al-Shanf

plaza, and fired tear gas at the women

without provocation."

'Youths then started to pelt the police

with stones in order to stop the barrage of

gas. The police retreated from the plaza,

closing the doors leading to the Haram al-

Sharif. Eyewitnesses reported that Moslem

clergymen and officials tried to calm the

crowd" .

"At about the same time, a large force ot

policemen, borderguards, and security ser-

vice (Shabak) agents attacked the plaza

from the Moghrabi Gate. Indiscriminate-

ly they fired directly at the worshippers,

hitting several. Since the Shabak agents

were dressed in civilian clothes, many peo-

ple thought they were members of the Tem-

ple Mount Faithful entering under police

protection, and thus immediately started

throwing stones and anything else at hand

at the troops to defend themselves."

"Eyewitnesses reported that much of the

heavy gunfire was coming from a large-

calibre machine gun carried by a

borderguard. Another soldier behind him

was carrying the belts of ammunition.

Other people at the scene reported that so-

meone was shooting into the worshippers

from atop a building in the adjacent Jewish

Quarter of the Old City."

According to the PHRIC report, Palesti-

nians threw stones over the walls of the

compound and onto the Jewish Quarter,

hitting a number of Israelis only after gun-

fire came from that direction.

Zeev Shiff reported in the Oct. 10 issue

of the Israeli paper Ha-areU that informs

tion, confirmed by testimonies given by ar-

restees indicates that "contrary to what

LONDON
PARIS

Atf»afli»ifl»/Martal.r>9/aW • T»»aArt»

Comparative lagal Svaiama • txropaaw

(cowmy and *oM«« • Mfi»»»m>nf
fconomKs/Ftnanc* Joumaft»m/*ro«0CM<'

f.Krt • PoMici and mta»na»ional waialiona

PiycFtoto«y and Social Pofcev

Madia »ubi.c Relation*

Toun»T> • f*»hiO" • Th**rt»
A#v**ti*ing

WASHINGTON

ftratf

For program rJatails eomplata

tha coupon balow and mail >t to

Boaton University

international r»roo.rem»

232 Bay State Road
Boston. MA 02215

617/353'

Pontic* • »u»ino»»/fconomic* Layai Sv»tam«

international Reteiion* • JournalienvCommunt

cation* - Health f»idt The Art*

Each internship program includes, up

to 16 Boston University semester-hour

credits, full-time internships, course

work taught by local faculty, centrally

located housing, and individualized

placements for virtually every academic

interest.

BOSTON UNIVERSITY
An tqutl opportunity

tfftrmttivt sction institution

Name

Address

City State Z.p

College/University

_ London Internship Programme
The Arts
Comperetrve Legal Systems
European Economy and Politics

MarteganientyEaxwnics/finance

_ Psychology «nd Social Poftcy

Summer Fail Spring 19

lies and tntemetionel Relation*
AoNrartts^ng/PrVMartiating

Journaasm/Broadcast/Film
Paris Internship Program
Washington Internship Program

was previously reported, the Palestinians

did not plan to attack the Jews praying (at

the Wailing Wall). They wanted only to

prevent the entry of the Temple Mount

Faithful to the mosque compound. The at-

tack on the Jewish worshippers developed

later as a spontaneous act."

"According to these sources, all previous

descriptions of Palestinians preparing a

day ahead, storing stones and iron bars and

coming into the mosque compound a day

ahead, are false. In the al Haram, there is

a lot of construction work and, therefore,

a lot of stones are available."

Another Israeli paper, Kol Ha'tr, reported

on Oct. 3 that Prime Minister Yitzhaq

Shamir "asked the police to work towards

the extermination of the Intifada in

Jerusalem." "The police have placed all

their hopes these days in the newly formed

Gideonim units, whose specialty is going

to be the implementation of unorthodox

methods against Arab villages."

Israel Shahak from the Israeli League for

Human and Civil Rights said, in an infor

mation release on Oct. 9, that the 'settlers

who entered the Haram al Sharif with

borderguards and police at about 10.30

a.m. on Oct.8 were in fact Shabak agents

in civilian dress. He also noted that several

people confirmed seeing Israeli civilians

shooting into the Haram from the roofs of

nearby buildings.

The PHRIC report also states that an

estimated 250 soldiers and police began

closing off the area around the Maqassed

and Augusta Victoria hospitals on the

Mount of Olives as the Palestinian dead

and wounded began arriving there.

"Fully armed in battle gear and with the

assistance of attack dogs, the troops

prevented many Palestinian residents from

donating much needed blood to the wound

ed
"

The PHRIC reported that between 12:30

and 1:00 p.m., the soldiers fired tear gas in_

to the crowd of people gathered in front of

Maqassed hospital and into the hospital

itself. The Israeli League for Human and

Civil Rights confirms this incident, noting

that the tear gas forced the "evacuation of

the new-born and OBGYN units."

PHRIC fieldworkers present at the scene

witnessed pregnant women vomiting from

the balconies and windows of the ward due

to tear gas and saw a 22-year old woman

shot in the back with a rubber/marble

bullet. Several of the PHRIC staff were also

hit by the "hail of rubber bullets outside

Maqassed at 3:30 p.m."

Responses to the incident in the United

States included a Palestinian appeal to the

U.N. Security Council for protection

against "Israeli soldiers, settlers and arm

ed religious zealots."

The Jewish Committee on the Middle

East, an organization comprising Jewish

professors at over 135 universities, issued

a press release on Oct. 8 condemning the

government of Israel for its "seriously ex-

cessive use of lethal force."

The President of the Arab-American

Anti-Discrimination Committee, Albert

Mokhiber said (in an Oct. 8 news release),

"U.N. action is fully justified and required

under international law, since the Israeli

government has once again breached the

Fourth Geneva Conventions which require

that the occupying power protect, rather

than exterminate the civilian population.

An Oct. 10 communique from "National

Institutions and Personalities" in the Oc-

cupied Territories said the incident con

firmed the "necessity of sending U.N.

forces in order to keep peace and protect

our people."

AP photo

HANG ON BABY! - A yet unnamed lOday-old baby anteater clings

to the back of its mother Zelda at the Philadelphia Zoo in

Philadelphia Tuesday. The baby will be given a name once Zelda lets

her keepers determine its sex.

So I
* B

If this is you come in

with this picture for a free

sandwich, mozz stix and a
drink.

Bring on down any cool
pictures and enter to be

in the Collegian.

s
o
ID

Buffalo B,lls
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THE FAR SIDE
By GARY LARSON

BONES IN THE BARREL
By J. GELLER & M ROSENZWEIG
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ACTIONS SUM
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By BILL WATTERSON

I RESENT
mi

M^

ACROSS
1 Frtgid

4 Single

7 To ma lart.

to a sailor

12 Mars: Comb
form

13 Yields in the

mine fields

14 Singer-actress

Biakiey

15 Sarver

of a son
18 — Ooaa By
19 Morning nsar

20 Makes lace

21 — Beta Kappa
22 Musician's need

24 Runner
Sebastian

26 Deliverer

33 Start of a

Shakespeare
title

35 Gats word to

36 FDR program

37 Poker ploy

39 Presidential

nickname

40 Simian,

for short

42 — . amas. amat

43 Fathered

45 Sugary suffixes

46 Lender

50 — da ptome

51 After due
52 German article

55 Comparative

words
50 Horned viper

61 Mysterious

63 Tamer

66 Estrada and
Bruhn

67 Smetl —
suspect

68 Plane leed-m

69 Intuit

70 Sister

71 The A-Team
star

DOWN
1 Notre Dame s

3 Bear or Berra

4 Asso
5 Tidings

6 Jacob's brother

7 Buchwaid

8 Composer Cole

9 —cat: form of

baseball

10 Musical pause

11 Tracy's true

love

12 Cousin of PDQ
13 — a time

Singly

16 — a

Caiifomian

Froat

17 Peruvian

23 Alter electrically

25 Qualifying

words
27 Double curve

28 Gardeners gear

29 Acknowledge-

ment
30 tossed about

— from

Harwicn

Gilbert

31 Sea eagle

32 Cleaning cloths

33 Bedouin

34 Dalai —
38 Nickname for a

famous hockey

center

41 Director-actor

Howard
44 La Douce

namesakes
47 Raps
48 Current of air

49 Architect

Saannen
53 Motionless

54 Legendary
fiddler

55 Sherbets

56 Your maiesty 1

57 One of triplets

59 Bridge

60 Llama land

62 Squeeze
64 Manipulate

65 Sought office
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TANGELO PIE

fad Nov. <* Moment a/ I

• i*M MARCUS

K

By TIM SNIFFEN

\fad Mould Moment <t\

CONTEMPLATIVE SILENCE

** MARCUS

LUNCH
Tri-County Fair Sandwich

Tomato Torte

BASICS LUNCH
Roast Pork

Baked Chicken

DINNER
Humus Vegetable

Sandwich
Tomato Torte

BASICS DINNER
Rice and Cheese Stuffed]

Cabboge
Baked Chicken

YOUR DAILY HOROSCOPE
By JEANE DDCON

SCORPIO (Oct 23-Nov 21)

Smoother relations at work mean
greater output higher profits You

should be able to hande numerous

tasks efficiently You are truly vi-

sionary toady and should trust your

cattle

JAOITTABIU. (Nov 22-Dec 20 it

is possible to improve your position

at home or work tooay Meetings

with important individuals may ce-

ment a new oftance Travel and

sparkling conversation bring

tascinat«Tg insights

CAPRICORN (Dec 22-Jon 19)

Your powers of onarysts ore ex

ceHent helping you make a big

strides m the right direction Impor-

tant papers need your attention

Resist an urge to gamble A stoUng

otters to play Cupid

AQUARIUS (Jan 20-Feb 18) A

pet project can be furthered

through cooperation and team ef

fort A close emotional tie reaches

a new plateau A get-together at

your home or a friends could turn

out surprisingly we*

PtSCfS (Feb 19-March 20) Relax

live a title, try giving m to tempta-

tion An intelligent co-worker finds

you extremely attractive Security

isn't everything add some spice to

your Mfe Make the first move*

AMIS (March 21-April 19) Your

compelling personality evokes od-

miration from less confident

associates Let your showmanship

be your means to financial success

Open your means to financial sue

cess

TAURUS (Apr! 20-May 20) You

may be counting on the wrong

things Review your proxies Im-

pu&rve statements and actions

could boomerang The events of

the next few days should leave you

teekng optimistic about the future

0)1*1*1 (May 21 June 20) Tnere

may be more tension than usual

between motes or business

associates today Easy does it' Do

not try to force issues. Pay overdue

b«s and balance your checkbook.

Romance suzles

CANCER (June 21-Juty 22) Take

a long-range view of your We and

make some specific pons You may

have to travel or contact people at

a dStance today Make phone cats

and be very persistent

HO (July 23-Aug 22) Projects

and interviews wR go wet today Do

not despair rf you encounter delays

Fax) time to contact your parents

or grown offspring A kind act wt be

richly rewarded
VIROO (Aug 22 Sept 22) Your

skin is Hkely to turn a purplstvorange

color after having a nightmare

about totu-yogurt squares A big

moroon gta monster, known to his

friends as Bubba, Is looking for you

He wants to feost on your toes for

dinner Don't go outside!

LISRA (Sept 23-Oct 22) Keep a

close eye on investing Otherwise

you may get a lemon instead of a

gem Someone dear to you is under

the weather, reautrmg a delicate

touch Put homework aside Sunday

night Enioy your friends company
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Gorbachev's economic plan

condemned by Yeltsin
MOSCOW (AP) - President Mikhail S.

Gorbachev's plan for switching to a free-

market economy backs away from a

500-day timetable, and Boris N. Yeltsin,

leader of the Russian republic, said it is

doomed to fail within six months.

Gorbachev's 66-page blueprint, delivered

to members of the national legislature

Tuesday, is at least the fourth in a consum-

ing and complicated series of plans for

salvaging the failing economy

'Another endeavor is thus being made to

perpetuate the svstem hated by the peo-

ple,'' Yeltsin said Tuesday. "The new pro-

gram catastrophe which will break out

within the first few months.

"

if the. ..Parliament approves today's un-

compromising program, it will take lew

than six months to realize that the chosen

road is another blunder
"

A text of Yeltsin's remarks to the Rus

Man Federation's legislature was publish

ed today in Soiwtskaya Rossiya. the Rus-

sian Communist newspaper.

Gorbachev's plan would give the 15

Soviet republics sweeping new powers to

run the nation's economy, free many prices

from government regulation and allow

private ownership of businesses. It sets no

timetable for the transition, but notes other

nations have accomplished similar goals in

one and a half to two years.

Gorbachev is to present his plan to the

Supreme Soviet national legislaure on Fri

day, and the 542 members could vote on it

as early as Saturday. Parliamentary com

mittees began studying the proposals

today.

Yeltsin, president of the Russian

republic, and the Federation's other leaders

have endorsed a radical plan for scrapping

Communist central planning for a market

based economy in 500 days.

Yeltsin said the Russian republic could

go ahead with that program on Nov.l, set-

ting up its own currency, customs service

and army.
He acknowledged this would be difficult

and costlv, even for the biggest and

wealthiest of the 15 Soviet republics, but

said. "If we show indecision in such a situa-

tion, we will lose the voters' trust and

respect."

"If we procrastinate and put off Itne

reforml further, there will be nothing to

reform because the economy will simply

fall to pieces." he said.

Yeltsin said Gorbachev's program, if

adopted, would increase the national

budget deficit to about $520 billion.

"The consumer market inevitably will be

swamped by a shower of paper (money) and

prices may grow dozens of times," he said.

The plan Yeltsin has endorsed is named

after its chief architect, economist

Stanislav Shatalin. It differs from Gor-

bachev's plan in several key respects.

The Shatalin plan suggests selling fac-

tories to private owners, breaking up col

lective farms and returning land to

peasants, but the Gorbachev plan drops a

clear commitment to private ownership of

land. It says only that republic authorities

will decide conditions for giving land to

people for agriculture.

The Shatalin plan would also gradually

end all state control on prices. Under the

Gorbachev plan, the government would

still set prices in 1992 on bread, meat, dairy

products and a few other staples.

Yeltsin said the Gorbachev plan was an

attempt "to preserve the administrative

bureaucratic system."

The proposal caps an intensive three-

week effort by Gorbachev and top

economists to resolve fundamental dif-

ferences over how to change a system that

fails to provide adequate food, shelter and

services for the country's 285 million

people

AP photo

LEFT HOOK - A riot policeman fights with a Lima housewife dur-

ing a march by hundreds of poor women demanding g«vpr"men
^

food aid. The march took place in front of the Congress building m
Lima, Peru Wednesday.

i

go ahead with that program on Nov 1, set- people.
^ # #

Baker reiects greater Congressional role in crisis
•*

... . ii n nt ii i. i.f.t..— tm Hplms. a North Carolina Republican and a persistenl

WASHINGTON <AP> - Secretary of State James A.

Baker III said yesterday Congress should not be given a

larger role in determining whether U.S. troops are sent

into combat against Iraq

Sen. Claiborne Pell. D R I , chairman of the Senate

Foreign Relations Committee, suggested that President

Bush consult with a congressional group on any action

taken during the upcoming legislative recess.

Baker, testifying before the committee, said Bush was

committed to continuing such consultation, even during

a recess. "I would have a little bit of reservation about

a formal mechanism,'' he said.

Baker's comments came after Sen. Jesse Helms accus

ed the State Department of abandoning Christians in

Lebanon and allowing the United Nations to infringe on

Israel's sovereignty.

"What kind of policy do we have when we turn anti

Christian and anti-Jewish in one week," Helms thundered

as Baker settled into the witness chair.

Baker made no immediate response to Helms' charges.

In a 10 page prepared statement, he said Iraqi President

Saddam Hussein 'must fail if peace is to succeed."

Sen. Richard Lugar. R Ind., said military action against

Iraq was more likely now and that Congress should come

back into session to authorize a declaration of war if one

is needed.

But Baker said U.S. military* actions to protect

Americans in the region should not be limited

Vlhen four favorites are on sale, stock up! at Liquors 44!!
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*|j DRY ' -!:
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I £m * DEP
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DRAFT 4 LIGHT 211?^ -*•-
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[
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Helms, a North Carolina Republican and a persistent

critic of the State Department, began his comments by

praising Bush for taking a strong stand against Saddam

occupation and annexation of Kuwait, its oil rich neighbor

in the gulf.

But the praise soured as Helms denounced the State

Department, saying the agency had supported Iraq until

just before the Aug. 2 invasion.

"Only the State Department could not see that he is a

murderer, torturer and assassin." Helms said of Saddam

Helms then called Syria's President Hafez Assad "an

international gangster
."

Assad, whom the administration has enlisted with its

anti Iraqi coalition, "has just completed the liquidation

of another Middle Eastern state," Helms said, referring

to the ouster of Michel Aoun, the last prominent "Chris

tian Moronite" holdout against Syrian influence over

Lebanon.
"What happened to our principles?" Helm- .i>kfd. "Isn t

the sovereignty of Lebanon just as important as the

sovereignty of Kuwait?"

The State Department had urged Aoun to step aside,

even as Syrian troops bore down on his Beirut stronghold

Aoun has taken refuge in the French Embassy.
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HADLEY
1

9am to 11pm Campus Plaza/Route 9

Monday thru Saturday 253-9344

««TWO -
LOCATIONS

HOLYOKE
30 Lincoln St

534-4555 TeleCheck

Classes are held Monday—Friday

at 8 am-noon-4 pm-5 pm-6 pm-7 pm
1 class tor $4.25/10 for $35 00/20 tor $60 00/30 tor »75.00

MONDAY—FRIDAY
• Separate, Private Aerobics Room
• State of the Art Neo Shock Floor

• Super Sound System

Route 9 on the

Amherst/Hadley line

Easy to get to by

CaLQf bus,
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Crew prepares for Head of the Charle^Regatta
By DAVID GORVINE
Collegian Correspondent

The Head of the Charles Regatta is one of the most

prestigious crew races in the country and this year UMass,

thanks to a lottery-style invitation, will be entering a boat

in the most competitive race of the Regatta, an event

known as the Championship Eights.

This open division includes some of the top college teams

in the country as well as Olympic training squads from

the States and around the world.

Taking place on Sunday in Cambridge, this year's field

will include boats from Temple, Georgetown, Harvard and

Yale racing side by side with top amateur teams from

Canada and Germany as well as local amateur clubs.

Considering the strength of the competition, the men's

coach Dave Trond said he would be pleased with a finish

in the top half, a finish which would leave a number of

quality teams in UMass' wake.

The Charles is the third of four regattas scheduled in

the fall season. In the first two - the Head of the Textile

and the Head of the Connecticut - UMass finished in the

middle of the pack in both the heavyweight and

lightweight divisions.

Those results did not overly concern Trond, who said

he wanted to use the fall season to prepare his rowers by

blending the experience of the seniors with the strength

of the sophomor.

For the Charles, however, the club's goals have been

slightly adjusted.

I'm looking to get the best race I can out of this one,

said Trond. "We'll probably only have two sophomores in

the boat and go with our experienced rowers."

The women's crew team has followed a similar course

this season. Like many teams, they have been more con

cerned with developing technique than with winning the

fall meet-
This year's club Wttt described by team captain Kacnel

White as physically very strong, and features four retur

ning seniors: Jen Blum. Susan Malone, Jen Geary, and

White. . .

The team suffered a setback recently when a key rower.

Alison Gurtwich. injured a back muscle at the Head of

the Connecticut She will sit out the rest of the fall season

but will return next spring when both the men and

women look for successful seasons based on strength, ex

pertence and team depth

« ..ll.-Ki.tn photo b> lorn Burkt-

The UMass men's heavyweight eight will be one of many boats entered at the Head of the Charles

Re^tta thisWay in Cambridge Boats competing will include Georgetown, Harvard.Ten.ple

and YateL Northeast, as well as boats from other parts of the continent, including Canada.
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HAPPY 21ST DAVE"
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Love ya. Spot

HAPPY BOAV to the inquisitive Mile B
m 201 Johnson You're the best don t ever

change Love. Sweet**

HSYAXOtGet^psyched foiTtoraWOoyou
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comuknement change ma vie S. ce <Je

temps que vous avw bescn voui
>
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^W. mats qu«re ana a vouto.r quatoua

cnoae aure»»nt du atre sultManls Je vous

adore avec tour mon coeur'

TheOower

Get psyched to ail with my BKJ FOOT
Thursday Love Jrm W

TO JEN from 3rd Hoor Baker ft the other girt

we decked mudakdmg.n w^*"* ™
Bowl SMurday mght We re very sorry and

hope you weren't m too much pern'

i rjon't sue us"
joet and Chad

SERVICES
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TO THE Ml Sturpre ^&3^**<»
vousay Dnnk m*' and note Shawn Th.s
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brand new Karnaautra Dance partner Hey

Chns ft Chns good luck' PS Cheer up J

(Thrng, win work out) Giving my love to

jesae ft the Basics group Bob

TORTELVIS- You knocked over ejgnt pins

,n my heart won t you please pek up th«

spare'' Cnbbage Oueen

TO THE SISTERS AND PLEDGES of Tff

Sigma Have a bMat at date party this

-i (1 more day")

HEY SKMAA MPPAS1! Are your dale*
>
all

set tor a ro« m the hay Fnday mght" f3et

psyched tor date party

HONEY- Phi glad the year s gomg good lor

you although l mrss seeing you as much

I Love Vou"' Towiyi

PIZZA

HANDPAINTEO FINGERNAIL DCSKJNS

My creations or any picture you waul

I'M paint if

Call Lisa 546 1276

PREGNANT'
Need a pregnancy test <nfo™*«fia*sta>

port' Cad tor free and comdenbai—»**«»

ALTERNATIVES 33 Mam St Nrjrtrujmpton

566 3000

SPECIAL OFFER FREE STUOENT
Claaaifieds M me MARKETPLACE Send

add 10 0302 Caehm or Can 323-9S92

TRAVEL

CHRISTMAS. SPRING Bfw^KJKJMMWI
travel free An couriers needed ana

m£»h<> MM CMl idOrXB? 7S55 eM

F 1426

FOR SALE PLANE TICKET to CA Iron*

Boston one way $50 great dea* PH
546-0747 Ask tor Kadw

NW/AMEX TICKETS

NW/AMEX VOUCHERS have always been

processed free at Campus Travel on Cam
pus 545-0500

JJ
Delaward and Pitt won t

be the same once we re through' we »

make it. going 135mph all the way' Look

ing forward to topping last weekend

Love-n-Stuff

MA A

PERSONALS

19TH CENT. Arch you borrowed my notes

on Thurs and weren't *> ciass Tues Plan!

return them I need them J G

BECK-UMS. Thank you tor saving my hie'

Oooh child things are gonna get easier

Oooh child things M get brighter Smile'

Jengl

trom freshman year'

BONNE Love you from here to Timbuktu

So what it we can t sing yesterday because

when I m tow and leeling down

FOUND

GLASSES FOUND near Flint Lab

Call 545*501

NEAR BROWN HOUSE
Leather pendant ft strap

Identify ft if s yours

54B1251

Forty-five months ago your car died in my
driveway and I went out without you I! s

been |ust as crazy but I wouWn t change a

thing' I Love You"
B

KAREN W L
Do you ramember me

MARY C.

Happy Birthday"'

Love Mary B

MECHANICAL ENGINEER
Sean- the taH. cute skinny dark haired Mfc

I'm in 2 of your classes and think you re hot

Please respond'

The ME Babe

MICHELLE HOGAN- Happy Birthday' Get

psyched for date party' We love ya'

The sisters of Tri-Srgma

PRIVATE GILBERTI Thanks tor makingijhe

last 943 days the best days of my hie I love

you Suzanne

RED STRIPES are the best stripes team

team team potatoe month a complete sue

cess OS PS MPH NS GT ED

COLLEGE PIZZA
Fa* Special

small cheese $3 49

large cheese $5 99

2 additional toppings

only $1 more
' must mention this ad '

549*096 549 6073

•subs' spaghetti 'salads'

PROFESSIONAL DJS

LAZER TECH AUDIO available tor your

dance dorm party or house party Great

rates great DJ s Call 323 7601 soon

QUESTION 3

DON T FORGET
I' you are registered to vote m your

hometown, you must request an absentee

ballot (often m writing) from your Town

Clerk Election day is less than 3 weens

away Get those requests m now' Take mail

mg time into consideration

ROOMMATE WANTED

t BEDROOM available in apt next to bus

route by Amherst College Prefer otder

female student, quiet no smoking/pets 230»

Must love cats 253 7728

TYPING

HAMMERSTEIN TYPING- $2^«VP9_
Quick' Neat' On Campos' Can Enc 6-oaaa

Leave message

TYPING. WORD PROCESSING. $1 50/pg

Free pickup and defcvery Laser printing and

copying available KCommuntcat-ons

256-6373

WORKPROCESSING Irwiujensive quick

and accurate work Campus pickup and

delivery- Cm La*a 2SBdS96 leave r—

WOROPROCESSING
Reliable, Quick Accurate

Campus pickup ft delivery

Sharon 584-7986

WANTED

GRADUATE STUOENT NEEDS
female students tor commun.cation

research interviews 1 to 2 days subsequent

to a scheduled appointment al Unrverstty
He*MiServ«es?ocus Patient parcsphons

of communication at the health vwrt HSm>

bursement Eight Dollars Leave name ft

phone number tor Elke- 256-8559
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SPORTS
Volleyball drops
3-1 decision
to UConn Huskies
By FELICE COHEN
Collegian Correspondent

This was another hard one to swallow.

The University of Massachusetts volleyball team lost

Tuesday night at Connecticut 9 15. 5-15, 15-10 and

5-15, leaving the Minutewomen at 3-17 overall.

This is hardly a record to brag about, but coach Carol

Ford is not totally down.

We did improve in some areas that we've been lack-

ing, such as our defense, serve receive and serving, but

we were not able to put the ball away offensively."

Senior captain Nancy Sullivan did her best to keep

things rolling for the Minutewomen. According to Ford

she played well all around.

"She was the most aggressive hitter on the court,"

Ford said. "But the other hitters have to make more

of a contribution."

UMass setter Angie Paloucci, who missed the first

six weeks of the season due to illness, has demonstrated

determination as well as good defense. Ford cited.

During most of last night's play, the Minutewomen

did what they could just to keep the ball in play.

"Their lack of confidence is expected since they've

been having trouble winning." Ford said of the loss.

Ford said UConn proved to be a much improved team

with an excellent setter.

The Minutewomen play at George Washington at 7

p.m. this Friday.

Huskies shut out men's soccer
By GREG SUKIENNIK
Collegian Staff

The University ofMassachusetts dominated Connecticut

for the first 45 minutes of yesterday's game at Upper

Bovden Field.

Unfortunately for the Minutemen, soccer games areW
minutes long.

UConn got a goal from Rob Lindell 15 minutes into the

second half, and controlled most of the second half as the

Huskies beat UMass, 1-0.

'This game was emblematic ofour season, said UMass

coach Jeff Gettler. "We got a couple of chances in the first

half, and we didn't connect. We might've put them away

if we went into halftime with two goals, but instead, they

get one goal in the second half and we run out of gas."

UConn came out on fire early in the second half, forc-

ing play in the UMass zone. After two UConn near-misses,

Lindell took a crossing pass from teammate Brian Parker

and slammed the ball into the net from ten yards out. For

Lindell, it was his team-leading sixth goal of the year,

while the assist was Parker's third.

One minute later, UMass just missed tying the score

at one when Huskie goalkeeper Brian Hall stopped Ray

Cuhna at the goal line. UMass would have no better

chances for the rest of the game, as UConn controlled

possession and continued to test UMass goalie John

Gruber. The Minutemen "played well individually, but

not well as a team," said Gettler. Gruber finished with

nine saves of dazzling variety for UMass. Most impressive

of those was a stop of a breakaway chance by UConn 's

Mike Saunders. Huskie keeper Hall stopped nine shots.

UMmass' best chances of the afternoon came late in the

first half. Andrew Bird sent a crossing pass through the

air from the right to Tom Novajasky. who headed a shot

high at goal. Hall leapt up and tipped the ball over the

crossbar, saving a sure goal for UMass. Novajasky had

another chance five minutes later, but his high drive from

25 yards away met the same fate. Gettler singled out

Novajasky for his excellent play after the game.

"The first half was ours," Gettler said. "But we're not

finishing, and one goal stands up against us. We were

Collegian photo by Richard DuCrec

The men's soccer team was shut down by

Connecticut's impenetrable defensive unit

yesterday in a 1-0 match.

good, but not good enough."

The Minutemen, now 2-9-3, next host Atlantic 10 oppo

nent St. Joseph's at 3 p.m. on Friday on the Hill While

UMass, 1-3-2 in the A 10, is not eliminated from the run

ning for the A 10 tournament, their chances are slim.

They must beat both St. Joseph's and Rutgers, and hope

for a series of losses and ties between West Virginia. Tern

pie and George Washington to gain fourth place and a

tournament seat.

Beating Rutgers may present a problem for UMass,

however. The Scarlet Knights defeated the top team in

the country. UCLA (2 1) and will clinch the top spot in

the A 10 with a tie or a victory. Rutgers is 6-11 at home,

where the Minutemen will face them Oct. 26.

Women's soccer hosts Rhody
By ADRIENNE MATT
Collegian Staff

A healthy mental attitude can carry you

through a shitty day.

Today may not be shitty but let us face

it, these guys are tired. And who can blame

them?
The University of Massachusetts

women's soccer team has played three top

20 teams in the last five days and they

have only faltered once - by tieing then

No. 10 Brown (1 1>.

Now UMass is at slot 10 in the national

polls and first in New England. Today they

host Rhode Island at 3:30 p.m on Upper

Boyden Field.

"I really admire our people," Rudy said

of the injured and perpetually sick athletes

— seniors Kim Montgomery and Becky

Bonzanno have been hampered by persis-

tent colds. "They're hard workers 100 per

cent of the time
"

The Rams are on a three-game losing

streak, posting a 5-6 record overall, 3-5 in

New England. Their wins have been

against Army (1-1), Maine (3-1), Franklin

Pierce (4-1), with shutouts against

Stonybrook (1-0) and Holy Cross (2-0).

Connecticut (50), Brown (4 0). New
Hampshire (9-0), Yale (1-0), Hartford <7-0)

and Rutgers (3-0) have successfully shut

down URI, pulling them down to the bot-

tom of the polls.

On paper, these guys have been

outplayed. They are under par in both scor

mg and corner kicks as well as fouls and

offsides.

This is the first season at URI for head

coach Wendy Veeder (Cortland '83) and

assistant Robert Ciarlo (New Hampshire

College *88>, which may or may not be a fac

tor in the team- organizational ability

UMass coach Jim Rudv. however,

hey should not be underestimated He

d junior Lynn Dougla:- .ior K;m
Murowski as two of Rhody s key players.

He also said they have a defense that comes

out of the back

Douglas and sophomore Eileen Ganzhorn

have seven points for the season, leading

the Rams. In 26 shots on goal, Douglas has

completed three goals and one assist. Gan

zhorn has netted two goals and three

assists in 17 tries.

Other offensive factors include freshmen

Gabriel le Riley and Jennifer Paradis who

have two goals and one assist for five

points. Although Riley has only seven shots

on goal, she averages two goals per game.

Paradis has taken 17 shots on goal and

averages one goal per game.

Unfortunately for UMass, keeper Skye

Eddy has a badly bruised left hand and

Briana Scurry has back problems.

Eddy's injury was sustained in Tuesday's

play, while Scurry's back problems are a

result of wear and tear of heavy training,

according to Rudy.

Boy do we feel stupid Sincere apologies

from the sports desk and sports informa-

tion office to April Kater for not staying

abreast of her career points.

Kater broke the school's career point

mark against Brown this past weekend. In

her collegiate career, she has 35 goals and

19 assists for 89 points. So far this season

she leads the Reds in scoring with six goals

and one assist for 13 points.

Previous records were held by Debra

Belkin ('84 '87) 31 23-85 and Catherine

Spence C84'87) 33-19-85.

Other current teammates with im-

pressive numbers include senior Sue

Gaudette and sophomore Kim Eynard who

both have eight points. Starting every

UMass game, Gaudette has taken 32 shots

on goal for three goals and two assists. In

nine games, Eynard has taken 24 shots on

goal, connecting four goals.

Sophomore Lisa Mickelson leads the

team in assists with three and has taken

24 shots on goal. Junior Michele Woodside

(25), senior Robin Runstein (15) and

sophomore Holly Helmuth (14) have put

their share of balls near the net.

Rudy On the NCAAs: Connecticut looks

to be the Reds' most demanding game left

,'ew England . . . UConn is the Reds'

e as well as the last New
England match . . . against common op-

.•nts, UConn holds a 4-2 1 record

agains- J-l record . . .

'onn No 15) has yet to face Hartford

13), Wisconsin Madison (tied at No. 4

with Santa Barbara) and Colorado College

(No < Hartford (6-5-2) is ranked No.

13, Wisconsin ( 12-1-1 ) is fifth and Colorado

t 10- 1-1 ) is sixth .

UMass tied Hartford (1-1) and lost to

Wisconsin (1-0 1 . . in last year's playoff ac

tivities UMass lost to Colorado (5-2) in the

NCAA quarter finals . .

Field hockey meets Dartmouth
By BRETT MORRIS
Collegian Correspondent

The University of Massachusetts field

hockey team travels to New Hampshire

today to take on Dartmouth. The

Minutewomen will bring with them an

overall record of 10-4 and a great deal

of confidence after three consecutive vie

tories against top 20 teams.

Meanwhile. Dartmouth has been

struggling this season as they enter the

match with a 2-7-1 overall record and

winless in the Ivy League at 0-3-1.

Nonetheless, Dartmouth should not be

taken lightly.

"We really don't know what to expect.

Traditionally. Dartmouth has always

been a pain in our necks," said UMass
coach Pam Hixon. "They get up for the

tough teams. They play out of their

minds, so they're kind of scary in that

respect."

The Minutewomen defense and goalie

Philippa Scott must contain Dart

mouth's scoring threat, senior forward

Laurie Khelokian. Khelokian leads the

Big Green with 9 goals and 1 assist in

10 games. Scott has allowed only 9 goals

this season, an average of 1 .5 per game,

while compiling 92 saves. Dartmouth

goalie Tina Rosenblum has allowed an

average of 2.1 goals per game.

The dominating Minutewomen of

fense, averaging 2.2 goals per game, are

led by senior forward Mara Frattasio.

Frattasio had a goal and two assists in

Tuesday's match against Springfield

College to bring her season total to 9

goals and 5 assists.

"The most difficult part about playing

Dartmouth is just not to let down." said

Hixon. "We must continue what we've

been doing. We've got to get on the

board early and often.

ColN-gUn photo hy Canif Wyrth

Pam Hixon's squad travels to Dartmouth to face their Big Green
rivals of New England.
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posiT
A positively enjoyable evening

By JODY GABIN
Collegian Staff

O Positive became a unit in 1984; the original five

members - lead vocalist Dave Herlihy, guitarists Alan

Petitti and Dave Martin, bassist David Ingham and

drummer Alex Lob - have survived the past six years

without a personnel change.

Petitti, Ingham and Lob were practicing in a basement

in Brighton, Mass., when Herlihy (then with a band call-

ed Chapter 12) began stopping by and joining in on their

sessions on a regular basis. Martin started as their

soundman, but wound up on guitar. The band's name

came from a radio ad for a local blood bank.

"We decided that we wanted to really do it," Herlihy

says. "Music has really limitless possibilities. If you can

conceive of an effect — whether it's fear or sadness or

whatever — you can produce it. Music is used for such

base purposes. Cars, girls. I like cars and I like girls,

but I want to do more than what's just easy."

O Positive certainly can't be accused of taking the easy

way out. They originally planned to introduce

themselves by way of a compilation of Boston-area bands

called Seven Vinyl Virgins, but circumstances caused

them to abandon the idea and raise the money to go it

alon<- „
"Before we could get it together (the compilation),

Herlihy recalls, "a lot of the bands lost their 'vinyl

virginity.' That's when we decided to record our own

album. We'd play 15 gigs, go into the studio for one

night, and blow all the money. Then we'd have to gig

for another month-and-a-half just to get back into the

studio again."

In October 1985, O Positive released their first EP,

Only Breathing, on Throbbing Lobster Records. The EP

sold nearly 20,000 copies, brought them extensive col

lege radio airplay and in 1986 earned the band a Boston

Music Award for their single, "With You."

Cloud Factory, their first full-length album, was releas-

ed on Link Records in 1987. The album went top- 10 on

the Rolling Stone alternative charts.

This year, O Positive released their major label debut

(Epic), ToyBoatToyBoatToyBoat. The album has earn-

ed them extensive national recognition.

"It's always been a climb," Herlihy explains. "We'll

do carpentry and odd jobs, but we don't really have day

jobs. Our philosophy has been to make a little less money

and do what we believe in. We'll follow our hearts, and

hopefully the wallets will follow.

"I hope we have a long career to explore whatever oc-

curs to us, because the best part of it is stumbling upon

the unexpected."

Tribe, who scored their first radio hit in 1987 with

their demo, "Abort," will open the show. Lead singer

Janet LaValley, whose vocal range has been described

as "somewhere between the operatic drama of Lene

Lovich and the knuckle-in-the-face power of Chri-

Hynde," won "Outstanding Female Vocalist"' at last

year's Boston Music Awards.

O Positive and Tribe will be playing the Bluewall on

Saturday, Oct. 20. The show is span "v the I 'mon

Program Council. Tickets are $5 for UMass students

$7 for the general public. There will be a rash bar for

those with proper ID. Doors open at S p.m.
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Bob Mould barges his way into Pearl Street

Ry SAM SILVERSTEIN
Collegian Staff

will go to Sunday night's Bob Mould

concert with a twinge of fear in my heart

and two cotton balls in my pocket.

I saw Mould in concert on Halloween

night a year ago after he released his first

solo album, Workbook, which he played in

its entirety on stage.

Compared to the complex hardcore

generated by Mould in the late 1980s as

part of Husker Du, Workbook is Gar-

funkelesque stuff, full of acoustic 12-string

guitars and carefully layered vocals.

Yet on stage in an open ballroom, Mould

transformed the material into something

ferocious and loud. Very loud.

Intricate, thoughtful songwriting, per-

formed with a hardcore attitude, was an in

triguing mix, and Workbook hooked in lots

of fans, such as myself, who couldn't bring

themselves to buy thrash such as Husker

Du, but appreciated Mould's first solo step

in a more listenable direction.

Mould is now touring in support of his

latest album. Black Sheets ofRain, which

is "relentlessly angry and dramatically

more energetic than Workbook.

While classic pop songwriting and serious

lyrics remain at center stage. Mould

screams his way through Black Sheets of

Rain as if trying to be heard above the din

of his own guitar, the bass of Tony

Maimone (from Pere Ubu). and crash

happy drummer Antion Fier (of the Golden

Paliminos).

"Sacrifice Let There be Peace," "One

Good Reason." "Stop Your Crying." and

the title track, "Black Sheets of Rain," are

particularly violent, and if Mould,

Maimone and Fier take them up a notch

in concert, it will be deafening

Hence, the cotton ball*

Also last fall, in performance, Mould was

intense, in the sincere, humorless sense of

the word. Five minutes into the set.

Moulds short hair was matted on his

forehead and his shirt was soaked from

sweat.

During the guitar solo that closed

"Wishing Wei!." the second track on

Workbook, Mould's eyes rolled back in his

head and his neck and shoulders shook.

Several times during the show ,
Mould took

ordinary songs beyond the range of hear

ing with spastic, escalating guitar solos

that backed the crowd away from the

amplifier stacks.

Hence, the fear in my heart.

Black Sheets ofRaw is a response to the

exhilaration of playing Workbook live,

Mould said. Last fall's tour ended a two-

year absence from live performing, dating

back to the not-too-civil break up of Husker

Du.
"Seeing how people reacted to Workbook

live and the things that charged them up

got me going in this direction," Mould

explained.

"When you're writing songs, you go with

where you're at at the time. If you're feel-

ing loud, that's what you should write. It

just seems appropriate now to be more ag-

gressive . . . There's no point in not pushing

yourself."

Bob Mould and Ultra Vivid Scene will

play Pearl Street in Northampton on Sun-

day, Oct. 21. Doors open at 8 p.m. Tickets

are $10. Those 18-and-over are welcome.
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Bob Mould plays Pearl Street Sunday night
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Alternatives to Academics
The Unknown Handel: The Formative Italian

Years, a lecture to be given by Henry G. Mishkin

ot the music department at Amherst College, can

be tound at Amherst College in Music Rm 3 at 12:15

p.m. Admission is tree.

Lurcy Lecture: East Germany Today will in-

clude a lecture and discussion in English with Holge

Teschke, an author and dramaturg at the Brecht

Theatre in East Berlin, and Brigit Teschke, political

activist and economist. It will be given at Amherst

College in Porter House at 4 p.m.

Native Americans In the Melting Pot: An

Overview ot Indian Ethnic Identity in the 20th

Century, a lecture to be given by Frederick Hoxie

of the McNickle Center for American Indian

History, can be found at Smith College in the

Neilson Library at 4:30 p.m. Admission is free.

Manhattan, directed by Woody Allen, stars

Allen. Diane Keaton and Meryl Streep in a black

and white film that studies the delicate balance

of love and self-love among friends. It wil be shown

at Hampshire College in Adete Simmons Lecture

Hall at 7 p.m.

Steven Tllston/Brooks Williams will entertain

the masses at the Iron Horse Music in Northamp-

ton with their impressive songwriting talent Doors

open at 7 p.m. Tickets are $6 in advance

Japanese Tea Ceremony, in Nakaoki style, can

be found at Mount Holyoke College in Eliot House

from 7 p.m -8:30 p.m. Reservations required - to

make them, call 538-2054.

Jazz Ensemble I/Chapel Jazz Ensemble will

perform hot sounds for a ccol evening at UMass

in Bowker Auditorium at 8 p.m.

Public Perception ot Food Safety, a lecture to

be given by Frederick J. Francis of the Food

Science department at UMass. can be found at

UMass in Memorial Hall at 8 pm Admission is free

Torch Song Trilogy is a student-run production

of the landmark Broadway play about a drag

queen and those who love him. It will be perform-

ed at UMass in the Hampden Theatre at 8 p.m.

There will be repeat performances on Friday and

Saturday at the same time and on Sunday at 2

p.m. Admission is $3 for students and $5 for the

general public
~

Declarations ot War. a lecture to be given by

Elaine Scarry of the English department at Harvard,

can be found at Amherst College in the Octagon

Babbott Room at 8 p.m. Admission is free

Charles Slmlc. recipient of the 19QO Pulitzer

Prize for poetry, will be reading selections of his

work at UMass in Herter Hall. Rm 227. at 8 p.m After

the reading, there will be a reception

Borderland, a local R-n-B band, will play the

Hadley Pub. Show starts at 9 p.m

Who's Kidding Whowill play Twister's Tavern in

Amherst. Showtime is 9 p.m. 21-and-over.

Lurcy Lecture: From 'Nothing Goes' to

'Anything Goes' or, Is Revolution Devouring its

Artists? will be given by Holger Teschke, author

and dramaturg at the Brecht Theatre in East Berlin,

at Amherst College in Porter House at 4 p.m.

Ernest Goes To Camp, the unfunny comedy

starring "Hey. Vern" Jim Carney, will be shown at

HC in the Franklin Patterson Main Lecture Hall at

7 p.m. and 9:30 p.m. Admission is $1.

Mister Roberts, starring Henry Fonda. James

Cagney, William Powell and Jack Lemmon. is a

comedy-drama set on a WWII cargo ship where

men learn about tyranny, protest and sacrifice for

others. It will be shown at Mount Holyoke College

in Gamble Auditorium at 7 p.m. and 9:15 p.m.

Men .... a 1985 German film, tells the tale of an

uptight man who discovers that his wife is having

an affair and assumes a a new identity to become

her lover's roommate. It will be shown at Smith Col-

lege in Wright Hall at 7 p.m. and 9 p.m Admission

is free.

Pousette-Dart Band will pkay the Iron horse.

Doors open at 7 p.m. Tickets are $10 in advance

Marianne and Juliane a 1982 German fiim

gives a profound portrait of two sisters, one a

radical terrorist, the other a feminist editor work-

ing to change from within the system It will be

shown at Amherst College in the Campus Center

Theatre at 7:30 p.m. and lO p.m.. with repeat

showings on Saturday and Sunday at the same

time Admission is $1.50.

Sankai Juku, Japanese Butoh Dancers

featuring Butoh. a new Japanese art form that

evolved during the 1960s as an expression of

humanitarian awareness by that country's post-

war generation, will be performed at UMass in the

Fine Arts Center Concert Hall at 8 p.m. with a

repeat performance on Saturday at the same

time. Tickets are $27, $25 and $23

At the Gates of the Forest, a special evening

of storytelling by Anastacia Gourley to benefit the

Save-the-Redwoods League, wi take place at the

Northampton Center for the Arts at 8 p.m. Admis-

sion is $8 to $10 in advance and $10 to $12 at the

door.

The Neighborhoods with special guests

Minibus Sandwitch and Borderland, wH! p4ay Pearl

Street. Show starts at 8:30 p.m.

Firehose, with special guests Scrawl and the

Blake Babies, will perform at Pearl Street in Nor-

thampton. Doors open at 8:30 p.m.

Funny Women, a night of female comedy and

conversation, can be found at the Peking Garden

Restaurant in Hadley. Men are welcome. Show

starts at 8:30 p.m. Admission is $6.

Comedy Club, featuring Lisa Ann Walter, Rick

Vos and Jim McCue. can be found at Carbur's in

Hadley. Show starts at 8:45 pm
Velcro Peasants will pkay at Sheehan's Cafe in

Northampton. Doors open at 9 pm 21-and-over.

Tom Houston and His Kelllc Band will play the

Hatch at UMass in the Student Union Building. Show

starts at 9 p.m. There will be a $2 cover charge.

Tom Deluca will appear at Amherst College in

the Campus Center Frontroom. Admission is $2 for

Amherst students, faculty and staff. $5 for the

general public.

Riders on the Storm will play a Doors tribute

show at Katina's in Hadley. 18-and-over.

Lee Franke, former weekly writer for MTV's

Remote Control and former editor of National Lam-

poon, sets out to entertain the patrons of the Pek-

ing Garden Restaurant. Show starts at 8.30 p.m.

There will be a repeat performance Saturday,

same time. Admission is $6

Little Jimmy and the Bad Boys will play

Sheehan's Cafe. 21-and-over.

Male Honor Choir and Vocal Seminar will be

a workshop for students and teachers given in the

UMass Bezanson Recital Hall from 9 a.m -5 p.m. Ad-

mission is $12.

Hunger in the 90s— Beyond the Band-Aid will

be a conference aiming to create a plan address-

ing the problem of hunger in Western

Massachusetts it will be held at Hampshire College

in the Red Barn from lO a.m.-3 p.m. Lunch will be

provided Registration is required. To register, call

the Survival Center at 586-6564. Admission is free.

Field ot Dreams, starring Kevin Costner and

Amy Madigan, is a tear-jerking film about an Iowa

farmer who builds a baseball field with wonderful

results. It will be shown at Mount Holyoke College

in Gamble Auditorium at 7 p.m. and 9 p.m.

Craig Eastman and the Sundogs will perform

their western swing at the Iron Horse. Doors open

at 7 p.m. Tickets are $7 in advance.

Alia Musica will feature an enchanting program

of Spanish Medieval and Renaissance music. The

performance will take place at Mount Holyoke

College in Pratt Auditorium from 8 p.m.-9;45 p.m.

O-Positive with special guests Tribe, will play at

UMass in the BlueWall Cafe. Show starts at 8 p.m.

Admission is $5 for UMass students and $7 for the

general public.

The Pride ot the Yankees is a film that takes

a thoughtful look at Lou Gehrig's life. A must see

for those who love baseball it will be shown at

Mount Hoiyoke College m Gamble Auditorium at

8 p.m
Amherst Collegium Musicum conducted by

Lewis Spratian. wHI be performed at Amherst Col-

lege in the Buckley Recital Hall at 8:15 p.m. Admis-

sion is free.

The Beat Farmers, with speciai guests the Ray

Mason Band, will play Pearl Street. Doors open at

8 30 p.m.

Image ot Man is slated to pkay Sheehan s Cafe.

21-and-over

Pajama Party is out to entertain you at Katina s.

It's an 18-and-over

Tracey and Company will play Seven O's in

Sunderland.SUNDAY
Noting the 7Cth Anniversary ot the IXth wiH

be a special event in honor of the constitutional

amendment that allows

women the right to vote It will be hela at Smith

College in Stoddard Auditorium from 1 p.m.-5 p.m

Admission is free.

Persona, directed by ingmar Bergman, is i

haunting piece about a withdrawn actress who

exchanges personalities with her nurse. It will be

shown at Hampshire College in the Adete Simmons

Lecture Hall at 2 p.m.

Films by Photographers: Surrealistic Tenden-

cies is a film that shows motion pictures made

from still photographs it will be shown at Amherst

College in the Stirn Auditorium at 4 p.m. Admission

Odetta. the matriarch of American folk wiH play

the Iron Horse. Doers open at 7 p.m Tickets are $KD

in advance. „^rt
_

Ten Days That Shook the World is a 1928 Rus

sian film that masterfully reconstructs the Russian

Revolution. It will be shown at Hampshire College

in the Frankyn Patterson Main Lecture Hall at 8 p.m

Admission is $1

Bob Mould/Ultra Vivid Scene will play at Pearl

Street Ultra Vivid Scene, touring in support of their

recent LP Joy 1967-1990 will open for Mould,

formerly of Husker Du. who is touring in support of

his latest release Black Sheets of Rain Doors open

at 8 p.m. Tickets are $10 in advance. 18-and-over

Mary Chapln Carpenter, a folk singer,

songwriter and storyteller, will perform at Amherst

College in Buckley Recital Hall at 8 p.m. Admission

is $3 with an Amherst College ID and $10 without.

Hari Karl/Judgment Day/Threshold wHI wreak

havoc upon Katina's with their thrash metal

mayhem. Doors open at 8 p.m. All-ages show.

The University ot Massachusetts Mlnuteman

Marching Band will perform at the Giants foot-

ball game at the Meadowlands Complex in New

Jersey. It will be a nationally televised event that

will run an average of eight minutes before the

game and at halftime.



UMass Marching Band
hits Giant status
By JULIE LIVINGSTONE
Collegian Staff

The strains of music you ordinarily hear

on your way across campus between 4:40

p.m. and 6 p.m. have grown more intense

over these past few weeks and that's direct-

ly linked to the Meadowlands in New

Jersey.

The University of Massachusetts

Minuteman Marching Band has been

preparing for their performance during

half-time at Sunday's game between the

Phoenix Cardinals and the New York

Giants.

Tom Hannum, assistant director of the

Band explains that the opportunity was a

combination of three things: fate, self

ascribed luck and a friend of a friend.

"Paul Caliendo, a band director in N.J.

who has seen me do some workshops and

saw the band perform a few years ago, is

a big supporter of the Meadowlands. His

friend Tom Powers is in charge of promo

tions and recommended to him that the

UMass band play."

Hannum said he received a call last

spring asking whether they would be in-

terested in plaving. He said at that point

they were hoping for this chance because

the band was scheduled to play at the

TMass/University of Delaware game and

the Meadowlands would fit in perfectly

with the return trip to Amherst.

"I guess it's a matter of some luck, but

mostly I think you create your own," Han-

num said.

With 300 band members, a lot of energy

has been invested in the trip. Band and col-

or guard, plus a staff of 12 will be travel-

ing to N.J. for the weekend.

They will leave Amherst at 7:30 a.m. on

Friday to arrive in Delaware for a mass

practice with several other high school

bands, they will then play for the

UMass/Delaware half-time and then it's on

to Giants.

"We will be premiering our Phantom ot

the Opera' presentation, as well as three

others - 'St. Louis Blues,' 'Canto Del Vien-

to,' and Bandstand Boogie.' The whole

thing should last about 10 minutes.

There'll be a post-game performance as

well," Hannum said.

Band members raised the money for the

trip through magazine sales which they

began during the last week of August,

more intimately known to them as "Band

Camp"

Hannum has been involved with the

UMass Marching Band for 10 years total,

four of which he was a teaching assistant

working on his graduate degree and the

last six of which he has been Assistant

Director. He claims it is one of the best

bands he has worked with

"There are many qualities about this

band that leads many people to say it is our

best. The people who are involved are still

enthusiastic and we just keep getting bet

ter at bit bv bit," Hannum said.

The Phoenix New York Giants game will

be televised on CBS starting at 4 p.m.

ACADLMY-MUSIC
NORTHAMPTON

584-4U35

Join the party- Cfta-Cfta-Cfta

See the year's most acclaimed movie!

Now 2nd Week-Curtain 7:00 & 9:00

Pnrk Avenue debutantes & their boyfriends frilling the

Plaza ballr om v.lh the ronga &. gallons of martinis

on Christm R* Holiday .hut beneath I story of growing

up. growing out, going r.l. he way or not. lust & love

& college..

-A DISARMING AND DELIGHTFUL COMEDY"
Oavtf Anm.

yv* wi&

Wkit StilliMas

^Metropolitan
1EW UNI CINEMA

ATTHK GATES OK SMITH ( OLLK.h

It's a beautiful day to

visit the Neighborhoods
In an interview with Musician

Magazine, Minehan explained, "One A

and R guy nurtured a relationship with

us for months. But I was there when he

met with his seniors in New York. This

By DANIELLE DOWLING
Collegian Staff

When I was a kid, I hated Mr. Rogers,

tender age
' °\

l^
ee '

nothing caused the band to break up.

the nerd from hell.

I have also found that there s this

strange stigma attached to anything

that could be remotely associated with

Mr. Rogers. Perhaps that's why the

Neighborhoods have never made it

out of cult status into lucrative success,

since there exists a direct correlation

between the group's moniker and hor

rific, childhood nightmares of nerdiness.

It was the late 1970s in Boston when

together a collection of songs entitled

Real Stories which evolved into the EP

released in 1984, Fire is Coming. In

1986 they finally released their debut

LP, The High Hard One, on Restless

Records. The album was met with

critical acclaim and hit the top-20 on col-

lege radio charts across the country

The group left Restless in 1987 to join

the newly formed Emergo label. They

released their second album, Reptile

*J=^«3S EE^x^s
Dave Minehan, inspired by their obses-

sion for the punk rock scene, decided to

form the first incarnation of the

Neighborhoods. They soon became one

of Boston's most popular acts. In 1979,

they won WBCNs first "Rock and Roll

Rumble" and subsequently released

their debut single "Prettiest Girl,'

which sold over 10,000 copies.

Seeing bands like Robin Lane and the

Chartbusters, Nervous Eaters and the

Rings getting dropped just as quickly as

they were signed, the group waited for

the perfect offer But despite many ma

jor label demo sessions, the

Neighborhoods never obtained their set

goal and disbanded a few years later.

sive touring, opening for such establish

ed acts as David Bowie and Aerosmith.

Bowie had named Reptile Men as one of

his favorite albums, which led to their

opening slot at Sullivan Stadium, and

Aerosmith guitarist Brad Whitford, a

long time fan of the group, produced

their recent release on Emergo,

Hoodwinked
In an interview with Rock Bill. Harr

ington claimed that the Neighborhoods'

future consists of "world domination

But maybe they should change their

name first

The Neighborhoods play Pearl StrtH

on Friday. Oct. 19 The show starts at

8:30 p.m.

\.xkv < >ut Welcome

HOl'KS: SI'S 1 1H I

-!"•>

Kill SA'l 1MB i| ,m '"I"" **m

Homemade .Soups, Muffins. I

8pect.il*

Specials Off

88 Pleasant St.

584-4145

\&
tue

^e^Sk

%•&'«Q
*3te
«*> *fc

race
sWZl for |iJ5> Call 584-2491

for More Details

Starting Thurs Oct 1 8th

2 Big weeks Miller Genuine Draft
$1.00/bottle

Proper Identification & Dress Required

525 Pleasant St., Northampton— 1 minute off Exit 18, Rt. 91 «>*

WEATHER NEWS

Sunny in the mornin',

rainy in the evenin\

ain't we got fun? Highs

around 60.

Govs. Maravelias and

Corrigan propose to rid

the BOG of appointed

LBGA seats. Page 3.

SPORTS

The Minutemen head to

Delaware to pluck some

Fightin' Blue Hens.

Page 12.
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Duffey offers support, solutions to EWC
By TRYSTAN SKEIGH
Collegian Correspondent

President Chancellor Duffey expressed strong support

and solutions to recent cuts to the Everywoman's Center

during a two and a half-hour forum Wednesday with

itndauti
Duffey addressed the issue at length in response to one

of the evening's final questions He made the suggestion

that the program should look toward the other four col-

leges for support, in addition to fighting on campus for

alumni funding.

First of all. I know those EWC programs are impor

tant gradual ing women have told me how important

the BWC «a.» t<. their experience here these programs

have reac hi-d as far as Northampton, and I have heard

from South Hadlev and Holyoke as well." Duffey stated.

Stressing that the EWC needs to explore diflerent

sources of funding. Duffey said that nevertheless, he would

be "willing tfl Ml fees go up and some support restored"

to protect MOM <>» KWC's programs

"IThe EW< v special part of thi* University

I hope this I nivei sit v can return to the more ideal place

t hat it was it's crippled right now being less respon-

ds of the community and to students, he

^e it happening through state aid in the

immediate future
"

Twice during questioning, Duffey expressed support tor

the EWC trying to find alternative funds, first suggesting

that funding be sought from UMass alumni and the Five

College program.

"I would be glad to personally contribute to this effort.

he added.

Duffey again mentioned his support for EWC fund

raising efforts, stating that "Maybe you and I and oth

should try to get together and fill that gap through some

other means . . . Someone mentioned fund raising . . . 1

would be willing to seek someone to come on campus and

help us put that together

Carol Wallace, Program Director of the EWC. said

yesterday she was pleased at Duffey s support of the EW<

"Basically, it's encouraging to know the Chancellor

understands the importance of our services and that

supports our ability to continue providing the

have provided."

"I would be thrilled to have the Chancellor"! support

in identifying sources of external funding I would like

to take him up on his offer to help secure more alumni

support This has been something we've been interested

in." she said. "I would like to work with him to develop

a campaign where Alums could designate a part of their

donations to the EWC."
Wallace supported Duffev's idea of seeking Five-Coltafa

support for EWC. "We ai ** in exploring

the process of getting Five College financial support. \*e

think it's great the Chancellor supports these efforts
"

"We serve the Five College area and the wider com

munity," she said

PB5 b) Y»*» {irmnl

President-Chancellor Joseph Duffey speaks

to students Wednesday in the Cape Cod
Lounge.

Israeli gov't

forms group
to find truth

Editor's note: This is the second of a

two-fxirt series examining the recent con-

flict in Jerusalem.

By JULIA SEREBRINSKY
Collegian Staff

OM landmark in the Old City of

Jerusalem is sacred to both religion-.

Judaism and Islam. Tl refer to

it as the Western, or Wailing Wall, and

Muslims refer to it as Haram al

Shanf. or Nobta OmhIum?.

Possible veto angers minorities
Bush's promise to reject civil rights bill protested

' ... .... . i;„,„ «i,.i rn>atMl anyone who takes an independent and ot>

For years, "Temple Mount Faithful."

the Israeli right wing fringe group, has

been advocating the building of the

Third Temple at the holy sight, and it

incurred opposition from the populace as

well as the Israeli authorities.

Several days before Oct. 8, a day of the

Sukkoth celebration commemorating

"the Feast of Tabernacle," the Israeli

Supreme Court barred "The Faithful la

Jewish group]" from the compound area,

refusing to grant "Jewish radicals" per

mission to lay the foundation for the cor

nerstone of the Third Temple, according

to The New York Times. (10/10/90)

On Oct. 8, "more than 3,000 Palesti

nians outside the |A1 Aqsa] Mosque

rioted, raining stones and bottles on

Jewish worshippers."(Ibid) At the end of

the day, 19 (according to Israeli sources)

or 21 (according to Palestinian sources)

Palestinians were killed by Israeli

soldiers.

Many Palestinian supporters, in the

United States and elsewhere, said

Palestinians who were gathered within

CONTINUED ON PAGE
j

WASHINGTON DC. (AP) - Civil rights

forces say President Bush will unleash

widespread anger among minorities and

women if he carries out his promise to veto

a job discrimination bill on grounds it

would encourage hiring quota-

if the president vetoes the civil nr
act. there will be a firestorm of prot-

civil rights advocate Ralph Neas said

Wednesday after the House approved the

bill. 273 154. and sent it to the president

Support fell just short of the two-thirds

margin sponsors would need to override a

vi to It was the second such disappoint

ment for civil rights forces in M many days.

The Senate approved the bill Tuesday but

also was a handful of votes short of a veto-

proof margin.

Bush is expected to veto the measure and

return it to Capitol Hill with an alternative

version. The chances of winning approval

for an alternative version this year ap

peared all but nil.

The measure is aimed at overturning stx

job discrimination rulings that created a

furor when the Supreme Court issued them

last year.

It would ban racial harassment in tne

workplace and allow punitive damages in

the most serious discrimination cases.

The fiercest disputes, however, have

come over fine print changing complex

rules on how job discrimination cases

would decided They would make it easier

for minorities to win lawsuits and harder

for emplovers to defend themselves.

Bush said Tuesday in a letter to Sen.

Slade Gorton. R Wash . he would h

pel led to veto" the bill because it would

force employers to adopt hiring quotas.

The measure says it does not 'require or

.ncourage" the use of quotas, but critics

say emplovers would feel so vulnerable to

lawsuits that they would turn to quotas as

a ready-made defense.

it is easy for employers to hide behind

this false hue and cry of quotas." said

Edward M. Kennedy. I) Mass.. But

jective look at this bill will see at a glance

that the quota argument is a sham."

Business critics of the bill were plainly

in an upbeat mood. U.S. Chamber of Com

merce official Frederick J. Krebs issued a

statement saying the bill "halkanizes and

tribalizes our nation rather than address-

ing the real problems facing m.m\

minorities today - education and drug-

But Rep John Ltwis, D-Ckl : prominent

civil rights leader during the 1960s, « •

a note to Bu>h recalling that he had b

"beaten and jailed more than 4<» tin

Why? Because I dared !< .vn w mv rights

nirican citizen and I happen '

"As one who has t.Med the hittei truit

of racism and been victimized by

urn and racial violent. . I appeal

to you to sign the civil rights act of 1990,

Lewis said it is the right thing for v..u

to do
"

inemi,asuiri!<oiiiicu»i.«" <?
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Students making racist claims

document charges against admin.
By CHRIS MUTHER
Collegian Staff

Students charging administration at the

University of Massachusetts with racism

in their decision to cut two departments in

the School of Education said yesterday they

have data to back up their accusations.

Last Thursday, the Faculty Senate are

nounced 14 departments which were slated

for possible elimination or reduction, in-

cluding Staff Development and Organiza

tional Development in the School of

Education.

Evon Walters, a second year master s stu

dent in the Staff Development program

said student research has shown the

elimination of the programs go against the

University's mission statement proposed

during the late 60s.

"The committee [that choose the mark

ed programs] has failed to recognize the set

of accomplishments [of the programs]

which are in line with the stated mission

and goals of the University and the Com

monwealth," he said.

Walters said the student research shows

the two programs have a graduate student

enrollment of over 100 students, with

almost half of those minorities.

"These African American, Hispanic,

Asian and other minority students repre

sent a very large part of our University s

commitment to diversity." he said.

He said there are currently five Black

faculty slated for termination, adding this

number represents almost 15 percent of the

tenured Black faculty currently at the

University.

Last week Marylin Haring Hidore, dean

of the School of Education refuted charges

of racism, stating her school leads the

University in respect to diversity.

Provost O'Brien has also rejected charges

of racism in the administration's proposal

to eliminate those programs. He added

there was no racial bias "in any way

against minorities." He said there were "no

targets."
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FHm - Mister Roberts will be shown at

the Gamble Auditorim at Mount Holyoke

College at 7 p.m. and 9:15 p.m.

Lecture — "The Polotics of AIDS," by

Martin Levine will be held at Seelye Hall,

room 10, at Smith College. The lecture

starts at 4 p.m.

Dance - A dance will be held at the

Bluewall at 9 p.m.. Admission $3. Soon

sored by International Student Association.

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 20

Concert - O Positive and Tribe will be

For Your Informationm .Y" -, ,.
*

« _ _ o a r„;ton convention in the Campus Center

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 19. 1990

playing the Bluewall at 8 p.m. Sponsored

by Union Program Council. Admission $5

for UMass students, $7 for everyone else.

Octoberfest - "Octoberfest" will be held

at the Van Meter Basketball Courts from

noon to 5 p.m. Sponsored by Central Area

Government. Admission is free.

SUNDAY, OCTOBER 21

Celebration - 70th Anniversary of the

IXth. Come celebrate women's right to

vote. Learn abut the suffragist's move

ment, and the power we can have today.

Convention - Science Fiction Club of

UMass (SCUM) will sponsor a science

ficiton convention in the Campus Center

Auditorium (also multiple rooms in the

Campus Center - check the CC daily

schedule). It will be held from 8 a.m. to 5

p.m. Admission is free.

MONDAY, OCTOBER 22

Persian Gulf Rally - Sponsored by the

Organization of Marxist Studies, Student

Union Steps, from 12 p.m. to 1 p.m.

TUESDAY, OCTOBER 23

Lecture - "The Rise and Fall of the Bill

of Rights" by William Kunstler, will be

held at 8 p.m. in the Student Union

Ballroom. Admission is free.

Women's Forum - P.O.W.E.R., the Pro-

gressive Organization for Women's Rights

at UMass is holding weekly meetings on

Tuesdays at 7 p.m. in the Campus Center.

Check at the Information desk for the room

number. POWER, will be working this

semester on saving the Everywoman s

Center, improving campus safety and con

tinuing the fight for women's right to abor-

tion. Everyone is welcome to attend.

P O W.E.R. is also having an all women s

soace on Sundays from 4 p.m. to 6 p.m. in

their office, 306 Student Union. Women are

invited to come and hang out in a sate

space with other women.

analysis

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

the compound were trying to prevent "The Faithful from

erecting a cornerstone on Haram al-Sharif. The New York

Times claimed Palestinians gathered in the mosque

started hurling rocks at the Jewish worshippers after they

were attacked by the Israeli security forces.

The "Faithful," however, were not in the compound

when the rioting began. "'Mount Faithful' did stage a

small, symbolic march near the mosque^ but^not inside

the compound early Monday morning. (New York Times

Ibid.)

According to the United Press International (10/8/90.)

on the day of the riot, the "Faithful" were not within the

walls of the Old City where Temple Mount is^located.

According to The Washington Post article <l0/14/90>

which reconstructed the incident at the Western Wall,

violence began when a large Palestinian crowd poured out

of al Aqsa mosque toward a small group of Israeli border

policemen and a second Palestinian throng charged the

small police station on Temple Mount where two

patrolmen were stationed. Having driven the^policemen

off the Mount, the ft* said Palestinian rioters began ston-

ing Jewish worshipers at the Western Wall.

The New York Times on (10/9/90) said: "Only a few

dozen paramilitary police officers, unprepared and.

equipped, were on hand when more than 3.000 Palesti

nians on the plaza outside the mosque noted, raining

stones and bottles on Jewish worshipers by the Western

Wall below; worshipers and tourists scattered m panic and

C

°The
S

article further stated that "llsraelil Police asserted

that Palestinians started three concurrent assaults on

Israeli targets, throwing rocks over the top of the Western

Wall, attacking a nearby police station and *<>«"n8 «"
driving behind the compound < ivilian and mil

policemen stormed the gates to the compound but initial

lv retreated under a hail of missiles."

Following that, the Times said, "a helicopter fired tear

gas and rubber bullets into the compound, and after the

police forced the gates open, they used live ammunition,

rubber bullets and tear gas to disperse the Palestinians

inside."

Several sources speculated that the Palestinian rioting

was agitated in advance for political purposes.

Kuwait's United Nations Ambassador Al-Sabah said

that the Temple Mount incident was "an attempt on the

part of Saddam Hussein and the PLO (Palestinian Libera

tion Organization) to divert attention from the Kuwait

crisis We can see the instructions coming out from

Saddam Hussein to the people there and received by his

collaborators to escalate the violence." (Cable News Net

work. 10/9/90)

Major General Turkl Nefai. commander of a Saudi ar

mored brigade at the Kuwaiti front, said the Jerusalem

incident is the reaction of Palestinian people to the call

of the PLO leadership in their race to be the first to

demonstrate their support of Saddam Hussein." (Atlanta

Journal and Constitution, 10/10/90)

According to the memorandum from the American

Israeli Public Affairs Committee, shortly before the inci

dent the PLO's Unified National Leadership of the ln_

tifada issued the following call to the Palestinians: O

Stone throwing heroes. O stone throwing generals: Rush

to help your kmfold in the steadfast [Gazal Strip and

scorch the earth under the feet of the oeeupien. <UNL

Leaflet No. 62, issued in the territories on 10/l/9Oquoted

in Foreign Broadcast Information Service. 10 3/90 >

After the incident, "the underground leadership ot the

Palestinian uprising issued a leaflet calling on Palesti

nians to kill Israeli soldiers, settlers and the police,"

(NYT, 10/10/90.)

Yaakov Levi, Consul at the Israeli Consulate in Boston

said in an interview yesterday that the intense criticism

of the incident is intended to divert attention from mter_

Arab strife, more recently the Syrian bombardment of

Lebanon which started on Saturday.

He said yesterday 80 bodies of Christian and Muslim

bodies were found near the Presidential Palace in Beirut,

and Christians in Lebanon are escaping to a security zone

in Israel.

"This raises the question on whether or not it »s per-

missible to kill Arabs as long as Israeli's don't do it, Levi

Levi added that in the recent months, some 300 Palesti-

nians have been executed by other Palestinians because

of political and religious rivalries. The latest killing has

been that of Walid Talbad, who was found hung two days

ajro in a refugee camp near East Jerusalem. Levi said

Levi said an estimated 700 Palestinians have died in

a confrontation [with the Israelisl since the Intifada

started three years ago. although some reports claim that

the number has risen to over a 1.000. According to the

New York Times, there have been 793 Palestinian deaths

so far. (10/10/901

"Israel is committed to finding out what happened.

Levi said, referring to the incident at the Temple Mount

The Israeli government has appointed a Commission ot

Inquiry which will conduct interviews with Palestinians

and Jews and "reach a conclusion."

-The Commission will publish a written testimony >>

Palestinians and determine the truth of what happened.

Levi said "It will get underneath the truth as it has in

the past. And at the end it will issue an honest verdict.

even if Israel is the one to blan

CENTRAL AREA

TICKETS on sale Weds. Oct .
3rd

at TIX Unlimited, For the Record
(Faces),* Main St.Records

CASH BAR
WITH ID

This Saturday Oct 20
12-5 pm
Van Meter

Basketball Courts

FOOD

LIVE BANDS

T-SHIRTS($3.00)

Bring Valid UMASS I.D.
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ITS THE GREAT PUMPKIN! - A member of the squash family sits in a field somewhere

in Hadley. _^————^
Campus Design and Copy opens
Student entrepreneurs create an entirely student-run business

c. r»_i_i. e....,«.,„ anA Ivnnp Chinitm. are artist

By MAURA CANAVAN
Collegian Correspondent

A group of student entrepreneurs have joined together

this semester, creating a business run entirely by students

on campus
Campus Design and Copy, located in the Student Union

•t the University of Massachusetts, is a student run co-

op offering a varietv of services. This student run business

specializes in high-quality copying, laser printing. typeeet-

tmg and computer graphics, according to spokesperson

Jason Price. _. . ,

Under a new name this semester. Campus Design and

Copy was originally SNPS. a student notes printing ser-

vice Student Government Association Communications

joined the business this semester, specializing in printing

flyers and resumes, using a variety ofcomputer graphics.

Campus Design and Copy uses a sophisticated Xerox

Marathon Copier, two Macintosh Computers and a laser

printer Three students working in the business, Tim Out

fy Ralph Seaman and Lynne Chinigo, are artists

knowledgeable in the area of computer graphics. Price

said.

•We charge substantially less than our competitors and

we're more convenient for students." said Price, an

economics major and head of the Academic Business Pro-

gram The program, beginning Spring semester 1991. will

be offering a binding service for course packets and reserv

ed readings.

"Our goal is to start off with 50 professors. Professors

like the fact that we are a co-op," said Price.

Resident Student Organizations such as the Student

Senate and the Union Program Council, frequently use

Campus Design and Copy. Price said, "They're very loyal

to us and they get priority when they come in.

"We have always been the cheapest at five cents a copy
"

Price said. "Our profits pay off our debts and go right back

into the business. We would definitely like more walk

ins A lot of people on campus don't know about us.

printer. Three students worKing in ine uuwuiwo, »««-— «%^V^"i

LGBA's seats injeopardy at BOl*
Z. ~ to remove the present LBGA governors. He hopes to se<

By LAVIN1A GAMMON
Collegian Staff

Elimination of the two appointed LGBA seats on the

Board of Governors was proposed at last night s meeting,

by Governor Ted Maravelias and Ed Corngan. BOG vice

P
^Ttere"has been legal precedence that giving board

seats on the basis of sex is unconstitutional. I also feel

that it is patently un American (to be given a seat )

Governor Maravelias said in an interview following the

^'cfosed with, "I mean nothing personal by this.

Despite their sexual orientation, they are bright, in

te

|f thi?amendment passes Maravelias does not intend

to remove the present LBGA governors. He hopes to see

the seats open for elected governors by next fair

When questioned on why he chose to address only the

LBGA seats when the Third World caucus and Abilities

UnUmited also hold appointed, not elected aeats.

Maravelias answered. "I'm choosing to address the

L
Governor Silver, one of the two LBGA governors, said

she was "alarmed" by this proposal.

"I feel we (the board) need to be cohesive right no* 1 his

board is not to be used as a political tool, but to serve the

needs of the students. I am surprised that they have no

targeted the other appointed groups. This is a blatant

homophobic act. I would encourage anyone concerned

about discrimination to contact Maravelias, ^Corngan
CONUNUED ON PAGE 8

UM officials

support release

of crime stats
By PRESTON P FORMAN
Collegian StatT

University of Massachusetts officials are generally sup-

portive of a'bill presently working its way through Con

gress that would required colleges and university

release graduation and crime statistics on their campuses.

The measure originally began as a law aimed at collei

with large-scale athletic programs and low graduation

rates The Dili was expanded by lawmakers to include the

graduation rates of all students, since the federal govern

ment supports a great portion of higher education O

The legislation was then merged into campus crime

reporting bill. The measure has been pushed through ( on-

gre^s largely bv the actions of Constance and Howard

Clery Jr.. whose" daughter was murdered in her dormitory

room at Lehigh University

Dr Arthur Hilson, director of publu '» he II

in favor of the bill since it will allow him to share into*

mat ion with other colleges in order to see trends

It will let us look at patterns - when you work in a

vacuum vou don't see everything," he said '[With this

bill! we will all get a better sense ->t what tl out in U

field."

But Hilson said he is concerned about the method used

to collect the data. He said without a proper under-

ding of the method interpretation hv students and pare,.

may be flawed.

"My one problem with the bill is how the data is inter-

preted," he said. "One department may place, say. all

assaults in the same category, another may place assaults

and aggravated assaults in different categories.

Hilson also said the figures could be slated. Sometimes

data statistics are self-serving." he said.

Senator Edward Kennedy ID Massk a sponsor of the bill,

told the New York Times that he considers the measure

remedial. "Sunlight is the beet disinfectant Once colleges

begin disclosing th.s vital information, those with he

poorest records will be under the greatest pressure to im

prove."

Vice Chancellor for Student Affairs Dennis Madson said

this week he is also supportive of crime and graduation

reporting bill if it is "done right and honest 1>

He said published crime and graduation figures would

remind students to operate "smart" on campus but like

Hilson, worries about the interpretation of the figun a

"I hope that figures would not be overstated and that

people would have a perspective of what the figures

Jnean." he said "Just placing the data out cold would be

harmful."

•Its also important to realize where the figures are com

ing from." he said. "|At the University! the crime rate

represents a middle-class neighborhood but we still have

a crime problem." , ...
The bill originally called for colleges to release by .July

1 1993 annual figures to the secretary of education, who

would then have issued them The conference committee

version of bill, however, requires colleges to give the in

formation to applicants and employees

Madeon saidhe feels the part of the bill pertamin

graduation statistics for students and especially athletes

She one of the more important portions of the lotion.

"I played ball in college and enjoyed it and learned from

it
" he said "But ball should be secondary^

University of Massachusetts football coach Jim Reid was

unavailable for comment.
telligent people." , CONUNUED ON PAGE 8 uim*«..«».»

If this amendment passes Maravelias does not intend ,^ rt«nf.rjm7 QH/1 CnPTlHin?
Landers strives to reduce gov'tbureaucracy^no^penamg

By KENDRA PRATT
Collegian Staff

Unlike most state representative in-

cumbents. Rep. Patrick Landers [D First

Hampden Districtl was elected when the

Massachusetts Miracle had ended and the

budget crunch began to take its toll on

state agencies and programs.

By entering the Legislature in a time ot

crisis, Landers said he developed ideas to

rethink state spending to avoid what he

calls "a stop-start sort of policy. His pre

sent campaign platform is to reduce

governmental bureaucracy and to

moderate legislative spending.

Landers graduated from the University

of Massachusetts at Amherst in 1986. As

an alumni of public higher education, he

said the budget cuts to state schools and

universities has been "extremely short-

sighted" since the state economy relies on

trained workers.

Landers was specially elected in 1987

after former Rep. Bill Moriarty died of

cancer. Landers was a legislative aide of

the late Moriarty.

"State revenues expand and contract to

the business cycle," he said. "It makes no

sense to set up a program and then pull the

rug out when the cycle turns over."

During the six years of the

Massachusetts Miracle, Landers said

legislators over-budgeted based on inflated

revenue projections and proceeded to spend

on an excessive agenda. He said this budget

over-extention has caused the state govern-

ment in the last few years to use a bonded

debt service for operational budget costs in

stead of capital construction.

"This kind of debt is like taking a second

mortgage on a home to pay for groceries,'

he said. "For the first time, we're relying

on borrowing to plug the gaps in the

budget." . .

The best way to use debt service to aid

the economy is through capital construe

CONTINUED ON PAGE 4

( ollr|fi»n photo by K>ndr»

Representative Patrick Landers
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tion which would simultaneously create

jobs while improving roads and bridges, he

said. Funding education is also important

as industries are attracted to states with

a large educated and skilled workforce.

He attributed part of the fiscal crisis to

dwindling numbers of computer and health

care industries within Massachusetts. The

deficit was also caused by the state govern-

ment filling in financial gaps caused by

reduced federal spending and Proposition

2 12, the cap on local property taxes.

Landers said the legislature should con

sider that a small shift in the business cy-

cle seriously changes revenues. If a govern-

ment spends moderately, then the budget

will survive the business cycle, he said.

By diversifying and broadening the state

tax base through a sales tax on service, the

volatility of economic recessions will have

less of an impact on state revenues, he said.

Landers does not support the tax rollback

question three because he said it will

worsen the state deficit as well as serious-

ly impacting public higher education and

human services.

"Wall Street analysts don't feel that the

Citizens for Limited Taxation petition

would stimulate the economy," he said. ''If

question three passes, Massachusetts will

be inheriting a legacy of debt into the 21st

century."

The CLT petition, question three on the

Nov. 6 ballot, calls for a state tax and fee

rollback to 1988 levels and has been

estimated to cut 40 percent from discre-

tionary funds.

He supported restoring cuts made to

UMass in the 1990 budget year.
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The Psychology Department Presents:

"Turning Against and Hurting Others:

The Role of Perpetrators, Passive

Bystanders, and Allies"

Why do people turn against, mistreat and even attack

members of groups other than their own: against people of

a different race, religion, sex, ethnic identity or sexual

preference? What can we do about it?

This program was inspired by the disruption on the UMass

campus last year of the showing of 'The Life and Times of

Harvey Milk", a movie about a homosexual man.

MONDAY, OCTOBER 22, 1990 CAMPUS CENTER, ROOM 101

2:30 PM-Showing of the film, "The Life and Times of

Harvey Milk"
4:00 PM-Panel: Ervin Staub, Psychology

Bailey Jackson, School of Education

Arlene Avakian, Women's Studies

Presentations followed by discussion with audience

"THIS YEAR at the

UNIVERSITY OF
MASSACHUSETTS

at AMHERST"

Copies of THIS YEAR' are now available

at the University Store, for $5.00 each. This

publication was prepared by Student

Affairs Special Services as an orientation

piece for new students. Because of many
|requests from other members of the campus

community, excess copies are being

made available at this time for general

distribution

Among the features are sections on
transportation, food services, Campus
Center services, student employment,

student activities and organizations, stu-

dent government, athletics, campus ser-

vices(e.g. ATM's, copy centers, health

services), academic resources, the arts,

and a calendar/diary preprinted with key

events in the academic and
social calendar.

wiemtity!s

Great Food & Ice Cream
Russell Street
Hampshire Mall

FREE Happy Ending
Sundae with purchase

of
Friendly's

Supermelt Sandwich

Good at Hampshire Mall

and Russell St only
expires October 30, 1990

Plu 36 Qjf/uendft/'i

"UNDERGRADUATE
RIGHTS
AND

RESPONSIBILITIES"

A limited number of additional

copies of "Undergraduate

Rights and Responsibilities" are

available from the Information

Data Bank (second floor lobby

of Whitmore).

Among the features included

are the academic calendar;

Code of Student Conduct; Al-

cohol Beverage Policy; Picket-

ing Code; academic regula-

tions and policies; dispute reso-

lution; Affirmative Action and
Non-Discrimination Policy State-

ment; and key telephone

numbers.

Dean of Students Office

EDITORIAL/OPINION
^he opinions on this page aie those oftne ecessaniy relle lleqian

Reforms key to new budget
Editor's note: This is second ofa two-part

series about the state fiscal crisis form State

Rep. Stan Rosenberg.

State health care spending also covers

medical insurance for state employees.

Here, too, medical costs are driving the

price tag up, even though there are fewer

state employees today and the state recent-

ly began collecting co-payments from

Stan Rosenberg

members of health maintenance organiza

tions, who were previously exempted.

What can be done? Medicaid needs a com-

plete review of who qualifies for assistance

and which health care options we provide.

Massachusetts, generous in these areas,

must bring itself in line with other states'

guidelines for eligibility and services and

must consider strategies used elsewhere,

including co-payments.

Structural reforms will help, too. Visits

to the doctor, emergency room care and

nursing homes are all mandated-budget ex

penses, but home care is not and suffers

repeated cuts, despite the fact home care

is cheaper and more efficient type of care.

We can also encourage greater use of

long term care insurance and home-

sharing. We can consolidate the agencies

which oversee health care and reduce un-

necessary government regulation. Adop

ting some combination of these proposals,

after an open and public debate, will go a

long way toward controlling health care

costs.

Debt Service. Over the past decade, a

reasonable slice of the state budget was

spent on paying back money we borrowed

for major construction and land protection

projects. Especially during the 1980s, when

Massachusetts' credit rating was the best

possible and we borrowed at extremely at-

tractive rates, this made sense.

It not only invested in long-term educa

tional, environmental, and public works

projects, but at the same time created

thousands ofconstruction jobs, boosting the

economv in the short term

More recently, however, the state borrow

ed extensively for less acceptable reason

- to pay off annual budget deficits. Worse,

because of its budget problem.

Massachusetts* credit rating took a nose

dive. We must pay off this short-term debt,

bring our obligations back under control,

regain a top-notch credit rating and proper

ly manage all future state borrowing.

State pension system. Unfortunately,

high pension costs are due to the tragic

mismanagement of the state pension

system over the forty-year period. On top

of that, the number of retired state workers

is growing rapidly.

Since the state neglected its contribu

tions to the pension system, we're paying

off the liability now and keeping pace with

the growing ranks of retired employees.

We're new in the third-year of a strict

timeline for repaying the pension debt.

Sticking to this schedule is critical to keep

ing pension costs manageable and

guaranteeing retired public employees the

pensions they have earned and paid for.

The MBTA and other public

transportation systems. Public transpor

tat ion, much of it for Boston area com-

munities, is the final major budget ex

pense. The oldest system in the country,

the "T" needs costly improvements.

But while investing in public transpor

tation, we must demand better manage-

ment and efficiency. Capital spending at

the MBTA should be capped and the

Legislature should start appropriating the

state's subsidy to the "T" every year, in-

stead of reimbursing the authority for

expenses.

Massachusetts needs to control each of

these areas of spending through in

novative, and sometimes controversial,

reforms. Only through strict management

will the "budget-busters'' stop growing

three or four times faster than revenues,

forcing us time and again to cut education,

human services, law enforcement, and en

vironmental protection programs.

They say question three sends a message

— and it does. But the message says only

one thing: "We're mad." It carries no sug

gestions, no new ideas, no answers. Ques-

tion three fails to address the most impor

tant job facing state government today -

taking charge of the largest and fastest

growing parts of our budget This is the key

to controlling state spending throughout

this decade and returning to a time when

every priority and every critical service

gets a fair share of our tax dollars.

Rep. Stan Rosenberg, who represents

Amherst and Pelham. is a member of the

House Ways and Means Commit:

MrW3lS>»

LEONARD BERNSTEIN
1918-1990

Negative propaganda in coverage
*^ »*--» »u.>,- muct nlifn\x ston and sts

On Sunday. Sept. 23, 1990 at approx

imately 2:15 a.m., Lorenzo Sutton was in

volved in a hit-and run accident which left

him in a coma in the intensive care unit

at Bay State Hospital

He has suffered serious injuries to his

head. At this point, the doctors are waiting

for him to regain consciousness before any

predictions as to the extent of his injuries

can be made.
Lorenzo was hit by a woman the police

later identified as Jean Kokoska. 21, a

UMass junior. The details of the evening

are still being investigated, however, we

know according to reports Jean Kokoska

did hit Sutton and did not stop to m
him. Whether she called later and admit-

ted to the incident is irrelevant.

The Collegian has covered the incident

since and all the articles about this unfor

tunate incident have been assumptions and

at times incorrect I am concerned with

negative reporting.

The headline in the Collegian on Friday.

Sept. 28, 1990 states, 'Sutton possibly in-

colvcd in a fight before the accident " This

article states "Police are incestigating the

theory that Sutton was being chased at the

time he was struck in the trawler * lone of

North Pleasant Street " After speaking

with many students, it seemed clear the

Collegian is trying to make it sound as if

Sutton is at fault for his own situation.

Did it matter if he was running in or near

the street? I was taught in drivers educa

t ion the pedestrian always has the right of

way. The law states if someone is in an ac

cident they must always stop and stay at

the scene until police arrive.

Another issue which disturbs me in this

entire investigation is the fact that police

did not release this woman'- name for days

after the incident. I understand the p<>

hie concern for her safety - Lorenzo is \

well known and liked on this campus.

Hopefully no one would jeopardize the

police investigation by harassing this

woman. However, the woman's name

should have been released by Amh>

police immediately and not days after This

only added to the suspicious nature of t In-

case.

Another report carried by the Collegian

concerned the apparent rape of a man The

Collegian gave names of the suspect and

informed readers of his country of origin.

The offender is a Black man. and his HUM
was published. The police did not initially

release Jean Kokoska' s name in order la

protect her from possible threat <>f harm

Why wasn't the same protection gn» n t<>

this Black man who allegedly committed

the rape? Even in this unfortunate situa-

tion we again confront an issue of racism'

For those interested there is a fund

up to help Lorenzo Sutton and his family

with expenses the hospital stay has incur

red. contributions will be greatly

appreciated.

The Ltremo Sutton Fund
do Tom Osborne Shaumut Rank

11 Arnky St. Amherst. MA 01001
Ariana Napier

I Mass

usetts credit rating iqqk a n»^- .«>«.,. ..„,..^»_^-_-^_^^___^^_^^_^^^^m|m^^^mm^mm^

Beginning of a life of sexual harassment? I

I ..nc„un„ ,,-dm harden, for , he Hrs.U» M
I

guy•«•£*«»*•JS£liTiLi away fromSo. I encountered sexual harassment for the first time

in my life this weekend It's the same old boring story,

hut this time it happened to me. this time I had to be

the one tn confront the statistic come to life.

A friend of mine was walking me home Saturday

night It was a great night, if you remember, raining

and warm; great weather to walk in. to splash each

other and laugh in

We HON walking along that empty stretch by the

Fine Arts Center on North Pleasant Street when a car

swerved to stop beside us. There were two men in the

car: I have a startled image of their leering, drunk faces

shouting rather obvious abuse.

Mv friend is a thoroughly nice, mild mannered guy.

It pissed him off when they shouted stupid comments

about mv breasts and his virility, but we kept on walk-

ing, telling them in a reasonable tone of voice to hush

up.

But these guys were committed to being unpleasant.

The driver stopped the car and staggered out, walk-

ing towards us, swearing and trying to pick a fight with

my friend.
, , . A .

Suddenly we were reduced to the classic situation

where the good guy fights the belligerent, irrational

bad guy to protect the woman's honor

I was in the position of pulling my friend away from

the fight (protecting everyone's manliness in the pro^

cess, of course), and hoping that the two men would

lf»3VC

It is awful to be dependent on hope They peeled out

swerving at us as they drove past, shouting and

hooting. Drunk driving and sexual harassment - what

really admirable college students.

So "the same boring story Except that it happened

to me. Except that it was me in that vulnerable posi_

tion, it was me that had no means to defend myself if

they'd really meant what they were shouting^

It's totally scary to think that this time it ended okay.

this time they left. But, what if I'd been walking alone?

I can't imagine.

What's enraging is that 1 was on safe ground. I was

walking along a busy, well lit street that I walk every

day. What gives these men the power to shatter my

sense of security?

Every woman can expect to be sexually harassed five

times in her life time. Is this incident only the beginn

ing for me? _ -
Kathryn Crawford

Amherst

Administration negligent in eliminating programs

The administration at the University is considering the

abolishment of some crucial programs on campus.

I am asking them to reconsider this negligent act

against the Black community, student population, facub

ty and the Commonwealth. These programs are directed

toward public service and are composed of a high number

of Black students and faculty.

However they do not realize the possible consequences:

1 ) Over $1 million in direct grants and almost $2 million

,n related outside student support received by Staff

Development alone. If this program is abolished, this

resource would be eliminated.

2) The implied contract between present students and

the administration may be severed causing legal recourse.

3) The discontent generated by the establishment ot a

process of the firing of supposedly "tenured" faculty^

4) The implications of the abolishment of areas with a

proportionally high number of Black students and faculty.

5) The expense of considerable litigation which may be

incurred by the University arising from these actions.

6) The public reaction to a state university involved in

such action in an election year.

Unless this is not changed, then we are all taking a part

in the deterioration of one of the greatest public

universities.
Gary Dorr

UMass

Taking extra shots

not entirely mindless
Meredith O'Brien's column ("An extra shot for a gig

^le
•' Oct 16> accused me ot brushing on a little make-

up dressing up and using cans of ha irspray tnflufl up mv

hair
"
to win $20 at Midnight Madness. I was t he one who

shot three baskets, hut I'm not a "mind'

hut a "female whose number was select.

Bv chance, mv number was called and I proceeded to

the'basketball court. I was nervous, there won a couple

Of thousand people watching me I took a shot at the

basket and mi-

,rted to walk off the court Rich Tettemer asked il

I should be given a second. The crowd said "yes. I took

another shot and missed. I was extremely embarrassed.

My supposed "dramatic body motions" were merely me

covering my face from embarrassment. I started to walk

off the court again when Tettemer asked the audience if

I should be allowed another.

The consensus this time was no, with people yelling

"boo" and singing "hey. hey goodbye." They were far from

encouraging me to take another shot But. being a poor

college student, when offered a third chance to win *Z0,

I figured "Why not9
"

When the shot did not go in, I felt guilty taking the

money When Tettemer offered me the "crisp green one

I refused by saying, "No. I don't deserve it." This is the

onlv thing I said to him while on the court. I did not flirt

or beg to get another shot. Insisted I take the money. I

figured it was no big deal.

I was shocked when I read the Collegian, it was such

a big deal. What started off as simple entertainment was

twisted into a shameful sexist act. I did not bat my

eyelashes, toss my hair, talk like an idiot or whine as

described in Tuesday's paper.

I have never formed opinions about people before get

ting to know them first. O'Brien doesn't know me from

a hole in the wall yet she had formed an opinion of me.

She reduces me to a manipulative coquette and e evates

herself to a feminist crusader. Her article is clearly anti

feminist. Feminism works against stereotyping women,

but the editorial did nothing but stereotype me on the

basis of how I look. _ .,.,_

Knstine Dwyer
Amherst
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weekdays at 3,7, and 9:05, Friday

at 5,7, 9:05, Sat. and Sun. at 3,5,7,

and 9:05

SHOW
midnight Friday

TOP of the CAMPUS
LOUNGE

MICHAEL/

-j-:_/ i
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BOOK OF DAYS
A film by Meredith Monk

weekdays at 3, 7:15 and 8:50, Friday ay 5:15, 7:15 and

8:50. Sat. and Sun. at 3, 5:15. 7:15. and 8:50pm

Don't miss the World

Series - A's & Reds

Tonight at 8 pm

Catch

the action

at the Top!

Billiard Room
& Sports Bar

World Series &
College & Pro Football Action

All Weekend
• Five 9ft. Championship Tables

• Your favorite sporting events on large

screen TVs
• $1.00 Drafts in ice cold mugs
• 25 cent hot dogs
• Appetizer menu
• This week: $1.25 Budweiser Bottles

• Tue. iThurs. Ladies play pool for

half price
• Mon. Night Football this JJ^ek,

Cincinatti at Cleveland

Formerly
Changes Nightclub

256-8284

LOUNGE HOURS Monday-F"day 11 30 am-12 30 am

Saturday 4 Sunday 5 00 pm-12 30 am

Open 11am— lam

MICHAEL'S
Rt. 9, \jnherst

CNext to Hunan Garden R«t-)

LOTSj^LITTLES
TOYS RECORDS-TAPES

Plus new and" recycled

CHILDREN'S CLOTMIAIG

ft.*. M.Pl<as«nt|
Arnhersi.

/Aass. o«oo2.

Consifioments

flow S»t1»»bS B

,

Sun-i«-
,«*"*<*

Come celebrate one year

in our new store

Saturday, October 20th

Clowns, Music, Surprises

iSSUSHl^ii
Buy c LARGE
Pizza for the Price

Of a SMALL

ttpm 1I/1/90

Not good wntfi ony otn»« offer

256-8911
We

Redeem
Pizza Hut,
Avanti,
Bruno's
Coupons

namaups
GOOD ON CABBY OUT OB DIUVIBY

11.99 PIZZA!
fi, l¥ nrry large P»oZl^Sl!?^ f* •

.£** price and&<™^^g^ CWSJ
<rwv loppryv to W SIW

jfjjQ

f «C*e» H/V90

Sole Foendy. Fi«e Detvety

'Not good with any ofher offer

qftftOOOOOOOOOOO
pntflpOOOOOOOOOOOOmOOOOOOOMMPO

SSStbm. Tinest Qjialhu 88SSSAPPLEHASPWERH*

TM

IISBffl

|iriini| EEEB
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^TUFTOZ.

AppCt/VfapBtrry^
Jruit&'Tca

THE BEST NATURAL THIRST QUENCHER

Legal Services has positions available for legal assistant interns for

the Spring, 1991 semester. This is a challenging opportunity for

students from a variety of majors and disciplines to gain valuable

legal experience.
^,|«f?icf#

Responsibilities include:

* client interviewing

* attendance at hearings and trials

* preparation of court forms

* maintenance of continuing caseload

* investigations and research

Up to 15 credits may be earned. Apply early! Contact Legal Services,

922 Campus Center, 545-1995. Start the application process todayl

Legal Assistants Wanted EEB!

of the 90s

• High in CARBOHYDRATES
• Low in Caffeine

• Serve HOT or COLD-microwaveable

• Only NATURAL sweetners

• Great MIXER for drinks!

** **> ^

FREE SAMPLE Friday, October 19th

by the Student Union Steps

i

i

'It's Fruitfully Tea-licious!'
i
f

BLUE WALL
f-t DANCE

eJ at UMASS
Friday

^U October 19 f
9pm—lam •

DJ: PERFECT MIX
sponsored by:

I.S.A.

Admission:$3

** •« ** V i
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ARTS&LIVING
Committee to bring diverse acts to campus
^^W __ . ..- .T?___, «__ ,.. r--.«K-ii!ai«tkpnrnre«.of Campell, who is also the music director

By SHANE DONALDSON
Collegian Correspondent

After five years of dormancy, the Union

Program Council has decided to revive the

Duke Ellington Committee, a group that

focuses on bringing African American and

Third World performers to campus.

Junior Art Major and UPC staff member,

Keith Campbell, has been asked by UPC
to re-establish the DEC in the face of

renewed interest in the program.

Campbell said there is a definite need for

the group within UPC to attract rap. jazz

and rhvthm and blues acts

"I think UPC needs a different, but equal

organization to help out in that aspect," he

said. "They can work with rock and other

types of music, but they need advice with

rhythm and blues."

The DEC died out as a result of a lack

of internal support within UPC, Campbell

explained. He added that the DEC did not

have the same back-up suppport as other

UPC committees such as hospitality and

security, which made the shows more dif-

ficult to stage.

The last show the group produced was the

Morris Day, Run DMC, L.L. Cool J triple

bill in 1985

Presently, Campbell is in the process of

researching the old DEC and laying the

groundwork for the group to become fully

operational by next semester.

"I'm reading a lot about the old DEC so

I can have an idea of what it was," Cambell

said.

Campbell also mentioned that the com-

mittee will be producing the DEC Rap

Spectacular in conjunction with the Black

Mass Communications Project, on Nov. 2

in the Student Union Ballroom. The show

will feature the X-Clan, Poor Righteous

Teachers and D Nice.

Campell, who is also the music director

for BMCP, said if anyone is interested in

the committee and the re-development pro

cess, he could definitely use the help.

"What I'm trying to do is find people who

are interested in bringing the DEC back

to what it was — a full faction of UPC,"

Campbell said. "I'm going to need a lot of

help and a lot of committment.''

Anyone interested in the DEC should

contact Campbell in the UPC office in 406

Student Union, or attend weekly UPC
meetings. Meetings are held on Tuesdays

at 6:30; U> find out locations, contact the

UPC office.

and rhvthm and blues act bill in 1985.
• 1 1 ^

Shanghai Symphony speaks musical volumes
O •/ X WF mm the Second Symphony , he realized that not

;

By STEVEN SCHWANKERT
Collegian Correspondent

If music i- the international language, then the

Shanghai Symphony Orchestra spoke with comp

fluency Wednesday night at the Fine Arts Center. Con

ducted In Hm Runyu, the orchestra filled the hall with

the sounds of both Eastern and Western composers alike.

The evening began with Hector Berlioz's "Roman Car-

nival Overture. Opus 9,' which began slowly, but finish

ed with a festive air that would have pleased Caesar

However, it was the second selection, "Fantasy for Ehru

and Orchestra. 'Legend of the Lake."' that made this per

formance unique and unlikely to be duplicated by a

Western Orchestra.

Written bv Ho Zhanhoa, this piece incorporates the

.hru, a traditional Chinese instrument that consists of

two metal strings and a wooden resonating box. It is bowed

like Western stringed instruments, and produces a

distinctly Chinese violin like sound.

Accompanying the Shanghai Symphony Orchestra on

its current tour of the United States is Jiang Jianhua.

whose ehru playing is featured. The music beautifully con

veys the story of lovers torn apart by their families in a

theme found frequently in Chinese literature. The com

position ends sadly as the main character of the story. Mo

Chou, drowns herself in the lake which now bears her

name. Although I have seen other performance-

Chil ,li«>ti as that made use uf traditional Chinese

REVIEW

instruments, never before did the two types intertwine

so well, forming a seamless music cloth. Jiang Jianhau

impassioned playing was most certainly a contributing

factor to this, where the orchestra complemented the erhu

and vice versa.

After a short intermission, the orchestra returned to

begin its most extensive selection of the night. Sergei

Rachmaninoff s "Symphony No. 2 in E minor. Opus 27,

one that took almost 50 minutes to perform. Beginning

in a dark and melancholy fashion, the piece built to a

flourishing ending It is said that after Rachimaninoff

wrote the Second Symphony, he realized that not every

audience would appreciate it due to it- length, M he ap-

proved several deletions. However, the ( hrhestra perform-

ed it in its entirety, and the relative!) >mall but en-

thusiastic crowd at the F.V . emed to enjoy it quite

thoroughly.

The orchestra returned far its encore. >nd Stripes

Forever'" by the great American composer -John Philip

Souza. an obi mus tribute to then American audiences on

this current tour. The opening mea>ur.- brought smili-s

to the faces of the audience members, not expecting an

jgnifiCBSl works to end on such a light hearted

note _^
It was a privilege to ha\e the Shanghai Symphony or

chestra at the Fine Arts Center Some may remember

a Chinese acrobatic troupe, also from Shanghai, was

scheduled to appear at the FAC. but because of the

political situation that arose after the Tiananmen Square

massacre and a reduction in the number of visas issued

for foreign travel, the troupe was denied permission to tour

the United States. It is a welcome sign to MC that China

is once again permitting its l rfcxu ' abroad

and give performances for foreign audiences.

Blakey's death marks end of a jazz era
Bv BILL ROSENBLATT
Collegian Staff

Art Blakey. legendary jazz drummer,

mentor and bandleader, died earlier this

week at age 71 . The jazz world mourns the

loss, to be sure. Yet Blakey's passing dif

fers from other recent deaths of jazz

,rans in an important way: Blakey was

more than just I historical influence on the

way todav's musicians play; he was a pro-

found factor in shaping today's jazz scene.

His death means the end of an era.

Blakey participated in the bebop revolu

tion of the 1940s and formed the original

Jazz Messengers in the 50s. His self

described mission was to keep his band

fresh by hiring young musicians for a cou

pie of years, letting them go on to their own

(often successful) careers, and hiring a new

round of young blood.

Many dozens of musicians passed

through Blakey's groups and received his

onstage tutelage over the years. The list

reads like a who's who of post 1950s jazz

and is far too long to enumerate here; suf

fice it to say that this enormous aggrega

tion of talent speaks as highly for the musi

cians themselves as it does for Blakey s

ability to identify and nurture young poten

tial. It has been said that the Blakey

pedigree is tantamount to a Harvard

diploma in law or medicine.

Blakey's role as a springboard for young

musicians' careers has been especially vital

in recent years: most of the many young

prodigies dominating the current scene got

their starts with Blakey. In fact, it could

be argued that Blakey is as much of a fac-

tor behind today's emphasis on neo-

traditionalism as record company
marketing hype, because Blakey plays (and

teaches) a style of music that has not real

ly changed since the late 1950s.

Now the big question is this: what will

happen to the influx of new players now

that there is no Art Blakey to catapult

Valley
Jazz

them into the public eye? Who, if anyone,

will replace him, and what styles of music

will they represent? These questions will

be resolved in due course over the next few

years — and the answers will determine

the future of jazz.

There are a few possible Blakey

"replacements" evident today, including

Betty Carter, Jack DeJohnette and Tony

Williams. All are masters, all currently

lead bands that consist of young players,

and all (especially Carter and DeJohnette)

regularly revamp their personnel. Also, De

Johnette and Williams are drummers who,

like Blakey. constantly kick their soloists'

posteriors into overdrive.

But there ends the similarity. All three

are a generation younger than Blakey (and

thus one instead of two generations remov

ed from their young proteges), and all play

sic of more modern influence. Both

Williams and DeJohnette are veterans of

Miles Davis' advanced 1960s bands as well

M the early 70s fusion scene; Carter is a

vocalist who took jazz singing past Billie

Holliday and Ella Fitzgerald by incor

poratmg 60s "free" influences.

While Williams' and Carter's ran

music is firmly rooted in post bop verities.

DeJohnettes Special Edition band is the

most modernist of all In particular, the

current M BASE collective in

Brooklyn consists mainly of Special Edi

tion alumni, their music, like DeJnhw A

includes liberal amounts of electronics and

funkhip hop influences. In other words, the

young players who come out of these three

bands will be trained in music more up-to-

date than the pre 60s rehashings of DM*

current Blakey alumni. As a result, the

music will change, and many of today's

neotraditionalists will fade out of the

limelight.

The idea of apprenticeship in jazz,

whereby a young musician learns his or

her craft via "on the job training" with an

established master, did not originate with

Art Blakey; in fact, it has roots in timeless

African tradition. So it is likely to continue,

despite the increasing role conservatories

are playing in the training of jazz musi

cians. Therefore we should look to middle

generation musicians like Carter, De

Johnette and Williams to carry on Blakey's

time-honored role as the master who

taught by example on the bandstand and

the shaper of jazz to come.

CORRECTION
Yesterday in the arts calendar, we in-

correctly noted that there would be a

matinee of Torch Song Trilogy on

Sundav, Oct. 21. There will be no

matinee. Performances of Torch Song

Trilogy will run Thursday, Friday and

Saturday at 8 p.m. The show is produc

ed by Student Valley Productions. The

Arts Desk regrets any inconvenience

this may have caused.

Local band 'new and improved'
UMass" One Eyed Jake has returned

this year new and improved, according to

one band member.

One Eyed Jake spent this summer in

Florida in the Daytona and Orlando beach

areas playing for vacationers.

Improvements include the addition of a

trumpet on "Rock Bottom Horn Section."

One Eyed Jake will be sure to play all the

old favorites: "East Side Boys," "Funky

Brew" and "Lonely Senorita." They'll in-

troduce new songs to you, sure to be great

hits some day.

One Eyed Jake plays the Hadley Pub on

Oct. 20 and Sheehan's Cafe OH Oct. 25.

10,000 Maniacs
On November 17, 10,000 Maniacs will

be performing at the Fine Arts Center.

Tickets are on sale now at the Fine Arts

Center Box Office. Prices are $14 for

UMass students and $17 for the general

public.
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rentAwrkk

New & Used Cars
JTrvcks A Vana Also Available

North Amhersl
Rerrt-A-Wreck

Rt. 63 No. Amhertt
549-RENT,

THE
WORLR

Mound mp» *om NV tuimg M

London •«£
PaflS

-ion
San Jose C R £°
Bangkok *"
Hong Kong *'"

Tokyo
7bS

Student Faculty Fare

Taxes not included Restric-

tions apply Fares subiect to

change One ways available

Work/StuOy abroad programs

international student and

teacher ID

EURAIL PASSES ISSUED ON
THE SPOT'

Free student travel catalogue

Council Tr.

IM»IW

SCARE Up

A Ghoul Time

Costumes
Wigs
Masks
Make-up

Accessories
Party Goods

Special Effects

ALL AT

^WXfSTICKS

17 College Street

The Village Commons
South Hadley, MA

533-1076

Open 7 Days

FREE Halloween treat

if you mention our

ad in the Collegian

RESUMES
CopyCat Print Shop
. Great Service • Great Prices

228 Triangle StJAmherst 549-3840
|

(WITH*

l07Sunderfand Road. North Amherst

Ofw>n 7 a.m.-10 p-m.

SPEEDWASH
11 Pray St.. Amherst

NOW OPEN 24 HOURS!

South Towne Commons Laundromat
479 West St.. South Amherst

Open 7 a.m.-JO p.m.

ONE MILLION OF

THE BEST MINDS

IN AMERICA
HAVE ALREADY
CHOSEN THE BEST

RETIREMENT
PROGRAM.

TIAA-CREF.

II \\< KM is huikling

uikI linaixial future

for noteAm 1,000,000

pcopkrintrttcducaiNwi

and research communi-

ties And over 200 .000

retirees are tkm enjoying

the benefits of their

TIAA-CREF annuity

Vve currently offer ><«'

Supplemental Retirement

Annuities <SRAsi and are

warkini with sponsors of legislation that would all.M the

Board of Regents to establish an Optional Retirement

Plan iORiM in Massachusetts ()RP-«>pc plans are air

rentW offered a, public mM-numr,, rf higher cducalion in

41 of the 50 states.

StHIDF*RH>RM\N< I ANDTMBH WNtWWBW

Whether you are just starting your career orm are near

,ng retirefnent« en helP« r*ep« >r the future^

Since 1918 v*vc been dedicated to making sure that

people in education and reseaah can count on I comfort

ah

We
C

pH>rTered the portable P^J54Sffi££
.ariahie annuity. In 1988. we created teg****"*
Market Account to give you more flexibility And in

March oHhis year. lc mWiuced*™™ «««<«>• thf

( KM Bond Market Account and the (KM Social

( ho.ee Account, to let you shape and diversify your

retirement investments even further.

At Tl AA-CRFF. we believe that steady incremental

growth over the long term is the best way to huikl retire-

ment income This investment philosophy has worked

Z\\ for over seventy years, and hasP^ <«<*«*«

income for hundreds of thousands of people like you.

THE KEYS TO RETIREMENT INVESTING

Security, growth, and diversity are the keys to sound

re,dement investing security, so the resources are sure to

be there when its time to retire; growth, so you II have

me income you need for the kind of retirement you want,

ami diversity to help protect you against vo at.l.ty and to

Vet you benefit from the strengths of several types ol

investments.

TIAA ANDCREF-ASMART COMBINATION

T1A A's traditional annuity provides maximum safety,

guaranteeing your pr.ncipafand a specified interest rate

It also gives you the

opportunity for growth

thti nigh dividends

which we've declared

every year for 41 years In

fact. TlAA's net earned

rate has beaten the indus-

try average f<w every one

of those vears
'

W.ih ( RFF's variable

annuity, you can choose

from four different

mvestment accounts, all managed bv experts ^under-

stand the long term strategies csscni.al to sound retire

ment planning

THE FIRST CHOKE IN FIX < ITBH ANDRISl \RCH

TheTIAA-CRFf retirement system is specifically

desiened for people m eduction and research >«ni may

move from one mstitul.on to anoihe. many MMNI your

career so your annuities move with VOW to any of over

4 200 institutions with TIAACREf retirement plans

YS* need financial security. £*JM̂ I5"?!5&
meal income you cannot outlive Plus, the TIAA-t Ki I

system offers.

Performance: The CRFF Stock Accent ™^*«™*
the mutual fund industry averages tor the last one^. fivt-

ami ten-year periods. The CR, I Money Market Account

hn shown excellent returns since ««s inception, outper-

forming the industry average since May of IWK

Responsiveness: Our experienced aninselors are ready

to answer ymir questions (all our toll-free numbers for

performance figures or information about your personal

annuity accumulations

Strength: Your future is protected by the largest private

retirement system in the world We have done so well>r

so many, for so long, that we currently manage over Wi
billion in assets

lorfurther information I MM !

TIAA-CREF
100 Oliver Street, Suite 3200

Boston. MA 021 10

I 800 842-2004

Ensuring the future ftv those who shape it™
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THE FAR
By GARY

SIDE
LARSON

BONES IN THE BARREL
By J. GELLER & M. ROSENZWEIG
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Hopeful parents

CALVIN AND HOBBES By BILL WATTERSON
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ACROSS
1 Ave 1

5 F*d*Mini or

tettucine

10 Rocky
projection

14 Top
15 Egyptian dam

site

16 Carnival

attraction

17 Rman s

Rainbow
character

19 News bit

20 Double curve

21 Wicker basket

22 Gather together

23 Brit weapon
24 Coklcut counter

26 ute or thought

starter

26 Disordered

32 Eclat

33 Horse color

34 Single

35 Of the ear

36 Bizarre

37 Affection

36 Songbird

39 Mimics

40 Promising one

41 San basins of

the desert

43 Summons
44 Gaelic

45 Ethereal

46 Diving bird

49 — Domini

50 Hawaiian food

53 Italian currency

54 Malicious wtte

creatures

57 Great work

56 Over the

Rambow
composer

59 Farm team
60 Pan of a bottle

61 Prophets

62 Pan of CBS

DOWN
i Sound m body

2 Serves we«
3 0ev*mt
4 m*h see god

5 Green Bay
athlete

6 Bloodless

7 Trade
6 Greek letter

9 — Arbor

10 Police

science

11 Actress
Hayworth

12 Hoosier
humorist

George
et ai

13 Jewels

16 Fragrant

compound
22 In the manner

of

23 Small spmy
fish

24 Letter

staners

25 Irish river

26 Place tor

prayer

27 Titania,

for one
26 Takes great

interest m
29 Ageless dwarf

30 Santa s crew

31 Textile worker

32 Flock

33 Sikh s coin

36 Acorn
producers

40 Mediterranean

evergreen

42 Pan of to be

43 Eatable pine

seeds
45 Fury

46 Small vaiiey

47 Matured
46 Clapton ot rock

49 Skilled

50 Cheerful sprite

51 Wallet fillers

52 Common
contraction

54 Owns
55 Mine product

56 Altos or

Angeles

AMSWFR TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE
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TANGELO PIE
By TIM SNIFFEN

Oh, kilo, <Mf« opfatorj

'

Hi.1 Your f*<e*U
lui/f bet* """H*.

,

to mate <«*« fat

Tnfoojjtv

\ <i*<cribe Hu*

spaul scry** y«u
Vikmd' .

Coinf$ Jo rtund.

Ok ju^T Uimk

Old »H6Thft//u

NIPPLE
PRICE

BERKELEY
IN THE
SIXTIES

eekdays at 6:50 and 9:10pm, friday at 4:45 7,and

9-20, Sat. and Sun. at 2:30, 4:45, 7, and 9:20pm
£

*

3

w
U
S

«ie«e Le« i»a«t" rt«n 10 t»90

MENU 3
LUNCH

Pizza

CtomtoH

DINNER

Roost top round of beef

Seafood crabment Newburg

BASICS LUNCH BASICS DINNER

Pttja Cheese nut loaf

Sesame noodles and pea pods Seafood crobmeat Newburg

YOUR DAILY HOROSCOPE
By JEANE DIXON

ARIES SrVatCh ZVAprl 19) E»eX

cue restrorit with your money
Wisntui thr*mg or oefus«oos Of

Otondeur should D© souantXS of?

Procticoi needs may overrule your

desire for recreation »or»gM

TAIMUt (Apm 20 May 20) Do

not otow a selfish or ottoqc

tttude to lead to o confrontation

Those who are acting tor the

benefit of others as welt as

themselves w* win A romantic

relationship seems magica*

OIMINI rVlay 21-June 20) Terv

sons at work shouia not be olow-

ed to dBrupt positive romantic feet-

HQi Lostfvg financtai security Inked

to a golden career opportunity

Petum phone cote promptly

CANCII (June 21-Juty 22) Vour

creative talents and e*perttse tn a

specific area could be the deciding

factor m your securing valuable

allies Seek associates wnose

strengths complement your own

HO (Jury 23-Aug 22) AvoO get

ting into Oisputes with your

employer Take an adaptable

wait-and-see approach Une«

pected developments could

change your outlook Accept so-

meone s offer to arbitrate a

disagreement

VltOO (Aug 23-Sept 22) Impor-

tant support can be obtamea from

rvgher-ups vour powers of penua

sion are at a peak during the next

two days - use them wisely Enioy

a new romance

LIMA (Sept 23-Oct 22) You may
be able to earn some extra cash

now Just avoid become^ involved

m business ventures that wit mitate

higher -ups Take thmgs easy where

romances concerned Befronttarr

makng demands

SCOtPIO you

may be tempted to splurge wh*»

inoppmg Oon t do ff Moke a tet Of

what you need and stick to it Carv

centratton may be difficuii at work

Persevere Dtne out tonajht

SAOITTARIUS (r*yv 22-Dec 21)

mere is new emphasis on

satesmonthtp today vourpowersof

persuasion ore great look tor ways

to cut expenses Young people wi

requfte yov* attention Try not to

overextena yourself

CAPttCOtN (P9C 22Jon t9)

Pay closer attention to franc** at-

tars ft may be necessary to seek

expert advice A ptatomc relation-

ship changes Postpone making a

commitment untl you are certan of

your feetngs

AQUAPIUS ion 20-l:eb 18) A

great day for negotiating corv

tracts Deal with insurance ana I

matters Bargains con be found bv

those who do some comparison

shopping Look at an IPA or money

market fund

P1SCIS (Feb » fW i ipen

your eyes) Acknowledge the affec-

tions of a friend *•• j to

you An old friend know:

mg on Go aheac «e your

needs known Social and romantic

trends look great1
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Rugby hosts Williams
By DAVE SZPILA
Collegian Corespondent

The University of Massachusetts

rugby club will do battle with Williams

College Saturday at 12:30 p.m. at the

rugby field behind Southwest.

UMass is looking to improve its 3-2

and gain a spot in the New England

Championships, which will be held in

two weeks here at UMass.

Last week UMass beat the Universi

ty of Vermont 20-0. Standouts in the

match were Brian Donovan (2 tries',

Bobby Vigneaux (1 try). Jerry Hunt (2

conversions^ and Mark Dowling, who

replaced the injured Brian Nicole and

•cored a try in his first A side game.

Last week's match had all the aspects

a rugby match should, passing, kicking,

woring, and a little extra pushing and

shoving

UVM started the festivities with a

high hit out of bounds. This move

started a shouting match that soon lead

to a brief scuffle between the two clubs.

When play resumed, UMass kept on the

offensive for all but a few minutes, leav-

ing UVM with its backs to the wall for

the rest of the match.

Last week's B-side had some

highlights as well. Craig Gallivan was

tossed out of the game for throwing a

forearm. The referee who tossed

Gallivan was the UVM head coach, who

volunteered to officiate the game. The

UMass B-side won easily, 11-3.

This weekend brings on a new oppo

nent. however, and UMass coach Dot-

Laurence, who has returned from wine

countrv, said he has his team ready.

Williams will be a tough opponent for

(JMaW. The Williams club is 4 1, hav-

ing lost to Norwich last week.

A-10 tourney beckons XC teams

• Men chase top spot • Women shorthanded

&
1 W®i
Dr. Virginia D. Harp«r D.C.

'Dedicated to trraitng the cause not ihe symptom"

6 1'nivcp.itv Drive at Newmarket Center

Amherst, Massachusetts 01002

549-0335 • By Appoinment Only
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By KEITH BENNETT
Collegian Correspondent

The University of Massachusetts men's

cross country team will travel to Van Cor-

tland Park in New York City this weekend

to compete in the Atlantic 10 Champion-

ships Saturday.

UMass coach Ken O'brien said he expects

his team, which has consistently finished

among the top three or four teams in the

meet in the past, to be battling for the top

spot again this year.

UMass finished third last year behind

Penn State and West Virginia, and O'Brien

said he expects Penn State will be the team

to beat this year as well

"I think that we should be battling Penn

State for first, but you have to give serious

consideration to West Virginia and St.

Joseph's too," O'Brien said. "I think on an

average day we should beat (West Virginia

and St. Joseph's), but 1 felt that way last

year and we finished third to West

Virginia."

As they have all season, seniors Jon Cor

H and Tom Degnan will likely lead the

way for UMass.

By DAN WETZEL
Collegian Correspondent

Saturday the University of

Massachusetts women's cross country team

will travel to the Bronx in New York City

to compete in the Atlantic 10

Championships.
Coach Julie LaFreniere said she is con

fident her team will be vying for one of the

top spots in the meet. "If our team runs to

our potential then we should finish third,"

said LaFreniere. "Last year we ran poorly

and finished third, but the conference has

improved this year
"

Penn State is favored to win the meet this

year, with West Virginia a cl <>nd.

'it will be extremely close." said

LaFreniere. "St. Joseph's looks to be tough,

and Rutgers is improved and will be a fac

tor. Although we beat Rhode Island last

week, it will be much closer this Saturdav

LaFreniere has decided to leave Cathy

Crocker behind this weekend. Crocker, a

steady performer throughout the iBMOn,

may be suffering from fatigue and

LaFreniere said she does not want to risk

injury

CAMP)

MQRY
and
p READING

A s.x week course sponsored by the University Hypnosis

Center at 358 N Pleasant St. Amherst, will start October 22at

6 00 Those attending will learn special penumon.c systems

to help make lOGVecall fast and easy Reading speed will

at least double as comprehension and concentration improve

Special student rates w.l. be in effect for the first offering

Seat.ng .s limited Alternate dates may be available Call

549-4645to pre-register ^^^^^

SUPERWEIGHT
SWEATSHIRTS

PURE COTTON
T-SHIRTS

COOL BOXERS
NEON CAPS

> Order Today-
Wear It tomorrow!

FREE CATALOG. CAll NOW!
24 hrs. a day

1-800 -334 -1331

Spring Break
Mar h 20-24

REED « VACATION SPOT
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<* it, • tern* landKXfW «<
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S <tor» fn nrrty <599
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advantara travel
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AMHERST CINEMA

Now Playing

WILD AT
HEART
Mon-Thurs
One Show

7:30

Fri-Sun Two Show;

7:00 and 9:15

Student Discount

with I.D.

ACUPUNCTURE & HERBS

* Women* Systems Nb^c**

* Fertility ^jjT'*>

* Young adolescence

* Family treatment

Amherst Fields

appointment 25* OHM

V

UNITED
TECHNOLOGIES
PRATT&WHITNEY

PRATT AND WHITNEY
CO-OP INTERVIEWS:

Paid Spring semester positions for

MECHANICAL ENGINEERS
MANUFACTURING ENGINEERS

INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERS
COINS mm united

ACCOUNTING |f2 J&a?¥£Kh1t
E
n
S
ev

FINANCE
CHEMISTS

To arrange interview contact:

THE MATHER CAREER CENTER
by October 23, 1990

Interview Date:

October 26, 1990

Call 545-6265

EXPERIENCE TOMORROW TODAY!!

Polo to See familiar faces |]Vlen's soccer's last home gasp
_ L._a«».i i : I ,.,« U.mo tn nu nn fnr such I

By JOE DEGLOR1A
Collegian Correspondent

After a successful and uplifting effort at

the Eastern Varsity Tournament last

weekend, the University of Massachusetts

water polo team hopes to continue its win-

ning ways as it heads back to Brown to

compete in a round-robin tournament this

weekend.
UMass is affiliated with the New

England Intercollegiate Water Polo

Association, and NEIWP teams that will

compete this weekend include Harvard,

Brown, Boston College, Yale, and MIT.

UMass is 1-5 and ranked No. 16 in the

nation. This weekend's action will be im

portant in deciding the seedings for post-

season play. The New England Champion-

ships will be played the first week of

November, followed by the Eastern and

National Championships.

UMass will play Yale in the first game

of this weekend's tournament, and even

though coach Russ Yarworth said does not

anticipate any trouble, he wants his team

to go into the game with an aggressive

attitude.

"We must not look past Yale and pick up

any bad habits,'' Yarworth said. 'We have

to play well and come out strong and put

them away early. We play Harvard the

next morning and we have to be up for such

a team."
The Harvard game is the first of two big

games on Saturday for UMass, which beat

Harvard 11-10 last weekend in an overtime

thriller.

Yarworth said he knows Harvard, the

No. 16 ranked team in the country, will be

ready to avenge the loss.

"I am making a defensive adjustment to

prevent outside scoring. Harvard scored a

lot of garbage goals last time and we want

to stop that," Yarworth said.

UMass plays Brown Saturday at 3:30

p.m. UMass played Brown, ranked No. 12,

last weekend and lost, 12-7.

Yarworth said he hopes that he can take

away the hole man as a important part of

the Brown offense and fend off the high

scoring team.

UMass will face Boston college Sunday

at 9 a.m. UMass played BC in the the

beginning of the season and the Eagles

gave the Minutemen trouble; UMass
prevailed 10-9.

Yarworth said he believes his team

shouldn't have had such a tough time

against BC and he hopes his team will

maintain its intensity for Sunday's games,

regardless of what happens Saturday.

Sunday also has UMass battling MIT at

3 p.m

By GREG SUKIENNIK
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts

men's soccer team plays its last home

game of the year today at 3 p.m. against

St. Joseph's at Upper Boyden Field.

Just how nice would a win be for the

Minutemen? UMass' slim hopes ofmak

ing the Atlantic 10 tournament depend

on a win. This is the last home game for

senior Pete McEvoy. The Minutemen

haven't won in eleven games.

All would be well taken care of by

beating the Hawks today.

UMass midfielder Tom Novajasky

stressed how important this game is to

the Minutemen.

"This is a big game for us," said Nova

jasky. "We need to come out and fight

hard, and play tough defense. Ifwe don't

win and find out later that we could've

made the tournament if we had beat St.

Joseph's, that would be devastating."

St. Joseph's. 1-3 in the A-10 and 6 7

overall, is on a three-game winning

streak. The Hawks' best asset might be

goalkeeper Eric Bowman, who is

seventh among Atlantic 10 goalies with

a 2.07 goals-against average. Bowman

has 104 saves and two shutouts.

On offense, Donald D'Ambra leads the

Hawks with 12 points (five goals, two

assists). Besides D'Ambra, the Hawks

don't appear to be much of a scoring

machine; they have 19 goals, only five

more than UMass.

For the Minutemen, Pete Armenti,

the A-10's top goalkeeper with an 0.27

goals-against average, will start in goal.

Darren Stone will return to the

backfield after a one-game NCAA
mandated suspension following his fifth

yellow card. Justin Edelman will also

return, having recovered sufficiently

from a sprained ankle.

Arron Zandy, however, is still recover

ing from a concussion and will probably

not play.

The ties that bind: UMass' best

chance at fourth place in the A 10. and

a tournament birth, is if George

Washington, Temple and West Virginia

tie each other in the season's closing

wt?t*k>

Wins by these teams would put the

Minutemen out of reach

SAY IT IN THE COLLEGIAN!
50 PERCENT OFF

A COLLEGIAN PERSONAL WITH THIS COUPON REDEEMABLE
AT OUR TABLE ON THE CONCOURSE(10/16,10/18,10/23,10/26)

OR AT OUR BUSINESS COUNTER,
113 CAMPUS CENTER

Valid until 10/26 Good for one ad for one day

Only One Coupon pej;Cus^orner_

CLASSIFIEDS
SOH OFF CLASSIFIEDS

REDEEM THE COUPON on th. «>•«•*£•
CoMegtfjn table on the Conco^ October

73 and 26 8 30-3 00 o- « °*5^!*S
.everyday until October 28th Say « «> me

ACTIVITIES

ANIMAL WONTS COALITION meeimg on

Sunday October 21 * »e Du*e s roonv

310 Student Unaon

CENTRAL RESIOENTS'
Oetotoerleai

Saturday Oci 20 12 5PM
VeiiMstt r Basaatha* Covrta

Band* Food and T ehma

JUGGLING CLUB *• meat aorrkt-hereto-

day 10 dejeuae ma convention out I won I

tea you where fTry the pond, 3*)'

PAGAN STUOENTS MEETING Sunday

night. 10/21 7PM Campus C*W ™
8MB 15 AR are welcome* Oueeiione?OR
Amy 54*1286

SCIENCE FICTION CONVENTION
Fr. Sal Sun Oci 1»2l CCA
Movies <Macusawn» an exhibit Star Trek

A more >un Coma 1°

NOTJUSTANOTHERCONO'"

TRAIN WITH USU
UMASS Tae Kwon Do meets

Mon A Wad 6 30-$ 30PM
Learn SeH-Dafanaa » Teamwork

Can Marty 6 7003

ANNOUNCEMENTS

ATTENTION INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERS!!

HE October mealing Wednesday the 24th

,n Marston 21 1 at 4 30' Halloween candy

and pumpkin raffle"

BAND SEEKS practrc* space Securs

sound proof open hours wttl snare, have

P A Paler 585 8877

BED 4 BREAKFAST
Downtown Amlieiet

549*733

FAST FUNDRAISING PROGRAM
$1000 m |US1 one week nmmam
Earn up to $1000 for you^f**,1^
Hon l^acNmcaMlSOWrnora^prej
gram worts' No investment needed t-en

1 800^932^)528 Ext 50

LOOKING for frrends. corwnKXish^

love' Tune into the dating game Friday from

6-7 PM on WMUA 91 1 FM

OIL CO-OP Join OCMO s oil Cr>op and

£ve^£iy £g*ter at 428 Student Un«n

or call 545-0S65

UMASS STUOENTS! Sharpen your m

terpersonal and «>^WT»tjn«artjCK^»ollsC.an

•JSTar^yaaa Joinan*nMfpan^ma«W™ Meats each Tuesday "*" """ 7
,'°

flTat 310 Berksh-re Hc^a^CenW tor

counseling and academy toy**™*™
Can Mark after 6PM at 665 121 7 for datarrs

SKI SALE'"
Top names Top quaSIf

100 s of parrs of sk« dotnea.

bMdmga. ooota. ate

THETA C>tl FRATERNITY
Ne«i to the Newman Canter

Sat Oct 20 11-5P**

Caen only

VOLUNTEER* WANTED***?*£•
toster noma ptooram tor cats and HSsna

interested' »»37«5 tot <n*>

AUTO FOR SALE

1t75 VW WESTFALIA BUS Good cond.

groove anywhere'" 13 800 negot.aWe

58tV786^Jay

1878 LUV CNEW. P«* up -"J^
**«*

a steal at SS50 "~ fN*?*" ****
Leaving for Europe 548-8186

tasi DATSUN 310GX hatchback radw

,u" w^ipVoWem. $1500 Joe 545*566

1884 300ZX power brakes steering anrv

°°S *»*!&?£, c2 SaSBM?
a* new parts 6500 or b o Cai 5aa-«w»

1986 HONDA CIVIC Ei cond new **•*,

bJTTes 74K miles Call 527-5880

19*0 MAZDA MIATA
white 9 mo old

C«#! Erica 256-606B

FOR A GOOD TIME CALL

RACK A-OtSC the best entertainment DJ's

SJJJo bands dorm/house specials can

586-9900 anytime

FOR RENT

BEAUTIFUL ROOM m 4 bedroom house

Northampton Center $190 a month

Ca¥ 586*947 Begins Nov 1st optwnal

second room m spnng

SUNDERLAND 3 bedroom spacious quiet

on bus line $650 549*733

SUNDERLAND 5 room apartment garage

stove refrigerator $650 253-3330

TOWNHOUSE- 2 bedroom t^ bath apart

ment on bus route 1567 1352

FOR SALE

GIANT MOUNTAIN BIKE worth »350 sell

M for $200/bo Call Franc* 253-7913

_J FOUND near

Cai 545*501

KEYS on green pleshc

and coaact 532 1096

keyring Describe

HAUNTED HOUSE

OCT 24-26 7-9PM
At Lambda Ch. Alpha Fralernrty

374 North Pteeeant Street

$2 adults I students $1 kids under12

A» proceed, to banaW Amhef* Oept of

Pubke Safety

PERSONALS

ATTENTION Fraternities A Sort's*
Gat peyched' Gat aupamayched' i

am so

.^.Tpaycnad' Gat super a^P*^
•d even /mare a no reaeon to1 Pay*** "*

out* Psyche-O-Rama' Psyche Payette.

Psyche* _
The Phantom

JACOUI
Happy Third Anniversary

Love
Qfeatt

ATTENTION- it you are a

Sector* Belmont Wafpt**orAyai*ewara

th« weekend Us Kim Aaronaon s Birthday

and the s ready to Tag Team
Love the LH s

JAY FRANCIS s 21 today'

I can I wart to celebrate a with you'

I have a eurpnee lor you on Sunday'

Happy Birthday with Iowa

LOT!

JEN SITES of Tn Sigma (anofhar Sigma

Birthday') Happy 20th' love your Tn-S«gma

JONATHAN

HELP WANTED

„: Excellent income tor home

•Memory work 504*46-1700 Dept P1307

CHtLDCARE: »_^T^ZJL
r^u7h

1 baby, kght huuee>eep»iQ tSmr 298*475

JOE S PARADISE CAFE wants to hjre a

delivery person Beat Pay m To*"^**
working environment Please appty m
person

SUPPLEMENT YOUR INCOME! Earn $100

lor^c7boo7 you re** OR .212)874- 1 493

or wrte MOtl E<^arpr*es Dept M Box

0751 New York NY 10024*539

BAMBINO.
I Love You'
Yours Always
The bunny rabbit nosed 0*1

B.LL LARK.N AND THE C*ST erf

Schoothouae Rock Thanks tot bemg the

laughter m my day Have a great weekend'

Meggw

But that rust didn t work

So i triad to be original

But i almost went berzerk

So I'R have to be normal

and nor a brt loopy

When l say to you
I love you Poopie'

KEV- its been a great time so tar lata keepeen agreaf
yaKef

INSTRUCTION

BE A BARTENDER
W M Bartender Training is open

Call for brochure
413-747 7895

BEGINNING PORTUGUESE CLASS
fiovToc 1 Mondays 7 9PM Language

Ptcmca. 549-5065

ENGLISH AS A SECOND LANGUAGE
Classes begin Oct 30 Intensive, pan time

Oct 23 Language Pacrfrca. 54*5065

JESTER

HEARD THE MYTH, h.re the band

JESTER Check it out tonight at the Hadley

Pub

O POSITIVE TICKET far aass-

Call Dave- 6*654

PC COMPATIBLE LAPTOP COMPUTER
$400 or BO 546-1949 Leave massage

PIONEER Compact Disk Changer

w remote Holds 6 CDs Excellent cond.

„on W.H demonstrate Bought January

$299 4 6CD cartridges included $4fr

546-5989 $145 firm

PRINTER-EPSON FX60. Perfect for slu

rteni $110TCall Sara (508)544-7710

LOST

BLACK LEATHER SCHOOLBAG
Schoolbooks and papers and keys inside

My undying gratitude is yours if you return

549 1394

GOLD FILIGREE-STYLE RING in or beV

ween Mahar Library COSU Please can

6-2872

WATCH Jeules Jeurgenson, lace has

moon and stars, sentimental value. Reward

$ Please call Barbara 546-1729

MOTORCYCLE

You reaRy grab our G
But we love you anyways'

Happy 20th Birthday'

Biml and Brm3

BLAKESTER A SEFT-PRE-PARTY tonrte 1

Be there at 6PM for tusf one' Schmitch

BROOKE Has from Catitornia says Hi to aR

her friends

CHERRY FACE'
• • Smile'

'

' .

Data-Party is going lo be awesome

Love you' Gin

DREW GALVIN,
Like a camel he can go 180 days without

a drink and he has. on one terrible occa

sion But. rt aR comas 10 an end tonight

Have one for Girry'

ELENA of Tn Sigma- Tag' You're n»

Have fun at date party tonne' (and beware

of wandering KeRys this year') Love ya. Jut*

HAS ANYONE else noticed that the per

sonals suck this aai neeieff

RSGT

HAPPY BIRTHDAY SWEETIE! You better

look out or I might scntch you Love

A green-eyed monster

HEY LEGS! Want to go out wrth us on your

birthday? Hey you had your chance 1

Love Jen 8 suze

HEY PIECZ Howzit 7 How does it feel

to be legal Bimbo? Hope you have a

memorable (HoHo) 21' The Pale Hawaiian

HEY SIGMA KAPPA!! The hay awaits

get psyched for an awesome date party'

HI TAM Mooooooo MMooooooo I Love You'

Bearsky

J^^MnLOVE YOU
Marc Mos

I miss you so much"
Waiting for Friday

it up' Luv

LIN is this the end of Thursday n.ght study

sessions? Happy 21st Bimbo' Have a great

weekend' Beth

M- You know how much I love you and

always w.H Whan things gel rough

remember the shooting slar'" Always J

1983 YAMAHA SECA 400 runs well 4*K

miles $400'BO OR aft 11PM 546-0633

WINOSURFER- complete P^ *. -!
caAant 10 O'Brien Senaation sacrifice $275

to fall asleep in your arms

Love always and forever.

Judy

IN HONOR of the aforementioned lyrics,

you be my boyfriend''

MECHANICAL ENGINEER
Sean- the taR, cute, sknny .

dark haired ME
i m ei 2 <* your ctesees and trw* you re hot'

Pteaae respond'

The ME Babe

BOOAN SWARMS TONIGHT! Boys watch

out tor the hurricane' TM9.BW 1G S 6J"

SCHMITCH AND BLAKESTER
We challenge you to dnnx you pick the nay

and the drink Joey and Jeff

SULLY- Here it is' Luv your little sis'

SQUID- You get one too 1 Luv Kei

THE SHADOW AND THE DRIFTERS want

their wood back"

TO MY BIG. HUGE. MONSTEROUS hunk

of a man Thanks for ten basically awesome

months Let's celebrate' I love you

oodles'"
Pumpkin

PS look under your pillow

TRACEY LONGPREY of Tr. Sigma

Happy 20th Birthday' Only one mora year

Love, your TnSigma Sisters

WANTED
One Schmoo
Preferably with lulling blue eyes

Must be the one who gives the world s

greatest hugs, and who is the captor of all

my love and devotion'

Happy H months, Fntlsy'

Love your personal Schmook

LILLIAN. FAMOUS ANTHROPOLOGIST

JAMES DEAN, my beautilui quean,

My only one.

Your smile makes me happy

You make town' so lun

Happy 20th on the 20th

Lova-You-Ma-Much,
Joey

PROFESSIONAL OJ S

LAZER TECH AUDIO avertable tor your

dance dorm party or houee party Great

rater great OJfi Cat 323-7801 soon

ROOMMATE WANTED

1 BEDROOM available m apt next to bus

route by Amherst College Prefer older

female student quiet no smokingrpaM Z*r
Must love cats 253-7728

SERVICES

DID YOU KNOW the time? Watch batteries

and fuH nrweiry rep*raerv*a^fcerecapa

Deaiona. the hnast grits from glass lo gold

264 North Pleasant Street. Amherst

253-3324

PREGNANT?
Need a pregnancy test, information or sup

port? OR tor free and confidential services

ALTERNATIVES 33 Main Si Northampton

58*3000

RELAX and expand your conscrousnees

Free medriaiion class H»"»or,^.DY .

AnandaMaroastartwwonMon 10722 and

Tues 10/23 7 30-9 30PM Room number w*

be posted at Campus Concourse iniorma

ton desk for more info Call Cathy at

546-5566

SPECIAL OFFER FREE STUDENT
Classifieds in the MARKETPLACE Sand

ada to 03D2 Cashin or Call 323-9692

STUDY ABROAO

SPANISH IN GUATEMALA
Call 505 242 3194

TYPEWRITER CLEANING 6 TUNE UP

SPECIAL Only $18 50 F'ee estimates on

repairs AR types of ribbons available Soon

sored by ACI computer. 259 Triangle St

Amherst MA Authorized "H^"i2?*nT
Bay State Office Machines Call 549-0701

TYPING

FAST ACCURATE TYPING
Spell Check $1 50/pg

Call Ashley at 546 1612

TYPING WORD PROCESSING. $1 50/pg

Free pickup and delivery Laser pnnting and

copying available KCommunications,

256*373

WORKPROCESStNG Inexpensive quick

and accurate work Campus pickup and

delivery CaR Lisa 256*695 leave message

WANTED

GRADUATE STUOENT NEEDS
female students tor communication

research interviews 1 to 2 days subsequent

to a scheduled appointment at University

Health Services Focus Patient perceptions

ol communication at the health visit Reim-

bursement Eight Dollars Leave name A

phone number for Elite- 256-8559
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SPORTS
Women's soccer defeats URI, 4-1
By ADRIENNE MATT
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts women's soccer team

knocked down the Rhode Island Rams in a 4-1 decision

yesterday at Upper Boyden Field in the last of the Reds

home games. They will face their last New England game

this Sundav at Connecticut.

UMass had the chance to shut down Rhody almost com

pletelv bv holding their offense at bay for all of the first

half and up until 1.44 remaining in the game.

"We would have liked to shut them down, said IM
coach Jim Rudy. "But I'll give them credit, they fought

to the end."'

The game was delayed due in part to a confused URI

bus driver who took the team south on Highway 395 from

Kingston. The Rams arrived one hour late. The referees

were good sports and stayed until URI showed.

UMass initiated the scoring drive 10 minutes into the

game when freshman Paula Wilkins connected with

senior Robin Runstein for a smartly executed goal.

Seventeen minutes later, sophomore Kim Eynard passed

to senior Sue Gaudette in the box for a clean shot to the

bottom left corner of the net, upping UMass to 2-0

Eynard then shot another bullet at the net which was

deemed an 'own goal' (not awarded to any player but given

to the UMass team by fault of the URI defense). The score

remained 3-0 to the half.

"We didn't mark well," said first-year coach Wendy

Veeder of URI's first half play. She said not stretching

out hampered the team but not to the point of a 3-0 deficit

We weren't doing the basics."

The Rams posed some offensive threats but UMass

stayed in control and maintained possession for the ma-

jority of the game. However, UMass could not capitalize

OH their offensive chances in the second half. The Rams

had come out of the halftime huddle warmed up an deter

mined to fight.

Halfway through the second half, cloudy skies darken

ed the field and made play more difficult.

Junior Tracy Arwood connected with sophomore Car-

rie Koeper who chipped a shot to the top of the net for

UMass" fourth goal with 11 minutes remaining.

The Rams first and only retaliation came within two

minutes remaining when junior Lynn Douglas lofted a

shot into the bottom right corner of the net, assisted by

freshman Gabrielle Riley.

"This was a good game concidering this is our fourth

game in six days." said Rudy. Now UConn is in the wings

CoB««*«» fU» pko«o

University of Massachusetts defender Paula Wilkins sends a corner kick during yesterdays

game at Upper Boyden Field. The Reds (8-4-2) beat Rhode Island, 4-1.

Field hockey wins
Dartmouth beat 2-0

By TAMIR LIPTON
Collegian Staff

HANOVER, N.H. - Yesterday in the land of the

Green, where even the houses are trimmed with green,

the University of Massachusetts field hockey team

dispatched the Dartmouth Big Green 2-0, extending

its winning streak to four games.

UMass forward Jean Salisbury provided No. 8 rank

ed UMass with all the scoring it needed in the first half,

as she deflected a Dawn Trumbauer shot into an emp-

ty net. .

'

In what is becoming UMass' best threat on the penal-

ty corner. Trumbauer blasted a shot which went con

veniently onto the stick of Salisbury. Salisbury slip

ped it by Dartmouth goalie Lynn Duffy, who was drawn

out of position.

Salisbury, who was inserted into the starting lineup

a week a ago, scored her second goal of the game on

a rebound of a penalty corner shot by Beth Thornton

with 17 minutes remaining, sealing the win

•Dartmouth traditionally is a very difficult gam.

^a.d UMass coach Pam Hixon. "They're our spoil. .

They play a verv unorganized style, they play for farai

and' they don't reallv rare what happens so they Ml

very reckless.

"They've always given us i'v

Alter Salisbury's I

" tai settled hack and

played a steady game, attacking when the opportuni

ty MKMS, and playing -"lid d.-fen-e Dartmouth lud

several cham bat could not put one p

UMass goalie Philhpa So.tt. who recorded a >hutout

"It's not the kind of game that 1 worr> about

need just one more [goal! than they have H the end,'

Hixon said.

UMass takes its 11 1 record to Rhode Island Satin

day, where the Minutewomen will lace the A-lORai

.is has been a long ten days." Hixon said

stretch in which her t» played I Bat, two

against top twenty f- un- With the intensity that we

had to play at over the weekend (against Penn St. and

New Hampshire), we haven't really had time to

recover. So we wanted to come home safe with the win."

Hixon said.

Down two,
A's are
cooked
(hang! Look out Oakland, the Reds

are on a roll

The new and improved Big Red

Machine has taken the fir^t two World
• | games doesn't look ready to ease

up Sure the hi moving to

Oakland, and you might even say that

\'s are due. but unless the big

:ied Th
' more than twenty ni<-n on

in the first two games and the team has

already thrown its two best hurlers in

Stewart, the four inning. 9.00

f k A king, and Bob Welch The H.<i

the other hand, keep marchin' on

Football team fights history at Delaware

Billy Hatcher. Cincinnati's center

fielder, is a perfect 7 7 at the plate and

he has reached base I ime he has

been up in the mill The Nasty B
Rob Dibble and Randy Myers, have done

the closing job extremely well, with

Myers getting two K's in one inning of

work in game one, and Dibble working

two innings of shutout ball in game two,

throwing nothing but heat. Eric Davis

has come alive with a shot over the wall

in game one and four RBI in all. Chris

Sabo is hitting and Joe Oliver, the Reds

catcher, delivered a pair of hits in Game
two, the second of which drove in the

winning run in the bottom of the tenth

off. this makes me laugh, the Eck!

All kidding aside for now though. The

Reds are on the road and things will get

a little tougher. Unless of course Jose

'Cantseco' continues to sleep between

CONTINUED ON PAGE 8

By SAM SILVERSTEIN
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts football

team has never beaten Delaware, dating

back 14 games to 1958

There. It's been said As the Minutemen

and the Fightm Blue Hens prepare to meet

Saturday in Newark (1 p.m.i. the No. 1

topic ol conversation is the streak, and not

that UMass is playing for first place in 1

1

Yankee Conference and to protect N

undefeated 4-0-1 record

Are there am explanations for 32 years

of had luck
'

1 don't think there are any jinv

hm I Man •ornerback Allen Williams

said. "There were time- in the past we've

had them beat— and it just didn't work

out
"

Coach Jim Reid, who has been a part of

10 losses during the streak as both an a

tant and head coach, takes an even sunnier

view of things.

i think it's fun," said Reid. "It's been

good press all week."

The Minutemen enter the game tf the

No 7 ranked team in Division 1 AA and

tied with New Hampshire for first place in

the Yankee Conference, at 4

Since tying Holy Cross on opening da\

the Minutemen have rolled to four straight

wins. UMass has the top running game
'282 yards per game) and two of the five top

rushers in the Yankee Conference in

quarterback Gary Wilkos (96.2 yards per

game) and tialback John Johnson (84.8)

The UMass defense is ranked among the

three stingiest in the league in total yards

allowed, and has given up less than 14

points a game on average.

Numbers aside, a healthy mental at

titude is what gives this UMass team the

best chance of snapping Delaware's spell,

Williams said.

"This team is really put together well,"

Williams said. "The chemistry is

unbelievable. Everybody acts as a family,

and everybody really wants to beat them."

The Minuteman defense has been thinn

ed by injuries, however. Cornerback Don

Caparotti and defensive tackle St

Brothers both sprained ankles last week in

the mud against Connecticut and will not

play. Matt Tulley will likely give his slight

ly separated shoulder another week's |

leaving inside linebacker duty to last

week's Yankee Conference Rookie of the

Week. Greg M ittern.

And tackle Bill Durkin will cross ov.

fill in for tight end Ron Villoue. who i- suf

fering from a sore shoulder

"We are not in great shape," Reid said.

Delaware enters off a 19 15 win over

Villanova keyed b) x>phomore quarterback

Bill Vergantino. who has posted Wilkos

like numbers out of coach Tubby Ra\

mond's trademark wing-T offense this

season Vergantino leads Delaware in both

rushing (103 361, 2 TD'sl and passing

Tn 1 43 for 798 yards and 4 TI

I

Game notes: The game wi ll be broad,

on WMUA 91 1 FM. WTTT 1480 AM and

WSPR 1270 AM . . Last week* win

mond's 200th

Men's tennis wraps with win
Singles seal 6-3 defeat of Franklin Pierce

By BRETT MORKI-
Collegian Correspondent

The University of Massachusetts men's

tennis team ended its season yesterday by

defeating Franklin Pierce College 6-3 at

Upper Boyden
UMass didn't seem to be affected by a two

week layoff, as the Minutemen came out

strong. Franklin had played only two mat

ches this season and won both, against

Bentley and Division II powerhouse

Lowell.

"I can't think of a better way to end the

season than with a win," said UMass coach

Manny Roberts. "Everybody played well."

UMass' No. 1 singles player, Barry

Wadsworth, led the attack with a 6 3, 3-6,

6-1 win against Mehdi Belhassan. It was
the second time Wadsworth has beaten

Belhassan, who is ranked as a top 10

amateur player in Morocco.

No. 4 singles action was a battle between

two exceptional freshmen, UMass' Tim
Lipsky and Franklin's Jason Pierce. Pierce

jumped out to an early lead, winning the

first set 6-4. However, Lipsky fought back

to take the remaining two sets 6-3, 6-4.

Meanwhile, Franklin's No. 2 player

i ge Obidieguez. from Nigeria, trounc

ed Minuteman Jeff Hechemy 6 3, 6-2, and

No. 6 singles player Tadashi Hiraoka edg

ed out UMass' Lenny Levine 7 5, 7 6 (7-0).

After Chuck Rubin's 4 6. 6 3. 6 4 loss to

Franklin's Brent Hardy left UMass trail

ing 3-2, i * I crucial for the Minutemen
to w in the remaining No 3 singles match.

And the matc.i proved to be the closest

of the afternoon, as UMass' Richard Stone

battled Franklin's Jason Forbes. Rubin

escaped with a first set win 7-5, but lost the

second set 6-7. With teammates who had

already finished their singles matches

cheering him on, Rubin elevated his game
a notch in the third set to win 7 5.

Singles play left the match tied at three

games, leaving the outcome in the hands

of the doubles.

Wadsworth and Lipsky, fired up from

their successful singles play, easily

defeated Belhassan and Pierce. Up 4-3 in

games, UMass looked toward the team of

Hechemy and Stone to clinch the win, and

the duo obliged with a 6 1, 6 2 thrashing

of Obidieguez and Forbes.

Rubin and Matt Murphy teamed up to

win 6 2, 6 2 to complete the doubles sweep
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You'll be singm' in the

rain today and tonight.

Highs will be in the

mid-60s. r

|
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consent abortion laws
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A rpa students: 'Pull forces out' of Mideast
-rVI "** &tUUClliOt _

^ "*,^^Y^aX^Iwfntthe^Stopullout York City, ^composedI
of several Afferent

By SARAH DEMASTER
Collegian Staff

BOSTON - About 45 students from the

Five College Area Saturday traveled by

bus to Boston, where they joined more than

1,000 people to march in protest of the

presense of the United States in Saudi

Arabia.

The demonstration, sponsored by the

Coalition to Stop U.S. Intervention in the

Middle East, was held simultaneously in

more than 20 cities throughout the nation

and the world, including New York City,

NY. San Francisco. Calif., Dallas, TX. Min-

neapolis, Minn.. Sydney, Australia, Lon-

don, England, and Panama City, Panama.

Alexandra DiMontrichard, a junior at

Hampshire College, said she attended the

demonstration because, "I would like to see

the U.S. avoid any military conflict. We
wouldn't be here if we thought we couldn't

stop it."

University of Massachusetts freshman

Eric Nicholson said he attended the rally

because he thinks the government has not

adequately justified its presence in the

Gulf.

Marcey Buchakjian, a freshman at Mt.

Holyoke College, said she is angry that the

U.S. has sent troops to Saudi Arabia. "1

don't think we're there for the Kuwaiti peo-

ple, but for selfish reasons," she said.

Andrea Tiglao, also a Mt. Holyoke

freshman, said, "I want the U.S. to pull out.

I want the U.S. to get the U.N involved,

not act as a single body, but look at the

global issue."

Cyril Spiro, a sophomore at Hampshire

College, said the U.S. government and its

people should work to find a non-military

solution. "There needs to be a re-

directioning of our values of people in

America. War should not be an option,

much less the first."

Hampshire College sophomore Erik

Harlick added. "Were not saying that we

don't think the troops are not doing what

they think right, but talk - there's got to

be a better way to resolve it
."

The coalition, which originated in New

York City, is composed of several different

groups, including trade unions, religious

organizations, student groups, lesbian and

gay organizations, disabled right! groups.

AIDS activists, and ant i war groups

"I think Oct. 20 will signify a new anti

war movement in this country — a

multicultural, multi-issue right.
-

' Mid

Maureen Skehan. an organizer for the

Coalition- New Kngland chapter Skehan

said this movement will differ from

previous antiwar movement- because

"African American people. Latino

Asian, and Native Amem an people will be

at the forefront, along with all other op

pressed peopi-

CONTINUED ON PAGE 8

Asian culture
examined during
Awareness Week
By ALEXANDER NGUYEN
Collegian Staff

What is Asian? "Something more than what you see on

T V commercials and Hollywood movies." said Professor

Lucy Nguyen. This week students and community

members all have the opportunity to discover a little

something about Asia.

This week the University of Massachusetts will ex

penence its first formal campus wide "Asian Awareneai

Week

There will be various activities during the week rang

ing from classical Indian music to a discussion on

feminism in Vietnamese literature to a conference on

Asian ethnocentricity

The intent of the Asian Awareness Week is to reveal

all the uniqueness, beauty and richness within various

Asian cultures." said Nguyen. "We want to learn from

each other and to help the non-Asian communities over-

come stereotypes of Asians and to learn the diversity

among Asians," she said.

•You would be surprised by the number of Asian coun

tries represented here at UMass," said Nguyen "We have

students from Pakistan and all across Asia to Japan, she

said.

"Because the Asian community now has a cultural

center students from different Asian cultures have a foun

dation from which they can present such an awareness

week." said Nguyen. „ .

The events this week are programmed to be educational,

cultural and fun. . . .

"People with the slightest curiosity and interesest

should attend as many of the events as possible," Nguyen

said. "This week is a part of the learning that takes place

at a University," she said.

"The events are out of the classroom but they are just

as important to the development of of one's education,

said Nguyen. , __ . .

"This Awareness Week is important for the Asian com

munity," said Nguyen. "Asian students need to learn from

and share each other's differences," she said.

"There are drastic differences between, for example In-

dian and Cambodian cultures, but it's exactly these dif-

ferences that make Asian cultures so diverse and

beautiful," said Nguyen.

One event, a Vietnamese folk tale reading, will be given

in Vietnamese as well as English^

"Students have put a lot of effort and energy into

organizing the week and it's something that they re very

proud of and excited about," Nguyen said.

The week will culminate with a dance party on Satur

day night in the basement of Thatcher House.

The Asian Awareness Week is sponsored by the United

Asia Cultural Center with support from Asian students

and student organization"

Photo h> Tom Burke

BIRD'S EYE VIEW - Two unidentified people rest among the potholes at Shelburne Falls.

Panel to address harassment motives
., -i i „ j;„rnntinn nf a hasic mission of th«

By ALI WOOLWICH
Collegian Staff

The issue of harassment directed towards people of dif

ferent races, sexual orientations, genders, religions, or

ethnic identities will be addressed by a film and panel

discussion sponsored by the psychology department today

at 2:30 p.m. in Campus Center room 101.

The program, entitled "Turning Against and Hurting

Others: The Role of Perpetrators, Passive Bystanders, and

Allies
"
will feature the film The Life and Times ofHarvey

Milk, a documentary about the life of the first openly gay

elected politician. The film will be followed at 4 pjn by

a panel presentation by Ervin Staub, of the psychology

department, Bailey Jackson, of the School of Education,

and Arlene Avakian. of the Women's Studies department

According to an invitational letter sent to fraternities,

residence directors, athletic coaches, the Reserve Officer

Training Corps office, the Newman Center chaplain and

numerous other departments and offices. "The program

is, in large part, a response to the disruption of the an-

thropolgy class |ANTHRO 206) in which the film I
The Life

and Times ofHarvey Milk) was shown during spring 19

That incident was homophobic, a violation of the people

in the class and a disruption of a basic mission of the

University." . VT

According to psychology department member Norman

Simonson. one of the event's organizers. "It is vital for

people who will never be victims of hate crimes to unders

tand and stand up against acts of harassment

Here is an overview of the events that led up to this

• April 24 1990 - Young Americans for Freedom hold

a "Straight Pride" rally on the Student Union steps at-

tended by more than 150 people, including gay. lesbian,

bisexual and heterosexual ally students. A heated ex

change ensued throughout the rally.

• Hours after the rally, a group of 10 to 15 men burst

into Arthur Keene's "Culture through Film class dur-

ing a showing of the Harvey Milk documentary Men

blocked all the exits to the auditorium, while others posi

tioned themselves in aisle seats, and about eight men

stood on the stage at the front of the class. Keene left the

projection booth and went toward the stage. At a shout

of "Run boys! Run!" the men raced out of the auditorium.

A student "security patrol, seeing several men run from

Thompson Hall, where the class was held, contacted
V

CONTINUED ON PAGE 4
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For Your Information
MONDAY, OCTOBER 22

Lecture - Isadore Barmash, assistant

financial editor and retailing specialist for

the New York Times, will address students,

faculty and the public at CC 917 at 7 p.m.

Barmash will speak on retailing.

Rally - There will be a Persian Gulf Ral-

ly on the Student Union Steps from 12 p.m.

to 1 p.m. Sponsored by the Organization for

Marxist Studies.

Lecture - Vladimir Vigilyanski, editor ot

Ogonvok in Moscow, will lecture on con

temporary Russian literature at 5:30 p.m.

at Herter'Hall. 6th floor lounge. Sponsored

by the Five-College Lecture Fund and the

Department of Slavic Languages and

Literatures.

The Psychology Department Presents:

"Turning Against and Hurting Others:

The Role of Perpetrators, Passive

Bystanders, and Allies
,,

Why do people turn against, mistreat and even attack

members of groups other than their own: against people of

a different race, religion, sex, ethnic identity or sexual

preference? What can we do about it?

This program was inspired by the disruption on the UMass

campus last year of the showing of "The Life and Times of

Harvey Milk", a movie about a homosexual man.

MONDAY, OCTOBER 22, 1990 CAMPUS CENTER, ROOM 101

2:30 PM-Showing of the film, "The Life and Times of

Harvey Milk'*

4:00 PM-Panel: Ervin Staub, Psychology

Bailey Jackson, School of Education

Arlene Avakian, Women's Studies

Presentations followed by discussion with audience

Concert - "Alia Musica," a concert of

early Spanish and Spanish-Judeo music,

will be held this afternoon at 4 p.m. at the

Helen Hills Chapel, Smith College.

Lecture - "From 'Nothing Goes to

Anything Goes': Does the Revolution

Devour Its Writers?" by East German

playwright Holger Teschke. will be given

at 4 p.m. in the Green Room, Smith Col-

lege The talk will be given in English.

Lecture - "Short Synthesis of Natural

Products." bv Dr. James Hendrickson wil

be held at 4:30 p.m., McConnell B05, Smith

College. ,

Lecture - "The Role of Language in the

Political Emancipation of Africa," by Df

Niyi Oladeji, will be held at 7 p.m. at the

Stoddard Hall Auditorium, Smith College.

Lecture - "Zur Frage der Himmer-

sruhtungen and Other Works," a reading

by author Reinhard Lettau will be given

at 8 p.m., in the Wright Hall Common

Room, Smith College.

TUESDAY, OCTOBER 23

Lecture - "The Rise and Fall of the Bill

of Rights" by defense attorney William

Kunstler, will focus on his famous cases in

eluding the Bernard Goetz "subway

vigilante" trial, last year's flag burning

case, and this year's Central Park rape

trial The lecture will be held at the Stu-

dent Union Ballroom, at 8 p.m. Sponsored

by the Distinguished Visitors Program

Lecture - "U.S. Foreign Policy after the

Cold War," a talk bv Noam Chomsky, MIT.

It will be held at the Robert Crown Center

Playing Floor tit Hampshire College from

8 p'm. to 10 p.m.

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 25

Rally _ The Republican Club will be

sponsoring a Pro-CLT Rally on the Student

Union Steps, from 12 p.m. to 1 p.m.

ScnaW Mn>tirif< - Watch the SGA in ac-

tion The meeting will be held in CC 174-76

from 7p.m.tol2a.m. Sponsored by Senate

Operations.

Lecturt - Mechanical Engineering-

Interface Science MBlinar, "Elaatoplaatte

Analysis of the Interface Crack," by Pro-

feoor S. Nair will be in 703 Gradual,

arch Tower, at 8:30 p.m.

Lecture - "Women and Their Societies.

A U.N. View" by Margery Cohen, will be

given at 7:30 p.m., in the Neilson Library

Browsing Room, Smith College.

THURSDAY, OCTOBER 25

prtm _ The LBGA is sponsoring a film

to be shown in CC 803. from 7 p.m. to 10

p.m. Admission is free.

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 26

Halloween Dance and Movie Marathon —

sponsored by Hamlin and Knowlton House,

will be held this Friday. The dance is from

9 p.m. to 1 a.m. in Knowlton, and movies

will be shown from 4 p.m. to 9 p.m. and 1

a.m. to 4 a.m. in Hamlin. Admission is free.

Spanish Heritage Party - sponsored by

Ahora, will be in the Bluewall Cafe, from

9 p.m. to 1 a.m. Admission is free.

Coffee Social - Sponsored by the LBGA.

CC 803, 3 p.m. to 6 p.m. Admission is free

"Every one of the con-

temporary social Issues

that commind our at-
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causes and conditions that provoked

a particular social problem, possibilities
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Abortion issue

reemerges from
a haze of worries
WASHINGTON I AP> - After taking I back seat to «

riM about taxes, the economy and the Middle East, abor-

tion is re-emerging as a potentially decisive issue in the

final davs of the 1990 election season.

its one of the few JHWI that's still out there that

distinguishes people." said Harrison Hickman, a po!

for abortion-rights CftOM

i would predict vnu'il SM | bl of people using it at the

minute fed If] to nush ui

:1 wisdom

ri|
' l

^
opponents of abort ion were OB UM ral

Supreme Court ruling re\ »1 losses

for abortion foes in 1989 contributed to that view.

i abortion hasn't proven to be the ' silver buiiet for

abortion -rights candidates, in the words of Democrat

Donald Avenson. a pro-choice candidate for Iowa go

nor. And abortion opponents point to races where their

candidates have stood firm and are leading - including

governor's races in Ohio, Pennsylvania. Texa.s and !-
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LOCAL
Commitment honored at EWC
Volunteers graduate from EWC's anti-violence program

By SARAH DEMASTER
Collegian Staff

Expressing hope despite recent budget cuts, directors

of the Everywoman's Center's Counselor/Advocate and

Educator/Advocate programs last week honored 20 women
at the third bi-annual graduation ceremony of the EWC's
Against Violence Against Women Programs.

"We are here to honor the commitment [of these women]

and the completion of the 60-hour training," said Deb

Levy, of the Counselor/Advocate Program. "Especially in

this time of crisis, the tendency is not to be as giving. It

is inspiring to see women who give of themselves.

"Without volunteers we couldn't do it," Levy added.

"We can withstand cuts with their motivation." The

EWC's Counseling and Outreach and Referral Programs

have been cut this semester. A group of about 65 peo-

ple, including friends, family, and roommates of the

graduates, attended the ceremony, held in the Campus

Center at the University of Massachusetts. In addition

to diplomas and lit candles, the women were honored with

speeches, poems and songs.

Levy said when she is asked why she does this work,

she responds, "I find a lot of hope in it ... I know we're

making a difference. Watching women grow and heal is

a privilege."

One woman Levy watched heal was keynote speaker

Heather Finn, a former participant in the Counselor/Ad-

vocate Program and a survivor of sexual abuse.

Finn, now assistant director of the alumnae fund at

Smith College, entered counseling at the EWC in the

winter of 1989, after remembering she was sexually abus-

ed her junior year in high school in Alabama by her

history teacher, who was also her debate coach.

Finn suppressed the incident until after she had entered

college, become a counselor at the EWC, and had helped

create the Smith Project on Sexual Harassment at Smith

College. She first remembered her abuse when she return

ed to Alabama for a wedding.

"My recovery took a long time. I was assisted by many

different women at the EWC," Finn said. "You women

may not know it, but you will help them. Even if they

don't come back for counseling, or hang up on the hotline,

they're probably on [their] way to recovery.

Stacy Roth, of the Educator/Advocate Program, said,

"It's good to have Finn as a tangible example, because

I'm always asked how [the educators and counselors] will

know if the word is getting out."

Pat Barrows, also of the Educator/Advocate program,

jokingly referred to the training as "boot camp for ad

vocates," because of the amount of information the women

must acquire.

Barrows added, "The women learn the power ot

themselves and of other women. It's amazing - it's what

keeps me going in this work."

The following are now Counselor Advocates: Joanne

Brown, Diane Crow, An Dominique Garcia, Barbara

James, Anna Karlsson, Katherine Oscar. Arlene G|fdden

Reaves, Jean Ritchie. June H.L. Virgo, and Julie White.

The following women are now Educator/Advocates: Patti

Buck, Debbie Butler, Jennifer Cannon, Deb Cooper.

Alison Conn. Sarah Getoff. Becky ODonnell. Kay Pfeif

fer, Deborah Rose, and Jennifer Tyne.

CLT a 'tool of anger,' Healy says
..... . . r+ 1 t- r*i__ - -*-

Pttolo hy KetM»r» Pr»M

By KENDRA A
PRATT
Collegian Staff

On the campaign

trail for his 11th

legislative term, Rep.

Jay Healy (RFirst

Franklin District!

said state government

should target

wasteful spending,

but the tax rollback

petition on the

November ballot

misses the mark.

"Ballot question

three is a tool for peo

pie to direct their

Rep. Jay Healy anger." Healy said

"The question is whether it will solve the state s problem*

or is it just a club to punish the government?"

Ballot question three, commonly known as the Citizen*

for Limited Taxation petition, would rollback state tax

and fee rates to 1988 levels if passed by voters on Nov

6 Although legislators will make the final decisions on

where the resulting cut of $1.2 billion from the budget

will hit. Healy said the reductions will devastate state

agencies on discretionary accounts such as human ser

vices, public higher education and roads and bridges.

Cutting discretionary accounts would not cut waste, but

vital services that the state provides to Massachusetts

residents, he said Healy said he estimates that $200 300

million in state spending for "legal doorkeepers, press

agents and patronage positions and low priority state

spending" could be eliminated, like the $10 million the

state has slated to invest into Greylock Glen, a project

to build vacation homes for tourists in the Berkshires.

Even cuts such as these could never reach the degree

of reduction which question three could create, he said.

"Question three would not just cut to the bone, but to

the marrow," he said it calls for a severe, abrupt cut

in a sluggish, declining econorm

Healy said public higher education is "a fundamental

asset" of the state and the rounds of 4 percent cuts to the

University of Massachusetts has created disaster. Ad

ministrators and legislators must now prioritize spending

on programs, he said

When you start disassembling an educational institu

tion. it takes years to replace the quality the school has

obtained," he said T am wry concerned with the morale

at UMass which I consider a claas institution with \

good faculty."

In the 1990 budget session, Healy said he was "one of

few Republicans" who supported an amendment to in

crease state funding of education by $20 million.

Healy said the state should consider a system of "means

testing" to determine what a student should pay for tui

tion at a public institution based on parental income. S 1

colleges and universities should have more control i

their budgets and should be given incentives to save

money by being able to invest the savings back into cam-

pus accounts.

"We ought to encourage monies to be kept locally

through tuition retention instead of being allocated out

of a monolithic state budget to put more accountability

at the local level." he said. "There's no incentive for ad

ministrators to save money because then the state will

cut the budget to the level that was saved."

The First Franklin District is partially comprised by the

towns of Sunderland. Deerfield. Goshen. Whately and

Montague.

rHunger still

an 'epidemic
9

in US, Mass.
By MARC ELLIOTT
Collegian Correspondent

According to a recent Gallup poll. 13 percent of

Americans were not able to buy food at some time dur

ing 1990. Harvard Professor Juliet Schor said Satur

day at a talk at Hampshire College.

Schor. an economics professor at Harvard's Center

for Popular Economics, spoke to a group of about 50

people, including food agency directors, food commit

tee chairpersons, students, and concerned citizens at

a talk about hunger in the 90s called "Beyond the

Band Aid." organized by the Northampton Survival

Center
Since 1974. the Gallup poll has been asking people

if there has been any time during the past year that

they did not have money to buy food. Schor said.

"The last time the Gallup poU did this was 1989,"

Schor said. "They found that on the national basis, on

average, 13 percent of Americans said yes' to that

question - there were times during the last j mat when

they didn't have enough money to buy food for their

fami la-

in what has been for a long time the world s rich.st

country, said Schor. the U.S. now has at a minimum

a sixth of the population struggling to get enough to

Povertv and hunger in America is getting worse and

many working families are making "poverty wages"

because of economic and labor shifts, Schor said.

"There are MN people below the p- >"• and

they are sinking farther from it." she said. "E\-

thev rkmg full time, there are more peoj

whose earnings don't lift them out of povet

The minimum wage earners in 1991. even silt*

increase to $4.25 per hour, are going to be doing worse

than thev were in 1967, she added.

The second speaker. Annette Rubin-Casas. is current

ly director of advocacy and programs for Project Bread,

an organization that supports more than 300 soup kit

chens. food pantries, homeless she • d other

grams, including the largest one-day fundraiser again*

local hunger in America, the Walk for Hun.

"Hunger in Massachusetts is beginning to look like

an epidemic. Rubin-Caaas said. "Over a half a million

people in this state are going hungry <>m- out <»t five

children, one out of two Black children, may go to bed

hungrv tonight."

The two speak- I
introduced by Ben \*

the Luce Food Program at Hampshit.

I orld leaders have met in H** York and endorsed

the rights of the child." Wisner said. "At theMM I

there's a food embargo against Iraq and the first to suf-

fer will be the 500.000 children under t

"And at the same time, tuberculosis and dipth.

are resurgent and increasing after having been reduc

ed over the last several decades in many parts of the

world and also, as mai u are aware in mam

parts of the communities in which you work

After a question and answer period, mediated hv

Catherine D'Amato. director of the Western

Massachusetts Food Bank, and a free buffet lunch,

i hose attending the talk split up into groups to M
t eliminating hunger in the futur.

Anvone wishing to contribute or volunteer time to

the fight against local hunger should either call the

Northampton Survival Cent, r ,< 588 SB* or drop ,n

at tlM center at 265 Prospect

spending" could be eliminated, like the $10 million the Montague
JLT^± TJ^*%VUc' S*OTYIT^l 0Tl

Anti-war group forms; plans 'Books Not Bombs campaign
~. . . » » - _i „_J «»!•.. ,.• Krm<>fltinf?. — . ' .

By JEREMY LEVINSON
Collegian Staff

Students and faculty concerned with the

possibility of war in the Middle East have

formed an organization to educate the cam

pus and protest U.S. intervention.

"War means death for many of us. said

Masha Brown, an organizer with the Ad-

Hoc Coalition Against War in the Middle

She said the group is working to "make

people aware of the consequences of war.

md amplify the voices of those who oppose

Brown said the Coalition plans on

organ./mg rallies, including one today at

noon on the Student Union steps, and other

activities aimed at both educating people

and voicing opposition to a war in the Mid

die East. _.. ..
Organizers feel that the Bush Ad

ministration has ignored the true feelings

Americans have about war. said Jason

Rabinowitz. another Coalition organizer

"Thousands are being locked out of

education, jobs and a future, yet we may

be asked to fight a war in which we have

no interest," he said.

Rabinowitz said he believes that

American oil companies have made record

profits since gasoline and oil prices have

skyrocketed.

He added, "It's clear who's really

benefiting.'

Brown said that the handling of the I

sian Gulf Crisis redacts skewed priorities

on the part of the U. S.

"The shift towards U.S. military aggres-

sion sets a standard that is antithetical to

the real interests of the people of the

United States and the world." she said.

The Coalition seems confident that the

current crisis in public education and other

social programs will make it easier for peo

pie to see the "obscenity of spending $50

billion dollars this year alone in the Per

sian Gulf"
Brown said. "Our generation has forgot

ten history. Vietnam wasn't that long ago.

Hopefully our uemt.ttion won't h;u. to

learn the hard way

She charged that the Bush Administra-

tion is hiding Us time, until after Flection

"Once bodybags start coming hack, that

will reflect on George Bush." she said.

Organizers feel that the voices against a

war in the Middle Fast will quickly become

louder because, as one organizer put it.

"Draft-age people are realizing that their

blood is thicker than oil and oil profits
."

The new organization will kick things off

toda\ with I "Books Not Bombs" ralh OH

the Student Union steps at noon
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* * THE
TEXTBOOK *

ANNEX IS OPEN
* YEAR ROUND BUT

TO MAKE SURE YOU

+ GET THE BOOKS YOU

NEED FOR THIS SEMESTER

BUYJHEM NOW
We are beginning to return

unsold books to the publisher

on Friday, October 26th.

Harvey Milk

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

UMass police, who later picked

up two carloads of male subjects^

• Sept. 5, 1990 - The Dean of Students

office, in conjunction with the Greek At-

fairs office, sanctioned Phi Mu Delta frater-

nity with two years non-recognition. It was

determined that one of the drivers, as well

as several of the other men involved, were

pledges or members of the fraternity.

• Sept. 28, 1990 - A 20-year-old student

suffered a broken jaw as a result of a

homophobic attack near the Campus Pond.

Nearby witnesses offered little assistance.

TEXTBOOK
ANNEX

Monday-Friday

9:00 am-4:00 pm
545-3570

WE NOW ACCEPT VISA AND MASTERCARD

PRATT AND WHITNEY
CO-OP INTERVIEWS:

Paid Spring semester positions for

MECHANICAL ENGINEERS
MANUFACTURING ENGINEERS

INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERS

united COINS mm united•

i&^EY ACCOUNTING 03 !SS¥Stt8&
S
EY

PRATTAWH1TNEY
FINANCE
CHEMISTS

To arrange interview contact:

THE MATHER CAREER CENTER
by October 23, 1990

Interview Date:

October 26, 1990

Call 545-6265

EXPERIENCE TOMORROW TODAY!!

EDITORIAL/OPINION
Parental consent laws kill
"When we begged the [Senate] Judiciary

Committee to give women a reasonable

doubt, not Souter, they turned a deaf ear.

Let's never beg again!"

Kllie Smeal

These words have been ringing in my
ears for almost two weeks now. I heard
these words in Thompson Chapel at

Amherst College when Ellie Smeal spoke

to a few hundred people in a room filled

with the portraits of men. Men. Not a

single woman.

Gayle Long

I didn't notice this until a very astute

young woman pointed this out to me as I

waited for the lecture to begin. It was then

I realized the importance of this lecture

taking place in this room.

It was parental consent laws and

women's rights which brought Ellie Smeal

to Amherst. I heard not only her voice, but

the voices ofthousands ofwomen who have

died from an illegal abortion.

Ellie Smeal is involved with the Fund for

a Feminist Majority. A former president of

the National Organization for Women, she

now sees the struggle for women's rights

coming to a bitter end, after 20 years of

pain, hardship and heartache.

With her was a man named Bill Bell. He
had a story to tell as well. Ellie Smeal made

shivers run up and down my spine about

the realities of women's rights today — we

may be facing the end of Roe v. Wade now

that Souter has passed the Senate.

Bill Bell had a different story. It was a

story of a family, who lost a child, Becky,

to a nightmare — parental consent laws.

Becky was a bright and intelligent girl.

When she found out she was pregnant, she

couldn't get an abortion in Indiana because

of parental consent. She found someone

who would give her an illegal abortion and

a week later, she was dead. Parental con-

sent laws did not foster the family com-

munication they are supposed to. They

fostered death of an average teenager in

America.

Although the claim is parents should

know what their child is doing, do they

really understand what these laws are

about?
We all want to be the model child. We all

want our parents to be proud. But the fact

still remains — the children of today have

grown up in a more sophisticated, more

adult world.

The teens of today find themselves fac-

ing mature situations before their time.

These situations are all around them, and

it is something they have to learn. It is

necessary for survival.

But abortion is also necessary for sur-

vival — not just for underaged women —

but for sick, battered, and POOR women.

Smeal said, "This is not a fight worth

fighting until personalized in your heart."

Maybe the men in this world cannot per-

sonalize it. But they better learn - and

learn fast. The women of this nation have

worked too long and too hard to allow the

old men of the State House determine what

is right for the women of future

generations.

HOW DARE THEY EVEN TRY?
Smeal brought up a point, "God forbid we

look at the boys."

Yes. God forbid. Should a man be allow-

ed to sleep with a woman, yet get off when

she says those magic words? I think NOT.

Women are not suckers. They are not

stupid. So why do conservative senators

such as a revered Mr. (for want of a better

word) Helms, allow the passage of a bill to

restrict poor and minority women from

having subsidized abortions?

MAYBE, because they wouldn't vote for

him if he spit-shined their shoes for a year.

Maybe because he doesn't care for anything

but the perfect family. Maybe he has never

made mistakes.

Helms, and other conservatives, who

overturn Roe v. Wade in their dreams, are

making a mistake. A BIG mistake.

Maybe they'll someday have a personal

tragedy like Bill Bell. Maybe then they'll

listen to women like Ellie Smeal.

But. for some chauvanistic idea, I doubt

it.

Gayle Long is a Collegian columnist who

wishes Harvey Gantt the best of luck on

Nov. 6

"YOURS!"

The Editorial page will be running a Point!Counterpoint section on Thursday. Oct.

25. to accommodate all reactions to the Oct. 8 killing of Palestinians in Jerusalem.

Submissions must be typed, double-spaced, and must bear the writer's name, address

andphone number. The Editorial staff reserves the right to edit for clarity and length.

Any letters or columns requested to be left unedited will not be printed.

All submissions must be in the editors ' mailbox or sent do A.R. Santiago/Gayle Umg

113 Campus Center. UMass Amherst 01003 by 6 p.m. on Tuesday. Oct. 23. Late sub-

missions will not be considered for publication.

'Duffey, show some leadership'

The Minuteman Challenge
I am so very pleased to announce that

the latest issue of the Minuteman ap-

peared all over campus last week. I

always like a good laugh.

I never take anything in the

Minuteman seriously, but in that par-

ticular issue the section that interested

me most was the "Parody" page. At the

top of the page was something they

dubbed the "Res. Ed. Challenge." Ifyou

answer yes to the 10 easy questions in

this quiz, you have what it takes to be a

Resident Assistant.

Michael Ditson

The questions in their quiz range from

whether you are a Communist or a

homosexual to whether you have an un-

pmnouncable last name. Although I

believe there is nothing wrong with any

of those things, when I considered the

tone in which it was presented, I was

offended.

But. alas, don 't worry everyone! It is all

just a parody, right? Well, in the spirit

Of satire I hare my own little quiz. Are

vou thinking nfbei-ornirig a writer for the

Minuteman? Ifyou think you have what

it takes, step right up, my redneck

friend, and take the Minuteman

Challenge

1. Does everyone on your floor hate

HI?

2. Are you now or have you ever been
you?

a member of the Nazi party? (If not, any

White supremacist organization will do.)

3. Do you automatically, without

thinking, disagree with the opinion of

everyone on issues that the majority of

people feel are for the common good, for

example things like Earth Day?

4. Are you jealous because the editors

of the Dartmouth Review were on 20/20

and you weren't, even though you're

just as bad?

5. Is your life so worthless and dull

that you have to send "jeers" to anyone

you don't agree with?

6. Do you read the Collegian religious-

ly every day, even though you'll tell

anyone who'll listen that it is a bunch

of biased garbage?

7. Do you have a major inferiority

complex?
8. Are your heroes boneheads like

Jesse Helms, David Duke or possibly

even Thurston P. Howell III?

9. Do you wear your ties everywhere

(in class, in the shower, while making

love, etc.)?

10. Are you just a plain old tight-ass?

Ifyou answered "yes" to the majority

of these questions, you would make a

fine addition to the editorial board of the

Minuteman

If you did not answer "yes" to any of

these questions, congratulations,

because it means that you more than

likely have a lffe of your own.

Michael Ditson is a UMass student

One of the best parts ofan education from

UMass-Amherst comes to students in

directly. It's a lesson on human frailty —
part psychology, part politics and a lot of

economics.

More than at any private college in this

state, students here today are better

prepared for the * adult world."

Why? Because we have witnessed how a

community such as ours responds to crisis.

This may be the first time that some of

us have felt the impact of politics on our

private lives.

Today's lesson has been induced by the

recent budget cuts; it is that people panic

when they run out of money.

A good example of this is the leader of the

University community, President-

Chancellor Duffey who, in his efforts to

alert the "adult world" about the imminent

tuition hikes, has gone too far and added

an element of chaos to the crisis.

The Chancellor has said that he might

raise tuition according to the level of the

student's family income. For students who

pay their own way and face more expensive

bills, the Chancellor suggests this: "Young

people should go to court to make a claim

on their parents."

Two things, Chancellor: If I could afford

a lawyer, I could afford to pay extra tuition

Maybe I could use Legal Services, but I

understand that their funding is on the

chopping block, too.

Please don't make empty, shot in-the

dark suggestions on how we can stay in

school under Duffey's New Deal.

This type of leadership is comparable to

the crying driver of a broken down bu- It

only makes everybody tense.

Two more things for the adult world:

Parents, legislators, generous grand-

parents, our school wants to sue you for

more money. But it's not money for

students. It's for the school.

If you don't like the sound of this, then

write a letter to the Board of Regent

»

which so far has only received four letters

from parents complaining about costs (See

Campus Chronicle. Oct 12).

Also, I'll be home for Thanksgiving-

have the checkbook ready If not. then I'll

see you in court. I'm coming home an

educated man.
Nick Nyhan

Amherst

Chancellor is wrong about finances

This is an open letter to President-

Chancellor Duffey:

After seeing your presentation to facul-

ty and staff on Oct. 16, and after reading

certain articles in the Collegian last week,

I cannot help but ask the following ques-

tion: Just where do you think you are?

In an attempt to assist students in deal

ing with continuing fee and tuition in

creases, you suggested last week that we

pressure our parents to pay more of our ex

penses. You even went so far as to say that

if it took legal action, then we should sue

our parents. (This is an interesting proposal

considering the current status of Legal

Services)

Most students missed the real gem on

Monday, though. Again, you stated your

belief that parents should pay more, even

if that means that "they give up the BMW
or a winter vacation." (No I'm not making

this up. He said it: I've got proof.)

Now tell me, President-Chancellor Duf-

fey, if, as you stated in that same talk on

Monday, many UMass students are the

first in their families to attend college, how

many BMW owners never went past high

school?

How many parents are paying all they

can, considering that they are suffering

through the same miserable economy as

this University?

Did you know that the "non traditional

student" is now the rule in the U.S.. and

not the exception? For many students,

more money from parents is simply not an

option.

I am one of those students. Your promise

of increased financial aid for people like me
might as well be printed on Confederate

Bonds, considering that there is not enough

aid now. I made $8,000 in 1989. and my
unmet need and personal contribution was

determined to be almost $4,000. That does

not leave a whole lot left to buy food, books,

clothes or pay mid-year fee increases. I was

lucky that I received a generous private

scholarship through the HRTA
department.

Most people I know were not so lucky.

They will be easy to recognize. Chancellor

They're the ones who won't be back this

spring.

Stop looking for scapegoats. Chancellor.

This is not the parents' fault It is the fault

of years of waste and mismanagement at

every level, from the Feds to Boston to

Whitmore. Listen to the faculty who sug-

gested the furloughs be "dramatized."

Perhaps the candidates for election in

November will listen to them.

Jeff Lariviere
Sylvan

$vm&iu^^MteW+ 5 \ \v.v.'w&Xwe^^
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BE THE MASTER OF YOUR

MASTER'S DEGREE

At the Gallatin Division of

New York University, you can

create a graduate program tailored to

your individual academic interests.

Find out about

Gallatin'sMA Program

in Individualized Study.

The Director of Admissions

will be on campus

Wednesday, October24

10a.rrL-3p.m

Campus Center Auditorium

Graduate and Professional Schools

information Day

A DYNAMIC CAREER IN

PUBLISHING STARTS WITH

OUR M.A. PROGRAM
The Gallatin Division of NewYork University

offers a Master of Arts degree

with a concentration in Publishing Studies.

Fellowships are available.

Find out about Gallatin's Publishing Studies

curriculum and fellowships. The Director of

Admissions will be on campus

Newark

Wednesday, October 24

10a.m.-3p.m.

Campus Center Auditorium

Graduate and Professional Schools

Information Day
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Sr. Tort Infill » «« ^r~H* **«v'«*»*l o»ortimt» ir-wtaHoa

900

. SAME DAY SERVICE

.BILLED DIRECTLY

TO INSURANCE COMPANY

. WINDSHIELDS REPLACED

North Amherst
Motors

78 Old Suntf«rtsnd Rd

North Amnerst. MA.

549-2880

B' C'Ojdfl •
, *at»v*c

AMHERST CINEMA

Now Playing

WILD AT
HEART
Mon-Thurs
One Show

7:30

Fri-Sun Two Show:

7.00 and 915

Student Discount

with I.D.

THE
WORLD

Round Hip* ttom NV Marling at

London
Paris

San Jose.C R
Bangkok
Hong Kong
Tokyo

$412
480
390
959
879
759

Student Faculty Fare

Taxes not included Restric-

tions apply Fares subiect to

change One ways available

Work/Study abroad programs

International student and

teacher 10

EURAIL PASSES ISSUED ON
THE SPOT'

Free student travel catalogue

Council Tr.

ARTS&IIVING
Tribe warms up blood, breaks alternative mold
By RUSSELL RYAN
Collegian Correspondent

O-Positive and Tribe

Bluewall
Saturday, Oct. 20

Having grown up in this area, I ve been

to see quite a few local "alternative" bands.

I had several misgivings about O-Positive

and Tribe, but these misgivings were

dispelled.

Tribe opened up for O-Positive and were

a good warm-up band. They played well,

although it could have been tighter. Lead

singer Janet LaValley had a husky Chnssy

Hvnde type voice that came off well. The

keyboardist and guitars complemented the

vocals with several great electrostatic

Sob

Tribe seemed like they were floundering

for a style. Trving to blend the haunting

• ,und ofThrowing Muses into a more tradi

tmnal rock band is an excellent concept.

hut it needs more work.

While each member of the band played

well, there was a lack of coordination to

them The guitar distortion had a tenden

to drown out the keyboards, and many

of the songs seemed to cut off in the mid

die The whole set had an unclear, fuzzy

feel to it

All in all. Tribe is a good band, but they

needed to hone down their technique

more gusto and get a better idea of their

O-Positive gave a much tighter and

cleaner performance. They were a

refreshing change from the generic REM.
rip-off bands that so many of us have had

to suffer through.

The slapping bass and unusual array of

instruments gave the band a diverse sound.

The trumpet, accordion and sax soloss were

excellent additions to the traditional

"alternative" sound.

O-Positive managed to blend these in-

struments into their style of music without

making it sound contrived or tacked on as

some sort of sideshow. They are obviously

talented composers and musicians. There

was a need for more lead guitar and the

bass did get heavy at times, but the band

showed a measure of talent and confidence

that is missing in many bands toda>

On atego O-Positive had the feeling of

coordination that Tribe lacks. The band-

members worked together to create a

strong, confident atmosphere that carried

them through the show unmarred.

O-Positive got the crowd involved in the

music, whereas Tribe seemed more in

troverted and crowd-shy.

All of these elements combined to make

O-Positivt' a worthwhile show. Their

talent, teamwork, attitude and unusual

Mt-tment of instruments make for an

awesome evening. A much-needed change

from the usual Saturday night blirfsotl

and a good excuse to mi-?- Tu M Peaks

gtan |>h..t.

Dave Herlihy, lead singer for O-Positive.
j" »

and a good excuse to miss lu-m reaxs ~~

Jeptha's Sky: Into the mind of a musician
*

-. . :^ -^„_^i~-t— triumphs by never giving up hi* id-nt

By tony wEsrrcorr
Collegian CorreepoaAea*

Not I band or group as it might seem. Jeptha's Sky

•allv a Hate of mind the artist responsible forth"

..Ihum finds himself in when performing his songs. UMM
Student Andre* Epstein recorded the album entirely by

himself (down to the gorgeously laid back trumpet

, n tn<1 tJtk I

iHwni .-peaks beautifully ofjust

what is going on in his mind. ...
Epstein defines the theme of Na Hax Salvavidas in the

twomoa .^ble tunes. The Between Song and the

title track. Both are up tempo and boast infectious

melodies, but more importantly, clarify what Jeptha s Sky

is all about.

Translated from Spanish. No Hay Salvavidas is a war-

ning found on signs meaning "No Lifeguard on Duty.

Epstein uses this sign to describe how certain people

would ignore or fear th.s sign, and how he would react

to it himself. Throughout the album, he battles with the

extremes ofconservatism and liberalism and. refusing to

fullv commit to either side, he has become a social out-

cast He does jump in the water, regardless of the sign.

so carefully, so as not to wade in too deep M

il..w too much ersJtei ...
Unfortunately, although he sees his hapless hedonist

hero "Irving" meet an untimely death, he also feels the

pressure from his elders in its Over.' to behav

nothing less than a moral law abiding citizen

RECORD REVIEW

But neither is he a true outlaw as the western floored

statement -of purpose song. "Steamer- shows This t.

deftly displays how he turns out to be more of an inept

adolescent than a virile daredevil

Still society fails to recognize his independence. In 1
he

Between Song." he is branded as something as worth.

as "shooting point blank with blanks." because he refuses

to conform to either side.

In "Silly Boy." his romantic endeavors fail and in it I

Over." he feels his entire character threatened, yet he

triumphs b\ never giving up his identity son*

j hard to do in

I
resolve and h.ippy ending

peaceful lullaby that closes the album

All the while, the dreary chord changes and R I

eeque melodies enhance Epetein'a - q «*•

passionate manner At times, the ignt

becomes tedious, but onU Epstein b overt* mtnem,

"Hippies and Yupp- '" ihv inherent theme

he works much better in the Rrsf person, at least on this

album And while his vocals are plaintive bul I in

places, his guitar interplav tg i
ban Interesting

Epstein undoubtedlv has talent for th song* i

e he uses, and pulls it off in an honest, soulful way.

However, for those of you who do not h oily

for the music of Lou Reed, N-.l You **?*?
(never a bad comparison • «.r don't

in guitars. Jeptha's Sky will not convert you But if you re

looking for a slightly depressing autumn..! soundti

from one of the latest breed of singer songwriters. No Hoy

SnhatKln* is a very satisfying record.
extremes mi whisci »«...*>.».—— --— --

.
.- Over he teels nis enure cnaiuut-i .,.. t«».~..».-. .r— —

fully commit to either side, he has become a social out- W. - , • ^--1

Prize-winning poet takes listeners on a tour of his soul
i IlZ,t2"WlIl"XJ.lg J^VrV/OV »»**x»x/

m .qw1 „8qH ,

v.skoPopaandTomasSalamunandhas
u:
*

r imof„a '

s most refreshing MacArthur Fellowship from 1984 1989 t* VSSWO^ p d(>zen djfli

By ALEX DERING
Collegian Correspondent

Charles Simic, recipient of the 1990

Pttlitasr Prize for poetry, read some of his

work to a group of about 200 persons

Thursday night in Herts* Hall.

The hour long reading was a brief trip

through I warehouse of angst. with Simic

serving as tour guide His -light Slavic ac

0081 and schoolteacher image - he wore

black pants, a dark blue shirt and wire

rimmed glasses only heightened the stir

realistic quality of the poem.

The first poem he read was ent it led "The

Infinite

"On a long shot. I went searching for

your, Miranda,
'

downtown, when the offices empty at

'He followed with poems that offered

other statements of loss and isolation.

Among the more memorable phrases were

such statements

•'Purse snatchers, keep away from poor

old WOmefl They yell the loudest."

"I believe in the soul So far, it hasn t

made much difference."

"I was stolen by the gypsies. My parents

stole me right back."

It is this sense of ironic humor, this abili

tv to paint an image and then throw

something completely unexpected at the

reader, coupled with Simics unique talen

to look at an everyday object and turn it

into something slightly sinister, that make

i one of America's most refreshing

poets. To Simic, it isn't a tube of red

lipstick, it's a severed thumb.

•I like to show readers that the BOOl

familiar things that surround them are

unintelligible." explained Simic in a letter

to a friend. "[There are] two ways of

creating: to uncover what is already there,

or to make something entirely new. My
problem is I believe in both."

REVIEW

MacArthur Fellowship from 1984 1989 H-

has written over 15 books of poetry and pro

se and has received awards from the Na

tional Endowment for the Arts and the

(luggenheim Foundation.

He has translated the work of Ivan Lala.

Yasko Popa and Tomas Salamun and h..~

had his work publish.-*! m S dozen diihrent

languages worldwide Hu books include

Return (0 a Place Lit 5?

The World Oottn'l Krul. for which he WOO

the PttHtas

He expanded on this thought after th.

poetrv reading.

"I try to examine the human condition

and find something unusual about it."

Simic said. "For instance, people who

aren't religious but are superstitious. I try

to take that and go with it."

This examination of the dichotomy in the

human condition can be seen in

December." from his book Unending

Blues.

It snows

and still the derelicts

go
carrying sandwich boards

one proclaiming

the end of the world

the other

the rates of the local barbershop

Simic, 52, who came to this country from

Yugoslavia in 1949, was the recipient of a

AP photo

L

American pop and movie star Madonna strikes a ^»r«c
^

ri^c

f

pos™" is caught by photographers before the P~~ntaUo of

Jean-Paul Gaultier's 1991 spring/summer ready to wear collection
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Middle East

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

The different groups and ideas represented by the 11

speakers at the rally reflected this theme of a multi-

P
T?toMe"s

g
a
h
of the Central American Solidarity Associa^

tion, compared the U.S. presence in Saudi
i

Arabia to its

presence in El Salvador, apartheid in South Africa, and

Israeli presence in occupied territory in Palestine^

•Why are troops in Nicaragua? The purpose is to defeat

the revolution in El Salvador. The [El Salvadorean]

government is one more puppet in U.S. imperialism, he

said "The struggle in Nicaraguan. South African and

Palestinian people will not be crushed. Long live the strug-

gle of oppressed peoples of the world.

Political satirisTBarry Crimmins ,?alled Kuwait a

"family-owned oil company with a flag. He added. Mak

ing women

fight Saudi Arabia is like making Blacks fight for South

David Stitt, of the AIDS activist group Act-Up, said,

"I'm no fan of Hussein, but I'm angry that he gave Bush

another excuse to ignore AIDS." He referred to Bush s

recent proposal to cuTmore than half of the funds provid-

ed for AIDS research by the Ryan White bill. White, 11,

last spring died of AIDS. exiu~*a
Bienvenida Reyes, of the All People's Congress of Rhode

Island said "The U.S. wants a war in a place called the

Middle East, and to kill people called Arabs. Are [Arabs]

the oil sheiks that the media tell us? No

"Millions of [Arab] people die each year from poverty

Like the people of El Salvador and South Africa, the Arab

people are controlled by imperialism. We must defend the

right of Arab governments to say 'no' to imperialism and

control the oil in their own ground."

Vietnam War veteran Nancy Clark said, "It is wrong

to have another generation of people who will suffer from

post-traumatic stress disorder and birth defects. I don t

want to have to come back when I'm 75 and in my

wheelchair and living on welfare, and protest yet another

outragious act by the U.S. government.

Rev Graylan Ellis-Hagler, of the Church of the United

Community, questioned Bush's statement the U.b. is in

Saudi Arabia to protest Hussein's "naked aggression^

"U.S. invading Panama was cold aggression? U.b. in-

vading Grenada was aggression with a tuxedo on? Wasn t

the killing of women and priests in Panama naked ag-

gression, or was that aggression all dressed up and ready

to go to the party of suppression?"

Following the rally, protestors marched around the com-

mons, past the Statehouse, then along Winter Street

through Downtown Crossing. They held signs which read,

• Blood is More Precious Than Oil," and "How Many

Deaths to the Gallon?" and chanted, "Hell no, we won

go we won't fight for Texaco," and "200,000 troops, out

of the Middle East."

While many bystanders smiled in support, one observer

said, "These are all wannabees. They want to be the 60s.

MOVING OFF CAMPu5!

WP Disci

Brandywine offers Country

Living with convenience

. On UMASS But Rout. • Nearby Shopping • Situated

on 18 well-landscaped acre* with pond.

. On* and Two Badroom apartment* includ* gas

utilities (heat, hot watar. and stove).

. Swimming pool, laundry facilities, responsive

management „
. Stop Inand we II show you what we have to offer.

BRANDYWINE AT AMHERST
16 Brandywine Drive Amherst

Rental Office open daily 10-4

*AQ-060Q

Allied Health

Professionals &
Administrators

w|^^Discover a challenging

future with opportunities to

advance. Serve your country

while you serve your career with:

• great pay and benefits

• normal working hours

• complete medical and dental

care
e 30 days vacation with pay per

year

Find out how to qualify as an Air

Force professional. Call

USAF HEALTH PROFESSIONS
TOLL-FREE 1-800-423-USAF

MAJOR IN CAREER
SUCCESS THROUGH
AIR FORCE ROTC.

t£kW^^^LwW^k Whether youre majoring

^^^fl WammW 'n a ni8n,y specialized area or

^kj KVia^^ seeking a broader liberal arts educa-

^»V^ tion you can build a higher level of total^^ career potential Join Air Force ROTC^
That one step distinguishes you above all others

In your field It shows that youre serious about culti-

vating greater long-term opportunities It gives you the

chance to develop leadership skills that will serve

throughout your life. Call

DEFT OF AEROSPACE STUDIES
413-545-2451

Leadership Dtcelence Starts Here

f$2oo OFF
ANY LARGE

PIZZA
One coupon per pizza phase

Not valtd m conjunction with other specials

FREE ^ DELIVERY

CALL ^w-^>r 256-0222

Limited Delivery Area

00 OFF
SALADS ^£|^J^ LASAGNA

WE DELIVER QUALITY

call us at 256-0222"
and WE'LL BRING LUNCH tO i Not valid in conjunction with other specials

~.-.-. />!-• -.-..-r- ^__^ nci iv/pm

ANY
MEDIUM
PIZZA

One coupon per pizza please

CjlrCllCllJ^.J

NiUumcil

HonorSociety

YOUR HOME OR OFFICE! DELIVERY,

Limited Area

FREE DELIVERY

OPEN DAILY 11 a.m
256-0222

maWaaWammWamWamWa^aWala^m. Limited Delivery Area J

Open Student Forum with

UNITA
BLACKWELL

Mayor of

Mayorsville, Mississippi

Tues, Oct 23
7:00-9:00 pm

in Van Meter South lounge

ATTENTION

Membership Deadline

CHA
Billiard Room
& Sports Bar

Featuring Monday Night Football

Cinncinati at Cleveland
Five 9ft. Championship Tables

Your favorite sporting events on large

screen TVs
$1.00 Drafts in ice cold mugs
25 cent hot dogs
Appetizer menu
This week: $1.25 Budweiser Bottles

Tue., Wed.,Thurs. Ladies play pool for

half price

18 & over welcome to play pool

Free t-shirt giveaways

Formerly
_es Nightclub
256-8284

Open Ham—lam

MICHAEL'S
Rt9, Amherst

uNert to Hunan Garden *««.)
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THE FAR SIDE

By GARY LARSON
BONES IN THE BARREL
By J. (SELLER & M. ROSENZWEIG
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It was foolish for Russell to approach

the hornets' nest in the first place, but his timing

was particularly bad.

CALVIN AND HOBBE

VROOOM

/

By BILL WATTERSON

ACROSS
1 Luggage IDs

5 Cheese lor

quiche

t Government
agt

14 On the calm

side

15 Slaughter on
— Avenue

16 Traveled on

Trigger

1

7

Horne ol

plenty'

18 III humor
19 Bamah
20 News

inlormation

23 Member ot the

herd

24 Tokyo, formerly

25 Hard boiled

item

28 Small amounts

32 Mother s helper

34 N Amer -Eur

connection

37 Aerial maneuver

39 No. —

'

40 News
inlormation

44 Warbucfc s ward

45 Space org

46 Sweet —
47 Bring to mind

49 White sale

purchase

52 Fraternity letter

53 Buds comic

buddy
55 Bent

59 News
Inlormation

64 Bye bye
66 Keaton or

Sawyer
67 Odrst

68 Microwave e g
69 Type type

70 This one S —

'

71 Saucy
72 Aiam ot France

73 Tracy * lady

DOWN
i Bath powders

2 Alaskan

islander

3 Kind

4 Charred

5 Get* ot jazz

6 Took off

7 Bus Stop

author

8 An Allen

9 Cuts up
10 Pony s gait

1

1

Build a better

12 Promos
13 Alter taxes

21 Go wrong

22 Clamor

26 Silly ones

27 CamiHe
portrayer

29 Pub selection

30 September —
31 Loveseats

33 Start ot a pencil

game
34 Knowing

35 Principle

36 Elmer Gantry

star

38 Swanky
4

1

Jose s aunt

42 Dolly s welcome

43 Charlotte ol

Facts ol Lite

48 — rt over

domineered

50 Ol yore, ol yore

51 Oolong brewer

54 Functional

56 Repent

57 Appears

58 Senator

Kelauver

60 Sound ol

exertion

61 Leave port

62 Lamp — My
Feet

63 Hammer pan
64 Do better

65 — Maria

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE:

MENU

TANGELO PIE
By TIM SNUTEN

LUNCH
Barbequed beef on a bun

Gritted cheese sandwich

BASICS LUNCH

Faiafel pocket sandwich

Gritted cheese sanOwich

DINNER
Stir try chicken

Pineapple ham steak

BASICS DINNER

Potato mushroom delight

l fry chicken

YOUR DAILY HOROSCOPE
By JEANE DIXON

PRICE
By PRICE VAN RAY

DOONESBURY

MORRIS PONATtS 2 MlLUON

SHIfiPAPMWKK&> 6UE5f:

nvARXootsf

By GARRY TRUDEAU

ABIft (Ma»cht 21 Apr. *» Know

** true friends ore This * rxjt

a good t*ne to lena Of Borrow

money Col on your mteftectuoi

powers to support you during

periods ot stress Review your in-

surance coverage
TAURUS (April 20-rVtay X)) Be

alert to signs that there is stormy

weothe' ahead Health and

employment matters bear cto»e

watering A telephone can or letter

from home boosts your sprits Share

your hopes
OIMIIII (May 21-June 20) AvokJ

taking unnecessary risks toaay Stick

to the tried and true" Too much

criticism could endanger an

afcance Double-check hotel or

rangements it traveling tor business

today „, .

CANCfl (June 21-Jutv 22) A

great Oay to seek personal servces

improve your appearance m every

possible way Drve into a work pro

,ect and you wi make a big splosh

A new investment strategy has real

merit

HO (July 23-Aug 22) Donating

your time and money to a worthy

cause w« moke you teei great

Take personal charge ot a conv

plicated financial or employment

matter Routine tasks will be a

breeze _ __

VIROO (Aug 23-Sept 22) The

tides are shifting Concentrate on

protects oJreoay under way foeow

your heo't where romance is con-

cerned Treat me object of your at

tecton to a rtg^t on the town

LIMA (Sep* 2-Oct 22) Examine

a business proposition very coretm-

ty Guara ogam* making hasty in-

vestments th» afternoon Chanty

begins at ham* Avoid scattering

your forces Ojajctyour energies to

well-defined taDets
-> :2-Dec 21) it is

Jo hove money
rainy day Be sure

age is ade-

w* p© high on

k tonight

22-Jon W) Be
entangled m
deception A
itng may hold

Jovtdl friends

this evening

20-Peb 18) Your

your hands Re-

secure if you

. -e thts « the

Beamenabie
istions from

new care

snogs
tfllgnN
AOUJ

financial'

mam wh
have r«

bestcc

to recr<

your fc

PISCIS
Follow the*

outlined

dev€
afternoon
grindstone,

to Edsy Sti

-March 20)
i experts have
Unexpected
featured this

lyour nose to the

\ ate no shortcuts

OKAY, PAP,

CVHA7GIVBS
Htf£?WHY

mnewocps7

THEYASKSP
FOR'CMi IN

SOMtOFtHd
MOSTMCMNG

I

UmS A HUMANITARIAN665

TURF. I CAWGCHCMVf Re

'

jeer >aje swve impuca -

VON THAT THF INPUSTT& IS

TRYING TO HOOK YFTANOThl-

KOeNEFAWNOFJOm^J

TODAY'S STAFF
r Night Editor Sarah DeMaster

Copy Editor Preston P Forman

Layout Technician Rlkk *
s®to

Photo Technician K^ Butk
^

Production Supervisor RiKki beio

Typesetter Kimi Fnsino

Production Jenni Arnold. Nikki Dumas
Tanni Ivany
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ONLY $1.59

football victory
CONTINUED FROM PAGF. 12

first possession, then shut

down quarterback Bill Vergantino and the

complex Wing-T attack for the rest of the

dav UMass sacked Vergantino eight times

for 65 yards, led by tackle Rich Kane (fours

sacks 31 yards) and outside linebacker

Mario Perry (two sacks, 19 yards).

Any thoughts of a Delaware comeback

were crushed by a ferocious pass rush that

sacked Vergantino five times in the late

third and early fourth quarter, and

pressured him into misfiring on several

passes late in the game.

Delaware netted just 11 yards rushing

(minus-35 in the second half) and 135 yards

total offense all day.

The UMass offense, meanwhile, built a

10-3 lead in the first half on a 1 yardplunge

by fullback David Mitchell and a 32-yard

field goal by Marco Gabrielh.

Junior split end Lamar Newsome kept

the touchdown drive alive in a third-and

seven on the Delaware 34 yard line haul

ing in a short pass from Wilkos and break

ing a shoestring tackle by Warren Mcln

tyre to get the first down.

Freshman Eric Thimas returned a punt

61 yards for a touchdown late in the third

quarter to give UMass its final 17-3 result.

Thimas had lost his starting job return

ing punts after fumbling several earlier

this season, but was called upon Saturday

Wilkos injury

because Don Caparotti was out with a

sprained ankle. Thimas made a clean catch

and scooted through an enormous hole

toward the left sideline, then shook punter

Gene Vadas on the 10 yard line en route

to the end zone.
w*-fc-#

"I pride myself in not letting the kicker

tackle me," Thimas said.

Sophomore Tom Fasano and strong-

armed junior Paul Tornatore teamed to

replace Wilkos in the fourth quarter, and

struggled to move the UMass offense.

UMass cashed in just two first downs after

Wilkos' exit. „ ,

Fasano took the majority of snap*-and

gained 59 yards on six rushes; Tornatore

entered in obvious passing situations.

Game Notes: A parent's day crowd of

22 184 showed up under clear 65-degree

skies Thimas said of his troubles

fielding kicks, "I knew in my head it was

just me dropping the ball, and you cant be

back there if you can't catch."
f

Vergan^

tino, last year's Yankee Conference and

ECAC Rookie-of-the-Year, entered the

name with 12 interceptions ... The UMass

Marching Band was in top form, prepped

for Sunday's appearance at halftime of the

Giants-Cardinals game at the

Meadowlands in New Jersey A rabbit

scampered across the UMass end zone

toward a row of hedges in the first quarter

with the Delaware Fightin Blue Hen in

hot pursuit

.

reg$195

3/99C
Just in time for Halloween

reg 40c each

COKE or PEPSI

6 PACK

ONLY $2.29

_4_ deposit

Pnces in effect through SBiurdaty Oct 27. 1990

rONIINUED FROM PAfc* U
UMass linebacker Mario Perry said he

was inspired to play harder when he heard

Delaware fans taunting
f"<* *f

kh
.

nK

Wilkos as he lay on the field. Wilkos did

receive an ovation from the entire

Delaware team, gathered on the field, as

he left the stadium.

The best quarterback m the league went

down and people were pointing rmgers.

Perry said. "Gary is a great friend of the

whole team ... and 1 was angry.

You're always going to get a certain tew

boneheads around. There were a lot of

them sitting behind our bench Reidsaid

in reference to the heckling Delaware fans

There's always going to be a few jerks

But from my standpoint, the Delaware

players showed the utmost respect for

Gary's injury " .

Collegian photo by Richard DuCr**

UMass quarterback Gary Wilkos

is currently outfitted with a halo

brace and is in stable condition

after a routine hit during the third

quarter of Saturday's game against

Delaware. .

Any 2 CalzonesJ
for $7.00 |

Pick up or delivery only

On* coupon p*» oroOr-E*P""» I
31. 1991

4 CalzonesTAny
at regular price

I and get 2 FREE
liters of Coke

Pic* up or delivery only

On* coupon per order E»P»«V

STEINBECK COLLISION REPAIR
& AUTOBODY

4
La Cucina di

Tinoccfiio

549-3&9

i

i

i

i

3 Calzones
for

$9.95

53 So. Prospect - Amherst Center

256-8157 256-1385

Plch-up or d*Hv*ry only

I ™« coupon pot orOOf-*«P«r*»

May 31 1991May 31. 1W1

fast 'Tree 'T>eu\*n> or 'Pickup

.
j— ;V Tleaxxnt Street

Amherst, liassachusetts

Clours

Weekday •
4 pm to 2 am

Saturday - 4 pm to } am

Sunday 4 pm to 1 am

Calzones

Xicotta. Jiam. Salami. 'Mozzaretta }$0

%ama. -Mozzareua. T-owtone. $*** }>o

Spinach. Garlic 'MozzartUa, Tarmiaiana

CPopeye Special)

Steak & Cheese (your choice green pepper

M

m#**?L-

Kr5

t£J

tv.K-3 U*<£*>»

mushroom, onion, hot pepper)

1'eqetanan Tkhqht (broccoli, spinach

"ncotta. taapiant. mozzareud)

6 Chicken Tarmupana (breaded cJ'ucken

breast mozzareHa <fc sauce)

Sausaqe Tarmupana (sweet sausaae

with mozzareud & sauce)

< r?

i.CO

3-75

x.eo

Yuppie Cdtume (smoked mozzarella, aoat

'

cheese, broccoli & pesto) }S°

Steak & Cheese 'Bomb (steak, mushroom,

qreen pepper, onion, sakvm. ham A
hot peppers with cheese)

}'.'

Teste Ctdzone (mozzareua. swiss cheese.

ncotta. fresh pesto >

• Imports & other unibody vehicles

are our specialty

• State of art equipment for precision

frame and unibody straitening i + or - * mm>|

• Over 90 years staff experience

• Accepted by all insurance companies for

collision repair or glass replacement

• Advanced European Technology
Painting and|

Refinishing Systems

REMEMBER it's your car and your choice 01

repair facilities

£11111 Uliil illiil 111511 SlSiSl

DISTINGUISHED TEACHERS
AWARD

NOMINATIONS

DEADLINE: NOVEMBER 2, 1990

HBOTm OF WHY YOUR NOMINEE DESERVES THE AWARD.

FACULTY. ALUMN. AND CURRENT GRADUATE/UNDERGRADUATE STUDENTS MAY NOM.NATE.

SUBMIT NOMINATIONS BY FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 2, 1990

TO- DISTINGUISHED TEACHING AWARD COMMITTEE

GRADUATE DEAN'S OFFICE

A217 GRADUATE RESEARCH
UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS

CLASSIFIEDS
SOH OfF CLASSIFIEDS

REDEEM THE COUPON on »«PJ9««»*
Cotksoian tab* on the Concourse October

nSS» 8 30-3 00 or at the Co*.**,

vafyday until October 26th Say I «> the

ACTIVITIES

25 CLUB General Meeting/Social

Garnering Oecuas »cnonms*oc>^^
Sn^snrnents Thursday 10/25 7PM Cam-

pus Center 917

FIRST HOLOCAUST **°™*t™>™$
Meeting' We need you' Tues Oci» 1PM

S U 302 Cannot come want to hew i^aii

549-1710

MODEL UNITED NATIONS MEETING

Tonight 7 00PM 802CC tor mote mfo can

Ale> 6-5993
Come find out what we re about

TRAIN WITH US!!

UMASS Tae Kwon Do meets

Mon ft Wed 6 308 30PM
Learn Self Defense ft Teamwork

Call Marty 6-7003

UMASS OUTING CLUB
Interested m the great outdoors

General Meet.no 7 00 tonrghl CC 165-9

All are invited

Trips, slides and more'

ANNOUNCEMENTS

ALANA WOMEN'
take part in creating

a new group lor ourselves

first meeting tonighl

CC 174-76 7PM

AUFRirAN INDIAN Student Association

S°?,

H
6PMII!o/?2 m Jos* Wh-teEagie

Center m Chadbourne

BED ft BREAKFAST
Downtown Amherst

549-0733

FAST FUNDRAISING PROGRAM

iarup
nto'si^o^^orr^

fion Plus a chance at $5000 more' This pro

g^m works' No mvestment needed Call

1-800 932-0528 E«t 50

mi rn OP loin OCHO s oil Co-op and

2t*SSr£ Re^is^a. 428 Student Un-on

or call 545-0865

STUOENT LOCKERSW»«j;^J^
dent Un-on For storage °»^V»n«'

°!*r.
riinnainoa 1 50 lockers st* avanawe 'irst

^XJWR^t^ * OCHO 428 Stu-

dent Union

UMASS STUDENTS! Sharpen your m
MmwaonM and commun«ation ak«s uon

SST^SUlorn an rnt.rp^^Jtwpy
group Meets l

WINDSURFER
ceeent 10' O
586-5578

sacrifice »275

«
,

s'-
,'?aS?SSr

VOLUNTEERS WANTED to hetp organ^e

^eT^me^oaram for cats and krtten.

interested' 253-3745 lor mlo

FOUNO

KEYS on green plastic keyring Oescnbe

and collect 532-1096

HAUNTED HOUSE

BLACK ZILDJIAN JACKET lost

lomeume -n S«rt*nb* Ha. pMorvrt

set.mentai value Reward Call R-ch

546-0910

WATCH. Jeules Jeurgenson lace has

moon and stars sentimental yah* Reward

S Please call Barbara 546-1729

MISCELLANEOUS

AUTO FOR SALE

1«7$ VW WESTFALIA BUS Goo:

t,on 28K on rebuilt engine Ready to gc-n-

SoovV anywhere"' S3 800 negotiable

5B6-7865-Jay

1982 TOYOTA TERCEL Good shape

$1300 256-8888

iaa4 300ZX power brakes ateenti

dots ACAM/r^c«Mm« Low mrte,.and

an new parts 6500 or b o Call 546 6.

19S6 HONDA CIVIC E« cone! new tires

iraVes tVk m,les Call 527-5880

1990 MAZDA MIATA
white 9 mo old

Call Erica 256-6086

FOR A GOOD TIME CALL

RACK A-DISC the best entertainment DJ s

vW bands dorm/house specials can

586-9900 anytime

FOR RENT

SUNDERLAND 3 bedroom spacious quiet

on bus line $650 549-0733

SUNDERLAND 5 room apartment garage

stove refrigerator $650 253-3330

TOWNHOUSE- 2 bedroom 1 "? bath apart-

ment on bus route 1-567-1352

OCT 24-26 7-9PM
At Lambda Ch. Alpha Fraternity

374 North Pleasant Street

$2 adults ft students $1 kids under 12

All proceeds to benefit Amherst Dept of

Public Safety

HELP WANTED

FREE SPRING BREAK TRIPS

to students or student organizations

promoting our spring breakpartages Good

Pay ft tun Call CMl 1.800-423^264

NO GIMMICKS- Extra mcome now'

Envetope stuffing $600 $800 every week

Free details SASt to Brooks International.

inc PO Box -680084 Orlando FL 32886

PART-TIME VOLUNTEERS needed for an

nuai Christmas fund drrve Help hungry

children, despondent fam.l.ev and

homeless people m the Po-nee-_VaHey Call

now Ask for Jonathan 596 5243 or

586-4880 after 5 00PM

SUPPLEMENT YOUR INCOME! Earn $100

- boo« vou read Call (212)874 1493

write MOR Enterprises. Dept M Bo«

0751 New York. NY 10024-0539

DO VOU SELL Absolutely Screwed shirts'

Call 6-5226

PERSONALS

• AIM ft DAVE ft SHELBY
I was iust thinking of you guys

and figured I'd send ya a M

o I hello Have a good day'

Love vas
Guess who'

Hint a fellow Websta person

BETTY vou torgot your underwear today'

Your buti is huge and your che**s are

IMS*

INSTRUCTION

FOR SALE

GIANT MOUNTAIN BIKE worth $350 sell

™
tor $200/bo Can Francis 253-7913

BE A BARTENDER
W M Bartender Training is open

Call lor brochure
413-747-7895

BEGINNING PORTUGUESE CLASS.

Nov 5 Dec 1 Mondays 7-9PM Language

Pacifica, 549 5065

ENGLISH AS A SECOND LANGUAGE
Classes begin Oct 30 Intensive, part-time

evenings. TOEFL Registration deadline

Oct 23 Language Pacifica 549 5065

LOBT

BLACK LEATHER SCHOOLBAG
Scnooibooks and papers and keys inside

My undying gratitude rs yours if you return

549-1394

I '

BRi o* Johc

I mme Backoff sucka'

Little Boy Blue

FICE
Mook

HAPPY ANNIVERSARY MICHAEL

3 years ago you stole my heart

now it s yours forever

l il always love you

Love
Kid

HAPPY BIRTHDAY JODI'

Best wishes always'

Love from Lianne and M'«e

Maria and Eun

HEY- Do you want to live with Steph and

Heather' 2 temales looking for

Api/House/Room close to campus for spnng

1991 25*0420

HEY REO HOUSE
Not only do UPS workers get the box

NS

wFV SNOOPY 1

Hey dork' You are a loser lor expecting this

last Friday so you're getting it late

Happy Anniversary' I love you 1 CM

HEY SNUCKUMS. I've been watching

you and you're the Hog

HEY ST J Didn t think d would work

What a nice surprise KUTGW ThanM

ISfti

Thanks for the advice

How about a tootbaH game P"v«W
Looking forward to something long

and meaningful
SAP

Tn,s past month has B*en the best andi

owe rt a* to you' Here s a hug and a big

kiss
Your one and only Tomooy

PS When do I get to redeem my coupon'

LIANNE ANO MIKE
Happy 3rd Ann.v«rsar>

Wsame and the Hot and Fum Pa.r

jgs and imcy kisses on your birth-

day See me and Kwe me later

Sue

NOOGOOS- The best 8 months Of my Me

I owe to you Than** for making them

wonderful 1 Love. Pumpkin ft Jeooy

RED STRIPES
Who s house''

GT

RICK
Happy Anniversary Hon

I Love You"

Love Jenny

PROFESSIONAL OJ S

LAZER TECH AUOW W*ttW* «* l|0*»

dance oorm party, or house party oreat

rass* greet DJ* CaH323 780« I

RIDERS WANTED

BERKSHIRE COMMUTERS unserve

SERVICES

HOLIOAV BOOKING seM-ns - ;»mpu*

Travel on Campus 545-0500

PREGNANT"- .

Need a pregnancy IsslJ™"™*"
port' Can for fee and confidential serves*

ALTERNATIVES 33 Mam St Nortnamown

S86 3000

STUDY ABROAD

SPANISH IN GUATEMALA
Call 50f> 2*2 1 1 94

SCARY- ThftflM 'or the goal v Penn St

Goala Congrats on your tirst

Now lets kill BU Pup

SUSAN Thanks for a great week Love ya

SWF has already found her knight in

shining armor No inquiries please"

HA-HA! Hsppy Birthday Shea

I love you dearly1!

TO MY LITTLE SISTER Alison the good

times are coming Get psychod' In Sigma

Loh

TO SUE AND HER RAGOOLL
Happy 6 months' You guys are great

together' Was rt the pi«a and blue cups'

l^ant to know the secret Love Toonces

YOU RE IT ERNIE! Bert

TYPEWRITER CLEANING ft TUNE-UP

SPECIAL Only $1850 Free

-

rap*rs AHtypasotrtJbcjrwavartaDw |

sored by ACI computer 259

Amherst MA Authorized represe '

Bay State Office Machines Can 549-groi

TYPING

TYPING WORD PROCESSING og

Free pe*up and delivery La^

copying available KCommu-
256*373

WORKPROCESSING Inexpert

and accurate work- Campus p< Hut and

debvery Can Lisa 2564696 Kksve message

WANTED

GRADUATE STUDENT NEEDS
lemale students tor communication

research interviews 1 to 2 days subsequent

10 a scheduled appointment at Univar*

Health Services Focus Palwn! P*»«iphonB

of communication at the hearth v.s< Reim-

bursement Eight Dollars Leave name ft

phone number tor Ethe- 258 Btt»
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SPORTS
WEATHER ARTS> SPORTS

Football throttles Blue Hens, 17-3
* ^-^V^*/P»-r *-~~-»-- ... :J <a,„,hic*h fives an

By SAM SILVERSTEIN
Collegian Staff

NEWARK, Del. - The 1990 University of

Massachusetts football team has accomplished something

no UMass squad has ever done.

UMass moledtnto first place in the Yankee Conference

(5-0) and snapped an 0-14 streak against the Fightin Blue

Hens (3-2. thaVdated b:.ck to 1958 with a 17-3 win Satur-

dav in Newark. , , » .._.

On an emotional afternoon that saw quarterback Gary

Wilkos lost for the season with a neck injury, the

Minutemen ended all talk of a Delaware jinx with an

outstanding defensive effort.

The Minutemen counted the final seconds of the game

off the clock, then mobbed each other on the 35 yard line

in aw* Id celebration. Coach Jim Reid raced across the He d

and kissed Delaware coach Tubby Raymond before

heading to the locker room amid a crush of high fives and

iubilant players. „

"0 and 14, now I don't have to answer that anymore,

SaicTsenior tackle Al Pogarian, "This win puts us in the

history books."

Wilkos suffered a fractured vertebra at the base ot his

neck in the third quarter, and lay on the field surround-

ed by trainers for a terrifying half hour before an am-

bulance arrived to take him to a nearby hospital.

Wilkos was conscious throughout and had full use of his

arms and legs; he gripped hands with several teammates

and implored others to "look at me" before being driven

off the field. .... , ~ 4

Wilkos will remain at the Christiana Medical Center

in Stanton, Del. for the week and will not play again this

season (see related story, this page).

The UMass defense yielded a field goal on Delaware s

CON1INUED ON PAGE IP

Field hockey
rams URI, 2-1

Saturday afternoon in Kingston. RI,

the University of Massachusetts field

hockey team defeated the Rams of URI

21.
Mora Frattasio scored the game win

ing goal. The victory extends the team's

win streak to five games.

When the rankings come out Tuesday,

the Minutewomen who went 3-0 last

week will likely move up, and can do no

worse than hold eighth.

Last week the Minutewomen defeated

No. 16 Springfield College as well as

Dartmouth. With their win over URI,

UMass now has a record of 12 4.

The significance of the win at Rhode

Island is that the Minutewomen stand

a chance of entering the A 10 Tourna

ment (Nov. 3) as the number one seed.

UMass finishes the A 10 regular season

with a 4-1 mark, their only loss against

Temple (3 2).

UMass has three games left until the

A 10 Tourney. Wednesday, No. 13

Boston University comes to Totman. On

Saturday UMass is at Connecticut, and

Sunday, the Minutewomen play their

final home game of the year against

Maine.
- TAMIR LIPTON

CoHrgian photo by Eric Goldman

jinx this Saturday in Newark, Del., with a 17-3 decision.

UConn turns
Reds blue, 2-0
Clear, cool Connecticut skie- the

Reds the blues when the UnivM*.*.y of

Massachusetts women's soccer team ! <st to

the UConn Huskies in a 2-0 d< dsion

yesterday.

The Reds held the Huskies (whose co >i

"

are blue and white) scoreless for the first

15 minutes of the game. Sophomore Bar

bara Chura connected with freshman

Karen Ferguson in the UMass box, where

Ferguson beat keeper Skye Eddy to hit the

lower right corner of the net from 15 yards

out. The score remained in UConn's favor

1-0 to the half.

Six minutes into the second half, a cor-

ner kick set up a scramble in the UMass

box where Ferguson netted the ball in the

upper right corner.

The scoring ended with UConn ahead 2-0.

UMass took 10 shots on goal, as UConn

took seven. The Reds had seven corner

kicks, compared to the Huskies' three. The

game was equally aggressive as UMass

was called on 18 fouls, whereas UConn had

21. UMass sophomore Holly Helmuth was

issued a yellow card in the first half.

Goalkeeper Eddy finished the game with

one save, as UConn's junior Wendy Logan

had four saves.

This is t! Reds' first loss since Dart

mouth (1-0 >n Oct. 4. The ISAA poll will

be tallied after this weekend's activity to

determine where UMass (8 5 2) stands na

tionally. They were No. 10 last week, and

first in New England.

Wilkos injured,

out for season
By SAM SILVERSTEIN
Collegian Staff

University of Massachusetts quarterback Gary

Wilkos is in stable condition at Christiana Medica

Center in Stanton, Del. after suffering a fractured first

vertebra (at the base of his neck) during Saturday I

game at Delaware.

Wilkos has full use of his arms and legs, and shows

no signs of neurological damage, according to a nurse

that is attending him at Christiana

.

The injury is similar to the one suffered by Ohio btate

basketbalfstar Jay Burson in 1988. Burson fractured

his third vertebra, wore a halo brace for 12 weeks, and

returned to play professional basketball.

Wilkos. nicknamed "Gumby" by teammates for his

flexibility and ability to recover from injuries has also

been outfitted with a halo brace and will not play again

this season. . ..

Wilkos has previously recovered from back, wrist, rib

and shoulder injuries.

Injured near the 30 yard line at the the end of an

eight-yard run, Wilkos was conscious and had use ot

his arms and legs at all times. Before leaving Delaware

Stadium by ambulance, he squeezed the hands of

several players, and asked his uncle, Rev^ Philip

Franceschini. to pray that he n**/^™*^
f™

a

loss of momentum in the game (UMass led 10 7), ac-

cording to coach Jim Reid.

"He wanted to remove his helmet and they wouldn t

let him," Reid said. "I think if he'd had his druthers

he would have gone ahead and got up .
he perked

up. I brought his mother [onto the field] and he chew

ed my ass out for that.
,

•I knew then he was going to be OK. Keid ^aid.

Fans, plavers and media, however, were unable to

judge the seventy of W.lkos' injury and waited -16

agonizing minutes for an ambulance to arrive as he

lav surrounded by train.

Two ambulances were on duty at the stadium but

both wen- off on other emergencies and couldn t he call

ed back at the moment Wilkos was injured, according

to a technician with the University of Delaware

Emergency Medical Team.

A third ambulance was dispatched, but originally

went to the wrong location on campu-

"In my opinion. Gary would not want to make a big

deal out of this and take anything away from a great

football game." Reid said.

Several UMass players and Reid said that the hit

causing Wilkos" injury was routine and not un-

necessarily violent On the play, safety Jay Mirabel a

wrapped up Wilkos from behind, leaving him lightly

upright to absorb a head on blow from a second

Delaware player.

"It was absolutely a clean hit, Reid said. Added

UMass cornerback Vaughn Williams. "That's just part

of the game, unfortunately." CONllNUED qm PAGE \Q

Volleyball drops two more
Team (3-19) loses 3-0 to both GWU, GMU
By LIOR BEN AHARON
Collegian Correspondent

It has been a tough season for Universi-

ty of Massachusetts volleyball and it

wasn't going to get any easier over the

weekend.
On Friday the Minutewomen (3-17) head-

ed to Washington, DC, to face the Col

onials of George Washington University

(10-11).

The Colonial's record entering the match

was a bit misleading because, after a slow

start, they had won eight of their last nine

matches.

The streak became nine-of-ten Friday

night after GWU handily beat UMass in

three games by the scores of 1-15, 8-15 and

8-15.

"They're really good," coach Carol Ford

said of the Colonials.

From Washington, the Minutewomen

CM8) headed to Fairfax, Va., for a Satur

day afternoon meeting with George Mason

University (6-8).

After the rough loss to GW, Ford said her

team had a "heart-to-heart talk" and went

to George Mason "to beat them."

Despite displaying a higher level of in-

tensity than the previous night, UMass

was overpowered by George Mason's strong

blocking corps and lost all three games

(6 15. 2 15 and 7-15).

"We just couldn't put the ball away." said

Ford.

The Minutewomen (3-19) not only lost the

match, but also lost setter Angie Paolucci

to a sprained wrist in the third game.

The injury was just another chapter in

Paolucci's (and the team's) hard luck

season. She missed much of the early part

of the season due to a virus, missed the GW
match because of the flu, and now has a

sprained wrist.

It is unknown how long Paolucci will be

out, but Ford did mention the sprain was

serious.

In Paolucci's absence, Cathy Smith fill

ed in the setter's position, as she has done

throughout the season, and 'did a good job,"

said Ford.

Along with Smith, Ford pointed out the

good play of sophomore middle-blocker

Sharon Panoff, who is "back to her usual

level of play again."

According to Ford, the volleyball team

will concentrate more on offense this week

in practice. While the serving and passing

games have improved the team is still hav-

ing problems finishing off the plays.

"We just want ot keep moving ahead,"

said Ford of her team.

The Minutewomen will host Boston Col

lege at 7 p.m. tomorrow in Totman Gvm.

Showers this morning
will become steady rain

this afternoon, high

near 60 degrees.
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Five College consortium addresses CLT
• Five College presidents denounce Question 3 • Duffey addresses budget-related concerns

By CHRIS MUTHER
Collegian Staff

Presidents of four area private colleges

and the provost of the University of

Massachusetts denounced yesterday the

consequences of Question 3, marking the

first time the Five College consortium have

taken a unified, public stand on a ballot

question.

Mary Maples Dunn, president of Smith

College, said at a press conference jriattr

day that theCitizetM for Limited Taxation

lot question is not the solution to the

current fiscal difficult

.pie are looking for simple solution-

t.. a difficult problem, and this isn't the

solution." she said

Dunn said the CLT petition builds on

»1 American trail- » distrusi

government, looking for an "easy way OH)

reaction to believed scandal in government

and an aversion t<> paying taxes.

She said Proposition 2 1 2, which pas- d

in 1980. lead to a Mate r.di-tnbution of

funds to help communiti.- restricted from

raising property taxes, but said this i- not

the case with Question 3

It disturbs me. there is no place t<>r

public good with CLT Concern for the

public good seems t<» be completely lack-

ing." she said.

I "Tim-rsity Provost O'Brien stressed that

I M.i>s has already seen substantial cuts

in the past two and if question 3

passes the impact will be "simply enor

niou-
"

*It wouldn't be a question of being second

best, it would become a qu« -non <>t being

50th best, becattaW W w..uld be the- v*"i--t

in the nation," he said.

O'Brien said that although the Univer-

sity has been able to stay competitive

through the recent cuts, that would change

if the CLT petition passes.

He added Massachusetts needs to avoid

a "bumper sticker" approach to politic

"The solution to these problems can't be

-ummed up in a few words, we need to set

priorities as a state." he said.

Peter Pouncy, president of Amherst Co!

lege, said Question 3 will place

Massachusetts in an economic dark age.

"This is more than a case of shooting

ourselves in the foot. Question 3 will

wreck things in this state," he said.

Pouncy said colleges and universities are

bringing younger people into the state, and

those people start companies and make jobs

for the state He said if CLT passes, this

process will dramatically slow down

The quality of lib- in the state will be

dented," he said.

Pouncy stressed that if CLT passes, not

only will public institutions be afTected. but

private schools will also be affected.

"We give a number of state funded

scholarships to students, which would be

eliminated if CLT passes," he said.

( .regory Prince, president of Hampshire

college, said only about 3 percent of his

<choofs budget would be affected if the

CLT petition passes, but the cuts would

have far reaching affects on higher

education.

Higher education is too important to be

left to private schools - we need the ele

ment of competition that exists bet

public and private uni\er>itie>." Prince

said

By GEOFF RICHELEW
Special to the Collegian

Describing the event as a town meeting

for parents," President Chancellor Du:

addressed several budget related concen

last night in Framingham in an attempt

to increase communication between the

University and the parents of stud* •

During the two hour meeting Duffey told

the group of 250 parents details of a thr.

part plan for dealing with the latest $10 8

million cut from the Univ. budget

Reluctant 1\ in must raise student :•

again in the second semester, ha M
Duffey said fee s could be increased by as

much as $400 per student next semest.

but that his administration may be able to

compensate for that increase hv reducing

other mandatory student fe.

The second part of Duffey's plan would

co, I trimming an additional $2

million from various University aervieea,

such as counseling and health services.

Duffey described these cuts as necessary.

"We are struggling to hold onto some

quality in the face of budget cuts," Dull

said, adding that he did not feel the quail

ty of education at the University had been

undermined significantly to date

Duffev also brought up tht- apt fur

ther layoffs, and suggested that the Unn

sitv mav have to go forward with a plan to

furlough al! University employees for up

to five days.

•It's a great deal to ask ot

cmpl„ aid "They haven't seen a

cost of living increase in over two years.

Duffev announced that he would propose

a new scholarship plan to deal with the

fallout of higher student fe. ing

$600,000 has already has already been ten

tativelv approved bv the University for

Mich apnrpoat lb *«M rhv chetenWpa

would be given out on a basis of need.

One father oi Baked the chancellor why

he did not seem angry at the present

situation

"I try not to be consumed hv BDfei but

rather try to understand the -ituatiou M\

voice may be low. but I am still ju-'

angry," he said.

Another parent wondered why .i COOT

dinating group had not been formed t

M these con. I Dllffej

of not communicating enough with pan

Duffey replied that he ha- pal i d in

Collagte" photo by J*ff Holland

President-Chancellor Duffey

a three and half hour meeting with

students last Wed and that the

Framingham meeting with parents was

unique amon« public c«>||.

Duffey. who has been active in the appeal

tion to the tax cutting initiative BpOM
itizens for Limit.. d he

thought the petition would be an "absolute

disaster for tin

Duffey said h« isinf on stabili;

the present situation and that h« would

"deal with it when it ha:

Israeli police

set up blockades

to bar visitors

JERUSALEM t AP> - A Palestinian youth stabbed an

Israeli delivery man in Jerusalem yesterday as police

sent 2,000 reinforcements into the city and set up

roadblocks to keep Arab visitors out.

Police said the travel ban was intended to prevent

assaults on Jews. They said they also feared Jews

might attack Palestinians to avenge the killings Sun

day of three Jews by an Arab assailant.

Scattered clashes were reported yesterday between

-tone throwing Palestinians and Israeli troops in the

occupied West Bank and Gaza Strip. At least 18

Palestinians were shot and wounded by troops, Arab

reports said.

An Arab youth attacked a solider with an ax yester

day in a military government building in the Gaza

town of Rafah, Arab and Israeli reports said. On Sun^

day night, a solider was assaulted by an attacker armed

with a knife in the Gaza town of Khan Yunis. Both

soldiers were slightly wounded, radio reports said.

Police said a 46-year-old Israeli, Moshe Koren. was

slightly wounded in the back when he was attacked

by a Palestinian yesterday as he unloaded his meat

truck outside a supermarket. The Palestinian was a

delivery boy at the market.

'Books Not Bombs' packs SU steps

Over 200 gather to protest U.S. intervention in Middle East

By JEREMY LEVINSON
Collegian Staff

More than 200 students, staff and faculty packed the

Student Union steps yesterday as speakers warned of the

dangers of a United States provoked war m the Middle

East

The Ad-Hoc Coalition Against a War in the Middle East

a University of Massachusetts based organization,

organized the "Books Not Bombs" rally to launch their

campaign against what some see as an imminent war

Speakers emphasized the urgency of organizing against

U.S. intervention. Michael Holroyd. of the American

Friends Service Committee, told the crowd "students have

lead the struggle for social change," because it is their

lives on the line.

Speakers demanded that the United States government

seek permanent solutions to the problem of oil dependen

cy. and work toward global security rather than in the

interests of United States oil companies.

"The U.S., with 5 percent of the world's population, uses

one quarter of all the energy in the world," Economics Pro-

fessor Sam Bowles said. Rather than "thinking we can

run the world," he said, the U.S. needs to find creative

ways to reduce our dependency on oil.

"We have to deal with an environmental crises at home.

Support U.S. armed forces by asking them to come home,"

he said.

Philosophy Professor Ann Ferguson listed the Bush Ad

ministration's "feeble" pro intervention arguments, and

-aid the consequences of militarism have already come

home, referring to the "peace dividend."

Coalition organizers said the rally's success was a si^n

that students are coming together to oppose government

militarism They urged all concerned community

members to attend their Monday meetings at 7 p.m. in

the Commuter Lounge of the Student Union.

CuUrgian phnlo hv Jrff Holland

A flyer promotes yesterday's 'Books not

Bombs' Rally
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HAMPDEN 9CREAMEFP

HALLOWEEN i & %
WEEK SPECIAL 4

October 22 through 31

The SCreamsicle Shake
A blend of 3 scoops of orange sherbet

(for the price of 2) and vanilla ice cream

<n» <Jkv\

Also other ghoulish treats and ghosty surprises

Thank you for your patronage Have a safe holiday'

'

i i .

AMONG SCHOOLCHILDREN
University students who would like to lean.more

about teaching in public schools are invited to.

AN INTRODUCTION TO
THE AMHERST PUBLIC SCHOOLS

An opportunity to visit the schools and observe current

nractkes in the classroom including regular. special and
P

bningual education; computer-based mstruct.on;

cooperative learning and much more.

WFONESDAY, NOVEMBER 14, 9:00-11:30 AM.SS call Superintendent's Office. Amherst

Public Schools, 549-3690 by November 9th

<!• il>-

HALLOWEEN
CANDY CORN
COUPON COUNT CONTEST

October 22nd thru 31st

No trick our treat[
Guess how many candy corns in our jar If

your guess is the closest without going over,

you will wm a S10 00 certificate good for

anything sold in the Creamery or Snack Bar

iq( engiD'** Cei'Vase ca" De aopMd o«e ww o»wv

Harpaden Snack Bar
CUuH Ql&GLHI&Ut in southwest

clmrlie's
Kite!

l
*5
n '

Tonight 10c Buffalo Wings
9:00p.m. — 12:00a.m.

Drink of the Week
Scotch and Mixer SI 75

Beer of the Month

Fosters Lager SI. '5

ooa Giveaways

Mon. 10 cent MozxarelU Sticks 9pm- 12am

Tues 10 cent Buffalo Wings 9pm- 12am

Wed 25cent Pizza Slices and 99 cent Nachos 9pm- 12am

Thurs 10 cent Beer Steamed Baby Franks 8pm- 10pm

Sunday 10 cent Potato Skins 9om- 12am

WE ACCEPT MC-VISA-AMEX

ALL STUDENTS !

!

9th Annual Five College

GRADUATE & PROFESSIONAL SCHOOLS
INFORMATION DAY

Over 90

Boston College School of Social Work

Boston University School of Law

Cornell University

Emory University

Dartmouth College

Harvard University

Georgetown University

Monterey Institute for Internal Studies

schools including:

SUNY - Albany, Buffalo, Stonybrook

Northeastern University

Tisch School for the Arts - New York

Simmons College

Smith College School for Social Work

Widener University School of Law

University of Texas

University of Vermont

Wednesday, October 24, 1990

Campus Center Auditorium

University of Massachusetts/Amherst

10 am to 3 pm
Information & Literature on Admission, Financial Aid, and Housing

Coordinated by the Mather Career Canter, University of Massachusetts/Amherst In cooperation with Amherst, Hampshire,

w j m Holyoke and Smith Colleges

The Mather Career Center
Career Planning and Placement • Cooperative Education -Internships

Fraternity/Sorority Park - on the Orchard Hill bus route. (4 1 3)545-2224.

Where Careers Take Off!
f

LOCAL
UM student trustee debates CLT chairperson
By KENDRA PRATT
Collegian Staff

In a confrontational debate at Westfield State College

last night, a University of Massachusetts student and the

chairperson of Citizens for Limited Taxation disputed over

the possible impact that the tax rollback question could

have on the future of the state economy and public higher

education.

Ballot question number three is a referendum petition

written by CLT which, if passed by voters on Nov. 6, would

roll back state and fee increases to 1988 levels, mandating

a state revenue loss of approximately $1.4 billion.

Angus McQuilken, student trustee for the University

of Massachusetts at Amherst, opened the debate by argu-

ing that ballot question three would virtually eliminate

( ollf-ipnn photo h> Krndra Pratt

Student Trustee Angus McQuilken

state funding in the middle of this fiscal year for human
services, public higher education and roads and bridges.

"CLT claims that this cut will only be 8 percent out of

a $13.4 billion budget, but when you disregard the non-

discretionary part of the budget, you are taking $1.4

billion out of $4 billion," McQuilken said.

Non-discretionary monies fund Medicaid, debt service,

pensions, the MBTA and local aid. McQuilken said that

the referendum would go into effect on Dec. 6 when half

of the budget has already been spent, doubling the im-

pact of the $1.2 cut.

Paul Nicolai, the chair of the CLT board, countered that

question three would save the state economy from "a

blueprint of disaster" created by legislative spending

which has significantly passed growth revenues. CLT is

the only way to stop the burden of mismanaged state

finances from falling on the shoulders of the taxpayers,

he said.

He said the legislature will solely determine how the

cuts will be implemented if CLT passes and that critics

of the question are trying to overestimate the impact to

project a state future of "death, disaster and devastation."

"There are no specific cuts written into the petition

because that would be unconstitutional," Nicolai said.

"There is only one crisis in Massachusetts politics which

is a crisis ofcommon sense that tells you can't have state

spending growing at nearly four times the rate of infla-

tion."

The petition specifically exempts public higher educa

tion tuition and fee increases from being rolled back.

McQuilken said public higher education will lose an
est imated $126 million ifCLT passes, which would follow

$169 million in state cuts in the last three years.

In 1987, Massachusetts subsidized spending on public

higher education was second in the country, but now ranks

41st after state cuts McQuilken said. Massachusetts is the

only state to have decreased higher education spending

in the country over the last three years.

Collegian photo h> Krndra Pratt

CLT Board Chairperson Paul Nicolai

"If CLT passes and $126 billion is cut. we'll be ranked

49th," he said, is that something that Massachusetts can

be proud of?"

Nicolai countered that higher education || still ninn

ing at top capacity when the number of in state high

school students has continually d« I
from a peak in

the mid 1970s. He added that Massachusett- has the

lowest national birth rate.

He criticized Timm Rhinehart. the directm >! admi-

sions it 1 niaM Amherst for spending "millions of dollars

on marketing and selling to out ot -tai.- -t.i.l.v

"The issue is increasing taxes on people by subsidizing

out-of-state students whether they can pay or not " he said.

M.Y. Place offers clients

haircuts with a smile
By ALEXANDER NGUYEN
Collegian Staff

If vou're looking for a hometown haircut

then M V Place i- \our place For -i\

Mi< hai . Wilkin- has Ih-.d tutting

.it the University ol Massachusetts

Barber Shop
During that periodWilkin bnseatabUsfa

ed a reputation as someone who <

about, and -pends time with, e

result. Wilkins has built a

• clientele of happy and loyal student-

and community member-

Alter much encouragement from his

clients, friends and lamilv. Wilkins open-

ed hi- own sbopon Praj -treet in Amherst,

named M Y Place, over the summer The

Y in M Y Place stands for Ynez Wilkins.

his partner and wife who runs most of the

business aspects of the shop.

"The barber shop was a relaxing place

when I grew up I enjoyed it and I want to

provide that same service, -aid Wilkins

People need a chance to be pampered
."

Unlike the traditional barber shops. M.Y.

Place doesn't carry newspapers. Wilkins

said that he really wants people to relax,

and "how can you relax while reading the

newspaper?" Wilkins said.

At MY Place Wilkins has a clean shop

and an aquarium with tropical fish, which

he says contributes to a tranquil setting.

He plays jazz and fusion music, and

displays local arts and crafts

Wilkins said that although he wants to

bring back the "barber shop" ea-mess of

the old days, he is determined to dispel the

myth that barber shops cater only to men.

So far he says there's been a fairly even

amount of female customers, something

which he is happy about because he en.iov-

working on all different hair styles

Wilkin- customers said his place is

special and different because "there they

-pend more time with you." The other

notable difference between MY Place and

it's bigger competitors is that Wilkins

doesn't do any chemical processing and

uses all natural hair care products The

shop also offers facials, manicures and

peticure-

Reminiscent of small town businessee,

Wilkins employs community youth to do

shop assistant ta-k- Wilkins said that this

helps to keep them out of trouble, gives

them something to be proud of and offers

the opportunity for them to see how a

business is run.

Wilkins said that he's happy with

business thus far. He said he feels confident

because he sees this as an art form more

so than a job.

Speaker addresses future

of malls and retail stores
By GAYLE LONG
Collegian Staff

Retailing will undergo radical

changes in the next decade, according

to an assistant financial editor and

retailing specialist for the \. York

Timet.
1 -adore Barmash. addressing an au-

dience of 80 people in the Campus

Center last night, discussed the future

of retail stores, trip centers and mall-

through the turn of the century.

Stores must develop a clear focus

which will attract customer- Barmash

id. "and insure the merchandise is

worth the money In stock' should mean

"in stock."'

Retail constitutes two thirds of the

gross national product,

and employs over 2 million persons, -aid

Barmash.
The retail market will be forced to

make changes in company management

due to a loss m their profit margin dur-

ing 1984 1989. Profit margins fell from

2.5 to 1.6 percent in that time.

In that same time period, the debt to

equity rate for many compai.

from 2.6 to •'< .6 percent f the

large loans these corporation made and

are unable to pay off.

Barmash said he expe<

changes in the retail world by the

2000. He said he expect depart

men! such as J.C. Penney and

- break off into smal alt)

chains, while Wal-M I pasted tobe

the bigge-l retailer in the history ot the

world, bringing in over an estimated $1

million in net profit- in 1991

Other stores, such a- The Limited and

The Gap. ere coneidered to be growth

markets, because the\ are -mailer.

I wility shops

One problem with retail marketing,

said Barmash, is the management
Management gets so entienched [in

themselves! that they forget th.

aid. There are no winners in retail

"when the retailers decide they and on

ly they know what the public wants."

Barmash said.

Minors caught with alcohol

Collegian file photo

Michael Wilkins at work in his barber shop. Wilkins, who used to work

in the ^anVpus Barber Shop, opened his M.Y. Place this summer.

Compiled by PRESTON P FORMAN
Collegian Staff

ARRESTS

• Michael P. Garabedian. 19. of Jefferson,

was arrested Friday evening near John

Adams Residence Hall for being a minor

carrying alcohol.

• Brian J Miller. 19. of Topsfield. was a.

rested Friday evening on Van Meter Drive

for being a minor transporting alcohol.

• Police arrested three men Saturday

night near Kennedy for a variety of liquor

law violations.

Jonathan Matthew Dunn. 18, of Ashland,

was arrested for being a minor transpor-

ting alcohol. David B. McSheffery, 18. of

UMass, was arrested for being a minor in

possession of alcohol. Thomas Patrick

Smith, 19, of Woburn, was arrested for be-

ing a minor in possession of an alcoholic-

beverage.

LARCENY

• A man reported to police Friday that a

w indow on his vehicle parked in Lot 44 was

smashed and I radar detector, valued at

$400. was stolen

• A man told police Saturday that a W in

dow on his vehicle parked m Lot ')-

smashed and his entire -ten<> -y-tem.

valued at $410. was stolen.

• A man reported Saturday that his I

Pontaic, parked in Lot 1 1. wa- stolen. The

vehicle was later recovered in Leveret t and

towed.

• A man reported Saturday that his 1985

Toyota pickup truck, parked in Lot 49. was

stolen.

• A man reported Saturday that his 1984

Oldsmobile. parked on Fearing Street, was

stolen.

• An officer on patrol discovered a vehi

cle I w indow smashed out. The owner was

contacted but. nothing was reported miss

ing. The estimated damaged wal $75.
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EXPLORE THE OPPORTUNITIES
Recent graduates who are now Executive Trainees with the May Department

Stores Company will be returning to campus to discuss our Executive Train.ng

Program with interested students. Stop by .... bring your resume (if you have one)

and find out more about opportunities in retailing.

Thursday, October 25, 1990

School of Management
Faculty Lounge
11:00-3:00 p.m.

All majors welcome

FILENE
G.FOX

The May Department Stores Company

EDITORIAL/OPINION
. .. i j iij.ijJJMl^-lU.Wl l*llk1ff^^ " IBm^t "n " '" m"

Cows country mice, Bambi and Western Mass.
^UWO, tUUlltlJ XXX ,

repeatedly to UMass we

It took me awhile to get to campus this

morning. I don't know about all of you, but

1 had a helluva time avoiding those cows

in the middle of the road. Oh, and those

deer crossings, it took forever to cross that

road. 1 mined the first 10 minutes of my
10:10 class just waiting there on Route 116

foi Bambi to high tail it out of there so I

.ou Id get going.

Meredith O'Brien

I hear some oJ you scratching your heads.

What, like JTOtl'vc never seen the cows and

deer running rampant in Amherst and

Hadley, all over Western Massachusetts'

Come on now. vou should all realize that

once you pass Worcester, the -»ate becomes

desolate cow land For years I've explain-

ed to mv friend- from the suburban and

bustling Kastern rid* ofthe state that we

actually have big, green lawns and farms

out here, right next to UMMM
I I've told them, our local television

newscasts do feature high school sporting

events as the lead stories of the sports seg-

ment. Yes, the local newspapers are just

that, local - filled with local events and

concerns alongside statewide and some na-

tional and international Associated Press

stories.

Yes, we call our subs grinders, i Although

once besieged by Eastern Man friends, we

ruefully call them subs anyway.)

Yes. our idea of a traffic jam is about 20

or so can waiting on a one-lane "highway

for the goats to get out of the road.

Yes, the biggest city in this area is

Springfield. (While it may be difficult for

most Eastern Massers to comprehend, for

us Springfield is the epitome of citydom.)

.But what I think bothers those of us

who came from and now reside in Western

Mass most is the blatant superiority that

the Eastern Mass residents tout with them

everywhere they go

Classic WesternM i-i-m You see it

evervdav
Sometimes it gets a little bit tiresome tor

us civilized but simple folk to repeatedly

explain to others that we actually on

part of the state, that the state line doe-

not end at Worcester

While we don't ask for very much, just

good crop weather, happy animals, and

careful drivers who can avoid hitting our

cows, we don't much like to be forgotten b>

those political gurus up there on Beacon

Hill

Whenever problems and chaos hit the

state Eastern Man to alwayi the I

point How does this affect the suburban

kg, the cities 'exempting Springfield

from citv status^' How many voter> do we

have to influence in Eastern Man to get

this person elected, to get this referendum

question passed'

It gets a bit disheartening when even our

gubernatorial candidate-, the Eastern

Mass duellers William Weld and .John

SUber, take on this WestanuMassist at

titude and basically ignore this -id. ofthe

state.

When inquiries about possible trip OU1

to UMen were posed recently to the guber

natorial campaign managers, the answer

Well, maybe, we might do

a one-day Western Mass tour A one

tour, for the entire Western pari <>t the

state.

Tvpical.

w, _i, rn M onatantly being left oui

j important decisions Our vol

dubbed insignificant "hicks "b.

,11 numb low cities and

tow ns

Wh lie wt Weed rn M isat rs have grown

accustomed to this typical CO!

from our Eastern Man eounterparU

generally do not complain We're the pro

verhial country mice while the rest "t the

state is filled with the city mice wh.

viev more important and BBOn

fiuentia! than US That - mst the way it i-

But I d< ii ly mn
the) do smell.

Meredith O'Brien

columnist

ough

gian

Errors detract from Pops review
A member- of the ensembles who par

ticipated in the 16th annual Multiband

Pops concert, we were thrilled to see an u

in i

• rning tl at »'i the Oct 15

edition of the Collegian, ("UMan talent

bursts forth in Multiband Pops"*, which

Favorable review of a performaw
that gave all who attended good reason to

.

i proud ofthe Department ofMask »nd

Dance as well M the l'niver-it\

\\>- all need reassurance in these finan

,11% troubled times, and it nOOS an>

positive news n -c-ived about our Univer
<-. to believe the future IS

worth the fight However, we would lib

point out then eralfaetaal

which detracted from the positive tone of

the article

e 9i eral performin| group- mit

, ruble I. Symphony Band.

'

Univer it) Dane '1 'he Peicunion

Ensemble

• Onh two p;. I
music

rep ,
i In name and or composer, and

most were simply called a "lively piece" or

a "Russian pten "
la the body of music

s customary to include title-.

composers and pacific men about the

musk

• The gospel tune "Save Me waaeea
|

ed by UMan professor JeffHolmes, en >m

portant fact which was overlooked.

a The article stated. 'The event was

rehearsed onlv one night as a complete pro-

duction In fact, a complete rehearsal

never took place.

• The article stated. "All the groups had

been at school a week before it started to

pare for their individual performan

Vain, onlv the marching band arrived ear

ly to prepare for their first game, and the

fit her groups had only a few weeks to

prepare for Multibands

The correspondent obviously enjoyed

herself during the concert, and we ap

predate the extensive coverage given to

the event- Next time, however, we would

hope the Collegian staff would -true for

more accurate and complete coverage

Craig .Jennings

Editors note This letter litis si^ncl h\ 83

other peopk

11 GORBACHEV WON THE NCPEL PRIZE-FA55 IT Crl!"

The Point/Counterpoint section on reaction to the recent kit7-

inqs in Jerusalem it ill he running on Thursday, Oct. 25. AU sub-

missions must he receiced hy today. Oct. 23 at $ p.m. Late sub-

missions will not he accepted.

EWC cuts needed
The recent budget cuts at TMass have been felt

evervwhere on campus (Masses have been cut ^Facul-

ty and naff positions have been left vacant Tuition

has gone up Pen have gone up All indications sug

gest this will continue

Amid all of the budgetary hoopla, the I Mass ad

ministration has done its best to be fair in "l"™™"*

the budget For the most part. I find they have been

fair Mv appreciation and thanks go to those ad-

ministrators who are doing their best in a bad

situation. .-i.tr i

There is one result of the budget cuts which I feel

requires serious re-evaluation. No, I don t think the ad-

ministrators made a mistake; 1 think that many

students are making a mistake. I refer to the recent

fuss over the decision to move two Everywoman I

Center staff people to other jobs.

Everybody on this campus (and L Mass-Boston,

Worcester and every other state school, has suffered

from the budget cuts. I can understand the feelings that

the clients of the EWC feel, but I feel it is time they

realize that things are tough. NOBODY is going to

escape the financial ax, and to complain about losing

two positions while the library is being gutted, impor

tant academic programs are being reduced or

eliminated and teaching faculty let go is "dKulouj,

It is a shame that important programs »»^WC need

to be cut. Unfortunately, the key word ,s NEED. Many

programs have been cut. and many more will be. 1

would suggest that people would consider what the sup-

nC services will be like if the budget continues o col-

Lse As the budget gets tighter and tighter, small pro-

«Sms will be eliminated instead of being cut Maybe

Sstead of fighting for EWC, you should be fighting for

UMa89 James J. DuPrie
Sunderland

Even after all that doom and gloom...
*^b"^

.-•• will I

Demonlng W»1 M The job market in I busetti

doesn't look too hot Thel-mver-.tx » cutting all OVeHhe

place and there IMSM no end in right DuffQ Snned Witt

Ipuck w,t and sharp intelligence has proposed thatwe

take our own parents (those nresponsihle to court

should they have the audacity not to have enough money

to pay for our education.

Anna Regina Santiago

Forces numbering approximately 500.000 from about

a dozen nations are now arrayed in and around Saudi

Arabia to defend the latter against Iraq. I ask once again.

•What for?"

On the UMass campus, rhetoric is being hurled back

and forth (and back again) about the recent killings o

Palestinians in Jerusalem, threatening to erupt into vet

another source of violent conflict right here in the Hapfn

Valley anyway

As if having to go to war weren't bad enough, male

soldiers now also have to worry about their wives, sisters

or mothers being raped by demented jackasses who take

the ••vellow ribbon ' (whatm supposed to symbolize griet

for the soldiers" absence and hopeful anticipation of their

return) as an invitation to rape and attack those MR

behind.

The Politically Correct are still at it, and growing in

alarming numbers. Their definition is still as vague as

their intent. Whichever side you're on. the "other side

will always be racist, sexist or homophobic <or, sadly

enough, all ofthe above). And no matter how much you

try to stay out of it, you are already in it, simply by vir

tue of being alive and in college.

It seems that it is now the norm in Amherst to be angry

ibot| ang If you're not willi*

k you into a conflict any v

Either way vou lose became Amhersi is not th

place to seethe, huff and puff ..bout It has

£re;( . of intelligent d.

UWelv tucked ewa) m the boondocks ... Western M

(See Merediths column). How far do you think

cerebral &seusafcm will go? Not i
I - «***

Manv people are still consciously resorting to the same

irresponsiblet.HtH-that got the Muld!. Parted

,n the first phe heard of learning V* from

the past and present

'

All that said and done, one question keeps popping up:

Is there reaih I Qonl And if so, how much tun did He

have creating the dumbest of people to inhabit this Earthy

And why do most of them have to end up in politics and

pretend like they care9

Manv people have died and are still dying .very day

from causes that are otherwise easily preventable .hunger,

homelessness - 1 could go on and on). As the great George

Carlin once said. "Why not gat rid of all those expansive

.elitist, unln.) gotfeoc i bulldoze those cemeteries

and build houses for than who are still alive

Now doesn't that make complete logical sense to VOU?

Would vou rather save someone- memorv with a tangi-

ble reminder, like a headstone, while knowing lull well

that whatever vou do - kneel 'til the cows come home.

nrav until God" himself personally answers you - your

dead loved ones will never in a million years rise again

and come back to life? Wouldn't vou rather do something

for those who are still here, al.ve'but now hare y
.

kicking.

I don't know what I'm doing about lib- today Maybe

I shouldn't even try After all. I'm stil >" Amherst I think

HI go bulldoze some ceme.erv or help build houses on a

golf course, and do some good Or is that a bad thing9 I

don't know anymore.

Anna Refiina 8m*HagO is a ( olleg.an columnist
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MUITICUITURAL AFBURS
From Gaza to Guatemala

"You «hall not oppress a stronger, you

know the heart of a stranger, for you were

strangers in Egypt" - Exodus 23:9.

The dimensions of Israel's oppressive ac-

tivities have not been confined to the V\ eet

Bank and Gaza. In fact. Israel has become

one ofthe leading counter- insurgency agen

of the world. Drawing from CIA

estimate*, Israel ranks among the five

leading nation in the business of exporting

ermfi to the world and u the large** »up

plier of arm> to Latin America and Sub-

Saharan Africa

Elliot Monteverde Torres

Within the continent of Asia. Israel

maintains ties with Taiwan. Thailand

(since 1976*, South Korea, the Philippine*,

Malaysia, end Singapore. South Afi

Swaziland Malawi. Zaire. Kenya. Uganda,

Gabon Iva '• Liberia and Ma
eonsitUte the recipients among the All

nations ol lamel'i military sales Among

the Latin American and Caribbean nation-

ire Mexico, Kl Salvador. Hondm

Rica. Nicaragua (until the fall of Son

Panama, Ham, Dominican Republic. Col-

ombia. Venei uador, Peru. Bolivia.

tile and Argentina According to the

publication Israel Shahak;"

mitv isstatance and arms supplies in

th< : South Africa and Kcuadoi .
are

accompanied hv tin- export ol biblical film

handled by tin- same people'"

I„, ., mi pattern of behavior

against tl rtiniane (including the re

;it killing of more than 20 and over
r>00

tad it- ace in oppressing

.pie throughout the world can on!

one to ponder ovei OttO q dmd in

the publication "Race and Cla
'''

pie that inspired IIS

ni t | World people) 00 much to take up the

-t injustice, we now fin<

m
only reasonable that the

rhetoric of "Never Again' has come to dm

in effect,
v

it mi F
and so forth

In fact, the issue of the Guat- In

dians touches upon an unplea-an? yet in

foresting topic in the attempt at unveiling

cities reigning throughout the world

|srM Like South

Ati B Sad larl atema a

phk problem; the terrltorj i-

mted b\ the !•". ingert but not the sons

land The prevalent

thai of the e\chlSlonist ColotlUll

General BenditO Larcia, brother ..I

General 1. atformeJ presidentof

ruatemala), attributed the governs

mils
1 in a

visit to Israel. In the Nov 22, 1961 edition

sinad, '*Wi

preciate Israel; that tan

istance as the best Bokuer in the world

today, and WO look to him *S a modal and

example to us' In an account that

mated 60.000 oated oi 'dieap

peared' pet -on- mainly Indians), it il oi,

Vioui that the student 0*8 learned quite

V f,i il) in dealing with iti

demographic problem almost masterfully,

Garcia said.

Israel's multifaceted relations with

Guatemala include:

• Since 1976 Israel has been the main pro

vider of arms, aircraft, and military train-

ing to Guatemala.

• Training of 800 air force pilots to fly

Israeli supplied Kfir fighter and Arava

transport planes.

• Israeli supplied radar systems

throughout the country. Training of the

military and G 2 police units in the use of

interrogation techniques (i.e., tortu

modern intelligence methods, psychologu al

warfare, and terror.

• An Israeli sponsored Army Klectronics

and Transmission School, opened in

November 1981.

• Assistance from 300 Israeli advisers in

the coup of March 1982 that brought

General Rice Monti to power, and then

training of officers becking him.

• Assistance from Israeli adviser- m the

design of the Programme of A»i-tai

Conflict Areas <PAAC'. put into effect from

gust 1962 Developed jointly with ad

rs from South Africa and Taiwan, the

program involves the creation of "model

Villages" that combine the features of the

ic hamlets' implanted in Vietnam

and Israeli kibbutzim,

e A training camp in Guatemala where

Israeli experts tram Contras that also

serves Kl Salvador, Honduras. Haiti. Chile

and Bolivia and Argentine
• The construction, in the northern pro

vines of Aha Verapax, of a (acton ,or tht"

production of 5.56 calibre munition and Usi

machine guns, according to the book "Race

and Cla

However, Israels role m Central

Aj is not an unaided expedition

l-i ael's coordination with 1

1

mark? a departure from its previous I

tiviti. I atral America as an indepi

at supplier of arm- The new rols bring!

[SI
lorthe

IS' Phillip Taubsman wrote in the Ju

U 21 1983 edition of the

in offici . I the Reagan

ministration, -oncerr

tonal limitations in Central An, ad

encouraged the leraeli activities as a

means of supplementing American -ecuri

,//v governments,

id Taubsman

In Guatemala ti il. an Israeli

w. has become the standard rifle

I -I.,, li noncomm
by landowner al plan modeled

tel'l expert n Palestinian

areas - and civil defence patrols, with pro

found affects on the Mayan ><* iety. are the

nstituentvof the harsh exiting realities

of this nation Im ... 1 ba- not only supplied

the technology to carry out the genocide

nst the Indians but it has he I ped in the

, m /ation and commission ol the

atrocities committed by the Guatemalan

military and police To this date, brael'i

representatives continue to work in

itemala. In all, the facts are evident

Wnte- Alexander Cockbum in the

ry 2 edition ot the Wait Street Jour-

Both the U.S. and Israel bear rather

serious moral msibility," for

Itemala or the Third World

Elliot Monteverdi Torres U a Collegian

Correspondent

CULTURAL CENTER
presents

AWARENESS
ASIAN AMERICAN
ART EXHIBITION
wheeler gallery

INDIAN THE TALE OF KllU'talk

CLASSICAL MUSIC in Vietnamese

thowpsai 102 cc 174,176

c^INO*/ OCT 21
UBM • An

CHINESE TRAD.T.ONAI *$*£« _ <^««N« O"

DANCE AND MUSIC
thompson 106

WtCNO* V OCT 31 7 ?**>

JAPANESE FLUTE
thompson lOo

KOREAN CELLOIST

thompson 102

sjsoav to

ANNIVERSARY: ETHNOCENTRISM

Dinnei , Enteitainment knowlton basmt

knowlton basement

ROCK THE
GLOBE *

DAHCt PKRTY
thatcher basmt.

I i w\

.*.' rj

CAMBODIA^ A slide

show; talk
;
dance.

thompson 102

FEMINISM IN VIETNA-

MESE LITERATURE
knowlton basmt.

MICKS ' -

r

-

It happens every day
• a as i i .— U-»*. mm*4*sI isnmril v niir

The police are supposed to be the All

American bodyguard-. « hOM dot •

protect and save the live- ot all An

citixens The problem is all defimti

(I. as, rule- -t.mdard- and law.- in which

the police pledge to abide tre snrbrced bj

a higher authoritative DOWO) 1 met ure

TroS stnutme is ruled bv them ifi BCCnomk

and political POWer 'Usually Whitest who

have the abilit ntrol and mediate

what and how people within this 'ructured

-ociets are to peneive the world around

them _____—«—.

Cheray O'Neal

. . United we fight!

CritmlM ph"«" h> Alr»»nd.r MgVJTM

Having lived in Amherst (or mam
la-t Thursday's episode didn't come

surprise While driving home fron

meeting, a friend and I noticed up ahead

several flashing blue lights and as WO I SmC

Closer we noticed it was the police What

sparked our curiosity was that there wasn't

just one cop car, then SJatl two police cars

and one police van. My friend asked me to

look and see if it was anyone we knew and

sure enough it was ... A Black man, his

girlfriend, and their child. The following in

cidents are what upsets me

It appears as it they were pulled over

iuse the woman forgot to turn her

blinker on before she turned the corner

(fine, that seems like I reasonable explana

tioni. When they pulled her aside, they ask

ed her for her license She couldn't find it

But what 1 don't understand is why would

they ask the passenger for his license

r all, he wasn't driving, so why did tbev

need verification? Why wouldn't the M

ficers call m her BOCWl SSCUrttv BUmber and

,.,t -he had a valid lion-r !
Win did

tbev call m his ucerai

The police found lv I '"' '"

parking ticket for $15. SO thei

.1 him Now ne'i mackled in chains

n't that M.und Esmiliar) and the

girlfriend and her child are standing out

side motionless speeeMeoi and horrified

Jh. " be lowed and the girlfriend

is left to walk her child home (mind you her

ho- bout two miles away, H i"

p m and freezing outsidei The question

SOW i< why W«re there thro, 006 car- lor

two adults and a babv'' And why, tks

there were three cop -uldn't any ot

the officer! take her home'*

Society's greatest Biiscoaceptiort is thai

because you're an American citizen yotl

total freedom of speech and thought

But in all actuality you have this so called

freedom if-and only if its within their

(those in economic power! boundaries This

incident is one- of the mildest todate Police

brutality comes in many forms It can be

delivered through physical force- or mental

torment, a stripping of your dignity and

pride. The police are in a position to cover

their tracks for we know they have many

tracks to cover They (the police) could say

if questioned that tbev asked the passenger

for his license simply so someone would be-

anie to drive the car home. The real issue

is he was a Black man and his face was all

too familiar. Please ask yourself Would the

same Incident occur if it were a White cou-

ple and their baby'' It's | never ending

Struggle that we as African-Americans

fight every day of our lives let's see if

you could deal with that!!

Cheray O'Neal is a UMam student

ARTS&LIVING
Unetsu, unparalleled in style, emotion I Fest fun for all

7 X ._JU.-j-ju.-«rfM I Bv MICHAEL LEVY
By LISA TUNG
Collegian Correspondent

Sankai Jitku

Fine Arts Center
Saturday. Oct. 20

The Japanese Butoh dance company, Sankai Juku,

performed The Egg Stands Out of Curiosity - Unetsu.

Butoh dance started as an expressionists art form by

Tatsumi Hi.nkata and Kazuo Ohno in the 1960s to

reflect Japan's post war generation. Sankai Juku's

director, Ushio Amagatsu has continued this original

Japanese dance form since 1975.

REVIEW
The five male dancers performed a one act ritualistic

dance m seven uninterrupted scenes with enduring in

tensity and spontaneity Draped in various white and

mi robes, the dancers looked like inhuman spirits

with chalk white bodies and shaven heads Their stark

pn med the dark stage, also colored In

sculptural white shapes and rich blue light in.

tangular pool ot water commanded the Cental

waterfall and a sand fall fell from above. Suspended

gOttg-like bells, a hanging pvramid. and eggs were

other elements ot the set that created a beautiful and

eerie dreamworld <>t visions and saw

The first dancer, draped in a long cloth at the wai-t.

opened th by dipping his foot into the pool and

ated a ripple painting on the above screen. He walk

: into t be uatei blosv mg B long horn, calling with its

ouv The four other dancers responded with a

..•arching crs of their own In the pool at the end ot

Klom k, bed and folded into their

lag Me Booting eggs.

In Wind, the sew dancer lay still while his hands

llowTJ motioned toward a white egg with reserence and

em Lying en hie back, he appeared to I

hl snaked curves throughout his body.

As he was upright, he increased his winding, curving

movements with fluid softness.

The four eggs in the water "cracked" open as the

dancers rolled over with their legs and arms swimm

ing in the air. That moment opened a brighter and

energetic mood in the darkness of the dance. At one

point, the new spirits tried to stand in the water but

kept falling down continuously. The dancers' bodies ap

peared boneless as they seemed to melt into the water

like droplets. When they finally stood, they splashed

and walked around in the water feeling their new life

as new beings

Before the solo dancer picked up the egg m Musubi

_ Faint Light Infused,'' his robed body shifted back

and forth behind the egg imitating the adjacent swing

ing pvramid. The trickle of the waterfall was the only

sound during this meditative period. When he picked

up the egg from its pedestal, a chord, similar to that

of an orchestra warming up before- a concert, -truek

and set a mood of anticipation and preparation 1

chords began to blend together into a unified searching

tone, as the egg led the dancer walking sideways an

the stage The egg attracted to seme BO* SOUrce, led

its carrier to walk a circle in the pool. He then

placed the egg under the waterfall, bathing it At tin-

moment the egg is dropped and split open, the four

otb.i daneeri charged into the scene with sharp robotic

movements. Thev appeared as death like skeletons

with their fluted, rib like tops and blood red fingert ;

Accompanied by the deep synthesized chord of a

shouting beast, the egg carrier WUS now disturbed

he opened his mouth in a silent yell under the wa'

fall His arms opened and his body folded in to emboch

his cry

akai Juku transformed th.- PAC Stage into a world

of pure sensations of color, light, darkness and sound

that the viewer mav have experienced mternalh OTJUfl

watched and observed The standing ovation from the-

amazed audience- suggested the irre!- ol whether

the) understood «'".,m/s meaning The range of emo

tton sdhy the dance .-nought..

powerful •

By MICHAEL LEVY
Collegian Correspondent

The sun came out on Saturday, making a surprise ap

pearance at the Central Residential Area October:

Aside from good weather, burgers and dogs, four band-

entertained a crowd that grew to nearly 200 people. Each

band was composed of students from the Central an

chosen from a sample of 12 who sent tapes to the- ( Vntral

Area (iovernment

TKR was the first group to hit the stage and their reper

tone included a variety of ho. tune-. As the) played, they

showed versatility and harmony. Toward the end ot their

set thej displayed this in a medley of Beatles songs. "< >h

Darling!" which the) performed sometime before the

medley, was impressive cially considering the

that Paul McCartney had trouble singing it back in 19

The Groove Dogs came on after B brief intermission.

and played of acoustk numbers, relaxing the au

dience with covers of Simon & Garfunkel, ( rosbj .
Stll

A Nash Neil Young, and many other- However,th<

dience was not unresponsive, as thev managed to come

out ition and cheer between songs.

Creating a radical shift in the direction of the mUi

Babe Yaga This band played a majority of origii

mostly *ka type 'Weplaj ikunl ink! but mo

Countr,ska,ah." explained guitarist and lead Singer 1 etc

McCauley. The covert that thev did perform werent

mainstream, for the most part Thev .r n Skala

Bim song and '
loWB

Lastly, Bongos to Heaven brought an original sound,

termed as funk/rock Theyalst tnedmainly

originals Think about it then -

showed incredible talent in the l<-ad singer, who sow

like a relaxed JaniS Joplin

Screams of "Jam-V" led them U 'th the

.)..ne | Addiction anthem, "dan-

The event ended and the sun b.

of October!. ed - bu1
i know bow we

going to top U »g Fling,*' [the spring

oration in Central iafuldaj

of p; nation

THE FIVE COLLEGE PROGRAM IN

PEACE & WORLD SECURITY STUDIES

UPC
Presents:

Presents:

r i m i

C \ r s v L fc I

T O v./ R

"NEW WORLD ORDER"

A Talk By

NAOM CHOMSKY
Long-time Political Activist

and Professor of Linguistics at M.I.T

Tuesday, October 23rd, 8:00 pm
The Robert Crown Center

Hampshire College

MANIACS

\MMA

mm* U» "° "**<

\h

SAC.nOU.17"' 800 „m.
UMass Fine Arts Center

\-umass students

This event is free and open to the public. For

more information call PAWSS at 549-4600,ext.519.

<& ClX:<t14
umass stu

Jy*\ \j)jy- others

%fl^ I tix on sale from Oct. 1fromOct.17atthe FAC

box office 545-2511
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SAY IT IN THE COLLEGIAN!
50 PERCENT OFF

A COLLEGIAN PERSONAL WITH THIS COUPON REDEEMABLE

AT OUR TABLE ON THE CONCOURSE(1 0/1 6,1 0/1 8,1 0/23,1 0/26)

OR AT OUR BUSINESS COUNTER,
113 CAMPUS CENTER

<

Good for one ad for one day

Only One Coupon per Custo_mer_

'' t»B
Valid until 10/26 _ _ _™~ ^.^™T

g£
AMHERST

MUSIC HOUSE
THURSDAY, OCTOBER 25: 10 A.M. TO 12 MIDNIGHT

MIDNIGHT MADNESS
SALE

ENTIRE CONTENTS OF STORE 20-50% OFF LIST PRICE!

...Guitars, Amplifiers, Strings, Sheet Music, EVERYTHING!

233 NORTH PLEASANT STREET (CARRIAGE SHOPS), AMHERST
5491728

ONE MILLION OF

THE BEST MINDS
IN AMERICA

HAVE ALREADY
CHOSEN THE BEST

RETIREMENT
PROGRAM.

TIAA-CREF.

||\\< Hi I ivhnUliiu

.itni tin.nxi.tl future

people m the cilik.t'""1

and research ummmni
tics \mhn 100

ret t

r

wem cnp'Ning

thcHcncfiM'ftbcir

II \ \('RM .mnuiti

Recurrent!;, «>flcryt*i

Smytewwatol Kdinmcwi

Annuities (SK-Vi.md.ii

\m irking with sponsor^ of legislation th.it w.mltl .illovv the

H.-anl of Recent- loeslaNish an Optuoi.il RetireiiK-nt

Pl.in M >RP> m Massachusetts ( )RP type pluis Me CUT

rentU offered .it punk institutions «>! Mgfcei edik.itioii in

41 of the 50 states

SdllDHRIORMWI ANDllMMYINVAMinN

SS hcther vou arc |UM starting \t>ur c«ree! or >ou are m-ir

in retirement uc can help vny ptepaie fcw the future

Since l
(*18. we've hcen iledicated to nuking sure that

people in education and rese.iKtuan COM4 on a comfort

able ictiretncnt

We pioneered the portable pension Wc invented the

variable annu.tv In 1988. we created (lie ( Rl I Mm*)
Market V count to give you more flexibility And in

March of this war we introduced two new accounts the

CREF Bond Mattel Account and the ( HI I Socio!

Choice Account, to let vou shape and diversify, your

retirement investments even further

At TIAA-CREF, we believe that steady incremental

growth over the long term is the best way to build retire-

ment income This investment philosophy has worked

well for over seventy vears. and has provided retirement

income for hundreds of thousands of people like vou

THE KEYS 10 RET IREMENT INVEST IM.

Security, growth, and diversity arc the keys to sound

retirement investing security so the resources are sine to

be there when it's time to re'tc: growth, so you'll have

the income vou need for the kind of retirement you want;

and diversity to help protect you against volatility tod to

let you benefit from the strengths of several types of

investments

T1AA AND CREF-A SMART COMBINATION

TlAAs traditional annuity provides maximum safety,

guaranteeing your principal and a specified interest rate.

It al 'he

opportunity Im giowth

through dividends

which wt ve declared

overv yeai for 41 ve.it s In

f.Ht. II \ \s net earned

.nthe indu-

trv average for every one

i/ those yea
Will, t Rl I s variable

annuity vou canchoose

tiotn four different

investment accounts, all managed by experts who undci

stand the long term strategies essential to sound rtti

mcni planning

I HI MRSUHOK I IN II M < \!K>\ SNDKI SI \R( II

Tlie I IA A (HIT retirement system is specifically

designed for people in education and research You may

MM ham one institution to Mother many times in your

I ueer. to your annuities move with you to any of ovei

4,20(1 institutions vvithl I \ \ ( RIT retirement plans

You need financial security so die system provides retire

merit income you cannot outlive Plus, the JtthM H! I

s\s'- in offers

Performance: Ihc< HI f Stock AcccHinKHitperformed

the mutual fund industry averages for the last one live

ami ten vear periods The « RH Money Market Account

has shown excellent returns since its inception, outper-

forming the industry average since May of 1988 2

Responsiveness: (

)

m experienced counselors are ready

to answer your questions ( all our toll free numbers for

performance figures or information about your personal

annuity accumulations

Strength: Your future is protected by the largest private

retirement system in tlie world We have (tone so well, for

so many, for so long, that we currently manage over $80

billion in assets

lor further mfot million < ontiu I

TIAA-CREF
KK) Oliver Street. Suite 32<X>

Ooston, MA 02110

I80O842-20O4

I

hnuring the future for those » ho \hape if.'
M

wm r>»nfiHirM*««>rw«)*"«^^*ii

Mum* Fun* *il.«m»rM ftMfcMiftjMI n„ „.h 1 „.,!» I~tr< .ndC.wr.1 r^wry fwi* *>»-#<• '™1'"»

1
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j|OEAMniW)RMATBN
Urotrt Ubnry **km*w mill-

MutyKti
Ortw Cutog loan ""> vh*/***^1

fc'llf 'ffcfc U0-S51 -922

ft. nun 12 00 to fi ne* \*mwfm

^jgffiatanr-n-igTragae

ARE YOU

PREGNANT
& IN NEED OF HELP?
Birthright Can Help

• • FREE PREGNANCY TESTING

S*nw Oiy Results

Spruces that art

Frae Confidential Caring

t Htiplui

S
549-1906
Amherst

Carnage Shops
frftn »hern«ttvt 10 •OOt'on

tr^r^r** aOjafafal fl aesceac

AMHERST CINEMA

Now Playing

WILD AT
HEART
Mon-Thurs
One Show

7:30

Fri-Sun Two Show!

7:00 and 9:15

Student Discount

with ED.

STAY

HOM
Houno trips Worn Nv staling al

London $412

Pans 480

San Jose.C R 390

Bangkok 959

Hong Kong 879

Tokyo 759

Student Faculty Fare

Taxes not included Restric-

tions apply Fares subject to

change One ways available

Work/Study abroad programs

International student and

teucher ID

EURAIL PASSES ISSUED ON
THE SPOT 1

Free student travel catalogue

Council Ti-

the FAR SIDE
By GARY LARSON

BONES IN THE BARREL
By J. GELLER & M. ROSENZWEIG

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE

Edited By TRUDE MICHEL JAFFE

wss-'Hi

oa»a»k_—v. #"->'1wa»V. - /^

Now's the

time to call. .

.

North Amherst
Motors

78 Old Sunderland Rd.. Mo. Amnerst

549-2880

Expert Reoairs and
Reconditioning

Mosr Uta/or Cr»ot C+rts Accwtoa

DOONESBURY
By GARRY TRUDEAU

RESUMES
CopyCat Print Shop
• Great Service • Great Prices

228 Triangle StVAmherst 549-3840

I 1
c «

> CO
• aj

E-8
* o IB

3
O
X
>

a.

< O

Buy a Super Roast Beef

Sandwich and Get a Junior R.B

FREE

expires Oct 23, 1990

50 MAIN ST.

AMHERST

mfbrmmtHm i»M>lwrtain«lrrrr>.<n call I WW M2 2 "" »rf «*^..p>«fr.i.. »«W th, rm.pr. m, <nr,(*lh trfiwr ,f ,m*M <w *rd > «*

ACROSS
I Gangplanks

6 Modify

11 Tittle

14 Celestial

hunter

15 Te*tile liber

16 Sash for

Yum Yum
17 Franklin

Pierce s VP
19 Conlme. with

m
20 Like an

antelope

21 Washer cycle

23 Dante, who
loved well

because
— Browning

27 Swordsman
28 Sharp ridges

29 City in NW
Illinois

31 Ship

32 Painter ol

ballerinas

33 Landing ship

for short

36 Field measure
37 Elbridge — VP

under Madison

36 Koiak

39 State

40 Site of a CM
rights rn*

41 Hen* homes
42 Cmema Ol

44 Danish kin .

England

45 Clima«

47 Green MM
•" Rani <>y»Hi

49 Leave
51 Bepi,

52 A VP undet

FDR
58 New Pref>»

59 Wipe out

60 Related H
mother s side

61 Velvet follower

62 More
meaperienced

63 Char* I

Coohdges VP

2 Biblical

lion

3 Wire

measure
4 Alderman,

for short

5 Brandy
vessel

6 Fortified

7 Produce

8 Give off

9 Author

Anais

10 Under
graduates

goals

1

1

John Adams
VP

12 Corpulent

plus

13 Race olt"-i<ii

18 Porter at

22 Rural stopover

23 George —

.

former Chicago

Bears (NMMI
24 Plant of the

heath family

2b A VP under

U S Grant

26 Smis to —
27 Criticize

severely

29 Microbes

30 Ta| Mahal s

locale

32 Editor s note

34 Certain

membranes
35 Parts of potions

37 Congeals

38 Smqer lennilln

40 Emulate an

adder

41 Purveyed

43 Compass pt

44 Angle

lor bass

45 Heron s

,sm

46 Dancer
Jeanmaire

47 Disburser

49 Bird S crop

50 Gaelic

53 Sky altar

54 One. m Malaga

55 Parent, in

Dogpatch
56 r_n|oyed a

repast

57 nesearcher s

abbr

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE

10 21 90

10 23 90

MENU

CALVIN AND HOBBES
By BILL WATTERSON

l0OK vk>», A M& 1O0 GUTVN6

WSK / rlMi.OttEEN ?

ri'-^l
• -

| UW* NO. TWS r%

Y>J KNOW VO*4

M0SQES e\UNMS

?fAK^S0K«t 7

WELL. Wfc OoeS. BUT \F

><O0 HEAR A A^SK L\K£ THIS

OK THE BACK Of lOOfc MEAD.

T\SEBS OVH- TEU WWCM WM
^OJ-RE Ft*C\Nta ako Tue(

CANT St^AK Up

\t.y-i

M:

I TWIHtHOOft

TW0U&WT IS

A H0NAWA"<

1 READ THT<

>»EAa TV*£SE

UE*E .
I MMX

A MASK. POfc.

100 TDO

LUNCH
Boboti

Chicken Cutlet

BASICS LUNCH
Bobc*

Chicken Cutlet

DINNER
Scallops

Meatball Gnnder

BASICS DINNER
Scallops

Polynesian Veggies

f

YOUR DAILY HOROSCOPE
By JEANE DIXON

TANGELO PIE
By TIM SNUTEN

Oh kEAUX delink
deeper*te enoiwH -fo FALL

WfLLlHAPftNTDVALUE
HYFICfffiOM.flOWOai/

lao^so-awos.'/

'ALOOF'! THAT'S Iff

fad your hd\

PRICE
By PRICE VAN RAY

ABU S '-'arch 2VApr« r9) B© or

the ookout for opporiura»«ss »o oa

vtant» voa core* Qpab Some

f^tds mov oe oetoveo G*^tmo KX)

myoved m a tttenefs bunnoss coud
yexir re*3riortthtp Go **ow

TAURUS iVpil 20-Moy 20) A

noncoi pion bnnos good -uc*

vou may aecide *o change

resioences K«jepngaiowprofteat

work h*»ps vou ot>»©rve ond *

:

A snooping *"P promises tooi

satisfaction

GEMINI Men • ^»20J
ground wck con be tatd foday

Trmelv communcafwr* w* aid your

plans Heed tne advee of vour cm

The sparks of tove and friendsf*

are kmcHed
CANCER .ne 21-Jury 22) Gooa

• jnestrfcesm a surprising wa»

aay Seminars or busmess tr©s put

you m touch w8h potentos c!*

Ntaffers of a private nature empv

taverabie mfKiences

LEO cajIv 23-Aug 22) Progress

vords vour efforts Be alert to new

career and fironctai options :

ten communcatiora cc

wetght CarefuKv chosen afl

score pom?'

emptovers
LIMA -Vept 23-0

will come amcker it you se- -

from people who share vour m
terests Count on friends to keep

their promises Keep tabs on old

buddies
SCORPIO (Oct 23-Nov 21) Has

voices couW put your long

?ange plans o jeopora,

your options wttf resporaoie peo

pte Although you nave no trouPfe

getting your way. make tnteRgenl

concessions *> soved ones

SAGItTARIUS Dec

Todays forecast rciuoes an in-

crease m earnings either through

your regular work Of speacH pro

jeefs A face-to face meeting with

someone influential is a source of

ewcrtement

CAPRICORN an*?) An

influential person is eas*r to ap-

proach now Just be

nave done your homework before

presenting a proposition A problem

with a younger person can be ran-

AQUARIUS 20 feb ») A
jid

hampe* :nedule a con-

ference with the appropriate per-

son if you have questions about the

future ; « be upper-

mos'

PISCES • • It -O) A wit

rr*eeting new people Be a gooa

tetener and vou w*'<eam something

of value A special course of study

coutd wise you up considerably

VIRGO :

• an target where

your work is concerned Try I

feelings if buymg or seftng it is time

to showcase your specoi talents

people you meet at

SCO'

c

TODAY'S STAFF
Night Editor Sam Silverstein

Copy Editor JociY Gabin

Layout Technician Nicky Dumas

Photo Technician Jet Holland

Production Supervisor Nicky Dumas

Typesetters Sue^er
?

Production Jennifer Fatkin. Mark

Sturm. Maggie Trudell
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Dellana Salons invites you to visit our Amherst Salon anytime

Monday through Wednesday and save $5.00 on Haircuts, or receive a

Haircut & Perm tor $50.00. You need only present your student ID.

26 Mil* Street. Unthent 256-8331 -—"

T

BOSTON • SOHO • LOS ANGELES

&*t
t 4

presents:

ONE BUCK WEEK! 5 5

...

rsrs/\A^$ bottles

.^
UPC

Presents:

With Special Quest

AZTEC CAMERA

At the UMass F/NEAflTsOENTER

Sunday,Nov.4
TF

\M*£kh $100 aj
FREE

IES!

^

PI US OTHER gjAj ABOARD SPECIALS

OCTOBER IS MOOSE MONTH
MOOSEHEAD 16 oz. draft $1 .95

TUESDAY, OCTOBER 23, 1990

Children's Fair

draws over 2,000
By SUZY HERRING
Collegian Correspondent

Kids of all ages flocked to the Common School's 19th

annual Children's Fair Saturday. Over 2,000 people turn-

ed out to the Amherst Town Common to enjoy games,

crafts and refreshments.

Proceeds from the fair benefit the independent school's

financial aid program.

Attractions were geared toward children aged 3 to 12.

Children exchanged their tickets to participate in various

activities. Those with an artistic bent could express

themselves at the sand art table. For four tickets apiece,

they created intriguing designs by layering colored sand

in glass jars. At the popular pumpkin-decorating table,

children could take personalized pumpkins home gilded

with glitter, false hair, felt eyes and of course, lots of

Elmer's glue.

For one ticket per chance, the sports.oriented could try

their skill at hooting basketballs or getting a soccer ball

past a goali*. An obstacle course for toddlers >eemed like

fun, since many parents had trouble pulling their children

way
< )ther tttracthmi included nee painting, a roulette-etyie

Wheel ofFortune and a haystack for jumping in A

ordinator Mark Lew pointed out. "There's something for

everyone
l.,w'-ta\..nt. eapectofthe fair ie thai H ie« community

effort. Parent* do much of the organizing, as well as work

ing the tables and telling ticket* They alao made most

of the food, which ranged from popcorn to cupcak.

..lies Local merchant helped m wall, donating

mi and soda, the prixea for Wheel ofFortune and

the raffle. Tin- raffle pris I
Fuji on and Oil

road bicycle donated by Valley Bicycle of Amber*

Even the xhoolchildren theniM-lves heljK-d out. "l Winger

students designed recyclable paper bags for use at the

toy and book MUe Older student- created pumpkin shaped

medals for the iMUIieaflll finishi-rs nl'thr obst-.d.- course.

Some ofthe etaaaee have been studying calligraphy and

plan to make thank you notes to send to the donating

merchant-
According to Levy, planning tor thi> ye.n s fair b<

shortly after laet year's fair ended Howev.r. he add

with that head -tart, for the final two weeks, everyone

is kept boa) A- usual, though, the fair came oil without

.i hitch Even the weather uuuperatad

Buy c LARGE
Pizza for the Price

Of a SMALL

a
s

«

Expires U/I/90

Not gcxxl with any other otter

256-8911
We

Redeem
Pizza Hut,
Avanti,
Bruno's
Coupons

GOOD ON CABBY OUT OB DIUVIBY

S
31.99 PIZZAffl

nrprn

I

|
,,,,]- I . pint i)IVV

Buy I I

S IS
F.furns 11/1/PO

Safe Ifiendly, Free Delivery

'Not good with any other

To be effective, legal education

must be a shared enterprise."

Stephanie W. Willen

Assist, ml Director ot Admissions

A B., Mount HolyoKc Colic

Ms. Willun began working for Western N-

England College School ot Law in August.

1989. Previously she worked tor a Spring

held. Massacltusetts insurance company,

where she gained both man, <nd

|
computer experience. Currently, Ms Willun

I
represents the Law School at undergrade

ate colleges throughout the country. She also works closely with

the Admissions Committee, providing analyses of individual ap.

phcant tiles and of the applicant pool as a whole.
^

Meet with Stephanie W. Willen

to learn more about our Law School, where faculty

and students work together toward a common goal

Graduate School Day, Wednesday, Oct. 24

From 8:45 A.M. - 3:00 P.M., Campus Center Auditorium

Wc ,nv..e ippHllll «om M peuom regard.™ of ,..ce. gender, ve.ual ptttcenc. o, ha****

nnn ®ch°°* #f *w

3 782 1406
t 11 iilesleriiHeiiflnglandOolleye
V^JI I 1215 Wilbraham Road Springfield, MA 011 19 41

CLASSIFIEDS
50H OFF CLASSIFIEDS

REDEEM THE COUPON on thispm at the

CoNaCMn taoto on the Concourse October

23 and 26 6 3f>3 00 ck at tne Cotiegian

everyday until October 2«H Say it m me
Ctoaameds"

545-0500

NORTHWEST/AMEX$l18'
Amuak- Spring Braaii Hotels

Can ua' Campus Trevet-On Campus

ACTIVITIES

25 CLUB General Meetmg/

Social Gathering Discuss activities,

socialize, light refreshments Thursday

10/25 7PM Campus Cantor sV7

DVP PRESENTS
William Kunsttar. renowned attorney

The R*e I Fan ol The B* of Rights

Sludent Union Ballroom 8PM Frae

FRUSTRATED «r*i Health Services-
1

Any suggastions lor change7

The Student Health Advisory Board

would like to hear about it

Stop by our table on the Concourse

Wad Oct 24*

UMASS CHESS CLUB
7 10PM in the Bluewall

All are welcome

STUOENT LOCKER S AVAILABLE m Stu

dent unon For storage o« books and other

betongings 1W**^^ •?**>!• hrst

comeXst serve Regular at OCHO 428 Stu

dent Union

AUTO FOR SALE

1975 VW WESTFALIA BUS Good condt

twn 28K on rebuilt angina Heady to go-n

groove anywhere'" 83.800 negotiable

5)6- 7«65 Jay

19*2 TOYOTA TERCEL Good shape

$1300 256-8888

1963 MAZDA 628 A. AM/FM Excelton.

condition high mileage $1960 646-5133

1864 300ZX power brakes steering wirv

dows AC AM^M casaatte Low maas and

aH new parts 6500 or b o Cell 548 6038

1986 HONOA CIVIC E« cond new *•».

brakes 74K rmtos Can 527 5880

1968 HONOA CIVIC 1 owner excellent con

drtion 30000 miles AM FM cassette stereo

recent complete tune up Call Bmee M
2581215

1990 MAZDA MIATA
white 9 mo old

Call Erica 256^066

HAUNTED HOUSE

OCT 24-26 7-9PM
At Lambda Ch. Alpha Fratf

374 North Pleasant Street

$2 adults 6 students $1 kids under 12

All proceeds to benefit Amherst Dept o"

PubK Satety

KEYS red keycham West St S Pteesan! Sr

5492931

WATCH. Jeu*s Jeurgenson race has

moon and stars sentimental value

I. Please can Barbara 546-1729

MICHAEL G LEONE

HELP WANTED

COOK. LINE- Eipeoence necessary, part

i.me evenmgs Fie»ible hours e«ce«ent

wages Apply m person Frt/wity s 23 Ma<n

St ^rortr^ampt 1Hon

DELIVERY PERSONS wanted must have

your own car apply MOP Dough

Downtown Afnh#f§t

NO GIMMICKS- E.tra n

Envelope stumng SBOO-iaOO every week

Free details SASE to Brooks intemahonal

Inc PO Boi -680064. Orlando FL 32B88

PART TIME VOLUNTEERS needed tor arv

nual Christmas fund drive Help hungry

children despondent families and

homeless peop* m the Pomeer Valley CaM

now Ask tor Jonathan 506-5243 or

566-4880 after 5 00PM

IN HONOR Of the aforementioned lyr.es

will you be my boyfriend''

NEED SOME BUSINESS7

SMALL BUSINESSES
STUOENT ENTREPRENUER S

AND STUOENT ORGANIZATIONS
Make yourself knowni

Put a Business Card m the Business Card

Bonanza featured Mondays m the Col

leoujn Only S20
Coals toss than an ad of the same size

Come down or can 545-3600

PAT
Thanks to'

one Of my Me
Happy Arwwversary

I love you'*

Love Knstine

MCH'
Congratulations

10 23-89

Love Deana

Need a pregnancy test, information or sup
oorf cji Ka '«• and vmemmtk m ••

ALTERNATIVES 33 Mam St ktarttwrnpton

5883000

STUOENT ORGANIZATIONS can publrcise

mew events for free «ithe Marketptoce Can
• or maa notices to 0302 Cashm

SALLV
I Love You
CMan

Nor'

SCARY Ti^r,.* for the goal v

Goals Congrats on your first

Now lets kri BU Pup

a

SHANNON
leave your number

at Valley Books
Again

Thanks Doug

STUOV ABROAD

SPANISH IN GUATEMALA
CaB 505-24,'

TRAVEL

CHRISTMAS. SPRING BREAK. SUMMER
travel free Air couriers needed and

cruraeeNp robs Can 1805882 7555 en
F1426

INSTRUCTION

FOR A GOOO TIME CALL

ANNOUNCEMENTS

BED 6 BREAKFAST
Downtown Amherst
549-0733

CELEBRATE Digestion Awareness

Week' Don't go to the D C Come over to

Greenough Snack Bar for bagels subs and

ice cream

FAST FUNDRAISING PROGRAM
$1000 m |ust one ween
Earn up to $1000 for your campus organiza

ton Plus a Chance at $5000 more'Th« pro-

gram works 1 No investment needed can

1 800 932-0528 Ext 50

REPUBLICAN CLUB MEETING
Tuesday Oct 23

CC rm 174-176

at 7 00

SOUTH ASIAN CLUB
General Meeting

Tuesday Oct 23
1 78 Campus Center
Mandatory for all members
AM are welcome

RACK A DISC the best entertainment DJ's.

video bands dorm/house specials call

586 9900 anytime

M A BARTENDER
W M Bartender Training is open

Call for brochure
413-7477895

FOR RENT

AMHERST single bedroom in condominium

onTuS route $212 253-7254 or 256-8189

FRIDGE RENTALS Call R i P 253-9742

SUNDERLAND 3 bedroom spacious qu*t

on bus line $650 549-0733

BEGINNING PORTUGUESE CLASS.
Nov 5- Dec 1 Mondays 7 9PM Language

Pecifica. 549-5065

PERSONALS

BETH D
Happy 2 tst Birthday'

Finally the day has arrived 1 How long nave

you been waning for this day 77 Get set

tor Time Out. or maybe Delano s or maybe

Charlie s, ot wet), maybe all of them'

Have a great day' Love, AXO
P S Good Luck on your exam tomorrow'

(UH-OH'l

BRENDA STEVENSON- Well pay

everyone to know it s your birthday' Too bad

you cant smoke a butt and cetotxate We
love you anyway' Kyta 6 Room

TERRt DWOSKIN- Hope your birthday waa

great* Love Mane

TO A VERY SPECIAL PERSON
Happy Birthday * keep up the good work

I Love You -13

TO MY BEN ANO JERRY PAL
Shut up Mary
Happy Birthday

Love Arycia

ENGLISH AS A SECOND LANGUAGE
Classes begm Oct 30 intensive part-time

evenings. TOEFL Registration deadline

Oct 23 Language Pacrfrca. 549-5065

BUNNY.
Thank you for the er ot my lite

SUNDERLANO 5 room apartment garage

stove refrigerator $650 253-3330

TOWNHOUSE- 2 bedroom VI bath apart

ment on bus route 1-567-1352

FOR SALE

4 ACDC TICKETS Nov 2 Centrum $25 or

BO each Michelle 5485275 WeoVTh night

QIANT MOUNTAIN BIKE worth $350 sell

ing tor $200/bo Call Francis 2S3-7913

•INTERNSHIP INFORMATION MEETING*

TODAY there will be an information

session for all those interested in Spring

1991 Internships with the Legal Services

Center 2 30PM in Campus Center room

91 1 The next seaaron will be held on Oc
tober3islat4PM For more information call

545-1995 Start the application process

today

i Love You
Tig

CC- Feliz Cupreanos' -Conchita

CC- Happy 21st" rm so leatous' -Che

HAPPY 21ST ejtejTHDAY. KATHV! We ve

had the greatest times together' Get psych-

ed for Thursday nights' You will always be

my dearest mindreadet I Love You' Sondra

HEY BAM. You finally made it 20 years

old It's about time Happy Birthday

Love Paul

HEY- Do you want to live with Sleph and

Heather 7 2 females looking for

Apt/House/Room close to campus tor spring

1991 253-0420

LOST

BLACK LEATHER SCHOOLBAG
Schoolbooks and papers and keys inside

My undying gratitude is yours if vou return

5491394

jj CHIN.
Thanx tor the best 30 straight hours

Cream, cubes & all

Let's see you explain this to your friends

PIZZA

COLLEGE PIZZA
Fall Special

small cheese $3 50
large cheese $5 99

up to two additional

toppings only $f more
549^6098 549-6073

'must mention this ad'
• subs ' salads * spaghett '

PROFESSIONAL DJ S

LAZER TECH AUDIO available tor your

dance dorm party or house party Great

rates, great DJ s Call 323-7801 soon

RIDERS WANTEO

BERKSHIRE COMMUTERS- Conserve

energy and money- Let s ndeshare' Ptoase

call Kathryn it interested 2984680

SERVICES

HOLIDAY BOOKING selling out' Campos

Travel on Campus 545-0500

TYPEWRITER CLEANING 6 TUNE-UP

SPECIAL Only $16 50 Free estimates on

repairs All types of nbbons available Spon-

sored by AC! computer 259 Triangle St

Amherst MA Authorized repreientative tor

Bay State Office Machines Call 54*0701

TYPING

FAST ACCURATE ON CAMPUS
Spell check $1 50/pg

Call Ashley at 546-1612

TYPING. WORO PROCESSING. $1 50Vpg

Free pekup and delivery Laser pnnting and

copying available KCommumcations
2586373

WORKPROCESSING Inexpensive quick

and accurate work Campus pickup and

delivery Call Lisa 256-8895 leave meaawjn

WANTEO

AMERICAN CREDIT CARO wants sett star

ting entrepreneur individual marketing

credit cards on campus 1 -800- 762-8286

GRADUATE STUOENT NEEDS
female students for communication
research interviews 1 to 2 days subsequent

to a scheduled appointment at University

Health Services Focus Patient perceptions

of communication at the health visit Reim

bursemen! Eight Dollars Leave name &

phone number tor Eltre- 256-8559



SPORTS~
country tea™, p..<****.^-«<£J*

Men lose 2nd to St. Joe's by one point
. . f .* »u„» »Kot w»s not the cat

Bv KEITH BENNETT
Collegian Correspondent

The University of Massachusetts mens

m>ss country team finked third in the

Atlantic 10 Championship Meet on

S
The^nutemenhadTeimothenn.t

expecting to b« battling Penn State for the

toHpot but found themselves instead in

a cloTbattle with St Josephs for second

place.

Penn State once again dominated the

Held in this meet which they have seemed

to own for the past several >**« *""»

State finished with 19 points, well below

the score of any other team in the meet

St Josephs finished with 64 points to

harelvX out UMass for second place

Th t M.nutemen finished third with 65

points West Virgin* -as the fourth team

to finish with 84 pomt>

| mm disappointed with the third place

finish." coach Ken O'Brien said. I though

*e would have a pretty good chance of

beating Penn State this ye..

Although the scores may suggest that the

Penn State runners were light years ahead

„t the other teams in the meet. (

pointed out that that was not the case.

'

The front runners were grouped together

i„ a pack of about twelve runners which

ncluded members of Penn State, St.

Joseph's and UMass. with less than a mde

to go The race became a sprint to the finish

line in which Penn State won.

Pat Wimmer of Penn State
,

was the

overall winner with a time of 25 .18 over the

?,ve mile course. The top runner from SL

Josh's managed to place second but Pt«n

State took the next four places to seal the

victory.

Seniors Jon Corso and Tom Degnan led

the way for UMass as they have all season

with the seventh and eighth places overall.

Their times were 25:30 and 25:32, respec-

tively The difference between Corso s time

and that of the fourth place finisher was

a matter of only three seconds.

Senior Joe Milette continued to show im-

provement after getting off to a *"* **<

this season. He finished 14th in 26.00.

Milette was followed by senior Gerry

Squires .26:12. in 17th place freshman

CraS Corm-r -2613. « 19th place and

...phomore Pat Reed (26:16. in 20th place

The M.nutemen will next competem the

New England Championships on Oct. 2b.

By DAN WETZEL
Collegian Correspondent

This weekend the University of

Massachusetts women's cross country team

accomplished exactly what they set out to

do. Showing a strong team effort, UMass

finished third in the Atlantic 10

Championships. .

Penn State won the meet convincingly

with 29 points, followed by West Virg.na

with 74 points and UMaM with 91

"We knew we would not beat Penn State

or West Virginia, said head coach Julie

LaFreniere. "They are just too strong tor

us. but we felt third was in jur reach

UMass edged out St. Josheph s U08K

Rhode Island U1U Rutgers (115>, and

others to finish third.

UMass was lead by freshman he 1> Lit

.ehlad. Who finished >eventh overall with

a tim. 0i 1834, She missed winning

Freshman of the-League honor* to Penn

State-. J«* Weaver, a high school All_

American, who edged her hv one tenth of

second. . •

Kelly ran out of her socks, said

LaFreniere. She ran the best race ol her

Life It was incredible to tM her run With

some of the top people in the count.

Beckv Johnson was the next I Mass run

ner to finish, coming in 16th. Johnson

usually runs with Liljeblad but finished m

"Becky was a little tight," said

LaFreniere. "1 know she can run better

However, 16th is nothing to be upset

3

Dana Goldfarb and Kathy Holt finished

20th and 21st. respectively They were able

to run in the pack that LaFreniere said

would be the key to UMass success.

•Dana and Kathy ran very well, said

I iFreniere. "They were both tremendous

and finishing together is a big plus.

Finishing out the UMaM coring was

Michelle St. Laurent, who came in 32nd.

Although she was originally expected to

run with Goldfarb and Holt. LaFreniere

said she was still pleased with her

performance.

"The whole team ran well and W MM

V.ry happy with our performance

Although Kelly stole the show and was the

.tar. it was a team effort

UMaM Will enci again need a team el

fort Ihil Saturday when they compete in

the New England Championships At this

meet UMass will get their long -awaited

rematch with arch rival Connecticut a-

well as competition from Springfield. New

Hampshire. Providence and

Wilkos' father angered by ambulance delay
™ 111WO

w.n-^u.m . according to Gary Summen, 11-

R\ SAM
Coll

HLVERSTBIN

Garv Wilkos was outfitted with a halo brace yerter

div S Christiana Hospital in Stanton DeLand is in

"«>od ^ints according to his father. RichardWilkos

g
^AllTh,- players and coach (J.ml Re.d called Hk

spir- .'ally up." he said. .,

Wan, the .ophomore q^rterback of t he L nn

Massachusetts football team, suffered a fractured

ebra at the base of his neck ,n Saturday I football

oamr> at Delaware StadiumM
WUkos father said he was outraged hy the slow

tZgZ . 4 ambulance crew, after his son * «*
^rdt

Both ambulances stat.oned at the *^»™^£
were away at other emergencies when Wilkos was

"Tthird ambulance was mistakenly dispatched lotto

Carpenter Sports (enter two miles north of the loot

Wilkos lay on the field for 36 min«£ *"»
bulance arrived to take him to C n»

•UwaBtotally ini«ne. There is n<.M>«na

Wilkos" father."They d.dn «
exenhax. a blank,

cover the kid That really angered me

De aware Gov. Michael Castle ^ranged", a

spenahst from Washington to examine Wilko. at

Christiana, according to Reid.

Wilkos will stay at Christiana th. wnah and W|U

spend some time at his Staten Island. N.Y,hW
before returning to UMass, his father said. He will

wtr thXace. which immobilizes his shoulders, neck

and head, for three months.

•Hell be able to get around. Hell just have to take

,t slow." said Wilkos" father. •Eveothingl^ks good

From what they say he's going to be 100 percent

^Massrun nampsuue, ..»•—

Reds proved what

Jose couldn't do
I, dtm'i mm* nothing til mm mi it ail night
'

-Richard Milhous Nixon

The Oakland A's. those crazy Oakland A

that, what people warn saying. Hm mm ••' -•-

nl ,.„|> Jed this season when World Series talk wou d

SM,k up Nobody ever thought the team that .a.lb.rd Pete

Rose created would halt the inhumanly solid ballclub of

I iikland. hut .,,.,,„„.
At 30 1 odds, the Cincinnati sweep was probably tht »*s

bet of the year. It makes me want to take the Miami Hea

against the rest of the league ,n the NBA playoffs, but

that's another story

Dave Szpila

< oIlrRinn photo hv Kendr« Pr»M

THEHEAD-OF-THE-CHARLESREGArr^.-8,^^^^^SS^^^
to launch crew teams this wee£«"*• ""•«JJM» men Oteavy^ * *

vM cox9wained by se„ior

Pennsylvania Athletic Club taking the "^''^"^chor Jeff Vohr. Rich Scannel. Dave Ring,

Mary Lockyer. rowed hy^^*™ M"
fgg^got^andjared Browning. Ring explained

juntorMlk.Bjde^l^.a^^^^"™?^^,,.,, „ caljberi pale in comparis„n to

X^&'SPX^ZZZ*" O.ympicleve, oarsmen.

Cincinnati pitching m "£"»
.

w,n
!

1£
1 70 earned runs a ttM for the taries I he A s P»^»n«

n ich U,tter"than that of the Little League « arid

Series or mavbe it was worse Anyway, tl

and an overview ll needed. H here it gOM

First a loch .it I few records set this year Bill
J

Cher owns three: be* ... -rage in a four game serie

™m ,,,„., um.-hn- : a.lmo.tdouh, OwtoSnhj

.etarecordfo, mo^tcl, third ha.-« , n m ••

olavoff game 1 10) and Jose Canseco got W ) 1
HM«

P
1 Hogi Ze to any Jn. baa, b«l the gu.v ,ust plain s inks

mpavoff action He hatted 063 «* the At $S

mill on a year, thafs. hmm. lets M, carry the two. round

ed off to the. oh. you figure it out Th, point fat*f*l

the YlalK.ween Gallows Award for the h,gg-st choke ,n

<h

NoY that hi- was the onlyW on his team who forgo,

how to win. Not that he didn't crack a tater. He just an

n
The

n
Reds annoyed me too But I am over that no

w_
1

am a Pirates fan and when the Bucs lost the NLCS I

thought my semester was shot. That, of course, is another

The KYds are the champs and we all must live with it

1 can I picked em. Fa en fans of the Red Sox have to ap

predat. Cincinnati They did what the American League

could not, and that was a very tall order.

One final note here, well, maybe two. Jose Rijo recei%

ed the series MVP and he also gets the ever papula.

S/.i'ILA Award for closing the mouths of As tans

everywhere. Thanks Jose, because of you. the world is tru

*^^TSsWim BOYS. DONT YOU ALL

FORGET IT!

Ptatt 8*pU* M a Collegian corn>s,»mdcnt

Sports Notice

Open tryouts for the University of Massachusetts

mens basketball team will be held Jowgn.- C*);
<«

from 7 pm -9 pm m the Curry Hicks Cage Coaches

request those interested to be prompt, dressed and

ready to play

V̂vEATnER EDrrOHnAL SPORTS

Another ducky day

the rain should taper

off into showers with

temps in the 60s.

Vice Chancellor Dennis

Madson writes on cuts

to the Everywoman's
Center. Page 5,

Gary Wilkos talks

about life and football

after suffering a severe

neck injury. Page 12.
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Administrators
release plan
to reduce costs
By PRESTON P FORMAN
Collegian Staff

University of Massachusetts administrators have release

ed a two-part plan which details proposed furlough days

and retrenchment of specific departments.

Meanwhile, officials of the faculty union, the

Massachusetts Society of Professors, are proposing their

own solutions for reducing costs and the total amount of

furlough d.i
. .

In a memo sent la* week to the MSP. the administra-

tion said it plans to "close down the Amherst campus [for

days) to the maximum extent feasible."

The five days. November 23, December 24, 26, 27 and

28, were identified by the administration as time periods

(•Ml disruption to the campus community while "ac-

•nphshintf our required spending reduction " No classes

ml] be affected during the proposed shutdown.

The second part of the plan involves a retrenchment by

June 29, 1991 of four departments for an indefinite dura-

tion Staff Development. Professional Preparation. Com

munity Health Education and Organizational

Development
The administration has estimated savings ot *l.»^

million this fiscal year if the plan is approved by all

unions. ,

MSP President John Cole said yesterday that the ad

ministration has agreed 'in principle" to three proposals

- early sabbatical leaves at half pay. half time and job

sharing. All the proposals are aimed at reducing the facul

ty payroll while trying to keep furlough days to a

minimum.
"No one is enthusiastic about a pay cut or seeing one

of their colleagues fired so what we must, as a union,

ascertain what is necessary." he said.

Cole said the union, which represents some 1.200 faculty

and librarians at this campus, still remains firmly in op

position to any furlough or retrenchment plan^

He said the union does not know the amount of savings

the union's proposals would accomplished since it is

undetermined how many faculty would participate in the

voluntary program.

CONTINUED ON PAGE 6
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I <>llrglan ph.*.. by Dondi Ah»«rn

MISTY MORNING - Trees in a field nerve as background to a sculpture at Hampshire Col-

lege during a recent misty morning. ^^^^^^^^^^^^^^

Students rally against CLT again
•j >i t/„„^„ o l'Mm« irraHiiHte student

By KENDRA PRATT
Collegian Staff

Despite yesterdays drizzle, some twenty University of

Massachusetts students rallied on the steps of the Stu

dent Union against the tax rollback ballot question that

they said would continue state funding cuts to pubhe

higher education, making higher education unaffordable.

The Citizens for Limited Taxation petition, ba lot ques^

turn three, would roll state tax and fee rates back to 198H

levels if passed bv voters in the Nov 6 election. Proponents

of the question want the rollback to be a tool to restruc

ture state government and to control legislative spending

The statewide impetus behind the CLT petition can be

traced nationally through the legacy of 'Reaganomics,

said Marc Kenen. a UMass graduate student

"After 10 years of destructive and stupid economic

policies, the day of reckoning has come to the entire coun

try," he said "In Massachusetts who is going to pay for

the deficit9 Is it going to be the people who made a for

tune off of the Massachusetts Miraci. it going to

be students and working class people?"

Kenen asked the protestors to think about who the <

supporters are in the state and why they want to reduce

taxation. — - , i t

•CLT is a front for the High Technolou'% ( ouacU ot

Massachusetts, a group of 200 business who thrived off

of the high tech explosion in the state and now want to

thrive bv not paying taxes," he said.

CONTINUED ON PAGE 6

Center helps Asians
UACC celebrates first anniversary today

By ALEXANDER NGUYEN
Collegian Staff

Highlighting Asian Awareness Week,

the United Asia Cultural Center at the

University of Massachusetts is

celebrating its first anniversary today.

The Center will celebrate tonight with

a party which will feature musical and

dance performances of different Asian

cultures.

"It may seem strange that were

celebrating amidst such difficult times

at the University but life must go on the

best it can for students," said professor

Lucy Nguyen.
"In Asian cultures, during such dif-

ficult times, we come together as a fami-

ly and share in brotherhood and

sisterhood. Thafs how Asians have

always survived wars, family spirit, not

money," Nguyen said.

Nguyen said that the Asian communi-

ty wants to share this "family spirit"

with the rest of the campus community.

"There's a misconception about what

the Center is. People think that its there

to run cultural programs," Amy B. Chee

said, a UMass sophomore. "They forget

that it's a place where you can sit with

people and talk, about anything."

'The Center is something that is per

manent, I hope. We can always go back

to it, its like home, you know where the

welcome matt is," Chee said.

According to Nguyen, in its first year

the Center has not only been a home for

Asian students, it has presented many

programs such as traditional Viet-

namese music, a lecture on Chinese

culture and a photo documentary of

Cambodians.
"This Cultural Center is a big part of

student life and education," Nguyen

said.

Nguyen said that it is important for

students to feel as comfortable as possi-

CONTINUED ON PAGE 6

Americans head to Jordan

after being freed from Iraq

By ANDREA HAMILTON
The Associated Press

Fourteen Americans left the Iraqi capital

for Jordan yesterday after being freed by

Saddam Hussein's government. They

departed as Britain worked to gain the

release of 50 sick or elderly Britons.

"I was waiting for this moment. I am ex

tremely happy, but sad at the same time

because I am leaving many of my friends

and colleagues," Jack Fraser, one of the

freed Americans, told an Associated Press

reporter in Baghdad.

Fraser, 53, of Santa Ana, Calif., worked

for a construction company and had been

held in a diplomatic compound in Baghdad.

Another freed American, 44-year old

John Thompson, said, "I was in Iraq for the

last four years, working on a Baghdad ci

ty master plan."
" Thompson said he was eager to see his

68-year-old mother, Lilo Thompson of

Frankfurt, Germany, because she is going

blind. "She had a retinal separation and

the stress that I'm stuck in Iraq had caus-

ed her a heart attack," he said I'm her

only child and she wanted to see me badly

About 1,000 Americans remain trapped

in Iraq and Kuwait

On Monday, Salim Mansoor. an Iraqi

American who met with Saddam, said 14

ailing or elderly Americans would be freed.

Several of the American men who left

Iraq today appeared to be very young and

two were reportedly dependents of U.S.

diplomats. It was not known why Iraq

decided to free the younger Americans in

stead of sick and elderly people.

There were indications, meanwhile, that

the Arab world was softening its hard line

in dealing with Iraq - including a state

ment by Saudi King Fahd that Saddam

would not lose face if he were to withdraw

his troops.

If Iraq took that step and restored the al

Sabah family as Kuwait's rulers, Saudi

Arabia and Egypt said there could be talks

on the invasion of the oil-rich emirate.
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ALL STUDENTS !!

9th Annual Five College

GRADUATE & PROFESSIONAL SCHOOLS
INFORMATION DAY

Over 90

Boston College School of Social Work

Boston University School of Law

Cornell University

Emory University

Dartmouth College

Harvard University

Georgetown University

Monterey Institute for Internal Studies

schools including:

SUNY - Albany, Buffalo, Stonybrook

Northeastern University

Tisch School for the Arts - New York

Simmons College

Smith College School for Social Work

Widener University School of Law

University of Texas

University of Vermont

Wednesday, October 24, 1990

Campus Center Auditorium

University of Massachusetts/Amherst

10 am to 3 pm
Information & Literature on Admission, Financial Aid, and Housing

Coordinated by the Mather Career Center. University of Massachusetts/Amherst

in cooperation with Amherst, Hampshire, Mt. Holyoke and Smith Colleges

The Mather Career Center
Career Planning and Placement • Cooperative Education 'Internships

Fraternity/Sorority Park - on the Orchard Hill bus route. (41 3)545-2224.

Where Careers Take Off!

LOCAL
Kunstler discusses constitutional violations

. _. . . a j-r i * knn..r; n(i tVio nnlirp dpstroved evidence

By GAYLE LONG
Collegian Staff

The people of the United States must take a stand to

defend the rights bestowed upon them by the forefathers

of the nation, said constitutional lawyer and founder of

Collegian photo by K.A. Burke

William Kuntsler

the New York's Center for Constitutional Rights.

William Kunstler, famous for his successful defense of

political activists Abbie Hoffman, Martin Luther King Jr..

and more recently, Gregory Johnson in Texas ^Johnson

over the right to burn the American flag, spoke to 200

people in the Student Union Ballroom last night as part

of the Distinguished Vistiors Program.

"The Bill of Rights," said Kunstler, 'has been destroyed

for many people. 'The Gang of Five' [justices on the

Supreme Court] have systematically destroyed those

amendments [in the Bill of Rights).*'

According to Kuntsler, the Reagan Court has done such

things as taken away the First Amendment rights of peo-

ple in American prison systems, inhibited the right to

privacy of women in Mississippi, and barely overturned

a dual parental consent law in Missouri by a vote oi o-4

•With [David] Souter on and [William] Brennan off. Lord

knows what will happen to the abortion issue." he said

Kunstler also cited other infringements upon the Bill

of Rights, including the Bail Reform Act of 1984. which

allows a judge to disallow a defendant's right to bail if

the judge deems the suspect "too dangerous.

A violation of the Fourth Amendment, which protect

~

against illegal search and seizure, now allows the police

to search without a proper warrant of the authorities were

acting in "good faith," even if the wrong address or name

appears on the warrant, said Kunstler.

"As long as you are acting in 'good faith, that is con-

sidered by the High Court to be all right and totally

reasonable," he said.

A defendant, knowing the police destroyed evidence

which could lead to an acquittal, must prove the destruc-

tion of such evidence was destroyed in "bad faith, which

is almost impossible to do, said Kunstler

Random drug testing, which Kuntsler claims is a viola_

tion of the Fourth Amendment, has also been deemed

legal by the Supreme Court.

In opposition of the Eighth Amendment, which BUtM

no cruel or unnecessary punishment of prisoners Kunstler

cited the use of behavior modification in order to change

the psychology of political prisoners He said the prison

n ten in the United States is "disgusting and a fail..

The most recent violation of the Fourteenth Amend-

ment which allows for no discrimination the baai of col-

or or need, is the destruction of the Affirmative Action

program, with the Court changing the burden of proot to

make it almost impossible to win a case, he said.

Before, people bringing Affirmative Actum suits against

a companv had onlv to prove a pattern of discrimination

N..w. the plaintiff must prove bad faith as well as the

P
TheCivil Rights Art of 1990. which would have rect

these later precedents set by the Supreme C ourt WM
vetoed three days ago by President Basfc

"Our great exalted leader decided to veto it. Kuntsler

said. "For [Bush] to say it was a quota astern Wt

outright He and misinformation."

Kunstler said the American people should remember

that justices were not "nine paragons of virtue but

rather simple political appoint*-

Chomsky speaks of change
MIT linguist discusses New World Order
By MAURA t'ANAVAN
Collegian Correspondent

Dr Noam Chomsky, long time political

Mtivist and professor of Linguistics at the

Massachusetts Institute of Technology,

gave a lecture last night on New World

Order' at the Robert Crown Center at

Hampshire College.

This program was sponsored by the Five

College Program in Peace and World

Security Studies and is the sixth in the

PAWSS fall semster lecture series.

Michael Klare, director of the PAWSS
program, introduced Chomsky as "the

leading linguist in the world " He spoke of

the outstanding literary works that have

been produced by Chomsky as well as his

critical views on foreign policy.

"Dr. Chomsky is an example of what

scholarship really should be," Klare said.

"He is willing to make a moral stand and

speak the truth."

Chomsky began by discussing the United

Nations and its inability to function as it

was designed to. He argued that the United

States has been the leader in vetoing

resolutions or voting alone on essentially

all relevant issues such as terrorism,

human rights and disarmament.

"The United Nations has been unable to

function due to U.S. blocking." Chomsky

said. "The U.S. has been virtually alone in

barring peaceful resolution in the Middle

East and settling the Arab-Israeli conflict
"

Chomsky explained that on August 2

aggression [by Iraq toward Kuwait] took

place that the U.S. was opposed to. so the

I'nited Nations could finally

He said that this American intervention

is just one of many and by no means the

most serious. "Hussein interfered with

crucial U.S. interests. If we lose control of

our mainstream interests in the Middle

East, we have a feel we have a right to in

vade."
lt _ .

Chomsky also analyzed the the U.S. in

vasion of Panama, an act he said was con

demned by the international community.

"Noriega became a bad guy." he said

"Third World nations must be in line with

U.S. business interests." He added that this

invasion was "handled with silence and

deceit

"Characteristically the United States has

been for years opposed to diplomacy and

negotiations." Chomsky said. He said the

U.S. is politically weak though militarily

and economically strong and added that the

present situation in the gulf could be

catastrophic.

"New World Order is the Old World

Order only with slightly different

pretexts." said Chomsky
He concluded bv commenting on the pre

sent status of theUnited States as a world

power. "We don't run the world

economically anymore." Chomsky said.

"Economically, the world is basically tri

polar." _^____^_

|>h<>(« h> John Krnaud

WHAT A BARGAIN - Dresses on sale hang on a rack next to liters

of soda at Poleto's Market in Northampton.

Panelists speak out on
prevention of violence

Syrian reporters blast

American journalism
By MEREDITH O'BRIEN
Collegian Staff

The U.S. media does not fairly repre

tat the concerns of Third World people

with objectivity and fairness, speeifical

ly regarding the situation in the Persian

Gulf, three Syrian journalists said

Mondav.
Syrian reporters Riad Darwish,

Razouk Al Ghawi and Fouad Mardoud

said in an interview with the Collegian

that American reporters focus too much

on sensational events occuring in the

Third World in order to boost their

readership/ratings among American

consumers. They said that only when a

conflict does arise do Third World na

tions receive American news coverage.

"There is very little coverage of

Syrian issues except when major events

occur, unlike us in Syria who cover all

of the cultural, social and scientific

events in the United States." Al Ghawi.

news director of the only Syrian televi

sion station. "And we are not forced to

cover that
."

While the American media tends to

concentrate on the oil theme of the Gulf

crisis, Al Ghawi said Syrian journalist-

go beyond that "narrow" scope. "It is

important for journalists to talk with ob

jectivity on the conflict," he said.

They said the media's focus on the oil

aspect, while virtually ignoring the

viewpoints of other Arab nations, is

testimony to a Eurocentric bias evident

in American reporting.

"[Journalists] should try to present the

truth from different points of view and

not base his or her reporting on op\

nions." said Darwish, editor-in-chief of

the Al-Wahdah Daily Newspaper.

CONTINUED ON PAGE 6

By ADAM MYERSON
Collegian Correspondent

In a forum addressing the issue of harass

ment, panelists focused on the responsibili

ty of the bvstander to speak out against

racially, sexually and homophobicly

motivated violence.

The first panelist. Ervin Staub of the

Psychology department, asked why

devalue groups of society who are perceiv

ed to be different
"

He went on to explore the functions and

origins of devaluation, citing fear and ig-

norance as the main reasons it takes pU*

Stauh stated the power of 'by-stand,

in our society, and implored that the

bystanders take an active role in helping

to "change our culture

Arlene Avakian of the Women s Studies

department followed, focusing on the pow.

structure in the United States, and how it

promotes violence against women,

homosexuals and minorities

She pointed out that white, heterosexual

men have the majority of influence in our

society, and how that was being reinforc

ed in education and the media

Avakian tied this in with the disruption

of Arthur Keenes Culture Through Film

class last vear by fraternity Phi Mu Delta.

in which they were viewing the life Story

of asassinated gay politician Harvev Milk

She claimed that it is a societv that would

allow for actions such as this that would

allow for women to be raped.

(losing up the pane! was Dean of Educa-

tion, Bailey Jackson. Dean Jackson made

an interesting analogy comparing hate

crime to a "car careening down a hill, out

of control
." He said that there were five dif-

ferent ways one could react to the car. one

could cheer it on. study it. simply observe

it, not see it at all. or try to stop it.

Only the last reaction would help to end

oppression in our society, he commented

He continued to say that men must Tight

HB in our BOCiety, and must be 'will-

ing to act out ftf
'"• denoun-

cing the bystander who witness* i the out

of control car and does nothing to stop it

The presentations were followed by an

open discussion between the speakers and

the audience, providing I
»e very-

heated debate.

Phi Mu Delta president Jeffrey r ltton ad-

dressed the forum, stating for the first time

that although his fraternity was indeed

responsible for disrupting a class, it was not

an act of homophobia, as they had no

of knowing that the film being shown was

on Harvey Milk.

The evening closed on a note of respect

and tolerance for all the opinions voiced

during the forum, and a hope thai <t would

continue and ^H'ttld through. Ill tn. cam

pus and community



RENT/\NRECK
VI

. New & Used Cars
iTrucks & Vans Alio Available

North Amherst
Rerrt-A-Wreck

RL 63 No. Amherst
549-RENT

ACUPUNCTURE & HERBS

* Womtns System*

* Fertility

* Young adolescence

* Family treatment

Amherst Fields

appointment 256-0306

9i
actlc_Famij^^ 1

Dr. Virginia D. Harper D.C.

"Dedicated to treating the cause not the symptom'

6 University Drive at Newmarket Center

Amherst. Massachusetts 01002

549-0335 • By Appoinment Only

Halloween Bash!
Saturday, October 27th

Come in Costume

DANCING CAT PRODUCTIONS PRESFNTS

GEORGE
Winston

A SOLO PIANO CONCERT • THE WINTER SHOW

525 PLEAS\NI STREET,
NORTHAMPTON

$2.00 cover charge

winner of best costume

will receive the door $$

The More People the

Bigger the Prize!

Don't forget, Miller Genuine Draft

$1.00/bottle ends October 31 st

proper identification required

INUltltl/Wir iv/i-» r r
. ^^

SPRINGFIELD
SYMPHONY HALL

Sunday, November 11 • 7:30 pm

Tickets arc $17.50 and $15.50, available at

the Civic Center Box Office and all

I irketron outlets. Charge By Phone

413/787-6600 or 1-800-382-8080.

Please join us in support of the-Open

Pantry of Springfield by bringing a can

of food to the concert.

*f$
AMHERST

MUSIC HOUS
THURSDAY, OCT 25: 10 A.M. TO 12 MIDNIGHT

MIDNIGHT MADNESS

CELTICS
TONITE

SALE

Denver Nuggets at Boston

Exhibition Game
at 7:30 p.m.

BRUINS *~£

THURSDAYJ^
Vancouver Canuks vs.

Boston Bruins

Tomorrw at 7:30 p.m.

ENTIRE CONTENTS OF STORE 20-50% OFF LIST PRICE!

Guitars, Amplifiers, Strings, Sheet Music, EVERYTHING!

TOPof the
CAMPUS

LOUNGEI

233 NORTH PLEASANT STREET (CARRIAGE SHOPS), AMHERST
549-1728

11th Floor • Campus Center

UMass at Amherst

Mod -Fit: 11:30 am-12:30 am
Sat. » Sun.. 5:00 pm-12:30 am

mm LEGAL ASSISTANTS WANTED HEB
Check out the new Hadley Pub

Legal Services has positions available for legal assistant interns for

the Spring, 1991 semester. This is a challenging opportun.ty for

students from a variety of majors and disciplines to gain valuable

legal experience. ^^

Responsibilities include:

* client interviewing

* attendance at hearings and trials

* preparation of court forms

* maintenance of continuing caseload

* investigations and research

Up to 15 credits may be earned. Apply early! Contact Legal Services,

922 Campus Center, 545-1995. Start the application process todayl

*** «>.

HADLEY
PUB

Oct 24

ffffl Legal Assistants Wanted ^^

Wednesday «HJSTjGEORGE_^

Thursday MINIBUS SANDWITCH

Friday JUMPSTART

Saturday RHYTHM METHOD Oct 27

Drink Special- so cent Rolling Rock drafts

15B33SSEHE

EDITORIAL/OPINION
Madson: EWC a priority for the future

. . «... u tinn and discuss program priorities.

During the 12 years that I have been on

this campus, students, faculty and staff

have supported Student Affairs in its ef-

forts to build a comprehensive set of pro-

grams and services for our students.

These programs and services are needed

in order to attract, retain and graduate

students who are academically qualified

and ethnically and culturally diverse. Since

the fall of 1988, the Division of Student At

fairs has lost over 13 percent of its state

funding. ^^^^^^^^^^^_

Dennis L. Madson

The loss of these funds has set in motion

a painful process that has resulted in reduc^

tions in important student services as well

as much anger and frustration.

The decision to make cuts at the

Everywomans Center was arrived at after

considerable deliberation, including input

from the Director of EWC Carol Wallace

and final recommendations from the divi-

sion head, Dean of Students Jo-Anne

Vanin. -

Faced with the bleak prospect of appor-

tioning current cuts and anticipating ad-

ditional cuts, we will not reverse these cuts

although we hope to rebuild our student

programs and services as soon as resources

will permit ,

Specifically, the EWC Advisory Board,

the Student Affairs staff and other

members of the campus have made a com

mitment to work together and with the

Five College community to secure addi

tional resources, both financial and human

to apply toward the functions and goals ot

the EWC
We have established a budget group to

increase the amount of student input into

budget decisions This group has been

meeting regularly to share budget informa

tion and discuss program priorities.

Together we are exploring options for

meeting the two most recent budget cuts

totalling $10.6 million for the campus and

will continue to work together to assure

student input on any future cuts.

The group includes four students and

three staff. They are Assistant Vice

Chancellors Jo-Anne Vanin and Billy

Weitzer SGA President Natasha Diephuis,

SGA Treasurer Karen Talbot, Graduate

Student Senate President Pierre

LaLiberte, Graduate Student Senate Ex-

ecutive Officer Sarah Lyon and myselt. I

encourage you to share your ideas and

priorities with any member of this group.

We recognize that women have unique

needs We are committed to meeting those

needs throughout Student Affairs as we

work to provide appropriate services for all

students.

In addition, we have historically sup

ported the EWC as a multi-faceted service

agencv designed to address the needs of

women, both students and community

members, as well as to assist in leading the

campus on women's issues.

Unfortunately, because of the severity of

budget cuts sustained by this campus, we

cannot continue to provide the full array

of services which our students need and

deserve. .

The Dean of Students and I are commit

ted to maintaining EWC and its current

services because they are critical to

students and to Student Affairs^

While we cannot promise that bWt win

look like, given the uncertain nature of the

budget, our commitment to the Center in

eludes an assurance that we will look first

to other areas within Student Affairs to

carry out future cuts and that faculty, stafl

and student input will be sought durmg

this process. .-.__

Dennis L Madson is the Vice Chancellor

for Student Affairs

Political agendas rule BOG
. _ . J ~„ » ™litiral tool tO furthe

Ted Maravelias and Ed Corrigan have

introduced a proposal to remove the

LGBA seats from the Board of Cover

nors This would mean that gay, lesbian

and bisexual students would no longer

be assured any say in the running of the

Campus Center/Student Union

Complex.
The "rationale" behind their move to

eliminate the LGBA seats is that these

seats are appointed rather than elected.

However, Maravelias and Corrigan are

not attacking any other group with ap-

pointed seats. Clearly, the LGBA is be-

ing singled out because it is the LUBA,

and this is a blatant homophobic
attack.

The Board of Governors should not be

and as a political tool to further per

sonal agendas. The need of 10 percnt

of the student population should not be

ignored because we are not

heterosexual.

Help us fight this proposal. ( MM'«
the Board of Governors meeting this

Thursday at 6 p.m. in the Campus

Center (the room number will be listed

,n the directory) and let vr.ur v.me be

beard. .

There will be no retreating into the

do8et
Laura Silver

Hillel

Amy E. UNI
Central

An end of an era -

firs ?o admi^ts not exactly the most objective coverage

we'd ever ge. and some of the stories (like trouble ,n

a waste of a perfectly good dead tree. Still I ^one«uy

behivri thai news was the primary function of

"SSTy ,, ,f you think the same way. We

Th.s oast weekend. 1 went to a student newspaper con

, n 1 tfordI We were told that the first presen

8
Th7r!is

l

t

n
part £E££3*1 that there aren ta.

Jm oh. in the field anvmore, that many newspapers

Te" x^ enc n, problems and other assorted doomsday

S3E«£t surprise me. considering the state of the

^TnHecond part - the part that was supposed to make

r i^^ »hout wanting to work in this field - made

m^an^pta
U
U1e

n
t

tl

in

g
my head. Or move to a moun-

*ICwa" Ibott the direction newspapers are going in

This was aooui
j , was that news is only

£m£wSi?Sjl2KS »n» th,ng i« one of

'

m
H
:C—ISn.,S—a I should hove been prepared

for what came next

technology and the death of the news
Lt^111X^ &J ^ „ood to me. The next part sounded awful to me. Bar

According to the speaker, no one wants tc.read an

hot7£God article. Kg. flashy*«**£ *"*£
T V Snippets are in, literacy is out. You know like nose

AP briefVthat are short 171,ne paragraphs of almos no

information I guess I'm abnormal, since I tend to skip

over aems that short. I figure either the story urn t that

r^orTant. or if it ,s. ,t wouldn't have enough informa-

tion to satisfy me anyway ^^^^^^^^

Pamela McCarthy

Another thing'that could possibly come in<£*«*£
snippets Yes. that's right. If you are tired of ^nkmgtor

ourS the newspaper can do it for you.^«d.^
nendinL' so much valuable energy deciding what issues

a^d events vou want to know most about, just check he

numbers o/the paragraphs The number one story ,.s the

one vou should read first. Ill admit, we already do that

m newspapers. The first story on page one is the one tin

edit£ SSSht was the most important. Yes. there an

nrohlems with this, since the first story on page one is

E£hv^SMtaSh expose on the newest slashing victim

But at least the readers are given some credit for

'"Thlr^were other predictions. Bar-code scanners would

bringyo^ rest of. story on your computer That sound-

~» «wwl tn me The next part sounded awful to me. Bar-

arsr»sJoumV1* on ,he*«*•*-$
.another sore spot with me. call me old-fashioned), wave

the Lanner wand over the ad. and v,,u order the item

(£e over-swing of your computer wand, and vou could find

y
r^lre" gobies, layout and. <*£•

JrlZ mos important issue^ ofthil dil

: t r es- Forget it^eopU- don't want to Mid, *nat was

m v probLm with aoVanvw a>? Was I behind the t.m^

."something" The speaker couldn't understand wh> t

waT^ong. loud, collective (TOM when -he praised I SA

rU„ to high heaven 'l should h -cted this fn.m

'Tptiewa^
of aSLng. Sots o

P
f pictu, shall.,.

JJj
thPv'd watch television Newspapers, while far from

irfert would at least get inl "J^Ju
Tr nted thev are not perfect T':

p.ohlems W.Oi

them St, I
It sounds better than what dn

Sn^^,d to h, .omg^J-J-J J*

News snippets Ads Bar codes^ Dig. wiH
television. This is supposed to cheer me up

Pamela McCarthy it a Collegian (*tmm*i*
the filler hetween aun »

..«,«..-"- -
„ron«r*»d There were oiner picruivv.v/..=- —.

a„,.nA Pamela Met nrrnv is u v .-..^ h

mv Communications classes. I should have been prepared J^^^^ of fl gtory on your COmputer That sound- **«

The'Art of Editorialism: Finding a place tc
.

waHow m hate

What do the following have in common.

The Everywomans Center. Republican

Hub Department of Defense. Israel, ques-

V ' u i„hn Silber budget cuts,
tion three, John snoer, uu

^
tokenism and the word appalled.

Mark B. Adler

Thev are all guest stars on the Editorial

D,je Would vou like 10 -rite your own

original column but you really don t feel

anirv towards something that anyone else

«re? about? Well, your dreams are now

border to be a good columnist you need

only three things that separate the women

from the 'wymmin': a marginal typing

Sty, friends on the editorial board and

^^ere^ont one thing^J^
columnists love. They loye to hate. Hatred

rules. I don't mean simple dislike or an

novance. I mean blood boiling, bone

crushing, all-consuming HATE. Without

hatred, the editorial page would be a bore.

Therefore, I have decided to write the

ultimate editorial. Watch me now. This

will be full of things that I despise.

I hate politics. I have had my share ot

politicking in House Councils, Area

Government and the Board of Governors,

but I didn't like a thing I saw, and 1 m
thoroughly sick of student politics

Note the change from "politics to stu

dent politics?" I'd like to think that there I

a difference between UMass and the real

world- yet with a cursory glance at the

state of government, I see no contrariety

Hating the government is a must in

editorials.

I hate sleeping through classes. It s em-

barrassing, uncomfortable unnecessary

and I should have just stayed in bed. Alter

a certain all-nighter, I went to one of my

most interesting classes: History of the

Jewish Holocaust. We had a guest speaker

that dav - a survivor. I think I can t

remember because I fell asleep and drool-

ed on my notebook. I always feel like I vc

wasted my time and disappointed the

teacher. ..„ ,

I hate generic protest chants. Hcy-m v

ho-ho fiU-in-the-blank has flO. to g* « mv

favonte: "Wh« do W€ *****

coverage! When do MH u ant ill Afooooa U

your complaint is genuine, please he

original, damn it.
. . .. i

I hate being called a fascist liberal

p,nko- conservative- commie-redneck^

Americans have a desire to label and

evervthing. You must fit into a simple

categorv. On Affirmative Action forms

they only let you check one race. What it

you're mixed?

Everybody wants to connect themselves

with their ancestral background. If you are

an American resident or citizen, then you

are American F.verybcKly Mfe to be

Italian American, Jewish American or

African American. Even those people

whose ancestry dates back millennia on

this continent aren't 'Americans^ They re

"Name American
'• Chill out, folk-

I hate euphemisms. "Passed away

.dead), -large- (fat), -'plain' (Ugly),

"musak" (elevator or shopping cart musics

•Dining Common/ - cafeteria' and

"dislike" (hate) None ot these are accurate

Thev mat mask the had with a gi

finish "Good American" .Republican'

So the next time vou feel angrv about the

liberal, ractat, Republican administration

or vou support the Even woman Depart-

ment of Defense- Fetus Fund, and you want

to spew on the CoUtgimn, take my advtea:

Don't waste your t.me. Juat gel a good

nicht's sleep.

Nobody reads this stuff anvu aj except

y
°Mark B Adler is a UMOM student
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Jones Library undergoing $5M renovation
By LESLIE MENCHER
Collegian Correspondent

The Jones Library in Amherst is current-

ly undergoing a $5 million renovation,

which includes a new wing and courtyard,

and should be completed in January 1992,

according to the library's director.

According to director Bonnie J. Isman,

the library was built in memory of Samuel

Minot Jones, a former Amherst resident,

and first opened on November 1928. She

said the library was reported to have once

been a house, and it was actually built that

wav .

She added that the Jones family "wanted

people to feel at home, and they do."

According to Isman, there were only

5.000 students when the library was built

in 1928. it must have been huge in this

little, tiny town," she said.

The Jones Library now has 28,000 bor-

rower*, she said. Some 4,000 are UMass

>t udents.

The renovation includes increasing the

library's size form 38,000 to 50.000 square

bet The present J shaped library will be

boxed in with an additional building for-

ming a rectangle with a center courtyard.

The courtyard will have a glass roof and

will be sued to house new books, paper

backs and displays.

With the addition, the library will be

renovated to bring it up to current building

codes, Isman said. The existing heating,

electrical and plumbing systems will be

upgraded, and air conditioning will be in

stalled. The library will also be made more

ily accessible for handicapped patrons.

she said

Other features include

• Expanding circulation from 120,000 to

158,000 volume*.

• Reorganizing the public services onto

three levels for easy access and efficient

operation.

• Increasing seating to 185, including

group study rooms and a quiet reference

section.

• More children's facilities, including a

preschool room, arts and crafts space, and

a story hour room.

• Separate staff work areas from public

reading and study rooms.

• More space for local history, including

Emily Dickinson and Robert Frost exhibits.

• Study space for young adults.

Although the construction will modernize

the library, its original atmosphere will be

maintained.

"One of the goals of the whole project is

to keep the home-style furnishing," says

Isman.
Check-outs, circulation and billing are all

done bv compute, although the library

maintains a "historical'' atmosphere,

Isman said. The library also features com

pact discs, videos, books on tape, and

computer-catalogued magazines.

An English as a second language pro

gram is housed at the Jones Library. The

program connects non-native speakers with

trained volunteers, she said.

Part of the funding for the library's con-

-t ruction and renovation comes from the

sale of a painting that had been a gift to

the library. The painting originally given

by the Burnett Family, has been on loan

to a museum which had better security

than the library The Piatt River Nebraska

by Alan Beistadt was sold to the New York

auction firm for $2.4 million.

Students who want a free library card

with the Jones Library need a picture ID

and a piece of mail with a current address

on it

Collegian photo by John Woo

The Jones Library

media
rally

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 3

"Of course we do have sensational news too. Dar

wish said, "but it does not take up the space that it

does in the United States."

They said while all of the news mediums in Syria are

government«ontrolled. the news Syrians produce is

more accurate and fair than American journalism

because there are governmental checks on what they

wr *

The journalists are on the last leg of a month long

tour of the United States to observe the affect American

media has on U.S. public opinion Their trip is co-

sponsored bv the United States Information Agency

and the Delphi International Education and Training

organization.

proposals

CONTINUED FROM PAGE T

Cole said the MSP has taken a survey of its members

concerning the furlough proposal as many other campus

unions have done He refused to release the results of the

Juan Roberts, vice president of the American Federa

tion of State. County and Municipal Employees, said his

union which represents most blue<ollar workers on cam

pus, remains adamantly against any furlough since it

would be in violation of the union's contract.

"The administration must proceed by our contractual

language," he said "And the administration must unders-

tand the financial hardship this would mean to our rank

and file, most of whom make less than $20,000.

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

The petition's opposition have estimated that the

rollback would cut 40 percent of discretionary revenues

which are public higher education, human services and

roads and bridges. The Board of Regents, after analyzing

the petition, reported that public higher education would

lose $126 million if CLT passes.

The prediction of what will happen ifCLT passes to the

campus will be disasterous. but GEO spokesperson Jill

Havens said disaster has already hit campus after three

years of public higher education cuts.

"It's easy for students to think that workers can take

a pay cut or for workers to think that students can pay

a fee increase," she said If we don't stand together, deci

as are going to be made without M
The protestors marched through campus to North Flea

sant Street to join in a statewide speak-out against q

, ,„n three at Grace Episcopal Church in Amherst which

was organized by local human services agencies such as

the Hampshire County Action Committee

The speakers were welfare mothers and other recipients

of state services who articulated how question three would

>kX their lives if passed

The HOME Coalition (Housing Opportunities in

Massachusetts for Everyone) formed to oppose question

three because they said the question will do more than

cut fat from state government by denying services to low

income people.

"Barbara Anderson (CLT's executive director! likes to

talk about fat and waste in the system." said Jackson

Hall, the director of HOME. "People being affected are

not fat and waste, they are real people
'

Tashira Wildrose, the tenant services coordinator tor

HCAC said the tenants she assists already have suffered

from cutbacks in fuel assistance, making low-income peo-

ple have to choose between whether they can pay for heat,

food or shelter

"Poor people have already been squeezed so tightly, but

question three is the last straw of a whole set of unjust ices

mounting up since the Reagan years." she said.

Vicky Regish. who lives in subsidized housing in Nor

thampton with her two mentally retarded sons said if

question three passes, the Bay Services for the Mentally

Retarded will be cut. She said the six services developed

over 30 years provided to her by the state, such as

transportation and day services for her sons, would "go

down the toilet if CLT passes."

When people put things together, like CLT, they don t

think about people less fortunate than them like my sons

who don't know their rights and how CLT could affect

them." she said.

UACC
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

ble in their University environment so that they can con

centrate on their studies.

"The Center gives a place for students from different

Asian countries to come together and learn from each

other." Nguyen said. "There are so many differences bet

ween their cultures."

Neuven said the Cultural Center is also a resource

center for the campus community "We are here to share

our diverse cultures with the non Asian communities,

Nguyen said the Center hopes to expand in the future

and service more students, both Asian and non Asian,

culturally and academically
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SHAKE THE SALT
• Most of the sodium conU

in convenience foods is

already very high before

you even shake some on

• The National Academy of

Sciences recommends
sodium intake within

1100mg to 3300mg daily

(less than 2 tsp), which is

usually far surpassed by the

average American diet

• So beware, be careful, and

read your labels!

Stop by the table on the CC today

play the sodium game and win!!!

DIVISION Of HRALTH EDUCATION AND UNIVERSITY VENDINO SERVICES

THE
WORLD

Round trip* from Nv waning it

London $*12

Pans 48°

San Jose.C R 390

Bangkok 959

Hong Kong 879

Tokyo 759

Student Faculty Far*

Taxes not included Restno-

tions apply Fares subject to

change One ways available

Work/Study abroad programs

International student and

teacher ID

EURAIL PASSES ISSUED ON
THE SPOT'

Free student travel catalogue

Council Travel
Nil IM * 1
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OCTOBER 29th

In the Newman Centei

1-500-334-1331

ARTS&LIVING
Levinson's Avalon is no more than a postcard
•*""^^"^

. . •* n.^.-ti, ..,u„ a ftor Rut aS an audience we need a voice from

By GEORGE LENTZ
Collegian Staff

John Boorman's wonderful Hope and

Glory, an autobiographical account of grow

ing up in war-torn England during the

height of the London Blitz, remains as one

of the greatest celebrations of family ever

captured on film. Hope and Glory achiev-

ed its success because Boorman had the in-

telligence not to retell childhood memories

through an adult voice, opting instead to

filter his vision of life and family through

the eyes of his eight-year-old alter ego,

played by Sebastian Rice Edwards. By giv

ing us the voice of a child, Boorman achiev-

ed a level of clarity and depth that he could

not have gotten otherwise and was able to

bring a heartwarming glow to the film that

never became romanticized.

With Avalon director Barry Levinson is

trying to do the same: reconstruct an en

tire vision of his life based upon his

childhood perception of his family

Beautifully photographed by Allen Daviau,

Avalon is a big, gorgeous postcard of a

movie spanning 50 years of Levinson s

family, from its immigrant beginnings and

generational living conditions up to and

through the post-war era when the move

to the suburbs and the advent of television

slowly drew the big family apart. It's a

visually appealing film that's as big as the

country it's set in. But is Avalon a great

movie? I don't think so. There are no strong

voices in Levinson's story

The film centers around Levinson's im-

migrant grandfather (played with delicate

passion by the great German stage actor

Armin Mueller-Stahl), who, after

dedicating his life to preserving and respec

ting family tradition and unity, must slow-

ly come to grips with the progression of

time and its eventual impact on the fami

ly structure as relatives die and children

move on.

Even though it's essentially the grand-

father's story, it's all constructed from

Levinson's childhood perception of him. It I

his memories that give the story its style

and so it only follows that the film should

adopt the perspective of Levinson's alter

ego, played by ten-year old Elijah Wood.

But Levinson can't get a grip on where his

story should be coming from, and as a

result the film is left in a narrative

vacuum, devoid of clarity and cohesiveness.

There's no progression from one image to

another because there's nothing linking

them together. It's as if Levinson were

tacking family pictures on a wall and then

pointing to each one to explain its content.

But as an audience we need a voice from

inside the pictures to draw us into the ex-

periences in order to appreciate them.

Without that voice we're left with very lit

tie to do other than to stare at the pictures

and admire the skill of the photographer.

The problem is Levinson's inability to re-

main objective as a director. Rather than

keeping in touch with his memorn-

sorting them out in an orderly fashion, he

dives right into them, laboring e\

ly to give them a larger than life emot

high through the composition of his im-

ages. And what striking images they are!

- full of robust colors and apple pie value-

This is where Levinson goes to fill the

dramatic void of his narrative: plump, juicy

images full of false emotion This is I.. <

son's idea of poetry

Avalon is n<>u playing at the Mount

Farms Theater. Rout- 9 m Hadlty
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University Gallery offers an escape
c«m* aoiiprv coers have neverth <>nd great en
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RECORD BUSINESS
OPPORTUNITY

;
CEMA, the Distribution-

;
Company for CAPITOL-
EM!, MUSIC, INC.,

lislooking for eager.en-

thusiastic. and self-

motivated college

students for its College

Marketing Program.

;
Applicants should

! begood communicators
with marketing skills

I and have a passion for

! music. This position is a

! great opportunity for

students to gain

;

knowledge of the music

;
business in a consulting

; ;
capacity and offers the

possibility of future

;
employment.

j

i

For more details,
'

! contact Stave
;

;

Rosenblatt at CEMA in

>Los Angeles at (213)

871-6065 prior to

I
;
November 1, 1990.
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By NOA BEN YEHUDA
Collegian Correspondent

If your day is shot to hell, riddled with appointments

and classes, you are apt to get a little crazed. Next time

you are in this mode and happen to be near People s

Market or the Cape Cod Lounge, you might want to make

a detour into the University Gallery.

Though this month's show Plamt! Water featuring the

collage and assembled objects by self-proclaimed "global

individualist," Doctor Neutopia, a.k.a. Libby Hubbard,

leaves much to be desired, a stop in the gallery makes for

a nice break. In spite of the chaos swarming outside the

Student Union Building and in your brain, the Universi

ty Gallery maintains a peaceful, still atmosphere. Libby

Hubbard's conceptual artwork which will be adorning the

nailery's wall until Nov. 1. focuses on just that sort oi

chaos or "megalopolus" which makes us need to escape

"There is a need to synthesize our knowledge to form

a more evolved global culture which has the power to

visualize a way out of the political chaos of t»-e 20th Cen

tury." Hubbard says.

•UMass could use some of the same vision, she says.

"There is no harmony here. There is no place for intellec

tuals to come together and have a forum. The forum is

the essence of democracy - that's when you will find the

natural leaders." Instead, she says, we are stuck in a

UMass dictatorship

The idea is a good one and Doctor Neutopia is earnest

in her endeavor to communicate it to the UMass communi

tv but the fact that the actual pieces of art are unprofes

sionally put together - somewhat shoddy magazine cut

outs stuck with a gel medium onto a board - detracts from

the message.

Some gallery goers have nevertheless found great en

joyment from the show, as shown by the comment * rtt-

ten in the gallery's vistor book

"I got high," wrote one. "If you torn*- in you are bound

to think," wrote another. These words were balanced by

one scathing comment that used the words "laughable

and "doubtful" to describe the show

Hubbard readilv admits that although visual art is not

her "path," she says it is the "ultimate education She

writes poetry as well. Hubbard, along with poet .Julie

Maloney will be reading selections on Halloween night

at the gallery. Everyone is invited to come (in costume

if so inspired). But even poetry, she said, is not really her

calling. Living in the fashion that she is expounding is

her ultimate goal

Her bright green eyes sparkled as she spoke ot the

Italian architect. Solan, who is building a Utopian com

munitv for 5,000 people in the Arizona desert She strnk

ed one'of her hanging pieces - gn •» a blu-print

of Solari's project pasted on the back - as she desmU-d

how amazing it would be to live then

Hubbard, originally from North Carolina, is a doctoral

student at what she calls "the UalaM dictatorship She

received a B.A in Utopian Studies through the Univer

Bity Without Walls program and an MA in Future

Studies through the Education department Both

grams were severely cut because of the budget en

"Everything I am nv ™ to be disapr

int,' she savs with a forlorn look

Hubbard realizes that there la probably not bu

market for Doctors of Future Studies But it he. % mom
and dreams come true, if her "loveolution" dove'revolu

tion
4 non-violent spiritual revolutioni comes about,

perhaps then she will find her space.

Torch Song Trilogy burns brightly

RTERYIEf STRATEGY SEMINAR
O " *

Pmenlnl II?

CASIA1, CORNER

TAILORED

SUCCESS

\7

Learn How to
successfully

PROMOTE
Yourself To
Potential
Employers

Register to
WIN

A T»n FOR TWO TO
ORLANDO
FLORIDA

CASUAL
CORNER

Oct 24, 7:00 pm
Campus Center 163 C

By HEATHER M. RONOVEC H

Collegian Correspondent

Harvey Fierstein's Torch Song Trilogy

met with a standing ovation after its per

formance at Hampden Theater, following

its four performance run Oct. 17 20. The

production explored the unique perspective

of being gay.

Torch Song Trilogy addresses gay life

and gay pride, covering a range of issues

in everyday gay life. Specifically, meeting

a lover, breaking up. jealousy, anti-gay

violence, the expectations of traditional

parents, bisexuality. marriage, gay paren

ting and the amusing aspects of being open

ly gay in day-to-day life.

"Student Valley Productions presented

the once on-Broadway show that made its

appearance during the early 80s and made

its debut in the movie theaters with Fiers-

tein in its starring role.

It is the tale of the ups and downs in the

life of Arnold Beckoff. a gay man making

his living as a nightclub drag queen living

in New York. It is also a social commen-

tary on conflicts between gays and

heterosexuals in today's world.

The play opens with Arnold (Russell

Reinke), dressed in an evening gown before

one of his performances, lamenting about

how he can never seem to find "the perfect

man." With sharp, tongue-in-cheek humor

and an often sad tone, he tells us of his good

and bad relationships and sexual

experiences.

Arnold conveys his pride in being a gay

man in the face of a heterosexist world that

would rather protend that gay people don't

exist.

Reinke was both hilarious and touching

as Arnold, a sensitive man hardened by t he

fact that he lives in a world where h-

always oppressed. Reinke did a wonderful

job with this difficult emotional rote,

•specially when battling with his mother

over his open and proud gay lifestyle.

Kyle Nash gave a strong performance as

Ed. one-time lover and friend of Arnold

Ed's bisexualitv and subsequent mam
to a woman causes great conflict between

Arnold and Ed throughout th.

because Ed it not -out of the closet it

work or in the world at large. At times, Ed

msists that he is not ft*? to Arnold Despite

their problems, a friendship sustains r

10 years after their romance has ended

Cutter Garcia s performance as David,

adopted son of Arnold, was a highlight oi

the show, with his wise-aleck remarks to

Arnold, whom he calls "ma," and hi-

juvenile delinquent mannerisms.

Laurie Ciarametam. as Mrs Beckoff

gave an impressive performance as the

stereotypical old Jewish mother with a

great walk and accent.

Minimal set design in Act I, staged dur-

ing 1979, and II. happening in 1989. enabl

ed the plavers to cater scenes to their needs

without ever changing the entire set A

more substantial set appeared in Act III

(19901

Strong performances, universal themes

and the brilliant and funny writing of

Fierstein made the show a marvelous pro

duction and definitely worthwhile.
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AMHERST CINEMA

Now Playing

WILD AT
HEART
Mon-Thurs
One Show

7:30

Fri-Sun Two Show*

7:00 and 9:15

Student Discount

with LP-

screen graphics
QUALITY SILK SCREENED SPORTSWEAR

AT REASONABLE PRICES
T-SHIRTS SWEATSHIRTS CAPS JACKETS
APRONS GOLF SHIRTS TEAM SHIRTS

COMPUTE! 6IAPHICS
16 ARMOHY STREET

NORTHAMPTON, MA 01060

V
(413) 584-2124 1-800-287-2124

We know how to

reach you...

Do you know how
to find us?

The Massachusetts DaUf Collegian

113 Campus Cenlef

University ol Mmsachusetts

Amherst. MA 01003 545-3500

STEINBECK COLLISION REPAIR
& AUTOBODY

53 So. Prospect — Amherst Center

256-8157 256-1385

• Accepted by all insurance companies for

collision repair or glass replacement

• Imports & other unibody vehicles

are our specialty

REMEMBER it's your car and your choice of

repair facilities
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WARDROBE
4
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1st Item: 1(K OFF

2nd Item: 15% OFF

3rd Item: 20% OFF

4th Item: 25% OFF

5th Item: 30% OFF

The more you buy. the more you save!

1 WEEK ONLY • OCT. 22 28
* EXCIUDINC SALE IUMS

'v/fA£.

JRICH
CLOTHING FOR MEN

191 N. Pleasant St 22 Masonic St

Amhersf253-2013 Northemplon* 586^336
OPEN 7 DAYS

! DON'T ARE YOU...

bargains and treats - starts thursday

Zenna • 187 Nofih PWawn Sited • Amlirrsi

u ^ 253.2563

- A Student Entrepreneur
- A Small Business
- A Student Organization

MAKE YOURSELF KNOWN!

Put a Business Card in

Tke Business Card Bonanza

featured Mondays in the Collegian

ONLY $20
costs less than an ad of the same size!

THE FAR SIDE

By GARY LARSON
BONES IN THE BARREL
By J. GELLER 8c M. ROSENZWEIG

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE

Edited By TRUDE MICHEL JAFFE
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Barbara, you just have to come over and see all

my eggs. The address is: Doris Griswold. 5 feet 4

mches. 160 pounds, brown eyes — I'm in her hair.

s...
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1 Sain powder

5 Partner of

29 Down
10 Rim site

13 A continent

14 Rebelled

1

5
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tent: Var

16 Harvest

1

7

People o( Pisa:

ADDr
18 NBAs Miami —
19 Clan cioth

21 Economize.

n a way
23 Actor 3aidwm
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26 waltzing —
29 Wall Street

sympoi

30 isolated

31 3e anead

33 rencer s

weapon
37 Millar s Willie

38 Large cistern
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vacation

40 Swarm
41 UnyteKling

42 Fenx ot 'he

Odd Cooote

43 Actor Ricnard

45 'oxopniiite s

'one
47 Native of a S

iraa port

50 Roman ryrant

51 Workmanship
54 MOCK
58 £xtraor(*n»fy
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59 Now n

Nogaies

Si Oay im«
62 Poet Tea&oaie

63 Mim whey
64 Cap. conar or

MM
65 Keats creation

66 Acceots

67 Chez Scarlett

DOWN
i Pastry

2 On tne Red

3 FaDuiist

4 Patriotic
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5 Dnzz'ed
6 Tidbit 'or Toto

7 Tusker

8 Capn e g.

9 Got comfy
10 Florence
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1

1
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22 Turmeric
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Hoobes
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ngreoient

28 Heaw reac r«Q

29 Th« cabec
crusader

32 l stening cevice

34 Summon

35 At all

36 Chilling

39 Mooian
41 /isionary

44 Talk nonsense

46 Closes 3»f me
'low again

47 — protunoo

48 National ne'o of

Hungary

49 Cubic meter

52 Zeus s mother

53 English city with

a mmster

55 -ot

56 Word «ith man
or mat

57 Sicilian spa
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LUNCH
Corned Beef Sandwich

Beef Fajitas

DINNER

Baked Chicken

Sweet and Sour Pork

^ BASICS LUNCH BASICS DINNER

PRICE
By PRICE VAN RAY
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x toa-TBELiEve^ 6*?
i TjoiJt %eue* IN 6IWS
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X K^ BELIZE W WDS

X doioT BEueve ia) ute

Summer Salad with Pocket Baked Chicken

Tomato Casserole Sweet and Sour Tofu

YOUR DAILY HOROSCOPE
By JEANE DIXON

v
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TANGELO PIE

faef?< l«r< «» W*b«S

By TIM SNIFFEN
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NIPPLE

ARIlS(IVI<xch21-Aptin9) Tend

to negtec ,«o! tasks todov and

vcxi wfR be able to devote

more hme to a pet project Pro-

tect your onghoi ideov You are

sometimes your own worst

critic Stop judgmg yourself SO

harsniy ^v

TAURUS (Aprt 20-May 2C A

business oUionce is strengthen-

ed Take the initiative and you

wi enjoy greater financroi sue

cess A candid chat with your

mate wH help restore domestic

harmony
OfMINI (May 21-June 20) Am-

bition is wonaerfui as long as

you keep it in proper perspec-

tive Spend more time with you

family so that your toved ones

do not fee) neglected you

enjoy renewing old ties

CANCER (June 21-Jury 22) A

great day for selling Get an

agreements m writing Distant

places are zones of prospe'

The future kx*s even brighter

• -er a newcomer appears on

the scene

LEO (July 23-Aug 22) Assume

a leadership role Be wary of

strangers who come to your

home Major domestic

changes are best postponed

Business victories come easily 1

Romance could be a different

story

VIRGO (Aug 23-Sept 22) vou

are a star m the eyes of influen-

tial people Avoid indulging m
office gossip Easing someone s

workload puts you in the good

graces of the powers that be

Welcome new assignments

LIMA (Sept 23-Oct 22) Listen

to a seasoned person s odvee

regarding career or business

aeasions Now is the tme to set

new goals The domestic scene

looks rxjrrnonious. Be attentive

SCORPIO (Oct 23-fviov 21;

Although tension is bu**ng it *

essential you stay calm Refuse

to be provoked Relatives or

friends can be more helpful

than you imagme Welcome

their suggestions

SAGITTARIUS (Nov 22-Dec

21) Verbal and written errors

can prove very costly now You

must be accurate' What you

know is more important than

who you know Act confident

and an impending ensts will be

averted ^
CAPRICORN (Dec 22-Jan 19)

Mixed trends wW challenge

your ability to cope today

Keep any unflattering opinion

to yourself A family member is

easier to get along with now

Complete routine chores

quickly

AQUARIUS (Jan 20-Feb 18)

Can you see the doors of op-

portunity opening to you''

Goals you have longed to

reach are attainable Hard

work will do the trick Keep

secrets under lock and key

PISCES (Feb 19-March 20) A

positive climate prevails, help-

ing you join forces with power-

ful people A recent agree-

ment pays off Help a stranger

feel at home and you wi make

a friend for life

1 TODAY'S STAFF
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There's a good reason

your Collegiate Reps know

how students think.

They're students

m i

y
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When it comes to knowing what it takes to get your

work done. Collegiate Reps know where you re

coming from.

The% ran demonstrate how easily you can use

an IBM Personal System/2 to write papers and

create graphics and spreadsheet ~ tor your classes.

Thev can anrwer vour questions and help recom-

mend the right match for you

from the affordable line of

IBM PS/2*!

To find out what an IBM

PS/2 can do for you. come in.

or call someone who thinks

just like you do.

OPEN
M-F 9-5

SAT 10-3

The IBM PS/2 Fair is here today and tomorrow in

the Campus Center from 10:00 to 3:00. So make sure

to stop by and check out the great deals. Your UMass

IBM Collegiate Reps will be on hand to answer

questions and demonstrate software packages for

you.

^.UNIVERSITY
MSTORE&

LOCATED IN THE CAMPUS CENTER

international Business Machines Corporation

IBM Corporation 1990

Williams College
robs rugby, 13-11
By DAVE SZPILA
Collegian Correspondent

The University of Massachusetts rugby club was
knocked out of the New England Championships this

past weekend as the team suffered a 13-11 loss to

Williams College.

The match started off smooth for UMass according

to captain Bob Carney who stated that on the opening

drive, "We walked down the field."

Jerry Hunt capped off the series with a penalty kick,

that put UMass up 3-0. Williams came right back,

however, and scored a penalty and a try giving them

a 7-3 edge

With a few minutes remaining in the first half,

Williams scored another penalty for a 10-3 lead, but

UMass held its own and ran the field for a try by Brian

Donovan. The score at halftime was Williams 10,

UMass 7.

Williams added to their score first by hitting a penal

ty early in the second half, making the score 13 7.

Then, with about twenty minutes remaining, UlflM
came back with I try. having the club only three point >

;twav from l win. They almost pulled it off.

With one minute left, the ball went to Brian

Donovan. He ran towards the try line and dove for the

score that would have put UMass on top He was taken

down inches from the tioal as time expired.

Standouts for the UMass club included Jerry Hunt,

Greg Champeaux, Ed Doyle, Bob Carney and Ricky

Dever.

The UMass B and C sides both won this weekend.

UMass is scheduled to play Holy Cross this weekend

at home, but there have been schedule changes all year

so the match may be moved.

The New England Championships are scheduled to

be held at UMass in two weeks, but with the Ion of

the home club, the matches might be moved to a new

location. There will be more information on this later

in the week.

Lacrosse looks good on the Islands
. —w. _« i ...:*u *u« r>,.-«v..- Wollfor nut in 90 minutes at Garber said.

By ADRIENNE MATT
Collegian Staff

In preseason activity, the

newest of Garber's Gorillas

are doing well. UMass beat

Hofstra 8-5 and Maryland
6-5, but lost to Rutgers 4-2

in scrimmages this

weekend.
The team alternated bet-

ween grass and turf (and

grass) — in that order — dur-

ing Sunday's games at Hof-

tra's and Rutgers' cam-

puses. Maryland was up for

the weekend as the teams

ran a round-robin of games.

'We played the veterans

longer in the first two

games, but also let the new
guys see some time," said

head coach Ted Garber.

Garber cited a lot of

adrenaline and effort on the

part of both squads and was

pleased with the perfor

mances he saw.

Goalies senior Ted Keller-

man and junior Ray Souris

vied for equal time in the

net during the Hofstra and

Maryland games.

Novice goalkeeper Todd

Ackerman, a sophomore,

saw action in the last 10

minutes of the Maryland

game and freshman Dave

Welker put in 20 minutes at

the end of the Rutgers

game.
"We wanted to give

everyone a chance to see

some action," Garber said.

Scoring was spread out

fairly evenly among the at-

tack and midfielders; a good

sign, according to Garber

Senior attack Jim
McAleavey assisted often.

Garber said.

"We did a good job in our

transition game, which has

held us up in the past," he

said. "It's so early now .

but so far we look pretty

good."

The Gorillas will host the

Brine Lacrosse Clul>

10:30 a.m. this Saturday on

Upper Boyden in other

preseason action.

SAY IT IN THE COLLEGIAN!
50 PERCENT OFF

A COLLEGIAN PERSONAL WITH THIS COUPON REDEEMABLE
AT OUR TABLE ON THE CONCOURSE(1 0/1 6,1 0/1 8, 10/23,10/26)

OR AT OUR BUSINESS COUNTER,
113 CAMPUS CENTER

Valid until 10/26 Good for one ad for one day

Only One Coupon per C^stomer^

•154
#
-

#lanaDD
loOMIMOt |

fill

Buy c LARGE
Pizza for the Price

Of a SMALL

Expires ll/l/PO

Not good w«th any othe* oWe*

256-8911
We

Redeem
Pizza Hut,
Avanti,
Bruno's
Coupons

GOOD ON CABBY OUT OB DtUVtBY

$1.99 PIZZA
-©Quiar pice, and get cmotr** w«lv

CLASSIFIEDS
50H OFF CLASSIFIEDS

REDEEM THE COUPON on th* pegeM the

CoMmmo table on the Concourse October

73»nd 26 8 3f>3 00 ex at «*• £<*•»•"

everyday until October ?Bth Say « * the

Ctoesmeds''

545-0600

NOHTMWtST/AJKX $118 tickets

Amtrek Spring Bw> Hotels

CaM us< Campus Travel-On Campus

ACTIVITIES

25 • CLUB General Meeting/

Social Gathering Discus* activities

socmi/e ngni refreshments Thursday.

10725 7PM Campus Cantaf 9/7

ATTENTION Order of Omega Member 1

MeaTaflarnda 10PM Wednesday 10/24

•destination

Charlies Sea you there

FINANCE INVESTMENT CLUB meeting

vote on stock ideas AT.T Cotag** rmaat-

mart Challenge- Signups and lips Thurs-

day Oct 25 7 00PM SOM Lobby

FRENCH CLUB Cheese and Conversation'

Wed 10/24

801 Herter 7 00PM

RUSH DELTA CHI:

You have a second chance _ mMi
Wednesday at 7 30 and Thursday at BOO

STUDENT LOCKER S AVAJLAa^ .nStu-

demunwn For storage ot booaa^other
belongings t50loetawsf»*avaftobto. hrsl

comaXslsarve RegMksr at OCHO 428 Stu-

dent Union

THE UMASS MUSK THEATREQUILD
«« hold Mi 4th Gjnar.il"•"*£?£*
Meeting tomght at 7PM m rm 91 1 915CC

Sing it'

VOLUNTEERS WANTED lo help orgam/e

Foster Home Program tor cats and Kittens

interested'' 25*3745 tor into

FOUNO

ONE FENCING EQUIPMENT BAG has

been at the Equipment room tor almost a

year it this is yours can 546-6973 to dawn

HAUNTED HOUSE

OCT 24-26 7-U. _
Ai Lambda Chi Alpha Fraternity

374 North Pleasant Street

CoSponser The Haltosreen Galtory at the

Hampshire and Hotyoke Mads

S2 adults 6 students $1 Kids underl2

AR proceeds lo benefit Arnherst Oept ot

Public Satoty

NEED SOME BUSINESS?

SMALL BUSINESSES
STUOENT ENTREPRENUER S

ANO STUOENT ORGANIZATIONS
Make yourserl known'

Put a Business Caro m the Buineea Card

Bonanza - leatured Mondays m the Col

Mtn Only $20
Costs Mas than an ad ot the same sae

Come down or cat! 545 3500

LISTEN UP WASHINGTON STAFF You

guys are greaf Smee sard the Fu/xy Wuz/>

MATT
Good luck on your exams'

just rata* and do your beat

Love ya
Mananne

RSDERS WANTED

BERKSHIRE COMMUTERS- C«»aerve

energy and money Let s "deshere^psjbbi

ran Kathryn it interested wB-aaaxa

NICOLE
This is a day law. but fl

<

Happy 6 months
I Love You

Jeff

RIOC WANTED

asmm Oneorta Upstate NY area need nde

•a. on sate
^*** Fn^c3»Ca« Juke 546-1564

FRUSTRATED wrth Hearth Services?

ThJ sSSertHeatth Advisory Board

would like to hear aboul n

Stop by our table on the Concourse

Wed Oct 24'

LAS VEGAS NIGHT is coming' Watch this

space tor details APO

SLIDE SHOW Only Peaceful Worlds

Count by Doctor Neutocna at Sludent

Union Galtery 8 00PM Wed October 24

AUDIO/ VIDEO/ TV

USED STEREO COajPONENTS/ VCRs/

Color TVs We buy. set! and trade QuaI'ty

gu^.nteed. great prices' Detailed list

available 256-0941

AUTO FOR SALE

1975 VW WESTFALIA BUS Good cond.

ton 26* on rebuilt <^™JJ?*^*-?.
groove anywhere' 1 ' $3,800 negotiable

5887665-Jay

1964 300ZX power brakes Hearing wkv

dows AC AM/FM cassette Low miMs and

all new parts 6500 or b o Call 546-6036

1964 CHEV CAVALIER Great body 90k

(rrosttyhighway) miles $1800 Call Mine

546-7296

1968 HONOA CIVIC 1 owner excellenl con

dit-on 30000 miles AM FM cassette stereo

recent complete tune up Call Bruce at

256-1215

1990 MAZDA MIATA
white 9 mo old

Call Erica 256-6066

HELP WANTED

COOK. LINE- Experience necessary .part

time evenings Fte.ible hours axce»en1

wages Apply in person Fit/wiry s 23 Mam
St Northampton

DELIVERV PERSONS wanted must have

-our own car apply at D P Dough

Downtown Amherst

PERSONALS

ANOREW BRODSKV Happy 20th Birthday

sorry we re late Jingaaje' Love your Otney

friends Net). Joshua 6 Steven

ATENCION Amores de nuestras vidas Ha'

J How about another Sat raghf

No wine, oteaee

R. How about a first Sat nighf

wrth lots ot time

Butieras Deede La Vrtrme

SANDRA DOME OOHERTv >u re an

awesome Inend' Love Jenn

You' quick eyes, your soft ways

riasn m my mind and l stumble, near over-

come by poesrttfities

ot what could perhaps be here

Power and beauty hidden sm*e and shy

NO GIMMICKS- Extra income now '

Envelope stuffing $600-$600 every week

Free details SASE to Brooks '"Mm**"*.
Inc PO Box -660064. Orlando FL 32668

PART-TIME VOLUNTEERS needed tor an-

nual Christmas fund drive Help hungry

children, despondent families and

homeless people m the Poineer Valley Call

now Ask tor Jonathan 566-5243 or

586-4660 after 5 00PM

ROOM A BOARO. exchange tor ch.ldcare

Weeknights 256-6260 call 8 00AM

INSTRUCTION

BIM 1

You H gat yours this wk-end-

jusi remember J isn I Bari and you re not

meggw'" Happy 21st B-day
Loveya

Bim2andBim3

CARL- We >\»v« seen you driving around

campus m your Vugo wrth Saddam Husaain

and Laura Palmer How come you didn i

lake us with you? We are glad to have you

back where you belong Face

down shelves are evil'

Love and Rockets Rule"

Love Meg. Sue and Mindy

DEAREST DOUGIE.
No more focusing

-

for the GMAT it is

over* Hopefutly another bat (rne-me-me-me)

won't fly in your window It could have flown

away with your thesaurus' Please try to

cheer up' I hate to see you sad and

ANNOUNCEMENTS

ATTENTION INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERS!

HE October meeting today in Marston 21

1

at 4 30 Halloween Candy and Pumpkin

Raffle' Don't miss it"

BED * BREAKFAST
Downtown Amherst

549-0733

slop
£*!*" and FirstM laWe on the

concourse 10/29 10/30 to sign up Wor

thwhile and inexpensive'

FAST FUNDRAISING PROGRAM
$1000 in iusl one week „„„„„.,
Earn up to $1000 tor ¥OU'9amPus,^n^
ton PUJS a chance at $5000 rrxxeOhis pro-

gram works' No investment needed i~an

1-800-932-0528 Ext 50

METAWAMPE FURNITURE
Congratulates

* Scott Bannaa
'

for swallowing
100

big beefy goidfisrV

Thanks to S W A G
tor a great block party

Metawampe futons folks. * tun'

(413)256-0646

FOR A GOOD TIME CALL...

RACK-A-OtSC the best «**»rt*""*"<^
video bands. domVhouse specials can

586-9900 anytime

FOR RENT

AMHERST single bedroom in (^nd^mun;

or7Dus route $212 253-7254 or 256-8189

FRIDGE RENTALS Call R » P 25*9742

SUNDERLAND 5 room apartment garage

stove refrigerator $650 253-3330

TOWNHOUSE- ? bedroom 1 "? bath apart

ment on bus route 1-567 1352

BE A BARTENDER
W M Bartender Training is open

Call tor brochure
413-747 7895

BEGINNING PORTUGUESE CLASS
Nov 5- Dec 1 Mondays 7 9PM Language

Pacifica. 549-5065

ENGLISH AS A SECOND LANGUAGE
Classes begin Oct 30 Intensive part lime

evenings. TOEFL Registration deadline

Oct 23 Language Pacifica 549 5065

Love Always Little Sue

••*• C.C.
"***

iFeliz Cumpteanos'

Sorry Tammie screwed up 4 missed

the deadline

Anyways, enfoy your hangover

Clear the tables CC'i cormng-

ii s electric

Happy belated drunken 21st Birthday

Lotsa Love
Tammie. Melissa & Lisa

Draw me towards, as you walk through

Gently I must ease my way m
and futt* my visions of you

in the brisk blowing sutumn l see us

warmed by laugher, touched by care

in the majesty of a gnarled tree we

sit berttaxh

We explore what we may share

Give the chance, open the eye

do not dodge my purpose

But as art is never static

take what meaning you can sni * sh

Andrew

SO LEE
Happy 20th Birthdyay"

Thanx for listening 10 ell

my thoughts

Love.

Bo

SHANNON
Please leave your m,

at Valley Books
Again

Thanks Doug

• • STEPHANIE ZIEDEN WEBER '

'

Happy 2 1st birthday' You finally caught up

to the rest of us I'm sure you will celebrate

til you can celebrate no more'

Love
Tern

SERVICES

HOLIDAY ROOKING selling

Travel on Campus 545-0500

PREGNANT''
Need a pregnancy test ^^T«2^as
port? Caa tor free and conManeat aatwcaa

ALTERNATIVES 33 Main St Nwrhampton

566-3000

STUOENT ORGANIZATIONS can pubkose

thee everts tor tree n the ^*g**?Jz?
323-9892 or max notices to 0302 Cash.n

STUDY ABROAD

IN GUATEMALA
CaB 505 242 3194

T SHIRTS

CUSTOM SCREEN PRINTE0
T Shirts sweats boxers beer mugs, ate

-e«-High quality

e'

•1 • 158

TYPING

Tlftster

Wanna g_
The guy on the fourth floor Lewis
Wanna go out Thursday 7

J1 No-

LOST

BLACK LEATHER SCHOOLBAG
Schoolbooks and papers and keys inside

My undying gratitude * yours if you return

549-1394

KEYSred keychain West St S Pleasant SI

549-2931

HAPPY 21 ST BIRTHDAY TOM LVNGft

Best wishes for a great day & wonderful

year Love always. Rosie

HEY 171H BRITTANY STUDS!
Party on Dudes
You guys rule 1

FOR SALE

4 ACOC TICKETS Nov 2 Centrum »25 or

BO each M^hetle 546-5275 WeoVTh night

AMPLIFIER tor sale Traynor 200w all

tube guitar amp 2*12' speakers Ken

548-3499

CAR SPEAKERS: BOw/ ^wa^ptoneafsj

B O Call Phil 6-0466

MURDER ANYONE??

CON. MAM. LES, AND SIR.

Thanks for a totally awesome Friday night'

Dinner was impressive (next time it may be

poisonous) We'll practice our limbo and

enme solving skills m the meantime watch

out tor shots between the eyes and/or shots

of blackberry brandy You guvs are the beat'

Love and a bee named Jim. Anne, Ashley.

Missy, and Terra

HEY PURPLE
What a night'

Hope things have cleared up

Special K

JENN J. U haven I been walking the dog

lately' A short haired admirer

KAFFY HOPPS
Happy 19th Birthday Hope you like what we

got you at the mall

Love your roommates

KRIS LANS- Happy BDay' Have a great

day' Love female legend'

TO JEFF ALEXANDER: Your long harr real-

ly turns me on'

TO PEP: This is the only way I can tell you

this, but I cheated on you with the lipstick

chicle Sorry' Love Chris-man

TO THE ANONYMOUS PRANK CALLER
You know who you are"'

Will you puh-lease stop

calling us at 3 00 AM
every morning because it s

really annoying' If you

keep n up. we H have to figure

out a way to find out who you are'

This is your first and last warning'

1 MNG WORO PROCESSING. $1 50/pg

• ..panddekvery Laser printing and

,ng available KCommunications,

• 173

WORKPROCESSING inexpensrve. qu-ck

and accurate work Campus pickup and

delivery Can Lisa 256-6695 leave message

WANTED

AMERICAN CREDIT CARO wants serf star

ting entrepreneur .nd-v-dual ™*#£?
credit cards on campus i 800 762 turt»

ENTHUSIASTIC individual or student

organization to promote Spring Break

destination for 1991 Earn commissions,

free trips and valuable work experience

Apply now"" Call Student Travel Service at

1 800-26M799

GRADUATE STUDENT NEE0S
Junior Senior and Graduate women lor

communication research interviews subse^

quent to a scheduled appomimen a

University Health Services Focus Patient

perceptions of communication a the health

«M Reimbursement Eight Dollars Leave

name 6 phone number for Elhe 256-8559

PROFESSIONAL DJ'B

LAZER TECH AUDIO available tor your

dance, dorm party, or house party Great

rates, great DJ'B Call 323-7801 soon
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SPORTS
Field hockey hosts No. 13 Terriers

Collegian photo by Carrie Wyeth

Midfielder Lisa Berardinelli, shown here
against Springfield College, will lead the
Minutewomen into battle today against Boston
University at Totman Field (2:30 p.m.)

By KEITH BENNETT
Collegian Correspondent

The University of Massachusetts field hockey team, cur-

rently on a five-game winning streak, will try to extend

that streak to six against Boston University at 2:30 p.m.

today at Totman Field.

The Minutewomen (12-4), currently ranked eighth in the

country, will try to keep their momentum going against

No. 13 Boston University (8-4-1).

UMass coach Pam Hixon expects a very tough game

from BU.
"We've had a real hot rivalry with BU over the last few

years,'' Hixon said. "We had the opportunity to beat them

on penalty shots in the NCAA's last year."

UMass took that opportunity to beat BU last year in

the NCAA tournament taking their shots. The teams were

scoreless for the entire regulation and through three over-

times. The win enabled UMass to advance in the tourna

ment and, ultimately, oust BU.
Top players for BU this year have been goalie Lori

Heywood, midfielders Patrice Schena and Lesley Am
binder as well as forward Lisa Barone.

"I think they're hungry," Hixon said of BU. "They need

a win against a Top 10 team for a chance to get into the

NCAA tournament. I'm planning on a fight to the finish."

Of her own team, Hixon admits that they feel good about

the way they've been playing.

"We're on a bit of a roll right now," Hixon says. "We're

playing well right now and we have to keep playing well."

Hixon credits her team's current success with the fact

that a number of players are contributing to the net, not

just a few select players. She added that the defense has

also been playing well.

Hixon said she hopes her team can score early and often

against BU.

Wilkos hopes for quick return to campus

Shaw burns up
Celtics' parquet

It's only been four preseason games but the Boston

Celtics are averaging 131 points per game. The sup-

posedly slow-footed C's have been running-and-gunning

in wins over the Pistons (116-98), Nuggets (173-155),

Jazz (114-107) and a loss to the Hawks (127-122)

And who's got the troops running? Brian Shaw.

Tonight on the parque floor the Boston faithful will

be re-introduced to Bird, Lewis, Parish, McHale and,

after a year's hiatus, Brian Shaw.

Will Celtics' fans be willing to welcome Shaw back

with open arms after all the bad mouthing and threats

he made? Yes.

By SAM SILVERSTEIN
Collegian Staff

Gary Wilkos got a "good, clean" shave from his uncle.

Philip Francheshini. in the Stanton. Del. hospital bed he

has occupied since suffering a severe neck injury in Satur

day's football game, and said he us feeling good and look

ing forward to returning to Amherst, possibly by this

weekend.
Wilkos was examined earlier this week by the specialist

who operated on White House Press Secretary James

Brady after the 1981 assassination attempt on President

Reagan.
Tests have revealed no signs of paralysis, or neurological

damage.
"He was the man." said Wilkos of the examination, ar-

ranged by Delaware Gov. Michael Castle. "He relieved

all the pressure off my parents and told them everything

that's going on."

Wilkos lay injured on the field for 36 minutes Satur

day before an ambulance arrived to take him to the Chris-

tiana Medical Center in Stanton, Del. Wilkos father call-

ed the delay "totally insane," but Wilkos himself said he
didn't mind
"For the first 30 seconds I had a little bit of tingling.

I knew I had messed up my neck. . . but I had my whole
family there and that made me feel great," Wilkos said.

Monday, Wilkos was outfitted with a halo brace, which
he will wear for three to six months The brace will keeD

Wilkos' vertebrae aligned by immobilizing his head and

neck
Wilkos had originally planned to spend several weeks

at his home in Staten Island, NY. before returning to

Amherst, but now hopes to make it back in time to see

the Minutemen play Northeastern this Saturday.

i guess I'll live in the infirmary for a while, get some

tutoring and see if I can get some work done," he said.

"The last thing I want to do is withdraw."

I m just looking forward to standing up. I haven't been

out of bed since the third quarter Saturday."

UMass coach Jim Reid, teammates, and other friends

from school have been in close contact this week Wilkos'

uncle. Father Phil,' has been at the hospital throughout.

Wilkos said.

"I can't tell you how much coach Reid means to me,"

Wilkos said. "It may sound corny, but his advice was to

just get better and the rest will take care of itself. And
he's exactly right

"

Though it is still far too early to speculate about whether

Wilkos will return to play football again, he did admit

"I'm still really nervous. People who know me know how
much football means to me.
"But I think |the team) will be all set with whoever's

in there, Tom [Fasano] or Paul [Tornatore] or Dave

(McGovern) or maybe even (265-pound offensive lineman)

Paul Mayberry," Wilkos joked.

"Mabes can throw the seed."

Myself along with the rest of Celtic fans are starv-

ing for some excitement from the Green and we know

that Shaw is the key to making the team run and gun.

Many factors have gone into new coach Chris Ford's

hopes of making the Celtics a running team. Among
them are the release of Dennis Johnson and Jim Pax

son and the proposed release ofJohn Bagley, along with

the drafting of a quick guard in Dee Brown.

Shaw felt he was unfairly treated by the Celtic

organization and bolted for Europe and a more

lucrative contract. God forbid he question the fabled

front office of the team. All the blame was placed on

him.

It's interesting to note that both Shaw and his Celtic

backcourt mate Reggie Lewis are both represented by

Jerome Stanley. Shaw sat out the speaking aspect of

the negotiations and Stanley did the mouthwork. At

titudes about Shaw changed over the summer when

the same threats were made by Reggie Lewis, who also

came close to going the Italian route.

In relation to Shaw, Boston columnists claimed that

if Larry Bird's contract came into question every

measure would be taken to make him happy. This, of

course, led to cries of possible racial motives. So far this

hasn't been pursued.

After a year, Shaw signed a five-year contract with

the Celtics. Following a change of heart, and many
court hearings, he suddenly threatened to sit out the

next five years and told the Celtics where they could

stick their green shamrock
Realizing he had no other options, he agreed to play

and anticipated the beginning of the season.

He has come under fire for trying to tarnish Celtic

Pride, and neither the Boston media nor fans are quick

to forgive and forget.

The only thing that matters to Shaw is that the fans

realize he made a mistake — I feel they will. He also

realizes that when the team is not doing well, all eyes

will be on him. He has accepted this and now just wants

to play.

If he wants the fans to forgive and forget, all he has

to do is produce — and remember the words of Dick

Vitale, 'Just win baby!'

Stephen Kafsoulis is a Collegian correspondent

Volleyball optimistic, faces bc I
Water polo takes 4 of 5

By FELICE COHEN
Collegian Correspondent

With three weeks left in the season,

a dismal record of 3-19, and a few in

jured players, dreams of an A- 10 Cham
pionshipjust do not seem plausible for

the University of Massachusetts
volleyball team.

But the Minutewomen have yet to

throw in the towel.

"The team is still practicing hard and

looking for wins," said coach Carol Ford.

At 7 p.m. tonight in Totman Gym, the

Minutewomen will host Boston College

(12-13). According to Ford, BC has one

of the best teams ever.

"They have middle attackers, hitters

and a strong setter — players coming at

you from every position," she said. Ac-

cording to Ford, instead of turning

around and running the other way, the

Minutewomen plan on fighting back.

"We're concentrating real hard on our

defense, which will be the key." said

Ford. "If our defense is successful, then

all we have to do is put the ball away."
She called this 'assertive transition."

The Minutewomen's star setter Angie
Pallouci, mirrors the team's luck. Her
luck has not been with her all season.

Starting off the season sick, she now has

a sprained wrist, as a result of the game
against George Washington. Ford said

she is now undecided about who will

play tonight in the setter's position.

"We have another setter, but we need

Angie's height to block," she said.

"Because of our size, our blocking has

not been a real factor, but it's improv-

ing."

The Eagles are led by the strong set

ting of Jennifer McEnroe. Coach Ford

noted that the 5 foot 9 McEnroe "is not

only a great setter, but also has the

capability of hitting the second pass

over."

It is not surprising that she holds one

of the top kill records for her team.

Another player to watch out for is Jen-

nifer Smith, who is a big factor to the

team in blocks, kills and serves, accor-

ding to Ford.

By ADRIENNE MATT
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts water

polo team took four out of five wins home
this weekend after competing at Brown in

the Eastern Tournament.
According to coach Russ Yarworth the

1 1 -6 win over Yale encouraged the team to

put up a fight against No. 19 Harvard.

They were, however, tired, he said, which

contributed to the 10-7 deficit.

GT Ladd and Brian Mclver as well as

Alex Yelensky each netted two goals for

the Minutemen.
"It was a good team effort," Yarworth

said of the tourney. "This was a very

positive step forward for us."

Brown (No. 12) and Harvard were the on-

ly nationally ranked teams UMass faced at

the tourney. UMass entered ranked No. 16.

During the Harvard game, Scott Reed
recieved an elbow in the mouth and was
lost for the remaining games. He has now
been fitted with braces and will be able to

play at Amherst College this weekend.
Brown fell to UMass 10 9, the first loss

Brown has experienced against a New
England team or an East Coast team this

year, according to Yarworth.

Jon Miller had seven of the team's 10

goals against Brown, putting in four

against Harvard.
UMass went on to take Boston College

1 1 9 in overtime as well as Massachusetts

Institute of Technology 12-8 in regulation

time.

Mclver netted five goals against BC and

Miller completed three goals against MIT.

The team has been without the services

of Todd Larson, due to an ear infection, and

Dan McOsker who has been out for the past

five weeks with a broken thumb since a

match against Cal.-Berkeley on Sept. 23.

After this weekend, the team has a 15-6

record.

Saturday and Sunday the team will host

the UMass Tournament to be held at

Amherst College with the first game held

at 11:30 a.m. against Queens Club. The

team will also scrimmage members of

Queens College and Queens Club at 5 p m.

The B Team will face Queens College at

10:15 a.m.

"It's good for them to play the older

players," Yarworth said. "The refs tend to

swallow the whistle more and just let the

kids play."

INTVATUVDVw JbA 1 nJEiiC EDITORIAL THIS WEEKEND

Frosty, little snowflakes

may grace our campus
tonight with today's

tempi in the low 50s.

Point/Counterpoint

covers debate on the

Middle East crisis and

its offshoots. Pages 6-7

Schoolhouse Rock

prepares to take us on

a nostalgic, childhood

journey next week.
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By PRESTON P FORMA

N

Collegian Staff

WASHINGTON - Two University of

Massachusetts programs will be several

million dollars richer if President Bush

signs legislation passed by the U.S. Senate

this week approving funding for two

renewable energy piojectl

Senator Edward M Kennedy (DM;,

announced Monday that $19 million has

ived final Congressional approval for

, nlar heat engineering storage project

and wind energ> • The measure

now awaits the president- signature.

The largest grant. $1.5 million, has been

given t<> -Linn -, F Manwell. director of the

tenewetrfe energy research laboratory

Manwell said the grant, which will be us

ed to continue research and development

of wind energy technolou a reap-

propnation of an $800,000 grant the

University received in 1987.

"I think UMass got this grant because we

have had a large renewable energy pro

gram since the 1970s." Manwell

Even during the Reagan years when such

research somewhat died. UMass kept

going. . .

"And this University has also produced

a great deal of graduate students who are

ISSUE 36

now in the field doing research. The reputa

tion of our graduate students is outstan

ding." he said.

Manwell, who heads the wind project,

said four faculty members and at 1

seven graduate students will work on the

project focusing on storage capabilities, the

million
integration of wind turbine power with

standard electrical systems and the clu

ing of wind turbines in one area, often

referred to as wind farms

"Wind energy looks like it is on the up

ing again and especially now since we can

produce a very large fraction of power from

$500,000 grant OK'd by House
Collegian Stall Reports

WASHINGTON - The Home of

Representative on Tuesday apj

legislation that cnuld bring a $500,000

grant to the University of

Massachusetts to establish I
( 'enter far

Manufacturing Productivity, which

would study and perhaps slow the

decline of manufacturing jobs in the

,'e

A linokllltHinOfl '"an

Silvio O. Conte (R Pittsfield). said

-terday that the grant has been tf

proved by the House and will most lik.

ly pass the Senate also.

The center is expected to focus on the

rapidly declining manufacturing seg

ment of the Massachusetts economy and

especially the western portion «»t the

The grant would be divided between

the School ot Management and the

Engineering- with the addi

tional input of the Massachusetts Small

Business Development Center

Together, they intend fee p -kills

and strategies aimed at improving the

productivity ami the qualitv of produ

In a press statement. ( ..nte. whose

district encompasses the Amher

said the center will fuse pi;

plied research at UMass with activ

of regional manufact I ung by an

economy in recession

the wind.'' I

A $400.000 grant was also awarded to the

i/m far engineering and

work ten which will hold -ular

n underground and use it to heat the

Boyden Physical Education Building and

Muilini Memorial which

construction at tbt rite od the oW ' Ma

bant
Engine* ! ''

Su
kind in the Unite) ill havt

col gather the power ..ft It

som.

Hi -a-.d the unit will be op
round, recover

cent of th.

used for oil so ti,

helpful -«w*

the region. *' he said

He said about thi-

and .aduates will help

-ign the US
In a pies- '«'" tr"

to the quality oJ

at UMass. "Both the eotar and wind pro

- are making vital contribution* in the

fight to DrOb ronment. maintain

. independence and ki

competitive in thi

feOChnoiog) development

a great deal of graduate student, who are I n .a J. 1L>^ -.^
Republican Club rallies in support of question three

By KENDRA PRATT
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts

Republican Club urged a dissenting group

of about 50 students yesterday at a rally

on the Student Union steps to support the

tax rollback ballot question as a measure

to restrain state government spending.

"The level of taxation is so burdensome,"

said Ted Maravelias. a Republican Club

member who spoke at the rally We're just

fiat out sick and tired of having tax raised

to bail the legislature out of their hole."

The Citizens for Limited Taxation peti

tion. question three on the November elec-

tion ballot, would roll back state taxes and

fees to 1988 levels in the middle of this

fiscal year if passed by voters. The rollback

would cut $12 billion from state revenues,

which opponents estimate will be doubled

since the rollback would happen in the mid

die of the budget year, cutting 40 percent

from discretionary accounts.

Maravelias criticized the anti CLT move

ment on campus for using the Board of

Regents' estimation of how CLT will affect

public higher education as "a scare tactic-

No one should assume how the legislature

will cut the budget by $2.4 billion until

question three paters, he said

The Regents, assuming the legislature

would make across the board cuts to discre-

tionarv line-accounts by the petitions

deadline of Dec. 6. estimated that funding

for public higher education would be reduc

ed by $126 million if CLT passes.

The Regents then applied the $126

million across the-board cut to state col-

leges and universities to estimate that

UMass Amherst would lose $28 million

before next semester.

"Anti CLT sentiments are motivated by

irrational fears that are propagated by the

same people who got us into the deficit

under the Dukakis administration's liberal

legacy," Maravelias said. "IThe Regentsl

are basing their assumptions on worst case

scenarios."

As the keynote speaker of the rally.

Maravelias said the state government has

I ..llrKian phn«n h\ Hi. hard Out rw

Republican Club member Ted Maravelias and Student Trust.
. Aafaa

McQuilken at a pro-CLT rally yesterday on the Student Union st.p-

Bombings kill six

in Northern Ireland
BELFAST. Northern Ireland <AP> - Simultaneous

bomb attacks at two security checkpoints in Northern

Ireland today killed six soldiers and left a civilian miss

ing and presumed dead, police said. The Irish

Republican Army claimed responsibility.

Five men were arrested in the Irish Republic in com

nection with the predawn attacks, which also injured

at least 27 people, six seriously, police said.

Police said that in both cases the bombs were driven

to the checkpoints by civilians acting under IRA threat.

One of the drivers, an elderly man. warned the soldiers

at a checkpoint, but not in time.

The IRA claimed those forced to drive the bombs to

the checkpoints were "collaborators," who had done
me cnexivp

CONTINUED ON PAGE 2

BOG to vote on LBGA seats
By KATHERINE T LAMOTHE
Collegian Staff

As the Board of Governors prepares to Vote tonight on

a proposed constitutional amendment to eliminate the

representation of the Lesbian. Bisexual. Ga> All; int.

many student leaders are concerned about the propoaal -

effect but are confident that it will not pass

Last week. Gov. Ted Maravelias and BOG Vice Chan

man Ed Corrigan submitted a motion to remove the

LBGA's seats from the Board. No other non elected posi

tions which included representative seats from the Third

World Caucus, Abilities Unlimited and Graduate Student

Senate, were slated for removal.

Todd Bryda, Graduate Student Senate liaison to the

BOG, said he had faith in the governors' ability to work

together effectively and to think clearly on issues and that

recent publicity about the Board's proposal does not reflect

its actual mood.

1 feel it's I shame b it makes the Board seem

more divisive than it really is." he said I think this

Hoard is more rational and < that it s a

"homophobic attack from the radical right

. Laura Silver, one ot"two LBGA governor-, said thai

this publicity, along with othei recenl negative public.

tv would damage the BO< Libility

'At a time when the Boards [public relatltt

all time low. to pass this proposal would be devastating.

she said.
,

Silver also sa.d that students will not tolerate ItWtltU

tional harassment Also. Student Trustee Angus

McQuilken has suggested that the LBGA sue the pear as

well as the BOG for discrimination and violation ot the

code ot student conduct.

Silver eleo said that statements b> Maravelias, whuh
CONTINUED ON PAGE 4
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:Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual Forum

rum com

9td and turned in to tht GLB iestfei *

p m on Wednesdc

THURSDAY. OCTOBER 25 A ''the Spider Woman

be shown at 7 p.m.. Campus Center room 803.

FRIDAY. OCTOBER 26 Coffee Social 3 to 6 p B
r infc -.umber

MONDAY. OCTOBER 29

Group, a rap and support gi

ua! students of various racial and *

busil
-ck CC info desk for room number.

TUESDAY, OCTOBER 30 LBGA weekly

me, Student Union office 413B.

•Once , 5 What? - Changing Religious

mectives on H iUty." a panel presentation by

Jypeot various religions and denominations,

GLBC and the Faculty Staff Group for

Ga an and r -' Concerns as part of BGLAW

- Bisexual Gay Awareness Days 1
p.m

,-: 3GLAD events, call PGLBC at

raa/auflftort group 8:30 p.m SU 413B.

/ill- Jv ".•••. i»« ( * 1 ' 1 '' ; " * N "rlh Star
'

Northamp-

ton B i" I il •*<

u/viiNfr'SDAY OCTOBER 31 /to/i Grow/; held by the

%^4E*m o- - 7"-"" part rf tht'

Qnrinirfield College series. 7 to 9 p.m.

ISSm,-•£ « -"' " 1,i,r ;" l
'" arl Slr'"' 1

' °
rt p

,,„, g to 1 a.m., $ :1

For Your Information-

THURSDAY. OCTOBER 25

Q - MassPIRG

goal o
-

-

-

tag* to Booaoredby

AHORA will be in the Bluewall Cafe.

:

•re

LBGA.
3mA: free

MONDAY. OCTOBER 29
•

-•

p.m

- -

.• m CASA, Hamahire I ollege

5A and the Five College Programm

Peace and World Security Stud..- The

lecuture is free and open to all For nor*

information, call 584-8975

. _ Wendy Abrams, regional sales

manager of the Children'- Division ol

Esprit, will air. feculty and

917 at 7 p.m

11 ESDAY, OCTOBER 30

WuskuI 'Schoolhou

entad by the UMass Musk Tb<

Guild will be shown Tuesday and W ednes

H pm at the Studem

Ballroom. Ticket, are $3 for students I

For m-

com

IRA bomb attack
' - - • -

-. a

FRIDAY Ot TOBEH 26

~,

4 p.m. to 9 pm and 1

an. to 4 a-i Hat

pro-CLT rally

labo:

3 of 20.000 ihor

i

alane":-

held at noon

Mer ng Room a

C 904-808 fUMaas Sponsored by the

America
-C. the Guatemala Sohdar mit

continued to «

financial crunch He a
reased' ntintbe

il threi the rate of

He added that Maseeh has the

vi spendir.- • lal services

and the second highest income tax tv

audience, who jeered at the comment.

The program reductions slated by the

LIMast administration are examples of how

the state government priorities "middle

bureaucracy" over services, he said

Duffey and Madson are responding to

the deficit bv cutting programs, not ad-

ministration." he said. "The first rule of

»ld and expand like

nd CLT is the

rk for 1

-.man in Dublin said the

,d )U -t across the

bore D the checkpoint w U I

dondem*. 65 miles northwest of I

where fnv of the soldi. • killed

the civilianm reported m.

The other soldier was killed at a ecur*

•it in Newry, a rUls - l 40

-outh of Belfast, police said

Prim* Minister Margaret Thatcher

deeply shocked" by the

bombir
Hospital officials said the injured includ-

ed six members Qf the security forces, all

of them seriously hurt.

Both checkpoints are on the horde.

wee S thern Ireland and the Irish

Republic. Tl

main road betw<

B<-th poet

n the p

The missing ci

I to be the driver of th-

ing the bomb, p

At the N
old man drove up ii

I shouted, "Th.

The bomb exploded before p-

d the driver had time !

,r The driver suffered a broken

Th. Il:

a statement to the Bi

ag, >n m B<

i that u'

Britain abandoned iti "futile w:u in

Ireland."

seething cancer cei.s ana \_ui is u«r uw;

hold them accountable." he said.

that or

m -per

n no choice Tr

the beaut*-

sexual issues

•xample of spending

the state constitution that

pur. -rsitie* I
financially

• filth and :mn. r he asked the

behind a C flag which

he door of theoffn
an and

. m
-ssage >u sending

McQuilken said

iddress the issue, ques-

Jeff Turco. another Republican Club

-aking at the ra d the flag

was hung by one individual without the

clubs' knowledge He said that the

Republican Club opposes the Klu Klux

d that he personally finds the Con

I

"On behalf of the Republican Club. I

-ndedl

nfederate r

COLLEGIAN
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PROFESSIONAL SI an

Charlie's
ight

Tonight 10c Beer Steamed Baby Franks

»fgH 9:00p.m. - 12:00 a.m. &£Ur
E* .•.•.-.•..-....

Drift* of the Wtck
Scotch and Mixer SI '5

:••:•:•:•::

Beer of the Month
Foster (Lager $1.75

Giard's

Barber Shop

Haircuts
for

' Less

M ihe bac* ot'

CVS parking .ot

Call for ippomtments

253-3666

tmptnffi.

.

M»ma
•

. lef

eaways

Hon 10 cent Moxzarella Sticks 9pm- 12am

Tue» 10 cent Buffalo Wings 9pm- 12am

Wed 25cent Pizza Slices and 99 cent Nachos 9pm- 12am

Thurt 10 cent Beer Steamed Baby Franks 8pm- 10pm

Sunday 10 cent Potato Skins 9pm- 12am

WE ACCEPT MC-VISA-AMEX

ARE YOU

PREGNANT
A IN NEED OF HcL°?
Birthright Can Help

. . mm »»«i*iN»»<ct renin
S«m« D«> MM

r fr%m CeneeianeM c-trtng

S
549 1906
tmhtnl

OearNe* Shop*

JMaajMMfai n ff

LOCAL

( ullrKian filr pkaea

WHAT'RE YOU LOOKING AT? - A member of the class of 2013 regards our photographer

with interest as he clings to his father for dear life.

'Women in Israel' making progress

EWC worker devotes sabbatical to Israeli women 's movement

Bv DAN WETZEL
l 'oliegian Correspondent

\\ .men in Israel are bagiimJBM to make MrMM< in

equaluv and more services are beinn provided, according

to Sandra Mandel. the Kver> woman s (Vntei c«»<,rdinator

ral and resour .... . . ot
udel lectured on "WOMMM in Israel to ab.,ut 36

students and facultv fX » P-«'t of the Wow
Studiea Brown Bag UbM* MHrkM at the University o!

Massachusetts

Ust spring. Mandel took a sabbatical to Israel in order

to help organize the women's movement there.

"The purpose of mv trip was to give coord.native and

mical help to fix, women's groups in Haifa. Mandt*'

rheee five groups wanted U> start making a dit-

lD helping battered and abused women in the Cl

II mdel sa.d that before the trip she was excited about

helping the women"* movement and living in a non

Christian culture. She said she enjoyed being a Jew in

a predominant Is Jewish area of Israel.

The five groups that Mandel worked with were Isha

Ilsha. which was like the Everywoman's Center, a bat

I women*! center. I rape crisis center, the Municip

ty. which is much like a welfare system, and the Haifa

Women's Center.

Getting these five groups to work together was quite

a task, according to Mandel. She said that being an out

sider helped her negotiate with the other women s groups

• of the people working at the centers had also heard

of the Evervwoman's Center

Having the people know about the EWC gave me

credibility with the Israeli-."' she said. "I spent lot at

tune getting the group- be listen to each other and to work

together
"

Mandel said that the women's groups heard about the

EWC through eonferenoai in Israel.

"The EWC is internationally known and is an imp...

tant model for the world I only wish the administration

would see its important. she said.

After months of conferences and workshops the women I

groups in Haifa opened one center in October^she said
B K

CON1INUED ON PAGE 1?

SGA debates
restructuring of

trust fund usage
gf

By KENDRA PRATT
Collegian Staff

A budget exercise, which suggested restructuring the

usage of the Student Activity Fee Trust Fund to change

how area governments, the Greek area and the Board ot

Governors are funded, came under fire last night at the

Undergraduate Student Senate meeting.

President Chancellor Duffey recently asked each dm
mon of Student Affairs to pretend that they had to cut 11

percent of their budget by prioritizing programs and to

submit the exercises to Vice Chancellor Dennis Madson

by last Thursday.

•It was catastrophic planning so we could look

priorities mkl Madson. who addressed the senate M

was not to cut any particular fee but to decide what

belongs in a mandatory fee and what needs to be funded

in other ways." ... n
The proposal was written last Thursday by Irene ( area

Sue Jean and Allen Brainerd of the Students Artivitu

Office with input from SGA Treasurer Karen 1 albot and

Dan Cheanika, the speaker <»(' the senate

The primary goal of the exercise was "to eliminate the

residential^ based tie.ed -s-tem of governance as
ar-

ticulated in the current SGA constitution and to make

registered student organizations the -primaiN program

priority for the SATF."

•My goal !s a union of undergradu.de- l hesiuka -aid

item i- now, we mgment the student

so that DO one knows who to follow in a tune i

Within that goal, the exercise reconMnended that the

Board ofOovernori be reviewed and restructtui

the BOG has been ineffective in carrying out it- st ited

ila."
, ,

Mary Noone. BOG treasurer, mklt] »«;

rino, the « m not able to participate in the W°val
rcise through the Student Actnit.es Trust Fund

Planning Committ.. >1

Talbot -aid the exerctM was brougnt up at an

meeting last week, hut since the exerci* '

"'

final proposal, the 8CP did DOt have the power to appn.v.

or oppose it. but only to give input.

The exerci- -fated that on campus resident

governments should be eliminated from SATr SOCOUI

and transferred to Hon Re-dent ...I Educa

t ion Program .

governments have a d.flerent role than Us

U«J We suggested setting up a tru-t rundfot

each area government, by Boar.! "" wh »fh

.utonomous from Housing Si

Patricia Donaghue. co pre-.dent ot Sylvan Area (rovern

ment. said area governments have always conflicted with

Housing S P«>lHies and any sort of financial

cooperation With Kouatttg ^ «« threaten the

power of area government-

-They would ultimately hold our monev bach and WO

would lose our push " she said.

Cheanika sa.d the exercise's statement to emhdraa

I'n.versitv recognit.on ofthe Greek system ua-.no.no._t

He sa.d they wanted University reoogmtion oi theGn

M end the undefined polices of the campi^ toward I

,

housing

CONIINUFD ON PA^F 12

Candidate supports CLT
Bv MICHAEL WEBBER
Collegian Staff

Downsizing state government and reduc-

Ing taxes are the only ways to get

Massachusetts "back in action said

tld Gilbr.de. Republican candidate for

State representative

Gilbride, a residenl of Ware, is running

against Democratic incumbent Patrick

.nders HI ifl the fust Hampden County

District He. hums that businesses are he-

,ng taxed out ofthe k! strongly sup-

ports the Citizens for Limited Taxation

Petition, which would reduce state taxes to

1988 levels if approved hy voters on Nov. b.

•If I could vote 50 times. I'd vote 50 times

,n favor [of the CLT petitionl, said

Gl
He
n
s

d

a

e

.d higher education is top-heavy

and that people who claim the CLT peti

IZ would destroy it are "using scare tac-

U
*T don't think it will hurt the schools at

all We can do without all those ad-

^tr^P^tneern that ever-

increase S» "en to support h.ghor

education, will be harmful to the state

"What we'll be doing is educating people

and then seeing them leave. They won't

stay in a state that taxes them down the

drain," he said.

According to Gilbride, state government

has mushroomed because of the "tax and

spend" policies followed for the last fea

years, and without changes there will even

tually be a "taxpayer's rebellion."

On the issue of abortion, he said. "I am

pro-choice There's a lot of rhetoric thrown

around, but who's going to speak for the

unborn?"
Gilbride pointed out, however, that he is

a supporter of gubernatorial candidate

William Weld, who is pro-choice.

Gilbride, who is 54 years old and a self

employed contractor, has never held

political office, although this is his second

bid for the position of state representative.

He said his lack of political experience

shows he is not "a professional politician

who thinks he alone knows what is best for

the people."

The first Hampden District includes

Belchertown, Ware, Hardwick, Holland

and Brimfield.

Window shattered by pellet

Police believe shots fired from Cance dorm
Compiled by PRESTON P FORMAN
Collegian Staff

Universitv police were called Tue-

night to Berkshire Dining Commons

after a rooftop window was shot out by

j>ellet gun Tired from an adjacent

residence hall, police believe.

Police said the window was shot out

at approximately 9 a.m.. lending glass

cascading onto students who were stu

dving in the building

Officers at the scene attempted to

locate the direction ofthe shot or shot-

by triangulating the shot Police believe

that the shot or shots were fired from

the third or fourth floor of Cance

Residence Hall.

While police were conducting an in

vestigation in Cance. officers discovered

a "bong" and seized it for destruction.

LARCENY

A male John Adams resident

reported to police Tuesday the theft ot

his room telephone. His roommate told

polios that he discovered the door open

during the night Housing Services

estimates tl • anew "

$ 1

M

• A woman reported that her New

York license plate was stolen trom her

parked in Lot 2
-

J

O A man reported that his vehicle park

ed in Lot 33 WtJ hroken into bv

mashing S window. A radar detector,

$23 in cash and a flashlight Were stolen

Police also said that heavy rain caused

damage to the interior. The estimated

damage is $180

SUSPICIOUS ACTIVITY

• Brett staff reported to police Tuesday

that a woman had been using the

facilities for several days. Police located

her and issued a trespass notice, since

she had no affiliation with the

University.
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BOG proposal

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

said that the proposal stated a general opposition to ap

pointed -rats on the Board, were untrue

•Whether thev choose to call it that or not," Silver said

-this is a personal attack on [about] 10 to 15 percent of

the population - to say that we have no say in policy

making for the Campus Center and Student Union.

Sue Gordon. BOG chairperson, said Maravelias and Cor

ngan's decision to attack one group, rather than the issut

^appointed seats, is a "fatal flaw" to the mototv

•I am very optimistic that the flaw in the motion irill

lead to its defeat, 'she said.
.

,

Other officers of the two student governing bodies, the

Graduate Sudent Senate and the Student Government

Association, said they did not know ^jg+*g.;
to take against the Board in the event of the motion

passage.

tm
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THIRD WORLD AFFAIRS
'Fringe' or the cutting edge of Zionism?™

~. . . \- w; c v, .w..«lpm and the destruction of has poured money into t

In the wake of the horrific massacre two

weeks ago, not surprisingly, the Israeli

government used the ensuing confusion

and terror to announce six new settlement

projects in occupied East Jerusalem alone.

Foreign Minister David Levy retracted a

commitment made to James Baker that

there would be no further colonization and

announced 15,000 new illegal en-

croachments, along with an aggressive

plan for further settlements

governmental support. The fact, however,

is that these groups enjoy considerable sup-

port at the highest levels of Israeli govern-

ment and from prominent private citizens

in Israel and North America. Far from be

ing a fringe group, they are the cutting

edge of Zionism.

Jewish Jerusalem and the destruction of

the holy Mosques begins at the highest

levels of Israeli government. President

Chaim Hertzog, who is constantly visiting

and congratulating colonists and who

refers to the Palestinians around the set

tlements as foreigners.' has given Ateret
1«« nf 7inniem liemeilUJ »» luicigiici". ""-ft -

These gTuplTare closely associated with ' Cohan.m diplomatic support in the United
i nese gruupa j „_. „tt i„ c*«»M «,K»r*> most of its funding comes

Hussein Ibish

Colonization in occupied Palestine takes

place in two distinct manners. The first is

quite straightforward: Land is confiscated

Israel has seized over 60 percent of oc

cupied land I and housing is erected for the

colonists. Meanwhile, land use planning

i . frictions limit any development by local

Arab towns.

The second form of colonization, however,

takes a very different and inherently covert

path. This is the usurpation of already ex-

isting properties by small groups of

private' individuals

In Jerusalem these movements look to

two main goals: the removal of all Arab

B m -Jerusalem and the establish

ment of an exclusively Jewish CArabrein')

city, and the destruction of the two mos-

ques (the Al-Aksa and the Dome of the

K<K.k' to make way for a new Jewish tern

pie on the site. Indeed, it was the threat by

MM such group to actually lay the founda

turn for this new temple that led to the

massacn
The Israeli government, mass media and

supporters have been quick to insist that

these groups are 'fringe fanatics' who

iv. little popular support and no

the Gush Emunim West Bank settle

ment/terrorist movement founded by the

late Rav Zvi Yehuda Kook. In Jerusalem

there are three main settler groups of this

type: Torat Cohanim led by Rabbi Petrover,

the Young Israel Movement led by Rabbi

Nahman Kahane (brother of Meir Kahane)

and the Ateret Cohanim, led by Rabbi

Shlomo Chaim Ha-Cohen Aviner.

It was this last group that gained inter-

national notoriety last April when they at

tempted to seize control of the Greek Or

thodox Church's St. John's Hospice during

Easter Holy Week. Initially, the govern-

ment denied any involvement, but it soon

emerged that this was an utter lie and that

Housing Minister David Levy had funnel

ed $1.8 million of government money to

Ataret Cohanim. Indeed, The Jerusalem

Post points out that the Housing Ministry

has been secretly financing the sinister ac-

tivities of this group since at least 1986.

The three main usurpation groups in

Jerusalem, including the Ateret Cohanim,

work together in a property consortium

called Atara Leyoshna This society

receives considerable support from the

Israel Lands Administration, and acts for

mally on its behalf when purchasing land,

thus making it an arm of the Israel state

It also receives the cooperation of the

.Justice Ministry in locating targeted Arab

propert v

Individual support for this group and its

publicly stated goals of an exclusively

States, where most of its funding comes

from. They are closely associated w ith the

Housing Minister Ariel Sharon, himself a

colonist. Foreign Minister David Levy, of

course, funded them illegally, during his

Housing tenure. All the government

ministers from the Tehiya party, which is

a member of the government and openly

advocates the transfer' (expulsion) of all

Palestinians from the territorn

naturally aligned with the group, par

ticularly the Science Minister Yuval

Neeman.
Deputy Foreign Minister Binyamin

Netanvahu. who is one of Israel's main

spokesmen abroad and who was quick to

dismiss these group- .is | small fringe

group of fanatics.' wa> the keynote speaker

at the group's 1988 New York fundraising

dinner. Last November he was quoted in

the journal Hotam Bfl saying, Israel should

have exploited the repression in China

when world attention ! :i that COttn-

try to carry out mas.- expulsions among the

be ofthe territorial Regrettably , there

« .,s no support for this policy, which I put

forward then and still recommend.'' Ol

the strongest supporter- ot these groups is

the Km ssel Speaker Dov Shilansky, the

Chief Sephardic Rabbi of Israel. Rabbi

Mord.vhai Eliyahu. As for the wealthy sup

porters from the Diaspora, suffice it to

quote RabW Marvin Hier. director of the

Wiesenthal Center, who said of tl

Cohanim. 'The who's who of world Jc-wi %

has poured money into this

Such colonization attempts extend

throughout the West Bank, for example, in

the second largest occupied city, Hebron.

The last two leaders of the settlers in

Hebron were both jailed for terrorism, and

have been implicated in plans to blow up

the mosques, as well as other terrorism

The current leader, Rabbi Moshe Levinger,

was jailed for three months after murder-

ing an Arab shopkeeper during a shooting

spree in Hebron's shopping district He had

told the court that he had been 'privileg

ed" to shoot an Arab and was carried to jail

on the shoulders of his gun toting sup

porters through the Casbah of Hebron

Like the Ateret Cohanim. Leving.

Hebron Fund, Inc if supported by tin- -tat.

and prominent individuals After the

murder, Minister Sharon called Levinger

a "hero of our generation," and he was

respectfully visited in prison by Minister

Neeman. In a speech on his behalf Rabbi

\1 eriya (described by Ha'aretz as

•the most senior of the religious national

educator-"' declared that •This is not the

time to think, hut to shoot
I
Arab-

;

right and

left, as long as on- hernim*. I

who ri- st you

I respect fully suggest that .inviuv wL
ta will •

the group- 'ting not oiih

colonization, but rely -Jewish

(particular >nd the destruc

Hon of t! aes of •<! the

Dome ofthe Rock, art not a1 all the small

that U Us

Blend They may In- small, and fai

th. anlv are. but with the kind

port that they clearly receive from the

power they must be seen as the cutting

edge of Zionism

HutMtn Ihish is a UMoa* stud.

ve" little popular support and no publicly stated goals o. an ™«..~.r —
^ #

Are 60s dissident gurus infallible/
^ u... au U .„„tlv m the context of ongoing exploitation, resou

On Tuesdav- Oct. 211. Noam Chomsky imparted his

views to an adulatory audience at Hampshire College^

( homskv has been long revered by many as a leader of

dis>ent, as an intellectual, linguist and activist par

Manv in the South (soolled Third World.

mod his brilliant critiques of U.S. policy, especially dur

,ng the brutal Vietnam war and in Palestine

However, his lecture left some people from the ^uth

upset and angered Several key points made by Chomsky

were elegantlv stated and very insightful, especially his

observations regarding the self serving historical role

played by the United States m the United Nations and

hisanalysis of the strategic and economic motives that

have converged to propel the United States '"torts role

m self appointed global policeman bankrolled by the Euro-

Japanese powers - the New World Order.

An otherwise remarkable lecture was marred by some

extremely disturbing statements that left some student

-

froniTheSouth wondering whether Cold War and Viet-

nam era dissidents are utterly incapable of comprehen_

ding changed realities ,n a planet where the forces of

secular, ethnic and religious nationalism are all group

inc for a confrontation with an unified North.

But then again, it is heresy to question the omnwenl

genius ofNoam Chomsky, especially in the United SUtea

After all the gurus of the U.S. Left would have us believe

that they are the mentors for sane people from Calcutta.

B
We

U
sha.fnrdare to be so insolent Instead we will

respectfully present excerpts from Chomsky s lecture and

mXa muted response at the end of each. For indeed.

Lome of us can only rely on our limited experiences ,n the

South and our instincts. „ .„

^economic aggression! was the just,fication offered [by

Iraq]/oX SSSSH Well, no sane person can accept such

a reason.

Some mav dare to hazard that Iraq also mentioned a

hisZcaTclaim to Kuwait as a justification. Regardless

it is clear that huge numbers of people residing in the

region extending from Morocco to Indonesia see some logic

inThese claims and even support Iraq's contempt force -

lal Lndanes (the basis of the historical claim). But.

maybe thev have temporary insanity.

There is ad* agreement which 1 share myself that Sad-

dar„ Hussein Ottjft! 2 begotten out of KuUXUt Aggression

should not he permitted, in particular, aggression by

somebody who really i» a murderous gangster.

See muted response above.

TheTwashmHton says it u .* /bior ofdiphmacy that

.ZihiL different from when. say. Europe says

7Z}ZfottTaey. When Europe says U isinfruvr

mit some talk.

Presumablv thi- ts strictly in the cont. ngoing

diplomatic feelers between Iraq and a few Europ.

t.ons like France. What about th.- astounding belhger, no

Of Britain and other European entities'*

There is a school of thought that judges Europe by its

hest and develops amnesia about European excesses - it

died Eurocentricism. As for the honesty of modern

European diplomacy ask the New Caledonians about the

French, the Angolans about the Portuguese or the

Zairians about Belgium.

The choiceifar global affairs! is. theguys H A ""

guns take uhat thex want, or els,- W try t„ hoy some

rmttm of world order, rcn.gnumg that it do,sn t haVtOH)

moral foundations, its foundations are that U

then was a system established ,n 1945 no moral founda-

Boat, but it existed The system is basically that of the I .\

Charter Sovereignty of boundaries and so an.

In their confusion some dare to posit other choices -

such as redefining the order of 1945. dictated to them by

the Northern victors of the World War. This order was

imposed at a time when the South was struggling to break

colonial shackles and come to terms with bizarre borders

carved at gunpoint by European powers Many in the

South refuse to passively accept an immoral order

Pratip Dastidar

In fact some are also armed and will challenge the g

with the guns who prefer to impose this order with force.

Thev will also resist appeals to accept the status quo men

lv because it "exists ." There is a word to describe the

desire to protect the status quo - Conservatism

The people who uphold it (the U.N Charter] are ptopl*

such as the African states and the Third World and M
on the Third World has always supported the I .A

wytttm. They want the system to be maintained hecaus.-

it gues them some kind ofprotection... Xothing else offers

the hope of any improvement or even survival

People of the South must thank this U.S. citizen for ar

ticulating the views of the Third World. CMfe «M*
don't agree and object to the depiction of all Third VVorld

people as cowering behind the shield of the United Na

tions. As to the lack of alternatives, see muted response

'1DOVG

[Lebanon's leaders! are all a bunch ofgangsters. Lebanon

has been turned into a monstrosity.

Why do some Lebanese that have heard this lecture find

these sweeping statements profoundly offensive. A

beautiful land plunged into a bloody civil war is

nonetheless a land of pride and beauty. It must not be

denigrated as a "monstrosity."

The Third World soon will incorporate Eastern Europe.

Major Western policy is to return Eastern Europe to its

traditional role as Third World - A region for cheap labijr

,-xploitation. resource extraction tSpOti 0/ pollution and

other normal Third World anient!

One Ofthe primarv definit the Third World in ad-

rl.t.on to enjov.ng the -amenities d,.so.lH,lah<A, abas-

ed on total colonization: cultural, economic. militar% and

political No true Third World organization 1

,ted admitting any European nation -East or West in

to its fold Eastern Europe has undoubtedlv n '
»>•

short end of Europe s grand larceny, but

injustice vMth real colonial devastation betrays a lack of

comprehension of the Third World expenen. I

What about the method of the Iraqi invasion of /u-« ait

Well, it u as much like Panama, m <" Ubanon. or

Turkey m Cyprus, or Indonesia in East Tf
nap- not Panama . unlike Kuwait,

the umbrella of Northern protection Israel - Invaaionol

Lebanon targeted the exiled Palestinian resistance v

<urely cannot be equated to the oil rich Kuwait ,- I ink

intervention in Cypruo was a product of the entirely dif

St dvnam.c- of ethnic -tr.fe East Timor, like Panama,

had no Northern security umbrella

Vf v OONUON is that an embargo is legitimate, an embu

On fed and medicine isn't H Ofl embargo is not

an act of war in this case You are overlooking one fact

Iraq invaded Kuwait On,, ft* respond t„ an aggressor

you are not carrying out an act of,car If X attacks Y and

there ,s a response to X that is not an act of war. that I

simple. You can ask uhether ,fs right or urong but it cer-

tainly isn't an act of war.

One might dare hazard that the Iraqi people, who are

at the receiving end of this impeccable logic, might flatly

disagree Incidentally, this is the official State Department

position.

Saddam Hussein represents nothing but violence, tyran-

ny and oppression He has created, mavhe. the ugliest state

in the world I don't knou if there is anything that com-

pares uith it. I mean this is the most hnmmcal murderous

state in the uorld ..,__

While Saddam Hussein has unquestionably used lai

scale v.olence. and does not brook dissent, one

that he represents more than this to the people ol Iraq

If education and health care mean much to peopb' then

S.ddam and his Ba'ath party represent more than

be inferred from this statement.

Between 1977 and 1986 Iraq witnessed a 44 percent in

crease in primary school enrolment, and a 300 percent nV

crease in the number of technical students It has one of

the best literacy rates in the South. It has a lower infant

mortality rate "than the United States and remarkable

state-subsidized medical benefits.

As for being the most tyrannical and murderous state

,n the world, Chomsky seems to have forgotten his own

remarks on such gems as the United States, Soviet Union.

Israel and South Africa.

The rest of the lecture was excellent.

Pratip Dastidar is a Collegian staff member
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EDITORIAL/OPINION

Point/Counterpoint: World
Fighting the war of words

I reallv did not want to do this. 1 didn't

M ant to foci like I had to. But I've been wat-

ching, reading and Iteming to the political

rhetoric flying back and forth on this

campus.
And it's enough.

It seems to me the reason and truth have

been utterly abandoned in the wake of the

.ited Struggle for Palestinian Rights
''

Michelle Weinstock

Now, don't get me wrong, I am not

nst this goal. All of us. regardless of

our origin*, deserve the right to dec.de our

own fates I could go on, but on this cam

pus those who have engaged in the strug-

gle do not want to hear what I have to say

To them, mv words are as good as dust

Wh\ ? Because I believe Israel has the

right to exist I am a Zionist Because you

see them k definition of Zionism is

a belief in and support for the state of

"

It is a belief, a value. In and of itself.

Ziomsm does not advocate any single

political direction. There are many kinds

of Zionism. There are right wing radicals

and left wing radicals There are socialists,

democrats and communists. There are a lot

Ol numerate- M well.

What is happening in Israel LI a resttll

of politics, not Zionism I '' m
l

ak
r

es

d on their political behefs.

point i>. diversity of opinion all

for coherent political discourse It -eem- to

me though, that because I call I

rust 1 am labeled a racist People are

convinced 1 am a racist because I believe

Jews should have a homeland.

I have been made into something I am

not, based on a political idea that has been

misconstrued. I have been labeled the

enemy, and I have yet to even open my

mouth in protest

What's happening in Israel is complex

and distressing. I am pained by what 1 see.

there are too many people dying in a near-

lv intractable situation.
'

1 grieve because this is not the way K

should be. But finger pointing is not going

to help - no one person, or people, is

responsible for this mess. I don't feel right

about issuing condemnations (or accolade

from thousands of miles away.

So every day, I read the Collegian, and

1 see people fighting a war. It is not the war

happening in the West Bank and Gaza. 1*

the war of the words, whose arrows are

launched to attack people here. To try and

convince people what side is right, who

they should choose.

I don't want to choose, but I feel forced

to do so. Somehow. I cant publicly support

Israel and the right of Palestinian self

determination. Someone else has tried to

tell me what I am.

That is wrong Itfi wrong when 1

to read the Collegia* in the morning It I

wrong when I feel defensive and thre

ed on this campus for believing in

something It- wrong when an ait. mpt is

made to trv to intimidate me

i refuse to be intimidated. 1 demand to

be listened to Il'v.m want to make peace.

vou mu-t talk with v-.ui enemies I am no

one - en. my.

Wemav D ;(.„,winthewartl:

but le to call a truce here

k i.s a E/lfsss tmaem

WmNe

-£*.

Let's not forget humanity of issue
... u.n,

After reading about the deaths of 19

Palestinians. I was duly distressed and

angry What a frustrating and senseless

loss of life it wa-

it was. however nothing new For 36

months now I have been bombarded with

equallv atrodov - .meot the more

phic ones have I
red on national

new I

It was what I had come tfl SSped d ths

Israeli milllinmrnt Bitter and hardened.

1 Hied this fact away in the back Of my

mind, too 1 thought it would come in han

dj as ammunition for the next time I got

into ument with a pro Israel.

Satisfied. I forgOl about the whole thing

I I read about the vigil protest in the

CofhffteftfVigti prot'-t-. mourns killing

of Palestinians." Oct 101 R shamed BM

I realize now that my reaction, on a level

no matter how insignificant, is why those

19 Palestinians died in the first place It

isexactl) that sort of bitterness that fuels

a cn-i-

I personally had fallen victim to mv own

ven, I'hat is. I had let it separate DM

from the human component of the <n-i-

Tin- whole situation had become an

abstract game

The vigil, however, was to find pal

Thus. I write this letter of eno meni

in the spirit of the candlelight rigll

Nadia Abushanab
Orchard Hill

;.im !.»(». led a racist People are ""' ..<. . ,— •,.

Let us treat Israel as a faithful ally, not a villainous enemy
UCb HO tl^U ,..__. „,,_, would eniov seem. It t. n« surpn-e thai the protestors began to hurl-ton*

rae l
italtMWtfAll ™»« "J\

f

allH
iitically unstable and volatile

cent allegations against I- ***** P**** have

led" me Jo trv to demonize th,- friend •*«"£«««
ntion away from other hostilities in the Middle Last.

Presenting the Palestinian situation as the other ma

jo, problem in this region clouds over other more subver

. movements currently in action

1987 the Intifada 'uprising' has crippled (*•>

dop !h, Palestine I limbly wan a

homeland, but Israel it reluctant toP™^ *{~
West Bank because it would create one more hostile

ne ghbor to contend with and put the n,« Palestinian

thin firing range of th, strip where 90 per-

t of Israel's population re •

la motive*
.,.,, the Palestinian- don t deserve

^eelac^ding to recent pa*, the Israel,^ peace

more than anvthing I

Whether a new Palestinian state would create pear

questionable and could possibly create another war

The hostile n i .round Israel would enjoy seeing

this nation wiped offth* map and would probahly supply

the milit.iN SUppori to a hypothetical Palestinian tfaftc

to pursue this objective.

Instead of incorporating a peaceful diplomat jc eppr

to the problem the diffused Palest inian groups have

demonstrated with violence.

Frank Williams

They have refu>ed to accept negotiation- 01

economic aid from the Israeli government K M to lb

the vounger population angry and volatile

When the .{,000 protestor- demonstrated in .Jerusalem

earlier this month, the supposed tOOtN i l
rumor that

,d,cal religious group was planning to build a third

temple on a holy Moslem site

But actually it appears that Saddam Hussem. whom the

Palestinians vigorously support, promoted the protest to

divert attention from his aggre-ioi.

It is no surprise that the protestors began to MttOMS
and bottle- at the w.,rshipper> assembled at Israel -most

sacred site, the We-tern Wall

As a reaction to the violence, the [sea*!*] repelled the

protestors and. in the process. 19 Palestinians were kill

ed The incident is a tragedy, as international polr

culminated in the sacrifice of individuals supposedly reac

ting to a mere rumor

Why is it that the death of these Palestinians is loudly

, lamored in the international media, whereasths tabb-

ing death of an Israeli pulic-man by Palestinians a few

mont OS SgO went unnot iced'
1 'Also not ment .oned are t he

violent deaths around the world that occur on a daily

ha-

ll BM t hat t he polit ual enemie- of Israel are bent on

denmnizing this nation. By insisting the l-iae

villainous group, they are attempting to divert support

awa\ from our valuable and reliable ally

I am in no way excusing the deaths of the 19 Palest I

nians or the violence of any group.

But in this time of uncertainty in the Middle East, it

is important to remember who our friends are.

Frank Williams is a I'Mass student

•ionahle and could possihiy create SSNW* «»..

1 1 *

Israel created as shelter for the brutalized, is now brutahzer
1- I^X ^ > ...u__ - —*u„„an „n.arS * hpalthv ideoburv of modern Israel exempted fro

Twon; I in eternal

bat throughout world history, the op

and the oppressed Beginning in

1933. Adolf Hitler imbued the oppr-

- with a virulence and demomsm »

bej • n.

Jay Allain

Employing the toUlistic reach of n

media, a charismatic oratory and state

of the art military juggernaut. Hitler mold-

ed the German people into a lumpen jsllo

committed to him.

Into a Germany wracked with unemploy-

ment, inflation and political divisiveness,

he offered the "Final Solution."

Six to 10 million innocents were exter

minated before the plague of Nazism was

finally contained.

\tt. i ihe war, the remnant of survivors

who were Jewish forged the nation of

Israel A battered and traumatized people

sought refuge.

With what hope and relief they must

have established this nation

With a powerful military that is butti

ed hv hefty U.8. support. Israel has become

a world military power, an isolated fortress

in an Arab region

What is prohlematic here? The tact is

that in encountering the anti-human

crusade of Adolf Hitler, the Israeli -lews

became infected by the will to power.

They moved from being the brutalized

victims to the brutalizers.

Their forced intimacy with evil - as

when a pathogen enters a healthy

organism - caused the SSSSnos of fascism

to pervade their body politic.

The United States has been infected, too.

Reagan's war on the poor, now furthered

by his protege. George Bush, the bristling

military buildup of the BOl

The domestic assault against dissent and

deviance, the bully boy invasions of

Panama, Grenada and the Hitlerite

manipulations of El Salvador, Nicaragua

and the Persian Gulf are all symptomatic

of a deranged nation state

When Israeli troops opened fire on rock

throwing Palestinians on Oct. 8, leaving a

score more dead, the victims were no longer

perceived as human beings.

They were "Them." Subhuman

creatures which the tense and militarized

ideology of modern Israel exempted from

the right to live

The beauty and wisdom of the Jewish

religion In- besa eclipsed by state religion

As in the United States, a beleaguer.^

group challenges the dominant culture and

its Machiavellian attachment to repres

sion, military power and dehumanization

of "the Other."

In both Israel and the United States.

brave individuals risk being called traitors

to express their belief in reconciliation and

sisterhood and brotherhood for all peoples.

Armed only with the vision of a saner

world and a sturdy faith in working

towards it, they struggle on. They are

vilified, imprisoned, denied jobs.

Who dares jam them? It is not realistu

day Allain is a Northampton resident

.».

U.S. chooses war over conservation
Prior to the Gulf crisis the defense of freedom, however

self-servingly defined and selectively applied, was always

an integral part of official justification for U.S. military

deployment and force projection. So much so that in many

cases the principles of non-intervention and non-

aggression were readily violated in the name of defending

of freedom.

Rashid Sheedfar

In the case of the Gulf this logic has been turned on its

head. The United States has deployed its forces in the

name of defending Saudi Arabia against Iraq and restor-

ing the national sovereignty of Kuwait. But there is no

talk of defending freedom because there in none in the

kingdom of Saudi Arabia or the sheikdom of Kuwait. But

there is plenty of oil and military contracts and sales

packages to be saved.

To put the whole thing in perspective, and to address

the issue- i .u-ed by the proponents of maintaining inter

national order, one wonders how the United States would

have responded to the occupation of a small African coun

try by another.

The main goals of the U.S. policy in the Persian Gull

are two: obtaining cheap oil and preserving the military

industrial complex

Some proponents of U.S. policy have maintained that

the primarv U.S. objective in the Gulf is assuring a secure

S0OICS of petroleum supply as opposed to obtaining

.nvelv cheap oil. They argue that Saddam Hussein s

control of Kuwaiti oil fields gives him control of over 30

percent of the worlds proven oil reserves and the ability

to disrupt the economies of industrialized countries by cut

ting off the flow of oil to the West. This is not an accurate

description of the U.S. interest in the Gulf and its con

cern w ith the Iraqi invasion of Kuwait.

While the two factors of a secure source of supply and

the oil price are interrelated, it is important to distinguish

between the two. The oil-producing countries of the region

have no alternative to selling their oil to the West as oil

revenues are their only source of hard currency.

Temporary interruptions in the flow of oil can also be

easily managed by the industrialized countries vast

strategic oil reserves. Then ultimately it is a question of

the terms on which petroleum is obtained and that basical

ly means the price.

This is particularly true of the United States. A secure

source of supply in the Persian Gulf cannot be its main

concern. The United States imports 50 percent of its con-

sumption, of which only around 10 percent comes from

the Gulf. The rest comes from Canada, Mexico and

Venezuela.

The higher price of imported oil has the administration

panicking. The Europeans and the Japanese are more

dependent on imported oil than the United States, but

they are also better prepared to deal with higher prices.

They are far more efficient in energy consumption and

have the trade surpluses to pay for more expensive oil

In contrast, the United States is by far the world's largest

and least efficient consumer of energy. The adverse inv

pact of higher oil prices on an already weak economy could

mean the end of the Bush presidency.

The U.S. overreaction has greatly escalated the tension

in the area and the chances for a bloody war. It is the

result of a failure of the leadership and the system in this

country. While the leadership abandoned conservation

policies, the system encouraged conspicuous consumption

and waste.

That is how the fate of the U.S. economy and its pj

dent have come to depend on maintaining the status quo

and the survival of reactionary Arab kingdoms in the

Gulf

Let's advocate politically, economically and environmen

tally sound energy policies Let s oppose war and say no

to blood for oil.

Rashtd Sheedfar i$ a Northampton resident

A PLO publicity

stunt in Jerusalem
If you were Yasser Arafat's Palestine Liberation

Organization and you were noticing that the world

wasn't cooperating with your goals anymore, what

would you do to recapture attention?

In recent editorials, Israel has been attacked for its

actions against Palestinians at the Temple Mount on

Oct. 8. The killings are a devastating tragedy. Very

few, however, have stopped to think about the motives

of the instigators, the Palestinians.

Consider this: Let's say the world was too busy con-

demning a certain Arab country (with whom your goals

are aligned) for invading a smaller Arab country (rich

with natural resources I. How would you. a country

which has vowed to the United Nations to renounce

terrorist acts, woo reporters back to your side?

You could, conceivably, pick a major Jewish holiday

and go to a place where Jews would be praying and

police protection is high. The Western Wall on^Suk-

kot ' Perfect. It would also be convenient if 3.000 Arabs

were nearby, gathered, for example, at the Temple

Mount. Next, these Arabs provoke the Israeli police hy

throwing stones onto the praying Jews The aim was

not to hurt the Jews but to entice the police. 1 hus. the

short term goal is completed: The police try to disperse

-tone throwers, by any means possible

Don't be confused into believing the excuse that the

Arabs were there to protect themselves from extreme

Jewish religious groups. The Israeli courts had bann-

ed these Jews from demonstrating on the Moslem ho

lv site, and orthodox Judaism doesn't allow -!.

foot on the Temple Mount anyway Th-

course, have been downplayed

The real losers are those who were killed Tl

Palestinians, however, WOTS -an lficed hy the PLO in

return for world attention. But in the long term the

Losing partv is Israel The PLO wanted world focus to

shift from Saddam Hussein, oil prices and Kuwait, to

condemnation for Israel. And, once again, it worked

Alisa Berkowitz
Amherst

Palestinians being exploited by yet another Arab leader
... i _j _ .1 ,...., U'. ,,».a, t nru hau>il oil the oDUreSSSOf.

The events of the past week in Jerusalem

have been horribly unfortunate.

Sometimes it seems as though we'll never

see the end to the wave of violence that con

stantly sweeps Jerusalem^

Harry Horowitz

But the SMBM Ol that dav at the Wall

M intoaemeysrj important Gscts The

.. -it nation that i

•han the) can imagine

Unless sotnetl
.ly their

-ituation thev will find themselves in a

hole that will be meseapah!.

What I'm referring to is the current

leadership within the Palestinian

mumtv The Palestinians constantly look

to people that lead them to violence rather

than peace.

Never before have Arafat, Gaddafi or

Hussein made an\ attempt to suggest

peace to the Palestinians. Their sugges

tions have always been toward violence

This violence came first in the form of ter

rorisn and then in the form of the Intifada.

What is especially sick about the Intifada

s that Arafat would send teenagers in

front of live ammunition and make them

believe that they die for a just cause

And the mo-t recent event is just as

sickening Bv encouraging the Palestinians

into further violence. Hussein is setting

Il an) -"it of peace process that might

ha- m motion.

So with Hussein's finger on the pulse of

this begrudged lommunity. he pushes th.

Palestinians into an unwinnable. bloody

battle.

When I left Israel in August, pictures of

Hussein were being rallied around in the

I
Bank I fail to see what possible good

Hussein can bring about

lb has proven m the past to be an ex-

tremely unstable and violent man

He brutally murdered members of his

own population with chemical weapons.

He plunged his country into a brutal war

for a decade in which over a million «

killed on either side

Right now he is one of the most hated

men in the free world.

,r of a chemical war run- rampant

Odthegtobi - the man that the

Palestinians look to for B

The future is incredibly predictahl-

the Arab major When Hussein

i- through using the Pale -tinian-. he will

e them in the du like all the

Arab leaders have.

Hussein claims that bit reasons for in

vading Kuwait are based on the oppression

of the Palestinian

What's happening is that Hussem is us

ing the-e people -ending them against

gunfire, to justify hi- -non of

Kuwait
If the Palestinians believe th can

expect much more death and much more

bloodshed.
It - time the\ opened then usd took

control of then Ursa, rather thai

it-i.ie maniacal R

Mv ad\ ice for the Palestinian- would h.

ad some leadership th A ilUng to

d up and SB) that they are tired of dy

ad that

th. Ck of the killing.

In doing thi-. the> will have mad.

toward peace and the digniU thai

makes a mas-
H„rrs U H

'•' tlldrnt

PLO and Saddam
brothers in blood

If anything positive came out of Saddam Hussein's

latest SSShstk exploit, it is the true color of the

-tine Liberation Organization.

In spite of the repeated assurance- given hy Western

media and libera! emotionalists, that Y asser Arafat is

a "Prince of Peace" and the PLO is composed of mis

sionar.es for charity." the PLO has onceagam

displayed its t.benan motives by siding with the most

radkal forces in the Arab world. Any doubts? Read the

congratulatory message sent by the not ^hosen _son

of the Palestinian people to the butcher of Baghdad

When Mr. Arafat had to choose between bankroll ng

the House of Sauds or the Iraqi despot, he chose the

latter. He even called the despot "first and foremost

"Traoism^ dead There is no such thing as Arab

**££*% to judge a people by its leaders. Either

due to loyalty for the Kuwaiti Al-Sabah family or due

?
"the basic Arab (world-renowned) evil.ty. Palesti-

nians are engaged in a defiant struggle against the oc-

cuoiers We are with them all the way.

Abu Abbas, a member nf the 15-man PLO executive

committee headed by Arafat, issued marching orders

^terrorists. "Kill Americans and Jews Open fire

on the American enemy everywhere. Quake the earth

under the invaders and collaborators

it Palestinians want a state run by deceitful leaders

an^distic killers or live as equal citizens in the Eretz

'

This time it is the Arabs and Palestinians alike who

have come to face the truth - sinister intentions - of

the PLO and should rightfully condemn it to the trash

heap of history-
Pat Sitaraman

Amherst

ratri in nuKum. pi —
.

Self-serving military a danger to nation"
,.. . * /• o»_W ;~ „ -«^ortt interview With hlSl^l

The initial explanation for the United Blatas BliUl

deplovment was the need to defend Saud, Arabia against

Iraq In retrospect, it ,s now clear that Iraq had no inten

t,on of attacking Saud, Arabia, as ,t mtesd itshjst

chances for doing so in the first few days when U.S. troops

had not yet been deployed. ___^_—

.

James Bosman

The administration insisted, however, that it could take

no chances with Iraq and decided to go ahead with deploy

ment. Some observers have pointed out that in the absence

ofU S forces the Iraqis, without resorting to an invasion,

could have intimidated the Saudis into agreeing to their

terms for oil production.

In any case the magnitude of U.S. military presence

has far exceeded the level required for defending Saudi

Arabia. To demonstrate its commitment to defending it

the United States could have deployed a token force ot

10 to 20,000 marines

The marines' tactical nuclear capabilities, combined

with multicultural forces and various other military op

tions available to the United States, would have made it

inconceivable and practically impossible for the Iraqis to

mount a successful attack against Saudi Arabia, while the

severe pressure from economic sanctions and naval

blockade would have forced them out of Kuwait.

A large scale U.S. military deployment in the area then

i8 not necessary either for defending the Saudis or dm-

ing the Iraqis out of Kuwait. The argurnent for putting

psychological pressure on Saddam may ^u
cou

.

ntered
in

b>

pointing out the pitfalls of such a foolhardy action

Building expectations for an imminent™h^ *ct'™ *™

heightening tensions in the area which could lead to the

short-circuiting of the time required by economic

sanctions. , , . , . .„,
Massive U.S. deployment may be explained in other

ways. General Colin Powell, the chairman of the Joint

Cbists af Staff, in a recent in' with Insixhi

Magazine, said. "We have got something that >- n good

nght now. Just look at those NBC dips svery morning

of those young men and women out there In the desert.

You don't produce that overnight It took u- 10 years to

Mt that Don't take it apart in one year hy suddenly

ing for major reductions between Oct 1 of this year and

Sept. 30, 1991"

To justify its existence in the post Cold War era. the

military has jumped at the opportunity by the Iraq, in-

vasion of Kuwait Encouraged by the Arab, Japanese and

European contributions, the military has deployed a force

of more than 200,000 troops with plenty of armaments

in the area.

Here the logic is that, since others are paying for it and

the more you deploy, the more they'll pay throw in as

much as you can This, along with the profit motive on

the part of the defense contractors who are the main

beneficiaries of huge military spendings and have had

traditionally close ties with Republican administrations.

go a long way in explaining the US military strategv

in the Gulf. f „ .

The result is we are becoming a mercenary army tor rich

states to hire. The dangers are many: neglecting our in-

dustrial base and economic productivity to successful y

compete with Germany and Japan, and getting into

needless wars which would involve enormous tos

human lives. The costs would be even higher in case of

a military confrontation in the Gulf.

We will be stuck with most of the war bill because our

allies have agreed to pay for the deployment but not com-

bat costs, and much higher oil prices - all with drastic

consequences for the economy. The responsibility for this

lies with the leadership in this country which is dominated

by cold warriors with imperialist mentalities, and the

military-industrial complex which is too entrenched and

influential to allow the United States to easily cope with

the requirements of the post cold war order.

James Bosman is a UMtUt student
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Halloween Bash!
Saturday, October 27th

Come in Costume

525 PLEAS/VN I STREET,
NORTHAMPTON

$2.00 cover charge

winner of best costume

will receive the door 3>K>

The More People the

Bigger the Prize!

Don't forget, Miller Genuine Draft

$1.00/bottle ends October 3ist

proper identification required

tjdLden'X&x

National

HonorSociety

Attention

Induction Ceremony

Student Union Ballroom

7:30 Monday, October 29

H

HALLOWEEN

SUPPLIES...
WE'VE GOT

500 MASKS
TO CHOOSE FROM!

Grease Paints • Hands - Feet

Witches Hats and Brooms - Wigs

Moustaches - Beards - Noses Fangs

1 mile from Coclidge Bridge on Rte 9

H. L. CHILDS & SON
Open Daily & Saturday 8-5:15 Thurs nights til 9 PM

34 Bridge Street • 584-2604 •Northampton

V JK. t€ ac

INDOOR MINIATURE GOLF
Thursday and Friday-Student Night

MfUfE.

t

youk

V

l9

V

©
J..

<;'•

BIRDIES & BOGEYS

Holyoke Mall-Lower Level

536-3765

..»•«

THE UMASS THEATRE GUILD
PRESENTS

An Original Stage Adaptation
of

October 30 & 31, 1990 8:00pm

STUDENT UNION BALLROOM
Tickets available at TIX and at the door!

$3.00 Students $5.00 General Admission

* * we
TEXTBOOK *

ANNEX IS OPEN
* YEAR ROUND BUT

TO MAKE SURE YOU

+ GET THE BOOKS YOU

NEED FOR THIS SEMESTER

BUYJHEM NOW
*

We are beginning to return

* unsold books to the publisher

W on Friday, October 26th.

TEXTBOOK

I

ANNEX
Monday-Friday

9:00 am-4:00 pm
545-3570

^" » WE NOW ACCEPT VISA AND MASTERCARD

THURSDAY, OCTOBER 25, 1990

How the NYNEX Student

Telephone Directory stacks up

against Beowulf Cliffs Notes.

Cliffs Notes NYNEX

Uses the color "yellow

as a device somewhere

on or in the book.

lolls you where to reach your

professors, who delivers

pizza, and how to reach

the financial aid office.

Never mentions the words

"allegory," "foreshadow^

or "heroic code?

Not an embarrassing tiling to

have fall out ot your backpack

in, say, English class.

Doesn't analyze Hmthgars

homilies or Unferth as anti-hero.

sr

sr

Well, there you have it. The NYNEX Student Telephone Directory has the

kinds of information students want. And none of the stuff you don't.

Besides which, it's free. So be sure to look for your copy on campus.

NYNEX
Student
Telephone
Directory

Delivery began the week of

i ,t ^•ih ih.- m I Minion «»l thr publisher

, „ ,„„, » The adapu.„.n ,...hc CIUT,N« In. ™ **. -. .«.. h I «k P-
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STAY

HOMI
London **)*

San Jose.C R
Bangkok ^9
Hong Kong »'»

Tokyo 7SS

Student Faculty Fare

Taxes not included Restric-

tions apply Fares subiect to

change One ways available

Work/Study abroad programs

International student and

teacher ID ^
EURAIL PASSES ISSUED ON

THE SPOT'

Free student travel catalogue
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Violence engulfs Pakistani elections

H**'*'

By KATHY GANNON
Associated Press Writer

ISLAMABAD, Pakistan <AP> - Polls opened yesterday

dismal of Benazir Bhutto as pnme—^ .^
Tens of thousands ot neavuy »*«••»

paramiHury troops and pdiee pa.roHed th«^* *J
country. It was feared the election could be the bloodiest

Bhutto's right-wing apposition was
J™»f^?^

with five companions, news reports said, Earlier tm

week several of Ms. Bhutto's party workers were killed.

PoSused to link the latestk™»^£^
but the prime minister in the army-backed caretaker

government, Ghulam Mustafa Jatoi. suggested that Ms.

Bhuttos party loyalists were involved.

The victim was contesting a rural seat in Punjab pro

vince where 60 percent of the country s 102 million
t

peo

p e lWe ana wheVe the vote is expected to be decided He

and hTs companions were killed by gunmen who fired on

baseless slander. .... ^-t-niiod bv Ms. Bhutto's

rst'houTs before the po.ls"^J^'oW „hulto
But the campaign to destroy the 37year old B

politically may have backfired. Itj^^^untled
SMSWtf he^aS'Tna'lysts Predicted

^eitrdaVs^eTaf eTectns were just the fifth in

K
Th

r

e lowest lines were in the sprawlmg slum district

of Lyartwhere Ms Bhuttos jailed 38,vear.o.d husband.

Asif Ali Zardar, is a candidate.

lndoors-6:00 am - 5:00 pm

Whore THOUSANDS of people shop

every Sunday for Antiques, New &

, £S Hems. Baseball Cards, Furmture,

Crafts, etc. In faet, If you can t find

it at Jackson's, you probably don t

need it.'

MT FARMS MALL RT.9 HADLEY. MA

Deal info. (113)584-2300

(On Northampton Bus RouteJ

FREE ADMISSION.FREE PARKIN*.* ATERED

BEER 2 12 pk 1?<v r »n^

SPATEN

OCTOBERFEST

$-1099

Almaden $C69
BAG IN A BOX Ann a.

Wu- STRINGED iNmtuMEmsl ^S S|5
. i+Ut of f«** ln»in.m«»i» 4—i 9uw*

FALSTAFF& $729
FALSTAFF LIGHT <,„« ««'".-•

sc69'(;apiain/Aoigan5>g»»|^"w < I .WI.DKiM >ni«MM'll .3 I

«53t?!
BAG-IN-A-BOX aitrMww Mu ,, 2« UAIl IN«bai^___L^J

M.G.VALLEJO $Q49 STbUCHNAYA$1799 g
SUTTER HOME $029

™UKA
j|i

$049p Vl'lVI'l' ' ' ""
I

- w Bom I _

&o /irk SALET' $7^9
• CPQQ '1*/ r^U N **

WH/7£ ZINFANDEL^

CONCHA Y TORO
CABERNET SAUVIGNON Q j\ J J

Tr 1 5 lt S&ILVI6N0N PLANC

OlOfASWONfP

.^VERMONT $3^y

f^$J*iARD CIDER °
COKE CLASSIC
& DIET COKE

»nt»MB»Ti

1 Un"t' *mJ ^"*»*°"**

.ilimftJ \mtltmmtnt Utnuil

. VtOUM • Viut* • CiUfl •
B»»> *

I ^rgevi Scleci.on ol RM Sinng««J Insirumc.fS

*i"n Western Mji»a».hu»eii!.

14 I it IS* Of lb IS North IMe4«tii Street Amherst; MA 01u02|

iruM*'!* *****
1 mil

MADL6Y
9«m to 11pm Campus P1»t«mou»« 9

Monday thru Saturday

-4TW0»>
LOCAtlONS

HOLYOKE
30 Lincoln 8*

S3449SI

SALE PRICES I

nmuwEOiO'iiw

SE3
r*»#ch»c»

ARE YOU..

. A Student Entrepreneur

- A Small Business
. A Student Organization

MAKE YOURSELF KNOWN!

Put a Business Card in

Tke Business Card Bonanza

featured Mondays in the Collegian

ONLY $20
coats i««« than an ad of the same stee!

The MUCH
Build A

WARDROBE

1st Item: 10% OFF

2nd Item: 15% OFF

3rd Item: 20% OFF

4th Item: 25% OFF

5th Item: 30% OFF

The more you buy. the more you save!

1 WEEK ONLY • OCT. 22-28
* EXCLUDING SALE ITEMS

'

J-RICH
CLOTHING FOR MEN

191 N. Pleasant St. 22 Masonic St.

Amherst«253-2013 Northampton' 586-6336

OPEN 7 0AYS

THURSDAY. OCTOBER 25, 1990

hi

Head CR Racing

Blizzard VSL
Atomic 523
PreM2

List

35

$375

$375

$325

SALE

$149
$149
$139
$139

Lange xsi

Tecnica GP
Dachstein V4
Raichle Viva

List SALE

$310 $149

$295 $139
$4 20 $199
$160 $79

KISS EH
Columbia Bugaboo
Columbia Anorak

$10W*mT Cross Country Package I

«fc 99 I No Wax Skis, NNN Binding. Sh
(;
cs. Poles $99.^0

COUPON I

V V

$ 9i

i

I

TUNE-UP SPECIAL

;

expires 11/5/90

M

Route 9, Hadley

585-8833

Route 5, Holyoke

538-7662

cl
Open 7 days a week: Daily 10-6, Thursday & Friday til 8, Sunday 12-S

ATLANTIC RECORDING ARTISTS

BOYS ARE ALWAYS LATE

I

? 7

18

1

STREET NORlHAl'

OCTOBER 30 RT {

Welcome ss.qq

WMUA

WAmNG AT

CARBURS IS GREAT.

[
CHAELS

Billiard Room
& Sports Bar

Featuring: All weekend
Top college ami

Pro football action

. rfrtftfl
( 'ha.n|.....»-h'l' I ..».|-

• ^..ur f.iv.irltf •.poriing «

' " ' ^ " .j
, f| (Ml 1 »« ..It- I" l'«»'d mU,t *

• 25 • -fill li<»« *

: jrris as- -^^
. MM N.«ht Football !- A Ram*

Jj^.,^

lONICHT! ladiea play pool f«rh»lf Pr,(

Formerly

Chanfu Nightclub
256-8284

lt
*>H**r

*'//,

"*>
> 'o-

2V
^;

Oprn 11 am- 1 am
»*^

MICHAELS
Rt_ •. \mherft

r^*^
-_

j^jrt »o Hubob C^iKtea »x« »

t0*

Poule 9. Hadley

586 1978

I s« This Ad for Vt OFF r»n |)«»,.i

,,,. I hriur an> cla> of thr MM

^ AMHERST
MUSIC HOUSE

pfft

/«

THURSDAY, OCTOBER 25: 10 A.M. TO 12 MIDNIGHT

MIDNIGHT MADNESS
SALE

ENTIRE CONTENTS OF STORE 20-50<>/. OFF L.ST PRICE!

Guitars Amplifiers, Strings, Sheet Music, EVERYTHING!
"*

233 NORTH PLEASANT STREET^CARRIAGE SHOPS). AMHERST

WITH

107 Sunderland Road. North Amherst

Open 7 a.m.-lO pm

SPEEDWASH
11 Pray St., Amherst

MOW OPEN 24 HOURS!

South Towne Commons Laundromat
479 West St.. South Amherst

Open 7 a.m.JO p.m.



What is it about clams

that attracts all those

intellectual types?

ABTAEZ
HQ1KAM
NJOTTPS

OCTOBER 29th

In the Newman Centei

1-800-334-1331 |

CAMP

Now's the

tive to call...

North Amherst
Motors

78 Mo Sunderland Rd., No. Amherst

549-2880

Expert Repairs and
Reconditioning

SAO budget exercise

AMHERST CINEMA

Now Playing

WILD AT
HEART
Mon-Thurs
One Show

7:30

Fri-Sun Two Show*

7:00 and 9:15

Student Discount

"'th IP
-

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 3

Some senators criticized Chesnika and

Talbot harshly for not getting more

students* input into the exercise.

Ted Maravelias, a senator, called

Chesnika a -'traitor" and said he would

move that both Talbot and Chesnika be im-

peached at next week's meeting.

Mandel lecture

Chesnika said he made sure provisions

were placed in the exercise to protect the

senate's access to the SATF, but warned

the bodv that the SATF could be legally

taken away from the senate by the Board

of Trustees if a proposal cannot be reach-

ed soon.

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 3

It was designed to give counseling to bat

tered and neglected women in the area.

The center has a hotline open 10 hours a

week.

Mandel said that women were allowed to

go to a segregated section of the Wall (the

remaining wall of the second temple) to

worship, although only in silence. The

women have been protesting this injustice

by singing and praying out loud at the

Wall, causing even more turmoil.

Negotiations are now being conducted

between some women and religious leaders

to define the women's role in prayer

Mandel said the future for women in Israel

is looking brighter.

On Saturday, there will be a related talk

by Marcia Freedman. who started two of

the women's groups in Haifa. The talk will

be at 1 p.m. at Smith College.

A Landmark Event!

THE "WE" PLAYS

IN CHARLES FULLER'S

four-play series depicting

American history from a

Black perspective during

the Reconstruction Era

Pan I: Salt} Huns. \<>\. 1 6:30pm

Pan ii: Prince linns Nov. i 9 15pm

Part IlkJonquil Sat. Nov. 3 6:30pm

l\iri IV: Burner's Froik s<»« Nov. *
l

» 15pm

BOWKER AUDTTORU M

rail four plays

jhl -two pl<i> s

-> ( oHege students holf-pric*

CAM 345 2511

The i

IS s/

Hnithllllths

S\m/«>sintn

mptem
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If this is you, come in

with this picture for a free

sandwich, mozz stix and a

drink

Submit any picture at the restaurant

and enter to win free food

Buffalo B ,lls

HI

<

o

4 THE FINE ARTS CENTER
\ M\rR^ITY Of MASSA< m -UTS AT AMHERS1

!l
I 3

'Buy"a SUPER ROAST BEEP
sandiwich and receive a

Jr. Roast Beef^sjmmdb FREE1_
I

J

v^j.-irvntjvo^ urn: * ft-t* t jv«Q * fts

Thurs 25
MUNCHiLHOyK

NO COVER!
Juke Box Tunes

4-s Rflasa-Fiai

Your new glasses are ready

and your second pair Is...—fREE!
a (2® .skj

26

THERE WAS ONE
Jammin' acoustic trio 8-11

Sat 27

RHYTHM CRAZIES

28
S
OMLETTE SPORTIN' SUNDAY

Sports on the Big Screen

Huge Omlettes Bloody Mary s

Turning 21? Twisters would like to

buy you lunch or dinner. Reservations

\

required

30 Boltwood Walk-Amherst, MA
253-2663

SHRIMP M
Peel n' eat oWw

Anchor Wings
1/2 order ,S)S)

NACHOS
Cheddar fcsalsa JVw

QUESAD1LLA
Floor tortilla grilled with cheese

and .aba . JJ
HALLOWEEN COSTUME PARTY
with WHO'S KIDDIN' WHO. Cash

Prizes, CD giveaways, gift certificates

Buy one pair of prescription

eyeglasses at our reqular

price and <jet the second pair

of the same prescription

from our special selection .

absolutely FUEL

SArtt DAY SWVICE

Ctoow Irrtm hundrrds tt hiqh

quality Iramei in all ol thr West
rs shape* and sues

In turns oe pmmts nv Or

Robert E Drianev Independent

DM t,,i .1 optometry =>84 MM
Hampshire^.!! •

""
Sheiburne f allv

WITH THIS COl POP1

FREE %tt EYEGLASSES
»im pt m rt»st of * (.o^ruTr p*ir.

Bu> one pwr o« <$*vrs M mit rrqufar pnte and qet the second p»rn) the

same prescription Irom our spet lal wk* tion WOUTfTlT MB
inclurltt first quality trame* and Mnqje vision (tf»t umoated H< and 2nd

(flvtvon lenvs lilt" prerludu previous (livounts

items turn K%*rt)

\MMI«
Coupon fxf»m Nov 24.1990 -

mUfffrtumuU
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THE FAR SIDE

By GARY LARSON
BONES IN THE BARREL
By J. GELLER 8c M. ROSENZWEIG

COLLEGIAN 13-

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE

Edited By TRUDE MICHEL JAFFE
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Young ants entertaining themselves with a grape

CALVIN AND HOBBES

$t\ ^iW Sooa 'Ale %

By BILL WATTERSON

VttlL. \P \r \SHT QL
1 *—

ROCVCET- BUTT.' I SJESS

10g *0NT BE. POOHCWIG OK

M£ ANS Ny«cE' SEE.I'tA

WtAft\HG * WSfc ON THE

k BACK Of MX WEM).'

rs|>> H0U CAST TlU ^H\CW

WkM V*A Fr\C\KG, 3^^0U
CWT SHtrVK UP r"»W StW^Hv

INE FtHrML't TUWrVBTED lOUft

^ rAURDEKOVJS BKREIkTiOK f

TWkT «»l£ r\R£ SORTER
TWU M/M4LS ' Wo OK"T

OK WIT A UvMrVH.'

ENnlN

ACROSS
1 Bibncal spy

6 Dogs
give them

10 Suitor

14 Wme
Bouquet

15 Partol QEO
16 House

extensions

17 Prognosti-

cator s card

18 Money in Milan

1

9

Get one s

dander up

20 Sentence-
tilling

chcrte

23 Double curve

24 Anecdotal
collection

25 Back talk

28 Stasn

31 Kind of transit

36 Case Abor

37 Material |Oiner

38 Castle of note

39 Sentence-tilling

cucne

43 — eagle

44 Abyss
45 Prompter S

word
46 Trattoria rood

47 Sari wearer

48 F fau s spouse

49 A west
51 Churcrtill s

gesture

53 Sentence '

-KB

60 Actor s goal

51 F'esn tnougnt

62 Mtfi T"« a

Dostoye^ •

novei

54 Caesar s

ucoy aate

"..ose an

envelope
. .anet

T^moer
67 Bener 'nan

MM

nysteries

69 An A%-

DOWN

OumalMi
turn

3 Body o»

knowledge
4 is a nam
5 Roman

gathering

places

6 Furner s

need
7 Diva s

delight

8 European
capital

9 Blemish

1 Protective

bank
11 Lamos

pen
name

12 Confederate

13 Take
advantage
of

21 in the plus

column

22 D
25 Sell

tickets

for a

quick buck

26 m a fog

27 Impediments

29 Crochet

30 Alpha s

opposite

32 Sandy s

sound
33 Serenity

34 Bring on

35 Prevent

37 Den
oHermg

40 It sometimes
says
Welcome

41 Rsn migration

42 Martin,

embellishment

47 Primer S

relative

48 Paid attention to

50 Flavoring for

Christmas
cookies

52 Broadway hit

of 1977

53 Portend

54 Rubbe' trees

55 Try out

56 Actress Patricia

57 ivy League
school

58 Baseball team

59 Hammer or

tongs

60 Eve s beginning

63 Three it Torino
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MENU
TANGELO PIE

By TIM SNIFFEN

-So a X'it«- bo a*ui*wu4 ,
1 a be Iwvc y>4 fo iW>

uBaCMf/ Look"

I LOU you, LITTLE

you'fc right.. .

He Ha tee'-

me

LUNCH

Monte Cnsto Sandwich

Tuna Oriental

BASICS LUNCH

Stuffed Pepper
Tuna Oriental

DINNER

Boston Burger

Shells

BASICS DINNER

Boston Burger

Shells

YOUR DAILY HOROSCOPE
By JEANE DIXON

PRICE
By PRICE VAN RAY

ARIIS
rxismets 'efattoranjp thaf

couia grow and flour*>

C»©v^ ideas rieo vou oovof-

mefct - ''drstee*

TAURUS

GIMINI

jet • CANCER
3 one s idea t

response Key ohonces ore $ul

$nouk3 efore

LEO (Jut! 23- Aug
Ttgr gear tooav txit may sock

trie mcenttve to continue Pu$f

yoursert to beat a deadline Forge

new alltances Business COrtfO

a distance can make vou? mgh'

supreme1

viroo *ug
'otion could be jeopar-:

you ck3 too hastily r

certain y-

tnought ou< S 1
"

i XK3 idea

LltRA :

ina work towor I

3e«in©d goc* persfstenc-

eient so\.'

e .snateve* youie /

SCORPIO
along tot

•coving w* r^i

SAGITTARIUS

CAPRICORN
The agenda you set tor today

i oe delayed by eweumestons

beyond your control Keep

R

30S Social event

careful ponrtng-

AQUARIUS .^Jn 2C

•e there have bee-

terenc^ m the

:

new dtsagteements tc

pams to smooth things a

.

imtly s needs

picis
nai satisfaction you qf
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and special guest, the Jodester
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cross country

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 16

the A 10s. Cathy Crocker, who did not run

last week due to fatigue, will return.

"This should be a very close race," said

LaFreniere. "We are as fresh as we have

been all year and everything will depend

on how well we run."

mmm #*m#* &*m*^w
F" O f

LIQUORSJ

You'll Always $ave Money When
You Shop at Scott's Liquors!

Natural Light

12-12 oz cans

Old Milwaukee Suitcase

Reg and Light Beer
24-12 oz cans

$8.99 plus dep

$3.99 plus dep

Keystone Reg. and Light Beer

12-12 oz cans

$4.49 plus dep

Kpvirmt

bw *>: v.

Smirnoff Vodka
750 ml

$6.99

Did you know
you can get

CONTACT LENS CARE

M.G. Vallejo Chardonnay
750 ml

$3.99

IMP

F
© Jack Daniels

750 ml

$10.99

WE WANT TO BE YOUR FAVORITE LIQUOR STORE

m We Hive It

6 University Drive, Newmarket Center, Amherst
Diagonally Across from the UMass Stadium

Plenty of FREE Parking UZEXXXLi
Telecheck for Your Personal Check

at the University

Health Services?

o

We offer a broad array of contact

lenses with a large in-house

Inventory.

Soft, soft toric, gas permeable,

flexible wear, tinted, and
disposable lenses are available.

All fittings are done by eye

doctors with experience in contact

lens care and solving contact lens

problems.
Emphasis is placed on your ocular

health and professional service.

We take great pride in being able

to fit many people who have had

difficulty in the past wearing

Frederick H. Bloom, OD
Christopher J. Dostal. OD

Monday 8:30 am - 7 pm
Tuesday - Friday 8:30 am - 5 pm

Convenient On Campus Location

For Appointments or Questions

Call: 549-2600

\liscclhncous Spixjjis

Bacardi Breezers 4 pk

Absolut Vodka 750ml

Jose Cuervo Gold 750ml

Four Seasons Vodka/Gin 1.75L

$3.99
$9.99
$9.99
$8.99

71 N. Pleasant St. ( Above Cafe DiCarlo

)

Amherst 256-1551 • Moo.- Sat. 10-5:30

F<DUR SEASONS
Wines/ Liquors

ROUTE 9, HA DLEV • 584-8 174
Between Burger King and Dunkm' Donuts

GOOD CARS
PELHAM AUTO

GOOD PRICES

Long known in the valley for great service on small

imported and domestic cars is pleased to offer

FINE USED CARS AT REASONABLE PRICES

A sample of our selection:

1989 Subaru Justy 4 wheel drive -081501

1988 Volkswagon Fox GL -9195

$4995
$4995

1315 Federal St. (Rt 9) Belchertown, MA (413) 253-9811

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Fagan

PONT WASTE
OUR TIME

We know how to

reach you...

Do you know how
to find us?

The Massachusetts Daily Collegian
1 1 3 Campus Center

University of Massachusetts
Amherst. MA 01003 545-3500

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 16

some disappointing ones. "I guess I'll

always remember winning the A 10s for

the first time my first year here," Fagan

said. "And I'll always remember the loss

to Northeastern that same year to end the

season, because we had such a strong team,

and to go down with the feeling that we

should have won was tough.

"I'm gonna miss the friendships that I've

created here," she said. "When I think

back on the teams that I've played on -
they're all different — but we each grow

close in our own ways, and I'm gonna miss

all the different people that I've met
"

Fagan has been on good teams before, but

has never won the NCAA tournament

Like most collegiate athletes, her dream is

to win a national championship.

"I'd love to oea? Old Dominion in the

finals because I've never beaten them," she

said.

Fagan was one of tin- many who stood .it

Nickerson Field last yt at U Old Dominion

ousted the Minim-women in the quarter

finals. 2 1. She know s the lonely feeling of

defeat, and would like to taste the thrill of

victory

Maybe this is the team to do it.

J_m i

| MMrjffRWS

tffl;?__.

tAwn* Czwimff- Zpnu***£

J

C iJli'KiMit fill- |ihi>ii.

The Minuteman offensive line. Jay Gabbe (65), Al Pogarian (59), Paul

Mayberry (76) and Rich Cavanaugh (78), here pictured against L'Conn,

has been key to UMass* 5-0-1 start. UMass has the No. :» ranked

rushing attack in Division 1-AA. i

CLASSIFIEDS
:OME TO THE COLL

50*s OFF CLASSIFIEDS

REDEEM TH€ COUPON on ma p«e* the

. Nra on the Concourse October

23 and 26 8 30 3 00 or al the Collegian

everyday until October 26tn Say I

ACTIVITIES

25 CLUB General Meeting/

Social Gathering Discuss activities

socialite light refreshments Thursday.

10725 7PM Campus Cenle

FINANCE INVESTMENT CLU« meeting

**e on stock leas AT*T CoHeg»»e invest

ment ChaHettge- Signups and lips Thurs

day Oct 25 7 00PM SOM Lobby

PARACHUTE CLUB: Will be having a first

->urse Thursday 5 30PM 309 Student

Union Building

ANNOUNCEMENTS

BED A BREAKFAST
Downtown Amherst
549-0733

CONGRATULATIONS 10 Shadow Talk tor

*mning Southwest Battle of the Bands and

Scotl Barnas for swallowing lOSgoWnsh «

therfore winning futon

CPR CLASSES
Slop by ihe Fire and First Aid table on the

concourse 10/29 10/30 to Sign up Wor

thwhtte and inexpensive'

FAST FUNDRAISING PROGRAM
$1000 in |usl one week
Earn up to $1000 tor your campus organi/a

tion Plus a chance at $5000 more' This pro-

gram works' No investment needed Can

1 800 932-0528 E«1 50

STUDENT LOCKER S AVAILABLE in Stu

dent Union For storage of books and other

belongings 150 lockers still availabks. hrst

come Tirst serve Register at OCHO 428 Stu

dent Union

U PLAYERS! Talk radio is Nov 4 7

Phones will start ringing to get publicity and

production crews together Next meeting

Nov 13

PVOC OIL COOP Purchase home n«a"n9

oil at reduced cosl per gallon COD or

automatic delivery register at OCHO or can

545 0865 tor more inform.''

TONIGHT RUSH DELTA CHI

We have what you re lookm for

tonight 8 00PM

ATTENTION

DUE TO A NEAR RIOT
there will be no Halloween

Gel Together

al the Green House
Thank You for

your support

*

AUDIO VIDEO TV ONE FENCING EQUIPMENT BAO has

been at the Eau-pment room tor almost a

USED STEREO COMPONENTS VCRsV yMr If ttmm yours can 54*6973 to claim

Color TVs We buy sen and trade Quat.ty

J-Jg-^J-
*«• «**« * MAUMTED HOUSE

OCT 24-26 7-9PM
At Lambda Ch Alpha Fraternity

374 Nonh Pleasant Street

Co-Sponser The Halloween Ga*try at Ihe

Hampshire and Hotycae Mat*

$2 adults 4 students $1 kids under 12

AM proceeds to beneM Amherst Dopt of

Public Safety

, DAY!

ROYAL BLUE JACKE1
Concourse » S Unron .

message at 5494519

JCATIOI IN AIH

ItwsenlA-
mnd mm

HEV RICH T

Next time bring eha* for

AUTO FOR SALE

197$ VW WESTFALIA BUS Good condi

non 28K on rebuilt engine Ready to go-n

groove anywhere'" $3,800 negotiable

586 7865 Jay

1M4 CHEV CAVALIER Great body 90k

jmosti, mites $1800 Can Mt*e

54^7296

19M HONDA CIVIC '

drt-on 30000 miles AM FM casaatts «N»rao

recent complete tune up Can Bruce al

25fr1215

1990 MAZDA MIATA
white 9 mo old

Can Erica 256-6086

FOR A GOOD TIME CALL

PACK A DISC the best entertainment DJ's

video, bands dorm/house specials can

5869900 anytime

FOR RENT

FRIDGE RENTALS CaH R * P 253-9742

SUNDERLAND 5 room apartment garage

stove refrigerator $650 253-3330

TOWNHOUSE- 2 bedroom 1 V4 bath apart-

ment on bus route 1-567 1362

AMHERST January Sublet Studio Apart

men! $375 549 3610

FOR SALE

AMPLIFIER tor sale Traynor 2O0w all

lube guitar amp 2*12 speakers Ken

546 3499

OLD GLORY PROOUCTS FOR SALE
Condoms lank tops 1 shirts w/condom

pocket Coming soon boner shorts

546 2396 Leave a message

COMMOOORE 64 pnnter and dnve and cot-

n,monitor$250 For into 62274 Software in-

cluded Must sell 1

ONE WAV TICKET to San Francisco tor

November 2t Cheap Call 5854)12'

toat VW JETTA Sunroof new tires and

veVy reliable, call Phil al 546-0466 Great

Deal at $800

FOUND

BLACK WIRE FRAME GLASSES
Also I found a copy card al the tower library

Many copies left Call 546-1738 to claim

either Be prepared to describe

HELP WANTED

COOK. LINE- Experience necessary part

js Flexible hours axcenent

wages Apply in person F.Wwily s 23 Mam
St Northampton

trim. TO CLEAN AMHERST house wee*

iy Epenence reserences. car needed

256-8678

no GIMMICKS- Extra income now 1

Enleiop.stull.ng $600 $600 every week

F^mMa* SAS% to Brooks •"»"*«"*

inTpO Box -680084 Orlando FL 32868

PART TIME VOLUNTEERS needed tor an

nual Christmas lund drive Help hungry

chfld-en despondent l.m,l.£ and

homeles, people -n the^"m^""*, _'

new Ask for Jonathan 586 5243 or

586 4880 after 5 00PM

ROOM A BOARD, exchange for chitdcare

KnighTT 256-6260 caTs 00AM

INSTRUCTION

BE A BARTENDER
W M Bartender Training is open

Cat) lor brochure
413-747-7895

BEGINNING PORTUGUESE CLASS
Nov 5 Dec t Mondays 79PM Language

Pacihca 549 5065

ENGLISH AS A SECOND LANGUAGE^
Classes begm Oct 30 Intensive part-time

evenTg<HoEFL Registration deadline

Oct 23 Lanouaqe Pacifica 549 5065

• LEGAL INTERNSHIPS '

SPRING 1991 internships with Ihe Legal

Services Center Gel hands-on experience

m the legal field - work directly with at

lorneys and clients Earn up to 15

undergraduate credits No experience

necessary- Training provided Apply early'

Contact Legal Services Today 545 1995

922 Campus Center Start the application

process today'

LOST

KEYS red keycham West St S Pleasant St

5492931

LARGE ART PAD on Belchertown Rd bus

on Monday night Please call 253-9101 n

is very important to me Reward offered

PAW OF EYEGLASSES black frames out

side of old chapel/alumn, bldgs on Thurs

Reward Jeff 549-8163

NEED SOME BUSINESS'

SMALL BUSINESSES^
STUDENT ENTREPRENUER S

AN0 STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS

XT*fiX c£ft the to**-™
Bonanza- featured Mondays M the Col

%££? **«*""»*"
Come down or call 545 3500

PERSONALS

ATTENTION aU Southwest *jf*" ***£!
that Dave turns 21 on Oct 29 You Datspr

gTyoTcnance « now betora ha moves on

to uptown girts

BECKY T • < * ' g you SO

close by4 Love S

OEAN- Have a smashing 2 1st' See j*

town Skip

DIETER. Thank you far be-ng such a

wonderful tnend
Love ya OS

GARRETT MOSHER
I love you muchly' 1

GREGORIO Happy Brthday Sweethean

Enroy your day 1 Love Linda

HAPPY BIRTHDAY LISA

with love the Adfactor

and Bundy House

HEY! CHEM GEEKS 92

Where are you'

x Cham Geek
Cam Neely

FOSTER- e«w^r
Confederate Soldie-

Sensitive Savage

Feel the burn Adrian Zmed

You are weak but I
love you

•JJV*^ L

SARAH SCANGO Whe'e V* you 7 Call

Sherry at 253-3080

ANDREA GOLDSTEINltWhat s going on

JveThafa' Just to wish you a vacyhappv

bday have one on me' Love Lu.sa

JER-MY LAUGHS my love my life^Hap

py 2nd Halloween Forever you-s MLN

YO' SCHOOLHOUSE ROCK', Oct 30^31

8 OOprn "one more wee* - ee«' than. 4 all

fhelChs n tun my cast' Anyone not tn

tnecaaf* crew go see the show or face

,^ ar4cof«equan«s (depression mends

private K>kes. etci Aretha

KOOKY KELLY Happy t«h' You^e the

bestM-Ove. your RA p s sorry I s late

CASTELLAN. Do you still read these' This

"a prom* years" overdue I'm P™d to

know you -An Old Widow

IF YOU LIKE PINA COLLAOA8 *nd

getting caught m the ram

Ryour not into yoga
tt you have haft a oram
It you • ! fdv* al midnxgni

s dunes on the cape
•e love that you va iconed

to» Write to me and escape
Thank you for be^ng my 'r^nd

JENN J. U na.en t be-

KEITH
Me s not my type

"

You ant

lauRi MITCHELL- Good '

M
row meow m»ow B^nnoav

m Buck ar* a-t-^i

PATRIDGE

PEEP
Thanxs for the last 6 months

cjonna make it" 1 w-
Baosj Fwad

RACHEL
You make me smile

Steve

SO MARTY, What S your -

SUE
The past month has been great' Have a

great birthday Sunday

THE GUY m the wacx guess jacket

You re hot' Let s get naked' 8 m
I Love You Rufus

TO MY DEBRA
Tne ilay s drawing neare'

*he" we won l be mites apart

Till (hen I fell you near me
with every beat of my heart

Your blue-eyed Irish lad

TO MY DRINKING BUDOIES
Are we going out tonighf Last wee*

fun' Sue we can do the cornf •

Love Toonces PS la is to usa a

table

TONY
Thant to making my date

party mie"
Love
Tracey

TRACEV Where .1" " '8

Call me' Tracy F

WAYNO
i enioyed playing DJ all nigh! with you

Would like to do it again Call me Get the

hint'
10/19

HEY CONS What happens on Dec 1st'

Word to your mother Love. Scott

HEY TRISH SOMMERLING' •

good worti with ptedgmg Remembe*
always watchmgavar you —Your Guar

Assjai

PROFESSIONAL DJ S

Art* or house 04* *

«

HOi toon

SERVICES

DO YOU KNOW THE TIME^

glass to gold 264 North Pleasant ami
Amherst 2S3-3J24

HOLI0AV BOOKING satttna out' Ca«f>ys

1-^OuS 54&-05a0

PREGNANT'

Baa

Al ternATivES

STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS canoubhersa

than events tor «*• -etplaca Cal

12 at matt notices to 0302 Caaftm

STUDY ABROAD

SPANISH IN GUATEMALA

TRAVEL

CHRISTMAS SPRING BREAK SUMMER
travel

crmeeship ic*s Call 1 *05 682 '555 exi

SOVIET UNION Moscow Kiev Lenmgrad

Jan 20 $2045 complete from N v

Call Prof jOnes 253 r827 evenings after

700

TYPING

FAST ACCURATE ON CAMPUS
Spell check $1 50'pg

Call Ashley at 5461612

T YPING, WORD PROCESSING
ind dettvery Lase

s e KCom-*

WORKPROCESSING rtaxpe

and accurate work Campu'
delivery ca« Lisa 256-6695

WANTED

AMERICAN CREDIT CARD wants

ling entrep'eneur ndividual ma
credit cards on campus 1800-762 8286

ENTHUSIASTIC individual or studen!

organization to promote Spring Break

destination for 1991 Earn commissions

tree trips and valuable work experience

Apply now"" Cal' Student Travel Sanyioe at

1 800 265-1799
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SPORTS
Cross country teams prep for N.E. Championships

• Women at full strength following strong A-lOs • Men head to Boston with eye on top five

By DAN WETZEL
Collegian Correspondent

Saturday the University of MtMifhwtttl

women's CTOai country team will compete

in the New England Championships, its

biggett meet of the year, at Northfield

Mountain. 20 minutes north of campus

fY in good shape and

.mingofTof a itrong third-place finish

in the Atlantic 10 Championships last

weekend.
Providence College favored to win New

England! this year The Knars are rank

ed No 3 in the country and No 1 in New
F.ngland.

Boston College should be able to take

home second place, but does not have the

at to compete with Providence,

LaFreniere said.

"Providence is by far the best team in the

region.'
-

said UMass coach Julie

LaFreniere. 'No other team in New
England is in the top 20 nationally."

UMass will he in a battle for third place,

competing with arch-rival Connecticut.

The race looks to be extremely close:

UMaai' and UConn's times match up

almost exactly, according to LaFreniere

"It is too close to call," said LaFreniere.

"Tin wy g'x>d team, but we are just

as good. It is going to come down to

whoever wants it most
"

UConn beat UMass earlier in the year

69-57 in the worst meet of the year for

UMaes
UMass is hoping to get another

superlative performance from Kelly Lil

jeblad, who last week finished seventh in

CONTINUED ON PAGE 14

By KEITH BENNETT
Collegian Correspondent

The University of Massachusetts man's

cross country team will compete in the New

England Championships at Franklin Park

in Boston on Friday afternoon.

Coach Ken O'Brien hopes the

Mmutemen. who placed third in the Altan

tic 10s this past weekend, can finish among

the top live teams at the New England*

"Our teams have consistently finished in

the top five over the p;ist few year-;.

< ) linen said "I think realistically we can

finish fourth or fifth if we run the way

we re capable of running
."

Providence College. Boston College and

Boston University, are the favorites this

weekend; each has Saeh won this meet dur

lag the last three years.

O'Brien said he expects the battle for the

next four spots to be between Connecticut,

I Mass, Northeastern and Vermont.

"It would take a great effort from our en-

tire team to try to take a top three finish.

O'Brien said. "I hope that we'll be able to

climb to the top of that second group.

however, and finish fourth.

New England is a very competitive

region for cross country running.'' O'Brien

said. "You won't find too main weaklM

in any of the teams in this meet

O'Brien said I the Minutenien a>

i team on an upswing He said that he is

happy with the way the team has begun to

close the gap between the top five runner*

I think there's still room for impp

merit on our team.'
-

he added. "There's BO

doubt in my mind that we'll be even bet

ter this week than we were last week.

Field hockey's Fagan reflects on three years at UMass

Collegian til* photo

Kerri Fagan

B> TAMIR UPTON
Collegian Staff

Win or bee, Sunday hi going to be sad

day for Kern Fagan When the Uni\-

lassachusetts field hockey team hosts

the University <>! Maine, the -eni<»i

sweeper will be playing her last game I

at Totman Field

"It's gonna be really weird taking the

field for the last time, (field hockey] h

been a real big part of my life.' Fagan said

'When you're doing something that you've

en doing for eight or nine years of your

life, to think that you aren't gonna be do

lag it any mora, lt*s sad."

Fagan transferred to UMass from South

Eastern Massachusetts University, a divi

sion three school. Three years later, she has

developed into one of the finest players in

the country. Last year she received second

team All American honorable mention

honors.

Fagan has been a solid contributor for

coach Pam Hixon. "When I saw her pi

(at SMU] 1 really felt that Kerri could con

tribute to a division one program, and she's

shown that she has.'" Hixon said.

Kerri probably used to be one of the

most nervous players to ever set foot on my
field. Hixon said. "I can remember her the

first time she played Old Dominion two

years ago at home. Kerri was shaking. I

thought she was gonna throw up before the

game. She has really overcome that fear of

failure and nervousness to become a pu

ture of confidence on the field

Fagan i- the last player the opposition

before getting to the goalie It the

goalie is the 1 i body, Fagan Is the

neck, maybe urea the

'She really directs the defense, and con

trol- the game more than any player on the

field.'' said Tracy Barclay who plays op

posite Fagan on the right night

me a lot about discipline. In the beginning

of the year, shed push me out of the w.*

or yell at me to get back on my man, --be -

really helped me out a lot

ry hard working pi in

tense competitor, die doesn't give up i\t-i

Iv." said Kathy Phelan who plays opposite

r tgan on the left "She controls the whole

field just by talking."

Tournament time is about one m
.iway. and no one knows better than Fagan

that it will take a total team effort for

UMass to come away A- 10 Champs and

maybe even national champs.
"

I think we have a real good shot at win

mngthe A 10s," Fagan said. "I'd like to say

that we have a shot of winning the NCAA
tournament, but it's a little early, we don't

know the seeds yet We have a real good

team and we'll just have to see what com

I think we can play with the top teams in

the country."

When Fagan leaves UMass she will be

taking with her some fond memories, and
" CONTINUED ON PAGE 15

V breaks
streak, beats BC
By FFLICK COHEN
Collegian Correspondent

Can you dig it'' The UMass Volleyball Team did 34

times 34 digs that is Creaming Boston College, now
12-141, 15 7, 10 15. 15 6. 16 14. UMass finally proved to

all "f us die hard fan- exactly how they're capable of

playing.

Blocking, serving, spiking Is this the same team that

;- 1 If? You bet "V ••-.-. came up with some very im

pMMBrV* stat- A total of 10 blocks. 13 big service aces and

a whopping 50 kills

"We played better than they did. we deserved to win,"

beamed Coach Carol Ford. "These kids come back to work

v single day Finally we played good volleyball and

won."
veryone wanted to win." breathed a tired Sharon

Panoff. who had a game high 17 kills. "This was the best

game to win."
! 'Mass |o>l to BC twice this season. "They [BC], usual-

gne in thinking they can beat us," added Captain Nan

CJ Sullivan, who was next in line with 11 kills, "but it

took everyone on the bench and on the court to win. This

definitely the turning point in the sseeOfl We show

ed everyone that if we work this hard, we can do it. I'm

in awe " She's not the only one.

"They [UMassl came ready to play with fire in their

eyes." said a rather upset BC coach. [!'Mass| scrapped

like crazy, they've obviously been working their tails off

Carol's done a great job with them."

I think Sullivan summed it up beet, We did it!"

Hey, UMass Volleyball, we knew that you could!

( nlU-gian photo by Tarri* Wypth

STROKE BY STROKE - The UMass Women's varsity boat came in 27th of the 30 at

the Head-of-the-Charles-Regatta in Boston last weekend. Coach Deb Fine said she was
proud of the boat's performance and attributed placement to its young squad. She add-
ed that physically they are in great shape and just need more experience. Senior Jen
Blum coxswained the varsity team with seniors Rachel White, Susane Maloney and Jenn
Geary along with sophomores Deanna Cook, Ann Budreski, Jen Lambert, Courtney
Harold and Mary Breslin. The team will compete in Philadelphia this Saturday as will

the Men's varsity 8.

By JULIE LIVINGSTONE

There'll Ik- no little schoolgirl running off the side of

your television screen <»n the nights of October Mo and
U . there'll be no lx>\ cars, bears, statues of liberty, no

rod ir<>n cooking pot or families singing about adverbs

Oops! Well, not exactly There will be a famih singing

for v nu, though
The "family' is more than 20 students, from the timer

sit> of Massachusetts Music and Theatre Guild Since the

end of September, they have been throwing heart, soul

and youthfulness into rehearsals for the stage adapta

tion of Schimlhnuse Rock Practices have occupied their

lives five nights a week, hut that's o k for this cast It

will all come to fruition during the List two evenings of

thi- month
Peter Kasperowicz said the cast bonded really quickly.

"It was really amazing how fast we a: ne friends

There were about two people w ho had know n each other

when we first walked in for rel • - We've had ti

of tur nuch sometimes, hut it ha- been t hlast

Basically Kasperowicz »
• the -how will

similar to G«»»/s/>»7/ in thai the si

d the lead- -witcl inng mosl .i gs with

efts one part icipating

Direct oi Hill Larkin said he got the idea while work

ing on a -how in Chicago about three \. . f -<i

he called ABC for the rights to the videos ol .SY/i«*

R« k. wa- denied hut wa- given permission to perform

the songs in public Larkin proceed»*d-on a chase that end

ed i n the bookstore of Boston University where he found

the' video tap*'- of the popular 80s hlurbs and firmed his

conception of a -how at once reminiscent and hopefully-

successful

Since none of the music was written, it all had to be

transcribed and the man for the job, assistant director

Kelly Mines said. wa> Pete Fernanda

"He's been awesome, really patient and super hard

working
Energy and joy in the rehearsals is unmistakably

contagious

Hines -aid when she walks into the rehearsals it's like

walking into a huge hug."
'We have such a wide ci oss section of people here that

"it's just simply amazing. There are people from frater-

nities and sports teams to almost any group that you
could think of," -lie said

Hines as well as members of the cast, credit Larkin
with keeping spirits up, which by the wa\ doesn't

seem too difficult as Elise Schild explains

"Everyone here is themselves, we get together and it's

like we're eight years old again

Larkin said the cast will perform Schintlhause Rock for

students at the Wildwood Elementary School in Amh<
tomorrow

"I'm completely psyched about th.it

Adam Putnam, taissist in the pit hand for the show . said

he was thrilled when he found*out that- the -how would
u-e a pit hand *~"^-

—

I began listening to the tapes of S< h<»>lhiiusr^H>n k w ith

lend las' .January and -nice then. I've been really

caught up in the nostalgia When I was walking h\ the
< irnpus (enter Concours< month and heard the

music, I couldn't believe it

ist w»-ek push to puhlici/e the production entails

ITic jams outside the Hatch and on the Concourse

members of the cast sit. stand, sing and generally grab

the attention of passershy am way they can It might
even include a query of, 'Excuse me hut what's your

fay orife ice cream flavor

Flavor
"( )h. well, o k Thanks, and U- sure to see Schuolhouse

Rink next week
Schoolhouse R<* k u ill he presented by the I Mass Music

and Theatre Guild Oct 30 and 31 in the Student Union
Rallrimm at H p m Tickets are $,'i for Five ( 'allege students

and $5 far the general puhlic

»»»»
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Entertaining political satire

By THOMAS SCULLY
Collegian Correspondent

Everyone knows the story of the perverted old miser who

wants to marry a young girl the age of his daughter and

Ket his own daughter married off to an older man closer

to his age - all for his only lust, money, which he enjoys

merely withholding from others.

The Miser has reached a new climate, culture and level

of political satire in Carlos Morton's recent play Set in

Mexico in 1910. just prior to the Mexican Itevolutjon. it

has onlv been produced twice before - in El Paso, TX and

California where it was performed in Hispanic com

munities (The script contains a lot of Spanish household

words and expletives.)
.

This is the first production in a more mainstream com-

munity and the director Michael Birtwistle worked Are*

ly with the playwright to develop the script for its cur

rent incarnation. , ,

'Perhaps I'm putting in the political background that

Hispanic audiences already understood.'' Birtwistle ex-

plained "I like the edgy, peculiar, seeing beneath the ap

"TteeweOanl set design by student Alec Hammond is

both efficient and evocative; the desert sand of the

ants creeps ^ditiously over the wealthy ranch house

• he t iled floor curls up like dry parchment and

the Stage tilts down p. > toward ^"J10^
The character oftl

iall >' modeled atte.

the historic Minister of Finance- is developed more as a

dan ,n in the corrupt Mexican govern

meni than t mere hoarding creep. Ana* »• »*

in^s and Loan crisis are inevitable.

This critic was privy to a dress rehearsal, and can report

that on the whole, a well-matched cast combined the com-

ic opera of love with burlesque social satire, for an enter

taining evening. The play is 100 minutes without Inter-S but it has good pacing and flies by before you

know it.

For those- who have bothered to read this far however,

I will interject some tentative criticism. Much of the a<.

,ng is good «Lara Sao Pedro as the daughter El.sa and

Nkk F.nklestein as her brother Clemente are examples)

and all of it is good some of the time, but none of the

characters are focused enough for my taste.

I didn't see a final commitment to any one characteriza-

tion or style, which might have both raised the ironic ten-

sion, and been ultimately funnier.

One moment the maid (one of the well-drawn minor roles

along with the Generalissimo) would be hitting people in

th face with her broom in perfect slapstick, and the next

there would be a quasi-serious d.scuss.on abut love and

m
The

y
Mi-. Don Profundo (played mincingly by Ben

Turner ever qua, either a tragic hero or a
,

buffoon.

hut he vacillated between them in a wav found confusing

The staging, too, was so open, that sometimes it was dif

ficult to suspend one's disbeliefwhen one actor was sup

posed to be deal or hhnd to another actor, who was really

nnl> a few feet away during some ol the more comph

T will he .n.erest.ng to IM b** these deta.ls get iron-

ait in production

Dseo m the bowels of the Campus Center, diluent students to^fof countless

your amusement and wonder

Bye for now Keep your teeth clean

UM music professors to perform
By LISA CURTIS
Collegian Correspondent

The Massachusetts Chamber Players,

composed of four music professors from the

University of Massachusetts, will present

their opening concert this Sunday in

Bowker Auditorium at 8 p.m.

Mozart's Sonata for violin and piano, K
454 in B flat Major will open the concert.

The Shostakovitch Piano Trio Op. 67, a

major 20th century work, will also be

performed.

Brahms Horn Trio, Op. 40 is set to close

the performance.

The group was originally a trio compos

ed ofa v iof'niat, cellist and pianist, but ex

paneled in order that they might play a

larger repertoire.

Professor of piano Estela Olevsky. who
has been with the music department since

1969, said. "We try to select programs with

a combination of piano and strings and

wind to make it more interesting."

The French horn will be played instead

of the viola, an instrument that is normal

ly a part of the group.

Laura Klock, a guest player, is being

brought in to perform with the group.

Olevsky, who will be playing piano, has

toured throughout the United States, Latin

America, New Zealand and the Middle and

Far East.

Violinist Charles Treger, who has been

with the music department for four years,

has been playing for 36 years with more

than 3,000 concerts to his credit. He has

toured with pianist Andre Watts as part of

the "Treger Watts Duo.
- '

Leopold Teraspulsky was principal cellist

of the Pittsburgh Symphony under Fritz

Reiner, member of the Aspen Festival

Quartet and member of the Pro Musica

Trio.

Slated for retirement at the end of this

academic year after a long time association

with the music department, Teraspulsky

has recorded for Columbia, Coronet. Pro

Musica and Orion Records.

Klock, French horn player, is in her 17th

season with the Springfield Symphony Or-

chestra. She has also performed as prin-

cipal horn with the New Hampshire and

Portland Symphonies and with the Rhode

Island Philharmonic.

'The highlight of the group is that it is

of international stature in the chamber

music scene," Olevsky said. "We are lucky

enough to all be on the same faculty. It is

a terrific opportunity to be able to play with

one another.

'The exciting part is the interaction

Stimulating and coaching each other We
always feel we are improving each other's

career-

Chamber Player- have performed

together for three years This will he then

only performance this semester

"We try to play on different campuses

because one of the professors teaches at

Smith College also.*' Olevsky said.
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Alternatives to AcademicsfliIVHXV^ fc* y W **
skin¥ard/Gobblehoo«/Rumb.epuppywi« The Bobs will ploy the , fon Horse MusicH

The Unknown Handel: The Formative

Italian Years, a lecture to be given by Henry

G. Mishkin of the Amherst College Music

Department, can be found at Amherst Col-

lege in Music Room 3 at 12:15 p.m. Admission

is free.

The Future ot American Jews: Assimila-

tion or Revival a lecture to be given by Steve

Cohen of the Queens College Sociology

Department, can be found at Amherst Col-

lege in the Campus Center Frontroom at 4:15

p m. Admission is free

Computer-Assisted Drafting and Design

for Archaeology and Architectual History

a lecture to be given by Harrison Eiteljorg II

who is the director for the Center for the Study

of Architecture, can be found at Amherst Col-

lege in Stirn Auditorium at 4:30 p.m. Admis-

sion is free.

Lethal Weapon, an action packed thriller

starring Danny Glover and Mel Gibson, will be

shown at UMass in Mahar Auditorium, Room

108 at 6 p.m., 8 p.m., lO p.m. and 12 a.m. Ad-

mission is $2.

Stardust Memories, directed by Woody

Allen, is a film that stars Allen as a filmmaker

who agrees to appear at a seminar weekend

featuring his films and is subjected to all sorts

of aggravating adulation. It will be shown at

Hampshire College in the Adele Simmons Lec-

ture Hall at 7 p.m.

June Tabor with Huw Warren and special

guest Gabriel Yacoub will perform at the Iron

Horse Music Hall in Northampton. Tabor,

whether she's singing traditional or jazz, will

send iddy-bitty shivers up and down your

spine with her earthy voice, while Yacoub will

sing celtic-tinged French folk songs. Show

starts at 7 p.m. Tickets are $10 in advance.

Cambodia, an event that is a part of Asian

Cultural Awareness Week, will be a slide show,

talk and dance. It will take place at UMass in

Thompson Hall, Room 102 at 7 p.m.

The Miser of Mexico, a play by Carlos Mor-

ton who freely adapted the slapstick farce

from Moliere, explores the political corruption,

racial prejudice and cultural which led to the

Mexican Revolution. It will be performed at

Amherst College in Kirby Theatre at 8 p.m. with

repeat performances on Friday and Saturday

at the same time. Tickets are $2 for senior

citizens and students and $4 for the general

public

Frida: The Last Portrait, a play presented

by the Blue Rider Theatre of Chicago, is a one-

woman show featuring the enthralling, emo-

tional experiences of Mexican artist Frida

Kahlo it will be performed at UMass in the

Hampden Theatre at 8 p.m. with a repeat per-

formance on Friday at the same time. Tickets

are $5 for students and $7 for the general

public

Medea is Euripedes' timeless drama about

a woman who fights for her rights in a man's

world and wins. It will be performed at Mount

Holyoke College in the Alice Withington Rooke

Laboratory Theatre. The play will begin at 8

p.m. with repeat performances on Friday,

Saturday and Sunday at the same time and

a matinee at 2 p.m. on Saturday. Tickets are

$2 for senior citizens and students and $4 for

the general public with dollar night on Sunday.

Tickets can be purchased through the box of-

fice by calling 586-3100 x2406 (Amherst /Nor-

thampton) and 538-2406 (South Hadley)

Are American and Israeli Jews Drifting

Apart? is a lecture concerning the con-

vergence and divergence for the world's two

most significant Jewish communities to be

given by Steven Cohen of the Queens Col-

lege sociology department. It will take place

at Smith College in the Wright Hall Common

Room at 8 p.m. Admission is free.

La Duse is a feminist piece created and

performed by Whitney Cline that delves into

the representations of Eleanor Duse's life and

the nature of performance and identity. It will

be performed at Hampshire College in the

Emily Dickinson Studio Theatre at 8 p.m. with

repeat performances on Friday, Saturday and

Sunday at the same time. Tickets are $2.50

for Five College students, faculty and staff and

$3 for the general public.

Heroes in Trouble will play at Horizons on

the Trail in Greenfield with repeat pefor-

mances on Friday and Saturday. Doors open

at 8 p.m.

Bop Harvey with special guests the

Ululators will play Pearl Street in Northampton.

Show starts at 8:30 p.m. 18-and-over.

Funny Women, a night of comedy and

conversation, can be found at the Peking

Garden Restaurant in Hadley. Men are

welcome. Shows starts at 8:30 p.m. Admission

is $6.

Comedy Club, featuring the comedic

talents of Pete Michaels, Ed Regine and Rich

Byrne, will tickle the funny bones of the patrons

at Carburs in Hadley. Show starts at 8:45 p.m.

Bruce Mackay. with special guests Rick

King, Tim Griffin, Tom Stoddart and Klondike

Koehler, will perform at Seven O's in

Sunderland. Show starts at 9 p.m.

Borderland will play at UMass in the Hatch.

Show starts at 9 p.m.

One Eyed Jake will play Sheehan's Cafe

in Northampton. 21-and-over.

Montenia will play Dave's Other Place in

Chicopee.

The Memorandum, a play written by

Czechoslovokian playwright/president

Vaclav Havel, is a playful, sharp-edged assualt

on the dangers of total bureaucracy. It will be

performed at Smith College in the Halhe

Flanagan Studio Theatre at 8 p.m. with repeat

performances on Saturday and Sunday at the

same time. Tickets are $2 for students and $4

for the general public.

There Was One, an acoustic trio, will play

Twisters Tavern in Amherst. Show starts at 8

p m. and will continue to 11 p.m.

Choral Society Parents Weekend Con-

cert, conducted by Mallorie Chernin, will take

place at Amherst College in Buckley Recital

Hall at 8:15 p.m.

Danzig, with special guests the Cycle Sluts

and Trouble, will bring a raunchy kind of

mayhem to Katina's in Hadley. All-ages show

Ray Mason Band, with special guests the

Cow Tippers, will play Sheehan's Cafe in Nor-

thampton. 21-and-over.

Little Jimmy and the Bad Boys will play the

Water Front Cafe in Holyoke with a repeat

performance on Saturday.

Cafe Society, featuring Matt and Barbara,

will perform at Dave's Other Place in

Chicopee.

The Tale of Kieu: Talk In Vietmanese. a

lecture that is a part of Asian Cultural

Awareness Week, will be given at UMass in

Campus Center Room 174-6 at 7.30 p.m

Skinyard/Gobblehoof/Rumblepuppy will

play at Smith College in the Davis Student

Union Ballroom. Doors open at 8:3Q p.m

The Bobs will play the Iron Horse Music Hall

in Northampton. Shows will be at 7 p.m. and

lO p.m. Tickets are $12.5Q in advance.

Conference on Ethnocentrism. an event

that is a part of Asian Cultural Awareness

Week, will take place at UMass in Knowlton

Basement at 1 p.m.

Feminism in Vietmanese Literature a lee

ture that is a part of Asian Cultural Awareness

Week, will be given at UMass in Campus

Center Room 804-8 at 3 p.m.

Even Dwarves Started Small is a unsettl-

ing film about dwarves and midgets who take

over the asylum in which they have been con-

fined. It will be shown at Hampshire College

in the Franklin Patterson Main Lecture Hall at

7 p.m. and 930 p.m. Admission is $1.

Phranc, everyone's favorite Jewish lesbian

punk fotksinger, will perform at the Iron Horse

Music Hall in Northampton. Show starts at 7

p m. tickets are $10 m advance.

The Man Who Left His Will on Videotape

is a film with a self-explanatory title. It will be

shown at Mount Holyoke College in Gamble

Auditorium at 7 p.m. and 9 p.m.

Five Easy Pieces stars Jack Nicholson as

a musician who gave up a promising career

to work an oil rig. It will be shown at the

Amherst College Campus Center Theatre at

730 p.m. and lO p.m. and repeated on Satur-

day and Sunday at the same time. Admission

is S1.50.

Roomful of Blues will perform at Pearl Street

in Northampton. Show starts at 8:30 p.m.

Orrin Star, a clean and clever comedian,

will perform at Peking Garden Restaurant in

Hadley. Show starts at 8.30 p.m. Admission is

$6.

Five College Orchestra, featuring pieces

by Alexander Borodin, will perform at Smith

CoHege In John M. Green Hall at 8 p.m. Ad-

mission is free.

Rockin* Dave and the Rent Party will play

Sheehan's Cafe in Northampton. Come ap-

propriately attired, it's a costume party.

21-and-over.

Haunted Substance Abuse House will

take on a nightmarish journey through

substance abuse. From 2 p.m.-4 p.m. and 6

p.m-8 p.m., witness the horrors of alcohol

abuse. From 4 p.m-6 p.m. and 8 p.m.-lO p.m.

feel your blood curdle as you face the terrors

of drug abuse. The event will take place at

UMass in Hasbrouck Hall.

John Hammond will deliver acoustic blues

at the Iron Horse Music Hall in Northampton.

Show starts at 7 p.m. Tickets are $10 in

advance.
Hunger is a conscious-raising, 1983 cult film

starring Catherine Deneuve as a vampire. It

will be shown at Mount Holyoke College in

Gamble Auditorium at 7 p.m. and 9 p.m.

Jam with the Cape Verdean Alliance at

UMass in the Malcolm X Center, sponsored by

Black Mass Communications Project. Free

food will be served and DJs will play a mix of

rap, house, hip-hop and reggae. Admission is

$4.

Rhythm Crazies will play their funky rock

groove at Twisters in Amherst.

Thunderrldge will play Seven O's in

Sunderland.

Marion Groves will play Dave's Other Place

in Chicopee.

Five College Orchestra will perform once

again. But this time it will be at Amherst Col-

lege in Buckley Recital Hall at 8 p.m. Admis-

sion is free.

Rock the Globe Dance Party, an event

that is a part of Asian Cultural Awareness

Week, will take place at UMass in the Bluewall

at 8 p.m.

The Crispies will play at UMass in the Hatch.

Show starts at 8 p.m.

Who's Kiddin' Who will play at Pearl Street

in Northampton. Show starts at 8.30 p.m.

Las Vegas Night, a night of gambling with

a jazz band and a DJ. will take place at Mount

Holyoke College in Mary Wooley Hall/Blan-

chard Campus Center from lO p.m-2 am
Semi-formal attire and college ID will be re-

quired Champagne, wine and beer will be

served for those with a proper ID Admission

is $3 just to see the Jazz band, $7 for all events

in advance and $9 for all events at the door

SUNDAY
Audition for Dancers and Mimes will be

held at Mount Holyoke College in Kendell Hall.

Studio 1 at 1 p.m. The audition is for parts in Ig-

or Stravinsky's A Soldier's Tale which will be

presented by the UMass Music Department

in April. Dancers and mimes should come with

a one-two minute example of their own

choreography accompanied with a cassette

and be prepared to improvise to material

presented. Auditions are open to all students

and staff of the Five College System and

members of the community at large. For more

info call Dennis Burkh at 532-0908.

Rollins Band, with special guests Doom

Patrol, will incite intellectual chaos at Katina's

in Hadley. All-ages show

Autumn Serenade, performed by the Smith

College Glee Club and Smith College Choirs

Alpha and Omega, will feature pieces from

Haydn, Mendelssohn and Bach. The perfor-

mance will take place at Smith College in the

Helen Hills Chapel at 2 p.m.

East of Eden is powerful adaptation of John

Steinbeck's novel starring James Dean, Julie

Harris and Raymond Massey. It will be shown

at Hampshire College in the Franklin Patter-

son Main Lecture Hall at 8 p.m. Admission is $1.

Bedazzled, a film starring Dudley Moore

and Peter Cook, is a classic Faustian tale

about a short order cook who makes a deal

with the devil, realizes the consequences and

tries to avoid to avoid the payment. It will be

shown at Smith College in Wright Hall at 2 p.m.

and 4 p.m. Admission is free.

Films by Photographers: Visions of

America is a film comprised of motion pic-

tures made by still photographers. It will be

shown at Smith College in Shrn Auditorium at

4 p.m.

A Neon Installation, rail wall light scuplture

by Janna Longacre and Joe Upham which

has been on exhibit in the Boeckman

Scuplture Court at the Smith College Museum

of Art since October 18 and will continue to

March 15, 1991, will give an illustrated lecture

by the artists. It will take place at Smith in

Graham Hall at 3 p.m.

Alison Kraus and Union Station will play

traditional, progressive and original bluegrass

at Amherst College in the Campus Center

Frontroom. Show starts at 8 p.m. Admission is

$1 with Amherst College ID and $7 without.

Alissa Leiser and Friends: An Evening of

Brahms is a faculty recital feautring the

talents of pianists Alissa Leiser and Roy Kogen.

tenor William Mitchell and violinist Barbara

Gavatos. The performance will take place at

Mount Holyoke College in Pratt Auditorium

from 8 p.m.-lO p.m.

Massachusetts Chamber Players will per

form a program that will include pieces by

Mozart, Brahms and Shostakovich the per-

formance will take place at UMass in Bowker

Auditorium at 8pm Tickets are $4 for students

and senior citizens and $8 for the general

public

M^. NOW AT 2 LOCATIONS
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Correction
Apologies from the Arts Desk for the following:

In the October 25th issue. Bong Goes to Circus was

incorrectly identified as was their song "For You.'

In the October 26th issue, the exhibit Planit Water was

incorrectly located. It is being shown at the Student Union

Gallery.

We're sorry for any inconvenience these inaccuracies

mav have created.
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PORK
MONTH

to AMERICA
alutej
CA sIrork industry,

9

AMHERST DROP ZONE "

ARMY/NAVY STORE

Now 2 locations

Rt9

A>

n«

LIQUORS *scou

9.

Open: Mon-Sat 10-6

Sundays 12-5

Open til 9:30 in Hadley

Photo:
Buck Stewart

549-5454

SI

I*
V102 N. Pleasant St.

MAmherst * 25*0039 Hadley '585-5800 fJ

behind Bart's) (next to McDonald s) ^

I

18 Main St. Downtown Amherst 253-5441

Featuring Ballantine Beer
at $7.25 a case (cans)

NEWJust In!!

Samuel Adams
Boston Ale
$4,99 6 pk

f
*f<oUO/l

12

t\

S«*n
$.&

Glenn Ellen
(Chard, W Zinf. Cab Sauv)

3 hots 11.99 mix/match

750

,
n*?kerA \

\

OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK

Many More In Store Specials
(especially on wines)

• Delivery Available * *« *••'» DlM*••
The Rollins Band (Henry Rollins, left and Andrew Weiss, right) play

l'h<>««> NMSM| ( hry*«li»

Katina's Sunday night.

0&%M

Field Experience
OPPORTUNITIES

i m i

Spring internships

with special deadlines

(M Amelia bland Plantation. Honda

31 Reporters Committee for Freed*"

the Pre^s Washington IX

Nov. Wilson ImernationaK 'enter tor

1 Scholars, Washington IK

New York State Assembly, Albany, NY

Nov Strawberry Bankc Historical Park

15 New Hampshire

-ops in Enginimbig

Cestuiin I'^i i

Wednesday November 7

Lcderle GRC Tower Room 2<H

4:00PM

Representatives from

IBM

PRATT & WHITNEY

MITRE

Ql l'l AS 1H I

CO-OP INTERVIEWS

October 26 Pratt & Whitney
•

I NG1N, COINS

November 2 Kvcrcady Battery

riiBi.nii.i

IBM TJ WsiSM Kcsearih ( ir

ACCT.GBFIN. MGT.SOM,
BY! II. < OMM

November 8 Travelers Insurance

COINS

ember 9 IBM Southbury

COINS. MIS.SOM

November 14 Mobil
( HE Summer Positions!!

IBM Tanytown & Southbury

ACCT, GBMN, MGT. ECON,
SOM

Ortho Pharmaceutical

SOM

November 16 GE Plastics

CH E. mi:

lo apply h* any internsip or co op position, allciul OSS ol the daily Planning Sessions held in

Room 16 C urry Hicks lor a schedule call MS-4MS.

Thk Mather Career Center
Career Planning and Placement • Cooperative Education • Internships.

Iraternily/Sororily Park 00 the Orchard Hill bus mule. (413)545-2224,

Where Careers Take Off!

Assorted

People

Monday-Thursday 5-8 p.m.

All you can eat

BUFFET $5.99

COMEDY RESERVATIONS

586-1202 585-861 5_
PEKING GARDEN, Rt. 9, Hadley

11 -30-3 p.m. All You Can Eat

SlINnAY BRUNCH $6.99l

Amherst College presents

ALISON KRAUSS
AND UNION STATION
TRADITIONAL BLUEGRASS BAND

Sunday, October 20

8 pm
$7 Public

$1 Amherst College

SUNDAYS AT EIGHT
A Sunday Evening

Coffeehouse Series

In the Campus Center
Info: (413)542-5770

, PEKING GAR0EN
RESTAURAMT

rwefvKWnJ only 585-861

5

JV» " Honor You^ompanv

COME EARLY F0« 0IHMER

Its hard lo i«»o« •

SOUNDS EASY VIDEO

Presents

EVERY THURSDAY 8:30

9WOMEN
COMEDY 1 CONVERSATION

Just because you're

a knockout doesn't

mean you're short

on brains.
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Wartime offers

sane advice to

an insane society

By DANIELLE DOWLING
Collegian Staff

It all seems like some suit of crazy nightmare.

Day after day, the media bombards you with something

new to worry about - recession, the Middle Last crisis,

the environment, AIDS, racial tension, the drug war, Dan

""becomes more disparaging when you go outside and

observe the people around you They seem apathetic and

comatose. You witness the massive decay engulfing UM

world around you. You feel overwhelmed.

You ask yourself. "Where doM it end7 When does it gel

better? How can I cope?"

Henry Rollins ha- found a way to help you CO? ft»< *U

ed Wartim>- ,

According to Rollins. Wartime ts an iiuderstaiiding thai

can help vou deal with the world and nut only survive.

but prevail It can help you keep your head together while

everyone else is losing theirs.

Wartinu itle oi RolliM

album that he put together with Andrew Weiss when I

(bund mom extra time to devote totals side pi «
' '

' \\
i ien1 tape- out to everybody and their dad." Rollins

*aid in a recent interview with Paper Magaztn*

The tape attracted the attention of Chrysalis H

who then agreed to release the album This was not the

first major label deal for Rollins, aa he rel< ken

word track entitled Sound Bit** from the Counterculture

on Atlantic Records but this was a first

-A- getting shtt happening, this is a mo- cnanj

h claimed in th i interview with /•

Magazine. "With smaller lab. I
not that th

want to get slut happening, they ju>t deal have the

capabilities like these guys <

Rollins added. "Everything they say th<

the\ do U'S bsen 1 really human experience B0 :

they seam to truly like what were doing 100 percent

Both Rollins and Weiss admitted that this project ta

a direction away from the material thev produce with

their current band, aptly named Rollins Band which con

s.sts of Rollins on vocals. Weiss on bam ;
Catojn

drums and Chris Haskett on guitar \\ else described the

ivnes. penned by Roll

U

'"'"If",tu
as having a monogroove sound Rollins added that War-

time offers a positive,, L^SLtSS
,„g experience to "a high power trip in times of a low leva)

1

'""The groove is severe, but hey take a look around/ he

If the name Henry Rollins sounds familiar, that should

come as no suprise. Rollins was once a member of the

vanguard hardcore group Black Rag Through hteta

volvement in Black Flag, he obtained cult figure status

,n the underground scene Four years ago. he formed

Rollins Band with Weiss, Cain and Haskett Aside fi

his mvolvement in Rolhns Band and the Wcrfime project,

he has also kept himself busy with critically acclaimed

spoken word tours and a literary publishing company

Rollins sa.d that he feels he has been rewarded for his

efforts. As he told Paper iitujtuU* \« "• really got t

love what you do Otherwise, .t s jus, too
_
fucked to d

with Success is a funny word For me. I feel very

cessful because I get to go rock^ Some people

cess as dollar signs I n. Iv thought of it hat w a>

I trulv believe that at the end of the day. you 11 get what

vou deserve." Weiss added. "You just cant think m terms

of dollars or units or any of that shit when you re mak

mg music, unless thafs the kind of music you want to

make Thafs got fee be the furthest thing from your mind

RnllL fend unMphy Kattoa'.on Way Loco/ thr

land Doom Patrol will open foe Hum Sfcoa Kssfi *

p.m.

SLACKS
1«V rt "0< «*«.

.^n

MEN WELCOME
E™ WS0UNCEAS>5T

IT nH jfancmWYWOMtllr—

:mDAY 1 SATURDAY 8 30

fcwMITM jSRTS«RISSKOSOS
Clean, cievei 4

sarcastic social

commentary

ORRIN
STAR

OswtSffeets
ImtBsseil

PtUS GUESTS

All Comedy Info

585-861 *5»£K

- A HEALTHY
IcOMPLEXIOr
AND BODY

MglOa wtth saMpewj)
msinK treatment and I

full body RIM

|ny— how you look

ad ft'*''

relaxing • reftwtlini

n-MtahzmK

h and brow tinting

and hair waxnik!

^%ifl I AESTHETICS

Muir, "^jj^ 13.Maria Muldaura

THF.RAPEITK SKIN I ARE

AND MASSAGE
AMHKRST • 253-9879

Marcie's Place
Hearty Homcslyle Cooking

JOES IS FOR
SUNDAY BFU NCH
10a.rn.-2pm.

30 Bdrwood Yiilk • Oownuiot A«bml

HWKBt • 1 »« Sal UachudDjMff

Super

New
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A brief, bone chilling tale about Danzig
JT± P^XA^/^J ~ ^„or ,nvpn?rnoVe. is reminiscent of what follow-up, Lucifuge, this summer

Seething, evil machismo.

These three words could aptly describe

Danzig
.

Consider, if you will, these basic facts

about the band. First of all, front man and

founder, Glenn Danzig, has an intense in-

tellectual interest in Satanism. Secondly,

one could sav that the names of his fellow

hand members, drummer Chuck Biscuits,

uitanst John Christ and bassist Eerie

Von, are likely to send shivers up and down

one's spine upon mention.

Thirdly, this is a sample of the lyrics from

"I'm the One," off of their latest album

Danzig II - Lucifuge: "I was a snaked-eyed

boy/and at the age of five/ 1 made love to

the howl of the wolves/with a dark haired

girl/so if you wanna hear evil/come a little

bit close.'"

Lastly - their sound, a grungy, slow but

power driven groove, is reminiscent of what

one could find playing at a nearby Hell s

Angels' hang out. So with these facts

presented, it is safe to assume that the

above mentioned description is fitting.

Glenn Danzig, former front man for the

The Misfits and Samhain, hand picked the

members of Danzig to obtain the para-

mount fruition of his ideas. They released

a self-titled debut LP in 1988 and the

follow-up, Lucifuge, this summer.

"We offer more than rock 'n roll and

killer songs," Danzig said about his music.

"We understand drama, powerful imagery

and powerful words. We're not saying

stupid stuff"

Danzig, with special guests the Cycle

Sluts, will play Katinas on Friday. The ali-

ases show will start at 8:30 p.m.

- DANIELLE DOWLING

Happy Halloween Haunting

Save on all

11 your favorite]

dark spirits

t%i \

"

Coor's Light St. Pauli Girl

suitcase cans 24 12 oz. bottles,

$11.49 $15.99
ThetolverBullet

Miller Genuine Draft

24 12oz. bottles.

$10.99 I

Bacardi Black Rum
750 ml

$6.99

Freixenet Cordon Negro
750 ml

$5.99

Black Velvet Canadian Whiskey
175 L Whit* M09K from

$12.99 -»*—

•

Rumple Minze

700 proof schnapps
750 ml

$12.99

MOVIE POSTER
LOBBY CARDS

MOVIE MEMORABILIA

Largest in Western Mass

THE GOOD OLD DAYS

40 Cottage Street

EastHampton, MA 527-3163

OPEN: Tuasdav-Saturday 10:S

MOVING OFF CAMPUS?

mm

Carling Black Label

24 12oz exports

$7.49

Samuel Adams
Boston Lager
24 12 oz bottles

$15.99

Xingu Black Beer
640 ml

$1.95

338 College St., Rt. 9, Amherst,
253-5384

Brondywine offer* Country

Living uith convenience

• On UMASS Bus Route • Nearby Shopping • Situated

on 18 well-landscaped acres with pond.

• One and Two Bedroom apartments include gas

utilities (heat, hot water, and stove).

• Swimming pool, laundry facilities, responsive

management
• Stop in and we II show you what we have to ofter.

BRANDYWINE AT AMHERST
16 Bran<Jywine Drive. Amherst

Rental Ott-ce open daily 10-4

S49-06QQ

Join us!

Reccpti

Monday,

University of Massachusetts

FILENES
This event is sponsored by the Undergraduate Business Club

All Majors welcome. GFOX

WEATHER DINING SPORTS

Baby it's cold outside!

Winter's comimg* Today
will be partly sunny,

highs in the 40s.

Yummy, yummy, yum-

my in our tummy, tum-

my, tummy. Food ex-

travaganza Pages 7-12.

Undefeated Minutemen
are home tomorrow, fac-

ing the Northeastern

Huskies. Page 16.
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VOLUME C UM service employees union
oppose all layoff proposals

I

Collegian photo by Ton! Sandy*

TIMBER — A UMass worker cuts the

tree by the Old Chapel from his aerial

lift vehicle.

By MARK HENSLEY
Collegian Correspondent

The local union of University of Massachsetts service

employee decided at a meeting Wednesda) U> Oppose all

lavoff and furlough proposals, and mailed a letter contain

ins this decision to the administration yesterday

Dick Coach, president of AFSCMK local 177* said I

union opposed the proposal hecause there WSJ DO pn.vi

lk»n in their contract for SCTOSS-th* hoard furlough- and

-the administration has not given (them
i
a gu..-

this will not happen again."

"The administration calls it- p.

\\,
(

>,n,iw.tasheingl..ckmit.fo. "her

choice." he said.

t week, President Chancellor Duffey outlined I

three point proposal that would include a fouriough fi

the campus
- approximateh 5,200 employes • ithout pay

for up to five davs this acedemic year Duffey sa.d the un

paid fourloughs would save the University $750,000 a

Duffey said if the unions do not agree to the prop...- a

i

there will he "mid-veer layoffs across the l*,ard_

( oach said the administration has called for a five day

furlough for all service empl-. • ometime within the

next two months
However, the administation been vague as to how it

would affect such important issues as employee cash How

and vacation credit

The furlough proposal would save the University about

$450,000, said Coach

Coach added if furloughs did become n.-ee~-ar % the

union would insist on furloughing employees M I

superiority basis as is stated in their contract regarding

layoffs. _

Coach also criticized the administration for not

negotiating directly with the union

•The University, instead of sitting down and d

mg the furloughs, has negotiated through the media. |We

have therefore] filed for unfair labor practice on

grounds that the University ttai viol dlecttve

bargaining laws." he said

Coach said that along with the present negotiate

,mg the current budget cut- the union is continuing

n. anda-h- oSd negotiation* with I

Regents concerning I new conti act

He said union members have not received a rai

.)um . ,,! dare frustrated b idmini

tn.n s«i-ms to go through the motions

won't talk in terms of doll

ditions

The \KSi Nik local 1776 unioi

Plant,!

University of Massachusetts

con

I

Professors: no deal

on furloughs, layoffs
By CHBI8 ICUTHBB
Collegian Staff

TheMassach.: i Pwfmam -<•* a

statement yestei d.u I
homing admim-' have not

looked iatO OthOT I avoid furloughs

In their weeklv board meeting W< '
vf

d unanimously that th-

ru! in the form m the form of"furloughs rott*

According to the statement, admim-'

and other staff must sacrifi

activity before the furloughs are com

Th. MSP will -demand the dollar a\ un

«aaryadministrat

members are asked to accept a pay cut

CONTINUED ON PAGf A

BOG votes to table amendment to eliminate LBG seats
^"^ ^^ ^^

i til i Uni to keeD order ",m
.1 .1.. „„.«.

By LAVINIA GAMMON
Collegian Staff

After five and a half hours of heated

debate, the Board of Governors voted to

tahle a proposed constitutional amendment

that would eliminate the two Lesbian

Bisexual Gay seats from the Board

Many of the meetings participants were

"disgusted" and "outraged" by the even

ing's outcome.

'This is a farce. I don't want to go

through everv meeting with an ax hang

ing over mv head." said Laura Silver, one

of the two LBGA Governors.

"This whole evening was moronic. A

nightmare of bureaucracy and double

talk, said Chris Thomas, an LBGA

governor.

Approximately 35 LBGA members and

supporters sat in on the meeting and were

invited to participate in the debate, which

at times became so heated that Chair

woman Sue Gordon had to use her gavel

to keep order.

Debate centered around the fact that th.-

Third World Caucus. Abilities Unlimited.

and Stockht idge seats which are also non

elected seats were not targeted for

elimination. *m*u
( ...vernor T«-d Maravelia- and B<>C I

( hairman Ed Corngan. the CO proposers of

this motion, did not agree on the reason

behind this motion.

Corrigan argued that the Third World

Caucus might need help understanding

democratic or WVst.m CttltUTS H.< ^aid he

citd i LBGA memUrs had this same

need for representation

M .\n\ special

which is why I'm angling out the LBGA
aid

Protests quicklv erupted at Corrigan a

argument Memhers of the Third World

CaUCUl said the\ were insulted hv his im

plications thev only represent foreigners

Governor Maravehas, on the other hand.

CONTINUED ON PAGE 2

Local pigeons
make a mess

By STACY NEALE
Collegian Correspondent

A health hazard has been causing a stink in the

Amherst Town Hall and it must be corrected with

Amherst residents' tax dollars, according to Amherst

^Tho attk Windows of the Town Hall were recently

repaired, however, only after pigeons had occupied the

attic for some time and lefi a considerable mess behind.

This pigeon debris is not only unsanitary, but also a

health hazard and must be cleaned up.

"The pigeon droppings are not considered toxic, but

they are a health hazard," Laurie Benoit of the Town

Hall Managers Office said.

"Pigeons are carriers of many diseases and when

droppings are inhaled these diseases can be transmit-

ted and cause illness in humans. Benoit said
1

CONTINUED ON PAGE 4

i reigns
Man reflects perilous escape

By PETER HERING
Collegian Correspondent

An Amherst man has gone from running for his life

through the jungles of Cambodia to the stability of

janitorial work at the University of Massachusetts.

Sokha Mao's story began in the small Cambodian

village of Toaopanchan. Now. almost 30 years later, he

recounts the events that have brought him halfway

around the world to the University of Massachusetts.

Mao 30, came to the United States nine years ago. after

a "harrowing" escape from the Communist regime in

Cambodia. After stop-overs in both Thailand and the

Phillipines, he made his way to Amherst, which he no*

calls home. _

"At first it was very difficult." says Mao of his first years

in America. "We didn't speak any English, and it seem

ed that the people weren't very friendly."

But life in America was nothing compared to his journey

through the Southeast Asian *»*£££*„, pAGE ,

( oIlpffiHn Phot" »>\ I»m s„nd>«

Sokha Mao
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= For Your Information
For Your Information is a calander listing of local

announcement! and upcoming events published daily be

the Collegian as a public service.

All submissions must be typed and submitted to the News

desk at least one full day before publication. We reserve

the right to edit for space.

FRIDAY. OCTOBER 26

Halloween Dance and Movie Marathon - sponsored by

Hamlin and Knowlton House, will be held this Friday.

The dance is from 9 p.m.-l a.m. in Knowlton, and movies

will be shown from 4 p.m.-9 p.m.-l a.m. to 4 a.m. in

Hamlin. Admission is free. 4U^D a n
Spanish Heritage Party - sponsored by AHOKA, will

be in the Bluewall Cafe, from 9 p.m.-l a.m. Admission is

free

Coffee Social - Sponsored by the LBGA, CC 803, 3

p m. 6 p.m. Admission is free.

Lecture - The United Asian Culture presents

"Feminism in the tale of Kieu" in CC 804-808 at 3 p.m.

Sponsored bv Student Activities. Division of Academic

Support Service and the Asian Study Program.

SUNDAY. OCTOBER 28

Meeting - There will be meeting to organize a con-

ference in the Spring of 1991 involving women of color

in the Five College Area. For more information, contact

Bina Fernandez at 538-4373.

Film - Halloween Movies: Children ofthe Corn and Pet

Sematary will be shown in the Campus Center

Auditorium. Children ofthe Corn will be showing at 5 p.nv

and 9 p.m.. Pet Sematary2r will be showing at 7 p.m. and

11 p.m. To see one movie, it costs $2. but both are a deal

at $3.

MONDAY, OCTOBER 29

Film - Abilities Unlimited will be showing Born on the

Fourth of July at 7:30 p.m. at CC 162. This film is part

of the Abilities Unlimited Film Series.

Film - Days of Thunder will be shown at the Campus

Center Auditorium at 5 p.m., 7 p.m., 9 p.m., and 11 p.m.

Admission is $2 per person. Sponsored by the Korean

Students Association. Lecture - Sergio Guzman, direc_

tor of International Relations for the Union ol

Guatemalan Workers (UNSITRAGUA). a labor federation

of 39 unions with a membership of 20,000, will speak on

labor organizing in the midst of military repression and

the upcoming Nov. 1 1 Guatemalan elections. The lecture

will be held at noon at the Hampshire College Merrill

House Living Room and at 7 p.m. at CC 904-908 (UMass).

Sponsored by the Central America Working Group of the

AFSC the Guatemala Solidarity Committee, UMass

CASA Hamshire College CASA and the Five College Pro-

-am in Peace and World Security Studies. The lecture

is free and open to all. For more information, call

584-8975. - ,

Lecture - Wendv Abrams, regional sales manager of the

Children's Division of Esprit, will address students, facul

ty and the public at CC 917 at 7 p.m.

Indution Ceremony - the Golden Key National Honor

Society is having an induction ceremony in the Student

Union Ballroom from 6 p.m.-9:30 p.m.

TUESDAY, OCTOBER 30

Musical - Schoolhouse Rock, presented by the UMass

Music Theatre Guild, will be shown Tuesday and Wednes

day at 8 p.m. in the Student Union Ballroom. Tickets are

$3"for students, $5 for everyone else. For more informa

tion, contact Christianna Pearce at 545-0415

Lecuture - James Farmer will lecture on ' A History

of the Civil Rights Movement" in the Campus Center

auditorum, from 8 pm.-lO p.m. Sponsored by the

Distinguished Visitors Program.

BOG

I

CONTINUED fROM PAGE 1

argued be mm singling out the LBGA because he «M
"trying to minimize the impact on the Board.

"Although 1 am right, some people may perceive

what I am doing as wrong which will cause the BOG
.tive publicity. I don't want to be to blame for the

BOG being dissolved," he said.

The overall feeling at the meeting last night was that

this incongruity between Corrigan and Maravehas

would cause the failure of their motion.

Lynn Vickerv. a member of the LBGA s;Ud at the

meeting. Teds digging his own grave There are huge

holes in his argument and he's disagreeing with Ed.

At 1 1 30 p.m.. Governor Mike Volmar asked the mo

tion be called to a vote. Maravelias. in turn, asked the

motion be tabled, at which point a vote was taken to

decided if it should be tabled The results wen 1 U 1 1

for tabling it

World in Brief

Campus crime bill passes Dukakis will vote for Silber

tV
*jJA
THEATEK

LIBERATING...

\ REFRESHING VIEW
Of IWCU. *KRlOT>Ph fORxCi

UMDfDlWK iNOtUOOWO
IOOSI

4SCR4PPVSOCIUl>XtlRTFILM
•

ftKAUM
<"0MIDV..DIS*R*I\GN

PERfORWED

WASHINGTON (API - A bill waiting the president's

signature will compel collects and universitiews to tell

students how many major crime- are committed on

campus
The "Student Right to Know and Campus Security Act

would require federally aided colleges and universities to

report campus crime statistics each year to students and

employees. Covered crimes include murder, rape, robbery

and auto theft

The measure was merged with another bill requiring

institutions to release graduation rates of all students and

students on sports scholarships. Schools would also have

to make data available on athletic department revenues

and expenditures, and on racial composition of scholar

ship athlet.

University of Massachusetts administrators generally

approved of the aims of the bill when the bill was in

committee.

BOSTON (AP> - Gov. Dukakis says John Silber may

be argumentative, contenious and opinionated, but the

Boston University president has his vote for governor

•He's argumentative, he's content ious, he s opinionated

but he also believes very strongly that governors are

elected to do things." Dukakis -aid in an interview

published Thursday by The P^otLeilgeroiQumc,

Last week, in an interview with WBZ-TV. Dukakis nid

he would vote for Silber.

Brandeis diversity chief resigns

WALTHAM «AP) - An administrator hired Ifl help

minority students adjust to Brandeis University has

igned in frustration. He says university official* lack

ed commitment to creating a racially 4HWM campus.
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it was during the rainv season that WO decided la

leave " he said "We didn't know where we wen go

ing. but we knew we couldn't stop We had to keep mm
ing to avoid being mat

11. added. "There were bodies everywhere, and all

I could here were the sounds of machine gun fire It

smelled of death but we didn't have any time to care,

we just had to get out."

After escaping Cambodia. Mao found employment in

Thailand, were he spent the next year of his life. It was

there he met his wife, and made his decision to come

to America.

He said he came to America to the I nited SI

because "I just wanted my family to have a better <»p

portunitv than me. I wanted to start over."

After a period of adjustment. Mao, his wife, and more

. ntlv nil three children, began feeling more ccmv

fortable in their new surroundings. He was able to find

employment at the Crocker Farms School in Amherst

were ht itnlined as a janitor for a three m<»nth period.

"It was there that I was able to learn I W M

English." Mao says it was through interacting with

different people and listening to them, that I learned

the languag

In 1986 he began working with the I inversus

a janitor in Dickinson Residence Hall. position which

he still holds. Although he may Ml always enjoy the

work, he loves speaking with the tludllWI ,
and learn

ing from them.

in my first vear here, I didn't like it because the

people were acting like I owed them something." say-

Mao. "But now it's better. evei fOM it fWTJ friendly.

and at Christmas time I even get presents from smtie

of the students."

He said his life in America has not always been easy,

but he is thankful that he has had the chance to pro

vide better life for himself and his family Mao and

his wife recently became American citizen- and thil

past summer became the proud owner's of their first

house.

Mao wants to return to his countn someday, but tor

now is content with being in Amherst

"I've been awav from my hometown for 22yean now

and Id really like to go back soon." he said Although

I've been in this country for almost 10 years, I'm still

a little homesick."

Weckdavs at 6:50 and 9:10

Friday at 4:45. 7 and 9:20

Sat and Sun at 2:30. 4:45. 7

and 9:20 pm

* • First show on Friday.
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GSPP
Careers to create change

Jefl Tirengeiprovides individualpsychotherapyand family

therapy as part of his fourth year supervised clinical in-

ternship experience at a major mental health center He

also takes advanced seminars in clinical intervention that

draw on psychodynamic. cognitive-behavioral, and sys-

temic theories. As his third year PsyD protect. Tirengei

produced a videotaped program examining the critical

issues of pregnancy loss Several national orgamza

tions. impressed by the video, have helped the program

reach a wide audience

Jeff is a student m the Doctor of Psychology iPsyD)

Program at the California School of Professional Psy

chology. Los Angeles, a program that prepares students

for practice-oriented careers

For more mtormat ion about our PsyD and PhD programs at our cam-

puses in Berkeley Alameda. Fresno. Los Angeles, and San Diego

call us at 800 457-1273 (National) or 800 457-5261 (Calrlomia)
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LOCAL
Angry voters say "None of the Above"
Local residents start drive to show political frustration

By KENDRA PRATT
Collegian Stall

It might not be the American way, however,

Massachusetts voters who are fed up with the lack ofgood

camli.lates tor local and statewide offices can battMWJ their

dissatisfaction hv not voting for anyone.

The Pioneer Valley Pro-Democracy Campaign aiv en

couraging voters to write in "None of the Above" for every

race in which there is no candidate they want to vote for.

to protest private- contributions to campaigns for public-

office.

The NOTA [None of the Above! drive has been started

in Amherst, Northhampton, Pelham. Wendell and

Shutesburv by local residents and Cniversity of

MwMefhllWTttl students They are distributing NOTA
dickers for voters to place on their ballot-

"We want to establish a truly representative govern

ment with one person, one vote — not one dollar, one vote,"

said Dennis Kelly, a campaign member

Ideally, if enough people vote NOTA, then the two

undesirable candidates would be thrown out and the elee

tion priK.es- would -tart over again with new candidates,

he said.

. "A fair number of people are dissatisfied with politio

as usual and want a comprehensive reform of political pro

ceeeee/
1 he said ^^^

I Young artists

to strut stuff

at Band Day
By LISA CURTIS
CoUegieA Correspondent

Junior high and high school musicians and color

guard members from 39 schools will step onto the field

with the University of Massachusetts Marching

Minuteman Band this Satuday in conjunction with the

Sixth Annual Band Da\

Approximately 2<KH> students, will arrive in Amh.

earlv in the morning and spend three or four hours

rehearing with collegiate instructors before the game

against Northeastern University

"We really give the high school students and the

junior high students a flavor for what jt'l like to be

involved in a marching band on the university level.

Thomas P. Hannum said, the band s associate direc

tor -It's I verv positive experience

W, Mini out invitations throughout the New

England area at the end of May The invitation isn t

selective but open to anybody, mostly high school," ex

plained Hannum.
The students will appear in their own uniforms,

representing schools from Massachusetts. ( onnecticut.

Rhodl Isl.md. New Hampshire. Vermont and New

In light of the current budget crunch. Hannum said

he was surprised at the large number of schools atten

ding this year.

"I thought people might not have the money for buses

this year," he said.

"The program has amazingly continued to grow.

Hannum said, "When we started out we had three

bands." ..

"Band Day is great for the (Minuteman) band as well

as for the Music Department, and the high schools get

to experience the excitement of a collegiate football

game
' CONTINUED ON PAGE A

Kelly said although some voters are turning against in

cumbents this election, he predicts incumbents will win

by majority because they are more financially equipped

to campaign from Political Action Committee

contributions

In the 1988 state senate elections. Kelly said 97 percent

of winning candidate were incumbents who were 91 per

cent financed by PACs. In the State House of Represen

tatives. 88 percent of all incumbents" campaign finain

ing came from PACs, he said.

He said PACs give to incumbents because incumbents

sit on House committees w here many decisions are made

before the body's approval. Those PAC contributions will

put more incumbents back on Beacon Hill than ever

before, Kelly predicted.

"There may be an ant i incumbent feeling this year, but

incumbents sit in ivory towers because of all the PAC con-

tributions in their campaign warchests." he said.

Election registrars in Massachusetts are not required

to tally NOTA votes, but Kelly said the registrar ol

Wendell has greed to count NOTA votes and that he is

presentlv negotiating with other registrar

Kelly said a growing number of NOTA voters can help

change the negative campaign tact us that many can

didates are opting for this term.

"If they knew that we had the abihtv to reject both 01

them, then the- candidates would change their behavior."'

he said.

Cuilrfliaa i>h.>if l>> torn s.nul\-

HEARTFELT HALLOWEEN - Mike

Rowe, president of Theta Chi, puts hi> ef-

fort* into their annual pumpkin sale to

benefit the American Heart Association.

Legislators: want to curb further cuts
By MEREDITH O'BRIEN
Collegian Staff

Faculty memb tarda] riddled two area legislai

with questions about further cuts, tuition hikes and fee

increase- M protests over the recent proposal to cut and

reduce 14 Cniversity of Massachusetts departments grow

louder. . ,.

ate Senator John Olver and Rep Stan Rosenberg (D

Ami d the Faculty Senate meeting v«

day assuring facultv members they would continue totrj

to curb further cuts to UMass and other fttaM colleges and

universities.

When asked whv the state could not come up with *-

million to save the 14 departments slated for reductions

and eliminations. Rosenberg said there was no justifica-

tion for the state's lack of money
'

In light of recent events in Eastern Europe, the falling

of the Berlin Wall and successful democratic movements

in East Bloc nations. Rosenberg said it was hard tOJUattfj

reducing the Slavic and Germanic language programs

"During a major crisis in health care, were Cutting

public health programs." he said •Education Bee* to be

brought up on the [state] agenda even if it mem-

eliminating some of the thing! the government.

Rosenberg said despite his many speeche- aboul the mi

porta ,.ing public higher education troin I

manv senators who have received education through the

private sector still believe students who go toUMass come

from relatively the same income bracket as -indents who

gO to private colleues and should pav more for their

education

Endorsing Democratic gubernatorial candidate jonn

Silber's recent proposal to raia* UMaM tuition up to

$5,000. Olver said with the funds going direct!) into the

campus, administrators would have more.ontml over how

and where to cut.

Silber's proposal would gauge tuition at Itudenl -

family income, ubwdiling tuition and tees of low t..

moderate income families

Two weeks ago. the administration announced il

to cope with the most recent 4 percent ... roat-the DM

cut Fourteen departments*. .,-,. slated for reductions and

elimination*, while I
furlough program, lee and

tuition hikes and pav cut d

The HIIIOU and the facultv union, the Massachus

180 dave to review the

proposals
wi. >•*,... —f- — •- — •

Campaign reaches out to newspapers
Form-letter project gives students a say in hometown media

"* «r *y
,.,„.«,. .„ |„» rwu.nl.. in their hornet ow

By LESLIE MENCHER
Collegian Correspondent

MassPIRG is sponsoring a letter writing table in front

of the Student Union mini store today to inform people

of the Citizens for Limited Taxation petition

Their project, in which students sign form letters to send

to their hometown newspapers regarding current ballot

issues took place yesterday and continues today from 10 6.

This endeavor follows up their voter registration pro

ject which attracted 2.500 UMass students Scott Powers

a senior member, said, "We did that, now we have to

educate people."

According to member Aaron Rome, yesterday some 12b

students signed form letters addressed to 53 newspapers^

MassPIRG does not have a number related goal, instead

they are looking to inform as many students as possible.

Member Preston Holmes says, I'm just hoping that peo-

ple take the opportunity to let people in their hometown

know how they feel."

Another of their goals is to l
BMUIJ hometown

Mwepapersaepoeeible Powers explained that the} hop

that residents of the hometowns will he supportive when

they realize that people they know will Ik- affected

Home said. "The idea is to branch out across th.

Local newspapers are a way to get the information

acros

Thev are asking out of state students to sign a generic

letterto either the Qtobe or the Herald. "Everything has

to add up." Powers said.

"Basically our voter registration project is over, but we

want people to make informed decisions at th.- polls It

,s not better to have uninformed students to vote than to

have not vote at all." according to member Jenifer Wood.

Powers said, "You can't just vote," he says, "you have

to know what you're voting about."

Mass. Independents struggle to pass question 4
±*M-**^ ** eaT . signature requirements from students, which accounts for low voter t

By KENDRA PRATT
Collegian Staff

Independent Massachusetts parties want

to make state election laws easier for

minority parties through the passage of

ballot question four by voters in the Nov

6 election. .

Question four, called the Fair Ballot Ac-

cess Initiative, would change state election

laws to allow minority parties and mdepen

dent candidates easier access to the elec

toral process, while maintaining

reasonable minimum requirement*
i

accor

ding to the Committee for Fair Ballot Ac-

cess who sponsored the initiative.

The Massachusetts Republican State

Committee opposes question four because

its passage would allow independent can

didates, with no real measure of public sup

port, access to the general ballot without

requiring them to the same rigorous cam

paign policies demanded for Democratic or

Republicans.

The petition would effect petitioning and

registering in these ways:

• Allow voters to register under an in

dependent party, if a minimum of 50 voters

wish to do so, rather than registering

Democratic, Republican or "unenrolled" as

the system stands now.

• Allow any group to qualify as a political

party ifone percent of total voters register

under that political designation or if 3 per

cent of voters supported a candidate from

a certain political designation.

- Lower the signature requirements from

2 percent to 12 percent for gubernatorial

candidates, a reduction from 40,000

signatures to 10,000 signatures,

a Permit voters to sign the nomination

papers of any number of candidates for the

same office before campaigning begins,

a Require all petitions to be a uniform,

standard size for copying purposes and to

allow signatures on exact copies.

The Fair Ballot Access Committee

spokesperson said Massachusetts has the

sixth strictest ballot regulations national

ly while 42 percent of registered voters are

independent.

Thus, the "monopoly" which majority

parties have in elections has alienated

many voters, particularly minorities and

students, which accounts for low voter tur

nout nationally, he said.

Independent parties supporting the in

itiative range widely on the political spec

trum, he said. The Libertarian Party, the

Socialist Workers Party, the New Alliance-

Party and the Rainbow Lobby all support

question four.

Mark Emanatian, the Socialist Workers

Party's gubernatorial candidate, said ques

tion four would give voters the opportuni

ty to "to express their disenchantment with

the Democrats and Republicans" by voting

for a third party if election ballot laws were

loosened. The SWP was not able to meet

the requirements to get on the ballot this

election, he said.
CONTINUED ON PAGE 4
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The statement cites that members of the

MSP have already made enough sacrifices

including:

• No pay raise in the past two years

• A mandatory 10 percent increase in the

cost of health insurance premiums.

• An increased work load as the result of

the attrition of over 140 faculty librarian

positions in the past two years

The adminstrations proposal for the

furlough would include four days in late

December and one day in late November

when the University is not offering cla

The MSP statement states 'quiet excep

tance of a "furlough" on the day after

Thanksgiving, Christmas Eve and the

three days following Christmas does

nothing to help the Massachusetts tax-

payers, and does nothing to help

Massachusetts taxpayers understand the

irreparable damage being done to this

University."

President -Chancellor Duffey proposed

the furloughs last week in an effort to off-

set three 4 percent across t he-board cuts to

the University's budget.

The MSP said they would not break the

individual contracts of faculty and

librarians by accepting the furloughs
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"Over the years, the Democrats and

Republicans have tightened their

political monopoly because it's too hard

to get on the ballot," he said. "They run

the statehouse and pass the election

laws. The referendum question is good

because it gives people a chance to make

their own decisions."

Although the Republican party will

not devote any resources to fight ques-

tion four, a spokesperson for the party

said Republican think question four

could undermine the seriousness of the

election ballot if groups with "narrow

interests and small fallowings" are

given access.

"If a group has enough of a following,

then they should be able to reach the re-

quirements which are a measure of

public support," said Ted Frier, the com

munications director for the

Massachusetts GOP.
He said both Republican and

Democratic candidates for statewide of-

fices "have to go through a rigorous

gauntlet of requirements," such as a

petition of 10,000 signatures and winn-

ing 15 percent of delegated support at

their party's primary. He said since In

dependents do not participate in

primaries, they should have stricter

petition requirements

pigeons
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The Town Hall is occupied by most of the

town official! and employees of Amherst

and the problem poses a potential health

risk to them and others who enter the

building

Under Chapter 149 of the Massachusetts

General Laws, the Town of Amherst has

sent out 32 bid specification- to contractors

all over the state The interested contrac

lOTi will send their bids to the town and

then Amherst will decide whether to honor

the lowest bidder to do the job.

"It is not a cut and dried procedure." said

Benoit. The money may not be ap-

propriated from Town Meeting because the

bid may be too high, or the Town may not

agree with the proposed cleanup procedure.

"A year ago money was appropriated for

an Amherst school which had the same pro

blem with pigeon- < bet Penza of the

Building Commissioner- Office said

The cost of the attic cleanup is estimated

at about $155,000, Laurie Benoit said. This

money will come from Amherst resident -

tax dollars

"Who else could do it?" Micheal Miller.

an Amherst resident asked, "the money

has to come from taxes, it's the town's

responsibility."

•It is impossible to determine when the

cleanup will be finished. "The money has

not even been appropriated yet." Benoit

-aid.

"If we don't do it now it'll cause more pro-

blems in the future It seems like a lot of

money, but it may be necessary far health

reasons." John Garber, an Amherst

dent said. "It could also cause structural

damage if it's not taken care of."

"I haven't been here long enough to knou

why it wasn't done 25 or 30 years ago. if

that's even how long it's gone unnoticed."

Benoit commented.

Band Day
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 3

Puce- scheduled to be played at the per

formance include "The Thunder'by John

Phillip Sousa. "Battle Hymn of the

Republic." and the 50s tune. "Hey Babv

Upcoming events for the band include

playing halftime for the Patriots Buffalo

Bilis game at Foxboro Stadium on Sunday.

Oct. 28.

"Then we hustle over to BU to perform

in the MICA festival." Hannum said

The MICA <Massachusett- Instrumental

Conductors Association* exhibition consists

of 30 35 high school bands

'We an- the featured event at the end of

the exhibition. It's a great chance to K-et out

in front of the right people They are the

next round of recruits

"November 10 is the final home game

The way things are going, it looks like we

could possibly be going to New Hamp
shire," said Hannum
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Life a great educational obstacle
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Erin is a senior Communications major.

Erin is applying to law school. All applicants to law

school are confused. Some graduates are confused. All

graduating students are scared. Erin is taking a prep class

for her LSAT that cost her $700.

From the above passage what MUST be true?

Erin is a basket case.

Erin Martin

This rationale is actually quite obvious in comparison

to some of the Logical Reasoning examples I spent four

hours on last night. I left my test center brain dead and

readv to hit mv head against the wall. .
.many times! What

does the LSAT mean? Law School Admission Test? NO.

It means Logical Stupidity And Torture.

The fact that I have waited so long to take my LSAT

is result of my over paranoid self. It seemed as if

everywhere I turned. I met someone with a high LSAT

-ore These test masters would terrify me with examples,

and feed into my fear that if I didn't take a prep daoa,

I didn't stand a chance at a good score. So, for weeks I

have been working two jobs to pay off the debt on my \ isa

card A $700 purchase that includes sample tests, a tape

center and a pencil that tell other students "I am

prepared.'"

The question is not mv decision to take this prep course.

I am paying out the nose, and I am determined to get the

most out of it. My question is. will a good LSAT score be

enough to get me into a good (ok - I'll settle for decent)

law school?

I wanted to go to law school before I saw Susan Dey on

LA Law. I was brought up in a household where the law

was always an issue My father is an advocate of the law.

Since I was born, my father has been a city police officer.

And eversince I can remember, being a lawyer was always

in my mind.

But now, practicing law seems to be on the agenda of

many students. Some are taking the LSAT to keep their

options open. Others want to be public defenders. The en-

chantment of lawyers in our society, and the development

of the "ME" generation has made this an occupation open

to almost anyone.

The LSAT and the law schools play into this fact. With

the overabundance of applications, admission is continual

ly being denied to students who really want to pursue a

legal education.

The figures are astounding. When I look at a school, 1

look at the LSAT score and GPA that is recommended.

Then I look at how many were accepted from UMass last

year. Then I look at the essay questions on the apphca

tion. Here is where numbers don't come into

consideration.

So how do I guarantee my acceptance9 What sets me

apart from any other applicant?

At this point in my life, I am being bombarded with

pressures from every angle. I am constantly stressed. Bet

ween my courses, my jobs and all else, how can I possibly

find time to write an essay that explains my character'

If I could only relay my concerns to the admission

counselors at these law schools' (Jive me a minute to pull

them aside and tell them what I am going through! Do

they understand that I am an emotional wreck and have

become unbearable to live with? Are my lack of sleep and

constant migraine considered in the decision process? Does

the fact that I have two jobs make me a better candidate.

Is my Visa bill from this LSAT prep class an economic

hardship? .

Doesn't my life in general constitute an educational

obstacle? ia _.

These factors may all be irrelevant. Am I falling we-

tim to the fallacy o'f ambiguity? Or is it the tu que quo

fsllftCV?

Whatever it is, I'll keep my fingers crossed and hope

for the best. For myself, and others out there like me.

Erin Martin is a Collegian columnist

" NO, SAM I"

What being a Resident Assistant is all about

A recent edition of another publication listed several

questions which would indicate whether or not a student

might be appropriate to serve as an R.A. It occured to me

that an alternate set of questions that a bit more accurate

ly conveyed the role of the R.A.'s here, at the University

would be in order:

WANT TO BE AN R.A.?

1 Do you enjoy helping other students resolve personal

problems and academic problems, providing guidence and

counseling and referring them to other sources of support?

2 Are vou interested in supporting the development ot

.Community which portrays values such as compassion,

respect, and cooperation?

3 Do vou want to learn how to mediate disputes between

roomates, sponsor programs which entertain and educate

and enable controversial discussions to occur in a safe and

rirevouSi'lling to be involved in life-saving activities

including responding to suicide attempts, endangering

behaviors. Hrealarnw and potential acts of violence9

5 Would you be interested in helping students discover

feadership opportunities, encouraging them to get mvolv-

ed in student government. RSOs and community service

activities?

6 Will you accept the challenges that come with the

responsibility for maintaining community norms on your

floor: enforcing campus policies, confronting inappropriate

behavior, and documenting violations?

7. Do you love it when students are having a good time,

sharing each other's company free of chemical stimulus,

open to honest expression of difficult opinions, and

celebrating the wonders of this campus and its terrific

people?

8 Do you want to see students from every race, religion,

ethnic and cultural background, sexual orientation, and

other human characteristic interact in a mutually sup-

portive and appreciative environment?

9 Do vou want to be part of a team which measures its

success by the quality of life we create for our students^

10. Do you want to be involved in one of the hardest, most

satisfying and most important jobs on this campus.

BE AN R.A.!

n„ Ort 24 the Editorial page ran a letter entitled 'Political Wftmimnft BOG. irritten

a A^FLesen and Laura Silver. Under Ms. Silver's name, we listed HilleLJt has come to

by Amy &£«£ s^ver resides in the Hillel House in Amherst but is not an otTicial represen-

ZffSm£5*SEE5 any inconvenience or misunderstanding this may have

caused.

Larry Moneta

Associate Director, Housing Service

End the one-sided

coverage of issues

Responsible news reporting requires giving the news,

not just a one-sided interpretation.

The Oct. 23 edition of the Collegian dedicated a front

page article to the rally at the Student Union pro

testing U.S. involvement in the Middle East Nowhere

in the article was there mention of the counterplot.-!

occurring simultaneously. Mixed within the crowd

were several people holding an American flag and pro

involvement placards

The Collegian tried to portray this demonstration u
a mass protest by using the subtitle -(her '200 gather

to protest I ' & intervention in the Middle East ' Sounds

like a lot of people, especially since the headline

'••Books Not Bombs' packs 8V >'•

Does this vast number of "over 200" include only

thoM who were protesting involvement also'.' Just how

main were protesting? Furthermore, with a student

body Of 25.000 and only 200 students protesting in

volvement. is the Collegian justified in its attempt to

imply there is an overwhelming movement on campus

to pull U.S. forces out of Saudi Arabia?

How about a more recent article: -Students rally

against CLT again." This was also a front page srti

cle. so, of course, being on the front page, it 0MI

important that a rally attended by some 20 Univ. r

sitv of Massachusetts students, was held

This article was just another of the Collegian's lop

sided anti question three articles. How main more will

we have to see before the November election' (Only

nine more printing question three bashing days tii

election, i

I voted "no" on my absentee ballot, but that

because I read the question on the ballot, not because

some newspaper has been spouting bad press on the

question.

Instead of laying a one sided view ot the Question

everyday, maybe the Collegian could print the q

tu.ns and let the students decide for thenwlve> how

to VOlS

If the CoUtgiam dead. is not worths ot print.

1 encourage evervone to go to the post office and pick

up a copy of the ballot question- free of charge. Read

the questions and decide for yourself

That would be responsible voting
Randy Freeman

Svlvan

Graduate employees

must say Union Yes
We, as members of th. ( ,i ad I bs An

thropologv department, endorse the Grad

Employee Organization Ditfrid \W mil

ing unioi, n.

The ongoing fiscal crisis, coupled with 1

1

nt ol

more reactionary state government under either

W.ld or Silber, make it all too obviouf thai

graduate employees need a coll. ©»

l> group of employees on campus not represented by

a collective organization, we would be most vulnerable

to impending budget cuts, and the group least ah

fight them. .

Decisions are soon to be made as to which 10 depart

ments at the University will be phased out It is more

than likely that tuition and fees will be increased

astronomically should question three pass or if the pro-

posed 300 percent tuition hike becomes more than pre

election rhetoric

The freezing of acquisition budgets for the library,

the crippling of vital senrces like the Everywomans

Center and cuts in non academic programs campus

wide have already seriously decreased the quality of

our education and tarnished the reputation of this

University, resulting in the lowering value of every

graduate degree.

If we as graduate employees choose GEO/ District 65

to represent us. the administration will have to include

us in negotiating anv further changes in our working

conditions and hence the quality of our degrees

Without GEO/District 65, the impending changes, like

those that have already come, will be dictated to us.

We as graduate employe*- of the University ot

Massachusetts an GEO District 86 and alread> have

successfully negotiated with the administration Our

hard work won curriculum fee wafers the last two

semesters. Our determined energy that negotiated

those concessions from the University must not be cut

off. We must win this election.

We as graduate employees of the Anthropology

department believe that we can best represent

ourselves as GEO/District 65. We intend to therefore

"VOTE YES" today. Oct. 26, and encourage our col

leagues, all graduate employees of the University of

Massachussetts, to do the same

Editor's note: 17 people signed this letter

m
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ARTS 8cLIVING
Jazz great Taylor performs
By BILL ROSENBLATT
Collegian Staff

Get readv, folks Next Wednesday -

Halloween night - at Hampden Theatre

in Southwest, pianist Cecil Taylor will

play with his quartet. And he will bhu- you

away.
. , ,

Actually, "•play*' is not the right word.

'Perform'' is not much better. Maybe

hyperbolic cliches like "make the heavens

collide" or "make the universe stand still"

actually apply here. But any sort of verbal

description - never mind the word "jazz"

Menu inadequate Neither half-baked

mysticism nor dry pedanticism can

describe Cecil Taylors music, and he pro-

bably prefers it that way

Cecil Tavlor is this century's quintessen

tial musical iconoclast. He received his in

itial education by day at New England

Conservators and by night at jazz clubs

around Boston. He began his recording

career in the mid-50s, enlisting such musi

cians as tenor sax powerhouse Archie

Shepp. soprano sax ascetic Steve Lacy and

cataclysmic drummer Sunny Murray With

his first few albums, he launched a

wholesale expansion of the jazz vocabulary

that even predated the innovation^ d

Ornette Coleman and John Coltrane.

Taylor's music eschewed traditional no-

tions of key center and rhythmic meter,

replacing them with atonality pantonality

and a breathing rhythmic flow. His concept

of piano playing is one of the very few

substantial advances since Thelonious

Monk — one of his admitted influences. He

is acknowledged as an innovator by iust

about everyone 1 outside of the current

Struve explores her soul

Valley
Jazz

neotraditionalist scene*, though I can think

of only three or four pianists whose play

ing shows his influence.

While Taylor's recorded output has been

fairlv steady, and he has won numerous

critical accolades, his lack of performance

opportunities has at times forced him to

take menial jobs just to stay alive. More

recently, academia has accepted him; he

has held various college faculty positions.

But elsewhere, his music has been met

with misapprehension, skepticism and

outright antipathy

( 1 itics and ivory tower types are apt t<>

lump Taylor's music with "contemporary

CONTINUED ON PAGE Vi

By LEAH ARIN1ELLO
Collegian Correspondent

Could it be the intense satisfaction a

person feels when others view their art

work that led Matisse to leave his life

M a lawyer, Gauguin to leave stockbrok

ing, and Carol Struve to leave a full-

time career in nursing to pursue her ar-

tistic abilities?

At the age of 28, Struve started tak

ing art classes. She believes it may have

saved her emotionally, from the fulfill

ing. vet at times depressing, nature of

working with the elderly and seeing so

much death. Now Struve only treats

students, part-time, to allow herself the

freedom for graduate studies in painting

at the University of Massachusetts

Presently, the artwork she created in

1989 and 1990, is being shown at the

Forbes Library Gallery in

Northampton.

Small Work*Big Spans consists of 17

pieces of mixed media and collage-type

work, that explores color and spatial

relationships. Remnants of cut and torn

watercolor paintings, drawings and

paper, make for artwork that goes

beyond verbal definition.

In some works. Struve incorporates

color and texture to give glimpses of

landscapes. Several small pieces convey

tremendous feelings that vary in

translation from viewer to viewer.

Struve explained that at first, she ex

perienced a lot of anxiety because it's

her first solo exhibit, but she received

great feedback and is very happy about

it.

"To have yourself on exhibit, and have

people appreciate you is a wonderful,

wonderful experience."

Struve believes that although cam 1

may be more lucrative, it is not as emo-

tionally satisfying as being an arti>t

"Ait is your creative and spiritual self.

your sharing self." Struve- said.

A reason many, with the ability, leave

more stable majors and en. Mlt to pur

sue it

Cuml 8trw*'» work u ill boon ahtbu

at thr Fnrbt-s Lihnir\ in Sorthnmptoti

until Od 27

rneUeloU-manano.JonniMiii.ini ^"^^^^^"^^

WIN $200 CASH!
V7T

c Costume
C and

costume

C

e

c

Saturday, October 27th--8 pm to 1 am
Live radio broadcast on 99.3HMP-FM

Evervone in a Disney costume wins Fantasia movie mugs and/or

palses . Grand prize winner receives framedI
collector'sJtejj,

Fanta ..a

poster...courtesy of AMC Hampshire Six Theatres in Hadley

Plenty of other prizes...including $99 gift certificate to the Card Gallery

in Hadley

i

I

I

i

i

i

c

c

Admission only $2.99

NOBODY MISSES THIS ONE

collegian dining out fun

Where to dine out when yon can't bear to dine in

What do poor UMass students do when they cannot

stomach another portion of the Dining Commons' turkey

divan or the ever tasty mystery meat?

What do they do when they were struggling so hard to do

that last homework problem that they completely missed the

dinner hour?

What do they do when the last box of pasta is gone trom

a barren apartment cabinet7

They go out, and preferably to some place cheap.

The potpourri of area restaurants cater to the needs of

students:

• Pizza, Mexican food and hamburger joints for those with

large appetites but little time (or money)

• Rich, ethnic foods from a variety of cultures for those who

want a little something different

• Fancy, upper-crust restaurants for the people who want

FOR THE PARENT

10. Deerfield Fish and Lobster

9. Seasons

8. Bistro on Main

7. Beardsley's Cafe

6. Fitzwilly's

5. Northampton Brewery

4. Carbur's

3. Panda East

2. La Cazuela

and the number one place to bring

mum and dad

1 . Cafe DiCarlo

to impress that someone special, and

• The popular ice cream/frozen yogurt spots for late-night

study snacks

Dining out has become a UMass tradition - to escape from

the rigors of DC eating and to let someone else do the dinner

dishes. (And for many students who have yet to learn to eat

properly - like Raman noodles, canned soup and frozen food

for dinner every night — it is a chance to get some nutrition)

But dining out in the Amherst area is tricky Mother will

not approve of Charlies and Father will think Fitzwilly's is

too geared for the "college students ." ( "Well. Dad, there's a

lot of students in the area")

So what's the University of Massachusetts' paper of record

recommend7 Well, here is a handy tearsheet to the best

restaurants in the Amherst area, conveniently divided into

three categories: Parent, visiting siblings or the best friend

from home.

You are on your own picking a proper restaurant tor a date

FOR THE VISITING SIBLING FOR YOUR BEST FRIEND
I'

10. Burger King

9. Friendly's

8. Hunan Gourmet

7. Jason H. Mc Manus Eating Place

6. McDonald's

5. DP. Dough
4. Taco Villa

3. Hadley Seafood and Steakhouse

2. Pinocchio's

and the number one place to drag

your annoying sibling

1 . Domino's (if he can't be taken out

in public)

10. John's Diner

9. Charlie's

8. Cho's Orietal

7. Bananarama

6. Panda East

5. Myers Eatery

4. Peking Garden

3. Goten of Japan

2. The Pub
and the number one place to bring

your best friend

1. Delano's

Qg^rS
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Hunan's buffet, quick and spicy

a

0)

%iendSy!s

Great Food & Ice Cream
Russell Street

Hampshire Mall

FREE Happy Ending

Sundae with purchase
of

Friendly's

Supermelt Sandwich

Good at Hampshire Mall

and Russell St only

expires October 30, 1990

Plu 36 ofiu&utfyi

Restaurant St Lounge
Route S, HaUlcy 586- 1978

EAT...
'til your heart's content at

our famous Sunday Brunch
$10.95

11a.m. to 3p.m.

$9

*SLNHS

Compiled by Collegian Staff Reports

// was their appetite* that fed three friends

to partake of the Mandarin and Szechuen

cuisine at Hunan Garden. And they weren't

disappointed.

First, a waitress approached us and ask

ed if we would like the buffet. The buffet

proved to be a very good deal, served from

5-8 p.m. Monday through Thursday, it was

laden with noodles, broccoli, dumplings,

spicy chicken, pork-fried rice and an array

of plum, mustard and soy sauces.

Arriving just before the rush, we were

seated and finished the food on our plates

amidst the faithful re-fillings of glasses by

a woman who said, "I don't like to see emp-

ty glasses, I always like them full."

One person who ordered "Strange Fla\

«

,\

Sliced Chicken with Chinese Vegetables"

said it was extremely spicy rather than

sour, but was happy to see it arrive to the

table within three minutes.

Sour and spicy was a mainstay during

this meal, as the waitress knew her menu

better than we did when she suggested

"Sour hot soup?" — which came with the

buffet selection.

We dipped into the soups, though a bit

spicy for our palates that evening, and

turned to the buffet. We filled our plates

two times over, as did most patrons in the

restaurant that evening.

The meal definitely fulfilled our hunger

cravings and the talkative atmosphere en-

couraged discussions ranging from the

apolitical to the nigh political and

everywhere in-between. We, however, were

overcome by the desire to eat.

Pink motif surrounds the inside of Hunan

Garden and dim lighting pervades, allow

ing for a relaxing night

With competitive prices and decent food,

the Garden is an enjoyable -»nd quick rn.-.i!

,h..f. h\ Hi. h !>»

Friendly Restaurant in Northampton

Enjoy a magnificent teast oi Carved

Meats, Hot & Cold Delicacies, and a

tantilizing array of Sweets & Desserts.

Belgium waffles, eggB, & omelettes

made for you in our dining room.

The Valley's Best Branch!!

CAft
DICARLO

The
Ultimate In
Casual Dining!

Featuring daily lumheon]

and dinner tfttdaU plus

on extensive list of nines

from Italy and Califorrua\

IRO/LNYOURI
Colombo frozen yogurt satisfies at:

Northampton Amherst
186 Main St. Boltwood Walk

open 7 days 1 1 30 am

71 N. Pleasant St.

Amherst, MA
253-9300

Chowder House: just simple, cheap seafood

By DAVID MELNICK
Collegian Staff

The first thing I realized when 1 walked into the

Chowder House, located at 65 Main Street, South Deer

field, was that I was overdressed. My new wool sweater

beige pleated slacks, and Bass loafers seemed to stand out

in a place where t-sh.rts and jeans were the obvious norm.

The other thing 1 noticed was that the silverware was

a
Twts

y
a
P
brskeptical about eating here, but my friend

convinced me to enter We were told to seat ourselves and

that the waiter would be with us shortly. My friend and

I sat down in an amply spaced non-smoking[section
,

of thi

restaurant and began our ferverous search through the

Tl scanned the menu. I was amazed to see the wide

variety of seafood offered - they served salmon, sword-

fish, scallops, trout, shrimp, and much, much more

But the reason why 1 was there was to crack the tart

and break the claws of the greatest crustacean of them

all - the lobster. Knowing that there were probably not

too many lobsters in the Quabbin, I asked the waite, rf

the lobsters were fresh. „

"It is the only way we serve them, he said.

We
d
began

a

with ^stuffed clam appetizer served in two

large halves. My friend and I grabbed our plastic
:
forks

and began to divulge into a truly delicious dish^ Th

halves were sufficiently stuffed and served piping hot. The

appetizer initiated our hunger into a deep anticipation of

what was about to come.

The main course came about 10 minutes later - again

the dish was served on a paper plate with more napkins

and plastic forks. 1 ordered a lobster dish which came with

a large portion of steamers, mussels, corn, and rice. I also

ordered a cup of New England style clam chowder.

I started right away with the steamers and mussels 1 he

quantity was very generous and the taste was

.

M™**:
The chefcooked both for just the right amount oftime and

was served hot in yet another paper bowl

I began to roll up my sleeves in order to eat mv one and

a quarter pound broiled lobster. The lobster was well cook

ed and its fresh tsate wai very pkaaing to the palate.

Though, what I enjoyed the most was the clam chowder.

with whole clams, a hot, creamy broth, and a unique taste

made this dinner almost complete

The cold Amstel Light topped it off.

Mv friend enjoyed a wonderfully prepared broiled scallop

dish cooked cajun-style. with a s.de of zucchini and broc-

coli The scallop dinner was cooked with a light cajun sp.ee

that had a nice kick to it. This &-£.£•*££&
meal, was well complimented with the broiled vegetable

and rice side dish

The total cost of this delicious meal was about $33, with

U
This place is not very fancy nor elegant, M do "<>t ex-

pect to mingle with the social el.tus here But ths«tUtude

£simple - they give you good service and great tasting

food at a reasonable price.
«j #v.i

And they promise you that the fie* » frash and the b

is cold.

Watch the dueling Goten chef

By PRESTON P. FORMA

N

Collegian Staff

ReHenranti is t hi- area have i distuac

lion of either being plain Jane <or plain-

Jack* or artay-

But they sll censrkwiarj pander to the

College Student, the one with the burning

itch to spend money on food not prepared

1>\ oeeaetfar served OB tray

It the abov. -i. I .•otypes hold true then

the popularity of the Goten of Japan, which

actually rssidei just off Route 116 in

Sunderland, is unexplainable

This small restaurant, which can ssrve

up to 100 persons at a time, prepares its

lavish seven-course meals in the traditional

Japanese steak house style directly in front

of the customer on a large, sizzling flat

grill

\nd though many escape to a restaurant

to get out of the kitchen, at the Goten the

kitchen is vour table. And depending on the

skill and experience of the chef, prepara-

tion of your chicken, steak, shrimp or

scallops, may be a dazzling show of knives

as the entree is cooked.

The Goten. which also has a regular

menu available, has a full alcohol license.

for those old enough to imbide.

One of the waitress at the restaurant.

who asked not to be identified, .-aid the

teels the Gotaa'i intimate, warm environ-

ment is one of the best qualities of the

aurant She said the individually

COOksd meals also lend an air of home that

main >tud«-nts era

,ch of our dinner! is cooked on the

table, everything homemade that night in

front of vou.'* she said

She also noted that, like home, recipes

are carefully followed and "fussed over,

leading to a superior meal.

Our steak is very juicy and tender

because we cook it on a hot grill in a

-pecial. homemade sauce dressing." she

said. ...

The restaurant is handicapped accessible

although the rest rooms are not accessible.

Most entrees are $10 $18. The Goten of

fers a "student" special - two dinner- of

teak and chicken for $15 or two dinners

of shrimp and scallops for $18 - every

night except Saturday. A daily special is

also offered.

Reservations are welcomed and recom

mended. The Goten opens Tuesday through

Saturday at 5 p.m. Open Sundays at 2 p.m.

Closed Monday

(Come Check Out Our
New Expanded Menu

• More appetizers

• Fresh salads

• Hearty sandwiches

• Award winning burgers

• Enticing new entrees

Weekly food and drink specials

^fcnO'S ORIENTAL FOOD PRODUCTS!

1he largest selection of Imported oriental groceries

In Western Massachusetts

U**rin* our own homemade oriental delight,, oriental cooking km**

Mr. C'S TERIYAKI SAUCE & MARINADE

- THAI CORNER EATERY -
(At Cho's Oriental Food Products)

Prepared trash to ordar • Call ua for TAKE OUT

COME VISIT US FOR AN EXCITING CULINARY EXPERIENCE

533-7785
Memorial Drive

Store Hours:

Mon Sat 10*

Sun 1

THAI
CORNER
HOURS
Frl 11-9

Sat 11-9

Sun 12-6

MA

<^ HADLEY - m .

PJ Steak & Seafood
- HOUSE

INVITES ALL STUDENTS AND STAFF for^a

FRESH CUT Steak and Seafood Dinner!!

+ Daily Lunch and Dinner Specials

+ Fresh Lobster

if Full Bar

^ Big Screen TV

^T Lounge Area

<fc Draft Beer

^ Plenty of FREE Parking

LOCATED BETWEEN Howard Johnsons and Midas

__ r>«,,«-<> Q -in Hadlev. . .580-//J1on Route 9 in Hadley

Open Tuesday thru Sunday

1 1

1

Sat. and Sun. ALL YOU CAN EAT BUFFET!!

<Z JC*.

ff i i
k

i

C... . KING

A PRICE YOU WON'T

BEABOUT.
$3729 WHOPPER COMBO

(Medium Drink, Medium Fries, and a Whopper)

Please present this coupon before ordering limit one coupon
*"JJJJ

per customer. Not to be used with other coupons or offers
fiJf^Q

Kxpires 11-2-90. Good only at Hadley ^^r
Void where prohibited by law. v ^ j j j

^ , g y(
)t \ ;. (

;<_>
] \\

.liJlLlKJL^liUiii. i
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D.P. DOUGH
DELIVERS CALZONES

$1.00OFF
2 CALZONES

•Friendly' cheese: good as it ever was

j
2 CALZONES |

exp 1/21/91 • one coupon per 2 Calzones • Delivery Only

-I

DOUGH HOTLINE : 256-1616

DELIVERY HOURS:

M-F 4:00-2:00 A.M.

SAT. 1 1:30-2:00 A.M.

SUN. 11:30-1:00 A.M.

IllllllllllllllllllllllM
I '"»»'» »»" 1111

By JULIE LIVINGSTONE
Collegian Staff

Every time I walked into Friendly's when

I was a kid I was psyched to be able to sit

down, have a grilled cheese and pepper-

mint stick ice cream cone and slurp at the

end of my milk glass all the while staring

at some tacky checked wall paper

Well since Friendly's changed their at-

mosphere several years ago, I could no

longer slurp at the end of my milk glass,

and alas, they had rid their chains of pep-

permint stick ice cream. What was a kid

to do? Strike out and try something new^

What I discovered was that vanilla and

black raspberry suited me just fine and to

my great relief, I could still get a melting,

piping-hot grilled cheese with the krmkly

french-fries.

After high school, wed head to the

Friendly's on Belmont Avenue in

Springfield and satiate hunger pangs inex-

pensively and successfully.

Then, Friendlv's changed their menu and

put a man with a yellow sweater on the

front cover flirting with some girl [who

could be no more than 12] over his

shoulder. What was I to expect when I open

ed this new thing but new food everywhere.

They hadn't rid themselves of the vanilla

or black raspberry ice cream flavors and

sure, I still couldn't slurp at the end of my

drink, but worse things were to happen.

The prices had increased, ok. I adjusted.

Then ... I noticed that the picture of my

beloved grilled cheese had been drastical

ly altered (actually, it was my friend Karen

who made note of this). Even the fries had

had cosmetic surgery.

No more krinkles, the cheese was grill-

ed on sourdough bread and I was shocked.

IReally]. _ . , ..

So ... I decided to try it. What could it

hurt?

I waited patiently while they grilled this

new specimen. And I waited. Then I saw

it coming at me and I figured it's only food,

why be so antsy? The waitress lowered the

tray and queried, "Grilled cheese and

fries?" O.k. slap it down.

There it was - boring and mundane look-

ing 1 tasted it slowly and well, to my em-

barrassment it was still great. Krink e lea

fires? Not so pleasing, but they held the

salt well and were bigger.

After waitressing a summer at Friend

ly's, I decided I liked grilled cheese just as

much as ever, and just hope against hope

that they don't change my favorite sand

wich — again.

Serving Great Food

Until Midnight...

CAFE
PLUS

at Hampshire Mall

Hoi goui •* n»*«
.(.-,,

—

MM
Hi' '

MaralM KdiW.—<.<>urm.t l ".•»«— Hai Wllivn

Hulk < off.«- Bran* A TeasM off. ,
Mak.rs.

(;rind«T<.»Kiltrr«.«A<-««-*-»ri«-

586-3:168

Every Night . .

.

23 Main Street, Northampton

Take Out Welcome

HOIKS: SUN THUKS 70m 3»C*

FH SAT 2M ftf* »°pm \»m

Ui.im-ma«l« Soup*. MutVin-. I

Spcc'iuls

Daily Specials Oil.

88 Pleasant Si.

584-4145

Now Serving
Beer & Wine

ESSE?f«S5-
'WholeySff io me Valley's imesi ffMurant'

Restaurant

l»ill»ltlTTft*
We're Fresh!

Onr buyer buys direct from the source

and hand selects each order to ensure the freshest,

highest quality seafood for you.

Fresh Cut, Domestic, No Preservatives

GRILLED • BROILED • SAUTEEP

Is there a difference?

You bet there is - quality and freshness explain why we deliver dairy to the finest

restaurants in the valley and why we were chosen the Best New Seafood

y\ Restaurant by The Valley Advocate poll

I I I > T > <) V 1 V V ) 'J 1 'J ' J > . - .
, i -r

—

. . Ill I

.
H.bSu^thOerfft**! i 665-831&*imi#&'MM
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coupon good til Nov 4, 1990

Buy One Dinner,
Second at

i!

::
1/2 Price

The New Chowder House Rest, i j Deerfield Fish & Lobster Co.
BUV l^TW v,

,

Retail, Wholesale,

and Restaurant

OPEN
Sundays

From 12-8:00 p.m.
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Noho 'landmarks' hit the spot

with exceptional dishes

Bv CHRIS MUTHER
Collegian Staff

For two truly 'unique" dining ex

periences in Northampton, Fitzwilly's and

La Cazuela represent two opposite ends of

the spectrum.

Fitzwilly's, on Main Street, offers ap-

petizers, drinks and main courses from

$4.95 to $13.95. although a few selections

tn overpriced.

Chefs at Fitzwilly's ha\ e a unique cook-

ing style, offering seemingly bizarre com

binations of food that art- a treat to the

palate.

One dish in particular, "Raspheirv

chicken'' is not your run-of-the-mill com

bination. but tastes very good.

Joy Ramsey, the manager at Fitzwilly's

said they specialize in •innovative'

American fare, and they have been called

a "landmark" in Northampton cuisine

"When you've been around for 15 yt*ai>.

people begin to think you're a landmark."

she said.

She added that they are one of the "hot

spots" in Northampton for meeting people.

La Cazuela, on Old South Street in Nor-

thampton, another Noho hotspot, offers

wonderful cuisine from Mexico and the

American Southwest.

According to Assistant Manager Lauren

Ostroff, La Cazuela offers diners from

about $5.00 to $9.95.

La Cazuela is currently offering seasonal

fall specials, they also offer a number

authentic Mexican drinks and appetizer-

One dish the restaurant is noted ft* is

their exceptional "Chmicangas

Aquacantes," which is chicken wrapped in

a tortilla with an advacado sauce. The ser-

vice is usually quick, except for busy Satur

day night

Ostroff describes the atmosphere as

"clean and bright." They also feature

seasonal art, "like an art gallery.

She added the manager changes the

decor every seasonal as well and in the

warmer months they offer outdoor dining.

Staff member Meredith O'Brien con-

tributed to the story

Carbur's of Hadley

Hot stuff cookin' at Panda East
B) KENDRA PRATT
Collegian Staff

The diverse menu and attentive staff

at Panda Kast restaurant at 103 N.

Plea-ant Street in Amherst has earned

a steady patronage of Chineac food

l,,vei> lor the last three year-

The atmosphere of the restaurant is

pleasant with many windows and

n ful. modern decor Customers are

quickly seated and served by quick mov

inn waitresses and hosts who attend to

(fetalis

For people who enjoy hot Cantonese-

stvle dishes, there is never a problem

with quenching a hot tongue a- the stafT

make- certain that every water glass is

full to the brim throughout the course

of the meal

For appt-ti/ers Panda East offer- a

variety of treats which appeal to those

who d<> not care for fried food. The

-teamed dumplings, which are tasty in

M<le. and the wontons in sesame sauce

m id

PANDA EAST
CHINESE

RESTAURANT
We bring Chinatown

to you

Open Hours: Mon-Thurs. 11 :30am-1 0:00pm

Fri. & Sat. 1 1 :30am-1 1 :00pm

Sunday 2:00pm-1 0:00pm

Lunch Hours: Mon.-Sat. 1 1 :30am-3:00pm

103 N. Pleasant St. • Amherst, MA 01002

256-8923 (413) 256-8924

come highly recommended.

The main menu, which ranges in price

from about $6 to $15 dollars, provides

enough options to please everyone.

A favorite unusual dish is cold sesame

noodles which are succulently SSeeOSted

vet never |

On the hot side, the garlic chicken -

a combination of chicken breast strips.

broccoli spears and baby corn stir fried

in a light, hot garlic sauce - is

delightful.

Another garlic lover's delight. Em
press Chicken, is similar to the garlic

chicken dish except the chicken breast

strips are fried. None the less, either

choice is superb, as is the House Special

Chicken — deep fried chicken breast in

a hot pepper sauce.

No on should fear the word "hot" at

Panda East as the chef will change the

degree of spiciness for each patron

The restaurant offers either brown or

white rice with a dinner order and has

a fully licensed bar.

EXCELLENCE IN

JAPANESE CUISINE
COOKED AT YOUR

TABLE

Cocktails and

Oriental Drinks

Two Dinners for S15

Suteyaki Steak & Ch.cker. Comb

inciuaes soup satad. vec. noodles.

steamed nee 'ea ano ceceam

Two Dinners for S18
Shnmo & Scallop Comoc DmtW*

includes soup, salad ve<3

noodles steamed -ice. tea 3na

icecream

Specials avaiiaole Tue..

Wed . Thurs.. Fn.. and

all aav Sunday 2-9

i^r^^^g^wt-Ht-iw^-w-B-ir-n-K-j

Open Tue- Sat.

at 5.00pm
Sundays at 2:00

Closed Mondays
413-66S-362B

Reservations Welcome

mmmmm

ON MAIN

(413)

Amelia* TV

50 Main St.. Northampton 585-0553

~T
Traditional fare with

a modern touch

Whether you are in the mood for a glass of wine,

a hearty meal, or homemade desserts, we invite you

Lto enjoy a new dining experience at

BISTRO ON MAIN.

HUNAN GOURMET

THF MEXICAN RESTAURAN

Where Chiles Are At

Home On The Range

CHINESE
RESTAURANT

The aroma, sound & taste oi

authentic Chinese cuisine prepared

3a

»

Cantonese style

• Amole Free Parking

• Major Credit Cards Accepted

• Full Liquor License

• Open 7 Days A Week
• Take-Out Service Available

• ric MSG

ifi 585-0202 261 King St., Northampton, MA

V«"t'*'»
-
*
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Bananarama
1 Boltwood Walk, Amherst, 253-2774

56 Main St., Northampton, 586-9659

Bistro On Main

50 Main St., Northampton, 585-0553

Burger King

Mt. Farms Mall, Hadley, 584-51 10

Cafe DiCarlo

71 N. Pleasant St., Amherst, 253-9300

Cafe Plus

Hampshire Mall, Hadley, 586-3368

Carbur's

Fitzwilly's

23 Main St., Northampton, 584-8666

Friendly's

454 Russell St., Rt. 9, Hadley, 253-7640

Hampshire Mall, Hadley, 584-0506

Goten of Japan

Rt. 1 16, Sunderland, 665-3628

Hadley Seafood and Steakhouse

401 Russell St., Rte 9, Hadley, 586-7731

Hunan Gourmet

261 King St., Northampton, 585-0202

La Cazuela

7 Old South St., Northampton, 586-0400

Myers Eatery

c

7:

*&&
Oh

Russell St., Rt. 9, Hadley, 586-1978 88 plcasant St Northampton, 584-4145

Cho's Oriental Panda East

l491Memorial Drive, Chicopee, 533-7785
1Q3 N plcasant St., Amherst, 256-8923

S. J^!£5£S&%*** Russell auTSffiS 585-86!5

57 N. PLeasant s'

la

Amherst, 253-5141 1 177 N. Pleasant St., Amherst, 549-3669

Taco Villa

25 N. Pleasant St., Amherst, 256-8217

21 Center St., Northampton, 584-0673

&

D.P. Dough

96 N. Pleasant St., Amherst, 256-1616

C

Every Friday and Saturday

PEKING GARDEN
Comedy Patrons

20% OFF DINNERS
Sunday Brunch $6.99

1 1 :30-3:00 pm ALL YOU CAN EAT
Open lunch & dinner- 7 days a week

PEKING GARDEN
Rt. 9 Hadley, 586-1202

^ Great Mexican & American Food Served .W
Quickly and Inexpensively in a friendly °>*

and casual atmosphere 9
DOWNTOWN AMHERST & NORTHAMPTON'/^

All Comedy Info

585-8615
All Ages - All shows

W
<Sfi* CuciitQ di

VIHPCCHIO
PIZZA & SUBS

FREE DELIVERY
(limited delivery aieal

1177 N. Pleasant St

N. Amherst
Coupons v*lad lof delivery

or p«k up only

549-3669

I

I $1.50 OFF
| any Large Pizza

| with 2 toppings

I Limit of one coupon per pixni

I
Coupons for pick up or delivery only

Valid at Amherst location only

| EKp.rwMay 31. 1*91

I

WL ii linn

$1 OFF
any Large Pizza

Limit of one coupon per piua

Coupons for pick up or delivery only

Valid at Amheral location only

Eipires May 31. 1991

Any large pizza with

3 toppings or more
FREE 6-pack of

Coke Classic

For pick-up or delivery only

Limit of one coupon per pizza

Coupon* for pick up or delivery only

Valid at Amherst location only

Expires May 31. 1991
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THE FAR SIDE

By GARY LARSON
BONES IN THE BARREL
By J. GELLER & M. ROSENZWEIG
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DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE

Edited By TRUDE MICHEL JAFFE
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• Joe' You went and ate the pig I was going to serve

this evening to the Maclntyres? Well, you just

disgorge it — it should still be OK.

CALVIN AND HOBBES

34

35

By BILL WATTERSON

la Tht VAiddLE a&E^,

Lords *»r44 VQSSaLS

tiv£4 in <* FuTiLE

SystEM.
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ACROSS
1 One ot ma
Simpsons

5 USN monogram
9 Hem anew
14 Region

15 Endangered
buffalo

16 Way m
17 Satiate

18 1966 US
Open
Tennis

Champion
20 Place tor an

inscription

22 Mufflers

23 Concisely

25 Not kosher

26 Result

in Pans

29 Shipper s abb'

31 Diamonds
to a yegg
F.rnani

compose'
Tis the —

sails and not

the ga>es

37 Sal e g
38 Laoor toiiowe'

39 Coun s Jimmy
41 Troy NY

campus
42 Snowed trie

way
43 Equip wtr-

weapons.
fcmarly

44 Ivan et ai

46 Draft org

47 Toronto gallery.

tor Snort

48 Michael Came
movie

49 Distinctive

flavor

52 Tioai bore

55 Some teeth

57 Steps down
61 1920 U S Open

Champion
63 M«pp,

*«rr*«, <jiOn

64 Cove
65 Wliuam s aum
66 Hawaiian port

67 Wee
68 Places tor place

settings

69 Goulash

DOWN
1 Golf

stroke

2 Seed
covering

3 Depend on

4 Calculated

5 ReO-noi
parents''

6 Muddle
7 Rocky

pinnacle

8 Ancient

Egyptian

capital

9 Builder s rod

10 Harden
11 1989 US Open

Tennis

Cnampion
12 Sea birds

1

3

Neighbor of

Neb'
19 Represent

21 Tempt
24 Court s John

26 woes
27 Galas

28 1966 U S Open
Tennis

Champion

30 Particle

32 Blue Grotto s

isle

33 Fur -
Beethoven

35 Hose blemish

36 Poians and
Canopus

40 Donkeys
cousins

45 Winter

transport

50 Steve or Woody
51 Debonair

53 Common
contraction

54 Wilder and
Barry

55 S»ver source

56 Bndge 0>d

58 True —
59 River Burton

explored

60 Winf,
precipitation

61 Snathe or curb

62 Watson
discovery
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TANGELO PIE
By TIM SNIFFEN
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LUNCH
Hamburger

• ned Rice

BASICS LUNCH
Chid Cheese Puff

Oatburgers

Roost

Cape Cod fillets

BASICS DINNER

Roast Turkey

Stuffed Baked Eggplant

YOUR DAILY HOROSCOPE
By JEANE DIXON

ARIES March 2i-Aprn 1°) you

e aW thn skinned tooov Do

no' »t a sensitive mood influence

vour business affairs A financial

breakthrough may be knked to

events at o distance Aftena a gota

tor»ot!f

TAURUS (Aprt ZOMav^
gooa ttne to f# your catenaar with

social engaoements Be the

diplomat rf family disputes ans^

new partnersNJ coma reword you

m unexpected ways Coun* you*

blessings 1

GEMINI •

ly 21 June 20) Be

phaosophcal A good deed you do

now will be repoia many times So-

meone you meet toaay could be

an inspired mdtchmaker fake a

chance on a band date* Happy

days &e ahead
CANCER (June ?! -My 27) A very

creative period begins today vou

cannot always occept your first m
pufee as the right one1 An interesting

fasfc or hobby gives your spirits a

much needed Wt You feel truly

inspired

LEO (July 23-Aug 22) There

should be no hrfch in carrying out

your plans when they are weii

thought-out Sauelch an urge to

argue this afternoon Toke a calm.

practical approach to a recurring

problem
VIROO (Aug 23 Sept 22) Lend a

helping hand to someone trying to

get away on a business trp A friena

asks for financial advice or

assistance The situation could be

embarrassing A loved one's health

seems tetter

LIBRA Vou

have ttv:- gcang on thai you d©

not want" others to know about

Concentrate on making a dream

become reosry Save some trne tor

yourself Soitude recharges your

battenes
SCORPIO

a tendency to be ove'

You sense that maior I

changes are necessary Your part

ners need time to clarity their feel-

ings about you Try fc be patient

SATOITTARIUS "< ? ! )

Store tfnportant docume' •

sdfe place improved health is ank

ed to better eating habits Take

steps to enhance your working en-

vironment important weekend for

rekmdkng old flames Accept a I

;t©n this evening

CAPRICORN (Dec 22-Jan *

you feel more m confrcH of you-

now A cdreer move arouses your

interest in an e«ating new field

Good foftow-through is the key to

success Say "no" to someone who
intrudes

AQUARIUS Jan 20-Feb 18) A

retcrtionship « going through a

period of transition Others are

amazed by your productivity you

may soon be drawn into the pubhc

eye Start a moderate diet -exercise

program if overweight

PISCES ^eb 19-March 20) Do

your best" and others will too

Regular exercise will help you took

and feel better Work details take

on added significance Support the

people who have backed you m

the past

f TODAY'S STAFF
Night Editor ...Gayle Long

Copy Editor J°dY Gabin

Layout Technician Doug Johnston

Photo Technician Toni Sandys

Production Supervisor Doug Johnston

.Joanne QuimbyTypesetter

Production Jason Torla
,
Lynn Kilroy
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Tai Mahal belts out the blues at the Horse
«J

. „, j . „f .„!«, anH norsonalities. He shined the piano bench with his

By TEDRIC EISEMAN
Collegian Correspondent

Taj Mahal
Iron Horse
Tuesday. Oct. 23

Taj Mahal ducked out of the soft Nor

tmpton rain, ihook hands all the way to

dressing room, and left me sitting there

adoring whore he'd just come from.

Eventually, his famous wide-brimmed hat

•bed out and headed over to the stage

with him under it

•Another crazy day in a crazy life." he

said, laughing.

Then he got right down to what he does

REVIEW

hest Just like he sings it. he's the man who

"fores to sing the blues." and it shows

With a myriad of expressions and voices.

the 500-year-old gypsy delivered his tunes

Like a musical doppelganger he summon-

ed dozens of styles and personalities.

"Like in the days of old," Mahal told the

crowd, "the performer is a catalyst for a

group experience."

This meant audience participation. Peo-

ple shouted, "Boogie!" with hoarse throats.

Calls and responses, moans and groans and

how Is and hoots were provided, and Mahal

stood up there shaking his head and lov-

He played a great rendition of Stagger

Lee" and Robert Johnson's 'Kitchen

Blues " He put Lanston Hughes to music.

He shined the piano bench with his

tailbone.

His songs were peppered with local

names and places. The legendary "Fishin*

Blues" took place on the banks of the Deer

field River. He used to be in the School of

Agriculture here at UMass, so he knows

the area.

The show was short and sweet, with the

emphasis rolling toward "short." It was

over just a little too soon and he didn't play

the harmonica, but what he did do was

polished and cool.

i m n.rm km »».** »•••»- -----

Carroll depicts both the personal and universal
r»L. l.i_:. l: ••u. ,..,., vyl R.w.L^ Sapios Wall.

DAMKl. TOWAH KAN DEI.

egian Correapondatat

In this decade of warning labels. 'ENTER AT YOUR
OWN RISK" looms appropriately over the entrance to

Charles Francis CarroH'i exhibition in the Student I'nion

Gallery With this collection of found objects, mixed media

.Hid coll trroll - local pool artist scholar - offers

the Valley a \ isual fragment of America depicting both

tonal and universal concei

The participation of the viewer is essential. The first

puce. "I Am Your Twin." seems to suggest a holographic

skull mounted next to a mirror, both enclosed in a wooden

tram. Its companion piece. The Last Laugh." depu

photograph of the artist and an earth encrusted skei,

mounted on a hoard. The third in thi> atrial of portraits

is The Strange Case of the Captive WolfWoman: A

Dream, which is a wolfish head with human breasts

vi. wed through hurlap and chicken wire and introduces

the final essentia] element of the exhibit The three work

as an interesting unit the viewer, the artist and the wolf

tblishing the artistic language of this collection

At the center of the exhibit lies Sacred Books Series

13." suggesting a variety of present social concerns: a bi-

ble K ith a « arning label, a blood stained Koran and a hat-

chet piercing Chegyam Trungpa's book. Cutting Through

Spiritual Materialism.
. .

The viewer is again encouraged as an active participant

with ' Androgenous Form -1." a found tree trunk frag

Blent. A caption suggests, "touch me."

Most compelling is the central piece. "A Field of Ann

Just Like ft Pack of Wolves," Here, the repeated image

of the anus form- a visual landscape across which a wolf

transverses. The image of the wolf is something that

metamorph I
hroughout the exhibit form "Wolf as

Christ Crucified on a Bomber" - a collage of Christ upon

bomber upon a cross - to "Urban Aquarium, or Wolf

Hi easing as Eel" - a mixed media depicting

Manhattan as an aquarium with the protagonist wolfat-

tempting to penetrate the "aquatic city" disguised a> an

8*4 his hind legs and torso visible outside the picture

frame. At another point, the wolf image is itself libel

from these artistic landscapes altogether with Wolf Escap

ing From Art Zoo." the wolf figure mounted alone on the

(ffjVHJR)

GJJ0T
Genuine
Draft

PRESENTS:

>N*<* THE HALLOWEEN PARTY^e*
tne

31S with
WHO'S KIDDIN' WHO

IJVX.

3 1st

L

$J 00 Cash

Glasses

.COSTUME CONTEST

Shirts
,
50 CD'S

Hats Caoot *atks ski Wear
East Heaven Hot Tjjjj Gift Certificates

UNITED
TECHNOLOGIES

INFORMATION NIGHT

October 29, 1990

Location:

Rm. 101A Mather Career Center

Time:

5:00 to 7:00

wall.

In a like manner, the various concerns that the other

works such as "Liberty in a State of Perpetual Revolu-

tion" or "Manv Rays" suggest are equally irresistible.

Finally, "NOW WHAT DID YOU RISK hangs over the

exit leaving the viewer with a pleasant sense of

uncertainty.

What is particularly interesting about this collection ot

Carroll's work is its accessibility. There are no pretensions

here, but rather a pervading sense of spirited playfulness

in his visual commentaries. For instance, the humor and

perverse ambiguity oftha wolf figure appearing in various

forms throughout. This exhibit is something not to he

missed - liberating, intelligent and fun Carroll I work

. refreshing incorporation of dadaist and pop art

elements escaping the derivative quality of much of post

modern art via the unique personal mythology that this

exhibition creates

Tht,'xhihit is or, display through October31 in the Stu-

dent Union Oallery Carroll mil also read his poetry at

Doctor Neu$o§*a'» "Evenimg ofPoetry ami Prophesy' on

Halloween night at x p.m. im th,- gallery All are muted

Valley Jazz
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 6

i lassical" composers like John Cage and Flhott artei. and

the) cite his conservatory training as justification Yet

he resista this categorization "as he has msid, "I like hell

Sill I lasaWallj trained"! and insists that his music In- s, ,i,

in the context of the African American continuum. He

substantiated this point in 1979 when he played an

historic atrial Of improvisatory concerts with drummer

Max Roach in New York: Roach, indisputably known as

a tradition based musician, communicated with Taylor on

his level, and thus firmed up his tie- t.. th. tradition

Taylor will perform next Wednesday night with bassist

William Parker, drummer Tony Oxley and percussion l-t

Henrv Martinez Kxpect to be awestruck by his limitless,

relentless outpouring of energy he plays every concert

as if it were his last He is constantly digging deeper and

wider into his music, as it in frantic -..itch of who knows

what somewhere on the other side Do not expect to

"understand" it. it would be a waste to even try Instead

allow yourself to be drawn into the music emotionally

You mav love it or hate it - there is no middle ground

— but vou will be hlmvn away

Calendar Listing

"Hear ye' Hear ye! Knights, bards, thieves and m
contest thine skills in Blackabar upon the 27th of Oc-

tober. Tourneys challenge the mind, soul and body for

alagant, beautiful prizes. Bountiful feasts, wonderful

entertainment and strange and awful creatures

abound. Open thine hearts and join this royal festival

The Pioneer Valley Combat Club and the Student

Government Association present "The Blackavar

Tourney." Tickets are $15 at the door, which includes

food, drink and prizes. For further information, con

tact Clarinda Rose-Turner at 549-6367.

(?4^ku6 &u*t Oft
107 Sunderland Road. North Amherst

Open 7 a.m.-10 p.m.

SPEEDWASH
11 Pray St.. Amherst

NOW OPEN 24 HOURS!

South Towne Commons Laundromat
479 West St.. South Amherst

Open 7 am -10 p.m.
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football
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volleyball

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 16

Cornerback Don Caparotti and lineman Steve Brothers

are out again Saturday, and linebacker Matt Tulley is

doubtful.

Meanwhile Northeastern (1-6) is playing without a

quarterback. Fullback Bill Barrale started at quarterback

in last week's 59-7 loss at New Hampshire because there

was no one left at the position; four previous Huskie QBs

are out with injuries. Barrale will likely start again

Saturday.

Last year, UMass yielded 22 first downs in a 31-27 win

at Parsons Field in Brookline.

Game Notes: The game will be broadcast on WMUA
91.1 FM and WTTT 1430 AM . . . Wilkos is expected to

fly up by air ambulance, and attend the game.

Buy c LARGE
Pizza for the Price

Of a SMALL

9

expires D/1/90
Not govj *ith any other oftei

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

256-8911
We

Redeem
Pizza Hut,
Avanti,
Bruno's
Coupons

Iap at

GOOO ON CARRY OUT OR DIUVIRV

$1.99 PIZZAS
vgs rwza o» 12 pan pa/a at

regja ptce, ond get anott** vvithequd

'

fewo- topping', tot lust 5'W

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 16

Ford knows the the chances of her team pulling off the

upset are slim, but said they "will do the best job they

possibly can. We want them to respect us."

After tonight's match, UMass will travel to St. Bonav.n

ture for a Saturday afternoon match. The Bonnie*, 2-3 in

the A-10, have maintained an solid overall record at 17-10.

Despite St. Bonaventure s strengths at setter and mid-

dle blocker, where UMass will be keying in on, Ford is

confident of her team's chances in the match

"There is no question we are going there to heat t hem.

she said. "If we play our game we CUB be«J them."

Going into the weekend, UMass will he a little thin in

the setter position. Angie Paolucci performed well with

a sprained wrist on Wednesday, but if it get! any woree

and she will not play Backup setter Cathy Smith went

down with a sprained knee in practice this week and is

not expected to return this year.

"We're in real serious trouble if Angle can't play." said

Ford _^_^_

a u/i/90

Sate Friendly. Free Delivery

'Not pood with any othei

Recycle
this

newspaper

mi
WRECK

New & Used Cars
Trucks & Van.-. Also Available

j

North Amherst
Rent-A-Wreck

Rt. 63 No. Amherst
549-RENT

ACUPUNCTURE & HERBS
j

I-
p*

* Womcns

• Fertility

* Young adolescence

• Family treatment

Amherst Fields

appointment 256-0306

I

SAY IT IN THE COLLEGIAN!
50 PERCENT OFF

y

Jfcpg A COLLEGIAN PERSONAL WITH THIS COUPON REDEEMABLE
AT OUR TABLE ON THE CONCOURSE(iC/1 6,1 0/1 8, 10/23, 10/26)

OR AT OUR BUSINESS COUNTER,
113 CAMPUS CENTER

Evensports

i

I Valid until 10/26 Good for one ad for one day

Only One Coupon_£er Customer
|

clams

CLASSIFIEDS
JR TO F MfilJCATlON'C :f 20' /WORD. D>

•)MF TO THE CC

SOH OFF CLASSIFIEDS

REDEEM THE COUPON on this page at me

CoMewan table on the Concourse October

ST* 26 8 30-3 00 or at me CoHegjan

everyday until October 26th Say it « me
Classifieds"

ABSENTEE BALLOTS

NOVEMBER 6TH IS APPOACHING FAST

Send lor your absentee baHot no*' Wr.te a

leaar .ncferftng your preeenf •*>*» "*"•

address andSS- requesting a baHot S-gn

A and ma.1 it to

City o« Town Clerk

Your City or town MA f

«

ACTIVITIES

RIVERSIDE PARK Come' Fun' Sun Oct

28 12 noon Haigus MaM $10 non members

$8 him members Pay today at neap

House 54*1710

TAROT READINGS- Today on theicorv

course' Look tor the Pagan Students

Organization. 10/26 Questions' Come ana

chate"

ROCK THE GLOBE IT"'

Party at the Blue*aM

10/27 (Sat) 9PM 1AM
DJ Pertect Mi« Prod

Celebrate Asian Awareness Wee*

ANNOUNCEMENTS

ARTISTS' Wnlers' Photographers' Spec_

Itum .s accept.ng art poetry prose and

photography lor the 1991 'ssue

Bring submissions to 406E SU

• • • PARTY •

'

At the Bluewali

Rock the Globe H

9PM 1AM
Saturday
Oct 27

Come party it up

SCHOOLHOUSE ROCK; Live' October

30 s 31 m the S U B 8PM Tickets available

at TIX and at the door

SPANISH HERITAGE PARTY ton,ghtanhP

Bluewall at 9 00PM There *ill be cash bar

VOLUNTtElS WANTED to help oran«e

foster home program for cats and krttens

Interested? 253-3745 for info

BED A BREAKFAST
Downtown Amherst
549-0733

AUDIO/ VIDEO/ TV

PEAVEY SPEAKERS 8 .nch pole^nwun

table very portable can Drew 5844377

USED STEREO COMPONENTS/ VCP-s/

Color TVs We buy sell and trade Ouality

guaranteed great prices' Deta.ied list

available 266 0941

AUTO FOR SALE

1983 MAZDA RX7 E .cettent^"^^Ok
maes Sunroot sterao_AyC Musisefi need

money J3900/best orlar 25*7845

1*84 CHEV CAVALIER Great body 90*

(mostty^rghway. m,res J1800 Ca« M*e
546-7298

<oaa HONDA CIVIC i owner enceHent con-

£oV^m,,esAMFMc.^»£«0
recent comptele tune up CaH Bruce «i

256-1215

FOR A GOOO TIME CALL

RACKA-OISC the best enterla.nment DJ S

ToerT bands dorm/house speoals call

586 9900 anytime

FOR RENT

spacious 1 »*^,¥L}'Z.??L?
UMass available Dec 1st $460 54*5841

SUNDERLAND 5 room apartment garage

sto™ refrigerator $650 253 3330

TOWNHOUSE- 2 bedroom l ' j bath apart

ment on bus route 1 567 1352

FOR SALE

FUTON MATTRESSES
Full size only $58'

758-0646

METAWAMPE FUTONS
Frames

Mattresses
Slipcovers

Pillows

We will beat anyone s price-

Guaranteed'

Call now' 256-0646

OLD GLORY PRODUCTS FOR SALE

Condoms, tank 'ops. rsh.rts vWcondom

pocket Coming soon boxer •"«*•

546-2396 Leave a message

FOUND

HELP WANTED

COOK. LINE- E.penence necessary part

t,me evenings Flexible hours «"£••»"'

wages Apply m person Frt/w.ly s 23 Mam
St Northampton

INTELLIGENCE JOBS AW branches

US Customs DEA etc Now hiring Call

(1)805 687 6000 E«t » 9616

PART TIME VOLUNTEERS needed for an

nuai Christmas fund d"ve Help hungry

children despondent »•<"•>'•» J™
homeless people mm

•
Pw
«**X'5

v
3
C*

„0» Ask tor Jonathan 586-5243 or

566-48B0 after 5 00PM

ROOM A BOARO exchange for chHdca«e

vV^Sf!l*»64280 e.re 00AM

MEY' ITS MARK SB-OAV

DID VOU KNOW that today >* Mark

Prusnin-a 21st Birthday"" Just trunk Marx

now we can see each other even mo-e

because now you can legally go uptow"

VWat a concept dude rfave a great day

and i will see you tonight

Susan

ATTENTION ALL WOOK.ES'
Meet Chewbecca m room 423 lor tne »rw

Wookie Club Meeting

Tonight al 7

AMY S- Don t In vou 're 201

You re OK for a sorority cMl •

(Actually you know I irve for you')

Happy B day' Love Michelle

ANDREA GOLDSTtIN- Now yo

have any excuses for not hangrng out win

us' Happy 2ist' Love your roomies

BOG (YO1 O' TERRY')

Meet me at the help phone'

Sl.li wondering who'
Our eyes are on you' Watch out'

iChuc* Lurty you weren t home I

•MOWN EYED GIRL
The last year

INSTRUCTION

BE A BARTENDER
W M Bartender Training is open

Call 'or brochure
413-747 7895

BEGINNING PORTUGUESE CLASS
Nov 5 Dec 1 Mondays 7 9PM Language

Pacitica 549-5065

ENGLISH AS A SECOND LANGUAGE^

Classes beam Oct 30 '"'e^^'ve P«^;^
evenings. TOEFL Registration deadline

Od 23Language Pacitica 549-5065

sTop by
L
*e^r

S
e and First Art tat*.orMN

concourse 10/29 10/30 to sign up Wor

thwhrle and inexpensive'

FAST FUNORAISING PROGRAM

tar^o'#oo£oT£.r campus organs^ Wus°a'chanceatW more.Th'S ga
gram works' No investment needed Can

1-800-932-0528 Ext 50

dent Union

PVOC OIL COOP Purchase ^<™
f

he»,,n
{

°:

oiiaT reduced cost per °^H
£°°

iY,

automat* delivery register at OCHO or call

545-0865 for more information

BLACK WIRE FRAME GLASSES

ft*, found aWMrdrtN^JY
Many copies left Call 546- J3B

,0 c,a,m

either Be prepared to describr

HAPPY BIRTHDAY

CINDY MCDONALD will FINALLY be 21

Sunday Come to .he Pub Sa nigh,

and watch her have her first beer- Yeah

might' uieeeeww' We love ya'

^ -Kathy S Rosy

LOST

CALCULATOR EC-4023 Radio Shack (Tn

in Hasa rm 20 10'22 ^^
S Big Rewards Call Dan W 6 0066

KEYS red keycham West Si S Pleasant St

549-2931

t ARGE ART PAD on Belchertown Rd bus

on Monday night Please call 253-9101 I,

is very important to me Reward offered

ROYAL BLUE JACKET Mon between CC

Concourse & S Union Store If found leave

message at 549-6519

TO THE PERSON WHO STOLE my black

shoes on October 20th between 12pm and

5pm in Gorman I have Tinea Pedis i e

Athletes toot Please return them to Gorman

216

i Love You
Dave

CAPTAIN MY CAPTAIN
T „e 3 ig P.rates 0» Pearsons

The Mighty Mel

DAVIO ABRAHAMSON
I Love You
with aH my

Daafi

Happy One Year Tomorrow

Your Brown Eyed Girt

from Orchard Hill

DUBE Puss Mother N*k Marty Coach

Tnanx for In

Dave McNeil

HAPPY B-OAV MY LITTLE BROTHER
Hoon Have an awesome B-Day"

Lovem
HAPPY BIRTHDAY SHARON Relax and

enioy your day' You observe

Love the Grayson/F.e»d Staff

HAVE YOU SEEN MY BALLS'
II so call Bnan

HELLO
TO THE ROOMIES

A
NEIGHBORS!!'!!

HAUNTED HOUSE

OCT 24-26 7-9PM ^^
At Lambda Chi Alpha Fraternity

174 North Pleasant Street

Co-Spo"**' The Halloween Gallery a. the

Hampshire and Holyoke Malls

$? adults S students $1 kids under 12

AM proceeds to benef.I Amherst Dept of

Public Safety

NEED SOME BUSINESS?

SMALL BUSINESSES,
STUDENT ENTREPRENUER S

AND STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS
Make yourselt known'

Put a Business Card in the Business Card

Bonanza - featured Mondays in the Col-

legian Only $20
Costs less than an ad of the same size

Come down or call 545 3500

HEY ASPEN
Ya You'
The truth hurts

Friends''

Friends period'

HEY EVERYONE!- Bring a smile to a

UMass student on exchange' Write to

Carolyn Conrad
C/O Student Affairs

AUC
113Kasr El Ami Streel

PO Box 2511

11511 Cairo. Egypt

H45c postage Go ahead make her day)

JESS
in so glad that we ve worked **«**»*
out Youmean the world to me' I love you

Stace

JV WOMEN AND NARVI CREWS
Good luck «NH We « be cheering for you

Irom PHilly Go Stall-

KRISTINIA MOE
"l.s .J *iS» a 'ern.rvV 'n*! lomo" iv. % . -K-

CHrthday and that you are my favor«m
roomate'
Happy Birthday Love Kath

LOOKING FOR The Great <nd«an Pr.ne#

only found Baby JO
Happy Birthday Ra

t

'

Maybe you » be a prince at 21

The lady « red

LORI CONNOR Happy 8 Day' Mope you

nave a great one and i m sorry about 9m
Barbie Oo« take accident as the Cape

Love you' Layne

MARC- vour he« wee* s over » now you are

fit Happy Birthday' i Love You' J*

' * MARY BRESLIN
'

'

Happy Birthday to the best roommate and

tnendthat ever graced the home of me love-

ly lovely Atbtno

MRS CHEN HAPPY ANNIVERSARY
I LOve You Mr Chen

RACHEL STEfNER Happy 2ist B D**'^

modeless woman' We love you' The Gals

SCOOP- Drseretwn s advised this weeaerjd

*hen Sam the seventh house to your let"

PS Are you gelling pomts to'

SW, i couidn t r^ve ashed for a belief year

You mean me wortd » me
Love always. L M

SCUZ! Happy 20m' Try to keep <reck of thai

quality bra this weekend'

Luv Bon KM, Deb Kns N*ole Matt

THE GUNCLUB
EReady for a new position'

HRead any good books m the s houses

T Where are you 7

R Save us a btowpop'

j.You need a study break'

F-Now s that fire comin '

You guys are a trip'

Lotsa love

us"

TIM
Congrats on getting m the Phi

I'm proud
Love, me

HAVE VOUR BALLS'

HEY ROOS
just for the Hell oi it

1

l am getting lhat urge

Remind me to |ust say no

Love you. me

HEY UMASS
Wallflower has finally

driven the Porcelm Bus

Yaaa"

PERSONALS

9H DOME BOYS
You are Gods in the eyes of females

a spontaneous nature combined with amaz-

ing wil charm, physique and a^alejse-
aojte sensitivity and tact EXCEPT NOT

IT S BEEN TWO YEARS since my raindrop

landed on my heart After all the showers

floods droughts and hurricanes you re still

there Thank you I Love You

TO THE GIRL NEXT DOOR!
Remember me' I guess the late nigh

phon* conversations finally payed on

vW e are you going to park your car to-

day 1 I bet I can find it' Thanks tor the long

talk 1

Al (AKA Fruity)

U DION T BELIEVE ME HUH" Well here

goes Perspective Law Student seeks

female interested m sex or,
i
a frequent

basis Call Paul (HA HA GOTCHA'

)

VENTRE
Thanks tor being there

Your the best 1

Love the T Monster

PROFESSIONAL DJ S

LA2ER TECH AUOIO .variable tor rout

atSTdOrm party or f^«^gf^S«*
rate* great DJ s Cae 323 7801 seen

ROOMATE WANTED

FEMALE ROOMATE PREFERRED >£>

•oom «i k*ge novae bordering campus saw
5445986

SERVICES

oo vou know the rmer wa«m &at

tenes and Mi rewetry <*ov "fY**
^M»rtcm de*gnVthe finest g<«ta from

SSloge*!284Norih Ptawaare Sireet

Amherst 253 3324

HOLtOAY BOOKING f^ng out

Travel on Campus 545-0500

LEGAL QUESTIONS? The Legal Services

Center offers free legal •»»**?» **+
paying students Cortael usafSWCampu*
Center 545 1995

PREGNANT'
Need a pregnancy test 'n,°™^"*"
oort' Ca"

'

ALTERNATIVES 3J Mam St NoHhevnplOn

j.. ajajg

STUOENT ORGANtZAiTK)»*cat^*«^se

aw events ** free * the Ma^pMceC*
323^969? or ma* notices to 03O2 Cashrfi

STUOY ABROAD

SPANISH IN GUATEMALA
Can 506-242 3194

TRAVEL

SNO SEARCH TRIPS
Barbados Cancun jama* a Bahamas

Great pnees CaH Cliff 546-0362

TYPING

FAST ACCURATE ON CAMPUS
Spp ' ^'PO
Call Ashley at 546 1612

TYPING WORD PROCESSING, $1 50/pg

Free pickup and delivery Laser pnntmg and

copying available KCommumcaiions

256-6373

WORKPROCESS1NG inexpensive quick^

and accurate work Campus pickup and

delivery call Lisa 256-6695

Leave message

WANTED

ENTHUSIASTIC individual or student

O'Qamzation lo promote Spring Break

destination tor 1991 Earn commissions

tree tnps and valuable work experience

Apply now"" Cad Student Travel Servce at

1 BOO 265- 1799
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SPORTS
Minutemen put unblemished record on the line

By SAM SILVERSTEIN
Collegian Stall'

It seems odd to be talking about a team that is

undefeated, in first place in its conference, ranked No 7

in the country, and coming off tU best win ol the season

unsettled.

But for the L'mversity of Massachusetts football team.

there are tome questions that need to bt answered Satur

day when the Minutemen play Northeastern at McGuirk

•Mumni Stadium Kickoff is at 1:30 p.m.

UMasi 5 0-1 and alone in first place in the \ ankee Con-

ference, will be looking to fill a void at quarterback.

Starter Gary Wilkoa i* oul for the leaaoa with a fractured

vertebra at the base of his neck, -uttered in the third

quarter of la* Saturdays 17 3 win at Delaware.

Sophomore Tom Fasano and Junior Paul Tornatore fill

ed in last week, with Fasano running the option and Tor

natore in when the situation called for a stronger arm.

Neither was able to move the team, however; UMass

mustered two first downs after Wilkos went out.

Though neither had emerged by midweek to claim the

starting job. coach Jim Reid said that this UMass team

la built toward a run-oriented, option offense, which favor-

Fasano
We don't have, and have not recruited, great pass

blockers and a stable of wideouts. Reid said.

The Yankee Conference picture will come into focus

irdav. too Northeastern IS the last non-conference

mfjlfai key dates with Richmond.

Villanova and second-place New Hampshire loom in the

next th • k>

"If we can keep people healthy on defense and find a

quarterback, then I think well be able to take a good,

legitimate -hot at it." Reid said

jtaaa « ranked No l in the Y.mkee Conference in

total d. id- pei came* and rushing defense

and turned in it - * tormance of the Se

pit* miatinf several -tatter- be.

CONTINUED ON PAGE 15

C ollripan P*,,rt" •»> ' om Murk.-

injuries

Aeainst BU, Vaughn Williams (24) breaks up a pass in the end zone while Mario Perry (36)

looks on. The Minutemen (54M> will host Northeastern (1-6) Saturday at McGuirk Alumni

vadium (1:30 p.m.).

Women take sunny road South; men the cold road North

• Women 's NCAA tournament bid at stake
By ADRIENNK MATT
Collegian Staff

are the closest in points to Liller

Senior Donna .Jean Enright has been the

only goalkeeper FUl has relied upon. She

Jim Rudv la in an odd situation In the hae five shutouts and 88 saves to her name.

two final games of the regular the but 30 goals with a goals against average

University of Massachusetts women I soc of 1.84.

cer team is scrapping for a NCAA bid and Central Florida is now ranked No. 20 in

this weekend - will decide it lne natl0n. which would not be too

Men hope to upend No. 4 ranked Rutgers
By KEN ItAGUmE
( 'ollegian Correspondent

A-.i. from Florida International Univer-

the Red- will face Central

Florida (8-3-1). Rudy's former team, in

Orlando. Fla this weekend.

Tm BOfty that the season has to come

down to this, to playing my former team

and good friends, good coaches, he said.

That is not all he will be up again

FUl. unranked nationally and young,

looks to be the lesser of two road trip a

It- wins bare been against Wisconsin

Green Bav <2-0). Mercer <3-0i. St. Joseph's

and Missouri-St. Louis (3-2). Scoreless

decisions have been against George

Washington and SUNY-Stonybrook

Rudy cited freshman Catherine Lill<

one of his recruiting projects, now

foe FUl She has eight goals and one a

IT point-, the leading scorer for the

team. Sophomore Randi Ross and freshman

Marmello each have six points, and

threatening if UMass had not dropped to

No IS. The teams pose similar records, but

Rudy said his team's confidence level is up.

and so is his.

UCF has shutout Wisconsin Green Bay

(6 0), Barrv (2-0). Rutgers <l-0i. N E

Missouri State (4 0), Radford (2-0) and

mnah (134). In case you did not

recognize some ofthOM BCtwola, it reflects

the weakness of its schedule It has been

abused bv Santa Clara I % 1 \ ( a! Berkeley

(4-2) andGeorge Washington (2 > It- tie-

have been to Oorge Mason (0-0) and North

Carolina (2-2).

The team's potent shoo' •<• junior

Leslie Suder (13 goals, 4 assists. 90 points'.

ior Liz Young (6-6-15) and sophomore

Tina Theis (3-5-1 U Senior goalkeeper

Karen Richtcr has let only 13 goals in 13

games and ha- \ !

The University of Massachusetts men -

.m. winlessin itsla-t twelwti

will travel to PiscatawaN N I to take on

No. 4 ranked Rutgers 12 2 2). tomorrow

night at 7 ?()

After losing 2 1 last Friday to a weak Si

Joseph- team, the Minutemen (2 U>3i.

hope to rebound

Last Friday thev didn t come to pi..

saidUMu h JeiT tattler "We ha

to come with intensity and win some k>

matchups
"

These matchups include senior tn

captain Pete McEvoy moving from -weeper

to midfield to go against Rutg.

playmaker Dan Mueller.

If we can win that battle, its going to

be a key because its in the middle of the

field," Gettler said

UMass defensive backs Darren Stone and

Matt Bearce will matchup against the

high powered offensive duo of Steve Ram
mel and Lino DiCuollo, who together have

.1 62 goals in 39 games for Rutfffli

"if we can win those matchups, I can't

believe that v\e won't be in a position at the

end ol the game to win." Gettler -aid

\Vr\.- alwaya played them well

it might finally make a statement that

this team knows how to win

iring the end of a disappointing

season, Gettler said he is not looking ahead

to next year but is concentrating on uj

ting one of the best teams in the nation

Rutgers made it all the way to the Final

Four last year.

While the UMass defense kept them

dOM m every game th on, their in-

ability to put the hall in the net has cost

them. < let tier said. They have averaged on

ly one goal per game and have been

utout five times

"If you play great and don t BOON you are

not going to win." Gettler -aid

Game Notes: (ret tier is expecting a lot

of fan support in Piscataway because there

are six Minutemen from New Jersey; Ran

dy -Jacobs, .Justin Edelman. Todd Kylish,

ve Armenti, Kevin Hall, and Carl

Hanks.

I

Volleyball to take
on Penn State
By LIOR BEN AHARON
Collegian Correspondent

Coming off a big win over Boston College on Wednes

day night, the University of Massachusetts volleyball

team does not have any misconceptions of what the up

coming weekend holds in store for it as the

Minutewomen prepare to face St. Boneventure and

Penn State.

"We feel good," said coach Carol Ford after the BC

match. "We proved what we are capable of doing."

The win was the fourth for the Minutewomen in 25

tries, and was a huge confidence booster. The boost in

confidence could not have come at a more convenient

time as tonight UMass faces Penn State, one of the best

volleyball teams in the country.

Penn State brings a 5-0 Atlantic 10 record and a

monsterous 27-0 mark overall into the match.

CONTINUED ON PAGE 15
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Field hockey tames BU Terriers 1-0

B} TAMIR LIPTON
Collegian Staff

Yesterday s field hockey game saw the University of

M ,.sachusetts field hockey team run their winning streak

,,, -ix games with a 1-0 win over Boston University.

L«M than four minutes into the game, UMass forward

Jean Salisbury scored one of her patented tip in goals off

of a Dawn Trumbauer penalty corner shot.

After Salisbury's goal, UMass dragged their sticks and

cleats through the mud at Totman Field, and held off a

lethargic BU team for their 13th win of the season.

"We came out flat the first 15 minutes of the game, so

I was really disappointed with the team," said BU coach

Sally Starr. "I thought the second half was a real good

hockey game, a real even hockey game. It was a game of

midfield hockey, neither team really had a lot of chances

"

"Its been tough, we've been outside practicing in the

wet, and it really takes a toll on your legs," said UMass
coach Pam Hixon. "We looked fatigued, it's been a tough

week for everybody."

The Terriers had very few scoring chances, they had no

shots on goal in the first half and only two in the second.

"You have to credit UMass' defense, they were real

tough," Starr said. "We had opportunities to execut

little bit better than we did, but we weren't patient

enough."

"We didn't give up a lot, but we didn't create a lot

either." Hixon said. "BU played us smart, they played

our forwards really tight and being a little slow today,

it was tough to get to the ball, they intercepted a lot.

"We were just hoping for a win, bang it down the other

and just pray that they miss it," Hixon said.

This was a game that BU really wanted, according to

Starr. The Terriers are fighting for a spot in the NCAA
tournament. They started the week ranked 13th, and a

win over number eight UMass could possibly have car

ried them into the tournament. Now the Terriers must

win the rest of their games, and hope that a team in front

of them gets knocked off.

UMass has a busy weekend ahead. Saturday they trek

to UConn, and Sunday they host Maine (Totman Field 1

p.m.), in the regular season finale

WEATHER NEwwS SPORTS

L

Morning rain will give

way to clear, cold, deep

blue skies. Low near 30.

Clear and cold tonight.
J

A University employee

union has offered an
alternative plan to pro-

posed furloughs. Page 3.

UMass held off Nor-

theastern, 28-21, to run

its winning streak to

six games. Page 12.
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GAC seeks to impeach Talbot
By KELLY CONGDON
Collegian Staff

and ALEX DERING
Collegian Correspondent

The Government Affairs Committee, charging that SGA
Treasurer Karen Talbot has failed to perform her dut mm,

will seek Talbot's impeachment.

According to Government Affairs Chairperson Allen

Van Tassel, a motion for impeachment will he filed at noon

today based on several" of Talbot's actions.

The alleged violations include a failure to meet the

SGA s constitutional bylaw obligation of providing

$50,000 toward the concert fund, and underfunding the

Area Government's budget appropriations by $17,000.

Monies allocated for student Area Governments have

not been distributed to them by Talbot, a direct violat ion

of the SGA constitution according to SGA Senator Kevin

Newnan.

The SGA constitution provides each area government

a base allocation of $10,000 and $2.00 per student per

year, or a base of $5,000 and $1 .00 per student per

semester.

The area governments only received a $5,000 base and

$.50 per student this semester, according to Newnan.

"{The other $.50 per student) was just never allocated and

it sits in the Student Activities Trust Fund reserves,"' he

said

"It is $17,000 we're dealing with, which, in the relative

scheme of things is not a lot. but it 'a that [the Treasurer!

is ignoring her duties," he said.

The misappropriation was discovered by Government

Affairs Chairperson Alan Van Tassel, who informed the

Student Senate at last week's meeting

Van Tassel told Talbot she had until 5 p.m. Friday. Oct.

26. to fill the accounts or a motion would be filed in the

Student Judiciary forcing her to do so. According to V»
Tassel and Newnan, Talbot failed to file the nece-

Smith students occupy hall
Seven student groups demand space for multicultural center

By CHRIS MUTHER
Collegian Staff

NORTHAMPTON - Students occupying College Hall

at Smith College since Friday, demanding space for a

multicultural center, met with Smith President Mary

Maples Dunn yesterday and got "vague results
"

Seven student groups have occupied the building since

Friday afternoon, demanding more space be given to the

campus' minority student organizations. Dunn met with

the students yesterday to "reiterate" the school's commit

ment to opening a multicultural center.

Students claim Dunn will give no concrete date or loca-

tn>n of space to provide for a center.

We're tired of memos, we need something that will be

recognized as legal to get space by a particular date,"

Anuradha Aiyeugar, a member of the International Stu-

dent's Organization, said.

Vivian Chang, a member of the Asian Student Associa

tion, said there are more than 600 minority students at

the College, and the groups that represent those students

have no office space

"We're sick of empty promises, we just want something

concrete." she said.

Chang said part of the College's recruitment includes

an Institutional Diversity program, which has failed to

mention a lack of space for multicultural organizations

at the school.

Students began the take over of the building on r riday

following a rally, and will continue the take over through

noon todav. organizers said. The students said they will

continue petitioning the administration for the space un-

til they get "definitive answers."

The rally was sponsored by the Asian Students Associa

tion. Korean Students at Smith. EKTA for South Asian

Students, the International Students Association, the

Black Student Alliance and Nosotros for Latinas The

Black Student Alliance and Nosotros are currently the

only multicultural groups that have office space on cam

pus. in Lily Hall.
CONTINUED ON PAGE 2

Collrffian photo by K.A. Burkr

Smith College students occupy College Hall,

demanding office space for multicultural student

organizations.

Sutton awakens after weeks in coma
...... i I -1 JS«n» arnnnrl in :»

By TAMIR LIPTON
Collegian Staff

After spending over a month in a coma, Lorenzo Sut

ton, the all-time leading scorer in University of

Massachusetts basketball history, is now conscious but

remains in serious condition in the Bay State Medical

Center, hospital officials said yesterday.

On Sept 23. Sutton, 25. sustained severe head injuries

as a result of a hit-and-run accident on North Pleasant St.

The woman who drove the car which struck Sutton was

UMass junior Jean Kokoszka. She was cited for leaving

the scene of a personal injury accident and operating to

endanger. -
"Lorenzo is doing real well." his mother. Zenee Sutton.

said yesterday.

His mother, who has been by his side since the day of

the accident, said Sutton has been riding around in a

wheel chair and holding onto her arm.

"He's talking, almost walking, and he can almost hold

himself up." she said.

Sutton's former teammates and UMass basketball coach

John Calipari visited Sutton on Friday. Calipari told the

Springfield Union News, "I asked him [Sutton], if there's

anything I can do, let me know and he said "get me out

of here.'

"He does understand [what's going on] and recognizes,

which is important," Calipari told the Union.

"We're just hoping and praying for Lorenzo," his mother

said. "I know he's gonna be 100 percent."

Sutton played at UMass from 1984 through 1988, and

scored a school record 1,718 points.

He spent the past year playing in the Continental

CONTINUED ON PAGE 2

paperwork

.

Talbot could not DC reached for comment.

Once the Student Judiciary is petitioned. Attorney

General Adam Scales will issue ;i writ of mandamus,

which will force Talbot to provide the additional funding

Although the Student Judiciary can compel Talbot to

give the Area Governments the $17,000. she can onlj ba

impeached by a two-thirds vote by the Student Sen

said Scales

"The language of the constitution is unmistakabU I

about the Area Government allocatur >les -aid i

am at boa at bow the mistake could have appeal

writ will forte her to provide the rest of the funding that

fee apparently ignon

According to Van Tassel, the impeachment proceedings

culminate several violations by Talbot

"The focus of the SGA impeachment on*., dings is not

CONTINUED ON PAGE 2

GEO charges
admin, with
disruption
By PRESTON P. FORM AN
Collegian Staff

Officials of the Graduate Employee Organization

have charged University of Massachusetts ad-

ministrators with trying to disrupt this m .nn.n

representation election for graduate -tudent

emplcn-

On Friday, ballot- nt to approximately 2

teaching assistants, research a «nd graduate

interns, requesting approval of the (;K<>. an affiliate

of District 65 United Auto Workers, a<- th.- union

representative for graduate student emplo.

Enclosed with the ballot was a four page letter sign

ed by President Chancellor Duffev IVovo-t Richard

O'Brien and the deans of the University s 1 1
schools

In the letter the administration discussed "alternative*

to GEO representation." and the "implications of GK( >

representation."

The letter said that GEO representation will yield

few gains for graduate student employees: "We believe

your focus and ours should be on working together,

without the involvement of third parties. Represents

tion by GEO will, in our view, foster divisiveness at

a time when we sorely need to work together as a com

munity." CONTINUED ON PAGE 4

1

College leaders join

forces against cuts
Compiled from Collegian Staff Reports

The presidents of the state's 13 community colleges will

join administrators from the University of Massachusetts

Monday to discuss how the Amherst campus and the com

munity colleges can work together more closely.

Administrators plan to discuss transfer issues, col

laborative efforts between community colleges and the

University, and possibilities for community college faculty

to pursue graduate degrees here.

Recently, higher education officials such as interim

Chancellor Randolph W. Bromery have proposed stronger

links between community colleges and state colleges and

universities as a way of reducing costs and overhead.

A press conference will be held 3:30 p.m. in Campus

Center room 804-808.
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Monday, October 29

Film- Abilities Unlimited will be show-

ing Born On The Fourth Of July at 7:30

p.m. in CC 162. This film is part of the

Abilities Unlimited Film Series.

Film- Days Of Thunder will be shown

it the Campus Center Auditorium at 5

p.m., 7 p.m.. 9 p.m. and 11 p.m. Admission

is $2 per person. Sponsored by the Korean

Students Association.

Lecture- Sergio Guzman, director of In-

ternational Relations for the Union of

Guatemalan Workers <UNSITRAGUA>. a

labor federation of 39 unions with a

membership of 20,000. will speak on labor

organizing in the midst of military repres

Induction Ceremony- The Golden Key

National Honor Society is having an induc-

tion ceremony in the Student Union

Ballroom from 6 p.m.-9:30 p.m.

sion and the upcoming Nov. 11

Guatemalan elections. The lecture will be

held at noon in the Hampshire College

Merrill House Living Room and at 7 p.m.

in CC 904-908 tUMassi. Sponsored by the

Central American Working Group of the

AFSC the Guatemalan Solidarity Commit

tee UMass CASA, Hampshire College

CASA and the Five College program in

Peace and World Security Studies. The lec-

ture is free and open to all. For more infor-

mation, call 584-8975.

Ucture- Wendy Abrams, Regional Sales

Manager of the" Children's Division of

Esprit, will address students, faculty and

the public in CC 917 at 7 p.m. Abrams will

present a vendor's perspective of current

retailing topics including private label pro-

grams, imports, gross magrins and

customer service.

Discussion- "Question 3 Panel" - Come

learn about Question 3 and its effects on

human services in the Northampton area.

The discussion will take place in Seelye

Hall 15, Smith College, at 7 p.m.

Tuesday, October 30

Musical- Schoolhouse Hock, presented

by the UMass Music Theatre Guild, will be

shown Tuesdav and Wednesday at 8 p.m.

in the Student Union Ballroom. Tickets are

$3 for students, $5 for everyone else. For

more information, contact Christ ianna

Pearce at 545-0415.

Dance - ACT-UP (AIDS Coalition to

Unleash Power) is having a benefit dance

at the Northstar (corner of West and Green

Streets - Northampton, across from the

Forbes Library) from 10 p.m. 1 a.m. Sug

gested donation $5 and up.

Lecture- James Farmer will lecture on

•A Historv of the Civil Rights Movement"

in the Campus Center auditorium, from 8

p.m. 10 p.m. Sponsored by the Distinguish

ed Vistors Program

Meeting - Ifyou want to be a poet or just

sound like one: there is an open meeting

of the UMass Poetry Society from 7 p.m.-9

p.m. in CC 802. For more information, call

Doug Banks at 253-3701.

Wednesday, October 31

Lecture- Ms. Lucy Nguyen, Director of

United Asian Learning Resource Center.

and Ms. Alaa Perrotti. Community Consul

tant of the Everywoman's C enter, will lee

ture on "Presents: Effect! of Sociological

Changes on the Women's Hole In Asia and

Islam in American Society" in the

Everywomen's Center in Wilder Hall, from

1 p.m. 3 p.m. Sponsored by the Graduate

Women's Program, EWC, and GSS. For

further information, call 545-0883.

Benefit - S.O.S. Trick or Treat for

Hunger. Join volunteers for a Halloween

filled with good spirits! Come "Trick or

Treat for Hunger" in the Northampton

community, gathering canned goods for the

Western Massachusetts Food Bank. Meet

at 6:45 p.m. at the Helen Hills Hill:

Chapel, in the foyer (Smith College).

Sutton
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

Basketball Association, for the

Charlseton IVa.) Gunners, but he was

ntly traded to another team in the

off-seaoon
, , ,

-

In winter of 1988. Sutton also played for

the Wei ' ounts "f the World Basket

hall I.-

Sutton, an Amher-t tesident. «M
reportedly trying to complete his

undergraduate requirements at the

time of the accident

Collegian staff member Meredith O linen

'nbuted tit this report

Smith take-over

continue: age i

the result of this one issue, there are many

U.UM mvolved." sa.d Van Tassel. "The

ngs will occur whether (Talbot!

,ok the money or not

,ie from the A.. .. Government alloca-

t ions and the failure to provide for the con

cert fund. Talbot ha- also hypas>ed input

-uident leaders in crucial budget e\.t

Van Tmm) said.

•Basically, the budget "ire

was sent to Vuv Chancellor Dentin Mad

son before it went to the trust fund plain.

tag council. That budget app. I »f >t

were from the council when in reality it

was not received by the council until it WM
given to Madson for consideration, he

said , . ..

wnan rejected the suggestion that the

underfunding of Area Governments was an

honest mistak

•If it was a mistake. ' Newnan -aid. It

could have been easilv. limply rectified

The Student Activities Office ha- to go over

this whole pi PC—I For them not to pick up

OB this error is ridiculous

"In a large corporation, ifsomeone m
an error of thi- magnitude, they would he

!. plain and simple." Newnan said

"The SA< ) should have caught this easily

I heir proce-sing is immense Their

>5O0.0O<

Newnan said it is a dangerous sign that

neither Talbot nor the SAO caught the

error.

"The fact that the error got this tar alone;

to the point where someone had to chs.

it. and it was not SAO or Talbot, is at the

very least indicative of an extreme and

dangerous degree "I incompetence in the

financial allocation process." Newnan said

'But it- probahlv more than that." he

added. "This Braf I deliberate act to short

fund the area governments and retain

money in the BAIT rC—TVI I, thereto,

control of SA< '

"We have a two tier level ^ ing up

which is just too mm) Newnan
rst.that theti. could make

this mistake is farcical PflC it to go to 8 \< I

and to then get through there, is just not

the way it wori ma) not be dealing

Wl ,|, * may l>e dealing with a

conspn

Bm - violating her job by going afa

the constitution She ha- to give that

money and she's not doing so. and until she

is | very gross ongoing viola

tion." Newnan said

Photo b> Rrggir I

Lorenzo Sutton

* * *

Talbot

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

While the Col ;,ace commit- irrentlv analyz

ing all space needs on campus, a report is not expected

from the group until February Soph.es Terrace, a small

building on Bedford Terrace, has been offered as a tern

porarv site for the cent'

Chang said the building is too small to suit the n<

of a multicultural enter and added the organizations

would prefer ajMOS fa Lily Hall

She added the seven group-, duhlnd the Unity Coaii

tion n B many other campus

organ izat i<

V, .d a lot of support from the groups on campus.

,lso gotten support from off-campus and other Five

liege groups ss wall," she said.
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LOCAL
Furlough alternatives proposed
SEWproposes 'deferred salary payment

9plan in response to cuts

By KELLY CONGDON
Collegian Staff

A union at the University of Massachusetts has offered

several alternatives to the employee furloughs recently

proposed in response to the current fiscal crisis.

The Service Employees International Union Local ouy

ifl suggesting a "deferred salary payment'" plan for its

members in which employees would lose some pay this

year but be reimbursed in the future when the state is

in a more secure fiscal position, according to a statement

released Friday by the SEIU.

The administration already approved proposals to allow

31 SEIU members to retire early or reduce working hours

to avoid layoffs earlier this month. The proposals, which

have to take place by this week will save approximate y

$400,000 this fiscal year after UMass pays $113,000 in

onetime costs for early retirement bonuses, union

spokesperson Patty Roper said.

President Chancellor Joseph Duffey has proposed a

furlough for Nov. 23. Dec 24 and Dec. 26-28 for the cam

bus* 5 500 employees. The administration is negotiating

The plan with unions, which have been asked to respond

by Nov 7 The Board of Trustees will discuss the proposals

at a meeting in Boston slated for Wednesday

"A five-day furlough will save the University $750,000

a day for a total of $3.8 million to counteract budget cuts,"

Roper said.

According to Roper, the union will not respond to the

University's furlough proposal until it is given access to

the University's financial records and all other relevant

information. .

"We are not having the cooperation of the administra-

tion and were not sure why." Roper said. "Until our con-

cerns are addressed were not going to decide one way or

the other."

If the university administration's proposed furlough of

up to five days is implemented, Roper said it must con-

tain several "conditions

"The furlough would have to be spread out over a long

period of time, such as one less pay hour per week, rather

than five days," Roper said. "Also, it must be progressive,

with lower paid employees losing fewer days than higher

paid employee
the plan with unions, which have been asKea u, .esponu pa ,u »r-v«-

UMass professor researches

save whales from extinction
hv boat traffic I think that pollution is a rea

to

ALKX DKKIN
Collegian Correspondent

A University of Massachusetts p t/kum « researching

the northern right whale in an attempt to save the species

from extinction.

Jack Finn, a professor of wildlife management at th.

Univer-itv has heen examining trends in population

dynamics Of the northern right whale in an attempt

I huh mM numbered in the tens

of thousands, from becoming extinct.

W.th the population of the northern right whale

estimated at only 300. action is necessary, according la

'The whaling industry took, over a period of about 30

„t 4<» years, about 10.000 whales a year, he said.

The northern right whale got its name because ot

tendency to float well after death, making it the right

whale tor the whalers to go after.

In addition to the already low number of northern right

whales, there is an added difficulty m the low rate of births

among the population. Only five to 10 calves are born each

yC
'There are plenty of available females, but they cant

.et pregnant ; the males can't find them. The numbers are

so low that the males and females have a hard time fin

ding each other when they're ready to mate, he said.

•The reasons for that may be pollution, or annoyance

by boat traffic 1 think that pollution is a reasonable gueas

because of the way these things act.

Finn who graduated in 1970 with a bachelors degree

in B.ologv from Georgetown University and . ec, -ived
I

his

PhD. in Ecology from the University of Georgia in 19- -

has been at the University for 12 years. He has been

researching the northern right whale for the last two

>l

Rignt wales feed on plankton, but also may feed on

material close to the ocean's surface, including pla-:

and dangerous chemicals. Finn sa.d these pollutants get

stored by the whales into their fat reserve which later

hestiM bloodstream, giving the whales a dose M

poision

Finn would like to see two "critical habitat" areas

up off the coast of Massachusetts. The first would cover

most of the eastern part of Cape Cod Bay The second

would be m the Great South Channel shipping lane-

where the whales usually feed, Finn said

A petition for a "critical habitat" designation for those

two areas was recently submitted to the National Marine

Fisheries Service. ^A^iA^A
Such a petition will take one to two years to be decided

on. a wait that Finn said will not appreciably affect the

current northern right whale population.

"The population is changing so slowly that its not even

possible to tell for sure whether their number is mcreas

ing or decreasing." he said

TEE TIME - A hired hand helps retnev e

footballs along the sideline of Saturdays

football game at McGuirk Alumni

Stadium.

SOM professors
analyze towns'
use of local aid
B> DANIEL BOUCHSB
Collegian Correspondent

In a report released m August, two prof ram the

School of Management at the Un.v

,

I
Massachu

.malyzedhoweffectivelv cities and tow Of make use of local

8
The study, produced by Dr. Agha Iqbal All and Robert

A Nakosteen. both from the School of Management u

unique because it applies a system called Data Envelop

ment Analysis.
,

According to Ah. DEA takes into account "
the particular

fiscal and economic characteristics of a town unlike the

current method of determining local aid Nakosteen said

he believes they are "theM «MM ever to use this technr

que with regard to the operating efficiency of cities and

towns' government."
cONTINUfcD ON PAGE 6

Mount Holyoke College begins $15.3M library project
lfXVUlaV AAV*J **

w ^^ w-W By TAMARA SILBERMAN

t-ollrKian photo by K.A. Burke

Mount Holyoke College Library construction

By TAMARA SILBERMAN
Collegian Correspondent

SOUTH HADLEY - The library at Mount Holyoke Col

log, has begun a $15.3 million reconstruct,on that will

expand the facility and make il more accessible toFiv*

College students, according to the head hbranan

The hhrarv racaivad a $1 million grant earl.er thU

month that enabled it to kick offthe $15 A nullum hhrarv

reconstruction and expansion project

The grant, hv the Kresge Foundation of troy, M.ch lk;an.

i, one of only "five md) grantoh.s v,,,r ond the largest

grant the Mount Holyoke College RM ever received from

the foundation. , ,

According to Anne C Bdmowb, the fourth lv

librarian at the Mount Holyoke College hhrarv smce it

was founded in 1837. the grant "will he an nuent ,ve to,

people to donate money to complete the hhrarv.

When complete, the hhrarv will emerge as a three

building information complex vv.th mm* for 7.0.000

volumes, an increase of 25 percent ^
The renovation plans also call for chmate control to help

preserve books and manuscripts, a three-story main en

Erwav and a Five College link up that will allow students

in the Valley access to more than three million volume^

University of Massachusetts students borrowed 2200

books through direct loan and about 200 book^rough

the inter-library loan program, according to Edmonds.
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UAW vote
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

Last June, the GEO and administrators signed an in-

terim agreement calling for "neutrality." The agreement

specifically outlawed department or school meetings called

to discuss the union election. The agreement did not tm

pose neutrality on higher administrators.

Renee Heberle said that though it was not a direct viola-

tion of the agreement, the GEO questions the use of state

funds to send the letter. She said the organization also

suspects that a third party drafted the letter.

"It is a violation of the spirit of the agreement but not

the letter of the contract," said Heberle. "Given what we

have seen in the past from the administration, this is

|
typical of the blatant anti-union campaign the administra-

tion has run."

Duffey declined yesterday to comment on the chai•.

The GEO has been attempting to form a union to repre-

sent graduate student employees on this campus for

several years. In 1979. the Massachusetts Labor Relations

Commission, which certifies unions in the state, decreed

that graduate students on this campus could not form a

union because of the potential conflict in academic

freedom. .

The GEO, a group of about 1.400 members, last semester

led several protests against the administration in an at

tempt to insure a union election.^
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EDITORIAL/OPINION
The opinions on this page a

MjjMJjj^imilM I^^

UNHl YES •
After a long and often tense struggle with the University,

graduate employees will finally be able to vote on whether they

will be represented by the Graduate Employee Organization, an

affiliate of the United Auto Workers, District 65.

For three years, GEO has run an impressive organizing cam-

paign. In the face of anti-union activity by the University, the

union has shown determination in working for graduate

employees' rights. GEO's work in winning fee waivers is an ex-

ample of this.

Not surprisingly, the administration has made its opposition

to GEO clear. As ballots were mailed out last week, the Univer-

sity sent out a letter discouraging union support. The letter

distorts GEO's record and the challenges facing graduate students.

During times of financial crisis, the state has tended to try to

balance the budget on the backs of its employees. This practice

results in inefficient and lower quality services. The University

is no exception.

Stipends and other necessities of a graduate education are

notoriously insufficient at UMass. As a result, many talented peo-

ple go elsewhere. Our reputation as a research university, the

value of our degrees and the quality of our education all suffer.

Graduate employees have borne a steadily increasing respon-

sibility for the education of undergraduates. Fifty percent of an

undergraduate's contact with an instructor is with a graduate

employee, If graduate employees continue to be subject to arbitrary

decision-making, everyone's education will suffer. The protection

of a union contract is the only way to change this.

Graduates are the only campus employees, with the exception

of hourly worker- Rtcfc M work-study, that lack a union. The on-

ly way to fight the dismantling of the University by more budget

cuts is through organization. For employees, this means a union.

The United Auto Workers has a long history of successfully

fighting for workers' rights. It is widely admired for its internal

democracv and dedication to its member

We urge graduate employees to vote "Union Yes." It's impor-

tant for you. It's important for all of us.

Unmgntd tditoriaU reflect the majority opinion ofthe Collegian

Board of Editor*

INVERTEBRATES

Rape must be dealt with
Our University has not adequate ^

dressed the issue of rap- V »nd

ti lends, need to mohilize and demand c-tnc

tivr protect mn One practical step toward-

security would he the pertnan.nt . \pul-ion

• .I students convictfd of rape

Perhaps it i- surprising, hut thl

convicted rapi-t- UttOSf IU Aft. 1

Mi-p.ridc-d -ernester or two, during which

they WCf« not banned from campus I

. again enrolled at I'M. ill time

st udent -

The Offio f& MWrt, which

pUbi the Code of Stud.nt C.nduct

, t hke rape • iih.i However,

p it under the run

Kapi- is ugly puhhc relations ToUl

*Ord about >t to prospectus

students

Nowhere mil ,«"

tinned Ratlin, it i

an\ other uninvited behavior

«.t i anmally explicit nature.*'

In the CSC, "Care of Property ha

own paragraph, hut rape is slipped Ul

Civility, Safetj and Environmental

Health.

The code is urnr. ipecifk about our I

and CDt than our biggf* b-u. rape.

In fact, it uml poeaiblt mi

viction through the Cnn judicial

it isn't explicitly stated ai

such in the 4 muetlw Red

under the st.it. d terms ,,i tl..

M ifl tour ol us is raped l» ii

a'l H clear that th. Rl M

faiin on all udee? Wi owe H Us

ouiseUes and our Hlge it.

if if d.-esti t work for WOOien, then

implv doean't werx
t urrently, there is petition beiafl

cui.r ampus which calls fCN

This would en

tail tsc. major ehangee in Univ«

bureau.- First ly. th.

phcitls Hate thai rape u violation al

t'ni\eisit\ policy

SecondU a student convicted ^m\<

Urms would Ik- expelled from the Unit

We should not have our mohihu

limite.l bet ..use at the random I

a mieogyniat or the failure >>t the Cm
ait)

..tition. call the Dean

d, md force the administration

to address th.

will do it for us.

Mr.iuh.m Connois
( entral

The Jewish identity has held together throughout history
i . i t,..kt .nmmnniiv .a was ha«M< on Kahhinu tradition rather

A friend of mm., talking to a woman at a party, once

asked. "What ethmcits n. vou?"

Well. I'm part Ck-rman. French and Danish Mv biend

iae her facial features did not reflect

those origin* She had the dark BJ aa, hair and skin which

. more charaCteriatit of those countries closrr to the

Mediterranean Sea.

Finally, she- clarified, "<>h. I'm Jewian

Ksplanat.on complete Her roots do no. ordinate from

, he roaming groupa of Gauls. ViaigOl hs and Nomads who

populated central and northern Europe, for *• i- -hwish

Therefore, her original answer was misleading as her

facial features ,|„ not reflect the human adaptations to

a cold northern climate

Whereas not everv -Jewish person has diatingntahaWa

features, Jewish history and existence are very

distinguishable. The Jewish leader. King David, ^tablish^

ed a Jewish capital in Jerusalem approximately 1 000

BCE One millenium later, between the years 70 and 200.

life for the Jews at the hands of their Roman conquerors

became unbearable Their Temple was destroyed and at

least half the Jewish population was murdered with the

remaining halffleeing what they believed to be their (»

d

triven homeland of 1,500 years.

This is referred to as the dispersion of the Jewish pen

pie, the Diaspora, or Galut (exile) in Hebrew

time on, the Jews continued to keep a tight community

retaining their religion, culture, language and na

tionahsm - separate from whichever country in which

they resided Jews still celebrate holidays tied to th.

cient Hebrew calendar, remember historical ewanti 11

Christ Israel, and read Jewish texts in the original

Hebrew s,>oken by those who lived under the reign «»t Kin*:

David ___—
Adam Stein

In no matter what country the I hasp... a Jawi -

they experienced a different existence than that ol the ma

jority. A Jewish person may say that i he ifl 'Ruaaian

or '•German" instead of stating hisher Jewish identm

However, this would actually be a distortion ol their

heritage JewiOB existence in Russia and Eastern Eui

ami confined to the shtrtls (small Jewish villages! where

there was little contact with the majority culture Jewish

experience in Germany and Western Europe was elan con_

fined to segregated areas, but their urbanization pi.

them in a walled ghetto. Jewish life continued to exist

as the little Israel of their ancestral roots. Beside- keep

ing the same holidays. Hebrew evolved int.. ^ iddish to

become their everyday form of communication

m of justice was based on Kabbinu tradition

lition Even their nationalism

iew> did not pl<
thekn.

,.m ,„ „i Europe, but instead p.^.

return to the land <>( Israel iZioniani)

Where the American-Jew likes to refer to their religion

from their ethnicity (holding to the tradition

,ration ofChurch and at Hi hide an cannot be

defined in thii manner IfoM is -Jewish, then obvio

H is their religion. %et it 'P'"" 1 " ,h '

"

heritage Thus a Jew of a Russian background cann.-t

claim that thev are Russian and their religion is Jewish

historically, the Russian culture didn t mix with

their Jewish world Currently, a Russian Jew - passport

,|s not Russian" but Jewish" under nationality

Israel the Jewish homeland, was not borne of a religious

.lewish movement, but of a nationalist Jewish moM-ment

Where the founders did not pt a\ or keep kosher, they were

Jews Thev did not identify with their 'mother country

which considered Jews non<Hisena forced Jewi to live

,n segregation and initiated 1,000 years of ant. Semitic

massacres .pogroms) Thus, for 82 percent of Israelis, the

"nationality" on their passport reads 'Jewish Being

Jewish is a lot more than just a religion, it I about being

a part of Am Yisra el. the people of Israel .-> overlook

this part of Judaism is to he blind to Us beauty

pie. the uiaspora, in irmui .<.»•"- - " ~ ------ --—,--,
(

Looking at Israeli foreign relations
. — .. — . t i . \ — iM«Mia»MH i-»W ! T"\ t

Elliot Montevei de Torres, in his Oct. 23 column ('From

Gaza to Guatemala." Multicultural Affairs), expresses his

frustration with Israels foreign policy. He lists 32 coun-

tries with whom Israel has relations, and points out that

( iuatemala uses its military trade with Israel to oppress

the Mosquito Indians.

W'here this unfortunately may be true. I would be

curious as to how many dozens of other countries also

strengthened Guatemala's rightist government. Much has

been said about Israels connections with the racist

government in South Africa, yet nothing is said of the

Arab oil which ops that racial system going.

Israel is made an example, whereas other perpetrators

are constantly i
torod as ,t dnesnt seem to fit in people s

"ii c il agenda to cntin/.e them. It fits into the Arab

!;,enda to single out Israel. Ibiweve, Mv Torres doesn t

mention is "where the Galil, or Israel, weapon, has been

the standard rifle" of the Guatemalan government. Israel

was supplying leftist guerrillas with the same rifle.

Unlike the United States, which manipulates foreign

aid to send arms to a Third World country based on a

moral judgment of who is "right" and "wrong. Israel ap

proaches aid without bias and as a means of economic sur

rival. It is the only country in the world where the desert

is shrinking and alive with vegetables and fruit trees Bu

because many of the other Third World nations will not

trade with Israel, it is forced to sell the commodities the

world powers will buy. namely weapons

Hopefully, the day will come when all countries wil v

mangoes, dates and tomatoes from Israel instc

Until then, don't point fingers at Israel, struggi. „ .

vive, hut at the nation^ who forced it into the weap. nrv

mar^ l>t is -.„„..Karv umner
Amherst

Coverage incomplete
I Wni upset to not see an article in last Monday 1 (

W-

Jegtan on the murders m Jerusalem of three Israelis

which occurred on Sunday. Oct 21

The Associated Press article in Oct 23 l ( ollegian

("Israeli police set up blockade to bar visitors I
barely

mentioned those murders, but did manage to paint a

picture of "Israeli oppression" as Jerusalem was c los

ed off to prevent further violence of the k«nd

Had the Collision promptly reported on the killings

the average render would have been better informed

,< to whv Israeli police blockaded the city to visitors

By not printing an article in Mondays istUS and by

printing Tuesday's AP article, the CoUegian has done

a great disservice to the community which it 18 sup

nosed to serve as I news reporting organization
1 .lush I. Krancer

Central
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AliJED
HEALTH

PROFESSIONALS

^ApV Discover a challenging

W future with opportunities to

advance Serve your country

while you serve your career with:

• great pay and henefits

• normal winking hours

• complete medical and dental

care
• 30 days vacation with pay per

war

Find out how to qualify as an Air

Force professional. Call

LSAF HEALTH PROFESSIONS
TOLL-FREE 1-800-423-LSAF

Stone Zoo closes

due to budget cuts
STONEHAM (AP> - A 1,200 pound polar bear called

Major will lose his home next month. So will elderly

ora^utan Stanley and Betty, and a skinny Sibenan tiger

named Sahsa. The 85-year-old Stone Zoo is closing because

of state budget cuts. ,

"You can't help [but] develop attachments to the

animals," said Mark Goldstein, the zoo s director. You

think of them as individuals."

The zoo in this Boston suburb was already running on

a shoestring, when its budget was slashed by 30 percent

from last year because of the state's financial problems.

Zoo officials deeded to close Nov. 12 rather than house

the animals in shoddy conditions.

"There are things VOTM than no zoo. like a bad zoo,

Goldstein said. ju.mu ,

About half the zoo's 200 or W rmuhmtM will find honu b

at the Franklin Park Zoo, the larger of the two faciht.es

run by MetroParks Zoos. Some will be moved to other zoos

around the count rv.

local aid
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 3

The two spent over a year to complete their original

report, but now that this system is in place, future

studies can be completedjn less than a month, Ali said.

The study shows which communities have a critical

dependency on local aid, and it signals which ones

should be examined more fully for waste. According

to their report, Boston, Worcester, Springfield, Ayer,

Brockton, Lowell and Somerville are all critically

dependent, with Worcester and Springfield's Mad far

local aid still growing.

Boston, however, relies on local aid more than any

other city in the state, and NakosU-en said he thinks

it would have to declare bankruptcy without it

Pittsfield. on the other hand, will require more time

to studv because it has higher operating enpenwM and

-uhstantially lower ivivipts than other cities, such as

Worcester, he said.

"What we're -avmg." Nakosteen said, is that Pitt

sfield either cannot or will not tax itself a> much as

Worcester does. But it seems to want to spend as much.

and it seems to want local aid to make up the dit

Terence.
"

IF NURSING IS IN

YOUR FUTURE, JOIN

4 gr^ AIR FORCE^HT^L ROTC TODAY.

~ 4 W Today's world needs quali-

e^J W fjed nurses You can begin an

^P^^ outstanding career mm by joining

^k Air Force ROTC~
You'll be eligible lor scholarship assis-

tance programs that bring down the cost of

college When you graduate, you II be recognized

salutedJind respected as an Air Force officer You will l>e

treated as a knowledgeable, valuable nursing protess.on.il

Start now Call

DEFT Of (USROSPACE si I DIES
413-545-2451

MOVINGOFF CAMPUS?

Brandywine offers Country

Living with convenient

. On UMASS Bus Route • Nearby Shopping • Situated

on 18 welt-landscaped acres with pond.

• One and Two Bedroom apartments include gas

utilities (heat, hot water, and stove)

• Swimming pool, laundry facilities, responsive

management
• Stop In and we II show you what we have to offer

BRANDYWINE AT AMHERST
16 Brandywine Drive. Amnersl

Rental OWice open daily 10-4

I'Md-rslupLxifllfh. f starts rlm> ^9-Q600

STEINBECK COLLISION REPAIR
& AUTOBODY

53 So. Prospect — Amherst Center

256-8157 256-1385

Shop Registration # RS1212

SAl£*

•-*i

-Al<

KSfl

.1

'. \\x#**?L-

I:.

l&tfiV*

V
SAVE 60c

Stouffers Pizza

Reg S 2.94- S 3.64

5-12 oz

Very Fine
Juice or Drinks

2/99c

• Imports & other unibody vehicles

are our specialty

• State of art equipment for precision

frame and unibody straightening! + or - M mm)

• Over 90 years staff experience

• Accepted by all insurance companies for

collision repair or glass replacement

• Advanced European Technology Painting and

Refinishing Systems

**tt**r*T*TV****************
REMEMBER its your car and your choice of

repair facilities --

COKE

79c

1 liter + dep

Campbells
Soup

Tomato 2/99c
Chicken Noodle

Vegetable550
10 oz reg 60c reg 57c-67c each

Cap'n Crunch

ONLY $2.69

12 oz reg $3.18

All Flavors

Hi C Drinks

$1.19

Wheat Thins
All Varieties

$1.79

save 30c reg S 2.09

46 oz can reg $1 .42

Joy

or Ivory Liquid

$1.09
reg $1.35

Prices in effect through Saturday, November 10
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Soccer loses
By KEN MAGUIRE
Collegian Correspondent

Any thoughts of an upset by the University of

Massachusetts men's soccer team over no. 4 ranked

Rutgers Friday night were quickly dispelled as the

Minutemen (2-11-3) lost 3-0.

After only five minutes of action in the first half the

Minutemen found themselves down 2-0.

"It was ugly. It was cold and windy. We just couldn't

get the ball out of our own end in the first half," said

UMass coach Jeff Gettler.

Jeff Carsters scored first as he took a pass from Dave

Mueller and knocked it by UMass goalie Steve Armenti.

and 41 seconds later, Car-t. i - scored again.

Rutgers made it 3 just minutes later, as Maurice Mad

zozchi slipped one past Amu-nti

"We were prepared but they came out smoking, said

junior tn-captain Dan Lawrence "We had trouble stay

ing with them off the ball
"

Though UMass played well after the early set backs,

they didn't get many good opportunities to score,

LawiiiH < -ud.

La.mm Ci said UMass had plenty of fan support from

friends and reUtivei of Ml eral Minutemen who are from

New Jersey.

We were really excited to play. I just wish we had a

better showing," Lawrence added.

The Minutemen hope to end their disappointing season

on a winning note when they travel to Fairfield college

on Wednesda\
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Rent
A Mac

It's simple. It's fast.

It's convenient.
• Avoid long computer lab lines

• Toll-free phone support

• Save money: It s as low

as $62 per month*

\f \r \r

ABTAEZ
HeiKAM

OCTOBER 29ih

In the Newman Cenieij

1-800-334-1331

CAMP

Auto
Glass
Center

SAME DAY SERVICE

BILLED DIRECTLY
TO INSURANCE CO.

WINDSHIELDS
REPLACED

1

NorthAmherst
Motors

*! Ok) SunderlandW • S49-2M0

:

No Amhtrtt

NEWLOWER
PRICES ^p

PC Maintenance Lab
University of Massachusetts at Amherst
201 Goodell Building

545-2036
aw* '

|Any 2 CalzonesJ
for $7.00

I |IP*C* up or delivery only

_ Oo« coupon per order-Expires |
May 31. 1991

Any 4 Calzones

I

at regular price

I
and get 2 FREE

I liters of Coke
Pu h up o« delivery ortry

One coupon per order -Expire*.

May 31 'Ml

I

I

I

I

I

I
I

4
La Cucina di

Tinoccfiio

543-3663

1

1

1

1

1

1

3 Calzones
for

$9.95
Pick-up or delivery only

ine coupon per order-expire*

May 31. 1991

,/,.,•*/ |d Order

Tost 'Jru
,Peu:vr\- or Ttckup

n— \ Pleasant Street

Amherst. Massachusetts

DISTINGUISHED

TEACHERS

AWARD

Hours

'Weekday 4 pm to z am
Saturday • 4 pm to ; AM
Sunday - 4 pm to 1 :-

Calzones

!%cotta. 'Ham, Salami 'Mozzareua } cc

%tcotta. Mozzareua. fimtkm Swiss }fO

Spinach. Garuc, Mozzareua. Tarmvpana

(Topeye SpectaD 3S°

Steak & Cheese (your choice often pepper.

mushroom, onion, hot pcppcT }~S

Veqetanan Tkkaht (broccoli, spinach.

ncotta, eaqplaht. mozzareua) J-C0

Chicken Tarmupana {bnaded cJucken

breast, mozzareua & sauce) 3~S

Sausaqe Tarmiqiana (sweet sausaoe

with mozzareua A sauce) }S°

°i'uppie Ccdzone (smoked mozzarelia, aoat

cheese, broccoli & pesto) 3-5°

Steak & Cheese 'Bomb (steak, mushroom,

areen pepper, onton. salami, ham &

DEADLINE: Nov 2, 1990

SUBMIT TO:

DTA COMMITTEE
GRADUATE DEAN'S OFFICE

A217 GRADUATE RESEARCH
UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS

hot peppers with cheese)

10 'Pesto Calzone (mozzareua, swiss cheese,

ncotta. fresh pesto)

%.7S

%.sO



UNITED
TECHNOLOGIES

INFORMATION NIGHT

October 29, 1990

Location:

Rm. 101A Mather Career Center

Time:

5:00 to 7:00

»t
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THE FAR SIDE
By GARY LARSON

BONES IN THE BARREL
By J. GELLER 8c M. ROSENZWEIG

1 • »

m r,f

w#' •- > *

^%
5* <tflVERri

'**

PRESENTS: -

^ THE HALLOWEEN PARTY©
wilh

^_ WHO'S KIDOIN' WHO
hll(

r

Shirts ^c^

COSTUME CQW1FST *"-».,
f

9
50 CD S

Pdr

C*
**<*f

East Heaven Hot Tub Giit Certificates

STAV

HOM
London M«
Pant iH ''

San Jo*e C R W
Bangkok 959

Hong Kong »?9

Tokyo 7M

Student Faculty Fart

Taae* not included Restric-

tions apply Fares subject to

change One ways available

Work/Study abroad programs

Internationa) student and
teacher ID

EURAIL PASSES ISSUED ON
THE SPOT'

Free student travel catalogue

FIRST WD ' M

MOVIES OF CURING M
APRFSTtNGQF LEV)

IN POULTRY aH.0

PF0PLL |

TESTMW\f\\*

I >llrfl»n |>h.>ii.» Its K A Htirkt

Welcome to Dinoland

-.VMER'

!

ncilTr

Buffalo B ills

Presents
7 Reasons to Eat Out This Week!

HALLOWEEN
WEEK SPECIAL

October 22 through 31

The SCreamsicte Shake
A blend of 3 scoops of orange sherbet

(for the price of 2) and vanilla ice cream

Also other ghoulish treats and ghosty surprises

V Thank you for your patronage Have a sale holiday'

Mon: FREE Onion Rings, Baked Pot., or Lg Fries

with purchase of a SUPER ROAST BEEF

Tues: FREE 6 pc Mozzarella Stix with a $4 purchase

HALLOWEEN
CANDY CORN
COUPON COUNT CONTEST

October 22nd thru 31st

Wed: SUPER ROAST BEEF and 6 pc Chicken Fingers $5 ;

<%

Thurs: Chicken Sandwich, French Fries, Soda $3

No trick our treat!.

Guess how many candy corns in our tar If

your guess is the closest without going over,

you will win a $10.00 certificate good for

anylhing sold m the Creamery or Snack Bar

Frl: 2 JUNIOR ROAST BEEFS $3 te can be aopi'«o

Sat: Lg French Fri, Soda, Super Roast Beef $4

Sun: 'Sweet Heart Special'

FREE Junior Roast Beef and French Fries

with $5 purchase ..must be a coulple

Hamoden Snack Bar
OHXX, GleXAMeSUf in southwest

ED'S
JAGKHAM'HER

SCHOOL

fP

\

&%>

•

'At
^

'—

:< vr ....

app^'Car.orx o

' ,.

/1l«

Vii^

w
,,yf - *••» •

- 5-

CD

* '. I ; « J. . .

<* laJ

Cmon 1 Keep those stomachs over the handle! Let

the fat do the work! . . . That's it!"

CALVIN AND HOBBES

I'M rV GEN\US ^\ ££*^
I CAM BtUMc * «fT

By BILL WATTERSON

how swkv

1'Vt GOT VORt / 90 I vt

BftMMS "^N VH0T\C£D

I KNOW HHM
TO DO WITH.

jftfe

WEUX. IS

ICUR. DAD
T\€?t:

>
X 'SV

1 yVfcr

JUivw

VR\Tt WMK f
MOO) OKI

NW UMBER j I Nt£P

AWD UMt UW 1 A pfcH

CAa Ml 7 ^—,-

VOW* BEEN

\|W JaKsr.'

/ I MATt
TAKING-

V MESSAGE:

PRICE
By PRICE VAN RAY
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DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Edited By TRUDE MICHEL JAFFE

ACROSS
i pif> Irom

head 10 loot

5 Love. Latin

style

9 Lawsuits

14 Simba
15 One ol the

Andersons
16 Turn inside out

17 Org
18 Keats oi Yeats

19 Neural
networks

20 Nap
22 Warren Beany

role

24 Faithlessness

?6 Qattai Jay

27 Art

28 H H Munro
29 Knock

32 Si tape

3: Fabricate

38 RotlPr

39 E'ase

40 Adman
43 Wi'

46 •

Summer
46 A.r

4 7 aril

48 Potty Betsy

o» Em
49 tough guy
53 Jessica Tandy

role

57 B*a>"

.
.Ii»i

f>\ Aiuenan pat
82 Conductor »

3 Tough quMtion
4 Millie Perkins

role

5 Peak

6 Sullen

7 The — Love"

8 Captain Hook
portrayer

Cyril

9 Positive

10 Claims

1

1

Bristle

12 Actor Porter

13 Remain
21 Patchy

23 New Zealand
parmi

25 Female
rabbit

28 Ogle

29 Leasi ol me
MMM

m om
31 Tiudge

32 Twinge

33 Prueti .

34 Playwright

[Imei

Laugiiton role

38 Finnc.h money
41 Collegian

42 Sandwich
(avonte

43 Chestnut case

44 Composition
48 American lur

met chant
49 Standing rule

50 Fathered

51 Alrican

antelope

52 Ruptures

53 Crowds
54 He was

terrible

55 Former
Japanese
premier

56 Ancient

Norse
narrative

60 Country
stopover

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE

M
[m|a

r, d;b,o.t

J AN E;tBA E,R I

-IMSG A

o.reBma.i.n
R Y slAMA SI

E.O

A. N.T.I

M.I «E
SEAS
1029/90

hi Acio« Richard

65 Fnpress
contampt

66 Cut

67 Bookies give

DOWN
1 Hold tight

? Passageway

T— T— I I ! 1 » |—HT W- TT" TT" IT"

IT" - Hil
TT- — lil :SEE"
w~ !l^™»

HEr
a- - WW

_ ^h

* JLV 7

K HIi

K"
!««• l~ \»t'l<» limn S,mImM* tO J9 90

MENU "I
LUNCH
Hamburger

Mac-rvCheese

BASICS LUNCH
Humus Vegetable Pocket

Cheese and Macaroni

DINNER
Sweet and Sour Chicken

N E Style Schrod

BASICS DINNER

Garden Medley Casserole

Sweet and Sour Chicken

YOUR DAILY HOROSCOPE
By JEANE DDCON

ARIES (March 21 -April W) Concen-
trate an projects you con honcHe

alone today vou couW put off a
fontastc oeoi this affemcon Alow

tiQ your heart to rule your neoa

could cause ttnoncioi diffcuities

TAUtUt (Apr* 20-May 20) Bewt

the temptation to be outspo-

with fomny members An une*

pected wtnafaH makes you deter-

mine to start a decorating protect

Be preparea to lay out cosh fc* a
teenager s neeas

OIMINI (ivlay 21- June 20) Eocus

your energy and enthustasm on

busriess issues today Keep friend

sNp and finance separate A close

relationship shows significant m-
provement Romance flourishes

CANCER (June 21-July 22)

Changes at work eve arnos'

evitable An interview goes better

than you dreamed possible Keep

a careful watch on yen/ d«t to pre-

vent recurrence of a health pro-

blem Relax tonight

LEO (July 23-Aug 22) A marvelous

promotion may be part of the ptc

ture Do not forget these who put

you m power Dress with style An at

tractive member of the opposite

gender wants to join your team

VIVOO (Aug 23-Sept 22) Friends

may encouroge you to to* w a trip

to an exotic place Listen to your m

stmcts Do not get caught jp in an

argument between partners Give

top priority to legal matte s

i (Sept 23-Oct 22) vour part

ne» ts eager to dscuss some ex-

citing new pons A job otter could

necessitate a move to another

town Be open minded Pay

outstanding b*s on time to protect

your credit rating

SCORPIO (Oct 23-Nov 21) Heed

signals warning you that a past

confict couW flare up agom Adopt

a conservative approach to oJ pro-

posals Jommg a special group »ts

you meet interesting people

SAOITTARIUS (Nov 22-Dec 21) An

ins^htfui idea or new technology

could make your work profrtabie

The right kind of pubUcrfy w« otso

hei5 Be frugal Make mnor home
repairs (doors, leaky sinks) yourself

to save money
CAPRICORN (Dec 22 Jan TQ)

Check the fa« class schedule for n-

teresting subjects Discontent

vanshes when you settle down to

work on something you enjoy Self

mprovement activities enjoy hgbtv

irabte influences

AQUARIUS (Jan 20-Feb 16) Vour

integrity * one of your greatest

assets Others respect you when

you practice what you preach

Your health will improve rt you poy

greater attention to what you eat

PISCES i

f eb 19-Ma?ch 20) Avoid

saying itoldvouso when a friend

suffers a disappointment Be

understanding Vou feel more relax

ed than in the recent past Pay

closer attention to a friend s affec-

tion for you

TODAY'S STAFF
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ARTS&LIVING
Sing along with Ed's
By AL ARPAD
Collegian Staff

There's this band. see. At Sheehan s

tonight. Ed's Redeeming Qualities, and

it > irei'

Thev came to NVw England from San

Francisco for a few show- M everybody

should go see them because they're a lot of

fun and thev probably won't be back soon.

They aren't easy to describe, but Ed

Redeeming Qualities is good for what ail>

vou. ... , ,
"

So now 1 have all this space left, and

alreadv said what you need to know. 1

usually don't write for arts, but this is im-

portant and none of the regular arts peo-

ple hat heart of Ed's Redeeming Qualities.

If thev thought about it. thev might

remember hearing a song called "Lawn

Dart" on the radio a little over a year ago.

It depends on what station they were listen

tag to. The chorus went like this:

A kid WO* ptgfd in thv head inth a laun

dart
Her ifad dtthtt a* her. that* *• ""rst

part

fa* tggmd i" the ke-«ed with a Um n dart

So they'r* now "ft the thebm >'t the

K-Mart.
"Lawn Dart" sort of suggests something

about Ed's Redeeming Qualities, except

that some people probably thought it

wasn't sincere, or that it was supposed to

be funny. If they had seen Don and Neno

and Carrie and Dan singing "Lawn Dart'

with tears in their eyes, those people

wouldn't think it was funny. You could pro-

bably come see them all sing "Lawn Dart

tonight, except that Dom died last year.

The picture of him is my humble attempt

at a tribute, so I hope the editors don't cut

it out. If Dom can see this, 1 hope he doesn't

mind.
After Dom died. Ed's Redeeming

Qualities moved to San Francisco and kind

of started over That was hard for me,

because they are my favorite band and I'd

onlv seen them play a few times, but I

guess it was harder for Dom. I listen to

their tapes just about every day, and I

think everyone else should, too.

If you are under 21, I would life

apologize on behalf of the pig headed

government that wont let you go see thli

important show Everybody aba coma to

,n's tonight, but leave rOOffl W» me

in case I'm late

A Landmark Event!

THE "WE" PLAYS

ft*

,

IN CHARLES FULLER'S

tour-play scries depicting

American history from a

Black perspective during

the Reconstruction Era

Pari i. sails Huns. \on. i ^ lOpm

Part II: Prlnct Thut».Nov. I I 15pm

Part III: lorujuil s.n. \«»n 3 6 Wpm

Part IV: Burner'* Froto Sat. Nov. I *»5pni

BOWKEB M DTTOIUUM

Tickets

$50 $48 for ail foui plays

night two plays only

-, t oitegc students haM price

rl/.'l

, insuring o !>>"<

HumanMe*
S\»M/H»S/MI»I

mplem
u. P

Call 5454190

for details

Apple introduces the Macintosh Classic.

"frying to stretch dollars when

you're computer shopping doesn't mean

mt
vc >u're billing i< ) make sacrifices.

That's \vhv vou should consider the new. affordable Macintosh* Classic*" computer.

It has even-thins vou need—including a monitor, keyboard mouse. 2 megabytes of

RAM and a ^meuabvte hard disk, lust plug everything in and the Macintosh Classic is ready

to run. because the svstem s< >frware is already installed' And, thanks to the Macintosh

computers legendary ease < >f use. yi wl be up and running in no time.

like even Macintosh, the Classic can run thousands of available applicauons that all

work in thv same, consistent wax—so once vou've learned one program, you re well on your

wav to learning them all .And this ls one cheap roommaie that doesn't have trouble snaring.

The Apple* SuperDrive—standard equipment with everv Macintosh—reads from and

wntes to Macintosh. MS-DOS, 0S£. and Apple 1 >ppy disks, which means you can share

information with someone who uses a different type of computer.
^. /• if i.iii i_ _ _ _ ^ _ .— M^in/1

For further information

please visit the

University Store

Computer Department

Campus Center 545-2619

(I The power to be your best
1"

II I«11U ;ll VVIlll .TWIIIV-V./I IV. WIW xw»wir»» i ;r I

See the Macintosh Classic for vourself. It'll changeyour mind about cheap roomn^^^^^^^,^ Mi ^^^^^.^^ ^ztSSZ_ton purchasao oatwe January 1991 .nciuoa system sonwa'e on .>oppy m-ms »'"» - -» -™-

rTaoo aS^CotwjIw W Appla fha Apple logo anO Macintosh ara registered trademarks 0< Apple Computer Nk SuperDrrve
f"? J"?

TinTlTintni best" ere trademarks of AppH Compute, mc ClMK is a reentered trademark licensed lo Apple Computer '"CMS DOS

Yaregisterecl trademark ol Mutosolt Corporation OS? * a registered trademark o» International Bu*ne»s Machine* Corporation

Grogan can't save Pats
FOXBORO, Mass. ( AP) - Buffalo didn't

need another strong finish to make sure

New England got off to its worst start in

20 years.

The Bills won their previous three games
with fourth-quarter comebacks. By the

time that period arrived Sunday, they WWW
cruising to a 27-10 win over the Patriots

"We had to come from behind even

though we played well," in the past three

games. Buffalo coach Marv Levy said. "We
knew we had to get off to a food start" on

Sunday.

Don Smith scored on a 1 yard run on the

Bills' first possession. Thurman Thomas.

who rushed for 136 yards, scored on a

3-yard run on their third possession, mid-

way through the second quarter

The Bills (6-l> led 14-3 at halftime and
27-3 after scoring on three consecutive

possessions in the third quarter.

Each team split its first two games, but

the Bills have won then last five and re-

mained tied with Miami for the AFC East

lead. The Patriots 1 1-6) have lost then last

five and are off to their worst start since

1970.

it WTTll no purpose to discus- tnat

poor start. New England rookie coach Rod

Rust said. The Bills 'did what they wanted

to better than we did what we wanted to

Much betfc

For the first time in six game- the Bills

IMVer trailed

Thev outgained the Patriot- 353 >;tr<ls to

2»>

The memory of last year's 33-24 loss in

which a poor Patriots' team scored 20

points in the last nine minutes, spurred the

bills on Sunday, Levy said.

"This team was very aware that last

year's game slipped away." he said. "We're

not taking anything for granted."

"Thomas had a very good game," said

quarterback Jim Kelly, who completed 14

of 20 passes for 208 yards for a touchdown.

"The offensive line gave me time to throw

Jason Staurovsky's 32-yard field goal 12

eonda before intermission cut the lead to

14-3, but the Patriots didn't score again un-

til they trailed by 24 points.

"We're asking too much of the defense,"

New England offensive tackle Bruce Arm-

strong said. "We're asking them to stop the

other team time and time again and that's

not fair."

Thomas, who missed most of the previous

game, a 30 27 win over the New York Jets,

with a right knee injury, fell short of his

season-high of 214 rushing yards.

Leading 14 3. the Bills punted on their

first possession of the third quarter, then

scored on two 35-yard field goals by Scott

Norwood and a 20-yard pass from Kelly to

Keith McKeller

The Patriots made it six consecutive

games with just one offensive touchdown

when Steve Grogan, who missed the

previous four games with a neck injury,

threw a 19-yard scoring pass to Sammy
Martin with 3:19 none in the fourth

quarter

CON1INUFP l"UOM TAGE 1?

recruits and it showed.

The teams were very evenly matched

physically, but UCF lacked good inten-

tions. They were there to put UMass

through the ringers. The game stayed

scoreless to the half, with even pi

Bion time. But UCF exploded in the

cond half and began to dominate piaJ

Both teams showed breath-taking offen

live chances hut neither were able to

capitalize

During the scramble in the UCF box,

Kater connected with senior Sue

Gaudette, who netted the ball m the top

Wit corner with 14 minutes remaining.

Freshman Briana Scurry completed

her third shutout of the season in net.

She finished the game with four >a\

IVF's Karen Richter had one save for

the game. The Lady Knights got off 13

shots, while UMass got off nine. The

British referee let a lot of fouls go

UCF had 15 compared to UMass' nine

• We kept our composure." Rudy said

Our kids deserved this [win). I hope we

get in now (to the NCAAsl ." The NCAA
will announce tournament bids, dates

and location.- toda\

Saturday's action agam-t Florida In

ternational University seemed to prop.1

UMass to win Sunday. The Rw
brought down the Golden Panthers in

a 2 1 decision.

Fir was not as physically Rl as

UMaas, but then- scrappy play <"n

stituted a challenge

cheap fouls, typical ofSouthern play,

were frequent. Yellow cards weir issued

to FH"- Alison Hayman and sophomore

Kern o'Sulhvan in the second halfas

they committed more fouls 15 7.

FH"- freshman Catherine Lillet con

nected with the hall una-M-ted 21

minutes into the first half.

UMass sophomore Skye Fdd\ was

replaced h\ Scurrv in the net before play

resumed. The score remained 1 to the

half.

During a scramhle in the box. Red

Junior Kathryn Woodside hit the top

left corner of the net to even the BOOrO

With 12 minutes remaining. Woodside

Lobbed one to Gaudette who tapped the

ball to the bottom left corner of the net.

finishing the scoring at 2 1

I MOSS got Off 1<> shots to FH' - tour

UMass had eight corner kicks to FH
one. Scurry finished the game with one

save and keeper Donna (lean Knnght

finished with four.

hAlloweEn
CLASSIFIEDS

Visit Our Tabic on the Concourse

(Moo 10/29 ft Tues 10/30)

or at oar Business Counter 1 1 3 Campus
Center

Say it in the Collegian

aW

C

Amherst Cinema
Now Playing

Henry
and
June

Mon-Thurs
One Show 7:30 (

Fri-Sun 2 Shows I

7:00 and 9:15
j

Student Discount!
with I.D. ^J

tliarue'js
*. .ys a W<

|

th 2 pool t<

Tonight 10c Mozzarella Sticks

9.00p.m. — 12.00a.m.
• ••••.•.'

Beer of th« Month
Foster s Ugtr SI 75

Drink of the Week
Scotch and MUer SI 75

:

. . . . . .

ooa uivcaways

Mon 10 cent Moizarella Sticks 9pm-12am

Tues 10 cent Buffalo Wings 9pm- 12am

Wed 25cent Pizza Slices and 99 cent Nachos 9pm 12am

Thurs 10 cent Beer Steamed Baby Franks 8pm- 10pm

Sunday 10 cent Potato Jk*M 9om-12am

WE ACCEPT MC-VISA-AMEX

CLASSIFIEDS
ABSENTEE BALLOTS

NOVEMBER GTM IS AP»KJACMING FASTN)Vt m
*ta»a

address and SS r«ques«»«9 « &#* S(9"

rt ami "!»'

City Of Town f

Voof City 0> lov»n MA l<0

ACTIVITIES

MODEL UNITED NATIONS MEETING

Tornghl 7 00PM CC &
More mlo call Al«. - '- '

Who s the worMs most dangerous person

TRAIN WITH US"
UMass Tae Kwon Do mpels

Mon 4 Wed 6 3f> 8 30PM
Leem seH-Oetetwe a team*

Call Marty &7003

UMASS OUTING CLUB
Put some adventure mivchji «^^n(1

Open meeting 7 06 CCt65 9

New members always welcome
Check out

AUOIO/ VIDEO TV

PEAVEV SPEAKERS 8 >nch pole moun

la&te very portable caH Drew 584 4377

US€D STEREO COMPONENTS .

Coto» TVs We buy tell and trade Quality

guaranteed great pr-ces' Oetailed i<st

available ?S6-0941

AUTO FOR SALE

H7» FUR* POLICE PACKAGE
Best Otter 549 2957

1 988 HONOA CIVIC 1 owner e.cetlent con-

(Ht*n 30000 mtles AM FM cassette stereo

recent complete tune up Call Bruce at

256-1215

FANATIC rum like sands through the hour

glass can mother 253-RDHS

CONGRATULATIONS LITTLE'

GOOO LUCK with you' initiation mlo the

Honor Society Natalie' We Iovp

98 Pelham R<i

ANNOUNCEMENTS

AMERICAN INOIAN STUD ASSOC
Meeting 10/29 a' 6PM .n Jos* Whit."

Ci* Center Chadbourne housing

BED a BREAKFAST
Downtown AmherM
S49 0733

FAST FUNDRAISING PROGRAM
$1000 m |ust one week

Earn up lo $1000 tor yourcampus organza

ton PlusacharKeatS5000more-Th,spro

q.am works' No investment needed Call

1 800 932 0528 Exl 50

MORTAR BOARD GENERAL MEETING

mmght' 7 00 room 108 SBA All member,

are urged lo attend

NFFD BUSINESS EXPERIENCE?

Come Seer a, the UMass.Student

Federal Cred.t Unron' Tuesday/Thursday

shifts are still available'

PVOC OIL COOP Purchase ^me
r̂

a." n9

o.l a. reduced cost per g««?" COT Of

automatic delivery register at OCHO or call

546 0865 lor more information

VOLUNTEERS WANTED to help orgam/e

uSTeVnome program tor cats and kittens

Interested' 253 3745 tor into

FOR A GOOD TIME CALL

HACK A DISC the nest pntena.nmenl DJ s

video bands dorm/house specials call

586 9900 anytime

FOR RENT

SPACIOUS 1 bedroom apt 1'2 mile lo

UMass available Dec 1st $460 549 5841

SUNDERLAND 5 room apartment garage

stove refrigerator $650 253 3330

FOR SALE

1 TICKET round trip Tampa Flonda $140

Nov 15 27 call Carmen 549-6364

BUNDI FLUTE Good condition $130 or

best offer 546 7265

FUTON MATTRESSES
Full size only $58'

256 0646

I HAVE TWO ROSE BOWL TICKETS

Pasadena CA call 546 4729

METAWAMPE FUTONS
F'ame*

>.• fttJMBM
sajweaBw

We w* boat anyone * pne*-

Guaranteed'
Call now' 2560646

OLD GLORY PRODUCTS FOR SALE

Condoms tank tops t sh.rts w/condom

pocket Coming soon boier short*

546-2396 Leave a message

HELP WANTED

COOK LINE- f«pe-ience np

time eve-

wages Apply in perse
St Northampton

EARN S300 to SSO0 per week 'eading

boons at home Caa 615-473-7440M B281

INTELLIGENCE JOBS a ones CIA

US Customs DEA etc Now hiring can

(1)805667*000 E«1 k 9616

PART TIME VOLUNTEERS needed lor an

nual Christmas fund drive Help hungry

children despondent families and

homeless people in the Pomeer valley Call

now Ask tor Jonathan 566 5243 or

586 4880 alter 5 00PM

ROOM » BOARD, exchange tor childcare

Weeknighls 256 6260 call 8 00AM

• M 1

ENGLISH AS A SECONO LANGUAGE
CtMees begin Oct 30 Intensive part time

evenings TOEFL Registration1
dMdtme

Oct 23 Language Pacmca 54954JBB

• • LEGAL ASSISTANTS WANTED '

"

SPRING IH1 INTERNSHIPS with the

Legal Services Center get hands-on e>

penence ,n the Legal FrtNd Work •

with attorneys and chants Earn up to 15

undergraduate credits No experience m the

Legal Frew necessary--Training provrdao

Apply earty Contact Legal Services today

54M996 922 Campus Center Start the ap-

plication process nom<

LOST

CALCULATOR EC-4023 Rad<i Shack (Tit

n Hasa rm 20 10/22 „,.„„-
$ Big Rewards Can Dan W 6-00M

PAUL
Here s 10 a lonq

Se moi Se mo. Forever yours

Qwenevere

PHANTOM- vou have pertormed wea

Brav<* Vou can sing lor me anytime Iweuw

be moat grateful Love Me

PUMPKIN
> guy. I love you

LARGE ART PAD on BetCherWe

on Monday night Please can 25

is very important lo mp Aewa'

PERSONALS

1 Rdbus
9101 it

INSTRUCTION

BE A BARTENDER
W M Bartender Training is open

Call for brochure
413^747 7895

BEGINNING PORTUGUESE CLASS
Nov 5 Dec 1 Mondays 7 9PM Language

Pacitica 549 5065

EARN CREDIT SCUBA DIVING

2 credit basic and advanced courses ottered

both semesters at Curry Hicks pool

2 credit sport courses to Key Largo during

inlersession spring break, and end of

August _ ,

Register for all courses through the General

Physical Education Department

Further information at Curry Hicks pool

Monday through Thursday 7PM 10PM or

call Protect Deep 549 8401

BONNIE
Happy Birthday' Hope it s the greatest' Just

one more year to go' Just 'emember

everything will work out' fane rl from SO

meone who knows' Friends lorever

Love always
Leigh

BRYANT
vou are definitely 157 material

DESPERATELY seeking Fice Moo*

Please call f> 1317 or (617) 375-6282

sorry TLB had to do n"

DUBES
I miss your neck
Hoover

HAPPY 21ST BIRTHDAY
Margaret"'
We will celebrate

someday'
Love Jilee a Jen

JAY R Where s my money 7 Don t you

remember you owe me $10 I know where

you live

Sarah

JIMBO- 1 love you. I m.ss you I need you"

Come home soon (III make it worth your

while') -Menny

LESLIE'
.

.
Birthday to an awesome room*'

Gin

-Your K.n

RS
•ate sucks

GT

• STOP MAKING SENSE -

• '

com.
Cmin UR way 2 ayhfloe 1 aw
Chamuchnotk' Oh the humanity Slide that

wadova m_
Brian D«Jn I know your dad wc»f»ed here

Vou are coreect

Ace I am somec
up Morrissey sings Metallica

SUPER DORK IS 21 •

Your golf pa" wish you the

besiest o* b 'e vou will be

psyched 10 play golf tomorrow'

j J Kathy

TO MY FAVORITE FATHER
theatre 140 The Weed

PROFESSIONAL DJ S

LAZER TECH AUDIO " V©uf

dance do"" yar1V G'88'

great DJ 's Call 323 780i soon

HAVE YOU BEEN RIPPED OFF by a

retailer
~> Contact the Legal Services Center

regarding your rights as a consumer

922 Campus Center 545 1915

HOLIOAY BOOKING selling out' Campus
Travel on Campus 545-0500

PREGNANT?
Need a pregnane .

>' »«t>

port
-
' Call lot

ALTERNATIVES 33 Mam St Northampton

TOO

STUDY ABROAD

SPANISH IN GUATEMALA
Call 505-242 3194

TRAVEL

FREE SPRING BRFA* VACAT

s.ons and free trips' Call 800*26 9100

TYPING

TYPING WORD PROCESSING. $1 50/pg

Free pickup and delivery Laser printing and

g available KCommun.cations.

256-6373

WORKPROCESSING . -nswe quiclv

and accurate work Campus pickup and

delivery call Lisa 256-6695

Leave message

ROOMATE WANTED

FEMALE ROOMATE PREFERRED Single

room m large house bordering campus iMU
549^5985

• SECURITY DEPOSIT '

WHAT ARE VOU RIGHTS when ,1 comes

to your security deposit? When an

must a landlord refund your security

deposit 1 Find out this Thursday H'1 9 a

12 noon Campus Center room 801 at a

workshop co sponsored by Legal Si

and Oh Campus Housing For more mlor

malion call 545-0865

WANTED

ENTHUSIASTIC individual or student

oroan./alion to promote Spring Break

destination for 1991 Earn commissions

tree trips and valuable work experience

Apply now"" Call Student Travel Service at

1 800 265 1799

WANTED TO RENT

WOMAN SEEKING mom m Amherst trom

Jan to May No smoke/drugs Call

546 5523
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SPORTS
Reds sweat out two wins
Wilkins injured in Reds win at Florida

By ADRIENNE MATT
Collegian Staff

ORLANDO. Fla. - In a game of op

poshes, everything is played out on the

field, and only the results count. This one

counted for much more than a win, it

counted toward a bid to play in the NCAA
tournament.
Yesterdav the UMass women's soccer

team defeated the Lady Knights of Central

Florida. 1-0 on a well manicured gl

field, with temperatures in the low 80's;

but not without some bumps and bru

Freshman defender Paula Wilkins

received 15 stitches above her right

eyebrow at Winter Park Hospital, a 20

minute ride from the Univei-.it>

The Central Flordia clinic did not treat

Wilkins because they would not accept the

CMa>s insurance policy, according to

trainer Pam Leopard. The emergency room

at the clinic required $150 up front, an

amount not feasible for Leopard nor

Wilkin
"The hospital was really good to u>.

Leopard said. They squeezed her inbet

ween some people and treated her as soon

a- thev could."

Wilkins and Leopard caught up with the

team at the airport Wilkins wanted to talk

about the game.

UCF senior Rena Creighton and Wilkins

collided during a header, which Wilkins

won, in the first 15 minutes of the game.

"At first I thought the sweat was coming

over mv brow." Wilkins said. "Then I saw

my hand I could feel the blood gushing out.

1 just dropped to the ground."

When Wilkins went down. UCF junior

Leslie Suder was heard to say. "Suck it up.

b " Red senior April Kater told Suder to

shut her mouth, took one look at Wilkins

and motioned to the sideline for medical

attention.

Senior Kim Montgomery said she was

surprised Wilkins was bleeding. "I looked

over to see if she was OK and I could see

into her head." Montgomery said

"The nurse looked for my skull but it

wasn't that deep." Wilkins said.

Suder's comment to Wilkins was typical

of the verbage used by UCF on the field.

They were also very sore losers.

The better team didn't win today." said

UCF coach Bill Barker "I didn't think they

were that good."

Coach Jim Rudy left the Men's and

Women er programs at UCF Iff

I Mass women's soccer in 1988. The majon

tv of the players on UCF were Rudy I

NflNUEDON PA

Hixon posts 200th win
By TAMIR LIFTON
Collegian Staff

Saturday afternoon University of

Massachusetts field hockey coach Pam

Hixon posted career win number 199.

Sunday at Totman Field Hixon won her

200th as the Minutewomen defeated the

University of Maine 4-0.

After the game. Hixon was surround-

ed by players, splashed with sparkling

cider, and given roses and balloons.

it's been funny because everyone

knew it was close, we were getting down

to the wire." Hixon said. "I certainly am
not real superstitous, but superstitous

enough where we weren't gonna make

a big deal about it until it was over and

done with. I'm real glad its out of the

way, and we can just get on with

busine-

Saturday UMass beat a tough Univer

sitv of Connecticut team 2 1. Sherlan

Cabralis scored her first collegiate goal

to put the Minutewomen up 1-0, and

then Kerri Fagan blasted a shot into the

corner that gave UMass a 2 1 victory

Yesterday's game in the rain was not

nearly the contest that Saturday - game

was. Jean Salisbury's slapper from an

almost impossible angle caromed off the

inside of the far post and into the net to

give UMass a 1-0 lead.

Three minutes later, Dawn Trum-

bauer scored on a penalty stroke, as she

lifted one past Maine goalie Debbie

McSweeney. Still in the first half, Trum
bauer scored her second goal of the game

on yet another penalty stroke, that put

the Minutewomen ahead 3-0.

For all intents and purposes, the game

was over at halftime. All that remain

ed to be seen was the celebration, and

a second half goal by Susan Bernegger

that upped the score to 4-0.

It was the last home game of the

season for UMass, and the last home

game ever for seniors Beth Thornton,

Lisa Berardinelli, Kerri Fagan. Mara
Frattasio. Nancy Philbrick, and Eli^

McDevitt, all who were honored before

the game in a brief ceremony. Now it is

on to Penn State for the Atlantic 10

tournament

"Today as a whole was just great for

everybody." Hixon said "Great for the

seniors, certainly a real thrill for me

There was a lot of support here, which

makes me feel gr«

team at the airport V\ ilkins wanted to taiK — # ^^ C\ ~i

Minutemen rush past NU Huskies, 28-21
^"X111U tV111V "" *" ^

on one. but I'm nut sure that we re going to be able ...

Hx SAM S1LVERSTK1N
Collegian Staff

The numlHM-s say the University of Massachusetts

. I this game The numbers he

Saturda 2 I UMan tootball win, Northeastern

was , ilk out of a game in which it gained 152

yards M offense to UMass' 500, notched 3 first downs to

-. and held the ball half as long <2< *9:J3).

kward as it was. the non conference victory improv

ed UMass' overall record to 6-0-1. and with Boston Univer-

Ife) apMtting New Hampshire 41 24. the Minutemen re-

main alone atop the Yankee Conference at 5-0 UNH drop-

ped to 4 1

Without Garv Wilkos, the UMass offense mustered four

scoring drives of at least 50 yards hut -puttered in spots.

The Minutemen were penalized nine times for 71 yards.

lost two fumbles, punted five times, and trailed at the half

.14 7 > for the first time this season.

"1 thought we came tOflttlMff at halftime." said quarter-

back Tom Fasano "We came back because the leadership

on this team from the fifth year seniors is amazing."

a no. a sophomore, started at quarterback and

engineered the option adequately <7 of 12, 57 yards and

one TD passing. 44 yards rushing >. but yielded to junior

Paul Tornatore in pas-ing situati"!

Offensive Coordinator Boh McConnell. who switched

QBs nine times during the game, said "we had I situa

tion that was kind of funny I'm sun- to look at from the

UndU It - Hi^-t a matter of putting the h- MUttloS

the field for the situation I think you'd rather settle

( ollrgian photo by Rk-h DuC'rw

Quarterback Tom Fasano stepped in for the in-

jured Gary Wilkos in Saturday's 28-21 UMass
win. Fasano split quarterbacking duties with

Paul Tornatore, as the Minutemen rolled up 500

yards on offense.

on one. but I'm not sure that we re going to be able to

The one constant was the rushing attack. Freshman

tailback John Johnson carried 36 time* &» 1HH yards and

a touchdown and caught six passes for 43 yards, and

fullback David Mitchell < 18 ru uM added t*<>

touchdowns, including an eight yard gallop late in the

third quarter that tied the game at 14 14.

"The offensive lint i- IWMMM, laid Johnaon, I

earned Yankee Conference Rookie •«.ft he-Week HoM I lor

the third time this season "The holes, you could drive

trucks through them. the field was muddy and sloshy.

but the cuts were there, and the line kept its footing

The Huskies stayed close, however, with three big plays

Quarterback Bill Barrale. a converted halfback who il

the fifth signal caller the Huskies have used this season.

scrambled 67 yards along the right sideline to setup the

first Northeastern touchdown

After UMass responded with a 60 yard scoring drive.

North.

*

Hotel 1 Searcy ran hack a kickofT96 yards

for a touchdown to put the Huskies back on top. 14 7

And in the fourth quarter, with the Minutemen out front

tn two touchdowns and the Huskies unable tOOMM from

behind via the pass, tight end Rico Rowell picked up a

fumble and raced untouched 40 yard- tor a touchdown,

closing the Huskies to within 28-21.

Fasano then scrambled for a clock killing first down on

fourth and six from the Northeastern SO yard Utt

Wilkos. who took in the game from the press box.

on the minds of several players "I'm tired, I feel 1

ble, I'm hurting ..hut I feel great because we did it for

Garv," Johnson said.

Runners sixth at N.E.
By KEITH BENNETT
Collegian Correspondent

In what coach Ken O'Brien described

as a sub-par performance from his team,

the University of Massachusetts men's

cross country team finished sixth in the

New England Championships on Fri

day Going into the meet O'Brien said

that he had been hoping to finish among
the top five teams but he knew his en

tire team would have to perform well in

order to achieve that goal.

"I felt we would finish anywhere bet

ween fourth and seventh in this meet,

but sixth and seventh were the low

points on our totem pole." O'Brien said.

Providence College took first place in

the meet with 41 points Boston Univer

sity placed second with 52 and Boston

College finished third with 79.

O'Brien had expected Providence, BU
and BC to be the top three teams in the

meet. He also expected the fight for the

next four spots to be between Connec-

ticut, UMass, Northeastern and Ver-

mont That's how it was, although the

finish was not exactly how O'Brien had

hoped it would be.

The University of Connecticut finish

ed fourth in the meet with 1 19 points

Northeastern scored 134 to take fifth

and UMass scored 163 for sixth. Ver

mont finished seventh with 181.

"We had one of our poorer races of the

year," O'Brien added. "Only three ofour

top seven runners ran well."

One of those Minutemen who did run

well was senior Tom Degnan. Degnan
led UMass with a ninth place finish

overall.

Degnan was followed by fellow seniors

Jon Corso in 19th place and Joe Milette

in 36th place Freshman Craig Cormier

was the fourth UMass runner, in 45th

place and sophomore Pat Reed com
pleted the UMass scoring with a 54th

place finish.

This was one of the poorest meets of

the year for us." O'Brien said. "I'm

disappointed because it came on the

heels of one of our best performances of

the year (a third place finish in the

Atlantic 10 Championships Oct. 20)."

The Minutemen now have two weeks

to prepare for the IC4A Championships

Nov. 10.

Volleyball spiked again
By LIOR BEN AHARON
Collegian Correspondent

It has been a tough season for the Univer

sity of Massachusetts women's volleyball

team and it did not get any better over the

weekend as the Minutwomen dropped two

matches to Penn State and St.

Bonaventure.
On Friday the Minutewomen were swept

in three games by an awesome Penn State

team.
"It was an experience," coach Carol Ford

said after her team was overcome by a far

superior team.

UMass started out well, playing ag-

gressively on both offense and defense, but

lost the first game 8-15. Penn State,

previously unbeaten in twenty seven mat-

ches, then turned it up a notch and easily

won the next two games 1 15, 2 15.

"They're amazing," said Ford.

UMass faced St. Bonaventure on Satur

day and like the match the night before,

the Minutewomen lost in three games.

The match differed, however, in that

UMass played much stronger. The
Minutewomen actually jumped out to an

113 lead in the first game, but then fell

apart and lost 13-15.

"I was pretty mad," Ford said referring

to the first game. "There was no reason for

ii- to let them come back
"

After the demoralizing first game loss,

UMass played a "horrendous" second

game, where the team just could not do

anything right, losing 4-15.

The Bonnies of St. Bonaventure closed

out the match winning the third game by

the tight score of 15-13. in what Ford label

ed a "dogfight."

With the win, St. Bonaventure improv

ed its record to 18-10 overall and 3-3 in the

Atlantic 10 conference.

According to Ford, the main reason for

the Bonnies success this season has been

the play of freshman sensation Susan

Kennedy.
"The rest of the team can be beat," Ford

said, but in order to win, Susan Kennedy

has to be beaten.

In practice this week, the Minutewomen
will work hard on putting the ball away,

a problem the team has been having all

season long, especially in "crunch time."

"Our system is good," said Ford. "We just

need to get confidence."

Looking ahead to upcoming matches,

UMass volleyball (4 21) will travel to New-

Haven, Connecticut to face Yale on Tues

day night.

WEATHER WOMEN SPORTS

Another great autumn
day, as it will be sunn

bright and dry with

highs near 60 degrees.

THE MASSACHUSETTS DAILY

Amanda Centeno

Espinosa speaks out on

the FSLN and women';

oration. Page 7.

The women's cross-

country team finished

4th in the New
Englands. Page 12.
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Congress passes tax bill

Tax increases on the rich, purchases, alcohol approved
- : I ;o-.«Ur.«10 =ifl.a.aaUnn tax on 100-DH

WASHINGTON <AP>- The tax bill that Congress pass

ed over the weekend will touch nearly every segment of

the American public.

Most Americans will pay higher taxes, but on their pur

chases rather than on their earnings. The bite will be

relatively light for all but the well to-do. Those with in-

comes over $200,000 a year will see their federal tax

liabilities rise by an average of 6.3 percent.

Many of the 70 million couples and individuals with in

comes under $20,000 will get a slight tax cut, thanks to

expansion of the earned-income credit for poorer, work

ing families with children

The National Taxpayers* Union, a nonpartisan

organization that campaigns for lower taxes, estimated

the bill will boost the taxes of a $30,000 household by an

average of $109. The union, which figured all households

in a certain income bracket, regardless of size, said a

$40 000 household will pav $166 more At $50,000. it will

pay' an extra $214; $70,000, $277 more; $100,000. $542

more, and households at the $225,000 level will face an

average tax increase of $3,572.

Here are major provisions, most of which will take ef-

fect January 1:

GASOLINE: Raise the 9-cent gasoline tax to 14 cents

a gallon and the 15 cent diesel tax to 20 cents on Dec. 1.

A motorist driving 10,000 miles a year in a car that gets

22 miles per gallon will pay about $23 more.

ALCOHOL: Effective Jan. 1. double the beer tax to ii

cents a six-pack; raise the $12.50-a gallon tax on 100 proof

liquor by $1, or 20 cents a fifth; raise taxes on most wines,

including table wine, which will go from 3 cents a

750-milliliter bottle to 21 cents.

TOBACCO: Raise the 16-cent cigarette tax by 4 cents

in 1991 and another 4 cents in 1993. Snuff, cigars and

other tobacco will face 25 percent tax increases each year.

AIR TRAVEL: On Dec. 1, raise to 10 percent the 8 per

cent tax on airline tickets, which had been scheduled to

drop to 4 percent at year end. The average round trip

ticket, which costs about $300, will increase by $6.

TELEPHONES: Make permanent the 3 percent tax on

local and long distance phone service, which otherwise

will expire Dec. 31.

LUXURIES: On Jan 1 . impose a 10 percent tax on the

portion of the price of cars above $30,000; boats above

$100 000; jewelry and furs above $10,000 and private

planes above $250,000. A $40,000 car, for example, will

face a luxury tax of $1,000.

TAX RATES. Effective Jan 1 (for tax returns to be fil

ed in 1992). raise to 31 percent the 28 percent top income

tax rate paid by the $600,000 couples and individuals with

the highest incomes. That will raise taxes on singles mak

ing more than about $125,000 a year and couples with

incomes above the $200,000 range.

Cut to 31 percent the 33 percent rate that as many as

4 million upper middle income people pay on part of their

earnings

( oUrgian ph. ' H.vlUnd

TRICK OR TREATING - Mike David, a

junior at Amherst College, escorts Sothy

Kong, an Amherst resident, as part of a

trick-or- treating program set up by VIBES
(Volunteer Initiative Blending Education

and Services) through the James'Emerson
Residence Halls.

Some 26 killed

in South Africa
JOHANNESBURG, South Africa (AP) - At least 26

people have been killed in more Black factional

violence, including 16 gunned down in what appeared

to be revenge killings m the Black township of Soweto.

police said yesterday.

Also yesterday, nine African National Congress

members were charged with terrorism and the illegal

possession of weapons in a case that could further

strain relations between the government and the ANL

One of the nine, Mac Maharaj. is on the ANC's Na

tional executive committee and also is a top official in

the closely allied South African Communist Party

The nine, all in detention since July, were not asked

to enter a plea at the Druban Regional Court They

have accused police of torture and threatening them

with death

Mohawk Nation tells U.N. of strife
^^ u ff»^i anA nonnlp in and nut of the Reserv

By RIC OLIVIERA
Collegian Staff

Editors Note: This is part of a multipart series examin-

ing the Mohawk Nahon in Canada. Ric Olwenais a Col-

h-Hian staff member currently in Kahnawake. Canada.

Last July, when 100 Surete De Quebec police officers

unsuccessfully raided a Mohawk barricade, they touched

off a war between the Mohawks and the Canadian Govern

ment which drew Canada into world attention.

On October 24. the United Nations committee heard a

panel of Mohawks, condemning Canada's actions against

the civil and political rights of the Mohawk people

"This is a war against sovereignty.'' said Alex

McComber, a Mohawk and a resident of Kahnawake

This is a war by the Canadian government and its ven

triliquests" dummy, the Quebec government against

native sovereignty."

He is also the principal of the Kahnawake Survival

School. During the crisis he helped extensively in the

smuggling of food and people in and out of the Reserv

bv boat over the St. Lawrence River Amro Elzeki a

science teacher at the Survival school, was on 1
1

he outside

Elzeki, through communications with the Kahnawake

Peacekeepers, set up a network for delivery of food and

the evacuation of people

"All that happened to put it simply is that nun nati\e

taff from Survival school and the primary schools got

. ther at a house near the docks," Elzeki said We

spread through friends a plea for support, and through

friends we got monev. commitments and food

Elzeki and the group with the help of other non -nat.

raised $5000 plus food in 48 hou:

With the risk of attack by the Solidarity ( h.teaquay,

Elezki said thev had to all carry cellular phones. "People

would call us to warn us about busloads of Solida

( hateaguay who were looking for us. So when these

Chateaguay people were coming we said, alright «« will

change the place
'" Besides his group. Elezki said many

CON1INUFD ON RAGE 1»

wim ucoi...
| School. During the crisis ne neipeo exiensive.j ... w«

ttm* ss students, administrators expectg^^ielHaUpween
. .^.^..^ c«..*k Ua^iov'a Kntina's has "Heaw Metal f'mm'

. .

By MICHELLE MUCCIAOCIO
Collegian Correspondent

The University of Masschusetts is gear

ing up for Halloween parties of all shapes

and sizes tomorrow night, although

students and administrators are predicting

a quiet holiday this year.

"There have been no problems so far,

said Joseph Zannini, Director of Housing.

He anticipates none Wednesday and also

stated that "in the past several years, there

have been no major problems."

The security policy in the dormitories

stands as it did last year, with all guests

needing to be signed in at building securi

ty, hosts being responsible for their guests,

and a limit of two over night guests per

resident. Guests are allowed to stay for a

maximum of three days and two night.

Zannini said. ,

Although most of the parties occurred

last week, many activities are planned lor

Wednesdav. Jerry Jolly of the Pub said that

their annual Halloween party will be held.

South Hadleys Katina's has "Heavy Metal

Halloween" planned for Tuesday (featur

ing Trouble Tribe and Rapid Symphony)

and a UMass fraternity costume party will

take place Wednesday.

Pearl Street in Northampton has its

usual gay night with a costume contest

featuring a $20 prize for the best disguise.

Many students are also becoming more

aware of the need for careful celebrating.

Tom Daniell, a resident of Southwest who

is planning to stay in with his floor, say-

ing that he doesn't want anyone to "go out

intoxicated and get seriously injured."

Costumes are one of the oldest traditions

of Halloween, originating from beliefs that

spirits roam the earth on the holiday and

that in order to avoid being possessed or

harassed by them, people needed to resem-

ble them.

A representative of Faces in Northamp-

ton said that this year people are quite

original and tend to be "doing their own

thing." Their best-selling items have been

CONTINUED ON PAGE 8

( nllrgtan photo by Jeff Holland

Senior communications majors Diane McVicar Heft) and Emily

McNamar^Un the Halloween mood yesterday while holding pumpkins

on the roof of 389 North Pleasant Street.
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Women's Forum
Wednesday, October 31

Lecture - The Womens' Studies Brown

Bag Lunch Series will have Siggy Brauner

speaking on -Witches/ The lecture and

discussion ii from 12:15-1:30 p.m. in Cam-

pus Center room 904. Beverages will be

provided.

Thursday, November 1

film - The Thursday night Lesbian. Gay,

Bisexual Film series presents a film call-

ed Parting Glances," about a gay couple set

in a New York community in the time of

AIDS.

The Courage to he: Living our Visions -

Holly Near, singer and activist will be

speaking at 8 p.m. in Campus Center room

163C.

Friday, November 2

Coffee social - The Lesbian Bisexual Gay

Alliance sponsors a weekly social with food

and beverages in Campus Center room 803

at 3 p.m.

Coffee social - Graduate student social at

3 p m. at the T.O.C.

Saturday, November 3

First Lesbian. Gay, and Bisexual Cafe - In

the Hampden Theatre, local and national

performing artists will be featured with

music, poetry and theatre at 7 p.m. Justma

and Joyce will be featured.

Sunday, November 4

Women's Mountain Bike Ride - The

Womens Mountain Bike and Tea Society

are sponsoring an introductory ride, infor-

mation sessions and tea and cookies^

Women will be meeting at 9 a.m., noon and

3 pm. at Valley Bicycles, 31 Main st.

Amherst. Call 256-0880 to reserve a bike.

/ ,•< ture - Melanie Kaye Kantrowitz will

read from her latest book 'My Jewish Face

and Other Stories,' at 4 p.m. in Campus

Center room 163C.

Wednesday, November 7

Support group - A single mom by choice

peer support group for women considering

and/or planning for becoming pregnant,

alternative insemination, and obtaining

emotional and financial support. The first

meeting is scheduled from 7-9 p.m For

more information and to register call the

Everywoman's Center at 545-0883.

Film- 'Tongues Untied,' a recently releas-

ed film on Black gay male life.

Monday. November 5 The Pioneer

Valley chapter of 'Parents and Fhend* of

Leshuins and Gays will conduct a

workshop

For Your Information
For Your Information is a calendar listing of local an-

d upcoming events published daily by the

Collegian as a public serine

Mlsubnus !H -d and submitted to th, V
'• -publication We

right to edit for tpa

TUESDAY. OCTOBER 30

Musical- Schoolhouse Rock, presented h> the UMass

Music Theatre Guild, will be shown Tuesday and W edl

- p.m in the Student Union Ballroom Tickets are

$3* for students. $5 for everyone else For more informa

tion. contact Christiana Pearce at 545-0415.

Dance - fcCT UP (AIDS Coalition to Unleash Pow

is having a benefit dance at the Northstar 'corner of West

and Green S Northampton, across from the Forbes

Library* from 10 p m 1 am. Suggested donation $5 and

Up. , IT . r

Lecture- James Farmer will lecture on "A History 4

the Civil !
Movement" in the Campus Center

auditorium, from 8 10 p.m. Sponsored by the Distinguish-

ed Viators Program.

y cttfuz - If vou want to be a poet or just sound like

„ n , there » an open meeting of the UMass Poetry Socie-

ty from 7 9 p.m. in CC 802. For more information, call

Doug Banks at 253-37C1

The Third World Caucus will be having B

Historically Oppressed r*oi»Vs Congress Meeting ( wne

;1IU , aj, that concern you about I Matt cam

pus life.

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 31 ,„ .

s

Internship meeting - Representatives of Legal Sen

and the University Internship Program .Field Experience

Office i will speak about the legal assistant internships o!

fered at the Legal Services Office and how to apply tor

spring. The meeting will be held in CC 903 at 4 p.m Pot

more information, call 545-1995.

lecture- Ms. Lucv Nguyen. Director of United Asian

Learning Resource Center, and Ms. Alaa Perrotti. Com-

munitv Consultant of the Everywoman s Center, will lec-

ture on "Presents: Effects of Sociological Changes on the

Women's Hole In Asia and Islam in AwtnicanuSoc£y

in the Everywomens Center in Wilder Hall, from rj3p.ni.

Sponsored by the Graduate Women s Progiram. EWC and

For further information, call 548 os .J

Hcncfit - SOS. Trick or Treat for Hut knn

volunteers for 8 Halloween filled with good sp.nts (
,.,„.•

"Trick or Treat for Hunger" in the Northampton com

munitv. gathering canned good. fo. the Wtttjrn

Massachu,e»ts F.khI Bank M. • .".pnv at he Helen

Hills Hills Chapel, in the foyer .Smith ( ollege)

Lecture The Women", Outreach Group mil present

"Effects* Sociological Changes on the Women I Roll in

Asia and Islam in American Society-" In.m p m. to 9 p.m.

at the Eveivwoman's Center at Wilder Hall

THURSDAY. NOVEMBER 1

lei ure - Bernie Siegel will speak on The Psychol

ofillness and the Art of Healing' at 7 30 p.m. at the Nor

thampton High School Auditorium Tick. 112, fa

students and senior citizens $10.

Correction

The Collegian incorrectly reported yesterday a story

about leters sent hv the University. Utters were not

sent with voting ballots to Graduate Student Orgamza

tion memb< \><Jkf

Days
Only
Nov

tarts at western village

The UMass Ski Sale is Gone, but We are not

DOWNHILL SKI PACKAGES

/ Starting at $149 include* Skis, bindings. Free poles with package.

J Ski Jackets OBERMEVER-(S

1989 models up to 40% Oft

Waterproof gloves

& mittens

starting at SI9

sun too o-..i
-lilt V H

SKI SPECIALS

Burton Snow Boards

up to $150 off

IMordica Boots

starting at 599

Tune-up special SI

9

includes: filing, scratches,

sharpening & waxing,

(gouges extra)

M Local Chsck. No Layaway.

M 'While Supplies Last.

32 Main Street, Northampton
(across from Fitzwilly s)

413-584-3620

FREE daypass

at Berkshire East

with purchase of

$99 or more

WIN season pass to
4

Berkshire East.

No purchase
necessary.

Skis starting at S79

Examples:

K2 KVC reg. $400

sale SZ95

Fischer SLS
reg. $400
sale

ARE YOU
PREGNANT
& IN NEED OF HcLP?

I Birthright Can Help

• • FSU PREQNAMCf T'.StWG

Sam* Day Waavla

Sarvfcai Iftal •**

f Ff. Conf/danftai CaWng

A Melplul ,

Carriage Strap*

km anacnaiiv* I* *•«•" i

Atomic. CE, Solomons

__. -«._ reg.$400

CHECH IT OUT ae$i75

SKI & SPORTS

Special Sale Hours:

Thurs-Fri-Sat Nov. 1-2-3

Open Thurs & Fri 9 to 8:30

Saturday 9 to 5 10

Amherst Cinema
Now Playing

Henry
and
June

Mon-Thurs
One Show 7:30

Fri-Sun 2 Shows
7:00 and 9:15

Istudent Discount
with I.D.

LOCAL
Asian conference addresses ethnocentrism

... i *. :_i i.„ nnmn,<,nt/»i r~ *kat tkcu ran hprnmp haDDV Americans.

By ELLIOT MONTEVERDE TORRES
Collegian Staff

Focusing on Asian ethnocentricity and American at-

titudes toward Asians, Asian students at the University

of Massachusetts culminated the first formal Asian

Awareness week in a conference last Saturday.

"We do not live in the world. We live in our heads which

are full of arbitrary concepts and imaginary fabrications

of the world," said Taitetsu Unno, a professor of religion

at Smith College, explaining ethnocentricity.

Unno said ethnocentricity is a result of "the tendency

to trust only those people of the same group, feel that one

has nothing in common with other groups, that one has

nothing to learn from others. In all an unfounded sense

of superiority."

"With the current Middle East crisis Western ethnocen-

tricity in the U.S. media have again employed stereotypes

as propaganda against the Arabs." said UMa3s history

professor Richard Minear He spoke on the prevalent

Western "gringo-honky" attitudes about the "so-called

Third World."

Minear, citing examples from comic books, commented

on themes such as, "the American infatuation with Asian

women," that "all Asians look alike" and the portrayal

of Asians as "irrational and uncapable of governing

themselves.

Minear asked the audience whether "these distorted at

titudes from such comic books, the media and Hollywood

have changed." Unno replied that it has not changed. He

said "the attitudes have now shifted to the Arabs and that

although President Bush plays golf at home he acts as

a green beret."

Wendy Duong, a Washington DC. attorney, speaking

on social issues affecting the Asian family, defined the

"immigrant phenomenon" where, in order to gain accep

tance into the new society, people deny their cultural and

ethnic roots. For example, Duong said the popular custom

of speaking the native language at home "creates a

generational gap within the family because the younger

members of the family become resentful and deny their

language."

On the other extreme, Doung said that "some parents

deliberately impose Western heritage upon their children

so that they can become happy Americans

Sally Habana' Hafner of the Center for Organizational

and Community Development at the UMass School of

Education said that ethnocentricity is a sense of pride of

cultural identity, that it's often used to prove one's

cultural superiority over another." Habana said that

"ethnic groups must recognize that ethnocentricity is a

form of a prejudicial attitude that is inevitably translated

onto another ethnic group."

Unno summarized ethnocentricity as rooted in mistak

ing mental constructs for reality ." Thus, orb torm

Asian
-

is used, people conjure up all kinds of mi..

ed upon media distortions, unquestioned presumptions.

and ignorant stereotypes.

Unno said such a view of an 'Asian' fails to see another

human being, rather, it shows the ignorance of a person

harboring such a view, a reflection of one's own dirty con-

tual lens. "In fact, ' he said, "people who spew negative

ton "types of group or class of people are simply re-

ing some negative aspects of themselv.

Amherst residents defer

civil rights policy proposal

CocVftan photo by Torn Rurkr

ROW, ROW, ROW YOUR BOAT Tom Corhart, founder of the

Yankee Rowing Club, takes a practice run on the Connecticut River

recently

Bisexual, Gay, Lesbian
Awareness Days to begin

. _ . . . _. . r\_. .„ Tu,,rc^u, W.v 1 R n m .. CC 163C
Bisexual, Gay. Lesbian Awareness D

- BGLAD - will be held tod »ber

30. through Monda> ,N«W ember 6

red by the Program far I

hian and Bisexual concerns, the Facul-

taff Group for GLB Concerns, th.

bian. Bisexual, Gay Alliance, the

\ woman's Center, Hillel, Housing Ser

i, Disability Services, the Dean of

Students Office, the Office of Third World

Affairs, the University of Massachusetts

Arts Council, and the Pioneer Valley

chapter of Parents and Friends of Lesbians

and Gavs. All events are free and open to

Thursda-. t. 8 p.m.. CC 163C

LBCiA Coffee Social (iather with other

students for I relaxing afternoon i

and conversation. Friday, Nov. 2. 8 I

pm.. check info desk in CC for room

numbt r

Graduate Student Coffee Social the

official meeting of the GLB graduat.

Lioup Be there to meet new friends and to

contribute to future plans. Friday. Nov 2,

6 p m .. Top of the Campus
Holly Near in Concert with John Buc

chino, pianist and Ariel Hall, interpreter

The concert is called "UNITY. There's

By MARK HENSLEY
Collegian Correspondent

Local residents voted last night t<> table

a civil rights policy proposal for fun

review by the Civil Kight> Review < 'omnu>

sion after a long and heated debate at the

Amherst Town Meeting.

The proposed policy. Article Three, at

tempted to establish an official town p

tion regarding discriminatory* behavior

which is "collectively disapproved of."

The article cites violations of another

person's civil rights through hostiV

discriminatory behavior based on that per

son's race, age, gender, sexual orientation,

religion, national origin, ethnicity, mental

or pyhsical disability, health condition

economic or educational status, previous

military service, or for any other arbitrary

or unlawful reason."

-everal amendment proposals, tin

majonn (sating of the rotcri ^»~ that

although the motive behind the an

well intended, the Town M< •

'

inappropriate for ui

tion and thai more ev WSS

ded on the part of the Cfti

The article was proposed in respon*

racial incident involving and

White youths on the Amherst Common last

Members d the CRRC expresse.;

at the decision of referral

It is sad day for Amherst. " Jack T.i

of the CRRC said. "No matter what docu

ment we came up with, the town meeting

would have been unhappy with it

Paul Rogers, a member of the < RK< call

ed the proposed article "a broad athi

philosophical statement (which trys) to

gest to ewrynne m th. town that

munity can be developed in w hich all el

dd be eliminate

he article tries to show that the CKKt

is an aggressive body who will advocate

people who have experienced racial

discrimination.
' Sue Lee. also a member

he t KKC .aid

Arguments against the article centered

around what one resident Its

"general vagueness" and that it was "out

ofcontest with current civil rights \>c

tion,"

ElisaCampU'llot'the <trd

d the proposed article,

"Tlv many people who lud

•d I think I to think sb
who are the daily vie!

unation and assault '

med th

ramunity what tod

•

against the art. i.'iTheCHi

usa report Whs* they garw und

up to speed

»nd Gavs All events are iree anu open w »••= ».«•«.... .» ----—
the public except where otherwise noted enough Love and Dignity to go aU the way

Here "s a Uk aTupcoming BGLAD events: around." Wheelchair Accessible T,x: $5 for

nJL J Sin Now What*> - Changing UMASS students with ID, $10 for general

Il2^^^v^o« HomoTex* public Call 545-2511 to purchase tickets

^S "his forum will feature a panel of Visa and Mastercard accepted. Fnday,

clergy from various religions and Nov. 2. 8 p.m.. F.ne Arts Center,

denominations to offer a diversity of

Women attacked with paint

Student charged with assault with pellet gun

perspectives. The panelists will include:

Reverend Carlos W. Anderson of the Hope

Community Church of Amherst, Reverend

Victoria Stafford of the Unitarian Society

of Northampton and Florence, Reverend

John Stendahl of the Immanuel Lutheran

Church in Amherst, and Rabbi Sheila

Weinberg of the Jewish Community of

Amherst. Panelists will make presenta

tions followed by a question/ answer ses

sion. Tuesday, October 30, 7 p.m., Campus

Center 174.

Info Table: buttons, balloons, schedules

of events, and info will be staffed by

members of the LBGA. Thursday and Fri-

day, Nov. 1 and 2, 9 a.m to 3 p.m., CC

Concourse.

rnilhH Glances: a film about a group

of white gay men living in New York C.^

ty, dealing with friendships, lovers, and the

threat of AIDS. Thursday, November 1, 7

P
Tbe

C
Cou°rage to Be: Living Our Vi-

sions IS5 by singer/activist Holly Near.

The First Lesbian, Gay, and Bisexual

Cafe will feature singers Justina and

Joyce, and Sarah Greene. The evening will

conclude with performances by local gay,

lesbian and bisexual actors, including

scenes from "Bent." "Torch Song Trilogy."

and possible new works. Saturday. Nov. 3,

7 p.m., Hampden Theatre.

DANCE: sponsored by LBGA. All

welcome. Friday. Nov. 3, Bluewall, 9 p.m.

to 1 a.m., $3.

Melanie Kaye-Kantrowitz will read

from her latest book, "My Jewish Face and

Other Stories." Kaye Kantrowitz is also

the co-editor of "The Tribe of Dina: A
Jewish Women's Anthology." Sunday,

Nov. 4, 4 p.m., CC 163C.

Tongues Untied: a recently released

film focusing on Black, gay male life. Sun

day. Nov. 4, 7:30 p.m., Herter 231.

P-FLAG Workshop: sponsored by the

Pioneer Valley chapter of Parents and

Friends of Lesbians and Gays. Monday,

Nov. 5, 7:30 p.m., CC 917.

Compiled by PRESTON P. FORMAN
Collegian Staff

A University of Massachusetts stu

dent was arrested Sunday night for

allegedly shooting a paint pellet projec

tile at three women.

Matthew David Wilson, 18. of Brain

tree, was arrested for three charges of

assault and battery with a dangerous

weapon and one charge of possession of

a deadly weapon.

Police said the incident was still under

investigation at press time.

ARRESTS

• Kimberly Ann Nearpass, 20, of

Englewood, Colo., was arrested in Lot

44 Friday for being a minor carrying

alcohol.

• Kathryn A. Harvey, 21, of Plymouth,

was arrested early Saturday for

operating under the influence of alcohol

and failure to stay within marked lanes.

• Kenneth S. Muntes, 20, of Brockton,

was arrested Saturday night for being

a minor carrying alcohol

• Scott H Truehart, 19, of Athol. was

arrested Sunday for assault with a

dangerous weapon and possession of a

dangerous weapon.

• Police placed a 18-year-old man into

protective custody after he was found

passed-out adjacent to Massachusetts

Avenue.

LARCENY

• A woman requested Friday

assistance in finding her car which was

parked in Lot 11. After an extensive

search, police determined that the car

was stolen. The estimated value of the

1986 Pontiac was $6000.

• A man reported to police Saturday

that his 1981 car was stolen from Lot 2

sometime during the night. At 11:40

a.m., Amherst Police found the car in a

field with minor damage to the ignition.

• A woman, who had reported Sunday

her car stolen from Logtown Road in

Amherst, found her vehicle in front of

Gorman.
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PAID ADVERTISEMENT
Office of the Chancellor

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS
AT AMHERST
374 Whitmore Administration Building

Amherst, MA 01003

(413)545-2211

Dear Graduate Student:

vote, there are a few issues we think you should consider.

Stipends-Graduate Student Increases Significantly Outpace those for Unionized Employees.

SaUry .ncreases for—*^«^^
zyuSobrw^^^
Stipend increases for graduate student assistants anda^m™
administration on the basis of our budget request to and allocat.on f.omth

*ff
s™»™

m4S5 to 1989 .90 (thc most recent year

for-S^o^turt
1

^
SU -lied 3!, percent, while average

TA stipends increased by 60 percent and RA stipends by 68 percent.

These dramatic increases are still, in our view inadequate.Th*-campus^"^^^t^J^^til^i
pend increases as our top priority in every «.»»'^.^^^re^^^oM ^r«eived $194,000. and in 1988

>ear^^M&'r^Wwtfl™^^ for

8
$!^nlncon 1990 we asked for $2.4 million for graduate

bends' we reS no" ne'w mot
$

y Z stipends nor for anything else in either of those years.

Layoffs-Only Students Are Unaffected

The campus budget has. s.nce the beginning of th.s fiscal year i«.July,^t^*^*^^^™£^
result, the adm.nistration has notified every un.on on campus^that the e w,H be ayoff

,

th s yea ^^^Xu£S^ th/administration; GEO made

no proposal""? exclusion and has had no discussions with the admm.stratmn on th.s subject.

Alternatives to GEO Representation

We have found it very helpful to be able to discuss^-7^

i$zzzLx%& ^ssst::™^^^^^ to w„rk «* »> on^.
ing graduate student employment policies and practices.

The quest,„n as we see it is not whether graduate—^£^^^tTl^£E«^
on-campus effort or contentious one involving District 65/UAW/Ah L C1U is.^ore iiKe.y ™

h „ tg due8

Implications of GEORepreaentation-GEO Will Yield Few Gains

. Representation bv GEO, and afiliation with Distnc, 65. will not affect •strike rights"; all persona employed by the Commonwealth

°,SS "o^^ »-""^**" GE° S"~

£«£1.H«. roughly twice as fast as unionued salaries (wh.ch we do not determme).

SBSBSSBBSSSaSSSl
Please think carefully before you cast your ballot. And please be sure to vote!

Sincerely,

Joseph Duffey
Chancellor

Richard D.

Provost

Mi^AUi dr^- {gfuiLM^7^^^-y
O'Brien

Glen Gordon David Bischoff

vice Chancellor for Research Dean, Faculty of Social Dean, School of

and Dean of the Graduate School fc Behavioral Sciences Physical Education

Marilyn Haring-Hidore
Dean, School of
Education

i J n ,~^ Robert rielgesen
Frederick Byron ^^ College of Food t

H
Dean, Faculty of

Natural Sciences
and Mathematics

Natural Resources

Melanie ifreher
Dean, School of Nursing

Dean, College of
Engineering

Thomas O'Brien
Dean, School of
Management

Steven Gehlbach
Dean, School of Public Health

Murray %chwartr
Dean, Faculty of
Humanities and
Fine Arts

Negotiated Salary Increases for

Unionized UMass-Amherst Facul-

ty (Determined by Governor's Of-

fice of Employee Relations)

UMass-Amherst TA Stipend

Increases (Determined by UMass
Administration)

UMass-Amherst RA Stipend

Increases(Determined by UMass
Administration)

Last five years

(1984-85-1989-90)

Last three years

(1986-87-1989-90)

31.5 percent

15 percent

60 percent

27 percent

68 percent

24 percent

EDITORIAL/OPINION
: his page a

Playground for

junior politicians
Politics involves a lot of broken promises, and I'm about

to break one right here.

I promised myself that I'd ignore the student govern-

ment this year, but 1 guess that's kind of like trying to

ignore your screaming little brother. Or like trying not

to look at a big, tommy traffic accident in the middle of

the road. Or trying not to smell a putrefying corpse in the

next room You get the idea. ___^______

Al Arpad

-.ii> —WW^^^ ,

..II I. II '

"ww'''-,w ' p "^

I ft CHIDE TO THE STUDENT ACTIVITIES TRUST FUND
|

otherwise noted

| STUDENT 5E.NATE

VICE CHANCELLOR MADSON

STUDENT ACTIVITIES

OFFICE STAFF

IDE

SPECIAL
INTERPRETIVE
SUPPLEMENT
FOR THE

CONCEPTUALLY
IMPAIRED-

SAND MONEY
SHOVEL* POWEK

i i i i i m il'

This week's victim is Karen Talbot, the Student Govern-

ment Association treasurer, who apparently stands accus

ed ofjoining in a conspiracy, along with the administrators

of the Student Activities Office, to defraud the Area

Governments and the Concert Fund. If you really unders-

tand that, vou've been spending too much time following

student government over the last few years. For everyone

else, I'll trv to explain briefly

Whether or not Talbot is actually guilty of engaging in

I conspiracy against the interests of students depends on

w.ur definition of conspiracy . and on what y.u believe are

the best interests of student

M..,n tudents believe the Student Government

Association controls the Student Activities Trust Fund,

which I
"f the money from Student Activities fees

,ui $100 per student) and the money earned by tfa

dent organizations This is not true

The constitution of the Student Government Associa

t ion has never been recognized by the University Tru

I is therefore not a legally binding document. The Nor

thampton District Attorney ruled in 1988 (ironically at

t h. t of the Speaker of the Student Senate, Robert

Fadel) that the Student Senate is not a governing body,

as defined by law.

Any control the Student Senate exercises over the Trust

Fund is therefore mainly a courtesy extended to students

and their alleged leaders by the University administra

tion. The amount of courtesy they choose to extend has

been decreasing rapidly in the last few years, partly

because of tight budgets, and partly because Dennis Mad

son, the vice chancellor for Student Affairs, and Irene

Carew, the director of the Student Activities Office, fa

correctly perceived that the present student government

has only the most superficial support from studeir

In the last few years, student leaders who have
qfi

tioned the growth'of administrative control over the trust

fund, or the simultaneous rapid growth of the share of the

budget spent on administrative costs, have consistently

been blackballed or ignored. This has been relatively i

because the most sensible student leaders have always

sided with the administrators, where the real power ob

viously lies.

Karen Talbot has unquestionably worked hard, both as

treasurer and as a former chair of the Budgets Commit

tee, to keep student government running smoothly on itl

ent course, and to maintain the illusion that student

government actually matters. Was that dimply the

sible thing to do, or was it a conspiracy against the I

interests of students'' Probably no one would even |

except for the pesky hundred dollars being added to stu

dent bills

The one student office that does matter ll the Student

Trustee I ran for Student Trustee a while ago and

but even without me in it, the office is valu.

,,-cognized by the Board of Trust.. >.m<h govern

ment The rest of student government, the Student Ac

tivities Office and the entire Student Activities Trust

Fund should be abolished

Allocations for actual student activity- ped

drastically in the past fee

bag administrative udent control over fun

ding is nominal at best, there is no . U> man.

the elaborate and expensive fiction

bureaucracv within Student llt,>

keep funding a playground for junior potil

Al Arj I Megian cartMMitel

the request oi me opeHRei ui iikt^«««-"- — »

#

Father Silber - you stay home with the kids
. ., ...... j _ :_U — * mnnov and SUDDOrtint! t

On the other hand, Hathel mndd nut have

had as diffuult a time deciding to he

•id a mother if it hadn't been for

the feminist movement, because fit has]

denigrated those m>men uho'ie decided to

take their maternal responsibilities

seriously

John Silber,

describing the situation his daughter.

Rachel, faced as a "result" of the feminist

movement.

In a recent interview with a Boston

television anchorperson. Silber. the

Democratic gubernatorial candidate, add

ed to his extensive and colorful Hal B.

shocker things, then to hell with this damn

program, because I don't need that. 1

thought we were having a complex, objec

tive discussion."

Okay, let me see if I've got this straight

— women who do not stay home with their

children are guilty of neglect; they are not

taking their maternal responsibilities

seriously.

Meredith O'Brien

In a time when families cannot make it

on one income, where the number ofsingle

shockers
" garnering, once again, much mothers is increasing by leaps and bounds.

'
. t. it. r__„l-. „„m L^..IJ .imnlv knu- Hnwn tn the

disdain and anger from the female com

munity when he said mothers who work,

instead of staying home, are guilty of

neglecting their children.

"There is no question that we have a

we women should simply bow down to the

almighty Silber and claim our respon

sibilities for the ills of the world, for all of

the problems plaguing family life today.

How dare we women think we could get

cen^atl'on^fneglected children, we have jobs and make the money to buy the food
generation oi negi^

f . f_ mi i#>8 _ , nstead of staying
a generation of abused children, by women

who have thought that a third rate day

care cent- , « as ,ust as good as a first-rate

home. ' Silber said Thursday.

But, attempting to "set the record

straight," Silber told the anchorwoman he

was not referring to women who had no

choice but to work and put their children

in day care.

"Of course (I'm] not [being unfair to those

women]," he said. "I'm talking about the

women who didn't have that as a choice.

See. if I am into another one of those Silber

to feed our families, instead of staying

home and being dependent on the fathers

to provide us. How dare we place our

children in day care centers while we work

instead of going out and finding a man to

take care of us.

Silber would lead us to believe that the

fathers of the world are angry with us

women too. that they are stark raving mad

because we dared to step out of the home,

put shoes on our bare feet and stop getting

pregnant all of the time. I suppose Silber

would add that men probably resent the

woman in the family for going out. getting

a job. earning money and supporting the

family.

Unlike the men who go out. leave the

children at home in day care, to earn

monev for the family, we women obvious

ly just don't take our responsibilities as

mothers seriously enough for Mr. Silber's

tastes.

Following along the same lines. Silber

must also subscribe to that traditional vie*

— women are terrible mothers if th* 13

jobs and put their children in day care,

while men can be wonderful fathers and

still put their children in day care and

work.

If this is indeed the case, then I suppose

my mother, both my grandmothers, my

great grandmothers and my aunts are guil-

ty of neglect They left their children alone

or with babysitters when they went out to

work to help earn money to support the

family.

Then I suppose all of the women who are

in college now. who might want to have

children in the future should just drop out.

Why bother to prep for a career? If we have

any intentions of having both a career and

family, we are simply plotting to further

the neglect and abuse of children in society

Well, you know us women so well

Johnny, we're just out to ruin the world

with our petty concerns.

We just cant wait until you become

governor.

Meredith
columnist

O'Brien is a Collegian

Duffey 's ego

not appreciated
"When will it end?" seems to be the

lament around campus thes. \fter

budget cuts throttled one of its latest vic-

tims, the Everywoman s Center, the

University witnessed a grim portrait of

President-Chancellor Duffey After wat

ching him in action. I realized

th. roblem where Duffey's heart

The prestige of this l'i

directly proportional to Duffey 's ima.

among his peers and in the national

educational community And this inn

seems to be his number one concern

Imagine, instead of the Everywom

Center, the UMass basketball program

was cut There goes our/bis national

prestige

The fact remains valuing educat ion in

terms of how much one pays for it

classist. Cutting Every woman 1 1
Yi ••

w; , ?, and cutting the Staff and

Organization Department- e/ai racial

So nationally wehe smells like a rose,

on the home front it stinks This Univer

sity. with one of the beet reputat

•..ting diversity has an oppressive

leader.

1 don't mind if Duffey uses us

stepping stone. I just hope he doe

crush us tn the process Maybe Coach

Calipari and Coach Reid should give

him a lecture on teamwork
Jack Trainor

Southwest

Graduates: Don't forget admmste^nj^g^v^recp^^ A ****^
. i_ k„Mv it fei disregarded our advice and on occasion trampled .vears ;ago. »™"«*V*i«. that the administration would

PAID ADVERTISEMENT

If you are a graduate student employee, you P™°ably

received, along with a ballot on the recognition of GEO

as the union representative of the graduate employees.

a letter from University administrators arguing that you

vote against unionization.

I would like to take exception with the matter and

substance of the letter In sending this sort of letter at

the last minute, without time for substantial debate, the

University has shown its conception of 'fair play con

sistent with its past record.

The administration would like you to believe that

graduate employees are their first priority and that you

would gain little by having GEO recognized, fa fact, they

surest that ifGEO loses the election, they would institute

a representative body that would advise the administra-

tion on graduate employee issues in a spirit of coopera

U
In mv capacity as president of the Graduate Student

Senate I happen to head such an advisory body and I am

P«Tnfuilv aware of its limits. The administration would

like you to trust their good will, yet time and time again

it has disregarded our advice and on occasion trampled

graduate students' interests.

Pierre LaLiberte

An example among others: the Legal Services Office -

a legal aid office set up by students for students - that

was arbitrarily stripped of its litigation power after the

administration was sued for violating the civil rights of

a Black female student. This was in the face ofoverwhelm

ing opposition by graduate students. Did the administra

tion seek the advice of the Graduate Senate back then?

No, they just ignored us.

Likewise, when we lobbied the state to get a graduate

student representative on the Board of Trustees and

solicited the support of the administration, we were

categorically ignored. Where was the cooperative spirit?

Over the years graduate students have come to realize

the limits of the cooperative spirit of the administration,

and are tired of waiting for it to improve'their lot. A few

vears agb, members of the Graduate Senate decided to

form GEO. an organization that the administration would

be required to negotiate with. No more waiting for the

"cooperative spirit!"

A similar situation existed when the Lniversity pro-

fessional staff was represented by a voluntary organiza-

tion (PAUMA) akin to the one that the administration pro-

poses for graduate employees. For years PAUMA.

although recognized by the administration and the

trustees, was unable to even establish a credible grievance

procedure for its members.
. . *

In 1989, professional staff overwhelmingly rejected

PAUMA in favor of a union, SEIU local 509, with which

the University is legally required to negotiate.

I hope graduate students will see the wisdom in the pro-

fessional staff's decision and not believe the administra

lion's fairy tales about power relations of this campus^

Please think carefully before you cast your ballot. And

nlease be sure to vote!

Pierre LaUberte-is the-presidmt ofthe Graduate Student

Senate
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ARTS&LIVING
Red Kross in Noho
By DANIELLE DOWLING
Collegian Staff

David Cassidy is coming back

Remember him? He was the sickeningly

sugar sweet cute guy on the The Partridge

Famih and his brother, Sean, was the

equally cute geek on The Hardy

Boy Nancy Drew Mysteries. Their faces

adorned teeny-bop magazines and pillow

cases all across the United States.

The memories of this 1970s wet dream

are enough to make one puke, but however

horrifying it is, David Cassidy is back. He

will star in the upcoming film. Spirit of76,

and the post punk, psychedelic group from

Lot Angeles. Red Cross, is helping

-idy along his wav on the comeback

trail
.

The track 1976" off the group s latest

album and major label debut. Third Eye.

will be featured on the film's soundtrack.

This opportunity to work with Cassidy pro-

ved to be a great source of excitement for

the .
-mce it afforded them the chance

to ask such burning questions as, "Did

(Susan Crought really date Jim

Dandy of Black Oak Arkansas?''

Red ( rmed 12 years ago when

brothers Jeffrey and Stephen McDonald,

influenced by the Osmonds and the

Ramones, decided to jump on the punk

bandwagon. Jeffrey played guitar while

Steven, who was only 11 at the time,

played the bass.

In 1979, they released their first EP,

followed by Born Innocent in 1981 and Teen

Babes from Monsanto in 1984. After the

release of Teen Babes, they completed their

line-up with the addition of guitarist

Robert Hecker. The new line-up went on

to record Neurotica in 1987.

"Our two goals." says Jeffrey, "are to

reach a wide variety of people and to please

ourselves."

Opening for Red Cross will be Unsane,

an aptly named group from New York Ci-

tv The group has released three singles,

the most recent being Vandal X h u

Street a u <eeper on Sub Pop Records, and is

looking forward to an upcoming EP on Cir-

cuit Records. Their sound, a brutal but

awesome aural assault laced with an angry

aggressive grunge, promises to splatter

one's brain matter and make his or her

ears bleed. A pleasant experience indeed.

Red Crom and I'nsane uill play Pearl

Street tn Northampton. Shou starts at 9

p.m. Admission is $5. 18-and-or,r

Photo court«-»y Atlunlit

Red Kross

Boxed-set commemorates Kerouac

Rollins exudes emotion
By ANDREW BROADHEAD
Collegian Correspondent

Rollins Band
Katina's
Sunday, Oet. 28

In .. ng world of hypoci

\mleme and >n there ;ire 1

cn . ility by shim

in your room comfortably numb, or you

uggle with what life has

to offer For those brave souls choosing

latter, there i- Henry Rollins

On Sunday night, a mixed bag of these

he trek to Katina's to

»r Henry Rollins espouse his pained,

raging world view.

finished netting up the

stage, the dance floor pit filled to

wing Henry Rollins stood to

stage left stretching and warming up his

hard, tatooed body Expectation and ten

>n were thick enough to "bite lik.

donut ." The band casual I v walked on

stage, and from the first note it was

glorious pandemonium for an hour-and

a half Two hundred pound skins

slammed next to 70 pound middle

schoolers as the energy surged between

performer and audience.

With song titles like "You Didn't

Need to do That to Me." "Tearing M>

Apart," "Burned Beyond Recognition.

and "What Am I Doing Here. Rollins

sense of alienation and contradiction

was obvious

Sim Cain and <hn- Hackett «

both .valient on drums and guitar.

pectivelv Andi- v W. tM >"!> -how

>ne of the cooit-t in

iUaantl around. I
'his self

n core" background

Hear) Rollins thoutad and raged his

w of the 2'Kh century human condi

i ion. The e. >und him creates sen

: that he'd rather not •

peril nee, tm fw 1 know I'm ai-

when I feel like I'm dying. I know !

when I wish I couldn't see anymore,"

Tricky time changes were frequen

they'd slow for Rollins to speak some

lyrics and them lunge back to break

neck speed. Shouts for a bass solo were

eventually rewarded as the band shifted

into a funky mode The band also got

bluesy before closing out their set.

The sensual Rollins put a lot of

himself into his performance. Bathed in

sw eat , his face and body revealed the in

ten-it \ .»nd emotion of the music At

times he d wrap the mike chord around

his neck like the snake tattooed on his

leg Other times he'd sway on his haun

ches like some great predat

Band and audience were both visibly

exhausted, yet both knew an encore

appropriate and necessary. As the*

burst into "
1 .00 Times Blind," the drip-

ping audience went crazy all over again

lake many of us. Henry Rollins

man with demons. Sunday night, au

dience and performer together exorcis

ed some of these demons and left, ready

•nfront life's severity and confusion

ii mmi i i imi'm

THE UMASS THEATRE GUILD
PRESENTS

An Original Stage Adaptation
of

October 30 & 31, 1990
8:00pm

STUDENT UNION BALLROOM
Tickets available at TIX and at the door!

$3.00 Students $5.00 General Admission

By CHARLES FRANCIS CARROLL
Collegian Correspondent

Sunday, October 21st. was the 21st an

niversary of *he death of Jack Kerouac.

Kerouat key figure, if not the kev

figure in the literary movement known as

the Sac rVancia Renaissance and or the

Beat Generation. A novelist and poet, be

was the author of 23 books, of which 19

have been published, Had he lived.

Kerouac would now he H oW He

was one of the original .

r>0s beatniks and

,,d to h.i 1 the hippie movement
•

This summer's release of the deluxe box

set of the complete recorded works of Jack

Kerouac by Rhino Records, reveals another

dimension to this much admired,

sometimes maligned and oft misunderstood

beat writer. These recordings bear out the

fact, that regardless of whether he was loud

or soft spoken, intoxicated on enlightened,

worldly or child like, blunt or shy, Jack

Kerouac was a major literary spokesperson

for the beat generation and a primary

spokesperson for the jazz age. The n

dings also bear out that he had a great

voi-

This authentic and quintessential fact il

only borne out in part by reading his b<»oks

which are written in a poetic prose style

that the poet Allen Ginsberg once called

'bop prosody." But actually hearing

Kerouac's own voice is the only way that

the full effect of his sound can be heard,

since his voice is almost a musical instru

ment itself, resonating with a Sinatra-like

tone contained by his sometimes thick,

Lowell, Mass., French Canadian accent.

The handsome linen boxed set, which in

addition to cassettes and CDs, is also

available in a limited LP edition, collects

together re issues of the three record

albums Kerouac produced in the wake of

the great wave of popularity he enjoyed (or

some might say, suffered), after the

publication of his best-selling and influen

tial novel On the Road. These original

titles: Poetry ofthe Beat Generation, Blues

and Haikus (both originally on the

Hanover label) and Readings by Jack

Kerouac on the Beat Generation (original

ly on Verve), have long been out of print

and are now extremely rare.

Also included in the new boxed-set are

bonus tracks consisting of previously

unissued works, mostly out-takes from the

other recording sessions In the LP set

these take the form of an additional record,

entitled The Lost Word. Although it is

something of a misnomer in that there are

tapes circulating of at least one other

substantial recording by Kerouac reading

Old Angel Midmght/Dr. Sax and also

several versions of the unreleased sound

track to Robert Frank's beatnik film Pull

My Daisy, which Kerouac narrated, the

release of this new material is especially

eventful.

The first session of Poetry of a Beat

Generation features Kerouac reading from

his works to the accompaniment ol Steve

Allen's piano. Allen, of television fame as

a comedian and performer of popular ar

rangements informed in part by jazz, i-

heard at his musical best MBSil h 0, -pon-

us and fluent, his

piano-playing never intrudes nor departs

horn the words, but Bltfull) and naturally

supports Kerou.i

This recording is often mistaken,

i, d to a- the soundtr.ii k feQ Kerouac S ap-

tnce on the St,;, Alien television

show, but was actualh a studio session

from 1959 produced in one take, in about

an hour Because of this, it is the art

equivalent of Kerouac's own composition

style of spontaneous prose in which the

take is regarded as the best take,

something like improvisational jazz The

second album. Blues and Haikus.

underscores this point: accompanying Jack

are the two great tenor sax players Al Cohn

and Zoot Sims. Ginsberg calls this record

"the classic of all Beat-era jazz poetry recor

dings, yet to be matched for delighted

recitation ," And a delight it is

The high point of Blues and Haikus is the

interplay between Kerouac, Cohn and Sim-

in the section entitled 'American Haikus

The results are nothing short of brilliant

The impeccable blowing of Sims and Cohn

are the perfect compliment to Kerouac's en

thused delivery.

Less brilliant, but more arcane, is the

track "Hard Hearted Old Farmer' on

which Kerouac sings Gilbert Millstein

described his voice as having "an odd

pathetic quality, untrained but true." For

many jazz and blues listeners this is the

very quality that is listened for: truth.

In addition to the recordings, there is also

a 32-page booklet that is quite distinctive

because of the lush, large and beautiful

photographs of Kerouac, many of which are

previously unpublished. A personal

favorite was taken in 1953 by Ginsberg

depicting Kerouac and writer William S.

Burroughs goofing off for the camera in

mock combat, with knives at each other's

throats. We should count our blessings that

Burroughs didn't kill Kerouac since, if not

the founder of the beat generation, Kerouac

was indeed the true voice of the beat

generation. He wasn't simply some hip cat,

but a sincere artist who meant every word

that he said and said it as if he meant it

For this reason — the pure poetic power

of Kerouac's voice — this box-set is a "must

listen" if not "have," for proto beats and

squares alike, and for anyone who likes

poetry. If you are not familiar with

Kerouac's works and not ready to splurge

on something as extravagant as this, you

can probably find an inexpensive copy of

On the Road in most used book stores. But

it would be wrong to judge Kerouac for bet

ter or for worse on the basis of his most

popular book; I recommend a road less

traveled by for reading Kerouac: the lesser

known novels, Tristessa, Visions ofGerard

and Pic are each magnificent in their own

right and are favorites of mine.

WOMEN'S ISSUES
Sandinista leader within

the FSLN andAMNLAE
By MINU SEBASTIAN
Collegian staff

A Nicaraguan Sandinista and feminist,

Amanda Centeno Espinosa, gave a lecture

last Thursday entitled "Prospects for the

FSLN and Women's Liberation in

Nicaragua today."

Amanda Centeno Espinosa has had a

long revolutionary history. She has been

fighting in the Somoza insurrection since

she was a teenager within the FSLN (San-

dinista National Liberation Front).

In 1977. she became part of a women's

group called AMNLAE. There were some

professional women in the group, as well

as leaders, peasants and workers of all sec

tors. Their purpose was to defend the life

of themselves and their children against

the threat of the Somoza dictator.

AMNLAE was part of the movement of the

FSI

After the February 1990 electoral defeat

of Daniel Ortega. AMNLAE has begun to

incorporate other independent women's

groups into us own. AMNLAE incorporates

the political agenda of the FSLN and

feminist positions while independent

women's groups focus on gender issues.

While working closely with the FSLN
:.inosa felt that AMNLAE was an appen

dage of it "The leadership within the

FSLN revealed a deep sexist mentality.'

she said. "One of the fundamental causes

of defeat was the error on the part of the

FSLN leadership to convert AMNLAE in-

to an appendage of it."

"How can anyone deny the autonomy of

our organization," she asked. Nicaraguan

women constitute 52 percent of the popula

tion. "In order for the FSLN to change,

women have to take the role in changing

the consciousness of other women and also

represent their intere

Espinosa believes that one of the major

obstacles leading to the defeat of Ortega

was imperialism. "We must confront im-

perialism and women's oppression and

there are moments when women must

work with men," she said.

"Men are also victims, but they are

responsible. We can't just struggle against

imperialism," she said. "Sexism exists

because there are sexist men and women

who promote it. We must help others to

develop consciousnes

Espinosa's identity as a woman and a

Sandinista are not separate. She assumes

her lesbian identity and retains her critical

attitudes of the FSLN while working in it.

"I refuse to stop being critical of the

FSLN and a lesbian. The FSLN needs

me."she said.

She spoke in Spanish with a translation

into English for the majority American

audience.

The Spirit of Frida Kahlo
Last week I saw and heard Frida

Kahlo speak. I actually saw the actress,

Donna Blue Lachman of the Blue Rider

Theater of Chicago play her in "Frida,

The Last Portrait."Frida Kahlo era una

mujer extraordinairia y creativa de

Mexico.

C.Y. Greene

At age 18, she began painting in bed

while recovering from a bus accident. A
handrail pierced through her bodj md

left her with physical pain and

disabilities which she experienced un-

til the end of her life at age 47. In her

paintings, she transformed herself n

a knowing goddess like woman. It w

the intangible knowing spirit within hei

images that created Frida as a strong,

visionary and multifaceted woman

She was uniquely beautiful in both

styles of wearing long, braided hair and

long Tehuantepee dresses or close crop

ped hair and men's suits Despite her

chameleon changes in her paintings, her

eyes reflected the sime soul. That soul

was rich with passion and love for life

and people.

In her personal life, she married the

painter Diego Rivera twice and was in

volved with other men and women. She

led a political life as a member of the

Mexican Communist. Party. Since her

father was Jewish, she was sensitive to

the fact that Henry Ford sent money to

Hitler. Un the playl when she sat next

to Ford at a banquet dinner, she asked

him if he was Jewish.

Her transformative talents inspired

me because she used her creativity to

overcome her difficulties and to enjoy

life. Lachman, as Frida, spoke about the

fruits inside even person and how ev<

person should make love with her frur

not just make love She must have

plied this to all that she involved bereell

in This belief probably nourished her

great power as a painter Her husband

often said that ;<r

painti

She wondered if -he didn't have the

bus accident, would she had painted 0C

met Diego River* Unable to < he

occurence ot I
I* conclud-

ed that all played a part in her cycle of

life Through her paintings, she became

her own creations. She painted her

as nee and 1 >onna Blue Lachman

became the leaves and limbs ot the 1

1

at the play's ending

After leaving the play. It -he

left a seed to grow my own ti

(
i ne is a l U ttudeni

Racism is still a reality
. .. i . ,u.. ;*»u K- kntAMMtixinfl hei

Now looking back I've DOOM JU«

that the police IW good at coveting their

tracks. There ha- been numb*'

cidents in Amherst that 1 feel •dai-

ly motivated in which the pol

smelling like roses \\ h.tt beppl

fact who cares what happens la those who

are mistakenly identified, look all to

familiar." OT were protecting thenis.

the best way they knew how (standing up

for themselves as human beingsi?

Cheray O'Neal

AP Photo

Amman, Jordan, September 10th- A refugee of the International Fair

CenTeTIn Amman arg\ies for more food for her children. The area has

over 18,000 refugees.

Three years ago I remember an incident

that involved the police. P.V.T A. and a

Black woman. As we all know, just upon

boarding the bus we must not be bar-

carrying food or alcoholic uorerages that

are unpacked and open, or disturb the

peace (whatever that mea>

Well here we go again as the Black

woman got on the bus, the bus driver ask

ed her to dispense her open food product

She abided by the driver's wishes by do*

inc the product but not putting it away.

Human" beings are supposed to have honestlv say you are *#

choices, right?) Wrong. The bus driver had C hen.y O Seal i* a I Mass „u,i.

treue ti' lagonuing bet

| open product

the but lb refused & U"ul

disposed of her pr>

h is her possession which

he paid for? Furthermore there h

many times when l UK indent

specifically a White student who hat t>oard

ed the montgomery bus' with open bott

of liquor or juice who has not been

questioned.

Why then would the bus driver call the

police? Did he feel threatened by this Black

woman? She didn't pull a knife or gun

. . oh yeah, he didn't need visQal evidence

After all he probably saw enough on T V

the image of the corrupt, dangerous Negro)

t must be the truth If disturbing

the pM iding up for >our

rights, then th t and racist

in which we all live is regressing quite ..

bit'

This woman was arrested and escorted by

the police off the bus to the "county jail

^eems as though our all -American

melting pot has failed us again I
von

Fpminism in the Vietnamese 'Tale of Kiev'
r t;IIlllll»lll XXX 1/iJs.^ i^/ev

.. _ L r^s—TK-m-. showers cifts on the couple to foster

By AMY HENRY
Collegian Staff

As part of Asian American Awareness Week, a Viet

namese American woman gave a feminist interpretation

last Friday, of the "Tale of Kieu," a 2000 year old Chinese

folktale that was adopted by a Vietnamese author, Du

Nguyen, about a woman who is forced to become a pro

stitute and her struggle to get out of it.

Wendy Duong left Vietnam when she was 16 years old.

She received her Doctor of Jurisprudence from the Univer-

sity of Houston Law Center when she was 24. Currently,

Duong practices law in Washington DC. Duong has been

hailed by Vietnamese community newspapers as Viet

namese woman of the year 2000.

i practice law for a living but what I am doing today

comes from the heart." Duong said. "The tale is the heart

of the Vietnamese people. They will use a word and not

even realize that it comes from it," said Duong.

Kieu the main female character of the book is blessed

bv god with beauty and talent. "She is learned in music,

painting and poetry which was a male tradition of being

a scholar at the time," Duong said. "There is the Doc-

trine of Fatalism.' that in Kieu's case meant if you were

blessed with beauty and talents you're meant to sufTer

Kieu's father is falsely accused of a crime and she sells

herself to a traveling merchant so she can use the money

to pay off officials to get her father out of prison. The mer

chant was a pimp in disguise and he turns her over to a

brothel. Linh. a student who attended the event said,

"Kieu felt compelled to help her father because of the

cultural tradition that children are indebted to their

parents." Quynh, another student at the event said, "As

a woman, Kieu was unable to take any other coursesuch

as challenging the laws so she was forced to sell her body^

Duong said, the author of the book had rewritten the

conventions of the time because the heroine of the story

was a prostitute which was against women's virtues.

'•Because Kieu fought against prostitution this was

evidence of feminism."

Before Kieu entered the brothel she secretly exchang

ed nuptial vows with a man that she was in love with

"It is very unusual for a woman to pick her husband. Mar

riages then were arranged by the parents," said Quynh.

Duong said. "This was a revolutionary act.
'

In her struggle to get out of the brothel, Kieu, married

a man she met there. He was already married and his

jealous wife made Kieu into a servant. Quynh said, "The

wife was an unusual character because she was a

strategist which women usually were not
."

Kieu escapes her enslavement and goes into hiding at

a Pagoda where she is protected by a Buddhist nun. Even

tually Kieu ends up back at the brothel. There she meets

a warrior who she marries. The warrior is the leader of

a revolutionary faction. The King sends a delegate who

showers gifts on the couple to foster peace with the war

rior and the faction.

Kieu trustinglv persuades her husband to make peace

with the Delegate who kills him. Kieu is captured by the

King who tries to marry her to a barbarian to humiliate

her She throws herself in a river attempting to kill

herself. As she is floating down the river, she has a vi

sion in which a ghost appears and tells her she is struck

from the metaphysical list of people who are doomed (the

Doctrine of Fatalism). "Kieu was a manager of crisis who

challenged the Doctrine of Fatalism which is usually an

uncontestable law governing the universe and she suceed-

ed " *aid Quvnh. The Buddhist nun who protected her at

the Pagoda pulls her out of the river The tale ends with

her being reunited with her family and her first lover.

"This is one of the few Vietnamese classic pieces of

literature that has a lot of strong female characters in it,"

Linh said. "At the time women were ver> passive and

Kieu was the opposite of that because she tried to take

control of her life."

Duong defined her own feminism as women having

recognition legally and socially •Feminism for me is

allowing women to develop to their fullest while still re-

taining what makes them women, like Kieu, she said.

"The problem with today's feminism is that a lot of women

in the corporate sphere dress to emulate men so they can

succeed."
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1 . Never Trick or Treat alone. HALLOWEEN
Go with a friend or in a group. £ « r<f-"T<Y TIDQ
and bring along an adult. SAl! Ei 1 I 1 LUT

»

2. Never wear masks that block 3. Never talk to strangers,

your view Decorate your Tell your parents about any-

costume with reflective tape. one who is bothering you'

Wait until you get home
before eating your treats.

Throw out unwrapped candy.
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Halloween
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

makeup, colored hairsprays, and wigs

opposite in color to the natural tint of

the buyer's hair.

CVS in downtown Amherst reported

"rapid" sales of all Halloween goods

ranging from candy to accessories and
makeup. A store clerk predicted that

with the way "everything flies,"

nothing will be left by Wednesday.

Mohawk Nation
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

others participated.

"There were people we didn't even know

who would come down, line the dock with

their cars with the trunks and doors open,"

Elzeki said. "As soon as the boats pulled

up these people would carry their luggage

and take people away just like a taxi ser-

vice."

All together he estimated that 3000 peo-

ple were evacuated by boat, from within

the razor wire.

"No ... it isn't a Mohawk crisis, it is a

Canadian crisis," he added. "The Mohawk
people don't have a problem, the Canadian

government is having a problem and will

continue to have a tremendous problem un-

til they sit down and negotiate in good

faith! Good faith does not mean putting a

fg gun to people's heads saying, 'Come on

in, sit down, we'll negotiate."

About the blocking of the Mercier bridge

which serves an estimated 70,000 people

per day. Elzeki explained, "We were tak

ing a stand for what we believe in. This is

our land, these are our rights, without

them we don't have anything."

The Mercier was blocked on July 1 1 after

the police raid on Kanehsatake.

In August when Canadian Prime
Minister Brian Mulrooney sent 4000 troops

to Kahnawake and only 800 to the Middle

East, he said he believed the community
was lost in thought.

"If 4000 troops were sent into

Kahnawake against 2000 or so remaining

people what kind of action would it be? An
all out war? An armed insurrection?," he

said. "You hear stories about wartime

atrocities; many things have been happen

ing in North America that no one thought

could happen would. Women and children

get slaughtered. We didn't know."

Living within the razor wire without

fresh food, gasoline, or mail and expecting

the Army to raid, some people decided to

evacuate.

"[We're] being treated as second class

citizens," he said. "In a land that belongs

to us. We were never invited to become a

part of Canada, we were told by the govern-

ment that we were Canadian citizens,

Quebec citizens.

"As Mohawk people we feel all the land

is sacred. All of it is our home and it is our

duty to protect . This is not a segment of

the Canadian popuklation in revolt, this is

the protection of our future children's

lives."
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Benson Zinbarg, president of Sun Hill In-

dustries, and Anita Dembiczak (left) pose
with giant stuff-a-Pumpkin bags, which
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THE FAR SIDE

By GARY LARSON
BONES IN THE BARREL
By J. GELLER & M. ROSENZWEIG
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CALVIN AND HOBBES

Simme -too* ba

or I'll punch four

By BILL WATTERSON
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JERKS

ACROSS
1 Gaucho &

weapon
5 Four, in Berlin

9 Movie dog
1

3

Hebrew month

14 Part of a book
16 Weight

17 Lowest point

19 Troubles

20 Do • cobbler s

|Ob

21 Savory ielly

23 Fabray. to

friends

24 Inquired

25 Greek letters

28 Heavy weight

30 The — by
Dostoyevski

33 Ocean route

35 Part ot EAP
37 Angeiico s title

38 Rules expert

42 Put 2 and 2

together

43 Husbands
44 Vinegar bottles

45 Wire, for short

48 Horned viper

50 Ancient Persian

51 Clumsy
53 Mauna —
55 Jom
56 Acute and

obtuse

60 very French
6i Historic Me

neat Salisbury

65 English title

66 CN — Toronto

htgh point

67 Letim abbr

66 Otherwise

69 Rover and Fido

70 Measured
amount

DOWN
1 Prevent

2 Scent

3 Chantrily

4 Clumsy boats

5 Slrmged
instrument

6 Plan

7 Summer hours,

in DC
S Classic auto

9 Batlike

10 Set

11 Powder
12 Commercials,

for short

15 Dec holiday

18 Dwarfed plant

22 Have tun in

the snow
24 Soon
25 English novelist

Charles

26 Advocates ot a

firm policy

27 Hooter

29 Sports events

31 Declaim

32 Basks in

the sun

33 Quarrel

34 Sweet potato

36 Relative of

et ai

39 Team anagram

40 County of

N Ireland

41 Regret

46 Isolate

47 Obtain

49 Earth.

lor one
52 Annoyance
54 Nonpareils

55 Soviet range

57 Conduct
58 Withm

Comb form

59 Noncoms
60 Golf gadget

62 Chad s toy

63 Be in debt

64 Opp ot WSW
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By TIM SNIFFEN
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MENU
LUNCH
Clam Roll

Hot Turkey Sandwich

BASICS LUNCH
Hot Turkey Sandwich

Squash Bake

DINNER

Grillea Cheese
Deli Beef Sandwich

BASICS DINNER
Folate! Pocket
Grilled Cheese

YOUR DaMLY HOROSCOPE
By JEANE DDCON

ARIES (Morcn 21- Aprt W) A famtry

orot>»em can oe solved ft yoo ore

patient D«cu« fmonc»3i conctfhons

witr your mate or partner A

parent-cnio conflict requires a

calmer apprcoch Rcmxjrtflc tt«w

s-itensffv

TAURUS (Apfil 20- May 20)

vounget ttynaV members reouwe

more of vouf time ond patience

now What rhev say may not be

what they mean Listen caretuiy

andocttovngry The mtsstrg pieces

of a puzzle to* into ptoce

OfMINI (May 2V Jure 20) VOu

may be asked to submit your ideas

on paper Oroorme your thoughts

m a written outline first, so as not to

forget anv vital points Time « your

best friend

CANCIR (June 21- Juty 22) Dtscuts

a ousmess deal with a third party

who has no interest m it You need

an unbiased opmon An indirect

apprcoch rs Hkefy to bring the best

resufts today Romance blossoms

UO (July 23- Aug 22) Family

oOagations may conflict with work

priorities Avotd making any new

fnanciai cc*Tynrtments Heed the

oavtce of a close friend Now is the

KjecH time to travel

VIROO (Aug 23- Sept 22) A

domestic misunderstanding could

disrupt your plans Someone s emo-

tional demands on you may in-

crease A spiritual experience wi

help vou make wise choices Be

true to your beliefs

. k(Sept 23- Oct 22) Do no»

to force on Issue A delay w* work

r> your favor Beowe that you are

not always fight A sp»tt of com

prorntse heVps promote domestic

harmony

SCORPIO (Oc» 23 Nov 21) See

mmgs as they ore but do not make

hasty decsions A financial situation

wi improve A rr»mbet of the op-

posite sex may distract you from

your work Postpone romance for a

white

SAOITTARIUS

Favorable results are easier to ob

torn now fam«y members wi sup-

port your oeas Do not overdo it

physcoty A member ot the op-

posite sex |oms your team

Romance may be in your plan

CAPRICORN (Dec 22- Jan »)

Your energy wi be at a peak today

. making work a breeze However

you could run out of steam by ear

iv evening Bowing out of a social

event tonight couW be a smart

move

AOUARIUS (Jon 20 Feb 18)

Although your financial responstbR-

ty increases, a phone col provides

new hope Friends prove their loyot-

tv m wonderful ways Keep your tax

receipts and checkbook m better

order

PISCIS (Feb 1° March 20)

Romance may have to wait whlie

you take care of pressing private

affairs Be withng to give up a time

fun in order to get important things

done Return phone caKs promptly

Night Editor Rlck Seto

Copy Editor Kendra Piatt

Layout Technician Nicky Dumas

Photo Technician Je« Holland

Production Supervisor DarUn Nicky

Typesetters Sue Kent

Production Billy Connor. Jody Trot-

man. Mark Sturm, Maggie Trudell
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How the NYNEX Student

Telephone Directory stacks up

against Beowulf Cliffs Notes.

Cliffs Notes

Uses the color*ydkn^

.is a device somewhere

on or in the book.

Telb you where to reach your
§

professors,who delivers

pizza, and how to reach

the financial aid office.

Never mentions the words

"allegory," "foreshadow^

or "heroic code.

Not an embarrassing tiling to

haw fall out of your backpack

in, say, English class.

Doesn't analyze Hroihijar

s

homilies or Unferth as anti-hen).

ST

NYNEX

sr

a'

Well, there you have it. The NYNEX Student Telephone Directory has the

kinds of information students want. And none of the stuff you don't.

Besides which, it's free. So be sure to look for your copy on campus.

NYNEX
Student
Telephone
Directory

MfcttT b,«an ir* wrrk .,f < >cl..r*. HP TM .H.p»t,™ of ihr dim !W,. In. cvrr rf,M,.ndrsien and logo is u»«-d wilh Ihf permission olthf publisher.
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Sports Notice
Volleyball Club: Those interested please attend at 9 p.m.

today in Campus Center room 802. For more information

call Matt King at 546-6316.

lntramurals: A swim meet will be held Oct. 31. Sign up

is at 7 p.m., and the meet will start at 7:30 p.m. All par-

ticipants must be health cleared.

One-On-One and Foul Shooting begins Nov. 3. There

will be a players meeting Nov. 1 for both sports. The One-

On-One meeting will be held at 6 p.m. in 249 Boyden while

the Foul Shooting meeting will also be held at 6 p.m. in

223 Boyden. For more info stop by 215 Boyden or call

5450022.

COLLEGIAN 11

EXPRESS OIL
527-4737

Lowest Possible Price

GUARANTEED!

FREE BURNER PRIMES

24 HOUR SERVICE

cSaHy & sunaay

hAllovvEEn
CLASSIFIEDS

Visit Oar Table on the Concourse

(Moo 10/29 & Taes 10/30)

or a? oar Business Counter 113 Campos

Center

Say it in the Collegian

CLASSIFIEDS
1ME TO THE CO

30-2 30'DEADLINE 2
ESS32H2HE3E2E

ABSENTEE BALLOTS

NOVEMBER 6TM IS APPOACHING FAST

Send lor your absentee a***™^.*"*!
totter *wmdmflypu» (***« **SL*ZZ
address andSS- reauestmg a Daft* Sign

it and mail « to _,
City (X Town I

Your City or WW* MA /.p

ACTIVITIES

ATTENTION: P'e Mad Nursing •»*»*

tat** students "*•*•*»« !2J2?2JS!mum s«opbymeMutJenifk*aa*adv*ory

£oard. Twrtmaaw* October 31 19M
^neaday) m room 302 at ma health

center S00PM Qai involved'

CLUB COMMUNICATION General Meehng

^ior»gh1^37 Mechmer 7 00PM All ara

1979 SUBARU WAGON: Great condition

rjns fantastic good mpg $650 Call Mike

5450566 665-7748

1SS0 SAAB OLE Moor hatch

Excellent tire* and angina

Naadaaoma work

Pu«-out danoo stereo

$2200 413 786 1003

1M2 VW RABBIT Wtvie. good condrtjon

•M $1000 or beat Oflar 546 4538

,iu FORO ESCORT Automatic Wagon

cleeetteMMBO 5-38S* 256 1228 Must

DANCE WITH ED ANO TED on Comady

Xsportsered by the BOG Thursday*

Campus Center Boy* m Lova

DVP PRESENTS
jamaaFamw oneoime «**-£**•
CrvaRa/itemovwrnenl Tomght 8PM Canv

pus Camar Audrtorxgrn Free

UMASS CMESS CLUB
7 tOPM m ma BluawaB

ANNOUNCEMENTS

BED A BREAKFAST
Downtown Amherst
549-0733

ENGINEERS. TECHNICIANS. Managers.

a Producers come gal •f̂ *^"rt

h,nr-S
and me upcom.ng sludenl cable channel'

FREE
Two adorable six month old *'«•"»

To good home only Contact 54*6328

FAST FUNDRAISING PROGRAM
H000 m iust one weak

Earnup to $1000 to- Yimous °rgiini*a-

fan Plus a chance«*^™*£?!%
gram works' No mvaatment needed Can

1 80O932O528 Ext 50

POWER is holding us weekly meeting

K5 .. 7 00PM .nCC903 Ateo mere s.n

aVwomen'S space Sunday 4-6 m S U 306

PVOC OIL COOP Purchase •wme^*JL"
n9

oil at reduced cost per 9f&™°Z
automatic delivery register at OCHO or caH

545-0865 tor more information

SCMOOLMOUSE ROCK LIVE lonjgnt;

8PM m the S U B Tickets now available at

Ti« and at the door'

YOU SAW US m the paper last week now

come see us in person Copies graphics

re^meTlaserpr1n..ng Campus design *

copy 403 Student Union

VOLUNTEERS WANTEO to rHilpoiganw

fosi*7home program to- cats and nutans

Interested'' 253 3745 tor into

AUDIO/ VIDEO/ TV

PEAVEY SHAKERS 8 .n^p^ernoun.

labia very portable call Drew 584 *u r

USED STEREO COMPONENTS/ VCBs

ivailable 256-0941

AUTO FOR SALE

1976 FURY POLICE PACKAGE

Best Otter 549 2957

19*4 CAMERO
Good Shape
$2750 or Bast Otter

549-5913 Leave Massage

PURCHASING A USED CAR? Having[your

car repaired"- Do you know your rights'

Contact me Legal Services Canter 922

Campus Canter 545 1995

WANTED VW Camper Bus to ctoas^to west

coast Cash Mike 5*6-1036 or Bob

546-4201

FOR A GOOD TIME CALL

RACK A DISC the best entertainment DJ s

video bands dc*mmouee specials call

586-9900 anytime

FOR RENT

2 SINGLES available tor spring semester

.n house on Lincoln Ave Great location'

$275 each 549-5258

SPACIOUS i bedroom apiJ/2 mite to

UMass available Dec 1st $460 549-5841

SUNDERLAND 5 room apartment garage

stove refrigerator $650 253-3330

FOR SALE

89 ROCKIN BLAUPUNKT CAR STEREO
ricenSr/Ceeeette/Clock Asking $120 but

^g^titTcaTrCthe. after 4PM (Cart

Tues, at 967-4442

AIR TICKET Bradley to St Louis

Dae 15. $85 or negotiable

Chan 545 1895 or 546-7397

BUNDI FLUTE Good condition $130 or

best offer 546 7265

FUTON MATTRESSES
Full Si?e only $58'

256-0646

I HAVE TWO ROSE BOWL TICKETS

Pasadena CA call 546 4729

METAWAMPE FUTONS
Frames

Mattresses
Slipcovers
Pillows

We will beat anyone's price

Guaranteed'
Call now1 256-0646

NEON FABRIC PAINT
Many different colors Quart size

Call 256-105?

OLD GLORY PRODUCTS FOB SALE

Conrioms tank tops, l-sh.rts w/condom

pocket Coming soon boxer snorts

548-2396 Leave a message

PEAVEY T-40 BASS and gig bag for sale

$225 Call Tara 549 5244

SHAKLEE DISTRIBUTOR on Campus'

Lauren 6-0560

SKIS Unused beginner's set $130 253-5610

SOFABED Excellent condition 253-4101

FOUND

BROWN RIMMED GLASSES at One Eyed

jane snow at Sheenans on October 25tn

Cad Jay at 253-2819

HELP WANTED

COOK. LINE- Experience neoessary part

tunc evenings Flexible hours •«?•»•"<

wages Apply m parson Frt/wMy s 23 Mam
St Northampton

EARN $3O0 to $500 per week reading

books at home CaB 61 5-473- 7440 axl B281

(NTELLIGENCE JOBS All branches

Now hiring CaH
(1)805 687-6000 Ext k-9616

PART-TIME VOLUNTEERS needed tor an

nual Chnstmas lund drive Help hungry

children despondent families^ and

homeless people m the Panw;™*Y,C
«fr

now Ask for Jonathan 5865243 or

686-4880 after 5 00PM

A SPECIAL PERSONAL lor my favorite

auy Amore
You are the greatest and sweetest guy in

this world (keep it like that)

Thank you tor everything l Love you so

much'
Love
Your Baby

CHARLIE BROWN
No-one fills girbauds like you

l miss you a tot' i 4 3

Slim last

CONGRATULATIONS JENNIFER WOZ
New Pannellen,c VP of Philanthropy

Love me Sisters of Sigma Delta Tau

DEAREST HOUSEMATES- Than* you tor

dinner- you made my birthday special (Z

weeks later*) Kitty' Love Sara

HEY UMASS'
Joanna Appott <s fma
it's about t»me say goodbye

to Judith for us Have a was!

Love me Fishbowf

HEY WAROIE' HAPPY 21ST BIRTHOAV!

Guess whM* You don t have to coo* tonne

i just had me strangest dream

Love va
Nancy Cheryl Elian (Who said she gets to

ba ma navigator') » Michelle

IT S ALMOST Judy Buck s 2tst Birthday

(But she » be partymg m Georgetown) so

wish her a happy one eany

PROFESSIONAL OJB

LA2ER TECH AUDIO available tor your

dance dorm party or house party G*eet

rates great DJ s Can 323-7801 aoo*

ROOMATE WANT "D

SAVE PARTY MONEY
Share room m Brrnany nonsmoher

FnenoTy Female

.-"J6 1995 mghU

JEANNE as m ' dream o«

I'm pck.ng out a thermos tor you Not an

ordinary thermos fc you

Your secret admirer

INSTRUCTION

BE A BARTENDER
W M Bartender Training is open

Call for brochure
413-747 7895

BEGINNING PORTUGUESE CLASS
Nov 5- Dec i Mondays 7 gPM Language

Pacihca, 549-5065

EARN CREDIT SCUBA OWING
2 credit bee* and advanced courses offered

both eemeetefs at Curry Hicks pool

2 credit sport courses to Key Largo during

intersession spring break, and end of

niijiim lor all courses through the General

Physical Education Department

Further information at Curry Hicks pool

Monday through Thursday 7PM-10PM or

call Protect Deep 549-8401

ENGLISH AS A SECOND LANGUAGE
Clasaas begin Oct 30 Intensive part-time

evenings. TOEFL *«lf'U<°"a
*"•£•"•

Oct 23 Language Pactlrca. 549-5065

• INTERNSHIP INFORMATION •

Tjnw.i •

THERE WILL BE A MEETING tor all those

interested in spr.na 1991 ^"^f* *f
the Legal Services Center Wednesday. Oc-

tober 31 si. 4PM m room 903 of the Cam
pus Center Representatives form the Inl-

and Internship Program will be available to

answer your questions For more mforma

tion call 545-1995 Don t miss out 1

^

DENIS
Suipnse' Thank you tor be^ng my

everything You ve changed me "f»"J«
and our tree have meanings Who naaoa a

•ireplace'" We re awesome'
I love you darting

Always
Chnstma

PS Is it January second yet?

OIANNA. ELEANOR. DANA. JEN^Hey

auys lets party soon But never ever let me

doakegstand' Kegmaster maybe Love ya

Michelle

EH EH. GOOO LUCK tonight Ern,e

Remember This thing is bigger than both

Bert Betty Fred $ Barney

ERIC LIBERMAN- Happy 21st Birthday

honey" Have fun tonight' l Love You Kitty

Cnssy

GREAT THINGS IN LIFE.

Red house boys

Box
Slooser.
partyin m Mars.

Boston playm piano

Sharper Image
Mill St

Roomm

JENNY SUE
,

tt was a hard change you made it eas*'

Have an awesome 20th birthday, we « pa'

ty rt up definitely

l Luv ya

Ranee

JOHNAOAMSRAS Have a sane Haito

«»en Love ya M*ha«e- forget -t' tt s noi

possible 1"

• • • • KIM JONES
Well my little sister is no longer a teenager

Moving up m me world *<r< t we* Hope your

birthday is memorable
Love Lara
XOXOXOXO

MATTY our boy from Beverly You must

face that you are nothing but an object and

napping after an evening of wming and *a
^S unacceptable That may mam^m
your little gins but us big girts expect more

RUPERT. TOOO. KNOX
I mink this desk set wants to tly'

Oh my'
jeeps Nail FeHow Knox

• SECURITY DEPOSITS *

WHAT ARE YOUR RIGHTS when it comas

to you* eeewny dapoart'' Whan and how

must a tendtefd retund^your sacurrtv

deposit' F*d out this Thursday Ii/t.aii2

noon Can^sCet^ lOOmM^**
workshop «^*ponaarad by Legal Servwrs

and OftXampuS Housing For more mlof

matt* cai S4V0B66

SERVICES

DO YOU KNOW THE TIME? Watch oat

ter«s and fu« rewelry repair aaryjea

Siiverscaoe Designs the fmeet flftte *orm

OrtiiqH&t1264 North Pteasam Street

Amherst 253-3324

HOLIOAV BOOKINO selling out' Campus
Travel on Campus 545-0500

PREGNANT?
Need a pregnancy test, information or sup

port? CaH «0» tree and confideni^l services

ALTERNATIVES 33 Main St Northampton

586 3000

LOST

CALCULATOR EC-4023 Radio Shack (Tl)

in Hasa rm 20 10/22

$ Big Rewards Call Dan W 6-0066

GOLD LINK BRACELET at women s ten

nis courts on 10/25 after five PM
Great sentimental value

It found call 546-1279 Mitch

Reward will be given

PERSONALS

AM
Happy Birthday

Too bad you re only 20

Don't worry- We'll get smashed anyway

I Love You'
Jodi

ANDREA- No« you have a classified Be

depressed it's good for you From the 10c

crime novelist

HAD A GOOO Round Room
Ranee I'm on the floor

Maura I need a erg

Tns I want piua
Edwardo Pat Hey
Movie night

BRT

HAPPY 21 ST BIRTHDAY CHERYL
We>e glad your bladder infection is gone

so you can drink on your birthday 1 Go nuts'

Love. Michelle and EHen

HAPPY 2 1ST CHERYL1
Get psyched tor uptown together

No excuses now
Love ya. Caroline

HAPPY BIRTHDAY DAVE SHAFKAWITZ'

Finally 21

Sorry this is late

See you uptown

Love the girls in 8D

HAPPY B-DAV GRACV! Congratulations

on finally becoming a woman Love Ma!!

HAPPY BIRTHDAY KIM JONES'
Love your roommates
Knsty Kim and Eileen

HAPPY BIRTHD4Y KITTY
21i Oooh you're so awesome
Love Sue-Pig

HEY 3RD FLOOR MELVILLE!
You bunch of cra*y loonities 1

Tequitla lor everyone 1

Love you all

pip

SANDRA V
No vayas detente mio

no W saguire

Ni ma sigas. no »
guiara

Soto camma a m> lado

y saamos amtgos
Pedro

SCHOOLHOUSE ROCK CAST:

We re gonna be pretty much naked for tne

next two nights nght?

The Phantom

TO MARK SHIRA a BROOK-Thank you

so much lor being with me on stoned t ues

day I'm glad we re all here for each other

Love Danny

TO THE BEAUTIFUL BLONDE Alpha Chi

,n 2nd floor Dwighi I've noticed you and

think you are one hot babe
An Admirer

TRACY HAPPY 19TH BIRTHDAY It s been

a great 10 months Dinner at the Pub See

you tonight Love Danny

WHOEVER YOU WANT TO SEE on cam

pus you never do Whoever you don t want

to sea you see a« the time

YOU RE DOING GREAT'
Keep it up Bud 1

Love Craig and Kristin

COLLEGE PIZZA
Fall special

small cheese $3 50

large cheese $5 99

2 additional toppings

only $1 more"

'must mention this ad

•subs 'salads -spagnett.-

$49-6093 549^073

STUDY ABROAO

SPANISH IN GUATEMALA
CaM 505-242 3194

TRAVEL

CHRISTMAS SPRING BREAK SUMMER
TRAVEL FREE An couriers neeoed and

crureeship K*s CaH t 805*82 7555

F1426

TYPING

TYPING. WORD PROCESSING. $' 50/pg

Free pslujp and delivery Laaar prmimg and

copying available KCommunicattons

256-6373

WORKPROCESSING inexpensive quick

and accurate work Campus pickup and

delivery caH Lisa 20OBS95
Leave menage

WORDPROCESSING. REPORTS
Resumes. Theses Graphic^ Laser PUfr

ting CaH Rosemary 259-1786

WANTED

ENTHUSIASTIC individual or studen-

organisation to promote Spring Brea-

destination for 1991 Earn commissions

free trips and valuable work experience

Apply now"" CaH Student Travel Service at

1-800-265 1799

l AM LOOKING lor a cheap bike

CaH 6-0215

WANTED TO RENT

WOMAN SEEKING room m Amherst from

Jan to May No smoke/drugs Call

54f>5523
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SPORTS
Women's x-c

finishes third,
By DAN WETZEL
Collegian Staff

The University of Ma>sachus.

women 's cross country team may have

fallen short of its pre-meet goal to beat Con-

necticut, but head coach Julie LaFreniere

said she was pleased with the teams per-

formance."

On Saturdav. I' Mass finished fourth out

of 29 teams in the New England Cham

pionships with 154 points, behind Pro-

vidence <29>. Boston College <89> and

l'( onn 1 1 10 1. Geraldine Hendricken of Pro-

vidence won the meet, taking one second

off the course record.

I" Mass was lead by Kelly Liljeblad and

Beckv Johnson who came in 19th and 20th.

respectively. Both runners finished in

18:55. ^ . .

Kellv and Beckv did a terrific job, said

LaFreniere. -Kelly had the flu for five days

previous to the race and she gave

everything she had during the meet. This

was Beckv's best race of the year 1 could

not have asked for a better effort out of

either of them."

In the last half mile of the race Liljeblad

and Johnson were able to pass two UConn

runners, one in the last hundred yards

Their intensity at the end was tremen-

dous." LaFreniere said.

Dana Goldfarb <33rd< and Michelle St.

Laurent <40th> both ran very well foi-

l-Mass finishing in 19.11 and 19:19.

re

-T - both Dana's and Michelle's

finest performance «.f the year." LaFreniere

said. "Michelle was hoping to finish under

20 minutes, so she took a minute off her

Cathy Crocker rounded out the L'Mass

top five, finishing 49th in a time of 19 37

Other UMass finishers were Kathy Holt in

61st and Mo Meldrim in 64th. LaFreniere

said she is hoping to see them run b.

They are all capable of running with

Dana and Michelle." said LaFreniere. "The

course is the most difficult in the area and

that slowed them down, but they all put m
a great effort."

As for the pre meet hopes of defeating

Connecticut. LaFreniere conceded that

UConn was the superior team

"Our team ran with so much effort and

excitement it may have hurt us." she said.

"We went out a little too quick and may

have been a little tired, but at the end. no

one was passing us. we were doing the pass

ing. Even with the effort we put in, there

was no way we were going to beat UConn.

UMass will compete in the ECACs at

Connecticut Nov. 10.

Collegian photo by Richard DuCr**

included over 2,000 participants within five states.

Patriots Notebook

Buffalo's Seals sacked Grogan cleanly
X-P Ullttiv

defenders taiked
..With any of h th

ORCHARD PARK, NY (AP) - When
Buffalo Bills defensive end Leon Seals

broke into the New England Patriots

backfield, he intended to sack quarterback

Steve Grogan but not slam him

The Bills learned before Sunday's game

that Grogan had signed a document

acknowledging a neurosurgeon's advice not

to plav football anymore because of a spinal

problem. Seals for one took mercy and

"low keyed it a lot
"

Seals is 6 foot 5 and 267 pounds, Grogan

64 and 210.

"I'm just going to be honest about it,

Seals said. "1 wasn't going in there for the

kill
"

The Patriots forced Grogan to sign the

acknowledgement to give them legal pro

tection should he suffer serious injury.

Grogan, in his 16th NFL season, said four

other doctors told him he faced no greater

risk than any other player.

"This is a business," Grogan said. "We

compromised on the language so that

everybody was comfortable with it

Seals said several Bills defenders talked

about Grogan's frail state before the game

•Everybody said, i just hope I'm not the

one to go in and hit him and have him st .«>

down. If I ever get a sack. I hope he gets

back up.
"

The Bills sacked Grogan three times,

once by Seals.

On the second-quarter play. Seals circl

ed the Patriots' protective pocket and broke

in on Grogan just as the quarterback look

ed up. Seals simply wrapped his arms

around Grogan and tackled him.

"I went back there and got him. but 1

wasn't saying, "I'm going to kill you" and

that kind of stuff," Seals said. "Its a touchy

situation, because as a defensive lineman.

you're taught to go in there and rip a per

son's head off.

"But in a situation like that, you have

to kind of low-key it. You have to have

respect for a guy like that

Seals said any player lives with the

possibility that he could cause permanent

injury to another player

"With anv kind of hit, the guy could go

down for good." he said. "And for you to

deliver that hit. it's tfoing to be something

you're going to live with the rest of your

life."

Bills coach Marv Levy said the game film

showed that Seals "played very hard. In

fact, the team awarded Seals a game ball

for his efforts.

But Lew said Seals "was aware that

there was some type of medical concern and

he certainly would have felt badly if he d

been responsible for injuring" Grogan.

The Bills "have respect for Grogan,"

Levy said. "He's accomplished a great deal.

They have respect for his courage and I

think they were reflecting that in their

words."
Several other Bills defenders, though,

said they didn't treat Grogan any

differently.

Linebacker Darryl Talley said he "never

even thought twice about it

Photo by M««on Rlulin

ed No. 13 in the nation.

Volleyball set

for Penn State
By FELICE COHEN
Collegian Correspondent

Despite coming off a tough weekend, the University of

Massachusetts volleyball team is still hanging tough.

Tonight the Minutewomen (4-21) travel to New Haven.

Conn, to face the Yale Elis (18 7)

"Yale is a real good team." said coach Carol Ford. "This

is the second time we're going to face each other so we

all know what we're up against."

The first time the two teams met. Yale was the victor

(15-0, 15-5, 15-7).

Ford has said she watched her team improve a lot this

season in the areas of serving, service reception and team

defense. Approaching tonight's game. Ford said she is go

ing to concentrate on another aspect.

"The key to tonight's game is putting the ball away of

fensively," she said. "If we do a good job at that, then we 11

have a good game."

The Elis are also looking to chomp their way through

the match. They are led offensively by sophomore Krissy

Khsezewski, who has been back only two weeks since

breaking her foot. In that short span of time, she has

managed to rack up a whopping 109 kills. Freshmen Kat .e

Roy and Pauline Mu each have equally impressive stats

of 260 and 25.1 kills, respectively.

WEATHER LOCAL EDITORIAL

Happy trick-or-treating!

Today will be sunny
and clear highs in the

mid-60s.

Smith College students

continue protest for

multicultural center.

Page 3.

Dennis Kelly says vote

'None of the Above' in

November 6 electioi

Page 5.
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Struggl

< ollrran photo by Richard Diwre*

Civil Rights activist James Farmer

By GAYLE LONG
Collegian Staff

Racism is seen as strongly in today's world as in the past,

and college students must hear the call to fight for a color

blind nation, said the founder of the Congress of Racial

Equality last night.

James Farmer, who became known as one of the "Big

Four" of the Civil Rights Movement of the 1960s, spoke

about the history of the fight for racial equality in the

United States in the Campus Center auditorium to about

300 people.

"Students are waiting for a program," said Farmer. "We

cannot formulate a program until we understand today. We

can't understand today until we remember the p;i

Farmer said CORE, founded in 1942, was primarily mad.

up of college students who believed non violent direct

lion was the correct approach to achieving civil equal

Freedom rides, restaurant sit ins, and the words and ac

tions of Martin Luther King, Jr of the 60s, said Farmer,

made non violence a household word

"On the freedom rides, we rode that bus together. Black

and White, and together we sang We Shall ( hereon.

he said

Farmer said college students are not apathetic, lney

came when we called them to help with voter registration,

and they helped when we protested apartheid in South

Africa," he said

For the 30th anniversary of the freedom rides, said

Farmer, there will be a new program centered around

children, promoting saving children from social problems

and working for racial harmony throughout the United

States.

"We must save those children who are doing drugs,

children born of children and children giving birth to

children," said Farmer. "The problems facing the Black

youth of today is not what we battled and died for I in the

60s]."

Farmer said Bush's veto of the Civil Rights Act of 1990

stems from the long history of the Affirmative Action pro-

gram, and specifically the u the word "quota."

When Affirmative Action was implemented, said Farmer,

it was designed to push minorities into mainstream hiring

practices of employers. It was also to help raist (the «

median income of blacks, which was 60 percent of that of

Whit.,

I hm I
-aid Affirmative Actmn -tai.-.l th.u employers had

to emplov a certain number of qualified minont

But Bush turned that around, said Farmer, wing tha term

"quota" as something negative The put I m
the Civil Ri^ht- Act of 1990 is positive, and the quota, "has

the tactic to achieve the princi;

II 1 didn't love America," said Farmer, "I would have

left a long time agtt, and gone to live m a dictatorship, w!

I'd take my oppression purely, and not in the form of

hypocrisy."

Third World Caucus addresses oppression
... a uij i!_: :».. „f "TUa™ .»•«. rviin.u nf rnmmnn ITOlind

By ALI WOOLWICH
Collegian Staff

The Third World Caucus held a meeting

last night to discuss issues of historically

oppressed peoples, how they affect student -

on campus, and what the TWC does to ad

s them

The meeting was organized to illustrate

how "the TWC is a political option for

students to address and solve problems that

they witness on campus," said TWC Exter

nal Coordinator Dan Cohen.

The movie RACISM 101, a television

news program centered on the rise of racial

ly motivated incidents on college campuses,

was shown. The film focused on the 1986

UMass post World Series brawl, and reo nt

incidents of racial harassment at the

University of Michigan, University of

North Carolina, University of Penn

sylvania, Dartmouth University, Smith

College, Hampshire College, Pennsylvania

State University, as well as the student

movements which reacted to these in

cidents. An informal discussion followed

The Third World Caucus has meeting

every Wednesday at 5:30 p.m. in the Cam
pus Center. The caucus representation "in

eludes but is not limited to Afro-American.

Latino. Asian, Native American, Jewish.

Gay, Lesbian, and Bisexual students," said

Cohen.

All students are welcome "to come

discuss campus issues," said member Chi

Amadi.

AP photo

BOSTON, Mass - Paul Tsongas, chairman of the Massachusetts

Board of Regents, recently addresses a news conference under a

banner protesting ballot question three.

"There are points of common ground that

all historically oppressed people can come

together to address. The TWC is an

organization that can effectively ac

complish this goal," said Orna Son

nenschein. president of Hillel

The caucus has been a Registered Stu

dent Organization since the late 1970s. It

is also part of the Student Government

Association, and has representation on the

Board of Governors. The TWC office is

located in Student Union 404.

If you would like to bring issues to the

attention of TWC, or get information on

how you can get involved with the

organization, call Chi Amadi at 546 1883,

or Dan Cohen at 546 0312.

Consultants
the victims
of question 2
By KENDRA PRATT
Collegian Staff

Ballot question two, if passed by voters

on Nov. 6, would attempt to eliminate

wasteful legislative spending by placing

restrictions on how the state government

uses and funds consultants, according to

the sponsors of the referendum.

Opponents of question two interpret the

definition of "consultant" used in the peti

tion as having an adverse impact on

human services care providers and on

graduate student employees and part-time

faculty at public universities and colleges.

If the referendum question passes, the

following restrictions will apply to

legislative use of consultants:

• Limit the amount the state could

spend on an individual consultant's salary

to $100,000 and require all other contracts

CONTINUED ON PAGE 4

DC worker
to stay for
seconds
KATHY LEWIECKI
Collegian Correspondent

Peggy Churchill carefully folds the

last piece of aluminum foil over the cor

nan Of an oversized pan of Mexican bur

ritos. She has just finished preparing

almost a dozen pans of this popular dish,

moving on to the next entree with

efficiency.

As "Head Cook II" for the dinner shift

this week at Franklin Dining Commons,

Churchill, along with i head chef and

four Whit*** cooks, is responsible for

preparing meals for an average of 2,000

students per week
Churchill has worked for the I'niver

sity of Massachusetts Food Service pro-

gram for six years, and alternates shiRs

among the Southwest. Central, and Nor

theast Dining Commons each week. She

said she sees herself continuing to work

as a University employee in the future

because she enjoys the collegiate

atmosphere.

Her main incentive, however, is for

her two teenage children to have an op-

portunity to attend UMass with tuition

remission once they reach college age

"I am lucky because my husband

works too, but we still would not be able

to send our children to college without

the benefits of my job," she said.

She said her husband is employed by

a trucking company in South Deerfield.

As a unionized state worker, she ad-

mits she is concerned about the impact

of budget cuts on her job. Last week.

Union 1776 voted against taking

furloughs, which would require food ser-

vice employees to work for an allotted

CONTINUED ON PAGE 2
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:For Your Information- dining commons

For Your Information is a calendar listing

of local announcements and upcoming

went* published daily by the Collegian as

a public service.

Ml submissions must be typed and sub-

nutted to the Seas desk at least one full day

u.re publication. We reserve the right to

edit for space.

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 31

Musical- Schoolhouse Rock, presented

by the UMass Music Theater Guild, will be

shawn at 8 p.m. in the Student Union

Ballroom. Tickets are $3 for students, $o

for evervone else. For more information,

contact "Christiana Pearce at 545-0415.

Internship meeting - Representatives of

Legal Services and the University Intern-

ship Program (Field Experience Office, will

speak about the legal assistant internships

offered at the Legal Services Office and

how to applv for spring. The meeting will

be held in CC 903 at 4 p.m. For more in-

formation, call 545-1995

Lecture- Lucy Nguyen. Director of the

United Asian Learning Resource Center,

and Alaa Perrotti. Community Consultant

of the Evervwoman's Center, will lecture

on "Presents: Effects of Sociological

Changes on the Women's Role In Asia and

,m in American Society'" in the

Everywoman's Center in Wilder Hall, from

1 p m to 3 p.m. Sponsored by the Graduate

Women's Program. EWC and Graduate

Student Senate. For further information,

call 545-0883

Benefit - S.O.S. Trick or Treat for

Hunger. Join volunteers for a Halloween

filled with good spirits! Come "Trick or

Treat for Hunger" in the Northampton

community, gathering canned goods for the

tern Massachusetts Food Bank. Meet

at 6:45 p.m. at the Helen Hills Chapel at

Smith College, in the foyer.

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 1

Lecture - Bernie Siegel will speak on

"The Psychology of Illness and the Art of

Healing", at 7:30 p.m. at the Northampton

High School Auditorium. Tickets are $12,

for students and senior citizens $10.

Lecture — Sergio Guzman, director of the

International Relations Union of

Guatemalan Workers, will speak on labor

organizing in the midst of military repres

sion and the upcoming Nov 11

Guatemalan elections. The lecture will be

held at noon in the Hampshire College

Merrill House Living Room and at 7 p.m.

in CC 904-908 at the UMass). The lecture

is free and open to the public For more in

formation, call 584-8975.

SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 4

Theater presentation — 'Talk Radio',

sponsored by University Players. Student

Union Ballroom, showtime at 8p.m.,

$3.00 student. $5.00 general public <also

showing Mon . Nov 5 thru Wed.. Nov I

all showing- will begin at 8p.m.'

TUESDAY. NOVEMBER 6

•Shock Value: An Evening With John

Waters, sponsored by Distinguished

Visitors Program. Campus Center

Auditorium. 8p.m. -10:30p.m.. FREE.

John Waters Reception, sponsored by

Distinguished Visitors Program. CC
1001-02. 10p.m. -12a.m.. FREE.

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

period of time each semester, such as a

week, without pay.

Jane Letendre said she has a more

visible position in the dining commons.

because she serves the food that peop e

such as Churchill prepare. CommonU

referred to as B "DC lady." Letendre

Myg she does not mind this seemingly

derogatory phrase. Her correct title,

however, is 'Dietary Worker L

After three years of working the front

line position for lunch and dinner shift...

she has maintained considerable en

thusiasm about her job.
^

"Most of the students are nice, she

said. "They tell me where they're from

and make small talk."

She said her least favorite part of her

job is listening to complaints about por-

tions being too small and service being

U» slow. She urged students to have pa-

tience when pan. are being changed. As

for portion size, all servings an

predetermined by a professional dieti-

tian, thus inconsistencies should be

minimal, she said.

Letendre said she has not seen any

major changes in dining common pro

Cvdures during the past few years. She

said the students' favorite meals have

remained the same each year. They

prefer "anything with tomato sauce,

such as spaghetti and veal parmesan,'

she said. They tend to dislike "unusual

food combinations, such as ' shish

k«-bobs made with lamb."

When asked if she had any words of

wisdom to students who perpetually

complain about the quality of the food

she serves, she stated matter-of-fact ly.

"There is always the salad bar."

Which Pumpkin Is Most Like You??

SUGAR facts:
• Sugar contributes to tooth decay by interacting

with bacteria in the mouth the form acids which

form acids which bore holes in the teeth

• Excess sugar consumption has been linked

to causing obesity, heart disease, and diabetes

mellitus. since a diet high in sugar is also

often high in calories, fat. and cholesterol

So today and everyday watch how much sugar you

eat and pay close attention to hidden sugar in

processed foods

Stop by the Campus Center table to learn more!

DIVISION OF HEALTH EDUCATION AND UNIVERSITY VENDING SERVICES

IN CHARLES FULLER'S

four-play depicting

American history from a

Black; dive during

the Reconstruction Era

l\m I s.ills I huts \<»v i 30pm

Part II: Prince Rum. \<»n i I I5pra

Part III: Jonquil s.ii \<>\ *

Part IV: Burner's Froik Sal. Nov. 3 9:15pm

)\\K! K AUDITORIUM

. - lor .ill four pi

,ht tun plays only

-> ( ollefe rtudenta half price

CALL 545-2511

Humankies

Symposium
(implement the

\\ r
'.

. VO190

l<n details

4 THE FINE ARTS CENTER
IVERSITY Of MASSACHUSETTS AT \MHERS1

tNew
& Used Cars

jcks & Vans Al^o Available

^4orth Amherst
Rerrt-A-Wreck

Rt. 63 No. Amherst
549-RENT

ACUPUNCTURE & HERBS

* Womtns Systems
tyfcf

* Fertility *#**

* Young adolescence Ji

* Family treatment \

Amherst Field*

appointment 2SS-03M

STAY

HOM
Round '"0» •"»"N NV *,«r, ' ,><S

•'

London $412

Pans *80

San Jose C R 390

Bangkok 959

Hong Kong 879

Tokyo 759

Student Faculty Fare

Taxes not included Restnc

tions apply Fares subject to

change One ways available

Work/Study abroad programs

International student and
teacher ID

EURAIL PASSES ISSUED ON
THE SPOT'

Free student travel catalogue

LOCAL

Photo bv John Krnaud

WORTH GETTING WET FOR - Not even rain can keep bargain hunters away from a re-

cent local area tag sale.

Students at Smith continue protest
Students seeking increased space for multicultural center

r> i iip „ i 1 14. r--~A..~*n rtAKoa mni(J frnm I.illv Hall

By PRESTON P. FORMAN
and CHRIS MUTHER
Collegian Staff

Some 60 students are still occupying an administrative

office at Smith College since they entered the building

Friday to seek increased space for a multicultural center

According to Smith spokesperson Debra Bradley, the ad

ministration is exhausting every alternative possible to

meet the demands of the protestors.

She said activities of the office have not been interrupted

by the protestors They have sought the entire use of Lil

ly Hall, which is used by several groups as a cultural

center and also for WWIll other departments.

Bradley said the pronators demand for use of the en

tire building is "not acceptable

W, would like to find space for the cultural centers,

she said Students were originally planning to end the

n Monday, but resumed the protest after negotiations

with administrators "showed no results " Students mar

ched around the campus Monday, stopping at the home

of the i i.llege'- president.

The *tud. d they want the college s School of

Social Work and its Graduate Office moved from Lilly Hall

so that space allocated for the Mwangi Cultural Center

can be expanded.

Currently about 17 percent of the 2.600 students are

non-White, school officials said.

The expansion would provide space in the building for

the Asian Student Association. EKTA for South Asian

Students, the African Students Association, and the In

ternational Students' Organization.

Two organizations currently have space in the building:

the Black Students Alliance and Nosotras. an drganiza

tion for Latinos.

According to Vivian Chaing. a Smith College Student,

the administration has not made any definite statement

about increasing space for the center

They have told us they will give us more space, but

haven't put anything in writing that they can be held to.

she sflici.

In a meeting with protesters Sunday. Smith College

President Marv Maples Dunn praised students for their

"forceful, yet respectful conduct'' throughout the sit in

The protesters, who have called themselves th.

Coalition ^nid they will continue the sit in indefinitely.

GSS condemns
administration'

s

advertisement
By MARC ELLIOTT
Collegian Correspondent

The Graduate Student Senate, in a 26 to six vote, pa

ad a motion last night condemning the administration -

advertisement in vesterday's Collegian and its distribu-

tion of a four page letter to graduate students urging them

to vote against unionization.

"The University of Massachusetts Graduate Student

Senate condemn the Chancellor. Provost and Dean- for

producing and distributing the letter and placing the

advertisement," said the motion put forward bj Polymer

Science and Engineering Senator Bert Kerkman>

The motion also said. The letter and adv. enj

distort the issue- concerning graduate Anient and

the Graduate Employees' unionization efforts, and the

distribution of the letter and the placement of the adver

ment during the balloting period breaks the Ad

ministration s written agreement with GEO [Graduate

Employees Organization) 'to conduct themeeh i Ban-

ner which is conductive to tree and open discussion on the

making il a pave Intrusion on Graduate

Employee*' right of self determination
'

"We demand." concluded the motion, th \d

ministration cease using public funds for anti onion M
tivities." referring to the money used to place the adver

tisement and to pay lawyers' fees for the 1. >d the

advertisement.

Thomas Niederkorn. senator from Chemical Engin.

ing. did not vote for the motion.

T feel the administration has every right to view their

position on a campus issue that's so important right ej

said Niederkorn. "They have no recourse than to a*a

public money to make their position known

GSS President Pierre Laliberte said he was happy the

motion passed

Sociology Senator Roger Long was also in favor of the

motion. .

Talking about the advertisement and the letter Long

.aid "I think this is hlatent anti union propaganda I also

think that the timing is really dirty and I am really

-trongly in favor of the motion

\lso during the meeting, the GSS unanimously

a motion stating that it will stand by the fiscal agreement

it leal May made with the Board of Governors .he

tion was made to protest the B< N I - efforts to ch

tide- IX and X of its constitution to deprive the US

tome of its reviewing peart

The "indents .* th* want the colle.es School of dition. said thev w,U continue me sum «-«—

v

#

Forum discusses issue of homosexuality and religion
... j Kov.. hMn nueationinfi mv at n the

Bv SBAN SULLIVAN
Collegian v'orre-poiident

Initiating Bisexual. Gay and Lesbian

Awareness Days at the University of

Massachusetts, a forum met yesterday to

discuss homosexuality and religion.

Titled 'Once a Sin. Now What? - Chang-

ing Religious Perspectives on Homosex

uality," the event was co sponsored by the

Program for Gay, Lesbian, and Bisexual

Concerns and the Faculty/Staff Group for

Gay. Lesbian, and Bisexual Concerns. The

panel, consisting of local clergypeople, of

fered numerous perspectives on the issue

Reverend Victoria Safford of the

Unitarian Society of Northampton and

Florence, the first speaker, discussed her

denomination's historical acceptance of

gays, lesbians, and bisexuals. Not only do

Unitarians value the Bible, she stated, but

also individual worth.

She explained the group's practice of

akiingl out very publicly on the rights

of gays, lesbians, and bisexuals ." As a com-

ponent of this philosophy of inclusiveness,

announcements, boycotts against

discriminatory corporations, and diversity

education programs have all been pursued.

Reverend Carlos W. Anderson of the

Hope Community Church of Amherst con

centrated on his own experiences with

various churches. He recounted witnessing

closeted gay clergypeople issuing "fiery ser

mons" against homosexuality.

Rabbi Sheila Weinberg of the Jewish

Community of Amherst explained that it

would be to comprehensively present

Judaism's views toward homosexuality,

and instead, detailed Biblical allusions to

homosexuality and their many possible in

terpretations. She stressed the importance

for Jews, as a historically oppressed group,

to support Otheri considered •different

The last speaker. Reverend John Sten

dahl of the Immanuei Lutheran Church in

Amherst, did not consider sexual orient a

tion a moral issue at all. 'However, there

are issues of how we treat each other.'' he

stated, and then explained the sinful

nature of gay bashing and other actions.

One audience member. Owen
Broadhurst, said, "For quite some time. I

have been questioning m
Catholic t'hurch ai a bisexual

preciated that thi- the right

time for me

Felice Yeskel. coordinator <t PGLBC
summed up the event

"It's the first time at UMa brought

together a variety of clergypeople to ad

dress one of the most potent stigmas

against lesbians, gays, and bisexual"

uniiariuiia"""^""-*" • -

Easthampton state representative

speaks out against question three

By LAVIN1A GAMMON
Collegian Staff

Incumbent Democratic candidate for

etate representative Shannon O'Brien op

poses the tax roll back question because she

said she thinks the cuts would be made in

the wrong places.

"Smart cuts, not dumb cuts are what this

state needs. Better prenatal care family

planning, at-home elderly care and educa-

tion are longterm goals that should not be

cut
"
<aid p'Brirn. an attorney who is run

ning in the second Hampden District.

O'Brien, a resident of Easthampton, who

is running against Republican Stephen

Ericson, said she opposes the Citizen for

Limited Taxation petition because it does

not take into account those who need help.

"CLT was proposed by individuals who

don't care about UMass students, the elder-

ly, and other people who need assistance,"

she said.

O'Brien said she feels that longterm pro-

grams such as education should not be cut

CONTINUED ON PAGE 6
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SAMMY THE SNAKE - Reptile-like cushion slithers among

leaves on a couch in Northampton.



question two

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

higher than $25,000 to be selected through

competitive bidding. .. . ...

• Limit the length of consultant con-

tracts to two years with a possible extern

sion of only one year.

• Prohibit state consultants from super-

vising or being substituted for state

employee positions.

The Massachusetts Organization of htate

Engineers and Scientists, who drafted the

petition, have estimated that 65 to 75 per-

cent of all state contracts with consultants

contain wasteful spending, according to

Brian Greeley, the administrative assis-

tant to the president of MOSES.

Greeley said if question two passes state

spending on consultants would be reduced

bV$150 to $200 million and two-thirds of

all consultants would be eliminated. He

said the referendum is identical to an

amendment to a deficit reductionbill pass

ed by the legislature in the 1990 budget

session but vetoed by Gov. Dukakis.

Dukakis abused the consultant system

himself this year when he hired his former

economic advisor on a $120,000 contrac to

study how cities and towns should fund the

MBTA system, Greeley said.

•There is no accountability in the whole

system of hiring consultants that en-

courages patronage and cronyism like the

Incestuous nature of Dukakis hiring his

former advisor," he said.

Greeley said since the legislature did not

target human services care providers, part-

time faculty and teaching assistants when

passing the bill, there is no reason to

believe that the legislature would enact the

referendum differently this year.

He said part time faculty and teaching

assistants would not be considered con-

sultants by definition because they are in-

state employees who work directly for the

The campus legal counsel for the Univer-

sitv of Massachusetts has examined the

petition and determined that graduate

students and part-time faculty would not

be affected since they are considered

'•special employees" and not consultants

said Sharon Kennaugh, the director of

state relations at UMass.

For this fiscal budget year, the

legislature and the Executive Office chang-

ed how graduate students' contracts are

funded by removing the graduate employee

accounts from the state 03 account for con-

sultant expenditures to a secondary offside

account , said Rep. Stanley Rosenberg

(D-Amherst).
,

.^ .. .

.

He said because the petition was broad-

ly written." the contracts of graduate

employees could be interpreted as consul-

tant contracts since their contracts were m
the consultant state account when the peti-

tion was being drafted.

The "Vote No On 2" Coalition, compos-

ed of various agencies and organizations,

said question two will affect part-time

faculty and graduate students because the

stated definition of consultant « the peti-

tion is "all-encompassing, said Ellen

Rooney, the spokesperson for_the cpalitiwi.

The petition defines "consultant as any

person who is a non-employee of the Com-

monwealth or an authority who gives ad-

vice or services regarding matters in the

field of his/her knowledge," she said.

She said the language of this definition

also includes teachers, human services care

providers to the mentally retarded, and

visiting nurses.

Roseanne Bacon, the president of the

Massachusetts Teachers Association said

recent budget cuts have caused pubic

universities and colleges to replace full-

time faculty with part-time teachers who

would be terminated if question two passes.

•Question two would eliminate

thousands of part-time teachers and facul-

ty at the state's public colleges and univer

sities," Bacon said.
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.THAI CORNER EATERY
rtvT at Cho s Oriental Food Products

li Authentic Thai Cuisine Served to Order

Ask About Our Daily Specials

Dine m or Call for Take Out
533-7785
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|
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Thai Cornet Moura

Frl Sal 11-9

Sun 126

Store Moof»

Mon Sat 10-8

Sun 12-4

Chos Oriental Food Products

Featuring our own homemade

oriental delight*, oriental cooking lessons

Mr C's Terlyaki Sauce & Marinade

Come visit us for an exciting taste experience

1491 Memorial Drive. Chicopee. MA
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Thai Corner

Eatery
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TOP of
the CAMPUS

5X7 PORTRAIT REG $25 00

$20 00 WITH THIS AD

8 X 10 PORTRAIT REG $30 00

$25 00 WITH THIS AD

CUSTOM PRINTED IN BLACK AND WHITE

FOLIO MOUNTED

PRESENTED IN A GOLD FOIL BOX

WITH CANDY KISSES AND A ROSE

CAtUtOLL LAMB PHOTOGRAPH*
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OUNGE
Chill out at the

Top! THIS WEEK'S DRINK SPECIALS

Bat Bites
BACARDI AND CRANBERRY

Full Moons
A HOWLINGLY GOOD TOC BLEND

Blue Boos

Styles By
Deborah

The Spa Fot

Hair & Skin Care
5-W-5dl()

, l imiisih Dnvt • Vmlursl

in^nSfin
1
1 Professional Consultation
» and Style Cut

j
(Kcg.il.itlv $16.00 to $18.00$
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1

I $5- Off
1 Any Spiral Perm,
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Th« Alma Tatar Potato MM
TOC Onion Soup Crock %2 25

Fried Mo/zareiia St-cks S3 95

Lincoln Logs Stean Fr>es$l 75

French Onion P.ngs V* 25

Cheese a Crackers

Buttaio Wngs ** 25

Macho Nacho 5 S3 95

Popcorn Shnmp
veggie sN Dip S2 75

CHIPS PRETZELS
NACMOS

Available Anytime

I S<AH€

is*
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-Jsis I
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11th Floor Campus Center • (413) 549-6000 ext. 7634

University of Massachusetts at Amherst
MC Visa Amex

Gifts, (.ill Baskets lu-coratiu- \m-svorM-s
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TUTORIAL/OPINION
he opinions" '

thoseol the

Vote 'None of the Above'

What if, on Election Day, you not only

had the choice of voting for either John

S.lber or William Weld, but also had the

option of rejecting both candidates by

vot M "None of the Above." and thereby

calling for anew election with all new can-

didates, what would you do.

Dennis Kelly

For starters, you might force the can

didates to disengage from their-negat ive

mudsling.ng campaigns and **£»*»*
iMiieaV Most likely, debates would befocus-

ed on the environment, education, health

caw homelessitess and other issues, and

not on the other candidates mother.
n
M,„-,over. you might be able to unseat

longtime Congressional incumbents, who

have become so entrenched by special in

terest money that nobody can afford to

run against them.

AndVrhap> v„u would be able to ,ndu e

vour representatives in the state

legislature and in Congress to reform elec-

mm laws that afforded them reelection

PrtWOftl and 98 percent. respectively, in

the 1988 elections, despite widespread

voter dissatisfaction.

With a "None of the Above option
,

on all

hallots perhaps our politicians would find

the 'strength C break their addiction to

private campaign contributions (the crack

5 American polities*, and begin to work for

meaningful campaign finance reform

And perhaps the two major parties would

begin tVopen up the democratic process by

removing the barriers that make the

emergence of a challenging party virtual

ly impossible

And just maybe our elected represem

tatives would spend more energy, «nd

money, toward meeting the needs of their

constituents at home, and less pursuing

economic, military and ideological interest,

"wT Americans hold an unjh.ke.bte

belief in the freedom of choice. "None of the

SSve™ is a choice that voters ought to

have. With this in mind, voters in six towns

_ Amherst. Northampton. Leverett.

Shutesburv. Wendell and Pelham - are be-

ing urged to cast "None of the Above votes

for ev«7 race in which there is no one run

ning for whom they want to vote.

To make it easier, the Pioneer Valley

Pro Democracy Campaign, which is spon_

soring the drive, is distributing "None ol

Se Above" stickers for voters to affix to

their ballots in the place for write ins

Its members will be distributing leaflets

and suckers on campus on Wednesday .nd

ThtStay from 1 1 :00 to 2:00. ,n downt ow n

areas and shopping centers on SaUirdav

morning, and at polling places on Elect >on

Day

awiaaia* * ~**^£\?1
' )( }(•? 7v*V' .,n^mmmMm^nrmmmam^nm^mmmmMa.

A real-life Punch-'n-Judy
* ... ...U*<. * Wli.llfc

This local plea for a better democracy ha.-

already received national attention, ap-

pearing «n the New York lim* **on

G,be The Nation and over National

Public Radio, as well as other media

Tources (.nd is presently spreading

throughout the state).

It ,s possible that on Election Day he

whole country will be tuning into the

Pioneer Valley to see if the voters here .re

satisfied with "politics a* usual.

Are you?

Denms Kelly i* a member of the Pioneer

Valley Pro-lhmmraiy Campaign

•To /ore. honor ami fhensh. 'til death ilo

"'JsnTthat how the line goes" Pit

peopk don't remember that her,
, UJ

ni>thing in marriage vows that includes te

beat threaten, torture and kill

1 thought fd just remind allot now-

most of us will get married .someday and

some of us are following the last vow to the

letter e< en if we are not married to the ptr

,on we are beating, threatening, torturing

or killing^

_

Pomelo McCarthy

Cow-tipping western Mass.
_r c . n .rTi*>M as a city. In

As I read Meredith OBrien s column

CCows. country mice. Bamb. and

Western Mass ." Oct. 22». I thought.

Whans herVint?" Was she trying to

defend Western Mass " If so her eflort

^"tantamount to Jesse Helms speak

Xnn on behalf of the NAACP
Ihecl.imstobt.a,eMden,o,AVr

«ern

Mass., vet describes ,t M "aJ^«J«J
iand"-H.s she ventured sou hi
Amherst, to pastures 2^-f*^:
rhicooee or West Springfield. wlM

SJfflETof! are found in quartsized

TrTalue these are suburbs of

Sorincfifld which, m spite of Ms_

O-Brifns v,ew. do h.ve .11 the f.cets of

a citv. slums, fancy parks, colleges,

ethnic neighborhoods, a civic center .

nrofessional sptirts franchise, etc ()nly

a New Yorkercould scoff .t the defini

tion of Springfield as a city In fact, if

Z were to venture a 20 mile radius of

Boston, she would find that the towns

„, the East look ver^.m.lar to those of

the WestOne might think it was thi

same state, even ..._._

Knal I v. she goes on to characterise

,he resignation of Western I

ri . sldt.n,s as that of a country mow*.

Whv9 Because we are not insecure

about our region and demt tout
:

any
"J-

agined Wlf***** We ^J not *°™
Customed to this typical con^e^
,lon , we simply ignore it Western

Mass residents are indeed "civilized

S." far from "simple." Perhaps Ms

OBrien is confusing us with those from

Western Pennsylvania.

I.uke Erickaon
Sylvan

Welcome to the fun of the great American

,,.,m, Yes. you too can risk your he.

deoendinn on whom you marry or d,

An^?f vou expect any help at all. forget ,

Tta vS£ the court, and the
f«g*f

wholeheartedly believe it is a husband
I

.

ngh tobt
.ath.sw,fe.orafK>yfr.endsr,,h

[„"a.sault his girlfriend .

Someho*. «t .>« «

a real crime if he know- her

Over the summer my hometOWB

newspaper ran I *Or> about , man who

phXl gu.Hv to breaking d«ing

order beating up h ****** a "d

^...n.tok.l.r.rl^ot.i^
,ds.-ntence Keallv H«« dare »e think

ont . ,.C(1nd that hi. girltnen. d, -

..m^on.ideration:
Jj3

SN

h
, , )(/r,, he wouldn't even so much a, call her

tynameevi n lm sure >h-

.:, n|! soundly at n.ghl. knowing the

,„•,, are so intent on prosecuting violent

^ir^h.thatsanotherthingjhis.

j(
. Y()U knoW something That s

t ,;U nst«helaw
The la-t time checked,

»ultandhatt.-r>«..«aga.n<tthel«^

I don't recall there being a clause that says

••except for wives and girlfriend-

\Y,;
P
of the most common (.nd stup.dj

argument. I constantly hear ,sN^ell.yu

know some women love that stuff Idlov,

„ ,neet the mental giant v^ho thought that

; ,p Right, buddv \V,-h,e getting ou,

^I.^lacktned. our hone, broken and ou.

ms mangled Writing up « a hojpital

2d .ust make- nn dav. Id 0M tell vou

W men don't 'love that stutt Main

m .-th.-.men^ night in a ma-

ke that came from an ahu-.v,- home

herweWr.. When you «re bu-J.J
y^nXrgdrf^byy^^
(lm..nt seem like such an abnormal thum

Of course, whe, ,o,nan vs ant> «o

doanvthmgaboutu -h.,e,-i .eve. ending

trief Her relative- can t
under-tand what

"h -wh.ningaVM.ut.remen.Ur th.-.-Mor

asdome-t.c- vmleiue. which isn t v 10U m«

at auTn the,, ev. - The poor gov probablv

had in,ugh da, U-b,s right tnh-k
J-

wlfe around a b,1 It s ju> •
.l.g ht ^ all.

Beside- those women •h.ve that -U U

Here's another gem :

"Well .1 sh- ha,

, hats happ.-n.ng- much, why d«,>nt -he

^'j; ...u-on.herealuorld.^.

pl
. ".v....,»M.ne.tl> think that a man who

toi,-,.....^.MM,,enda-apunc
;:

, when she lea*

i,.\" honestly th.nk that he- g.ang to

, her alone" When ..woman leave- an

WUtril. Nothing cha, g£»
-he nets ha «t work, hei relative

ami" ?*
Sbyhwa^lUmembertheg
when we thoughts

'"'

murdered in
When Carol Stuart W«

"g^.B«»
i | had a feeling itw-mtWillH Ben

. w£ did it -lu-t bv looking .« thj

isticsl figured old Chuck.

fhatsS Id rather that it wa >ng«

lhat we could ».• -ale w,,htho..w,

pos»-d to hi' so close to

Panulo UcCmriky U Cdleg.an

columnist

1 know some wimiu o •>"

T nokine behind the issues and seeing ^^^.=1
•I donl give a rf.it^SlJ^ffLmw^m
1 was sitting in a pub. rean'ng- »he"™

was on ond

got !oud enough^-^^of^^ngTheir op.nion*

rnTe
1

JESTS£ crtsTneerfubricated
argument

ties, dressed as an uP-»nd.com,ng type, a ^
Arabia.

.
. d push us until we im

.^Ou^vf^bar^o ,nto
P
KuWait and sbou.d

,dea what you re »»'"«: "^
°

*

M , game show. The

»taK5S^ ia a -r. for Cbnsfs

^e vounger guy tr.ed to ho.d his ground. "No one lihes

wirhu;'^$ I aewh- we got
L
dO

imc hMrd 9hit

Uk;
,.'S.7rde7ur^nan,. I8yearso.d,asass-

backwards as you are now^
there and^ abo t

"ended'S^ZS^ **»"""*

sheepish
j gabbed my beer

fd 'r^rr'vSS^ilf

-What's w,th you k,ds^ WeVe Ove fuck,„- mches froo,

TjK?m that the^-^^SC
ing up but that no one seemed to be cnanginB

^Fi'^ures. Same th.ng that happened las,
:

Ume No one

a i,« "Nn fuckin around. I made a mistaKe to y<-

I think he was cry.ng. but I mm m^
The most un^-lthng ih.ng he MM wm th..

l

m

IXtgX&SSX" MS- .8 year..d c„r

pse looks like?
m ..takes he said The anti war

000,1
Tdi^Wt m gea un -I after the bodies started

movement didn t get in gta. c

learning from

-m,°« b
K
aCK l

Tfath^r ™ n"toMhis before that

our mothers and fathers, wt f

9011X1
i. . ,!,» the various arguments about the Mid

Since that night, tht <»"> >v

;

K
,on C((n

dU>Ea
;

t

^'T tissues' Thu^ g^ reminded me that

CMKSSIaaa^^
have got no choiceK l° St "P

'V thls madness to an end
Folks who«^^taS^^"OW. at I M

are coming together. They II tH mm u L

SXi^^XZZte** Ufs no,

f

Tr'm.» P. U**m k • Collegian ml—
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Tax revenue to fall short
Previously uncut groups expected to suffer

BOSTON (AP) - Predicting more gloom

for the Massachusetts economy, the gover-

nor's Revenue Advisory Board said Tues-

day the state government's money crunch

is worse than estimated.

The board projected state tax collections

for fiscal year 1991 will fall approximate-

ly $238 million below the most recent

estimates from the state Department of

Revenue.

Responding to this projection, House

Ways and Means Chairman Richard Voke,

(D-Chelsea), said he expects the legislature

will order reductions in areas that have

avoided cuts because they are outside the

governor's control.

"The days of people saying, 'I'm not go-

ing to take this cut' are over," Voke said.

The revised advisory board figure puts

state tax collections at $9.04 billion for the

year ending June 30.

That projection would be only about $200

million higher than tax collections from

1989. despite a $1.1 billion tax increase

signed bv Gov. Michael S. Dukakis in July.

We are still on the downward slide,"

said Revenue Advisory Board Chairman

James Bailey, referring to the eroding tax

base For fiscal year 1992, when the tax in

crease would take full effect, the advisory

board projected tax collections reaching

$9.27 billion, more than $600 million below

the Department of Revenue estimates.

The state's tax collections repeatedly

have fallen below projections as

Massachusetts sinks further into recession.

But James Wooster, a Department of

Revenue analyst, said it was "highly like-

ly" the October figures due on Thursday

will exceed previous estimates by as much

as $20 million.

In light of that development, L. Edward

Lashman, the state secretary of ad

ministration and finance, said "this is not

the time to revise our estimate nor to make

further cuts."

Still, Lashman called the advisory board

estimate "troubling and it warrants serious

consideration."

Advisory board members cautioned that

their estimates could become moot if voters

approve a tax rollback petition next Tues-

day. Yet even if the petition fails, both

Republican gubernatorial nominee

William Weld and Democratic opponent

John Silber have pledged to repeal part of

the new tax law that extends the sales tax

to services, Bailey said.

Bailey stressed that the governor's office

is not bound by Tuesday's estimate and can

make its own projections based on the

board's figures and those of the Depart-

ment of Revenue.

candidate

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 3

because they are beneficial to the state's

future. She said education keeps people

off the streets and away from crime which

will reduce the number of people in jails,

thus saving the state money in the long

run. ,

O'Brien admits that changes need to take

place in Massachusetts, but said CLT is not

the answer because it is not looking at the

right issues.

"Health care issues make up almost ZU

percent of our budget, yet they are being

cut," she said.

"1 feel providing affordable health to

businesses, municipalities, and the elder

ly is an important issue to Massachusetts

citizens."

O'Brien, who said she will be "voting on

the Democratic ticket," calls herself "con

servatively pro-choice".
'

I feel abortion is okay in the first

trimester, and maybe in the second, but I

am opposed to it in the third trimester,

O'Brien said.

The second Hampden Disrtict includes

Easthampton. South Hadley, and Hadley.

HOLLY NEAR

Speaking: Nov 1 at 8:00 pm

Rm 163 Campus Center

In Concert: Nov 2 at 8:00 pm

Fine Arts Center

Tickets: $5 UMASS Students

$10 General Public

AALARM' sounded
CAMBRIDGE, Mass (AP) - Two sym-

bols, one old, one new, have prompted

an emotional debate between gay ac-

tivists and student conservatives at

Harvard University.

Gays who adopted as a badge of honor

the pink triangle homosexual men were

forced to wear in Nazi Germany were

angered by a group espousing tradi-

tional values that covered the campus

in blue squares.

Last week, members of the Associa-

tion Against Learning in the Absence

of Religion and Morality (AALARM), a

student group formed last spring, chalky

ed blue squares on sidewalks in Harvard

Yard and around major campus

buildings.

Posters plastered to kiosks and dor

mitories Thursday and Friday said the

blue squares represent "faith, family,

country and community."

Other posters showed a pictureofa

child with the caption, "Women love

men, men love women, we're used to it,

aren't you glad?"

But the blue square campaign ap-

peared on the eve of the Fourth Annual

Lesbian, Bisexual and Gay Studies Con-

ference at Harvard, which organizers

said drew about 1,500 people over the

weekend.

Gay activists said the blue squares

were a mockery of the pink triangles,

emotionally-charged symbols laden with

deep historical significance.

"We see it both as an attack on gays

and on this symbol," said Sheila Allen,

a leader of the Bisexual, Gay and Les-

bian Students Association. "It's a sym-

bol with an incredible amount of emo-

tional impact."

AALARM leader Adam Webb said he

formed the group because he felt conser-

vative views were being squelched at

Harvard.

AP photo

CAMBRIDGE, Mass - Harvard University sophomores and roonv

mateVAdam Webb, left, and kenneth DeGiorgio. founders of the

SSteAfS Learning in the Absence of Religion and

Morality. _^__^_^___^^-i^^

Vuendfys

Great Food & Ice Cream
Russell Street

Hampshire Mall

FREE Happy Ending
Sundae with purchasa

of

Friendly'*

Supermelt Sandwich

Good at Hampshire Mall

and Russell St only

expires October 30, 1990
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ARTS 8cLIVING
Twister's tr
By JULIE LIVINGSTONE
Collegian Staff

If the Halloween scene leaves a dry taste

in your mouth and you've decided it's not

worth dressing up to go to some party

where you'll be one of several Bart Simp-

sons or Audrey Homes or the usual condom

or ghost, check out Twister's tonight with

a cast of thousands: it's worth a venture out

into the cold.

Victor of Pearl Streets Battle of the

Bands, Who's Kiddin' Who, with their

danceable world and ska music, are sure

to please listeners at Twister's first annual

Halloween bash.

Also a surefire crowd tantalizer are the

giveaways slated for the evening, actor

ding to Mark Forsyth, club owner

"We're getting ready with about 50 CDs

as door-prizes and runners-up prizes in the

costume contest. The first place winner of

which," Forsyth said, "is awarded $100."

The night is being sponsored by WRSI

95.3 FM and Miller Genuine Dry. In the

planning stages for about three weeks, Jim

Olsen, program director at WRSI, said it's

a Halloween evening offering not to be

missed.

"We work with Twister's and they sup

port us too; Who's Kiddin' Who is probably

one of the best bands in the area; we'll be

giving away tee-shirts and certificates for

area hot tub places. It'll be a great night."

In the words of a successful statement,

it's treat or treat tomorrow night at

Twister's.

The bash is for those 21-and-over

Festivities get under way at 8:30 p. m Price

of admission is $2-$4.

Noble, absurd play
_ a • • _ i a - -» &* .irri r\cT K

Bop (harvey) punctuates a

ridiculously good night
By TEDRIC EISEMAN
Collegian Correspondent

BOP (harvey)

Pearl Street

Thursday. Oct. 22

As the name suggests. BOP (harvey) is

good and ridiculous. I had heard that they

were something to see, and this was con

firmed the moment their seven foot lead

singer took the stage wearing a demon

mask with his dread locks poking out on

top like mammoth fronds of asparagus.

Review

The tunes were bouncy with blaring sax

and trumpet punctuation. Choreography

bordering on aerobics bedazzled Rock

steady best, silly lyrics, biblical references,

philosophical interludes, and the abilit\ to

stop on a dime earned my respect.

This high energy septet comes from Pro

vidence. IX, though their music shows

definite influence of islands more tropical.

The same is true for their opening band.

the Ululators, who come from the isle of

Martha's Vineyard.

I've never seen the Ululators so far in

land before, and they didn't seem to used

to the idea themselves. In their element.

these guys are really fantastic. I can

remember many a night at the Chilmark

Community Center where they'd induce

quite a frenzy, but at Pearl Street they

seemed a little unenthusiastic. They are

great musicians and continue to try to play

as many instruments as possible. They

swap trombones and steel drums to take

turns singing.

Both bands have albums out. the

Ululators on U Who records, and BOP

(harvey ) on the Relativity label. Healt

attitudes and good dancing, mon

By THOMAS SCULLY
Collegian Correspondent

Christodoulopoulos's brilliantly devis-

ed set in The Memorandum gives us a

stark, moody stage: gray, square and

suspended with steel threads from the

ceiling like a toy platform in a rat maze,

partitioned and transparent. Josef Gross

(played with perfect Woody Allen

humanity by Paul A. Spatarella), is the

director of an unnamed organization,

who receives a memorandum one mor

ning written in "ptydepe," a new syn-

thetic language for better interoffice

communication, and we are launched in

to a bizarre journey into allegory, satire

and downright Saturday Night Live

business, as we make the rounds of the

memo — and what circles they are!

The obscenely maniacal Geryll Robin

son doesn't give an ounce too much as

the supremely manipulative Ballas, and

his/her mute assistant Pillar (Eltssa

Lash) is a cross between a cockatiel and

a demonic Harpo Raphael Atlas is a

natural as the incomparable linguistics

professor Lear, who, along with crack

pupil Karen Brundage as Thumb, pro

vide the most mirthful moments of the

evening.

As for the ironic gray costumes that

make everyone look like they're in their

fathers' suits, and fine supporting roles

by Jennifer Hugus and Annie Von Herr

mann, I cannot lavish enough praise.

Sometimes creepy in its insanity, often

hilarious, always mesmerizing. The

Memorandum is an absurd, funny, pain

ful insight into the human animal as he

trots around the bureaucracy of

civilization

Oral fixation is the central motivation

of the characters' activity, with the ex

ception of Josef Gross and Maria, the on

lv two •naturalistic" characters

Everyone is getting limes, eating

chocolates, drinking milk, flossing their

teeth, sucking on cigars and cigarette-

(which are never lit * or clicking their

silverware together in eager prep.ua

tion for lunch" which is either hideous-

lv sexual or downright menacing

The whirling but precise staging is

professional in quality, and the constant

comic business mentioned above, rein

forces an hysterical, warped perception,

though it sometimes goes too far by

visually distracting us from the more

significant dialogue.

Carrie Bell as the Dorothy like Maria

is a sweetly oppressed secretary at the

translation center who falls in love with

Josef, and is herself the only other

sincere human in the place. She has a

painful tendency to over act when she

is trying to "show" us how shy she is

during Act I, but she comes through for

us in the end. The KCM in which Maria

offers the dejected Josef a box of forbid

den cigars, part pitying, part guiltily

and then is wrenched away by an order

to get more limes before he can even

acknowledge her kindness, is the

greatest moment of drama I have seen

this season.

Vaclav Havel il the revolutionary.

president of Czechoslovakia, elected less

than a vear ago during the political

upheaval in Eastern Europe As a di

dent playwright, before the Velvet

Revolution, his plays were banned from

stage and print and he spent several

years in prison for advocating, among

other things, freedom of expression in

theatre. This play, then, is a kind of

fierce defense of the human individual

worker, lover and artist against tht

tendencv of modern wdet) to alienate.

automate and "turn man into a fetish

The forced introduction of the artificial

language is a thinly veiled attack on th.-

whole Communis' as expenenc

ed in Eastern Europe, but it would

a mistake to dismiss this as merel

"Cold War" pie< 'hi> is a play-

about all people trying to exist in the

modern world, no less than in the ad

ministrative buildings of our own

campuses.

The Memorandum, directed ov

Deborah Lubar will be presented at tht

Halite Fiona** Stuth" Theatre at

mith Coll** \ mkm? l * through the

3rd

Jello stands strong with Lard as catalyst ofnew wave
i. .._. ti..., ...„.,M k» mm another trreat Ministr\ all Biafra an , ...

By PAUL DeGF.ORG I

Collegian Correspondent

The iMst Temptation of Reid

Lard
Alternative Tentacles

Q: What's the best thing to happen to music since Led

Zeppelin broke up**

Remember when everyone thought that Asia would be

around to haunt us for generations to come? Or what

about the rest of those awful lste-70. early 80s

"SuDereroups?" In fact no mention whatsoever of any ol

thosTartsy star-studded sedative bands has really come

up lately. Which leads one to ponder: Is the term gone

forever? Just a nostalgic phrase from the days of Chips,

Pop Wheels and feathered hair?

Well not if Jello Biafra has his twisted way The ex

lead singer of the Dead Kennedy's latest creation may in

fact be the catalyst for a whole new wave of all-star bands

But with a slightly different, yet entirely new twist . .

a Supergroup that's actually good.

Lard is a collaboration between Jello. music s premier

pissed-off politician and the world's most intense m^

dustnal band, Ministry. Right on the heels of their

sublime live album, Ministry provides their best musical

assault vet This would be just another great Mini

album, but with the lyrical genius of Jello spearheading

the attack, the result is nothing short of incredible

Lard was first heard in 1989. with their Power ofLanl

EP Besides providing us with an album cover so wonder

fully heinous it could make Perry Farrell blush Lard |

us an addictive anthem and left us craving fot_more

m, almost a year later we can stuff our bodies full

with 57 minutes worth of pure Grade A Lard.

Songs about almost every facet of our warped society

make up this 10 song maniacal manifesto. The opening

track 'Forkboy," provides an allout thrash, both musical

^ and id£logiaTy. It attacks a racist catch-22 situation

of the the poor in America and those who propagate arid

profit from it - i.e. the government.^rdin*
*°J

e"°

In "Pineapple Face," a song about Manuel Noriega

Biafra mixes his bitterness towards modern politics with

a touch of black comedy. . ..

"The place is surrounded I can't get away/ Even sent

the stealth bomber/ Just to prove it'll fly/ ForY.^ teen

anguish, Use Pineapple Face/ As Amencan as where Coca

Cola got its name." „i„„*;„

Another song goes off on our post-modern, plastic,

hedonist, self-centered consumer society. Hair ty mail

tit jobs for teens/ searching for rosebud in the fire. A

generation of citizens concerned more with appearances

than anything else can just "Mate. Spawn, and Die for

8,1

RufRaid
r

:;- 4 am - sounds like old Black r

speed Though throughout the insen.1) foal h*.

drums and guitar, lanecon

on drugs points out thi timidity of the g

whole approach to it

< osts over three times more to keep an addict in jail

than to treat those trying to quit but no drug war funds

for clinics!" „.„»«,«,

And to prove he's not just trying to bitch. Biafra states

clearlv his mission: "To dent the comfortably numb/ with

constructive satire, make my life one big prank/ on a socie

ty 1 hate."

The Last Temptation of Reid definitely makes a dent.

Not just on your ear drums, but also on your outlook on

life However, there's nothing overtly "offensive on this

album, which allows Lard to bypass any hassle from the

Parent's Music Resource Center, while at the same time

subversively attacking all that it stands for.

This album is a cathartic masterpiece for anyone fedup

with everything. Lard is the new supergroup of the 90s,

and if The Last Temptation of Reid is any indication

thevll be around to clog our arteries with deliciously ap

petizing music for as long as the shelf life of the ice cream

at the Dining Commons.

Count Basie Orchestra at FAC I Edie cancels^xw **' _ . „ • j :.u.^ n„» nfNp* YorkCitv. _ ~
Coming to the Fine Arts Center Wednes

day, Oct. 31, is the Count Basie Or-

chestra. The orchestra, currently under

the direction of Frank Foster, has members

who have been with the orchestra for as

long as 35 years and as brief as only a few

months. ****** ^„,
The orchestra is a jazz band that com

bines the elements of swing and blues

along with traditional jazz. The band was

originated by jazz great William "Count

Basie and is based out of New York City.

Although Basie passed away in 1984, the

band continues to grow and perform

worldwide.

The performance begins at 8 p.m. Hallo-

ween night. Tickets are $23-$27, Five Col

lege students are half price, and are

available at the FAC Box Office.

- JEN SIEGEL

The Union Program Council has an

nounced that Edie Brickell and New

Bohemians and Aztec Camera will not

be appearing at the Fine Arts Center on

Sunday, Nov. 4, as originally scheduled.

According to Jodi Avery, UPC Talent

Coordinator, the bands are unable to

make the Nov. 4 date, but a rescheduling

of the show isP'-^^S&n

Schoolhouse Rock

Schoolhouse Rock opened to a sold out,

650-capacity SUB. last night to the

delight of the audience and the cast alike.

The 21 member cast succeeded in creating

a time-warp returning the throngs of

listeners baik to nine-year-old status.

Tonight is the last performance slated.

Tickets are on sale at Tix during normal

business hours today and at the door star-

ting at 6.45 p.m.: $3 UMass students and

$5 general public.
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The Graduate Employee Organization (GEO/District 65 UAW) has

been a positive force on the U Mass Amherst campus. Wh.le mak ng

siriflcantgainsforgraduateemployees.ithassimultaneousy acted

n the be" interests of our whole community. We have witnessed

GEO1
,impassioned efforts to defeat Question 3, to save Un.vers.ty

ChiW Care to preserve Everywoman's Center to help tenants .n

Graduate hous'ng, and to increase funding for public higher

fduca^i, n. Wehave enjoyed working with GEO -preserves this

past year and wish them good luck in this weeks un.on election.

Stan Rosenberg. State Rep

tor thla District

Jeff Simpson, President of

Polymer Science end
Engineering Club

Massachusetts Society of

Professors
Angus McQullken, Student

Trustee
Professional Staff Union,

SEIU Local 509
Graduate Student Senate

Executive Committee
University Staff Association

John Olver, State Senator

for this District

Randall Reich, President of

Graduate Business Assoc

Ming-Liang Shiao, President

of Chinese Sfuuon/ Club

Legal Services Office

Attorneys

Paul Gallagher, Chair of

Labor Relations Center

Graduate Student Caucus

long Shen, President of the

Association of Chinese

Students and Scholars

Natasha Diephius, President

of Student Government

Association
DavidHotchkiss.Co-Chalrof
Economics Graduate Student

Organization

AFSCME Local 1776

Pet r Ida Harahan and Alice P

Juliet. Co Chairs of

Sociology Graduate Student

Association

Elizabeth Chilton, Chair of

Anthropology Grad Caucus

ONE MILLION OF

THE BEST MINDS
I IN AMERICA
HAVE ALREADY
CHOSEN THE BEST

RETIREMENT
PROGRAM.

TIAA-CREF.

II A At Kl I is building

ntxl financial future

methn l.flOO.WJO

people inihcc«.liK.iinni

and research enmmunt-

t,cv ^ over 200.0

retirees are now ending
therx-netilsof their

II \ \ ( KM annuities

urrcnlls rjffcf ><>ti

Supplcmcnial 'Retirement

Annuities (SRAM and are

working with sponsors ot legislation That would allow trie

Hoard of Regents to establish an Optional Retirement

Plan (ORP) in Massachusetts ()RP »\pc plans arc cur

rentK offered at public institutions of higher education in

4! of the 50 states

SOLID PERFORMANCE AND TIMELY INNOVAriON

Whether vou are nisi starting your career or you are near

mg retirement we can help you prepare for the future

Since l°IK\ *v'\e been dedicated to making sure that

people in education and research can count on a comfort

abic retirement

We pioneered the portable pension We invented the

variable annuity In IW8. we created the CREF Money

Market Account to give you more flexibility And in

March of this year, we introduced two new accounts, the

CREI Bond Market Account and the CHEF Social

Choice Account, to let you shape and diversify your

retirement investments even further

At TIAA-( RLE vve believe that steady incremental

gnrwth over the long term is the best way to build retire-

ment income This investment philosophy has worked

well for <wcr seventy years, and has provided retirement

income for hundred's of thousands of people like you.

THE KEYS TO RETIREMENT INVESTING

Security, growth, and diversity are the keys to sound

retirement investing security so the resouaes arc sure to

be there when it's time to retire; growth, so you'll have

the income you need for the kind of retirement you want,

and diversity to help protect you against volatility and to

let you benefit from tlie strengths of several types of

investments

li alsogi\esy<Hi the

opportunity l<>r growth

thnxigh dividends

which we've declared

everv seat tot 41 years In

fact. II A A's net eanicd

T.ite has beaten (fee iadm
ti\ aveiage for every one

of those weai

With (HI Is variable

infinity you c an c hoose

from lout different

investment accounts, all managed by experts who under

stand the long term strategies essential to sound retire

ment planning

1 HE FIRST! HOK I IN HH ( \ I ION AND RESEARCH

Tlie TIAA-CREF retirement system is specifically

ck-signcd for people in education and research You ma>

move from oik institution to another many tunes in your

career, so v<>ur annuities move with you to any of over

4.200 institutions with TIAA CRH retirement plans

You need financial security, so die system provides ret ite

tiKnt income vou cannot «>utlive Plus, lite ll\\(RH
s\stf"m offers

Perft»rmance: The CREF Stock Account outperformed

the mutual fund industry averages for the last one .
live .

and ten year perils The CREF Money Market Account

has shown excellent returns since its inception, outper

naming the industry average since May of I98S.'

Responsiveness: Our experienced counselors are ready

to answer your questions Call our toll free numbers for

performance figures or information about your personal

annuity accumulations.

Strength: Your future is protected by the largest private

retirement system in the world We have done so well, for

so many, for so long, that we currently manage over 1»80

billion in assets

lor further mfot malum < ontiu t

TIAACRIf
100 Oliver Street. Suite 1200

Boston, MA 021 K)

1800 842-2004

SS5
/ nmrinx the future for those who shape it.

TIAA AND CREF- A SMART COMBINATION

Tl AA's traditional annuity provides maximum safety,

guaranteeing your principal and a specified interest rate.

- - >1imm im iMTi^inf. m hi m Nth in ii 1 1 an m o««e»»»NfciU"»* >»»»«* »'»*
*«., Fun) **T«ir»'AII VttiHt

EE35S2K

screen graphics
QUALITY SILK SCREENED SPORTSWEARQUAU

AT REASONABLE PRICES
T -umTc SWEATSHIRTS CAPS JACKETS
T"

IprSns golf Shirts team shirts
AP

COMPUTE! CiAFHICS
16 ARMOHY STREET

NORTHAMPTON, MA 01060

(413)584-2124
1-800-287-2124

C(

IKO/IN UX5UKT
Colombo frozen yogurt satisfies at:

>TCK30KT<fe&
Northampton Amherst
1RB Main St Boltwood Walk.

ENGINEERS
San Diego,CA

H»»f you heard ol QMKOMH" H not. it» only a mat«' o« nmt We are a

high-tech. h.fh-eneffl. mnoutwt en|.neerin| compmr looted m San D.ep

(A Our ptoneennf Itadenh.p in Code Dnmwti Multiple kceu (CDMA) lor the

cellular telephone indmtry has led vmnS ot Aiwkij mm prntiftoui

commun.cat.om compantei well at »T41. NTHH and Amenteth to i.gn

agreements with QUAUOMH lor CDfU technology and equ.pment II youd

like to get in on the ground floor o( thu exciting new digital generation

technology and work with our highly acclaimed engineering itatl. contact us

SOFTWARE ENGINEERS
Hequ.remenu include a IS in Computer Science. Ingmeenng. Hath or Physics,

and eiperietKe mT or auembly language at **eral npenence Imlt

Current openings include realtime programming opportunities on A14T

DSPloA, Intel iWO ft Intel )l» hardware Opportunities also exist in vocoder

design and implementation. HON digital »ideo compression. flSI lunctional

simulation, communications channel simulation and soltware testing and

quality assurance

DIGITAL DESIGN ENGINEERS
We are looking lor candidates with a IS/MSEE and a minimum ol )

years'

digital design experience Current opportunities include design of

microprocessor and DSP-based systems, high-speed discrete and programmed

logic circuits, backplanes, phase-lock-loop circuitry and SI lus-based systems

ASIC DESIGN ENGINEERS
Design with the current state-ot-the-art silicon compiler tools (GDI) and use

leading edge technologies to sohre new and difficult problems hpenenced

designers are needed lor tools development, lunctional modeling. ASIC digital

or analog design, product engineering. ASIC quality and reliability, and ASIC

applications engineering A basic range ol 2-S yean related design experience

is required

Other opportunities exist tor RF, COMPONENTS,

RELIABILITY. QUALITY, TEST. PRODUCIBILITY. and

MANUFACTURING ENGINEERS.

QUAICOHM. Inc offers competitive salaries, a lull range ol company-paid

benefits that begin on your date of hire and the opportunity to grow with a

leader in the communications industry Qualified applicants should send their

resume to QUALCOMM. INC.. Attn: Numan Resources/JAO.

I0SSS Sorrento Valley Road. San Diego. CA 92121, by

FAX to Attn: Human Resources/jAD at (619) 452-9096.

or via Internet: jdarbyfn drieus.qualcomm.com. An

Equal Opportunity Employer

We will be in the Boston area recruiting on

November 16, 1990.

UALCOAAAA
r\jconPO*3ATEO
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THE FAR SIDE
By GARY LARSON

BONES IN THE BARREL
By J. GELLER & M. ROSENZWEIG
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DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE

Edited By TRUDE MICHEL JAFFE

OK! Ill talk! I'll talk! . . . Take two sticks of

approximately equal size and weight — rub

them together at opposing angles using

short, brisk strokes

CALVIN AND HOBBES
By BILL WATTERSON

TA*E IV UX*
AT THIS.

ytOU\-0KT HCK)

SM \U\S \S

A, GREAT
DRAYMG 7

\ MEM. CNN
SOO BEUEV£
Wt TEACHER
\>0HT L\Kt W ?

SUE SA\0 IT

WASNT
S£VX\CX)S".'

B1 G0U.1. ^ W> ^T

SER\CA)S APT, mtW HOTW^
\S ' Wfc SET rA\SS YmW^lOD

UP AS AH ANSWER OT

AESTUETKS »KM*4M ? TW\S

\<> A BirVJTWVJE ^QRKOT
POV^ER WAD OE^TU

!

ITS A stegosaormS in

A DOCKET SVWP. ft>GMT ?

\^
-,

ee p you

ACROSS
1 Busy spot

5 — Ike

10 Comudian
13 Halloween

alternative

15 Like Leo

16 — Jima

17 Eerie door

opener7

19 Anderson's
High —

20 Activity tor the

ligni lingered

21 Tiny spots

23 Muslim saint

24 Naval initials

26 Ol I Sing

27 Halloween

uedtuies

30 Neat as

32 Humiiug s

lead 'ii

33 Head complaint

34 Cai>e'

36 Antelope ol

38 Easy as -

39 ii*

tampans
40 Former NYC

bkylirve Sign

42 ZuidBi

43 Mystery award

45 But m Bonn
47 Wile ol Zeus

46 On in yeais

49 Scarlett s home

50 North Carolina

51 Keep - on

MM
13 At t'"t

Lai door

54 Hudson or

bfc m set i another

56 U 235 to

utanium

62 tu Verdi

aria

63 Eerie scribe''

66 Rhone tuOuU'y

67 Map
mtormatton

66
69 Your Fr

70 Gieen
se' bs

71 He. m Aquila

DOWN
1 Elevs

2 Bothers

3 Opinion

4 Celevtiai

phenomenon
5 King ol

Juddh
6 Afflicted by

tatigue

7 Sign

8 Gripes

9 Pastoral

poem
10 Eene

lokjl

<>ted the

dawn
12 Si

(lowered

shrub

14 Military

headweai

18 invective

relative

25 Nocturnal pest

27 Vampire
costume
ad|unc1

28 Etcher s n«ed

29 Bazzmis eene

The Hound
ol

31 Halloween party

costume

32 Actress Arthur

36 Pianist Peter

37 Campus figure

39 Fort — .
Calit

41 City on the

Vistula

44 "they — serve

who
46 Fine cotlon

fabric

47 Brave lass

51 See 13 Across

52 Eagle s perch

53 Kind ol

committee

55 Longlellow s

bell town

57 Tai Mahal locale

59 Fr holy women
60 Sch groups

61 Dusks, to

Donne
64 - Town

Wilder play

65 Vintage aulo

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE

10 31 90

T IT

a

—n— |— i no tt

1 1
"

u

9

a
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—1——

Jir4—I—^Rn

u

i -
- 36""
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MENU
LUNCH

Broccoli Casserole

Chicken Cutlet Sandwich

DINNER
Egg Roil

Pork Chops

TANGELO PIE
By TIM SNIFFEN BASICS LUNCH BASICS DINNER

k3S3Skt

m HmtS3 ft

Yoa wiik tip in «« mUk of Hie *M> u -

n 'u

^"^\ Before uou cur\ scfe&mj

Ml

FORGET Ik story, man!

Broccoli Casserole

Chicken Cutlet Sandwich

Egg Roll

Lentil Loaf

YOUR DAILY HOROSCOPE
By JEANE DIXON

J

PRICE
BY PRICE VAN RAY

AINIS (March 21-Aprt W) Pending

tesoerdlal or firxncoi negoWattons

can De concluOea writ> great kjc

cess tcx) pfevtoujty urxjvoitafoie

sources if an omergencv arses Vou

couW t» getting the wrong roman-

tic signals

TAURUS ; April 20-MOV 20) A sud

den windfall could expand you?

sphere of influence Dreams can

come true! vou friendships ore

lucky for v°u ,od°V A soc,a, everv

mg leods to an exerting session of

brainstorming

OEMINI (May 21-June 20) Some

people want you to play tx)th

peacemaker and the Rock of

Gfbrartar Be bold when pursuing

your career gools others will

respect you more A lost documenf

win surface under mysterious

circumstances

CANCER Uune 21-JuN 22) Vour

words com/ great w«ght today

think corefuly before you speak An

oW Oebt wl be repaid Reinvest the

money right away Trust your hun-

ches when it comes to new

reiationsh(psi

HO (Jury 23-Aug 22) Being too

outspoken w« tand you in hot

water Vou know what you want

ond how to go after it Alovedone

« your strongest a»v Be more open

about seeking business

introductions

VIROO (Aug 23-Sept 22) Be

careful what you sdy to VlPs Travel

is linked to an increase m profes

sonal prestige Good luck strikes if

you mingle with the masses today

Dressing elegantly wfl boost your

self confidence

« (Sept 2^Cct 22; Someone

rrftuentwi can provoe ycx

ouKjonce m your secret quest

Others are w#Jng to grant you

special favors Be prepared to

reaptccerte Puttc fanfdre suts you

_ (Oct 23-Nov 21) Steer

clear of angry people a possble

attrtude wi help you cop.

contrary tndtvKluots Conftdentiol

deakngs are good for business a

fine time to play your romantic

hunches

SAGITTARIUS (Nov 22-Dec 21)

Luckily you can count on close

friends or relatives to bos you out of

a financial jam. Be careful not to

fight the bear too often! There may

be friction on the social scene

tonight

CAPRICORN (Dec 22-Jon ») A

hobby can be turned *>fo a pro-

fitable business Avoid taking other!

into your confidence Do some

research and planning before

reacting out A ptatomc retationship

could ignite

AOUARHJS (Jon 20-feb 18) Do not

neglect your health Regular

medical and dental checkups are

essential Practical career matters

requfre your irnmediate attention A

strong authority figure plays a mo
or role m your happiness

RISCIS (Feb 19 March 20) So-

meone's woras or actions may be

misunderstood Speak up Do not let

a loved ones problems interfere

with your productivity during work

ing hours Be conscientious and very

thrifty

""*"»£ &reat^1^™
Photo Technician .K. A. burse

Uucuon superior ***"***£

?Sion 'tracey Richman NIC. Booberry

Kaye. Sam .
Demented Passionfruit

|
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STEINBECK COLLISION REPAIR
& AUTOBODY

53 So. Prospect - Amherst Center

256-8157 256-1385

• Accepted by all insurance companies for

collision repair or glass replacement

• Imports & other unibody vehicles

are our specialty

REMEMBER it's your car and your choice of

repair facilities

HUNAN GOURMET
CHINESE

RESTAURANT

The aroma, sounb & taste of

authentic Chinese coisine prepared

Hunan, Szechuan Mandarin or

a**

^^/MSHAP^

HADLEY
PUB

Tonight: Halloween Party

JUST GEORGE

Yale bullies volleyball in New Haven
__ . „,. . __^_„n .h^j nna mit in thp third came, win

l

ED COMECXY'

The UMass women's volleyball team traveled to Yale

last night and lost it's match in four games.

Despite the loss, coach Carol Ford was happy with the

overall level of play exhibited by the Minutewomen. "It

was a really good match," said Ford.

UMass began the match with a horrible first game, los-

ing 2-15. „"We just couldn't our game going," Ford said.

The Minutewomen, however, bounced back from their

first game debacle and played really well in a losing cause

M3-15), Ford said

The team finally pulled one out in the third game, win-

ning 16-14 after blowing a huge lead. Yale closed out the

match winning the fourth game 15-6.

Ford praised the play of setter Angle Paolucci as well

as the transition and defense games of the team on the

'

We played well against them (Yale)," Ford said. "I hope

to see them at the Harvard tournament (Friday).

The Minutewomen are now 4-_22
BEN>AHARQN

RESUMES
CopyCat Print Shop
• Great Service • Great Prices

228 Triangle SWAmherst 549-3840

mw>'MMM»™

Thursday

Friday

Saturday

Prizes for Best Costume

ONE-EYED JAKE

BORDERLAND

JESTER

Novl

Nov 2

Nov 3

Drink Special-SOc Rolling Rock_Prafts

• Amole Fre* Parking

• Maicr Credit Cards. Accepted

• Full Liquor License

• Oopn 7 Days A Week
• Take-Out Service Available

• Nc MSQ

261 King St., Northampton, MA

STUDENTS
DON'T FORGET

TO NOMINATE YOUR FAVORITE
FACULTY TEACHER OR TA/TO

FOR THE

DISTINGUISHED
TEACHERS
AWARD

DEADLINE: Nov. 2, 1990

SUBMIT TO:

DTA COMMITTEE
GRADUATE DEANS OFFICE

A217 GRADUATE RESEARCH
UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS

1

1

V GAY DANCE

BLUEWALL
3 NOV 90
SATURDAY
9 PM - 1 AM
THREE$DONATION

L

Amherst Cinema
Now Playing

Henry
and
June

APPLEING FOR BOBS

Mon-Thurs
One Show 7:30

Fri-Sun 2 Shows
7:00 and 9:15

Istudent Discount
with I.D.

slnsiiHll

Buy c LARGE
Pizza for the Price

Of a SMALL

mamm

Expires 11/30/90

Not oood with any other otter

256-8911
We

Redeem
Pizza Hut,
Avanti,
Bruno's
Coupons

$199 PIZZA]
oiro ai

*e> lopprip', *oi |u*t O'VY

Expires 11/30/90
Safe. Friendly. Free Delivery

'Not good with any other offer

CLASSIFIEDS
ABSENTEE BALLOTS

NOVEMBER 6TH (S APPOACWNG FAST
Send tor your ItMMM Pa*Ot now' Wme
letter including your preeem address horn.

address and SS- «**!•»«>«• WHO! Sign

it andmea a to _
C«y 0« Town CM*

Your city or town MA KO

ACTIVITIES

TlON Pre Med Nursing end all

la interested m health care

. tt^bylheetudentrvM^advwv
board* nest meeting October 31 1990

(Wednesday) m room 30? •• me MMBw
cantor 5 00>M Gal involvad'

ENGINEERING GRADSCWOOL SEMINAR.

aay Nov I f> 7PM Marston 220

For proapaciiva gradstudents-

vaiuaoto Intormaton gwen
am technical haw urtoergraduaaaa

aw SWE

FOR RENT

SUNOERLANO 6 room apartm«m garage

Hoy* refrigerator $650 263 3330

FOR SALE

•9 ROCKIN BLAUPUNKT CAR STEREO
Ftow^/Caseefte/Ctock *»*** *!?> ^
w« nagotiato Ct Heather after 4PM iCapr

Tuesi at 967-4442

BUND! FLUTE Good condition $130 0*

beat Otter 5*67265

FUTON MATTRESSES
Pull sue only $56'

«46

METAWAMPE FUTONS
Framaa

LOST

BLACK PURSE win <va»etjO icto«P
c«ma»a with him wimaart^wamalvMito No

question* aakad REWARO' Please can

549-8226

GOLD LINK BRACELET at women's ten

ma courts on 10/25 after five PM
Great aentimentai value

H round ca« 54*1279 Macft

Reward win be g**n

KEYS m SOUTHWEST
Floureseent Pink Keyenam
Room Key * WV Keys

i can 546-6211

_J WALLET
No questions as*ed'

6-1U6

Shpcovera

FREE PIZZA1 The accounting eseocianon

•s having a piwa partytor a« new momDers

on Nov 6at 7 00 m S8A

POETRY PROPHECY Myth Ritual Mage
and TRANSFORMATION' Student Unon
At Gaitory 6 00PM HaMoween Hubbard

Hopman Matoney Carroll and Sagan

ANNOUNCEMENTS

ARE YOU AN AMIGA USER mterestedjn

meeting other Amiga usem* tt ao can Todd

at 5464957

GET YOUR COPY o» Spectrum arts and

iture magazine today on me CC
Concourse'
FRt

BEO 6 BREAKFAST
Downtown Amherst
549-0733

FAST FUNORAISING PROGRAM
$1000 in just om week
Earn up to $1000 lor your campus organi/a

ton Plus a chance « $6000 more-Th* pro

Tram works' No investment needed Caw

800-9324526 Ed 50

GREENOUGH SNACK BAR can cure that

mid-term stress Try our new FalafM Burger

with some eoftoe and lantastic cookies

PVOC Oft. COOP Purchase riome heating

oil at reduced cost per gallon COO or

automatic delivery regater at OCHO or can

545-0885 tor more information

SCHOOLHOUSE ROCK L-ve tonight'

8PM m the S U B Tickets now available at

TIX and at the door'

AUTO FOR SALE

1976 FURY POLICE PACKAGE
Best Otter 549 2957

1979 SUBARU WAGON: Great condition

runs lantastic. good mpg $650 Call Mike

545-0566. 665^7748

1960 SAAB GLE 5-doo' hai

Ekceftent tires and engine

Needs some work
Pull-out clarion S*

$2200 413 786 1003

1961 VW JETTA- Sunroo* new tires and

very reliable Call Phil at 546-0466 Grea 1

deal at $800 00

1964 FORD ESCORT Automatic Wagon

Cassette$890 B O 5 3899/ 256 1228 M*ust

see

1964 CAMERO
Good Shape
$2750 or Best Otter

549-5913 Leave Message

19S4 CHEV CAVALIER-BUVMV CAR

Very well taken care of Good body Jtew

Call Mike 6-7296

WANTED: VW Camper Bus to crossito west

coast Cash Mike 54*1036 or Bob

546-4201

FOR A GOOD TIME CALL...

rack-A-DISC the "A*"^*"™^ ^
video bands, dorm/houae specials can

586-9900 anytime

> war beat anyone s pr«e
Guaranteed'

Cad now' 256-0646

MOUNTAIN BIKE

$75 Call 549^1254

NEON FABRIC PAUT
Many different colors Quart sue

Can 256-1067

OLO GLORY PROOUCTS FOR SALE
Condoms tank tops t shirts w'condom

pocket Commg soon bo»er shorts

546 2396 Leave a message

SKIS unused oegmners set $130 253-5610

FOUNO

BLACK LEATHER JACKET *

was put on me when I was stmkm a

I wish to return it but I don't know who your

art I will recognize youthough Thanjtor

the ride rtome 25M730 ask tor wrthda*

boy

BROWN-RIMMED GLASSES at OneEyed

JaTe show at Sheenans on Octobe* 25th

Ca« Jay at 253-2819

HELP WANTEO

PART TIME VOLUNTEERS needed Ic- an

ias fund dnve Help hungry

children. <l«PO^«n
'J»

m '' ,

!L, K2
homeless people m9»^*»^gL°f,
no* Ask for Jonathan 566-5243 or

566-4880 after 5 00PM

PERSONALS

ALPHA FEMALE " you dKJn t behave me

batora believe me now i Love You' Get Hie

pIc^SS* Anok*r«ry On. y*av «• ^

•^^"aUSm.

HAPPY BIRTHDAY
Terry A La Berry'"

Love L«a Your biggeat tan

I'm proud of you honey'

HAPPY HALLOWEEN KEVIN! I Love VOu

Boo- Boo' Forever Mayiepoo

HAPPY HAUOWEEN'
To CaehaVs Second Ftoor

Love
Janna

HAPPY HALLOWEEN PAW PADS'
Anything to get you under the sheets'

HEATHER
The last si» monthe have been great

Happy Halloween
Love Mate

HEY LB .It Cheer up sweetie" Tmngs can

ontygetbetter I rraaa the happy you' Love

Oee

HEY WOMAN! Bet you thought I torgot'

Happy Birthday Love» V

JOMNV O
Happy Btrthday » me beet *ng I ever had"

i Love You »*«—

»

SAP
is m« contusmg'

Congratulations Joe Bhmoe'

Untie me' You re good-

tuck Here it •'

Sea you soon' Smile'

•Su/ie-Pie

SCHOOLHOUSE ROCK CAST-

Remember me 3 most <ay%**™***~
save you concent»a»a. 600 P«P*» f™
Sut Everybody break a lag (sans Marc and

L^anTO**.* Peter Wang Chung

W^,t m
SCHOOLHOUSE ROOK: Cwv^uW-one
o^O^ahow' Tharias tor your hatojrau

fluA are awaioma' I have some more

posters^^ Love
Your'

WEED *eep growing dad

70 ANO LI- We must attempt to laugh

SreSe* rt ov* me (*•«• Not «**&
mush m me bram yat Love ya

Happy Spoon day Lo

PIZZA

COLLEGE PIZZA
( S| s{>" V

tma* eheeae $3 50

large cheese S5 96

2 adonwnai toppatg*

ortfy $1 more"
imvet mentioti ttoa ad

549-6093WBRT*

SCOTT
Rosea are red

Volets ere blue
Tn,» p.iem , BatM

But do me anyway

Happy Birthday"

SCOTT

INSTRUCTION

BE A BARTENDER
W M Bartender Training is open

Call tor brochure
413-747-7895

BEGINNING PORTUGUESE CLASS

Nov 5 Dec i Mondays 79PM Language

Pacrtica 549-5065

EARN CREDIT SCUBA DIVING^
2 credit basic and advanced courses oWatejO

both semesters at Curry Hicks pool

2 credit sport courses to Key Largo during

^eSrssSrT spring break, and end of

Hunter for all courses through the General

Physical Education Department

Further information at Cutty He*, poo

Monday through Thursday 7PM-10PM o

call Protect Deep 549-8401

ENGLISH AS A SECONO LANGUAGE^
Classes beam Oct 30 intensive

•
pa^'"*

sSp TOEFL "•9;8,ra, 'cTa^"ne

Oct 23 Language Pacthca 549-5065

• INTERNSHIP INFORMATION '

THERE WILL BE A MEETING tor all those

,nterested m spring 1991 •jrrttHnjhgt>»*
me Legal Services Center Wednesday Oc

J^oecTst. 4PM. in room 903 of the Cam
pus Center Representatives form theabc
and Internship Program will be available to

answer your questions For more informs

Hon call 545 1995 Don't miss out-

Happy Birthday

Too bad you re only 20 ^^
Don t worry We B get smashed anyway

i Love you'
Jodi

ANN NAME You cra/y Sigma' You area

meat s*to" Are you surpneed'' tsn t m«
SJeTr m*•• to as many car ndes aa you

*«n'
Love Room

ATTENTION MADAME PRESIDENT

A k A Jen ol Sigma Kappa)

Congratulationa on your Panhai

Win' i know you mi do a great xto'

Love
Caren

HOO BOO
r s good we didn t change your nickname

Happy Halloween Re/

CAREN LEVINS-Have a great day"JrVtfi

vou be playing tricks tonight or getimg

JSats?''™Spp? Haaoween-Tn Soma. Dee

WNORATUI>TK3NSto<»"•«

^

da on your enga^emertts' Love the Suter*

of Sigma Kappa

CONGRATULATIONS
To Dartene

••• UB Oueen 1990
"'

Peak week « over but

slam is still smackmg
Oh yeah, smack-thts 1

Rover is lonely womp'
Ca« me - » 5-1515

BadE

DAN GLENNON
You are me greatest'

l love you
Ela

DEBBIE MURPHY IS 21! Happy Birthday

Deb' I hope this birthday is special because

you are a special person snd a great tnend

Love, Becky

ERICA 6 JEN- Have a grea! Halloween

Love ya -Jamie

ERIK.SCOTT.BRIAN.JOHN AND AN-

DREA vou are an loojas but I love ya Jen

Hapov Halloween

GUS C. You sure have given me four weeks

o good kjvin .
punkm Lemme look deep

i

in-

to deine btaue Augen and whisper itb

Bob definitely ITB (Censored ss ap

propriate) I tove PC. senior -A wicked so»

tan

HAPPY 22NO B-OAY. KRIS CHAPMAN!
You're old babe

KAREN. CATH ANO OE8_ Happy Haito

t to my roomies' xOXO s>ura**ne

HAPPY B4JAY DOOOY!
To a save GLK- Have a great day'

From Jody-Jo

HAPPY B-OAY PEANUT Luv U Miss U

Wsnt U Luv U Tim

MAPPV BIRTHDAY SUZANNE! ~~
Thanks tor slways being there lor me*

I Love You' Ginny

KRIS- Here s the personal you did-

pnnted Don t worry we 8 keep you* sweret

You know who

LAURA DUOROO Happy Haltoween to the

best imte s.s Get psyched tor tons of Mf
Love Lisa

LF
The smile Iroc is ©utside-

Let's crw*e the parkway

Guido

•LUCKY* __^
Happy Halloween to me best mom anyone

could pose*lY ever have"

Love Karen

MARK MEANEV
Happy Halloween '

Let s cetobrato when you

get into communications'

Love Kim

MELISSA DEAL: You did an awesome (Ob

The haunted house was great" We love you

the Sisters of Sigma Kappa

MICHAEL- From Butternut to Village Peo-

ple, you an) etmpty ama*ing' Smae TMB

MY FAVORITE PEASANT.
Break a tog tonight and every nigftt'

Only eleven more days unM we tmd

you a raxor. nght"
Love you.

Christianna

MY LITTLE PEAR
Happy Halloween l Love You Sylvia

OKAY FOLKS- It s my B Day Satisfied''

i admit it Love ya. Kris

PAT M. (or is it Rah-Rah Bov""

Have a great Halloween' l hope your week

wasnt too stressful' Just think its already

Thursday'

PETE (PRANKERI D-dn t write Other per

sonal Who are you'
Claire

PLATO-
I am warm for your form

Happy Halloween'

Socrates

PSVCHORAMA SCHOOLHOUSE ROCK'
Thanks tor the best hve weeks ot my life'

I love you guys' Don't forget to smile' Love.

Kelly

RANGER CHALLENGE TEAM
This past weekend (46 hours) has been one

of the best times of my life We endured a

lot together and worked ss a team I m pro-

ud of all ol you and want to say you all did

an OUTSTANDING )ob. and I'm damn glad

to know you
PSG Gumbi

MHl Al!

Thanks tor making my
Me a tot eaaaw
Happy Haltoween

Love
Tiacey

SCOTT R VERRIER
Hope you have a Happy Haftoaaer

.y^ove from F S U Msr.a

SIGMA KAPPA says happv t*rthd*

me awesome sister* wnh birthdays*!

October Karen Jeanne. Brenfla Jen Dee

Amy Leslie Suiarme and Daphne

STACEY BECKERMAN AND HOLLY

WILLIAMSON nappy Halloween"

Love Your Bootah

PROFESSIONAL OJ S

LAZER TECH AUDIO avarfabto iw your

SrST dorm party or >™»*™J?«
rates, great OJ s Caa 323-7801 «»"

• SECURITY DEPOSITS

WHAT ARE YOUR RKJMTS when it comes

\5 riajJaBttfrr Whe-> and no*

^^.^Kftord^Sund you- securrty

S^^F^»^tl^T«ursdey "M mM
r^^C^mpusC^nM. roomBOMM
workshop co apmieiart by Leg* Settnea*

^C^Carn^toWng For more ««tor

STALLION. "I s been a

you' cove your
-

STEVE MAC
On Haltoween I'd

snow me yours

Pumkpkins I mean Pumpkins'

Mooch Mooch

SUE B has nice pumpkins

thow you maw it you'll

SUZANNE KOENIG Have a Happy Haito

ween Birthday" Love ya. Michelle

TO MY FAVORITE GREENBELT-
Happy Anniversary'

I love you tons

Low Riwicnwt^B

PS It the sun refused to stune

TO MY FAVORITE industrial Engmerds"

Happy Haltoween' Love Tiffany

TO MY THREE HONEYS
(You know who you are)

raM
yoW-^M- BJO Ginodtock

*.th your appointment Don t vrorryjt s

mrne I better be' HI save your millons of

messages VVWD and OL look forward to

^r^Sekand Hey rj been proven ha

super glue doesn t work after all' My tee!

wecoW Let s bu*l a fire Who wants to be

the boss7 Not me I m me Chauffer

Love
Chicken Legs

P S Do I really snore''

TO THE BEST RA EVER- Happy Birthday

KraC

TURK
Here we are at Halloween again Looks like

we made it through Groundhog day t ricks

and Treats m Greeno th* year Love you

Damage inc

UMASS COLORGUARO
Thank you for a great weekend

You are the best'

The rest will be a breeze
Love Always

Lizzy

SCARY

I LL TELL YOU WNAT would t*

It your HOkday reservations h

made yet' 5450500 Campus Travel

Campus

TO SUBLET

TWO BEDROOM APT Salem Place on Bus

Route Brand new $800 month cai' ?5tV67

TRAVEL

FREE SPRING r"" * VACATIONS'

Greeks welcome' Organize a sma« group

or campus wide event E^arnhjorM-or-

^ona and tree mps' Caa 80O426-9100

ONE WAY TICKET Hartford to AlbuoJet-

KlivJi $100 OBO an 546 4434

wanted 2 3 roommates to cruise

^Jbbian Spring Break C- P.uta 6 1944

T-SHIRTS

CUSTOM SCREEN PRINTED
T shirts sweats-bo«ers-oeer -nugi am.

Low prices high quality

Fast Service'

CM) collect

(203)668-1158

WANTED

ENTHUSIASTIC INOIVIDUAu

organization to promote Spring Brea*

•or 1991 Earn commissions

tree inps and valuable work e«p#nence

Apply now"" CaH Student Travel Service at

1-800-265 1799

GRADUATE STUOENT NEEDS Servor

undergraduate and yaduateiwomen istton-

d.ng aScheduledU-^^^^l^SS
appointment tor «itervww about P*^*""8
oTcommun^ation at the appt reimburse-

ment Eight dollars Leave name ana

number tor EHie 256-8559

VAL
Happy 20th Birthday' it's been s great year

Thanks lor everything

Love Russell

* VAL-GAL
Happy Haiiowbirthday Weenie DudeneesM

Big Huga- Your Rasta Rommie
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SPORTS
No. 13 water polo preps for New Englands
By JOE DEGLORIA
Collegian correspondent

The regular season is all wrapped up for the 14-6 Univer-

sity of Massachusetts water polo team, and now it is time

for postseason play.

UMass, ranked No. 13 in the country and No. 2 in New

England behind Brown, will go to Cambridge this

weekend to compete in the New England championships.

UMass is the second-seeded team in the tournament, and

will receive a bye in the first round.

Saturday UMass plays the winner of the MIT-Harvard

game, which UMass coach Russ Yarworth anticipates will

be Harvard.

Yarworth called the potential UMass Harvard match

crucial to the success of the entire season.

"In order to ensure an Eastern Championship bid we

must be either the No. 1 or No. 2 team in the New England

Championship. So the Harvard game is the most impor-

tant game so far," Yarworth said.

UMass split the season series with Harvard, losing 12-7

and beating them 1 1-10 on a Alex Yelensky overtime goal.

Yarworth said he hopes his healthy team can overtake

the Crimson.

"We have got Dan McCosker back (broken thumb I and

that is going to help us a lot offensively," Yarworth said.

Todd Larsen and Scott Reed are also healthy and will play,

according to Yarworth.

The Minutemen, coming off one of the biggest wins in

UMass water polo history, a 10-9 defeat of Brown on Oct.

22, scrimmaged Queens College this weekend to stay

sharp for the upcoming tournament.

If UMass can make it past Harvard, it will most likely

face Brown again in the finals.

If UMass qualifies this weekend, it will go on to the

Eastern Championships, from which the top two teams

go on to the Nationals.

Leading UMass in scoring is senior Jon Miller, who has

thrown in 61 goals for and assisted in 26 other scores. Alex

Yelensky has been offensively strong as well with 31

goals, and Brian Mclver has 23 scores. Freshman Tangin

Engin has scored 17 times in his first year.

G.T. Ladd, who has drawn a team-leading 41 ejections,

provides UMass with defensive strength.

Larsen's return is crucial to the team. Considered a top

goalie in New England, Larsen has piled up 117 saves

against 120 scores. Freshmen goalie Ricky Benitez has

done very well when called upon, including in the Brown

game, and has saved 56 of 98 shots for a .571 average.

Photo by Mason Ruhr,

The University of Massachusetts water polo

team, ranked No. 13 in the country, will play

the New England Championships thisin

weekend at Brown

UMass continues climb to top of national, Lambert polls

Football notebook
By SAM SILVERSTEIN
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts has the No. 6 ranked

football team in Division 1-AA
UMass coach Jim Reid says he pays no attention to

ratings, rankings and such until after the last game of

the season. But consider this; with three games remain

mg. against Richmond, Villanova and New Hampshire,

the Minutemen have a good shot at finishing ranked in

the top eight in the country, and guaranteeing themselves

a home date in the playoffs (Nov. 24).

The Minutemen, undefeated at 6-0-1 and winners of six

straight, also moved into the top spot in the Lambert

Trophy poll of the top teams in the Northeast, following

Saturday's 28-21 win over Northeastern.

How Deep is the Defense? Matt Tulley, the junior in

side linebacker who has missed half of this season's games

with a bruised shoulder, is listed as probable for Satur

day's game at Richmond
fulley's return would knock redshirt freshman Gregg

Mattern back to the second slot on the depth chart. Mat

tern, who has 36 tackles in five games, notched a team-

high 10 tackles against Northeastern, and was named to

the Yankee Conference Honor Roll. Following his first

start, against Connecticut three weeks back, Mattern was

named ECAC and Yankee Conference Rookie-of the week.

Around the Yankee Conference: Boston Univ.

41 27 win Saturday over New Hampshire, previously

unbeaten and ranked No. 5 in the nation, was a Silber

shocker.

Quarterback Stan Greene threw for 341 yards (21 of

and four touchdowns, while the BU defense picked oiTfour

interceptions as the Terriers won pulling away. UNH was
ilized 16 times for 148 yards

The loss dropped the Huskies to second place in the

Yankee Conference and the No. 14 slot in the nation, and

set up the possibility that for the second time in two years.

UNH's playoff hopes will ride on beating UMass on the

last Saturday of the regular season. Nov. 17.

A postcript: UNH quarterback Matt Griffin separated

his shoulder, and could be out for as long as three week-

.

including the UMass game.

Maine, behind freshman quarterback Bob Zurinskas,

handed Delaware its second second consecutive loss, 17-10

in Orono. Zurinskas, from Brockton, started in place of

hapless Jeff DelRosso and scored on a bootleg in the fourth

quarter to seal the win

Connecticut marched over Richmond, this we.

UMass foe, 42 24 UConn quarterback Matt DeGennam

tossed for 246 yards and three touchdowns, and now n.

442 yards to pass Mike Buck as the Yankee Conference's

all time passing lead.

Villanova slipped past Rhode Island 11

Gary Wilkos has set up shop on the third floor inp.i

tient wing at I'niv.isitv Health Sen -iting houi

1 p m 3:30 p.m.. and 6 p.m. -8 p.m.

Yankee Conference Standings
Co«f.

UMass 5-0-0

UNH
Villanova .

BU
UConn
Delaware

Maine

URI
Rtenmond

•1-0

3-2-0

3-2-0

320
3-30
2 5-0

1-5-0

1-5-0

Mi
6-0-1

6-1-1

4-4-0

4-4-0

4-4-0

4-4-0

2-60
3-5-0

1-7-0

David Mitchell balances football, academics and religion
By RICK SETO
Collegian Staff

It's not a Sunday thing," David Mitchell

said. "It's everyday and it makes living

great. It means everything to me."

The starting fullback for the University

of Massachusetts football team isn't talk-

ing about football; he's speaking about his

belief in God and the Bible.

For the 22-year-old senior, religion takes

precedent over everything, and bas helped

him deal with the injuries which have

plagued his career.

"I think the best thing (religion) does is

that it makes you appreciate being

healthy." Mitchell said. "I think it puts

things into perspective."

In his sophomore year, Mitchell started

the first four games of the season, then

sprained his ankle and missed the next four

games. Mitchell finished as the third

leading rusher for UMass with 388 yards,

in six games.
Mitchell suffered ankle and thigh in

juries in his junior year, forcing an early

end to a productive season in which he

again finished as UMass' third leading

rusher (343 yards), and was the team's

fourth-leading receiver (17 receptions).

"It's been frustrating for me but I know
I've learned a lot from it," Mitchell said.

As a result of all the injuries, Mitchell

now takes a different approach to playing.

"I approach the next game as my last, and

I'll continue to do that for the rest of the

season.

"Being a senior plus being one who
becomes injured every year, I like to play

hard every snap because if (an injury) does

happen and my career ends, I won't have

any regrets."

That thinking worked well for Mitchell

Collegian photo by Tom Burke

Fullback David Mitchell has
played a key role in this season.

against Connecticut on Oct. 13. In thick

mud, Mitchell rushed for a personal-best

114 yards on 25 carries.

So far this year. Mithell has played near-

ly every down, amassing 509 yards on 106

carries. He has not been caught for a loss

since the opening game, at Holy Cross.

Mitchell, however, sees his role as a

fullback in UMass' option offense as more
than just gaining yardage.

"I think to establish a good option game,

you have to establish a good middle game,"

the 6-foot, 210 pounder said. "If you can't

draw the linebackers into the middle for

the fakes, then they're going to suck down

the option

"I focus as much or more on blocking

because running is more natural Blocking

takes a lot more work and it's something

I need to keep working at."

In addition to being a starter in the of

fensive backfield. Mitchell is also the

backup punter to Marco Gabrielli.

Originally from Voorhees, N.J., Mitchell

was recruited to kick for UMass after be

ing All-State his senior year. While kick-

ing, he managed to work up to the number
three fullback spot, but injuries forced him
to redshirt.

The following year, Mitchell stepped on-

to the gridiron, not at fullback, but on

special teams. He feels playing on the

kickoff return team helped him adjust to

the rest of his collegiate play.

"I remember when I was on the field, I

was really nervous," he said. "But even

travelling and being with the team helps

a lot. I think it also helped because if you

can handle responsibility, (the coaches) will

give you a little more."

Mitchell, a finance major, also proved

that he could handle the responsibilities in

the classroom; he is a Yankee Conference

All-Academic Team selection with a 3.33

grade point average.

Though he feels there is not a direct cor

relation between his success in football and

academics, he said, "Basically the way I ap-

proach school is that you have to go to class,

just like you have to go to practice."

First and foremost for Mitchell, though,

is religion.

"Religion comes up front for me," he said.

I look at it as a strength and major

motivator for me so I can get through stu-

dying and practicing."

Mitchell, a member of the Boston Church
»t

( "hrist, leads a bible study group On cam
pus to help people with questions and pro-

blems with religion.

"Football is great and I love it. but there

is so much more in wanting to help people

and to make a difference."

Giant L moving in from

the West, wear protec-

tive headgear. Stay in-

doors, hide your pets.

The same stuff as

yesterday, regurgitated.

FYI, horroscopes, and

more. All pages.

Take a look-see at our

newest edition. Dear

Ester solves all your

problems. Page 3.

THE MASSACHUSETTS DAILY IT'S HALLOWEEN, YOU IDIOT!

VOLUME C ALLEGEDLY THE LARGEST COLLEGE DAILY IN NEW ENGLAND ISSUE 40

O'Brien calls O'Brien
a 'classic bitch'
By GOTCHA DICK
Collegian Wreck

Collegian Editor in Chief Meredith O'Brien has an

nounced that she will file a harassment suit in the_Dean

of Students office todav against Provost Richard O Bnen.

whom allegedly called her a "classic bitch" last week at

a meeting of several hundred faculty members.

O'Brien claims that Provost O'Brien called her a "classic

bitch," a phrase made famous by noted Neanderthal and

shaver czar Victor Kiam, during a meeting of faculty,

which Provost O'Brien inexplicably closed to the media

in violation of Massachusetts state law.

O'Brien who was covering the conference "Meanness

- the Attila-the Hun Method of Management." was re-

nted to leave bv Provost O'Brien because of the "sen

Stive" nature of the meeting When she refused, citing

the open meeting law. Provost O'Brien allegedly quoted

17th centurv British law and said "Madam editor, get the

bloody hell'out of here or I will not continue with the

meeting in an aside! What a classic bitch!

O'Brien said she then Ml the conference

Provost O'Brien is the second in command at the Lniver

•ad the bad cop of the good cop/bad cop team of

<> Bnen and President Chancellor Dufi-

O'Brien Mid she has requested several times, both ver-

ballv and in writing, for a "full apolog> from Provost

O'Brien. She said he has rebuffed her suggestion insisting

that she must have quoted him wrong

Provost O'Brien reportedly told the Harnpstrr Dads O0»

„/. 'Your paper is asking tor trouble send.ng a female

reporter to cover the t. .mi

He also denied calling her an obscene name. 1 did in

dicate that the young lady was aggressive.

Provost O'Brien, who rarely returns phone calls from

the Collegian, did not return repeated calls, although he

did call several "900" numbers that afternoon.

Provost O'Brien, apparently unconcerned about the in

cident, noted that he has been called a "Great White

Father by the likes of much worse." In an interview with

the Gasjet, he said, "I can't get excited about it. It's a

flyspeck in the ocean."

A secretary to the Provost, however, said that he is con

sidering "publicly apologizing" to O'Brien in full-page

advertisements in the Gasjet, the Hampshire Sad-Excuse

and the Minuteman.
O'Brien, who has been Editor in Chief since September,

said this incident, which occurred at a special meeting of

approximately 400 faculty members, has been emotionally

traumatic and •potentially career threatening to my goal

<>l working for the Boston Herald - the employer of so

manv of my predecessor Collegian Editor in Chiefs."

'The Provost and I have had tiffs before." said O'Brien,

who has covered the administration as a beat in ha

in with the campus paper. "I mean. I have gotten us

ed to his condescending tone, patronizing attitude and sex

ist ways but I never expected to be publicly embarrassed

before hundreds of people."

Duffev. who handpicked Provost O'Brien, in 1984. from

a provost position at the University of Roche d he

would rather "sit this one out." and not comment. He did.

however, quietlv state that when Johnny gets the cor

ner office in Boston, boy. oh. boy. I won't have to put up

with this shit anymoi.

University spokeswoman Kami Lemon Lime

Sherbert ate refused comment on the Pro\ i

statements She did. however, audibly sigh and murmur.

"When 1 go job hunting again I just gotta ask more que-

tions This place is just crazy

l'<,llrC1»n ph't* Pholn

Provost Dick O'Brien

Helms ripped
at NOW gala

By ALEX DERING
Collegian Correspondent

WASHINGTON. DC. - Sen. Jesse

Helms was listed in stable condition

earlier today by Bethesda Memorial

Hospital, where he was airlifted by

medical helicopter after I short speech

,,t the National Organization for

Women.

According to police reports. Helms had

Hist finished the first line of a speech.

which contained the statement that he

low all the gals who work at

NOW, so long M it doesn't keep them

from keeping a cle.m house and raising

good Republican children."

At that point, one of the audience

members, a Ms Bertha Jackson, leaped

a twelve foot steel barrier and ripped

Helms' testicles from his body wall.

The testicles were placed in a glass of

milk and were successfully reattached

several hours later.

Ms. Jackson was not available for

comment.

Collegian staffer forced to taketoke
By DAN CINFOOL
Collegian Drug Dealei

Two Collegian graphics staff meml

were killed and two others seriously in

jured last night at 9 p.m. when attacked

with a graphics knife by Associate Arts and

Living Editor Danielle Dowling, who was

under the influence of marijuana at the

tim<

According to an unidentified witness, the

events leading to the incident began

around 8:30 p.m.. when Dowling, visibly

strung out on caffeine, was sitting on the

couches near the WMUA FM offices chain

smoking.

The witness claimed that two men ap-

proached Dowling demanding that she

smoke a joint with them. Dowling replied

that she had never smoked pot before and

that she was already buzzed off a six pack

of Mountain Dew.

The two men retorted that if Dowling did

not smoke the joint with them, they would

tie her up in the production studio at

WMUA and force her to listen to 17 hours

of K.C. and the Sunshine Band.

After this threat was made, the witness

said that Dowling nervously complied and

there that Dowling and the two men

smoked a marijuana cigarette

At 8-50 p.m . win placed Dowling

on the Campus Center Concourse wl

she was running back and forth screaming

"Synaptic imploding gerbils are taking

over the graphics room." after which

headed for the basement towards the <
»/-

legian officer

Upon reaching the office*, iho headed

straight into the graphics room and pick

ed up a graphics knife She screamed.

"Synaptic imploding gerbils must die. " and

proceeded to blindly stab at the people

working in the graphics room.

One person. Collegian Arts and Living

Editor. Jody Cabin, who claims to have no

life, escaped injury Gabin was making a

coffee and cherrv pie filler at the time of

the incident. Friends of Dowling assume

that Gabin escaped injury because she was

making filler, the goofy pictures and (W

legian personal jokes that fill the empty

spaces that the newsroom can't fill with ac-

tual news stories, and Dowling has an in

tense love for filler.

"If only the whole paper had consisted of

died of wounds to t he neck ch*Sl .
abdomen

and grom Theresa Starmer, 21. and Beth

Cl ark. 19 ed injuries to the cl

abdomen Tfi*3 "«•«• u '
(
'°

< ' 1
**v

Dickinson Hospital when' tl.ev remain HI

•eriotU but stable condition

< )„e onlooker. Mark Sturm. Music !>•

- WMUA. remarks u. the blood

and gore w,i- cool."

"But it could have been a bit goner Have

you ever seen that mo\ie Bucketi

Blood?" Phil Straub. I DJ at W Ml A

added
Police are investigating these two men

under the suspicion that the\ were the two

who forced Dowling to smoke a marijuana

cigarette

howling went into a catatonic state after

the stahhings She is now under observa-

tion at Northampton State Hospit.tl

Friends described Dowling as an

tremely neurotic and high strung person

"It should come as no surprise that Howl

Ulg snapped like this." Dr Mike Hunt.

Dow ling's personal psychiatrist, said. "If

only more people knew that manjauna

said tnat uownne nervously njinjiiieu anu -- ----—
• • .,

followed the two men into the Campus Managing Ed.tor Sarah ^Master a,d

Center Garage. Authorities aasume that it Seth Kaye and M.ke Carvahlo, both 20,

nil
''ZybTweTouKU-~. the"ZZ T„ g,rS ,„,an,,y ,n peop.e who ar, alroadv

of thoT innocent people. " CotUgto, a bit mental.y unstable, perhaps .rag,c, but

funny incidents like these would not K
cur."

Photo rourtny of SporU Information

David Mitchell
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For Your Information
Disclaimer

For Your Information is a public service ofthe Collegian

to you, the readers. Kindly keep it short and sweet when

you submit vour announcements of the earth-shattering

lecture on the "Mating Habits of the Southeastern

Amazon Single-Celled Grasshopper." Also, please realize

that we'd really rather run news than FYI, so don't be

too offended if we cut and slash your submission for room

for news And if you are, shut up. We have enough to deal

With. Have a nice dav. Really.

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 31

Lecture - 'How to Rid the World of Pinko Commie Lef

tist Radicals." Meet in the Republican Club office at 4 p.m.

Free Bud Lite for all.

Fight - The People for a Radical Commie Pinko Univer

sity will meet in the Repbulican Club office to, uh, debate.

Ye
SGA melting- Come on, get real. If you want to go

and watch a bunch of people scream and yell and get

nothing done. We all know who pulls the strings, and it

ain't these jokers. ... ,

NRA meeting - The focus of tonight's meeting will be

safe shooting. Tips on how to tell the difference between

the barrel and the handle will be given.

Young Nazi League Meeting - Tonight at 7:30 p.m.,

Chancellor's Office. >_^ ,._

Kappa Kappa Kappa - KKK will meet tonight to

disrupt a film to be followed by a Bud Lite Belching

Contest.

Yo< If you haven't figured it out yet, this issue is a

parody. We're not trying to defame or harm anybody

_ we'll settle with simply offending and amusing. If

you have any complaints, we don't care. We re taking

a day off from complaints. And if you really have

nothing better to do with your lives than complain

about the Collegian, then we really feel sorry for you.

However, if you just can't resist, come yell at

Adrienne Matt, Sam Silverstein, lamir Lipton, Terry

Starmer, Saad Hopkins. Jody Cabin Julie)L'vmgstone.

Danielle Dowling, Nicole Dumas, Mike Webber, Beth

Clark, Seth Kaye, Tracey Richman Sarah DeMaster.

Meredith O'Brien, Pam McCarthy, and Preston

Forman.

JSETTS DAILY
;

COLLEGIAN
113 Campus Center. Amherst. MA. 01003

Phone (413) 545-3500 FAX (413) 545-1592

STAFF

Editor in Hell
Meredeath omdgeon

Mismanaging Editor SarahfT^
Ubel/Slander Editors Gaylong Anna Jeremy' Santiago

Press Release Regurgitator Word to the Mother

Sports Editors Adnan Mattress Skippy Hammeredstein

Arts Editors Jody Gabondage Wilma Headstone

Photography Ed.tor J«on Talerman

Black ABairs Editor Dawned on Pierce

Women s Issues Editors Ame Heme Minuteman Sebastian

Multicultural Allans Editor Alex New-guy-.n

Thud World ABairs Editor PW Dastaaar

Lesbian fcsexual Gay Issues Editor Ted Marevalis

Everybody s Business Manager Susanna Trump

Lack o! Advertising Manager Dave Mental-check

Shakey Finance Manager Beth Knuckles Patterson

Shrinking Circulation Manager Winterbortom (no

kidding)

Preoptions Manager Di Timothy Leary

Promotions Manager We have a promotions manager"'

Reproduction Manager Clam Starmer

Day Graphics Ad Manager Chnssy Algone

PROFESSIONAL STAFF

Business Brtan Hangover Lon Can I get an envelope Black

Maureen MVP Majeiowski

Graphics RorV pae Evans

Fangs, the Rev. announce marriage
* C***&'^'

oh i can't make up my mind who's who any more.

I

New England s largest college daily newspaper unless o(

course we ve cut the run by 2.000 to save money and

never told anyone about it Miraculously published every

weekday dunng the calendar semester The Massachusetts

Daily CoUegian is a Bankrupt Registered Student Orgamza-

ice the rest ot em

By SAAD HOPKINS
Collegian Staff Members

The Board of Governors members underwent a shock

yesterday, as marriage plans were announced by two ot

the organizaitons top members.

Reverend Ted Maravelias, and Ed Fangs' Corrigan
,

are

about to "Tie the Knot" according to various BIX. ot

ficials. What started out as an absurd rumor ended up

becoming fact. . , ,

•Ted and Ed walked into my dorm room and said they

had something important to tell me." said BOGGoy

Laura Silver. "Barely able to hold back the tears, Ed said

that he was no longer capable U> surpassing his inner

feelings for Ted, and that they were getting married.

This has brought Ted and Ed's secret love affair into

the limelight. She was also informed of Rev. Teds

pregnancy. News that she claims is. "Un-fucking

believabl. . , ,,

"Two years - not even - two minutes ago you couldn t

even joke to me about Ted and Ed. I mean. I had my susp.

cons But I'd never think that it would be true. I can t

concieve Ted being homosexual. I can't conceive Ted I

ing sexual for that matter
"

"Well it was difficult. Immaculate conceptions don t

happen 'that much these days." claimed Rev. Ted upon

being reached for conment "Ed and I were discussing hav

ing a babv somedav with other people, and then something

inge happened. I started throwing up on a regular

,1 feature! startled me. and I began to

»n mv theo-political beliefs. It was then when I km*

m pregnant, and I knew Ed was the father, or mother.

i
I can't make up my mind who's who any more.

Assuming abortion is out of the question, one can safe

ly predict the child will be born next May or June.

However, this starteling revelation raises other questions

The main one being, why the couple are so headstrong

on eliminating the Lesbian, Gay. Bisexual Association

spots from the BOG.
-We want to represent the Gay voice on campus,

responded Corrigan. "No one is traditional, patriotic nor

pregnant at the LBGA, and we feel that we can set an

example by advocating traditional American ideals in an

alternative fashion. Besides, when our parents found out.

they said 'get married or get lost!' So you can see we didn t

have much of a say in the matter."

I wonder what Paul Cameron would think of this, said

one LBGA member "I mean. I guess I saw it coming, but

not this soon. After all. homophobia is merely repre-.

homosexuality, and in view of the fact he and Cam.

are both closeted virgin feno who could n.

make up their minds for the lives of them. I wonder what

he's trying to achieve by suddenly coming out like this

The news reached manv outside of the campus. Da

"Cookie Puss" Mark, former Idiot in Chief of the I

legian, called the office -lay moments alter havirm

heard the nev

I think its a shame Ted DM someone who stood up

for the appW' pie values "t this great nation And now

sickeninglv pro homosexual
."

Regardless. Ted and Ed will definitely exchange

somewhere in San Francisco during Thanksgiving bl

Whetl Mked if there were am nth.-, concern.-. Cnrngai.

.. u ,l \ „ie I uist want to pi Ted to the Church

on time
"

•usi .ike the rest ot em J «• ym mr -m^mjm. w^ -a *~i

'Marvies:' new religious cult sweeps UMass campus
. _T_ .... .....i.., ,.,..mh, ,-.^n.-:ili..ut nolmcs. around. Look at him. He look* like a vam b™P 7!, .,«rtiru

By K BITTLRFLY
bgiftfl Strife

Students at the University are being

warned about yet another religious cult in

vadmg the campus, abusing students and

• rally raising hell

Here come the "Man..

The Marvies are the members of the

Right Wing Church of Christ, a group

whose goal, according to founder Ted

"Reverend Ted" Maravelias, "is to turn

everyone in America into a conservative

who blindly follows orders. Also, we'd like

everyone to accept the Lord Jesus as their

personal savior."

But finding Christianity is not the goal

of the group, despite the cults official ti-

tle. According to Rev. Ted's right hand

man. Edward Fangs'Corrigan, "we real-

ty want to rule the entire world It's just

that simple"
"Well, let me tell you about my good

friend Fangs Corrigan," Rev. Ted said in

a recent interview "His heart's in the right

place, but sometimes, vou know, he just

< nllegian »pnrt» photo

Ted Danson, who plays the

character Sam Malone on
NBC's Cheerx, is scheduled to

lecture tonight at 8 p.m. in the

football locker room. He will

discuss the attraction factor of

Adidas cologne and the Oregon

Ducks.

gets a little too enthusiast ic about poll'

He added that there is a strong religion-

basis to the group.

The leadership duties are equally divid

ed between Fangs and the Rev., a source,

who would only be identified as Jeff Tur

co. said. "Ted takes care of the moral

. h as homosexuality and quoting

the Bible in the Undergraduate Senate,

and Fangs works on getting the Board of

Governors stacked to the right, getting The

Minuteman nice big offices, learning

Robert's Rules of Order and using it for our

purposes," Turco added.

Fangs said that the recent push to

eliminate the Lesbian, Bisexual, Gay

Alliance from the Board of Governors

should be considered a proud moment for

Marvies everywhere.

"We worked together, Rev. Ted and I,

and we've got our followers behind us."he

said. "It's tabled now. but we can bring it

up whenever we want to, and they'll he

.<>rr\' Ah ha ha ha ha ha."

Many student leaders have expressed

dismay at the extent of the Marvies' in

fluence within the BOG. Alan Van Tassel,

chief Karen Talbot basher for the

Undergraduate Student Senate, said, "It

has occurred to me that Ed and Ted should

be shot in front of a firing squad." He was

then punched in the face by an irate Jeff

Turco.

Talbot, however, said, "None of this sur

prises me. I think that Alan, as usual, has

failed to grasp the reality of the situation

involving these guys " She was then pun

ched in the face by Alan Van Tassel, who
shouted, "Impeachment! Impeachment! I

want her impeached NOW."
Dan Chesnicka, senate speaker, said, "I

hate those guys," prompting Commuter

Area Dictator for Life Ted Chambers to

punch him in the face, screaming/'Stop

talking about me and Robb that way!"

Rev Ted, who observed the whole scene,

said, "Perhaps they do need to have Jesus

as their personal savior. Don't you agree,

angar
Fangs responded.'Anything you say.

Ted"
"That's my boy,"Rev. Ted said, grinning

Sue Gordon, chairperson of the board lun

til Rev. Ted takes over, anyway], said that

with the spread of the cult she finds it dif

ficult to work.

"I really can't work with Ed hanging

around. Look at him. He looks like a vam

pire or a zombie or something,"she said,

her face turning green "He makes me

want to puke,"which she proceeded to do

after having said this

groups on campus, including the United

Christian Foundation, have denounced the

Mai ••« another organi/..'

out to make <.<»d-fearing people look b

The Dean of Students has warned

B^rdTrea^r Mary No One diluted "j^^'J^^E*"
this, saving that Fangs made her laugh

"He reminds me of one of the guys from

The Roiky Horror Picture Show"
"That's it." Gordon said "We are nci w

going to allow that movie to be shown in

the Campus Center."

"Well, its bad enough that we have to

let the Senate meet here.'No One said,

which prompted Guy Glodis to punch her

in the face. He yelled, "You'll be sorry

when the Mahvies take ovah the senate

and the boahd!"

Representatives from the other religious

that they will go to hell for the follow

reasons, voting against Question 3; fa

ing civil rights tor any non whites, non

Christians, non heterosexuals or non

males; or for not being, in general, "hahd

coah" conservatives.

Upon learning about the warning. Ke\

Ted said, "Thanks a lot. you know, thanks

a lot. We're just trying to add a little diver

sity to this campus."

For more information, please call

1800 IMMORAL.

£ I

(0

I

If this is you
come in for some

free chow
that you really

don't need.

Buffalo Joes
OUR CHANCELLORS FAVORITE HANGOUT
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Dear Ester
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ESTER

Dear Aunt Esther is a new weekly feature

in the CoUegian that will run every

Wednesday.

Dear Aunt Esther,

I am an 18-year-old genius and editor

of one of my college newspapers. The

problem is that nobody likes me. They

all call me names like "racist" and

"fascist" and point at me when I walk

across campus. I think that's just

because I'm successful that

everybody's jealous. I also get mad

when the bigger paper on campus

picks on me and my paper. They're just

a bunch of liberal do-gooders. I don't

know what to do, they're just trying to

ruin my reputation.
Grossed Out

Dear Grossed Out,

Well I suggest that you stop whining and

get on with your life. You shouldn't feel in-

ferior because their newspaper is bigger

than yours. Just do what you can with

what little you've got and take the names

like a man.
P.S. — If everyone points at you, why

don't you just put a target on the back of

your head to make things easier. That way

your enemies will know you aren't afraid

of them.

Dear Aunt Esther,

I told an awful lie about an old high

school friend of mine. I went around

campus and told everybody that we did

something naughty so I would feel big

and important. (I told my friends I slept

with her.) Now I don't know what to do.

I know she knows about it and is real-

ly mad, but I don't want her to hate me.

What should I do?
Not YAFfing now

Dear YAFfing.

I think that you should reallv think

about why you did that, reach really far

down into your soul. Usually when people

tell lies they are really trying to hide

something. Did you really want to sleep

with her but were afraid to ask? I think you

were more concerned about boosting your

own reputation than damaging hers Don't

worry, being a virgin isn't the end of the

world.

Dear Aunt Esther,

I am an overpaid administrator on

my campus who has always had a com-

munication problem. No matter who I

try to talk to, I always wind up getting

so bloody mad that I refuse to speak to

them and ignore their phone calls. But

I've been rather distressed of late,

because now I've quite alienated every

chap in the administration. Any
suggestions?

Perturbed Provost

Dear Perturbed,

Well, from the sound of your letter it

seems like you definitely need to loosen up

Try getting out more and drinking less tea.

And maybe if you rolled up your shirt

sleeves, let your hair down and loosen your

lips. I'm sure your life would be quite fun

Also, perhaps a substantial pay cut if m
order, you sound a bit guilt-ridden over

your substantial salary A cut might do you

some good.

Dear Aunt Esther,

I'm so sick of it! I hate stupid people

who come down to the newsroom

demanding everything but the

underwear I'm wearing. Come to think

of it, one of these days some fuckface

is going to leave the newsroom with my

dirty underwear over their head, when

I've finally had enough. They don't

know how to write, think they're God's

greatest gift to any editorial editor, and

demand their stupid, inane, nonsen-

sical letters be printed immediately,

lest I want my boyfriend castrated or

my glasses bent in half. I am but a low -

lv* college editor who cannot get my
social life back because everyone

wants me to read their letters even

cond of the day. as if I fucking give a

shit about these whiners. The sad thing

s I'm starting to enjoy it. Any sugges

lions? No forget it. I know everything

anyway. You don't have to tell me how

to be an assimiliated editor.

Burnt out at Ed-Op

Burnt Out,

thill out. bain*

Hairspray impails staffer
i . * i & — i_ a 1 ...!•• L. . t ...,u I rt rwit

By .JOHN SCHLACKA
Col legian Hair Consultant

The Collegian office is filled with toxic

fumes, and a plastic coating 00*

vthing as a result of a vicious assault

night

Witnesses say that columnist Pamela

McCarthy mi typing bor weekly editorial

when five masked bandits jumped on her.

grabbing her hair. Then, according to

wit nesses. they proceeded to tie her up and

spray and tease her hair.

They just hurst in. looked around, and

pounced on her 1 never saw anything like

it in my life." said Production Manager

Terr\ Starmer.

It was horrible," said Editorial Editor

Gayle Long. "She was screaming blue

murder She fought bravely, but could not

overpower the five brutes who were mak

ing her hair so big."

When asked if DM tried to help Mc(

thy in any way. Starmer said: "Are you

crazy? It was a riot. I was laughing too hard

to try and help her. Besides, they used

Aqua Net, and that stuff il DMl

News Editor Chris Muther estim

that when finished. McCarthy's hair WM
about three feet tall That's a real I

considering her hair is bobbed." Muther

said.

McCarthy is currently in Cooley Dickin

son Hospital under heavy sed.iii.-n H<

V

condition is described by her doctors as

stable, though "we are still trying to wash

that crap out of her hair. We may have to

cut it all off." said Dr. Ima Quack

EWC to sell non-phallic goods

******************

With courses in

• Hair: How High is High?

1I| The University of Massachusetts Alternate Culture Program Presents

* SOUTHWEST MUTANT NINJA BIMBO

By ALKX DBBDK2
Collegian Correspondent

Following the recent drastic budget

cuts, the Kverywoman's Center will be

holding a bake sale on Saturday Bak

vd 0MMI <'f a non-phallic nature will I

sold Amonftbtoa items will be such of-

ferings as chocolate eclairs in the *hape

of lUDs and gender neutral gingerbread

ion coot

Well." said Miss Anne Throne. I

dinator ot the event, at » re< -.

Woowb - B»U !>• 6

how the male-dominated MCftttg I

once again sought to oppress wimmyn

(that's how the word came out of her

mouthi by cutt ing our funds to the bone

we figured this would be a good method

of raising necessary capital."

Thrope also stated that men would not

lllOWSd at the event

It's not that m
thev all die horribly in trenv

p.un ' she said :i- ^he threw t!

• to the ground, npi

his arm from its SOCk* and proceeded

to beat him with the bloody end ot the

severed limb. ' Wwe just don't want

them thon
•ddition to the baked noods. Thrope

stat.Kl there w ill also be a table express-

|% for the SS

razors.
"The bifc' draw far the event MM

Thrope as she ttwsn tl

body into the hack ol her VW mkrobttS,

aiII be the Dunk -Duffey in the

Battery Acid' stall. Twelve throw s for a

dollar ."

• How To Get The Most Out of Your Spandex

• Bleach Those Roots the Southwest Way

• Who Needs the Ozone Layer, We Can Tan

Better Without It Anyway

...and many more!

Tired of being just another Southwest woman?

ENROLL TODAY!

Ghosts visit Anderson
By Mikail Webspmner
Collegian Taxpayer

In a move that sent shock waves across

the state. Citizens for Limited Taxation

leader Barbara Anderson reversed her posi

tion on her own tax-cutting proposal ye,

day, condemning it as "short sighted,

devastating and mean
"

Anderson claims she was visited by three

ghosts representing the past, present and

future of Massachusetts, who showed her

the folly of the CLT proposal to roll back

state taxes to 1988 levels

"It was a terrifying experience, said

Anderson. T guess I just never realized

how spiteful, idiotic and blind our proposal

is I woke up this morning and thanked the

Lord that there was still time to stop it

She said the first ghost showed her the

Massachusetts of the "miracle da

Anderson described the vision as

"beautiful" The economy was booming

higher education was thriving, and all ot

the flowers around the Statehouse were un

trampled."

The Ghost of Massachusetts Present,

however, had much more grim tidings, said

Anderson "Public education was being

destroyed by uncaring Ivy League

graduates in the Legislature, and tt

tions were being dominated by assho

morons and self righteous groups of

fashioned political Rambos with solutions

for the state's problems that were rooted

in something other than reality," she said.

"The vision of the future was the most

horrible, though." said Anderson.'it was

like the Great Depression all over again.

she said. "Bridges and roads were falling

apart, there was nothing left of public

higher education and there were so many

people starving in the streets that even the

Republicans were upset."

Supporters of the CLT petition dis

counted Anderson's statements as the ra"*-'

ings of a lunatic, and demanded that she

receive immediate psychological help.

Local mental health professionals,

however, say they will not be able to see

Anderson until at least November 7

Campus reaction to the news was surt

ed. but positive Responding to the BUSS,

Student Trustee extraordinaire Angus

McQuilken said, i think it's great. U0O

bless us, one and all."

CLAZZIFIEDS
PERSONALS

MILTON CANTOB - Cheer up'

Your loving students

REBECCA I love you desperately

but I'm such a loser that this .s the

only way I can tell you

NICOLElt hasbeefTtoo long Let me

help you cross the street Your tnend

always. BIG CINDY

ENERGIZER STOP THE BUNNY

OURACELL

REGGIE put out trash you are a

slacker

SPEEFY Sploot, Quooge. Jurb.

Meebph. BREAM! You make the

best blinz burgers Thanks.

Webster s Dirtionaries. INC.

DALE COOPER Give it up You cant

Keep living on sugar and cafteme tor

much longer. Go home to

WashmgtonO C . already I m alive

and living with David in L A Oh, and

we^re making a hell of a lot more

money than you Love. Laura

MARCI AND TAMI the wicked

awesome crew '89 Kev and 2 for

2 on the Cape Summah SBBHs
rule' Cheerleadmg. I luv you TH.

BJ SM, KL. ZB. RS 'Cum on Feel

the Noise" Dad and. whatT

this isn't a yearbook?

2 LIVE CREW Oui it's so humid

JOHN SILBER You left vou- denial

dam in my car

MIKE DUKAKIS I forgive you Give

me a degree. Sam

ATTENTION

ALL INTERESTED m the best body

for pastry chefs call IM2BROH

TO THE KNOWLEDGE-DEPRIVED,
supremicist ridden, outdated vision

toting vapid collectivism' that per-

vades the UMass community m the

form of the Minuteman. Get a life

and start breathing

LOiT

$8 1 MILLION sometime between

spring 89 and present If found

please return to the University of

Massachusetts

empty
BOG

headed
positions

FOR SALE

MY TEXTBOOKS, calculator, apart

ment, knapsack and fake ID I Quit

RIGHT WING
demagogues for

opening soon

REPUBLICAN CLUB Members
discuss homophobic issues ot the

day Meetings see above

TRAVEL West Springfield for Spring

Break! Help organize group of

students to spend the week in lovely

Western Mass. Call

1-800-NOMONEY



Tenuka lifts

sport spirits
Ha! They are on us, close without'

Shut tight the shelter where we lie;

With hideous din the monster rout.

Dragon and vampire, fill the sky.

-Victor Hugo

Welcome to the day of the undead kids. A day for howh

,ng at the moon and a day for some meaningful .port,

commentary.
Of course I mean from me, you dolt.

Not much on the ol' sports agenda tonight *> it looks

like 111 have to make something up. Perhaps a bit of Hallo

ween nastyness to get yall in the proper "P«£
It was dusk when the players took the field. The crowd

consisted of undead from all the 8U^undin« "^dfeh
and beyond. The night was cold and damp. The •"*»»

Hke snails crawl.ng up mv back. No. not snails, more Life

^stadium began to grow dark. The fans moaned
1

.the

undead cant speak alright I and they began to grow mor

reVtless as the minutes ticked by. The gameMM**£
ing It might of had somethmg to do with the invisible

man in the leadoff spot, but that .s hard to say. The crowd

grew anxious and they were starting to look a me he

waTa pack of wolves would look at a gazelle. I started

to get nervous.

p. Flanders Tenuka

Some of the undead moved a little closer to me. That s

when the stench hit me. You cant expect someone to lay

in the ground for any length of time and come out smell

ing April fresh. The funk filled my senses. I felt my

stomach turn. The end was near.

I got up to run but was pushed back in my seat by a

hand I never saw. I couldn't move

•They are neither men nor women They are neither

brute nor human. They are Ghouls."

Leave it to me to recite Poe during the most darK.

gloomy experience of my young life. If there_is any man

who adds to a doomed situation, it would be Edgar Allen

Poe
The crowd surrounded me now. licking their decompos

ed chops, rubbing their bony, maggot ridden hands on my

face. 1 was trapped. I tried to scream but couldn t. I he

end was near. ,

Then, out of the darkness. I heard my saving words.

PLAY BALL!"
The lights came on and I was safe, for a little while

'

Well kids. Happy Halloween. I'd like to leave you with

this little message.

M\ -torv is over, my tale is done.

I left the game earlv so I don't know who won^

Halloween is here, and if you don't lock your door.

You may live, quoth the Raven. Nevermoi

P. Flanders Tenuka is an undead Collegian columnist, he

• didn't tell yam

coti*ei*B ni*-o-ru t<**>

iwai/ii.ni^hanceUor Joev Duffey demonstrates how to put on a condom to youngsters

during
*^S^n^SJie rt the Everywoman's Center. He. along with other ad-

m"ni"frat^. have to absorb the influx of information seekers since funding for the

Center has been domestically violated .

Silent vigil participants speechless
^"^ "kUIOJ as tHAstuHnntH broke out fro

By Ellen Keller

Collegian Newsbabe

Some 250 students at the University of Massachusetts

held a silent vigil last night in front of Whitmore Ad^

ministration building to protest the decreasing quality of

dormitory toliet paper supplied by Housing Services.

Michelle Charmin. a UMass sophomore, led a quiet

march from the Student Union Building to W hit more, car

rving a sign that stated. "Wiping should be painless! The

procession of students wrapped trees with toliet paper as

they proceeded across campus,

."she said.

The students encircled the "iiranyeto Whitnws

building holding hands. Mike "Whit.-y Cloud, a UMass

^r from Flushing. N Y ,
wrapped tohet paper around

the ring of protest

1 he said, as the students broke out from

the ring.
t
...

The protestors chanted. "as they left Whit

more to return to their residential areas.

Once they reached the dormitories, student supporters

organized to flush all campus commodes in support of their

cause. Southwest area residents gathered at the pyramids

to burn rolls of toliet paper in a bonfire

Mr Ed Whipple, the director of Housing Services, said

the quality of toliet paper has severely decreased because

of state budget cuts to the University

"We understand how the students are feeling and where

thev are feeling it." he said.

Whipple said he was angered by the littering of the <

pus which resulted from the protest and said the pipe

em was damaged by what he called a "650 flush

* rianaers trnuitu w> u« !*.•*«.—— w~™B irje ring m tnvvco*

UMass cops formally begin Towing Season, rusty start
UJYiaSS CUP» EW*™**J_2-I m,,„,M nl|hl(

°
mk„( ,htW fr„m ,heS«,P«r..ndLUrt Aw.rn-.

By PRr P FORFLA\
Collegian 9l

University Police cracked down on the

unauthorized theft of cars yesterday by far

mally beginning the 1990-91 towing

season Poll- • n.tunct ion and collu

with Amherst Towing, last night towed

over 100 cars from various campus

locations

A police spokesperson admitted that they

could have towed at least 50 more cars last

night but were a "a bit rusty in the ticket

and tow procedure He said the officer'-

will be up to record levels within a week

Police may tow any vehicle parked in a

lot deemed a snow lot - regardless of the

possibility of snow The police spokesper

wn said the a perverse p

in towing on relet arm November

night-
. n .

Director of Public Safety Arthur Bileson

praised the police effort and noted that the

•boys did good Isst night - towed 100 cars

including the car of that sniveling ('<>l-

tan cop report.

ARRESTS

• ( mtiago, 20. of Amherst, was ar

rest' night for allegedly exposing

hersi -If to several Campus Pond duck-

Police said the ducks were taken to Univer-

Health Sei * treatment ol tern

porarv blindness and insanity

• Reggie Anna Long, 20. of Amherst, was

sted last night for climbing the Tower

Library. She told police that she wanted Is

climb the 26 floor brick monstrosity to pro

vi- that female superheroines exist in the

same fashion as superheros such as Super

MAN * also told police that it was

quit* I remarkably easy climb given that

the •bricks fall out so nicely
"

• Drunk, n Tweedy. 18. of Washington,

was arrested Tuesday evening for bring a

minor in possession of alcohol Police con

fiscated •> ol beer which she and

ral unidei • horts were polling

up to th.' 21st Rett of the building with the

• of rope*.

LARCENY
• Several hundred condoms were stolen

from the Sex. Peers and Lust Awareness

-PLAT) office in John Adam-
Residence Hall last night. The estimat. •<!

te is $1200.

DISTURBANCES

• Polic were tailed early Tuesday mm i»

ing to John Adams on a call of hundreds

ismic like'' or "orgasmic similar

screams. Italian and yodels. Police attemp

ted to quiet tin- building with the BM of a

huiihorn. salt peter tear gas and several

hundr«>d gallons of cold water but were un

fill. The disturbance climaxed

within five minutes and then died down,

police said.

Your Horrorscope^&^^
Bu Jean Vixenm^mmmmmmm^mm%mm•*•*?*.*.*•*•*.*.*
ARIES (March 21-Apri! 19) Stay off the arugs this week,

or you'll be ready for the rubber room. Business oppor-

tunities look good Try selling the stuff instead of using it

Hygiene is important - and you've been shppng

TAURUS (April 20-May 20) A aesire to spend all your

cash fills you today Too bad you don't have any Today

you'll be outgoing and want to talk to everybody Don t

No one else feels the same way, and you're annoying

even when they ao
OfMINI - Stock up on those condoms uont

reproduce, we have enough Gemims right now You'll be

feeling warm and affectionate today, so you can give

the old Trojans a workout If your date's a Libra, carry

mace . .

CANCER - A gooa-looking stranger is watching you

closely. Watch outside for a car that's always parked ac

cross the street from your house. Check the phone for

bugs. Check the sink for bugs. In fact, do the dishes - it

may get rid of them

LEO - Show that special someone you care - follow

them around constantly Always be there when they

need you. Just always be there Your diplomatic skills don't

exist today, so shut up and run if that guy named Freddy

who lent you money shows up
VIROO - Your reputation could be jeopardized if you

too much at work Like about that party last night

And we have the photos Travel is m your agenda If it

isn't, it should be We're serious when we say we have

photos
LISRA - Financial questions are finally answered - you

are totally broke Celebrate your piece of mind. Go on

a shopping spree, compliments of Visa You always have

those photos of that Virgo at last night's party if you need

quick cash
SCORPIO - Work endeavors prove to be more difficult

than usual today Maybe that's because you're still in a

coma from last night. It you manage to drag yourself out

of bed and read this, take a bath You need one.

SAGITTARIUS - Avoid your old acquaintances who
want to set you up with their friends. You may be
desperate, but they aon't have to know that Besides

their friends are all Scorpios Work is goes well today -

you show up on time for once

CAPRICORN - Today you feel invigorated and alive

Crank up that polka music and dance to your heart s

content Ask someone you don't know out A safe bet

would be a Sagittarius. Do something you've never done

- pay a bill

AQUARIUS - Disagreements over money end today,

but aon't worry, no one will trace the gun to you Don't

argue when a guy named Eddie comes to reposess your

car. Try smiling today. Lighten up, will ya?

PISCES - Charity begins at home, but you won't be

at home today, so don't worry about it Be setfish instead

You are anyway. Think about going to a class today You

could even try one of your own classes.

3—
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1ATPATMFD SPORTS THIS WEEKEND

When will winter ever

get here? It will be a

beaiifeiful day (yuck!)

with temps in the 60s.

THE MASSACHUSETTS DAILY

Men's soccer beats Fair-

field in their final game
of the season, breaking

their winless streak. U

Poor Righteous

Teachers and D-Nice

will be chilling at the

S.U.B. on Friday.
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$400
By KENDRA PRATT
Collegian Staff

BOSTON - The University of

Massachusetts Board of Trustees yesterday

approved a $400 undergraduate and

graduate curriculum support fee increase

t..r ne\t -emester as part of President

Chancellor Duffey's package to combat

te reductions.

The full time undergraduate curriculum

support fee will total $690 for next

semester. The graduate curriculum support

fee will be raised to $575.

The fee increase package will also reduce

other mandatory- fees and room and board

. barges by $45 for students living on cam

pus next semester.

Duffey proposed the fee increase in an ef

fort to cover a portion of the remaining

$10.6 milium in state budget reductions.

which the University has addressed

through other means such as employee

furloughs and program reductions or

terminations.

The mid year fee increase will save the

University approximately $5.7 million in

revenues this year. Some of the revenues

from the fee increase will be set aside for

scholarship assistance far students who

will be facing hardship in trying to pay the

midyear increa-e

In his proposal, Duffey said, "In propos

ing this midyear increase. I ask our

students and their families to consider

whether an inevitable spiral into mediocri

ty — which is accepting what the full loss

of state funding would mean for the cam
pus — is, in the end, an acceptable way to

prepare young people for the future

The Student Trustee at UMass-Amher-t

Angus McQuilken, said he attempted to

convince the Board to reduce the

undergraduate fee to $500 per MSJieSttr

and the graduate fee to $400 per semester

However, the trustees passed Duff

original proposal by a vote of nine to five

The $45 total reduction in mandatory

lees and room and board charge for next

semester will be divided as folio

• The Athletic fee will be reduced by

$1.00 to $74 per seme
• The Fine Arts fee trill lu reduced bj

50 cents to $2:1.50 per semester

• The Student Activities will be reduc

ed by $1.00 to $55.25 per semester

• The Student Health fee will be reduc

ed by $7.50 to $182.50 per semester

• The rent for residence halls will be

reduced by $19.00 to $907 per seme-t. •

Duffey also stated in his proposal to the

trustees that he would direct the Uormr

-its admmistiative and academic office- to

rb further cute in their budgets total!

ing $1 S million He -aid the cut would

reduce the budget for the library and com

puling centers and further reduce budget*

toi travel, equipment and Staffing "I pro

as which have been -uh.-tant lallv

reduced bj previou

The propOS*] -aid that U reduc

tions would be countered bj h moot

In) ,,tt of all .
ael on e for up to

work day* The impact ofthe furlough

on campus employees would be Spread out

over a three month period ofdeducti

Duffey said that he would prefer that the

peg reduction- resulting from temporal*)

lay ofl b0 graduated m relation to -alaiv

level A pay reduction would have to have

"the specific agreement ami cooperation c4

union representat aid

Bush talks
tough on Iraqi
hostage plight
ALEXANDRIA, Va. <AP> - President Bush declared

1 have had it" with Iraq's treatment of U.S.

diplomats and hostage- in Kuwait, but -aid he has no

timetable for deciding on a possible military Strike

Later, when asked if the nation was moving closer to

war. he said. "I don't think so" and that he still has hopes

for a peaceful solution.

But. Bush said. "You don't use pretext when you hav.

force deployed. You just do what's right
'

The president escalated the administrations anti-Iraq

rhetoric but said the harsh comments of the past few da

from senior officials should not be interpreted as a sign

he had decided force was the only way to resolve the Gull

crisis. .

terday. he seemed eager to elaborate on his feeling*

He took quest ions from reporters as he arrived for a cam

paign stop in suburban Virginia for Republican Rep Stan.

Parris. and again as his helicopter landed hack on the

White House grounds

"The embassy is being starved," Bush said of the U.S.

embassy in Kuwait, where a handful of staff members are

confined during the Iraqi occupation "The people out

t here are not being re supplied. The American flag is fly-

ing over the Kuwait embassy and our people inside are

being starved bv a brutal dictator."

"Do you think I'm concerned about it ? You're darned

right I am. And what I'm going to do about it - let's just

wait and see. because I have had it with that kind of treat-

ment of Americans," Bush said.

He referred to reports from other foreign hostages who

had been held with Americans in Kuwait describing grim

conditions "That worries me." the president said

When asked if the hostages have become more impor

tant in his strategy for how to deal with the Persian Gulf

Crtste, Bush replied. "I wouldn't say more, but I am very

concerned about it.'

The president responded with a blunt "no when ask

ed if he had settled on a time frame for ordering a militarv

Strike. r ,

Bush gave a pessimistic assessment of the effects ot the

economic sanctions, to date the major weapon of the U.S.

led coalition demanding that Saddam Hussein pull his

troops from Kuwait

"I wouldn't say they haven't been successtul at all. but

they certainly haven't driven the man to do what he

should have done, which was to get out of Kuwait and

reverse this aggression," Bush said

Bush said he was deeply offended by the suggestion that

his heightened rhetoric against Hussein was politically

motivated to help Republicans in next Tuesday's election.

Prof, tells tales of witches I

Halloween lecture recounts persecutions in old Europe

By TAMARA SI1.BERMAN
Collegian Correspondent

Between the 13th and 18th centum I
aO.000

women WOW burned in Germany after having I

forced to confess thev were witches, according to Signd

Brauner. a professor of German at the University ol

Massachusetts in a lecture yesterday at the < amp

part ot the Brown Bag Lunch Series spon

-ored bv the Women's Studies department

The signs that a woman was practicing witchcraft,

as outlined in the guidebook Utkm Maumfnum ot

1487 included signs such as cohahitatmg with the

devil, practicing harmful magic against animal- and

people and making pacts with the devil. Brauner said

"Part of the procedure of burning a woman for wit

chcraft was the confession.' she said "Since no

veritable proof could be obtained, it was necessary for

a woman to come up with details of her cohabitation

with the devil, murder of innocents and nightly travels

bv pitchfork or broomstick."

"Brauner said that many of the confession- -he read

were remarkablv similar, mostly because the women

were asked leading questions in conjunction with be

ing brutally tortured

-Some women did not confess, she said. But most

of them died from the beatings they incurred.

"Until the 16th centurv there was no particular

iconography associated with witches." she said."Ma in

illustrations we have of witches merely show ordinal")

looking women congregating together Part of what

made identification of a witch so difficult was that there

were no distinguishing features about her

CaSaflton |>h<>|.> by R» hot.l PiiCrrr

Sigrid Brauner

The women targeted tor uiosstutiiw h aitehes often

were poor widowed, unmarried or midwives "There

I towns that killed off their whole female popula

turn," she said.

A widow was considered i*xuall) experienced and

therefore lustv. M well as masterU-
iNTiNUED ON PAGE 2

SGA officers defend treasurer, label

impeachment motion 'a witch-hunt'
«. * i .»r t • I . i ..-.till

Bv KENDRA PRATT
Collegian Staff

In a Halloween evening Student Senate meeting, which

Student Government officers called a "witch hunt. 9tU

dent Government Association treasurer Karen Talbot, to

counter motion to impeach her. said area government-

were appropriated the exact amount of funds according

to the SGA constitution.

The SGA officers opened the meeting with a clip of a

Monty Pvthon film, entitled "In Search of the Holy Grail.

in which a mob haphazardly convicts a woman of being

a witch. The officers correlated the witch hunt in the

movie to the motion to impeach Talbot for misappropria

tions of area government allocations.

Last Monday, -<>me 2fi senators in the Government il

Affairs Committee filed a motion to impeach Talbot

underfunding area governments by 117,000 thi

Alan Van Ta.-sel. the chair of the Governmental Affairs

( ommittee. said area governm lOUld have received

B |6,000 base in addition to a $1.00 pei student h>

allocation. Area governments were only appropriated

50 cents allocation per head

Talbot said the senate contradicted it-elt in two deci

-ions relating to the area government allocation when

thev passed a budget act to give $1.00 per head yeaily

alter amending the constitution to give $1.00 per head

for each semester The area governments were funded by

CONTINUED ON PAGE 3
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"A midwife could be convicted of infanticide with im-

punity." she said. "Until the 16th century, widows had

morerights than married women, who had virtually

In 1522 Martin Luther, the catalytic force behind Pro-

testantism. described the process by which women

become witches.

"According to him, women turn to witchcraft because

they fear their husbands. If they were not so fearful,

or did not indulge in excessive love for their children,

thev would not turn to witchcraa," Brauner said.

•Witchhunts ended in the 18th century, largely due

to the changing attitudes of the upper class said

Brauner, herself dressed in witch's regalia. "Prior to

this, no one was immune to being called a witeh. About

10 percent of witches were men and even prominent

people such as mayors were accused of witchcraft.

Amherst Cinema
Now Playing

Henry
and
June

Mon-Thurs
One Show 7:30

Fri-Sun 2 Shows
7:00 and 9:15

Student Discount|

with I.D.

LIQUORS

Now's the

time to call.

.

North Amherst
Motors

78 Old Sund«rt«nd Rd., No. Amherst

549-2880

Expert Repairs and
Reconditioning

Most Ma/or Credit Cards Accepted

*ScoU

18 Main St. Downtown Amherst 253-5441

Featuring Maccabee Beer q£T.

zdiaT

$3.99

was $19.99, da7nJr*
rB*y

now $1 1.99 case (bots)
(

iI
a
Q
n Beer

Cribari wines

chablis, rose, burg.

$4.99 3 L

"ine Draft
Glenn Ellen

(Chard, W Zinf, Cab Sauv) I $5 qq
3 bots 10.99 \l2-pk botsmix/match \

Many More In Store Specials

(especially on wines)
All beers plus deposits

DANCING CAT PRODUCTIONS PRESENTS

George
Winston

A SOLO PIANO CONCERT • THE WINTER SHOW

\W1
SPRINGFIELD

SYMPHONY HALL
Sunday, November 11 • 7:30 pm

Tickets arc $17.50 and $15.50, available at

the Civic Center Box Office and all

Ticketron outlets. Charge By Phone

413/787-6600 or 1-800-382-8080.

Please join us in support of the Open

Pantry of Springfield by bringing a can

of food to the concert.

November

Workshop Schedule

PARAMOUNT

CHlCerrvHktoi M> Mather Career Cases* OD "38 Tower Library

INTRODUCTION TO CAREER SERVICES
.\;,r J, 9, i 5, U *>t :: >0 KM (C'H)

PLANNING FIELD EXPERIENCE
Tuesdays & Thunsays at !:')<) PM(CB)

Thursdays at 4:0CPMCH>
Monday , Wednesdays. & Fridays at I 2:20 PM <CH)

Daily except Thursday* 1 at 2:30 PM <CH)

ON-CAMPUS RECRUITING
.Vov 2, 8, 14, 20 at 3:00 PM (M)

RESUME WRITING
Xov 6, 12, 16, 27, 29 at 3:00 PMiM,

INTERVIEWING SKILLS
Sov 7, 13. I'), 30 at 3:00 PM (M)

SIGI-PLUS

ROBERT CRAY BAND
with The Memphis Horns

LOS LOBOS
DIRTY DOZEN BRASS BAND

Nov. 1,7:30 pm

SAM KINISON
Nov. 3. 8 pm

TAYLOR DAYNE
Nov. 4. 7.30 pm

PETER ALLEN
Nov. 10.8 pm

Nov 7,14, 28 at 9:00AM (7)

^>. * -

The Mather Career Center
Carter Planning and Placement • Internships

• Cooperative Education

Fraternity/Sorority Park - on the Orchard Hill bus route. (413)545-2224,

Where Careers Take Off!

MANNHEIM STEAMROLLER
Nov. 30, 8 pm

UOf^Mau^t^pringfieT^MA
Paramount Box Office (413) 734-5874. M-F 10-5, Sat. 12-5

TICKET&ON and 71CKETA0N PHONE CHFMSfc (JKXJ
[382-8080

For Paramount Group Sale* Information coll (413) 567 1 bOS

LOCAL
Six barns
destroyed
by arson

Collegian photo by Tom Sandy*

. am QTHFTCHEDON YOUR GRAVE - Old tombstones in FayettevUle Cemetery just out-

side^oflyra^useOT make for an interesting subject for our roving photographer.

No new leads in Sutton accident
Amherst police said yesterday that they have no new

leads in the investigation of the hit and run accident that

injured former University of Massachusetts basketball

star Lorenzo Sutton nearly six weeks ago.

On Sept. 23, Sutton, 25, was hit by a car as he was run^

ning along North Pleasant St. Police later reported that

he had been involved in a fight with another man, and

was chasing him, when he was struck by the car

UMass junior Jean Kokoszka. 21, was cited by the police

for leaving the scene of a personal -injury accident and for

operating to endanger.

Sutton sustained head injuries as a result of the accP

dent and also suffered from pneumonia and a collapsed

lung He recently emerged out of a month long coma. and.

according to his mother. Zenee Sutton, is BOW riding in

a wheelchair and is able to talk to visitors

Sutton played for the Minutemen from 1984 to 1988 and

holds the all time UMass scoring record at 1,718 cai

points. Since leaving the team, he played professionally

for the Worcester Counts, of the World Basketball League,

and the Charleston. Va.. Gunners, of the Continental

Basketball Association.

According to the UMass mens basketball coach. John

Calipari, Sutton had returned to the University to com

plete his undergraduate degree requirements at the time

of the accident.

- KATHER1NE T. LAMOTHE

By CHRIS MOTHER
Collegian St aft

HADLEY - Police and fire officials are investigating

a eeries of overnight arson fires that destroyed mx barns

Tuesday night and caused an estimated 1600,000 in

damage
According to Fire Chief Bernard Martula. the Ural

reported at 8:32 p.m.. the five other calls came in at

12:53 a.m.. 1:13 a.m.. 1:16 a.m.. 131 am and 2:26 a.m.

yesterday.

Martula said the blazes were started a itfa (gasoline, but

said police have no suspect- inth "id added finding

a suspect seems unlikely.

It will be hard to figure out who did something like

this," he said. "It could have been a bunch of kids or it

could be someone with -erious problem
"

He added that in his 16 years as fire chief, Hadle>

never experienced a rash of fires lik. "I«

was totally ridiculous We've had barn RrM but we VS

never had six burn in one night." he said

Martula said the incident may be related to Hallow.

or there mav also be a "fire bun" «n town.

The night befcre Halloween is commonly known

"Cabbage Night" and is usually highlighted by prank

"W . ra-d about tonight." he said W. n .11 pi. -t

tv burnt out alter last night

Moat of the barn- burnt to the ground. M •><»

None of the barns contained animals, but one

15,000 bales of ha> He -aid no injuries to either hum.m-

or livestock were reported in the fan

Th> melted cables, knocking out el.

| *;72 customer- Phone service was also i
600

custosnen Electricity anal phone aerrtot was rest

after several hour-

Vandalism was also reported Tuesday night in

thampton. where police said 100 eggs were stolen

•ucken coup at the Smith Vocational school The eggs

have a retail value of $100.

her incidents WOTS reported m Fl -hamp

too, Williamsburg and Amh-

College guide showers UMass with praise
^"^ V-T -!--. X-/ SW £^ -hiirhlv rated

" Program- that «W
-u_i: r~ vw Fund's orestig.ous average In soma part.cula.U MgWS

By MARC ELLK ft

Collegian Correspondent

This year's Fiske Guide to Colleges gave

the University of Massachuastti tour out

of five stars for academics. Mating that

"UMass is well on sung one

Ofthefi ltl . universities in the Nor

•The University of Massachusetts has tor

many years waged its own two front bat

tie for recognition." writes Edward ri.

Fiske. author of the guide and an educa

tion columnist for the Neu York Times,

"fighting off the twin plagues of a stingy

state legislature and a reputation as a poor

substitute for New England's prestigious

private colleges."

•While the state funding issue isti t

ting say better, the bad old days of

ire no* a distant memory," said

Fisk.'

Come what BM3 UMl
uav to becoming w* ,l( ,h «' rim ' st *•**

universities in the Northeast. Though it

will be a long time before UMass is up to

challenging Harvard as the

liberal arts university, there's no denying

it is improving by leaps and bounds
"

According to a statement released by the

UMass Press Office, the University was at

three stars until 1988. A four star rating

means that the institution is "above

average IB some particularly

di-tinguishing academic feature

Some of the programs mentioned in the

guide were offerings in engn

management, which wan
"fir-t i at.-

Also mentioned •

mrant and travel administration

the environmental de-ign program

by the College of Arts and Scieiv

The College of Arts and Soieiv

complimented for its offerings in art. com

munication studies, computer and informa

tion science, women's studies and

linguistics and language, especially

Chinese and Japanese The English and

economics departments were said to be

to need Improvement were I

marketing, eduction and pr.

pp. Mbv Reiner. Wl

Mia ,M,i XI! '

heguidi •

'

I as the i

laimed teacher on campu

and Joseph Bt

from the English «i.
and sc.ence

fiction writer and criti elR wlanj

trom the Comparative Literature depart,

m ,. n t mars alas compliment.

IV red tour out ot five star- on i he

„aie and thn- out offWe

llitj of living.

For Your Information
For Your Information NJ a calendar listing

of local announcements and upcoming

events published daily by the Collegian as

a public service.

All submissions must be typed and sub-

nutted to the News Desk at least one full day

before publication We reserve the right to

tdU for spate
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/ gete/e - Bernie Siegel will speak on

"The Psychology of Illness and the Art of

Healing", at 7:30 p.m. at the Northampton

High School Auditorium. Tickets are $12,

for students and senior citizens $10.

lecture - Sergio Guzman, director of the

International Relations Union of

Guatemalan W-rkers, will speak on labor

organizing m the midst of military repres

sion and the upcoming Nov. 11

Guatemalan elections. The lecture will be

held at noon in the Hampshire College

Merrill House Living Room and at 7 pm
in CC 904-908 at the UMass. The lecture

is free and open to the public. For more in

formation, call 584 8975.

Cops arrive, masturbator flees

Collegian Staff Reports

University Police reported Tuesday

that three women saw an individual

masturbating in Lot 88 The women

said thev saw the individual committing

sexual self-gratification over I two-day

Police said the subject fled upon the

arrival of cruisers.

An area search with the women fail

ed to uncover the individual.

LARCENY

- A man reported Tuesday the theft

of hi- bicycle, which was locked to rack

outside Washington

• A man reported Tuesday the thefl

of his Mongoose bicycle, which was

chained and padlocked The estimated

value is $400
• A woman reported Tt the

theft of her unlocked bicycle from OUt

side ot Brett. The estimated value i-

$50.
,

O A woman reported Tuesda) the

theft of her wallet and cash from her

handbag. The estimated value is «70

SGA
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

the budget act and not by the amendment,

she said.

She said the changes in area government

funding was the recommendation of the

Student Activities Trust Fund Planning

Committee (SPC) and that area govern-

ments were informed of the implications

the change from $9.60 per student to the

$5,000 base and $1.00 per head each

semester would have on their funding.

"How can the whole senate pass an act

which was a violation of the constitution?'

she asked the bodv. "All (the senate] does

is fight over the SATF fund. The reality of

the situation is that we do nothing and we

don't even handle the SATF fund, the Stu

dent Activities Office doe-_"

Jeff Turco. a senator, said he was appall

ed
M that the SGA ofrksn need the film to

mock" the motion to impeach Talbot

He said area governments were -how n con

tradictory proposal* by the 3GA officers on

how they were to DS tundrd when the

budget was passed last yeai
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EDITORIAL/OPINION
Gov. attacks

minority reps.
As an ex representative of the Lesbian. Bisexual, Gay

Alliance on the Board of Governors. I am writing to ex

press the outrage and disgust 1 felt for Gov. Ted

Maravelias' presentation concerning the striking of the

two appointed LBGA stats to the Board.

Not only has Maravelias demonstrated a great inep-

titude in' discerning t he issue, but he also offended

Glen Mechaber

members of the Jewish community, Third World c sueua

and Abilities Unlimited. The structure of his presenta

t,„n to strike the mats revealed the discriminatory inJea

turns behind his actions

He began ms argument by challenging the constitu-

tionality and democracy ofappointed aeata on the^Board

and as such, only challenged th the LBGA and

the community'! right to rapraseatatkm.

Maravelias obviouslv did not realize the inherent coiv

tradiction in hi- "logic" of attacking the LBGA seats and

not those appointed seats of the Caucus. Abilities

Unlimited and Stockbndge This inconsistency reveals his

hidden agenda to single out the LBGA. It destroys any

credibility he had as governor or representative of the

UMass communitv. for his attack also included offensive

comment- about -Jews.- "Handicap.-. " and "Foreign

Students 'referring to the Caucus" constituency.

The framework of the debate was clearly structured to

guide the debate in.iustifying the need" for LBG

to legitimi/ ace The fact is that the Board had

alreadv recognized that "need" when it amended the con

stitution and created the seats in 1986.

Thev carefullv maneuvered the debate to do just that

and missed the issue while jeopardizing the entire con

-nationality of the Board itself. The result: Maravelia-

eeded in questioning the legitimacy ol appointed nets

• be legitimacy of the Board Thk.il eapecwll>

ironk when his original justification to -tr.ke the LBGA

to help preterms the constitutionality a! the

ird in the first pla

iKirefcre. can the LBGA and the LBG communitv

:.clarat.on that his intentions in

,,ng the motion were not homophobic That it i-

noth.ng less than a personal attack on the community and

alize the dangerous pn

dent he will be Betting if this motion should pa

Bv excluding minority i <

;

«*» from a governing

hodv Maravelias ia directly attacking those minority com

munitie- Thia i- dangerous behavior b a ithoul this

representation, minoritj needs would not bs met

Maravelias obviously has a limited, il any under-tan

ding Of th. - of minority communities and their

ntat ,on This i- demonstrated by his argument,

and.tb,
dihil.tvhehadinspon

such a motion

The 1 B< . \ u "H aa minority communities need tl

ted on the Board th PP?n*fd

-ure that th- Board and U- police- make the

otUnia imdcunsaartabli

mment for all that use it

rtsa Hadley resident

.:etts d;
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SO hMOS YOUR TICK ^^
for governor mv
NEXT WEEK? ^KJ

wow- I'VE

HAD 50 MANY
Midterms i dipn r

mUZE IT WAS
NEXT WEEK'

UM... UHO'5
TWNNInKr?

/

^
\U.WM...'.'I

WEIL, Ti4E

PErAO^ATS
NOMINATED JOHN

SILBER, AND THE
-REPUBLICANS HAVE

WILLI AM VJElD. ,

JOM SILBER- HE'S THE

TR0TO- FASCIST FROM
BOSTON UNIVERSITY,
-right ?

Ye-AM...

anp Weld 15 t>\l posturing

TDLITKAL DILETTANTE WHO
TKlED TO CAPITALIZE ON
HIS -RESIGNATION FROtt ED
MEESE'S JUSTICE

"pEPAKTAtENT?

JEEZ.' how come
THERE ARE NEv/E-K ARE YOU

ANY WENT KlPDlNO?

CANDIDATES? WHY WOULP

ANY REASONABLE

PERSON WANT TO COPE

girt m COLOSSAL IQN0RANCE

* APATHY OF AN ELECTORATE

THAT WON'T ADt>RE5S KeAL

4B ^ISSUES UNTIL IT'S TIME

TO FIND A SCAPtqOAT?

HE/' DON'T YOU TRY
THAT Q01LT STUFF

ON ME.' I TOLD YOU,

i had Mid-terms.
\

ir'u be Weeeenr
Men I '/I oum hefie

4 I've got none fine..
Cti»

Out of the closet and fighting back
When most hear the words "gay-basher" and

"homophobe." certain images come to mind. We see white

sheets, roving gangs and heavy boots. We see the weapons,

the bats, the blade. We hear the language, and the

IBM We see the blood, and smell the vomit. We see

this in the street, in the city

We see the sensationalized aspect of the violence, the

hideous atrocities that ikaunaitiaa us to the peycholog

brutality next door - such as this letter that but a few

days ago was posted on my floor:

Owen Broadhurst

Ifyou insist ON -pushing" fOMT homophobic empathy

MBOH the residents of our 000* ut mil be encouraged to

such paraphernalia uhich mil offend sou U

refrained from voicing OUT npinmns Concerning soar

portu t position on the right* of homosexuals Hon,-, er. now

that your view* hai e been displayed on the walls «»/ our

/,„,,. VOUld like to take this opportunity to let xou

know that ti man <>! four irrational sexual beha

would ' appropriately disPla\e<l and perform, d

behind dostd doot _ Concerned residents

The lounge over which this eloquent act of \ lolnur SM
n mv BOOT, not in aona foreign neighborhcKxl

in a gala\v MSaa unimaginable distance away More

this is no less an set of violi-nce than that which I ve

ireadj daser&od It ia no less than psychological brutality

to silence somebodv through rhetoric

Perhspa our "concerned restdsnto'
1
didn't realm that

the postsn to which th.-v inferred - advsTtJatnf sW-te*

hian and bi-exual awareness week were posted by the

Resident Assistants on the floor, but it m dosv th.u it

would not have nattered

In the narrow nundsof thoss wpercilioua, if concern

,<l, residettts, anyone who would dare to combat

homophobai mnanaainn must have homosexual tender

In an effort to silenct- opinions which counter then

reef ones, they will accuse those with different opinions

of sexual deviance - as if their sexual orientation is th.-

"norm." , ., .

Im a bisi-xual. I'm out and I'm proud at this Lnive

tv Perhaps "concerned residents" may daaSMSe me for

that, but that is their problem. Perhaps some would see

me dead for that, but the feeling is mutual. I m tired o!

the continual harassment, the shredding of flyers and

posters, the death threat-

I do not like to live in fear, to be told to fa back into

the closet or be buried in one. to be told I bring AIDS to

the straight communis
What makes vou think I dfSOn I this? « hy do you fear

flyers? Do vou fear vou might change your mind if you

see th.- truth
1
' Do vou still have a mind9 Do you fear thr

truth7 Do vou fear the truth about yourself Does thia

amuse you'- this brutality ' II I been reassur.-d of

•our masculinity, now9 Phallus intact?

I'm nut and proud, and intend to be free !:•• to

.the. free to live. I shall nevt-r l.-l anyone take BJ

posit iv.- sense of self away from me
.,, lhall I ..turn to th.- closet YoUdOWX IjOU

vouve hurt ma, scared me You do not I an- BOW thil

,1 nn gl This will end.

iv.logical war must end. Tm tired of c.v.ou

on friends' shoulders I'm tired of"beating my head against

., wall, ft'a starting to Meed, and vou want ma to bleed.

It's time for someon.- els.- to bl.-.-d

I kicked mv closet door wide open, and will not be »Ikw

ed back in again So please evoUe Your homopho

., problem. Ifyou try hut mil to asa me buried m the

.

i prom von will Ik- buried, and ml n
I'm not alone

From m| friends and .-v.-rvon.- 1 v.- known. I demand

tolerance.' accept a nc- r.-spect. and I demand that sou

celebrate sexuality, pride akmgskis me. To desire mm la

hoinophohia

The d.K.rs musl open Tod

Ouen Broadhurst is a frequent contributor to the

Collegisn
In an effort to silenc- opinions which counter men c... * ..neKi.ui

• • 1 "L

Republicans: bigoted, egotistical trash
• . _ ti ... ii,.,n cviorhi.fl to the effecta thia woul

When I came to this Univei>it\ two jmBfl B0B, the defini

lion of a Republican was v.-ry vague to me All I knew

was that th.-v were more conservative, didn't agree with

anything the Democrats said and couldn't win in

MaaiBlhliawtta It wasn't until I arrived here that I r.-ali/

ed that a Republican is a bigoted, egotistical moron whose

onlv goal in life is his iiboaaalon to do whatever is

necessary to make him look good in front of other

H.-publicans. ^^^^^^_>__^^_>ie

Erik Sussbauer

This conclusion was easily arrived at by simply reading

an issue of the Republican Club's waste of good trees,

which they like to call the Minuteman. I admit that I do

read it the verv few (fortunately! times it is published

Although it has no concrete value to anyone except to

those who get an SCO trip from seeing their by line, it is

a fine piece of comedy. Lettermao would love to get a hold

of some of that stuff.

However, I was under the impression that much 01 the

insulting they did was just exaggeration, to draw atten

tion to themselves That was until this semester, when

I encountered a couple ofmembers and found that it isn t

exaggeration. It ia sickening.

The first incident that led me to this conclusion came

when 1 was at work, when out of nowhere a guy began

discussing how he planned to vote "yes" on the CLT'ques-

tion When presented with the question of tuition hikes,

he responded bv saying it didn't matter because he was

in ROTC, so the Army was footing the bill.

The argument then switched to the eflmcta thia WOttJd

have on the homeless. "Why should I give anything to

the homeless? What have they done for me? he asked.

Hello9 Can people really be this uncaring for their fellow

men and women 9
It 'a amazing how someone could be M

selfish and demented. Of course, one must realize that

before any of this started the man announced that he v

in the Republican Club.

This, however, was nothing compared to an incident last

Saturday night before a performance of Torch Song

Trilogy. While waiting to enter the theater, a well known

Republican Club scum went up to a woman and whispered

a few words. When he leR, the woman was quite shaken

up as she told us what he had said.

"Have you seen this play? It's about faggots. Don t you

think that's sick?" he had said. There was more, but you

get the point This proves once again that this institution

is nothing more than a haven for self centered jerks who

must continuously prove to themselves that they are on

I higher level than the common individual - and will step

on anyone to accomplish the task.

It's strange how people who are so interested in help

ing themselves can't actually think for themselves. They

are force fed this bigoted, elitist trash, then are told to

press it upon everyone else. The statements I encountered

does nothing but make people so disgusted that they will

|0 against anything the Republicans do. even if some of

then opinions do make some sense.

Perhaps someday these people will swallow a little pride

and show some respect for other people and stick to issues

facing 11 of us. but I doubt it. It's just easier to jeer

everything in the Minuteman than to get a real life.

Erih Sussbauer is a UMass student

A little bit about Mark Adler, the person, the columnist
... . D.UU., \X r.Vorrln ItVta (»1H Rohbv McFfT-

For those of you who read my columns

regularly, I have something to say. The

three of you may think that I'm a grumpy
spoilsport with nothing nice to say about

anything. Those of you who know me per-

sonally know this is true. But there may
be some people out there who want to know

what I do like and they may still be reading

this column.

Mark B. Adler

I like staying up late at night. This

means I do my laundry at 1:30 on a Tues

day morning. Since nobody is around, it's

quick and I don't have to watch for thieves

By 3:30 I'm done, and it's time to go to Stop

& Shop for my weekly supply of Oreos and

lemonade They don't play shopping cart

musak at four in the morning — mostly

Zeppelin or Aerosmith. I race my cart,

grand slalom, through the aisles to

"Kasmir." Since I have a 9:30 class, I never

really go to bed.

I like cats, but I don't like cat calendars,

cat pictures, cat dolls or cat cartoons. I like

real cats. I like my Apple He computer -

it's old but I can still type these exciting

editorials on it. I like growing my nails. I

like getting angry about Collegian

editorials I like reading Asimov, the Bi-

ble and books on the U.S. Constitution. Go

figure.

I like saying "Go figure." I use really old

words and phrases like "flick" (movie
I,

"specs" (glasses*, "nifty. " "swell," "neat

o," "gosh," "golly" and "oy vey." I picked

up these expressions from friends I like my

friends - they're nifty keen

I like John Silber. He's so fun to hate, and

I can't wait to blame everything on him

when the revolution comes I'm writing in

Mario Cuomo again this year.

I like Voice Mail. Okay, I admit having

to sign up for it and pay lots of dough rots.

But as an RA, I got it free on the first day

of classes. HA! Voice Mail is really neat-o.

When I'm all alone at night, I can listen

to a woman's computerized voice without

calling a 900 party-line.

I really like being an RA, but I still can't

figure out why. The pay is lousy; the had

reputation rots; and writing up people

sucks. It makes them hate me. even though

1 didn't set up the keg in the classroom

lounge. . during class. I like to relax dur

ing a busy weekend with a few dozen write

ups- it's stimulating But my floor ia wick-

ed cool and they know it My staff is loada

of fun and I get along quite well with my

boss

I like music I need music in m> room at

all times, except when I'm sleeping. I have

a cheap CD player that playi music of all

kinds: Mozart's Requiem. Sin.-ad O'Con

nor, Bobby McFerrin (the old Bobby McFer

rin, of course), Laurie Anderson, Robert

Plant, Boogie Down Productions and.

especially, the Beatles. I love the Beatles

"If I Feli" is the coolest song.

I like eating. I love eating. But I'm very

picky about what 1 eat I don't like

tomatoes, squash, ravioli or peaches It's

not because they taste bad. They just look

weird. I don't eat weird looking food. Why
should [? It's going int.. my mouth. 1 want

nice, fresh, crispy food like Cheerioa,

erg lettuce and peanut butter Snickers

I like leading "Doon.-sbury" when the

Collegian feels like printing it. Q

Trudeau is a fresh \oice of reSBOn

humor, and he ridicules Ix.th conservat iv.-s

and liberals He makes sense to me, he's

really funny. And beat Ot all. he thinks the

Beatles are nifty. tOO

afore H Adler is the newest Collegian

columnist

Letters to the Editor

Friendly discussion is better than

confrontation: Vote against GEO
The recent charges by the Graduate

Employee Organization accusing the ad

ministration of disruption in the graduate

employee union election only serve to pro

ve that the GEO is not interested in runn

ing a fair campaign.

\ a graduate employee. I have received

countless pieces of literature over the msl

year extolling the virtues of the GEO. And

| when the administration tries to pre

: their side it is called "disruption

It is also evident that the GEO is not in

t.rested in presenting the facts and. unfor

tunatelv, the Collegian is helping.

The GEO claimed that the letter from the

administration was mailed with the

ballots, when in fact the letter vsas mailed

ratal)

By deliberately providing misinforma-

tion it is the GEO. not the administration,

who is attempting to manipulate this

election.

It has become quit.- I leal that the l,r

and District 86VUAW are not the group

that w. graduatS employees should have

representing OS

The leadership of GEO embraces what I

call the "protest mentality ' Given choice

between friendly, meaningful discu-mns

and a strike, they will choose the strike

every time

Such an approach only serves to widen

the rift between the administration and

graduate employees, with the end result ba

inn that each side hardens its stance and

refuses to compromise.

Friendly dialogue without the threat of

a strike or protest. h> li doe«

lead to understanding of each others view

and an end result that is helpful to both

sides.

If GEO is elected to represent US, vs.- can

onlv expect a long BOriM "t H nk.-s and pro

while the University is destroyed by

the budget disaster.

The administration's offer of n«>n

affiliated representation la B way to achi.

advances while at the BUM time working

%Mth the administration to save the

lniversit\

I urge you to vote "no' m thil election

y graduate employ res. WO cl.ai I v need

...presentation The GEO and District

65UAW are not the groups who should

i. -present US.

Elliot Douglas
Leverett

Duffey alienating the community
America's capitalistic society is based

on a hunger for a better lifrstvle W.

taught early <>n that it is a good thinn

to work hard so we can have more. Thi-

ro have been forgotten by John

Silt i our President Chancellor

Dufl.

( )n Thuradaj , Oct 11, Collegian arti-

cle said that Dutley supports Silbei

proposal of | 16,000 tuition il

Duffey claimed that this i- • Iber

cker" but a m.ans of providing

jinn and justit

Silber said the "increased tuition thev

.students who could afford it I
pay could

he need either for academic enrichment

S aid to students

who come from p ' ,m

hard uorkinu families should not

ed to take the brunt ..< ,,\,t -pending

bv out -tale and I'niv. r-itv

The SiiU-r Dulles approa. I
thai

84,.. , u drive a nice l.o <>r t*tki

vacation, vou are the bad gUJ Many of

the families with "substantial mconi.

Willbefel .veupwhat they h..

worked m> hard for t they h

to pay an unfair portion of the tuition

of ot h. ^^^________

The cost of tuition should be

distributed equally in the Com
monwealth and not put only on the

shoulders of thoOS who can afford to

have their children go to a state school

This would not be the case under the

Silber plan This is not "equit)

"jOStice" SI Duffcj -<> eloquently spoke

,n unfair burden on the mid

die class

Duffey does not aeem iympatheti<

the plight of the middle I
ally

Du- d parent ligatad to pay

their children ition Ha said,

i will do everything in my p^
make them [parents] take their rCSBOU

sibilit:'

I fear Duffey has become so arrogant

he believes he has power not only <.\.-r

dent- but over their parent- BB well.

I tear be IS oblivious tO ho* main

-tudent- who are not of typical ttAV

id are unabi. to gB to their parent-

stance

I M|[|1H( DufiOy implement a tee tO

pay fora publk relet! • be

•he.-ntii. I 'Mass community
Joseph Cronin

Southwest

Both Gov. candidates stink

'No' on Question 3, 'yes' on future
**

. .1 U„...r. ovnlmlnH nubli

Lurking behind question three on the

November ballot is the question of tfow-rn

ment's rata m everyday life. Busineeaee

and the wealthy have benefited for 10 years

with changes in the tax code

Ironicallv. it was Konald Reagan who ran

,.n I (Ji.vernment hi th.- problem' platform,

and the cut services b.M.sted the Pentagon

and left the American people with a debt

we're still paying for.

Letting the rich off the hook helped to

contribute t«> Massachusetts' financial

mess The chief proponent of question

three. Barbara Anderson, says its passage

will bring a necessary chaos' to state

government I -av we have had more than

enough
The fact Ml that the wealthy sponsors of

'No' on 3, 'yes' to Weld
On Nov 6. our fate as UMass students will be decided.

This is the day when we .should all go to the polls and vote.

W
Well, just imagine this worst-case scenario: John Silber

gets elected, and question three passes. State colleges and

universities will have their tuition tripled, under Silber a

plan, and will suffer under question three

If it happens, many UMass studenU can kiss a future

g<

sffeCs go out there and vote! Okay, who's going to be

our next go'vernor^ Is ,t going to be John 'Triple Tuition

Saber or William ••I-Th,nk-Question-3-Is-A-Swe 1 Idea

Weld? Either way. UMass and other state schools could

ge
if wTvote "no" on question three there is nothing to

fear if Weld becomes governor. We can't vote 'no on

Silber's plan, so just don't vote for him. I as a Democrat,

am voting for Weld. I urge you to do the same.

^)on t allow Nov. 6 to be the day when your parents call

up and say. "We can't afford the tuition increase. You re

eoinc to have to think about other schools.

You can stay here at UMass. Just vote "no" on ques-

tion three, vote for Weld. Do not allow the worstcase

scenario to happen.
chris Kain

Orchard Hill

three have exploited public

resentment of state waste to protect their

own vested interests. The wealthy don t

fret about cutbacks in state M -.vices

koaethej saw private servkea II Ques-

tion three passes, h. r. - what the rest of

as will have to confront.

Question three would force state tax code

toreverttotbe I960 level Thistran-

mto cuts of at least 31 percent m poho

fire protection, education, human sen

public safetN and construction It will

mean, as Massachusetts grapples with the

recession, the services vk»- need will be

missing

Jay Allain

Northampton

I don't believe that any on.

didates running for the governor - posit kw

is qualified for the job Ma ttsbin

it- went fiscal crisis, and no one is going

to pay for it more than the students

UMaai Modems are starting to feel the

: uhat the budget cut- an doing

to them Everj wunaatu we lose daasea

because th. budget to pay the pro-

Program! .»r being eliminated due

to the latest cuts in higher .duration

Students have to change m..

con • bein^ cancelled

The two candidates that won the prim

for the gubernatorial race, John Silhei

William Weld have never been in off

never trusted Dukakis: that's « by I didn't

vote for him when he ran for Pr.-ident

O, -ion that I am really asking

, if is how dues William w, id.-

. money for th.- state? What kind

tax plan

Is he really goinu to make a difference in

higher education? I lag to .has.- in

Mirance fraud criminals and make them

pay back the money? Good luck, it worked

be it will work again

hn Silber' What credential!

he bring to ti

lake Halle) - comet, he cam. around

rh.- corner at the right time, to the right

.. if he we- would ha%

just about m ht " s

•.-./.iv Globe, Sept J

Rambo in the

house.
Harr\ Santiago

Amherst

Tactics deceitful
We oppose the tactic used by the Office of th.

Chancellor in sending a letter to every graduate stu-

dent and graduate employee in which his office

pressures all eligible voters in the issue of the unioniza-

tion of the Graduate Employee Organization to vote

against GEO's unionization.

Not onlv is this letter, dated Oct. 25. replete with

deceitful information, but it also directly violates item

7 on the first page of the election agreement drafted

on May 16, 1990. This agreement was signed and ac

cepted by the administration.

It is appalling that the administration actually

believes and trusts that a graduate student of this

University might be swayed by the arguments posed

in the abovementioned letter.

Nevertheless, the attempt is a violation of a signed

agreement and serves to further demonstrate the

critical need for the unionization of GEO.
Luis Kidder

Graduate Student Representative

Dept. of Spanish and Portuguese

1 'None of the above'

Pasaerrj [cannot vetafbrllsaiormClan|*oodon Bloc

tion Das because a vote for h. for -John Mlh.-r

\h vote instead will be for NOTA fHam of the Ah-

the pro-democracy cho

Bill Weld is a Republican Keaganite Bitber M I

Democrat Reaganite. No difference there.

Weld's support of question three contradut- any UpSM

he offers for women's rights, civil rights
vice

civil rights and

economically disadvantaged people Question three

discriminates against people who are vulnerable u h*

state and exacerbates Massachusetts financial cha-

S.lber opposes question three out of political exped.en

cv He is consistently against women's rights, evil ngh,^

gay and lesbian rights, disabled rights, the poor. Silbe,

is against people.

do we let millionaires run the state and the country? To

qua" fy as a democracy, a voter needs a choice 1 encourage

Clapprood and everyone to join me in voting for pro-

denScracy. Write ,n NOTA. on your ballot^ Nov^

I.everett
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< olleioan photo by Richard DuCrrr

Rev. Jesse Jackson

Colleftan photo by Richard DuCr*«

Min. Louis Farrakhan

Collegian photo by Richard Dut'r.c

Angela Davis

Have your voice heard

Write

for

The Black Affairs Page
Elijah Malik El-Shabazz

University Players Presents:

TALK
RADIO
A Play by Eric Bogosian

November 4-7, 8 pm in the S.U.B

Tickets:

$3 Students

$5 Gen Public

(available at Tix Unlimited

or at the door)

Marcie's Place
Hearty Hot ooking

JOIN i SFO*
SUNDAY BRUNCH
JO cum. -2 p.m.

Ml Botmntf *tli • t»»nw«t \0bmi

aW»3(..l»ri-Sai L*»ck i»d Dim"

T I . »

Especially for You

Haircare to) liemity Boutiqu

specializing in Afro-American

Hair Care and Beauty Products

206 Russell St., Rt. 9

Hadley, 586-6622

THINK

SPRING BREAK
VACATION

—FROM HARTFORD—

MAR 16-BAHAMAS FROM S549 00

MAR 16 CANCUN FROMS499 00

mar is- MAZATLAN prom $649 00

CALL 586-8953
OTNCR CHAHTCR DESTINATIONS AVAILABLE FROM BOSTON

YOUR PARTNERS IN TRAVEL
MAPLEWOOO SHOPS-NORTHAMPTON. MA 01060

CHOOSE THE PROFESSIONALS

JgS^S
TUESPAY

surcn rnim r
,

.37
SAVE ,*J

TTTTTT
WEONESOaV

2 PRINTS
r<~>n thf price

OF 1

FILM IN BV 10 00 I m
PRINTS OUT BVlOOpm

>«>p"

JJ«1 JTEDERAl MHIET
t.nrmnri o

fil TBIANC.lt STHEE1

AMMERST

« J KING stueet
unnTMAMPTON

TONITE TONITE TONITE

THE FIVE COLLEGE PROGRAM IN

PEACE & WORLD SECURITY STUDIES

Presents:

"BOMBS AWAY: NUCLEAR
PROLIFERATION IN THE 1990V

A Talk By

LEONARD SPECTOR
Carnegie Endowment for International Peace

Thursday, November 1st, 8:00 pm
Converse Hall

Amherst College

This event is free and open to the public. For

more information call PAWSS at 549-4600,ext.519.

The 21st Annual

Great Ski Snatch
1,500,000.00 A

Worth of Top Name \

W,INTER CLOTHING \^.

SKI EQUIPMENT\^
Representatives from Major

Mountains throughout the East

DOOR PRIZES AND FREE
GIVEAWAYS

Volunteer workers show up Wednesday

NOVEMBER 8-11

Thurs. and Fri. ROUTE 9

Noon 'til 10pm Ml. EARMS MALL
HADLEY, MA.

Sat. lOa.m.'til 6pm
Sun. lOa.m.'til 2pm

This event is not affiliated with Ihe I MVERSiH <>l

M\ss\( HUSETTS or the I MASS ski (III?

Rolling --^0
**'•*>

Special s

Ballantine

Beer
$7.99

12 pack l2oz. cans

Miehelob Dry

Dos XX
$8.99

12 pack \%OZ. hotsi

Miscellaneous Specials

Seagram's Cooler's 4 pk

Sutter Home White Zin 750ml

Myers Rum 750ml

Four Seasons Vodka 1.75L

$2.99
$3.99
$9.99
$8.99

FOUR SEASONS
Wines Liquors

ROUTE 9. ADLr : • 5 8 4

Between Burger King and L

UPC
Presents:

1 O , O O O MANIACS

R'SRPO <NNP N^P KAMNf*

.f^wtj '*<ni m*v kj"** **J "*«

\h

SAC.nOU.17'" 800 *»Jr^ UMass Fine A rts Center

\-umass studentsax$£
others

tix on sale from Oct. 17 at the) FAC

box office 545-2511



Thursday,
Nov. 1

mnnnnnummnnn m

ARE YOU

PREGNANT
* IN NEED OF HELP?
I Birthright Can Help

• FREE PREGNANCY TESTING

Sam* Day Rmuiu

S»> r/c«J that •'•

» free, Conliditnimi. Caiing

t He/p'ul

« 549-1906
Amhtnt

Carriage Shopa

Mn\ •n«rn»n«» kl abortion

CCH*^

Reluctant

Activist
i km .,,. \. hsimii MHJ I milium Yow I'l.u C'liUllllllll<l\

Monday. November 5th

X:00 P.M.

imm Campus Center, Room 163
by

'

Wayne Meisel

u>

2J « y-

=; '. °°
£ v> ~
•= »- enC 3 (0

lu E 2
Era
_ C\J

i

If this is you, come in

with this picture for a free

sandwich, mozz stix and a

drink

Submit any picture at the restaurant

and enter to win free food

Buffalo BILLS

<
s
o

i

LADIES NIGHT OUT

MEN-A-MANIA
Friday, November 9, 1990

7:30 pm
HOLIDAY INN

245 Whiting Farms Rd.

Holyoke, MA
Exit 15 oft 1-91

For tickets call (508)949-3664

or available at the Holiday Inn

Ages 18 and over

Tickets $10 each

Produced by Breeze Productions

^s.-xiVT^n

BuyTsUPER ROAST BEEF
i | sandwich and receive a

ftBVERH)
TONIGHT

CYCLONE SCOTTY
_$1&0O_CQML

Uit.'jxrWi.tft

Fri

Sat

Acoustic Night

CHRIS KLEEMAN
8-11

Come enjoy dinner and the show

RIPPOPOTAMUS

>.......•••••••••••• DRINK SPECIALS ••••••

Rolling Rock Bottle $1.25 Vodka Tonic!! $1.50

SSSSSmVSt ******
30 Bollwood Walk -Amherst. MA
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THE FAR SIDE
By GARY LARSON

BONES IN THE BARREL
By J. GELLER & M. ROSENZWEIG

COLLEGIAN 9

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE

Edited By TRUDE MICHEL JAFFE

Far away, on a hillside, a very specialized breed of

dog heard the cry of distress.

TANGELO PIE By TIM SNIFFEN

GedkmnjUii has
aoric on tar e*o\t$n..

**.// you toss your

cookies like a rai€

HAS IT THttKF. 6/WN6

OUT CAitS OF 'BMW
DOM AT HFklTH *»««*
AS PART OF 'ALCOHOL

tm0i^

We/// 1 flunk

Td call -fkis

<k fescue.

I

,\
Iui*«jus+
about fc lea*'

ACROSS
i Secre:

communications

6 Lascivious

look

10 Perry Mason
specialty

14 Sharp crested

ridge

15 Ait"

16 Incite

17 A ma|0' parry

19 No tonge- greer

20 Traffic sign

21 Old Norse
poem

22 Groups
24 GooOnigm gi'i

o' song
26 Frencn friend

27 Changes tne

OOCk
29 Raze
33 Pu;

34 Curved su"ace

o' a vault

36 Forme' .

M
End'

37 Sow seeds

38 GartieiC < t'.end

39 Singer Torme
40 Bedouins
41 Druoge

42 Snoes to*

Ma
44 Sets d

45 Orienta' staple

46 i -
-

4' .
Miss

50 O* «"« e«"

5t Higf' crag--

f}4 Amr> — |

58 £>Dicw>af I

59 Anac
60 S»»*
6" Regon
62 Type o'

63 Germar-

inousfj

DOWN
1 Roues
2 Crty O" tfte 0*«

3 Jeune due

4 Ike s command
5 Conceal

6 Woody vine

7 Nooie Italian

family

8 Yaie

undergraduate

S Entrust once
more

10 OPEC for

enampie
1

1

He wed
an Irish

Rose
12 Fall mo
13 Summers in

me Mid'

18 Operates

23 Sprout Var

25 Guns the

engine

26 Long periods

of time

27 Paper quantities

28 Actress Burstyn

29 Partner

30 Pointers

31 River at Paris

32 Pays attention

34 Bngnmess
37 Went a'>ead

38 Aia>-

40 Related

41 A suga'

43 Beara <

'

44 Sometimes it s

m tne neck

46 Wrap
47 — Mari

48 Generai bradley

4 ci Fasten

in a wat

SC Disrega' I

52 Fairy-taie

cha' I

53 Strikeout artist

Nolan

56 A Gabo-
57 Bandleader

Brown

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE

H;l V.EI
t h i cTL
S K E L E T

11 V9C

MENU

CALVIN AND HOBBES By BILL WATTERSON

OK TVS. ONE K

GOOD S\GN R* us wsrs
TMM, IK THIS *K Of ^SUM
BOAgASWkNT rf*>* *U.t*ty. SQC.fTS \S OWR*'-.'

....
PR&V0KE WD 3U i tffc

IT CONFiRVr --S

TfcA04t<S REAC NAM
J.N& SUC#6 TUMOUR

p£opl£ cmT Tta ocoo wr

W/:
\

/ -—. ii

• -/ill

*. WOW N0WW6
COMPIACSNCI Of TUOSE <*o
??EFTrR. SAPt PBEOi^eS"

BUCOUC

wc ON TVi

•

•-.

LUNCH
Pizza

Reuben on Rye

BASICS LUNCH

Pizza

Oatburgers

DINNER
Veal Cutlet Cordon Bleu

Seafood Pnmavera

BASICS DINNER

Eggplant Rolatin.

Tofu Primavera

YOUR DAILY HOROSCOPE
By JEANE DIXON

PRICE
By PRICE VAN RAY

abus ban
«r* Of not»c© rtTJv vvorry you

Cr«ch mto it A ct*3 doe* ycx

\H$ a mg^nsrv^tfui wc
reword tha vour^iter >•

project oegns »o v>ow rugher

TAUMM CAOrt 20*tay 20) Ge^rtg

mvofvea n o cornrnunrrv project

could prove o^irte ereovobte vow

need ^o cvcuioie more New
a loved one PoofH * oo*

to your ewers for neipfui advee
OEMINI «20 .mo
for romar* :ite of twne »o

' it hoooens if w§ fol r»to vour

lap Do not oe otr»a to sa,

wnen you know you ore in ffv-

CAHCIB
rrveone* comments couid hofrr>

your reputcrton. Demond th i

person come up wrtn proof Spend
the evening retamng Get togefr>er

:id friends or reod o good
i - *

LfO (Jutv 2^-Aug 22) A fear that

your luck ts running out may stow

you down Stop being so

iS - hard work wiH puR

vou through Meet a tckssn «fua-

hon heod on - and be honest

Dostpone rexnance

VWOO (Aug 3-Sept 22) A simple

msunderstanding can be cleared

up with a single phone cot Vour in-

terest m science is stimulated bv

something you read today

Children w* do a lot to brighten

your evening

LIIRA

Mr .
i

(Sept 2 J Oct .

e taients erwonc*
those yc>

where you c ysreop
jgtno

i not hioe your feefc--

;

SCORPIO 3c ' ?3

ead yc
,-, not <n your t •

feresti Check documents regar

dmg chearen s welfoie C
•

•

r*oblems

SAGITTARIUS
fnena may seek vour couns-

couroge this person t

er m he own hea"
from afar couW make a
demands on you Set rutes t

pokte

CAMICORN Dec 22-Jan

long . none coJ w« reeeve

your concerns A comphcated
fom#y situation can be amckiy

jntened out if everyone
refrains horn making suggestioni

AQUARIUS (Jan 20-Feb 18) Be

careful where you put you-

ma* or monev Expect a surprise

from a conservative friend who is

about to make btg changes Do not

try to Nmrt a personal relationstX)

PISCES ^eb 19-March 20) Be
prepared to do some sleuthing

Asking auestions wN help you
understdnd a new friena A feisty

young person attrocts new atten

tion at work Avok: force

an issue with a relative

TODAY'S STAFF
Night Editor

Copy Editor

Layout Technician

Photo Technician

Production Supervisor

Typesetter

Production

Anna Regina Santiago

Mike Webber
Seth Kaye

Richard DuCree
Seth Kaye

..Danielle Dowhng
Seth Kaye, Andre Busi

Mike Carvalho. Terry Starmer Sharon Frost
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tharue'0
1 Pray Si .

A.h.ktM -549-5403 • Open I l«ffl

7 days a Week

Kitchen open til midnight

Game Room with 2 pool tables

Tonight 10c Beer Steamed Baby Flunks

tatfN 9.00p.m. — 12:00 a.m.

Drink of the Week Beer of the Month

X Scotch md Mixer $1.75 Foster s Lager $1.75

ooa ujveaways

Mon 10 cent Mozzarella Sticks 9pm- 12am

Tues. 10 cent Buffalo Wings 9pm- 12am

Wed. 25cent Pizza Slices and 99 cent Nachos 9pm- 12am

Thurs 10 cent Beer Steamed Baby Franks 8pm- 10pm

Sundav 10 cent Potato Sk*"* 9*™!1.?* 111

WE ACCEPT MC-VISA-AMEX

Kahlua Liquer

750 ml

Ouench
K)ur Thirst For
Education

Embrace ihe Environment of the 90's

.n America becomes your campus'.
When rati t.ike a scat in the Audubon Expedi-

tion institute's traveling, outdoor classroom,

you \w\\ lourtK-v to .. anyriaJ oi ecocyscemi and
*\pcnenve the dim*: ailtures that make up our

nation. Here, :he Earth becomes your teacher as

sou share in the crcafKM of a vision. \Xc UwH
ntt% fcxndncd COUfl s in one and -wo-vcar

prosraim i^.it IrjJ to Hti;h School, B S and
M s i rmronnwrnal Educatww degrees.

Eniiwn vour >pir;t as vou make vour educa-

tion » real adveiwe. VC'rtre rodav for vour tree

^at.noe.

Vjme.
"I

| rVttrea

!
i itv.

StateI State -iv
\ I

National Audubon ^iKietv

F.xpcditior. Institute

I'O rW.x -"I>ept I M
Mi. Vcrrxm. Maine

207 291-2W

OPLN
$11.49

Old Milwauke
Reg and Light Beer

24-12 oz cans

You'll Always $ave Money When
You Shop at Scott's Liquors!

Miller Lite

Bacardi Silver Rum
750 ml

$7.49

Knickerbocker
12-12 oz cans

$3.99 ^^
plus dep

12-12 oz cans

$6.99
plus dep

#/j/. frr6acA*rm Popov Vodka
1.75 L .

$9.99

$8.99 plus dep

WE WANT TO BE YOUR FAVORITE LIQUOR STORE
6 University Dfive, Newmarket Center, Arnherst

rm^\ p—i Diagonally Across from the UMass Stadium

HH S2 Plenty of FREE Parking

Telecheck for your personal check

we n**f it

W» now h*v0 •</

*!••• LeUTf §eme»l

h

Cultural Relations

in Israeli Cinema

INDOOR MINIATURE GOLF
Thursday and Friday-Student Night

Film Festival
sponsored by UMftM Hillel and Pleasant St. Film Foundation

All Screenings at Pleasant St. Theatre in Northampton

Tickets: $5-Cen. Admission S4.50-I lillel Members

Schedule:
11/3

A THOUSAND AND ONE WIVES 5:30PM & 10PM

AVANTI POPOLO 7.25PM

11/4

HOLE IN THE MOON 3PM & 8PM

ATALIA 5:30PM & 9:45PM

11/5

A THOUSAND AND ONE WIVES 7PM

AVANTI POPOLO 9:15PM

11/6

BECAUSE OF THAT WAR 6:45 & 9:15PM

11/7

KAZABLAN 6:30PM

HILL 24 DOESN'T ANSWER 9:10PM

11/8

ONE OF US 6:30 & 9:15PM

11/14 Panel Discussion
"Cultural Relations in Israeli Cinema" moderated by

UMass Professor James Young.

7:30pm Hillel House Lounge (388 N. Pleasant St.)

For more information call 549-1710 or 586-5828.

Brochure detailing films available upon request.
=a===

BIRDIES & BOGEYS

Holyoke Mall-Lower Level
536-3765

'Hr^VVVVVVV
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STAY

HOM
Rouno i"ps I'oni NV staling at

London
Pans
San JoseC R
Bangkok
Hong Kong
Tokyo

$412
480

390
959
879
759

Student Faculty Fare

Taxes not included Restric-

tions apply Fares subject to

change One ways available

Work/Study abroad programs

International student and

teacher ID

EURAIL PASSES ISSUED ON
THE SPOT'

Free student travel calalogue

hoop talk, predictions
CONTINUED TROM PAGE 12

ball duty, newcomer Dee Brown, and the

always improving Reggie Lewis, the

Celtics look to do what they haven't done

since the days of Tiny Archibald - RUN!

John Bagley, the man who looks more

like someone who would watch a basket

ball game with a 12 pack rather than ac

tually step out onto a court, will most like-

ly start the season on injured reserve.

Thank the man upstairs for that. Bagley,

or should I say stone hands,' is one player

Celtics go all the
the Celts don't need.

Question: Will the

way?
Answer: No. Not this year, not next

year, not — well, maybe in '93.

Prediction: Portland Trailblazers —
against the rest of the league. < I'll start tak

tng bets now, and I'll tell VOU why as the

season rolls on.)

Dave Szpila is a Collegian corn'spomlcnt

B

107 Sunderland Road, North Amherst
Open 7 a.m.-10 p.m.

ncilTr,

SPEEDWASH
11 Pray St.. Amherst

NOW OPEN 24 HOURS!

South Towne Commons Laundromat
479 West St.. South Amherst

Open 7 a.m.-.10 p.m.

aB^ll^•M^^^"w |H|MB,,HI,,ll,IHmHIII,,H,,,m,,,,,,lnUlnl,,,,,,,,,,ll,l,,l, ,,,

D.P. DOUGH
UVERS CALZONES

r

GOOD CARS GOOD PRICES ;

PELHAM AUTO I

%

Long known in the valley for great service on small

imported and domestic cars is pleased to offer

FIME USED CARS AT REASONABLE PRICES

A sample of oar selection:

1989 Subaru Justy 4 wheel drive -081501

1988 Vol ksw agon Fox GL -9195

$4995
$4995

•

•

I $1.00 OFF I

J
2 CALZONES |

exp 1/21/91 • one coupon per 2 Calzones • Delivery Only

DOUGH HOTLINE : 256-1616

DELIVERY HOURS:

M-F 4:00-2:00 A.M.

SAT. 11:30-2:00 A.M.

SUN. 1 1:30-1:00 A.M.

1315 Federal St. (Rt 9) Belchertown, MA (413) 253-981
1 •

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii*

CLASSIFIEDS
^msssEsm

ABSENTEE BALLOTS

NOVEMBER »TM IS APPOACMING FAST

^fand^S^epAJeshngabaltot S*n

I man ft to

C«y or To** ©sf«

Vo* C*y o» town MA *f>

1964 FORO ESCOfl- Automatic Wagon

Cii^SiOBO 6 3899/2S6-1228MMSI

,M4 CHCV CAVM^RJSUYMY CAR

Very we* taken car* o« Good body S'oou

CaiM>ke 6^296

ACTIVITIES

AN SCI CLUB
MmH
Nov 1

Tonight
Stkrm 114
600PM

ASIAN AMERCAN STUOENTS
Association

General Mooting'

Today
No« 1 (Thurs)

at Campus Cantor Rm 16?

630PM
Everyone * welcome'

PINO OUT about "Mass RacquetbaH'

Come to our meetings on Sunday* 7 oq

19th Coeidge Can Bob 546*434

MARK THIS DATE DOWN November 15

La* Vegas Ntght » coming m fast Are you

ready lo have tun' APO

STOP THE GULF WAR! UMass Coalition

on Mideast Crisis meets tonight to plan up-

coming teach in 5 30PM Commuter

Lounge- All are welcome

THINK SPRING t*»t»
Spring Break Travel Fai'

Feb 14 1991 SUB

UMASS OANCETEAM TRyOUTS Satur

day Nov 3 Meiv.lle Basement Lounge 3 OP

6 2716 mlo

ANNOUNCEMENTS

BEO A BREAKFAST
Downtown Amherst

6490733

EXPERIENCE a wonderful Shabbos at lb

Chabad House Worshiping singing dan-

cing eat.nq Fnday 6 15 P M Saturday

10 10 A M A genuine Shabbos

GET REAOY 'or Talk Radio Nov 4 7 at 8

Get psyched last get psyched'

VOLUNTEERS WANTED to help organ.«.

toster home program for cats and kittens

Interested'' 253-3745 tor info

FAST FUNDRAISING PROGRAM
$1000 in iust one week - -

Earn up to $1000 for yourcampus organ,/a

ton Plus a chance at $5000 more' This pro

gram works' No investment needed can

1 800^93? 0628 E«t 50

AUTO FOR SALE

1976 FURY POLICE PACKAGE
Best Otter 549 2957

1979 SUBARU WAGON U;ea. condition

runs fantastic, good mpg $650 Call Mike

545 0566 665 7748

1980 SAAB OLE 5 door hatch

Excellent tires and engine

Needs some work

Putl-oul clarion stereo

$2200 413 786 1003

WANTS}: VW Camper Bus » crawto

«

coaat Cash Mm« 546 1036 or Boo

546-4201

BALONEY MAN

YOU RE DOING GREAT'

Keep rl up Bud'

Love Creig and Kntbn

FOR A GOOD TIME CALL

RACK A DISC the best entertainment DJ s

SSeo bands dormmouae spec* ca»

686-9900 anytime

FOR RENT

AMHERST January *"&*<

9udiO Apartment $375 549^3610

i LARGE BEDROOM in Victorian House

r^TnZfn Arr^sTS250 00 5494733

SUNDERLAND S room apartment garage

stove refrigerator $650 253-3330

FOUND

BLACK LEATHER JACKET * tu**)

was put on me when l was stmkm drun*

I wish to return n but I don t know who your

are I w* recognure you though Than, lor

the ride homT256*730 ask lor birthday

boy

HELP WANTEO

CRUISE SHIP JOBS
Hmng men-women Summer/year round

pnowgraphers. taw gurdss. recreation pe<

sonneT EkCetlent pay plus free travel Car

f*e*n Hawaii Bahamas South Pact*

Menco Call now' Call refundable

1 206-736-0775 E«t C402

HELP US TO HELP YOU 1 Ra.se money 'or

financial aid over ""•'•f*^"^.!^,"
money yours**- 5 25 an hour plus bonuses'

Can 545-3509 -t interested

PART TIME VOLUNTEERS needed lor an

nual Christmas fund drive Help hungry

children, despondent »am.l.es_ and

nometess people m the P°**£**?y Ca*

now Ash tor Jonathan 586-5243 Of

566-4660 after 5 00PM

SELF-EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY
Earn cash distnbutmg credit card applica

twnsoncampus Noss*^^tee
|

*eiown

hours Call Collegiate Poster Network

1 800 669-7678

„, WITH HEART PENDANT- of

,.„,,,,.„.-„.., .^i_..' iiBwcgtwM ••"

GOLD LINK BRACELET at women s ten

nis courts on 10725 after five PM
Great sentimental value

If found C** 546-1279 Much

Reward wtti be given

IN THOM 104 10/29 gold-colored watch

w/eagle on face a hall of band Great sen

t,mentai value' Please ca« Greg 546-0259

RED WALLET
No questions asked'

tV11 18

FOR SALE

•« ROCKIN BLAUPUNKT CAB STEREO
vmelCiock Asking $120 bul

^egrtiale CaB Heather after 4PM (Cept

Tues) at 967 4442

CAMERA 35MM Pen'^JOOO BodyLens I

Vivitar Flash like new $150 B O 594-azsz

FISCHER VACUUM Rey Rac-ng Shis *ith

TyTS" 480 bindings U^5"«« 31S °°

negotiable CaM Jon at 546-7129

FUTON MATTRESSES
Full si/e only $58'

256 0646

DynasTa^ompWe SJ^M $150

Ca« Mark anytime 549 9321

METAWAMPE FUTONS
Frames

Mattresses
Slipcovers
Pillows

We wll beat anyone s price

Guaranteed'

CaM now' 256 0646

MOUNTAIN BIKE

$75 Call 549 1254

NEON FABRIC PAINT

Many different colors Quart sue

Call ?56 1067

NINTENDO wtlh Nes advantage .ncl top

gun Mano Bros Say Hunte' $140 00

323 7266

OWF WAY AIRLINE TICKET to San Fran
°NE * November 21 cheap Call 585-0127

SKIS Unused beginner s sel $130 253-5610

INSTRUCTION

BE A BARTENDER
W M Bartend*' Traimng is open

Call lor brochure

413-747 7895

BEGINNING PORTUGUESE CLASS
Nov 5- Dec 1 Mondays 7 9PM Language

Pacifica 549-5065

EARN CREDIT SCUBA DIVING

2 credit basic and advanced courses offered

both semesters at Curry Hicks pool

2 credit sport courses to Key Largo during

mtersession spring break and end of

Register tor all courses through the General

Physical Education Department

Further information at Curry Hicks pool

Monday through Thursday 7PM- 10PM or

call Project Deep 549-8401

ENGLISH AS A SECOND LANGUAGE
Classes begin Oct 30 Intensive part lime

evenings TOEFL Registration deadline

Oct 23 Language Pacifica 549 5065

KNOW YOUR RIGHTS'

DO YOU HAVE OUESTIONS at)

rights'' Do you thmh your civil rights have

been violated' Find out' Contact the Legal

Services Ol Campus Center

545 1995

LOST

BLACK PURSE with wallet. iD s cheap

camera with dim with sentimental value No

questions asked REWARD' Please call

549-8226

GOLD CLAOAUGH NECKLACE
on 10-25
Sentimental value

It found call S4987
$ Reward

PERSONALS

BINKV-
Happy Anniversary sweetheart' You know

^naf it I were a bandito you d be my

favorite hot tamale" Hymu' m
ladybug talk tor I tave you") Happy B

months" I love you'

Love
Sheba

BRETT The oast yea' has t-

I'm looking 'onma' '"*' *"

my love All my life Tracey

DARNIE WARNIE
Happy 1*h Birthday'

You are best'

Alright Alright Alright

Awesome Awesome Awesome
You are my fnend you are special

Get psyched for a wicked super birthday

Love J J

DUC
Happy Birthday

The bottle of wine is on me
Susan B

ELLEN
l miss you sooooo much 1 "

Take Care
Love Gayte

HAPPY BIRTHDAY BONNIE'

Hope you have an amanng weekend

We'll miss you'

Love Elyse and Laurei

HAPPY BELATED BIRTHDAY to Knsten

Chapman You w.lll always be our favorite

patient' Love Health Services and Debbie

HAPPY BIRTHDAY SETHERA!! Wow
That s somethm huh 7 Love OB s

HAPPY BIRTHDAY VERNIKA!
• s two days late'

Love Heather (TATA!

HEY BLUE-EYED BABE 'fom Math 121

Smile' and chee' up' I m thinking about

you'" Call and say hi sometime' Love k,d

touch)

HEY GUYS FROM THIRD
floor J A This

one s for you' HI"

Love Kristin

HEY MICHAEL RICH C. i II sleep with

your raquet anytime' Happy Birthday you

studmurtm Love. Hugs, and Kisses- Titfany

Bootsie Wells Fargo

HEY TEDDY G
Happy Anniversary' I Love You now and

forever Always Your C-Giri

HOUSE OF PAIN
Drink. Drink and Dnnk some more

Red House

I THINK IT S TIM! 10 Mt

the cat out of the bag
Captain Dicknose

Gotcha Gabe

JAKE M i m glad Leigh wasn I

JAMMIN ON THE ONE
Wossa Hoppenm'
Hope Ewe a Scoot have a great one'

Love ya'

Your 0-tnp

Gav the hippest

JEN Here s the person* i promised you

Keep up the good wo»* on the weekends

Your the best Love your 3rd roomate

JOHN ORWAT'
Happy Birthday' Ma'<- Marston an

your samtiy presence'
Donna Reed

KATRIN
great' I love you more

• ' a grip O"

it has been tun though

LISA
i stiii love thee

is it a fantasy

Do you hold a N"

MORRISON IS GOO'
May violent deaths come to a'

the ANTI-JIM' and by the way

beastiality

MOT NOLNACS I m glad we>e

Happy Halloween Love N*«e

OYE ILEANITA RAMOS'
Saludos Desde Espar-V Como Estas girf

Espero que bien' Cuidate mucho' Te e»

trano' Amta

PETE-KOUTSOUNI MOU'
Making videotapes at the la«ehouse was

tun We must do n again hopefully at the

beach house on the Med this summer it

was like Whoa' Hooshy loves your huge-

chest' Sending all my love Thanks tor 6

months worth of tickles

S'agapo Katnne

PS I'm psyched''

SAP.
Close your eyes and swing

You're great'

Love Suzie-P*

SKEAKV NO NO- Are you ever gonna say

yes' Soon' Spontaneity' Ch.guta Goobef

STEPH
Roses are red

Violets are blue

What do I have to do

To get one date with you'

The Fabulous Baker Boy

SUSAN, You know I'd never leave you out

You mean everything to me I love you Paul

TO ALL THE UMASS REDS
it seemed thai all you lacked this y«ar was

luck and how do you practice thaP Thank

you for a season ot great soccer you were

a |Oy to watch

«
TO ME SOHORNEY
Vou called and left and interesting message

with my roomate 'or me But I have no clue

who your are Please call back (1
think

i

Jason

TONYA MURO/ABNEY HAYS
Saludos 1 Os extrano' AC

TO SHEBA
Ak A Andrea

Happy 8 mr
I Love You very much
Love I

WEASEL, i love you Drod
Happy Anmvei".

PROFESSIONAL DJ S

LA2ER TECH AUDIO
dance dorm party, or house •

rates great DJ s Cat! 323-7801 soon

RIOE WANTEO

TO SYRACUSE
••rans weekend
w.n pay gas S

Can
546 0258

SERVICES

DO VOU KNOW THE TIME 1

tenes and full
-ryice

-cape Designs the 'm-

glass to gold 264 North Pleasant Street

Amherst 253 3324

HOLIDAY BOOKING selling out 1 Campus
on Campus 545-0500

PREGNANT?
Need a pregnancy test information or sup

port' Call tor free and con'idr-

ALTERNATIVES M Mam St Northampton

586-3000

STUDY ABROAD

SPANISH IN GUATEMALA
Call 505-242 3194

TO SUBLET

TWO BEDROOM APT Salem Place on Bus

Route Brand new $800 month call 266-6777

TRAVEL

CHRISTMAS, SPRING BREAK. SUMMER
TRAVEL FREE Air couriers needed and

cruisesh,p fobs Call 1-805-682 7555 M
F 1426

ONE-WAY TICKET Hartord to AlbuQuerque

Leave Nov 21 $100 OBO at 546 4434

WANTED Z 3 roomates to cruise

Caribbean Spring Break Call Paula 6 1944

TYPING

TYPING WORD PROCESSING. $i 50'pg

Free pickup and delivery Laser printing and

copying available KCommun.catons

Z56-6373

WORDPROCESSING inenpensive quick

and accurate work Campus pickup and

delivery call Lisa 256 6696

Leave message

WORDPROCESSING. REPORTS
Resumes Theses Graphics Laser Prin-

ting Call Rosemary 259-1786
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SPORTS
Men's soccer stops Fairfield, 6-1

In season finale, team breaks 13-game winless streak

By GREG SUKIENNIK
Collegian Staff

No it wasn't a title game, and the opposition wasn't the

Argentinian National team, hut after 13 games without

a win. anv win will do.

Randy Jacobs scored three goals and assisted on two

more as the University of Massachusetts men's soccer

team defended Fairfield 6 1 yesterday afternoon in Par

field. Conn., in their last game of the season. The

Minutemen finished their season 3 13-3.

lollrgian fill-

Junior Tri-Captain Dan Lawrence scored one

goal and assisted another in yesterday's 6-1 win

at Fairfield. The victory. UMass' last game of

the year, snapped a 13-game winless streak for

the Minutemen. UMass finished ninth in the

Atlantic-10 with a 1-5-2 conference mark, and

ended the season 3-13-3 overall.

UMass' offense uncharacteristically put the game away

in the first half, scoring two goals within two minutes mid

was through the first half. Ray Cuhna scored the first goal

at 29:47 on an assist by Jacobs. Jacobs struck a minute

later, with the assist going to Aaron Zandy.

Jacobs scored again just before the end of the first halt.

Assists were credited to both Cuhna and Darren Stone_

The Rams' only goal came 10 minutes into the second

half as Bregoan Vasquez-Gill scored unassisted

The Minutemen closed the scoring with three second

half goals Andrew Bird scored his third goal of the yea.

midway through the half Dan Lawrence and Jacobs both

igted on the score.

Jacobs completed the hat trick 13 minutes later. I he

freshman attacker broke in from midfield and slipped the

ball past Fairfield goalie Andy Tennant.

Lawrence finished the scoring with nine minutes letl

in the game, drilling a 25-yard shot into the net.

.Jon ('.ruber had three saves for the Minutemen. while

Rams goalkeeper Tennant had two. The Minutemen out

shut Fairfield 15-12.

A Last Look At the A-10: Massachusetts finished the

season in ninth place in the Atlantic 10 Conference stan

dings Rutgers won the regular season title, clinching first

place bv beating UMass 3 last weekend.

The difference between UMass' offense and defense

shows m the A-10's statistical leaders. Minuteman

goalkeeper Steve Armenti is sixth among A-10 goalies

with a 1.06 goals against average. The Minutemen have

only allowed 26 goals all year, four less than second place

Penn State.

The offense, however, finished with only 21 goals, and

placed no players in the A 10s list of top scorers

For the fourth straight year. Rutgers. Penn State. Tern

pie and George Washington will face off against each other

in the Atlantic 10 Tournament, held this weekend at

Rutgers Stadium in Piscataway. N.J The Scarlet Knights,

ranked fourth in the nation, look like the class of the

league and should beat fourth-seeded George

Washington. Meanwhile. No. 2 Penn State gets another

I rack at third seeded Temple Look for Rutgers to revenge

tht ir only conference loss of the year and beat Penn St

t.r th»- title, and get the automatic NCAA Tournament

hid

Now is the time for

hoop talk, predictions
Nike is at it again with a new line of commercials.

First it was Mars, then it was Bo. and now it's Super

Dave in the lineup for some more relief. If you're talk

ing commercials, Nike knows.

If you haven't seen any of these commercials, then

you haven't been watching your sporting events. They

run about every two or three commercial breaks and

are, perhaps, the best on the tube

Mars Blackman and Michael Jordan started off the

festivities with 'Money, it's got to be the shoes!' or, my
personal favorite, the 'Bird's eye view.' Next was the

long Bo .Jackson string of cross trainer ads. These are

the the commercials where Bo knows everything M
cept Diddley, or does he know that now, too'.'

Finally, the latest in the Nike string, is tin Super

Dave gadgets versus the lightest Nike hoop shoe on

the market today. Complete with laugh track and an

nouncer, Dave goes through the roof and breaks his

face on the backboard. As the commercial goes, 'You

decide, the new Nike Air. or a broken face?' Take the

Nike option.

Other companies cannot compete with Nike when it

comes to TV ads. In other words, they don't know

LA Gear has unstoppable Joe Montana on their

lineup card and. until he retired, they had Kan .in Ah

dul Jabbar Kareem's commercials were as lame as his

rouple of years in the pros, and the only reason

Montana is so unstoppable is that nobody can get

through his offensive line to put a bone crushing stomp

on him.

But enough about commercials and the hype Of the

players. I just needed to get that off my chest

The real reason I am in this edition of the Collegian

is to talk a bit about the upcoming NBA hoop season

(OK, that wasn't a great M0M, but it's my column and

1 do what I do. so live with it.i

For you Boston fans. m\ self included, the only thing

we have to look forward t<> is a running Celtic team

With guards Brian Shaw, hack from his overseas wimp
CONTINUED ON PAGE H

Crews wrap up season, head into winterworkouts
By ADRIr MATT
Collegian Staff

The men s and worn- &hl

bo*U wrapped up their fall schedule

..end in Philadelphia. Pa. at the

Schuylkill River Regatta

Official times ami

made available to boats placing below the

top three, but both coat he- an phased with

their crews performances.

].,. tMUM seem to really like that

, -ours*-. " sa»d men's coach Dave Trond. "I'm

happy with th- nd. all crews saved

their beat rows for l.<

Fifty nine boats competed in the men I

iMraM I d the women s race

Trond said his unofficial finishing time for

the men was \3 Xt2 minutes, a full minute

behind the time of the finishing boat, tht

Pennsylvania Athletic Club.

The Penn AC also took first this year at

the Head d the Charles Regatta, raced Oct.

20. Trond said the crew was 1:20 behind

the JVnn A< at the Charles, and that he

i with the improved time

The team competed without senior Rich

Scannel. who has been stricken with

mononu and is currently recovering.

Sophomore Steve Casco was summoned
from the JV bod to help out the varsity in

Philly Trond said Scannel probably will

not workout vigorously until after

Chri-tmas break.

Last year, the women's team placed 16th

out of about the same number of par

ticipants as th and the men finish

ed 19th

< ollrginn photo by Tom Burhr

A stroke and cox, one of 57 men's heavyweight eights competing in

Philadelphia, Pa., vies for position at the Head-of-the-Schuylkill Regatta

last weekend.

< cll«|{iHn pholo t>v Turn Hurkr

The UMass women's heavy-weight eight, posed at the Head-of-the-Charles

Regatta, include Ifrom leftl senior Rachel White, senior Susanne Maioney,

sophomore Deanna Cook, senior Jenn Geary, sophomore Ann Hudreski.

sophomore Jen Lambert, sophomore Courtney Harold, sophomore Mary

Breslin and senior coxswain Jen Blum kneeling below.

"It was a beautiful day." Trond said of

this year's competition.

"From what I saw of the women's race.

they looked a whole lot hotter than they did

in Boston I
at the Charles 1," Trond added.

"They held onto a Navy crew," said

woman*i varsity coach Deb Fine. "Th«v

pen nal excited about that

Trond took both the mens and women'

varsit) eights to the Philly regatta, while

Fine took the men's and women's JV and

novice boat- to Dartmouth to compete

there

The women's JV placed nth of ei^ht,

beating Amherst College's varsitv and

New Hampshire's JV boats. UNH varsitv.

Boston University varsity, Vermont varsi

ty. Dartmouth varsity and B Dartmouth

UNH combined .JV boat placed, in that

order. Because of the varsity competition.

Fine said that explained the boat's placing,

but their time was competitive.

The men's JV finished 4th of nine. In

Casco's place in the boat, junior Christian

Jaeger rowed. A transfer from Pacific

Lutheran [Tacoma. Wash.) last year, this

is Jeager's first year competing at UMass
It's good way to go into winter training,

a nice way to wrap up the season," Fine

said of the crews that competed at

Dartmouth
Unfortunately, the men's novice boats

did not place a- well. Out of 13, the CWWB
finished 10«h. 11th and Uth.

But the season has ended only for the var

sit\ boats. Freshman novice competition

will continue until Nov. 10.

This Saturday I Halloween Regatta will

be held at Welleslev College in Mid

dlctown. (mm Over :«<> schools will par-

ticipate from all over New England UM I

will send three men's and three women's

boats to the regatta

The novice final regatta will be an infor

mal invitational hosted by UMass on the

Connecticut River Springfield and

Amherst Colleges will be invited Nov. 10.

Announcing: Poor Righteous Teachers

and D-Nice at the S.U.8.

By SAAD HOPKINS
Collegian Staff"

In North Trenton, N.J., three young men of African des-

cent grew up together in the Donnelly Homes, a low-

income housing project, where they shared a love for

music and an interest in the Afrocentric teachings of

Islam. Working in a basement studio on a low budget,

using whatever donated equipment they could get their

hands on, Wise Intelligent, Culture Freedom and DJ

Father Shaheed spawned the now extremely popular,

Poor Righteous Teachers, a rap trio whose blend of

articulation, knowledge and sound collage make them

one of the most listenable hip-hop creations to hit the

scene in a long while.

But why should you pay extra special attention to

them? After all, political rap groups come a dime a dozen

these days. Educators such as Public Enemy, Boogie

Down Productions and Urban Dance Squad have roam-

ed in this terrain before. Poor Righteous Teachers are

unique in the respect that their product is homemade

from the heart, without shoving it down your throat, and

free of political bias.

"The name is given only to those in the ghetto who gain

what is known to us as knowledge of self," explains Wise

Intelligent. "You see, poor is the condition in which ghet-

to children live until getting knowledge of themselves,

which along with it brings righteousness and the abili-

ty to teach knowledge of self."

Of course. the\ perienced their share of criticism,

and have come under scrutiny by those who have a dif-

ficult time understanding the position of the African

American.
"Poor Righteous Teachers speaking ofwhat was spoken

in their Bible/and now they're callin' me a racist?/But

why must I be a racist for turning people on to the truth?"

Wise raps in his song Words For The Wise.

He adds, "Ghetto people are so into this Bible, so depen-

dent on it to answer their problems, they're forgetting

about the power they naturally possess."

Now, more than ever, is there such a great need for rap

trios such as P.R.T., not to cram militant politics down

one's throat. The more intelligible place to start is to

make African Americans aware of who they are, what

they can achieve, to get off of their asses, do something

and to stop feeling sorry for themselves. P.R.T are going

to rock this message, and rock the house tomorrow night.

What many people did not realize throughout the ex-

istence of Boogie Down Productions is that much of the

music was not created solely by the prolific KRS ONE,

but that D-Nice instituted many of their innovative

sounds. With Call Me ELNice, that will soon be evident

to all who listen.

"I didn't really get too political," says D-Nice. "I didn t

touch on too much social commentary because I wasn't

raised that way."

But still he's not the generic L.L. Cool J. ego-and-gold-

chain rapper who couldn't give a damn about Africa, her

people and her struggles.

D-Nice appears to be a comfortable urban chronicler,

generally devising a hard-hitting hardcore hip-hop album.

He's also the opening act for Poor Righteous Teachers,

and he proves to be a great dictator for the foot thum

pin' youth that should attend this great bill.

Poor Righteous Teachers and D-Nice will be appearing

at the Student Union Ballroom on Friday, Nov. 2.

Showtime is 8 p.m. The show is sponsored by the Union

Program Council.
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Alternatives to AcademicsA A fc^s^""" **"
. . .._ ^__.,_ u-...-> ^ imnrAV will feature the antics

Engel Aus Eisen (Iron Angel) will be shown at Amherst

College in Merrill II at 4 p.m. and 7:30 p.m. Free.

Graham Swift. British novelist of Waterland. will read his

work at Amherst College in the Octagon Babbott Room

at 430 p.m. Free

Anthony Martin will exhibit some of his recent

photographs at UMass m the Wheeler Gallery until

November 18. There will be an opening reception from

5pm until 7 pm at the gallery Gallery hours are 4 p.m-8

pm. Mondays-Thursdays and 2 p.m-5 pm. on Sundays.

"We" Plays will be a two day series featuring four of

Charles Fullers plays The performances will take place

at UMass in Bowker Auditorium. This evening's perfor-

mances will be -Sally' at 6 30 pm and "Prince" at 915

pm Saturday performances will be 'Jonquil'' at 630 p.m.

and 'Burner's Frolic" at 9 15 p.m. Tickets are $28 and $30.

Parting Glances a film about people dealing with AIDS

m New York City will be shown at UMass in Campus

Center Room 803 at 7 pm as a part of BGLAD days (the

first Bisexual Gay and lesbian awareness days at UMass)

Judy Small will play the Iron Horse Music Hall in Nor-

thampton Tickets are $9 m advance

The Memorandum a play by Vaclav Havel, is a

sharped-edged assault on the dangers of total

bureaucracy. It will be performed at Smith College in

Halite Flanagan Studio Theatre at 8 p.m. with repeat per-

formances on Friday and Saturday at the same time

Tonight is dollar night, on the other nights it s $2 for

students and $4 for the general public

Holly Near: The Courage to »e: Living Our Visions

will be a lecture given by Near, who is the keynote

speaker for the BGLAD days Near is known for infusing

her art with passion for peace and human dignity It can

De found at UMass m Campus Center Room 163C at 8

pm Admission is free

Mount Holyoke College Fall Faculty Dance and

Music Concert will feature the works of the Mount

Holyoke College faculty and guest artists It will be per-

formed at MHC m Kendall Hall Studio Theatre at 8 pm
with repeat performances on Friday and Saturday at the

same time Admission ,s S4 for students and senior citizens

and $5 for the general public

Sim Skala lim. with special guests Chucklehead, will

play Pearl Street in Nothampton Show starts at 8 30 pm
18-and-over

Live Dirty Cie Clean will play ct UMass in the Hatch

Show starts at 9 pm
Abrams and Anderson at the Thursday Night Club

win feature comedy and free munchies it will take place

at Smith College in the Davis Student Center at lO pm
Free

Hitchcock Double Feature will show the classics Suspi-

cion and The Trouble With Harry. It will be shown at Mount

Holyoke College in Gamble Auditorium at 7 p.m. Admis-

S

'°The Funeral a film directed by Juzo Itami. will be shown

at Smith College in Wright Hall Auditorium at 7 p.m. and

9:15 p.m. Free.

Rap Spectacular, featuring Poor Righteous Teachers

and D-Nice. will take place at UMass in the Student Union

Ballroom at 8 p.m. Tickets are $12 for UMass students and

$15 for the general public

Holly Near in Concert: Unity will take place at UMass

in the Fine Arts Center at 8 p.m. as a part of BGLAD days

This performance will be wheelchair accesible and an

interpreter will provide assistance for the hearing im-

paired Tickets are $5 for students with a UMass ID and

$10 for those without.

South Indian Classical Music performed by David

Reck of the Amherst College Music Department and

some of his friends, will take place at Amherst College

m Buckley Recital Hall at 8:15 pm. Admission is free.

Borderland will play at the Hadley Pub Show starts at

9 pm _ .,

James Montgomery will play Sheehan s Cafe in Nor-

thampton. 21-and-over

Mr Gad's House ot Improv will feature the antics of

Amherst College's own improvisational comedy troupe.

It^lftake place at Amherst College in the Campus

Center Frontroom at 9 p.m. Admission is Si

Live Dirty Die Clean will play Sheehan's Cafe in Nor-

thampton. 21-and-over.

Flowers, Triangles, and Other Such Animals pen

and-ink drawings by Moki. will be on display at the Forbes

Library Art Gallery in Northampton until November 29

Gallery hours are 9 a.m. -6 pm on Mondays. Tuesdays and

Thursdays. 9 am -9 pm on Weanesdays and 9 pm -5 pm
on Fridays ana Saturdays

Sweet Sweetback's Baadassss Song is a controver-

sial Mm by Melvin Van Peebles it will be shown at Hamp-

jhtre College in the Franklin Patterson Main Lecture Hall

' p rr and 9 30 pm Admission is $1

Kinsey Report will play the Iron Horse Music Hafl in Nor-

thampton Show starts at 7 pm Tickets are $10 in

advance

Prelims and Finishes, an art exhibit by Robert Cum-

mings, will be on display at UMass in the University Gallery

until December 16 Gallery hours are on Tuesdays-Fridays

from 11 am -4:30 p.m. and on Saturday and Sunday from

2 pm -5 pm.
7 Objects/69/90, curated by Phyllis Blau and Eric

Vieland, will be on exhibit at UMass in the University Gallery

until December 16 Gallery hours are on Tuesdays-Fridays

from 11 am -4 30 pm. and on Saturday and Sunday from

2 pm-5 p.m.

Playboy ot the Western World is a bittersweet com

edy about a stranger- who stumbles into an Irish village

It will be performed at UMass in the Curtain Theatre at

2 pm and 8 pm Advanced reservations are strongly

recommended and can be made by calling 545-2511

Tickets are $3 for students and senior citizens and $5 for

the general public

Isreali Film Festival will feature A Thousand and One

Wives at 5 30 pm and lO pm and Avanti Popolo with

the Shelter at 7 15 p.m. The festival will tkae place at Plea-

sant Street Theatre m Northampton

Gospel Choir Concert will be performed at Amherst

College ir. the Buckley Recital Hall at 7 30 p.m. Admis-

sion is free ..

Lesbian, Gay and Bisexual Cate will feature both

local and national artists performing music, theatre and

poetry as part of BGLAD days at UMass it wiH take place

at UMass in Hampden Theatre at 8 pm
Sound the Trumpets, an evening of barogue music

presented by the Arcodia Players Barogue Orchestra. wiH

be performed at St Bnagkj s Church on 122 N. Pleasant

Ave m Amherst The performance will commence at 8

pm Admission is $K) for students and senior citizens and

$12 for the general public

Treat Her Wght. with Ray Mason. wiH play the Iron Horse

Music Had in Northampton. Show starts at 830 p.m. Tickets

are $8 m advance
The Itals. with special guests the Egualites. will play

Pearl Street in Northampton. Show starts at 8 30 pm

Running Freeze, an art exhibit featuring the work of

Mira Cantor, will be on display at the Hampden Gallery

until November 30 Gallery hours are on Mondays-Fridays

from 3 pm-7 p.m. and on Sundays from 2 pm-5 pm.

Formal Student Recital will feature polished perfor-

mances by developing artists at Amherst College «n the

Buckley Recital Hall at 3 pm Admission is free^

Melon ie Kay/Kantrowiti social change adovcate

and editor of Sinister Wisdom Journal and co-editor of The

Tribe of Dina.A Jewish Women's Anthology, will read from

her latest book. My Jewish Face and Other Stones^as a

part of BGLAD days It will take place at UMass in Cam-

pus Center 163C at 4 p.m.

Sound the Trumpets, presented by the Arcadia Players

Baroque Orchestra, will be performed at Pearl Street in

Northampton at 4 pm. Adm.ss.on is $10 for students and

sen.or citizens and $12 for the general public.

Beausoleil will play Pearl Street in Northampton. Show

starts at 7 pm Tickets are $12 in advance

Michael Hedges will perform at the Academy Opera

Music House Show starts at 7 pm.

Steve Morse/T Lavrtz will play the Iron Horse Musk: Hall

in Northampton Show starts at 7 pm Tickets are SIO in

Talk Radio a play by Eric Bogosian. will be performed

by the University Players at UMass in the Student Union

Ballroom The performance will start at 8 pm. with repeat

performances until November 7 at the same time Tickets

are $3 for students and $5 for the general public

Sundays at Eight: Ed Trickett, Gordon Bok and Ann

Mayo Muir will feature the fine sounds of folk at Amherst

College in the Campus Center Frontroom at 8 pm Ad-

mission is $1 with Amherst College ID and $7 without

GBH will destroy Rating's in Hadley All-ages show

Monday-Thursday 5-8 p.m.

AH you can eat

BUFFET $5.99

COMEDY RESERVATIONS
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Rock-n-roll with
a conscience
By DANIELLE DOWLING
Collegian Staff

When Ron DeHart was a Buddhist monk, he came

upon a revelation.

He noticed that conscious music or music that en

couraged inquiry and meditation always tended to be

a new age-like fusion of folk and jazz. It just wasn't his

jug of tea. He found listening to old time rock n-roll

and country more gratifying. So, he set out on a quest

to combine Buddhist concepts with the music he liked.

He has found fulfillment of his quest with Live Dir-

ty Die Clean.

The group formed back in May, when DeHart,

dissatisfied with the acoustic country band he was in

at the time, found UMass student and guitarist Adam
Dellabarre. They added bassist Matt Hickler, his

brother Sam — who plays keyboards and a drummer

to make their line up complete

"We all enjoy that rock-a billy, old time rock n-roll

sound. I do all of the writing. I think lyrically I tend

to lean more toward the introspective side more

perhaps than the band does. But all of us enjoy the

same musical roots," DeHart said.

"What we call this is conscious rock-a billy," he add

ed. "It takes those old time progressions that I like and

combines them with lyrics that foster inquiry or makes

one wonder. 'What the hell is this life about anyway?'

You can be conscious and still have a good time."

DeHart was able to get the group a deal on Delia

Records, on which they released a six song recording

entitled Dharma Boogie. The release has been very sue

cessful in our happy Valley, listed for several weeks

as one of the best selling local albums in the Valley Ad-

vocate. DeHart said that he is happy with this success.

"It's very gratifying. It makes me feel that the rock

a billy style isn't just for the good old boy crowd. It can

touch everyone," he explained.

One of DeHart 's favorite tracks of the release, per

sonally, not musically, is "Don't Mean aThinn. which

was inspired by his grandfather.

"He was sitting in a chair and I was tfetiaf next to

him. I said, 'Grandpa, you know I've always thought

ofyou as my teacher and I've always looked up to you.

Now you're dying Is there anything you want to tell

me or anything you want to add before you go aw

He shook his head yes and said, it's all a crock.

DeHart said. "I don't exactly know what that means

but then 1 don t know what the song means exactly

eith'

People may think it farcical that a band tries to com

bine danceable rock n roll with serious minded lyrics.

but DeHart claimed, "You can talk about art and

creating and all of that is wonderful, but it feels so good

to be up there and see people dancing and moving and

really liking the music."

Luc Dirty Die Clean will play at I Mass in the Hatch

ON Thursday at 9 p.m. They uill also play Sheehan's

Cafe in \orthamptnn OH Saturdm

Holly Near plays the FAC Friday
Holly Near will be performing at the Fine Arts Center

tomorrow night in a concert entitled "Unity, there's

enough love and dignity to go all the way around."

A human rights activist in every sense of the word, Near

will appear with pianist John Bucchino and an interpreter

for the hearing impaired, Ariel Hall.

Once told by a music industry representative that she

would never make it as a pop star because her voice was

not "submissive enough" - since this was never a goal

in her life — Near made a successful career and laid the

groundwork for women to sing however they chose.

Her passions are clear in her music: political oppression

and the swift and incalculable changes in today's world.

Near's latest album Singer in the Storm closes with "We

Dance Alone," a riveting English/Spanish duet ofSting's

In 1971, shejoined Jane Fonda and Donald Sutherland

for "Free the Army," an anti-war show, and worked

throughout the 70s for f>eace in Indochina.

Holly Near appears at the Fine Arts Center tomorrow

night at 8 p.m. Tickets are $5 with a UMass ID and $10

for the general public. Today at 5.30, Near will be signing

her new book at Food for Thought Book****, North Plea-

sant St., Amherst.

Holly Near
I'holii hv Iww Vounit

MICHAEL^
Billiard Room
& Sports Bar

Featuring: Tonight

N.Y. Giants at Colts

• Five 9ft. Championship Tables
• Your favorite sporting events on large

screen TVs
• $1.00 Drafts in ice cold mugs
• 25 cent hot dogs
• Appetizer menu
• This week: $1.25 Budweiser Bottl.m
• Tue.—Thurs. Ladies play pool for

half price
• 18 & over welcome to play pool
• Free t-shirt giveaway!

Formerly
hanges Nightclub

256-8284

Open Ham—lam

MICHAELS
Rt.9, Amkerst

vNert to Hunan Garden Rest.)

it

*Vr ¥ ^^J Liquor Store

338 College St.,

Rt. 9, Amherst,
253-5384

Dos Equis

twelve pack bottles

$8.99

I Michelob/Mich Lte/Mich Dry
12 pk cans

$6.39

Miller Lite ^i-*—

,

cse 12 oz. bar bottles | \ f |

$10.99
m^im

Wild Turkey
101 Proof Bourbon

750 ml

$11.99

Arrow Cinnamon
Schnapps
750 ml

.99

Southern Comfort
750 ml

$7.99

Beck's Beer
six-pack bottles

$4.25

Koch's Golden Anniversary Beer

suitcase cans

$8.49

Absolut Vodka
750 ml

$9.59
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MOVING OtT CAMPUS?

r&;i!SHii

Brandywine offers Country

Lwing with convi>mencc

• On UMASS Bus Route • Nearby Shopping • Situated

on 18 well-landscaped acres with pond.

• One and Two Bedroom apartments include gas

utilities (heat, hot water, and stove).

• Swimming pool, laundry facilities, responsive

management
• Stop in and we II show yoj what we have to offer.

BRANDYWINE AT AMHERST
16 Brandywine Drive Amherst

Rental Office open daily 10-4

*49-06QQ
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Through Hov.4

20% Off All Sweaters
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Northampton- 18 Center St.
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DEAD MILKMEN
MOJO NIXON
The

Thui Nov 15 - II pm

PAJAMA SLAVE DAW ERS
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.JOHNNY CLEGG VND
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Dancing with DJ every

Wednesday, Thursday,

Friday and Saturda)

419 5147771
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VvEATrlER NEWS SPORTS

Oh, what a beautiful

mornin'! A return of Iiv-

dian Summer, with

highs near 7

Journalism professor

Ralph Whitehead, Jr.

analyzes the upcoming
election. Page

i

THE MASSACHUSETTS DAILY

The itsy-bitsy Richmond
Spiders prepare to

tangle with our

Minutemen. Page 12.
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Near encourages activism
People learn 'ignorance and misinformation ' in childhood

photn by Irenr Young

Holly Near

By ALI WOOLWICH
Collegian Staff

Singer/Activist Holly Near spoke to an audience of more

than 300 people last night as the keynote speaker for

BGLAD - Bisexual, Gay, Lesbian Awareness Days

The talk, entitled, The Courage to Be: Living Our V i

sions," co-sponsored by the the Program for Gay, Lesbian

and Bisexual Concerns, the Everywomen's Center, and

Near spoke of how people write hate-filled graffiti about

those they think are the easiest targets; specifically, those

who they perceive as different and at the same time

frighteningly similar - women, gays, lesbians, bisexuals.

people of color, Jews.

"We are full of the ignorance and misinformation that

we have been fed from childhood," said Near. People are

continually changing in small ways, she said. As a stu_

dent m the late 60s at UCLA, Near watched a group of

students hold weekly silent vigils in protest of the Viet

nam War. When she finally decided to join them aftera

few weeks, she was amazed at how empowered she felt

from that act.

Near pondered over why a particular man she knew was

sexist

She pointed out that people don't change quickly. She also

noted that just because people are conscious of one form

of oppression, doesn't mean that they automatically

become aware of all oppression.

Prejudice in its many forms - racism, sexism, heterosex

ism - comes from a lack of confidence and self esteem in

ones self. "As long as you are racist, you deny yourselt

the beauty of people of color. As long as you are heterosex

M . you deny yourself the opportunity to experience gay,

lesbian and bisexual culture," said Near.

"In this instant coffee generation, ifwe organize around

an issue, we want instant gratification for our efforts.but

CONTINUED ON PAGE 2

Umina
blocked
by system

By KENDRA PRATT
Collegian Staff

Independent gubernatorial candidate Len Umina had

to go to court so his campaign could have access to the

public which he said has been denied to him through

the corrupt political majority party system in

Massachusetts

Umina, a University of Massachusetts alumni, has

recently filed suit against two network Boston televi-

sion stations, the Boston (Hob*, Boston Hvrald and

gubernatorial candidates William Weld and John

Silber for excluding him from the gubernatorial

debates.

Umina said he belongs to the Independent High 1 ech

party,

which is "a group of professional^ and nuddle-ola-

ecutives who have decided to take over the state since

political parties are the state's problem."

Although Umina said he has debated both Silber and

Weld before, he said the state system prevents him

from publicly campaigning because he opposes special

interest groups and party patronage. He said n

media excludes him because he cannot afford to paj

$8,000 per minute for a prime time political commer

cials like Silber and Weld can

"My party [the Independent High Technology par

tyl is composed of middle class executives who are Jef

fersonians who want to restore the function of the

government to the people." he said

He said his Jefiersmnan ethics are to 1- one

know what the government is doing bv making the

CONTINUED ON PAGE 2

Dissection hotline hopes to cure frog in your throat
Bv SARAH DEMASTER
Collegian Staff

When Pat Graham discovered she could help students

face ethical dilemmas about dissection in their science

classes, she jumped at the chance.

Graham last year established 1 800 922 FROG as the

"dissection hotline." through the Animal Legal Defense

Fund. Callers are offered a pamphlet titled, "Objecting

to Dissection," suggestions on alternatives to dissection,

and in some cases, legal assistance.

"We recommend the student get clear on what they

want, approach a professor in a non-confrontational man

ner, and offer alternatives," she said. Alternatives include

computer simulators, diagrams, videotapes, and research

papers, she said.

The hotline receives about 1,000 calls per month from

students throughout the nation. Approximately one-third

of these calls are from college students.

Graham said she developed the idea for the hotline in

1987 after her daughter Jenifer refused to dissect a frog

in her high school biology cla

"If a professor forces a student to go against their ethical

beliefs for a gTade, then what are we teaching them?" she

said.

Several professors in the zoology department at the

University of Massachusetts said they would not force a

student to dissect.

Judy Goodenough, director of the introductory

laboratories, said, "Students can object, but if it's part of

the course requirement and they know that before they

sign up, they have the option of not taking the course."

Approximately 450 students are enrolled in the two

semester course, in which students are asked to dissect

rats. UMass obtains the animals from nationwide supply

houses, and the class uses about 390 rats.

Marjorie Coombs, who is an associate professor, teaches

comparative vertebrate anatomy, in which approximate

ly 100 students dissect dogfish sharks and ranch minks,

which are also obtained from national supply houses, she

sald
CONTINUED ON PAGE 4

"BEFORE YOU DISSECT
is the new slogan for the

dissection hotline, a project

League Defense Fund.

REFLECT" -
California-based

of the Animal

BOG motion to eliminate LBGA seats dies

By LAVINIA GAMMON
Collegian Staff

Last week's proposed motion to eliminate

the LBGA seats from the Board of Cover

nors was not discussed at tonight's Board

meeting.

Governor Laura Silver, an LBGA
representative, in an interview after the

meeting said that according to Robert's

Rules of Order the motion is now dead

because it was not discussed the first

meeting after it was tabled.

The proposal will have to be resubmitted

to the board before it can be considered

again, a process that takes one week.

"I feel this demonstrates that any at

tempt to get rid of us will not work." said

Governor Chris Thomas, LBGA
representative.

Governor Ed Corrigan, a founder of the

motion said he choose not to bring it up last

night because, "the BOG does not need the

negative publicity this proposal generates

right now."

"It can come up at any meeting however,

but it won't come up until the time is

right." said Corrigan.

He said the time would be right when the

board had less pressing business to attend

Governor Ted Maravelias interjected the

time would be right "whenever we've got

the votes."

In other BOG business:

• The board voted unanimously to peti-

tion the Campus Center Administration to

give the Union Video Center lounge space

which is currently called the Commuter

Lounge (SU 218). The UVC would use this

space as a studio.

"Right now no one has a claim to this

space. Originally it was supposed to have

a fridge and a microwave to give the com

muters a feeling of home on campus, but

this never happened," said Chairwoman

Sue Gordon. The Commuter Lounge has

never had a microwave or a fridge.

According to Gordon, although the space

was called the Commuter Lounge and was

designed to be a place for commuters to go,

CONTINUED ON PAGE 4
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For Your Information
For Your Information is a calendar listing of local an-

nouncements and upcoming events published daily by the

Collegian as a public service.

All submissions must be typed and submitted to the News

desk at least one full day before publication. We reserve

the right to edit for space.

Saturday, November 3

Workshop - Wayne Meisel, the founder and former

Director of the Campus Opportunity Outreach League will

be giving a leadership development workshop,"Dreams

to Reality; Making the Most Of Personal Leadership

from 1 to 4 p.m. in CC 168. The workshop is free to all

students but they must pre-register in the Thatcher

Cluster Office or b> phone, 5-2034

Volksuagon Painting - Presented by the UMass Sober

Fun Club high noon on the Horseshoe behind the U.C.

and Munchies in Southwest. Admission is FREE, come

help paint this classic 1969 Beetle and have some good

sober fun! Raindate Sunday, November 4.

Dance - At the Bluewall Cafe from 9 p.m. to 1 a.m. Ad

mission is $3. Sponsored by the LBGA.

Lecture Dvcussion - Sponsored by Intervarsity Chris-

tum Fellowship at CC 101 from 10:30 a.m. to 12:30 p.m.

and 1:30 to 5:30 p.m.

Concert - A concert by the Amherst College Gospe

Choir will be performed at 7:30 p.m. in the Buckley Radial

Hall. Music Center, Amherst College.

Monday, November 5 .— ...

Lecture - The Five College Program in Peace and World

Security Studies will sponsor a talk by Alberto Coll on

"The Pentagon and Third World Conflict: U.S. Policy for

Low-Intensity Warfare in the 1990's" in Hasbrouk 126

at 8 p.m. , _ „.

Lecture - Wayne Meisel, the founder and former Direc-

tor of the Campus Opportunity Outreach League will be

giving a free lecture titled 'The Reluctant Activist.

Redefining Activism and Finding Your Place in the Com-

munity." in CC 163 at 8 p.m.

Lecture - Noel Davidson, President of the Women s

Specialty Retailing Division of the United States Shoe

Corporation, will address students, faculty and the public

in CC 917 at 7 p.m. Sponsored by the UMass Fashion

Marketing Program.

Information Sessions - Any students wishing to app y

for exchange during the 1990-91 school year are highly

encouraged to attend an information session to obtain an

application form and relevant information at CC 162, 4

to 5 p.m.

Tuesday, November 6

Voter Bus - MassPIRG will provide transportation to

campus residents to the polls between 10 a.m. and 5 p.m.

leaving from Haigus Mall every half hour and will stop

at the Franklin and Worcester dining commons and at

the Horseshoe in Southwest every 45 minutes betweer

5
Mee"n/-Prof. Branch will speak on the current sav-

ings and loan crisis and discuss the Collegiate^[nvestment

Challenge at the Fiancee Investment Club Meeting at 7

p.m. in the SBA lobby.

Wednesday, November 7

Peer Support Group - On-going support group for single

women considering and/or planning for becoming preg^

nant alternative insemination, obtaining emotional and

financial support. Initial meeting 7-9 p.m. atEWCFor

more information and to register, please call EWC at

545-0883 or stop by Wilder Hall.

Film - The award-winning Japanese film Wonders ot

the Rainforest" will be shown in the Poll Room of the

Bangs Community Center behind Bart's in Amherst at

7-30 p m. The event is being sponsored by the Amherst

Rainforest Action Group. All interested persons may call

256-1376 for more information.

Thursday, November 8

Meeting - The Union Video Center is holding a general

meeting at 7:30 p.m. in their office by the Commuter

Lounge in the Student Union basement. UVC. is looking

for undergraduate actors, actresses, writers, directors, pro-

ducers, managers, artists, technicians and engineers to

help create programming for the upcoming UVC cable

channel.

Umina

ph..ln by G*offT«y Srhult*

Len Umina

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

line-item accounts in the budget computer accessible

throughout the state He said Jefferson had included the

public in all political processes by using the printing p.

to disperse information on all aspects of the government s

economic decisions.

If the budget is accessible to all people, Umina said as

more people are participating in the political process, then

more waste will be eliminated from legislative spending

without raising taxes.

Umina estimated a statewide computer system enabl

ing access to the budget would cost $50 million, but the

amount of waste that could be eliminated through more

public participation versus party monopoly would be more

than twice the amount to implement the system.

Umina supports the tax rollback petition because the

level of taxation in Massachusetts is scaring away the

middle class workers. Since he is not of a majority party,

be said he could easilv cut the middle bureaucracy of the

•e government created by patronage without cutting

education and human services.

Umina. who graduated in 1974, said he believes that

public higher education should Ik- free and is a fundamen-

tal part of the economy. He said a plan could be im-

plemented to give all high school students one year of free

public higher education for every year they attend a public

hinh school In this manner out of state people could not

take advantage of a free public higher education systenv

Umina said he is pro-life and conservative on most social

issues, but left the Republican party because the members

considered him a "Populist."

Near
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

that is not necessarily the way change happens."

A mother and father went to a Holly Near concert

at their daughter's request. After the show, they came

up to her and told her that they almost disowned their

daughter, because they were so shocked when she came

out to them as a lesbian. "Seeing gay couples, lesbian

couples, straight couples, young and old people, all

together having a good time that night had given them

some information that helped them understand then

daughter," said Near.

A male friend who was trying to deal with his own

homophobia, asked her for some help. Years before

when he had been in jail, he had been approached by

men trying to rape him. Near told him that the men

who are gay in prison are the quiet ones, the ones that

hope thev will make it through the night w.thout

becoming the victims of heterosexual men who use

them in place of women.

Near said that sometimes the hardest thing for peo

pie to do is t.. get t<» a place where they can ask for other

people to help to them educate themseh. - around

JamtOTOfopprwakn Maybe we will be the generation

that asks lor help."

Recycle
this

newspaper

niversity Players Presents:

TALK
RADIO
A Play by Eric Bogosian

November 4-7, 8 pm in the S.U.B

Tickets:

$3 Students

$5 Gen Public

(available at Tix Unlimited

or at the door)

Rcttaurant <Si t.ounfe
K^ite*, H*dlev 486-1978

EAT...
\J n $9

*V
*7th

!

«3 s*rW
-i\i»s^7

xfD*g\

'til vour heart's content at

our famous Sunday Brunch
$10.95

1 1a.m. to 3p.m.

Enjoy a mjuniticeni teast ot Carved

Meats, Hot Sc Cold Delicacies, and a

untilizing arrav ot Sweets & Desserts.

Belgium waffles, eggs, & omelettes

made for you in our dining room.

The Valle {'s Best Branch!
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Prof: Weld may overcome

rJrlnaiirn Silber has attacked the ballot question 11

Collegian pholo bv Hu ti.ird Out'rrr

SILENCE EQUALS DEATH - A
message of awareness of AIDS spray-

painted on the pavement in

Northampton.

By KENDRA PRATT
Collegian Staff

John Silber remains ahead of William Weld today on

the gubernatorial campaign trail, but Weld may get a

surge of support over the weekend, according to a political

media analyst

Ralph Whitehead, Jr., a professor of journalism at the

University uf Massachusetts who specializes in campaign

critiques/said the large television audience who wal

ed the two candidate- debate last Tuesday night ma

been turned off bv Silber's temperament and femes

He said the debates have had more "f an impai

voter-' opinions than election coverage by the media

vpparentlv since the TV audience for tl.t

arge, many people, who were expo the

| tune, didn't like what t: 'id.

Weld's performance in the debai left a to

d. -ired." he said He said it is hard u, feetfe v. ha'

Weld's beat points because be baa ftA '<< articulate them.

W.ld's downfall may be his continuing support of the tax

rollback question although public opinion has been turn-

ing away from question three in the past month, he said.

"Weld hasn't showed much political prudence in hand

cuffing himself to the CLT petition." he said "Weld's

strongest suit is that he seems like a reasonable man

As Weld has embraced the tax rollback throughout his

campaign. Silber has attacked the ballot question in a

' manner that may damage Weld's campaign more than the

actual passage of the petition, he said.

"Although Weld has pulled his punches on (T/I
.
Silber

has developed his critique ofCLT that suggests challenge-

to Weld's intellectual bona fides," he said.

The voter support of the CLT petition could il

quickly over the weekend, although it- -nt

lv losing favor in the polls he said It is more difficult to

BCt whether or not a ballot question will !>an

ther a political candidate will win bee..

not able to i
personal feelings on an idea like they

person

"Voters make judf >ut peop

•Hallo:

. pie don't develop

their opinion about

quickly."

Although people were I

primary, hi Wining mood of the general <

tion will be confusion He said thi andidafc aadq

is on the ballot are compo-ed like a Chinese menu."

and -Mil have tochoo-.. t >,.•..-ombi nation which suits

them the best

'1 don't think the theme [of the w"l

be 'throw out the hum- since about - the

anger of the primary was directed at Michael Dukakis.

he said.

Expert: Iraq won't have nuclear arms for 10 years

By PETER HERING
Collegian Correspondent

Should the current Gulf Crisis e-calate

into war, the United States would not have

to fear a nuclear attack from Iraq >

ding to a noted nuclear weapons special ist

Leonard Speclor, -peaking to an audience

at Amherst College last night, -aid that

current l> li »q does not have the

capabilities to produce any BU4

weapons.
•

; i- the only country in the Middle

Ea>< >n put nuclear w. BpOBtte

he said. "Our one saving graci- Is that it

would t i
Third World count rv. like

Iraq, about a decade to build a nuclear

bomb
"

Spector said he sees the role of the United

States in the Gulf Crisis as an important

test of the nuclear age. because they are in

a direct conflict with a non-nuclear country

irrently. the United States is in an

agreement that prohibits it from using

nuclear weapons against non nuclear

-tate- Spector. "And Iraq is a non

nuclear state."

Spector, who vith the Carn-

Endowment for Int. '»al Pi

believes that the risks of the nuclear age

Ik in other countries that have developed

the bomb.
"The risk of nuclear war B India

and Pakistan over the territoi

Kashmir, is greater than the possibil

a nuclear war between the US. and Iraq."

said Spector.

Pakistan, India. South Africa, and Israel

all poaaeaa and bav< d nuclear

weapon-, while ..ther countne-. such as

Argentina and Brazil, are obtaining the

capabilities which would enable them to

produce the bomb.

The International Atomic Energy Agen

a hich was established in 1957. has I

a driving force in checking nuc

facilities around the world The ai

org.

,

to hinder the development

Ofthe bomb by countries such as Iraq The

only other countries able to manufacture

nuclear weapon- an the United

England, the Soviet Union, and

China.

Specter said that the organization has

been fairly successful in containing the il

ii manufacturing of nuclear w. .:

It has checked 98 percent of the nui

facilities in the world.

The auth- book entitled

it Ambit

-till al

According to Spec

hke .n. the nuch aaaume

a r- urviv.il from outside attack

"Our goal mu
of nuclear weapons to other Third v.

countries.' he -aid "If Saddam I

i access to nuclear missle-. the United

;es and the surrounding Arab nation-

would be in a much more vulnerable

n."

Anti-war official

gives options
to Mideast war
By JOSEPH M. MONTAGNA
Collegian Correspondent

With the possibility of war increasing in the Middle

Fast the Bush administration must realize there are

other solutions available, according to an American

Friends Service Committee representative.

Brewster Grace, speaking at Smith College last night,

gave an insider's report of the situation in the Persian

Gulf and stressed war is not an option

Recently returning from the Middle East, he views the

present crisis as a result of miscalculations and frustra

i.ons which can be reversed through diplomatic solutions

AFSC. the sponsor of the lecture is a Western

Massachusetts organization against U.S. military

'""The AFSC announced civil disobedience events plann-

ed at Westover Air Force Base in the near future.

CONTINUED ON PAGE K>

Woman injured

in SW fight
( ompiled by PRESTON P. FORMAN
Collegian Staff

Police said a argument erupted in a Kennedy

Residence Hall room between a man and a woman

sometime Thursday morning apparently over a st.

The man allegedly punched the woman in tlM

and then fled Friends took the woman to Cooley

Dickinson Hospital in Northampton, where she was

treated for cuts to her eye.

Police said the incident is under investigation

ARRESTS

• Kimberlv B. Judd. 18. of Newton, wa- arrested

Wednesday for being a minor transporting alcohol

LARCENY

• A man living in North Village Apartment-

CONTINUED ON PAGE A

Deferred salary

plan illegal,

officials say
By GAYLE LONG
Collegian Staff

Administrators at the III
a,d

lerday it would be illegal for them to a,

-id.-nt Chancellor Duffey's proposal I".

salai
J
payment plan offered as an alternative I

dav furlough plan

Both plan- were offered as a means to cope with ti

recent 4 percent | >ard cut to the IV

The deferred salar\ pawnent plan would allow the a&

ministration to take a loan from empl< '

lllti

entitle employees to reimbursement once the tnive.

was on stronger fiscal standing

Karin Sherbin. Umv.-r-nv spokesperson, said DufJ

learned the loan plan was unacceptable trom the < >fT.ce

of Employee Relations

The office informed Dufioy that the Board of B

CONTINUED ON PAGE KD
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POWER sparked to fight for women s rights
.. ... mi- rv^^vni-.n.ihai POWER functions energy on the pet i

B> JULIE LIVINGSTON!
Collegian Staff

A frequent insistence by many people

"Give me space; I need room." And the fre

quent response to that cry is: "What do you

mean?"
At the University of Massachusetts, one

organization has responded differently

What was once the UMass chapter of the

National Organization of Women has

evolved into the Progressive Organization

of Women's Rights - only to be found at

the UMass campus, touts Gina Gombar.

POWER'S president

NOW. vying for for registered student

organization status last fall, approached a

subcommittee of the Campus Center Board

of Governors and were advised that affilia

tion with a nationally recognized organiza

tion might discourage the group from be-

ing student-run.

Gombar said they then decided to adopt

a new name. Simultaneously splitting from

the main group, absolving them of StSM p

dues and anv responsibility to the na-

tionals they became POWER This enabl

ed them to focus on student concerns and

an opportunity for students who could not

afford the membership fee to join.

But, there have been added respon

sibilities, Gombar reports.

"Since there is no longer a (pro-choice

RSO], their duties, which might have been

more equally distributed among the other

RSOs. have tended to be handed to us
."

( .ombar explains that POWER function-

in various capacities, primarily working

with state and national organisation- !<>i

pro-choice, outreach work w » th /
cessities/Neccessidades and the UM
Everywoman's Center, and iaauea of

violence against women Gombar states

that, in conjunction with the current
|

life climate in the United States, they h

been busy with much activity and fore

more in the near future

Part of this action entails petitioning for

an amendment to the Mass Constitution

as a safeguard to Mass. law should the

Supreme Court's 1973 Rot- v Wade deci

sion be overturned and abortion once again

become a criminal act

Gombar said POWER will be centering

• gy on the petitioning for this I

dum question throughout the next few

months, as there is I long pi be

followed before the cptestiori can be brought

to debate

The amendment proposes that a woman

should have the right to choseoi refuse con

traception or abortion.

T< )WER does have five officer -. but has

a non traditional internal structure. GoTO

,aid "Basil-ally , *• do have officer poai

turns, but the group is run collectively. We
don't make deci-ions unless there is a

group consensus My role is mainly as

facilitating (meetings!, information and

paperwork with [the Student Actniti.

ficel."

CONHf-' rAf^E 4



dissection

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

"The [zoology department] has always operated on

the premise that hands-on experience is important, not

only to learn the parts of the body, but to learn the

technique as well." Coombs said. She added that dissec-

tion is not required for the zoology major.

David Klingener. a professor who also teaches com-

parative vertebrate anatomy, as well as mammalogy,

agreed that students are not forced to take classes

which deal with dissection.

He added that while he does not disagree with animal

rights acth into shuuM think about

the implications

H. , , „. • «s. tne>

>me students

hat m<

will

POWER

BOG
CONTINUED FROM PA&E 1

it w,. '" anv ,UR ' P"

The motion to allot this space to the I

. the lounge was not being used According to

or Bill Hewitt, who recently surveyed the room.

1,-v. student! came into the lounge.

• Program Council Coordinator Sean Linnane disci.

ed charging $l-$2 admission to Comedy Night

"In the financial situation we're in. 1 think it is impor-

tant to raise money for programming, but I am concern-

ed about how it will affect the attendance." Linnane said.

Because Cornedv Night brings in a considerable amount

of monev in alcohol sales that might be lost if a charge

were incurred, the board decided to research the matter

more before making a decision. Charges would not start

until next semester, if at all.

ftOCLE
TodaY ,

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 3

Membership in the group is close to 70 strong - con-

tacts when there are events on campus, workshops, etc.

- although meetings center around 10 to 15 core people

Gombar said, commenting she realizes this is true of most

all campus organizations.

In time of fiscal crisis it seems no one goes untouched.

POWER has recognized this and has taken on the task

of dealing with, what they see as, disproportionate budget

cutB a ,
levied on women and people of color

Gombar offers as an example the formation of a coal.

tion „ f |
faculty, students and staff from the

, king toward an acceptable settlement on the

doftheEWC .

. mo
Lau

havi
u

hem

until it i

well
"''

omen i

the POWER

d with an ominous voice, "II could

otto talk about Weencour

.1. musi - ~ }™ 1 *

talk or study, whatever.

H isn't completely formed yet, however.

begun and she is generally pleased With

the way the semester Is headed

I think once we get some
|

up it 11 work out

great."
indirection of the organization is concerned.

Gombar states that both men and women are welcomed

Cohen said she thinks the group is definitely on the right

track and savs she is extremely pleased with the energy

of those who have turned out for the meeting

Last semester. POWER sponsored a "Walk-out For

Choke" that centered on student.- voicing their pro-choice

concerns and several men were extremels active m this

event, Gombar said.

AlS0 1 ing. was a week ot activities that raised

$26 000 for Neccessities/Neccessidades Gombar said there

1 be a "nn« as WI*M

I'olWgian phot.. b> K \

(iinn ('ombar, of POWER, now m one of the

iiM't'tin^s. _____

cop log

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 3

rted Wedw tb*t his 10-speed

Btoll

e A Mi i° polic< \^ i

kmverwaest mated value

M
• A man reported Wednesday the then c4 hi>

10 speed bit d was locked to a rack outside Ken

nedj I mated value is $2"

VANDALISM

• A man reported to poike Wednesday that the rear

window of hi- ear parked in Lot 19 was smashed. He

said I Week leather car "nose"' bra was stolen from the

front end of his car The estimated value is more than
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Legal Services has positions available for legal assistant interns for

the Spring, 1991 semester. This is a challenging opportunity for

students from a variety of majors and disciplines to gain valuable

legal experience.

I ( Ti
Responsibilities include:

* client interviewing

* attendance at hearings and trials

* preparation of court forms

* maintenance of continuing caseload

* investigations and research

Up to 15 credits may be earned. Apply early! Contact Legal Services,

922 Campus Center, 545-1995. Start the application process todayl
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A WONDERFULLY ENTERTAINING.

ROBUST AND FASCINATING FILM.

CLINT EASTWOOD'S MOST DARING
AND SUCCESSFUL PERFORMANCE AS AN ACTOR

SUPERB ENTERTAINMENT" tmhmuwm III IIUWH*

A FASCINATING. DARING. BEAUTIEULLT FILMED

EXPLOR AT ION OF OBSESSION ." .^ ^.» t^««. r.i*. .^ mm

CLINT EASTWOOD
IWHITE HUNTER BLACK HEART

Friday 4:40pm, 6:50pm, and 9:05pm

Sat. and Sun. 2:30pm, 4:40pm, 6:50pm, and 9:05pm

Mon. - Thur. 3:00pm. 6:50pm, and 9:05pm

HAIR, NAILS, TANNING AND SO MUCH MORE!

GRAND OPENING SPECIAL
^^ Bring a friend and get

•f * 2 for 1 Haircuts •
X 253-3334

Conveniently located in Campus Plaza-Hadley
(next to Super Stop and Shop)

WE USE AND RECOMMEND

PRUL MITCHELL
*

SALON HAIRCARE PRODUCTS
offer not valid with other promotions*

expires Nov 15, 1990
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EDITORIAL/OPINION
those

t necessarily

Disgusted with politics and myself
To John, Bill and all those who cherish

the democratic process, I want to apologize.

I am ashamed for what I have done.

On Friday. I received my absentee ballot

from my hometown. Since there was a lit-

tle bit of time before the election to mail

the ballot home, I decided to put off voting

until Saturday.

In the brief 24 hours, I was going to

carefully weigh the candidates stances and

Preston P. Forman

views, a cerebral action I have been trying

to avoid since the beginning to this sad

election process.

Saturday morning, after an English muf-

fin laden with enough butter to call an am-

bulance, I slid the green ballot out of the

carefully typed envelope. I unfolded the

absentee list of candidates.

Like a movie, the surroundings of my liv-

ing room blurred and faded away. I was

alone staring at the ballot. In a trance, I

punched box 3 for John Kerry, a man with

faults but not a person trying to buy an

election with cash out of his wallet

Against my better beliefs. 1 voted for the

local state senator that has been caught

with his hands in the cookie jar by Boston

area papers so many times that the man I

figure should show so. He will probably do

less damage in Boston than in my South

Shore town.

1 then breezed through the state offices

of attorney general, secretary of state and

auditor These men seem competent for the

jobs, although their role in government will

probably never intrude on my life in the

next four years

for Joe Malone, for no better reason than

he has run for so many state-wide offices

and he deserves something. This probably

raises the total Republicans I have voted

for in two years to a half-dozen.

And then after rushing through the rest

of the minor offices — county treasurer,

clerk of courts and such - and voting

politically correct to the six ballot ques

tions, my mind unfogged and my eyes

focused on the one race I had skipped over.

I looked at the three clusters of names

and saw as much strength, leadership and

potential as a soggy tuna sandwich. These

people are meaningless and just a cut above

irrelevant.

With the exception of John Silber's run

ning mate Marjorie Clapprood (D-Sharon),

passion, an essential element of leadership,

is wholly missing from this race. Sadly, her

passion is blocked by the repugnation of

her beliefs.

Bill Weld and his running mate Paul

Cellucci tax even charitable political

analyse
Weld claims that the Citizens for Limited

Taxation initiative can produce a more ef

ficient state government. Of course, thi-

man has not yet visited the University of

Massachusetts to see how effective this

would be in practice.

And closer to home, none of the can

didates look good for UMass, the highest

priority on my election list.

I put my ballot in the mailbox Sunday-

afternoon without punching a hole for

governor or lieutenant governor.

I am disgusted at my lack of fortitude,

but I am more disgusted at the immature,

irrelevant and stupid cast of characters

placed before us.

Preston P. Forman M a Collegian staff

member

JOE WTUS WORLD
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GEO blasts $400 midyear fee hike

I paused at the treasurer's race and voted

tZ Editorial De*k i* currently looking for an a**ociate editor to nerve during the

"TllTZt^nertZ^SJSL reguired. You .Hi oe re*pon*i6,efor agisting

t^HorTd^n7^u^rit^ headline* typing and chooning nubm^onn for

jHlHllrfiin,
hourn a^ in fhe wirir0om. A very

MCSSStl munt. Udoennt pay much fW*~*4 but the expenence k

'"'xn'yone'interested can come rfoirn to theMNM and pick up an application. For

further information. a*k to talk to Anna Regina Santiago.

Notes from the Campus Center Basement
.. ~ ,o o_„ «?:„4 „4T ;4 ^„a « ««»at show But a standing room only It strucl

In response to the decision of the Trustees

of the University of Massachusetts on Oct.

31, 1990 to increase the Curriculum Sup

port Fee by $400 for the Spring 1991

semester:
• The Graduate Employee Organization

regrets the decision. In the last year the

mandatory graduate student fees have

risen $468. This additional $400 increase

seriously jeopardizes the accessibility of the

University of Massachusetts. Through this

increase, the mission of this University to

render a public sen been put on the

line.

• We are disturbed by the admira-

tion's determination to balance thf Unhw
sitv of Massachusetts' budget on the ba

of the people that are least able to afford

it. the undergraduate and graduate

students.

• This fee increase represents a pay cut

for graduate t'mpl<>\.<s As the only ^'mup

of employees at the University of

Massachusetts facing such pay cut. wapm
pose a fee waiver for the full amount. $

of the Spring Curriculum Support G

Renee Heberle
GEO

A brief historv of NttM fNm the Campus Center Base-

ment Craig Sandler founded the column in 1986; John

Cassie inherited it in 1987; Nancy Klingener extorted it

in 1988; David R Mark was denied it in 1989; Peter Leon

prolonged it last spring. Gayle Long avoided it all fall,

and I've got it now. Motto: Careful what you wish for.

First off, it was a great show But a standing-room-only

Student Union Ballroom, full of UMassties of every im

aginable strain (and many singing along utth Wtrj word),

also proved that television, for better or for worse, isthe

common bond of our generation. Can there be anything

else we all know so well as "Conjunction Junction (what s

vour function?)"

• • •

That is Jason Rabinowitz you've seen around campus

Rabinowitz spent last year in New York as a "political

organizer." but is back to finish up a journalism degree,

and plans to graduate this semester. Rabinowitz. like Ben

and Jerry. McCartney and Lennon, and Laurel and Har

dy will be forever linked in my mind with W. Greg

Rothman. with whom he waged an odd battle for the right

to run the SGA throughout 1988-89. Remember those gid

dy days, pre-recession. when we had the energy to waste

on such things?

Sam Silverstein

• «

•

The UMass Music Theatre Guild production of School

House Rock on Wednesday night was a phenomenon.

It's a shame ABC. or whoever owns the copyright,

doesn't put together a soundtrack; Wednesday night pro

ved they're sitting on a gold mine.

• • •

Oregon, where I spent the school year last year, is way

ahead of us on conservation and recycling stuff (preach,

preach). They have recycling stops on the highway, like

we have rest stops here in Massachusetts. There's a

metaphor there, somewhere.

It struck me Mondav afternoon, anyway, as I was

wading through a lecture hall full of m* >paper, that

t hough we don't have spotted owls, we can do a better job

of not strewing Collegians around campus The tradition

at the University of Oregon is to put the campus paper,

the Daily Emerald, back on top of the stack, which cuts

down a ton on the amount of paper that is thrown away

rather than recycled.

All CnlU-nians collected from their distribution stacks

at the end of the day are returned to our printer for

recycling.

• * •

It looked for a moment there we'd finally found an issue

we could all agree on. Who at this school could support

cuts in the UMass budget, or a $5,000 tuition h.ke, right

Visions of 25,000 students together holding hands and

ringing the alma mater (yeah, we have an alma mater

•

outside Gov. Dukakis' office danced in my head

Well the last issue of the Minuteman burst that bub-

ble To go to UMass and still support the CLT petition

is like paying a carpenter to take the roof off your house.

Sam Sihrrstein is a Collegian staff number

Halloween Day Collegian forgets

power of language, responsibility

I am writing regarding the use of the

word "bitch" in your cover article on

Oct. 31 ("O'Brien calls O'Brien a classic

bitch."* Halloween issue). I am aware

that this article was written in jest for

the University community. I am also

aware, however, that using sexist ter

minology to convey humor is not only

sobering but hurtful.

Your paper has a responsibility to the

college community. Included in this

responsibility is an awareness of, and

sensitivity to, social issues. We all need

to be aware of and refrain from using

language that is specifically designed to

keep each other in the restrictive roles

placed on us by an oppressive system.

"Bitch" is one such term, used to keep

women from asserting themselves in a

heavily competitive social atmosphere

which is frequently dominated by men.

It seems that there are plenty of

things in the world to laugh at without

having to test the boundaries of such

loaded issues. Given this, I ask your

staff to be more aware of "catch words"

and to choose less hurtful words to con

vey meaning.
Stephen J. Bradley

Amherst

Thank God Ted can take a joke

What I read in the Collegian on Oct 31

was horrendous. Granted, the issue was

supposed to be a "mock" type of newspaper,

but you definitely went too far

I know for a fact that a lot of students on

this campus do not agree with what Ted

Maravelias "preaches." but I will defend

to the death his right to say it. and that he

should not be subjected to the kind of treat

ment that he received in the Collegian.

It's a good thing that Ted can take a joke,

and that he can pass it off as foolishness

on your part. But do you honestly think

that ifyou "mocked" the LBGA as you did

Ted, they would have the same reaction?

Further, it seems as ifyour entire target

of the issue was to play on the stereotypes

of Southwest

I didn't appreciate the ad for "Southwest

bimbos." I found it degrading and biased

I don't consider myself, or any ofmy friends

in the area, stupid and frivolous

I'm not saying I can't laugh at the

stereotype, but I'd rather see it directed to

the University as a whole, rather than sec

tioned off to only Southwest You do realize

that Southwest populates almost half of the

student body on campus - that's a lot of

people to insult.

You say that ZuNeus is a rag and an ex-

ample of bad journalism. At least, they

don't target their satire on just one area.

Beth Boris
Southwest
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ENVIRONMENTALLY SAFE - McDonalds Senior Vice-President

Shelby Yastrow shows the difference between the new paper wrappers

and the old styrofoam ones, which will soon be replaced.

An open letter from faculty to graduate students and the administration:

We are disturbed by the university administration's

tactics in sending graduate students a last minute letter urging

«i vote against unionization.

( 1

)

The letter, raising a variety of new claims and

arguments, was timed to arrive at roughly the same time as

the ballot itself. This obviously reduces or eliminates the

possibility of free and open debate, which ought to be the

hallmark of an academic community.

(2) The letter involved the use of considerable

university resources, both in preparing the letter and in

it-producing and mailing thousands of copies. At a time

when staff are being laid off and everything is being cut this

money could be far better spent for other purposes.

(3) The letter proposes as an alternative to

unionization that the administration itself create a new group,

conduct elections for it, and then work with that group on the

same issues GEO has been addressing for the past year.

Except for the fact that the administration proposes to

conduct the elections itself, this group seems to be very

similar to the Graduate Student Senate.

Jerry Allen

Sam Bowles

John Bracey

Ted Chen
Dan Clawson

Laurence M. Feldman

Julie Graham
Jim Hafner

Sut Jhally

Bruce Laurie

Sara Lennox

Jon McGowan

English

Economics
Afro-American Studies

School of Public Health

Sociology

Library

Geology/Geography

Geology/Geography

Communications

History

Germanic Languages

Engineering

If the administration has not in the past been able to

resolve these issues with the Graduate Student Senate we are

doubtful that they would be able to do so in the future.

Virtually every other group on campus has chosen to have a

union represent them to negotiate binding agreements, even

if the union supplements an already existing organization (the

Faculty Senate, PAUMA) that continues to discuss various

issues.

(4) The letter's claims, and its version of recent

history, at least need to be subjected to careful examination.

Foi example, any comparison will demonstrate that at UMass

the national ranking of faculty pay and benefits is far higher

than that for graduate student stipends and fees. If the

administration wants to claim sole responsibility for graduate

student salaries, they need to explain why unionized faculty

rank so much better than graduate students.

We urge the administration to let graduate students

themselves debate the issues for and against the certification

of GEO/District 65/UAW as the official representative of

graduate employees, and to save its energy and resources for

more constructive purposes than battling the recognition of

GEO. .
,

Peter Park Sociology

John L. Roberts Zoology

Klaus Schultz School of Education

Martin Sevoian Veterinary Science

Linda Smircich School of Management

Linda Smith HRTA
Judith Solsken School of Education

Michael Thelwell Afro-American Studies

Jennie Traschen Physics and Astronomy

Alvin E. Winder School of Public Health

Robert Paul Wolff Philosophy

Lawrence Zacharias School of Management

ARTS 8cLIVING
Count Basie leads an evening of great jazz
By JAMES MOLESWORTH
Collegian Correspondent

Count Basie

Fine Arts Center
Wednesday, Oct. 31

When the Count went to play his piano

at the all-star jazz gig in the sky in 1984,

many thought they had seen the end of an

era. Yet while the void that Basie left

behind may loom large, have no fear, for

the indomitable Frank Foster is here. Well,

at least he was here on Wednesday night

at the Fine Arts Center, leading the Count

Basie Orchestra through an evening of

great jazz. Playing before a nearly full

house, Foster and his tenor sax led the au-

dience on a trip down memory lane and

right up to the presents with two hour long

sets of great swing and blues tunes.

In the first set, the band came out at 8

p.m. sharp, and went right into a swinging

jam which stemmed out of an opening riff

from the Basie classic One O'Clock Jump.

Sonny Stokes, with his Dizzy Gillespe like

cheeks got the audience warmed up with

a rousing trumpet solo. Doug Miller on

flute and Clarence Banks on trombone

gave a taste of their talents, and lead right

into a full, smooth and mellow Foster solo

which inundated the audience with grand

hopes for the evening. We were not to be

disappointed.

The second piece was "Shiny Stockings,"

a deliberate and strong swing tune reminis

cent of early Basie, as the trumpet section

used their mutes to help provide a sweet

punctuation to George "Sonny" Cohns'

trumpet solo. While the young child next

to me began to fidget, the elder gentleman

REVIEW
behind me sighed appreciatively as Foster

introduced the next tune, "Angel Eyes."

Alto saxophonist Danny Turner took us on

a fine soulful journey while David Gibson

on drums displayed some fine brush work.

The rest of the first set introduced us to

the rest of the orchestra as we heard Er

nie Wilkins' tune "Right On Right On,"

Freddie Greens' "Corner Pocket" and Neil

Heftys* "Whirlybird" as well as "Without

A Song" a tune recently recorded with

George Benson, and "Skyhawk "

Trumpeter Bob Ojeda gave a brash, proud

and sure solo while teamed with Clarence

Banks on the trombone who showed the au

dience jazz's strong connections to gospel

and the blues.

We also heard from Doug Miller on tenor

and David Glasser on alto. Miller, one of

the more veteran members of the band

gave a ripping fast fingered solo, while

Glasser, one of the newest cats had a

wonderfully rich and full tone to his horn

which the audience appreciated greatly.

Kenny Hing on tenor hammed it up to the

delight of all on "Skyhawk" and Foster

graced us with a furious chase on "Without

A Song." "Corner Pocket" highlighted

rhythm guitarist Charlton Johnson, and

while the great Freddie Green is missed

Johnsons' mellow and confident strumm-

ing is more than welcome Whirvbird

Foster put it, gave the drummer sonit A

powerhouse horn sound preceeded David

Gibsons' drum solo which saw some

wonderful eye contact between Gibson and

Foster as Gibson let Foster know just when

to bring the horns in and out

Closing the set with a small taste of "One

O'Clock Jump" again, the band left the

crowd of appreciative fans eager for set

number two.

Starting with "Splanky," a Neil Heftv

tune, the band picked up right where they

left off as Glasses on alto gave a bright, toe-

tapping solo. "We Be Jammin," from the

Count Basie Remembrance Suite gave ua

a torridly hot solo from trumpeter Mike

Williams, who had been making himself

felt all evening.

Other cuts in the second set included

Doug Miller and his tenor on "Do Nothing

Until You Hear From Me," Carl "A

Carter on piano playing "One Word Says

It All — Basie," and a stupendous bass solo

on "Goodtime Blues" by Cleveland Eaton

which received the biggest applause of the

evening. We also got to hear the vocals of

Carmen Bradford, who had a tone reminis

cent of Sarah Vaughn, and a wavering flair

influenced heavily by Ella Fitzgerald.

The band signed off with a rousing piece

highlighted by strong -olos from Foster and

trombonist BobTrowers. and as an encore

ppease the applause of the audience, we

were treated to a trio of tenor madness from

Kenny Hing, Doug Miller and Foster on a

slam-bang, blow your eardrums version of

the Basie classic "Jumpin At The Wood
sid'

All in all, those who cfaoti B u

c |„ . ( ecil Taylor on the Hallo*

battle of the jazz giant* were not d

pointed. Basie mas bo fane, fat hi- -pint.

drive and professionalism are mote than

alive and well today in the Count B

Orchestra.
into a full, smooth and mellow Foster solo banks on tne tromnonewno snuweu «...c «u iw>&~ ~-——

Cecil Taylor at Hampden Theatre: Very Scary
. __ **
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By BILL ROSENBLATT
Collegian Staff

Cecil Taylor

Hampden Theatre
Wednesday, Oct. 31

It was the scariest Halloween I've ever had. Cecil Taylor

and his trio at Hampden Theatre in Southwest on Wednes-

day night This was one of those yahadda be there gigs.

The music was as far beyond verbal description and as

uniquely meaningful to each person as losing one's

virginity - but I'll try to describe it anyway.

The band began offstage with Henry Martinez* conga

drums and Tavlor himself vocalizing, somewhere between

poetrv and speaking in tongues. The effect was like a

deranged Vodun or Santeria ritual, chilling and ominous.

Then, one by one, they came on stage, Martinez entering

his massive percussion setup, William Parker picking up

h.s bass, and Taylor dancing his way furtively over to the

piano. And then the serious shit began.

They launched into a 45 minute improvisation that built

higher and higher in intensity until it couldn't get any-

more intense - but then it did. Taylor attacked the piano

with fingers, fists and forearems flying, a boundless out

pouring of energy that the government should really

harness as an alternative to foreign oil. Martinez played

every manner of percussion from trap drums to Afrx

Afro Caribbean and Afro-Latin instruments, frantically

(yet somehow methodically) searching for just the right

tone color or rhythmic statement to complement what

Taylor was doing at the given moment. Parker made his

protean contributions, though unfortunately most of the

audience couldn't hear him well.

The hyper-manic, mind-pounding intensity was occa

sionally relieved by moments of exquisite lyricism — like

Valley

Jazz k.

.

a glimpse of the sun breaking through the storm clouds

— made all the more delicate by their juxtaposition with

the torrent around them. That's right, folks. Cecil doesn't

just "bang away." he really can play the piano

At the end of the first set. I felt as if I had just run a

marathon. Several people complained of the heat in the

room and took their jackets and sweaters off - was it

psychological? After the intermission, the band played

a second set that introduced a couple of further surprieoo.

First, an unnamed dancer joined the band on stage It

amazing how well she fit in with the music; her every

sinuous move reflected the sounds around her. and tin-

band reacted to her §j well u a fourth

member of the hand The second surprise cani'

Parker, who finally got his say via some stunning arco

(bowed) playing

Another half hour of technicolor sonic bombardm

went by, and Taylor ended the MUok abruptly H«

acknow ledged the standing ovation with a little 1k>w and

began to walk off stage ... but changed his mind and

quickly walked back on. The band followed suit, ami I

played a short piece that recapitulated some "f the themes

from the first set. Taylor ended abruptly again and pulled

the same stunt: standing ovation, bow, walk offstage

back on. play another short piece. He did this several

times, thus lampooning concert-going conventions and

bamboozling the audience as well as the hapless M.C.. who

had no idea when to go on stage and close the show

And what a show it was. Taylor is a bona fide living

legend who is widely admired but misunderstood A lot

of ink has been spent, this column included, in trying to

describe his music. He has also put out a lot of albums

But the only way to really understand why Cecil Taylor

is a national treasure who deserves to be appreciated

while he is still with us is to see him perform Only then

can one "understand" his recordings i- OJoU M the plight

of the poor schlep who has to describe him in print Like

I said, va hadda be there
harnessasanalternativeioioreignou. i»miwM« K.»j— «,.,,«,....>, ..v, -—
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Judas Priest returns from the fight with new Painkiller
M t if ..i.. _» .— 1 . * Iimr n #tn.., i ri \...t iirt-l

By STEVEN SCHWANKERT
Collegian Correspondent

Painkiller

Judas Priest

Columbia

For those of you who have lamented

Judas Priest's decline with such less

than-satisfactory releases as Fuel for Life

and Ram It Down, your sorrow has come

to an end. The "defenders of the faith" have

returned after a successful legal battle

against the evil forces of censorship, with

their latest offering, Painkiller.

Since 1974, Judas Priest has been bring

ing forth tales of the metal apocalypse and

of metal revolution, where headbangers

rise to crush the hoardes of Tiffany clones.

This album is no exception. However, since

the release of Turbo, the band has taken

on a distinctly more pop sound, but that is

absent this time out. Judas Priest has ob-

viously been influenced by the newer,

younger, more thrash orientated wave of

metal, such as Metallica. There is a con

siderable amount of machine-gun guitar

playing on several of the tracks, a much
harder sound than in the Priest albums of

the 80s.

"Painkiller," the title track which begins

the record, starts with drum intro by Scott

Travis, in his first effort with Priest. Rob

Halford. the band's lead singer,

demonstrates that unlike some of his metal

counterparts, Geoff Tate of Queensryche

and Bruce Dickinson of Iron Maiden, he's

not afraid to use all of his unbelievable

range. As usual, Halford sings his own

back-up lyrics, which in parts of

"Painkiller" and the following song. "Hell

Patrol," are as high as or higher than I've

ever heard him sing.

The songs on the album fall into a Priest

like pattern, with the title track first,

followed by hard-driving music until mid

way through the second side, where there's

a metal love song, and then a final crushing

number for the conclusion Painkiller is mm

different Ceneralh the album is a Judas

Priest cliche. I don't think anyone could or

WOttld expect a major change in Judas

Priests style; they've been doing it this

way for sixteen years, and people are still

buying their records.

This latest releases best offerings are the

volvement in lit ase in Nevada
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title track. "Hell Patrol.' and a song offthe

second side, •'Between the Hammer and

the Anvil." On the whole, it's a solid

album, one that lifted me out of the disap

pointment in Queensryche's Empire. Good

metal is so hard to come by these days.

Part of the increased hardness of this

album is due to Judas Priest's recent in

where they w» used of backward-

masking the phrase "do it" on the song

"Better by You, Better than Me off their

1978 release. Saaiana* Gfam Bai that

they thought it w.. Mo to hear the

phrase, but it was decided that it was rata

nee This is the second heavy DM

suicide case in recent years, the first one

immg from Ozzy Osbourne's song

"Suicide Solution."

Famous Bloom Count* laywer Si

Dallas was once asked what he thought

the cause of these lawsuits, to which

he responded. "I dunno. Maybe the pro

liferation of narrow, suffocating zealotry

masquerading M parenting in this cmin

try
"

The group's acquittal paved the way for

this fall's tour, which will roll into the

Worcester Centrum on Dec. 7. Judas Priest

has been known in the past as a great live

band, and with the strength of Painkiller,

this show should be quite a spectacle.
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Schoolhouse Rock cast enthralls the SUB with riveting ditties

ssPAID ADVERTISEMENT

By WENDY REISER
Collegian Correspondent

It was full house on opening night. As the lights dimm_

ed the crowd fell silent as their expectations of

yesteryears claimed the best of them. Nobody could have

expected more from the cast of Schoolhouse Rock

From the opening act to the very end of the show there

were no animated characters, just an energetic, talented

group of individuals using Kentucky Fried Chicken con

tainers. Lipton Tea Bags, stuffed animals, a fly swatter

and a few other inanimate objects.

Laughter began with "Conjunction Junction." the open-

ing act, and prevailed through the evening, as did au

dience participation in the singing, intensifying with each

number.
In "Unpack your Adjectives," a bit of modern dialect

was introduced when Peter Kasperowicz held a stuffed

bear in front of Steve Olivo, his singing partner, who was

supposed to describe it with adjectives. Olivo responded:

"That's one hairy, scary bear Not!"

Director Bill Larkin's creativity, as well as the cast s,

allowed for successful originality in the adaptation, to the

delight of the crowd.

There were interpretations that were a little more

mature than in the cartoon versions, though; one of these

was in Act II when Joanna Shea seductively perched

herself on top of the piano singing "Figure Eight " The

way she sang the song, combined with the subject mat

CON1INUED ON PAGE 8
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Amherst Cinema
Now Playing

Henry
and
June

Mon-Thurs
One Show 7:30

Fri-Sun 2 Shows
7:00 and 9:15

[student Discount!

with I.D.

IF SO. THEM ASK
FOR IT IH THE

|uNIVERSITY STORE
Tea with Company
values your opinion

The sculpture in front of the Bangs Community

Walk in Amherst.

t olletinn phoio by I>oimM Ab»«rn

Center on Boltwood

Days
Only
Nov

tarts at western Village

k^The UMass Ski Sale is Gone, but We are not

"^^ynniAllUHILL SKI PACKAGES
k' / Starting at $149 includes skis. bindings. Free poles *Wl package.

J Ski Jackets

ACUPUNCTURE ft HERBS

< fL

* Women* System*
tyfcf*

* FartMHy iL*
* Young adoleecenc* .

,

* Family treatment

ftmhtrtt Fields

appointment ;s«-0306 J

OBERMEVER T) (MB)

Waterproof gloves
C mittens

starting at ST9

Burton Snow Boards

up to $150 off

IMordica Boots

1989 models up to 40 ^ Off -uni.™ lyfo.

SKI SPECIALS

starting at $99

daypass
*

at Berkshire East

with purchase of

S99 or more

WIN season pass to
4

Berkshire East.

No purchase
necessary.

Skis starting at S7

9

Examples:

K2 KVC reg. $400

sale SZ95

Fischer SLS
reg. $400
sale

Tune-up special SI9

includes: filing, scratches,

sharpening & waxing,

(gouges extra)

Local Check. No Layaway.

•While Suppli** Last.

32 Main Street, Northampton
(across from Fitzwilly '%)

413-584-3620

At-nmin. CE . Solomons

— amrnmm reg.$400

CHECH IT OUT saesrzs

SKI & SPORTS

Special Sale Hours:

Thurs-Fri-Sat Nov. 1-2-3

Open Thurs & Fri 9 to 8:30

Saturday 9 to 5:00

rentAnreck

. rW & Used Cars
\Trvcks & Vans Aho Available]

North Amherst
RenVA-Wreck

Rt 63 No. Amheret
549-RENT

STAY

HOM
Round lnj» *om NV »«fting •<

London S412

Pans 480

San Jose.C R 390

Bangkok 959

Hong Kong 879

Tokyo 759

Student Faculty Fare

Taxes not included Restnc

tions apply Fares sub|ect to

change One ways available

Work/Study abroad programs

International student and

teacher 10

EURAIL PASSES ISSUED ON
THE SPOT!

Free student travel catalogue

ineflTr

' You know, it's really dumb to keep this right next to

the cereal. ... In fact, I don't know why we even

keep this stuff around in the first place."

CALVIN AND HOBBES

Cifcft. lo,ooo 8.C

.

By BILL WATTERSON

THE. UAK0 PART P0R US
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HlPfcD AHu EXPUMTfcD 81 A

WAfttCT TUATS StKPtf U0NGM

R* TUt NUT HW T\UN67 PO

Vfc PARTICIPATE IU A SSSTt*

ThAT TURKS WtGH ACT INTO

LOW ART Si ITS BtTTtR SvfllD

FOR. MASS CONSUMPTION ?

/

Of CDURSt . *tt€N *N ARTIST

GOtS CDW^R^VAL , UE IAAKES

IV MKX.kXW C* WS STATUS AS

AM OV)TS\0CR. AND fRSt TUlHWtfc

U£ $T<S INTO TWE. CRASS AND

SMALU>4 VALUES ART SWOULD

TRAKSCtHO. HE TRACES TV£

<HT£<iR\r< Of

| WS ART R5R
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FA»AE

ACROSS
1 Opposed to

5 Seckel s kin

9 Young salmon
1

3

Caps partner

14 A Snore
15 Weapon for

Artemis

16 Naval nero

becomes a
crooner'-

19 Male escort

20 Sr.eer tolly

21 Birtnpiace

01 HST
23 Litigate

24 Denied

27 Airport <

31 Sewed to eartn

32 t»ter>oi

34 Autrtor

35 h

da

42 W-
44 uenas e

47 T*

46 — Lane*

Boomer
W S-ngef oecomes

58 •
*.

59 A* 4

60 Anc*r<l monet
cnest

61 Daring

62 Requ."emant

63 Ciose

DOWN
i E tcited

2 — me tangere

3 Small Branch

4 Cu".ed inward

5 Marcel
Ma'ceaus
ctomm

6 Dream Comb
(orm

7 Carnekan

6 Use tor the

first time

9 Scallop

10 Book of the

NT
1

1

Sainted bishop

of Fiance

12 Early auto

14 Airport

1

7

Guido S high

notes

18 — my
sunsh ie

22 Renee ot the

siients

24 Carried on

25 Varnish

inqred*nt

26 Amerces
27 Ha.

38 Conductor

Paul —
43 Closely

associated

45 Circus

performers

46 Unchanged
48 Lamp dweller''

49 Roman
statesman

50 Organic

compound
5i Legend
53 Mastroianni s

money
54 Andes dweller

55 Thickener

56 Task

57 The latest

thing
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TANGELO PIE
By TIM SNIFFEN

^?1
-!**£

S?ss>»

QUICK! GOT 70 STUDY?

THEtCS STILL TlhEf

I CAN fiAT TH,* f

OK- ASK ME SOMTHM
ABOuT BIOCHEMIST**.

•

rVocrt$rin«rion:

LUNCH

Sausoge grvrtw

BASICS LUNCH

Vegetarian mett

DINNER

rieese t

BASICS DINNER

YOUR DAILY HOROSCOPE
By JEANE DIXON

ARIft (Marc* 21 Aprt K

texjef tave not

seen for a long *«rne A butnew
function could turn »*ito a sexwn

ever* Drsss vox*' best Anattracftve

newcomer enJers tne romonne

TAURUS Apni 2t> MOV 20) B*

careful not to msmterprei o tovea

cr»'$ccm»o! comment Trymotc

too much around tne house inn

everwxj couW leave ybu feemo •

nausted Pememoer vou have -

portant »hing$ to do tomorrow

GEMINI iune20)keeptn
i people orouna you

• r>© advtee of wel-tnformed

nns Community a

deserve more or your attention

Business associates w» fuW the*

promises

CANCER May 21- *JW
A/eteome a golden opportunrfv to

grve free rem to your artistic talents.

Higher-ups are eontemptanrig a

promotion Thmk twee before rais

rng a sensitive subject with a fr»na

LEO (Jury 23 Aug 22) Romance
heats up vou may be asked to do

a favor for on c*der person Do not

oegrudge the time rt takes Refuse

to put a* of your savings mto one

•jre

VIROO Aug 23- Sept 22) Consult

the experts if foced with a tricky

problem Someone may ask per-

sonal questions you would rather

not answer Protect your reputation

Make long range plans tor the

future

meone with a weam-. or experience

. ju want souna advice -

>yment situation * n a state ot

Do not express an opinion unt*

hove at the focts

• 23- Nov 21) vou

could KM6 trouble cop«ng

co-wooer's moods today

•man ** let you keep a

tow proWe Romance wi be par-

couple? this weekend

SAGITTARIUS Dec

vou confidence grows as tt»

advances Tr , not to to* too >•

on the ipb Secrets betwee'

ana a loved one really should not

be shared with o'hers Be discreet

CAPRICORN • ion rv) Op-

timism w« help you overcome any

roadblocks you encounter now

Grve anyone with a get rich-quick

scheme a wide berth Omy hard

work wi bring you lasting success

AQUARIUS an 20 Feb 18) vou

are kkety to get your own v.

day Certain people wi be more

ccccxrrrodating than m the recent

past Pay more attention to the

hopes and needs of your loved

ones

PISCES feb 1R March 20) A

business or personal alliance wi be

strengthened this weekend Take

the initiative and financial success

wl come more easily if vou work

overtime, smooth things over with

mate

3
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CONTINUED FROM PAGE 3

the overseers of the University, did not have the power

to accept loans from employees.

The idea of the loan plan came during a Faculty Senate

meeting, when a member suggested the plan, citing the

uTof deferred salary payment at the City College of New

York in the 1970s. ,

However, New York City dealt directly with the Col-

lege's employees and could accept the loans.

Sherbin also said Duffey was continuing to press for the

idea of a progressive furlough. This would entail

employees with less senonty losing less pay than those

vvTth greater salaries and time. Sherbin said this proposal

must also be approved by the local unions.

Sherbin said ihe talks between the five unions and the

idministration are continuing

Duffes proposed the furlough to take place No% 23, Dec.

24 and Dec 26-28 tor the 5.600 campus employees, who

! ive been asked to reply to the proposal by Nov. J, Uul

• Z£S* turlou.h ml! save the I'mve^tv a total

8 million.

Grace
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 3 ,. . pcp
Further information was also distributed by A*

'

S>C

which urged student involvement starting with a

regional conference to be held at Brandeis University

on November 10. _ ,.

Many don't consider war as an option because baud

Arabia is not threatened. Also, an armed conflict

couldn't take place without Israeli involvement, said

GrscB
"If I was Saddam, my first step would be to bring

Israel into the conflict," said Grace meaning it would

be a different type of war; it would be an Arab and

Israeli War.
Ambivalent feelings among Saudi and Israeli people

make a war against Iraq less of a likely option, said

Grace. .

Grace said he believes the crisis began becuase ot

Saddam Hussein himself, and he said Kuwait's failure

to write off loans to a bankrupt Iraq in return for Ira-

qi protection during the Iran-Iraq War prompted Sad-

dam to invade Kuwait. Also, Kuwait taking oil from

Iraq's oil fields may have led to the invasion.

'Hussein is a very angry person, not necessarily other

things,' said Grace.

Both sides have made serious miscalculations ana

will continue to make them, Grace said.

U.S. mistakes have included being surprised by the

Iraqi invasion but perhaps more significantly its failure

to see that getting out of a war in the Middle East

would be even more difficult than getting into one, said

Popular support against the war in the U.S. is a

calculation of Saddam but is that a wise calculation

asked Grace.

"I'll leave that question to you, he MM

^ VI

FURNITURE
BUY-OUT!

SOFA & LOVESEAT OR
SOFA-LOVESEAT
AND CMAIR

VALUE $899

$598
OVER 1000 DINETTES IN STOCK

NOW £JAA COMPARE AT «299 TO *499

"ftur
..;,

•

HOUSE
PLANTS
UBIE BOUGHT
1000 DELUXE

..HOUSE PLANTS
&fc THIS IS A BEAUTIFUL

SELECTION OF* FOLIAGE PUNTS
UP TO 48" TALL

FICUS BENJAMINA
* DRACAENA MARGINATA

CROTON NORMA
' PHILODENDRON SELLOUM
SCHEFFELERA ARBORICOLA

FICUS DECORA
BURGUNDY (RED RUBBER)

SPATHIPHYLLUM
BENJAMINA STANDARD

MASS TIPS
DIEFFENBACHIA

YOUR CHOICE
THIS SELECTION

]

WON T LAST! SO
SHOP EARLY

BAMBOO RAKES
IN 3 HANDY SIZES

•METAL SPREADER gut
BAR

• SPIRAL
LINKS
TINES
•HARDWOOD
HANDLE
•METAL GRIPS
PLACE EACH
TOOTH ON THE GROUND
STRENGTHEFFICIEN1

FLEXIBILITY

18" HEAD o
VALUE $6" W

24" HEAD ©
VALUE $849 W

30" HEAD g
VALUE $9" W

$349

$399

$479

I OCCASIONAL TABLE SET

ALL
THREE .^
P\ECES ^JT[

At'
~——JP

18TH CENTURY'
ELEGENCE WITH
CHERRY FINISH
QUEEN ANN LEGS

METAL SPRING
RAKE
54" HARDWOOO

j

HANDLE

•COILED I

SPRING BRACE
22 CONTINUOUS

I

TINES

VALUE *9"

A AND POLISHED" BRASS HARDWARE

VALUE $299*118

RUBIE JUST BOUGHT
40 TRAILERLOADS
OF FIRST QUALITY

SHAW
CARPET

$499
OTHER STYLES AVAILABLE
AT COMPARABLE PRICES

FLAT PACKED 5 FOOT
BASE UNIT
WESTERN OAK
CABINET

«*i

.

x

x INNERSPRING
V MATTRESS SETS
*• TWIN SIZE SET FULL SIZE SET

SMOOTH TOP *98*! $118!8

!

SINK A
COUNTERTOP NOT INCLUDED

READYTOASSEMBLE

MODEL 1*6590 VALUE »14995

ENTERTAINMENT
CENTER
MODEL #9859

SAVE 40%.
50% • 60% m°o

n
h
d
e

VALUES FROM
*14 - $40 SQ.YD.

*7™$11?8
FOAM
CARPET
PADDING 88' SO

YD

HOLIDAY TABLE COVERS
i_^*rta§3 100% POLYESTER

LACE TABLECLOTH
•SEVERAL PATTERNS TO CHOOSE
• MOSTLY WHITE A ECRU
• SOME PINK & BLUE

IS • SOME HAVE VINYL LINERS

r „»n^gc 1 'MACHINE
S\ SIZE RANGES «/acM • nnY

•.,••-.- >~&\ .50-X70" -60-I70"! WA?g*
DR

•" -VJ|\ -WW 'W^92
RELEASE

'"•

^rvlAcr
SELF-ADHESIVE

PLASTIC
YARD ROLLS
•WASHABLE

. WATERPROOF
STAIN RESISTANT

• SOLIDS A PRINTS

*2" W I EACH

MODEL
3173 .

VALUE I

$9995

TABLE
$3999

BETTER SWEATERS
DIRECT FROM THE MILL

SWEATERS
HUGE ASSORTMENT OF SHETLAND
COTTON AND ACRYLICS IN SOLIDS
JACOUARDS AND PRINTS

SIZES SMALL TO EXTRA LARGE

VALUE O
*25- $30"

£^4fc BIG MEN

512*13°°

SHELF
LINER

ASS T COLORS TO
HOOSE ALSO GREAT
FOR BOOK COVERS

$400
1 A ROLL

LONG SLEEVE
BLOUSES

POLY/COTTON PASTELS
PLEATED WITH WHITE COLLAR

AND PETER PAN STYLES
MACHINE WASHABLE

LADIES 6-16

NVALUE
$18oo °

$6<>o
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M Celtics

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 12

Lewis.'
No introduction is needed. Lewis is the present and the

future of the Celtics. He is an explosive offensive player

who can post-up, and shoot from the outside. I look for

Lewis to develop into the go-to-guy come crunch time this

season. Oh by the way, Lewis will be an All-Star come

February.

'The center is from Centenary, 7-foot- 1/2 inch, number

double zero, Roberrrrt Parish.'

The Chief is now the oldest player in the league since

the retirement of Caldwell Jones. But like a fine wine,

Parish gets better every year. He may only play 25

minutes a game this season, but make no mistake, when

the game is on the line, 00 will be in the game.

'At forward, from Minnesota, 6-foot- 10, number 32 Kew-

vvin McHale.'

Ah, what a relief it is not to have to defend McHale. He

is the game's greatest low post player, and with his new

found outside shot, McHale will be twice as difficult to

cover. If McHale can return to his form of 1986, the Celtics

need not worry about the half court offense. Just give the

ball to Kevin, sit back and enjoy.

The other forward is from Indiana State, 6-foot-9,

number 33 Larrrry Bird.'

Will Larry retire after this year? I hope not, but if he

does, the game will be losing one of the greatest players

of all time. As for this year, Bird should do the things that

he does best, shoot, pass, rebound, and most of all lead

the team to a championship.

But this team will be more than a five man team, it is

12 players deep.

The guards will be speedy and scrappy. Dee Brown will

add excitement to the Garden. He can shoot, pass, and

play Detroit Piston's type defense, and Charles Smith is

as quick a player as the Celts have seen since Nate

Archibald.

Kevin Gamble may not play a lot, which is a shame

because he is an excellent shooter, but he must unders

tand that he is not going to play ahead of Lewis or Bird,

both of whom will play about 40 minutes per game.

The Celtics will be deep at forward. Michael Smith is

silky smooth His best trait is his ability to can the out-

side jumper. Smith averaged 15 points per game as a

starter, and while he may not play a lot until Bird or

McHale retires, he is an excellent insurance policy if one

of the two wtre to go down with an injury.

Ed Pinckney and Dave Popson will each contribute more

in practice than during the games, that is unless Pinckney

reestablishes himself as a tough hard nosed player.

Joe Kleine is a more than adequate replacement for

Parish, and will be asked to contribute heavily.

Go ahead, toss it up, I'm ready for action.

Tarrnr LtpUm is a Collegian s/jorfs unter
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Volleyball looking for win at Harvard
By FELICE COHEN
Collegian Correspondent

After a good night's rest, the University of

Massachusetts volleyball team is heading to Cam-

bridge for the Harvard Tournament.

The Minutewomen (4-22) will be taking on the Crim-

son (11-10) at 9 a.m. The teams have already faced off

this season at the Brown Tournament where Harvard

took them 3-1. But this time around, according to coach

Carol Ford, UMass is coming ready to play.

"Our defense and our transition is good," said Ford.

"We're going to try to put the ball away offensively.

These teams are really tough."

Harvard is led by co-captains Peri Wallas and

Carolyn Burger, who lead their team in kills. Their

most recent encounter was a 3-2 win over Brown

University.

"To win, we must key in on their best players, said

Ford of the last time they faced Harvard.

While their game seems to be improving in most

areas, they freeze when they see 1 1 points on the board.

"We get stuck." said Ford. "We are not playing tough

enough at the end of our games." If UMass will gets

its act together and holds it together, it could make

an impression on Concordia College at 3 p.m.

As soon as their match ends against Concordia, they

face the Princeton Tigers (14-4) at 5 p.m. The last time

UMass played Princeton was two and a half years ago.

And UMass won.

"[Princeton] are used to being attacked,'' said Ford.

"They are really good on coverage. We'll have to play

our best."

Ford said Princeton is always good. She added that

their kids from the West and South are very good.

Princeton is led by Christy Hackman of Hillsboro,

Calif., and Lauren Montgomery of Santa Monica, C

Captain Nancy Sullivan and the Minutewomen travel to Harvard for an early 9 a

>ullivan and Co. are hoping to improve upon their 4-22 record.

m.
an file ph<>t<>|

contest.

CLASSIFIEDS
ACTIVITIES

FINANCE INVESTMENT CLUB MEETINO-

P'0, B<rWWt>JlpM*SO< S4L C"**^
Tuesday 11/6/90 7 (WPMSBA Lobby

JAPAN AMERICA CLUB
Panel S*n*s on

u"d*fstanding A companng _
Japan*** and Amrwm lrf**tyt**

WANTED. VW Campy But to woes » w*st

coast Cash Mike 54*1036 or Bob
546-420!

FOR A GOOD TIME CALL

RACK A-DtSC in* best entertainment DJ s

video band*. dorrrtmous* special* call

58*9900 anytime

HELP US TO HELP YOU! Rais* money for

financial aid over winter******! and *arn

money yourse*-5 25 an hour plus bonuaas'

Call 5453509 i» interested

PART-TIME VOLUNTEERS needed tor an

nual Christmas lund dnv* Help hungry

children despondent (amides, and

homeless people in the Pomee* Valley Call

now Ask lor Jonathan 586-5243 or

586-4880 alt*r 5 0OPM

COREY
Happy 21 st B-Oay'

I wish i could b* there with you

Lov*. Patti Ann

DAN KELAHER-Cheers to you'

Have a Happy Birthday' Lov* Kar*n

Monday 11'5

Machmar
Drinking

W15 7 00PM FOR RENT

PAGAN STUOENTS MEETING- Sunday

night' 7 00PM 1 1/4 Check CC >nto desk

to? an -' Jom us' Happy Samham'

UMASS TRIATHLON CLUB meeting Tues

11/6 at 6 30 m Boyden 249 Elections wtl.

be held' Upcoming races TBA all are

welcome 6-3324 lor mfo

UMASS OANCETEAM TRYOUTS Satur

day Nov 3 Melville Basement Lounge 3 00

62716 into

ANNOUNCEMENTS

BED A BREAKFAST
Downtown Amherst
549*733

FAST FUNORAISING PROGRAM
(1000 m iust one weak
Earn up to $1000 tor your campus orgamza-

tion PKisachanc*at$5000more ™ffipro-

?ram works' No investment needed uan

800-932-0528 Ext 50

OIL CO-OP Join OCHOs k>I co-op and save

money Register at 428 Student Union or

call 545 0865

UMASS FOOTBALL AT RICHMOND
Catch it on WMUA 91 1 FM Saturday at

1PM

AUTO FOR SALE

1977 DATSUN 710 WAGON- 4spd Great

stereo excellent running condition w/good

tires $750 584 7782

1979 SUBARU WAGON: Great eondrtrnn

runs fantastic, good mpg. $650 Call Mine

545 0566 865 7748

1980 SAAB GLE 5 door hatch

Excellent tires and engine

Needs some work

Pull-out clarion stereo

$2200 41^7861003

1984 FOf» J5tWTJM0^K^-|«;

AMHERST January sublet

Studio Apartment $375 54*3610

1 LAROE BEDROOM m Victoriari
House

Downtown Amherst $250 00 549*733

FREE KING SIZE WATERBEOi
That comes with a big room in a big house

,n Sunderland 5 minute walk to bus stop

$250+ C#* Marto everwno* 548-9744

PRESIDENTIAL 1 bedroom m 2 bedroom

apt Takeover lease starting November

Free Nov 1/2 mile from UMass on busroute

2 people $160 each

1 person- $270/month

Call 549-0035

INSTRUCTION

BE A BARTENDER
W M Bartender Training is open

Call tor brochure
413-747-7896

BEGINNING PORTUGUESE CLASS
Nov 5- Dec 1 Mondays 7 9PM Language

Pacihca. 549 5065

EARN CREDIT SCUBA DIVING

2 credit basic and advanced course* ottered

both semesters at Curry Hicks pool

2 credit sport courses to Key Largo during

intarsession. spring break and end of

^ene^VBO 5^2561228.

1984 CHEV CAVALIER- BUY MY CAR-

Very well taken care of Good body $1800

Call Mike 67296

IBM SUBARU QL WAGON 4 x 4 good con-

dition $1800 256-1521

FOR SALE

89 ROCKIN BLAUPUNKT CAR STEREO
Receiver/Cassette/Oock Asking $120_bu

win negotiate Can Heather alter 4PM (Gept

Tues) at 967-4442

CAMERA 35MM PeMax 1000 Body Lens »

Vivitar Flash like new $150 B O 594 4252

FUTON MATTRESSES
Full sire only $58'

256-0646

METAWAMPE FUTONS
Frames

Mattresses
Slipcovers
Pillows

We will beat anyone's price-

Guaranteed 1

Call now' 256-0646

MOUNTAIN BIKE
$75 Call 549 1254

NINTENDO with Nes advantage incl lop

gun Mano Bros Say Hunter $140 00

323-7266

ONE WAY AIRLINE TICKET to San
i
Frarv

Cisco tor November 21 cheap Call 58601 27

SKIS Unused beginner's set $130 253-5610

HELP WANTED

Register tor ail courses through me General

Physical Education Department

Further information at Curry Hicks pool

Monday through Thursday 7PM 10PM or

call Project Deep 549*40

1

LOST

GOLD CLADAUGH NECKLACE
on 10-25

Sentimental value

It found caM 6 4967
$ Reward

PERSONALS

531 MAIN ST
Thanks for everything

Clothes, phone peanuts house

We owe you
Love everyone at 513

Estas Caliente

li would be unforgettable

I am reading and writing

LOOKING tor a fraternity sorority or

organization that would like to make

$500$ 1000 tor a one week on-campus

marketing protect Must be organized and

hardworking Christine or Kevin

800 592 2121

ALI
Happy 20th Birthday

Love Carolyn

CATHERINE. OH CATHERINE, du

schoene magd von dem siebten stock Du

kannst dir nicht vorstellen wie wir dtene

unterlanen. dich deinen witz. deine charme

and deine anmut anbeten Ich bin

oesonders von deiner schoenheit und m
telhgenz bezqubert Ich fuerchte dass ich

erne andere genau wie dich finden werde

Ohne deine wunderbarre asstrahlung kahn

ich nict waiter leben

Die C 130 rollt aut der landebahn

DAVID
Trie p**t two years have included good

times to remember and bedtime* to make

us stronger I li always be here'

l love you
Janna

DENISE LAU
You might be 21

but

You sunt don't look it

Happy Birthday anyways'

DHC
You know I can do anything

when I see you smile

Happy one year Anniversary'

I Love You
Your blonde chick

ERIC CHRISTIANSON
I'm thmkm that you re the best

Happy Birthday'
Love
Lon

FROM ANONYMOUS TO WONDERFUL
Thank You tnend- stranger most ot all for

a new found interest in poetry and for an

embryonic ability to se things less literally

l knew breaking the phone connection was

literally and sybolicaily breaking my connec

tton however tenuous, with you But i n

always have a warm evening glow of a

rememberance of you

GET PSYCHED, GET MOVING! Shake

your thing' A friend of the Phantom

GLEN- or is it Jared- This is important to me.

so iust deal- Happy B-Dav

Love Turtleface

HAPPY 19TH AMANDA'
i hope it s a great one

P S Did I tell you today you're a great

roomie''
Love va •

HAPPY BIRTHDAY ALI'

We love them bunnies'

Love ya.

Roy Racehorse and the spitler

HAPPY BIRTHDAY KIM
Remember triangles are bad

for you keep the beast happy

love H

HAPPY BIRTHDAY RANOEE A

SUZANNE! Get ready for an smazmg
weekend' Love Tanya * Aileen

HERLICHEN GLUCKWUNSCH Zum
Gebabtstag Samatha Von Jim

HEY BUBBLE BUT
We thmk it s time for a haircut'

HEY EVERYBODY n s Kim Doolan s Birth-

day' You yongm you are finally as old a*

we are We are going to have a sick night

tonight We love you Shern and Debt**

JAKE M I m glad Leigh wasn t home Ann

J EDWAROS
I irke your smile I hope to see it more own

KIMBERLV R
i never thought that I d feel love egam.

Babe you r*ally saved the day From the

past to the present you navti brought me
me most wonderful year of love and spoon

tuts of whipped cream Here s lo the future

may our love remain a constant that time

can never tarmsh I wHI always be there tor

you Friendship and Love Dave H

LAUREN MELAVIN S not vicious or

malicious she s iust lovely A delicious' So

wish her a Happy Birthday' Love Debbie.

Barbara $ Enca

LAURI MITCHELL of Tri Sigma

Congratulations on being elected Panhei

Secretary' We tove ya' Your Tn Sigma

Sisters

MAMBUNDO
Happy Firsl Anniversary' (Nov 4th)

Love always, Jabuta

MARK TOLINI- Happy Birthday 1 What

would i do without you' You better get us

ed to having me around because i m going

to be there lor ail your b-days to come' i

Love You- Liz

PAMELA HOWABO PA
Have an awesome Birthday'

Let s party till you puke'

Love ya. Lynn

RANDEE Tne best little sister eve''

Happy B Day' i love 4U Amy

SANDRA
Happy Anniversary it s been a wonderful

year You are very special to me i Love

You Greg

SOGGY
We >e drunk and naked Are you^

Love your piddle-pais. Dave, Kendra. A

Julie

STEPHANIE GERVASI
Have a great 21st Birthday 1

It's good tor you 1

TINA WANG
Happy 20th B'rtfwJay

Love H Chm

YOi SCMOOLHOUSE ROCKEO. Let s have

a rocked time tonight

From the Te»ektgraph Man

PROFESSIONAL OJ S

LAZER TECH AUDIO available '

dance dor-- iouse pan*

rates, great DJ » Can 323 780 1 soon

RIDE WANTED

TO SYRACUSE
ms weekend
oay gas $
Can

S460258

SERVICES

DO YOU KNOW THE TIME? Watch bal

tenes and tuH jewelry repair aervxce

Srtverscaoe Designs the finest gtHs from

glass to gold 264 North Pleasant Street

Amherst 253 3324

HOLIDAY BOOKING selling our Campus
Travel on Campus 545-0500

STUDY ABROAD

SPANISH IN GUATEMALA
CaM 505 24."

TRAVEL

FREE SPRING BREAK VACATION'
Greeks welcome' Organize a smai

or campus wde event Earn high ci

sions and tree trips' Can 80*826

WANTED S 'oomates to cru>se

Caribbean- Spring Break Call Paula 61944

TYPING

WORDPROCESSING ^expensive

and accurate wort Campus pickup and

delivery call Lisa 256*695
Leave messa

WORDPROCESSING, REPORTS
Resumes Theses Graphics Laser Pf.n

t.ng Call Rosemary 259 17B8

STER- Thanks tor not wandering 1 UR it'

Sigma Tag Peace Elena

TARA.
So much has happenedd since we met

Thank You tor everything I t>uv had a

great time I Love You, Chris



SPORTS
Minutemen hoping to avoid Spiders weo

1 Rv SAM SILVERSTEIN STSu—x. i«u„ i^nonn had his finest game against Nor

WEATHER ELECTION SPORTS

Collefiaa photo by Tom Burkr

Tailback John Johnson foUow8 the lead

block of fullback David Mitchell. The

undefeated Minutemen travel to Richmond

Saturday where they meet the Spiders.

By SAM SILVERSTEIN
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts football team will get

a second chance to tune its two-headed offense against a

weaker team Saturday at Richmond ( 1 p.m.).

UMass is the No. 5 ranked team in the country and is

in first place in the Yankee Conference (5-0). Climactic

battles with Villanova (3-2 in the conference) and at New

Hampshire (4-1) loom in the next two weeks; a win Satur-

day and in either of the final two games would guarantee

UMass a share of the Yankee Conference title and a spot

in the playoffs. . n , „,

Tom Fasano will start at quarterback, with Paul lor-

natore stepping in as relief pitcher when circumstances

dictate a pass, coach Jim Reid announced this week.

Shuffling quarterbacks worked well enough m last

weeks 28 21 win against Northeastern, although the of-

fense at times lacked the tempo that is a trademark ol

injured starter Gary Wilkos.

•If we didn't have Tornatore, Fasano would be the

starter and that's that," Reid said. Tornatore has a can-

non He has the ability to go in and be a starter as a throw

ing quarterback. Problem is, we don't have the surroun-

ding cast to get it done."

Freshman Dave McGovern, described by Reid as maybe

a step faster in the option," has been taking a lot of snaps

in practice, and may also enter into the mix Saturday.

The constants for this team, however, are its defense

and rushing game.

UMass leads the conference in total defense and has

allowed 85.6 rushing yards per game, one of the lowest

itaiS in lilt; iiniwH. . VT

Tailback John Johnson had his finest game against Nor-

theastern (188 yards), and is the third-rated rusher in the

Yankee Conference at just under 100 yards per game-Add

fullback David Mitchell (72.7 yards per game), and UMass

has the top rushing attack in the Conference.

Richmond (1-7) enters with the Yankee Conference s

worst ground game (100.3 yards per game), passing at-

tack (133 1), and pass defense (235.4). Their defense

against the run yields more than 200 yards a game^

The Spiders opened with three straight losses, beat

Maine 24-16, and have since dropped four in a row in-

cluding a 42-24 thrashing by UConn last Saturday.

UConn led 42-3 at one juncture, as quarterback Matt

DeGennaro hit on 23 of 30 passes for 246 yards and three

touchdowns. . .. , Qef

Though the Spiders have won only two games in the last

two years, there are some signs of life in second-year coach

Jim Marshall's program.

Several of the Spiders' top performers this season are

freshmen and sophomores. Linebacker Eric Johnson a

sophomore, leads the conference in tackles with 122 (15^

a game), and freshman quarterback Greg Lilly engineered

three scoring drives in the fourth quarter of last week s

UConn game, subbing for injured starter Mark Mascheck.

Lilly will start Saturday. ,.,„...

Game Notes: The game will be broadcast on WMUA
91 1 FM and WTTT 1430 AM Matt Tulley. who has

missed two straight games with a bruised shoulder, will

start at linebacker. Cornerback Don Caparotti and defer,

sive lineman Steve Brothers remain out with ankle

injuries.unaeirm™ *'""-~~-- " ~ .. Sniders allowed 85.6 rushing yarns per gam*, u»c u. .... «,—

Sd hockey travels to Penn State for A-10 Tournament
~» i t>i-_ r__» »U«» Ponn ftt ie nlav- .* / / / { ( \ lIJL .^MW^J^. .^K. v^v / / / J v. .~J L \

By TAMIR LIPTON
Collegian Staff

Th end four field hockey teams

will fight for Atlantic 10 bragging rights.

M they compete in the A 10 Tournament.

The 'tournament features three top-10

teams, and Rutgers. Penn State, the h<>

of the tournament is ranked fourth, the

University of Massachusetts us fifth, while

the Owls of Temple are seventh

The Penn St Lady Lions are seeded fu

UMass second. Temple third and Rutgers

fourth.

In game one. Penn State takes on

Rutgers, and in game two UMass duels

with Temple in what should be the more

exciting of the two games on Saturday.

Some of vou may remember that when

UMass journeyed to Temple earlier this

season, they came back losers 3-2.

Penn State has already beaten Rutgers.

and unless there is a major upset I which

is what it would be if Rutgers were to win

this game> the Lady Lions will be in the

championship game Sunday.

Penn State: ( -.ach Charlene Morett

Newmans cm* is 18-2. They are led by

senior. Knsten Winters' 28 goals, and eight

assists; senior (helle Frates <16 goals. 18

assists); and Eleanor Stone '20 goals, eight

assists). Sophomore goalie Michele Bren

nan has 102 saves in 20 games with a goals

against average of 47

The strength of this team is its vereran

leadership, and ability to dominatejy[ame

offensively. The fact that Penn St. is play

ing at home throughout the tournament

makes them that much tougher to beat.

UMass: Pam Hixon and Co. are 15 4.

They are led offensively by senior Mara

Frattasios 11 goals and eight assists

Junior Dawn Trumbauer (six, six) and

senior Kerri Fagan (seven goals) are the

other offensive threats. Sophomore goalie

Philippa Scott has 113 saves in 19 games

with a 0.60 GAA.
The strength of the Minutewomen is

balance. Seniors Beth Thornton and Lisa

Berardinelli marshall the midfield as well

as any two players in the A-10. At stake

for the Minuteowmen is a chance to earn

a bye in the first round of the NCAA Tour-

nament next weekend

Temple: Michele Madison's Owls have

compiled a 16-4 record. Jane Catanzaro,

who leads the A 10 in scoring, has 49 goals.

Catanzaro can and has carried the Owls all

season, making them a legitimate threat

to win this tournament.

Strengths: Catanzaro and more

Catanzaro.
Rutgers: Coach Ann Petracco's Lady

Knights have been up-and-down all season

and have a 10-9-2 record to show for it. The

Lady Knights' strength is defense. Their

top goal scorer Christie Miller has only

nine goals. Jodi Deem 1 1 .62 GAA) has had

some good games and some bad games -

128 saves in 21 games. She'll have to be

near perfect for Rutgers to win

tournament

Collegian HI* pholo

Pam Hixon, who won her 200th game last Sunday, will be looking for

win 201 as the Minutewomen take on Temple Saturday. The Minutewomen

need two victories to return to Amherst as Atlantic 10 Champions.me sxrengin ui ww» icam i=> •« .^.v... — r - - need two victories w revum w i-»ii«»«^«o. —~ --
.

leadership, and ability to dominate a game tournament 1 j • A J • ^ X*X* i.^^1 w-U 4-

One Celtic fan ready for action I
Celtics to tip off tonight

^^"^ ^^^ *
, ., ROSTON(AP)- The memorv of their of these guys makes a commitment to pla>

Mv juices are flowing. I'm pumped

start the 199091 basketball

season.

Toss it up. 1 just want to sit in my

Lazy-Boy and watch Larry Bird can

three pointers. Robert Parish jam one

through the iron. Kevin McHale scoop

one under, up and in, and Reggie Lewis

wheel and deal on unsuspecting

defenders^

Tamir Lipton

Toss it up ref, not even you can stop

the Boston Celtics this year. They're go-

ing all the way, hoist up another cham

pionship banner.

Lets not lament on Dennis Johnson I

departure, lets celebrate the new era

with a Dee Brown steal and stuff, a Sto

jko Vrankovic blocked shot, a Brian

Shaw bullet pass on the fast-break, and

a Dave Popson jumper. Come on already

throw it up

All- summer I had to live with the

memory of Bird missing a dunk, and

Patrick Ewing tossing in a fall-away

bomb from International waters that

ended not only the Celtics season, but

a great stretch of sheer dominance.

Please Andy Jick, announce the starting

lineups so the refs can start the game.

'Good evening ladies and gentlemen,

and welcome to Boston Garden

And now introducing the Boston

Celticssss ..."

'At guard, from the University of

California at Santa Barbara, 6-foot-6,

number 20 Brian Shaw.'

Shaw will receive the many war

ranted boos for his off season antics, but

once he feeds Lewis for a tomahawk

dunk, all will be forgotten, and Shaw

will be a real key to the success of this

team. Shaw gives the Celtics a leader,

someone who can run the offense and

shut down opposing point guards like an

Isiah Thomas or a Magic Johnson (even-

though no one really stops the Magic

Man).

At the other guard, from Nor-

theastern, 6-foot 7, number 35 Reggggie

CONTINUED ON PAGE 11

BOSTON (AP) — The memory of their

first-round playoff loss to the New York

Knicks has faded. So have thoughts of their

strident summer battle to get Brian Shaw

to rejoin them after playing in Italy for a

year.

The Boston Celtics had more immediate

things to worry about before Friday night's

NBA season opener against the Cleveland

Cavaliers.

First, coach Chris Ford waited nearly un

til Thursday's 6 p.m. deadline for reducing

his roster to 12 players.

He waived free agent guard Sasha

Dordevic and placed guards John Bagley

and Charles Smith on the injured list

Bagley was sidelined the entire

preseason schedule with tendinitis in his

right knee. The Celtics said Smith, who

played in exhibition games, sustained a

partial dislocation of his left shoulder in

workouts and has a strained rotator cuff in

his right shoulder.

Ford also was concerned with stopping

the Cavaliers, who beat the Celtics 121-115

in an exhibition game last Saturday night.

"We're not getting the effort individual-

ly" on defense, Ford said. "Until each one

of these guys makes a commitment to play

defense, we're going to have breakdowns

Ford a former teammate of Boston's en

during frontcourt of Larry Bird. Kevin

McHale and Robert Parish, took over after

Jimmy Rodgers was fired following last

season's playoff elimination.

In training camp he emphasized tight

defense and running on offense. Things

worked well enough in the preseason that

the Celtics had a 6-2 record. But two wins

were against Denver, which plays little

defense.

Unlike his predecessor, Ford apparently

has the players who can make an up-tempo

attack and pressing defense work.

Shaw, Boston's first-round draft choice in

1988, spent last season with II Messagero

in Rome, but signed with Boston to return

for this season. He changed his mind and

wanted to spend another season in Italy.

But the Celtics won a court case against

him and he is now their starting point

guard.

On Friday night, he'll play against for

ward Danny Ferry, who joined the

Cavaliers after also playing with II

Messagero last year.

Today will be cool with

a chance of showers.

High near 50. Rain
tomorrow.

The Collegian Voter's

Guide: All you need for

Tuesday's trip to the

polls. Page 4.

Minutemen overcome

Richmond to extend

winning streak to seven

games. Page 16.
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Silber accuses media of distorting the facts
^^^^^^^^^mm^^—mmm^^m^^——^m^mmmmm^m^^m humnr that doesn't DfOVe theVle WOkDM. to have the ability

BOSTON (AP) - With polls showing the governor's race

tightening, a Betty John Silber returned Sunday to the

caustic style that has dominated his campaign.

His opponent. Republican William Weld, countered that

Silber's ranting wouldn't produce results on Beacon Hill

In a string of local and national television appearand

Silber came out punching He denounced one television

reporter, corrected another, demanded an apology from

CBS and said Weld would cry if he was subjected to

similar media scrutiny

On the CBS Sunday teles istOfl talk show 'Face the N.i

ti«.n." Silber predicted voters won't be fooled by media

distortions of his views. He told reporter Leslie Stahl she

had misrepresented his attitudes about Jews, Blacks, and

working women
The voters out there know perfectly well I'm totally

in control and I just nailed you for three distortions on

which somebody ought to nail you." he said.

A stunned Stahl replied "wow" several times, observ

ing: "You're angry; you sound angry."

When it came Weld's turn to appear on the talk show.

Stahl asked: "Are you going to attack me?"

Weld reserved his criticism for Silber. suggesting, as he

often has, that the on leave Boston University president

is too unstable to govern.

"Just because someone may demonstrate a lot of ill

Observers: mixed views
on negative campaigning

William Weld (left) and John Silber speak Sun
day following local and national television

appearances.

humor, that doesn't prove they're going to have the ability

to go and change the system," Weld Mid

Silber Mid later Sundas CBS owed him

implying he believes Jews are racist, and saying he ol

fended women with statements about how the feminist

movement has led to child abi.

it anything were left of the libel lawi and tlu law

slander. I would retire on th.

,hl questioned Silber on comments h.

hat he felt unwelcome
his mother m

Political Ol

the effected hisdramaf

ly asserted Sundas his words and actions arc deli

i was in full control this morning when 1 explain*

<ahl >he *..s «raj oft the mark.'* he said

The d. sen tl*

rogated me and 'the way she* interrogated Bill V.

sjoaatrooal) i
i.artothe\ot,i^ I was angry and had

.

right to be angry."

if you beat up on Bill Weld a little while the «

been beat up on. 1 think he'll cry. " Silber said.

"The only whining we've heard in thi.s campaign

come from the Silber camp." said Weld Spokesman Kay

Howell _^___

By MARK HENSLEY
Collegian Staff

European political observers, here to

study the U.S. election process, had mixed

reactions about the November election and

U.S. politics as a whole

In a briefing with reporters on Friday,

delegates from Poland. France, and Por

tugal. focused primarily on the role of the

press and of negative campaigning in U.S.

politics.

Christian Bigaut. a former government

official from France and the author of b*x>k

on lobbying, said he sees negative cam

paigning as a positive aspect of American

politics although he condemned the per

sonal mudslinging between U.S.

candidates.

He said in France, where negative cam

paigns are not allowed, the papers are con

trolled by individual political parties and

thus in any one newspaper you can only see

one candidate's arguments.

"In the United States you can see both

arguments in the same newspaper This

negative campaigning makes the opponent

answer," he said.

Teresa Ogrodzinska. from Poland's

Solidarity Party, agreed with Bigaut.

"Negative campaigning is really impor

tant because it's the only chance you have

tit -how that your arguments are better

than your opponents." she said.

Luciano Maunel Ferreira dos Anjos, from

Portugal, disagreed He thought it was

more important to have a positive cam
paign and criticized the power political

television advertisements had to

"manipulate large groups of people."

Jan Oziadon. from Poland, agreed with

Ferreira regarding television "TV is at

a very low intellectual level, it makes peo^

pie lazv so they don't want to engage in

politics." he said. "Some TV adver

nents look like they're addressed to

children. In Poland, the TV political cam

paign is more seriou

The delegates said in their countries

CONTINUED ON PAGE 5

Library brought home
Overphone, students can check on books

cited as AVAILABLE may u

1

By KATHRYN CRAWFORD
Collegian Correspondent

A new computer >>stem will allow

student^- to check the availabihtv of

books in the Five College libraries from

the convenience of their rooms

ding to a University of M M

Tower Library pokeeaertm
The M* system has been installed in

all the libraries at UMaM M cordun

Gordon Fretwell. associate director

Public Services It is a compir

package coordinating the electronic

• d catalogues at the other four col

leges in the Valie\ as uell SI the four

campus libraries here at I'M

Houe\- -ding to Fretwell. there

is a maji in the system The

AVAILABLE message which appears

on the screen .ipplies only to boon in

the Physical Sciences I.ihrarv

The On Line circulation system is not

linked to the other three libraries and

the message is not changed when books

are taken out Therefore, a book that is

the shelf

For the last ft ITS, the libl

•1 has txtm loading electronic n

into the UMass data l he lihrai
|

caught up with its back log in mid June

1990; now 95 99 percent of the library

.re in the On Line

•well said the card catalog must

still be consulted for govei rdm nt

publications, archival information, and

books and journals published il

Roman alpha!"

-rding tO Krelwell. the On I

B is now adequ it< for I -i

undergradu.U'

It is now possible to dial into the ( >n

Lit m from oi.

building with the Terminal and Actor

Cmt attachment, a personal compute

and the appropriate software The TA1

attachment is available at the Housing

-ignment Office ,it 236Whftn
no cost its rental < led la

student fees.

CONTINUED ON PAGE 5

UM grad looks to bring
education views to the Hill

Collegian photo by Doiwli Ah*»rn

VINELAND - Ivy covers an oil tank lid by the Free Masian's

Building in downtown Amherst.

By PAMELA Met ARTHY
Collegian Staff

In the midst of current budgel cuts, and

the impending possibility Ol 'i : *-

Oerrj Grady, tonne. Universitj ol

M, husetts professor

live sign that recent l'M.»s- alumnus

Dan Valiant! made it through the primar)

and is now a main contender for the state

legislature

Grady, who held fund raiser for valian

ti iD-Marlboro) in Amherst recent ly. saw

Valianti's campaign as a great opportuni-

ty for the University. Citing the low

prestige of politicians in Massachusetts, he

said, "many people don't understand that

in a democracy, you need politicians."

Jim Collin

of Valianti's fundi laid he didn't

think CM .
Ugh

against budgel cuts 1 think

its future It's got to support l Mai

running for ofl

\ ..iianti.a h»^ s UMs erfUl a

double major I i
Communications and

Political Science, and i self-4escribed

dot" when it come, to public highe.

.duration, said he was pleasantly surf

ed a hen he took his | ampaign to Amlv

Though his district is m Marlboro,

Valiant i said he erne hack to Amherst to

let people know that he would support

UMass, and to appeal for funding for his

campaign. CONTINUED ON PAGE 5
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Police respond to brawl on eighth floor at John Adams
"• ^-r *—,w M .• „„ f™-the individual. Douglas G. Greer

Compiled by PRESTON P. FORMAN
Collegian Staff

University Police were called to the eighth floor of John

Adams Residence Hall on Thursday night on a report of

a fight involving approximately 15 to 20 persons

Police said occupants of a room responded to a knock

on a door. When one individual opened the door, he was

struck in the face. The combatants then entered the room

and "turned the room into a mess,'* police said.

Police said the incident is under investigation for p.

ble charges.

Police are also investigating an alleged assault and bat

terv on a Student Security officer. Police said an 18-year

old* man fled from Patterson, the site of the assault, and

was placed into protective custody.

ARREST

• Polk* responded to Gorman on a request of a resident

tor an unwanted guest. Upon identifying the subject, it

was found that the Munson Police Department had an

outstanding warrant for the individual, Douglas G. Greer,

22, of Springfield.

LARCENY

• A woman reported Thursday the theft of her bicycle

u nked at Boyden Gym. She told police that the bike had

a lock affixed to the rear wheel. The estimated value is

• Field House Council reported to police Thursday the

theft of their video I
recorder from the main lounge.

The estimated value is $400,
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TOP of
the CAMPUS

OUNGE
A 'so Tonight

Mi nday

HOCKEV-

Bruins

Night

vs

New York
Rangers

7.30 p™

football
Ne» Vork G.ants

i

vs
wianapohs

Colts

900 PM

V"'

loom
220 North Pleasant St.

Amherst. MA 01002

(413) 253-5545

Full Service Florist

• I'nique Flowers, Gifts

and Plants

• FTD Wire Service

• Daily Deliveries

Debhe Boyre, nuner

T\ ie

Business Card

BONANZA J
C—

Lounge Hours

MonFr: 1 1 30 am-12 30 am

Sat & Sun 5 00 pm-12 30 am

nth Floor Campus Center • (413) 549-6000 e*t 7634

Univeraity of Masaachuaetu at Amherst

PmtgeWorHs
A o v f I T I S I N <

Spend more time studying,

let me do the typing.

Free Delivery! Reasonable Rates

Tatga 1

MA 01007

Lizottes Tobacco Shop
76 Mam St

Northampton MA
Tel 584-2812

COMPLETE LINE
OF

IMPORTED AND
CLOVE CIGARETTES

VOTE TOMORROW-VOTE FOR UMASS!

1 y- Vote NO on Question 3!

s Vote for State Senator

John Olver!

s Vote for Representative

Stan Rosenberg

Democrats, leading the fight

against Question 3

Every vote counts for UMASS

LOCAL
Democrat would seek Jimmy Carter's help
By KENDRA PRATT
Collegian Staff

Editor's note: The Collegian is profiling

Candidate* running in Tuesday's election.

John Arden, the area's Democratic can-

didate for U.S. Representative, said the

federal government needs severe restruc-

turing in order to reduce the national

deficit so that funding can be reap-

propriated to human services and
education.

"The deficit which we have been runn-

ing for the last ten years under the Reagan
and Bush administrations has really im-

periled the government from providing ser-

vices," Arden said.

He said if uncontrolled spending con-

tinues on the federal level, then the

amount of money the government must pay

to match the interest on the deficit will ex-

ceed the portion of the budget allocated for

military spending by the turn of the

century.

The task of restructuring could be given

to former president Jimmy Carter, he said.

If Carter is appointed to eliminate waste

from the governmental structure, then

monies can be reprioritized to services such

as education which would revitalize the

economic outlook in the future, he said.

Arden said President Bush should have

former-president Carter head a restructur

ing effort similar to the Hoover Commis-

sion created by President Harry Truman
in 1945.

Arden is running against U.S. Represen-

tative Silvio Conte in a second attempt to

win the House seat for the First Congres

sional District of Massachusetts, which is

partially comprised of Amherst, Northamp

ton, Holyoke and Pittsfield. Conte has held

his seat in Congress since 1958.

Arden said the laws and regulations

governing campaign donations and in

cumbency and seniority ought to be

seriously revised as the present system

allows for campaign contributors to become

firmly entrenched in the political processes.

Arden cited legislation passed by Con-

gress in 1980 which allows candidates to

claim campaign donations as personal in-

come if they are defeated or retire from of-

fice. This legislation allows allows can-

didate;- to use donations for purchasing per-

sonal luxuries, he said.

"(This legislation] sounds to me like the

biggest legitimization of government

payola that I have ever heard of," he said.

He said his opponent has a "political war

chest" which amounts to more than

$300,000 this year. Arden's own campaign

funds used for this election have only total

ed about $2,000, he said.

The financial gap which Arden has fac

ed in his campaign against Conte is a com

man problem that candidates up against in-

cumbents face on Capitol Hill, he said. < )ut

of 298 House seats up for reelection, 88

nmtl are uncontested. In the race for the

remaining 217 seats, every opponent to an

incumbent has less than $25,000 to spend

on campaigning.

The amount of campaign contributions

given to candidates with House seniority

CONTINUED ON PAGE 7 John Arden
W oh.. I.,
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Candidates square off over CLT for state senate race
Dagarin hoping for restructured govt. • Olver says CLT would be disastrous

By PETER HERING
Collegian Correspondent

Referring to the passing of Question 3 as

., -. •; indiscriminate cuts," attorney

Douglas R Dagarin <R>, a challenger for

the Massachusetts State Senate, said he is

hoping for a "restructured state govern

ment."
Dagarin said he believes that Question

about controlling the excess waste of

government, which can be attributed to a

top heavy administration," and "out of

control spending."

ifQuestion three passes, the cuts made

would be immediate, but not intelligent,"

said Dagarin in a recent telephone inter-

\ i.w with the Collegian.

"We need to bring a fresh squadron of

people into the State House, people that

will get our house in order," he said. "We
have to stop spending what we don't have."

Dagarin, an accounting graduate from

Florida State University, has been pract ic

mg law for the past 12 years. He has also

been employed as a chairperson with a

finance company in Williamsburg, a posi

tion that ha- given him the best perspec

tive on the budg
Dagarin said he sees the deficit as being

attributed H the legislators, pointing to

four years of infilling deficits as evidence

that QUI legislator! have promised more

than they can deliver. Statistics show that

in 1987 deficit spending was $349 million,

compared to the estimated 1990 figure of

$704 million

Dagarin said he views public education

as an investment in the future, and

believes that cutting it would be like

'shooting ourselves in the foot." However,

he also said he understands that the educa

tional system in the state needs to be

changed.

Due to his religious beliefs, Dagarin op-

poses all abortion laws, claiming that the

decision Ito have children] "should be made

in the bedroom." and not in the doctor's

office.

Dagarin is also anti-abortion when deal-

ing with victims of sexual crimes. He

believes that statistics back the fact that

rape is not common, and that the govern

ment should not be concerned about

"building policies on something so im-

probable las rape]."

Dagarin said he thinks that this state can

rebound from its current recession, but will

need the proper leadership to do so. Among
his suggestions are introducing private

businesses into lower income communities,

and providing a healthy private economy

W. CM not be socially responsible if we

aren't fiscally responsible, "he said

By PETER HERING
Collegian Correspondent

Saying "No" to Question three on the

November 6th ballot is the first step in

rebuilding the state's sagging economy, ac-

cording to Massachusetts Senate incum-

bent John D Olver <D>.

At a rally on the Amherst Town Common
Saturday. Olver, speaking to a group of

Democratic supporter -*d the impor

tance of voting against the tax-rollback

question, stating its effect would be

"disastrous."

"If Question 3 passes, we will see the ef

fects of it everyday," Olver said in an in

terview before the rally. "Social services

and education will be cut between 30 and

40 percent."

Both Olver and opponent Douglas R.

Dagarin agree that cutting back on educa

tion would be a severe blow to the state

But unlike Dagarin. Olver believe- that

the proper response is a no vote on three,

mg that it would have a "severe lm

pact" on this H .

Olver, who has occupied a seat in the

senate linOB 1972. It thl en founder of the

i Equity Alliance, an organisation

dedu ated in the fight lor Massachusett-

and its resident.

-

"We must net our priorities straight, and

that means having to rebuild our economy

from the ground up.' he said

Massachusetts has done very well during

good economic times and Olver mid the

state has done extremely well with so

little during the recession

"There are some very difficult cho;

ing the state in the future, but with the

rect leadership making the right d*

we should be able to get out of th

mess."

Olver is a staunch supporter of the arte

as well as the Pro-Choice movement He

said he believes that the right for a woman

to have an abortion, as well as the right for

artistic expression, should not be taken

away by the state

\n attack on a woman's right to have

an abortion is an attack on her civil right -

as a human being." he said. "We ha\

make sure that this right is maintained"

Olver said the economic condition ot the

state is bad, which has led the public to

adopt a "mood of accusation."

The state has adopted a two ci tern,

which is providing wealthy families with

all the benefits of health care and

education
Priorities nerd to be changed, and n

vrayi te provide reasonable and affordable

to lower income families DO!

be adopted/
1

he laid.

WWII uui ic^i.-i.i,,,,., ,.«.^ , . #^^ •

Candidate unveils budget plan that could cut $1.4 billion
^^ C*X 'B'^^ Ev^u^n . :.,H h,. will vote in favor «f the petition

By LISA CURTIS
Collegian Correspondent

Stephen Krickson. interrupting his pursuit of a doctoral

degree at the Iniversitv of Massachusetts, is challeng

ing incumbent Shannon P. O'Brien for the Second Hamp

shire District Itate representative seat

O'Brien, (D-Easthamton), and Erkkoon, 'RHadl

previously faced off in 1988.

One of the major divisive issues In this year • race w

Question 3. the petition on the November ballot that

would roll taxes back to their 1988 levels

EMPTY CHAIRS Chairs stand outside the

Collegian photo by Dondi Ahenrn

Lord Jeff on the Amherst Common.

Krickson Mid he will vote in favor of the petition and

then work to re vital eervicei In i

BChUSette "What we have seen over the la-t tWO

yean il continual cuts into vital services while the w

is left intact." said Krickson in an interview with the SW
,ia\ Republican

Krickson -; campaign i- alflO tocusing on the qualit

education m Massachusetts He -aid he fav. iller

classes He also has called for teacher certification re

Quiremente thai itreat facility with subject matter m\<\

subsequent testing to OnCOU ,p up with

the change- and .ul\ .tncement- in their fields.

He spoke against bilingual education; however, he

favors tutoring bilingual Undents to keep them up to par

in English He said he believes they must keep up with

the dominant language

"I would lav off almost every single government

employee before 1 cut one teacher, because except for law

enforcement. I cannot think of a more important function

of Government than education." Enckson said in a writ

ten campaign statement Krickson unveiled a plan that

he maintains could cut $14 billion from the budget

Cutting pavroll for state einplovees who earn above

$30 000 per year and issuing low-interest loans insl

of state scholarship grants for higher education are among

36 cuts Krickson is proposing

"Right now we are paying to send students to Harvard

and other private uni verities. This money should be ti-

ed to maintain our public colleges.- Krickson said of his

announced plan.

CONTINUED ON PAGE 7
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VOTER'S GUIDE
AREA LOCATION

Sylvan

Northeast

Immanuel
Lutheran Church

VOTER BUS
WHEN WHERE

Southwest Bangs Comm Center

Orchard Hill

Van Meter

Central

North Fire Station

Wildwood School

10 a.m.-5:30 p.m., Haigis Mall

every half hour

Franklin, Worcester
5:30 p.m.-8 p.m., D c g Southwest

every half hour Horseshoe

QUESTIONS? Call

Masspirg 545-0199.
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Question 1

QUESTION 1 is a proposed amendment

to the Constitution, entitled "Abolishing

The State Census."

Do you approve of the adoption of an

amendment to the constitution summariz-

ed below, which was approved by the

General Court in joint sessions of the

House of Representative and the Senate on

December 17.1987 by a vote of 180 to 6. and

on June 11. 1990 by a vote of 186 to 6?

SUMMARY The proposed constitutional

amendment would repeal the constitu

tional provision that a state census must

be taken and used as the basis for deter

mining state representative, senatorial and

counciloi districts The proposed constitu

tional amendment would provide that the

federal census shall be the basis for deter

mining such distt

AYES '•• would change the state con

dilution to abolish the state census and

substitute the federal census as the basis

for state redisricting.

A NO vote would leave the state constitu

tmn unchanged, thus continuing the state

census and its use as the basis for state

redisricting

Question 2

state's consultant contracts to certain

legislative committees and to the Inspec

tor General.

Finally, the proposed law provides that

any of its provisions, if found by a court to

be unconstitutional or otherwise unlawful,

would be severed from the law and the re

maining provisions would continue in

effect.

A YES vote would establish the propos

ed restrictions on the state government's

use of consultants.

\ VO vote would not establish the pro-

posed restrictions on the state govern

ment's use of consultants.

Question 3

QUESTION 2 is an initiative petition for

a law. entitled "Restricting use of State

Consultant

Da you approve of a law summarized

below", on which no vote was taken bv the

Senate or the House of Representatives

before May 2. liW
SI 'MMARY: The proposed law would place

•net ion- on tin - am <>f con

sultants It would place varmib limit

the amount of profit, overhead charges and

expenses that the state could pay con

sultants It would limit the duration of con

sultant contracts to two years and any ex

tension to one year, and it would limit the

degree to which such contracts could be

changed to require payments in excess of

the original contract. The proposed law

would limit to $100,000 the amount the

state would pay on a consultant contract

with an individual and would require all

other consultant contracts in excess of

$25,000 to be sought through competitive

bidding. It would prohibit consultants from

supervising state employees, and it would

limit the use of consultants as substitutes

for state employee positions

In addition, the proposed law would place

limits on the total amount of money sta

agencies, departments and authorities

could spend on consultants each year. Sub

sidiary provisions would also establish a

method for these entities to gradually come

into compliance with the new spending

limits and would give authority to the

Secretary of Administration and Finance,

on request, to permit some spending in ex

cess of the new limits The proposed law

would also require state agencies, depart

ments and authorities as well as the

Secretary of Administration and Finance

to submit yearly reports concerning the

QUESTION 3 is an initiative petition for

a law. entitled Changing Laws Concern

ing State Taxes and Fees."

Do you approve of a law summarized

below', on which no vote was taken by the

Senate and the House of Representatives

before May 2, 1990?

SUMMARY: This proposed law would

change the state income tax rate, affect

language contained in certain tax provi.

sions, and regulate the setting of fees by

state agencies and authorities.

The proposed law would set the state in

come tax rate on Part B taxtable income

< in general, earned income i at 4.25 percent

for 1991 and 4 625 percent for 1992, except

for income from unemployment compensa-

tion, alimony, Massachusetts bank in

terest. rental income, pension and annul

income, and IRA/Keogh deductions,

which would be taxed at 5 percent

The proposed law also provides that the

tee imposed bv an\ state ftfency or aulh-.

-hall bt HO more than the fee that was

in effect on or before June 90, 1988. The

state Secretary of Administration and

Finance would determine the amount to be

charged for any service, registration,

regulation, licence, fee, permit or other

public function, except for the rates of tui

tion or fees at state colleges and univer

sities or any fee or charges relative to the

administration and operation of the state

courts. Any increase or decrease in a fee,

or the establishment of any new fee, would

require the approval of the Legislature.

The proposed law provides that for tax

periods commencing on or after Jan. 1,

1991, language in certain provisions of the

Massachusetts general laws relating to

taxes shall be the same as it was on Aug.

2. 1989, or the effective date of the propos-

ed law, which ever language yields less tax

revenue. The tax provisions affected in-

clude sections relating to the surtax on

business income, corporate excise taxes,

corporation taxes, taxes on security cor

porations, taxes on Part A income (in

general, unearned income), bank taxes, ex

cise taxes on alcoholic beverages and

cigarettes, excise taxes on deeds, estate

taxes, payments to the commonwealth

relating to horse and dog racing, boxing

and sparring matches, taxes on utility com-

panies, gasoline taxes, taxes on insurance

companies, excise taxes on motor vehicles,

taxes on urban redevelopment corpora

tions, sales tax. use tax. room occupancy

excise tax. property taxes and taxes on pro

ceeds from raffles and bazaars.

The proposed law also contains a provi-

sion that if any sections of the law are held

to be invalid, all other sections of the law

are to remain in effect.

A YES vote would make the proposed

changes in laws concerning state taxes and

A NO vote would not make the proposed

changes in laws concerning state taxes and

fees.

Question 4
QUESTION 4 is an initiative petition for

a law. entitled "Changing Requirements

for Political Parties and Candidates.'

Do you approve of a law summarized

below, on which no vote was taken by the

Senate or House of Representatives before

May 2, 1990?

SUMMARY This proposed law would

change the state election laws governing

the establishment of political parties and

the nomination of candidates.

The proposed law would allow voters to

register under a political designation other

than 'independent" and in addition to the

two political parties previously recognized

bv law (Republican and Democrat!, if at

least 50 voters request to be permitted to

do so. It would allow any group to qualify

as a political party under Massachusetts

law if at least 1 percent of the total number

registered voters register to vote using that

group's political designation, or if at least

< percent of the votes cast at the preceding

election for and statewide office were cast

> a candidate running under that group's

political designation. The proposed law

would set the minimum number of

signatures needed on independent or minor

party nomination papers for state office at

one half of 1 percent of the entire vote cast

in the previous state election for governor

(as compared with 2 percent as of 1989),

and would also establish this number of

signatures as the upper limit needed for

major party candidates The proposed law

would permit voters to sign the nomination

papers of any number ofcandidates for the

same office, would require that all blank

forms to be used for nomination papers and

initiative and referendum petitions be no

more than 8Vfe by 14 inches in size, and

would allow signatures to be collected on

exact copies of these forms.

A YES vote would change the legal re-

quirements for establishing new political

parties and for nominating certain

candidates.

A NO vote would leave unchanged the

legal requirements for establishing new

political parties and for nominating

candidates.

Question 5
QUESTION 5 is an initiative petition for

a law, entitled "Allocating State Ait! o

Cities and Towns."

Do you approve of a law summarized

below, on which no vote was taken by the

Senate or the House of Representatives

before May 2, 1990?

SUMMARY This proposed law would

regulate the distribution to cities and

towns of the Local Aid Fund, which consists

of at least 40 percent of the revenue

generated by the state income, sales, and

corporate taxes, as well as the balance of

the state Lotterv Fund. Subject to ap

propnation bv the Legislature, the state

treasurer would distribute the Local Aid

Fund to cities and towns on a quarterly

basis, and each city or town would receive

at least the same amount of local aid it

received in the previous fiscal year unless

the total Local Aid Fund decreases.

In fiscal vear 1992. if there has been any

increase over the fiscal year 1989 fund, half

of the increase would be distributed in ac

< ..rdance with the distribution formula us-

ed for fiscal year 1989. and half would be

distributed to each city and town in propor-

tion to its population.

In each vear after 1992. if the fund in-

creases, the excess would be distributed

through a formula devised by the state

Secretary of Administration and Finance,

with the advice and consent of the Local

( ,overnment Advisory Committee. If the

fund decreases aaer 1992, each town or ci

ty will have the amount it receives decress-

ed bv the same percentage.

This proposed law also requires that the

treasurer publish an annual report about

the Local Aid Fund, that the state auditor

publish an annual audit of the account, and

that the Secretary of Administration and

Finance issue to each city and town an

estimate of funds it will receive from the

Local Aid Fund.

Each city or town would be allowed to

bring a lawsuit to force distribution of the

account, and would be entitled to a late

payment fee if distribution is not timely.

A YES oott would establish the propos-

ed allocation of state aid to cities and

towns. A NO vote would not establish the

proposed allocation of state aid to cities and

towns.

Question 6

QUESTION 6 is a legislative advisory

question, entitled "Free and Equal Broad-

cast Time for Candidates."

SUMMARY: The Legislature has placed

this question on the ballot in order to deter-

mine whether the people favor or oppose

requiring radio and television broadcast

outlets to give free and equal time to all

certified candidates for public office in the

commonwealth. The vote on this question

is advisory and does not establish law nor

bind the Legislature.

A YES vote would advise that the voters

favor requiring radio and television station

to give free and equal time to candidates.

A NO vote would advise that the voters

do not favor requiring radio and television

stations to give free and equal time to

candidates.
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Activist
Defining Activism and Finding Your Place in the Community
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8:00 P.M.
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negative campaigning
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television is state controlled and thus can-

didates all receive the same amount of air

time.

The Polish delegates, who are currently

helping to build a democratic system in

their country, also discussed more fun-

damental aspects of democracy.

Ogrodzinska said it was "good and attrac-

tive," that citizens could change the law,

but that it could "be boring and reduce the

activity of people in office."

Oziadon agreed, saying that Poland, like

the United States, has similar problems in

balancing efficient democracy with public

participation.

The European visitors came to Amherst

as part of an exchange program spon-

by the American Council of Poln

Leaders.

State Representative Stanley Rosenberg,

who has traveled to Indonesia, the

Phillipines, Israel, and Egypt with tin- pro

gram, hosted the group during their stay

in Amherst and described the delegat.

"as the rising P their countr •

"During their stay, these delegates will

hopefully build relationships with young

American leaden In the hope that some

day they'll be sitting at the negotiating

table together," Rosenberg said.

library
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

The software is available from UCS PC
Support Services 1 203 Goodelli or the UCS
Main Office (A125 LGRES>. or user

supplied formatted diskettes can be

downloaded from computer labs on campus

UCS supports two separate software-

packages which may be used to access the

librarv catalog: PC Connect for DOS en

vironment hardware and Kermit for

Macintosh application-

Librar BM scrasfl the countr>

slowK phasing out 'paper' card catalog-

There are advantages to a computerised

m besides apparent tonvenieno

the rapid transfer of information, he said

Information about a document in an 'elec

tronic' card catalog is accessible through

many access points, such SJ key wore* and

sferenoss, instead of the usual

Author Title Subject relereiv

The card catalog is limited In physical

and economic factor- According to

Fretwell, the advantage oftelephone si

int.. the On Lil MB LI purely 01

Valianti

ct6NtlNUCD FROM PAGt I

•I was shocked at the amount ot

assistance l'\e gotten ." he said I thought

I was kidding nn sell' to expect any money,

but I've received wonderful support."

Public higher education was always a

concern for Valianti. While he went to

UMass, concern over President Reagan's

and the state's cuts of financial aid and

public higher education prompted him to

become active in Students Advocating

Financial Aid.

Valianti said he was asked if he would

help UMass if he got into the state

legislature. His answer was yes. "You can't

argue against education," he said.

"I would go to those in the University

and ask them what tbey need I'm outrag

ed at the fact that we are the only state in

the union that cut higher education

To make n • ..- • ' for people to -

-.--tuition prep

- and encouraged parent- to invest in

Strings bonds when their children are

young. He also advocates deducting fundi

Iron payroll to pay back student lof

making it easier for community college

students to transfer to few eol

leges, and expanding busim rnnient

partnerships, such as the Massachu

Educational Employment program

Valianti sees his efforts for pubb

tion as necessary. "We as grad I
this

school have got to give something back.

he said "I'm the youngest of nine children

We've all gone through public sdurstton

That's worth me doing what I'm dotal

ing to the state legislature and fight it

public education."

FIELD EXPERIENCE
SPECIAL PROGRAMS

Co-ops in Business

Employer Panel

Today

!

School of Management Room 116

4:00 PM

Representatives from

IBM

AMERICAN EXPRESS SHAREHOLDER SERVICE

PRATT & WHITNEY

ARTHUR ANDERSEN

KEYSTONE PROVIDENT lFE

Co-ops in Engineering

Employer Panel

Wednesday November 7

Lederle GRC Tower Room 203

4:00 PM

Representatives from

•BM

PRATT & WHITNEY

MITPE

GE PLASTICS

The Mather Career Center
Career Planning and Placement • Cooperative Education • Internships

Fraternity/Sorority Park - on the Orchard Hill bus route. (41 3)545-2224.

Where Careers Take Off!



WORLD
Iraq ready to fight rather than *hw»l>5SS!5

* «._.- l. -„ ™, na tn nPPotiate on Kuwait," Iraq's In-
. . - •• desert earlier Sunday and said it was hard

By LAURA KING
Associated Press Writer

In a new outburst of belligerence. Iraq said Sunday it

was readv to fight a 'dangerous war" rather than ever

give up Kuwait. One European official warned that dm
sions over the hostage issue are endangering the anti-Iraq

alliance

•Iraq is not going to negotiate on Kuwait, Iraq s In-

formation Minister, Latif Jassim, told a news conference

in Baghdad. He insisted Iraq's annexation of Kuwait,

which it overran three months ago, would stand.

•We are going to defend our 19th province on any con-

dition, even if we have to fight a dangerous war, he said,

referring to Kuwait. ,

Iraq also said it was recalling an unspecified number

of retired army officers to active duty

i>ni irF PREVENT DEMONSTRATORS-Police use steeltipped batons o break up

t^^l^^^l^enion^B^n in Dhaka Friday, protesting a H.ndu move

to replace a mosque with a temple.

a crowd
in India

Secretary of State James A. Baker in visited U.S. troops

in the Saudi desert earlier Sunday and said it was hard

to say whether they would be called into combat. The

presidents of Egypt and France expressed hopes that

economic pressure rather than military might could force

Iraq out of Kuwait.

Meanwhile, four American ex-hostages were on their

way home a day after being freed, and fifteen Europeans

arrived in Jordan after being released by the Iraqis. They

were among thousands of foreigners trapped in Iraq and

Kuwait when Saddam Hussein's troops took over the

emirate August 2. ,

The first POW's of the Persian gulf crisis - three r rencn

soldiers - had a homecoming of their own in Pans on bun

day but it wasn't exaclty a hems welcome. French of

ficlals have said the soldiers, who were captured last week,

might have straved into Iraqi terntory. and that they pro-

bably face punishment for their carelessm

The new Iraqi vow to keep Kuwait at all costs came on-

ly hours after a former Japanese prime minister, ^ asuhiro

Nakasone, met with Saddam, and said the Iraq, president

had demonstrated 'great earnestness an.) -no^ne*

about seeking peace.

Nakasone's visit, aimed at winning the n lease ot

Japanese hostages, corn- M Japans la* mak,.1 are eorv

Mdering a plan to send troops to the gulf to join the

multinational force arrayed against Saddam

The troop-deplovment proposal has drawn Strong

criticism from those who say it would violate Japans

postwar peace constitution. . v.n though the troops would

be confined to non combat roles

[iWi official news agency -aid Nakax.ne had told !

dam it was unlikely lawmakers would approve the p
posal Nakasone. speaking to report.!-, made no menUon

of SUd) tMUnUMM, but the report unci- d ttM «

the hostages can be used a level

mum> foreign minister complained that effort

individual nation- to win their citi/en

eroding unity against Iraq.

"Saddam is creating this royal court of all sort- o

Western pilgrims who visit him to obtain the n

boat the Belgian official. Mark K> ik«W, said in a

television interview Sunday in Brussels

Apple introduces the Macintosh Classic

Trying to stretch dollars when

you're computer shopping doesn't mean^ . v( >u re willing to make sacrifices.

That's wh\ you should consider the new. affordable Macintosh* Classic* computer.

It has evemhing vou need—including a monitor, kevtoard. mouse, 2 megabytes ot

RAM and a 40*nea*MC hard disk, lust plug everything in and the Macintosh Classic is reach'

I to run because the system software is already installed: And, thanks to the Macintosh

computers legendary ease of use. voull be up and running in no time.

like every Macintosh, the Classic can run thousands of available applouons that all

work in the same, consistent wav-so once you ve learned one prognun, you're well on your

way to learning them all. .And this is < KK cheap roommate that doesn t
have trouble sharing.

I The Annie* SuperDnve ^-standard equipment with even- Macintosh—reads from and

; wrireu ! Macintosh. MS-DOS, OS/2, and .Apple II

I

W disks, which means vou can share

i informal* >n with someone wh< i uses a different type of a >mputer.

'

See the Macintosh Classic f< t vnurelf. It'll changeyour mind about cheap rookies.

For further information

please visit the

University Store

Computer Department

Campus Center 545-2619

f| The power u ) be your best!"

luiuuca. „ ^_ .^ „.,-_,
• MaaMMn CttMK compown pu<ch**d b»i<w» January 1991 .ncKida iy*l«m soflwar, or*w«* wW. *™ ™*"<'

( 1990 AppW Compute int *PP* H* *PP* '090 *"» M*cmlOTi *• >«9«W«d 11«*">•>*» oi *ppi» (i"h»i P '"< J™*™V™
po«. to be yoy &•* »n» ifadwnarfts ot Apple CompuW* mc Ci«**c * • 'ag-****! »**"»» *cjm^ •» «•
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has given incumbents excessive financial

leverage against their opponents since

campaigning for a federal public position

is so expensive, he said.

Arden said in order to make the competi

tion for house seats more competitive, the

present legislation governing campaign

donations should be repealed and the

length of an incumbent's term should be

limited to 12 years.

The Civil Rights Act of 1990, which was

recently vetoed by President Bush, was a

means for protecting minorities, women,

and the disabled in the workforce and

would not force industries and businesses

to submit to hiring quotas, as Bush claim-

ed, Arden said.

"If I am the representative for this

district. I will help to co-sponsor the bill and

we can start it from the beginning again,"

he said.

M Erickson
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 3

Other money savers include reduction of

administration for the attorney general,

treasurer, and secretary of state;

withdrawal for state funding for the North

Adams contemporary art museum project

and elimination of Boston summer youth

P
01Bru--n defeated Kru-son by a 19 percent

margin in 1988, 10,464 to 7.108.

The Second Hampshire District covers

Kasthamtnn. Hadley, and South Hadli-y

************

?f&a Cucuta cii

TINPCCHIO
PIZZA & SUBS

FREE DELIVERY
Unfilled dvlivffiy *«•)

1177 N. Pleasant St.

N. Amherst
Coupon* v«l*d tot d«l<v«ry

or p*k up only

549-3669

I

I

I

I

I

I-

I

I

I

I

$1.50 OFF
any Large Pizza

with 2 toppings

Limit <>t MM MMMM MW "»''-'

for pick up

Valid at Amht-Tst Ux

Exp.r.-* May SI, MM

$1 OFF
any Large Pizza

Limit of one coupon :

Coup

STEINBECK COLLISION REPAIR
& AUTOBODY

53 So. Prospect — Amherst Center

256-8157 256-1385

Shop Registration RS1212

««,:

& fcL

ii
L ,**«>»

and Th|

• Imports & other unibody vehicles

are our specialty

• State of art equipment for precision

frame and unibody straightening! + or - * mm)

• Over 90 years staff experience

• Accepted by all insurance companies for

collision repair or glass replacement

• Advanced European Technology Painting and|

Refinishing Systems

************************
REMEMBER it's your car and your choice ot

impair facilities

c

r

SAVE 60c

Stouffers Pizza

Reg S 2.94- S 3.64

51 2 oz

Very Fine

Juice or Drinks

2/99c

COKE

79c

1 liter + deP

Campbells
Soup

Tomato 2/99c
Chicken Noodle

Vegetable550

10 oz reg 60c reg 57c-67c each

s
A
Z

Cap'n Crunch

ONLY $2.69

12 oz reg S 3.18

Wheat Thins
All Varieties

$1.79

save 30c reg S 2.09

All Flavors

Hi C Drinks

$1.19

46 oz can reg $1.42

Joy

or Ivory Liquid

$1.09
reg $1.35

Prices in effect through Saturday. November 10

TONITE*TONITE*TONITE*TONITE*

HE FIVE COLLEGE PROGRAM
IN

PEACE & WORLD SECURITY STUDIES

Presents:

THE PENTAGON
AND THIRD WORLD CONFLICT

U.S. Policy for low-lnten«ity Warfare in the 1»90'»

A Talk By

ALBERTO COLL

Deputy Assistant Secretary of Defense

for Low-Intensity Conflict

The Pentagon

Monday, November 15th, 8:00 pm
Hasbrouck 126

The University of Massachusetts

This event is free and open to the public. For

more information call PAWSS at 549-4600,ext.519.
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EDITORIAL/OPINION
nBBfflfflflt!»l»Hil' e!;eci the views ot the Collegian c

fllfJIJsltfJiL-UMikJU*!

Our Picks:

'No' on Question 3
In light of the serious cuts that have already affected this Univer-

sity in terms of substantial fee increases tuition hikes, the severe

reductions eliminations of 14 departments coupled with the threat

of layoffs, UMass would be destroyed if question three passes.

Question three, otherwise known as the Citizens for Limited Tax-

ation petition, proposes to roll taxes back to 1988 levels, thereby

taking awav monies already budgeted, already promised to UMass

and other state institutions. Twenty-five million dollars would be

taken out of this school in the middle of the semester if this ques-

tion passes.

President-Chancellor DufTev is having a difficult enough time try

ing to shave off the remaining $10.6 million from the latest round

of budget cuts. It is frightening to think of what would happen if

we were cut more.

While CLT proponents claim that CLT would force state institu-

tions to cut the fat out, just look around and see what has been hap-

pening at this University over the past year and tell us that we still

have extraneous fat left in our budget.

Question three is a killer, not only to UMass but to an entire state

which has alreadv had to grapple with a series of three consecutiv,

4 percent across the-board cuts. The state is in sorry shape as it is.

CLT would not save us anything. The money we would supposed-

ly save in taxes would come out of our services, making them not

leaner and more efficient, but lacking and sub-standard.

CLT would not cure US, it would just make us sicker.

Vote 'no' on question three.

Not much of a choice
The Collegian editors were very disappointed with the choices

voters have left for governor.

A bare plurality of the editors have decided to endorse Democrat

John Silber for governor, primarily because he is a Democrat and

does not favor the CLT petition, which we feel, is the most impor-

tant decision in this election. Democratic candidates, as a whole,

have expressed the willingness to accept the fact that a more

equitable distribution of the tax burden and reasonable cuts will

be needed to try to revive the high quality of the programs we once

had before this fiscal mess started.

In addition, Democrats would be more sensitive to where the cuts

would be distributed, instead of callously cutting indiscriminately

where no fat is to be found.

While the demeanor and attitude of Silber is not ideologically

pleasing, editors contended that it is more important to make a

voting decision on competence rather than personal appeal.

The rest of our picks
We overwhelmingly endorse Senator John Kerry for re-election.

Rappaport's money and scathing commercials have done nothing

to impress us or sway us into thinking that he would do a better

job than Kerry.

For state representative we endorse Democrat Stan Rosenberg.

Rosenberg has shown care and sensitivity about issues concerning

higher education, always lending an ear and yielding some influence

for the benefit of students. He should not be lumped in the category

of scurrilous incumbents who steered this state into disaster.

Rosenberg is one of the good guys.

• Question one: The Collegian has voted to endorse this question

and abolish the state census.

• Question two: We suggest you vote 'no' on this question which

seeks to limit the amount the state can spend on consultants, limiting

the amount we can spend to get a job done, and done right.

• Question four. Editors overwhelmingly voted to endorse this ques-

tion which would allow independent candidates easier access to the

ballot.

• Question five: On this question the editors reached no plurality.

This question seeks to place a base limit of 40 percent of the state

budget to be allocated to local aid

• Question six: Editors rejected this proposal to allow free and equal

access to the media by candidates.

Unsigned editorials reflect the majority opinion of the Collegian

board of editors.

• I ONLY RE6RET THKT YOU HAVE BUT ONE LIFE TO <SIVE KK MV COMPANY/
"

The joke that plagues us
Wonders will Ml vr cease.

The Boston QUA*, the pinnacle of

Massachusetts liberalism, has done

something which woke me from an early

morning stupor while reading the morning

edition.

Gayle Long

They endorsed a Republican pap g<^'

for governor

They supported William W«W "'>'
'
the

infamous and evil .John SUbi

And do vou want to know *»»

more frustrating and fascinating'

It's the fact that I can't blame them

Seriously. aRer story upon story and

h.-adlme upon headline lambasting th.-

supposedly liberal Democratic cand.d.r

how could the Ghtw support him*

How could they put their tails between

their legs and cry to their hundreds of

thousands of readers Silber was their man"

They couldn't.

And they sure weren't going to support

Len Umina, from the Independent High

Tech Party, because h. I fa*** trving to sue

them for not covering his campaign

And they couldn't vote for
''None of the

Above."

In two weeks g"ing to have one

joker or the other sitting in that office, tl

might as well support one or the other.

right7

Whatever

But let me tell you. the editors of the

Globe must have pondered long and hard,

and dreamed they would find their dream

candidate.

Unfortunately, the candidate n>

came.

So. here we are. the day before the elec

tion. and for the most part, the press is still

waiting for their prince ss in shining ar

mor, to fight off the disatrou- deficit -

the unnei-ity >tudents. halance the evil

budget, and yet -till show the%

,'/. . .'(.n/f

Because that's what this election if all

ahout.
hie

the tilnhr, th. BO dw
Picking SiIIht was an editorial death It -

like pulling their own fingernails out

Bui picking Weld wa- ndicutn-.

pro-choke He

he for the environment I

But that s where it et

no hope for the economic

ri ., ..( th.- state with V\ eld in U

governor's chair

( 1.1 won t pass, and Weld has absolute

ly NO clue as to what he s noing to do when

it doesn't pass. Go ahead, ask him See if

he really has I chit

But chances are. be'l going to ha\e t-.

listen to the legislature, listen to the peo

pie in the state, and get a grip on reality

Because CLT is not a reality It's a

nightmare.

But Silher is Mother st«.r> A man con

-umed by his own mind, he won't give th.'

voters in this state a say - he'll figure it

out for

.
. thanks That's what democracy ifl

tor

Want to try to come to a compromise on

\«.iir idea to triple tuition, Dr. Silber
1

Think again

The Globe had no choice for the most

part. They had to pick someone, pick him

t ist. and pray that in four years, no one

would remember who they picked.

The state of politics in Massachusetts is

a bigger joke than most think it is.

But, when the election results come roll

ing in. I doubt any of us will be laughing

Especially the Globe

l'S I'm still rooting for Har\»\ Gootl

(iaxle h>nn if Collegian columnist

r*i*s^sm^
TME PROMISED LAND
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ARTS 8cLIVING
Epic LBG Cafe

By CHRIS MACEK
Collegian Staff

Saturday night in Hampden Theatre

was an evening of fun-filled comedy,

theatre and musical performance, mark-

ing the first series of "Lesbian, Bisex-

ual and Gay Cafes."

The evening opened with the witty,

charming humor of Julie Waggonner,

comedian and emcee for the event, do-

ing her own version of the Five College

quiz, her cat from hell and growing up

a WASP.
Her stories, confidence and easiness

on st.ige served to break the ice and her

devilish insider smile and twinkling

eyes warmed the evening and brought

the audience right into an intimate

evening.

The first performance was the

premiere showing of 'Fraternity

Prank." an original comedy piece by

Dan Cantor and Edgar Macintosh. A
one act play, in which the main

character, Edgar - played by Mcintosh,

recounts his story as a young gay man

coming of age in a heterosexual world.

Cantor accompanies this with an array

of characters ranging from Edgar's

mother, to his effeminate friend. Ronald,

to a little girl representing Edgar's

Jungian enigma, to Dick Dubinowski,

his high school health teacher, to la-

the San Franciscan new age per

formance artist, to your local door to

d<*»r -Jehovah' Witm-- and many more.

With minimal lighting and costume

effects (all created on stage i. the piece

folds in and out of different vignettes as

Edgar lleeilttlOl what different aspects

of coming out" were like for him.

The piece produced a certain rhythm

and moved very naturally into and bet-

ween vignettes, as the frame shifted

from story-telling to it suddenly being

brought to life on stage. Some of the

characters were on stage for less than

a minute, rendering the performance a

rapidly changing collage and giving the

impression of looking back at one's life

and seeing it as a composite of dozens

of significant people, places and events.

Stereotypes were utilized to quickly

capture the characters that swirled

through Edgar's narration, but the

character of Edgar seemed quite ge-

nuine and original. Although the play

served mainly as a comic critique of our

heterosexually dominated society, it

didn't hold anything sacred. Gay and

lesbian caricatures were exaggerated in

to their extremes: like Saphire, the les-

bian separatist manager of a "wim-

min's" bookstore, cursing at Edgar's

testosterone levels. Or Ronald, the two-

faced effeminate "friend" who loved

Edgar as a "lover...oops! I mean
brother." Yet, throughout it all, the

humor was good natured, and the piece

was fair in that it revealed the (false?)

stereotypical nature of people from

many walks of life. And judging from

the rousing applause and cheers, the

play succeeded in that purpose, which

as Brecht says needs no justification,

entertainment for pleasure s sake.

The coffeehouse had two other acts

Sarah (Ireene with her New Folk and

Blues style of singing and performing

and Justina and Joyce, a superh duo

whose harmonies filled the Hampden
theatre bringing a smile, it not a tear,

to many faces.

Effects of minstrelsy discussed
By SUZY HERRING
Collegian Correspondent

Fervent discussion in Amherst this past

year on racism has led the Fine Art-

Center to respond with humanities sym

posiums. with part of an October 24th lec-

ture concentrating on the effects oi

Minstrelsy
Minstrelsy: A Cause of Racial Stereotyp-

ing! was a part of the symposium The

Reconstruction Legacy anil Racial Conflict

Today, led by Professor Horace Clarence

Boyer of the Music Department

He opened the evening with a discussion

of "Minstrelsy from an African American

Perspective." Boyer explained that in

minstrel shows of the 19th century. White

actor- blackened their face- with burnt

cork and applied white powder to their lips

In this costume, he -aid they grotesquel)

imitated slave music and dance. Between

musical numbers, an emcee called Mr. In-

terlocutor and members of the troupe

engaged in derogatory "comk" banter that

portrayed Black ervieat,

unintelligent and la/> Sadly, this degrade

tion was hy far the most popular form of

entertainment during the Reconstruction

Era. El "d n^ r „
CONTINUED ON PAGE 11
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Tonight 10c Mozzarella Sticks

9:00p.m. — 12:00a.m.

Drink of the Week
Bourbon and Ginger $1.75

Beer of the Month
Foiters Lager $1 75

odd Giveaways

Mon 10 cent Mozzarella Sticks 9pm- 12am

Tues 10 cerit Buffalo Wings 9pm- 12am

Wed. 2 5 cent Ptzaa Slices and 99 cent Nachos 9pm- 12am

Thurs 10 cent Beer Steamed Baby Franks 9pm- 12am
Sunday 10 cent Potato Skins 9pm- 12am

WE ACCEPT MC-VISA-AMEX

ROCK -REGGAE -ALTERNATIVE -METAL -HARDCORE -THRASH -ROCKABILLY

1000's of Manufacturers Overstocks, Deletions, and Cutouts

ALBUMS COMPACT DISCS CASSETTES

a. L MAJOR AMD INDEPENDENT NATIONAL LABELS AND ARTISTS

w

Xu
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>•

X

o
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m
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m
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ALBUMS $ 1 .99-S4.99
Cult-$3.99

Black Lihuru-$3.99

Joan Armatrading-$3.99

Skid Row-S3.99
Clash-$3.99
Roger Waters-$3.99
Muddy Waters-$3.99

Chet Baker-$3.99
Squeeze-$3.99
Billy Bragg-S3.99
UB-40-S3.99

COMPACT DISCS-$2.99-$9.99
Bob Marley-$9.99

Skid Row-S9.99
Joy Division-$9.99

New Order-$9.99
Cure-$9.99
Howlin Wolf-$9.99

Miles Davis-$9.99

John Coltrane-$9.99

Betty Carter-$9.99

Bruce Cockburn-$9.99
D.R.I.-S9.99

Simple Minds-$3.99

New Order-$3.99

Joe Jackson-$3.99
INXS-S3.99
Winger-$3.99
John Fahey-$3.99

Sly & Robbie-$3.99
C.S.N.Y.-$3.99
Miles Davis-$3.99

B-52S-S3.99
Phillip Glass-S3.99

r»
cs
m

O

15N

Sale Hours:
Mon-Fri
9-4

As well as 1000's of other major artists

ON THE CONCOURSE

UNIVERSITY
mSTOREtt

Nov 5 to

Nov 9

s
O
trt
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Talk Radio more than airwaves
By MICHAEL LEW
Collegian Correspondent

Talk Radio
Student Union Ballroom
Friday. Nov. 3

Humor. Tension. Frustration. These

word* describe the mood of Talk Radio

- both the play and the cast - as of Fri

day night. The University Plavfis hit

the Student Union Ballroom stage

Saturday night, and will perform then-

adaptation of Eric Borgosion's play

through. November 7

The play is about radio talk show host

Barry Champlain. his attitude about

radio, fame and his attitude. The feel

in^ portrayed by several cast members

was that: "This m.us play." It

>eemed to be closer to comedy though,

with serious themes spaced throughout

the better part Toward the end. the

focus was on these serious tones. 1 1 must

admit that my upbrin^inn leads me to

omedy. It may not be -

I saw this play through the eves of a

Long Islander Anyone who has grown

up in the New York metropolitan area

could see it this way too You see. Barry

Champlain is almost a mirror image of

Howard Stern, morning radio personali-

ty for WXRK. New York. Both

Champlain and Stern are intelligent,

love themselves, are generally rude and

refuse to conform their shows for com-

mercial gain. I found myself back in my

car, where I listened to Stern every' mor

ning last summer on the way to work.

For those New Yorkers and Jersey-ites

who are fans of Stern, watching Talk

Radio could be like a call from mom or

an overdue visit home.

As for the rest of you, do not be afraid

of being surrounded by people with Mets

hats and Giants shirts. Talk radio if not

only about a rude deejay, it goes deeper

to show a man who has taken his job too

seriously and the despair he fa<

Here is the big difference between

Stern and Champlain: Stern is friendly

with the people in his crew. Champlain

is not. Stern goes home to his wile and

children. Champlain - maybe you

should go and see.

SHU time to catch this drama, com, ,/\

SHOW start at 8 p.m. and ticket prices

are onlx $3 for students $5 general

public. You can't get to Seu York and

back for a better pn

French troupe in Southwest

By RUSSELL RYAN
Collegian Correspondent

The compagnie Claude Beauclair is a

well-renown French theatre troupe slated

to perform a 15th century French comedy

•Maistre Pierre Pathelin" in Southwest

Residential area today.

The play is about Pathelin - a lawyer,

and his wife, who manipulate a clothier out

of his possessions and his sanity. He is sav

ed by a "lowly" shepherd, who traps the

deceiving couple in their own web.

A brief interview with professor Donald

Maddox, chairman of the French and

Italian Department and author of the first

complete study of the play, highlight

ral important details of the play and

the performing company.

Professor Maddox said: "The play is con

sidered to be the first great comedy in the

French language " The professor discuss

ed the importance of the play, due to its

cultural and historical significance. The

play describes the rise of the middle class.

the importance of late midevial culture,

and details the beginning structures ofto

day's monetary and legal systems in

Western civilization.

The company performing the play is

headed by Claude Beauclair, a professional

performer of French poetry and

monologues. The company has performed

widely in the United States and four other

continents and have given over 2,200 per

formances. Professor Maddox has seen the

troupe play several times and describes

them: "They are consummate artists,

devoted to producing great French master

pieces."

REVIEW
The play is in French, but you need not

worry. Professor Maddox assured that the

play would appeal to those whose

understanding of French is minimal.

Maistre Pierre Pathelin will be perform-

ed tonight at <H p.m.. Hampden Theatre in

Southwest Tickets are $3 for students, fue

dollars for the general public Action sum-

maries will he mutable for those skeptical

of their French capability

$2oo OFF',
ANY LARGE!

PIZZA

00 OFF
SALADS 'X^""

J

'

|^F LASAGNA

J
WE DELIVER QUALITY |

One coupon pet pizza please

Not valid m conjunction with other specials

FREE DELIVERY

call us at 256-0222"

CALL 256-0222

and WELL BRING LUNCH to

YOUR HOME OR OFFICE!

Limited Area

FREE DELIVERY

OPEN DAILY 11 a.m.

ANY
MEDIUM
PIZZA

One coupon per pizza please

Not valid m coniunction with other specmls

FREE ^—" .^J)ELIVERY

CALL 256-0222

IF YOU'RE THINKING
SCIENCE OR

ENGINEERING, THINK
AIR FORCE ROTC.

L,m,ted Delivery Area S^^^^^^_^T*A<.- 1--- 'ifltf* /* Limiiea ueiivery nrea

ur edu-
' engineering

Air f <>m e K< >h < ,m take that education
• n tiiyjhi-r - into N.iN-llite. laser or cither

technologies that Imh nine the focus of your

.nter upon graduation Von may also qualify for

two- through four-year st holarships that help defray your

( ollege COttl and provide you with $100 each academic

month tax-free

If you're thinking technology, think Air Force

KO'K Call

DKPT OK AKROSPACK STl l>lr 8

413545-2451

If you love college life,

make a career of it.

DEAN
Of

STUDENTS

leadership Excellence Starts Here

I

DANCING CAT PRODUCTIONS PRESENTS

George
Winston

A SOLO PIANO CONCERT • THE WINTER SHOW

Boston BmiveH'ollege, at Northeastern ' IniversUy

in Boston Lstheonl) institution in eastern Massa
<husettstii.it offers a Master's Degree program In the

it student personnel sen Ices in highereduca
tion B> stressing both rounselingand administrative

skills, the program trains you toeffeetivelj provide

students with vital support s»t\ ices Twocont entra

I ions are offered COLLEGE KTT DENT PERSONNEL
WORKandAt ADEMH ASSISTANCE COI NSELING
The rourseworh and the .student sen ices practb um
m;i\ be completed inoneyearol full timesludj or

on ii part time basis Man} of the full time students

arc .i\\;ir<l«-<i graduate assistantships that are

related to the program and a hich provide partial or

lull tuition remission and a stipend Some of the

assistantships also include free room and board

For more information call (617) 437 2708, or write

Graduate School, Boston Bouve College of Human
Development Profession* . 107 Dockser Hall,

Northeaatem I fniveratty, Boston, MA 021 15

Ri

Boston-Bouve

College

Northeastern

University

\i. • <|ital ii|i|H.rlni\ilv allirin.ihM

»< imti unlvemH)

SPRINGFIELD
SYMPHONY HALL

Sunday, November 11 • 7:30 pm

Tickets are $17.50 and $15.50, available at

the Civic Center Box Office and all

Ticketron outlets. Charge By Phone
413/787-6600 or 1-800-382-8080.

Please join us in support of the Open
Pantry of Springfield by bringing a can

of food to the concert.
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Beatles Peppered with success
By MICHAEL LEVY
Collegian Correspondent

Sgt. Pepper s Lonely Hearts Club Band
Beatles

EMI

They're back! After last year's Revolver, the Fab

Four took to the studio for their longest session yet.

What they brought out - Sgt. Pepper's Lonely Hearts

Club Band, is an amalgamation of harmony and sym-

phony, with hints of Rock and Roll.

The cover itself is a wonder. Crammed into one photo

shoot were Albert Einstein, Marilyn Monroe, Fred

Astaire, Karl Marx and Edgar Allan Poe, among others

(okay, so they are only cardboard representations). In ad-

dition, there are statues, wax figures, instruments, dolls,

and a flower bed. The green plants beyond the flowers ap

pear to be of the marijuana type, but The Beatles wouldn't

place them there, would they?

FLASHBACK
REVIEW

The complexity of this cover is an example of The

Beatles' transition. At first they wen- simply four faces

who we were being urged to meet (ie: Meet the Beatles.

Introducing the Beatles). Most of the older album titles

included the band's name, as shown above. Now that they

are a different band musically and physically, they have

symbolically changed that name for this record.

Lyricallv and musically, these tonga are not simple.

Throughout most of them, there it a background of strings

and horns, in what could be described as The Beatles Or-

chestra.'' It would be interesting to see them bring an or

chestra on tour to reproduce these songs. Despite a flurry

minstrelsy

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 9

Pointing out that perhaps the BO* unfortir |>ect

of minstrels\ «> that it ua> the only mean- tor

tug Black performer to work in entertainment. Boyer

serious Black actors were not accepted by White au

dunces T.. he successful, they had to blacken their I

a more and exaggerate their speech and movements

aid he could hardly imagine the pain these actor-

nu.st have felt as they applied the cork to their faces and

the POWdor to their lip-

of concert rumors, they still say they will not tour.

Sgt Pepper begins with the title track, which leads in-

to "With a Little Help From My Friends," sung by Ringo.

Maybe he means he gets his songs 'with a little help,' as

he has never written one. John and Paul were nice enough

to write this one for him. They seem to do this on each

album.
The next tune is "Lucy in the Sky with Diamonds, a

psychedelic journey through John Lennon's seemingly jib-

berish lyrics. This is followed by "Getting Better" and

"Fixing a Hole," two mellow rock songs.

George Harrison's spotlight - "Within You, Without

You," is his effort in one song to send his message. He

sings, "When you've seen beyond yourself/Then you may

find peace of mind," his voice is surrounded by Indian

instruments.

The Beatles excel at setting moods for songs. "Being r or

The Benefit of Mr. Kite" gives the feel of being at a cir

cus. "Good Morning, Good Morning" is a Beatles' style

wake up call. Another, "She's Leaving Home," shows the

parents' point of view after their daughter ran away. Hen

the string section is put to good use. Combined with Paul -

sad lyrics, McCartney makes his point.

The album closes with the ups and downs of A Day In

The Life." In this Lennon/'McCartney composition, actual

ly comprised of two songs, the orchestral sound is mixed

with their psychedelic one. creating what many fans are

calling a masterpiece.

WAIT' Don't pull the needle off to quickly The fro

of the record leads the needle to the center, where ,t antera

a loop of odd sounds and voices. I urge you all to pin it

backwards. It is pretty interesting

Interesting. That is about all you can say il'y-.u N BOttll

holding on to the days of "Lowe M. Do Sgt Peppy

nel\ Hrarts Club Band is proof that those days are an

cient history.

Introducing the minstrel ilemniHtTStinn ,

B"-

phasized that it was only "selection- from a minstrel il

not an actual minstrel bow," mother word-, th.

mance. directed b\ Kslher Terry d the Afro

ment was not meant to be degrading a- the ong

minstrel show Black troupe «.,-

quartet and special giu-t- from North t'aroln.

Thompson on fiddle and his cousin Odell Thumps.

banjo. Thev performed NBfi from the original min-ti. -i

shows such as "Swanee River" and "Carry Me Back to

Old Virginity." Bass vocalist Leroi Blair gave a

memorable rendition of Old Black -Joe Some oi

MOVING OFF CAMPUS?

sing!
irf«*f

ACADEMY-MUSIC
NONTMAMrTON

___^___fc
JCf^^***^^

;he Most Asked for Film-3 Days Only]

NOW ENDS WED-Curtain 7:00 & 9:00

"ELEGANTLY FUNNY
•\ Kooill^illl.) \ii'» ta liUe •«

holid.iv out -'I nine Splendidly

act*»d Quite .»n achipv-i". "I
"

Brandywine offers Country

Living with convenience

• On UMASS Bus Route • Nearby Shopping • Situated

on 18 well-landscaped acres with pond.

• One and Two Bedroom apartments include gas

utilities (heat, hot water, and stove).

• Swimming pool, laundry facilities, responsive

management
• Stop in and we II show you what we have to otter.

BRANDYWINE AT AMHERST
16 Brandywine Drive. Amherst

Rental Office open daily 10-4

S49-06QQ

At JHM.MTvSOl- WIllHt OI I K.t

The poet in you
By LEAH ARINIELLO
Collegian Correspondent

Why did you come to class today? Everything is much

more interesting outside. Your professor's voice is

background music, as you start doodling in your notes.

Phrases and words combine to complete a thought

a poem? Scribble it out quick before anyone ft

Poetry has many insecurities attached to it and Doug

Banks said, "The Poetry Society 00 campus helps

students learn more about poetry and overcome then

fears of it."

Banks is a member of the group and explains: "We

read our poetry and get input and peer criticism." The

group also helps students in getting their works

published.

Another outlet is the UMass undergraduate poetrv

journal Troy. Editor Joshua Ives said he feels tin-

Poetry Society offers himself and others a chance to

exhibit works" that would normally go unnoticed and

unpublished. It is a training ground to help people

develop their poetrv for publication and their journals

After a feu Jokes, UMaSi student Jeff Langotv

plained that poems come from the heart and are virv

onal - be -aid a person should keep it to

themselves.

The society helps people get over the I. uovv

inn a personal side to others People write mus:

the time, which is iust m privet* • try, but farsome

reason more m ble

Carl DiKron/.n ha- Opened up for hands lik. StevtO

V. and Snapp. and said "Most Bonga ere just poems

with mu- People who write good poem- could pro

hahK be great songwi •

\t time you're in the! boring clot , don'l hide whet

you've (
ust scribbled tkj to the i

ting and share it. Of submit it tfl ted tfl

the student Activities Ofl

ga earned over Eteoooftrut

All thedei m i weeptn M .

cold ground "
1 «• '" «0* I n audi. Kese

|m . the norm in the 19th century, B lid

nt. folio

formance « ith a jtyping resulting

bum minstrelaj Although the Reconstrw

to ion^ 'i think I lnt'

audience ol Amos and Andy, two V

portraved 1' b a Manner sire he mm
shoe i Amos and And) amfe poputai ft* * ' h «'

Os

RESUMES
CopyCat Print Shop
• Great Service • Great Prices

228 Triangle St./Amherst 549-3840

CS^iiP «£^-<ST,1sTi£3 CH^CV'aS? <z&r<z>~^z2 c-r*-<»-"sT5i? <z&r<zrzm>^c^ar^s^ i

Mental Health Services
Mid-Semester Groups

Coping with end-of semester and/family

related stress for people with:

1. ACOA issues, Tuesday, 1-2:30

2. Eating Disorders, Tuesday, 3:30-5

3. Early Sobriety Issues, Thursday,

1-2:30

Groups begin in Mid-November and run for

5 weeks. Pre-group interview required. Call

545-2337 for information or registration.

I
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TARGET SALOMON BROTHERS
FOR YOUR CAREER.

We invite

.ill interested Senkjti

to fset i«» know out people

and < .net i opportunities

Investment Banking Reception

Wednesday, November 7

at 7:30 p.m.

Lord Jeffcry Inn

Garden Room
Amherst, MA

Salomon Brothers
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Rap groups P.R.T. andDjjiceattheSUB

( ..llrifian pr».t<>« by Rich DuCre*

Rap groups Poor Righteous Teachers and D-Nice appeared at the Student

UnfoS Ballroom Friday after an hour-and-45 minute delay to an awaiting crowd

of about 800. Pictured above - a member of the New Jersey-based group P.R.T.

right - D-Nice.

IIWCRIfisNi'Uling
uind financial future

for more than i,(«l0.iK)0

people in the education

and research communi-

hcv AnuCYver2<*UX>n

retirees are now enjoying

the benefits of their

TIAA-CREF annuities

We current!) offer ymi

Supplemental Retirement

Annuities (SRAs) and are

ONE MILLION OF

THE BEST MINDS
IN AMERICA

HAVE ALREADY
CHOSEN THE BEST

RETIREMENT
PROGRAM.

I
TIAA-CREF.

1

It also gives you the

opportunity lor growth

through dividual

which we've declared

every year for 4 1 years In

fact. TIAAs net earned

rale has beaten the indus

try average for every one

of those years
'

WithC RI I \v.inaWe

annuity vou can choose

from four different

1ST*ftI sponsors of legislation that would allow the ****** accounts, all managed by experts who under
winding *>iii - , «_.• . ..„».! ilw. lmin.l«m vlnt.-iurv. i-«^nti;i to SIHIfHl retlTC-
Board of Regents to establish an Optional Retirement

Plan <<)RP> m Massachusetts ()RP i\oe plans arc air

rent!) offered at public institutions ot higher education in

41 of the 50 states

SOLID PERFORMANCE AND TIMELY INNOVATK )N

Whether >ou are just starting your career or you are ncar-

mg retirement we can help MM prepare for the future

Shkc 1918. WCVe been dedicated to making sure that

people in education and research can count on a comfort-

able retirement

We pioneered the portable pension We invented the

variable annuitv In 1988. we created tire CREF Money

Market Account to give you more flexibility And in

March of this year, we introduced two new accounts, the

CREF Bond Market Account and the CREF Social

I hoice Account, to let you shape and diversify your

retirement investments even further.

At TIAA-CREF, we believe that steady incremental

growth over the long term is the best way to build retire-

ment income This investment philosophy has worked

well lor over seventy years, and has provided retirement

income for hundred's of thousands of people like you.

THE KEYS TO RFTIREMENT INVESTING

Security, growth, and diversity are the keys to sound

retirement investing security, so the resources are sure to

be there when its time to ret'te. growth, so you'll ha\e

the income vou need for the kind of retirement you want;

and diversity to help protect you against volatility and to

let you benefit from the strengths of several types of

investments

TlAA AND CREF - A SMART COMBINATION

TlA As traditional annuity provides maximum safety,

guaranteeing your principal and a specified interest rate.

stand the long-term strategics essential to sound retire

ment planning

THE FIRST CHOKE IN EDUCATION AND RESEARCH

Tlie TIAA-CREF retirement system is spccilicallv

designed for people in education ami research You may

(BOW from one institution to another many times in ytwr

career, so your annuities move with you to any of over

4.2m institutions with Tl A A CREF retirement plans

You need financial security, so the system provides retire

ment income you cannot outlive Plus, the TIAA-CRPT
system offers

Performance: The CREF Slock Account outperformed

the mutual fund industry averages for the last one live-,

ami lea war period*. The CREF Money Market Account

has shown excellent returns since its inception, outper-

forming the industry average since May of 1988 2

Responsiveness: Our experienced counselors arc ready

to answer your questions (all our toll free numbers for

performance figures or information about your personal

annuity accumulations

Strength: Your future is protected by the largest private

retirement system in the world We have done so well, for

so many, for so long, that we currently manage over $80

billion in assets

lor further information < onloi i:

TIAACRII
Kit) Oliver Street. Suite J200
Boston. MA 02IK)

I800842-2OO4

g§ Ewjariag the future for those who shape if.'

I AMI llll TilHUT -•!•*••
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Billard Room
and Sports Bar

Featuring tonight: N.Y. Giants at Colta

• Five 9ft championship tables

• You favorite sporting events

on large screen TV's
• $1 .00 drafts in cold mugs
• 25 cent hot dogs
• Appetizer menu
• 18 & over welcome to play pool

• $1.25 Budweiser bottles

• Tues & Wed free pool for players over

21 before 10:00 pm
i Thurs Night pool tournament sign-up

In advance at bar CASH PRIZES
Formerly

Changes Nightclub

256-8284

Toes 5pm- lam
12pm-lam

MICHAEL'S
Rt. 9. Amherit

Jslcxt «o Huaaa Cord«a *«•*-)

This Ad for Vi OFF on pool

for 1 hour any day of the week

Our 20th Anniversary

Sale November 7-11

Copies
99 < Oversize Copies

99 1 Color Copies

Open 24 Hours *

253-2543

220 N. Pleasant St.

(Across from Carriage Shops)

kinko's
the copy center

Closed Saturday Midnight 'til Sunday Noon

2Y> price is for black k white, Mi 11, autofed copies on 20# bond.

9> copies are 8\4 x 1 1, Canon User copies. 9* Overawe copies up to 24* x 36'
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THE FAR SIDE
By GARY LARSON

BONES IN THE BARREL
By J. GELLER 8c M. ROSENZWEIG
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DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE

Edited By TRUDE MICHEL JAFFE

S<* r
T

UoopWes In wWem

The fate ot Don Kings great-great-grandfather

CALVIN AND HOBBES
By BILL WATTERSON

TO0M I W&W rVNOTMW PfcTAfl£

\N Ml ' DmOSAJjR.S VN SOCKET

SV-WP-i" Stfc\ES, MD WSS
tiCft-MMQBD TWEMENED TO

GWt ML * W> ***** »N WE*

CbStM*. Boot If

T^; I DOHT STOP.'

TWE ACTS ARE. UNDER M\KtC

!

FREEDOM OT EX?RESS\W IS

BtmG SOOELCVfcD.'

f TUE AV)TH0RVT\ES WHAT DOES iO^JR TEAO€R

I *.Bc TOS«4G Tt> OBJECT TO ABDOT DlH05M«S»
ARE TRX\t^i Tt>

»A4 S\LENCE M*H

> 1.4 M\Brt C0NTOMM rAOST'^ UN

Dvjftt^ MAW

ACROSS
1 Tapioca sou'ee

8 Tust and third

first ladies

1

5

Clothing

16 Comedian
Edward —
Horton

17 Droopy-eared

dog
18 Equaled

19 Israeli dance

20 Lived

22 Kind of curve

23 SPCA doctor

24 Pretend

28 Garment leather

32 Ouarantee

33 Pam relievers

35 R E Lee soldier

36 Disregard

39 While, lor short

41 Smews
42 Range rider

45 Games
49 Secretary ol the

interiof

1961 69
50 According to

51 Prior to

52 Nothing to do
situation

55 1504 m old

Rome
56 Petty p«op»*

59 Atone lor

61 Most
melancholy

62 Apparatus to

induce change

63 Locks
64 Shields

DOWN
1 turned into

money
2 Place side t>y

s.|*>

3 Thin

4 Capital of

Yemen
5 (nodus

f liaracter

6 Swerve
7 Lessen
8 Earn

9 Eager

10 Makes merry

1

1

Exchanges
12 Daughter of

Loki

13 Munchod
14 Normal

requirement

Abbr

21 Judges
ludgments

25 Kind ot signal

26 Mine tmd

27 Bwd s beak

29 Darling of the

Mets
30 Bad Ems.

tor one
31 Mrs Dukakis

32 English

physicist

1877-1945

34 Certain

check signers

36 Waterloo s

location

37 Banking abbr

38 Sugar Sutfix

39 Tort Woith. lex

campus
40 Portable trough

43 Shutters

44 Many ol these

are gol'lf"

46 Unruliled

4 7 Marine mnllusk

48 Cuts

50 Nuisances

53 rnaiesty

54 VP or treas

55 Disney

creatures

56 Time in Wyo
57 Sensitivity 10

musical tone

58 Lemon additive

60 One under

bogey

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE

TANGELO PIE
By TIM SNIFFEN

-Wl 4^AM':

SSSHPi

QUICK! GOT 70 S70Di!

THEtf'S STILL Tint!

I can BEAT vm!

OK- ASK ME S0HETMH6

ABOUT &IQCHEh\5TW..

RroorW.nahort: \

Nof juif • i©t>,

if $ a health
risk

PRICE
By PRICE VAN RAY

MENU

5orru !f

NcT
HC/UL

YOUR DAILY HOROSCOPE
By JEANE DIXON

ARIES •'arch 21Aprl19) The kjr©

of chance s tempting, no matte*

how often it has proven

treacherous You wouKJ Oe wse to

adhere to conservative pnncotos

Attend a sma« pam/ ,Q ntee* some

interesting people

TAURUS (Apr* O-Mav O) Both

romance and friendship last longer

when nerther party makes ex

cesstve demands A good tme to

mvest m real estate stocks or

bonds The Pest basis for marriage

is affection you w* meet the man
of vour dreams
GEMINI (May 21-June 20) Vou

may not know the fu» extent of vex/

creative powers unw there « an

urgent ca« for them Stand your

ground if someone choJenges your

expertise Present the facts and

figures concisely

CANCER (June ?' " h®fe

is new emphasis on housekeeping

and homemaktng skHis Coopera-

tion abounas when there are

foresting tasks on the agenaa

Diplomacy can help avert

arguments
LEO (July 23-Aug 2) vour

restlessness surfoces ogam This

could be the right time for you to

move on Be discreet whHe looking

for a way out of you present situa-

tion investigate new job leods

quietly

VIROO (Aug 23-Sept 22) vou

may be thrown o surprise curve to

day Weigh your choices carefully

Talk things out and study an alter

native plan Solutions are forthcom

ing A suoerb social evening awaits

you Romance looks promomg'

LIMA ept 23-Oct 22) Ai

celent time to mingle with peope

on of sock* levels Travel and com
muncatons Ink you to important m
drviduots who can help vou get the

acclaim you deserve Become a

better listener

SCORRlO(Oct 3-Nov 1) Bepru

dent when discussing your personal

thoughts and pastimes One needs

privacy to think A letter or

telephone ecu bnngs good trance*

news Celebrate with a loved one

but keec expenses d
SAGITTARIUS *>v 22 Dec 21)

->f excess to*

whether a*- work Of play Contem

porary We may be putting I

much stress on someone who s

sensitive Loved one shares a

deftcious secret!

CARRICORN (Dec 22-an W)

There w* be nothing sma« about a

gesture that comes from the heart

Go aheod and show what vo

Concentrating on work is ar

cellent way to reterve any pent-up

tension

AQUARIUS (Jan 20 Feb

Wart another day before voicing

the ogitaiton you feel it may be

desirable to took to the past for

guaonce An old friend offers to do

you o tremendous <avor 'oiiow

through
PISCES 00 19-March 20) Pro-

ductivity starts to pek up, aiong

w.th demand Occupations reamr-

,ng artistic talent are best Stoi

,ng gmity about a personal relation

ship vou do what you had to dc

TODAY'S STAFF
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Eagles run wild, amass 48 points in blowout of Patriots

PHILADELPHIA (AP) - The

Philadelphia Eagles finally recognized a

patsy when they saw one.

The Eagles, embarrassed losers twice this

season as 14-point favorites at home, crush-

ed the hapless 1-7 New England Patriots

48-20 Sunday as Randall Cunningham

threw four touchdown passes and scrambl-

ed for 124 yards.

The Eagles also got 113 yards form

second-year running back Heath Sherman

in reaching the .500 mark (4-4) for the first

time this season. The win was the Eagles

second straight and the loss was the

Patriots sixth in a row.

All week the Eagles were reminded ot

Phoenix and Indianapolis, the two under

dogs that made them eat crow. The players

were told to pretend that their opponent

was the San Fransisco 49ers, not the

Patriots, and that the 9 1* point advantage

Cunningham completed 15 of 24 for 240

yards and threw scoring passes of 3 * and

3 Yards to Keith Jackson, 37 to Fred

Barnett and 3 to Calvin Williams.

Cunninghams 124 yards on eight carries

was the best of his career, exceeding the

110 against Detroit on Nov. 16. 1986. His

best TD passing day was five against the

Washington Redskins last year.

Sherman, starting in place of the injured

Anthonv Toney, gained his 113 yards on

24 carries. It was the first time since Dec.

17. 1978, that two Eagles rushed for 100

vards.
' Cunningham tries to pass the credit to

the much maligned offensive line.

This is the best game I've ever seen the

offensive line play. They had a great

game," he said, i can see now that we ve

turned the corner on the offense. Guys have

confidence in themselves. I'm more confi

dent of myself and my team than Ive ever

been in the past. New England is not a bad

team." ,. , ,

Sherman said the Eagles just clicked.

"Everybody was on the same page," he

said We blocked well and I ran at the

right hole. I didn't know 1 had a shot at a

hundred yards. I just rand hard on every

But coach Buddy Ryan said be did not

consider the game a "cakewalk'

"Every time we punted, they seemed to

pick up 50 yards. Our punt return team

was their best offense for a while." he said,

referring to three fumbles by the Eagles'

punt returner.

New England coach Rod Rust said he

couldn't remember his team playing worse

on defense.

"I thought we were ready to play, and we

didn't play well," he said. "Every Sunday

is beginning to be a mystery to me."

Steve Grogan, 37, started at quarterback

for the Patriots but neither he nor his

relief, Marc Wilson, could counter the

Eagles* 514 yard offense.

"Right now we're not a good team,

Grogan said.

Grogan was 2-of-9 for 31 yards and

Wilson 11-of 24 for 207 yards and two

touchdowns.

The Eagles took a 3-0 lead with 6:19 lett

in the first period on Roger Ruzek's 27-yard

field goal, the fifth time in the last six

games the Patriots' opponent stored on its

first possession. Sherman carried four

times for 26 yards and caught a pair of

passes for 31 in the drive.

New England tied it on a 39-yard field

goal bv Jason Staurovsky after

Philadelphia's Marvin Hargrove fumbled

a punt and Marvin Allen recovered for the

Patriots at the Eagles* 24. Three plays

gained two yards and Staurovsky kicked

the tying points with 3:35 left in the period.

The Eagles went ahead 10-3 with

seconds left in the quarter on a six-play,

71-yard drive capped by Cunninghams

37-yard touchdown pass to Barnett. The

key play was a third down 15-yard scram

ble by Cunningham to the New England

37
With 2:52 left in the half, Philadelphia

boosted its lead to 13-3 on Ruzek's 34-yard

field goal. A 38-yard pass from Cunn

ingham to Williams to the Patriots' 22 set

But 58 seconds later the Patriots pulled

to 13-10 on a two-play drive. After the

kickoff. Wilson connected with Jones for 24

yards and then threw a 36 yard TD strike

"to Irving Fryar.
*

The Eagles got the margin back to 10

pints just 78 seconds later on a four play.

80-yard drive with Cunningham throwing

the' final 37 yards to Jackson in the end

zone. Starting at the 0. Cunningham

scrambled for 13. Sherman ran for 17 and

Cunningham deserted the pocket for 13

more and a first down at the Pats 37.

Philadelphia made it 27 10, driving 80

yards on eight plays after taking the

second half kickoff Keith Byars" 23 yard

run and Barnett's 1 yard gain threw to

Williams for his third TD pass of the game

Patriots Quarterback Steve Grogan is tackled by Wes Hopkins in the se-

cond quarter of yesterday's 48-20 loss. Grogan left the game after the play.

field hockey

An Academic Year Abroad
in the Arts and Humanities

A fttM or semester of uiulcrgraihi.ite study im

merscd in the lite and culture of Florence The pro

gram combines university courses with individual

tutorials .md language studv and, for students of

the arts, work with Italian artists

h>r tn.nrnution and .in application

Sarah I jvookc College In Florence

Box UMAF
Bronxvillt V* York UPON

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 16

combined for just 5 goals.

The loss should not keep UMass from

qualifying for the NCAA tournament. The

Minutewomen are 15 5, and unless they

drop below 12th in the polls this week, they

will be in the tournament

"My unbiased opinion is that we will be

in the tournament no matter what happens

this weekend." said UMass coach Pam Hix

on before Saturday's loss.

Also this weekend, Hixon was named the

Atlantic 10 coach of the year. Senior Mara

Frattasio was named first team All

Conference. Kerri Fagan, Sherlan

Cabralis, Philippe Scott, and Dawn Trum

bauer were each named second team

AH Conference.

SARAH
LAWRENCE
COLLEGE

COLLEGE PIZZA

Subs * Salads • Spaghetti • More
!

FALL SPECIAL

Small Cheese
Large Cheese

$3.50
$5.99

HAVE YOU SEEN
THIS JUICE LABEL?

2 additional toppings only $1 more
mention this ad __

549-6098 549-6073
\ \ v x \

IF SO, THEN ASK
FOR IT IN THE

UNIVERSITY STORE

Tea with Company
values your opinion
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1 Distinguished Visitors Program |

| Proudly Presents: §

SHOCK VALUE:
| AN EVENING WITH |

JOHN WATERS
I Director of HAIRSPRAY, CRY BABY,

|

POLYESTER, and many more
a.

1 Tuesday:

I November 6, 1990
I Campus Center Auditorium ..

I University of Massachusetts V'SSrsprawam
I FREE ADMISSION

*
|
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DID YOU KNOW THAT YOU CAN GET YOUR

EYE CARE AT UNIVERSITY HEALTH SERVICES?

COMPLETE OPTOMETRIC EXAMINATION

INCLUDES:
Heal'.h History Review
Visual Acuity Test

Glaucoma Check
Cataract Check
Retinal Check (with pupil

dilation when Indicated)

Refraction {Eye Glass

Determination)

Color Vision Test (when indicated)

Blood Pressure Screening

(when Indicated)

Eye Health Consultation

Complete Contact Lens
Evaluation

Reduced Rates on Spectacle

Lenses and Frames from

Participating Opticians

Monday 8 30am to 7:00pm Tuesday-Friday 8 30am to 5 00pm

Convenient On Camput Location

For Appointments or Questions Call: 549-2600

football

l CAN BEAT THESE GUYS ONE-HANDED Philadelphia Eagle Heath Sherman romps 26

yards after catching a Randall Cunningham pass in yesterdays game u

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 16

Thimas played on artificial gran in High School at W

Haven, Conn., and had said all week he waa looking for

ward to UMass' first game on AstroTurf this It

was like going home for me. It accents anv running back -

quickness, you can cut quicker, you can accelerate quicker.

It's a great advantage." Thimas said.

Richmond tailback Eric Hopkins (46 yards, 17 m the

first half) and receivers Sterling Brown and Curtis -Jet

ferson held the advantage over the UMass defense in the

first halt, however. Richmond had twice as many lust

downsdOto ITMaaa' 5) and total yards<174 U the

Minutemen, and held the ball 18:37 to UMass 11

However UMaas took a 7 6 lead into the locker room

at hali'tnne, on a 31 yard drive late m the second quarter

in which Thimas carried the ball on ever) down

In the second half, the UMass defense rebounded Rich

mond was held to five first downs and 39 yards in the half,

and quarterback Greg Lilly was lacked five times (twi<

bv guard Jim Mancarueo
'Option options: Freshman Demetrious Owena

heralded 6-foot 1 180-pound tailback from Teaneck, N.J

would have forfeited his redshiri and replaced 1 him

need arose 'W< haven't unleashed Demetriui

on anybody yet," Reid said. "H methingela

fall the Minutemen will have four

eluding -Johnson. Thimas, Owens and Jerome Bledsoe,

who is expected to return fro! ken ankle Bllfli

in the season opener at Holj Cn

Thimas, who also had m returns for 127 yards, explain

ed why he let a fourth quarter punt roll to the I'M

yard hue 'Actually, 1 waa tired.". Matt Tullej started

it middle linebacker and recorded 1 1 tackles, including

,ck Lilly used an inadvertent pick bv the n

avoid a sack in the third quarter

YANKEE STANDINGS

University Players Presents:

TALK
RADIO
A Play by Eric Bogosian

November 4-7, 8 pm in the S.U.B

Tickets:

$3 Students

$5 Gen Public

(available at Tix Unlimited

or at the door)

STAY

OM

ML
UMass 6-0-0

UNH 4-2-0

Villanova 4-2-0

BU 4-2-0

Delaware 4-3-0

UConn 3-3-0

Maine 2-6-0

URI 1-5-0

Richmond 1-6-C

7-0-1

6-2-1

5-4-C

5-4-C

5-4-C
4-5-0

2-7-C
4-5-0
1-8-0

Lono S*12

Pans '•*

San Jose.C R 390

Bangkok 959

Hong Kong 879

Tokyo 7S9

Student Faculty Fare

Taxes not included Re

t«on$ apply Fares suDieci to

change One ways avaitaWe

Work/Study abroad programs

International student and

teacher ID

EURAIL PASSES ISSUED ON
THE SPOT'

Free student travel catalogue

Council Travd

Auto
Glass
Center

SAME DAY SERVICE

BILLED DIRECTLY
TO INSURANCE CO.

WINDSHIELDS
REPLACED

North Amherst
Motors

I 71 Oid Sunderland fW • MS 2M0

V

Amherst Cinema;
Now Playing

June
Mon-Thurs

One Show 7:30

Fri-Sun 2 Shows
7:00 and 9:15

CLASSIFIEDS
i 1 3 MON 2 30 DI

|fa!
}gpaJ^!ll l5fJ*WJJ^^'ftV/*>rk,i,,-i^awrwl'i'^'^

-

* * X.

'

ACTIVITIES

25 - CLUB Business meeting 1

11/B 7PM CC 801 Hike Sunday

Meet at Student Union steps Call Ranoy

5*6 2183

FREE PIZZA" The Accounting Association

is having a pi«a party to- ait new memoers

on Nov 6 at 7 00 m SBA

JAPAN AMERICA CLUB
Presents Panel Series on

understanding & comparing

Japanese and American lifestyles

Monday 11/5 Drinking

Machmer WIS 7 00PM

MOOEL UNITED NATIONS MEETING-

Tonight 7 00PM 802CC
More into call Ale« 6 5993

Whose the Worlds most dangerous person

UMASS TRIATHLON CLUB meeting Tues

1 1/6, at 6 30 in Boyden ?49 Elections will

be held' Upcoming races TBA an are

welcome 6 3324 tor into

ANNOUNCEMENTS

AMERICAN INDIAN Student Ass°^°"
Meeting 1 1/5 at 6PM Josephine WhiteEagle

Cultural Center Chadbourne housing

BED A BREAKFAST
Downtown Amherst

549-0733

FAST FUNDRAISING PROGRAM
$1000 in iust one week „,„._,„
Earn up to $1000 tor yourcampus organza-

two Plus a chance at $5000 rnore^This pro-

gram works' No investment needed <-an

1 800 932-0528 Ext 50

VOLUNTEERS WANTED to help organize

foster home program for cats and kittens

Interested'' 253-3745 for info

(ALIER- BUV MY CAR
.oodbody $1800

AUTO FOR SALE

1979 SUBARU WAGON: Great c«{jw.
runs fantastic, good mpg. $850 Can mucs

545-0566. 6SS-7746

19*4 CMEV

' «e 6-7296

19»6 FORD ESCORT Great cnndihon No

work needed. e«ce»ent on gas $2800 BO
Call Chris 253 5679

F150 FORD PICKUP w/cap » towing

package $2000 Can Roland 545-6501 Day

WANTED VW Camper Bus 10 cross to west

coast Cash M.kT 546 1036 or Bob

5464201

FOR * GOOD TIME CALL

RACK A DISC the best entertainment DJ's

video, bands dorm/house specials can

586-9900 anytime

FOR RENT

AMHERST January sublet

Studio Apartment $375 549-3610

13 BEDROOM APT tor rent starting Jan

, s , w,th tall option On Mam St ? minute

walk to town on bus route Harc^ood

floors, lotsa windows $640/mo Call

253-2357 Leave message

1 LARGE BEDROOM m Victorian House

Downtown Amherst $250 00 549-0733

FREE KING-SIZE WATERBED!
Thai comes with a big room in a big house

,n Sunderland 5 minute walk to bus stop

$250 • Csll Marfo everwngs 548-9744

NEW 2 BEDROOM DUPLEX Montague

Seek with Aiders SS50 1st * las. 527 9353

PRESIDENTIAL 1 bedroom in 2 bedroom

apt Takeover lease starling November

Free Nov 1 /2 mile from UMass on busroute

2 people $180 each

1 person $270/month

Cad 549-0035

FUTON MATTRESSES
•e only $58'

IBM COMPATIBLE TURBO. 14 RGB Col

or Monitor bi2K (2)360k
'

Floppies, Sofr

ware and printer $660 00 or BO 253-0945

METAWAMFE FUTONS
Frames

Mattresses
Slipcovers

Piiio

KM

end or

atsfi "" ' »p ~i**' i r

We will beat anyone • price-

Guaranteed'

Call now 1 256-06*6

ONE WAV AIRLINE TICKET to Saj[Fran-

Cisco for November 21 cheap Call 585-0127

SKIS Unused beginner s set $130 253-5610

TWO TICKETS to the Cocteau Twins al the

Orpheum on November 18 546 2558

HELP WANTED

EARN $300 to $500 per week reading

books at home Call 615-473 7440 E»t

B281

HELP US TO HELP YOU! Raise money for

Financial Aid over wintersession and earn

money yourseH-5 25 an hour plus bonuses'

Call 545 3509 if interested

INTELLIGENCE JOBS All branches No*

hiring Call 1^05-687-6000 E«t K 9616

INSTRUCTION

BE A BARTENDER
W M Bartender Training is open

CaJI tor brochure
413-7477895

BEGINNING PORTUGUESE CLASS
Nov 5- Dec 1 Mondays 7 9PM Language

Pacmca. 549-5065

EARN CREDIT SCUBA DIVING

:.iasc and advanced co"1***?™
tsotti semesters » ' * P?°\,

2 credit sport courses '

intersesston spring t
^' f''

August
negater »or an courses thn

Physical Education Department

Further information at C "O*

Monday through Thursda* 'PM 10PM or

call Protecl Deep 549-8A01

LOST

IN THOM 104 10 29 gold colored watch

wreaok* lace » half band Great sent>men

tai value 1 Call Greg 546-0269

MV FIVE SUBJECT wire-bound notebook

Red UMass cover Contains econ histcy

stats law and loreign policy class notes

Lost around Thompson Hall Campus

Center or lord knows where If you re the

finder contact the loser Late PM or Early

AM at 549 7547 Ask for Pete or leave

message 50$ Reward

SILVER TEARDROP SHAPED EARRING

Great sentimental .alue 1 Can Amy -i46-2*«aj

if found

TYPEWRITER LOST: 105 Herter belongs

to D Morns Call 625-6407 Reward

HAPPY BIRTHDAY STACEY AND
SUZANNE' • 'he Delta Zeta Pledges

HEATHER DOWNEY
Happy 21 SI Birthda.

•Few Cumpteanos*

Ftacordas los (tempos buen< ero

ano Vamonos al centro para better u«oo
dos o I'es copes' Por fm has eump"oo

2i-besos y abrwo
Con mueho amor.

Siempre I

Lara

HEATHER TOBIN
Happy 22nd B'rthday

You re 9P
'

Careful sipping that beer

Keep your men j ime

Your roomies from

23 Ckjwnhouse
Kris Bern. & Andrea
AKA the 500 CM)

IT S ALVCIA S 8IRTH0AY! Celebrate

broccoli and shut up Mary' Love

NICOLE DUMAS: Yesterday was your B

Day I! d'dn t come at a good tune things

aren't easy but reta> and tememoer l m
tor you Love Befv (YFR)

NS
Good lucn on the Act Test

You math geek

ROOMMATES WANTE0

ONE OR TWO
Bw

-

maM ~ ''•
'

eluded C<

TWO NONSMO»

\-vrm 2539'

SERVICES

HOLIDAY BOOKING «•' Campus

PROFESSIONAL PAPERS INC

-

. Btvd I 20ti W Los Angeles CA

PERSONALS

AMY
This

Is

your
personal'

Love
AhM)

BEAN
, ,

Wow one year' It's been great' I love you

Remember to always smile

MTSfTSK1

FOR SALE

MNOCtUN BLAUPUNKTCAJI STERCO
£2"SSa£ie^^
wM negotiate Call Heather after 4PM (Cepi

DENISE ACETO
Happy 21st- Sorry it's late

Time lor a tew road trips

Love-
Kns. Mlk. I Trma

! other math geek

TO THAT WICKED TALL PISCES

(who iust might not be as temble as the

average ptsces after ail)

That sweet haltoween surprise really made

my day Thanns' And now I have somlhing

to ask you Will you go to the semi .formal

with clumbsy old me''

PROFESSIONAL DJ S

LAZER TECH AUDIO available lor your

dance dorm party or house party Great

rates, great DXs Call 323 7801 soon

RIDE WANTED

STUOY ABROAO

SPANISH IN GUATEMALA
Call 505 242 3194

TYPING

WOROPROCESSING
and accurate work C-i

delivery call Lisa 256-6695

Leave message

WOROPROCESSING REPORTS
Resumes Theses Ofaj Pnn

ling Call Rosemary 259^1786

WANTED

DATE FOR SORORITY FORMAL
Im5'7 Like Doonesbury judges Thomas

Hardv Football Aerobics LA Law

You are Tall tun witty outgoing good

dancer
Cat! 549 1394

TO PHM-ADO-PHIA OR any surrounding

towns on November 21 Will pay tor gas

546-2558
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SPORTS
Newcomers lift Minutemen over Spiders, 26-9

.. ^ i ut A^»e nf consistency back to the

» <>llr|P«n |>h..l.. hx K..h M
Tailback Eric Thimas (4), shown here against

Boston University, rushed for 135 yards and

two touchdowns in Saturday's 26-9 win. UMass

extended its winning streak to seven gam«*.

SAM SILVERSTEIN
Collegian Staff

RICHMOND, Va. - On great teams, everybody

contribute

In Saturday's 26-9 win at Richmond, freshmen Eric

Thimas and Dave McGovern carried the University of

Massachusetts one step closer to a Yankee Conference ti

tie, a bid to the playoffs and its first undefeated season

since 1963. . ,

The win, coupled with New Hampshire s second-straight

Yankee Conference loss, guaranteed UMass (7-0-1 overall,

6-0 in the Yankee Conference) a share of the conference

title A win in either of the final two games, against

\ illanova and UNH. would give UMass the league crown

outright. .

Shockingly, the Spiders (1 8, 1 6) controlled the game

through the earlv third quarter, scoring on Rob Courier

field goals on their first two possessions, and again on

their first drive of the second half, to hold a 9 7 lead.

From that point on. Thimas and McGovern - who had

not plaved this year and was headed toward a redshirt

season (preserving a year of eligibility > before entering

to start the third quarter - settled into an offensive flow,

and UMass pulled away while the defense tightened its

hold.
, , .

Thimas listed at 5 foot -5, 150 pounds, scooted around

blocks by fullback David Mitchell and tackle Kai Dietiker

into the right corner of the end zone to put UIUm OB top

13-9 (a 2 point conversion try failed' with 2:34 left in the

third quarter. . ini ,

Two possessions later. McGovern engineered I M
• drive of the dav. a 10 play. 52-yarder capped bj i

2-yard touchdown pass to tight end Ron Villone that gave

UMass a 19 9 lead.

Redshirt freshman Matt Kajotte capped the win with

an interception and 63 yard return for a touchdown with

less than two minutes to play.

McGovern brought shades of consistency back to the

UMass offense that had been missing since starter Gary

Wilkos was injured in the third quarter of the Delaware

game two weeks ago. Since, Tom Fasano has started at

quarterback with Paul Tornatore in as designated passer

But when Fasano was hobbled by a sprained ankle in

the first half Saturday, the decision was made to play

McGovern. brother of UMa« ..distant coach Bill

McGovern and Kansas City Chiefs linebacker Rob

McGovern. , .
,

McGovern (5 of 9. 58 vards and a touchdown* threw an

interception on his first collegiate dropback pass, and

fumbled the Minutemen out of field goal range on then

next possession ("1 was a little nervous, he said afte, •»

then settled down to direct scoring drives of M and ti

yards. . .

'

'It wasn't a bed of roses for him early, a lot o! guvs could

have gone int.. the tank.' Offensive Coordinator Bob

McConnell said "He's a competitor... it s not going to take

many games for him to be equal in terms of game I

perience." , . .

"It's tough to break a guys redshirt with just three

games left, but we've got a I
-hance to go to the Da

we need to make sure Wf BM everything we can. coach

.Jim Reid said.

Meanwhile, the AstroTurf at Richmond Vadium tu

ed Thimas. quick anvwheiv else, into | hlurr. Thima

had lost his job as a punt return man earlier tin- Mason

after several drops, then won it hack with a HI yard return

for a touchdown at Delaware, entered at tailback when

fellow freshman John Johnson »• banged on OMMei UttVC

plavs in the earlv second quartet

TWO touchdowns tad 136 vards later. Thimas earned

a hug and a kiss from coach Jim Keid ami i ankee ( on

ference Rookie of the Week, E< M Co Rookie of the Week

and the New England Football Writers Association Gold

Helmet honors
CONOf JUED ON PAGE 15

I Field hockey blanked
Temple, Catanzaro too tough for UMass
By TAMIR LIPTON
Collegian Staff

Temple eliminated the University of

Massachusetts field hockey team from

the Atlantic 10 tournament Saturday

afternoon by defeating the

Minutewomen 2-0.

Temple forward Jane Catanzaro net

ted two goals, and goalie Jill Marple

shutout the Minutewomen for 70

minutes, to lead the Lady Owls part

UMass and to the fin.

UMass entered the contest ranked

fifth, while the Owls were seventh

However. Temple had beaten UMass
earlier in the season 3-2.

In the previous meeting. Catanzaro

-cored two goals, the second of which

was a game winner She is one of the

toughest forwards in the league to con

tain, as her 49 regular season goals

would indicate.

However, if you can stop her. Temple

becomes a sub-par scoring team; Lori

Warneka. and Monique Scally Temple's

second and third leading scorers have

CON1H IUED ON eAGE 14

Volleyball drops four

Swimmers impress in debut win
By BRETT MORK
Collegian Correspondent

If you were anywhere on the Un,

of Massachusetts campus on Saturda\

>und 1 p.m., you probably heard battle

cries echoing from Boyden Gym. However,

you need not worry; it was only the craz-

ed, high -pirited UMass women's swim

team psyching itself up for the first m.

of the season against Smith College.

After nine weeks of training the

Minutewomen were ready to go, and they

overpower.d Smith 207-93. A UMass swim

mer finished first in 12 of the 14 races.

"It was a great way to start out the year,"

UMass' seventh year coach Robert

Newcomb said "We swam better than I

thought we were going to."

Sophmore Teresa Konieczny led the way

with two wins, and was a member of the

victorious 400 m< relay team.

She wasjuat shv Ofher lifetime best in *

SQO mete. le. and finished the 1000

metet le in 1 1:35 14

•'She s worked hard and is really going

lg . people " Newcomb -aid

Freshman Jem I »< kson B

dominated both the 200 mete, frei

(2 tnd 100 meter butterf!

other notable hmen Jennifer

Saunders end Kim Broad Satt&dei

her lifetime be -t - in the 100 meter bn

stroke 1 13.06) and the 400 meter m
dividual medley (4:61.03), Broad was first

in the 400 meter individual medlej

(4:50.90) and second in the 200 meter

freestyle.

UMass was also dominant in the one and

three meter diving competitions. In the

three meter contest, Ireshman Allison

White qualified for the NCAA zone meets

with a total ICOre of 247.75 points. White

was also the w inner of the one meter dive.

Although it was beaten. Smith coach

Kim Bierwert was pleased with his te ini'

overall performance in its first meet of the

season.

i think our people did real well. We
honestly didn't think we'd beat UM.
he said. "I just wanted to give our swim-

mers a good opportunity and the experience

against a good team
"

Last vear. the Minutewomen swimmer-

were 8-4 in dual meets, sixth in the New
England Tournament, and 16th in the

Eastern Tournament. Coach Newcomb

plans on improving on all three this season.

"We're going to make a few New
England coaches sit up and realize that

we're alive and not floundering." Newcomb

said.

..eh Newcomb has lost the m rvires <»l

I;,-' top swimmer, Michelle Leery,

».. graduation,

This season no one can sit back and re

K Of) B W immer Ktcfc Bl Leary. The whole

attitude of the team much team

nted They're til helping each other

..ut. Newconr
Newcomb said he also believes a newly

adopted training ^ liedule of more yardage

nd Enter swimming will improve the

m. The team's response has been very

positive, he said.

As for the battle cries, get used to them,

because for now there is no way of stopp

ing or silencing this fiery squad.

By FELICE COHEN
Collegian Correspondent

The University of Massachusetts

volleyball team came back from this

weekend's Harvard Tournament empty

handed and tired, but with good reason

On Saturday the Minutewomen (4 26)

took on the Crimson early in the day and

lost. 8-15. 11 15. 12 15 But according to

coach Carol Ford, these were no easy

matches.
They're all big women on the Ivy

League teams. They're not the quickest,

but they can block." Ford said. "At this

time in the season most team-, are really

good."

Next UMass faced Concordia College

from Quebec, Canada, which was predicted

to win the entire tournament. UMass lost

again. 6 15, 8 16, 5 15

"They [Concordia: started out slow, pro

b.ibl\ from the long bus ride,' Ford said

But they turned it on pretty quickly. They

tough and really hit the ball They

were huge and I little slow, but their block

ing wa i

Blocking turned out to be the biggest pro

Mem for UMass throughout the tourna

ment Looking back at their season r

said, "We must have In-en blocked more

time- this weekend than all season

t UKaai took on the Yale EIis. and

loot again. 315. 10 15. 10 15. leaving

themselves in last place in their pool

•We just did not play well." Ford said

On Sunday UM d to

play the Ells again with hope- of -Hatching

-t win, but never got out of the gate.

I Mass lost. 4 15. 9 la. 7 15

We w.-r«- -low in warm ups. "' Ford said.

"and in the game we couldn't get our of

. going and our transition was slow.

But according to Ford, the Minutewomen

did verv well on defense "Danielle Michael

was outstanding in the back row and had

-i\ service I •• nd Ford "her passing

on defettM emi incredible
"

Another standout player thi- weekend

who -e.tn- to be coming into her game i-

H toot 1 -ophomore Rachel Bredem-

"This was one of her best matches Her

bl<* king is improving and -he's hitting and

blocking really well, " Ford said.

I Mass will wrap up its season with

games this week against Hartford and

Seton Hall

AP pholo

DEFLECTION Hartford Whalers' defenseman Ulf Samuelsson

(right) deflects a shot by Sergio Momesso of the St. Louis Blues as

Hartford goalie Kay Whitmore watches.

WEATHER MULUCULTURE SPORTS

Good day to stay in

bed! It will^be cold and
rainy, lows will be 40 to

45 degree

Tutors TEAM up to

educate culturally

diverse students at

public schools. Page 7.

UMass Water Polo

beats Harvard 6-4,

splashes into Eastern

Finals. Page 12.
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'None of the above' votes

to be counted in six towns
By GAYLE LONG
Collegian Staff

Six towns in Western Massachusetts will count the

writa ia \"t« a far the None of the Above*' campaign, con

sidering it a reflection of what communities want.

The six towns, Amherst. Northampton. Leverett,

Wendell. Holvoke and Springfield have all decided to tally

the votes for the NOTA campaign, according to the town's

clerks and election commissioners.

Dennis Kelly, from the Pioneer Pro Democracy Cam
paign. said the NOTA campaign voices voter dissatisfac

Hon with the election system.

He said. "Our opinion is that the level of voter

.ti-fiiction stems from alienation. Far too often, can

didates receive large campaign contributions from the

wealthy and those with vested interests, and not from

those within the constituency."

Kelly also said the towns of South Hadley and Gill have

decided to tally NOTA votes.

In the city of Holvoke, ballot counters will count the

None of the Above" stickers, according to Holyoke City

Clerk James Shea.

"It's not a great problem," Shea said. "We ve got to

I

United UMass effort

encourages voters
Faculty, administrators, staff, and several campus

organizations have been working together to register

and educate voters in an attempt to inform them about

issues that will be decided by today's election

The organ i/iit ions are Massachusetts Public Interest

CONTINUED ON PAGE A

count everything in the voting machines, and if someone

puts the 'None of the Above' sticker in the write in slot,

we'll count it."

Springfield voters using the "None of the Above

stickers may or may not be counted, according to James

Sullivan, the town's election commissioner. Sullivan said

the votes are counted at each individual polling place, and

most of the counters will disregard the write ins unless

the write in is a person with a local address.

However, if the tallies from each precinct forwarded to

him include the "None of the Above" votes, then he will

report them in the city's final tally

Wendy Mazza, assistant city clerk in Northampton, said

the citizens of Northampton have voiced a desire to have

the NOTA votes counted.

"Most of the community decided to go along with coun

ting the NOTA votes, and we decided we should as well.

she said.
. „_-,.

In Amherst, the town will count the NOTA votes as a

matter of consistancy. according to Joan Longton, a

member of the town clerk's staff.

"We have always counted all of the write in votes, and

we will be consistant by counting the None of the Above

votes," Longton said.

D Ann Kelty. the town clerk in Leverett. said the None

of the Above" campaign is "perfectly legitimate.

People want to voice their opinion They don t like any

of the candidates," Kelty said.

Keltv also said Leverett uses paper ballots and

therefore counting the NOTA votes would not be a

P
Tn the town of Wendell, residents asked AnnaMN

the town clerk, to count the NOTA votes, and she

she would comply.
, , _,

"Because they asked me. I said I would. They want to

send a message," Hardjens said.

Question 3

to further
state cuts

B> KENDRA PRATT
Collegian Staff

Barbara Anderson, the ext-cut iv» • dir. -ctoi of (it.

for Limited Taxation, wants the voters to send the stflla

legislature a mess. *id the answer to the

chaos" on Beacon Hill..

ed b\ th« tM rollback quest ion

With the defining theme of this election year being

anger, Anderson hits a nerve with people who feel the

Dukakis administration has betrayed them, making

M im m llUBOtU t he laughing stock of the nation

NEWS ANALYSIS

1

Hieh Court lets homosexual re-enlist
O ...._ k.,^ >k» Armv in anv wav . . . Equity cries out MM

WASHINGTON <AP) - A homosexual soldier yester

dav won a Supreme Court battle to re enlist in the Army

despite the military's ban on homosexuals.

The justices, without comment, let stand a federal ap

peals court decision requiring the Army to allow Perry

Watkins of Seattle to re enlist Watkins is a 16-year

veteran with an excellent service record.

Yesterdav's action does not affect in any sweeping way

the military's ban on homosexuals. The case nevertheless

has been closely watched by gay rights advocates.

The appeals court ruling in Watkins' case did not ad-

dress the validity of the ban, but noted that the Army had

repeatedly re-enlisted Watkins while knowing he was gay.

"Sgt Watkins has greatly benefited the Army, and

therefore the country, by his military service, an 1
1
judge

panel of the 9th U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals sa d last

vear "In addition, Watkins' homosexuality clearly has

not hurt the Army in any way Equity cries out and

demands that the Army be (prohibited) from refusing to

re enlist Watkins on the basis of his homosexuals

The appeals court vote was 7-4.

In the appeal rejected yesterday. Bush administration

lawyers had argued that the federal government never

should be barred from applying a valid regulation such

as the Army's ban on homosexuals.

Watkins was drafted during the Vietnam War, in 1967.

He was 19.
, ,

In filling out a pre-induction medical form, he marked

"yes" in answering a question that asked whether he had

homosexual tendencies. He was inducted anyway, and

subsequently was allowed to re-enlist three times.

After two tours of duty in Korea, Watkins was station

ed at Fort Lewis, near Tacoma.

One thing Anderson has never mentioned in her

arguments for question three is the future ..!

Us, • state which is presently teetering on

the edge of financial bankruptcy When Anderson and

her cohorts concocted the CLT initiative petition in

1988, the state was not in an extreme recession. Thei

«

tat left in the budget to weather any sort

.

The University of Massachusetts at Amherst can

testify to the decreasing amount of state revenues dur

ing the last three years. Since 1988, the University

budget has been cut nine times, including five mid

reduction- Stat, subsidies to the operating campus

budget have declined from 53 percent to km than 40

percent. The library acquisitions budget has been

reduced by more than $1.5 million

7% 79 80 81 82 83 84 85 86 B7 88 89 90

Sourer: l'nivfr«il* "f M»«ji hu«rt(« M Amhii.l

Tuition and fees for Massachusetts residents

Vear. "In addition, Watkins nomosexua.uy *..*».., »~ - - —

Military official defends U.S. intervention in the Third World
XTAA ar

. ,. ti tl , „ .1 ... tnrmmnr SOFs as "useful instruments

CollpHinn photo hy Toni Sandy*

Alberto Coll

By MICHAEL LEVY
Collegian Correspondent

A lecture last night on military relations

between the United States and the Third

World by a Pentagon official ended w ith

controversy.

Deputy Assistant Secretary of Defense

for Low Intensity Conflict Albert Coll ad

dressed about 80 people about the chang

ing world after the cold war. and the op

tions facing the U.S. military strategy.

The key changes in world political at-

mosphere which Coll pointed to were the

decline of the Soviet Union as a world

power, and the increase of terrorist and

guerrilla warfare. Deeper rooted controver

sies, such as "hundreds of unresolved boun

dary disputes" worldwide, and an incr.

in mass destruction capabilities among

Third World countries, including chemical

and nuclear weapons, led to his discussion

of the U.S. role.

Coll specified three regions, Europe, th.

Middle East, and the Pacific Basin, where

the U.S. would continue to be concerned

with the balance of power. He referred to

"flexible alliances" which would help the

nation toward its goals. The reduction in

defense spending throughout the decade,

he claimed, pushed U.S. government

toward the use of Special Operations

Forces. These are small, specially trained

forces used to provide an "element of

assistance" to a society which is headed

toward disintegration. He described these

SOFs as •useful instruments

Coll dedicated much of his talk to

lustification of U.S. intervention in the

Third World. During the cold war. the U.S.

could back guerrilla groups on the basis of

Soviet Containment He questioned the

reasoning for future action in that respect.

Humanitarian reasons. Coll indicated,

would remain the foremost of reasons for

supporting insurgencies.

At this point, two onlookers suggested

the use of peace keeping forces and

bargaining as alternatives. Another ques-

tioned whether there are any countries

where the U.S. does not intervene. Coll

pointed to Africa as an area where there

i- generally low military act ion Pressed on

CONTINUED ON PAGE 2
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Group teaches self-help

AP ph..to

MOUNT ST. HELENS, WASH. (AP) - A light dusting of ash covers

the side of Mount St. Helen's in Washington yesterday after an early

morning eruption.

By SEAN SULLIVAN
Collegian Correspondent

Closing out Bisexual, Gay, and Lesbian

Awareness Days at the University of

Massachusetts, a local self-help group for

the loved ones of gays, lesbians, and bisex-

uals sponsored a workshop yesterday.

The group, Pioneer Valley Parents,

Families, and Friends of Lesbians and

Gays, offered participants a myriad of

printed materials as well as personal ac-

counts by people who have gay and lesbian

family members.
Referring to his initial sense of guilt and

shock, Jim Genasci. co-founder of Pioneer

Valley P FLAG, said that aRer his son

"came out of the closet, I went in." He

stressed how valuable it was for him to

educate himself, to go "past stereotypes

and gain information."

Although Kristina Arscott knew that her

father was gay since she was 12 years old,

they never spoke about it. She only "came

out" to friends while in college, and before

she could share her knowledge with him,

he died.

Now, she wants to work with children of

gay, lesbian, and bisexual parents so they

don't have to experience suffering or go

through life silently.

Other speakers, including Jean Genasci,

the other co-founder of Pioneer Valley P-

FLAG, discussed the coming out process ex-

perienced not only by individuals, but by

everyone around them.

CLT petition
CONTINUED FROM TAGE i

Now the campus is in turmoil. Departments and pro-

grams are lacing the budget axe. Tuition and fees for

students have skyrocketed 70 percent higher than in 1988.

The University's physical facilities are being left

unrepaired and major construction plans, have been

postponed State employees and faculty have not had cost

of living inimSIOS in two years and may have to take a

week furlough The UMass-Amherst campus has had am-

ple experience with fiscal chaos.

If question three passes, rolling back state tax and fee

rates to 1988 levels CMass Amherst will lose $28 million

in Mate funds before next HQMtar. The petition specifical-

ttee that fee and tuition increases for public higher

education will remain at present levels and will not be

rolled back.

The administration would be forced to either increase

annual tuition by $4,000 per student OT to lay ult more

than 1,400 -late funded employees, of which 520 will he

faculty
,

It tacultv is reduced to this drastic extent, student enroll

mt . nt will i SUM be cut by more than 40 percent.

The loss in student enrollment would cost the campus

more than $32 million in lost fee and research grant

revenues. To compensate for this added loss, another 500

employee- would have to go

The $400 fee hike passed last week by the UMass Board

of Trustees has already caused many students to question

whether or not thsj will return to campus next seme

The increase in the cost of attendance resulting from the

passage of question three will further the privatization

of the campus bv making education less accessible to the

lower and middle classes in the state. That is. of course.

f the campus is still operating at all.

The dwindling numbers of college students attending

public schools will punish the state economic system much

longer than even perhaps Anderson wants. More in

dustnes and businesses will flee the state, not to avoid

excessive taxation, but the lack of a trained and educated

UtlS
NUTRITION WORKSHOPS

Concerned About Your Eating Behavior?

Find out if you or a friend have an eating

disorder, and where to go for help.

When Wednesdays 5:30 - 6:30 pm

Where University Health Services.

Room 304

Topic-Focused Series

When Tuesdays. 4:00 - 5:00 pm

Where UMass Campus Center

Room 917
Open to anyone, drop-in

November 6 Breaking the Binge Purge

Cycle or The Starving

Stuffing Syndrome.

November 13 Stress, Academic
Pressure and Eating

Behavior

Self-Help Group

When Mondays, 7:00 - 8:00 pm

Where UMass Campus Center

Room 901

Confidential and Supportive Atmosphere

in All Groups

No Charge No Registration Just Drop-In

Programs Sponsored by University Health

Services 549-2671 x 181.

young workforce. As Massachusetts is the only state to

decrease public higher education funding by a double digit

percentage over the last three years, industries would not

have a hard time finding a more suitable place to settle

than here.

Although Anderson sent her own son to UMass-Amherst

for four years, she cannot seem to grasp what her petr

tion will do to public higher education this December and

later to the future of the workforce in the state. She prefers

to regressivelv punish the people of Massachusetts for the

past pol»«cal sins of I >u kakis wUh qu^ " three as her

club.

lecture

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

this point, Coll agreed that depending on the define

tion of 'intervention," it could be said that the I

has interests everywhere.

The time has come to look ahead and work to rebuild

the state. A vote against the chaos of question three will

be a start
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LOCAL
Question two threatens program for disabled
By TRYSTAN SKEIGH
Collegian Correspondent

A residential program in Belchertown which helps peo-

ple who have been in institutions gam their independence

il m danger of closing if ballot question two passes in the

polls today.

Shelton's Inc. operates a residential program in which

23 individuals, labeled •developmentally disabled.'' who

have spent most of their lives either in institutions or at

home with their families are placed in a community set

ting "where they are encouraged to develop the skills to

become m independent as possible," explained Jennifer

Lerner. a Resident Director at Shelton Inc., a state funded

human genev in Belchertown.

The program, which was founded in 1972, "provide- an

environment in which clients are encouraged to n

their fullest potential ss human beings." -he said

We had to give justification tor putting deve'.opmen

tally disabled people hack in the community. I turned

around .„ justify why we took them out. You

don't need justification U member of the human

-.,.,' Paul Shelton, founder and director of the

program

Shelton and Lerner stressed that the key to this effort

is the development of a healthy self esteem by each in

dividual client. "It's nearly impossible to be a long term

resident in an institution without developing mental

health problems.
-

' Lerner said. "The entire system 1-

designed to be degrading - it completely strips a person

of any sense of selfworth - these people are told thev are

of no use to society - that they don't belong."

Each of the five clients m Lerner's program live in an

meats. Two apartments are shared, and one apartment

is a single. Everyone has their own bedroom. Lerner e\

plained, which for some client.- bat been a new expen

Some of these people didn't even understand that food

was cooked," Lerner said, "because in the institution all

the\ ever experienced iras its daily arrival on s steel traj

They didn't understand about washing clothes, because

the tints onesjust disappeared and clean ones sap ered

Lerner -aid epilation two pOBSf I direct threat to many

private agencies, like Shelton's. because the privs

cies ma\ be defined as "consultants" under the proposal

She said it the question p
- will lose all of

funding and will be forced to cli

Lerner Stresses the institutional conditioning that many

o| ber clients have to overcome in order to begin 8 Ilea

life: "All of these individual- were deni.'d a normal

childhood - they weren't given toys or contact with nor

mal children. They never had an opportunity to int.

in a normal social environment - their mam interaction

was with all-adult staff. The- first thing we taughl people

was how to play

"We're undoing lot of things that have been done

wrong," Shelton said "We work with people who I

thrown aside, whose early formative years w

distorted who learned early in life that the) had

value I hi you imagine taking a four year old child

to i state institution and signing him in he kisses his

parents goodbye and may never see them again this

shouldn't happen
"

"In the ideal world." Shelton continued

would Ik- given normal family setting Every child n

parent- sometime- thev cant be the birth p

but [developmeatally disabled childrenl should be givi ..

the same kimfa ofopportunities to develop as norms

promote tl coming the heal that the> can

shelton - Inc was a pioneer ii
which

refl, Helton's own personal convictions 'It

like, when raising mj own kid:-. I would want tl

thin

want for them '" ,,,k '

themselves tO del

State agencies boost resort

Plan discussed for $200 million state project

ADAMS ftfaai AP) - The uropoasd construction of s

-tate backed $200 million vacation home resort in the

Berkshire* has gotten boost from tWO State review

agencn
Alden Ratine, the top economic aide to Gov. Michael

Dukakis and a strong backer -.1 the Mount Greylock pro

lect. said yesterday that the endorsement of the depart-

ment- of environmental management and capitol plann

tag could allow the Dukakis administration to complete

the basic planning and business agreements fee the resort

th« governor V IBce m January.

"If those things are in place 1 am confident that we will

have left the project m ,i> good a shape «n leave

it in. " Kaine said.

But. he said the developer would -till have to obtain

private financing, which would "depend Ofl the market

place and it would he the next administration that would

. _,.,. Bp« jfl id decide how the State - share

of the project would be financed

Since the stats legislature first voted fta ago, the

proposed state contribution h R from $8 million to

more than $18.5 million

But Raine said the additional mone> could be taken

from previously approved environmental and transports

tl(in bond 'ithout going back to the legislature

But one legislator, who has a bill pending to shelve the

project, predicted, regardless of who is governor come

tomorrow, it will not survn

"If it was possible to get people more angry they did 0)

coming out with this feu (lays before the election, -iu\

Sate Rep. William P Nagle 'D Northampton • What

planet are thev on to even consider spending this kind

of money <>n a dubious second-home development for

wealthy New Yorkers given the da] teofthe

ite market at a time when the state is layinj

hospital orderlies and worker- in the mo me
'>•

are

Laurie Martinelli, director of public pol»

usett- Audubon Soc iet\. -aid th.

.I it- comment- on the agencies' findii

which an subject to 30 days of reviews But sh*

vironmentaii-t.-. whohavethl nam op

posed to the construction on the state's highest pt

Xm .
| ;r poaal calls for S BUS Of860 condominium

and single-family unit snf to the protected upp 1

slopes of the wild .1.491 -foot mountain in th-

Northwest con

It also calls Bar ras

eluding a golfcOUTSS, swimming pond-, an amphith-

and a norpini idlities would be built

bv the

>chiff. project director for Heritage Development

Group of Southburv. Conn said the develop

l bv the cum, of slump in the real estate

market
"This is a long-term nrojat I Wi navi i • n\

a fast process and trwayi anticipated that it would

weather all SOftS o| economic cycle-." he SSid

It > opportune that v b the planning and not

building or selling phase." Schiff said Bv the tins

are readv to build it will be a different economic climate

coming oui « mi mi - " *- - —j

Mahar window broken, one injured
i -l» r„.,-; M „ ^t.-.w.t f,™- rw>imt minor carrvi

npiled by PRESTON P FOBMAN
Collegian Stafl

Universstj Polks responded to i medical emergency call

early Sunday inorning on dames Drive. A 19-year old stu

dent was taken tO Lniversity Health Services with a

severe hand laceration

The student allegedly smashed I window in Maliu

Auditorium

ARRESTS
Christopher Lew icki. 18.d Plainville. was arrested Fr,

dav nifc'ht on Fearing Street for heme; a mitt ing

alcohol, being I minor transporting alcohol and using I

false identification card,

e . hnstopher.I Dignan. 20. of South Yarmouth, wai

d Friday night on North Pleasant Street for being

a minor transporting alcohol.

a Daniel R. Schuman. 18, of Parsippany. New « as

arraStad Friday evening by the S.uthwest Horse She.

being a minor transporting alcohol,

a Torbin P. Harding. 19. of Shrewsbury, wasarrested

Is Saturday morning on InlirmaiA Was tor being a minor

CON1INUFDONPAGE A

Civil rights

policy passes
unanimously
MARK HI NM.K.Y

A hotU debated civil right- p

ed Mondas - I-

night

m
j\u . pg to protect and promot, the civil

rig] us mithe Anih< smunity." and

COmeS in 1
!f between Black

id Whito youths which occurr the Ami m
moi. immer.

The polk)

Meet knowledge that discriminatoi

H,, and ha d m \mher-t and add

-uch "infringement" of civil rights will '

lv opp..-ed 0) the town

I
member of the

. ing that it would i

will take definitive action to condemn di* rinrinat

Rick Edward- of the School Coaus

meeting to vote in favor "I the policy

>t ing it down will I

the p the town on th

Although the Town Meeting unanimous!) spprt

the policy. -omeTo ing member- criticized the

way it •

I teel m\ civil rights and freedom oi speech are be

ing violated bv the subtle tone beil

- that we shouldn't even be discussing (the pnli

Michael A I am, a Town Meeting member said

,in then proposed to add .. preambli to :i • polwj

which specifically states the righti

ch.

Hi-ammendment was approved by themeetit

hacked by resident Edward BiSSOO a I
'We

need to be able to di without being disai

Everyone shOttld be able tO -peak their minds '

Apart from these arguments, the intention of the

CONTINUED ON PAGE A

• Christopher I.ewicKI. lo.oi rumivoie. ««.-«.. v.^v
I
* *

Community-service activist encourages student activism

Bj [CATHERINE T LAMOTHE
Collegian Staff

College students and graduates alike

should challenge themselves to become m
yoked in the community and help work on

issues that concern them, rather than

become isolated from society's problem-.

national community service activist said

last night.
.

"1 challenge vou to have vision in what

can be and what can happen," said Wayne

Meisel. the founder and former director ol

Campus Opportunity Outreach League, a

group which recruits students for com

mumtv service projects.

Addressing an audience of nearly 50 pecv

pie, Meisel said that many students feel

di>. -mpowered.and that they alsofeelthat

Others are apathetic. He cited a survey con

ducted at the University of Minnesota m
which students were- asked how concerned

they Ware about problems in society

Eight) percent of those questioned said

they were very concerned with the issues.

Meisel said, while 25 percent said they felt

other students were very concerned.

Meisel said that there is an 'anxious

paralvsis among young people, caused by

the need to choose where they want to focus

their energies. He added that people should

not let the anxiety keep them from help

ing to create change.

"We have to strive to be confident and to

be committed in our work," he said.

Meisel also said that many people he ad-

mires, such as Civil Rights pioneer R

Parks, started out as reluctant activists, OH

l\ becoming involved when they saw an im-

mediate need to become involved.

"While Rosa Parks didn't go looking for

a fight." he said, "she was prepared for

one
."

He said that activism is not restricted to

those with official titles, because every stu

dent has a sense of authorit>

"1 challenge you to accept your authori

ty," Meisel said. "Because you are a stu

dent and have an ability to help, you have

an authority
"

( ollrgian pholo In I »m Sandy*

Wayne Meisal
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voter information

BUENO!!

Come See A PC Technology

Demonstration In Herter Hall Lobby On

Wednesday Nov. 7th And Find Out How

A PC Can Significantly Enhance Your

Personal Abilities! Also Check Out The

Best Computer Deals In The Country!

Sponsored l>> the

Department of Spanish and Portuguese
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Research Group, the Student Government

Association, the Graduate Student Senate,

Housing Services, and the Pioneer Valley-

Transit Authority.

MassPIRG has put together •
^yoter

packet of information about the candidates

and referendum questions, that, with the

help of Housing Services, will be

distributed to every Resident Assistant on

campus. The RAs held meetings last night

to discuss this information and give

students the opportunity to ask any ques

turns or voice any opinions they ™WM
have
"We feel it tfl essential that students

receive this information and we see the

floor meetingi ai the most effective

medium to get his information aero

Urry Moneta, director of Housing

Service

This is the latest in MassPIRG's efforts

to get out the student vote. Earlier this

semester, 2,200 students were registered to

vote in a massive on-campus registration

drive. According to Aaron Rome, coor-

dinator for voter registration, efforts have

led to the registration of 14,000 voters

statewide.

A voter bus will be available to transport

campus residents to the polls. The yellow-

school bus. stalled by volunteers from the

PVTA. will leave from Haigis Mall every

half hour from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. The bus

will stop at the Franklin and Wore

Dining Commons and at the Horseshoe in

Southwest every 45 minutes from 5:30 p.m.

p.m. Polls in Amherst will be open un

Ul H Pm
-ALEX DKRING

meeting
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 3

polky was widely endorsed and the

criticisms of vagueness which had

dominated the debate at the last Town

Meeting were not discussed

Howard Ziff, a voting member, and a

journalism professor at the University «>t

MMwailmefitti endorsed the policy without

I
vat ion.

•There is a lot ofvagueness in tins docu-

ment, and there ought to be.' he said

'This Is not a document of procedure, it is

a document of policy

In other business, the Town Meeting

voted to appropriate $100,000 from the

water fund for the removal oi B0

underground fuel tanks located in the

Lawrence Swamp aquifer. The money will

be used to aid residents who own the tanks

in paying for the removal, which must be

completed by -July SI, 1992

Ucording to the Chairperson ol the

Board ol Health, the tanks would each COS<

between 11,000 and $2,000 to remove

police log

We're On Your Side!

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 3

transporting alcohol.

• Peter Baker Wall. 2:i. of Amherst

arrested early Monday morning during a

traffic stop on Massachusetts Avenue for

operating under the Influence ol alcohol

LARCENY

• A man reported to polite Friday that his

wallet was taken from an unlocked loeket

m Bovden Gymnasium.

O \ North Village resident rep

police Sunda) the theft of his 1987 Ford

Taurus, estimated at $8.000.

SNATCH
the REAL

HERE!!

Blizzard V20
Blizzard VSL
Blizzard lire Bird

Atomic ARC
Ik-ad Mot

Dynastar Sport

Kastle GSM

S42o.on

$375.00

$300.00

75.00

$325.00

£5.00

$415.00

$199
$149
$69
$139
$199
$99
$199

Peltonen Cross Country Ski w/3pin binding

retail s l lo.oo OUR PRICE: $39-99

XRi

XUi Meat

XSi

Tecnica tx

Tecnica t n
Dachstein V4

$375.00

$440.00

M10.00
$350.00
$170.oo

$420.00

Vuarnet Boot Bags

Vuarnet Double Ski Bag

Scott & Swans Goggles

$19.99
$19-99
$ 9-99

Marker M \6

Marker MR
Look 6x7

$200.00

$200.00

$200.00

SWEATERS $39.99

Route 9, Hadley

585-8833

Route 5, Holyoke
538-7662 Open 7 days a week: Daily 10-6, Thursday & Friday til 8, Sundayl2-5
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EDITORIAL/OPINION
ivdual wnter or cartoonist and do l

fljHMijsMiai«a.miii4 iless otherwise noted

All out to stop Silber and question three I 'NOTA' and the law
. . mi j„~~ _____ in tUa anr\a\ fnhrir of the State L.II^._UAJ..

I am about to do something I didn't think I'd ever do

in my life. I am voting Republican for governor. Not

because I particularly like William Weld (I don't) or

because I am in favor of ballot question three (I'm not*.

Simply because I can't bear the thought of John Silber

as governor, and voting for Weld is the only realistic way

to prevent it from happening.

Yes, folks, I consider myself a "liberal," and I am a

registered Democrat. I feel that the most serious attack

on the socially and politically disaffected in this country

is not specific fiscal or even legal actions (though these

are pretty depressing, too), but the moral tone set by our

alleged leaders. ^^^^^^^^^^^^^

Bill Rosenblatt

By now we're all familiar with the tone Ronald Reagan

set and/or represented during his crippling eight years in

office But it is important to realize that the Reagan oeuvre

sowed the seeds for the full flowering of the likes of Jesse

Helms, David Duke, Newt Gingrich, Clayton

Williams., and John Silber.

\- columnist Derrick Z. Jackson said in last Friday s

Bostort Qlobe, Silber is "David Duke with a Ph.D.' This

analogy is totally appropriate, and very scary. It makes

me begin to understand why some African-Americans say

they prefer the blatant, Southern fried bigotry of a Duke

or a Helms to the more subtle form we tend to have up

here in Yankee country: at least it is obvious and therefore

-i to avoid. That this kind of backward ideology has

infiltrated the Democratic party is also scary; »t means

that the party's ideological base is faltering, and that we

Democrats should stop automatically supporting a can

didate just because of his or her party affiliation.

It should be abundantly clear by now that Silber doesn t

give a damn about anyone but himself, and maybe White

male- under the age of 65 The tone he would set as gover-

nor will cause deep scars in the social fabric of the state

that will be far more difficult to heal than a piece of

legislation that can be nullified with a single vote or

signature. Which leads us to the persnickety problem of

question three. Like most sane people, I am against it,

while Weld is in favor of it. However, he has recently ex-

pressed doubts about its practicability.

Furthermore, I am willing to gamble that a mandate

against it from the electorate will cause him to accept the

"no" decision; unlike Silber, he seems to be the kind of

guy who would listen to what others have to say, and after

all, the voters are the ones who decide question three.

I am also willing to gamble that Weld's lack of leader

ship ability will allow us to muddle through the next four

years without things getting appreciably worse; under

Silber, they are sure to get far worse.

One more thing: I know that a lot of you who (like me)

are disgusted with the election choices plan to vote "None

OfThe Above" (NOTA) in accordance with the local cam

paign that is pushing that option. In doing this, you think

vou will "send a message."

But the NOTA votes are not being officially counted,

although some town clerks will unofficially tabulate the

number of NOTA votes. And even if 10,000 people vote

NOTA the statistic would be quickly forgotten M
tle into the grim reality of four years under a racist, sex

ist, ageist demagogue.

Silber is the kind of scapegoat hunter that people in

desperation turn to for the false promise of quick fixes

blame child abuse on working women; blame the fiscal

mess on Cambodian "welfare bums") This is the same

Hitler like rationale as that behind question three The

only practical way to defeat Silber is to vote for Weld. Any

other choice just puts Silber one vote closer to the corner

office in the Statehouse. Another thing you can do is vol*

yes on question four to reduce the chance of I similar DOB

choice in the future And. vote no on question thi

Bill Rosenblatt n a Collegian tmaff member

No more premature decoration — Part 2
_ I 1 J !...__»

1

It was Oct 19 I looked around and gasped, unable to

believe what appeared to be utter lunacy

"No. not again," I angrily whispered to my roommate

"I cant believe it!"

Right before my eyes history was repeating itself Mv

mind quickly shuffled back in time to a column I had writ-

ten last year The situation had not changed. It had only

grown more sadistic. ..

There were Christmas decorations - lights, fake holly,

mock packages, snowflakes. Santa Claus, cheap-looking

tinsel. Christmas cards and wrapping paper - saturating

a local department store on Oct. 19.

Meredith O'Brien

The Halloween decorations, which were in season, were

pushed aside in a sloppy pile - marked down

Just last year. I had been in this store two days before

Halloween and saw the same thing - premature yuletide

decorations. I had ranted and raved that it was decorated

tun <la\s before Halloween.

Not that I really thought what I had written would sud

denly prompt stores nationwide to have the decency and

respect to wait until after Thanksgiving before decorating,

but I really didn't think it would get worse.

Every year decorations are put up earlier and earlier.

The religious meaning of the holiday is desecrated in the

face of tacky pink, plastic nativity scenes put up in

September or August. Every year retailers try to make

people buy earlier so they will start spending their money

earlier - thinking if money is spent over an extended

period of time, we'll spend more.

This year, instead of simply airing my utter disgust with

this practice of decorating by mid September. I decided

to go straight to the source. For over a week. 1 diligently

tried to reach the "visual production manager" (i.e. the

fiend who has sought to rum my Christmas year after year

with premature decorations, from the villainous store I

had seen the decorations in.

When 1 finally tracked her down, in between her

criminal decorating binges in other stores, she told me

why her department store chain, and feasibly every other

store, decorates so early.

"1ft a question of man power." she said. '
With so much

square footage to cover in so many stores, it would be irn

possible to start decorating after Thanksgiving. The

decorating wouldn't be done until New Year's Eve

She went on to say that about 20 years ago. Macy 1
1

the

Christmas store m New York City - the scene
•
of Mirmck

on 32nd Street) would shut down its store two days before

Thanksgiving and bring in hired help to specifically

decorate the store. By the "biggest shopping day of the

year." Macy's was all decked out to greet the avid

-hoppers.

But the visual propagandist said that decorating just

before Thanksgiving would not be feasible in today |

world There is no way for her store to close down for a

few days to decorate, she added, saying, as an aside, that

early decorating *M prompt more and earlier Christmas

spending.
, , , , c

Just what I expected to hear. The good old days of

celebrating holidays at the appropriate season have long

since gone by.
. -._ .

While I loathe those tacky, demeaning Christmas

decorations, I would be somewhat satisfied if retailers

could hold off a bit on their decorating frenzy ,
just to allow

us to at least enjoy our turkey dinners without having

"the (commercial) Christmas spirit" squeeze Thanksgiv

ing and all of its meaning out of our minds.

Rudolph and Frosty will have to wait

Meredith O'Brien is a Collegian columnist

In some jurisdictions, write-in ballots which do not

name a person eligible to hold the office will result in

the entire ballot being discarded. Writing in "Mickey

Mouse" for dogcatcher can result in the ballot being

literally thrown in the trash can, and perfectly valid

votes for other offices not being counted^

Persons who wish to write in "NOTA « None ( )f The

Above) should consult the Registrar in the municipality

in which they intend to vote

Thus, * hile there is an argument in favor of writing

in "NOTA," persons intending to do so should reflect

upon the impact which this may have upon other can

didates on the ballot, whom they would like fci

eleCttd
A.E.Cutting

Deerfield

Rep. Conte works
for renewable energy
A front page article in the Collegian on October 25

announced that Congress had approved $1.9 million

dololars for renewable energ the l jh

rity RegrettaWj . the article failed to mention thai

Kep Silvio ronte.RPittsneld.who -pon

sible for successfully shepherding the Mceaaan legisla

tion through all the ma.n Hope of the appropriation*

proceai. .

,

H.-p Conte has bean .i strong support. «>ie

enei. ,rch and education at the l'nivei-its since

the 1970 > In fact, it is thai without hi

would be no program here n-

Other people in the Unit BOW finally

waking op from then energy coma Thej ilj*

.gain that the supply ofoil ii indeed finite and the

source is not -ecure EveO when it

ther problems .ous. which

d bj it- BM an pollution, acid ram. and global war

mtng The best approach to mitigate the effects ol I

prob „ mi for the time when all haul foels

tbaoated or prohibitively expensn

that will allow us to have sustainabh future

It will be based on renewable energy sources, -nich as

wind, hydro and solar electric solar heating.

thermal differences; and biomass; all used as efficiently

as possible. , _

We should all be very grateful to such far-sighted

leaders as Rep Silvio Conte who have helped to make

that possible
,James F. Manwell

Director, Renewable Energy Research
Laboratory

I'm splitting the ticket

Massachusetts is a state in distress Whether or not

question three passes, the next governor is going to

have a difficult iob in front of him But. when I look

at this year's candidates for governor. 1 find that I am

frightened bv one of the candidates 1 think John Silber

is singularly unsuited to be the governor of

Massachusetts

I have some doubts about iOme M William WOM -

position- on the ieenee, hut 1 think he has the mtegri

tv to do the job I don't think Silber da
'

And Marjorie Clapprood strike- me M the ..nlv can

dtdate even approaching "ttberaT statu- So I ve decid-

ed to vote for a split ticket this year If Weld had ( ,.

prood as his lieutenant governor, that would send the

right message .

You might have heard that voting a split ticket lan t

possible The Massachusetts constitution provides that

The candidates for governor and lieutenant governor

are listed by "tickets" on the ballot and a vote cast Tor

a ticket counts as vote for both candidates. But there s

a loophole: the ballot also includes a provision for rrnte-

in votes and that's just what I'm going to do. William

Weld for governor and Marjorie Clapprood for lieute

nant governor. I hope you'll join me
B Bruce Leban

Amherst

the practice of decorating by mid-September. I decided Mereaun u nr.cn .- » w.«,.~. ~
_ '^ ^f iQQlipQ

Arbitration's anti-union letter undermines real discussion ot issues
Administrationis ^^J^U" „,„„ would^ w^*+e**!?J± ^^a______^M»«

^

As a member of the Professional Staff

Union (Local 509, Service Employees Inter

national Union). I want to comment on the

letter that was sent by the administration

to graduate students eligible to vote in the

union election. That letter, and the
•
distor

tions it contains, does not contribute to any

full and fair discussion of these issues.

Here are some of the inaccuracies and

distortions: , ,

1 » On campus unions bargain with the

Board of Regents or the Board of Trustees

not the Office of Employee Relations, the

administration certainly has some in-

fluence there. . ,

2) Graduate stipends have increased at

a higher percentage than faculty salaries

iUuise they were so pathetically low to

begin with They were raised under

pressure from organized graduate students

and because the University was having a

hard time recruiting graduate students to

come here - certainly not out of the

goodness of the administrations heart. In

fact, the faculty was only able to improve

their salaries by unionizing and

negotiating increases years before the

period mentioned in the letter.

3) The only reason that graduate

students are unaffected by the proposed

layoffs is that because of their low salaries,

it would be too much trouble to include

them given the low savings that would be

achieved. To date, none of the unions have

accepted these "layoffs." and, because we

have unions, the administration must

negotiate with us over these proposals.

4) The idea that a non-union alternative

would serve graduate students better is

totally disproved by the history of this

university, where every other employee

group has seen it in their interest to

unionize. The same of rhetoric was used in

the professional staff election last year, and

we rejected it when over 70/of voters chose

Local 509 over the options of no union or

an offshoot group of the existing profes-

sional association.

5) The idea that District 65 will not tru-

ly represent graduate students is totally

false. District 65 has always been strong

ly committed to union democracy, which

means that graduate students here will

make all of the decisions that affect them,

but will have the counsel and resources of

District 65 (of which other graduate

students are already members) to back

them up.

6) Unions cannot provide absolute protec

tion of jobs or improved salaries But.

unions with active member involvement

can greatly increase the prospects of pro

tecting lobs and increasing salaries and

working conditions of employees-this is

true in virtually every organized workplace

in this country

Graduate employe. 1 shouldn't be fooled

by this latest anti labor tactic of the ad

ministration. Look at the history Off

graduate student concerns, and the improv-

ed lot of other employees on campus who

have the protection and benefits that union

membership offers
Tom Coish

Executive Board Member. Professional

Staff Union/Local 509 SEIU
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ARTS&LIVING
Social Distortion gets back on track to Noho
_ _ ^ ™,„ txto Z^ft.1 L^ina t.n a record deal with Epic, who uproar within the ranks oi oiam .,...•. vour
By DANIELLE DOWLING
Collegian Staff

\ youag bov. pubescent hormones raging through his

vein^ stands in front of a mirror with a guitar slung

around his neck. He dreams of the day when he is award-

ed a Grammy for his effort, or of the day he composes the

greatest musical piece known to man.

Bulldinkies He dreams of how many girls he can bang

and how many drugs he can sample before he turns 30,

if he turns 30.

Unfortunately, it is this attitude that leads to the on-

timely death of many bands, as it almost did tor Social

Distortion ...

Lead vocal* and guita. -ist Mike N«N tounded the group

in 1979 during the late 70i punk explosion in Southern

California. The group, influenced by Eddie Cochran and

the Rolling Stone*, rebated their first single, -Playpen,

in 1980, followed by •1945" in 1981, released on their own

label. 13th Story

In 1982. thev toured the United States for the first turn

The tour Wftl promoted and publicized by the quasi

anarchistic underground network called the Better N outh

Organiaation.

Their debut LP. Bfomm/« Uttk Monster, released on

13th Story, came out in 1983 It wa< simultaneously

d with the single "Mommy's Little Monster D a

• \nothei State ->i Mind 'Their future looked promising

Thev were opening for acti like the Kamones, Public Inv

1 td X and loan Jett But then the lethal stigma of

the "at* drug! and rock-n rol' 'type held the group

in a four year limbo M Ness tried to come to term> with

hj„ probletn-

| ike a lot of kid plained. "I joined a band

mdrocknroll Ms pi..hU-m. far a long tune,

liunttg that music was the KM* important

thing
"

, ,
,

j n j9^ tnt . group wat back on track with Prison Bound,

an album inspired h\ Neaa' as* - iaaaaaj The album mi

very successful, leading to a record deal with.Epic. who

released their self titled LP this summer. Their major

label debut was put together by the present line-up.rf

Ness, guitarist Dennis Danell, bassist John Maurerand

drummer Christopher Reece and has caused a major

uproar within the ranks of old fans who have charged that

the group has sold out. The verdict is ultimately in your

^Social Distortion will play at Pearl Street. The 18-and-

over show starts at 8:30 p.m. Tickets are $8.

I'h i»w'"'

Social Distortion play Pearl Street tonight.

.in album inspired oy .>e*» «f 111"1'" • " ~
. ,

Guitarist Michael Hedges mesmerizes Academy crowd
^^ V** V*^ ^u„ H.^.-m^ont^^withaeoverversmn On 1 It s There. ...,. of b^

Bs KKN MAURI
i in Coi espondeni

Mi, hat I Hedges
\. .ulemy of Mum*
Sunday. Nov. 4

The guv i> amating
Saying that M'chael Hedges plays

guitar would be a gross understatement

He hits, slaps, wrings, stretcher, CM

i Raill away on his guitar Armed with

onlv two acoustic guitars, an amazing in

•.irument called a harp guitar and a stun

nmg -ound -ystem. Michael Hedges

me-rmnzed a packed house at the

Academy of Music in Northampton on Sun

day night.

Although his music is classified as nev.

age," he describes his style of playing as

"acoustic thrash" or savage myth gun

I'm not sure if his fingers were bleeding or

not. but a number of times during the per

formance it sounded as if the guitar was go-

ing to snap in his hands His work contains

none of the endless, and meandering that

plagues so many new age artists, and he

played his droll sense of humoi

throughout the ifeflfV

It would Michael

Hed. iockar ofguitar

as d ker flails around and becom. I

one with the song. Michael hunches over

and fiaiN d beconv- one with the

music. When he spoke on stage, alone bet

REVIEW
ween two spiral staircases of speakers and

casualty dressed in an oversized, rumpled

t shirt and baggy pants, he was reserved

and almost seemed small, frail and weak.

His unassuming appearance disappeared

the second he slammed on his guitar.

though! His h>ad constantly shook back

and forth and bobbed up and down while

the rest of his body wriggled away uncon

trollably. Much of the enthusiastic au-

dience bobbed along with him

He shuffled on stage with

of the Who. Kmmeiue Front." an d

the night wai over he threw in a few more

• rs as well Among them were the Roll

ing Stones' "Gimme Sheitai N. neh

Cherry's Buffalo Stance" (and he - new

-ing along rendition of "She MvH
\
'• by Fine Young Cannibals and

a hilarious encore which arfjnhlart up

Sheila K '• A I ove Bi «d the Fifth

Dimension s "AquarmsLet the Sunshine

In"

Michael included plenty of originals, of

course, and the set list ranged all the way

from a song he wrote 16 years ago to ;i trio

of original instrumentals from his brand

new album Tap Root. He played a number

of new songs from the album, one of which,

"Ritual Dance", was a great showcas-

es unique craft. Other highlights were "i

v your heart." which is an e.e. cumm
ing's poem that he set to music, "Watching

Life Go By." and of course. "The Funky

Avocado." which threw in a line from

another Stones classic. "Miss You."

()n . "K It's There."' one <>t h>-

lualiiimontali ha ahowcaoed ti>- Inti i

harp guitar which hi .i ria >tnng gu

with an ev heal harp >trmg- fitted

on top Michael

Hedges take control ot this instrument and

becoaat totally abaarfaad la the araak baa

, 1MB to be believed By the close of

the -how, he was drenched with sweat and

visiblv exhausted. To think that he had to

play a 10 p.m. show ju-t 4."> minute- lat

was unbelievable.

After the show ended and most of the au

dience filtered nut. he came out. talked

(well, panted and mumbledt and signed

autographs for the few totally enthralled

fans who were perched outside the stage

door. Maybe in the future he could release

a videotape of his concert and call it "The

Michael Hedges Workout!" If you missed

him. do yourself a favor and buy one of his

(I» illy Um M the Douhle Planet,

but make sure you catch him next time

around
The guy is amazing!

r a e a
fl XT'* TUG HOLIDAY SeASOtf

TARGET SALOMON BROTHERS
FOR YOUR CAREER.

We m\ in

.ill interested Senior!

In gel to know out people

and rareet opportunities

Investment Banking Reception

Wednesday, November 7

at 7:30 p.m.

Lord Jeffery Inn

Garden Room
Amherst, MA

Salomon Brothers

University Players Presents:

TALK
RADIO
A Play by Eric Bogosian

November 4-7, 8 pm in the S.U.B

Tickets:

$3 Students

$5 Gen Public

(available at Tix Unlimited

or at the door)

MULTICULTURAL AH&IRS
Asian American play to perform
By ALEXANDER NGUYEN
Collegian Staff

Students and community members will have the oppor-

tunity to view Asian American theater talent this week.

The University of Massachusetts' New WORLD Theater

is scheduled to present Philip Kan Gotanda's Yankee

Dawg You Die this Thursday, Nov. 8, at 8 p.m. in Bowker

Auditorium.
Yankee Dawg You Die, performed by the San Francisco-

based Asian American Theater Company, tells the strug-

gle of two Asian actors in mainstream Hollywood.
*
Yankee Dawg is a timely representation of social issues

inhibiting Asian American talent. Vincent Chang and

Bradley Yamashita represent two generations of Asian

Americans facing the same problem; getting legitimate

and dignified acting jobs in a predominately White-male-

control lad Hollywood

Like all "minority" actors, their job opportunities have

been limited to small roles and walk-on parts depicting

stereotypes of Asians. Vincent, representing the older

generation, never turns down a job although he tries to

bring as much dignity to them as possible. Bradley,

representing the younger, more socially aware generation.

fuses acting jobs which are demeaning to his

community. ... *

Vincent and Bradlev represent the abundant amount

of Asian talent and the lack ofjob opportunities for such

talent. Their story reveals the struggle between working

for survival, to pay for food and rent, and compromising

their ideals and values, thus misrepresenting the Asian

community
Yank* Don g .- directed by Lane Nishikawa. the Asian

American Theater Company's Associate Artistic Direc-

tor, who wrote and performed the hit I'm m a Mission

from Buddha. ,

Philip Kan Gotanda is an accomplished playwright and

. ,-nwi iter whose cndits include A Song for Nisei

h'lsherman and The Wash

Yankee Dawg is another New WORLD Theater presen-

tation that offers alternative sources of thi ater entertain

m.-nt which raises social awareness of "minority

IH-nences.

A scene from Yankee /*..,<, 1«« Mt, to perform in Bowker Auditorium this Thursday. Nov. 8,

at 8:00 P.M.

needed for TEAMS
U iCXANDEB NGUYEN

CoUagtaa staff

•Tutors can make a world of difference m a students

,-ducat.on. ^aid professor Robert Maloy. direct,., of the

Tutoring Enrichment and Assistance Models with Schools

proj.ct at the University of Massachusetts in a recent

interview.

The TEAMS Project sends University students into area

public middle and high schools to tutor culturally diverse

students for whom English is a new language.

Tutoring takes place both in and after school and spans

all middle and high school subjects. "Tutoring language-

minority students does not automatically mean English,

Maloy said "We focus, however, on the functional use ot

the English language within their various academic sub-

jects and in evervday communication.'' he said.

In its seventh year, the TEAMS Project has provided

public schools with some 275 University students sparur

ing 55 academic majors who have tutored over 12.000

TbTs vear. with 60 University students, TEAMS gives

tutoring services to Amherst, Northampton, Greenfield

and Holyoke public schools and the Chicopee Job Corps

Tutors engage in one-on-one and small group assistance

to Asian, African. Latin American. European and other

student, WOO are in the process of learning Englian.

in addition to academics, tutors help culturally diverse

students adjust to 'American culture' and represent

positive aspects of higher education." Maloy said.

•Tutoring puts ones education to a test You discover

what you've learned when you can turn around and teach

it to someone else," he said, its an opportunity to apply

your knowledge and help others."

Maloy said that tutors also learn a great deal from tutor

in« culturally diverse students. "The learning that takes

place is mutual - both tutors and their students benefit

a great deal," he said. .

• Tutoring not only makes a difference in someone else s

life it makes a difference in your life as well, Maloy said

"TEAMS puts University students into a non-

mainstream academic environment." said Boreth Sun. a

UMass graduate student in the School of Education, bun

said that dealing with people from foreign cultures

challenges your American beliefs and ideology when ex

posed to racist and prejudiced attitudes towards non

native Americans. . . „_

"TEAMS is about more than just tutoring students.

lso g<> through I groat mutual learning •

rx.r,, iL-. Ian, aBJM p-ychology maior

James said that the students she has tutored have taught

her about their cultures and idea* Things sh. -aid aha

would have n.-wr learned in the classroom

The TEAMS Projad is i throt credit das I by tht-

School of Education in conjunction with the Div Won of

Continuing Education University student t.-m all

academic majors, cultural backgrounds or who speak a

foreign language are welcome to apply

TEAMS will have an information table on the UMass

Campus Center concourse for five days beginning thifl

Wednesdav and there will be an open house on Wedm-s

day. Nov. 14. at 7 p.m. at the United Asia Cultural Center

In the future project organizers plan to expand into ad

ditional school sites and provide tutoring for additional

cultural groups as schools become more diverse.

"TEAMS also looks forward to increased Ptfa-CoHafi

student participation." Maloy said

Maloy added that there is a possibility of linking

TEAMS to secondarv t.acher certification programs so

that undergraduate students can explore teaching

career alternative.

fsr«ga&Pgg^cg^APc^ar^ sg^gr-*^s^g^a&ggg^r^s^<s>-^ \

Mental Health Services
Mid-Semester Groups

Coping with end-of semester and/family

related stress for people with:

1. ACOA issues, Tuesday, 1-2:30

2. Eating Disorders, Tuesday, 3:30-5

3. Early Sobriety Issues, Thursday,

1-2:30

Groups begin in Mid-November and run for

5 weeks. Pre-group interview required. Call

545-2337 for information or registration.

a eSx*JJ£>^7*e&*JiP^Sgg^JSl^ ffF^JJD^Fdcr^sp^sgg^o^sCTi^g

I

I

I

I

57 North Pleasant Street

253-5141

Proper Identification a Must

FREE TACO BAR
Tuesday Nights

(for Delano's customers only!)

—BEER OF THE MONTH
Becks $1- 75

DRINK OF THE WEEK
Absolut & Tonic or Soda

S3EX3Q
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THE FAR SIDE

By GARY LARSON
BONES IN THE BARREL

By J- GELLER & M. ROSENZWEIG

COLLEGIAN 9

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE

Edited By TRUDE MICHEL JAFFE

The 21st Annual

Great Ski Snatch
1,500,000.00 A

Worth of Top Name \

WINTER CLOTHING W.
|

SKI EQUIPMENT

Representatives from Major
Mountains throughout the East

DOOR PRIZES AND FREE
GIVEAWAYS

Volunteer workers show up Wednesday

Aardogs

DOONESBURY By GARRY TRUDEAU

NOVEMBER 8-11

Thurs. and Fri.

Noon "til 10pm

Sat. 10a.m. 'til 6pm
Sun. 10a.m. 'til 2pm

MANWP? A££Y,

3RSAK.0UT
TUB SH£XW

KOUTE 9

MI. FARMS MALL
HADLEY, MA.

I his event i^ not affiliated \n it H tin- I NIVKRS1 H <>|

MASS \( HLSF I I S in the I M VSS SKI (III'.

ACROSS
1 Eat like a horse

6 Oolong and
Souchong

10 Siestas

14 Annoys
15 Fad

16 Enthusiasm

17 Soothe

1

8

Do a Tuesday

chore

19 Arm t>-

20 Puddinglihe

sweet

22 Tooth

23 Vigorous

24 Hides

26 Teased
30 Salt away
32 Big moment at

tiera

33 Pro

35 Tteats lor

gou''-

39 Clu!d s play

41 I

43 Caravansary

44 Title tor a

Romanov
46 H-

47 Star 'n fViSPuS

49 Ne m 4t0 *<•"*

51 Mold in music

54 Double edged
sword

56 n tn

5? r

65 Animate

66 Beige

67 Summers, on

.tract

09 Ski maneuver

70 Singular

71 Schisms

DOWN
1 Crustacean

2 Bunker tor on*

3 — txe«e

4 Petty

5 Intellect

6 Court
proceeding

7 Zealous

8 Excitedly

9 Roger lake

10 Creamy cheese

1

1

Muslim God
12 Velvety fabric

13 Entangles

?1 Siena

25 Small cobras

26 Barters

27 Dies

28 Vigor

29 Pastry tray item

31 Mulberry baik

34 Concerning

36 Current

37 Arabian .

38 Goes -

1

40 Rhythm
e m The

45 D< •

48 Chipmunk s kin

50 Merchant

51 Vetches

52 Tial

53 Mother

of pearl

55 Old- fashioned

58 Tittle

59 Marcel

Marceau s

forte

60 Range
61 Hollow

62 Some receivers

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE
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MENU
LUNCH DINNER

CALVIN AND HOBBES
By BILL WATTERSON

Tr.-Countv Fa.r Sandwich Shells in Cheese Sauce

Chicken Burrito Roast Pofk

BASICS LUNCH BASICS DINNER

Jen Sc
ChicKen B

•His m Cheese Sauce
ito, I '

'

Casserole

Buy an IBM PS/2

before December I

take

Anywhere in the continental

or Puerto Rico for only $149.

*M*WfWN o#:' Wife
C0ULPYE J>- :

81

^

YOUR DAILY HOROSCOPE
By JEANE DIXON

ABIES

- , >.;

LIBRA

p*OV

SCORPIO
TAURUS

*1k SAGITTARIUS

TANGELO PIE

The *k\* tfii* limit when you purchase an IBM

Pergonal System /2* More the cod of die year*

Ynu reecivf

:

• TV»V Certificate good far* round-trip ticket

lor $14') off-peak and $24° peak -casun**

• Irec TV»A<»ctaH-a\* Student PittOUl Owi
• Special ottering oil PRODICY'

I s«- warTlA Certificate to travel t«» any

I W \ destination in the < ontinental I S. or Puerto

Rim Head fr»r the Itcar§*• Take of!" fi>r the slopes

Or v i^tt the folks hari. home.

SoM mi future trip*, ton Apph Inr I fc*» I VIA

Cltoww, DboMlK Card to WOW » 10% discount

(»n future TWA travel.TW\ lias naived the annual

applit at ton fee.

In bclOWl trips., tap into a wide work! of infor-

mation wlnUCWf win »ant with the PRODIGY service

For onlv $99 you receive the PRODICY Start- up Kit.

a 2400bps Hayes* IVrsnnal Modem,

a software connection package and

three nmntlis of service.

So buy *n IBM PS/2* Wore
Dwiimimr 31, WW.. . HV ttr rid*

time to tjet nn boofd v* ith a PS/2.

God,l ^a\\a UotrVrJcrwuJ

I4S swrfmg to yet +6

Houj ai>ouf tW

out Vlalli? -^

uou runarouni

HdlAl'i It for- four UCAfS

-Tluiriq fciT«,Tker\

\

(aJK-tW^if

lire '5 50U/EP/

By TIM SNIFFEN

/'cour*^, you're

posubnihj.

GEMINI

CANCER

LEO

VIRGO

CAPRICORN

AQUARIUS

MMOCtWODytOrlXr l f ....
'*» r" r<J*fl

PISCES

<3 Tf«

PRICE
By PRICE VAN RAY

.,.,r,mnnrrrv Don't miss the IBM PS/2 Fair coming to Campus
UNIVER&I 1 Y November 13th and 14th. There will be a lot of fu

STORE& Plenty of giveaways!

n and

Open
Sat. 1

M-F 9-5

0-3

•Th«nt*.*«v*l«»V*o.. ' 2?""*' KioeanrteM mthoul*r«. **

. 4 i<«V»SseU"-' '
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How the NYNEX Student

Telephone Directory stacks up

against Beowulf Cliffs Notes.

( :liffs Notes NYNKX

Uses ihe color yellw

as a device somewhen

on or in the book.

Tells you where to reach your

professors, whodelivers

pizza, and how to reach

the financial aid office.

Never mentions the words

"allegory," "foreshadow"

or "heroic code.

Not an embarrassing thing to

have fall out ofyourbackpack

in, say, English class.

Doesn't analyze Hrothgar's

homilies or I ninth as anti-hero.

sr sr

Bf

af

Well, there you have it. The NYNEX Student Telephone Directory has the

kinds of information students want. And none of the stuff you don't.

Besides which, it's free. So be sure to look for your copy on campus.

NYNEX
Student
Telephone
Directory

Delivery began iht week „, , „ ,,,,„., ,., I ft, ..,.a,,.a...m ... ,h, ( h.ls No,, v In « fet* mi ftJRO hi *** •* «»•, ,,-n, n of it* ,„,l.l,shr.
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Liljeblad
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 12

"My high school coach said I would improve and I am
pleased with the results so far," Liljeblad said. "The work

outs here a much more difficult than in high school, but

the added mileage has helped me."
After sharring the spotlight with teammate Becky

Johnson during the regular season, Liljeblad broke out

and starred at the A- 10s. There she finished seventh

overall and missed winning Freshman-of-the-Year honors

by one second.

"She was simply tremendous that day," said

LaFreniere. "It was the best race of her life."

It is not just Liljeblad's athletic performance that

LaFreniere raves about but also her team spirit and

personality

"She is a great person," said LaFreniere. "She is just

a very pleasant kid with a good head on her shoulders.

Kelly has a ton of talent and is a great competitor who
won't quit."

After battling the flu for five days Liljeblad finished 20th

overall at the New England Championships. Although Lil-

jeblad was obviously affected by the flu, LaFreniere said

she gave it everything she had.

"After the meet Kelly was almost in hum bftCftUftl she

felt she let the team down," said LaFreniere. "She ran

well even though she had been sick I could not have ask

ed for a better effort but she hated to let them down

A- far Saturdays ECAC Championships, Liljeblad is not

making any prediction-

-We are just hoping to finish the season strong and place

well as a team " she said.

This kind of team spirit suits her coach just fine

•I couldn't ask for a better recruit," said LaFreniere.

"I onlv wish I had ten more Kelh

NHL preview

I

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1? . **.

Norris, a division more interested in mayhem than

hockey - three of last year's top four penalized teams

play there. Clagary isn't that much better than any

other Smythe division team, but they easily have the

most talent.

As for a Stanley Cup pick, it's way too early to say,

but I like the Sabres* chances. But don't be surprised

if St. Louis wins, either.

Greg Sukiennik is a Collegian staff member

volleyball
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 12

Ford also mentioned the improved play of middle

blockers Rachel Bredemeier and Sharon Panoff as well

as Patricia Diorio, who has returned to proper form

Despite the improved play of the team, Ford admitted,

"We have a tough match ahead of us
."

women's swimming
CONTINUED PtvoM f>AGE 12

Catharine Hoehl are the Big Green's biggest threats

The Vermont swimmers have only been training in

the water for four weeks, compared to UMass' nine

weeks. In addition, several Vermont swimmers are

hampered by sickness. Nonetheless, Nichols said he is

confident his team will be competitive

"I'm sure we'll give them a good meet," he said

UMass has backstroke threats of their own with Kin

Binning in the 100 meter and Barbara Banks in the

200 meter. Both Minutewomen were victorious in their

races on Saturday Others to watch are sprinters

Denise Reimer in the 50 meter freestyle and Keira

Cruz in the 100 meter freestyle, also winners Saturday.

UMass freshman Allison White looks like she could

dominate the one meter and three meter dives as she

did on Saturday

We're looking to go in and continue rolling,

Newcomb said. "We hope to get another set of

opening information out to coaches throughout New

England.'

UMass
Students!
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Win 2 Free Roundtrip Julio

Any Domestic! ^*

*No purcf§3^oessary
stination

* Drop off this ad at : # by Dec. 21

Winner announced Jan. 28, 1991

Name: Address: Phone:

RESUMES
CopyCat Print Shop
• Great Service • Great Prices

228 Triangle StMmherst 549-3840
|
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ARE YOU
PREGNANT
& IN NEED OF HELP?

I Birthright Can Help

• • FREf PREGNANCY TCSTMO

$eaw Day AmuAs
Seiricet mar »'•

• ff. ConliJwnimi Cling

4 Help'ul

S
549-1906
Amharat

Car n.qc Shops

a an atta«n*4tv« **• l**rtl°"

||i
ft fit a u Q_J1 .<*tfu-fcfr

Amherst Cinema
Now Playing

Henry
and
June

Mon-Thurs
One Show 7:30

Fri-Sun 2 Shows I

7:00 and 9:15

Student Discount!
with I.D.

J

EXPRESS OIL
527-4737

Lowest Possible Price

GUARANTEED!

FREE BURNER PRIMES

24 HOUR SERVICE

Now's the

time to call...

North Amherst
Motors

71 Old Sur.4trt«nd Rd., Ho. Amhafst

I 549-2880

1"
Expert Repairs and
Reconditioning

MOSf UtfOf Cfttt C*rO% ACC9Qf<3

Our 20th Anniversary

Sale November 7-1

1

1

Copies
99 c Oversize Copies

99c Color Copies

Open 24 Hours *

253-2543

220 N. Pleasant St.

from Carnage SJ*

fp^kinko's
the copy center

sed Saturday Midnight 'ti! Sunday Noon

^Oremze copies up fc;

CLASSIFIEDS
COME TO THE C<

ACTIVITIES

ATTENTION
Gotten Key Members

General Meeting

Wed Nov 7 at 7PM
CC 17*

Elections and Refreshments

DVP PRESENTS
John Waters director of Crybaby

Hairspray and Pink Flamingos

Tomghl 8PM Free

Campus Center Auditorium

FINANCE INVESTMENT CAUB MEETINO-

Pro! Branch speaks on S&L Cns* Col

THE UNOERGRAOUATE ENGLISH Club

*.ll have us t.rsi meeting on W«l"esday

November 7 at 4 00PM M Bartlett 302

UMASS CHESS CLUB
7 10PM in the Bluewall

All are welcome

UMASS TRIATHLON CLUB meeting Tues

777*7? 6 30 m Boyden ?49 EMcl.on. «
be held' Upcoming races TBA an are

welcome 6 3324 tor into

ANNOUNCEMENTS

BED * BREAKFAST
Downtown Amherst

5490733

FAST FUNORAISING PROGRAM

ilTu^c! S«W «oTP campus organ,,*

f^^ a chance a-KOOO morels pro-

gram worts' No investment needed Call

1-800 9324528 Ext 60 _____
MEED BUSINESS EXPERIENCE?

Com? vSu'nET.r »he UM.«louder*
Federal CredH Union' Tuesday/Thursday

shifts still available
1

WOW! Have you seen Talk Radio'
I

did

and n was g.eal' N's running through Wed

I thin* I'll go again

AUTO FOR SALE

1986 FORO ESCORT Great coneMjon No

wort needed excellent on gas S2B0O BO
Call Chris 253 5679

FOR A GOOO TIME CALL

RACKA-OtSC the best entertainment DJ s

video bands dorm/house specials can

5«6-9900 anytime

FOR RENT

23 BEDROOM APT. for rent starting Jan

t st 5S fall opt*" On Mam St 2 minute

walk to town on bus route H«'*>»m

Soors lotsa windows S640/mo Call

253-2357 leave messes*

1 LARGE BEDROOM In Victorian House

bc^ntown Amherst $250 00 549-0733

FREE KING-SIZE WATERBEO'
That comes with a t»g room in a big house

m Sunderland 5 minute walk to bus stop

$250+ Ce* Hbrio evenings 548-9744

NEW 2 BEDROOM DUPLEX Montague

O™ with s.Serf$550 1st * last 527-9553

ROOM IN AMHERST house, $325'mo

utilities included CallJonathan 549 2918

FOR SALE

ONE WAV AIRLINE TICKET 10 Sari
i

Fran

Cisco lor November 21 cheap Ce* 585-0127

ONE YEAR OLD VASHICA 107 mult, pro-

gram body 200m and "•»"<»«>,!«•£_,
Sond,rlon sparingly used $285/BO Can

Shinsh at 549- 791 2 leave message

TWO TICKETS to the Cocteau Twins at the

Orpheum on November 18 546 2558

HELP WANTED

EARN $3O0 TO $500 per week readmg

books at home Call 615-473-7440 e«1 B281

FREE SPRING BREAK Vacation >n Carv

cun' College Tours the nations largest and

most suocessful spring break tour operator

needs enthusiastic campus representatives

Earn a free trip and cash Nothing to bujr

we provide everything you need Call Bob

at 1400-395-4896

HELP US TO HELP YOU' Raise money tor

Financial Aid over wintersession and earn

money yoursett -5 25 an hour plus bonuses

Call 545-3509 i( interested

INTELLIGENCE JOBS AM branches Now

hiring Call 1-805-6874000 Ext K 9816

INSTRUCTION

PRIOR

LOST

ICATION'CASH IN ADVANCE

SILVER TEARDROP SHAPED tARRtNG

Great sentimental value' Cat Amy 546-ZOB6

it tound

PERSONALS

BUG, I know you re sad Paul * gone You

can always sit on my face 1

FUTON MATTRESSES
Full si/e only $58'

2564646 _^
IBM COMPATIBLE TURBO 14" RGB Col

„ Monitor 51 ?K (2)3SOK FtoppHM. So*

ware and printer $650 00 or BO 253^0945

METAWAMPE FUTONS
Frames

Mattresses
Slipcovers
Pillows

We will beat anyone s price

Guaranteed'

Cad now' 256-0846

BE A BARTENDER
W M Bartender Training is open

Call lor brochure
413-747 7895

BEGINNING PORTUGUESE CLASS
Nov 5 Dec 1 Mondays 7 9PM Language

Pacilica 549 5065

EARN CREDIT SCUBA DIVING

2 credit baste and advanced courses oflered

both semesters at Curry Hicks pool

2 credit sport courses to Key Largo during

mtersession spring break, and end ol

Register lor all courses through the General

Physical Education Department

Further information at Curry Hicks poo'

Monday through Thursday 7PM- 10PM or

call Proiect Deep 549 8401

COLORADO
This is your hist ft

it you >e good, it

won l be your last

Your turn'

DARK EVES-
"

.

Thanks tor the smile' CC Concourse at one 1

The Man Who Cycles

JAR!

Happy 201h Birthday

Dad ft Elaine

JJ
Happy Anniversary

I Love You
Re
Sorry It's Lale

LIPS- Happy Birthday 1 Here it is Have the

best day I Love You -Jamie

NATASHA CHERNIACK
Happy Birthday Sweetheart 1

II s been a whole year since you stole my

heart You wanted to believe that we were

lust friends, but I told you that you were lal^

ing in love with me' Love ya Munchkm Hot

Oil Massage'"
Love Me

PRINCESS CHEETO
Happy 19th to an older woman
Here s to another crazy year

Love lorever

Pnnce Charming

T-BUNS Than« Love >» D-Sfce*

TO THE IRISH PLAYBOY
G'ea! job this we*

-

Can you keep >t up tor the ne«i

ft
' j ' Hope so'

Love your bedmaies

PIZZA

COLLEGE PIZZA
• subs ' salads " spaghetti

"

Fall Special

small cheese $3 50

targe cheese $5 99

2 additional toppings

only $1 more

•must mention this ad'

549-6098 549-6073

SERVICES

MOLIOAY BOOKING selling oul' Campus

m Campus 545-0500

PREGNANT'
Need a pregnancy lest miormaiion or sup-

port' Call lor tree and confidential services

ALTERNATIVES J3 Ma.n St Northampton

586 3000

PROFESSIONAL PAPERS. INC

Computerized research library' All subtects

levels S lcc*s Call 4 research mfo MC
Vrse-Ame. 1 800 447 2431 10835 Santa

Monica Bivd . 20H W Los Angeles. CA
B002S

SWEET PEA
I hope things get better soon

miss you much 1

Love you always

Me

PROFESSIONAL DJ'S

LAZER TECH AUDIO available lor your

dance dorm party or house party Great

rates great DJ's Call 323-7801 soon

RIDE WANTEO

PLEASE'
South jersev'Phiiadelphia

Veterans Weekend
Mary 6 5356
L>? 6-4936

TO PHILADELPHIA OR any surrounding

towns on November 21 Will pay for gas

546 2558

ROOMMATES WANTED

ONE OR TWO ROOMMATES tor the

Brook One roomale $245 Two 135 each

maleortemaie Non-smoker Utilities not in-

cluded Call 253-5065

TWO NONSMOKERS to share double with

lull bath m Mill VaHey staring Jan t Call Deb

or Elaine 253-9776

STUDY ABROAD

SPANISH IN GUATEMALA
Call 505 242 3194

TRAVEL

CHRISTMAS. SPRING BREAK. SUMMER
TRAVEL FREE A.r couriers needed and

cruisesh.p robs Call 1 805-682 7555 ext

F 1426

TYPING

WOROPROCESSING Dissertations,

cases papers Affordable dependable

Mac'LP on-campus Nancy 584-7924

WOROPROCESSING. REPORTS.
Resumes Theses. Graphics. Laser Prm

ling Call Rosemary 259-1786

WANTED

DATE FOR SORORITY FORMAL
I'm5'7 Like Doonesbury. Judws. Thomas

Hardy Football Aerobics LA Law

You are Tall fun. witty outgoing good

dancer
Call 549 1394
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SPORTS
Rugby falls to Yale, 21-14
By DAVE SZPILA
Collegian Correspondent

The University of Massachusetts rugby

club suffered a 21 14 defeat this weekend

to a visiting rugby squad from Yak'

UMafifl -t u ted off the scoring in the first

half Oil a try by Paul McClelland. The score

was set up bv solid passing from Bobby Hill

and Bob Carney. The kick after failed.

Yale came right back, however, and

scored a trv of its own, tying the game at

I all.

UMass was not to be denied though and,

taking a pa*s from Bob Hill, Paul

McClelland scampered 25 yards for his

cond trv of the match. The kick was good

this time from Hill leaving the score 10-4

at halftime in favor of UMass.

Yale opened up the scoring in the second

half with a try upping the score to 10-8.

I'M. t-> came right back with a try from

Dan Halloran and UMa-w « ith 25 minutes

gone in the half, were looking to rap up the

match.
Yale was not ready to lay down as they

came back with a try and a conversion to

tie up the contest at 14. UMass got the ball

back but were called for an offsides.

Yale hit the penalty kick to go up 17-14

with time dwindling. UMass could not

score but Yale scored a try on the last play

of the game to end up with the seven-point

victory.

"The Yale players were easily the biggest

we have seen all year." said UMass captain

Bob Carney.

Other on-the-field activities included a

trio of fights which broke out during the

match. The first was initiated after a late

hit by an Eh. The second ensued after

UMass' Guy Polizio got bit in the arm by

a Yale player at the bottom of a ruck. The

third saw Ed Doyle leave the game after

popping a Yale player in the head.

Standouts for UMass were Dave (Warpal

Lalley and Jim Counihan, who overcame

stomach problems to play in the match, as

well as the above-mentioned players.

Dan Halloran went out with an injury in

the weekend contest and was replaced by

Graf Champeau. who was out all week

with an injury himself.

The rugby club travels to Springfield this

weekend to face a Springfield men's club

team

Water polo takes Harvard,

advances to Easterns at Navy
* > i • iL- _unnA«l^v«4 fr\v thn fact

By JOE DEGLORIA
Collegian Correspondent

The University of Massachusetts

water polo team had to beat Harvard at

the New Englands in order to get to the

Eastern Championships - and it did

just that.

UMass lost their second game to

Brown but the Harvard game was the

most important. Only the top two teams

of the event would go on to compete in

the Easterns. 1 beat the Har-

vard team bv a 64 score but UM..

coach Russ Yarworth said that the score

is not indicative of the game.

•We had a very strong defensive

game, we slowed a bit in the fourth and

let up some mistake goals." he said.

With the crucial Harvard win past

them, UMass played Brown Sunday and

played similar to the day before. UM
scored first but then failed to convert on

a man up opportunity and the momen-

tum turned in Brown's favor.

Brown then went to score five staight

goals, setting the precedent for the rest

of the contest. The final tally was Brown

12, UMass 7. Yarworth did not seem too

distressed with the loss since his team

had won the more important game

Saturday.
"We came there to beat Harvard and

go on to the Easterns and we did that,"

Yarworth said. "The Brown team was

real fired up and they just out played us.

moving the ball all over the pool."

Yarworth felt that if the team played

to full capability they could fair well

next weekend. "It is right there for us

to take," Yarworth said, 'if we play as

well we can we can do it.'

UMass is the third seed at the Eastern

Championship at the Naval Academy at

Annapolis. Brown holds the first and

Navv the second spots in the event.

If UMass beats Harvard in the first

round they will most likely face Navy

in the semi finals. A semi final win

would insure a trip to the National

Championships in Long Beach, Calif.

Icetime for NHL
preview, prediction

It - about time hockey not some space on this page.

Don't get me wrong, now - I love basketball, and

I bleed Boston Celtics Green. But there's more to life

than basketball: namely, the other sport they p!a> m
Boston Garden. And since Jim Clark graduated, there

has been nobody to sing the praises of slap-shots, body-

checks and missing teeth on these page

v hat am I waiting for? Here then, is a brief look

..t the National Hockey League season, already 15

games young
The Bruins are still among the top teams in the

league, but if their shaky start is any indication, a

repeat performance of last year's 46 25 9, 101 point

St.m lev Cup finalist season might be a bit much to ask.

A disastrous road trip without all universe defenseman

Bourque proved just how vulnerable this team can

be. especially in a division as tough as the Adams

Greg Sukiennik

Liljeblad outdistances other harriers

And what about the rest of that Adams Division

Montreal, currently in first in the Adams, should do

a lot better this year then last - the addition of Den

-avard could do wonders for a power play that was

t. Good hockey organizations

like the C.nadiens' rarely stay down long - which

should alarm the rest of the league. Buffalo picked

up Dale Hawerchuk, making an already potent offense

even scarier A lot of so-called "experts'' penciled in

the Sabres as "Stanley Cup Champions." and with

players like center Pierre Turgeon and goalie Darren

Puppa returning, such high expectations aren't out of

the question, even considering their Red Sox-like pro

pensitv for choking in the playoffs.

Unfortunately, the Hartford Whalers are in the

wrong division. I gained a lot of respect for Gang Green

last vear when they extended the Bruins to seven

games However, the three teams in front of Hartford

are just too good. The Whalers are the best team that

won't make it out of the division playoffs this spring.

Forget about the Quebec Nordiques, already 3-9 3

and headed for the golf course come springtime It's

hard to believe that this team made it to the playoffs

in 1986
Preseason articles named the New York Ranger-

and the New Jersey Devils as the best of the Patrick

Division. Nice call, guys: the Rangers currently lead

the division, while Jersey remains 3 points behind The

Rangers seem to be a step ahead of the Devils, especial

lv on offense - they currently have four players in the

top 1 5 in scoring A full year of Bernie Nichols at center

can onlv help

If John MacLean and Kit Muller can keep lighting

up the goal lights, and if Sean Burke can regain his

1988 form, the Devils could break through and win a

division title. Washington also figures to be in the hunt,

hut lacks the scoring punch of Jersey or the Rangers.

Pittsburgh figures to the the wild card in the Patrick.

With a healthy Mario Lemieux, the Penguins are

capable of beating anyone on any given night. Without

him, they're a middle of t??Philadelphia and the

Islanders don't figure to challenge this year, caught

in the flux of their players getting old or retiring

In the Campbell Conference, look for Calgary and St

Louis to contend. The Blues are easily the class of the

_CQUTjIMlLQIifA£P.

By DAN WETZEL
Collegian Staff

The surprise of the season for the University of

M ..sachusetts women's cross country team has been the

emergence of Kelly Liljeblad Liljeblad, in only ImtM
collegiate season, has become a top performer for UMass

and head coach Julie LaFreniere couldn't be happier.

i am extremely pleased Kelly chose to come here, said

LaFreniere. "I ended up with one of the best recruits in

the country."

Liljeblad was a stand-out runner at Westisild High

School, on Long Island, when she was contacted by

LaFreniere. After visiting the school Liljeblad knew where

she would be running this year.
•

I wanted to go to a school with strong academics and

a team that I liked." said Liljeblad "UMass had them

LaFreniere said she had been impressed with Liljeblad's

times in high school and her competitive spirit.

LaFreniere knew that Liljeblad had not run many miles

in high school and a tougher training regime would im

prove her times.

In high school Kelly had no one to practice with and

1 knew once she was given that opportunity, her times

would go down," she said.

What LaFreniere didn't know was how great the im-

provement would be While a senior at Westisild. Liljeblad

ran at Van Courtland Park in New York City, with her

best time of 19:15 After only two months at UMass she

returned there for the Atlantic 10 Championships and

finished in 18:34.

'Right now Kelly is running with people she never

dreamed of running with in high school," said LaFreniere.

"Her improvement has been phenMjenaL^^^ „

Volleyball set

for Hartford
By LIOR BEN AHARON
Collegian Correspondent

The University' of Massachusetts volleyball team travels

to Hartford tonight for I 7 p.m. meeting with the Hawks

The Minutewomen (4-26) are coming off a not so

successful weekend at the Harvard Invitational Tourna

ment where the team went winless in four attempt I

At the opposite end of the spectrum is Hartford, which

came out with a split in four matches at the same Har-

vard tournament

The Hawks are l urrently holding a 23 1 3 record and are

i-yemg an ECAC Tournament berth. It is doubtful they

will let UMass stand in their way of postseason play

Even if they're not playing up to their potential, they

can beat us," UMass coach Carol Ford said.

To counter Hartford's strong attack, the Minutewomen

will concentrate on hitting around the block, the maim

problem the team encountered over the weekend

"We're a small team." said Ford. "If we don't hit arvand

or beat the block, we'll l<

Heading into the match, the Minutewomen are sound

physicallv, with the exception of setter Angle Paolucci who

is „nt playing at 100 percent and still struggles with en

durance m < ording to Ford.

CONTINUED ON PAGE 11

Collegian photo by Tom Burhe

UMass cross country athlete freshman Kelly

Liljeblad

Swimming faces
Big Green ofUVM
By BRETT MORRIS
Collegian Correspondent

The University of Massachusetts women's swim team

will try to carry their momentum over from Saturday's

encouraging victory to Vermont at 4 p.m. today.

The Minutewomen swimmers (1-0) are once again

fired up and prepared to face the Big Green. UMass

coach Robert Newcomb plans to go with his "straight

up" lineup as he is not quite sure what to expect from

Vermont.
"We're not looking past them." he said. "They tradi

tionally swim well in the early part of the year which,

in the past, has given us trouble."

UMass has lost only once to Vermont in Newcomb's

seven years at UMass. Nonetheless, he doesn't want

his squad to be overconfident going into the meet.

Tomorrow's contest will be the first dual meet for

Vermont. Last season the squad was 6 6 and finished

ninth in the New England Tournament. The team is

young and inexperienced and second year coach Nick

Nichols said he is looking towards the next few years

as rebuilding years.

However, Nichols has several strong swimmers to

watch out for. Team captain, breast stroker Janet

Mara, backstroker Erika Thomas and sprinter

CON1INUED ON PAGE n

Weld beats Silber for governor

Governor-elect William Weld
AP photo

By CHRIS MUTHER
and GAYLE LONG
Collegian Staff

and The Associated Press

William Weld pulled off a narrow victory last night to

become the newest governor of Massachusetts in a race

that was close to the finish.

Weld received 51 percent of the vote with 74 percent

of the precincts reporting. Polls yesterday were reporting

a projected 80 percent turnout as angry voters took to the

polls across the state.

In an early morning concession speech, John Silber and

his running mate Marjorie Clapprood said they accepted

the decision of the voters. They congratulated Weld and

Paul Cellucci on their victory.

"The people have spoken, and I respect that decision,"

said Silber. "I regret the loss not so much for myself but

for those who believed in my campaign."

Silber said he was proud of the staying power of the

Democratic Party, despite anti-Dukakis sentiment.

Although the campaign had been marked with Silber's

sometimes violent temperament, he added he was only

talking to the voters the way they had requested - direct

ly, openly and honestly.

i just tell the truth," he said.

Clapprood added, "We brought out all of the voters, and

we have to celebrate that."

In Amherst, with five precincts reporting, found Weld

leading Silber, with five other precincts still tallying the

votes.

In the race for Senate. Democrat John F. Kerry easily

pulled ahead of Republican James Rappaport to win a se-

cond term as the junior senator from Massachusetts.

In his victory speech, Kerry referred to the Beatles' song

"Can't Buy Me Love," when he said, "money can't buy

a seat in the Senate either."

In the State Treasurer race, Republican Joe Malone beat

William Galvin.

"The people of Massachusetts voted for change, said

Malone, "They don't want business as usual conducted

on Beacon Hill
"

The new Massachusetts Secretary of State will be

Democrat Michael J. Connolly, and capturing the At-

torney General's position was Scott Harshbarger.

The major difference between the two candidates for

governor was question three, which would roll back t..

to 1988 levels.

Weld supported the rollback, while Silber said the q

tion would bring "economic devastation' to th.

The Democratic State Convention in June endorsed

CONHNUED ON PAGE 2

WEATHER EDITORIAL SPORTS

Break out the winter

coats soon! It should be

cloudy in the afternoon

with temps in. the 40s.

Read what Pam McCar-

thy has to say about

how students are get-

ting burned. Page 5.

And then they were 12

... the NCAA field

hockey championships

begin today. Page 12.
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Ballot question three

defeated by voters
By KENDRA PRATT
Collegian Staff

and The Associated Press

Massachusetts voters voted down the

largest state tax rollback in history in last

night's election.

Ballot question three, the Citizens for

Limited Taxation petition, designed in

response to four tax increases in the last

two years, was defeated 61 percent to 39

percent.

In Amherst. 92 percent of the voters op

posed question three in a record breaking

college student voter turnout.

Barbara Anderson, the executive direc

tor of CLT, wanted voters to "send the

legislature a message" to decrease taxes by

rolling back state tax and fee rates to 1988

levels in the middle of this fiscal year.

James Braude. a leading opponent of

question three, said voters seem content to

have sent a message to Beacon Hill in

September when several incumbents were

defeated in the primaries.

"The voters drove a stake through the

status quo on primary night," Braude said

at a victory speech "We'll roll our sleeves

up tomorrow and rebuild a relationship of

trust between the people and their govern-

ment."

Anderson conceded to the failure ofCLT'

s

initiative petition.

"Maybe voters decided that changing

governors was dramatic enough for this

year," she said.

Anderson said she was confident that

question three would pass yesterday after

noon despite poll indications that public

favor was turning away from the rollback

question as election day encroached.

As people were turning out at the polls

at record-breaking numbers yesterday,

Anderson said the $2 million spent to op

pose question three would work against her

opponents. She said the opponents of ques

tion three had violated campaign regula-

tions which forbid state facilities or funds

from being utilized against a ballot que*

tion or political candidate.

"The use of public money to vote against

ballot questions angers taxpayers," she

said yesterday afternoon. "Taxpayers re-

sent their own money being used against

them."

If question three had passed, state

revenues would have been reduced by $1.3

billion in the next six months. The Board

of Regents of Higher Education estimated

in September that the University of

Massachusetts at Amherst would have lost

$28 million, almost 38 percent of its total

budget, in state-allocated funds before next

semester if CLT had passed.

"I think it's reassuring that voters went

into the booth thoughtfully," said

President-Chancellor Joseph Duffey. "They

wanted change but they understand the

arguments made about CLT. People did not

vote against education and human services

but there will be a lot ofchanges on Beacon

Hill"

OTHER FINAL BALLOT QUESTION
RESULTS
Voters also voted down question two, a

ballot initiative to restrict state use of con-

sultants, which was criticized for its possi-

ble detrimental impact on human services

agencies.

Question five, an initiative petition to

allocate 40 percent of state revenues in

1992 to local aid, passed by a vote of56 per

cent to 44 percent.

Question one, a ballot question to

eliminate the state census, also passed by

an overwhelming majority of 77 percent.

The ballot initiative to loosen state ballot

requirements, question four, passed by a

slim 2 percent of the vote.

Question six, a ballot question to require

radio and television stations to give free

and equal time to all certified candidates,

passed by a vote of 53 percent to 47 percent.

( ollr(h«n photo I.> KA. Burkr

HMMM - Senior Todd Munson, an English Communication

Disorders major, comtemplates life among other things beside Emily

Dickinson's grave.

UM outrage over CLT
forces students to the polls
By TRYSTAN SKEIGH
and ALEX DERING
Collegian Correspondents

University of Massachusetts students

voting yesterday indicated on-campus

publicity about the Citizens for Limited

Taxation prompted them to vote in the

statewide elections

"I probably wouldn't have voted this year

if it hadn't been for the CLT UMass issue.

"

said junior Lisa Carrabino "I didn't like

any of the candidates I felt that the publici

ty of campus about CLT was pretty effec

tive at reaching students."

For some students. Tuesday was their

first experience voting Freshman Holla-

Altman and sophomore Melissa Dynan

both agreed. "We came down to vote

because of CLT. We signed a petition on

campus, too. This is our first t ime voting

•I'm not pleased about my choices for

governor. I wanted t<> vote for 'None of the

CONTINUED ON PAGE 2



=For Your Information polls

Wednesday, November 7

Lecture- Women's Studies and Near Eastern Studies

at the University of Massachusetts present Sherna Berger

Gluck, director of the oral history program at California

State University, Long Beach, speaking on '"We Will Not

Be Another Algeria": The Struggle for National Libera

tion And Women's Liberation in Occupied Palestine, at

3:30 p.m. in Campus Center 904.

Seminar- Mechanical Engineering- Interface Science

Seminar, "Electronic Structure of Semiconductor

Heterointerfaces," given by Prof. N. Anderson of Univer-

sity Of Massachusetts at 3:30 p.m. in 703 Graduate

Research Tower.

Information Session- Any student wishing to apply for

exchange during the 1990-1991 school year are highly en-

couraged to attend an information session to obtain the

application form and relevant information 4 to 5 p.m. in

Campus Center 162.

Peer Support Group- On-going support group for single

women considering and/or planning for becoming preg-

nant, alternative insemination, obtaining emotional and

financial support. Initial meeting scheduled 7-9 p.m. at

EWC For more information and to register, please call

Everywomen's Center at 545-0883 or stop by Wilder Hall

Film- The award-winning Japanese film Wonders of

the Rainforest will be shown in the Poll Room of the Bang's

Community Center (behind Bart's Ice Cream) in Amherst

at 7:30 p.m. The event is being sponsored by the Amherst

Rainforest Action Group. All interested persons may call

256-1376 for more information.

CLU

Thursday, November 8

Meeting- The Union Video Center, is holding a general

meeting at 7:30 p.m. in their office by the Commuter

Lounge in the Student Union basement. UVC is looking

for undergraduate actors, actresses, writers, directors, pro-

ducers, managers, artists, technicians and engineers to

help create programming for the upcoming UVC cable

Lecture- Professor Stephen J. Lippard of Massachusetts

Institute Of Technology will speak on "Polyiron Oxo

Centers in Chemistry and Biology" at 4:30 p.m. m 131

Marcus Hall. Presented by the Distinguished Lecturer

Cpt*inc

Lecture- The National Leadership Forum featuring Eh-.

Tim Lautzenheiser will be held in Memorial Hall. Dr.

Lautzenheiser has attained national recognition for his

workshops on motivation and leadership training.

Registration begins at 5:30 p.m., the Forum will be 6:30

to 10 30 p.m., a short reception will follow. Tickets are $20.

Lecture- Rabbi Walter Zanger, one of Israel's foremost

architectural guides and an alumnus of Amherst College,

will discuss Palestinian nationalism, claims to the land

and what it is like to be living in Israel during these dif

ficult times at 4.15 p.m. in Wright Hall Common Room,

Smith College.

Colloquium- "Women And Sex Discrimination, by

Francine Tongas of the University of Ottawa at 4:15 p.m.

in Burton Hall 213, Smith College.

Concert- West German Sinfonia with Gary Schocker

on flute at 8 p.m. in Bowker Auditorium. Tickets are $25

and $27.

Weld

thursday
november 8th

11am-3pm
STUDENT

UNION

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

former Attorney General Francis Bellotti. vanquished by

Silber in the Sept. 18 primary. The GOP state convention

in March endorsed House Minority Leader Steven Pierce,

who was defeated by Weld.

Silber turned off some traditionally liberal groups, such

as the Massachusetts Women's Political Caucus, which

endorsed Weld.

Weld's pro-choice abortion stance and moderate stands

on other social issues have cost him some conservative

votes that would have gone to the GOP nominee in a year

when voters are fed up with outgoing Democratic Gov.

Michael S. Dukakis.

Incumbent state represntative Stanley Rosenberg, <U

- Amherst), easily beat out Andre Ryerson. for the seat

Republican Silvio O. Conte retained his seat as a U.S.

congressman. _^_««_—

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

Above,"' Dynan added. .... ,a „ aaiA
"CLT was the only reason I registered to vote, said

freshman Mark Seitz. "I really want to come back next

Seitz said he voted for John Silber because of Silber's

opposition to CLT. ....

Juniors Lisa Branco and Kim Minor, also said they

"probably wouldn't have voted if it hadn't been for the

CLT drive on campus."

Explaining this was her first election, Minor said,

"I'd never registered before."

Sophomore Laura Scollan said, "I'm voting to keep

my tuition from going up."

They expressed dissatisfaction with the choices tor

governor, and Branco commented, "We don't have

much of a choice. I would vote for 'None of the Above

if it would affect the outcome."

Many students indicated if it hadn t been for UL1,

they probably wouldn't have bothered to vote. Accor-

ding to many students, the CLT issue was the crucial

issue of the election.

Weld also had his supporters. Chris Tatro, a Resident

Assistant from Orchard Hill, said he chose Weld.

"I agreed with Weld more than any other candidate,

said Tatro. "He's pro-choice, big on rights for working

women. And he doesn't seem as homophobic as Silber.

Mariette Bogert. also opposed to CLT, was not cer

tain who she would vote for.

•Tm a student, aren't I?" she asked. ' I think CLI

is a great theoretical idea, but there's no way the cuts

would only affect the non-essential services. Cuts that

massive would end up coming out of essential services

like schools," she said.

Bogert expressed a lack of enthusiasm for either

candidate. .,

"I honestly don't know who I am going to vote lor,

she added "I think the most important thing is to vote

on the ballot questions, at least. I'm voting mainly

because 1 have some very concrete opinions on those

questions," she said.
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% WHAT DO THESETHtUGS
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NORTHAMPTON
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9:00 1»M TO 11*0 PlVr

2 Ho*rt of unlimited bowlitiM •
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TALK
RADIO
A Play by Eric Bogosian
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Tickets:
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(available at Tix Unlimited
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LOCAL
Ethnic studies challenges

U.S. Eurocentric values
By ALEXANDER NGUYEN
Collegian Staff

"Ethnic studies poses a potential

challenge to the Eurocentric ideological

hegemony of American higher education,"

said history professor Evelyn Hu DeHart

in a lecture at Amherst College Monday en

titled "Ethnic Studies in the 1990s."

Hu DeHart is the director of the Center

for Studies of Ethnicity and Race in

America for the University of Colorado at

Boulder

"There is a new ideological war on the

university level in America and its battle

ground is the curriculum.*' Hu DeHart

said. "The rise of ethnic studies was a

direct outgrowth of the student uprisings

in the 60s which demanded more students

and facultv of color.

"

Hu DeHart said that the first ethnic

I udiei program in this country was Black

Btudiet at San Francisco State University

and ethnic studies has since established

itself as an important field which is dif

ferent from Euro scholarship.

Hu DeHart. who specializes in Latin

Amerkaa ana studies, said America MWi
ethnic studies to revise and resynth.

OUT histoi•> and culture She said there is

a practical implication to ethnic

studies, which is an impact on public

policv resulting in social change."

"I believe that universities want to DC

divert* and multicultural," Hu Dehart

said, to which the audience laughed

really, America ha- always been cultural

ly diverse."

Hu DeHart cited examples from

American history proving its cultural

diversity. She began with the millions ot

people already living here before the Euro

peans invaded. People whom we know as

Native Americans who had hundreds of

cultures and languages.

Then came the Africans as slaves, the

Chinese as indentured servants, the Mex

icans through annexation, periods of

various Europeans and the continuation of

immigrants from central America and

parts of Asia.

However, Hu DeHart said, America re

mains a White nation in its image and pro

jection. And that all these non-White

culturally diverse peoples remain under

represented. Thus the call for diversity and

multiculturalism in our universities.

Hu DeHart said that one historical pro-

blem is that Americas definition of citizen

ship has not been diverse. She cited that

Native Americans were not given citizen-

ship until 1924. Asians were subject to

apartheid until the 1950s and Blacks were

subject to apartheid until the 60s.

Hu DeHart said ethnic studies, which re-

lets Eurocentric scholarship as the only

method, is necessarv to revise history

which accurately accounts for di\ersit>

H heard of a Cuban

Ch irant. Hu DeHart asked

No. it's true She said this ethnic

phenomenon was a result of Cuba's impor

tation of Chinese workers for the ettflf

cane fields in the 19th century

l ollr«>an plioln l>\ I "ni MMt

'

WHAT'S THAT SAY?! - Amy Theerman, a Women's Studies ma-

jor, studiously catches up on some reading while waiting for a bus

at Haigis Mall.

reallv.Ameru a has always been cultural cane fields in the l*tn cemu.>
, .

Voter turnout heavy in Amherst and Northampton
. .- _....... <K>->r> inn nt her ., t •_!_» II An mir Host tn

By TAMARA SILBERMAN
Collegian Correspondent

Voter turnout was heavy yesterday in Amherst and Nor

thampton according to town officials.

Although the official re<ults of voter turnout were not in

by press time, election officials thought that voter turnout

at the 10 precincts in Amherst and the 14 precincts in Nor

thampton was 'double or triple" the ordinary amount.

Most people were dissatisfied with the choices for state

governor yesterday as they stood in , '™' l° vote
„, . .

Many people, like UMass sophomore William Chi, felt

thev "chose the lesser of two evils
*

"it's terrible." said Dix McComas I U-M hmg Assistant

for t he L'Mass writing program, -but 1 disliked

Helium-neon
lasers stolen

from Hasbrouck
Compiled by KENDRA PRATT
Collegian Staff

The Physics and Astronomy Department rep.

v esterdav the theft of four helium-neon lasers with cm
nonent- last weekend from Hasbrouck Laboratory 212.

Tom Pap.no. the lab supervisor of the Introductory

Phvsics Laboratories said the lasers and their com

ponents have no industrial use and cannot be used in

light shows. He said the lasers and components are on-

ly used for the experimental study of optical concepts.

Papirio said although the laboratory was not forcibly

entered over the weekend, he left the lab door locked

last Friday.
,

. .

The estimated value of the lasers and components is

$1900.
ASSAULTS

A Residential Assistant was assaulted in Southwest

Sunday while responding to a noise complaint, lne

University of Massachusetts police said the RA was try

ing to identify the offending parties when the assault

Following the positive identification of the offenders

in a police investigation, a court complaint will be fil

ed, police said.

VANDALISM
• A female student reported Friday that the surface

of her vehicle was scratched in Lot 11. She had previous

ly received two notes on separate occasions referring

to a decal on her car. The estimated value is $1,000.

• A male student reported that the insignia on the

front grill of his car and the radio antenna were broken

off in Lot 32. The estimated value is $75.

nw especially during hard economic time

more than the other
iuthwest ^.d "I hke to vote Those of us in the Legislature Will do our best to
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who stand for Democratic Party principles he said

Incumbent State Sen John D Olver (DAmherst. sup

ported cooperation between the different branches

He said that budget slashing a wring in

unmaleU and passage of question t I
not

solve the people".« problem-
jorted cooperation between tne amerem ».-..— - **,.- ..« »~ ,-- .-

Press censored in Northern Ireland
By GAYLE LONG
Collegian Staff

Because of British censorship in Northern Ireland, the

press cannot cover the nationalist community, according

to a Irish civil rights activist.

Bernadette Devlin McAliskey. a leader of the t ivil

Rights Movement in Northern Ireland of l*» and the

youngest person ever elected to the British Parliament,

spoke to 100 people last night at Amherst College.

if a member of the media asks you. Do you vote Sinn

friar [the political party which wants British withdrawn

from Northern Ireland] and you answer yes. the reporter

wont even talk to you. Automatically, you have no op.

nion."
, ,

,

Devlin discussed the laws which prohibit any memhet

of Sinn Fein from being on radio or television, even

inadvertly j .u
These laws, McAliskev said, lead the media inside the

United Kingdom as well as outside to believe that Sinn

Fein and their supporters do not exist.

Subsequently, journalists do not interview anybody

unless they are known to be Loyalists, in favor of British

rule, she said.

Although radio and television are not allowed to discuss

Sinn Fein sympathies or concurring opinions on the air.

the print media is not restricted.

McAliskey said, however, the newspapers tend to ignore

anything which the television does not

Another problems, said McAliskey, is Americans tend

to believe the news from the United Kingdom at "face

value."

The reporters at the wire services, said McAliskey. c.U

the British Press Office for their information, and cited

the case of a former employee of the Press Office, Colin

Wallace, who admitted to fabricating facts to release to

the press.

'The press only covers Northern Ireland when it is ex_

tremely dramatic. That means extremely violent," said

McAliskey. The media's job is to dramatize, not to in

'The press covers everything in the number 0.

and the degree ot % mlence ehe said. Mere little people

must be killed before the press will report

Britain uses then censorship law I to hide the truth

McAliski v b© a repr< .nernment

which has denied the people oi Northern Ireland human

right

-

rta.n people in Northern Ireland were denied the

right to vote until 1971. as well ftl widespread nou

and employment discr.m.nat ion. -aid McAllske) and the

British government, a part of the -table White wor Id.

did not want the rest oi the world to know d the,,

oppression.

•Violence of human right- does not

one kind of government," -I

«t within nnly

he -ant

4UM unions to reply

to furlough proposal
By GAYLE LONG
Collegian Staff

Four of the five unions which represent all of the

University of Massachusetts employees ere expected

to reply to President- Chancellor Duffey's proposal to

the fivedav furlough plan today

The onlv exception of the reply date is the

Massachusetts Society of Professors, which has until

Nov 16 to reply. The MSP can wait to reply due to a

clause in their contract which allows 30 days before

having to reply. ,— . ..

According to John Cole, president of MSP. the alter

natives committee, consisting of four members of MSP
CONTINUED ON PAGE 4
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union
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 3

and four administrators, and a backup alternatives com-

mittee, are still discussing possible ways in which to deal

with the situation. -_

Local 1776 of the American Federation and State, boun-

ty and Municipal Engineers (AFSCME) has already sent

their reply to Duffey, said Jonathan Frank, office

manager. ,
. , .

"We are taking the same position we have throughout

the situation." Frank said, "We oppose the proposal

because it runs contrary to our contract language.

Officer Robert Thrasher, president of the International

Brotherhood of Police Officers Local 432A which

represents the University's 32 patrol officers, said the IB_

PO. could not agree to the furloughs for a number ot

reasons.

Under the collective bargaining section of their contract,

the IBPO cannot accept the furlough, said Thrasher.

"The University Police want to provide the best protec-

tion of human safety as possible," Thrasher said. "We feel

that if there is going to be a work reduction, [the ad-

ministration] should do it through collective bargaining.

Thrasher said, "I believe the President-Chancellor has

good will at heart, but I'm very unsure about the idea of

the furlough."

Representatives from the University faff Association

and the Service Employees International Union could not

be reached for comment.
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GRANT PROPOSAL DEADLINE
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of grant proposals for
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EDITORIAL/OPINION
The Student Government Association is working hard...

.. .. !lL ti_: :*.. a^„* q^dsc tn Hireotnrv information whil

Frosh: What does student government do?

Upperclassperson: Nothing; it's a joke.

Frosh: But I thought it allocated millions

of dollars of students' money?

Upperclassperson: That's why the joke

isn't funny.

There is a prevalent belief on this cam

pus that the sole function of Student

Government Association is to allocate the

Student Activities Trust Fund (SATF).

There exists also the impression that that

the Undergraduate Student Senate's

Wednesday night meetings are where the

bulk of the SGA's activity takes place.

Neither of these assertions are true.

Ken Parker

While the SGA does allocate the SATF,

supporting hundreds of student organiza-

tions and agencies, (If you enjoyed the re

cent production of Schcx)lhouse Rock, found

an apartment at Off Campus Housing or

visited the Legal Services Center, then to

some degree you have the student govern

ment to thank.) the SATF is far from be

ing the main focus.

Further, while some accomplishments

are made during the Wednesday night

Senate meetings, most of the SGA's work

takes place in our committees and as pro-

jects worked on by senators and non-

senators alike. Only a few student govern-

ment projects ever need come before the

Senate.

One such issue arose at last Wednesday's

meeting: The Senate voted to cumulate

months of work by the Academic Affairs

committee that will assure students three

reading days before final exams. No big

deal, you say? Well here are a few more

things the SGA has done for you recently:

• Work towards the restoration of the

Legal Services Center ability to represent

students. On Dec. 4, the University of

Massachusetts Board of Trustees will ap-

prove a student government-initiated plan

to restore the authority of the LSC to repre

sent students against landlords, employers,

retailers, etc.

• Voter Registration. The Public Policy

Committee worked with MassPirg to

register more than 2,200 students to vote.

Student Television Channel. Student

government negotiations with University

Housing Services resulted in an agreement

that will allow the Union Video Center to

go on line as Channel 14 in the Spring

• Anti-CLT effort. The Student Trustee,

Angus McQuilken, has organized hundreds

of students in the campaign to defeat Ballot

Question 3.

• The Everywoman's Center. Admittedly,

we lost the first battle in the war to main

tain quality women's counselling programs

on campus. But, SGA President Natasha

Diephius led a valiant fight against the ad-

ministration and the war isn't over yet.

• Hometown campaigning. The Public

Policy Committee has organized car pools

to student's hometowns so that we can put

some quality people into the state

legislature.

• Directory information policy. After

months of effort, we managed to get the

Vice-Chancellor to determine who gets ac

cess to student names, addresses, phone

numbers and other information. Dan

Carter, the graduate student represen-

tative and I managed to get the committee

to pass a resolution that will allow fair stu-

dent access to directory information while

putting an end to abuses by the Ad

ministration and private businesses.

That's just a sample. There are many

other projects being worked on by the SGA,

Area Governments and House Councils.

But, if you still think that student

government isn't doing enough, you're

right: We've failed in many areas, not the

least of which was last Wednesday's vote

by the Board of Trustees to raise the Cur-

riculum Support Fee by $400 for the spring

semester.

Why aren't we doing enough? Student

government is only as strong as it's support

from the students. Perhaps you could have

devised a compromise that avoided the

$400 fee increase. Every student on this

campus has skills and abilities that would

help in the effort to ensure us all quality,

affordable education.

Stop by the SGA Office, 420 Student

Union and see how you can get involved.

As the Administration knows so well,

when students don't support our student

government, the joke is one us.

Ken Parker is a Student Government

Association Senator

ment to thank.) the SATF is far from be- • Student Television Channel, stuaem «i f~» - -»-« . .

But the question is, for whom and what are they working
...UUl UlC 4UV , ——' through ,he SGA.Wh.ti.hnpp.ni.gi. that we are loa-

If an employee was to try to tell an employer how to

spend company money, what policies to implement, and

basically, what to do, that poor fool wouldn't get very far.

especially in today's world. After all, the employer is the

one who provides the employee's pay The employer will

give the orders, like it or not.

Unless, of course, it was the University of

Massachusetts.

As students, we foot the bill for much of the Universi

ty We pay for buildings, books, professors, and ad

ministrators. We pay for Registered Student Orgamza

tions through our fees for the Student Activities Trust

Fund (SATF). ., ^ . . A
To oversee the allocation of the SATF. the Student Ac-

tivities Office was created. SAO was once staffed and run

by students; now it's filled with well-meaning, but paren

tal administrators whom we have no control over hiring

or firing.

But that's not all.

We have also lost control over our money in the process.

Our money. We no longer have total control over how

much goes to where. That's left up to the administration.

This came to a head last week, when the Government

Affairs Committee sought to impeach Karen Talbot, the

Student Government Association Treasurer She s accused

of misappropriating, or mismanaging funds.

Wait, there's more to the saga.

There's also been a uh, slight problem with a budget

exercise. Talbot stands accused of bypassing input from

student leaders on this budget exercise. This little pro-

ject was assigned by Dennis Madson, who makes more in

one year than many of our families do in five. Strangely

(or perhaps not so strangely) enough, he deemed the RSO s

worthy of cuts and wanted SAO and the student leaders

to come up with a budget exercise that would slash the

money we paid in for our activities. ^^

Pamela McCarthy

The argument goes that the budget exercise was not of

ficial, and was not necessarily going to be implemented

Funny, then, isn't it, how so many people got uptight when

copies of it were circulated around campus.

Mv problem with this budget exercise is that it is being

treated as classified information. If it was so harmless

and if it was only an exercise, why all the secrecy.

Something's up. This is not the troop movements of our

army This is not the covert operations of the CIA. 1 his

is something that everyone who was responsible for has

brushed off as "unofficial." Never have I thought anyone

would get so panicked when an "unofficial" document is

seen by the (gasp!) students.

The demand to impeach Talbot has been labeled a witch

hunt. It may very well be. However, it may be time for

certain student politicians to take a good, hard, look at

what they are doing. We are supposed to have power

through the SGA. What is happening is that we are los-

ing it to administrators.

We pay the salaries of the administrators of this school

and SAO. We are, in effect, their employers. I'm sure this

will come as a giant shock, since this has never occurred

to them, but if it wasn't for us, they wouldn't have their

jobs There would be no school, no tuition, fees, or tax

money, and thus, no jobs for the benign autocrats of our

administration. .

Do employees tell employers what to do? Last time I

checked, the answer was a resounding NO and a pink slip

I know it may be hard for some of us to care about what

the administration tries to pull. I'm sure it gets old after

a while. But this time, they have the gall to take our

money and tell us what to do. That's not the way it should

work. Especially in the area of student groups, funded by

student money.

We used to have power over who got hired and tired in

SAO We used to have power over allocating our money.

We are adults, and ifyou don't believe me. check the laws^

Eighteen years-old, and you can vote in any election, and

have some voice in national events. Yet when it comes

to what goes on in this campus, we are told to be quiet

and go to our rooms. Problem in logic? Oh, I think so.

Perhaps Karen Talbot is the victim of a witch hunt. For

that. I am sorry. But it is the students who are getting

burned.

Pamela McCarthy is a Collegian columnist
iheres aiso own a un, «.i.B ..» r ~
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Mmr Kahane's death shows people s passion tor treedom

I cant think of the direct quote, but in

a speech Malcom X once gave, he said

something to the effect of having no qualms

about killing those who stood in the way

of freeing those who are oppressed,

respected him for saying it because it

meant that he was angry and serious,

showing that there is someone out there

who so passionately wanted an end to

oppression. ^^^^^^^^^_

Saad Hopkins

However the assassination of Rabbi Meir

Kahane yesterday, displayed how anger

leads to violence. Meir was someone who

sought a different kind of freedom, unfor

tunately this idea was, in my opinion,

outlandish, unfair, and very very racist.

As a Jew. I believe in the right for Israel

to exist as a nation. However I also think

the Palestinians should have equal control

in the social and governmental affairs of

Israel. An opinion that is very controver

sial among hardcore Zionists, as well as few

Palestinians. But, that's what I believe.

Rabbi Kahane didn't embrace that point

of view, which any idiot could deem flexi-

ble and as compromising as it can get.

Kahane called for the expulsion of all

Arabs from Israel. He claimed that "We

were here first.'' And maybe we were. But

when the United Nations formed Israel in

1948 as a Jewish homeland, many, to this

day, choose to ignore is that there were peo

pie already there, working, living, and run

ning the country of Palestine.

When the Israelis came, also came chaos,

Apartheid: Struggle isn t over

confusion and hatred. It was a sudden, and

militant act that took thousands of lives,

shattered thousands of dreams and

families. And. it has made me reconsider

the Israeli policies towards Palestinians

Think about it! You'd be pissed too if so-

meone came and, for example, decided to

take away the United States because they

claimed to be there first for religious

reasons. And when you put up a fight they

killed most ofyour family then said, "Well

We're here now!" You'd be furious.

Kahane founded the militant Jewish

Defense League in the United States in

1968 to mount armed responses to anti

semetic acts. Fine. After the Holocaust and

the four wars, we needed to get the

message out that never again will extino

tion attempts like those occur. But what I

saw developing was the emergence of a

group that was fueling misdirected anger

towards an innocent group of people who

are fast becoming wiped out. I also saw a

great amount of racism in Kahane's

politics. Not just towards Arabs and

Palestinians, but towards Black Jews from

Ethiopia otherwise known as Falashim, the

lost tribe.

It seems to me that someone wanted him

killed because he got in the way of so-

meone's freedom. I write this because I feel

people should think about what Kahane

really stood for, Jews and Arabs alike. He

was someone who sought freedom, however

willingly and with malice he got in way of

someone else's. I don't support his

assassination, but we need someone to head

the JDL who will live up to its true mean-

ing and significance.

Saad Hopkins is a Collegian staffmember

It is unfortunate that Amherst College

never received the praise and recognition

it had due for its success in the Coca Cola

boycott. Perhaps in the excitement of

Mount Holyoke College's success as the

first of the five colleges to rid its campus

of Coke machines, Amherst was ignored.

In a time when there is great confusion

merely doing away with all repressive

legislation will not be enough because such

an approach only deals with the symptoms

of the problem. It is apartheid that causes

the repressive legislation and the mentali-

ty that pervades the security forces.

Let us praise those who have and who

continue to work to change the oppressive

In a time when here is g«™u-« ^"
so}the South African government. The

about what ,s^^^ el^e Ttr^gge is Stover yet. noV will it be until

Africa, it is important for^to recognize ^ .

g eradicated . In the mean-
the need to continue the boycott as well as apa

flDartheid regime
sanctions against the apartheid regime.

We should not be fooled into believing

that "everything is getting better" in

South Africa, as it isn't. When one looks

at the conduct of security forces in the

"great year of reform" it becomes clear that

time, "change" under the apartheid regime

will continue to be strictly of the "band-

aid" nature.

Toni B. Hochstadt
Smith College
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ARTS 8cLIVING
John Waters lives up to his name" VrX *

, Anvl™„with a haoov face forks symbol '•**** •?«*•»* *?«»^£,!£ S?J| 9
By SHANE DONALDSON
Collegian Correspondent

Lets give credit where credit is due. The

Distinguished Vistors Program has been

mighty successful at attracting, shall we

say. "off-beat'* characters to campus. In the

past. Hunter S. Thompson and Allen

Ginsberg have appeared courtesy of DVP.

and last night at the Campus Center

Auditorium they continued their streak

with the appearance of filmmaker John

Waters, the self-proclaimed 'king of bad

taste filmmaking."

Waters, whose films include the cult

fevorttei Mymter, Femak Trouble* and

the more recent Hairspruy and Cry-Baby.

treated the crowd to a whirlwind trashing

of American culture which, at time.

bordered to the sublime.

Waters on drugs: "I don't understand

why anvnne would want to do a drug call

ed "ecstacy.' I mean, this is a drug that

makes you want to be nu-e to << tfybody.

Any drug with a happy face for its symbol

you knoic is bad news."

On sex in the 90s: it's really too bad you

can't be promiscuous. It was so great back

when the worst thing that could happen to

you was that you would go to hell."

On the home video boom: "We all know

the real reason for home video success is

that people are too modest to masterbate

to a movie in the theater. They should have

just built a little section in the theater for

it with a window and little windshield

wipers."

(iet the idea?

Waters is the purveyor of what he calls

"good" bad taste

The campy, trashy bad taste of bugs and

dog doo and obese transvestites dike his

friend and star Divine who appear.

most of his films), as opposed to the bad

LaHa characterized by the "humor" of the

likes of Andrew Due Cla>

His style i» much more harmless.

manifesting itself in twisted takes

everyday events and the casting of non-

celebrity celebrities like Patty Hearst and

Sonny Bono (who he refers to as "the next

president of the United States"), in film

roles that border on self-parody.

Waters told the audience that while he

will continue to make his unique breed of

films, it's now up to the present generation

to shock the baby-boomers and invited

them to shake up society their own way.

"People your age shouldn't think it's cool

to be rich. You should want to kill the rich.

Your generation should mock the baby-

boomer generation fear of getting old.

Draw on wrinkles and bags under your

s, have your lips removed, anything,

he said.

"It's up to you to now make a film that

appalls me. It's your generation that

should get on my nerves."

According to Waters, that's our duty.

Now there's a goal we should all strive for.

( •llrgian ph«*o by K.A. Burkr

John Waters

Spirit of Ireland captured in Synge play

Talk to us -Tonight!

Pre-RecruH Information Session

Kir

Operations Management
Development Program

Wednesday, November 7
6:30 PM to 8:00 PM
Campus Center
Room 165-169

-r for interview d

BANKOf BOSTON

Put our strength towok fcr wju.

, Ml

By THOMAS SCULLY
Collegian Correspondent

Playboy of the Western World

Curtain Theatre

Friday, Nov. 2
,

The play opens when a lone musician in Wellingtons

and sideburns, wanders on stage and begins to play a

mournful Irish tune. At once the theater erupts in shouts

and singing as barefoot drunken peasants spill out danc
1

,ng, singing, flirting, fighting and telling epic stones on

a stage full of sand, wood chips and boulders which resem

ble a stable rather than the tavern it's supposed to be.

The Irish dialect is extremely well captured by the

playwright and spoken by the actors with a good ear for

the rhvthms, if not for the actual brogue which would

have made it too difficult to understand. This is Ireland

and Ir.shness as only UMass and John Millington Synge

know how to do it. If there is anything romanticized in

thaw ignorant revelers it is their very animal passion and

their complete innocence and unconsciousness of their

poetry and their untranslatable tragic gesture, which

defies characterization.

This chorus is in the Greek tradition (though it doesn t

know it >. for it encircles the action, listens witnesses and

occasionally participates in the story of the playboy. Ed

ward Golden's direction makes a strong choice of fram

,ng all three acts within this arena of peasant wiener

teller as if the play is itself a story, the storyteller tsJU

about a teller, the listener listens to the listener

The play itself is a great classic of Irish theatre, superbly

well-crafted as a thriller, character study, heroic-comedy

and portrait of a culture. The spitfire barmaid Pegeen

Mike is set to marry a local doobie drip Shawn Keough.

a farmer of plodding industry and annoying piety, when

out of a dark ditch creeps Christopher Mahon. the mystery

man. messiah or brigand, who falls into the worshipping

arms of this .solated farming village after he tells them

that he killed his father.

They exalt him as a courageous warrior, for a strange

man is a marvel with his noble talk." Pegeen Mike falls

desperately in love with this rugged, tender foundling, and

he for her - with inevitable complications.

The principal actors, Tess O'Brien and Jeffrey Donovan,

enliven their parts with a perfect balance of raw energy

and finess. During their romantic scenes the stage goes

dark except for their own little pool of light, and we are

born away by their touching desires, innocent and

irrevocable. „ . ,

Roy Drew (the slumping fiance who has no weight ot

passion") and Holly O'Neall Waite (the rival, Widow

Quinn) also put in strong performances, though U Neaii

is too youthful for her part.

As often occurs in college theatre productions, the old. r

men are not as convincing, and despite close character

work like that of the farmers Rick Martin and David

Yaukey, or the difficult part of the father, these chara.

were little more than clowns much of the time. The chorus

in general, indeed the whole premise of the play, tends

toward the clownish, the spectacular. The screeching flock

of country girls that comes to hear the playboy s story is

so busy and broad that it seems to burst the seams of the

»ge. and we are relieved when they retire.

Review

It was the verv vulgarity and seeming authenticity of

Irish peasant life that got Synge into trouble when he

wrote the play almost a century ago. and it's still a tough

call to make. Is this my ancestry?

Still, the glory of Playboy is that there is a kind of tragic

grace to even the commonest person The poetry of

freedom and love, ultimately the desire for SSSirs RSStf,

transcends mean circumstance.

The playboy is a man •born lonesome picked up like

"a dirty tramp from the highways of the world, a

representative of the lost humanity, compared with "ho

ly Joseph in the days gone by," who will still be roaming

banished "from this hour to the dawning of the judgement

day "
a hero without heroism, only humanity, who

triumphs finally when he realizes that it is 'worse living

with the fools.

"But then we're only talking, maybe.
'

Playboy of the Western World uill run at the Curtain

Theatre through Nov. 10.

PROTECT YOUR EYES

REDUCED RATES ON
SPECTACLE LENSES & FRAMES

from participating optician's with

UHS corrective lens prescription.

University Health Services

EYE CARE PROGRAM
Convenient Hours and Convenient

on-campus location

For appointments or questions call

549-2600.

FOCUS
Structure and leadership strong assets of MassPIRG
K^r */* *^"^^
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By JULIE LIVINGSTONE
Collegian Staff

"You've got something people have waited

a life-time for."

That statement is found on a voter mcen

tive for 1990 amid newspaper clips of:

"Troops attack and crush Beijing protest;

Thousands fight back. Scores are killed,"

"Poles go to the polls."

Massachusetts citizens turned out in

unexpectedly high numbers yesterday to

express their political dissatisfaction or

alliance with their elected public servants.

Members of the Massachusetts Public In-

terest Research Group registered over

2.200 of those voters during the month of

October.

The voter registration drive aimed at

bringing students to the forefront of

political activism by voicing their concerns

in a vote at a time when casting that ballot

seemed the most empowering act one could

claiming the most chapter groups with 27.

The UMass chapter was begun in 1972 and

has the longest record of existence without

interruption.

Functional organization

Organizational deliniation is very clear

within PIRG: though students are the roots

and leaders of this establishment, there are

professional staffs and lobbyists working

for them, as well as an Executive Director

who is in charge of the hiring and firing

of staff members. A Board of Direct

«

oversees the 27 state-wide chapters with at

least one representative from each college

campus sitting on the committee. The

number of reps is proportional to the size

of the university or college and UMass

claims the most, with five reps.

Kira Sanbonmatsu is the UMass chapter

vice-chairperson and said though PIRG is

technically a state wide environmental

consumer group, there is a workforce of pro-

« ollrffian phot., by K.A. Burkr

Ride the magic voter bus - Bus awaits voters in Haigis Mall yesterday.

MassPIRG and UMass Transit collaborted and transported several hun-

dred students to various voting locations.

take as their state deteriorated beneath

them This voter push was merely one pro-

t in a linr sf carefully chosen endeavors

that MassPIRG has undertaken since its

inception marly 20 years ago.

In the beginning
PIRG was begun on an Oregon college

campus hv rnnsumer rightl advocate Ralph

Nader while he was a young lawyer. Nader

was investigating the General Motors Cor-

poration for alleged production of unsafe

v.-hides and brought I suit against GM for

$500,000 that he won. With this victory in

mind, he reached out to students - seeing

them as viable and successful fighters in

a battle against the ever^ncroachmg

wheelers and dealers of the environment

and consumerism.

PIRG chapters spread throughout 22

states in the U.S. and among these are 100

campus chapters, with Massachusetts

fessional staffers and lobbyists that focuses

on energy; solid waste solution and

management through recycling: en

\ironmental concerns - a catch-all for

clean air; pollution prevention: child-care;

consumer rights and issues of insurance.

With quite a long list of tasks to ac

complish, PIRG chapters succeed in areas

that might remain grey and looming to

many student organizations. Aaron Rome,

UMass student and treasurer for the Board

of Directors, said the group benefits from

an individual who has been through the

MassPIRG route and serves as the campus

organizer for UMass and all other Western

Mass. campuses.

Dan Jacobsen is a graduate of Franklin

Marshall College, Penn. and at sge 24

advanced quickly in the ranks of

MassPIRG, an opportunity most would

agree is afforded by belonging to PIRG.

He said he is impressed by the respon-

sibilities that the UMass chapter has taken

on and accomplished as well as leadership.

With all the daily work that needs to Bt

done, Jacobsen explains, in addition to

students graduating, there needs to be a

strong staff to work on the background and

much contact work for projects, and thus

the group is called student directed versus

student run.

Contrary to proceedings at many
meetings, UMass chapter chairperson Jen

Wood said much planning goes on at the

meetings.

"Part of what we're talking about right

now is ways that we can communicate

without so many meetings," she said But

there is a lot of planning and a lot of skills

building. We do a power-hour where we'll

do a letter writing campaign."

The projects and initiatives

The recycling initiative, voter registra

tion. elementary education, insurance re-

quirements and the UMass campus are all

projects that MassPIRG has put tremen

dous time and energy into.

The recycling initiative, slated for the

November 6th ballot, was kicked out of

court because of a technicality. Rome said.

However, MassPIRG leaders say they

have rounded up enough support from

legislators in the state to virtually ensure

it-, passage into law

Aaron Pearlman. project coordinator for

the recycling bill.

said they have gained support from

half of the Massachusetts Senate and over

half of the House.

Pearlman said the recycling bill is broken

into three different categories that set stan-

dards for product packaging, claiming that

packaging is the cause of over one third Of

solid waste in Massachusetts.

The three criteria are: packaging must

be made of 50 percent recyclable fiber

usable up to five times and is itself sell

recyclable; and that there must be an el

fective recycling program implemented in

the state.

Another program that seems to provoke

many positive feelings is the elementary

education program of which Jodi Bornstein

is co-director

"The program is broken up into different

categories It'l all called Helping Our

World" - HOW, the kids love it, so do

Bornstein said.

How UMassPlRG is funded

Bornstein, chapter treasurer, said much

controversy surrounds the waiverable

,tus of the MassPIRG fee on stude.

tuition bills

A question is inserted OB the spring ballot

election for University Student Trust.

and Student Government \--.ciation

President every two to three years asking

whether students support MassPIRG and

the waiverable fee on the bill. For t)

students have voted \

Waiverable means it il included on

students bills and they can chose not to p

it. but must specify when they pay th-

bill." Bornstein explained "Otherwise, you

are paying the fee."

( ontroversy stems from groups stating it

>uld be optional versus u. ble.

The community has said we endorse

you It's more democratic when a student

votes for it. then pays. ' Bornstein said.

"Another complaint is that the mom\
goes off-campus. As a state wide network,

this enable- 1M1« ', to hire lobb> ists who are

working for students concerns and the com

munity as a whole. This can't b.

unless the money is pooled — it of

a student net work whereas the option add

on is more like a donation

Where do they go from here?

Wood said MassPIRG s focus isn't only

environmental and consumer iss

"We're going towards student right *

across campus and stats srfdl we think

empowerment is I key issue, and 1 feel it

has a lot to do with the campus that «

on. ' she said "There are a lo-

rn t] up and some followers I

iitial for a lot more - not only within

kToup but on the campus too. 1 see a

lot of leaders in the communities after

graduation as well

ACUPUNCTURE & HERBS

* Womens Sy»tcm» jfifryy
1

« Fertility

* Young adolescence
J

* Family treatment

Amherst Fields

tppotnlmcnt :5*-0306

cafcV
Ivw Breakfast Arwj

Scrambled Veggie

8, a Blueberry Muffin

Mon Sat 7am-10pm
Sunday Brunch 7am-3

188 N. Pleaaant. Amherst
253-2291

THE ROAD LESS TRAVELED
An all-day workshop with

best-selling author

M. SCOTT PECK, M.D.

f»
Spirituality and Human Nature

• The Addictive Personality

% • Effective Problem Solving

November 15 Holiday Inn Holyoke

A LifeCycle Learning Workshop

For information call: l-617-964-5050_

ATTENTION STUDENTS WHO MAY BE CALLED TO

ACTIVE MILITARY DUTY

The Board of Regents has issued a policy statement concerning

students who are called to active military duty.

The policy covers issues such as:

* Tuition & fees refunds

* Nonpunitive withdrawals from courses

* Assistance in filing mitigating circumstances forms

* Priority in enrollment upon return to school

For more information, or for assistance come into the

Dean of Students Office, 227 Whitmore (5-2684).

rotein should not compile more than 12-15H

of your diet

IK epairs tissue and muscle.

(Opt to incorporate more plant sources of prot

into diet

! T oo much protein IS NOT beneficial

E xcess protein is stored as FAT in the body

I nclude legumes, seeds and grains as a lower

fat source of protein in the diet

No plant protein is a complete protein source

Learn more about protein at the table on the Concourse today!
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For Spring 1991

PLEASE READ CAREFULLY: IMPORTANT INFORMATION

*******************

RESERVING If you intend to keep you present residence hall assignment, personally sign up with the staff

cXeNT 5tfMFS»^"&SS£%£ CURRENT ROOM IS TUESDAY EVENING

ROOM NOVEMBER 13.

ASSIGNMENT

CHANGING
YOUR
ROOM OR
HALL theSnly time to sign up for anew room in your current hall is wednes-

day evening, november 14

aIsIGNMEOTOFFICE IS WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 21

1. Sign up for the same room on Tuesday evening, November 13 or a new room Wednesday

evening, November 14.

quested residence hall or area choices cannot be met.

YOUROLD RESIDENCE HALL ASSIGNMENT IS GUARANTEED ONLY IF YOU DO BOTH

STEPS
*

ROOMMATE If you wish to move to another^SS^uSSSaSSi ReSuES^ORm" SJSuMB
REQUESTS

V
h
oTRE^^^^^^^

NOVEMBER 21

DIDN'T
GET THE
ROOM YOU
WANTED?

If during the regular Room Choosing period, you were unable tof^U^^g
durin^n»?oB will be assigned, according to seniority, to those residents who filled out

this form and returned it to the Housing Assignment Office

PAY FEE
BILL BY
DUE DATE

Your Spring 1991 fee bill will be mailed to you at home in early December. If complete pay-

ment of this bill is not received by the early January Due Date, your assignment for the Spring

semester may be cancelled. Be aware of this important obligation.

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 7. 1990

THE FAR SIDE
By GARY LARSON

BONES IN THE BARREL
By J. GELLER 8c M. ROSENZWEIG

COLLEGIAN 9

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE

Edited By TRUDE MICHEL JAFFE

FRATERNITIES

Who are we kidding. Luke? We know this ;s going

to be just another standoff

CALVIN AND HOBBES By BILL WATTERSON

oont sir hexv
TO HE. CKUJIH

I &0HT WiVHT

TO WEKR AHS
Dis&osrm6
COMMENTS ABOjr

UJHCU

RELK*. I

AT ALL

IHSTE*D. DO lOJ WKNT TO

HEAR A ft\0OLE I WM* OP 7
WUAYS TV£ 01FT^*EHCE

BETYiEEN A GARDEN SUJG

AKO A TWO IHOA \JuN&

L\M»MG BOOGER-'

ACROSS
1 Camp beds

5 Conform
10 Rowing

companions
14 Neglect

1

5

Virile one
16 Infinitesimal

amount
17 Husband, tn

Pans
1

8

Exhausted
19 Mud expletive

20 Maine college

town
22 Type measures

23 Doctrine

24 TV series with

John Neville

26 Big — Caiil

27 17th cen Dutch

painter Gerard
— Borcn

30 Bade
32 Full ot Suffix

35 Anlonym ot

aweather

37 Change the

wallpaper

39 Soldier s post

exchange
41 Study

42 Had an effect

44 Piece ot tired

clay

45 Football scores.

tO« Short

46 Saluted

48 Indian weight

49 Goddess ot

dawn
50 King with the

golden touch

52 Bnti>anc«

55 Prone

56 Teenager

60 Kind ot a race

61 Dam
63 Remove, m

printing

64 Hamlet e g
65 Martin or AHen

66 Musical

syllables

67 Gelatinous

extract

68 Ancient chariot

69 Relative ot etc

DOWN
1 Uke C Perry

TANGELO PIE
By TIM SNIFFEN

(And TJouj,

GA&E'S STUDENT

C00KW6 TIPS

Cktf(*U

Sick of Car*pusU,
kids? Look ao tatoer

-Hit* your own btbifoom.

Hems like WKp«<k •

mou+hwi*sk can be stf*d
in a VeMftcJu of

u^uWI

UhU Hzza can be

dtw^oasitj <*p«ns»v<,

Simply collaiwa ^3«
suap< torn oMr folks'

bows ftubtWui.*
much /ess co*Nij:

And remember, if allelic

faite, An oU ktlbook,

placed between fuvo

slices of bread, can

provdt week£ of rm-

Mioni TOT**** hme,

Bo* Afftehtf

-rtw tV*4 J *fa»ik.14*.

PRICE
By PRICE VAN RAY

any fees to the Bursar BEFORE you leave for mtersession

CAftA DE PERol

QUESTIONS If you still have questions about the Room Choosing process, please contact the
QUfcb 1 lOXNh

Ho
y
us

.

ng Alignment Office (545-2100), 235 Whitmore. Thank you.

„„ „..*..**.*.***************AID ADVERTISEMENT*.*****************************"*****

2 General

Bradley

3 Beginner

4 Redford

movie,

with "The'

5 lnter|ections

expressing

delight

6 Reliance

7 Corrected

6 Gives

a bad
review

9 Explosive

initials

1 Apple drink

1

1

Horse ot a

certain

color

12 To be Fr

13 Need
21 Spanish goid

23 English royal

house

25 Overdue
debts

26 Withdrew

27 implied

26 Ai'

antelope

29 Sources of

income

31 Tediously

iterant

32 Fertile desert

area

33 Tasteless

34 Lamprey
fisherman

36 Summer on the

Seine

38 Well-worn track

40 Disease of

cereals

43 Houses of

worship

47 Barrier

49 Enthusiastic

51 Move like a

crab

52 Old Norse
poems

53 Steep clitt

54 Actress

Turner

55 Barbecue
buttinskies

57 Tidy

56 Stewing pot

59 — estate

61 Employ
62 Spread hay

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE.

R'l I I SIB >,G.lf.l.» N

VVaVc m a nge|f.»n.g—h'a Ve|i ac hes
r warn

A MlP.».T
Vb L E S^P.A 5 T.I M.E

r'a'iBt S A rBe.o.i.t,
[a'l g o id lers

n i' t ol: p.ijB
a'o'a r|p i.e.a l a.m.o.d.e

Vic hBh.o.p.sBl.i.v.e.n.
LCR'uME T E slf.M.E.N D

s't i vBr a r eBr e n t

• ieao Im fr^tki Tkan s«M>c»«f 11 7 90

MENU
LUNCH

Hot Beef Sandwich
Tuna Oriental

BASICS LUNCH
The Salad Sandwich

Tuna Oriental

DINNER

Fried Shrimp

Roast Turkey

BASICS DINNER
Potato Mushroom Delight

Roast Turkey

YOUR DAILY HOROSCOPE
By JEANE DDCON

ARIES (March 2V April W) Deal wtth

a restless mood by setting up new

chaeenge* for yourself Fmsn pre-

lects already under way before

begWmg anything else Avoid 'ok

ing your loved ones for granted

TAURUS (Aprt 20 May 20) Drop

a Une to someone you may nave

neglected m the recent pas' a let

ter or telephone can brings good

news from relatives A recycling

proiect helps you turn a tidy pr

GEMINI June 20) Good
fortune • ju today M •

home improvements tna"

>ase tne value of your prop*

Protect youf money, avoid lending

A generous act w« be repaid r. fuS

CANCER (June 21- July 22) A good

day to catch up on your letter

'ing or revise a buaget Chang-

ing your work schedule to accom-

modate a loved one wi t>a^e

many advantages Update your in-

formation for a special project

HO (Jury 23- Aug 22) Those of you

who are looking for a mate should

polish yout manners tt usually pavs

to pour on the charmi Make plans

to get out and mingle the after

noon or evening

VIROO (Aug 23 Sept 22) Be

phaosophicol if a loved one wants

a showdown Honesty s st* the best

pokey No one can guarantee

positive results since it is impossible

to predict how others will act

UiRA(Sept 23 Oct 22) Romance

enjoys highly favorable influences

today vou and a loved one can

mane up tor test time* Be d»ec'

your dealings with the opposite se*

Group activities hold appeal

SCORPIO (Oct 23- Nov 21) Be

prepared to make some construe-

five changes ^ v0uT *festv*e A carv

chd chat with your partner w«

reveal hidden truths Go out of your

way to grve each of your chUdfen

special attention

SAGITTARIUS NOW 22 Dec 2V;

Good news wi travel fast today Be

prepared to change your plans to

take core of a family matte'

friend could show up on your

doorstep unannounced Offer a
. elcome

CAPRICORN (Dec 22- Jon 19> Self

restraint is the key to successful

negotiations today Someone you

care for may be sending you down

me garden path Curb your temper

or you may scare off potential oRes

AQUARIUS (Jan 20 ^eb 18) A

good day to fimsh an mpo' 1

wrttmg project ideas ftow freely

Romantic and social trends look

great A close friend Of rekr

couW influence a decision you

ma •

PISCES Bt '<? Morcn20) *•

your word to loved ones even it it

means making a sacrifice you have

not anticipated A telephone

brings good news but mdy teauire

a change of plan Be flexible

TODAY'S STAFF
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Copy Editor Jody Gabin

Layout Technician Terry Starmer
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The Office of Third World Affairs and the Third World Caucus presents

Liberia, West Africa:

A Struggle to

Survive
MID 10WAY

7:00 pm, November 8, 1990

Campus Center Room 1 62-75

Speakers Dr. Immert Dennis and James Butty

Born to*Grand Gedeh County. Liberia West^Afnca and

currently residing in Washington D.C.. James Buny

has been working as a journal far the West African

Weekly Magazine, a publication banned under the

oppressive regin e of Samuel Doe. During his career

Bote has written extensively on the brutality of Does

Regime, his subsequent exile .n 1984; the presentenses

of the Libenan Refugees Center in New Jersey

:..-jitional information call 545-2145

ron kim ed grant

john taylor chris dobbs

lucina roark ann beidler

margaret taylor karen sullivan

kathleen gilrain andrew norton

STUDENT UNION
ART GALLERY

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS
November 7 November 21

OponinH reception: Novi'mlu-r P "i

Funcli'tl l>> th'' L'Mass Ail- C.uiu-il

ROCK -HEGGAE -ALTERNATIVE -METAL -HARD CORE -THRASH -ROCKABILLY

1000s of Manufacturers Overstocks, Deletions, and Cutouts

ALBUMS COMPACT DISCS CASSETTES

.. , .».„, AND NDEPFHnFHTJAT.ONAL LABELS AND ART.STS

ALBUMS S

1

.99-54.99

Cult-$3.99

Black Uhuru-S3.99
Joan Armatrading-$3.99

Skid Row-S3.99
Clash-$3.99
Roger Waters-$3.99
Muddy Waters-S3.99

Chet Baker-$3.99
Squeeze-$3.99
Billy Bragg-53.99
UB-40-S3.99

COMPACT DISCS-$2.99-$9.99
Bob Marley-$9.99

Skid Row-$9.99
Joy Division-$9.99

New Order-$9.99

Cure-$9.99
Hovvlin Wolf-$9.99

Miles Davis-S9.99

John Coltrane-$9.99

Betty Carter-$9.99

Bruce Cockburn-$9.99
D.R.I.-$9.99

Simple Minds-$3.99

New Order-$3.99

Joe Jackson-$3.99
INXS-S3.99
Winger-$3.99
John Fahey-$3.99

Sly & Robbie-$3.99

C.S.N.Y.-$3.99
Miles Davis-$3.99

B-52S-S3.99
Phillip Glass-$3.99

*• Sale Hours:

> Mon-Fri

m 9-4

As well as 1000s of other major artists

ON THE CONCOURSE

^UNIVERSITY
MLSTOREtt

NOISAJ- TODISSY1D- ISO* QNYH 018- 9HIMS

Nov 5 to

Nov 9

JOH dIH- 3SHOH
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m
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NBA picks
tournament

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 12

To do that Portland will have to get by a new Dallas

squad and an extremely tough San Antonio team that

in one year went from 21-61 to 56-26. Spurs center David

Robinson, with only one year experience behind him,

is far and away the best in the league at his position.

Also, with teammates like veteran Terry Cummings and

third-year guard Rod Strickland to help him out, Robin-

son and the Spurs are looking to rock the NBA world.

Other teams like Phoenix, Utah, L.A. Lakers and the

young whipper snappers from the Clippers, do not worry

me. They are all destined for mediocre seasons just

because the gods will not allow them to perform well.

Well, they also have trouble with either age or inex-

perience, so a championship for any of these teams is

out of the question. The showdown this year is between

Portland and San Antonio.

If Kevin Duckworth can keep the weight off (maybe

Slimfast?) and Terry Porter can get his shooting percen

tage over .500, then Portland will take the title. Other-

wise, Mr. Robinson is going to make the Trail Blazers

wish they were in someone else's neighborhood.

Dave Szpila is a Collegian correspondent

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 12

"I like our chances of winning the tournament," Beglin

said. Assuming Iowa beats Stanford, the Hawkeyes would

travel to play at Northwestern.

Iowa and Northwestern split the regular season series,

with Northwestern winning the first meeting 1-0 and Iowa

winning the second, 3-2.

"I don't really care who we play," said Northwestern

coach Marisa Didio. "If we do play Iowa, fine. We're just

trying to stay focused and take one game at a time."

The second surprise of the tournament, UConn (11-7-2),

is pitted against UMass (15-5). When they met earlier in

the year at Storrs, UMass emerged victorious 2-1 in a

hard-fought contest.

"Tournament-time is a one shot deal, and we're not look

ing past UConn," said UMass coach Pam Hixon. "We have

confidence that we can get the job done. If we play well,

there aren't many teams that can play with us."

"Our team is excited to be in the tournament," said

UConn coach Nancy Stevens. "We have to focus on how

UConn plays, not the way UMass plays. We need great

performances from everyone on the team if we're hoping

to pull off the upset."

Old Dominion, basking in the 80 degree Virginia sun.

is awaiting word of who its next opponent will be. ODU
defeated both UConn and UMass rather handily during

the season, pummeling UConn 5-0 and UMass 4-0.

"The winner of the Tournament will probably be the

winner of the Old Dominion-Northwestern game [if that

happens]," Stevens said.

Of the 12 teams that start the tournament, only one will

be left when it ends, and that one team will be the Na-

tional Champion for 1990.

WMMWMVMM^^^ ,//////////////////////////////'SMMZ*

STEINBECK COLLISION REPAIR
& AUTOBODY

53 So. Prospect — Amherst Center

256-8157 256-1385

• Accepted by all insurance companies for

collision repair or glass replacement

• Imports & other unibody vehicles

are our specialty

REMEMBER it's your car and your choice of

repair facilities

*

clsisse
cakVr

vvwbDinner.

Monster Burgers

Veggie Burgers

Mon Sat 7am-10pm
Sunday Brunch 7am-3

168 N. Pleasant. Amherst
253-2291

HAVE YOU SEEN
THIS JUICE LABEL?

*V ///A //////
////////////'

IF SO. THEN ASK
FOR IT IN THE

UNIVERSITY STORE
Tea with Company
values your opinion

Our 20th Anniversary
Sale November 7-11

Copies
99 < Oversize Copies

99 < Color Copies

Open 24 Hours
253-2543

220 N. Pleasant St.

(Across from Carnage Shops)

kinko's
the copy center

•Closed Saturday Midnight 'til Sunday Noon

2\* pnet is tor black& whrtt.SV?» lL*jtofcd copies op. 20(h>ond-

99" copies it* 8fc »
'. 1. Canon User copies WOwtmt copies up to 24* * 36"

I ^_

CLASSIFIEDS
COME

•

ACTIVITIES

ANIMAL RIGHTS COALITION meeting on

Wednesday November 7 at 6 30PM m the

office 306 Student Union

CHECK OUT THE FRENCH CLUB!

Lots of tun

Lots of cheese
Wednesday Nov 7lh

7 00PM
Ml Herter

DELTA ZETA sisters and pledges are

amazing' Congrats to Amy and Jam* on

Panhel Were so proud 1

OCHO needs fair housing researchers for

discrimination proieci Be a part of the soh>

tion> CAD 5-0865 or SUB 42

1 LARGE BEDROOM m Victorian House

Downtown Amherst $250 00 549-0733

FREE KINO-SIZE WATERSED!
That comes wrth a t*g room m a big house

m Sunderland 5 minute walk to bus stop

$250* Ca» Mario evenings 54*9744

SINGLE m 3 bedroom 220/mth

5 mm walk 549-5616 Judy

FREE SPRING "WEAK Vacation m Can
cun' CoHege Tours me nation* largest and

most succeeatui spring br***iouroperator

neadi siittiiiiiaa*fT~***T"* I

' "" "
Earn a tree tnp and cash Nothmo to buy

we provide evervttwng you need Can Bob

at t 800-395-4896

HELP US TO HELP YOU! Raise money tor

Financial Aid over winiersesaion and earn

-Jan hour" ptos

SILVER NAME BRACELET wth Adam
engraved on rt Great sentimental value

Please caw 546-3086 and leave a message

PERSONALS

SUNDERLANO tor rent one large sunny

bedroom in old farm house 5 mm to bus

$i90/month ft call 508*55-6978 leave

menage and phone number (Mike)

FOR SALE

BURTON SNOWBOARD CRUISER 165

Used one season pd $300

Salt tor $200 BO Dan 546-3429

ANNOUNCEMENTS

70S PARTY ONLY S2
Thurs NovB 9-1 Campus Ctr Aud

Tin on sale Campus Ctr Concourse

and at door'

BED ft BREAKFAST
Downtown Amherst
549-0733

FAST FUNDRAISING PROGRAM
$1000 m |ust one week
Earn up to $1000 for your campus orgamza

twn Rus a chance at $5000 more 1 Tnspro-

?ram works' No investment needed Call

800 932 0528 E«t 50

GOT THE MUNCHIES?
Come to Sweets N More m Field House

Save 50c on a sub when you

show this ad'

VOLUNTEERS WANTED to help organize

foster home program for cats and kittens

Interested' 253 3746 for info

AUTO FOR SALE

1966 FORD ESCORT Great condition No

work needed, excellent on gas $2800 BO
Call Chris 253 5679

FOR A GOOO TIME CALL...

RACK-A-DISC the best entertainment DJ s

video bands dorm/house specials call

586-9900 anytime

FUTON MATTRESSES
Full sue only $58'

256*646

1MB COMPATIBLE TURBO. 14 RGB Col

or Monitor. 512K, (2)230K Floppies Soft

ware and printer $650 00 or BO 253-0945

METAWAMPE FUTONS
Frames

Mattresses
Slipcovers

0flLtakjaf*a

We will beat anyone's price-

Guaranteed'
Call now' 256-0646

ONE YEAR OLD VASHICA 107 multi pro-

gram body 200m and ftash(25m Excellent

condition sparingly used $285/BO Call

Shinsh at 549-7912 leave message

money youneH-5 25 l
Can 545-3509 if interested

INTELLIGENCE JOBS All branches Now
hiring Call 1*05-687-6000 E»t K 9616

WANTED: Enthusiastic individual or stu

dent organization to promote spring break

destination tor 1991 Earn commrawona .

tree trips and valuable work experience

Apply now" Call Student Travel Service at

1*00-265-1799

INSTRUCTION

APO BROTHERS
Sunday was ton

i think URa* great

Luv Toni

DARK EYES-
Thanks tor the am**' CC Concourse at one'

•The Man Who Cycles

DELENA ANO CHRISTINE. Thank You so

much tor making my birthday me beat 1

Love. Dale

HAPPY 21ST NORA!
Live it up tonight in the Irish

Tradition you know so weir Meet you

uptown m 2 years (or 3)

Love Lauren and Michajte

Hey oav What's happemn' at the E Lab-

Whatever you do avoid the chapel" Ewe
are the beat' Good toe* with your lab hen'

Ewe re the best'

Love always
jammm on the one

NORA KEANE- HAPPY 21ST BIRTHDAY-

Love me waters ©I Tn Sigma

STEREO. AUOtO VIDEO

USEO stereo components/VCR s/co»or

tv s*proto**"or»ai audio We buy sea and

trad* OuaMy guaranteed ****?£"'

PIZZA

Detailed list available

256-0941

STUDY ABROAO

SPANISH IN GUATEMALA
CaR 505-242 3194

9PM

COLLEGE PIZZA

Fall Special

small cheese $3 50

large cheese $5 99

2 additional toppings

only $1 more
•must mention this ad*

549*098 549*073

BE A BARTENDER
W M Bartender Training « open

Call for brochure
413-747 7895

EARN CREDIT SCUBA DIVING

2 credrt basic and advanced courses ottered

both semesters at Curry Hicks pool

2 credit sport course* to Key Largo during

mtersession spring break, and end of

August m
Register for all courses through the General

Physical Education Department

Further information at Curry Hicks pool

Monday through Thursday 7PM- 10PM or

caH Protect Deep 549*401

GREGC
Boom Bang Boom' Watch your gams and

spogs and don t tnp over any metal retala

And stop ptaymg R traffic

HAPPY BIRTHDAY JAYME KOTLER'
I am glad we finally worked things out i

know Ihis is a day late but when am I ever

on time' Hope this is your best birthday

ever' With me around how could it not be'

Love Scot!

HB N.K..P S P O P V

PEAVEY AMP BANOIT 65

Hardly used pd $225
Sell tor $150 BO Dan 256 3429

SKIIS _ „
Head skiis with Solomon Bindings

$50 Call Pete
253-0403

• * LEGAL HELP '
*

QUESTIONS about your lease/security

deposit deductions 7 Questions about

subletting/assigning leases 7 Questions

about the condition of your new house or

apartment' Contact the Legal Services

Center 922 Campus Ctr

545-1995

HEY FLOWE K„
They finally spelled your name right em
Thanks for the cake and the Porsche"

Love ya Butch

PROFESSIONAL OJ'S

LAZER TECH AUDIO available for your

dance dorm party or house party Great

rates great DJ's Call 323-7801 soon

RIOE WANTED

PLEASE'
South Jersey/Philadelphia

Veterans Weekend
Mary 6 5356
Liz 6-4936

TO PHILADELPHIA OR any surrounding

towns on November 21 Witt pay tor gas

54*2558

TRAVEL

ROUNO TT*P TICKET to St Louisor Joptm

Missouri 2 1st 26th November $250 on*y at

bast offer C«8 54*2541

ARE YOU DRIVING to Providence' Want

soma cash' Can Ride4-Laa* 549*195

T SHIRTS

CUSTOM SCREEN PRINTED
T-shirts-sweats bo«ers-beer mugs etc

Low prices-High quality

F*et service'

Call collect

(203)66*- 1158

TYPING

FAST ACCURATE ON CAMPUS
Spew check $i 50'og
Call Ashley at 54*1612

HEY NORA-
Happy 21st 1

If you see Diggens at the bars

tell him I sard hello'

Love Gig

ROOMMATES WANTED

GRAD STUDENTS SEEK housemate

Huge room nice house near UMass 23

$255 549 7938 549 7999

FOR RENT

2-3 BEDROOM APT. tor rent starting Jan

1st with fall option On Mam Si 2 minute

walk to town, on bus route Hardwood

floors, lotsa windows $640'mo Call

253-2357, leave message

TWO TICKETS to the Cocleau Twins at the

Orpheum on November 18 546-2558

GREAT STUFF CHEAP!

ATT- Women watch for our table Nov 8 ft

9 CC Concourse Meryl's coming with

bargains in sweaters and assorted apparel

Sponsored by Spectrum

HELP WANTED

ENTREPRENEUR?
Type A

Personality'

Earn up to $4000
Gain management experience

on-campus Set your own
hours Earn from $2,000-

$4000 during this semester

Call now 1*00 950*472
Ext 25

•
" LEGAL INTERNSHIPS '

'

SPRING 1991 internships with the Legal

Services Center. Ge1 hands on experience

in the legal field-work directly with attorneys

and clients Earn up to 15 undergraduate

credits No experience in the legal profes

sion necessary-training provided Apply

early' Contact Legal Services Today

545-1995 922 Campus Center Star the ap-

plication process now'

HEY. so you're not TICK-ALISH" Echem'

i never thought you could possibly mean

more to me than you already did But you

do Thanks tor being so special Love. Bud

J AMI E '
*

Happy Birthday"

Hope you have a very memorable day'

Love the sisters A pledges of

AXO

JILL GOTTESMAN 21 AT LAST! Now you

can go to the liquor store m your paiamas

SERVICES

HOLIDAY BOOKING selling out' Campus
Travel on Campus 545-0500

LOST

PINK-FRAMED GLASSES lost I m almost

blind without them Please help me locate

546-1989

LIPS AND TOE:
Have an amazing birthday

I expecialty hope you bom h*ve a very busy

day'
Love
Snar ly

P S Summer's over

PREGNANT'
Need a pregnancy test, information or sup-

port' CaH for free and confidential services

ALTERNATIVES 33 Mam St Northampton

586-3000

PROFESSIONAL PAPERS. INC

Computerized research library 1 All sublets

levels ft topics Call 4 research mlo MC
Visa Amex 1*00-447 2431 10835 Santa

Monica Blvd (-201) W Los Angeles. CA
90025

WORDPROCESSING: Dissertations

cases, papers Affordable, dependable.

Mac/LP on-campus Nancy 584 7924

WORDPROCESSING. REPORTS
Resumes Theses Graphics, Laser Pnn

ting Call Rosemary 259-1786

WANTED

ENTHUSIASTIC individual or student

organization to promote spring brea>

destination lor 1991 Earn commissions

free trips and valuable work experience

Apply now'" Call Student Travel Service at

1*00-265-1799

NEEOEO EUROPEAN TYPE video camera

to rent one dav $50 will leave deposit

583*800



SPORTS
NCAA Tournament to be a big ball

I •llrgian file photo

Both basketball teams will be in action

Friday night at the Cage. The men scrim-

mage the USSR Trade Union team at 7:30

p.m.. and the women host the Ruzomberok
Sports Club from Czechoslovakia at 5 p.m

Corso earns A's in cross country

By TAMIR LIPTON
Collegian Staff

For 12 teams, the thrill of a lifetime begins today, as

the NCAA Women's Field Hockey Tournament gets

underway.
A , „

Teams from across the country make up the 12 team

field. Some are just happy to be in the elite group, others

are hoping to walk away as the 1990 champion.

Stanford, 3,000 miles away, is practicing in the hot

California sun. The Cardinal will make the trip to a snow-

covered Carver Hawkeye Field, where they will play Iowa.

Northewestern plays the winner.

Of the two groups of Huskies, the ones from the Univer-

sity of Connecticut come to Amherst Thursday hoping to

knock off the University of Massachusetts and then

mightv Old Dominion. The Northeastern Huskies host the

Friars of Providence, with the winner to have first shot

at eliminating the defending champs from North Carolina.

There are Owls from Temple who have their big eyes

set on Terrapins from Maryland, and then a possible third

encounter with the fierce Lady Lions of Penn State.

"I think this year is so exciting because anyone can win

the whole thing," said North Carolina coach Karen

Shelton. "I've tried to tell my team that it's not their team

defending the national championship, but the North

Carolina program.''

Northeastern (14-5-3) hosts the Friars (18-41) today at

Parsons Field Two weeks ago in Providence, the two tied

11. Providence dominated play, outshooting the Huskies

25-12, but managed to score only one goal.

"I feel that the turf is more of a neutrahzer for Nor

theastern," said Providence coach Jackie Gladu. "You

always want to play at home, but the home field advan

tage is not that much of a difference Wert- pumped and

excited

"If we're fortunate enough to get by Northeastern, we

know we can beat North Carolina. We already have

beaten them, but it was early in the year and both teams

have improved."

One of the major raps against North Carolina (18

that it i> a voung. inexperienced team "We are very

ung, hut we have our moments of brilliance. How we

fare in the tournament really depends on which team

shows up," Shelton said.

"I think its gonna be tough for UNC to repeat because

of their inexperience," said Temple coach Michele

Madison, whose Owls host the University of Maryland.

Temple's hopes of winning a national championship rest

on the shoulders of 52 goal-scorer Jane Catanzaro.

"We need to stop her early," said Maryland coach Missy

Meharg. "She's not known as a patient player, so we re

hoping to frustrate her. I'm hoping she's off her game and

that she misses a tip here and a deflection every so often.

We have the horses to run with her."

it should be a great game, who ever can stop the other s

big scorer will win, Madison said.

Waiting in the wings is the team that most of the

coaches in this tournament have predicted to win it all:

Penn State. The Ladj&Lions are loaded with talent;

Knsten Winters and Cffelle Frates are two of the most

feared players in the country.

"Penn State has made ti* biggest strides and has been

the most consistent team in the country," Meharg said.

"They're Iving if thejW we're g°nna w,n li a"« sald

Penn State coach Chaftoife Newman.

The Lady Lions have already beaten Temple twice; once

in the regular season, and;'once in the final, of the Atlan-

tic 10 Tournament thisjast weekend.

"We feel we're gonnaVome across a tough game no mat

ter who we play," Newman said. "I'm excited to be a part

of the tournament. As for who I think is gonna win it. I

think Old Dominion has the edge because of all their tour

nament experience
"

The second half of the bracket features two surprise*:

Stanford and UConn. The Lady Cardinal was the last

team invited to the Tournament, with a very suspect

record of 8-4-1 and without much experience against na

tionallv ranked teams.

"We don't know much about Stanford, but we re certain

ly not looking past them," said Iowa coach Beth Beglin.

whose 17-3 Hawkeyes host the Lady Cardinal it will be

interesting to see how they adjust to the weat bet it

finished snowing here and Thursdny's forecast is for snow

and cold weather
CONTINUED ON PAG? 1'

By KEITH BENNETT
Collegian Correspondent

Saturdav morning at 1 1 a.m.. Jon Corso will be runn

mg in the final cross country race of University of

Massachusetts career.

Corso has had a solid career for the Minutemen over

the past four years. He gained All-New England honors

last year as a junior, and has twice earned All Atlantic

10 honors.

He was named MVP of the cross country team last year

and will likely achieve similar honors for his ac-

complishments'this fall. In addition to his achievements

on the cross country course, he was also All New England

in track last spring.

Despite his successes in running, however. < m

his running is secondary to school work. He said that good

Photo rourt*«<> Sports Information

Jon Corso

grades are essential tc his future plans, which include

graduate school to further his knowledge in political

science.

"As far as doing well, school takes precedent over run

ning," Corso said. "I want to go to graduate school and

get a good job when I graduate.

"A lot of people I compete against don't take school work

as seriously as I do," he said. "Running is the top priori

tv for them."

Corso's grades have improved over the last couple ol

semesters and he now has a cumulative grade point

average of 3.2. He also made dean's list last semester

Though running is not Corso's top priority, it is not an

activity he neglects, and this summer he found time to

train for the upcoming cross country season.

"I lived in Amherst this summer." he said. "I had an

internship and I was working two jobs, so sometimes I

would have to go out for a 10 mile run at 1 1
o'clock at

night

"I didn't do the most miles that I've ever done t nil sum

mer," he said. "I've been much more conscious of sleep

ing and what I eat this year."

Corso was All-State in cross country his wnk* year at

Agawam High School, and was twice the Western M

champion in the two mile, but he was not highly recruited

by any colleges, he said.

Corso talked with UMass coach Ken O'Brien during his

senior year, and walked on to the cross country squad that

fall.

Corso has improved steadily in the four years since.

O'Brien said.

"Jon's one of the most mature runners we've had on the

team since I've been coaching here," O'Brien said of Cor

so. "He is very dedicated and very consistent in the way

that he approaches training.

"I think that the thing that has motivated him more

than anything else and has allowed him to achieve what

he has is the fact that deep down inside he really enjoys

running.

"Knowing Jon, I think running will be something he

will continue after he graduates He knows that his best

years of running are still ahead of him."

Corso said he plans to go to Colorado for three months

next summer for what he termed a "sabbatical from life."

He plans to spend those months doing altitude training

and enjoying his running, and hopes after to work for a

few months before beginning graduate school in January.

"I'd like to see what I can do with the training in Col

orado, and see how far 1 can go with my running," Corso

added Maybe 111 start marathoning in four or five years.

I'd like to find a job that allows me that freedom."

Blazers headed
full speed to title

'.
. used to he's don't OMMi anymore, they just l*J M

the fl»«r till we sweep them away . '

- Neil Diamond from "You Don't Bring Me Flowers

There are plenty of used to he's, has beens. and other

once was around the NBA this year and they are all B

tain to be left behind. Individual players like Reggie

Theus(now with New Jersey). Danny Ainge mow with

Portland* and Alex English (now with Dallas* are just

a few players that should have been thinking about go-

ing to Idaho and getting involved with growing potatoes.

Teams like the Pistons. Lakers and Celtics, all of

which will probably make the playoffs, don't know the

meaning of the word youth, and if they did, they would

probably think it meant that they had to get more kids

to go see their games.

The above teams are soon going to realize that the

youngsters of the league are going to refine the game

Running is one thing, but sprinting is another The t

break is only getting faster and the half court gam<

slowly becoming obsolete.

I am not talking about having no half court game. The

Nuggets will run themselves, to a w mless season if they

keep up their ways. No, the game must be slowed down

every now and again, but the crop of youngsters to come

into the league the past couple of pstffl are small and

quick, very quick. _^___—«—
Dave Szpila

Watching the Celtics' Dee Brown is like watching a

pissed off bee. He is everywhere you look and nowhere

to be found. Dennis Scott, a 6 foot-8 rookie playing for

the Orlando Magic, is going to show both the big men
and the guards that he can score on them at will. Chris

Jackson, who decided to leave college early (a big

mistake but . . .), will prove to be a force in a couple of

years. His lack of college play (only two years) will be

evident for most of the season. Others such as Phil

Henderson (Dallas), Rumeal Robinson (Atlanta), Der-

rick Coleman (New Jersey) and Gary Payton (Seattle)

will come to greatness.

But enough about all that for right now. It is time to

back up my preseason prediction. To take it all this

season: the Portland Trailblazers.

Portland has solid bodies to fill every position on the

court and Clyde Drexler, a seven-year veteran, will not

let his team fail. They made it to the Finals last year.

but lost to Detroit in five games This year, however,

the team's toughest job will be to get out of the Western

Conference. CONTINUED ON PAGE 11

THIS WEEKEND J

Winter is otdHfeJ^P
Today will be sunny,

highs 40-45 degrees

with a cold breeze.
__

Five Coll*

students rei

outrage to #ie cj

the (M
~ in

Disco lives! Burn, baby,

burn at WMUA's 70s

Dance Party tonight in

the Campus Center.
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Democrats fare well

in Tuesday elections
. nnnr... VI. L,. l-I.J v«l..n tn virtorv

The dust settles
Election brings Mass. a mix ofold and neu

(APi In gubernatorial and senat'

,. RMBtry Tuesday the Democratic

nty fought tfl hold their offices in

John Engler of Michigan and Arne

son of Minnesota brightened the mor

ning after Election Day for the

Republicans, ousting Democratic in

cumbents Engler beat James Blanchard.

and Carlson unseated Rudy Perpich.

By late morning, the Arizona governor s

race between Democrat Terry Goddard and

Republican Fife Symington was the only

undecided contest. State officials said there

would be a run-off because neither can

didate won a majority of the vote.

Three House seats were unsettled, as

well, and in two of them Democratic in

cumbents were trailing

Lawton Chiles of Florida and Texas State

Treasurer Ann Richards led the

Democratic assault on statehouses crucial

to next year's redrawing of political maps

to follow population shifts to the Sunbelt

Wilson won the multimillion dollar bat

tie with Democrat Dianne Feinstein for

California's top job With 98 percent of the

vote counted, Wilson had 49 percent of the

total to Feinstein's 46 percent

Republicans picked up some statehoueea

of their won. electing governors in Ohio.

where George Voinovich defeated Anthony

Celebreze: in Massachusetts, where

William Weld edged out conservative

Democrat John Silber, Vermont, where ex

governor Richard Snelling reclaimed his

old job, defeating Peter Welch

But Democratic gains were more

widespread. Joan Finney rode voter anger

against GOP Gov. Mike Hayden to victors

in Kansas; Ben Neslon did the same.

..t.ng one term GOP Gov. Kay Orr in

neighboring Nebraska; and Bruce Sundlun

unseated Republican Gov Edward DiPrete

in Rhode Island on his third try. Democrats

won formerly Republican statehouses in

Oklahoma and New Mexico

Former Republican Sen Lowell Weiker.

always a maverick, was elected governor

of Connecticut as an independent In

Alaska, former GOP governor Walther

Hickel was running as an independent and

leading two opponents for the

governorship.

The Democratic dominated Senate

emerged unscathed. Challenges once

thought formidable were swept aside by

well-financed incumbents.

But the night had its terrifying moments

for Sen. Bill Bradley. D N.J .
whose an

ticipated easy ride to a third term ended

up a cliffhanger before he outlasted rookie

Republican Christine Todd Whitman. She

capitalized on virulent anti tax sentiment

Generally, it was not a good night for

Democrats with presidential ambitions.

Along with Bradley's scare. Gov. Mario

Cuomo of New York received a disappoin

ting 53 percent of the vote against a

blundering Republican and a little-known

conservative who were never seen as more

than fighting for second place

Two other would be presidents.

Democratic Sens. Albert Gore Jr. of Ten

nessee and Joeseph Biden of Delaware roll

ed over token opposition. Sen. Sam Nunn

of Georgia was re elected without

opposition

.

BOSTON <APi - The long season ol

hitter politic- h.. ted \*

Massachusetts

It ended with vol.

Republican governor and -tate

tt.M-urer, but no to a ma-

rollback and many other dramatic

changes.

In the

William

governors race, Republu

Id defeated outspoken

Boston University President John

Silber. With 89 percent of the vote

counted. Weld led Silber by 3 percent

In the other most closely watched con

tists. the tax rollback initiative was

defeated, and Sen John Kerry won a se-

cond term
Weld, the first Republican to

elected Governor of Massachusetts in 2< I

years, said voters had chosen a new

direction in their "mandate for change."

When the historians write about the

Massachusetts comeback of the 1990s

the story is going to begin with today's

election." Weld said.

Trying to get it all into perspective, he

said. "I don't believe government should

be in the miracle business. I beli«

government should do a very few things,

but do them well."

In defeat. Silber made no apologies for

the controversies of his campaign

"Hundreds of times people yelled to

me. 'give 'em hell. John." and I m-t

responded with Harry Truman's words,

i tell the truth, and they just think it's

hell, " he said

Candidate for Lieutenant Governor

Marjorie Clapprood found victorv in the

close defeat, crediting Silber's opposition

with helping to fend off the tax rollback

initiative.

"This state will be safe because of

.John Silt loringtl

morning coo
(ten raucou- ligning.

Kerr) tough* "" wt'" fu,M^
challenge from Republican businessman

Rappupfflrt. virtual unknown

before ha got into tin xm

With 91 percent ot the vole in. K.rr\

led Rappaport 57 pflrceofl to 4 3 percent

Kappaport. who spent more than $4

million of his money in thi me. had

linked Kerry with Gov Michael S

Dukakis, the Republican's symbol of

CONTINUED ON PAGE 8

AP photu

Mass. Democratic guber-

natorial candidate John Silber

concedes the election early

yesterday morning to opponent

William Weld.

Twister's to hold
benefit dance for

basketball star
By JODY GABIN
and CHRIS MUTHER
Collegian Staff

In an effort to help pay Lorenzo Sutton's mounting

hospital bills, a benefit dance party will be held at

Twister's Tavern Friday night.

The dance will be held in association with the Univer

sity of Massachusetts men's Basketball Team, with all

proceeds going to Sutton's hospital bills

Sutton, the all time leading scorer in UMass basket

ball history, sustained severe head injuries as a result

of a hit and run accident Sept. 23 on North Pleasant

Street

A sound system and DJ will donated by Rack A Disc

Entertainment.

"I came up with the idea during a Court Club

meeting." said Mark Forsyth, owner of Twister s

Tavern and a member of the Court Club Board of

Governors. "We wanted to establish a fund for hospital

1-11 •*

Sutton is currently in rehabilitation. He remained

in a coma for a month after the accident. Amherst

police have reported no new leads in their investiga

tion of the accident.

CONTINUED ON PAGE TC

NOTA ballot option sets precedent
mmmm Amherst. Leverett. Wendell. Shutesbury. Northamptoi

By CHRISTINE MURPHY
Collegian Correspondent

The Pioneer Valley Pro-Democracy Campaign set a

precedent in yesterday's state election, advocating local

voters to write in "None of the Above" ond£™ *»°£
Although NOTA did not get a majority of votes in the

Valley area, it still held political significance^ding

to Randy Kehler. a member of the Pioneer Valley Pro-

Democracy Campaign and the coeoordtnator of the Work-

ing Group on Electoral Democracy.

NOTA received eight to 10 percent of the vote in the

towns of Leverett. Wendell, Shutesbury. Amherst

Pelham, and Northampton, where it was recorded along

with votes for gubernatorial candidates.

Confirmation ofNOTA tallies in the8™™"^
was only available for Shutesbury and Wendell. «hich

Reived 16.5 and 12.5 percent respectively of the votes^

Official results for Amherst, Northampton. Pelham. and

Leverett are expected this week.

Grass roots campaigns to place a NOTA optior
i
on^ele*

toral ballots have been in the workings for several years

across the nation, said Dennis Kelley. coordinator of the

NOTA movement in the Pioneer Valley Pro-Deniocracy

Campaign. Nevada has had a non binding NOTA option

listed on its ballot since 1976 as a government reaction

to Watergate, Kelley said.

However, the movement to list the NOTA option on the

November 1990 Massachusetts ballot is the "first organiz

ed protest of the people" in Massachusetts, he addecl

On Election Day, advocates of the Pioneer Valley Pro

Democracy Campaign stood outside voting areas in

Amherst. Leverett. Wendell. Shutesbury, Northampton.

and Pelham. , . , ..

Presently NOTA does not appear on the Massachuset 1

1

state ballot, and is not considered a legitimate v

However in October, the Pioneer Valley Pro-Democr

Campaign wrote a letter to town clerks of courts across

the Valley area, encouraging NOTA votes be tabulated

along with those for candidates in the gubernatorial elec

tion in a non binding count.

David Sullivan, from the Elections Division at the Of

fice of the Secretary of State said it was up to "town discre

tion" to keep a tally of NOTA votes. However Sullivan

said NOTA votes will not be recorded on a state level, and

will be entered as a blank vote in the state election, ac

cording to state law

The NOTA campaign gained momentum in

Massachusetts as voters showed outrage **£*}***££
the two candidates running for governor, said JohnDa**
a University of Massachusetts graduate student in

Resource Economics, who held a sign advocating the

NOTA option outside the Wildwood School in Amherst

OT
r5n?j£u£'voting NOTA carried a stronger political

message because "it is part of an organized campaign^

Often he said, "write-in. are defused. ^'"^.^
sion of a political campaign. "I see (voting NOTA) as a

coherent demand for reform in the electoral process ,n the

US" Davis said. , , ,

"Democracy is not about weeding out the worst but

picSott the best." said NOTA advocate Peter Verdone

a UMass philosophy major, who also campaigned for

CONTINUED ON PAGE lO
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= Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual Forum
THURSDAY. NOVEMBER 8

Meeting of the LBGA Political Committee. 6 to 7:30 p.m..

Student Union 413B. All welcome.

Film "Maedchen m Uniform/* 7 p.m.. Campus Center 803.

RAP'. Bisexual rap support group. 7:30 p.m.. SU 413B.

Reading Robin Becker and Walta Borawski. 8 p.m.,

Hampshire College. Enfield Dal House

FRIDAY. NOVEMBER 9

Coffee Social that jumpin' weekly LBGA thang. 3 p.m. to

6 p.m. Check Campus Center information desk for room

number

SATURDAY. NOVEMBER 10

Women '• Workshop "How to Get What \ ou Write, Read!

Local fiction writer-poet Leslea Newman will offer a

workshop for women who want to learn the steps in get

ting their work published. No previous writing publishing

experience necessary. For more info call 584-3865.

MONDAY, NOVEMBER 12

Croup The Hampshire College Bisexual Group meets at

The Closet" every week at 7:30 p.m.

Rap The LBGA Diversity Group, a support rap group for

gay. lesbian and bisexual" students of various racial-ethnic

backgrounds. 7 p.m. Check information desk for room

number.

TUESDAY. NOVEMBER 13

Meeting weekly LBGA business and ideas. 6 p.m., BtU

RZ«~e™ the weekly Lesbian Bisexual Womyns

(jmon meeting; find out about the Wild Womyn s Winter

Retreat' 8:30 p.m., SU 413B.

FUm^orch Song Trilogy," 9 p.m.. Amherst College Cam

pus Center, McRaffey Room.

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER MmS Faculty/Staff Group, 3:30, CC. check info desk

for room number.
, Q

Counseling Collective weekly topic oriented rap group, 8

p.m., SU 413B.

For Your Information
THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 8

Lecture - Fatima Zaidane will speak about Palestinian

Women of the Intifada tonight at 5:30 p.m. at the Donut

5 Lounge at Hampshire College and at 8 p.m. in Campus

Center 168C at UMass. The lecture is sponsored by the

Palestine Solidarity Committee.

Teach-in - Bill Strickland of the UMass Afro American

Studies Department, and Steven S.ssaman of the

ivic Action Team, will speak tonight at a

h-in at 7 p.m. in Campus Center 163 at I M
Speakers will discus.* the crisis in the Middle East

Meeting - The Union Video Center is holding a general

meeting at 7:30 p.m. in their office by the Commuter

Lounge in the Student Union basement CYC is looking

for undergraduate actors, actresses, writers, directors, pro^

ducers, managers, artists, technicians and engineers to

help create programming for the upcoming UVC cable

channel.

Ucture - Professor Stephen J. Lippard of Massachusetts

Institute Of Technology will speak on "Polyiron Oxo

Center* In Chemistry and Biology" at 4:30 p.m. in 1
U

Marcus Hall Presented by the Distinguished Lecturer

/ ecture - The National Leadership Forum featuring Vr.

Tim Lautzenheiser will be held in Memorial Hall. Dr.

Lautzenheiser has attained national recognition for his

workshops on motivation and leadership training.

Registration begins at 5:30 p.m.. the forum will be 6:30

p.m. to 10:30 p.m., and a short reception will follow.

Tickets are $20.

Lecture - Rabbi Walter Zanger, one of Israel s foremost

architectural guides and an alumnus of Amherst College,

will discuss Palestinian nationalism, claims to the land

and what it is like to be living in Israel during these dif

ficult times at 4:16 p.m. in Wright Hall Common Room.

Smith College. ,

Colloquium - "Women And Sex Discrimination, by

Francine Tongas of the University ofOttawa will be held

at 4:15 p.m. in Burton Hall 213, Smith College.

Play - A bitter-ue.t comedv by playwright John Mill

mgton Svnge called 'Playboy of the Western World," will

be shown at 8 p.m. at the UMass Curtain Theater

Bf AN EAUU SNOPPCR AND SAVE

• • •

TODAYS <JTt^^^^miJwS" M°VE
.NTERNATIONAL

.EXPERIENCE B> _^^

Giard's

Barber Shop

Haircuts for Less

at th€ ba*.« of

CVS parie.r.g '.ot

Call for appointments

253-3666

ARE YOU
PREGNANT
& IN NEED OF HELP?
Birthright Can Help

• FREE MEGNANCV TESTING

Sam* Oty R*»u«i

S*rvtc«t that an
fr— ConlHtantial Caring

t Helpful

SPK< IAI MESSAG1 TO
URIC W HISP\M
ASIAN. PA(IH( \M>

NAT INK \MKKU INS

You havf a proud tradition of people

helping people — a tradition >nu ran

share in the I nited States Pea.

( orpv You'll liu and work for two

years in one of more than 70 countries

worldwide. And. your »ork will pay

you hack. < onsider these competitive

henefits.

• $5,400 'in the hank" after training

and service

• housing &. living npCMK

• student loan deferment, partial

Perkins loan cancellation, &. /

academic credit programs /

• transportation overseas

it back, vacation A /

travel, and medical

valu

t-xperi

L\

Amherst

Carnage Stop*
I »r> •ttcrnativ* to •toort'Ofl

ii aiiiinn i t a a

expe

cult

STAY

HOM
London ** 12

Pans **°

San Jose.C A 390

Bangkok
Hong Kong
Tokyo 759

Studant Faculty Fara

Taxes not included Restric-

tions apply Fares sublet to

change One ways available

Work/Study abroad programs

International student and

teacher ID

EURAIL PASSES ISSUED ON
THE SPOT'

Free student travel catalogue

No
chall

\oui

as ni

befo

JEAN H M INS >N AND DAVID DERAMUS, UMASS*
<.n campus Peace (

"<>rr> recruitem are bad and eager to talk

to MATH, SCIENCE, BUSINESS, FORESTRY, AG,

AND EDUCATION MAJORS. Find out hem YOU can

make a Jiflfetencei i Peace Corps volunteer

TODAY' Tl ll IRS! *AY N< JVEMBER 8

FILM SEMINAR
7:30PM

124 Draper Hail

Or visit your PEACE CORPS REPS at

12 DRAPER HALL, 545-2105

LOCAL
Univ. seeks return of

court metal detectors

Collegian photo by Richard Ducre*

JAZZY JASMINE - Jasmine Alston shows her lovely eyes at the

Hampshire Mall in Hadley. J

Intifada women resolute
Women leaders seek staying politicalpower

TRYSTAN SKEIGH
Collegian Correspondent

Palestinian Women involved in the In

tifada nationalist movement are determin

ed that their work for women's liberation

will not be forgotten when the struggle for

independence is over, said a woman who

has recently returned from the West Bank

and Gaza.

Speaking yesterday afternoon at the

Campus Center. Sherena Berger Gluck. a

director of the oral history program at

California State University at Long Beach,

said Palestinian feminists are resolved

"not to be another Algeria.''

The event was cosponsored by Women s

Studies and Near Eastern Studies.

"For women involved in Third World

-truggles against colonialism, their own

liberation struggle by necessity is embedd-

ed in their nationalist struggle.'' Gluck

said.

Algeria has become an emblem of what

happens to women involved in a nationalist

movement after the revolution, she

explained. .

"They are forced to slide back into their

traditional roles . . women's gains in in

dependence are lost." she said. Gluck also

referred to the Sandinista Revolution in

Nicaragua as another example in which

women were active and militant during the

revolution, and then afterwards were not

given positions of power and equality.

Gluck said she discovered during her in

ewi while visiting the occupied ter

ritories that many Palestinian women are

reluctant to use the term "feminism"

because they believe that it is synonymous

with separatism, "and for them, in their

nationalistic-racial struggle, there must be

an alliance between the sexes."

Gluck suggested that Western women

need to be aware of language choices that

are inclusive of all women's perspectives.

She gave the phrase "reproductive rights'

as an example - this phrase is better than

"abortion rights" or "choice" because it in

eludes Third World women's concerns

about child care and forced sterilizations.

Gluck said that Palestinian women are

more likely to succeed in their struggle for

women's liberation, because unlike other

movements, such as in Nicaragua and

Algeria, where women were very militant

but not part of the decision-making, women

in the Intifada are playing active roles in

the creation of the infrastructure for a

Palestinian state. However, Gluck stress-

ed that Palestinian women must concep-

tually keep the women's organizations they

have formed apart from the state, after the

revolution, in order to have a strong base

for continuing the struggle for women's

rights.

She said too often, women's organizations

< become part of the state and their power

to resist is "diffused."

By GAYLE LONG
Collegian Start"

and The Associated Press

The Hampshire County District Court in

Northampton has applied for emergency

funds in order to buy a metal detector, now

that the University of Massachusetts has

asked for the return of two det hey

borrowed, according to the District Court

Clerk.

Janet Rowe Dugan. court clerk-

magistrate, said the Un lent tl

metal detectors to the court when she ask

ed to test them for their effect n

"It was very nice of them to let us hot-

row them." Dugan said, "but we nevei

returned them."

The metal detectors were bought for

security liability before February 1989.

when the pro-Black leader of the Nation of

Islam Louis Farrakhan visited UMass.

The University loaned the two metal

detectors to the court's security officials in

Northampton more than a year ago, said

Arthur Hilson, director of Public Safety at

the University.

Hilson said that one of the reasons he

needed the metal detectors back is the shelf

life of the detector

"These are sensitive machines," he said.

"They only have a shelf life of five years

when they are used everyday."

He said he bought the detectors for the

University campus, but letting the court

borrow them for such an extended period

could be dangerous.

"We bought them because we needed a

deterrent," said Hilson, referring to the

Farrakhan speech last February.

However, Hilson said if the Courthouse

used the devices everyday until their shell

life was over, they would be no good to t he

University.

Hilson also said when he lent the detec

tors to the Courthouse, he was under the

impression it was onlv la te-t the devu «•'

effectiveness, and then the court would buy

their own.

One of the detector- went back to the

University earlier this fall, and the other

is still in daily use at the Courthouse, he

said.

The University has given the court seven

days to return the metal detector, said

Dugan.

The metal detectors will be put into

Storage, but may be used when th.

ministration decide- the « calls I

it, Hilson said

The second metal date *ill el the

mrthouse.

Because of the spending fin Hamp
^ire County, Dugan is trying to ge!

mission from the chief justice to transfer

funds from the court postagi at into

the equipment account so the court n
purchase a metal detector and return the

other to the Universal

"It shows the cooperation between stale

agetui >aid. "but the borrowing h

p>ne far enough."

Dugan said when the metal detec:

first appeared at the courthouse, many

employees thought there was no need.

According to Ellen Morin. head of Cour

thouse security, during the past year 14

pistol*. :\.MA knives and 69 canisters of

mace, as well as other device* have been

discovered in the metal detector.

"The metal detector has also Stopped

pie from bringing in paint cans, which

prevents the destruction of the building,"

Dugan said.

Between 500 and 800 people enter the

courthous da v. Morin said.

Prior to the installation of the devi.

distraught husband involved in a domestic

case had run through the courthouse with

a gun, said Morin.

Also, a group appearing to SUp]

ral demonstrator! had sprayed

bathrooms with red paint
impression u was umv n> it--i ii" *«....

Birthday money filched
Compiled by KENDRA PRATT
Collegian Staff

A man reported yesterday to the Univet

sity of Massachusetts Police that $50 in

eluded in a birthday card sent to him was

missing from Pierpont Dormitory.

ARRESTS
• Elizabeth Ann Norris, 25, of Amherst

was arrested by UMass Police yesterday on

a charge of disorderly conduct to assist the

Westminster Police Department.

• James P. Desisto, 19, of Chelmsford was

arrested last Saturday and charged with

being a minor transporting alcohol, posses-

sion of false identification, speeding and

failure to stop for a flashing red light.

• Daniel Scott Thornton. 23. of Greenfield

was stopped by police yesterday on Com
monwealth Avenue and charged with

violating a red light and operating without

a license.

LARCENY
• A man reported Monday the theft of a

sweatsuit from a dryer in the laundry room

ofThoreau Dormitory. The estimated value

is $40.

• A man reported Monday the theft of his

CONTINUED ON PAGE 5

Hadley firemen charged
with arson, plead innocent

HADLEY (AP) - Officials say a

firefighter will be paid for fighting the five

barn fires he is accused of setting on Hallo-

ween but he won't be called upon again

pending the outcome of the arson charges.

Fire Chief Bernard Martula said that

Robert Waskiewicz, 21, a town mechanic

who serves as a fireman on an on-call basis,

will get $9 an hour for fighting the string

of blazes that kept firemen hopping

through the night and into early morning.

Waskiewicz and a co-defendant, Thomas

A Goralski, also 21, pleaded innocent at

their arraignment Monday in Northamp-

ton District court and were released on

$1,000 bail

They are each charged with five counts

of burning a building and eight counts of

malicious destruction of property.

No injuries were reported, but Hadley

Police Officer Ralph Gould, who in

vestigated the fires, said damage to the

isolated barns and stored hay and other

farm materials exceeded $285,000.

The blazes also downed power and

telephone lines, knocking out service to

1,200 homes and businesses in the area.

Martula said "something seemed

strange" after the third fire when it ap-

peared that Waskiewicz was early on the

scene of the scattered blazes.

I DID, I DID, I DID TEE A PUDDY TAT!

sun outside Cottage A at UMass.

» olletnan photo by Richard Ducre*

A tiger cat basks in the
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LIQUORS

Looking for Great Deals?
Shop Scott's Liquors!

Knickerbocker Beerl

24-12 oz cans

$7.49~dep

Busch Beer
Suitcase

Reg and Light

24-12 oz cans

$9,99+dep

BUSCH

Milwaukee's Best

12-12 oz cans -*

$4.49 -dep

Smirnoff Vodka
80 proof

10 L

$8.99

Southern Comfort
75Qml

$7.99

Captain Morgan
Spiced Rum
1.75

with free juice

$14.99 4»

4©ilfir:

WE WANT TO BE YOUR FAVORITE LIQUOR STORE
6 University Driv«». Newmarket Center, Amherst

^t, mmm Diagonally Across from ttie UMass Stadium•• Plenty ot FREE Parking
TPlftrhPrk fnr Vnur Por<;n,,a | Clieck

v " v " v **- Jg

NOW AT 2 LOCATIONS

chatUe'0
j

p. • Open I i

7 days a W.
Kitchen open til midnight

Game Room with 2 poo! tables

Tonight 10c Beer Steamed Baby Franks

grgH 9:00p.m. — 12:00 a.m. ^fe|f

DrinJi of the Week
:
: Scotch and Mixer $1 75

Beer of the Month
Fosters Lager $1.75

veaways
Mon 10 cent Mozzarella Sticks 9pm- 12am

Toes 10 cent Buffalo Wings 9pm- 12am

Wed. 25cent Pizza Slices and 99 cent Nachos 9pm- 12am

Tbars 10 cent Beer Steamed Baby Franks 8pm- 10pm

Sunday 10 cent Potato Skins 9pm- 12am

WE ACCEPT MC-VISA-AMEX

OFFICIAL NOTICE
MONDAY

Class Schedule

Will be
Followed on

mm mmukmiivii mrn Dean of Students Office

Put your degree

to work
where it can do
a world of good

The toughest |ob

you'll eve love

m M
police log

V our first job arter graduation should

offer more than just a paycheck.

If you're graduating this year, look

into a unique opportunity to put

your degree to work where it can do

a world of good. Look into the

Peace Corps.

Come to a Film and Information

Session,

Thursday, November 8

7:30 pm
124 Draper Hall

or stop by the office in the

basement of Draper Hall

r^iicHAilZs;
n^^Billard Room
\ZT and Sports Bar
^Featuring top College & Pro action

all weekend!
• Five 9ft championship tables

• You favorite sporting events

on large screen TV's
• $1 .00 drafts in cold mugs
• 25 cent hot dogs
• Appetizer menu
• 18 & over welcome to play pool

• $1 .25 Budweiser bottles

• Tues & Wed tree pool for players over

21 before 10:00 pm
TONIGHT-pool tournament. Sign-up In

advance at bar-CA
Formerly
Changes Nightclub

256-8284
Open
Mon-Tucs 5pm-lam

Sat 12pm-lam

MICHAEL'S
Rt_ 9, Amherst

JJejct to Hubod OaideB a—!

Uli This Ad for Vi OFF on pool

for 1 hour any day of the week

•JTIMUEDFROM PAGE 3

wallet from his book bag which he left unattended momen-

tarily in Tower Library. The estimated value is $10.

IN OTHER POLICE BUSINESS
• A man was stopped by police Saturday at the corner

of Sunset and Massachusetts Avenues for having an ex-

pired inspection sticker. His vehicle was towed and police

made transportation arrangements for the operator and

three juveniles.

• Police officers in Lot 22 observed three subjects look

ing into vehicles last Saturday. When the subjects were

stopped for identification, two of the subjects were found

to be minors in possession of alcohol. The police confiscated

the alcohol.

• A woman in Southwest reported a call from a male sub-

ject conducting a "Masters and Johnson'' survey.

• An officer on patrol discovered a 1990 Chevrolet

Lumina in North Village which was reported to have been

stolen from Amherst. The steering column lock was

broken, along with other damage.

\

g
5 s^Vfa^'B

LADIES NIGHT OUT

MEN-A-MANIA
Friday, November 9, 1990

7:30 pm
HOLIDAY INN

245 Whiting Farms Rd.

Holyoke, MA
Exit 15 off 1-91

For tickets call (508)949-3664

or available at the Holiday Inn

Ages 18 and over

Tickets $10 each

Produced by Breeze Productions

EXCELLENCE IN

JAPANESE CUISINE
COOKED AT YOUR

TABLE
Two Dinners for $15

Suhiyak. Steak & Chicken Comb

includes soup salad, veg .noodles.

steamed "C.e. tea and icecream

Two Dinners for $18
Shnmp & Scallop Combo Dinner

includes soup salad veg,

noodles, steamed nee. lea and

icecream

Specials available Tue ,

Wed . Thurs . Fn ,
and

all day Sunday 2-9

Cocktails and
Oriental Drinks

Open Tue Sa'

el S 00pm
Sundays at 2 00

Closed Mondays
4U-46S 3628

Reservation* Welcome

UMass
Students!

CONTINENTAL SZtailQ

Get to Know Us
Raffle

Win 2 Free Roundtrip TixTo

Any Domestic^Destination
*A/o purchase necessary

*Drop off this ad at by Dec. 2

1

Winner announced Jan. 28, 7997

Name Address. Phone

ACADEMY-MUSK'
*OAl HAMPTON $[*$*> 5H44U3?

delusive Engagement November 9 thru 22

CURTAIN DAILY 7 30

SIR 0AVI0 llAKS WWi V WSTOHir dehors CUT

COMPUn I UNCUT AS ft HWMlittD 2> tUftS AGO

WMUKI 0' «

7ICUIIUTW
MftStSI 9

ruin o' lu-i t ••

UWIIKMi: 01 AKAKU
Ample Seating at Showtinu -Arrivt' Karl>

writfyus
I

r^J Liquor Store

Kahlua Coffee Liquor

750 ml

$11.99

RESERVED SEATING
Center Orch.Hra or Diess Circle (First Balcony)

Adult* •* 00 San Child '4 00

0"EWErUt SEATING- Adults '5 00 San Child '1 00

Bartles & Jaymes
Wine Coolors
All Flavors

4-pk

$2.99

S-w

BARTIJ-S
^Ajfwrii^

Rolling Rock
twelve pack

$6.39

Peachtree Schnapps
750 ml

$5.99

Crown Royal
Canadian Whiskey

j

750 ml

$14.49

Hopfenperle
Swiss Lager
six pack

$3.69
Christian Brothers Brandy
750 ml

$7.49

Knickerbocker
cse 16 oz bottles

$9.49

Boag's
Tasmanian Lager
six pack

$4.99
Samuel Adams
Boston Ale/Octoberfest

$19.99 cse

336 College St., Rt. 9, Amherst,

Malt 274 Main Street. Northampton. MA 01060
rilh Me>ti «i»ii»i>«d •n««i«i>*

• Al 1 Hfcu*m ok smith I OIUSE

Oiir 20th Anniversary
Sale November 7-11

Copies
99 < Oversize Copies

99< Color Copies

Open 24 Hours

253-2543

120 N. Pleasant St.

(Across from Carnage Shops

kinko's
the copy center

Closed Saturday Midnight 'til Sunday Noon

Yf price is for black k white, Sf! \ l^ayrofed copies on 20^bcnd

.Canon!

4.. ^-
i ** Overside caries up K
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Call to action: Women speak from experience about abuse
VW * .... , ... ha^.n ,mnnsiW reaction and called the police. Through

I was harassed on the bus the other day by a drunken

man in the seat next to me. When I first sat down, he

began asking me personal questions. No matter how curt

ly I answered him. he would not leave me alone. I took

out a book, but he did not get the hint. Instead, he read

over mv shoulder He said. "I don't understand that book

you're reading." I told him that it was French, even

though I didn't owe him any explanation. He then told

me to whisper "I Love You" to him in French.

Suzy Herring

Right then I should have changed seats, or slapped him

or done something. Instead. I lied that I hadn't learned

how to say that yet. hoping he would finally let up. He

didn't

He kept touching my hair and telling me to stop reading

and look him in the eye. When I tried to ignore him. he

gave me a guilt trip ' I'm not such a bad guy. Do you think

you're too good to talk to me?" The worst thing was that

juilt trip worked He was violating my space and my

right to be left alone, but he made me feel that I was the

one who was doing something wrong. At the same time.

I felt weak and angry at myself for not standing up to him.

I didn't want to draw attention to myself by changing

seat.- > as if e%er>one on the bus couldn't already hear what

going on I wished that someone would tell him tu

shut up d someone would offer me then .-e.it But

no one did.

When I could take no more. I got off the bus long before

my usual stop and waited for the next bus. again angry

at mvself for letting this terrible man put me out of my

A- 1 di -embarked, the man said to me sarcastically.

• Thanks for the company." Once more. I was the one feel

ing guilty, even though I had done nothing wrong

Twenty minutes later. I got on the next bus. fighting

back a powerful urge to cry A little girl Ml in the safety

of her mother's lap chatting happily with a male student

-ltting behind them. I wanted her innocence to remain

unshattered forever I wanted for her to never feel as

violated and disempowered as I felt at that moment

This is why I wanted to tell my story I am writing this

nat anyone who is put in a similar situation will not

make my mistakes.

• Angry' Tell him to leave you the hell alone Change

seats. Complain to the bus driver Make him be the one

who has to leave, not you. if possible. Whatever you do.

don't feel that you are in the wrong. And. don't make my

mistake of worrying what other people are thinking. You

come first

Also, if you are a witness to harassment, please don t

be afraid to interfere. We all like to feel that we can take

care of ourselves, but sometime- it - just too hard to think

clearly for yourself when you are flung into a bad situa

tion A little outside help is a relief, not an insult

The man that bothered me could still be riding around

on the PYTA bothering other unsuspecting women If he

is not. then BC else probabh M be if I had been

prepared ahead of time. I could have stood up for m

)

better 1 can't change my past, but maybe my experience

can have a positive effect on someone else's future Be-

ing ha

Suzy Hemng U Collegian oarronaanaVat.
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As an anthropology student. I often have qualms about

defining culture.

What is it
9 How does it affect me? How powerful is its

role in determining the type of person I am? If my bar

n.wmg experience Saturday night is any indication of our

culture. I am tempted to hop on the next train out.

Unfortunately, there is no foreseeable stop free from the

cultural ills of sexual harassment.

North Pleasant Street. Amherst Center: A friend and

I were headed to a party Even before reaching the ob-

noxious zone [those who share my opinion of a certain bur

populated section of North Pleasant Street, will know of

which I speak], we were confronted, twice, by two male

students

Is it too judgmental to say obnoxious? NO! Sexist? NO!

Arrogant, unjust, immoral, violent, nauseating, slime

scum sub-humans° NO!
All of the above, for lack of more convenient

euphemisms, are applicable to the two males, who ver-

bally harassed us with the equivalent of: 'You fornicating

ord» vagina (c word" and 'you stinking pus.-v as m
cat. get it°»"

What is it in our society's culture that creates such

limited mutual respect and decei

This unanticipated, potentially violent verbal assault

left me powerless to defend myself. However, my friend

Business

Graphics

PROFESSIONAL STAFF
Bnan Harrington Lofl Black

Maureen Majerowski

Rory Evans

Nev. J s largest coUege daily newspaper Circulation

21 000 'jPlished every weekday during the calendar

semester The Massachusetts "Dairy Collegian is a RegWered

Stadenl Organization ot the University ol Massach.

had an opposite reaction and called the police. Through

her strength, 1 reckoned with my own.

Aided by a policewoman. WO confronted the aggressors

JB a crowded bar, where they continued their alcohol

consumption.

Hal the bCttHy OfCognition escaped such men. frighten

mglv emblematic of our society? Had they "never seen

u- before
" as thev claimed without blinking? The inci

dent had taken place a mere fifteen minutes earlier

Memory is a general characteristic of all humans (even

sub humans, in thi

Our society and education create an environment in

which such behavior and ethnic and sexual intolerance

uv condoned and even encouraged Members of a culture

Obtain power through adherence to the status quo. as well

a- through the domination of symbols

nial ethnic and ideological divergence from the

statu- quo are perceptible threats to those m quest ot such

power. From the microcosm of the street- of Amh-

ethnic oppression and class domination. t«.tl. rum

of world political and economic injustice, people's integrits

is acceptably iaaa n i acpeojdabta to those who

domination.

My friend and I are both working to put an end to such

quests for power - beginning with action again*

harassment.
7V), • writer'* nam, am bar* withheld 6j requ

Clarifying UMass policy on rape and assault

I share the concern for women's >.d'et> en campus

sed in Meaghan Connor's commentary Rape must

be dealt with." which appeared in the Collegian on Oct.

29 Ho* -me of the information in this piece was

inaccurate. This letter is an attempt to clarify how the

Code of Student Conduct and the Dean of Students Ot

fice can be of service to members of the campus community

who have been the victims of rape or sexual assault

Sexual assault, and other forms of uninvited conduct of

a sexuallv explicit nature constitute violations of the <

The CSC has a specific section which references this

behavior This clause of the CSC has been applied to a

range of behaviors, including rape. The regulations regar

ding rape rightfully belong in the largest section of the

CSC. which addresses safety issues. It is not hidden within

the language ofam other clause It isclearly. and distinct

lv stated AnytMM who believes that rape or other fot

. xual assault are tolerated on campus needs to refer

to the CSC. or come into my office to receive additional

information on the campus standard in this area.

Contrarv to the opinion expressed in M- I >nnor's arti

cle. students have been found guilty of rape under the

CSC. These students have been assessed harsh pena

including multiple year suspensions and prohibitions from

entering campus property. Once a sanction has expired.

ident is free to apply for readmission to the Universi

In the criminal just ice system, once a person has "serv

ed their time." he or she is free to reengage with society

including pursuing a post secondary school degree. The

University can. and often does, place additional metric

tions upon a student should he choose to re-enroll, in

eluding stipulations that M ha\e no contact withlh.

tim of the assault, maintain ongoing contact with

Dean of Students, and be on probational status for a period

of time.

I do not support Ms Connors position for the mandatory

use of expulsion for students found i

violating the CSC section on sexual assault. Such a p

tion limits, as opposed to expands, our ability to respond

to cases or survivor- n.-.-ds on an individual basis. Each

must be reviewed as a distinct incident, within the

larger context of the campus and society Tying our hands

by limiting how each CI alt with wi I us.

For example, women, even with a strong support syst

mas not pursue cases if they know that the only sand

available is expulsion More cases may be found

of the alleged perpetrator at the hearing or appeal l«

because boards judging the cases may be reluctant to

assess or uphold such a penalty

As Dean of Students of this campus. I am committed

to providing support to survivors of sexual assault

rape Any member of the community who has ojuaationi

about campus policies regarding rape or sexual assault

can come in or call my office at any time to ret

answers. As a community, we can review the current

judicial system, and suggest changes which will ma>

better able to serve all students. However, by emp<

ing each other to be responsible members of the communi

t\ . and to take action when we have been victimized, we

not be bound b\ simplistic, unworkable, or ready made

'"" n - Jo-Anne Thomas Vanin
Dean of Student*

Getting involved? Forget the Senate
I know what you're thinking.

Your midterms are probably all done The path*

tions are all d< almost the weekend and the big

WMl'A 70's Dance Inferno i- tonight in the campus

center, and vou re wondering.

•I wonder." vou're thinking, "what's all this about Stu

dent Government Treasurer Karen Talbot, and

budget exercise, and funding allocations and the Area

.•rnments. and especially the Concert Fund

Al Arpad

If that s what you're thinking. I cant really blame you.

I wrote a column about it myself last week. But many

students spend so much time worrying about the burn-

ing controversies of student government that their grades

and even their drinking habits suffer. Fortunately, this

tragic situation can be averted.

Student government seems complicated, but it makes

sense if you remember one simple rule. When student in

terests conflict with the interests of administrators, the

administrators win Period.

Now, some of the most entertaining people in the Stu

dent Senate are inclined to see this as a diabolical con-

spiracy, but they're wrong. The staff at the Student Ac

tivities Office means well, and has a professional interest

in seeing things run quietly and smoothly, which is ob

viouslv not how the Student Senate runs. Conflicts bet

ween "students and administrators are inevitable

In addition, no matter what student leaders do while

they're here, a surprising number eventually graduate

This turnover creates ongoing administrative chaos It is

therefore trulv fortunate that when administrators

perceive a need for order, they can be spared the mconve-

niences of a democratic process.

Nevertheless, it is amazing how much some students

can and do accomplish by working within the limits of

• th<? system Successful student leaders simply have to

recognize that democracy is not a factor, and act accor

dingly For example, students have token representation

on virtually everj eaanaai cocamitl

ancellor Duties Off the Faculty Senat

of those commit appointed by the atuannt govj

nient president, are perennially empty due to lack of

internal

While students on those committees could not rorro a

voting Majority, they could h. U> intorma?

something the loudest buffoons ol the Student Senat.

patheticallv lacking

•lust how pathetic is the lack of information'.' Consider

this at the end of every fi- <r, unspent Student \

tivities Trust Fund money returns from the budgeted

organizations, to a special account called, appropriately

enough. Returning SATF. Because the whole trust fund

is hudgeted in advance by the Senate, the Budgets Com
mittee cannot predict the exact amount of Returning

SATF. so they estimate conservatively.

Several former members of the Budgets Committee have

estimated that the excess Returning SATF from 1985 to

the present should total more than half a million dollars,

little or none of which has ever been reallocated by the

Senate. Allen Brainerd, the Student Activities Office

Business Manager, has told me he would look into the

matter, but the money probably isn't there anymore.

If administrators already spent it, nothing much can be

done, because when student interests and the interests

of administrators conflict, the administrators always win

Period.

If, on the other hand, students had known about the

money before, they might have been able to persuade the

administrators that the conflicting interests could be

reconciled with a minimum of disruption and Senate

silliness. Maybo
Information is power. Unpopular actions, like the for

mation of the current University alcohol policy and the

suspension of litigation power for the Legal Services Of-

fice, are usually taken in secret and during the summer
If students generally don't know what's going on, those

seerrt* are easy to *eep» • • •

Al Arpad is a Collegian cartoonist
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Victory is ours!
I would like to congratulate the entire campus communi-

ty, undergraduates, graduates, faculty, staff, and ad-

ministration for a job well done on question three. With

five out of ten precincts reporting, Amherst voted down

question three by 92 percent, due to record student tur-

nout, and support from the Amherst community as a

whole. We not only defeated CLT, we defeated question

two as well, and made question five closer than anyone

thought.

I would especially like to thank those students, facul-

ty, and staff who put many long hours of their so-called

"free time" into the campaign against question three.

Special thanks to the Everywoman's Center Advocates

for their last-minute campaigning, the Nursing Associa-

tion, and to MassPIRG for their major contributions to

student empowerment, through their voter registration

and get-out-the-vote efforts, and arranging the "Vote To-

day" bus from the Haigis Mall.

We've been on the defensive for a long time. We've final-

ly turned that around. We will be launching a major lob-

bying campaign on governor-elect Weld, and the

legislature as soon as they go back into session. Stop by

the Student Government Association, or call me at

545 0341 to sign up. Let's hit Beacon Hill hard!

Angus McQuilken
Student Trustee
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50 NOW ti£*E ENTERIC A BK>
HECESSION VWH PRETENDERS
to Fiscal conservatism iu

THE STATE HOUSE AND THE
VJHlTE HOUSE/ AND All
BECAUSE JOHN SILFEfc

SCARED noPLE!

r*PEOPLE WERE SCARED THAT"

\\t ACTUALLY SAID OdHAT

WAS ON HIS MIND' J# . w%#
EVERYBODY VJA5 MGKY
AND TMEY WHINED AND
COMPLAINED, BUT FACED
WITH AN ANGRY CANDIDATE,
THE VOTERS CrflCKENED QOTl

}
Jfr \ lot-

SO INSTEAD THEY ELECTED
THIS QUINTESSENTIAL,
MEALY- MOUTHED, REACTIONARY
PANDERER WHO CAMPAIGNED
FOR A BALLOT ISSOE THAT
WAS DEFEATED "BY ALMOST
TWO To ONE / HOvJ'S THAT /

FOR SENDING A MESSAGE

AND M WE'RE STUCK WITH AN
ARISTOCRATIC DEMAGOGUE
FOR FOUR MORE YEARS OF
PI51NGEMUCHJS DlSSEMBl INQ

AND PARALYSIS AS USUAL, ALL

"BECAUSE JOHN SILBER
SCARED PEOPLE.'

I hope I will never have to know the misery of war
'/(.' kn<>u n tu, uar And if I eter do. I

WOH't knou for sure who'll he fighting

whom for the soldier's lonely tomh Sou
opens as soon as the referee's gun starts to

I'll know no uar
"

Tim DiFalco

I took those words from a 1982 Who song

because they have always had a personal

t on me While I was back home about

I month ago, I was at a local bar, enjoying

m beers with my friends, when an older

Ml leman swayed up to the bar next to us.

<>oked like he needed someone to talk

to, bo we lent him an ear.

This man full of spirits told us he had

fought for the U.S. Army back in World

War II He was the oldest of four brothers,

three of whom were killed in combat M
U.S. soldiers. One died fighting on the

beache- of Normandy in World War II,

another was killed in the Korean War, and

\et another lost his life fighting in

V iet nam.
My friend and I looked at each other

astonished, trying to imagine the pain this

man must he feeling. As he showed us pic

tures ofeach of his brothers in their respec-

tive uniforms, I could see the sadness and

pride in his face. To lighten the mood, he

offered to buy us a pitcher of beer in turn

for our companionship. We told him we

would buy him one instead, but the

waitress shut him off. saying he had

already had too much to drink

So he shook our hands and bade us

farewell.

The incident made me reiterate

thoughts relating tu the Who'l song. I h.ivt-

never known war in the real mum
meaning. The last major war that the U.S.

was involved in was Vietnam.

As the television would report the daily

death tolls ..fl'S. soldiers each night, I

probably playing happily in my crib, com

pletely unaware of what war l

Although I have witnessed the invasions

of Grenada. Libya, and Panama
throughout the 1980s. I am sure that 1 have

known no war.

Now as Americans, we are faced with yet

another conflict, and the threat of unpen

ding war with Iraq. The latest press release

from the White House stated that it Iraq

planned to use biological WMp >nst

In the Gulf, that they would

i it

"

Thi- is the type of rhetoric that leads to

war.
Amongst all the budg*1 CUU and pn>(

ed tuition increases here at I kit* I

enough about bein^ able to stav !

without having to worry about being

off to war in the Middle East. A full -

war could reinstate the draft, which dfa

lv The 18-25 age group.

I believe that the government of Kuv

-.h. >uld be fully I
I ,
but not at the cost

of \oung American lives in a bloody

Like so many people my age. I've known

no war I hope I I 111.

Tim DiFalco is a VMom ttndeni

Pot offers seeds of peace for Iraq crisis and war on drugs
... . . /. _/• _i__L_i» ;- ---»-— oroaa nroHnrt^ That s rik'ht — hemD can al m . ) ).

The Oct. 25 issue of the Collegian

ired a "Point/Counterpoint section

which was appropriately entitled World

In Cl Three of the articles published

in this isuue dealt with the crisi- la the

Go]] t one of them suggested alter

native methods by which the U.S. ma>

become free of its dependence on foreign oil

One article mentioned that the U.S. is

the world's "least efficient consuim

energy.'' and added that it is time for our

nation to start conserving more, while us-

and wasting less valuable energy. I

agree, and I am also in favor of

"economically and environmentally sound

energy policies."

However, there is something that was

overlooked in this and the other articles

concerning our involvment in the Middle

East the tremendous need for the U.S. (and

other countries) to efficiently incorporate

other forms of energy.

When George Herbert Walker Bush

became President, he started a war: a "War

on Drugs." At that time, according to

Newsweek polls, the most important pro

hlem in the U.S. was drugs - now it is the

deficit.

The War On Drugs is being lost, and at

heavy toll; prisons and courtrooms are

..ded with drug related crimes, and

man it will only get WOI *we

have another war. a real one this time,

about to erupt in the Middle East This con-

flict has been referred to a> the War For

Stephan R. Damiani

Cheap Oil." although thus far all it hat

done is cost the government millions of

dollars, and cause the price of gas to

skyrocket

Can either of these "wars" be won. or at

least be brought to an end? The answer is

yes, and the solution is growing like a WOtd

right in our own backyards.

President Bush himself recommended

that auto manufacturers be required to

make cars powered from methanol 'the

simplest form of alcohol' la urban ..

aln -ad\ -uffenng from a i pollution

Any diesel engine in the world can b. con-

verted to run on vegetable oil, and when

a ill not pollute the air I'n

fossil fu< nil and coal' which emit

sulphur dioxide when burned, methanol

and vegetable oil release carbon dioxide In

this way. an atmospheric balance

'ed. when an "energy crop" is FOWing

it takes in carbon dioxide from the air.

when it burns, the carbon dioxide is re

ed. Thus, not only is oil not necessary as

a fuel, it is actually less desireable than its

non-polluting alternative

So why is this country so dependent on

oil? Well, the best source of vegetable oil

is the hemp seed, and the plant that can

best be used as an energy crop is cannabis

hemp. The bad news? Both are illegal in

the U.S.

Hemp (marijuana i is illegal because the

petroleum companies and corporations like

Dupont and Hearst Paper Manufacturing

Division do not want it to compete on the

open market with their paper and oil-based

product- That s right - hemp can

: to make paper products, tOXl

fabric lothes it - softer and more

durable than cotton i. rope and eordf

id vurnishe-v The h.

ad only

l>eani

It became illegal v\ ith the Marijuana Tax

Act ot 1937 'the same Sear that DupOOl

loped nylon, a fabric mad. from

petroleum), and, thanks in no small part

to the War On Drugs, remains illegal to

day. Hemp has literally hundred* ol other

uses (including medicinal application •; too

many to list here. So the next time JTOU

hear someone mention pot legalization.

maybe you will think twice before distill-

ing it as ridiculous.

Let's end the crisis in the Gulf and the

War On Drugs with a victory, yet through

peaceful mean*
Don't criticize it, legalize it Hemp for

victors

nhen R Damiani is a CoiUgiOM

correspondent

Get a iump on post-college life with on the job experience
^^^ J F r « ,_„K„w~kPnd with friends from resource. When you submit your resume

The semester is winding down.

Midterms and papers are upon us and

winter session is rapidly approaching.

The attitude in my house, a house full

of graduating seniors is: "What to do for

the five long weeks of winter break?'

Erin Martin

"

Course catalogues are strewn across

the coffee table.

Arrangements are being made for who

will live in the house over January. My

housemates are frantically rushing

about, looking for temporary work. The

question is where, and how?

I can identify with the concerns ofmy

housemates, but luckily. I do not share

such trying decisions. This January, I

will return to the office where I worked

all summer long. I will work full time

for four weeks and hopefully earn

enough money to absorb our latest $400

fee increase.

I consider myself lucky to have found

a paying position that relates to my
studies and interests. A position that I

found through the resources at the field

experience office.

After investigating a number of co-op

and internship positions, writing

rumerous resumes and cover letters, I

was rewarded with a position that has

given me the experience of a lifetime.

In this day and age, with the economy

and job market on a speedy decline, col

lege graduates need job experience. Not

just flipping burgers or running a cash

register. A four year degree isn't enough

anymore.
The fact that you are here, studying

your brains out, is not going to get you

an interview. The competition for entry

level positions is intense.

You may think that everyone possess

ing a Bachelor's degree is in the same

boat. Unfortunately, this is not the case.

Consider Northeastern University.

The program there combines

cooperative education with academics.

The students there chose the school

mainly for this reason.

I spent the weekend with friends from

Northeastern and I met a lot of people,

one of whom has spent the last four

years writing editorials for The Boston

Globe.

You may be surprised to learn that the

same job opportunities are offered to

students here, too. The Field Experience

Office has a number of paid co-op and

internship positions that suit every

major.

Most students assume co-ops are tor

Engineering and Business majors. This

just isn't true. The opportunities are

endless, and by utilizing the resources

at the Mather Career Center, you may

discover exactly what you want to do.

What if you need some extra credits

to graduate? Or you have some elective

credits to play around with. The intern

ship program offers employment that is

paid with University credit. This is an

academic program because you are re

quired to submit a final project that is

evaluated and graded by a faculty

member in your department.

On-the-job training is a valuable

resource. When you submit your resume

to an employer, or your application to

a graduate school, significant job ex

perience is heavily weighted. If you

are expecting to graduate, without

anything extraordinary on your resume,

and land that dream job, guess again.

Why are you wasting time?

Evaluate your academic situation. Do

you have credits you need to earn? Are

you thinking oftaking a semester off to

work? Do your summers regularly con-

tain full-time employment?

Don't spend your winter session loaf

ing around watching TV.

What good will it do to complain about

not having a job?

Get up to the Career Center and ex-

plore the employment opportunities in

the co-op and internship programs. It

will pay off for you! As my housemates

will testify, graduation approaches

quickly.

Get some experience, don t leave

school without it.

Erin Martin is a Collegian columnist J
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incompetence.

In other races, Republicans captured

the treasurer's office as Joe Malone

defeated Democrat William Galvin.

Nastiness in the treasurer's race hit

a peak when both men called the other

a "jackass" in an Oct. 11 debate. After

that, Malone said he wouldn't debate

any more.

Ballot question number three, the

Citizens for Limited Taxation proposal

to roll back taxes and fees to July 1988

levels, lost. With 90 percent of the

precincts reporting, the measure lost by

60 percent of the vote.

Tax rollback opponent James Braude

said the totals showed voters felt they

got their call for change through in the

September primaries, which saw several

incumbents fall.

"When people finally realized there

could be realistic change in

Massachusetts without burning the

house down, which is what question

three would have done, they started

moving in [our] direction," he said.

The election shake-up made some in-

cumbents cling to their seats, and others

fall out entirely.

Even such stalwarts of the system as

Senate President William Bulger found

themselves in uncertain reelection

races. But Bulger won easily.

In the attorney general's race, Mid

dlesex County District Attorney Scott

Harshbarger, who sent incumbent

James Shannon packing in the

Democratic primary, defeated

Republican William Sawyer, an Acton

lawyer.

Question two, the proposal to limit

state consultant hiring was defeated 55

percent to 45 percent, according to unof-

ficial results.
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THIRD WORLD AFFAIRS
Crisis in India: Beyond post-colonialism?
Recent events in the world's second

largest nation, the Republic of India, have

plunged South Asia into turmoil, and sent

reverberations across the South. The socio-

political, economic and religious complex-

ity of the issues that concern 840 million

Indians are so staggering that a treatment

of the underlying issues in a half-page of

text is clearly simplistic.

Nonetheless, questions about the future

of India continue to concern people of the

South. An attempt will be made here to

present a snapshot of the current situation

— albeit superficial, but worth trying.

Hindu fundamentalists spearheaded by

the Vishwa Hindu Parishad (World Hindu

Council] and a cadre-based militia called

the Rashtriya Sway.ims«vak Sangh [Na-

tional Self-help Society) have mounted an

explosive campaign to forge a unified and
militant Hindu India — also called Hindut-

va la Greater India].

The highly emotive flashpoint in this war
. mbolism is a 460 year-old Muslim m<»

que in a small town called Ayodhya. :M">

miles southeast of New Delhi. The militant

Hindus claim that the mosque was built <»n

the birthplace of Rama, a sacred god in the

Hindu pantheon. They are demanding that

a ti mple be constructed at this site and the

mosque be either destroyed or relocated

A gigantic campaign to build the temple

culminated in massive clashes between the

para-military forces of the Indian State and

the militants, leaving over 200 dead and

thousands wounded. Bloody riots between

Muslims and Hindus also rocked the nation

all the way from traditional bastions of

communalism like Udaipur in the North

to the more tolerant city of Madras in the

South.

India's 100 million Muslims have become

the target of the revivalist wrath of a move-

ment that has deep appeal to upper-caste

urban proletariat and trading com-

munities. Militant Hindus decry centuries

of subjugation under Turkish, Persian,

Arab, Abyssinian and Afghan invaders

who shared a common religion — Islam.

Ironically, they neglect the entirely in

digenous nature of the current Indian

Muslim community, and the magnificent

cultural synthesis created by the contact

between these two great religions — a

poetic language called Urdu, an architec

tural tradition that could build a Taj

Mahal, the Kathak dance tradition. Hin

dustani classical music, the ever-popular

ballads called ghazals . .

But symbolism is the order of the day.

The Hindu fundamentalists have a critical

weakness — their symbols are those of the

elite Brahmin caste that has long

monopolized power and status, especially

in the densely populated North.

However, members of the lower castes or

outcastes constitute 74 percent of India's

people. Caste continues to exclude them
from true citizenship, and upper caste

assertions that Indian politics must be

caste-free often sound like a cynical at-

tempt to preserve a status quo.

The caste inequity was a powder keg

waiting to explode. The ex-Prime Minister,

V.P. Singh, finally lit the fuse by reserv-

ing 55,000 government jobs for the so-

called backward castes. Upper caste

university students lashed out at the deci-

sion, rioting and even resorting to self-

immolation. Lost in the furor was the fact

that there are about 204,290 annual vacan

cies in the government.

India's upper caste-controlled media clos-

ed ranks to vociferously denounce this

"monumental act of social irresponsibili

ty." and denounced the "murder of merit."

But the Hindu fundamentalists were the

biggest losers in the simmering caste war.

Their claim to unite all Hindus was expos-

ed as somewhat >pecious. Their reaction

was predictable — attempts to submerge

caste in a religious crusade against the

Muslims, often citing Kashmiri insurrec-

tion as a pretext

The political front of Hindu fundamen-

talism, called the Bharatiya Janata Party,

withdrew its support of V.P Singh's

tenuous coalition government, thus reduc-

ing it to a minority.

By now the sharks had smelled blood.

The party led by V.P. Singh was torn apart

by ambitious rivals. The leader of the dis-

sent in the ruling coalition, a deeply am-

bitious would-be socialist called Chandra
Shekhar huddled with Rajiv Gandhi, the

leader of the opposition to build a marriage

of convenience.

As this paper goes to press. Singh's

government has collapsed, and midterm

polls seem likely in the near future. Mass

movements built around religion and caste

have emerged as major players.

Simultaneously, ethnic nationalism has

sparked off bloody conflicts all the way

from the beautiful Vale of Kashmir to the

lush tea gardens of Assam in the East.

Has something has gone dreadfully

wrong with the supposedly secular.

parliamentary tradition that British im-

perialism [in no small measure involved in

promoting sub-nationalism] bequeathed to

the anti-colonial nationalists of the 1940s?

Or could it be possible that events in In

dia, whose creation along with that of

Pakistan in 1947 heralded the end of direct

colonialism, now herald the end of

post-colonialism?

How long can a secularism that refu

to come to terms with memories of cen-

turies of perceived subjugation of faith sur-

vive? How long can the type of

egalitarianism that decries the inequity of

caste but cannot accept efforts to

redistribute power last? How long can a

centralized state that quells ethnic dissent

with an iron fist expect to unify disparate

peoples?

Or is there a different model, with no

relation to Western forms of government,

that can bring Indian- together to build a

nation with truly histom potential?

In the 50s and 60s India was racked by

riots based on linguist ic sub nationalism

This was resolved by creating provinces

based on linguistic boundaries IVrhaps

these provinces should enjoy autonomy in

a federation of equals, with a central

government that oversee* defence and ex

ternal affairs, and coordinates finance and

communication.
An elected parliament already legislates.

Perhaps the Central Government could be

nominated independent of the parliament

on the basis ofan equitable power sharing

agreement.
Trans-provincial forces like m

movements based on caste and religion

[Hindu and non-Hindu] could also be incur

porated. Needless to say, new force- would

have to be respected, and this power

sharing agreement would require periodic

re-negotiation.

Perhaps internal violence will drive the

government to decentralize and share

power. The alternate bleak — a

military backed civilian autocracy is ex-

ceedingly likely

The British model of government must

be discarded or modified, regardless of

x-h-in the sand segment;- of society The

nation has survived many oriail It will

UMCend this one ,i- well.

Those who seek to exploit the internal

nder ti > of a New World

Ordei mag iimlereetimetn the trill tn n
The people will devise uniquels Indian

solution- Pool eolo&i uism will l>e COPOJfn

ed to history.

Pratip Deutidar i* Collei iff

Outraged reactions to Gulf

AP photo

NEW DELHI, INDIA - Hindu fundamentalists wave orange flags, the

color of Hinduism, and shout anti-Singh slogans yesterday on the lawns

outside parliament in New Delhi.

the U.S. war machine revs up for

possible battle halfway around the

world, the prevalent attitude among the

Third World community here is largely

one of anger, dismay and frustration.

Guy St. Rose from St. Lucia, a STPEC
student at UMass, was very critical of

the U.S. attitude in this crisis.

"Given the track record of the U.S.

with respect to interventions in the

Third World, I don't think the U.S. has

any moral standing in disapproving of

other countries engaging in invasions,"

he said.

"This is a matter of grave concern for

Third World countries, because it clear

ly shows how ruthless U.S. imperialist

interests can be when it comes to

domination over Third World

resources."

Echoing some of these concerns,

Satinder Singh from India, a COINS
graduate student at UMass. said.

"There is no room for the economically

strangulated Third World to go against

the wish.M -t the U.S. If a nation, while

attempting to do what is best for its own

people, goes against U.S. interests, it

immediately branded a traitor and dealt

with accordingly."

Speaking on the role of other count

in this i Faisal Mian from

Pakistan, studying Economics and In

ternat lonal Relations at Hampshire Col

lege. said. "The Pakistan governemnt

has no business sending troops to Saudi

Arabia. It is doing so only out of a sense

of obligation to the Saudis and because

of intense pressure from the U.S. U.S.

interference in this affair will wash

away what little international credibili

ty it has."

Farzad Kanalabadi from Iran, a Com
puter Systems Engineering major at

UMass, said, "Iran is unlikely to go

against the position of either Iraq or the

U.S. U.S. presence in this area is a clear

manifestation of its imperialistic

designs."

Addressing the consequences of the

possible war, Magali Rastogi from India,

studying Architecture and Third World

Development at Hampshire College,

said, "If there is war, its consequences

will be devastating. There will be a

tremendous loss of lives and property,

especially to Iraq. What is appalling

about the one sided coverage of this

issue by the U.S. media is a lack of

discussion of these consequences of

military action."

Mohammad Ali Ghazanfari from Iran,

a COINS major at UMass, explained, "If

there is a war, the U.S. will suffer heavy

losses, but not as much as the Middle

East countries. The balance of power in

the Middle East will be drastically

changed, and the IS end Hut ope will

profit immensely from the bloodshed of

the people of the Middle East."

A number of students were concern

ed about the impact of this crisis on

other Third World countries.

Santa Kumar from India, an HRTA
major at UMass. said, "The Iraqi annex-

ation of Kuwait has created a feeling of

nervousness among small Third World

countries, like Singapore [where I have

lived for the past three years] which us-

ed to be a part of Malaysia. On the other

hand, it is also dismaying to see the kind

of welcome accorded to the U.S. in Saudi

Arabia."

Elaborating on this issue, Ranu Ag
garwal from India, studying Landscape

Architecture at UMass, said, "The an

nexation of Kuwait by Iraq raises some

very serious issues about the redrawing

of colonial boundaries, viz, how far back

in time should one go to resolve such

matters9 There is also much more to

h i-Mi.-. than hiftOTJ power and

politics are also involved."

Rabi Dutta from India, a COl

graduate student at UMass. said he was

disconcerted by Chin OOO

to let the United Nations authorize

force.

"This can lead to the legitimization of

irs by the U.N ." he said This i-

disastrous for the Third World, It mean-

that the powers in the U.N. Security

Council can carve up the Third World

so as to fit into their spheres of in

fluence."

Addressing what he thought was an

imminent war, Dutta said. "To avoid

damage to themselves, the Saudis are

advocating a quick strike as opposed to

a long and protracted battle All the

countries supporting the U.S. are ask

ing for a price for their support Iraq will

be carved up by the vict<

Hussein Ibish from Lebanon, a

graduate student in the English depart

ment at UMass. said. "Those who speak

of the sovereignty of the Kuwaiti peo-

ple are ignoring fundamental and oh

vious neo colonial realities which ought

to be dismissed by every self respecting

young individual from the Third

World
Those who sit around bemoaning the

degradation of colonialism and then

publicly oppose those who take up arms

against it are hypocritical fools who

ought to be accorded no attention at all.

One can discuss Saddam Hussein's

politics, leadership, and personality, but

as to the nation of Iraq and its impen

ding demolition by foreign imperialist

forces there can be no serious debate

among respectable Third World na

tionalists."

Madanmohan Rao is a UMass student.
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NOTA outside Wildwood School. "The

choice between just two candidates is not

enough; it results in tactical voting."

Voting NOTA in this election is not

"voting for nobody," said Hampshire Col-

lege student Elizabeth Sharp, who cam-

paigned for NOTA outside the Crocker

Farm School in Amherst. If a lot of people

vote NOTA in this election, said Sharp, it

will send a "strong message" to govern-

ment in general

Jean Laino, an Amherst resident who

held a sign outside Amherst voting

Precincts 4, 5. and 10, said "It's a pity that

some people feel that two [candidates] are

enough . . . the ones that are running

nobody wants." Voting NOTA is about

changing the political process, said Laino

"We're not advocating overthrow ... we

just want to put a little more democracy in

the election."

Voting None of the Above is a way ofem-

powering voters, said NOTA advocate

Meagen McColgan, an English major at

UMass. "People keep telling me it's a cop

out," said McColgan, but "democracy is not

clicking a switch just to put someone in of-

fice." Voting should be more than a "choice

between two evils."

The Pioneer Valley Pro-Democracy Cam-

paign also advocated a yes vote on question

four, along with the NOTA option, to "pro-

vide voters with a full spectrum of can-

didate and party options," according to

their election day flier. Question four, a

binding referendum on the Mass. ballot,

narrowly passed with a 4 percent margin.

THE BODY SHOP
Announces

NA LIT11 US®
WQRKOUXii

A great Nsutifus® Workout

is now available

^t all three

(Body ilh®p
Fitness Centers

Compliment Your Nautiluss Workouts

with our

Hydra-Fitness®/TreadmiUs/Stairclimbers
& More!!

AND ITS YOURS

FOR ONLY $25^0
for the rest of Fall

Semester!!
Come by The Body Shops on

Kennedy 12, John Adams 19

& TOTMAN GYM
and check it out!!!

LIQUORS

fEfrVJSIfllH ran

Lorenzo Sutton

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

"[Twister's does] a lot with the Court

Club and the basketball team and just

wants to help out with the hospital bills,"

he said.

The benefit begins immediately following

the Russian National Basketball Game

between UMass and the USSR Trade

Union Team. Donations will be accepted at

the door.
Collegian File Photo

Lorenzo Sutton

Dill SI OS Ot

n .-mnl University of
Uver iuu| Massachusetts
Courses! | at Amherst

Winter
Session

Almost half

meet gen. ed.

requirements.

Mail Registration—November 10-December 12

All mail registrations must be sent via U.S. mail

and be postmarked no earlier than November 10.

(Do not use campus mail.)

Walk-in Registration-

November 2(>Januar\ 7

Room 615 Goodell Building

Registrations are processed in the order in which

they are received, so register early'

Classes start January .'*, 1991.

For more information, contact the Division

of Continuing Education, Goodell Building,

or call 5 45-2 4 It.

'SCO
t*nt

18 Main St. Downtown Amherst 253-5441

Featuring BUSCH Beer

$8.99 suitcase

MOVIE POSTER
LOBBY CARDS

MOVIE MEMORABILIA

Largest in Western Mass

THE GOOD OLD DAYS

40 Cottage Street
Easthampton, MA 527-3163

OPEN: Tuesday-Saturda

Cribari wines

chablis, rose, burg.

$4.99 3L

%c«6ee

" 9cs
*t>ots

Glenn Ellen
f

a /lams (

(Chard, W Zinf, Cab Sauv) Old ton
Sam A*? 6-pk 3 bots $10.99

( J/*?**
mix/match

Many More In Store Specials

(especially on wines)

oSSfia ff cans
$4.99

THINK

SPRING BREAK
VACATION

—FROM HARTFORD-

mar is-BAHAMAS from $549.00

HAM it. CANCUN FBOMS499.00

mam it- MAZATLAN from $649.00

* Delivery Available * All beers plus deposits

CALL 586-8953
OTHM CMAATtft KSTNAriONS AVAILABLE I

YOUR PARTNERS IN TRAVEL
MAPLEWOOD SHOPS-NORTHAMPTON, MA 01060

"CHOOSE THE PROFESSIONAL*"
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AETS&LIVING
Cheery folks
BOSTON (AP) — A last hurrah for Gov. Michael

Dukakis on election day was Cheers.

The governor, who chose not to seek re-election, taped

a cameo appearance on the television comedy Tuesday.

"This election day I had some time on my hands, so it

was a tun thing to do," Dukakis said.

During a break in the filming, Dukakis got in a plug

for the Massachusetts Film Bureau and joked about call

ing his cousin, actress Olympia Dukakis, for coaching on

his one line of dialogue: 'How are ya?"

He said he did not watch the two televised debates bet-

ween the candidates seeking his job: Republican William

Weld, who won, and Democrat John Silber.

The governor arranged an election night dinner party

for members of his cabinet and staff.

He said recently it did not really feel strange to be

removed from the campaign and that there was some com

fort in not having to worry about political considerations

while working on the state budget crisis.

• it would have been exceedingly difficult to have done

what I've done over the past several months had I been

a candidate for re-election," he said.

•I've been able to devote myself singlemindedly to what

needed to be done around here
"

Dukakis lost his first bid for public office - a seat on

the Brookline Redevelopment Authority in 1958 - and

his last - the presidency of the United States in 1988.

ACADEMYA11 SIC
NORTHAMPTON qmajt** SM4U35

CURTAIN DAILY

SIB l»AVII> 1 LAN'S NEWU RfcSTORtli Oil

HT1 A UNCUT AS IT PREHltktU Zb VLAKS

AV ph.Ki.

Gov. Michael S. Dukakis, left, reads a newspaper while Ted Danson center who plays Sam thy

bartender and George Wendt. right, who plays Norm, walks past while shooting a scene for the

£E"ton:Zl Chelfs in Boston Tuesday. Dukakis, whose term ends at the end of th,s year, took

time out from his election day activities to act in the scene.

ALEC GUINNESS

ANTHONY OLHNN

JACK HAWKINS

josEFEnnEn

PETFnOTOOtE*

MiramQFARABPg
R.e.rvrd Seating- Adult. •*•«> Sen/Child »-.00|

G.n.r.l S.At lng- Adult. »>.00 S««,/U,lld n. 0O|

IOX-OFFTCE- D*lly 12 to *{* * 6:30 to 9:00 p-

OR BY PMOMt DURING AtOVE MOORS M U

XI IMI (.AlKSOFSMITHrOllH^

Now's the

time to call...

North Amherst
Motois

7»M Sundtritnd Rd„ No. I .nfwrat

549-2880

Expert Repairs and
Reconditioning

Mosf Me/or Oe«*f Csrts AccM>t*i

A special salute to all our Veterans....from Liquors 44!

WINF » LIQUORS:JM
Price* do «ol include

Amherst Cinema
Now Playing

Henry
and
June

Mon-Thurs
One Show 7:30

Fri-Sun 2 Shows
7:00 a

Student

ROLLING $4 f|49
ROCK

v IU- Dep

caseof 24- , 2c: bar bottles £^~

GALLO
CLASSIC WINES

Gilbev's Gin $049

COORS,
C00RS LIGHT

& COORS GOLD w'jo/ca.

s10 - DEP

FRENCH C0LUWBAR0 CHEMN BLANC
SHChABLiS C^ASLiS Rr-

3 BURGUNDY ZED POSE PINH ChABLlS

PIELS DRAFT & $749 M
DICI C I IftMT I -DEPrlCLOUVani

caseof 24-i2oz cars

.

ri-Sun 2 Shows
7:00 and 9:15

udent Discount!

with LP.
J

0jKEEFE$4A99
^CANADIAN IU-DEP
BEER case of 24 12 oz bottles

COOKS $049
AMERICAN CHAMPAGNE

yJ ?

BRUT i

5C ml

F0L0NARI
S0AVE $49915L

M0REAU $C99
FRENCH CHARD0NNAY W?50Mi

PEPSI & $C99
IET PEPSI O-depDIET PEPSI

case of 24 -12 oz cans

fp MARCUS $049 f2SB IAMCQ fc750ML LTl> JAMES

SALEM1"
MAIL-IN REBATE '2'

S# 1.75 L

AFTER REBATE

anaduz/i
SALEM6"

MAIL-IN REBATE '4

s12
AFTER REBATE

Seagram's? $8??L

SALEM1" MAIL-IN REBATE '3
s AFTER REBATE

SALE S9M MAIL-IN REBATE •* AFT" REBATE

net responsible fef

typofrephlcel errors

HADLEY
9am to 11pm Campus Plaza/Route 9
Monday thru Saturday 253-9344

TWO
LOCATIONS

HOLYOKE
30 Lincoln St.

534-4555

SALE PRICES

THURS 11/8/90

THRU WED 11/14/90

TeleCheck



Monday-Thursday 5-8 p.m.

All you can eat

BUFFET $5.99

COMEDY RESERVATIONS
586-1202 585-8615

11:30-3 p.m. All You Can Eat

ISUNDAY BRUNCH $6.9'

PEKING GARDEN
Rt. 9, Hadle

'>#V.Y#Yir/8fiW'W i

JACKSON'S FLEA MARKET!,;

Indoors-6:00 am - 5:00 pm

Where THOUSANDS of people shop

every Su lday for Antiques;, New &
Used items. Baseball Cards, Furniture,

Crafts, etc. In fact, 'If you can't find

it at Jackson's, you probably don't

need it.'

MT. FARMS MALL RT.9 HADLEY, MA
Deal info. (413) 584-2300

(On Northampton Bus Route)

FREE ADMISSION«FREE PARKING«CATERED

HOMEfORTO(IOUWY$
{***&

UNLESS YOU HEIR

k»y;v!*'"v* J .A*'

VOLUNTEER JUST 3 HOURS AND YOU

CAN HELP OTHERS THIS SEASON!

CALL: 586-5243

PARAMOUNT
SPRIN G FIELD

SORRY JAClL.CHtiCKY'S BACK!

m

ELECTRIC

HOT TUNA
Nov. 17,8 pm

PIXIES

Nov. 24. 8 pm
r.

MANNHEIM
STEAMROLLER

with Orchestra New England
Nov. 30. 8 pm

EXTREME, DANGER DANGER
LONDON QUIREBOYS

Nov. 27.7:30 pm

1700 Main St., Springfield, MA
Paramount Box Office (413) 734-5874, M-F 10-5, Sat. 12-5

TICKETBON' and TlCfcETrnON PMONfc EMRMSl (800) 382-8080

For Paramount Group SoIqs Information call (413) 567-1505

*t\iuMlrarft
pVERM

HWJaI

Friday

Lorenzo Sutton
Benefit

Dance Party

following UMass/Russian
Basketball Game

IAPPY HOUR
4-S MOM-FB0

m i

Saturday
If There Was One?

SHRIMP
Peel n' eat «&&

Anchor Wngs
V2 order D 3)3)

NACHOS
Cheddar &salsa

QUESADILLA
Floor tortilla grilled with

and saba

Tonight
Who's Kiddin Who
The Valleys No. 1

Dance Band
•••• Drink Specials •••••••••••••

Miller Lite Bottles $1 .50

Hopfenperle Bier $1 .25

Vodka Tonics $1 .50

92 9 ^o> w ,

III
al E £

Q._ O)

S c &
<- 0) I

I ^ o

If this is you, come in

with this picture for a free

sandwich, mozz stix and a
drink

Submit any picture at the restaurant
and enter to win free food

30 Boltwood Walk -Amherst, MA

10
I

I §

Buffalo Bills [i|t|

Buy'a'Stipfek h6A§¥ BEBf
1

sandwich and receive a
Jr. Roast Beef sanwich FREE!

I 0UFFALO K'LLS j|||
I ""

™—™T>T.T, "!»"c itDrTr oTiTact^7ji?i?i?"~™
™

"

X
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THE FAR SIDE
By GARY LARSON

THE FAR SIDE
By GARY LARSON
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DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE

Edited By TRUDE MICHEL JAFFE

The class was quietly doing its lesson when Russell,

suffering from problems at home, prepared to

empldy an attention-getting device.

DOONESBURY

Suddenly. Professor Liebowitz realizes he has come

to the seminar without his duck.

By GARRY TRUDEAU

in the smtsrs of sw
FPANC1SCO TON&il, WERE
IS MUCH JOY OVER, THE

W OF LAL'EY
DAVENPORT

IfR UNtlPFC1W RETURN 70

cWCf HOWEVER, HASCttATEV
• ME UNIQUE PRDBiEMS FOR
!t£ (ONGRESaHJOMAN

.

SINCE SHE NEVFR CAMPAI6NEP,
MRS mVENPORT IS NOW IN THE
UNUSUAL POSITIONOFHAVIN6TO
fiNPOUT WHAT'S ON VOTERS'
A1INP5 AFTER 1HE ElECTION 1

...ANPHOU)
MANY THINK

tOESHOULP
INVAPE KUWAIT'

ASHOUJ
OF HANPS,
PlEAeE'

ACROSS
1 Trade

5 Doc
10 Word on a

receipt

14 Jot

15 — barrel in

trouble

16 vVinro* — Pu

17 Gotdie Hawn
role

20 Rulers

21 Stan
22 Trading center

23 Poi source

25 Highway
havens

28 Marmalade
ingredient ...

29 Jaz? variety

32 Do a pressing

33 Ma' caret Mead
worked here

34 Diamonds to

«y»gg
35 Kids hero ot

radio and early

TV
39 Pub drink

40 Biblical event

41 Author Vidai

42 Pan ot hrm
43 Mouse plant

44 Lincoln or

Rockefeller

46 The infamous

MarQuis de —
47 Ja follower

48 Valuable violin

51 Leases
55 Popuia

soap
58 Celebrated

ess

59 Post oMice

purchase

60 Palindromic

name
6t Barb* lor one

62 Basso Simon

63 Shipshape

DOWN
1 OB B'tan

2 Angler s lure

3 E«pectant

4 Footway

5 Uses the car

6 Cf.ns of

tennis

7 Society buds
for shon

8 Madden
9 Preserve.

in a way
10 Watts

instrument

11 Charity

12 Nastase ol

tennis

13 Bad
impression'

18 Soviet

inland

sea

19 Amman is its

capital

23 Far from

daring

24 Give — to

approve

25 Book of the

Bible

26 Priestly

vestment

27 Barfly

28 Tenor Vinay

29 Archie

Bunker
tor e«ampie

30 Yellowish

pigment

31 Nero or O Toole

33 Disturb the

nocturnal peace

36 Love —
37 ••_ Three

Lives

38 Auto key

44 Embraces
45 Wyatt of the

West
46 Terrific bargain

47 A Mouse is

Not —
48 Like good

cheese
49 Drama lead-in

50 indigo

51 Have a lam

52 Marion chaser

53 Pro —
54 Place for a com
56 Peer Gynt s

mother
57 USMA grads

ANSWEf PREVIOUS PUZZLE

11 8 90
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MENU 1

CALVIN AND HOBBES By BILL WATTERSON

Get o^f The
Sw,irv^. Tvtib-V.^

r

forget \r.woe

>lX —

CEOTMN PtOPUE ABE HEVER.

WOHERMED B1 BOLTS OF UGVttNlMG

LUNCH
Barbecued Pork on bum

Chicken Cutlet

BASICS LUNCH

DINNER
Pan Shish Kebab

Fettucmi

BASICS DINNER

Flat Bread Sandwich Cheese Spinach Squares

Chicken Cutlet Fettucmi

YOUR DAILY HOROSCOPE
By JEANE DIXON

TANGELO PIE

G*k*itl Mark?

Ok.youww! SoL^
|

knd NO,m$n**f*
S+uJiu all uKcktnd!

uoa ask...'Mo;Xstal*.-

Ucll ENOUGH of bis
/lumi/iaf/OM/^u...

embiHere* old

By TIM SNUTEN

-Acr^llu.I Oh.uicfl

«Heniancc. allno*'^.

ARKS (March 2»Aprt 19) P«av '»

sate n al retatonsNps and under

takmos today Someone you Ike

may fry to mrsleod you Keep your

guard up and protect youtseff

Snare secrets onry with loved ones

TAURUS April 20 May 20) Leave

c* thoughts of romance for tomor

row and spend today taking care

of routine matters A telephone coJ

w* brmg welcome news Reman
calm tt a netgnoor tries to ploy hard

Dai
OfMINI (May 2l-June 20) Greater

tact and patience wi help you

avoid domestic confrontations At

work, stick to soto protects Vou wi

enjoy being In the spotkght at a

community or Church event

CANCIR (June 21- Jufy 22) Be on

the lookout for unusual oppor-

tunities to advance your career

Some funds you expect to receive

may be delayed Be careful about

getting involved in a friend's

business

HO (Jury 2>Aug 22) The emphasis

now is on fulfilling your obligations

Cc«Tirnun»cCition w* improve by the

days end Following a hunch wi

lead you m the right direction

Romance enjoys highly favorable

influences

VIROO (Aug 23-Sept 22) Uncet

talnty coute) hamper your produc

frvity today Schedule a conference

with the appropriate person if you

have auestions about your future

Romance win be uppermost m your

thoughts

LIMA (Sept 23-Oct 22) An influen-

tial person wi be easier to ap-

proach today A«t be certain you

have done your homework before

presenting o proposol A problem

j younger person w* be
f »?tSOi V***J

»CO»IO (Oct 23-Nov 21) A lucky

I those who work behind the

scenes' Prominent people w* be
more hetptui than in the recent

past vou may find yourself courv

trig the hours until a romantic

rendezvous

SAGITTARIUS (Nov 22 Dec

easy to make stupKj errors when

you ore in a hurry Take your tme

Rely on your own judgment where

fnancial matters ate concerned

Social affairs may become father

expensive ^
CAPRICORN (Dec 22 Jan 19)

fvloke better use of your aeatrve or

artistic talents Postpone signing an

agreement untl more information s

avertable Extra funds should be put

into savings

AQUARIUS (Jan 20-Feb 18) Speak

up when you have a good idea

Greater irput wi increase your

chances for a promotion You may
need time alone tonight to thmk

things through Your mate or port

net will understand.

«SCli(Feb 19 March 20) Norn
portant decisions should be re

dured today Lend an attentive ear

to mates wishes and woes
Romance is everywhere You may
want to go out tonight Be sure you

can afford it

TODAY'S STAFF
Night Editor Sarah DeMaster

Copy Editor Mike Webber

Layout Technician Mike Carvalho

Photo Technician Richard DuCree

Production Supervisors Mike Carvalho

Typesetter Danielle Dowling

Production Seth Kaye Andre Busi.

Mike Carvalho. Terry Starmer. Sharon Frost
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UPC
Presents:

TIME
ICAPSULE

TOUR

10,000 % MANIACS

Chn i£*.*a*DO /-VND ".-wr-. R.-Vi.i>r-i

•OOOO rVWm-io >nv*r you k> (ittwr ftw ttu* o* »•*» i hta

t n-rv. jfout « rhrir iu»»mi »om 'VSt *ne

»*« j ,>«r" -Mumi *vv €*•» W-ei jnd "WW

\r\

sAC.nouir" 800*,*.
UMass Fine Arts Center

JLi>
' vp 1 7- others17-
f/x on sale from Oct. 17 at the FAC
box office 545-2511

Annual 5 College Hillel Concert

ft

FROM

to ISRAEL
WITH LOVE it

a concert by Russian musicians and performers

recent immigrants to Israel

FEATURING
...virtuoso musicians and singers

...traditional Russian Instruments

...Russian Jewish songs of protest and freedom

TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 13, 8PM
BOWKER AUDITORIUM/UMASS

S10-GEN. ADMISSION $5-STUDENT
.• at door of to reserve tickets call 545 251 1

J

Call tor more Into. 549 1710

Restaurant &t Lounge
Route », Hidlcv 5S6-1978

EAT..

The Valley's Best Branch!

'til your hurt's content at

our famous Sunday Brunch
$10.95

11a.m. to 3p.m.

Enioy j rrugmhceni teast of Carved
Meats. Hot & Cold Delicacies, and a

tantili/int; arrjv o! Sweets & Desseiti.

Belgium waffles, eggs. & omelettes
made for you in our dining room.

t 1 1 I » «H klllll

Video I ilming I'

IMI MKSS

\KIMJ

HI in \l l'\HIV

111 \ 1

P.VI \M \ ^1 \\ 1 1) W( 1 Ks
\..\ II pill

Mil >>l(.ll^

1 Ml \\K\ \l\l><»\\ \

SllM. \..\ Is 7:00pm
JOHNNY < 1 1 (.(. Wl>

S \\ I K \

1)1 \l) Mil KMI N

MOJO NIXON

;ul\ ,im < ti\ ,i\ ailahlr

I Inn.. No*. -"' s •:»» 1H

O POM | |\ |

-

llll I'.l \( K ( HOW I
^

Thui I)

W \HHKN /I-AON

\Ve(Ine»j<la> . I

liid,i\ and S

II nnighl Rot k 102 Dance
I'.ntv with Dl lie< . .1 Reid

I M One < >n" I i< kit"*! lie

n« <i\ rs diniu'i lot

Spoleto's, A paii <»l tickets

fm lli* Black < i o-w es and
,i liiim for tlu- niulil pro\ idt'd]

On I imo S< ene

Miscellaneous Specials

Bacardi Breezer 4 pk
Captain Morgan 1. 75

L

Popov Vodka 1.75L

$4.49
$13.99
$9.99

113 584-1171

10P6RRL5T. NORTHnmPTON.mn
L

FOUR SEASONS
Wines/Liquors

ROUTE 9, HADLEY • 584-8174
Between Burger King and Dunkin' Donuts

Volleyball bounced
Hartford spikes UMass, Seton Hall up next

[

By LIOR BEN AHARON
Collegian Correspondent

It is not often that a loss produces good

spirits for a team, but when you are the

UMass volleyball team, a good outing,

win or lose, is welcomed with open arms.

On Tuesday night, the Minutewomen

lost to ECAC powerhouse Hartford, but

played exceptionally well.

"I'm so happy with the way we're

playing right now," coach coach Carol

Ford said, despite her teams 4 27 record.

UMass will have to play just as well,

and probably better, tonight (7 p.m. Tot

man Gym) when they face off against

Seton Hall.

The Pirates of Seton Hall are current

lv fighting for a Big Bast tournament

berth with a 34 record in the conference

<4th place » Overall, the team boast

25-9 record.

"All the kids are huge,*
-

said Ford

referring to Seton Hall. "The> are \-

tall and have excellent coaches
''

According to Ford, the Pirates will at

tempt to run a fast offense, an ofTerw

with which the Minutewomen have the

most difficulty

The key for UMass then will be to slow

down the tempo of the match to a speed

more to their liking. To do this, the

Minutewomen will concentrate on ser-

ving and blocking.

The task of blocking will fall heavily

on the shoulders of middle-blockers

Rachel Bredemeier and Sharon Panoff.

This task is made more difficult

because of the strength of Seton Hall's

attack, led by tri-captains Deidre Mur
phy, Lisa Ferguson and Laura Romieca.

The trio leads the team in most often

sive and defensive categories.

"Seton Hall is going to be tough," said

Ford, but added. We're looking forward

to playing them."

Tonight's match is the second to last

match of the year, but only the ninth

home date of the season for UMa
volleyball. The match also holds special

significance in that tonight is Fan Ap-

preciation Night.

The Minutewomen have not had the

best otX -asons. However, the team ha>

endured numerous injuries and moun-

ting l< nd have come back every

day with their game faces on. Let's show

up with our game faces on tonight as a

show of support for UMass volleyball.

cross country
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 16

The meet is divided up into two regions,

each of which will have two national

representatives. The first region is New
England while the second is the Mid

Atlantic states, Delaware, Virginia and

West Virginia.

LaFreniere says that in the New England

province Providence should be number one

and finish second overall behind Villanova

In the race for the other spot it will be a

fight between Yale and Boston College, ac-

cording to Lafreniere.

This will be the last cross country meet

for three seniors on the UMass squad.

LaFreniere is sad to see Dana Goldfarb and

co-captains Kathy Holt and Cathy Crocker

finish their careers.

"I don't want to see them graduate," said

Lafreniere. "They will be hard to replace

because they are the core of this team. All

season the three ofthem worked to the top

of their abilities They will be greatly miss

ed."

^VOUR

444444

44444444

Need cash?
Own any gold?

CASH
FOR
GOLD

Progressive Gold Recycling

256-0842

Highest offers in tha state!

I Congrcrtulcrtio:— Cull JNancy Sullivan
on

4 GREAT Years of

UMASS Varsity Volleyball

Good Luck f teftM'^d. Bobby, and Christine

GOOD CARS GOOD PRICES

PELHAM AUTO

Long known in the valley for great service on small

imported and domestic cars is pleased to offer

FINE USED CARS AT REASONABLE PRICES

A sample of oar selection

1989 Subaru Justy 4 wheel drive -081501

1988 Volkswagon Fox GL -9195

$4995
$4995

1315 Federal St. (Rt 9) Belchertown, MA (413) 253981
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CLASSIFIEDS
ACTIVITIES

SVP S TALENT ORGY

Audience Wanted

Two bucks at the door

ANNOUNCEMENTS

70S PARTY ONLY $2
Thurs Nov8 9-1 Campus O Aud
T.« on sals Campus Or Concourse
and at door'

BED A BREAKFAST
Downtown Amherst
549*733

EUROPEAN ECONOMIC COMMUNITY
Students from the EEC should come to

room 165 Campus Center on Wednesday
November 14th at 7PM

FAST FUNORAISING PROGRAM
$1000 m tust one week
Earn up to $1000 tor your campus organize

tton Ptusae#tent*at$5000more'Thrspr<>
gram works' No investment needed Call

1 800-932-0626 Ext 50

INTERESTED m helping to publish an arts

and literature magazine' Come see

SPECTRUM today at the RSO Fair SUB
113*

OPEN THE DOOR
to an exciting and
challenging career

Let CIGNA Corporation

show you how
as we discuss

Actuarial career opportunities

To learn more about this challenging held

plan to attend a meeting at which actuary

wM discuss career opportunities at Cigna
Members of all classes are welcome limned

summer intern and lull time positions m
both Connecticut and Philadelphia are

available Pizza ft refreshments w# be serv-

ed Dress is casual

Date November 28, 1990

Time 7 00 9 00PM
Place Mather Career Center

AUTO FOR SALE

1986 FORD ESCORT Great condition No

work needed excellent on gas, $2800 BO
Call Chris 253-5679

19M HONOA CIVIC 31000 miles AM FM

cassette stereo Excellent condition Hecet

complete tune up 1 owner Call Bruce after

6PM al 256 1215

FOR A GOOO TIME CALL

RACK A DISC the best entertainment DJ s

video, bands, dorm/house specials can

566 9900 anytime

FOR RENT

2-3 BEDROOM APT tor rent starting Jan

1st with tat option On Mam St 2 may*
walk to town on bus rquM Hardwood
r^Mu'eMoei «640Vmo CaH

25*2357 leave message

2-3 ROOM APT Mam St twomm we* from

town 256-1686 take over lease

1 LARGE BEDROOM in Victorian House

Downtown Amherst $250 00 549-0733

NEW 2 BEDROOM DUPLEX
Montague deck with slider

$550 1st ft MM
S27 9363

ROOM AVAILABLE m great >***• '"

Amherst Right on bus route AveSatte Jan

1st to June $275 256*519

SINGLE m 3 bedroom 220/mth

5 mm walk 54*5616 Judy

SUNDERLANO tor rent one large sunny

bedroom m old farm houeei 5 mm to bus

$19Wmonth ft call 508-655-6976 Mave

massage and phone number (Mike)

FOR SALE

FUTON MATTRESSES
full Size only $58'

256-0646

1MB COMPATIBLE TURBO 14 RGB Col

or Monitor. 512K. (2)230K Ftoppws^SoJI

ware and printer $650 00 or BO 253-0945

METAWAMPE FUTONS
Frames

Mattresses
Slipcovers

Pillows

We will beat anyone's pnee-

Guaranteed'

Call now' 256-0646

ROUNDTRIP TICKET TO SAN FRAN-

CISCO $238 Must be lemale Nov 20-Novvr

Leaves from Bradley

CaH 549*445

Head skiis with Solomon Bindings

$50 Call Pete

253-0403

FREE CONTINENTAL TICKETS

SEE RAFFLE ENTRY in today s Collegian

545 0500 Campus Travel/On Campus'

HELP WANTED

ENTREPRENEUR?
Type A"

Personality''

Earn up to $4000

Gam management experience

on-campus Set your own
hours tarn from $2,00X>

$4000 during this semester

Call now 1800-950*472
Ext 25

INTELLIGENCE JOBS All branches Now
hiring Ca* t -805-687-6000 Ext K 9616

WANTED Enthusiastic individual or stu

dent otgafwatton to promote spnng break

destmatron tor 1991 Earn commissions,

tree trms and vekiaWe work experience

Apply now" CeH Student Travel Service M
1-800-266-1 798

INSTRUCTION

EARN CREDIT SCUBA DIVING

2 credit basic and advanced courses ottered

both semesters st Curry H«:ks pool

2 credit sport courses to Key Largo during
- spring break and end of

GKJGLEPUSS
When is our next dinner dass" Don 1

1

up on me yet I might surprise you

Crybaby

HfY J2
We hope you enoy
your greedy birthday

cuz thts • as you re

going to get- Not
much i

love- Anne ft Dan

RagaMsr tor atl courses through the General

Physical Education Department

Further information M Curry^ickspool

Monday through Thursday 7PM-10PM or

caM Protect Deep 549-8401

• * LEGAL INTERNSHIPS
*

SPRING 1991 Internships with the Legal

Services Center Get hands on experience

m the legal field-work directly "*****?***
and clients Earn up to 15 undergraduate

credits Nk> experience in the legal rxojes-

sion necessary-training provided Apply

early' Contact Legal Services Today

545-1996 922 Campus Center Star the ap-

phcMion process now'

LEGS

LEGS- The potential power zone tree in

struction by Kevin Fulton UMass Strength

and CondH.on.ng Coach Hilltop Health

Club (Webster) Tuesday 11/13 7 3010PM

LOST

I LEFT MY BROWN JACKET in Boyden

Gym last Thursday Nov 15 If found ptosis

call Mike at 546-4866 Reward

PINK-FRAMED GLASSES lost l m almost

blind without them Please help me locate

546-1969

SILVER NAME BRACELET with Adam
engraved on it Great sentimental value

Please call 546^3066 and leave a message

PERSONALS

DARRY- HAPPY 20TH! Its a beautiful day'

Big kiss, hon Love. Skid

DEB TRI SIGMA
Hang in there, you re almost home.

and you're it'

Ketster

•••• DEBBIE WILENSKY
Happy Birthday'

One year closer to the big It"!

Have a great day Sunday
Love. AXO

JEN
The last month has been the best of my Ms
Thanx tor all the good times

Cheswick

JENNY (A K A Agnes)
Happy Anniversary. Baby-Doll'

I sure do dig your style

Thanks for sticking with me
Your stinky

Little Wonder Dog

JESSICA IN COMM 31 2- Thank you tor grv

ing me a reason to show up to cMSS on

Tuesdays (ii 15)

JORDAN STETZER
Happy Birthday kiddo' Lets make this

weekend the best' Just th.nk they're mak

mg Monday at hohday so that everyone can

recuperate from your birthday'

Love AXO

KARA,
Thanks tor the two great weekends and

remember always choose C on muttipto

choice
Love
IP

MILES
Happy 20th Birthday

One more year to gof

I love you man
Love always,
Kim

RUSSELL S MICHELINE
You're better off without him He s slime

He s not even worth the money tor this

personal

SATURDAY. NOVEMBER 10TH
From the halls of Montezuma
to Ihe sands of Saudi Arabia

Happy Birthday Boys Keep the Faith

•A Fellow Marine

SEAN*
Moo Moo Moo Moo, Moo. Moo Moo
Moo Moo. Moo, Moo Moo Moo Moo
Moo' Your Herffer

SH-BOOM:
Grabbing your finger was the smartest thing

I ever did Life's been a dream Thanks

cutie'

TKJGEP
Where have vdp
I need sowksons to watch Scooby«Q «*n
me'

TGND

TONY
I'm fuel curious

• 4
chicken wee*

yet'''

P S Forget the k-eRMssa from now on'

WHIP PLUG. GARTH
bull hasty

Annebo ft the hippie

PROFESSIONAL DJ S

LA7ER TECH AUDIO avertable tor your

dance dorm party or house party Great

rates greet DJ s CaH 32S-7801 soon

PROFESSIONAL PAPERS INC

Computerized research kbrary Ai sub-acts

level* ft topes CMI 4 rwaearchrrto MC
Visa Amex 1B0SM47 ?43i 1083S Santa

Monica Bhrd 1-20D W LOS Angela*. CA
90025

STERCO AUDIO/VIDEO

USED
NVpr<kvi
trade QuMrty guaranteed gre* pnt-es'

Detailed list available 1 0AM 9PM
256-0941

ISED stereo components/VCR wcoto*

> s/professionel audio We buy sen and

STUOV ABROAD

SPANISH IN GUATEMALA
Cad 506 242 3194

TRAVEL

RIDE WANTEO

TO ALBANY N Y OR AREA on Nov 9oi

10 WiN pay expenses Call Kay 258-0887

TONYConF .11 9or Sat HMO W4I share

expenses Ptease cas ASAP 546-0043

PLEASE'
South jerseyrPtwladeiph-a

ARE YOU DRIVING ' P'Ov*tenceT Want

some cash'' Can Rtde-4 Less 549*195

CHRISTMAS SPRING L

TRAVEL FREE Aw couriers needed and

cruiseship )©bs Cat! 1 805-882 7655 ext

F 1426

sGIVING -1

mey
Ml aW

Mary 6*356
Liz 8*836

ROOMMATES WANTEO

GRAD STUDENTS SEEK housemate

Huge room nice house near UMass 23 •

$255 549 7938 54*7999

SARA BERNADETTE SHEA

IS IT TRUE? Yesterday was your birthday^

Weft have a nice day' Call me sometime

Love, your cousin Kathy

SERVICES

DO YOU KNOW THE TIME? Watch bat

tertes and full jewelry repair service

Silverscape Designs the finest gifts from

glass to gold 264 North Pleasant Street

Amherst 253-3324

HOLIDAY BOOKING selling out' Campus
Travel on Campus 546-0500

LEGAL QUESTIONS? The Legal Services

Center offers free legal assistance to fee

paying students Contact us at 922 Campus

Center 545 1995

PREGNANT?
Need a pregnancy test information or sup-

port'' CaH tor free and confidential services

ALTERNATIVES 33 Main St Northampton

586-3000

GOING TO NYC FOR
Go by bus tor $15 esc

Save time and mone
Ca* tor more mto

"

PLANE TICKET ONEWAY
Boston Ft Lauderdale

Dec 22 $115MM
TYPING

WORDPROCESSING Dissertations

cases papers, Affordable, dependable,

Mac/LP oo-campus Nancy 684-7924

WORDPROCESSING. REPORTS.
Resumes Theses Graphics Laser Pnn

ting Call Rosemary 259- 1 786

WANTED

I'M LOOKING to* Wintersession housing

close to Campus or .n Northampton CaH

546-0223

NEEDED EUROPEAN TYPE vdeo camera

to rent one day $50 will leave deposit

583*800

TUTOR
Math 121 and Acctg 221

ASAP' Will Pay
6-0424



SPORTS
Field hockey hosts UConn in round one ofTournament
M. ivivt "vr j uwiwnn University or Northeastern in the first round,

By TAMIR LIPTON
Collegian Staff

These are the reasons teams play the regular season;

for the opportunity to compete in the NCAA Tournament,

and the chance to win a national championship.

For the University of Massachusetts field hockey team,

that chance begins today at Totman Field (2 p.m
.

i, as they

host the University of Connecticut.

In the history of field hockey, the two teams have met

17 times, with both teams winning seven games, and tie

my three. However, in post season play, the Huskies have

won all three games. Their last tournament win against

IMamm as a 3 2 win in 1986. Today, there will be no ties,

and after the game one of these two teams will take the

•tries lead 8-7.

Earlier in the season, when they met at btorrs, CI,

LTMmM defeated the Huskies 2 1 on the strength of goals

bv Sherlan Cabralis and Kerri Fagan.

How do we beat UMass? That's a good question, said

UConn coach Nancv Stevens "I think if we're gonna win.

we need great performances from all our players. We're

past the stage in the season where we worry about how

we beat another team. We need to worry about what

UConn does, not about what UMass does."

UMass coach Pam Hixon won't admit it, but one of the

biggest challenges that the Minutewomen face is how to

avoid looking ahead to avenging last year's 2 1 quarter-

final loss to Old Dominion, the team UMass would play

next if it wins today.

"There is absolutely no chance of us looking past UConn

because tournament time is a one shot deal." Hixon said.

The Huskies are the 11th seed, and their 11-7-2 record

is the worst in the tournament. UConn has a 1-5 record

against teams in the tourney Their only win came against

Northeastern 2-0.

Many coaches feel that they were lucky to get an invita

tion to the Big Dance
UMass and Iowa <who plays 12 seeded Stanford* have

the easiest first round matches. " said Temple coach

Michele Madison.

"To be honest with you. I would rather play a turf team

miss

4 ollrfian IU» pho«c>

Jim McCoy will miss tomorrow night's exhibi-

tion opener against the USSR Trade Union team

at the Cage (7:30 p.m.). The women open their ex-

hibition season right before the men at 5:30 p.m.

Bv SAM SILVERSTE1N
Collegian Staff

Jim McCoy, the leading scorer on the University of

Massachusetts basketball team and a first team Air

Atlantic 10 selection, is recovering from pneumonia and

a "small case" of chicken pox.

McCoy will not plav in tomorrow night's scrimmage

against' the USSR Trade Union team, which inclu

several members of the gold medal winning 1988 Soviet

Olympic team. The scrimmage tips off at the Cage at 7:JO

P
McCoy has been out of practice since the virus first

struck two weeks ago. When chicken pox made it difficult

for him to eat last week. McCoy spent several days being

fed intravenously at Cooley Dickenson Hospital in

Northampton. ..... .. i

it took me down a little bit," said McCoy 1 didn t lose

that much weight, about 10 pounds
"

McCoy will start practicing Sunday and said he will

"definitely" be ready when the Minutemen start their

regular season Nov. 26 at Purdue.

It will take a week to get back to 100 percent. McCoy

said "I've been shooting around, so, I'll be alright
"

"If Jim starts practicing in a week, he'll be back for Pur

due." said coach John Calipari. "He's got two-and a half

weeks to win his starting spot back It was a miserable

sickness."

Against the Soviets tomorrow night. Calipari said he

will start Anton Brown, Rafer Giles, Tony Barbee, Harper

Williams and Will Herndon

like Boston University or Northeastern in the first round,"

Hixon said. ...
UConn is approaching today s game as one in which

they have nothing to lose, which means they will probably

be a loose bunch. "We know we're the underdogs, and we

know that if we want to win we'll have to play our best,

Stevens said.

The Huskies rely on their defense to win games. Goalie

Megan Tilev has a 0.93 goals against average, with n in.

shutouts in 20 games. She has allowed 19 goals and has

kicked away 240 shots.

The UConn offense is led by junior Chris Wadja 1 1 1 goals

and four -'. Senior Dana Fuchs and freshman Jen

niter Sinco have five goals each.

Philippa Scott starts in goal for the Minutewomen. The

last time she weed the Huskies she made 19 saves Tiley.

,, n the other hand, saved 17 UMass shots

After tomorrow, the field of 12 will be down to ei

and either UConn or UMass will be taking I trip to

Virginia for Sunday s contest with Ol)l'

XC set for finale
By DAN WETZEL
Collegian Staff

According to head coach Julie LaKr- the

University of Massachusetts women's i

team is healthy, rested, and ready for its last meet of

the season. vr>^r>
This Saturday UMass will compete in the ECAt.

Championship meet, which is being held at Wav.

Park in New Canaan. Connecticut The meet serves

as the qualifying meet for the national championships

UMass' chances of qualifying for the nationals ire

rather slim but the meet should be competitive.

"If we run to our potential we should finish between

13th and 15th overall." said LaFreniere "We need to

run well on Saturday to make a difference m the meet

To run well UMass will need big performances from

Kelly Liljeblad and Becky Johnson, who have lead the

team all season. Also important will be a team effort

from Kathy Holt. Dana Goldfarb. Michelle St. Laurent,

Cathy Crocker, and Mo Meldrim.

"We are aiming for the best right now. said

LaFreniere. "This team is ready to run their Inst race

of the year. The course is not as difficult M most courses

we run on so the kids are looking for fast times."

At the meet will be teams from Virginia to Maine,

over fifty in all Included in this group are powerhouses

such as Villanova, Providence, and Penn State.

"Villanova should definitely win this meet,"said

LaFreniere. "They will be the top team at the nationals

for Region two." CON1NUED ON PAGE 15

I

After a dismal season, men's soccer looks to the future
.... ... .. . . aaaiata whilp Jnrohf« and Aaron Zandv had

By GREG SUKIENNIK
Collegian Staff

One game can often tell more about a

team's season than any amount of statistics

can.

The setting was Upper Boyden field, on

a cloudy Saturday afternoon. The Univer

sity of Massachusetts men's soccer team led

Temple 1-0 on a Brett Anthony header.

With 15 minutes left to play, the stage was

set for the Minutemen to collect their first-

ever win against the Owls.

Bam. Out of nowhere, Temple scored two

goals within three minutes, to defeat the

Minutemen 2-1. UMass had just lost a

game that it had dominated for 70 minutes.

They would not win another game until the

last day of the season, when they beat Fair

field 6-1, to finish the season with a 3-113

overall mark and a 15 2, eighth place A 10

record.

As in the Temple match, the Minutemen

seemed snake-bitten for much of the

season, losing games they could've or

should've won in the last ten minutes. They

lost a controversial game to Dartmouth.

Penn State scored with 12 minutes to go

in the second overtime, and Rhode Island's

goalkeeper saved a penalty kick, preserv-

ing a tie.

More frustrating was the fact that UMass

could have won all of those games had they

capitalized on the golden scoring oppor

tunities they had.

"In our first two losses, we outplayed the

opposition and still lost," said assistant

coach Jeff Cook. "If we had won those

games, we might've never looked back. In

stead, we lost our focus.

"Next year we have to score more goals,

no question," Cook said.

UMass' paltry scoring punch is seen in

the final statistics. The Minutemen scored

just 21 goals, and six of those were against

Fairfield in the season's final match. Ran

dy Jacobs and Dan Lawrence tied for the

team lead with four scores each. Brett An

thony and Andrew Bird were next, with

three apiece.

Pete McEvoy led the team with eight

assists, while Jacobs and Aaron Zandy had

four.

Defensively, the Minutemen were among

the best in the A 10. thanks to the nearly

flawless play of sweeper Pete McEvoy, who

was named to the all-A 10 conference first

team.
Defenders Darren Stone, Matt Bearce

and Todd Kylish all complimented McEvoy
nicely. Behind them in goal, Steve Armenti

and Jon Gruber combined for a 1 .39 goals

against average. Their win-loss records do

not reflect their superlative play. Armen
ti posted three shutouts, and finished sixth

in the A 10 in goal-keeping.

"We'll remember this season, we won't

let this happen again, Cook said."

Women swimmers bounce back to defeat Catamounts

After a slow start, swimmers cruise to victory, remain unbeaten

By BRETT MORRIS
Collegian Correspondent

The University of Massachusetts women's swimming

team traveled to Vermont on Tuesday not knowing quite

what to expect from the Catamount lady swimmer^

UMass coach Robert Newcomb knew Vermont was well

coached and in the process of rebuilding their program,

but was unsure of the quality of the swimmers, especial-

ly the freshmen.

In their first dual meet of the season, the revamped Ver

mont squad posted a serious threat to UMass. However,

the Minutewomen (2 0) were able to bounce back from an

early deficit and come out on top 161.5 to 135.5

The Catamounts started out strong. They actually led

going into the seventh event of the meet. A threat from

last season, Vermont's Catharine Hoehl, dominated the

200 freestyle and 100 freestyle. In addition, the Cata

mounts were able to pull off victories in the 220 medley

relay, 100 breaststroke and 100 butterfly.

"We always tend to get up for UMass," said Vermont

second year coach Nick Nichols. "We had many unex-

pected and encouraging swims. Our times were faster than

our New England Tournament times of last season
."

"Emotionally, we weren't ready to go at the beginning

of the meet," Newcomb said. "Vermont is always up for

us because we're their first meet. They came out swimm-

ing really well."

Nonetheless, there is a quality about the UMass team

that allowed them to rebound They're very team oriented

and with the help of everyone they were able to turn on

the intensity.
. .

Leading the way for UMass was senior Kin Binning

with three wins and freshman Kim Broad with two. Bin

ning set a school record as well as a Vermont pool record

with a time of 2:16.19 in the 200 backstroke. Binning also

set a Vermont pool record in the 200 Individual Medley

(2:16.06) and was victorious in the 100 backstroke

(1:03.61). Broad won the 1000 freestyle (10:58.61) and the

500 freestyle (5:22.38).

Also swimming personal bests were freshmen

Minutewomen Jennifer Saunders and Amy Lewis.

Saunders was able to take 4 seconds off her previous best

time in the 200 breaststroke (2:34.08) and Lewis swam

her fastest in the 100 breaststroke (1:15.72).

UMass' freshman diver Allison White continued her ex

ceptional diving as she swept both the optional and volun

tary one meter dives.

"They were a much better team than I expected,

Newcomb said. "I was happy to see the way we came

back."

Let's boogie, baby
bbbbI

By DANIELLE DOWLING
Collegian Staff

You are in a room filled with people dressed in

the most awful fashions imaginable - lots of

polyester, pants wit)a flare bottoms, shirts with

huge collars, turtlenecks, sjioes with huge soles

- and aJJ of these articles of clothing come in

pukey color/Uke pine green, lemon yellow and

pihmokin orange. / ^r %
It bring* back >jnemories of that one Brady

Bunch, episode when Jan wore that puke green

turtleneck wjth matchingflare pants which had

pictures of horses decorating them.

Your Brady Bunch reverie is broken when this

smarmy oaf, with his shirt unbuttoned to his navel

and a gaudy gold medallion hanging from hl
f

s

neck, inquires, "Hey babe, what's your sign? Let's

boogie." / 7 *SL^M
7T ^SttW- this awful urge to regurgitate as you

tpteh him tap his toe to the. beat of Dibco Duck,"

hen suddenly you realize that this isn't a bad

id trip that you are experiencing, it's a 70s

iance partyince party, -y ._w \

Most people would rather spond a evening with

Jesse rTehns than reminisce about the 70s. But.

hen done in the proper fashion, a theme party

lebrattngth* tastelessnessof a decade can bring

k-s to even the most anally retentive people

.jefoIkAiU WMUA 91.1 FMhope to accomplish

that on Thursday night. \ V J
"It's g^PsMil* veritable potpourri of excite

ment, music^ll^cSng, lights, laiBteu and syn

thetic fabrics/Wid Jeremy Brown,A««stant Pro-

motions DiBfectfcr at WMU*.
The ide/ for \a 70s Dance Party came from

WMUA'grprorn/hqns directort^Ami Benn itt. She

was insured by a pairef clogs ehc purchased last

spring/ ./^ \*2L
Benmtt said that oneSreason WMUA is having

the party is "because so many people don't know

%that WMUA exists and the reason that no one

knows it exists is .because they're satisfied with

mainstream radio and don't need to go to alter-

native programming. We're trying to give them

lomething that they're familiar with to

familvarite them with the station.''

Pbil Straub will perform the mam disc sptnn-

irufduties Thursday night with a little help from

illlow WMUA cohorts Jim Powers, Bill

/Rosenblatt, Kevin Mitchell, Chuck Hamilton,

/ James Roberts, Keith Campbell, Mark Sturm and

Mark Viesta. \
While most might find the mere thought ot

celebrating the 70s utterly repulsive, Bennitt and

Brown £re hoping that there will be others tha*

find th£ thought absolutely goofy.

p main point of this is nostalgia because it

ppest, tackiest eraeof the miHeaium," Ben

niUsaid.

Brown added, "Disco might suck, but it s the on-

ly childhood we had.'' >w

WMUA's 70s Dance Party will take place at the

Campus Center Auditorium on Thursday night

from 9 p.m.-l a.m. Admission is $2. All proceeds

will benefit the station. Appropriate attire is re-

quested, but not necessary.

Oh yeah, Jody Gabin contributed to this article

too.

\

\X
\
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THURSDAY
RSO Fair, showcasing all of its wonderful ex-

tracirricular organizations, will take place at

UMass in the Student Union Ballroom from 11

a.m.-3 p.m. Free food!

The Unknown Handel: The Formative

Italian Years will be given at Amherst College

in Music Room 3 at 12:15 p.m. Free.

After the Intifada, a lecture sponsored by

the Smith College Hillel Foundation about

Palestinian nationalism and life in present-day

Israel will be given at Smith in the Wright Hall

Common Room at 4:15 p.m. This lecture will be

repeated at Amherst College in the octagon

Babbott Room at 8 p.m. Free

The National Endowment for the Arts Con-

troversy, a lecture which will cover federal fun-

ding for artistic projects, will be given at Mount

Holyoke College in the New York Room at 7

p.m.

Eileen McGann will perform at the Iron Horse

Music Hall in Northampton. Show starts at 7 p.m.

Tickets are $10 in advance.

Scottish Country Dancing, with live music

and instruction by Earl Gaddis, will take place

at the Combined First Church on Main Street

in Northampton from 7 p.m-9:30 p.m. Admis-

sion is $3.

Prison to Homeland: Reservation Culture

in the Early Twentieth Century will be given

at Amherst College in the Converse Assembly

Room at 730 p.m. Free

Workshop by the Lydian String Quartet will

examine Lewis Spratlan's String Quartet No. 1.

It can be found at Amherst College in Mead

Art Museum Rotherwas Room at 7.30 p.m. Free.

Interpreting the Facts will be given at

Amherst College in Chapin Lounge at 8 p.m.

Free

Yankee Dawg You Die. a humourous and

poignant look at the troubles Asian American

actors face today, will be performed at UMass

in the Fine Arts Center at 8 p.m. Tickets are $3

for students and senior citizens and $5 for the

general public.

Alternatives to Academics
West German Slnfonla, featuring works by

Schubert, Beethoven and Mozart, will be per-

formed at UMass in Bowker Auditorium at 8 p.m.

Tickets are $27 and $25.

The Mess, with special guests Free Press, will

perform at Pearl Street in Northampton. The

18-and-over show starts at 8:30 p.m.

70s Dance Party, sponsored by WMUA. will

bring us back to those horrible, but terribly fun-

ny days of disco, polyester and bell bottoms.

It will take place at UMass in the Campus

Center Auditorium at 9 p.m. Admission is $2.

Oat Peart will play at UMass in the Hatch at

9 p.m. _ ,

Al Fuller will play at Sheehans Cafe in

Northampton.

The Shockers will play at the Hadley Pub.

FRIDAY
Intergenres: Intergeneric Perspectives on

Medieval French Literature is a colloquium

to be given at UMass in Campus Center Room

903 from 2 p.m.-5 p.m. and from 9 a.m-5 p.m.

on Saturday. Free for students, $8 for the

general public. For more information call:

545-2314.

Tim Boudreau will play at UMass in the Hatch

at 3 p.m. _m

Native American Film Projects: Discus-

sion of Recent Work from the Southwest,

featuring the recent work of

photographer /filmmaker Skeet McAuley, will

take place at Amherst College in Stirn

Auditorium at 4 p.m. Free.

Gallery Talk a lecture featuring artist Ver-

non Fisher, will be given at the Smith College

Museum of Art in the Dalrymple Gallery at 4

p.m. a reception will follow from 5 pm-7 p.m.

Free

3 Men and a Baby, starring Tom Selleck,

Steve Guttenberg and Ted Dansoa will be

shown at Mount Holyoke College in Gamble

Auditorium at 7 p.m. and 9 p.m. $2.

Freaky Friday, one of those films where the

parent and offspring switch personalities for a

day. will be shown at Hampshire College in the

Franklin Patterson Main Lecture Hall at 7 p.m.

and 9:30 p.m. $1.

Solar Powered Concert, featuring the

musical talent of John Coster, Susannah Keith,

Judith Ann Marie and Andrea Ayvazian, will

take place at the Unitarian Church in Nor-

thampton at 8 p.m. Tickets are $7 and $8 at the

door. ^
Music at Amherst: The Lydian String

Quartet, featuring works by Schubert, Spratlan

and Ravel, will be performed at Amherst Col-

lege in Buckely Recictal Hall at 8:15 p.m. $12 for

students and senior citizens, $15 for the general

public.

Julie Ban will amuse the patrons of the pok-

ing Restaurant in Hadley. Show starts at 8:30

p.m. with a repeat performance on Saturday.

Admission is $6.

Benefit Dance Party for Lorenzo Sutton s

rehabilitation will take place at Twister's Tavern

in Amherst. It is sponsored by the UMass Men's

Basketball Team and will immediately follow

the Russian National Game between UMass

and the USSR Trade Union Team. Donations ac-

cepted at the door.

RockirV Dave and the Rent Party will play

downstairs at Pearl Street in Northampton right

after the NRBQ show. Admission is free with an

NRBQ ticket.

One-Eyed Jake will play at Sheehan's Cafe

in Northampton.

The Fools will play Katina's in Hadley.

Borderland will play Seven O's in Sunderland.

Playboy of the Western World, a robust bit

tersweet comedic play, will be performed at

UMass in the Curtain Theatre at 8 p.m. with

repeat performances on Friday and Saturday.

Tickets are $3 for students and senior citizens

and $5 for the general public.

The Shooting of Stanislavskl, a play that ex

amies Stanislavski's impact on performance in

the U.S., will be performed at Hampshire Col-

lege in the Mainstage Theatre at 8 p.m. with

repeat performances on Friday, Saturday and

Sunday. For more information call: 549-4600

X748 or 361.

"H There Was Such a Thing as Art -
James Agee In Hollywood, 194B1955, a lee

ture which will focus on the development of

documentary filmmaking, will be given at

Mount Holyoke College in Dwight lOl at 8 p.m.

Free

All that Heaven Allows, a film directed by

Denner Herzog, will be shown at Mount Holyoke

College in Hooker Auditorium at 7:30 p.m.

NRBQ. with special guest Ray Masoa will play

at Pearl Street in Northampton. Show starts at

7 p.m. Tickets are $10.

Berlin, Nov. 9 1989: The Wall Comes Down

will be a lecture and slide show by Amherst

College student Staar Prewitt about what he

experienced during that historic time. It will take

place at Amherst College in Porter House at

7:30 p.m.

Harold and Maude, an unusual black com-

edy, will be shown at Amherst College in the

Campus Center Theatre at 7:30 p.m. and lO

p.m. with a repeat showing on Saturday. $1.50.

God's OHt. a fundraising play for the Nor-

thampton Center for the Arts, will be perform-

ed at the East Street Dance Studio in Hadley

at 8 p.m. with repeat performances on Satur-

day at the same time and Sunday at 2:30 p.m.

Admission is $K) for the evening performances

and $6 for the Sunday matinee.

The Ronnie Lane Band will play at the Iron

Horse Music Hall in Northampton. Show starts

at 7 p.m. Tickets are $10 in advance.

SATURDAY
Wrecking Crew, with special guests Blood

Bath and Eye for An Eye, will play a special all-

ages matinee show at Katina's in Hadley. Doors

open at noon.

Eyes on the Prize, Part II, a documentary

on the civil rights struggle in America, will be

shown at UMass in the Butterfteld Main Lounge

from 2 p.m-6 p.m. Volumes 1-4 will be shown

today and volumes 5-8 will be shown tommor-

row at the same time. Free.

Marcus Roberts Quitnet will play at the Iron

horse Music Hall in Northampton, show starts

at 7 p.m. Tickets are $10 in advance.

The Untouchables, a thrilling film depicting

the Prohibition era in Chicago, will be shown

at Mount Holyoke College in Gamble

Auditorium at 7 p.m. and 9 p.m. $2.

Flagstone will play at Seven O's in

Sunderland.

M-n-C's and the Baker's Dozen, a night of

comedy and acapella, will take place at

Mount Holyoke College in the Blanchard Cam-

pus Center at 8 p.m. $2.

Bertice Berry, a comedian and doctor of

sociology, will offer a unique outlook on the

world at Amherst College in the Campus

Center Frontroom at 8 p.m. $1 with Amherst

College I.D , $7 without.

Choral Society Homecoming Concert,

conducted by Mallorie Chernin, will be per-

formed at Amherst College in Buckley Recital

Hall at 8:15 p.m. For more information call:

542-2484.

Contra Dance will take place at the Mun-

son Library in South Amherst at 8:30 p.m. Ad-

mission is $4.

Wildcat O'Halloran will play Sheehan's Cafe

in Northampton

SUNDAY
The Ladykillers, o film starring Alec Guinecs,

will be shown at Smith College in Wright Hall

Auditorium at 2 p.m. and 4 p.m. Free.

Senior Recital, featuring the percussion

talent of Angus McDonald, will take place at

Amherst College in Buckley Recital Hail at 3

p.m. Free.

Music for Chorus and Brass, featuring the

Hampshire College Chorus and Anniversary

Ensembles, will celebrate the twentieth an-

niversary of Hampshire College at Grace

Church in Amherst at 3 p.m. Free.

Lucie Blue Trembley will haunt the crowd

at the Iron Horse Music Hall with her beautiful

voice. Show starts at 7 p.m. Tickets are $10 in

advance.
Auditions for In Perpetuity Throughout the

Universe by Eric Overmyer and Speed the Plow

by David Mamet will take place at Amherst

College in Fayerweather Hall at 7.30 p.m.

All Quiet on the Western Front featuring

the 1930 classic and 1979 remake film versions

of Ernest Hemingway's novel, will be shown at

Hampshire College in the Franklin Patterson

Main Lecture Hall at 8 p.m. $1.

Tom Paxton, with special guest Pat

Donohue, will bring a little folk to Amherst Col-

lege in the Campus Center Frontroom at 8 p.m.

$1 with Amherst College I.D., $8 without

Prong/Pantera/Mind Over 4 will splatter

much brain matter at Katina's in Hadley. Wear

protective gear. Doors open at 8 p.m. $6 for

those 21 and over and $8 for those under 21.

MONDAY

mmfmmm** **#$** *?*!*!

COMEDY ZONE
Presents:

One Night Only... Exclusive Area Show

Comedian, Actor and

National Headliner

TEDDY
BERGERON

Has performed on LETTERMAN.
CARSON. CHEERS. COMIC STRIP

LIVE and A and E NETWORK
All ages Welcome

Thursday, Nov. 15 8:30pm

$5 w/ Student ID

$7 General Public

Reservations Suggested

Nov. 10 8:30pm

No. 1 Woman Comic

Boston

Lecture/Recital on Schoenberg's Piano

Music will take place at Amherst College in

Buckley Racital Hall at 4 p.m. Free.

Reading by Irish Novelist Timothy

O'Grady will take place at Amherst College

in the Octagon Babbott Room at 4:30 p.m.

Free.

Beyond the Loom: The Public Roles of

Women in Ancient Greece will be given at

Smith College in Hillyer Hall 117 at 430 p.m. Free.

Women in Nigeria Today will be given at

Smith College in Stodaard Auditorium at 7 p.m.

Free.

Faculty Recital featuring the works of Bar-

tok, Beethoven and Brahms, will be perform-

ed at UMass in Benzanson Recital Hall at 8 p.m.

pfQQ

Renaissance and Baroque Instrumental

Music, featuring 16th Century Italian dances

and virtuoso pieces as well as sonatas by

Kuhnel and Telemann. will be performed at

Smith College in Helen Hills Chapel at 8pm

Crash Vegas will play at the Iron Horse

Music Hall in Northampton. Show starts at 8:30

p.m. Free!

20 percent off dinner

Fri. Nov. 9—Sat

JULIE BARR

GPeking Vjarden
A MAHDAPIH MtCMOAN BCSTAUBAHT

JOIN US FOR
SUNDAY BRUNCH J

10a.m. -2 p.m.

SMUt 'Tut-M. lacker

The Dead Milkmen/Mojo Nixon/The

Cavedogs will play at Pearl Street in Nor-

thampton. The all-ages show starts at 7 p.m.

Tickets are $9.

*****************
Dangerous Papers will play at UMass in the

Hatch. ..
*****************
This Weekend is compiled by Danielle Dowling
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bJit/. Pantera and Mind Over 4 will take you on ride
Prong, ranieia unu »*»*»*• ^ rele

^tteirm^i^id*«tQ*^/H»nHj//^' .- .... , ^.,_:..-..- /!..«.•-. i„ 1QR7 on Snieot Records They re'easedtneu- aj
, , bv Terrv Date , who

By DANIELLE DOWLING
Collegian Staff

You prepare yourself as the attendant straps you in with

3
^uCgonna need this," he says as he checks to see

"&ttJZXSL5JK' it starts to_. with

an ever increasing pace up the track. In a milh«cond.

you are no longer moving up, you are spiralmg down in-

toa seemingly endless vortex. The wheels are now emit-

^TJl^ouTere spiralmg down you are now being

tossed from one side to the other and.upside
,

down It .

all too quick. It's all too overwhelming and yet there s a

smik on your face as you feel all the tension release from

"^The^ute has come to a halt. You are back where you

starU*i[Tour braids sufficiently scrambled. All vou know

is that vou want to do it again.

I wonder if this is the experience the promoters had »n

mind when thev put together the tour line-up of Prong,

Pantera and Mind Over 4, as their respective music

stvles promise to provide an intense live^show.

Prong, an avant-garde crossover band from New York

C,\v formed in 1986 when guitarist Tommy Vigor, then

sandman for the legendary- New York clubCBGB s met

bassist Mike Kirkland, who also worked atXBGB I
>

as a

doorman. Drummer Ted Parsons, who was then with the

Swans completed the line up

They reTased tt^ir first album, a self-produced mini-

LP entitled Primitive Origins, in 1987 on Spigot Records

which was followed by Force Fed on the In-Effert labri

and a maxi-single with a cover of the Chrome s Third

from the Sun." They were well received '"England as

well as the rest of Europe, where they toured in 1989 as

the headlining act. .._ ^ , .. „
They were asked to play at a prestigious Softcore Ex-

plosion" as a part of the 10th Anniversary ofNew Music

America hosted by the Brooklyn Academy of Music.

"was a freaky night," guitarist Tommy Victorsaid

of the experience. "It was a weird crowd of pseudo-art in

teU^STtype people, who'd probably just come from

listening to Philip Glass at home, sitting there with their

chins in'their hands. I don't know who-ecom-ended u.

This spring marked their major label debut with the

release of Beg to Differ on Epic. Victor wrote mo*jof the

songs as well as performed vocal duties, with bassist

Kirkland taking over on his own tunes, "Steady Decline

and "Your Fear." , . , .

,

MTV was so impressed by the release that they dead,

ed to take a grungy guitar sample from the song[Lost

and Found" and use it for a Headbangers Ball identifier

Son It is played often, making them the most exposed

gVoup on \he Headbangers Ball which ,s a dubious

distinction indeed. . . ,.A _ „i„a_

Pantera, an aggressive and noisy quartet wUh a clean

groove was formed in 1983 by guitarist Diamond Dar

ST his brother and drummer Vinnie and bassist Rex^

After three successful independent releases, they found

vocalist Phil Anselmo, who is described as a psychotic pa-

tient on acid.
.

They released their major label debut Cowboys from Hell

on Atco this summer. It was produced by Terry Date, who

has also been at the production helm «* -^ "^
heavyweights as Soundgarden, Metal Church and

Vocalist Phil Anselmo best described the band in a re-

cenUnterview with Metal Mania Magazine, when he said,

• We're not a thrash band, and we're not run-of-the-mill

heavy metal by any means. We always say we re not

thrash, and there's nothing wrong with thrash if it s done

correctly, it's just that there's tens of thousands of thrash

^Mtdot" 4, a Los Angeles quartet that offers a psycho-

imaginative, metallic sound, started their long, hard road

to recognition in 1982. They produced, manufactured and

distributed their first releases by themselves.

Triple X Records helped them release Out Herein 1987

which was followed by a self-titled album on the German

label Destiny. The Goddess, their recent release on

Caroiine, was greeted with critical acclaim, a welcome

aC

The
V
g^up!comprised of vocalist Spike Xavier, guitarist

Mike Jensen, bassist Rich Castillo and drummer Mark

Fullerton. incorporates their diverse musical tastes to

come up with their own unique sound.

"The more varied the musical tastes the more influences

we had to choose from and be affected by, vocal.st Spike

Xavier in a recent interview with Faces

Prong, Pantera and Mind Over 4 u;ll P^yKatmas m

Hadley Doors open at 8 p,n Tickets arc $0 for those

•Jltmd-ovcr and $8 for those under 21

RESEARCH
INTERVIEWERS

Positions Still Available

Interesting, part-time telephone assignments to collect

data on a variety of research topics. Absolutely no sel.-

mq involved. Flexible hours Sunday-Friday. 5-1 0pm, and

Saturday. 1 1am-5pm Shifts up to 40 hours week avail-

able Choose your own schedule as long as you work 4

shifts a week (20 hours). Start at $5.00 per hour with paid

training and earn up to maximum $6.00 hr.

We re m the Mountain Farms Mall which is a stop on the

free bus line. Call between 11 a.m. and 4 p.m. Monday to

Friday. 586-8635

Abt Associates Inc.

Stratus

Telephone Research Center

Mountain Farms Mall. Rt. 9. Hadley. MA 01035

An Equal Opportunity Employe'

the MnuntaTn Goat
38 Main Street, Northampton

Tel (413) 586-0803

COINS, EE's AND BUSINESS MAJORS WANTED!

ASK ANYONE WHO KNOWS THE COMPUTER IN-

SuSTRY AND THEY'LL TELL YOU ONE OF THE

SOTTEST COMPANIES AROUND THESE DAYS IS

STRATUS IF YOU'RE LOOKING FOR A PRO-

IrESIVE ENVIRONMENT WHERE YOUR

DEVELOPMENT IS ENCOURAGED AND YOUR

Contribution is valued, look into joining

us.

CO-OP interviews will be held on

NOVEMBER 13 AT THE MATHER CAREER
£

CENTER FOR SPRING SEMESTER CO-OP »
POSITIONS. FOR INFO. CALL 545-6265.

ITS NOT TOO EARLY TO BEGIN MAKING

DECISIONS ABOUT YOUR CAREER.

• Canvas dfc

Wool Coat's

(Men's Ar

Women's)

!• Pants fie

Sweaters

!• Climbing
Equipment
fie Footwear

• Packs

• Goretex
Jackets HUNAN GOURMET

• Wind jackets]

&r Shells

Sleeping

bags

CHINESE
RESTAURANT

The aroma, sound & taste of

authentic Chinese cuisine prepared

Hunan. Szechuan Mandann or

Cantonese style—especially for you!

m

* END OF SEASON SALE!
Patagonia, Marmot

Moonstone, Royal Robbins

• Ample Free Parking
• Major Credit Cards Accepted
• Full Liquor License

• Ooen 7 Days A Week
• Take-Out S«rvice Available

• f.'c MSQ

585-0202 261 King St., Northampton, MA

|

WEATHER NEWS SPORTS

It's only going to be 45

degrees, so bundle up or

your buns will get

chapped.

T
The BOG spends an

hour debating the

necessity of the Pledge

of Allegiance. Page 3.
J

Minutemen prepare to

gun down the Villanova

Wildcats in their final

home game. Page 12.
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Bush orders new round

of troops to Persian Gulf
. .i. i. ....... ih-.i\

WASHINGTON (AP) - President Bush

yesterday ordered a new round of troop

deployments to the Persian Gulf. Pentagon

sources put the deployment in the area of

100,000, a substantial addition to U.S.

troop strength of 230.000 m the region

Allien from 26 countries have another

70,000 forces in the area.

•Iraq's brutality, aggression and viola

tton of international law cannot be permit

ted to succeed," Bush said, referring to the

• "dismantling of Kuwait" by Iraq's Aug. 2

invasion and subsequent "brutality

against its citizen-

l find it hard to believe that today, Nov.

^a--K^a--------------M^a-1BHaBB9^___^_ -.— 8. that he [Iraqi President Saddam Hus^^^^^^^^^^ ^
AP
r«TU« sein] does not understand that he s up

LOOK INTO MY EYES - President Bush looks for a reporter in I tie ^ ^ determined, unprecede.

White House briefing room yesterday. He has ordered a new wave of J££
troops into the Persian Gulf.

•When he surveys the force th>

there he will recognize thai he if up

Again* just a foe that he cant possihlv

manage militarily.*' Bush said

The Marine Corps Slid rday it

ordered another 90 comhat reserv I

tive duty for deployment m Operation

Desert Sheild. That brought to 723 the

number o! Marineo.mb.it n - put on

active dutv thi

The Marines are the first service to ac

tivateaimhat liMSTTM for the Persian Gulf

en
Also lodav the An ;U '

,J

der to active dut>

, in d other "\.-(ii< t l« " '

h" ar*'

memo. Ur Feres K

The Army also was upscfe ttouace

new call ups of support forces from re

unit-White House hriefing room yesteraay. ne n»» wrw.ru • ....

alliance
unu>

« • A *L
*

Speakers address presence ofU.S. troops in Saudi Arabia
"

nan.J«c«b8on. ofMASSPIRG argued lobby groups sup ^- "^^^ ^
By MICHAEL LEVY
Collegian Correspondent

Five speakers addressed 100 people last night, discuss

,ng a range of topics relating to the growing milit

presence of U S troop, m Saudi Arabia

The panel discussion was organized hv the I Mass Ad

Hcm Coalition on the Mid-East t

Fatima Zaidame focused on the situation la the Arab

World, and shared her view on U S f..reign policy.

Sh. I
the chaotic changes in thll 9™**'*"

milU to suit current needs, and interpreted the I >

non again* Hussein if tm attempt la control ml p.

Professor William Strickland of the Afro -A men.

Studies department pointed to the change m rationale by

the U.S. governm-

He said the United State* onginallv claimed to enter

the region to pr, ,nd .. was only when

•blood was conn.-, ted « ith aJT did the government change

its lustiftcation.

Strickland deemed a military action unconstitutional

and blamed Congress for allowing the executive branch

to acquire its new powers, dating as far back as the Korean

War
He was also angry the U.S. military presence might

change the attitudes and customs of the people living

there.

Dan Jacobson. of MASSPIRG argued lobby groups sup

ported bv oil companies help to shape policy in

Washington DC. and those companies give a biased opi

mon on energy conservation. ^natkr

"Although an important step, he said, energy conser

vation puts the blame on us."

Instead of making consumers worry about leaving lights

on. other energy sources should be looked into, such as

wind and solar power, two options which the oil companies

^aStonprovided evidence, including a California solar

plant which in 1994 will meet all MMTfl nee.N of San

Francisco.

Research into alternative energy sources, he claimed,

was cut bv 71 percent during the Reagan yea

laarmaaofWestfieldSl : the

;; h mbv out lining eight lessons and new t earn-

ed by the army in Vietnam, which he believed vsould be

used in Iraq

Sossertnan said the use of extreme violence and

muniDulation of the press were important

cXr tarcs?Sosserman said, included the devastat ion

ofVhe enemv. avoidence of the middle class as well as

leaving the lower class and minorities to Tight.

He"s a member of a veteran organization opposed to

military action

Collegian phnlo h\ Dondi Ah«-»rn

TEACH-IN - William Strictland, a professor

in the Afro-American Studies Department,

discusses the Middle East crisis at a teach-m in

the Campus Center.

I Program faces termination
Students ask administration fix incorrect data

__ I 1 a /mlr nt t rw»

By CHRIS MUTHKR
Collegian Staff

Students in the Staff Development

Program in the School of Education are

requesting administrators make correc

tions to data collected about their pro

Ban they say puts their program in

danger of termination.

In a letter mailed to administrators

last week, students said the decision to

possiblv terminate the program was bas

ed on faulty information and should be

corrected in the original report, which

was released to the Faculty Senate last

month.
The Staff Development program was

one of four programs slated for termina

tion last month along with the reduction

often other departments in an effort to

offset continuing budget cuts at the

University.

According to the letter, the Annual

Faculty Reports found that "[St aft

Development] is virtually the least pro

ductive on campus, with 57 percent of

the faculty having published nothing m
the past six vears The average annual

productivity is 39 [percent] for the

whole department."

Students in the program claim this in

formation is incorrect. They stated the

annual productivity of the department

is 69 percent, not .39. and 20 percent

of the faculty have had nothing publish

ed in the past six years, not 57 percent

.

The letter also stated that 72 of 80

academic units in the University have

faculty with zero publications for the

CONTINUED ON PAGE 2

Man urinates on door at

Mount Holyoke College
f .t .1 •!.. iw.i IlinCTltR

Bv PRESTON P. FORMAN
and KATHERINK T LAMOTHE
Collegian Staff

Five Black students at Mount Holyoke

College reported Sunday a man unnate.i

on the door of two women and BetghboTi

have refused to cooperate in the

investigation.

According to Danique Day, who was in

the Mead Hall room at the time of the in

cident. when the two women tried to talk

to other residents of their floor, some

reacted nonchalantly, and Otherl slamm

ed doors in their faces.

"I'm reallv disappointed arith the apathy

with which the incident was met by the

other dorm members," she said.

The man involved was apparently a ft

of th" aalghboi identa

Angela Hull, »W ol tl
! m>

room, said SR4 di uf ,h ''

neighbors told the head resident, "The p

pie on mv floor ' indwhjfdoi

are closed in th of those two girls

because those two girls and all Blacks ID

paratistfl
" She and her room-

mate, the only Blacks living on the floor,

,re two of only nine in Mead

Hull also >aid when a special dorm

meeting WM called by Mary Terry, direc-

tor of the Department of Residential Life,

and Associate Dean of Students Kate

Pahey, one student, who was White, said

"we're tired of this minority thing
'

The College's spok ,, n .
Nancy Klet

chtr, taid an initial investigation con

CONTINUED ON PAGE 3



zFor Your Information
Staff Development

TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 13

Career Day - sponsored by the Undergr*duate Busmess

Club, Campus Center Auditorium and CC lbJC, y a.m.

to 5 p.m. Admission is free. „o , ar
Lecture - Iqbal Ahmed will speak in the Campus Center

Auditorium from 7:30 p.m. to 9 p.m. Sponsored by the

South Asian Club. Admission is free.

Dance Performance - "From Russia to Israel with Love

will be at Bowker Auditorium from 8 p.m.- 10 p.m. Admis^

sion is $3 for Hillel students, $5 for general students, and

$10 for the general public. Sponsored by Hillel.

Senior Portraits - Sponsored by the Index, CC 1/7.9 a.m.

to 5 p.m. This is free.

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER M .

Lecture - Deborah Tannen, sponsored by the Distinguish-

ed Visitors program, Campus Center Auditorium, 8 p.m.

to 10 p.m. Admission is free.

/ .dure - John Rittenhouse will speak on Satanism in

the Student Union Ballroom from 7 p.m. to 11 p.m. Ad-

mission is free. Sponsored by Campus Crusade for Christ.

Rally - A rally in support for U.S. troops in the Persian

Gulf will bv heid on the Student Union Steps, from 12 p.m.

to 1 p.m. Sponsored by the Republican Club.

State ofthe Council - sponsored by Panhellenic Council,

will be held in CC 1009, from 7 p.m. to 10 p.m. Admis-

sion is free. ^^
Senate Meeting - sponsored by Senate Operations, CC

163C, 7 p.m. to 12 a.m.

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 15

Las Vegas Night - Sponsored by Alpha Phi Omegajhis

will be held in the Campus Center Auditonm from 7 p.m.

to 12 a.m. Admission is $3 per person.

Initiation Banquet - Beta Alpha Psi is sponsoring this

banquet, which will be held in CC 1009, starting at 7:30

p.m. The cost is $35 firm, but there's a discount price of

$20 for students and faculty.

f,lm - The LBGA will show a film in CC 803 trom / p.m.

to 10 p.m. Admission is free.

FRIDAY. NOVEMBER 16

Dance - Sponsored by the Asian American Student

Assocation. the dance will be held in the Campus Center

Auditorium, from 9 p.m. to 1 a.m. Admission is $3 per

^apTvcrd.un Sight - Sponsored by the Cape Verdean

Student Alliance, Bluewall Cafe, 7 p.m. to 1 am Free

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

same six year period, and 28 of those 72 programs have

Sgher proportions with zero productivity than the Staff

D
StuSs

e

m K^ram have charged administrators

wfthZ mmation, claiming administrators targeted the

program specifically. Almost 50 percent of the program s

202 graduate students are Black.

Graduate student Evon Walters said in addition to he

high minority rate of students, over|60 percent of the

tenured faculty in the program are Black as well.

Administrators have denied the charge of discnmina.

tion Provost O'Brien was unavailable for comment on the

letter.

^cfii
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Weekend
Warm-up!

TODAY
Bulls at the Celtics

7:30 pm

TOMMORROW
Penguins at Bruins

7:00 PM

ALWAYS
Take a look at our

special drink board

nrmn'
rin nn
"CCS

TOP of the CAMPUS
I • O • U • N • G • E

MonFn 11 30 • »" » 12 30am

Sal Sun 500pm K»12 30am

um FLOOR • CAMPUS CENTER

RESUMES
CopyCat Print Shop
• Great Service • Great Prices

228 Triangle StJAmherst 549-3840

ACADKMYA11SK"
NORTHAMPTON fy*$& 5M-JU.V

l

-¥r\ Nov 9 to Nov. 22 Only Area Showing
( IKTA1N DAILY 7:30

II) UAH'S M- S '"

[\ uncut as n r«*mtt " *«•* «»

ALEC GUINNESS

ANTHONY QUINN

JACK HAWKINS

rpnnEn

sjRg

PETFnOTOOir at &i _—

—

——

»

w'**&j£l _F^

KffiNCE OFARABIA
Reserved Seating- Adults $6.00 S.n/C.ild 5

Gener.l S..tln B - M«US $5.00 Sen/Child $1.00

BOX-OFF.CK- Dally 12 to *p. * 6:30 |» *«* f*

OR BY PHONE DURING ABOVt HOURS *H« - - •

The 21st Annual

Great Ski Snatch
1,500,000.00 \

|

i / Worth of Top Name
#* WINTER CLOTHING

SKI EQUIPMENT

Representatives from Major

Mountains throughout the East

DOOR PRIZES AND
FREE GIVEAWAYS

COME SKIERS!
COME TODAY!

NOVEMBER 8-1

1

Thurs. and Fri.

Noon 'til 10pm

Sat. lOa.m.'til 6pm
Sun. lOa.m.'til 2pm

ROUTE 9

MT. FARMS MALL
HADLEY, MA.

This event is not affiliated with the UNIVERSITY OF

MASSACHUSETTS or the I MASS SKI CLUB
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LOCAL
Parties swap Senate roles

Collffian photo by Dondi Ahearn

OUT HERE ON MY OWN - A lone basketball sits in a puddle at

La park in Northampton.

BOSTON i API - Under the new GOP
leadership, Democrats will play the role of

administrative critics in a switch from re

cent years, Senate president William

Bulger said.

"We have this situation where the

Democrat! are fewer in number, and they'll

he. I think, more like their old selv.

Bulger said Thursday

In the past, the role of critic has been left

to the Republicans, who had a minority m
both the House and the Senate Although

the Republicans are still the minority i

t> m the Legislature, thej now not only

have the governor's seat, but more than the

14 seats required m the Senate to sustain

Gov elect's William Weld'.- veto

The Republicans will also have to get us

ed to a new role.

• What does the critic do now' He sudden

Iv is tin- person who must bear up under

the scrutiny and the criticism.'"

Bulger.

Bulger said Democrats became used to

allowing the Republicans to criticize their

policies without feeling a respoiw wag

always required That will change, he

predicted.

"This will be a healthy thing.'' said

Bulger (D Boston

i

Meanwhile, the Republicans continued to

celebrate their victories, including the etec

tion Of 16 GOP candidates to 'he state

Senate

What happened two days ago represents

the biggest face lift on Beacon Hill tn re

cent memory, " said Senate Minority

Leader David Locke (B Sherborn)

Locke put in an early pitch to try and

unseat Bulger as Senati president saying

that if he were elected president of the

Senate, he would allow television Can*

into the Senate chambers during del

and that he would end the practice of all

night sessions

i say nothing critical aboul >'<

president, but I do have a vision of how the

Massachusetts Senate would operate if I

were to be H- president," Locke said

The 40 members of the Senate eled their

own president

Republican Party Chairman Kay Shamie

-aid the rise of the Republican Partv would

be healthy for the state You re going to

OHM eSTJ robust debate-.'' Shamie

said

Shamie also sounded a note oi reconciha

tion. "I think now we can usher in a new

I of cooperation that will bring about the

beat in all." Shamie said.
I. a pars in nonndmpiun. | bulger UJ Boston i.

*~ -—«

Duffey claims budget cuts may paralyze University
^ ..... j . _. .!.__._ ^u^^.n^im»ni»l nits will have on the Afro Amei nan

By TAMARA SILBERMAN
Collegian Staff

President Chancellor Duffey talked about a university

in "suspended animation" yesterday at a Faculty Senate

meeting. .

Duffey spoke about the possibility of a paralyzed Umver

-itv of Massachusetts with no purchases, no traveling and

B0 telephone calls, as a result of severe budget cutbacks

He also said there is another option of immediate

substantial layoffs." referring to the path another state

university is following. Instead, the University is pursu

ing a program which will eliminate 10 academic programs

by June.
The proposed retrenchment schedule for the Amherst

campus for the next two fiscal years will reduce $1.92

million in the next fiscal year, and approximately

$885,000 the following year.

The anticipated retrenchment is being undertaken in

an effort to meet the $16.6 million UMass budget

A five-day retrenchment will be imposed on Nov 23 and

Dec. 24-28. 1990. The administration chose those dates

because they present "the least disruptive method of ac-

complishing our required spending reduction

This retrenchment will affect all the bargaining unit

members with the exception of those whose salaries dur

ing that period are derived in full from grant or contr

The administration also announced plans for a retren

chment of indefinite duration that will be put in effect

on June 29. 1991

The second retrenchment will affect the bargaining unit

members in the four programs which are slated for ter

mination. except for the Social Issues Training Project in

Organization Development (School of Education).

President of the Graduate Student Senate. Pierre

Laliberte spoke about the discriminatory effects' the pro

posed departmental cuts will have on the Afro Ani.ru an

graduate student population

Referring to the University s announcement it plann

ed to cut 10 programs, including Staff Development.

Organization lk'velopment (both from the Sch<*>l of Ed>.

tion •. Pi llfsSSiHiml Preparation in Physical Education

'School of Physical Education!, and Community Health

Education (School of Public Health), Laliberte said. "66

Afro-American students will Ik- affected if the

development and the organizational development pro

grams are cut ."

The faculty senator from education expressed her SJ

graduate students in the School of Education were not

counted in determining the importance ot the department

The way the education program is structured, it is impor

tant to have more graduate students in education than

undergraduates.

BOG: whether
to pledge or
not to pledge
By LAV1NIA GAMMON
Collegian Staff

Whether or not to pledge allegiance to the flag of the

United States at the beginning of each Board of Gover

nors meeting took up 45 minutes of last night's session.

Governor Ted Maravelias proposed a voluntary

Pledge of Allegiance be said at the start of each BOG
meeting.

Debate arose when Governor Michelle Joseph asked

if other nationality allegiances could also be recogniz

ed at each meeting.

"I do not believe in a pluralistic body. We should

pledge allegiance to one country only," was Maravelias*

response to Joseph's question.

Governor Guy Glodis told the body he not only

disagreed with allowing other national pledges be said

at each session, but concluded the American Pledge of

Allegiance should be mandatory at each meeting.

The board voted against a mandatory Pledge of

Allegiance, but did continue debating what, if any,

pledge should be said.

Maravelias argued the Pledge of Allegiance is said

in schools, at sporting events, and at official state

meetings.

The meeting digressed to the point where it was sug

gested a globe be brought into the room and everyone

pledge allegiance to the world.

In other BOG happenings:

• The board approved a motion put forth by Gover

nor Abigail Glodis which would increase the number

of Stockbridge Governors from one to two. The

Stockbridge Governors are appointed seats.

SGA senator files complaint with DA
By KENDRA PRATT
Collegian Staff

and LARS KROIJER
Collegian Correspondent

A Student Government senator filed a complaint last

week against an SGA officer and a University of

Massachusetts administrator claiming he was illegally

blocked from attending an SGA planning session

Senator Jeff Turco filed the complaint in the Northamp

ton District Attorneys Office against SGA treasurer

Karen Talbot and Dr. Irene Carew. director of the

Students Activities Office, claiming his obstruction from

the Oct. 26 Student Activities Planning Committee

meeting was in violation of the state opening meeting

lflWS

Dr. Carew said SAO staff members had told Turco before

the meeting at the front office of SAO that the meeting

was closed and that Talbot was not involved in the dect

sion to deny student senators' access to the meeting

"Some students do not feel that they hear what is go

ing on at the SPC meetings." Dr Carew said "We would

like to tell them other than them sitting in on the

meetings."

She said the SPC, which is composed of SAO staff and

various representatives of student groups who use the

SATF fund, makes recommendations about the use of the

fund to be approved by the student senate

She said the SPC is not a legal governing body and

therefore would not have to comply with the open meeting

law. She said the SGA senate is also not a legal govern

ing body, according to a 1988 decision by the Northamp

ton District Attorney's office The segment of the

CONTINUED ON PAG£ 4
Dr Carew said SAO stall memners naa una i urw uciwc • j I

•

Focus on Liberian atrocities
By MAURA CANAVAN
Collegian Correspondent

"Efforts are needed to bring relief to one of the worst

cases of man's inhumanity to man,'* said speaker Dr Em
mett Dennis in last night's lecture on the current situa

tion in Liberia, West Africa.

Dennis, a Liberian and professor at Rutgers Universi

ty, is the chairman ofThe Liberation Coalition for Relief,

Resettlement and Reconstruction. He spoke about the

terrible atrocities that have been occurring since 1980.

when the oppressive regime of Samuel Doe came to power.

Declaring independence in 1847. Liberia was a unique

formation, composed of slaves from the southern United

States and a wide diversity of tribes. Dennis said

In 1980, there was a coup d'etat under the leadership

of Samuel Doe.

Later hailed as an "architect of Liberian misery. Doe

began extensive killings Dennis said.

In just one instance, a crowd of 600 innocent civilians

seeking refuge in a church were shot as they slept by

soldiers who broke in.

"People were being thrown out of their homes and kill

ed," Dennis said. "Many Liberians had to flee their coun

t IV

Charles Tavlor and the National Patriotic Liberian

Front launched an insurgency against Doe s regime on

Dec. 24, 1989. Currently. Taylor has declared himself

president.

"There is great human suffering in Liberia." Dennis

said. ,

With a population of 2.5 million people. Liberia now has

a total of 154 refugees.

"There is an anticipated exacerbation ofdiseases m war

torn Liberia." Dennis sa.d "They have killed so much that

human value is lost

James Buttv. a prominent Liberian journalist and con

sultant to several Liberian relief organizations alSO -poke

last night

"The U.S.. despite all its interests, ha- adopted a hands

off police to the plight of the Liberian people," Butty said

Both Dennis and Butty ask for public support in dona

tions as well as pressure on the government to pass the

New Safe Haven Bill for Liberia.

Dennis said that amongst this struggle to survive,

"Liberia is left with skulls in fields and corpses in chur-

ches."
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Massachusetts opening meeting laws in

question concerns public access to meetings

of governing bodies.

The SPC meeting are usually closed so

that the members can research the use of

the fund and work on on-going problems,

she said.

Turco said the Assistant District At

torney Steven Samelawicc forwarded a let-

ter to Carew and Talbot asking for further

information in response to the complaint.

Dr Carew said she has sent the br"t

charter and a memo to the Attorney

General's Office "to remind the D.A. s ot

fice of their 1988 decision."

Turco said he wished to attend the

meeting because of drastic incidents in the

previous week concerning a SPC budget ex

erase which recommended that area

governments, the Greek area and the

$ $-£

Board of Governors be funded by other

means than the SATF.

The budget exercise has created conflicts

between the SGA officers, the senate body

and the organizations targeted for restruc

turing Carew said the exercise was only

a hypothetical plan for restructuring sent

to Madson at the request of the President-

Chancellor, but student government needs

to be reformed in case their use of the

SATF is reduced because of the current

budget crisi>

Turco said the budget exercise appeared

to have been written by an SGA commit

tee when onlv members of the SAO and the

SGA leadership actually wrote the exer-

cise. He said the budget exercise has the

potential to mislead Madson about the

goals of SGA since there was little student

input involved.

107 Sunderland Road. North Amherst

Open 7 a.m.-10 p.m.

SPEEDWASH
11 Pray St.. Amherst

NOW OPEN 24 HOURS!

South Towne Commons Laundromat
479 West St.. South Amherst

Open 7 a.m. -.10 p.m.

THE UNDERGRADUATE BUSINESS CLUB PRESENTS.,,

CAREER DAY 1990

Time? 1:00 5:00 p.m.

Where? Campus Center Auditorium

? to

IM Find Out About 35 Major Firms

AT&T
IBM
GE

NCR
Caldor

• Bull HN

Thanksgivins

Dinner

Delicious Roast Turkey, Whipped

Potatoes and Gravy, Butternut Squash

and Cranberry Sauce $6.95

Top of the Campus

Restaurant m* floor campus center

Special Available

5:00-9:00 PM
Tues . Nov 13

thru Fri . Nov. 16

Over 100
courses!

Almost half

meet gen. ed.

requirements.

University of

Massachusetts

at Amherst

Winter
Session

/':
*

'Also the Co-Op and International Programs

Office win be there to talk about opportunities'

Mail Registration—November 10 December 12

All mail registrations must be sent via U.S. mail

and be postmarked NO earlier than November 10.

(Do not use campus mail.)

Walk-in Registration-

November ^-January 7

Room 615 (ioodell Building

Registrations are processed in the order in which

they are received, so register early!

Classes start January 3, 1991

.

For more information, contact the Division

of Continuing Education, (ioodell Building,

or call 545-24 14.

EDITORIAL/OPINION
Don't worry, be creative!

It seems a conversation or business tran-

saction at the University cannot occur

without mention of budgetary woes. This

is certainly understandable since students,

faculty, and staff are justifiably worried

about the stability of their departments.

The impact of the budget, however, ia it

feetiag our health as well as our financial

reports. It is creating a magnified level

OJ -tress which can be felt campus wide.

Myra Edelstein

Despite this fiscal crisis, we have work

which must be completed. There are da.— <

-

to attend, dissertations to write, depart-

ments to operate, meals to serve, etc. In

other words, business as usual. ..with more

stress than usual.

Ifyou've been feeling unfocused frustra-

tion living and working on this campus.

\ou might try some of the following sun

for fttresf management and

ltive constructive action.

1 Use your time wisely Flan, concern

Urate, take planned breaks, avoid clutter,

work effectively and efficient!} cooperate

and collaborate

2 Remember thai perfectionism can toad

to procrastination which can lead to

paralysis When you're faced with I task

which a -eemingly overwhelming, just

. t a small piece of it. Set an achievable

|] and begin. Sometimes, just getting

Matted ii all it takes to complete I hie.

project.

3. A smile can go a long way. It reduces

stress and it's free.

4. Recognize the person, place, thing, or

event which causes you stress and modify

how this stressor affects you. Realize what

you have control over, set a goal, and make

a change If you can't change or eliminate

the stressor, then focus on changing your

perception or attitude. Look for creative

and alternative solutions. Explore ways to

compromise. Be flexible.

5. Breathe deeply and exhale compl'

ly — it helps clear your mind and your

body. Deep breathing is refreshing and |

juvenating It's relaxing. And it's free.

6. Reduce the impact of the symptoms of

trass hv eating healthy meals, exercising,

getting a good night's sleep, and seeking

support from other-

7 Plan time for recreation. There are two

kinds of recreation "re I
nation" and

"wreck reation." Choose activities which

help re create your being and your soul

Need some examples? Re creation might be

hike up Skinner mountain, a walk

through one of the many Amherst conser

\. it ion areas, a picnic at Look Park a -oft

ball game with floormates, etc 'These ale

free, and they're all on the hu.- rout.-'

Wreck reation is abusing drug 'hoi,

driving while intoxicated, hurting yourself

or lomsons else, vandalising property, er

harrassing another person

8. Life is preciou- Create a little bliss in

your hie each day Make the most out of

each moment Be proud of all of your littk

" THE DEMOCRATS DID IT/"

mplishment- as well as your grand

onee And remember that* l,v

ad some of each'

9 l)o what you \alue.ind \ aluewh.it you

\liow your action* to reflect youi

thoughts and feeling IV) JfOUrhaJ

sour best work Be proud of who vou air

in We ire all m thi- toget) «*

to j, ur cool it rs

audit Won't help vou wm hi'

Remember that m iger, -md boetili

ty are only option- Kitidne— sincenU.

ind reaped in our conversations and rs

Ojtiasts can alleviate atn I Mamethe

folks in the Finan for the

budget eriaia, and don't blame the

elevating cost', ofbooka and material! on

an innocent cashiei ou approach so

you'll probably

find one! But, ii you approach someone with

congeniality, friendlin-

you'll make their d

. II redtx

tinu

Try it it won't cost you « the 1 ni

Blty a pen

i

Shru Edelstein i

-tatted i- all it take- to complete a Dig eacn morm-m.** f«»»» -*— •

Power plant workers are short circuited by out ot staters

Day after day we read in the newspapers how the State

OlllllOOt I is in serious financial difficulty. State

workers are being laid off threatened with furloughs, and

losing benefits

idemic programs are being cut and tuition is being

increased Evervone i- creaming for budget cut

ironualh in these times of great financial turmoil, rsst

amounts of vour hard earned tax dollars are being spent

the UMaSl Power Plant to employ an outside con

tractor from the BtsU of New York to take potential JOBS

t) iron, M ,
it.- Stat. work.

I- thi- really I ry? You decide

1 The t niver-itv ha- told taxpayers the payroll

D reduced and a hiring freeze ha- bssfl imposed. 9

in fact this i- not true.

In July of 1900 the University used « account

number three and contracted with I New York service

contractor for six operators and a plant manager, thus

creating another tier of management

Who's paying for these new positions that we supposedly

cannot afford9 Who pays?

2 State employees have not had a pay raise in three

years, however in just three short months money has been

found to negotiate a three-year contract at $439,000 per

year with an outside firm.

These alien employees are U-ing paid a higher t at. than

State employees They are receiving 55 percent of salary

for the benefits as compared to the State employees 20

percent They are also entitle- to irking,

uniforms and a guaranteed annua l pay increase

Antonio Malaquias

On top of all th

plus 6 percent more on any «ub

Tin- New Vera """ wasallow ine

onlv bidder OH contract for future ava

it th. UMaaa power plant, thus reducing all posswim

of promotion and advancement for St ioyees who

have beetS waiting vears for an Opportunity

Several employees have already been forced out ot their

jobs 11 there is no career ladder evident, how manv more

will be forced to gS elsewhere Who pa

4 Day after day State employe. M than

money available for supph. •* This imposes a pi

ble safety hazard for the workers and contributes to the

overall deterioration of the plant

Where have you gone, Joe DiMaggio?
,. u..„,K„,„o. „*.. than with their athletic .pathetic Maybe it's because we d«

Thirty or 40 years ago. when this na

tion was still in its "heyday." we wen

a country of heroes. In fact. I date -a\

th.it it was I lot easier to be a hero then

than now.

The people we looked up to SS

astronauts who walked on the moon,

baseball players who were setting new

home run records, and doctors who wen-

finding new cures and vaccines

The United States in the first half of

this century was almost a breeding

ground for such people: explorers,

adventurers, athletes, people who II

the tStk before them and gave

everything of themsstves to set it

through to it essfttl completion

Kven the President was a hero in these

days.

But now, all our heroes arc gone.

Role models have become extinct. The

people who put the first lunar lander on

the moon can't build a telescope with

mirrors that work. Our sports heroes

are overpaid, undertalented, and spend

more time making headlines with their

off the playing-field antics, such as drug

than with their athletic-

performance.

Now most of our medical professionals

-eem tOO concerned about paying off

then as* Mercedes, and avoiding

malpractice suits by their counterpart-.

the lawyers, who instead of upholding

a system of fair and equal justice, have

chosen to make their living* offlawsuit*

and ambul ance chasing

Steven Schwankert

Worst of all is the decline of leadership

in this country.

When people like Roosevelt.

Eisenhower, and Kennedy occupied the

Oval Office, everyone took notice Ifthey

Were On radio or television.

Not only were they VS. leaders, but

much of the world looked to these men

If there was an international crisis, the

President was usually only one of two

OT three men in the world who would

decide the outcome.

Many wonder why voter- are

Bpethstk Maybe it's because we don t

choose our leaders any more, we just

elect politician!

Bush or Dukakis* That - out echi

that's punishment

No one should ever follow a leader

blindly, hut it would be nice to think

that if WS Were -ending t'S troops to

a crisis abroad, that we might be incltn

Od to believe the President . and to think

that he or she knows what's I

When our country was first founded.

it mttSt have really been Something to

know that the nation's leader was one

ot those that led the revolution, that

staked hi- own life on his bel

I wonder what George Washington

would have said Ifhe saw that one of the

reasons the people supported the cur

rant hseldom ii foarofths Vice Pros!

dent taking office.

OUT parents grew up in the age M BC

tkmi and deeds, when people literally

took their displeasure to the -treet

What do we do when we're sick and

tired of it all?

We wait for it to come out on video

Stat** Schuankt'rt is a I
rMsSJ student

Y.t bearing all thi- in mind, the University has just

.lied a $22 million pho' m along with .mother

a! line at the request of th.- contra, tor tor it- brand

tevrtab);

Surely this was not a very economii

It did not tak. into con-ideration tl

state employees bread) etnp! the VV
plant or th.

This is an illofthtsi

ing f, -,d whj has «***
N

I to bring in

emp l.nt-p

for then ion?

It thi n n tllj < budj w">
out

,-ir fobs at the (JllaJ «t?

If anything is to \*- done, we must stand toget tar tob

these out-id. i - from out campu- and gi\e thi •<*

to -tate emp
W1 hi- mono] coming from" It won I he in my

pay! Who pays?

You and 1 do!

Antonio Malaquias it a Springfield rVSUfrnJ

Phone follies
A friend of mine ii participating in the

AT and T Collegiate Inve-tmcnt

Challenge, which to obviously apensored by

the company for which it is named Po find

out his ranking in the contest, hi WSS

a 900 number to call Simple enough, rij

Wrong When UMass ordered our ph

service through AT and T, th.

that no WO numbers could be placed from

our phone- We are expected to pav for all

tne , i. on our phones, and we

t>v ,, n be ty imposed credit

limit Yet. loi ions

ed that charges made to a 900 number «

going to go unpaid - than

other kind of charge

Fine So. he decided to tr\ and circum

vent tin- rule b\ charging the call to his

V! and T Calling Card Vou cant p! i

number on your Callr I

11 ed to pav for 0U1 in

dividual ACTS BCCOU1 adult-, and

can even haVl • action^ brought

linst u- for failing to do so, like adults.

why are ws not being treated like adults

in deciding how we would like to spend our

rmNM
If vou live on campu- and i»< trapped in

to using the ACUS -ervice provided by the

Teh-communications Office in Whit more,

you you should Itill be treated With the

respect and "regulai cuatomer would

,,.,,.,. 1 this includes the freedom to

kbietofindottt how ckweyou an t.« win-

ning that trip to the Bahan
*Ien Siegel

I *ral
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OFF
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OF FILM
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$2.00
OFF
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OF FILM
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257 TRIANGLE STREET 4
AMHERST

62 KING STREET
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10:00 am
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HffH LEGAL ASSISTANTS WANTED EM
Legal Services has positions available for legal assistant interns for

the Spring, 1991 semester. This is a challenging opportunity for

students from a variety of majors and disciplines to gain valuable

legal experience.

Responsibilities include:

* client interviewing

* attendance at hearings and trials

* preparation of court forms

* maintenance of continuing caseload

* investigations and research

Up to 15 credits may be earned. Apply early! Contact Legal Services,

922 Campus Center, 545-1995. Start the application process todayl

3333 Legal Assistants Wanted 1333!
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In ToA Brand New Radio Station:

WRNX!
At 6 am.. Monday. November 12. tune your radio to

1 ( X) 9 FM and you'll hear a brand new radio station.

Its called WRNX and it will broadcast 24 hours a day.

Aiddy Rubbish will be your host every morning from 6- 10 a.m.

You'll also hear Buddy's Oldy Show every Saturday night

-4 Budd^ from 8 p.m. to midnight.

Lere are the other people you'll hear on WRNX:

Hsst*
Srrnifc

mam

Bos
PaqmPe

Bruoe

Si
Sfcttww i

Afternoons i

Roger

Hard
Mike
&pi*ars

'

>•-

Lcres

the rest

of us:

a & ft *Q:w
*s )

t>

B>ll

Tom.
the boss i jeu Karen Joe Tievor Cara Brian Amy Blue Bill

Cveryone is invited to our Grand Opening parties.

Wednesday NOV 14.8-11 PM

JHE

AMHERST

• DANCING
• FREE PIZZA
• WRNX T-SHIRTS

FROM BEDS PLUS INC

THURSDAY. NOV 15, 4 7 |>.M.

• HORS D'OUEVRES
• PRIZES
• WRNX T-SHIRTS

WIN A MOUNTAIN BIKE

SATURDAY. NOV 17,44$ PM.

PAMIIY • $1.25 SKATE RENTAL

^SCU «JaViIis* * FREE SKATING
f3L£nsf^\ SKATING .buddy rubbish. d.j.

PARTY • FREE PiZZAr«" i i
m WRNX j.SHIRTS

NORTHAMPTON from valley- bcvcles HADLEY

WIN
ATV

tO

WRNXIOO:? i

*-r

4&
"Vm

i*. .:.:

fm/
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ARTS&LIVING
Wynton Marsalis: much form, little substance" £™™ 71 played, tastefully programmed and thoroughly pro es ™™WJ*^JSTfiL^v young tenor players
By BILL ROSENBLATT
Collegian Staff

H )/"'"" Marsalis

Iron Horse
Tuesday, Nov. 6

If Wynton Marsalis were not the object of such massive

media hype, I would probably have considered his septet s

performance to be a pleasant, entertaining evening

However, given that so many people consider Marsalis to

DC the most important jazz musician to come along in

decades, it was disappointing.

As the set began, I realized that Marsalis has been in

the public eye as a "young lion" for 10 years. Ten years.

Even though he's still under 30, that would seem to ex-

clude him from the "young" category and to render him

accountable for some signs of maturity and growth.

The good news is that Marsalis has definitely matured.

In particular, he no longer takes him self so insufferably

BerSLuy. Instead, he exudes a warm, good-humored stage

personality that also shows up in his trumpet playing. He

!ven gave'a ballad performance rlf I Should Lose You )

that was more soulful than I would have believed possi-

ble a few years ago. And, of course, he exerted total

technical control over his instrument.

However, the rest of the show rarely surpassed the level

of competent, congenial entertainment. Yes, it was well

played, tastefully programmed and thoroughly profes-

sional - but with a superficiality that left me cold. The

spark of excitement and adventure that characterizes the

best jazz was missing.

The musicians called up elements of the earlier points

in the jazz tradition as if selecting records to put on the

stereo. Every growl, slide and smear from Marsalis and

trombonist Wycliffe Gordon seemed calculated; Marsalis'

constant references to Louis Armstrong were overly

willful- each Dixieland-style collective improvisation

seemed like pure pastiche. The band certainly did swing,

but in a rigid way. The only constructive use of these tradi-

tional references was in an eclectic arrangement of

Charlie Parker's "Chasin' the Bird," which effectively

superimposed Parker's bebop onto the older New Orleans

style.

Another interesting moment was tenor saxophonist

Todd Williams' multi-sectioned composition. '
h un Suite.

The writing and arranging really made good uee of the

M ven piece instrumentation, and the voicing and shifting

motifs recalled Duke Ellington via Charles Mmgus.

However, the rhythms and solos were - again - unduly

constrained. , .. ,

Williams actually proved to be the most substantia

soloist of the evening. He exhibited the most personal

vocabulary of tone colors and melodies and a taut.

stripped-down stvle that (like many young tenor play.

owed something to Wayne Shorter. Yet on an untitled

blues tune late in the set. he affected the gruff, heavy tone

of Coleman Hawkins, and showed himself to be a convin-

cing blues plaver. Watch this kid. Now that he has the

exposure from being in Marsalis' band, he should go solo.

Like everyone else in the band, all he needs to do IS loosen

up and distance himself from all of those conservatory

lessons.

Pianist Eric Reid offered a new look at Thelonious

Monk: the harmonic idiosyncraces»?^<*W™*
idiosyncrasies. Interesting but no big deal Alto player

Wes Anderson's pedestrian contributions were the lea>t

ear-grabbing of all.

The band finished the.r sot w.th a short Monk medley

and returned for an encore. Marsalis explained that the

untitled piece was addressed to those who think that he

only knows about "old jazz," saying that it was "the piece

we 'plav when were angry " That tantalizing introduc-

tion led into a decidedlv modern tune - a harmonically

advanced, slow-burn minor/modal blues featuring some

Asian tinged soloing from trombonist Gordon and some

unorthodox effect, from baas* Reginald Veal and drum

mer Herlin Rilev. But once again it was all form and lit

tie substance, causing me only to raise an eyebrow or two

He exhibited the most personal —~- „

1 Cafe is a return to the 50s

phot.

9

By DOUG JOHNSTON
Collegian Staff

Beat Cafe

Hampden Theatre
Wednesday. Nov. 7

What do you think of when you think of

the 1960a? Gray Flannel suits? Spam and

conformity? How about post war pro

minence and hair grease? No way. The

spawned the Beat Generation. W ednesday

night in Southwest Residential Areas

Hampden Theatre recreated the intimate

50s Beatnik coffee house atmosphere in

this season's final Beat Cafe.

Hampden was three-fourths full; the am-

biance was relaxed and contemplative

The show opened with a piece of perfor

mance art bv Amy Ford entitled "Woman

in a White Dress Laughing" Ford

describes herself as 'one Who ret'

conditions around her and expresses it

through spoken work. SOOg and visual im

agery." .

•Woman in I White DreaS Laughing

ireaved song, definition- i words, poetrj

and autobiographical pi -, -
th.

hip

themselvt - md oth<

riptionofthi off-sen

Monro M< Streep

emphasizi d I

•

Ford ,,v lib aneensored

inded with reness her

Mge was heard by all.

Andrew Schrivar was next with a pair ot

his own sell styled folk Magi called

"English Major" and "Vagabond." His

humorous, radiant quality and driving

acoustic guitar made the audience laugh

and cheer.

* here were the poets? They we.

ting with the slow, sarcastic vow

Brett Ralph, a graduate student at the

University Ralph'.-, somewhat malevoi.

almost sadist u stvle. provided the audi.

with some insight to the more dr.

cts of contemporary existence

Following Ralph wa> music by Pat

McCorkyl McCorkyl's music was primari

ly acoustic with his rendition ot the

Beatles Get Back" and some classu

McCoi-kvl's playing flowed and fluctuated,

and was at tunes toeanae and at time-

soothing

REVIEW

women by

Through the

M ofMarilyn

i »donna. Ford

ll] women to

md be hi

Brian Fove. founder of the non-profit Cor

poration for the Celebration ot J

Kerouac In Lowell, read some ot hi- own

,-

y and prose. Fove ^ Boston Bccenl

coupled with his relaxed manner repTOdUC

ed the Beatnik aura. The aiul.e,

reaoonaivetobiswork I
preeehad

.! conjecture abDttt the thin.

take foi ted m Itte Truly "bt

ipwaa Frank Johnson, who is

agf itudentat I M

C, sometn

VL., ,
. iquant and had a lyrical

i,t> t<» them that the CTOwd puked up

OB and follow.

The final ad wa* the guitar ensembh

by Carlos Bermuda af the UMaSS Music

Department The j. ;

nightcap

for the cafe An interesting rapport was

tblbhed between the four guitars and

drummer, breaking from the traditional

triangle and exploring the chord interplay

of stringed instrument-.^iiwuii«».».- „*.«-~..~ „-.
of stringed instrumem

Mime troupe acts out a message of peace in Seeing^oubh
L1^

^.. .

*
forced bv his relatives to take the deed to the house his *^™* a™^ting and the chaos, the explosive a

By MELISA CANLI
Collegian Correspondent

I've always pictured "mimes" as people performing in

silence, most likely wearing white masks. The San Fran

Cisco Mime Troupe changed all my pre-conceived notions

hoTever. Thev had a loud and highly entertaining band

whose members often became part of the actual show, and

every single one ofthem sang and never ceased to speak.

The troupe, who has been performing in the parks of

San Francisco and around the world for over 25 year..ad-

dressed the Israeli-Palestinian conflict in tneir Middle-

Eastern comedy. Seeing Double with plenty of humor,

honesty and hope for change.

The comedy centers around two BW^^S*^
Goldberg family and the Palestinian Razali family, both

living in San Francisco. Both families have stereotypical

members - some very patriotic, some Americanized

teenagers. The central event is the voyage to

Israel/Palestine made by the only son in each family, in-

cidentally played by the same actor.

Salim Razali is a hip guy with headphones tuned to

Metallica at high volume, a member of al^ndready to

"cut an album." and much more interested in »»"owing

dads van than in his Palestinian liberation ideas. He is

forced bv his relatives to take the deed to the house his

family owns in Israel to prevent the Israel, government

^v.fGoWbergTs a very religious young man who has

spent hours on his computer deciphering the hidden

meaning" in the Bible to prove that Palestinian land

belongs to Israel. Despite his family's desperate pleas no

to got to Israel, David undertakes the journey. The plot

thickens on the plane as the two men are traveling. Then

briefcases get mixed up and the plane crashes, leaving

the two as survivors. Somehow. David ends up with the

deed and Moussa Razali, Salim's uncle who takes him to

the West Bank. Salim, on the other hand, with Biblical

proof that Ms family's house should be Israeli prop.'

finds himself on a kibbutz with Moshe Goldberg. David l

third cousin. t , r

The troupe does a fantastic job with the second part i

the show. Thev depict both sides for the story and almost

finish without a bias for one country or the other (only

a request for the joining of all peoples for peace). Salim

and David begin to feel some kinship toward one another s

family and when the time comes that settlers enter the

picture and the Razali household is supposed to be blown

ud things come to a head.

An Israeli soldier refuses to take orders, the Palestinian

women continue with the Intifada, Moshe questions his

government and David claims Judaism preaches peace not

war Amidst the fighting and the chaos, the explosive ac

cidentallv goes off and the Razali house is blown to hits

The next .scene flashes hack to San Francisco w, h the

mothers of Salim and David hearing the news on telev,

Ton that one American student was killed in an explo

Son and another seriously wounded. We never find out

who the dead one is, only one man stumbles from

backstage, he has David's glasses and Salim's drumsticks

m his hand along with a message to mankind.

The message is the one Arthur Golden, the actor who

plays Moshe Goldberg, tried to drive home after the

performance.

Golden commented on how miserably American foreign

policv has attempted to correct the situation m the Mid-

dle East. He lamented about the tense atmosphere the

troupe had witnessed when they performed in Israel this

summer. He said the two necessary actions needed were

to recognize the legitimate rights of the Palestinian peo-

ple but also provide a guarantee for an Israel, state to the

Israeli people.

Maybe ifwe band together like this troupe we could find

a solution to a problem that has been festering for years.

As one character finally spits out, "Maybe, just maybe

somewhere we could find a compromise.
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USE CHEMICALS
~WITH CARIT

W&SHE
Amherst Cinema
Now Playing

Henry
and
June

Mon-Thurs
One Show 7:30

Fri-Sun 2 Shows
7:00 and 9:15

Student Discount
with I.D.

Mount Holyoke
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ducted by the school did not indicate if the incident was

racial lv motivated.

Fletcher refused to release the name of the man who

allegedly urinated on Day's door. She said the man, whom

she identified as a minority, attends the Coast Guard

Academy in New London, Conn.

Fletcher said the College will release an official state

nient concerning the incident. ^^^

She said her office had no official figures of racial in

cidents reported available at press time. Fletcher said she

cannot recall any incidents in the past few years.

There will be a rally today at Blanchard Hall at 4 p.m.,

which Day said was in response to the incident, but will

not solely focus on it.

"The point of the rally is to fight all isms'." Day said.

"We're not targeting anyone."

Mountain Goat
I -'i-v

STAY

OM

38 Main Street, Northampton
Tel (413) 586-0803

London
Pari!

San jose C R
Bangkok
Hong Kong
Tokyo

m

87i»

Student Faculty Fare

Taxes not included R«-

tions apply Fares subject to

change One ways ava

Wofk/Study ac*oad programs

international student and
teacner ID

EuRAIL PASSES ISSUED ON
THE SPOT"

I Free student travel catalogue

• Canvas &
Wool Coat's
(Men's &
Women's)

• Pants Ar

Sweaters

Climbing
Equipment
& Footwear

Packs

Goretex
Jackets

. ji

f& & B x.

T\ ill-Village •Commons
Atnm fmmMa— IMprtfCalhy /coo OCCO
m Start HaMrv. MastmchutrtH H 1 /0JJ 'COOO

heart-stopping:
Mxhurl Mrdtrd, SNEAK J10\lfWs

• Wind jackets

fit Shells

• Sleeping

bags

Council T

icKawnrKarsc

END OF SEASON SALE!
Patagonia, Marmot

Moonstone, Royal Robbins

Weekdays at 3. 7 and 9 pm/Friday at 5. 7, 9:15

Sat and Sun at 3,5,7, and 9:15 pm

*****************************

'A'90'S'BODY HEAT."

\?

MIM NOIR LIKE VOUVE NEVER SEEN
I A WNMI tH—tt ft IUMI

fMf Mdl W«Ot vtniw* mmiun - JtNN»n a—a

Well, if there's a bone stuck in your throat, you

deserve it! .. . Do you see anyone else around here

stupid enough to order fish?"

CALVIN AND HOBBES

As the small band of hunter-gatherers sat

around cleaning their weapons, one made the

mistake of looking at his club straight on.

By BILL WATTERSON

PANDA EAST
CHINESE

RESTAURANT
We bring Chinatown

to you

Open Hours: Mon-Thurs. 11:30am-1 0:00pm
Fri. & Sat. 11:30am-1 1:00pm

Sunday 2:00pm-1 0:00pm

Lunch Hours: Mon.-Sat. 1 1 :30am-3:00pm

103 N. Pleasant St. • Amherst, MA 01002

(413) 256-8923 (413) 256-8924

Weekdays at 6:45 and 9:10 pm/Friday at 5, 7:20 and 9:45

Sat and Sun at 2:45. 5. 7:20. 9:45 pm

ACROSS
1 Garland

7 Ambler or

Clapton

1 1 Broke a last

14 Corolla

1

5

Actress
Thompson

16 Stole

17 Wouks Marprie

19 Miscalculate

20 Vigoda et al

21 Bonds
22 Shirley ot

• Goldlmger

24 Visualize

25 Decade
26 Cub scout s unit

27 Wilder S Love

in —
33 Sam, the sleuth

36 Belligerent god

37 One ol a Reno
pair

38 Rainbows
39 Potato style

41 Monstei s loch

42 Place lor used
cars

43 Env enclosure

44 Map part

45 Area between
reality and

lantasy

49 Pub quail

50 He can be tight

51 Chess or bridge

titles Abbr

54 Erie or Huron

57 Inlo'mality

59 Donne or

Bradstreet

60 Craving

61 The lady with

the lamp
64 Outlit

65 Tenons or

beams
66 lake me to

you'

67 Single

68 Within Comb
form

69 Abate

DOWN
1 Qkaek et al

2 Mythical

5 Bulldog ol the

Ivy League

6 Bogart

role in

The Petrilied

Forest

7 — quam viden

8 Pied Piper's

lollowers

9 Apple cider

gal

10 Vocations

1

1

Help a hood
12 Bull, in

Barcelona

13 Gam
income

18 Actress

Lollobngida

23 Massachusetts

cape
25 Much used

article

26E»p»oit

27 OB s

goals

28 Diamond
feature

29 After due

30 Pindar products

31 Seme leeder

32 Co/y place

33 Sea dog
34 Ship's forepart

35 Part of a play

39 Storm
40 Girl chaser'

41 Compass dir

43 Hush'
44 Hoosier State

tor short

46 Research area

47 Eagerness
48 Ah.

Wilderness 1

playwright

51 Impels

52 Scuttle

53 Isaac of music

54 Novice

55 Control

56 Picnic author

57 Goose —
58 Expression ol

discovery

59 Nicklaus won
five of these

62 Charged
particle

63 Formerly called

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE

11 9 90

3 Say yes

4 H V

In \a«*W> lin>r» S»«4tk»l» 11 990

MENU 3
LUNCH

TANGELO PIE
By TIM SNUTEN

^£a CucUia (/i

TINOCCHIO
PIZZA & SUBS
FREE DELIVERY

(hmit«d deliv«iy area)

1177 N. Pleasant St. N. Amherst

Coupons v*bd lot delivery oi p*h up only

549-3669

r
It's me- uour
Psucho/oau, MbooK-
TT

7
5 been Mttfcfi since,

uouvc Of*rvdw**I *
g finally SufrWtwup

TW* Hof fair! iam're

bor-inq/ Full of useless

information! iou

dt^ttMt io die!

-I'd probablu feel bad
abouf 4h±, if if" utcfeuicretfi

so full -bum WEIRD.

irfl.TSuM*

By PRICE VAN RAY

tin, a n ii it n n a tt-p,

fittfiifcw
CTflVERH )

TWISTER'S TAVERN
• " and

THE UMASS MEN'S BASKETBALL TEAM
Present

A BENEFIT DANCE PARTY
for the rehabilitation of

LORENZO SUTTON
with DJ Rack-A-Disc

IMMEDIATELY FOLLOWING
the Russian National Game

between UMASS and the USSR Trade Union Team
FRIDAY NIGHT, NOVEMBER 9th

Donations accepted at the door

All proceeds to benefit Lorenzo Sutton

Lg Cheese Pizza-$6 inci tax

Additional Toppings $1.20

coupon for pick-up or delivery only

expires 12/31/90

~i"Twin Special*

2 Large Pizzas $11 plus tax

coupon for pick-up or delivery only

expires 12/31/90

$T.567>FF anyl-VP«"awi*h 2 toppings

coupon for pick-up or delivery only

expires 12/31/90

Lg Cheese Pizza-$6 inci tax

Additional toppings $1.20

coupon for pick-up or delivery only

expires 12/31/90

Slopy Joe

Monte Cristo Sandwich

BASICS LUNCH

DINNER

Roast Beast

Stir Fry Chicken

BASICS DINNER

Tofu Sloppy Joe Coiache

Swiss Turkey Sprout Sandwich Stir Fry Chicken

YOUR DAILY HOROSCOPE
By JEANE DIXON

ARIES (March 2l-Aprt K>) A sfckng s

or close friends marital problems

may occupv vour thoughts Avoid

offering her too much advice vou

her fascinating news about a

former over Take tNngs rcee and

eosv

TAURUS (Apnl 20-Mav 20) A

relative who drop* m unexpectea

rv couw be do*>g a bit of snooping

for others vou are aufte rght to feel

suspicious Do not reveal anything

rf vou can help it

OEMINI (May 21 June 20) Your

sometunej ajtomshmg creative

obities come to the fore Vou may
Oegm a novel, a pomt*ig. or a

poem - or just decorate your nome
with style Put romance on hotd tor

o white

CANCIR te

careful when around strangers -

especioty ower men Teamwork ts

essential tor rop*a progress m

business What appears to be a

disaster is a blessing m disgurse»

Take another look at your options

LfO (Jury 23-Aug 22) Someones

jealousy could complicate things

today There rs a chance that you

could find yoursef involved in a

rather trcky triangle Spend the

evening with a good friend

VIROO (Aug 23-Sept 22) A sma«

gamble may lead to a big return

today Be careful however not to

risk money you cannot afford to

lose A burst of energy lets you ac

compiish a great deal this

afternoon

LIMA -it 230ct 22) Take tine

out to help a tnena who it teeing

confused or aepressea Put voy
own rrteretts a*ae Vout strength

ond magrohen ore needed A

chW* actions w- delight you

$CORRK>(Oct 23-Nov 21)PrevOu»

o^japporitments could lead you to

ignore the v»tues of someone who

reaty cares for you Be w«ng to

listen The past can be forgone

-

you wR only try Open your heart

JAOITTARIUS (NOV 22-Dec 21)

tc*mr>g a partnersrtp with an older

person could be m your best m

terests Discuss fnonces before

kxrnching a major venture mvnene

yourself m creative projects Be

affectionate

CARRICORN ec 22 Jon N

vou feet somewhat restless see it

you can start your weekend a ittte

early A shopping trip w* pek up

your sprits, and so wR a weekena

away Visit old friends

AQUARIUS (Jan 20-Feb ») Vou

wR do just fine m any kind of sc

situation today Welcome a golden

opportunrty to mingle with new

people Vou could meet someone

who re-awakens your interest n

romance

RtCIS (Feb 19 March 20) The

spotlight is on partnersNp ana your

abity to work we« with others Vou

w« not accomplish nearly as much

on your own Suggest a com-

promise rf tempers flare A good

evening to relax at home

n
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Men XC to compete in IC4A
By KEITH BENNETT
Collegian Correspondent

Saturday, the University of Massachusetts mens crow

country team will compete in the IC4A Championship

meet at New Canaan, Conn.

C<»ach Ken O'Brien said if his team has a good day. it

will finish somewhere between 12th and 18th. One

hundred teams will participate. last year I MftM finish-

ed 15th. n , . <- • u ••

I would be disappointed with a 20th place finish

O'Brien said. "1 would also be very surprised if we finished

in the top 10 teams in this meet.

•Thi< Year's team is a better team than we had last year,

but the competition is also stronger all across the board,

O'Brien said.

Providence and the University of Connecticut are ex-

pected to be the top two teams in the meet. William and

Mary. Pittsburgh. Dartmouth and Boston University will

also' competed for the top spots.

"If we hope to be competitive in this meet, we need all

five of our scorers to have a good day. or our top two or

three runners to have a phenomenal run. ' O Brien Mid.

•We have had some front running success this year with

Jon(Corso) and Tom(Degnani.Als.». -Joe MileUe finished

itxth in this meet two years ago to quality for the NCAA s.

M there are possibilit

This will be the last collegiate cross country meet lor

lour runners on the UMass squad. Seniors Jon Corso. Tom

Degnan, Joe Milette and Gerry Squires will all be trying

to finish up their careers for UU*m with strong showings

on Saturdas

water polo ^
CONTINUED FTCCM PAGE 12

•We are the second best team in New England, we

should have more than one player on the first team.

Yarworth said. ,

One Minuteman Yarworth said should have been

recognized is Alex Yelansky.

Yelanskv has scored 37 goals, including a last second

game-Winner against Harvard, and had 12 assists.

As a team, however, the Minutemen have perform-

ed well enough to get themselves two wins away from

the National Championships, and that's the most im-

portant thing. Yarworth said.

TME
UW0FFENS!\l£

SOLID WOOD
DINETTES

BEECHBR00K
iffiwt

Newspapers plea** put in correct addresses
SALE ENDS
NOV 15™

VALUE

*495

cTTTTmlHicV;

COUNTRY
UVtNG
ROOM

VALUE 5*

*999 $688 84" SOFA
62" LOVESEAT
40" CHAIR

FARM ANIMAL

TOWEL
ENSEMBLE

LADIES

PLUS
SIZES
DRESSES
JACKETS
SLACKS
SKIRTS
TOPS

VALUES FROM

$18-*50

$fi88W EACH

BATH
TOWEL
COMP AT

M.49
HAND
TOWEL
COMP AT

•3.49
WASH
CLOTH
COMP AT

•1.99

REINDEER
ENTERPIECE
PRE-CUT WHITE PINE

•READY TO
ASSEMBLE

VALUE -PAINT

$1095 OR
' * STAIN

BAMBOO RAKES
IN 3 HANDY SIZES

METAL SPREADER
BAR
SPIRAL *!*

LINKS ^f
TINES "\v

•HARDWOOO
HANDLE
•METAL GRIPS
PLACE EACH
TOOTH ON THE GROUND
STRENGTH- EFFICIENT

FLEXIBILITY

18" HEAD g',

VALUE *6M W

24" HEAD
VALUE *84f W
30" HEAD gl

VALUE *9M W

W t*WF*
VALUE

*695

METAL SPRING
RAKE

4 PC BEDROOM
COMPLETE SET

fit

<Jr

w*349|
°'

- c

54" HARDWOOO
HANDLE

•COILED
SPRING BRACE

• 22 CONTINUOUS
TINES

VALUE *9W

OTHER STYLES AVAILABLE
AT COMPARABLE PRICES

CARPET
CLOSE-OUTS

"i**t.
».—j

m
HOLIDAY TABLE COVERS

100% POLYESTER
LACE TABLECLOTH

f •SEVERAL PATTERNS TO CHOOSE
•MOSTLY WHITE* ECRU
•SOME PINK ft BLUE
•SOME HAVE VINYL LINERS

SUE RANGES '} """"^^
50-.70- -en-iTO" *""*

O**-* >#KE5aH n •*•* **W OO
/ *11»5-*19'5 I

THANKSGIVING/HOLIDAY
LIGHTWEIGHT

PLASTICTABLECLOTH
52" X 90"

BEIGE BACKGROUND
WITH FALL COLOR
FLOWER BASKET.
k
DURABLE-EASYCARE

VALUE N
$039 O

W

LEVEL LOOP t^SQ!
CARPET HhP

OMMERCIAL$C!
CARPET ^V
RESIDENTIAL $Q!

CARPET *Q

c
O
a
T
r
H^t«10"yo

BE SURE TO LOOK AT OUR
FALL COLOR CIRCULAR WITH
BIG ANNIVERSARY SAVINGS

O«cv>
;

Spring Break
Mail. -O 24

REED A VACAT10H SFOT

lapfw yiMMM » a land »i*i mot* Own 10 OOO

m • ««"*« landacae* ••*

n<Mr.1<MK *mmA*J1*r andauomt v«a»Ori<w

•> d«v< •"• "">> $599
Cholrt rt wnl orM coaal WM» >wriM«*»»

• Ktd info* iiwidii lp ejotx •*"•" Sana**

• '«« Cta» Hotrto

• 1nmpmmw'|w» *«w»>^
• rjidJHaiikH Han
• Rraakfau and dmnn
» MidMy i iim oxam iini and n«h mo..

FOB FURTHER INFORMATION CALL
Rim » Burke
S4t I2M

advcnlara travel

pi HnwV *x*m* 'maji M»y»

•AMU « MriiORIIS ••

AvaloN
.• U 40)7 00 t 48

|

I A Sun at < "N4 '* at *3SO>'00 »4»

Moe m ' i4l»««U SO* 10

Toe* Thorn m ,-, 46 m tS to* X

Jacob's
!Ufi j ,\t U I**.

.i^tSwrM lOOOSet A Sun « 1 1

I a «S at SI 10)7 00 tOOO Mem ai i 'SrSOO at

>»T Jt»TKMr»»<SC0aj W ie)

ai •na^^mant no pawns or coueem

Damn Ctoee • Jeremy Horn

REVERSAL or

iASwa-'SOHJOe^SoVJO 100°

Moo M i 30M i» at USOXM4
Tva»TliMrO (• 1» U MS*

Tfo at (4 30 ai U 5C»7 '» S4S

Sat A Sun Ml **4 SO 01 SI S0»7 IS »*S
Monai 130rSOO«SlMIS4t

Irj] TaoTHw OSS 00 m S3 SOU *S

^MIMPSHIBI 6

GHOST
120 M 110)7 00 t»Fn 01 [* i— -

Sat A Sun at t W« JO at S3 W)7 00 • M
Moo at 1 M(S«0all3!O»»
T,».TNn 01 li 00 01 S3 MIS JO

SIBLING
RIVALRY

Fn 01 (4 40 at S3 SOV JO 10 10

Sot A Sun at i 40)4 40 at S3 W|7 20 10 10

MonaM40t»00etS3SOia40
Tuoo-Thurt at (A 00 at S3 SOW *0_

Fr, at |4 40 at S3 5017 20 10 10

Sat A Sun at 1 4014 40 at S3 1017 20 "1 10

Mono) 14001 00 at S3 WIS 40

1 Tuop Tnun ot^S 00 al S3 SOW 40

Ch*n"« PtOf >

Fn ot (4 40 at S3 101? 20 10 10

Sot A Sun « 1 40(4 40 at S3 50)7 20 10 10

Moo at 1 *0|8 00 at « 50)8 40

Tuoa-Thura at (S 00 at S3 50)8 40

Igri apat-.oi anaagomont no paaooa or coupon*

E3

^ FAMT/Va^lA
"

I 50»h Anotversaty
F" at (4 30 at S3 50)7 10 10 10

l Ot 1 3014 30 Ot S3 50)7 10 10 1

' Mon 01 1 3015 50 01 S3 50)8 30

'uoalnurc Ml5 50 at S3 5018 3D

Thn Kray*

Fn at (4 20 at S3 50)7 00 • 50

Sat A Sun at 1 30(4 20 at S3 50)7 00 » 50

Mon at 1 20(5 40 at S3 50)8 20

Tua»Thur« at|5 40 at S3 50)8 20

|rjj aoacial angagomant *"> paoooa or coupon*
j
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has been diagnosed as having a broken bone in his ankle

and is out for Saturday's game.

"Dave is mature beyond his age, and he comes close to

what we need in a quarterback right now in terms of

skills," said coach Jim Reid.

However, the stars of the Richmond game were the

UMass defense, now ranked No. 2 in the nation, and the

offensive line, which keyed a 230-yard rushing attack.

Freshman Eric Thimas rushed for 135 yards and two

touchdowns.
"Nobody wins in this league with freshmen, but I could

carry the ball behind some of the blocks those guys are

getting," Reid said. "We're playing very good defense, and

we're rushing the football well, so that means we have

a chance to win."

Villanova will also start a freshman at quarterback,

6-foot-4 Brad Parpan.

Game notes: The game will be broadcast on WMUA
91.1 FM. and WTTT 1430 AM.

fcAUNJv,.
' THEATER

academ^s; <H&° »»*»

Exclusive Engagement November 9 thru 22

CURTAIN DAILY 7:30

SIR DAVID LEANS MEWIY RfSlORED DIRECTORS COT

COMPUTE & UNCUT AS IT PHEMIEWD 26 YEARS AGO

Z WIMEI M A

27 Pleasant St., Northampton 586 0935

"ABSOLUTELY STUNNING.
Astonishingly beautiful. I'ure screen enchantment.

|"AstonishingJ

filled with

magnificent

Images."
-Ralph Novak.

PEOPLE MAGAZINE

"Pure
cinematic

poetry."

ACUPUNCTURE & HERBS

a/5
* Womens Systems yLjj&p

* Fertility %iT
* Young adolescence ,L

* Family treatment v

Amherst Field*

»ppo»nlmo)Ot 1S&-0306

*
li

rentAnreck
w

New & Used Cars
ITrucks & Van.-, Aho Available

North Amherst
Rent-A-Wreck

Rt. 63 No. At.'herst

549-RENT

•tTtH O'TOOLt oo ^W r
'

IlWlHlMi: 01 AIUBU
Ample Seating at Showtime-Arrive harly

RESERVED SEATING
Center Orchestra or Oress Circle (First Balcony)

Adults '6 00 Son <CI>lld »4 00

GENERAL siATIHG~-~Adult» '5 00 S»n /Child '3 00

Mall: 274 Main Stiaat. Northampton. MA 01060
with raiMtn atampad an.atopa

• AT THt UATtiiW SMITH COllEGE

>- «njr

"".ffl^Sffl
WjM M I ri JsfE

iltlsBIri iBiagpg
lx»*^'.

ky»*

—hncl Vemtere
V»STON HtRAI.D

DREAMS
Weekdays at 6:45 and 9:05/Friday at 5. 7.20. and 9:45

Sat and Sun at 2:45. 5, 7:20. and 945

* * First show on Friday, Sat, and Sun is S

Buy a LARGE
Pizza for the Price

Of a SMALL

DP
m

Dinner with Abbie/Dominoes

both films complete weekdays at 6:50 and ^O'FrWay

at 4:45. 7 and 9 20 pm/Sat and Sun at 2:30.

4.45. 7 and 9:20 Dm

Expiree 11/10/90

Not good with «•* o»ne« oW«

256-8911
We

Redeem
Pizza Hut,
Avanti,
Bruno's
Coupons

oootroM CAttr outob Diuvie*

10

$1.99 PIZZA^
IS
Ml

bxplre

lis
'0Q

i^sn

CLASSIFIEDS
ACTIVITIES

COtoTE TO KPttSTALHACMT SERVICES

Hotocauet TOOPM^ri Nov 9 ettneMejei

JUOQLMG CLU» * eetna ravamped'

CorrW»CCl62 75 Irom «W»^ end

netp ue owl (team horn to iuggw toot

LAS VEGAS NtGMTI Coma |Otn ma
tattMtwsNov tSTOOP-taOOMmiheCCC
An procaadt fwng to the eacort aar««ce

PAGAN STUOENTS MEETING- Sunday

nflhfCC Rm8H 15at 7 OOp m Jomirt

Ouaatons 7 Cad Am* at 54S-t26S

SPRING BREAK TWAVEL FAIR'

Don't rmaa it*

Fab u I99t

ANNOUNCEMENTS

BED * BREAKFAST
Doamlown Amtiott
549^)733

CAREER DAY tSBO. Campu* C*n«#f

Aud'tortum. Tuesday Novamber 1.1. "om

t 00 to 5 00 A» are wateomo to mmw'

COME TO CAMPUS OESrGN^COW^
aN your copying and graphic* need* Ware
cheap*' better and taster

403 Student Union

FAST FUNORAIStNG PROGRAM
$1000 <n jutt 3ne >•***

Earn up to $t000 tor your campus orgam/a

SoVFlua a chance at $6000 morejThjs p*>

gram orortta' No mveatmant needed tan

1 800-932O5M E«1 50

OPEN THE DOOR
lo an exerting and
chaHengmg career

Let CK5NA Corporation

show you how
aa wedtecusa

Actuarial career opportunities

To learn more about th* er.aMeng.ng field.

plan to attend a meeting at which ectuanes

W« dacuee career opponunrtws at Cigna

Members o» all cleteea are welcome hmited

3tmir,rmTm and ^^JSHSST^
both Connectcut and Pn****^

*If
available Pm» » retreahrnenta w* be serv

ed Dress is casual

Date November 28 '990

Time 7 00-9 00PM
Place Mather Career Center

VOLUNTEERS WANTED 10 Mpotgww
foster home program for rats and Kittens

interested'' 253-37*5 tor mfo

AUTO FOR SALE

1904 FORD ESCORT new ttrea ne* ejj

haust system, good engine. $1300 call

Maria 549-6525

14M HONDA CIVIC 31000 mites AMFM
cassette stereo Excellent condition Recent

cotnSaJa tune up t owner Cat. Bruce alter

6PM at 256-1215

FOR A GOOO TIME CALL..

RACK A DISC the best entertainment DJ s.

video, bands, dorm/house specials can

586-9900 anytime

FOR RENT

2- J BEDROOM APT. tor ft* startmg Jan

1st arrth ten optton On Ma*i St 2 m;nute

•MM to town on bus route!«^<*««d

noors totae wtndooas SS40/mo Can

253-2357 leave mau ig*

a-3 ROOM APT Mam St two mm we* from

town 256-1686 taM Over MM
1 LARGE BEDROOM m Vdorian Mouse

ONE BEDROOM APARTMENT Amherst

too feet from bus

$400 month 256-0644

room AVAILABLE m V'J'JS^.^
Amherst Right on bus route AvaaebteJan

tat to June W75 2S6B319

SINGLE in 3 bedroom 220/mth

% mm wait 54*5616 Judy

FOR SALE

IMBCOMPATIBLE TURBO. 14 RGB Co*

or Monitor 5I2K |2)230K r*g*»JM*^
ware and printer SSSO 00 or BO 253^)945

ONE YEAR OLD YASMICA 107 multi pn>

cram body zoom and flash (25WE«eeaa*aj

jfondrtton apanngty used $2S5A30 Call

Sho-aih at 54*7912 Meve meaaege

ROUNOTRIP TICKET TO SAN FNAN-

CISCO $236 Muat be temata Nov 2Dh)o» zi

Leaves from Bradley

Ca« 549-6445

Head alius with Solomon Brndtnga

t50 Can Pete

2S>O*03

KEN B'

OttTO
Love.

Christina

LfGS

LEGS Tha potential power Kma^tfeein-

LOST

I LEFT MY BROWN JACKET in Boyden

Gym last Thursday Nov 15 tt found ptaaae

can M.»a at 546-4666 Reward

ILOSTMYYYALLCT-.
Umon It's btaca and « has my

i return. Danuta 256«BB

HAPPY BIRTHDAY SCOTT P.IZ*

Slasher I m on a mission Truehert

4th hoot whaeoar

HEY HOBBIT
Happy Birthday' in honor ot thia day i wt»

noToo to my togK ctoaa Twenty for

prasentt are awa*ng you at home' On me

SrT^dueeng Deve
7
s •• be unchamad

tonight, maybe a Spol too1

JAIME COMPANESCHI S BtRTHOAV s

tottiotrow rt you see him give mm a beer

Happy Birthday from the Crew

KARA ROOMS
Now you are 18 and can

bait yourself out ot uja' (Steve s)

Love Kam and Vai

Happy B-thdey*'"

KIRE.
I loo* m your eyes

SCOTT P
What's uP^ Thinning of y©u'

Love Lon

SATUROAY. NOVEMBER 10TM

From the heUs of Monte/uma

to me sends of Saudi Arab*

Happy Birthday Boys Keep the Faith

A FeHow Manna

LOST MY HISTOP.Y NOTEBOOK ^Ptease

return by caning Stephen M SiB-tea,

$Reward'

PINK-FRAMED GLASSES teat rm almost

bJ,nd without them Please heto me locate

54*1969

PINK
purple

green
Wootrich

, M

what happineas reeBy meena
The love we share

mates Ma so sweet

together we » always be

Four years » tust the begmmng of our

lorever I tove vou Happy Arwwersary'

Love Always Donna

LISA DICKINSON
Happy B Day
There are no ducM or mma

Happy Nov 9 from

S Cat I "Mas you
more than you
know Trtonkator

everything

Love
Pa»nc»

SMURPHlSJf "

>n
Hares to your vmjin crawl to Bags

Wea»,iae' Sw.m valley toves you' Happy

B-Day Love KLN U/ K.m ft Gretchen

PS rsthatasuDinyourpocoetorRUiust

happy to swill wrth us

STACCA
Are you si

Please don't be'

Love
laBM

STACEY

SERVICES

DO VOU KNOW THE TIME' A rteh bat

tarns and fun ieweky rep«r <****•

liiai scene Deenvta. the finest gifts

0Mato0OMl2t$4North Pteaaant Street

Xmhersl 253 3324

HOLIDAY BOOKING sen.ng out' Campus

Travel on Campus 545-OS00

PREGNANT-*
Need a pregnancy teat mtormMion or sup

port? Caa to> tree and conhdenhM sarvcea

ALT«M4ATTVE»33Me«iSt Northampton

56*3000

PROFESSIONAL PAPERS. INC

Corr^utoMOjd research MxatyM subtr^s

levels a topics Can 4 research oyJo MC
V^»»^7T*0*447 243i

10635
Janta

Monica BNd !-20H W Loa Angeles C*

90025

STEREO/AUDIO/VIOEO

USEO stereo cornpone

l.i-i'Uiotesiicinn' audio We r

trade Quality guaranteed grea' c

Dela'led hat available 10*V 9pm
,".h 1m4 1

can

HELP WANTED

HEATWAVE VACATIONS. INC • tootting

for Campus Representatives lor Spring

Break 199t Top doHai commissions' Con

tact Gregory at 800-395-WAVE

INTELLIGENCE JOBS All branches Now

h"r!ng Call 1.805-667-6000 M K 9616

WANTED Enthusiastic individual or stu

dent orgam/ation lo promote spring break

destination for 1991 Earn commissions

free trips and valuable worn e.penence

Apply now" Call Student Travel Service at

1 80*265 1799

INSTRUCTION

EARN CREDIT SCUBA DIVING

2 credrt basic and advanced courses offered

both semesters at Curry Hk*s pool

2 credit sport courses to Key Largo during

mtersesston. spring break, and end of

Register for a« courses through the General

Physical Education Department

Further .ntormation at Curry Hicks poo

Monday through Thursday 7PM- 10PM or

call Protect Deep 549*401

54*0468

SILVER NAME BRACELET *m Adam

enoraved on it Greet sentimental value

Please can 54*3066 and leave a message

STOLEN?
Brown leather packet from Logtown ho

11 2 90
Reward $ for return

No que* asked
253^9495

JARI
Tontghl is

going to be
great""'

Happy 20th

Love, your

Housemates

PERSONALS

ALLI.
Your 2 1st birthday is fmatiy here

Happy Birthday

Joey

AND A BIG HAPPY BIRTHDAY TO

Aaron' Jarrett Lrsat 1 RA)' Mara' flues ).

Roushan' (Sun )

Oh my head 1 Its birthday test 90'

'Have tun 1

Love. (Lil'l Jac-qui

ERIK. ...

This past year with you has been one of me
happiest of my life I love you

Laura

GET PSYCHED' SUPER PSYCHED!
I ve never fell so alive and psyched' ha

HA HA'
The Phantom

P S The Phantom supports the

Morrison Agenda

HAPPY 18TH BIRTHDAY
Amy ft Ann Ford

From
Karri ft Linell

HAPPY 20TH HOBBIT!

See you at the Misty MTNS
Love. Gollum

MARC
(There are no words strong enough! to ex-

press how much I Love Vou I

Waiting for Friday mght Always Judy

MARIE SANDERSON- Have a fantastic^.r

•hdav'" Now the question is do you think

Lou can take the time out of your busy

schedule to enioy » Happy Birthday' Love.

Tewft

Ann mat- Have a great birthday' Don t get

too OOC and control your cravings for

chocolate and that certain man' Love.

Chevy

MILES
Happy 20th B>f
One more year to go'

I love you man
Love always
Kim

MORRISON IS GOD:
This is not a )oke Worship Jim or die

Break on thru

P S The anti Jim sent Manson lo try and

kill all prophets of Jim Thankfully he got

the wrong people

NICOLE.
Happy 2lst Birthday 1

You may have made n through some rougn

nights of partying, but let s see if you can

survive tonight What are friends for 1

Love
Claudme

OH ACES LISA 0. ITS your 20th t»nhday

Round up the Ambush and live it up

Love. Beethie and the Mouth

ONE YEAR1 Thank you. Laura for precious

time I love you' -Enk

PRINCESS
The past 4 years have been very special

I'm glad mat you ve been with me especial

ty the past 2 months I want you to know that

I love you and always will tor the rest Of our

Ki

LOae. MM
TBUNS YOU BLONDE ALASKAN BOMB
SHELL **o I me! m nahr chased to Alaska

and who » here from dragon l Love You

Wickedly D

TO A
Tu me hales caiiente'

Te queiro comer'

Today ! woke up at*

dreaming of you
Fiom B

TO THE BEAUTIFUL long-hatred dirty

oSnda m Worcester DC 4PM Yo Baby

Were you talking to me? I m sorry i dtdn t

know Try me again ipiease't

Hat and glasses

WAYNE" Happy Anniversary Sweetheart'

I cant believe it but we made .! Thank you

lor these two great years I love you' (Te

quiero mucho mi babe) Maggy

VAH-MON"
Happy Birthday Yaet'

We love you'

The Crabnee Gang

PROFESSIONAL OJ S

LA2ER TECH AUOIO available for your

dance dorm party or house party Great

?ates great DJTs Can 323 7801 soon

ROB FROM AEII- is it you I see on MWFs
It so let s talk Fae from the bonfire

RIDE WANTEO

TO ALBANY. NY OR AREA on Nov 9 or

10 Will pay expenses Call Kay 25*0967

TO NYC on Fn 1 1/9 or Sat 1 1/10 Will share

expenses Please call ASAP 54*0043

ROOMMATES WANTED

FEMALE NONSMOKER wanted to share

room 54*0038 for December 1

QRAD STUOENTS SEEK housemate

Huge room nice house near UMass <u *

$?55 549 7938 54*7999

STUDY ABROAD

SPANISH IN GUATEMALA
Can 505 242 3194

TRAVEL

GOING TO NYC FOR THANKSGIVING'

, bus lor $15 seen way- D

Save time and money
Can for more mfo 54*6654

PLANE TICKET ONEWAY
Boston- Ft Laude'dale

Dec 22 $115
*4882

WAKE-N-BAKE!!! Spring Break in

jama,ca/Cancun from $449T" Book early

and save $30 navel with the best

1-900 42*7710

TYPING

FAST ACCURATE ON-CAMPUS
Spe« check $1 50/pg

Call Ashley at 54*1612

WORDPROCESSING: Dissertations

papers A«ordabte dep^tsWe
Mac/LP on-campus Nancy 564-7924

WORDPROCESSING REPORTS.
es Theses Graphics. Laser Pnn

ting Call Rose' ?86

WANTED

OATE FOR SORORITY FORMAL^^

im5'7 Like Doonesbury J udies. Thomas

Hardy Football Aerob.cs LA Law

You are Tail <un wtty outgoing good

dancer
Call 54*1394

TUTOR M4
Main 121 and Acctg 22'

ASAP' Will Pay
6-0424



SPORTS
win

By TAMIR UPTON
Collegian Staff

Th» University of Massachusetts and University ofCon-

nltTcm reuThockey teams battled one another tooth and

S threw evervthinB but the kitchen smk at each other

£n'stS for 2r,de made save for save, matched shot

fnr shot and still, after 100 minutes, yesterday s NCAA

fi^fround Tournament game came down to penalty

tZ no, un,.l then^^^^T

r%L"" clch Pan, H,xon. 'When ,fs one game, you tend

^gori defense we could get the shutout I felt that it

would probably go to strokes.

Water polo

at Easterns
Bv JOE DEGLORIA

lllgtll correspondent

This weekends Eastern Championship

Tournament is the last obstacle for the

Universuv of Massachusetts water polo

,,am to am*m If it is going to reach the

hampionsh.ps at Long B«

tornia. u v •«

Mass <l5-7» took second at the New

England Championships last weekend, ear

nmg the third seed at the Eastern^ The

first and second seed* are Brown,

and Navjr

The top two teams in the threeTound

event are assured an invitation to the Na-

tional Championships at Long Beach

t'Mass will face Harvard, which the

Minutemen have beaten m two of three

meetings this season, in the first round

R e are reallv pumped up for this, l

think we are playing our best polo and we

are going to go all-out I Mass coach Russ

Yarworth said.

We will be favored, but they will be up

for that game and we have to play our ab

«olute best against them" Yat-worth said.

The winner of the I Ma- Harvard game

will plav the vkt« of the N.iv> Arkansas

matchup, which will most likely be Navy.

In other news from the UMass water p

camp, senior -Ion Miller was named first

n All New England .Brian M I
and

Todd Larsen made the second team ro

and G T Ladd received honorable mention

Miller has scored 64 goals and racked up

29 saves. This is his second consecutive

vear on the first team. McCiver .cored 26

times and has 15 assists Larsen has a 49

percent save ratio Ladd has been the

backbone of the strong UMass defense.

CONTINUED ON PAGE 10

UMass forward Dawn Trumbauer took the first
j
penab

tv stroke aid cleanly beat Tiley to the stick side. The goal

gave UMass a 1-0 lead during the ^rokeB.

"I didn't feel too much pressure. Trumbauer saio

-After U went ,n, I was relieved that we were finally

a
UConn forward Patsy Rinehimer tried to tie the score

but UMass goalie Philippa Scott «*°*g*™-
who

th^pena^trokes. Carney hoisted one into the upper

eft coWthat brought the Huskies withinone,2 L But

that was as close as UConn would come, Scott came up

with two mote thwarting UConn s bid to upset

U
^had confidence in all the strokers. and I knew all I

hJ to do was do mv job." Scott said. "Dawn s goal took

a lot of pressure off of me. I was a bit nervous because

I've beenhavmg trouble w.th penalty strokes, because I , .

^DurnTthe^r^. their goal keeper came up w.th

some verV big saves." Stevens said. They had many more

William Herndon and the UMass basketball team will

Jrimm.gr the USSR Trade Union team tonight at the

Cage. Tipoff is 7:30 p.m.

that Tiley kicked away.

UConn had the game's best scoring^WJt^ £
^nation Forward Colleen Carney had only Scott

beat w it three other forwards open on the wing to pas,

^buT she elected to shoot and Scott made a pad save.

F^r a moment it was as if the UMass defense disappeared.

^SAtC they would come ,n and play with

a lot of emotion."H^^^^^
difficult games we ve had to pla> Decau. e

was there."

Next up for the Minutewomen in the quarterfinals is

Old Dominion this Sunday *" V,rginuv

•I think ODU is the most balanced team that WW
played

/' Hixon said. "Well have to play exceptional*

well to beat them."

Minutemen face

Villanova for

YanCon crown
By SAM SILVERSTEIN
Collegian Staff

Saturday's date with Villa iK^,"?"'
Stadium U. the game of the season K.ckofl HI 1 p.m.

Atadth.Un,v,rs^ of Mnasacht. Othell U

hal p ayed several gome, ../ **— r ,st came a

at Holy Cross and a payback trouncing of Maine. t««

1ms that had beat up on UMam in recent year,.Then,

three weeks ago. the Minutemen became the first team

m *rhool history to beat Delawa

Buit Si. in, t£ words of senior safety Vaughn William.

l

\ :M^^No. 5 team ,n the country and 6-0 in the

YankLconference. ,s already assured of at least a sha:

of heTitle three teams trail at 4 2. including Villanova

andIw two games left ,n the regular season the

Minutemen would could end the suspense this weekend

W
VUhan^a. however. - m-eakmg The Wildcats lost tv

of their ftrst three Yankee Conference gwnee. hut be

"[„«In three straight, including a 10 7 Mm* «*

New Hampshire 1
irdav

\ hard hm.ng defence ha- keyed the so. mrtjck

() ;, t
i, .monhad«hr,e,ntem-pt,nnsi k again

New Hampshire, as IN 1 1 . » held to its I
I*

' TTluVl^uTo^n^ Coordinator Ml
M^'^nh^Udc^hl^al., normally hu, w„. turn

up, he pressure a notch to tr> and rati • nan quart.,

Sck See McOovern, who will start t.-rUMa^

A hln/ .- alwav a ng play, and we tell our guys it s

a biff Dlav for us." McConnell said.

McCk vem showed the ability to scramble away from

pressure in last weeks 26-9 win at Richmond, where he

came on for starter Tom Fasano in the second half. Faaano

CONTINUED ON PAGS Tl
percent save ratio Ladd has been the I sc™m«»«K- — ~~~

CONTINUED ON PAGE Tl

KcSone of the strong UMass defense | Cage. Tipoff «s 7.30 p.m.
1 * w»Vn4»

Hood teams open exhibition season tonightn™M^™L,£* m Soviet, . in— certain Czec* OaUeye
„ »

1--H— faat-narpd II

Bv SAM SILVERSTEIN
Collegian staff

The USSR Trad- I fttlOB Basketball team,

off an 86-70 win at Penn 9tate Wednt -day

will scrimmage the Unieeraity of

tu tonight at the I • •
W

pm I

The M.nutemen will be without junior

guard Jim McCoy, the leam'a toMting

rer and a f U» All-Atlantic 10

selection, who is recovering from a wriOUi

viral infection Also, Guard Anton Brown

has a sore back and is questionable.

Several members of the Soviet squad, in

eluding center Victor Pankrashkin. were

on the 1988 Soviet Olympic team that won

the gold medal. Sergey Bobkov. nab foot

six guard who notched eight three poi-

in a loss to Temple last week, is hilled as

the second best three point shooter in the

Soviet Union

The Soviets plav a tvpically fast-paced in

,,, national style, with an emphasis on

puahing the hall quickly up the court and

hooting three poinlerv

I'M .eh -John Caliper! mM be U

focusing his attention OB impro%ing his

own team.

Hi be kioking at our mt«-nsit> end©

|)(
. titl ,, a.

i been battling again

. good, but now it'aaq

t,,,,, of whether well compete again*

anotb
• (alipan said.

•'That will tell the tal»- of what kind 01

u m this is going to be. Not if we win or

this game, hut whether we II go out

and fight like heck to try and beat them

Game Notes: A valid student ID i« your

ticket into the Cage ( alipari said he has

„„t d« idea if'7 foot 2 freshman Jeff M-

will -it out this season, 'if you see him out

then [tonight], then you'll know my ieti

lion," Caliper! said

Bv GREG SUKIENNIK
Collegian Staff

Unmrsitv of Massachusetts women's

basketball coach Kathy llewelt \* hoping

|,„ two things for her team in tonight - ex

hih.tion against the Ru/omberok Sport-

Club ol Chechoslovakia. fo$C P m ( urrv

Hicks Cagi

Number one is experierv

-We have a v.rv young team, and thii

scrimmage provides our younger playei-

with verv valuable experience,'' Hewelt

said This game should be a good reality

check for M ."

Number two, according to Hewelt. is that

the Minutewomen ". play hard, get our

transition game going, and have some fun

with it

"

Little is known of Ruzomberok, except

that th« an "Wry, very good," Hewelt

said. Hewelt cited guard lveta Biehkova

and forwards Milena Razgova and

Katarma Pavukova as Ruzomberok s mam

s( tiring thre

For I'M v plavers return from I

year'i o-MoreraUJ 17 Atlantic lOteam

Keybora McCttriter, UMaei only

ndtalh-tplaveratofoot2.isthe

taam'i lending returnee in pointB

game rehounoa pei gam.-. m>W \ and fi« H

goal percentage

Hew.dt is hopeful that Trish Riely and

Jenny Mora*, who were both redahirted

vear, can come back strong this
J

She is also hoping that this yea.

recruiting class I an step up to the

challenge of rebuilding the program,

though "it's still too early to tell who'll W P

in." Hewelt said

Hewelt did not annoum | who \sould st.n !

tonight for UMass.

WEATHER EDITORIAL SPORTS

Another chappy kind-o

day with mostly clear,

windy and cold skies.

Temps in the 30s.

Read what Meredith

O'Brien has to say

about poverty in

America. Pag^ 7.

The field hockey team

was ousted from the

NCAA Tournament by

Old Dominion. Page 20.
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Iraq says it may attend proposed Arab summit
™ t "it If;» llmiiiiin*«

By JOCELYN NOVECK
The Amoeiatad Rn

Iraq has said it might attend a proposed Arab summit

aimed at avoiding war in the Persian Gulf, but only if the

meeting also deals with the Arab Israeli dispute

King Hassan of Morocco proposed the emergency sum

nut Sunday as a Mast cham peace.

There were new signs, meanwhile, of cracks in the

alliance against Iraq Egypt's President Hosm Mubarak

- limited >esterda> as saying that Egyptian soldiers will

not enter Iraq e\en if I'S and other troops attack

[fa said his troops could, however, enter Kuwait as a

peacekeeping forct

At the same time, the European community said it

WOaM urge Baghdad be consulted in advance on the agen

da. that the timing and location be chosen so Saddam

could attend, and that the agenda include not just the gull

, •, isis but all Middle East issues - including the Palest

i

man question

The council, led by Iraqi President Saddam Hussein, ntao

Miggested it would not allow certain top.es to be discuss

. d It did not specify which ones

"The proposed summit should not be part of efforts to

prepare the political theater as a COW tot Am. man ag

gnession against Iraq and the Arab natum.'' the »t.u. -incut

said

In Tunis, the Palestinian I ,il>. t ..turn Organization

.ssued a statement saying M agreed erith King Hassan's

initiate

ddam has long demanded that a solution to thecris..

D8 linked to the Palest mum tSBW Me natk the offer short

lv after hi> Aug 2 invasion of Kuwait

King HaSSai) suggested that the summit be held in

Rabat, the Morrneaa capital, in s sreek But he -»i<l he

weald attend a summit wh.rev.r it might be held

Morocco, outspoken among Arah nations m condemn

ing the traqj invasion, has committed motv than 1
J(MI

soldiers to theVM led multinational I aSaudi

Ai ihia

In an mterM.w with British television

urged dialogue on the eruns and said he did not believe

the world was united against htm

ROTC ends 24-hour vigil
American prisoners of war, MIAs honored
B% ALEX DERING
Collegian fori, spondent

Air Pores ROTC i
•' '!>.• Uniw

I Massachusrtt- Staled 24 hour vigil

Fnda\ to honor American prisoners ot w.n

nd Umsjj who are still missing in action

Beginning at 4 pm on Thursday in front

Memorial Hall, more than 20 cadets

from Arnold Air Society, a voluntary ser

organization affiliated *ith AFBOTV.
ntton the entrance of

a tent pitched next to Memorial Hall

A candlelight vigil was held at 7 p m in

>ide the tent Chaplain Charles Hon
who teacfaes business ethics at the School

of Management, spoke hrieflv

CONIINUED ON PAGE A

AC panel discusses

minority representation

Cnllririnn phfX" h> l)«in<1i Ahrurn

Officers form the Air Force ROTC participate in Thursday nights vigil

in front of Memorial Hall to honor the prisoners of war and missing in

action of Southeast Asia.

B> CHRIS MUTHCT
Collegian stall

A group uf students fiamltj and ed

ministrators at Amherst College said

the college is not doing enough to attract

minontN students in I pan.d dJeCUSSSOn

In S di i Sunday in Convt

Hall, a panel of alumni and mmoritv

student- told an audiem* si more than

r,(i that the School iS lacking minority

i.pr. .ntation in faculty and staff

ording to one itudsnt organi

out of the coll- «nhy, -in are

black and of these, foUl IR tenured

Ma* DeCembre, aretideal of

the Black Student Cnion. said of the

IJM Itttdsntl at Amherst College

are Black. 147 are Asian and 1<>7 an

Latino

Rhe -ud the percentage ot minority

stll : ,t the the school has dropped

from B B percent in 1V»77 7^ to B s fx-r

cent this year

According to DeCambre. the Black

Student Union is sponsoring Project K

and R< recruitment and retention). The

program has called on the administn

Hon to hire more Black faculty and Stag

to increas*^ tenure among the present

minority faculty and to promote Blacks

to higher positions in the

administration.

The group is also requesting minori

-indents appointed to a search com

mitt.-e to fill tacultv po-.lion- at the

school

Amherst College President Petei

Pouncy refuted charges ot r .ci-m. but

ed the collage needs to be mo».

in th. eres of minority student

reci uitment

Hedef nd d .dmim-tration d-

m hiring faculty, claiming tin

shortage miw >cultj in the

count ia

competed f«»r gioup in the count r\ he

-.ml

Pouiua added that the school's bin

.,„ ,,, ;• n g minorit)

nnrnbers at Uw college

Main students at the forum -aid thev

have had lo take the initiative to in

..t the coll.

mdents are doing the work of the

college Iforequahtv i. .aid one student

who added that the work should In- done

by administrator- md UlOJ king

together
Other students at the forum voiced the

Snsns concern Sosne said without stu

dent effort, minority awareness uould

be ignored

Students also VOSCed I on.et n lot star

ting more minority organizations on

unpus.

action OI r»ou»ntrH»* nsio. #

Minutemen slosh to Yankee Conference title with 3-0 win
XTJ- AA-**"*-^^ — I JBEMBBBBBMBBBV—V_1H ...,m nl..i.. ..ml short ot the entl /on.- I Mass

Collririnn phol" hy Aiiron Wrhwtrr

Lance Neveling (19), Matt Rajotte (40), Glenn Harding (89) and Mark Pom-

pi (53) celebrate after making a tackle on kickoff coverage action during

Saturday's 3-0 win over Villanova.

By SAM SILVERSTEIN
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts football

team won its third Yankee Conference ti

tie in five seasons Saturday as Man..

Gabrielli's 24 vard field goal with less than

a minute left in the first half edged the

Minutemen past Villanova 3 at muddy

McGuirk Alumni Stadium

The win clinched the league title outright

for the Minutemen (8 1,70 in the Yankee

Conferencei and secured them a spot in th**

Division 1 AA playoffs, which begin Nov

24. The Minutemen will play for their first

undefeated regular season since 196:1

Saturday at New Hampshire.

Villanova (5 5, 4 3) had the ball at mid

field with 20 seconds lea, but two heaves

from quarterback Brad Parpan fell in

complete and short of t he end /our UM
players rushed onto the field to celeb-

in the three inch thick mud as the final

MM onds Of the game ran off the clock

"Our entire football team has a lot of

courage and guts," coach Jim Keid said

These kids, these men, have worked

hard."

With both teams slowed to S CI B* I o> the

leather. ( .abnellis field goal srasthe plav

Of the game. Hon Blauvelt handled the

snap cleanly, and I labrielli sloshed through

two and a half vards of mud to kick a low.

straight drive through the goalposts

"I found a little piece of grass and I told

IBlauveltl 10 try and get the ball M that

spot." Gabrielli said.

"As soon as it went through 1 turned to

the sideline and said that's it, those are the

( 'NllNUEl' ON PAGE 20
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=For Your Information=
TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 13

Career Day - Sponsored by the

Undergraduate Business Club, Campus Center

Auditorium and CC 163C, 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. Ad-

mission is free.

Lecture - lqbal Ahmed will speak in the Cam-

pus Center Auditorium from 7:30 p.m. to 9 p.m.

Sponsored by the South Asian Club. Admission

Dance Performance - "From Russia to Israel

with Love" will be at Bowker Auditorium from

8 p.m.10 p.m. Admission is $3 for Hillel

students, $5 for general students, and $10 for

the general public. Sponsored by Hillel.

Senior Portraits - Sponsored by the Index, CC

177, 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. This is free.

National Student Exchange - The National

Student Exchange will be holding an informa-

tion session on Tuesday, November 13, from 4-5

p m. in Campus Center room 162. Apphcatons

are for Fall '91 and/or Spring '92, and are due

March 1. Restricted School applications are due

bv the end of the semester.

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 14

Information Session - CASIAC will be

holding a pre-registration information meeting

at 7 p m. in Machmer E-35 to answer questions

abut course selection and general education re-

quirements. All students are welcome to attend

Meeting - The UMass skateboarding club

will be holding a general meeting in the Radical

Student Union Office (above the mini-store in

the Student Union) at 7:30 p.m. For more in-

formation call Bill at 546-1715 or Pete at

546-6897.

Lecture - Deborah Tannen, sponsored by the

Distinguished Visitors program, Campus

Center Auditorium, 8 p.m. to 10 p.m. Admis-

sion is free.

Lecture - John Rittenhouse will speak on

Satanism in the Student Union Ballroom from

7 p.m. to 11 p.m. Admission is free. Sponsored

by Campus Crusade for Christ.

Rally - A rally in support for U.S. troops in

the Persian Gulf will by held on the Student

Union Steps, from 12 to 1 p.m. Sponsored by the

Republican Club.

State of the Council - Sponsored by

Panhellenic Council, will be held in CC 1009,

from 7 to 10 p.m. Admission is free.

Senate Meeting - Sponsored by Senate Opera-

tions, CC 163C, 7 p.m. to 12 a.m.

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 15

General Meeting - There will be a general

meeting of the Radical Student Union in the

Radical Student Union Office in the Student

Union Building (above the mini-store) at 6:30

p.m. For more information, call Pete at

546-6897.

Las Vegas Night - Sponsored by Alpha Phi

Omega. This will be held in the Campus Center

Auditorim from 7 p.m. to 12 a.m. Admission is

$3 per person.

Initiation Banquet - Beta Alpha Psi is spon

soring this banquet, which will be held in CC

1009, starting at 7:30 p.m. The cost is $35 firm,

but there's a discount price of $20 for students

and faculty. .. . pr ano
Fi lm _ The LBGA will show a film in CC 8Ud

from 7 to 10 p.m. Admission is free.

Information Session - Teach for America, an

organization that trains and places promising

college graduates in teaching positions in in-

ner city and rural school districts, will have an

information session in the Mather Career

Center from 7 to 8:30 p.m. People of color, bil-

ingual students, land students with

backgrounds in math, sciences, and foreign

languages are encouraged to get involved.

FIRDAY, NOVEMBER 16

Dance - Sponsored by the Asian American

Student Association. The dance will be held in

the Campus Center Auditorium, from 9 p.m. to

1 a m. Admission is $3 per person.

Cape Verdean Night - Sponsored by the Cape

Verdean Student Alliance, Bluewall Cafe, 7

p.m. to 1 a.m. Free.

SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 18

Cut-a-thon - A cut-a-thon benefit for the

Everywoman's center will be held from 11 a.m.

to 5 pm. at the Hair East hair salon in

Amherst. Haircuts will cost $10 and all pro-

ceeds will help restore the counseling services

at the Everywoman's Center. Hair East is

located at 103 N. Pleasant Street, in Amherst,

next to Bart's Ice Cream.

m#\*^ **&& mm^Ww"

Ci^tir inn I University of
Oxei 100| Massachusette
Courses! | at Amherst

Winter
Session

Almost half

meet gen. ed.

requirements.

THE UNDERGRADUATE BUSINESS CLUB PRESENTS,

CAREER DAY 1990
TODAY

Time? 1:00 5:00 p.m.

Where? Campus Center Auditorium

Mail Registration—November 10 IMember 12

All mail registrations must be sent via U.S. mail

and be postmarked ho earlier than November 10.

(Do not use ( ampus mail.)

Walk-in Registration—

November 26-January 7

Room 615 Goodell Building

Registrations are processed in the order in which

they an- received, so register early!

Classes start January .'*, 1991.

For more information, contact the Division

of Continuing Education, Goodell Building,

or call 5 15-2 til.

1
to

ly? find Out About 35 Major Firms

/.AT&T • NCR ^
Jf • IBM • Caldor
* 'GE -Bull HN

*Also the Co-Op and International Programs

Office win be there to talk about opportunities

LOCAL
Weld and Cellucci
support gay rights

I

oHt-giun |>h<««» »»» .Irff IMUnri

Local gu««H toured the Hadley Farm Saturday to show another

positive- facet of the University of Massachusetts to the eommumt>. |

By ALI WOOLWICH
Collegian Staff

Governor elect William Weld staited his

first week in office by affirming his com

nutment to gay civil rights

Wold and Lieutenant Governor Paul

Cellucci visited a new AIDS Hospice in

Boston last week and reiterated their sup

port for funding of AIDS research and

education

"Weld was opposed to

the (Gay Civil Rights) bill

when it was in the

Legislature, but he wouldn't

do anything to it as gover-

nor."

-Jay Carter, a UMass
student

During his campaign. Weld made an et

tort to address concerns ot tin- ^av com

mumtv Although Weld was origmallv Of

posed to the Gay Civil Rights Um when

he wa> 1'nited State- Attorney General,

after teaming up with Cellucci. I chiet"-up

porter "f the km .
Weld Hated ha his cam

,,e.„ that hfl Ml pro gay right* and th.it

he would oppose any mow' to ap|>eal the

law

TheGaj Civil Bight* Las *
m

November 1088 Mthougti there were

right winn efforts to bring the law to public

referendum and thereby poosmrj appeal »t

the case went to the courts and the state

Supreme Court ruled that .1 dum

would be unconstitutional.

The law prohibits discrimination on the

hasis of sexual orientation in the areas ot

credit, employment, housing and ac-

comodations (which include hotel*.

restaurants. and public rooms'

M lachueetti is the second state in the

country, after Wisconsin, to ratify a Gay

Civil Rights Law

Weld also met with a group ol leader-

from the ^ay community during bis cam

paign to exchange ideas and to let them

know that his office would be accessihle

After the election results were in. mam
students breathed a sigh of relief .l..\

Carter, a I'niversitv o| MowrhllWtK attl

dent, said that he voted for Weld been,

he knew that "Weld W»Opposed to the bill

When it was m the legislature, hut he

wouldn't do anything to overturn it

govern-

Bu// Harrii 1 UW 1,i,m aW
'

"'

mi itttdent al Boston Universitj when

John Silo. president, he constantly

dd outrageously homophobic things in

public. 1 knew that Weld was relat. m-K OB

posed [to the (lax Civil Rights Law |. but I

Would have VOtod for almost am one rathe,

than Silb.

The Greater Boston -
'• Ml

Alliance endorsed Weld and Cellucci d

tog th.u campaign Although the

Massachuset- wan Ptolil

I
, bdnOt endorse a can

T
lion that w.td - efforts arc •« positive sign

tor (In next lour JTOS1

Fducational departments discuss proposed termination
riaUtdllUlim w^*r«

.# . , • • Professional Preparation Program angered
CHE faculty meet proposal with confusion m rroressionui H

Bv LAVINIA GAMMON
Collegian StafT

The University administration's propos

ed termination of the Community Health

Education program, an integral part of the

school of Public Health, has been met with

.onfusion by this departments facultv

"1 am puzzled as to why this program is

targeted for elimination." said Ted Chen,

a professor in the CHE program "The CHE
program has achieved excellence in facul

tv research."

Chen cited the fact that the program'-

(unity members are currently involved in

a $4 million cancer research project with

the National Cancer Institute, with $1

million of that money which is overhead

that goes to the University

"Eliminating this program is not cost of

ficient." Chen said.

If the proposed termination goes through.

theCHE program will be eliminated as of

the fall 1991 semester

According to ('hen. the CHE program.

besides being profitable to the University.

is an important service for the community

"This program is the BCtioO arm of Public

ll.alth. It reaches all parts of the communi

t v including school children, and the elder

Chea said.

The CHE program educates the public

about AIDS, drug addiction, environmen

tal health problems and teenage pregnan

, y It is concerned with teaching and pro

meting public health protection

Chen behovesCHE is being targeted for

elimination because the administration us

ed the undergraduate teaching criteria in

its division Part of the Univer-itv "

criteria for cutting I department is the

ratio of undergraduate students to faculty

members, according to the administration

The CHE program has a very low

undergraduate student ratio, with only

soven undergraduates per faculty member

Chen said the reason for this is the CHE,

while having some undergraduate

students, is primarily I graduate program

The CHE program, whose students make

up approxunatelv one third of the school

of Public Health, has four faculty members,

three of whom are tenured. 4f> graduate

students and :«» undergraduate

Dr George Cernaba. chairperson of the

CHE program, said that if the proposed

elimination goes through all the (TIE

la.ultv. including tenured faculty, will be

terminated bv the Fall semester of 1991.

CONTINUED ON PAGE 8

B, MARK HENSLEY
Collegian Staff

In the School of Education, the proposed

elimination of the Professional Preparation

Program comes as no surprise to Depart

ment Head Larry Locke, although he is

angered by the I'niversitv of

Massachusetts administration'* handling

of the situation.

If the administration's proposal i >p

proved, the program's six faculty, fo<

whom are tenured, will be fired Bf

September 1. 1991 The program graduates

15 20 undergraduates per year and

presentlv has 11 doctoral students and 8

masters candidates enrolled in it

Locke accused the administration of us

ing data which "they and we ktSSW

false" in justifying his depart ment-

termmation
He said that the administration s ac<

turn that 40 percent of Professional

Preparation Program facultv is not "engag-

ed in productive scholarship
- '

misrepresentation of the fact- Locke odd

ed that 100 percent of the program's facul

tv who hold doctorates publish

\n institution which aspires to b

flagship university should be able i

die its dir(\ work with class. Lacks -aid

I WOUld have been much happier just be

iOg told we were feSO small instead the

administration OOoked the data

The Professional Preparation Program,

which trains teachers how to teach pin

education, was described by L<« ke •- OSM

of the heal m the nation

"Everyone knows we're one of the lH«st

in (he country We don't need to prOVS

I
W. re built Kb

Swiss watch.

Unke said their first priority I

the doctoral student- who Ii.im- little or no

hility of transferring it the program

is.ut The M-eond priority would I*

the current juniors who are enrolled in the

program.
,nt battle is to get the ad

ministration to allow us to continue the

muhngiadunte program for aaothei n

he said, although he refused comment .

to the current state of then negotiation-

with the administration

Although Locks believe- the admimstra

tion could have handled (he cut-- with bet

ter 'style.'' he acknowledged the dif

ficultics the I'niversitv administrators

were facing
WTINUFO ON PA'

tv including school children, and the eldei # ^•^^.r, 4-r\ WlAnf
English Club offers a place for enghsh majors to meet

^ ™„l ,W.. TO iHpas and orinciples. But the English depart "f.***
,h,n* s

, f u..,, . h .. ,l,.h should

Bv JULIE KOTS1KAS
Collegian Correspondent

The Undergraduate English Club. I newly organized

club for English majors at the University of

Massachusetts, offers a place for people in the English ma-

jor „, discuss common links, according to the club I

"Michelle Morse. 21. a UMass senior, explained that the

clubs purpose is to be an informal workshop and gather-

ing Place for students interested in literature.

•I had , hard time understanding Shakespeare Morse

sain I wish someone had been there to help ™e through

„. to hold my hand, so to speak, and explain the text to

""Morse along with junior Cynthia Rapache and seniors

Liz NeTson and Joseph Kenneally. said she thought about

fi^minaa club last semester when she realized other ma-

jors had organisations where students could get together

and discuss ideas and principles But the English depart

ment had no organization in existence

She wants the club to be available to all majors and pnv

vide assistance and ideas for understanding texts and

writing papers, as well as a means of socializing among

students with the same interests and academic difficulties

•English majors are always looking for paper readers

and it's difficult to find friends or roommates who read

works (of literaturel and understand them.' Morse said

Morse said she talked to a number of English majors

and faculty members who seemed enthusiastic to the idea

Undergraduate English Advising Director Professor

Vincent DiMarco will serve as the departmental link to

the group and provide feedback and guidance.

Professor DiMarco said an undergraduate English club

existed about 15 years ago. but it died out over time. He

explained clubs such as these are "desirable but difficult

to sustain because so many students work and take five

courses, and ifyou have a job. there just isn't enough time

for other things

'If there is enough real interest . then the club should

approach the office and 1 will lobby to gel then, some seed

money to fund Special projects, ' D.Marco said

Accondng to DiMarco. there are between BOO and SOU

majors, and the English department can sometimes ap

peal to get funds for the department on I -catch as catch

can basis

Morse wants the club to become a Registered Student

Organization because, she thinks it could attract more poo,

pie to it and would make the club a "long standing

association

Morse and Rapache said they are going to try to obtain

permission to set up a booth and mil coffee and breakfast

items in the mornings, as other departmental organi/a

tions do. to raise money for the club

"A history major who is taking an English class and

having problems with Dante or Shakespeare should be

able to come in and talk about it." Morse said
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integrity is doing the right thing, even

when it costs you personally," he said.

-We're not here to glorify war. We're not

here to remember people who got killed or

celebrate those who weren't.

-We're here to remember people who did

what they believe to be the right thing even

though it cost."

Horvath explained that the candles were

to demonstrate support for those who still

listed as unaccounted.

'[One] thing the POWs say is that know-

ing that somebody remembered was very

,mportant," he said. "That's what these

candles are for. that's what we're here for.

To remember human beings, doing

everything they can, to stay human.

"To remember human beings who also

did what they thought was right just as we

are called, whether in the military or as

civilians, to do what we believe is right.

And that's worth honoring at any time."

There are 2302 Americans still unac-

counted for as a result of U.S. involvement

in Southeast Asian, according to the July

1990 POW MIA Factbook, issued by the

Department of Defense.

Of those, 1190 are classified as

POW/MIAs. There are 1112 classified as

killed in action/body not recovered. Fifty-

seven of the unaccounted were servicemen

from Massachusei

Included in the more than 2000

American POWs and MIAs are 42

civilians.
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UMASS School of Management Career Fair on:
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KEEBLER
COOKIES

Annual 5-College Hillel Concert

ft

TROPICANA
TWISTER

2/99c

€ ^?V All Varieties 10 02 4 flavors

FROM

to ISRAEL
WITH LOVE 11

CRISTALLENE

V2 liter

SWANSON'SPIES

79c
Chicken Turkey

Beet

Frozen Pot Pies

OODLES of

NOODLES

3/89C

All Flavors

\

KELLOG'S
SAVE 40c

POP TARTS

$1.49

All Varieties

Coupon
$2.00 OFF
Regular Price

ANY
UMASS

.SWEATSHIRT...
Coupon valid through 12/21/90

a concert by Russian musicians and performers

recent immigrants to Israel

FEATURING
...virtuoso musicians and singers

...traditional Russian Instruments

...Russian Jewish songs of protest and freedom

TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 13, 8PM
BOWKER AUDITORIUM/UMASS

S10-GEN. ADMISSION 55-STUDENT

Tickets available at door or to reserve tickets call 545 r511

Call tor more into: 549-1710

"

Sale Items ExcludedOne Coupon per Customer
Sale Prices valid Through Saturday Nov 24

Five Colleges to protest Clay
Comedian 's routine seen as controversial
By KENDRA PRATT
Collegian Staff

Various organizations from the Five College area plan

to picket Andrew Dice Clay's performance in Hartford on

Nov. 17 to protest what they call "a night of stand-up hate

'comedy."

"Most of all stand-up comedy performances are con-

troversial as an art form." said Linda Wehwes, a Univer-

sity of Massachusetts student and an organizer of the

picket. "Andrew Dice Clay only raises controversy with

his violent attitude toward groups traditionally oppress-

ed in our society
"

Wehwes said all women studies departments from the

Five Colleges have agreed to picket, as well as different

local women's and gay groups. The picket will happen in

front of the Bushnell Theatre in downtown Hartford where

the performance will start at 8 p.m.

Wehwes said common themes of the "Diceman's" per-

formance reinforce hatred against groups such as women

and foreigners.

"He says things like, if you don't speak the language,

get out of the country,' and says you should 'ruff up

women, because that's how they like it,'" she said.

The protest is not trying to restrict Clay's freedom of

expression by advocating the censorship of his perfor-

mance, she said. Since Clay has large concerts and sells

millions of cassettes, his freedom of speech has never been

infringed, she said.

"We just want people to analyze what he is saying as

being beyond a sexual or ethnic joke since it's really an

attitude which we feel is not healthy for the general

population," she said.

For more information about the picket, call Wehwes at

586-2701 or Jenifer Johnson at 253 2953.

Woman attacks woman
Compiled by PRESTON P. FORMAN
Collegian Stall

University Police reported that a woman was assaulted

by another* woman. Police said the women knew each

other

Court complaints will be drawn by the victim, police

-.aid.

ARRESTS

• Dennis R Paoloni, 21. of Otis, was arrested on North

Pleasant St ret t ,arl> Friday morning for failure to -t.|>

tor stop sign, operating under the influence of alcohol

..nil operating motor rankle with defective equipment.

e Susan K Moran. 20. of Amherst, *M H rested earls-

Friday morning on North Pleasant Street for operating

under the influence of alcohol and making false applica

tion to obtain a license.

• Police placed an 18 year old male found in the t am

pus Center garage early Friday morning under protective

custody.

LARCENY

a A professor in Morrill Science Center reported to point

Thursday that while working in his lab a telephone wa

stolen from his office. The estimated value is $165.

• A man reported Thursday that he left his bookbag on

the stands in the Totman Field. When he returned the

hag was missing The estimated value is $65.

m- '
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Distinguished Visitors Program

DEBORAH TANNEN, Ph.D

Men and Women
in Conversation

8:00 pm
Wednesday
November 14

Campus Center Auditorium

University of Massachusetts

Free Admission

A CAREER CHOICE THAT
KEEPS GETTING BETTER
A bold, new challenge in nursing await* eNw

Nurse Corps. It's an exciting different

As a Naw nurse you can get top profi '

<
^>

while experiencing life overseas if you *
:>

Superb benefits include 30 days of paid \acation earn*

even- vear. tax-free allowances for housii -«" 1

medical and dental care.

Through one of the several Naw ediu ational in

can complete vour bachelors or ma>tei * while earoin

a month.v pavcheck.

As a Saw officer vou'll get

respect, recognition and respon-

sibility right awav. You 11 be an

important part of a team of

dedicated health professionals

serving the needs of vour

patients, vourself, and vour

countrv.

If vour choice is to move up

and out in tomorrow's high-tech

world-vour choice is the S$m
Nurse Corps.

Find out more bv phoning or

visiting vour Htm nurse repre-

sentative:

i_g00-444-7154 or interviewing on

November 14 & 15, 1990.

NAVY NURSE F^ll ^eed Ahelcl.
J
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Scholarships offered to

undergraduate veterans

Cops need animal policy

By GAYLE LONG
Collegian Staff

The Office of Veterans' Assistance and

Counseling Services at the University

of Massachusetts is offering scholar

ships oi up to $400 for undergraduate

students who are veterans, according to

the director of the Veterans' Office.

Dr. Arthur Hilson. director of Veteran

Services, announced the Dr. Tony

Melchionda Scholarship Fund would be

giving scholarships and or fee waivers

to qualified students

The Fund was established about 5-6

sears ago," said Dr. Hilson, "and it is

a nice wav to honor Tony Melchionda."

Melchionda. a Vietnam veteran, was

locallv known as the "people's doctor

and worked at University Health

"

He died m 1983 at age 41. and he

always believed his illness was linked

to Agent Orange, a herbicide used in the

Vietnam War.
Eligible students must have been

honorable discharged, with preference

given to Vietnam Veterans.

The eligible applicants must be cur-

rently enrolled or accepted at the

University as an undergraduate.

Applicants must also have

demonstrated community leadership or

public service, and have a grade point

average of 3.0.

"With all of the budget problems.'

said Hilson. "I hope to help

undergraduate veterans, especially with

the new fee increa-

Scholarship applications are available

in Mobile Unit 1 near Dickinson Hall

and the deadline to apply is Nov. 30.

Dr. Hilson also said contributions to

the scholarship fund were tax-free.

Bv KENDRA PRATT
Collegian Staff

Some students may feel that the Univer-

sitv of Massachusetts Police Department is

going to the dogs," but the police present-

ly lack a policy for helping stray or injured

animals.

Isang Inokon, a UMass freshman from

New Jersey, said he found an injured dog

last Thursday near the McGuirk Stadium

and asked for police assistance to bring the

dog to a veterinarian.

He said the police would not help him

because there is no present police policy on

assisting injured animals. Subsequently,

Inokon had to walk the dog to the Hamp-

shire Veterinary Hospital on University

Drive.

Inokon said the police said they would on

ly assist him if the animal was posing a

threat to people, which it was not.

"The police should have a policy for stray

animals.'
-

he said. "I don't like to ->

animals treated that way
"

Director of Public Safety Arthur Hilson

said the police have neither a policy con

cerning stray or lost animals nor a dog of-

ficer who would deal specifically with

animals.

He said the UMass police receive a varie-

ty of calls about animals but usually do not

respond unless the animal is a nuisance or

potentially threatening.

"We respond to calls when, for example,

there is a dog harassing ducks at the pond

or to remove a fox from North Village,"

Hilson said. "But calls like this are not of

any occurance to enact a policy."

He said an officer would use a "noose-like

contraption to apprehend an stray animal

from the community." if the animal is pos

ing a threat

Hilson said the Town of Amherst Police

Department has a dog officer who would be

out ofjurisdiction if responding to a UM.
call. He said the UMass police force will not

be acquiring a dog officer for some time

because of the present University budget

crunch.

NUTRITION WORKSHOPS

Concerned About Your Eating Behavior?

Find out it you or a triend have an eating

disorder, and where to go for help.

When Wednesdays 5.30 - 6:30 pm

.'.here University Health Services.

Room 304

Topic-Focused Series—^———
When Tuesdays, 4:00 - 5.00 pm

ere UMass Campus Center

Room 9t7

Open to anyone, drop-in

November 20 Exercise and the Role in

Eating Disorders.

November 27 Sell-esteem and Sell

Acceptance.

December 4 Bringing It Altogether

Emotionally and
Nutritionally

RESUMES
CopyCat Print Shop
• Great Service • Great Prices

228 Triangle SWAmherst 549-3840

t<«m n n n a n -

ARE YOU

PREGNANT
& IN NEED OF HELP?
Birthright Can Help

• FKtE WKGNANCY TESTING

S«n« Oft Be*uH*

Services IrMl *'•

Fr««. Conli<fnli»l Caring

ft Halpfui

S
549-1906
AmMltl

Camav* Shop*
» an mtntn—t** to Home"

Need cash?
Own any gold?

Progressiva Gold Recycling

|
256-0842]

Highest otlers In tha state!
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Self-Help Group
When Mondays, 7:00 - 8:00 pm

Where UMass Campus Center

Room 901

Confidential and Supportive Atmosphere
in All Grouos . n .

No Charge No Registration Just Drop-m

Programs Sponsored by University Health

Services 549-2671 x 181

Why Should I Register ...

... For Peer Education Programs?"

Let Me Count The Whys.

I It will teach me about important public health

issues like sexuallv transmitted diseases and

AIDS, alcohol and druq issues, cardiovascular

illness, cancer, accident prevention, eanng

disorders, sness and consumer health.

2. It will teach me valuable skills like leading a

workshop, giving a presentation and developing

marketing strategies.

3. It can reallv help me be part of a team working

to improve UMass.

4. It can help me to meet lots of people.

5. It can help me to improve areas of mv own

health

6. I can earn three academic credits.

7 It can improve mv chances of getting a |ob.

because I will represent the Unrversttv Health

Services.

In short, it might be the most important course l

take while I'm a student at UMass.

and m°neV

«M &l Thurv 2 30-3 45 pm Peer Health

Promotion tocuses on a vanetv ot health

issues one semester iust register

Tues & Thurv 2.30-3 4S pm Peer Sexuality

Education 2 semester commitment

permission ot instructor required

Wed 2 30 5 pm Peer Alcohol and Drug

Education 2 semester commitment

permission ot mstruciQT reouned

Catt the Hearth Education Division to rind out more betont vou plan

vour Sonne schedule 549 2671 ext 181
'

,. ii n r - - -

Pub. Health 216

Pub. Health 213

Edu. 291D

2nd SET
OF PRINTS

FILM IN BY W 00 • m
PRINTS OUT BY 4 00 p m

»»Sf«ViCf
... tmt unf*. y*>t*

}}«1 J HOSPAI. STREET

GfttENFIELD

J57 TRUNC.lt STREET
AMHERST

«t KING STREET
NORTHAMPTON
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SATANISM: MYTH OR REALITY?

WHAT : A presentation on the prevalent interest in the

occult A look at the Satanic Rituals, Black

Masses the Ouija Board, Drugs. Dungeons and

Dragons and actual case stories. A look at

why people get involved in this dangerous

phenomenon

WHEN: Wednesday, Nov. 14, 8 p.m.

WHERE. Student Union Ballroom

WHO: John Rittenhouse, a Chistian lecturer and

researcher who has researched the occult tor

5 years and has interacted with 800 law en-

forcement officers.

SPONSORED BY CAMPUS CRUSADE FOR CHRIST

ATTENTION STUDENTS WHO MAY BE CALLED TO

ACTIVE MILITARY DUTY

The Board of Regents has issued a policy statement concerning

students who are called to active military duty.

The policy covers issues such as:

• Tuition & fees refunds

* Nonpunitive withdrawals from courses

• Assistance in filing mitigating circumstances forms

* Priority in enrollment upon return to school

For more information, or for assistance come into the

Dean of Students Office. 227 Whitmore (5-2684).
MoooooorA^Y^^"<

EDITORIAL/OPINION
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Kristallnacht
remembered

Fifty-two years ago this past Friday, 91 Jews were kill-

ed. German police and civilians worked together and burn

ed 300 synagogues, destroyed 7,500 Jewish-owned shops

and sent 30,000 Jews to concentration camps.

Kristallnacht (Night of the Broken Glass) was the begin

ning of the end for eight out of 10 European Jews who

were alive in 1938, but who would be dead by 1945.

Adam Stein
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The Holocaust reduced the Jewish community of Ger-

many from a few hundred thousand to just a few hundred_

Where there was once a thriving Jewish community of

three million, there are but 5,000 Jews still living in

Poland. They are truly survivors of history.

We try not to forget them, as they are remembered in

classes, on holidays and even in museums. All over the

world there are museums of what Jewish life was like in

Europe In some museums one can learn about

Cromagnon Man, the ancient Egyptians, the Romans, the

Phoenicians and other extinct peoples. Likewise, there are

museums in Poland to teach people how some of our grand

pannU lived, not thousands of years ago, but a mere 50.

Hon could Wt let this happen?

What a question. How can one explain world indit

!,,,. nee to the genocide of the Jews'7 There's no question

that people knew The American public knew, for the New

York Times reported the massacres. Sadly enough, the ar

tick to be found on the back pages of the paper as

it was a low area of interest at the time. The International

Red Cross also knew, for they toured the camps. Presi

dent Harry Truman and the generals conducting the

Allied attack knew, as they bombed military targets in

and around concentration camps but refused to shut them

down by bombing the railroad tracks leading into thenv

People just weren't concerned. They were absorbed with

themselves, their lives, their worries and their own

HAVE RICH ALiyMKJ-
" Chancellor Jorepn l/uffe) 1

troubles. Everything else was secondary. Thus who cares

if six million Jews are being killed in Europe, I still have

a bus to catch. Or a paper to write. Or a party to attend

Not much has changed People still don t react t.ll

something hits them personally. It is not only a matter

of apathy, but of selfishness. Sometimes issues at trad sup

port outs.de of the affected communities Other times im

portant causes are forgotten, neglected and allowed to

worsen as no one takes any notice.

Question three would have affected us all. and the

students came together to fight it In the mean time, hi

percent of the minority faculty on campus are threaten

ed with termination and a majority of the student

silent Last vear. UMass was about to suffer another round

of budget cuts and, in the same fashion, the campus came

together to stage a school strike However, when the

Everywoman's Center is bearing an unequal burden cans

ed by the budget cuts while other areas on campus remain

untouched, again a majority of the students are silent

Can the Holocaust happen again'

Perhaps the real question is: Will we allow it? Not juet

the Holocaust, but anything which one deems as wrong

We need to be aware of the event- that surround our

everyday lives If we don't take notice Of them and

upon our convictions, what may seem like one commum

problems ma and became rreryoi

problem.

If we continue to define our livw according to OUf own

narrow
tv ,hi"

check* and balances ..four canbegl

Iv chipped away until it d « U «

this then we must consider at what point do we rin*

put our foot down to U) " in

mind that bv laying •enough ed not • our

lives to fight the injustice In main case-, the mere -ign

ing of a petition is enough.

A Ja« »sh proverb explains. It 1 am not for nn s, if.
.
ben

who will be for me' But if I am only for myself, then what

am IT Nu. what are rou?So»e inform. Other mue.

Still others petition. One must find their own niche m all

of this, so that we may finally be able to say

Again'

Adam Stem is a Collegian columnist

t hem«-lvW. the.r lives, their worries and their own tne »o.o»u«. ouv ..., - -
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Zionism will miss the man who voiced what many thought
ZjlUIllOlll VVXAA HAIUU v*

;_,„... ^n™,,*. camous. One was saddened but not surpn.

The passing of Rabbi Meir Kahane in

New York last Tuesday will be deeply

mourned by the government of Israel and

the international Zionist movement, but

(br reasons that may not be entirely ob

vious to many. Rabbi Kahane served an in

valuable function as what I would call a

"human red herring."

Hussein Ibish

Kahane was a rabid racist and anti Arab

Zionist fascist, and in this he is joined by

many leading Israelis, including many in

the current cabinet. But Kahane was quite

different in the manner in which he pro-

moted his agenda and expressed his views.

Rather than discussing the more appall

ing and atrocious attitudes and plans

shared by the Zionist right wing in small

meetings" of committed followers, or in in

temal documents, or, at least, only in the

Hebrew-language press, as is the accepted

practice among most of these people, he

loudly shouted his opinions through

megaphones on rooftops and through the

Western mass media in English.

Kahane often claimed to be publicly

speaking the opinions many held in

private, and there is no doubt that th

true. By appearing in public as a racist,

raving lunatic, he fulfilled an invaluable

function as a focus for international and in

temal disgust and outrage at the racist at-

itudes of the Zionist movement. When

pressed in public about their statements,

attitudes or policies, Israeli leaders could

always point to Kahane and Kach as proof

that "they would not tolerate racism since

they had disavowed him.

The need that the Zionist movement has

for a lunatic fringe to take much of the heat

for its own racist policies is so great that

I would go so far as to suggest that if

Kahane had not come forward, he would

have had to have been invented. In

advertentlv or otherwise, he took the blame

and served as a focus of outrage for at

titudes that were by no means his alone,

while those in power marginalized and ex

eluded him as they carried out policies die

tated bv those attitudes.

Those in America should be familiar with

this type of racial polit; he 'conser-

vative right" hides its own racist poll.

behind condemnation of such utter tunal

as David Duke. It is basic politics to de:

criticism of indefensible policies by having

a "fall guv" to absorb as much of the heat

as possible This was the role Oliver North

claimed that he had been assigned in the

Iran contra scandal, and this is the role

which Kahane filled in the Zionist

movement.
In regard to Kahane's function. Arthur

Hertzberg has "The more respectable

among the right wing think that having a

few bullies around is useful to their own

objectives.
" in the manner which I have

spelled out

It is not onlv the right which exploit

Kahane, Hut even the lefl .el. who

fundamentally agree with many of

Kahan. umptions. Earlier this

semester, the great Israeli poet, leftist and

"home "A.B Yehoshua spok

campus. One was saddened but not surpn-

ed to note that, although superficial^

opinions are utterly different from those of

Kahane noneth. I
Arab ears at least.

manv of the assumptions were the mom
They involved the need for a pre eminently,

one could MTj h pre*ence

in Palestine

Statements such as everything which

happens in Israel is Jewish, or

writer m Israel is a .Jewish Wf

: ayed a mind that, while paying lip

vice to "Arab-Israelis." nonetheless thinks

ofhiscountn a— xclusiveiv Jewish In the

depths of his consciousness, as with almost

all Zionists, he agrees with Kahane that

the Arab presence in Pal.

patible with his nationalist vision, ex

perl, an insignificant and invisible

minontv

Thus for all 7.i right and lei

Kahane plaved his ens bait one

ue outcast and "fell gUJ " I he!!*

will h.

Hussein IhisK
" ludent

practice among «—« » -••
i— • ,.

What happens when poverty no longer shocks us.'
VV IICXL HClJkVJ^V JT *r
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She wore a tattered, thin sweater and worn jeans She

was verv frail-looking - like the wind could knock her

i n er if it blew too hard. But the streets must have harden

ed this petite woman, for she appeared to have a steely

determination and nerves of stone.

"Do ya have 85 cents?" she asked quietly, clutching her

iter to her body. "Just 85 cents."

"Thev'll probablv just spend the money on booz.

drugs.'* people tellyou. "How do you think they got into

the gutter in the first place" They're probably on welfare,

too."

Meredith O'Brien

•**

He had on a dark jacket, dark pants and a t-shirt. His

hair was slightly graying and he spoke with a deep, grufi

voice. He said he just wanted to help my friend pump her

g
^TU just help ya," he said grabbing the gas pump from

her hands. . _

My friend pulled me aside. "No, no, he 11 ask for money,

she whispered. "Don't let him do it."

A scruffy, middle aged man stood on a street corner He

stood alone, with his arms crossed in front of him, like

he would put up with no nonsense from anyone.

•Do vou have some money?" he asked the passers-by.

"I need to pay my child support and my alimony.

They are the nameless, the faceless, the "invisible" -

the ones who make us "uncomfortable when we wak by.

Throughout childhood and early adulthood, we are train-

ed to ignore these people, not to look them straight in the

eye, not to acknowledge their pain.

When 1 went to Washington, D.C. last week. I came tace

to-face with "the homeless." Having lived my life in a

suburban town and gone to college in the small town ot

Amherst, mv experience with the homeless was extremely

limited. . . or maybe I just never saw that real people, with

faces and lives, comprised the problem.

A group of my friends were walking to a pub in

downtown D.C. when I saw the frail looking woman. As

she looked into my eyes and asked me for a mere 85 cents

(that I knew was in my purse), I felt a tremendous guilt

and compulsion to give it to her.

A part of me was remembering what I've been told so

many times over. "Don't give 'them' any money, it won't

help 'them.
"

But what was a lousy 85 cents? How could that hurt

Before I had time to think through the situation. I was

swept up by my friends and continued walking with th.ni

down the street.

Does that bother you?" one of nu Ked. refer

ring to the woman asking for moi

Yes." I said "I'm not used to it

"

(fa," she said -It's what vou see in the cin

er, I thought about it

Whv should I be used to seeing people ask for moi,

Whv should people l.v.ng in the richest nation of the world

have to sacrifice their dignity, their pride and ask total

strangers for money for something to eat, a place to stay,

CU
It just does not make sense to me. This whole 'survival

of the fittest' thing, that says some will succeed and others

will not, does not compute.

In a world where people still maintain some aspects of

compassion for other human beings. I find it hard to

understand how we could allow this to happen; that we

are trained to just walk by and ignore the problem; to ig-

nore these people who need help, not pity

Maybe I'm just naive and too thin skinned. After all,

there have always been homeless people asking for money.

Why should I be so bothered by it if no one else is.'

It's a natural problem.

It's reality

It's pathetic.

It's America.

Mereuito O'Brien is a Collegian columnist
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ATTENTION STUDENT NURSES

Vic School of Nursing and the Mather Career Center

University of Massachusetts at Amherst

invite you to attend the

Third Annual

JOB AND CAREER
INFORMATION DAY

OVER 20 Ml DK M I AC1UTIES Wll 1 AITEND INCLUDING:

Beth Israel Hospital

Brattleboro Hospital

Bridgeport Hospital

Burbank Hospital

Children's Hospital

Deaconess 1 iospital

Hartford Hospital

Holvoke I Iospital

Leominster Hospital

Manchester Memorial Hospital

Massachusetts General Hospital

Medical Personnel Pool

Mount Auburn Hospital

Navy Recruiting District

Nevv England Baptist Hospital

New England Medical Center Hospitals, Inc.

New York Hospital-Cornell Medical Center

Rutland Regional Medical Center

Springfield Municipal Hospital

The University Hospital

University of Massachusetts Medical Center

Yale New Haven I Iospital

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 14, 1990

Campus Center Auditorium, University of Massachusetts Amherst

12 Noon to 3 PM

|w i ftmtmn Ahmmi Qww I >»""» (h*iw*fl Noising Aonani

T, V) /> iii , Km. 9\7, I HmfH» Center

The Mather Career Center
Career Planning and Placement • Cooperative Education . Internships

Fraternity/Sorority Park - on the Orchard Hill bus route. (41 3)545-2224.

Where Careers Take Off!
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CHE
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 3

"As far as the students go, I don't know

what we'll do with them without facutly to

teach them. If they've paid money to come

to this University for the CHE program,

then they are losing out. Once CHE is

eliminated they will be assimilated into the

school of Public Health." said Cernaba.

The School of Public Health faculty and

the Public Health Graduate Student

Organization wrote I 'resolution" to the

proposed elimination that was hand

delivered to Provost O'Brien.

The resolution stated that the ("HE pro

gram is not expendable because "it is the

only accredited graduate health program

existing in a public institution in

Massachusetts or New England." It also

stated CHE is an integral part of the school

of Public Health, and the faculty are

recognized by the Massachusetts Congres-

sional delegation on U.S. policy about

smoking as well as the National Cancer

Institute.

The resolution stated that the faculty felt

they had not been adequately involved in

the termination decision, not enough infor

mat ion was looked at to make a decision,

the faculties' national recognition was not

taken into consideration and the Impor-

tance of the CHE program to the school of

Public Health was not realized.

Locke
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 3

"At times like these there is no freedom

from personal tragedy or inequity. There

II simply no way to avoid the kind of

sadness we are experiencing now." he said.

Locke said that the students in the pro-

gram were "hanging tOUfh," but that

many parents are extremely angered He

said he is urging parents to write to then-

legislators, the dean, and to seek any legal

recourse, but the program has not yet or

chest rated a large scale petition

Locke also advised students who . in-

enrolled in programs which have been

slated for termination to keep up their

academic efforts

'For students in these programs, don't

blow off the semester Don't shoot yourself

in the foot, there is such a thing as a C.PA

Have respect for your education." he said

Locke pointed to a lot of personal trageib

which would be caused by the termination,

including one professor who has been w it

h

the department for
-

2b' \ears and another

who has worked six vein let tenure but

will now In- turned down.

charlatansUK

"they sre, and this is,

part of the future,

your future."—sounds

••some friendly"

their debut album

featuring the

international hit.

"the only one i know,"

plus ••then 1 '

and "polar bear."
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FOR THE RECORD

WOMEN'S ISSUES
Fatima Zaidane speaks

about women of the Intifada
By MINI' SEBASTIAN
Collegian staff

On Thursday. November S. Fatima

Zaidane spoke on 'Palestinian Women of

the Intifada
" She is a representative of the

Union Of Palestinian Women in North

America This group represents women

who have been exiled from their count
i
v

and who still remain connected to the

movement in Palestine

I he Intifada is a ROB violent

phenomenon and a popular uprising which

involves all sectors including men. women

ind children," ahe said.

Women arc an important part of the

resistance against Israeli occupation "The

Palestinian woman has become part of the

structure out of a need for part icipation."

she said "The traditional role of mother

managing the home economy has shift ed

to a role in the national economy

In the textile industry sewing garments

for one1 family has shifted to a cooperat ive

effort The same has happened to the

agricultural a I
'«»peiati\es of women

fight illiteracy, provide food for families

id help people who ha\e family members

in jail

The cooperative effbrta i>v women are il

legal. "These women are subject to arrest

and beating by the Israeli soldiers." she

-aid "The life sentence for a woman who

is arrested is high and tin- children are not

allowed to see then mother in jail These

Children become homeless
"

Traditional values have also been ehang

ing. "Women who speak about politics is

accepted and respected ." The notion of

honor of I woman within the family has

shifted "Women were expected to keep

their virginity until they got married and

Israeli soldiers collaborated against many

of them and told their families lies about

the women For this reason some women

were forced to bargain with the Israeli

soldiers but now this is changing."

The value changes haw also led to role

changes for the Palestinian woman "The

Palestinian woman also needs self

determination The Palestinian woman

cannot be free until society is free. "she

said "The liberation movement gOM hand

m hand with social Straggle."

The reproductive rights of women are

limited There are limited choices in con

traception because of the occupation

Medical supplies are primitive Abortions

are therefor, limited, she said. "But this

not the primary concern of our movement

Women of India
i Editor's note4

. This article is a list of pro-

muii'iit Indian women and their

accomplishmental

Vina Mazumdar Head of the

Center for Women's Development

Studies in Delhi and one of the most

respected and influential voices in the

Indian women's movement She brought

out the report "Toward* Equality" in

1974, a comprehensive study of the

situation of Indian women since in

dependence which has helped shape

much of Government policy since

Minu Sebastian

Kla Bhatt Padnia Shu w inner and

member of Rajya Sabha. Best known for

bar starting of the Women's Labour

movement and founder ofSEWA iSell

employed Womens' Association' which

helped poor self employed working

women finance themselves and cut their

dependence on husbands, banks and

middle men

Kukmini Devi Founder and pi in

cipal of Kalakshetra la school for the

Arts) in Adayar, Madras She is well

known Bharatanatyam dancer and the

is much lauded for her role in freeing

this art from the disrepute that a

prudish and opprcssi\e MCiety held its

practitioners m
Vandana Shiva She is the author

of "Staying alive: women, ecology and

development She is a physicist.

philosopher, and feminist She is also

the director of the Research Foundation

for Science. Technology anil Natural

Resource Policy in Dehradun she has

been increasingly active inciti/en - a.

tion against environmental destruction,

including the Chtpko movement and is

highly critical of current agricultural

ami reproductive technologies

Madhu Kishwar She is editor of

Alanuslu" and is a leading intellectual,

activist and feminist

Dr. N. Rajam She is a famous

uolinst and professor in Penates || m
du University
Devaki Jain She is a well

respected scholar and author She is

author of "Women's quest for power

five Indian case -t utiles' and many in

fluential papers on the stain- of Indian

women
tJaya Arunachalam Originnll) a

Cong I politician, she founded the Work

mg Women s Forum in Tamil Nadu
Kiran Bedi She is a police office)

and the former IQP (Inspector General

of Police l Of New Delhi

Nandini Sat pat hi Former chief

minister ol < hissa

Mint* Sebastian is tin Women'* Issues

Editor

Mothers and
daughters

P.. ...ember when \.<u OX 1 •> little gni and \<>u used to

hH.k up to voni mother? Remember when »h< was your

idol and you tried to imitate .\.rvthing sh<- did''

Remember your pre teenage \> taf* when she understood

your peer pinsuies ' ttemeinher her sharing girlish st..i iea

with you to make you laugh as she wiped the tears from

VOOr eyes? Remember your innocence' Then. NStt like |

Hash of lightning, something happened

For me. what happened was I grew up Those lond

memories of vestervear are now stored respecltulk ( the

hack Ofmy mind Suddenly m\ mother and I don t see
.
\.

to eye on very much at all If she says black. I say blue

and vice versa Now I am m\ own person and \. I she still

wants to mold her little girl

Monique Tabon

M» 1'h.rto

A hou«» if- in Ihe Bu.-nos Aires shantyto* n „f A*ul prepares lunch for her family earlier this

month.

Tutors help bridge language barrier

t . i
* f /

iu ALEXANDER NGUYEN
Collegian Staff

University students are needed to tutor language

minority students in area public middle and high acnools

• For students whom are struggling to learn the English

language education is twice as challenging said pro

i,.ssor Robert Maloy. director rfthe Tutoring Enrichment

and Assistance Models with Schools Project

While tutoring. University students earn three

academic credits The TEAMS Project has been in opera

tion for seven years in whuh time over 200 university

students from 58 academic majors have tutored in public

schools. t . i

According to Matey t h(> Pr°it>ct ,s w-'W slron« a"]

expanding .Us school sites therefore more tutors are needed

than in the past Maloy said that the program is looking

for students from diverse cultural backgrounds students

who speak I foreign language and students who are in

terested in teaching.

"However, anyone who wants to tutor is welcomed to

apply, vou don't have to be an education or English ma

lor." Maloy said. "The more diverse our tutors are. the

broader our resources can become

Tutors mainly help bridge the language barrier

Language minority students struggle with language and

communication gaps in their various academic subjects

As tutors. University students assist in translating the

ideas and concepts of the subject matters into English

Subjects varv from history to chemistry to literature.

TEAMS tutors provide an average of six hours a week

in and after school. And there is a weekly seminar which

trains and supports tutors to develop their teaching, com

munication and people skills

Students interested in tutoring can acquire more infor

.nation concerning the TEAMS Project at their table on

t he UMass campus center concourse today and tomorrow

TEAMS is also scheduled to hold an open house Wednes-

day, Nov. 14, at 7:00 p.m. in the United Asia Cultural

Center.

Tutoring applications are available in 1 10 Furculo Hall,

5450945.

I still love and respect her. but now I question her

authority. "Do as I sav. not SB I do' holds little signiln an.*

for me Now I challenge her threats, I brought vou into

this world and I'll take you out " Oh really
*

Now 1 stand firm in mv decisions. "Vou know how 1 reel

about that issue." well I have to do what s best lor me

Now 1 trv to rationalize with her. "Because I 01 vou,

mother is mere sfast ra« I nes.s and blows right over mv

head Now I'm bold. It was me and you on that deliver)

table, worry guilt will not work this tun. Basically no*

I'm identifying myself as separate from her. not one in

and of the same. And yet. she's still my mother

I'm eager to learn more as life whirls me around in pine

of a rude awakening Black liberation, the joke vt Integra

tion and refusing assimilation have my mother saving

that she doesn't trust my lifestyle ' What lifestyle? (Jam

ingnew insight and historical know ledge so that I unders

tand where 1 fit into the large, system? Knowing that we

the people' did not include me' Understanding my roles

as | black woman, both in terms of gender and the Strug

gie of my race? If that lifestyle' is a hit overwhelming,

then 1 suggest vou get Band to it. because the more 1
grow

and understand myselfand my responsibilities to our com

munitv the more determined 1 am going to be me The

way I see it, this is mv lite Don't try to confine me within

the parameters of \our life I'm young, allow me to make

my own mistakes If I should fall down, just be there to

dust me off and give me the encouragement to continue

running this race we call life.

It is very important that we. as daughters and motto

attempt to dose the gap that separates us from each other

1 understand the love mv mother has for me is in the form

of ovei protect ion I also understand that this gap' is just

a phase that's confusing for all of us Our mothers are from

one generation and we are from another However, as we

continue to work things out. all I ask is that you remember

I'm your daughter not vour kid By associating me with

the concept of a kid. vou are failing to acknowledge my

growth as a young woman As we both continue to grow

and change, lets put special effort into things that are

positive and healthy. We have the world fighting against

us, let us not fight against each other

Monique Tabon is a UMass student
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ROOM CHOOSING PROCESS
For Spring 1991

PLEASE READ CAREFULLY: IMPORTANT INFORMATION

RESERVING
YOUR
CURRENT
ROOM
ASSIGNMENT

CHANGING
YOUR
ROOM OR
HALL

ROOMMATE
REQUESTS

DIDN'T
GET THE
ROOM YOU
WANTED?

PAY FEE
BILL BY
DUE DATE

If you intend to keep your present residence hall assignment, personally sign up with the staff

mE%l^E™^*vttO™ CURRENT ROOM IS TUESDAY EVENING NOVEMBER 13

If vou wish to move to another room in the same residence hall, you must sign up with the staff on duty

EVENING, NOVEMBER 14

OFFICE IS WEDNESDAY, NOVKMBER 21

IF YOU WANT TO KEEP YOUR CURRENT RESIDENCE HALL ASSIGNMENT WHILE ALSO

SUBMITTING A PREFERENCE FORM YOU MUST DO THE FOLLOWING

I. Sign up for the same room on Tuesday evening. November 13 or a new room Wednesday evening.

November 14

2 Fill out a Preference Form. On the Preference Form in the lower right hand corner is a box you "just

•;™k" if you wtsh to be returned to your current residence hall if your requested res.dence hall or

YOUR OLD ReSiDENCe'SaIX ASSIGNMENT IS GUARANTEED ONLY IF YOU DO BOTH STEPS

,f vou wish to move to another residence ha„ to^-^^DmSSn?tS^nS™"^!^&^7^ mrSffi^£8W»S&t OFFICE IS THURSDAY.

NOVEMBER 15

SeTvTm—^^
^S^^^S^S^cTfmnaHCt ««™ W WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER II

If during the regular Room Choosing period, you were unable to secure a particular type of

ace >m dation (a particular single or double room), please contact the Housing Ass.gnment Office

?r fi|

m
nu n bh e In-House Room Request Form. Rooms that become available during Intercession will

;::."l^ned according to scni,.rity. to those residents who filled out this form and returned it to the

Housing Assignment Office.

v ... Win* 1991 fee bill will be mailed to you at home in early December. If complete payment of this

Ifctti^\bfS»^£«£ Hue Date, your assignment for the Spring semester may be

cancelled. Be aware of this important obligation

OTHER
OBLIGATIONS

In addition to properly completing room choosing all residents «»"**»«» *****
ff
«»*^g**

with the University at all times. Being withdrawn for any reason after ih*™**™"$£
eJriar

automatically cancel your assignment. Check to make sure you do not owe any fees to the Bursar

BEFORE you leave for intersession

™ ,MTinva If you still have questions about the Room Choosing process, please contact the Housing Alignment

t£U fc» 1 1UINO office (545-2100), 235 Whitmore. Thank you

ARTS&LTVING
Artists' interpretations educates about AIDSA "•"• V -ww j~ oercent of adult AIDS cases are drug users.

_ A small, steeoled building houses the innovative pieces *" perceni 01
auu

By LEAH ARINIELLO
Collegian Correspondent

80,000 new HIV infections (AIDS) have been found each

year from 1986 to 1989 in the United States. Various ways

of educating people are used to stop the spread of the in

curable disease of Acquired Immune Deficency Syndrome

(AIDS).

Enlarged lymph nodes, fevers, night sweats, rapid

weight loss, persistent diarrhea and chronic, excessive

fatigue would probably not make you very happy. If your

body was defenseless against a variety of infections,

viruses, fungi and cancers, it's safe to say that life would

be more miserable than fantastic. All this, plus the pain

of being excluded from family, friends and society

•Illuminating AIDS Through Art" is the new exhibit

at the Arts Council of Franklin County in Greenfield. A

variety of works are used to educate viewer's about t he

AIDS virus, in hopes of eliminating fears about the disease

and the people who have it.

A small, steepled building houses the innovative pieces

until December 15. "AIDS: a Global Killer" surrounds one

side of the Arts Council. Treelike sculptures made of

straw, rope, twigs, tar and other organic materials, sprout

from the ground. The work was produced after the artist

saw a grove of coconut trees killed by blight. According

to the artist, the trees and the AIDS patients have the

courage to keep standing.

Inside, each piece, whether made with wood, blown

glass acrylic paint, or rubies and silver, has a story ol

it- own The woman sitting at the desk will gladly come

around and help vou interpret it. "These could be burn

marks," she explains, pointing at a piece entitled "Paper

Quilt
" _

Fire scorches and torn hole- distort the fragile quilt. 1 he

quilt, a lymbol ofsecurity, has been damaged to show how

AIDS victims feel when their comfort and safetv has been

snatched away
Other piece- trv to show that White male homosexuals

;U e not tin only one.- who get AIDS. In Massachusetts

20 percent of adult AIDS cases are drug users

"Don't Let AIDS Deface You" shows a man with no face

being injected by a monstrous needle. The caption explains

a person who has a choice of getting high or dying.

Many babies are infected with AIDS at birth and die

before they're tw<> year-old. An untitled piece by Ann

Laurie shows men. women and children embroiled in a

plague of AIDS.
"Red. White and Blue," bj Nancy Haver, won the

Robert Mapplethorpe Award for the best piece of the sho*

The painting sets the mood of the whole exhibit A naked

man is hunched over in a grey block of paint. He is

vulnerable and alone

A lot can be learned about AIDS from observing th

works and reading the information posted next to them

•You cant get AIDS from toilet seats, drinking from

water fountains, hugging, swimming in pools or sitting

next to someone who ha- it You can get it from having

with ai d person," states a bulletin posted next

painting. Free randoms are available on your way out

Pholo < ..url«-\ HilM

\ .••-- — -
BBasM^sasB^BasaasiaavB^^^^^H^^saaiss^^^^^^^^^^^—

Photographer Martin's self-portrait is an unusual one
C^ X

_.._,„ „r „.„.!,„«, ft^te. and ending too This concept can be viewed two ways. fit -into tne seque pe • ,

By RUSSELL RYAN
Collegian Correspondent

"Self." by Anthony Martin, is an unusual

example of a self portrait. The exhibit is

made up of several groups of photographs

depicting the artist and the surroundings,

clothing and other personal objects, that

make up his life.

The photos were taken during Martin s

year abroad at L'Ecole d'Art de Cergy Pon

toise in France. They are in a sequence

beginning with portraits of the artist, mov

ing to exterior pictures of his living area.

articles of clothes, furniture and ending

with his interior living space/darkroom.

Each picture represents a different facet of

the artist's life.

The photographs also reflect the mood of

Martin. Gallery director Sheryl Jaffe said.

"He was living in his darkroom and his

world became very enclosed.'

Perhaps the "enclosed" nature of the ex-

hibit reflects the feelings of insulation one

gets when immersed in a strange culture.

About his own work, Martin says, "I see

myself as an element of my space as if I.

like my bed. radio and door, am an object

too. This concept can be viewed two w.

One can visualize the objects and places in

the photos taking on the life and personali

ty of the artist; or the artist becoming an

inanimate part of the room, like a vase or

book."

What I liked most about the exhibit is its

incredible versatility. The combination of

elements and mood gives a broader view

than the traditional self portrait

The organization of the pieces is ex

cellent. The build up from straightforward

self portrait to Martin's interior world is

well executed and convincing. Each piece

fits into the sequence perfectly and gives

a clear view of the parts of his personality

Martin was depicting

I did think it is a bit too spars*', however

I feel Martin got a bit carried away with

the "isolation" theme. But for the moat

part it is well worth seeing.

The best thing about self portraits is that

thev change as the person changes. It

would be interesting to see a recent self

portrait of Martin in contrast to this one

His concept could definitely be expanded

upon to make an interesting and very dif

ferent autobiography

ng to exterior pictures of his living area. ime my u™, —» « -

'PrPlims and Finishes': A glimpse into the creative process
Jr reilHtO dim A 11U°"^ ° ^

viewer g^ of the drawings seem very finished, w...

similar , nfl npnrps and ideas. ., j ii „_., r.^totvnnlr naap« nr hotel

By SUZY HERRING
Collegian Correspondent

What goes on in an artist's mind?

The University Gallery is now offering a peek into the

creative process of one local artist. "Robert Gumming.

Prelims and Finishes" is a two-part exhibit.

"Finishes" refers to nine of Cumming's recent large

scale oil paintings. "Prelims" refers to a series of hun-

dreds of drawings, notes and doodles from the past 12

y
The drawings and the paintings are not directly related

in the sense that, say, a rough draft and a finished novel

are related. Their relationship is more like that of an

author's journal to hi. or her novel. The paintings are not

the finished product of the drawings, but they show

similar influences and ideas.

The paintings and drawings share some motifs, tor ex

ample, a mysterious bird. We never see more than its

head, and it is unclear just what it is doing. To me, it

seems to be either voting or taking a number at the deli.

(You've got to see it to understand.!

Fire is another important theme. Most of the paintings

and drawings are very geometric and three-dimensional

Cumming often contrasts rectilinear and round forms.

The painting are large and bold, with strong subjects.

They are also a bit enigmatic at times, bearing puzzling

titles like "The Show You How to Go' Vessel.
'

There is one particularly intense painting of a huge arm

holding paintbrushes and a palette that resembles a Greek

warrior's helmet.

The drawings are more personal, less distant rrom tne

viewer. Some of the drawings seem very finished, w...

many others are doodles on torn notebook pages or hotel

stationary. The process of coming up with an idea and ex

perimenting with it and returning to it years later, is

played out in these drawings.

Cumming uses words as well as images. Some or the

drawings have amusing captions like "Inspiration and a

typewriter." Sometimes letters are actually part of the

image. The use of words also carries over into some of the

paintings. ,

I recommend checking out the paintings first, free of any

preconceptions that seeing the drawings might create.

Look at the drawings next, and then try going back to the

paintings to see if your perceptions changed at all

"Prelims and Finishes" will run at the University Gallery

through December 16.
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8 am-1 1 pm 7 days

wash
1.50

• Coin Operated Washers and Dryers

• State of the Art Machines
• Snack Bar

it Big Screen T.V.

• Pool Table and Video Games
• Senior Citizen Discount

dry

(8 Minutes)

Like a Large Living Room

A Relaxed and Comfortable Atmosphere

With this ad
$1.00 OFF ANY SIZE WASHER

Limit One Per Customer

expires December 14, 1990

6 University Drive/Next to Louis Foods/Amherst (413) 549-2640
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With ( RFi s variable

annuity, you can choose

fr«*n lour dilleient

i^^S!SSmS ****** tha, a*** aft* the investment acomnts. all managed by experts vOm under

.*.J ... I ,»_. id... . c .»,i iiu- l.,n ( . iimiii orairi'ies essential to sound retire

Board ol Regents to establish an Optional Retirement

Plan l< >RPnn Massachusetts ORP »\pe plans are CM

rentls offered M puhk institutions <>i iuglK-i education in

41 of i he 50 states

solIDPFRFORMANv I INDTMEU IWOVAIION

Whether vou aie |»is| starting voiit caret! Of v. hi are near

me retirement we ..in help vou prepare lor the inline

Since 1918, we've been dedicated to making sure that

people m education ami research can count on a comfort-

able ictiremetil

We pioneered the portable pension We invented the

variable annuitv In 1988. we created llie ( Rid Money

Market Account to give you more fle>ubilitv And in

March of this year, we introduced two new accounts, the

CREF Boml Market Account ami the ( Kll Social

Choice Account, to let vou shape and diversify \our

retirement investments even further

AtTIAA (HI I we believe that steady incremental

growth over the long term is tire best wav to build retire

menl income This investment philosophy has worked

well for over seventv years, and has provided retirement

income lor hundreds of thousands i it people like vou

TMF. KFYSTORETIRI-.Ml- NT INVESTING

Security, growth, and diversitv are the ke\s to sound

retirement investing security so the resources arc sure to

be there when it's time to retire: giuwth. so you'll have

the income sou need lor the kind of retirement you want,

and diversitv to help protect you against volatility Mid to

let you benefit from the strengths ot several type* of

investments

TIAA ANDCREF- A SMART COMBINATION

TIA As traditional annuity provides maximum safety
guaranteeing your principal ami a specified interest rate

stand the long term strategies essential to sound retire-

ment planning

IMF FIRST CHOICF IN EDUCATION AND RESEARCH

Tlic TIAA-CREF retirement svstem is speciticallv

designed for people m education ami research You mav

move from One institution to another many times in vour

career, so vour annuities move with vou to anv ol met

4.21)0 institutions with 11 A Y< RF.E ret uement plans

Vou need Imamial secunty. so the svstem provides retire

iikmiI income vou cannot outlive Phis, tlic 1
1 \ \ ( RFI

sysi.-m oilers

Performance: TheCREF Stock Account outperformed

the mutual fund mdustrv averages (or the last one . live

and ten year peril hIs Tlic CREF Money Markel Account

has shown excellent returns since its inception, outper

forming tlic mdustrv average since May Of 1988

Responsiveness: Out experienced counselois ate read)

to answer your questions Call our toll free numbers for

performance figures or information about vour personal

annuity accumulations

Strength: Your future is protected by the largest private

retirement svstem in the world Wc have ilone so well, lor

so manv, for SO long, that we currently manage over $X0

billion in assets

/«>/ fiitlhf i infoinuition . <>/iM< t

TIAACRI I

|(X1 Oliver Street. Suite *2<*l

Boston, MA 021 10

IHOOX42 2<M>4

^
in Miring ihcjulurc for those who shape //.'

, , . . - . — . . m.h.i.ii iirmiiwnn n*>iiiiipiiiii n*»*;aja*tea*«*oiaMiraiiij *** *»'«p rn,,,n»

i wi«*i |>,.ra>ghur . M.«<> I >i«t Awt«jr«'AII T»»»Nr

^^iirtu iZ**m<tmfm*«r~m mMimmiTiS n, l.^^"!"* a*a»«aaa«ia./laj*i*i ia.*a*»a*»aJ« •)

888
Students!

«™ Grand—

J

CONTINENTAL

/Set to Know Us
Raffle

Win 2 Free Roundtrip TixTo

Any Domestic#Destination
*No purchase necessary

-Drop off this ad at ($0, by Dec. 21

Winner announced Jan. 28, 1991

Name: Address: Phone:

EXPRESS OIL
527-4737

Lowest Possible Price

GUARANTEED!

FREE BURNER PRIMES

24 HOUR SERVICE

NUCLEAR POWER
OPENINGS

Navy representatives will inter-

view engineering, physics,

chemistry, and math majors

with 3.0 GPA or better for selec-

tion into the Navy Nuelear Pro

pulsion Officer Candidate

Program.

Make your appointment at the

Placement Center on

November 14 and 15, 1990.

Or call 1-800-445-715 4.

You and the Navy.
NAVY OFFICER Fun Spoed Ahead.

PHYSICISTS!
MATHEMATICIANS!

COMPUTER SCIENTISTS!
XonTech is a htfhlv respected procre«ive r {. p firm

specializing in the empirical analysis of comple*

phvsical phenomena and development of advarxred

concepts and technologies in support ot numerous

defense programs

Our research encompasses the following

• Analvsts and evaluation ot flight tes; data (aircraft

ballistic missile satellite!, including

• Traiectory reconsuuction • Re-en"% aerodvrwmics

• Navigation analysis • Orbital mechanu I

• Research development and evaluation of ad-

vanced radar and weapons systems including

• Signature analysis • Svstem design

• Signal processing • Penormance analysts

• System simulation

Our work is technically challenging and offers excep-

tional visibility and direct client contact with opportu-

nities for technical and managerial advancement

Positions are available at the Ph.D MMWI I and

Bachelor s levels degrees must be ir. Physics Mathe-

matics or Computer Science Electrical Engineering

with signal processing emphasis is also acceptable

Oualified professionals are invited to contact our

Corporate Personnel Office at <•!•» 7*7-7»aO. ot

send a resume in confidence to Corporate Person-

nel D«pt.. XonTech. Inc.. 6a*2 Hayvenharat

Ave.. Van Nays. CA • 140*.

U.S. Citizenship Required.

XenTncn win

on Friday.

acta*
Service Office

r l*th.

for aa Interview!

S£ XonTech, Inc
"People. Science and Technology"

lot Angeles Area • Oran«e County
Washington. D.C. • Hantftvtlle. Alabama
Colorado Springs • Northern California

Wr arc an equal opportunity employer M,T 'H/V
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Bart has a
Japanese sister
TOKYO. JAPAN lAFI Cartoon character Chibi

Marukochan is out to prove it's OK to be aa

underachiever.
,

Her relentlea* mediocrity has won over a natton, maa

ing Chibi an unlikely idol and the vear'n hottest fad.

Thola/\ third ^adorotsluiivdsiM'oih and hob cut hair

ov.-n looks a hit like Bart Simpson Both are drown two

dimens.onallv. with a minimum ofdetail and uiwure ineo

Chibi's self-proclaimed ambition isto^ot awaj with do

in^ the minimum, but her market performance haa been

phenomenal. . .

More than nine million copies for net comic Looks have

been sold and the spin off television show has the nation s

top rating, with two in everj five sets tuned in each Sun

d;iv .it ti p.m. . _

The shows theme tang ofnonaemical lyric* lias toM i .

million compact discs and cassette tapes It is heard

endletaly in Japan's countless karaoke bars, where

drinkers provide the HQging voices to recorded music

tracks from popular aanga .Kara" nuans empty in

•Japanese; "Oke" means orchestral

A leading toy maker, the TAKARA Co.. figures to make

140 million this year on ChiW Marukochan dolls, badges

and Barnes People have been arreted for selling take

Chibi t shuts

SocfologisUi hold 9eminar*a1 Waseds I mversity ontne

Chibi Marukochan phenomenon and he. likeness graced

a portable shnne at Tokvo National Unlverait) -t Vim

Arta and Music's autumn festival

\e Haas

A Japanese girl looks at goods of the Japanese hit cartoon character "Chibi Marukochan"

in a Tokyo shop recently

It looks like Leland knocked off Laura

I., land Palmer is ••Bob;' the psycho

alter-ego who murdered his daughter,

Laura At least for now he is. but knowing

Twin flrU* -• the plot could |x»-sib)v tak'

anothei hairpintum The most frustrating

thing is we know be did n. but we're one

ahead ol Dale Cooper, doughnut con

rdinaire Laura's fookaiike

cousin M • -i- '- waa his next vict

though he kept crying out h

name Andres bad In t V

,l when bet rkhdaddj

mitted to sleeping with Laura God, Laura.

ofall people to do the dirt) «l«.d with. wh\

that geek Ben Horne? Nou I kmm she was

messed up little trooper

Pete ^>t a surptise from his wife,

Catherine, wlmflglired that dressing up aa

a .i. i; busineasman might perk up

their love life Especiall) considering

everyone thoughl she was dead Will

Catherine look like herseW nexl week? W ill

the bald giant who talks to Dale ever ^-t

to the point? Will Cooper evet figure H

Leland? OnW turn- will tell

- r\\M Nb' MMHN

HAVE YOU SEEN
THIS JUICE LABEL?

\

TM?l*
\i-

IF SO. THEH ASK
FOR IT III THE

UNIVERSITY STORE
Tea with Company
values your opinion

®mB
\mherst Cinema
Now Playing

Henry
and
June

Mon-Thurs
One Show 7:30

Fri-Sun 2 Shows
7:00 and 9:1">

Student Discountl
with 1.1).

Now's the

time to call. .

.

North Amherst
Motots

|

71 Old ^.^fland S "»rrt

549-2880

Expert Repairs and
Reconditioning

Mo$» Uaror Oaor Cj«j* AcMpart

STEINBECK COLLISION REPAIR
& AUTOBODY

53 So. Prospect - Amherst Center

256-8157 256-1385

Shop Registration # RS1212

F:#&

6 itx^^I-

tiMfPO* ^

• Imports & other unibody vehicles

are our specialty

• State of art equipment for precision

frame and unibody straightening ( or - » mm)|

• Over 90 years staff experience

• Accepted by all insurance companies for

collision repair or glass replacement

• Advanced European Technology Painting and
j

Refinishing Systems

REMEMBER it's your car and your choice of

repair facilities

HI

EDWIN M. ROSSMAN
ALUMNI CAREER FORUMS

DEPARTMENT OF HISTORY

DATE- Wednesday. November 14. 1990

TIME: 7:00 PM
LOCATION: Herter 601 Lounge

SPONSORED BY:

UNIVERSITY PLACEMENT SERVICE

ALUMNI ASSOCIATION
DEPARTMENT OF HISTORY

AFTER THE B.A.: WHAT TO DO?

Panel D.scuss.on on careers in law, graduate school,

business, teaching government, hbrar.es. etc.

Marsha Ahbrand- Secondary teacher Educahon Program (STPEC) Adv.sor

Gloria Bernabe-Ramos- Graduate schooi advsor

SS L

H
a

a

ur,7- rec^r^tu^es. History Oepar^en,

Kr"s«ma LeX- Cass of 90. Coord.na.or UMass ieiefund

D0ri ^cCracken- Pre-iaw advisor ^^ va|(ey^^ eum

?a
U

c
V
k Tage'r- Doctor of Undergraduate Stud.es, H.story Department

For more information, please contact

Mather Career Center- 545-2224

Refreshments Served-AH Students Are Welcome
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How the NYNEX Student

Telephone Directory stacks up

against Beowulf Cliffs Notes.

*f'**
UNIVERSITY OF

**> *

$&-
••O *., ,tUMm

Ttitmnomi
°'"»CToir»

Cliffs Notes NYNEX

I M-s the color "yellow

as a devkc somewhere

on or in the book.

fells you where to reach your

professors, who delivers

pizza, and how to reach

the financial aid office.

Never mentions the words

"allegory? "foreshadow?

or "heroic coder

Not an embarrassing thing to

have fall out ot your backpack

in.sav. English < lass.

Doesn't analyze Hrothgaris

homilies or I nierth as anti-hero.

Well there you have it. The NYNEX Student Telephone Directory has the

kinds of information students want. And none of the stuff you don't.

Besides which, it's free. So be sure to look for your copy on campus.

NYNEX
Student
Telephone
Directory

A muddy march to the conference crown

4
STAY

HOM
London
Pans
San jose.C R
Bangkok
Hong Kong
Tokyo

$*12
480
390
959
879
759

( ullrfian pH<Ko b> Ttmi S»imI>»

|lh..l.- lii \.ir..r. » •

Above left: UMass quarterback Dave McGovern cuts inside of \illanova

safety Kevin Long (16). BeUnv Uft: A UMass ballcarrier is tackled by a host

of Wildcats. Above: Linebacker Bobby Burke buries his head in
,

frustra-

tion after falling short on a fourth-quarter interception try. Scott Mm
coa (96) looks on.

Student Faculty Far*

Ta*es ided a**

,t»0(ect to

change One ways available

Work/Study abfoad programs

International studen 1

teacne' ID

euRAIL PASSES ISSUEO ON
THE SPOT'

Free student travel catalogue

m i .>— »•

THE '

i

rwwr
rrrr

CALDOR
\nn|ti.il "PP"

>|ii\i r

Building

The Best Team.
At ( aldor Inc. we seek individuals who possess the

building blocks ofsuccess Initiative Creativity.

Resolve Flexibility, leadership. To people display-

ing these characteristics, ice offer our l.xecntive

Training Program Designedfirrthose wbo want

to excel in retailing, this program provides a

smooth transitionfrom campus life to oitrdynanm

organization

loin us and learn more about how you can start

building an excitingfuture with a retailing leader.

Stop by and see us at Career Day on luesday, November

Wb, 1990 at the Campus Center Auditorium between

I and 5 pm.

CALDQR



men's basketball
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THE FAR SIDE
By GARY LARSON

BONES IN THE BARREL
By J. GELLER & M. ROSENZWEIG

COLLEGIAN 17

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE

Edited By TRUDE MICHEL JAFFE

CONTINUED FROM -PAGE 20

Giles (15) carried the scoring load for UMasSj

Barbee was 3 of 4 from three point range, and Giles hit

3 of 6. Brown (11 points) returned to the point guard spot

he anchored two seasons ago as a freshman and hit several

jumpers, including a three. JW f7fnn(9
The scrimmage marked the m-game debut of 7-foot-2

freshman Jeff Meyer. Meyer entered the game with 11:10

to play in the first half and scored his first hoop, a six-

foot hook shot over a Soviet defender, two minutes later

Freshman guard Chris Robinson and sophomore forward

Kennard Robinson also played in the first half.

Game notes: Injured UMass quarterback Gary Wilkos

received an introduction from Calipari and a standing ova

tion from the student section before the start of the »
cond half. . . Herndon earned a technical foul for giving

referee Jim Burr an encouraging pat on the back after

a tough call went against him

MEETTHE FUTURE

0FCRE\TI\TTHIXK1NG.

Vmijja doesn't just improse sour work k

It improves sour thinking. Nti wwl
I

r. .itiu iunkmn

kwfatttf 'vip.lll

>lt|!l«

Whatever urn i an

imagine Vmi°,d has the

power to produce. lastly.

lt>. h
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am! h •
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i .in

We delis rrtodas what

others promise tomorrow.
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i
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I olk-gum ph»l<> b» Hit h lluCrrr

William Herndon barrels to the basket in Fri-

day's scrimmage with the USSR Trade Union

Team. Herndon sat out most of the first half with

three fouls, but returned to score 10 points.

I HI N III US HELPYCH

ALL BODY SHOPS
(Kennedy 12. John Adams 19 & Totmati Gym)

ARE OFFERING

A HEALTH I WLhia CIlEC£i

rOK MEMBERS ($5.00) \NI)

NONMI MBIRS ($10.00)

COM. IIMXM I YCM R

TOTAL CHOLESTEROL
PERCENT BODY FAT
& BLOOD PRESSURE

For more information or

to make an appointment

CALL 545-1337
All testing and results

are confidential

COME & LET US HELP YOU
HANDLE THE STRESS!!

Buffalo B ,lls

Presents
7 Reasons to Eat Out This Week!

Mon: FREE Onion Rings, Baked Pot., or Lg Fries

with purchase of a SUPER ROAST BEEF

Tues: FREE 6 pc Mozzarella Stix with a $4 purchase

Wed: SUPER ROAST BEEF and 6 pc Chicken Fingers $5

Thurs: Chicken Sandwich, French Fries, Soda $3

Fri: 2 JUNIOR ROAST BEEFS $3

Sati Lg French Fri, Soda, Super Roast Beef $4

Sun: Sweet Heart Special'

FREE Junior Roast Beef and French Fries

with $5 purchase...must be a coulple

5
<

<

o
I

THE. TE*£\<b cwftw.-'Rtfv.e.
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CALVIN AND HOBBES By BILL WATTERSON

*0K, DO WE ) I TUlHW.^0

MMt ft SHO^ LE
BOX |

NME? ITS

PROJECT.

G0\M« TO DO
^iip? M£ wo

|

to mke *

ST0WW6 TUE.

foFPESENT KO

v'c TO
1

ms. * KSSBT
SCtHE

ACROSS
1 Hebrides island

5 Throe

10 Word wilt i Wast

or cast

14 Play the lead

1

5

Betel palm

16 One of the

Muses
17 Tine spray

1

8

Jeweler s

weight

19 Swan genus

20 What good
bteaklaMs Ik)

23 Mince pie

?4 Kel'y or Tierney

25 Spent Id

28 Smears
3i HI • •

way
40 Norm
41 Sla •

42 194 '
.

,.»org>

ReOgravi

48 Limp as —
49 Some a I

MO I

64 - Mp
DOWN

2 Regro'

miss ot «ong
-

puptisne'

* llan

tof pawling

5 Ta -

'mback

6 Boris Karlotl

aka William

Henry

7 Before plane

or drome
8 Command to

a cat

9 Geom
or trig

10 Forty or

sixty.

maybe
11 Pooped
12 She was

tears

13 Click tw

21 Snor*t-

22 A leatfif-

your cap 7

dog
2? To do
28 faui pas

.er* of a

32 Before pay 01

runner

33 Collections of

sayings

34 Goddess of

youth

35 Sale words
37 1954 Oscar

winner

38 Dolorous

39 Initial

43 Check
44 Colorless

poison gas

pill the beans

46 Greek physicia-

old

47 Actor Jeremy

48 Choreographer

de Milt*

49 Muslim |udgs

50 Culture medium
51 BUM!, m Briboa

52 Rambuw
goddess

53 Be concerned

54 Gear containers

58 Actress Grant

ANSWER TO PHEVIOUS_PUZZLE:

TANGELO PIE

|We l> inert" luer> S»«*rt«« 11 II**

MENU

By TIM SNIFFEN

LUNCH
Tacos
Egg Ro«

BASICS LUNCH
Egg ROW

Vegetable Tacos

DINNER
Roast Lamb

Sausage Grinder

BASICS DINNER
Veggie Pie

Ratatouie

Hello OUT heft. Due fo

hdau king *** aufhors

aFVAate^H
WtodauM'4 1

, at the.

ir?

XMbch*nflij0U0W

4h« head untK a malkT*

ah*! «

If5 naK^ ow

/ This M«/,iMeaf

Silly hafo.

-I ntui+ ^»^« misread

if. /foppy 8ir«/*idau/

^^ Omen.

YOUR DAILY HOROSCOPE
By JEANE DIXON

ABIES

NIPPLE
By PITT

Aprt W) S»(*

»u» unmoo"oni detol* -

that .ay re urwnportarrt

FnerxK or*^ you lOymji newt Better

heam w* be vows if you aa

more octwe IfesTVW ^chj ©*>

enttxieoim fo» youf »c

TAURUS .

e»pec« rughe- I

new dean today Â * :

ar<X#srr,

GEMINI
j fo» ouoarv

good e*amp!e vou couia spena a

svew evenmg m trie cor.

meirtMT ot »ri© coposite

Spnjce up your oppearonce

CANCIt
Cnonces are "Chj to»e

$ometr«ng ^nportant yo

after a iong seorcn Curta* spen-

ding vour male may oe more

demand^ trxm usual Devote

more time to nome We

LIO Juiv 23- Aug 27) S*

.r. /ck> ousnes* aeolngs ^ead »»goi

oocu- re?j»v and pa

tentton to pubhc opinio •

lawyers rf you nave any douofs A

ctose retatonshc> * more rewarai^g

than ever

VIBOO (Aug 23- Sept 22) Get

together with someone more e«-

perienced than yourself it you need

help with an important protect

Review your finances this afternoon

Do not count on a major increase

m income

LIBRA I 22) f<»

jeveiopmenti par

tctJartv where romance • concern

ea Expect some eonfueor where

yoa finances ate mvoved "cxi are

-tier trope **&\ you ' r

SCORPIO

iAOITTARIUS

I

•
t len .

:"vi

vour oved

-. <<

are soymg
3lpoi$«s»e

stronger than r-

CA»RICORN
itaren

are ccrf'«eme I
fememeer

what rt was me to be a cNd A
relative receives good news

Romance *oc*s mostty hoopy

AQUARIUS m 20 Feb 18) Beg^
'he dav t -J yourse I

your work and getting as tor ahead

as you can There « a good chance

romance w* beckon later today

Slav home and relax tonght

WSCIS (Peb 19- March 20) A

change of scenery would do you

good today Getting away from

routine concerns for a day could

change your whole outlook you wf
return to vour work with new
enthusiasm

TODAY'S STAFF
Night Editor Rick Seto

Copy Editor Tamir Lipton

Layout Technician Nicole Dumas

Photo Technician JeH Holland

Production Supervisor Nicole Dumas
..Sue Kent

Maggie Trudell , Terry

Starmer

Typesetter

Production

w ***
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There's a good reason

your Collegiate Reps know

how students think.

They're students.

B '*r\

** *

yjIfHf^

v • •

When it cornea to knowing what it takes to get your

work done. < ollegiate Rep* know where you're

coming from.

The\ ran demonstrate how easih vou can use

an IBM Phonal Sv»tem/2 to write paper- and

create graphic* and spreadsheets t<>r your classes.

The* <an answer your questions and help recom-

mend the ri«:ht match lor you

from the affordable line of

IBMPS/2s:
To find out what an IBM

IN/2 can do far you. come in.

or call someone who thinks

MSI like you do. mm

OPEN
M-F 9-5

SAT 10-3

The IBM PS/2 Fair is here today and tomor-

row in the Campus Center from 10:00 to 3:00.

So make sure to stop by and check out

IBM's great offerings. Your UMass IBM Col-

legiate Reps will be on hand to answer ques-

tions and demonstrate software packages

for you!

©.UNIVERSITY
STORED

LOCATED IN THE CAMPUS CENTER

, „ ,.... >~< jjijiuii. mat ourcnase IBM Selected Academe Solutions through participating campus locations Orders are

s^cHoavaC", CesT&Z toTnangeandSS^*"S™ ""'hou ' """en "°*"* **Pmn* SvS 'em'2 "" PS'2 ""^'^^"^'^

°

international Business Machines Corporation

t IBM Corporation 1990

teams slosh across the finish line in finale

Men impress with 10th place showing • Women end season with 15th place finish
Cross country

By KEITH BENNETT
Collegian Correspondent

The University of Massachusetts men's

cross country team finished 10th at the

IC4A Championship Meet Saturday.

"I'm ecstatic," coach Ken O'Brien said.

"I thought that on a real good day we'd

grab about 12th place. 1 thought 10th

would be out of reach.

"Our top three runners ran phenomenal

ly," O'Brien said.

Senior Jon Corso led UMass with a 20th

place finish. It was the eighth highest

finish for a UMass runner ever at the

Championship.

Senior Tom Degnan was the second

finished 15 seconds behind Corso, in 42nd

place. Senior Joe Milette placed 54th

Solid performances were turned in by

sophomore Mike Davis (94th place),

freshman Craig Cormier (110th), senior

Gerry Squires (147th) and sophomore Pat

Reed (150th).

Reed was the third-highest seventh place

runner in the meet, meaning that of all the

teams, only two others were able to place

their seventh runner higher than Reed.

O'Brien said that he was especially pleas-

ed with the way his team handled the poor

weather conditions during the race. The

meet was run in a driving rain with winds

up to 40 miles-per-hour. In many places on

the course, the mud was over the runners'

ankles.

"I thought that our guys handled the

adverse conditions well," O'Brien said

"They didn't let the rain and the wind

bother them. A couple of the other teams

that I expected to finish ahead of us didn't

perform as well under the conditions."

By DAN WETZEL
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts

women's cross country team battled 50 col-

leges from all over the Northeast and

weather fit for the Artie North to finish

15th at the Eastern Collegiate Athletic

Conference Championship Saturday.

"We finished exactly where we expected

to be," coach Julie LaFreniere said. "The

weather was wet and miserable, but my
team overcame it and ran with a lot of

heart."

Sophomore Becky Johnson finishd 48th

in the 3.1-mile race; freshman Kelly Lil

jeblad came in 68th.

"Both Kelly and Becky ran well under

difficult conditions," LaFreniere said

"This is a very big race and with bad

weather it is not easy to keep your poise

Kelly wa< a little disappointed hut 1 feel

she ran very well."

The surprise of the meet, according to

LaFreniere, was the performance of Mo
Meldrim, who finished 70th. Meldrim was

expected to be a major contributor this

season, but a seru-s of injuries and bad luck

have kept her from being a factor.

"Mo finally stepped up and ran like we

all knew she could," LaFreniere said.
"

was BO excited seeing her run well that I

screamed myself hoarse as she was

finishing."

Villanova (33 points) dominated to win

the Championship, followed by Georgetown

(83 points) and Providence Those three

teams, along with Yale, will compete next

week at the National Championships

for UMass, this meet wrapped up the

taon on a positive note. LaFnnief said.

Mam other coaches felt their teams fell

apart at this meet, but my team stepped up

to the challenge
."

Gymnastics meet all fun
Alumni meet chance for men to tune, enjoy

B> KEN MA(il'IRE

Collegian Cm n -p<>naVnt

The University of Massachusetts men >

gymnastics team defeated a squad of

I'Mass alumni 229.2 to 207.6, in the 20th

Annual Alumni Meet Saturday at Boyden.

Winning and losing, however, took a

back seat to a good time.

"The main thing is to have fun," coach

Roy Johnson said.

We weren't really expecting to hit our

best routines. The season doesn't start un-

til January 19. so we have a lot of time."

Honorary alumnus Kieth Van Winkle,

10, showed he is still going strong and

doesn't plan on quitting Van Winkle, the

men's gymnastics coach at Dartmouth,

graduated from Middlebury and is

rucallv not an alumnus. But since

befriending .Johnson. Van Winkle has

rii.d ••%• -i> vear to compete in the

Alumni meet.

This is mv KHh year here at UMa
ia„l\ A uM have a wonderful

time It'l I thrill for RM to watch this

caliber of gymi I had a lot of fun
"

:ie, class of 89, who is now an

assistant gymnastics coach at West

Virginia, Mid he may think twice about

returning for next year's meet.

This is mv first time back." said Royane

T did I lot better than I expected, but my

ankle is hurting so bad.'

Although it is still preseason, Johnson

said he was pleased with some of his team's

performances.

"I thought the guys did really well.

Johnson said. "Jason Braun did a nice

routine on the floor exercises and Steve

Chnstensen did a pretty good ring routine.

All we've done up to now is a lot of skill

training We have to put it all together,"

Braun scored a 9.2 on the floor
_

and

Christensen received an 8.4 on the rings

impressive were Bill Sayman (8 5 on

the parallel bars) and Tim Sullivan <9 .2 M
the vault >

Johnson said he enjoys watching

alumni compete every year "They re

always fun. but rusty They'll be Ml
tomorrow." he said.

Also compel ingfoi the alumni N
new I Mi- iseiatanl coach Jon Chi

former memb,r of the CfeitMM Nation*!

Team At one time, according to Johnson.

Chen was considered "one of the bttf in the

world."
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Small classes.

supportive faculty

Beautiful suburban

campus

Dynamic legal community

Curriculum and

placement with vision

— Environmental Lav. in

UN Year

— Lawyering Skills A
Clinical Courses

— Video Interview

Program (VTP) targets

major midsize firms

I Celebrating 120 years

serving the legal profession

1-800-289-URLAW

Director of Admission

Services

University of Richmond

School of Law

Richmond. VA 23173

Fully Accredited ABA/AALS

CLASSIFIEDS
ACTIVITIES

CLUB C C A

Campus Center Ai,d>tooum
• I -day

i

9 PM I A M
by A AS A

Dance« you drop1

DJ by perted row prod

INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS ASSOCIA
TION Gene-al Meeting present* win LOS*

or Draw Tuesday November I3tr» Campus

Center 163 7PM Pnjes" AH welcome

MODEL UNITED NAHONS Meeting

Tomgh! 7 00PM Herler 201

More into can Aie« 6 -

Women's Rights m me Thud World

SPUING BREAK TRAVEL FAIR'

Don 1 mtss it'

Feb 14 1991

ANNOUNCEMENTS

ALANA WOMEN S GROUP meets tonight'

6 30PM 8i the Knowlton mam floor lounge

ANYONE INTERESTED in Vechiryu Karate

please contact Michelle 54? 2965 oi Mme
546-6080

BED A BREAKFAST
Downtown Amherst
5490733

CAREER DAY 1990. Today' Campus

Center Auditorium trom 1 00 to 5 00 All are

welcome to attend' Come on down

FAST FUNDBAISING PROGRAM
$1000 in iust one wees
Earn up to $1000 tor your campus organi/a

tion Plus a chance at $5000 more' This pro.

gram works' No investment needed can

1-800-932-0528 EkI 50

MEDIA VIOLENCE workshop sponsored by

POWER and Educator Advocates Tues-

day. Nov 13 7PM m Campus Center cnecu

schedule lor room

OPEN THE DOOR
to an enntrng and
ch4*eng»ng career
• CIGNA Corporation

show you how
as we discuss

Actuarial career opportunities

To team more about m* challenging field

pton to attend a<*«^J^j*"a
'T«* accuse career eppcrtumbss at C'GNA

Members of all cMssjas are welcome limited

summer intern and full-time positions m
bom Connecticut and PMadelphia are

available Paia 4 refreshments w* be serv

ec' Dress * casual

Date November 28, 1990

Time 7 0T>9 00PM
Place Mather Caree' Center

AUTO FOR SALE

1984 FORD ESCORT new '"«"•*»«,
haust system, good engine. $1300 can

Mana 549-6525

1988 HONDA CIVIC 31000 miles AM FM

cassette stereo E«ce«ent cond*on Recent

SSlttluneup i owner CaH Bruce after

6PM at 256-1215

CONTINENTAL TICKETS

HAVE VOU ENTERED the raffle yet 7

545-0500 Campus Travel/On Campus'

FOR A GOOO TIME CALL...

RACK A DISC the best entertainment DJ s

video bands dorm/house specials call

586 9900 anytime

FOR RENT

i LARGE BEDROOM m Victorian House

Downtown Amherst $250 00 549-0733

3 BEDROOM 2 bathroom

Belchertown/Amherst On bus route

$850 a month » 323 7910

ONE BEOROOM APARTMENT in

Brandywine available Jan 1 549-7157

SINGLE m 3 bedroom 220/mth

5 mm walk 549-5616 Judy

HELP WANTED

EARN $300 TO »S00 per week reading

books at home Cars 615473-7440 E«t

Matt

HEATWAVE VACATIONS. INC is looking

for Campus Representatives toi Spring

Bras* 1991 Top dollar commissions' Con

lad Gregory at 800-395-WAVE

INTELLIGENCE JOBS All branches Now

h.nng Call 1 805-687*000 Est K 9616

PART-TIME LIFEGUARD Wednesday

afternoon swim instructor Hampshire

Fitness Club now through 2nd semester \n

eluding interssssion (pay A membership)

253-8327

WANTED Enthusiastic individual or stu

dent organization to promote spring break

destination for 1991 Earn commissions,

free trips and valuable work experience

Apply now" Call Student Travel Service at

1800-265 1799

INSTRUCTION

EARN CREDIT SCUBA DIVING

2 credit basic and advanced courses offered

both semesters at Curry Hicks pool

2 credit sport courses to Key Largo during

mtersession spring break and end of

GOLD BRACELET between Sylvan and

Campus Center sentimental value

CaH 6-2247 PLEASE'

LOST MY HISTORY NOTEBOOK Please

return by calling Stephen ai 54*1691

SReward'

acket from Logtown Rd

i tor all courses through the General

Physical Education Department

Further information at Curry Hicks pool

Monday through Thursday 7PM-10PM or

call Protect Deep 549*401

LEGS

LEGS The potential power zone tree in-

struction by Kevin Fulton UMass Strength

and Conditioning Coach Hilltop Health

Club (Webster) Tuesday H/13 7 30-10PM

LOST

BROWN LEATHER JACKET Wednesday
at Franklin DC If found please call Susan

at 546 5769

purple
green
Wool'
jacket

ajMM
call

Heather
546-0489

STOLEN''
Brown leathe

11 2 90
Reward $ for return

No ques asked
253-9495

PERSONALS

HEATHER. So its your birthday7 You re

kidding me' What happened to the Heather

I met on the beach7 Weill do not know

Nyuh' Sorry it's a day late' Hope you had

a great day' Love Blondie Bo and Babe-

friends forever"

JEFF (OAK SOPHOMORE) Turco Did you

lose something long and hard Thursday 7

Check your car You know where to Imd

us'" Wynn/Lang

KATHY. CYNOI AMY
What s up 7 I'm tan

Just kiddmg- guess who7

KISSVFACE.
Happy Anniversary 1

i love you and always will

China Doll

MELISSA K.

Sorry about Saturday

Let's talk please

From- BO

MICHELE STOLPER Happy 19th Birthday"

Have a great day From your favorite

Theta Chi

SHAFTMASTER m ist bretfc you

STEVE ANDALORO- S'oce you re probably

enpecting this Happy 22nd Birthday'" uo
crary 1 From 214 Putnon

TO THE AVANTE GARDE 'ed capped

mushroom haned sleepyhead on the 2nd

hoor o' Dwighi Get psyched foi two tun

idled nights m the study lounge' n bring me
pillows i1 you bnng the whipped CO

TO THE PEACHY GUV *» .i.-

Hatch Our boc*s are heavy and we re fua

ot compliments When s dinner 7

SAT

WHAT DO L.L.. a car and Nov 12 have m
common 7

It s Leitha s Birthday'

Watchout uptown she II be first in line'

Love M S C E

WILLY NICE
Don t believe that bra! Alpo1

I don't go to bars with

Dinner s on me this time'

Love
Cheryl

P S Thanks tor the ID

We had a great lime""

PROFESSIONAL DJ S

LAZER TECH AUDIO available tor your

dance dorm party or house party Great

rates great DJ s Call 323-7801 soon

ROOMMATES WANTED

1 OR 3 FEMALE ROOMMATES
280 oi 140 & Elec

.'341

t BEDROOM AVAIL right near Amherst

College bus older non smoker pref Must

love cats 230 -i Security Deposit 'equirtfd

253-7728

FEMALE NONSMOKER wanted lo share

room 549 0038 tor December 1

SERVICES

HOLIDAY BOOKING selling out' Campus

Travel on Campus 545-0500

PREGNANT 7

Need a pregnancy test, information or sup-

port7 Can for tree and confidential services

ALTERNATIVES T3 Mam St Northampton

PROFESSIONAL PAPERS INC

Comoutotaedmaarcfi horary' aj subiects

levels a topes CaH 4 research mfo MC
Vi*frAme» 1-800 447 2431 10835 Santa

Mornca Blvd I 20i) W Los Angeles CA
90025

STEREO/AUDIO'VIDEO

USED stereo components/VCR s/cotor

tv s/professronal audio We buy seB and

trade Quality guaranteed great prices'

Detailed list available 10AM 9PM
2S*0941

TRAVEL

CHRISTMAS, SPRING BREAK. SUMMER
TRAVEL FREE. An couriers needed and

h.p )obs Call 1 805-682 7555 E»1

F1426

Spring Break m
19'" Book early

WAKE N- BAKE!'!
Janaica/Cancun from $449"

and save $30 travel with the best

1 800-426 7710

TYPING

FAST ACCURATE ON-CAMPUS
Sneii check $1 H
CaH Ashley at 54r

WORDPROCESSING: Dissertations

cases papers. Affordable dependable.

Mac/LP on-campus Nancy 584-7924

WOROPROCESSING. REPORTS
Resumes Theses, Graphics. Laser Pnn

ting Call Rosemary 259-1786

WANTED

FINANCE COORDINATOR FOR WMUA
Bookeepmg skills and computer

literacy reccomended
Apply at WMUA 102 Campus Center

Deadline tor applications 11/19

More into call 545 2876
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SPORTS
Old Dominion ends field hockey s seasu.;

By HOLLY LUTHER
Collegian Correspondent

NORFOLK. Va. - Once again. Old Dominion Univer

sitv's Held hockev team is Final Four bound.

Old Dominion conquered the University of

Massachusetts. 4-0. to eliminate the Minutewomen from

the NCAA Division I Field Hockey Tournament Sunday

at Foreman Field.

Both teams walked onto the field enriched from then

last meeting during regular season play, whin OIK

defeated Massachusetts 4-0.

-Nothing surprised us. They |ODU) executed their cor

ners better than last time we played them, but they have

the potential to do that." UMass coach Pum Hixon said

Old Dominion coach Beth Anders said. They re much

improved. I didn't expect anything less I knew they d be

better than the first time

UMass plavs on grass regularly, and was not acclimated

to the speed of Foreman Fields Astroturf

"Plaver for plaver. for the most part, they re physical

lv faster And on turf its ping to take its toll after a

while." Hixon said.

•We played a far more defensive system than the tirst

time [we played them]. We had to somehow stop their cor

ners If we could do that we'd be in the game. I think our

defense was a little bit intimidated, which is unfortunate.

I think we were thinking too much of what might hap

P
*The Monarch* (2 12 1 1 had a more refined, confident of-

fensive approach.

\nders said. "We were coming and attacking. VN hatever

they did we just kept attacking Instead of worrying about

losing we were coming in to win

Momentum travelled quickly from end to end; Old Horn.

nion cashed in first when Macha van der Yaart with an

assist from Winnifred Sanders, put the Monarchs on the

board with the match only two minutes old^

At the 16:00 mark. Pam Neiss broke through the

blockade of UMass defenders on UMass goalie Philippa

Scott to give ODU a 2-0 lead.

This goal set off a spark in Massachusetts, the

Minutewomen picked up the pace of the game and didn t

allow another goal until the second half.

I was concerned about their goaltending. I know UMass

has verv good goalies," expressed Anders. .....
This season, in 1.348 minutes of playing time. UMass

sophomore goalie Philippa Scott has al owed 1
,

goals an

0.78 goals-aga.nst average.) Scott has 14 shutout.s and 129

goal saves.

Anders didn't need to be concerned B^J"*"'
however when six minutes into the second halt Robin

Smith estahlished a 3-0 lead on a penalty stroke.

Smith repeated the trick with 7:60 to go, as again Scott

couldn't block Smith's powerful flick on a penalty ihot.

•With such a big score the first time (we played OIH

I really thought wed come out with a little hit ot a

vengeance. " Hixon commented.

Old Dominion will proceed to the semifinals and face

Iowa November 17 at Rutgers The other semifinal match

pits North Carolina against Penn Stat.

UMass 1 16 6> scored a victory in round one ot the tour-

nament, beating Connecticut i in penalty stroke-

a tie could not be broken

football
MtNl'FD FROM PAGE 1

vmning points.
" Reid said. "That wasn't fit for man no.

beast, only football players today.
'

The field ml was set up by a 86-yard drive directed by

freshman quarterback Dave Mctiovern. who made his

first career start McGovern < 1 of 1 7 . 102 yards) connected

with tight end Ron V.llone for a 14 yard gain to midfield.

then seven plavs later he spun I strong throw to Blauvelt

who made a sliding catch on the Villanova 12-yard line

McGovern fumbled in the first quarter, and ran the

wrong directum on an option play in the third, but overall

appeared more comfortable direct ing the offense than in

hi* debut last week at Richmond Ht t* ue scrambled for

first downs in the fourth quarter, eating time ofl the clock

that Villanova needed to attempt a comeback

"I was a rookie last week This week I knew what it

like
" said McGovern. who w ... named to the ^ ankee I

ference Honor Roll for his efforts i felt a lot more com

fortable than last week We went back to basics in prac

*The UMass defense, meanwhile, was again H-national

UMass humiliated Villanova s running game - the

Wildcat* rushed 30 tn a total gain ot fwt yards -

and limited Parpan to 1 1 of 26 passing for 10 The

Wildcat* punted 10 times, gained less than twoyai

play on average, and crowed UMass' 40 yard line once

in the second half

"A lot of t
- difficult on the defensive line because

we're reacting to what the offensive line is doing,

tackle Rich Kane, who had a team high nine tackles "But

[the mudl didn't really affect us too much Its fat to be

harder for them coming off the turf iThe Wildcats play

thftr home games on artificial grass Wt ve had a cou

"JSSSvS™, UM-. had ,he *»»*-
defense against the run and the second be* defense

overaU m'he nation. The M.nutemen have yielded four

rushmg touchdowns all year, fewer than anv other team

^SClMri* »ts regular season Saturday at UNH

,11 Stadium, and on the fine will be he first

undefeated season since V,c fee* I team went 8 01 ,n

1

m. game alsohasplayoH implications Al
Jf*"f~

f,rence champions, the *««*~*£&'5^
automatic berth m the 16 team Division 1 AA play oil

Ru t
"

n Saturday would leave the M.nutemen as one

of the Top eTght teams ,n the country, and improve their

nancesVhnstm, a first f^f #f«g^T
Mtnutemen are currently ranked No B in the.nation

The plavoff pairings will be announced Sunday right.

Game notes: Tailback Eric Th.mas subbed for John

.!,>,. who iw.sted an ankle in the second qua, le, and

was carried off the field Thimas rushed 5 times for ,.\

. rds. and has 390 all-purpose yards m the ast l wo games

Johnson is expected to b. OK for the I Ml game

Gary W.lkos. who was introduced to a -landing ovation

dm ,ng Friday nights UMa K basketball game. ,..,k

in the action from the press box.

On his wav off the field. M I km .., m M • I .<PP- * ••

an enormous hug from his brother H,U. *m ass.sun.
"2*0

with UMaas. . . The Minutemen were |l IIM n-ne t...«

for 85 vards. , .

Defense t.u-kle Stev I Bi -the,- returned fromia -pi am

ed ankl to start Villanova had two SO vard P-s,ng

plays called back by personal fouls

Senior guard Paul Mayborry wipes his

facemask during a timeout in Saturday's 3-0

UMass win.

Basketball teams open exhibition season at the Cage
• Women 'Czeched, ' 89-54Men succumb to Soviets

B> SAM SIIAERSTKIN
Collegian Staff

Friday- University of MtMMhMMlti US8»,U ad-

Union I rimmage had a little 'Back to the r uture

'""The Sovi. • attle shorts and pulled their socks up

Thev ran pick and-rolls and top of the key three^man

weaves straight out of 1958. They shot one handed set-

shots, an mentor of the modern jump shot.

They also played a good basketball game, and beat

UMass 85-81.

The Minutemen did well to scrap their way back into

this game After falling behind by 18 points early in the

second half. UMass pressed the Soviets into committing

several turnovers in the final 15 minutes, and came within

a couple possessions of winning the game.

A 10 second violation gave UMass the ball with 2

minutes left, and William Herndon scored with an athletic

move to the basket to close the Minutemen to within three

points, 80-77 . ,

Harper Williams answered a Sergey Ivar.ov basket with

a 10 foot himper to keep UMass close at the 43 second

mark, and Herndon dunked a lob from Anton Brown with

20 seconds left to draw UMass within a pair at 8J M
Two Anatolv Bogdanov free throws with nine seconds

on the clock then sealed the win. the Soviet's second in

three g>J mst Atlantic 10 teams last week

-We played hard, we just have to play hard forty

minutes at' a time,- Williams-said. As long as m M

quit we'll be in every game
"

"The biggest thing is that we d.dn t give up and we

fought." coach John Calipan said. "I was discouraged with

our defense- because we're a batter defensive Huh t han we

showed. . but I was encouraged that we made big shots

We know we can come back at you

Jim McCoy, last season's leading 000T0T, is recovering

from a virus and missed the game in his absence. Tony

Barbee (game high 21 points*. Williams (20) and Rafer

"ONTINUED ON PAGE 16

( olltifiHn photo by Ri«h DuOf*

Harper Williams shoots over Sergey Gresin in

Friday's scrimmage with the USSR Trade Union

Team. Williams scored 20 points in UMass* 85-81

loss.

By GREG SUKIKNNIK
Collegian Staff

In reahtv, this game was over before it started But for

the University of Massachusetts women's basketball

t.am. that wasn't the important part

The Ruzomborek Sports Club of Czechoslovakia, utiliz

tag it's height and experience advantage to the fullest

showed why it is a world class women's basketball squad

Friday night in an 89-54 drubbing of UMass

However, the Minutewomen showed signs of being a

much better team this year than last, when thev fi"ish

ed 5 24. Led by senior center Keyburn McCusker, UMass

scored 38 points in the second half, played better defense,

and took care of the ball.

•We relaxed and we came out to play [in the second half).

We played hard, we filled the lanes and played better

defense. I was pleased we were able to come back and play

a solid second half," coach Kathty Hewelt said.

UMass exhibited shaky play during the first ten

minutes, while Ruzomborek did what it wanted to do.

With the Czechs up 25 8. Iveta Bielikovas started an 11

point run with two-straight three pointers, and Ruzom-

borek put the game away before the first half had ended.

UMass trailed at the half 43 16.

Meanwhile. UMass shot 24.5 percent from the field in

the first half and turned the ball over often

( ibviously. we were out of sync,'' Hewelt said. "When

you have a voting ballclub, that's something that's very

important to overcome. That's one of the reasons why we

play a game like this; to get our feet wet
."

Ru/omborek jacked the lead up to 60 18 at the start ot

the MOOnd half before pulling its starters.

After that, UMass played better. McCusker poured in

18 of her game high 22 points off various post up moves

and short jumpers, as UMass closed to within 30 points

Trish Riley, a 5 foot 4 guard who redshirted last year

due to injury, came back to score eight points and haul

in a team high eight rebounds. Several times Riley cut

through the taller Czechs for lay ups.

Keep those gloves ha

dy! Today will be sunny

and breezy, in the

mid-40s.

Lorenzo Sutton on the

road to recovery, enters

rehabilitation in

Springfield. Page 3.

Amherst resident, fear-

ful and angry, urges ac-

tion against 'war over

oil.' Page 5.
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Regents make policy

For student reservists

< ..lU'ifuii! pholn h\ l<"n S»nd»«

THE GREAT OUTDOORS - Brisk weather does not keep en-

vironmental science major Julie Wiener from enjoying her

homework near the Student Union.

By GAYLE LONG
Colkgiaa Staff

The Board of Regents ha> issued I policv

regarding students who are i-.ill.-d to ftd W «

duty, according to the Dean of Students

The policy covers tuition and l>

withdrawals from courses, priority enrol!

ment upon return, and assistance in filing

mitigating circumstance- forms

"I believe it will involve well over 100

students. >.ud Jo-Al»M \ «n;n d. ..n ol

students

The polity *as accompanied by i letter

from Chancellor of Higher Kducation Ran

dolph W Bromerv. which s;»id the poluv

Considerable involv.ni.nt h\

, mpus officials on a case to case basis, par-

ticularly where financial

The policy incluo'.

• Studonts who are un.iMc to compi.

semester becaOM It* died to active

United 9tatN «tt*Urj duty shall, upon

verification. In- granted the option ot

fund or credit ot tuition and campu-

With respect to anv health insurant,

the refund is subject to the concurrence ot

the institution's iiMir.imv earner

• Students who have revived any form of

financial aid including a full or partial

scholarship or student loan or who expect

to receive one. should cont.u I !lu financial

office at their respective institution to

make appropriate arrangements

• Students shall rec.ive nonpunitive

withdrawals hi all courses for which th.s

required to withdraw

• Student* nwding to rwridenc* halls

shall receive refunds on a pro rata I

the remainder of the -einest.r

Thl- provi-ion r> Subject U) the appm

of the Building AuthonU

• Verification shall !*• provided t-v fur

nishmg the Registrar with a copy of tin-

Order to Active Dutj within one we. k ot

receipt of the order

It tin ord.-i i- not in writ inc;. the st udent

mav si^'n an affidavit at!, -tinu to such an

order, which include* an

telephone number where the institution

,n verify lh« l order and turui-h th. .!

lav.t to the Registrar within one week

.•ipt of the out-

e lh«- institution

01 Md am institutional pelicy n

regulation thai negatively Impacts

students in their withdrawal 0T Mibseqii.-nl

loailmiiitirm to the institution due to call

M t lve ihitv

• The institution up"ii l.-qn. ->tu

dent, should ''ent in

nut ig.it inu' circumstaiue- foi m- w:'ti •

na l
ogenciea, tot > Kample

a \tTairs. m an attempt lo i

•tudeaU trom being charged writ

ing to*» much money
• \nv -indent |.-.|uu.<l -..withdr .w diaii

Ih- given priority in enrollment in »h.

gram of his or her t hOMB IOXW relui n to the

institution to, the
I

modiatelv follow ing hi- or her r.-ttui.

'lVe dUt\

Kater named top soccer player in nation
/. lit! I. U ..1..L.... , U >nrt I Ullt Ills II

By RH'K SKTO
Collegian Staff

When playing axcer at the age of nine in Mendham.

N I April Kater just played the game. After beginning

her organized lOCCer career on a hoys" club team, she mov

ed on to I girls' traveling team, the Area Select team, the

st ite 9etod team. Regional Camp, the National Team and

finally to the University of Massachusetts women s soc

ear team. ,

But Kater didn't just play the game: She dominated it

eollrginn photo hy (Birie Wyrth

Coach Jim Rudy congratulates 1990 Her-

mann Trophy winner April Kater.

Under former UMass coach Kalekeni Banda and his up

and down dir.it stvle of play, and current coach dim Rudv

and his NIIMIMJnn oriented and tactical style of play. BtW

always controlled the game, especially in the an

Kater. a senior, was acknowledg.-d as th. outstanding

collegiate women's soccer player in the United States with

the awarding of the 1990 Hermann Trophy yesterdav at

the Campus Center.

The trophv. an identical replica of the hron/cd KM

ball presented to Robert Hermann for bringing pr<

sumal soccer to the United States, was pretested bj Soc

Oar USA Tart ners. an organization inde|H«ndent ot the

NCAA .. .

The Hermann Trophv will be presented again to Kater

at the men's haskethall home opener December 8 against

the University of Lowell

Kater was voted the winner by college soccer coaches

and media nationwide She is the third woman to receive

the trophy since its estahlishment in 1988.

The center midfielder will likely be named an AH

American for the third time this year and holds the I Mass

career scoring record with 35 goals and 21 assist- 191

points) ,

If the Hermann Trophv were to 1m- redesigned tor Kater -

stvle of play, it would model No 2 in red and white out

jumping an opponent to head the ball.

But Kater's dominance in the air is onlv one part 01 h.r

well rounded game, Rudy said.

"April's a great attacking midfield player, and there I

not too manv of them." Rudy sa.d. "But there are none

in this country that can combine that Hair and enthusiasm

for the attack with such a domination and superiority in

the air There's not a better air player in the country

"Athletically, she's good Tactically, she reads the game

fairly well. Technically, she's fairly good. But I think her

CONTINUED ON PAGE 12

Jordanian
kills Israeli

reserve soldier
JERUSALEM (API Kn Israeli leecrvc eoM

shot to death yesterday by man who infiltrated iron.

.Jordan, and I Palestinian man Stabbed two

,,.„ military border pouceeaeri m Jenaeueni i m, <mw

ed citv. authorities said

The fatal wounding of reserve SUfl Sgl 1 nicha-

I rvy 37 occurred at ahout 2 am near Adam - Bridge,

a crossing point north of the town ot Jericho that links

the occupied West Bank to .Ionian

He was the second soldier slain in the area m week

The policemen stahhed m Jerusalem w.re both

slightly wounded, police spokesperson Aharon

Klhavani said

li was the latest in a of stabbing attack in

Jerusalem since the < '« « s Tempi.' Mount short

in which police opened fire on Palest una-, -tone

throwers, killing 20 Arab* and wounding 1
W

A police spokesperson said vestei day that on. oTthe

Israel, police officials criticized for his handling oft he

Temple Mount riots bai been promoted 10 tank and

given a new administrative post

The official. Assistant Inspector General Arye Bibi.

has been promoted to full inspector genera, and w,l

become chief of personnel at nal teaal headouai

spokesperson Ron Ishayahu

He had been in charge of the Jerusalem a.

ONTINUED ON PAGE 4
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For Your Information-
Correction: FYI made an announcement that Senior

portraits would be yesterday in CC 177 with no sitting

fee charge. However, senior portraits will not he taking

place until Dec. 5 with a $5 sitting fee.

WEDNESDAY. NOVEMBER 14

Whoop*! - The Spring '91 Pre-registration Guide om

mitted a listing for the lecture of Zoology 102. Students

wishing to take this course should sign up for the lecture

(schedule no. 727306) in addition to a lab section. The class

will meet TUTH 2:30 to 3:30.

Information Session - CASIAC will be holding a pre-

registration information meeting at 7 p.m. in Machmer

E 35 to answer questions abut course selection and

general education requirements. All students are welcome

to attend.

Meeting - The UMass skateboarding club will be

holding a general meeting in the Radical Student Union

Office (above the mini-store in the Student Union) at 7:30

p.m. For more information call Bill at 546 1715 or Pete

at 546-6897.

Lecture - Deborah Tannen, Georgetown University

Linguistics Professor and author of the current NY Times

bestseller You J*mt Don't Understand Women and Men

in Conversation. Sponsored by the Distinguished Visitor*

Program. Campus (enter Auditorium, 8 p.m. r

Admission
Lecture - John Ritienhouse will speak on Satanism in

the Student Union Ballroom from 7 pan to 11 p.m. Ad

mi- Tee. Sponsored by Campus Crusade tor Chris!

RaJh - A rally in support tor IS troops in the Per

n Gulf will by held on the Student Union Steps, from

12 to 1 p.m Sponsored by the Republican Club.

Slate ofthe Council >wd by Panhellenic Coun

cil. will he held in CC 1009, from 7 to 10 p.m. Admission

is (rat

uite Meeting — Sponsored by Senate Operation-

168C, 7 p.m. to 12 a.m

L.cture - The Center for the Study of Communication

and the Department of Communication presents "Popular

Cultures and Trans Nationalization in Latin America:

Defining a Research Agenda." This lecture will be

presented bv Henry Geddes-Gonzales. Respondent: Carlos

Fontes It will be held at 12:20 p.m.. at Machmer 313.

THURSDAY. NOVEMBER 15

Ucture - African-American writer and filmmaker Tom

Cade Bambara will speak at Amherst College at 7:30 p.m

in the Con Assembly Room Her subject will be

Woven Words: The Sea and Sky of Storytelling." Spon

sored by the dpeartments of Black studies, women's and

der "studi. >, Knglish. and the Eastman Fund. Admis

sion is free.

Lecture - Historian Howard Zinn will speak in N

thampton at B p m in the Center for the Arts on Now

South Street. He will discuss some of the issues raised in

hll new book, Declarations of Independence: Cross-

Examining American Ideology.

General Meeting - There will be a general meeting of

i he Radical Student Union in the Radical Student Union

Office in the Student Union Building (above the mini-

store) at 6:30 p.m. For more information, call Pete at

546-6897.

Las Vegas Night - Sponsored by Alpha Phi Omega. This

will be held in the Campus Center Auditorim from 7 p.m.

to 12 a.m. Admission is $3 per person.

Initiation Banquet — Beta Alpha Psi is sponsoring this

banquet, which will be held in CC 1009, starting at 7:30

p.m. The cost is $35 firm, but there's a discount price of

$20 for students and faculty.

Film - The LBGA will show a film in CC 803 from 7

to 10 p.m. Admission is free.

Information Session - Teach for America, an organiza-

tion that trains and places promising college graduates

in teaching positions in inner city and rural school

districts, will have an information session in the Mather

i a reei Center from 7 to 8:30 p.m. People of color, bilingual

students, land students with backgrounds in math,

science*, and foreign languages are encouraged to get

involved.

FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 16

Radio Shou - The UMass IVer Sex Educator- will take

over the Dating Game and talk to you about sex! Do vou

have questions? Are you uncomfortable talking about -

Do you have something you want to tell us about sax? Try

the radio, it's anonymous! We will have specific informa-

tion about STD's. AIDS, Safer Sex, Gay Sex, Better Sex.

Straight Sex, Unwanted Sex; the whole spectum. We will

also be giving away a Grand Prize Safer Sex Party Pack

to whoever answers our bonus sex question of the week

So listen to the "Wild World of Sex" at 6p.m on WMUA
91.1 on your FM dial.

Dunce — Sponsored by the Asian American Student

Association. The dance will be held in the Campus Center

Auditorium, from 9 p.m to 1 a.m. Admission is $3 per

person.

Cape Verdean Night - Sponsored by the Cape Verdean

Student Alliance. Bluewall Cafe, 7 p.m. to 1 a.m. Free.

SATURDAY. NOVEMBER 17

Rally - Godzilla meets the Mitzu monster at the

Amherst Common at high noon. In solidarity witht the

Japanese Tropical Action Network, the Amherst Rain

forest Action Group will be sponsoring a rally with

speakers and a dramatic theatrical confrontation between

Godzilla and Mitsubishi. Godzilla is the traditional

Japanese defender of the environment, and she will be

present at this media event to help protest Mitzubishi

! iroup s tagging practices which destroy thousands of acres

of tropical rainforests every year.

fair _ The First Congregational Church will be holding

a Cranberry Fair featuring gift items from the Galley, in-

ternational items. New England products, original note

paper, lunch and afternoon tea. and baked goods. The

Church is on 165 Main Street, Amherst. I he fair will be

held from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.

SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 18

Cut-u-thon - A cut a-thon benefit for the Everywoman s

•enter will be held from 1 1 a.m. to 5 p.m. at the Hair East

hair salon in Amherst. Haircuts will cost $10 and all pro

•eeds will help restore the counseling services at the

Everywoman's Center. Hair East is located at 103 N. Plea-

sant Street, in Amherst, next to Bart's Ice Cream.

=K=

"Why Should I Register ...

... For Peer Education Programs?'

Let Me Count The Whys.

I It will teach me about important public health

issues like sexuallv transmitted diseases and

AIDS, alcohol and druq issues, cardiovascular

illness, cancer, accident prevennon. eanng

disorders, srress and consumer health.

2. It will teach me valuable skills like leading a

workshop, giving a presentation and developing

marketing strategies.

3. It can reallv help me be pan of a team working

to improve UMass
4. It can help me to meet lots of people

5. It can help me to improve areas o< mv own

health

6. I can earn three academic credits.

7. It can improve mv chances of getting a job.

because I will represent the Unrversttv Health

Services.

8. In short, it might be the most important course I

take while I'm a student at UMass.

Pub Health 216

Pub. Health 213

Edu. 291

D

Tues. 8t Thurs 2.30 3 45 pm Peer Health

Promotion tocuscs on a vanetv ot health

issues one temenei mst register

Tues & Thurs 2.30-3 45 pm Peer Sexuality

Education I semester commitment

permission oi instructor reouireq

Wed 2:30-5 pm f*er Alcohol and Drug

Educanon. I semester commitment

permission ot instructor repaired

Call the Health Education Diowon to nna out more oetore vou ptan

your Spnng tcnedule 549 2671 ext 1

M -

I

»

I

*TONITE*TONITE*TONITE*TONITE*

THE FIVE COLLEGE PROGRAM IN

PEACE & WORLD SECURITY STUDIES

TEACH FOR AMERICA
information session

The Press the Presidency
and the Persian Gulf Crisis

Wednesday, November 14th, 8:00 pm

Hampshire College

Main Lecture Hall, Franklin Patterson Hall

• James Der Derian, Associate Professor of

Political Science, UMASS

• Susan Douglas, Associate Professor of Media

& American Studies, Hampshire College

• Thomas Dumm, Assistant Professor of

Political Science, Amherst College

This event is free and open to the public. For

more information call PAWSS at

549-4600,ext.519.

I I Thursday, November 15th

»

Mather Career Center

7:00 p.m.

Teach For America is a

national teacher corps of

talented, dedicated

individuals from all ethnic

backgrounds and academic

majors who commit two years

to teach in urban and rural

areas that have persistent

teacher shortages.

for more information contact Theresa Hall at 545-2224

LOCAL
Department of Defense anthrax funding ends
By KENDRA PRATT
Collegian Staff

Defense Department funding for anthrax research at the

University of Massachusetts at Amherst will end this

year, following a decision by Professor Curtis Thorne last

month to not renew his federal grant.

Thorne. a microbiology professor, said to the Boston

Globe on Od 31 that "he couldn't tal the harassment

any longer."' Thorne will be retiring f >m UMass in two

years and said he is tired of all the campus prot.

against anthrax research,

Thorne worked in biochemistry and microbial genetics

at its headquarw i a at Ft Detnck. Md., from 1948 to 1961,

and from 1963 to 1966 He said he will continue resear

thing the anthrax virus, but on a sm.< .. i -cale without

Department of Defense funding.

Thome's anthrax research, which has received $1

million in giants for the last 10 years, involved the study

of the genetic and physiological traits of bacillus anthrax-

in, a bacteria which produces toxins used in biological

warfare.

For the last five years, students and community

members have questioned the government's claim that

the motive for anthrax research was purely defensive.

In the spring of 1989, some 150 student- took over the

office of Samuel Conti, the Vice Chancellor of Graduate

. arch, in Lederle Graduate Tower to protest military

funding on campus
In May of 1989, six local community members m

charged with trespassing in President Chancellor Dufl

office when protesting against anthrax research

The American Friends Service Committee, the Phy<i

cian's for Social Responsibility, the Amherst Board of

Health, and various student groups have also pressured

the University to stop anthrax research on campus

Frances Crowe, an AFSC leader, said they never intend

( (i to personally harrass Thorne, but only to pressure the

I 'ntversity administration to take a strong stance against

biological warfare research on campus

Crowe said whether Thome's anthrax n

tually defensive or not is a di of opinion." li

the army hi oped antidotes tothe anthrax

virus

Although the Unit stional

ement prohibiting biological warfare Crow i dthe

unt of federal money used to final

fare has in. US times since L960

nn main objection was using $
•n\ sort of solution

."

I

Sutton moved
from Baystate to

Mercy Hospital
By KATHERINE T LAMOTHK
Collegian Staff

Former University of Massachusetts basketball star

Lorenzo Sutton was moved from Baystate Medical

Center to the rehabilitation center at Mercy Hospital

in Springfield, said UMass mens basketball coach

.John Calipari yesterday.

According to a spokesperson at Baystate Medical

Center, Sutton had been moved on Oct. 30 and was in

fair condition at the time. Calipari said he expects Sut-

ton to stay in the center for another two to three weeks

Another friend of Sutton's. Ariana Napier, said he

is able to walk and talk but 'he's still a little weak."

She added he is "in good spirits

'The old Lorenzo's slowly but surely coming back."

-he said.

Calipari agreed, and said that while Sutton feels he

is ready to go home, he is still too weak to be released.

He's very restless," he said. "He thinks he is fur-

t her along than he is. He needs two to three more

week-
Napier said, however, that some of the injuries may

be permanent, and recent tests conducted at the center

showed that he has accumulated some fluid on the

brain. Treatment is still to be determined, she added

Officials at Mercy Hospital refused to comment on

his condition.

Sutton has been hospitalized since Sept. 23. when he

was involved in a hit-and run accident on North Plea

sant Street lb -|nnt a month in a coma, having suf

fered head injuries, pneumonia and a collapsed lung

as a result of the accident.

Board monitors 'Gang of Five's
4 cuts

Affirmative Action Board: budget cuts may affect diversity

By CHRIS MUTHER
Collegian Staff

Members of the Affirmative Action Advisory Board at

the University of Massachusetts have sent letter- to the

"Group of Five," requesting data to monitor changes that

may affect diversity because of proposed reductions and

eliminations.

In a letter sent to the administrators who were part of

the group that decided which programs would be reduc

ed or eliminated, the AAAB said they would like the

University to release the information in an effort to

"maintain our commitment to the goal of

multiculturalism."

'This is not a confrontational letter. We want to help

out the University with diversity as much as we can." said

AAAB co-chairperson Richard Edwards

The AAAB is requesting the following information

• Statistics on the racial, ethnic and gender

characteristics of those employees leaving the Univ.

ty, either voluntarily or by layoff, broken down by facul-

ty, professional staff and hourly workers.

• The impact of departure on the composition of the

remaining staff

• The composition of the student body, both

undergraduate, by class, and gradual.

• Steps that are planned or being taken by the ad-

ministration to prevent or redress disproportionate lm

pacts on the groups which the board has "special concern

for.

Kdwards said the main goal of the committee's requ

protect the University's multicultural interests bv

monitoring the changes taking place due to the rati

"This information is of enormous n im-

pus." he said.

The Provost's office could not be reached for comment

Kdwards said obtaining this information should not
|

-ent problems for the administration

Last month, students from the the Staff Development

and Organizational Development programs charged the

administration with discrimnination in choosing to

eliminate those programs due to their high minority

enrollment

The administration has denied targeting specific pro

grams for reduction or elimination due to minority

enrollment.

Educators: change education's focus
BOSTON <APt — America's public education system

should be reinvented to focus on creative thinking rather

than force students to simply absorb information, accor

ding to officials at the nation s two largest teachers

unions.

The present way of teaching has not changed in decades,

and giving parents more say in the choice of schools and

letting schools manage themselves won't affect ch.r

some educators say.

"Radical problems require radical solutions." Adam Ur

banski. vice president of the American Federation of

.hers, the second largest teachers union in the coun

told the Boston Globe.

'You can't fix what - wrong with education bv just rnak

ing minor adjustments. As a matter of fact, the challenge

is not to improve current schools but to invent school-

we've never had." he said

'We need to have children who are produ.

knowledge instead of reproducers of knowi.

Bruce Goldberg, co- director of the American Federation

of Teachers' Center for Restructuring

New England's recession
projected to become worse

(AP) — New England will continue to

bear the brunt of the nation's recession and

losses in jobs, an economic forecasting

group said yesterday.

The region will lose 104,000 of the half

million non farm jobs expected to disappear

nationally between the third quarter of

1990 and the first half of next year, accor

ding to DRI McGraw Hill Inc

"This is not a mild recession for New
England," said Donald Walls, research

director at DRI.

"The worst of it is here. It's as bad as it

was in 1974 and 1975."

Walls predicted economic growth would

drop 4.7 percent in the region over 11

quarters, with the decrease ending in the

fourth quarter of 1991.

"In New England the decline in employ-

ment is similar to what it was in 1975."

Walls said.

"Things are twice as bad here in the near

term as elsewhere, and that's after having

gone through six or seven quarters of job

losses."

James French, the Massachusetts com

missioner of employment and training, has

predicted the state's unemployment rate

will hit 7 percent this winter and continue

to climb.

The rate is currently 6.3 percent.

In the rest of the country, the recession

will be relatively mild, Walls said.

If war doesn't erupt in the Middle East,

the gross national product should drop

about 1.1 percent between now and the

middle of the next year, he said

The Mid-Atlantic, Midwest, and East

South Central states will experience a

slight recession, averaging 1 percent

employment declines over three to four

quarters, he said.

States in the Pacific Southwest and parts

of the Northwest and the South Atlantic

will experience little change in employ

ment. Walls said.

Led by Texas, the West South Central

region will even see a slight gain in jobs,

he said.

"While a recession affecting nearly all

states should be considered widespread, we
ought to keep in mind that it is uneven in

nature and on the whole mild." Walls said.

New England's economic picture won't

start to brighten until early 1992, Walls

said.

"Elsewhere it will start to turn around

earlier, probably in the second and third

quarters of 1991," he said.

Nationally, Walls said a deteriorating

consumer confidence spurred by higher oil

prices were the main culprits behind the

recession.

But he said growing exports would help

some industries through the downturn.

Walls said all predictions would have to

be revised if war broke out in the Middle

East. L

Collegian photo by Jeff Holland

PIPE DREAM - Rainwater flows through a drainpipe after a re-

cent storm in Amherst.
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Student sustains facial injuries in fight
Compiled by PRESTON P. FORMAN
Collegian Staff

A 19-year-old male University student received serious

facial injuries during a fight with another man on the 12th

floor lounge of Coolidge Residence Hall early Saturday

morning, police said.

The man was first taken to University Health Services

for treatment and was then transferred to Cooley Dickin

son Hospital in Northampton.

The fight is under investigation and may result in

criminal complaints being filed in Northampton District

Court.

ARRESTS

• Joseph Richard Sleeper. 17, of Springfield, was ar-

rested Fridav evening on Lincoln Avenue for weapon law

violations with brass knuckles, being a minor carrying-

alcohol, possession of a forged drivers license and failure

to stop for a stop sign.

• John A Querker. 19. of Orange. Conn., was arrested

early Saturday morning in Lot 33 for being a minor car

tying alcohol.

• A 28-year-old man was taken into protective custody

at Saturday's football game when he fell out of his seat

at McGuirk Stadium. Police said the man was

unresponsive.

• PVTA officials Saturday night requested police

remove an intoxicated man who was on a bus. Police plac-

ed the 33-year-old man into protective custody.

• Police arrested Michael E. Gass, 18, of Washington,

Saturday night for possession of marijuana, while conduc-

ting a narcotics investigation. Police said a second per-

son will be summoned to a show cause hearing for alleg-

ed possession of marijuana.

• A 21-year-old man was placed in protective custody

after he allegedly assaulted a Student Security person ear-

ly Sunday morning near the Fine Arts Center. Police said

the man fled toward a fraternity where he was apprehend-

ed. Charges are pending.

LARCENY

• A faculty member in Morrill Science Center reported

to police Monday morning the theft of transformers from

an electron microscope. The estimated value is $1,000.

• A man reported to police Friday afternoon the theft

of his 1979 Chevrolet Malibu stolen from Lot 44 The

estimated value is $600.

Lorenzo Sutton

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 3

Amherst Police cited the driver of the car, Jean

Kokoszka, 21 and a junior at UMass, for leaving the

scene of an accident and operating to endanger.

The accident is still under investigation, with no new

leads, police said.

Israel

STAY
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London S- '

Pans 480
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Bangkok 959

Hong Kong 879

Tokyo 759

Student Faculty Fare

Taxes not inciudea Re
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;e One ways available
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Council Travel
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\>WRECK

New & Used Cars
\rrucks 4 Van?. Aho Available

North Amherst
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Rt. 63 No. Ai.'hertt

549-RENTJ

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

The move follows reports Bibi would be shunted aside

for his handling of the Temple Mount situation. The

Knglish language Jerusalem Post said Bibi had turned

down an offer to be second in command in Tel Aviv and

threatened to quit the force before he was given the post

at national headquarters.

A government investigation into the Temple Mount kill

ings concluded earlier this mont ! I hat police were justified

in firing live ammunition.

But it criticized police commanders, including Bibi, for

failing to anticipate trouble and for not being on the

Mount when rioting broke out.

The armv said in a statement that Levy, of the Jewish

settlement of Givon in the West Bank, was killed by I

man in civilian clothes who opened fire with a pistol It

Mid the attacker was captured and was being

interrogated.

PROTECT YOUR EYES

ACUPUNCTURE & HERBS

• '.'/omens Systems ^j^C/*

« Fertility '$4*

» Young ado'sscence

« Family SeeaBBSJ

Amherst Fields

appointment ISV0J06

COMPLETE OPTOMETRY EXAM
same day discounted fee

University Health Services

EYE CARE PROGRAM
Convenient Hours and Convenient

on-campus location

For appointments or auestions can

549-2600.

%

COLLEGE PIZZA

FALL SPECIAL
Subs * Salads * Spaghetti * More

Small Cheese $3.50

Large Cheese $5.99

2 additional toppings only $1 more

mention this ad ___ --_-
549-6098 549-6073

UMASS SKI CLUB
MEMBERSHIP
MEETING

Find Out:

Everything you wanted

to know about the

Ski Club...but were

afraid to ask!

Thanksgiving

Dinner Special

Delicious Roast Turkey. Whipped

Potatoes and Gravy, Butternut Squash

and Cranberry Sauce $6.95

Top of the Campus
Restaurant n* hook cam* s a mi

Special Available

5 00 fcOO PM
Tucs.. Nov, 13

thru Fri., Nov In

Thursday November 15

Campus Center 165

7:00 pm

EDITORIAL/OPINION
y«JUUUJJMIJ^ the University unless otherwise noted—MBTHinr»Ka,,»a!iiT

savri^rn-iiirn-Tfiii-BiiriMrrriw i iiiiiMi

Creation, not war's destruction, will solve world's problems
. .. • •**.•_ I j: :10 IV* timet r.»uli7e that all Deoole of the

I was sitting in the Student Union engag-

ing in light conversation when someone
mentioned the rally that is to be held to

day by the Republican Club in support of

troops in the Middle East I asked if I could

we the paper in which she found this. She

handed me a Collegian. And, what did 1 see

on the front page'.' An announcement that

our fearless leader," George Bush is sen

ding 100,000 more troop- over to th.

fields of Kuwait.

Mitchel Carrington

Two powerful emotions engulfed me:

anger and fear 1 am M angry that our

political leaders are feeding the fire so that

there will he a war a war over oil. not

freedom
< )n top of that, we have a group of young

college students that sup/tort this action

1 mm fearful that if something is not done

soon, one day some of the people sitting

around me, or myself, might have to join

the troops in the Middle East, in order to

protect our nation's interest in the oil

there. We may be expected not only to kill

for it but, in fact, to die for it.

What is the Republican Club's point? Do

they really want I war? It really scares me

that young people can support the deaths

of other young people, and ultimately of

themselves Do they think that by being

members of the Republican Club they ere

excluded from being adversely affected by

war? Maybe they think that by supporting

our governments deployment actions.

their names will not show up on the list

calling them to the front lines

If war breaks out, people will die -

American people, not just the bad guys,

who. by the way. are mostly young people

themselves When I person dies in battle

and the war rages on. someone' has to till

that soldier's shoes for the next battle. Is

it really worth seeing other people suffer

and die over oil?

Our leaders should be focusing on

cleaner, more efficient fuel sources that are

inexpensive and environmentally safe

They should focus on the health and

welfare of all forms of life and ending the

pollution that is killing them
Our rallies should he held in support of

ending the conflict in the Gulf, focusing our

energy on the world in which we live. I can

see no profit in supporting a system that

is prepared to take the lives of human he

ings over oil and money Under the

guidance of the present system, pollution

if it -in all time high creating the

greenhouae effect. Thia problem is made

worst- by the rapid destruction of the ram
forests another product of a greed}

short sighted system Poverty and

homelessness run rampant, not only here

hut norOM the- globe Due to our incompe

tent leadership, the United St.it.

America is up to its - .us in debt Inequali

ty i- omnipresent

We must realize that all people of the

world - rich, poor. White, Black, men,

women. American and Iraqi have hut one

home EARTH. If we (all of us> really ap

plied ourselves and started to think of

ourselves as one people, we could pass on

to our future generations a much cleaner.

safer, happier and freer world It nil starts

uith \<m

I. for one, am going to todaj ' rail} no*

to support my government or to fight w ith

Young Republicans, but to see for myself

where this group is coming from, and toe\

press my own view- on our society

for what you'll he doing today, at

noon. I cannot say . Mil I hope you'll do

something.

Why don't yOU stand up. voice your Dpi

nion, lake some kind ofact ion »nd Concen

trite on the world end the people around

you? < >t . it might !*• your turn to hold a gun

d kill someone for oil

mtchel Carrington it In herst

resident

The pluralistic pledge of the BOG
1 pledge allegiance to the flag of the United States

of America, and to the Republic, for which it atanada,

one nation, under (loci, indivisible, with liberty and

lustice for all.

Pledge of A //eg"'

Well, you guessed it. here's my latest attempt Ifl pTOVt

how ridiculous the Board ot Governors

And Id like to prove the-, people, who receive about

$100,000 in funds from student fee* who pay their officer!

and paj -'boot -i* coordinator to do their work for them.

ere a hig waste of time

Gayle Long

They do nothing at Board meetings except play with

their constitution. (On* person noted that the Board

change* their eommtitutkm "(on- than Argentina).

If, i .... one pereOfl explained to me j| pietts

much an autonomous group

lhe\ ere iMppneed toprovide drverae mntattainmr nl end

educational programming for the student hods, maintain

vending on the concourse, all R80 ***

monitor the price and quality of the service* ifl theCam

It seems like an important job Unfortunately
,

I could

,„,,! ,mt on one hand the goyernor< who know then

job and do it

Pratt} rash) for .i group with that much money, don t

you think '

Obviously, the Board ha- a hefty schedule, so answ. .

me one question What have they heen doing for the en

tire semester'

They've been fighting over whether or not the pledge

,,! .illegi.ime should be said Not only this, hut if it should

he mandatory

Joke number one: "I do not believe in a pluralistic \*h\\

fad Maravclias iCollegian. Noy B

,l fad I thought you. the defender of the Conetitu-

lion, lover of America, would remcml>er everyone m
America, and not just the White male, is entitled to right-

This, my friend, signifies a pluralistic BOfiefy, and e\

the Board of Governor! baa to be lotnewhaJ pturalii

no matter how stackedthe Board io with jfuui cenaecvative

\ iewpointa

You hate pluralist lc bodies' Good fa von Start your

Own country

•Joke number two: Other Board memUrs want, d to

the pledges of their own nationalities Nothing wrong with

that, right? Except maybe the whole meeting will «*• a ith

people Mying their pledge- and then be too tired to do

anything else may In- even ten. tired fee play with that

eonstitution

Joke number three \. BJ the end of the meeting, it «

suggested to the esteemed governors to bring in a globe

and ptadge allegiance to the world

Hev. maybe this isn't ;i joke after all

think the open minded governors would pled

.,11, to the world is absolutely mating Maybe 1

< .m help

1 yyill write a pledge to th.- world for them

We pledge iiffrfienrr to the world, an. tout a Ukin

it

\nd to the people, who In*- on it, oneplanet neat N
em ironmentally destructible, with du erattfy and hi"

far all

I hope this help- It -hould takeaway the -tie-.- ioVoU

ed with this boated end terribly vital debate

Maybe this way. they'll get something done lor the

students, something realistic Bad tangible

But I doubt it

Where are my cows?
|

The questions addressed to President Chancellor I

try at hi- recent marathon budget cutting briefing*

before the faculty . -t.itt and student* covered a lot of

ground One issue that has pel--on.il importance for me.

however, shamefully enough waa not brought up: What

is the tate of the -heep ami cows formerly housed in

the barn torn down to make way for the BOW hockey

rink'

While attending graduate school at UMaas in the

1980a, 1 found a riait to the peaceful and friendly

qu.uhup.d-a wekeeae relief from teaching and atten

ding classes, and the day Unlay dealings with faculty

department chair- dean- and other bureau* i

always thought of them a- nearly single handedU

rying on the original mission of this land-grant

university

These days it -ail too easy to forget about Stud

eolleagne- and BOW entire program- that are no longer

a part of the Uniyer-ity community due to anothei

round ofbudget cuta TV question I must ask Dul

then, is Wfuit haveyou don,- with the eheep and cowm?

H. IV( . the) i" i
iciouslv transf.ii. d to .1 neighbor

ing community or State college, ahle to gain readmit

sion to 1 Moss onl> when the budget situation

improt •

Ha> interim Chancellor Randolph W Bromer) -

.nah/ation plan mndei w Im h UMaasreOOUrO

to be shared with other state m hools) mandated t

quiet rehnation to ^imewhere els«- ifl the -tale

it -o. are the facilities and rase their new home

quate for them? Ifand when facilities are |

, lIt h,. 11 im. will incoming sheii .nn.o.e

,t requirement- to COfna back b
In solidarity with the sheep and cowa and otl*

peered members of the community, we -hould demand

a public accounting of, rather than participate in a

silent acquiescence to, then fate
Phil ( <>\

Northampton

(iaylr Long is a Collegian columnist

War brought to you by Exxon and an out-of-touch government
... . f •> a. mt . f .U„ A ...,...-,...>., muinln U"K hlll'l' lilt II'

Congratulations to the majority of the American BOO

pie We have been awake through a large part of the Per

-1, .11 Gulf Crisis, and my faith in human intelligence is

restored Now I'm worried about our government I

intelligence
,

Here s <ome background information for those who ve

bean BO hard drugs for the past few months: We have

troops m Saudi Arabia to stop the Arabs from taking over

our (whose") oil supply Of course, that's not the reason

George Bush. Margaret Thatcher and most of the United

Nations will give

According to these leaders of moral conduct, it is because

Saddam Hussein invaded Kuwait, a nation whose borders

wan drawn up bv the British in 1922. Kuwait's sovereign

ty has been taken away. Their what?! A nation that is

Created not by the people, but by another nation, is

legitimate Sure fellas, my heart bleeds

The American people, not being as stupid as Bush and

his cabinet think thev are. don't buy it. The general con

sensus is that a human life is worth more than a dollar

hike in gas prices

For anyone who is interested in why Saddam invaded

Kuwait in the first place, here it is: Kuwait and Iraq have

oil wells on their mutual border. Kuwait, once called a

"family owned oil company with a flag" by the New York

Times, was producing so much oil that the price of oil went

down.
Considering the fact that Iraq was recovering from I

bloodv savage war with Iran (a war where we were back

ing Iraq, bv the wav». thev Beaded all the cash they could

get So thev tried talking it out Even OPEC wasfl I too

pleased with Kuwait; every Middle Eastern, oil producing

nation was affected. But the royal family of Kuwait would

have none of it. They felt very comfortable, being backed

by Western mammoth corporations

Pamela McCarthy

So Saddam lost his temper

Granted, it is not commendable, but WO all know that

the United States is in no position tojudge when it comes

to threatening a country's sovereignty. At least Saddam

was open about it. The CIA starts trouble in countries that

are to the left of Adolf Hitler This didn't stop our

Commander in chief (as well as Exxon, Texaco and Gulf,

to name a few) from throwing guns at enlisted soldiers,

while clutching the corporate wallet and counting the

cash.

The outcrv from the American people waa huge Tl

have been protest-, with ritiaens openly speaking against

what our government is doing Pick up any ney^

or magazine, and go to the editorial section There are few

rah rah America letters there This is the one issue that

mav unite the right and left

So why does George keen the troopa in the Gulf?

This is a democratic system, isn't it'.' Oh, that's right

Corporate voting is the new fad for America It 1- not land

of the free, it s land of the major Stockholder. It's not one

person, one vote: it's one dollar, one vote

It's ironic that while our elected officials espouse the

democracy of America, they suddenly have to adjust their

hearing aids when the voice of America rises in prot

This is not the country that we thought it was We have

shown our rage at what's going on. hut reading the BOWa

articles featured every day and listen to leaders such as

Bush, vou'd think we haven't uttered .1 peep. The Western

governments of the world have condemned Saddam. Many

of them are getting ready to fight.

But it's people who have to do the fighting And George,

ifl were you, I wouldn't put I gun in the hands of'someone

who doesn't want to fight

Pamela McCarthy is a Collegian columnist
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ARTS 8cLIVING
Dreams dissolves amidst its own imagery
By GEORGE LENTZ
Collegian Staff

Akira Kurosawa's Dreams begins by

n£ a wonderful spell with plump im-

Bgei filled with glorious colors, t-arthy tex

tures and fine mists of dew and ash. The

film is so big and robust (it presents itself

like a child's plastic snowball), you almost

want to laugh with delight; and it stay-

strong throughout the first two segments

i there are eight in all » before it gradually

loses its legs under the weight of

KnmOTHn'l morality

K-sentially Kurosawa is trying to get ex-

tended mileage off of rehashed themes by

using them to buttress his majestic com

positions, and it just doesn't work. Episodes

involving a weeping demon cursing man's

stupidity in a post apocalyptic world and

a beguiling old man who preaches about co-

existence with nature come across as forc-

ed and homiletic, while a pointless segment

featuring Martin Scorsese as Van Gogh

gets lost in its contrived imagery.

Visually the film gets off on the right foot

with the first two segments, both featur

ing children. There's a serenity to

Kurosawa's images of two small boys; one

enchanted by a slow procession of mystical

figures through a rain forest, the other

enraptured by the mournful dance of the

spirits of a decimated peach grove.

It's in these first two segments that

Dreams captures the mood that Kurosawa

was aiming at for the entirety of the film:

fantastic picturesque worlds defined by

their own sets of laws and logic, marked by

abrupt shifts in movement and location.

Part of the beauty lies in Kurosawa's

complete reliance on the naturalness of his

settings (lush gardens and magical rain

forests) in the composition of his poetic vi

sion. The spell is achieved by the

meditative dance between the camera and

the elements within the frame, achieving

a grace and fluidity that convincingly

suspends our trust and belief in the ra

MWMMMMJW^MMM^Aa^^ y//y^//y/////////////////////////////y///yy^'^

STEINBECK COLLISION REPAIR
& AUTOBODY

53 So. Prospect — Amherst Center
256-8157 256-1385

• Accepted by all insurance companies for

collision repair or glass replacement

• Imports & other unibody vehicles

are our specialty

REMEMBER it's your car and your choice of

repair facilities

zzz w^/y//yy//yy/Myy,AV///y////yy//^
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OFF-CAMPUS
RESIDENTS

Tired of the Hassles?

Are you bored with the off-campus ex-

perience? Are you stuck with bad room-

mates or tired of always being the one who
cleans the bathroom? Are you worried

about your future living arrangements?

Think about returning to the convenience

and spirit of living on-campus. NOW IS THE
TIME TO APPLY. Applications for

residence hall rooms are available in the

Housing Assignment Office, 235 Whitmore,

and space will be guaranteed to all whose
applications are received January 4, 1991.

Questions? Call the Housing Assignment

Office at (413) 545-2100, Monday through Fri-

day, 8:30 am to 5:00 pm. Thank you!

tional and logical.

Then, beginning with the third install-

ment, Kurosawa's direction goes horribly

wrong: his camera bogs down as the

natural elements of his locales are overrun

by tawdry optical effects (the film was

financed by Steven Spielberg's Amblin

Entertainment and George Lucas" In

dustrial Light and Magic) and his poetr\

succumbs to homily. Every time Kurosawa

tries to make a a humanitarian statement,

he falls fiat on his face. His desire to speak

with urgency and simplicity about the

fallibility of humankind comes across as

forced and naive. It's disheartening to

CONTINUED OH PAGE 8
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Tropical Drink Specials!

Thursday AL FULLER BAND

Friday FREE PRESS

Saturday Rippopotamus

Nov 15

Nov 16

Nov 17

THl

EDWIN M. ROSSMAN
ALUMNI CAREER FORUMS

DEPARTMENT OF HISTORY

DATE: Wednesday, November 14, 1990

TIME: 7:00 PM
LOCATION: Herter 601 Lounge

SPONSORED BY:

UNIVERSITY PLACEMENT SERVICE
ALUMNI ASSOCIATION

DEPARTMENT OF HISTORY

AFTER THE B.A.: WHAT TO DO?

Panel Discussion on careers in law, graduate school,

business, teaching government, libraries, etc.

Marsha Aiibrandi- Secondary teacher Education Program (STPEC) Advisor.

Gloria Bernabe-Ramos— Graduate school advisor

Susan Hart— Mather Career Center

Bruce Laurie— Director of grad studies, History Department

Kristma Lentz— Class of '90. Coordinator UMass telefund

Dori McCracken— Pre-law advisor

Guy McLain— Class of '83. Head Librarian. Conn Valley Historical Museum

Jack Tager— Director of Undergraduate Studies, History Department

For more information, please contact

Mather Career Center— 545-2224

Refreshments Served—All Students Are Welcome

A? photo

FUNNY FACE - Doogie, a baby spider monkey bom at Cyprus Gardens in Winter Haven.

Fla., views the world from the hand of his keeper.

URI fraternity pledge accused of rape
Providence, R.I (AP» - Right after the fraternity part\

the young woman could remember it all so clearly: A

pledge had raped her as several others watched, she told

police,

A week and a half later her memory failed But by then.

outh who had been at the party wm tying, an ap^

parent suicide, and another had been held without hail

tor a week in prison, accused of a rape he CM

committing

It I big nu>W said Sandra Wall. 21. who wi

uv of Rhode Island nt 'it to

hold somebody responsible but it V i tragedj There

!v ifl no answer and there is nobodv to blame

\1 ch*l l.indell,20.ne%e. a Mi.pect in the alUv

( »cl 27 at the Tau Kappa Kpsilon house at the I nn

ty of Rhode Island, died Wednrsdav at a hospital

BhoOting himself in the head at his parents' home, where

he liv.

Hours earlier, Dave Lallemand, 19, who was charged

with the rape but maintained his innocence. «M freed

when his accuser said she had forgotten the details.

Paw tucket police Monday disclosed a note that was

found at Lindell's home.

it was a very vague note and I would not necessarily

term it a suicide note." said detective Lt Thomas Har

ris. He wouldn't elaborate.

Harris said Lindell, a former URI student who knew

members of the fraternity, knew state police wanted to

question him about what he WW at the party

Investigators haven't said whether they were linking

his death to the alleged rape. State Police l.t Brian

drew* said delect

u

concluded their it, tion

and will present the evidence to a grand jury

.ther Lallemand nor his accuser could be reached for

comment Mondav There was no an- bt woman s

dorm room Lallemand was not at his parents home in

W.stfnrd. Mass , where he abruptly returned on Sunday

\\, really don't know what happened." said Brad

AlhamW \N e re not saving nothing happened VS e

can't reallv fit things togeth

The woman, an 18-year-old freshman, told police ant

raped in an upstair* bedroom at TKE in South Ktafl

by a man she met that evening.

Police interviewed her three times within hours of the

incident She said her attacker wore a TKE pledge pin

She immediately identified the 6 foot 7 Lallemand when

shown pictures of the 21 fraternity pledges, police said.
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Emergency
Arab summit
to be discussed
By BRIAN MURPHY
The Associated Pi

Iraq sent President Saddam Hussein's closest aide to

Morocco yesterday to discuss its call for an emergency

Arab summit, keeping hopes alive for a diplomatic bn

in the Persian Gulf crisis

Meanwhile, President Hosni Mubarak of Egypt made

a surprise trip to Libya for talks with leader Moammar

Gadhafi before leaving for the Moroccan capital of Rabat

Iraq's First Deputy Prime Minister Taha Yassm

Kamadan said he was carrying a letter from Sadduxoroc

can leader. King Hassan II. noting the "dangers facing

the Arabs" by the gulf crisis, the official Iraqi N< "

t v reported

'Morocco has contributed 1,700 troops to the mult ma

tional force that has massed in the Saudi desert follow

ing Iraq's Aug. 2 invasion of Kuwait, but the nation hi

maintained contact with the Iraqi leadership

Ramadan said Baghdad •support- any aariooi Aral

fort on any level that will larve the interests ol the Ai

nation."

But he said Arab summits "should not be forums at

which the American Pentagon's policies are translated

into Arabic."

H- rep atad the three condition- Iraq n.»s aft for atten-

ding such meeting

• Iraq be consulted in advance on the

• The timing and location be chosen so that Sadd

will be able to attend

a The agenda also include all Middle Kast tenet if*

eluding the Palestinian >n.

idam hai in-. -t.d Of) tying his withdrawal ti

Kuwait to Is, oiling back from tb. W< -t Bank and

the Gaza Strip

Mubarak, who has previously rejected Arab summit
|

posals, w Gadhafi in tb

tea wn of S

the Egyptian Middle East New- Agenc) i

ponded officially to Morocco - call \

senior Foreign Ministry official said on M *«l

pt was still studving the issue.

The agenda of the Mubarak Gadhafi talk- « i- not

mediately clear, but the two leaders have been on oppo

ends of the crisis.

Mubarak has been at th<

to Saddam. Gadhafi has opposed the Iraqi invaakm but

also harshly criticized the presence of Western trees

Saudi Arabia. .

A senior government official in Egypt said

that Kgypf ftiB studving Morocco's Arab summit

PLO Chairman Yasser Arafat and Chin. gn

Minister Qian Quchen met Monday in Baghdad and sup-

ported the call for an Arab summit

,pes for a diplomatic sfttlement. British IV

Minister Margaret Thatcher said military action DM

ssaryiflN back-

fall to force Saddam to withit m Kuw >

The United State* has deployed 230.000 troops m 5

Arabia as part of a more than 300,i'

al force arrayed against Iraq, and I

nounced plan- to *«-nd about 200.1 M Hi n

. that it wiHbediffi

araa httme mm cri. i- i#^av

for him t<

Perea de (

enthronement Monda uaeed the gull

separate meeting- wm bKarftl

reign Minieter Taw Naki

gaacaat—ai j<jcg

57 North Pleasant Street

253-5141

Proper Identification a Must

Tonight
BECK'S Giveaway Night!

T-shirts, prizes, and more...

_ Beer of the Month
Becks $1.75

— Drink of the Week
Absolut & Tonic or Soda $1 .75

Distinguished Visitors Program

DEBORAH TANNEN, Ph.D

Men and Women
in Conversation

8:00 pm
Wednesday
November 14

Campus Center Auditorium

University of Massachusetts

Free Admission
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piav exposes racism, Hollywood stereotypes
J MT ..,___, >u„ ,.,„ Q^,.c nfthpir homes. Being kicking off their lands. Being herd-

By ALEXANDER NGUYEN
Collegian Staff

Yankee Daug You Die

Fine Arts Center
Thursday. Nov. 8

Last week's New World Theatre presentation of Yankee

Daw g You Die, a play about two Asian American actors'

struggle in Hollywood, performed to a captivated audience

with its humorous insights into Asian and Asian

American stereotypes, dry wit in dealing with generation

gap*, and dramatic scenes revealing the harsh realities

of racism in Hollywood.

Yankee Daug you Die written by Philip Kan Gotanda,

- a toller coaster ride with moments of drop dead laughter

and intense thought provoking moments which confront

the audience's community awareness and honesty.

Vincent Chang is a veteran actor who thinks he is a

leading man. although he usually ends up in two-bit roles

that are demeaning to Asian American people. Bradley

Yamashita is a young and 'so he thinks) rifling actor who

an- and refuse- to take part in such de

meaning roles. As the play progresses, the two actors

develop an understanding and relationship which comes

full circle. By the end of the play each actor has taken

on the other's characteristics.

Review

As Vincent and Bradley get to know each other, we learn

from their experiences the history of obstacles which

Asian Americans had to overcome, and are still facing

today

"You seem to assume 'Asian Americans' always existed.

That there were always roles for you. You didn't exist back

then buster. Back then there was no Asian American con

sciousness, no Asian American actor and no Asian

American theaters. " fays Vincent.

The play also touches upon the history of the Asian

American community. Tm talking 120,000 Japanese

Americans being set up, knocked down, in a cheap game

of political hit-and-run- I'm talking 120.000 men. women,

children, babies, ojnsans and obaasans being forced out

of their homes. Being kicking off their lands. Being herd-

ed into relocation camps. Relocation camps? Hah. I m talk-

ing concentration camps. .." says Bradley.

Although Bradley came to Hollywood with an Asian

American consciousness, the business had inevitably com-

promised him. Vincent, on the other hand, who had lived

through the business and "paid his dues" now renewed

his values and turned down a two-bit role.

Lane Nishikawa as Vincent, and David Kim as Bradley,

both from the Asian American Theater Company in ban

Francisco, gave outstanding performances.

Yankee Dawg not only is timely but it holds relevance

to other racially oppressed actors in Hollywood. And the

plav goes beyond Hollywood being in itself a reflection

of American society yesterday and today

When Bradley spoke of the Japanese internment it • as

a reminder of the genocidal policies on the Native

American community And the obstacles Vincent and

Bradley are up against in

Hollywood are the same obstacles which all people <>t

color dice in other American institutions today, whether

it be in theater, business or in the University

Mojo and Milkmen were a fun time for all
•^ - - ™ . /- i „i i i I ___„..„ „ »U.it k.ittlu nf Pniirvnisi

Hv SAAD HOPKINS
Collegian Staff

Dead Mi Iknun.
( sresfsM
Pearl Street

Monday, Nov. 12

Mojo Mxon. The

I tasorshii) ii bullshit!" reaps a b

lubricated Mojo Nixon as he holds a bet

!"Budweiser and -pews it all 0VSf the

audience (and my press book And of

the croud gees nuts, suddenly

m ing the chant

Mojo has always subtly pissed authority

tT. from Jessi Helms, to MTV VJi

and I've continued to havt I soft IfOt for

him no matter boa bad some of his

material can be.

The last time I saw him perform was out-

d Hampshire Cclk qpring,

when be was just strummin' on the

and his counterpart w as t hum
pin' wood against the ground that made

-. a lovely homemade sound I thought

he was playing in my living room or

something
But tonight, the all age.- crowd had loads

of fun. The usual mix of stammers, glam

mars, and anti-MC Hammers went nuts

over the whole procession, as I expected.

And as much as 1 rasped Mojo, sometimes

his material is painfully predictable.

But it wasn't until he broke into his new
— and possibly most brilliant — tune, "New

Kids on the Block Suck Satan's Cock" sent

me into a dancing trenzy. He was oice,

Review

polite, and full of obscenities, even making

to the ID crisis which he con

siders to be more «>t an important issue

than the oil crisis All in all. he wa-

nothing short of boring

Which is what I w iefa 1 could sa\ for the

Dead Milkmen Even vodka didn t help

this time Hare 1 ems, utterly desperate for

entertainment, and I thought these boys

would at least make me laugh At turn-

they did. but it wasn't as regaling as I had

hoped.

I'm surrounded bv at least 300 16 year

olds innocently boppin' along to what wma

i cry from suggestive material, wishing

I had access to that bottle of Courvoisier

1 left in the parking lot. The only difference

between them and Social Distortion was

that during that gig you laughed at them,

simply because you couldn't take them

seriously

In this case. I had this half assed grin

isort of like the grin you sport whei

meone you like shears you piece of their

wretched art work).

This, plus the combination of the giu

goers, made lot a trust rat ing evening Not

to mention the) performed the srorst

material from then latest platter

phvsuul Graffiti, which is certainly

not what you would call a tint- achu \<

meal The okest part ri it was at least I

didn't ttf boa en ID at the door so pro

ve thai l wasn't dropped out ofa goddamn
l K (

>

Unfortunately, I must apotogits to the

i iv edogs for having missed then >et One

thing about Pearl Street when the\ SBJ

show Mart- at 7 10 p H they mean it ( >f

tree, having gone to shows there before

I -hould have known this, thus there w.i-

Doexcuas I'll t:*t toyou guys the mad time

vii i plav And show up on time!

screening room
CON1INUED FROM PAGE 6

watch Kurosawa*! grand, majestic vi

sum deteriorate into a rotting basket «>t

fruit. If only Kurosawa had stuck with

the peach trees and forgotten about the

weeping demons'

Kurommvo'n Dreams will beplaying at

the Pleasant Street Theater in Nor-

thampton through Fruitn

WE ARE ALIVE AND WELL AND HERE TO STAY

The Department of Germanic Languages and Literatures

will continue to offer the students of the University of Massachusetts

high-quality, intellectually stimulating courses.

The Wall is Down!
There is more reason than ever to study the countries and cultures of

Europe

.

Courses we will offer in English in Spring 1991 include:

• Contemporary Germany: The Path to Unity (German 379)

• Marx-Nietzsche-Freud: Nineteenth Century German Thought

(German 370; Gen Ed Interdisciplinary)

• Survey ofGerman Literature from 800 to 1700 (German 331; Gen Ed AL)

Fall 1991 courses in English will include Scandinavian Mythology,

Hans Christian Andersen, German Civilization, and German Film-

From Berlin to Hollywood

We also offer courses in Danish, Swedish and Dutch For further information

in addition to our program in German visit the department

language and literature. on the 5th floor of Herter Hall

or call 545-2350
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THE FAR SIDE
By GARY LARSON

BONES IN THE BARREL
By J. GELLER & M. ROSENZWEIG
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DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE

Edited By TRUDE MICHEL JAFFE

1WISTS
Here's somfc meiYAAL.

f loss! "Do v^om. v^oow

vnquj -Vo use IT?
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/
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Fleaboys

CALVIN AND HOBBES By BILL WATTERSON

**l. KWA SVJRfc TURNtt) KWi

TUt CBHWHtOU QUfcEN YttfcH

SWt FCWHD OUT t WMHT

PROJECT K'*N
- ^ *tPEA0l WE.

SO THIS \S OHt
a"

ITS SOT *S IF UVES UNK.

TUE T\VL Of Tu£ uNWtw?^.

pOtSNT DEPtHO OK TVJftHiHG

IN h SMOE BP* PtSW SCQt

04 TIME'

ACROSS
1 Tear —
5 Flivver

9 Wowad
13 "Whae 1 " ot yore

14 Dictum

15 Actor Calhoun

16 Alpine city

17 English

physicist-

inventor:

1802-75

19 Chinese
ornamental tree

21 Followed

22 A Flmtstone

23 Trickles

25 Luggage
28 Foamed
32 Paragon

33 Bid

35 Black cuckoo

36 Toothed toots

37 Fret

38 Miier Jim

39 Ending with

Max or Joseph

40 More exposed
41 Spanish river

42 Torment

44 Sneezer s

supply

47 universe

49 Forest creature

50 VWe Pans

deserted for

Heien

53 Agents

57 Ballroom

dances
59 Lawrence —

Mr T

60 Turandot
rugftltgM

61 Raise

62 vvnere the

Shannon flows

63 Turn down
64 Off>oa purchase

65 Mil awards

DOWN
1 American

socialist

Eugene V

2 ins layer

3 Bachelor s

Button

4 Ivy s dingers

5 Comic s relief

6 Ogiers

7 — rule

8 Wasted time

9 Mondnan.
for one

10 Sheep s

product

11 Shorebircl

12 Applied henna

14 Krona spender

18 Flavor

20 Footlike pan
24 Try

25 Drop m
26 Mersey s bei

town
27 Chestnut-

colored

horse

29 Second-rate

race horses

30 Harden

31 Martin

et ai

34 Rival

37 Zoomed
38 Elected the

mcumoent
40 Good, to Gma
43 Kind of street

45 That <s, to Nero

46 Indian weight

48 Naps
50 Mouihward

51 Rochester s

Jane

52 Ruhr
reiection

54 Eat like a

chicken

55 Musical group

56 All My — '"•

-ir drama

58 J no a due

ANSWER TO PREVIOUSPUHLE:

ION AT

'\om \m> «ae*tn Wmn n«»4k*i» 11/14/fJO

MENU 1

PRICE By PRICE VAN RAY

1 -r&0> WENSJf tM(ff

<c *M* www.

£c\v\G -to 6M
If

LUNCH
Pizza

Clam Roll

BASICS LUNCH

Mushroom Pizza

Clam Roll

DINNER

STEAK AND SPUD NIGHT
Chicken Breast

BASICS DINNER

Stuffed Acorn Sauash
Chicken Breast

YOUR DAILY HOROSCOPE
By JEANE DIXON

<ptto 901BWW^
TANGELO PIE

By TIM SNIFFEN

word »v7Ai a/'f/ou ***-

books, smit ««** *>«M

cot^phvni.

BasicoIlM, io «r»ij of MM

picked you up smct

<oef\tmber.'
>

Hell HhM /s Fbradi<*

t

5lecpalUau,waTC»iTV

fillW A.M...

\rft &»j> '^0I?£ /
(

ofirr

Gnd! Then Til **
uou m Jarvj&fy , when

Wck h fat

bookstore

.

ARliS (March 2V April W) Skmm
rQ the $gf<oc« o» «»« w* not sattsfv

vow Obtom more «oct» and fgues

before molang o mapr decswrx An

o«der perjon can be *xky for vou

m business or romance Listen

cio&otv

TAURUS f Apr* 20 May 20) Make
contacts with famfy members and

renew your sense of closeness in-

terface from a neighbor or friend

should be ignored Set your own
goals and work toward the

youi own pace

GEMINI Vlay ?T- June 20) Take a

direct action to free yourse"

a situation that has fcmrted develop-

ment of your talents you have

more abity than your mate or part-

ner gives you credit for Buckle

oown to work

CANCER (June ZV July 22) When
j with children be w*ng to

answer their questions and help

them out Go over your piar

someone older than yc ,

Reassure someone of your love

: words mend a rift

IEO July 23 Aug 22) Your fl

outxx* can affect your health Be
tive m your thoug'

'

tog* • xn everything for a

white Getting m touc"

friends couW bring you an invitation

VIROO . Aug 23- Sept 22) Check

your newspaper for some local

news that could have a bearing on

your future Proceed cautiously m
financial matters A Wine:

couW be a waste of time Relax with

-'na

LIMA (Sept 23- Oct 22) Comfort

someone who * feeing depressed

A new romantic partner may not

be everything vou trunk Go slow

Peview your bids and bank

statements to catch any mistakes

Prompt correction is essential

SCORRKXOct 23 Nov 21) Tuner

to your subconscious lu find out

about your deepest feelings

Perhaps you should (Of down your

dreams and keep track of them

you w* learn something vokjoble

tha afternoon

SAGITTARIUS Nov 22 Dec
Home improvement prefects are

favored today vou can sarvage a
deteriorating a»ance by making

some sacrifices Romance requires

a kght touch Family activities boost

yOuf spirits

CAPRICORN (Dec 22- Jan K?) Be

ng to play second fiddie today,

your reputation and career de-

mand rt Home entertainment holds

a bnght promise this evening A new
harstyle w# make you look and feel

younger
AQUARIUS (Jan 20- Feb !8) keep

business negotiations low-key

day. some appo$ft'of! -,s pr

Endless arguments could lead '

porting of the ways A shopping

can yield great buys Keer

eyes open
PISCES Feb 59- March 2<

cepting new wori- challenges

.

you on the fast ri
'

bonus or fringe benefits on

bie Piav a waiting

romance Do not reveai too much

TODAY'S STAFF |
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Mark Sturm, Jen Fatkin, Sam Silverstein
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TVflSTfcifS
SflVERM

WED.— Reggae Night

NEW HORIZON
Ladies, Women, & Girls $1 .00

THURS.—
Tribal Etikit

$1 .00 Cover

Drink Specials:

Miller Lite $1 .50

Rolling Rock $1.50

Rolling Rock
Genuine Draft 90c

M#0 Compllmgntl
71 N Pleasant St. ( Above Cafe DiCarto

)

Amherst 256-1551 • Mo«.-Sat. 10-5=30

MC Visa Omex • 1(800)542-8327

WE SHIP ANYWHERE

m
\mherst Cinema
Now Playing

Henry
and
June

Mon-Thurs
One Show 7:30

Fri-Sun 2 Shows
7:00 and 9:15

Student Discount]
with I.D.

NORTHAMPTON

PIZZA BOWL

FRIDAY LUNCH SPECIALS
Munchie Hour 4—6pm Mon-Fri.

.99 Wings .99 Shrimp
9Q Nach» QQ Quesadilla

.—

-

i. --— ^^HH

W
MONDAYS * WEDNESDAY.?

9:(H) I»M IX) liJMO l»M

2 Hour* of unlimited bowlina I

fret pitta!

$5.00 1»EK l'KRSON
(ALL AHEAD TO RESERVE YOUR

LANBJ

NORTHAMPTON BOWL
525 PLEASANT ST.

NORTHAMPTON 581 183

74F138

UMass o
Students!

co^^tal Grand
Get to Know Us

Raffle
|

Win 2 Free Roundtrip TixTo

Any Domestic^Destination
*/Vo purchase necessary

'Drop off this ad at t*$$fi by Dec. 21

Winner announced Jan. 28, 1991

Name: Address: Phone:

echar

Ifeitherofthese
makes yourpulse race,

talkto us.

Last Chance
To Get A 48
On The LSAT!

Having to gel ami job

isivt bo bad
\<>t wben there's a place where the

people ad <js pooped up about tirhnoi-

(»4i\ as you do.

\ place w here you work on real stuff

right away, ^redtapeandbureaucpacj

are kepi away.

Ofoooree, theretea catch. Weonly want

softwareand hardware pnrfeaelonabwho See

U) beonuteleadn^e^of high technology
Thai's because our business is help-

ing other high tech companies develop

,md produce tomorrow's

products.

Wrrv Involved in electronic design

automation, automatic lest equipment

telecommunications test, and custom

connections. Ml four of our businesses

arc market leaders.

( )ur work environment is. well, colle-

giate tad among other great benefits,

we offer an educational assistance plan

with kk)"-i. rehnbureement-Hip front

So talk to us. Or settle lor a job that

ma\ turnout to be just work

Corpora HMdquart^ Boston, MA Map* Locations N«hua. NH • DetfftaW. I • Agoura Hills. CA • Sant. Clara. CA • Tokyo • United Kingdom

We'll be on campus: November 28

The current LSAT is changing Why' Because

Stanley H K.iplan's LSAT prrp course is 100

effective So effective that perfect LSAT scores

have QUADRUPLED over the last two years!

This June, the test makers will change the LSAT

scoring scale of 10 to 48, and revise the test to

make it more challenging Before that happens,

Stanley H Kaplan wants to hetp you take advan-

tage of the current "top heavy" test

By popular demand we're offering extra prep

classes for the December and February LSAT test

dates Call today And get your best shot at a 48

While you still can

£STANLEY
H. KAPLAN

Take Kaplan Or Take Your Chances

WINTER STUDY CLASSES
Forming Now!

Scholarships available for

financial aid students

For More Information, Call 549-5780

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 14. 1990
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volleyball

CONTINUED ri?OM PAGE 12

wins. But though their record may leave

them with a bad taste lingering on their

tongues, they were more successful on the

court than on paper, and are still a young
team.
The Minutewomen now look to next

season to turn things around, and Ford said

she sees recruiting players who can really

put the ball away as the biggest factor.

"I've got a job ahead of me," she said.

"We need to get the team back up to the

level we were at two years ago."

One player already on board who Ford

said she sees as a major factor in turning

the program around is freshman Angie

Paloucci.

"She's going to be the difference between

qualifying and not qualifying next miflii

in the A-lOs," Ford said.

You could

get free

tuition.

Free books.

I A great job.

I Allwe ask

I is a piece of

KjriMs < ih i noting magnet *

hiring the fineai leu sen an mnd * t

irrtht'hra because wc at? making

intlmu film jhnn

niifclu qualtfv turuuf warding Ten her Tuition

• VI HI'

• Krtf tuition at the school of >our ihoice

• t-rer books

• A guaranteed position with \ui< nu I

most mno\ jtru- educational program

• Vknce Math • ror*i|{n UnKuage

• Engineering • Reading

• AjpihuMness • ( oininunK Jtions

• V isml Herlorniinn \rts

• Montessori

I

( ome talk it over with us.

t iltc KsajajQP/, Miami

\h*i IhsuM ail! tie n

November
November

I

I

I

I

I

Thanksgiving

Luncheon Speda
Delicious Roast Turkey. Whipped

Potatoes and Gravy, Butternut Squash

and Cranbem Sauce $4.95

Top ot the Campus
kieSLauranL mh floor campi s centi k

•\

V

Available

11:30AM 2 OOPM
Mot) No* 19

thru Wed.. Not 21

CLASSIFIEDS
3 THi: COLL

ACTIVITIES

CLUB CCA.
at

Campus C*nt*r Auditorium

11 16-90 (Friday)

9 PM 1 AM
sponsered by A A S A

Dance
till you drop 1

DJ by perfect mm prod

ALL UMASS STUOENTS Campus Crusade

for Christ invites you to Sattmsm My1h Of

Reality Student Union Ballroom tonight

8 00PM

SPRING BREAK TRAVEL FAIR'

Don't miss it'

Feb 14 1991

ANNOUNCEMENTS

ANYONE INTERESTED in Vech.ryu Karate

please contact Michelle 542-2965 or Mike

546-6080

ATTENTION FILM BUFFS! Join the new

UMass Film Society Screenings discus

sions workshops and more' 1st meeting

Thursday, Nov 15 CCA 174

BED a BREAKFAST
Downtown Amherst
549-0733

EUROPEAN ECONOMIC COMMUNITY
Students from the EEC should come to

room 165 Campus Center on Wednesday

November 14th at 7PM

FAST FUNDRAISING PROGRAM
$1000 m |ust one week
Earn up to $1000 tor your campus organiza-

tion Plus a chance at $5000 more' This pro

gram works' No investment needed (.an

1 800 932 0528 Ext 50

NEXT MEETING OF THE ITALIAN CLUB
will be held

Wed Nov 14 6PM
301 Herter

OPEN THE DOOR
to an exciting and
challenging career

L«l CIGNA Corporation

snow you how
as we discuss

Actuarial career opportunities

To learn mote about this challenging iwtd.

plan to attend a meeting at which actuaries

win drscuss career opportunities at C»GNA

Members ot a* ctaaaes are welcome limited

summer intern and lull-time positions in

both Connecticut and Philadelphia are

available Para a retieahments w* be serv

ed Dress ra casual

Date November 28 1990

Time 7 00-9 OOPM
Place Mather Career Center

PVOC OIL COOP purchase home heating

oil at reduced cost per galton COD o<

automate dehvery register at OCMO or ca»

545-0865 tor more information

SPECTRUM, arts and literature magazine

,s having a tpneral meeting on Nov 15 m

CC 81 1 at 7PM
All welcome'

AUTO FOR SALE

1984 TOYOTA CAMRY. 87000 miles. 4

door 5 speed AC AM/FM cassette, new

muffler/tires reliable good condition

$3500 Call 546 6821/546 7384 leave

message

1984 TOYOTA COROLLA Auto PS PB AC

AM/FM Casselie 47K $3500 Jennifer

549-0974

19M HONDA CIVIC 31000 mites AM FM
cassette stereo Excellent condition Recent

complete tune up 1 owner Cat! Bruce after

6PM at 256-1215

FOR A GOOD TIME CALL...

RACK A-OHSC the best entertainment DJ s

video bands, dorm/house specials call

586 9900 anytime

FOR RENT

1 LARGE BEDROOM in Victorian House

Downtown Amherst $250 00 549-0733

3 BEDROOM 2 bathroom
Belchertown/Amhersl On bus route

$850 a month 32*7910

ONE BEDROOM APARTMENT m
Brandywine available Jan i 549-7157

SINGLE n 3 bedroom 220/mth

5 mm walk 549-5616 Judy

TIRED OF LIVING M A SLUM? One bdrm

apt m presidential apts available im-

mediately Close to campus quiet all ap

pliances storage space, large closets Call

549-3534 and leave message JStOVmo

heat incl

FOR SALE

SONY OISCMAN D 555 w/5 cd s $300

Onkyo double tapedec* $200

Atari Lynx $85 Call 548-6921 evenings

FOUND

A PAIR OF GLASSES in a brown leather

case Found in lot 33 To retrieve call

253-2839

FREE TICKETS

WHY PAY FOR TICKETS? Enter the rat

fie' 545-0500 Campus Travel/ On Campus

WANTED: Enthusiastic individual or stu-

dent organization to promote spring break

destination tor 1991 Earn commissions

free fnps and valuable work experience

Apply now" Call Student Travel Serve* at

1 800-265 1799

INSTRUCTION

EARN CREDIT SCUBA DIVING

2 credit basic and advanced courses offered

both semesters at Curry Hicks pool

2 credit sport courses to Key Largo during

intercession, spring break, and end of

August
Register for a* courses through the General

Physical Education Department

Further information at Curry Hicks pool

Monday through Thursday 7PM 10PM or

can Protect Deep 549-8401

GROOVE IS IN THE HEART'" To Rooosyy

lAKAMomeyl Have a fabulous 2i <-'

day' The day is finally here wt»en w* can

a» go out together except for Hoboes Love

Emie & Kathy

MICHELE M
You d think when his shoes stale -

up he d reah/e the window was closed I m
sorry'" Loveya your two roommates- Abssa

« Andrea PS You should ve flattened him'

RACHAEL W. I saw you at Honor Society

and I th.nk your reatty neat' Caw me- {you

have my ) Matt

PROFESSIONAL DJ S

LAZER TECH AUDIO available tor you'

dance, dorm party or house party Great

ram. great DJ s Can 323 7801 soon

HELP WANTED

HEATWAVE VACATIONS. INC is looking

for Campus Representatives for Spring

Break 1991 Top dollar commissions' Con-

tact Gregory at 800-395 WAVE

INTELLIGENCE JOBS All branches Now
hiring Call 1-805 687-6000 Exl K-9616

OFF CAMPUS HOUSING OFFICE is look

ing for office help Work study students

graduates or undergraduate may apply

ASAP at 428 Student Union

PART TIME CHILD CARE. 2 great k,ds $6

per hr Inquire only if available 12 mos per

year References 549-6470 Mary Ellen

LOST

GOLD BRACELET between Sylvan and

Campus Center sentimental value

Call 6 2247 PLEASE'

SET OF KEYS on stiver cham with crystal

Call 6-3625

STOLEN?
Brown leather |acket from Logtown Rd
1 1 2 90
Reward $ for return

No ques asked
253-9495

PERSONALS

BRIAN
Happy 18th birthday to our

favorite Sammy pledge' Keep smiling

just a little while longer

Love. Maria and Andrea

CHUCKY 1

Happy 22nd birthday 1

I know we n nave a

great time celebrating m Florida Next

semester won't be the same without you

I love you so much'
Love.
Cindy

CONGRATULATIONS to the guy with the

fnend named Greg' Now you're almost cool

Love Jenn

RIDE WANTED

PITTSBURGH TO UMASS
on or about Sunday 1 1 25-90

Kelly 546-7134
Thanks'

RIDE OFFERED TO TORONTO
at Thanksgiving Share expenses

Call Peter 546-4826

ROOMMATES WANTED

1 OR 2 FEMALE ROOMMATES
280 or 140 » Etec

253 2341

1 BEDROOM AVAIL right near Amherst

College bus older non smoker pref Must

love cats 230 Security Deposit required

253-7728

3 SPACES AVAILABLE m the Brook Apts

tor Jan 1 Bus slop right out front door

Cheap and big Call 25*0420

FEMALE NONSMOKER wanted to Share

room 54*0038 tor December 1

SERVICES

HOLIDAY BOOKING selling out' Campu!

Travel on Campus 545-0500

iAY FOR SI

PREGNANT"*
Need a pregnancy lest information or sup

port' Can tor free and confidential serve**

ALTERNATIVES 13 Mao St l^ortnampton

588 3000 or Grs*n*etd ante 774-8010

PROFESSIONAL PAPERS INC

Computerized research horary' AH sublets

levels A topics Cai 4 research mto MC
Vis*Am*x 1*00 447 2431 10835 Santa

Monica Bfvd l -201| W Los Angefcas. CA
90025

STEREOAUDIO'VIOEO

USED stereo components/VCR s/cotor

tv s/prot**S>onal audio We buy s*« and

trade Quality guaranteed, great pnee*'

Detailed list available 10AM 9PM
2S8-0941

TRAVEL

WAKE-N-BAKE!'1 Spring Break HI

Jamaica/Cancun from $449'" Bor •

and save $30 travel w.th the best

1 80*426 7710

T SHIRTS

CUSTOM SCREEN PRINTE0
T Shirts Sweats Boxers-Beei Mugs etc

Low Prices H.gh Quality

Fast Service'

Call collect

(203166*1156

TYPING

WORDPROCESSING Inexpensive quick

and accurate work Campus pickup and

delivery CaH Lisa 25*8695 leave manage

WORDPROCESSING Dissertations

eases papers Affordable dependable

Mac/LP on-campus Nancy 584 7924

WOROPROCESSING REPORTS.
Resumes Theses Graphics Laser Pnn

tmg Call Rosemary 259- 1 786

WANTED

FINANCE COORDINATOR FOR WMUA
Bookeeping skills and computer

literacy reccomended
Appty at WMUA 102 Campus Center

Deadline for applications 11 '19

More mfo call 545-2876
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SPORTS
Hermann Trophy

CON1INUED FROM PAGE 1

endurance, because she trains all the time,

and the fact that she has no bad health

habits allows her to sustain when others

fail."

Speaking about her early soccer days.

Kater said. "I think I went with the How

The more opportunities 1 mr, I went after.

N that there was an opportunity at

Regional Camp - if I train my butt off.

mavbe I'll make that

Her parent-. George and Vicki. were also

very supportive of Water's efforts in soccer.

•I couldn't have asked for better soccer

parents.'" Kater beamed. "Th. MX

cer junkies. They bought a big van to take

!o tournaments and tryouts They wen

always like. If that's uhat you want to do.

we'll be supportive

What makes Kater a great player is not

only her athletic ability >he earned 11

high school letters in soccer, basketball and

Mendhami but also her blue

collar work ethic and her determination to

succeed.

"The steps that I

because I was more

plavers." Kater said,

tra effort and steps to get to the next level,

where as other people would be partying

or hanging out

"To me. soccer was my party - it was my

fun."

Though she entered high school with

high hopes as a basketball player. Kater

soon realized that soccer wrm her sp-.it

While at Regional Camp in Amher-t.

Kater came in conMct with then UMSM
-sem r.mda. Later, the school's

itation as a women's soccer p<

helped when she ru m <d her choice of col

leges between UMass and North Carolina

te

took weren't just

skilled than other

but 1 made the ex

But it was academics that led Kater to

attend the University.

"(UMassl had what I wanted: Sports

Management.'' Kater said. "That's always

been mv field of interest, sports. Whether

it's on the field or off, I want to stay involv-

ed with it."

Kater applies that same work ethic from

soccer to her academics. In 1989 she was

named to the Adidas Scholar Athlete Soc-

cer Ail-American team.

She well remembers her first season,

when UMass lost to North Carolina. 1-0.

in the national championship game at

Amherst and finished with a 20 2 record

•he only freshman starter on what

manv call the greatest UMass team in

history. Kater scored 10 goals and assisted

on five others for 25 points, and was nam-

ed \mmea'» Freshman of the Year.

"It was an unbelievable year," Kater

d. "1 think just the experience of pla>

ing on a team that went to the national

championship, to the final game. more

and more. I wanted other players to ex

perience that.

"That's why 1 wanted so badly to go to

the NCAA* this year and the Final Four

last year, because it's the only way to ex

perience that."

UMass did not receive a playoff bid

following this year's 10-5-2 season, and

Kater was denied a chance to lead the

Minutewomen to the NCAAs
•

It was pretty hard . really tough.

"

Kater said. "More so because we worked

so hard during the season and offseason,

rybody was great and we had a lot of

fun. which made it a little easier to accept

"But it would have been so much sweeter

if we had even just gotten a playoff bid.

Because I know if we had gotten one, we

would have done something just like last

year, when we went a little farther than

Chut., .-..urt.-v Sp«.rt» Information

April Kater was awarded the Hermann Trophy, given annually to the

best player in collegiate women's soccer, yesterday.

everybody thought."

Kater chose to low key the moment when

she passed Cathy Spence to become UMass

ali time leading career scorer.

"During the season, you're concentrating

on reaching the playoffs.' Kater said.

"Those little things, like breaking the scor

ing. record are extras Those are honors

that shouldn't be overlooked, but

sometimes they can be obstacles if you

focus too much on them. That can be

something you talk about after the season,

but right now . you're here to play for your

teammates and for the school
'

With her collegiate career over. Kat. i

said she would like to play for the U B Ma
tional Team in the first women's World

(up. to be played next year in China

It would be a dream of mine to play, but

1 don't know how realistic it is right now

Kater said. "I've had a couple of oppor-

tunities to tryout for the National Team
and I still think I'm in the pool [of the top

25 players], hut it would take a lot of time

and effort from me to even get a toot in the

door The\ t. i,all> MfimM at that level

and I don't know if I have what they want

But all I en do is keep trying
."

Water polo's season ends at tourney
JOE DEGLORIA

CollcgUin Correspondent

It was a disappointing end to a great season for the

University at Massaehu>. -tt- water polo team last

-end at the Eastern Championship-

When UMass lost to Harvard 11 9 in the first round,

am chance- of I National Championship bid were gone

IM had beaten Harvard the week before at the New

England Championship-

Mass lost a great part of it- offense in the second

quarter of the event when senior Alex Yelansky tore his

rotator cuff, ending his season

Losing Alex killed us. he was our second leading scorer

and it was lough for us from then on. " said coach Russ

Yarworth

UMass and Harvard were tied at 7 7 at the end of

regulation play UMass scored first in the three minute

• nod. and then had tVQ fastbreak chances come

up empt\

Harvard threw in two quick goals and it was pretty

much over for UUaM UMa-> did -core near the end of

the period, but Harvard put in a open-net goal to ice the

victory

"We did not play as well as we did the week before We
were flat.' Yarworth <aid I think that mavbe the team

looking ahead a little bit and that combined with

what happened to Alex really killed u-

UMass went into the losers bracket and beat Arkansas,

then lost to Iona, 15-12.

it WW hard for us to get up for the Iona game after

the Harvard loss, and it didn't seem they really wanted

to play," Yarworth said

The Minutemen finished as the No Id ranked team in

the country, and won "respect" in the national u.it.r polo

picture

"I cannot complain about the season It was right there

for us and we had the opportunit

"I feel confident of next year's team and I'm bating far

ward to next season"

Senior JOB Miller, who scored 12 goals m the tourna

ment. hrok. the single season UMass scoring n-

Miller scored 76 times this season and .t-isted on 88

others, and also led the team in steals with 38.

Miller was named on the first team of the All Ea-t

Volleyball loss

ends long season
FELICE (OH!

Collegian Correspondent

What I long Grange trip it s ban
The University of Massachusetta volleyball team end

ed its agonizing 4-29 iast night, losing to Nor

theastern 10 15. 8 15, I 15.

The match w.i- typical of I Mass* season, said coach

Carol Ford "We were leading at one point 8-0 and then

;ust blew it

The Minutewomen plaved well, but were not at their

best, especially in the first game when the> couldn't

get their offense going, Ford said.

We were cold, but Northeastern wasn't that good

either, just solid."

In the wcond ganM UMass didn't seem to pla> .mv

better. Ford said. "We needed more mtensiU We just

-tarted making a lot of dumb mistal-

ihruptK as it approached, the third game left in

the same fashion 'We had no momentum." Ford

"We just couldn't get going"

The Minutewomen have struggled all season tor

NilNllfPON ™

Football notebook

Minutemen bid to hostNCAA game

» i.ll.yxn photo bv Tom Sandy*

The UMass defense swarms around
linebacker Matt Tulley (60) at the end of Satur-

day's Yankee Conference-clinching 3-0 win

over Villanova.

By SAM SILVERSTEIN
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts football team will be

in the Division I AA playoffs; that much is known Wh«

when, and against whom remains a mystery.

The Minutemen (8-0-1, 7 in the Yankee Conference!

clinched the Yankee Conference winner's automatic berth

to the playoffs Saturday with I 9 victory over Villanova.

Who the Minutemen will play in the first round

November 24. and whether they will host the game at

McGuirk Alumni Stadium, will be announced by the

NCAA Sunday.
The NCAA formula for deciding game sites takes into

account national rankings, likely weather conditions,

previous experience staging NCAA tournament events.

and "enthusiasm," among other things.

The numbers point to UMass hosting the game: UMass

is currently the fourth ranked team in country, with the

final game of the regular season Sat uiday at New Hamp
shire. McGuirk Alumni Stadium was the site of a 1977

playoff game between UMass and Lehigh, and in recent

years, UMass has hosted lacrosse, women's soccer and

field hockey NCAA tournament games

Enthusiasm,' if measured by attendance, could hurt

I M,i-s chances The Minutemen averaged just 6,209 I

a game this fall as two stormy Saturday's kept fans aw

According to Associate Athletic Director Elaine Sortino.

the University has already submitted I bid to the NCAA
to host the November 24 game.

David Mitchell has carried 110 consecutive times

without being stopped for I loss. Key to Marc
( .abnelli's game-winning field goal Saturday was a dean

snap by freshman snapper Karl Russel. Eric Thimas

is averaging 15 :\ yards per kickoff return. Linebacker

Bobby Burke leads the team with 81 tackles Cornel

badk Don Caparotti has been upgraded to "doubtfui" for

Saturday*• game Caparotti has been out since spraining

an ankle against Connect icut on October 18.

YANKEE CONFERENCE STANDINGS
UMass
Delaware
UNH
Villanova

BU
UConn
UR1

Mame
Richmond

700
6-4-0

4-3 O 63 1

4-3-0

4-30 5-5-

O

5-50
?50 5-5-0

2-6-0 3 70
l-7-O 19-0

ing's back again!

(Boo-hiss) It will be sun-

ny with mild

temperatures, ^0

GEO election votes an

overwhelming 'Union

Yes to District

65/UAW. Page 3.
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Hope Chest springs eter-

nal - 10,000 Maniacs

play the Fine Arts

Center Saturday night
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Republicans: 'Support troops'
By GAYLE LONG
Collegian Staff

Insults and threats flew yesterday on the Student Union

steps as members of the Republican Club rallied in sup

port of the U.S. troops in the Persian Gulf. Over 250

students, supporters and protestors attended the rally

despite blustery temperatures.

But temperatures rose soon after when two protestors

tried to affix a banner to the podium where Republican

Club President Glen Caroline was speaking, and sup

porters of the Club, along with words from Caroline, kept

the protestors from their goal

Caroline called the Aug. 2 invasion of Kuwait by Iraq s

Saddam Hussein an "overt, naked act of aggression." He

also went on to say that Iraq, since the takeover ofKuwait,

Write on Gulf conflict
One student group has taken a creative response to the

conflict in the Persian Gulf - an essay contest.

The University of Maasachuaetts Adhoc Coalition on the

Middle East < • ponsoring an essay writing contest

in which participants are asked to write an essay about

the Gulf crisis, comparing the situation to a game of

chicken. .

Rashid Sheedfar. a member of the Coalition, said the

organization is not supporting Saddam Hussein, but wants

the United States to seek a peaceful way to resolve the

conflict in the Gulf.

He said the essay writing contest is a logical way to pra

mote this idea. "People from academia have always been

at the forefront of the war and peace debate." he said.

Sheedfar said the group is offering a prize of $20 or a

recently published book of the same value. Essays should

be no longer than 250 words and turned in to Student

Union Box 219 b, Nov. 17.
_^^^^

controls 80 percent of the world oil supply.

"Saddam will take the extra revenue [from the oil

moneyl not to invest on social programs, but to quicken

their nuclear capabilities," said Caroline.

After asking the crowd, "If you were called, would you

go7 " Caroline also commented on the protestors, saying

"liberals, who reap all the benefits, give zip back to the

country." .. ,

Bush is trying to get Iraq to withdraw from Kuwait, said

Caroline, and "bashers [of the United States and its

policiesl are hypocritical, as the United States gives the

people the greatest freedom on earth

Caroline ended by saying. "I favor world peace, by stop

ping Saddam Hussein."

Another speaker. Ed Corrigan, said he felt the people

of the United States "should start to show a little more

character and a little more support for our country

Corrigan said he believed if the Iraqis had a nuclear

missile right now they would "send it over."

Guy Glodis, a member of the Board of Governors, call-

ed the invasion of Kuwait, "a blatant attack against a

free country." He said the role of the United States "the

leader of the free world," was to stop Saddam and that

the "evil empire of Iraq was more evil than the Soviet

Union ever was."

UMass, said Glodis. is a "breeding ground for com

munism." He also said these "communists" were enemies

of American democracy.

They want us to roll over and let the communists take

over," he said. .

Speaking to one of the protesters. Glodis said. 1 m not

going to let you speak because you are not w°rtny

Showing his disgust for the protestors, Glodis finished

by saying. "Go burn an American flag. Its people like you

who'll bring our great democracy down." In response, pro

testors began chanting. "One people, one planet.

Another supporter of the rally. Pat Sitaraman. said.

"Saddam has to be bombed
"

CONTINUED ON PAGE 3 I

« ..HrrtUn photo by Heather Norfleet

PLAY ME - Dard Neumann takes time out

from his studies to render a heart-wrenching

tune on his zitar.

Panel: Mideast war likely

By MARK HENSLEY
Collegian Staff

At a panel discussion held last night,

three specialists on the Middle East

discussed the vast historical roots of the

Middle East crisis and asked the au-

dience to ask themselves what war

would mean for them personally

David Finkel. editor of Against the

Current, joined two other speakers in de

nouncing the historical role of the

United States and the Western powers

in the Middle East, and especially

Western intervention in the current

crisis. Finkel put the chance of war at

75 percent and said if war broke out a

draft was inevitable.

"The U.S. engine of economic domina-

tion is winding down (and) the U.S. is

now unable to dominate through its

economic muscle, and. therefore, must

dominate militarily. If you want the

U.S. to rule the world, you or your

brother or sister or somebody you know

will have to die for it," he said.

Samir Abed Rabo, a professor at

Keene State College and the author of

several books on the Middle East, sees

U.S. intervention as a continuation of

the "colonial legacy."

During colonial times, which ended in

the 1960s, 22 Arab states were created

and puppet governments, often corrupt

and oppressive, were installed and sup

ported by Western powers, Rabo said.

The constant wars and border disputes

between these artificially created coun

tries forced the Arab states to depend on

Western powers for financial and

military support. In return, the West,

primarily the U.S., received military

bases, cheap oil and good capital in-

vestments, he said.

In this argument, along with the fact

that Kuwait was historically a part of

Iraq, lies the "historical merit" of Sad

dam's invasion, Rabo said.

Professor Karen Pfeifer. of Smith Col-

lege, who was in Jordan at the time of

the invasion, said that most people she

met were in favor of Saddam's invasion

and that they were "very hostile to U.S.

presence in their neighboring coun-

tries."

Jobs focus of Gulf action
Economic woes ifKuwait held, officials say

By CHRISTOPHER BURNS
Associated Press

WASHINGTON - Challenged by i

gressional leaders over its new war footing.

the Bush administration has begun to em-

phasize that American jobs could be at risk

if Saddam Hussein is allowed to maintain

his grip on Kuwait
"The economic lifeline of the industrial

world runs from the I Persian l Gulf and we

cannot permit a dictator such as this to sit

astride that economic lifeline," Secretary

of State James A. Baker III said Tuesday

"To bring it down to the level of the

average American citizen, let me say that

means jobs."

Baker suggested that a worldwide

economic recession could result if Saddam

is not checked and the security of Gulf oil

reserves ensured.

He spoke after meeting in Bermuda with

Canada's Internal Affairs Minister, Joe

Clark, who voiced support for a U.S.

sponsored United Nations resolution

authorizing the use of military force to oust

Iraqi forces from Kuwait.

More allied soldiers and hardware may

be on their way to join the U.S. expedi

tionary force that has gathered in the

Saudi desert as the chief challenger to

Saddam.
The Times ofLondon reported yesterday

that Britain is expected to send an addi

tional 6,000 troops and more than 100 ad

ditional tanks to the Gulf, increasing its

ground forces there to 15,500 and its tanks

to more than 220.

The Bush administration has indicated

that it will attack Iraqi forces to dislodge

them from Kuwait, which Saddam seized

on Aug 2. if a V N ordered embargo on

trade with Iraq and saber rattling fail.

That position is encountering resistance

from some allies abroad and some leading

members of Congress who accuse the presi-

dent of showing too much of an inclination

to resort quickly to the military option.

Bush last week decided to send 200.000

more troops to the Persian Gulf to boost the

230,000 American G.I.s already there, put

ting U.S. forces on an offensive footing.

On Tuesday, key Democratic and

Republican senators asked him to convene

an emergency session of Congress t.>

discuss the administration's Gulf policy

The White House quickly called such a

session unnecessary. Said Pre- I ary

Marlin Fitzwater: "There is no war."

In other developments:

• Former Attorney General Ran

Clark, concluding an independent peace

mission to Baghdad, said Iraq had agreed

to release four Americans from the nun

dreds held hostage by Iraq.

• The Pentagon said U.S. Marines would

conduct their first amphibious assault ex

ercise since being deployed in the region.

Spokesman Pete Williams would not -ay

when or exactly where the exercise would

be held.
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LOCAL
LSC litigation plan sent to Trustees
By KENDRA PRATT
Collegian Staff

A committee of student leaders and administrators

finalized yesterday a cooperative legal dispute resolution

proposal for students which includes the restoration of

limited litigation rights to the Legal Services Center.

The plan, drafted by the Dispute Resolution Commit-

tee, will be presented to the University of Massachusetts

Board of Trustees for their endorsement in early

December.
In order to approve the proposal, the trustees would have

to revoke its 1987 decision to rescind all litigation rights

from the Legal Services Center.

The goal of the committee stated in the proposal was

to provide students with various alternate means to solve

disputes on campus, such as arbitration, mediation,

negotiation and use of an ombudsperson so that the

University will not add to the case burden of the court

system.

"(This proposal] is a testament to what the students and

the administration can do together when they try to

understand each other's position," said Student Trustee

Angus McQuilken, a member of the committee

Vice Chancellor of Student Affairs Dennis Madson said

that, despite "adversial things" which have been said in

the past over the litigation rights issue, the process behind

this most recent proposal "went well with honest,

straightforward discussion."

Madson said he would begin to discuss this proposal with

Provost O'Brien, President-Chancellor Duffey and the

University Legal Counsel, William Searson.

"We can provide better [problem solving) services for

students if we coordinate as in this proposal with

restricted litigation as a last resort," Madson said.

The limited litigation ability of the Legal Services

Center, as stated in the proposal, "will be undertaken only-

after exhausting appropriate alternative dispute resolu

tion mechanisms."
The proposal recommends the following to improve

alternate problem-solving methods on campus.

• The Mediation Project, which is a part of the Dean of

Students Office, should be revitalized as mediation, a way

to define a dispute and to arrive at a mutually acceptable

solution for both parties, is the first designated step for

alternative dispute solving in the proposal.

• A Dispute Resolution Advisory Committee, comprised

of one representative from various campus offices and

organizations,

should be established to develop an effective and efficient

system for resolving student conflicts.

• The Board ofTrustees should recognize the Legal Ser

vices Board, a governing board created by students to set

the case policy for Legal Services, as a body to make
recommendations and set case priorities based on periodic

assessment of student need.

• The Legal Services Center should be authorized by the

trustee to litigate as a last resort in the following types

of cases: landlord/tenant, consumer matters and civil

rights cases prior to filing. The Legal Services Office may
not litigate against the University or its agencies and of-

ficers and against the Town of Amherst or any other

municipality.

• If a case handled by Legal Services is taken to court,

the student should pay for all court costs as "an added

incentive for student clients to avoid taking their disputes

to court."

The Dispute Resolution Committee has developed the

proposal over the course of this semester The committft-

members are the following: Dan Chesnicka, Student

Government Association speaker of the senate; Natasha

Diephuis, SGA president; Vice Chancellor of Student Af
fairs Dennis Muison; Charles DiMare. the directing at

torney of Legal Services; Jo-Anne Vanin, dean of students.

Grant Ingle, director of Human Relations, and -taH from

the Ombuds Office and Student Affair*

Racial incident sparks anger
MHC president calls incident 'mortifying

'

By CHRIS MUTHER
Collegian Staff

SOUTH HADLEY - Mount Holyoke

College President Elizabeth Kennan
responded sharply this week to an incident

in which a man urinated on the door of the

room of two of the school's students, call-

ing the act "mortifying
."

In a letter released to residents of Mead
Hall. Kennan said. "Students have moved

• long way in their comprehension that

racism is a fact of life."

The letter comes in response to an inci-

dent on Oct. 28 in which a visiting Coast

Guard cadet, who was described as intox-

icated, urinated on the door of the room of

two Black students living in Mead Hall.

According to Danique Day, co-chair of the

Association of Pan African Unity and one

of five women in the room at the time of

the incident, no one in the dorm showed

concern for the incident.

Day said the incident is not isolated, ad-

ding that there have been many racial in

cidents on campus, but it has taken last

month's incident to bring the problem to

the attention of the school's

administration.

"This incident has brought up a lot of

issues on campus," Day said.

In a statement released by the APAU,
the organization condemned Mount
Holyoke administrators for their handling

of the incident "We feel that the Depart

ment of Security failed as an effective force

on campus safety," the statement said.

Kennan said that all Mount Holyoke

students should be concerned with what

occurred.

"This is not a lesson for Mead Hall alone,

and indeed that dormitory has probably

progressed beyond many of us in

understanding," she wrote. "It is a lesson

for all of us so that this can continue to be

a caring and honorable community."

The APAU. however, said it feels that the

administration's actions against the man
came too late.

"Although the Dean of Students Office

has since taken disciplinary action on both

the offender and his hostesses, the exigen-

cy of the incident was not immediately

recognized." the association's statement

said. "Thus, we question the commitment

that Mount Holyoke has made to a

multiracial community free ofdiscrimma

tion."

Collegian staff member Katherine T.

Lamothe contributed to this article.

Graduate students win
landslide unionization vote

i

By PAMELA McCARTHY
Collegian Staff

Graduate students overwhelmingly

approved unionizing in the results of

yesterday's Graduate Employee
Organization election

The election proved to be a landslide

victory for pro-union voters, with 1.204

voting
4
yes,' in favor of unionization,

and 393 casting a 'no' vote

As a result of the election, the GEO
is now affiliated with District 65 of the

United Auto Workers. Graduate

employee representatives will now have

the power to negotiate contracts, said

GEO spokesperson Renee Heberle.

"We can now negotiate a contract for

graduate employees. We have legal

legitimacy through the election. " she

said.

Negotiating contracts is not all they

will do, Herberle said. "We intend to do

the same work we've done before," she

said.

This includes fighting budget cuts and

the spring fee hike According to

Heberle. the union will give gradua

students substantial clout in dealing

with the Statehouse and the Universi

ty administration.

She said one of the ways they will

light the spring fee hike is by finding

alternate ways of saving money. "We
are working with other unions to

develop alternatives with them."'

Heberle said, citing many union and

employees' worries about pay cuts and

job layoffs.

While it may seem strange that

graduate employees are now affiliated

with the UAW, Heberle said a wide

variety of w orkers and professionals are

represented by the auto workers' union

it's the graduate employees who

have organized - UAW will offer its

support," she said.

Heberle said the election victory is an

important message for the campus in

general. "This election will send a

message to people on campus that, as an

organized voice, [they can accomplish

something]."

^1 <You just don't understand'
Prof speaks on conversation between sexes

Collegian photo by John Rrnaud

IS IT THE SHOES? — The Fine Arts Center poses for a candid shot

on a cold November day at UMass in lovely Amherst.

Republicans rally for troops

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

"Saddam is a nobody, he's a murdenpr,

do you want to support a murderer?"

Sitaraman asked. "Any American who

doesn't fight for America has no right to

live in America."

Glodis took over the mike and noted the

flag of the United Nations being held by

one of the protestors and said the United

Nations supported the United States being

in Saudi Arabia.

Glodis said the protestors had no sym

pathies for the soldiers fighting for the

United States in Saudi Arabia, to which

the protestors began to shout "bring them

home."

By LARS KROIJER
Collegian Correspondent

At a lecture held last night at the Cam-

pus Center Auditorium entitled "You Just

Don't Understand." Dr. Deborah Tannen

spoke on the difficulty in conversation bet

ween men and women.
According to Tannen, it is very important

go back to childhood to understand the

behavior of adults in connection with the

other gender.

"Sometimes when you are talking to peo-

ple of the other gender you feel like you are

talking to someone in an other world, and

you are," she said.

Small girls tend to sit together with their

best friend and tell secrets where boys

rather are in larger groups with a hierar-

chy of status among them. The way these

boys achieve a higher status is often

through talking and outdoing each other.

"When at a later age the woman wants

to speak to their husband like they used to

with their best friend, they feel neglected,"

Tannen said.

Tannen, a professor at Georgetown

University, argued that this is due to the

fundamental differences created at

childhood.

"Often a man feels that he does not have

to prove his abilities at home and is,

therefore, often not as outspoken as he is

outside the home," Tannen said.

A woman often expects the same type of

friendship they had as children but this

would only seem "unnatural" to the man.

she added.

One of the problems is that we often ex

pect our partners to be like ourselves

"There is no better way to communicate

but we will have to respect each other's

cultural differences," Tannen said.

C*Ttpus C«nt -

Collegian photo by Heather Norfleel

Dr. Deborah Tannen
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EDITORIAL/OPINION
We have a serious

need to lighten up
Have you had enough of over-serious zealots who can't

take a joke?

Do people who can't look at themselves and laugh occa-

sionally bother you?

Are you frustrated by those who read the Halloween

issue of the Collegian and feel the need to write an

editorial response'7

Steven Schwankert

Well, next semester I'd like to teach a course that will

focus on these types of people. The class title is Lighten

Up 101. You won't find it in your course guide and it

doesn't have a schedule number or room, so don't get up

at 5:30 to add it during Add/Drop.

However, I do have a syllabus prepared which follows

below:
. .. - • r *

First meeting: Overview of course; definition ot terms

such as fanatic, extremist and monomaniac.

Second meeting: Discussion of various leftist and rightist

groups and possible answers as to why they believe that

they are intensely correct and serious, and why the rest

of the campus thinks they're a joke.

Third meeting: Focus on the various races and ethnic

groups and what makes them think that they are so in

nately superior that there is nothing humorous about

their culture and heritage.

Fourth meeting: This session will concentrate on the tex-

tbook definition of "open-minded" and how at the Univer

i M i--achusetts it often has a completely opposite

meaning.
,

Of course, this is not a real class. And. what s even

worse, there shouldn't even be a remote need for such a

thing Unfortunately, many here in the Happy Valley

have lost their sense of hum
When people or groups can no longer laugh at

themselves, they lose their objectivity about their causes

and become consumed with the idea that they are unque*

tionablv ritfht

This is a university We have come here to gam

know ledge not only from our professors, our textbooks and

our laboratories, but from the exchange of ideas with the

people around us as well. Only through dialogue can this

successfully take place. But dialogue means speaking and

listening, and I emphasize the latter.

Too often on this campus, we see demonstrations and

counter demonstrations which accomplish nothing,

because those involved fail to communicate and rather try

to scream their opponent into submission.

The result is that, instead of us trying to educate

ourselves and form our own opinion, we get fed up and

ignore it altogether Look at how much attention used to

be paid to the Student Government Association, and how

little people care today

No one is right about everything all the time. Our

mistakes and failures shape us as much as our successes

do We shouldn't be afraid to fail nor should there be a

constant need to be correct.

There is humor and levity in all of us and in everything

we do Don't miss the punch line in all of our lives.

Steven Schuankert is a UMass student
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Empowerment not worth the hassle
In four years. I have yet to see what the Student Govern

ment Association has actually done. I read that some of

them spoke against budget cuts. Big deal - nobody likes

budget cuts. Every year the SGA performs the only job

that is seems qualified to do - budget the $2 million call

ed the Student Activities Trust Fund. Even this task is

poorly executed and money can't buy you power - the

LSO still has no power; WMUA must have pledge dr

to subsidize its budget, the Collegian is self-supporting;

and B'nai B'rith Hillel Foundation receives no SATF at

all.

Mark B. Adler

The SGA hires the Student Activities Office act as a

kind of "watchdog" over the SATF, and yet the SAO

spends over $10 on labor per purchase order (despite the

cost of the P.O.) checking to see if Registered Student

Organizations are violating the rules. The SAO advisors

help us organize events. Their accountants make sure that

nobody in the RSO is embezzling funds.

A large part of the SATF goes to salaries. We pay them.

I have a radical idea: instead of getting paid for their work,

the SGA should be composed of volunteers paying $10 a

week (like dues) to fool with my money. The SGA should

not be a resume feature. The SGA is not practice for the

real world; that was for high school student council. Two

million bucks is the real world. Do these jokers actually

go to class?

The SGA and the SAO have only managed to alienate

the students. The Great Ski Snatch had to be moved off

campus because the SGA didn't like the Ski Club; the

Triathlon Club can't get recognition even though it has

sufficient support and activities; and the Stockbridge

Senate is removing itself from the SAO altogether. SAO

Council and the SATF Planning Committee continually

manage to exclude the very people whose input is vital

to the effectiveness of student empowerment.

Student empowerment itself is the problem. Yep. M
student government-types would die before sacrificing stu

dent empowerment. But what has it done for me? Maybe

the administration should plan everything for us. TfcSJ

might push us around a bit. but at least they would fftl

something done. Wow, what a concept.

Since my freshman year, I've been involved in mam
RSOs JufgUng Club, Hillel. Collegian. Phi Alpha Theta.

Field and (irayson House Councils, Orchard Hill Area

Government and the Board of Governors. I am familiar

with most of the other RSOs. Most are excellent and \

few are defunct The SAO. with SGA's blessing, want

eliminate a few dozen RSOs in order to clean up their own

paper work I'm really sorry that the RSOs have so ret •

ly become a burden to the SAO. It used to be the other

way around.

I might form a new USO (Unregistered Student

Organization >, completely unaffiliated with SAO and on

ly funded by contributions. It would be called, STOMP
Stop Touching Our Money, Please. We would rally against

student empowerment and the SATF, favoring one of two

options: each student would save more than $100 on their

bill, or else the money would be allocated directly to the

groups that need the money and would use it well.

The RSOs should be well funded but not through the

SAO. The RSOs should have a checking account at the

Student Credit Union (now that's empowerment) from

which they could draw funds directly and immediately,

and that money would be accepted in more places than

lousy purchase orders. Maybe the RSOs will embezzle a

little, but I'd rather have the Juggling Club bungle my

funds than have the SAO juggle my money.

Afar* B. Adler. a Collegian columnist, was last seen

bouncing a check at K-Mart

Tolerance and dissent in hard times
Recently, I attended a peace protest at Westover Air

Force base in Chicopee, Mass. Westover is the main stag

ing area for the military airlift to Saudi Arabia and, like

countless other Americans, I felt compelled to register my

disapproval of the rapid buildup.

On this mild Saturday in late October, about 20 of us

stood calmly just beyond the base's entrance gate while

10 others blocked the road in symbolic protest of the high

risk of war in the Persian Gulf. The local police called to

the scene were cordial and had known many other sit-ins

at the base.

Jay Allain

The response from G.I.s and other personnel ranged

from the classic "Go back to Russia" to a sincere "Thanks

for your support" from one serviceman. Despite the sense

of being dwarfed by the large and bustling base and its

•guests,' the towering C-5 transport jets, it felt good to

publicly show that some of us aren't keen on war.

That evening, when I returned to the low-rent boarding

house I've called home for two-and-a-half years, three

veterans were waiting for me. The self-ordained

spokesperson announced, "Look, if you tried protesting

in any other country, you'd end up in a bodybag or jail."

Not altogether shocked by the reception, I reminded my
antagonists that democracy allows for dissent - one need

not accept all of the government's policies or pro

nouncements. At this, one man whispered to a vet suffer

ing with Post Vietnam Stress Disorder, "Get him!"

Suddenly an agitated 6'3" combat veteran was jabbing

me in the chest and attempting to intimidate me. Off and

on for 15 minutes, the corridor bristled with the heat of

pending violence. But somehow, mysteriously, no blows

were thrown. Rattled, I packed my bag and went to stay

with a friend The police were notified. I decided to press

charges. I knew I could never stay in that boarding house

again.

Although disturbing, this incident has prompted some

serious reflection for me. It reminded me sadly that many

of my fellow citizens have a small and uneasy definition

of democracy.

The witch-hunts begun by Sen. Joe McCarthy in the ear

ly fifties were reenforced by the polarization of Vietnam.

As the economy fades, the search for scapegoats inevitably

increases. Those who do not share our background, or

political views or color will become suspect.

Adolf Hitler amassed an entire empire fanning the

flames of irrational hate. Today, our society idolizes power

and acquisition. Our brave new ideology has become "I've

got mine. Stay away!"

Such extreme social Darwinism forces the have-nots into

perpetual discontent and desperation. Their rage, often

diffused, can sometimes be channeled. At other times, as

I found out, it is unleashed on the outsiders in their midst.

Every day our minds are anesthetized by a constant

stream of acts depicting man's inhumanity. We vicarious

ly relax as prime-time television acts out our secret im

pulses borne of frustration.

Somehow, we think this addiction to carnage is

harmless. But, it isn't. We are willfully hiding from the

escalating chorus of misery and violence all around us.

For enlightened self-interest, we should cast off collec-

tive blindness. When callousness is in vogue, it is a wake

up call to the concerned.

Our very future will be paved by our response.

Jay Allain is a frequent contributor to the Collegian
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Student Activities Office rules in face of SGA compliance
... * * . _ A _ 1_ 1 '. ..

One of the main problems in student

government here at UMass is compliance.
We are constantly reminded that, as

students, we are in an inferior position

when it comes to dealing with the ad-

ministration on issues ofstudent rights and
empowerment.

Kevin W. Newnan

What is unfortunate is that many of our

student leaders have accepted this fate, and

they try to just work with the administra-

tion, rather than opposing it when it infr

inges upon student rights. They seldom try

to assert any power at all.

The classic example ofthis compliance is

the Student Activities Office. This office

was created as a student-run office to assist

the SGA in managing RSOs. What started

out as administrative assistance in that of-

fice has grown, in true bureaucratic

fashion, to become administrative control.

Before we created the SAO to "assist" us,

students determined how student funds

were spent. That sounds fair to me, but ap-

parently not to the paternalistic ad-

ministrators in the SAO. They determine

the direction of the Trust Fund and

disguise token student input as actual

decisionmaking.

Why hasn't the SGA taken steps to

reassert this power? Mainly because there

is a prevailing mindset among the leader

ship and several senators that we are

subservient to the administration and that

student empowerment is and always will

be a farce. It may be a farce now, but that

is just the by-product of tacit acceptance of

the administration's doctrines.

A big part of the problem is that the ma-

jority of students don't know where their

$1 12.50 Student Activities Trust Fund fee

goes. For those of you who think this fee

is for "Student Activities," it would be

quite a shock to learn that just under 25

percent of that money goes to the payroll

of the SAO ($468,892 for fiscal year 1991 ).

That's just payroll.

To make things worse, the SAO has, via

the now-infamous "budget exercise," stated

that the plan to reduce Trust Fund expen

ditures in the face of the current fiscal

crisis centers around eliminating Area
Governments from the Trust Fund. Since

all seven of the Area Governments combin-

ed receive $87,250 (that's a mere 18.6 per-

cent of SAO's payroll), there's something

not quite right about saying Area Govern

ments are one of the major flaws in our

Trust Fund.

This is where the pseudo-pundits who say

there is no point in fighting the administra

tion are wrong. Though the SATF is only

a small portion of the total fees we students

pay, the SATF fee is ours, and we've got

to assert some kind of control over it. We've

got to make sure that the SATF is used to

promote student interests, not those of the

administration.

The "budget exercise" was not a public

document. No one was even supposed to

know that SAO is planning such drastic

changes in regards to Area Governments,

or that they are planning to eliminate the

Greek Area (a separate issue in and of

itself). Fortunately, someone broke the ring

of secrecy and leaked this document to the

public, and students should take advantage

of this chance to voice our opinion before

these changes are implemented.

Your senators are elected to serve you,

rmt the SAO. Most of them are fully aw

of that, but pressure from their const 1

tuents will force them to act on it. If you

think it is wrong for SAO to get -<> much

of your money, to control your activities

and subvert information about its long

term u<.als for our Trust Fund, let your

senator know It > t ime to remind everyone

that it's the SATF. not the SAOTF It -

time for the student*- to stop getting

burned.

Kenn W. Newnan is an SGA senator

History of UMass student government fades into dust
•^ - ... ^ . n i --j u l:i;».. ~r Unil«ot nf the ClAO itsplf nnl (he rpst of theTru«

Do you understand student government yet? I don't

either, but I'm working on it.

Understanding student government requires history. It

sounds like typical, overblown student government

rhetoric, but the present system actually works like the

information bureaucracy in George Orwell's 1984.

Because students graduate each year, administrators are

usually able to ensure that only their version of history

survives in the files of the student government.

One recent example is in the so-called "secret budget

exercise" sent to Vice Chancellor Dennis Madson a few

weeks ago by a small group of student government of

ficials and Student Activities Office administrators. This

is the document that led the Governmental Affairs Com
mittee to call for Student Government Treasurer Karen

Talbot's impeachment.

Some people are upset about the secret budget exercise

because it calls for the elimination of about half the ex-

isting student activities, including fraternities, sororities,

club sports and honor societies. The absurdity of such a

proposal should be obvious, but the secretive manner in

which it was put forward and its specious claims to

authority are even worse.

The first paragraph reads, in part, as follows: "Follow-

ing the audit of the Student Activities Trust Fund <SATF>

in 1982, the auditors stated that the fiscal responsibility

and stability of the Trust Fund rested on the ability of

the University to define the partnership between the Stu

dent Government Association and the Student Activities

Division... The Student Activities Office Council and the

Student Activities Trust Fund Planning Committee (SPCi

were accepted as vehicles for student/staff management

of the Trust Fund."

Al Arpad
The paragraph is a kind of history, but it's not all true

There was an audit in 1982. and it found serious problems

in the way the Trust Fund was managed. The SAO Coun

cil and the SPC were chartered at that time, but anyone

who has read the original charters knows that they are

not supposed to "manage" the trust fund. They are ad

visory bodies.

Every University trust fund is governed by a "State

ment ofTrust," approved by the Trustees, and a "Program

Statement" put out each year describing how the State

ment of Trust is to be implemented. The Statement of

Trust for 1988 did not contain any mention of the SAO
Council or the SPC. but it does say that "overall trust fund

priorities are set by the Student Senate."

The Program Statement for 1988 does contain a

reference to the SAO Council, but only in relation to the

budget of the SAO itself, not the rest of the Trust Fund.

Nothing about the SPC.
But since 1988. those statements have changed slight

ly. The Statement of Trust now reads "The SATF pn<\ ides

resources for a variety of programs and services for

undergraduate students of the Amherst campus The Pro

gram Statement contains the following instructions for

implementation of the Statement of Trust. "The man

datory Student Activities Fee provides many services t<>

the campus community and supports a variety of student

activities."

It seems to me that the Trustees' instructions on the

Trust Fund have been made deliberately vague in order

to undercut the role of student government, but it's hard

to be sure.

Until recently, the Student Center for Educational

Research and Advocacy provided student with a way to

keep track of their government's history This mainstay

of continuity in student government was eliminated two

years ago because of factional bickering in the student

senate. The place was cleared out to make way for the nice,

new offices that student government leaders now occupy

Most of the files were thrown away.

Do you understand student government yet? I don't

either, but I'm working on it

Al Arpad is a Collegian cartoonist

Letters to the Editor

A game of chicken with Saddam
As massive U.S. deployment in the Per

sian Gulf goes on, the mainstream media

in this country has adopted an alarming

posture of acquiescence toward the military

buildup.

The reason is the administration has con-

vinced the media that it is playing a game

of chicken with Saddam Hussein.

The administration has argued, and the

media has apparently accepted, that the

United States needs to show its resolve to

convince Saddam it means business in

order to scare him out of Kuwait. The argu-

ment is deceiving and the game is extreme

ly dangerous.

The standard winning strategy in the

game of chicken is to convince your oppo

nent you are dead set on collision, that

there is no way for you to change course

or back out, therefore, forcing your oppo

nent to change course in order to avoid col-

lision. He chickens out, you win.

Thomas Schelling in his book, The

Strategy ofConflict, compares this situation

to two cars racing toward each other on a

head-on collision course.

A couple of weeks ago, Thomas Fried-

man, the New York Times so-called expert

on the Middle East, invoked Schelling's

analogy to argue that Saddam has not

disgorged Kuwait because he is not con

vinced of U.S. resolve and determination.

Whether Friedman's advice fell on recep

tive ears in Washington, the administra-

tion's tougher rhetoric and decision to in

crease the number of troops in the Gulf by

100,000 appears to be in accordance with

this line of reasoning.

If Saddam has not got out of Kuwait, it

is certainly not because he is sleeping in

bunkers and constantly moving around in

total secrecy in order to avoid a U.S. air

strike.

Moreover, he has deployed over 400.000

troops in Kuwait and has just put them on

full alert in anticipation of a U.S. military

offensive. He has also been working fran-

tically through diplomatic channels for a

settlement to avoid military confrontation

with the United States.

Some of us in the UMass Coalition on the

Middle East Crisis wonder why Saddam
Hussein has not evacuated Kuwait in the

face of severe international rebuke and

overwhelming odds.

UMass Coalition on the

Middle East Crisis

Cuts in Staff Development
based on inaccurate data

BOG does more than bicker, fight
I feel compelled to respond to Gayle

Long's editorial of Nov. 14 ("The pluralistic

pledge of the BOG"). I have been a member

of the Board of Governors for the past four

years and, contrary to what Ms.Long says,

the BOG hardly plays with its constitution

every meeting. (I suppose I should expect

such generalization from a Collegian

reporter, however.)

No, the BOG hasn't been debating

whether to say the Pledge of Allegiance the

entire semester. In fact, the debate

Ms.Long refers to occurred for 30 minutes

during a three-hour meeting. Instead, the

BOG has been working at providing enter

tainment that the entire student body can

enjoy, such as Comedy Night in the Hatch.

The BOG has been assessing space needs

for groups such as the Union Video Center.

The vending program continues to be run

in a professional manner while the BOG
hears input from students suggesting how

it can be made better. In addition, the BOG
has worked in unison to stave off assaults

on its autonomy from hostile SAO and SGA
bodies whose leadership thinks student

disempowerment is a good idea.

On issues of true importance, the liberal-

conservative split the Collegian is so fond

of describing is nonexistent.

I would suggest to Ms. Long that she at-

tend a BOG meeting before she so gleeful

ly attacks us in her column. It might ac-

tually help her to see what the BOG real

ly does, instead of relying on information

provided by a newspaper traditionally

guided by biased reporters who care little

about the truth.

Gov. William S. Hewitt
Board of Governors

The Provost's Preliminary Retrench

ment Plan at UMass, as they relate to

Staff Development in the School of

Education, rest on inaccurate data as

well as omitted criteria. Although we

have offered corrections, no response has

been forthcoming. Instructional loads

were understated by over-counting

faculty and assistantship resources by

more than 50 percent. In addition, a

large course was omitted from the

record.

Following the methods of the Provost s

group by substituting accurate numbers

for faculty, students and publication-,

we have computed the following correc

tions. Undergraduate instruction per

ranked faculty available. 4.6 to 1;

undergraduate instruction per total in

structional resources, 4.1 to 1; graduate

instruction per faculty, 13 to 1. Thus

Staff Development faculty instructed

17.6 full-time-equivalent students per

faculty member, and they advised many

doctoral students.

Four out of five ranked faculty who

were affiliated with Staff Development

during the 1982-88 period had publish

ed - or 20 percent with zero productivi-

ty. That figure compares favorably with

23 percent who had no publications in

the University as a whole.

Depending on how one counts faculty

on leave, on part time or on ad

ministrative assignments, there were

less than four faculty with full academic

responsibilities in a typical year yet the

Provost's report used a divisor of 7 for

scholarly activity. By our count, publica

tions averaged 1.38 per year in the

University, 1.02 in the School of Educa

tion and 1.11 in Staff Development.

Were presentations at conferences and

serving as principal investigator for

funded projects acknowledged (as they

are within the School of Education for

graduate faculty status), the profes

sional scholarship of Staff Development

ulty would be outstanding in

anyone's eyes.

An outsider examining the initial data

would not have singled out the School

of Education for any cuts in light of its

overall instructional loads, its very high

number of degrees awarded, its many
grants and heavy losses of faculty due

to death, retirements and relocation

over the past three years. Further. the

data base for academic programs in the

School of Education presented as

justification for cuts is so misleading

that it serves no useful purpose — cer-

tainly not to violate tenure! Academic

programs control neither budget nor

personnel.

The Provost's committee lacked ac-

curate data about assistantships in

these units so they ignored total instruc

tional resources in making their first

cuts of programs. But omitting teaching

assistants significantly exaggerates an

appearance of imbalance in

undergraduate instruction among
programs.
The Provost's data do not support the

proposed cuts in the School of Educa

tion. But their disproportionate impact

on outreach and affirmative action is

blatant. The two programs proposed for

termination in the School of Education

serve over 230 graduate students -

more than 60 are African-American and

over 20 other people of color.

If these terminations proceed, the

Black faculty in the School of Education

will drop from eight to three or four; and

well over half of the African American

graduate students in the School will be

left without academic programs next

vear.
Richard Clark

Editor's note: This letter was signed by

5 other faculty members ofStaffDevelop-

ment in the School of Education
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Comedy * bemg presented by UMass
OesideniW Arts Program m Msmpden

A T I R E
ThMto* Novcmbv IS. 16 ft 17lh

at 8 p.m. For mora lN©ff*e*ntai\ of

u%actons to ft* wwiw £••• C4W

neektonttoJ Arts at 14131 54S-2S04 For

Ticket pu chaaaa eat tie Fine Arts

Center Ticket Office at '413)5*5-»H

*
*

I

*

Colors
An arts and crafts gallery
featuring the latest works
from Valley area artists.

Paintings
Prints

Pottery
Wood
Metal

Glass
Leather
Jewelry
Clothing
Sculpture

REAL PRICES FOR REAL PEOPLE

At the Carriage Shops
233 N. Pleasant Street

Downtown, Amherst • 549-7373
Hourv Sun., Mon., Tues. 12-5 p.m.

Wed.-SaL 10 a.m.-6 p.m.

*
%

*

*

BLACK AFFAIRS
Do you want a colorblind society, too?
~ iL - i ,.r rw in (u an nnnrpssprl npnnlp Farmer, a PASSIVE Dloited in this racist, capitalist society? who built this da
On the evening of Oct. 30, the

Distinguished Visitors Program brought

James Farmer to visit with the Universi-

ty of Massachusetts at Amherst
community.
For those who are unfamiliar with the

guest speaker, allow me to illustrate Mr.

Farmer's contributions, ideals and activism

in a brief statement.

Monique Tabon

Noted on the advertisements, James

Farmer is most known for his civil rights

activism. Let me take a moment to say

that, with the above statement in mind, I

expected to hear of the activities and ex-

periences of a civil rights activist that

resisted racial inequality. I also anticipated

hearing of results due to his personal as

well as political contributions.

What I received instead was a trip down

memory lane, glamorizing the struggles of

an oppressed people. Farmer, a PASSIVE
civil rights leader, denied his responsibili

ty to identify with the struggle of his race,

while choosing to focus on "quotas" and

their implied significances. He also ad-

dressed the "simplicity of the sixties,"

which was right vs. wrong, in contrast to

the "complexity of the eighties and

nineties."

Sorry, Mr. Farmer. I do not share your

optimism for a colorblind U.S. of A., until

racial discrimination (which has

manifested itself solidly into our society) is

nonexistent. The likelihood of that far-

fetched goal is near zilch in actuality.

Farmer, although quite the distinguish

ed older gentleman, intelligent and ar

ticulate, has forgotten who built this coun-

try. Blood, sweat and tears of Black people

built this country and more than helped to

make it what it is today. Let's not forget

that the civil war was won due to the aid

of over 180,000 Black men.

So, how dare you, Mr. Farmer, look

toward a colorblind society when we, as

African Americans, continue to be ex

ploited in this racist, capitalist society?

Remember, the "American way" is really

for those in power. Do not be so disillusion-

ed as to believe that because you are an

honorary member of the Italian Veterans

Club, that your struggle is any different

from mine.

And while you are conscientious enough

to praise Dr. Martin Luther King Jr.'s ef-

forts, do not, and I repeat do not, neglect

the ones that came before him, the ones

that worked during his lifetime and those

of us who plan to continue the fight for

justice, which in our political system is a

joke.

Once again. Mr. James Farmer, I

apologize for my rebellious attitude, but

you are a joke to the cause of Black ac

tivism. Your nonviolent contributions are

applauded, but applause is not what we, as

a people, need. We need action and support

from whomever will give it to us. Unders

tand the distinction. I said we need SUP
PORT, not pity.

Black people, young and old. take a Btssd

for your rights for your ancestors and mine

who built this damn country. Don't be

passive and ask for what already belongs

to you... take it and don't answer any ques-

tion about it

And alas, to you, Mr. Farmer, keep your

fairytale dreams where they belong, in a

story book. Your dreams aren't going to

free my people, but historical knowledge

and prevalent education will.

Finally, to the members of DVP, if you

think that selecting a non-threatening

guest speaker of African-American descent

would be enough to get you off the hook tor

your lack of understanding of our reality,

think again! Let me be the first to say, once

again you have failed to meet our needs

and interests.

If you thought James Farmer did a fear

rific job at doing just that. I'm sorry to n

form you otherwise. The next time you u

tempt to fulfill your diversity "qu<

please consult the various nnnority

organizations as to whom we want to hear,

not v.uom you think we ought to hear

iioniqw Tabon is a UMem student

Black homosexuality: acceptance vs. rejection
Homosexuality is a subject which mar.y heterosex-

ual people find both difficult and painful to understand.

Instead of trying to understand homosexuality, most

of us tend to criticize it or, even worse, pretend that

it does not exist

However, homosexuality does exist. It exists in

basically all cultures, institutions and societies. The

University of Massachusetts at Amherst is by no means

an exception. The homosexual community here at the

University is one that is very active. Unfortunately,

the Lesbian, Bisexual and Gay Association as with

most organizations at UMass contain very few, if any

members who are Black

This does not say that there aren't any Black

homosexuals. According to a member of the minority

gay community on campus, many Black homosexuals

remain secretive of their sexual preference because of

the small percentage of Blacks on campus as a whole

and the sensitivity of the subject. This results in many

Black homosexuals being more inclined to "stay in the

closet.

It is estimated that there are about 20,000 students

that attend the University; of this estimate, only about

400 are Black

According to one LBGA member, "the only possible

reason that there are few minority members in the

LBGA is because of the small percentage of minorities

at the University. In the gay community, there is

basically no racial prejudice. Most of us are on a kick

against any -ism, there is more of a male vs. male and

female \s. female conflict."

Sondra Sutton

Despite the small percentage of Blacks, this is not

the only reason that Blacks tend to cover up their

homosexuality. Another reason may be that African

Americans as a whole have a more difficult time ac

cepting homosexuality.

One theory suggests that homosexuality was not an

option of sexual preference to be considered in African

history. Not until the encounter with European culture

was homosexuality truly introduced. The fact that

Blacks have a more difficult time understanding

homosexuality brings about a great deal of rejection

toward homosexuality, especially Black homosexuals.

Granted that the gay community may or may not

possess as much racial prejudice as the heterosexual

community, this does not encourage Black homosex

uals to come out of the closet. One of the few Black

homosexual male- h. re el the University (who

quested his name be withheld' said "the reason it tfl

so hard to be bomosezusl and Black at I'M 81

because m sis ryana* White boa*

uals and White heterosexuals, whereas the White

homosexuals have the LB<

In conclusion. I will state that. yes. hofl »
t

>

is very difficult to understand, especially among our

people. Yes, it is easy tot one to forget that these peo-

ple are a part of our race, and reject them Howe

what we as African-Americans have to realize is that

these people were Black before they were gay. Whet her

or not we agree or disagree with homosexuality i

relevant. The fact of the matter is that if we reject

Black homosexuals, they have no one to turn to

We as a people also separate ourselves. When w.

separate ourselves, we become more vulnerable; and

here at UMass, Blacks need to be as strong as we can

possibly be.

For those students interested, the LBGA is starting

a diversity group. This group is for alt minority

homosexuals and is open to all Fue College Area

students. For more information, please contact the

LBGA office in the UMass Student Union

Sondra Sutton is a UMass student

UMass Arts Council

GRANT PROPOSAL DEADUNE
The next deadline for submission

of grant proposals for

arts related projects and events.

Monday, November 26

Guidelines and application forms

are available at the Arts Council

office and the Student Activities

Office

UMass Arts Council

209 Hasbrouck Hall. 545-0202

The position of Black Affairs Editor for the Spring semester 1991 is now

available. For all persons interested in applying for the position, contact

the current editor, Dawn Pierce, at 113 Campus Center, in the Collegian

newsroom

. tyfr//r/. /ftv-jr/ifr/. T&tfmpl

jACKSorrs flea marke

EVERY SUNDAY

Indoors - 6:00 A.M. - 5:00 P.M.

Where THOUSANDS of people shop every

Sunday for Antiques, New fir Used items.

Baseball Cards, Furniture, Crafts, etc. In fact

"If you can't find it at Jackson's you probably

don't need It."

MT. FARMS MALL RT.9 HADLEY, MA
Deal Info. (413) 584-2300

(On Northampton Bus Route}

FREE ADMISSION.FREE PARKINCCATERED

Hu\ \ \n( .ii \ i-<l I IK hi INK i"l>l our KM .ii»l |. k t\e the pnlClt

hiilnl.ix piR, I l"if |vntl.inl wiulh tISO I lie |vinl.nil is t failed «d

KlKgolii will) an IK iiH.luh.un Ail mm ;iiuhari\e Ihr lice |vnil;int

dt disi (Mini of up to $100 on your college nnppwclme **» younhoiic

Receive yinir pemlani before Ihe holidays if ytni w isli

dRTQUWED\ RING SALE
<:* UNIVERSITYmSTORE&

On the Concourse I
Nov 14-21 •

S|f"ll Piymfni rlm« Avt.trt* IBS ^J^"*

rUflCHAEL
Billiard Room
and Sports Bar

TONIGHT-pool tournament. Sign-up in

advance at bar CASH PRIZES
• Five 9ft championship tables

• You favorite sporting events

on large screen TV's
• $1 .00 drafts in cold mugs
• 25 cent hot dogs
• Appetizer menu
• 18 & over welcome to play pool

• $1.25 Budweiser bottles

• Tues & Wed free pool for players over

21 before 10:00 pm
Featuring top College & Pro action

all weekend!
Formerly /C^
Changes Nightclub

256-8284
Open

Toes 5pm-lam
12pm- lam

MICHAEL'S
Rt. 9, AJiiheret - j

J^ext to Hunaa Garden Rest-? *-~~"~^~
|

-^*

Use This Ad for Vt OFF on pool

for 1 hour any day of the week
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Abortion activists dispute gains made on Beacon Hill
^*UU1 "^" *-~^ *

. . , _;^U. *„«,« oV^rfinn through the first 24

BOSTON (AP) - Anti-abortion and pro-

choice activists differ on whether they

made gains in the Legislature in this

month's election, with both sides claiming

the results tilted in their favor.

MassChoice, an affiliate of the National

Abortion Rights Action League, said the re-

cent election gave their side one additional

supporter in the state Senate, and a gain

of five people in the House.

By MassChoices numbers, that means

thepro-choice side now has 22 supporters

in the 40-member Senate and 68 supporters

in the 160-member House. Pam Nourse,

the group's executive director, also

istimated that the number of people her

group considers mixed on abortion grew.

"What we're seeing is a growth of this

middle group that we don't consider pro

choice, but we don't consider ant 1 choice

either," Nourse said Wednesday.

MassChoice only considers a legislator

pro-choice if he or she supports public fun

ding for abortions. Legislators in

MassChoices "mixed" group support the

U S Supreme Court's Roe vs. Wade-dec.

sion, which legalized abortion, but do not

agree with the group on other abortion

issues, Nourse said.

"We feel more confident them we did

before," Nourse said. a-mi—
MassChoice endorsed Gov.-elect William

Weld and Nourse said she believes Weld

would veto any attempt to restrict abortion

in the state.

But while MassChoice heralded gams in

the Legislature, an anti-abortion group

calculated the numbers in the Legislature

differently.

Arlene Champoux, Massachusetts

Citizens for Life's legislative director, said

she counted only 18 pro-choice supporters

in the Senate and 63 in the House.

She said there are 17 anti-abortion votes

in the newly-elected Senate and 86 anti

abortion votes in the House, with 11 state

representatives holding mixed or unclear

views on the issue.

"I stand by my figures," Champoux said.

Both sides will have a chance to battle

over a constitutional amendment that

would guarantee a woman's right to abor-

tion. On Nov. 28, a constitutional conven-

tion is scheduled to reconvene, and pro-

choice supporters say they will make a

final push for a vote on the matter. The con-

vention met for the 1 1th time Wednesday,

but immediately adjourned until Nov. 28.

The Legislature is scheduled to convene

in a formal session for the first time since

the summer on Nov. 26.

Abortion foes so far have prevailed in ef-

forts to postpone a vote on the amendment

at the convention. Supporters of the amend-

ment need the approval of at least 25 per-

cent of two consecutively-elected

Legislatures before the measure can go

before voters as a ballot question.

The measure would guarantee a woman's

right to an abortion through the first 24

weeks of pregnancy, and would give a

woman a right to have an abortion at any

time during pregnancy if she was a victim

of rape or incest, or to protect her life or

health.

The main tool abortion opponents have

used to block action on the amendment has

been the call for a quorum. Abortion sup-

porters have failed to keep the minimum

101 legislators in the House chamber to

continue debate on the matter and bring

to a vote.

Sen. Lois Pines, D-Newton, a strong sup

porter of the pro-choice amendment, said

pro-choice groups must try to convince

lame-duck legislators, whose terms are

coming to an end, to stay in the chamber

through the debate.

"We know it's close and we're really

depending on the will of the members to act

responsibly in terms of allowing the issue

to be decided on," Pines said.

MANDATORY STAFF MEETING

IN THE NEWSROOM
FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 16

ALL STAFF MUST ATTEND'

HUNAN GOURMET
CHINESE

RESTAURANT
The aroma sound & taste ol

authentic Chinese cuisine prepared

Hunan S/cchyan Mandarin or

Cantonese style- especially lor you!

38

• Ample Free Parking
• Mapr Credit Cards Accepted
• FuN Liquor License

• Open 7 Days A Week
• Take-Out Service Available

• Nc MSQ

585-0202 261 King St., Northampton, MA

v%w_ $*N*> %*S* $&*
At Scott's Liquors!

Busch Beer Suitcase

Reg and Light

24-12 oz cans

$9.99+dep

Knickerbocker Beer

12-12 oz cans
(Quantity discounts available

talk to store manager)

$3.99 +dep

Malibu Rum
750ml

$8.99

Smirnoff Vodka
80 proof

IOL
$8.99

Kahlua Liquer

750 ml

$10.99

Natural Light

24-12 oz cans

$7.99+dep

WE WANT TO BE YOUR FAVORITE LIQUOR STORE
'6 University Drive, Newmarket Center, Amherst MffiMWltt

Diagonally Atross from the UMnss Stadium M *9Jf9*tJLJ

Plenty of FREE Pmklnq \J*'m
\ Plf»rtier-k lo r Your Personal Check

tt»»it»t»T §»m»*tJ
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THE FAR SIDE
By GARY LARSON

BONES IN THE BARREL
By J. GELLER 8c M. ROSENZWEIG

'That story again? ... Well, one stormy night, when

the whole family was asleep, your grandfather

quietly rose from his bed, took an ax, and made

aaaaaal you little grandkids."

TANGELO PIE By TIM SNIFFEN

~L reallu hope

reincarnation exists,

MarcuS-.comma back

m differed MmS*-
Nat, M-'

"^ /

1 mean- uno knouSr
I couiti a>m£ buck aS

somelhinq so simple

as this ^pencil!

And jusfihink- iP

Time Travel is powbk,

tiou could be MJM in

J+hah pencil Afjfcf-

Mm.

HEUtfMt

t

CALVIN AND HOBBES By BILL WATTERSON

mis »s Hopei£ss r wxi m
t supposed to create k
DESERT SCENE IN THIS SHOE

&>X WHEN I OOHT ENEK
KNWN" V4HW A DESERT \£**5

L\VC£ *

I\f£ NP.ER BEEN To A
DESERT ' VAoM AKO DiVD

NEVER TAfcl rAE AKlWWERE

Fun ok hkattons/ \e

1ue1d tmcen we to iv desert

SCMETWIE. 10 KMN THIS

STUFF'

anO Go to au.

TwAT nmur*
TOtt.an£-'ia*.

MABUSlOrt.'
INE GOT OTASfc

TMlN&S TO DO

VUTU VH UFE
8ESVDES WIS
*Xj KNOVJ

'

RIGHT. VtVVf

NKS1E. TltAE

LfcAftNlH&, WEN
KSHORANOE. IS

WST&NTANEOUS''

W( TV SW0«

STARTS \H

2D WttWTCS

*RE 10V)

GOANfo TO

HE\P WE
OR NOT'

PRICE
By PRICE VAN RAY

COLLEGIAN 9

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Edited By TRUDE MICHEL JAFFE

ACROSS
1 Hartebeeste

5 Brahman, eg
10 —appeal

14 Worshiper s

word
1

5

Indian, is one
16 Used a shuttle

17 Fern with

feathery tronds

19 Abba from

Israel

20 Express
approval

21 Songstress

Pam
23 Seven, m old

Rome
24 Stare

25 Infuriate

29 Continuation of

a subscription

32 Lion on the

screen

33 Recorded
35 Judicial garb

36 vow at the aitar

37 Bro or sis

38 Welcome —
39 Miles of films

41 Hot wine drmH

43 Punctuation

marK
44 Burst out

46 North American

Indian

48 Catch sight of

49 Martinque

is one
50 Governors

53 Crisp

confection

57 Largest

continent

58 Don Juan
60 The red planet

61 Banish

62 College

m North

Carolina

63 Whimf*r

$4 Turn as«M
65 Umt of force

DOWN
1 No longer wild

2 Muscat s

location

3 WNtetaw of

(Oumansm

4 Massachusetts

prep, school

5 Made up of

6 Throb
7 Coral or

Black

8 Follow

9 Mad as a wet

hen
10 Carpet

cleaner

11 Countess, for

example
1

2

White House
office

1

3

Nota —
1 8 Moran

or Gray

22 Legal

prohibition

25 Merrily

merrily

shall — now
Shak

26 Consumer
advocate

27 Dancer of a

sort

28 Let out

29 Type of

riddle

30 Demean
31 River m Hades

34 Porker

40 Aiiay

41 Caused
annoyance

42 Procrastmator

in a way
43 Remained

for a time

45 Heavy
weight

47 Range m the

USSR
50 Way to the

nignway

ANSWER TO

DXC.T
E.V O.E
B.E.R.N
SA N Di
V A L

IDOL
SAWS
I N E

TOR TIw R

[NONE
R i E W A

ARIA
E N Y

5

1

Rebekah s son

52 — Coburg
53 War

correspondent

Ernie

54 Badly

55 Light on the

Great White

Way
56 White-tailed

tisheater

59 Part of

a radio

code

PREVIOUS
HEAP
A Y S

PUZZLE:
AWE.O
R fl Y

E A T'S
*

SEEP
F.R.O

F F E R

D

E R

I

N.E.

E

S SUE
OlJO.E.E K>JH
JPE
T Z E S

R E C'T

E S K

E D

N I

"U N

R

E S

H

A.

U

R
l

N IS
e'r
R I N

S.O S

11 15 90

•|**e \m k«f.lr> liMn n>im»k»I« ii Mm

MENU
LUNCH

Sweet and Sour Pork

Grilled Turkey Sandwich

BASICS LUNCH

Sweet and Sour Totu

Grilled Turkey Sandwich

DINNER
Rotim

Cajun Style Scrod

BASICS DINNER

Rotini

Cajun Style Scrod

YOUR DAILY HOROSCOPE
By JEANE DIXON

ARIES (March 2VApri ») Welcome
a unique opportunitv to expand

your business operation Key peo-

ple want to Doc* you Do not gam-

ble wfrh your assets Friends play a

key rote m the resolution o» a finan-

cial dilemma
TAURUS AOrt2O-r**3y20) Strike a

better balance between worn and

piay Devote more time to Mang
your famiy obkgatons Peoeang tor

pleasure will enrich your Mte

Romance proves very rewording

GEMINI (May 21-June 20) Take

steps to protect your financial

assets otter consulting experts Sup
portrve trends provide inside mrpr-

mation that helps you c*nch a con
tract Moke an effort to get better

organized
CANCIR (June 21- Jury 22) Setfe a

second chance to odvance your

career goats Avoid bang secretive

Securing a loon reduces tension

The lovmg support of your famty Is

vital now
UO (July 23-Aug 22) Tighten your

financial belt Set new priorities ana

stick to them Fomiry is willing to

cooperate Strike to Improve com-
munication at work Relax at home
this evening

VIROO (Aug 23-Sept22) Actons

speak louder than wofds in

vestigate stock tps Avoid giving in-

to a sudden whim or reckless mood
Following your intuition makes you

a winner in romance
LIMA (Sept 3-Oct 22) Do not

allow a loved ones problems to

we«gh on you Seek logical sokjtions

Give more thought to rr*aiung

orgortzotionai changes Productivi-

ty wi ree when everyone shares m
thep
SCORPIO (Oct 23-Nov 21) Study

speixang patterns before makrg a

budget fevmon Personal choce

how greater risk than business dec*

sions Mjgher-ups welcome your

suggestions rf you present them

constructlvery

SAOITTARIUS (Nov 22 Dec

w«TOfoJ contrtoutes gre t

feesng o* wet-betTg Postpone sgn

(ng agreements Take a poi s rmon

col advice with a grain of salt

Become a soccN butterlty omght'

CAPRICORN (Dec 22-Jon 19)

Seek experts odvee on bu*dmg a

strong financial base Seize a

golden opportunrty to showcase

your talents A bonus is possible

Romance wi improve of you do
not act overly onxous
A«UARlUi(Jar\ 20-Feb 18) Repay

past favors jomt ventures prosper

Your msensrtrvity to others makes

you an m-imedote hit with a

member of the opposite sex* Count

on romance to be happier m the

near future

PISCIt (Feb 19-March 20) Use

greater apomocy ana you wi get

what you wanft a patient attitude

helps you deal with drrfcult people

Keep things simple K you entertain

Others ove you for yourself

TODAY'S STAFF
Night Editor Reggie Santiago

Copy Editor Preston Forman

Layout Technician Seth Kaye

Photo Technician Richard DuCree

Production Supervisors Seth Kaye

Typesetter Danielle Dowling

Production Seth Kaye. Andre Busi,

Mike Carvalho. Terry Starmer, Sharon Frost
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JAMAICA!
STARTING

MARCH 2. 1991
Through

APRIL 6, 1991

BOOK NOW
LIMITED SPACE!
Spring Break is Just

AroundTheCornen
iBjitc on ouao occupancy!

MASTER CA>0 VISA
and

AMERICAN EXPRESS
Accecteo

cancum
BAHAMAS!

For Information
Contact

•BUTTERMAKER*
AT

T53-9015

SAVE
$3JC
Book by
January
1st. 1991

iDfDJrtunp tji not included! US $8 00 Wfiion S1100 - Bjrujmstfaoo - Jamaica Sia 00

Complete party week includes:
rfart ifrom select cities' R I ta port/notei transfer* 7 nights noiei

•etc mmodXion* a( selected hotel inree nour aovance get aoudnted

party cruise, beach part*?, free admission into tenet nightclubs a« hotel

taxes ft gratmoet included and advance travel tour hosts on location

"Why Should I Register ...

... For Peer Education Programs?

Let Me Count The Whys.

1. It will teach me about important public health

issues like sexually transmitted diseases and

AIDS, alcohol and drug issues, cardiovascular

illness, cancer, accident prevention, eating

disorders, stress and consumer health.

2. It will teach me valuable skills like leading a

workshop, giving a presentation and developing

marketing strategies.

3. It can really help me be part of a team working

to improve UMass.

4. It can help me to meet lots of people.

5. It can help me to improve areas of my own
health.

6. I can earn three academic credits.

7. It can improve my chances of getting a Job,

because 1 will represent the University Health

Services.

8. In short, it might be the most important course I

take while I'm a student at UMass.

UADKMVAU'SIC
NORTHAMPTON 5H4-H435

NOW ENDS Nov 22-ONLY AREA SHOWING

Curtain Dally 7:30

"I deem T.E. Lawrence one of the greatest beings

alive In our time. I do not see his like elsewhere. His

name will live In English letters; It will live In the annals

of war; it will live In the legends of Arabia."

-Winston Churchill

SIR DAVID LEAN'S NEWLY RESTUKtl) DIKECluK'S CUT

COMPLETE 6 UNCUT AS IT PREMIERED 25 YEARS ACO

Tu.es. & Thurs. 2:30-3:45 pm Beer Health

Promotion tocuses on a vanerv of health

issues, one semester mst register

Tues & Thurs 2 30-3 45 pm Peer Sexuaiitv

Education. 2 s*mester commitment

permission ot instructor required

Wed 2:30-5 pm Peer Alcohol and Drug

Education. 2 semester commitment.

permission ot instructor required

Call the Health Education Division to hna out mom extort vou plan

your Spnng schedule 549 2671 ext 181

H W

Pub. Health 216

Pub. Health 213

Edu. 291

D

ALEC GUINNESS

ANTHONY QUINN

JACK HAWKINS

JOSE FERRER

W*t>

PETER OTOOLE ••

ffati

WVREIWCK OF AKABLiJ
General Seating All Shows-$5 00

Reserved Seats-Center Orch-S6 00

available show time or 584-8435

\l IHM.\rhS()FSMlTHlOI l.H.K

BffllM
Pffl«np

Buy a LARGE
Pizza for the Price

Of a SMALL

D
S

Expires 11/30/90

No* qocx: jttie*

256-8911
We

Redeem
Pizza Hut,
Avanti,
Bruno's
Coupons

GOOWOM CABBY OUT O0 DtllVIRV

$1.99 PIZZA
li»iv any >»f|p m//o ai 12 pan pu/<) at

tnjuM piice a»«- {jot orottet wither***

<

fewer lopp*v* lot |ust SI 99

B
Expires 11/30/90

Safe Hiendry. Free Delivery
'No! good wilh any other oflet

UMass @
Students!

COMnNENTAL \Jlt3llU

Get to Know Us
Raffle

,

Win 2 Free Roundtrip TixTo

Any Domestic^Destination
*A/o purchase necessary

'Drop off this ad apQffi- by Dec. 21

Winner announced Jan. 28, 1991
Name Address Phone:

CAPE VERDEAN STUDENT ALLIANCE
presents

"Cape Verdean night

Appropriate Dress Required

Come experience our culture on Friday,

November 16th in the Blue Wall (in the Campus
Center) from 7:00pm to 1:00am.

7:00 - 9:00pm: Quest speaker.
Cape Verdean dance troop,
dinner

9:00 - 1:00am: Dance!

/; / 1 / s / o \ oh c o \ / / \ , / \ ( . EDUt \ T 1 o\

Over 100
courses!

Almost half

meet gen. ed.

requirements.

University of

Massachusetts

at Amherst

Winter
Session

free of charue

Jointly sponsored by the Cape
Verdean Student Alliance and Student
Affairs Cultural Enrichment Fund.

for more information call Malkes Gomes
546-5727 or Emmanuel Fernandes 253-061

1

Mail Registration—November 10-December 12

All mail registrations must be sent via U.S. mail

and be postmarked no earlier than November 10.

(Do not use campus mail.)

Walk-in Registration

—

November 26-January 7

Room BIT) (joodell Building

Registrations are processed in the order in which

they are received, so register early!

Classes start January 3, 1991.

For more information, contact the Division

of Continuing Education, Goodell Building,

or call 545 2414.

1)1 \ l SI OS O I ( O \ T I V ( I \ (, I Dl ( \TIO\
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GOOD CARS
PELHAH AUTO

GOOD PRICES •
% r

Long known in the valley for great service on small

imported and domestic cars is pleased to offer

FINE USED CARS AT REASONABLE PRICES

A sample of oar selection:

1987 Suzuki Samurai HT 4WD—8920
1986 Chevy Nova 5sp. A/C—10101

$4995
$3895

1315 Federal St. (Rt 9) Belchertown, MA (413) 253-9811 •

$2 off
per hour

Mac Rental

$1 off per hour on self-service Macintosh* computer

time rental. One coupon per customer. Not valid with

any other offer. Kxpires 12/31/90.

^rWrnziM

kinkes
the copy center

Open 24 Hours*
253-2543

220 North Pleasant Street

(across from Carriage Sto

_ *Closed Saturday midnight until Sunday noon.

La sea — «** » •» »*. east «» *• * mm * * " ^^

-'

cake
wsA/^Dinnerjww

Monster Burgers

Veggie Burgers

Mon-Sat 7am- 10pm
Sunday Brunch 7am-3

168 N. Pleasant, Amherst
T 253-2291 m

PROTECT YOUR EYES

NEW DISPOSABLE DAILY WEAR
CONTACT LENSES

Free starter solutions and trial pair

for first time wearers of these

lenses at dispensing

University Health Services

EYE CARE PROGRAM
Convenient Hours and Convenient

on-campus location

For appointments or questions call

549-2600.

/ *Sj^ <^J Liquor Store
*

Samuel Adams
Winter Lager

Bacardi Rum
silver or amber
1 L

$8.99

Gordon's Vodka
1 L

$7.99

9.99

Milwaukee's Best
cse 12 oz bar bottles

WINTER LAGKR

fa*

$7.99

|
Best.

Mr Boston
100 Proof Peppermint

Schnapps
750 ml

Shaefer
suitcase cans

$7.99

New Amsterdam
Amber Lager and Ale
six pack

$4.69
$17.99

$4.99

338 College St. (Rte. 9), Amherst 253-5384

Bud Ught

$11.99 suitcase cans :_

CLASSIFIEDS
A FR« TRW"

CONTMCNTAL AMUNCS »m) Campu*
Trav* FrM ticMt raM» vou gotta b. « to

ACTIVITIES

ASIAN AMERICAN STUOCNTS
ASSOCIATION
MEETING - '

*

Thuraday Nowa«wt>.> 16

630PM

PVOC OK COOR pufenaaa hom. *JM*>9
on at raducad coal par gallon COO or

automate da*a»* ragMar at OCHO ot cat

S4&-OM5 tor mora Kitormotton

WANT VOUR BAGEL BUTTERED? Your

tundaa toppad' Your dog gmNwf NotoooV

doaa « battar than Rama at Oraannouaa
Snaenbar'

FUTON SALE
Ouaan sua tutona

6 cotton - IS2
•' cotton/loam - $12?

Limaad nma onty
-"tura

LOST

memoati ara urged to atland

CLUB C.C A
«

Campus Canter Auditorium

1t-te-90 (Friday)

9PM 1 AM
aponaanfd by A A S A

Dance
'Ml you drop'

DJ by pertect m» prod

OISABILITV advocacy and awarenaaa
•orkahop F»«Jay November t«h ? 30 PM
TotxnWlB Guest spaaker* from Sol Inc

Fan Rive* Sponaored by P* Cft. All

AUTO

IM) AUW 4000 Sspd sunrl eOOOOmi on

2nd enr/ne $1960 Cad 250-01 71

1004 TOYOTA CAMRY. 87000 m#ea 4

door 5 speed AC AMVFM caaaetHv new

mutnermres. retiaWa. good condrtKm

$3600 Cafl 5404021754^7304 leave

1004 TOYOTA COROLLA Auto PS PB AC
AM/FM Caaaetta 47X $3500 Jenn.'er

540-0974

SONY CO «»rm shuttle S130
Teac dotal pfOOrammabie auto revere*

Dc4by dec* tWO
Eic#BgfH conoMto*^

Can Paul 549-4226

SONY OtSCMAN O 555 »'5 cd s S300
On* yo double tapedec* WOO
SB Lyn> $05 Cad 54OO021 evenmgs

FOUND

A PAIR OF GLASSES m a t>ro«im leather

caae Found m lot 33 To retrieve cad

25*2639

1000 NONOA CIVIC 31000 rmles AM FM

ON MY CAR S MOOO at Theta Ch. s Lot

near Newman Center Leather *ey ring

w/ChrysMt raep lieys Go lo >nto booth out

side Unw store

SET OF KEYS on silver Cham waft crystal

CM 0-3025

MY CASK) DIGITAL DIARY SF 8000 last

week Very important >mo stored inaid. I

ready need rt H lound p*»aae cad 5494330
S-ORM Danny Reward

RED J PIECE SKI JACKET «rtth purple $

green me** on 1 1/9 at the baaketbad game
attheCaga My gtaaaea were «» me M« «
s*M pocket I need my gtaaaei Pteaaecad

Derek 540-7200 Ofteward

MARKETING CLUB SOCIAL

_ to the Marketing Club Social at Lord

Jeffrey's Inn on Thursday Novembe' iSth

at 7 00PM Free tor ad members who have

paid dub dues Omy five dollars to bring a

guest' 1 A greet opportunity to meet and tad.

to your professors as wed as other ready

a people' For more into cad 5404923

JESSICA WEINBERG TURNS ?

weekend Beware- she lust might pud a

Dickie Love you- Laura

KM PATTERSON
Happy 20th birthday

to the last of the bimbos
Love Kara Karen Ncote A Sufi*

FEMALE NONSMOKEP *.!"•

room 540-0030 tor December t

M F TO SHARE 2

Amherst $290 Cad 546 5523

SERVICES

»- It's been a year ot the wild »tvng

Happy Anniversary' Ne«t time can I r*e*y

brmg a rutof Your tavonte brunette

MARLA SPANKS IT' H*y room* Happy
t9th< Good luc* tonight Low* C

A-OIO VOU KNOW THE TIME'
t*n*s and fud l

e.slry repair sennc.

Sdveracape Designs the finest grttt torm

glass to goto 204 North r
Amh*rst 253 3324

MONICA i tov* you totewjrt LotM

PIZZA'

nice

or

J a wonderful Shabbos at the

Chabad House Worshipping, smgmg.
eating Fnday 6PM Saturday 10AM G*-

nume warm Shabbos

rumpkrta tune up 1 owner CadBrucaaBar

6PM at 250-1215

FOR A GOOD TIME CALL

RACK A-OtSC the best entertainment DJ s

video bands dorm/house specials cad

500-9900 anytime

RESUME ANO INTERVIEWING workshop

Thursday. Nov 15 1990
6 7PM 220 Marston Hall

Sponsored by Society of Women Engineers

SPRING BREAK TRAVEL FAIR'

Don't miss it'

Feb 14 1991

ANNOUNCEMENTS

ANYONE WTERESTED m Vechiryu Karate

i contact Michelle 542 2965 or Mike

FOR RENT

ATTENTION SKIERS
Wal* to Canon Mtn

Sleeps 4 indoor pool

Hot tub kitchen

Dec 20-Jan 4 $550vw*
,. in i.Qh!

Anne 546-1993

1 LARGE BEDROOM in Victorian House

Downtown Amherst $250 00 5494733

HELP WANTED

HEATWAVE VACATIONS INC * took.ng

tor Campus Representatives tor Spring

Break 1991 Top dodar commissions' Con-

tact Gregory at 800-395-WAVE

OFF CAMPUS HOUSING OFFICE is loo*

ng for office help Work study students

graduates or undergraduate may apply

ASAP at 428 Student Union

PART TIME CHILD CARE. 2 great kids $6

par hr Inquire only rt available 12 mos per

ye*/ References 5494470 Mary Eden

PERSONALS

ANOI-
It's lad but does it stand''

We knew rt wouldn t"

Than* you for hstenmg and
being there and stuff

I Love You'
UM0

BEAUTIFUL BRUNETTE Saw you M SOM
library Thursday 1 14. 4 30 You re m Acct

221 and I'm in 371 Taken by your smile

Let s meet in a more social atmosphere DO

ATTENTION FILM BUFFS! Jo-n the new

UMass Film Society Screenings, discus

stons. workshops and more 1 1st meeting

Thursday. Nov 15 CCA 174

BED A BREAKFAST
Downtown Amherst
5490733

FAST FUNORAISING PROGRAM
$1000 in just one week
Earn up to $1000 for your campus organirt

ton Plus a chance at $5000 more' This pro-

gram works' No investment needed Call

1400-9324528 Ext 50

OPEN THE DOOR
to an exciting and
challenging career

Let CIGNA Corporation

show you how
as we discuss

Actuarial career opportunities

To learn more about this challenging field,

plan to attend a meeting at which actuaries

w* discuss career opportunrtws at CIGNA

Members ot ad daaaes are welcome limited

summer intern and tud-t.me positions in

both Connecticut and Philadelphia are

available Pi«a A refreshments wid be serv

ed Dress is casual

Date November 28. 1990

Time 7 00-9 00PM
Place Mather Career Center

3 BEDROOM 2 bathroom
Betchertown/Amhersl On bus route

$850 a monlh 323 7910

ONE BEDROOM APARTMENT in

Brandywrne available Jan 1 549-7157

TIRED OF LIVING IN A SLUM? One bdrm

apt in presidential apts available im-

mediately Cloee to campus, quiet all ap

piiances storage space large ctoaetj
i
Cad

549-3534 and leave message $510/mo.

heal ind

FOR SALE

ADC 10 Band/channel stereo graphic

equalizer tor $100 Cad Chns at 253-7438

evenings

BRUINS AND LA KINGS pro hockey

•erseys Great X Mass gift' $50 Cad Steve

253 9087

PART-TIME LIFEGUARD- Wednesday
afternoon swim instructor Hampshire
Fitness Club now through 2nd semester m
eluding intersession (pay 6 membership)

2534327

INSTRUCTION

EARN CREDIT SCUBA DIVING
2 credit basic and advanced course* offered

both semesters at Curry Hicks pool

2 credit sport courses to Key Largo during

intersession. spring break and end of

August
Register for ad courses through the General

Physical Education Department
Further information at Curry Hicks pool

Monday through Thursday 7PM 10PM or

cad Protect Deep 5494401

• LAST CHANCE *

•• LEGAL ASSISTANCE WANTED *'

NOVEMBER 16TH is the last day to con

tact the Legal Services Center about a

Spring 91 internship 1 Get hands-on e«

perience m legal field- work directly wrth at

torneys and clients No experience

necessary training provided Contact Legal

Services immediately 545-1995 922 Cam
pus Center

Happy late 2isi'

Are you happy noW
Vou wanted a fruit soto maybe'

jon Sarah Greg

GOOFY CHI O SISTER who sat across from

me at the library than«s lor the exercise

Let's sprint the stairs ne«! lime One more

word MOCCASINS

HAPPY BIRTHDAY JOANNE
You are the best friend and roommate that

I could ask tor I hope you have an awesome
birthday Don't worry I'll be 21 soon So

don't have too much fun without me 1 Love.

Roommate

HAPPY BIRTHDAY REETA
Love always.

Lou Bill Pete Steve and Carolyn

HEY HI' HAPPY 21ST B-OAV"
Love your favorite wench'
III always be a to you

Love J

•' JEN O 7^-
i lorget-

How many hours
until we shower'
You're at the end
of the line, right'

"

PINOCCMtOS
Fad special

Large cheese pu/a
$6 00 tax included

2 large cfiaai l p«as
110 50 A tax

Fast Free Delivery

5494009

PROFESSIONAL DJ S

LAZER TECH AUOtO available tor your

dance dorm party or house party Great

nm», great DJ s Cad 323-7801 soon

RIDE WANTED

PITTSBURGH TO UMASS
on or about Sunday 1 1-25-90

Kelly 546-7134
Thanks'

RIOE OFFERED TO TORONTO
at Thanksgrvmg Share extent**

Cad Peter 540-4826

TO SOUTHERN CT OR HARTFORO
Nov 20 wrd pay expenses

Lisa 253 0999

ROOMMATES WANTED

1 OR 7 FEMALE ROOMMATES
280 or <40A Elec

253-2341

1 BEDROOM AVAIL, right near Amherst

College bus older non smoker pref Musi

love cats 230 Securrfy Oeposrf r^quirod

253-7728

3 SPACES AVAILABLE m the Brook Apts

for Jan 1 Bus stop nghl out front door

Cheap and big Cad 253-0420

CLEAN. RESPONSIBLE FEMALE, lor

single room in town $225 Call 256-3430

Spring semester

FEMALE NONSMOKER wanted to share

apartment in the Brook tVi bath. $132 plus

uhlites We re studious and neat' Call Amy
or Connie 25*2150

HOLIDAY BOOKING seffing Out" Campus
Travel on Campus 5454500

LEGAL QUESTIONS? The Legal St
Center otters free legal assistance to fee

I
students Contact us at 922 Campus
545 1995

payings
Center

A BANO tor any occasion

leave message 256-3403
M ra

PREGNANT ->

Need a pregnancy tesl. information or sup-

port'' Cad for free and confidential services

ALTERNATIVES 33 Mam St Northampton

506 3000 or Greenfteto area 774-6010

PROFESSIONAL PAPERS. INC
Computerised rwaearch horary' Ad subyacts

lev*** topics Cal 4 research into MC
Visa-Amex 1400-4472431 10836 Santa

Monica Bivd (-201) S Los Angeles CA
90024

TRAVEL

2 R T TIX FOR MEXICO for sale leave

NYC Jan 4 arrive Cancun stay 3 weeks

$860 or best offer Cat) 367 2792

CHRISTMAS. SPRING BREAK SUMMER
TRAVEL FREE Air couriers needed and

cruaseship obs Can 1405482-7555 ext

F 1426

SPRING BREAK TRAVEL FAIR 1991!

Don't miss it

Feb 14 1991 SUB

WAKE-N-BAKE!!! Spring Break in

Jamaica/Cancun from $449'" Boo* early

and save $30 travel w.th the best

1400-426-7710

TYPING

WORDPROCESSING inexpensive quick

and accurate work Campus pickup and

delivery Call Lisa 2564895 leave message

WORDPROCESSING. REPORTS.
Resumes. Theses. Graphics Laser Prin-

ting Call Rosemary 259 1 786

WANTED

FINANCE COORDINATOR FOR WMUA
Bookeeping skills and compute'

literacy reccomended
Apply at WMUA 102 Campus Center

Deadline tor applications 11/19

More info call 545 2876
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SPORTS
Mpn's cross country team hit its stride late in season
XYX^Xl ^ ^ •/

New landg
.. 0>Brien (Joe) Milette were coming off substant.a

By KEITH BENNETT
Collegian Correspondent

The University of Massachusetts men's

cross country team managed only a 2-4

record in regular season tri-meets, but

found success late in the season. UMass

completed its season Saturday with a 10th

place finish in the IC4A Championships.

In the tri-meets, the Minutemen beat the

University of Lowell and Northeastern

University, but lost to nationally-ranked

Providence College and the University of

Connecticut, as well as Boston College and

Iona.

"We basically split the meets with the

four teams we were uncertain about

[Lowell, Northeastern, BC and Iona]/' said

coach Ken O'Brien. "We lost to the better

two of those teams.

"Against Connecticut and Providence. 1

just wanted to see how close we could come

to them. . . I didn't expect to beat them.

UMass began the championship season

by taking fourth place in the Eastern Con-

ference Meet. Several UMass runners did

not compete in this meet in order to rest

for the larger championships.

The next week saw a complete

Minuteman squad finish third in the

Atlantic 10 Championships. O Brien said

he was especially pleased with his team s

performance at the A 10's.

"The Atlantic 10 Meet was the first time

we saw the final product that I had hoped

would emerge this season." O'Brien said.

At the New England Championships the

following week the team had what O Brien

termed a "sub-par" sixth place

performance.

I'm not sure why we didn't follow up our

performance at the A-10's with a stronger

showing in the New Englands," O'Brien

said. "We took one step up at the A-10's

and two steps back at the New Englands."

After the New Englands. the Minutemen

came back two weeks later to take tenth

place in the IC4A Championship Meet at

which almost 100 teams, ranging from

Maine to Virginia, competed.

"We worked really hard the week after

the New Englands," said O'Brien. "That

tied things together so that we could come

back with our best meet of the year in the

IC4A's.

"We basically were a team of two ex

tremes. We had four experienced seniors

who had had some front running ex-

perience who I felt confident with and could

predict fairly well how they would compete.

(Tom) Degnan and (Jon) Corso had had very

good junior years in track and that carried

over to this season (Gerry) Squires and

(Joe) Milette were coming off substantial

injuries from last season but had had suc-

cessful careers. The rest of the team were

mostly freshmen and sophomores.

"The seniors were a large part of the

reason for our team's success, said

O'Brien "They kept the team in focus and

showed the young guys the ropes. They pro-

vided internal leadership which is essen

tial to a successful team.

"The freshmen and sophomores also

worked very hard. I was very pleased with

the way the team developed. I was ecstatic

that the seniors were able to finish their

careers on a high note."

Corso and Degnan, who led the team all

season long, received All-Atlantic
:

10

honors. Degnan also received All-New

England honors, and Corso was named to

the All-East team.

Three sign on linel Celtics romp
«l__. u—u««u-H «i„«»r« have sizned letters of in D«*»W 9o A'Z c>/in/fC Htvmt.
Three basketball players have signed letters of in

tent to plav for the University of Massachusetts next

season, coach John Calipari announced yestej-dajr

Scott Drapeau, a 6 foot-9 senior at Merrimack (N.H.)

Vallev High School. Louis Roe. a 6-foot 8 senior at

AUantic City «NJ.» High School and M.ke W.lluun.

of Maine Central Institute signed letters of intent to

play for the Minutemen this week

Drapeau and Roe had verbally committed to attend

UMasT earlier this fall Williams graduated from

Weaver High School in Hartford. Conn, last spring and

was set to attend UMass this fall; over the summer he

wis declared ineligble to play at UMass this year

because of low SAT scores, and opted for Maine Cen

tral Institute ..^nr
In his senior year at Weaver. Williams averaged 25

points, three steals, seven rebounds and eight asama

^Roe*who was recruited by more than 150 schools.in-

cludmg Syracuse, is listed as one of the top 50 high

school seniors m the nation by several •«>«*»"«'•

vices, including the Bob Gibbons Basketball Report.

Drapeau. at 6-foot-9. 235 pounds, is known as an ag

eressive rebounder
_^ S,LVERSTEIN

Collegian file photo

UMass basketball coach John Calipari sign-

ed three players to letters-of-intent for next

season, it was announced yesterday

Bird's 45 stings Hornets

By HOWARD ULMAN
AP Sports Writer

BOSTON (AP) - One night after his lowest point total

in four years, Larry Bird scored 45 points and the Boston

Celtics survived a late Charlotte comeback for a 135-126

victory over the Hornets Wednesday night.

A 116 101 lead with 7:35 remaining dropped to 122 117

with 4 21 to play on Rex Chapman's driving layup^

BostonS Kevin Gamble then made two free throws and

Hornets came no closer than five points the rest of

the way.

Bird, who had 5 points in a 1 19 91 loss at Milwaukee

on Tuesday night, added eight assists, eight rebounds and

five blocks against the Hornets.

While the Celtics were coming off their worst game of

the season, the Hornets had their best game Tuesday

night a 120405 victory over the Washington Bullets. But

they remained winless in nine games against Boston in

their three year history.

Charlotte, which trailed 69 67 at halftime. was led by

Chapman and JR. Reid with 26 points each

On Nov 12. 1986. Bird had 2 points in nine minutes

against Milwaukee before being ejected. His 5 points Tues-

day night were the fewest in a game in which he was

available the entire 48 minutes since he was scoreless

against Golden State on Jan 3, 1981.

He had 24 points in the first half against Charlotte and

added eight in the third quarter in which Kevin McHale

scored 13 as Boston opened a 104 91 lead entering the final

period.

Boston, which scored only 30 points in the first half

against Milwaukee a night earlier, had more than that

in each period against Charlotte Gamble added 26 points

for the Celtics, 10 in the fourth quarter.

Chapman's layup gave Charlotte its last lead, 78-77,

with 9:19 left in the third quarter. A 3 point play by

McHale gave the Celtics the lead for good 80 78.

The Celtics led by 10 three times in the first half, the

last at 59-49 on Gambles dunk 5:10 before intermission

But a 154 run capped by Muggsy Bogues' driving layup

put the Hornets ahead 64-63 with 1:20 left in the half

Armon Gilliam, who had 24 points, scored Charlottes first

eight points in the surge. I

AP photo

San Antonio star David Robinson faces up

for ajump shot against Golden State Tuesday.

Men's swimming, last year's NE best, readies for BC
By DAVE SZPILA
Collegian Correspondent

The University of Massachusetts men's

swim team starts off its season against

Boston College Friday at 7 p.m. at Bnyden.

UMass is coming off its fourth con

secutive season as New England cham

pions. and coach Russ Yarworth said his

team is "still the team to beat in the New

England Championships this year."

UMass is 46 2 in the last four years and

was unbeaten last year (13 0>

Boston College, however, is not going to

be easy. The team has finished runner-up

to UMass the last two years, and has an

extremely deep lineup.

Maarten Kraaijvanger, a junior miler

from Holland, and seniors Rob Strong. Rich

McMorrow, and Craig Jones "make up the

backbone of [Boston College 1," Yarworth

said.

Though the Minutemen lost 1 1 seniors off

last year's team, they are still deep with

the talent.

Tri captains Jim Robertson (freestyle),

lVte Reich (freestyle) and Evan Gwilliam

(butterfly) all have New England

Championship meet experience. Other

seniors on the squad are Scott Milbart

(freestyle), who was a redshirt last year,

and Frank Sampson (distance freestyle)

Junior Bill Chouinard holds the UM
and New England record in the 200-yard

breast stroke.

Sophomores on the squad include Jay

Paluso, who is the defending New England

champ in the 200 yard medley, Scott Reed,

who was the runner up to BC miler Kraai

jvanger last year in the New Englands, and

Kurt Sawin, who was unable to compete

last year in the championships because of

an illness but looks strong this winter, Yar

worth said.

Chris Barrett, the top returning freestyle

specialist from long and middle distances,

rounds out the group

"(The sophomores] could be the strongest

class," Yarworth said.

Freshmen on the squad include Mark

Stoeling, an All American from Cincinnati

who will be handling the backstroke duties

for the team. Tim Nubar and Pete Hursty

were also good high school swimmers, ac

cording to Yarworth, and have worked

hard in practice this fall.
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The purest prose is borne from observation; words are mo* intense when they've sprung from

Hrpams the imagination, or personal interpretation.

oZlngupTn upstate Jamestown, NY, Natalie Merchant'* view of the wor d was restricted

to her small town surroundings: working class families, ebandoned shops and factories and the

Uvts and Weas of oLrs she discovered on the pages of history books and novels. Many of her

vrics were extracted from journal entries: powerful, intensely personal childhood memories

At theTge of n while attending classes at Jamestown Community College Merchant met

guitarists John Lombardo and Robert Buck, bassist Steve Gustafson, keyboards Denms Drew

Tnd drummer Jerome Augustyniak through WJWK the ocal radio station

With the exception of Lombardo, who was playing bass for another band and Augustyniak.

who wouldn't jofn the band for quite some time, they began to perform under the name Still

Life' at a place in Jamestown called the Broadhead Mills, a warehous, ed by a group of

artists for filni parties and live music. lX« j^ m™
Amfdst an arr'ay of potted plants, de*^mps, incense and^^^^Z^^Z

makers Anger and Bunuel, the four played a mixture of reggae, dub «l p*^«
nd n

^
w w

ê
•In lamestown " Drew explains, 'There was never any music community tor us to oecome

a p rttfTto oe inffuenced b'y. So w. were Ale to develop in a vacuum «»*~™^*£
like ourselves

" In 1981, Lombardo joined the band on guitar and they became 10.000 Maniacs

Ixhey to^t then- name from an old science fiction film c, 000 Man.acs - they mistakenly

h^aS music department's recording studio, and theba^ recorded then- first EP Human

Conflict Sumber The on their self-created label. Christian Bunel Music.

n au«mTo>(982, the band scraped together funds, bought^school bus «*«"£££
ontheS "tour." to the Atlanta-Athens, GA area. They return* to Jamestown three months

^798?th^
Tnanks^BBC DJ John Peel. "My M&er the War," a track from Secrets, became a ni^th.

B
FuSJKtSSntTu K .*urope.n ,our in early 1985. 10.000 Maniacs were offered acW-
trlctSeCrords Mn5£licomplex histonca.tf^gSSSSEZ
ed from WWII union workers to NatjjW American discrimination The Wishing Lnair oecame

Tnlu^^rthe Mtn^tSdTMv 7W6.. It wasL LP that was response for

the brndsnat'onal breakthrough. Lyrically, Merchant fouled In *^*°»<"%£££
such as child abuse and illiteracy: musically, the band hired rfUicer Pa^r Asher. to fine tune

Merchant's voice. While it's debatable whether this move was really , -tep in the right direc

t ion it certainly paved the way for the band's mainstream -mcce- J *

TKrllnnt 989 the band toured in aupport of Blind Mans Zoo. They eventually decided

tha^X status' ofZs was im^nt to their growth, and so agreed to devote a year

"rCvctr UmbardlTwho leff a-fcnTTTbUoWing the release of the The W.shing Chair, and

M,erch£'rem^ed atd™wJBrW two independent efforts into Hope Ches, The hand

is currently touring in support theVbum.

10.000 toanwcs mil be appearing at the Fine Arts Center^on SaU

sponmt£2W Union jBOfrni Council. Tickets are $14 for

general public. Showt*

Sg

Nov. 14. The show is

knts and $17 for the

^m

10,000 MANIACS
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Schoenberg tickles the ivories lor peace
^^

... L : ;n w;„ in the nroliferation of peace by contributing funds to the

By DOUG JOHNSTON
Collegian Staff

The development and nurturing of an enduring world

peace will be celebrated and supported Friday, when

WRSI 95.3 FM and Just Peace of Amherst College pre-

sent a solo piano concert with Steven Schoenberg. The con-

cert is a benefit for the Peace Development Fund.

Through intimate collaboration with his dynamic piano,

Schoenberg ascends and descends through musical peaks

and valleys by expressing the flowing emotion resounding

through out his music. His improvisational style is precise-

ly integrated with meticulous technique. The combina-

tion of these two elements provides the listener with a

sumptuous bouquet for the ears.

Schoenberg's improvisational pieces are comprised of

samples from a broad scope of music that includes

elements from classical to jazz to contemporary pop.

Through his music, Schoenberg conveys a hope for peace

while exuding a graceful presence of human sensitivity.

Says Schoenberg about his improvisations, "Each hap-

pened during a moment in time in which my feelings,

whether sad, reflective, comical, or perverse came

through. Because they are improvised, I have almost no

way of knowing what will occur, how a piece will begin,

what will happen in the middle, or when it will end.

Professionally, Schoenberg has produced musical scores

for a promotional video for the PDF narrated by Meryl

Streep, for a PBS-NOVA documentary by Peace River

Films and for the cast of characters on Sesame Street.

Recently, Schoenberg received the 1990 Parents Choice

Award from Parents Magazine for the cassette version of

Babar and Father Christmas (Random House).

Not only will Schoenberg's music entertain, it will aid

in the proliferation of peace by contributing funds to the

PDF. Currently, the PDF has been working to avoid

economic desolation in military industry supported areas

of the United States, by promoting the economic conver-

sion to civilian use of these military industries. In the

past, the PDF has given grants to grassroots organizations

nationwide and has funded groups involved with United

States relations with the Third World, violence related

to racism, and the support of peer educators involved with

CONTINUED ON PAGE
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1 Pray Si Amhen.1-549 5403 • Open \ i«R

7 days a Week

Kitchen open til midnight

Game Room with 2 pool tables

Tonight 10c Beer Steamed Baby Franks

9 00p.m. — 12:00 a.m. **£fr

Drink of the W«*fc

Scotch Mid Mixer $175
Iter of the Month

Footer's L«g«r $1,75

r- c £w 0) ^

I
If this is you, come in

with this picture for a free

sandwich, mozz stix and a

drink

Submit any picture at the restaurant

and enter to win free food

ooa uiveaways

Mon 10 cent Mozzarella Sticks 9pm- 12am

Tues 10 cent Buffalo Wings 9pml2am

Wed 25cent Pizza Slices and 99 cent Nachos 9pm-12am

Thurs 10 cent Beer Steamed Baby Franks 9pm-12am

Sundav 10 cent Potato Skins Spm-Uam
WE ACCEPT MC-VISA-AMEX

BUFFALO BILLS

<

o
m

: o

I o

'Buy a SUPER ROAST BEEF
sandwich and receive a

Jr. Roast Beef sanwich FREE!
I

I

Michelob &
Michelob

Light

$12.99 cs

24-12 oz

Sam Adams
Winter L*9er

is here

hiN \\ i i \\i
>inu

PA.JAM \ H Wi 1>\n< I l< s

\,,x n> H::i0pm

I III Ml.ll^
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Kir I'OIM )| \MI >

Nouveau
Beaujolais

is arriving
750 ml

Four Season's Vodka 1.75L

Captain Morgan l - 75
J^„

i in uiti \kdo\v\

Mm.. N<>\ is 7:00pm

.J()HNN> < I r'.(.<; WD
SAVl l\ \

MIIDIN' W ll<>

Jose Cuervo $9.99
$8.99
$13.99

I t l\ ,l\ .III. Will

s

II

I Ml m \( K < KOW I
-

HI ITS I HAVI II H

FOUR SEASONS
Wines/ Liquors

ROUTE 9. HADLEY « 584-8 17 4

D.iih inu I p-l;iii - i'v < i \

\Yr<lnrs<|;i\ . I hill

IimI.in .iihI ! \\ \U\i\ N /I \<>\

4/3 584/77/

Between Burger King and Dunkin' Donuts
iop€nRL5T. NORTHnmpTON.mn

Alternatives to Academics
THURSDAY

Master Class: Margie Gillis will feature

dance pieces portraying the breadth of the

human experience. It will take place at Hamp-

shire College in the Large Studio from 10:30

a.m. to noon. For more information call:

549-4600 x673.

The Unknown Handel: The Formative

Italian Years, a lecture to be given by Henry

G. Mishkin of the Amherst College Music

Department, can be found at Amherst College

in Music Room 3 at 12:25 p.m. Admission is free.

Japanese Tea Ceremony will take place

at Mount Holyoke College in Eliot House at 7

p.m. Reservations are reauired. To make reser-

vations call 538-2054.

War, a comedic play presented by the

Sleeveless Theatre about the politics and
realities of war, will be performed at UMass in

the Hampden Theatre at 8 p.m. with repeat

performances on Friday and Saturday. Tickets

are $5 for students and $7 for the general

public.

Mud. a play by Maria Irene Fornes. will be

performed at Amherst College at 8 p.m. Ad-

mission is free, but reservations are necessary.

To make reservations call 542-2277.

The Shooting of Stanislavski, a bricolage

conceived and directed by Sabrina Hamilton,

will be performed at Hampshire College in the

Mainstage Theatre at 8 p.m. with repeat per-

formances on Friday and Saturday. Tickets are

$2.50 for students and $3 for the general public

An Early New England Sampler, a concert

program by the duo The Continental Harmony,

will take place at Forbes Library in Northamp-

ton at 8 p.m. Admission is free.

Smith College Fall Dance Concert will take

place at Smith College in the Hallie Flanagan

Studio Theatre at 8 p.m. with repeat perfor-

mances on Friday and Saturday. For more in-

formation call: 585-3220.

Teddy Bergeron, who has appeared on

Cheers. Late Night With David Letterman and The

Tonight Show, will tickle the funny bone at Pek-

ing Garden Restaurant in Hadley. Show starts

at 8.30 p.m. Admission is $5 for students and

$7 for the general public

Pajama Slave Dancers will play at Pearl

Street in Northampton. Show starts at 8:30 p.m.

Special Event - 1 Ntght Only

THURSDAY NOV 15 -&30PM
Exclusive Area Show__^^^_ NATIONAL^ HEADLINE^11 TEDDY1-^ BERGERON

m. Ik I rtflorms or CAPSOS
*k • ^ I LrTT«MA«. CHEERS

1 ^k. Mk COMIC STRI"%&** ^^m ilVE&MCWt
STU0£NTS S5 • PU3UC V
RESERVATIONS 5UGGESJK)

,

SAT NOV. 16-17-8:30

High Energy

& Original

CHEESE
RUSSELL
He's One of

a Kind I

Plus Guests

Bruce Teal -Jeff Tee

$5 Fri - $6 Sat

VMS
TVw.

Wife* ft*

Politics and Pop: The Structures of

Change, the Essence Remain, a lecture to

be given by Spanish artist Manolo Valdes, can

be found at Smith College in Hillyer Hall 117 at

7:30 p.m. Admission is free.

Signifying, Jazz and the Dialogue of

Culture, a lecture to be given by Gary Tomlin-

son of the University of Pennslyvania Music

Department, can be found at Smith College

in Sage Hall 32 at 4 p.m.

Las Vegas Night, sponsored by Alpha Phi

Omega, will take place at UMas; in the Cam-

pus Center Auditorium from 7 p.m. +o 12 a.m.

Admission is $3. Proceeds will go to the UMass

escort service.

Robin Holcomb, with a little help from

Wayne Horvitz and Bill Frisell, will perform at the

Iron Horse Music Hall in Northampton. Show

starts at 7 p.m. Tickets are $7 in advance.

The Mess will play at Sheehan's Cafe in

Northampton.

Tribal Itiket will have the patrons of Twister's

Tavern in Amherst grooving to a tribal beat,

FRIDAY
Cheese Russell will amuse the patrons of

Peking Garden Restaurant in Hadley. Show

starts at 8:30 p.m. with a repeat performance

on Saturday. Admission is $5 on Friday and $6

on Saturday.

Performing Arts Division Student Recital

will provide a cornucopia of sight and sounds

at UMass in the Old Chapel at 6:30 p.m. Ad-

mission is free

To Kill A Mocking Bird, a riveting film starr-

ing Gregory Peck as a Southern lawyer defen-

ding a black man accused of rape, will be
shown at Mount Holyoke College In Gamble
Auditorium at 7 p.m. and 9:15 p.m. Admission

is $2.

Play Misty for Me. a film about a late-night

radio DJ who is stalked by an ex-fan. will be

shown at Hampshire College in Franklin Patter-

son Main Lecture Hall at 7 p.m and 9:30 p.m.

Admission is $1.

One Eyed Jake plays Phi Sig on North Plea-

sant Street in Amherst. The show starts at 9 p.m

Free

Tiger Okoshi and Tiger's Baku will play the

cool sounds of jazz at the Iron Horse Music Hall

in Northampton. Show starts at 7 p m. Tickets

are $7 in advance.

Wind Ensemble/Symphony Band con

ducted by Malcolm W. Rowell, Jr., will perform

at UMass in the Fine Arts Center Concert Hall

at 8 p.m.

Peace Development Fund Benefit Con-

cert, featuring the talents of pianist Steven

Schoenberg, will take place at Amherst Col-

lege in Buckley Recital Hall at 8 p.m.

Margie Gillis in Performance will take place

at UMass in Bowker Auditorium at 8 p.m Tickets

are $20 and $28.

Steve Flynn will perform at Dockside in South

Hadley. Show starts at 8 p.m.

COMEDY RESERVATIONS
586-1202 585-8615

11:30-3 p.m. All You Can Eat

iUNDAY BRUNCH

PEKING GARDEN, Rt. 9, Hadley

God's Gift, a fundraising play for the Nor-

thampton Center for the Arts, will be perform-

ed at the East Street Dance Studio in Hadley

at 8 p.m. with a repeat performance on Satur-

day at the same time and a Sunday matinee

at 2:30 p.m. Admission is $10 for evening per-

formances and $6 for the matinee

performance.

James Murphy will play at UMass in the

Hatch from 3 p.m. to 6 p.m.

The Sighs, with special guests Floating Boats,

will play at Pearl Street in Northampton. Show

starts at 8:30 p.m.

Club CCA. will take place at UMass in the

Campus Center Auditorium from 9 p.m. to 1

a.m.

Wailin' Dave and the Bluedogs will play

Seven O's in Sunderland.

John Valey will perform at Katina's in Hadley.

Ed Vadas will play at Sheehan's Cafe in

Northampton.

SATURDAY
Godzilla Meets Mitsubishi will provide mfor

motion on how Mitsubishi is one of leading con-

tributors to rain forest depletion. Godzilla

Japanese defender of the environment, will take

on the corporation at the Amherst Green near

Bonaducci's from noon to 1 p.m The event is

sponsored by the Rainforest Action Group. For

more information call 256-1376

Hard Core Matinee, featuring Citizen's Ar-

rest, Born Against, Hell Nation and Sam Black

Church, will shred Katina's in Hadley. The all-

ages show starts at noon.

Double Feature: Hairspray and Shampoo
will be shown at Mount Holyoke College in

Gamble Auditorium at 7 p.m. Admission is $2

Ordinalres will play at the Iron Horse Music

Hall in Northampton. Show starts at 7 p.m.

Tickets are $7 in advance
Trapock Peace Center's Ninth Annual Art

Auction will take place at the Northampton

Center for the Arts at 7:30 p.m. There will be

a wine and cheese reception begins at 6 30
p.m.

The Breakdown will play at Pearl Street in

Northampton. Show starts 8:30 p m.

3rd Annual Daddy Benefit featuring New
Radiant Storm Kings. Gobblehoof. Green

Magnet School and HP Magnet, will take

place at the Hampshire College Dining Com-
mons at 9 p.m. Admission is $3

Wildcat O'Halloran Band will play at Seven

O's in Sunderland.

Who's Kiddin' Who will play at Sheehan s

Cafe in Northampton

Rippopotamus will rip up the Hadley Pub on

Rt. 9 in Hadley. 9 p.m. to 1 am

SUNDAY
Music in the Museum for Thanksgiving will

feature chamber music under the direction of

Philipp Naegele. It will take place at Smith Col-

lege on the main floor of Doyle Gallery at 3 p.m

Implications of the New Massachusetts

Gay Rights Law will be a forum to discuss the

new legislation with Boston area lawyers. It will

take place at UMass in Campus Center Room

804 from 4 p.m. to 6 p.m.

Tony Williams' Band will play at the Iron

Horse Musical Hall in Northampton. Shows at

7 p.m. and lO p.m. Tickets are $14 in advance.

Johnny Clegg and Savuka with special

guests The Horse Flies, will perform at Pearl

Street in Northampton. Show starts at 7 p.m.

Roots, the epic mini-series which vividly por-

trayed the plight of Afro-Americans through

the Civil Rights Era. will be shown at Hampshire

College in the Franklin Patterson Main Lecture

Hall at 8 p.m. Admission is $1.

Slapshot will rip Katina's in Hadley apart with

their relentless mayhem.



107 Sunderland Road. North Amhorst

Orw>n7 a.m.-10 p.m.

SPEEDWASH
1 1 Pray St.. Amherst

NOW OPEN 24 HOURS!

South Towne Commons Laundromat
WV

479 West St.. South Amherst

Open 7 a mlllOjvm__^

STAY

HOM
Round t'ipi "on NV stii">a »t

London $*1 2

Pans 480

San Jose.C R 390

Bangkok 959

Hong Kong 879

Tokyo 759

Student Faculty Fare

Taxes not included Restric-

tions apply Fares subject to

change One ways available

Work/Study abroad programs

International student and

teacher ID

EURAIL PASSES ISSUED ON
THE SPOT!

Free student travel catalogue

Council Tr

I. >*»•'»'

peace fund
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SErL. the Commonwealth of,"-«*

Employee Campaign grant will be«^ ^ft,™*
to a local Massachusetts group. The grant * H a locate

employee donated funds through the PDF to local peace

1«Sa «* rerfornin*»^
Buckley Recital Hall, Amherst College, at 8 p.m. Tickets

ant$10 in advance, $12 at the door and $25 for sponsors.

Marcie's Place
Hearty Homestyle Cooking

JOIN IS FOR
SUNDAY BRUNCH
10a-m.-2p.rn.

* Wood Mtli • Db«wo« V«l>««

9 t | I
1

aclasse
cake

.wv% Lunch v>at.

Hot Homemade Soups
Hummus Salad

Mon-Sat 7am-10pm
Sunday Brunch 7am-3

168 N. Pleasant, Amherst I

253-2291

and money-saving

i --"
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$3.00
OFF

ON PROCESSING
AM EXP ROLL

ofniM
M)l(l I V '<>**

$2.00
OFF

ON PROCESSING
A 24 EXP ROLL

Of FILM

IllKIIM KWl

$1.00
OFF

ON PROCESSING
AUEXP ROLL

OF FILM

$1.00
OFF

ON PROCESSING
YOUR
FILM

loioiACiotr

THINK

SPRING BREAK
VACATION

-FROM HARTFORD-

MAR 16-BAHAMAS from $549.00

HAD «. CANCUN FROMS499.00

mar is- MA2ATLAN from $649.00

257 TRLANGLE STREET

AMHERST

62 KING STREET
NORTHAMPTON

224 ^ 2 FEDERAL ST

GREENFIELD

Facto

FH.M IN BY

10:00 am
MINTS OUT it:

4.00 pm
(INK Hot H

CALL 586-8953
OTHER CHARTER DESTINATIONS AVAttJUJUE FROM OCTON

YOUR PARTNERS IN TRAVEL
MAPLEW000 SMOPS-NORTMAMFTON. MA 01060

CHOOSE THE PROFESSIONALP"

A HEALTHY
|COMPLEXION|
AND BODY

• .i •!• tp :

rlcnn-nn; liratnii-nl »nd n

full b,*\\

ml '
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I hair waxing

AESTHETICS
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^LV M^MIrVWJ

being

rescheduled 1

Tix from the

Original Date

will be honored
\7» 6ATE T«K MCXOVXCEt'

KF.FV \DS ARE AVAlLABLt AT

POINT OF PIRCHAit

WEATHER

Let's try to soothe those

chapped buns in today's

sunshine. Highs around

65 degrees.

E MASSACHUSETTS DAILY

ARTS

What!? Milli Vanilli

never sang on their

album!? Girl, you know
it's true! Photo page 10.

SPORTS

Minutemen pounce on

New Hampshire's

Wildcats in their season

finale. Page 12.
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Gulf forces begin
'Imminent Thunder'
By CHRISTOPHER BURNS
Associated Press

SAUDI ARABIA - U.S. and Saudi forces

yesterday began a six-day amphibious ex-

ercise in the Persian Gulf, code named "Im-

minent Thunder" and involving 1 ,000 U.S.

Marines, 1,100 aircraft and 16 ships.

Iraq has termed the exercise a "pro

vocative act" because it is being held close

to occupied Kuwait.

Also today, Syria and Egypt rejected a

proposed Arab summit on the Persian Gulf

crisis, effectively killing chances for the

gathering that Morocco's king said was

possibly the last chance for peace

President* Hafz Assad of Syria and Hosm

Mubarak of Egypt became the latest Arab

leaders to join Saudi Arabia in rejecting the

summit. They said they were doing «o

because Baghdad insisted upon keeping

Kuwait
Saudi Arabia said on Wednesday it would

not participate m the summit unless

Baghdad promised beforehand to leave

Kuwait, which it invaded Aug. 2.

In other developments:

• Two American diplomats arrived in

Amman, Jordan, on yesterday's regularly

scheduled flight from Baghdad The State

Department said on Wednesday two

Americans were to leave Iraq, but did not

release their identities or further details

"I'm not a hostage." said one. who was

carrying an orange bag that looked like a

diplomatic pouch. Two other Americans ar-

rived from Iraq on Wednesday.

• Hundreds of America's most powerful

tanks began rolling into the Saudi desert,

adding more power to the growing U.S.

deployment in Saudi Arabia as

Washington seeks U.N. authorization to

wage war on Iraq.

• A poll sponsored by an arms-control

group found that most Americans oppose

going to war without a congressional

declaration and nearly half prefer to give

a U.N-ordered embargo on trade with Iraq

more time.

• The state Iraqi News Agency announc

ed that President Bush will go "on trial"

in absentia next month in Algeria for "in

human policies and planning aggression

against the people of Iraq."

The trial will begin Dec. 10 in Algiers in

an international court ofjustice, INA said.

It quoted the secretary-general of the Arab

Jurist Federation, Shibeeb al Maliky, as

saying the trial would be held in accor

dance with rules used by the Nuremberg

courts that tried Nazi war criminals.

The exact location of Imminent Thunder

was not reveal because of military policy,

and a news blackout was imposed for the

initial phases of the operation.

No live ammunition will be fired in the

operation. But it will involve the largest

use of aircraft in a single training exercise

since U.S. forces were deployed in the

region in August.

w
admin, negotiate

Smith College to establish multi-cultural center

By MARK HENSLEY
Collegian Staff

After weeks of petitioning and

negotiating, the Smith College administra

tion and seven minority student organiza

tions, have come to come to some

agreements which should establish a new

permanent multi cultural center by the

Fall of 1991.

Debbie Bradley, the Smith College n<

director, said that the administration was

really pleased" about the agreement.

The contract signed by the administra

tion and the seven groups, now calling

themselves the Unity Coalition, provides

for a temporary office for the multicultural

center beginning in January with the pm
muse of a permanent center by the Fall of

1991.

Bradley said the center may have tern

porary office space in Hampshire House on

Bedford Terrace as early as the end of

November
Vivian Chang, a member of the Asian

Students Association, was also pleased

with the progress but remained skeptical

as to whether the agreement would be

adhered to.

"We're still at a stop gap and have been

at one since 1983." she said. "We go from

one transient position to another.

"Although the administration is finally

paying more attention to us. it shouldn't

be so difficult for this College to understand

whv we need space."

The agreement was signed after students

occupied College Hall on Friday. Or

until the following Monday The occupation

was sponsored by the Unity Coalition,

which consists of the Asian Students

Association, Korean Students at Smith.

EKTA for South Asian Students, the Inter

national Students Association, the Black

Student Alliance and Nosotros for Latmas.

CONTINUED ON PAGE 2

AP pholo

GIVE ME MY CIGARETTES! - Darlene Murray, right, of Burl-

ington Vt., and Hallie Bribson of Boston, are seen smoking out-

side a Boston office building which doesn't allow smoking inside.

Quit the puffing, chowing
.. .„... .rr.innJo unrl iVio m«»Hin. accor-

By JOSEPH M MONTAGNA
Collegian Staff

Student* at the University of

Massachus.'tt> and people across the

country yesterday abstained for two

good cause

The Great American Smokeout. spon

sored by the American Cancer Society

took place nationwide, as did the annual

OXFAM day of fasting.

The Smokeout's theme of "sharing the

air" is a day for smokers looking to quit

to kick thehabit for 24 hours, with the

support of friends and the media, accor

ding to the American Cancer Society

I .ist year 17.9 million smokers took

I million abstaining for the

entire day. making the annua!

success, according to Deb Bea1

tant director of communications for the

Cancer Society.

A similar number of the country s 50

million smokers are expected to again

try this year, the 14th year of the event,

according to Beatty

it takes many tries, and this is one

CONTINUED ON PAGE 2

Dancing duo a scam
The hunky dudes are lame
NEW YORK (AP) - The rumors are true. Milli

Vanilli - those dreadlocked, hunky dudes Rob and Fab

_ never actually sang in their debut album that sold

seven million copies, the producer ^^/^"^f.
"The record company never knew that I never told

them anything." said Frank Farian ,
the German pro

ducer who turned a pair of anonymous pretty boys in-

to an international phenomenon. "Later on. after the
to an inn v

CONTINUED ON PAGE TO

Committee stalls ROTC decision
By ALI WOOLWICH
Collegian Staff

The policy regarding the Reserve Officers Training

Corps is still undecided due to continual delays.

The Military Studies Committee, which is responsible

for finalizing a report on discrimination within ROTC
against gay students, has not completed its report

The delay is due to the addition of new committee

members.

Both new and absent committee members have had to

be briefed on what has transpired since September

Originally the committee was to submit a finalized draft

of its report to the Academic Matters Council on Oct. 1 <

However, the committee just had a meeting on Tues

day, Nov. 13. and determined that a report will not be

ready for approximately two weeks
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LBG Forum
The LBG forum usually comes out on Thursdays, but

was postponed due to illness. Have a gay Thanksgiving

and remember Native Americans!

FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 16

LBGA Coffee Social 3 p.m. to 6 p.m.. Campus Center,

check the schedule by the elevators for room

Dance 10 p.m. to 2 a.m., Hampshire College, SAGA Din

ing Commons. $3, cross-dressers half price

SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 17 Theatre Avalanche from

the Philadelphia LBG Theatre Group, Mt Holyoke Col-

lege, Chapin Auditorium, free, 8 p.m.

SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 18 Forum "The Impact of the

Gay Rights Law," 4 p.m., CC 804-808.

MONDAY, NOVEMBER 19 Hampshire College Bisex-

ual Group meets at "The Closet," 7:30 p.m.

Rap with the Diversity Group, 7 p.m., CC check schedule

for room.

TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 20 LBWU come hang out with

a bunch of fun women! 8:30 p.m., Student Union 413B.

Gay Night at the North Star, Northampton, 9 p.m. to 1

a.m., $3, 18 and over.

Cancelation the regularly scheduled LBGA meeting is

canceled this week, but will resume after the holiday

break.

rng Commons. $3, cross-dressers half price. ual uroup meeu* .» «—
, -
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Tough-talking anti-pollution campaign unveiled in Boston

^ .... o . r KWi^nrnpntal "Raff the garbage who dumped this. h<
L?
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By CHRIS TORCHIA
Associated Press Writer

BOSTON - People will pick up the

phone and trash the corporate "scum" and

"slime" who foul the environment if they

respond to a tough talking anti-pollution

campaign unveiled yesterday.

Posters plastered on Bostons subway

trains will urge state residents to blow the

whistle on polluters with a call to the state

Department of Environmental Protection.

"Fighting environmental crime is a

tough business and we need all the help we

can get." said Secretary of Environmental

Affairs John DeVillars. "And this is one

good way to get it."

Authorities want to jolt passengers into

breaking their silence if they know about

environmental polluters, and the method

may work. .

"Go ahead, report the scum, blares the

slogan on one poster depicting oil leaking

from rusty drums. Another shows a

background of chemicals being dumped

down an industrial drain with the

headline. "Make the slime come clean.

A third poster shows medical waste

washing up on a beach; the slogan reads.

Bag the garbage who dumped this.'

Environmental crime is often violent

crime and it's rarely victimless crime,* said

DeVillars. "For thousands of families that

have seen their drinking water con-

taminated by toxics or their neighborhoods

become the dumping sites for hazardous

materials, the message may not even be

strong enough." .

State officials have pressed some ot their

most successful cases against corporate

polluters after getting anonymous tip-offs

from workers, DeVillars said. The state in-

vestigates and brings pollution charges

against hundreds of companies each year.

he said.

The Massachusetts Bay Transportation

Authority is carrying the posters free of

charge as part of a settlement with state

offcials for discharging oil-contaminated

water into a brook and creek in Quincy.

The environmental posters, which will

run on subway cars on the orange, blue and

red lines for six months, will cost the

MBTA $35,000 in advertising revenues,

said spokesman Peter Dimond.

"We try to be as environmentally sen-

sitive as possible," said Dimond. "We did

run into problems in Quincy and we're do

ing our best to make up for it."

Smokeout
Smith College

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

more try," said Beatty

Cn campus, students from Public Health 216. Pwr

Health Promotion, set up a table on the Campus Center

Concourse to distribute packets of information to those

interested and to "gross them out" with photos of

smoker's lungs. » ..

"We even include candy in the packet to make them

feel better." said Lynne Keating, a member of the class.

Lee Stinson and Linda Kenny, also members of the

class said the student response so far had been good

The American Cancer Society also pointed out in a

news release that 90 percent of smokers start before

the age of 18. The blame should be put on the tobacco

companies and their "blatant attempt to seduce the

young" with misleading advertisements, said Beatty.

"If tobacco were new it would never be made legal,

said Beatty. condemning cigarettes as a fluke of

history.
,

, _
For some, skipping last night s dinner at the Dining

Commons was a chance to abstain valiantly from

something. .

The money value of the meal would then be donated

by Food Services to OXFAM AMERICA, according to

MassPirg, the organization sponsoring the event on

campus ..,-.* ij
OXFAM is an organization which fights word

hunger and has led the nation wide Fast for a World

Harvest for 17 years during the week before

Thanksgiving.
Students donate their meal by signing a ticket at the

cashier and usually many participate, according to

MassPirg member Dan Jacobsen

"Moat people say that's the OXFAM thing, we won t

eat today," said Jacobsen.

Shirley Hebb. an employer of Worcester Dining Com

mons. said he expected about half of the normal diners

would not be there.

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

According to Chang, the center will promote multi

cultural functions as well as provide a support group for

the approximately 600 minority students on campus.

To accomplish this, the students are asking for a center

on campus which has a 75-person meeting capacity, ade^

quate storage facilities for sports equipment, a lounge and

reception area, a small performance space, cooking space

and exhibit space.

"There are so many events and functions that we have

that we need and identifiable center to support them.

Chang said.

The Unity Coalition is meeting with architectural con-

sultants to decide what their space requirements are and

where on campus they might be accomodated.

Chang said they have received a lot of support from local

and Five College groups as well as support from a national

coalition of colleges and universities based in Washington

D C
Of the seven groups in the Unity Coalition, only The

Black Student Alliance and Nosotros currently have space

on campus, in Lily Hall.

sjrgga;
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Theater Office 41) S66-S6M

\mherst Cinema
Now Playing

Henry
and
June

Mon-Thurs
One Show 7:30

Fri-Sun 2 Shows
7:00 and 9:15

Student Discount|
with I.D.

Thanksgiving

Luncheon Special

Delicious Roast Turkey, Whipped

Potatoes and Gravy, Butternut Squash

and Cranberry Sauce $4.95

Top of the Campus

Restaurant n* floor campus center

Special Available

11:30 AM-2.00 PM
Mon.. Nov. 19

thru Wed., Nov. 21

Weekdays at 7 and 9:15/Frtday at 4:45, 7, and 9:15 Sat and

Sun at 2:30, 4:45, 7, and 9:15 pm

The Last
Picture Show

A Film by Peter Bogdonovich ; ,

Weekdays at 6.50 and

9.10/Friday

at 5, 7.15 and 9.30 pm/Sat

and Sun at 2.40,

5, 7.15, and 930 pm

Spring Break
March 20-24

BIBB A VACATtO* SPOT. .

Imaajn* yourwrtf m • land an* mon than 10.000

puM K> rhooaa 'tarn «i i'. a w»:( land«c«p» of

aajad cliffc bouttfu! bcv, and auami villa*** for

5 (toy, for wily 3599
Chox* of w*» or am coaal tour irvludn

• AcrOrtjiK roundmp fh#w (ram Boaran

• Fir* Clan Howl,
• Traiwportanon/tutaa throufhout

• SafhoMinf, tour,

• Bntaafaw and dmntt
• Najhttv fnwnainmtru and nmrh mora

FOP FURTHER INFORMATION .AIL

Rita k Burt*
S4II1M

advcntara travel
233 H niimr S> ftrnMrv Camaft Shop*
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LOCAL
Barnicle's

[
Boston' comes
to Amherst
By GAYLE LONG
Collegian Staff

Although most readers of the Boston Globe only read

Mike Barnicle three times a week, people at the Univer-

sity of Massachusetts got an extra dose of the columnist

yesterday as they listened to him comment on his job, the

city of Boston, television and newspapers, and other topics.

Answering questions from a group of 100 people in

Memorial Hall, Barnicle discussed the transition of go-

ing from print media to television.

"The basic difference is you have to realize that you

don't worrying about writing on TV," he said. "The at

tention span (of viewers) is so short, you say it and it disap-

pears like a puff of smoke."

"Television does funny things." he continued, "It warps

our perspective. If Mother Theresa and Dick Albert

[weather forecaster on WCVB, TV 5] were in the super

market, a person would recognize Albert and say, 'Hey,

it's the weatherman
.'"

Barnicle said he has only seen his show, Chnmicle

[WCVB, TV 5] "about twice in 10 years."

He said newspaper can't compete with television in the

visual effect department, but newspapers can take the

story further.

Newspapers bring you there, keep you there and tell

you in detail the fabric and texture of the situation."

Barnicle said the United States is an "impatient na

t ollrgian photo by Dondi Ahearn

IT'S A BIG BUCKET - Two people

hold a large donation bucket for the

Salvation Army.

tion,'' likening the citizens of the nation to "a car waiting

at a eield sign at a rotary, trying to get out."

"Bush, on Labor Day. had 81 percent support for the

Persian Gulf crisis. Now it's only 52 percent because

nothing has happened."

Barnicle said he did not have a favorite topic. ex<

"whatever he had just finished."

"I like a good stm > he said, "but I can't pick anything

out. I don't save anything I write It's my job to put

together the ingredients and push the button to get it in

the paper. It's one of the best jobs, and I'm very luck to

have it. I don't dwell on the highlights or lowlights of it."

Public office is not on the agenda for Barnicle. he saiH

"A high percentage of the Legislature is low lifes. im

beciles. Still some are pretty good people The quality [of

politicians! in the last 10-15 years has dropped off con

siderably."

"It's just not worth it. We've made it to difficult and

humiliating for good people to run for office," he said.

Barnicle also gave reasons for not going into the suburbs

of greater Boston, considering he devotes a great amount

of time to the inner city of Boston.

"Laziness." he said. "I don't want to go out to Route 128.

Also, the kids in places like Wellesley High are pretty bor-

ing. For the kids in the city, it's sheer survival, and it's

interesting to present to suburban read«

The Globe, he said, likes to get involved with the issues

which reflect the city. Issues such as infant mortality and

racial tensions were among those he listed.

"The Boston public school system is falling apart.'
-

he

said. "About 70 percent of the system is minority, hut 99

percent of those don't come from homes with clout. Many

parents are not thought of as having clout."

"If you cover the school system, you cover the cit)

continued, in my mind, it's a reflection of the problems

in the city in five ye;i

As manager of the Red Sox, Barnicle said he would,

sign (Mike) Boddicker, sign (Rogerl Clemens, try to get

designated hitter [Jackl Clark and try to get [Bruce) H
back, to get a left hander in Boston. The Red Sox should

also try to get three or four Black players, so that the sport

would be played in Boston as it should."

Of Barnicle's six children, none appear to be headed in

his footsteps, he said

"If they did. I would make a couple of phone call-

them," he said. "My business i^ rigged for anyone com

ing in from the cold. Getting in is difficult
."

"I've been lucky." he said No on >' the I has

id 'boo' to me about something I wrote No mm
ever said to stay away from something I wanted to write

about."

Barnicle said he got his job working at the Qiobe I

he knew the editor when he began in IV

•

It hM nothing to do with the nality that you'll go

through I was lucky." he said "Now, skill DOM

first and then you hope to get luck

The Escort Service hits the jackpot at 'Las Vegas Night'

By TAMARA SILBERM.A
Collegian Staff

The chance to win a million dollars was
all yours, ifyou attended Las Vegas Night

last night in the Campus Center
Auditorium
The annual event, sponsored by the

Alpha Phi Omega National Service Fra

nity raised $350 for the Escort Sen
night.

By paying the admission bo of $3. par

ticipants were given $500,000 in play-

money.
Those who won the most amount of

money were awarded prizes donated fagp

local area merchants. Sponsors of the event

expected the betting to get heavy around

10 p.m.

The betting tables were manned by

members of the APO fraternity and the

staff of the Escort Service, according to

Julie Casey, service vice president of APO.

"The Escort Service has been cut pretty

badly by the budget cuts," said Casey

"This directly affects the campus
."

The APO is a co-ed national service

fraternity, recognized by the Boy Scouts of

America, whose principles are based on the

principles of scouting.

These 12 principles are: trustworthy,

. . helpful, friendly, courtesy, kind, nbe

dient. cheerful, thrifty, brave, clean and

reverent.

Previous scouting experience is not

•o join the fraternity, added

Casey.
Previous projects of APO have included:

• Acting out a Haunted subst use"

House in Hasbrouck Laboratory to inform

( bo community about the dangers of drug

abuse.

• Operation Identification, which includ-

ed engraving Social Security numbers on

the valuables of students in different

residential areas.

• An outdoor leadership team, which

taught Girl Scouts about camping.

• Sponsoring an Annual Karate Marathon

with the proceeds going to "Save the

Children"
This weekend, new pledges will do an

outdoor cleanup of the Southwest Residen-

tial Area
Membership of the UMass chapter has

doubled this semester.

"There are as many pledges as active

brothers this semester," stated Casey. "We
hope to do the same next semester."

< aflrgian photo hy Dnndi Abrarn

WANT TO TRY YOUR LUCK? - Eric Goldman of Alpha Phi Omega
deals out a hand to gamblers in the Campus Center last night.

UMass student travels to

El Salvador bearing gifts

By KENDRA PRATT
Collegian Staff

A senior University of Massachusetts

student wants to make the holiday season

happier in El Salvador by personally

delivering donated gifts from local

residents.

Kibau Claudino, a Portuguese Spanish

major from Brazil, will leave Amherst on

Dec. 8 in a truck loaded with gifts for the

less fortunate in rural El Salvador.

Claudino said he visited El Salvador last

July and because of the poor economic

situation there, the holidays might mean

that the parents of many Salvadonan

children will not be able to afford to buy

Christmas gifts.

"I am very sympathetic to the problem,

he said. "When I was a child in Rio De

Janeiro, my parents didn't have the money

to buy presents for me."

Claudino said North American people

really cannot fathom the degree of pover-

ty in Latin America and throw away many
things which could be fixed and made

useful in El Salvador.

"People over here don't know what it

means to not have shoes on your feet," he

said. "This is a throw away society. In

Latin America they fix things because they

cannot afford to buy a new one."

Claudino said any type of donation would

be acceptable, such as used toys and sum

mer clothing, canned and boxed food stuffs,

medicine and cash donations.

To contact Claudino for more informa

tion, call 549-5348 between 1 p.m. and

midnight.

Funds raised for EWC
Local businesses contribute money toprogram

By KATHERINE T LAMOTHE
Collegian Staff

While budget cuts have severely

weakened the Everywoman's Center,

bringing about the elimination of its

Counseling Program, two local

businesses are raising money for the em-

battled center with special sales.

The Jeffrey Amherst College Book

Store has been running a week-long

book sale, with half of its proceeds go

ing to the Center. According to Ty

Lorenzo, store manager, he hopes to

raise about $1,000 toward restoring the

program.
Lorenzo said the sale, which ends

Saturday, is his way of paying back the

center, and the program, for helping one

of his friends. "Obviously, they need

help - a lot of help," he said. "This is

a pretty good opportunity to get them

money."
Lorenzo also said despite slow sales on

the first day of the fund raiser, he is con-

fident that the store's customers will

help the store meet its goal.

"I'm excited," he said. "I'm sure the

community will get together."

On Sunday, Hair East's Amherst

salon will hold a Cut-a Thon for the

center. According to salon manager

Rachel Alves. the salon has received

many calls asking in advance for

appointment

-

Alves said the salon will run the fund

raiser after a similar event held last

year raised $1,500 for the Children's

Diabetes Foundation. She added that

with the recent cuts to the Center, there

was a need to help the students, who
comprise a major part of the salon's

customers. "We think it's a good cause

CONTINUED ON PAGE 6
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Rack-A-Disc, Inc. rakes in the bucks
By KENDRA PRATT
Collegian Staff

After Randy Barth sold his car in 1979

to buy a sound system when he was living

in Orchard Hill, he said he knew his disc

jockeying business would become

successful.

Today Barth is the president of Rack-A-

Disc Inc.. a multi-faceted entertainment

company which will be worth half a million

dollars at the end of this year.

"I haven't even begun yet." Barth said.

•In the next five years, we would like to

franchise nationally." _.
With its headquarters in Hadley, Rack

A-Disc has started an innovative entertain-

ment program to encourage high school

and junior high school students to stay off

drugs.

The rights to "Just Say No - Locomotion

Promotion" have recently been sold to the

National Park and Recreation Association

and is also being sponsored by Warner

Brothers Records. This large video package

aimed at teenagers will now be marketed

nationally and in military bases overseas.

Barth said after watching other anti-drug

programs geared to kids, he sat down at his

computer terminal and, eight hours later

finished the plan for the promotion which

incorporated the teenagers as advocates

against drugs.
.

The package is a Club MTV-style video

dance set-up where student leaders at par-

ticipating schools can speak out against

drugs in front of their peers, said Anc

Philipson, a UMass student who is an in-

tern at Rack-A-Disc.

"It's going to make a huge difference,

Barth said. "It's innovative in that the kids

get to speak out on drugs versus people

speaking to them. The message here is that

there's more to entertaining kids than

drinking and dancing."

Barth said the over 50 "Locomotion Pro-

motion" shows in New England have been

a huge success and he expects over 500 na

tional bookings in the next year.

The inspiration to Dee-Jay hit Barth

while he was in high school in Chelmsford

in the disco-inspired 1970s. He said dee-

jayed parties for his friends in his parents

basement.
"We used to have the best parties in

Chelmsford. Mass.," he said.

While at UMass, Barth first dee-jayed

parties in Orchard Hill and on other cam-

puses until he graduated with an

undergraduate degree in communications

in 1982 and Rack A Disc became

incorporated

In the summer of 1984, Rack-A-Disc Dee

Jays had played over 1,000 shows in New

England and the company opened up

branch offices in Hartford and Boston. By

the end of this year, it is projected that

Rack-A-Disc will have performed at over

2,000 functions across New England, Barth

said.

Barth said his company is looking to ex-

pand their progressive music selection to

appeal to college students. Philipson

described the present music library as

"mainstream, pop Top-40 hits from the late

1960s to the present."

Since over half of all function which

Rack-A-Disc contracts are wedding and an

niversary parties, Barth said the adult con-

temporary music library will be expanded

to appeal to people of middle age.

The corporation has also ventured into

live music, owning the equipment and

management rights of three bands and ac

ting as an agent to many others, Barth

said.

The company is presently trying to cen

tralize in Massachusetts and Hartford in-

stead of playing functions all over New

England and in Rhode Island. Barth. a rest

dent of Natick, said he commutes from the

Boston area to Hadley every week The

Hadley office houses the corporations mam

^*V" T
<

computer system.

Rack A Disc is also looking for interns

who are interested in marketing, public

relations, music or the technical aspects of

dee jaying. said Philipson. Barth said he

only hires interns for are working for

academic credit since he feels they work

harder.
computer terminal ami, trigm »««"° ""-••
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BOG passes Pledge of Allegiance proposal
Ro»rH for Maravelias. asked the proposal be voted on with the ^ff^

^

e"V^' JSL^ to the proposal and

By LAVINIA GAMMON
Collegian Staff

At a very brief, but efficient Board of Governors meeting

last night Governor Ted Maravelias's proposal to hold a

voluntary Pledge of Allegiance was passed by a

unanimous vote.

This motion, which caused such heated debate at last

week's meeting, was peacefully accepted by the Board last

"Governor Guy Glodis. who presented the motion to the

Board for Maravelias. asked the proposal be voted on with

as little debate as possible.

"I think there was enough debate on this motion last

week, now it is time to vote," said Glodis.

Following this vote Glodis presented a new motion to

the Board that concerned the Collegian s office space. This

motion states the Collegians right to use Campus Center

113 be terminated as of January 1. 1991

I filed this motion because the Collegian is a left wing

paper that serves special interest groups instead of

mainstream students. They have neglected the needs of

the general student body." said Glodis

Several Board members objected to the proposal and

Vice Chairman Ed Corrigan asked that it not be con

sidered. The proposal could not be thrown out without a

vote, which did not pass, therefore it will be discussed at

the next meeting.

In other BOG events:
r.»„.„»«-.

• Corrigan was elected as acting chairperson of the spact

committee and Chairperson Sue Gordon was elected M
acting chairperson of the Building Operations Comm.t^

tee. Full time employees for these positions will be hired

in the near future

C-IVv
Bundt

Edging

**********
Women's Issues Editor Needed

—Writing experience preferred

—Applications accepted until 11-21-90

Ask for the Managing Editor

113 Campus Center

**********
Associate News Editor Needed

—News writingexperience preferred

—Applications accepted until 11-21-90

Ask for the News Editor

113 Campus Center

The Collegian is a M/F EOE
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EDITORIAL/OPINION
iwise noted

Notes from the Campus Center Basement
University of Massachusetts English Professor John

Edgar Wideman's essay/interview with basketball star

Michael Jordan in this month's Esquire is brilliant (a

Collegian perk: you can grade your professors).

Wideman was a Rhodes Scholar and an all-Ivy

League basketball player at Penn, and is the most

qualified person on the planet to put the Jordan

phenomenon under the microscope.

Jordan is a precise example, Wideman finds, of how

sports can at the same time transcend and reflect

everything that is wrong in our society, including its

racial divisions. Wideman writes: "There's a good

chance lots ofTV viewers who are White will enter the

work force and become dutiful, conspicuous consumers,

maybe even buy themselves some vicarious flight time

by owning stuff [Jordan] endorses. But what future is

in store for those who intend to be the next MJ? Buy

Jordan or be Jordan. Very different messages ..."

Esquire, ironically, reinforced Wideman's point by

putting a picture of Jordan on the cover under the

words "Is he our new DiMaggio?" Joe DiMaggio was

never a hero in the Black community, says Wideman.

Our (twisted) history lesson of the week is provided by

Ed Corrigan, Republican Club member, at Wednes-

day's rally in support of U.S. troops in the Middle East:

"You've got [Franklin Roosevelt] back there in the

Sam Silverstein

band wears red and black. Etc., etc.

School spirit, and our lack of it, is not just fun and

games. For two years the State Legislature, 10 percent

of which is UMass-Amherst graduates, has kicked this

school each time the economy has provided the excuse

Were this a rah-rah school (and were there more UMass

grads in the State House, but that's geography more

than anything else) UMass would not be the first to

suffer in tough times.

1930s saying he'd do anything to prevent war, and

what happened? World War Three!, urn, Two!"
* * •

• • •

• • •

If you dropped into the University Bookstore from

Mars or anyplace else, would you be able to tell what

UMass" school colors are? Actually, if you have been

going to UMass for three years and have been writing

about UMass sports for two years, would you know

what our school colors are?

A quick check of the football media guide reveals that

our official school colors are maroon and white. The

basketball team wears maroon and gold in practice

The women's soccer team wears red. The marching

The graduate administrative offices are moving from

the Lederle tower to Goodell starting this week. Since

March, Goodell has been getting a facelift, and I was

all ready to be mad at whoever made the decision to

cover the black and white marbled lobby floor with

grey carpet until I found out it's actually asbestos-vinyl

tile. Man, all this time I've been talking up Goodell

as an example of a nice, old building on this campus,

and the floor is asbestos'' Congratulations to UMass'

April Kater for winning the Hermann Trophy, award-

ed to the best collegiate soccer player in the country

Sam Silverstein is a Collegian staff member

Put down your D.C. food DAILY
. . . and stop to clear your mind and im-

agine for five minutes.

Imagine overwhelming anger, frustra-

tion, sorrow, pain, loss and regret flooding

your body as you receive the phone call that

told you that your best friend is dead and

his funeral is in two weeks.

The thing is that he was raped of his life.

It was taken from him for a senseless cause.

It was not taken because he saved a drown-

ing swimmer, or because he pushed an old

lady out of the way of a moving truck.

It was taken for someone else's problem,

something that he knew nothing about but

the other person forced him to fight his

war.

Yes, you got it, another person writing

to the Collegian, bitching about one of the

great problems of the world. I never

thought that I would join the ranks. But

I'm pissed off about the misconceptions peo-

ple have in their minds about the Persian

Peter Capraro

Gulf situation. Wait ... it is not a situa_

t,on it is a shame The Persian Gulf

shame.
I won't talk in fancy political or

economical terms because that is exactly

what got us into this shame. I read two ar

tides in the Globe today, one from a

soldier's and another from a parent of a

-oldier's point of view.

The soldier expressed feelings of utter

loneliness as if the people he loved had

given up or forgotten about him. Imagine

being in a foreign land for 60 days with

nothing to do and feeling that your home

country doesn't even know you're there.

The article by the parents expressed feel

ings of disbelief and deja-vu. They recall

ed the pain and anger they felt when they

saw their loved ones being sent home in

pieces from Vietnam. But this time it could

be their son.

What has happened? Have we forgotten

the pain? Have we forgotten the regret?

Who are we fighting for, George Bush and

Exxon? Would you want your brother dead

in the name of George Bush or Exxon Are

they important enough to sacrifice lives

over?

If they feel that it is important enough,

why don't they send their sons and

brothers, or better yet themselves, to the

front lines to see what happens when all

of their economics and politics go askew

and bite them in the ass?

Maybe Hollywood glorified war and the

death and pain that goes along with it. But

it's not a movie It is real - people that you

love will die and people you don't love will

die, but it doesn't matter if you love them,

because someone else does, and that is

what matters.

This is real.

Please help vourself and your friends, do

something. Write a letter to George Bush

or your state representative.

Don't put it off as your neighbor's respon

sibility because he won't do it, it is your

responsibility. Sacrifice five minutes of

Nintendo or General Hospital to help

yourself or your neighbor.

Don't wait until you see your friend's

funeral to get pissed off Apathy will only

cause you great pain and regret in the long

run.

Peter Capraro is a UMass student
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Nuclear arms and conflict
Regional crises such as Kuwait are

nothing new There have been crises and

conflicts over land since the beginning of

recorded history. More recently, there have

been conflicts such as the Cuban Missile

Crisis or the ongoing saga in Nicaragua.

Some factors change and the conflicts

may be directed more over oil. ideology and

trategic placement of missiles. But the fact

is our world as a whole does not operate in

ways to eliminate conflict

The delicate network of economic in

terdependencies makes conflict likely. We

A week to extend global outlook
James Rowell

Today, I write not to discuss the student

senate or issues of student rights at UMass

but a topic of more global consequence.

This week has been National Geography

Awareness Week.

"So what?" you ask. "Why is the student

government president writing about

something so ... urn sixth grade ish?

Well, it just so happens that geography is

my major.

National Geography Awareness Week,

Nov. 11 17. was created by Congress in

1987 to focus national attention on

geographical illiteracy in the United States

and to look at the strategies being offered

to combat it - to involve schools campuses

and communities in events exhibiting the

importance of studying geography and to

advance the place of geography in the

curriculum.

Typically, when I tell a fellow student or

co worker that I am a geography major,

s/he asks me with a snicker, "So, have you

taken U.S. Capitals 101 yet?" or tests my

knowledge of geographical "trivia. I am,

therefore, dedicating this letter to those

who find geography to be so trivia .

The study of geography is very relevant

these days. Today, the study of global war

ming is quite a hot topic. Is this a regional,

hemispheric or global phenomenon? Ob

viously, the research done on climatic

change is very important to all of our

futures but this topic is only one small part

of physical geography.

On another end of the scale is the study

ofThird World development. Here, human

geographers look at the history, issues,

strategies and specific problems of develop

ment in the Third World.

On a more technical side of geography is

cartography, the art of map making. Plan

ning and resource management (relating

to water resources, deforestation, natural

and man made hazards) are other areas of

study within the spectrum of geography.

Oh, and of course, for all business men

and women there is economic geography^

This area of study looks at the costs and

benefits of locating industry in a particular

region or country, specifically its social and

economic impacts

Certainly, as the world becomes more in

terdependent, the study of geography

becomes more important. So. if any of these

topics interest you and you need a major,

minor, a Gen. Ed. or just an elective, check

out the geography department. It's a small

department with a global outlook!

Natasha Diephuis

SGA President

receive oil from the Mideast, Japan

receives oil from the Mideast, we buy

countless products from Japan and export

our products and factories to nations where

we can make a profit.

We now have global market situations

and soon we may have global nuclear situa

tions. Nations like India and Israel are now

in possession (or are believed to be) of

nuclear weapons. Nations such as Libya,

Iran or Iraq may be in possession of nuclear

weapons in the next couple of decades. The

superpowers will not possess a monopoly

forever.

But because regional conflicts will most

likely not disappear in the next couple of

decades, there arises a new and frighten

ing situation which we in the United States

have not yet faced: dealing with Third

World nations in possession of nuclear

arsenals.

Imagine, after gaining control ofKim
Saddam Hussein had dramatically an

nounced to the world that he was in the

possession of not one but several nuclear

weapons targetable on major cit

throughout the globe. The negotiation

dealing with Iraq would be even mor< p

longed and agonizing than they are now

For this reason, I further the belief that

(he time is coming when we will hav.

act more as a global community, and this

means an alive and functional United Na-

tions and not an empty figurehead of an

organization

In handling the crisis with firm but

delicate care today, we are establishing

vital precedents for tomorrow. It would be

nice to pretend that we could play isola

tionist. but we are not isolated from the

world nor they from us. The proliferation

of economic markets has ensured this. Im-

balances will develop and conflicts will

arise.

Similarly, it would be nice to imagine

that these conflicts are resolvable in a com

munity without nuclear weaponry, but this

is not practical thinking. Sadly,

humankind's taste for armaments over our

long history' only indicates the further pro-

liferation of nuclear weapons.

Thankfully, the current easing in East-

West tensions may lead to a future climate

where the resolution of Third World con

flicts is more readily achievable, even in

the light of nuclear proliferation.

But then, we must say that the world lies

in the palm of the Soviet Union and the

United States.

James Rowell is a UMass student

The Editorial page welcomes letters and columns from you, our readers, and

would greatly appreciate them sent now! Write about student government, state

national and international politics, anything - except your cat and its hygienic

'"send all submissions do A.H Santiago, Collegian (hTices, 1 13 Campus Center,

UMass Amherst 01003.
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U.N. envoy to

visit Israel
UNITED NATIONS (AP) - The Security Council and

Israel have agreed that a U.N. envoy will visit Israel to

discuss ways of protecting Palestinians, the U.S. am-

bassador says, in an apparent end to a bitter standoff.

Israel's refusal to allow a U.N. visit after police killed

at least 17 Palestinians during last month's Temple

Mount riot had threatened Arab-US. unity in the Per

sian Gulf crisis.

U.S. Ambassador Thomas R. Pickering said Wednesday

after meeting with the 15 council members that "I

detected a very strong note of interest in the council in

the mission going ahead, so I assume it will go ahead."

Israel's international isolation has increased since it

refused to cooperate with a Security Council request to

end IN investigators to check on the Oct. 8 slayings

at Temple Mount in Jerusalem's walled old city

The United States joined the other 14 council members

in voting unanimously Oct. 12 to condemn Israeli securi-

ty forces for firing on Palestinian demonstrators and again

a week later to criticize Israel for refusing to receive the

U.N. mission.

FRIDAY. NOVEMBER 16, 1990 FRIDAY. NOVEMBER 16. 1990
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fund-raisers

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 3

for women on campus," she said.

She also said given customers' response last year, she

is confident that this fund raiser will meet, if not ex-

ceed, last year's total. "People lined up outside at 9 a.m.

vear [the salon opened at 10 a.m.)," Alves said. This

year's Cut-a-Thon will run from 11 a.m. to 5 p.m.

Carol Wallace, director of the Everywoman's Center,

said she has been pleased by the efforts of the two

businesses, as well as the rest of the community. "In

general." she said, "the response from the community

has been wonderful."

In addition to the support the Center is receiving

through these fund-raisers. Wallace said. Collective

es donated $500 worth of copies to the center and

Delta Chi fraternity and Iota Gamma Upsilon soron

tv have been raising money through raffles.

She added contributions from alumni and the other

four colleges may also be sought

Wallace also said the community assistance has im

proved the Center's morale, and additional funding

could even reverse some of the damage from the budget

cuts, including the elimination of the Counseling

Program.

A I' photo

NOT EXACTLY "WAY COOL," DUDE - Consumer advocate and lawyer Edward Swartz

at a news conference in Boston. Swartz said the ' Bart iimspon Hang Around'

cause entanglement injury.
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SKI THS WINTER...
and GET CREDIT FOR IT!!

At Mt. Tom Ski Area
Pre-register for G61 or G62

Course runs for 4 weeks starting

in February. Offered Wed, Thurs,
Fri or Sat

Fee includes Round-trip
transportation from Boyden Gym
For further information stop by the

General Physical Education Office

Boyden 248
or call

Mt. Tom Ski Area
536-051

1)1 \ I SI OS Oh

Over 100
courses!

Almost half

meet gen. ed.

requirements.

University of

Massachusetts

at Amherst

Winter
Session

•Th far TOSHIBA

1 1000 SE

T1000 XE

T1200 XE

T1600

TOGO SX

All Bahmy Powinrd Upiops

NQ^N_SIQCKl

LOWEST PRICES EVER

WITH

EDUCATIONAL DISCOUNTS!

Cill ••••» yoir EDUCATIONAL DISCOUNT tediyl

••*<r^ DSU, In<\

Mail Registration "November 10-Decembei 12

All mail registrations must be sent via U.S mail

and tx> postmarked noeartier than November 10,

(Do not use campys mail.)

Walk-in Registration-

November 26-Januarv 7

Room 615 doodell Building

Registrations are processed in theorderin win* h

they are received, so register early!

Classes start January :t, 1991 .

For more information, contact the Division

of Continuing Education, doodell liuildiim,

or call 545-241 t.

inoo jwvOoj/

ARTS 8cLIVING
Tony Williams brings tight band to the Horse

" __ . . ... — A A,,- \7Cr»P Williamc r«wm-Hf»H A few IT)

By BILL ROSENBLATT
Collegian staff

The Tony Williams Quintet is coming to the Iron Horse

in Northampton on Sunday night This hand, composed

dt the master drummer and four young sidemen. is one

of the tightest around: give or take a bassist, they have

been working together lor several years

Regular readers may have noticed that one of my pro

hlems with J0JB today is that the industry is too quick to

lump on yotlBg prodigies and offer them leader status

irding contract! when they should still he apprentic-

ing Under matter on the handstand Similarly, the in

dustry is tOO quick to ignore those "middle gad*' musi-

ciane who have developed distinctive voices on their in-

struments hut who are not old enough for so called "liv-

ing legend" statue

loin Williams and his hand are happy exceptions to this

rule Williams himself started out as a child prodigy. .
play

ing with alto s.ivophonist .Jackie McLean at the tender

Age of 17 If he wan IT toady, he would be given a

lucrative contract with CBS of Blue Note, his OgO would

i inflate, and he'd be burned out before he had the

chance to And his own Wiee Instead, he played with

Ml 1 MUI (at i couple af years and then want on to join

Miles Rims historic mid 60s band, which also included

Free quality jazz

Herbie Hancock and Wayne Shorter.

In the late 60s, after roughly five years of invaluable

apprenticeship under the masters, Williams formed his

own group. Davis and others were going in the direction

of fusing rock with jazz, and Williams went at it with a

LicnjOTflcr The group Lifetime, which included guitarist

John McLaughlin and organist Khalid Yasin i Larry

Young i, played music that could be described as Harlem

VALLEY JAZZ

organ-trio soul cross-bred with acid rock a la Hendrix or

Pink Floyd. Lifetime cut two albums, unfortunately bad-

ly produced, and set a standard of raw energy- for fusion

that was subsequently never duplicated by others

Williams remained in the jazz-rock world throughout

much of the 70s Then he joined Herbie Hancock, his

former Miles Davis bandmate, in the VSOP Quintet

VSOP consisted of the members of Davis" mid-60s band,

minus Miles, plus Freddie Hubbard on trumpet All five

had played fusion for the past several years; all were now

returning to acoustic jazz. The resulting album. Hancock s

\'S( )/'. « .is a landmark that sowed the seeds for the cur-

rent neo-traditionalist movement.

After VSOP, Williams recorded a few more neo-

traditionalist albums with some of the same musicians

plus trumpeter Wynton Marsalis. Then, in the mid-80s,

he formed the band that is essentially the one that will

be at the Iron Horse on Sunday: tenor saxophonist Billy

Pierce, trumpeter Wallace Roney, pianist Mulgrew Miller

and bassist Ira Coleman. These are four talented young

musicians who all have albums out under their own

names, vet they are learning the fine art of playing in a

band under Williams. The quintet has cut four albums

together. which in today's market is absolutely amazing

Williams has managed to avoid the fate of many ol

day's "middle-aged" (older than Wynton, younger than

Dizzy or Max) jazz musicians who have been squeezed out

of the market even though they have worthwhile th

to say. He has molded lessons learned from Elvin J'

and Art Blakey into one of the most exciting and unique

drumming styles in jazz history

His quintet's music, mostly written by him, is essential-

ly a vibrant updating of the music he played in the

with Miles. Although it has definite traditional elem*

it does not wear its obeisance to tradition on its sleeve

it is a superb example of how the jazz tradition can be ex-

panded, rather than just imitated.

Tony Williams will be appearing at the Iron Hors*

Sunday V : » ; 7 p.m. and 10 p m.

By JAMES MOLB8WORTH
Collegian Correspondent

The Joz; Lab and the Jazz Entemble I

The Hatch
Wednesdax V>\

. 14

yen then

who tting into jazz.

Want to hear quality jazz in a big band

for free"
1 Then check out the Jazz

Lab and the Jazz Ensemble I of the

.dent oriented jazz group* here at the

The Jas Lab consist* of primar

undergraduate music students and is con

ducted by graduate student. Herman
Lebeaux. With five saxes ompets. a

Da. three trombones and a rhythm sec-

tion of piano, baas, drums and two guitars,

- Jazz Lab's performance last Wednes-

day night at the Hatch was a first time

public gig for several of the students. Were

they nervous? Maybe Did they impress?

Definitely.

Opening with Ernie Wilkin's "We and

Us." we were introduced to Mike Weber

and Andy Berger on tenors, who gave

structurally sound solos but seemed a lit

tie timid at first, as did the group as a

whole The drumming of Brian Daniels in

"We and Us" as well as the second piece.

Lennie Neihaus* itergeist and

Moonbeams" was solid. Good solos with

sharp puncutuations and downbeats, but a

little cagey with the rhythm work

Then we came to a classic piece — Thad

.Jones' "Big Dipper," and the group started

putting out the energy that not only is

needed for a tune like this, but the kind of

energy that really shows. A smooth sax in

tro led into some power bass playing and

really clear trumpet sounds. Of note was

Andy Diviva's playful use of his mute as

he took it on and off and seemed to be hav

ing a really good time with it

A pure guitar solo preceded another An
dy Berger tenor solo which saw him go

down and get some really deep and rich

tones, definitely his best solo of the even

ing as the group as a whole seemed to get

better as the night went on

We also heard Louis Bel 1son s The Un
titled V\ which was done rather

straightforward and the the Lab closed with

Bud Un Poco Loco."

Rambunctious trumpet work, including

a spicy, almost salsa-like solo from C J

Umtbardo and a real solid, face-puffing solo

Stanislavski pushes limits

REVIEW

from Knsty Bem on sax were some of the

highlights of the evening

Overall the Jazz Lab get the perennial

"thumbs up ." Real straight and honest

play from some kids who have got some

real talent. It was professional and well put

together Perfect for a Wednesday night,

when when all this week I've been think-

ing about Tony Williams at the Iron Horse.

Keep it up kids, and everyone else out there

should start keeping an eye out for their

future gigs.

After the Jazz Lab came the Jazz Ensem-

ble I led by Jeff Holmes. Consisting of a mix

of graduate and undergraduate music

majors, some who have been instructed by

Jeff Holmes in class as well, the Jazz

Ensemble I continued the evening's buffet

of quality work
Unfortunately, I had to leave early and

only heard part of the first set Another

Thad Jones piece, "Don't Get Sassy,"

started i off as Herman Lebeaux sat in on

o» r - and really flowed nicely. Of special

note was the baritone sax of Rich Hersh

who pulled out a sonud that sounded -

CONTINUED ON PAGE K>

By THOMAS SCULLY
Collegian Correspondent

The Shttoting of Stanislaiski

Hampshire College
Wednesday. Nov. 14

The Russian pioneer of naturalism.

Konstantm Stanis! s one of the

giants of the theatrical world, who made
his mark at the beginning of this cen

tun with such unparalleled successes as

The Seagull by Anton Chekov The
more modern New York acting teacher

Lee Strasberg brought the controversial

thod" to America, training such

famous actors as Marilyn Monroe, Al

Pacino, James Dean and Paul Newman
The Theatre Guild class under the direc-

tion of Sabrina Hamilton has ex-

haustively investigated a very in

terestmg debate in theatre, which no

one knows about, between these two

men, both dead.

Let's be frank. «Or. according to the

school of method acting, let us actually

be Frank. > The critic and the cast may
be the only people who understand this

play The audience enters across stage

and the actors are the ones who are

already there, in what looks like a Rus
sian rehearsal for Anton Checkov's

masterpiece. The Seagull. Suddenly an
American video crew from the 1980s

bursts in and begins shooting a

documentary of the theatre company —
thus the "shooting" of Stanislavski, but

also the skewing" of him as well. The
American crew from the present

gradually takes over the Russian com
pany (as American Lee Strasberg took

over Stanislavski's theories and, some
say, perverted them by taking them to

far and causing his actors to suffer ner

vous breakdowns).

At one moment in the first act

audience, are watching the American

camera crew shooting the Russian

theatre company which is putting on a

performance of The Seagull, in which

there is a character who is also pur

on a play — or to put it more clearly

the play within the play within the play

that's m a video documentary that v.

watching. There is no central character,

no plot, and no conclusion, just a st•

of alternately funny or informa-

events which either satirize or evoke

controversy, but give you virtually

nothing to go home on.

There are some 34 actors in the pro-

duction, of which at least half are on the

stage at any one time, usually watching

each other At times the stage becomes

very' husy and you're not sure who

you're supposed to watch This can be

engaging, as in Barnum and Bailey, or

boring and distracting, as if we had

walked through the wrong door into the

dressing room, and we're not supposed

to watch anyone yet

The cast remains in character before

the show and during intermission; the

box office clerk had such a convincing

accent when I bought the ticket that I

thought she was a foreigner, though the

fake Russian accents are also a serious

obstacle for the first half hour. The play-

is an ensemble piece and there is a

strong, though not always well or

chestrated ensemble spirit, however ac-

ting becomes tricky in a play about ac

ting. One is often uncertain whether ac

tors are satirizing some aspect of being

an actor, or just trying to act and not

succeeding.

In this montage the minor bits tend

to be the most exciting: Josh Goldberg

was the clowing sound-effects man
CONTINUED ON PAGE K3
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'Midway 10': Exhibit is diverse, imaginative, appealing
•^

. L- * ji j .u- „.«;,. ^m intaabn niwps desk top attached to the top I couldn t find the relation

By JENNIFER SAARINEN
Collegian Correspondent

"Midway 10" features a variety of works from 10

Masters of Fine Arts students, midway through comple

tion of their degree. From paintings to sculptures, char

coal drawings, an installation, and a video, this exhibit

has it all. It is this diversity of media and styles which

gives it strength and appeal.

The first thing which struck me when I walked into the

Student Union Gallery was Ed Grant's "Thief in the Tern

pie: Annunciation." This large red and black painted

wooden temple is inserted with black and white photos

of praying hands and a women's tortured face. It stands

out as a powerful work as it questions Catholicism.

Also by Grant is a work simply entitled "Font." This

consists of a metal container full of oil and a string which

hangs from a contraption above and touches the oil as it

reflects with a mirror like quality. According to Grant,

the work resembles a baptismal from the catholic church

and the string represents "the connection between us and

God."
, ,

( nntrasting the strong symbolic nature of Grant s work

are the simple but elegant female nude charcoal draw

ings by Anne beidler, and the rustic, warm intaglio pieces

by Lucina Roark, which give the impression of looking

into a whirlwind of yellows and greens.

Chris Dobbs's, "Preserves-Self Portrait" consists of 21

Ball jars, each containing a photograph of a loved one.

except the last jar, which is empty. One only has to guess

to grasp the meaning of this.

REVIEW

In the center of the gallery were sculptures by John

Taylor and Kathleen Gilrain. Taylor took everyday

materials such as wood, brick, and plastic and attempted

to organize them in an eye-catching manner. My atten

tion was drawn to Gilrain's "Horse Egg," however, which

is comprised of a huge metal orb painted white and brown

and looks very much like a cow lying down.

Ron Kim's "I Am Sorry If My Dreams Made You Dizzy

vs. Ex-Angel Hears God's Silly Chuckle," is composed of

four small oil paintings and a platform which juts out from

the wall with what looks like a wooden grammar school

desk top attached to the top. I couldn't find the relation

ship between the different elements and in my opinion,

the title is more interesting than the work itself.

For a change of pace, Karen Sullivan's video. "Apron

Strings" is a pleasing view of how three generations of

women create potato salad and the similarities between

their methods. The editing is well done and each scene

flows on to the next with perfect timing.

Perhaps the most imaginative feat of them all is the in

stallation entitled "156 Re-shelled Eggs" by Andrew Nor

ton. Norton completed the work in only a few hours before

the reception. He broke 156 eggs and dropped each one

in a zip-lock bag which he tacked up on the wall in a ver

tical column. It now stands eight feet tall and the yokes

form interesting patterns as they seem to flow down the

wall.

In relation to his brand of "new shell," Norton remark

ed, "I used Stop and Shop zip-locks. I highly recommend

them."
I highly recommend taking a few moments and check

ing out "Midway 10" to catch a glimpse of what these very

imaginative and diverse students are doing.

"Midway 10" will be at the Student Union Gallery

through November 28.



MUNCHY STORE COUPON
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ACUPUNCTURE & HERBS
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* Family treatment

Amherst Fields

appointment ; 56-0306

HAVE YOU SEEN
THIS JUICE LABEL?

IF SO, THEN ASK
FOR IT IN THE

UNIVERSITY STORE
Tea with Company
values your opinion

THE FAR SIDE
By GARY LARSON

BONES IN THE BARREL
By J. GELLER & M. ROSENZWEIG

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Edited By TRUDE MICHEL JAFFE

THE LUCK OF THE IRISH

Distinguished Faculty

Lecture Series
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Department of Musk aad Dance

"African American Gospel Musk
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19451990'

Campus Center Andltorium
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Reception Immediately Following

Sponsored by contributions from alumni
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How to

Make Money at Home Using Your

Personal Computer

STAY AT HOME AND MAKE THOUSANDS OF

EXTRA DOLLARS

Todays Number 1 home business money-maker

Call NOW To Hear Our Amazing 3 Minute Recording
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NOW ENDS Nov 22-ONLY AREA SHOWING

Curtain Pally 7:30

Hair By Harlow
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"I deem T.E. Lawrence one of tha greatest beings

|
.live in our time. I do not saa his like elsewhere. His

name will live In English letters; it will «ve In tha annals

ol war; It will live In the legends ot Arabia."

-Winston Churchill
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General Seating All Shows-SS.OO
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239 Triangle St., Amherst
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Buy a LARGE
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Expires 11/10
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Special offer ends, Nov.29th
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And so it went, night after night, year after year.

In fact, the Hansens had been in a living hell

ever since that fateful day the neighbors

"For Sale" sign had come down and a

family of howler monkeys had moved In.

CALVIN AND HOBBES

ACROSS
1 Long lor

5 Emulated Niobe

9 Woeful word

13 be — . end

bay the

Shak
14 Skin features

15 Ripped

16 Michael Gilbert

mystery

19 Sizzle

20 Gallery displays

21 Fabulist

22 Gentle

23 Certain folding

money
25 Watch activator

28 Ankara natives

29 Type of exam
30 Lamp resident

31 When I was
a —

"

34 Dorothy s

decision

There s

5 — You Like to

Take a Walk?

6 Goes astray

7 Write

6 Literary

monogram
9 Georgia city

10 Free

1

1

Knight wear

12 Oozes
14 • _ My Way
17 Wed
18 Rebs foe

22 Mark for

omission

23 Former Bart>ary

state

24 Actor Estrada

25 The — of

Katie Elder

Wayne Mm
26 Malayan boat

27 Absorbed

28 Spins me beans

30 toy

31 Pinto s gait

32 Bible book

33 Studies

35 City on me
Hudson

36 Type of muffin

37 Cause pam
41 Eobs
42 Primordial goo

43 Kind of bag
44 FMCh

heavily al

anchor

45 Odor

47 Fellow to a B'ii

49 Cicatrix

50 inlet

51 Portent

52 Look after

54 WW II cloak

and-dagger
outfit

55 Numero —
56 m what way

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE:

—isi wiOiFi

nnn nnran

on nnntin nn
nan

SB»¥!-o*5*hTrii Mft
nrann nun

,«WD HENCE TVAE

X

S<

A-
\> .v .\

38 Presided

39 Is indolent

40 Second
fairy-tale word

41 Shelters of a

type

42 Accent

44 Boater

adornment

47 Sop up
48 Believer Suffix

49 Narrow openmg
50 Fotdmg bed

53 Piea to Bill

Baifay

57 Captain Hook s

toady

58 Move smuously

59 Baxer s need

60 Inventor of ma
diving be*

61 Aching

62 — one s way
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By BILL WATTERSON
1 Mem s meaning

2 Repute
3POI0 mount
4 Prod
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VC WEEP TV€

PAP\ER AACMt ?

OU GR£iVT\' JUST CHEAT'

KX MA. I 9ulU€r TO MAKE

A ROADRUNNER. NUWOT"
tot p/

MM8E. **) SHOULD*

TWO/aUT Of THAT

BtFORfc 7 00 AT

TO MA<£ ONt SaMtj

OTUtRWM.

BwMW.^

**"S

THfe IS YWt SCHOOL PROJKT,

CAV.MIN. M DOTME W0R<.
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LUNCH

Tuna noodle casserole

Reuben sandwich on rye

DINNER

Mandarin chicken

Barbequed spareribs

DOONESBURY

_ HELP V0UR-

VUMMY'VlXl jHOffrVU
M.RtUX*S\ uttlOUR _
SCMUMP7WUS XwBwaf&W i

J0PAYPP'

By GARRY TRUDEAU

BASICS LUNCH BASICS DINNER

Tuna noodle casserole

Spanish lentils

Mandarin chicken

n Cheddar florentine

00lew BeAKMt.
nhatisthg, mAZTES
kfATSOUP' UKtSOMe
g&lANT* SORTOF

Ao",

// /#>

YOUR DAILY HOROSCOPE
By JEANE DDCON

PRICE
By PRICE VAN RAY

TANGELOPIE
By TIM SNUTEN

AMIS March 2VAprl W) Good

oeas coma up f\ ccauoi convarso-

tion Keep your aya* ond eon opao

for nav* sources of flnoncoi txick

wa A aeotrve hoooy couW leoa to

a second career Romance surt»

TAUtUt (Apr! 20-May 20) n*ce

rewards come your way from o»

ttoal sources A promotion or rose

may be teatured vou decide to at-

tend a special lecture or concert

influential people are *ety to grant

favors now

OfMINI (May 2VJune 20) vour

tact w« help create a better work

atmosphere Accept an oWer per-

10ns otter of assistance An unex-

pected renuton with a friend could

move your evertng most enpyobte

CAMCft (June 21 July 22) Oevise

a daly routine and sflck to it Com-

plete a major job before movng on

to less important tasks Firm up an

sorter offer Invest some money in

order to improve a retattonship

HO (July 23-Aug, 22) New fmorv

ctal gains can be mode if you strike

whie the iron is hot Be bold those

m authority are Impressed by proc

ttcal solutions Dress etegantry if at-

tending a special event this

evening

VltOO (Aug 23-Sept22) A

telephone coJ could be a catalyst

FWih up a big project as soon as

posstole Overseas contacts are

more Important than ever Your

romantic partner proves reliable

KSept 2^0ct 22)E*cmng

charges on the work scene aiow

you to showcase your ongrwity

Teamwork a favored Try to avoid

ouyng things on repulse Surprise

your roman'ic partner with on

evening on ihe town

SCOtMO Oct 23-Nov 21) Corv

centration wf not come easy to-

day Plan to isolate yourself it work

ing with financial figures A

photograph w* trigger a flood of

memories Phone old friends

SAOmAttUS fNov 22-Oec 2T)

Keep your emotions under tight

control when at work today A

trusted friend wf conflde sometnmg

that could help you m the near

future Postpone signing controcts

or agreements

CAMHCOtN (Dec 22-Jon 19)

Do not attempt to fool others today

or you could lose out on something

special An unusually exciting

career opportunity wf present Ifsef

Be more drect in your relationships

AOUAMUS (Jon 20-Feb W) An

authority figure plays a major role

m your career or financial decisions

Use extra caution in legal affairs A

gifted child enters your life

Romance is thrOng but may not

last

PISCES (Feb 19-March 20) So-

meone from your past comes bock

mto your He If nervous energy is a

problem participating in octtve

sports wf. help you relax Be open-

minded about new technology

I.sWh,*> no!it
,
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jazz at the hatch

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 7

dare I say - a little like Coleman

Hawkins (I know Bean didn't play

baritone but this guy Hersh was good!).

We also heard "That Old Black

Magic" which featured trombonist John

Farnsworth who couldn't match the

strength of the rest of the horns who

were giving some really hip, spiraling

backup. Included in the horn work was

some really ripping trumpet play from

the whole section. On Roland Kirk's

"Serenade to a Cuckoo" kudos go out to

the rhythm section who had been ex-

cellent up until now as well. Real strong

bass play and crisp, firm drumming are

what made "Cuckoo" really fly-

I can only assume that the rest of the

evening went as well, if not better and

I really wish I could've stayed. I

wouldn't have minded leaving so much

if there had been a better crowd, but

maybe I can understand what people are

thinking: "How good can free jazz at the

Hatch be?" The answer is damn good.

Blow off your studying, skip watching

Thirtysomething, and catch these gigs

when they come around (which is once

a semester, 1 believe) because it is more

than worth it.

Stanislavski
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 7

Josef; the mild mannered actor Gustavo

Garcia and the poignant Rachel Sledd

round out the obstinately Russian cast;

Jess Hill and Jake Perrine made m-

character video cool guys manhandling

their interviewees; Jennifer Haag gives us

the most hilarious and finely crafted scene

of the evening as the ultimate neurotic ac-

tress/dancer Isadora Duncan, who

remembers Stanislavski in her interview

as "a potted plant;" Barry Weil puts in a

well-characterized and passionate

Strasberg, along with his lovely playmate

and model actress Jessica Kane; and finally

Mai Nichols has found his best part yet as

the God-like Stanislavski who ironically

has no lines in a play about himself.

There's some character in The Seagull,

the play within the play, named

"Trigorion" who never shows up for some

reason, and the lackey scriptwriter from

the American crew is substituted.

With script in hand he begins to deliver

lines woodenly ("I haven't acted since col-

lege") but soon he gets into the character,

drops the script, and begins to sympathize

with the situation, to realize that his life

is like that of the character's who lived a

hundred years ago. I tried to find the

significance in this and many other pro

vocative moments, but my final is that

there isn't any, or the meaning is too dif-

fuse for synthesis. The play was fundamen-

tally written about actors, by actors, and

for actors, and no matter how interesting

it may be for someone on the inside, it is

never quite entertainment, and little bet

ter than boring for the uninitiated people

on the outside.

Milli Vanilli

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

record was out. there were some people who raised

some questions."

The questions were never really answered as the

Yanillis won a 1989 Grammy for Best New Artist. Rob

Pilatus and Fab Morvan became international stars,

I ip syncing their way through television and concert

appearances.

Girl. You Know It's True," and "Blame It On the

Ram." were huge hit singles for the band. At the MTV
Awards, the boys boasted they were better than Elvis

<ob Dylan.

Farian - who has a new album with a new group

coming out in January - «»d ne was forced to «° Public

with the revelation when the guys told him they

>ted to sing on the follow-up to "Girl, You Know

It'<- True
"

I said. No. 1 don't go for that ' Sure, they have a

voice, but that's not what I want to use on my records.*

said Farian, describing the encounter earlier this

month.
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The break-dancing duo Milli Vanilli with Rob Pilatus, left, and Fab Norvam, never actually sang

^nthetdeLt album that sold seven million copies, according to a statement releasedJednesday

£v their producer Frank Farian. The duo, shown in this file photo after receiving their Grammy

K3eb , 1990. were lip-Syncing their way through television and concert appearances.

CHUCKYS BACK'
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Student Faculty Far*

Taxes not included Restnc

lions apply Fares subject to

change One Mays available

Work/Study abroad programs
International student and
teacher *0

EURAIL PASSES ISSUED ON
THE SPOT'

Free student travel catalogue

Council Tr

CUT-A-THON BENEFIT
for

EVERYWOMEN'S CENTER
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HAIR EAST 11-5:00
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Wall Otnay't

Rescuers Down Under
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Moving
Off-Campus?

Check out

CLIFFSIDE
APARTMENTS

Affordable, Quiet &
Convenient

1 & 2 Bedrooms
from $400/month

ALL UTILITIES
INCLUDED

5 miles to UMASS
On Sunderland Bus

Route

Pool, Tennis & More

Furnished Apartments

also available

Ask about our free rent

special-

248 Amherst' Rd(Rt 116)

Sunderland 665-3958

T 103 N. Pleasant St., Amherst

All proceeds go to EVERYWOMEN'S CENTER

To help restore the counseling services

Women's Shoes, Clothing

& Accessories

Z.innn

187 North Pleasant Street

Amherst

413.253.2S63

Dear Folks,

If "Santa" is wondering what to bring me,

here are some suggestions. . .

1

.

New ski equipment

2. New car

3. HP DeskJet 500/DeskWriter printer

4. Week at Vale

5. New CD player

6. New HP Calculator

7. VCR (so I won't miss the Simpsons. . .)

You can't always get

what you want. . .

but sometimes you get

what you need." -*.**-

HP DeakJet 500 Printar

* Sharp 300-dpi resolution

* Wide variety of built-in fonts

* Three-year warranty
' Quiet, desktop operation

NOW ONLY $470

[VI
HEWLETT
PACKARD

HP DeskWriter Printer

* Designed for the Macintosh
* 300 dpi resolution
* Variety of scalable internal fonts

* FREE font collection with purchase (effe. expiree i2/3i/»0)

NOW ONLY $650

AM pricee Ick ceah Of COO; 3% chero* for VISA. MC. AMEX

jeerfieia 665-3742
fUCtPmC Rt 116'

Sunderland, MA
LV ie- IT 1 12 mlU paat Clitf.ide Apt*.

•N»m fngtmodt HP Sf»cm**tt Sine* tMI'
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field hockey season wrap up

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 12

is on Pitt only because they seem to be revamped, if you

will. After starting the season 1-3, they have won four of

their last five, on the other hand or foot, has been in a

serious draught, just plain winless in their last couple at

bats.

$ROCKY$ le Hah comes out today. Will Sly never learn.'

He gets his face kicked in every time. You think someone

would sit the man down and say, "Look Rock, you get your

face kicked in every time, give it up babe." But the show

must go on, the show must go on.

If you are a sports fanatic or just someone who likes to

crack a couple o' brew pups and sit and watch a couple

of games on the tube, then you may understand my pro-

blem. It is with the Boston Bruins.

They have not shown what they can really do yet this

year. The Stanley Cup defeat, which I know had

something to do with the New Kids "Hangin* Tough"

tune, may have hurt them deeper than I thought.

The Bruins are a great team, but they have these let

downs like giving up three goals in less than two minutes

Wednesday night against that team from Connecticut. So-

meone needs to wake up the B's and quick

We lost to Japan in Big League ball this year 4-3-1.

heard the Japanese used their technology though, to emit

this high pitched noise that made it hard for the

Americans to think and it took the guys three games

before they could get used to it

Well, I think I'm done. This column had to be oh so long

and it is. I will talk to y'all later and remember, as it was

said it the movie Major League, Forget the curveball

Ricky, give em' the heater
."

Dave Szpila is a Collegian columnist

Sports Notice
Intramural*: Entries for Holiday Basketball are due Mon-

day Nov 19 A managers' meeting will be held at 6 p.m.

Wednesday Nov 28 m Boyden room 223 This activity

starts Monday Dec 3

For more information call 545-0022

Mountain like Rac»: Saturday the Mountain Bike Club

wrii host a series of races at Tison Farm The Beginner race

will start at 11 a.m.. Novice at noon and Expert at 13Q p f

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 12

Hixon was not ready to start talking about next year's

team. But when she does sit down and assess who and

what she needs to replace, she will be looking to fill the

shoes of captains Lisa Berardinelli and Beth Thornton.

Berardinelli's aggressive style was unmatched by any

of her teammates this year. She was never afraid to bump

shoulders with the opposition, and she frustrated many

players in her four years.

Thornton was the quarterback of the mid-field, and her

presence on and off the field will be sorely missed.

"We had a lot of leadership," Hixon said. "I have no

regrets [about this season] at all.

Scoring was the main problem for this team. Frattasio

led all scorers with 11 goals and five assists. Junior Dawn

Trumbauer chipped in seven goals as did senior Kern

Fagan. However, there was no one player who took on the

scoring load left behind by DeAngelis.

The biggest surprise of this team was the play of

freshman Jen Salisbury (five goals) who's constant hus-

tle and hard work earned her a spot in the starting lineup

midway through the season.

"The team of 1990 had a purpose. If it was to get me

my 200th, then so be it, they put their minds to it and

they did it." ,

What this team was unable to accomplish was neither

win the Atlantic 10 Tournament nor advance to the final

four in the NCAAs.

"I'm disappointed that we didn't make it to the final

four, Hixon said. "But at the same time I wouldn t say

that we underachieved. This team gave it their all. and

that's all any coach can ask for. Without players, coaches

don't get wins."

$2 off
per hour

Mac Rental

P photo I

WINNING BECKER German Boris!

Becker in action, defeated Austria's Thomas!
IMuster 7-5 and 6-4 in the Association of Ten-

1

lnis Professionals Tournament yesterdagj

$2 off per hour on self-service Macintosh' computer

time rental One coupon per customer. Not valid with

any other offer Kxpires 12/31/90-

I n£8S- kinko's
j
mtM<

the copy center
(across from Carriage Shops) I *

' *Closed Saturday midnight until Sunday noon

CLASSIFIEDS
ACTIVITIES

STeuWInweh Sunday "'^ 1 ? »
ai ih» Pub raataurant. Amhar* Camar Saa

you mat*1

PVOC OIL COO» pu»cf»ata hom. haajmg

<* at raduead coat pa» aa»w» COO o>

ratOCHOor can

SKIS' " JM^S V >*- -n#mt«. W.s'

%m» <*1 ctwap' S49-S9SS

MS. Thraa oatm btaart theonoa **»> •«

caaart tundmoa-W) naw 5469430

ALLISON MILL- Sunday Nov 18th Hap-

py 21st Birthday Roomm»ta' You '9 the

illnun Irian* hop* you hava a great day

(starting at midnight)' Can you bahava A

stanadwan'Oovouhavaaaianwr Lova.

MR HYPOTHCTICAL
You had baitar t» at Waal 6 unots You

know ho* parauaarva thoaa takw rapa can

a
Mrs Robmaon

FEMALE NONSMOKER oantad to »h*nj

room 549 0038 tor Dacambar 1

M/F TO SMAHE 2 EDWOO-1 apartmant *
Amharat S290 Can 5afr«23

CLUB C C A

Campus Oniar Audaonum
1 1 1A-90 (Fndayt

9 PM 1 AM
sponaarad by A A S A

Danca
!# you drop1

OJ Dy pariaci mt. prod

AUTO FOP) SALE

UOt 40M Sapd aunrt 60000n> on

2nd angina I '860 Cmt 25*4171

1M4 NISSAN STANZA: &i*
$2300 Can 546-6126

SONY CO with shuffla S130
Toac digital programmabla auks ravama

Ootoy dac« S200
EacaRant condition

Ca« Paul 549-4226

•oraahop Fnoay No*a»noa« tarn 2 » PM
Tobm52iB OuaM apaaaars hgm So* mc

Fat Rwat Sponsors*) by Pai C* Al

1994 TOYOTA CA*jajV. 97000 maas 4

doo7 5 apaad AC AMAM caaaafta na»

mumafi.ras rafcabla. good condition

$3500. Can 546-6821/546-7394. laava

PAGAN 8TUOCNTS IKflNO Sunday

night 11/18 7PM m CC PA« 61i 15

Cunous about tha Pagan rahgions? Come
and ftnd out*

1994 TOYOTA CONOLLA Auto PS PB AC

am/fm Caaaatte 47K S3600 Jantiiaji

549-0974

SONY 04SCMAN SS5 * b cd » »30C

Cmfcyo douWa tapadac* $200

AtAfiLynii $96 Caa 546-6921 (

TIX SOSTON TO ONLANOO
tor Thankagiving

Nov 22-26 Cnaap
Cas Dawn 25*0475

ANDREA TEAGAN o» Tr. Sigma Mappy

21st Birthday' Uptown this waekend" Lova

your Tn-Sigma saMars

CA4JT1PXJLa««UNtllSSawyouinSOM
horary Thursday 11-9. a 30 You>• m Accl

221 and I'm m 371 Taken by yourwnjle

Let's maat m a mora sooaJ atmoaphera DO

REMEMBER KARtN Me has to be

braathmo
Signed Suparstud

SERVICES

0*0 YOU KNOW THf TN9E? Watch bat

I rNLL Mappy 21st Btrthday' You 'inal

iy mede it Have a great mghi Lova ya-

Tha past year (or thereabouts) has bean an

•mazing begmmng' I Love You'

Your -1 tan. L A

SHONCS GOORTST AG'

Mappy B-lhday Ere
Meve a grateful day 1

Love.
Mealhar

Savaracapa Designs the hnaat grfts

gtaaa to gold 264 North rtssasm S
Amherst »> 3324

HOLOAV BOOKING saamg out' Campus
Travel on Campus 545-0500

otyounMVaXa^yaar^SK^acuaaton-
Support Cooperative now forming'

Childcare too* CaH 2S3-2424

SPRING BREAK TRAVEL FAIR

Don't miss it'

Feb 14 1SS1

1998TNONOA CfVK 31000 iralaa AMFM
mini stereo EsoaBant conawon Racer*

complete tune up 1 owner Ca» Bruce after

6PM at 256-1215

ON MV CAR'S) NOOO M Thata CMS Lot

near Newman Canter Leather key ring

vrfChryMer atep keys Go to into booth out

SMteUnnr store

OAV10
I know as been tough lately

but let me grve you something

Mam** about
Big Red

HAPRY tltr aVtttTI

We Love You-TheBGWs

HELP WANTED

START YOUR WEEIUB8D by throwiino up"

UMass Juggkng Club meats today, M m
CC1B5 Come team to wggtontowggN

etea!"

UMASS SKI CLUB PRESENTS: Grog

Stump ski movie Or STrangtogtove Sun

day Nov 18 CC 163C 7.9.11 «*

UMOC NARVEST NIPRER
A catobiMwn of Autumn, al are welcome'

Dessert polluck end contradanong
Tomorrow'

7 00-8 00 Dessert

600-11 30 Dancing
Qhnnei Arena

TRAVEL WITH YANKEE LINE TOURS v«J

detune motorcoech vath on campus pwk-up

and drop-off
- First daas hotel accomodations

•Traia^oVla»ona«a«a*to

MOM Studios. WerNW-W
• $259 00 (OUAD OCC) March 15-17

• For more into contact Scott or *m
256-0029

FOR A GOOD TIME CALL

suMX-A^NKthe bestTertartamment DJY
vmMo bands, dornvhouae speciaN can

56S-9B00 anytime

HEATWAVE VACATIONS. INC. » tookmg

tor Campus Rapreeenlatrves for Spring

Break 1SS1 Top dotar commissions 1 Con

tact Gregory at 80O-395-WAVE

ing for offwa help Work study students

graduates or undergraduate may apply

ASAP at 428 Student Union

JAM
l love the way you love me
Keep your eyes open tor another surpnse'

Theresama

PART TUBS CNBLO CARE. 2 great kaN 96

per hr Inquire only it available 12 mos per

year References 549*470 Mary Eden

JEAN KtJJJlY- Happy 22nd Birthday"

Evan though you are no longer as younpas

me. I know you are young at heart iwBaSt

play with you because can l ted you. you

are ama/mgi I love you Jean Bean Your

BFF'

JEAN «UJT>TMa)>py»rThdav you 22

yew okJ and we meen old. woman We love

you' Dana. Diane JR. and Dab

aaSTRUCTION

FOR RENT

WOCM RAOK).. The aiWrnallua *}£?**•
Meeting Monday Nov 19at9PM Dckmaon
Lounge on Orchard HR Everyone welcome

3 BEDROOM 2 bathroom

Belchertown/Amhenjt Or. bus route

$650 a month 323-7910

EARN CREOfT SCUBA DRRWO
2 credit baac and advanced courses oRarad

both aameatan at Curry Hicks pool

JESS CHAMBERS
Happy Brrthday<"

We» be aura to help you catobraN)

Lova
Re and Laura

ANNOUNCEMENTS

ANYONE arrERESTEO m Vecfwyu Karate

please contact Mteltoaa 542 2965 or Mike

546*080

FAST FUNDRAISING PROGRAM
$1000 in iust one week
Earn up to $1000 tor your campus organi/a

ton Plus schance at $6000 more'Tha) pro-

gram works' No investment needed can

1 800-932*528 Ext 50

OCHO needs fair housing researchers for

discnminatlon prowKl Be part of the solu

tion' Call 545*685 or SUB 428

OPEN THE DOOR
to an exerting and

challenging career

Lai CIGNA Corporation

show you how
as we discuss

Actuanal career opportunities

To learn more about this challenging f-elo,

plan to attend a meeting at which actuanes

w* discuss career opportunities at Ciww
Members of aH deaees are welcome -iimiteo

summer intern and futl-trme positions in

both Connecticul and Philadelph|a are

available Piwa 6 refreshments ww oa sanr-

ad Drees is casual
Date November 28. 1990

Time 7 00-9 00PM
Place Mather Career Center

SINGLE m 3 bedroom Puflton

Available Dec 23
545-4352 549-0748 Nltin

TIRED Of UVRkJ IN A SLUM? Onebdrm

apTin presKlantujI apts available im-

med.atety Ctoae to campusjjuwLa". ap

^^^^.•vTmats^^O/mo"
heat met

QUOIT 1 BErjROCajMa^ SI 253-955T

Regletor tor Ml coursas through the General

Physical Education Department

Further information al Curry Hicks pool

Monday through Thursday 7PM 10PM or

call Prompt Deep 549*401

JESSE
Happy Birthday

Love
DM

SHULABOULA
Happy Birthday

Get psyched tor tonajht

(ftock of toxwa?)

Roommate Power Activate"

Form of

Lova.
The Bimbo and

the MTV Dancer

SMULA JARON- HM a great B-rtnoaV We
tova ya' Your Tn-Sajma sarters

BUfTf.- Do you" know that you snore7

TO MY BLUE EYED IRISH LAD
the hours march forward

and I'm on my way home
into the arms and into the heart

of the one I hold moat dear

Lova. Huckleberry

TO THE MAN IN LEWIS who got drunk last

November and sat up all night M the eecun-

ty desk H was the beet night of my Mat

Tfw^youtorbemamybeatfTiand Happy

one year twiiorrow* OX. KeR

PROFESSIONAL OJS

ULZBR TECH AUOIO^evajiaoV^YOuf
dance dorm party, or house party Great

rstes. great DJ's Can 323-7901 soon

NEEO A BANO tor any <

jester leave massags 256-1-3403

PREGNANT'
Need a pregnancy Mat information or sup

port? Ca» tor tree and cor*dana») aarvcas

ALTERNATIVES 33 Mam St **o^>^ffon

S66-3000 or GreenAeld area 774*010

aflOFESSIONAL PAPERS. INC '

Computerized reeearch kbrary AJ *ubtacts

levels S topics Cat 4 leeeaich into MC
Vraa-Amax 1*00-447 2431 10S35 Santa

MoncaBM) ( 201) W Loa Angelas. CA
90025

BEAUTIFUL LARGE BEDROOM in house

one btock from Campus tor irdenasnon

$225 549 5244 Tara

HOUSE NEAR MywANK! 3* rooms tor

Jan 549-4277

TRAVEL

t R.T. TW FOR awDOCO for sale leave

NYC Jan 4 arrive Cancun stay 3 weeks

$850 or bast offer CaH 367-2798

CHRWTMAS. SP1WNQ BREAK. SUMMER
TRAVEL FREE Air couriers needed and

cru-seship xjbs CaH 1S05-6S2-7555 ext

F 1426

RIDE WANTED

KATHYOAVt
Your 1st personal''

IIS mine
Guess who

I NEED A RIDEito anywhere m Boston Wed
Will share expenses Call Jeanme
546-3197

WAKE-N-BAKEtl! SPRING BREAK IN

JAMAICA/CANCUN FROM $449"' BOOK
EARLY AND SAVE $30 TRAVEL WITH

THE BEST H00-426-7710

LOST

FOR SALE

ADC 10 Band/channel stereo graphic

Squil^r for $100 CaH Chris at 253-7438

evenings

BED. BASS AMP. OUtTARTolnars Cheap*

549-4277

BRUINS AND LA KINGS pro hockey

J^Great X-Mass gift- $50 Call Steve

25*9087

GOLD HOOP EARRING
Between Mefviile-Coohdge

Thursday nite

CaH 6-3755 $Reward

MY CASIO DIGITAL DIARY SF 8000 last

week Very important info stored inside i

reaHynaedit If found please call 549*338

5-8PM Danny Reward

RED 2-PIECE SKI JACKET with purpk» &

green inside on 1 1/9 al the basketball gamp

at the Cage My glasses were m the left in-

side pocket i need my glasses Please can

Derek 546-7280 SRaward

LAST BUT NOT LEAST Kelli Murray is 21

'

Have a Happy Birthday' We love you'

Your Roomies

TO SOUTHERN CT OR HARTFORO
Nov 20 will pay expenees

Lisa 253-0999

LINDA-PIE Happy "2
1st Birthday' No* we

can hang out again 1 Love ya Pie love Tncia

LIZ MORRIS of Tn-Sigma Happy ?0th Bir

thday' Just one more year '

Love. Your Tn-Stgma sisters

The last 9 months have been the best'

Have a great B Day
ill love you always

Your Big Teddy Bear

ROOMMATES WANTED

1 OR 2 FEMALE ROOMMATES
280 or 140 6 Elec

253-2341

MONICA I love you tofavatl Lorns

1 BEDROOM AVAIL right near Amherst

College bus older, non smoker pre! Must

love cats 230 Securrfy Deposit reourred

253-7728

3 SPACES AVAILABLE in the Brook Apts

for Jan 1 Bus stop righi out front door

Cheap and big CaH 253*420

PERSONALS

FUTON SALE
Queen size futons
6" cotton $92

8 cotton/loam - $122

LimHed lime only

Metawampe Furniture

-40 —
I'm looking forward to seeing your HOT
lucwus body every Tuesday m the weight

Love- a swimmer

MORRISON IS GOO:
Painful knee m|unes to all the disbelievers

The A-Team was a documentary teatunng

Ihe exploits of true soldiers of Jim The Anti

Jim kitted Laura Palmer He must be stop-

ped Worship Jrm or die Break on thru This

is no roke Hail the phantom

CLEAN. RESPONSIBLE FEMALE, tor

single room M town $225 Call 256-3430

Spring semester

FEMALESfS) needed to share 2 bdrm apt

m Lantern Court CaH 546-5445

LUOWH5 4 piece DMS Parste Hihat Crash

Camber RidePurple 500 Best Offer Bill

256-1976

FEMALE NONSMOKER wanted 10 share

apartment in the Brook V* bath. $132 plus

utiines We re studious and neat' Call Amy

or Connie 253-2150

FAST ACCURATE ON-CAMPUS
Spell check $1 50/pg

CaH Ashley at 54*1612

NEXT DAY TVPING/WORO PROCESSING
323-4579

TYPING/WORD PROCESSING Se

665-8770

WOROPROCESSING inexpensive quick

and accurate work Campus pickup and

delivery Call Lisa 2563695 leave menage

WOROPROCESSING. REPORTS.
Resumes. Theses Graphics. Laser Pnn

ting CaH Rosemary 259 1 786

WANTED

ALL MAJORS! Earn crdil this spring'

Design-imptemem group childcare for one

evening per weak Several openings

Amherst Center CaH 253-2424

FINANCE COORDINATOR FOR WMUA
Bookeeping skills and computer

literacy reccomended
Apply at WMUA 102 Campus Center

Deadline for applications 11/19

More info call 545-2876
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SPORTS
Unblemished Minutemen face UNH I Computer gods and

idle sports chatterBy SAM S1LVERSTEIN
Collegian Staff

With the Yankee Conference title and the Payoff spot-

that comes with it already in the bank, what is left for

the University of Massachusetts football team
,

to play for?

For starters, a home playoff game and the first

undefeated regular season since 1963 will be on the line

when the Minutemen play New Hampshire^^
Saturday at Cowell stadium in Durham, NH. (12.30 p.m. ).

There
;
s also a bit of a rivalry going on here.

Last November, the Wildcats rolled into Amherst in

need of a win to make the playoffs. UNH lead 2818, but

UMass scored three touchdowns in less than four minutes

,%l^hKd UNH^oach BUI Bowes four such

^owthl ^efroleShe UNH', The Minutemen

(8-0-1 7-0) have not lost since last year, and head to

Durham Saturday ranked No. 4 in the nation.

A loss would destroy UMass" chances of hosting a playoff

game Nov. 24. and derail the schools first undefeated

season since Vic Fusia's Minutemen went 8-0- in 19bJ

The Minutemen are coming off a 3-0 win over Villanova

,n which the Wildcats were held to five yards rushing on

30 attempts. UMass has the top-rated defense in the

uYagle. and is one of the five best teams ,n the country

aeainst the rush. , _, .

UNH's offense, meanwhile, is the rush. Sophomore

tailback Barry Bourassa, a 5-foot-7, 165 pound streaker

leads the Yankee Conference in every run-related

category, including yards-per-game (107.3), total yards

(858) and touchdowns (ID. This season Bourassa has

busted 10 plays for 35 yards or more, inclulding five tor

touchcowns. . .,

As the Wildcats raced to a 6-0-1 record to open the

season, Bowes worried openly about his quarterbacks.

Bowes' worst fears have come true in the last three weeks

as the Wildcats have dropped three straight - including

a 24 14 loss at Rhode Island last week - to drop out of

contention. . „ ,

Though the Wildcats have the best total offense m the

conference (424.9 yards per-game) the quarterback spot,

anchored much of the season by junior Matt Griffin, has

hurt them. Griffin is strong-armed, but erratic, and has

thrown 15 interceptions in 10 games.

Freshman Dave McGovern will make his second con

secutive start at quarterback for UMass, and John

Johnson will return at tailback after twisting an ankle

m the first half last week and leaving the game_^
Pre-game notes: The game will be broadcast on WT1

1

1430 AM and WMUA 91.1 FM with Mike Fagerson, Tim

Ashwell and Adrienne Matt UMass leads the series

34-13-3, and has won five of six.

"Make sure you let everyone know I beat Mike Tyson
"

— Dealer

Consider this, sports fans and others who have nothing

better to do with their time but to read this: Nintendo

1S

This is not my personal belief, however. Although I

have been known to shoot down a couple ducks and

chuck a game of ball every now and then, I am not one

of its holy loyal slaves.

These people are not bad, they must however seek

Dave Szpila

league, ana is one ui mc n»« «*.-- —
#

Women's swimming preps for Maine
» .. »« :_ -» *-- r.Mi tun m<x>ts In addition, the

By BRETT MORRIS
Collegian Correspondent

The University of Massachusetts women's swim team

has had Saturday. Nov 17 circled on their schedule since

the beginning of the season.

Tomorrow at noon their anticipation will end as they

host the University of Maine at Boyden pool.

The reason the date has been singled out is because it s

not just another meet for these swimmers

Its a continuation of a long, intense rivalry between the

two squads. UMass has placed higher than Maine in tour

nament competitions, but has yet to defeated them in a

dual meet
Nonetheless. Saturday could change that.

iMaas is undefeated so far this season with two en

couraging wins. Thev trounced Smith College in the

season opener and gained some confidence in a come from

behind victory over Vermont last week

The Mmutewomen have been successful in ail strokes

and distances with contributions coming from all members

of the team They have had a swimmer finish first in 21

of the 28 races in their first two meets. In addition, they

have already set one school record, several pool records

as well as numerous individual lifetime bests.

Maine enters the meet with a 2-0 record as well.

However their two wins were against Canadian teams

that Maine coach Jeff Wren described as unchallenging

Since then, the experienced squad composed of mostly

juniors and seniors has been hampered by multiple in

juries and sickness.

Maine will be without the services of their best

backstroker and top breaststroker as well as their bell

all around swimmer Jennifer Denison who was describ

,-d by Wren as "limited" because of a back injury

•We're going to do our best with what we've got, he

MM
The Minutewomen on the other hand are pumped^up

and readv to go. Coach Robert Newcomb said Maine has

been the main conversation at practice for weeks and

described the team as "sky high" for the meet.

"It's about time." Newcomb said of the Maine meet,

think we've got what it takes this season. I think this is

definitely our yeai

medical, psychiatric help. They are beginning to lose

their faculties and. the scary thing is, they are our the

Vo^i'm just joking around and if you believed any

of the above paragraph you are way too uptight

Nintendo is a God, though. It controls much of what

you do. The phone rings and the conversation goes like

•Hey what's up man? Look, can I call you right back?

I got Bald Bull on the ropes and I gotta take him down,

or "Can you get that, we just got Zelda and I m on a

tough level." _ tU .

The god does not stop there. You start off a game that

you know how to play and you f... up. Next thing you

Jo is get yourself killed so you can start over again^

How do you think the midget on the screen feels about

Nintendo is a game that can take the place of cable,

can amuse you when you have a good buzz and it will

always be there when you get up from that nifiht you

just had out in the war zone we call home.

But hey this is a sports column ain't it? There is sup

nosed* to be some serious athletic talk going on hertv

Did vou hear the TRAILBLAZERS are Still

undefeated and they have NO INJURIES to report yet

How about DOUG DRABEK winning the National

League Cy Young award?

The Celtics are looking pretty darn sad right now

The speed seemed to die on them and when Milwaukee

holds Bird to just 5 points - well, something is a bit

Altlc.fiW.

A big game coming up this week in the AFC Cen

tral has Pittsburgh up against Cincinnati. My money

CONTINUED ON PAGE "

Cross country coach pleased

Each harrier contributed to team 's success

Hixon's 200th highlights season

By DAN WETZEL
Collegian Staff

According to University of

Massachusetts coach Julie LaFreniere

this years women's cross country team

was consistent, dedicated and ran with

a lot of pride; and that was just about

all she could ask for.

UMass started the season by defeating

Lowell and losing to Boston College,

then beat Springfield the following

week. UMass the hit the low point of its

season when it lost to Providence and

,-irch rival Connecticut.

The team rebounded to beat three

schools, Vermont, Rhode Island and

NV-w Hampshire, in its next nv

I FMsSi finished the regular HMOli with

a 5-3 record.

At the Atlantic- 10 Championships

('Mass uncharacteristically did not per-

form as a team, but still managed to

finish third.

"The A-lOs was the only time we did

not go out and go for the win,"

LaFreniere said. "Usually we run hard

from the start but that day we were too

laid back ."

One bright spot on the day was the

performance of Kelly Liljeblad who

came close to taking A 10 Freshman of

the-Year honors.

The following week UMass competed

in the New England Championships

and finished 4th out of 34 teams For

LaFreniere it was the high water mark

of the season.

"We performed as a team that day

because everyone wanted to win."

LaFreniere said "We were lead by

Becky (Johnson) and Kelly but it was

the whole team that ran well."

Last Saturday at the ECAC Cham
pionships UMass again performed well

and finished 15th out of 76 teams from

the Northeast. The competition was

held during a cold down pour and the

fact that UMass ran so well under try

ing conditions impressed Lafreniere.

"At the ECACs we were able to close

the gap on teams that beat us eariler in

the year," she said. "The team was very

excited when we tied UConn and beat

Harvard, a team we had no business

beating.

"How we ran at that meet was

characteristic of this team." LaFreniere

continued "We have some good talent

on this team, but everyone on the team

has a head to go with the talent. They

were not afraid to work hard and they

ran to their potential

I have coached teams with more

talent but no team that worked as hard.

They earned their success," she said.

The team was obviously lead by Becky

Johnson and Kelly Liljeblad but it was

the depth on the team which made them

a success.

"Each meet someone else would step

up with a big performance," LaFreniere

said. "Dana Goldfarb, Michelle St.

Laurent, Cathy Crocker, Kathy Holt

and Mo Meldrim were all very consis

t,ent but each also had one big meet.

.None of them were afraid to run with
'

a lead pack or pass a top runner. That

is what you need for success."

Consistency, dedication and pride is

what is required for success and that is

what UMass proved it had.

By TAMIR LIPTON
Collegian Staff

Coach Pam Hixon's 200th win will be the

most remembered moment of the 1990

University of Massachusetts field hockey

mm.
The Minutewomen lacked the necessary

scoring punch to compete with the top

teams in the country, and thus were unable

to win some close-scoring matches.

"You've got to look at the whole picture,"

Hixon said. "We lost Kathy DeAngelis,

who accounted for probably 90 percent of

our scoring last year. We had very little

scoring returning, with the exception of

Mara (Frattasio), who's stats were good.

"I think that the Northeastern game

showed our inability to finish off scoring

chances." she said of the 10 loss "It was

a mental turning point, we saw that we

needed to be tenacious, and attack every

minute. It was an eye opener."

Soon after the loss to the Huskies, the

Minutewomen ran off nine straight wins.

"You don't just wish for things like that,

you go out and make it happen," Hixon

said. "This team had an urgency to get the

job done, they decided that they could do

more, and they did."

In actuality, this was a defense-oriented

team. Goalie Philippa Scott shut down the

opposition. Scott allowed just 17 goals,

(eight to Old Dominion) and had 11

shutouts, in 22 games.
CONTINUED ON PAGE 11

Collegian photo by Currl* Wyflh

The field hockey team wrapped up its season complete with coach Pam

Hixon's 200th win, nine straight wins and competition in the first round

of NCAA action.

WEATHLK ARTS SPORTS

Keep your lotion handy

for those chapped buns.

It'll be sunny but only

in the 40s.

Read the review of an

outstanding perfor-

mance of 10,000

Maniacs. Page 7.

See where our

Minutemen stand in the

NCAA Div. I-AA

playoff bids. Page 12.
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Iraq to free hostages
if 'peace' unchanged
By WALTER C PUTNAM
Associated Press

NICOSIA, Cyprus (AP» - Iraq will begin

allowing foreign hostages to leave the coun

try beginning on Christmas "unless

something would take place that mars the

atmosphere of peace." Iraqi officials said

Sunday.
Baghdad's latest peace move came as the

United States worked to secure interna

tional approval for a U.N. resolution

authorizing the use of force to dislodge Ira

qi troops from Kuwait, which Iraq invad

ed Aug.2. The White House dismissed the

move.
Iraq said the estimated 600 Westerners

and others held at strategic sites since the

early stages of the Persian Gulf crisis could

all be freed by March, an official announce

ment on Baghdad television said

The Iraq News Agency said the decision

m m made in a meeting presided by Presi

dent Saddam Hussein.

INA said it was decided "that foreign

guests would be allowed to travel on bat

ches as from Dec. 25 and within a period

of three months, the last batch of which

would leave the Iraqi territories on March

25 unless something would take place that

mars the atmosphere of peace
"

Iraq has been encouraged to make such

a gesture in an effort to clear the way for

some sort of peace talks. Practically every

elder statesman who has visited Iraq on

peace missions — from former British

Prime Minister Edward Heath to ex

German chancellor Willy Brandt — told of

ficials in Baghdad that it would be the pro

per step.

The release of the foreigners may be an

effort to forestall any decision by the U.S

administration to go to war over the n«\t

few months. The Moslem holy month d

Ramadan begins in March, and it also

could delay action by Arab military forces

that joined the U.S. led buildup in Saudi

Arabia.

In Paris, a spokesman for President Bush

shrugged off the announcement.

"We want all the hostages released," said

White House press secretary Marlin

Fitzwater

Rain forest group protests

Local action group targets Mitsubishi

ches as n"om uec. iso mm «n. ...... k #

Dukakis says business

sales tax repeal possible

By PETER HERING
Collegian Correspondent

With shouts of "Ban Mitsubishi

local group gathered on the Amherst

Common Saturday to protest Mitsubishi

Corporation's involvement in the deple

turn of the world's tropical rain fore>

The Rainforest Action Group, part of

the international Rainforest Actior

work, is urging consumers to ban all

Mitsubishi products According to the

group, the company ha> had a brutal im

pact on rain forests m Malaysian

Borneo, the Philippines. Indonesia.

Chile, and Brazil.

According to the group, Mitsui

i orp. has been single bandedlv respon

-ible for devastating thousand* of «

of rain forests and promoting cultural

genocide on a global scale

Ku!» forest dsstrud directly

related to global warming and the

destruction of life." said Bart Bouricius.

member of the local Rainforest Action

Group. "Deforestation will lead to a

change in the earths temperature.

eventually turning the anas mt<.

desert -

The group, in solidarity with thr

•Japanese Tropical Action Network, ii

proposing the ban on Mitsubishi MotM

which al*«' make- parti En l«r

Corporation Mitsubishi Electronic,

makers „i VCR's, FAX BMChil I

lUlHllS Kirin Beer and Nikon CSSM

•quipment

"By boycotting Mitsubishi pi

i he consumer will be sending

upany," said Michael Pen

ti ar oth.-r member of UlS IOC*! iam

forest group.

On I glob*] stair, the grOUS M
tropical rain forests are Uin.

at a rate of 80,000 square unb-

an area roughlv the m/<

Ponnsytvsj
ar job is to inform

is happening there." said

"We must address the international

issues by acting both locally and M
t,0na,K

CONTINUED ON PAGE 4

BOSTON (AP) - Gov. Dukakis says it

might be reasonable to repeal a new sales

tax on business services a few years from

now if the state's economy rebounds.

But he cautions against taking such steps

immediately, citing the state's fragile

financial condition.

Dukakis said he gave this advice to his

successor. Republican Gov. elect William

Weld, during a private meeting this

weekend. The two men were in Lexington,

Ky . for a National Governors' Association

seminar.
Dukakis said he told Weld that because

of the state's uncertain fiscal situation, it

would be unwise to immediately repeal the

sales tax extension approved earlier this

vear.

The tax is expected to bring in from $100

million to $145 million a year.

"All I am saying is that this is a year

when we just have got to take it a step at

a time," Dukakis told the Boston Globe.

"We have got to be very, very careful about

things that are going to throw us out of

balance.'

The broadening of the sales tax was part

of a tax package signed by Dukakis in Ju

ly to help solve the state's budget problems

Since then, however, revenues have con-

tinued falling below projections, forcing

deep cuts in state programs.

The Democratic governor said he advis

ed Weld to make the repeal of the tax on

professional services a more distant goal

"In year two or three, when, let us hope,

the Middle Eastern thing is resolved, the

economy is starting to turn around, there

is a little daylight and so on and so forth,

there is no reason why he can't go out there

and advocate repealing this tax," Dukakis

said.

Weld confirmed Dukakis had counseled

him to go slow on the service tax. but other

wise would only comment that the meeting

had been "good."

Earlier, however. Weld reiterated his

commitment to repeal the tax, saying he

would like to see this action taken by the

Legislature

< oUrgian pho«.> h> Muti Kahn

I'LL HUFF AND PUFF AND BLOW YOUR RAIN FOREST

DOWN - Mitsubishi Meets Godzilla clash at the Amherst Common

Saturday to prove Mitsubishi Corp. contributes to the detenora

tion of the world's rain forests. ^^^^^
things that are going io mr«» «*> »-* — —*>

Minutemen, off first loss, will face William and Mary
lTXlllU.1'^-1.*1'^"'* V11 ***«*" *VWW '

tion We went into a little panic when things didn t go
t v;rm«iQ R3-3R. .

'

By SAM SILVERSTEIN
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts football team will

travel to Virginia over Thanksgiving break to face

William and Mary in the first round of the Division I AA

P
The Minutemen (8-1-1) missed out on their chance to

host a playoff game when they were drilled Saturday at

New Hampshire 36-18 and dropped to ninth in the polls.

The loss was UMass' first of the season.

William and Mary is 9-2 and ranked seventh in Divi

sion I-AA The Indians beat four Yankee Conference

teams this season: Connecticut (24-7), Villanova (37-14),

Delaware (24 12), and last Saturday, Richmond (31-10).

Their two losses were to The Citadel, 34-31, and Division

I Virginia, 63-35.

"This will be a real tough game for us. They played

Virginia tough," coach Jim Reid said after pairings for

the 16-team tournament were announced yesterday.

"But [UMass] has found a way to win all season. ..it s

been a nice balance of offense and defense. We 11 be enter

ing the game as heavy underdogs I'm sure, but don t count

"Saturday at Durham, N.H.. the Wildcats ripped the

Even Silver Slide Adjust' pass defense that lead UMass

to wins over Boston University and Richmond and a tie

at Holy Cross. New Hampshire scored on four of its first

five possessions to open a 29-0 lead by the early second

quarter.
.

.

"We didn't play it well enough," Reid said of his deten

sive alignment. "It comes down to focus and concentra

tion. .We went into a little panic when things didn't go

"Quarterback Matt Griffin (28 of 36, for 3 TDs and 369

yards), tailback Barry Bourassa ( 152 all-purpose yards and

3 TDs) and split end David Gamble (6 catches, 1 15 yard? I

did the most damage for UNH. with Griffin connecting

on several spectacular passes early in the game that seem

ed to deflate the usually bold UMass secondary.

UNH's first possession set the tone. Griffin slipped away

from a blitzing Mario Perry to toss a drive-sustaining

17-yard pass to midfield. and found Gamble in triple

coverage for 19 more. He burned another UMass blitz for

a 14-yard touchdown pass to Bourassa. and a muffed snap

on the point after was turned into a two point conversion

bv holder Shawn Lane: UNH lead 8-0
oy noiaer o.

CONTINUED ON PAGE 12
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For Your Information-
MONDAY, NOVEMBER 19

Fi lm _ Abilities Unlimited is sponsoring Steel

Magnolias tonight at 7:30 p.m. The film will be.shown

in CC 162. This is part of an ongoing film series that repre-

sent people with different disabilities.

Public
?
Hearing - The Amherst Housing Review Board

will hold a public hearing on its formula on tonight at /

p m in the Children's Activity Room of the Bangs Com-

^ce^Z'port group - On-going supportJherapy

groups, individual and family counseling, designed to held

meet the challenges of cancer. For cancer patients and/or

their family, friends, and support people. For informal on

and registration, contact Dr. Margaret Gosselin
,

of^the

Cancer Counselling Center of Amherst at 549-6664.

Sliding fees and insurance is accepted.

Special event - "Thanksgiving Diversity: A Celebra-

tion^ Readings and songs in many languages from many

traditions around the world. Sponsored by the religion

department majors. This will be held at 4.30 p.m., in the

Wright Hall Common Room. Smith College.

R?Ugous - Smith Episcopal/Lutheran Fellowship w
,

1

hold an informal Eucharist and luncheon at noon, in St.

John's Episcopal Church, Northampton.

WEDNESDAY. NOVEMBER 21

Senunar - Mechanical Engineering - ^ace Sconce

seminar, "Hardness ofThin Polymer Films, Mr. D. Sioui.

University of Massachusetts, 703 Graduate Research

Tower, 3:30 p.m.

SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 25

HomeSae Home exhibit - Clean Water Action and

Clean water fund will be presenting the second annual

Home Safe Home is a display concerning the toxins in and

around our homes and provides information and recimee

for safer alternatives for cleaning, gardening, and home

maintainance. The exhibit will be shown at the People

institute starting Nov. 25 and will run until Nov. 27 at

the People's institute in Northampton.

MONDAY, NOVEMBER 26

Lecture - "The Homoeroticism and Homophobia m Bat-

man," a work-in-progress presentation by Sasha Torres

iMendenhall fellow, English, Smith). Sponsored by the

Project on Women and Social Change. This will be held

at 4:15 Seelye Hall 11, Smith College. Northampton.

Lecture - "Media and Political Struggle in South

Africa
" by Keyan Gray Tomaselli (director, Center for

Se and Media Study. University ofNata ,
Durban^

South Africa, and senior Fulbright &h
»J«-f"

ca

^
Studies Center. Michigan State University). Part of the

Africa Today Lecture Series, sponsored by the depart-

ments of religion and Afro American studies and the

Fulbright Scholars Program. This will be held in the

Nelson Library Browsing Room . Smith College, at 7 p.m.

TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 27

Reading - "Beira Women: Tales form the Beira Hi s,

a reading by Smith scholar Edite Pedrosa. of her collec-

tion of stories and tales about women in a central Por-

tuguese village. The author will read from this work-in-

progress that she is developing as part of a Smith Scholars

Project under the direction of Peter I. Rose and George

Carey. The reading will be held at 7 p.m. in Hatfield Hall

17, Smith College.

WEDNESDAY, NOVMBER 28

Meeting - Spirituality group, a gathering to share and

discuss questions and experiences of the P»"^«e*-

Open to people of all faiths. It will be held at 7 a.m. at

the Helen Hills Chapel. Northampton.

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 29

Coloquium - "Sensitivity to Sexist Humor, by

Diedrick Snoek will be held at 4:15 p.m. in Burton Hall

213, Smith College.
.

Lecture - "Shifting Alliances and Allegiances: The

Politics of State. Party, and Ethnicity on Nicaragua s

Atlantic Coast," by Judy Butler will be held at 7:30 p.m.

in Seeley Hall 10. Smith College.

Theater - The Tempest by William Shakespeare,

directed by John Hellweg. for reservations, call 585-d^U,

Monday to Friday 14 p.m. Admission is $4 general public.

$2 students/senior citizens.

Bush begins meetings with leaders on Persian Gulf crisis
M —

^

T1 -. .. DAIJM

_ _ AP pholn

IN THE CITY OF LIGHTS - President Bush talks with French President Fr.neoi. Mitterand

in the Elysee Palace Sunday night.

By TOM RAUM
Associated Press

PARIS (AP) - President Bush on Sunday began a series

of meetings with allied leaders aimed at oMJftfewg
port for his Persian Gulf policies. He urged German

Chancellor Helmut Kohl to take a more active role in con

fronting Iraq's "challenges to peace and freedom

During a rain-drenched half-day in Germany. Kohl cau

tioned Bush against pursuing a military solution^before

exhausting all avenues of negotiation Bush said he. too.

would like to see a peaceful solution to the crisis

The president then traveled to Paris for a 34-nation sum

mit of North American and European nations. It was the

third stop on an eight day trip highlighted by ^e sign

infl Mondav of a conventional forces treaty with the Soviet

Union and Thanksgiving dinner with IS troops m Saudi

Arabia.

French President Francois Mitterand hosted Bush for

Sunday dinner and the Iraqi invasion of Kuwait was high

on the agenda. Mitterand. like Kohl, is stressing a non

mihtarv outcome to the Persain Gulf crisi*.

During the 45 minute dinner. Bush and Mitterand

agreed "that it is necessary to pursue and strengthen the

action taken in tm wkoftheU N Security Coun-

cil." M.tterand gokeoimsoB Robert Vednne Mid.

In Rome, meanwhile. Soviet President Mikhail S. Gor

bachev said "new ideas" have emerged to avert a war in

the Persian Gulf "I am convinced that we will succeed

in Hnding a way out of this deep crisis." he said

Gorbachev did not elaborate.

Bush and Gorbachev planned to meet over breakfast

Tuesday. . , , ». *•

Bush is seeking to build support for I n.ted Nation*

resolution authorizing military action t«. drive Iraq s Sad

dam Hussein from Kuwait.

Bush landed early Sunday evening at Orly Airport in

Paris after visiting Kohl's home region of Oggersheim

Although Bush and Kohl sought to gloss over their dir

ferences. the two clearly came down on different sides of

the issue of using force in the Persian Gulf.

RESUMES
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LOCAL
Hair (fund)-raising event held for Everywomen's Center—

|
By TAMARA SILBERMAN
Collegian Correspondent

People turned out in force yesterday as Hair East held

a benefit Cut-a-thon to aid the financially ailing

Everywoman's Center at the University of Massachusetts.

Close to 100 people went to the salon and raised $950

for the EWC as a result.

Area Supervisor of the Hair East chain, Dawn Eichhorn,

said she was pleased with the turnout for the Cut-a-thon.

By 2 p.m., customers were being turned away because the

wait was over three hours long.

"The reason we decided on the Everywomen's Center

is because it has been the target of so many budget cuts.

It's a worthwhile center and we support their efforts," she

said.

During a similar Cut-a-thon last year. Hair East rais-

ed more than $1500 for diabetes.

Some 14 hair designers from the Hair East stores in

Amherst. Agawam. West Springfield and Southampton

donated their time. Guest designer Manfred Schulz from

Germany also volunteered time.

To his knowledge there are no fund raising events like

this in Germany, but he was happy to be part of the Hair

tst team for the da

>

Funding to the EWC was cut severely over the past

-i-mester when $400,000 was reduced from the budget of

student Affairs. As a result, two counselling positions

were transferred out of the EWC to Mental Health Ser

vices and the Financial Aid Office.

< oil.nun photo bt K V Hurk,

A CUT NOT AGAINST EWC - Caroline Ziezulewicz, a hairdresser at Hair East, donates her time

to the Cut-A-Thon to benefit the Everywoman's Center. _____

UM part ofblood test drive
Some 55 register as potential marrow donors

Collegian photo by K.A. Barkr

PICK ME UP - George Gilman sits

with his daughter, Emily, assisting

at the bone marrow screening in the ment as it recently allocated $13 million

Campus Center yesterday. for minority blood testing. McGowan said.

By TR1CIA SPERLING
Collegian Correspondent

Some 55 people were tested in a blood

drive in an effort to find potential bone

marrow donors, according to organizers of

the drive yesterday at the University of

Massachusetts.

The free blood testing drive reflected a

national movement to encourage in

dividuals. particularly minorities, to

register as potential bone marrow donors.

a drive official said.

According to the National Marrow Donor

Program, 18.000 people die each year from

leukemia and currently there are only

4.000 minorities, as opposed to 220,000

Caucasians, registered as potential bone

marrow donors.

The drive was organized by the family of

Jonathan McGowan. 18, a Norwell high

school student diagnosed with leukemia

last July

McGowan. who is Korean and adopted,

has been unsuccessful in finding a donor

who matches his HLA blood type

"My first motivation is helping Jonathan

but I'm also doing this to raise awareness

and educate the public about bone marrow

transplants," Heather McGowan. 19. who

has been across the country promoting her

brother's story, said yesterday at the drive

Awareness of the need for minont>

donors has reached the Federal Govern

Springfield residents

debate US in Mideast

I

SPRINGFIELD <AP> -Amid growing

national debate over the U.S. military

role in the Persian Gulf, about 200

residents here gathered for a town

meeting to share their views on the

crisi-

The presence of U.S. troops in Saudi

Arabia and the cost of U.S. involvement

there is an issue that has touched the

people of Springfield. Residents of the

western Massachusetts town are

reminded of the crisis everyday as

C5-As. the nation's largest air cargo car

riers. take off and land at nearby

Westover Air Force base, taking troops

and supplies to the Middle Hast

We shouldn't be involved in it. It has

nothing to do with us." said Danielle

Kutt. an ROTC Air Force student at

Springfield Central High School

The crisis in the Persian Gulf also has

made Westover the site of repeated

demonstrations by groups protesting the

U.S. involvement in the Middle r

confrontation.

"I feel I've done everything else that

I know what to do to try to slow down

the war machines, so 1 think it's time

to put our bodies on the line, said

Frances Crowe, who was recently ar

rested for her part in a Westover protest

Others at Saturday night's town

meeting, however, were more suppor

tiveoftheU S rob- in the Persian I'.ulf

Iraq invaded Kuwait on Aug ~ Offldah

announced earlier in the month that

another 200,000 U.S. UrOOpS would join

the 2'K>.000 Americans alread>

deployed in the region

World War II veteran Michael

Rostkowski said the United &
needs to stand strong again-t Saddam

Hussein, the leader of Iraq

"We need oil and we're trying to m
sure the Persian Gulf situation doesn't

escalate into World War III and the w

we do that is to cut out the cancer that

i- causing the problem, and that's you

know who.' Rostkowski said.

But Jim Tillotson. the father of an Ar

my lieutenant sent to the Gulf, spoke

more about caution and defense than

aggression

I've lived through Vietnam and 1

tainlv don't want to see any \oung men

and "women in that position SgSJ

Whether it be my son or anyone tW
child." Tillotson said.

The town meeting was videotaped for

an upcoming episode of the PBS telev I

sion show. Frontline," and was hosted

by correspondent Bill Moyers. Frontline

will present "Springfield Goes to War,"

a look at how U.S. communities like

Springfield are responding to interna

tional crisis The show will air Tuesday

at 9 p.m.

CNN restricted from broadcast of Noreiga tapes
By RICHARD CARELLI
Associated Press

WASHINGTON - The Supreme Court

refused by a 7 2 vote Sunday to give Cable

News Network permission to broadcast

tape recordings of conversations between

Panama's Gen. Manuel Noriega and his

lawyers.

The court rejected an emergency request

bv CNN that was aimed at liRing a federal

judge's order forbidding the broadcasts un

til he could determine what the tapes

Hisclost*.

The emergency request had called the

Nov 8 order by U.S. District Judge

William Hoeveler in Miami an unconstitu

tional "prior restraint" of free speech But

onlv two justices - Thurgood Marshall and

Sandra Day O'Connor - agreed with that

Voting against CNN were Chief Justice

William H. Rehnquist and Justices Byron

R. White. Harry A. Blackmun, John Paul

Stevens, Antonin Scalia, Anthony M. Ken

nedy and David H. Souter

The Justice Department had joined with

Noriega's lawyers in opposing the request.

The court also turned down a formal ap

peal the cable network filed.

CNN President Tom Johnson called the

court's decision "a loss of a battle in a con

tinuing war against censorship
"

Johnson said the network would im

mediately turn over the tapes in its posses-

sion over to Judge Hoeveler. He said CNN
is "confident that after he reviews them he

will decide on the merits to deny the prior

restraint."

In a dissenting opinion for himself and

O'Connor. Marshall said "this case is of ex

traordinary consequences for freedom of

the press
'

"Our precedence makes unmistakably

clear that any prior restraint of expression

comes to this court bearing a heavy

presumption against its constitutional

validity and that the proponent of this

drastic remedy carries a heavy burden of

showing justification for its imposition,"

Marshall said.

Jane Kirtley. executive director,

Reporter's Committee for Freedom of the

Press, said she was "stunned" by the deci

•ion, which she calls "truly un

precedented."

"The fact that the court would be willing

to tolerate a prior restraint in these cir

cumstances signals a new era in First

Amendment jurisprudence." Kirtley said

"It will have a far reaching impact going

beyond this case extending to many (

late and federal courts around the

country

Noriega is awaiting trial on charges 01

taking $4.6 million in payoffs to protect CO

caine trade through Panama He is being

held in a federal prison near Miami.

Federal prison authorities monitor and

tape record inmates' telephone converse

tions except those between an inmates and

their defense teams. But the CNN tape

recordings reportedly contain converse

tions between the deposed Panamanian

leader and his defense lawyers.

CNN is under court order not to broad

cast those portions of its tapes divulging

Noriega's conversations with his lawyers
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donors
rain forests
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The group is calling for the United

States to join the Europeans and the

Australians in waging an all-out cam

paign against Mitsubishi Corp.

Bournicius said that the consequences

of the continued deforestation would be

disastrous.

"It would lead to flooding, erosion,

pollution, and the displacement of many

people for whom the rain forest is

home." he said.

According to Bournicius, the Rain-

forest Group has been successful in

boycotting Burger King from buying

beef produced by continually cutting

forests and converting them into

pasture.

The rallv ended with a make shift bat

tie between Godzilla, the defender of

nature, and the Mitsubishi Corp., a sym-

bol of the destruction of nature. Defen-

ding a tree, Godzilla was able to destroy

the "Mitsubishi Monster." much to the

delight of the crowd.

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 3

First Lady Barbara Bush has been in-

volved in the campaign too. She recently

appeared on the ABC soap opera All My
Children appealing to the national public

to register as potential donors, McGowan

said.

'The more publicity, the less fear and

hesitation people will have about register-

ing as donors. With this education process,

people will realize how important it is and

will want to do their part," she said.

Results of yesterday's testing will be

stored in an international database. If

preliminary matches are found, the poten-

tial donor will be contacted for additional

testing, according to the program.

"If people are interested in registering as

potential donors, they can call

1-800-654-1247 and talk to Terry Kerner,

McGowan said.

The drive was sponsored by the United

Asian Learning Resource Center, an on

campus organization serving the Asian

community.
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EDITORIAL/OPINION
sTegarelfiTeTMsTgeciSCT

The Allies: 'We are not dealing with an ideal situation'
Yes, it's bad that nearly half a million of our soldiers

are now preparing to fight a war in the name of cheap

oil. The dependence on foreign oil fostered during

Reagan's presidency may now cost us thousands of young

lives that could be better spent. In the view of an ethical

purist, this is decidedly wrong.

But has anyone considered the alternatives?

We aren't dealing with an ideal situation. America is

dependent on cheap foreign oil and our soldiers are there

to defend this, whether it should be that way in the eyes

of the average liberal on the street. Given the facts of life

as they are. what were our alternatives, really?

At the time the soldiers were sent to the Arab Penin

sula. Iraq was poised to take Saudi Arabia and her

satellite states, Yemen, the U.A.E., Bahrain and Qatar.

Domination of this region would have given Saddam Hus-

sein control over the lion's share of the world's oil supp

ly, and he had already announced his intent to double or

triple the current market price for this oil.

The world would have two options: pay his prices or

enact an embargo similar to the one in effect now. If an

embargo had been in place, the remaining member na

tions of OPEC would not have been able to pick up the

slack, as has been done now with Kuwait.

Whether we paid his prices or told him to stuff his oil,

the outcome would be the same: global economic reces-

sion. Gas lines in America would dwarf the ones we may

remember from the seventies. Developing nations would

stop dead in their tracks. Wars would start purely for

economic reasons.

Bradley P. Heintz

And what would happen to the Soviet Union? (And for

that matter, Eastern Europe?) They are currently going

through a massive restructuring process, attempting to

start a functional market economy from scratch and enter

the world's economic arena as the equal of the rest of the

giants. There is only one way that this will happen, and

that is with lovin' spoonfuls of economic aid from the

capitalist giants of the world: the United States, Japan,

Germany and the European Economic Community

If the world economy is in deep recession, this simply

will not happen. The Soviet economy will collapse, and

not neatly. Food riots and continued ethnic and separatist

strife would certainly ensue, and the second Russian

Revolution in this century could potentially follow. Is it

really worth risking all that the superpowers have ac-

complished in just the past five years to say, "It's wrong

to have our soldiers there fighting for cheap oil?"

- The idealists are right to a point: The last thing any sane

person wants to see right now is a war with Iraq, and

America should have explored alternate energy sources

rather than put all its eggs in one Arabian basket. But

idealists sometimes have trouble facing the here and now,

losing functional perspectives among lofty ideals. They

say, "I refuse to deal with this because it's to the way it

should be," when they should be asking themselves.

'Okay, the situation is bad. but given that things an

they are and it's too late to change them, what can I do

here and now?"

We can't go back in time and change the Reagan ad

ministration's energy policy, or the other mistakes that

led us into our current bind. Our course of action now

,

though, should be clear: to keep ourselves from getting

in a worse bind, and to learn enough from this foolish mess

to keep it from happening again The first is being done

now by Bush and our soldiers in the Persian Gulf rtv

The second part is up to you in the IMS
luck

Bradle\ P Heintz is a UMass student

Who is the true enemy?
Tht year • A 20-year-old -oldier

Uea on his stonach in the heart of Vietnam.

I
in kb iki fatigues silently saying

to tht Messed Virgin that she keep

him safe, and protect him from harm The

-weat drips oft his face, and the artillery

overhead The sounds of the bazooka

guns and hand grenades exploding

I
vwher. keep his heart beating as fast

as humanly possible

Gayle Long

This man was my father.

Twenty-one years ago, my father was 20,

the age I am now.

My father was called by his country to

fight in a foreign land, despite his religious

or moral beliefs. He was young, too young

to have to give up these beliefs to fight a

war where the enemy was undefinable and

every step he took could have meant his

death.

I thank God everyday my father was one

of the ones to come back alive. Now, I have

another concern.

It is my own generation. It is my friends,

my cousins and moat importantly — my one

and only brother.

This is indeed a cruel world.

I get nauseous thinking about how close

this nation is to war. It really has nothing

to do with the ideology of "why we are over

there."

It is the rather scary thought of "who's

not coming back" which haunts not only

me, but those who have felt the death of

a loved one who died for a seemingly no-

ble but intangible ideal, and leaves them

with only a memory, an empty feeling,

without a chance to say a last good-bye. a

la-4 kiss, the final handshake.

It is those who have been there, and

still troubled about what exactly happened.

We, as a nation, are starting to glorify

war again. Do we really want to go to war?

How many of us have heard the horror

stories not only of Vietnam, but of World

War II and Korea? How could anyone in

their right mind want to *i// and be kill* </'

For every American casualty, there is a

family, a friend or loved one who will be

grieving. The same is true for the Saudis,

the French, the British, the Soviets, and

yes, even for the Iraqis.

We are all human beings. How quickly

we seem to forget.

In Vietnam, there was a young lieute-

nant named Calley. who was about 22

years old. Lt. Calley was a young, patriotic

and passionate man, who had seen his men

killed, dying terrible horrific deaths. His

men entered the town of Song My and

began to systematically kill every human

being in the village.

"Why?" was the question the press was

eager to know. Why did he and his men kill

over 370 Vietnamese - old men, women

and small children? Why did they throw rn-

fants, too young to pick up a gun or throw

a grenade, into a ravine to die?

ARIZ0NAM5 AMONVMOUS?.*™$ 5 NORTH OWUNlANSAMONVWftlS/"

Because they were angry and they were

scared. They couldn't figure out who the

enemy was. And this undefinable enemy-

had taken their buddies away from them.

It is hard to deal with death, any way it

is presented. But to watch people die. peo-

ple you cared about and loved, to see them

bloodied or blown apart, especially when

you've never seen it before — that must

have driven this man over the edge. Calley

saw every Vietnamese as the enemy,

because they had taken away those he had

known and he had grown close to.

He forgot the babies, the women and th.

old men were human and they had a I

one who would be equally devastated.

Today. I think there is still a problem

with determining who the enemy is. I can't

figure out if the enemy is overseas or in the

White House. Because anyone who i

ing to take my family and friends aw

the enemy

And anyone who won't let them come

back is the enemy as well

Gayle Long U a Collegian columnist

Sanctify the US flag
Thank you to the UMass police officer who directed traf

fie on University Drive at the Dallas Mall before the last

home football game. You were the only person to display

proper respect for the flag of the United States as the band

procession passed you.

Maybe the tuba players from the band could learn a few-

things from vou. As the national colors passed them, they

all stood and gestured to the colors with mock salutes.

The flag is a living symbol of the principles which make

our nation great.

By mocking the flag, you mock our country. You mock

the principles for which our nation stands. No. I am not

claiming that the United States is a perfect place to live.

But the intent and effort are to provide a place where life

liberty and the pursuit of happiness are guaranteed and

enjoyed bv all.
,

. . , .

To those who wish to burn the flag, you have the right

to do so It is the freedom of expression. But, what are you

expressing9 Bv desecrating the flag, you are destroying

a symbol of that verv freedom you are exercising. Doesn t

it'logically folk** that you are actually protesting that

^
AnyTvpe of disrespect to the Hag. be it mocking salutes^

burning or just outright ignoring it. shows,a lack.of aup<

poet for the principles of our nation. Only by united sup-

port can we maintain and improve the greatness of the

United States ,

So next time vou see Old Glory passing, stop render

it the proper respect and be thankful for the freedom you

1 n '
oy - Randy Freeman

Sylvan

A mother's plea to President Bush
n

I always believed in the natural succession of life s

events.

I knew that after summer came fall, then winter and

then spring. I always assumed that I would watch my

children grow and mature into productive members of

society. I never dreamed I would be sending my son

off to war and facing the possibility that he might die

in that war.

I now find myself in that heart wrenching situation

My son is a Marine now stationed in the Middle East

Why is it that the sons and daughters of working

class fight and die for the interests of those whose sons

and daughters will never spend a day dressed in

camouflage fatigues in a hot desert?

Many additional troops to that area is an indication

of vour intent to start that fight.

Can you assure me that my son and the sons and

daughters of this nation will not die protecting the in-

terests of big oil companies and the Kuwaiti emirates

who are now living in luxurious exile?

Have you even given thought to the many innocent

men. women and children in the Middle East who will

die?
,

.

Whv does vour administration decide to selectively

condemn aggression?

When Saddam Hussein was carrying out the will ot

vour administration by attacking Iran, he was I n

couraged to continue. Now you decry him as another

Hitler because he is a threat to the controlling int. .

of oil in the Middle East, Why was there no deploy ment

of troops when Vietnam invaded Cambodia? Where

was the intervention when Turkey invaded I

If my son dies, will vou stand beside me at this grave

or must I stand alone like the mothers and father^ c4

the over 58.000 sons and daughters who lost their lives

in Vietnam?
Mr. Bush, will you send your son to fight next n

minei? Someone recently asked. Do we hati out-

enemies more than we love our children

?

I don't. Mr. Bush, do you°

Mr Bush, it is time for the United States t

come home. The United States -hould support peace

negotiations through the Tinted Nations N Ml ehott d

observe the Constitution. Mr President, where on'

Coograaa has the power to declan war

We should not shed blood for oil

Nora A. Breen
Shutesbury

»*„, atari,m M. af**-i^TTky^tf^gg&Saa,^ZS&fSXSV.
SSaBSSSSSsiffiESbiww-'-
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Amherst Fire Dept. puts out car fire

Compiled by PRESTON P. FORMAN
Collegian Staff

University Police and Amherst Fire Department

responded to a car fire on Infirmary Way near Brett

Residence Hall Thursday night.

Police said the fire department forced open the hood ot

the car to extinguish the fire.

The car was towed from the scene.

ARRESTS

• Peter J. Boylan, 29. of Shutesbury, was arrested

Wednesday night for operating under the mfluence ol

•
C

John J. Collins, 35, of no known address was arrested

Thursday afternoon for trespassing in Whitmore Ad-

ministration Building.

• Joseph L. Magnarelli. 21. of Burhngton was arrested

early Friday morning for operating under the mfluence

of alcohol and unlawful speeding.

LARCENY

• A woman reported to police Thursday night the theft

of her bicycle from a bike rack between Knowlton and

Johnson.

Counseling Psychology

Collrfian photo by Tool Sandy*

LOOK MA, NO HANDS - Senior Jim

McCombe demonstrates amazing bicycl-

ing talent outside the Student Union on

Friday.

Boston-Bouve College of Human Development Professions

at Northeastern University offers part-time and full time gra< uate

degree programs in the areas of Counseling Psychology. Students

may work toward a Master's degree, a Certificate of Advanced

Graduate Study, or a Doctoral degree.

All counseling courses are taught by licensed psycnolo

gists Class size is limited to encourage individual participation.

The curriculum includes analytical and theoretical courses as

well as practice-oriented courses. In addition to classroom work,

all programs include applied experience in a supervised

clinical environment. ,

For more information and a free brochure on the Graduate

Programs in Counseling Psychology call (617) 437-2708. Or write to

Graduate School. Boston-Bouve College of Human Development

Professions. 107 Dockser Hall, Northeastern University.

Boston, MA 0211

RJ
Northeastern

University

An equal ofipuctumu
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TROPICANA
TWISTER

2/99 c
4 flavors10 oz

Va liter

OODLES Of

NOODLES

3/89C

All Flavors

r\ -i rkrk I University of
0ver 10

t

° I Massachusetts
Courses! | at Amherst

Winter
Session

Almost half

meet gen. ed.

requirements.

s

SWANSON'S PIES

79c
Chicken

Beef

Frozen Pot Pies

KELLOG'S
SAVE 40c

POP TARTS

$1.49

All Varieties

MUNCHY STORE COUPON

ANY
UMASS

Regular Price SWEATSH|RT
$2.00 off
Reg $

Sale $
Coupon valid thru 12-21-90

Sale items excluded One coupon per customer

Mail Registration—November 10-Oecember 12

All mail registrations must be sent via U.S. mail

and be postmarked no earlier than November 10.

(Do not use campus mail.)

Walk-in Registration-

November -Mi-January 7

Room 615 Goodell Building

Registrations are processed in the order in which

they are received, so register early!

Classes start January 3, 1991.

For more information, contact the Division

of Continuing Education, (ioodell Building,

or call 545 241 4.

'
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10,000 Maniacs captivate a sold-out crowd

.... __! , ,._„ u-. u». life- v„„ h*Wt target voice. I would be much more apt to table photos of war.

By JULIE LIVINGSTONE
Collegian Staff

10,000 Maniacs
Fine Arts Center

Saturday, Nov. 17

Jamestown, NY can claim that it is the

"World Center for Wood and Metal Fur

niture," and 10,000 Maniacs and Natalie

Merchant can claim that they - once again

— captivated a near sold-out audience this

weekend.
Merchants wild swirling and hand mo-

tions that seem to cut through unseen brick

walls, were familiar scenes for many in the

audience and her voice, along with the

calypso-tinged guitar of Robert Buck were

the perfect coupling. The crew was on tour

backing //<>/* Chest, a venture by Mer

chant and former Maniac John Lombardo

that combines the band's two first indepen

dent efforts.

The night was similar to breaking open

a present that you knew you were receiv

ing: you know what it's like, you haven't

used it and it is a gift.

With 50s-esque music piping over the

sound system, people knew something

unusual was happening, and so, expectant-

ly settled in their seats, the projection

screen came falling from the ceiling and

lights dimmed. Ripples of laughter filled

the FAC as smiling men and women clad

in early 50s garb, rows of Fords and the

Zenith man floated across the screen and

"Jamestown, NY - that's my hometown"

propelled itself through the air.

"Maddox Table." '1985, The Wishing

Chair) was the Maniacs' first attempt to

draw their captives in and work it did.

Their first attempt to get attention

actually the opening act of Mary Ramsey

and Lombardo. Should you have closed

your eyes and listened, Ramsey was Mer

chant for a moment. More enjoyable to

listen to but not quite the grip on lyrics

that the Maniacs have, she offered an uplif

ting and energetic twist to the evening

with sonorous fiddling and her gutsy <>n

target voice. I would be much more apt to

buy Ramsey's material versus Merchant's,

but this was not a competition, evidenced

by Ramsev 's joining in on several songs, in-

cluding "Trouble Me" (1989 Blind Man'*

Zoo) as harmony and a duo with Merchant

on "Verdi Cries" < 1987 In My Tribe) with

violin in hand.

With the exception of a handful of songs

from In My Tribe ("Don't Talk," "Pe

d" and "My Sister Rose"' there were

the expected favorites including "A ( amp-

fire Sonn " Plomping down on the staff

though she made it herself. Merchant

began the sontf that all the folks in the

front -eats wne awaiting - and joined in

on.

A little heavy metal was m order for the

night as Merchant borrowed Buck's guitar

B0 end "Scorpio Rising Wishing Chair) -

my ears are still ringing

i the conscientious objector in all she

plaved "Gun Shy " Hidden only physical

ly behind a flag made of a flourescent pink

peace sign against a backdrop of unforget

table photos of war.

Merchant belted out "My Mother the V\ ,u

to a mesmerized and silent audience

Though I've seen them many times I

wondered: Why go many cheers and vboops

for this crew? And the answer was simple

enough - though she didn't engage herself

in much political discourse or convincing

of the unconvincable. she planted the bug

in people's head about hunger and

homelessnees in America by questioning

the backing of only Thank-giving and

Christmas meals for those in need Hv vir

tue ofthe songs kheinaetvee, it become

parent 10,000 Maniacs can impel produc-

tive thought into the air

With an off-beat "Thank you very much

for coming because poti didn't have to.'

Merchant went into "Cotton Alley"

Wishing Chatr\ and later "Wikhrood

Rower" a peppy B side

Seems many would disagree that they

didn't have t«> show and by the looks of it

- the Maniacs can do no wrong

a present tnat you Knew yuu wcic nrvc.» •*___ -—.— - -
^

Gillis gracefully enchants with stylistic dance techniques" B J
,„••*.„„„„ Ma.,.da."..n,eof.ha. sorrow remained ..Ikd--. HerWrwaatoo^drefle^he 1,^,^,,,,

By MELISA CANL1
Collegian Correspondent

A statuesque body, flowing waist-long flame-colored

hair, the gTace and agility of a doe in the woods...Margie

Gillis had all of these attributes at her performance on

Friday Nov 16 at Bowker Auditorium. A solo modern

danceperformer, Gillis was born in Montreal to two Olym

pic skiers. She is responsible for introducing modern dance

to China in 1979. the first in this field since the revolu

tion She developed her own style over the years after tak

mg ballet and gymnastics lessons from the age of three.

The variety ofthe pieces she performed was extensive.

She started with a piece called "Roots ofthe Rhythm Re

main " She managed to move every part of her body to

the jungle beat, even her long, thick braid. The music

echoed through her diaphragm as her chest heaved from

exertion. n
"The Little Animal" had a completely different flavor.

It was short and very painful. A pink shadow against a

black curtain, her expression was one of deep suffering

In "Waltzing Matilda," some of that sorrow remained.

The bittersweet music by Tom Waits described a girl who

was frightened in a world filled with violence as she tried

to dance.

Gillis also had a wonderful sense of humor, evident in

pieces like "Give Me Your Heart Tonight" by Shakin

Stevens. Her body never left the ground as she ground

her hips clad in frilly red undergarments. She churned

restlessly on the floor, causing the audience to roar with

her comical facial expressions.

"Nocturne," the piece she did before the intermission,

had the essence of ballet and she accordingly wore a tutu

She also had her face covered with a white cloth tied with

a pink ribbon She was naked above the waist but never

once allowed a glimpse of her semi nudity to show as she

always used her arm or frilly skirts. She aged in front o!

our very eyes and finally fell. When she rose, she had un

tied the ribbon and in a very convincing manner slowly

shuffled off the stage using the ribbon as a cam-

The beginning of "Mara" was breathtaking Gillis was

atop a rock covered with the long skirt of her black raw

silk dress. Her hair was loose and reflected the lights shin

ing on her Like a form of liquid, a wave from the ocean,

she danced to the mystical music. She used her hair as

a vital part of her dance, her tresses were part ofthe

where she could have easily been a mermaid Her

movements were a dance that were taken from the depths

of the ocean and placed on land

In the long "How the Rosehips Quiver." she perform

four or five different scenes, from the comical scene where

she could not control her feet or lap to crying to .idnur

ing the blues skies amidst imagined flowers on a rustic

countryside. She ended standing on a chair, twirling

around like a rosehip blowing in the wind

( mIUb bowed, blew kisses, smiled angelically, and won

almost every member ofthe audience over to a standing

ovation. When she expressed her joy with a childish leap

in the air and dashed behind the curtain, the thundering

applause was proof of Debra Cash's words in the The

flo«.«n Globe. March 1989: "Margie Gillis is the emo

ment of what dancing is all abort "
I ouldnt agree more

It was short ana very pumiui. -. p.»» »«- -----— -
. rov„re<i Wlt h t he long skirt o her niacx raw mrm o. ...-. -» „ •

black curtain, her expression was one of deep suffering. atop a rock covered v.ith .ong w^^^± Ig^rwrw 1 aO fYsOn H
Paris All-Stars pay tribute to a great jazz legend

„. „._._.- -rC „'. Swprt" with BabB preeminent percussionists of all time ^m
~rf_^.._T„" ;- a™. «~11 v«* Dil

By JAMES MOLESWORTH
Collegian Correspondent

The Paris All Stars

Homage to Charlie Parker

A and M

While they say that imitation is the

sincerest form of flattery, in the world of

jazz I'd rather listen to an homage than an

imitation. And while there has been many

an homage to Charlie Parker, how about

an homage to Bird from the likes of Dizzy

Gillespie. Max Roach. Jackie McLean. Phil

Woods. Milt Jackson, Hank Jones. Percy

Heath and Stan Getz? Sounds like a good

idea doesn't it? Well it sounds even better

on The Paris AllrStars: Homagae to Charlie

Parker. Released just this month, the

album is a recording of a concert on June.

15, 1989 at La Grande Halle, La Villette,

Paris.

Even though French audiences were in

different to Coltrane when he toured

Europe in 1962. they do have a great fond

ness for jazz, and particularly Charlie

Parker (they also tend to appreciate the

Trane now as well).

Well over an hour in length, the album

consists of nine tracks of which only one is

an actual Bird composition - "Yardbird

Suite." Yet the other tracks are all noble

compositions themselves - Dizzy

Gillespie's "Birks Works." "Con Alma

and "Night m Tunisia" and Ray Noble

"Cherokee" being the most recognizable

We also get to hear renditions of Duke

Ellington's "Warm Valley" and Max

Roach's "Drummer's Sweet" with Babs

Gonzales' "Oo Pa Pa Da" and "Old Folks
-

by Willard Robison and Dedette Hill roun

ding out the program.

You may say to yourself. "Well, what can

these guys do today with these tunes that

they haven't done already?" Ta-da! That is

where the surprise comes in - these guys

haven't lost it Yetwhile some ofthem may

not be doing anything out of the ordinary

today, let us not forget that these guys all

have strong ties to Yardbird Put them all

together on one stage, ask them to

reminisce a little, and they begin to play

REVIEW

preeminent percussionists of all time

On "Old Folks." we get a taste of Hank

Jones and Milt Jackson working together

just like the title says - two wonderful

old folks whose experience and skill,

temperament and joy of playing always re-

main youthful.

An extended bass solo introduces us to

"Yardbird Suite." throughout which Per

cy Heath plays the bass in a stronger style

than he ever did with the MJQ. and team

ed with a really swinging Hank Jones, this

cut is really sweet.

One of the more interesting tracks to

study is "Con Alma," which has Jones on

piano supporting a slow an deliberate

muted solo from Dizzy which sounds like

Dizzy trving to tell Miles Davis what he us

ed to play like. Everybody jumps back in

for "Cherokee" with McLean and Woods

continuing to enjoy themselves.

Night in Tun done well, yet Uiz

seems aloof in his opening, as if he was t he

onl\ one who really played "Night in

Tunisia" with Bird Yet the other horns are

unphased and provide some fine new inter

pretation of this bebop classi

(losing with "Ooo Pa Pa Da." makes you

sing scat right along with Dizzy as he gets

back into it. clowning in his idiosyncratical

ly serious style. The rest ofthe group picks

up on Dizzv s fervor and rip out an ending

that leaves vou wondering what could have

been if the concert had been with Bird,

rather than an homage to him

Nonetheless, it's quite impressive.

Quality play, which makes for some in-

teresting listening, from some of the alb

time greats. More than worth the price of

admission. ________

"Birks Works" also gives us some lilting

rhythm section work and real nice alto

work from McLean and Woods. They play

hard together, work each other, but don't

step on each others toes - a surprisingly

high level of communication for two men

who have never played before this recor

ding. We also hear some usual Stan Getz,

no real surprises.

The rendition of "Warm Valley" is done

without fanfare, yet there are other

highlights on the album which make for

great listening.

"Drummers' Sweet" is an exhibition of

the talents ofMax Roach, whose admirers

will be glad to know that he delivers the

type of solo that has made him one of the

|
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SKI THS WINTER...
and GET CREDIT FOR IT!!

At Mt. Tom Ski Area
Pre-register for G61 or G62

Course runs for 4 weeks starting

in February. Offered Wed, Thurs,

Fri or Sat
Fee includes Round-trip

transportation from Boyden Gym
For further information stop by the

General Physical Education Office

Boyden 248
or call

Mt. Tom Ski Area
536-0516

!

Sale Prices valid Through Saturday Nov 24



Prof writes on foreign policy
By STEPHEN R. DAMIANI
Collegian Correspondent

U.S. foreign policy decisions are more influenced by

domestic political considerations than by the actual events

that occur in those countries, according to a new book by

a University of Massachusetts political science professor.

Howard J. Wiarda wrote Foreign Policy Without Illu-

sion, published this year, after spending several years in

Washington D.C. as an advisor on foreign policy.

In his book, Wiarda argues most of foreign policy deci-

sions made by current administrators were based on the

domestic agendas of individual, political parties, special

interest groups. Congress and think tanks.

"I would say that during the past years 80 percent of

our policy was based on domestic political considerations,

with James Baker as Secretary of State, that number has

probably increased to 90 percent now," Wiarda said.

The United States's foreign policy decisions regarding

recent events in the Middle East are following patterns

discussed in his book, Wiarda said.

"Clearly it is in the United States' best interest to pro-

tect both the U.S. oil supply and political and military

stabilitv in the Middle East," he said.

In addition to national security interests, Wiarda said

Bushs quick decision to boost U.S. military presence in

Saudi Arabia has brought in favorable responses for him

from the general public, according to national opinion

polls.

By focusing attention on events in other countries, the

pressure of dealing with domestic issues is relieved, Wiar

da said. Rather than talking about "dreary" issues such

welfare and the budget deficit, "they would much

rather focus on dramatic foreign policy event-

However. Wiarda said, the decision about U.S. invole-

ment in the Gulf could cause political harm if the conflict

escalates and there are American casualty

One example of the government taking foreign policv

he agenda for political reasons is the United

cent dealing with Nicaragua and Central

America.
,

"Nicaragua is no longer damaging to Mr Bush political

ly. Both Secretary of 9l .*• I
>" d Mr Busn

view Central America, and here I mean primarilv

Nicaragua, El Salvador and Panama, as a can of worms.

And the way you deal with a can of worms is you don't

stick your hand in it, but you get rid of it...They got it

off the front pages and dropped it as a political issue. It

served the national interest and served Mr. Bush's re-

election possibilities," he said.

Though the book has caught the interest of academic

institutions and is being used as a textbook, Wiarda said

it was written for a wider audience. "The book is not just

a serious study of foreign policy-making, but it is also a

semi-insider account by a person who spent a lot of time

in the White House, State Department, the Pentagon and

other Washington agencies."

His reason for writing Foreign Policy Without Illusion

stems from the time he spent at the nation's caj *al. "I

came away from my experience in Washington with a feel

ing the textbooks were out of date or just plain wrong

when discussing U.S. foreign policy. I wanted to tell how

foreign policy really works."

Another work, edited by Wiarda, is being published as

a companion to the book. The publication is an anthology

of essays focusing on foreign policy issues, such as ter-

rorism, drugs, human rights, the environment and world

hunger.

On the Agenda: Current Issues and Conflicts in U&.

Foreign Policy, includes essays on major regions that^are

the focus of American foreign policy, such as the Middle

East. Africa, the NATO countries, the Soviet Union and

Latin America.

On The Agenda focuses on the new agenda issues in

Washington," Wiarda said, issues such as the ecology,

immigration, nuclear disarmament, pollution and world

hunger. These are the 'front burner' or hot* issues 1

1

days, for they reflect the U.S.'s growing interest in issues

that are global, rather than national, in scope."

Prof Wiarda has been with the University since 1965,

and ov.t the past 10 year- he has traveled exten^velv

through Latin America.

H, Ewu also spent five years as a consultant with the

American Enterprise Institute for Public Policy Research

<AEI» in Washington A second book by Wiarda. The

'uuratic R<< olutton in Latin America Histnrx, Politics.

was also published this year by the

publishing house of Holmes and Ml
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THE FAR SIDE

By GARY LARSON
BONES IN THE BARREL
By J. GELLER 8c M. ROSENZWEIG

( .,llr«wn photo by Dondi Ahr-rn

MY LIFE IS GOING IN CIRCLES - A
circular staircase in Northampton says it

all for this photographer.

TURNOUT HW*SC«oo.-. NQ^ THM A-m

S^E- other. vJR.\T\Mt> vneNMus.

The party-goers were enjoying themselves

immensely — unaware lhat, across the street

in the shadows, a killer waited.

CALVIN AND HOBBES

///e/J*

By BILL WATTERSON
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DO NOT FORGET
TO TALK

TO YOUR PARENTS
OVER

THANKSGIVING BREAK
ABOUT PARTICIPATING IN
THE NATIONAL STUDENT
EXCHANGE PROGRAM
FOR FALL '91 AND/OR

SPRING 92!!!

THE NATIONAL STUDENT EXCHANGE PROGRAM
OFFERS UNDERGRADUATE STUDENTS AN OPPORTUNITY
TO STUDY FOR UP TO ONE YEARAT ONE OF W COL-

LEGESAND UNIVERSITIES IN THE UNITED STATES AND
ITS TERRITORIES. DEADLINE FOR APPLICATIONS FOR
FALL91 AND SPRING' 92 IS MARCH 1 SOMESPECIAL
SCHOOLS HAVE APPLICATIONS DUEATTHE END OF
THIS SEMESTER, SO PLEASE STOP BY NOW AND FIND

OUT MORE BEFORE IT is too LATE!

Women's Issues Editor Needed

—Writing experience preferred

—Applications accepted until 11-21-90

Ask for the Managing Editor

113 Campus Center

Associate News Editor Needed

—News writingexperience preferred

—Applications accepted until 11-21-90

Ask for the News Editor

113 Campus Center

The Collegian is a M/F EOE
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DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE

Edited By TRUDE MICHEL JAFFE

ACROSS
1 Cralls male

5 Apple

9 Q lollovwers

12 Author virlai

1

3

Sub tinder

14 Stone broke

1

5

Oomph
16 London s

C»cus
18 Dtcl entry

19 Corn bread

20 Stares

21 To the side

23 Emulate Betsy

Ross
25 Concorde
26 Let up
28 Winter hazard

30 Borders

31 Shoals

34 riboer

35 Bridges

36 Brawl

38 Building

40 Bud
41 Lorna —
42 Certain North

Alrican

43 Shade of

blonde

46 Overwhelm
47 Christmas song

48 Pub serving

50 Paintui

51 Shapely Iet1e«

54 London » —
Gardens

57 Mme entrance

58 12/24 and
12/31

59 Diamond and
Armstrong

60 Ski st>ck

61 — Moines

62 Misiudges

63 Adams
grandson

DOWN
1 Ripened

2 Starlet s dream

3 London s —
Square

4 Congressman

6 ( any tale

si»'t«"

7 Singer Davis

8 Historic time

9 Bake'y
pirxti

10 Cobblers save

lliesf

11 Rendezvous
13 Contest

14 Sty occupant

17 Pm
19 Cooks gear

22 Squinted

23 Lingo

24 Electric

swimmers
26 Elect unit

27 An Adams
28 Alan Ladd

movie

29 Cornda figure

31 Backbone
32 London s —

Common
33 Any
35 Put aside

37 Paving material

39 Racoon s

relative

40 Actor Richard

42 Farm buildings

43 QuMtOMd
44 McQuef

Allen

45 Sharpens

47 Chi'ls

49 Initials

navy .•

50 Recipe verb

52 Misiile dousing

53 Fr holy women
55 Vane direction

56 Fur country

5; imitate

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE

By GARRY TRUDEAU

TANGELO PIE
By TIM SNIFFEN

THAT'S IT! TV£ HAD Itf

THE WEEKEND IS FMCM
i^-i SHORT AND MY
^31 CL ISSfS ARE

JWe decided +o became a

Duarf Oouramh a tr*p**l

fish kr\om for *** «*f"

Duoff Gouramis mft no

dndlmes! Ho CitxMmy
I jus/ riewe io stf m A

3fnokmQ*lf*j
College is cerwmlu

+e*tki*Q |f?
r&poHsibntry.

I 5hvrf up.

understand

PRICE
By PRICE VAN RAY

'|«M l« A»f»~ I""" »«•*«•'« 11 1»90

MENU
LUNCH

BBQ Beef on a Bun

Fishburger

DINNER
Baked Chicken

Cavateili Supreme

BASICS LUNCH BASICS DINNER

Veggie Casserote

Fishburger

Stoned Chicken

Hi-Pro Spaghetti

YOUR DAILY HOROSCOPE
By JEANE DIXON

ARIfS L,MA

. *ng a new oyccm<

TAURUS

Plan any social activities

OIMINI
:>e reminded of a def

rod forgotten Refuse to be i

ed nto making a new comm' r

Balance you checkbook first Spen-

the evenmg with the one vou *ove

most
CANCER (June 21 July 22)

meone mav be distorting fh*

to serve hts own ends Do not be

drawn into o dangerous game Be

w*ng to go out of your way to help

a partner

HO July 23 Aug 22) Your mtedect

and creativity wl help you help

others today Just be sure that your

temper does not get the best of

you if someone disagrees with your

.deals Romance soars to new

heights

VIROO (Aug 23-Sept 22) vou win

have to watch your step today Be

sure to stay out of other people s

quarrels If you try to intervene both

parties may wind up resenting you

Stay home this evening

SCORPIO

SAOITTARIUS
ahead and speak .. ""ave

, -,q>* ". ion mor too ho'j'-1
'. •

need to place a higher value on

nenoshic A certain person a

spreading runx d out the

facts

CAPRICORN ec 22-Jon x>) vou
presence averts a quarre! between

two of your friends Keep a cose

eye on your finances rf vou have a

tendency to spend more than you

should Surprise the one you tove<

AQUARIUS 3n 20-Feb 18) You

wd fina yourself more outgomg than

usual today Others respond in an

odmtrmg way Showcase a special

talent to attract an influential per-

son s attention

PICK (Feb 19-March 20)
Romance and a sense of mystery

will make this a special day for you

You will get what vou want if you

work for rf Someone puts new e*

crfement back mto your We

I TODAY'S STAFF
Night Editor Gaylee CA Long

Copy Editor Preston P Forman

Layout Technician Nicole Dumas

Photo Technician K A Burke

Production Supervisor The Rickster

Typesetter
QuimbY

Production Jennifer Arnold Tama Ivany

Nicole Dumas
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Jan. 1 could prove to be 3-ring circus for bowl contenders
— . . mi - * a. » i * T \ 1 1-3 * *Un nntiAnnl /<n«imninTl

By RICK WARNER
The Associated Press

The battle for the national championship

may turn into a three-bowl circus on New
Year's Day. The Orange, Cotton, or Citrus

could produce the No. 1 team on Jan. 1, a

fitting ending to one of the most confusing

seasons in college football history.

The Orange Bowl's dream of a clear-cut

titile game between top-ranked Notre

Dame and No. 2 Colorado was shattered

Saturday when the Irish were uspet by No.

18 Penn State 24-21. Colorado, which end-

ed its regular season with a 64-3 rout of

Kansas State, is expected to take over the

top spot when the new Associated Press

poll is released on Monday.

If Colorado (10-1-1) beats Notre Dame
(8-2), the Buffaloes should win the national

championship. But if Notre Dame spoils

Colorado's title hopes in the Orange Bowl

for the second straight year, the Cotton or

Citurs could have the No. 1 team.

Miami (7-2) which probably will move

from third to second this week, will play

the Southwest Conference champion —
possibly a once-beaten Texas team — in the

Cotton. A Miami victory and a Colorado

defeat could give the Hurricanes their third

title in four seasons and make them the

first school with two losses to be voted na

tional champion. That's assuming, of

course, that they win their final two

regular-season games against Syracuse

and San Diego State.

If seventh-ranked Texas (8-1) gets past

Baylor and Texas A&M and beats Miami
in the Cotton, the Longhorns may have a

shot at No. 1 if Colorado loses and

Nebraska (9-1) beats Georgia Tech (9-0 1)

in the Citrus.

Tech, the only unbeaten team in Division

I-A. can stay in title contention by beating

Georgia on Dec. 1 and Nebraska on Jan.

1. But the fourth-ranked Yellow Jackets

will probably still need losses by Colorado

and Miami to make it to the top.

No. 11 Nebraska, with a game left

against Oklahoma, is seemingly out of the

title picutre because there are too many
teams ranked ahead of the Cornhuskers.

And Notre Dame's late-season loss makes
the Irish a long shot even if they beat Sour-

thern Cal and Colorado.

If you're thinking No. 1, forget about the

rest of the New Year's bowls. However,

there is a slim chance that a non-Jan. 1

bowl could produce the national champion.

After all, what if fifth-ranked Brigham

Young (9-1) beats Utah State and Hawaii

before going to the Dec. 29 Holiday Bowl?

Then suppose BYU beats its opponent (pro

bably Texas A&M) in the Holiday and Col-

orado, Miami and Georgia Tech lose their

bowl games? The Cougars, who beat Miami

early in the season, could make a strong

case for No. 1 if that happens.

One reason the championship scenario is

so muddled is that the major bowl mat

chups were set two weeks before the offical

Nov. 24 bid date.

•••••••••••
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Attto

Center

SAME DAY SERVICE

• BILLED DIRED*-V

TO INSURANCE COMPANY
• WINDSHIELDS REPLACED

, North Amherst

HAVE YOU SEEN
THIS JUICE LABEL?

T«*D»

IF SO. THEN ASK
FOR IT IN THE

UNIVERSITY STORE
Tea with Company
values your opinion

71 Old '.undtrtand Rd

Nort. a.mriarsv MA.

549-2880

MostUW Osttt Cans* Aoneoree

N—death?
Own any gold?

Progressive Gold Recycling

256-0842
Hlghaat offara In tha stata!

r

STAY

HOM
London
Pans
San Jose C R
Bangkok
Hong Kong
Tokyo

S-J I
.'

480

390

959
879
759

Student Faculty Fan
Taxes not included Restric-

tions apply Fares subject to

change One ways available

Work/Study abroad programs
International student and
teacher ID

EURAIL PASSES ISSUED ON
THE SPOT»

Free student travel catalogue

"DO I HAVE A CASE?"

The attorneys at your Legal Services Center (L.S.C) can answer

Ice paving UMass students' questions on a variety of legal

problems, including:

housing, criminal. University-related problems, civil rights,

consumer, labor relations, personal injury, and family law.

The L.S.C. is funded by student Ices, and has been offering free

legal services to fee-paying UMass students for over a decade.

IIDO I NEED A LAWYER?"

The Legal Services Center is your first source o[ law-related assis-

tance. Whether you need information, advice or referral, call

545-1995 for an appointment.

#oooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooopoooooooooooo^

ATTENTION STUDENTS WHO MAY BE CALLED TO

ACTIVE MILITARY DUTY

The Board of Regents has issued a policy statement concerning

students who are called to active military duty.

The policy covers issues such as:

" Tuition & fees refunds

• Nonpunitive withdrawals from courses

• Assistance in filing mitigating circumstances forms

• Priority in enrollment upon return to school

For more information, or for assistance come into the

Dean of Students Office, 227 Whitmore (5-2684).

Located in Room <>22 of the Campus Center, the Legal

Services Center is handicapped-accessible, and is open

Monday through Friday, 9 a.m. until 5 p.m.

STEINBECK COLLISION REPAIR
& AUTOBODY

53 So. Prospect — Amherst Center
256-8157 256-1385

Shop Registration # RS1212
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What are you doing after Thanksgiving?
GO SEE

Presented by the UMASS THEATRE GUILD

November 29, 30, & Dec 1

8 pm in Bowker Auditorium
Tickets on sale NOW at the F.A.C. Box Office

545-2511

.*

e Imports & other unibody vehicles

are our specialty

• State of art equipment for precision

frame and unibody straightening ( + or - Mi mm)]

e Over 90 years staff experience

• Accepted by all insurance companies for

collision repair or glass replacement

e Advanced European Technology Painting and

Refinishing Systems

REMEMBER it's your car and your choice of

repair facilities

MONDAY, NOVEMBER 19, 1990

women s swimming

COLLEGIAN 11

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 12

The first event set the stage for the remainder of the

competition as UMass finished first and second in the

200-yard medley relay with the team of senior Kiri Binn-

ing, freshman Jennifer Saunders, junior Laurie Schwarz

and senior Denise Reimer the first to touch the wall in

1:54.31.

"They were ready to go and went nuts right away,"

Newcomb said. "As soon as I saw the first two

backstrokers touch in the medley relay, I knew we were

going to have an awesome day."

As for the remainder of the meet, UMass dominated it

as a team, an aspect that has become characteristic of the

Minutewomen. There were only three events in which

swimmers did not score.

"That displays a true team effort. We gave them a lesson

in depth," Newcomb said.

Even though the team as a whole was the standout, Bin-

ning, Kari Edwardsen and Jennifer Saunders swam ex-

ceptionally well.

Binning, an exchange student from Brisbane, Australia,

was able to set three school records that also broke Boyden

Pool records. She eclipsed a 1976 record in the 100-yard

backstroke with a time of 1:01.77. In addition, she

established school records in the 200-yard individual

medley (2:13.95) and broke her own record from a week

and a half ago in the 200-yard backstroke (2:12.01).

Edwardsen finished second to Binning in the 100- and

200-yard backstroke with times under the existing records

before Binning broke them ahead of her. Saunders was

victorious in both the 100-yard breaststroke (1:13.18) and

the 200-yard breaststroke (2:36.05).

UMass freshman Allison White remained undefeated

in the 1-meter diving competition with 213.98 points.

However, she placed second to Maine's Michelle Giraux

in the 3-meter dive.

Maine wasn't the dominant team they have been in

ypars past. They had only one bright spot as Maureen

Solakoff was able to win the 200- and 500 yard freestyle

events.

"I wasn't happy with our performance, Maine coach

Jeff Wren said. "However, we did what I expected."

Wren made several comments as to the reasons for their

lackluster performance this season. He said the team has

been training inconsistent and they weren't able to

recruit any freshmen.

With their incredible performance, the undefeated

Minutewomen scared Maine right out of Boyden. They

even caused them to leave their team banner behind.

"The amount of noise, communication and personal ex-

changes that they had during the meet allowed them to

accomplish something a UMass team has never done,"

Newcomb said.
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1991
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107 Sunderland Road. North Amherst

Open 7 a.m. -10 pm

SPEEDWASH
11 Fray St.. Amherst

NOW OPEN 24 HOURS!

South Towne Commons Laundromat
479 We*t St.. South Amherst

Open 7 a.m. -10 p.m. ^^
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ARTQ1RVED
|
UNIVERSITY
(store

January 2 18. 1991

Weekdays 9 00 am 12 noon

Earn transfer credits towards your degree.

While nit"-' paraph *<*• wasting 0>»>ii bokday

bleak this wmivr wtnivinq about l'»en <
''

ba dotal iuwi<*h P"**** ,t>'""

Fa the first urn.- ihi- UtsfcamBu ••• l^amat >s

offering an MatsstWI 3»frk Wlnlet lnlrn«»-

•ion < noma from a ram*- <>( ttaaH i"' 1 »*"

ciedit COUrSSt that ran accelerate v»» *
pioqiam ..i BMWM V>u ••" 'h* hiyhly f.mpelitive

marketplace

Credit fomtn rVts and Srtew .-v Ei

,ng l, era. Management. Musk

Non credit comtet Workshop* la i .veer

d>vel<.pn,. *eH

assessment am) li>tuv 1

Coal: An affordable $S5 00 pet < ledll

(all 934 24S0 '" Intmaaann

BuHelin and tlijUtiaHajl form CM till out the

I lnu.ell

,. alK>n Wmlei n <W
MA 018S4

| University of Lowell

N*K

I ..li»«»

Sl*(r Zip

Do iwitm rtti ftr imtmh. Mi
still Kara HmU §1 *m Mt fit m nir
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On the ConcourM I

Nov 14-21

latnall • '

CLASSIFIEDS
ACTIVITIES

AMERICAN INDIAN STUDENT
ASSOCIATION
Meeting tt/19

6PM at the

Josie Whrteeaole Cultural Center

MODEL UNITED NATIONS MEETING
Tonight 7 00PM BOiCC
More into call Ale* 6 5993
Topic Iraqi Hostages
Sea you there delegate* 1

SINGLE- parents treat yourself take care

of yourself this new year' Study Discuaaion-

Support Cooperative now forming

Childcare too' CaM 2S3-2424

SPRING BREAK TRAVEL FAIR'

Don't miss it
1

Feb 14 1991

AUTO FOR SALE

1940 HONDA PRELUDE
Low miles No rust

Needs work $500 5- MM!
1943 AUOI 4000 5*pd sunrl eOOOOmi on

2nd engine $1950 CaM 256-0171

1M4 NISSAN STANZA Great condition

$2300 Can 54&4126

1M4 TOYOTA CAMAY . 87000 mnes 4

door 5 speed AC AM/FM cassette new

mumer'tires reliable good

$3500 Call 546-6821 V
message

condition

7364 leave

BRUINS ANO LA KIMQS 1*0 hockey

•erseys Great x Mats grtr $50 Call Slave

253-9067

FUTON SALE
Queen sm futons

6 cotton $92
8" conorVtoam - $122

Limned time only

Mefewempe Furniture

25*0646

LUOWIO 4 piece DMS Parste H.hatCrash

Camber R-daPurpie 500 Beat OWar B*
256-1976

SKIS from UMass sk. team member Must

sen dm cheap' 54*5965

UMASS OUTING CLUB
Open meeting tonight' All are welcome

CC 168C 7 00PM
Trips Slides, and more'"

Members Important Votmq

WOCH RADIO MEETING TONIGHT
at 9PM m Dckmson Mam Lounge on or

chard Hill Show up and get involved

ANNOUNCEMENTS

ANYONE INTERESTED in Vechiryu Karate

please contact Michelle 542 2965 or Mike

546-6080

ARTISTS' WRITERS'
PHOTOGRAPHERS!
Spectrum is accepting art. poetry prose

and photography for the 1991 issue Bnng

submissions to 406E SU

FAST FUNDRAISING PROGRAM
$1000 in just one week
Earn up to $1000 for youi campus organ./a

tion Plus a chance at $5000 more' This prr>

gram works' No investment needed oan

1 800-932-0528 Ext 50

OPEN THE DOOR
to an e«citmg and
challenging career

Let CIGNA Corporation

show you how
as we discuss

Actuarial career opportunities

To learn more about this challenging field

plan to attend a meeting at wh.ch actuates

will discuss career opportunities at ^un*
Members ol all classes are welcome limited

summer intern and MMime pM*»»J"
both Connecticut and ph,lade,P*'aJ

1 '6

available Pitza * refreshments will be serv

ed Dress is casual

Date November 28 1990

Time 7 00 9 00PM
Place Mather Career Ce

- SPRING BREAK -

TRAVEL WITH YANKEE LINt TOUIW via

detune motorcoach wrth on campus pick-up

and drocH>«
• First class hotel accomodations
• Trwporlalion available to Dtanay Epcot

MGM Studios Wet N WHO
• $259 00 (QUAD OCC) March 15-17

• For more mto contact Scott or Jim

256-0029

FOR A GOOD TIME CALL.

RACK-A-DISC the best entertainment DJ s.

video, bands dorm/house specials call

586-9900 anylime

FOR RENT

3 BEDROOM 2 bathroom

Belchertown/Amherst On bus route

$850 a month » 323-7910

BEDROOM Sunderland Center Busline

nuiet spacious $200 549-0733

NORTHAMPTON CENTER. 1 bed-oom

apartment Must rent On Mam Street High

ceiting * windows with southern exposu e

Wooden floors Comfortable for couple

Please call 586 2986 4 leave message

SINGLE m 3 bedroom Puffton

Available Dec 23

545-4352 549 0748 Nittn

TIRED OF LIVING IN A SLUM? One bdrm

aol ,n presidential apts available im

mediately Close to campus, quiet all aP|

phancea. storage space large closets Call

549 3534 and leave message $5i0rtno,

heal inci

QUIET 1 BEDROOM Mam St 253 9551

FOR SALE

ADC 10 Band/channel stereo graphic

•quMlMt »or $100 Call Chns at 253-7438

MV.'i'"IU'

„_ Three pairs WiMard thermos wrth e«

ceaent bindinge-Mta new-546-9430

SONY CO with shuffle $130 ____

Teac digital programmable auto reverse

Dolby deck $200
Ekcaaent condition

Can Paul 54*4226

TIX BOSTON TO ORLANDO
tor Thanksgiving

Nov 22 26 Cheap
Call Dawn 253-0475

HELP WANTED

EARN $300 TO $500 pe' week reading

books at home Call 615-473-7440 E«t

8281

HEATWAVE VACATIONS. INC. is looking

for Campus Representatives lor Spring

Break 1991 Top dollar commissions' Con

tad Gregory at 800 395 WAVE

WANTED: Entrepreneurs looking to make

$10 000 next summer operating thei' own

franchises ot college pro painters mtorma

Hon session Wednesday. Novembei 20th

at 4PM in the Campus Center room 801

Call 1-800 346-4649 tor more into

WINTER BREAK JOBS'

Earn up to $1500 over xmas break as a pro-

fessional environmental activist with clean

water action M F 1 10PM Can 584 9830 for

an interview

INSTRUCTION

EARN CREDIT SCUBA DIVING

2 credit basic and advanced courses offered

both semesters at Curry Hicks pool

2 credit sport courses to Key Largo during

intersession spring break and end of

August
Register tor all courses through the General

Physical Education Departmen;

Further information at Curry Hicks pool

Monday through Tnursdav 7PM- 10PM or

call Proiect Deep 549-8401

LEGALLY WENDY LILlEV

MAPPY 21ST BIRTHDAY"
Can you hear me airplanes coming-"

Let s celebrate New Onean s atyM

Love you vary mueft

YOur tuni

LOST

FEMALE BLACK 4 GREY TIGER CAT
with white paws cheat stomach & cheeks .n

Puffton named Saki tf found PLEASE can

549-1811 leave a message REWARD

MY CASIO OIGITAL WARY SF 8000 last

j. cii very important info stored meide i

realty need .1 if found please ca» J II Ma
5 8PM Danny Reward

JILL B
M. MO Mill HO
Happy B-Oay aom ftn»y and the guys « me

2lst-

SING ' I
'

ng u'lWxas

JOOI Hope you had i

Love AXO

JOOI S
Happy ?ist Biindav"

Hope the day wiM leave yo

very happy memories (and not etc*

ones- Ha •

Love, your sisters

JOE BARRY JCN CHRIS.

Antkaa- Who invented liquid

soap and why7 Love Maria

KAMI CALEVRO
Happy 18th Birthday 1

Love your Roomie

SERVICES

PAUL |M H ,

PAUL(MH)
Thanxs so much tor listening and helping

me smite again' For this you earn one tree

dance lesson'
Love
Ireland

was to busy eating twimues

my personal St." waiting

PERSONALS

AMY
Happy Birthday 1

to a very special 21 year-old

l love you
Brett

BRIAN
After all thai we ve been through

it comes down to me and you

i guess it s meant to be
forever You and me Afte' all

143
Cheryl

DESPERATELY SEEKING KYLE! Please

call back at 2 Bryan O

HAPPY B-DAV MARNI COHEN'
I didn t forget Just thought i d put this m

to embarass you' Happy 19th 1

Luv Snook urns -2

HER NAME IS JOSIE B
She's got a real funky concept

Smarten up cause she s gonna keep

you in step

Today's her birthday

and now she s gonna play

You'd better torn her and

for her drinks you'll pay

Have a Fab5Freddy B Day 1

HEY YOU HOT. SEXY volupuous woman
l Love You Cutie

HI HI HI - Yahoo Mclaughlin (aka Mark

senousi Happy Birthday' Can we talk about

tmf Love. 21 S * a T

P S Can i have a cigarette''

KEN
and missed
I .ITl..^

MARNI COHEN
Yo Baby" Sorry m« is late

but you know I love you any* a,

Happy Birthday Shnookums'

B.T-a

MICHELLE DUBOIS!' i hope you had a

great 2 1st Birthday yesterday Amherst writ

never be the same' Love ya Nefte

PROFESSIONAL OJ S

LAZER TECH AUDIO avaaabfa tot your

dance dorm party or house partv

rates, great DJ s Call 323 780 1 soon

RIOE WANTED

I NEED A RIOE to anywhere in Boston Wed
WH share expenses Call Jeamne
546-3197

TO SOUTHERN CT OR HARTFORD
Nov 20 will Day expenses

Lisa 253-0999

ROOMMATES WANTED

1 BEDROOM AVAIL ngM near Amherst

College bus older non smoker pret Must

love cats 230 Secunfy Deposit reouired

.753- 7?28

CLEAN. RESPONSIBLE FEMALE, for

single room in town $??5 Call 256-3430

Spring semester

FEMALE NONSMOKEH wanted to Share

apartment m the Brook 1
' I bath $i 32 plus

utihtes We're studious and neat' Call Amy

or Connie 253^2150

FEMALE NONSMOKER wanted to share

room 549-0038 tor December 1

HOLIDAY BOOKING sethng out- Campus
Travel on Campus 545-0500

PREGNANT'
Need a pregnancy test information or sup

port' CaM tor tree and confidential services

ALTERNATIVES 33 Mam St Northampton

586 3000 or Greenhetd area 774-6010

PROFESSIONAL PAPERS INC

Computaraad research horary All subjects

levels 4 topics Can * feaaarch into MC
Visa-Amex 1 600-447 2431 10835 Santa

Monica Btvd (-201 1 W Los Angelas CA
90025

SUBLET

HOUSE NEAR BAVBANK! 3 . rooms lor

Jan 549-4277

TRAVEL

7 R T TIX FOR MEXICO lot sale leave

NYC Jan 4 arrive Cancun stay 3 weeks

$850 or best offer Can 367 2792

WAKE-N-BAKE!" SPRING BREAK IN

.IAMAICA/CANCUN FROM $449'" BOOK
EARLY ANO SAVE $30 TRAVEL WITH

THF BEST 1-800-426- 7? 10

TYPING

FAST ACCURATE ON CAMPUS
Spell check $1 50/pg

Call Ashley at 546 1612

NEXT DAY TVPING/WORO PROCESSING
323-4579

TYPINGWORD PROCESSING
6658770

WORDPROCESSING
and accurate work Campus pickup and

delivery Call Lisa 256-6695 leave message

WORDPROCESSING. REPORTS
Resumes Theses Graphics Laser Pnn

tmg Call Rosemary 259-1766

WANTED

ALL MAJORS I

Design .implement grOW
evening pe' wee-
Amherst Center Call 253-2424

WANTED TO RENT

LOOKING FOR A LEASE Od in

Presidential or Puffton starting Jan 1 Call

546-481 1 Please leave a messafle



Just some basic

baseball banter
It was difficult to ignore the glamour factor at the

Universitv's second annual Fund for the Future recep-

tion dinner. Held at the Sheraton in Boston, it was a

bonafide booster event, complete with Boston Red box

Jeff Reardon and Toronto Blue Jay Mike F anagan as

well H retired and former UMass baseball players.

Adrienne Matt

SPORTS
Swimming teams lap opponents

UMass grad of 75, Flanagan and Reardon I - B) were

lauded for then" accomplishments, as the event title

•Salute to Excellence" would imply As the literature

read, it was a celebration of 122 years of baseball at

UMass. the school's first athletic team.

1 admire the vision of the Fund for the Future

organizers They want people of Massachusetts to sit

up and notice UMass at !ea>t what'* left of lU Their

visionarv focus is that the state must be willing to

maintain Ma tor Public University which offers educa-

tion research and service not only to its immediate

community but to the state at large. [At this point 1

could go into why 1 support this, but those comments

belong on the editorial page]

Needless to saw the personalities made for in-

teresting interviews Red Sox Mike Boddicker and Blue

Jav Mike Flanagan kept the attentive dinner guests

laughing with their banter and punchlines

To my Mipnse. Boddicker grew up m a town 40

minutes from where I went to grammar school in Iowa

We talked about common ice fishing holes and pnmo

pheasant hunting spots near Lake Okoboji. He was

shocked to hear someone living in Massachusetts talk

and know about some of his favorite getaways in the

Miduest

Hil wMiltllllt for solving the education crunch in

Ma .
| to collect all the tax dollars that go into pay-

ing tolls and give it all to higher education. He was

serv ... _,
Well, they're not improving the roads, he roarea.

•All the conduction's going on in Connecticut.'

Sox Manager Joe Morgan couldn't find the words he

wanted to express himself- he never ceases to amaze

me. His drv humor and gentile manner create one of

the more affable baseball personalities I've met.

"It s too bad it's gotten to this point." he said of the

amount of UMass budget cuts. Ya know. I just don't

have any concrete answers I just can't answer your

questions

W, !. lorry too. Joe. I wish we had the answer-

Adnenne Mutt U a Collegian staff member

Men route BC, 135-85
By TOM QUINN
Collegian Correspondent

The men's swim team soundly defeated arch rival

Boston College 135-85 in their first meet of the season,

last Fridav at Boyden Pool.

Coach Russ Yarworth said he was encouraged by the

performances of his freshmen and sophomores, swimmers

who will provide the backbone to defend their New

England Championship.

•The kids sent a message to New England swimming

that l'Mu>- il -till the team to beat," he said.

The kev to the meet was lead by the Minutemen's sprin-

ting strength An indication of the its sprinting domman.

was in the 400 van! bee and the 400-yard medley rela%

in which the team swept heats, deflating BCs momentum

•It's gratifying to see the kids realize the efforts of then-

hard work. " Yarworth said.

Freshman butterflier Tim Nubar swam to a first-place

finish in the 200-vard heat, his first collegiate meet

Minutemen sprinter Aaron Osborne beat his opponen

off the wall to win the 50-yard freestlye and sophomore

Chris Barret cruised to an easy victory in the 100-yard

free. Junior breast stroker Bill Chouinard won the

200-yard breaststroke Yarworth said he is one of the

team's hardest work.

One of BCs more impressive swimmer- Martin Kraai

jvanger. cruised to first place victories in the 200
.
500-

and 1.000 yard freestyle events

Martin is one of the stmngtM M immeis in our league.

Yarworth said. "We really didn't have anyone to counter

his abilitv

However. Martin's maverick heroics were not enough

to save BC from UUmt -beer numbers The Minutemen

handilv took first place in six of nine events

The team's onlv sore spot appears to be the divers with

the graduation of Dan Cheznika. Boston College su

the 1 meter and 3 meter diving events However, junior

diver Steve Mvers dove to two second place finishes n ar

rowiy losing nut to first place in the 3 meter. Rich Dockery

Uwk third on the 1 meter board.

"This was supposed to be a rebuilding year for us. but

with this freshman class and all the other guys working

hard, we're not rebuilding at all. we're reloading." Yar-

worth said

The team will face its toughest challenge of the season

early against Brown University Dec 5 at Boyden Pool

This new rivalry began last season with UMass winning

the meet in the last relay which went down to the wire.

We had a lot fan support agaisnt BC." said Yarworth

"I hope we can that again when Brown comes."

Women box out Bears
By BRETT MORRIS
Collegian Correspondent

They did it.

The University of Massachusetts women I swim team

defeated the visiting Maine Saturday for the first time

ever in a dual meet.

After years of embarassing losses to Maine, the

Minutewomen finally came out on top, 195-103. The swim-

mers trounced their opponent as they won 11 of the 14

events.

"I'm just sky-high as the way we swam." said UMass

coach Robert Newcomb. "They just came in pumped to

the ceiling. We did some amazing things today."

CONTINUED O >J PAGE 11

CoUvglM photo by Tom Handy*

UMass divers put a delicious twist on the

Minutewomen's first victorious dual meet

against Maine. Freshman Allison White remain-

ed undefeated in the 1-meter dive this weekend.

football

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

Griffin also threw touchdown passes of 14

and 64 yards in the first half as UNH built

its lead

We were awfully close to him." Perry

said of Griffin, who was awarded the Bill

Knight Trophy given annually to the

game's most outstanding player "He

wasn't the greatest scrambler, but he read

everything."

The UMass offense, meanwhile, didn't

warm up until after the Wildcats had

buried it in a 29-0 hole. Freshman quarter-

back Dave McGovern threw an intercep

tion on UMass' second possession and

fumbled away their fourth, before hooking

up with split end Ron Blauvelt on a 19-yard

touchdown pass late in the second quarter

put UMass on the board. 29-6

Late in the third quarter McGovern clos

ed UMass to within 29-12 with a 5-yard

pass to tight end Bill Durkin (UMass' fifth

tight end touchdown pass this season i, but

UNH iced the clock with a 14-play. 80-yard

touchdown drive and lead 36-12 with ten

minutes remaining.

A second McGovern-to-Blauvelt strike

with 4.41 to play finished the scoring at

36 18.

McGovern, making his second start since

replacing Tom Fasano in the second half

Of the Richmond game, finished 14 of 30 for

249 yards and 3 TDs, and was intercepted

three times.

He grew as the game went on, from the

first half to the second half," Reid said of

the Yankee Conference Rookie-ofthe

Week. "He didn't wilt. We'll only go as far

[in the playoffs] as Dave McGovern can

take u-

First Round

November 24

1 1 Middle Tennessee

* Quarterfinals

December 1

Semifinals

December 8

Final

December 15

National

Champion

on Stadium

thern College

atesboro, Georgia
E>v\sion t-AA Foo«&«l

CHAMPIONSHIP

(2 1
Youngstown State

(18) Central Florida

(7) William and Mary

2(9) Massachusetts

<3> Georgia Southern

(15i Citadel

i6) SW Missouri State

(13) Idaho 1 ' Fmi-mund. quontrftntl and stmdmal games will be pitrvtd on campus

Courtesy of the NCAA

Here is the Division I-AA collegiate football playoff bracket, with the numbers in parentheses indicating

the final regular season NCAA ranking. UMass (8-1-1) will meet the College of William and Mary (9-2-0) in

Williamsburg, Va., in the first round of playoff action.

WEATHER MULTICULTTOE AKld

Rockin' good news! The
sun will be ihinin' to-

day, with a high temp,

of 52 degrees.

rue beginning of the

Thanksgiving tradition

is revealed by a UMass
student. Ave 2

Travel to the Campus
Center Barbershop

through the eyes of

Rory Rae. Page 4.
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Tutor program starts

to offset fee increase

( ollrgian Photo h> Dondl Akrarn

WHAT A BLUSTERY DAY — A woman recently braves the winds

in downtown Northampton.

By GAYLE LONG
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts will im-

plement a tutorial program for students in

the residence halls to help offset the $400

fee increase for the spring semester, accor

ding to officials in Housing Services and

Academic Support Servu

Letters will be sent to target tutors —
junior or senior English, accounting,

economics, mathematics, or COINS majors

The potential tutors must also have a grade

point average of 3.0

"Payment for the service will bo in the

form of a residence hall rebate equivalent

to 5.5 hours of tutorials per week at $6 50

an hour rate for twelve week-, stated the

letter sent to possible tutors in

lence halls

Students applying to be tutors will

evaluated by the Financial Aid office

academic departments, to determine the

need tot aid and the qualification-, of each

applicant

Application- ,i" due N '•

selected will be notified hy Dec IS M
than 100 students. 50 from off campus

50 from the resident-.- hill- aril!

selected. The 50 selected from off-campus

will move back into the residence halls

The total compen. M60 Tl

ment would red : a basic

double room to $457 for the sen

Students will also be paid for three hours

ot training, to be given by Dr Glon

Guevara. De Guevara will also notutor
CONTINUED ON PAGE 3

limit number of housemates passes
. . . .i__. .«^ .i.,^nt^ M»h»lii>vM ; th.'it nvcrrrowdint! is larirelv

By PETER HERING
Collegian Correspondent

An article to restrict the number of unrelated people liv

ing m a single family household to a minimum of four

passed at the Amherst Town Meeting last night

With a two-thirds majority vote Article 19. referred to

as the "family question:' will change the concept of what

familv is by making it less restrictive.

While some town meeting members argued that ques

t.ons of blood relationships were not pertinent to zoning

laws, the majority argued that the new restrictions would

allow for more traditional families to live together.

Under the new bylaw, only four unrelated adults can

reside in the same home, with no restriction on the

number of children living there under the age of 18.

John Fox. of Precinct 7, called the new bylaw a. vast

improvement of the existing bylaw."

The former bylaw included references to marriage that

may have been unconstitutional.

The proposer of the Article 19 amendment. Seymour

Friedman of Precinct 10, said he believes the old bylaw

was "too restrictive in dealing with marriage."

Fox argued that five or more unrelated people living

together would pose more of a problem than the tradi

tional family would.

"Five unrelated people would have four or five cars,

while a family would have one or two The increase in traf

fie problems and the dangers for neighborhood children

are increased." he said

Fritt O'Conner, of Precinct 2. referred to the new bylaw

as "a substantial solution" to the previous law.

"If (more than four] people aren't disruptive then there

will be no complaint under the zoning bylaws," he said

A member of the Graduate Student Senate, speaking

in opposition, believed that the bylaw was largely aimed

against students Habattavai that uwaiuowding it

due to the escalating rents, which have made it neo-

for five or six students to combine rent BlOtt

Jan Dezar, of Precinct 9 and a member of the Amh-

Planning Board, said he believes the bylaw would not

regulate the number of students living in a single tamily

house.

"We need to base zoning on the use of the property and

not on the users," he said.

The Amherst Select Board's decision to pass the bylaw

unanimous, while the Planning Board decided to back

Friedman's proposed bylaw with a 4 to 3 vol

Although the measure passed convincingly, some t

members voiced displeasure with both the old and the new

Town member Fritz O'Conner called the new bylaw,

"imperfect, but I substantial chance to improve the situa

tion."'

Guerrillas launch attack

on Afghan government
By KATHY GANNON
Associated Press Writer

ISLAMABAD, Pakistan - In a rare show

of unity, rival guerrilla commanders laun

ched an offensive against Afghanistan's

Soviet-backed government yesterday in

three provinces surrounding the capital, a

rebel spokesperson said.

A barrage of rockets slammed into an

ammunition dump several miles north of

the the Afghan capital, Kabul, just before

dawn, signaling the start of a blitz on

dozens of government targets, they said.

"It was one of the government's largest

ammunition dumps," said Minhaj. a

spokesperson for a joint rebel news

organization known as MID1A.

There were no immediate reports of

casualties and no way to independently

confirm the claims. The rebel sources spoke

from Pakistan, where the guerrilla groups

have their headquarters.

One Western diplomat, who spoke on con-

dition of anonoymity, said in Islamabad

that "something was happening" but that

he and others were scrambling for details.

Farid, a member of the Hezb-e-Islami. the

most radical and anti-West of the seven

major guerrilla groups, said the offensive

on Kabul. Logar and Wardak provinces

took several weeks to plan.

"The main purpose of the operation is to

eventually take Kabul," said Farid, who

like most Afghans uses only one name.

Minhaj said sporadic and often confused

reports from the battlefront indicated guer

rilla fighters were launching rockets at

dozens of government targets in an arc

around Kabul.

The guerrillas, financed by the United

States. Saudi Arabia and other sym

pathetic Arab states, have been fighting for

more than 12 years to overthrow successive

communist style governments in

Afghanistan.

Most of the countryside is under the guer

rillas' control, and troops loyal to President

Najibullah hold the major cities.

Regents prepare for Weld
Plan devised to stabilize college funding

By KENDRA PRATT
Collegian Staff

The Board of Regents of Higher

Education is presently devising a pro

posal for Governor elect William Weld

which would stabilize state funding of

public higher education and allow cam

puses to retain tuition revenues.

"All we want from him is stability of

funding for the next five years since the

money can't be restored and the

minimum is maintained." said Terry

Zoulas, press secretary for the regents

The plan is based on public higher

education revenue figures for this year.

From the $500 million allocated in state

funds, public higher education

generated $1.5 billion in total private

fund revenues.

The private fund revenues include tui

tion, fees and all profits made from salts

on all 29 campuses. "We want him to

see higher education as an investment.

not a cost." Zoulas said.

"For every state dollar, two private

dollars are made, or for every state

dollar that is cut, two private dollars are

lost as well." he added.

The regents would also like to see the

29 state colleges and universities retain

full tuition revenues on each individual

campus, rather than sending two-thirds

of the revenues to a general state fund

Approximately $105 million in tuition

revenues were sent to a general state

fund this year while $45 million was re

tained on the campus.

The stabilization of public higher

education funding that the raganta are

seeking from Weld follow- a 22.4 par

cent reduction in state allocation! since

1988.

This year, the greatest proportion of

this reduction, about 14 9 percent, hit

all state universities and colleges in

across-the-board cuts resulting tn a loss

of almost $16 million in funding
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tutor
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

and evaluate tutors. The evaluation will be

determined by a questionnaire and the stu

dent's final course grade.

Freshmen and sophomores in introduc-

tory courses will be notified through the

target departments, advertisements in the

Collegian, notices given to professors of

these courses, and Residence Assistants.

The tutorial service will be provided free

of charge to underclassmen.

After the program is announced, in-

terested persons can call the Academic Sup-

port Services. De Guevara will match

students with tutors, and the tutorial ses-

sions will begin the second week of the

spring semester.

Tutorials will be given in residence halls

and other cultural centers on campus.

Computer stolen

from Tobin Hall
Compiled by PRESTON P. FORMAN
Collegian Staff

LARCENY

• A faculty member in Tobin Hall reported Friday that

his office was broken into during the night. There were

pry marks on the door and the locking mechanism was

damaged. An IBM computer and a keyboard were stolen.

The estimated value is $5,000.

• A man reported Friday that his car parked in Lot 12

was entered and his stereo locked in the glove compart

ment was stolen The estimated value is $100.

• A man reported Friday morning that his mountain

bicycle locked to a rack outside Thoreau Residence Hall

vs m stolen. Police said the rack was partially dismantled

in order to steal the bike. The estimated value is $400.

• A faculty member in Tobin Hall reported to police Fn

dav that ap«ychology workshop lab was entered and a

hard drive and computer parts WOT -tolen The estimated

value is $425

ARREST

• Anthon\ J Giglmtti. 19, ofWaltham. was arrested on

North Pleasant Street Saturday night for being a minor

isporting alcohol and unlawful speeding.

©/

Moving
Off-Campus?

Check out

CLIFFSIDE
APARTMENTS

Affordable, Quiet

Convenient

1 & 2 Bedrooms
from $40C7month

ALL UTILITIES
INCLUDED

5 miles to UMASS
On Sunderland Bus

Route

Pool, Tennis & More

Furnished Apartments

also available

Ask about our free rent

special

248 Amherst Rd (Rt 116)

Sunderland 665-3958

57 North Pleasant Street

253-5141

Proper identification a Must

TONIGHT
Samuel Adams Night

Samuel Adams Pitcher

Samuel Adams Boston Ale

$7.00
$1.95 bot

Live Broadcast WAQY Radio

FREE T-shirts, etc.

Fresh 20 lb Turkey Giveaway

And what more could you ask for?

Last, but not least...

FREE TACO BAR!!

ARE YOU

PREGNANT
& IN NEED OF HELP?
Birthright Can Help

• FMf MKCNAMCV TESTING

Sam 0*t **«"•

,' ffM. COAftefcvtUM. Cwmj
A Hmiplul

S
549-1906
Amhtm

Carriage SHop*

STAY

OM
Round «.«« »w *» itrntmrn »

London $412

Par* 460

San JohCR 390

Bangkok 969

Hong Kong 879

Tokyo 759

Student Faculty Far*

lanes not included Restric-

tions apply Fares subject to

change One ways available

Work/Study abroad programs

International student and
teacher 10

EURAIL PASSES ISSUED ON
THE SPOT'

Free student travel catalogue

Dear Folks,

If "Santa" is wondering what to bring me,

here are some suggestions. . .

1 . New ski equipment

New car

HP DeskJet 500/DeskWriter printer

Week at Vale

New CD player

New HP Calculator

VCR (so I won't miss the Simpsons. .)

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

"You can't always get

what you want. . .

but sometimes you get

what you need." M J

HP DeskJet 500 Printer

* Sharp 300 dpi resolution

* Wide variety of built-in fonts

* Three-year warranty
* Quiet, desktop operation

NOW ONLY $470

t>l
HEWLETT
PACKARD

HP DeskWriter Printer

* Designed for the Macintosh
* 300 dpi resolution

* Variety of scalable internal fonts

* FREE font collection with purchase (ori-r np*m 12/31/aoi

NOW ONLY $650

M prices tor c«art or COO. 3% dwgt for VISA. MC. AMEX

ncilT

eerfield 665-3742
wcfpfT|C Rt 116> Sunderland, MA
y5 IC 1 1Jj£ i /2 mile peat Oilfside Apts

.

'Ntw fngfndt Mr» Specilist* Sine* 1991'

I

I

SKI THS WINTER...
and GET CREDIT FOR IT!!

At Mt. Tom Ski Area
Pre-register for G61 or G62

Course runs for 4 weeks starting

in February. Offered Wed, Thurs,
Fri or Sat

Fee includes Round-trip
transportation from Boyden Gym
For further information stop by the

General Physical Education Office

Boyden 248
or call

Mt. Tom Ski Area
536-0516

Thai
House
Thai Restaurant

Business Hours:
Mon.- Sal 11:30 - 10:00 pm
Sun. 12 pm (noon) - 10:00 pm

430 Russell Street, Route 9
Hadley, Mass 01035

ONLY THAI RESTAURANT
IN AMHERST

15% OFF

with a student

I.D. and this

coupon on

orders of a

minimum of

$10.00

MULTICULTURAL AH&IRS
"NO THANKS" GIVING!

lUa-ftve JWtticoLAS (Jio arc not ootCL but.AU\J? >1^£!££^^
/

4W r I iJIrinan tfrianhif** hv \l#>iaCollegian graphic* hv Ale»an«trr Sfu>rn

A poisoned feast: Thanksgiving
Thanksgiving is seen as the day when the pilgrims held

a great feast and invited a few poor Indians [Indigenous

people] to come along and join the celebration. American

history tells us that the first Thanksgiving was in the

autumn of 1621, in Plymouth Colony. It was a time set

aside to give thanks for the year's harvest. The celebra-

tion was also used to strengthen the colony's friendship

with the Indigenous peoples. An invitation to the feast

was sent to Chief Massasoit. Chief Massasoit accepted by

-. nding the colony five deer for the festival. The colony

the feast's table with wild game, corn bread, and

cranberries, which they had been taught how to prepare

by the Indigenous people of that area. The feast lasted

three days. It included eating, wrestling, foot races, and

singing and dancing to the beat of the drum. The first

Thanksgiving went off with a blast.

However, the history books never took the chance to tell

the whole history of the first Thanksgiving. Upon the ar-

rival of the colonists at "Plymouth Rock,'' their numbers

were reduced by half because of illness and exposure to

the elements, this could have been the fate of the re

mainder of the colonists.

The majority of the people had little or no knowledge

of the New England environment After an ocean journey

which lasted a few months, they would not have had very

many supplies left. Not knowing the proper ways to pro

vide themselves with adequate shelter for the terrain or

supply themselves with the proper edible foods, they could

have surely perished. They had come to a country they

knew virtually nothing about. Needless to say their sur-

vival didn't show much promise. Fortunately, the pilgrims

came to an area populated by a few Indigenous nations,

the Wampanoag and Narraganset peoples. These people,

led by Chief Massasoit, taught them how to find certain

seafood, and gather roots, bulbs, and berries. They in

structed them on how to grow new types of crops on the

land, such as squash, corn, sweet potato and pumpkin, in

addition to basic survival techniques. The People helped

the pilgrims through their first year.

Lynn Walker

However no good deed ever goes unpunished. Several

Indigenous people died due to poor relations between the

pilgrims and themselves. For instance, many Indigenous

people met their death when diseases, unknown to them,

were purposely introduced. Some suffered in token

gestures, such as King Philip (a.k.a. Metacom. the son of

MassasoitJ, whose head was displayed in Plymouth for two

decades, after being chopped off. In addition, Metaeom's

wife and children were put into slavery, by the

community.
Several disagreements and wars between the two dif

ferent societies plagued their peaceful existence However.

.n 1863 President Lincoln made the American born holi

day official. In reality, such celebrations had been a com

mon occurrence m North America prior to the European

invasion. It was known by several different names, the

most common being the Harvest FY>t I val The f"t

instance, called it their Corn Festival No matter what

the name, all of these ceremonie- the pu:

giving thanks to the Great Spirit The Pueblo and Na\ a

jo have a saying which went along with their lln

ival which stated:

'[Thanks to the) Creator of All for creating these thm^-

because he has prepared corn' for us. And this is win

must be thankful Because eventually what comes from

the ground goes back to the ground .
."

The Harvest Festival lasted several days. It was an

casion for all to enjoy The days of prayer and thanks to

the Great Spirit were interwoven with several activi;

These ceremonies included a feast and a great amount ol

singing and dancing to the rhythm of the drum. Also m
eluded were several games, among them team sports, foot

races and the ever-popular wrestling.

Today Thanksgiving is thought of and celebrated as a

modern day holiday It seems to have lost a lot <>:

original meaning. Its only claim to thanks is its name ol

Thanksgiving. However it should be thought of as a time

for all to give thanks for the things one has and ha-

complished; and not the mislaid beginnings ol the

"American" holiday of Thanksgiving

Lvnn Walker is a UMass student

:^'

photo courtesy of Orion Pictures

photo courtesy of Orion Pictures

Sioux people leaving their village in the village Dances With Wolves

which opens nationwide Nov. 21, 1990.

Three young Sioux boys in Dances With Wolves — from left. Smiles

A Lot [Nathan Lee Chasing His Horse], Worm (Jason Lone Hill] and
Otter [Michael Spears].
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ARTS&LIVING
A terrifying trip to the barber shop

•*
.1.-. u v^-Ko,- would cut mv hair. In my four year

By RORY K EVANS
Collegian Staff

The time had come.

After a mere 11 months of unimpeded bang growth, I

decided enough was enough. Too much forehead acne, too

large a nose, too many thoughts of Jams Jophn; indeed,

the time had come.

1 could have cut my bangs myself, I am sure although

1 probably would have ended up looking like Prince

Valiant. Instead. I decided to go to the Campus Center

Barber Shop, next to Campus Travel and the video arcade

At 357 in the afternoon. I cautiously stepped into the

barber shop and took my seat on the red cushioned bench.

The man to my right shot me a glance sideways; I was

suffering from female barber-shop-patron paranoia.

I watched as the barber shop's staff of four attached

blades, snipped sideburns, shaved necks. All four of he

customers were men. and all four came away from the

chairs looking ready for military service.

I just wanted my bangs cut.

It was 4:03 when Sandy, one of the two women

employees, walked over to the bench, looked at me and

said. 'What can I do for you?" She showed me to a chair.

and draped an apron over me. I told her what she could do.

I admit I was disappointed at first, I had been hoping

that a male barber would cut my hair. In my four years

at UMass. in my thousands of sojourns past the Campus

Center Barber Shop, I had never seen one of the male

barbers cutting a female's hair. The barber shop sign

clearly states that it does unisex styling, but it seemed

that no women ever took them up on the offer.

Female barber or not. I would go through with my plans.

I told her that I wanted my bangs to be at my eyebrows

when dry. She combed them down to a little past my chin.

She asked if I wanted the rest of my hair to be trimmed;

she was more than likely eyeing my abundant split ends.

I would sooner die than sacrifice hair length for hair

health, and replied politely, no.

Sandy took out the scissors. No going back.

The first clump fell to the floor, joining the other taran

tulas of human hair. Several more soon followed. Sandy

squinted at me as she did the finishing work. Whiskers

of hair littered my nose.

At 4 12 the deed was done. A successful mission

I paid Sandy $7 for the cut. and she presented me with

an envelope in which to save my hair (I had picked up

a few clumps). I walked through the Campus Center, clut

ching the envelope, straining my eyes upward, peeking

at my new bangs.

And the time had past.

( ollrgian photn by Dondi Ahear

Clegg and Savuka
brim with intensity
By JULIE LIVINGSTONE
Collegian Staff

Johnny Clegg and Savuka

Pearl Street

Sunday, Nov. 19

".
. . And we have found there are more commonalities

than differences." , _ .-
South African Johnny Clegg and Savuka (Zulu for

"we have arisen") won the hearts of their audience at

Pearl Street Sunday night with a reverberating set

backing the release of their most recent LP entitled

Cruel, Crazy. Beau tiful World (Capitol).

Stunning in the intensity of his energy. Clegg s voice

filled every crevice of the walls and every ear with

celebrations of equality and reality.

Clegg has first hand experience that the world can

be an institutionally racist place. Born and raised in

South Africa, he explained his home has captured the

world's attention by discreetly institutionalizing peo

pie culturally, financially, economically and political

lv based upon the color of their skin.

As a vouth. Clegg said he became aware that what

he wanted to do what he was not allowed to do: danc

ing with South Africans at a migrant workers hostel,

playing with them at night atop the root- and things

I wasn't allowed to do because of the apartheid laws.

He was informed he was confused with the natural

order of things. „ . , . ....

Natural order has won out in the form of intricate

and passionate songs. In "Dela (1 Know Why the Dog

Howls at the Moon)." from Cruel . Clegg sings of

wholeness It was one of the most memorable perfor

mances of the evening and crowd response was so

strong that Clegg and Savuka played it again during

the encore r -

"One (Hudnan One Vote." honoring the idea of a tree

and active political voice, has been banned in South

Africa and with this preface - the voices inlheroom
CONTINUED ON PAGE I

Stylists snip away at the Campus Center Barber Shop

**********
Women's Issues Editor Needed

—Writing experience preferred

—Applications accepted until 11-21-90

Ask for the Managing Editor

113 Campus Center

**********
Associate News Editor Needed

—News writingexperience Prefe"ed

—Applications accepted until 11-21-90

Ask for the News Editor

113 Campus Center

The Collegian Is a M/F EOE

**********
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Courses! | at Amherst

Winter
Session

Almost half

meet gen, ed.

requirements.

Mail Registration—November 10-December 12

All mail registrations must be sent via U.S. mail

and be postmarked m earlier than November 10.

(Do not use campus mail.)

Walk-in Registration-

November 26-January 7

Room 615 Goodell Building

Registrations are processed in the order in which

they are received, so register early!

Classes start January 3, 1991.

For more information, contact the Division

of Continuing, Education, Goodell Building,

or call 545-2414.

EDITORIAL/OPINION
: !! i

ial writer or carle necessarily rell 1

Am I going to be a veteran? A corpse?
Like an old-fashioned preacher, I want to use a text this

afternoon from that fascinating book which was written

too late to make it into the Old Testament, the Book ofEc-

clesiasticus, found in what we call the Old Testament

Apocrypha, The words are as follows: "There he them, that

have left a name behind, that their praises might be

reported And some there be which have no memorial.

Last week Dr Walter Donald Kring, Minister Emeritus

at the Unitarian Church of All Souls in New York City

began his remarks at the Veterans' Day service in East

Brookfield, Mass. with those words. Dr. Kring was a Navy

chaplain in World War II. I'm a sergeant in an infantry

company of the Massachusetts Army National Guard, and

I was standing in the color guard.

A week later, just this weekend, my unit conducted a

training exercise at the Sudbury Annex of Fort Devens

About 30 men assaulted an isolated farmhouse defended

by four snipers. They cleared the house in about two hours.

The four snipers and 13 men in the assault force were kill

ed or wounded.
Maybe this practice will help us do better in Kuwait Ci

tv with real bullets. Maybe not.

The guys in my unit seem to think a war is coming in

the Middle East I think so, too. We don't know anything

about the plans for activating reserve units so wt don t

know when or if well be called. Maybe I 11 be a veteran

by this time next vear. or maybe not. Either way, this

seems like a good time to be leaving a few words behind,

that my praises might be reported.

Today as we honor our veterans and those who are now

facing the new Satan in the Persian Gulf, Saddam Hus-

sein, we honor our veterans and ourselves only if we have

a thorough debate about our principles... But as we gather

here on this day. it seems to many of us that world leaders

are tipping their hats to peace and preparing for war.

Dr. Kring made it clear that he recognizes the threat

to U S. interests posed by Saddam Hussein's military

machine. So do 1, but not because of any explanation put

forward by our leaders in Washington. And I resent the

fact that We. the People, as well as They, the Congi-.

are out of the loop as the most basic, critical decisions an

being made.

George Bush has a reputation as a prudent man «

tainly his ability to cope with complex situations tXCC* -

that of his predecessor, Ronald Reagan.

But we invaded Panama last year to get rid of a Manuel

Noriega, a man George Bush met and had worked with

for years. And, two days before Iraq invaded Kuwait, the

president sent an assistant secretary of state to tell I

gress that Saddam Hussein was on our side, and desen

ed foreign aid. So I don't trust George Bush's prud.

very much. . .

,

In fact I can only serve in the military with a reasonably

clear conscience because I believe (of hope, that the pad

pie of the United States will eventually exercise POme col

lective prudence, and perhaps even MMM moral restraint

In other words, I'm counting on you to decide whether our

interests in the Persian Gulf are important enough far

me and many others to go get killed

Or. M Or Kring put it

The responsibility /
<">rv r,s/s uon" "" r

shoulders, natjutt upon thorn whom wt km* ehooem to

a/
t „,, mber thewor& ofAbraham Lin-

coln thut Government of the people »J the ptOpm ami for

the people" shall not perish from the earth

Krpad is a CoUag rtoomat

by this time next year, or maybe not. hither way. mis «— -• #

What's a vodeler like you doing in a place like tnisr
vv next o a. jw* J w

»

«>;. -.' h:'» " ** ££ „,.,.,,„„ , ,
H« •-. what do you do for a living?" a

known political campus figure was once

he was locked in conversation

with the brilliant scholar in residence at

I Mass, Willard "Bud" Willard.

Anna Regina Santiago

"You don't know this, but pertple were

created with not even halfa brain. But God

gave me this political astuteness that no one

else has, and you 're all stupid God Himself

handed it down that fateful day on Mt.

Sinai I know everything, and you can all

fa to hell ifyou disagree."

"Whoa! Are you for real? As a student at

a university, isn't that a rather rash

generalization? And. do you mean to say

that you attack other human beings only

so you can reaffirm you're demented belief

that you're too good?"

"Exactly"
"That's scary, man. Tell me, how long did

it take vou to create this twisted world of

yours? And. how do you go to bed each

night with a clear conscience?"

"I don't sleep. That's right. I have gone

fur years without sleep It's good for you.

y'know.

"

"Intelligent, rational debate is an in

evitable part of a well rounded education,

or I thought it was But you seem to imply

that such a discussion is useless, nay, a

branch of fascism. What has caused your

mind to become completely closed off?"

'/ can be as narrow-minded as I plea

"Tell me again, were you born like this,

or did your parents allow you to light mat

ches too close to your nose, thereby singe

ing your nose hairs and creating a whole

new array of insecurities for you to deal

with? Please, I'm interested."

"I always wanted to be a famous yodel.

"Excuse me?"
"/ u>ant to be a yodeler. But nobody listens

to me when I stop in the middle of a croud

In vodcl at the top ofmy lungs aboutjustice

and equality There's a world outside our

window, and they are all suffering All you

people do is lu<e your own pitiful lives, as

if life isn't supposed to be taken seriously

You're all stupid. All of you."

is it really necessary* for you to find fault

with everything that moves and breathes

here? Is your life so pathetic that you must

>ip vour visa*.. *- world to f into

your own interpretation of how it should

be? Can I assume what you're trying to

wtth little in the way of tact I might add,

is that to belong in your own little world

all of us must become MMM Hrl of Joe-

arrogant with-a-cause?"

"Damn right Can I yodel m>.

"No, but you can start miitilH logical

MMM
"/ am appalled by your ignorance 1 A

a right to be heard, and you're fMM listen.

whether you like it or not"

"By suggesting a meaningful dialogue

with your peers, even with those who do

not conform to your political agenda. I am

ignorant"* Now, I take offen-

"It is a proven fact that yodeimg >n so-

meone's ear help's one's cause. My yodeimg

capabilities are mm directly proportional to

the jokes going around here about m\

ing irrationality But I am ** ing this u

and making it an egalitarian place to live

You go on right ahead and have a life

You'll thank me in the end. Let's see who

goes to Heaven
"

'You seem to have convinced yourself

that evervone else in this University kfl

a moron with time to sit around, plan your

demise and do everything in their power

to prevent pea

'When I'm yodeUng, In'" ntafflrmed I

vacho I am doing womething

caus' thetum I

it is exactly I"m fighting for and why.

I <l,,n t i an I'm always atrrect. and th* S all

hate me for it I mst u ant to be Imed. is that

SO Uron.

,, you can yodel solutions t<> the

world's injustices, but when MMM
to yodel along with you. you throw a t.m

trum. In short, you re nothing but I spoil

ed brat Is that true?"

"If you don t stop this intellectual era/

I'm calling my momm\
Doesn t that just prove my point Vou

have certain political beliefs, and that

mirable. Bir you're not in this alone you

know Peoph live their lives around oil,

things as weil. much like you live you:

U-lv around yodeimg for your cause.

. ave them atom Hay, I'm not don.

What are you don

•n running back to my mommy, and

singeing the rest of m\ body hair

•ill that help your cause?"

\o. hut. at least, ereryhody will Mmk*

Anna Regina Santiago is a ( ollegian

( olumnist

No one deserves

violence and abuse
Most of you who are reading this don't know me but

I bet you've seen me. I'm probably the only female on

campus who has had two black eyes and a nose cast

on I'm not writing this letter to persecute the offender

or men in general, but only out of concern. Since this

happened to me. I've been asked by a few people if 1

was punched over a stereo or for bumping into a guy

in a bar. ... . . «
Neither of these is true: I was punched in the hallway

outside my apartment What I find horrifying is that

there have been several of these incidents I once

thought that this was the exception to the rule. What

is even more upsetting are people's responses to this

type of violence. Too many people have asked me what

I did to deserve this, as if I must have done something

so horrible that I deserved to have my face punched

in What worries me is this "cause and effect attitude

people have about violence against women.

It
r
s almost as if people really believe you can deserve

to be raped or get punched in the face, as the case may

be If you are searching for a reason for someone to

deserve violence, you are searching for a reason to con

done violence

Is that what we have been reduced to? Have we spent

so much time blaming the administration, the politi

cians and every other conceivable organization that we

no longer feel responsible for our own actions? Is that

what we have learned? That nothing is ever our fault?

That someone else is always to blame? For those of you

who believe that a woman can deserve to be violated.

I hope that your mother, sister or girlfriend is never

Name withheld upon request

M .
" ^° World tO lit lniO U> prritn, Kt «v

^

The womb police and women s rights
X "^

. . , .
*

tl ;,l child. It continues to tell women thev should not mW
Pregnant women have no rights

They give up their rights at the moment of conception

Once "thev conceive that child, they might as well get us-

ed to a whole new set of laws, a whole new set of personal

freedoms that will govern their lives until the child is

horn _^—

—

—————"
Meredith O'Brien

In some states, pregnant women who consume alcohol

are being arrested and thrown in jail until their baby \»

born Women who use drugs during pregnancy are bein^

prosecuted for being "drug dealers" to their unborn

children, facing up to 20 years in prison.

The Michigan attorney general, Tony Tague, is one ot

those prosecutors who think women who consume drugs

while pregnant should be tried as drug dealers Two

women are currently on trial on charges of dealing drug*

to their unborn children - feeding them drugs through

their umbilical cord.
. „

Recently, Tague announced his plans to extend his w ar

against pregnant drug abusing women" to pregnant

women who drink alcohol. (Michigan currently has no

laws forbidding women from consuming alcohol while

pregnant, and none stipulating women who take drugs

while pregnant are guilty of drug dealing.)

Why should the rights of pregnant women be demean

ed and constricted? Why should women, who may not even

know they are pregnant at the time of alcohol consump

tion (most women do not know they are pregnant until

they are two months into the pregnancy), be thrown in

jail for drinking alcohol, a LEGAL beverage to people over

21 years of age?

I suppose this "war" on pregnant women is just a predic

table facet of the alleged war on drugs. It also follows along

with the popular idea that women who have abortions are

criminals. It is also in sync with the idea that fertile

women should be prohibited from working in places that

might hurt their eggs and cause birth defects in a poten

tial child It continues to tell women thev should not have

control over their own bodies that the government will

tell them what thev can or cannot do. For if pregnant

w„men trv to exercise their own judgment, regardless ol

the Tightness or wrongness of any given decision, they

may face jail time for doing something that would other-

wise be legal if they were not pregnant

Meanwhile, real criminals like rapists go free when

women cannot prove they did not ask to be raped and did

not lead a man on in any way., and pregnant women are

TaaueclaiBM that his little crusade is all in the best

mterests of the unborn children He says he is only try

,ng to protect" them from their mothers scurrilous

behavior. ... f

I don't see how throwing a single mother in jail tor

alcohol or drug consumption, not helping her rehabilitate.

will help her children I don't see how prohibiting ptag

nant women from working in a place that may be

detrimental to her eggs help her potential children

If a bov is horn to an alcohol or drug consuming mother.

Tagues war would certainly help h.m. He could take th,

government's lead and realize how easy rt is to legitimize

controlling women's lives simply because**£»%&
He would see that forcing women to give up their rights

the minute the sperm fertilizes the egg is essential to pro

tect the children. , ,

But if a girl is born. Tagues war will
I

only ^keher

life one of unreasonable restrictions When that female

child is an adult, able to conceive her own child, her

mother (an ex-convict) will tell her how much Tague ha>

helped to make her life better. The mother will also issue

a solemn warning to her daughter - to watch herself and

her "potential" babies. One wrong move one attempt to

exercise rights as a pregnant woman, and she could easi

lv follow in her mother's footsteps.

She will be eternally grateful to Mr. Tague for showing

her the light.

Meredith O'Brien is a Collegian columnist
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THE FAR SIDE

By GARY LARSON
BONES IN THE BARREL
By J. GELLER & M. ROSENZWEIG

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE

Edited By TRUDE MICHEL JAFFE

1

rJhe Adventures of
ayt^chtnoderm.

HE I 7 VEAR CICADA

TH\WbS v\oa cruM "Do if there a«je

Nature films that Disney test-marketed

but never released.

ACROSS
1 Word with m 01

out

5 — Lomond
9 Outer garment

13 Iridescent gem
14 Reed

instrument

1

5

Cancel
17 Chef's

references

19 Noisy

disturbance

20 Boston Bobby
21 Capri or Wright

22 Pkcrwc device

23 Lazy
26 Frost

26 Leave —
unturned

28 Perlormed
improperly

31 Protect,

m a way
33 Poetic

contraction

34 European range

37 Hire

38 Chemical haze

39 Pasture sound
40 Most melodious

44 Staunch
supporter

46 In a group

50 Rue. tor

example
51 Liturgical singer

52 Syrup providers

54 Hammer or

tongs
56 Wood sorrel

57 Battery cea

58 Beauty
60 Nose
61 Steep SQney

62 Double curve

63 Units of

resistance

M The the

3 New Zealand

natives

4 Wapiti

5 Frees

6 Ancient Greek
coin

7 Coal residue

8 "For — •
(Oily

9 Train trailer

10 Overseas
11 Sharks hang

out there

12 Great Lakes
city

16 Part ol a semi

18 Buflalo

22 Voucher
24 Elevator man
27 Swiss

mathematician

1707 83
28 Photographer s

surface

29 Classic

M-q.nr.iriu,

30 Unrt of energy

32 I ight Horse
Harry

34 Oioto title

35 Old card game
36 Express

contempt

38 the Man
Musial

40 Market and
Main

41 Entanglements

42 Converts

messages
43 Minute

45 Rarely

47 Dupe
48 Bulb holder

49 Wipes away

52 Pops mates

53 Part of A D
54 Captured

55 Seeping

58 Mdse
59 Alley ol the

comics

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE

DOONESBURY By GARRY TRUDEAU

YES AT #00 HOURS- THATS

2 00 PM fox you Rese*vis75-
7H» BASE- CAMPSOMWH&Z
ik ne wpcAst tu/u- Be
tKiVlUGU? TO HOST THZ

C-IN-C HI93UF!
s

SOP YOU S6RVIC£ GUYS 7v"

GALS HJIU JUST SHOW UPIN
p&SS FORMATION IN FULL

664? THt PRSZ HAS PX0*1-

rSBP TO DUIV3R A F&U
9OM0SH6US . . . OOPS, 1 MEAN,

CHOatUORDS' HA, HA'

HE'S GONNA
KILL- US
OOPS' I
MEAN, PUT
USAW

f NO-

POMBHAfc
FUN Htm
OR WHAT*

SURZIS
RAINING
TURKEYS
THtSU&K

/

65 Lassie and
Ben*, eg

DOWN
1 Co»y protected

2 NW

» i see \m Anajrlr* fhot rieAh eH tt/jg/to

MENU 1

CALVIN AND HOBBES By BILL WATTERSON

LUNCH

Grilled Cheese
Chicken Cutlet

BASICS LUNCH
Gried Cheese
Chicken Cutlet

DINNER

Beef and Broccoli

NE Scrod

BASICS DINNER

Stuffed Cabbage
NE Scrod

:
-'•- DC S3 : \*C'| " JKT\L *>J STALK.

MWONE

YOUR DAILY HOROSCOPE
By JEANE DDCON

_J (March 21- Aprl 19) TN$ can

be a Kifntytng and orderly *orl of

day Thece i$ o ttemendout
response to /our effort! protects

oegrn and end vnoothtv Get bet

tor organized. Avoid ttaymQ out too

late tonight

TAUtUS (Apt* 20- May 20) Bapd
restits *• falow It you apply man-

tnum ettort today financial corv

iioerations may be more mportont

to you than senttnentalty Give

your loved ones the attention they

_ (Sept 23- Oct 22) Today

may bring an end to the notation

you hove few lately Soaatoe more

A tetter or phone coJ from an oW
pal renews your frrendshp with e«

I
results for both of you

TANGELO PIE
By TIM SNIFFEN

S»«W/on, Marcus/

It's almost ThtnksqnMJ

Steak, and ntu problem
arc orerf

rW»mil.ps:B-^E-A-K?

^m. TKc lift I IaJbS

hornM
titan t^u come \acKr

orofeisori ihet\?

Atfuellu.I WAi ko»n«TW«i
all calcVi amneim and not U
dbk to fW -Ihtitr ttjau, b*ck

htrt.I*Tk«T foo sricXy?

.. (May 2V June 20) You

seem quite capable of watching

out for your own interests once you

have been alerted to any dangers

Be creative Entertain friends n the

comfort and security of your own
home.

(Oct 23- Nov 21) A
menage from an older person wf
bnghten your morning Give as wei

as receive Chalenge yourself to do
more than you hove been doing

Srtgtes should hove a great time

ttus ©vereng

SAOITTAMUS (Nov 22 Dec 21)

Get r touch with a good fnend and

discuss old tmes Vour health should

be a top pnorfty Watch your diet

and get more exercee ChfcJren

may need special attention tonight

Heed your Instincts.

PRICE By PRICE VAN RAY

CANCIK (June 21 Jury 22) I

progress may be a bit stow

Persevere! Someone who appears

tfetached may octuafy be quite rv

•ed Secrecy Is essential if you

<o clinch a major contract

HO hiy 23- Aug 22) Contact

peopte who work beNnd the

Making overdue cnonges

wt» bpneW your career Seek impor

;
/ ral informotiorv Romance

ftourrshes tn an atmosphere of

•'jst

VIROO I Aug 23 Sept 22) Greater

itscipkne « essential for you to

feel m charge of your We and reta

tionships Retreat from the social

scene for a while and make plans

for the future

I (Dec 22 Jan 19) You
con hove the career you wont, but

first you must educate yourself tn a
new area Nght school or weekend
classes may be the best answer

You are lucky in love!

AQUAMUS (Jan 20 Feb 18) You

wR have no one to blame but

yourseff If your plans go awry today

etter orgarwea and set some
new priorities A financial windfol in-

creases your fiscal security

ISCES (ieb 19 March 20) ln-

g more time ond energy in

household matters will pay big

dividends You wtti enjoy having

company over Set aside any wor-

ries about romance Become a

comparison shopper if looking for a

new car

l^J+*

ox Otes
.

Y

^- all ue^e UVVKTS VV66L

V
E)
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Clegg
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 4

welled with emotion during the chorus.

In fact, there was not a moment of silence during the

entire show. Savuka and Clegg have an inimitable

musical strength and it stems from the hopeful combina-

tion of a Western and South African music weave accom-

panied by the Zulu dances that Clegg — a socioan

thropologist — and members of Savuka perform.

"Asimbonoga," a tribute to Nelson Mandela and "all

others who fight for justice," was riveting. Clegg said that

he played at the falling of the Berlin Wall one year ago

and at the Esplanade in Boston in June when Mandela

spoke.

It was hard to capture the fires of emotions that were

present in people's faces and most likely spirits as they

left the club Sunday night. A general message pervaded

though and it was simple and expressed by Clegg himself:

"If tomorrow is circling around you and not moving

towards you — you've got to go and fetch it."

uhs
NUTRITION WORKSHOPS

Concerned About Your Eating Behavior?

Find out if you or a friend have an eating

disorder, and where to go for help.

When: Wednesdays 5:30 - 6:30 pm

Where: University Health Services,

Room 304

Topic-Focused Series

TONIGHT

A Pre-Holiday

DANCE PARTY
9-1

if Drink Specials •

When Tuesdays, 4:00 - 5:00 pm

Where: UMass Campus Center

Room 917
Open to anyone, drop-in

Rolling Rock
Genuine Draft
Absolut Chi Chi

SINCE

$1.25
$1.25

$2.25

19 6 8

I5EAMWIISN

November 20:

November 27,

December 4

Exercise and the Role in

Eating Disorders.

Self-esteem and Self

Acceptance.

Bringing It Altogether

Emotionally and
Nutritionally

Now's the
time to call...

North Amherst
Motors

78 Old Sur.d*rt»nd Rd., No. Amherst

549-2880

Expert Repairs and
Reconditioning

Mast Ma/or Credit Cards Accepted

\mherst Cinema
Now Playing

Henry
and
June

Mon-Thurs
One Show 7:30

Fri-Sun 2 Shows
7:00 and 9:15

Student Discount]
with I.D.

RESUMES
CopyCat Print Shop
• Great Service • Great Prices

228 Triangle St^Amherst 549-3840

Self-Help Group —-——-—-——-——'—
When Mondays, 7:00 - 8:00 pm

Where UMass Campus Center

Room 901
Confidential and Supportive Atmosphere
in All Grouos
No Charge No Registration Just Drop-In

Programs Sponsored by University Health

Services 549-2671 x 181
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$2 off
per hour

Mac Rental

iffper hour on self-service Macintosh* computer

time rental One coupon per customer Not valul with

any other offer Expires 1 2/3 1 90.

,;awaarj \m

I

I

I

I Open 24 Hour
I 2*3-2543

220 North Pleasant Street

kinko's
the copy center

^ from Can utge Shop

HSotbi .S.mirila\ midnight until Sunday DOOfl

CLASSIFIEDS
ACTIVITIES

ARE YOU INTO VIDEO?
Wait to team to be1

Come down 10 the

Union Video Center'

SUB befend the Match
Check it out

ATTENTION POETRY ENTHUSIASTS
Open reedmqjt Tuesdays 7 9PM CC903
B Y O Poetry or anyone*
Come read or listen

Sponsored by UMass Poetry Society

SINGLE- parents treat yourself tane care

or yoursett tfea new year" Study Orscueswrv

Support Cooperative now lorming'

ChiWcare too' Call »3-2«?«

SPRING BREAK TRAVtl FAIR!

Don't miss it
1

Feb 14 1991

UMASS CHESS CLUB
7- 10 in the Bluewal)

All are welcome

ANNOUNCEMENTS

CELEBRATE THANKSGIVING EARLY'
Mention this ad and reoerve 25c ott a Turkey

SUB al Greenough Snack Ban Keep on

smilin
••

DO VA WANNA HAVE FUN? Go see

Swe*»t Chanty ' November 29 30 and

December 1 at 8PM in Bowker Auditorium

Tickets on sale now in the Fine Arts Center

Box Office GO'

FAST FUNORAISING PROGRAM
$1000 m |ust one week
Earn up to $1000 tor your campus orgara/a

lion Plus a chance at $5000 more' This pro

gram works' No investment needed Call

1 800 932-0528 Ext 50

OPEN THE DOOR
to an exciting and
challenging career

Let CIGNA Corporation

show you how
as we discuss

Actuarial career opportunities

To learn more about this challenging field

plan to attend a meeting at which actuaries

wiM discuss career opportunities at CIGNA
Members of all classes are welcome limited

summer intern and full time positions in

both Connecticut and Philadelphia are

available Pizza ft refreshments w* be sen/

ed Dress is casual
Date November 28, 1990

Time 7 00-9 00PM
Place Mather Career Center

THE UMASS MUSIC THEATRE GUILD will

hold its 6lti general membership meeting

tonrght at 7PM m Room 101 ol the Campus
Center W* w* be voting on our show for

the Spring ot 1991 Also the cast of Sweet

Chanty w3l be performing a special sneak

preview Come and |Oin m the fun

SINGLE m 3 bedroom Puffton

Available Dec 23
545-4352 549 0748 Nrtin

AUTO FOR SALE

IfMO HONDA PRELUDE
Low miles No rust

Needs work $500 549-3745

IM3 AUDI 4000 5spd sunrf 6OO00mi on

2nd engine $1950 Cat! 256^0171

1984 NISSAN STANZA. Great condition

$2300 Call 546-6126

1984 TOYOTA CAMRY, 87000 mites 4

door 5 speed. AC. AM/FM cassette, new

muffler/tires reliable good condition.

$3500 Call 546 6821.54*7384, leave

message

OAVTONA BEACH

SPRING BREAK TO DAVTONA
Travel with Yankee Line Tours via

detune motorcoach with on campus
pick up and drop-otf
• First class hotel accomidations
• Transportation also available to

Disney Epcot, MGM Studios. Wet N Wild
• $259 00 (QUAD OCC) March 15 17
• For more into contact Scott or Jim

25t>0029

FOR A GOOD TIME CALL...

RACK A-OISC the best entertainment DJ s.

video, bands, dorm/house specials call

586-9900 anytime

FOR RENT

2 BEDROOM APARTMENT at the Brook

for Wintersession January 1-27

Great for Freshman and Sophmore
256-8266

BEDROOM Sunderland Center Busline

quiet spacious $200 549-0733

ROOM IN FAMILY HOME, in Florence

No smoking/pets $200/month
Call 586 7766 after 3 30PM

T IRED OF LIVING IN A SLUM? One bdrm

apt in presirJenliet apts avarlaot* >m

mediately Close to campus, qutat. all ap-

paanoM. storage space, large ctosats Call

5493534 and leave massage $5lOVrno

heat Mel

FOR SALE

ADC 10 Band/channel stereo graphic

equalizer lor $100 Call Chris at 253-7438

evenings

FUTON SALE
Queen size futons
6" cotton $92

8' cotton/foam $122
Limited time only

Metawampe Furmtuie
256-0646

SKIS Three pairs bfczzard thermos with ex-

cellent bmdings-lika new -548-9430

HELP WANTED

EARN $300 TO $500 per week reading

books at home Call 615-4737440 Ext

B281

WANTED: Entrepreneurs looking to make
$10,000 next summer operating their own
franchises of college pro painters mtorma

tion session Wednesday. November 20th

at 4PM in the Campus Center room 801

Carl 1-800 346-4649 for more info

WINTER BREAK JOBS'
Earn up to $1500 over x-mas break as a pro-

fessional environmental activist with clean

water action M-F 1 10PM Call 584-9830 for

an interview

LOST

FEMALE BLACK ft GREY TIGER CAT
with white paws chest stomach ft cheeks m
Puffton named Saki If found PLEASE call

549-1811 leave a massage REWARD

STOLEN
To the loser who partred at our houaa and

stole our dart board- Get a life'

Red House

MY CASIO DIGITAL DIARY SF 8000 last

week very important into stored inside i

really need it if found, pteaee call 549-8338

5 8PM Danny Reward

MY HP48 SCIENTIFIC CALCULATOR Ft

day on way from Southwest to Goessman
It found call 546-2873 Glenn

INSTRUCTION

EARN CREDIT SCUBA DIVING

2 credit basrc and advanced courses offered

both semesters at Curry Hicks pool

2 credit sport courses lo Key Largo during

mtersession, spring break, and end of

August
Register tor all courses through the General

Physical Education Department

Further information at Curry Hicks pool

Monday through Thursday 7PM 10PM or

call Project Deep 549-8401

WATCH, red band, on gold field ft found

please call 546-4645

PERSONALS

CALLING ALL BARS
The Creamster is on the loose

She's a dark haired Bimbo suspected

lo be l-o-a-d-e-d' Caution is advised

Happy 21 Belh

Love Pam

GINA FRYLING OF AXO Happy B Day' En

joy your new freedom' Love you little sis.

Adnenne

HAPPY 19TH BIRTHDAY MISSY Dl

Love. Us Have fun'

HAPPY BIRTHDAY GEEK. This means

you Linnane" The Pale Hawaiian

HAPPY BIRTHDAY TA2
Finally 21'

We love you J.DM
PS- Congrats on 11/1/90

HAPPY THIRD ANNIVERSARY- My muffin

To a great future with a great gallery

manager
Tall Blond and Amorous

HEY BRAT!
Happy B-Day' So your finally 19

You had me fooled for a while'

Have an awesome day 1 Just remember,

my feet are still cold'

Peach

HEY SPINELESS"
Happy 21 ' Your Thursday nights i

going to be the same'
Love ya Lmley

LOORRRNNE't! Happy 18th

Birthday Love Maria

and Andrea

TO FAE almost on your special day I hope

it s as special as you deserve Happy 8u

thday' Love Kris

TO THE GIRL who still wears Ihe red

Patagonia Happy 2 1st Birthday Sea you

uptown?'''' From two girts who like to dnnk"

TO THE ROOMIES ft NEIGHBORS
Happy Turkey Day"'

P S Feet

PROFESSIONAL DJ'S

LATER TECH AUDIO available for your

dance dorm party or house party Great

rates great DJ s Call 323 7801 soon

RIDE WANTED

TRAVELLING TO BERKSHIRES to'

Thanksgiving' Please call 546-4818

ROOMMATES WANTED

FEMALE NONSMOKER wanted to share

apartment m the Brook 1'* bath. $132 plus

utilites We're studious and neat' Call Amy
or Connie 253-2150

FEMALE NONSMOKER wanted to share

room 5490038 for December 1

FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED for Jan

1st $187 50 heat included Call Leah or

Anne 549 4259

SINGLE available tor female

non-smoker $249 including utilities

on bus route 546 0667

SERVICES

HOLIDAY BOOKING selling out 1 Campus
Travel on Campus 545-0500

PREGNANT?
Need a pregnancy test, information or sup

port? Call for free and confidential services

ALTERNATIVES 33 Main St Northampton

586-3000 or Greenfield area 774-6010

PROFESSIONAL PAPERS INC

Computerized raaaarch kbrary' *« «*r*cfs

levels ft topics Cai 4 research into MC
Visa Amex 1 800447 2431 10835 Santa

Monica Brvd t 201) W Los Angeles CA
90025

SUBLET

HOUSE NEAR BAYBANK' 3 * rooms for

Jan 5494277

TRAVEL

CHRISTMAS. SPRING BREAK. SUMMER
TRAVEL FREE Air couriers needed and

cruiseship |Obs Call 1B0*682 7555 En
F 1426

LOS ANGELES ROUNOTRIP $300 or BO
Dec 24Jan 24 546 0039 Voni

j R.T TIX FOR MEXICO for sale leave

NYC Jan 4 arrive Cancun stay 3 aaelis

$850 or best offer Can 367 2792

WAKE-N-BAKE'I! SPRING BREAK IN

JAMAICA/CANCUN FROM $449"' BOOK
EARLY AND SAVE $30 TRAVEL WITH
THE BEST 1-800 426-7710

TYPING

NEXT DAY TYPING/WORD PROCESSING
3234579

TYPING/WORD PROCESSING Service

665-8770

WORDPROCESSING Inexpensive quick

and accurate work Campus pickup and

delivery Call Lisa 25*3-6695 leave message

WORDPROCESSING, REPORTS
Resumes Theses Graphics. Laser Pnn

ting Call Rosemary 259 1786

WANTED

ALL MAJORS' Earn crdit this spring'

Design-implement group childcare lor one

evening per week Several openings

Amherst Center Call 253-2424

WANTED TO RENT

LOOKING FOR A LEASE tor a 2 bdr in

Presidential or Puffton starting Jan I Call

546-481 1 Please leave a message
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SPORTS
Top offense fuels William and Mary
By SAM SILVERSTEIN
Collegian Staff

Before the Delaware game in late October, coach Jim

Reid handed his University of Massachusetts football

team copies of General Douglass MacArthur's quote: 'I

have studied my enemy. . and when the time comes 1 11

whip his ass."

Reid and the Minutemen did know their enemy they

had lost to Delaware 14 consecutive times since 1958 -

and. inspired, thev whipped them 17-3.

The Minutemer have will no such luxury going into

Saturday's game against William and Mary <9 2.atCary

Field m'Wilhamsburg, \a„ in the first round of the Dim

Man 1 AA playoffs. The Tribe and the Minutemen have

never played.

Sinet the tournament pairings were announced feunday

afternoon, Reid has been doing his homework and has

found, he said, "nothing that I like."

William and Mary has the best offense in Division 1

AA averaging almost 500 yards per game. They have two

1000-yard rushers in tailback Robert Green (1,202 yards.

Travel Information

ogh the k.ndness extended t>y US Express. o 45-seat

t>gs will be mode available to aM UMass football fans in-

terested in busing it down to Williamsburg to walch the

Minutemen compete in the first round of the NCAA Divi-

sion l-AA playoffs

The bus will leave Boyden at noon on Friday and return

Sunday afternoon The trip wil cost $145. including bus fare

and two nights of hotel occortvnodations

In order to reserve your spot on the Victory Bus. please

call the Colkgia* at 545-35CO during business hours

Leave your name, telephone number and hours you can

be reached at that number You will be notified as to

whether or not there ore enough mterestea to make the

17 touchdowns) and fullback Tyrone Shelton (1.028, 4)

Fifth year senior quarterback Chris Hakel has tossed

19 touchdown passes, including seven to flanker Mark

Compher (1,020 yards on 57 receptions).

"The coaches they've played against tell me they've got

two running backs that would be the best in our con-

ference," Reid said. "They score a lot of points and they

control the ball. It will be a real test."

The Tribe and UMass do have one thing in common:

wins over Villanova, Connecticut, Richmond and

Delaware this season. UMass averaged 21 points in the

four games, and William and Mary scored 28.5. The

Minutemen hold the edge on defense, allowing 7.8 points

to the Tribe's 10.8

William and Mary is making its second straight ap

pearance in the playoffs, and its third ever. Last season

the Tribe lost to Furman in the first round 24 10. In 1986

they got blown out by Delaware 51-17, also in the first

round.

At Cary Field, the Tribe has not lost in three years.

spanning 17 games.

Collegian photo h> Jeff Holland

Football head coach Jim Reid reacts to the an-

nouncement of William and Mary as UMass* first-

round opponent.

Men's soccer honored by NEISL
H\ <.RH. SUK.BNNW

.'U-gian Staff

PsftSJ MiK\"\ tnd Ray Cunha, both members of the

rni\«r-it\ •>! Massachusetts Bm'i soccer team, were

ntlv honored for achievements both on and off the

fit

McEvoy was named to the New England Intercollegiate

Soccer League All-Star team, and started in an all-star

game comprised of players from that team on Saturday

at Upper Boyden field

McEvoy. a senior, was named to the NEISL all-star team

two weeks ago. In a vote of New England Division I op

ponents, McEvoy was rated among the best defenders in

New England.
McEvoy started at sweeper in Saturday's NEISL game,

which was held at Upper Boyden field. Fourty-six teams

from all three intercollegiate divisions were represented.

< olWgian photo h> Jeff Holland

NEISL All-Star player Pete McEvoy
represented the University of Massachusetts

men's soccer team this past weekend when the

Minutemen hosted the all-star game.

McEvov played half the game for the South team, which

beat the North 2 1.

McEvoy said that making the all star team was a good

way to cap his soccer career at UMass.

was a nice end to a disapointing season our record

didn't reflect our talent or how hard we worked." he said.

"It was great to be counted with the best players in New
England."
Gettler said that McEvoy really improved this past

season.

'I can't recall a game this year in which Pete didn't put

his stamp on the game," said Gettler. "And he did this

from a new position, a position that calls for leadership."

Cunha, a junior forward, was named to the Atlantic- 10's

Academic AH Conference Team. Cunha, a finance ma-

jor, currently has a 3.35 cumlative average. He is a

member of the Golden Key National Honor Society, and

has been nominated by the soccer program for the GTE
Academic All American Team.
Cunha said that his success can be attributed to work

ing equally hard at both soccer and academics.

"A lot of guys put other things in front of academics,"

said Cunha. "I love soccer, but academics are my first

priority — that's why I'm here."

"Cunha is a great role model for the team," Getler said.

"He's been real disciplined . . he has his priorities

>iraight."

The team received the Fair Play Award, an award which

is voted on by the coaches of the NEISL which includes

Division I, II and III teams. Considering the top teams

in Division II and Division III received the award, Getler

aid he was pleasantly surprised by the award of good

sportsmanship and fair play.

"When you're losing and not getting as many chances,

it's harder to play fair," he said. "It's a real good honor

to get."

Getler, in his ninth year at UMass, received a more per

Mtud award - the NEISL Service Award. It, too, is voted

on by coaches and is awarded to a coach who has

demonstrated outstanding service to New England soc

cer. Getler explained coaches receive ballots during the

year and that there is no slate, even non-college coaches

can be nominated.

After serving *• v »ce President for the past three years,

Getler will begin his two year Pi e-iclency term next year.

Prior to nrving <i- VP, he worked as Secretary Treasurer

for the NEISL.

On I more delicate note, Getler is currently signed to

a one-year contract with the University. He was due for

a five-year contract offer, but due to budget constraints.

was only allotted one. Getler pointed out this was the case

for all toadies, not just him
It doesn't bother me, it's accepted," he said. "But at

this point, job security is a nebulous thing.

"I'm not overconfident about it, in fact, I'm not confi

dent," he continued. "But when you've got a 3-11-3 season

... I try to do good things for the team. I feel I'm on firm

footing."

Around the NFL,
NBA, CFA . . .

The last thing I wanted to hear this weekend was

that the Cincinatti Bengals were going to thrash the

Pittsburgh Steelers on Sunday night or that Portland

would finally lose a game this season. You'll have to

excuse me while I shed a quick tear for the Steelers

but, as for the latter, there is finally joy in Szpilaville.

The Steelers are now tied for second in the AFC Cen

tral Division with the Houston Oilers at 5-5, and the

Blazers are now 9-0 after handing the Bulls and their

star - ummm, that Nike Air guy. what's his name?
- a 125-112 loss. The New England Patriots, for you

loyal local pro team fans, are 1-9. Sorry, didn't mean

to remind y'all of that. (Yes I did)

The Boston Celtics, who I called sad' in a drug

Dave Szpila

induced columnn last week, have been running, yes

running, their way to the second best record in the

NBA. The Celtics, however, have played only three

solid ball clubs. They have split two games with the

Bulls, and beaten both the Knicks and the Utah Jazz.

The other teams, such as the Nets, the Hornets, the

Bullets and the Cavaliers cannot In- couridl

powerhouses of the NBA. and the Celts' loss to

Milwaukee's old age home was not one of the prettiest

of defeats. Let's just wait and see how the holiday

taoa is to the boys from Beantown.

Let's give a big round of applause to the Sacramen-

to Kings who, for the first time all season, scored over

L00 points God it makes you feel good to be alive don't

it?

Pro football saw its only two undefeated teams

unbeaten this pa>t Sunday H the Giants and the 49ers

both posted victories Both teams breezed to wins with

the Giants shutting out the Lions of the Motor City

and San Francisco kicking the living shit out of 'I am

pa Bay. Tampa Bay's only TD came on an interception

return of an 'Unstoppable' Joe Montana pas

the first of its kind in the past two year- M) god. Jim

— he's human!
Other little NFL facts include The Liooa Barn

Sanders only carried the ball 11 times against the

Giants on Sunday. Boy those Detroit coaches really

know how to utilize their talent, hey? Chicago is 9-1

now after beating Denver in OT. How are they 9 1? I

thought it was a NFL rule that you can't have a winn

ing record if you have a QB named Harbaugh. Well.

it isn t as bad as Bubby, I guess.

Monica Seles took home a big chunk o' change on

Sunday <$250K>, with her win over Gabriela Sabatini

in the first five set women's match since 1901. The

youngest Virginia Slims champ to date, Seles, at six

teen, will probably also be asked to pick up the tab at

the local Friendly's when she and her friends decide

to spend a night on the town.

Andre Agassi finally got over 'the Big Choke' on Sun

day winning the ATP Championship over Stefan

Edberg in five long sets. Agassi finishes the season

ranked No. 4 in the world but he will always be No.

6 with me, behind the likes of Edberg, Becker. Lendl,

the line judge and that automatic serving device or.

as I call it. the ASD.
College football saw its own Citrus Bowl SUPER-

BOWL* go down in flames as the Not So Fightin' Irish

lost to Joe Paterno and the young men of Penn State.

Besides Colorado, Notre Dame's loss opened the doors

for Miami, if they can beat Syracuse (and who can't,

even Tulane beat em) and San Diego State, the

Longhorns from Texas, if Colorado loses in the Citrus,

and even Brigham Young, if a of string events more

twisted than an Agatha Christie novel happen to oc

cur. Unbeaten Georgia Tech still has an outside shot

as well. College football is so confusing these days.

The Dodge NIT college hoop games have moved into

the semis leaving four clubs — Duke, Arkansas,

Arizona and Notre Dame — to compete for the title.

A quick prediction is for Arizona to take the title only

because I have a relative living in Pheonix. No, that's

not it. Arizona has a solid ball team and besides, they

are playing Notre Dame in the semi finals so obvious

ly they are going to the NIT finals.

One final piece of sports news comes from the world

of stock car racing. During the Atlanta Journal 500.

three members of Bill Eliot's pit crew were taken out

by an out of control car driven by Ricky Rudd. Mike

Rich was killed and Tommy Cole was hospitalized For

you football players, both past and present, think of

being blind sided by someone going 60 mph. Not a plea

sant thought, hey?

On that note, my little space here is finished. I am
sorry it ended on such a downer but not everything in

sports is fun and games. So, until next time, this is

Dave Szpila saying, 'Don't forget about all those great

football games on Thanksgiving. Even though there

is only one team above .500, it will get you away from

your smelly Uncle Ralph.'

Dai'e Szpila is a Collegian columnist

WEATHER
^^

EDITORIAL SPORTS

It'll be sunny, with

highs close to 50, but it

wouldn't hurt to break

out the Chapstick.

Read what Pam McCar
thy has to say about

the era of hypocrisy-

Page 5.

Thirteen of our playoff-

bound Minutemen were

honored by the Yankee
Conference. Page 8.
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Students stage deaths to show effects ofwar
By CHRIS MUTHER
Collegian Staff

Some thirty five University of

Massachusetts students "died" yesterday

on the Student Union steps in an effort to

show the effects of a potential war with

Iraq.

In a rally sponsored by the UMass Adhoc

Coalition on the Middle East, students

outlined themselves with chalk, laid on the

cement and topped themselves with mock

graves for 15 minutes to inform onlookers

to the negative effects of a war.

"The people who are lying here aren't

really dead, they're symbolically dead to-

day, instead of two weeks from today," said

Peter Wagner, a member of the coalition

to students passing by.

Wagner said he thinks students at the

University are growing more aware of the

potential of war and the extent of U.S.

involvement.

"Actions like this educate people a lot

more than what they may read in the

papers about a war." he said.

Students who had died remained silent

for 15 minutes, while holding graves which

read "RIP - Died for Oil" and "Georgie.

I photo by Jeff Holland

Loyda Guzman draws an outline around fellow UMass student Bill

Hodkinson at the die-in yesterday on the Student Union steps.

Porgie. Pudding Pie - Missed the point

and lets men die."

Wagner said membership in his organiza-

tion has increased five fold in the past two

weeks.
"People see it in the papers, but Bush

doesn't say it bi - been twisting reasons

for going to [Iraqi - and people are star

ing to see that,'* he said

Megan McColgan, a Coalition member

and one of the "living dead -aid -he I h

mo-i students are trying to "black

what is going on in the Middle I

"People will do something about a pro

blem after it's too late, but when psops

dead, you can't bring them back." she said

McColgan said although there hue b
projections about the numbers who mu\ be

killed, but added that they ;»re |u

numb*
She added that she is wrilHnj for

the soldiers who may di* jjt hu*

said she is not willing to die for President

Bush.
Wagner said that Bush VSJOtl to go to

war to retain his popularity and that Iraq

and Kuwait only supply 8 percent to 1

1

world's oil supply

Th> ended with the "o-

to the chant "Bring them home."

The Coalition is planning another rally

for early December in addition to continued

organizational meetings to plan more

eve'

Senators investigated
Role in failed savings and loan questioned

By WILLIAM M. WELCH
The Associated Press

WASHINGTON <AP> - The Senate

Ethics Committee yesterday explored

the role of Arizona's two senators in

meetings with federal regulators on

behalf of failed savings and loan owner

Charles Keating Jr

An aide to Sen. John McCain. R Ariz.,

backed McCain's assertion that he

refused to negotiate with S&L regulator

Edwin Gray in a critical April 2. 1987

meeting that four senators held with

Gray. According to earlier testimony,

McCain's refusal prompted Keating to

call the senator a "wimp."

The ethics committee is investigating

allegations that the five senators im

properly intervened with federal

regulators on behalf of Keating, owner

of the failed Lincoln Savings and Loan

Association of Irvine, Calif.

Today, lawyers for some of the so-

called Keating Five senators question

ed Gwendolyn van Paaaschen, an

economics aide to McCain, about her

understanding of those meetings.

She underwent detailed questioning

by lawyers for Arizona's other senator.

Democrat Dennis DeConcini. and for

another of the five senators. Banking

Chairman Donald Riege. D Mich. The

other two senators facing the allegation-

are Democrats John Glenn of Ohio and

Alan Cranston of California.

McCain has contended DeConcini

went beyond their agreed upon agenda

in that meeting with Gray and offered

the regulator a deal on behalf of

Keatings' Lincoln Savings and Loan -

saying the thrift would make more

home loans if federal regulations

limiting riskier investments were

dropped.

Newman Center helps

raise food for families
By HEIDI BABINSK1
Collegian Correspondent

( Her 90 families in the Amherst area

were welcomed with packaged bags of food

and supermarket gift USTtlficatSn Sunday,

ending the Newman Centers An

Thanksgiving Food I)n\

Donations were "gem

local merchants, community member-

students in hopes of easing finai

pressures during the upcoming holiday

season, organizers said

The drive began ten years ago this month

when boxes were set up in the Newman
Center to collect any non perishable items

people were willing to donate

Louis Foods donated five percent of all

purchases over $30.00, which brought their

total to $260.00 for the drive. Stop and

Shop donated gift certificates and Atkins

Farm contributed baskets of fruits and

vegetables.

An anonymoi; | K) was all"

helping to bring the monetary amour

$1000.00. which was then used to purchase

grocery certificates.

Alpha Delta Phi fraternity gave stuffed

food carriages after touring Southwest col

lei ting anything from freeze dried noodles

Is were willing to giv«

The Amh. M School Honor So

ty also used their energy

lering and Saint Brigid Pai

at their mass*

Karen Warren and 1 it, Jr ,
t>oth

Dj.^ 1 local chur

ches sad earching for nam.

fam d single people who m
food donations. They then verified location

and population with the families' for efTi

cient deliveries.

The close of the drive allowed items to be

divided according to the four food groups

and number of people in the household.

CONTlfJIPFD ON PAGC 7

Milli Vanilli stripped ofGrammy for falsifying performance

LOS ANGELES (AP) - The band Milli

Vanilli was stripped of its Grammy Award

Monday because other singers substituted

for the pop duo on the best-selling "Girl.

You Know It's True" album.

It's the first time in the 34-year history

ofGrammys that an award has been taken

away.
Trustees of the National Academy of

Recording Arts & Sciences voted over

whelmingly to rescind the award given to

Milli Vanilli members Rob Pilatus and

Fabrice Morvan, said Academy Prsident

Michael Greene.

"The academy hopes its action sends a

clear signal to producers, music packagers

and record companies thst they need to

take very seriously their task of giving us

and the public credible information on that

packaging," he said.

I do think it's an isolated incident. We
are as upset about it as the public has the

right to be."

The attorney representing Pilatus and

Morvan said the pair already had planned

to surrender the Grammy
"My guess is when the academy read

that, they decided to beat us to the game,"

attorney Alan Mintz said.

"Needless to say, this is an emotionally

trying time. But (Pilatus anmd Morvan)

are determined to prove to the world that

they will come back strongly and

demonstrate that they are indeed artists

In a related development, an Oakland

woman who bought her son a Milli Vanilli

tape filed a class action lawsuit Monday

seeking a refund in light of the revelation

that the duo didn't sing a note on the

recording.

AP photo

Fab Morvan, left, and Rob Pilatus of Milli Vanilli. hold up Grammy they

received m Beat New Artiat of 1989 during a new, conference ,n

Hollywood yesterday.
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Buy any pair of boots and get any shoe for % price.

Special offer ends, Nov.29th

STRUT
SHOES FOR WOMEN

197 MAIN ST NORTHAMPTON

Think About

What You're Doing.

You we got a lot of critical

decisions ahead of you. Since you II

be spending a good portion of your

life at work, shouldn't your career be

an accurate reflection of who you

are. and what's important to you7

If you value a healthy

environment, good nutrition, mutual

respect, and individuality, you should

consider a retail management career

with us, no matter what your maior

We re Bread & Circus. New

England's largest wholefood

supermarket chain But don't let the

word, "supermarket' throw you.

We're nothing like a traditional

supermarket. We carry only whole

foods of the highest quality And

we're uncompromisingly committed to

creating a healthier, more sound

world

That's why we offer some of

the finest retail management careers

to be found anywhere as well as

the perfect opportunity to align your

values with your ambitions

Bread & Circus

COMPREHENSIVE
MANAGEMENT TRAINING
PROGRAM BEGINS IN

JANUARY.
FIND OUT MORE'

ON-CAMPUS INFORMATION
SESSION
Monday. November 26

7 9pm

Mather Career Center

Room 101

A

Please bring your resume

Refreshments will be served

ON-CAMPUS INTERVIEWS
Tuesday. November 27

We're looking forward to meetirtg you

'Spring Grads are welcome to attend

Monday's Information Session.

Bread & Circus
WHOli- D SUPERMARKETS
Mr fwtt Mr NMr ft* Mt *W»-t *» '* *•*

Commuted To Equal Opportunity Emptovment

For Your Information
WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER tl

Seminar - Mechanical Engineering - Interface Sconce s

seminar. "Hardness of Thin Polymer Films. Mr D. Bhw.

University of Massachusetts. 703 Graduate Research

Tower. 3:30 p.m.

SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 25

Home Safe Home exhibit - Clean Water Actum and

Clean water fund will be patenting the second annual

Home Safe Home, which is a display concerning the tox

,ns in and around our homes and provides mtormation

and recipies for sate, alternatives for cleaning garden

ng anVnome maintenance. The exhibit will be shown

at the Peoples institute starting Nov 25 and will run un

t,l Nov 27 at the People's institute in Northampton.

MONDAY. NOVEMBER 26

Lecture - "The Homooroticism and Homophobia in 00*

memr a work-in progress presentation by Sasha Torres

(Mendenhall Fellow in Fngl.sh at Smith) Sponsored b>

,he Project on Women and Social Change^ This mU ot

held at 4:15 Seelve Hall 11. Smith College. Northampton^

Ueture - "Media and Political Struggle in South

Africa." bv Keyan Gray Tomasell, (Director, enter lor

Culture and Med.a Studs .
Un,vers,t> of Natal. Durban.

South Africa, and sen.or Fulbnght Scholar. African

Studies Center. M.ch.gan State University-. 1 art ot the

\tnca Todaj Lecture Series, sponsored by the depart

ments of rei.g.on and Afro African studies and he

Fulbnght Scholars Program This will be held m the

Neilson Library Browsing Room . Smith C ollege, at
,
p.m.

TUESDAY/NOVEMBER 27

Reading - "Beira Women: Tales form the Be.ra Hi U.

a ,-ead.ng bv Smith scholar Fd.te Pedrosa. o. her col lec-

tion of atoriaf and tales about women in central I or

tugueae village The author will read from this work in

progress that she » developing ai part ai a sm.th sthol.

Protect under the d.rect.on of Peter 1 ROSS and Geor*e

( . irr> TV reading will ba held at 7 pja la Hatt.eld Hall

17. Smith College

WEDNESDAY. NOVMBER 2HK

Meeting- Spirituality group, a gathering to share and

discuss questions and .xp.-n.nce^ of the spiritual aueat

(),„,, t„ people Of all faiths It will b« held at
|

a m at

the Helen Hille Chanel, Northampton.

THURSDAY. NOVEMBER 29

Cohquimm "SeneHtvitj to Beaiet Humar. by

Dudnck Sneah »iU be held at 1 IS p m in Burton Hall

213, Smith Collegi _
lifting Alliance- and Allegi

Politica ..f St.,.. ! md Ethnicity on Nicarag

Allnn ,„ in Judy Butler will be held at I SOnuai

in Seelve Hall l<>. Smith Collega

Ue, *» William Shak.

I in John HeUweg for reaan at tens, call 585 3Z2U

Monday to Frida) I »
i> <> rVtialssinw ie $4 general pubttc

$2 students senior cilisena

[\mhrrst (inoma
Now Playing

Henry
and
June

Mon-Thurs
One Show 7:30

Fri-Sun 2 Shows
7:00 and 9:15

Istudent Discount!
with I.D.

STAY

HOM
(*,, irr, NY H»l1.nq *l

London $412

Pans 480

San Jose.C R 390

Bangkok 959

Hong Kong 879

Tokyo 759

Student Faculty Fare

Taxes not included Restnc

tions apply Fares subject to

change One ways available

Work/Study abroad programs

International student and
teacher 10

EURAIL PASSES ISSUED ON
THE SPOT'

Free student travel catalogue

«*. -*&

REf4T/^NRECK
\af

New & Used Cars
Trvcks i Vans Also Available

North Amherst
Rerrt-A-Wreok

Rt 63 No. Amhtr«l
549-RENT

^ars
Available

.erst
reck
nher st

ACUPUNCTURE & HERBS

».m* Women* System*

* Fertility

* Young adolescence A

* Family tre-atmer.'

%*

Amherst Fields

appointment i56 <1306
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Bahamas Getaway!
Winter Break

$269.00

*7 i.gnjs acc3nnnd4ii4n%

"*t'p lien

•Motet 'jia* jrc tfrntt eMtytt!

"•ciw»**a admisvnnt to* r
.

WORLD&NATION
Harvard law students to sue University
CAMBRIDGE (AP) - A group of Harvard Law School

students sued Harvard University for discrimination

yesterday charging that White, male professors dominate

the law school faculty.

"We'd like to sue our school," second year law student

Linda Singer cheerfully told the clerk of the Middlesex

County Superior Court.

The 38-page suit, prepared by the students without the

help of lawyers, alleges that Harvard Law School has fail

ed to hire any minorityVomen, Asian Americans, Native

Americans, disabled citizens, Latinos or openly gay men

and women to tenured or tenure-track faculty positions.

The suit also charges that Harvard Law's faculty in

eludes far fewer Blacks and women than are represented

in the population of lawyers.

"The hiring practices of defendant's agent, Harvard Law

School, operate to disproportionately exclude qualified

women and minority candidates for tenured and tenure-

track positions," the suit claims. "These hiring practices

constitute a continuing pattern and practice of discrimina-

tion in violation of state law.'

Harvard spokesman Peter Costa said the university

would have no comment until it has reviewed the law suit.

A student group called the Harvard Law Coalition for

Civil Rights filed the suit naming the President and

Fellows of Harvard College as defendants. The students

based the suit on a state law which bars discrimination

in hiring by businesses or institutions with 15 or more

employees.

According to the coalition, five of 66 tenured and tenure-

track faculty members at the law school are women, or

7.58 percent. Nationwide, at law schools approved by the

American Bar Association, 23.7 percent of faculty are

women. The students maintain that women compt

36.75 percent of the law graduates since 1980.

Of the law school's four tenure track faculty members,

two are Black but none are women, according to the suit.

And three of 62 tenured positions, or 4.84 percent, are

Black.

"It's not just morally wrong for Harvard to say, Our

prof. «re 95 percent White male ' it's fundame..

ly against the law," Singer said

Second year law student John Bonifaz said the

discrimination was being committed by "an institution

which purports to be the best in the country ." B<m

noted that the suit is only the latest move in an anti

discrimination drive that began in 1969

Guardsmen and homeless
problem collide at armory
NEWTON (AP) - Two of America's most

pressing foreign and domestic problems

bumped into each other at an armory when

200 homeless people were forced out by Na-

tional Guardsmen preparing for action in

the Mideast.

The transformation was completed

yesterday as cots were moved out and

dozens of guardsmen wearing battle

fatigues scurried around the armory, tak-

ing care of final details before they ship out

this weekend for training at a military

base.

Community activists who ran the

homeless shelter at the armory had to per-

form their own mobilization the day before,

transferring beds, pots, pans and other

materials to a National Guard armory

several miles away in Cambridge.

Some found a bitter irony in the colliding

problems.

"We can mobilize enormous resources for

Operation Desert Shield, but we cant seem

to mobilize the same resources for people

who are homeless right here in out

. -aid Philip Mangano. executive

director of the Greater Boston Adult

Shelter Alliance.

Capt. Jayme Casgrain-Guido, a

spokesman for the Guard, said the Na-

tional Guard tries to help out in the com-

munity, but national defense must be the

top priority.

Still, when it was learned that the

Newton armory would have to clear out the

homeless shelter to make room for the

troops, "our first concern was to find them

another place," she said.

The Guard's 972nd Military Police Com
pany was placed on alert last week after

President Bush ordered an additional

72,000 troops from the Guard and military

reserves to mobilize against Iraq.

Homeless people using the shelter were

picked up each day in Boston and were

driven out to the armory in Newton, a

suburb just west of Boston.

The transfer of the homeless from the

Newton armory to the Cambridge armory

will prompt community activists to work

more quickly to find alternative sites.

Mangano said.

Dukakis backs museum
Governor also supports resort in Berkshires

WORCESTER (AP) - Gov Michael S

Dukakis says he hopes to launch both

a state-blocked art museum and a con

dominium resort in the Berkshires in

his last six weeks in offi<

His successor, William Weld, has

already announced plans to dump one

of Dukakis' pet projects - a proposed

500 inmate prison in the isolated town

of New Braintree.

And Weld also plans to take a close

look at Dukakis' other construction

plans, including the proposed $77.5

million contemporary art museum in

North Adams and a proposal by a Con-

necticut developer for a $200 million

vacation home resort on the state's

highest peak.

But Dukakis told the Worcester

Telegram & Gazette during a stop here

Monday that despite mounting opposi-

tion, he plans to press ahead with both

projects.

"Northern Berkshire is the one corner

of the state that never, ever shared in

the boom It's down. It's depressed. Th. v

just lost another 500 jobs up there at

General Electric in Pittsfu-ld." DokaJ

said. "People have been leaving Th

have not been jobs being created Unless

we do something up there to -timul

the economy, we are going to contu

to sufft

Three vear ago. the state Legislature

authorized $35 million to help convert

the vacant 28-building Sprague I

tronicsCo. mill into the world's larg.

contemporary art museum The idea

was the brainchild of Thomas Kn i

who has since become director d tht

Solomon R Guggenheim Museum in

New York He has proposed similar

locally-financed satellite museums of

the Guggenheim in Sal/bur^. Attatl

and Venice. Italy.

However, release of the money

depends on acceptance of the $17

million feasibility study by state capital

planning and finance officials as we!

the museum commission The museum
commission, headed by Krens. has not

met in more than a year, although of

ficials say they now hop* t.. ge4

members together by Christmas.

And the state Inspector Cieneral has

questioned the legality of the proposd

ed financial arrangements and called

estimates that the museum could

tract the 150,000 visitor- I needs

to break even overly optima

The latest plans lor the resort > all lot

the construction of860 detached boa

and condominuim units

protected state park OB ths summr
ot high Mount Greylo

m ,;. North Adams

Silber's campaign tactics

discussed among analysts

orporal from the 972th MUitary Police Company of the National

Guard nacks his equipment at the Newton Armory in Newton yesterday

?he comply which expects federal employment orders in the next

weeks?Ssplaced the state's largest homeless shelter when they occupied

Uie armori for their mobilization. The shelter moved from the Newton

facility to the Cambridge Armory.

BOSTON (AP> - Defeated Democratic

gubernatorial candidate John Silber lost

the Nov. 6 election, but was the focus of

campaign and news media officials who

analyzed the election yesterday

John Moffitt. campaign manager for vie

torious Republican William Weld, com

pared Silber's performance in the cam-

paign to that of a caged tiger.

Moffitt said Silber's temperament was a

fair issue in the campaign, but mildly

chastised its strong focus on the Boston

University president

"We've been here for 45 minutes. If

somebody had just landed here from Mars

they would have thought John Silber had

been elected at least president of the

United States," Moffitt said "There were

two of us in the race for governor, as a mat

ter of fact, and one was that orange haired

WASP '

Much of Weld's Strategy m *"<' general

election was to bring voters' attention to

Silber, and Moffitt said Silber's testiness

was a legitimate campaign issue

"Watching the campaign evolve, John

Silber was like a tiger in a cage. He would

sit there looking around menacingly and

the media would come up with long sticks

and they'd poke the stick into the cage and

invariably, John would give out with a roar

and the media would smile and poke it in

a little harder the next time,'' Moffitt said.

Moffitt said the question could be asked

"how much of it was the stick poking and

how much of it was the tiger roaring. I

think it was a combination of the two."

Silber's campaign press secretary. Michal

Regunberg. said a combination of factors

led to his defeat.

"There were mistakes that were costly,

but it would be too simple to say John

Silber blew it," she said.

She said he was hurt by a defection of

liberals and Democratic supporters of

former Attorney General Francis Bellotti.

who lost the Sept. 18 Democratic primary

to Silber.

But Agnes Bain, head of the government

department at Suffolk University, which

sponsored the forum, said Silber was a ma
jor factor in his own defeat.

"Toward the end. John Silber ceased to

be a statesman," she said. She was referr

lug to Silber's anger at WCVB-TV anchor-

woman Natalie Jacobson and other in

cidents of temper.

John Henning, a political reporter and

anchor with WBZ-TV, said voters looked

more carefully at Silber when he became

the apparent front runner in the race and

that Weld was helped by people who voted

for him because they decided they didn't

like Silber.

Henning said people also saw similarities

in outlook between Silber and outgoing

Gov. Michael S. Dukakis, despite dif

ferences between the two men on issues.

"I agree with the person who said after

all these years, people are tired of this lit-

tle guy getting on at night and saying 'eat

your peas' at six o'clock. Do we want a guy

to follow him who will say eat your peas

or I'll kick the hell out of you', " Henning

said.
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ARTS 8cLIVING
A graceful journey to the gangster underworld

* ~_£L. «nd the determination it takes to not allow to gay lovers) and establishes the film as a small classic

Bv GEORGE LENTZ
Collegian Staff

The Coen Brothers' Miller's Crossing begins with a

wonderful image: a black fedora gently falls to the leave-

strewn ground of a majestic autumn forest. Suddenly the

wind picks up and blows the hat away from us, rolling

it along the forest floor amongst the leaves until it

gracefully flies out of our view. It's all part of a dream

that gangster Tom Reagan (Gabriel Byrne) tells his

mistress, Verna (Marcia Gay Hardin) about. "And you

chased it, right?" she asks him. "No." he tells her. "I

didn't chase it. 1 watched it blow away - nothing more

foolish than a man chasing his hat."

Hats play a big role in Miller's Crossing; they define

Tom's struggle between his heart and his sensibility -

a battle that Tom isn't too keen on waging within himself.

He's a no nonsense guv. and that's exactly how he plays

out his advice to his boss. Leo (Albert Finney), to kill Ver

na's brother Bernie (John Turturro), a sleazy bookie who's

just double-crossed Leo's biggest rival, Johnny Caspar (Jon

Poltto). Tom's the brains behind Leo's brawn and makes

his decisions divorced from all emotion, relying instead

on his political cunning; he likes things this way because

it keeps his head from being kicked in and his hat from

• ing knocked off. But Tom can't find it in himself to

give his love over to Verna any more than he can give

his loyalty over to Leo (who insists on protecting Bernie

for Verna's sake .); and when both men ultimately have

ut over her. Tom joins up with Caspar and a bloody

gang war erui

The gangsters in Miller's Oossi ng earn the terrible

ation and emotional arrest, but live a

beautiful sphere t h. •> dress in gorgeous rustic colors and

:ie backed by th- >t traditional Irish ballads. The

film isn't I exchanging machine gun fire

(although there * | Lot i it - the film is extremely violent

»

so much as it is about the smell of the gin soaked world

of dim lighting and overcast skies that these people find

BuelvM in. This is a film about the mood of

gangsterism and the determination it takes to not allow

yourself to become ruled by your heart, a mistake that

the laws of their world inevitably prove as fatal.

With Miller's Crossing (the title refers to a secluded

stretch of woods where the gangsters take their enemies

to bump them off) the Coen Brother's have created a world

that defies typical genre expectations (urban gangsters

in rustic settings and tough guy hit-men that return home

to gay lovers) and estaolishes the film as a small classic

in its own right. Does this mean it's as good as Scorsese's

GoodFellas? It's hard to say since both films deal with dif-

ferent themes and share vastly different visions. But

whatever Miller's Crossing may lack in terms ofthe raw.

explosive power of GoodFellas, it certainly makes up for

in terms of its originality: a melancholy world where the

screams of dying men accompany the graceful dance of

a lost fedora tumbling in the autumn wind.

f»h»U> rourlr«> Wth (>ntur> I •

Verna (Marcia Gay Harden) loves Tom (Gabriel Byrne) but thinks he may have killed her brother.

themselves in This is a film about the mood 01 in Miller'* Groining.

Williams gives a classic yet experimental performance
„ ° .... L ,-..:-.. _i.T..„ ,„. fwm»t^tr,f,Veor six shades of percussion. trouble getting through when the quintet

IAME8 MOLESWORTH
in Correspondent

Tony William*

Iron Horse
Sunday. Nov. 18

From the opening drum roll, you knew

who was the band leader Tony Williams

started off the gig by giving the audience

a sampling of his skills. You know the

Mingus piece, "Three or Four Shades of

Blues," an experiment in various blues

types9 Well this solo was kind of like that,

three or four shades of percussion. It was

brash, strong, obtrusive, precise and loud

Billy Pierce then came on tenor and blew

a solo paced by Williams' furious energy.

The bridge sequences between solos were

filled with hard, driving punctuations from

Williams and lilting piano play from

Mulgrew Miller. Wallace Roney on

trumpet played so firm and full you might

have thought he was playing alto sax in

stead (if you didn't have trouble hearing

the horns over Williams). Mulgrew gave

such a hip solo that he was tapping his own

feet as he wrestled with the output of

Williams. Yet he did not wrestle in vain.

Miller's performance was hot!

For the second piece Billy Pierce turned

to soprano sax, and with Roney *s trumpet,

they came in and out with impeccable tim

ing. they seemed like they had the ex-

perience of playing together for 20 years,

but they had the fire of a couple of young

cats, playing for pure fun. On Pierce's solo

he played around with the five note melody

until he finally blew it apart and went in

to a full fledged experimental solo which

matched, if not bested, the force being

issued by Wi.liama. Mulgrew smoked on

piano and I noticed myself leaning in

towards the stage, being pulled in.

The next piece started off with, of course,

Williams again in a solo that ups his per

formance to five or six shades of percussnm

He drummed on his stick* while pla>

his drums! I hate to say you had to be 1 1,

but you really did. He played a ballad with

an underlying salsa rhythm, and could

have gone all night by himself, but he

didn't, and give credit where credit is due

REVIEW

A Nutrition Education Project

Roney and Pierce were solid. Their tim

ing was perfect, and they constantly met

the challenges that Williams was throwing

at them with his changing rhythms and

tempos. On the next tune, Pierce switched

back to tenor and was real smooth while

Roney hit a solo that flirted with the point

where the play becomes effortless at the

same time the output continues to grow.

The fifth cut was the best of the evening.

A simple melody started off as the full

quintet showed what a difference a work

ing group makes in live performances.

Then, both Roney and Pierce walked off

and left the trio of Williams. Miller and Ira

Coleman on. Coleman went into a bass solo

that made you say. "Oh. that's what I've

been hearing all night." as Coleman had

trouble getting through when the quintet

was on stage Yet his solo was pure, and

he made his bass hum with a chocoli

nance and the warmth of a good cup of

java.

Miller was incredible. Beautiful filling in.

as he swung like the Duke and with n

like the Count Without a doubt, Mulgrew

Miller has to be one of the finest piano

players out there right now. Williams

never reverted to a rhythm player, and

took a break from his percussive power.

After a lengthy experiment. Pierce came

back and stepped right in with a solo that

probably had been forgotten by most

Roney came in to finish the cut in the same

manner, echoing the melody while going

into his own solo. With the full quintet

back on stage, Williams hit a rhumba like

crescendo and the full sound of the group

stopped on a dime to the loud approval of

those attending.

Of note during the performance was the

play of Mulgrew on piano (who played at

Hampen Theatre last year in the Magic

Triangle Series), who really smoked all

night long. The soprano play of Pierce I felt

was better than his tenor, and Coleman

was rock solid all night. Wallace Roney on

CONTINUED ON PAGE 7

NUTRITION 397 3 Credjts
Tuesdays 9:05-11:05]
Lab on Wednesdays)

prerequisite. Nutrition 230 or Nutrition major

Offers You a Unique Class Experience!

You'll Get Involved in Several of the Following Activities:

• Staff Campus Center information table

• Research/write information pamphlets
• Supervise Munchy's shelf-labelling project

• Develop nutrient profile project for vending
machines

• Develop educational materials for Campus
Center eateries

• Writing scripts for WMUA radio spots and
press releases for the Collegian

• Class presentations

Pick up a syllabus for more details on class

requirements at the Health Education Dept
at University Health Services, 2nd floor

Pre-register at the Nutrition Dept, at

Chenoweth Lab

Please ask for: Sheila Gilroy, Debbie Allen, or

Laura Dmochowski
at University Health Services

549-2671 x 181

STEINBECK COLLISION REPAIR
& AUTOBODY

53 So. Prospect — Amherst Center
256-8157 256-1385

• Accepted by all insurance companies for

collision repair or glass replacement

• Imports & other unibody vehicles

are our specialty

REMEMBER it's your car and your choice of

repair facilities

EDITORIAL/OPINION
^|

i
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Two peoples, one struggle
-«» • , i * a. f ll ^< n 1

I had promised myself I wouldn't get in

volved in the back and forth over Israel and

Palestine. The dialogue, or should I say

diatribe, has been racially charged,

demagogic and manipulative. Confident

that the freedom of Palestine will not be

one nor lost in Amherst, Mass., I stayed

away. ^^^

Jeremy P. Levinson

iiii ' 1 1 ^'\k}\MM^'aMmiA m̂*tJia3̂

MARIES*

Slashing Health Ed. shortsighted

I am a graduate student in the School of

Public Health. One of our program areas,

Health Education, has been slated for com

plete elimination. This is a very short

sighted decision. Health Education is vital

to the School of Public Health. And the

School of Public Health is vital to the Com

monwealth of Massachusetts.

Every dollar spent on disease prevention

is saved many times over through reduced

economic and social costs of disease in-

cidence and treatment. With problems such

as AIDS, substance abuse, toxic wastes and

other environment disasters, the need for

training of professionals in public health

is greater now than it has ever been

The UMass School of Public Health is i he

only publicly-funded accredited public

health program in New England. Not all

of us can afford to go to Harvard In fact.

not all of us want to go to Harvard. One

reason I chose the UMass program was

because of its excellent national and inter-

national reputation. Apparently, this

reputation exists only outside of Amherst

Who decided on the criteria for program

elimination? Why weren't we informed

before now that the teaching of graduate

students is one of the lowest priorities at

this campus? Some of us would perhaps

have chosen to instead go to a university

that actually values its graduate programs.

Its irresponsible for UMass to accept

students into programs and then obliterate

M programs before the students are

graduated. And it makes little sense,

economic or otherwise, for UMass to

eliminate the Health Education program.

Peter W. Callas

Montague Center

What should the role ofstudent government be? ^nature

the most important tasks facing student leadership? How

should they be handled? On Thursday, Nov. 29, we will run

a two-page bonanza exploring these issues. We need you to

answer these questions! 21,000 people are waiting to find

out what you have to say about student government. Have

all submissions in the Ed/Op mailbox in the Collegian

newsroom by Tuesday, Nov. 27.

Whenever discussion is grounded, on one

hand, in second hand principles and, on the

other, in the current and daily experience

of a besieged people, I stay away, knowing

that all the principle in the world cannot

stop history.

On the surface, the Israeli Palestinian

conflict is textbook: A racist military

government holds hostage a people in their

own land, depriving them of everything

save the opportunity to labor for a largely

subsistence standard of living History has

shown us literally hundreds of these

scenarios. Also, history' shows that people

will win their freedom or be exterminated

trying.

For the purpose of the above analysis, tM
emotion-charged identities of the players

in this conflict are unimportant Machine

guns, tear gas and state power strip an>

one of their identity. Read, for example,

George Orwell's essay about his time in

Burma, protecting the empire

On a deeper, more personal level, the

Zionist campaign on campus has scratch

ed at some very tender spots for me I can-

not pick up a newspaper or discuss polit ic«

without having my Jewish heritage

to my throat This I am used to For years,

my writing on Palestinian rights has

alienated me from large segments of m>

community / am the bad Jeu; the traitor

This is a stigma Ivc carried along with

my own political, personal and intellectual

vvth Predicting the reception, I hadn't

planned on writing about this. Until last

On Nov. 15. a Jewish Zionist barged in

to a Jerusalem butcher shop. He demand

ed that the Jewish owner fire his Arab

employee The owner refused and that

Zionist, in the name of my people's

freedom, stabbed both the Arab worker and

Jewish employer to death

The point here is not in the brutality of

this act. Brutality is an all too available

commodity. The symbolism here is wh.it

brought tears to my eyes. A 'bad' Jew is

dead after trying to protect an Arab from

a Zionist fanatic.

All death is equal and I mourn for both.

I mourn, too, for my people. Zionism is the

rnn-t dangerous threat to the Jewish

divided our community

deprived us of the right to think and feel

A cannibalistic feeding frenzy has begun

in tl >*h community Here, it has

enabled the more extreme Zionist to kill

that which he is trying to protect.

Zionism and its Jewish supporters h

n it upon themselves to redefine my

herita. history is UStd as a weapon

against me if I decry the mjust

by the government of Israel. I am no lont.

a Jew.
Mv Jewish brothers and

m. i in an environment of politu

Judaism, as opposed to Jewish politi

And, like all people who have had th-

historv held h md exploited, our peo-

ple Will suffer In the long run. this period

will be exposed I mother attack on

Judai >e of the most insidi.

kind It has insinuat.-d itself into our

cultural consciousness.

Manv Jewi stand in defense of U

historv and people by standing with t

Pa niggle'

a ill fight injustice wherevei it

may be found We will fight to the

for our right to critically analsze all th

goes on around us. no matter how lensil

or . ii a topic it may be.

the government of Israel opt

destroy the Palestinian people, Pah

will be free. No one can stop it. not M
Kahane, not Ed Koch and not I M
Htllel This is a simple lesson of

The question la not "Will freedom come?

Rather, t
Will we stand

or against it'" Where will we be when it

com
Mv Judaism fights against all oppression

andbrutality. not against history. As a Jew

and a hater of all injustice. I will stand with

the people of Palestine In doing so and in

the face of great adversity, I defend m\

people.

Jeremy P Utinson i* a Collegian

columnist

Welcome to the era of hypocrisy

We are very adept when it comes to worrying about

other people's sovereignty and freedom The Lithuanians

deserved to be free from the Soviets Kuwait needs to be

freed from Saddam Hussein. Northern Ireland needs to

be freed from the United Kingdom. Quebec needs to be

freed from Canada.

Pamela McCarthy

Welcome to the nineties, the age of sovereignty.

In Canada, Native Americans were subjected to police

harassment, assault and exile from what little land they

were allowed to have by the government. This is because

they are following the philosophy we are so good at

spouting. Sovereignty. Sovereignty for all, except for

anyone we may have conquered.

Welcome to the nineties, the age of hypocrisy.

While Quebec strongly insists it needs to preserve its

culture and heritage, it conveniently forgets that another

group of people have the same gripe. I suppose that if you

aren't White, you don't count when it comes to sovereign

ty I mean, who do these people think they are? How dare

they get angry because their land will be used as a golf

course! Why, didn't they know that it is only French and

English culture that matters at all?

Before we all smack our lips and nod and smile smug-

ly, remember one thing. We are living in Amherst, a town

named after a man who knowingly gave smallpox infected

blankets to the Native Americans here. We are living in

a country that used to scalp Natives, and then get angry

when they used the same trick on us. We are the same

country that calls Native Americans savages even though

we were the first to use the most barbaric weapon in the

history of the world. We are the land of Custer s Revenge,

a video game that came from the armpit of some mutant s

mind. In this game, Custer gets his revenge by raping a

Native American woman.

But we're for sovereignty, right?

I was bewildered when I read in an article a couple of

years ago that many Native Americans don't celebrate

Thanksgiving. They said they don't feel they have

anything to be thankful for I couldn't understand it 1

knew we hadn't been angels in the past, but I didn't think

we exiled or oppressed Native Americans anymore. I

didn't know anything about them, really. They werein

visible to me. stuck on reservations out of white sight This

alone should have told me something. The more I thought

about it (and any ofyou who still believe they have it good

should try thinking), the more I realized that they may

have a point But it was blurry, stuck in the back of my

head. I had other things to worry about.

Then I heard about Custer's Revenge.

Then I heard about Canada.

Then I listened and watched the people around me

Those who bemoaned the fate of any other people in any

other country wouldn't even acknowledge the fact that

Native Americans exist. America, land of the free, home

of the brave, is a colonial power.

1 can't very well go back to where my ancestors came

from to make things right. My roots are scattered too far

and too wide; I wouldn't have a clue what country to go

to It's not the solution, what's done is done. But we can

change what's happening now, if we would care to rouse

This means respecting Native Land. Building a golf

course on sacred ground is an insult. Think of it this way:

Would any of us painfully good Catholics be thrilled at

the prospect of the Disney Corporation razing the Vatican

to the ground? Would any Christian, Muslim or Jew be

doing cartwheels at the thought of all the holy sites of the

Middle East and Jerusalem being demolished to make

way for a water-fun park? Somehow, I doubt it.

Contrary to what Ronald Reagan said a few years ago,

Native Americans are part of America. They are citizens

of this country. As citizens, they share the same rights

as the rest of us. Considering they were here first, we

should respect them.

Think about that when your stuffing your face

tomorrow.

Pamela McCarthy is a Collegian columnist

Housing headaches
As a first semester student at the University. I would

like to express dissatisfaction with the Housing Assign

ment Office, as a result of my first direct experience

with them At the beginning of this semester. I was

assigned | roommate who proved to have a personal

i

tv that was incompatible with my own

Mv roommate moved out during the first month of

th. mm -t,T. I was advised to contact the Housing Of-

fice to indicate whether I wished to pay an additional

$150 to maintain a double single room With the cost

of tuition being as high as it is, and with the subse-

quent fee increases, I opted not to keep my double

single.

1 complied with the rules by phoning the Housing Of

fice on a number of occasions, declaring my desire not

to keep the double single After each call. I was told

that I would be contacted with information pertaining

to a new location for me to move.

When the Housing Office finally did get back to me,

it did so in the form of a bill with a $150 surcharge

on it The person with whom I spoke at Whitmore to

contest the bill basically told me that it was my word

against theirs, as my decision was never put on file.

I was also informed that if I did not pay the bill within

two weeks. I would be administratively withdrawn

from the University

As a last resort. I relayed this information to my

father, who subsequently decided to give the Housing

Office a call. As a result of his 10-minute conversation

with them, the charge on the bill was dropped and he

was told that I would not have to move, but would in

stead have a new roommate move into the room, which

is exactly what I wanted from the beginning.

I am thankful that charge was dropped, but I feel that

I was treated inappropriately. It makes no sense that

my father could accomplish in 10 minutes what I could

not even do in an hour. I don't think my father should

have to fight my battles for me.

The University claims that we are to be treated and

respected as individuals, but the actions of the Hous

ing Assignment Office personnel suggest otherwise.

Sandra J. Kelleher
Central
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DOONESBURY
By GARRY TRUDEAU

THm THE HtAlMAW
BUSHMH& HAS. t*WT
ecNHAieii you 6et your

HERE' CARP7

ACROSS
1 Get out ot town

5 Elephant ot

chiidrens

books
10 — for All

Seasons"
14 •— Lang Syne

1

5

Create toy

1

6

Hawaiian city

17 Nitpick

19 Picnic pests

20 Grow molars

21 Fabricates

23 Fair grade

24 Cigar end

26 Room Hood
and William Tell

28 Loosen up

33 Panorama
34 Sandpipers km

35 Spouse
37 Turnpike

40 Cruising

41 Type sizes

42 Therefore

43 Make a — try

44 Exude
45 Stretch out

46 Swiss artist

48 Gets out

more soap

50 Become* more

tienbM

53 Code signal

54 Negative joiner

55 Meets
57 Tail

62 Shopping ttat

notation

£4 Kid around

66 Sycophant

67 From head —
68 Actress

Nazimova

69 n#mnants

70 Use a credit

card

71 Erect

DOWN
1 Author Howard j—
2 Actress ve*i

3 Fashion
magazine

4 Do a publishing

job

5 Command
6 — mode
7 Judge s

determination

8 Open entryways

9 Military

standbys

10 Gotcha'

1

1

Beat around the

bush
1

2

Take up a hem
13 Roman and

pug. eg
18 —

Entertainment

22 Biol for one

25 Comic Morns

27 And — lies a

tale

28 Actress Hagen

et ai

29 Treetop sight

30 Have lunch

together

31 incompetent

32 More pleasant

36 Counterfeited

38 Writer James

39 Puts on

41 Foretells

45 — Song in My
Heart

47 USNA grad

49 Took a chance

50 Join

51 — your lite 1

52 Razor
sharpener

56 Coy
58 Gapmg
59 Parcel out

60 Sooner St.

61 Tear's mate

63 Med personnel

65 — brio
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MENU
11/21/W

1
LUNCH
Pizza

Deli barn on rye

DINNER

Cheese spinach struael

Breaded veal pattie
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BASICS LUNCH BASICS DINNER

Mushroom Pizza Cheese «^» «jH
Bean burgers Eggplant cutlet
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CALVIN AND HOBBES
By BILL WATTERSON
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TANGELO PIE
By TIM SNTFFEN

AMIS (Match 2V Aprt H?) Ths can

be a satatytna and Ofdwly iorl ot

day There a a tremendous

response to your efforn, projects

begn and end smoothly Get bet

ter organized Avoid stayinQOut too

late tonight

TAURUS (Aprt 20- May 20) wopo

results wl follow It you oppfy max

mum effort today Financial con-

siderations may be more important

to you than sentmentoitty Give

your loved ones the attention they

deserve
OiMINI (May 21 June 20) You

seem ovrte capable of watching

out for your own interests once you

hove been alerted to any dangers

Be creative Entertan friends m the

comfort and security of your own

home.
CANCM(Jun»2V Jufy 22) Busress

progress may be a bit slow

Persevere* Someone who appears

detached may octuoty be quite in-

terested Secrecy is essential « you

ore to cinch a mo(or contract

UK> (Jury 23- Aug 22) Contoct

people who work behind the

scenes Knotting overdue changes

wl benefit your career Seek impor

font financial reformation Romance

flourishes m on atmosphere of

mutual trust

VIROO (Aug. 23- Sept 22) Greater

setf-drsciplne is essential for you to

feel in harge of your life and reta

ttonships Retreat from the social

scene for a while and make plans

for the future

m (Sept 23 Oc» 2?) toda>

may bring an end to the eotatton

vourvjwefettiotety Soaottemore

A letter or phone cad from an old

pal renews your friendship. w«th e*

L Binnt results fc* bo^ of you

SCOOPIO Nov 21) *

mennnjp from an older person w*

brighten yout mornng Grve as wel

as receive Choienge yourse*Jodo

more thon you have been doing

Singles should have a great time

this evening
SAOITTARIUS Nov Tl Dec

Get r\ touch with a good Mend and

dBcuss old times Your health shouW

be a top priority Watch your diet

and get more exercise Children

may need special attention tonight

Heed your instincts.

CAMNCOtN (Dec 22- Jon 19) You

can hove the career you want, but

first you must educate yourself r\ a

new area Mght school or weekend

classes may be the best answer

You are lucky m love1

AQUARIUS (Jon 20- Feb 18) You

wM have no one to blame but

yourself if your plans go awry today

Get better orgomed and set some

new priorities A financial wfxffal In-

creases your fiscal security

RiSCIS (Feb 19- March 20) m
vesting more time and energy m

noysehold matters w» pay b»g

dividends You wi enjoy having

company over Set aside any wor-

ries about romance Become o

comparison shopper if looking for a

new car
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Williams

food drive

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 4

trumpet kicked the collective Marsahs

Brothers hutts. I can't believe he's not

better kiu-un, but time will prove just.

Williams was also hot He played pro

bablv everything be could, considering

it was his fifth gig in 24 hours He told

the audience he felt great and he sound

ed it. He also said he enjoyed the en

thusiasm of the audiencetwho were very

vocal during the performance), as he

mentioned that he liked to play a^

greeeive, and he certainly did that.

Williams never played brushes during

the whole set and I could see why some

would be disappointed, but it was worth

it Williams is on the edge of percussion

constantly, the way Cecil Taylor is on

the edge of piano playing tit not well

past it at times) lf» experimental, while

at the same time, heavily rooted m the

•classic" stvle through which Williams

got his schooling. The group is tight, to

sav the least and it was an evening ot

great music. 1 hope you didn't miss it.

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

when- it was th.n either personally

delivered or picked up. Packages were

also made for the Amherst Suia ival Center

and Rosemary's Place and leftover hags

were kepi for emergency purposes

Sister Millie Marengo. S.S.J .part ofthe

Newman Center Staffwho helped, said she

was delighted with the leadership, the

volunteer response ami the luge eontribu

tions which made for one of the most HC

romplished Thanksgiving drives thecenUi

has ever sponsored

"The gratitude for this worthy cause es

tended through the ulmle community.'

Sister Millie said, 'and -hews hew people

believe in being sensitive to the needs ot

other-

Women's Issues Editor Needed

—Writing experience preferred

—Applications accepted until 11-21-90

Ask for the Managing Editor

113 Campus Center

Associate News Editor Needed

—News writing experience preferred

—Applications accepted antil 11-21-90

Ask for the News Editor

113 Campus Center
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SPORTS
Playoffs beckon UMass to William and Mary

~ u ..CiUif am i a/4 urpre -^-^—»-^^^aaaaBBlaa^aT^jal . =— -*"•=• """" ——^~-.—>^iaa\aaal ^
By SAM SILVERSTEIN
Collegian Staff

The offensive line is athletic, deep, and

has been playing together for nearly two

full seasons. The defense is ranked in the

top five nationally. The quarterback and

running backs fit an option attack that em

phasizes quick thinking and quicker feet.

But perhaps the most important thing

the University of Massachusetts football

team will bring into Saturdays playoff

game at William and Marv is experience.

< ollrftan fll* photo

Freshman quarterback Dave
MeGovern

Several kev members of this squad were

on the team that lost to Eastern Kentucky

28 17 the last time UMass went to the

plavoffs, in 1988. M
"Last time it was more like a mystery,

junior safety Vaughn Williams said. "We

weren't sure. It felt different, intensity-

wise. This time people know what we're

capable of, and what to expect."

Senior split end Ron Blauvelt said, "We

didn't have as much depth as Eastern Ken-

tucky and that really hurt us. This is a

deeper team
"

"I think we were happy to be in the

playoffs," senior center Jay Gabbe said.

'

think this year we won't be satisfied just

being there, the way things have been go-

ing."

And where the Mintumen (8-11) are

youngest - quarterback Dave MeGovern

and tailbacks Eric Thimas and John

Johnson are all true freshmen - they have

also been solid.

Johnson, who was named Yankee Con-

ference Rookie of the Year yesterday, has

rushed for 709 yards and six touchdowns

in nine gar ce filling in for injured

senior Jerome Bledsoe. Thimas racked up

135 yards and two touchdowns in

Johnsons place two weeks ago at

Richmond
MeGovern inherited the quarterback spot

from Tom Fasano at Richmond, and has

steadily grown into the job since. "I feel

more comfortable with each week of prac

tice." MeGovern said "I felt more comfor

table from the first half to the second half

last week."

"I think we've been a Cinderella team in

some ways," coach Jim Reid said. "We've

had a lot of injuries and we haven't lost any

ground."

The Minutemen, however, are coming otl

their first loss of the season, a 36-18 beating

at New Hampshire in which

Collegian file photo

The offensive line: Jay Gabbe (65), Al Pogarian (59), Paul Mayberry (76)

and Rich Cavanaugh (78).

Cinderellas "turned into pumpkins pretty

quick," Reid said.

The loss cost UMass an undefeated record

and also the services of linebacker Bobby

Burke, who fractured an ankle in the first

half and will not play Saturday Freshman

Gregg Mattern will replace Burke.

William and Mary (9 2) has the best of

fense in Division I AA. averaging just less

than 500 yards a game. Senior quarterback

Chris Hakel, flanker Mark Compher, and

running backs Robert Green and Tyrone

Shelton are keys on offense. Both Green

and Shelton have rushed for more than

1,000 yards.

UMass and William and Mary have

never met, but against common opponents

this season they are both 4-0. Saturd.

winner will face the Central Florida

Youngstown State victor Saturday,

December 1.

Game notes: The game will be broadcast

on WMUA 91 1 FM and WTTT 1430 AM
Kickoff is 12:30 p.m. A Friday afternoon

team outing to historic Williamsburg is a

possibility. "These people have already

shown me more hospitality then Eastern

Kentucky ever did," Reid said.
_/'" "" **

at New Hampshire in which the ana sneiwn n.vr ru-™ .«..«- —

cZch, twelve Minutemen honored by Yankee Conference

Collegian 11* photo

Yankee Conference Coach-of-the-Year Jim

Reid

By SAM SILVERSTEIN
Collegian Staff

The Yankee Conference decorated several members of

the Universitv of Massachusetts football team, including

tfat entire offensive lint, with poeteeaaon honors

yesterday. . n
phomore quarterback Gary Wilkos was named Co-

Offensive Player of the Year, sharing the award with

Boston University quarterback Stan Greene. Wilkos rush

lor 526 yards and passed for 733 and four touchdowns

before being injured in the sixth game of the season.

Coach Jim Reid was named Yankee Conference Coach

..1 the Year. It was the second time in Reid s five year

career as head coach that he has won the award. Reid s

career record is 32-21-2.

Freshman tailback John Johnson was the Yankee Coiv

ference Rookie of the Year Johnson has rushed for <09

vards and six touchdowns in nine games.

Named first-team All Yankee Conference were senior

iruard Tony Giudice, senior center Jay Gabbe, junior

tackle Rich Kane, junior linebacker Matt Tulley. junior

tackle Rich Cavanaugh, junior tackle Kai Dietiker,

homnre tight end Ron Villone and sophomore

linebacker Mario Perry.

.med to the All Yankee Conference second team were

senior guard Paul Mayberry. junior safety Vaughn

Williams and Johnson.

< ollejian Ale phot..

Yankee Conference Co-Offensive Player-of-

the-Year Gary Wilkos

Clemens fined for bumping umpire
By HOWARD ULMAN
AP Sports Writer

BOSTON (AP) - Roger Clemens was suspended for the

first five games of next season and fined $10,000 Tues

day for behavior which led to the Boston pitcher's ejec

tion from the last game of the American League playoffs

The penalty announced by AL president Bobby Brown

will force the Red Sox star to miss one start. It comes a

week aRer he earned a $125,000 bonus provided in his

contract for finishing second in the AL Cy Young Award

voting.
,

Although Clemens can appeal. Red Sox general

manager Lou Gorman said, "Dr Brown's statement and

•subsequent fine and suspension of Ro§« < lemens speaks

for itself. Although we are not in agreement with the

. of the league's action. W* are satisfied that the

lasttfl has been addressed."'

Clemens was ejected by plate umpire Terry Cooney in

the second inning of Oakland's 3-1 victory that compln.-d

the A's four game sweep Oct. 10.

In his announcement, Brown cited Clemens for making
• significant physical contact with an umpire (Jim

Evans), for threatening umpire Cooney, for verbally abus-

ing umpire Cooney with personal obscenities and for not

leaving the dugout immediately after the ejection.

Clemens was not immediately available for comment.

Last season, Clemens led the league for the second time

in earned run average with a 1 .93 mark. He was 216, the

second winningest season of his career.

He finished second to Oakland's Bob Welch in the Cy

Young balloting. Clemens won the award in 1986 and

1987 and was most valuable player in 1987

Although Boston surprised preseason predictors by win

ning the AL East, the season ended on a sour note for the

team and its star pitcher.

The altercation occurred after Clemens walked Willie

Randolph, giving the As, who led 10, runners on first

and third. Coonev and Clemens got into I shouting match,

and Clemens, trying to get closer to Cooney, bumped

Evans. .

Cooney said he told Clemens. "I hope you're not shak

ing your head at me. He said, 'if you want to talk to me,

take your mask off.' By me not removing my mask and

not getting into a verbal thing with him, that was my way

of warning him."

Travel Information

Through the kindness extended by U.S. Express, a

45-seat bus will be made available to all UMass foot-

ball fans interested in busing it down to Williamsburg

to watch the Minutemen compete in the first round

of the NCAA Division l-AA playoffs

The bus will leave Boyden at noon on Friday and

return Sunday afternoon The trip will cost $145. in-

cluding bus fare, two nights of hotel accomodations

and two breakfasts It will not include the $10 fee re-

quired for the game ticket Tickets can be purchas-

ed at the ticket office (545-0810).

In order to reserve your spot on the Victory Bus.'

please call the ColkgUm at 545-3600 during business

hours Leave your name, telephone number and hours

you can be reached at that number You will be

notified as to whether or not there are enough in-

terested to make the trip Deadline is 4 p.m. today

VwEATHElC ARiii SPORTS

Sunshine today with a

high of 50. Chilly

tonight, low near freez-

ing. Sunny Tuesday.

Roald Dahl, author of

Charlie and the

Chocolate Factory died

Friday. Obituary Pg. 7.

William and Mary
bounces UMass from

the Division I-AA

playoffs. Page 12.
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Bush administration pushes
forUN use-of-force resolution

< ollectan photo by Aaron WvbaUr

Pete Verdone of the newly founded UMass
Skate Club pays his dues at the Fine Arts

Center. _^_^_m

By LAURA KING
The Associated Press

The Bush administration braced for a showdown in the

U.N. Security Council over the use of force in the Persian

Gulf and Iraq threatened yesterday to rain missiles on

Saudi Arabia if U.S. troops try to drive its armies out of

Kuwait.
The Baghdad government also said it was mobilizing

tens of thousands of farmers for military service, even

though it is struggling to increase food production to off

set the effects of U.N. sanctions imposed after the Aug.

2 invasion of Kuwait.

Iraqi authorities, meanwhile, were taking steps to make

sure any shortages caused by the sanctums are felt in

Kuwait, which Iraq calls its 19th province The official

Iraqi News Agency said food rationing would begin soon

in the conquered emirate.

Also yesterday. Kuwait's government in exile, citing

reports from escapees, said Kuwaiti resistance fighters

had recently wounded the Iraqi-appointed governor of

Kuwait The report could not be independently confirm

ed, but Iraq did announce the appointment of a new gover

nor earlier this month, without saying why the former

one was being replaced.

Iraq continued its piecemeal release of foreign hostages,

but no Americans were among those freed yesterday More

than 100 German hostages arrived home after nearly four

months of captivity, and 10 Greek nationals landed in Jar

dan. Iraqi officials also said 70 Italians would be fr

Tuesday.
Dozens of former government leader- and other

dignitaries have traveled to Baghdad to try to win the

release of captive foreigners, even though >uch pn\

trips are discouraged by the US government

The latest such visitor was boxing legend Mohammad

AH. who met with Hussein on Sunday at the presidential

palace. An All associate, Arthur Morrison, amid th.

world heavyweight champion was «»n I •goodwill mission"

and hoped to free some American-

Morrison spoke to reporters on behalf of Ah. wh

feting from Parkinson's disease and cannot

Meanwhile, time was running out on efforts b) the I

administration to gamer support in th. U IS

Council for a resolut ion authorizing the use of fore

the Iraqi occupation of Kuwait if peaceful effort

The Washington Post yesterday quoted diplom

sources as saying a draft version of the

round" some member nati

resorting to force by using such pi M "all necessary

means."
Although it is still scrambling to build support lot

measure, the United States is seeking a vote this week

because its one month presidency "'"

cil ends Friday Taking over is the Red Sea sta' MO.

which has supported Iraq in the pa

Residence hall alarm system delayed
By KATHERINE T LAMOTHE
Collegian Staff

A new alarm system for the residence

halls that has been plagued with technical

problems will not be in service until the

beginning of next semester, according to

Assistant Director of Housing John

Findley.

Findley, who is officially responsible for

the installation and maintenance of the

security system, said although the new-

locks are already installed in all of the side

doors to the residence halls, some of the

lock cores in the L shaped door piece are

malfunctioning This could create problems

with the alarms, which are attached to the

cores on the door piece.

He said because of the exacting nature

of the repair work, it will not be completed

until the very end of this semester.

"It makes sense to wait until February

(to turn the system on]," Findley said. The

system was scheduled to start after

Thanksgiving break.

While Findley would not say which halls

had the lock problems, he did say there

were "enough [locks needing repair] so

we're concerned and want them checked.'

He also said since the manufacturer,

Sargent Manufacturing Company, had not

sold the system before, the glitches were

not unexpected by his staff or the company

"The combination of locks and the alarm

is not a package that they sold before,"

Findley said. "They will work with us to

solve the problems."

The new system is the latest attempt to

increase security in the residence halls. A
similar system, known as "locknetics." was

used briefly last semester in Orchard Hill

residential area.

The system is designed to give a high

pitched alarm when any of the peripheral

doors of a residence hall, locked 24 hours

a day, is opened or propped open. According

to Carol Radzik, director of student securi

ty. this will help security receptionists and

supervisors keep intruders out of the

dorms.

"By filtering people to the main door,

they won't be harassed by unwanted peo

pie trying to get in," Radzik said. She add

ed that students will also be safer by go

ing to the main entrances because of the

access to a help phone and a receptionist

for assistance.

Radzik also said she hopes the system

will be effective in making the campus

safer for students

Balanced budget tops Legislature's list

By DANIEL BEEGAN
The Associated Press

The lame-duck 1990 Massachusetts

Legislature reopens for business Monday

with the quest for a balanced budget and

a stabilized economy still the major items

on the minds of members.

Unlike some post-election sessions in

flush economic times, leaders and rank

and-file legislators alike predict there

won't be the traditional push for money for

pet projects, new initiatives and new public

jobs.

House Majority Leader Charles Flaher

ty (D-Cambridge), the man expected to take

over as House speaker in January, and

outgoing Speaker George Keverian (D

Everett), have said they hope the session

will be a short one, focusing only on essen-

tial items and adjourning quickly.

The outgoing Legislature includes 57

members, one of whom is Keverian, who

will not be returning in January. That's

more than a quarter of the 200 member

Legislature.

In the 160 member House, 43 lawmakers

are not returning, 25 ofwhom did not seek

reelection and 18 who failed to win back

their seats. Fourteen of the 40 senators

won't be back for the 1991 session, half by

choice and half because the voters turned

them down.
The House and Senate have not met for

mally since late July, although there have

been perfunctory sessions to deal with non-

controversial bills.

Two of the major items that may come

before the post-election session are the

same issues that dominated the entire 1990

session, the budget and the taxes.

Gov.Dukakis proposed a supplemental

budget last week that he said would not

create or add to any deficit. Gov.-elect

William F. Weld has urged the Legislature

to repeal an extension of the 6 percent sale-

tax to business services. That new tax is

scheduled to take effect Dec 1

Flaherty and Senate President William

Bulger have offered to postpone the tax un

til after the new Legislature and Weld take

office Jan. 3, but have been reluctant to en

dorse repeal until Weld specifies how he

would make up the money.

Weld has estiriated repeal would cost the

state $71 million this fiscal year, but the

Revenue Department's estimate is more

than double that figure.

With studies showing the state could

again be heading for a half billion dollar

deficit, some legislators say they are reluc

tant to repeal the tax outright, despite its

administrative headaches and almost

unanimous opposition to it from

businesses.

Walesa leads
presidential
election
WARSAW. Poland (AP) I

W.ilesa. who united Poles in their <trug

gle again-t n.inmimwn. led in Poland's

first popular presidential election Sun-

day but appeared headed for a runoff.

-rding to state TV exit polls.

The Solidarity chief had 41 percent of

the vol. a I to-1 lead over Prime

Minister Tadeusz Mazowiecki and

political unknown StanislawTyminiski.

according to the polls. The polls in

dicated Mazowiecki and Tyminski each

had 20.5 percent of the vote, far ahead

of the remaining three candidates.

It was a stunning setback for

Mazowiechi. a former Walesa ally who

instituted unpopular economic austeri

ty measures after taking Poland's first

postwar non communist government

Pollsters questioned ever\ J0th voter

at 404 polling places around the coun-

try, or up to 15.00 people The results

were issued on nationwide television

minutes after the poUs closed at 8 p.m.

(2 p.m. EST).

The poll indicated the farmers, who

represented 40 percent of Polish socie-

ty, deserted Mazowiecki en masse.

Only 4 percent of the farm vote went

to the prime minister, according to the

poll. Farmers have been angry at the

abolition of guaranteed prices for their

produce under the government's shock

economic reform plan.

If no one wind 5- percent of the vote.

a runoff must be held between the top

CONTINUED ON PAGc 6
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For Your Information
MONDAY, NOVEMBER 26

Dinner - Discovery of Puerto Rico Dinner, sponsored

by AHORA, Southside Room, 6 p.m.- 10 p.m., free

Lecture - "The Homoeroticism and Homophobia in Bat-

man," a work-in-progress presentation by Sasha Torres,

Mendenhall Fellow in English at Smith. Sponsored by the

Project on Women and Social Change. This will be held

at 4:15 Seelye Hall 11, Smith College.

Lecture - "Media and Political Struggle in South

Africa," by Keyan Gray Tomaselli, Director of Center for

Culture and Media Study, University of Natal, Durban.

South Africa, and senior Fulbright Scholar, African

Studies Center, Michigan State University. Part of the

Africa Today Lecture Series, sponsored by the depart-

ments of religion and Afro-American studies and the

Fulbright Scholars Program. This will be held in the

Wilson Librarv Browsing Room . Smith College, at < p.m.

TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 27

Memorial - Jean Grossholtz, professor of Political

Science at Mount Holyoke and long-time feminist will

speak at this vear's Harvey Milk Memorial Day. The topic

other talk will be "Lesbian and Gay Liberation: Keep
—

'

ing Harvey's Legacy Alive." She will speak in Campus

Center 101 at 8 p.m.
.

Mini-Mall - Hillel will sponsor a mini-mall in the btu-

dent Union Ballroom from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m.

Lecture - Dr. Haki Madhubuti will speak on "Black

Men: Obsolete, Single and Dangerous," Campus Center

163C, 7:30-llpm. Sponsored by BMCP.

Reading - "Beira Women: Tales form the Beira Hills,

a reading by Smith scholar Edite Pedrosa, of her collec

tion of stories and tales about women in a central Por-

tuguese village. The author will read from this work in

progress that she is developing as part of a Smith Scholars

Project under the direction of Peter I. Rose and George

Carey. The reading will be held at 7 p.m. in Hatfield Hall

17. Smith College.

ltcturt - Lee Edwards, professor of English and

Women's Studies at UMass, will speak on "Schizotext>

and Pathograms - Psychotic Narratives as

Autobiography and Fiction" at 8 p.m. in Memorial Hall.

The lecture is open to the public.

WEDNESDAY, NOVMBER 28

Meeting - Spirituality group, a gathering to share and

;

i
<? I t - -

Lizottes Tobacco Shop
76 Mam St

Northampton MA
Tel 584-2812

COMPLETE LINE
OF

IMPORTED AND
CLOVE CIGARETTES

discuss questions and experiences of the spiritual quest

Open to people of all faiths. It will be held at 7 a.m. at

the Helen Hills Chapel, Northampton.

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 29

Musical - "Sweet Charity," sponsored by Music Theater

Guild. Bowker Auditorium, showtime: 8 p.m., $3 students

$5 general public.

Workshop - There will be a women's outreach program

titled "Raising Bi-racial Children in America" at 7 p.m.

in Campus Center 902. „_._ .. .

Coloquium - "Sensitivity to Sexist Humor, by

Diedrick Snoek will be held at 4:15 p.m. in Burton Hall

213, Smith College.

Lecture - "Shifting Alliances and Allegiances: The

Politics of State, Party, and Ethnicity on Nicaragua's

Atlantic Coast." by Judy Butler will be held at 7:30 p.m.

in Seelye Hall 10, Smith College.

Theater - The Tempest by William Shakespe.

directed bv John Hellweg. for reservations, call 585-3220.

Monday to Friday 1-4 p.m. Admission is $4 general public.

$2 students senior citizens—
S T^r

-

v * fe
V
^ .
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Business Card

BONANZA

(fW
220 Nortn TMeasant St.

Amherst. MA 01002

(413) 253-5545

Full Service Florist

• Unique Flowers, Gifts

and Plants

• FTD Wire Service

• Daily Deliveries

Debbie Boyce, nuner

Homosexual
GIs depart
in hiding
Editor's note: The names of the people in this article have

been changed to protect their identit

By CHRIS MUTHER
Collegian Staff

In addition to changing their everyday clothes t<>

fatigues, lesbians, bisexualsand gay men in the militai>

also must change their normal sexual preference to

heterosexual.

As the number of U.S. troops grow in the Persian Gulf,

so do the number of service women and men who signed

up to serve in the military, but are homosexual.

I never thought I would have to go," said Jim, a

24 vearold University of Massachusetts senior com-

munications major

•Jim said he signed up for the National Guard reserves

to help pay for college, even though he is gay. He said he

is set i for Saudi Arabia this week.

Currently, military policy states that homosexuals are

not allowed to serve in any branch of the armed forces.

I m not going to say I'm gay now to get out of going,

I'm as scared as anyone else would be." he said.

He said he is most afraid not of going to war with Iraq,

but of fellov: guardsmen finding out he is gay

I've heard stories about what happens when they find

out ypu're gay. I don't mean being thrown out, I've heard

about rape-*. I>< atings - very scary." he said.

Another distressing factor in going away will be what

he can talk about, and who he can talk to.

I can't talk about anything, all the guys [in my unitl

ask me if I've got a girlfriend and my past relationship-

he said. "So far I've been able to keep my sexuality a

secret, but I don't know how much longer I'll be able to."

Karen, who is also in the National Guard and ser

in Jim's unit is going to Saudi Arabia this week as well

K.oen is lesbian who signed up to help her income three

years ago after losing her job.

i know that it will be rough, but I'm not backing out

The worse thing about it will be pretending I'm someone

that I'm not. " she said.

Karen said, unlike Jim, she knows several lesbians in

the National Guard, but will still have to leave her

lifestyle behind.

"It will be quite a change from what I'm used to. I'm

usually very open about my sexuality, that is going to

have to change now." she said.

Karen said she thinks the chance that she may be a vie

tim of violence is equally as high as it is for Jim

"There is a misconception that lesbianism is more ac-

cepted than homosexuality, but it's just as bad for us,"

she said

LOCAL

Collrglan i>hi>l<i h\ .leff Holland

Iben Brain, a junior Art major, checks the crowded ride board in the Student Union last week.

Prof: Choose a nursing home with care
B) MIKK I.1NSKKY

Collegain Correspondent

Nursing home customers, burdered with the guilt of put

ting their loved ones into homes, often forget to ask im

portant questions regarding the health care offered, ac-

cording to University of Massachusetts public health

professor

Seth B. Goldsmith, author of Choosing <i S'ursing //<

said there is often a tendency to be intimidated and not

ask tough questions because customers are afraid to be

rejected in their quest to get a loved one into a home.

"My book is to help them take off the dunce caps and

make better decisions with crucial information," he said.

According to Goldsmith, the most important thing in

a nursing home is nursing, and helping patients through

the day with a positive attitude.

"You cannot substitute machines for personal ex-

perience." he said.

Goldsmith advocates not for profit homes as a "better

deal" for both residents and custom*

For profit homes tend to run closer to required staff

ing ratios becau- profit, he said

• profit homes are not as concerned with keeping

the patient ratio down, and consequent l\ thev

have many volunteers and more staff ami provide r

therapies and activities.

( .oldsmith also empha>i/ed the importance of keeping

You need pi,

tional and even music therapy - things so that pan

don't get lost, " he >aid.

You need a home that'.- B term- of maki:

that people are stimulated." he said

The right kind of management - with the ntlht kind

of attitude - is crucial My hook helps p.

to what they want," he said

The perfect nursing home, according to Goldsmith,

would need to have "the right mis-ion to be there to

vide care to the elderly and not to make a profit
.

he

"It has to be properly staffed, he said "It needs to h.

a full time medical din food physical facility

space for different active

"It need- to have a range of activities mora stimulat

than bingo," he added

A new worry for schools
Universities losing middle class students

Photo bv Auron WehMer

The french fry-shaped sculpture is still precariously perched at

the Fine Arts Center. ^^

WILLIAMM OWN <AP> - Fewer middle

income students are enrolling at elite

private and public universities, a new

study found. And it is a trend that alarms

some in higher education.

"People have been very worried about

what's going on with middle income

students." said Morton Schapiro, a

Williams College economics professor and

principal author of the study.

"The answer is that we lose more

students than everybody else, with th.

ception of public universities. And that is

a real worry," he said.

While the middle class overall shrank 6

percent from 1982 to 1989. middle income

enrollment dropped 9 percent at private

elite schools and 10 percent at prestigious

public universities, sometimes referred to

as "public ivies," Schapiro said.

The study was the first step in examin

ing whether high priced schools are becom

ing "refuges for the wealthy and the poor,"

said Larry Litten, director of research at

the Consortium on Financing Higher

Education, a group of 32 of some of the

country's most selective institutions.

COFHE commissioned the study.

Litten and Schipiro said the study didn't

find the problem of "middle-income melt"

to be as severe as had been previously

speculated. And thev said the Cad that the

drop occurred at public and pn x>ls

indicates price wasn't the onlv factor in the

decline

"I think that It is the price dif

•ltial. some of it it a mi I ion

about the availability of (financial! aid and

your gin II food as mine about what

going nn," Schipiro said

"Unless i' is :l coincidence that the same

thing is happening at the University of

Texas as at Yale it nally kind of p«

holes in any kind of simple explanation,"

he said.

Nationally, colleges and universities

looking at a base ol students that is declin-

ing on all fronts, said Frank Burtnett. ex-

ecutive director of the National Association

of College Admissions Counsel. •

What colleges are looking at is a sort of

survival strategy We're in a period in

which the number of 18 year olds who are

passing through the schools is on a down
swing.' he said "Any change in the enroll

ment patterns of any population are going

to be of considerable concern to colleges and

universities."

What middle-income students appear to

be choosing in growing numbers are com

munity colleges and four year state colleges

CONTINUED ON PAGE 6
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Bruegger's Bagel Bakery

Come in from the cold

and warm up with a

Bagel Sandwich
and our

Homemade Soup of the Day

Locations in Amherst

and scon in Northampton

Need cash?
Own any gold?

Progressiva Gold Recycling

256-0842

Highest otters in the state!

\

0$f

SMS SXf S=~'":£

TO <NSJW:Z «**£
. WINDSHIELDS RE^z-

North Amherst
Motors

78 Old -.undertandRd

Nort. Mrmenr. W'V

549-2880

FOR $20

,

WEIL LET YOU

Hang Out

INTKEQUAD.
$20 MIDWEEK LIFT TICKET.*

Why hang out between the student union and I

when you can be letting it all hang out at Mount Snow I

on any one of Ouf 84 trails

-hang out even longer, pin Sno*^ f
^

.

U IS a week o! parties, games, p.v 3

For a taped sk. report, call (802) 464 2 bl Formofl

mat»on. call (802) 464 8501

Mount 9noni
When ft Comes To Big Mountain Skiing. No One Else Is Close.

December Grads

Think About

What You're Doing.

You've got a lot of critical

decisions ahead of you Since you'll

be spending a good portion ot your

life at work, shouldn t your career be

an accurate reflection of who you

are, and what s important to you 7

If you value a healthy

environment, good nutrition mutual

respect, and individuality you should

consider a retail management career

with us. no matter what your maior

We're Bread & Circus. New

England's largest wholefood

supermarket chain But don't let the

word supermarket'' throw you

We're nothing like a traditional

supermarket We carry only whole

foods of the highest quality And

we re uncompromisingly committed to

creating a healthier more sound

world

That's why we offer some of

the finest retail management careers

to be found anywhere as well as

the perfect opportunity to align your

values with your ambitions

Bread & Circus

COMPRiMENSIVE
MANAOIMINT TRAINING
PROGRAM BEGINS IN
JANUARY.
FIND 0UJ MORE 1

ON-CAMPUS INFORMATION
SESSION
Monday. November 26

7 9pm

Mather Career Center

Room 1 01

A

Please bring your resume

Refreshments will be served

ON-CAMPUS INTERVIEWS
Tuesday. November 27

We're looking forward to meeting you

'Spring Grads are welcome to attend

Monday's Information Session

Bread & Circus
•

.

Committed To Equal Opportunity tmptoymwt

Carry Mace'

Wherever You (in...

JUSTIN CASE.
TUiv Only At

AMHERST PROP ZONI

ARMY-NAVY STORE
103
N. Pleasant St.

Amherst
256-0039

Mon-Sat 10-6

377
Russell St.

Hadley
585-5800

Sun 12-5

NIGHTS IN HADLEY til 9:30
F.I.i) Required \
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EDITORIAL/OPINION
EEsnEEEEBE

Remembering our soldiers

Since time immemorial, man has sought

to better his stature and position at the ex

p MM Of another. Charles Darwin coined

a term that describes this, "survival of the

fittest." A prime example of it is Saddam

Hussein who stepped on and obliterated a

next door neighbor for his vile and

maniacal self, at the expense of innocuous

Kuwaitis. These people are still the sub

jeeta of Hussein's indiscriminate and hor

rid ego trip.

I do not want to illuminate the reasons

.,- to why Hussem initiated this vulgar act

o! violence Nor do I want to kick around

idkM on what course of action the United

St.it.- should pursue There is already am-

ple discussion on both these points Instead,

I would like to share with you my feelings

on. what is in my opinion, a more sobering

point ^^^^^

Bob Freeman

The number of Americans on Saudi Ara

biM sand will continue growing until the

estimated 400,000 plus are in place ot

hooting *«*•. I believe all of us are not

-nig enough on the most important fact

of all this the human aspect - the

Imwlinei the homesickness, the fear that

^rtp-. „ur people there In other times. Ia>

ing your hfe on the line for your fellow

u.untrvman would have been the mark of

,l mDOOBO who would be revered.

, toon VOfc mm were spat on and in-

sulted Fight inn far their country became

iminaJ oflenas ra the eye* oi many 1

was not old enough when it happened t«-

HlilllimiT frill tust imagining this fills me

with indescribable anger and sorrow 1 fear

that same frame of mind is unfolding £»«

more and mav erupt again in the la,.- *

out people as it did in Vietnam

Envisioning this occurring to Americans

coming back from the sands of some God

forsaken land is what spurred me to make

a plea to everyone. 1 have been hard

pressed to find a person who does not know

anyone in Saudi Arabia or on their way

Those who face the teeth and rage of the

Iraqi devils are our people. Every night, it

is not just mothers and fathers who go to

sleep wondering if they will ever be able

to kiss their daughter or son again.

It is young children who weep for their

mother or father. It is wives who fear that

they will never again be able to hold their

husband's hand and vice versa It is a sister

thinking she may have hugged her brother

for the last time. Whether right or wrong,

they are readv to die for all of us back here

in America No matter what side of the

fence one stands on. we must all support

our troops and keep their spirits high

I will never be able to know the mi-

and torment family members and ser

v icemen are going through. Whether you

believe in their mission or not. the least we

can do is support them in small, personal

ways We must never for a second forget

they are human beings

Please just take five minutes a week and

write them a letter or mail them a

magazine «>r send them a care package

This will show them we all really care and

our thought* ate with them Let them

know they will not be spit on when they

come back but treated with the reapoi I and

dignity they deserve. Let the politicians do

the debating, for that is why WS elected

them That way we may be more It-

<how our brothers and sisters in Saudi

\. this that we ere grateful to them They

Mod ear backing ikspsrst ily c<>d hies*

them.
B»h Frttman is n I Was* *>tu<icn

ifer^yr^"-.

The practice of destructive 'rights'

I have a question concerning Meredith

O'Brien's November 20 editorial. "The

WOmfa police and women's right- " DOCS -he

:n. in tOtt) that the decision to knowing

lv take drugs while pregnant is a matter

of individual judgement, a personal ch-

that no one else should have a hand in''

lv, ne\. !• heard anything s.» malignly

selfish and ignorant' It is not a pt

liidgement that a mother- drug habit can

cause- birth defects, impaired motor abili

tv and mental retardation in a child it -

a proven fact

When a women dec ide- U take drugs dtir

ing pregnancy, it leave- the boundat •

poor judgement and impractical it v sad

ix.rders on willful sadism,

debilitating malice against

person

a helpless

Although 1 find abortion personally

repulsive. I support a women's right to seek

ind would rather see that happen than

I, ild's ut,. <i. d before it even

tarti
Certain!) 1 agree that Mr tagiie - wlu

Lion . rating theee women ss dt

- ,, hit extreme, hut something in

the was of rehabilitation should he d<

lie people tor child shuse altei

the child is born, why not tor this much

more subtle and destructive form <»i abuse?

1 have always supported the rights oi

women, pregnant or otherwise, end als

w ill. M a part of my belief in human rights

But when people exercise their "right

., *,, tructiv. plainly stupid.

the line must be drawn
Bradley P. HeiuU

Amherst

our people as it did in V letnam. OO L\, 11

Discrimination and a game of tootball
... . . „ *, j „.. Urt*.rh ;» U of the White team calls a time out and halts

Affirmative Action Discriminatory" I'nfair' Not DJ

Mat be J
.--. mavbe no. but do people really know what

I t he Affirmative Act .on program is to pro

v.de more diverse job environment where there^has

historically been an homogeneous atmosphere In short.

Affirmative Action widens the doorway of the workplace

to allow minorities and women an entrant

Adam Stein

Does it place unqualified people into positions for which

,hev an- not suited' No The Affirmative Action applicant

. llwav . me,-,- the minimum level fj^^TJ^
quired far the job Using the UMass Affirmative Act on

policy as an example, the process begins even before the

employer res ieWS any applicants for the orM-n posit .omas

first there must be an Affirmative Action Search.The

Search ensures that the employer makes a concerted ef

fort to increase- the diversity of the applicants Assuming

that GPA ,s the only difference between the resumes of

„o candidates, an African American withj"^A»J
p* ,he position over a White applicant with a ™ <'PA

Howe-, -e must note that the differences between

these- candidal. S ...e between two qualified people^

Some mav ask. L it fair that people are not considered

U?erU solelv based on their merits'" At th»
, po.nJL

rt

i premature to answer this as one cannot »nok ate~h

"b Wring situation mparatety Instead, one must see the

.,,„v of ,ob opportunity ,n an historical perspective

An analog> published ,n the rtt» York T.nu-s a couple

of years ag^cnmpared the need for Affirmative Action

with an unfair football game. In this analogy.^re were

Tw teams, a White one and a Black one The White team

knew about the game ,n advance and had been practu,

,n, together during the previous off season The Black

"n were not so privileged as to receive this informa

('n a^d thus onlv had a month to prepare for the gam.

The White team had the home turf advantage, had the

Kgj .eXS-^^l^a^^
^T^r^^r^^, play. Suddenly the

quarterback of the White team calls a time out and halt -

the game. He claims that all of this is wrong and that now

the game should be played fairly The White coach ag.

and pulls the corrupt referees off the field and repla.

them with unbiased ones

If we were to look at the game w ithout considering w hat

had occurred before the unbiased raft mm* into the pas-

ture everything seems fair There are two teams equal

,n number, each have a coach, and both are playing und.

,

the same unbiased rules. However, in all this "fairness .

how is the Black team ever going M I itch up"

Slaverv ended onlv five generations ago, Many people I

grandparents, after "emancipation-, were stuck share

cropping. Share cropping was an American feudal -vstem

where ex -laves were kept on the plantation trying to paj

off the debts thev had incurred from the plantat ion owner

The share croppers weekly pay never met their weekly

needs which were bought at the plantation store s ev-r

hitant prices Credit was given along with outrageous in

terest. and thus people were stuck working on the plan^

tation m a never ending struggle to resolve their deht and

their freedom. ,

Other people's grandparents migrated North in the

hopes of reaping the benefits of the industrial boom

However, they too came upon I dead end as prejudicial

hiring practices kept them out of the high wage jobs, thus

,nsur,ng a low wage subsistence living. In the southern

United States. ,t wasn't until the 1950s that the front

seats of a bus were available U> an African America.,

legislation sponsored segregated schools ended a mere 35

rean ago Poll taxes aimed at discouraging African

American voting ended just 26 years ago It wasn t until

the 1960s and the Cvil Rights Act that discrimination

was finally acknowledged as illegal So now are we to

assume that everything is equal?

The real.tv is that schools are still segregated and une

qual. and job discrimination still exists against women

and people of darker skin complexions. The history of the

African American community still places them yards

behind the rest of society, thus, how is the African

American and other non majority communities ever go

ing to catch up?

Adam Stein is a Collegian columnist

to 7. There ,s four minutes * ,-,
{p?

mat nkeo* ike role*£*%?£& Vo, 29, ZS* Tun tSeditorial page, devoted to tHese .sue.

K^^^ C°Ue9ian
°
mCe ^
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Blame it on the rain

— or the packaging
So. Mill. Van.ll. is a crock Big deal lv, njv (-rb^

too fond of the- guys, ever since I heard " < or!. \ OH Know

It's True" five times during the curs.- o one par

ticularlv bumpy four hour bus rid.- last tall

But even leaving aside- my own persona this

week! scandal of the decade should come as no grea

surprise- to anybody Its reallv Hist the log.ca end oi

a .J,,,- ot dev.-lnpments popular music has undergone

in the past 10 \e.n- Off H
The growth ef MTV has led to a sort of warped

of what BlUSk is about If you spend any time hanging

out by Taco Bell at I he- mall, you can ov erhear coun
t
less

14 year olds asking each other questions like Have-

vou Seen the new Cinderella song''

Sam I song" I mean, this is end I'm a strong sup

ports* of all sorts of sens... v I ontusion But the impl.ca

tions of all this are pretty trightening.

Hasuallv. faff anyone who hasn't heard this latest

revelation, what we've learned ,s that MUM X anjUi s

hits were actually created by their produce, This

makes sense, since the kind of music thev ep.tomi/e

"ends to reduce »USk to the level o. a n-atly packaged

Pr
And

Ct

we're the consumers, gn edily chugging down

whatever was..- the musu lactones decide to spill our

"if we accept the recording industry's idea of nu.s.c

,s something to be bought and sold, and it stands to

,.n that they're going to associate the merchandise

with the people who are most likely to increase sales.

Apparently. Mill. Vamll. had the trendy v.sua style

,o mthe bill Tin- effect Is that they re *«£"££
ting not as artists or entertainers, hut as tiademarks

with dreadlocks. . ,

Milh Van.ll. have suffered the disgrace ot a ,vs nked

Grammy But anybody knows that the Grammy

awards have little to do with real music anyway. To

'the pav per-view hordes who bought their albums, it

probabW^ont make any difference They re probably

She same people who fill up stadiums for he rare

privilege of watching Madonna l,p synch half a mile

Tnd on the way home, they probably will grab some

nachos at the mall. ^^ puHn
Northampton
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Polish election

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

two vote-getters Dec. 9.

At Mazowiechi headquarters in War-

saw, a spokeswoman said Walesa seem

ed far ahead in several areas around the

country but that supporters were not

discouraged.

If no one gets 50 percent of the vote,

I runoff will be held Dec. 9.

Walesa himself expressed optimism

after voting in Gdansk with his wife,

Danuta, and his 18-year-old son,

Slawek.

"I voted for the candidate who is sup

posed to win," he said, smiling.

Mazoweicki walked to the polling sta

Hon in his central Warsaw

neighborhood, accompanied by his

daughter-in-law wheeling his 4-month-

old granddaughter in a stroller.

"I am happy it stopped raining. Other

wise the turnout would have been much

worse," the prime minister said, the

East bloc's first non-communist head of

government.

Tyminiski had been considered a

dark-horse candidate. An emigre

businessman, he returned to Poland this

fall after 21 years in Canada and Peru.

enrollment

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 3

that tend to be closer to home and are far

cheaper than the nation's leading public

and private universities, the study showed.

Four-year public colleges dropped only 4

percentage points and community colleges

dropped 3 percent, which compares

favorably to the overall population percen-

tage drop of 5 percent, Schapiro said.

Ernst Benjamin, general secretary of the

American Association of University Pro

fessors. said tuition increases across the

board have pushed the population, "down

the pecking ladder."

While public schools are much cheaper

MONDAY, NOVEMBER 26, 1990

than the $20,000-plus charged at schools

such as Harvard and Yale, they too have

seen increases. For instance, tuition, room

and board at the University of

Massachusetts has risen from $4,622 in

1987 to $7,053 this year.

"What happens then is that people who

would have gone, say, to Harvard, go to the

University of Michigan and the people who

would have gone to Michigan are going to

Western Michigan," said Benjamin, who

faults a decline in public and private fun

ding of higher education for the downshift.

One problem the study uncovered was

that many middle-income families go by

the "sticker price" of an education, not

realizing that financial aid may be

available, Schapiro said.

MONDAY, NOVEMBER 26, 1990
COLLEGIAN 7

THINK
SPRING BREAK

VACATION
—FROM HARTFORD—

mam n-BAHAMAS FROM 5549.00

MAR M- CANCUN FROMS499.00

mar 1*- MAZATLAN from $649.00

CALL 586-8953
OTMtH CMARTfM OiSTIMATIOWS AV»k_A»LI MW* •OTTO*

YOUR PARTNERS IN TRAVEL
MAPLEWOOO SHOPS-NORTHAMPTON. MA 01060

CHOOSE THE PROFESSIONAL!'-

MEETTHEFUTURl

OFCiei\T.THIXKlNU

Amiga doi\n I ju\t improve \our work.

It improves vour thinking

INV.

!

STANLEY H. KAPLAN
Take Kaplan OrTakeYour Chances

m\tr.'

Whatever \mi can

imagine. \migaha\th<

power to produce. Latily.
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Mountain Farms MaH
Store J6

ll.i.lkv, MA 01O35

(415)459*1017

$2oo OFF
ANY LARGE

PIZZA
One coupon per pizza please

Not valid in conjunction with other specials

FREE ^«w i w^gELIVERY

y 256-0222CALL

/ united Delivery Area

OO OFF
SALADS V*"°-y LASAGNA

WE DELIVER QUALITY

call us at 256-0222J

ANY
MEDIUM
PIZZA

One coupon per pizza please

and WE'LL BRING LUNCH tO j Not valid in con/unction with other specials
|

YOUR HOME OR OFFICE! I FREE ^— .^DELIVERY,

Limited Area

FREE DELIVERY

OPEN DAILY 1 1 a.m.

Take Out Welcome

HOUKS: SUN Till IKS 7;mi 3pm

KM SAT 2a,ii:i|>mH»pni Sett

HtNMtnadf Soups, Muffins. Desserti

Specials

Daily Sp.-cials Offered

CALL
88 Pleasant St.

584-4145
"^^^^^Va muled Delivery Area J

ARTS&LIVING
British author Roald Dahl dies at age 74
OXFORD, England (AP) - Roald Dahl, the British

author of macabre short stories and ofchildren's tales such

as Charlie and the Chocolate Factory died Friday in an

Oxford hospital. He was 74.

Mr. Dahl wrote nine books of short stories, including

Km Kiss, three novels, 19 children's books and numerous

screenplays and scripts for television. Last year, his total

paperback sales in Britain topped 2.3 million copies

Charlie and the Chocolate Factory was adapted for film

U Willie Wonka and the Chocolate Factory." He also

wrote the screenplay for the film "Chitty-Chitty-Bang

•Roald Dahl's contribution to the children's book world

is immeasurable," said a spokesman for publishers Puf

tin and Penguin "He and his books are held in the deepest

affection by families all over the world."

Mr. Dahl said the key to his children's tales was that

he entered a conspiracy with children against adults

it's the path to their affections," he said in an inter

view earlier this vear with The Independent newspaper

Tt may be simplistic but it is the way. Parents and

schoolteachers are the enemy.

"The adult is the enemy of the child because ol the awful

process of civilizing this thing that when it is born is an

animal with no manners, no moral sense at all.

Mr. Dahl was also known for his macabre short storu-s

One critic with the Timet Literary Supplement said Mr.

Dahl "knows how to steer an unwavering course along

the hairline where the gruesome and the comic meet and

mingle." ...
"He thinks of a story as a staircase up which the reader

is to be lured and finally coaxed into taking that con.li

dent last step which, breathtakingly and deliciously, isn't

there," the critic wrote.

"I never knew him, but I was a great admirer of h

said Theodor Geisel, whose pen name is Dr Seuss, tn a

telephone interview from his California home He wrote

excellent children's books and I was very interested in his

short stories for adults."

Mr Dahl provoked controversy in February 1989 when

he wrote a letter to The Times .,/ hmdon describing

Salman Rushdie, author of The Satanic Verses as a

"dangerous opportunist
."

Two weeks earlier. Rushdie had gone into hiding under

police protection because Irani spiritual leader. Ayatollah

Ruholiah Khomeini, had said Rushdu- deserved to die for

blasphemy.
iearly he [Rushdie] has profound knowledge of the

Moslem religion and its people, and he must have been

a ass an- of the deep and violent feelings he book

would stir up among devout Moslems." Mr Dahl wp

"This kind of sensationalism d»>es indeed net an indif

to. .-nt book on the top of the I- • -r list. .
but to my

mind it is a cheap way of doing

Mr Dahl worked for a number of children\ chair

and recently donated the manuscript end copyright of his

story "The Vicar oi Nibbleswicke" to the British Dyslex-

ia Institut.

Mr Dahl 1« M son and four daughters by his n

nage to actress Patricia Neal. They wore divorced in 1983

and he married Felicity Ann Crosland.

11 may uc oniipwwv »— — — -*

Wallis' new book explores the philosophy of Christianity
. -i . »-;-.«J „ onanno loans humanist cannot fail to U noved hv tin-

By JAY ALLA1N
Collegian Correspondent

The Ri»e of Christian ( onncience

Jim Wallis

Harper and Row

Although the Judeo Christian underpin

nings of Western civilization are general

lv assumed, it is unclear what role religion

mi .me in an increasingly seculariz-

ed society Organized religion itself has at-

, P t.(i to respond to the mercurial

changes of the late 20th century, although

there \* llttk official concensus regarding

i he nature of that response. The massive

rom orthodox Christianity that

began in th< t*M heightened the

d. bate.

Into this philosophical maelstrom cor

The Rise of Christian Cm.xtcncc by Jim

Walhs For those who are turned off by the

sterile platitudes of much modern religion

but are reluctant to Css* taith into "the ash

heap of history, this book is for you

ecially if vou don't mind getting your

Bible banged up What makes this book M
unusual i> that many of the 29 articles are

written hv well known activists who are

writing from the crucible of contemporary

trngeje
For example. South African resistance

leader, Allan Boesak, recalling Dr. King s

famous letter from prison, writes an essay

here entitled. "Let Us Believe: Jesus'

Presence in a Prison Cell."

The reflection begins with the courageous

ant i apartheid activist being most candid.

'The first two weeks of imprisonment," he

writes, "I could bear, even the silence, even

not being able to speak with anyone, not

being able to open my heart, not being able

to .hare mv feelings my fears, my anx-

ieties, or my longings Immediately one

knows this is no usual sort of taith

REVIEW

religious is not restricted to soaring leaps

into the beatific realm and and union with

the Divine. Belief also entails

hologically wrenching encounters with

death, despair, degradation But in thi*

book subtitled. The Emergence of a

matk Reneual Movement in T-days

Church, innocuous catechism I

1 |y>l. piety become- praxi- <

longer dead

In short. The Rise of Christian ( onscienve

<hould not be read as much as con

tempietod K.v. n the staunchest secular

humanist cannot fail to be mov.-d bj th<-

reflection* of human beingsetnpow

the promptings of the Spirit When

grows tired

the resilient faith of those who ha-.

ed on beyond tin

While realists may mock then i for

social justice and peace, the ui R us

All that avsait- is a worid crying

. nipt.on TheJudeo-Cl
nphfiedb.-. - , " T

of the solution

In a separate essay, an inner i

minister. Cordon Costljf, explores the

blem of evil - not as an abstract

theological uWUliml - DUt an ongoing

nemesis in his work

In the essay. "Spiritually and Communi
K.-flections on Evil and Grace." a

nating dialogue between Reverend

Cosby and Jim Wallis. Cosby eJtM the dai

ly battle he must face "Look at how it (evill

works in our communities." he writes, "in

how we set the limits as to how much we

are going to give of ourselves, or in how our

darkness is triggered and can use our

.•n.-rgy up in working through crises that

come up again and again
"

Such frankness reveals that being

< ISkgtSB phtHo by Doadi Abrurn

A mobile made by Maria Sweeny, a BDIC senior, hangs in the win

dow of her Northampton apartment.
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& IOIMAN GYM

sign up for Spring Semester
for only

14^00
(A 10% SAVINGS!)

and receive a

(A $15.00 VALUFM)

Come get Nautilu^ Hydraf itness®

Nordic Track® Stalrc limbers

Treadmills, Bikes, &

Unlimited Aerobics Classes

for less than $3.00/week!!

Sign Up Today

at any BODY SHOP location!!

(01 MR EXPIRES 12/14/90)

MICHAEL^
Billard Room and

Sports Bar

Featuring Tonight:

Buffalo Bills at Houston

•e

Five 9ft championship tables +*£* +
You favorite sporting events* ***

e
*'*,**.

t

on large screen TVs £*£%? *
<*„

$1 .00 drafts in cold mugs ¥ * ''^
J *'.,

*7«25 cent hot dogs
Appetizer menu
18 & over welcome to play pool

$1.25 Rolling Rock Bottles

Tues & Wed free pool for players over

21 before 10:00 pm

•St
*

*

Espresso

Cofl-

Brewer

35mm
C tmera £

IB

Slide Child Educational

Viewer Center

Formerly
Changes Nightclub

256-8284

Open
Mon-Tues 5pm- lam
Wed -Sat 12pm- lam

J

Proper I.D.

Required

WHOP**

STAY

OM
London
Pans
San Jose.C R
Bangkok
Hong Kong
Tokyo

$412
460

390
959
879
759

MICHAEL'S
Rt. 9, Amherst

CN«rt to Hunan Garden R«st)

Student Faculty Fare

Taxes not included Resinc

dons apply Fares subiect lo

change One ways available

Work/Study abroad programs

International student and
teacher ID

EURAIL PASSES ISSUED ON
THE SPOT'

Free student travel catalogue



STEINBECK COLLISION REPAIR
& AUTOBODY

53 So. Prospect — Amherst Center

256-8157 256-1385

Shop Registration # RS1212
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• Imports & other unibody vehicles

are our specialty

• State of art equipment for precision

frame and unibody straightening! + or - V4 mm>|

• Over 90 years staff experience

• Accepted by all insurance companies for

collision repair or glass replacement

• Advanced European Technology Painting and

Refinishing Systems

************************
iiEMEMBER it's your car and your choice of

repair facilities

A"
C

r

Sweet Life Water

1 Gallon

Duncan Hines
Cookies

$1.29

Chef Boyardee

99c
Spaghetti Mini Ravioli

Lasagna Befaroni Canneloni

15 oz reg S1.27

12 OZ

$1.99

Rice Krispies

lO oz

Marcal
Paper Towels

Candy Sale

Check Munchy Stores

for Details

Pepperidge Farm
Muffins

$1.99

Asst Varieties

Film Developing
Sale

12 exp
24 exp
Disc
36 exp

$2.19
$4.29

$3.19
$6 39

Single Print

rwn

r\ t i\f\ University of
Overl0° I Massachusetts
Courses! | at Amherst

Winter
Session

Almost half

meet gen. ed.

requirements.

Mail Registration—November 10-December 12

All mail registrations must be sen! via U.S. mail

and be postmarked no earlier than November 10.

(Do not use campus mail.)

Walk-in Registration—

November 2(> January 7

Room 615 Goodell Building

Registrations are processed in the order m which

they are received, mi register early'

Classes start January A. 1991.

For morr information, contact the Dicision

of Continuing Education. Coodctt liuildinf*.

or cmU 545-241 /.

Japan Exchange and

Teaching Program

(JET)

Is this you?
expecting your bachelor's degree by May

1991?

interested in working in international rela-

tions or teaching English in Japan for one

year after graduation?

The JET program offers a salary, round trip airfare,

housing location assistance and an orientation. Meet

JET representatives, learn the details of the pro-

gram, and get ready for the December 20 application

deadline at a special Information Session. .

.

Wednesday

November 28

7:00 PM
Mather Career Center

Sale Prices valid Through 12/1/90

The Mather Career Center
Career Planning and Placement • Cooperative Education • Internships

I raicmily/Sorority Pirk on the Orchard HiU bu» route. (413)545-2224.

Where Careers Take Off!
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THE FAR SIDE

By GARY LARSON
THE FAR SIDE

By GARY LARSON
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Luckily Eddie had stumbled upon a rare variety ot

deadly nightshade, the amicable Atropa belladonna

congen/afocus . (Later that same day. however, he
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CALVIN AND HOBBES By BILL WATTERSON
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YOUR DAILY HOROSCOPE
By JEANE DIXON
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By GARRY TRUDEAU
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Night Editor Sam Aluminumstein
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Anally retentive Layout Tech Rick Seto

Photo Technician Kimble in the Thimble

Production Supervisor The Rickstei

Typesetter Quimble in the Thimble

Production Goddesses Jennifer Arnold

Tania Ivany. K A
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The group that brought to you

SCHOOLHOUSE ROCK &
A CHORUS LINE
NOW PRESENTS

MONDAY, NOVEMBER 26, 1990
COLLEGIAN 11

football

STUDENTS...

From Grammar to Graduate School

• GET BETTER GRADES • PASS EXAMS
With Hypnosis

NOVEMBER 29, 30, & DECEMBER 1, 1990

at 8:00 pm in

. BOWKER AUDITORIUM
Tickets available NOW at the FAC Box Office

545-2511.

Study without

distractions

Set your
concentration

99%
Success
Rate

• Stop exam
anxiety

• Recall what

you study

CALL 737-5434 FOR MORE INFORMATION
CLAIRE E. TATRO

New England Ethical Hypnosis Institute

51 park Ave. 737-5434 West Springfield

UNIVERSITY STORE

ELECTRONICS DEPARTMENT

FALL SPORTS
PACKAGE

Private listening music

Enjoy digital stereo anywhere with a port-

able CO Player. Listen with headphones,

or connect to a pair of portable stereo

amplified speakers, for great sound

2995

Package Price $205.85
-fir- *— w*»»»

15995

1595

• 42 401? '»<»' •13-JOOl

Reg
199 95

Portable Stereo

Cassette Player

AM/FM Stereo
Headset Radio
STEREO-MATE" By Realistic

Pedometer
Great for Joggers!

Headband FM
Stereo Receiver

Professional LCD
Quartz Stopwatch

V.
ugrirwetght tot »un

on -the- run

Now Only

Only

3395
Sound entertainment tor people on 'he

go' Stylish player with FM stereo LED

and separate left /right volume controls

Belt clip »14-1072 Bene'** *•**>**.•» •««•

Add • p«lr of low cost ullrftltght JPQC
lUrto ••rbud* Real In a*™ J^**
woigh* h»t 6 oz #13-977. 1W

Reg 39.95

Just slip em on tune em m and turn it

up' FM-AFC tor drift-free reception

Foam padded headband and earcups

OPEN *?,UNIVERSITY
M-F9-5 LOCATED IN THE CAMPUS CENTER i^STORE^
SAT 10—3

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 12
, ,

entered the

game as the top-rated offense in Division

I-AA, finished with exactly 500 yards total

offense.

"Hakel was as on as I've ever seen him.

He was sharp," coach Jimmye Laycock

said.

Game Notes: Thimas sprained an ankle

and McGovern left the game in the fourth

quarter with a sore right wrist, and was

headed for x-rays. Otherwise, the

Minutemen finished injury-free, much to

Reid's relief. "Eastern Kentucky [UMass*

last playoff appearance in 1988] ruined our

1989 season. We got four guys hurt and we

never got them back," Reid said... If there

can be such a thing as a Colonial football

stadium, Zable Stadium is it. More than

7,000 fans paid their way into the brick and

bluegrass arena Saturday.

HAVE YOU SEEN
THIS JUICE LABEL?

IF SO, THEN ASK
FOR IT IN THE

UNIVERSITY STORE
Tea with Company
values your opinion

RESUMES
CopyCat Print Shop
• Great Service • Great Prices

228 Triangle SWAmherst 549-3840

N f

>!'»*•* f

Leadership.
A good man can handle H.

.

Jf s

77* /tm. Int Proud. 77* Murine*.

Order your college ring NOW.

J()STENS
Interviews will be given by

Captain Powell Wednesday, December 5th.

Sign up for interviews in the Career Center

orcalM-800-255-USMC.

* M l « COL

Dates: November 26. 27. 28. 29. 30, Depos.t required. $28.00

at the University Store. Mon-Fn
f=

h w,th yarn ****** laytm*

See our 'complete rtaf -ect.on >" <*'*>** in vour «*»**«—
&

CLASSTPIEDS
ADVERTISE"

IF VOU HAVE A BUSINESS CARD
and you wart a cheap way lo advertise you'

small busmess caH the Co»ag<an lis

perfect tor student orgentfatwns and en

tiepeneurs as wt* Runs e**^ Mo°<l«v

CaR If* CoBegwi at 545 3S00

ACTIVITIES

25 CLU8 Social/General

Meet.no. Thursday 7PM <''»<**£?i«c
trwies sooafcM into can Randy 546^183

$1 contribution requested

MODEL UNITED NATIONS MEETING
Tonight ? 00PM 801CC
More into can Ale« 65993
Mandatory meeting lor Harvard

Topic Iraqi Hostage*

MORTAR BOARO General meeting tomor

row night (Tues Nov 2 rial 7 00 m room 108

SBA AH are urged to attend

SPRING BREAK TRAVEL FAIR'

Don
Feb 14 1991

WE CAN SHOW VOU a good limp

UMass music theatre guild pre--'

«t Charity

November 29. 30 and December 1 8PM HI

Bowker A

ANNOUNCEMENTS

FAST FUNDRAISING PROGRAM
$1000 m |ust one week
Earn up lo $1000 tor your campus organ./a

lion Plus a chance at $5000 more 1 This pro-

gram works' No mvestmeni needed L-ati

1 800 93? 0528 E»t 50

OPEN THE DOOR
to an exciting and

challenging career

l i>! CIGNA Corporation

show you how
as we discuss

Actuarial career opportunities

To learn more about this challenging Held.

plan to attend a meeting at which actuaries

will discuss career opportunities at CIGNA

Members o( all classes are welcome -limited

summer intern and lull time positions in

both Connecticut and Philadelphia are

available Pizza ft refreshments will be serv

ed Dress is casual

Date November 28. 1990

Time 700-900PM
Place Mather Career Center

RESEARCHER SEEKS * adult

children oi a parr "n
'«f

other serous mental iMness Confidential.

Bonnie Dunn

(4131253-7915

YO' THE UNIVERSITY PLAYERS are go-

irHJ ,<•> p\ on our spring show

Come and vote everyone s weteomr

at 7PM

AUTO FOR SALE

1984 TOYOTA CAMRY. 87000 miles 4

door 5 speed AC AM/FM cassette new

muttler/t.res. reliable, good condition

$3500 CaH 546 682 1'546- 7384 leave

message

ENTERING MARINE CORPS- .oming

cUert shield Must sen 84 Chev Cava .er

Red Auto AM/FM. good condition

$1S00/best Mike 6^296

PURCHASING A USE0 CAR? Having your

car rppaired' Do you know your rights

• the Legal Services Center 922

Campus Center 545 1995

ENTERTAINMENT

COME ON DOWN to Monolith tor some nak

ed monoski.ng with Plake and MaP
plehorpe See leaping Lloyd Thorstud tor

ills

FOR A GOOD TIME CALL...

RACK-A-OISC the best entertainment DJ s.

video bands dorm/house specials call

586-9900 anytime

FOR RENT across from Puffers Pond

Amherst 2 Ddrm 450 etoc 549 7564

GREAT SINGLE ROOM in Amherst

available Jan-May on bus route $275

NORTHAMPTON CENTER 1 t>g>°°™

apartment must rent On mam St Htgn ced-

ing and windows with southern exposure

Wooden floors Comfortable tor couple

PIMM can 586 2986 and leave mMMM

ONE BEDROOM APT Amherst center'

Quiet 256 1681 Matt/Kathleen

Available Jan 1

ROOM IN FAMILY HOME, m Florence

No smoking/pets $200<month

Call 586 7766 after 3 30PM

SINGLE ROOM IN APARTMENT
Center ol Northampton
2 minutes to bus

$185
Available Jan 1

Cat! Lisa 585-8745

SINGLE ROOM IN HOUSE
$148/month & on bus rt

Call 253-9651

FOUND

BIKE between Brandywine and Puflon

apartment complexes Found weekend of

Nov 9 Call 54*0796 to identify

EARRING- mainly black enamel w'colored

flowers Also little metal balls Call

584 2925. ask tor Tom

FOUND KEY in parking lot behind Tobin on

Mon Nov 191h To da.m. call CM
665 3536

FOR RENT

1 BEDROOM IN PRESIDENTIAL
available 22 Dec
Call 549 5977

2 BEDROOM N AMHERST apt available

Jan 1st to May
option lo renew lease

Free heat 549-0383
Call now'

APARTMENT AT COLONIAL VILLAGE

$400 avail 12 1st 90 call 253^5236

BEDROOM Sunderland Center Busline

quiet spacious $200 549-0733

HELP WANTED

ADDRESSERS WANTED immediately' No

experience necessary Excellent pay' Work

at home Call toll free 1-800 395 3283

EARN $300 TO $500 per week reading

books al home Call 1 615 473 7440 E«1

B28I

EARN MONEY AT HOME with your per

sonal computer Over a dozen proven

money making methods to gel you started

now' Amazing recorded message Call

24hrs 612 220-3078 Ex! A01

INTELLIGENCE JOBS
Customs DEA etc Now tvr.ng Can

1-805 687 6000 E»l K 9616

SPRING BREAK IN Cancun or Bahamas

from $299 00' Includes air 7 nights hotei

cruise beach parties, free lunch andM
more' Can i 800 Bea<

WANTED Entrepreneurs looking lo mafce

$10 000 next summer operating then own

franchises of college pro painters mtorma

ton session Wednesday November 20th

at 4PM m the Campus Centei room 80

1

Call 1-800-346-4649 for NNN

INSTRUCTION

EARN CREDIT SCUBA DIVING

2 ctedn base and advanced coursw offered

both Mmestars at Curry Hicks pool

2 enstttf sport courses to Key Largo du

.nterMSSton. spring break and en,-

Register tor all courses through the Genera!

Physical Education Department

Further information at Curry Hicks pool

Monday through Thursday 7PM 10PM or

call Protect Deep 549-8401

KNOW VOUR RIGHTS'

DO VOU HAVE QUESTIONS about

rights 7 Do you think you' civil rights have

been violated'' Find out' Contact the Legal

Services Center 922 Campus Cente-

545 1995

LOST

GOLD HOOP EARRING
Between Melville-Coolidge

Thursday Nov 8
Call 6 3755 $Reward

MY WHITE SILK SCARF m Campus 11>

between SBA and Marcus II tounn .

0439

WATCH, red band, on golf field It found

please call 546 4645

PERSONALS

AMY HAPPY 18'

You found a way to my heart

Thanks for everything

You are a totally excellent babe

Partyon. Essei

PS Thanks Guilio

Let s '
-

Number 40

CMM
How d

Let me count the i

Happy iy ' lovw you 1

»ho was m the

i t>y the copier
DO- An acct 221 Brur

SOM library on Thurs

wants to know WM * me r

GINA FRVLING OF AXO Happy B Day' E

loy your new freedom' Love you MM fat

Adnenne

HAPPY 20 BIRTHDAYft Keep your chm \.

and keep laughing' love you tots' Kim

HAPPY BIRTHDAY TONI
Sorry I was

Hope we i

even bett

MICHELLE V

Congrais'

Love You' Big Sis

LOLLIPOP
We knew vou were good

but not that good
TWB UP

T W B .

(You've fully *»

J P

, i v met

iop

ROOMMATES WANTED

2 ROOMS FOR RENT .n house Tb**oy«*

first wee* m Jan 262'month plus uMMS
On bus route Large room may be used as

double i rent negol CaH 256-6B7*

FEMALE NONSMOKER * »nWK» to ••»••

room 549-0038 tor December t

FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED
tst $167 50 heat included Can Leah o<

Arme 549 4259

SERVICES

HOLIDAY BOOKING selling out' Campus
Travel on Campus 545 0500

LEGAL QUESTIONS' The Legal Services

Center offers free legal aseistance to fee^

paying students Contact us at 922 Cam-

pus Center. 545-1995

PREGNANT >

Need a pregnane > « sup

port 7 CaH to ''rvices

ALTERNATIVES 33Ma.n St North

„, , , . . ,i:„ii v'i : - '

PROFESSIONAL PAPERS INC
,1 research hbrar.

Momca B'vd (-20D W Los Angeles L.A

90025

TRAVEL

WAKE-N-BAKE'" SPRING BRI

JAMA!
EAFUY AND 5

iM $440'" H.

| TRAVEL WITH
10

Ctooh baby only r) yPu would

_
Lollipop * T W B

MICHELLE MORRISON'
. Birthday. Gooty

l know it's late but what did you expect

Pat

WENDY
Por fin 21' Fell? cumpteanos y dia del pavo

New Orleans suena bien pero mepr suena

Montreal Despues del pavo nos vamos de

Barra en Barra

Love, your lavorrte roomie

Nadu?

TYPING

NEXT DAY TYPING'WORD PROCESSING

TV>ING'WORO PROCESSING
6658770

WORDPROCESSING. REPORTS
Resumes Theses Gr t, " Prm

t.ng Call Rosemary 259-1786



SPORTS
Waiiam and Mary finishes Minutemenyy i±nciii 1 cam * v* xt*** j zone from the wnliam am
By SAM SILVERSTEIN
Collegian Staff

WILLIAMSBURG. Va. - For nine weeks the Univer-

sity of Massachusetts football team marched the length

ol its schedule without a I-

Then, on the goal line of the season, the drive stalled^

The Minutemen (8-21) were denied an undefeated

record bv New Hampshire 36-18 last week, and knocked

out of the Division I-AA playoffs in the first round Satur

dav bv William and Mary. 38-0.

"I definitely have positive thoughts looking back on this

season We were Yankee Conference champions nobody

did better in the Yankee Conference then us." junior safe-

tv Vaughn Williams said after Saturday's game. "But we

felt we were good, and just to go in the first round really

hur
, , . . .

Coach Jim Reid said "it hurts real bad right now, as

it should if vou're a competitor. You have to take some

time before it starts to dawn on you what you accomplish

ed . I was disappointed because I didn't think they were

38 points better than us.

i told the team after the game that I pray nobody ever

forgets the hard work and the pain and the toughness and

the preparation and the commitment it took to get us here.

to the dance.The only thing lousy about the playoffs is

that of 16 teams, 15 of them end the season with a loss.

The Tribe <10-2> will play at Central Florida Saturday

in the Championship's second round

As the end of the season went for UMass. so did Satur

day's game Twice in the first half the Tribe stuffed the

Minutemen on the goal line

UMass* second drive of the game was a 17-play. 65-yard,

eight minute beautv. Freshman quarterback Dave

McGovern shed a blitz to convert a third-and six pass to

Ron Blauvelt near midfield. and fullback David Mitchell

twice churned for first downs on third and short

But in four shots at the er.d zone from the William and

Marv 1, UMass came up empty. John Johnson rushed tor

four yards, Mitchell was hit for no gain on consecutive

plavs". and Marco Gabrielli's 14-yard field goal try was

blocked by Rich Allaway.

After William and Mary reserve tailback Alan Williams

(3 TDs rushing and 1 receiving) high-stepped into the end

zone from 7 yards out to put the Tribe up 7-0 early in the

second quarter, UMass bounced right back.

The Minutemen rode freshman tailback Eric Thimas (1 /

carries. 64 yards) for half of a 66-yard drive to the William

and Mary 6-yard line. On fourth-and-one from the 6,

however.Mitchell was stopped again, this time by junior

tackle Mark Tyler (11 tackle

On the next play from scrimmage, William and Mary

quarterback Chris Hakel (20 of 27, 311 yards and 1 TO)

hit flanker Mark Compher for 72 demoralizing yards

along the left sideline, to the UMass 22. Williams danc

ed in from 3 yards out three plays later to give the Tribe

a 14 lead. ,

"That was a giant momentum builder from the stand

point of the William and Mary defense," Reid said. "They

came up with big plays defensively that kept us out of the

end zone and didn't give us an opportunity to gain any

momentum."
• That's been happening to us all year. All week in

meetings we talked about finishing drives," Thimas said.

"It reallv discouraged us a lot. If we could have kept

ourselves in the game with the first two drives, it would

have been a game all the way to the end

A late field goal sent the Tribe to the locker room at

halftime up 17 0, from which point, in Reid's words "the

roof caved in. their skill took over and we just couldn t

run with them
"

William and Mary blew UMass out in the second halt,

scoring on drives of 89, 50. and 68 yards. The Tribe, which
B

CONTINUED ON PAGE 11

UNLV players don
signature attitude

Some people never learn.

Nevada-Las Vegas' Stacey Augmon and Larry

Johnson graced the cover of Sports Illustrated last week

donning designer clothes and looking rather dapper

However, there seems to be a fly somewhere in that

Rebel-ious ointment. The photographer and stylist for

the cover were identified. So were Hugo Boss, Gucci.

Emporio Armani and Anne Klein - the designers

manufacturers who clothe these impressive athletes.

I'll be the first to agree that Italian suits are far

superior to American, but they do tend to be a bit more

pricey Far be it from me to assume that college

athletes can't afford designer clothes but it does make

vou wonder where the moneys coming from.

Its an NCAA violation for any active college athlete

to endorse a product - go figure

Unfortunately, for the basketball purist, college hoop

has become a seller's market Coaches sell their pro

grams to recruits, schools sell airtime to radio and TV,

athletes sell their souls to boosters in return for coke,

twice churned tor first aowns on iniruc.u.^.w.v
#

This is the year for McCusker to shine

Senior forward ready to assume responsibilities as captain

By (.Hi KIENNIK
Collegian Staff

There's no doubting it - this i> the year for Keyburn

\U < taska to come to the forefront and lead the Universi

i \ of Massacu men s basketball team.

Sba il her team's leading returnee in n istical

catagories, including points per game ( 10.8). rebounds (6 6)

and free throw percentage ( 734 ). She is team captain and

lone senior on a team comprised mostly of underclassmen.

This is Keybum's year to shine," said third year coach

Kathy Heweit i think this year you'll she'll be seeing

her do things she hasn't done for us."

McCusker. a 6 foot 2 center from Pittsfield, is enthus-

ed about leading the Minutewomen on and off the floor

iv HiksCage.
"Mv r<»le this vear Ifl that of a go-to person, which I like

bt-T iid with a smile. Td like to see us win some

games and get our younger players off on the right foot."

In her first three years at UllaM McCusker has seen

time in .'very game and started all but three game since

her sophomore year.

-ker was never the team's focal point on of-

fense because she had teammates like Helen Freemen.

te Sarafini and Michele Pytko who combined for 953

points last year - half of UMass" total The 6 foot -4

Freeman led the team in nearly every area last year, par

liallv bv design. McCusker explained.

, our high low" offense, I was in the high post and

Helen was in the low post It was my job to get her the

ball." . L ,

McCusker has now taken Freemen's place in the low

post, a role she hasn't seen regularly since leading Pitt

sfield High to a 21 2, state runner up season her senior

year.

As evidenced in UMass' exhibition game against Kuzom

borek from Chechoslovakia), she can burn defenses with

a variety of low post scoring moves. She scored 18 of her

game high 22 points in the second half, either driving to

the basket or hitting short jum;

With the tons of Freeman, Sarafini, Pytko and Lisa Hair

to graduation. McCuafcoi ha- aquired the leadership role

as well.

Bto'l true captain, a real leader on and off the court.

said sophomore forward Lisa Ireland

"Keyburn's a natural born leader, someone that we look

to added junior guard Tricia Riley

Vermont, 82-61
Vermont (82)

Turnbull 7 6-20; Niebling 7-1-15, Marsland 4-3-11; Marra

1 2 Kelsen 8-0 16; Desmaris 2 2; McCarthy 3 0-6; Conry

2 0-4. Blue 12 4; Wright 2-2. Total« 33 16 82.

Massachusetts (61)

McCusker 5-6-16; Hessel 4-4 14; Muza 1-1 10; Nevarez 2 4;

Schusler 0-2 2; Kristofik 2 3 7; Riley 2-15; Moran 2-6-10;

Ireland 0-0-0; Valentine 0-0-0 Totals 18 23-61.

Halftime Vermont, 48-34

Fouled out Kristofik

Three-point goals Massac hu-etts: HaMoKS)

Keyburn McCusker

That exhibition game demonstrated just how intent

McCusker is on being a leader for UMass. In the first half,

the Minutewomen looked nervous and a bit rusty.

"At haiaime Coach told me, 'Keyburn you're trying too

hard You're posting up too hard.' I'd never been told that

I was trying too hard before," McCusker explained. "She

told me to just relax."

a sports management major, McCusker holds a 3.0

grade point average and is happy with what UMass has

done for her.

"I was recruited hy every state university in New

Kngland, by Syracuse and James Madison," she recall-

ed "I love it here. I couldn't picture me anywhere else."

McCusker was named to the Atlantic 10 All Rookie

team her freshman year. Her career high include 23 points

against St Joe's last year and 13 rebounds versus Ver-

mont her sophomore year.

As the focal point in UMass' half-court offense and the

team's leading returning rebounder, McCusker's career

numbers are likely to improve. As the season opened, she

had 801 career points, putting the 1,000 career point mark

within reach. Last year she scored 313 points, second on-

ly to Freeman.
"McCusker, too, has goals for the season.

"I'd like to see us play with composure and win some

games," she said. "It's gonna be tough. Being smaller than

other teams could be a big problem, but what we do have

to do is play bigger than we are. If we concentrate, play

good defense and box out well, we'll be able to stay with

the rest of the league."

sex, a car.

Adrienne Matt

The surprising thing about Augmon and Johnson is

that they stayed at violation ridden UNLV even after

the NCAA decided to ban the Rebels from postseason

play this season, rendering them ineligible to defend

their own title.

They call it loyalty I call it foolish They could be

in the NBA where the real money is. or should I say

the cleaner' mom
Perhaps Johnson and Augmon fear leaving Nevada:

Their endorsements would become legal and they

would have to pay taxes for what they recieve from the

likes of Ralph Lauren. Geoffrey Beene and Hart.

Schaffner & Marx. Afterall. the pay in the NBA may

not be as handsome.
After the July decision, the NCAA Infractions Com-

mittee mi charmed hy head coach Jerry Tarkanian's

plea bargain attempt He would relenquish his court

side seat if only his Rebels were allowed to play without

him. The crocodile tears were pouring, can I tell you?

Augmon said, "Coach don't coach. I don't play."

He was Prop 48 when he arrived at Vegas in '86 -

I'll leave his academics at that. Career wise. Augmon

was played sparingly by Olympic coach John Thomp

son. He returned from Seoul sans bronze medal.

"The medal9
I just misplaced it, that's all."

Something else he misplaced was his attitude. Last

month UNLV student Angela Dortch alleged he slap

ped and choked her and filed a battery complaint

against him. In court she told those present he said,

"You know who I am? I own this town I can kill you

and get away with it

He ended up with a 90-day cooling off period, which

ends in January. My guess is that the judge holds

season tickets and antes up for a pool every week.

Augmon was also involved in a few grazings with

point shavings involving Loyola-Marymount and Ball

State. He was also one of eight team members who sat

out for a one game suspension to pay his dues for leav

ing unpaid extras' bills at several hotels.

And the smut keeps rearing up.

Last year the Las Vegas Review-Journal published

an article detailing the vehicles driven by UNLV
players. Augmon drove a 1988 Ford Mustang GT.

Johnson a 1989 Nissan 300ZX
And we thought they'd go to Italy to play, how silly

of us. Actually, following the NCAA's decision, pro

teams in Italy and Spain offered them millions.

Must have been that loyalty thing again.

However. Johnson didn't show any loyalty to his

home state. Poor reading skills and low (as well MO/

tionable) SAT scores prompted him to attended a junior

college in Odessa before attending UNLV. Odessa is

that area of Texas where nothing but high school foot

ball matters It's a pretty sick township, a pretty sick

concept when you consider some of these high school

athletes get more preferential treatment than most col-

lege athletes.

Anyway, it's a wonder he came out of that vacuum

alive. The Dallas public school system is vacuous

enough, but to try to get a higher education in Texas

is like pulling teeth.

I guess I just can't get over the fact that these good-

looking, well-groomed guys are college athletes.

Perhaps I'm being an idealistic fool in believing there

is such a creature as a student-athlete. I just hope so-

meone beside Reggie Ho can convince me.

By the way, if anyone knows where this guy disap

peared to, let me know. I'd like to hear a success-after

college-athletics story.

Adrienne Matt is a Collegian staff member

BASKETBALL PREVIEW

Men's hoop
faces high
expectations
By SAM SILVERSTEIN
Collegian Staff

First things first: The University of

Massachusetts basketball team will kick

off its season tonight at Big Ten Purdue at

8 p.m. The game will be broadcast on

WMUA 911 FM.
Never mind that the Boilermakers

graduated three starters, including Big

Ten Player of the-Year Steve Scheffler,

from last year's NCAA team, said UMass

coach John Calipari.

"Still, it's Purdue. It's probably a way of

getting smashed, going out and getting our

heads knocked off. and finding out where

we are. But I'd rather do that than what

we did against Lowell last year, where we

came in thinking we were 25 win team and

we got smacked."

The Boilermakers are showing signs of

being beatable, however. Guard Woody

Austin and forward Chuckie White are

coach Gene Ready s two returning starters,

and in Saturday's season opener Purdue

was upended by Stetson 58-56 on a last-

second three pointer.

The game will be a homecoming for

sophomore Tony Barbee. who played at

North Central <Ind .) high school, 45

minutes from Mackey Arena in West

Lafayette.

Win or lose tonight, the Mintutemen face

the 1990-91 season with everyone but

guard Cary Herer back from last year's

17-14, NIT team and hopes are high. Real

The Sporting News pegged UMass to

finish third in the Atlantic 10. Street and

Smith s and Basketball Digest predict a se-

cond place finish. Basketball Weekly

magazine picks the Minutemen to finish se-

cond in the A 10 behind Temple, land the

No. 12 seed in the NCAAs and play

Southern Mississippi in the West Regional.

"People forget." Calipari said holding up

a stack of magazines. "We finished sixth

last year. The coaches picked us fifth, the

crazy people picked us second. If we did

finish second we'd be overachieving. We're

probably the most overrated team in the

country."

There have been some glitches Recruits

Mike Williams. Ted Cottrel and Jerome

Johnson were sidelined by academics over

the summer. Injuries to first team All-

Atlantic 10 selection Jim McCoy (virus),

A 10 All-Freshmen teammates Harper

Williams (knee) and Tony Barbee (hip and

foot) and guard Anton Brown (back) have

pressed the assistant coaches onto the floor

in practice this fall.

McCoy, who was fed intraveneously at

his lowest point less than a month ago. has

ruturned but can play full speed for only

20-25 minutes a game, according to

Calipari.

Otherwise, the UMass team that won five

straight at the end of last season before fall-

ing to Temple 53-51 in the Atlantic 10

Championship game and Maryland 91 81

ID the NIT, is back.

McCoy (20.7 ppg. 3.3 rpg). leaper William

Merndon (15.5. 7.5), Williams (8.7. 5.2),

Barbee (11.4, 4.9), and seniors John Tate

(5.2, 5.4) and Rafer Giles (7.8, 1.3) were all

key contributors last year, and all return.

Brown, a junior point guard, is back in

several. Brown started at point guard in his

freshman year and averaged 12.9 points

and 3.7 points a game on his way to being

an A 10 All Freshman Team pick.

A fractured kneecap in last year's opener

sidelined Brown until late in the season,

however. And when he did return, the ex-

tra pounds he added while on crutches hurt

him. __ ,

Brown is in solid 6 foot-2, 175-pound

CONTINUED ON PAGE 4

Women's
roundball
in transition
By GREG SUKIENNIK
Collegian Staff

Transition In everyday terms, this word

applies to a change in place or state <

•

ing. In basketball language, transition is

what happens when a team scores quickly

after regaining possesion of the ball

For the University of Massachus.

women's basketball team, both meanings

of the word transition apply The

Minutewomen have undergone a major in

fusion of new player s. replacing four

graduated starters with wvna freshrr

whom coach Kathy Heweit called "a I

good recruiting c!.«

Transition i- also the siy le of pla> Heweit

hopes to see from her young team She

they will press and run

The Minutewomen are short compared te

therest of the Atlantic 10 Confer o-

mpting Heweit to adopt a pressure dV

fast break offense game plan

We'll pick up full court and pl.iy some

full court man-to-man [defense!." explain

ed Heweit Our full court game will In-

crucial - if we let man> ,(1

pick us apart, we could create some prw
for ourselves."

These changes cor verall

1 17 A 10 1989 90 season in which, junior

guard Tricia Riley desenUd as, 'a bad J

from the beginning

UMass lost both Riley and sophomore

Jennv Moran to injury for most of the

season. Seven losses were b) -i\

points or less. At one point, the

Minutewomen had lost nine si

games By season's end. only seven ;

remained on a squad decimated by injury

Heweit is hoping for better da\> thi>

"Were being rea *a»d "Our

goal is to get out of the bottom of the

ice and into the middle ot the pack

a realistic, positive, reachable goal

Senior center Keyburn McCusker is the

team's leading returnee in coring and re

bounding, and the only senior on the squad.

Heweit said this ,« Key bun I
shine.

•I think you'll see her do things she hasn't

done th;

McCusker. at 6-foot 2 the teams tallest

player, will serve as team captain as well

as the main threat in UMass* half court i

fense.

Complementing McCuskM in the front

court are sophomores Kim Kristofik. Lisa

Ireland and junior Jenny Moran Kristofik.

who saw the most playing time of the three

last season, will be counted on to contribute

both inside and outside from her small for-

ward position this season The tvfoot 1 Mor

ris, a New York nat I
that Ifawi

weald like to see her hit her outs;,

jumpers, look for people inside, and hustle

on defense.

Ireland, a 5 foot 10 power forward, played

in 21 games last \<m While Ireland

presed concern about teeing taller Opod

ti..n. -he was also pragmatic about it.

Tvealwav-heen small for my posit i

the said, 'U Will be challenge, hut if we

use our quickness and ball m<»\ement. it

.shouldn't be a problem."

Moran, who was out most of last year

with a bad foot, is happy la return She ap

peared in 22 games as a freshman, scoring

55 points and hauling down 40 rebounds

in limited time

"It's nice to put the uniform on again,

said Moran. who will >wing bttwnon for

ward and guard this season

The big question in the backcourt is

•When will Tricia Riley be back*' Riley,

who was hurt most of last year, is •till

recovering from her injury Heweit in

dicated that Riley would play "ten to

CONTINUED -~
c
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Rutgers and Penn State the teams to beat in women's hoop Everyone's chasing Temple, but the Owls are stacked
. . L ,„>u^ ^ni.Mhpmmin.defec Academy as one of the most sought-after high schoolers

By TAMIR LIPTON
Collegian Staff

Rutgers and Penn State, Penn State and Rutgers. Who

will finish first?

Will the defending champion Lady Lions (25-7 last year)

fend off the Ladv Knights (20-10). or will Rutgers soar to

the lop and recapture the formula that earned them two

straight Atlantic 10 championships from 198b-iy»s.

PENN STATE 'No 18 in the Associated Press top 26

pro ->V..i>on poll* returns all five starters from la* yea.

championship team. »_

Junior forward and All-Conference performer Susan

Robinson the teams leading scorer 1 19 8 points per game*

and rebounder (0.4) heads a tough Lady Lion team bless-

ed with need, talent and experience

Shooting guard Tanya Garner (14.7) and center Kathy

Phillips 1 10 4 ppg. 6.8 rebounds per game) complement

Robinson extremely v ell. Garner Prides the Lady Lions

w,th a much needed outside scorer, and Phillips is a hard

worker in the paint.

Penn State's experience makes them the early favorite

to win the A 10 over Rutgers

Our goal is to continue the excellence at Penn State.

and to win the title gate," *a.d Penn State coach Rene

RUTGERS (No 20> returns 10 players, four of which

were carters from last year's NCAA Tournament Team.

Senior Vickv Picott who averaged 17 points per game

last season, and junior Tanya Hansen 1 14 5 ppg) are the

The 1991 MCAT
Be Prepared.

Kaplan Is.
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Date: November 28
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catalvsts of a strong Rutgers club.

Add returning starters LaTonya Johnson and Lynn Ust.

and throw in 5-foot-lO freshman Makeda Green (34.2 ppg.

15 rZ and the Lady Knights could emerge as the team

to beat in the A-10 before too long.

ST JOSEPH'S suffered the greatest loss of all the A-10

teams due to the graduation of the Player-of-the-Year in

the A-10, Dale Hodges. Hodges' 27.6 ppg and 12 rpg will

be missed. ... , ,

How the Hawks react to Hodges departure will be in-

teresting to see. Seniors Wendy Brink (7.9 ppg) and Rita

Balahan (5.8 ppg) will be asked to shoulder a heavy load.

Help mav come from several of the six newcomers, main-

lv freshman center Val Johnson (21 ppg. 12 rpg) and for-

ward Audrey Codner (18 ppg. 15 rpg).

With Hodges, the Hawks were 24 7. without her, 16 wins

mav be asking for too much.

Traditionally we've had finesse, now we need to put

those big bodies to some use." said St. Joseph s coach Jim

Foster. ..

WEST VIRGINIA mav be the surprise team in tnt

A 10 this vear. The Mountaineers return four starters in-

cluding junior forward Donna Abbott, the team s leading

scorer (17.3 ppg) and rebounder (9.6 rpg

i

First team AH Conference selection Rosemary Kosiorek

1 15 1 ppg) provides West Virginia with the leadership at

point guard necessary to compete for an A 1U

championship. M ,,,nf%M
If the addition of red shirt freshman Selese Neal (30 ppg.

16 rpg in high school) turns out to be what the Moun-

taineers expect. West Virginia could be a sleeper to catch

Penn State and Rutgers.

•This is gonna be a fun year, an exciting year, the retur

ning players are strong, and the sophomores are looking

better.'" said West Virginia coach Kittle Blakemore.

The TEMPLE Owls have earned the respect of the

coaches throughout the A 10. The Owls were 16 15 >ast

year, but lost Kelly Lane and Rhonda Bates «a combined

33 points per game) to graduation

Senior Kellv W.ckes « 10.1 ppg" \M the only Owl return

ingwho averaged double-figures in points How far Ten,

rie goes will depend on who of the returning 12 plaN

step forward, since the Owls have no newcomer*.

GEORGE WASHINGTON oJpo lost its top so

Kann Vadelund < 17.2 ppg> to graduation Howev« the

Colonials return four starters wh.ch include Jennifer

Shaskv last vear's A 10 Rookie of the Year Shasky shot

better than 40 percent from three point range.

.Jackie Nikzad. a transfer from Santa Monica ( ollege

who netted 17 points and grabbed eight rebounds per

game, should help the Colonials to fill the shoe* of

Vadelund -. ... » ^
"This vear we have new players and a lot of dept h. said

George Washington coach Joe McKeown "We want to

take it to the next level this year."

RHODE ISLAND lost four players to graduation from

its 4 24 squad from a year ago. but none of which were

starters .„
.Junior guard Marv Malone led the team >n scoring I

ppgi The Rams strength lies in their balanced scoring at

tack which features four starters who each averaged bet

ween eight and nine points per gam

From the four Atlantic 10 teams that played m
postseason tournaments last year - Temple, Rutgers,

Penn State and Massachusetts - 18 of 20 starters return^

Overall 40 of 50 starters in the conference are back. Could

Susan Robinson

•We don't want to be twice as good as last year, we want

to be ten times as good," said Rhode Island coach Linda

Ziemke.
,

. ., .

ST BONAVENTURE is loaded with potential, thanks

to the return of Sue Shay (18.6 ppg, 9 6 rpg.. Ron.

Hergenroeder (11.7 ppg) and Beth Gromlowicz ( 1
1 ppg I

The Lady Bonnies are hoping to improve on their disap^

pointing 12-16 finish of a year ago. something that should

not be too difficult looking at some of the competition in

this league. _ r
MASSACHUSETTS lost four of us five rtarUri from

a year ago. something that could be a good omen looking

at UMass' 1988-89. 5 24 record

The Minutewomen are m the midst ot a major

uon period. Kevburn McCuakorUO 8 ppg. 6.6 rpg' II the

team s best plaver. but she will need help from her team

maw )• it the Minute%vomen hope to avoid the I Uar.

DCQUESNE. 6-22 last season, also hopes to avoid the

basement, but thev too are in the process of rebuilding

their program Coach Renee Devarney has added speed

talent and depth to her young squad

The Duchesses have nine newcomers to their program.

the most notable of which is Maude Searcy who averag

,d M points per game last season. Freshman Kns Sebas-

tian (33.4) should also provide immediate help

ATLANTIC 10 NOTES: For the first time, th.- A 10

will have I WOMB'S game televised on ESPN The game

between St. Joseph's and Rutgers will be played on Motj

day. Feb 25. to be broadcast Wednesday, reh 2. at 1 •*'»

p.m.

Sue Shay Kelly Wickes Rosemary Kosiorek Vicki Picott
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there be any better sign that, despite the coming defec

tion of Penn State to the Big Ten, the Atlantic 10 is m

good shape? „ ....

Well, how about this: 12 Atlantic 10 games will be on

national TV this winter, including seven on ESPN and

one each on ABC, NBC and CBS.

In the predicted order of finish voted by the league

coaches and media, here's a quick look around...

TEMPLE: What were those of us who tuned into last

week's Temple Iowa Big Apple NIT game on national TV

upposed to think?

Owl center Donald Hodge, slimmed down at 236 pounds,

scored at will before fouling out Guard Vk Carstarphen

shot brilliantly from three-point land and danced alone

through Iowa's dreaded press for Several easy baskets.

Sinewy forward Mark Strickland spent much of the night

on the fkw after loose balls. . . And Mark Macon was in

visible. Final: 73 71 Iowa.

Temple has won the Atlantic 10 five times and appeared

in seven NCAA tournaments under John Chaney
.

r rom

last raar'l 20 W Laam, the Owls return five starte.- All-

America candidate Macon (21.9 ppg. 8 <»

«

.Ix.undsi. seven-

foot Hodge (15.1. 8.2). Strickland. Michael Harden and

Mik Kilgore. Two newcomers will contribute immediate

lv Carstarphen. a sophomore guard who sal OUl last

iason after transferring to Temple from Cmncinnati. and

beefV freshman Jonathan Hayn.

But as Iowa proved. Temple is not invincible. Macon s

shootmg percentage has slipped steadily, from 45 U

percent, since his sensational freshman year Team

Chemistry »s also factor: Carstarphen will likely p av

Harden out of his starting job by Christmas, a fact that

Harden, a senior, sounded unwilling to face IB preseason

"l don't feel any pressure," Harden said. 1 ve bsetl than

for a while, so there are things that are coming to me

Coach (Chaney] knows where 1 stand

But were nitpicking Temple is loaded pj ever, slimm

ed down here and bulked up there as needed, and t* the

team to beat
, ,

.

RUTGERS: Though the Scarlet Knights come

to Temple in terms of raw talent, chemistry dominates am

discussion of Rutgers potential this season At ^\'^
Scarlet Knights slipped from the NCAAs to the NIT la.

season - Bob Wenzels second as head coach - and team

karma Vtt I big reason. ..

• Were a more cohesive group. WO r« friends. SMO

senior forward Keith Hughes. RutgOT. be* returning

plaver at 18.5 points and *2 rebounds a game I he

chem.strv IS Starting to click earlier than las, vear

Wenzel takes a different approach: ( hemistr

„t . catch-all phrase that doesn't really have a lot ot M

"No, that Hughes and fellow Syracus. fa Karl

Duncan 1 13.8 ppg. 3.7 assists per gam **•« >"•

Rutgers will again have to adjust to some new fa.

ftToot 9 Virginia transfer Brent Dabbs and Tom Savage.

a 6 foot 5 forward who tore up the A 10 tournament in

1989 but missed most of last season due to academics

WEST VIRGINIA: The Mountaineer- are going with

a major rOUth movement earlier than expected Two ,,t

four starters scheduled to return from last vear s 16-1.

team are gone: junior guard Tracy Shelton has a broken

bone ,n h"s non-shooting hand that has yet to heaf and

center Junior Robinson has been sidelined by academ, I

Chris Robinson and Charles Beeton return.

But the vouth is good Six newcomer- will play tor COM h

Cale t'atlett. including two former West Virginia high

retool Plaver. of the Year, guard Mike Boyd and forward

P G Green The other rook.es in the Mountain. «e,

Marsahs Balev. Lawrence Pollard. R^f*"""^
Phil Wilson, are athlet.c <Raley was a 15th round draft

pick of the Houston Astros), and Cat let t has promised lo

"
,;

We re going to put a little pressure on people, and push

the ball up the floor after made baskets We re not a big

. ,ong club, so we're going to US. our athletes more and

if we cant get a few easier shot- than setting up and

trying to pound the ball inside." Catlett said

^ key could be Brooks, who has battle^I
to.lose

;

weigh

since coming to West Virginia from Oak Hill tVa.i
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Academy as one of the most sought-after high school.

in the nation. . . . .

PENN STATE: The realignment chaos that has jilted

several conferences m the country hit the Atlantic 10 last

season in the form of Penn State This is.the lmal year

in the A-10 for the Nittanv Lions, who will spend a c ou

pie seasons in limbo before joining the Big Ten in HW3.

How will the off court adjustments affect I enn S ate

If last season is any hint, their farewell mav not be so fond

Last vear the Big 10 announcement came out right in

the middle of December, and we hit a little bit of a flip,

coach Bruce Parkhdl said. 'We lost lour out of sis in that

stretch it's been a distraction for me

Penn State, however, has the personnel to go out with

, bang, (lone from last year's 25 9, NH' F..K, rour club

I firsTteam All Atlantic 10 selection Kd Pogell Bui foui

.tarters return, including the tea*** best returning

backcourt in seniors Fredd.e Barm- and Monroe Brown.

Penn State is 41 15 since Barnes and Brown stalled

together in the ninth game of their freshman season.

Senior dames Barnes 1 1 1 .5 PP bounds) and ,V I >

Freshman ofthe Year DeRonHayt
•>< 'h—the,

two returning starters from last sear

MASSACHUSETTS: See accompanying preview

GEORGE WASHINGTON: First year coach Mike Jar

Vis i- a winner At Boston University he compiled a 101-51

record and took the Terriers to two NCAA tournaments

in five year*. As coach of Harvard's freshman team be

was 30-2 in two seasons At Cambridge Hinge and Latin,

Jams was 143-21 in sis saasoiis<thmigh Pnt Ewing and

Rumeal Robinson do share some OJ the credit the..

At t;w however, JanrJs is going to have to be patient.

Jarvi. ,s hoard.ng h.s scholarships for next vear he

recruited just one freshman and w.ll have five SDOtS to

offer - and has s,„-nt the meantime coaching defense and.

m his Words, repro^ammmg" the Colonials to Ml steady

rt

Guard Fll.s Mckenn.e (16J ppg), "******<*"
Sitnev 1 12 9, 6M rebounds) and Sotuu Holland .lit

;„,. the Colonial's best returning players from last v.

14

RHOI)K ISLAND: life after 196940 Have, of the

Year Kennv Greefl vsill lu- a little easier thanks to Fi ic

Leslie, the top returning SOOTCr in the league But not

much , ... i , ....

Green was ferocious rebounder, shot blocket «>"

der "We're going to have to make up for Kenny s in

Um.dat.on in the middle." third year each Al Skinner

,,d -We don't have another shot blinker like that

i^gglk 23 points per game on s 15 13 team

,, and w.ll be joined m the backcourt by flashy point

guard Carl t-rl.ng. Junior guard Frenchs 1
•""»•"

is back from knee SUrgl I

Dl'Ql'ESNE: As an assistant 09« h 't Seton Hall. .Jonn

( ..rroll recruited the Pirates to within one game of S M
,,onal championship. With the arrival of frehmen Ftrem

Whitehead and Genoa Baker. Carroll has shown be in-

tends to do the same at Duquesne Carroll s recruiting

da- anked in the top 20 nationally In many.

«e from last 12 team is the league > lea.i.ng

scorer. Mark Steven > PPg'- hut seniors Clayton

Adams and Tony IVtrarca return in the backcourr

Adams, who d.shed out -tsagamelast year played

well on A-10 JonSS Cup t, am that toured 1 a.wan th.s sum

mer and ,s being pushed by Whitehead and Baker in
|

tice this preseason, Carroll said

ST JOSEPH'S: The ethef new coach in the league

„ .l.uvis is -John GrbTm. who was a vice preside*

,„ Weber Co
Freshman Rap Curry brings a big reputation fn>m I enn

WoodCPs I High School, but w.ll not be 'a quick fix, GriF

fin said. "Were looking to move up incnmentallv ami that

will take some time

ST BONAVENTl'RE: Coach Tom ( hapman m

,not her A 10 coach who can point to the future «.th some

confidence. The Sonnies were B 20 last season, but th.

rival of 6 foot 4, 205 pound guard (Jarland Mance from

Detroit's high powered S.uthwestern high school gives

Chapman a chance of lifting Ins program out of the A 10

cellar soon. SAM SI1A FRSrFlN

«-i N.pt«ssenl4
Antherst,

Mass. oiooz

ConsijJ'ifj'-iit--''

^WVVVWWV%rfe.



4 COLLEGIAN BASKETBALL PRE

women's basketball

CONTINUED F30M PAGE 1 twelve minutes a game, hopeful-

ly," an assesment Riley agreed with.

"1 still have a long way to go," said the 5-foot -4 junior

from Altoona, Pa., who averaged 6.9 points and 3.8 assists

per game her sophomore year. "If I can play minimal time,

it's more than I thought I could."

'[Riley isl a quick, solid point guard. Hewelt said.

"That's an element we missed last year that we can look

forward to having back this season."

But until Rilev is back full-strength, the backcourt re

mains among the youngest in the Atlantic- 10. And with

Patty Robak leaving the team this year, the early season

at guard for the Minutewomen will be a trial-by-fire for

freshmen Jessica Schusler, Shawna Pemberton, Cherie

Muza, Trish Hessel, Maleeka Valentine and Jessica

Richard.

.Schusler and Muza are the freshmen most likely to till

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS

1990-91 WOMEN'S lASKITiALl SCHEDULE

(Times Subject to Change)

,an

Nov. 25

Dec l

5

7

8

12

14

3

5

TO

12

14

17

19

22

24

29

31

2

7

9

14

16

19

23

2

4.9

Feo

Ma

Vermont

NEW HAMPSHIRE

BOSTON UNIVERSITY

Princeton Tournament

(Princeton. Cantsius. Delaware)

Hartford

HARVARD
RUTGERS*

GEORGE WASHINGTON*

Duquesne*

West Virginia*

Dartmouth

PENN STATE*

ST BONAVENTURE*

St Josephs*
TempJe"

OSEPH'S-

George Washington*

Rutgers*

WES' VGiNiA*

DUQUE5 .F*

St Bonaventure*

Penn State*

Rhode island*

TEMPIE*

RHODE ISLAND*

A-TO Toufnamerrt

400pm
200 pm
7 30 pm
6OO/8OO

730 pm
7 30 pm
7 30 pm
645 pm
700 pm
1 45 pm
7OO pm
7 30 pm
200 pm
605 pm
515 pm
730 pm
730pm
200pm
720 pm
200 pm
700 pm
200 pm
•Opm

2O0 pm
2COpm

in at guard," Hewelt said. "Schusler is quick and flashy,

while Muza is slower and steady. Both should play a great

deal this year."
,

Gloria Nevarez, a sophomore guard/forward, should also

see playing time in the backcourt this season, after see-

ing limited time last year.

UMass' lack of height and lack of depth made the switch

to a transition game a necessity for the Minutewomen,

according to Hewelt.

"Once we get past Keyburn, we have difficulty matching

up with taller teams like Penn State. Instead of trying

to match those teams, we're going to press and run. If I

can avoid it, we won't play half-court at all this year.

The Minutewomen start this season with non-conference

games against local opposition before heading into a rugg-

ed A- 10 schedule in the new year. Also, UMass will join

Princeton, Canisius and Delaware in the Princeton

Tourney Dec. 7 and 8. Hewelt named Penn State and

Rutgers as the teams to beat in the A- 10, with St. Joseph's,

West Virginia, Temple and George Washington not far

behind. The Minutewomen were picked to finish ninth in

a poll of A-10 coaches, but Hewelt said she thinks they

will finish in a different position.

"Our young plavers are going to have to play a major

role." Rilev said, summizing UMass' prospects for the

season. "We have to be scrappier and more intense than

anv other team we play."

it's not going to be just one person," she added. "It s

going to take everyone on this team right away

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS
199C-91 MEN'S BASKETBALL SCHEDULE

(Times Subject To Change)

Nov. 26
28

Dec. 1

4

6
8

11

28
29

Jan.

Feb

men's basketball

* Atlantic K> Conference Game
•OME GAMES IN CAPS

CONTINUED cROM PAGE 1 shape this fall, and

will be fan Brown has some shoes to fill in terms of leader

ship and passing the ball tin his place. Herer led the

league with 7 7 assists a game I, but he is a better shooter

than Herer and as a result the Minutemen have more op-

nons on offense with him at the controls. Calipan saul

ran our club. He knew when to grab people, and

when to encourage them. But he had trouble shooting the

hall

But you've got to play Anton. We're a different team:

should score some points because of him. He's back

to ht> freshman vear as far as the things he can do. lb

got to defend, distribute, and if they don't play, you score

30."

Behind Brown at point guard is freshman Chris Robin

who is a bold passer but can be Hereresque at times

ottng the ball. Tony Barbee has also spent some prac

tice time at the point position.

McCoy, the first UMass player since Julius Krvmg to

average 20 points a game, will play off-guard, with Giles

readv off the bench.

In the frontcourt Williams. Herndon and Tate will be

bolstered hv the arrival of 7 foot 2 freshman .Jeff Meyer.

Mar

3

5
7

IO
12

15

21

24

26
28
1

2

6
9
12

16

21

24
27

2-7

I

Purdue 8:OOp.m.

MARATHON OIL 730 pm.

St. Joseph's* 1;35 p.m.

New Hampshire 73° Pm
LOWELL 7:30 Pm
GEORGE WASHINGTON* 7:30 p.m.

RUTGERS* - 7:30 pm.

ABDOW'S HOLIDAY CLASSIC

Springfield. MA 6:30 p.m.

(Boston College 8:30 p.m.

Northwestern. Dartmouth)

Penn State* 7

3

° Pm
ST BONAVENTURE* (A-IO TV) 400 pm.

400 pm
730 pm
7 30 p.m.

805 pm
7 30 pm.

iple* 7 30 pm
George Washington* 7 30 p.m.

HOLY CROSS 7 30 pm
RHODE ISLAND* 7:30 Pm
BOSTON UNIVERSITY(ESPN) 1200 mid

WEST VIRGINIA 730 pm
Duquesne* 7 35 pm.

West Virginia* 7 30 pm
PENN STATE* 700 pm
TEMPLE* 730 pm
Rutgers*(A-10 TV). 400 pm
Rhode Island* 730 pm
Atlantic IO Tournament

•Atlantic IO Conference Game
HOME GAMES IN CAPS

ST JOSEPH'S*

DUQUESNE*
St Bonaventure*

Xavier

Vermont

the first seven footer in school history, and 6-foot-10

sophomore Kennard Robinson, who sat out last season due

to Prop. 48.

The Minutemen are youngest where they are tallest, but

the size will help against the Temples and Penn States

of the world Meyer, Robinson, and the rest of UMass* big

men practice shooting over a mop wrapped in athletic tape

with Temple center Donald Hodge's name on it.

"They're going to get the opportunity to play." Calipan

said of Meyer and Robinson. "But if I'm playing B big guy

it's because he can defend and rebound They are not f0

ing to score 30 points a game."

The BU game at the Cage on Feb. 2 will be broad.

nationally on ESPN, with tipoff at midnight.

Lowell will return to the Cage next week though

Calipari said he hoped to avoid scheduling any Division

ams after last year's disasterous one point loss When

a scheduling conflict with Northeastern left a hole,

however, Calipari called Lowell because "at least I know

the guvs will be up for the gam

"- "*••'•'
'

->*»«- -**-• **v-

SQUIRE VILLAGE
APARTMENTS

2 Bedroom Apartments
RENT NOW

or for January 1

On Bus Route

CALL 665-2203

GOOD LUCK UMASS BASKETBALL!

Monday Nov 26

Pool Tournament and Monday Night Football

Tuesday
All You Can Eat Pasta

$1 w/ Student ID 5:30pm-7

Wednesday __
Party with JUST GEORGE

TED COtlE&Y

Thursday

Friday

Saturday

Party With UMASS s Own
ONE-EYED JAKE

LIVE SQUAD

THIRD FLOOR
Drink Special—$105 Bad Bottles

Nov 27

Nov 28

Nov 29

Nov 30

Dec 1

PINOGGHIOS
RISTORANTE ITALIANO

s (

UMASS's Biggest Fan-Pinocchio's!

BEST m the Vdllev AGAIN in mo
me <>> out Specialties: Pheasant All Arancia

Veal Giorgio

Risotto Pescatott

with Black Truffle

hicken Verdicchio

- Tortellom with

Porcim Mushroom

HOLIDAY PARTIES

Open for luncheon

Private parties

During the Season

11/19-12/21
Call for reservations

1177 N. Pleasant St., Amherst 549-3669
Open 7 days — Dinner 5-10 Visa Mastercard Accepted

Good luck UMass!

Have a great season!

Especially for You

Haircare &) Beauty Boutiqu

specializing in Afro-American

Hair Care and Beauty Products

This season:

'Party Trays available

'Gift Certificates available

206 Russell St., Rt. 9

Hadley, 586-6622

Free Delivery

within

5 College Area

Today Hi b<

cloudy. niH
temperatuH will^ 5!

to 57 degdH|

art

*

HWc^Liting (^suffers

bumps and hw
car crash. Page 4.
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Gulf crisis

hits UMass
B> KENDRA PRATT
Collegian Staff

As an n. i number of student

m for in the Persian Gulf, student and

; protest over U 8 nuoKement in the Middle East

is also building ranks

Bight «r nine University of Massachusetts

undergraduate gmlimH who are in the National Guard

or jn t hi - have already been sent for ac

B Saudi Arabia, according to the Dean of

Students OfRo
Some five students have been put on alert for the

.ind Military Police Company of the National Guard.

These students must prepare themselves for the upcom

ing call to duty.

In protest of the increasing deployment of troops to

Saudi Arabia, the American Friends Service Commit

tee has organized a nonviolent vigil, march and

blockade of \VYstover Air Force Base for next Saturday

Frances Crowe. I leader of the AFm -aid the pro-

tors intend to close off both gates at the base as a

"symbolic protest

A similar action at the air force base in Chicopee last

Tuesd I ted in the arrests of 20 protestors who

successfully barricaded the gates for a few minut

"We want our country to negotiate and to rely or.

United Nations embargo, -he said "If 100.000 peo-

ple are killed in this military war. then we will have

more problems to negotiate
."'

In addition, some 88 students fell to their "deaths

on the Student Union steps last Tuesday to protest the

- role in the Gulf

\ University Press Office spokeperson said the

number of students being called up for dutv in Saudi

Arabia is changing daily

\bout 200 undergraduate student- are part of the

National Guard and about 60 undergraduates are Ar

eservi-

Iraq: U.N. was blackmailed by U.S.

Saddam tells relatives some hostages are allowed to leave

By JOCELYM NOVBCK
The Associated Press

Iraq vesterda\ accused the mg
kmail to win U N. backing for a mi tree

Kuwait, and Saddam Hussein met relative- •<{ tome

American hostages and told them their loved op.

free to go.

Baghdad Radio, which reported on the meeting bet.

Hussein and the Americans, did n how m
hostages would be allowed to leave. The report did not

name the hostages or their rebftft

However. Dennis Trundy ofBrOCktOO M..~-.. said H

-»m promised to free his brother in law , .John Stevenson.

Trundy's wife and her two other brothers are in Baghdad

and called with the new-

"She and her two hrothers met with Saddam H

sometime this morning and he said 'sure, take him.

Trundy said

Also yesterday, oil prices - w hich have fluctuated wildly

-ince Iraq seized the oil rich emirate — rose about $2 a

bene) on the futures market, .•- traders speculated the

United Nations was about to authorize the use of force

against Iraq.

Bv late morning, light sweet crude was up 92.05 to

$33.95 on contracts for delivery in January Contracts for

delivery in later months were sharply higher

The Soviet Union, meanwhile, which has advised pa

Campus to
remember Milk
Bv ALI WOOLWICH
Collegian Staff

Students, faculty and staff will come together tonight

ii i he University of Masachusetts to celebrate the life and

remember the death of Harvey Milk, a leader in the

modern Gay Rights Movement.

Hat < > Milk Memorial Day is an annual event held in

honor of activist Harvey Miik, the first openly gay per-

son elected to a political office. Milk was assasinated in

1978 in San Francisco.

The Lesbian. Bisexual. Gay Allian"? will sponsor a ral-

ly and vigil on the South Side Steps of the Student Union

at 6 p.m. After the rally, the candlelight vigil will pro

d from the steps to the Campus Pond to commemorate

Milk and to honor the courage of students at UMass who

have suffered homophobic harassment and violence.

Speakers at the rally will include: Warren Blumenfeld.

author of Looking Oi Gej tmd Ltthitm Lift and Boston

Gay activist and educator; Felice Yeskel, coordinator of

the University of Massachusetts Program for Gay. Les-

bian and Bisexual Concerns; and a speaker from the Fen

way (lav Ant i Violence Task Force in Boston The Pro

gram for GLB Concerns will sponsor a talk by Jean

Grossholtz. professor of political science at Mount Holyoke

College and feminist activist, at 8 p.m. in Campus Center

room 101. The topic of her talk will be "Lesbian and Gay

Liberation: Keeping Harvey's Legacy Alive."

All events are free and open to the general public.

nee in dealing with Iraq, looa

"tougher att it u Hueseinfa

Soviets to leave in November

So* •• ign Mtfl -';•• pel •

lg that i

U1 Moscow bet

Edi. uid the

Churkin said Iraq allow. «
month, adding

"If Iraq doea '><>t immed '"<'

situation even further and En

attitud.

In other tlevelopmen'

. The Iraqi parliament \

maining in Iraq, the Swedish

d The rom Hus-
terman

ska cm Sunday. Iraqi officials said 70 Italian hostage,

aid be allowed to
'

T.. mi .

e H
will un nssiles« aandi

sian Gulf Arab states.

e Iraqi authorities took

msed Vn ,1"

felt in Kuwait The official Iraqi I
I****

rationing would begin soon in the oil rich emir
I utr ju>k' w»,.« - --

Amherst Selectboard bans parking on

Hobart Lane to improve public safety
MARK HENSLEY
• gian 9l

The Amherst Town Selectboard voted la-i night tfl ban

parking on both MBM of Hobart l.ane. citing ewe*
kend parking as a public safety hazard

Signs prohibiting parking will I tiled as

possihle bv the Amherst Department of Public \Sork.-

Warnings will he issued to violator- (or one week, follow

ed hv i week of ticketing After that, cars parked illegal

K will be towed, according to Amherst Police Captain

Churl— St hrr

:

The ban comes in response to complaints by some

residents who said that exce-ive parking during weekend

parties blocked the street, making it impossible for

emergency vehicles to pass through as well as mconve

niencing residential traffic.

"If I had to take one of my children to Health Services,

there would be an incredibly long delay. We are perma

nent residents and we are mve
up our [parkin^ >»d Marcia 1. a

-lent o!

land, a

saying it denied them the right I

• -ul would n .: party (

blem on Hobart I.

"There is no threat to the student

ing I, Od.
M
Ifthey were threatened, tl • iat

the meeting).'*

Scherpa said in other areas in town wh

prohibited, police have usually allowed n lidV i

ahead of t «me to h.n e gue<t ~ park on o'

ulded the ban would allow po

a problem

In other business, th» Selectbo

revising the town election schedule next week and to

resolve it bv Dei 17, Currently the schedule onl) »1

turning

to college in the spring

('ollrgiun Photo h> .Ifff Holland

Incoming freshman Kristin Adam studies the course guide outside Hasbrouck Laboratory.
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The group that brought to you

SCHOOLHOUSE ROCK &
A CHORUS LINE
NOW PRESENTS

NOVEMBER 29, 30, & DECEMBER 1, 1990

at 8:00 pm in

BOWKER AUDITORIUM
Tickets available NOW at the FAC Box Office

545-2511.

SQUIRE VILLAGE
APARTMENTS

2 Bedroom Apartments

RENT NOW
or for January 1

On Bus Route

CALL 665-2203
•v>i i

««^- -*^

TEACH IN PROVIDENCE,
RHODE ISLAND

Providence School Department
Recruiter on Campus

Thursday, November 29, 1990
Urban School District

Multi-Cultural Multi-Lingual

School Environment

Great Salary and Benefits

Pnv&nce
_Schools__
OURSCHOOLS OUR FUTURE

Minorities Encouraged to Apply

at Mather Career Center

SPRING BRFAK9T
onji'iii 4 tutu a»ou»

1*0 T»»»«L »••!
J

Ss

BAHAMAS/ V^
cancun dy
FROM $299
COMMIT! MCKA&t 1NCIUCI5

I
:*gi«i»«90r< S'»to»-<»

I »«.IWII mui—<»'«« «*»»

I

f(800)BlACH IT

.

The Un»versify ofM*ss*ihusetts

DEPARTMENT Of THEATER PRESENTS

A PLAY BY MARTIN SHERMAN

WEEKIY
DEJttKTVK^

RESERVL BY JA.MARV 1" AND SAVE $?" no

ix
November 2 9-December 1 and December SS

RAND THEATER • 8XK) p.m.

Set m 1 7th c cnlury Poland, rumors of the coming of the

Messiah bring vasi changes lo a small village and to

Rachel, a young Jewish woman questioning her faith

Tii kets: Fine Arts Center Bo* Office, 545-25 If

R.A. RECRUITMENT DAY

Wednesday, November 28th

Lincoln Campus Center

2-30 p.m. CC 903 Information Session
about the

Resident Assistant Selection Process
1991-1992

*TONITE*TONITE*TONITE*

Information Table

on the Concourse
8:30 a.m. until 4 p.m.

ACCEPT
THE

CHALLENGE!

THE FIVE COLLEGE PROGRAM IN

PEACE & WORLD SECURITY STUDIES

Presents:

PEACEMAKING IN A DIVIDED WORLD:
The Role of U.N. Peacekeeping Forces

A Talk By

BRIAN URQUHART
The Ford Foundation

Tuesday, November 27th, 7:30 pm

Main Lecture Hall, Franklin Patterson Hall

Hampshire College

This event is free and open to the public. For
more information call PAWSS at 549-4600, ext. 51 9.

THIRD WORLD AFFAIRS
Patterns of History Reflected in a Leader's Life

_ . . ... fVrim Woatarn i nt ere-;? - i

The writing is on the wall. A million

soldiers massed on the border of Kuwait.

This Thursday the Bush-Baker duo will

coax the Gang of Five in the U.N. Securi-

ty Council to condone "any means
necessary" to eject Iraq from Kuwait.

Sources at our neighboring Westover Air

Base allege that C5-A transport planes

departed for Saudi Arabia last week with

100,000 body bags and gallons of blood

plasma on hoard.

It is a grand sight - the United States

goes to war.

And all because of one man. No, not a

man, your media tells you. A monster, a

mon, a chemical killer, a raving Arab

fanatic with a doomsday weapon. A man
despised by his own people who would tear

him to shreds if possible. The Killer of

Kurds, the Butcher of Baghdad.

What could be more noble than a war to

rid the earth of this scourge? This will be

a battle straight out of a Hollywood

W. The Evil Apache Chief attack-

peaceful Native Americans that have ac-

pted th<- pat i linage of the European set-

tler The audience shudders, only to ap

plaud when the cavalry come storming

over the horizon, bugles blowing. Relief,

and time for popcorn

,t that the rationale does not seem

coherent even here in the heart of the Em
t because U.S. citizens fear the

bloodshed more than the barbarism of this

insolent Arab? Or is this fear compounded

by grave doubts about the moral legitime

of the Grand Enterpi

igB into insanity After all,

ren dur Inquisition in Spain, there

philosophers and s<

who dared to assert that the ph>

>lved around the Sun Similarly. HM
unfortunate wretches question the

Amemo centric assertion that Saddam
*ein has given Iraq nothi.ig but tyran

ny and depravation.

On the 22nd of April, 1937, the recently

widowed Mrs. Sabhah Al-Musallat gave

birth to a son in her brother's mud house

in the little town of Tikrit, lying on the

banks of the Tigris.

The child, named Saddam (or "the un-

compromising"), spent the first 10 years of

his life moving back and forth between the

house of his paternal uncle al Haj Ibrahim

Hassan (who married his mother) and his

maternal uncle al-Haj Khairallah Talfah.

Saddam soon ran away to Khairallah

Talfah's home where his desire to be a stu

dent met with encouragement.

Khairallah Talfah had a profound impact

on his nephew. He was an Army Officer

who participated in a revolt against British

hegemony in 1941, led by a man called

Rashid AH. The British smashed the coup

and consigned Talfah to five years in

prison.

Saddam learned of imperialism and

British colonialism from his uncle. Hi-

mother reminded him of the death of her

grandfather and two of her uncles while

battling marauding Turkish officers.

Theme* of resistance, sacrifice, nationalism

and historical continuity were shaped in

mind at an early age

By 1957 Saddam had left secondary

school to join the secular, national*

Ba'ath Sociali-t Party. These were heady

days in the South. Nasser invoked Arab na

tionahsm while the guns of liberation

echoed in Algeria and Vietnam

The pr.. Western monarchy in Iraq was

deposed by a military coup The new lee

tieral Qasim partially nationalized Ir •

qi oil. and challenged the legit im.i

Kuwait However. Qasim aligned himself

with the pro Moscow Iraqi Communist Par

ty. The cadres ofthefCP massacred Arab

nationally in Mosul and Kirkuk, and

were perceived to be drawing Iraq into a

Soviet orbit.

It was now that Saddam Hussein coin

menced his meteoric rise. In October 1959,

Qasim'l limousine rolled into Baghdad's

Rashid Street to meet a hail of bullets from

Saddam's machine gun. Qasim was in-

jured, hut survived. Saddam was shot in

the leg and went underground. He forced

one of his compatriots to remove the bullet

from his leg with a razor blade and no

sedati\-

Saddam fled to Cairo, where Nasser

sonally extended patronage to the young

revolutionary. He completed secondary

school in Cairo, and excelled at chess and

street pol it;

In 1963 the Ba'ath movement mounted

a coup. Saddam returned to Iraq, ami |

tied his childhood companion. Sajida. The

party lacked a mass-base and was deposed

by General Arif.

The Ba'ath cadres were hunted down and

tortured Saddam m nt underground. m<

Lng from house to bouse, planning a coup

He was final! 'ed. and hrut.il!>

tarrogated However, Saddam would net

ik. and soon made a daring •

By 1968 the Ba'ath party had bin

eablecadr. Cganissd itself Ult

tructur- -eized power in a

roup led i "id Saddam
The Ba'ath leader-hip was seasoned in

of coups, urn: ftd

n and continuous fear of su:

l»Ofl The party wa- hard to inf »d

• nt

Communists and fundamentalists w
• pressed with an iron t

Th. ntsofthe 1970s in Iraq in

led an Iranian and U S backed m.-urret

tion by Kurdish rebels, which ended when

Saddam n< da pragmat;

tcmeat with the Shah, terminating

man hacking I
Kurds The B

parts ..
' !! fraoj ml

Slander and Intimidation at UMass
! dislike th • methotis of Zi"'

• .untry hate not hesitated to use

dvneepenumsuhohaie
the attempt* at

sassmation ofthose who iio not

agree with th, \rthur Hay- Sulzb* I

< 1946, publisher of the V York Ti"

the Ziom>t move-

I has sought to

iuch as the ones described by

•-critic

1. For <:

on the issue oi tfw WSJ

, a !l> n< .nt in th. \ the**

nly needed on occasion and

for t ni
.

• -senters m.tnvofthem

Jewish i.

Hussein Ibish

In the last decade, for a variety of

reasons, the near universal acceptance of

Zionist mythology on Palestine has begun

UlVt ,
aurally we have also witness-

ed the concomitant increase in the use- of

tcononn. "i sad personal slander

such as the terms "anti Semite" and "self

hating 1<

Sadly, this UIIIWIlM the UMass campus

has been far from unsullied by these grot. -

que intimidation tactics in an effort to sti

He the growing questioning of the Zionist

Myth. Threats of economic coercion have

made against this newspaper, and

ral persons have been accused, unjust

ly and outrageously, of anti-Semitism, in

eluding a distinguished faculty member

and a leading student journalist One of the

many .Jewish critics of Israel on campus

has recently written of the appalling ac

diOfU made against him of treachery

and self hatred The epithet "anti-

Semite.'' when applied to critics of Israel

or Zionism, rests on a fundamental

misrepresentation: that Judaism and

Zionism are equivalent. Nothing could be

further from the truth. Judaism is a

religion, a tremendous cultural heritage,

and the very identity of a great people

Judaism and the Jewish people are to be

from Western interests in 1972

By 1979. Saddam Hussein replaced the

ailing Abu-Bakr as President of Iraq The

Ba'ath had made formidable stride- m
redistributing wealth in Iraq, and impmv
ing peoples' li\ •

A dramatic land reform act broke the

power of feudal landlords, slums were

rebuilt, and a prosperous middle cla

emerged Oil wealth fueled a host of

development projects and primal \ school

enrollment doubled Secular law- permit-

ted women to enjoy relative emancipation

But war toon erupted again Saddam
Hussein had expelled Ayatollah Khomeini

from Iraq in 1978, fearing the resurgence

nt Shia fundamentalism The Ayatollah

wore revenge, and rode into power as the

Iranian revolution deposed tin Shah.

Saddam feared the new 1^ public.

and in a catastrophic miscalculate'

tacked Iran. The war ended in I

* a million
j

ighl ot th.- m mtinued i

development ; and ii

I

Th> • 11 knov

But let m wrest ou

irrational ban ill,

the

month «ne Bo »l

tli.

a , type Littli inderstood in tl

.rth - the Latin American word CtmdUte

man.rut tnd

rewd But a/*v patriot

am huild. i

The dogs of war r

terns of h

will not be a Hed t'hnstma- tor the

tps dip'

un
r-atip Dustuiur tan Staff.

accorded the full respect and admiration of

all otheri

Zionism is a political ideology and ought

to be fully debated SJ such, without the

threat of unwarranted slander The fact

that many of Zionism s most intractahi.

critics in the We-t have been Jewish is a

r mdiiation of the total invalidity of th

-ordid equation: it is an outrage. When
we crit icize the policies of the state of Israel

we are not criticizing anyone's ethnicity,

i.ligion, or culture, although we may well

be criticizing their political ideology, which

• rtainlv fair game

The repeated and indiscriminate net of

the slur "anti Semite" suggests that it has

great value for the Zionists. It is a shock-

ing charge, for which no evidence is need

ed to raise suspicion and gal it

disseminated, which is highly damaging.

and which is difficult to disprove Against

the faint hearted and the weak kneed it

sometimes works
While no one on this campus has. as far

as I am aware, criticized in print Jewish

culture or religion, or Jews as a group

(unlike Palestinians who have been

described as a "mass," as opposed to a "peo^

pie"!, still the accusations fly like confet

ti The disgraceful tactics that extreme

Zionist- have employed when faced with

unanswerable and fully justified criticism,

conomic boycott and slander, are now

emerging on this very campus. Because

they are so utterly unacceptable and

groundless they have not succeeded and

they will not. I, for one. am unimpressed.

In their futile and pathetic attempt to st i

fie free expression and debate, these

thought police are diminishing the value

of the term "anti-Semite" and throwing the

credibility of those who raise the issue

legitimately into doubt. Since we all know

that anti Semitism is very real and that it

is hardly unknown in America, what will

real anti-Semites be called when they

resurface, as they are bound to?

There is a technical term for what the ex

treme Zionists are doing, it is called "cry

ing wolf." It is outrageous, ineffectual and

unwise.

Hussein Ihish is a UMass student.

Lexicon ofcommon usage
This fxine h.

„,hl % (,t' > With a

stunning nn I

the once >qualid world
• ions into U Nea World

Order, a golden age of collective securi

rminoiogu-

The great moral

I the Waal under the visional-)

Ronald -the

il empire and its Red

Tsars, has laid the groundwork for this

hl> paradise, tl ' of which we

herald with this mod.-l Bjta political

lexicon

TWA Staff

The World Europe, Japan and North

Amerii
VVor-e than Hitler Any Third World

opponent of i' s hegemony.
World Order Latest BtagC of

colonialism
Cnllertue Setur,/ ay

The United Nation* Britain. Un
Soviet Union, Kim ind

China

Ih-htCnsi* Mugging and Inciting D

of the planet, then forcing the victim-

to pa\ tor the crime. Environmental

ConSCfOttSJ Preventing the

aforementioned victims from building

factories to meet debt payment

usinu these verv factories to grow fat

and pollute the planet'

Smiet Unkm\ Collapsing, decadent n

mains ofthe Tsarist Bolshevik Colonial

Empire,
Perestroika: Complete economic and

social collapse of the Sonet I'nmn

Our way (<t life Gasoline at $1.26 per

gallon.

Regional Hegemon. Emerging na

tional entity that is not acceptable to the

World.

\.-,r i
'

h of

Mid-East ruling cliques crooks? united

in the pursuit n and the

he

von.v

anytinn

hut thousand-
round in

nnebu nk p< >rt

Anti-Semite, Criti

poll'

.1. wi.-hcritu of I-.

state poli<

Inadrertent Anti-Semitism Tl

mention of Israel in a !es> than

adulatory cont>\t

Torism I -tinian

statement- hv snyoM whoevea <

lv resembles en Arab.

itimatt Kuwait.

Its of British col-

iahor.r I 10,000 ma •

eh of whom enj imily, 2.2 m
'- l BMW and the blood of

thousands of four I

ToifSheratnn A VK ink} 6 itai I

in Saudi A iforemen

tinned camp out

mewhert m the Saudi dt ind

smitten. I ridden, camoufiai

tent where IS teenagers camp out

Construciivt Engagement. Arcane and

tiresome theory constructed to protect

South African White- from effective

sanctions while legitimizing their OSS

against sforamentioned regional

hegeman*
\i .,< i tmsuuent Ally. Rabid, im-

perious, haughty British ex Prime

Minister, most at home on Halloween

night.

Who allowed these guys tO print this

gurha^e' Commonly heard critique of

the lexicon and the budding

lexicographei

[to be continued . . .1

Submitted by the Third World

Desk
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ARTS&LIVING
Two new offerings

. .. • _A n-t oi « V

By CHRIS MUTHER
Collegian Staff

Beharior
Pet Shop Boys
EMI

Bona Drag
Morrissey
Sire

The Pet Shop Boys have returned to the

dance floor after a two year hiatus, but is

the dance floor ready for their return?

The first single. "So Hard" is a return to

the Boy's familiar techno-dance style, with

a pounding, driving back beat, while Neil

Tennant wails "U you give up your affairs

forever. 1 will give up mine

Infortunatelv. Tennant 's weak voice

shows no signs of improvement on this

nd to make matters worse,

big voice is showcased more on this album

than previous record-

Other than the first single, the album is

nan mellow and "adult contemporary

that, anything the Pet Shop Boys have

done befo!

I like "Being Boring and My Uc

. r Symphony" **» the Bo>' s at the,r

melancholy worst, drowning in depression

d swirling lyi* rs.

In the past, the best Pet Shop Boy's

records contrast Chris Lowe's pounding,

dramatic synthesizers against Tennant s

dull wail. This time the music suits Ten-

nant's voice, and the album comes across

as dull and unimpressive.

If depressing is what you're looking for

- look no further. The Master of Misery,

The Demon of Depression - Morrissey

has returned.

Bona Drag, his first "new" album in two

years, is a collection of singles and B-sides

he has released since his last album, Viia

Hate, with a new single, "Picadilly Place.

Highlighting the collection are brilliant

mn like "Last of the Famous Interna-

tional Playboys," and "Interesting Drug,

both released last year.

In his musical development since leaving

the Smiths, Morrissey has proven himself

a worthy contender solo as well. He takes

a variety of social ills in his music, all of

which come out with stellar results.

The hauntingly beautiful "November

Spawned a Monster" touchingly and pain

fully looks at the problems of the handicap

ped while the international hit in

teresting Drug" deals with the fur

industry.

The two stand-out tracks on the album

"Ouija Board. Cunja Board" and "Hair

dresser on Fire" make up for the rare few

tracks that fizzle out Neil Tennant (left) and Chris Ixme (right) of the Pet Shop

Photo < ourtfM KMI

Boys

and swirling synthesizers. „—._
*J. i^ill^C

Republicans file bill to prevent pre-recorded concert tours
*

. . ~ j„A«ro«««iin ff that Carl Freed, executive director of the

BOS'l< »N AP' - Two Republicans filed

a hill Monday to prevent singing gr<>

like the pop duo Milh Vanilh from giving

e nothing but Up service.

for a concert, you

,al live music in retu

. K ,. p Kevin V tleboro.)

The bill would require promoters to

disclose whether any part of a performance

..f prerecorded vocals Ticket

agents would also be required to notify

•r the headline per

ner to use pre recorded vocals Under

the hill, ticket agents could be fined up to

$5,000 and promoters up to $50,000 for

violations

Hopefully, the Milli Vanilh bill will

keep other pretenders from mouthing it in

Massachusetts." Poiner said.

H,p William Vernon, <R Mansfield),

whose House district hosts the Great

Performing Arts Center, also said

he favors the legislation.

It ' s t ime to stop the phoney road

Vernon said "We should make sure that

fans get what they're paying for when they

go to a concert."

Fabrice Moran and Rob Pilatus recently

lost a Grammy award after revealing that

they did not sing their own vocals The

longhaired Milli Vanilli team had won

best new artist honors in Februa

Their album sold seven million cop

Similiar legislation has been offered in

New York and New Jersey, before th<

lation that Moran and Pilatus WOTS

miming their act.

No action was taken on the legislation in

,. ltn . York's bill would haw

gOM further than the proposed legislation

in Massachusetts and New Jersey, requir

ing disclosures in advertisements.

Carl Freed, executive director of the

North American Concert Promo-

Association, said lip syncing has btONM
more prevalent in live acts because per

formers are expected to do complicated

dance routines.

That makes it more difficult for them

to perform live \ • d said

Instead of forcing promoters and ticket

>ellers to disclose lip syncing. Freed said

the artists should tell their fans what they

do in their performm
We don't know that it's lip syncing un

til they re on stage." Freed said.
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The ®@dl^SIJi)®|p>
I NNCDY \? ' JOHN ADAMS 19

& 10TMAN GYM

sign up for fiQTffig Semester
for only

(A 10% SAVINGS!)
and receive a

L£5^_inJL^rsi^sJjan Mcmb^LSliiji

(A $15.00 VALUE!!)

Come get Nautilu? Hydraf itness®

Nordic Track® Stairc limbers

Treadmills, Bikes, &
Unlimited Aerobics Classes

for less than $3 00/week!!
Sign Up Today

at any SOW SHOP Location!!

ARE YOU
PREGNANT
* IN NEED OF HELP?
Birthright Can Help

• FINEf MEGNAXO TCSTM6

%mm On Wn*H
$•• vfcai WMf •*•

ft—. Co.>«<*»n»*. C#tng

S
549-1906MM

Cwriag* Shop*

Moving
Off-Campus?

Check out

CLIFFSIDE
APARTMENTS

Affordable. Quiet &
Convenient

1 & 2 Bedrooms
from $40G7month

ALL UTILITIES
INCLUDED

5 miles to UMASS
On Sunderland Bus

Route

Pool, Tennis & More

Furnished Apartments

also available

I
Ask about our free rent

special

1248 Amherst Rd(Rt 116)

Sunderland 665-3958

Flying Christmas elf

collides with car
QUINCY. M.iM AP - A parachutist dressed as a

Christmas elf lost control and landed on a moving car

( ,n Saturday in front of thousands of spectators at a

Christmas festival.

RnlK-rt G Humphr.v of Holhrook was carried by a

wind squall from his intended target. Faxon Field, and

landed on a moving car nearby.

More than 1,000 spectators were gathered to watch

the annual Christmas parachute jump, sponsored by

the Quincv Christmas Festival Committee.

Police said Humphrey was falling at about 30 miles

an hour when he hit the car and bounced into the

street

Humphrey was taken to Quincy Hospital with a

broken knee, a broken leg and bruises. He was resting

comfortably Sunday, hospital officials said.
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EDITORIAL/OPINION
less otherwise noted

is page are those idual wntei or caitoomst

Black Santa brings insight Yes, Virginia, there is a Sania Claus ...

But there's ho Milli Vanilli f

There he was, sitting amidst the other San-

ta Claus figurines. He looked "jolly and

plump," just like all of the other dolls. But

he stood out.

He was Black. A Black Santa Claus.

Meredith O'Brien

I had always envisioned the mythical St.

Nick to look just like he does in all of those

whimsical Christmas specials - White. I

never really thought of Santa Claus look

ing any differently.

I just took it for granted, like assuming

that Rudolph's nose is red, that candy

canes are always red and white striped and

'..hat those annoying elves are short and

obnoxious.

(Much like most people assuming Christ

was White.)

But there he was. looking like any other

happy old Santa, with his list of good little

boys and girls and a bagful of toys spilling

out onto the floor. I could not take my eyes

off of him. He was, unfortunately, unique.

I should not have made such a big deal

about it I wished it had simply been run

of the-mill to see all different types of San

tas. But it wasn't.

Why was this the first time I had ever

seen a Black Santa Claus? Was it because

everyone in the American culture just

assumed he was White, or was it that

retailers are too closed-minded to ever

think of creating a Black Santa Claus?

Even in the popular myths and fairy tales

many of us were brought up with, almost

all of the characters are White - Johnny

Appleseed, Goldilocks, Cinderella, even the

color of the Easter bunny is traditionally

white.

What do young Black children think

when they see a lily White Santa? Do they

assume that's just the way the story goes,

that Santa is White? Does it bother them,

or their parents? Or are they simply used

to being Black in a society that only shows

the White point of view?

After 1 thought about it for a while, I

realized that the rarity of finding that

Black Santa Claus was a reflection of what

we see all around us.

Just watching television for an hour or

so - and I'm not talking about when the

Cosby show is on - you can really see how

images of White people and White concerns

are repeated over and over again.

Very few, if any, commercials include

Black people or Black families. Almost

every television show, except for a small

handful - Cosby, A Different World, Lw-

tng Color, Family Matters, Arsento Hall -

is predominantly about concerns of White

people, starring White actors and actresses.

Flipping through the newspapers and

magazines you will most likely see photos

of young. Black men in handcuffs being

hauled off to jail, arrested on drug cha-

Rarely do you see prominent, positive

stories about a Black person or group

eluding popular sports figures and th«

Black superstars i. You hardly ever see a

happy feature photo of anyone Black, or

anvone non-White for that matter

It is a White soa.u That iaCOOStantlj

proven in even I llleal littlt* example

of the lone Black Santa Claus doll Hi

there, all alone, surrounded by hi- B

popular White counterpart

But I liked that Santa I

charac*.

H. -a isn't like all ot the oth-

Meredith O'Brien is « Calle|

columnist

Anti-porn zealots miss the mark
* ......... <•_ -fc~ nirk« un a hardcore porno magazine or Sim

I certainly deserve the cold, hateful glares I get from

demonstrating groups of feminists After all. I have

male sex organs and my mind is obviously ruled by

them My girlfriend, on the other hand, wears fishnets

[lUtiii of the radicals uniform, and is. therefore, just

as surely a slave.

Though suburban rednecks in pickup trucks and jock

wannabees in bitthin' Camaros confidently assert as

thev drive by that I am a "punk faggot' .
or in some

cases of extreme false identity, a 'dyke." If their v,

s.on is sufficiently impaired, it seems that the warriors

for womyn's [sic] rights have me pegged as one ot the

infamous Nazi Youth we hear so much about but see

so little of.

Matt Heffernan

.

This they yell and scream and spray paint upon the

onlv alternative record and video stores in Northamp

ton. proclaiming for all to hear "We know what ft*

do to women!" ,

So far as we can tell, this was all about the por

nography killing women" witch hunt

Its true that the stores in question sell many types

of material, from the classics in film and music. toLFs

made by the likes of G.G. Allen, or films produced by

John Waters. Some of these artists promote ideas that

do degrade women (and men, by the way), but they are

the only places in the area that stock^"^"V01?
of the arte that are not the exploitive pop (luff which

you will find at, say, the mall or certain big chain

Sal say to our social activists, wouldn't the mall-

patriarchal consumerist repression on parade - be a

better target for civil disobedience? Have ye not the

^Ot is your crusade against material you don't like

limited to small business without private security and

TgVi
Ve
th^uch of the material we are bombarded

with develops an unhealthy view of gender roles and

lex However, it is us, being subjected to the satura-

tion of exploitive, heterosexist propaganda (so

prevalent as to be invisible), that makes our society

so repressive and maladjusted. A rapist is not someone

who picks up a hardcore porno magazine or slasher

movie and becomes instantaneously corrupted.

The real problem with the male view of pornography

!s that he does not laugh out loud upon teeing

ridiculous interpretation of sexual activity that is taken

so seriously. .

Yes it is true that the corporate bloc has indoc-

tnnated this country with constant sexual imagery and

aaaociation However, it is only the repression of this

sexual energy that gives the advertisement its power

The high pressure sales of sex are almost counter

balanced bv the taboos, insecurity, fear, and conformity

of proclivities that are just as deliberately forced upon

lift

Why else would it be so necessary for people to release

sexual tension bv buying things? How else could it be

possibly profitable to use sex to sell toothp..

What we do need is for the people who supposedly

stand for liberation to help Jesse Helms give mor. U

licit appeal to something people shouldn t need to look

at anvwav There is nowhere to safely draw the I.

with "regard to censorship. One stupid slasher movie

legislated off the shelves, and next thing you know any

non-religious or non purely decorative art will be

Pornography does not mathematically ''«\"d

violence against women. People letting the president

of NBC define their view of sex results in all manners

of societal dysfunction.

The only solution I can see, that preserves the First

Amendment, is to use creativity instead of cheap

slogans and blackballing. We need to open up sex for

intelligent and honest discussion in order for it to be

understood, instead of merely trying to hide it and

pretending there isn't a problem.

Why not compete with the media monopoly and

underground snuff films?

Instead of sounding like McCarthy and saying

•That's bad. Burn that!." produce or support the

manufacturing of material, (even erotica) that promotes

what you think projects a healthy sexual image.

Instead of fighting to choke off our free speech, in-

cluding you own, why not give people a chance to learn

something? Being called "Femi Nazis by those inclin

ed to support you is obviously not going to improve your

image, nor bring you closer to achieving your goal.

Matt Heffernan is a UMass student

value your opinion!

A big gray mess
ft**? WattS to be rewritten or feffQti

thoM in power Rather than using the

tool for tear** J*f~;
past" becomes a euphemism for a forged h:

justificat.on tor ehooaiafl to act in a certain Jjay
in the

pt in terms of desiring sh-

g
Saddam Huaaaia &W » " Hl '

Bush admi: M for annexing Kuw, er mind

that Kuwait was a part ol historical Iraq before British

colonization. Never mind that lb -taa annex

ed" Texas and conducted a civil war to re annex the

th The I'n.ted States did not b< nvolved m

World War II until the Japanese attacked the \

It was not Hitler s "annexat. that made him

,1 Nor was it Hitler > -evil" that caused an Am.

entrance into the mm *• -tered the war when •

perceived a direct threat to our national security - «ra

were attacked bv the Japanese Tl 'kl««

over the Pacit 00 &• western front, economic re.

tlons with Euro, baing thrown into •^MWOlL

\ctuallv. Hitler become much more evil after thi war

_ when the truth about the Jews and the Slavic prisoners

of war became known and dramatized^ So far we don t

know much •» except that he made the deci-

sion to annex Kuwait

Lots of countries annex 00> • P^W
adjacent count which they have some sort of

hi torical claim. Turkey invaded Cyprus. China
,

movad

into Tibet and so on. So why is Hussein being called a

Hitler' Why is Bush making this really faulted hist o

analogv' Because he needs public opinion on his side to

justify his decision to protect the interests of the US oil

industry And apparently, he realizes the plain simple

truth is not enough to get the American people to buy t

So under the guise of "history" Bush is trying to whip

up sentiment against Iraq's Hussein.

I'm sure if we could see an accurate history of some of

Bush's past actions, there would be plenty of things that

would cause us some moral unease. But I wouldn t say

Hussem is another Hitler either. I think we need to

understand that th.s i. a war about oil Pure and simple

5 h not a black and wh.te situation with two clear U* I

- Good vs Evil. It's one big gray mess.

We need to ask ourselves if we think it is legitimate t<>

send young men over to d.e for our economic interest in

oil That's the honest question. And while we re at it we

mign want to think about why days after I-q inva-

sion of Kuwait. Bush lobbyists killed a Senate bill that

would have nearly doubled the fuel efficiently of domestic

automobiles and eliminated American dependence on

foreicn oil hv the year 2000.

For me - this war ,s about profits of a few
•

„ch men

who own oil refineries and who. incidentally, helped Bush

get elected. I think its a shameful situation and 1 hope

we do not allow ourselves to be duped by Bush s use of

false historical analogies. I support a peaceful solution to

the Middle East crisis.

Trystan Skeigh is a Collegian staff member
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*^Jbhr.$on, you dio+

Feb. 22, 1952: Veterinarians attempt

the first skunk de-scenting operation.

DOONESBURY

Well, I guess I'll have the ham and eggs."

By GARRY TRUDEAU

ACROSS
1 Throat of a bird

5 Cougar

9 Slippers

14 Anthropologist

Claud*—Strauss

15 At a distance

16 Flat out

17 Novelist

Kmgsley —
18 Word with

bound or

bottom

19 River to the

Bay ol Biscay

20 Hodgepodge
22 Mexican beach

resort

23 Dallied

24 Vaudeville s

Eddie

25 Go to the mat

with

28 Symbol on a

stall

32 Pastoral people

o< Kenya
35 Sudan s

neighbor

36 Exceptional

37 Hart, to Ahab

38 — about that*

39 New Zealand

beds
40 Adam s third

son
4

1

Seeing red

42 Credit

43 Low card

44 "— child is law

ol lace'

46 High mountain

pass
47 Oxford anchors

50 Evasive action

54 Decorative trim

57 Slip

58 Somewhat, m
music

59 rwry tale

character

60 Charter-

is hero.

with The

61 Token taker

62 Shot on the ice

63 Early American

home

64 Circus cover

65 Fall mo

DOWN
1 Quahog
2 Send
3 Dispatch boat

4 Irresolute

5 March
6 Vehicles tor

ETs7

7 Aircraft speed

measure
8 Flood retuge

9 Asian peninsula

1 Inlormed

11 Secular

12 Beige

1

3

Noticed

21 Excellence

22 Dorm resident

24 Imperfect

26 Sheridan s The

lor Scandal

27 Rose leature

28 Intersect

29 Rules

30 Pennsylvania

port

31 Ending with

slug or song

32 Marina sight

33 Declare

34 Surfeit

39 Portable boat

41 Atmospheric
pollution

45 Author ol "Little

Women'
46 — blanche

48 Symbolic bud
49 Particle

50 Relish

51 Dies —
52 Enthrall

53 Tract

54 Function

55 Sacred article

56 Withheld

58 Attention-

getter
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DOONESBURY By GARRY TRUDEAU

LUNCH
Seafood Pnmavera
CNcken Cutlet

BASICS LUNCH

Tofu Pnmavera
Chcken Cutlet

DINNER
Gnled Cheese

Roost Beef

BASICS DINNER

Grilled Cheese
Hurnus Veggie Pocket

BUT 7P3S I OCT STRPftBC ftft*7

•<, J- W-* can we
group' \ '-;. m '

YOUR DAILY HOROSCOPE
By JEANE DDCON

CALVIN AND HOBBES

A IpT Of PEOPLE DOHT

HWe PWNCiPUES. BUT J DO'

By BILL WATTERSON

TANGELO PIE
By TIM SNIFFEN

ARIES (March ?1 Apr* 19) Une*

pectea devetopr^ents make you

see o relationship m a new fcgrvt

Maritotn your sett -control Check

sate merchandise carefuty Marital

hes deepen when you become
more considerate

TAURUS Aprtl 20-May ?0) Cons

g reveofc a tack of self-

confidence Vou do not hove to

worry about bemg left out m the

cc*3 loyal o*esw# aid your cause

»pth studies are m superficial

surveys ore out

OIMINI (May 21 June 20) Alow

your creative urges free expression

Married couples ond business part-

ners should guard ogomst outside

interference Adopt a put your

cords on the table pofccy m
romance

CANCER (June 21-July 22) A job ef

fictentiy performed could come to

the attention of those who hand

out promotions Take special pains

to avoid any ptfails a predecessor

fell into Offer to assist a talented

coteogue

HO Jury 23-Aug 22) Many hands

help you do an outstandng job to-

day Vou risk making careless errors

when you attempt to do everything

by yourself Learn to trust others

Delegate routine chores

VIROO(Aug 23 Sept 22) Vou must

be sure of your information today

Verify something urusual that you

reod or hear to make certain you

have not been misinformed Do not

rush to judgement in family aftcms

LIBRA (Sepl 23-Oci 22) Grvemore

/our ftnonaai prospects

vou need to enhance your nature*

talents Put more effort rtfc

relationship 'omance w* floum*

Trust your r.tuitton when making

commitments

1 decided overl*u&-
qiv-mq, MaitmS-I u/a5 .

irW mrt +* <*° ffk!

lAeredmaly enough ,I
had a simiW revei«Tior\

Aurma ma break, ra>*i»»wJt?.

I feutucllM focusing

+ooclos«lu on at-atf""'",

missing <x*r on akker

area* of college-

So T made « iiq^aanr

change , to hoprruU^ briny

m< VMfe m TNirl WlrVt

fa pMjjsiul, 'Caff* Diem

Sidt of life.

-I'm joining Hie (oofball

-better ger-

'SrorkJion4n«f

fycholi^
paftr.

.J (Oct 23 Now 21) Do not

expect too much too soon at work

it may take you o whue to fmo your

beorings Stick with a job that pays

good woges Community service *
the key to personal tutflment

SAWTTAftlUS (Nov 22-De

The prospect of pleasures to come
has you floating on otr Put your

plans mto acton Shoay business

dealings and tricky legal

maneuvers -are best avoided

Choose trustworthy oHes

CAPRICORN (Dec 22-Jon 19) You

are forty certain of the amount of

work you must do now Pod up your

sleeves and dig mi Group ente?

prises can be surprisingly lucrative

Find out more about a special

project

AQUARIUS . Jan 20-Feb 18) Moke

your intentions known to close

associates Vou are now cerio

which direction you must chart your

course A dream may prove pro-

phetic Get together with old friends

later in the week

PISCES (Feb 19 March 20) Work is

the best antidote for those feeling

at loose ends Take steps to

regulate your spending Keep
abreast of new developments m
your field so that you can compete

more effectively
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tost ai PROTECT YOUR EYES

Now Playing

MEMPHIS BELLE

Mon-Thurs
One Show 7:30

Fri-Sun

7.00 and 9:00

Student Discount w/I.D

COMPLETE OPTOMETRY EXAM
same day discounted fee

University Health Services

EYE CARE PROGRAM
Convenient Hours and Convenient

on-campus location

For appointments or questions call

549-2671

$2 off
per hour

Mac Rental

$2 off per bout on self-service Macintosh* computer

time rental One coupon per customer Not valid with

any other offer. Expires 12 $1

a
a mV&>?®n

-----IT"— „-—— - :=-d

I

Open 24 Hours*
253-2543
North Pleasant Street

omCarriaj

kinko's
the copy center i

n
i

i

i

i

i

i

i

i

i

i

i

ised Saturday midnight until Sunday noon

Nov
The 1991 MCAT
Be Prepared.

Kaplan Is.

Free
Information
Seminar

Date: November 28

Time: 7:00 pm

For more information
or to RSVP:

Stanley H. Kaplan Educational Center

358 N. Pleasant St.

Amherst, MA 01002
549-5780

Now's the

time to call. .

.

I North Amherst
Motors

7» Old Sur.d«Hnd Rd., No Ai.ihtnt

549-2880

Expert Repairs and
Reconditioning

Most UnfOf Ct*ai Csras Accopfa

STAY

OM

ft STANLEY H. KAPLAN
Xm Take Kaplan OrTakc Vuir Chances

tooden
Paw
Sin Jose.C R
Bangfto*

Hong Kong
Tokyo

IN
MB
101
879

m
Studtnt FacuHy Ftt

Taies not mciwJe«1 Re

tions apply Pare* suOjert to

change On* way* avartabki

Work/Study abroad programs

international student and
>" 10

EURAtL PASSES ISSUEO ON
THE SPOT'

I Free student travel catalogue

Council T

CLASSIFIEDS
THE CC

ADVERTISE!!

IF VOU HAVE A BUSINESS CA«0
and you want • cheap way to advertee your

smaM buwrwM. can the Collesjan Its

perfect lor student oroanuationsi
and an

trepeneura as we» Rom every Monday

Cost $20
Call ttie Coeagian at 5*5-3500

ACTIVITIES

25 i CLUB Soc.al/G«neral

Meeting Thursday. 7PM, ti/29 D«cussac-

ttvrtes sociati/e Into call Randy S**?'^
St contribution requesled At Lfiaoao

r«B*M

COME MAKE YOUR OWN SUNDAE at

H.MpI s Study break m Dukes room SUB
Tues Nov 27 at 9PV FREE'

SPRING BREAK TRAVEL FAIR-

Don't miss it
1

Feb 14 199'

ANNOUNCEMENTS

BED AND BREAKFAST downtown ideal

g parents Iripnds M9 0733

FAST FUNORAISING PROGRAM
$1000 m just one week
Earn up to $1000 for your campus organiza-

tion Plus a chance at $6000 more' This pro-

gram works' No investment needed Call

1 800 932 0528 Ext 50

OPEN THE DOOH
to i

' n0
challenging ca'ee'

Let CIGNA Corporation

snow you how
as we discuss

Artuanal career opportunities

To learn more about this challenging t.eld

plan to attend a meeting at which actuaries

will discuss career opportunities at CIGNA

Members ot all classes are welcome limited

summer mlern and tull-ttme positions m
both Connecticut and Philadelphia are

available Pizza S refreshments will be serv

ed Dress is casual
Date November 28, 1990

Time 7 00 9 00PM
Place Mather Career Center

VO' THE UNIVERSITY PLAVERS are go

ing to vo»* tonight on our spring show

Coma and vote everyone's wetcoma Starts

AUTO FOR SALE

ENTERING MARINE CORPS- lommg

desert shield Must sell 84 Chev Cavaiwr

Red Auto AM'FM good condition

$1500Vbest Mika 8-7296

PURCHASING A USED CAR? Having your

car repaired 7 Do you know your rights 7

Contact the Legal Services Center 922

Campus Center 545-1995

FOR A GOOO TIME CALL.

RACK-A-OISC the best entertainment DJ s

video bands, dorm/house specials call

586 9900 anytime

FOR RENT

1 BEDROOM IN PRESIDENTIAL
available 22 Dec
Call 549 5977

2 BEDROOM N AMHERST apt available

Jan 1st to May
option to renew lease

Free heat 549-0383
Call now'

GREAT SINGLE ROOM in Amherst

•ile Jan May. on bus route $275

ONE BEDROOM APT Amherst cente-'

Ouiei 256-1681 Matt/Kathleen

Available Jan 1

ROOM IN FAMILY HOME, m Florence

No smoking/pets $200fmon!h

CaH 586 7766 after 3 30PM

SINGLE ROOM IN APARTMENT
Center of Northampton

7 minutes to bus
$185
Available Jan 1

Call Lisa 585 8745

SINGLE ROOM IN HOUSE
S14A/month & on bus n

Can 253-9851

TWO BEOROOM TOWNHOUSE Apl

availSDts beginning Januarv 1 Localed on

bus route $725 00 a month We'P buy you

a keg CaH 549 1292

FOR SALE

• FUTONS •

' at the rmrn-me.lt
-

• November 27 30
'

• UMass Student Union •

Lowest prices guaranteed
• Buy now or reserve

*

• tor ne«t seme
• Metawampe Furniture

• 256-0646
*

FOUND

A SET OF KEYS with Corona key holder

Found between village pk and career ctr

If yours call Roy 549 4049

GIFTS

HOLIDAY SHOPPING m
UMass m.n. mall Nov 27 30 in !he Student

Union Ballroom Lots of great items tor the

right pnee

HELP WANTED

AMUSEMENT parks holiday n

Dtsneyland 6 flags ar« hiring Great tun

and get paid too' Reserve position by call

ing 1-805 682 7655 ext K 1370

ADDRESSERS WANTED immediately' No
experience necessary Excellent pay' Work

at home Call toll tree I 800-395-3283

EARN $300 TO $500 per week reading

books at home Call t-615-473-7440 Ext

B2S1

INTELLIGENCE JOBS All branches US
Customs DEA etc Now hiring Call

1-806-687-6000 E«1 K 9616

SPRING BREAK IN Cancun or Bahamas
Irom $299 00' Includes air 7 nights hotel,

cruise, beach parties tree lunch and much

more' Celt 1-BOO-Beech it

WANTED Entrepreneurs looking to make

$10 000 next summer operating their own

franchises ot college pro painters informa-

tion session Wednesday November 20th

at 4PM in the Campus Center room 801

CaH l -800-346-4649 for more mto

INSTRUCTION

EARN CREDIT SCUBA DIVING

2 credit base and advanced courses ottered

both semesters at Curry Hicks pool

2 credit sport courses to Key Largo during

interaesston spring break and end o»

August .

Register for ad courses through the General

Physical Education Department

Further information at Curry Hcks pool

Monday through Thursday 7PM 10PM or

call Protect Deep 549 8401

KNOW YOUR RIGHTS!

DO YOU HAVE QUESTIONS it, •

rights 7 Do you think you' have

been violated 7 Find out' Contact the .

Services Center 922 Campus Center

545-1995

LOST

GOLD ROPE BRACELET lost
r^ :

men

iai value Reward I found Pleasr

546-7167

PEARL NECLACE 1 1/19 Herter or FAC"

Please please can 256-0004 Thank you'

MY WHITE SILK SCARF on Campus 1 1/15

between SBA and Marcus H found please

call 60439

PERSONALS

APO PLEDGES- * Jay! "'• the cab-n

weekend ft initiation Remember to dress

warm « can get pretty «** up there Set

psyched' Your P Tramer

BRANOYWINE HICK
Wanna go lo NE semt-tormei

Nov 30
From the Brook Hie*

JONES. How many Big Mac s did you eai

ihet day7 Mac baby'

JUDY
You are my light my tile, my love Thank

you tor the best birthday ever

iTequiero'
MM

MELISSA.
Thanks for being the best big sister

l love you'
Bonnie

RACHEL HOPKINS is twenty years OW
Happy Birthday Love Alan

SCOTT- 220 Qreenough
Happy Birthday

iimost decembe'i

M

TO THE BEST D2 b-y neHrrs at S East Si

you re the best' Love your little sisters

TO THE CUTE GIRL
dislu '

'•'

Respond here'

RIDE WANTED

RIDE NEEDED FRl 11 30 -

Univ Syracuse or anywhere In belwee'

Please call Lisa 253 7317

veso ^rrvi

FEMALE NOWSMOKER warned «0

->49 003a tor December 1

ROOMMATES WANTED

2 ROOMS FOR RENT m house Take ovei

first week in Jan 262/month plus unices

On bus route Large room maybe used as

double (rent nego) Call 256-8979

FEMALE ROOMMi
1st $187 50 heel

Anne 54SV4259

SERVICES

HOLiOAY BOOKING setting out' Campus
Travel on Campus 545-08C©

PREGNANT 7

Need a pregnane , ?<•$' .nlormation or Sup-

port7 CaH tor tree <
>rv*es

ALTERNATIVES*!'-'. <mplon

586 3000 or Greenfield area 774 6010

PROFESSIONAL PAPERS. INC

Computerized research librae,

levels $ topics Can 4 research mto MC
Visa Amen 1-800-4472431 10635 Santa

Monica Btvd I 201) W Los Angeles CA
90025

SUBLET

I WANT TO SUBLET your ro

January Can Michete 546-0098

NEED A ROOM FOR INTERSESSION'
Single available « Norm Amfterat Mouse at

bus Stop CaH Sue 549 6446

TRAVEL

CHRISTMAS. SPRING BREAK. SUMMER
TRAVEL FREE
cruiseship iobs Can i 80^-Rj

F 1426

WAKEN BAKE"! SPRING BRt
JAMAICA/CANCUN ^ROV S449"' BOO*
EARLY AND SAVE $30 TRAVEL WITH

THE BEST 1 W>

TYPING

TYPING'WORD PROCESSING
6658770

WORDPROCESSING REPORTS,
Resumes Theses Graphics Laser Prin-

ting Call Rosemary 259-1786
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Vermont catapults over Minutewomen in opener, 82-61

Hoopsters out-distanced by first-half, all UVM players scored

By C.REG SUKIENNIK
Collegian Staff

The Ladv Catamount.- of Vermont jumped out to an ear

!v 15-8 lead in the first four minutes and never looked

k mauling the University <
lacausetts women 1

ketball
• 82-61 Sunday afternoon in Burlington,

The Ladv Catamounts, led h> a 20 point, 17-rabound per

formano nter Sheri Turnbull, out rebounded

UMasi IT 28 including a 20-6 margin on the offensive

•d> and a 21 I3advanl *
a,r,li, 'nt 's

broke into the scoring column I Mas- hevburn

McCusker had ltf points and 10 boards, now 0-1.

We got easy shota We just couldn't convert, explain

ed I'M.. • Kath> Hewelt of the Minutewomen i >> B

percentage Ninety five percent of our

>hm> ware 15 feet and in

yVBTspn orced 27 turnovers, encoui

ing easv baskets, according to Hewelt.

While UMass' full-court press forced 24 turn- - M

K,u ,. Kelson and Sue Mai -and were particular-

, the half court game.
'

"They were *:"<h1 shooters, and when they drove on us.

..U-m.ev .: : Hewelt said K.

NFL newsflash:

Winners do lose
IT MST OVER TILL MILL! \.\SILU SIS'

- banner hung at Milwaukee County Stadium din-

ing Green Bay Tampa Ba

umba! The battle ol the unhe 'at WM
supposed to occur M night will now be. the

battle of th< but whoops-sen «• *N ^

fell to the Eagles from Philly and the dream

from San Fran lost to the. no. this can t be. the

true. There is no reason to get upset

though, these teams are still 10 1 and the upcoming

I of December will still prove to be pret

•v darn sick Who do yon take' Keeping in mind I

l 'he ill be in the Bay Area, the cash has I

with the 49ers But. the Giants are my favorite team

in the NFC Th- be old. but they aren't dead

s on the J.nts 'and I am willing to ghrt

pour

finished with 16 points, while Marsland added 11.

Vermont, leading 48-34 at halftime, k*pt right on at

tacking in the second while UMass shot a scant 23.8 per-

cent *5 2D, effectively ending the game-

'We did well what I expected we'd do well, and didn't

do what I expected we wouldn't." added [Welt "We had

problems handling the ball, we didn't knock down open

jumpers, and were not committed enough in our reboun-

1

'\Vhat CMass did well, said Hewelt. was play solid

defense and keep their intensity all game long

•i liked the way we pla\ <d / lb said. "It was much bet

ter than anything we did last year
"

Hewelt was particularly impressed with the play ot

guards Trish Hessel and GIo, urea Hewelt noted

that Hessel only turned the ball over twice in 31 minutes

of playing time, and played mtelligently. Hessel scored

14 points, including two three point field goals.

Nevare/ worked well for CMass in 24 minutes of play-

ing time, acording to Hewelt.

"She played tough defense and forced some tun.

.he said. "That's what it's going to take for us."

Turnbull. a freshman making her first vanity start,

slaved a big game for the I ...iv Catamount She went

7 for 11 from the field and 6-for 8 from the free throw line

1

1 ^nagged as many offensive rebounds (6) as UMass did

all gam-

"She had good positioning on he. n bounds ' Hewelt

noted. "She played a smart game."

T V .ntcourt didn't fare as well. Though M.

led the team in scoring and rebounding, and hit six of

ht foul shots, she went 5 for 17 from the field in what

Hewelt said was an unchara C performance,

it seemed like Kevburn « a- trying to hard, she said

Her -hot selection was good but. at the same time, she

-t niggled." Meanwhile Wines' Kim Kristotik was

saddled with foul trouble early on. and eventually fouled

out playing Only 21 minutes. She finished with ~

points, while Jenny Moran scored 10. going a perfe.

of six from the foul !in<

The Giants and tin nly division

leaders to tal 'ting this past weekend The now

9 2 Chicago ook a pounding from the 54$ Min

ta Vikings 41 13 The Vikings scored on their first

;KW«esMons of the game giving them a 34-3 halftime

m even bigger Story than this though.

Herschel Walker picked up 176 all purpose yards in

dud ; \ard kickoffteturn.lt is about time then

,iium seem to be finally wearing off.

Another iinner who was awakened from a deep

jum rK - n The veteran back ru-h

ed for 143 against what seem- to

be his f n to run against, the Beng

year. Dukerson piled up 18 linst Cincinnati.

y r] ,
him into fifth on the all time

TD list with 83 Now, ifbe can get some blocking every

week like he did this past Sunday, maybe he can start

me serious yard- again.

The Stealers moved into a t ie tor first in the AFC (

tral division • ith I 24 7 V over the tail spinning -let-

Bubby Brister threw a couple more interceptions but,

m The win gave Joe Walton a bit ofa hi

,i- well, showing that the offense that wasn't good

enough for New York to use. was good enough to beat

them. I am going to take -ome personal time here to

offer a praver for my favorite team: 'Please God.

pi the to the playofll Thanks for bearing

with me on that one.

Hey, Tommy Hndson finally got the starting job for

the Patriots, the rookie QB threw for a pair of 1

ran for 28 vds, and had none of hi<- 29 passe* picked

iuel think what this kid could do if he had an of

fenaive line' Depending on how this Christmai is to

the shaving industry, maybe Quick Vic Kiam can pick

up a few nasty guard ""•

Well. I am running out of space h> segue

nothing, I am going to he h from the NFL

to the NBA
The Portland Trailblazer- are now an impl 1 1

after heating the Spurs 117-103 Sunday night in

Portland The ' are on the move, up to 1" 2

| . , hi 1 mi still wondering why the hell

rid of Orlando Woolndge and Sacramento (MO) ia

planning to plav the Patriots in some sort of erased

benefit game to be held in somebody s BASEMENT.

Adios all.

fhirr SxpUa M a Collegian staff member

Collrgian fllv pbotu

Kevburn McCusker (6-17 b&) lead a meager

UMass offense against UVM with 16 point*

Purdue boils men's hoop, 64-53
_.. . tr»« I i: *•_/-

Bv ADRIENNE MATT
Collegian Staff

and The Associated Press

WKST LAFAYETTE. Ind - Bh *agk and patient ..I

I was nowhere to be found in th. frnntcourt of the

University of Massachusetts men's basketball team last

night as they dropped their season^pener to the Purdue

Boilermakers 64-.*

In over 20 seasons, Purdue has never lost a home^pe.

and UMass let that streak to continue in the Mackev

'

Fueled by their loss to St. t son <58 -56) on a last-second

three pointer Saturday, the Boilermakers lit the burne.

in the second half of the game A significant match for

Purdue was Jimmy Oliver who scored seven of his 10

points during the decisive second half rally

Topping all scorers with 21 points, Minutenian W illiam

Herndon made all eight of his field goals and all five of

his free throws.

Two of Herndons free throws gave UMaai to last lead

at 14 11 with 11:33 left m the first half Purdue scored

the next six points on a slam and a rebound basket by-

Cornel i us McNary and a short jumper from Woody Austin_

The Minutemen never came closer than 10 the rest of

the game.
It became a typical question answer type style of play

and UMass did not have all the answers Harper Williams

shut down often, underneath the net and passing in

the key Ineffective rebounding (Purdue 39. UMass 26)

hurt the Minutemen tremendously, and the Boilermakers

«ren ever-eager to capitalize

With Purdue up 24 20 at the half, the tit for tat net

§a i-hing began but Purdue always remained in control.

Harper Williams hit two free throws that allowed the

» .siting Minutemen to pull within five points, 40-35. with

9 14 left in the game. The high intensity, low scoring game

encouraged Boilermaker fans to repeat a rapid wave_The

electrified audience prompted Purdue to respond. They

exploded for 11 of the next 15 points, including a three-

pointer and two other baskets by Oliver, to make it 51-39

with 4:32 left.
,

.

Oliver dragged Tom Barhee's game through the mud,

Barhoe getting off only six points Stifled and aggravated,

Barbae fouled out with five minutes remaining

Purdue Steered clear of foal trouble, committing only

13 to UMass' 21. Within seven to 12 points of each other,

1 Mas. as well as Purdue pitched time against each other

and stalled with frequent second half timeouts

A last-ditch effort on a tre\ from Refer Giles narrowed

the gap to the 64-53 final Anton Brown also completed

a three-point goal but again Purdue conquered them in

sheer numbers. Austin completed 9 of 4 as Oliver netted

i » r 7

Assists were the more closely matched of all si

Massachusetts with 14, and Purdue with 11. Brown led

UMass in assists with nine.

Intermittantly coming off the bench. UMass' Jim at I

scored 12 minutes into the second half, totalling four

points, completing just 2 of 13 Williams was succes

..n the free throw line completing 6 of 7. John Tate

also netted six in 3^>f-4 attempts

UMass* Midwest newcomer Jeff Meyer and still

recouperating Kennard Robinson also saw some court

time.

( ollrfTian fik photo

William Herdon (8-8 5-5 21) was the only

statistically-correct Minuteman on the court at

Mackey Arena in Indiana last night.

Purdue, 64-53
Purdue (64)

White 14 14 :i. Oliver 7 15 2 2 18. McNao !

" k; '- Au*tln

(Ml !<. i-.nntet 1 2 2. St.nl.... k 1 1 OH H Rarr.lt 2 2 2. C'lvl.mn

.» i (inn T..I..I- B-a -

Massm-hu<w»ts i.VH

H.,,!,. ,h s 1 6. Hfrnrinn KH5 T, .!!. I..'. Hr..wn :
B M.l m I i:iUf> l, Robinson (KHMMI, (,ilo* 2 10 HO 5, Andi

000 0. WiUiamsll 1 n7 n M.ver 0110 Tolal- SOS! II 13 83

Halftime Ptiniu.- 14, HMMdtyMMS 20 Three-point «oaU Purdm

5 14 (Oliver 2 7, Austin It 4. Mount 2, Tntr Oil. MnssachuwUs 2 7

(BarheeO 1. Brown 1 1. Oil.* l-ftl Fouled oul Barbet- Rebound*

Purdue .'19 (Stanliack 8i. Massachusetts 26 (Tate 7» AsnisU POrdlM

II (Paint, i W, Massachusetts 14 (Bmwn 9i Total fouls Purdu. II

Massachusetts 21

A-814,123

SPORTS

No chapstick needed to-

day! It will be partly

sunny with temps in

the upper 60s.

THE MASSACHUSETTS DAILY

UM administrators plan

to spare untenured

faculty from layoffs.

Page 3.

Patriot team, players

fined $73,300 for sexual

harassment of a sports

writer. Page 12.

NOVEMBER 28, 1990

A 'Major'
victory in
England

fompHetl Bran AP aiw raparti

LONDON Tn.isurv I'hief -John Major v.-st.rday

becann- the JiWinfart senea to be fleeted England's

prime minister sine* the 19tli centur>' after his two op-

pon- iceded the race to succeed former Prime

Minister Margaret Thatcher

M.ijot finish. -d ah. ad of two rivals but fell -hurt of

the necessary majority, winning 185 votes, two less

than the simple majority required for election.

Former Defense Secretary Michael Heseltine had 131

votes and Foreign Secretary Douglas Hurd had 56

votes.

Heseltine immediately announced that he would vote

for Major on Thursday and Hurd also conceded that

Major would win the race.

Major moved up quickly in a five-day campaign for

the leadership after Thatcher announced last Thurs

CONTINUED ON PAGE 8
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Litigation proposition put off

Duffey calls proposal 'premature, ' says it needs to be mulled

By KENDRA PRATT P'
8P"te RescBy KENDRA PRATT

Collegian Staff

Calling a proposal to reinstate litigation rights to Legal

Services "premature."' President-Chancellor Joseph Duf

fey last week removed the proposal from the University

of Massachusetts Board of Trustees' agenda for their Dec.

5 meeting.

Duffey. in a memorandum sent to the trustees last week,

said the proposal needs more review from the Univei

legal counsel before the trustees should make any deci

sion His memorandum outlined the agendas for both com

mittee meetings and the general meeting next month

While I believe that it is appropriate that this matter

be placed on the agenda for discussion and hope that the

trustees can endorse the overall concept proposed, trust.

action on the recommendations necessary to implement

the entire proposal would be premature at this time," Duf

fev said.

However, the proposal to reinstate litigation is on the

agenda for both the Academic and Student Affairs com

mittee meeting and the Executive committee meeting on

Dec 4

The proposal could be placed back on the main agenda

if either committee votes to do so.

The proposal was drafted earlier this month by the

Dispute Resolution committee, which is oomp »tu

dent leader- and administrator* The *al

proposal is "to achieve a more effect i v.

ysten for resolving the array of on and off campus con

flictf that students encounter

The alternative dispute resolution technique

ed in the proposal include m.-diation w
tion and the use of an omhudsper-

The Dispute Resolution committee reoonunei t»

proposal that the trustees take the IoIIovmh

e Endorse the concept of a compreh

the dispute resolution on the Amhersl cam]

• Rescind the August 31, 1987 U

withdrew the authority of Legal Services to represent

students

• Authorize the staff of Legal Service- to represent

students in court and before administrative U.ards in

landlord/tenant, consumer and civil rights matter

actions against the University and its staff,

municipality, or the Commonwealth of Massachu*

e Establish a Legal Services Board which repr.^,

the various organisations on campus Is develop a problem

solvin m.

Student Trustee Angus McQuiiken said atttdenl

been sending at least 40 letters which urge support of the

proposal to 15 of the trustees this sxssk

Black community urged to come together

AP phoio

Prime Minister-elect John Major

Bv KATHER1NE T. LAMOTHE
Collegian Staff

Black men and women should put aside personal gains

to help the Black community move forward as a ™Uure

when they graduate from college, according to a Black

author and publisher

Nothing is wrong with ambition, as long as ambition

,s wan in the context of our culture." Haki R. Madhubuti

said last night in a lecture at the University of

Massachusetts The lecture was sponsored by the Black

Mass Communications Project

Madhubuti said in order for Black culture to survne.

there must be a sense of community, which is constantly

denied to Blacks by Whii
He *aid that in Chicago, where he runs the Third World

Press, he found while Blacks were told to "rise up over

their culture, the same was not told to the large Jewish

and Polish communities there.

"Other ethnic groups have connections," Madhubuti

said. "We have been disconnected - disoriented. And all

of a sudden we are the racists?"

He also said the Civil Rights movement of the 19r>()s

was an important time for Blacks because it brought them

together. uUNMNUtUON PAt^t I

( ..lle^Hn t
»h..l- »>x K \ M...I..

Dr. Haki R. Madhubuti

UMass holds candlelight vigil in memory of Harvey Milk
II .1 .- _„„ «f inmilanta shp SHIO

By TRYSTAN SKEIGH
Collegian Staff

Over 50 people participated in a

candlelight vigil last night at the Univer-

sity of Massachusetts in memory- of Harvey

Milk, gay activist and city supervisor of

San Francisco who was assassinated 12

years ago. ^^^^^^^^^^

See Related Story Page 3

Lesbian, Bisexual, Gay Alliance

spokesperson Amy Lesen welcomed the

crowd gathered on the Student Union steps

while fondly remembering Milk's

accomplishments.
"We're here to honor, commemorate and

celebrate a very wonderful man tonight,"

Leson said. "Harvey Milk is a symbol of

what we, as lesbian, gay, and bisexual peo-

ple can do and what we can become."

Felice Yeskel, director for the UMass

Program for Lesbian, Gay and Bisexual

Concerns, said in 1978 she "lived across the

bay" from San Francisco while working

with Milk and others to oppose a piece of

legislation to ban gays from teaching.

She described Milk as being one of the

earliest gay individuals who "decided to

stand out . . . before it was fashionable,

before it was safe."

Yeskel said Milk stressed the importance

for gay people of coming out and living

their lives openly and honestly.

"Society acts to stifle us, every time we

speak up, we are carrying on Harvey's

struggle," she said. "(He encouraged us] to

be honest, to be who we are, openly,

courageously. . that is what Harvey would

have wanted."
Michelle Murphy, who works as an ad

vocate for the Fenway Community Health

Center, gave an in-depth analysis of

homophobia and the increased incidence of

gaybashing, examining legal definitions of

harassment.

"If someone attacks you and uses any

kind of slur indicating homophobia as the

reason this can add up to 10 years to the

assault sentence," she said.

Murphy discussed societal attitudes and

solutions to gaybashing, telling the crowd

to, "always prosecute and document

homophobic incidents.

Documenting the incidents increases the

volumne of records which can be use*1

^
justify a gay rights law, Murphy explained.

And prosecution is a way of combating

the increase of incidents, she said.

Warren Blumenfield. author of Looking

at Gav and Lesbian Life and a member of

the Boston Gay, Lesbian, and Bisexual

Speaker's Bureau, stressed gaybashing is

a growing problem as he listed many its

many different forms.

The good news, ns said, is that, i

bians, gays and bisexuals are coming out

in greater numbers than ever before."

"As a marginalized group we are forcing

society to take note of us." Blumenfield

said. "Each time Harvey Milk spoke to a

crowd he urged everyone to come out loud

ly and often ... if we all did this, he said

we would change the world."

After the speakers concluded, the group

walked around the campus pond carrying

candles to the site of a gaybashing incident

that occurred in September, Lesen said.
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=For Your Information
„ M«v 9.9-Dec

WEDNESDAY. NOVEMBER 28

Meeting - Spirituality group will meet to share and

d.scuss quesuons and experiences of>*^spiritual^quest

Open to people of all faiths. It will be held at 7 a.m. at

the Helen Hills Chapel, Northampton.

SluUSfunc - UMass CASA is sponsoring "The Unarm

ed Struggle: A Slide Show On Popular Organizations in

El Salvador" bv visiting scholar Robert Kirchner inCC

80S 809 at 7 p m. Stop by 423A Student Union for infor-

mation Following the si.de show is a CASA meeting to

which all are welcome. _,

Ucture - "Male Sexuality Behaviors Feelings, Fan-

tasies and Orientations- Exposing the Myths will he

giv«, bv Charlie Kreiner. mternationally and national

h known leader in the mens movement, at <^° 10 P m

at Hampshire College in Franklin Patterson Hall s Main

Lecture Hall. Thtt event is open to men and women. Soon

Sred bv the Hampshire Men's Resource Center. For more

^formation call Brian Oliver at 549-4600
1

extension 298.

Senate Meeting - Sponsored by Senate Operations, CC

l^7
JT«d?SlW Wanda will be held at 10 p.m.

,n the Davis Center Ballroom at Smith College. The film

-ponsored by the Recreation Council

Lecture - -Steroid Hormone Action in the Brain: New

and Old Perspectives" by Jeffery D. Blaustem to be held

at the UMass Morrill Science Center room 203 at 4 p.m.

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 29

Musical - The musical "Sweet Chanty, sponsored by

Mu* Theater Guild, will be playing at the Bowke,

Auditorium, showtime: 8 p.m., $3 students/$5 general

^Workshop - There will be a women's outreach program

titled "Raising Bi-racial Children in America" at 7 p.m.

in Campus Center 902. ,,

Coloquium - "Sensitivity to Sexist Humor, by

Diedrick Snoek will be held at 4:15 p.m. in Burton Hall

213, Smith College.
.

Leeture - "ShiRing Alliances and Allegiances. The

Politics of State, Party, and Ethnicity on Nicaraguais

Atlantic Coast," by Judy Butler will be held at 7:30 p.m.

in Seelye Hall 10, Smith College.

Theater - The Tempest by William Shakespeare,

directed by John Hellweg. For reservations, call 585-3220,

Monday to Friday 1-4 p.m. Admission is $4 general public,

$2 students/senior citizens

Information Session - Any students wishing to app v

for exchange during the 1990-1991 school year are highly

encouraged to attend an information session to obtain the

application and relevant information. The session will in-

clude a brief film presentation, an introduction by the coor-

dinator, and a question and answer period and will be held

4 5 p.m. at the Campus Center room 904.

Art Auction - An Art Auction featuring the work »

faculty, graduate and undergraduate students in the Art

Department at UMass will be held in the Cape Cod Loung.

Viewing the work will begin at 2 p.m.. the auction will

be at 4 p.m. All proceeds go to the Graduate Art Students

Association, and will be used to bring noted artists to give

public talks on campus
Theatre - The University of Massachusetts Department

of Theatre will present Messiah, a play by Martin Sher-

man Nov. 29-Dec. 1 and Dec. 5-8 at 8 p.m. in the Rand

rTatre Tickets are available at the Fine Arts Center Box

Office 545-2511. Admission is $5 for the general public

and $3 for students and senior citizens. Advance reserva-

tions are recommended.

SLcvuion - "Voice of a Black Panther Woman on

women in the Black Panther Party and the Human Rights

Struggles of the 1960s and 70s with Malika Adams,

forme? member of the Black Panther Party, poet, lecturer

at City College-CUNY, presently researching roles of

women in the BPP and the party's community programs,

5 p.m. at the Malcolm X Center.

Lecture - "Saddam Hussein, The United States, Israel

and The Question Of Palestine" by Rabbab Hadi 8 p m.

a? the Campus Center room 168. Sponsored by the

Palestine Solidarity Committee and Solidarity.

FRIDAY. NOVEMBER 30

Open House - The Amherst Historical Society will be

having an Open House Party to celebrate the holidays at

the Strong House Museum, next door to the Jones Library,

from 4:30-7 p.m. w ,. n ,

Parade - Join the UMass Minutemen Marching Band

b the Celebration Of Lights. Depart from Haigus Mall

at 4:50 p.m. ^
CLAMS I CI AMS! CI -\MS!

CLAMS! CLAMS! CLAMS!
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CONTINUED TROM PAGE 1

•I think the 60s put us on the right track of otD

da." Madhubut. said Since the 60a, howai

ihuhuti said, there has bee,, I %«r between White

men which has weakened Black strength

The internal direction of Black men ts destroyed bv the

u with White men." he said

said White American men. like President Bush, have

Kiel division by sending Black men and

u , waI Persian Gulf against ..ther persons

*

"
i „tme. t ofGeneral Colin Powell, who is Black,

t()
: ,„,t Chiefs of Staff, justifies this plan,

Madhubuti said .. . - »u ___-«
Madhubut, said that he placed his focus on the opp>

«on of Black men in his book. Bku* Men Ob***, Swfte

DangCFtNief, rathe* than on both Black men and women.

because "men run the world Black Ml »» first

'

He^aid White men MffMa Black men because they are

more threatened by Black men than by either White or

Black women ,

Madhubut, said, howevei the fact that Black men I,

faced the worst oppression trom Whites does no! permit

Black men to oppress Black women

"Anvtime vou hold one hall of your people clow

Madhubuti sa.d.
" you're just begging to be second rate

He added that Black women are as important as Black

men in maintaining the community

.dhubuti has written five other books, including Kill-

tng v eking Ancestors and Earthquakes and Sun

and is a co-founder of Third World Press.

an independent Black publishing house. He is also the

director of the Institute of Positive Education, a Third

World cultural center.

clause
aft

vwBreakfast^rW

Scrambled Veggie

A a Blueberry Muffin

M on Sat 7a<5il0om

Sunday Bmncn 7ara-3

tog N. ftsessei '•«"»"

Now Playing

MEMPHIS BELLE

Mon-Thurs

One Show 7.30

Fn-Sun
7 00 and 9:00

Student Discount w/I.D

1)1 \ I S I O V () r

EDUCATIONAL PRICING!

\
<?.*

Now Available at Your

College Store!

r\ -i (\n University of
Over 1001 Massachusetts
Courses! | at Amherst

Winter
Session

Almost half

meet gen. ed.

requirements.

••S&

Available at:

^UNIVERSITY
MSTORE&

Mail Registration—November lO-Decvmber 12

All mail registrations must be sent via U.S. mail

and be postmarked no earlier than November 10,

(Do not use campus mail.)

Walk-in Registration-

November 26January 7

K(K>m 615Goodell Building

Registrations are processed in the order in which

they are received, so register early!

Classes start January 3, 1991.

For more information, contact the Division

of Continuing Education. Goodell Building.

or call 545-2 114.

LOCAL
United Nations emphasizes force in Gulf crisis

. . ¥rt__ -The crisis over the capture oi Kuwait h> Iraq and the

Collrr*" P***° b> K A Burkr

Brian Urquart

By MARC ELLIOTT
Collegian Correspondent

The United Nations Secunt\ Council and the United

States started on the right track with their treatment ..I

the Persian Gulf crisis with sanctions, hut have now

chosen to emphasize force as a way to get Iraq out of

Kuwait, according to a former United Nations official

-1 think the Securitv Council, led by the United States,

started off on l x actlv the right track last August. Brian

Urquhart a Ford Foundation Scholar and former I nited

Nations official said in a lecture last Bight at Hampshire

College.

"(The Securitv Council] decided on very tough sanctions

and everybody agreed that the sanctums would take tut

months to a Near to hegin to take effect and that
I

this.was

the right way to go about it." I'rquhart sa.d " I hen force

was deployed, quite rightly again, in Saudi Arabia

because it did seem at one point there WM a considerable

threat from Iraq toward Saudi Arabia

Urquhart said the emphasis has now moved from one

of economic sanctions to a massive buildup in Saudi

Arabia." . .

Urquart added that the Persian (hilt crisis and the en

ding of the Cold War shocked the international world and

showed some promise for peace in the futun II as

some of the problems with the international system M it

is.

The cruris over the capture ofKuwait by Iraq and the

end of the Cold War are both events that have ad

ministered a verv powerful shock to the international

system." said I'rquhart -The end of the Cold W ar open

ed up certain possibilities We have removed, at long last,

that long winter which has beset the internal muni world

since 194b.
'"

"The Gulf Crisis/' I'rquhart continued, is .1 rathei

negative shock and shows exactly how difficult it is to

make the mternation.il system work and ROW eaS)

for a determined and ruthless opponent to block an Sjj

mmil „r 1 decision even if all the other countries of the

world are behind it

I'rquhart said the resolution of the Gull crisis wouW

be a great display of the worlds capacity to (betel pi

1 think the most important question, in the long run

Of the Gulf Crista, is whether we have the stamina and

the determination and the patience actuaiU to make p

work." said I'rquhart "1 don't mean hi* avoiding war

I mean all the basic things vou have to do to make the

world a more desirable place to live in

Urquhart started bis career with the U N in 1946 as

personal assistant to the fim 1
al «j u -'^

involved m peacekeeping operations m Cyprus. Kashmir,

and the Middle Fast

The lecture, entitled Peacemaking in a Divided World

The Hole of U N Peacekeeping Forces." era* sponsored

by the Five College Program in Peace and World SeCUTI

h Studies (PAWSS)

Brian Urquart r———————-———""mmmmwmmmmmm—mmmmmmmm^^^

Untenured faculty spared
[ prof: Milk revolutionized

Money saved by not filling vacantpositions I social movements
By GAYLE LONG
Collegian Staff

University of Massachusetts ad

ministrators announced yesterday that

untenured faculty whose jobs wen slated

animation M part of a proposal to cope

with recent budget cuts will not be layed

off

Administrators decided more monev

would be saved by not filling vacant facul

ty positions rather than eliminating the

19.5 positions which cost the University

$924,000.
CniviTsitv Spokesfwrson Karin Sherbin

said the Massachusetts S<Kiety of Pro-

fessors, the faculty union, is still working

with the administration to find alternative

v\ .\ s to cut spending

Sherbin said a decision regarding the

furloughs could be made as early as this

In October, administrators prop.

faculty and staff go on five day volui

furloughs to save the University money

.John Cole, president of the MSP. said the

administration's original plan of letting go

untenured faculty was not the best way to

save the University monev

"It was a rather silly move, the plan

doesn't save the Universitv any money

now. it onlv will save the Universitv a tew

million dollars a couple of years down the

road." he said.

Cole added that the union is presently

negotiating with the administration on a

new plan and should have the results of the

negotiating by next week.

The eliminations of four programs staff

development and organizational develop

ment in the School of Education, profes

s.onal preparation in Physical Education,

and communitv health education in the

School of Public Health - are still under

review by administrators.

The nine departments slated for reduc

tion which have retained their untenured

faculty include entomology. German.

Italian, plant pathology, resource

economics, Slavic language*

Also, in the School of Education, research

and evaluation, cultural and curriculum

reform, and educational policy and ad

ministration will also retain untenured

facultv

The administration has been forced to

make cuts in order to keep within the |16J

million for this fiscal year.

The salaries of vacated positions will no

longer go to departmental budgets and in

,d will help meet the needs of the total

University budget

Collcfiian Staff' nu-mher Chris Muther

Contributed tO this article

Psychotic autobiography
deserves more attention
By TAMARA SILBERMAN
Collegian Staff

The psychotic autobiography deserves as

much attention as a regular biography, a

University of Massachusetts English and

Women's Studies professor who teaches

classes on a variety of different

psychological problems told a crowd of

more than 100 people to Memorial Hall last

mKnt . i_ * j c
Prof. Lee Edwards, who teaches about dit

ferent mental disorders through literature,

said some students drop out of her classes

halfway through the semester because they

find the portrayed madness very disturb

ing while others have trouble recognizing

the' madness in different literary works.

She said it took her "a long time' to ex

plain that "madness is very concrete to

her students.

With madness, she said, the ability to

understand proverbs is annihilated.

"Analysts must not metamorphasize

hallucinations," Edwards said, "even

though it is possible to rationalize

madness."
Hallucinations are "failed metaphors

coterminus with physical reality." she

continued.

If one reads Kafka's Metamorphosis and

Castle as the authorss literary experience

instead of political or existential allegories

they are much more unsettling. Edwards

said If they are read as allegories, they

don't instill the power and fear that was

intended, she said.

While saying her interest in mental

disorders is "not clinical." Edwards said it

does not matter if a patient is diagnosed as

schizophrenic, psychotic or manic

depressive. "The important part," Edwards

said, "is the common ties that cut across

different mental states."

Edwards has published numerous books,

including Psyche as Hero: Female Heroism

and Fictional Form. She has co edited two

hooks with Arlyn Diamond and is current

ly head of the Women's Studies

Department.

Her lecture, entitled "On Schizotexts and

Pathograms - Psychotic Narratives as

Autobiography and Fiction," was the

fourth of lectures in the Five College 25th

Anniversary Lecture series.

Hv Ml WOOLWICH
Collegian Stall

Mount Holyoke Professor and lenunist

activist -lean tirossholt/ last night told

a small audience gathered in the Cam
pus Center to honor llarvev Milk

Memorial Day that ' Idwr.ihsm

u.,s ol killing social change

movement
Crossholtz. in her talk entitled, I

bian and tlay Liberation Keeping

Har\.\ I LagBCj Aim •" spoke about

what it eras like in the!

no one said t he word.- "1 leshian

out loud, when there were aooeenlj

hian t.Kiilt\ at Mount Holvoke. xsl,.

|| 'ilk spoke out for the rights of

all

She warned her audience oi being lull

ad into the liberal thinking that pur

porta that "we Igav men. lesbian- BHS

ualsl BR lust like c\ei\. •

Liberalism tries to assimilate everyone

into one great melting pot and dein the

difference and uniqueness of gay people,

said Grossholtz.

Tn this racist, woman hating.

homophobic, etasais! society n»<

shouldn't iust take what thes will ^«'

us individually, we should demand

Ui^lio' for all."" said Crossholtz

She cited examples of how liU-talism

can make activists shortsighted M

selfish bv modeling gay commitment
ceremonies after the model ol h. tan

ual marriage, which she BaM have

historically oppressed women and

children, in order to gain mainstream

social acceptance; getting partners in

.lean (.rossholtz

eluded on health and life m-ui..n«e

poluie- 1..1 those who can afford it. in

1,,! working to make health can

,hle to everyone and encouraging

lesbians to stay home sad ra

own children ami view that SS their way

oi t resting social change a hile in reali

t\ < Utting them oil trom working with

othi

In this current time when ant 1
racial

discrimination legislation and abortion

legislation are falling by the wavside.

GlOSnhnltt Ifid we cannot grow 1 onipla

cent just batman we have a little

something
"To be different is to be revolut i<»nai v

Harve] Milk knew that, and we must

continue hi- logac>/ sa.d GrOSeholU

Collr«i«n pi"** hy .I*t1 Holl.nH

Amerin Falk and Troy Cascia
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Arts & Science

Majors

Co-op positions available

• excellent salary

• for students graduating May 1991 or later

• in fields competitive for permanent jobs

AETNA INSURANCE
Staff Training, Curriculum Development, Market

Research, Writing, Publishing, Editing, Employee

Relations

TRAVELERS INSURANCE
Speech Writing, Wiiting, Publishing, Public Rela-

tions, Graphic & Print Design

BOSTON GLOBE
Arts & Leisure, Newsroom, Health & Science, Sports,

others...

IBM
Personnel, Staff Training, Recruitment

BOSTON CO. AMERICAN EXPRESS SHAREHOLDERS

Business Related Positions

Exprience...don't leave school without it!

Contact Field Experience at 545-6265

R.A. RECRUITMENT DAY

Wednesday, November 28th

Lincoln Campus Center

2:30 p.m. CC 903 Information^essior^

Resident Assistant Selection^rocess

Information Table

on the Concourse

8:30 a.m. until 4 p.m.

ACCEPT
THE

CHALLENGE!
The Mather Career Center

Career Planning and Placement - Cooperative Education -Internships

r '.r 1 -oniteOich.rdllimitt.nrte. (413)545 2224

Where Careers Take Off!

,

You told us keep it simple and make it easy.

We listened.

\ii<1 the result b the «wy«to-

use IBM Personal System -

VI ith it- preloaded mftwore,

inching Microsoft WimW" 3.0, just turn on the

PS/2 and you're letti) »«>* **** your «e»* quick*)

oom m life in pspera, graph** lab reporti and wen

spreadsheets.

Plus, WMi .an eMU> * >rk on more than one pro-

NCI at a time. Sunph dirk your mouse to choose from

a variety of program-,. And our inecul rtuoeul arwe

makes it easier to own*

\n,i ,! vou bin before December 31, 1990, you II

receive a flM' Certificate entitling you to i round-

trip ticket for $1 !9**/$2 «" Phm free niM

Getaway' Studeni Diseounl

Card application. Wll al>o

d I jireat km pri« e on the

PRODKA lenrice.

It wa> »'asv making the

IBM PS/2 .-a-v to use.

Vim told us how and

we listened.

Open M-F 9-5 Sat 10-3

UNIVERSITY
STORED Located in the Campus Center
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EDITORIAL/OPINION
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Chester Weinerman
1944-1990

On Monday, this newspaper lost a friend and mentor.

Chester Weinerman, our former editor-in-chief in 1967-68,

died in Boston after a two-year battle with AIDS. Along with

his family and friends, we mourn his loss. We also celebrate

his life. We do so daily, in the pages of the Collegian.

In 1967, the campus was in the midst of its boom years.

Buildings sprung up almost overnight. The student body grew

ten-fold in a decade. Chet Weinerman found irony in this,

and his column, "Sam Spark Speaks," provided some of the

best satire the campus has ever seen.

He also saw opportunity in the growth of the campus, and

with a hard working staff, transformed the Collegian from

a struggling thrice-weekly into what it is today - the largest

college daily in New England.

Chet Weinerman left us a legacy. To a large degree we owe

the opportunity to practice our craft to the efforts he expended

22 years ago. After his graduation from law school, Chet serv-

ed as our lawyer, and never sent us a bill. He read the paper

regularly and did not hesitate to call with advice or praise.

He served as president of the Collegian Alumni Associa-

tion and his friends have honored him with a scholarship fund

in his name. He never got the chance to meet the first reci-

pient. But we had a chance, at the Collegian reunion in 1986,

to be inspired by Chet as he spoke about his fears that

newspapers were slipping into comfortable and dangerous

patterns of "business as usual journalism."

His words ring true today, and reflect a sensitivity and

fighting spirit on which we all should reflect. He said:

"We must demand more ofourselves, each of us, to restore

some balance, to give both sides of the story and not just the

right and center right It will not start at the top with the Globe,

or Bryant Gumble, or with the Times. It has got to begin with

a renewed sense ofinjustice that seems to have somehow drain-

ed from us in the last 10 years.

"It may begin with the young, and with the older, who have

the ability to rediscover whyjournalism drew them in in the

first place," he continued. "It can start with the Collegian

Remember collectively our idealism - what we did here,

and what we were here. It is ours, if not to seize, at least to

impact For ink and moral goodness flows through the veins

of the Collegian family"

Our family mourns his passing.

Unsigned editorials reflect the majority of the board of

editors.
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A pound of women s flesh
Why have I bothered going to college?

For the price of some self-respect, women

can get the jobs that pay us the most. It's

not civil engineering. It's not rocket

technology. It's not movie directing or

newspaper publishing. These are in the

,ii red realms of men. No, what I'm talk

ing about is for every red blooded woman

on the face of the Earth.

Pamela McCarthy

Pornography, prostitution, and stripping.

Those are the jobs women make the most

money at.

It's pretty sad. But when I say that, or

that these things get me angry. I'm label

ed as a "frigid," "uptight" censoring

"dyke." (1 don't even have to advocate cen

sorship - and 1 don't - to get accused of

promoting it.) What's my problem, after

all? Don't I like sex?

There is a difference between sex and

slavprv

Perhaps if we had magazines such as

High Society, Penthouse, and Hustler for

women, there wouldn't be so much anger

and resentment But women aren't suppos-

ed to like looking at men (unless you count

Playgirl. a magazine that's tame even com-

pared to its male-oriented counterpart

Plavbtr

We must not ever be the aggressor. We

must not ever admit to liking sex. We must

never be active in any way - unless, of

course, it's to please a man.

Women who pose for these magazines,

who walk the streets, and who strip for

money, are not doing it because they love

sex. It's slavery, pure and simple. It's

domination. In a popular pose, women are

on their knees or tied up. Women are at the

mercy of the men they service, and its men

who "set the agenda and the tone for all of

this so-called erotica. The porn industry is

far from equal. It's geared for men and men

only.

The excuse we always hear about thi

that women don't like such things How

would any of us know? We've been raised

to not like it. It's not for us anywaj W •

art- also not included in this dubioui in

dustry — we are only tools

What the men in this industry call en

is downright terrifying to me Hondas-

rape, and brutality doesn't get me in the

mood, guys. I don't like pain, fear, or

humiliation and I don't care how many

psuedo-liberal men say I'm abnormal or

frigid because of that. I guess I should

some counseling, or be force fed lhhh„

Does Dallas or Deep Throat in order to over

come my problem.

Whenever I walk into a newsstand, 1

plenty of porn magazines of women for

men. The few that feature men are either

lame or geared for gay men. Men can ad-

mit they have hormones, we are labeled

with the smear of mental illness (nym-

phomania) if we do the same.

Of course, we all know the reason m h>

the porn industry is not geared for women

We have no voice and no power in thi-

society. You can't tell me we do when a

man in Boston is beaten, stuhlx-d. rap

and bludgeoned, and the reaction to this

crime is lukewarm at best Why shouldn't

it be? We've been told how it's our function

to serve as a punching bag, an arm piece

and a slave for men But never, ever, are

we told we are human.
Women who speak out against this are

told they have a problem. We are pro

motmg censorship (even if we never, ever

try to block any sale of any of this garbage i

We have a closet desire to be men (don't

flatter yourselves, fellas.)

Degradation and humiliation never gave

me a thrill. Bondage and brutality are

painful, not erotic. Thank God, many men

act like human beings. If they were all like

the Pom Kings of the world, most of today's

women probably would be frigid.

Pamela McCarthy is a Collegian

columnist

University furlough plan will hit women harder
*

. , . ..„ ...u;„u i.tUnmnMixi number of "furlough" days to takt

Fur-lough (fur-lo) n. a leave of absence, ./ location

.tally one granted to enlisted personnel of the armed

fori •

- American Heritage Dictionary of the English Language

The University administration is considering the lm

plementation of involuntary "furloughs" across the board

for all but grant funded employees, and touts the idea as

"equitable," presumably because everyone would be

deprived of the same number of working days. We would

like to bring to the attention of administration that, in

actual fact, this "solution" is anything but equitable for

many employees at this institution.

For one thing, it does not take into consideration the

inequitable financial impact on women. Most females

employed at the University fall into the lower salary

scales as compared to male employees. Of these, a signifi-

cant number are single-parent heads of households. As

such, for many women and their families, one payless

"furlough" day counts as two payless days compared with

two-parent families where both parents have incomes.

Since such women are taking home less pay
,

anyway-

because of the lower salary scales, the furlough further

results in a much more drastic financial loss than it does

for the average male employee. Multiply this by five.

which is the proposed number of "furlough" days to take

care of FY91 only, and you have women being impacted

vastly more severely than men on this campus.

In these times where there have been no cost of living

increases, but instead increases in the costs to many

employees of health and dental insurance as well as other

negative changes in financial stability, it is clear that

quality of life under the "furlough" plan *ould dispropor-

tionately affect women, particularly those who are single

parent heads of households

Statistically in Massachusetts, as well as federally, there

is an increase in the "feminization of poverty." Current

ly, more than 65 percent of households below the poverty

line are headed bv women and over 75 percent of the poor

are women. We, therefore, urge that the university ad

ministration drop the "furlough" idea altogether or

significantly change it to reflect women's reality, with

those earning lower salaries and supporting their families

single-handedly being adequately protected. At least in

the military you get a real vacation for your furlough,

without loss of pay or imminent catastrophic family

hardship.

Carol Wallace

Director, Everywoman's Center

Making UMass
a better place

Earlier this semester, two homophobic incidents oc-

curred on our campus.

Acts of violence, harassment and intolerance like

these or of any kind are not acceptable here Each

member of our campus community must be able to live,

work and study here without fear of violent or op

pressive behavior.

We will seek to punish persons identified as perfor-

ming or inciting violent or harassing acts through both

the court system and the campus judicial system, as

appropriate.

At a time when stress is high and morale low because

of the uncertain fiscal health of the University, we

must all work harder together to build a community

which recognizes and respects the freedom and digni

ty of every human being.

I urge your active support and assistance in making

this campus a better place.

Dennis L. Madson

Vice Chancellor for Student Affairs

,r the average male employee. Multiply tnis Dy live,
ft ., Qn the issues they hold important.

The BilO. Paaes(s> of the Collegian exist to provide an opportunity for members of the~~~»*"£XT^^^«^^-«^ makes"them.

Zh forumsZe rare and can facilitate vital dialogue and exchange of ideas. But. »~^"*^£3£T^han 50 lines and columns between 5 and 75 lines

let them down.
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Supremes!
We'll deliver

medium Supreme
pizzas for just

$6.99 each!

Not valid with any other offer (including

$4 pizia deal) Limit S per order.
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We deliver Eureeka's

Castle Puppets! i

There's Batly, Eureeka g?
and Magellan. y
Collect all three!

}

While supplies last

y
% <*

or 4 Medium Cheese Pizzas for

$4*u
<U I I 2M90

When You But One Medium Cheese Pizza tor Jus!

$6 it

FREE
2-Liter ot Pepsi-Cola

WftmHtdiimhintadBK

dc-M'2»«0 .1. II 3WW One Large Cheese Pizza for

dr II 2M90

at pe^rtir mem pfke

Any large Pizza

$2
00

OH Anj Medium Pizza

Ge1 a Second for Jast

$5°°M«.
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Now
Deliver

University

Massachusetts

d

College:

Call for Free, Fast Delivery

253-3443

318 College Street
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ARTS&LIVING
Jacob 's Ladder: Merely a ghastly image
*" W^

. .___.,_ „, ; ... tq_u. c hallucinations. Inspired by the ages flash upon the screen in short,

By GEORGE LENTZ
Collegian Staff

Adrian Lyne's Jacob's Ladder has

essentially one thing going for it: at times

its images can scare the hell out of you.

( )ther than that, the film has very little

to offer. The story, written by Ghost screen-

writer Bruce Joel Rubin, concerns Jacob

Singer (Tim Robbins), a young Vietnam vet

whose grip on reality is threatened by

hellish hallucin • < hat may be the

result of a military experiment performed

on his platoon. As Jacob begins to probe

deeper into the mystery, his ability to pro

rly discern reality from Mghtmai

splint.
• vc,rm ui

But what toundi i.ke a compelling h

rortaapensa thrilk. lally nothing

more than a pseudo intellectual allefo

about the feai ot id t he accept at

of fate. This vith more of tin-

demons and less of the Righteou> Brot h«

One of the reasons why -knob's Ladder

is such an incomprehensible, unsatisfying

mess is Lyne's use of Rubins story as a con

text for a series of disconnected imag

The film lacks clarity and cohesivenoee

because Lyne is essentially trying to get

some surrealist mileage out of a standard

Hollywood narrative

Every time he reaches for a level of

abstraction with his composition, the film

takes a wrong turn, jolting itself out of its

narrative framework and into the land of

music video aesthetics. The sad thing is, I

think Lyne has the right idea with regards

to the material. He's looking into the

subtext of Rubin's script and trying to drag

up all of its visceral element- as a means

of tapping into our deepest emotions; but

his surrealist tendencies are repressed by-

Rubin's narrative format

-PI
SCREENING ROOM

The over arching pro: Jacob's

Ladder \< the toUlit) of it- construct

I taken on an imlntduai level view

ingthefilm of distilled imaj

odder doe- manage to provide

some genuine chills The key to enjoying

this 11m (and I'm reaching here > is to com

pletely surrender yourself to the expecta-

tion of being entertained .the conflict bet-

ween Rubin and Lyne - visions makes

figuring the whole thing out more trouble

than its worth)

If taken purely for its imagery, Jacob s

Ladder can be a very disturbing ex-

perience. Lyne's most accomplished work

within this film is his visualization of

This season 's Hock ofXmas

shoppers are 'just looking

'

By JOYCE M ROSENBERG
Associated Press

The Christmas season began

favorably for some retailers but poorly

for others as consumers shopped

cautiously over the Thanksgiving

weekend.
The big retailers — even those repor

ting good business for the first three

days of the season - still face a rocky

road to Christmas amid the uncertain

outlook for consumer spending.

Dayton Hudson Corp was among the

retailers pleased by its results. "We're

very encouraged by the start of the

season," spokeswoman Ann Barkelew

;d Sunday.
Ms. Barkelew said sales at the com

pany's department stores - Daytoi

Hudson's and Marshall Field's - were

about even with 1989s pace, while sales

at the company's Target discount chain

and Mervyns appai .1 atON*, 'are offtQ

a great start."

But the nation's largest retailer.

Sears, Roebuck and Co.. had a disap

pointing weekend Matthew Howard.

Sears' senior vice president for

marketing, said Sunday that sales a

"somewhat below our expectations."

"Consumer- appear to be in more of

a shopping mood than a buying mood

now and they appear to be somewhat

hesitant to make long term com

mitments for big ticket items," Howard

said in a statement.

The weakening economy and the Mid

die East crisis which sent oil prices

sharply higher m t ecent months — havt

forced many consumers to cut back on

spending. Shopper- interviewed around

the country at the start of the weekend

said they don't have as much money

available for gifts this year.

Retailers reported that most buying

this weekend was very traditional —

and conservative - gifts such as

-weaters. pocktbooks. ties and watch-

Merchandise that was marked "on sale"

also sold well.

Retailers went into the weekend, con

i.-red the traditional start of the

Christmas shopping season, with

lowered expectations as they watched

their sales stall in recent months Store

owners generally make half their an-

nual earnings from the Christmas

aaason.

Business picked up for some stores, in

eluding the 40 Bon Marche department

-tore- in the Northwest This weekend's

sales were "better than what we've been

running" before Thanksgiving, said

John Buller, senior vice president for

marketing.
It's too early to tell how well the

season will pan out. If the consumers

follow recent years, shopping will fall off

after the Thanksgiving weekend and

gradually build to the last 10 days of the

season.

Many retailers are pinning then

hopes on those last 10 days Howard

noted that Christams. falling on Ti.

day this year, follows a three day-

weekend
"As a result, consumers, may he

delaying their purchases, he said

*-•'•.
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rentAwreck

New & Used Cars
Trucks A Wans Also Available

North Amherst
Rerrt-A-Wreck

Rt_ 63 No. Amherst
549-RENT

ACUPUNCTURE & HERBS

* Womens Systems HiffSt*

* Fertility
^Xtf*

* Young adolescence

* Family treatment

Amherst Field*

appointment 256-0306

Jacob's hallucinations. Inspired by the

work of artist Francis Bacon, Lyne Create*

spectral images of pure chaos, the most

talked about and most frightening of which

is the recurring motif of a faceless head.

shot in close up as it whirs and vibrates in

a violent spasm.

Through his careful manipulation ot

camera angle and rapid editing, Lyne'
—T"

ages flash upon the screen in short, brie!

jolts He provides us with just a glimpse of

the ghastly chalk white Eat l
mg the

rest for our imagination This is where the

honor comes from' 1 have to gi\.

credit here this film can be domi

at times Unfortunately, a few g<^>d jolts

don't make a good movie The choio

vour.-

Ph.ii.

Michael (Matt Craven, right), who may have the explanation for the

strange things that have been happening to Jacob (Tim Robb.ns. Ieft>.

drags him away from an explosion in ./«<«/> I Lad*

Michael Gregory shines
_ ... ....) . ..,,1 i..U which rises the need

Michael Gregory Hand
Sheehan's Cafe

Monday, Nov. 26

Living m the area of our beautiful

PkNaSSr Vallev. live* OM if <he nv

original and intelligent ongwritersoJ the

i ican American rock R and B genre t hat

now is exploding in magnitude ng

guitarists like Vernon Reid, of Livin. '

or don't even come close to what Michael

(.regory and his band do to please an

audience

The crowd at Sheeha ed last

night, as it has been lt«J other Mottd

night in November, with Gregory - mm
blues crafted, yet hard driving and

course, brilliantly crafted music.

Gregory hasn't been gaining the stal

he deserves due to the lack of hi> defmit

•agorization." Black stations I

denied him air play because h

non-urban contemporary" tor their

supposed -t.iiui hich rises the r*

for Black rock to bo awarded a higher

priority status on Black i attooa

,uentl\ major stations on the up

per end of the dial won't touch hi- n

because it isnt the type ••< Blacksploil

-t-common denominator crap t».

k youth to Us*

Which brings up i

\\i ... sage being

U, atinaaa to top the

.hart- in E Otoal ph«ti.

We I'sed to Do has sold thousand

in France. - 'land

Germany
Despite the fact his und.

raging popularity in th

ed him <-omewhatl to playing small .

he 1! be playing frequently m the upcom

mg months, and his compositions are sure

>e with a flavor for a more

iV of traditional rock

-WD HOPKI
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talc
wm Lunch

Hot Homemade Soups
Hummus Salad

M. .n Sul 7uni 10|>m

Sunday Branch 7nm-3

168 N. l'leuiiunt, Amherst
253 2291

TONITE
Reggae Nite

Thurs. 29
Stuart James Band
"

I saw Elvis on my
beer label last night*'

Fri. 30
Fabulous Homeowners
"responsible rock'n'roll

by guys your own age"

Sat. 31
Free Press

"irresponsible, political

rock'n'roll"

Drink Specials

Miller Lite Bottles $1 .50

Hopfenperle Bier $1.25

Vodka Tonics $1 .50

HAPPY HOUR

$ 3&SK - FLBD

M M M M M M M
^ =

DINNER SPECIALS
NIGHTLY!

FRIDAY LUNCH
SPECIALS!

AVAILABLE FOR
PRIVATE PARTIES!—————————— 30 Boltwood Walk-Amherst. MA

SHRIMP
Peel n' eat oSisi

Anchor Wings
1/2 order e3)3)

NACHOS
Cheddar &salsa

QUESADILLA
Floor tortilla grilled with chaws

and sabs



Student accused of rape rgtate cuts $13.4 Million

THE FAR SIDE

By GARY LARSON
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By GARY LARSON
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l ompiled by Collegian Staff Reports

NORTHAMPTON - A Northeastern

• Hi\ 1 1 -it v student was released on his own

recognizance Monday after pleading inno-

C nt to a grand jury indictment charging

hi ni with rape and indecent assault and

battery against a University of

Massachusetts student.

Michael T. Peluso, 21, of Westboro, was

ordered to stay away from the UMass stu

dent on Monday.
At the arraignment Monday in Hamp

^hire County Superior Court, there was no

request for bail, but District Attorney

William Larkin asked that Peluso be

ordered to have no direct or indirect con-

tact with the alleged victim.

According to police, Peluso is accused of

returning to a house where he had attend-

ed a party earlier that night and sexually

assaulting the woman who lived -there on

Oct. 13.

Peluso was arrested at Northeastern

University four days after the incident and

returned to Amherst. He was arraigned in

Northampton District Court and was freed

on $5000 bail.

A pre trial conference has been set for

Dec. 20.

Several thefts reported
LARCENY

• A Furculo Hall staffmember reported

the theft of a video cassette recorder Mon

day. The estimated value was $650.

• A women reported that her wallet con

t aimng $23 in cash and other contents were

stolen Monday from her book bag in the

Ltderle Graduate Research Tower The

estimated total value was $43.

• A women in Lederle reported Monday

finding the contents of her wallet in the

ladies room with the wallet missing. The

estimated value is $25.

• A man reported Monday that his car

parked in Lot 1 1 was broken into during

the long weekend. The passenger door was

broken, the ignition damaged and the car

battery taken. The estimated damage was

$295.
-PRESTON P. FORMAN

Order your college ring NOW.

JOSTENS
. „ t • , e » % coclioc UNO-

Dates: November 26. 27, 28. 29, M, Deposit required:j^5j)0

at the University Store, Mon-Fn 3Jf-3
Me , lostens representative for full details

ljrc .jmp cuon on d.splay in your college bookstore

-aa

BOSTON (AP) - A bill slashing state

spending by $13.4 million and giving

the Supreme Court chief justice far

greater authority to manage the state

court system was approved yesterday by

the House Ways and Means Committee.

Legislators also set the stage for a

possible vote to delay the new state sales

tax that is scheduled to take effect on

Saturday. -_

Ways and Means Committee Chair

man Richard Voke, D-Chelsea, said the

Paul Liacos and Gov. Michael b.

Dukakis, were needed to allow the court

system to cope with budget cuts.

"We believe this gives the SJC every

economic consideration they have look-

ed for." Voke said of the court changes.

SJC is the abbreviation for Supreme

Judicial Court, the formal title of the

state's highest appellate court

But the committee's action on the

court provisions took some lawmakers

by surprise and drew an immediate

negative response from others. The

measure could reach the House floor on

Wednesday. .

"This isn't something we should be do-

ing in a lame-duck session," Judiciary

Committee House Chairman Salvatore

DiMasi, D Boston, said.

DiMasi said the changes in court ad-

ministration should be debated by the

new Legislature that convenes in

January and that even key judges

acknowledged that the measure needs

some fine tuning before it becomes law.

A report by the Ways and Means Conv

mittee. the bill would give Liacos and

his successors the right to close courts,

reassign judges and other court person

nel except clerks and transfer money

from one court district to another.

Money was not the only force behind

the court overhaul bill.

A Boston Globe investigation earlier

this year reported on tax work habits

and apparent political influence in some

courts. The court changes would give

the chiefjustice clearer authority to deal

ith those issues.

UK election

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

day that she would resign rather than con

tinue a leadership fight against Heseltine^

By the weekend, opinion polls showed

Major was nearly M highly regarded by the

public as was Heseltine. who has been pro

mment for a decade.

Major attracted support from prominent

figures on the right wing of the Conser

vative Party, though his friends insisted

Major's own views were more liberal than

many supposed.

Major, 47, became a banker and Conser

vative Party activist, and was elected to

Parliament in the first Thatcher victory of

1979 He was appointed to a junior

ministerial post in 1985, then to the No 2

position of the Treasury in 1987

He emerged as a possible heir apparent

when Thatcher appointed him foreign

M-oretary in July 1989. and then chancellor

of the exchequer three months later.

He inherits a party and a government

that have been torn by controversy over

Kuropean policy and local taxes, and

depressed after months lagging behind the

opposition Labor Party in opinion polls

STAY

HOM
Mound <"f* *W NV

London $412

Pans *«0

San Jose C R 390

Bangkok 959

Hong Kong 879

Tokyo 759

Student Faculty Fart

Taxes not included Restric-

tions apply Fares subiect to

change One ways available

Work/Study abroad programs

International student and
teacher iD

EURAIL PASSES ISSUED ON
THE SPOT'

Free student travel catalogue

Council Tr

lelsissej
cake

vvsrvri.Dinner^A/s^.

Monster Burgers

Veggie Burgers

Mon Sat 7aml0pm
Sunday Brunch 7am-3

168 N. Pleasant, Amherst!
253-2291

HAVE YOU SEEN
THIS JUICE LABEL?

IF SO. THEN ASK
FOR IT IH THE

UNIVERSITY STORE
Taa with Company
values your opinion

STEINBECK COLLISION REPAIR
& AUTOBODY

53 So. Prospect — Amherst Center
256-8157 256-1385

• Accepted by all insurance companies for

collision repair or glass replacement

• Imports & other unibody vehicles

are our specialty

REMEMBER it's your car and your choice of

repair facilities

The group that brought to you

SCHOOLHOUSE ROCK &
A CHORUS LINE
NOW PRESENTS

NOVEMBER 29, 30, & DECEMBER 1, 1990

at 8:00 pm in

BOWKER AUDITORIUM
Tickets available NOW at the FAC Box Office

545-2511.
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"Good heavens — just

down at the Fergusons'

look at you! You've been

porch light, haven t you?

DOONESBURY
By GARRY TRUDEAU
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ACROSS
1 Raced
5 New York town

on Great South

Bay
10 Convened

13 Jason s snip

14 Gets close to

1

5

f^niab princess

16 She gwes
money tor a

moiar

1

8

Wife ot Geramt

19 Oriental

20 Livestock

22 GukJo s high

notes

23 Greek island,

aka Santorim

24 One who
makes sparks

«y
27 Urgent

30 Cakes and
— Maugham

31 Foss-l Comd
form

33 Room, m a

maison

34 Shcrt snorts

36 Mid oog ot

India

38 Leo s hideaway

39 Dooosor
Sacher

41 There >s many
— twixt

43 Alien transport'

44 Pittsburgh team

46 Like Africa s

MM
48 — of the crop

49 Containing

MM
50 Eieves

noteOook

52 Hooe springs

_ Pepe
Minora sea ot

AM
57 N*w >•** s eve

visitor

60 First-prite cote*

61 Avoid looking at

DOWN
1 Gratify

2 Indonesian craft

3 Some are

inflated

4 Sign on the —
line

5 Pan of me
invisible

spectrum

6 Connery and

Penn
7 Chou En

—

8 Like some
verbs Abbr

9 Beg course on

numan behavior

10 Christmas

visitor

11 indigo

12 Partner of time

15 Second test

17 Ketter or Mayes

21 River islets

23 Danish gnome
24 Desires

25 Part TSE
26 Ftnian s

Rainbow role

27 intersect

28 Arabic letters

29 Baby — W C
Reids s

nemesis

32 Flock of linches

35 unoriginal

37 Baker s dozen

plus five

40 Waiting tor the

Robert —
42 Busybody
45 What gossios

get wth an

47 Of a blood

: ^ei

49 Titter

50 Tjms
51 A Guthrie

53 - lays
wonder

54 Chief god of

Theoes
55 Past season

58 Black cuckoo

59 For shame 1

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE

M

11/78/90

62 Privy to

63 Crwo off me old

b«ock

64 Compare to

65 SmM change •|*W |« tatrtai n«r» N.»*»«lt 11/28/90

MENU 3
LUNCH

Hamburger on a Roll

Clam Roll

DINNER
Stir Fry Chicken

Pineapple Ham Steak

CALVIN AND HOBBES
By BILL WATTERSON
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BASICS LUNCH BASICS DINNER

Oatburgers
Clam Roll

Stir Fry Chicken

Tofu Pattie

YOUR DAILY HOROSCOPE
By JEANE DDCON

PRICE
By PRICE VAN RAY

^rtrr'TrYr^ 2^^ 1

TANGELO PIE

UtVIWi -Swuikyi
p»Vj»» Ham, f
4l,r«u »- fepoTTiiuj tor

By TIM SNIFFEN

(M»ch21 AprlW)Trart»oc

mm wtth pJC*c nstituiwr* are

favorea Vcw o&ermf&ionrmm
y<x* coi«»r forward rt a pOMttve

way Encouragjng ^otOico^a
^oke a ftem*ndou» aWerenc*

now
TAURUS (Aprt 20 Mav 20
Ajtrwuoh you» mnmgi tawel may be

low nm momno. your vWoftv w«

return Ov afternoon Donf De

coufioui coout revea^o pwsc^
matters »o aowoy aisociate* A

relationship w* aef«te»y nave to

ena its been too tona

OfMINI (Mov 21 June 2C

the support of mftuential indrviduoh

A sacrfice wont pay off # vou can *

avotd emotiona! entanglements

Swear off secrecy and game-

ptaymg, Porrnef aoesnt deserve

nonest answers

CANCit (June 21 - Jury 22) Do not

begrudge others the* time m the

spotlght Early morning proves most

advantageous where sex is <

cernea Stick to your schedute t<

avoid missing, appointments

IfO 23 * 1<J 22> te c»seft,ve

career goais Your

<jeas win be sougrit by higher-ups

Speak up! vour chances I

vonce professtonaly wi be greatly

limited it vou nave no opinion to

V«»00 Aug 23 Sept 22) Con-

centrate on the task at !xr

stop worrying about trivial criticisms

Going along with a co-workers

mood wi let you accomplish more

Develop your pessimistic side Sue

cess beckons!

LIMA (Sept 2

focus 4 on your reicrnonVwj* New

toco and busmet* afconce* emoy

favorable nBuences With your eye

for quotty. fwiclng bargam* z easy

Be aware of a toved ones body

language thev might wanf more

JCOWIO (Oct 23 - Nov 2

cowortten may oct somewnc

reserved today Chances ai

nos nothing to do with you Ct •

out the legal aspects of a spr-

protect to prevent embarrassn

later on

SAOITTABIUS *40v 22 Dec

Work activities that offer personal

satisfaction deserve top

Welcome a chance to rr,ove

ahead with a pet project Fam*v

may ret applaud your rornantc

cho*c©
CA»tlCO»N < 22 - Jon N
bad day for handling financ iai tran-

sactions E«ercrse caution if buymg

rt se«ng property Organize vour

-kptoce better and produc •

mC rtJB

AQUARIUS : 20 Feb 18
s

,
Get

. ; ^y^ lojng i *M

save you bot-

wtshes ths eventng ana you

. friends

RISC! $ • eb W - March 20) Show

more inrtiattve at work today Zero

m on the easiest tasks first People

may be discussing you behind your

back (that means you Sam) Do not

be concerned the* comments are

complimentary

Idrio arc

11014 ?

\

(W new p'^yf

Or father, \\o^

torfapon.

\

...knouirx 4d stn& VlfV
feoms 5crw»wqfor fhfiir*

mofhcr$: MewW.-ST.
Ufijhf- m. 5frcw^H

-

Legendary

Ufsfosferonc Un\? 1

/
Boilinq over.

\
n

Night Editor Meredith O'Brien

Copy Editor Tamir Upton

Layout Technician Terry :
Starmer

Photo Technician ^-K AJ^ke

Production Supervisor ^^^l
Typesetter

**h ^lark

Production Tracey Richman. Steve Pans.

Mark Sturm. Jen Fatkin. Preston P Forman
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D.P. DOUGH

i

SQUIRE VILLAGE
APARTMENTS

2 Bedroom Apartments

RENT NOW
or for January 1

On Bus Route

CALL 665-2203

DELIVERS CALZONES
r T

= I

i $1.00 OFF
2 CALZONES

-*p» -0-- --V*- -**» «e»> *M> «» «*»J 9

| cxp 1/2 1/91 • one coupon per 2 Calzones • Delivery Only

U------------------I

DOUGH HOTLINE : 256-1616

DELIVERY HOURS:
M F 4:00-2:00 A.M.

SAT. 11:30-2:00 A.M.

SUN. 1 1:30-1:00 A.M.

i.

ONE MILLION OF

THE BEST MINDS
IN AMERICA

HAVE ALREADY
CHOSEN THE BEST

RETIREMENT
PROGRAM.

TIAA-CREF.

1 1 \ \ < K 1 1 khuiklmg
•uixi tnuuKi.il future

t.<r ip<»»i* than 1.(100,0(10

pctftlcin!hccili!s..i!n>»i

[Ks Aft* ewer 200.000

retirees .ircm** enH'smg
thcrvnetitvl ilx'ir

M\\( "Rl-.l annuities.

V»c currenlh <>tlrr yttu

SupriCWCWtol kt'lircinon!

NimuihcsiSR -\st ami are

working *ith sponsors of locisUuvn that would illnw ihe

Board <>i Reaeuta loedaNivi hiOmmmI Retirement

l'l.m << »RPi m MassackuMiM < JRP '\|>e ptam .ire mr-

icntis iiffcred .it puHk institutions <>i holier education m
4t ante 50 stales

SOLID PERFORM \N( F ANDT1MFLY INVr\ \l ION

Wbetket you Bfe JUSI Matting yur career or >oti are near

)flg retirement Wt CM help \>hi prepare for the future

Since l
g lK. we'ue been dedicated hi making sure that

people in education ami research can count on confer!

able retirement

We pioneered tfie r*»rtaNe pension We invented the

variant annuity In IWH. we created iheCREF Money

Market Account to give you more flexibility And in

March of this vear. we introduced two new accounts, the

CREF Bond Market Account and IheCREF Social

( noicc \ccount. to let you shape and diversify your

retirement investments even further

At TIAA-CREF! we believe that steady incremental

growth over the long term is the best way to bin Id retire-

ment iix ome This investment philosophy has worked

well lor over seventy years, and has provided retirement

income for hundreds of thousands of people like you

THE KEYS TO RETIREMENT INVESTING

Security, growth, and diversity are the keys to sound

retirement investing: security, so tin.' resources are sure to

be there when it's time to ie"ie. growth, so you'll have

the income you need for the kind of retirement you want:

ami diversity to help protect you against volatility ami to

let you benefit from the strengths of several types of

investments.

TlAA AND CREF- A SMART COMBINATION

Tl AA's traditional annuity provides maximum safety,

guaranteeing your principal ami a specified interest rate.

It aUo e.i\es you the

opportunity t<>r ciowtli

through diutlcnds

which we've de< tared

ever) \e.u tor 41 years In

fact, II A \s net earned

rate has bc.iteu the Indus

-

tr\ BUCnaje for every one

of those years
'

Witht RHsx.in.iMe
annuity yni can choOUB

from imii different

investment ,k< ounts. all managed by experts who uinler-

atand the long term atiategiei essentia) to sound retire

ment planning

Ull I IRSI ( HOK I IN FIX ( \IK»N AND HI SI \R( II

Ihc 1 1 Y\ < KI I retuetiK'nt system is specifically

designed for people in tducathnt ami reseaich You may

move from out institution to another many turn's m vom

career, so VOW annuities move with you to any of over

f,200 institution* with VIA A t'REI retirement plans

You njeed financial security, so the system provides retire-

ment income you cannot outlive Plus, tire T1AA-CR! I

svst.in > >lfers:

Performance: The CREF Su^k Account outperformed

the mutual fund industry averages for the last one . five-.

and ten year periods The CREF Money Market Account

has shown excellent returns since its inception, outper-

forming the industry average since M.iy >>f l°X8 2

Responsiveness: Our experienced counselors are read)

to answer vour questions ( all our toll free numbers for

performance figures or information about vour personal

annuity accumulations

Strength: Your luturc is protected by the largest private

retirement system in tire world We have done so well, lor

so many, for so long, that we currently manage over SHi)

billion in assets

I <>r further information t ontat t

TIAA-CREF
KM Oliver Street, Suite 320(1

Boston, MA 021 MI

I 8(K) H42 2(K»4

$2 off
per hour

Mac Rental

.If per hour on .self-service Macintosh' computer

time rtWl] 0m coupon, per customer Not valul with

wm other offer Kxpires I2V31 .'90.

zm&sm*

kinkes
Open 2-1 Hours*

253-2543
nhpi,,,,,*,,.

the copy center
• umCarruigt SI I J

ted Saturday midnight until Sunday ni*>n

-t

WINTER INTERSESSION
1991

lT?
Ensuring the future for those who shape it.

SM

i Amrm«>< nuw.l.O iff InMHiot ] Vwt> I i(>r" An>t>t» al Vt ka r» Inc MuiukI t mid Pnlnnorvr Ar .ly.< IkfMtl <m~<h I unj< li»ln mHirarixl I .|<"'» I M8) V*r«ff rnrtinf

> WWW) Donnghor < Mr>nr) riind Ai»c«fr« An InaNr

fplrtf mfiwmnu,m w tiiilm* , hnr*,\ nml riprnvi mil I WW M2 J7U KI 'VW^.i/irni^Ni Hriut ihr pmipr> («i rn"U\l\ hrfi*r \m in>r<( or vmi > "<r\

Januarv 2 18. 1991

Weekdays 9:00 am 12 noon

Earn transfer credits towards your degree.

I
lli<lt li.iliit^v

!l llu'lt llltlOT

•i be a..iiHj v.iTwlliinq pn^ilivr rtlx>n'

•f iIk- (InrvoTMtv >i I null M
<- 3 mrrrV Wlntn \ntrt*r*

•Ion. Chomp It.-rti a t,wr <>( rtrail and i»'>n

-ours»-< lh*t run arrrk^alp vouf <lrgr«#

pnpRM "i |«.p.ir.- !..,! In MH hnjltlv compplilrvp

wiwtwlpl.v

f trdll c nuim Arts m>H SftMCM f iMjmrpt

"m t.M hnokvjv < ompuMn M^n«oem«>nl. Muak

Nonrrrrfll rnunM: Workshops in r.«pct

drvrbipirii'tii *>h hNM|i i«-< hmr|iM>s <wM J\S\ ^
rt«rf>vtm«»iii .iikI l<.iu<. 1 .' ( ^JJC/a
Cost: An aHnxiabl* 185 00 net c irdll

9.14 24110 (..r n Wintpi iHHfMMWMI
Bullrlm and ii(ii<,lr,il»in fonn oi fill (Mil ihr

oovpon Im'I<»» i inn'pt«.iiv "l l<>« li DMMon "l

Coiiliiiiiinq f .In. .1I1..M Win', i Ii,Iitv,-<,«.i,,ii IW <^>j
Uwn>ai»<tV A» Lnwcfl MA (UHM

%

1 1 University of Lowell I
ni\n^L

Conttnuirnj \ ducatiOTt

N»r-<»

M«lr f>P

an^r-,.|t.^» h »•>*,*-)*•.*

Oo something great lor yourself, and
still have plenty of time ten lor tunl

siujjjjta
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football

¥
¥
¥
¥
¥

PROSPECTIVE SOPHOMORES
AND JUNIORS...

Are You Dedicated? Motivated?

Ambitious? Hard-Working?
Responsible? Organized?

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 12

of the four to receiver, where seniors Ron

Blauvelt and Mike Tobin will leave a hole.

The graduation of four members of the

offensive line — center Jay Gabbe, tackle

Al Pogarian, and guards Paul Mayberry

and Tony Giudice — could mean a switch

for some underclassmen on defense, too.

Tackle Steve Brothers and safety Pat

Doran are the lone seniors graduating from

the second-ranked defense in the nation

Linebackers Matt Tulley, Mario Perry,

Greg Mattern, Scott Assencoa and Bobby

Burke all return, as will Matt Rajotte, Don

Caparotti, and Allen and Vaughn Williams

from the defensive backfield

Are You Interested in Sales?

If you answered YES to the above

questions. The Collegian has a job

for you

Applications for

Advertising Account
Executive

are now being accepted APPLY NOW.
oome to tne uoiiegian business uttice

in the Campus Center

(Rm. 113— Lower Level) and pick up an

application

DEADLINE: TUES., DEC. 4

The Collegian is an E/O/E

¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥

¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥

RESUMES
CopyCat Print Shop
• Great Service • Great Prices

228 Triangle SWAmherst 549-3840

****************

^professional:
TYPING*

*

************************->

TEACH IN PROVIDENCE,
RHODE ISLAND

Providence School Department
Recruiter on Campus

Thursday, November 29, 1990
Urban School District

Multi-Cultural Multi-Lingual

School Environment

Great Salary and Benefits

Prevalence
Schools

OURSCHOOLS OURFUWRE

Minorities Encouraged to Apply

at Mather Career Center

tWord Processing: J

Dissertations

Cases
Papers

*

*

*

Affordable

Dependable
Mac/LP

On-Campus

Nancy

584-7934

*
*
*
*

*

***** **********

CLASSIFIEDS
IF YOU HAVE A BUSINESS CAHO

sam* txiwnuM call ««• &***** "•
perfect hx «ud»rt or9«m**ior» and «f>

trap«M«irs at «•« ***» w> Monday

Cost $20
Ca« me Co**g<«ri »» 545-3500

ACTivrries

2S • CLU« SoCtaVGerHK*!

Meeting Ttwidrr, 7PM. «««(>»«£
««•*, MCtfM Into can Randy M6-21S3

$1 contribution requaatad *» Chaftaa

Man
FM JOBS IN ACCOUNTING Thursday Nov

29 7 00 CC BOa-eOB apaaker Bob Gardner

sponsored by the Aeeounirng Aeeooanon

JOIN THt BEST PAItTY ON CAMPUS
The UMaaa Rapubbcan Club

Meeting today 7 00PMCC90!

ENTERING MARINE CORPS iom.ng

V£Z7m Muaiaan i4Che»Cav^
Red Auio AM/FM good condition

StSOOVbaat M*a 6-729*

FOR A GOOD TIME CAU

RACK-A-OISC the best entertainmerr) DJ s

video, bands domVhouae spaciaia can

586-9900 anylime

TARE OVER LEASE » to™*™™ **

OnetnavaAMiM Naad2paopla 185 .nci

everything CaH Sean 5*9 €9

TWO BEDROOM TOWNHOUSE Apt

available beommng January ' Located on

bus route $726 00 a month We H buy you

a keg CaH 5*9 1292

LKE VIOEO?
UVCUnion Video Cento*

Check us out

SUB behind the Match

Great hands on experience 1

SPRING BREAK TRAVEL FAIR'

Don't miss it'

Feb M 1991

ANNOUNCEMENTS

BED AND BREAKFAST downtown ideal

visiting parents Irtends 549-0733

COME TO SWEETS N MORE m F«'d

House Bnng this ad and get two chocolate

chip cookies lor only 50c'

FAST FUNDRAISING PROGRAM
$1000 m just one week

Earn up to $1000 to- y°u^?mPuS ,

<

?gl
n
^l

„on Plus a Chance at $5000 "O^Th* g*
gram works' No investment needed call

1 800 932-0528 Ext 50

FLASH!
WMUA Newsmeeting today

5 00 or 7 00 m Newsroom

SWEET CHARITY Thursday Friday, and

Tickets available at the FAC Bo* """^

AUTO FOR SALE

1983 THUNDERBIRO Heritage!E£«ion tod-

ed Excellent Condition 5 0EFI $Z70U

256-8251 Dolan

FOR RENT

1 BEDROOM APT m town $500/mo Jan 1

Flemble lease 253-2552

1 BEDROOM IN PRESIDENTIAL

ava.iabto 2? Dec
CaH 549-5977

2 BEDROOM N AMHERST apt available

Jan 1st to May
option to renew lease

Tree heat 549-0383

Cat now*

ATTENTION SKIERS'

Walk to Canon Mt

sleeps 4- kitchenette

hot tub- pool

avail by day oi lor wk
$550/wk or 85/day

CaH Anne 54*1993

BEAUTIFUL TWO BEDROOM Apartment

halt mile to campus' 549-5914

CONDO IN BELCHERTOWN/AMHERST
2 bdrm 475 caH 253-2352

GREAT SINGLE ROOM m Amherst

available Jan May on bus route $275

256*319

I NEED YOU. ..to take over lease Single

room m Amherst Apt Bus line 250/mo

utilities mcl Call Chris 253-9708

ONE BEDROOM APT Amherst center'

Quiet 256 1681 Matt/Kathleen

Available Jan 1

ROOM IN FAMILY HOME, m Florence

No smoking/pets $200/month

CaH 58*7766 alter 3 30PM

HOOMMATE NEEDED to- two bdr apt in

Colonial Village starling Jan i Leave

message 253 2432
First month rent tree

SINGLE BEDROOM in beautiful ranch style

house 250 2 miles Irom campus Ask lor

Bruce 549-6951 evenmgs

SINGLE ROOM m 3 bdr Pufflon Cheap rent

180 00 includes ut.H1.es Looking tor respon

sibto non-smoker Available tor Jan 1 CaH

5494509

FOR SALE

COMIC BOOKS 4 sale cheap

Call Paul 25J5086

• FUTONS *

at the mmi-ma* '

• November 27-30
'

• UMaaa Student Union
• Lowest prieea guaranteed

• Buy now or reserve^
" lor next semester

• Metewampe Furniture
'

•2580646-

JB PLAYER GUITAR
Neck thru body locking nut

w/tremolo $150 or b/O

Mike 6-0272

MAPLE TABLE A FOUR CHAIRS

$150 Good condition

666 8765 after 6 00

P.OUNOTRIP TICKET Providence to West

Palm Florida 12/22-1* $300 or b/o Call

549-8047

new- call MikeSKIS. BOOTS POLES, like

after 6PM 256 6104

SKIS AND SKIWEAR Brand new Descente

racing pants $99 B O and Descente parka

$750 BO Also new padded sweater $99

B O Rossignol sk.s $50 Call 546-3501

FOUND

A SET OF KEYS with Corona key holder

Found between village pk and career ctr

It yours call Roy 549-4049

GOLD BRACELET tound outside Tobm Hall

on Nov 20 Call to identify Jason 6-6458

GOLD FRAMED BIFOCAL GLASSES
m tight brown case outside ol Pnnce House

Call to claim 546 2535

GREG SUKIENNtK SPORTSOEEK

YEAH the CoHegian does bring people

together-!** us Ctoeeseions are unhealthy

SO >ust relax I m not going to rush oft on

you itove you Katoy

HELP WANTED

THE COLLEGIAN .s seeking a responsible

sophmore or iun<x Business Major to M the

position of Subscriptions Manager tor the

spring semester AJi encouraged to apply

Applications available at 113 Campus

Center Apply no later than 1^7

ADDRESSERS WANTED mmediateiy No

experience necessary E»ce^pay- Work

at home CaH tOtMree 1*00-396 3283

INTELLIGENCE JOBS. All branches US
Customs DEA etc Now hiring Call

1*05-687*000 Ext K 9816

PART TIME WORD PROCESSOR
You w* produce and edit memoranda pro

posats and graphic productions of presen-

tations and marketing materials Requires

tying ski** of at least 80 wpm At Mean, t

year ot wordpertoct as weH as knowledge

ot msdos Other word processing and

publishing software knowledge desirable

For consideration please resume

Chan Computer Corporation

441 West Street

Amherst. Ma 01002

SPRING BREAK IN Cancun or Bahamas

from $299 00' Includes air 7 nights hotel

cruise, beach parlies tree lunch and much

more' CaH 1-800 Beach it

WANTED: Entrepreneurs looking to make

$10 000 next summer operating their own

franchises of college pro painters '"forma-

tion session Wednesday. November 20th

at 4PM m the Campus Center- room 80'

CaH 1-800-346 4649 tor more into

KNOW YOUR RIGHTS'

OO YOU HAVE QUESTIONS
rights 7 Do you think your c*vK 'ignts have

been violated"' Find out' Contact the Legal

Services Center 922 Campus Center

545 1995

LOST

PEARL NECLACE 11 "* Hertei oi FAC
Please ptoese caM 266 0004 TMRt

MY WHITE SILK SCARF on Campus 1

1

between SBA and M '"««» please

caH 6-0439

PERSONALS

ACCT 221 BRUNETTE COULD BE We
spoxe briefly You questioned me at*w

checking out reserve material Andyesyeu

were near the copier Now your smile s still

with me DD

BETH H HAPPY BIRTHOAY "om the

Grayson Field Start and good luck m the real

world

TO: C
Yes. it's possible

But I may know now
in keep you posted

From D

TO ONE OF RUSS S BOYS
You steamed up the windows at Boyden

aqamst B C You looxed hot 1

Kai

RIDE WANTED

RIDE NEEDED FRI 1 1/30 to S! Law

Umv Syracuse or anywhere m between
'

tcali Lisa 253-7317

GIFTS

HOLIDAY SHOPPING in one shot at the

UMass mini mall Nov 27-30 in the Student

Union Ballroom Lots of great ilems tor the

right price

INSTRUCTION

EARN CREDIT SCUBA DIVING

2 credit basic and advanced courses offered

both semesters at Curry Hicks pool

2 credil sport courses to Key Largo during

mtersession, spring break and end ot

August .

Register tor all courses through the General

Physical Education Department

Further information at Curry Hicks pool

Monday through Thursday 7PM- 10PM or

call Proiect Deep 549-8401

ROOMMATES WANTED

FEMALE NONSMOKER wanted lo share

room 549-0038 for December 1

FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED to share

quiet 1 bdrm apt in Sunderland On b

665- 1170

FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTEO for Jan

1st $187 50 heat included CaH Leah or

Anne 549-4259

FEMALE TO SBLT SINGLE in 5 bdrm

house Great toe $240 mo 4 ut.1 253-5474

MALE NONSMOKER to share large room

Squire VI Call 665 2428 $150

ROOM FOR RENT IN PUFFTON Apt tor

January 211 50 8 utilities 549-5303 or

54*1577 ASAP

SHARE LARGE ROOM " I

Apartments Rent $155 Availed
Cnrtstmaa 54*4820

SERVICES

HOLIDAY BOOKING selling

Travel on Campus 54*0800

PREGNANT >

Need a pregnancy test, information

oorf CaH tor free and contidential services

ALTERNATIVE* 33 Mam St Northampton

586 3000 or Greenfield area 774-6010

PROFESSIONAL PAPERS INC

Computerised research

levels ft topes Can 4 resea

Visa-Amex 1*0*447 2431 10835 Santa

Monica Blvd l-20i| W Los Angeles. CA
90025

SUBLET

I NEED A PLACE to Irve during Wmterses-

sion Please call 54*0233

I WANT TO SUBLET your -oom tor

January Can Micheto 54*0096

NEED A ROOM FOR INTERSESSION^
Single available in North Amherst Mouse at

busatop CaH Sue 54*6448

SUBLET a convenient Townhouse Apt For

next semester with 2 girts CaH 54M001
and come meet us'

TRAVEL

INTERCOLLEGIATE SKI WEEK
$189 for 5 day lift ticket 5 nights lodging

[mountainside condol. 5 days intercollegiate

activities sponsored by Labatt s ft Mt Sut

ton Canada group leader discoun'

*11 or Jan 1318 Call Ski Travel Unlimited

1-80*999-SHI9

NEW YEARS EVE IN MONTREAL'
3 days for $1 '9 Call Paula 546 '944

Deadline Friday

WAKE-N-BAKE'" SPRING BREAK IN

JAMAICA/CANCUN FROM $449'" BOOK
EARLY AND SAVE $30 TRAVEL WITH

THE BEST 1*0*42*7710

TYPING

WORDPROCESSING Inexpensive quick

Ana accurate campus pickup S delivery

Call Lisa 256-6695

WORDPROCESSING, REPORTS
Resumes. Theses. Graphics. Laser Pnn

ting Call Rosemary 259-1786
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SPORTS
For UMass football, a season at the top

i- i * r„ u;^. on#4 fho ITnivpr-

By SAM SILVERSTEIN
Collegian Staff

Coach Jim Reid knew he had a good foot

ball team when he held practice at 5:30

a.m. five times this spring, and none of his

players were late.

*i set three alarms, myself," Reid said.

"It showed a knowledge on their part that

they could be good if they worked hard.

This team had a special work ethic, and

they were fun. Anytime you've got that

you've got a chance."

The sting of Saturday's season-ending

38-0 playoff loss at William and Mary has

faded some. Reid said, leaving behind a pile

l nllf-flan photo by Tom Burke

Junior tackle Rich Kane (50) tied linebacker Mario Perry for the team

lead in sacks this season with eight. Both return next year for the

Minutemen

of accomplishment fo him and the Univer

sity of Massachusetts football team to

think about this winter.

The Minutemen (8-2-1) won more regular-

season games than any football team in

school history and captured their third

Yankee Conference title in five years (their

first outright YanCon crown since 1978).

And they beat Delaware, something no

other UMass team had done in 14 meetings

between the two school dating back to

1958. "That was an albatross around my
neck for 10 years," said Reid, who was an

assistant coach at UMass before being

named head coach in 1986.

Last week, 12 players and Reid were

decorated with postseason honors by the

Yankee Conference Reid was named

Coach of the Year, sophomore quarterback

Gary Wilkos won Co-Offensive Player of

the year honors, and freshman tailback

John Johnson was awarded Rookie of the

Year.

Wilkos is a question mark for next season

after fracturing a vertebra at the base of

his neck at Delaware. Three quarterbacks

that played in his place, junior Paul Tor

natore, sophomore Tom Fasano and

freshman Dave McGovern, will return

"We have no idea about Wilkos," Reid

said "We're assuming he'll never play foot-

ball again and if we get him back, then

that's a plus."

Keid also has some decisions to make at

tailback, where senior Jerome Bledsoe will

return from a medical redshirt season to

join Johnson, freshman Eric Thimas and

redshirt freshman Demetrius Owens on the

depth chart.

Reid said he is considering moving one

CONTINUED ON PAGE 11

< oUrgian IIW photo

Yankee Conference Co-Offensive

player of the Year Gary Wilkos'

status is undecided for next season.

Olson verdict: Patriots team, players fined total of $73,400
Mowatt, Perryman, Timpson Fined, Kiam issued strong letter

Lisa Olson
W phnlo

By Barry Wilner

AP Sports Writer

Two New England Patriots players and a former team

member were fined a total of $20,500 and the team was

fined $25,800 yesterday by the NFL for involvement in

the alleged sexual harassment of a female reporter

Mowatt was given a $12,500 fine, while Mich

Timpson and Robert Perryman were each fined $5.0' »•»

In addition to the team fine, the Patriot -rdered

to pay $25,000 for instructional materials on responsible

dealings with the media.

No suspensions were given in the incident, which in

volved Lisa Olson of the BttHoa Herald.

The fine, levied by NFLCmnnn-M.n. r Paul Tagliabue.

came after special counsel Phillip Heymann of the Har

vard Law School submitted a 68-page report on the

incident,

Tagliabue concluded that "a serious incident occurred

on Sept. 17 while Lisa Olson of the Hoston Herald was

interviewing cornerback Maurice Hurst in the Patriot >

locker room. The incident involved misconduct of certain

Patriots players that was degrading to Olson.

"Professor Heymanns report is thorough and bala:

ed," Tagliabue said, it treats the entire episode on a

tual basis, not with -peculation, rumor or rhetoric."

Mowatt and Timpson are still with the Patriate, but Per

ryman was released on Nov. 6 and now plays for the

Dallas Cowboys.

Tagliabue called the players' actions and statements

"completely uncalled for and improper. Mowatt's condiu t

involved both verbal and demonstrative actions Timpson

and Perryman encouraged the misconduct

Tagliabue also concluded, based on Heymanns report,

that the team's management failed to comply with NFL

policy on equal media access "in that the club did not ade

quately suf ts players, did investigate and resolve

a serious incident of misconduct in the club's locker room

and appeared to condone the misconduct of the Patriot's

player

"in a letter to Patriots owner Victor Kiam," Tagliabue

reiterated "my strong belief that the Patriot's organiza

tion and its players have learned a hard lesson from this

episode and that everyone involved will best be served if

this controversy now comes to an end without further

recriminations."

Men's hoop hosts Marathon Oil

The madness returns to the Cage tonight

By SAM SILVERSTEIN
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts men's

basketball team steps back into its exhibi

tion schedule tonight against Marathon

Oil. Tipoff is 7'JO p.m.

The Minutemen opened their regular

season with a loss Monday night at Purdue

Tonight's scrimmage was scheduled aft* -i

the season opener by the Atlantic 10. ac

cording to UMass assistant coach John

Kohik

We'd have liked to play before, just to

another game under our belts for Pur

due." Robik said. "But it's still a plus for

us. We're going to be able to play a lot of

people and see what we can do."

Coach John Calipan said he will play his

starting five for half of tonight's scrimmage

and use the rest of the game to give

reserves Kennard Robinson, Jeff Meyer,

and Chris Robinson a look.

Marathon Oil is a touring club of former

college players, including Mike Born of

Jeff Timberlake of Boston

University. Earl Kelley from Connecticut.

Sherman Williams from Indiana State, and

Mike Bell of Oklahoma. The team plays

more than 40 games against college teams

each fall and has played nearly every day

since mid October, Robik said.

Last winter the Minutemen posted a

30 point win against Marathon Oil.

Saturday in Philadelphia, the

Minutemen will play the first game of their

Atlantic 10 schedule against St. Joseph's.

Photo by Richard DuCre*

Kennard Robinson and the University of Massachusetts men's basket-

ball team will scrimmage Marathon Oil tonight at the Cage (7:30 p.m.).

What goes up must
come down.
Temperatures in the

30s today.

Study shows one of

every 500 college

students has the AIDS
virus. Page 3.

The passion of Sarafina!

will come to Bowker
Auditorium this Satur-

day and Sunday.
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Students prepare for

call to Gulf duty
By KENDRA PRATT
Collegian Staff

Matth.u Heam. a 2<i niversi-

- junior in t n.tl

id. il prepared for the phone call which

will send him to Saudi Arahia in the

two months.

Heam. an undergraduate in the School

of Management, said then- has been

speculation in his company, Company

C2-104, that more students will be tailed

up by Januai \

History major Thomas Kudman. all

UMass junior, has alread\ bean called up

and is prepared to noa H<

said he is unable to reveal where he will

go or what will be his and dav <>t

departure

He has been in the Marina reaervee for

the past two and on h d is from

Belmont, M

a

I'm all set b | Rodman said,

family all km and of hard -

beener.. »meri
a lot to leave behind

"

Rudman said t pro-

feasors have m
by giving him all a

So far. out of200 -'

ard and some 60 in th.

east 11 men and v

at to the Middle East and the

numbers are changing daily according to

the University Press Office

Heam said it he were called up, he would

not be sent directly t<» Saudi Arabia, but

combat training c;imp in the

United Mates or in Europe.

Both Rudman and Heam said they sup

port the present \J£ in t he Persian

Gob*
"1 couldn't say that anyone realh a ants

to go. but I'll go to protect US. int.

Ream -aid 'It - for I good cause."

Rudman said he "had no problem with

going," but the timing of the phone call

which told him to get his thing! in order

ily surprised him.

I thought I would be called up in

September, but I a
•

I thought I woukb iHad so I

ted."

Heam said he waa physical ly n

id he is unsure

whether he could handle actual warfare

ntally.

1 feel like I'm ready. I
bttd

,H |

• then I don't know

what I'd do," he said

\t the present moment, about

. in Saudi Arabia and the

lh adni

i ..Urgum piMrto hy Km h«r.t l)ww

LOOKING AHEAD - Raina Flowers walks down Park Avenut

recently in New York Cit>

.

Students see hope at jail

Programs provide help for drug addicts

U.N. to vote on ultimatum1
SAUDI ARABIA (AP> - Today tin-

United Nations votes on a U.S.-

sponsored resolution demanding Iraq

withdraw from Kuwait by Jan. 15 or

face possible attack, while a leading

Congressman said yesterday he opposes

using force against Iraq now.

According to the resolution. Iraq will

have until Jan 15 to withdraw its troops

from Kuwait before facing the prospect

of military action. Soviet and U.S.

diplomats fixed the deadline in the last

24 hours, Western diplomats said on

condition of anonymity.

The resolution authorizes "all

necessary means" to get Iraq out of

Kuwait after that date.

But Iraq yesterday called for dialogue.

Iraq's deputy prime minister, Taha

Yassin Ramadan, said Bush "is leading

the entire world to a luiimu- H and

"'has no other choice but to come to his

senses and initiate a dialogue

Ramadan indicated, however. Iraq

had not softened its position on Kuwait

saying it was intent on ousting

gressors and traitors" from Arab land.

In Baghdad, meanwhile, Iraq's depu

ty foreign minister yesterday urged

President Bush to open talks on NMtOf

ing peace in the Persian Gulf, although

he did not offer concessions regarding

Kuwait.

Another Iraqi official denied yester

day that Baghdad was preventing

Soviets from leaving the country. On
Monday, the Soviet Foreign Ministry ac

cused Baghdad of breaking a promise to

allow Soviets in Iraq to leave and

threatened a "tougher attitude" if they

were not granted freedom.

B\ ! DEM

I

Idicted t<> <ii

the past three inon

Take \ \

of being sick and tired.' h«

sion to enter the group, N
modeling and studying to bl

Smitt> f the si >ries which

students from Univ. Massachu-.

Professor Peter Parkei

Drugs and Society." d;

daring visit to the Hampden County Jail

in Springfield.

Nine students accompanied trip leader

Roy Eddington on a tour of the iail and its

pre release center Students then spoke

with members at a noontime meeting of

NAA at a Springfield church

Eddington, a former drug addict who

spent 11 months at the jail, is an empl.

of the Veteran's Assistance and Counsel

ing Service at UMass. He speaks in high

school and college classrooms about drug

use and stereotypes surrounding inm.i

Sheriff Michael Ash, who became direc

tor of the 103-year old jail in 1975. said his

administration has tried to move away

from "warehousing" inmates, but provides

rehabilitation instead.

The prison has a number of programs, in

tail al

'

am
terra

percent have sen Dial dtf

about B0 percent are illy

rehabilitated, and the remaining 1" ;

return on econd 01

Th-

near the jail About 52 people • the

facility, while about 20 live at home and

in the day repotting pTOgl

Inmates who have d> months ..r Us-

maining to serve may apply for the day

reporting program, in which they lrv

home, hold jobs, and are monitored by con-

trol officers.

Terry Vecchio. the program's director.

said. We give people the information and

the tools to stay away from dn;

veral of the NAA members ha

ed jail terms. Before touring the jail. Amy
rlodgkina, I I'V nor and conimunica

tions major, said her course has mad<

more open minded about drug users. After

meeting David, an NAA member, she said.

T wanted to tell him . . he's a lot more
are than people I know who have never

tried drug

Speaker tells of inequality and suffering in El Salvador
•" ...it u ;r I ..,r,o a ...tulrln't affni-H a nii-efi fif n«rwv»r filled the

Collegian photo by Alexandra Riao

Robert Kirchner

By LEAH ARINIELLO
' "cgian Staff

More often than not the El Salvadorean

armed farces are interested in the wealthy,

according to Robert Kirchner. a visiting

scholar who spoke at Campus Center last

night.

Kirchner was involved with a family

from El Salvador in Washington DC. One

member was returning to retrieve a child,

so he decided to go with him.

"I hooked up with a delegation and saw

more things than I would if I wa

tourist." Kirchner said.

The few 'opulent' houeet are hidden

behind high walls.

Kirchner said. "Factories have ne

trimmed and well watered lawns with nun

dreds of gardeners."

The slide show he presented showed how

the majority live.

"Seventy percent live in shacks. " he said.

Houses constructed of cardboard, roads

like riverbeds, and malnourished children

unable to attend school because they

couldn't afford of paper, filled the

slide show. It's puzzling they could

cute then nun [>< ople," Kirchi.

Kirchner spoke with g Bfh who us

ed to be in the arm\ He WU 13 when the

government came into his school and took

him

'They wan threatened with death Ifthey

didn't shoot, he said

"The village begged me to tell fellow

Americans to stop sending bombs and

tanks to the Salvadorean Army "
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Moving
Off-Camput ?

Check out

CLIFFSIDE
APARTMENTS

Affordable. Quiet

Convenient

1 & 2 Bedrooms

from $400/month

ALL UTILITIES
INCLUDED

5 miles to UMASS
On Sunderland Bus

Route

I

Pool. Tennis & More

Furnished Apartments

also available

Ask about our free rent

special

248 Amherst Rd (Rt 116)

Sunderland 665-3958

Gav, Lesbian, Bisexual
Forurrr

s

STAY

HOM

nrnnrrrP1

ARE YOU

PREGNANT

London
Paris

San JoseC R
Bangkok
Hong Kong
Tokyo

$412
480
390

959
879
759

Student Faculty Fare

Taxes not included Resec-

tions apply Fares subject to

change One ways available

Work/Study abroad programs

International student and

teacher ID

EURAIL PASSES ISSUED ON
THE SPOT"

Free student travel catalogue

& IN NEEO OF HELP?
Birthright Can Help

• F«£ PREGNAWCY TESTING

Saint Day Rtium

Saivfcas l/iat »'<•

frtt. Co.it)d»nU»i. Csilng

I Mmlptut

S
549-1906
Amharat

Carrtaga Shopa
ami Biiamal'v* >(. abortion

Need cash? ,.„
Own any gold?

>** %\

Travel
IM*|?» I •»*« I

CASH
FOR
GOLD

Progressiva Gold Recycling

J

256-0842

Hiahest otters In the state!

The Lesbian, Bisexual. Gay Forum comes

out every Thursday.

Future Disc Jockeys become host tor

WMUA Gay Issues show for the Spring

Semester. For more info call Ah: 546-5025.

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 29 Diversity

Group is having a video night showing

•Tongues Untied," and "Dona Herhnda

and Her Son" at 7 p.m. Space is limited -

call Joe at 584-0224 before 5 p.m. for more

info LBG people of color are welcome.

LBGA Political Committee mtg. Student

Union 413B, 6:15 p.m.

Film co-sponsored by the LBGA and the

Program for Gay, Lesbian and Bisexual

Concerns. "Lianna," Campus Center 803,

RAP Bisexual issues. SU 413B. 7:30 p m.

FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 30 Day hng Col-

loquium The Many Faces of AIDS, the

third annual UMass AIDS Colloquium, in

observance of World AIDS Day, Dec. 1.

Speakers, presentations, and exhibit

am. to 2:45 p.m.. in CC 904. LBGA C off*

Social CC check schedule by the elevators

for room number, 3 to 6 p.m.

Dance sponsored by the Amherst College

FLBGA. Amherst College Campus Center

Frontroom, free, 9 P-nv

SATURDAY, DECEMBER 1 DANCErO-

RAMA the LBGA finishes another

bodacious semester. 9 p.m. to 1 a.m., $3

MONDAY, DECEMBER 3 Divert*

Group last meeting of the semester

ALANA students welcome (.( check

schedule for room number, 7 p.m.

Bisexual Group at Hampshire College

meets in "The Closet," 7:30 p.m., all are

TUESDAY. DECEMBER 4 LBGA
Meeting come get on our new mailing list

for the spring. SU 413B. 6:15 p.m.

Women cometo the LBWU. The Women s

Weekend trip in December still has a few

spaces left, get details about the traditional

End Of The Semester Potluck.

WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 5 Kan new

topic everv week, sponsored by the LB(.

Counseling Collective. SU413B. 8 p.m.

One of Milli Vanilli duo arrested
. _.. .*r \A unman hilt ItUVe no other

\\..nH-ns Show Clothing* teensuriei

Zanm • 18? North Wet*"* Stsrei *»*«*

4i ^ 253 25©3

LOS ANGELES (APi - Rob Pilatus. one

half of the fallen lip syncing pop duo Milli

Vanilli. was .united in connect ion with

sexual battery, police said

Pilatus. 26. a <<<! sanjf tWI week

at his home, said police BpuksspSTeon

Maureen Dambach
Police said the alleged victim WS1

,-ar-old woman but gave no other

,1s. Sexual battery is defined

touching "an intimate part of another-per

son while that person is unlawfully

restrained." tmruvi
Pilatu- ee(l tt-.m jail M $10,01H)

bail, and also paid $485 for outstanding

traffic violations, police said

Charlie's
i

•m will,

It

If

:
Tonight 10c Beer Steamed Baby Flunks

9.00p.m. — 12:00 a.m.

i ffflftci'tei Ito.

Drink of the Week

§ Bourbon and Ginger Ale $1 75
Beer of the Month
Ubatt s $1.75

...•.•.•.•.••:•

s./i-v. Taffetas and Wi

ooa uiveaways

Mon 10 cent Mozzarella Sticks 9pm- 12am

Tues 10 cent Buffalo Wings 9pm- 12am

Wed 25cent Piwa Slices and 99 cent Nacho* 9pm- 12am

Thurs 10 cent Beer Steamed Baby Franks 9pm- 12am

Sunday 10 cent Potato Skins 9om-Uam
WE ACCEPT MC-VISA-AMEX

Don't Miss This!
Last Two Days
LEATHER GOODS

BOOK BAGS • TRAVEL BAGS 6 TOTES
• BACK PACKS • HANDBAGS
• BRIEFCASES • WALLETS

Book Bags Briefcases Flight Bag

SAVE 70% SAVE 70% SAVE 70%

HANDBAGS • WALLETS • PORTFOLIOS

SAVE 70%

Sponsored by
UMASS Baseball

Campus Center Concourse 10-4

Last Chance-
Shop Now for Holiday Gifts

UNLESS YOU HEIR

Volunteer just ) hoars ami you

can help others this, season.

CAM,: SHb-SJVl

JACKSON'S FLEA MARKE

EVERY SUNDAY

indoors - 6:00 A.M. - 5:00 P.M.

Whore THOUSANDS of people shop every

Sunday for Antiques, New «r Used items.

Baseball Cards, Furniture. Crafts, etc. In fact

"If you can't find it at Jackson's you probably

don't need it-

MT. FARMS MALL RT 9 HADLEY. MA
Deal info. (413) 584-2300

(On Northampton Bus Route)

FKKK AliMISSlON'KHKK l*AKKIN(J»< ATKREI)

LOCAL
Leaders stand firm on Legal Services fight

.i j-i_.. >• m..i t.,,ii,..., oa \A enmu trnvit»...c rihuTted to the Drovisioii

By KENDRA PRATT
Collegian Staff

If the University of Massachusetts Board of Trustees

does not table the limited litigation proposal for Legal Ser-

vices until the February meetings, student leaders say

they will file a legislative bill for full litigation rights

Angus McQuilken, student trustee, said yesterday that

he will make a motion at the Dec. 4 Board of Trustees

Committee on Student and Academic Affairs to table the

trustees* final decision on the proposal until the Feb. 5

trustees meeting.

His motion will be "to endorse the 'Comprehensive Ap-

proach to Dispute Resolution Proposal' in concept, with

final approval pending a vote at the February 1991

meeting of the Board of Trustees. Refinements will be pur

sued cooperatively between General Council William

Searson. Trustee Lawrence DiCara and McQuilken

There are some specifics that need to be worked out

between now and February." McQuilken said Were not

going to give up five years of work for a two month delay.

President Chancellor Duffey removed the proposal from

the agenda of the Dec. 5 trustees meeting. Although he

said he supported the proposal in concept, he felt the pro

posal was 'premature" and needed further review by

Searson and DiCara.

DiCara is a Boston attorney and Searson is the Univer-

sity Legal Council.

McQuilken said if the committee does not support his

motion, he would submit the proposal as a late bill before

the state House of Representatives and the state Senate

Any bill filed after Dec. 5 is considered lat.

While the proposal before the trustees would restrict

Legal Services from taking actions against the Univ

tv and its staff, anv municipalities or the Commonwealth

of Massachusetts, the bill would ask for full litigation

rights.

"If we have to bring these to the Senate and th.

of Representatives, then we're going to ask for full litiga-

tion rights," McQuilken said.

McQuilken said some trustees objected to the provision

which forbids Legal Services from taking action against

a University employee "in the scope of their employment."

McQuilken said the "legalese" wording could be chang

ed so that, for example. Legal B I could take action

again* a p. who is also a landlord as long as the

action revolves around a landlord tenant suit

Some trustees also questioned how the proposal, to allow

Legal Services to litigate in landlord tenant, consumer

and civil righ' would define "civil righ

The trustees rescinded Legal Services right to litif

in August of 1987.

A committee of student leaders and administrator-

created the alternative di-pute >ol\ing proposal earlier

this month.

They proposed that a cam]

negotiation, arbitration, use of an MB.

limited litigation rights be created for

needs.

ttion.

i and
tudents' legal

Study shows AIDS risk in colleges

By CHRIS MUTHER
Collegian Statt

and the Associated Press

About one of every 500 U.S. college students is infected

with the AIDS virus, and further spread of the deadly

disease is likelv on campuses unless students change their

sexual habits, a recent study of 19 colleges and univer

sities. including the University of Massac!

concluded. ..— *. c rv ~„„
Based on the new findings, the US Center ^Disease

Control estimates that ... J5.000 and 35.0. ge

students are infected with HIV the AIDS nrui

Dr. David Kraft executive director of University Health

at- found the n in ^

"Based on othei studies that have been d

mil. tan wid the job core, thej reegMj came up with the

same figure." Kraft said.

He said he hopes the results of the study will place

creased pressure on colleges and universities to increase

AIDS awareness. ,

"(Health S I tv concerned about students t

ual attitudes and behaviors." he added

Kraft said although the study was not a random sam

pie of colleges and universities, he said he thinks the

numbers are a good representation of the number of col-

lege students with AIDS
"Risky behaviors are occurring, and now we know we

have the infect ton It is cause for com em and aPProPna*e

Intention." said Dt Helene D. Gayle. who directed the

Btudl <»t th' < 1"
. , ..

The StUdj iS the first nationwide attempt to judge the

presence of HIV on college campuses. It sh H the

blj abort a.s common on campuses as in the

however* the researchers cautioned that AIDS could

.,,11 spread dr. kH| among college »tud< nAs*

aeothei .emitted disea- dons.

I think probably the most important thing from this

-tudy.sth .ws us the potential." said Dr Richard

Keeling of the American College Health Association,

a co-author "The combination potential for very serious

disease tossed into campus behavior has the potential for

very serious consequences in the future It also shows U
we have an opportunity to prevent that"

The study was based on random testing of blood samples

drawn from 16,863 students at 19 schools, most of them

large state universities. It found that two tenths of 1 per-

cent of the students were infected with the AIDS

Among other results of the study, published m i >

England Journal of Medici n

• Overall, the survey found 30 AIDS infected students.

All but two of them were men.

O The infection rate was half of 1 percent for men and

tw.. hundredths of 1 percent for women

e Those ages 24 and older > times more nl

than vounger students IS bs inftcb

• At lo.-t the 19 campuses, th. turned up no AH J>

infections at all ,, TnC/, _ii^-_
The researchers noted that the risk of AIDS for colli

students is far lower than among some other gro.

as male homosexuals and drug abusers Jential

,rlv exists, however, for the further sprea i of HI\ u
ion in this population, and preventive measures are

needed." thev wp
Keeling said the study underscores the need to com,

college studente to use condoms, limit the number of their

sexual partners and otherwise reduce their risk ofbecom

'""Our concern is that now that we have doci;

presence ofHlV on col'. he said >«n-

a from which the vii

people if we do not succt.

Keeling, who
**

Un i. "rid students often

«

DSts

thatdo.
*«

ma) enhan
rotiatingsa

th( it combiaatiol ad drinking, ernlca

m

.vered Mind." by John Fleming on display

ot the "illuminating AIDS through Ait" exhibit

ot the Franklin Cminty \rt*
t
»are m < .ret-nlieM.

_ „.._>!
blockade Air Force base
By MARC ELLIOTT
Collegian Staff

A meeting of about 50 student ac-

tivists to organize Five-College par

ticipation in a blockade of Westover Air

Force Base and continued protest action

against the U.S. military build up in the

Gulf was held this week at Hampshire

College.
,

The meeting, sponsored by the People

for a Socially Responsible University,

was a planning session to aid the

blockade, which the American Friends

Service Committee has set for Saturday

Dec. 1.

PSRU organizer Scott Hertzberg

estimated about 500 people would par-

ticipate. "It's going to be big,' said

Hertzberg.

The blockade of the Air Force Base is

scheduled to begin at 2:30 p.m.

"People will be trying to shut down

the base," said AFSC leader Frances

Crowe "They will be blocking the

entrance ways with their bodies."

Hertzberg recommended that those

going to the event bring a form of idem

tification and $25 in case of arresL

Crowe said 20 people were arrested by

the Chicopee Police for trespassing dur

ing the Oct. 20 of the base.

The event, with the theme "Support

the Troops, Bring Them Home," is

slated to begin at 1 p.m. at the Fairfield

Mall in Chicopee with a march and a

rally following at 1:30 p.m.

Professor Anne Fergeson of the

University of Massachusetts Philosophy

department, Arther Serota of the

Springfield Learning Tree organization,

and several Vietnam veterans are ex-

pected to speak at the rally.

Transportation to the blockade and

rally will be provided from Haigis Mall

at 10:45 a.m. Saturday morning. PSRU
is scheduled to hold a training session

for nonviolent action in the Butterfield

main lounge tonight at 7 p.m.

rtowever, Ku participated in a recent studv which found

that condom use among teenager- has doubled during the

rt of the Unner-

Medicsl ommended more inter

bv colleges to change students' behavior and att.t..

toward sex. di "

aex hing.at macceptahletoh, »•

r mind." h<

Th.
A
u

for other pu t student health cent ugh

a! AIDS l m
div trnpuses, Keeling said man:

tied being labeled i
UDH

Faculty to be spared cuts

Staffpositions will be left unfilled instead

tion and the Massachusetts Society of Pro-

,rs are continuing negotiations about

alternatives to the proposed ft ve-d ay

furlough, and not other ways to reduce I

at the University

Although O'Brien could not comment on

the negotiations due to an agreement bet

ween the administrators and the union he

did SSJ a final decision was "anticipated

bv next week."

"The administration has had to digest

$16.6 million dollars in budget cuts this

fiscal year, said O'Brien.

O'Brien also stressed the furlough pro-

posal was for the immediate fiscal year.

and not a long term reduction.

He said the elimination of four programs

IS still being studied, and the administra-

tion has until "the end of December to take

the next step." he said

However, the University of

Massachusetts has maintained a level ot

excellence in academic achievement said

°"For
n

a freshman, it is a little better

because there are 15 percent fewer

students, and it is easier to get into I

course."

By GAYLE LONG
Collegian Staff

While University of Massachusetts ad

ministrators and the faculty union are still

negotiating alternatives to a five-day

furlough, other budget cutting measures

are saving faculty positions in nine depart^

ments, according to Provost Richard

O'Brien.
ti

..
Earlier this week, the Collegian reported

that "administrators decided more money

would be saved by not filling vacant facul

ty positions rather than eliminating the

19.5 positions."

"The original intent was to save nearly

$1 million by not filling the positions, said

O'Brien.

The colleges are absorbing the money

from unfilled positions rather than laying

off faculty, he said.

Of the nine departments mentioned in

the previous article, only two, German and

resource economics, had untenured facul-

ty subject to layoffs, said O'Brien. The rest

of the departments will leave vacancies un

filled to save money.

Meanwhile, O'Brien said the admimstra
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Collegian Forum: Student Government
Tnw^rrlc, a more perfect union: We need to restructure...
1 OWai Ub d IHUl ^ ^^^

Kfltinyastowhetherthey should aboHsh the Student up a budget advisory group of student, to discuss alter

What should the role of student government be? .
you

ask Before I attempted to answer this question I went

hack to the stack of Collegians on my bedroom floor and

began to thumb through them.

Where should I begin^ Perhaps at the most obvious place

- where Student Government is now. Let s be truthful

The major head lines regarding the two legislative bodies

of universitv -wide student government 'the Board of

Governors and the Student Senate) were regarding he

threatened impeachment of the SGA Treasurer and the

BOG notion to remove us LBGA seats. And. this week

members of the BOG are bringing a motion to evict the

Collegian from its space in the Campus Center. What are

we doing'' We have turned against ourselves >n student

\- student conflict-

3tud«nt Government also works mternally to amend

amendment- n -ly amended, for example to change

Chapters 9 .«»r 5 or 8) again in order to improve our coiv

ititutiono or bv-laws Two weeks ago the BOG spen all

the whole night debating on a mot .on to have a volun

tarv pledge of allegiance at the beginning of every

meeting What are we doing here? We are trying -strange

a- .t may sound> to improve the rules with which we

govern ourselves. ,

What else are we doing? Well the Student Senate spends

a large amount of time 'as do many columnists on this

editorial page) debating about the Student Activities Trust

Fund - the trust fund into which goes many a Senate

meeting argu.ng over $1000 here and $1000 there and

debating as to whether they shouldI abolishithe.Student

Act , vities Office, the "'watch dog of the SATF ( *Inch by

the way. will exist whether they vote to abolish it or not).

But lets dig a little deeper into the Collegian. Ah. _yes

perhaps a success story for student
g.
overnment

r
°n.^

3and 4. Student Government Association and Graduate

Student Senate Officers will go to the Trustees with the

Natasha Diephuis

•Dispute Resolution Proposal " This proposal was put

together by a committee consisting of administrate

from office, all around campus and student »eadersfrom

the GSS and the SGA. All of the Legal Services Office s

power to litigate on behalf of students was completelv

taken awav in 1987 by the Trustees An important part

„t th.s new proposal shows the need for a Legal Sen

Office that ha> the power to l.t.gate in limited classes ot

cases Here the student government leaders have work

ed to develop, (with the administration) a proposal that

will trulv help students

Going further back you will find article aaer article

about students protesting the cuts to the Everywoman s

,ter I was. as Student Government President, one ol

tboM manv After numerous protests and media coverage

the administration was forced to listen to and meet w.th

the women protesting Although it cant be called a sue

CMS as a result of these protests the administration set

up a budget advisory group of students to discuss alter-

natives if and when future cuts come

Finally back to the original question. What should 1 he

Role of Student Government be?" Student Government

must avoid pitting students against students. Student

Government's role must be to represent the students to

the administration and faculty That »s where aU of the

decisions that effad student life are made. WAKE UP.

The SATF is not the onlv trust fund made up of student

money Then il trust fund for each of the fees that we

nay 'athletic, health etc.) We must begin to ask questions

about and become involved in the way ALL of our BOM)

is being spent We must also become involved in the policy

making and deos.on making on this campus. It should

not be done by a lone officer of the SGA but by a Senate

full of students willing to meet with administrators and

faculty members, willing to take the time to follow

,e t hrough. and willing to sit on University wide com

m.ttees and bring the students' agenda with them

What keeps the Senate or the BOG from doing this kind

of work on a large scale? I honestly believe that it s not

the people in student government that are the problem

but the structure that they/we are working in The Stu-

dent Government should not be solely a legislative body

(Of bodiee) but a unit of people working together to im

prove the quality of l.fe OB th.s campus Restructuring .s

Satasha Diephuis i, the president ofthe Student <

ment Association

...Because the government's officers are doing all the work
, . : . —i .ki* i« on the new cable system, and we are, by dress me rr«i

^tnth* most
What is the role of student government

Let me tell \ou what I think it should be

and 1 hope that you'll tell me if I'm wrong

1 »hink that ett. r or editorial that

ed in the Collegian regarding

Student Activities Trust Fund (SA

Mgtar has been miml

Ihonaatly don't think that tl «ny

link bat
empowermert

the SATF. other than our funding

-uch as tin Servi.

other RS( )s that advocate on these issues.

I also couldn't care less about the con

trovt urrounding the Student Ac-

tivitie* Office 1 have worked with them

countless times in the past, they h

i helpful, and I think they do their jobs

well I think the SATF should be a part of

what we do, but should not consume us. as

it has for so many years I think that stu

dent government - primary focus should be

advocacy OB student issues, and thi

what 1 I
! harde-t t0 do

This past summer, the other officers of

Angus McQuilken

the student government and I sat down

decided what W0 should work on this

.ster All of us agreed that our projects

should Ik- advocacy-based **• decided on

the following. 1 • Organize aga.nst Quest .-

Work to insure an autonomous stu-

dent channel on the incoming ntial

cable TV system and 3Work to resto

the Legal Sen. ter the author

represent students in court

And here's what happened We played an

instrumental role in the defeat of Question

3. We secured an autonomous station for

the Union Video Center <a student group

on the new cable system, and we are

all appearances, about to regain litigation

auth 'the Legal Service* Center in

February.

So what is wrong with student govern

ment'' It- not that we don't get anything

done. we do It s that, with thl t»°n

of a !
remely BMjU«ntod and com

petent senators, the officers are the only

ones doing any work We don't ha

•»at allows for real student in

volvement or empowerment. So what d

do? We fight about money How does our

bickering about money contribute to stu

dent empowerment? It doesn't

So what is the most important task fac

tng student leadership9 I would argue that

dress the real issues of the day.

Hon should thev be handled? In the most

coordinated, organized and professional

manner possible. Next semester. I intend

ncentrate mv efforts on lobbving like

hell on Beacon Hill far more financial aid

dollars and trying to create a student

government that can join m

When I ran for this office. 1 immedia-

recognized that no matter what I did. I was

going to run into opposition and criticism.

I en accept that, it's part of my job

But. until I see an editorial in the Col-

legian from someone that I don t already

know criticizing the job that I'm doing, I

am going to assume that I'm doing my job

right If not. please tell me I'm supposed

ing student leadership 1 1 would argue n. >-. » » ^ supposed to

it is to restructure this organization in such to be your resource ana

a way aTto promote advocacy and student represent >™

empowerment, through involving as many Angus G

students as possible on campaigns to ad

IS the Student
what we ao, oui snuuiu ...»

a^ured an autonomous station for empowerment. mrouK" ,<„,„....»-..-,
TruMmr

-' sssifittSS aWRSS =~~ ^TirZ^^rvr students
Prvbabv do-nothing critics don't help empower students

The detract- udent government have been rattl

,ng the bars of their play poOM m ..cent weeks

WAAAH'" th 'dent government leaders are

giving m to administration demands' BooHoo! They're giv

bag awav student monev' Besides, they're no good, anyway

3A1LV _
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Unfortunatelv. these self-appointed expert I N the pro^

blems of student empowerment chose not to offer any ol

their wisdom to set the wheels of positive change in mo

tion Pending such an act of intellectual generosity, those

of us in student government who are not so gifted as to

be capable of breaking down complex problems into

simplistic conflicts are forced to offer our ideas.

The suggestion that the current leadership of the SUA

il not working hard for stud. H ludicrous that it

hardly deserves the comment
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Let me just mention that of all the projects student

government has worked on this year, 95 percent have been

done by student leaders. Student Senate committees and

individual senators. And. of that, the majority has been

the work of the leadership.

But some of these detractors claim that although stu

dent government does some work, it is not in the interests

of students. Of course, no one is so out of touch with reality

as to argue that the restoration of the Legal Services

Center's authority to represent students is not in the in

terest of students. Instead, they ignore all the positive

things student government does, and focus on its

weaknesses.

And student government does have weaknesses.

The structure of the SGA itself raises important ques-

tions about the purpose of the organization: Is the

Undergraduate Student Senate a legislative body? If so,

what is its area of authority to legislate? Is its junsdic

tion restricted to the Student Activities Trust Fund?

What about the SGA President and Trustee: if they were

truly an executive branch, then they would be required

to follow the dictates of the Senate, but what if they

disagree? _ _ A
And how does the student judiciary fit in? And when,

if ever, must the administration listen to what student

government has to say? Is our input limited to the

universitv wide committees and the good graces of ad

ministrators or do we have other procedural represents

tion9 If not. how can we get it? Should we even trr

In an attempt to answer these and other questions about

the role of student government, several members of the

senate have initiated a motion that would lead to the re

writing of the SGA constitution Whether the proposal

passes, the will clearly exists within the Senate to restruc

ture the SGA. ..

But the crybabv opponents of student government will

argue that no change will be sufficient, that nothing can

be done to improve student government.

And why will they say these things? Because they re

"if they admit that changing student government will

require hard work, they will be obligating themselves to

do some of it, which is the last thing they want to do

Those senators who yell and scream that money should

be cut from programs they dislike are the last ones to of

fer their time and energy in investigating those programs.

Of course there are some members of the Senate who

raise concerns about waste in the SGA budget, but guess

what7 Many of them are in the leadership, such as bUA

Treasurer Karen Talbot who spends more time arguing

with the administrators in the Student Activities Office

than the entire lot of whiners combined.

The power of student government to fight for student

rights and empowerment comes from the students of the

University.

By harming the image of student government, its detrac

tors are harming student empowerment. The only way to

battle this degeneration and to fight for student rights

is to become involved in the SGA.

If you care about the future of student power and gover

nance at UMass, talk to your Senator, join a Senate com

mittee (they have seats for non-senators), and then, when

you've done some work for students and know what's go

ing on, express your views to the campus.

Until you've spent some of your sweat and tears fighting

for student empowerment, your opinion is not worth the

paper it is printed on.

Ken Parker is a Student Senator
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Responsibility
Friends, undergraduates, students, lend me your ears.

I come to bury student government, not to praise it.

The evil students do lives after them; the good goes with

them when they graduate. So has it been with student

government, and so the same issues come up year alter

year after year, and Dennis Madson knows it.

Student leaders have told us that student government

was ineffective.

JSZ2GQ

Al Arpad

With deference to Trustee Angus Mcquilken, and the

rest (for Angus is a responsible student leader. So are they

all responsible student leaders.) I can tell you student

government is dead.

No one argues now that student government can con-

trol the Student Activities Trust Fund, and decide where

;., nand our monev. for they tell us student government

ineffective, and they are right, because they are

ponsible student leaders.

Once the Student Center for Educational Research and

Advocacy was nationally known, and maintained a focus

on campus issues, though student leaders came and went.

But now we know that student government was ineflec

tive and must be administered by those who know bet

ter. who are responsible; and indeed they are also respon

sible. these student leaders.

Here was SCERA; when comes such another.'

Once the Trust Fund paid for Student Legal Services

all kinds of legal services, and sued the University and

won because the University was wrong. But. now we know

that student government was ineffective, and under the

new limited litigation proposal the Trust Fund will not

support legal actions against the Commonwealth, because

we have such responsible student leaders.

Ia gal actions against the Commonwealth include defen

ding students who are arrested, or receive speeding

Vim\Y IT'S DEAN R€lD?,

I AM T»IE GH05T OF

STUDENT QOVERNrnENTS

T*sr! mAOse or nv

OPPOSITION TO 5TOD6KT

LEGAL SERVICES , I Art

CONDEMNED To K flMHER*!

town moperatok-

FofleVER/
-

no! no, x
-TttAT's Too)
HOKRlBLE

j

MA-ADSOrt!

W-VJnO AKE V0U?

I m "WE CiMST" Of

ST0PENT GOVERNMENTS
PRESENT. I w-HNf LEGAL

0EKVICES, BUT WHATEVER

VOU 5AV 15 O.K. WILL

WU WRITE ME A LETTER"

J)E RECOMMENDATION'

I. he rooi

no! no, get awav/ >7\ AAQH! nog WHO m You? I'M A VETERAN OF THE IRAQ

WAR, AND NOVO TnAT I'M BACK

I m TrlE GHOST OF IN SCHOOL I WJ\JAKE
studentGovernments Your TAiRoNmNG attitude

YET TO COME. ANYMORE. ^ ^

50FKY, PfNNY,
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H0U IT is...

YOUP.E FIRE P.

tickets; and why should we defend these criminals, these

speeders, just because they are students, and paid their

share of the fees? The Trustees would object, and perhaps

then they would not look responsible, our student lead.

The Student Senate debates many silly question*, not

least of which is who the leaders should be. But what good

is democracv if student government is ineffective'' And

our student leaders say it is ineffective, and they should

know, because they are responsible

Our student leaders say too much ener,. I on

internal questions, budgets, and the rest. They hoy

unite the student government behind a package of respon

sible reform; a whole, responsible package ol th-

nai quaaUono centering around beues that arise year

after y(
. \nd Dennis Madeofl knows it and

n the verv limited litigation proposal is beinj

,ce the word of st udent government might have stood

again* the Chancellor Now nothing il left hut a bio

administrativebudget. ;,nd none sour. -,,.n-.hlet^

it otherwise, for student govemiw

fective hv «»ur l

'^ nX loadett

Bear with me Mv stomach ha> had enough tA *Ud<

government, and I moat 1
. tn me

m cortooJiiaJ

The savior of student gov't

The Student Government Association io

huge organization, with many branches

through which full time, fee paying

undergraduates can get involved with cam

pus issues There is the Undergraduate

Student Senate, comprised of more than

100 students from the residence halls, the

( ..mmuter area and the Greek area. In ad

dit ion. there are seven area governments,

with about 20 members in each govern

ment. for residents of the five residence

areas. Commuters and members of Greek

organizations There are also House Coun

cils for each of the dorms If any organiza

i um has the potential to have an impact on

campus life, it's the SGA

Kathy LaMothe

Unfortunatelv. the student governance

bodies <and in this case. I also include the

undergraduate run Board ofGovernors) are

considered to be the biggest collective joke

at the University. They are just not being

taken seriously by anyone - not students

not administration. Attention, student

senators, nobody likes the way you uvrk.

The problem is with the meetings - BUO

and Senate alike. Students propose motions

which thev know won't pass - or nobody

will care if they pass - and eventually,

other governors or senators start arguing

about parliamentary procedure. How

stupid. No wonder people want no part ot

,t; no one understands why they should

^For about a year. I was involved in the

SGA - first in the Public Policy Commit

tee and the short-lived Women's Caucus

then in the Senate as a representative ot

an area government. During that time we

were at our most effective when we united

as activists for student concerns: the stu-

dent strike, in its first few days, was sue

cessful when everyone in the senate stood

behind the cause - fighting budget cuts -

and together organized students to proteat

the cuts. While there were many factors

which eventually ended the strike, it did

not help matters that the Senate started

bickering as usual.

The fight against Question Three was

another success for SGA activism. Before

student leaders, such as Student Trustee

Angus McQuilken and SGA President

Natasha Diephuis, got involved, passage of

the CLT petition was almost certain. But

they got organized and. with the help of

students and other organizations across the

state, the proposal failed by a large margin

Unfortunately, other issues have been

neglected in the seemingly constant bicker

ing over the years. Take the Legal Ben-ices

Office, now the Legal Senices Center,

which is now getting its share of SGA at

tent ion through the recent petition efforts

to restore it The office has been disem

powered for several years, but this issue

was all but ignored by student leaders In

the period immediately following LSO's

loss of power, we probably could have got

ten it back (and, therefore, been able to

save our legal rights in the community) if

we had fought for it. But no. the SGA was

fighting with itself over co presidents, and

now it's an uphill battle for the students

who are leading this fight

There are many other issues that have

been ignored in the inane bickering in the

Senate. Suffice it to say, it is time that the

entire SGA, including the area govern

ments and house councils, work as the

powerful organization that it could be and

unite in working for student rights and sav-

ing the university from budgetary destruc

tion. Activism is the only thing that will

save student government.

Kathenne T. Lamothe is a Collegian staff

member

Needed: A student union
Tnless vou have been living under a

rock since vou RrH arrived on campv.

vou probably know that the graduate

>t udent s here have been trying t«»

organize a union since 1979. Last week

thev finally succeeded

What you probably don t know

though, is that long before Graduate

Kmplovee Organization, or any of the

other unions on campu- fer that n

began their long tedious strugt

gain recognition, the undergrade.

had been »t it for nearly five years

Ted Chambers

Allowing the theft of student rights

In the early 70s a movement began on

th.s campus that came to be known as

dent Unionization: Us pur,

- to bring about an undergrade'

student union similar to an emplov

union, that could collectively bargain

with the administration «>n issues like

tuition and fee increases, curriculum re-

quirements, housing contracts and the

like The premise of the student

unionization was that as consumers,

students had right to participate as

equal partners with the faculty, ad-

ministration, and the Board ol Trustees

,n the major policy decisions effecting

them. After all. without students the

University would not exist in the first

In the late 1970s the union movement

co-opted the Student Government and

rewrote its constitution so it could serve

as a vehicle for unionization. The new

constitution included the House Coun

cils which were supposed to serve as ad-

vocating bodies for each individual dor

mitory. and it also created the Student

Center for Educational Research and

Advocacy.

After the new constitution was

ratified. SCERA became the backbone

of the SGA. Its purpose was to research

and promote student unionization hut it

also acted as a watchdog of the ad

ministration and the Bo

Under the « of 'he -

, ,-nmem \ researched in

last ado
ncreases. and

published their findm. "d

suggestions.

But aside from provtdinj

and hard fat * udent

BRA s. rvedanotl. ''

purpose II provided continuity to I

union mo\ement and the Student

men! which

ing hurt by attrition lnevitat

students graduate, a fa I thai ha- K<

us in a perpetual stat. ifranch

ment for quite a few years.

One of the major problems with

ernment today is tl

SCERA no longer exist- It

filibuster. 'th three years ago hv
''„

" ht wina men,:

dent Senate who did not like it becfl

of the advoca- I H did on behalt of

historical oppn pies Also^stu

dent senators no longer understand th.

SGA constitution or its purpose. Deb

over student unionization ended KM0J

ago. but the structure still rem

Since SCERA's elimination the S

has existed m a vacuum Student

senators pav lip senice to »nd

fight like children because there (a no

longer any real work being done U

hardlv their fault, though, since they

have inherited a problem that they did

not create, and the administration will

go to any length to insure that Student

Government does not bring SCLKA

back.
, t . .

Because thev have nothing better to

do. manv people in the Student Govern

ment have begun to talk about

rewriting the SGA constitution again.

If thev do. I hope they will keep one

thing "in mind. No SCERA. no union HO

union, no power.

Ted Chambers is a UMass student

Every fee-paying student at UMass is

getting ripped off in more ways than you

think Most people probably think that

their $112.50 Student Activities Fee pays

for student activities. However, this is not

true. . ...

The Student Government Association

gives the Student Activities Office over a

half million dollars each year. Ninety three

percent of that allocation is for the salaries

of administrators who tell students what

thev can and cannot do with their own

money. This is the antithesis of student

empowerment.

It's not that the SGA consciously gives

this money over to SAO: they Just take ,t

The reason they get away with itisthat

for years the leadership of the SGA has

allowed them to do so.

We must begin to assert ourselves and to

improve our position vis-a-vis the ad

minstration. It's one thing to have our

rights taken away, but it is another thing

to simply give them away.

If "«.tudent government" is to have any

meaning at the University, we must

demonstrate that we have enough collee

tive backbone to stand up to the
_

ad-

ministration and say "no" when they infr

inge upon our rights. However, we cannot

begin to seriously do so until we take con

trol of Student Government away from the

administration and SAO and give it back

to the students.
Kevin Newnan
SGA Senator

Have agreement, make progress

No matter what year it is, whose ad-

ministration holds office, or at what leve

our budget stands, the role of student

government at this school *£*»$*
to act as the voice of the student. If we

agree upon that, then giving student

government a defined purpose is so much

My view of the SGA comes from one year

as a senator from Cance. What I saw was

too much infighting so that he bod>

became introspective and loot reject

among the general student body. We spent

so much time that year trying to decide if

the elected Student Presidents Rabinowitz

and Silkoff were constitutional that we

never accomplished anything. Which is

more unconstitutional''

So if we allow the body that represents

all undergraduate students to indeed repre-

sent all views, even the singular and

secular, then we eliminate the failing of re-

cent student governments

In such a big place, student government

can be most useful by not trying to be

everything to everyone. UMass cannot bo

the ideal community. Most of us want to

have four good years together
Nick Nyhan

Amherst
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STUDENTS

From Grammar to Graduate School

• GET BETTER GRADES • PASS EXAMS
With Hypnosis

Study without

distractions

Set your
concentration

99%
Success
Rate

• Stop exam
anxiety

• Recall what

you study

CALL 737-5434 FOR MORE INFORMATION
CLAIRE E. TATRO

New England Ethical Hypnosis Institute

51 park Ave. 737-5434 West Springfield

Tonight. Friday, and

Saturday Only

The UMASS MUSIC THEATRE GUILD

PRESENTS

IN BOWKER AUDITORIUM at 8:00 pm
Tickets on sale at the Fine Arts Center

Box Office, 545-2511 and at the door.

SQUIRE VILLAGE
APARTMENTS

2 Bedroom Apartments

RENT NOW
or for January 1

On Bus Route

CALL 665-2203

*

¥

¥
¥

¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥

PROSPECTIVE SOPHOMORES
AND JUNIORS...

Are You Dedicated? Motivated?

Ambitious? Hard-Working?

Responsible? Organized?

Are You Interested in Sales?

If you answered YES to tl Jove

questions. The Collegian has a job

for you.

Applications for

Advertising Account
Executive

are nov J0W

uome to tne u^ n bu

in the Campus Cent*

(Rm 1 13 Lower Leve
application

DEADLINE: TUES., DEC. 4

The Collegian is an E/O/E

Cuervo Gold Tequila /<f

750 ml

Low Prices, Great Selection,

Scott's off Course!
Michelob
Reg, Light, Dry

6-12 oz bots

$3.99 +dep

Smirnoff Vodka
750ml

Knickerbocker
12-12 oz cans

$3.99
plus dep

ffnicforfiocforw Jack Daniels

750 ml

$9.99

WE WANT TO BE YOUR FAVORITE LIQUOR STORE
6 University Drive. Newmarket Center, Amherst

Diagonally Across from the UMass Stadium

Plenty of FREE Parking

Telecheck for your personal check

We Have II

We now h.v. nl
Meat Lottery genteel

-co«« LIQUORS *SCo
utit

18 Main St. Downtown Amherst 253-5441

Featuring BUSCH Beer

S8.99 COLD
CHRISTMAS BEERS are in!

Great Selection
available...

l^l

f1 cans

Taylor's Blush
Champagne

3 bots $9.99 ; $30.00 cse \
7«?pl ~ ,**U/h
«*%%

• Delivery Available •

Many More
In Store Specials

(especially on wines)

All beers plus deposits

'-.- i\

< / ,\ \ \

\

'
/

:

v

y- Join Us for The

££?

I

Of LIGHTS ic*>
Friday, November 30, 5:15 pm

on the Amherst Common
Tree Lighting Caroling Holiday Cheer

Featuring

TTTVI/ICC Minuteman

UlTli\JJ Marching Band
.is it mai

ommon lobe joined there b> the

Amherst Jr. High School Chorus

encouraging .ill tojoin them in festive renditions

ngs ol the season

Brought to you with the help of:

,5 8 fv

2 Sophia Books! 9. Dimension Cable

3 Matnc* 10 Kno*les Flowers

rffery Amherst Bookshop 1 I le Boudoir

- 5 Atkins rarm 12 lots (or littles

6 House ol Walsh 13 Compliments

7 j, 1 4. Cowls Building Supply

IS Alwa>s m V

17 Benct!

18 WRf*

19 I Rich

20 Amherst Bulletin

AmktiMOpliom'&m*

':
„,.,:

J.RICHKNOW1.KS LOTS rj
t 1 ITTI ES

,/T%^
ATKINS ts*sy wfhuitbowl .J^^phiA"... Rcrkshirc Lcalkr (^2332231

WHNX KXV) 1N\ //I'^U.ivr'.;.,. * Sitwr Outlet

C4'ur>l'"i*nU ft beneftan

QlVJtyS

silvrt scape designs qfdtnGWf Y\x%\\

mmmmmmmmmm

Use this coupon

anytime on

Friday Nov. 30

and $>

save ,..

Take $5 Off
<my pure h.isc over $25

Friday, November 30th
'

| .** (hi* (•" '''

'-.|.lM.. ? hsIlMp

n (Mi. »«. Mirn n

AtKins i mm

/.It.M.I

iu ik, i ..ih. i

II. IH Moll

IMi.mh s I !..»• I
s »»

*, II, * A.tii" f! !*•*•*-

I. ftlWPt lfc

I il|».s

| ,
.(..(.tun. ill-

| , ,»K r,tnlil<tt.| Nl)Hil>

Atony* In MMnm
Aitti.. f.i i ),.ii' .ii

I Km t.

MOVIE POSTER
LOBBY CARDS

MOVIE MEMORABILIA

Largest in Western Mass

THE GOOD OLD DAYS

40 Cottage Street
Easthampton, MA 527-3163

OPEN: Tuesday-Sa^Ujrday 10:5

•XQ
PEKING GARDEN
RESTAURANT
Route 9 Hadley

Canaaiatc OIkmiH
Group 0* 10 amptoyw M5

Wt B Hooot vou' Company

COME EARLT f OH DINNER

II t hard to laugh will) a

nmdrtliHim*'

Special Event - 1 Night Only

THURSDAY NOV 29 -8 30 PM
Exclusive Area Show

RABBI
Stand Up
Come
(Really)

BOB
ALPER

From "AMERICA S rUWNIES! Pf OPlE

Sp«iaiGoM«
I72YGESUI WN0U8WR
students se rum >c $a

REStRVMIONS SUGGESfED

Now Playing

MEMPHIS BELLE

Mon-Thurs
One Show 7:30

Fri-Sun

7:00 and 9:00

Student Discount w/1.0

I

Now's the
time to call. .

.

North Amherst
Motors

71 0M SuMwtond Rd, No Amiwm

549-2880

Expert Repairs and
Reconditioning

Host Umtor &*t»t C*& Accmpfe

Monday-Thursday 5-8 p.m.

All you can eat

BUFFET $5.99

COMEDY RESERVATIONS
586-1202 585-861 5_
11:30-3 p.m. All You Can Eat J

iUNDAY BRUNCH $6.99
Peking Garden
Route 9, Hadley

andmotw

WEDNESDAY

2 PRINTS
2 PRINTS
FOR THE PRICE

OF 1

TUESP*V

SUFER PRINTS

.37
SAVE >J«.«-

FOR THE PRICE
OF 1

THURSDAY

ETOF
PRINTS FOR

PM.V .10 Pf n

.' rmf o>orvfini<«o
. .utinom

FniDAY

REPRINT OAY

3 1?X5 .30 ea.

.99 #a.

8«10 3S0ea

A'an-M) «Ui «*fG 'T'" *

rvtRroav
SPeciML

2nd SET
OF PRINTS

M) lln
SUPtR » •*

FILM IN BY WOO a in

PRINTS OUT BY 4 00 p.m.

... i*BU UNTIl. 300pm

GBEiNFIELD

I5-TWANOLE STBEET

»MHE«ST

6JKING STBEtT
NORTHAMPTON

u^m^



m
Natural Light

2/12 packs
12 oz cans

$7.99

. *.v

Natural

Hopfenperle Swiss Beer

six pack

Liquor Store I $3-69

. . » » Captain Morgan Ji
Milwaukee's Best ?50 m ,

JR
12 oz -

bar bottles
(fljlWa^ $7.49

$7.99
*n'»'

Special case prices on Samuel Adams Winter Lager

and Catamount Christmas Ale!

Kahlua Coffee
Liquer

750 ml [IPjl

I j.

New Amsterdam
New York Ale

six pack

$11.99

$4.69 M
case AMstoujaM

Beck's Beer
Light or Dark
six pack

$4.25

,
AN OPPORTUNITY TO

LIVE AND WORK IN JAPAN!

THE 1991 JAPAN EXCHANGE &
TEACHING (JET) PROGRAM

Positions Available For
• Assistant English Teachers

Coordinators for Int'l Relations

Consulate General of Japan in Boston

For Farther Information

Call (617) 973-9772

THE FAR SIDE

By GARY LARSON
BONES IN THE BARREL
By J. GELLER 8c M. ROSENZWEIG

COLLEGIAN 9

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE

Edited By TRUDE MICHEL JAFFE

$17.99 La^
338 College St., Rt. 9, Amherst,

253-5384

When you have to wait until morning,

nigjittime is about eight hours too long.

10 /SunderUmi Road. North Amhoist

Open 7 am 1<> p.m.

SPEEDWASH
11 Pray S«.. Amh«riNt

NOW OPEN 24 HOURS!

South Towne Commons Laundromat
479 We*t Si. South Amhust

f>oc i 7 am 10 P rn

FIRST „
RESPONSE

5-Minute
Pregnane v

Test

.prjpwioeJ

November 29 December i and December i-8

RAND THEATER • BOOp.m.

n i 7th i

Ticket*, fine Arti < enter R<>* Office, J45-25I1

1 lis!

L

You've missed your period You're trying

to sleep, but you t an t Mop thinking about

it Vm vc got to know now

Soyouuseyoui I IKM RESPONS!

Pregnane) tesn Nowyouknow Notnon

wondering No more worrying

With the I IKS I RESPONSE- Pregnane)

rest, you can find out if you're pregnani in

five minuosany time ol the da) i vi n on

the first da) ><l youi missed period 11599

accurate in laboratory testing and itseasy

tn use

II you Have any questions, i all us toll-free

at 1-800-367-6022.

FIRST
RESPONSE
[Home Diagnostic Kits

We'll help put your mmd at vase

m Bmx»

SPECIAL
Tuns. »W©U.Thurs Fn
& all day Sunday

Two Dinners for *15
Steak & ohioken oombo
Two Dinners for $18

Shrimp &. Scollop Combo
II. ill) include simp, salail

Vegelilhk -s. noodle., sliium-il

i<>a. & lee cream

Full liar • Bxotlc S|H-ciiilti»>s

|(c M IVI llllW fin

( III ISllllilS |«ll IMS

(iill ( Vtlitii alts
Available

OF JAPAN
lit 1 10, Sinnli ilan.l li:i i;i;r> :i(i::H

OlK-n Tiii-h Sal al r»|nii. Sum al '-'

Rom vat ions wi'li'fiini'il

H^E^gynD T^G- C*\i_u op •pocti'6.

"Hold still, Omar. ... Mow look up. Yep.

You've got something in your eye, all right

— could be sand.

ACROSS
1 Ancient country

south of the

Dead Sea
5 Packed cotton

10 Merganser

1

4

Name of eight

King* of Sian

15 Baker of music

16 Radial

1 7 Menu entree

19 Army division

20 Raved about

21 Baddie m a

fairy tale

23 Author Bagnoid

24 Male deer

25 Fat occurring m
butter

28 — the Apes

31 Learning center

n Columbus. O
32 Bristles

34 Thick-set

shrubs

35 What most
spectacles nave

37 Proved to be
trustworthy

39 Short fiber

40 Backs of necks

42 Stage direction

44 Snood, e.g.

45 Hollywood
hopefuls

47 They heap
haystacks

49 Tne Woman
— Gene
Wader
Mm

50 Unit of

loudness

51 Temper
53 Sea near

Bermuda
57 Part of a dan
58 Popular meal

2 Break of day

3 Fail to meni' n

4 Flirtatious man
5 Nursery need

6 Paid up

7 Schubert song

8 Greek letter

9 Indian ot the N
Mississippi

Valley

1 Caviar source

11 Ristorante

appetizer

12 Goddess of

discord

13 Prohibitionists

foes

18 Tne — but a

morning star

Thoreau

22 Group Of

workers

24 Weather word

25 Horn

26 Native ot the

Orient

27 Fall dessert

treat

28 Aches

29 WMtow twig

30 Materials tor

ras

33 General

tendency

36 Movie-maker

Mack s

relations

38 Banished
41 Marsh turd

43 One ot the

Star's

46 Be in a turmoil

48 Hired

50 Elbe feeder

S< Movie canine

52 Amphibian

53 Atmospheric
problem

54 Chorister s goal

55 — Schorer ot

the New York

City Ballet

56 Frank

59 Wood sorrel

ANSWER Tn PREVIOUSPUZZLE:

C -*-

nation
nnnn
cinn

fi nnnrai nnnn

DOONESBURY
By GARRY TRUDEAU

60 RKkcute

61 School.

m SI LO

62 Screen s

63 S«—HOP
64 Carned on

65 Wear out

IQimtTfttl QOOP
A*xjr iwnvhtwin

% MENU

CALVIN AND HOBBES

nfttyw

BASICS LUNCH

Pizza

DINNER

BASICS DINNER

Scrod
Hungarian Noodle Bake

By BILL WATTERSON

BfciHG T0O> 10

CM.\ht4.

Gtt. *CWR V»Vl

SURE »S N\CC

WUEH **J Htl?

HE*

I uSvkl.1

OOHT

YOUR DJULY HOROSCOPE
By JEANE DIXON

TANGELO PIE
By TIM SNIFFEN

Obu Marcus- Wuvvwkaf

ft Tfc ftmukmtn's
code \UOfd? „

/ 'HURT!'

And WW* Thai

f Sh»*d hr?

<tf fV ffo5Ti///y

'U' for LMcowtlrfiotiaJ

(
,

Surrender!

'R -for- Ramp*^/

\ 'T'-Tor Triumph/

\

0neque5hon,5ir.

IsfKereanuroom,

for- 'Academics W
our" code ujordr*

'Don'fllninkso.

OnluuwrAI ^^
C4I1 Q€T IS W«cfk a iru.

TWfcn
-
.

J

PRICE

TERUM X tofts ux^wtMe

our all Dfv/. rAS rnu^if^

X vcw> 400 NOT. Xrn

By PRICE VAN RAY

^VVfKT &fce MOO
ST-CiMMOfeTG DO /WftVcF

ARIES March 21 April 19)

Oaarwe your scrwduie as far m
cxlvance a* posslbiO A business o»

err*-*ovn-»rit struotion shows steaov

mprovement Make plans for future

investments

TAURUS (Apr* 20 - May 20) Have

faith m your own otxtties and you

wl enjoy a prosperous future Keep

spendirxj within reason and en

coutoge your fovea ones to fotow

your example Actons still spec*

louder than words

OfMINI (May 21 June 20) People

i oelieve what you say

Do not let them down Ask yourself

if you are realty on the right track

or (us* blowing the path of least

resistance

CANCERR (June 21 Juty 22) Great

tact is required when dealing with

an overly emotiona! individual Try

to keep control of the situation so

that rt does not get out of hand and

interfere with business

UKXJuty 23 Aug 22) Keep al your

business dealings aboveooord

Orherwise your plans may backfire

It is very important that you be on

good terms with an influential

associate

VIROO (Aug 23 Sept 22) Listen

carefully especoity when a loved

one speaks Use privileged informa-

tion wisely Travel, long-distance

messages and your ability to over

come a language barrier are

underscored today

_» (Sept 23 Oct 22) Your reio

tonsNps are m the spoWght Em

phasae your abiWv to get atong

with almost anyon* ' « a

mature rrionner, you wi be treated

greater respect

SCORPIO >cf 23 Nov 2h ^he

first oraer o* the day to determine

which way tne wmd is btowmg The

nent thmg to do a to obtain an

associate s enthusiastic support Try

your hand at creative writing

SAGITTARIUS (Nov 22 Dec 211

your frienas are your big.i

boosters today' Be sure the War-

motion you have obtamea s oc

curate before you make a final

decision Give your partner a wel-

aeserved pat on the back

CAPRICORN (Dec 22 - *:

can be risky to change methods

without an expert s advice d 1

1

noon is the best time for business

negotiations Saying rothing could

be as harmful as sounding overty

vehement

AQUARIUS (Jan 20 Feb »)

Creative work wlH boost your spirits

sky-high Plan to spend part of the

weekend domg household chores

You can be a pMlaf of strer .

family members who lock yo.

PISCES feb 19 March 20)

Anything you do to make tru-

ly more comfortable w* contribute

to family unity Ask your loved ones

for suggestions Shoppers can find

good bargains m fheir own
neighborhoods

gj, ^cUian Mfe. Carvamo

pSoto Technician Richard DuCee

Production Supervisors Mike Carvalho

T™setter Danielle Dowlmg

SS^Si Seth Kaye. Andre Busi.

MiKe Carvalho . Terry Starmer Sharon Frost



ANNHEIM STEAMROLLE

•A FRESH AIRE CHRISTMAS 1990"

Nov. 30, 8 pm

with Orchestra

New England

Miscellaneous Specials

Peachtree Schnapps 750 ml

Emmetts Irish Cream 750 ml

Popov Vodka 1.75L

Kahlua 750ml

$5.99
$8.99
$9.99

$11.99

At The Paramount, springncia

TEACH FOR AMERICA]
application deadline for

spring Interviews

January 4, 1991

Teach For America is a

national teacher corps of

talented, dedicated

individuals from all

ethnic backgrounds and

academic majors who
commit two years to

teach in urban and rural

areas that have|

persistent teache

shortages.]

Applications are available at the Mather Career Centei

for more inlormalion, conlacl Larisa Diephuis at 253-0407]

FOUR SEASONS
Wines Liquors

ROUTE 9. HADLEY 5 8 4-817

Between Burger King ana Dunk I
jts

SENIORS
JP Morgan

Goldman, Sachs 4 Co.

Salomon Brother* Inc

Chemical bank

Andersen Consulting

Aetna Life ft Casualty

The Travelers

The Prudential

\i// iwisriRMiw WITH

IM
Procter ft Gamble

General Electric

Eastman Kodak

Johnson & Johnson

General Foods

The ftoeing Co.

Ford Motor Co.

1
I

1

I

ATftT

NCR

GTE

EDS

IS Sprint

Exxon

Mobil Oil

Eveready Battery

i

And 100 Other Outstanding Employers

At Careers *91!

Careers 91 v. ill &* >« ,,u ' dH*****l M tm-.-i and Wcrvte»

,„h sonu- of ,h, nanon s I* tmplours <W 10.000 -nuns |,n,

,„,nd,d pas, l on. lT,u,s W*h 51% living ^^'""£"
.uul almost 40"" necrtVw* .At feast «K |ol» 0«er ASAJWKCA-,
RESULT OF THEIR CONFERENCE PARTICIPATION.

Y«. CM rmvi a.ul inters vuth employers wttfl don .
re.nn, a, your

school or make an .mportan. second tmpress.on on .host- that >o.. do

fctervim ui.hom.unpi.s In either case
.

,usi one da> at Careers 91

I an enhance vour dwH « ol career op.tons and rift* an.l> menase vour

Chance of |*t»tf the ,oh sou vvant v^.th the e.nphner von WttM

ENGINEERING, COMPUTER IggfCftflMg*
BUSINESS. PHYSICAL & BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES

AND LIBERAL ARTS ma,ors are bdNg rec rutted lo he constdered

tor a Careers '91 mvttatton. send an updated resume by December

20 1990 to Careers '91 PO Bo* 1858. Nm Haven ( I 06506^

(Indtcate the conferences) you d like to attend) Your .n.ercsts ,nd

credenttals vull he carefully rex tewed hy our expenenced staff and

compared to other seniors in your major discipline Sen.ors whose

n„al.f.cat,onsand interests best match the requirements ot par.tnpattn^

Careers '91 employers will he tm.ted to attend I here is

ABSOLUTELY NO CHARGE to seniors who attend

Careers '91 Atlanta
Atlanta, GA

January 22 81 23, 1991

Careers '91 New York
Meadowlands, NJ
January 8 ft 9, 1991
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Sports Notice
Intramurals The starting date for Holiday Basketball is Mon-

day Dec. 3. Ice hockey and Basketball entry deadlines

are also the 3rd. For more information call 545-0022.

Open tryoutt Due to the warm weather, the University's

varsity ski team will hold open tryouts Dec. 9, not Dec.

2 as previously published. A bus leaving for Berkshire East

will depart Boyden at 8 a.m.

Clueless on the slopes? Vermont ski areas have join

ed to offer a free leam-to-ski program from Dec. 15 to

21 The offer includes a beginner's lift ticket, a lesson and

rental equipment to all first-time skiers. The offer requires

advance registration at the area where you plan to learn

For more information write Vermont Ski Areas Associa-

tion. P.O. Box 368. Montpelier, VT 05601 or phone

(802)223-2439. _

Racquetball enthusiasts The Eastern Collegiate Rac-

quetball Conference has just kicked off its eighth season

of competition. The ECRC is comprised of 14 schools in

five states. Schools compete from November through

March for the ECRC titles of Men's Team Champions

Women's Team Champions and Combined Men and

Women's Team Champions. Defending champs are Penn

State Men. Army Women and Penn State Combined

Teams. ., ....

For more information call Michael Vecchiarelli at

536-0189 or Robert Ansm at 546-6434

Great Holiday gift ideas begin at Liquors i

WINE ^LIQUORS
Prices do not include

MILLER $
GENUINE
DRAFT

1099
case o< 24

12 02 loose ca^s

$1 g99
fliSg-

PA RlIX
WHITE ZINFANDEL

SUTTER HOME $099
CHARD0NNAY \J

-DE?

B0AGS & B0AGS
LIGHT

nmn ri/viY/t

TAYLOR $C99
CALIFORNIA CELLARS %J

— PC?
'i \

PIELS & $749 i!

PIELS ' ""

LIGHT

)cP

"2 :ans

ANDRE
CHAMPAGNE

r.'H(Tf .•

COKE
&DIET
COKE

SE99
\J - DEP

case of 24

U cans

BACARDI $1499
K*-*\ SILVER RUM

P*Vj2*^ II IK
<

f\> SCOTCH X

'^i^DW^Diar$899
'•'•I CAIP510«» W

SALE MO
fei All

^FLtlgHMANNs

SALE MO1 '
•'-

net responsible lor

typographical errors

HADLEY
9am to 1 1 pm Campus Plaza/Route 9

Monday thru Saturday 253-9344

TWO
LOCATIONS

HOLYOKE
30 Lincoln St.

534-4555

CLASSIFIEDS
ADVERTISE'!

IF YOU HAVE * BUSINESS CAAO

srasKfaWSSR
perfect t» mom V^SS^JHSJ^
trepeneurs as «*<> Huna 6vPf* Monday

CaB the CofMp/ar •< **6 3M0

FOR A OOOO TIME CALL

RACK A-OSC If* be* entertainment DJ'»

56*6600 anytime

FOB BENT

ACTIVITIES

25 • CLUB Social/General

Meetmg Thursday ^"« °2glE
IrvlMa. socialize '^c***^.5^,^
$1 contrrbution reouealed At CMMO
HavM

DON T MISS CROSSING ^AJ*p«£Lr
A l,lm ««frmg Amy Irv.ng' Rm 90S-W»^i-

f »PM Thursday Nov 29 H s wa*'

SPRING BREAK TRAVEL FAIR'

Do>"'

Feb 14 1991

ANNOUNCEMENTS

BED AND BREAKFAST downtown idaal

visiting parents friends 549-0733

FAST FUNORAISING PROGRAM
$1000 in iirtt one wee*
Earn up to $1000 taJ^i*"Sf,

<

?|^S:
ion F1u«a(*i*»K»at$60O0m«renTvapfO-

gram works' No investment needed oaa

1 800-932-05?8 Ext 50

SPRING BREAK TRAVEL FAIR

Don t be left out m the

coW' Feb 14th

THE BOARD OF GOVERNORS * h.nng

quahl.ed cand.datas lor coordinator

positions

Pick up applications in 8I7UU

Due 12/7

AUDIO/STEREO/VIDEO

USED Stereo Components/ VCR s7 Cotof

TVs We buy.sell and trade Oualrty

guaranteed great pnees' Call anytime lor

detailed list 256-0941

AUTO FOR SALE

1983 THUNDERBIRD Ullage Edition \c*V

ed Excellent Condition 5 OEFI 5P7UU

256-8251 Dolan

1987 FORD ESCORT. 74K FourCrW.AC

Auto AM/FM. New T.nw. Excellent C

lion $2900/00 Call 586 3727

1988 HONDA CIVIC 33OO0 nM» Ejojfcnl

Condition 1 owner AM FM ^f™
Stereo Recenl comptete tune up »"»°°
or best otler Call Bruce at 256l?is

ENTERTAINMENT

1 BEDROOM APT I
JSOOrmo Jen 1

rte»ibk» lease 253 mm*

2 BEDROOM N. AMHERST apt avarlaWe

jeu t»t to May
apten to renew *»••
Tree neat 5490383

Ca* f*>*'

, ROOMS « 5»i*"0". ho,^4
,^^^•

jy, 2 avsMab* Feb 1 21
$22554»«7»«r

ATTENTION SKIERS'

Walk to Canon Ml

fjeeps 4 kitchenette

hot tub- pool

avail by day or w w»

$550/w* or BVday
C«a Anne 546-19B3

BEAUT.FUL TWOBEWaOOMAparl"*"'
hall rrwks to campus' 549-5914

CONOO IN BELCHERTOWN/AMHERST
2^dVnV476 cad 25*2352

GREA T SINGLE ROOM M Arnnersl

avaitable Jan May on bus route $275.

256-8319

I NEED YOU to take over lease Single

^f° mV«£ Bus line 250/mo

utilities inct Cat' Chris 253-9708

JANUARY SUBLET Studio in Amherst

$325 5493610

LARGE DOUBLE ROOM ava*abte.n house

^SouTh Amherst starting Jan I 20B » '»
l£S£m no aecunry <%"".?'*%" M'y
$f8Vperson/montfi Ca*2S6-1''o

ONE BEDROOM APT Amherst center

Ou*t 256-1681 Mali/Kathleen

Available Jan 1

-„nu AVAILABLE m beautiful Hadley
ROOM *v "' 1:'''"-,. ra ,i S4Q.4?11 for

house after Dec 31 oan ^=»

details

ROOMMATE NEEDE0 tor two bd- aptI -n

Colonial Village slatting Jan 1 leave

message 253 2432
First month rent ftwm

SINGLE BEDROOM m beautiful ranch style

S^?W. 2mTiM from campus Ask for

Bruce 549-6951 evenings

SINGLE IN PUFFTON 204/mo

f^
L
nl'!dr,.i S49-0748 545-4352

Available Oec 23

SINGLE ROOM m 3 bdr Pufflon Cheaprent

549-4509

TWO BEOROOM TOWNHOUSF
I^SJTt-aSrrvno January 1 LocaMO or.

SuinjuM^feorj a month Wtl buy you

a teg Can 549-1292

FOR SALE

BEGINNERS SKI PACKAGE

Dense $46-6432

COMIC BOOKS 4 sale cheap

Cal Pau" 25>5066

• FUTONS '

• at the mtnt-maH
• November 27-30

*

• UMess Student Urxon*
• Lowaw pnea* au««n»a<l

• Buy now or reaarve^
• tor next semester

• Meiawampe Fumrture
'

2560646
'

MAPLE TABLE A POUR CHAIRS

$150 Good condrtion

666-8765 after 6 00

ROUN0TRIP TICKET Pnjvjdance to VVwst

pX Florida 12'22-1« 6300 or b/o Ca«

549-8047

SKIS BOOTS. POLES, l.ke new ca» M*e

after 6PM 2566104

SKIS ANO SKIWEAR Brand new Descerte

$750 BO A'^^-i^^'rS'So*
99

B O Roastgnol tk« *76 Call 5463501

SKIS- GS 210CM ELAN RC like new $95

or BO Call Mark 549-1471

ZENITH COMPUTER AND PRINTER

VGAMon-'or Call Danny 546-6374 Leave

message $1 100

aooresserswante;
exper*»K»nae«»ary ^ "^N-^paywora

Thome Ca"toll-m>» 1600-396 '

AMUSEMENT Pa>** HoHd-y ««fT»

^^»6§2 7S65Ettt K-13W

het US
i*9 Ca»

**» of at ia**i WW" *i**^

SSng aoRwaca knoJadfla Oa*'**^

x&xav >»^ >mn.xm «• •*- •«'
JOHN THE BEAST' VOBST- How are

your new dentures'' Heather says Buy my

earrings or die'" Plake

FOUND

GOLD BRACELET found outside Tobrn HaH

on Nov 20 Call to identity Jason 6 6458

GOLD FRAMED BI-FOCAL GLASSES

,n Itght brown case outskje of Pnnce House

Call to claim 646 2535

GIFTS

HOLIDAY SHOPPING in me shot at the

UMMMtUma .,nth» Student

Union Ballroom Lots of great items tor the

right price

HELP WANTED

THE COLLEGIAN is seekmg a responsible

sopbmore or junior Business Mapr to fill he

position ol Subscriptions Manage- for the

soring semester All encouraged to apply

Applications available at 1 13 Campus

Center Apply no later than 12/7

INTELLIGENCE JOSS Al

Customs DEA ett No
16066676000 Ext K 961«

p»RT.TIME WOW.*^^^^
qc««« ana graph* pruaucJion* &<*****

tyra *m«* of at Waal 80 wpm At wast

year or <

"SOI

IwuinZoetMMT'pMMM N*^f„
Ch*i CompuW Corporatkon

441 Wat SWMi.
Amherst Ma 01002

SPttMG BREAK IN Cancun orBahamas

from $299 00' includes air 7 nights notei

se beach parses free lunch and m
,. Catt iBOO-Beach I

INSTRUCTlO-

EARN CREDIT SCUBA OIVING

2 credit baa* and advanced couraaa «n*«i

both tamasWrt at Curry M*ks pool

2crm» sport courst* u> KeyW*^
intarMWon. spring weak, and en,

RMsUr lor all couraw through the General

Physic* Education Department

Further informal^ « c"7P^«t?S
Monday through Thursday 7PM- 10PM or

call P*0|ect Deep 549-6401

LOST

BUTTON WATCH with denim strap on 11

oetween Hasbrouck to Washington Frnde-

please call 546-4379 Reward

GOLO MARTINI GLASS EARRING
*eek«ndbe»OhyMa«o*a*njn Amherst *
Reward' Please cal 253-7962

MAPPV 21ST B»RT>
RimoarN Oaf*

Love i*
Laura * Pa*

HAPPY URTHOAV HtW MURPMYf

Want to be a ©""•^y''

,

how about a e4rt«rp«*» - ^^ M
it you have mw-m*C yaa le a*5nwo««t ot

mm Questions the zone a*a*a you

M^SfSonMirlA Andrea Tammy 6 SN*y

PREGNANT"*
Needapregnarv

aTl«Mi*T»W»»»*amS *%«£**-
eg*.£000 w G'een»e*J «rr

•Kl MT SNOW

»$00OFFUFTTK*ETf,F««^m
Campus Tr»*ef on Gempwi 6«*«eo

LENA
A •':'- •

i •goo> Happy P"e Month

laundry room of
Ever danc«-

maonnaftf mow ar>

Gorman* VOur turn -»

OSCAR THOMAS BERRV LINOUiST

you should see yoursefl as i do

Came Otew Break a MB and be me wavest

aweaome attitude Na»a»ia*8a torwcBaai

Love you» be* tnena

imbmmi

TO BRIAN THE RA

WATCH OUT UMASS
b<g «*''
Amy 6 the *ev

RIDE WANTEO

PERSONALS

ANN
This * your personal The past two months

have been great- I took forward to many

more
Love always
Michael

ATTENTION MOORE'
Lori R AKA SpanKy is on the

loose 1 Just remember Lon

December is L me rr

at 25 Townhouse'
Peach A Todd

CAST AND CREW OF MESSIAH"

MAZEL TOV'»'

Let's put on a show tor the

myth the man the Messiah'

Love your M B I C

RIDE NEEDED FP M Laerrence

ijn.v Svacuse o< anywhere -n between

Please rati Lisa

ROOMMATES WANTED

2 ROOMS IN HOUSE availabteinJan 262

plus utilities Bus route 256-8976

FEMALE NONSMOKER want* <

room 549 0038 for Decembe' 1

FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED to share

quiet 1 txirm apt >n Sunderland On bus rte

6661170

FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED Jan

$187 50 heat deluded Call Leah or

549 4259

FEMALE TO SBLT SINGLE rt5 bctrm

house Great loc $240 mo » uN 253 &47«

MALE NONSMOKER "oe '°°m
Squire VI CaH 665-2428 S-

ROOM FOR RENT IN P"™™** «»

January 211 50 i uMit.es 549 5303 c*

546 1577 AS A P

SHARE LARGE ROOM
Apartments Rent $155 Available

•mas 549-4820

SERVICES

HOLIOAY BOOKING selling out' Campus

Travel on Campus 545-0500

Room to sublet in January

I WANT TO SUBLET your roo-

noOM TOSLlBLE
'

H^"S ZZf mm. 6M IIUHMW *a» I

pMMa^a MM ' 3i l- ,,t MMM
SUBLET i arwar • ** *PT^

i* 5466001

TRAVEL

CHRISTMAS SPRING BREAK SUMMER
TRAVEL FREE. AH touT*r«iYJ*ed»d and

MP |Oba CaH 1 805662 7555 E*1

NEW YEARS EVE IN MONT RE A.

3days to. $i 19 CMt Pau^ 5*6t944

Deadline Fnday

WAKE-N-BAKE"' SPRING
1AMAICA.CANCUN FROM J

EARLY AND SAVE $30 TRAvE,

THE BEST 1-8004267710

T VPING*PROFESSIONAL

WOROPROCESSING: OttwU^wn.
cases papers. AHordabie.jawyi*.
Mac

564-7924

TYPING

WORDPROCESSING
and accurate- campus .

Call Lisa 256-6695

WORDPROCESSING REPORTS
Resumes Theses cv.ipr.r s i as-

Call Rosemary 259 1 78B

WANTED

7 FEMALE NONSMOKING
wanted for Townehouse ap

ti95

WANTED A raed Appie Mac cottwuter"*
word program and printer W«P*ywe«

Call 5461665 Trystan

'f;
«P
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SPORTS
M^thon n^ turns ™pn's hoop to sludge, 105^1

i «• tua KnarHs Thp defense eot sloppy . ,' ! 4fc .• ^Bli^B * * .»
' ^^^Bi

By ADRIENNE MATT
Collegian Staff

The Minuteman Hoop Band was not the only thing
;

miss-

blg from th« Cage last night as Marathon Oil defeated

the University of Massachusetts men's basketball team

105-81 in a scrimmage game.

•We have to plav with passion and enthusiasm, said

UMass coach John Cahpan 'We saw none ofthat tonight.

We've got some gaping holes to till.

The caulking « M MwW way before the half. Marathon

Oil came out strong and never looked back. They took the

lead at six minutes into the game and gradually spread

the point difference

Tony Barbee initiated the scoring far I Mass and finish,

ed well above the other MinuU-men with 23 points He

v.ent 815 on the floor and 7-8 at the foul line. But the

re hollow for him. they d,dn twin

There was n«. energy * electricity/
1

Berhr* Mid

didnt play like •< u-am"

"Their Shooting WM off." observed Marat- Kb

(ilonn Plui th.x had some defer

breakdown-
Marathons Mike Born WM unstoppable as he went

17 17. completing ** attempted treys and

finishing with 46 point-

hkes a quick shooter." Sergent said. Ifcarll KeUSJ

had 44 last night [against Rh,»de Island! Sometimes some

plaver- are hotter than otht I

Marath-.ns Kellev finished with 17 pomts. completing

9-of 12 field goal- Ho^Aer. Harper Williams racked up

18 points for UMass. going 100 percent at the foul line

in four attempt ft.

~*ipH
The offense took no real initiat. '

needeo o

make a difference on the boards. The defense got sloppy

and brought attention to unnecessary personal fouls.

With around nine minutes left in the first half, Cahpan

called his first timeout as the Minutemen were trailing

20 27 From there on out UMass played catch up with

about a 10 point spread. The half ended with a score of

53-38, Marathon Oil.

In the first half alone UMass racked up 15 fouls, ending

the game with 31. Freshman Jeff Meyer was the only

player to foul out. He completed the game with four blocks

but no points

During an intense low post shot attempt, Marathon was

blocked bv Meyer three consecutive times. The crowd was

frenzied, the onlv emotion from the stands all evening.

Fouls and free throws proved to be a crucial part of the

game, as Marathon racked up 32 points in 42 oppor-

tunities at the line. By comparison, UMass got only 11

chances at the line but capitalized by sinking 16.

I Mass' free throw percentage accelerated in the second

halt, eight percent above Marathon s. while their field goal

numbers dropped by 10 percent.

Marathon finished shoot. ng 60 percent from the floor

and 76 percent from the line. However, UMass ended the

game w,th a field goal percentage of 46. 73 in free throws.

UVve got some problems to solv.- now. said Cahpan.

There's just not enough pride or intensity."

span substituted often, taking time to look at Meyer.

Kennard Robinaon and Chris P nmn

finished with two points and one foul, seeing 18 minutes.

n had two a nd Inui fouls in 10 mm-

"They will have to play hard for bin ^ent said of

Cahpari "He's got a good team h. .

We've been so beat up." Calipan said Were not ready

( ..llrtfisn photo bjr Tom thtrk*

Tony Barbee was UMass* bright spot, scoring-

wise, as he netted 23 points in the Minutemen's

scrimmage against Marathon Oil (106-81) last

night.

I
Marathon Oil, 105-81

Marathon Oil IN

r<it*i»

Women 's soccer players named All-Region
rr V M

„.ia.t Gaudette fin ished the season with six goals, three

V1.

R.l.nund

I Mil

ur members of the UnJ "* M^achuaetts

women's soccer team were named to the NCAA All-

ans team- fbff Htm England. Thvee el hm Rudy s

•lamed first team and another to the N

Dior midfielder April Kata who rec< he Her

1. was nam Ah

England as well »*t yeat K

finished this season by ig the ><

,dedthe x goals, four

a — .M- and 1 1 shots on goal
ind sophomore defender

irst team this year as

as last Gaudette finished the season with six goals, three

assists and 40 shots on goal. Helmuth wrapped the season

with 18 shots on goal, as well as a goal and assist

. nder Kim Montgomery was named to th.

, ...lUniaio Kunur Sh* assisted O'
cr.nd team, hei > ,,r ^ne ssssiawu

in the season and stai ^amea.

d, Bro.^ rmont Vale. N

Hamp-ba.-. Boston CoUegi Dartmouth and Harvard also

edathlet
and second

"When you se .dy said, "it hi

-eason and NCAA

_ ADR: MATT

Indoor track takes on UConn in season-openers
a Women head to Brown for Invitational • Men see Rams, Huskies in New Haven

Collegian Si

Thr UftivOfl achus.

wonen'i Indoor track team will kick off

season this Saturday at the Brown Invita-

ft] UMaai will be running a host d

newcomers in the meet and only time will

tell how they will perform, according to

head coach Julie LaFreniere

UMass will be lead by junior Lee Ann

Ambrose, who is the defending New

England Champion and school record

holder in the 400 meter. Ambrose finish-

ed second in New England in the 200 meter

and also holds that school record.

"(Ambrose] is one of the quality people

we have returning this season,"

LaFreniere said. "She is so versatile that

she can run any distance from the 55 meter

to the 800-meter. Th >n we want to

move her up to the 800 so she will double

the 800 and the 55 this weekend."

Rounding out the 55-meter field for

UMass will be freshmen Wendy Gillette.

of New Jersey, and Tana Henderson, of

New York. LaFreniere said she is hoping

they step up to the challenge this weekend.

Hender-on will also run in the 200-nv

race along with converted SOCCOr plav- i

.

sophomore Leanne Swart/, Swart*, in her

first collegiate meet, will also run in the

400 tinier rate on Saturday.

Lennic Johnson and Dana Smith will run

the 500 meter for I'Mass this weekend.

Another important returner is

sophomore Becky Johnson, who
freshman broke the school record in the

1,000-meter. Johnson is coming off of a

strong cross country season but, according

to LaFreniere, is better on the track.

In the mile 1 ...Firmer, w ill look to senior

Cathy Crocker and returning -tar Mo

Meldnm to pick up where they left off la^t

season. Also running the mile will be cross

country MVP freshman Kelly Liljeblad.

The 3.000 meter is where UMass will

have most experience with seniors Dana

Guhlfeih, Kathy Holt and Lynn Kiarchoff

competing this weekend. Also running will

be freshman Gate Dean.

In the field events LaFreniere will look

to Diane Ozzolek and Samone Marisseau

in the 20-pound weight. Marisseau will

double up and throw the shotput

Last but not least, in the pentathlon

UMass will send out junior Sue

MacFadyen.
"This is the first time Sue has competed

in the pentathlon," LaFreniere said. "This

being her first meet, I am not sure how well

she will do, but she is very strong.

This weekend LaFreniere said she sees

defending New England Champions, Con
necticut, walking away with the meet.

"They are a very tough team,"

LaFreniere said."They have no glaring

weaknesses at all."

UConn will be challenged by the host

team Brown, who according to LaFreniere,

hi also verv strong.

"We have a small team, but also a good

one," LaFreniere said. "We are going to be

hitting I lot of the invitationals. We are go-

ing to Harvard next week, Smith late in

the season and we have to defend our Bates

Invitational title in late January."

LaFreniere said that she had to drop

three meets due to budget problems so the

team will only compete in two traditional

duel meets.

By KEITH BENNETT
Collegian Correepooslenl

The UniverstU of Massachusetts men s

indoor track team will open its season on

Saturday in a tri meet against Connecticut

and Rhode Island at New Haven, Conn.

UConn is the defending New England

champion and UMass coach Ken O'Brien

expects his young team to be strongly

challenged.

"This meet should give us a very ac-

curate idea of where we stand," said

O'Brien. "I think it will be an eye-opener

for the younger kids and a real test for the

older kids on the team."

O'Brien said that his team worked very

hard throughout the fall in order to prepare

for the up-coming season. If there is a con-

cern for O'Brien as his team prepares to

begin the season, it is his team's relative

inexperience. The team returns only nine

lettermen from last year.

"We lost a lot of athletes to graduation,"

ud O'Brien "I think that will take its toll

this season.

"We do have a number of good kids com

ing back this year and some good freshmen

who I hope will be able to compete on the

collegiate level
"

The top returning point scorers return

ing from last years squad are 400 meter

runner Steve Brown and sprinter Kevin

Walters.

O'Brien also expects strong performances

this year from pentathletes Dave Borges

and Brian Bednarek
"Borges and Bednarek have the ability

to score in several events for us in the dual

meets as well as providing us with points

in the pentathlon in the championship

meets," said O'Brien.

Kouraifci and Erie Looraie will

peting in the jumping events which

O'Brien said he views as one of the

strongest events for the team this season.

Another area which O'Brien said he ex-

pects his team to be strong in this season

are sprints. Joining Walters in these events

are senior Mike Gray and sophomore Matt

Rosenberg, who was a finalist in the dash

at the New England Championships as a

freshman last year.

Competing in the hurdles for UMass will

be Jeff White, who was a New England

finalist in the event last year, and

freshman Paul Doyle.

In the 400-meter, O'Brien is banking on

the experience of Brown as well as the

talent of freshman Brian King.

If the team has a particular weak spot it

is probably in the throwing events.

Sophomore Luke Simpson should be the top

performer in these events.

"Simpson will score for us in the dual

meets and possibly in the conference meet,

but he's still about a year away from quali

fying for the New Englands," said O'Brien.

The middle-distance and distance events

will be handled primarily by runners from

the cross country team. Based on the per

formances of t heso runners during the cross

country season, O'Brien feels that these

events should be fairly strong.

"I think that the middle distance and

distance events will be solid," said O'Brien.

We may have some trouble in the cham
pionship meets in the middle distance

events hut we will be stronger in the longer

distances."

O'Brien said he hopes that some solid

performances on Saturday and some hard

work over the weeks following the meet

will have his team ready by the time the

season is in full swing in January.

THIS WEEKEND
A N A

South African musical examines
children's struggle to end apartheid

This weekend, the Five College community will have the

pleasure ol experiencing Sarafina!, the exhilarating and mov

ing South African musical which celebrates the spirit and passion

of children's struggle to end apartheid.

For those who have little or no comprehension of the term apar-

theid Sarafma! will be an education coming through theater enter-

tainment. And for those who know about apartheid through American

media and South African government propaganda, we can relearn

the truth as revealed bv the South African cast of Sarafina!

The musical Sarafina! is a memorial to the June 16, 1976 student

uprising in the Black township of Soweto's Morris Isaacson School

pretesting of the government's decree of a national Afrikaans

language for education rather than their native African languages^

Sarafina1 takes place in a fictional Morris Iaasacson class and

1 < m H udent named Sarafina who inspires her classmates to

Bti gainst the South African government.

Because of her political statements and actions, Sarafina is jailed

but comes back even more determined. Sarafina and her classmates

put on a play about the long-awaited day of South African political

prisoner Nelson Mandela's release.

The musical was created and is directed by Mbongeni Ngema, a

famous South African writer and musician. Ngema premiered

Safafina! at the Market Theater in Johannesburg, South Africa in

June of 1987 with an all South African cast between the ages „t 15

an
in September of that vear. Lincoln Center in Ne* York brought

the entire cast of Sarafina' to the States and in Janua.a Ol 1988,

Sarafina* moved to Broadway where it has been playing to standing

ovations.
,

In 1988, Sarafina! earned five Tony Award nominations including

Best Musical. . , , , K.

The music of Sarafina! was created by Hugh Mftsekela and \gema

and includes different musical styles such as jazz, rock, rhythm and

blues and gospel.

Sarafina! is a must see for theater goers and people who want an

honest representation of apartheid South Africa. Seeing this musical

will finally make some sense of the Nelson Mandela s plea to the

United States not to lift sanctions in order to help end apartheid

Sarafina.' uill be performed at the Fine Arts Center on Satun;

Dec 1 at 8 p.m. ami Sunday Dec. 2 at 2 p.m. and 8 p.m. Tickets can

he purchased at the Fine Arts Center Box Office for $29 $27 and $25.

Special $6 tickets are available for children 16-and-under for the Sun-

d<i\ matinee only.
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Alternatives to Academics
THURSDAY
The Threepenny Opera, a film

adaption directed by G.W. Pabst. is

classic musical satire which chronicles

the adventures of a gangster, his

cohorts and enemies. It will be shown

at Amherst College in Merrill II at 4 p.m.

and 7 30 p.m. Admission is free.

Art Auction, featuring the work of

faculty graduate and undergraduate

students of the UMass Art Department,

will be hela at UMass in the Cape Cod

Lounge of the Student Union Building.

Viewing will begin at 2 p.m. The auc-

tion will take place at 4 p.m. All pro-

ceeds go to the Graduate Arts

Students Association.

Art Show, featuring works by Dor-

rance Hills scuplture class and jazz by

the Fred Clayton Ensemble, will take

place at UMass in the lobby of Ken-

nedy Tower from 4 p.m,-6 p.m.

Drawing From The Figure a visual

art exhibition, will hold an opening

reception at UMass in the Wheeler

Gallery from 5 pm-7 p.m. Admission is

free The exhibit will be on display at

the gallery until December 13

•FA Thesis Exhiblton featuring

computer graphics by Bart Popenoe

and Alan Turranksy. will hold an open-

ing reception at UMass in the Student

Unton Art Gallery from 5 pm-7 p.m

The exhibition will be on display unti

December 5 Gallery hours are from 11

am -4 p.m. on weekdays

Dick Tracy the mega-hyped film

starring Warren Beatty and Madonna

will be shown at UMass in Mahar 108

at6pm.8pmJOpm and 12am
Admission «s $2 for the 6 p.m showing

and $2 50 for the other showings.

The Chieftains, a group who has

c^Cened the popularity of tradi-

tional Irish music, will perform at UMass

»n the Fine Arts Center Concert Hall at

8 prr Tickets ore $27 $25 and S23

Myrna Packer/Art Bridgeman will

perform dynamic dance duets that

embody humor, sensuality, in-

telligence and spontaneity at UMass

in Hampden Theatre at 8 p.m. Admis-

sion is $5 for students and $7 for the

general public.

Messiah, a play centering on a 17th

century Polish woman who questions

her Jewish faith amidst rumors of a

coming Messiah, will be performed at

UMas* in the Rand Theatre at 8 p.m.

with repeat performances on Friday

and Saturday at the same time.

Tickets are $3 for students and senior

citizens and $5 for the general public.

Sweet Charity, the musical com-

edy by Neil Simon about a dance hall

hostess, will be performed at UMass in

Bowker Auditorium at 8 p.m. with a

repeat performances on Friday and

Saturday at the same time. Tickets are

$3 for students and $5 for the general

public i4f .„.

The Tempest. a William

Shakespeare play depicting an early

winter evening in which the bewit-

ching Ariel, the God-like Prospero and

peotic Caliban are caught in a storm

of desire and revenge, will be per-

formed at Smith College in the

Mendenhali Center for the Performing

Arts The performance will begin at 8

pm with repeat performances on Fri-

day and Saturday at the same time

Tickets are $2 for students and $4 for

the general public

OPosrtive will play at Pearl Street

in Northampton The T8-and-over show

starts at 830 p.m Tickets are $6 in

advance
Gruppa Yabloko a Russian con

temporary folk group featuring Marina

Kapuro, will play at the Iron Horse in

Northampton at 8:30 pm Tickets are

$5 in advance.
Forever More will play at UMass in

the Hatch from 9 pm.-midnite

INDOOR MINIATURE GOLF
Thursday and Friday-Student Night

Willi.

!

Youk

V

!flr

©

BIRDIES & BOGEYS

Holyoke Mall-Lower Level

536-3765

Da Camera Singers, an Amherst

based chorus of 25 members, will per-

form choral works by Heinrich Schutz

at the South Amherst Congregational

Church, located on the common, at

8:15 p.m. Admission is free, but dona-

tions are suggested.

Bob Alper. a stand-up Rabbi, will

cajole the patrons of Peking Garden

Restaurant in Hadley. Show starts at

8:30 p.m. Admission is $6 for students

and $8 for the general public

One-Eyed Jake will play at the

Hadley Pub.

FRIDAY
Floral Design Exhibit, which will

display holiday floral decorations

designed by Stockbridge and Plant

and Soil Science Students, can be

found at UMass in French Hall Room

105 from 1130 am -5 p.m

Frank Ozereko will display his

ceramic pieces at UMass in the Herter

Art Gallery until December 16. There

will be an opening reception from 5

p m-7 p.m. at the gallery

20th Annual Madrigal Dinner an

evening of medieval holiday fare,

pageantry and song, will be held at

UMass m the Campus Center

Auditorium The doors of the Great Hall

will open at 6 p.m. Guests will be re-

quested to take their seats at 7 p.m

The event will be repeated on Satur-

day and Sunday Tickets are $17 for

students and $21 for the general

public. For reservations call 545-0418

Musical Shabbat Service will be

held at UMass in the Hiliel House

Lounge at 7 pm Admission is free

This is Spinal Tap. the hilarious film

directed by Rob Reiner that chronicles

the misadventures of an aging British

Heavy Metal band, will plow through

you bean fields at Hampshire College

in the Franklin Patterson Main I ecture

Hall at 7 p.m and 9 30 pm Admission

is SI

Double IndemWy a film starring

Barbara Stanwyck. Edward G Robin-

son and Fred MacMurray of My Three

Sons fame, will be shown at Mount

Holyoke College in Gamble
Auditonum at 7 pm. and 9 p.m. Admis-

sion is $2

Mystery Train will be shown at

Amherst College m the Campus
Center Theatre at 7.30 pm. and lO

pm Admission is $1 50
Motoko a one woman

mime/theatre performance with

music by John Sprague, will be per-

formed at the East Street Dance

Studio in Hadley at 7 30 p.m. with a

repeat performance on Saturday at

the same time For more information

call. 536-4507
Martin Espada and Sandra Maria

Esteves. two highly praised Puerto

Rican poets, will read their recent

works at Mount Horyoke College in the

New York Room of Mary Wooley Hall

at 730 p.m. A reception and

booksigning will follow immediately

afterwards

The Folger Consort will present a

medieval Christmas concert at

Amherst College in Buckley Recital Hall

at 8.15 p.m. Tickets are $15 for or-

chestra seating and $12 for balcony

seating, $13 and $10 for senior citizens

and students

Luther Guitar Jr. Johnson, who

played with Muddy Waters for eight

years, will play at the Iron Horse Music

Hall in Northampton. Show starts 8 30
p.m Tickets are $8 in advance.

Kevin Calhoun will tickle the funny

bones of Peking Garden Restaurant

patrons. Show starts at 8:30 p.m. with

a repeat performance on Saturday at

the same time.

Benefit Concert for Ras "Stone"

Montgomery featuring the African

and American Dance Theatre of New
England. Perry Howarth and the

Screamers and Tribal Etiket, will be
performed at Hampshire College in

the Red Barn at 9 p.m. Admission is

$6-$10.

Trickster Visits the Rootabaga

Country, an evening of folk and other

tales with Rochelle Wildfong and

special guest Len Cabral, will take

place at the Northampton Center for

the Arts at 8 p.m. Admission is $4 for

senior citizens and $7 for the general

public.

Hippopotamus, with special guests

Who's Kiddin' Who. will play at Pearl

Street in Northampton.

SATURDAY
Booksigning and Reception for

children's book illustrators Denn:s

Nolan and Lauren Mills who will be

signing copies of their latest books

Dinosaur Dreams and Elphabet. will

take place at The Odyssey Bookshop

in South Hadley from 10:30 a.m.-ll 30

a.m
The Flecktones. a group offering a

strange blend of Nashville Bluegrass,

Euro-jazz and Parliament Funkadelic.

will play at the Iron Horse in Northamp-

ton there will be shows at 7 p.m. and

9 pm. Tickets are $12.50 in advance.

Sarafina! will be performed at

UMass in Bowker Auditorium at 8 p.m

with a repeat performance on Sun-

day at 2 pm. and 8 p.m.

Talley's Folley wiH be performed at

Amherst College in Fayerweather

Studio at 8 pm with a repeat perfor-

mance on Sunday at the same time

Admission is free, but reservations are

necessary To make reservations call

542-2277
Marvelous Morsels ot Moiart

featuring selections from Abduction

from the Seraglio. Marriage of Figaro

Don Giovanni, Cosi Fan Tutte Die

Zauberflote and Sinfonia Concertante

as performed by the Five College Or-

chestra, will take place at Amherst

College in Buckley Recital Hall at 8 15

pm Admission is free

Noman/Moss Icon/Nation ot

Ulysses/Sleepyhead will play at

Hampshire College in the Saga Dong

Common at 9 pm Admission is $3 with

Hampshire College ID and $4 without

SUNDAY
University Opera Workshop^

featuring A Hand of Bridge by Samuet

Barber Fables by Ned Rorem and Hm

und Zuruck by Paul Hindemith, will take

place at UMass in Benzanson Recital

Hall at 2 30 pm. Admission is free.

Portraits will be shown at Amherst

College in Stirn Auditorium at 4 p.m.

Admission is free

Christmas Vespers a festive pot

Dourri of seasonal music, will be per

formed by the Smith College Glee

Club and Smith Choirs Alpha and

Omega in John M Greene Hall at 4

pm and 7 30 p.m. Admission is free.

Christmas Vespers will be per

formed by the Amherst College

Choral Society in Johnson Chapel at

4 pm and 7.30 p.m. Admission is free

Frank Morgan Duo featuring jazz

saxophonist frank Morgan who play

for Duke Ellington's band, will play at

the Iron Horse Music Hall in Northamp-

ton. Show starts at 7 p.m. Tickets are

$12 50 in advance.
University Chorale will usher in the

winter season with its annual holiday

concert at UMass in Bowker

Auditorium at 8 p.m. Admission is $3 for

students and senior citizens and $6 for

the general public.

Andy Stewart and Manus Lunny

a Celtic music duo, will perform at

Amherst College in the Campus

Center Frontroom at 8 p.m. Admission

is $1 with Amherst college I.D. and $7

without.

The Black Crowes, with special

guests The Four Horsemen and Burn

ing Tree, will play at Pearl Street in Nor-

thampton. Show starts at 8 p.m.

Judgement Day. with special

guests Maelstrom and Senseless Killing,

will shred Katina's in Hadley with their

thrash mental mayhem. All-ages show.

A 'sweet,' energetic
musical comedy
By LISA CURTIS
Collegian Correspondent

The UMass Theatre Guild, having

recently completed the musical revue

Schoolhouse Rock, will be presenting the

Tony Award winning musical comedy

Sweet Charity

Based on a book by Neil Simon, Su

Charity: The Story of a Girl Who Wanted

to be Loved, centers itself on the life of

Charity Hope Valentine, a dance haU

hostess.

The character Charity is portrayed by

Laura Marie Duncan. Duncan is a

sophomore transfer student at the Untver

sity of Massachusetts. Because the story

focuses on Charin I WjWtfl l 'she car-

ries on the show."
-

Christianna Pean

publicity coordinator, explained

Sweet' Charity, set m the Fan Dango

Ballroom in 1966, follows Charity through

her adventures with kostSMM and clu

including her current "true love," <>

Lindquist

Oscar is played by Thomas Matthew

Berry, who has had experience in

nun hows. A senior, he I

ed in the Guilds presentations ot God

and A Chorus Line

Other performer- include sophom

ok Cniiirr, m Nukie, and Smitl

Itge sophomore Catnona V 1- M I

Helene.

"There is a lot of movement in th-

Pearce explained with reference to the

spectacular dance numbers included in the

musical The show's choreographer is Lisa

Moskow

"A lot of hard work and dedication was

put into this production," Pearce said.

'If My Friends Could See Me Now" and

"Big Spender" are just two of the familiar.

energetic songs that make up Sweet

Charity.

The vocal director for the Music I heati •

Guild is Jen Welty. The music for Sweet

Ckarit) was written by Cjf Coleman. The

lvrics are hv Dorothy Fields
'

The Guild's presentation includes over 36

talented singers, dancers and actors from

the Five College consortium. This is one of

the lai ts the Guild has worked with

in recent yea.

The director is .J.i-a-ph r Met learn -lr

an(i the 'nt director is Susan

C\. The prod Kara M K.

• I. nkins

I,,-! Kmester the Guild performed A

Chorus Lr
\v. h.«v, one mainstay a

,„„ hoolhouae Rock," !'

tj We I turned to doing revue, this

in interest tor

[. ,,,., for studen'

Th '
'"'" m

k. • Auditorium in 1936. It is a stud

run organization with "room to help in

teral

hose h »'<• held

ever) other Wedi
ster the Guild plan

Into th, u main p> " "

till accepting proposal

rttywtUb* nedonS
- p m i 'i B*

, are $3 for stud

$5 far <ral puhlic

I aura Marie Duncan plays Charity Hope Valentine and Thomas Mat

thetBerry plays OsearLindquist in the UMass Theatre Guild's produc-

tion of Neil Simon's Save* Chant

at'
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The Black Crowes blast out real rock and roll'"^ **»**W*% W»WWWW«* WAW
Chuck Berry was King. Chris Robinson. He sings, "She'll tell you

_ ™ o..,x, alh,.m full of what we know we want to days when Chuck Berry was r* B
nrnhan . after vou meet her farm

By AMIE FINKELSTEIN
Collegian Staff

This is a personal testimony.

I didn't want it to be, but music is a per

s..nal thing. There's no two ways about it

What we like or dislike is a personal thing.

What the music means to us is personal.

Most importantly, why we choose to like

the bands we do is strictly a personal

matter.

I like the Black Crowes. They kick.

They are the only new band to come out

with something that sounds like pure rock

and roll. It feels like rock and roll. Real

guitar rock. Their debut album. Shake

Your Money Maker, is the best release to

K (album-oriented radio) I have vet to

hear this year. It hits home. It cuts like a

razor blade.

Originally from Atlanta, where either

Southern rock or alternative rock are the

norms, the Crowes' harder attitude was

shunned.
We came off as arrogant because we love

what we do," says lead vocalist. Chris

Robinson. "Atlanta's my home and I love

it. but we weren't going to pigeonhole

ourselves to suit a few people."

They suit me. And Shake Your Money

Maker, with back-lashing electric riffs.

whether on a slower track like "Sister

Luck." or on stompers like "Jealous Again"

(their first single) is the most hard rockin'

rnpilation.

With five Atlanta boys, who came

together three years ago, they give us an

album full of what we know we want to

hear. In 1988, the band decided to try a

crunchy, two guitar attack.

That's what it is all about. Two guitars.

"Thick and Thin," is all guitars, with a cat-

chy vocal - but that guitar solo sound is

reminiscent of "Johnny Be Good," in the

days when Chuck Barry was King. ^^W;*K
"STS^S £7ou in the gut too. £^J^^^™**
guitars and bluesy organ solos, all intert-

wined between „he raspy, thick voice of

Photo court*«y Def American

The Black Crowes play Pearl Street in Northampton Sunday night.

Photo courteay ICM Artiata

Paddy Maloney of the Chieftains.

Real Irish revelry
1990 will be remembered as a big year for Ireland. The

republic held the presidency of the European community

during the exciting months following the collapse of the

Berlin Wall, and for the first time in history, the Irish

national soccer team qualified for the World Cup tourna

ment The film My Left Foot brought back Oscars for two

Irish actors. Most recently, Mary Robinson became the

nation's first woman president. So what better way to ap-

proach year's end than with an evening of Irish music
^

Reknowned reelmasters the Chieftains will play just that

tonight at the Fine Arts Center.

If vour idea of Irish music is based upon sappy standards

like "Danny Bov" or "The Unicom Song," the Chieftains

should provide you with a pleasant surprise Traditiona

Irish music is a richly textured, frenetic improvisational

sound It is a sign of the Chieftain's great dynamic range

that they have played with rock superstars such as Eric

Clapton" and Jerry Garcia, as well as with folk and

classical musicians. Perhaps their most successful

crossover was their brilliant 1988 album Irish Heartbeat,

recorded with their compatriot, grumpy mystic genius

Van Morrison. _

The Chieftains are comprised of Matt Molloy on flute,

fiddlers Martin Faye and Sean Keene and Derek Bell on

harp Kevin Conneff pumps out intricate rhythms on the

bodhran. a small goatskin drum. Paddy Maloney rounds

out the combo on the Uillean pipes, an instrument similar

to the bagpipes, but played with the fingers and elbow,

and having a mellower sound than their Caledonian

C

°The revelry begins tonight at 8 p.m. Tickets are available

at the FACBox Office for $23, $25 and $27 Half-price

tickets are available for Five College students

- JOHN PURIN

dieted. The Crowes write songs about what

life is about, put into a rock format and

make a definite hit record.

"We just tell the truth," says Rich, lead

guitarist, "not whether something is good

or bad, right or wrong."

They gigged this past summer, opening

for the almighty Aerosmith on the Pump

tour exposing them to rock audiences

across the country. Now the Black Crowes,

after selling tons of records in the past year

and moving up the charts with their ver-

sion of Otis Redding's funky "Hard to Han-

dle
" are headlining an American club

tour, and still rockin', even after the long

and hard Smith tour

To the Crowes, rock and roll is what you

live for.

"We're Black Crowes 24 hours a day,

Chris says. "We want to bring back that

excitement when a fan would be in the

blood of

it all, when you knew everything about a

song like you knew your girlfriend. When

you know that the guy who wrote it really

felt that way."

No more "alternative rock" college music

bull for this rock and roll chick. If the

Crowes don't epitomize what rock and roll

is, then 1 need new ears. See you Sunday

The Black Crowes play Pearl Street Sun-

day night along with the Four Horsemen

and Burning Tree. Doors open at 8 p.m.
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Vet against
occupation
of Kuwait
By TRYSTAN SKEIGH
Collegian Staff

Vietnam veteran Tom Conroy believes UMass
students should register as conscientious objectors

rather than fight in a war against the Iraqis

Conroy, currently a lecturer/doctoral candidate for

the Communications Department at the University of

Massachusetts, said that he served as a medic in Viet

nam from 1970-1971. He describes his experience there

as both "depressing and enlightening."

"While uver there. I realized for the first time that

we were an occupier rather than a liberator
"

"As a result of our occupation the nationalist forces

yuned the communists and nobody really wanted us

over there. In a sense we were victims of our own

naivete," Conroy added.

If the U.S. armed forces remain in Saudi Arabia long

enough, Conroy said, because of the severe culture

n, sooner or later the troops over there will also

begin to feel like occupation forces. "This will have two

effects," he explained, "first, it will demoralize the

troops, and second, the host country will begin to seem

more antagonistic ."

War has an ugly side that many students don't hear

enough about, according to Conroy. "There was a lot

of insanity going on in Vietnam when I was over

there," he said. "We had a very low morale — there

was a well over 15 percent rate of heroin addiction

among the troops. And there was a race war going on

between the white and black soldi*

"We were all questioning why we were there," Con-

roy continued, "there was a soldiers' revolt going on."

Conroy said he would strongly encourage all eligi-

ble students to register as conscientious objectors now,

in case Bush reinstates the draft "For those who are

already registered they should start working to get

their status changed right now," he stressed, "before

you get called up."

Conroy's Vietnam experience has convinced him that

war is rarely justified. "Participation in a war at almost

any level results in a breakdown of a person's spirit

It affects a person's humanity," Conroy said. "If it is

ever conceivably justifiable it would have to be for

almost inconceivable reasons."

"If Kuwait becomes a sustained occupation like Viet

nam," Conroy predicted, "I think we will see another

large scale student revolt but it will be more

cataclysmic than Vietnam. It will probably be a lot

more violent — optimism is very low for a lot of young

people — I think a lot of class and culture issues could

come up in this one."

"Since it's supposed to be a new world order," Con

roy commented, "it doesn't seem to make sense to me
that we are nearly the only nation adamantly in favor

of using force to support the restoration of a feudal

regime."

n photo by Dnndi Ahrarn

Tom Conroy

U.N. resolution passes
Security Council okays use of force after Jan. 15

UNITED NATIONS (AP) - The Security Council, led

by the United States, yesterday authorized military ac

tion to liberate Kuwait if Iraq does not withdraw its troops

and release all hostages by Jan. 15.

The vote was 12-2, with an abstention by China. Cuba

and Yemen voted "no."

Adoption of the resolution marked only the second time,

during the Korean War, in the 45-year history of the

United Nations that the council authorized the use of force

to counter aggression.

In an extraordinary meeting of 13 foreign ministers, the

council handed Iraqi President Saddam Hussein an

ultimatum to vacate the small oil rich sheikdom that his

troops invaded Aug. 2, or risk military conflict with U.S.-

led forces.

"Our aim today must be to convince Saddam Hussein

that the just, humane demands of the Council and the in

ternational community cannot be ignored," said Secretary

of State James A. Baker III, top representative for the

United States as president of the council.

if Iraq does not reverse its course peacefully, then other

necessary measures including the use of force, should he

horized," said Baker We must put the choice to Sad-

dam Hussein in unmistakable terms."

"If any war is imposed upon us by the United States,

this will be our destiny." said Iraqi Ambassador Abdul

Amir al Anbari "Our people will not kneel, we «

to this responsibilit

id Kuwaiti Foreign Minister Sheikh Sahah al An

al-Jaber, "The intransigence of the Iraqi regime if pushing

the region to a conflagration which we do not want

which appears to be the only tvtnui

Previewing the U President Bush said "I think

the main thing that I hope will come out of' ses-

I'nited Nat I send perh

rest signal of all to Saddam Hussein that the world

is deadly serious about reversing this aggression and this

economic oppression that he's wrought on many, many
that can ill afford it

."

The council is but a willing tool in the hand- «.t

American administration," al-Anban said

"Iraq call- tee. it desires peace, not for u* alone

hut Middle East region." he said He link

ed Iraq's willingness to cooperate with a broader Mideast

peace m nt that would include a home

Palestinians.

"ThiM would h»- the moat dfleafersHB resolutirv

ed by the Security Coun<

meeting, "and a % n of the U N char-

Iraq has said it would defy the resoluti

Women instrumental in Black activism
By AUDREY DEAN N A LLOYD
Collegian Correspondent

Although the common image of the Black Panther I

t y has been one of violence and armed African American

men wearing black, a former female member of the par-

ty dispelled the notion that Black women did not take an

active role in the movement
Speaking last night at the Malcolm X Center. Malika

Adams,
said oppression of women was an issue that threatened

to divide the unity of the party as a whole

"The police treated us like dizzy little dames that *

being led around by our men." she said "They often told

our mothers that their good little college girls were in

volved with common street niggers, who were -hoot in*;

police and robbing bank- Adams explained that even

the White community refused to take Black women's role

in the party seriously. Officials could not believe that

women were actually revolutionist

Many men in the party expected the women to assume

roles of that were restricted to typing, cooking and car

ing for the children while leadership roles were reserved

for them

White authorities also tried to use gender to separate

the Black Panthers in their unified struggle, she said.

"Come on tell us, we know that Joe Blow is with so-

meone. We know that you want equal rights for your peo-

ple, but those men are not about that." Adam said trying

to give the audience an example of the ploys that were

used to destroy the party.

Although Black Panther women had to endure sexism

within the party and their invisible role in mainstream

America, their participation was mstt. in ad

vocatmg for basic human needs, education and poht

involvement of African America;

She said it was essential for woman to share an equal

role in decisions which affected the part>

keeWooi were being made that could have jeopard iz

ed all of us," Adams said.

The women as individuals also had to take an active

role in deciding their fate and the needs of their children,

she added.

"Crucial moments where death became realitv

were looking down barrels of guns and the reality that

we would probably spend life m prison was t her. U. had

to use our wit, we had to utilize the gift of intuition that

men often have and cleverness," Adams said,

lams currently lives in New York Cit\ where -1

a lecturer at < ity College and is currently researching the

roles of women in the Black Pantner Patty and the par

tv's community program. — —p-'

—

Dr. Malika Adams
f oUrginn photo bj Kirhnril IhiCrre

N.H., Mass., relationship nurtured
- . . ^ ttr.u :. _1 __:.. ... T A„ •«.„-.-,, i« ( L*-i«- VI i > Y\ <a*tal Fin If a If i

BOSTON ( AP) - New Hampshire Gov. Judd Gregg met

Massachusetts Governor elect William Weld on Thursday

and said the meeting was "the beginning of a relation-

ship that will benefit both state-

The two Republicans met for about an hour. Without

being specific, Gregg said the meeting covered a variety

of topic, but focused on economic development and the

environment.

"In particular, we discussed the regional economy and

joint steps that can be taken to promote our region dur

ing these challenging economic times," said Gregg, who
won a second term in November.

Gregg, vice chairmen of the New England Governors

Conference, is expected to be elected chairman at next

week's meeting in Hartford, Conn.

Weld is replacing Democratic Gov Michael Dukakis.

During his first term. Gregg frequently criticized

Massachusetts for its faltering economy and high taxes.

He also angered Dukakis by inviting Massachusetts

companies to move to New Hampshire if they were unhap-

py where they were.

After the invitation. Dukakis told Gregg publicly to >ta>

out of Massachusetts and worry about New Hampshire's

economy.
Gregg spokesperson Brian Grip said that despite ap

pearances. Gregg and Dukakis got along personally

"Philosophically and ideologically, there couldn't h

been two people farther apart." he said But at functions.

they were always cordial."

However, Grip acknowledges Weld's governorship

CONTINUED ON PAGE 3
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Spring Break

SEED A VACATION SPOT
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Take Out Welcome

HOURS: SUNTHURS 7om-3pm

PRI-SAT 2am 3pm/10pm 3am

Homemade Soups, Muffins. Desserts

Specials

Daily Specials Offend

88 Pleasant St.

584-4145

, Styles By
Deborah

The Spa For

1 lair & Skin Care
549-5610
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$3°° Off

I Professional Consultation
* and Style Cut
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TANNING
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RECKLESSLY
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COMEDY."

"WILD AND

WACKY.
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TOMORROW
( introtn

Weekdays at 7 and 9:10/Fnday at 5. 7 10

and 9 20/Sat and Sun at 2 45. 5. 7:10. and

9.20 pm
^ Ffst ShQw Frj(jay Sat an<j Sun IS $3 5o #

WUmwUI
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ot the Avatar's life on Earth

Weekdays at 7 15 and 9/Fr. at 5 10. 7:20. 900

Sat and Sun at 3 30 5 10, 7 20. 9 om

25 CENTRAL
Thorncs MirkcipU-c .

champion
:

MAGIC LANTERN
LADIES ONLY
All Male Review

Wed Night: Dec 5th

8pm-12am

FEATURING
The Dance Group

'BAD BOYS FROM BOSTON*

Starting:

it Tony the Tin r

itAdonis
• At 1 1 la

itNicko

•Students with college I.D.

FREE ADMISSION
• Refreshments will be served

•Each lady will receive a gift

CALL FOR RESERVATIONS
283-9275

Take Rt 9 to Belehertoun to Hi 1*1

to lit 20 Wt'-t-Palrm-i. MA

^a* ^v ^a- <> -*»

SQUIRE VILLAGE
APARTMENTS

2 Bedroom Apartments

RENT NOW
or for January 1

On Bus Route

CALL 665-2203

diyisios ot

f\ 1 on I
University of

UVOl HMJi Massachusetts
courses! I at Amherst

Almost half

meet gen. ed.

requirements.

Winter
Session

-V- -*»«.

REMEMBER u t

Overnight Parking Snow Policy goes into effect

DECEMBER 11

Where you CANNOT park between 1 am 8c 7 am
during snow season

Lot 25 (South of roadway to E lot)

Lot 26 (except by special permit only)

Lot 31
Lot 32 (east of Lincoln Ave only)

Lot 33
Lot 34
Lot 40

Lot 45
Lot 62
Lot 63
Lot 64
Lot 65
Lot 66
Lot 71

AnY campus roadway (INCLUDING Southwest horseshoe)

Any parking meter

•. a .uu wiioif PI ASTIC FLASHING LIGHTS Overnight

JESS*£ :.SSSl- rl
A
rSfe a" 2£f! "pi-UZ »nd the AMBKR UGH1*

K' FLASlllMi TrTchange h on an experimental ba.is. Your rooperat.on w.ll hi

appreciated.

Campus Parking 545-0065

Mail Registration—November 10 December 12

All mail registrations must be sent via U.S. mail

and be postmarked no mrliet than November 10.

(Do not use campus mail.)

Walk-in Registration-

November 26 January 7

Room 615 doodelt Building

Registrations are processed in the order in which

the) are received, so register early!

Classes start January I*, 1991

.

For more information, contact the Division

of Continuing Education, Goodetl Building,

or call 545-2414.
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Administration proposes furlough plan for December

_ MM ._. t!». ««ma iUll lOOA III' t htf*

Bv KENDRA PRATT
Collegian Staff

Although the administration of the

University of Massachusetts is still

negotiating a retrenchment plan with cam

pus unions da\ furlough plan for

Dec. 28
'

(1 at thfc'

Fatuity Senate nut-ting last night.

The original administration preliminary

retrenchment plan bad called for a unpaid

furlough for up to five days for approx-

imately 5,200 stale funded employ*

mj the University $450,000.

University administrators devised the

furlough as part of a cost reduction plan

which includes a $400 student curriculum

fee increase for next semester and propos

ed program reduction and elimination in

order to meet a remaining loss of $10.6

million from state budget tuts.

Provost Richard O'Brien said the money

which will not be generated by an up to

five day furlough can be balanced "by mak-

ing additional cuts in administrative

O'Brien said Dec. 26, 27 and 28 might be

chosen as unpaid furlough days since the

campus would not be operating at that

time. He said it is possible the due date for

(acuity to turn in grade- would be

extended

He said the administration could cho

to close the campus during the academic

year to he 'noisy and public" about recent

state budget cuts, but questioned how fair

this would be to students

•When we are upp,n h Student

we shouldn't jive them leas ed

lion for it." O'Brien said

In addition, the senate passed SUg|

tkms to present to the administration in

order to save and generate funds on cam

pus The suggestions were ' by the

ad hoc Budget Advisory Committee

Some of the suggestions an the

following:

• Assuring tl
- 1 ,li

strata ed to faculty !<

alter Mich adm
••

| '
ltu ' ,r

administrative positions.

• Facilitating transferral within

Btat, tern of public higher ed

of faculty whose programs are b ing reduc

ed or terminated
e Raising parking violation fines to in

revenues for scholarship fur

I ollrgtan photo h% IKindi \h«-.rn

NO MORE LKAVKS - A skeletal tree stands alone in the twilight

of nearby Hadley.

Weld

CONTINUE FROM PAGf 1

should help relations

I assume there will be a lot more room

for agreement on various issues." he said

(ore Gregg, Ne* Hampshire (kw .John

Sununu. another Republican, also cnticiz

ed Dukakis and the way Massachusetts

».is run.

20% OFF All Timberland Boots Dec 1-8, 1990

Xlie best made boots on

tnc lace 01 the cartli.

BOG debates

over clause

in handbook
B> 1.AV1M\ GAMMON
Collegian Staff

Governor Ted MaravaUas brought up motion last

night at the BOG to remove the m roal or

tation" from a requirement in the B<K.

handbook. ,

The information pamphlet distributed by the H

containing job itaarriptimn and sen k» offered b> the

B< N i I'lu- « .«- ana el tour requires* ded to be

met before an RS( ) can obtain off, • in the I

pus Cent.

\it, i debate, it was decided tb. i lause be rem

because H mm • reetatjemenl of Tmversity AtTu-mative

•ion policy _, .

•

1 think this is ridicul- •
'«""

'

Silver, an LBOA representative, 'it is just d

fontas u ...
\ • etmgdn-u to a do '»P

ted to propose a ami motion, the exact details of « hich

were uncle... ( iovernor Kelly Keeler said inaconv«

Mon after the meeting she believed the motion had

to do with restucturing the board

The shouting en-ued when Gordon ob> cted to the

proposal and adjourned the meeting. She said the mo

tion was submitted at an inappropriate time

There is going to be a motion next week to impeach

you
' Maw "i»t*' fl toGorden. "Adjourning the

tingw, ,\\s Th Lhebaggaet mistake

VOU ever made as chairperson

iter an aborted attempt to talk vuth

Maraveliaa, shouted eon don't have the bails to

bring sour motion up during the meeting

According to Keeler, Maravellas intentionally

withheld his motion until several liberal governors had

left, to ensure it passed were a vote taken

In other BOG happenings:

O Vke Chairperson Kd Corrigan submitted a new

motion that.would give the AimedKo, 'the

Dter for information distnbutK.n. meetings.

and recruiting purpoa

• Governor Guy Glodis'a motion to take the

h-vuinS efface space ..wax WSJ tabled until

ester Gtodis said be needed Ume to compn- a

report proving the newspaper has "neglected its obhga

lion to the student body.'"

bJl

J. u < A Nurcracfapr
: . it hi <\>rinrf'

.UPREuma

I'GHOST
Sal at i !

f3 RIICKY

I

A1/>NV JJ
,t x ioio

/ffdtfoutf

I In WOrU * iinevl silnoiir

imon -^n.ilt <l le.itbct* ire sewn with

nsL-n slililinn; mil lb" n JiritlU

ilLulml l« Inr mi«h<<l< Ul Imio", voii

oih \S ileipioul liuid .ited boot.

Hit- Inst - ».o *hll '!"' ' H '*>l
-

\silt loiool lu»»it on InC Lite

,.| ilu mitrt.

Timberland^

SHOES 39 SO PLEASANT ST (413)266^6374
AMHERST, MA 01002

fB **^k

. SnWNIim^R

S«n « II » .• & * 40
--,!• «(*00»1 $3 SOU 40

Spacw «ng»g«ni»i i l nop—» o» cowpon*

On the Village Green

STAY

HOM
ARE YOU...

London
Pans
San Jose.C R
Bangkok
Hong Kong
Tokyo

$412
480
390
959
879
759

Student Faculty Fare

Taxes not included Restric-

tions apply Fares suDiect to

change One ways available

Work/Study abroad programs
International student and
teacher ID

EURAIL PASSES ISSUED ON
THE SPOT'

Free student travel catalogue

ncJlTr

. A Student Entrepreneur
- A Small Business
- A Student Organization

MAKE YOURSELF KNOWN!

Put a Business Card in

The Business Card Bonanza

featured Mondays in the Collegian

ONLY $20
costs less than an ad of the same site!
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ARTS&LIVING
Frank Morgan: A Jazz Rip Van Winkle

, .. . -rn__i.«->a Ai^in \aa Mnriran's hv Hutcherson. Ron Carter, Wynton M
B\ BILL ROSENBLATT
Collegian Staff

The current jazz scenes emphasis on

more traditional styles has led to "bull

markets" for three kinds of things: reissues

of classic older material, new releases by

neo-traditionalist "young lions," and new-

releases bv the very few older musicians

who are still with us. In many of these

the creative energy that was

finally present in the music is locked

forever in the past.

But what if you could go back in time and

put some <?reat 40s or 50s musician in

suspended animation, and then resuscitate

him in the present day - with all his

original vitality and creative energy? That

.Id indeed be a fantasy fulfilled for

many of today's jazz fans.

Enter alto saxophonist Frank Morgan,

who will be performing with pianist George

blee at the Iron Horse on Sunday at 7

p m Here is a guv who studied and hung

out with Charlie Parker during the letter's

couple of years in LA He was an integral

part of the LA. Central Avenue scene that

served as a west-coast analog to New

York's 52nd Street and belied the

stereotyped notion of "west coast jazz" as

stale and laid-back Other habituees of

Central Avenue included Dexter Gordon.

Art Farmer. Art Tatum and Charles

Mingus

Like most of Parker's disciples, Morgan's

emulation of the Master included shooting

heroin. He became a junkie and ended up

serving a long term in San Quentin that

did not end until the 1980s. Luckily, he

decided to start a new, clean life; he got his

chops together and started performing

again. By the late 80s, he had come to the

attention of veteran producer

Valley

Jazz
Keepnews, on whose San Fransisco-based

Contemporary label his "debut" album

Bebop Lues' was recorded.

Morgan quickly became a publicists

dream - a jazz Rip van Winkle who came

back on the scene during a time in which

the style of music he represents is back in

vogue Accordingly, he was written up

vwhere from the New York Times to

l\nple magazine, and was even a guest on

The Today Show.
His recording output has also been pro-

lific: he has released four albums within

the last two years, including a Parker

tribute i Yardbtrd Suite) and a reunion with

Art Farmer and other mates from LA
ntral Avenue Reunion). Keepnews and

other producers put him in all-star contexts

which have included Joe Henderson. Bob

by Hutcherson, Ron Carter, Wynton Mar

salis, and many others. His most recent

release. Mood Indigo, contains several in

timate duets with pianist Cables.

Now here's the punch line: Morgan is a

fantastic alto saxophonist! Yes, smack has

ruined the lives and playing abilities of

many musicians, and very few have over-

come its debilitating effects (Miles and Col-

trane come to mind). But Frank Morgan is

definitely a survivor. As Mood Indigo pro

ducer John Snyder pointed out, the roman-

ticized "ex-con, drug-addicted jazz man .

who kills himself for his art" is a false

stereotype. Yet Morgan's long, intense life

experiences — narcotic or otherwise — ha\ <

definitely contributed to his fancy -free.

surprise-filled, full-blooded style.

By the way: the choice release of the fall

season is the last studio session of the

recently-departed Art Blakey. One for All.

on A & M's superb Modern Masters Jazz

Series. The rich, seven-piece instrumenta

tion features the same lineup with which

Blakey appeared at the Iron Horse last

spring. This is a great Blakey album in the

classic mold, and it ranks with his best. The

tight ensemble playing and tasteful pro_

gramming are the mark of a master band

leader, while trumpeter Brian Lynch and

Australian tenor saxophonist Dale Barlow

are the standout soloists. Forgive the pun.

but on this one. Blakey goes out with a

bang.

COUPON CLIPPER
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SALADS WE DF1 IVER QUALITY LASAGNA

S1
50 OFF LARGE PIZZA

LASAGNA

OPEN DAILY 11 a.rr

Call Us al 256-0222

FREE DELIVERY
and We'll Bring Lunch to

vour home or office

SAJADS SUBS
WEDEIJVERQ»/AI»rY

OPEN DAILY 11 am. "E" FREE DELIVERY
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Local Colors
An arts and crafts gallery

Featuring the latest works from

Valley area artists.

Painting Wood jV«clry Tollers
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233 N. Pleasant Street

Downtown, Amherst • 549-7373
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Local Colors

An arts and crafts pallet;.
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15% OFF Everything

(except paintings)

Good thru 11/30-12/15
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I Red Ro» Shop* +
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• Dancewear, Aerobic Wear, Shoes *

* and Accessories %
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WITH

10% OFF
All Merchandise
Now thru 12/24

Pizau Dancewear
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ReoRocuSnop*
Sooihampon. MA

Lay Away for Christmas

EDITORIAL/OPINION
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Milli Vanilli

sing the blues
Poor Milli Vanilli, becoming a laughingstock. Poor

record companies, shocked and embarassed at this inex-

cusable breach of the public trust. Please, spare me.

Anyone who expects the pop industry to reform itself as

a result of the Milli Vanilli situation is bound to be disap

pointed. After all, the whole thing is but a symptom of

the shameless opportunism that has dominated the in-

dustry for decades; the epidemic of hypocracy and hoof

in-mouth disease over this issue is just more of the same

So. Rob and Fab didn't sing on their record. Big deal.

The Monkees — the archetypical video band - didn't play

their own instruments. Neither did the Partridge Famp

ly. Saturday morning cartoon bands, like the Archies and

josie and Pussycats, were mere animation. And, Mil

ill Rosenblatt

WHAT'S THE LATEST
ON BIG OIL'S

PMmMARSM?...

4fl^r

Vanilli appears daily on MTV. What's the difference? Why

should anyone expect more integrity from a Milli Vanilli

than from the others? After all, in the words of Ian S.ioals,

they are all "legal fictions designed to sell records

Sure, the parties involved have to go through the mo

tions and issue press releases about how shocked they are.

• We at Arista had no idea . .
." Right. "We were going

to give the Grammy back anyway " Yeah, and I'm San

ta Claus. Forget it folks, any statement based on the

premise that the pop industry has any scruples (or that

the Grammv Awards are for artistry) is just plain flawed

Rob and Fab claimed, at their press conference, that they

had "made a deal with the devil." This, 1 believe. (Ever

see the movie Phantom ofthe Paradise?) I'd be interested

to know how much musicians and non musicians alike

«tee paid to keep their mouths shut, and what Kind of

threat hung over their heads if they talked. I d also like

w •^

to know how many other Milli Vanillin there have been

who didn't happen to get caught

So now begins the cavalcade of ridiculousness. MLA
Entertainment president Al Teller makes sure to point

out in public how sleazv his competitors are. Several peo

pie, clearly prodded by their fee-hungry lawyers, are fil

ing class action lawsuits for deceptive advertising.

Most recent, and most insidious, is the reaction of a

bunch of Republican politicians in Boston: They want to

require promoters to state in advertisements if any part

of a concert will be pre-recorded. "We want to make sure

that consumers get what they pay for," they say. Oh. come

one Since when do Republicans call for regulations on

hillinnSi to protect consumers' rights? N lust

another "moral" cheap shot in the Tipper Gore 1'MKi

Vi . u .
that these politicians

-

primary targets are

Black performers, rap artists, in particular.

The pop industrs has been exploiting then gullibi

of performers and the public alike for some time now; it

would be ludu r. \pect anything different from them

The Milli Vanilli situation is nothing new or really con-

troversial. Those of us who observe the music business

know it for what it reallv is: Business as usual, which is

« hat the industry will return to after the hulabaloo dies

down; just business as usual

Bill Rosenblatt is a Collegian staff men

.. Hampah-
I spent a year in Israel We were discuss

ing Zionism. It was a hard discussion for

both of us. For her even more so, because

she now keeps her Zionism a secret. She

can't even tell people at Hampshire that

she's been to Israel for fear of argument

and hatred People there just don't unders

tand Israel or Zionism, she said, so how can

I even dream of them understanding me?

Since coming to UMass. I've been told

that because I am a Zionist who criticizes

the government of Israel. I am a self

hating. anti-Semitic racist who misses Meir

Kahane because his racism is really what

I feel. According to some, my goal in life

is the destruction of the Palestinian peo

pie, and the annexation of their land I'm

accused of running the U.S. government,

Irving to run the Collegian and

assassinating the character of anyone who

disagrees with me.

If anyone here has been the victim of

character assassination, it's me, the

Zionist You probably won't believe me

when I tell you that I'm not a racist. (

something else you may not believe, let me

tell you who I am.

I hold Zionism as a value. I believe there

should exist a state of Israel, a Jewish

state, a place where Jews can stop being

afraid and start holding their heads up. All

Jews are inherently Zionist because ifyou

study their history, the Hebrew people

Aaron Silverman

have always been a national ent i t y

whether or not they had a state

If a Jew prays, she holds Zionist values

when she asks God to help her return to

Jerusalem. All Jews feel a connection to

Israel, and some of us, when we go there,

feel as a lesbian friend put it when she

went to San Francisco, that it's ok to be

who I am. I no longer need to struggle and

compromise to be a Jew; I can just be.

There are those who would say Israel has

no right to exist, that it is a textbook ex

ample of a racist . colonialist government

exist" or a "right to national self

determination." As far as I can tell, it

means two things Tin first is a connect

to a land. Both the Jews and the Pah

mans have a love and tie to the land, to the

soil of Israel and Palestine. The second is

a belief in their own national ex

The Jews have proved this he staying

t her over two thousand years of hard

ship; the Palestinians, over the past one

hundred. So we are left with a land of

peoples. If one denies either group's connec

tion the the land, or right I one im

mediately denies both. If Zionism is racism.

the so is Palestinianism

Traveling around Israel and Palestine I

learned a lot One of the most important

was that neither group really wants to live

with the other. Each would be happier if

the other just went away So Zionists want

a Jewish state, Palestinianists want a

Palestinian state, exclusively There can be

no such thing as a secular democratic state,

because nobody there really wants it And

me? I support both

that no one

*hen I keep

saving that I don't think Palestinians are

scum Or when I'm feeling down because

uel joke and gave

land to two people* People just call me a

racist for using a colloquial expression or

for trying to clear my name. And no one

questions when others slander me. call me

names and accuse me of hatred I don't

posted
•ing in Earthfoods the other da% 1

overheard a conversation, "I'm glad there

are no Zionists in my family Ho* do

think this makes me feel? I didn't choose

to be Zionism, it chose me Deep in m>

I am connected to Israel, and I can M
change that. But that hardly makes me a

racist My father once told me that if 1

wanted to know about communism. I

should ask a communist, or if 1 want.

a about Christian^ 1 should ask a

Christian So I ask \.»u. it vou want to know

about Zionism, ask a Zionist Dee

listen to those who hate me. and want to

see me destroyed.

Aaron Silverman is a UMass student

when I tell you that I'm not a racist, ur. amp.e o. « r*t .»...«.»..».- B .

Far from 'sexual entertainment,' porn okays violence and exploitation
X CXL 11 Will O^W^.«. * M™. hr^ts and buttocks, are exhibited sue!

I am writing in response to Matt Heffernan s editorial

"Anti porn zealots miss the mark." (Nov. 27) I applaud

Heffernans accurate perception of society's pervasive ex

ploitative heterosexist propaganda." which is. m turn, in-

ternalized and, thus, normalized and seemingly non

existent. However. Heffernan's view of pornography is

misguided. He describes pornography as a tool for releas-

ing sexual tension. This simplistic view fails to see por

nography as a manifestation of the ingrained prejudices

society has against women. .

The word pornography comes from the root word

"pome" which means female sexual slavery. (This is

distinguished from "erotica" which comes from the word

eros." meaning love and mutuality.) Pornography acts

not merely as an unhealthy form of sexual dialogue, nor

does it merely provide unhealthy sexual images Por

nographv institutionalizes and eroticizes the treatment

of women as less than human objects, who deserve and

fantasize about being beaten, raped, and tortured.

Heffernan says that "pornography does not

mathematically equal violence." Yet. in flipping through

the pages of popular magazines such as Hustler and Pen-

thnuse, one finds evidence of dismemberment of women I

bodies. Scenes depicting women being whipped, gagged.

and beaten are common features in these modes of "sex

ual expression."

Heffernan says that "a rapist is not someone who picks

up a hardcore porno magazine or a slasher movie and

becomes instantaneously corrupted " Tremendous

research, however, has proven that images depicted hy

pornography encourage and reinforce sexual violence

against women.
Manv people make a distinction between hard core por-

nography . which is explicitly vmlent, and soft -porn, such

M Playboy While soft porn avoids blatantly violent and

agg< UuafM. it too has a penetrating effect on *

ty Women are presented in postures of sexual submis

sion Women's body parts, including, but not limited to

vaginas, breasts and buttocks, are exhih

women are reduced to just those part are .
n

couraged to regard these women a- images to bo looked

at and judged according to the standard that has

so thoroughly imposed Tl malic oh " «•»

women thus produces a numbing effect on its audience

who no longer regard women a? smart, thinking peo|

This has a dire. BS all women's lives and the way

we are treated

Pornography, whether violent Off net, ii BOl ebottl in

telligent and honest" dialogue ahout sex. nor is it about

promoting a healthy sexual image.
1 Pornography

glamorizes female degradation Ml

nographv augments the normalisation of regard

women at ofcf da and reflect* o sodetj wh ijoal iQ

the treatment of women as les- than human.

Zohar Porat
Northampton

Got something to say? Dial-a-war
If you are concerned about the buildup

of American troops in the Middle East, soon

to equal the forces sent to Vietnam, you can

make your opinion known in a simple way:

call the White House Comment Line,

(202)456-1111.

You are asked to offer a statement and

you do not need to leave your name or ad

dress. The results of these calls are reported

to the President daily.

This should cost you no more than 10

minutes of your time and 50 cents of your

money.
, M . .

Louise Minks
Leverett

Want to have a meaningful existence here at UMass? Want to see your name

in halts (or at least on the Editorial/Opinion page)? Well here u the opportuni-

ty. Submissions are welcome from anyone in the Five College area.

To submit just drop your article in the Editorial mailbox in the Collegian

newsroom in the Campus Center basement.



THE FAR SIDE

By GARY LARSON
BONES IN THE BARREL
By J. GELLER & M. ROSENZWEIG
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Misunderstanding his employees screams

of Simmons has lost his marbles. '
Mr. Wagner

bursts from h.s office for the last time.

CALVIN AND HOBBES

C &e<bi

ACROSS
1 Strongbox

5 Necklace pan

10 — fide

14 Hollywood s

Sharif

15 High esteem

16 Odd s opposite

1

7

7/8 ol a musical

scale

20 Exist

21 Carney and

Tatum

22 One side ot a

com''

23 Secret agent

24 Never buy a pig

m one'

25 Otl course

29 Labyrinth

30 Chum
33 Proper

34 Spanish painter

Joan
35 Sitanst (

36 2,3 of a famous
fleet

39 Otherwise

40 Ilium to

Octavian

41 Indian, tor one

42 Napoleons
marshal

43 Equitable

44 Tristram

Shandy

s

creator

45 Sea eagles

46 Greek tetter

47 Packing a Con
49 Popuw name

n Oslo

50 weger
53 3/7 of the

Deed* Sms
56 Assistant

57 Pocahontas
husband

56 Celebes ox

59 Normandy crty

00 _ lor dwner

61 Dispatched

4 Poet s before

5 Cheerful

6 Towering

7 Collections of

anecdotes

8 Mayday 1

9 Phylum of

one-ceiled

animals

10 Contradict

1

1

Elliptical

12 NJ NBA team

13 Black cuckoo

18 Fortress in

Israel- siege

site

66-73 AD
19 Tiicaca '

24 Social gathering

25 Colorado Ski

fesort

26 Fence-cross.ng
27 Old World ner-

28 Ceremony
29 Asia or Ursa

30 Kitcnen tool

31 Heiated to Diros

32 Ciimoing vine

34 He hit 61 m 61

35 Contest

37 Paradigm

38 Recurring art

themes

43 No charge'

44 StOCk units

45_Oty J (**<

Germany
46 Musical

symbols

47 Operatic soio

48 Carnival feature

49 Leer at

50 Kind of fine

china

51 Schoo' on the

Thames
52 — Girl' Mario

Thomas show

53 Campaign-fund

source: Abbr

54 Conjunction

5? — Vegas
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By BILL WATTERSON

I W)Hv*tK WON * CCrVWrf

GVjH UKt VttW GOT TO St

SUrWHTtWEHT

1 Sofldnnk

2 Cupid
3Wd-

LUNCH

«i»ss i*. *«***« rta" »•**»« 11/30/M

MENU
Tuna mett

Tacos

BASICS LUNCH
Tuna melt

Vegetable tacos

DINNER

Turkey divan

Roast lamb

BASICS DINNER

Turkey divan

Colache

TANGELO PIE
By TIM SNIFFEN
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YOUR DAILY HOROSCOPE
By JEANE DDCON

DOONESBURY

III 7BU WUAWHEP
7WH3 MATS GO! ME
BUMMED - THE CMSIS

fit***'

By GARRY TRUDEAU

HAS ANfCNE&VENANY THOUGHT

<A1 t\AWENS If IT TIFNS
A SHOO?IMj MA* * / rt '.BAN,

YOU (AH SAY 6O0CWE TO rtX/*

Cam? in the miv east
means apvswol* may
of ufe as we knowiv a
(oar means we'll allbe

PR/V/N6 WMEsriccommas
UN A MONTH

'

S/P, ITALSO EXACTLY!

MANS PEOPLE SOME OF

MUp/E THOSE CAFS
AftPEATH

PRICE
By PRICE VAN RAY

AlliS {Match 21 Ap"i 10
)

Sometf^ng you team today you wt

use to you advantage late* on A

close fneod plays a ctuctaitole m
?e*oMng a maundetvtand»x> sr,°*'

your deep appreciation

TAUtUS Apr* 20 May 20) Be

caretul not to tackle a project unM

af the malerlots you wi need ore

ot rwnd Mend* may offer to ftetp

Heed your «tmcf$ Go over your

occounfs and pay any overdue

He
aiMINI (May 2' June 20) Avoid

Oncussng controversial subjects

when your defenses ore down It is

much better to corr<yomee Chan-

nel nervousness nto your work or

athletic games A love relationship

rebounds

CAMCH (June 21 Jury 22) A Nghry

produe'rve day « m store Vou car-.

moke big gora at your job by

bucking down to work A creative

urge mokes itself known Plan a

smol party for your friends

IIO (Jury 23 Aug 22) Anything

that genuinely captures your m
terest deserves a closer look it may

lead to new experiences An in-

genious investment plan coufd aug

ment your savings Go slow Love Is

tn bloom

VIROO (Aug 23 Sept 22) Doing

Mhal comes naturally'' could upset

the applecart Do not let your emo-

tions get the best of you Spruce up

your home with a few house plants

or colorful posters

(Sept 23 Oct 22) Certar>

trernjs 'akabie

necessary chart a new course

Careful pfonnmg w* be reaurea

before you can feel confident of

success Set aside time to reto* at

home

SCOtPIO (Oct 23 Nov 21) ktv

provemenh to your home or pro

perty may be seen as a good tv

vestment A romance s m rts prme
Vou feet lucky to be loved so much
Do nothing to rock the boat

SAOITTAtlUf (Nov 22 Dec 21)

You may toei pressured by younger

people to foUovying the emotional

rather than proctcot me Oder and

wiser heods counsel moderation A

romantic gesture pleases you

CAPftlCOtM ;Dec 22 - Jan 19)

Those who have seff-confidence

rarefy dread what the future may
hold it * a good poicy. never

theiess to occumuJale loyal a«es

Some of your investment ideas are

truly visionary

AQUARIUS ; Jon 20 - Feb 18) Con-

tinue to displav the leodership

ouotties that have so Impressed

your close associates Only time wi
bring the results you aeste vour

sense of humor wins raves at work

PtSCet (Feb 19 March 20;
meones unpredictable behavior

may make ft drfficuff for you to plan

ahead Extra caution is recom-
mended m the work place F\jt a
long-term romantic partner on the

back burner Focus on those withm

your grasp

^cuj Mice f
u 'bM^e.

Use A'Tmou^hd peanut
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| Celebrate Our New Menu
I Any Menu Nachos
I $2.00

I Friday and Saturday

I 8:00pm—10:00pm

Pitchers of Miller Lite

$4.50

MONDAY NIGHT
10' Video Screen
—49ers vs. Giants—

ArraW trom Mount Hefyafe Ctttgl **q /COO 0(*f%'\
m South Hadln. Vlaswriiuwffs 4 10/ QfjO'COOO

\udarlous ^ lomrO*

»llbjlo\k llrwr

Mrsnrrtakw.
\ iprUbtadrr

»Hh tri'OM'iMto

ruilrmrM.
RoaSlhfrki
H«MriMa«."

-|n*fnou»l> mark

lummint wiw*n*
am) hlxhh amu>inc

'

OIWlitwHvl Wl"

K^mMOirv
t'oMmdrr

l«r**t)

LtMlaatlM.'

RENT/\NREG<

New & Used Cars
WTrucks & Vans Also AvailablQ

I North Amherst
Rerrt-A-Wreck

Rt. 63 No. Amherst

V 549-RENT^,

Mon-Thurs

One Show 7:30

Fri-Sun

7:00 and 9:15

SINCE 9 6 8

QIVillllSE-JERLWIHKs
KI>N SILVER

Weekdays at 3. 7. and 9 :10/Fn. Sat. and Sun at 2:45,

4:50. 7. and 9: 1

5

THE CRITICS' CHOICE FOR 50 YEARS

1940 WW
I-As t.rrlflTaranvthlng "More glorious than ever

L* haV ever happened before. Wall Disney's masterplec
|h°

on 2 WfT?n.? 3lo*» with a new radiance.-

-m« »ot« rum*
•oxmM< l»40

OCIOMI l»»0
10/Suml«-.la..d K.....I No.fh \mh..s.

< ),„Mi 7 j.hi -H>P •'"

SPEEDWASH
l 1 I'llV Si.. Villi"'!"*'

NOW OPEN 24 HOURS!

Weekdays at 3. 6:30 ana 8 50 pm/Fnday, Sat. and

Sun at 2, 4:20. 6:40. anc 9 pm

South Towne Commons Laundromat
wvv* nth \MilxMSl

i io»-ii 7 .t m I" i'
f"

ASSIFIEDS
AOVEftTISC'

IF YOU H*Vt A BUSINESS CAW)
•ndyau «Wt • CftMP

«J»
» •JJJJ *^tmJi bw*tn*M a* «>• Cfl**©*" «»

(WrSad fw S**** O^WMHOM\mi •«

mo^mn m *m* *** *«»wy Monday

Cm th» C«f*9»n m S45-3600

ACTIVITIES

PAGAN STUDENTS S*ETINO Sunday

monl 12/2 7PM womnoponi—OoQTawK
d!rd»' Ai mtcomf C*** CC mto <*•* »w

UMASS JUOOUNG CtUB mM«» MAjr

If you cani |U0S*>-T» <*"' *» «nr1K"«9

UMASS TPAATMtON CLUS final n-Jjhf»Q

of MfflMW Tuaaday. Dee 4 at « 30 m
Boydan 2«9 ConaWution and «Pf«9P|«
tbdacuaaad AS are •Meoma MM* tor

into

ANNOUNCEMENTS

„ anCAKFAST downtown <de«l

parents tnands i«9-0733

FAST FUNORAISIMO PtWXWAM
tiooo m »u»« on* **•»

Earn up M $1000 for yom campu* oroanaa

ton l^actWKaatlSOOXJmora'Tf^pto-

ram ajortu' No mvaaimant needed Can

80O932 0W6EH50

._ BREAK TRAVEL FAIR

Don't be toft out m the

cokJ' Feb Kin

TONKJMT SWSET CHARITY " 8PM m
Bowher Auditorium Atoo playng Saturday

same time, tame place Don l mi»» this

Music Tneetra Guild Production

AUDICSTEREO/VIOEO

USED Stereo ComponenbV VCR V Color

TV's We buy.aeK and trade Ouaiity

uuaiaritoerl great prices' Cat anytime for

detailed kat 5s6-0smi

AJTO FOR SALE

19*3 TMUNOERWRD Heritage Ed'tion tod

ad Encellent Condition 5 0€FI $2700

266-8251 Dolan

19S7 FORD ESCORT, 74K. Four Door AC.

Auto AMrTM, New Tires. E.cellent Cond>

tion. S2900/DO Can 586-3727

19M HONDA CIVIC 33000 miles Enceltent

Condition 1 owner AM FM Cassette

Stereo Recent complele tune up $6700 00

or best otter Call Bruce at 256-1215

FOR A GOOD TIME CALL. .

RACK-A-OtSC the best entertainment DJ's

video band*, dorm/house specials call

586-9900 anytime

FOR RENT

1 BEDROOM APT m town $500rmo Jan '

Flexible tease 253-2552

2 BEDROOM APARTMENT- Very coolon

ly $560 00/month ot $ 1 40 00 for 4 peOp»

Free heat and hot water Come see it»Uii

us after 5PM 253-0539 in South Amherst

Jan/June

2 BEDROOM N. AMHERST apt available

Jan 1st to May
option to renew lease

free heat 549 0383
Call now 1

3 ROOMS in 5 bedroom housejl available

Jan 2 available Feb) 21 + . $226 54*6792

ATTENTION SKIP
Walk to Canon Mt

stoept 4- hAchenene
hot tub- poo*

avail by day or for a*
$550** or SSfday

CaN Ann* 546-1989

BEAUTIFUL TWO BEDROOM Apartment

half ma* to campus' 549-5914

CONOO IN BELCHERTOWN/AMHERST
2 bflrm 475 cal 253-2352

GREAT SINGLE ROOM m Amhafjt

a.aaatHe Jan-May on but route S275

256*319

HUGE APT available Jan 1 Aug 31 *2
norm on buaane aR near Caf now
MMMI
I NEED VOU... to t*M ovw »ee»» &"9to
iooh m Amnaral Apt BuaJmm n&m>
utatton mc* Caft Cnrto 2»9708

JANUARY SUBLET Stud* m Amh#r*t

$325 549 3610

LARGE DOUBLE ROOM ava*abto*i houae

m South AmharM turbng Jan i ZOft. '2ft

ntotoawnoaacunrydapoair PayunWMav
$»«5^»rsonAnontft Ca*256-f»r»

ONE BEDROOM APT Amhefal cen1*'•

Ouiet 256-1681 MatUKathtoen

Avariabto Jan 1

ROOM AVAILABLE m beautiful Hadtoy

houW after Dec 31 Can 549-4211 tor

details

ROOMMATE NEEDED for two bdr apt in

Colonial ViHage starting Jan i Leave

maasage 253-2432
First month rent hoe

SINGLE BEDROOM m beautiful ranch style

houae 250 2 miles horn campus As* tor

Bruce 549-6951 evenings

SINGLE ROOM m 3 bdr Puffton Cheaprent

I8fl 00 includes utiktws Looking tor raappn-

sicte non-smoker Available tor Jan 1 Can

549-4509

FOR SALE

BEGINNERS SKI PACKAGE
|100
Denis* 546-6432

COMIC BOOKS 4 sate crte4»T

Call Paul 253-5066

• FUTONS '

• at the mini mall
'

• November 27 30 '

• UMass Student Union
* Lowest prices guaranteed

• Buy now or reserve

lor nexl semester
• Melawampe Furniture

'

• 256-0646
*

MAPLE TABLE S FOUR CHAIRS
$150 Good condition

665 8765 after 6 00

,. Bjaajfi[JM
$100 125 be*dmga mc 549-9BB5

ZENITH COMPUTER AND PPMNTER
VGAMonaor Ca8 Danny 54^5374 Leave

i St too

FOUND

GOLD NECKLACE between audent Union

4 Towe* 25*2167

Apr ^ounces thr

,» s*Stor* Ma»cy AndhfS Pam
Laurent Susan Lauren G Su/anne Tanya

M*lan>e Jen Etena and Staeie

C^noratutoWns We tov* you"

GRANDMA SCHNOOKS
Happy??
We toVe you1

Guaeaarno

HAPPY 21ST NANCY' i L6M

HAPPY BtRTHOAY

TO THE SISTERS S
Sigma' GM ready kai

fon*e"

know you i

GIFTS

HOLIOAV SHOPPING •» one »»>otNlhe

UMaaa mm. mas Nov 27 30 m the tnuHra

Union Ballroom Lots o« gmot Aanto to» me

We wis have tun

luv your

HELP WANTED

THE COLLEGIAN • u-
soohmoreor junior Business Saajor to iai wie

position ol Subscnptiona Manager tor me
spring sorneetor AI encouraged to apply

Applications ava*abto at 1 13 Campus
Center Apply no kator than I?f7

ADDRESSERS WANTEO immediate*/ No
expenenoe rwoasaary E-ffj^PfY.Wo"'

•Thorne Caft loa-trae 1 600395-3283

INTELLIGENCE JOBS AH Brashes US
Customs. DEA etc Now h.nng CMI
14)05467-6000 Ext K 9616

SPRING BREAK IN Cancun or Bahamas
from $299 00' includes air. 7 nights hotel

cruise beach parties tree lunch and much
i Call 1800-Boech rt

INSTRUCTION

EARN CREDIT SCUBA DIVING

2 cred* basic and advanced course* ottered

both semesters at Curry H<ks pool

2 credft aport courses to Key Largo dunng

mtoraesaton sprmg break and end ot

Happy Baindpy You am noa» togat

Love
Mom t Harold

HEY YOU SJOMA KAPPAS' Tomght's the

nqht- so take out thoee saay goama and gat

nMdy to danco (and d»wk) ma ragnt aw*y"

HEY UMASS
Congradutoltons' Tn* F^rsonato sorton

this aeiitostor was the tamest thing m pnm

tinea mankind learned toN*i"^avamor*
run reading wauranea etoim forms Wehav*

a tot ot work to do netl aaiiiamr*

Keopmg m* Fa^ts

HI'••••>•

JASON

S

Good luck tomor'ow'

I know you wiH do great

Think Porsche' t-4-3

The Dancrng Crwpmun.

Mraaaj

RAM
htorjkyoufiwt*rne»wstode^ but you

made ft Cong/alwIMton* an .miction I

j w* make D2 proud*

love your r*gtM
Tracoy

RACHEL HOPKINS OF TP*-S»C,W*

Mtatod a»mday' t^pe >i was hm< Get

ptydwjd tor toMrt torrnaj" Lova your

REO HAPPY 2 1ST

B'an axW IM
The boys from 985-

RUSS S BOY
t8 iOw Put 'hose SSn M kMrtl

ft
'--- Katnf

FEMALE NONSMOKER *

room 5490038 tor December |

FEMALE ROOMMATE wanted »« spr*

sen $165 Jan wbttt option 2530*0*

FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED
quiet t bdrm apt m Sundawland On bus "

"i-ttm

anyway''

Ftegtetor tor all courses through the General

Physical Education Department

Further information at Curry Hicks pool

Monday through Thursday 7PM 10PM or

caN Protect Deep 549-6401

LOST

BUTTON WATCH with denim strap on 1 1/9

between Hasbrouck to Washington Finder

please catt 546-4379 Reward

GOLD MARTINI GLASS EARRING
weekend betore Hattowaon m Amherst Wi«

Reward' Pteaae cat) 253-7962

SMALL POCKET KNIFE. Very sentimental

Call Erik 2535443

"vj&i CRAIG '

Finally- you very own
personal' Happy Birthday

Now read your horoacope-

maybe them's a totter

coming your way"
LoveCarotyn

JENSUECRAIG!
Happy Birthday.

Love-
C.SK

ROUNDTRIP
" TICKET

Albany-Pltsburgh Albany 12/21

$100 or bo Rtoe to Albany negotiable

Call 247 9258

ROUNDTRIP TIX Boston to Colorado 175

1/13-1/24 Must be female Call 2532967

Loave message

ROUNDTRIP TICKET Providence to West

Palm Florida 12/22 1/6 $300 or b/o Call

5498047

SHOGUN 12spd excellent condition 75

Deb 2532927

SKIS BOOTS, POLES, like new call Mike

after 6PM 256-6104

SKIS AND SKIWEAR. Brand new Descente

racing pants $99 B O . and Descente parka

$75 BO Also new padded sweater $99

8 O Rossignol skis $75 CaH 546-3501

PERSONALS

AXO IS OFF TO EUROPE- J P
.

A C
M W C f A P Have a good time tonight'

What do you guys want to do spnng break?

Love.
JG

BILLY
You are.

you always will be
my best friend

Happv 2V»
Warm Fuznes'
Gin

CINOY STEIN- Happy belated 21st Birth

day' What are you doing at the same school

as me? Well. I'm sure glad you're here'

Love. M

DEAR COOKIE.
Happy 9 months' These have been the best

9 months of my life 1 Do you realize that this

is the last anniversary that we'll both spend

as UMass students'' I'm so glad I can spend

it with you. and I'll do everything I can to

make it special I hope that years form now

we will celebrate our 9 year anniversary 1
I

know I want to"

I Love You very. very, very much!

Love. Scott

J J
And the countdown continues' Onfv 26 days

tefl to Puerto Rico and a whopping 21Z

days to go until our Florida paradise m
Madeira Beach'" Ftonda paradise in

Madeira Beach'" Psych' Looking forward

to a great year'
Love

your roomie

JON, people as a general rule from me to

you. have very few redeeming qualities

S'pvp

KATIE i am thinking ot you today especial-

ly In |ust a few short weeks we will be only

a heartbeat away from each othe' quickly

quickly' ILY ElMY -BUB-

LUCIA BOOBOO. JTV
Happy 3rd year Anniversary to you and ty

You bom deserve the best That s*hy you

have each other Also, congrats on Spam

Whal will I do without my best Inend at

UMass''
I Love You Babe

Julie

MANOY M
Be my "Unchained Melodv tonight

Love K'a -Peace

MARISSA MATRONE
Break a leg'

l miss you'

Love.
Julie G

MICHELLE- TRI-SIGMA- You're a great

pledge' Keep up the good work! You re it'

-Deba

SCOTT
Each day fort yaar our «•*«*» grown our

»«amtt together, we have shown

crmmhod moments endtoas rights gmat

memories too All Ol these tor many y*er*

I'D prom.** you
Lova aterays Kane
Happy Anniversary'

STEVE, friends are forever not Heathors

FaM 1990 m tuft effect -Jonathan

SWEET CHARITY CAST AND CREW
Congratulations on a great open.ng night

Have a great show tonight and tomorrow

night You re all blockbusters busters

Break a tog' Smite

Lev* your membersh*) coordinator

Michael

SWEET CHARITY CAST' You OuyS are

awwoma Have tun lomi* Ftenmmber no

rod rug Thanks tor a gre* semester

Love Kara

SUZANNE- Let me preface this with I'm

noht The song of the week is One Day

Mora We made 8 Don t forget brunch on

Sunday I Love You Thanks tor keeping me

sane"'
Love KMEJ

PS- Pete wrote this tor me

TINA LEPERI
Conratutotions on becoming national' Have

an avmeome tim* pledging and being a

founding sister

Love Shorn

TO LOUIE D
Thanx I think you're realty cute

A

WENOY MURPHY- Coogradulations""

You're our female little brother and we
wouldn't want another Come this weekend

we'll all hail (Hope we don't end up in jail*)

Love Squared
Your Big Brothers

FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTFD
t»t $167 50 ne*t *w:iuded Can Lean or

Anne

FEMALE TO SBLT SINGLE 5 bdrm

houae Gnsat loc $240 mo A uH 253- 5474

ROOM FOR RENT IN PUFFTON Apt tor

•«s 549 6303 or

SHARE LARGE ROOM n Presidential

Apartments Rent $155 Available

Christmas 549-4620

SINGLE ROOM n large house bordering
: .

..

SERVICES

HOLIOAV BOOKING ieH.no Out' Campu*
Travel on Campus 545-0500

PREGNANT?
Need a pregnancy test information or sup-

ooTT? Call tor free and eonfrfentiai services

ALTERNATES "
586 3000 or G<e*nttekJ area 774-6010

RIDE WANTEO

TWO WOMEN see* ride m general direc

lion ot Mexico (California is fine) Leaving

around Dec 20 Will help *nh gas driving

Kathanna 546-7192

ROOMMATES WANTED

1 OR 2 FEMALES
Non-Smoking

Sunderland, Bus route

Starting Jan '90

Call Sue
546 5445

1 OR 2 FEMALE. NONSMOKERS. wanted

for master bedroom $2l5/each heat 4 hot

water includ at Mill Valley Estates On bus

route Contact 546 1 063 or 546-5 1 66 leave

message

2 ROOMS IN HOUSE available m Jan 262

plus utilities Bus route 256-8979

SKI MT SNOW

SS 00 OFF LIFT TICKETS- Frtl out form at

Campus Travel on Campus 5430500

SUBLET

AMHERST CENTER
Room to sublet .n January

Call 54*9377

ROOM TO SUBLET in a great house Three

minute walk to town rV* m.nute walk to

campus On bus route Call 549-6506

SUBLET a convenient Townhouse Apt Fw
next semester with 2 grrts Call 5494001

and come mee'

TRAVEL

NEW YEARS EVE IN MONTREAL'
3 days tor $119 Calt Paula 54r>t944

Deadline Friday

WAKE-N-BAKE'" SPRING BREAK IN

JAMAICA/CANCUN FROM $449'" BOOK
EARLY AND SAVE $30 TRAVEL WITH

THE BEST 1800-426-77 10

TYPING/PROFESSIONAL

WORDPROCESSING: Dissertations

cases papers Affordable dependable

Mac/LP on-campus Nancy 564-7924

TYPING

NEXT DAY TYPINGWORDPROCESSING
3234579

TYPING $1 50/page 545^)913 Anne

WORDPROCESSING inexpensive quick

and accurate campus D'ckup 8 delivery

Call Lisa 256*695

WORDPROCESSING. REPORTS
Resumes Theses Graphics. Laser Pnn

ting Call Rosemary 269-1786

WANTED

2 FEMALE NON-SMOKING roommates

wanted for Townehouse apt 200 & util

549-4196
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SPORTS
Basketball teams strive to win home, away this weekend
Cagers hit Philly Minutewomen prepare for UNH in home opener

By ADRIENNE MATT
Collegian Staff

The dark horse of the Atlantic 10 is look-

ing brighter

St. Josephs men's basketball coach John

Griffin took a four year sabbatical from col

By BRETT MORRIS
Collegian Correspondent

The University of Massachusetts

women's basketball team Warned from

their season opener on Sunday that they

must improve several facets ot then"game

lege hoop and as a result, the Hawks were in order to be competitive this season. In

seeded last in the A-10 preseason pull But their opening loss, UMass shot on y 38 per-

Gnffin does not seem effected. I from the field, turned the ball over 27

Coming in as the dark horse is a bless times and were out rebounded by 1».

,ng - almost a compliment," Griffin said. The Minutewomen will try to improve in

h puts us in a position to win
'

these areas as they take on New Hamp

And winning is what thev did Wednes shire in their home opener at 2 p.m. batur-

d-iv night against Drexei (107 96*. day in Curry Hicks Cage.

However the Hawks lost their season The Wildcats have a very similar
j

style

opener to (ieor^ Washington (84 -74
>
and of play-

are now I 1

Griffin has inherited a program that has

suffered 21 consecutive losing seasons.

That's a tall order to turn around but I

lost just one letterman and pure numbers

mav be their strength.

Junior forward Craig Amos has b<

touted as St. Joe's top returnee, averaging

a team high 16 points per game and 6A

bound last year. So far. he is shooting 53

percent and is perfect from the foul line.

Freshman guard Bernard Blunt has the

most po eraging 22.5 points per

game and is shooting 81 percent from the

foul line The Syracuse-native averaged

point-, the third-best average in New
York histo

Junior guard Chris Gardler. however, is

proving his court prowess He has a team-

high five steals, is shooting 50 percent I

Bt from the three point

ring and 90 percent from the foul line

Individually, we're as good as tl.

but collect ^e may not be." said

!a*s assistant coach BUI Bayno "We

need to come together and be better as a

team.
•We were enthusiastic in practice [last

night i
Right now. it's safe to say we should

come out fired up.

Minutewomen must show signs of improve-

ment since in order to be victorious.

The Minutewomen attack UNH with the

same strategy as they did against Vermont,

pressure defense. However, this time they

must execute it without breakdowns.

"Team defense is the key without a

doubt," Hewelt said. "We need consistent

play from the five people on the floor at

that moment. If one or two people let you

down and don't pressure the ball UNH
is a good enough, experienced team to find

and exploit the weak spots
."

As far as offense is concerned, UMass
must improve their shooting. Because the

Wildcats are a pressing team, the

Minutewomen must avoid taking off

balance shots as they did against Vermont

"We must deal with their press, keep our

composure and look for a controlled of

tense." Hewelt said.

The Wildcats are coming off a "disappoin

ting" loss to Brown on Wednesday said

coach Kathy Sanborn. They also had

shooting (46 percent) and rebounding pro-

blems (out-rebounded by 18).

However, the Wildcats have two key, pro-

ven players that allowed them to come

back and score 46 points in the second half

against Brown. Sophmore forward Laura

Seiden at 6-foot-l is averaging 22 poi

six rebounds this season and 5-foot-6 senior

guard Julie Donlon is averaging eight

points and six assists.

Sanborn had no comment as far as then

game plan against UMass but did say her

team has had uncharacteristic problems

against the press and team rebounding so

far this season.

NH gives us a whale of a battle every*

time we play them." Hewelt said. "They

are going to be a good test for us. We'll set-

how much we've learned since Vermont."

< nMefian photo by Tom Btirkr

sophomore forward Harper Williams taps the glass Wednes-

day night against Marathon Oil (105-81 L).

Swimmers hope to outlap Springfield

By KEN MAGUIRE
Collegian Correspondent

Thel'nn' Massachusetts men s swim team will

travel south to "face a Springfield College squad tomor-

row in what figures to be just a warm up for next week s

showdown with Brown.

( ,.lle|0«n fl»«- Pho4°

Coach Russ Yarworth and the men's swimm-

ing team face Springfield College this weekend,

but their focus is on next weekend's meet

against Brown.

However, coach Russ Yarworth isn't underestimating

his opponent. He said Springfield used to be one of the

best in New England, but can no longer match up with

his "well balanced group.'"
%

"I have them mentally prepared (for Springfield]. Yar

worth said. "We don't anticipate any trouble Springfield

is not a strong team
"

"We're doing things to prepare for Brown next week

Yarworth said "Were starting to focus our attention

now
"

The stiffest competition tomorrow will most likely come

from Brian Brochu (freestyle), and Tom Gresh. according

to Yarworth. Gresh, a freshman, was once recruited by

Yarworth.

"Brochu is a good sprinter and Gresh has already posted

his best times in the individual medley and freestyle.

Yarworth said. "They should give us some good competi

tion, but nothing we can't handle
"

Since Yarworth is not expecting any trouble tomorrow,

he said he plans to be a little more flexible with his line

up Sophomore Curt Sawin will get his first chance to

swim the butterfly after recovering from a shoulder in

jury Sawin had an acute case of tendinitis that kept him

sidelined for three weeks, according to Yarworth.

Yarworth also plans on moving sprinters Aaron

Osborne, Jim Gregg and Pete Hursty, who finished 12-3

in the 50 yard freestyle against Boston College, into the

500-yard freestlye, a distance event. The reason for the

move, according to Yarworth. is just for fun. My money

is on Hursty
.'

In preparation for Brown, Yarworth will put Joe Mor-

ris and Greg Meymans in the 1000-yard freestyle to create

some flexibility.

According to Yarworth. this was supposed to be a

rebuilding year, as UMass graduated 1 1 seniors. But after

trouncing Boston College on Nov. 16, Yarworth has

renewed confidence in his team's chances this season.

"We swam awesome against BC," he said "I'm really

pleased with what the kids did I know we'll have a win

ning record, but what I care about is winning it all at the

end."

If there is any weakness to this team, it is diving. UMass

graduated two of its top divers last year. Yarworth said

his divers this year are a young group but are working

hard everyday.

Incidentally, sophomore diver Scott Reed's father

coaches Brown.

Hockey's animals
While I was in Buffalo. New York over the

Thanksgiving break. I had the rare opportunity to

watch "Hockey Night in Canada." While I was disap

pointed at first - thev showed two last place teams,

Toronto and Edmonton (what happened to them

sloshing around silent Maple Leaf Gardens Montreal

vs Los Angeles, the game 1 had hoped to si • BSB

between two of the league's best teams. St« I being

shown. Go figure

However.! .the fir d. I saw

something that .aught my eye 1 >on Cherry, who coach

edthe Big Bad Bruins teams of the 70s, has a feature

entitled "Coach ^ Corner."

Those who are familiar with Cherry style know that

he is opinionated and loud - this fcs wbv Canari

Television hired him Cherry has strong opinions about

the place of physical play in hockey, especially fighting

Greg Sukiennik

To him. fighting isn't a blight on the game, but a way

of releasing anger and frustration that would other

wise prompt cheap-shot violence His case in point:

Hartford's 4 3 win over Boston last Friday, in which

the Whalers capitalized on three of Boston's fi

minute major penalties to come back from a three-goal

deficit and win.

The fun started when a Whaler player ran over

Bruins goalie Andy Moog. prompting a free-for-all. The

Bruins lost their cool, as John Carter and Cam Neely

both took stupid stick swinging penalties. Neely was

recently suspended for five games for practicing his

lumberjack skills on Hartford's Randy LaDoucer.

"The Bruins have an unwritten rule that nobody

runs a Bruins goaltender and gets away with it." ra-

tionalized Cherry "That's the way it was when I was

there, and that's how it is today
"

When asked by the studio host about the Neely and

Carter penalties, which were both unnecessary as the

replay showed. Cherry started preaching about letting

boys be boys

"If the league didn't crack down on fighting, then

players wouldn't be using their sticks to get back at

one another," said Cherry, shouting down the studio

host.

True hockey fans know that there is a place in the

game for occasional fighting between opposing goons.

I happen to agree. Remember what happened to Mario

Lemieux? In a game against the Rangers a couple of

seasons ago. Ron Brown, who didn't belong on the same

ice as the Magnificent One, unleashed a brutal

crosscheck that left Lemieux semi-conscious on the ice

for 10 minutes.

The picture needed no caption. The sight of the

league's scoring champion out cold on the ice said

mouthfulls about hockey violence.

Hockey violence and hockey fights are two different

animals, and this is where Cherry and I agree. Teanv>

need at least one "enforcer," a goon along the lines of

Jay Miller or Chris Nilan or Dave Manson, to protect

the Wayne Gretzkys and Brett Hulls from cheap shots.

Fights are much less dangerous than being shoved in-

to the stands from behind or being whapped with a

stick. Have you ever been hit with a hockey stick in

the shins? Ouch!

Unfortunately, these very types of players are the

ones who run over goaltenders and smack around scor-

ing champions. So much for a perfect solution.

What Don Cherry should know, however, is that the

days of the "Big Bad Bruins" are past. The Bruins were

among the league's least penalized teams last year, and

made the Stanley Cup Finals.

By taking dumb penalties, they lost a game to the

Whalers that they should've won.

Greg Sukiennik is a Collegian staff member
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Gulf involvement
By TRYSTAN SKEIGH
Collegian Staff

CHICOPEE - In the largest protest of

U.S. involvement in the Middle East at

Westover Air Force Base since initial troop

deployments in August, some 1,500 people

gathered at the front gates of the base

Saturday urging for the return of U.S.

soldiers from Saudi Arabia.

After an emotional two-hour rally, 38

people were arrested on disturbance

charges while attempting to block access

to the base by sitting in front of main gate.

The main gate of the base is a frequent

stopover point for troops headed for Saudi

Arabia. Despite the protest, several planes

involved with Operation Desert Shield left

the base on Saturday.

Some 250 military police from Westover

and armed state police in full riot gear

guarded the base from inside the fence dur-

ing the rally. State police had two attack

dogs stationed on both sides of the gate.

A Westover surveillance helicopter flew

over the protestors throughout the after-

noon and police were supplied with two

empty public school buses in preparation

for the arrests.

The protesters gathered in downtown

Chicopee and after holding a brief rally

there, they marched for about one mile to

the base. The protestors held a half-hour

vigil at the main gate, drumming and

Photo by Trystan Skeigh

Protestors block the main gate at Westover Air Force Base Saturday.

Thirty-eight people were arrested by police for blocking the entrance
1 '""• « *? . .... ., t^L...o,.n»o »>V<n umrkc with !< minn
chanting anti-war slogans such as "Hell no,

we won't go. We won't die for Texaco."

After the vigil, various speakers address-

ed the protestors in a rally organized by the

American Friends Service Committee.

Arthur Scrota, who works with a minori-

ty education program in Springfield, began

the rally by saying, "We are not here to

cause violence. We are here to stop

violence."

One keynote speaker. Professor William

Strickland of the University of

Massachusetts Political Science and Afro-

American Studies Departments, said any

air attacks on Iraqi citizens could lead to

worldwide retaliation against Americans.

"Protesting this war now and stopping it

may very well save all of our lives later,"

he said.

David Huntoon, a veteran of the Navy

who has two children and attends Holyoke

Community College, told the crowd, "War

is not heroic. War means death.

"I look at my children and imagine their

heads being blown off by a country 6,000

miles away that doesn't give a damn about

them and then I know what those people

over there are facing right now,*' Huntoon

said.

Reverend Edward Hardy, pastor of the

Martin Luther King, Jr. Church in

Springfield, said although 35 percent of the

military is African-American, the U.S.

government tries to assert that Blacks are

unwilling to fight for their country.

"You don't have to put on a uniform to

be a patriot," he told the crowd. "You and

I are patriots."

Eight protestors who attempted to close

down the base by blocking all its gates and

a group of witnesses were shuttled to the

second gate at 3 p.m.

Thirty protestors sat down along the

CONTINUED ON PAGE 2

Iraq tests surface missiles
Hussein says chances of war in Persian Gulf are '50-50'

By LAURA KING
The Associated Press

Saddam Hussein's armies rattled nerves around the Per-

sian Gulf Sunday with the first test of surface-to-surface

missiles since the invasion of Kuwait. The Iraqi president

said the chances of war in the region stand at "50-50."

In Washington, Secretary of State James A. Baker III

said the United States would not attack Iraq - provided

Iraqi troops are withdrawn from Kuwait and foreign

hostages are freed.

Iraq, which has been sporadically releasing captives, let

more go on Sunday. Fifteen freed Americans flew out of

Iraq with former world heavyweigt champion Muhammad

AH, who secured their release with talks with Saddam.

A spokesman for the boxer said he planned to return

to Baghdad at Christmas to try to bring out more of the

hundreds ofremaining captives, who were stranded when

Iraq invaded small, oil-rich Kuwait on Aug. 2.

Iraq, meanwhile, told the Soviet Union that it could lose

its influence in the Arab world if it sent troops to the Per-

sian Gulf. That was apparently in response to a warning

from Soviet Foreign Minister Eduward Shevardnadze,

who said last week Moscow would send in soldiers if Soviet

citizens trapped in Iraq were harmed.

The official Iraqi News agency quoted an Iraqi Foreign

Ministry spokesman as saying Shevardnadze "seems to

be looking for a pretext to send troops to the region."

More than 350,000 troops are in the Persian Gulf as part

of the U.S.-led multinational force. American troops, now

numbering more than 240,000 are expected to swell to

around 400,000 by next month.

The U.S. military refused to say whether the American

forces went on alert Sunday when Iraq launched surface

to-surface missiles in what appeared to be test launches.

The missiles were fired — and landed — in Iraqi ter-

ritory, U.S. military officials in Saudi Arabia said in a

statement. Officials refused to say how the missiles were

d€*tCCt.GcL

Defense Secretary Dick Cheney, interviewed in

Washington by ABC-TV, said they were SCUD missiles

"or SCUD variants." He said it was the first such firing

since April.

The forces in Saudi Arabia were reported to have been

put on "yellow alert" - one category below full combat

alert - last week, after the U.N. Security Council approv-

ed a resolution authorizing use of force against Iraq if it

does not withdraw from Kuwait by Jan. 15.

wno saia lasi ween, muoww "w«- —

Residents' complaints to be addressed
By MARK HENSLEY
Collegian Staff

The Amherst Selectboard will discuss the student

presence in Amherst tonight at 7 p.m. at the Bangs Com-

munity Center. . . . ,

The forum is being held in response to complaints by

residents concerning the behavior of students in town and

in the hope of finding solutions.

The Selectboard voted to ban parking on both sides ot

Hobart Lane last Monday in response to resident and

police complaints that excessive parking at student par

ties denies emergency vehicles access to the road.

Residents of Hobart Lane also reported fights, excessive

noise and students shouting obscenities. One resident said

the situation had "gone beyond niceties."

At their meeting tonight, the Selectboard will also

discuss changing the town election schedule, which

presently allows only five days for student candidates to

campaign after returning for the academic year.

GSS to call

for U. S. troop

withdrawl
By TRYSTAN SKEIGH
Collegian Staff

Graduate students will meet Tuesday at 7:15 p.m.

in the Student Union Ballroom to discuss a Graduate

Student Senate motion calling for the withdrawal of

United States troops from the Persian Gulf.

The resolution condemns Iraq's invasion of Kuwait

and supports economic rather than military sanctions

against Iraq. The resolution calls for the United States

to bring its troops home from the Gulf.

"It's important to hold a meeting about this resolu-

tion because we need to get a debate going on campus,"

Sarah Lyon, one of the meeting's organizers, said.

"Through that debate perhaps people with misgiv-

ings will get a chance to send a message to our govern-

ment," Pierre Laliberte, another graduate organizer,

said. "Also, if that is the general sentiment - we can

start organizing."

On another note, according to Laliberte, the

Graduate Student Senate has come out in support ot

the faculty and employee unions which will be holding

a "No Grinch Rally" Tuesday at the Whitmore Ad-

ministration Building to protest the administration s

"handling of the very serious budget crisis that we are

enduring," according to the Massachusetts Society of

Professors press release.

The Graduate Student Senate believes there needs

to be more negotiations and better communication bet-

ween the employee unions and the administration, ac-

cording to Laliberte.



For Your Information:

MSS"SX Action and Cean Water Fund

will be presenting the second annual HOME bA*fc

HOMESt HOME SAFE HOME is a tofi*™*
nine the toxins in and around our homes and provides in

Slt^nd recipes for safera—e^«
gardening, and home maintenance. The exhibit will be

shown at Mass Mutual Springfield until Dec. 5^

FUm - Abilities Unlimited presents the film Domini-

aue and Eugene at 7:30 p.m.in CC 165.

^Information Session - Any students wishing to apply

for exchange during the 1990-91 school year are highly

Incouraged'to attend an information session to obtain an

applicatfon form and relevant information,

.tout the ex^

change program from 4 - 5 p.m. in CC 165. 1 he session

wiHTnclude a brief film presentation an introducing by

The Coordinator, and a question and answer period^

Lecture - Ronald N. Loomis. past president of the Cult

Awareness Network, and a panel of former cult members

wiH speak on "Understanding Cults on College Cam-

puses'' at 8 p.m. in the Student Union Ballroom. Spon-

sored by the Student Government Association and the Of-

fice of the Vice Chancellor for Student Affairs.

^7£— - A group of Kanienkehaka

(Mohawk) Nationals composing Traditional Clanmothers

Mohawk Warriors (Rotiskenhrakete), and member of the

KaXkehaka (Mohawk) Negotiating team will give a

pTeTpresentation on the Canadian Army/Quebec Police

Force Military Invasion and Occupation of^two Mohawk

Communities located in Quebec at 7 p.m. at Hampshire

C
°Ucfure - Thomas Ready of Xerox Corporation will be

sneaking on the company's dramatic turnaround, and how

rbtcame the recipient of the 1989 Malcolm Baldnge

Oualitv Award at 7:30 p.m. in Campus Center iw.
Q& - General Graduate StudentB^^hjnu-
Graduate Student Senate motion calling f*^™^»™
of U S. troops from the Persian Gulf at 7.15 p.m. in the

Student Union Ballroom. All graduate ^udents are eligi-

ble to vote. It is important that everyone s voice be heard.

Wednesday, December tvwW' hv Maeffie
Slide Show - "Socialism in Cuba Today »* Maggie

Pucci a striker at Eastern Airlines, member ofIAM Local

H26 and member of the Young Socialist AHuuKg a .7

n m in CC 803. Sponsored by Umass CASA. t>tp ny

CASA^s office in^23A Student Union for more

^17%- Seante Meeting sponsored by Senate Opera-

tion 7 p.m. 12 a.m. in CC 163C

Senwr Portraits - Sponsored by Index, from 9 a.m. 6

p.m. $5 a sitting.

T
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by Craft Shop, Campus Center

^MtaCTto Gay Lesbian and

Bisexual Concerns is sponsoring the second Gay Lesbmn

and Bisexual Cafe at 8 p.m. in the Hampden Theatre at

UMass This month's cafe will feature short films by

Keishya Salko, poetry by Nina Crow Newington, perfor-

mance pieces by Amy A. Ford and Sara Brown, and a

scene from "Bent." Comediene Julie Waggoner will return

a?M C. The cafe is free and open to the public. For more

information call 545-4824.

Ledre - Diana Russell, feminist professor and author,

and a native South African, will speak on Women In The

Antiapartheid Movement at 4 p.m. in Seely Hall, Room

10, Smith College. Mo( . ,

Rally - The Northampton chapter of the National

Organization for Women is organizing a March/rally. 1 his

public protest is designed to commerorate the massacre

of fourteen women in Montreal last December 6 and to

protest all violence against women. The march will begin

at 7 p m at the Bridge Street Cemetery and will proceed

to Polasky Park where the rally will take place.
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Women's songbook created

Coordinators seek local writers ' submissions

Faculty to protest admin.

By ALEX DERING
Collegian Staff

Project coordinators of Everywoman's

Songbook, an anthology of songs, pictures

and words about issues related to women s

and children's health and safety, are in-

viting Five College area students and local

songwriters to submit songs for the book_

Everywoman's Songbook is the idea ot

Donna Hebert, a 42-year-old University

Without Walls student. Hebert also serves

as an Educator/Advocate with the

Everywoman's Center.

A 12-person jury, comprised of professors

from the Philosophy and Women's Studies

departments of the University and local

musicians, will consider submission up to

Feb. 15, 1991. .

They hope to have about 50 songs in the

book. Sheet music, a cassette and relevant

essays will also be included.

Folksingers Holly Near and Peggy

Seeger have already contributed songs to

the project.

Although she will receive academic credit

for the songbook project, Hebert said she

works on the project for other reasons

"There's a real passion about it," she

said. "I think I always had it in my mind

that this was the sort of work I would do.

According to Hebert, her project is not

purely political, but driven by humanistic

goals as well.

"I want to educate people about issues

that hurt other people, and about how it s

not okay to hurt others," she said I want

people to learn about the attitudes that

allow that to happen."

Although a $1,500 University Arts Coun-

cil grant provided the start-up funding for

the Songbook, Hebert seeks out new

funding.

To that end, a cabaret-dance evening has

been scheduled, to be sponsored by the

Everywoman's Center and Stone Soup Pro-

ductions of Greenfield. The event, which

will take place at 7:30 p.m. in the student

Union Ballroom, will feature Hebert, Lyn

Hardy of Rude Girls, Guamari, a Latin

American group, and the African-

American drumming and dancing troupe,

Umoja.
Tickets will range in price from the $5

to $15.

By GAYLE LONG
Collegian Staff

Claiming the administration has not

exhausted every avenue of cutting costs

at the University of Massachusetts the

faculty union has scheduled a rally in

protest.

The rally will be held tomorrow at

noon in front of Whitmore Administra-

tion building.

Sut Jhally, a faculty member in the

Communications department, said the

Massachusetts Society of Professors was

protesting the lack of effort of ad-

ministrators in light of the fiscal crisis.

Jhally stressed since the administra-

tion's decision last week to impose a

three-day furlough on Dec. 26-28, there

is even more reason to protest.

"We are concerned about the future of

the University," said Jhally. "The [ad-

ministration's] vision of the University

is a smaller school with a trend in

higher fees for students, particularly

students of the upper-middle class able

to pay their way through school.

The "No Grinch" rally, as it has been

dubbed, is a protest against the lack of

leadership among UMass ad

ministrators and not the Legislature s

demand for a budget reduction accor-

ding to a press release from MbP.

Jhally said the furlough is in actuali-

ty a pay-cut for the faculty, who still

have to turn in their final semester

grades by Jan. 3, but will not be paid for

three days during which most professors

do this work.

"They [the administration] expect no

change in our production, but doesn't

want to pay us for it," Jhally said.

"We are just not saying no to the pay-

cut, we just don't think all options are

being explored," he said.

Jhally said the four other unions on

campus, SEIU, AFSCME, USA, and the

IBPO were supporting their protest, lhe

Graduate Senate has also expressed it's

support.

"But we need the support of the

[undergraduate] students as well," he

said "They seemed supportive at the

Senate ISGA] meeting last week, and we

hope many students will join us.
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MICHAEL!

feSTBillard Room and
^ Sports Bar

Featuring: Tonight

S.F. 49ers vs N.Y. Giants

• Five 9ft championship tables **««** +

• $1 .25 Rolling Rock Bottles

• This week: $100 Miller Bottles

• Tues & Wed tree pool tor players over

21 before 10:00 pm

Formerly
Changes Nightclub

256-8284

Open
Mon-Tues 5pm- lam
Wed-Sat 12pm-lam

Proper l.D.
Required

MICHAEL'S
Rt. 9, Amherst

i?J#*t to Hunan Garden Ren)

Westover protest

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

?hey fangl3
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P
e.d hand, and joked with supporter,

while waiting to be arrested.

Among thoL arrested was Don Phillips a Continuing

Education student at UMass. Phillips said he wa
8
com-

mitting civil disobedience because he wanted to send a

message that there is something that people can do to let

?ne government know how we feel. I'm sitting here think-

ing about the injustice of it all. . . 1 don't think the govern-

ment really cares about the people.

"Melissa HofTer, a UMass graduate student who
,

was a so

arrested at the main gate, announced We will stay here

as lone as we can, and then we'll come back.

At 4 pm.. the state police warned the protesters they

would be arrested if they did not stop blocking the road-

way. The group refused to leave, and the police unlocked

the gates and began escorting protestors to nearby buses

to transport them to the Chicopee Police Headquartera

They were advised by the arresting officers to have $25

and identification with them for easier processing.Some

protestors said they did not intend to pay the $25 fee for

processing as part of their resistance.

220 North Pleasant St.

Amherst, MA 01002

(413) 253-5545

Full Service Florist

• Unique Flowers, Gifts

and Plants

• FTD Wire Service

• Daily Deliveries

Debbie Boyce, owner

The
Business Card

BONANZA

Lizottes Tobacco Shop
76 Main St

Northampton, MA
Tel. 584-2812

COMPLETE LINE
OF

IMPORTED AND
CLOVE CIGARETTES

LOCAL
AIDS

By RORY K. EVANS
Collegian Staff

David Macey insisted on sitting next to

an empty chair.

The empty chair represented the

thousands of women who are HIV positive^

'If you can't look at me as a person with

AIDS, you might look at them," Macey

said. »tt^o
Macey, who is a person with AlDb, was

one of three panelists who spoke at the

"Living with AIDS" presentation that was

part of the day-long colloquium, "The

Many Faces of AIDS," orchestrated by the

School of Public Health's University of

Massachusetts AIDS Research Unit for

World AIDS Day. The other panelists were

Dierdre Foley, co-director of AIDS Allies of

Springfield, and Anne Burnell, a woman

whose son died of AIDS.

All three panelists encouraged AlDb

education, condom use, and improvements

in medical care for people with AIDS^

Macey stressed the fact that women with

HIV and AIDS face especial hardships. He

said that this year, World AIDS Day is in

honor of these women.

Macey said that the Department ot

Public Health supplies condoms free to

anyone who wants them.

"The penis is being funded by the Depart-

ment of Public Health," he said, and then

pointed to the symbolic seat. "This chair

is being ignored. Dental dams are not free

of charge for women for woman-to-woman

sex, or cunnilingus, or rimming."

Macey keeps 2,000 condoms at his house.

He has already gone through 1,000 -

distributing them.

"Get to know a condom, he said. 1 m
dismayed that many men I've spoken with

have a plethora of excuses for not having

condoms or wearing condoms."

Macey grabbed ahold of the arm rests of

his wheelchair and said, "To those men:

next year I don't want to see you in this

wheelchair. And I don't want your partner

to be in this wheelchair."

Mid-sentence, Macey was interrupted by

a beeping alarm on his wristwatch.

Automatically, he reached into his carry-

ing bag and withdrew a soft drink and a

big medicine box. He removed seven pills

from one compartment and swallowed

them. __

"This is what AIDS is, see all my pills?

Some of my friends take Chinese herbs,

and they get the same effects," he said

Macey said attaining equal, quality

medical care is sometimes difficult. He said

that sometimes, treatment can be

de-humanizing.

"I'm short of breath in the emergency

room at Cooley Dickinson, not bleeding, not

biting; they know I'm a person with AlUb

and I'm treated very well. Yet, when I get

to the x-ray room they're wearing gloves,

and this isn't a universal precaution of the

Center for Diseaese Control," he said.

Macey also said living with AIDS is ex-

ceedingly expensive, especially when

health insurance companies discriminate

against him. As a psycho-therapist in San

Francisco in the 1970s, David said he was

a "guppy" [gay upwardly-mobile urban

professional].

"My mother says that I live very simply

now. I call it poverty, " he said.

Macey said that Blue Cross Blue Shield,

the health insurance he has had for years,

is currently trying to get him off their plan.

"This is illegal, but they might be able to

do it. They can say, David, you cost us

$30 000 a year. Do you think we're made

of money? And I say, Yes, Blue Cross, you

are made of money."

Macey said that people with AIDS who

survive two years are entitled to Medicaid.

He said he was on welfare for a while, and

no matter what health benefits the govern-

ment gives "the humiliation can never be

repaid." ...

David said having AIDS has affected his

head and his heart. "In my heart there's

a lot of fear. Was this my last Thanksgiv-

ing7 I live alone so I live with a lot of

loneliness. I get a lot of support, but still

there's only so much other people can do_

I've been rejected by dear friends. But if

you dare to reach out, you can make

yourself the best family," he said.

One of the people in David's custom-made

family is Anne Burnell. In 1986, her son

Mark came home from Ft. Lauderdale with

a full blown case of AIDS. The Burnell

family welcomed him home and helped him

until his death.

"He had been rejected by the medical pro-

fessionals and the clergy. They were hop-

ing to let him slip out the back door like

the 12 [people with AIDS] before him in the

area. His sisters, myself, my husband, we

got him going. When he came home he had

a two percent chance. We fought that. He

weighed 104 pounds, we got him back up

to 160. We had a birthday, a Christmas,"

she said.

Burnell said she is grateful Mark came

home after being diagnosed. "Not all kids

can come home to die. They're still rejected.

That's where friends come in. Don't fear

the AIDS virus. You're not going to get it

unless you're jumping into bed or sharing

needles. This ignorance and fear is worse

than a cancer, and we need to put a cap on

it," she said.

When Mark came home, the Burnells

treated him as they always had before, and

no one was afraid of getting the virus.

Mark cooked meals for the family, and he

would share drinks with others.

"I didn't freak out," Burnell said. I

wouldn't share a toothbrush with Mark

but then I wouldn't share a toothbrush

with my husband either."

"We took whatever time we had left and

we cherished it. I learned life is important

and that I have to be involved," she said.

Burnell said that Mark, like Macey, fac-

d some opposition at the hospital. "In the

hospital, when Mark had a fever of 106

degrees, only one nurse would go into his

room. She tried to get me to leave, maybe

thinking that Mark would die quicker if I

wasn't there. A hospital guard tried to

make me leave. I told them I would murder

that guard before I left my son," she said.

After Mark's death, Burnell tried to get

a support group going for people with AIDS

and their families. Burnell said that when

Mark was sick, she got support from only

one brother from her large family "the rest

were out of sight, out of mind."

Burnell said, " Two or three moms got

together, it shouldn't be just moms, but

friends and families too."

AIDS Allies in Springfield is such a place.

The agency started in October and it offers

two support groups as well as other com-

munity resources.

Dierdre Foley, the co-director, said that

she would like the service to become more

of a resource of education and medical in-

formation for the area.

She said that there are still openings in

the bi-monthly support group for women

with profound effects of HIV. She also en-

couraged volunteerism by people from the

community.

peakProfs, s

on AIDS,
ethics, law
By MICHAEL LEVY
Collegian Correspondent

A discussion on the legal and ethical questions rais-

ed bv the AIDS epidemic was part of the third annual

World AIDS Day, held Friday by UMARU, the Univer-

sity of Massachusetts AIDS Research Unit.

Professor of Microbiology Albey Reiner first linked

the origin of AIDS with a similar virus found in

Ch
XanwhiTe, he said, three new drugs>

have
,

been

developed to extend the life span of AIDS patients^

Reiner stressed these drugs are inaccessible to most

Africans in need due to their high costs.

Reiner went on to discuss Chronic Fatigue Syndrome,

oZ wise known as "Yuppie Flu." He used this illness

as an example to show AIDS is not the last epidemic

we will face in the near future.

Chronic Fatigue Syndrome affects relatively we 1-off

people in their 30s and 40s, mostly women, he explam-

ed Reiner pointed out it is "clearly a real disease, and

not as preventable as AIDS.

Professor Janet Rifkin of the Legal Studies Depart-

ment discussed many new legal controversies growing

"a

6

a d^Tesult of
y
AIDS. Included are^gal boun-

daries of patient treatment, and the right to know^

"Riant to know" is becoming more controversial as

the^^
tion of who should have access to ™f™a^n"^
between the patients' right to privacy and the public s

need for information. CONTINUED ON PAGE 4

ith AIDS] before him in the « d some opposition at tne noepiw. *»~~ »
#

Women with AIDS on the rise

HIV infected women seek media attention, medical treatment

By AMY HENRY
Collegian Staff

There are many faces of AIDS - recently added are

those of women. Since the beginning of the disease s

history in the United States women have been left out

by the media, and in research and treatment. As the

numbers of women who are HIV infected increase their

faces can no longer be ignored.

These were some of the reasons for holding a World

AIDS Day conference Friday called "The Many Faces of

AIDS" which focused on women.

One panel entitled "Notes from the Field: Work with

High Risk Drug Using Women" was about research

education, and counseling women who were HIV infected

as prostitutes and intravenous drug users.

Noelle Hogan, a Masters Candidate in Public Health,

spoke about her experience as a street outreach counselor

to prostitutes and intravenous drug users in Worcester.

Hogan said that because there was not a "pimp culture

women could speak to her without fear of retribution

She said in her conversations with prostitutes most ot

them thought that all ofthem were already HIV infected

because of their high risk behavior.

"They used this belief as a reason not to use condoms.

In talking to them we urged the use of condoms to stop

spreading." ._

She said they responded to this by saying, Customers

are stupid and naive. Who do you think gave us the

disease? They will even pay us more to not wear them.

"When we first gave out little bottles of bleach for clean-

ing needles the prostitutes were afraid to carry them

because they said if the police found the bottles on them

they would search them further," she said. "Eventually

it became trendy to carry the bottles and people asked for

lots of them."
Hogan said these women felt like they had no control

over their lives. "This is amazing because the women

would prostitute themselves and with the money buy

drues and get their lovers high first," she said.
d
Rfse Gohfstein, a^^J^

was a Field Coordinator with project IMPACT a research

sludy of persons in residential treatment for drug

a
^Mol°t

n
women who are addicts have been sexually and

or emotionally abused by a family member or someone

oIqp in their lives," she said.
el

G^dstein said tfiere were more complications wi h

women intraveneous drug users entering treatment then

"""They have to deal with guilt as mothers and their past

sexual behavior, they wonder the whole time they are

hrwtus happenLg tc> their'™£^*^
treatment can often have his wife take care of the kids,

Goldstein said.

Goldstein added there is a lot of pain around not hav-

ing information about birth control, HIV and AIDS. Very

few women use any form ofbirth control even though they

are HIV positive." ...
"One woman who was HIV positive said she cries

because her daughter won't touch her. Some kids get

taken away from them by the Department of Social Ser-

vices," she said. "One pregnant woman who was HIV

positive didn't think she could transmit HIV to her baby

because she wasn't sick," she said.

Jill Tetrault, a research interviewer at Spectrum inc.

of Westborough, spoke on her experience interviewing

women who are in a drug treatment program.

She said, "Prostitutes said that they offered condoms

and the client always said no. Some said they worried

about his wife and children contracting HIV.

When asked why there were no dental dams (a 4-by-4

inch piece of latex used in oral-to-anal and oral-to-vagina

sex) on displav at the conference, an organizer of the event

said she did not know what they were. The main organizer

of the event said the event had been organized at the last

minute.
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Two other legal questions Rifkin noted were regula-

tion of biomedical research and financing of health care

Sy

rnoTher ethical question raised by AIDS is the alloca-

tion of research money, according to Leslie Laurie,

dh"ctor of the Family Planning Council of Western

Massachusetts. , . . .

Laurie questioned whether a person who contracted

AIDS through intercourse receives the same treatment

as a person who received AIDS through a blood

transfusion. . . . eiU .

Another problem Laurie saw was the impact of the

Catholic Church on treatment of AIDS patients. She

wondered whether there is discrimination in the

church-run institutions.

Laurie strayed from her topic to point out that one

of 500 college students test positive for AIDS, a point

which grabbed further interest from an already-

attentive audience.

Both Rifkin and Laurie agreed that our health care

system has been given much attention since the out-

break of AIDS.

REMEMBER .

Overnight Parking Snow Policy goes into effect

DECEMBER 11

Where you CANNOT park between 1 am 8c 7 am
during snow season

Lot 25 (South of roadway to E lot)

Lot 26 (except by special permit only)

Lot 31
Lot 32 (east of Lincoln Ave only)

Lot 33
Lot 34
Lot 40
Any campus roadway (INCLUDING Southwest horseshoe)

Any parking meter

appreciated.

Campus Parking 545-0065

Lot 45
Lot 62
Lot 63
Lot 64
Lot 65
Lot 66
Lot 71

Sweeties after

all these years
DECATUR, 111. (AP) - Two sweethearts

have married after mending a disagree-

ment that kept them apart for almost 70

years. „ . • j ,

Charles Jones and Thelma Colvin dated

as teenagers in the 1920s, but a spat at a

street party in Springfield ended then-

romance — temporarily.

Jones broke off a two-year relationship

with Colvin after seeing her strolling with

another man, despite the protests of her

innocence.

When they met again last fall, both

widowed, the dispute no longer mattered.

They got married Thursday in Decatur's

Macon County Courthouse.

"I still think she was seeing the other

guy," Jones, 84, joked. His bride, 85, insists

she wasn't.

"I just happened to meet a chum 1 had

known in school while I was out that even-

ing," she said. "There was nothing in it,

but Charles didn't believe me."

Now Playing

MILLERS

CROSSING

Mon-Thurs

One Show 7:30

Fri-Sun

7:00 and 9:15

All Students!

The Econ Club

Presents:

The Environment-

Issues in the 90's

TODAY, Dec 3

7:30 Campus Center

101

A forum to discuss

the state of the

I environment in the 90's

General Graduate Student
Meeting

to discuss Graduate Student Senate motion

calling for the withdrawal of U.S. troops

from the Persian Gulf

"We the graduate students of the University of Massachusetts at Amherst con-

demn Iraq'^vasion of Kuwait and support the international econom.c sanct.ons

ievTed against Iraq by the United Nations; we further support such sanctions

against all violators of international law.

We cannot, however, condone the ongoing U.S. military build-upi in the Gulf The

aumb^r of U S troops currently deployed there is explicitly geared towards offen-

™veTtion and is completely out of proportion to any threat Iraq poses to this conn-

iry.

We see no compelling reason to risk tens of thousands of American and Arab

lives and therefore demand that the U.S. government bring home all the troops de-

ployed in the Middle East before major armed conflict occurs.

Tuesday, December 4th, 7:15pm

Student Union Ballroom

N.B.AH graduate student with a valid I.D.

are eligible to vote. It is important that

everyone's voice be heard.

-Paid Advertisement-

EDITORIAL/OPINION
Jrnveis'.ty unless othei

Pres. Bush, you are fired
I Quite the Blue Christmas
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The President of the United States is not

my leader. Let me clarify. This has nothing

to do with George Bush or the Gulf Crisis.

The leadership issue was brought up
recently when several dozen congressmen

challenged the constitutionality of Bush's

actions during the crisis. The President is

merely the leader of the executive branch

of the federal government. The federal

government does not run the entire coun-

try and the President does not lead the

federal government; he is only one part of

it.

Mark B. Adler

Granted, the President is the single most

important person in the country and

perhaps the world. He is the only person

elected by the entire country and he does

have some very strong powers: He com-

mands the armed forces, grants pardons,

negotiates treaties, vetoes bills, and makes

appointments to various executive and

judicial departments. However, these last

three powers can be affected by Congress,

and he entirely lacks authority to make

laws, regulate commerce or declare war.

The executive branch is charged with car

rying out the policies of the Congress. The

President cannot declare war. In Vietnam,

President Johnson was granted almost

unlimited war-making powers by Congress

in whose pocket rests the power to declare

war, conclude treaties, raise and support

the armed forces, make rules concerning

the armies, and organize and call out the

militia; powers expressly delegated to Con-

gress by the Constitution.

The United States has a peculiar system

of dual citizenship. Massachusetts and the

various states have powers upon which the

federal government cannot encroach. As

long as the state does not violate the Con-

stitution, there exist many rights granted

to them, including setting standards for

education and intrastate commerce. But

Mike Dukakis is not my leader either.

The kind of leader I mean, is a person

who can tell me to do something and I will

do it, solely by virtue of his or her leader

ship. There is nothing Bush or Dukakis

could say to me that would make me do

anything they want. In fact, the federal

government can't make me follow their

orders; all they can make me do, in the end,

is go to jail.

In many times in our history, a President

has been granted a varying degree of

leadership by the people. Perhaps the most

leader-like was Franklin Roosevelt who

really lead the people and the country out

of the Great Depression. Not only did the

Congress and the Supreme Court follow his

lead for many of his years in office, but the

people looked to him, personally, for

guidance. His fireside chats made him a

personal leader and people sent him per

sonal letters asking for advice. That's

leadership.

One of the most frightening aspects of

democracy is the inherent lack of leader-

ship. Nobody single-handedly leads the

country. There are hundreds of legislators,

judges and executive officials in Boston and

Washington running the government, but

they don't lead the country.

Think abr- t: the United States is not

led by th j ,rnment, but by the people.

Whatever happens in the United States is

decided by the people. In order to establish

order in society, "Governments are in-

stituted among men, deriving their just

powers from the consent of the governed."

We the people have delegated certain

powers to our government, but many rights

are still retained by us.

President Bush, you may be someone

else's leader; but remember, George, we

hired you and we can fire you. Your actions

follow our opinion polls. You're not our

leader. We're yours.

And you're fired.

Mark B. Adler is a Collegian columnist

Right now, I don't feel like celebrating

the holidays.

Maybe it's the fact the economy is in

a recession and I can't afford to "spread

some Christmas cheer."

Maybe it's the fact it's December 2

and the temperature is almost 50

degrees — not exactly Jack Frost nipp

ing at your nose.

Gayle Long

But I think of the people leaving for

Saudi Arabia — our men and women in

uniform. It's not exactly going to be a

walk in a winter wonderland.

Last Saturday, I watched the national

news. There we see pictures of soldiers

kissing their significant others the final

time before they left. The typical and

classic picture in Life magazine. The

silent tears, the tight smiles, and the

promise of a speedy return.

Unfortunately, President Bush is the

man who can promise that.

People still consider me (and my
generation) young, naive, childish. If we

are such children, why are my peers go-

ing to a foreign land? Why are we not

allowed to say what happens in the

making of decisions, but then have to

carry the burden of the pain, the burden

of the DEATH?
Do me a favor, let us decide ifwe want

to die.

All of a sudden, President Bush

(remember - read my lips, no new

taxes, no negotiations with Saddam) is

saying "he doesn't want war and will

talk to Saddam. (Of course this is the

angelical President attempting to be the

"good guy" so millions of American who

say they are opposed to the war will

think the Commander-in-Chief is real-

ly trying to keep out nation's nose out

of the business of other people and keep

our bodies out of caskets - what a nice

man.)
But in real life, we have to realize the

President is trying to legitimize his ac-

tions. You know — well, Saddam didn't

want to talk to me, so therefore we can

go in, blow his head off, blow his army's

head off and don't worry about the

Kuwaiti people, they want us, the

defenders of liberty, to come in. So, if a

couple of Kuwaitis bite it, we'll be

forgiven. Right?

Wrong. Tell that to the families of the

Kuwaiti dead. Tell that to the families

of the Iraqi soldiers. They have a high

enough opinion of us as it is. 1 doubt

they'll accept the apology of, "Gee, I

guess I never figured that an Iraqi

would have family and friends which

would care if s/he didn't come back. As

long as the Americans come home — we

don't care."

But. who I am to judge the rest of the

world? An insignificant little White girl

who knows nothing.

But better still, she knows nothing of

compassion, human decency, and car-

ing. I guess there's much more involv

ed than love of humanity in trying to

avoid war. Politics, diplomacy, and

weapons are what counts Not the pen.

pie who are affected by the politicians.

the diplomats and the military They

mean nothing.

It could even be said they aren't

human. Because that is how they're

treated.

So, while we're celebrating our

holidays, we should take some advice

from Dickens' character Tiny Tim:

God bless us, every one.

Yes — what a concept. President Bush

and the United Nations - every one.

Gavle Long is a Collegian columnist

to them, including setting standards for Mark B. Adler u, a Collegian columnist. — —
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We have only just begun to fight: Union calls for action
"^ 1U J J J?__ T-^^K^^W^^hlin.-a are given. We are instead faced with a pay cut with no pr<

The greatest threat that confronted the University this

fall was Question 3. The faculty joined in the campaign

to defeat it, and it lost.

It is vital to remember, however, that we are still a com-

munity very much in crisis. The budget crisis effects all

of us: students, workers and faculty. We all need to work

together to fight for the future of the University.

At this moment, the Administration is responding to the

proposals made by the Massachusetts Society of Professors

members of the Alternatives Committee, the group man-

dated by our contract to study the University budget and

suggest options besides retrenchment. While we are

waiting for a definitive offer, perhaps we can pause a mo-

ment to reflect on what has happened this Fall.

• An unpaid workday was scheduled for last Friday.

Faculty rejected it and it has disappeared.

• Ten departments were marked for reduction. Faculty

worked hard to defend themselves, and now these pro-

grams have (so far) been spared.

In spite of dire warnings, so far no one's job or paycheck

has been lost. Given the state of the State and the Univer-

sity, however, we may not be able to stave off disaster.

However, if we continue to act and fight, we will do bet-

ter than if we surrender.

It would be nice to believe that the Administration of

the University is an ally in these tough times. They are

clearly not the source of our problems. However, they have

do little to make things better and a lot to make a bad

situation worse. Instead of being anything resembling "a

voice for public higher education," they have chosen to

hunker down and manage the crisis. However, their

management of the crisis has been abysmal.

First, they have not done their homework. Instead of

giving the books careful scrutiny to determine whether

there are genuine "frills" in the administrative budget,

they have proposed pay cuts and haphazard cuts and

reductions in departments and programs. While it is possi-

ble that some unpleasant consequences are inevitable due

to the University budget cuts, the Administration has so

far been unconvincing in the need for their "plan." Among

other things, it still remains a mystery how much money

really needs to be "saved" from the faculty payroll.

Alexander Pollatsek

Second, they have confused crisis management with

long-term planning. The cuts and eliminations of pro-

grams proposed have little or no impact on the current

crisis, were hastily considered, and may have already

wreaked disasterous consequences on the programs "hit,

even if the decisions are rescinded.

There are differences in opinion as to the lesser of evils.

Some believe that a pay cut may be a better solution than

firing faculty. There are also differences of opinion on

whether retrenchment should be "programmatic" or

across the board. However, these are not the choices we

are given. We are instead faced with a pay cut with no pro-

mises that there will not also be firing offaculty and fur-

ther increases in student fees.

At present, the choice appears to be whether we get a

pay cut (i.e. a "furlough"). This issue may be decided

either by the Administration or in a meeting of the Board

of Trustees on Dec. 5. Apparently, some of the Trustees

favor a pay cut, because they think it is the faculty's turn

to "bleed."

We need to respond with a strong voice that says that

the faculty has bled enough: two years without pay raises,

reduction of health care benefits and deteriorating work-

ing conditions. Among other things, continuing the pre-^

sent state of affairs guarantees the departure of many of

the best faculty.

This is a time of tremendous uncertainty: We have a

new governor whose position on higher education is not

clear and an administration that appears to have no clear

purpose and is improvising new policy every week.

In this climate, action can help considerably. We need

to demonstrate to the Administration, the Trustees and

the public that we are hurting and we are angry.

We need to work together: The Massachusetts Society

of Professors has scheduled a rally at Whitmore ad-

ministration building for Tuesday, Dec. 4 at noon. People

from all walks of campus life will be gathering to share

their views on the current crisis. All of us need to be there.

Alexander Pollatsek submitted this on behalfof the Ex-

ecutive Board of the MSP

A parody not worthy of the name
Parody is the weapon of many a scathing

politician. However, the "parody," "Lex-

icon of Common Usage," on the Third

World Affairs page (Nov. 27) was a perverse

backfire of the art.

Just for the point, let us take the defini-

tion for "Somewhere in the Saudi Desert

Common enough news term. "Sand-

smitten, scorpion-ridden, camouflaged tent

where the U.S. teenagers camp out. Now

I have a problem. Many of my friends are

at this moment in those "sand-smitten

tents. None of them are under 20; one, il,

was snatched from his attempts to become

an Episcopal priest to sit among those

scorpions. t _

I am sure they would be happy to pay $5

a gallon for gas to get back here. However,

some guy over there decided he wanted to

take back his lands and President Bush

decided that wasn't prudent at this junc-

ture They had no choice in the matter.

Call me an anti-Semite if you dare; I

don't always agree with Israel. I find your

bitter remarks as racist and anti-Semitic

as the ideas the Third World Affairs page

was created to fight.

If I made any kind of "self-hating Palesti-

nian" remark, I would have a mob at my
doorstep and a well-deserved scare at the

very least. You would be insulted. I would

not blame you. That does not give you the

right to insult me.

By printing your "parody" you have

belittled your points, opinions and page.
_

The parody displays the common
stereotypes and ideas that have consistent-

ly appeared on the Third World Affairs

page. Please stop before you are complete-

ly dismissed as "classic militant radicals."

Leave the parodies for the parody issues.

Miriam Prynne
Smith College

MarSI?-

HERE COMES SADDAV CLAUSE HER£CCWE£ SAPDAM CLAU L."
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Attention
MSP Members!
GENERAL MEMBERSHIP

MEETING
Thursday. December 6

3.
990

SUBJECT: Administration's

Graduated Furlough Proposal

TIME: 4:00 - 6:00 p.m.

PLACE: Campus Center

Rooms 163C and 101

DISCUSSION
and
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Demonstration and Rally!

Against Pay Cuts, Student Fee Hike,

Program Reductions/Terminations

TUESDAY, DECEMBER 4
12:00 P.M.

Whitmore Administration Building
iPAID ADVERTISEMENT
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Good times and good music with Free Press
VJV/VFVt 1/XJ.J.AX^fcJ W"Vfc £, „;„„.! wfcnn vnculirt. now leads the band through

By AL ARPAD
Collegian Staff

Free Press
Sheehan's
Friday, Nov. 30

Free Press played at Sheehan's last Friday. People

danced and had a good time, but that's not news. Bear

with me for a minute and I'll try to explain why you

should care.

Despite the large number of young folks around, the

Five College area isn't a very good environment for the

development of local bands. For one thing, the drinking

age keeps slightly over half of all the college students out

of the local dives, like Sheehan's, where the most vital

original music is developed.

For another thing, a lot of big name groups make side

trips to this area in between their scheduled stops at the

serious money venues around Boston, Hartford, Pro-

vidence, Springfield and so on. It's not exactly like living

in the big city, but it's enough action to keep local bands

from drawing decent crowds on the weekends

Even the appearance of cultural diversity is not as

enlivening as it ought to be, because a plethora of pro^

vincial purists dominates each of the highly segregated

audiences for punk, reggae, folk and even polka and

contra-dancing. In an urban environment you get more

fusion. ...
Free Press was born and grew up in this environment,

and suffered the consequences for four years. Their old

motto, "Punky folk-Funky polka," appealed to only the

most eclectic new music listeners. They played parties and

the Hatch, and went through innumerable personnel

changes. They acquired a reputation among local party

animals as a cheap way to get uptight people dancing, but

they were never taken very seriously and didn t get a lot

°
Now Fre^Press is making a move. Rob Skelton, always

the driving force behind the band, has backed out of the

spotlight just a little bit to let some of the other band

members write songs and sing leads. The result is a diver-

sity that is almost completely successful.

Amy Fairchild, who used to be an excellent but occa

sional backup vocalist, now leads the band through

several of her own songs, and Paul Scarpino the bass

player, has written the surprisingly lyrical "Surf Punks.

Ernie Wilson's lead guitar, Dave Durst's drums and

Chuck Papert's sax round out the ensemble.

What I'm trying to say is that the whole line-up works

and Free Press is still wild enough for their old fans. If

they can stay together long enough, they may be able to

start playing bigger places.

Their credibility should get a big boost with the release

of their single, which features "Workin' in Washington"

and "Idaho*." They're producing and promoting it

themselves, but rumor has it that a well respected Col-

legian editorial cartoonist will be contributing the cover

art.
t , ,

If you haven't seen Free Press, they re at bheenan s

again next Thursday. If you're under 21, watch for their

spontaneous appearances at protest rallies and other

places where anyone can see them. I recommend Free

Press to people of all ages and musical persuasions,

especially if they like to dance.

Cure's 'Mixed Up' offers

fans no new surprises
By ADAM McCLORY
Collegian Correspondent

Mixed-Up
Cure
Elektra

Last year, when I heard rumors that the

Cure had broken up, I was very upset and

depressed. Eventually though, the rumors

were dispelled, and news of a new tape

emerged. I was expecting a musical master-

piece, something that could be put into the

select realm of earlier Cure cassettes such

as Boys Don't Cry (1979) and the 1989

release, Disintegration. What I received

overwhelmed me with disappointment.

If you were to classify the Cure into a

musical category, they would fall in the

"alternative" sphere. Within this sphere

they have explored all of the various areas

- from the happv, up-tempo releases like

Boys Don't Cry and The Walk EP (1983),

to the dark, mysterious, depressing produc-

tions of Seventeen Seconds (1980), Por-

nography (1982) and Disintegration.

But the latest venture by the band, which

takes them into the dangerous waters of

dance beat re-mixes, fails miserably and

the whole project drowns in the tears of

disconcerted, die-hard fans.

The new tape, entitled Mixed-Up, is un-

questionably messed up. The band came up

with this ill-fated idea during the middle

of this year; it entailed having the band

pick out their favorite old singles and then

picking a list of re-mix engineers and let-

ting them work their magic. Well, I hate

to tell you, but there is no wizardry

displayed here. Almost every song on the

tape departs somewhat from the original

version - the main difference being the

omnipresent techno-pop beat lurking

fatefully in the background.

Some of the Cure's best oldies are cut up

and changed so much that a new air has

been established around them. Songs like

"A Forest" (Seventeen Seconds) and "Pic-

tures of You" (Disintegration) are good

examples.

REVIEW

"A Forest" is changed trom a depressing

song about darkness and confusion, to one

which makes the confusion seem happy.

"Pictures of You" is a pessimistic melody

about lost love that, in the original,

displays Robert Smith's incredible singing

talent - in the new re-mixed version,

Smith's voice is almost the same but the

mixing turns the song around 360 degrees.

On Mixed-Up, "Pictures of You" becomes

a very lively rendition of a morose song —

in my estimation it fails quite miserably.

As I mentioned, the majority of the songs

are similar to earlier works by the Cure,

except they are dragged out for what seems

like an eternity. "Hot! Hot! Hot!" and

"Why Can't I Be You?" (both from Kiss Me,

Kiss Me, Kiss Me) and "Lullaby"

(Disintegration) are great examples of the

majority of the songs on the tape - drawn

out, unexciting re-mixes.

Believe it or not though, there are a cou-

ple of songs on this tape that are enjoyable.

"The Walk" (The Walk EP) is very in-

teresting because of Smith's distorted

vocals. Also,

"Fascination Street" (Disintegration) comes

out very respectably (although the beeping

sound in the background reminds me ofmy
annoying alarm clock); this song still re-

mains high on my list of beloved Cure

songs. .~- .
CONTINUED ON PAGE 8

The Cure
Photo courtesy Elektra

omnipresent techno-pop beat lurKing -W
CONTINUED ON PAGE 8 # ,

Do= dismayed with excessiveHol^d violence
n.. n*um TAflflRSON __ . , f .. i «- i. i._*u„„u;^ «> Q kr.tt1o.vasP- Paltre. ......By DAVID JACOBSON
Associated Press

HARTFORD, Conn. (AP) - What would happen
,

if peo-

phVreally got hit the way they appear to get hit m all those

violent movies and television shows?

Take the case of two stuntmen suing the makers of

Rocky V, the final sequel of the fisticuffs favorite now play-

TektS, when the new movie's fight scenes were

filmed onfof the pair had his cheekbone fractured by a

blow He now wears a titanium plate in his head The

olhlr took a punch that broke his^ m^ jtao-^

In their suit, the stuntmen allege that filmmakers

changed the choreography of their fights to produce ac-

^tt^3£MS* the serious implications of

vastly underplays the medical impact of the violence it

PO
When

S

punches and bullets fly, they say heroes.and
1

bad

II „„„ onrl nn with impa rments ranging trom

vS use of their limbs, even their sense of smell.

Standard Hollywood scenario: Our hero gets in a fight.

He gets knocked out by a fist to the chin, or a bottle-vase-

chair over the head. Later, he wakes, winces, shakes it

off, jumps in the sports car, resumes chasing the bad guys.

What wrong with this picture?

A person knocked unconscious, even momentarily, has

experienced an injury to his reticular activating system,

an upper portion of the brain stem that regulates con

sciousness, explains Dr. Richard Simon, director of the

neurosurgical training program at the University of Con-

necticut School of Medicine and Hartford Hospital.

Think of the brain in the skull as a ball at the end of

a rope, the rope being the brain stem. When the head

turns violently in response to a blow, the brain rotates

inside, twisting its tether so that this weave of nerve con

nections, known as axons, is stretched and broken.

Sometimes a person comes around just fine. Hollywood

heroes bear the luck of angels. For others, the enough con

nection in the reticular activating system can be damag

ed to leave them in a "Persistent vegetative state."

Those who do not wake up won't be offon the run. Given

that the brain stem also regulates blood flow to the brain,

head-injured patients typically suffer a debilitating, hung

over feeling that lasts several days to a week.

Amnesia often temporarily shadows the mildly

head-injured.

"If he (the hero] could operate a car, he d get the key

in and wonder, 'Where was I going again?"* says Dr. Mark

Paltre

director of the neurosurgical intensive care unit at Hart-

ford Hospital.

Knockout scenario variation: Hero wakes up in a

hospital. "You've had a nasty bump on the head, doctor

says. Hero sneaks out, jumps in a sports car, etc.

Anyone bolting hospital observation after being knocked

unconscious would truly need to have his head examin-

ed. That initial injury can be followed by an equally life-

threatening complications, Simon notes.

Blow to the head can break or lacerate blood vessels in

the cortex, or outer brain, he says. As blood collects in-

side the skull, pressure builds.

Thus a "classic situation," Simon says: A person comes

to from a knockout, from the injury to the reticular ac

tivating system and feels OK. But later he lapses into un-

consciousness again. This is the other injury - blood clot

pressure and swelling shutting down the brain s switches.

In a hospital, doctors closely monitor such brain swell-

ing, partly by x-rays, partly by peppering patients with

questions: What day is it? Where are you? Who s the presi

dent? etc., that reveal lack of consciousness.

Palter is particularly disdainful of those movie and I

V

hospital scenes that lack a nurse or doctor hovering con-

stantly over a head-injured patient.
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M Cure
CONTINUED FROM TAGE 7

The only new material on this tape,

'Never Enough," is a really good song. It

doesn't remind me of any earlier Cure

releases, and it also doesn't sound like any

of the other material on this cassette

(thankfully!). It seems to feature a dif-

ferent, louder sound with the dominating

guitar of Porl Thompson. "Never Enough"

seems to ride into the future without the

annoyance of background beats.

I've heard rumors that the Cure will be

putting out more new material sometime

next year. Since the Cure is so eccentric,

I couldn't fathom a guess as to what the

new recording might sound like; regardless

of this recent failure, I can guarantee that

I will be among the first in line to purchase

the new tape.

TV raises
LOWELL (AP) - The trouble with

this country is that there are not enough

wood boxes to fill, as there were in an

age now long passed, to keep the kids

healthy. All youngsters do now is sit

around and watch Ninja Turtles and

things explode on TV.

Such inactivity among great numbers

of our youth has been a great parental

concern for some time, but now comes

the testimony from the medical profes-

sion that watching TV for long periods,

and the resultant lack of exercise, is

raising the cholesterol level in young

blood streams alarmingly.

For some doctors have known that TV
watching leads to obesity in children.

cholesterol level
with all of its accompanying ills. But Dr.

William Dietz, director of clinical nutri-

tion at New England Medical Center's

Floating Hospital, reports that children

who watch four hours of television a day

are four times as likely to have high

cholesterol than those who only watch

two hours a day.

Dr. Deitz has been studying TV and

watching obesity for seven years.

The cholesterol does not come out of.

the sets and attack the children. But

kids who sit before the TV tube for long

hours tend to exercise less, and exercise

is a good weapon against high

cholesterol. They also tend to get fat and

have bad diet habits.
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TOP of
the CAMPUS

OUNGE
:."C

Catch all

your sports

at the Top!
Lounge Hour*:

Mon-Fn: 11:30am-12:30am|

Sat-Sun: 5:00 pm-1230 am

N.Y. Giants
at

San Francisco
Tonight at 9 pm

iStfJSH. •*' i c"41 V '

Monday Nights Football

11th Floor • Lincoln Campus Center • (413) 549-6000 ext. 7634

University of Msssachusstts at Amherst

Over 100
courses!

Almost half

meet gen. ed.

requirements.

University of

Massachusetts

at Amherst

Winter
Session

Mail Registration—November 10-December 12

All mail registrations must be sent via U.S. mail

and be postmarked no earlier than November 10.

(Do not use campus mail.)

Walk-in Registration-

November 26-January 7

Room 615 Goodell Building

Registrations are processed in the order in which

they are received, so register early!

Classes start January 3, 1991.

For more information, contact the Division

of Continuing Education, Goodell Building,

or call 545 2414.

LAST CHANCE FOR RESTRICTED
SCHOOLS FOR FALL91/SPRING'92

WITH ROOTS HERE
AT UMASS, STUDENTS CAN
BRANCH OUT TO ONE OF
OVER 90 COLLEGES AND

UNIVERSITIESACROSS THE
UNITED STATES THROUGH

TfflV, NATIONAL STUDENT
KXCHANGE PROGRAM

INTERESTED' PLEASE ATTEND ONE OF THIS MONTHS INFORMATION SESSIONS. FROM 4-5 PM

MONDAY, DECEMBER 3, CC 165

WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 5, CC 917

TUESDAY, DECEMBER 11, CC 165

STEINBECK COLLISION REPAIR
& AUTOBODY

53 So. Prospect — Amherst Center

256-8157 256-1385

Shop Registration # RS1212

fss?

M
J££/e>*Afl"

• Imports & other unibody vehicles

are our specialty

• State of art equipment for precision

frame and unibody straightening ( + or - Vfe mm)

• Over 90 years staff experience

• Accepted by all insurance companies for

collision repair or glass replacement

• Advanced European Technology Painting and

Refinishing Systems

*************************
REMEMBER it's your car and your choice of

Meditate for peace
with 'Super Radiance'

a moo * (...,.,.) tl,-.t .iii.it it it i if

Photo by Susan Corneliussen

A BARN - A barn near Skowhegan, Maine shows the wear and tear

of life down east.

BOSTON (AP) - Toss out the diplomatic

solutions for averting war in the Persian

Gulf. A group of people who have

meditated on the problem say they know

the way to peace.

Sit down. Relax. Close your eyes. And

like the Hindu monks in India, meditate.

Do this with 7,000 others, and the good

vibrations you generate — called Super Ra-

diance — will cool Mideast tensions, reduce

crime rates, prevent fires and accidents and

even boost stock markets around the world,

they say.

Such techniques have been popular since

the 1960s, when the Mararishi Mahesh

Yogi brought Transcendental Meditation

to the West and gained a following that

once included the Beatles.

Now, with the Persian Gulf crisis heating

up, the yogic troops are setting out to pro-

ve their methods work.

"The timing is very good. The gulf situa

tion has given us a good test of our

abilities," the Mararishi said recently in

a telephone interview. "This is a testing

ground. Now we can prove our techniques

once and for all."

Others are skeptical.

"If they had a way of preventing war in

the Middle East I'd be delighted," said Dr.

Verne Caviness, a professor of neurology

at Harvard University. "But this is a bust.

It's really nothing."

Not to be deterred, Transcendental

Meditation adherents say large groups of

trained people mediating together produce

coherent and harmonious brain waves —
Super Radiance. And when that occurs,

those brain waves radiate outward, mak-

ing the world safer, happier and less

chaotic.

The number of meditators must con

stitute the square root of 1 percent — a

figure arrived at by the Maharishi — to af-

fect any given population. So to help the

whole world, 7,000 people must gather in

communal meditation.

Strange as it all may sound, the

meditators claim to have scientific proof to

back up their claims

A 1983 study found that meditators

gathered in Jerusalem produced a 76 per-

cent drop in war deaths in Lebanon. And

in six similar Mideast gatherings from

1983 to 1985, war deaths plunged 71 per-

cent and other forms of violence decreased

48 percent.

"Each time the group got big enough, the

fighting settled down dramatically." said

John Davies, the research coordinator for

the University of Maryland's Center for In-

ternational Develpoment and Conflict

Management who was involved in the

Lebanon study.

"Deaths would drop precipitously, from

about 40 in a day to about three," he add-

ed. "This wasn't pulling anything out of a

hat-

Some 40 studies have linked Super Ra-

diance with everything from fewer traffic

incidents to improved economic conditions.

But the bulk of the research has been con-

ducted at the Maharishi International

University in Fairfield, Iowa, an ac-

credited, four-year institution named after

the Maharishi. Davies, now with the

University of Marylannd, has done

research there.

So while many accept the individual

benefits of meditation, they question

whether the college's studies boosting

Super Radiance carry much weight.

"I don't know of any research proposals

on this that is likely to pass through a peer

review group to get funding," Caviness

said. I'd be alarmed and deeply troubled if

it did."

Such criticism does little to dampen the

enthusiasm of Super Radiance

practitioners.

In November, about 5,000 people paid

$35 a piece to gather in a stadium in

Stockholm, Sweden, for a 20-minute

meditation session to avert a Persian Gulf

war. A similar gathering drew a more

modest crowd of about 180 in Lancaster

two weeks ago, about 40 miles west of

Boston.

PROSPECTIVE SOPHOMORES
AND JUNIORS...

Are You Dedicated? Motivated?

Ambitious? Hard-Working?

Responsible? Organized?

Are You Interested in Sales?

If you answered YES to the above

questions. The Collegian has a job

for you.

Applications for

Advertising Account
Executive

are now being accepted. APPLY -NOW.

uome to tne ooliegian business utnee

in the Campus Center

(Rm 113 -Lower Level) and pick up an

application

DEADLINE: TUES-, DEC. 4

The Collegian is an E/O/E

Frito-Lay

RUFFLES
Potato Chips

99c
6 oz. reg $1.39

Kellogg's

FROSTED
FLAKES

$1.89
10 oz

PEPSI
1 liter

79c
plus deposit

FRANCO
AMERICAN
Spaghetti
Spaghettis

PLANTERS
Cheese Balls

Cheese Curls

Corn Chips

$1.19
reg $1.44

CANDY SALE
Check

Munchv and
Mini Stores

for Details

BETTER
CHEDDAR
Crackers

$1.79
KRAFT
Macaroni
and Cheese

79c
7oz

Sale Prices valid Through Friday Dec 21
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Research becoming reality,

handwriting recognition,

integrated applications,

object-oriented programming,

RISC-based architecture,

multimedia,

distributed

networking environment

Maybe you thought you wouldn't find

much personal challenge in personal com-

puting. Think again. As we move from 10

MIPS to 50-100 MIPS, we will incorpo-

rate new technology that delivers a com-

pelling benefit using that power. Like a

graphical user interface that can search

large disks and distributed networks to

truly put information at your fingertips.

Like an object-oriented application frame-

work that lets you inte-

grate different types of

applications and informa-

tion to create rich, com-

pound documents. Like a

symmetric, multiprocess-

ing operating system

that lets us deliver the

power of advanced

personal computing on

many platforms.

Company Presentation

Feb. 6, 1991

7:00 p.m.

Mather Career Center

On-campus Interviews

for Full-time

(Resumes due Jan. 10)

and Summer positions

Feb. 7, 1991

Make research a reality with Microsoft.

We are looking for Software Design Engineers

and Program Managers. If you are pursuing an

MS or PhD degree in Computer & Informa-

tion Science, Math, Electrical Engineering or

related technical discipline with programming

experience, design skills and/or exposure to

managing projects, then we want to talk with

you. We're having an Information Session the

night before our on-campus interviews. We're

looking forward to talking

with you there—even if

you're NOT signed up on

our interview schedule. Re-

location is available for

both summer and full-time

positions.

We are an equal oppor-

tunity employer and are

working toward a more cul-

turally diverse workplace.

Microsoft
Making it all make sense

Chabad House offers religious enlightenment
^__ Mil ^^^^M By KATHERINE T. LAMOTHE to house this Tuesday nigh,t there

>

will be

Collegian photo by Dondi Ahearn

Chabad House

By KATHERINE T. LAMOTHE
Collegian Staff

For some students at the University of

Massachusetts, college is a time to discover

religion. Since 1974, Chabad House has

served "to offer students a chance to ex-

perience traditional Judaism through

prayer, social activities and classes," said

Rabbi Chaim Adelman, the house's

director.

The house's courses range from the

meaning and celebration of specific Jewish

holidays to private classes studying Jewish

texts such as the Mishnah, or oral tradi-

tions, Adleman said.

Adelman, an Orthodox rabbi and house

director since 1988, said part of students'

learning about Judaism includes participa-

tion in preDaring religious meals and ser-

vices. "We give students on hand ex-

perience with the Sabbath and holidays,"

he said.

Adelman also said about 20 or 30

students attend weekly Sabbath services,

and more go to services on holidays. "We

have nice crowds," he said, the actual

number of students attending holiday ser-

vices depends upon the time of year.

Programming brings students to the

house, Adelman said. In addition to a cof-

fee house this Tuesday night, there will be

a Hasidic farbrengen, or gathering, this

Thursday to celebrate the anniversary of

Chabad movement leader Rabbi Schneur

Zalman's release from a Soviet prison.

Zalman, an organizer in the Soviet Jewish

community, was arrested for starting

Jewish schools.

This semester, Adleman said, has been

"very good," with the help of six students,

who help him plan services and programs.

He added the services are open to anyone,

regardless of religious origin.

"We're here to educate students," M
said, "and to give them the opportunity,

which they may not have had growing up.

to see traditional Judaism."

Collegian photo by K.A. Burke

Rabbi Chaim Adelman
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Bruegger's Bagel Bakery

Come in from the cold

and warm up with a

Bagel Sandwich
and our

Homemade Soup of the Day

Locations in Amherst

and scon in Northampton

ASALUTETOTHE
LEADERS OFTOMORROW -

AIR FORCE ROTC CADETS.

College is a time for decision. Some will choose to

become leaders - through Air Force ROTC
Smart move. The whole concept of Air Force ROTL

revolves around the cultivation of qualities that count

for leadership. And whether you're about to start col-

lege or have already begun, it's time to make your

decision, now.

Upon graduation, you'll be an Air Force officer. You II

possess solid management skills and a strong sense of

self-assurance. You'll know the demands of success and

the meaning of responsibility.

And you'll have the great wealth of opportunities

accorded to those who choose to be leaders.

Start now. Contact

DEPT OF AEROSPACE STUDIES
(413) 545-2451

Leadership Excellence Starts Here
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Volunteer network cares for campus stray cats
,, ,.. D a ,.,«^ a with an Amherst organization called

By TRYSTAN SKEIGH
Collegian Staff

With a can opener in one hand and a bag of food in the

other, ceramics artist Susan Bourque conducts a three

year-old daily afternoon ritual behind the Munson Annex.

Greeted by an enthusiastic band of fuzzy felines of many

shapes, sizes and colors, Susan fills plates and opens cans

and the cats gather around for another meal.

Bourque is part of a network of people who voluntarily

care to the University of Massachusetts' stray cat

population. ^^ .

Mary Hoie, secretary of the Athletic Office in Boyden

Gym. began caring for the strays in February of 1986.

"The year I took this position another secretary here

told me about a mother cat and six kittens that someone

had dumped outside the gym. Someone else took the kit-

tens, and I ended up taking the mother and another adult

stray home," Hoie said.

Hoie said she has taking care of strays ever since. In

March of this vear another cat had four kittens under the

steam grate behind the gym where it's warm. I started

feeding them. Later they moved up to Tobin, so now I teed

i hem up there too."

Just last week Hoie and another staff member caught

'two tiny black kittens" behind the gym and found a home

for them. Hoie says there is still at least one kitten left

that needs a home before winter sets in.

"I feel bad that I can't take anymore in," Hoie explain-

ed, "but I already have eight."

Walter Kurtyka, an employee at the Physical r'lant.

SUBMIT
Art Poetry

Prose Photography

SPECTRUM
Magazine

406E Student Union
IJiRi^s^HIHilTlci^lK!!)

10-4 Mon-Fri

Tel (413)545-2240

=LRUnDRV
CLUB

ss

believes many of the stray cats on campus would make

wonderful pets. ..

"It's too bad. Some of these cats are really cute. If so-

meone took them to a pet store they'd be gone in an hour,

Vurtyka says he likes to visit the cats around Tobin,

but he doesn't feed the ones on campus because he is

already caring for strays where he lives at home.

Susan Parker, fiscal administrator of Grants and Con-

tracts in Munson Hall, began feeding strays outside her

building this summer. She works with Bourque to find

homes for the kittens and get the adults spayed and

neutered "I've been feeding them and working with

Susan. I've loaned her my cat carrier and I've financially

contributed to the neutering and spaying effort,' Parker

Parker says the stray cat population varies with the

seasons. .

"The population ebbs and flows as people work to take

care of it and others keep dumping more cats on campus.

Parker mentioned a kitten that had been found in a box

by a dumpster outside ofTobin earlier this year. "Someone

just left it and assumed some caring person would find

the poor thing."

"You're torn between your compassion in wanting to

see them fed and the knowledge that if they're healthy

they'll reproduce more," Parker explained.

"It's a perennial problem with a transient population,

because people are always moving on and leaving their

cats and dogs behind."

MOVIE POSTER
LOBBY CARDS

MOVIE MEMORABILIA

Largest in Western Mass

THE GOOD OLD DAYS

40 Cottage Street
Easthampton, MA 527-3163
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Drop By

To fill out a
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for $5 discount at I
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8 am-U pm • 7 days

wash
1.50

dry

(8 Minutes)

• Coin Operated Washers and Dryers

• State of the Art Machines
• Snack Bar

• Big Screen T.V.

• Pool Table and Video Games
• Senior Citizen Discount

Like a Large Living Room
A Relaxed and Comfortable Atmosphere

With this ad

10% OFF DRYCLEANING (excluding shirts)

expires December 31,1 990

6 University Drive/Next to Lotiis Foods/Amherst (413) 54! 640

Bourque works with an Amherst organization called

PETS that helps defray the cost of spaying and neuter-

ing and helps find homes for strays, and she has also

received financial donations from co-workers which have

helped pay for some of the surgeries and food, she

explained. «

Wednesday afternoon, while watching a hall dozen

strays feed, Bourque described a population explosion that

took place last summer, when five females had litters.

"I've found homes for some of those kittens and gotten

some of the adults spayed," she said, "but it's not possi-

ble to do that for all of them."

It's hard to get some of the cats spayed or neutered

because they're too wild to be caught, Bourque explain-

ed "There's one grand old matriarch who hangs out

around Bartlett that has about two litters a year, and she's

too wild to capture."

Parker estimates there are at least a hundred strays

spread across campus. "In the warm weather you see them

more and then you have this very loose network of peo

pie working to find homes for them, and the population

goes down. But then people dump some more and the

population rises."

Pholo b\ Irvstiin Skfif(h

One of an estimated 100 stray cats on campus

CHINA GARDEN
I (formerly lirtua Mossmm)

;

t ' S L4I «j^!mb^ ^ 20 % off
orders over $10
Dec. 1 — Dec. 30

.} yrrW... ay, u

\kfmmm
m ENJOY A TASTE OF RtAL CHINESE FOOD!

• New Management

<

•New Ownership
• New Menu
• 7 Days a week
• Take-out

• I uncheon Specials

$3.75 - $4.55

1 13 NO. PLEASANT ST., AMHERST, MA • 256-0286 ^

Monday Night

49ers vs. the Giants

on ten foot video screen

Free Bruno's Pizza at

Halftime

$4.50 Pitchers Miller Lite

$1.25 12oz. Rolling Rock Bots.

$1 .25 12oz. Miller Genuine Drafts

SINCE 9 6 8
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ACROSS
1 Absorbed
5 Flightless birds

9 Diplomat Eban

13 J»i —
14 Property, lor

one
16 Pitcher s plate

17 Insect eating

bird

19 Forbidden

20 — the line

21 RR stop

22 Skunk's cousin

24 Pittsburgh

eleven

27 Songbird

28 ODE'S
opponent

29 Elvers

31 Storage area

34 Unit ol volume

37 Hullabaloo

38 Bones, in Vegas

39 Small, noisy

bird

43 Helps

44 Old French coin

45 Common
contraction

46 Compass dir

47 Domesticated

bird

48 Haggard novel

49 Marsh bird

51 Grid passes

56 Pari ot FCC
53 Title ol respect

60 — down:
subside

61 Fortissimo

62 Sweetheart

65 Common noun
ending

66 Habituate

67 See 18 Down
68 Solicits

69 Andy's crony

70 Gainsay

DOWN
1 Lots

2 Apportion

3 Fee receiver

4 Spasm
5 Dull finishes

6 Lyncisl

Hammerslein
7 — Wednesday
8 Trickle

9 Michaelmas
daisy

10 Greek le

1

1

Rum cake

12 Juxtapose

1 5 Slattern

18 Not up yet

23 Refrain

syllables

25 Frontiersman

Wyatt et ai

26 Jonathan
Livingston —

30 Mss perusers

32 Image
33 Amphibian

34 Pore over

35 Scrawny
36 Down

producer

38 Less humid

40 Sepaiate

4

1

At once

42 Stick

47 Evergieen

48 Fence
crossings

50 Mosquito genus

52 Texas athlete

53 New Mexican

brick

54 Invigorate

55 Threadbare

56 Market or

circus

57 Millions ol

years

58 Moon goddess

63 Jamaican
export

64 Family man
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MENU
LUNCH

Duchess Pie

Turkey Sandwich

BASICS LUNCH
Turkey Sandwich

Veggie/egg Sandwich

DINNER

Baked Chicken
Roast Pork

BASICS DINNER

Baked Chicken
Sguash Bake

YOUR DAILY HOROSCOPE
By JEANE DIXON

ARIES (March 21 - April 19): An "im-

possible" situation proves surprising-

ly easy to resolve. Count your bless-

ings! A newcomer could play a key

role in your future happiness. Roll out

the red carpet for gooa friends

TAURUS (April 20 - May 20): Put

aside your cares and relax with

friends and relatives. "How-to"

books make enjoyable reading.

Mate is willing to fall in with your

sociayDlans Make the evening both

festive and romantic.

GEMINI (May 21 - June 20): Spend

this quiet, relaxing day on creative

projects. Wrap some Christmas gifts

and write holiday cards. Children

are easier to cope with than in the

recent past A gentle flirtation

boosts your spirits

CANCER (June 21 - July 22)

Romance enjoys highly favorable

influences today You and your

mate can make up for lost time Be

honest and direct. Get out and

socialize the evening.

LEO (July 23 - Aug. 22). It is time to

make some constructive changes

in your lifestyle. A candid talk with

your mate or partner will reveal

many truths. Go out of your way to

encourage your children

VIRGO (Aug. 23 - Sept 22): Good

news travels fast today Your

message will delight a member of

the opposite sex Share the ap-

plause with your partner A friend

may show up on your doorstep

tonight. Be gracious

LIMA (Sept 23 - Oct 22) Keep

your word to your loved ones even

if you must make a sacrifice you

had not anticipated. Although a

telphone call brings good news you

may have to change certain plans.

Rp ftexibl©

SCORPIO (Oct. 23 - Nov 21) Con-

trol your temper if hoping to avoid

a direct confrontation. Use your

leisure time to take a long walk or

catch up on your reading. So-

meone at a distance hopes you will

write.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov 22 - Dec. 21)

Discuss your Christmas plans with

family members Romantic and

social trends look favorable A close

friend or relative influences a long

overdue decision. You are on the

right track.

CAPRICORN (Dec 22 - Jan. 19):

Others are depending on you. Live

up to your reputation as a leader

and run the show in high style. A

new admirer gives you a wonder-

ful gift A romance is turning serious

Help your landlord deal with per-

sonal crisis

AQUARIUS (Jan 20 - Feb 18): Be

careful not to get overly involved in

a friend's personal Ife. You may not

know what is really going on Offer

a sympathetic ear but no advice

Romance begins to heat up.

PISCES (Feb 19 - March 20): All

work and no play could make you

a dull companion Enjoy life to the

fullest' Get a social life and get out

of dark, dingy places. Hosting a par-

ty could do wonders for your love

life Make your co-workers feel at

home
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Chiefs hammer Patriots
. . i a _ * — .AA/vw/1 tiri+ri niu

men's track

By HOWARD ULMAN
AP Sports Writer

FOXBORO (AP) - It took Steve DeBerg

a long time to establish himself as a full-

time starting NFL quarterback, but almost

no time to destroy the New England

Patriots.

The 14-year veteran threw an 8b-yard

touchdown on his first pass, a 61-yard com-

pletion on his second and piled up 212 pass-

ing yards in the first 10 minutes as the

Kansas City Chiefs rolled to a 37-7 win on

Wednesday.
. , it

. .

"In the first half," DeBerg said, that s

as well as I've ever seen an offense func-

tion for a full half."

DeBerg, playing on his fifth NFL team

threw for 312 yards in the first half,

highlighted by touchdowns of 86 yards to

Stephone Paige and 11 yards to Robb

Thomas The Chiefs scored on their first

five possessions and led 23-0 at halftime.

•We just wanted to back them off early

in the game" with long passes, said

DeBerg, who began the day as the AFC's

third-ranked passer after spending his

career alternating between being a starter

and a backup. "We came into the game

with the full intention to run the football,

'it just so happened that the pass plays

we were calling ended up as big plays, so

we stuck with it."

The Chiefs (8-4), who began the day tied

with the Los Angeles Raiders for the AFC

West lead, are seeking their first division

title in 19 years.

"The only team that can keep us from go-

ing to the championship is ourselves," said

Barry Word, who led all rushers with 112

vards on 19 carries.

The Patriots (1-1 1) set a team record with

their 10th consecutive loss.

Asked if his team had reached its low-

water mark of the season, New England

coach Rod Rust said, "'I hope it is. I thought

we hit it a long time ago."

Kansas City also was dominant on

defense, adding six sacks to its league-

leading total of 42 and intercepting two

passes. ,

"It's a lot easier when the quarterbacK

has some more time but you keep trying^'

Patriots rookie quarterback Tommy Hod-

son said.

DeBerg had plenty of time. He was sack-

ed just once and set a team record with his

seventh straight game without an

interception.

On DeBerg's first pass, Paige said, I got

a step on (cornerback Ronnie Lippet) and

just ran away. I don't believe I have ever

scored on a first play of a game."

After punting on their first series of the

third quarter, the first time they had fail-

ed to score, the Chiefs got their league

record sixth blocked punt and made the

score 30-0 two plays later on Christian

Okoye's one-yard run. Okoye scored on

another 1-yard run with 7:29 left.

The attendence of 26,280 was the

smallest in the league this season. The

previous low was 28,924 for Indianapolis

game at New England Nov. 11.

DeBerg completed 15 of 21 passes for 331

yards as the Chiefs piled up 471 yards com-

pared to 231 for the Patriots. Kansas City

scored on drives of 86, 80 70, 60 and 59

yards.

Three ended in field goals of 45, 32 and

19 yards by Nick Lowery, who tied his

previous best streak of 13 successful field

goals.

Deron Cherry's first interception of the

year, in the end zone, sparked an 80-yard

march capped by Thomas' touchdown 30

seconds before halftime. DeBerg completed

four passes for 41 yards on the last four

plays.

The Patriots avoided their second shutout

in three weeks on Hodson's 2-yard scoring

pass to Marv Cook with 25 seconds left m
the third quarter.

The blocked punt with 10:34 left in the

third quarter was the fourth of the year by

Albert Lewis. On the next play, DeBerg

threw a 13-yard completion to Alfredo

Roberts before Okoye powered in for the

Chiefs' sixth score in seven possessions.

New England, which failed to score on its

first series in 11 of its 12 games, has given

up points on nine of its opponents' 12 open-

ing possessions.

Kansas City, winner of three consecutive

games and four of its last five, had clear

sailing from the second play of the game.

On the first, Todd McNair returned the

opening kickoff 15 yards. Then DeBerg fak-

ed a handoff to Okoye, freezing Lippett.

Paige ran by him, caught the ball at about

midfield and raced in for the longest recep-

tion of his eight-year career. DeBerg also

has a 90-yard scoring pass this season.

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 15

"Overall I was pleased with the perfor-

mances," said O'Brien. "We got some scor-

ing in some events that we haven t in the

past. We've increased our strength in the

jumps, sprints, hurdles and throwing

events
"Our kids registered some good perfor-

mances against a tough opponent."
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Interested in a Challenging *

and Exciting Career that «

will put your Social %
Concerns into Action? *

•ft

*

Consider a Career in
J

Clinical Social Work... *

To Find Out More, Attend the «

Smith College School for *

Social Work |
INFORMATION DAY £

Saturday, December 8, 1990 *

2:00 p.m. •&

Browsing Room, Neilson Library *

Smith Campus ^

shmei<» will be served

For more information call (413)585-7960
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CHouts

'TX'eekday - j pm to z am

Saturday - 4 pm to J am

Sunday - 4 pm to 1 am

Caizones

Oiicotta, "Ham, Sahmi, ^{ozzareud 3S°

%cotta, 'Mozzardla, Trowlone, Swiss S-fO

Spinach. Garlic, 'Mozzardia. Tarmiqiana
"

(Topcye Speaal) 35°

Steak & Cheese (your choice green pepper,

3 75

3-5°

3-75

3-5°

mushroom, onion, hot pepper)

1'eqetarian 'Ddiqht (Broccoli, spinach,

hcotta, eqqplant, mozzardla)

Chicken Tarmiqiana (breaded cJiicken

breast, mozzardla & sauce)

Sausaqe 'Parmiqiana (swxet sausaqe'

with mozzarcUa <ft sauce)

Yuppie Calzone (smoked mozzardla. qoat

'
cheese, broccoli &C pesto) 35°

Steak &: Cheese 'Bomb (steak, mushroom,

qreen pepper, onion, salami, ham &
hot peppers with cheese) 3-75

Tcsto Calzone (mozzarclla, Swiss cheese,

ncotta, fresh pesto) 3-5°
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Earn transfer credits towards your degree

While other people are wasting their holiday

break this winter, worrying about their future,

you can be doing something positive about yours.

For the first time, the University of Ijowell is

offering an intensive. 3-we*k Wlnt«f lnter««»-

•lon. Choose from a range of credit and non

credit courses that can accelerate your degree

program, or prepare you for the highly competitive

marketplace

Credit courses: Arts and Sciences, Engineer

ing Technology, Computers, Management, Music

Non-credit courses: Workshops in career

development, iob search techniques, serf

assessment and lotus 1-2-3.

Coat: An affordable 985.00 per credit.

Call 934-2480 for a Winter Intersession

Bulletin and registration form, or fill out the

coupon below University of L/wzll. Division of

Continuing Education, Win'er Intercession. One

University Avenue, l/iweli, MA 01854

University of Lowell
Continuing Education
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Work/Study abroad programs

International student and
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Huskies beat
men's track
By KEITH BENNETT
Collegian Correspondent

The University of Massachusetts

men's indoor track team opened its

season Saturday with a 9045 loss to the

defending New England champions, the

University of Connecticut.

UConn's strength up front proved to

be too much for UMass. The Huskies

took first place in 11 of the 16

competitions.

"We were out-scored fairly heavily in

first places," said UMass coach Ken

O'Brien. "This was a rough place to

open up the season."

O'Brien said that he was not surpris-

ed by the outcome of the meet but that

he was pleased with many of the perfor-

mances that he received from his team.

"Our team looked much stronger than

last year, but we still can't match up

with UConn," said O'Brien.

Taking first place for the Minutemen

were Mike Loomis, who won the triple

jump with a distance of 43 feet three in-

ches, Steve Brown in the 800-meters in

1:58.3, Matt Simon in the mile in 4:19.2,

Joe Edgerton in the shot put throwing

49 feet and eight inches and Gerry

Squires in the 3,000 meters in 8:49.

Luke Simpson fell just half an inch

short of a first place finish in the

35-pound weight. He threw the weight

45 feet three and one half inches, a per-

sonal best.

Other second place performances were

registered by Pat Lockett in the

500-meters, Kevin Walters in the

55-meter dash, Jay Young in the

400-meters and Paul Doyle in the high

hurdles.

Third place finishers for UMass were

Tom Hooper in the 800-meters, Joe

Milette in the mile, Art Piccolo in the

400-meters and Ben Nichols in the

1000-meters.

CONTINUED ON t'AQE 14

Men swimmers splash by Springfield

By KEN MAGUIRE
Collegian Correspondent

The University of Massachusetts men's

swimming team (2-0), hit the road Satur-

day and defeated Springfield College

133-110, in what coach Russ Yarworth felt

was just a warm-up for Wednesday's

showdown with Brown.

Yarworth juggled his lineup against the

weaker Spingfield squad to help prepare for

Brown, but was slightly disappointed with

the results.

"We didn't swim that well," Yarworth

said. "We were kind of flat. 1 wasn't real

pleased."

However, Yarworth knew his swimmers

would not be sharp since he put them

through several tough practices prior to the

meet, in addition to making changes in the

lineup.

"We just went down there, did what we

had to do (win), and came home," Yarworth

said. "We'll be resting for the next few

days."

UMass opened the meet with a first place

finish in the 400-yard medley relay, by a

team of Chris Barrett, Pete Hursty, Frank

Sampson, and Curt Sawin, in 3:46.58. Scott

Reed won the 200 freestlye in 1:50.01.

Sawin then won the 200 butterfly in

2:01.34, and Barrett took first in the 100

freestyle in 49.24. The only other in-

dividual winner was Mark Stoelting with

a 2:07.75 in the 200 backstroke.

In the final event, a team of Sawin, Jay

Peluso, Bill Chouinard, and Aaron Osborne

won the 400 freestyle relay in 3:18.26.

For Springfield, Brian Brochu won the

1,000 and 500 freestyles and freshman Tom

Gresh took the 400 individual medley.

"They're much improved from last year,

but they're still a few swimmers away from

being a good team," Yarworth said.

Yarworth would like to see a much im-

proved team of his own on Wednesday. He

plans on returning his swimmers to their

best events, and resting them before

Wednesday.
"I worked them pretty hard (betore

Saturday)," Yarworth said. "They'll be

more mentally prepared. You'll see a dif-

ferent squad Wednesday."

In a fight for bragging rights .among

sprinters, Hursty beat out teammates

Osborne and Jim Gregg in the 500

freestyle.

Officially, he finished third. The three nor-

mally compete in the 50 freestyle, but Yar

worth moved them just for fun.'

The UMass divers continue to improve,

according to Yarworth.

They are a young group without a lot of ex

perience since UMass graduated its two

best last year.

"The divers progressed to where I ex

pected them to be," Yarworth said.

"They're hard workers and they're starting

to come along."

Collegian file photo

The men's swimming team dove into action this past weekend against

Springfield College. The Minutemen emerged victorious.

CLASSIFIEDS
•DEADLINE 2 DAYS PRO

ACTIVITIES

AMERICAN^nNOUorTsludentAssociation
meeting 12/3 6PM

Josie WhiteEagle Cultural Center

L^adbourne Housing
5-1888

CAREEWaNDFAMTlY ISSUES workshop

Monday 1273 7-8PM Tobm 304 Learn

about issues surrounding a working

parent's lite

CONGRATULATIONS to the new brothers

ot Alpha Phi Omega' Get ready tor the time

ot your life!

~ UMASS OUTING CLUB
Come and escape your books

General meeting, All are welcome

7 00 CC Basement

Trips, Slides, and more'li

VET & ANSCI CLUB
Sled dog demo
Mon, Dec 3
7PM
Paige 202
All invited

UMASS TRIAtHLON CLUBfinal meeting

ot semester. Tuesday. Dec 4 at 6 30 in

Boyden 249 Constitution and spring plans

tb discussed All are welcome. 6-3324 tor

into.

AUTO FOR SALE

19B2 DODGE ARIES

Body in good condition

S 1000 or best otter

Call 549-4290

1983 THUNDERBIRD Heritage Editior
i
iod-

ed Excellent Condition 5 0EFI $2700

256-8251 Dolan

^987 FcWESCORTr74ICFour
DoorAC

ALto AM/FM, New Tires Excellent Condi-

tion, $2900/bo Call 586-3727

1988 HONDA CIVIC 330»<* Excellent

Condition 1 owner AM FM Cassette

Stereo Recent complete tune up $6700 00

or best otter Call firuce at 256-1215

TOWNHOUSE-Tbedrwrn, l^bathaparv

ment on bus route North Amherst

1567-1 352

TWO BEDROOMS available for spring star

t no Jan 1 Old (arm hruse directly across

the UMass Horsefarm Great housernates

One room can be double Call now 275 &

250 5»9-8117

FOR SALE

BEGINNERS SKI PACKAGE
$100
Denise 546-6432

FOR A GOOD TIME CALL...

RACK-A-DISClhTbesreniertammenrDJs

v,5eo bands: dorm/house specials call

586-9900 anytime

COMIC BOOKS 4 sale, cheap

Call Paul 253-5066

jUDAS~PRlESf"FrT Centrum

Call Lane 508-827-4555

ADDRESSERS WANTED immediately' No

experience necessary Excellent
I

pay' Work

at home Call toll-tree 1-800-395-3283

ASSEMBLERS Excellent income to

assemble products from your home

504-646-1700 dept P1307

farn S300 TO $500 per week reading

books at home C$ 1-615-473-7440 Ext

B281 ^___—
SPRING BREAK IN Cancun or Bahamas

from $299 00' Includes air. 7 nights hotel

cruise beach parties, free lunch and much

more' Call 1-800-Beach it

sfubErm:^ake~K00daily doing con-

firucon work part time Wnte Dennis

Rabe. Post Box 329. Gilsum. N.H 03448

HEY!
Ridiculously stupid person

I Love You"
No I really do
Gootetta

HI IMP! See you soon (I hope) 1

Damned OHkey Songster

JOHN LAMBERT
Happy 20th!

You're finally catching up'

Love.
Laura

KERI GREEN!~HappyBirthday" See you at

Mike's Love. 8G and Prabal too!'

PREGNANT?
Need a pregnancy test, information or sup-

port' Call tor free and confidential services

ALTERNATIVES 33 Mam St Northampton

586 3000 or Greenfield area 774-601

U

SUBLET

AMHERST CENTER
noom to sublet in January

Call 549-9377

ANNOUNCEMENTS

SOlSFiRESMW" d^»wn
'
deal

visiting parents friends 549-073J

FAST FUNDRAISING PROGRAM
$1000 in |ust one week —
Earn up to $1000 for your campus organiza-

fZ Plus a chance at $5000 more! This pro-

gram works' No investment needed Call

1-800-932-0528 Exl 50

ioin CHABAD HOUSE for an exciting pre

ChaV^ukah celebration bash' Tuesday bee

4th BPM Featuring live musicians S inter-

national desserts 549-4094.

MODEL UNITED NATIONS MEETING

Tonight 7 00PM 178CC

More into call Alex 6-5993

Mandatory meeting for Harvaro

Topic Rights of refugees

PICTURE THIS: 48 hours at UMass' Today

The index Yearbook will be g'vngout Mm

for a photo contest Stop by our table on the

concourse for contest rules

SPRING BREAK TRAVEL FAIR

Don't be led out in the

cold! Feb 14th

AUDIOfSTEREO/VIOEO

USED Stereo Components'VCR*'Colo,

TVs We buy.sell and trade Quality

guaranteed great prices' Call anytime tor

detailed list 2S&0941

FOR RENT

1 nn 7 PEOPLE 'or bpclcoom in house

across from Townehouse $144 + per per-

fon Call Melissa 549-6083 start Jan 1st^

^MTROO^M^PARTMlr^Ve7y cool on

fy 1s60 00/month ot $140 00 for 4
'

peop'e

Freeheat and ho! water Come see it'! Cal

us liter 5PM 253-0539 in South Amherst

Jan/June ^^^^_
3TTOOMT^TSdroom"house:(1 available

Jan , 2 available Feb.) 21 + .
$225 54*6792.

BEAUTlF¥l7rWOBEDWo6MApartment.
half mile to campus' 549-5914

HUGE APT avaTlabielarTT Aug 31 + 2

EST on busline, all new Call now!

548-8156

i NEED YOU. ..to take ove- INN. Single

£m ,n Amherst Apt Bus line 250/mo

Ses mcl Call Chris 253-9708

JANUARY SUBLET
$325 549-3610 ^^^^_
MILL VALLEY' 1 bedroom in 4 bedroom

T^vnhouse Free ^t/water Responsible

non-smoking M/F Available Feb. 1.

256-1202 $275

NORTHAMPTON CENTER APARTMENT

One bedroom with spacious living room

Wood floors $560

ROOMMATE NEEDED for two bdr aplin

Colonial Villaqe start.ng Jan 1 Leave

message 253-2432
First month rent tree

SINGLE. PUTfON>nWleTCalJM^2781

cimglE ROOM m lour bedroom on bus

fo^ afS™Village $250 a month utlllt.es

mcluded Call 253-0612

• FUTONS '

• MANY STYLES OF FRAMES
'

• AND MATTRESSES TO
CHOOSE FROM '

RESERVE NOW FOR DELIVERY TO
YOUR DORM. HOUSE OR

APARTMENT'
• NEXT SEMESTER "

• ONLY $10 DOWN '

• METAWAMPE FURNITURE '

• 256-0646
"

ROUNDTRIP TICKET-
Albany-Pitsburgh-Albany-12/21

$100 or bo Ride to Albany negotiable

Call 247-9258

ROUNDTmPllXBc^lo^olorado175-
1/13-1/24 Must be female Call 253-296 f

Leave message

SHOGUN 12spd excellent condition 75

Deb 253-2967

v7SlOUS
-Ws~loT^alenrWsi

and

Atomic $100-125 bindings mc 549-5985

FOUND

GOLD NEaaACTbetweenStudent Union

& Tower 253-2167

INSTRUCTION

EARN CREDIT SCUBA DIVING

2 credit basic and advanced courses offered

both semesters at Curry Hicks pool

2 credit sport courses to Key Largo during

intersession, spring break, and end ot

Raster for all courses through Ihe General

Physical Education Department

Further information a'
furry Hicks poo

Monday through Thursday 7PM-10PM or

call Proiect Deep 549-8401

ENGLISH asTa second language

Classes begin January 21
.
1991

Intensive day. part-time evening, and

TOEFL preparation Three levels Register

now' Language Pacifica. 549-5065

LOST

MAR60N
—
WalLET has important

documents If found call 546-0421

Congratulations to one of KKPSI s newest

brothers' You worked very hard this

semester and we're very proud of you' We
love you! Your bigs, Mary Ann and Jon

KRISTEN AND NETCT^isVw^h tlyee

years ot birthday wishes Love, the anal

retentive kettle mama

LADD
Seasons finally over'

Time on your hands?
Colorado-

LEIGH wT is a wonderlul person and an

amazing friend' (As if you didn't know that

already )

SCOTT
Congratulations brother Marsland! You'll

make a fine addition to the family'

Love, your bigs JC and Lisa

PERSONALS

ROOMMATES WANTED

"TOR12 FEMALES
Non-Smoking

Sunderland, Bus route

Starting Jan '90

Call Sue
546-5445

HELP!
Looking to sublet 2 bdrm apt

tor wintersession Rent neg

Call Hillary 546-3814

MAN AND WOMAN looking to sublet 2br

January Mark 546-3890

ROOM OPEN (or wintersession $185

Suzanne 9-2922

ROOM TO SUBLET .n January Very big

room Dishwasher washer dryer TV fur

nilure On bus route Call Ahmed 253-5837

SUBLET FOR WINTER one room in

Presidential Apts Call 549-0035

ROOM TO SUBLET in a greal house Three

m.nute walk to town five minute
:

walk to

campus On bus route Call 549-6506

TRAVEL

ONEAVAYTICKET TO CALIFORNIA. Dec

20; $150 253-5844

WAKP-N-BAKE'" SPRING BREAK IN

TaM
K
AIC

N
A/CANCUN FROM $449''' BOOK

EARLY AND SAVE $30 TRAVEL WITH

THE BEST 1 800-426-7710

AIMEE. Happy 2 1st Birthday

generic personal wnlers

Love, the

Studio m Amherst

HELP WANTED

THE COLLEGIAN isseek.ng a ^sponsible

sophmore or ,un,or Business Mapr to Ml he

potion ot Subscriptions Manager for the

spring semester AH encouraged to apply^

Applications available at 113 Campus

Center Apply no later than 12/7

IF YOU ARE dedicated, motivated, and in-

terested in sales, the Collegian has got a

,ob lor you' Advertising Account Executive

a«*cations are now being accepted for

gSrtSns available ™* tester I^ up

an application at the Collegian Office al 11

3

Campus Center The deadline is Tues Dec

4 1990 Call for more info at 545-35UU

Ha
N
ppy'20th Birthday Keep smiling and

remember to always keep your helmet

shinning
Gail

OAVTD^BLOCiror should I say Dwight

Eisenhower, is this the army or what? s

there any need to make your pledges carry

purple bricks? Continued tomorrow

DO still not sure

Did you tell me you re in Acctg 341 1

HAPPY BELATEO 20TH BIRTHDAY Jay

R from planefoAnlhmanbad'n worse Mar

t, generation gap Sarah Cyclopse Leach

Rcisterhead Luke Soapdish the Hardy

Boys Lady on bike Green's stacked friend

Oleg andand Boris the nose Steve s Fran-

cliWayne Mike's clone Greg's gun willows

and ot course the Gaggle

ONE OR TWO ROOMMATES for the

Brook One $230 -two $131 each, utilities

not included 253-5065

FEMALE ROOMMATE wanted tor ispring

sem $185 Jan sublet option 253-0409

ROOM FOR RENT IN PUF"™,Apt ,0'

January 211 50 & utilities 549-5303 or

546-1577 ASAP

SINGLE ROOM m large house bordering

campus $300 549-5985

WOMAN WANTED 3 bedroom apt Center

Amherst 260/mo Call 253-0617

WALK TO CAMPUS or Town trom Triangle

SI $157+ Call 549-8258

TYPING/PROFESSIONAL

W^bP^OCESSTNGT^D'Ssertations.
cases, papers. Affordable, dependable.

Mac/LP on-campus Nancy 5B4-79<!4

TYPING

NEXT DAY TYPING/WORDPROCESSING
323-4579

TYPING $i 50/page 545-0913 Anne

WORDPROCESSING. Papers etc

Reasonable rales fast, efficient service

Call Janet 253-3276 leave message

WORDPROCESSING Inexpensive quick

and accurate- campus pickup & delivery

Call Lisa 256-6695

WORDPROCESSING, REPORTS.
Resumes. Theses, Graphics^ Laser Prin-

ting Call Rosemary 259-1786

SERVICES

HOLIDAY BOOKING selling out' Campus

Travel on Campus 545-0500

WANTED

2 FEMALE NON-SMOKING 'oommates

wanted lor Townehouse apt 200 « utH

549-4195



SPORTS
Minutemen shoot by St. Joseph's in AttanticlOopener
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By SAM SILVERSTEIN
Collegian Staff

PHILADELPHIA - If the University of Massachusetts

men's basketball team is going to improve on its sixth-

place finish in the Atlantic 10 last season, it must beat

the St. Joseph's of the world and win on the road.

Saturday, the Minutemen did both, drubbing the Hawks

83-60 to even their record at 1-1, 1-0 in the A- 10.

Since finishing 7-21 last year, St. Joe's has added a new

coach, John Griffin, and a pair of promising freshmen

guards, Bernard Blunt and Rap Curry. For this season

at least, the Hawks are expected to stay in the A- 10 s

cellar - the preseason league poll picked them to finish

ninth - and are the type of team the Minutemen must

beat if they hope to finish near the top of the league.

The win was UMass' third on the road against an A-10

team in the last two years.

Rafer Giles started in place of Jim McCoy, who was ben-

ched by coach John Calipari after a 2-for-13 performance

at Purdue. Giles hit 4-of-5 three pointers to finish with

a team-high 18 points as UMass gelled offensively.

"Rafer's got a big role on our team. He's a scorer

Calipari said. "It's nice to be able to look down your bench

and think 'he might get 30." That's the kind of player he

is, if he gets it going."

Calipari said his decision to sit McCoy until the second

half was based on the All-Atlantic 10 forward's struggle

to return to form after missing much of the preseason

because of a virus.

The move worked as McCoy's entrance, with two

minutes gone in the second half, was electrifying McCoy

scored the first three times he touched the ball on an

athletic reverse layup and a pair of 15-foot jumpers to

break open what was a 14-point game.

McCoy scored 15 points in 15 minutes, going 5-of-8 trom

the floor and 5-of-6 from the free throw line.

"This game was very important to Jimmy," Calipari

said "Plaving him for half a game where he just goes in

and plays his tail off. . .that's the Jim McCoy the people

of Philly have seen before."

"U was definitely a confidence builder, McCoy said.

"The last two games I wasn't shooting the ball too well,

and when you're a scorer that can definitely bring you

down. Physically and mentally I felt better having
;
a

i
rest/;

Four players finished in double figures as Calipari

substituted freely - Giles, Anton Brown (8 points 6

assists) and Tony Barbee (11 points) all saw ime at point

guard. UMass shot 59 percent in the first half and 54 per-

cent for the game. .

"At Purdue and against Marathon Oil, everything was

a difficult shot," senior center John Tate (8 points, 6 re

bounds) said. "Today we got a lot of easy shots and se-

cond shots. It was a question of concentrating on our

halfcourt offense."

"We had been so impatient the last couple games, just

coming down and shooting it," Calipari said. When we

played Purdue we did that 25 times. The thing we talked

about [Saturday] is making them play defense.

The Minutemen set the tone early by hitting six of their

first 10 shots, including a William Herndon dunk and a

three-pointer from Giles, to open up a 15-4 lead

The Hawks worked their way back to a 21-all tie with

8- 18 in the half on three hoops from Blunt, tight man-to-

man defense and a full-court press. For UMass, the run

could have been worse; the Hawks missed four free throws

and a dunk along their way back into the game

From that point on, however, UMass dominated. A 16-5

run fueled by two Giles three-pointers and a bullying drive

to the hoop by Tate pushed the Minutemen out to a 37-2b

at the half. With McCoy on the floor in the second half

UMass built its lead to 29, at 74-45, with 5:29 to play.

Blunt led all scorers with 22 points. For UMass, Harper

Williams added 10 points and 9 rebounds in 24 minutes,

Will Herndon had 9 points and John Tate scored 8.

"I think we can play with just about anybody when we

play like that. It was a total team effort," Herndon said.

Tate said, "today there was intensity in five of five guys

on the floor."

Game notes: Calipari and Griffin, who was a vice presi-

dent at Paine Webber on Wall Street before taking the

St. Joe's job in April, coached the A-10 all-Jar team

together this summer. "He's so smart, half the time I

didn't understand what he was talking about, Calipari

said...St. Joseph's Matt Guokas, the bruising 6-foot-8,

250-pound son of former Philadelphia 76er coach Matt

Guokas, was whistled for three personal fouls in five

minutes,

Collegian file photo

Rafer Giles was a key in UMass' 83-60 win over

St. Joseph's Saturday in Philadelphia. Giles

scored 18 points, including four three pointers.

and when you're a scorer that can definitely bring you minutes. X TTHf*.«« HTL KA
Lady Wildcats run wild in the Cage beat UMass 75-54
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By BRETT MORRIS
Collegian Correspondent

The University of Massachusetts

women's basketball team was prepared for

its home opener on Saturday against New

Hampshire.

The game plan was clear; pressure the

ball, play a controlled offense, and rebound

Nonetheless, the Minutewomen were

simply unable to execute in any of those

areas and were handed their second defeat

of the new season, 75-54.

The first few minutes of the game set the

stage for the entire contest. New Hamp-

shire was doing everything UMass had

Collegian photo by Toni Sandy*

Freshman guard Jessica Schusler drives against New Hampshire's

Julie Donlon in Saturday's 75-54 Wildcat win. Schusler scored 10 points,

while Donlon had 17.

planned on accomplishing.

Led by senior point guard Julie Donlon,

the Wildcats easily and consistently got the

ball inside to sophomore center Laura

Seiden and sophomore forward Deb

Russell. Neither had a problem scoring

from anywhere in the paint as they com-

bined for 21 first half points, Seiden with

12 and Russell with nine.

UMass was unable to get the ball inside

to center Keyburn McCusker. Errant

passes around the perimeter led to UNH
fast breaks, prompting two UMass

timeouts in the first 6 minutes.

"We rushed too much on offense,"

McCusker said. "We tried forcing it in

right away when we should have reversed

it around the outside."

The Minutewomen's interior defense im-

proved after the second timeout. However,

the Wildcats constantly nailed jumpers

from the perimeter as well.

Donlon and Jennifer Casey were left wide

open and together contributed 14 points in

the half, with Donlon 2-2 from 3-point

range.

"They've got some experienced players

on the perimeter that exploit the openings

and are very intelligent in how they play,"

UMass head coach Kathy Hewelt said.

Fortunately for the Minutewomen, their

freshmen came to play in the first half.

With McCusker not scoring until less than

1 minute left in the half, starting freshmen

guards Jessica Schusler and Cherie Muza

carried the UMass offense from the

perimeter. Schusler was 4-for-5 with a

3-point goal for 9 points in the half and

Muza was 5-7, for 11 points. In addition,

freshman Trish Hessel looked impressive

off the bench scoring 6 first half points.

With less than three minutes to go in the

half the Minutewomen trailed by 8 and had

several chances to reduce their deficit. But

they were unable to capitalize on UNH tur-

novers and weren't aggressive on both the

offensive and defensive boards leading to

a 10 point UNH lead at the half, 42-32.

"We're allowing ourselves to be blocked

out rather easily so we're getting one shot

on the offensive end," Hewelt said. "We

weren't fighting through. We'd shake the

ball loose and then we wouldn't come up

with it. We need to do back to back good

things and get ourselves some momentum

going."

At the beginning of the second half both

teams exchanged baskets the first few

times down the court. McCusker was more

aggressive in the paint as was Kim

Kristofik who played a big part in helping

out on the rebounds (9 in second half) and

hustling for loose balls.

However, the Minutewomen weren't able

to bring the score closer than 10. The

Seiden-Donlon assault continued with help

from freshman guard Meaghan Lane who

came off the bench in the second half to

score 7 points.

McCusker was the offense for

Massachusetts in the second half, scoring

17 of UMass' 22 points on 7-for-ll shooting.

However, Schusler, Muza and Hessel all

cooled off and were a combined for 9 from

the field.

After a UNH timeout with 8:02 remain-

ing the Wildcats turned on the heat with

several uncontested fast breaks.

"Today our team sustained our intensi-

ty for the full 40 minutes," UNH head

coach Kathy Sanborn said. "The key was

that we were able to stay focused and

capitalize on their turnovers."

UMass coach Kathy Hewelt said she was

disappointed in her team's play especially

since they didn't show any progress since

their game last Sunday against Vermont.

"I felt like we didn't take a step forward

at all," she said. "We just stood still."

Hewelt mentioned several key areas that

need improvement.

"We need to control the boards," she said.

"We need to improve on positioning and

mental discipline. There's good, bright

spots with this group. We're just not see-

ing progress in the very crucial area that

we need and that's inside.

i feel we could have won this game. I

don't feel we were outmanned. I just think

we were outplayed."
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Duffey nixes furlough; calls for cuts, layoffs
By GAYLE LONG
Collegian Staff

President-Chancellor Joseph Duffey announced yester

day he will not pursue a proposed three-day furlough for

the University of Massachusetts employees, but said per-

manent cuts and layoffs need to be made.

Citing legal problems and union disagreement, Duffey

said furloughs slated for Dec. 26, 27 and 28 will not take

place.

The temporary layoff, proposed by the administration

in October, Duffey said, was originally meant to save $1.8

million and to avoid permanent layoffs.

"No one is as frustrated as I am," Duffey said. "All divi-

sions at the University will be cut. These cuts will differ

from department to department, but they will be deeper

cuts than I was originally anticipating."

Duffey will be instructing managers of campus depart-

ments to find ways further ways to cut from the already-

reduced budget for the current fiscal year, so the Univer-

sity can save more than the $16 million slashed by the

State.

"It's hard to imagine now that there wouldn't be [per-

manent! layoffs," said Duffey. "There will be a reduction

in both personnel and the departments."

Duffey said the original layoff plan would have enabl

ed the administration to work with the unions to imple-

ment pay cuts which would affect workers on a graduated

scale.

On Friday, the administration announced the three-day

layoff to the three classified employee unions of campus.

Yesterday, however, Duffey said it was discovered there

were legal problems with the proposed implementation

of the layoff plan.

According to Duffey, for the December temporary layoff

proposal, the employees would be paid for Dec. 26-28, but

then in later paychecks, pay would be taken out in in

crements over a period of months. Administrators

discovered this process is not viable, because, according

to Massachusetts State Law, the time lost must be taken

into account for each pay period, Duffey said.

Unions on campus decided in November they could not

agree to the three-day layoff because it would constitute

a break in contract language.

The President of the International Brotherhood of Police

Officers, Officer Robert Thrasher said the union was "hap-

py" with the change of plan within the administration.

"We were told [permanent! reductions will be done

through personnel budgets," Thrasher said. "This is not

great news, but it is certainly is good news."

Massachusetts Society of Professors Vice President

David Lenson yesterday expressed "delight" at the ad

ministration's decision.

"It shows the battle is to get adequate funding for the

University. It is a battle for the entire University," Len-

son said. "With the new administration coming to Boston

in January, we have got to go after them, and make them

realize the importance of public higher education."

Lenson also said at the moment there was no talk about

layoffs among the faculty.

Officials from the three other unions were unavailable

for comment.
The University community is frustrated, said Duffey,

and the "No Grinch" rally being sponsored by MSP to

day is a sign of this.

In a press statement released by MSP last week, the

union accused the administration of envisioning the

University as "smaller, less concerned with the quality

of faculty and graduate students it is able to attract, and

catering to an increasingly middle class student popula-

tion able to pay its' own way."

Duffey said, "There seems to be a vision ofsociety which

closes its eyes to current economic realities. It's like never-

never-land. One ofmy priorities is undergraduate educa

tion, and I won't apologize for it."

Cheney: embargo won't work
Official says Iraq will use time for attack
By DONNA CASSATA
Associated Press

WASHINGTON (AP) - Defense

Secretary Dick Cheney and the chairper-

son of the Senate Armed Services Commit-

tee clashed yesterday over whether

economic sanctions will force Iraq to

withdraw its army from Kuwait.

Cheney, testifying at Senate hearings on

the Bush administration's Persian Gulf

policy, said he saw "no indication" that Ira-

qi leader Saddam Hussein is willing to set-

tle for a peaceful withdrawal.

"There is no guarantee that sanctions

will force him out of Kuwait," Cheney said.

He insisted the United States could not

"wait indefinitely" for the embargo to work

while Saddam uses the time to prepare for

an attack.

Cheney's comments prompted Commit-

tee Chairman Sam Nunn, a Georgia

Democrat and critic of Bush's gulf policy,

to question the administrations's attitude

toward sanctions.

"If we have a war, we're never going to

know whether they would have worked,

would we?" he asked Cheney.

"That's the major point here. The way

you find out if sanctions are going to work

is to give them enough time to work,"

Nunn said.

Cheney said Nunn was assuming that

sanctions will work if given enough time.

"That's a big assumption," Cheney said.

"There's a big difference between saying

we know if we use military force we can

achieve our objectives (and) it may be, ifwe

wait a year or two, economic sanctions will

get him out of Kuwait as well."

Cheney and Gen. Colin Powell, chairman

of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, were the first

administration officials to appear before

the committee following President Bush's

dramatic announcement Friday that he

was sending Secretary of State James A.

Baker III to Baghdad to meet with Saddam.

AP photo

FINISHING TOUCHES - As ice skaters glide below, Rockefeller

Center electricians give final adjustments to lighting on the upper

branches of the center's 75-foot Norway Spruce last week.

Woman with 97 personalities learns to cope by lecturing
. . „ r>« Q «f i,or malPiwrsonalities. Mario, who she descnb-

By CHRIS MUTHER
Collegian Staff

People need to be aware of what children say in order

to detect signs of abuse, a woman who has successfully

coped with 97 personalities said last week.

According to Shelly, who does not want her last name

revealed, Multiple Personality Disorder is a defense

mechanism formed as a result of severe sadistic childhood

AoUM
Shelly said up until two years ago, she was living with

97 personalities, 18 ofwhich were male, as a result of the

abuse she had experienced as a child.

"Statistically we are a violent, dysfunctional society,

she said. "There are people who abuse their children and

then go to church every Sunday."

She said in an effort to deal with the anger she felt

toward her abuser, she decided to channel her energies

into something constructive. As a result, Shelly formed

Listen to the Children Enterprises [LTC].

Shelly said she started her traveling presentations,

"Listen to the Children," to educate students and profes-

sionals on the effects of childhood abuse and trauma

through the eyes of a survivor.

Shelly said MPD evolves as a protection mechanism

when the victim of abuse is in a threatening situation.

The personality will come into being to protect or preserve

a talent, a belief or a biological function of the "host per

sonality."

She said the process is called dissociation, and as a

result, the "host personality" experiences a loss of time.

"The physical scars may go away, but the psychological

and emotional abuse are the hardest to get over," she

added.

She said as a result of MPD, she can not recall most ot

her childhood between the years of 5 to 12. Only recent-

ly, she said, she has remembered some events that occur-

red between those years.

"It's like piecing together a jigsaw puzzle with a million

pieces," she said.

She said having 97 personalities was not all bad. In col-

lege she said she had a 4.0 average because while one per

sonality was taking the exam, others, with books in hand,

could give that personality the answers to the questions.

She said she was unaware of h*r other 96 personalities

until recently, but said once she did, some problems arose.

One of her male personalities, Mario, who she describ-

ed as deaf and mute, went out a. . got a job doing laun-

dry, she said. ,

Two other personalities went on separate occasions and

applied for the same job at a major company. Later at that

job, she said she accompanied her male boss to the

bathroom, because at the time a male personality had

miri ficftd

Shelly 's mother "Sandy," said she was in a state of

"disbelief when she first heard her daughter had 97

personalities.

"Sandy" said after her daughter suffered a breakdown,

she was five years old again and referred to her as 'grand-

ma." "I went to the doctor's office and there was this

woman crouched in the corner, and the doctor said 'This

is your daughter," "Sandy" said.

"At first I didn't believe what any of the doctors said

and thought she was doing it for attention," she said.

"Then I said to myself, 'Why would a grown woman who

is successful already need to do this?'

Shelly said after two years of therapy her personalities

are integrated and she is now "piecing together" her life.
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For Your Information
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MONDAY, DECEMBER 3

foWWl - Clean Water Action and Clean Water Fund

will be presenting the second annual HOME SAFt

HOME exhibit. HOME SAFE HOME is a display concer

ning the toxins in and around our homes and provides in-

formation and recipes for safer alternatives for-cleaning,

gardening, and home maintenance. The exhibit will be

shown at Mass Mutual Springfield until Dec. 5^
film - Abilities Unlimited presents the film Domini-

que and Eugene at 7:30 p.m.in CC 165.

Information Session - Any students wishing toappy

for exchange during the 1990-91 school year are highly

encouraged to attend an information session to obtain an

application form and relevant information about the ex-

change program from 4 - 5 p.m. in CC 165. The session

will include a brief film presentation, an introduction by

the Coordinator, and a question and answer period

Lecture - Ronald N. Loomis, past president of the Cult

Awareness Network, and a panel of former cult members

will speak on 'Understanding Cults on College Cam-

puses^at 8 p.m. in the Student Union Ballroom Spon-

sored by the Student Government Association and the Of-

fice of the Vice Chancellor for Student Affairs.

TUESDAY, DECEMBER 4

Panel Presentation - A group of Kanienkehaka

(Mohawk) Nationals composing traditional clan mothers,

Mohawk Warriors (Rotiskenhrakete), and member of the

Kanienkehaka (Mohawk) negotiating team will give a

panel presentation on the Canadian Army/Quebec Police

Force military invasion and occupation of two Mohawk

communities located in Quebec at 7 pm »* Hampshire

College Lecture - Thomas Ready of Xerox Corporation

will be speaking on the company's dramatic turnaround,

and how it became the recipient of the 1989 Malcolm

Baldrige Quality Award at 7:30 p.m. in Campus Center

^Meeting - General Graduate Student Meeting to discuss

Graduate Student Senate motion calling for the

withdrawal of U.S. troops from the Persian Gulf at 7.15

p.m. in the Student Union Ballroom. All graduate

students are eligible to vote. It is important that

everyone's voice be heard.

Wednesday, December 5

SUdeZ - "Socialism in Cuba Today" by Maggie

Pucci, a striker at Eastern Airlines, member ofIAM Local

1726 and member of the Young Socialist^Alliance at 7

om in CC 803. Sponsored by UMass CASA. btp by

CASA's office in 423A Student Union for more

^MeTttng- Senate Meeting sponsored by Senate Opera-

tion 7 p.m. - 12 a.m. in CC 163C.

Senior Portraits - Sponsored by Index, from 9 a.m. - 6

p.m. $5 a sitting.

THURSDAY, DECEMBER 6

Craft Fair - Sponsored by Craft Shop, Campus Center

Concourse from 9 a.m. - 5 p.m.

Cafe - The UMass Program for Gay, Lesbian, and

Bisexual Concerns is sponsoring the second Gay, Lesbian,

and Bisexual Cafe at 8 p.m. in the Hampden Theatre at

UMass This month's cafe will feature short films by

Keishya Salko, poetry by Nina Crow Newington, perfor-

mance pieces by Amy A. Ford and Sara Brown, and a

scene from "Bent." Comedienne Julie Waggoner will

return as M.C. The cafe is free and open to the public. * or

more information call 545-4824.

Lecture - Diana Russell, feminist professor and author,

and a native South African, will speak on Women In The

Anti-apartheid Movement at 4 p.m. in Seely Hall, Room

10, Smith College.

Rally - The Northampton chapter of the National

Organization for Women is organizing a march/rally. 1 his

public protest is designed to commemorate the massacre

of fourteen women in Montreal last December 6 and to

protest all violence against women. The march will begin

at 7 p.m. at the Bridge Street Cemetery and will proceed

to Polasky Park where the rally will take place.

1

German Idealist

Theories off Tragedy
a lecture in English by

CYRUS HAMLIN
Chairman ol Department of Comparative Literature

Yale University

THURSDAY, DECEMBER 6 41:00

in the Office of the Dean ofg*TaculU

(South CoUege Build.nj. i^oor)

PVFRYONE WELCUM&
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MEETTHE FUTURE

OFCREATWETHINKING.

Amiga doesn't just improve your work.

It improves your thinking, just working

hard isn't enough anymore. Creative thinking

is what sets winners apart.

The Amiga computer was de-

signed precisely with that thought

•in mind. It handles routine

tasks, then lets you

TUESDAY, DECEMBER 4. 1990
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go all the way to

innovation and

invention.

Whatever you can

imagine, Amiga has the

power to produce. Easily.

Its built in technology is a major

advancement in a computer ot

this size and price range

With a mouse and simple

icons, Amiga combines a full color

display, lull stereo sound, graphics,

1 [> animation, video tapabilm

and text as no other computer can.

It has the power to run sott

ware sophisticated enough to

manipulate vast amounts of data,

as well as the treat iv< genius to

create the complete si ore tot in

orchestra! composition.

He deliver today, what

others promise tomorrow.

Amiga was designed to keep up

with vou. from schoolwork de-

mands through t areer needs.

HJIIIIIIIIIIIIIHIIIIIIIIIIHiiimmiimimmii

College Pizza

Fall Special
Small Cheese Pizza $3.50

Large Chees Pizza $5.99 ^
2 Toppings $1.00 extra

W549-6098 .
549-6073^

Must mention this ad
no coupons with the special

"llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll!

You'll find standard what other

people make optional. As well as

sophisticated technology that

doesn't exist on comparably

powered and priced computers.

Creative educational

discounts make Amiga

an easy decision.

The Amiga Education Purchase

I'rogram for eollege and university

students, faculty and administra

tors, otters a wide range of tulh

loaded, specially bundled hardware

systems, with a complete system

starting under S7(X>* All include

a one year limited warrants and

\migaVision'

The best way to make up your

own mind is to try Amiga.

stop bv vour < ampus Authorized

Amiga Dealer and get your hamh

on the future of computing.

Sure, some people buy what's

standard. But we think you can

make up your own mind, and

choose vour own best course for

the future. After all, isn't that what

college is all about?

AMIGA
IHKOMITIKRFORIHKRIAHVlMlNn.

O'Commodoc•

we have the Christmas Presence

i

.
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LOCAL
Amherst residents rap student 'bad behavior'

come back to campus late, causing more damage.

By KATHERINE T. LAMOTHE
Collegian Staff

About 75 Amherst residents attending last night's

Selectboard meeting told the board they were concerned

about the amount of damage and noise on and around

their property, and neither the University of

Massachusetts nor the town has adequately enforced

drinking and noise statutes.
t

"The University is not owning up to its responsibility,

said Dennis Ryan, who lives on East Hadley Road. "They

push parties off-campus, and the town hasn't got the guts

to [enforce it|."

Sy Friedman, a resident on Allen St., agreed the town

has not done enough to stop pollution caused by students

drinking in public.

The open container law is not being enforced, he said.

"We need enforcement."

Vince O'Connor, a member of the Town Meeting, said

the Amherst police failed to arrest some students who

were illegally serving alcohol to minors.

O'Connor said the students' landlord, who was his

neighbor, was aware of the illegal serving of alcoho on

the part of his tenants, but could not evict them unless
the pari oi nis itnanw, uui <-uum ».«* »...~.

Expert cautions campus
about dangerous cults

the" police took action.

Murray Eisenberg, of Fearing Street, said he is

frustrated with the inability, or the unwillingness, of

police to enforce the open container law.

"I'm sick and tired of police who say they are powerless,

Isenberg said.
. , „ ,

.

Amherst Police Chief Donald Maia said officers need to

no through a complete investigation before making ar

rests. "The office uses its best judgment to serve you the

best we can," he said.

O'Connor added police should restrict liquor stores from

selling kegs. "I don't think liquo-- stores have a constitu

tional right to sell kegs to stude. *s."

Other residents, such as Ed Sunderland, said the

landlords should be held accountable for their tenants

behavior even though he believes many landlords do not

feel responsible.
,

"Many landlords express a lack of respect for the law,

e

john Fox, of Fearing Street, said Amherst police should

fine the landlord for any noise or alcohol related violations

brought on by his or her tenants.

Several residents suggested that the hours of the bus

mutes be cut so that ->-^"'< """ «™ intoxicated do not

come back to campus late, causing more damage.

Brian James Crawford, an Amherst resident and a

former UMass student, said he was concerned for the sate

ty of those who have to work late on weekends, such as

waitresses who must work until 2 a.m.

"It's too dangerous to even consider cancelling bus ser

vice," he said. "I'd hate to see a public safety problem arise

from this."

Joanne Levenson. director of the Off Campus Housing

Office and an Amherst resident, said she, in her capacity

as a University staff member, would be willing to help

work on .the problem along with the town

-The issues relating to noise are valid, she said. lnei.-

should be more discussion between the University and the

board »n these issues."

Commuter Area Government President Ted Chambers

also said he and the other members ofCAG would be will-

ing to work with town residents and officials to smooth

out problems. He encouraged residents to call his office

to discuss their issues.

One resident of Hobart Lane said she feels optimistic

about progress being made. "I feel there's support he. v.

he said, -and something may be done here_

Bv MAURA CAN AVAN
Collegian Staff

The induction into a cult is a very pro

gvessive. subtle and deceitful process on col

lege campuses, a cult expert said last night.

Ronald N. Loomis. the former president

of the Cult Awareness Network, speaking

to some 80 people in the Student Union

Ballroom, said the network attempts to

warn college officials and students of the

dangers mind control.

rollegian photo by Jeff Holland

Ronald N. Loomis

The goal of the Cult Awareness Net

work is to educate the public regarding the

harmful effects of mind control as used by

destructive cults," Loomis said.

Loomis said the network, a national non-

profit organization, was formed by victims

of cults, former members, parents and con

cerned professionals.

Characteristics of cults are deception,

mind control or brainwashing, exploitation,

and psychological entrapment, he said, ad

ding that the use of front names is very

common.
The Moonies are known for this type of

deception. Loomis said, having used the

name Collegiate Association and Research

of Principles when they previously had a

chapter here at the University

"Cult recruiters will approach you and

talk to you about everyday things and they

will lie to you to make it appear that you

share mutual interests." he said. "They

will agree with everything you say and it

will feel like a very positive experience. If

the person is vulnerable, then they will be

a prime target."

Loomis said that a profound personality

change, alienation from family and friends.

deterioration of performance, sudden

change in values, psychological deteriora-

tion and group control of personal life deci-

sions are all signs to be aware of in

suspected cult members.

Loomis suggested that if people sense

these characteristics in a friend, they

-hould reach out to that person. "Let them

know that you are available." he said.

Loomis. who is currently director of

Unions and Activities at Cornell Univer-

sity, said. "I became interested when I saw

cults as registered student organizations at

Cornell."

He discussed six different types of groups

that are potentially destructive. Religious

groups such as the People's Temple. Hare

Krishna and the Unification Church also

known as the Moonies. are destructive

groups that are of concern, he said.

In 1970. under the leadership of the Peo

pie's Temple leader -Jim Jones. 940 people

died as a result of drinking cyanide-laced

Kool Aid by order of Jones. Loomis said.

"The media called it the largest mass

suicide in history. We call it the largest

mass murder." he said. "This is a dramatic

example of the power of mind control."

Cults listed as potentially dangerous by

the Cult Awareness Network include:

therapy groups like Scientology; political

groups like the National Democratic Policy

committee; commercial groups such as the

Billionaire Boys Club and "New Age"

groups such as Ramtha and Satanic

group

MOVIN' ON UP - A local fire

alongside an apartment building.

escape
Collegian photo by Toni Sandys

stands apathetically

„f Principles when they previously had a groups. —
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$7100 in computer equipment stolen from Graduate Tower
Compiled by PRESTON P. FORMAN
Collegian Staff

University police are investigating the Sunday morn-

ing robbery of over $7,100 of computer equipment from

Z BfoTh/mistry Department in the Lederle Graduate

R
pXfsaTdXeves gained access to the office by prying

outer equipment were stolen.

Police said the department had been in the process of

engraving and bolting down computer equipment prior

to the theft. Some of the equipment stolen had been in-

correctly bolted down which, police said, allowed the

thieves to take the equipment.

ARRESTS
• Ruth M. Denoto, 46, of Sunderland, was arrested Fri-

day morning at the Graduate Research Tower on a Nor-

thampton warrant. ,

• John R. Croteau, 23, of North Attleboro, was arrested

Saturday morning for operating under the influence ot

alcohol and failure to stay within marked lanes.

• Gail R. Suprenant, 35, of Amherst, was arrested early

Sunday morning on North Pleasant Street for operating

under the influence of alcohol.

• Philip Garrow, 26, of Amherst, was arrested Sunda>

night on Fearing Street for operating after suspension and

on a warrant.

LARCENY

• A 1984 Toyota, registered in Virginia was stolen from

Lot 32 sometime Sunday. The estimated value is $3,000.
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r\ iaaI University of
Over 1001 Massachusetts
courses! | at Amherst

Winter
Session

Almost half

meet gen. ed.

requirements.

Mail Registration-November 10-December 12

All mail registrations must be sent via U.S. mail

and be postmarked no earlier than November 10.

(Do not use campus mail.)

Walk-in Registration-

November 26-January 7

Room 615 Goodell Building

Registrations are processed in the order in which

they are received, so register early!

Classes start January 3, 1991.

For more information, contact the Division

of Continuing Education. Goodell Building,

or call 545-2414.

PROSPECTIVE SOPHOMORES
AND JUNIORS...

Are You Dedicated? Motivated?

Ambitious? Hard-Working?

Responsible? Organized?

Are You Interested in Sales?

if you answered YES to the above

questions. The Collegian has a job

tor you.

Applications for

Advertising Account
Executive

are now being accepted. APPLY NOW.

uome to tne uonegian business uttice

in the Campus Center

(Rm. 113— Lower Level) and pick up an

application

DEADLINE: TUES., DEC. 4

The Collegian is an E/O/E

DIYISIOS OF

General Graduate Student
Meeting

to discuss Graduate Student Senate motion

calling for the withdrawal of U.S. troops

from the Persian Gulf

"We the eraduate students of the University of Massachusetts at Amherst, con-

demn Iraq's invasion of Kuwait and support the international economic sanctions

levied against Iraq by the United Nations; we further support such sanctions

against all violators of international law.

Wc cannot, however, condone the ongoing U.S. military build-up in the Gulf The

number of U.S. troops currenUy deployed there is explicitly geared towards offen-

sive action and is completely out of proportion to any threat Iraq poses to this coun

try.

We see no compelling reason to risk tens of thousands of American and Arab

lives and therefore demand that the U.S. government bring home all the troops de-

ployed in the Middle East before major armed conflict occurs."

Tuesday, December 4th, 7:15pm
Student Union Ballroom

N.B.AH graduate student with a valid I.D.

are eligible to vote. It is important that

everyone's voice be heard,

-Paid Advertisement-

EDITORIAL/OPINION
t caito i

therw.se

Old men plot

while the young
prepare for war
January 15, 1991. That is the day. That is the day the

United Nations Security Council has deemed an accep-

table date to begin our war.

When the U.N. last week okayed a use-of-force resolu-

tion against Iraq and its illustrious Saddam Hussein if

Iraqi troops do not pull out of occupied Kuwait, I was

stunned.

Meredith O'Brien
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The U.N., the world's supposed peacekeeping body, was

going to allow, no, endorse, the use of unprovoked force

against another country. Their decision "cleansed" the

U.S. military and gave them an honorable excuse to, at

long last, let loose their weapons on the Iraqi foe.

I have been watching all of the bigwigs - the Senate

majority/minority leaders, prominent congresspeople,

presidential aides - since this crisis began. They've been

just sitting there on those Sunday morning political talk

shows, nonchalantly telling the American public that they

will most likely go to war on Jan. 15.

"Well if Saddam Hussein, that big heathen, does not

pull out of Kuwait, which threatens our national securi-

ty, American jobs and American oil, we'll just have to go

in there and get him out," the political gurus said

repeatedly.

No big deal. Just send our country to war and let us win

the propaganda battle. We wouldn't want our president

to look foolish or weak by pulling troops out of Saudi

Arabia and never using force. That's not the United

States' style.

***

This weekend I discussed the situation with a group of
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friends, who, if the draft were enacted, would be primary

draft candidates.

Overwhelmingly, this group of people - ranging from

the apolitical to liberal pacifists and conservatives - said

they felt like pawns in someone else's "Truth or Dare

game. The men all said there was no way they would or

could go to war.

"Why should we fight," one of them asked, when we

don't know what we're fighting for?"

Over and over again possible hypothesis about why the

United States would start this war were tossed around.

"Maybe Bush is doing this because the economy is go-

ing downhill and everyone knows the best way to help

the economy is with the war," someone said. "That way

he could make sure a Democrat couldn't win the presiden-

cy
"

"Do you think it's just for oil?" another asked. 'I'm not

dying for oil."

"Why would rational, reasonable people send their

young to die in combat? Initiate killing? Intentionally

start a war?"

Fresh out of history classes, they were taught about the

governmental deception and lies that sent thousands and

thousands of Americans to their death in Vietnam. These

people did not trust the decisions of those gray-suited old

men who could, so casually, send them into combat

without batting an eye. It was incomprehensible that their

government had not learned from their own mistakes.

"Well you know ifwe attack, Hussein will send missiles

right into Israel and pull them into it."

"This may be just what Nostradamus predicted."

"Another world war."

The end of the world? Another world war? While our

esteemed politicians in D.C. gleefully plot away at how

and when we could "get" Saddam Hussein before his

power in the Third World grows too immense, the can-

non fodder remain unimpressed, unconvinced.

They are scared. They are unwilling. They don't want

war
, ,, , r •>

Jan. 15, 1991. A day that will live in infamy f

Meredith O'Brien is a Collegian columnist

University Health
Services: Heal thyself

. ,o , • «~»r»k mm*Vi the nnrpnt of everv Stl
After waiting a half-an-hour in

"Urgent Care" of the UMass Health

Services (a bit of a paradox), my name

was called after about six other people

with colds, sore throats and asthma

problems. I had slipped down the stairs

in my dorm and sprained my ankle.

The pain was incredible and the large

bump that formed immediately made

me very nervous.

Hope Sisitsky

In a wheelchair, with ice on my

ankle, I was brought to a room and

waited 10 minutes. Then the doctor

came and looked at my ankle. At that

time, he was very pleasant. His assis-

tant was the same. I later realized that

the assistant was the only individual

who was consistently friendly and

warm. Being in the state I was in at

that time, that meant a lot to me.

I was then taken to get x-rayed and

after waiting another 15 minutes, the

technician took x-rays without helping

me from the wheelchair or engaging in

any friendly small talk. When I was

brought back up to "Urgent Care, I

waited yet another ten minutes for the

doctor and assistant to return to ex-

amine my x-rays. Luckily no bones

were broken - I was told I had a very

bad sprain and to stay on crutches for

three weeks.

After calling home (outside ol

Springfield), my mother decided to

bring me to a specialist in Springfield

She phoned Health Services to get all

the information straight. I told her

what I knew, but being the concerned

parent she is, she wanted to talk with

the doctor who saw me.

Unfortunately, the doctor snapped at

her and told her to ask me for the in-

formation. She calmly told him she had

but wanted to speak with him also. I

listened to her quietly ask h.ro.ques-

tions about my ankle and what he had

told me to do.

He insisted that I knew everything

and stated, "Mrs. Sistisky, if I had to

speak with the parent of every student

I saw, I would have no time to do my
job." Well, doctor, that is a part of your

job. You should be thrilled that parents

are concerned enough to call, the way

my mother did.

These days, we often hear how

parents do not pay enough attention or

seem to care enough about their

children. For those who do, doctor, they

have every right to speak with you,

with their child's permission of course,

and get the information they want —
without any obnoxious, inconsiderate

comments, it took the same amount of

time to be rude as it would have to

answer my mother's questions.

No one deserves to be spoken to the

way you spoke to my mother. She was

doing her job, you should have done

yours.

After seeing the specialist, I learned

that the medical advice I was given in

Health Services was not completely ap-

propriate. The specialist told me the

sprain was not too bad and showed me

how to walk differently on the crut-

ches. He guaranteed I would be walk-

ing without them in a couple of days

as compared to the three weeks I was

told the day before.

To the other staff members of Health

Services, how about a smile and a

"How are you doing?" or "That looks

like it must hurt." A warmer at-

mosphere would make people waiting

feel a bit better and perhaps not mind

the wait so much.

To students, I urge you to speak up

if you are unsatisfied and annoyed

with UMass Health Services the way

I was. If more of us complained,

changes would be made. Also, for safe-

ty, check up on what a doctor in Health

Services tells you with a specialist or

family doctor back home. It does not

hurt the situation — it can only, as in

my case, help.

As to Health Services in general, we

know you see many people and can get

very busy, but we deserve better,

especially when we are not feeling

well.

Hope Sisitsky is a UMass student

When winter fun turns into hell

The arrival of winter brings with it mix-

ed blessing. On one hand there are the

holidavs, the skiing and the beautiful

scenery. But at that same time, winter sets

the scene for another year of a "fun tradi-

tion" that has lost the aspect of being "fun''

and only now creates destruction.

Most upperclassmen know all too well

the "tradition" of which I speak; thus.

those new to the campus are the people my

message is mainly directed to. With the

first significant snow fall of the year comes

The Snowball Fight: 1,500 to 2,000 UMass

students coming across town to lay seige

upon the three or four hundred Amherst

students (mostly freshman) that attempt to

protect their home campus.

Sounds pretty funny, huh? [In fall 1989]

I would have agreed. Therefore I was out

"protecting Amherst" and admittedly hav

ing a great time doing it. That was until

a snowball with a rock or glass in it hit me

directly in the left eye slicing the eyeball

open. Amidst profuse bleeding and confu

sion, I was rushed into emergency surgery

in Northampton. After another week in the

hospital, now at Boston Mass Eye and Ear

Infirmary, the future of my sight was still

quite uncertain.

Miraculously, I regained a portion of my

sight and thanks to the support of the

"AVnherst Family" was able to make it

back to my Ohio home a day and half before

Christmas. Yet, this incident was not

enough to convince a Town or University

to do anything worthwhile to prevent

something like this from happening again.

I know traditions die hard, but this one

has to die with all speed. Like I said before,

I admit the night of throwing snowballs

was a blast up to a certain point. Unfor

tunately, I had to learn the hard way that

this "tradition" in reality is ridiculous and

dangerous.

Many of you will still disagree with me

saying "it isn't going to happen to me" and

be out ready to go on the first snow fall at-

tempting to seek revenge, but please do

not I surely never thought it would hap-

pen to me, but it did and it will happen

again if not stopped. The highly destruc-

tive tone of the fight reached a furious level

[in 1989] and I know many students across

town hope to keep it that way. I don't ever

want to see any ofyou having to go through

what I did.

Trust me, "The Snowball Fight was

sheer hell.

Gary E. Gonya
Amherst College

(Editor's notes: This is a reprint of a let-

ter that appeared in the Collegian last fall.)
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Coming to UMass, finding racism
C „...__ *_ „~u„i,i tKeir Eurocentric ra

I must comment on the state of racial ten

sion here at UMass. Originally from the

West Coast, this has been my second

semester here on this campus, and I am

saturated with discouragement, disap-

pointment, and frustration. Hardly a day

would ever pass without someone making

racial comments, references, insinuations

and ridiculing me. And, I am literally sick

and tired of being asked if I am a Teaching

Assistant, where I was born, or what "na-

tionality" I am, simply because I happen

to possess Asian racial features. I maintain

that it is no coincidence that I am unable

to form a relationship, have a social life of

any kind. And, I am outright agitated by

those who deny their prejudice, ignorance,

unsophisticated attitudes, and inex-

perience whenever confronted, yet continue

, L Writ, n IPtfer Write a column. After all how many opportunities
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basement.

to uphold their Euro-centric racial

protocols.

I had attended another small school in

Maine where I was not allowed to share the

same table with Euro-Americans in the

dining commons. I have to admit that con-

ditions here are better, but still, I cannot

help but wonder if I am perceived as a

Californian or simply as another racial en-

tity when I am able to walk into a gather-

ing of any kind on or off campus; lest I face

racial harassment and confrontation.

It is not easy going about daily business

realizing what exactly limiting my full

potential, and I would appeal to those in

responsible positions to continue their ef-

forts to eradicate this malignancy^
Pierce Parker

Southwest
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SOPHOMORES!
START

EXECUTIVE
TRAINING NOW

^M^ZB^ Don't wait until you

^Z&^B^y tinish college to start a

T^l^ management training program

^k~ If you have at least two years

remaining, consider Air Force ROTC.

We can give you a head start on a fast-paced

career. Contact

DEPT OF AEROSPACE STUDIES

(413) 545-2451

Ihf University ofMassachusetts

DEPARTMEN I OF THEA TEK t'RESl \ / S

A PLAY BY MARTIN SHERMAN

Make your rMWvaMn now and you louW

WIN A FREE TRIP!!!
SPRING BREAK '91!

CANCUN • BAHAMAS • JAMAICA

SANTA'S SPRING BREAK
SWEEPSTAKES

HERE'S HOW IT WORKS:
Simply nuilyour S75 depwit brfor. Dtc«nb«r

31 1990 and you will *wonunc»lly be miaed in our

.w'eepwkes to win . FREETRIP1! Alio, by booking early.

youtlMveSMperpenon! Sp«* limtad.»do«
,

i wmll

November J'J-December 1 and December 5-8

RAND THEATER • 8:00 p.m.

Set in 1 7th-ientury Poland, rumors of the coming of the

Messiah brinH vast changes to a small village and to

Rachel, a young Jewish woman questioning her faith.

Tickets: Fine Arts Center Box Office, 545-2511

> V ji»ywj«|

CALL VOIR ON-CAMPt S REP TODAY!

JoshorEHgio 256-8266

leadership LvvIUmkv Starts Mere

SQUIRE VILLAGE
APARTMENTS

2 Bedroom Apartments

RENT NOW
or for January 1

On Bus Route

CALL 665-2203

57 North Pleasant Street 253-5141

Proper Identification a Must

Free Taco Bar
Tuesday Nights

for Delano's Customers Only

Beer of the Month
Rolling Rock $1.25

TV

--fr

BOARD OF GOVERNORS

We're Hiring Qualified People For:

• Assistant Facilities Coordinator
• Assistant Vending Coordinator
• Facilities Coordinator

Applications are available in 817 Campus Center

APPLICATIONS DUE BY
DECEMBER 7th at 5:00 PM

The BOG is an AA/EO Employer

ARTS&IJVING
Author, Wolff: A great observer and participator

* ^^
„ ... "Nathaniel was past answering Diana s

NEW YORK (AP) - The Great Gatsby is

still one of Geoffrey Wolffs favorite books,

and narrator Nick Carraway's insistence

that he is "inclined to reserve all

judgements" still makes the author laugh.

The novel is nothing but judgements,

Wolff insists, a young man's moral educa-

tion. Carraway never stops evaluating

Gatsby or Daisy or Tom Buchanan — or

himself. He has an opinion everything, and

his opinion is constantly shifting.

But Wolff doesn't mean that as a

criticism. He considers Carraway the

perfect writer, an inspiration for his own

books, a man who both observes and par-

ticipates. Making judgements, and then

changing them, is part of a process, a moral

education for an author who learns

something new with every word.

"We're told, teachers tell us, 'Show, don't

tell, show, don't tell, show don't tell.' I don't

feel comfortable only showing, I don't want

to tell when I have a judgement to sound

off on," Wolff, author of The Duke ofDecep-

tion: Memories of my Father, Providence

and the new The Final Club, said in an

interview.

"I think some things are right and some

things are wrong. I like to say when I think

this person shouldn't have something, even

at the old-fashioned primitive level that

violates all the aesthetics. For better or

worse, I feel that's something I've been do-

The Final Club ( Alfi ed A. Knopf, $19.95)

is narrated by Nathaniel Clay, a Princeton

University student, class of I960, who

leaves behind a troubled family life in

Seattle.

His education begins immediately, on the

eastbound Empire Builder train, when he

meets the beautiful Diana (pronounced

"Dee-ah-nah," she emphasizes) Carr, fall-

ing madly in love with a woman who either

flirts with him or ignores him.

This is straight out of F. Scott Fitzgerald,

a relationship much like the one in the

short story, "Winter Dreams," in which a

caddy spots an 11 -year-old girl on a golf

course and never looks at life the same way

again.

Even when Nathaniel declares he will no

longer pursue Diana, he admits he will

always hold her up as some kind of ideal,

remembering her the night she showed up

42 minutes late for a meeting under the

giant clock at Manhattan's Grand Central

Station.

"Nathaniel was past answering Diana's

questions. She had asked at least one ques-

tion too many. But he'd never forget the

way she smelled, and years later he'd ask

the snit behind the perfume counter at

Bendel's to spray his palm with the scent

and that scent, hoping to find that smell,

and give it to the woman he was about to

marry, so that his wife would smell just as

Diana smelled tonight."

"I'm interested in moments that change

lives," Wolff explained. "It's like that ex-

traordinary ending to Frank O'Connor's

short story 'Guests of a Nation.* The last

lines of the story are something like.

Anything that happened afterwards, 1

never felt the same about it again.' I want

to write narratives in which that happens.

The world is one way before and one way

after."

Something new with every word. leave, behma a u-ouo.ea —«,

—
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Ivorv Merchant and Jhabvala: A perfect cinematic combinationlVOiy, iUCIV,1101H; C*
J_tL . w^h—I—t ^een, he insisted. He cited the cooperation of people in

By BOB THOMAS
Associated Press

BEVERLY HILLS, Calif. (AP) - For 30 years they have

been an ideal combination of filmmakers: James Ivory,

the aesthetic American director of a series of literate

movies; Ismail Merchant, the well-named producer from

India, the voluble money raiser for his partner's dreams.

Actually it's a triumvirate. Ruth Prawer Jhabvala,

German-born of Polish parents, educated in England and

married to an Indian architect, has written most of the

15 Merchant Ivory features. The trio combined again on

their most ambitious venture yet: Mr. and Mrs. Bridge,

starring Paul Newman and Joanne Woodward.

Most of the trio's films have literary beginnings: Henry

James' The Europeans and The Bostonians and E.M.

Forster's Room with a View and Maurice, for example.

Mr. and Mrs. Bridge stems from a pair of novels by Evan

S. Connell. They trace 30 years of marriage of a well-to-

do Kansas City couple.

Ivory and Merchant sat down for a joint interview at

the Beverly Hills Hotel. Ivory is a well-groomed,

meticulous man, bom in Berkeley Calif, and educated at

the University of Oregon and the University of Southern

California film school. His fascination with India led him

to make documentaries about Indian art and life in Delhi.

In 1961 he joined with Merchant and Jhabvala in their

first feature, The Householder.

Born in Bombay, Merchant has lived and worked in

Europe and America; he graduated in business from New

York University. He became partners with Ivory when

thev met at the Cannes Film Festival. A born salesman,

merchant financed their early films with the frozen rupee

funds oi' American distributors.

Financing Mr. and Mrs. Bridge, was an easy sell, Mer-

chant said. With Jhabvala's script and the Newmans par-

ticipation, he was able to make a deal with his first

customer, Cineplex Odeon.

The film cost $7.5 million, and all of it is visible on the

screen he insisted. He cited the cooperation of people in

Kansas City, as well as New York suppliers. One of them

contributed $250,000 worth of draperies and other

materials.

"Let's not get lost here," snapped Ivory, ever the direc-

tor "Why don't we start all over again. Let's not go into

a thing about the draperies. Let that be a later question.

"Let's get on to the key source of our success: good script,

good actors, good material. That's why we've gotten

wherever we have gotten."

Ivory also bristled at the suggestion that he was deal-

ing with superstars for the first time in Mr. and Mrs.

Bridge: . . ,

"It's not for the first time, it's the first time in the sense

of working in the United States, yes, certainly, but I've

worked with some superstars in Great Britain. Maggie

Smith, James Mason, Vanessa Redgrave, all marvelous

actors. In my mind, Paul and Joanne are in that league

of great actors
"

STOP

Register to Win

Giant 48 ii

Stuffed M&M
Pillow

AP photo

Danny Prendergast
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On Display in the

University Store

Candy Department

Register At:

The Unversity Store,

Mini Store, Any Munchy Store

NAME.
ADDRESS

ENTRIESCLOSE SATURDAY DECEMBER 15, 1990

ALL ENTRIES WILL BE COMBINED FOR ONE

PRIZE „ mmM
DRAWING MONDAY, DECEMBER 17, 1990.*

. No University Store, Mint Store, or Munchy Store wnptoyo— or family nwmbore m Itglbl*
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Dances With Wolves
M-^ ^/%r * ^ ^^ ^^

, .. .,.;.. .. ,w tK,. Pawnee Nation.

By ALEXANDER NGUYEN
Colk'Hian Staff

Here it movu> that you can take back to your civics,

hiatory and government teachers and shove It up their

vou know what. Dance* With Waive* turns the history

i M „,ks ups.de down and history jeachari taM*"*

,

Dance* With Waive* is a period piece set in the I860

-America, historical period of Manifeet Destmv when

Europeans stole land from the Native Nations

REVIEW

The film opens in the midst of the Civil War when

Lieutenant Dunbar, played by Kevin Costner. assigns

hnnself to an Army outpost in the Dakota Terr,to»>

He finds himself the sole inhabitant of the post and then

o.mes into contact with people of the Sioux Nation

\s the film progresses. Dunbar gradually befriends the

Sioux people and is accepted into their culture. He also

,,,tnends a wolf, which he name.. I wo Socks, thus the

Sioux give him the name -Dances With Wolves.

The love interest" of the film is a White woman whom

the Sioux adopted named Stands With A Fist. The two

end up in marriage. Sioux tradition

Dunbar adapts to the ways of the Sioux people adrmr_

inir their way of life. He especially becomes close tot hiet

Ten Bears. Kicking Bud and Wind In His Hair Dunbar

narrates that the only word that came to mind to describe

them was •'harmony."'

Dunbar joins the Sioux in a buffalo hunt and also in a

oil it **i < Hit n ('inn

fight against their enemy, the Pawnee Nation. Then

comes the Whites and Dunbar has to make his most

crucial decision - which people did he belong to.

The decision isn't so hard considering the White soldieis

beat the hell out of him and repeatedly mock him tor be

inti an "Iniian. , . .

The film is full of historical facts and underlying

messages which re-synthesizes the Eurocentrically

written history of the United States. The film tries to shat-

ter stereotypes and misconceptions of Native Americans

We see the Sioux people, in an unromanticized way. as

humane people, families and culture. We also see a very

humorous side of their culture.

Movie viewers had various reactions to Dance* Wtth

Wolve* like'

• The site of the stage-coach driver being stuck with ar-

rows like a pin cushion was strange, occasionally distur-

bing but mostly gratifying and was the high point of the

film.

• After having experienced, to a limited extent, life

among the Native Americans, it was gratifying to see

Dunbar face his own savage and brutal European culture.

• 1 wanted to slap the people crying around me. 1 felt

a cosmetic sincerity about them, that they would just go

home and forget about it.

• I didn't like the scalping scene. Native Americans never

practiced scalping until the Dutch settlers taught it to

them.

• Watching Chief Ten Bears reveal the Conquistidorean

helmet was like a kick in my ass. It was the Spanish and

Portuguese who raped Central and South America and

born a new race - us Mexicans.

The Spanish Gallian helmet scene was indeed the

essence of American history. ChiefTen Bears says it came

from his grandfathers' grandfather. And that native peo-

ple will continue to fight for their land.

In another memorable scene Kicking Bird asks Dunbai

how many of the Whites are coming and his reply - like

There are also many scenes which reveal ruthless,

savage, terrorist acts of the Europeans. We see masses

of buffalo lying to rot on the prairie only for their hides.

The Army soldiers senselessly kill Dunbar s horse Cisco

and target practice the wolfTwo Socks to death. This scene

shows how disrespectful Europeans are of Nature.

At one point Dunbar's European values re-surface when

he reclaims his Calvary hat from a Sioux man.

But even more repulsive was the movie audience which

laughed at the pronunciations of Sioux names and cheered

on the soldiers. The ignorance, or rather mis-education

about Native Americans is obviously still pervasive

Dances With Wolves is overall a very entertaining fi m

and an excellent history re-lesson. There has been a lot

of hype over it being a great work and for Hollywood this

may be the case. ,

Critics are raving about the Native American actors and

|ihin.. . "tnt. -\ Orion Ptrturr*

Tantoo Cardinal as Black Shawl

actresses, the use of Lakota language with subtitles and

the accuracy of Whites being the bad guySj

Bullshit hype! This is the way its supposed to be - the

truth Some movie critics, in their feeble attempt to praise

the film, say such stupid things as "send up the smoke

signals, call in the calvary, this is a remarkable movie.

Though this may be a novelty for the American public

and movie critics, this film is but only a step in the right

direction. It still is made by a White and stars a White

as the hero and is seen through his eyes

There are four scenes showing Native Americans kill

ing people of which the first scene the audience encounters

the Native Americans shows them scalping a White man

This film has the opportunity, after nearly three hours

of honestly portraying the Sioux people, to show the

Whites attacking the village, murdering the men and

children and raping the women, a scene right out of

history. But it fails to.

This film may be a Hollywood achievement but it is an

American tragedy. One Native American student said she

is waiting for a film made by and starring a Native

American. . , ,

She appreciated the ending because it shows that the

Sioux escaped and suggests that they survived. She f el

this was important because people have the notion that

Native Americans are exHnct because they are displayed

in museums or for other stupid, horrible reasons^

One viewer claimed that the American frontier did not

end at the Pacific Coast but has crossed the oceans to

places such as Saudi Arabia.

I< ,,n (in* «• Win., h. Hi* Hai, Critic, are ,-av^abou, the Native American acois..™ k—

Do not forget Sarafina^ music of liberation
.._ ^,^r.M mven.and the pol ce, they ha /e I

J/~\ IBy ALEXANDER NGUYEN
Collegian Staff

People should remember the message of

liberation long after they had left the

theater cheering three performances of the

South African musical SarafinaJ last

weekend at the University of

Massachusetts' Fine Arts Center.

Audiences witnessed the horrid realities

of the oppre3sive apartheid regime of South

Review

Afri.a through the struggles of Sarafina

and her classmates.

Through the story, the music and on the

faces of the South African youth was

revealed the exuberant and passionate

determination for freedom.

Sarafina! is a tribute to the June 16,

1976 student uprisings in the Black

township of Soweto protesting a govern-

ment mandate securing Afrikaans as the

official language of education.

Sarafina leads her classmates in pro-

testing the government and as a result is

jailed for two months. When she returns

to school Sarafina is even more determin

ed to fight for liberation.

The massacre scene sent chills into the

theater and commanded silence from the

mdience as the police machine-gunned

down students taking two lives.

At the funeral a priest says, "God has

given. ..and the pol ce, they ha/e

taken...What has happened to these

children is not the unusual."

The students then cry out, "What are the

police doing in Soweto?"

Sarafina then convinces her classmates

to do their class play about the day when

their beloved leader Nelson Mandela is

released and the day of liberation. She

plays the role of Nelson Mandela.

The students dance up a storm in the

class play while singing that "freedom is

coming tomorrow," which sent euphoria

throughout the room and excited the

audience.

For his freedom speech, Sarafina tells the

audience about the experiences of Stephen

Biko and Malcolm X and other great

Ic&dcrs.

Embodied in the character of Sarafina is

the past, present and future of the strug-

gle to end apartheid. She speaks from the

history of South African martyrs through

the voice of the future, the youth of South

Africa.

"Sarafina! provided a mesmerizing ex-

perience of the music, dance and political

awareness of South Africa and its very

political culture," said Desiree Lalbehari,

a graduate student at Smith College.

"As a South African, I enjoyed and pain-

ed over the performance, as the familiari

ty it bred holds happy, sad and bitter

memories," she said.

Lalbehari said the musical provided a

very realistic portrayal of the situation in

Mohawk Nation Speak-Out

A speak out on the "Canadian

Military Invasion of the Mohawk

Community" in Oka, Quebec, is

scheduled to be held Tuesday, Dec.

7 at 7 p.m. in the Franklin Patter-

son Main Lecture Hall at Hamp

shire College. The speak-out is spon

sored by the Canada Panel Discus

sion and Video Presentation.

Socialism In Cuba Today

An eyewitness account and slide

show of "Socialism in Cuba Today"

will be given by Maggie Pucci, a

striker at Eastern Airlines, member

of IAM Local 1726 and member of

the Young Socialist Alliance. The

presentation will be given on

Wednesday, Dec. 5, at 7:00 p.m.

UMass Campus Center 803.

Asian American Students' Associa-

titm Elections

Elections for the spring semester

will be held Thursday, Dec. 6 at at

7:30 p.m. UMass Campus Center.

Check the room listing. Three of-

fices are vacant. All members are

encouraged to vote.

South Africa. Something she wishes was

an enlightening experience for her

American friends.

Moreover, she said, people should realize

that the story of Sarafina! is not yet over

but continues each day, until the day

"liberation" fulfills the pleas of all South

Africans.

After Mandela was released from prison

last year he toured the United States

pleading for sanctions on the South African

government to help end apartheid. He

stressed to American audiences the need

fot liberation of all South Africans, similar

to the message resonating in Sarafina!.

However, Americans seem to have

forgotten about Mandela and his message.

Will the message of Sarafina! stay with us?

Will we remember it as more than spec

tacular song and dance?

THE FAR SIDE

By GARY LARSON
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ACROSS
1 First tour ot 26

5 Innocent one

9 Abstain

14 Tooichest item

15 Sheltered . to a

salt

16 Close, to Frost

1

7

See 5 Across

16 Arm bone

19 Hippo s cousin

20 Wildlife Fed s

concer n

21 Cap and gown
occasions

23 Prometheus
Unbound poet

25 Mister, in Bonn

?6 Altila, for one

27 Rake s glance

29 Piper s son

32 Act smugly

35 Circle dance

36 Satisfy

37 Heatois

36 Protect

39 Sponsorship

40 Actor Alan

41 ABA members
42 Fourth estate

43 Red Army
leader

44 Protein rich

vegetables

45 Minor insult

46* avis

48 Gridiron pass

option

52 Curtain raiser

56 Land ot Liberty

Abor
"S7 Poe s bird

T Rush ot wind

"•nth Carolina

college

60 Languid

61 Bus Stop
author

62 A Kelly

63 Money makers

64 Observed
65 Miners tmds

DOWN
1 French clerics

2 Impetuous

3 Television

hteline

4 Ike

5 Bogart s Betty

6 Relieve

7 Repair

6 — Brummel
9 Heavier

10 Exhilarated

1

1

Cub s output

12 Increase

13 Famous Brum
and lamily

2t Over supply

22 In the lead

24 Capital ot Tibet

27 Prepares to tire

28 Drops a lly

30 Elevator

inventor

3t Gl meal

32 Motnr wr>ight

33 Vamp of song

34 Casinn option

35 Island dance

36 Durable
material

38 Ray
42 Sympathy
44 Gallery

otterings

45 Actor McGavin

47 On the qui vive

48 Sizable

49 Leader

50 United

51 Byways
52 Proper

53 Indian title

54 Wading bird

55 Number at

Fenway
59 Vanity source
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MENU
LUNCH

Hot Pastrami

Chicken Burrito

BASICS LUNCH

Garden Sandwich
Chicken Burrito

CALVIN AND HOBBES By BILL WATTERSON

DINNER
Shells m Cheese Sauce

Savory Beef Strudel

BASICS DINNER
Shells in Cheese Sauce

Tomato. Cauliflower

Casserole
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PRICE
By PRICE VAN RAY

ARIES (March 21 - April 19) Pace

yourself and your productivity will

rise Lfearn to delegate more

responsibility Plunge into artistic

ventures. Romance blossoms in an

exotic setting Couples who share

secrets stay together

TAURUS (April 20 - May 20)
Postpone business trips Partner is

congenial when past differences

are forgotten. Your patience serves

you well. Recycle old projects to

reap new profits Perfect your com-

munication skills

GEMINI (May 21 - June 20) Begin

work on a project that could bring

big financial gains A minor

domestic adjustment will benefit

everyone involved. Let loved ones

know how much their support

means to you.

CANCER (June 21 - July 22) In-

vestigate carefully betbre making a

commitment. A sales or publicity

campaign must be targeted cor-

rectly. Settling a debt will pay off in

the long run Show that special so-

meone how much you care.

LEO (July 23 - Aug. 22) Share your

long-range goals with your allies^

they will help you Contact

overseas clients A candid chat hits

home. Stick to your budget A teen-

ager's decision delights you

VIRGO (Aug 23 - Sept 22)

Become an efficiency expert! Clear

away the clutter at work and

home Revising the family budget

will reduce stress Finish old projects

before starting new ones Pick up

the tempo in romance

LIBRA (Sept 23 Oct 22) Be a go

getter and blaze a new trail on the

career front' Improve your high

tech skills Begin a diet with your

doctor s blessing Work out at a

sport you really enjoy

SCORPIO (Oct. 23 Nov 21)

Everything looks smooth on the sur

tace" Avoid taking foolish risks Han-

die your finances with care If unat-

tached, get in touch with old col-

lege chums Do more socializing!

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22 - Dec 21)

Let your keen imagination run ram-

pant' Exploring new areas could

lead to a second career Give your

values precedence over your

desires. Love blossoms.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22 - Jan. 19)

Cast aside get-rich-quick schemes

proposed by friends. Quiet reftec

tion aids your thinking. People at a

distance are a boon to business

Marital ties deepen.

AQUARIUS (Jan 20 - Feb 18) A
"lost cause" could turn into a
triumph. Teamwork increases pro

ductivity and boosts profits Higher

ups are impressed by your leader

ship Mate understanOs your career

must come first now

PISCES (Feb 19 - March 20) Com-
plete projects already under way
Someone shows new interest in

what occurs behind closed doors

Be sure you know how things really

stand between you and loved

ones
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Ski Killington

Intercollegiate Ski Fest

$269 SKI FEST PACKAGE

FEB PERSON
3 OR MOP.E
PER UNIT

DBL OCC
RATE: $289

PER PERSON

DEC 18-21. 1990

JAN. 1 8,811,
13-18, 1991

I III \ II I

VI kill INt.lt )\

Includes:

A 5 days skiing

A 5 nights ski-home accom-

modations in Killington

Village

A Daily on-mountain

competions

A Awards parties with great

prizes

A Apres-ski and nighttime

parties

A Ski racing clinics

A Vermont tax

Louvr ratesforgroups of20 or more

For information and brochure call.

1-800-343-0762
mm»$mn m.. uMaam, vrmm 002)4223*1

MAGIC LANTERN
LADIES ONLY
All Male Review

Wed Night: Dec 5th

8pm-12am

FEATURING
The Dance Group

BAD BOYS FROM BOSTON'

Starring:

^ Tony the Tiger

+Adonis
irAtilla

•kNicko

Students with college I.D.

FREE ADMISSION
•Refreshments will be served

•Each lady will receive a gift

CALL FOR RESERVATIONS
283-9275

Take Rt 9 to Belchertown to Rt 181

to Rt 20 West-Palmer, MA

Moving i

Off-Campus?

Check out I

CLIFFSIDE I

APARTMENTS

ffordable, Quiet I

Convenient

1 & 2 Bedrooms

from $400/month

ALL UTILITIES
INCLUDED

5 miles to UMASS
On Sunderland Bus

Route

Pool, Tennis & More

Furnished Apartments

also available

Ask about our free rent

special

248 Amherst Rd(Rt 116)

Sunderland 665-3958

Of MASSACHUSETTS

English as

a Second Language
Intensive Day Classes

Part Time Eve. Classes

TOEFL Preparation

Classes begin 1/21/91

Registration 1273-1/14/91

Amherst Creamery Btdg

150 Fearing St. Ste. 29
549-5066

REMEMBER m §

Overnight Parking Snow Policy goes into effect

DECEMBER 1

Where you CANNOT park between 1 am & 7 am
during snow season

PROTECT YOUR EYES

Lot 25 (South of roadway to E lot)

Lot 26 (except by special permit only)

Lot 31
Lot 32 (east of Lincoln Ave only)

Lot 33
Lot 34
Lot 40
AnT campits roadwa? (IHCLUDIHG Southwest horseshoe)

Any parking meter

Lot 45
Lot 62
Lot 63
Lot 64
Lot 65
Lot 66
Lot 71

The*, lot. have been marked with AMBER PLASTIC FLASHING
»
"^TO O^nggt^

parking will be allowed unless measurable snowfal is predicted and the AMBER UGHTS

l" FLASHING. This change is on an experimental basis. Your cooperation will be

appreciated.

Campus Parking 545-0065

NEW DISPOSABLE DAILY WEAR
CONTACT LENSES

Free starter solutions and trial pair for first

time wearers of these lenses at dispensing.

examination and other professional service fees are

not included in this free trial pa.r offer.

University Health Services

EYE CARE PROGRAM

Convenient hours and convenient

on-campus location.

For appointments or questions call

549-2671

tf*

Now's the

time to call...

hlorth Amherst I

Motors
71 0*. j SundwUntf Rd., No. Amhir*

549-2880

Expert Repairs and
Reconditioning

Most Major Cradt Cards Accaptad

STAY

HOM
Round trip* tnw MY «»rttno, *'

London W2
Paris «*>

San Jom.C.R. 380

Bangkok 869

Hong Kong 879

Tokyo 759

Student Faculty Fart

Taxes not included Restric-

tions apply. Fares subject to

changa. One ways available

Work/Study abroad programs

Intarnational student and

teacher ID.

EURAIL PASSES ISSUED ON
THE SPOT!

I Free student travel catalogue

jCOMKlIf
•IHSHW

It took Galileo 16 years to master the universe.

You have one night.
It seems unto. The genius had all that time. While you have a few

short hours to learn your sun spots from your satellites before the

dreaded astronomy exam.

On the other hand, Vivarin gives you the definite advantage. It helps

keep you awake and mentally alert for hours. Safely and conveniently. So

even when the subject matters dull, your mind will stay razor sharp.

If Galileo had used Vivarin, maybe he could have mastered the solar

system faster, too.

Rey.^^ yIVARIN:
iT»tm« U*mmt;*tmrt<i0i*rm .HlwiggM C NHU vnHlmr Brntam

fencing club
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 12

their versatility as they bolstered the ranks

of the epee team adding 5 victories to the

overall epee team score of 15-12.

The UMass team completes its fall season

with a quad meet this Saturday afternoon

in the Student Union Ballroom.

UMass results
UMass vs. Trinity College

Women's foil - Sarah A. Tisdale (capt.'91) 4-0.

Caitlin Higgins I '91 1 4-0. Wendy Eichenbaum C92)

0-3. Salena Mahr t'93) 12 Beth Streeter < '93 1 1

Liz Twarog ('92)0-1.

Men's foil - Chip Lincoln (capt .
'9 1 ) 2 1 Jack Car-

son C91) 3. Andrew Hill C92) 1-2.

Epee - Jim Silva (capt. '90) 3-0. Joe Driscoll C93)

2 1. Lincoln 11 Tisdale 1.

Men's sabre - Edward R Roaf (capt. '91) 2-0.

Craig Andrew C91) 3 0. Tom Fernandes C91) 3-0.

Andrew O'Brien ('92
) 0-1.

UMass vs. Boston University

Women's foil - Tisdale 3 1. Higgins 3-1. Eichen-

baum 11 Mahr 0-2 Twarog 2. Streeter 2.

Men's foil - Lincoln 12. Carson 3 Hill 12

Epee - Silva 12. Driscoll 12. Lincoln 11. Tisdale

1-0.

Men's sabre - Roaf 1-1. Fernandes 2 1. Andrew

12. O'Brien 1.

UMass vs. Fairfield University

Women's foil - Tisdale 4-0. Higgins 4-0 Eichen

baum 2 Streeter 2. Twarog 2. Mahr 2

Men's foil - Lincoln 3-0. Hill 12. Carson 3.

Epee - Silva 0-3. Driscoll 3-0. Lincoln 11 Tisdale

10.

Men's sabre - Roaf 1-0. Andrew 1-2. Fernandes

2 1 O'Brien 11.

MacLeod named to marshall NY Knicks

men's hoop
CON1INUED FROM PAGE 12

Manor was UNH's top scorer last year at

13.3 points per game, including a 27-point

career-high effort against BC. Theilen,

from Wayland. is a good outside shooter

and has led the Wildcats in rebounding for

the last three year*.

Last vear, McCoy scored 31 points in a

76-53 win at the Cage. McCoy was 8-13

from the field and 15 16 from the free-

throw line. Manor led UNH with 15 points

and 10 rebounds.

Game notes: The game will be broadcast

on WMUA 91.1 FM and on WHMP 99.3

FM

NEW YORK (AP) - The struggling New
York Knicks fired coach Stu Jackson today

and replaced him with former Phoenix and

Dallas coach John MacLeod.
"This decision was made in the best in-

terest of the New york Knickerbockers,"

vice president and general manager Al

Bianchi said. "At this point in time, we felt

a change was needed to improve the per

formance of the team. John MacLeod is a

proven winner. His outstanding record

speaks for itself."

Bianchi and MacLeod have a long rela-

tionship in basketball, the Knicks' GM
served as MacLeod's assistant coach for 1

1

seasons at Phoenix and then tried to hire

him as the Knicks coach in 1987. MacLeod

had already committed to Dallas and New
York hired Rick Pitino instead.

After two seasons, Pitino left the knicks

for the University of Kentucky and was

replaced by Jackson, one of his assistant

coaches.

The coaching change brought with it a

change in playing styles from Pitino's run-

ning game to a halfcourt concept under

Jackson.

The Knicks finished third in the Atlan-

tic Division last season with a 45-37 record

and upset the Boston Celtics in the first

round of the playoffs before being

eliminated by the Chicago Bulls. But they

were off to a slow start this year with a 7-8

record, including five losses in their last six

games.
Throughout the recent losing streak,

when rumors about Jackson's security sur-

faced, Bianchi endorsed the coach. "He's

doing just fine," the GM said. But he and

the team were not doing well, especially at

home. Saturday's 113-96 victory over

Charlotte was just the third in eight home

games for New York this season and end-

ed a three-game home court losing streak.

MacLeod, 53, ranks fifth among active

NBA coaches with 675 victories. Terms of

his contract were not disclosed.

He coached 14 seasons with Phoenix and

after two years at Dallas he was fired just

over a year ago, 11 games into his third

season with the Mavericks

AP photo

General Manager Al Bianchi (at left) welcomes new fcead coach John

MacLeod to the New York Knicks yesterday at a Press*>nference in Pur-

chase, N.Y. McLeod has coached NBA teams at Ph<*|x and Dallas.

Now Playing

MILLERS

CROSSING

Mon-Thurs
One Show 7:30

Fri-Sun

7:00 and 9:

Ll

SKIERS!
Drop By

To fill out a
questionaire

for $5 discount at

wouttt auotu

CLASSIFIEDS
13 MON -THU

.l.JH:HI.IA.I«l^

ACTIVITIES

25 - CLUB Business meeting Tuesday

12/4, 7pm. Campus Center 901 Potluck

Thursday. 12/6. 7pm Pierpont Call randy

546-2183

UMASS CHESS CLUB
7 10PM m the Bluewali

AM are welcome

UMASS TRIATHLON CLUB final meeting

ol semester Tuesday Dec 4 at 6 30 in

Boyden 249 Constitution and spring plans

IP discussed All are welcome 6-3324 for

info

UPC MEETING this Tuesday and every

Tuesday at 6 30 Check showcase outside

Coffee Shop for details Call 545-2892 All

welcome 1

1985 NISSAN 200SX Turbo 84K

New tires distributor Drakes radiator s ex

haust system $3900 or B O Marc

665-2831

1987 FORD ESCORT, 74K Four Door AC

Auto AM/FM New Tires Excellent Condi-

tion $2900/bo Call 586-3727

1988 HONDA CIVIC 33000 miles Excellent

Condition 1 owner AM FM Cassette

Stereo Recent complete tune up SbJUU Of

or best offer Call Bruce at 256-1215

FOR A GOOO TIME CALL...

RACK-A-DISC the best entertainment DJ s

video, bands dorm/house specials call

586 9900 anytime

ANNOUNCEMENTS

BED AND BREAKFAST downtown ideal

visiting parents friends 549-0733

FAST FUNDRAISING PROGRAM
$1000 in just one week
Earn up to $1000 lor your campus organiza-

tion Plus a chance at $5000 more' This pro-

gram works' No investment needed Call

1 800-932-0528 Ext 50

OCHO needs fair housing researchers lor

discrimination project Be part ol the solu-

tion' Call 545 0865 or SUB 428

PVOC OIL COOP Purchase home healing

oil at reduced cost per gallon COD or

automatic delivery register at OCHO or call

5450865 lor more information

SPECTRUM RECEPTION
Dec 5. rm 430 FAC 5 7PM
Submissions drop-off, questions answered,

back issues available

All welcome'

SPRING BREAK TRAVEL FAIR

Don't be le't out in the

cold' Feb 1 4lh

AUDIO/STEREO/VIDEO

USED Stereo Components/ VCR s/ Color

TVs We buy sell and trade Quality

guaranteed, great prices' Call anytime tor

detailed list 256 0941

AUTO FOR SALE

1981 RABBIT DIESEL. 4dr sld clearv

75K on 2nd motor radio/cassette S600

665 2943

1982 DODGE ARIES
Body m good condition

$1000 or best offer

C.ill 549 4290

1983 THUNDERBIRO Heritage Ed.nor
i
to*

ed Excellent Condition 5 OEFl $2700

256 8251 Oolan

FOR RENT

1 OR 2 PEOPLE for bedroom in house

across irom Townehouse $144* per per

son Call Melissa 549-6083 star! Jan 1st

3 ROOMS in 5 bedroom house (1 available

Jan 2 available Feb ) 21 + . $225 549-6792

BEAUTIFUL TWO BEDROOM Apartment

half mile to campus' 549-5914

BRANDVWINE APT 2 bedroom 3rd floor

Take over lease Jan 1 760 a month

DOUBLE RM FOR RENT--on bus Mr*,

South Amherst large 20 * 12 ft carpeted

room No lease, no security deposiiI. Jan-

May $l85'mo /person Call 256-1 iiu

GREAT SINGLE in Townhouse Apt in

Amherst Available for next semester On

bus route has wall lo wall carpeting Mint

condition Call Lisa at 549 7581

i NEED YOU ..to take over lease Single

room in Amhers. Apt Bus line 250/mo

utilities incl Call Chris 253-9708

MILL VALLEY 1 bedroom in 4 bedroom

Townhouse Free heat/wate. Responsible

non-smoking M/F Available Feb 1.

256 1202 $275

NORTHAMPTON CENTER APARTMENT

One bedroom wilh spacious living room

Wood floors $560

ROOMMATE NEEDED lor two Mr apt in

Colonial Village starling Jan 1 Leave

message 253 2432
First month rent tree

SINGLE. PUFTON. females Call 549 2781

SINGLE ROOM m lour bedroom on bus

route al Swiss Village $250 a month ut.l.l.es

included Call 253 0612

TOWNHOUSE- ? bedroom 1' 1 bath apart-

Zlon bus route Norlh Amherst

1 567 1352

TWO BEDROOMS available for spring star

ting Jan 1 Old farm house directly across

the UMass Horselarm Great housemates

One room can be double Call now 275 &

250 549-8117

FOR SALE

BEGINNERS SKI PACKAGE
$100
Oenise 546-6432

CLOSEOUT SALE: Sweatshirts and sweat

pants Jerzees Lee Russell and more

Assorted colors Look tor my table Wednes

day at CC Concourse Mention this ad for

$2 off

COMIC BOOKS 4 sale cheap

Call Paul 253-5066

JUDAS PRIEST Fn Centrum

Call Lane 508-827-4555

• FUTONS *

• MANY STYLES OF FRAMES '

• AND MATTRESSES TO '

• CHOOSE FROM '

• RESERVE NOW FOR DELIVERY TO •

YOUR DORM HOUSE OR
APARTMENT'

• NEXT SEMESTER '

' ONLY $10 DOWN -

• METAWAMPE FURNITURE '

• 256-0646
*

T-SHIRTS. JACKETS. SWEATS, m-

tramural uniforms, hats and more Low

prices and good quality Call Brian

546-4899

iwmui

EARN $300 TO $500 per week reading

books al home Call i 615-473-7440 Ext

B281

SPRING BREAK IN Cancun or Bahamas

Irom $299 00' Includes air 7 nights hotel,

cruise beach parlies, free lunch and much

more' Call 1-800-Beach it

STUDENTS: Make S200 daily doing con

struction work part time Write Dennis

Rabe Post Box 329 Gilsum. N H 03448

INSTRUCTION

EARN CREDIT SCUBA DIVING

2 credit basic and advanced courses offered

both semesters at Curry Hicks pool

2 credit sport courses to Key Largo during

mtersession. spring break, and end of

August _
Register for all courses through the General

Physical Education Department

Further information at Curry Hicks pool

Monday through Thursday 7PM-10PM or

call Proiect Deep 549-8401

ENGLISH as a second language

Classes begin January 21. 1991

Intensive day part-time evening and

TOEFL preparation Three levels Register

now 1 Language Pacitica 549-5065

NEW BUSINESS ON CAMPUS
Great imcome during school & summer

"Free one hour seminar'

Tuesday Dec 4 CC177
For into 6-2634

VARIOUS SKI'S lor sale Rossi's and

Atomic $100-125 bindings mc 549-5985

HELP WANTED

THE COLLEGIAN is seeking a responsible

sophmore or junior Business Major lo fill the

position of Subscriptions Manager for the

spring semester All encouraged to apply

Applications available al 113 Campus
Center Apply no later than 12/7

IF YOU ARE dedicated motivated and in-

terested m sales the Collegian has got a

job for you' Advertising Account Executive

applications are now being accepted for

positions available next semester Pick up

an application at the Collegian Office at 1 1

3

Campus Center The deadline is Tues Dec

4 1990 Call for more mlo al 545-3500

ADDRESSERS WANTED immediately 1 No
experience necessary Excellent pay' Work

at home Call toll-tree 1-800-395 3283

AMUSEMENT PARKS. Holiday resorts

Disneyland 6 flags are hiring Great tun

and get paid too' Reserve position by call-

ing 1 805 682 7555 ExtK 1370

ASSEMBLERS: Excellent income to

assemble products from your home
504-646 -1 700 dept PI 307

LIVE IN PUFFTON

PAY NO SECURITY OR DEPOSIT. Male or

female $188 a month So get out of the

dorms or your parent s basement' Call

549-1561

RUSS S BOY
Since this isn't your tirst season does

(

JJns

mean you re experienced 9
I hope so

Kal

SCOTT M
The last 1 1 7 days have been the happiest

days of my life Thank you for being you 1

Our love is a love to last until the end of

time Love Your Petite Fleur(Steph)

• STANIEL •

THAT MEANS YOU GAJDA BOY
Just wanted everyone to know how crazy

l am about you You have always been by

my side through good and bad I love your

Chipmunk tace and your butterfly kisses

You re more than my boyfriend you re

my best tnend and there is no one

I'd rather be with

1 -4-3 Becky

TO THE WOMAN who put flowers by my

door, thanx But I'm clueless Let me know

Colin

PIZZA

COLLEGE PIZZA
• subs ' salads ' spaghetti

*

Fall Special

small cheese $3 50

large cheese $5 99
2 additional toppings

only $1 more
'must mention this ad'

549-6098 549-6073

ROOMMATES WANTED

DO YOU or you and a friend need a place

to live next semester I need someone to

take over my part of the lease The Brook

starting Jan 1 call and leave a message

253-9674

LOST

MAROON WALLET has important

documents If found call 546-0421

PERSONALS

You re welcome
Thanx
Who are you''

Louie D

DAVE, is this the big week or what'' con-

tinued tomorrow

DEREK KEARLV i a lethal

stud and should be registered

with the police'

Happy Birthday Stud'

Love Heather and Bethany

HEY SIGMA KAPPA PLEDGES- You guys

are doing great" Only a few more days

JONATHAN PETER
You re awesome"
The cute sleeper

ONE OR TWO ROOMMATES for ShP

Brook One $230 -two $131 each utilities

not included 253-5065

FEMALE ROOMMATE wanted tor spring

sem $185 Jan sublet option 253-0409

ROOM FOR RENT IN PUFFTON Apt for

January 21 1 50 S utilities 549-5303 or

546 1577 ASAP

SINGLE ROOM in large house bordering

campus $300 549-5985

WANTED: Female roommate to share a

room Amity Place beginmg 1/1 549-5316

WOMAN WANTED 3 bedroom apt Center

Amherst 260rmo Call 253-0617

WALK TO CAMPUS or Town from Triangle

SI $157* Call 549-8258

SERVICES

HOLIDAY BOOKING selling out 1 Campus
Travel on Campus 545-0500

PREGNANT?
Need a pregnancy test information or sup-

port 7 Call for tree and confidential services

ALTERNATIVES 33 Mam St Northampton

586 3000 or Greenfield area 774 6010

TOR STUDENTS

SUBLET

AMHERST CENTER
Room to subler m January

Call 549-9377

HELP!
Looking to sublet 2 bdrm apt

for wintersession Rent neg
Call Hillary 546-3814

ROOM OPEN for wintersession $185

Suzanne 9-2922

ROOM TO SUBLET in January Very big

room Dishwasher washer dryer TV fur

niture On bus route Call Ahmed 253-5837

SUBLET FOR WINTER one room in

Presidential Apts Call 549-0035

ROOM TO SUBLET m a great house Three

minute walk to town live minute wain lo

campus On bus route Call 549-6508

TRAVEL

CHRISTMAS, SPRING BREAK, SUMMER
TRAVEL FREE. Air couriers needed and

rruiseship jobs Call 1 805-682-7555 ext

F 1426

ONE-WAY TICKET TO CALIFORNIA. Dec

20. $150 253-5844

WAKE-NBAKE'!! SPRING BREAK IN

JAMAICA/CANCUN FROM S449" 1 BOOK
EARLY AND SAVE $30 TRAVEL WITH
THE BEST 1-800 426 7710

TYPING/PROFESSIONAL

WORDPROCESSING: Dissertations

cases, papers Affordable dependable

Mac/LP on-campus Nancy 584-7924

TYPING

NEXT DAY TYPING/WORDPROCESSING
323-4579

TYPING Si 50/page 545 0913 Anne

WORDPROCESSING: Papers etc

Reasonable rates fas! efficient service

Call Janet 253 3276 leave message

WORDPROCESSING Inexpensive quick

and accurate- campus pickup & delivery

Call Lisa 256-6695

WOROPROCESSING REPORTS
Resumes Theses Graphc- Laser P"n

ting Call Rosemary 2^9 1 786

WANTED

2 FEMALE NON-SMOKING roommates

wanted tot Townehouse apt 200 & ut'l

549 4195

WANTED TO RENT

LOOKING TO TAKE OVER
your 2 borm lea--

Jan Call Pam/Jacoui

2539776
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SPORTS
Ambrose, Johnson
qualify for ECACs
By DAN WETZEL
Collegian Staff

On Saturday, the University of Massachusetts

women's indoor track team opened its season at the

Brown Invitational, lead by some fine performances^

According to head coach Julie LaFreniere, UMass did

well in this non-scoring meet.

UMass runner Lee Ann Ambrose qualified for the

Eastern Collegiate Athletic Conference championship

meet in the 500-meter run. Ambrose not only won the

rarp in » time of 74.35 seconds, but she destroyed the

school record of 0:76.26. Ambrose also holds UMass

records in the 200- and 400-meter races.

"Lee Ann ran so well," LaFreniere said. "It is dif-

ficult to qualify for the ECACs and she did it in the

first meet. As for the record, she simply smashed it.

Another UMass runner who qualified for the ECACs

was Becky Johnson. Johnson finished second in the

1,000 with a time of 2:55.5. She finished only three

seconds shy of her own school record.

"It was not a bad way for Becky to open the season,

LaFreniere said. "She was just edged out at the finish

line [by Kelly Savage of Connecticut] or she would have

won."
t

Another stand-out, according to LaFreniere, was Len-

nice Johnson, who just missed qualifying in the 500

by four tenths of a second. Johnson finished in 0:77.8.

Kelly Liljeblad also ran well for UMass by winning

the mile in a personal best time of 5:04.4. Teamates

Cathy Crocker and Mo Meldrim tied for third in the

race.
,

...

Liljeblad and Crocker later returned to team up with

Ambrose and Becky Johnson in the 4 x 800-meter. The

foursome won the race in a time of 9:30.5.

Ambrose also lead UMass in the 55, finishing fourth

overall in a time of 0:7.27. Also running in the race

were a freshman trio ofTana Henderson (0:7.71), Oona

Quirk (0:7.72) and Wendy Gillette (0:7.73).

According to assistant coach Jim Giroux, Gillette also

long jumped 16 feet, 1 inch. In other field events

Samone Marissua threw 38-8 in the shot and Diane Oz

zolek threw 38-5 in the 20-pound weight. Sue Mac-

Fayden scored 2,304 points in the pentathalon.

The team will next compete this Saturday at the Har-

vard Invitational.

Men's hoop faces UNH Wildcats
By SAM SILVERSTEIN
Collegian Staff

Before opening a three-game stand in the Cage Thurs-

day against Lowell, the University of Massachusetts

men's basketball team will get a third chance to settle

into its 1990-91 season tonight at New Hampshire. Tipoff

is 7:30 p.m.

The Minutemen (1-1) drilled St. Joseph's 83-60 in

Philadelphia over the weekend, shooting 54 percent from

the field. With less than nine minutes to play. UMass lead

by 29.

Though the win was a major leap in the right direction

for the Minutemen following a rough preseason and an

opening game loss at Purdue, there are still a couple kinks

to work out. After tonight's non-conference matchup,

Atlantic 10 dates with George Washington and Rutgers

loom next week.

Coach John Calipari's starting lineup is up in the air

as Jim McCoy and Harper Williams continue to recover

from preseason injuries.

Saturday Calipari sat McCoy, a 20 points-per-game

scorer and All-Atlantic 10 pick last season, for the entire

first half. McCoy missed most of the preseason with a virus

and had struggled at Purdue and in the Marathon Oil

scrimmage.
Rafer Giles started in his place, and the arrangement

worked well. Giles scored 18 points, 13 in the first half.

McCoy entered the game for the first time in the early

moments of the second half and scored 15 points in 15

minutes.

John Tate started for Williams, who sprained a knee

in practice before Purdue. Tate scored 8 points and haul-

ed in 6 rebounds, while Williams came off the bench for

10 points and 9 rebounds in 24 minutes.

One constant in both games was forward William Hern-

don, who leads the team at 15 points per game and has

hit 12-of-14 shots taken (86 percent.)

New Hampshire, meanwhile, has lost its first three

games, two to Big East foes. The Wildcats took Boston

College to overtime before falling 68-58, and were shell-

ed by Providence Saturday, 103-70. UNH lost to Virginia

Commonwealth in its season opener.

The Wildcats went 5-23 last season, coach Jim Boylan's

first, after taking over the program from longtime coach

Gerry Friel. Though four seniors graduated from that

team, Boylan, a former Michigan State assistant, has

brought in several freshmen that are expected to help

immediately.

Collegian file photo

The Minutemen prepare for this season's

Atlantic 10 competition by facing up against

New Hampshire tonight in Durham, N.H.

Guard Tommy MacDonald (8.7 points per game, 4.7 re-

bounds) and 6-foot-9 forward Matt Neimeir start. For-

wards Doug Lang and Shaft Lewis have also seen play

ing time.

Boylan also inherited last year's North Atlantic Con-

ference Rookie-of-the-Year Pat Manor and 6-foot-6 senior

forward Eric Theilen.
CONTINUED ON PAGE 11

Men's swimming steps up to face Brown
By KEN MAGUIRE
Collegian Correspondent

The University of Massachusetts men's

swim team will travel to Providence, R.I.,

tomorrow to face Brown in their toughest

test yet this season.

The Minutemen (2-0), have not been

challenged in their first two wins, but ex-

pect stiff competition. Brown (1-2), com-

petes in the Ivy League, a league which is

considered the best in the country, accor-

ding to UMass coach Russ Yarworth.

"To face Brown, its a step up for us," Yar-

worth said.

"Last year they gave us a real good fight."

UMass won by 30 points, the closest

margin of last year's undefeated season.

Yarworth said he will use the same

lineup that crushed Boston College, with

a few minor changes. Tri-captain Jim

Robertson returns from battling

pneumonia and a scratched cornea. Yar-

worth said his return creates some

flexibility.

Brown freshman Ben McBride may
create problems for UMass. He'll compete

in the 1,000-, 500-, and 200-yard freestyles,

and will be tough to beat, according to

Yarworth.

Collegian file photo

Coach Russ Yarworth and the men's swimming team step up to the

challenge of Ivy League competitor Brown. Although Brown holds a 1-2

record, Yarworth said this should prove to be a tough meet.

To counter, Yarworth will send

sophomore Scott Reed in the 1,000 freestyle

and Chris Barrett in the 200. He said he

is undecided on who will compete in the

500.

"Hopefully, Reedy can tire [McBride], in

the 1,000, and Barrett will take him in the

200," Yarworth said. The two events occur

back-to-back.

Other top swimmers for Brown are

Jeremy Legg (individual medley) and Jeff

Stride.

Stride shaved recently and produced his

best times in the 100 freestyle and in-

dividual medley, according to Yarworth.

This has stirred up a little controversy

since Yarworth and Brown coach Ed Reed

had a 'no shave' verbal agreement.

Swimmers usually only shave their

bodies once a season, which puts them at

peak performance. Yarworth prefers his

swimmers shave only at the end of the

season.

"[Stride] is not faster than our better

swimmers," Yarworth said. "We beat

teams that shaved before, we'll do it

again." Yarworth declined to comment
on Reed's decision to break their verbal

agreement, however, he did concede that

himself and Reed are good friends.

Scott Reed is especially excited to face his

father, Ed Reed. "Make Dad sad," is his

motto, Yarworth said.

Yarworth is giving his swimmers more

time to rest before this meet, something he

didn't do before the team's lackluster per-

formance against Springfield last weekend.

"Everyone is going to be pumped up for

Brown," sophomore Steve Jungbluth said.

"They're the only Ivy League school we
face."

Jungbluth (individual medley), said he

thinks the extra rest will enhance
performances.

"Right now, we're relaxing and focusing

on maximum productivity," Yarworth said.

"They've put in all the hard work
necessary, they'll just-have to be mentally

prepared."

Fencers 2nd
to Fairfield

Compiled by Collegian Correspondents

With a surprisingly strong finish, the

University of Massachusetts fencing

team placed second at its opening meet

Saturday hosted by Fairfield Universi-

ty. UMass, Trinity College, Boston

University and Fairfield fielded the

teams for the quad meet.

The UMass team was edged out of first

place by an exceptional BU squad.

UMass fencing coach Paul Filios ex-

pressed a great deal of optimism after

his team's unexpectedly strong

showings.

"This is a building semester for the

team," he said. "We started out hoping

to place respectably in this meet and

wound up in a tough fight for first

place."

He continued, saying he was especial-

ly pleased with the performance of the

many novice fencers who helped to fill

the ranks of the team this year.

According to Filios, two novices who

did especially well were senior Tom Fer

nandes (sabre) and sophomore Salena

Mahr (foil). Fernandes' performance

peaked with a 5-0 bout victory over Fair-

field's sabre captain Andrew Martini.

Fernandes finished the day with a 7-2

record. Although Mahr went 3-4 for the

day, she showed great style and promise

for future meets, according to Filios.

"Once these nov ; ces really get their

feet wet, UMass will be fielding a poten-

tial championship team," Filios said.

The experience of the teams' veterans

helped the men's sabre, epee and

women's foil squads clentch two of three

possible victories, apiece. Captains Ed-

ward R. Roaf II (sabre), Jim Silva (epee),

Chip Lincoln III (foil) and Sarah A.

Tisdale (foil) all finished with winning

records. Lincoln and Tisdale proved

CONTINUED ON PAGE 11
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Protect yourself from a

chapped bun from the

scattered flurries.

Temps in the 30s._
Read about Laura
Marie Duncan's "sweet

performance in Sweet

Charity. Page 15.

The Minutcwoman
basketball team will

host Boston University

at the Cage. Page 16.
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'No Grinch Rally'

protests further cuts
By TAMIR LIPTON
Collegian Staff

Some 500 people, including represen-

tatives of the University of

Massachusetts' five unions, gathered in

the Student Union Ballroom yesterday

for the "No Grinch Rally," to protest fur-

ther budget and program cuts.

The rally comes one day after

President-Chancellor Duffey announced

that he would not pursue post-

Christamas furloughs, but that perma-

nent cuts would be made instead.

"We planned on storming Whitmore,

but the King [Duffey] is in Boston pay-

ing homage to someone," said

moderator John Bracey from the Afro-

Arnerican studies department.

"I think if we had not gotten a back

ing up on the furlough question, I think

that the possibility of some kind of ac-

tion against Whitmore was very real,"

Bracey said. "That was not a bluff; we're

not in the business of bluffing."

One speaker termed the situation at

the University "mass confusion" as did

other speakers who took the microphone

with the message of no more budget and

program cuts.

"It seems the administration has

found 100 ways to pick the pockets of

employees and I'm sick of it," said David

Mitchell, spokesperson of the American

Federation of State, County and

Municipal Employees.

"Its time to show some solidarity and

fight back. Pressure from the unions has

forced Duffey to pull back furloughs; we

must keep the pressure on," he added.

Renee Heberle, spokesperson of >i»e

CONTINUED ON PAGE 8

Escort officer removed
Hilson reassigns officer charged with rape

matter is the first since he became direc

tor in 1985.

Hilson said he did not believe Rucks

By PRESTON P. FORMAN
Collegian Staff

Collegian photo by Jeff Holland

Students listen attentively to speakers at the "No Grinch Rally" in

the Student Union Ballroom yesterday.

Director of Public Safety Arthur Hilson

said yesterday that he has reassigned an

Escort Service officer after it was learned

the officer faces rape charges and had been

previously convicted of that crime.

Hilson said the security officer, who was

later identified as Michael Rucks, was

reassigned Monday to security details that

remove him from contact with the public.

A two-year veteran of Public Safety,

Rucks was charged with rape in a alleged

incident which occurred last month in

Springfield, Hilson said. The victim has no

connection with the University, he said.

Rucks, who has worked at the Universi-

ty for 11 years in different jobs, requested

and was granted a transfer to Public Safe-

ty two years ago in accordance with union

guidelines.

"He appeared to have an outstanding

record of employment [within the Univer-

sity] and when a position was open he ap-

plied and was assigned as any other

member of a union bargaining unit would,"

Hilson said.

Hilson said all potential employees of

Public Safety are investigated for a past

criminal history. He said Rusks' conviction

was not known to him.

Rucks had noted on his application 10

years ago that he had been convicted of a

felony in 1979, Hilson said. Rusks may

have served two months in jail, he said.

"We usually conduct an investigation but

this was a transfer from within the Univer-

sity," he said. "I don't know why this

record was not brought to our attention."

Hilson said all hiring procedures are be-

ing reviewed as well as the records of cur-

rent employees as a result of this incident.

He said the removal of an employee under

his supervision stemming from a criminal

should have been hired in retrospect, but

did note that the officer "has been without

a doubt probably one of our better per-

formers in the Escort Service."

Rucks' duties included parking enforce-

ment, building security, traffic control, the

Escort Service and other duties reserved for

Public Safety officers. These officers are not

part of the University Police Department,

which also operates out of the Department

of Public Safety.

Hilson said Rucks will likely be reassign-

ed to building security.

A pretrial conference is scheduled for

Rusks in February in Hampden County

District Court, he said.

University spokeswoman Karin Sherbin

said the University will investigate

whether flaws exist in hiring procedures.

"Basically, it was a mistake, a problem

we can't say anything about until we

review the matter," she said. "Information

that should have been available was not

and we are trying to piece together why

not."

Carol Wallace, director of the

Everywomen's Center, noted that improper

background checks have resulted in similar

circumstances at other colleges. She said

the incident did not surprise her but was

"disappointing."

"The committment to creating a safe

campus means careful background checks.

I hope that this incident causes the Univer

sity to be more thorough in the future," she

said.

"Fortunately, it was not a crisis that

caused the University to take notice," she

said.

Collegian staffmember Meredith O'Brien

contributed to this report.

Bush doubts Saddam's understanding
Reiterates the exclusion ofthe Palestinian and Israeli issues

MONTEVIDEO, Uruguay (AP)— President Bush

said yesterday he doubts that Iraq's Saddam Hus-

sein has "gotten the message" of a United Nations

resolution authorizing force unless he gets out of

Kuwait by mid-January.

"I've not been one whose been
convinced that sanctions alone will

bring (Saddam) him to his senses/'

- President Bush

During a joint news conference appearance with

Uruguayan President Luis Alberto Lacalle, Bush

reiterated that he would not allow talks with the

Iraqi leader and Foreign Minister Tariq Aziz to get

into the Palestinian issue and Israeli occupation

of the West Bank and Gaza Strip.

Bush also said that "I don't agree with" former

top-ranking U.S. military commanders who

testified at congressional hearings that economic

sanctions against Iraq should be given considerably

more time to work.

"I've not been one whose been convinced that

sanctions alone will bring him to his senses," Bush

said, although he said, "they're having some ef-

fect."
tt,

•

T
"To me it was loud and clear," he said, but 1

don't think Saddam Hussein yet understands that.

And so the best hope for peace is for him to unders-

tand that all means necessary to fulfill these resolu-

tions will be used against him. And I hope he

understands that."

Bush announced last week that he was sending

Secretary of State James A. Baker III to Baghdad

to meet with Saddam, sometime late this month or

in early January, and that he would receive Aziz

for talks at the White House.

But the president said these meetings would not

constitute negotiations with Iraq's leaders, but

would merely represent Bush's last-ditch political

effort to get Saddam to withdraw Iraqi forces from

Kuwait.

"I'm not in a negotiating mood or anything of

that nature," he said yesterday.

In Washington, Senate Democrats have repeated-

ly urged Bush to stick with the economic embargo.

Collrftan photo by Aaron Wrbater

IS THIS THE ANSWER TO THE BUDGET
CUT PROBLEMS? - No, but the Lederle

Graduate Research Center is for sale.
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MAGIC LANTERN
LADIES ONLY
All Male Review

Wed Night: Dec 5th

8pm-12am

FEATURING
The Dance Group

'BAD HOYS FROM BOSTON*

Starring:

it Tony the Tiger

•Adonis
+ At ilia

• Nicko

•Students with college I.D.

FREE ADMISSION
•Refreshments will be served

•Each lady will receive a gift

CALL FOR RESERVATIONS
283-9275

Take Rt 9 to Belchertown to lit 181

to Rt 20 West-Palmer, MA

Imbalance in tax rates leading to a deficit

BOSTON (AP) - Massachusetts pays some of the

highest unemployment benefits in the nation, but assesses

employers among the lowest tax rates to pay for them,

according to state, labor business officials.

The experts said that imbalance is the reason the state s

unemployment trust fund appears headed for a deficit next

y

^We definitely have the Cadillac of unemployment

benefits programs here in Massachusetts," Melanie Ar

thur, spokeswoman for the Department of Employment

and Training, told The Enterprise of Brockton. The DM
is projecting the trust fund will be insolvent by March

unless the employer tax is increased.

Gov.-elect William Weld has said he would oppose a hike

in the tax rate.

Harold Hestness, a Weld adviser, said the governor-elect

wants to change the insurance pool's distribution formula,

which charges some industries more per employee than

others.

Lt Gov.-elect Paul Cellucci said Weld promise not to

raise taxes during the campaign and planned to stick by

his promises.

If the fund runs out of money, the federal government

would force the state to borrow money from it to keep the

fund solvent. That would eventually have to be repaid,

however, and with interest.

DET figures place the average weekly unemployment

benefits rate for Massachusetts in the previous fiscal year,

the highest percentage of any state.
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SKIERS!

Drop By

To fill out a
questionaire

for $5 discount at

mount gjjgjgl

The Program?

The Actuarial Student Program

The Company?
Sun Financial Group.

The Possibilities?

10/Sundcrland Road. North Amh«rst

Open 7 a.m-10 p.m.

SPEEDWASH
11 Pray St.. Amherst

NOW OPEN 24 HOURS!

South Towne Commons Laundromat
479 West St., South Amherst

Open 7 a.m.-10 r> m.

Infinite. That's the one word that

best describes the career possibil-

ities at Sun Financial Group Your

entrv into the dynamic and re-

warding Actuarial field is Sun

Financial Group's Actuarial Student

Program. We'll provide you with

generous study time, salary in-

centives and fee reimbursement

as well as on-the-job experience

that's second to none. Match this

thoroughly supportive program

with the solid reputation of our

international financial services

company , and there's no limit to

vour achievement!

If you're a Math student (or

possess equivalent numbers-

orientation) and have successfully

completed one of the SOA

exams, join the company that's

infinitely better than the rest.

For more information, con-

tact Barbara McNicholas, Sun

Financial Group, Human
Resources Department, 3 Sun

Life Executive Park, Wellesley

Hills, MA 02181. 617-237-6030.

An equal opportunity em-

ployer.

Sign up at your Placement Center

through December for our

on-campus visit. We will be

on campus February 6, 1991.

Tonight
Samuel Adams Lager
Samuel Adams Ale

$1.75

Sun
Financial
Group

Sun Life of Canada and affiliates

WAQY Live Broadcast

Free AMC Movie Passes

Our New Menu is IN!

SINCE 9 6 8

tmnnMiwiBSi

LOCAL

BOXED IN - Apparently this sign was ignored, as boxes were dumped, creating a blockage.

Russian professor teaches and learns
By STEPHEN R. DAMIANI
Collegian Correspondent

While Alisa Serebrennikova may be helping UMass

students master Russian, the associate professor from the

Leningrad State Technical University said her students

and colleagues are giving her a valuable understanding

of American culture.

Serebrennikova is teaching practical conversational

Russian to 20 students at the University, and she also

plans to lead other informal courses during her three-

month stay.

Speaking through her friend and colleague professor

Joseph Lake, Serebrennikova explained that "the

knowledge of Russian the students are now acquiring is

more theoretical, rather than practical, in nature.

"It is basically preparatory work for what is to come.

In a few weeks we will begin using video materials, such

as Soviet TV programs, and other printed materials from

the U.S.S.R., to aid in the learning process."

During the second part of her visit, Serebrennikova s

students will also learn more about Russian cooking and

folklore. These subjects will be dealt with on a more per-

sonal level, as the classroom will be moved into the homes

of some of the faculty and students involved in the course.

Though the exchange program with the LTSU is three

years old, «__•»
Serebrennikova's visit marks the first time a faculty

member from Leningrad has taught courses at the

University.

There are also two other firsts occurring in the program

this academic year: eight University students are current-

ly spending winter term in Leningrad, and this spring a

group of Leningrad students will spend the semester here

in Amherst.
Lake said he first met Serebrennikova three years ago

when he traveled to Leningrad to sign the agreement that

established the exchange program.

"While we were there, we saw immediately that she was

an outstanding teacher of what most interested us: the

Russian language," Lake said.

Leningrad University has more than 18,000 students,

and Serebrennikova has been chairperson ofthe Russian

department there for the past five years.

Though she held many stereotypes about America before

she arrived, many of them were proven inaccurate after

only a few weeks at the University.

"My idea was always that Americans were super-

rational people and of course that would be the wrong

thing to say about Russians, because they are so roman-

tic," she said. "What surprises me when I came here was

that Americans have turned out to be very open and gen-

tle I like their [her students'] directness, openness and

happy attitude. Also, the lifestyle is more peaceful and

calm than I had expected. The stereotype is that

everything is big and everyone is always rushing, but that

is not true," she said.

CONTINUED ON PAGE 8

GSS vote
condemns
Iraqi invasion
By TRYSTAN SKEIGH
Collegian Staff

About 55 graduate students voted last night to accept

a Graduate Student Senate motion that condemned Iraq's

invasion of Kuwait and the United States military build-

up in a meeting

The voting process was preceded by an hour of vigorous

debate by graduate students on both sides of the issue.

GSS President Pierre Laliberte introduced the motion

and said that it was important for the Senate to debate

an issue "which has been consistently publicly stifled."

'Students from our own body have been sent or are be-

ing called to go over," Laliberte said. "It is important that

they hear the opinion of their peers before they leave."

Hussein Ibish, a graduate student, spoke vigorously

against the resolution, describing it as "extremely ill-

considered . . . there are not many of us schooled well

enough in the history of the Middle East and the crea-

tion of its national boundaries to criticize the Iraqi inva-

sion."

Tony Guglielmi, an economics graduate student, argued

that "ifwe go to war with Iraq, we will have an economic

collapse."

"The only way to alleviate our current economic

paralysis," he explained, "is to increase free trade. Cur-

rently Europe is blocking our exports. But Europe depends

on Middle Eastern oil . . . this is a plan developed years

ago for U.S. Western interests. This is about restoring U.S.

hegemony in the world through militarism."

"This is a question about world power, not oil,"

Guglielmi concluded.

The motion passed by the graduate students reads as

follows:

"We, the graduate students of the University of

Massachusetts at Amherst, condemn Iraq's invasion of

Kuwait and the ongoing U.S. military build-up in the

Gulf. The number of U.S. troops currently deployed there

is explicitly geared towards offensive action and is com-

pletely out of proportion to any threat Iraq poses to this

country.

"We see no compelling reason to risk tens of thousands

of American and Arab lives and therefore demand that

the U.S. government bring home all the troops deployed

in the Middle East before major armed conflict occurs."

Referring for a second motion that would form an ad

hoc committee to work with the recently unionized

Graduate Employee Organization, Laliberte explained "if

this resolution represents the will of this body we can start

organizing around this issue."

This motion was passed without debate.

Program may get funds
By ALI WOOLWICH
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts Pro-

gram for Gay, Lesbian and Bisexual Con-

cerns may soon become an office which is

funded by and serves all the five colleges.

This comes as a result of recent meetings

between Felice Yeskel, the coordinator of

the PGLBC, student representatives and

the Deans of Students from all five colleges.

"We are hoping to see something in place

by the Fall 1991 semester," said Yeskel.

Ten to twelve representatives from all

five colleges' Gay, Lesbian and Bisexual

student groups reacted favorably to the pro-

posal, and agreed to lobby their respective

school administrations to approve the pro-

posal, in a meeting held this past Sunday.

CONTINUED ON PAGE 4
tne ruLov/, siuuc..^ .vF.

Teen-ager guilty of assault

Town proposal tabled
Motion intended to help student candidates

NORTHAMPTON (AP) - A White

Amherst teen-ager accused of knocking

down a Black youth has been ordered to

write a letter of apology, take a course in

minority culture and perform 100 hours of

community service.

The 16-year-old, whose name was not

revealed because of the juvenile pro-

ceedings, was found guilty Monday by

Judge Alvertus J. Morse in connection with

one count of assault and one count of

violating the black youth's civil rights, ac-

cording to Frederic G. Bartmon, assistant

district attorney.

The May incident on the Town Common

prompted an outcry from high school

students and sparked the revival of a town

commission established to promote racial

harmony.
The victim, Hanif Abdul-Hakim, 14, who

suffered damage to knee ligaments, said

after the verdict that he was interested in

seeing the White youth gain some help in

understanding racial tolerance.

"He needs to know there's no difference

between us except the color of the skin,"

Abdul-Hakim said.

School Superintendent Guy Sayer declin-

ed to comment specifically on Morse's fin-

ding. But he said "I am sorry that these [in-

cidents] take place, and I am sorry that

punishment has to take place, but that can

be a way of growing, too."

By KATHERINE T. LAMOTHE
Collegian Staff

An Amherst Select Board proposal to

move back the filing deadlines for can-

didates for town-wide office and Town

Meeting representatives, in an attempt

to accomodate possible student can-

didates, has been tabled because of con-

flicts with the Secretary of State's office,

according to Nancy Board, the board's

secretary.

As the election calendar stands now,

Board said, the filing deadline for town-

wide offices, which include the Amherst

School Committee and Select Board,

will be during the first two weeks of

January, and the filing deadline for

Town Meeting seats will be "after the

students get back."

She would not say exactly when the

deadlines were, saying that they still

need approval from the Secretary of

State.

Judy Brooks, a member of Select

Board, said at Monday night's meeting

students who are interested in town-

wide office should file before they leave

for intersession.

"These are things you don't have to

wait until January to do," she said. "We

are not trying to disenfranchise

students."

Ted Chambers, president of Com-

muter Area Government, said however,

students need the time to decide

whether or not to run for office, and they

could not start preparing to campaign

during finals.

"Students will not know whether they

want to run or not until after they get

back," Chambers said. "Students would

have to start organizing during finals

week . . . they're not going to have

time."

Ric Rice, a member of the Select

Board, said the proposed delay would

reduce the time Town Meeting can meet

from two weeks to one week, thus forc-

ing them to hurry through important

budget work. "The first concern is that

CONTINUED ON PAGE 8
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Students react

to town's cry
for more control
By KATHERINE T. LAMOTHE
Collegian Staff

In the wake of complaints made Monday night by

Amherst residents about students causing noise and

Auction of property as a result of off-campus parties

some University of Massachusetts -tu^^ Uiey Wt

that residents and police alike were unfair to them.

WeVe always the^apegoat/- freshman Tom Townsend

said "h sounds like it's another attempt to blame all the

nmhlpms of the community on the students.
P
Among pnSems cited at the Select Board meeting was

the anient inability of police to enforce noise and alcohol

%£5FS* according to Andrew Davis, a junior who

ves\n Puffton Village, that complaint was not true

»I Jot arrested under the open container law [a 1987

ord nanc/which banned drinking in public in the^own

of Amherst] so 1 think they are enforcing it fine he said.

R^Tentlv Davis said, the doorman at a party he held

willed for charging money for alcohol and several

kegs were seized. After these experiences with the*^ce

he said, "its kind of hard to believe that they re

P
°Sh

e

a

r

una
S

Kelly. a junior living in *^J**££*
the police, and not the University, are allowed to enforce

th
K«!?lv said it was impossible for the University to keep

students from graduating because they violated the town s

akohorpohde?. "I don't think the University can hold

^1^0 sawl proposal by several residents, to make

the landlords responsible for tenants' parties and fining

them for tenants' violations of noise or alcohol statutes.

te«dnwl.1^ nas the right to monitor

how many students are at their parties, unless that s in

"ESS^Amherst resident- suggestion, that bus

service should be cut back on weekends to prevent

udents from walking home drunk, will not soh.thejpro-

blem of late night drinking, according to Commuter Area

^l^^Sved in town over the summer

saidI she can understand the residents' frustration over

the noise.

^ Collegian ph..t<» hy Richard DuCree

AINT THIS A BEAUT? - A classic Ford automobile logo appears in front of another ciassic

logo of the Gap.

program
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 3

It is likely that the administrations will favor funding the

PGLBC, as it would prove less costly than instituting in-

dividual offices at each of the other four schools.

In a meeting held two weeks ago, although the Deans

could nTpoint to a specific date for when funding could

be implemented, all the five Deans agreed that the pro-

posal was a valuable idea that should be looked into

fU

A written first draft of the proposal will be submitted

to the students and Deans from the PGLBC on Friday.

The initial bid is asking for $12,000 from the other four

Ichools, as well as from Five College Incorporated a fund

for Five College majors and programs, for a total ot

$6
Tne°money would provide literary resources, referrals,

programming of speakers and events, staff service<on in-

vestigative committees, the implementation of a five-

college faculty network and sponsorship for a ^college

Gay Lesbian and Bisexual Studies Program which would

serve the five-college student, faculty, and staff

community.
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OFF-CAMPUS
RESIDENTS

Tired of the Hassles?

Are you bored with the off-campus ex-

perience? Are you stuck with bad room-

mates or tired of always being the one who

cleans the bathroom? Are you worried

about your future living arrangements.

Think about returning to the convenience

and spirit of living on-campus. NOW IS 1 Hfc,

TIME TO APPLY. Applications for

residence hall rooms are available in tne

Housing Assignment Office, 235 Whitmore

and space will be guaranteed to all whose

applications are received January 4, 1991.

BE PBRT OF THE TRHDITIOfl

UMASS SKI CLUB

MANDATORY MEETING

THIS THURSDAY, DEC 6 AT 7 PM

CC 101

Questions? Call the Housing Assignment

OfficeaiS 545-2100, Monday through Fri-

dayr*30 am to 5:00 pm. Thank you!

IF YOU WANT TO SKI WITH US
ON SPRING BREAK, COME AND

LET US KNOW.

UMASS SKI CLUB 430 STUDENT UNION 545-3437

'WORK IS FOR PEOPLE
WHO DON'T KNOW HOW TO SKI"

EDITORIAL/OPINION
i

: |( ir
111 i,

I

Some townsfolk forget that students are people too! Hie!
Dome towiibioijv iui go

^^ them aiL and

I have seen the light.

No longer do I think that I am an adult (even though

I can vote and drink now) with the rights accorded to

one However, although I am obviously not an adult

with the rights adults should have, I still must have

the responsibilities of one.

According to the Selectboard and town residents, we

are nothing but a bunch of beer guzzling swill hogs who

roam the town, destroy property, make decibels of

noise, and corrupt minors by feeding them alcohol.

I'll admit, I have been guilty of drinking. How dare

I I'm 21. I've gone to parties. And, in case anyone has

forgotten, a party can be a noisy affair. If it isn't, it s

a dud Why is it that when students (or anyone under

the age of 30) have a loud party, it's a nuisance but

it's nothing but fun when anyone else has one? Why

is it that it's dangerous and annoying when students

have a few too many, but for everyone else, it's a way

to unwind and relax? Once you are no longer a student

you are not noisy, messy, or obnoxious. A beacon ol

light shines upon you from the heavens and blesses you

with instant maturity and poise. Please.

1 am not out to cannonize students. I know we have

our faults. We are not perfect, and there are many

times when our behavior should be taken to issue. We

are human. We are capable of acting like morons.

The problem I have with this new round of student

attacks is that there's nothing new about them at all.

We have been subjected to taxes (for students only -

how generous), to unfair housing regulations (no more

than four people per apartment unless you are related

- let's forget how big the apartment might be) and a

major attitude problem. People seem to forget that we

have to live here, too, at least for most of the year Why

would we want to alienate our neighbors? I don t know

about the rest ofyou swill-hogs, but I'm not that stupid.

Pamela McCarthy

One of the suggestions was that bus service be cut,

so students would be forced to come back to campus

early making us unable to damage anything (drat, toil-

ed again). Great. So if I get a job with late hours across

town, or in Northampton, I get to find another way

back to my apartment. And believe it or not, great gods

of Amherst Selectboard, many of us don't have the cash

for a car. If someone works in town and lives on canv

pus, the walk isn't very far. But it is very dark, and

there are places no one should walk blissfully alone

through at night. But why should I matter? I m just

a student. My safety obviously takes a back seat to the

noise created by a few students.

Oh, and here's another beauty: Vince O'Conner, a

Town meeting member, said: "I don't think liquor

stores have a constitutional right to sell kegs to

students." At the risk of sounding like a brew-sucking

scumbag, I think O'Conner is just a bit out of touch.

It's called a double-standard, Mr. O'Conner. Why

shouldn't I be able to get a keg, if I am 21? I'm legal.

I'm allowed. M .

Perhaps it's because students are hellish fiends who

serve minors alcohol from kegs. If you have minors at

any party, be it a degenerate, neanderthal college keg

ger or a happy family reunion, they will have the

chance to drink. The host is the one who is held respon-

sible. Not the liquor stores. If students can't buy kegs,

no one should be able to buy them.

Another ridiculous proposal: landlords should be held

responsible for their tenants' actions. What are they

going to do, institute a curfew? Ground us? Our parents

don't even have that power, and the landlords are not

our parents. If this was proposed for anyone over 30,

it would be fought up to the Supreme Court. But we

don't count. We are only students.

Now that this is off my chest, I'm going to celebrate.

Hit a few keggers, shove some beer down the throats

of minors, ruin a few lawns, yell at the top of my lungs

and throw up.

Pamela McCarthy is a Collegian columnist

The problem I have with this new round of student no.se createo oy » .*- .,-..*-

w^mon and men need to work togetner against violenceWomen anajnen neea w^jmw.*
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Everyday Sam Kinnison and Andrew

Dice Clay give us their misogymist view-

points — their white male viewpoints. I

would like to offer my own perspective of

misogyny and the sexual violence against

women it encourages.

Karlina Kunz

We live in a misogynist, patriarchal

society. A society that allows and even en-

courages the hatred of women. It happens

everytime Sammy and Andy get a laugh

at the expense of a woman. It happens in

cigarette ads: "You've come a long way,

baby." I would like to know when the cor-

relation between liberation and a fatal ad-

diction was made. The "privilege" to ad-

dict my body to a cancer-causing drug

doesn't give me any feelings of liberation.

These images and messages that we are

bombarded with on a daily basis all add up.

Many women feel inadequate if they don't

fit the image ofthe "ideal" woman that the

media puts forth:

White, able-bodied, slim, beautiful. Women

of all back-grounds are adversely affected

by the "ideal woman" concept. Women

with dark eyes or curly hair may get col-

ored contacts or get their hair straighten-

ed in order to assimilate. "Overweight'

women may develop life-threatening eating

disorders.

These reactions to societal pressure

(there are many more), are directly related

to media's warped portrayal of what

women should be. Men who perpetuate

misogyny are telling other men that it s

OK not to treat women as human beings.

Every piece of pornography tells men thai

women are sexual objects, existing only for

the physical gratification of men. Por-

nography tells men that women "want" or

"deserve" to be exploited and violated. Por

nography, simply existing, creates the idea

that physical brutality, explicit violence,

and sexual assault are acceptable

behaviors for men to exhibit towards

women.
You can't tell me that all of this has

nothing to do with the next step in the op-

pression of women: sexual assault. Facts:

"The rape rate is increasing four times as

fast as the overall crime rate. ONE IN

FIVE WOMEN HAVE BEEN RAPED!

Between three million and four million

women are beated each year!" (TIME,

11/90).

I used to be a woman who read all the

statistics on rape but didn't really incor-

porate it into my world. Then I was raped

Now, my entire reality has shifted. I

understand the importance ofbeing aware

and I know how to put fear and outrage in-

to productive channels. Being raped was

the most horrifying experience of my life,

but I am stronger now than I ever thought

possible.

Women are mobilizing and coming

together around the issues of violence com-

mitted against us. We have and will con-

tinue to create hotlines and support groups

for survivor's of men's violence and brutali-

ty. Women are raising their consciousness

and learning to defend themselves. Incredi-

ble strides have been made. I just have one

question: WHERE ARE THE MEN? WHY
AREN'T THEY HELPING US WIN THE
BATTLE?
When we talk about sexual assault and

violence, what exactly are we talking

about? We are talking about the behavior

of males. The majority of males do not rape

or beat women. I want to know where their

anger and outrage is towards the men who

do. Aren't men outraged that is happening

in their fraternities, in their towns, in their

worlds? Not every man must become a f-f-

feminist (a scary word for some), but men

do need to take a few steps in the right

direction and begin to THINK.

If you are a man and you find violence

entertaining, ask yourself why. If you

laugh along with the crowd when a woman

is degraded, ask yourself why. If you ad-

mire Rambo, ask yourself why. Why is An-

drew Dice Clay funny to you? Men must

begin to take an adequate amount of in-

itiative in solving the unacceptable situa-

tion we are in.

Sexual violence is not just a women s

issue. It involves men and women. And,

women can't solve it alone. We simply do

not have the institutional power. Men need

to raise their level of awareness surroun-

ding violence against women. Men must

educate themselves and other men about

why and how it must STOP. If a man wants

to know a woman, he must understand her

reality. And rape is part of every woman's

reality. Men, take this challenge and help

break the chains of sexism and misogyny.

Let's all work towards a better, brighter

tomorrow where women can at least live

without fear of violence.

Karlina Kunz is a UMass student
issue. It involves men ami wmm* ^"~, — - -

Leftist editor belongs at Pravda
~. . ~ , ,1 xt_...„ ;t..mo ava a I en mjimoillat

The Collegian's Editor-in-Chief should

resign.

For over two decades I have admired the

Collegian's high journalistic standards.

But, this semester, the paper has

degenerated into a mere vehicle for the

Editor's political views.

A student newspaper should be written

by students to give them experience. Yet,

the Editor, ori numerous occasions, has cor-

rupted this principle by arranging for

Editorial page commentaries by adult

friends who have absolutely no connection

with the University. For example, Mr. Jay

Allain, a Northampton bowling alley

worker [and UMass Alumnus], is regular-

ly given a column for his uninformed opi-

nions on international affairs.

Again, there is no serious attempt to give

equal space to both sides on controversial

questions. The tilt is demonstrably towards

the Editor's own far-left position.

The Editor has even debased the

privilege of her own editorial column. Just

before the recent election, she improperly

gave reserved space to the head of 'None

of the Above' political group. Imagine the

outcry had she given it to the head of the

state's Republican Party!

News items are also manipulated and

even created to promote the Editor's views.

For example, an interview with a Vietnam

veteran who shares the Editor's positions

was manufactured and then placed on the

front page to counteract the adjacent report

of a United Nation's vote against Iraq's

dictator.

Most repellent of all, reporters are being

corrupted. They are encouraged to ignore

the effort at objectivity and to twist the

news to fit the paper's politics. For exam_

pie a large student rally in support of

United States and U.N. policies was reduc-

ed to a caricature in a front-page story.

Conversely, a poorly attended panel oppos-

ing the president was given highly respect-

ful coverage.

The evidence could be greatly extended.

It all points to the Editor's conviction that

the paper is her property and should be us-

ed to propagate her politics to a benighted

student body.
.

It is time to return the Collegian to

responsible hands. The Editor has trained

herself to apply for a job with the Soviet

propaganda sheet Pravda.
v v

Arnold Silver

Professor of English

Emergency phone

abuse must stop
Student government has been fighting for years to

get more emergency phones on campus. This past year,

we finally got them. So, how does the campus communi-

tv respond? They beat the hell out of them.

Ifyou haven't noticed the new emergency phones on

campus, they are the yellow boxes with the blue light

above them that say "HELP" in big red letters

You will notice that many of them are now without

doors or the doors are bent halfway off. Why? Because

people have been twisting the doors off.

P
These emergency phones are here for us, they cost

a lot of money, and if we break them, they will not be

Replaced They are very durable, and will take all kinds

of weather, provided they have a door

People if you want to test your strength, oo it in the

weight room. Please as one student to another, leave

the emergency phones alone.

You never know when you or someone else may need

one Angus G. McQuilken
Student Trustee
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FIND the FINEST...
Giftsfrom

Glass to Gold
Lazare Diamonds - Gems

Engagement Ring Sets

Custom 1 8U &>ld
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silverscape designs
GOLDS M I T H S GEM GALLERY
264 N. Pleasont St.. Amherst 253-3324 177 Main St.. Northampton 584-3324

ASALUTETOTHE
LEADERS OFTOMORROW -

AIR FORCE ROTC CADETS.

College is a time for decision. Some will choose to

become leaders - through Air Force ROTC.

Smart move. The whole concept of Air Force ROTC

revolves around the cultivation of qualities that count

for leadership. And whether you're about to start col-

lege or have already begun, its time to make your

decision, nou\

Upon graduation, you'll be an Air Force officer. You 11

possess solid management skills and a strong sense of

self-assurance. You'll know the demands of success and

the meaning of responsibility.

And you'll have the great wealth of opportunities

accorded to those who choose to be leaders.

Start now. Contact

DEPT OF AEROSPACE STUDIES
(413) 545-2451

LearnGerman
This Summer
atURI
June 23 -August 2, 1991

The Eleventh Annual German Summer School

of the Atlantic at the University of Rhode Island

in co-operation with the Goethe Institute Boston.

German will be the sole language of communication, and

German life and culture the heart of this six week residency

program of intensive language study.

You may earn up to nine undergraduate or graduate credits

while living in the beautiful surroundings of our country

campus, just minute ;way from Rhode Island's magnificent

beaches and historic Newport

This program is ideally suited for anyone wishing to enroll in

beginning, intermediate, or advanced German. Take advantage

of this rare opportunity to participate in this total German

language experience

Contact:

Dr John Grandin and

Dr. Otto Dornbcrg, Co-Direi tors

Dept of Languages. ITU

Kingston, Rl 02881

Or call: (401) 792 5911

HEALTHY CHOICE CONTEST

WIN A MEMBERSHIP TO THE BODY SHOP!!

There's a raffle being held in

The Munchies' Stores,

And if you eat good foods

A semester of fun could be yoursl

Details available in Munchie's Stores

and at the Snacksense Table on the

CC Concourse on Wednesdays.

Sponsored by Snacksense and UMASS Body Shop

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
#
*
*
#
*
£
£
*

*>*
Division of Health Education/University Vending Services >j

Th«* Uep.irinu'nt of Comparative Literature

at the University of Massachusetts -Lectures Series-

Goethe's FAUST
Or

German Idealist

Theories of Tragedy
a lecture in English by

CYRUS HAMLIN
Chairman of Department of Comparative Literature

Yale University

THURSDAY. DECEMBER 6, 4:00

in the Offict ftf th>- Dean <.f the Faculty

(South < ii BuUdiiUE. 2nd floor)

EVFPV" \K WELCOME

*f£z^.&^&$ <?F£z>J&^?Z «C^Ci>^75>
tf5viwC3^^> tf^

| GEORGE fREDERICK HANDEL |

o parts 1&2

University of Massachusetts

| CHAMBER CHOIR
with orchestra

Wayne Abercrombie conductor

Fine Arts Center Concert Mall

Sunday, December 9, 3:00pm

$8.00 general admission

$4.00 senior citizens, five-college

students and children under 18

tir'xets available at

the fine arts center

box office 545-251 1

33 ftc^cy^sAP sc^w^ss* ^c^"<»"^aii

BeanBags
IbrSale.

2lbs.ofRegularOollee
$499

Your cho,ce of freshly ground or whole bean coffee Offer not available on Decaf Coffee OUNKIN'
At Darfcoatina shops thru 12/31/90 Shop reserves the right to l.m.t quantities. OONUTS

Rt 9 Hadley
lt'% worth lh«> trip

FOCUS
Why the United States is in the Persian Gulf
By MARK HENSLEY
Collegian Staff

As events unfold in the Persian Gulf, peo-

ple are asking why the United States is

really there.

President Bush says we are there to

preserve the American way of life, to secure

the world's economic lifeline, and to show

the world that aggression doesn't pay. But

are those the only reasons?

Many experts argue that understanding

the history of the Middle East is crucial to

understanding why we are there, and fur-

thermore, crucial to finding a solution.

The historical background as well as

other questions regarding the Gulf Crisis

was the topic of a panel discussion at the

University of Massachusetts in November.

The history

Samir Abed-Ramo, a professor at Keene

State College and the author of several

books on the Middle East summarized the

historical setting behind the invasion of

Kuwait.
"[The invasion of Kuwait] is illegal in in-

ternational law, but it has historical

merit," he said.

In order to understand and "solve the

situation in the Middle East, we need to

solve every problem stemming from the col-

onial legacy."

In the early 18th century, an Arab leader

named Mohammed Ali took Syria, Sudan,

Egypt and Arabia from the Ottoman Em-

pire in an attempt to unify the Arab nation.

Great Britain, however, wanted the

overland trade routes to India and thus at-

t .eked Ali and foiled his plan, according to

, bed-Ramo
From this time on and until the second

half of the 20th century, France and

England ruled the Arabs for their own

benefit without any consideration of the

rights and dignity of the Arabs, he said.

During the 1940s, 50s, and 60s, oil was

discovered in vast quantities in the Mid-

dle East, and France and England proceed-

ed to divide the Arab world into 22 dif-

ferent nations. In doing so, they installed

dictatorial and oppressive governments

which were sympathetic to Western coun-

tries, according to Abed-Ramo.

In 1961, Great Britain established

Kuwait as an independent country on land

which originally belonged to Iraq and in-

stalled the monarchy which Hussein

recently ousted.

Abed-Ramo emphasized that Iraq pro-

tested immediately, but could do nothing

to stop the creation of Kuwait. Ever since

then, Kuwait and Iraq have disputed the

borders created by the British.

In the following decades, as the interna-

tional influence of France and England

declined, the United States became the

benefactor of their power in the Middle

East.

Since then, the United States has aimed

at maintaining the fragmentation of the

Arab world and perpetuating its subser

vience, according to Abed-Ramo.

He accused the United States of con-

tinually undermining Arab rule,

establishing highly corrupt regimes, and of

supplying these regimes with modern

weapons with which they can fight each

other over the artificially established,

disputed borders.

"Sometimes, western countries would be

selling arms to both sides of the fence,"

Abed-Ramo said in a telephone interview

after the discussion.

In return for its protection, the United

States receives military bases, cheap oil

and the opportunity to invest, Abed-Ramo

said.

The United States has always suppress-

ed "any move of economic or democratic

development by Arab countries," he said.

"The Arab experience of the 20th century

has been decidedly negative and has fail

ed to foster any sense of pride or ac-

complishment."
Most of the oil-generated wealth of the

Middle Eastern countries is used for the

personal gain of the government and for

maintaining the tools of oppression, Abed-

Ramo said. "This wealth, if used properly

could lead to the development of an in-

dependent and viable economy," he said.

Karen Pfeifer, a professor at Smith Col-

lege who spoke after Abed-Ramo, agreed.

"There is a fair amount of distress among

ordinary Arab people concerning the

distribution of oil wealth," she said.

"This underlying material reality in the

Arab world set the stage for the crisis."

Iraqi grievances

Pfeifer concentrated on four specific

grievances Iraq held against Kuwait which

prompted Hussein to attack:

• The first complaint is Iraq's "fairly

well substantiated claim" that Kuwait was

"systematically overproducing" oil and

thus forcing the market value of oil down.

In 1989, Kuwait's quota was 1.1 million

barrels per day yet it was producing 1.9

million barrels per day, Pfeifer said. This

translated into a $14 billion loss for Iraq

in 1989.

Kuwait is not the only Arab country to

do this, she said.

"I think it's true that the countries which

are closely allied to the U.S. manipulate oil

prices in order to benefit western

economies," she said.

• The second complaint Iraq had against

Kuwait before the invasion concerns the

large Rumailah oil field which is shared by

both countries.

When the British established the border

in 1961, they split the Rumailah oil field,

giving 90 percent of it to Iraq. Iraq claims

that during the Iran-Iraq war between

1980 and 1988, Kuwait used slant drilling

and other methods to extract more than

their fair share of oil.

• The third point of contention involves

Iraq's need for a secure, deep-water port in

the Persian Gulf from which they can ex-

port their oil.

AP photo

Members of the British 7th Armored Brigade watch ^e explosion of

a Viper anti-mine round during an exercise in Saudi Arabia Monday.

•

__ AP photo

. i «« .triv-r strains to see over the load of mail as he moves it to
A
ffltcmtvfrom a pUne at a Saudi Arabian air base Monday. Records

?„r volnme of Cnristoas mail to U.S. soldiers are being set almost dady.

Currently most Iraqi oil is exported

through pipelines which run through

Turkey and Saudi Arabia. Iraq has wanted

for many years to lease two uninhabitated,

unused islands from Kuwait where they

could build a port big enough to accom-

modate supertankers.

The two islands, called Bobiyan and War-

bah, are geographically closer to Iraq and

were described by Abed-Ramo as being "ab-

solutely useless to Kuwait."

• Iraq's last complaint involves its war

debt to Kuwait incurred during the Iran-

Iraq war.

Iraq owes Kuwait about $35 million and

had asked Kuwait to reschedule its

payments so that it could recover from the

economic damage caused by the war. The

Iraqis feel that Kuwait owes them this

favor because in fighting Iran, Iraq had

defended Kuwait from the spreading Ira-

nian Islamic fundamentalism.

These are the basic dynamics of the situa-

tion between Iraq and Kuwait but they do

not include the Israeli dimension.

Israel

In a telephone interview, Abel-Ramo

highlighted the complications that the

presence of Israel in the Middle East brings

to the crisis.

The formation of Israel from land

originally owned by Arabs began in 1917.

In 1948, after World War II, the state of

Israel was officially established by the

Allies. Ever since that time, the United

States has continually supported the

Israelis financially and militarily in their

conflicts with the Arabs, Abel-Ramo said.

This historical association of the United

States with Israel could prove to be an em-

barrassing contradiction for the United

States if war broke out in the Gulf.

Historically, Israel has had continual

conflicts with Saudi Arabia, Egypt, and

Syria, the very countries with which the

United States is now allied.

"Attacking Iraq, and destroying its

population centers and infrastructure,

would create an atmosphere where the

United States' Arab allies won't be able to

forgive the States," Abed-Ramo said.

"{The United States is] now trying to

distance itself from Israel. For if it is seen

to be planning with Israel, it will have no

leg to stand on," he said.

Pfeifer agreed with Abed-Ramo.

"A winnable war for the United States

would require Israel to go across Jordan

and control Iraq where it borders Turkey

and Syria, but the contradiction between

the U.S., its Arab allies and Israel would

be too strong."

The United States must try to keep Israel

out of any conflict, but there is always the

possibility that Hussein would jeopardize

the American-Arab alliances by attacking

Israel, she said.

According to Pfeifer and Abed-Ramo,

these are the factors and the background

behind the crisis. What the solutions are,

was the next topic of discussion.

A possible solution

In a telephone interview, Pfeifer

acknowledged that the borders between

Iraq and Kuwait were a problem, but add-

ed that "at some point you have to say the

borders are legitimate and we will

negotiate from here."

Pfeifer believes a compromise would have

to include the following:

• Iraq must withdraw from Kuwait in

order to show that no country can get away

with aggression.

• Hussein must dismantle his chemical

and biological weapons as he has offered

to do, but Israel should in return destroy

its phosphorous and cluster bombs.

• Iraq should be given a lease on the

islands of Bobiyan and Warbah.

• All oil producing countries should be

forced to abide by their quotas.

• There should be a compromise which

would reschedule the repayment of Iraq's

war debts to Kuwait.

• Finally there would have to be formula

for the Rumailah oil field dictating a pro-

duction rate for each country.

If war breaks out

In concluding his telephone interview,

Abed-Ramo said he didn't think the United

States and its allies fully realized how hard

it would be to justify destroying an entire

nation.

"I don't think the American public will

forgive the United States government for

the destruction of Iraq," he said. "The

American public is fair-minded and will not

tolerate it. They will ask, 'was this

necessary and on who's behalf did we do

it?'"
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we have to complete our activities," he said.

Finance Committee Chairperson Bryan Harvey, who

is also a University administrator (with the Institu^

tional Research and Planning Department], agreed

that Town Meeting needs the two weeks to complete

its work, saying compressing the time to complete the

agenda is a "nightmare that ought to be avoided.

CONTINUED FROM PAGE V

Graduate Employee Organization, addressed the i«"ie of

how to involve the students in the fight against the

administration. ,

The fact is that the undergraduates are why this place

really exists and they have to realize that its not in-

evitable that they are going to have to pay these incredi-

ble fee-hikes semester by semester by semester, Heberle

Sa

"The administration is showing its true colors more and

more, as just being blatantly inept in dealing with this

fiscal crisis."

One speaker suggested that the University is receiving

bad and high priced legal advice, and that a new law firm

should be sought immediately^

"Get rid of Foley-Hogan-and-Elhot, said speaker rerd

Wilkin. "It's not just that we can save money, they're get-

ting bad [legal] advice.

"There are eight administrators m Whitmore making

over $95,000 a year. That's not where we should be spen-

*"fthinTgetting increased funding from the legislature

is critically important, I think setting up a program where

the administration consults with the unions and the stu-

dent groups before big pronouncements happen is also

critically important."

John Cole, president of the Massachusetts Society of Pro-

fessors, said, "We've got some serious problems that we ve

got to work on.
. _ ,

"We now have a new administration in Boston. Guber

natorial elect Weld knows education is important he

said "We don't know if he knows that funds need to be

restored. We must make the [Beacon] Hill clear what

funds are needed.

"We must fight to save programs, fight to restore the

budget, pay attention to what kind of University well

have We want kids from underprivileged backgrounds

here' as well as the 'rich white kids from Newton.

Serebrennikova
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 3

She also noted differences in the way students study

here as opposed in the Soviet Union. In Amenca, she said,

students spend three to six hours of class-time per week,

while in the U.S.S.R. they spend the whole day in class,

or a total of about 24 hours per week.

Serebrennikova said that an exchange such as this is

very important in breaking down misconceptions that

Americans and Soviets hold about each other.

"I'm delighted that an exchange of this type is possible

and I hope it will continue a long, long time, she said.
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TODAY ONLY-PLEASE HELP!

icr the

Let 'i march
over to

Domino's to

get some pizza.'

The more Domino's

pizzas everyone eats,

the more money we'll

get for our school

to buy supplies.

Mail Registration—November 10-December 12

All mail registrations must be sent via U.S. mail

and be postmarked no earlier than November 10.

(Do not use campus mail.)

Walk-in Registration-

November 26-January 7

Koom 615 Goodell Building

Registrations are pnxTssed in the order in which

they arc received, so register early!

Classes start January 3, 1991.

For more information, contact the Division

of Continuing Education, Goodell Building,

or call 545-2414.
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Human Development Laboratory School Fundraiser
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ARTS&LIVING
Coming this winter to a theater near you

GoodFellas has already won over nearly

every critic in the country. History,

however, is in Coppola's favor since

Scorsese's films have been traditionally

panned by the Academy.

Opening Dec. 19 is Brian De Palma's

Bonfire of the Vanities with Bruce Willis,

Tom Hanks and Melanie Griffith. Based on

the novel by Tom Wolfe, the film takes a

bitterly satiric look at the racial turmoil

caused by a philandering Park Avenue

bond salesman (Hanks) who accidently

runs down a young Black man in the South

Bronx. Already met with controversy as a

novel when it topped the New York Times

Bestseller List for a year, this $45 million

dollar screen version is sure to raise some

temperatures this winter

^ THE
SCREENING ROOM

By GEORGE LENTZ
Collegian Staff

The Hollywood Christmas season official-

ly kicked-off over the Thanksgiving

weekend with the release of Kevin

Costner's majestic Dances With Wolves,

Stallone's painfully manipulative Rocky

V and the cutesy-cuddley foursome of the

trite Three Men and a Little Lady.

Ironically enough, these three films serve

as foreshadowing of exactly what we can

expect from Hollywood in the coming

weeks. The winter 1990 lineup is chock-full

of epics, sequels and kids.

Without question, the most anticipated

release of the season (and possibly the year)

is Francis Ford Coppola's long-awaited The

Godfather Part III (opening Dec. 25). Al

Pacino returns as Mario Puzo's dangerous-

ly cold Michael Corleone, Don of the power-

ful Corleone empire. Set in 1979, the film

concerns Michael's attempts to legitimize

the family "business" and atone for his sins

by investing his time and fortune into the

Vatican in Rome where he has taken up

residency. But when his over-ambitious

nephew (Andy Garcia) and a slimy New

York gangster (Joe Mantenga) threaten his

role as head of the "family," Michael has

to take measures to "assure" them they're

making a mistake. Expected to run close

to three hours in length, the question re-

mains, of course, as to whether the film will

live up to the prestige and success of its

predecessors, both of which were Best Pic-

ture winners. In this respect, The God-

father Part III is going to have its work cut

out for it since Martin Scorsese's brilliant

'Dead Reckoning's'
By SUZY HERRING
Collegian Correspondent

Your footsteps echo as you descend the stairs to the

Smith College Museum of Art's Dalrymple Gallery, the

site of Vernon Fisher's installation called "Dead Reckon-

ing
"

It's just you and the bored, grumpy guard who

needlessly reminds you that no ink pens are allowed in

the museum. ,

You are standing at the base ofa black wall. It s a giant

chalkboard, actually, and it's covered with bones - chalk

renditions of everything from complete doctor s office

skeletons to lone pelvises and spines.

Some of the images have been partially erased, leaving

Falling Joys grant your 'Wish'
records, and harbors more intelligence and

talent. The guitars are pristine in a sort of

Blake Babies style, but their mood is dif-

ferent. Underneath it all, there's sort of

homogenous style to it all. I could list off

hundreds ofbands that sound like the Fall-

ing Joys, but they're different in the respect

that they're less annoying and, ifyou read

between the lines, you'll hear something

that's not there. It's really difficult to

describe, but you'll just have to pop it on

to understand.

Photo courtesy Orion

For heat of another kind, Robert Redford

finds steamy romance with Lena Olin in

the pre-Castro Cuba of Sydney Pollack's

Havana (Dec. 19). If that's not hot enough,

then journey forth with Debra Winger and

John Malkovich to North Africa, 1948, in

Bernardo Bertolucci's The Sheltering Sky

(Dec. 14), based on Paul Bowles' auto-

biographical novel. Also, Mel Gibson and

Glenn Close head a distinguished cast in

Franco Zeffirelli's Hamlet (release date

unknown).

The silver screen will be swarming with

toddlers on Dec. 14 when Ivan Reitman's

Kindergarten Cop and Amy Heckerling's

Look Who's Talking, Too invade your

Charlotte (Winona Ryder), Mrs. Flax (Cher) and Kate (Christina Ricci)

in a scene from Mermaids, filmed partially in Rockport, Mass., on the nor-

thshore of Boston.

neighborhood multiplex. Also expected on

Dec. 14 is Tim Burton's Edward
Scissorhands with Winona Ryder and

Johnny Depp and Fred Schepisi's The

Russia House, based upon the John le

Carre best-seller and starring Sean Con

nery and Michelle Pfiefer.

From the Soviet Union to Down Under,

as Hollywood teams up once again with

Paul Hogan for Almost an Angel (Dec.

14), a comedy about a two-bit thief who,

after taking a nasty bump on the head,

thinks he's an angel sent back to earth to

perform good deeds.

The rest of the Winter lineup is rather

shaky since release dates for many of the

films are still under consideration. But just

for the record, we should expect Woody

Allen's Alice, Alan Parker's Come See

The Paradise, Richard Benjamin's Mer-

maids (starring Winona Ryder and Cher)

and Dan Aykroyd's Valkenvania

sometime between now and New Year's. I

think that pretty much covers everything.

will
just the ghostly after-images of various tibias, fibulas and

skulls. The brochure accompanying the exhibit tells you

that the blackboard is a "visual metaphor for memory.

Two skeletons - actually one skeleton reproduced twice

- stand out the most. They are not done in chalk. One

looks like a life-sized reproduction of a newspaper picture

- you know, that dot effect. Above it is its near twin. This

second skeleton has a smeared pelvis and is covered with

a sheer bath of red paint.

You not that amidst the bones are also an urn, a house

caught in a cyclone of eraser marks, a cigarette and other

funky stuff. There's even an x-ray vision view of Mickey

Mouse. , ...
The coolest thine, though, is the real branches sticking

out of the wall. It looks like the trees that you see through

the skylight above are growing right into the building.

Sitting on one of the boughs is a stuffed raccoon, another

representation of the dead-but-still-around theme that per-

vades this work.

Your sniffles (it's cold out) are uncomfortably loud in

the almost empty room. The museum is going to close so

you say goodbye to the guard in a somewhat forced friend-

ly voice. The show is going to be around until Feb. 10,

anyway, so you have plenty of time to see it again.

Vernon Fisher's "Dead Reckoning" will be at the

Dalrymple Gallery at the Smith College Museum of Art

through Feb. 10.

By SAAD HOPKINS
Collegian Staff

Wish List

Falling Joys
Nettwerk

Journalists get sent tons of stufffrom ma-

jor labels in the hopes of receiving positive

responses in the mail (or in some cases even

negative ones). And one thing is for sure,

a good half of it such unforgivable crap that

it doesn't even deserve the attention of

your ears after the first two tracks. Twenty-

five percent falls under the, "Nice try,

honey. But it just don't wash" list. And

then there's the other 25 percent that grabs

your attention and makes you feel like

there actually is someone out there who

cares about the content of their product.

"Shot in Europe," which opens the Fall-

ing Joys LP had me feeling a bit mixed. It

was admittedly a poor choice for an opener,

because it doesn't have the impact on the

listener as does the rest of the album. The

song is confused, and doesn't seem to want

to go anywhere. I felt like I was going „o

be subjected to another "college" band who

would eventually end up major stars on

daytime MTV.
But I always stick by my rule: give it a

chance. And the end result is that I'm glad

I did. "Lost Addiction" is a track that's bet

ter than any on all of the Jane's Addiction

Review

There are some other nice songs on Wish

List as well. "Lock It, ' "Jennifer" and

"Things to Come" in particular, do great

justice to the twangy guitar genre that

seems to be, since majors started picking

up on these bands, so beat in the ground.

The Falling Joys understand their cross

between Mitch Easter and Throwing

Muses influences, but take it to a much

more respectable ground, a higher

elevation.

Not only is this a good record, but I never

thought I'd see the day when I'd actually

enjoy this stuff. Nice to do your homework

to. Personally, I listen to it while driving

in Boston to keep myself from running over

those ever so annoying pedestrians.

AP photo

TIS THE SEASON - A lone pedestrian walks toward the Notre Dame

campus yesterday, braving the first heavy snowstorm of the winter season

ThT storm threatened to dump a foot of snow on parts of northcentral

Indiana
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The major snow removal objective

at times of severe storms is to allow all

classes and all campus activities to

take place in as routine a way as pos-

sible. Since many faculty, staff, and

students normally bring cars onto cam-

pus, it is important for all concerned to

understand clearly what policies and

procedures will be followed in the

event ofa severe snow storm that tem-

porarily limits parking capacity on

campus.

Radio and TV Announcements

Classes and all other scheduled ac-

tivities on campus will be held as usual

unless specific announcements to the

contrary are made beginning at 6:00

a.m. and continuing periodically

throughout the day. Such announce-

ments will be made on the following

radio and TV stations:

WTTT-Amherst 1430 AM, WMUA-
Amherst 91.1 FM, WRNX-Amherst

100.9 FM, WFCR-Amherst 88.5 FM,

WHMP-Northampton 1400 AM,

WRSI-Greenfield 95.3, WGAM-Green-

ficld 1520AM,WHAI-Greenfield

1240 AM, WARE-Ware 1250 AM,

WCAT-Orange 1390 AM, WMAS-
Springfield 1470 AM, WHYN-Spring-

field 560 AM, WACE-Springfield 730

AM, WSPR-Springfield 1270 AM,

WGGB-TV Springfield (Channel 40),

Springfield, WAQY-Springfield 102.1

FM, WTAG-Worcester 580 AM,

WTIC-Hartford 1080 AM, WTSA-

Brattleboro VT 1450 AM. It is impor-

lant to stay tuned to your radio for

added information in case of a change.

Snow Day Personnel

In the event that classes and all

other scheduled activities are can-

celled, only snow day personnel will be

required, to work, tigads qL departments

Should isyiew Mil update iheji sjtqw

day plans and uglify, employees who.

an» designated as snow day personnel .

Under certain circumstances (after 5:00

p.m., weekends, holiday periods, and

Intcrsession), the Library may also be

closed. Such closing will be announced

over the radio stations listed above.

Parking for Snow Day Personnel

Snow day personnel, including sec-

ond shift snow day personnel, will be

permitted to park only in the following

lots:

* 32 and 34 (south of Whitmore,

SOM)
* 25 (west of Physical Plant, north

of access way to the adjacent pe-

ripheral lot)

* 31 (north of Engineering, Gradu-

ate Research Center, etc.)

* 62 (south of Morrill Science)

Entrance to all other lots will be

prohibited until the University is offi-

cially open for business. The Parking

Garage is, of course, open for parking

at all times.

Overnight Parking Is OK Here

Parking overnight (1:00 - 7:00 a.m.)

is permitted in the following areas dur-

ing snow season (December 1 -April 1,

and other times in the event of pre-

dicted, measurable snowfall).

Snow Day Hotline

As an additional convenience, a

"snow day hot-line" has been in-

stalled. Taped messages will provide

up-to-date information on the status of

the campus and may be accessed by

dialing 545-3630. This is the only cam-

pus number which Mould be calledfor

such information.

Decision by 4:30 a.m.

The decision to cancel classes will

be made at about 4:30 a.m., if the indi-

cations are that road travel is/will be-

come hazardous or that insufficient

parking capacity will be available.

Cancellation of classes includes Con-

tinuing Education day. classes.

Evening Classes

If evening classes are cancelled

(classes beginning after 5:00 p.m.), a

separate announcement will be made

over the same radio stations listed.

Cancellation During the Day

If circumstances make it necessary

to cancel classes during the day, this

information will be communicated by

the Personnel Office to the offices of

the Chancellor and Vice Chancellors

which will inform their respective

schools/colleges, departments, and

business offices. Do not call Personnel

concerning snow cancellations.

Bus Service

It should be assumed that bus serv-

ices arc operating, unless announce-

ments arc made specifically to the con-

trary on WTTT-AM, WMUA-FM and

WHMP. For information regarding

changes in bus schedules during snow

storms call 545-0056.

ELots

Lot 20

Lot 22

Lot 23

Lot 24

Lot 25 (north of

roadway to E Lot

only)

Lot 27

Lot 28

Lot 30

Lot 32 (West of

Lincoln Ave.

only)

Lot 41

Lot 42

Lot 43 (except at

meters)

Lot 44

Lot 46 (except at

meters)

Lot 49

Thatcher Way
(east side only)

Suggestions

To alleviate the problems of clear-

ing parking lots, it is suggested that all

University personnel who normally

bring a car onto campus consider the

following alternatives during heavy

snow:

A. Use the bus service.

B. Pool rides whenever possible.

C. Walk to work.

D. Have someone drop you at work.

E. If space is not available in your as-

signed lot, go to either the peripheral

lot west of Physical Plant or Lot 25.

Under snow emergency conditions, it

is not possible to guarantee that nor-

mal lot capacity will be available.

F. Use the Campus Center Parking

Garage (open 24 hours).

Delayed Opening, 11 a.m.

In the event of a major snow storm,

a decision may be made to delay the

opening of the University until 1 1:00

a.m.. The objective is to provide time

to clear roadways and parking lots.

Lots cannot be efficiently plowed if

they contain cars.

When the opening of the University

is delayed until 11:00 a.m., snow day

personnel should report at their regular

time or as soon as possible; all others

should report to work at 1 1:00 a.m.

Appeals

If you believe you were improperly

issued a ticket for violation of snow

regulations, you may appeal it within

21 days of the date of issue to the

Ticket Processing Office, Lot 3 1 ,
Gov-

ernor's Drive.

r RESCHEDULING OF FINAL EXAMS
ON OFFICIAL SNOW DAYS

FALL 1990

In order to reschedule final examinations in case of snow, two alternate snow

periods have been devised. They are 6:30 p.m. and 8:45 p.m. each exam day. The use

of these alternate periods in the event of closings is outlined below.

In addition, the academic calendar includes Saturday. Dec. 22 as an official snow

day in the event that the University is closed Dec. 21 .
This policy goes mto effect

only if the University is officially closed. The snow day "hot-line" is 545-3630.

11 the University is open, all exams are expected to take place as scheduled. Each

faculty member should inform his or her class of the planned time and location of the

rescheduled final exam in the event of a snow day. All rescheduled exams will be

held in the same location as published in the final exam schedule.

II the University is closed until 11:00 a.m.:

F.xamTime

S-.00 a.m.

10:30 a.m.

1:30 p.m.

4:00 p.m.

except Dec. 21:

3:00 a.m.

10:30 a.m.

Change

re.cte&ite'A te&Si ?<S?.. MBJA 4»j

rescheduled to 8:45 p.m. same day

held as originally scheduled

held as originally scheduled

rescheduled to 1:30 p.m. same day

rescheduled to 4:00 p.m. same day

If the University is closed all day but open in the evening:

Overnight Parking OK
(Lot Decal Required 24 Hours)

Overnight parking is permitted in

the following lots, but a specific lot

decal is required 24 hours. All others

will be towed.

Lot 21 Lot 50

Lot 29 Lot 54

Lot 47 Any posted reserved space

No Parking Here Overnight

Overnight parking (between 1 and 7

a.m.) is not permitted in the following

areas during snow season (December 1-

April 1, and other times in the event of

predicted measurable snowfall).

Exam Time

8:00 a.m.

10:30 a.m.

1:30 p.m.

4:00 p.m.

except:

1:30 p.m. Dec. 20

4:00 p.m. Dec. 20

8:00 a.m. Dec. 21

10:30 p.m. Dec. 21

Change

rescheduled to 6:

rescheduled to 8

rescheduled to 6

rescheduled to 8

rescheduled to 1

:

rescheduled to 4:

rescheduled to 6

rescheduled to 8

30 p.m. same day

45 p.m. same day

30 p.m. next exam day

45 p.m. next exam day

:30pjn. Dec. 21

:00 p.m. Dec. 21

:30 p.m. same day

:45 p.m. same day

If the University is closed all afternoon and all evening:

Lot 62

Lot 63

Lot 64

Lot 65

Lot 66

Lot 71

Lot 25 (south of

the roadway to

E- Lot)

Lot 26 (except by

special permit

only)

Lot 31

Lot 32 (East of

Lincoln Av. only)

Lot 33

Lot 34

Lot 40

Lot 45

Any campus roadway (including

Southwest horseshoe)

Any parking meter

Exam Time

8:00 a.m.

10:30 a.m.

1:30 p.m.

4:00 p.m.

except Dec. 20:

1:30 p.m.

4:00 p.m

If the University is closed

Ex am Time

8:00 a.m.

10:30 a.m.

1:30 p.m.

4:00 p.m

except:

8:00 a.m. Dec. 19

10:30 a.m. Dec. 19

1:30 p.m. Dec. 19

4:00 p.m. Dec. 19

8:00 a.m. Dec. 20

10:30 a.m. Dec. 20

1:30 p.m. Dec. 20

4:00 p.m. Dec. 20

8:00 a.m. Dec. 21

10:30 a.m. Dec. 21

Change

held as originally scheduled

held as originally scheduled

rescheduled to 6:30 p.m. next exam day

rescheduled to 8:45 pjn. next exam day

rescheduled to 1:30 p.m. Dec. 21

rescheduled to 4:00 p.m. Dec. 21

all day and all evening:

Change

rescheduled to 6:30 p.m. next exam day

rescheduled to 8:45 p.m. next exam day

rescheduled to 6:30 p.m. exam day after next

rescheduled to 8:45 p.m. exam day after next

rescheduled

rescheduled

rescheduled

rescheduled

rescheduled

rescheduled

rescheduled

rescheduled

rescheduled

rescheduled

to 6:30 p.m.

to 8:45 p.m.

to 1:30 p.m.

to 4:00 p.m.

to 1:30 p.m.

to 4:00 p.m.

to 6:30 p.m.

to 8:45 p.m.

to 8:00 a.m.

lo 10:30 a.m

Dec. 20

Dec. 20

Dec. 21

Dec. 21

Dec. 21

Dec. 21

Dec. 21

Dec. 21

Dec. 22

Dec. 22

Woman wins sex discrimination case
WASHINGTON (AP) - A woman who sued Price

Waterhouse for sex discrimination won another round
yesterday in her bid to be made a partner in the accoun-

ting firm and receive back pay.

The U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals for the District of Col-

umbia upheld a lower court's order that Anne Hopkins

be made a partner of Price Waterhouse and that she

receive $371,000 in back pay.

The ruling stems from an important 1989 Supreme
Court decision that employers have the burden of prov-

ing they did not discriminate when there is evidence of

bias.

The high court's decision in the Hopkins case came after

she presented evidence that she was denied a partnership

because male partners felt she acted too much like a man.

The Supreme Court sent the case back to U.S. District

Judge Gerhard A. Gesell, who last May ordered Price

Waterhouse to make Hopkins a partner in its Washington-

based management consulting group.

The appellate court decision upheld Gesell's finding that

Price Waterhouse failed to prove that it denied Hopkins

a partnership for a non-discriminatory reason.

The appellate panel said it found "no merit" in Price

Waterhouse's appeal of Gesell's order.

100 arrested in AIDS demonstration
ATLANTA (AP) - Police said they arrested 100

demonstrators when a protest against the federal Centers

for Disease Control's definition of AIDS turned

destructive.

"They were allowed to demonstrate until they began

defacing CDC propoerty," said DeKalb County police Maj.

J.S. Wilson. "They painted the building. They beat on the

windows and chained themselves to the front entry doors."

The protesters contend the health agency's AIDS defini

tion costs women health benefits by failing to include some

gynecological conditions that afflict women infected with

the AIDS virus.

The AIDS Coalition to Unleash Power said 700 people

from 30 states participated in the demonstration. Police

estimated the crowd at 300.

About 100 were arrested for criminal trespass and a

variety of other charges, police said.

The protesters, wearing placards depicting skulls, mar-

ched in the rain through the Emory University campus

to the nearby CDC complex Monday morning.

Another group was detained after they invaded the CDC

executive offices about three miles away, Wilson said.

ACT UP said in a statement that the demonstration in-

cluded 30 women infected with HIV who spoke of "how

the out-of-date definition based on the history of men

diagnosed with AIDS excludes them."

Of the 154,917 people diagnosed with AIDS, 14,816 are

women, said CDC spokesperson Chuck Fallis.

Astronauts repair NASA observatory
(AP) — Columbia's astronauts repaired NASA's $150

million observatory today and slowly began using it to

study stars after losing more than a day of precious star-

gazing time.

Mission specialist Robert Parker said this morning that

all three start trackers in the instrument pointing system

finally appeared to be working well.

One of the trackers still needed more fine-tuning, said

flight director Bob Castle. Nevertheless, the crew started

using the automatic pointing system and reported it was

"steady as a rock."

Mission scientist Ted Gull said it would be several days

before the observatory is working at "100 percent." As

a result, targets of low priority will be dropped, he said.

NH couple
released on
pot charges

GREENFIELD (AP) - Police Capt. Joseph LaChance

considered a request from New Hampshire authorities

to hold an Iowa couple on marijuana charges, after con-

sidering how it would affect their three children, and

decided to take a chance.

Rather than turn Rayetta West over to authorities,

LaChance freed the Hampton, Iowa woman so her

children wouldn't be split up among foster homes in

Massachusetts three weeks before Christmas.

"You had to be there," LaChance said Tuesday. "The

kids were 8, 9, and 11. And they were good kids. I just

looked at them sitting there at the table and I thought

they don't deserve what's going to happen to them.'

LaChance held Eddy West, but released his wife,

after she promised to surrender to New Hampshire

authorities after taking the children to a friend in

Amesbury.
The parents were sought on charges of allegedly sell-

ing a quarter of an ounce of marijuana to a state trooper

in Hampton Beach, N.H., LaChance said. New Hamp-

shire State Police were willing to take the parents, but

not the children. And LaChance balked when

Massachusetts welfare officials said they would have

to split up the children.

Police first encountered the family on Sunday night

when West came into the police station looking for help

and officers directed the family to a homeless shelter,

LaChance said. West said the family had run short of

money and had tried to sleep in the car, but "the

children were cold."

LaChance said he "had no doubts" about letting the

mother go. "The charges aren't serious enough for

anyone to flee the country," he said. "Anyway the

parents protest their innocence. They say they weren't

even in New Hampshire at the time. And they want

to clear up this thing.

Bush gets mixed review in Uruguay; visits Argentina today

AP photo

President Bush and Uruguyan President Luis^2^^££
during their press conference which occured after bilateral talks yester

day afternoon in Montevideo.

MONTEVIDEO, Uruguay - President

Bush called for a "permanent partnership

among all nations of the Americas" as he

arrived today in one of South America's

smallest countries.

He played down the importance of the

military uprising in neighboring Argen-

tina, his next stop.

At a news conference after talks with

President Luis Alberto Lacalle, Bush pro-

nounced Argentina "democratically

stable," and said the turmoil that erupted

yesterday was not aimed at the elected

government but was a "military vs.

military" issue.

Several hundred leftist demonstrators

assembled 150 yards from the legislative

assembly where Bush addressed a joint ses-

sion of Congress.

At an airport welcoming ceremony, Bush

said, "We in the Americas are on the brink

of something unprecedented in world

history — the first wholly democratic

hemisphere."

"In anticipation of that, we need to create

together a permanent partnership among
all the nations of the Americas," said Bush,

the first American president to visit

Uruguay since Lyndon Johnson.

Bush was underscoring the primary focus

of his trip — a salute to democracy — and

his proposal for free trade throughout the

hemisphere.

Thousands of people lined Bush's motor-

cade route through the streets of

Montevideo.

The crowds were overwhelmingly friend-

ly, although there were clusters of

demonstrators making rude hand gestures

and waving signs.

After talks at the Edificio Libertad, the

president's headquarters, Bush and Lacalle

both spoke of the importance of lifting bar-

riers to international trade, including farm

subsidies.

Trade talks are now in their final days

in Brussels in the effort to rewrite the

global trading rules last forged in Uruguay

five years ago.

For Your Information
Wednesday, December 5

Slide Show - "Socialism in Cuba To-

day" by Maggie Pucci, a striker at

Eastern Airlines, member of IAM
Local 1726 ar.d member of the Young

Socialist Alliance, at 7 p.m. in CC 803.

Sponsored by UMass CASA. Stop by

CASA's office in 423A Student Union

for more information.

Meeting- Senate Meeting sponsored

by Senate Operation 7 p.m.-12 a.m. in

CC 163C.
,

Senior Portraits - Sponsored by In-

dex, from 9 a.m.-6 p.m. $5 a sitting.

Seminar - "Polymer Adsorption at

the Solution-Air Interface," by Prof. S.

Barton of the University of

Massachusetts at 3:30 p.m. at 703

Graduate Research Tower.

Information Session - Any students

wishing to apply for exchange during

the 1990-91 school year are highly en-

couraged to attend an information ses-

sion to obtain the application form and

relevant information about the pro-

gram from 4-5 p.m. at CC 917. The ses-

sion will include a brief film presenta-

tion, an introduction by the Coor-

dinator, and a question and answer

period.

Meeting — The UMass Skateboard

Club will be meeting at 7 p.m. im-

mediately outside the Collegian and

WMUA offices in the lower level of the

Campus Center.

The Giving Tree — Help support the

Massachusetts Society for the Preven-

tion of Cruelty to Children by sponsor-

ing an ornament, light, or make a

decoration from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. Mon-

day thru Friday until December 13.

Sponsored by the Marketing Club.

THURSDAY, DECEMBER 6

Craft Fair — Sponsored by Craft

Shop, Campus Center Concourse from

9 a.m.-5 p.m.

Cafe — The UMass Program for Gay,

Lesbian, and Bisexual Concerns is

sponsoring the second Gay, Lesbian,

and Bisexual Cafe at 8 p.m. in the

Hampden Theatre at UMass. This

month's cafe will feature short films by

Keishya Salko, poetry by Nina Crow

Newington, performance pieces by

Amy A. Ford and Sara Brown, and a

scene from "Bent." Comedienne Julie

Waggoner will return as M.C. The cafe

is free and open to the public. For more

information call 545-4824.

Lecture — Diana Russell, feminist

professor and author, and a native

South African, will speak on Women
In The Anti-apartheid Movement at 4

p.m. in Seely Hall, Room 10, Smith

College.

Rally — The Northampton chapter of

the National Organization for Women
is organizing' a march/rally. This

public protest is designed to com-

memorate the massacre of fourteen

women in Montreal last December 6,

and to protest all violence against

women. The march will begin at 7 p.m.

at the Bridge Street Cemetery and will

proceed to Polasky Park where the ral-

ly will take place.

Rally and March — The Coalition on

the Middle East Crisis (COMEC) will

be sponsoring a rally and march star-

ting at the Student Union steps at

noon. People who feel that the United

States' role and motives in what's hap-

pening are questionable are strongly

encouraged to attend.

Lecture — Vincent and Fanchette

Clement-Fanelli, Co-directors of the

U.S. Fourth World Movement, will

discuss their 43 years of combined ex-

perience fighting with the poor against

poverty and Vincent's recently

published book, The Human Face of

Poverty at 7:30 p.m. at the Main Lec-

ture Hall in Franklin Patterson Hall,

Hampshire College.
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SQUIRE VILLAGE
APARTMENTS

2 Bedroom Apartments
RENT NOW

or for January 1

On Bus Route

CALL 665-2203

tharlie'0
I Pray St .

Amherst-549-5403 • Open j lata

7 days a Week

Kitchen open til midnight

Game Room with 2 pool 'ables

Tonight 25c Cheese R»a Slices &

99c Nacho Platters

9:00p.m. — 12:00a.m.

WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 5. 1990

THE FAR SIDE

By GARY LARSON
BONES IN THE BARREL
By J. GELLER 8c M. ROSENZWEIG
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Drink of the Week

Bourbon and Ginger Ale $1.75

Beer of the Month
Labatt's $1.75

ooa uiveaways

Mon 10 cent Mozsarella Sticks 9pm- 12am

Tues 10 cent Buffalo Wings 9pm- 12am

Wed 25c.nl Pizza Slices and 99 cent Nachos 9Pm-12am

Thurs 10 cent Beer Steamed Baby Franks 9pm- 12am

WE ACCEPT

STEINBECK COLLISION REPAIR
& AUTOBODY

53 So. Prospect — Amherst Center

256-8157 256-1385

• Accepted by all insurance companies for

collision repair or glass replacement

• Imports & other unibody vehicles

are our specialty

REMEMBER it's your car and your choice of

repair facilities

R^^a^^^ f
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The American
MBA in Fatris

The Best of

Both Worlds

Maximize Your Careej- Potential by

Earning an MBA in 1 jjj
Months

Experience the Global!Interdependence of the

Business World Whili Studying with Individuals

from Over 15 dountrieif

All Instruction ii in English by the University

of Hartford's BarAey School Full-Time Faculty

,;

r

The University of Hartford

Business School, Paris

UHBS, Paris id located in lA Defense, one of

Europe's central biisineks districts, and is a

.ranch of tjri/j^i^^ Barney

t chool of business and Public Administration.

For more Information about the UHBS. Paris MBProgram please write to

us at: University of Hartford, Barney School of BusWss£Publie

Admmistrat£r, 200 BloomfWldJ^enu^Wes Hartfofc. CT 061 l^Un.

UHBS. Parf£ MBA Prograprr^r^alTth>6Qordlnator at\203) 243-4641.

Enrollment at the University is open to qualified stents «8»V""
of SSElor. creed. £x. age, ethic or national orifeiX or handicap status.

class
cake

vw^Dinner-vjv".

Monster Burgers

Veggie Burgers

Mon Sat 7am-10pm
Sunday Brunch 7am-3

168 N. Pleasant, Amherst
253-2291

SI

REMEMBER m m

Overnight Parking Snow Policy goes into effect

DECEMBER 1

Where you CANNOT park between 1 am 8c 7 am
during snow season

THE FWT

AND HEMCE TVAE

Perspectives in nature we rarely enjoy

DOONESBURY
By GARRY TRUDEAU

Lot 25 (South of roadway to E lot)

Lot 26 (except by special permit only)

Lot 31
Lot 32 (east of Lincoln Ave only)

Lot 33
Lot 34
Lot 40
Any campas roadway (INCITING Southwest horseshoe)

Any parking meter

Lot 45
Lot 62
Lot 63
Lot 64
Lot 65
Lot 66
Lot 71

These lots have been marked with AMBER PLASTIC FLASHING l""*"""**'
narking will be allowed unless measurable snowfal is predicted and the AMBER LIGHTS

^FLASHING. This change is on an experimental basis. Your cooperation will be

appreciated.

Campus Parking 545-0065

L
FiRsr lst-ye say I

PIPN'T <5TAR~r OfT TO

LlPSYNOH. I JUST
4UANTEPT0BE

'<%> 515CT5P
pr£SU?ent<

THE TAX PLED6E CAME UP IN

W HEAT OF THE CAM&I6N.
INEEPEPA CONVICTION, THERE

WASN'T TIME TO DEVELOP ONE OF

mavN, soz cave wee to

SOMEONE ' _c:^i^s^ <$i

BUT HEY, THAT'S ALL IN THE

PAST OKAY* FROM N0IAJ ON,

THE ONLY PERSON YOU'LL

^^ 9E H5ARJN6 FROM IS

C60R6EBUSH' IMLL
NEVER, 5V5RA6AIN
^P-SYNCH TO THE
AMERICAN PEOPLE

SIR.AR5
10UP0IN6
IT NOW 7

THERE'LL BE
A SHORJ

TRANSITIONAL
PERJOP, YES.

ACROSS
1 Quick tetters

5 Old, worn
clothes

9 Boundary
14 Soft drink

15 Give otf

16 Wonderland
visitor

17 Submarine
maneuver

19 Keepsake
20 Human ankle

21 Moray, eg
23 Waistcoat

24 Part o< B p 0.E

26 Spruce

28 Wrenches
31 Strata

35 Mil address

36 California wine

center

38 Pentateuch

39 Dangerous
heac"'ng

43 Donkevs. to

Brits

44 Trademark

45 WW II price

control agcy

46 Gladdens

48 Convent

51 Pekoe ana

oolong

53 Type of aircraft

54 Gold cioth

57 Joker

59 Highways

63 Line neon e g

65 Baseball play

67 Playful

swimmer
68 Annoys

69 Architect

Saannen
70 Very poor

71 Stam
72 Pack away

DOWN
1 Financial

record ADbr.

2 Rail family

member
3 Having wings

4 Quarterback,

sometimes

5 Washington

players

6 Pierre * friend

7 Donate
8 Precipitous

9 Long crossing

10 Valentine

message
1

1

Hammer of

fiction

12 Cool (lessens

13 Camper s cover

18 Hawaiian dance

22 ' — Abner'

25 Escargot

27 Multinational

defense org

28 Reel of film

29 Type of dot

30 Number 3 wood

32 Mistake

33 Grating

34 NYC stadium

35 Summit
37 Aberdeen —
40 Educated

41 Words of

understanding

42 Compare
47 Maxim
49 Midday

50 Escapes
52 Title m

old India

54 Celebrity

55 Feed the kitty

56 — out allot

58 Young woman
60 We<ght

allowance

61 Type of dollars

or mart

62 TV reception

problem

64 Attempt

66 Boxing finish

ANSWER TO PnEVIOUSPUZZL!
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MENU

/ CALVIN AND HOBBES By BILL WATTERSON
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LUNCH
Hot Beef Sandwich

Tuna Oriental

BASICS LUNCH

The Salad Sandwich
Tuna Oriental

DINNER
Fried Shrimp

Roast Turkey

BASICS DINNER

Fried Shrimp

Roast Turkey

your daily horoscope
by jeane ddcon

*G8k <3 J-

intjjl

pVERK
TONITE

Reggae Nite with

NEW HORIZONS

Thurs. 6
UMASS vs Lowell

Post Game Basketball

Party

Fri. 7
THE SHOCKERS

$1.00 Cover

Sat. 8
Live Dirty, Die Clean
"UMASS Transit Employees:

FREE Admission

DRINK SPECIALS
Rolling Rock Bots...$1.25!

22 ounce Twister Cup
"THE IMPERIAL PINT"

you keep the cup.. .$1.85

Absolute Soda Cranberry...$2.25

PRICE
By PRICE VAN RAY

HAPPY HOUR

4-8 Ml -PIS
sft m\ (a® .s® _®S) M

DINNER SPECIALS
NIGHTLY!

FRIDAY LUNCH
SPECIALS!

AVAILABLE FOR
PRIVATE PARTIES!

SHRIMP
Peel n' eat

Anchor Wings
1/2 order .2)3)

NACHOS
Cheddar &salsa

QUESADILLA
Floor tortilla grilled with cheese

and saba

TANGELO PIE
BY TDM SNIFFEN

ARIES (March 21 - April 19)

Showcase your talents and ideas

with care. It is possible to reap

golden employment benefits

Streamline work procedures to

meet deadlines The emphasis now

is on greater efficiency

TAURUS (April 20 - May 20): An ex-

cellent time to make new alliances

Claire, your locker room fantasy will

come true sometime next week

Your vitality is high now Expand

your spiritual horizons

GEMINI (May 21 - June 20): Put

your well-laid plans into action You

will meet the love of your life soon

Unexpected developments may
catch you offguard work things out

to your advantage.

CANCER (June 21 - July 22): Stick to

tried-and-true work methods. Prac-

tice and tact are your strongest

allies. Impulsive acts only make a

difficult situation worse Make the

most of a golden moment; show

your appreciation.

LEO (July 23 - Aug. 22) Philosophical

differences could threaten a rela-

tionship Kind words will remedy the

situation pronto Romance could be

pleasing but puzzling Play a waitir.g

game. Your dearest wish will como

true.

VIROO (Aug 23 - Sept 22): Your

silver tongue wins you new admirers

today You bask In the applause. A

sense of humor win serve you well

in a potentially compromising situa-

tion. Dwelling on past mistakes is

taboo!

LIBRA (Sept 23 - Oct 22). Ask per-

tinent questions before closing a

financial deal. Buying real estate for

investment is favored. Contacting

friends who live at a distance may

be difficult. Dave a secret admirer

could live nearby, be careful.

SCORPIO (Oct. 23 - Nov. 21) A pro-

ject should be shelved if your part-

ner is unwilling for you to work on it

at home Keep copies of any cor-

respondence regarding bills or

credit Share secrets with loved

eras
SAGITTARIUS (Nov 22 - Dec 21)

Tackle a pile of overdue work. Legal

delays are possible Use the extra

time wisely. Do not hang on to a los-

ing proposition, either emotional or

financial Keep your health

resolutions.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22 - Jan. 19):

Refuse to be backed into a corner

Although you may feel trapped, the

tide will soon turn in your favor Con-

fide m mate or partner. Member of

opposite sex supports your views.

AQUARIUS (Jan. 20 - Feb 18): A

goal-oriented member of the op-

posite sex opens doors for you.

Romance could develop. Try not to

mix business with pleasure Plan on

visiting old friends this coming

weekend.
PISCES (Feb. 19 - March 20):

Creative forces dominate Good

luck is on your side. Success will

come if you avoid pushing too hard.

A sense of humor also helps! A con-

tract or special agreement may be

offered.

CoachJ'w wlirvijwi«ij
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December

Workshops

There's still time

to get your career underway!

Don't miss out!

Introduction to Career Services

Dec. 10, 14 3:00 (CH)

Planning Field Experience

Dec. 5, 7, 10, 12, 14

Dec. 6, 11, 13

Dec. 5, 11, 12

Dec. 6, 13

Resume Writing
Dec. 5, 11

Campus Recruiting

Dec. 7, 13

Interviewing Techniques

Dec. 6, 12

12:20 (CH)
1:00 (CH)
2:30 (CH)
4:00 (CH)

3:00 (M)

3:00 (M)

3:00 (M)

(M) Mather Career Center

(CH) Curry Hicks Room 16

Remember - Take the bus to visit us!!

BOARD OF GOVERNORS

We're Hiring Qualified People For:

Assistant Facilities Coordinator

Assistant Vending Coordinator

Facilities Coordinator

Applications are available in 817 Campus Center

APPLICATIONS DUE BY
DECEMBER 7th at 5:00 PM

The BOG is an AA/EO Employer

The Mather Career Center
Career Planning and Placement • Cooperative Education • Internships

Fraternity/Sorority Pa* - on the Orchard Hill bui route. (413)545-2224.

Where Careers Take Off!
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The Financial Aid Forms (FAF) for the academic year 1991-92

are available NOW

To be considered an on time applicant you must file your

FAF between January 1, 1991 and March 1, 1991.

%s

•:••

M

•!•:•:

XX

x$-

•:•••:•
'•'•'.'•

v.v
•Xx

You can obtain your FAF at the following locations

.

Your Cluster Office Bilingual Collegiate Program (BCP) $&

Off-Campus Housing Office

XX
i:x

*">

Committee for the Collegiate

Education of Black and other
Minority Students (CCEBMS)

x*:

«S

Minority Engineering Program

School of Management-Minority
Management Program

Graduate Student Organization

Office of Financial Aid Services

*.v

x
:
x

>?
>x
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Sweet Charity: Spunky, dynamic and romantic
•^ -...-.. . . _,_„ ..4:ft. 1 .„>;»„,Ki^ onfatrin~r tnn He too was a marvelous, enigmatic character despite

By LISA CURTIS
Collegian Staff

Sweet Charity

Bowker Auditorium
Thursday, Nov. 29

She had a spunky persona, huge red earrings and a rous-

ing voice that swept you from your papers and exams for

three hours. Who was she? This dynamite romantic was

Laura Marie Duncan or sweet Charity.

The UMass Theatre Guild's presentation of Sweet

Charity opened Nov. 29 in Bowker Auditorium. The au-

dience consisted mostly of students who were quickly cap-

tivated by sweet Charity and her fellow hostesses.

Sweet Charity: The Story ofa Girl Who Wanted to be Lov-

ed centers on Charity Hope Valentine, a dance hall

hostess, in 1966.

The First scene opened with an outstanding backdrop

of New York City. All of the scenery was extremely

creative and aesthetically pleasing. The Technicolor Coor

dinator, Debbie Branco; Set Designer, Gary Radin; and

Lighting Designer, Michael Luongo did a truly profes

sional job which is all the more gratifying because the

Music Theatre Guild is an entirely student-run

organization.

The audience laughed loudly in response to the perfect

ly timed delivery of comedy the actors threw back and

forth.

All of the actors and actresses contributed immensely

to the show. Even supporting cast members, like the old

cleaning lady who removed the signs from the easel in

the corner of the stage, were charming and dynamic.

Willamina Broom, "the easel lady" was a throwback to

the Carol Burnette show janitor cartoon at the end ofeach

episode. Broom was played by Angelique Katalina

Szeman. If only there was enough room to name them all.

The third scene, where the familiar song "Big Spender"

was sung was awesome in terms of the background

lighting, the risque 60s costumes, and ths suggestive dan-

cing. Costuming was the task of Suzanne Chaisson, Kim

Pinkham and Laura Sweet; the choreographer was Lisa

Moskow. All of whom, including the dancers, should be

commended for a job well done.

Nicole Chaisson had a beautiful voice which got stringer

throughout the show. She played Charity's blunt, spunky

friend Nickie to perfection. Helene, Catnona P.F.

McCaleb, was equally roudng vocally and possesses a flair

for the stage.

Marvin, played by Chris Doyle, was a favorite minor

character for the audience. He reaped a appreciative

giggles. ,

The Pompeii Club Scene, with its alternating between

hilarious dialogue and innovative dancing, was reminis-

cent of Roland and Martin's Laugh In. The audience

erupted in groans when one dancer was carried across the

stage with her her legs in "the splits" over another's head.

We watched stunts and freaky poses being performed to

a funky beat with stop and go action. Creativity and en

thusiasm overflowed from each move and each actor.

Review

There was a tangible chemistry between the characters

which made it easy to get caught up in the plot and

overlook the inept dance moves of Vittorio Vidal and Ur-

sula March in the sixth scene. Instead of being displeas-

ing to the eye, it merely added to the comedy of the show

and even added a little suspense. (He won't drop her, will

he?) The missed steps were more than compensated for

by the verve and personality of Vittorio and Ursula's ac-

tors. The comedy was once again delivered with superb

timing and these characters were very well acted by Meg

Pryor and Dean E. Lapham.

Oscar Lindquist, played by Thomas Matthew Berry, was

an impressive claustrophobic with an acting style very

much like Rick Moranis' in the eighth scene titled "92nd

Street Y."

The pace of the musical seemed to drag towards the mid-

dle of the show. When we returned from the intermission

the "Rhythm of Life" church scene that was visited by

Charity and Oscar was marred by the incessant thump-

ing ofhuge medallion on the microphone around the neck

of Daddy Brubeck, played by Barry Tropp. A true hero,

he was able to inconspicuously remove the microphone

and continue with the scene. Wonderful scenery consisting

of a battered church and creative hippie costumes was

dominated by Preacher Brubeck in his billowing red caf-

tan. He too was a marvelous, enigmatic character despite

the obstacles.

One scene definitely worthy of mention was the Coney

Island Set where Oscar and Charity were suspended from

the ceiling in a "parachute drop." In the background,

weaving lights gave the impression of a distant roller

coaster. It was truly breathtaking and romantic. When

Oscar and Charity exchanged such lines as "I hope we

never come down," the audience audibly responded with

"Oohs." The cast was very adept at making the audience

involved with the show.

There was real depth to the scenery The sets were so

impressive they made you regret that they were only on

the stage for a few minutes at a time.

The rowdy, bawdy comedy was greeted by whoops and

raucous laughter throughout the show and yet Charity's

moving performance at the end was still able to bring

many tears to your eyes and a sense of injustice of life

to your heart.

Sweet Charity was an electric presentation by the

UMass Music Theatre Guild. Next semester the Guild will

be presenting Into the Woods. I can hardly wait.
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UNLESS YOU HELP.

Volunteer just 3 hours and you

can help others this season.

CALL: 586-5243

CLASSIFIEDS
CON/F TO T

ACTIVITIES

31AN OFFIC
MMMIrfAhlillMlfamMJ^^

25+ CLUB Polluck Dinner. Thursday

12/6.7PM Pierponi Dorm Lounge Call Ran-

dy 546-2183

1988 HONDA CIVIC 33000 miles Excellenl

Condition 1 owner AM FM Cassette

Stereo Recent complete tune up $6300 00

or best offer. Call Bruce at 256-1215

ACCOUNTING ASSOCIATION will be hav-

ing officer elections Monday DecIO at 4:00

in SBA Lounge

FOR A GOOD TIME CALL.

THE GREENHOUSE BILL needs your help

write a letter at the Masspirg table at the

Hatch today. 1 1 to 2

RACK-A-DISC the best entertainment DJ's,

video, bands; dorm/house specials call

586-9900 anytime

• FUTONS •

• MANY STYLES OF FRAMES "

• AND MATTRESSES TO '

• CHOOSE FROM "

RESERVE NOW FOR DELIVERY TO '

YOUR DORM, HOUSE OR
APARTMENT*

• NEXT SEMESTER •

• ONLY $10 DOWN '

• METAWAMPE FURNITURE '

• 256-0646
-

LIVE IN PUFFTON

PAY NO SECURITY OR DEPOSIT. Male or

female $188 a month So get out of the

dorms or your parent's basement 1 Call

549-1561

SCOTT
We are meant to be
always and forever

1-4-3

LOST

FOR RENT

ANNOUNCEMENTS

BED AND BREAKFAST downtown ideal

visiting parents friends 549-0733

"
""ENTREPRENEURS

Looking for motivated people who want

to make money Requires as much or as

little time as you have Incredible

support system FTC approved Great

lor winter break |Ob All welcome
Call tonight and ask about

business opportunity

546-3868 253-5065

FAST FUNDRAISiNG PROGRAM
$1000 in just one week
Earn up to $1000 for your campus organize

tion. Plus a chance at $5000 more 1 This pro-

gram works' No investment needed Call

1 -800-932-0528 Ext 50

1 OR 2 PEOPLE for bedroom in house

across from Townehouse $144 + per per-

son Call Melissa 549-6083 start Jan 1st

LARGE ENTERTAINMENT CONSOLE
In excellent condition

A must see-Call after 6PM
Ask for Peter 549-6458

A NECKLACE GOLD. Great sentimental

value Please return Reward PH 546-0747

ask for Kathy-HELP'

SIGMA KAPPA PLEDGES
You guys are the best' I'm glad we've

become so close A few days until the big

day (hopefully) 1

Love.
Kara

ROOM TO SUBLET in January Very big

room Dishwasher washer dryer TV fur-

niture On bus route Call Ahmed 253-5837

SUBLET FOR WINTER one room n

Presidential Apts Call 549-0035

ROOM TO SUBLET in a great house Three

minute walk to town, five minute walk to

campus On bus route Call 549-6508

3 ROOMS m 5 bedroom house (1 available

Jan . 2 available Feb ) 21 + . $225 549*792

NINTENDO with 4 games- $110, full futon

and frame $120 Both excellent condition

Brett at 253-9015

BRANDYWINE APT 2 bedroom 3rd floor

Take over lease Jan 1 760 a month

PINBALL MACHINE for sale $480/8 O 3

multi balls 2 ramps- modern Call 546-1348

MAROON WALLET has important

documents If found call 546-0421

REDCHANGEPURSE lost 1 1/30, Friday at

3 30 in Cape Cod Lounge/Mimstore Impor-

tant! Please return the contents You can

keep the money, no questions asked! Sue
549-6448

SWEET CHARITY Friday mght-

Beautiful blonde I sat with m balcony-

would like to take you to dinner

2D5

WE NEED A PLACE to live during mterses-

sion 2br wanted Mark 546-3890

TO ALL HIP CATS

DOUBLE RM FOR RENT-on bus line,

South Amherst, large 20 x 12 ft carpeted

room No lease, no security deposit. Jan-

May $185/mo./person Call 256-1118

T-SHIRTS. JACKETS, SWEATS, m
tramural uniforms, hats, and more Low

prices and good quality Call Brian,

546-4899

PERSONALS

GREAT SINGLE in Townhouse Apt in

Amherst Available for next semester On

bus route, has wall to wall carpeting Mint

condition Call Lisa at 549-7581

WOMENS SKI BOOTS, Alpina, size 8 $60

Call Steph at 546-4439 Leave message

FREE HOUSING RAFFLEI Check out the

concourse or an OHAG Rep sponsored by

OHAG (5-1385)

OCHO needs fair housing researchers for

discrimination project Be part of the solu-

tion! Call 545-0865 or SUB 428

PVOC OIL COOP Purchase home heating

oil at reduced cost per gallon COD or

automatic delivery register at OCHO or call

545-0865 for more information

LOOKING FOR MALE/FEMALE to move in

to single room for spring semester One mile

Irom campus, on bus route, washer/dryer,

large deck, v-ball court in backyard, cable

Most definitely the nicest house in the area

All for only $240/month! Call 549-0920 or

549-1151.

ZOOMASS T-SHIRTS only $5 L XL. Come
and get 'em for x-mas Hugh 549-6659

FOUND

BOISE!-BOISE! BOiSE'-BOISE!

It's driving me out of my mind.

That's why it's hard tor me to find

Can't get her out of my head,

that girl, that girl, that girl's from Boiseee'

(Now you know- she's from Boise. Idaho)

Cool, Buddy.

ROOMMATES WANTED

2 ROOMS IN HOUSE 262+ utilities

route Jan '91 to May 256-8979

AMHERST CENTER- Perfect location

Large room in big friendly house

ALL UTILITIES PAID. HUGE YARD
$295 253-2329

Bus

PEOPLE S MARKET ft EARTHFOOOS are

holding their tirst ever cofleehouse 1 Join us

in the commonwealth from (Earthfoods) this

Thursday. December 6, from 8-11 PM tor

an evening full of fun food and music Call

John at 584-9543 for info or it you'd like to

perform

DO YOU or you and .i friend need .( place

to live next semester I need someone to

take over my part of the lease The Brook,

starting Jan 1. call and leave a message

253-9674

TRAVEL

ONE-WAY TICKET TO CALIFORNIA, Dec

20 $150 253-5844

CATE THE BAIT Happy Birthday

We love you 1 Pez. JJ Crazy, and Jess

FEMALE NEEDED to take over spring lease

in Townehouse beg Jan 26 $187/mo

549-4249

SPRING BREAK!!
Cancun, Bahamas, Jamaica

7 nights (starting at $399)

Interested7

Call me- Traci 546-5258

LONG BLACK WOOL COAT
on side of Fearing St

One label says "Made in England"

Tell me what the other says and its yours!

Call Paul 253-2773

CUTIE.
Thanks for an amazing formal

I'm so glad I took the chance 1

It's so worth it!!

FEMALE ROOMMATE wanted for spring

sem $185 Jan sublet option 253-0409

WAKE-N-BAKEI!! SPRING BREAK IN

JAMAICA/CANCUN FROM $449'" BOOK
EARLY AND SAVE $30 TRAVEL WITH
THE BEST 1-800-426-7710

MILL VALLEY 1 bedroom in 4 bedroom

Townhouse Free heat/water Responsible

non-smoking M/F Available Feb 1,

256-1202 $275

SPRING BREAK TRAVEL FAIR

Don't be left out in the

cold! Feb 14th

UNION VIDEO CENTER
General Meeting

Thurs Dec 6 7:00PM
Everyone welcome
Interested in video

come on down and get involved

NORTHAMPTON CENTER APARTMENT
One bedroom with spacious living room

Wood floors $560 586-2986.

SINGLE, PUFTON, females Call 549-2781

SINGLE ROOM AVAILABLE
Amherst Center- Behind Kinko s

260 + Preferably female/non-smoker

Call 256-8250

HELP WANTED

ADORESSERSWANTED immediately! No
experience necessary Excellent pay' Work

at home Call toll-free 1-800-395-3283

ASSEMBLERS: Excellent income to

assemble products from your home
504-646-1700 dept P1307

CHILD CARE, Thursdays (Morn-Aft) during

January 549-2629 Close to campus

DINA Thank you for helping me through a

tough time Keep smiling Love Rich

Erit
Thanks for being a great date

Friday night I had a great time

with you You really are crazy!

Love ya,

Kara

FEMALE WANTED to share room in Bran-

dywine starting Jan 1st $187 50 includes

heat Call 549-4259 ASAP

ROOMMATE WANTED for spring senv in

Brandywine Male, non-smoker Call

549-5414

TYPING/PROFESSIONAL

WANTED: Female roommate to share a

room Amity Place begining 1/1 549-5316.

WORDPROCESSING Dissertations,

cases, papers: Affordable, dependable.

Mac/LP on-campus Nancy 584-7924

TYPING

JEN S.- You are awesome- |ust hang in

there! Remember I may be drunk but I'm

still smart! Love, Michigan

WOMAN WANTED 3 bedroom apt Center

Amherst 260/mo Call 253-0617

SINGLE ROOM in four bedroom on bus

route at Swiss Village $250 a month utilities

included. Call 253-0612

AUDIO/STEREO/VIDEO

USED Stereo Components/ VCR's/ Color

TV's We buy.seii and trade Quality

guaranteed: great prices! Call anytime for

detailed list 256-0941

AUTO FOR SALE

1981 RABBIT DIESEL. 4dr std ctearv

75K on 2nd motor, radio/cassette. Jew
665-2943

TOWNHOUSE- ? bedroom. 1
' i bath apart

ment on bus route North Amherst

1-567-1352

TWO BEDROOMS available tor spnng star

ting Jan 1 Old farm house directly across

the UMass Horselarm Great housemates

One room can be double Call now 275 ft

250 549-8117

CLERICAL ASSISTANT, 15 hrs./week dur-

ing January 5-4783 Word processing

preferred

SPRING BREAK INCancun or Bahamas
from $299 001 Includes air, 7 nights hotel,

cruise, beach parties, free lunch and much
more! Call 1-800-Beach it

LAURA TOASTY SULLIVAN:
Happy Birthday! We love you tons'

Alyssa Vicki Julie ft Lauren

LOST

WALK TO CAMPUS or Town from Tnanqle

St $157+ Call 549-8258

ARE YOU SICK OF TYPING?
Fast and Accurate
Typing/Wordprocessing
Free laserpnnting

Call Becca 549-4600 X433

SERVICES

NEXT DAY TYPiNG/WORDPROCESSING
3234579

Two women's hopes ol finding the perfect

n. If found, respond ASAPimperfect man

HOLIDAY BOOKING selling out 1 Campus
Travel on Campus 545-0500

TYPING $1 50/page 545-0913 Anne

INSTRUCTION

MANDY:
Here's a round of applause for your supers

Cerformance in Sweet Charity'

ove Mel

PREGNANT?
Need a pregnancy test, information or sup-

port' Call for free and confidential services

ALTERNATIVES 33 Main St Northampton

586-3000 or Greenfield area 774-6010.

WORDPROCESSING: Papers, etc

Reasonable rates; fast, efficient service

Call Janet 253-3276 leave message

WORDPROCESSING. REPORTS.
Resumes, Theses. Graphics, Laser Prin-

ting Call Rosemary 259-1786

1982 DODGE ARIES
Body in good condition

$1000 or best offer

Call 549 4290

1985 NISSAN 200SX Turbo 84K

New tires, distributor, brakes, radiator, a ex

haust system $3900 or BO Marc

665-2831

1987 FORD ESCORT, 74K, Four Door. AC,

Auto AM/FM New Tires, Excellent Condi

lion. $29007bo Call 586-3727

FOR SALE

CLOSEOUT SALE: Sweatshirts and sweat-

pants Jerzees, Lee, Russell, and more

Assorted colors Look lor my table Wednes

day at CC Concourse Mention this ad lor

$2 off

EARN CREDIT SCUBA DIVING

2 credit basic and advanced courses offered

both semesters at Curry Hicks pool

2 credit sport courses to Key Largo during

intersession. spring break, and end of

August
Register for all courses through the General

Physical Education Department

Further information at Curry Hicks pool

Monday through Thursday 7PM-10PM or

call Protect Deep 549-8401

NICOLE
My heart belongs to you

but nothing I can do
You're always on my mind

and my emotions in a bind

I wanted you to know
that I can t let you go
Love John

SUBLET WANTED

AMHERST CENTER
Room to sublet in January

Call 549-9377

2 FEMALE NON-SMOKING roommates

wanted tor Townehouse apt 200 ft util

549-4195

JUOAS PRIEST Fri Centrum

Call Lane 508-827 4555

ENGLISH as a second language

Classes begin January 21, 1991

Intensive day, part-time evening, and

TOEFL preparation Three levels Register

now! Language Pacifica. 549-5065

••• NYX FAIRCHILD *•*

"Like the wind ot hollow Autumn
blowing from swamp and shallow dim.

comes the sorrow ot the voices
"

Wow' You're 18 yrs ok) today no way

HELP!
Looking to sublet 2 bdrm apt

tor wintersession Rent neg

Call Hillary 546-3814

LOOKING TO TAKE OVER
your 2 bdrm lease m
Jan Call Pam/Jacqui
253-9776

I AM LOOKING for housing from Dec

20-Jan 28 Call 546-0233 Brian

RUSS'S BOYS
It is not

Bob's girls

WST

UNDERWRITING DIRECTOR FOR WMUA
Sales experience preferred

Excellent resume ft business potenfal

Pay includes 15 percent commission on all

contracts gained
Apply in station lobby 102CC or can

545-2876
Deadline 12/10/90
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SPORTS
Gold Glove fits

Bonds, Smith, Burks,

Boddicker, Griffey Jr.

ROSEMONT, 111. (AP) - Barry Bonds became part

of the first father-son pair to win Gold Glove awards,

leading a list of nine newcomers to be honored yester-

day as the best fielders in baseball.

Bonds, the National League's Most Valuable Player,

joined his father, Bobby, as the only father-son reci-

pients in 34 years. Barry tied for the league lead with

14 assists as Pittsburgh's left fielder.

"I'm speechless and thankful," Bonds said. "I m glad

the coaches and managers have recognized me. No mat-

ter how discouraged you might get, this proves that

hard work does pay off."

The award is voted on by major league managers and

coaches and presented by Rawlings Sporting Goods Co.

Ozzie Smith, the all-time leader in Gold Gloves at

shortstop, won his 11th consecutive honor. He commnV

ted just 12 errors, matching the second-lowest total of

his career, for St. Louis.

Ryne Sandberg of the Chicago Cubs tied the record

shared by Bill Mazeroski and Frank White as the all-

time winner at second base with his eighth award.

Cleveland catcher Sandy Alomar Jr., the rookie of

the year, was among seven first-time Gold Glove win-

ners in the American League. Other newcomers in-

clude Oakland first baseman Mark McGwire, Toronto

third baseman Kelly Gruber, Chicago White Sox short-

stop Ozzie Guillen, outfielders Ken Griffey Jr. of Seat-

tle and Ellis Burks of Boston and pitcher Mike Bod

dicker, who played for Boston last season and recent-

ly signed with Kansas City.

"I was hoping to win a Gold Glove before I retired.

As an old third baseman, I'm glad the hard work finally

panned out." Boddicker said. "I didn't think I'd ever

win it. Thought I'd win a Cy Young before I'd win a

Gold Glove"
Cubs pitcher Greg Maddux joined Bonds as the other

first-time winner in the NL.

Texas outfielder Gary Pettis got his fifth Gold Glove

and Seattle second baseman Harold Reynolds receiv-

ed his third award in the AL. San Diego's Tony Gwynn

won his fourth Gold Glove and Pittsburgh's Andy Van

Slyke got his third in the outfield. San Diego catcher

Benito Santiago became a three-time winner, as did

Montreal third baseman Tim Wallach, and Expos first

baseman Andres Galarraga won his second award.

Men's hoop quiets Wildcats, 76-64
XTA ^^ Mr X u—i—;«-«,««», I ™,*11 Thursday night. The Minutemen

I

By SAM SILVERSTEIN
Collegian Staff

DURHAM, N.H. - Tony Barbee and Jim McCoy clean

ed up a 76-64 win for the University of Massachusetts

men's basketball team at New Hampshire yesterday in

a sloppy game that featured 45 personal fouls and 39

turnovers.

For UNH (0-4) the loss extended the nation s longest

home losing streak to 28 games. UMass improved to 2-1.

After a nine-minute stretch in which UNH failed to

score a field goal but hit 14-of-17 free throws, the Wildcats

were within six at 54-48 with 8:08 to play..

From that point on, however. Barbee and McCoy got hot.

The pair accounted for five of UMass' next six hoops, as

the Minutemen opened up a 71-55 lead with 3:21 to play.

"We had chances to break the game open but [UNH]

didn't quit," said UMass head coach John Calipari. "They

shut down our inside game ... but there's not a whole

lot of defenses that have answers for Jim McCoy and Tony

Barbee."

McCoy finished with a game-high 25 points, Barbee add-

ed 21 and William Herndon scored 11, all in the first half.

Guard Anton Brown scored 8 points, had 8 rebounds and

dished out 7 assists in 37 minutes.

For UNH, Eric Thielen had 17, while James Ben and

Bob Cummins added 16 each.

The Wildcats intermittenly pressed defensively to twice

claw their way back from deficits of 10 points, before giv-

ing out at the end.

Herndon carried the Minutemen in the first halt, nit-

ting 4-of-5 shots including several dunks, and a behind-

the-head tip-in off a Barbee miss. The Minutemen hit six

straight free throws to take a 38-30 lead into halftime.

"We're one of those team that likes to press but doesn't

like to be pressed," Herndon said.

"The press got us out of sync," Calipari said. "We were

real tentative with the ball and we didn't seem to attack

it
"

UMass now returns to the Cage for a three-game stand,

Massachusetts, 76-64
Massachusetts (76) .... •jj nnnnn
Firman 0-1 0-0 0. Giles 1-6 2-2 5, Brown 4-8 0-0 8. C. Robinson 0-0 0-0

McCoy 8-14 9-11 25. Barbee 8-11 5-7 21, Anderson 0-0 0, Williams 0-2

6 9 6. Meyer 0-0 0-0 0, Herndon 4-6 3-6 11, K. Robinson 0-1 0-0 0, Tate 0-1

0-2 o'. Totals 25-50 25 37 76.

New Hampshire (64)

O'Connor 0-2 0, MacDonald 2-6 0-0 5, Perry 1-7 0-0 2, Cummins 2-5 1-2

6 Lewis 0-3 0-1 0, Carr 0-6 0, Manor 3-10 9 10 15. Ben 5-6 6-8 16,

Neimeier 1-4 1-2 3, Thielen 5-6 7-8 17. Totals 19-55 24-31 64.

Halftime 38 30. Fouled out Thielen. Three-point goals Giles, MacDonald

Cummins. Rebounds Massachusetts 38 (Brown 8), New Hampshire 33

(Thielen 7). Assists Massachusetts 15 (Brown 7), New Hampshire 14 (Cum

mins Carr 3) Total fouls Massachusetts 25, New Hampshire 22

beginning with Lowell Thursday night. The Minutemen

will host Atlantic 10 foes George Washington on Satur-

day and Rutgers on Tuesday.

"[Against GW and Rutgers) we'll get beat ifwe play like

we're playing right now," said Calipari. "We ve got no

chance."

Collegian file photo

Minuteman Tony Barbee seen shooting here

against Yale, was 8-for-ll in from the floor and

5-for-7 from the line to help pull UMass ahead of

New Hampshire last night (76-64).

Women's basketball
hoping to get on track

By GREG SUKIENNIK
Collegian Staff

Christine Basile, the women's basketball

coach at Boston University and a 1977

graduate of the University of

Massachusetts, is hoping the return to her

alma mater will be a victorious one. The

Minutewomen want to make her homecom-

ing a little less happy.

UMass (0-2) is seeking their first win of

the season tonight against the Lady Ter-

riers (2-2) at Curry Hicks Cage. Tip-off is

at 7:30 pm.

"It's important for me that we win," said

Basile, whose teams won North Atlantic

Conference women's basketball titles in

1988 and 1989. "I'd like to show UMass

that I learned something while I was here."

*'[BU] creates a lot of offense off of their

pressure defense," said UMass coach

Kathy Hewelt. "They always play ag-

gressively, and pressure the ball a lot."

The Lady Terriers, like UMass, are a

young team - only four upperclassmen

return from last season's 16-13 NAC
runmrs-up squad. Among those returnees,

starters Manon Dukeman, Richele Van-

Zandt ind Andrea Higgins are among BU's

statist ":al leaders.

VanZ ndt, a junior, is averaging 10.0

points and 7.5 rebounds per game from her

shooting guard position. Dukeman, the

team's lone senior, leads the team in scor

ing with 16.6 points per game, although

she is only hitting 23.8 percent o«" her shots.

Higgins, a sophomore point guard, has a

team-high 16 assists.

Hewelt singled out VanZandt, Dukeman,

Higgins, and freshman Jill Sosnak as BU's

main threats. "Higgins is really quick, and

VanZandt rebounds like an inside player."

Sosnak, a 5-foot-ll center, is tied for the

team lead in rebounding with VanZandt

and shooting at a 47.6 percent clip.

For UMass, Gloria Nevarez will replace

Jenny Moran in the starting line-up.

Nevarez will join Jessica Schusler and

Cherie Muza in a three-guard backcourt.

Junior guard Tricia Riley will be

unavailable for the remainder of the

semester, as she continues to recover from

a back injury that sidelined her most of last

year.

"I'm very happy with the way Jess and

Cherrie bounced back from the Vermont

game," said Hewelt. "They've been our

spark in the backcourt - hopefully, we'll

get flames from them if we can." Hewelt

also noted that Nevarez and guard Trish

Hessel have been bright spots for the

Minutewomen.
She is also expecting a big game out of

Keyburn McCusker. "Hopefully, Keyburn

will loosen up," explained Hewelt. "She's

struggled a bit — she needs to get comfor-

table, which should help her do some of the

things we're hoping she can do for us."

What the Minutewomen need to do, as

Hewelt explained, is to improve their weak

areas and play with discipline.

"We need to keep our composure," said

Hewelt. "We need to stay under control —

against Vermont and New Hampshire, our

half-court offense has been one pass and a

shot. Our shot selection has to be better."

Two other areas of concern for Hewelt are

turnovers and rebounds.

"We gave up 31 turnovers against New
Hampshire, and they didn't pressure us

that much. We've been out-rebounded in

both our games. These are things that we

can improve and need to improve, and with

time, we'll get better at both."

AP photo

THE NEWEST OF THE SIX MILLION DOLLAR MEN - Matt

Young, shown pitching for the Seattle Mariners in Sept., signed a

three-year, $6.35 million contract with the Boston Red Sox yesterday.
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Students outraged by hiring of convicted rapist

By CHRIS MUTHER
and MEREDITH O'BRIEN
Collegian Staff

University of Massachusetts women yesterday express-

ed their "disgust" and shock at the allegations of rape

against a former UMass Escort Service employee.

Michael Rucks, of Springfield, who has worked in Public

Safety for the past two years, was reassigned Monday to

work in the Dickinson building after Public Safety Direc-

tor Arthur Hilson discovered the charge, University

spokesperson Karin Sherbin said.

In addition to the alleged Oct. 20 rape charge, Rucks

was charged by Springfield poHcejnJgJgjrithniDej^

assault with a razor in an incident involving a 19-year-

old woman. Sherbin said Rucks disclosed the assault

charge on his job application, but omitted the rape charge.

Sherbin added that administrators will begin to review

the University's hiring procedures.

UMass students said they were disturbed by the Univer

sity's screening procedures that allowed someone with a

prior rape conviction to be hired to protect women's safe-

ty on campus.
Laura Cohen, member of the Progressive Organization

for Women's Rights at UMass, said the incident will deter

women from using the Escort Service and force them to

walk alone and unescorted at night.

"Women are already vulnerable when it's dark out,"

Collegian photo by Janet Gain

CURIOUS CANINE — A dog lies on the grass near Hasbrouck Laboratory and stares in-

tently into the distance. __^ __^_

she said. "But when you are put into a more vulnerable

position of being escorted by a convicted rapist, who can

you trust?

"The administration is obviously not screening extreme-

ly thoroughly," Cohen continued. "They are not taking

women's safety seriously."

The president of POWER, Gina Gombar, said the

University did not take its responsibility to protect women

seriously enough.

"When you use the Escort Service, you are requesting

an assurance of safety," Gombar said. "The University

has a responsibility to screen prospective employees and

ensure students' safety."

Iraq accepts
Bush's offer

I for Gulf talks
WASHINGTON (AP) - Iraq has accepted President

Bush's offer to hold talks on the Persian Gulf crisis, the

State Department said today.

"We are engaged with them on dates and arrangements

for the two meetings," the department said.

Bush proposed Iraqi President Saddam Hussein send his

foreign minister, Tariq Aziz, to Washington. Then Bush

said in making the offer last Friday, Secretary of State

James A. Baker III would go to Baghdad.

In Buenos Aries, Argentina, today, Bush said any talks

would be mandated by the U.N. Security Council

resolutions.

"That means no concession of territory. That means

freedom of innocent people that are held against their will

And that means the eventual security and stability

of the gulf, although that's not specified by the resolution,"

Bush said.

Joe Wilson, the U.S. ambassador to Iraq, was called in

by the Iraqi foreign ministers to be told of Iraq's accep-

tance of the offer, the announcement said.

Budget cuts threaten to strangle Durfee Conservatory
By MARC ELLIOTT
Collegian Staff

Lack of funding could mean the end of the

Durfee Conservatory, said Dean Helgesen

of the Plant and Soil Sciences College last

night.

"Under the present state of the fiscal

situation, and given no endowment to keep

the program going, the chances are pretty

good that [Durfee Conservatory] would be

closed," said Helgesen at the first meeting

of the Friends of the Durfee Conservatory.

However, Dr. Lyle Craker, head of the

Plant and Soil Sciences Department, said

no one is talking about shutting down the

conservatory and that "it's more the quali-

ty that's in danger.

"Nobody's talking about closing Durfee,

Craker said. "I'm not talking that

language anyway."
Helgesen blamed the possibility of clos-

ing the conservatory on a shrinking

budget.

"As [the College of Plant and Soil

Sciences] shrinks," Helgesen asked, "how

do we continue to share the remaining

resources? If we continue to shrink and we

continue the decline of the maintainance

of Durfee, there will be a point in time

when Durfee will not exist."

The Durfee Conservatory was built in

1867 and is the home of more than 500 dif-

ferent species of plants. Some of the plants

are more than a hundred years old accor-

ding to the Secretary of the Friends of the

Durfee Conservatory Society, Phyllis

Rodin, including three trees planted out

side the conservatory given to the univer-

sity in 1867 by the Emperor of Japan.

Durfee is also the site of a horticulture

therapy training program for special needs

adolescents and adults and a program in-

volving Asian refugees wrestling with

culture shock.

Helgesen pointed out if the college were

forced to end support for Durfee another

department could conceivably pick up the

expense of the conservatory. He said he

doubted that any would.

"I see a bright future for Durfee

however," said Helgesen, "because it is the

kind of program that I think is very

suitable to soliciting funds from the private

sector."

Rodin, who credits the conservatory with

helping her to deal with her

hypothyroidism, said she founded the

Friends of the Durfee Conservatory Socie-

ty to save Durfee.

"The thing that is beautiful about it," ex-

plained Rodin, "is that there is a solution

for all of this if we look for it, that we don't

have to take all of this business about cuts

and things like that lying down."

John Tristan, who has been the manager

of Durfee since 1976, said, "Right now

we're trying to organize and see how we're

going to head toward the twenty -first cen-

tury. We have a 125th anniversary coming

up in 1992, the budget has hurt us, and

we're trying to formally group to ensure

the survival of the conservatory."

"Nobody's talking about closing uwnee, noain, inciuu...B uUCC ««a K.»- ,

Negotiators move toward U.S.-Soviet arms agreement

By RITA BEAMISH
The Associated Press

U S and Soviet negotiators have made significant pro-

gress towards completing a nuclear arms pact for Presi-

dent Bush and Mikhail S. Gorbachev to sign in Moscow

parlv next year, U.S. officials say.

tL twc.sides, in meetings over the last month, have

agreed to limit Soviet Backfire bombers outside the trea-

ty, to allow U.S. nuclear programs with Great Britain to

continue and to restrict the launch and payload weight

of the Soviets' modernized, ground-based SS-18 missiles,

said an official who spoke on the condition of anonymity.

Plans for Bush's trip to Moscow are on hold while the

negotiators try to reach an agreement on other technical

matters involving inspection of weapons systems and in-

terpretation of missile data.

The White House has said Bush will go to Moscow only

if the treaty is ready for signing.

The pact will call for scrapping hundreds of warheads

under close supervision.

Experts from both sides will meet Friday in Washington

to work on the remaining technical matters.

CONTINUED ON PAGE 3
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English as

a Second Language
intensive Day Classes

Part Time Eve. Classes

TOFFL Preparation

Classes begin 1/21/91

Registration 12/3-1/14/91

Amherst Creamery Bkjg.

150 Fearing St. Ste. 29
549 5066

LtX3j

LearnGerman
This Summer
atURI

$%$\ June 23 -August 2, 1991

CHAEIZ

Now Playing

MILLERS

CROSSING

Mon-Thurs

One Show 7:30

Fri-Sun

7:00 and 9:15

The Eleventh Annual German Summer School

of tbe Atlantic at the University of Rhode Island

in co operation with tbe Goethe Institute Boston.

German will be the sole language of communication, and

< .crman life and culture the heart of this six week residency

program of intensive language study

You may earn up to nine undergraduate or graduate credits

while living in the beautiful surroundings of our country

campus, just minutes away from Rhode Islands magnificent

beaches and historic Newport.

This program is ideally suited for anyone wishing to enroll in

thinning, intermediate, or advanced German Take advantage

of this rare opportunity to participate in this total German

language experience.

Contact:

Dr John Grandin and Cj~K~[ TT
Or OttO Domberg, Co Directors 1/

.

Dept of Languages, IIRI

Kingston. Rl 02881

Or call: (401) 792 5911

Blllard Room &
Sports Bar

Featuring: Top College
and Pro Sports

All Weekend Long
• $1.00 drafts In cold mugs.
• 25 cent hot dogs
• Appetizer menu
• $1.25 Rolling Rock Bottles
• This week $1.00 Miller Bottles

• Tues ft Wed FREE pool for

players oyer 21 before 10:00 pm
Open

Fonn«rlY Mon-Ta.t
Ch*?*~

..
5 pm-1 am

Might Cl-b wJdS.t

«« ««4 12 pm 1 am

ANTHONY'S PUB
$2.00 OFF Cover

Charge
must be 21 or older with

valid I.D. a current
Student I.P.

I

MICHAEL'S
Rt. 9, Amherst

(Next to Hunan Garden Rest.)

You Deserve A
'

(

Pl\is" In

Campus
Computing

Reward Youiself

With A New
Zenith Data Systems

LP-Plus

The Z 2MUP «ssw is the 12 MHz desktop computer that excels at

coursework This system now comes pre-loaded with MS-DOS* 4.01

and Microsoft9 Windows
1" version 10. Its standard features include 1MB of

RAM, a choice of hard drives, a floppy dm* and a Microsoft Mouse9

Most importantly, the Z2ULP Has* can be upgraded to an /nfetffltSSX*

system by simply changing one card. So don't settle for just any 286

system, reward yourself with a Z29UP Pb»r»

ZENITH
data systems **M

Groupe Bull

MMS *m • • »»' " mtmmk <* ZanMi DM
Mini nr" OK Mow* W«*m «m Mawoft Mwm
kMJMX • * n^mnt \ntmm* «• w«< Car*

Gn«No —f McfOMll Wn*wi. • product wo

•r* nifWiH mawU o» Micro** Corp

irwtwntrt of Micro** Corp

For More Information, Please Contact:

John Lewis

Zenith Data Systems
Student Representative

545-261

9

i
1

mmmmmmm i->r*i

Cruise Ship Jobs
HIRING Men - Women Summer/

Year Round PM0T0G«APMERS

tOUB GUIDES RECRMTON PERSONNEL

| «Uwl MV rA' FREE in.* C**f^
>U«a« Buhvnts. South P«c.lic M».«n

CAll NOW! Call relundaWe

(1^206^73(^0775, Ext-SOOW

Giards

Barber Shop

Haircuts for Lessl

at the back of

CVS parking lot

Call for appointments

253-3666

Nowls the
time to call...

I North Amherst
I Motors

7BCHdSur.der1andRd.,No.Afiiharst

I 549-2880

Expert Repairs and
Reconditioning

I Most Major Credit Cards Accepted

STAY

HOM1
Rout*) trip* from NY «l«rt.ng «l

London $412

Paris 480

San Jose.C.R 390

Bangkok 959

Hong Kong 878

Tokyo 759

Student Faculty Fare

Taxes not included Restric-

tions apply. Fares subject to

change One ways available

Work/Study abroad programs

International student and
teacher ID

EURAIL PASSES ISSUED Or

THE SPOT!
Free student travel catalogue

nai Travel

VOCAL
Alumnae discuss goals
By PAMELA McCARTHY
Collegian Staff

Students gathered yesterday to hear

University women's studies alumni, with

occupations ranging from midwife, to fun-

draiser, to poet, to medical student, to talk

about their career choices as well as give

advice on dealing with the job market.

Wanting to do something worthwhile had

much to do with their career choices. "I

wanted to do something where I wouldn't

go home and wonder if I did any good," said

Deborah Kutenplon, an independent

midwife.

Judy LeBold said working at a rape crisis

center that folded due to lack of funds made

fundraising seem crucial. LeBold, an An-

nual Giving Officer at Mount Holyoke Col-

lege said, "I wanted to empower women's

organizations."

Many of the panelists tried different jobs

before the ones they now have. A third year

medical student, Vicky Pillard started as

a women's studies student, and did anti-

oppression work before she got her master's

degree in human services. Still, she wasn't

satisfied. "I wanted to do more concrete,

hands-on work," she explained.

Sarah Van Arsdale has also held her

share of different jobs. She worked as a

journalist, got her master's degree in fine

art, and is currently teaching and is also

the Alumni Editor for Massachusetts

Magazine. She said she wanted to write

poetry, but couldn't support herself doing

it: "I probably will not find a solution to

writing poetry and paying the rent." Van
Arsdale is enrolled in the Wildlife Biology

Program at UMass, which she said "feeds

my poetry."

LeBold found that working at Mount

Holyoke College is different from fundrais-

ing for any other organization. "Fundrais-

ing is a political act . . . you're getting peo-

ple to give to something they believe in."

Yet, she said she didn't find that politics

are a big part of the job at Mount Holyoke.

"When I was at Womanshelter [a battered

women's shelter], I couldn't think of

Collegian photo by John Renault

TULIPS AND JOHN - Items for sale at the flea market held in

Hadley every Sunday.

anything but domestic violence. Now that

I'm at Mount Holyoke, I'm politically ac-

tive."

Kutenplon said she isn't crazy about the

low pay, hectic hours, and hostile medical

atmosphere that independent midwives

have to face. But she said she likes work-

ing with women and getting to be part of

their families during their pregnancy.

The women emphasized reaching for a

goal, no matter how discouraging it can be.

LeBold wryly commented, "I wish more

people would tell me what I can 7 do,

because I end up doing it."

SGA tries to fix constitution
By KENDRA PRATT
Collegian Staff

The first day of the U.S. constitutional

convention in 1787 failed to open as the

delegates attending failed to reach

quorum.
Last night, the first session of the

Undergraduate Student Senate con-

stitutional convention also was adjourn-

ed as attendance was less than half of

all elected and appointed senators.

The founding American fathers

gathered in Philadelphia to replace the

Articles of Confederation for a new na-

tional identity.

The present constitution of the

Undergraduate Student Senate has

been slated as of last Wednesday's

meeting for total revision as senators

seek to restructure how undergraduates

are represented on campus. The senate

has not been recognized by the Univer-

sity ofMassachusetts Board of Trustees

as a legal governing body because of

legal problems within its constitution.

One heated point of contention within

the body is the 13 seats designated for

the Third World Caucus, a multifaceted

support group for historically oppress-

ed people. The appointed senators in the

caucus are elected internally while

other senators are elected by their dor-

mitory building or by commuters.

The Third World Caucus was created

in 1972 by students. At that time, the

percentage of minority students at the

University was 13 percent, and the

representation in the senate was man-

dated to be equal in percentage to the

overall figure. Although the percentage

of minority students on campus has

dropped by more than 10 percent, the

number of appointed seats has remain-

ed at 13.

Daniel Cohen, the external director of

the caucus, said if the senate removes

the caucus seats, it would "set a

dangerous precedent."

He said there is a need for guaranteed

representation for minorities on the

floor since many Third World students

choose not to participate in student

politics. The caucus also encourages

minorities to participate, since it pro-

vides internal support for them, he said.

Jeff Turco, a senator, said the ap-

pointed seats should be abolished since

the University attorney has targeted

them as being inappropriate. He said

the seats provide double representation

for minority students, discriminating

against students who are not from the

Third World.

He said a minority student would

have the same chance as another stu-

dent in a regular election and the caucus

discourages minority students from

working to get elected.

Adam Scales, the SGA attorney

general, is one of three minority

students who are involved in senate

without being part of the caucus.

Scales said student government elec-

tions only receive about a 10 percent

turnout and candidates only have to fill

out nominating papers and get

signatures, so elections are not so com-

petitive as to warrant appointed seats.

Legal Services fight grows
Bill to restore litigation reaches Statehouse

By KENDRA PRATT
Collegian Staff

A legislative bill to remove the Univer-

sity of Massachusetts Board of Trustees'

authority over the Legal Services Center

was filed on Beacon Hill last night by the

office of Rep. Stanley Rosenberg

(D-Amherst).

The bill was initiated by student leaders

who said they are frustrated that the

trustees have thus far not supported a pro-

posal for a campuswide legal dispute

system which includes the restoration of

limited litigation rights to the center.

The University Board of Trustees com-

mittee decided Tuesday against including

the comprehensive legal dispute resolution

proposal on the trustee agenda in

February.
A majority of trustees on the Committee

for Academic and Student Affairs said the

proposal needed further discussion before

the trustees decide on it as a whole.

Student Trustee Angus McQuilken

brought the defeated motion to table the

trustees' decision to the committee, propos-

ing the trustees approve the proposal in

concept and that he, University general

council William Searson, and trustee

Lawrence DiCara work cooperatively to

change parts of the proposal which were

questionable.

President-Chancellor Duffey had called

the proposal "premature" and removed it

from the main trustee agenda to the com-

mittees for discussion only. Duffey had,

however, said he supported the proposal in

concept.

A committee of administrators and

students created the proposal last month,

combining campus agencies of mediation,

arbitration, limited litigation and other

dispute-solving methods to provide

students with the means to solve landlord-

tenant, consumer and civil rights cases.

McQuilken said the committee meeting

was "very frustrating" since the trustees

were not questioning the proposal, but just

whether the University should provide

litigation rights to the Legal Services staff.

"We spent three years convincing the ad-

ministration that we were right," he said.

"[The trustees] failed to realize that this is

a service that students need."

McQuilken said the bill just barely met

yesterday's 5 p.m. deadline for late

legislation.

Although he said he would prefer to have

the trustees approval the proposal, filing

legislation has "forced the issue of basic

student rights.

"This is an issue where students want to

provide a necessity for themselves and they

are willing to pay for it themselves," he

said. "There is no reason why they

shouldn't have it."

McQuilken said if this bill is passed, the

Legal Services Governing Board, which

would officially set case policy for the

center, could restore full litigation rights.

The proposal presented to the trustees

restricted Legal Services from litigating

against the University or its staff, any

municipalities and the Commonwealth of

Massachusetts.

pOrCt
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The two are expected to thrash out their remaining dif-

ferences and set a date for the Moscow summit. Shevard-

nadze is to then fly to Washington to see Bush on

Wednesday.

sGLB Forum ;

The session is a precursor to the meeting between

Secretary of State James A. Baker III and Soviet Foreign

Minister Eduard A. Shevardnadze in Houston on Monday

or Tuesday.

ComplitiHiflts

ML «H*» I

Vitfitf Too!

Baskets, Decorative Accessories

mem St < Hen c*fc MGab

)

(4U)25*-tS5l • Maa.-Sat. »-5:J0

J

The Lesbian, Bisexual, Gay Forum comes out every

Thursday.
SUBJECTS NEEDED Homosexual men needed tor in-

terviews exploring attitudes about being gay. Interviews

are strictly confidential, and will be held in the UMass

psych dept. For more info call Richard Rodriguez

545-2157. r L
THURSDAY, DECEMBER 6 Last Meeting of the LBGA
Political Committee. Student Union 413B, 6 p.m.

Group Bisexual rap group. SU 413B, 7:30 p.m. The last

meeting will be on Dec. 13.

Coffeehouse the second Lesbian, Gay, and Bisexual Cale

sponsored by the Program for GLB Concerns and the

UMass Arts Council. Featuring comedienne Julie Wag-

goner, poet Nina Crow Newington, performance artists

Amy A. Ford and Sarah Brown, film shorts by Keishya

Salko, and the Fabulous Trio Herschler Brothers Band.

Refreshments will be served. Hampden Theatre, 8 p.m.,

Diversity Group video and pizza night, showing Almon-

dovar's "Law of Desire," and "Labrynth of Passion." Meet

at Campus Center 8th floor lounge at 6:50 p.m. - the

group will leave at 7 p.m. sharp. AH LBG people of color

welcome*

FRIDAY, DECEMBER 7 Coffee Social CC, check

schedule for room, 3 to 6 p.m. The last one is Dec. 14.
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Policies threaten RAs Declare war on AIDS

One of the goals of Housing Services is

to provide a safe living environment for

students on campus. They have policies

designed to protect the safety and well-

being of the residents.

If these policies are broken the student

must go though the judicial process and

sanctions will be determined. In cases like

this housing is considered a privilege, not

a requirement. That is what housing would

like you to believe, but it is not always the

CB

On Saturdav night I received a phone call

from a resident that his next door

neighbor's face was beat in a fight, would

I come over and help?

I was one of the Resident Assistants on

dutv that night. Like a good RA, I had done

my" sweeps and had no reason to believe

that there were any problems in the

building. I was wrong. I went over to assist

Laura M. Hunt

the resident and wasn't there more than

five minutes when my safety was put in

jeopardv bv the policies of Housing Services

and University police department.

While I was on the floor it was filled with

men whose onlv intentions were to beat one

another senseless. After the police were

called, and everything was broken up, 1

learned the police had already been on the

floor twice that night to break up fights.

By not informing me that a hostile situa-

tion existed thev put my safety in jeopar

dy If it had not been for one of the residents

of the floor, 1 would have been standing in

the middle watching the situation erupt

around me. Housing Services is always tell-

ing RAs not to put themselves in dangerous

situations.

As the RA on duty. I should have been

notified that a violent situation existed in

the building. I can understand the police

wanting to protect the confidentiality of the

students involved but what about protec-

ting my safety? My idea of Saturday night

fun does not include taking on 45 men in

an all-out brawl.

Housing Services is also to blame tor this

incident. This is the second outbreak of

physical violence in the building this

month. In both cases not one student was

removed from the building.

And what about the judicial system?

Well, if you are willing to wait 8-10 weeks

some action may be taken against the stu-

dent but most likely not. Why teach them

a l>sson when we can rehabilitate them.

By not taking any immediate action

against the student, who had been iden-

tified by the police, Housing and the

University condoned their actions. They

sent the message that it is OK to engage

in this type of behavior because they won t

do anything to stop you.

Would someone please tell me how I am

supposed to react to this? Where is the in-

centive for me to do my job? Housing does

not prepare me for situations like this -

they would rather find out how I feel about

a situation than teach me how to deal with

it. Next time I get my face bashed in I II

just tell them I feel fine.

This is not the first time this has happen

ed It is alleged that cases of physical

violence and threats to RAs in the past

have been treated the same way. Housing

Services needs to investigate incidents like

these, their policies and the way they are

carried out.

When incidents like this do occur, the

students should be removed on a temporary

basis while an investigation is conducted.

The removal of the student not only pro-

tects them but the other residents as well.

After the investigation action needs to be

taken immediately and not sent through

the slow-moving judicial process.

Physical assault is grounds for dismissal

from the University. Why can't it be

grounds for dismissal from housing, too? A

few people who are out of line should not

be allowed to jeopardize the safety i

others.

I have given a lot of thought to AIDS

lately. It's hard not to think about it

when you learn that one out of every

500 students you pass each day on the

way to class has AIDS.

And this number is expected to grow.

AIDS is a disease that experiences ex-

ponential growth. Kind of like the Black

Plague. It's doubly scary because it can

be carried and transmitted by people

who have no idea that they have been

infected by the HTV virus.

The research that was done on college

campuses included UMass^ Yet

somehow, it doesn't seem to me that the

message is sinking in to the brains of

most students.

I pass Student Union bulletin boards

plastered with posters for "Springbreak

Getaways" in Daytona that offer special

"teasers" like "wet t-shirt contests, wet

Trystan Skeigh

bun contests, bikini contests.

Somehow, this poster doesn't seem to

present an attitude or an atmosphere

conducive to safe sex.

I am no moral prude. I am not a strong

advocate of sexual abstinence. However,

I am becoming more and more aware of

the fact that when we sleep with part-

ners and we do not know their sexual

history, we are risking our lives.

It is ironic that currently students are

facing two deathly situations - war

overseas and death at home from AIDS.

Unfortunately, the amount of funds and

energy spent on the two are not even

remotely equivalent. We are spending

billions of dollars to station troops in

Saudi Arabia, yet in comparison, mere

pennies for AIDS research.

It's a well-known business reality that

pharmaceutical companies won't spend

billions in research without adequate

financial incentives. Part of those incen-

tives include front money. Currently the

federal government isn't offering much.

Meanwhile, the death toll mounts as

men, women, straights, gays and

children succumb to this dreadful

disease.

In a bout of creative cynicism, I came

up with a macabre solution to this na_

tional dilemma: Perhaps someone could

commission a group of equally cynica

prostitutes who have tested HIV

positive to seduce a majority of the

Senate and the Congress. Months later,

letters would be sent to all of them in

forming them that they had been expos

ed and they should be tested.

I predict that if congressmen and

senators were to contract this disease,

we would see a dramatic reshuffling of

this nation's priorities.

I'll bet even the peace movement

would be cheered - because I wouldn't

be at all surprised if Pentagon funds

were suddenly shifted to a full-scale

research effort to find a cure. Federal

monies would pour into pharmaceutical

coffers and I am sure a number of effec

tive treatments would be developed and

released in short order. And, with all the

federal monies coming their way, the

companies might even make the

treatments cheap and available to all.

I wish something less drastic could be

done to make the Senate and the Con-

gress care. But frankly, I don t think

they'll give a damn until they're per

sonally affected by AIDS. Meanwhile,

more and more "non-important" people

like college students - who seem to be

expendable in so many different way,

_ will die from this dread disease.

Instead of warring on the Iraqi, I

wish we would make all-out war on

AIDS.

Trystan Skeigh is a Collegian staff

member
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Drivers of the world unite against unfair parking tickets

._...._ I mean escaping the clutches of the parking ticket peo- particular.)

It's Sunday afternoon.

Pulling into the Kennedy parking lot, upon returning

to UMass after a weekend away, the first thing I do is

drop off my bags, and whatever else I brought back, at

my dorm. The thought of having to shlep everything from

Lot 22 to mv dorm ranks right up there with trying to

get classes on the last day of add/drop^

And like everv Sunday afternoon, as I m driving down

Mass Ave., passing by Whitmore brings the same thought

to my head, "I hope there are no cops in the Kennedy lot

only have three bags and if I can run them upstairs fast

I mean escaping the clutches of the Peking ticket peo-

pie. (I'll call them parking ticket people for lack of a nicer

"
l"guess one could look at those Sunday drop off sprints

and laugh. But anyone who has ever raced from their car

to their room, and then flown back down the stairs is

struck dumb at first and then angered when they see that

familiar yellow slab of wasted tree tucked ever so neatly

under the windshield wiper. I'm baffled as to why no one

has yet to capitalize upon the idea of introducing this

lightning quick procedure as a sport. I know I would be

one to contend against. ^^^^^^____

Felice Cohen
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"\nd Felice is off. Carrying three suitcases, two paper

bags (no plastic, of course) filled with groceries, two jackets

and a milk crate filled with tapes. She holds the lead. But

closing in on her is Jon, from the fifteenth floor. He's got

a large duffel bag filled with what seems to be his laun-

dry a stereo and four boxes of poptarts. Oh wait, he just

dropped a box. That will cost him a few points . . .

Granted it may sound outrageous, but the swiftness and

dexterity these students have, lugging their belongings

to their dorm rooms before the parking ticket people catch

them is quite amazing and rather impressive.

But why so much concern for this meaningless ac-

complishment? Well, it's pretty clear for us who live on

campus, but for those less fortunate who live off-campus,

I'll explain.

In order to get all your stuff into your room, you must

carry it there yourself. No problem. But this is where the

tricky part comes in. Living in the dorms we have the

distinct pleasure of parking either in Lot 22 or the good

old E lot (I'm speaking for Southwest residents in

particular.)

You see, we are not as fortunate as those living ofl-

campus who are capable of parking right outside their

door. We must plan ahead every time we wish to drive

our vehicle, because these lots are, as my parents would

probably have described them, "miles away. And every

time I had to walk to my car it was raining or snowing.

You should know from such inconvenience! You get tne

drift.

But the long walk is not the issue. The issue is the long

walk and having to carry bags full of food, laundry and

books. This is what the parking ticket people are claim-

ing we should do, I mean I take it that's what they think

we should do, since they give us no other option. And 1 m
not about to glue a "Domino's Pizza" sign on my door.

In front of our dorms there are signs that read "No Park-

ing
" And no one ever does. There is a difference between

parking and stopping for five minutes to drop oil your

belongings, which is what most people do and tor gooo

reason: to avoid hernias. Now if only parking ticket peo-

ple could see through to this we would all be a lot better

oil.

Unless the school can realize the implications of their

rule and change it, there may have to be some drastic

measures. Maybe we could hold a "park-in and have

everyone come park their cars on the grass in front ot tne

campus pond. Or maybe we could just ignore the parking

signs for a week. Could they ticket everyone? Would they,

is the real question, and yeah, I think they'would. 1
he

parking ticket people would have a field day because they

sure do love to give out those tickets!

You know, parking ticket people rank right up there

with . . . with . . . Milli Vanilli. But unfortunately for us,

those parking tickets are the real thing.

Felice Cohen is a Collegian staff member
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As war approaches,

history beckons us
The other day I took a good look at the mural that hangs

at the bottom of the escalators in the Campus Center.

Before it just seemed like a nice decoration for the ATM
area, depicting significant events and personalities of the

1960s, on the backdrop of the UMass campus. However,

I suddenly saw this painting in the context of today's

headlines, and I began to wonder.

In the lower left corner of the mural, there is a scene

of a young man inserting flowers into the barrels of rifles,

held by soldiers assigned to guard the Pentagon, where

the anti-war demonstration from which this picture came

was held. Behind the protester we see a sign with the

words "Peace in Vietnam" in red letters.

When I saw this, I started pondering if there would be

another mural, painted ten or so years from now, depic-

ting members of our generation holding signs that state

"No Blood for Oil" and "Peace in the Middle East."

Will there be another wall built on the other side of the

Mall in Washington, inscribed with the names of our

friends and family members who died during the Persian

GulfWar? Will I wake up in a cold sweat night after night,

dreaming that I hear the chemical weapons alarm and

that I can't find my gas mask?

Americans must not be doing all that well in our history

classes because it obviously seems to be repeating itself.

We're still viewing Arabs, and especially Muslims, the

way we did during the days of the crusaders, only now,

instead of calling them "heretics" we call them "ex-

remists." I can't believe that the world's fastest grow-

ng religion is comprised of fanatics that are hell-bent on

ar-bombing the U.S. into submission.

The U.S. still sees itself as the cowboy riding into far-

|way, lawless places on a white horse, for a showdown
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with the outlaws in the black hats.

George Bush has said this isn't going to be another Viet-

nam. I agree. It's going to be much worse. Bloodbath will

take on a new meaning and the desert sand is going to

be littered with the wasted lives of a generation of young

American and Iraqi men and women, soldiers and

civilians. «-_*•
When it's all over, when the last shovel of soil falls, and

the last note of "Taps" dies out over the field of white

tombstones, those that are still alive will realize that we

made the same mistake, that governments don't tell the

whole truth and that thirty years from now it just may

happen again.

Get out and protest. Write to congresspeople and

senators. Call the presidential switchboard. Send a card

to a soldier in Saudi Arabia and tell them that we're try-

ing to bring them home alive. Kill the war before it kills

us - „ . i
Steven Schwankert

Central

Letters to the Editor

Petition opposes reading room bar
We the undersigned, protest the pro-

posed conversion of the Campus Center

music room into a graduate student

lounge. The music room is in effect an

extension of the reading room and as

such, a lounge in that space would

disrupt the ability of students to study

in the reading room area.

While the Campus Center/Student

Union complex already holds the Top of

the Campus, the Bluewall, the Hatch

and the Cape Cod Lounge, the reading

room is the only designated study area

in the Campus Center.

Furthermore, the reading room is the

only place on campus students can study

past midnight Sunday through Thurs-

day and after six on Fridays and Satur-

days. It is also the only place on cam-

pus open 24 hours a day during finals

week.
While we understand the desire

among graduate students to have their

own space, we respectfully ask them to

consider the needs of the student body

as a whole.

Thus, we ask that the Graduate Stu-

dent Senate and the Campus Center ad-

ministration reconsider their plans and

find an alternative location for the

lounge.
Michelle Weinstock

Amherst

This petition was signed by 330 other

persons.

Say no to oil war in Middle East
This week there have been hearings in

the Senate about the U.S. going to war

with Iraq. We have been glad to hear many

of those testifying say that we should not

rush into a war. It has been stressed that

this war will not be short, as were the in-

vasions of Panama and Grenada, and will

involve the loss of many lives on both sides.

However, it is disconcerting that few, if

any speakers have questioned the premise

that it is right for our country to use

military force to remove Iraq from Kuwait.

Hussein's invasion of Kuwait is

deplorable, as is his very anti-human rights

rule within his own country, as is the huge

amount of U.S. government support for his

regime in the past. Clearly ifwegotowar

it is not to defend the human rights of the

Kuwaiti (or Iraqi) people. Rather it will be

to ensure that control of the region's oil

supplies remains in friendly hands. We in

the U.S. use a vastly disproportionate

amount of the world's oil resources. It is a

particularly graphic demonstration of what

our oil addiction means, that we would

sacrifice thousands of our own men and

women, and devastate the lives of many

more in the Persian Gulf, to maintain it.

Perhaps we can think of a better way to

save our environment and our economy.

Dr. Jennie Traschen

UMass Dept. of Physics

Dr. David Kastor

Stanford Linear Accelerator

ai*£ TXfctR. HO^KC84 CM*«Sr*i*S opp-

War or peace?

January break is coming up after finals,

but at this moment I am contemplating

January 15 and the situation in Kuwait.

People have asked me if I would serve if

I were actually drafted. And I admit it is

not an easy question to answer both

truthfully and courageously.

Many of us know people who have

already been called off to service, and many

of us wonder if we will be called as well.

Will we be here next semester, and will

those who have already gone come back?

I honestly hope so.

I am torn on the crisis in the gulf. I have

read things that strongly suggest that Iraq

is entitled to be in Kuwait, as Kuwait was

historically part of Iraq but was cut offfrom

it by Western intervention after World War

One.
Others make a strong case for going to

war with Iraq by reiterating Iraq's warlike

tendencies. And should the world stand by

in the face of such naked aggression? But

who is the aggressor? Saddam Hussein or

Western hegemony in the gulf?

I cannot cite all the facts on both sides

in this short space, but I do advise you to

get them and to analyze them well. Decide

for yourself as I must decide for myself. But

I cannot encourage you to make a decision

out of self-interest or cowardice.

And do not think solely of the interests

of the United States or of oil interests. Ask

yourself why Iraq did invade, and whether

the multinational force that may or may

not invade Kuwait is representative of a

global sanction against the Iraqi invasion,

or merely a United Nations facade for a

U.S. spurred invasion.

Whatever you decide, I hope it is not

because of a hyped-up war mentality, but

because of a belief that what you are do-

ing is the just thing. If there is a war, I

would hope it to be a short one. I feel that

with the dissolution of the Eastern Bloc

countries, and the lowering of the iron cur-

tain, we could be entering an era of poten-

tial world peace.

It would be a shame to spoil that with the

senseless ravages of a long and bloody war

in the Gulf. For peace and justice are the

ends I believe we should have in sight. War

can only be chosen as an undesirable but

necessary end to this goal.

So look deeply into the matter and into

yourself and talk about it with others of dif-

fering opinion. The end result can only

resolve into a clearer and broader picture

of the truth.
James Rowell
Orchard Hill

A soldier

speaks out

To all protesters: Stay away from our

bases!

A soldier is obligated to obey the govern-

ment without question. It is the elected

politicians' responsibility to say what

they want the military forces to do.

I respect your right to protest but,

please, ifyou must protest, protest at the

Statehouse, not at Westover.

PFC Michael Romanowicz
2/104 Army National Guard

A 'cult' to you, a set of beliefs to me
The University community needs to be

aware of the extreme ethnocentricity and

bigotry expressed by Ronald Loomis on

December 3. His definitions of cult extend

to virtually any doctrinal point of view

from liberal humanism to Catholicism to

Jim Jones's People's Temple.

Individuals always have and always will

attempt to manipulate others by using

their shared beliefs, to influence actions.

The Women's Movement, political activist

groups, Protestant and Catholic churches

all embrace doctrines which can be used to

manipulate people according to the defini-

tions given by Loomis. The Cult of the

Virgin is still very popular these days. And

one of the panelists was heard to say that

Loomis's own Cult Awareness Network

seemed to fit his definition as well as any

other group.

The article on Loomis specifically attack-

ed a "cult" to which I have belonged for

many years, the Hare Krishna Movement,

as a "destructive group." The sect, as it is

more properly called, originated in the 15th

century in India. It spread into Europe in

the beginning of this century, and it came

to America in 1965 when Srila

Prabhupada, the founder of the Interna-

tional Society for Krishna Consciousness,

landed in Boston.

The essential doctrine of this religious

sect is the teaching of love of God, and the

way prescribed in the scriptures that this

be done in this age is by the congregational

chanting of the mahamantra. There is

nothing deceitful or mind controlling or

manipulative about this. I do not unders-

tand how George Harrison's "My Sweet

Lord" can be "transcendental trickery"

when Holy Communion is not.

Grouping the Hare Krishna Movement

with fanatics like Jim Jones or business in-

stitutions like the Moonies is very offensive

to the devotee? not only here but to the

millions of sincere persons around the

world who are struggling to develop pure

love of God: Krishna Prema.

Bharatasrestha das Adhikari
South Hadley

^rZ
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10 /Sunderland Road. North Amherst

Open 7 a.m.10 p.m.

SPEEDWASH
11 Pray St.. Amherst

NOW OPEN 24 HOURS!

South Towne Commons Laundromat
479 West St., South Amherst

Open 7 j.m.-10 p.m.

10% OFF
Show us your

Student I.D
We will take 10%
off any purchase
Monday-Friday

Thru December 14

The University ofMassn husettt

DEPARTMENT OF THEATER PRESENTS

A PlAY BY MARTIN SHERMAN

.ZA-

amherst/norttwnpton

November 29-December 1 jnd December 5-0

RAND THEATER • 8:00p.m.

Set in 1 7lh century Poland, rumors of the coming of the

Mossi.ih bring vast changes to a small village and lo

Kac hel, a young Jewish woman questioning her faith.

Tickets: Fine Arts Center Box Office, 545-2511

TONIGHT
After the Game
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$1-00
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HADLEY
9am to 1 1pm Campus Plaza/Rout* 9
Monday thru Saturday
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LOCATIONS

HOLYOKE
30 Lincoln St.

534-4555

SALE PRICES
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TeleCheck

PEKING GAROEN
RESTAURANT
Route 9 Hadley

Corporate Discounts

Group ol 10 employes $45

reservations only 585 8615

We'll Honor Yout Company_

COME EARLY FOR DINNER

It't hard lo laugh with a

moulhtul ol loodl

FRl—SAT NOV 2-3, 8:30pm

from Boston

JULIE
BARR

Comedian's choice as No 1

Woman Comic in Boston

Plus James Lemur & Guests

$6 at door

THURSDAY DECEMBER 6

(1st Thursday each month)

FUNNY WOMEN
WE'VE MADE IT EVEN MORE

AFFORDABLE
$5 AT DOOR PLUS $1 OFF

WITH STUDENT ID.

MEN WELCOME

THIRD WORLD AFFAIRS
Nuclear Proliferation or Necessary Self-Defence?
America can get what she wants ifshe in-

sists on it. After all, we've got it, and they

haven't and won't have it for a long time to

come Bernard Baruch, key U.S policy

maker musing about the atom bomb in

1946.

When Bernard Baruch articulated this

grand vision of Pax Americana, the United

States was the unchallenged global

supremo. The only threat to "security" was
the nightmare of the 'Reds' getting the

bomb.
August 1949: A research team led by

Soviet physicist I.V. Kurchatov detonated

the 'Red' bomb. The bomb breeds
benevolence. The once all-powerful United

States would now act with caution

whenever it challenged Soviet interests.

Missile silos opened during tbe 1962 Cuban
crisis, the 1971 India-Pakistan war and the

1973 Arab-Israeli war. Yet the compelling

logic of the atom restrained even the most
violent imperial powers of all time.

October 1964: The People's Republic of

China mastered the complex gaseous dif-

fusion process used to enrich uranium. The
new technology led to the first Chinese

atomic explosion. The great Caucasian-

controlled industrial nations would now act

with caution whenever they challenged

Chinese interests. The Chinese were admit-

ted to the club, complete with the man-

datory U.N. veto.

May 1974: India mastered the technology

of plutonium reprocessing to detonate a

15-kiloton bomb in the desert of Rajasthan.

A cherished dream of India's nuclear

pioneer, the charismatic scientist called

Homi Bhabha, had come true. India had

demonstrated that indigenous

technological cadres were entirely capable

of mastering all aspects of science. The
lesson was not lost on other nations in the

South.

The United States observed these events

with dismay. In 1957 it had created the In-

ternational Atomic Energy Agency
specifically to ensure that it could inspect

and control the nuclear programs of all

other sovereign states. By 1968, the United

States [proud owner of 14,530 nuclear

warheads] and the Soviet Union [proud

owner of 12,403 warheads] piously signed

the notorious nuclear Non-Proliferation

Treaty. Over 120 other nations signed

this document. The motives ranged from

currying favor with the emperors, escaping

their wrath, to accepting their bribes, or

just deferring nuclear plans pending in-

frastructural development.
The amazing NPT is a document worthy

of inspection. The treaty divides the world
into "nuclear-weapon states" and "non-

nuclear weapon" states. A "nuclear-

weapon state" is one that has exploded a

bomb before 1967. As a reward for this

supreme achievement such states are ex-

empted from pledging not to manufacture

nuclear explosives and from IAEA
inspections.

Pratip Dastidar

The "non-nuclear" states must humbly
submit to these privileges. So what does

this treaty assure the "non-nuclear states"

in return for unilateral rejection of nuclear

weapons?

Well, the treaty assures the world's

nuclear have-nots that "all countries accep-

ting the treaty agree to pursue negotiations

in good faith to end the nuclear arms race

and achieve nuclear disarmament under
international control."

It is 1990 and the nuclear haves have yet

to negotiate in good faith. They stand in

contempt of international law, and the

treaty is clearly null-and-void, since there

have been no good faith negotiations in-

volving these signatories. Their arsenals

have expanded dramatically since the trea-

ty was signed.

One could quite justifiably assert that the

"non-nuclear" states have been taken for

a grand ride. After all, the four nuclear

capable signatories have a long historical

record of being utterly incapable of

understanding the words good faith.

Some refused to ratify this tragicomic

document. China, a "nuclear-weapon

state" didn't care much for the facade, and

refused to sign it. The words of Qian

Jiadong, the Chinese ambassador to the

1985 Conference on Disarmament in

Geneva, are quite enlightening.

"One could well ask why China refuses

to accede to the NPT. The reason is sim-

ple. It is because China considers the Trea-

ty a discriminatory one and as a matter of

principle cannot but be critical of it. The
huge stockpile of nuclear weapons in the

possession of the major powers is a threat

to all countries."

"It is only natural that the non-nuclear-

weapon States should be protected against

the use or threat of use of nuclear weapons.

The Treaty has evaded this issue."

The Chinese ambassador ended his state-

ment with some choice comments on two

powers whose nuclear arsenals never seem
to concern the citizens ofthe North — Israel

and South Africa. He described them as

"frenziedly seeking nuclear-weapon
capability in pursuit of regional domina-

tion."

Dr. K. Subramanium, a leading Indian

Defence analyst, has some even more glow-

ing praises for this treaty that Bush, Gor-

bachev, Mitterand and their cohorts hold

as sacred. "The Treaty serves no purpose.

It is time the nations of the world discard-

ed this dysfunctional document."

So much for the much touted non-

proliferation treaty. Let us look at the reali-

ty of the bomb.
A crude bomb has two lumps of enriched

uranium, both of sub-critical mass placed

at ends of a barrel. A chemical explosive

forces the two lumps together starting a

chain reaction. A timed neutron source is

used to trigger this reaction.

Another simple bomb design uses

plutonium material. In this type of bomb
a sphere of plutonium encloses a neutron

source. The slightly sub-critical sphere is

surrounded by specially shaped high-

energy chemical explosives. When these ex-

plode, their shapes focus explosive force in-

wards and this implosion squeezes the

sphere till a neutron source triggers fission.

The technical information required to

design and manufacture a bomb is

available in the public domain. A major

challenge is to obtain enriched uranium or

plutonium. Enriched uranium can be

separated from natural uranium using

technologies like gaseous diffusion, high

speed centrifuges, nozzle enrichment or

laser beams. Various Southern countries

are mastering these processes.

Plutonium can be extracted from nuclear

reactors by complex reprocessing methods.

Countries that can build their own reactors

and master reprocessing, like India and

Brazil, are self-sufficient in nuclear

capability.

The next phase is to test the device,

either through an open test, or by running

simulations on a supercomputer. Finally a

small arsenal ofbombs needs to be match-

ed to a delivery capability. Ballistic

missiles, bombers or submarines are all be-

ing manufactured in the South.

Consequently, it is entirely clear that na-

tions of the South will inevitably acquire

nuclear deterrent capabilities, irrespective

of the frantic measures of the nuclear

haves. Technology is a global commodity,

and there are thousands of determined and

quiet scientists and engineers in the so-

called Third World that are determined to

develop the systems required.

If all else fails, espionage will prevail.

Pakistan acquired enriched uranium
technology by stealing it from the Dutch,

courtesy of a metallurgist called Abdul

Qadir Khan.
Brazil, South Korea and Argentina have

the infrastructure, reactors and raw
materials needed. Libya and Iraq have the

oil wealth and state apparatus needed to

buy the technology and production

systems. The list continues to grow.

Bernard Baruch's musings on the bomb
continue to reflect the dreams of the new
order. The threat is now the prospect of

nuclear nations in the South tbat will not

blindly kow-tow to the existing order of

resource inequality and empire.

This is the nightmare of nuclear pro-

liferation, that is acceptable to over half the

citizens of this country as the best reason

to bomb Baghdad to bits. Today, there is

no large deterrent to the nuclear North.

But history shows that unipolar empires

will cede to a multipolar reality. The bomb
is perceived as the great equalizer, whether

those that can only see the South through

Northern lenses like it or not. Technology

is not the exclusive child of these nations,

and to control it is futile in an age of

communication

.

To protest proliferation of the bomb while

showing spectacular inability to curb one's

own national arsenal is supremely
hypocritical. All nations are entitled to self-

defence, and the belief that only nations of

the North can be responsible nuclear

powers does not even merit discussion.

There is a logical course.

Non-discriminatory disarmament. The

South is clearly awaiting the day that the

powers of the North commence the destruc-

tion of their stockpiles of death. It is only

then that the nuclear age will end. But

then, the countries of the North will have

to cede control over resources . . . in good

faith.

Pratip Dastidar is Collegian Staff.

The Mechanics of Recolonization
When those of us from the South speak of the era of new

colonialism or the process of recolonization, many people

from the North apparently do not know what we are talk-

ing about because they are unaware of the nature of the

imperial project in which their countries were and are

engaged. Their eyes tend to glaze over when we mention

Hussein Ibish

the words 'colonialism' and 'imperialism.' To us, however,

these are not abstract concepts or ideological constructs,

rather they are "living presences." Particularly for those

of us from the Middle East, Central America, and the

Andeas, the realities of colonialism and recolonization are

experienced on a personal level and as a part of daily life.

In order to put the case to the skeptical Northerner, who

is probably unfamiliar with fundamental colonial

realities, it is encumbant on us to identify some key

characteristics of colonial behavior and point out the re-

cent manifestations of these tactics. Let us begin with the

matter of Concessions in nominally sovereign nations to

the colonial powers. Concessions are mutually "agreed

compromises of the sovereignty of the colonized nation and

licence for the infringement of sovereign rights by colonial

powers. Modern examples of this practice include many

United States oil interests in the Middle East, extrater-

ritorial areas such as the Canal Zone in Panama, and

D.E.A.-related concessions in the Andeas. A similar prac-

tice but one instituted unilaterally, and without even the

facade of agreement is Extraterritorial lity, which is simp

ly the extension of sovereign power over an area of foreign

sovereignty or one beyond one's jurisdiction. Recent ex-

amples certainly include Israel's "security zone in

Lebanon, the invasion of Nicaraguan territory in Panama

[the ambassador's residence], the kidnapping of a Mex-

ican doctor for trial in the United States, the assertion

ofjurisdiction over General Noriega, and the forcing down

ofan aircraft carrying suspected hijackers in international

airspace.

Another key feature ofcolonialism is the Unequal Treaty

in which the colonial power uses the facade of a treaty

to extract unfair and unequitable bilateral arrangements

through the use of coercion or bribery [personal or na-

tional]. The Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty, The Camp
David Peace Treaty, I.M.F. and World Bank loan and debt

renegotiations, military base agreements of many kinds,

and various aspects of G.A.T. are certainly in this category

of colonial exploitation.

Another classic colonial tactic is Gunboat Diplomacy,

or the use of overt displays of military might in an effort

to coerce the colonized to behave in a manner acceptable

to the colonizer. Military maneuvers on the Hon-

duran/Nicaraguan and Saudi/Kuwaiti borders, displays

of air power in Manila during a coup attempt, mining of

Nicaraguan harbors, and increased naval presences in

sensitive waters during moments oftension are examples.

The imperial tactic of using proxies and mercenaries in-

cludes such groups as the Contras, Renamo, the S.L.A.,

and the Khmer Rouge, and is clearly still a favorite. So

is the practice of Intervention to replace a sovereign

government with one more submissive to the colonial

power, as witnessed in Grenada and Panama. The most

fundamental and basic of the colonial tactics, however,

is outright occupation, and it remains a common approach

of imperialists. Certainly Panama, the territories occupied

by Israel, various "Soviet Socialist Republics," South

Korea, New Caledonia, and, now, Saudi Arabia are among

the most egregious current examples of the deplorable

phenomenon.
The tactics and methodoligies of colonialism listed above

are but a few of the most basic techniques. There have

been many other means to these malicious ends in both

the classical and modern stages of the colonial enterprise.

I simply want to make it clear that the age of colonialism

is far from dead, as witnessed by the distressing good

health of many of its oldest vile practices.
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SKIERS!
Drop By

To fill out a
questionaire

for $5 discount at

Mount 8noi

CHINA GARDEN
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(formerly LottM niovsom)

20 % OFF
orders over $10
Dec. 1 — Dec. 30

\ ENfOY A TASTE OF REAL CHINESE FOOD! ft

•SUN.-TIIURS. 1 1:30 a.m.-9:45 p.m.
T Rl fcSAI". 11:30 a m 10:45 p m
LUNCH HOUR: 1 1:30 a.m. 3.00 p m.

• New Management
•New Ownership
• New Menu
• 7 Days a week
• Take-out

• Luncheon Specials

S3.75 - $4.55

13 NO. PLEASANT ST., AMHERST, MA • 2sto286
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-* Styles By
Deborah

|
$3°° Off

The Spa lor

Hair & Skin Cart-

! /'/o/rswolld/ ( IMISIi/fiiflofl

tiiul Style Out

I »m-i i urn i iitlnniiif ""It K'»|iin'» ti 15 Wl

Dim • \i"

TANNING
SESSION

| Will, to* S*l •" "»'•"<

i
$5°° Off
Any Spiral Perm,

j
Facial Of Highlighting

| l„,,„ I II. .11. 1.'»ll '«'

{

r^n"nrfVrnn7n"a"pkq"SlM0 EpC5T!?ip0l
$10 Off Tanning Pkg

its Bathrobe Day!

Saturday, December 8th

ALL ROBES & PI'S

20% off

Come see your favorite

J •Rich employees

in their bathrobes!

(Wear your bathrobe and

receive an additional

10% off)

* Not valid with

other promotions.

DIVISION OF CONTINUING EDUCATION

Over 100
1 j^^^tts

courses!

Almost half

meet gen. ed.

requirements.

at Amherst

Winter
Session

Mail Registration—November 10-December 12

All mail registrations must be sent via U.S. mail

and be postmarked no earlier than November 10.

(Do not use campus mail.)

Walk-in Registration-

November 26-January 7

Room 615 Goodell Building

Registrations are processed in the order in which

they are received, so register early!

Classes start January 3, 1991

.

For more information, contact the Division

of Continuing Education, Goodell Building,

or call 545-2414.

DIVISION OF CONTINUING EDUCATION

Miscellaneous Specials

DuboeufBeaujolais Nouveau

Absolut Vodka 750 ml

Four Seasons Vodka and Gin

750 ml$6.99
$9.99

L75L$8.99

FOUR SEASONS
Wines/ Liquors

ROUTE 9 HADLEY • 5 84-8 174

Between Burger King and Dunkin' Donuts

FOR YOUR BOOKS

!

BRING YOUR BOOKS TO:

TEXTBOOK ANNEX
Dec. 12-14 & 17-21

9:00am-4:00pm

Dec . 15, 10:00am-3:00pm

HAMPDEN COMMONS &
WORCESTER COMMONS

Dec. 18-19, 11:00am-8:00pm

Dec. 20, 11:00am-6:00pm

We buy the largest range of books-

Hard or Soft bound.

THE FAR SIDE
By GARV LARSON

BONES IN THE BARREL
By J. GELLER 8c M. ROSENZWEIG

Idiot! . . . You're standing on my foot!'

DOONESBURY By GARRY TRUDEAU

T~r

SIR, SINCt your 'm mi, NO,

*m& PBFtfCT TPMM
5CMBONZ evX&CON- BRNOJ
viaicm,itwm*iF eeritw
Y0VOXAO71UU9 thai now...

OKAY,

CONVICTIONS! okay,

^CONVICTIONS! %%,
^CONVlCnONf! we

I
pom...

CALVIN AND HOBBES By BILL WATTERSON

XOO JUST CMtf EVER. BE
TOO CAREFUL.

i2l f 1990Uni«cijlPitssS»n(K4!e

PRICE By PRICE VAN RAY

TANGELO PIE
By TIM SNIFFEN

CoAch. Vm from Ihc

fi4mniift»tian.Tm here Mara* is A* «'Jgt
plauer uit - MARCU*,

WATCH IT WITH 7I*T

THIHQH ^&0&Y//

Misfofc? Sorry !

Tllhaveathaf
ujifh Wiw.

Tw uJorryiMj.

\i,<**
SS

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Edited By TRUDE MICHEL JAFFE

ACROSS
1 Journey

5 Merchandising

promotions

10 Spouse
14 Tiny bit

1

5

Happening
16 One ot the EEC
17 Eternally

18 Range rope

19 Fireplace fuel

20 Taken away
22 Geometric

curve

24 Cornhusker s

capital Abbr

25 Characteristic

26 Turn away from

30 Profited

34 Annoy
35 M.ll s

companion
37 Ruth s

mother-in-law

38 Survive with

out

39 Porch

41 Energy

42 Pester

44 Arabian ruler

45 Portal

46 Join the army

48 Lacking aroma

50 Dutch painter

Jan

52 Roman 52

53 Collector, ot a

sort

56 Slap it on

60 San wearer

61 Shade of brown
63 Ocean

movement
64 Lotion additive

65 Chemical
compound

66 Pre-hohday

times

67 Deep drawers

68 Prepare

69 Landlord s

income

DOWN
1 Tear

homophone
2 Wander

3 Component
4 Person on
probation

5 Swain s song

6 Eager
7 Meadow
8 Welcome sign

9 Locale tor

Hogan s heroes

10 Armed force

1

1

Over all

12 Laoeis

1

3

Otherwise

21 — ordinaire

23 Climbing plant

25 Friend ol

Hercules

26 Mountain ridge

27 Compare, with

to

28 Perfect 1

29 Scarlett s nome
31 Changing stars

32 Gives oft

33 Marching
coins

36 Vance AFB city

39 Suit parts

40 Humor
43 Scaredy-cats

45 Shme
47 Sway, m a way
49 Inlet

51 Obliterate

53 Kuwaiti

54 Bamako s

location

55 Shortly

56 Hurried

57 Busy place

58 F.rst

family s

home
59 Take a break

62 Actress

Hagen

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE

A SDPIR A G SjWl. I M I T

c'o'l'aHe'm!l tMA
;

L,i c,e

C HAS H D'iYeMt O.K. E.N

t'ar s u sHt E i Ivy

t r~ j—<~sw «-r
12/6/90

r~ r~pswt H ('

14 1" 1"
IT

I

k p!

It-

I

U

42

!«TEJJ?

V4i ' MR
Lbhst !f

u " " EI 1 E1" w
•|«Olm \nt*lM Timr» Mndicait 12/6/90

MENU
LUNCH

Grilled Cheese
Chicken Cutlet

BASICS LUNCH

Grilled Cheese
Chicken Cutlet

DINNER

Ham
Fettuccini

BASICS DINNER

Lentil Loat
Fettuccini

YOUR DAILY HOROSCOPE
By JEANE DIXON

ARIES (March 21-April 19). Small. In-

timate affairs hold more appeal

than large gatherings. A candid

chat will clear up confusion Travel

is both productive and relaxing.

Make major decisions with

confidence.

TAURUS (April 20-May 20) The

green light is flashing where

romance and entertainment are

concerned. Do not draw into your

shell. Avoid getting shampoo on

rubber chickens Be affectionate

GEMINI (May 21-June 20): A delay

could depress you. Do not give upl

Time is on your side. Someone con-

fined to home or hospital needs
your attention. Avoid making deci-

sions on financial commitments. Do
some comparison shopping.

CANCER (June 21-July 22): A great

day for anyone engaged in

negotiations overseas. Influential

people will seek your services. Do
not undersell yourself. Tend to minor

health problems before they turn

serious.

LEO (July 23-Aug. 22): Do not allow

a group to back you into a corner

You can afford to gamble on your

iOeas and beliefs. Emphasize your

orginality and independence. Your

home life influences a major

decision.

VIROO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22) Although

your family obligations may be
tiresome today, persevere! Spend
more time on self-improvement

projects. Family issues call for discus-

sion tonight Romance sizzles for

singles

LIRRA (Sept 23-Oct. 22) You are
unselfish to a fault Stop giving in to
everyone's whim. Check the
legalities affecting a partnership A
calm talk settles your differences
with loved one Romance resumes.

SCORPIO (Oct, 23-Nov. 21) If the

path to friendship or romance is

temporarily blocked, act non-

chalant. Try not to build castles in

the air. A down-to-earth attitude is

your best. Domestic life agrees with

you.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov 22-Dec 21):

The creative touches you apply to

the home front will be greatly ap-

preciated. A relationship has a fresh

new feeling. Something "licks into

place this evening. A puzzle is

solved.

CAPRICORN (Dec 22-Jan. 19);

Well-deserved recognition is com-
ing your way Make your presence

known to influential people at social

events. A period of guiet meditation

brings inner peace. You find new
solutions.

AQUARIUS (Jan 20-Feb. 18). Extra

responsibilities may tax your pa-

tience and energy Lasting rewards

are certain, however. Seize a uni-

gue opportunity to show others

how well you can work under

pressure.

PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20) Read

the fine print before signing con-

tracts Intellectual efforts are

favored over physical feats today.

Diplomacy will help you resolve a

conflict with your loved ones

TODAY'S STAFF
Night Editor Sarah DeMaster

Copy Editor Mike Webber

Layout Technician Seth Kaye

Photo Technician Richard DuCree

Production Supervisors Seth Kaye

Typesetter Danielle Dowling

Production Terry Starmer, Andre Busi. Mike

Carvahlo. Sharon Frost
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Sports Notice

Intramurals Rosters are still being accepted for Holi-

day Basketball. There will be an Ice Hockey managers
meeting at 6 p.m tonight in Boyden room 223. For

more information stop by Boyden room 215 or call

545-0022

18 Main St. Downtown Amherst 253-5441

Featuring CanadianGlacier Bay
$ 1 0.95 cse bots /V^eJJ \

\

FORMAL TIME!
Cooks Champagne
$3.99 750 ml

Codorniu Brut Classico

$4.99 750 ml fo«fldgt0
Andre Champagne cse 12 bats I &**&

Many More *33
' °°

\
s ^e % yy >

In Store Specials

we have the Christmas Presence

• Delivery Available •
(especially on wines)

/

All beers plus deposits m .» ;nM.!.!.i.r i..i.ii.i.ii.i.i ..tf-rm

Yotfre nevertooyoung

to change the world
We're attracted to college students for what they

haven't learned: limitations. Systems to applications,

multimedia to networking, you won't find any

limitations at Microsoft. What you will find are small

teams and immediate responsibility for important

projects.

We're out to revolutionize the

world with our vision of personal

computing. And we're looking for

the brightest technical minds to do

it. Many of them already work here

as Software Design Engineers and

Program Managers—learn how

you can join them.

If you are pursuing an MS
or PhD degree in Computer &

Company Presentation

Feb. 6, 1 99

1

7:00 p.m.

Mather Career Center

On-campus

Interviews for

Full-time and

Summer positions

Feb. 7. 1991

Information Science, Math, Electrical Engineering

or related technical area, then let's talk about your

programming experience, design skills and/or

exposure to managing projects. We're having an

Information Session the night before our on-campus

interviews. We're looking

forward to talking with you

there—even if you're NOT
signed up on our interview

schedule. Relocation is available

for both summer and full-time

positions.

We are an equal opportunity

employer and are working

toward a more culturally

diverse workplace.

CLASSIFIEDS
ME TO THE COLLEGIAN OFFICE-CC I 13 MON- IHU TO PUBLICATION-CASH IN ADVANC

ACTIVITIES
FOB RENT

25 CLUB PotlucK Dinner Thursday.

12/6.7PM Pierpont Dorm Lounge Cal 1 Ran-

dy 546-2183

ASIAN AMERICAN
Student Association

General Meeting
Today

Dec 6 (Thurs) 6 30PM
at

Campus Center Rm 168C
Please attend!

1 OR 2 PEOPLE lor bedroom m house
across Irom Townehouse $ 1 44 + per per-

son Call Melissa 549-6083 start Jan 1st

1 ROOM in two bdrm apt 275/mo Heat

tree 5 miles from Campus Ashish

545-0329 or 549-6352

T-SHIRTS. JACKETS. SWEATS, in

tramural uniforms, hats, and more Low
prices and good quality Call Brian.

546-4899

WOMENS SKI BOOTS, Alpina. size 8 $60
Call Steph at 546-4439 Leave message

ZOOMASS T-SHIRTS only $5 L XL, Come
and get em for x-mas Hugh 549-6659

PERSONALS

ACCT . 221 I said 371 Only one way to tind

out Lei's get together DD

BILL L- I've seen you now as the mind
behind Schoolhouse Rock and the music
behind Sweet Chanty I |ust want to tell you
of the respect and admiration l have for your

alluring talent

ROOMMATES WANTED

1 SINGLE BEDROOM Swiss
$249/mo Take over lease Jan 1

route Call Christine 253-0436

Village

On bus FOUND

COME JOIN USI Pizza party and UMass
Basketball game Dec 6 Thursday 5 30
Dukes Rm UMass ID and pizza is free

THINK SPRING BREAK)
Book your packages Feb 14

ANNOUNCEMENTS

3 ROOMS m 5 bedroom house (1 available

Jan . 2 available Feb ) 21 + . $225 54^6792

BRANDYWINE APT 2 hedroom 3rd floor

Take over lease Jan 1 760 a month

BIG, FLUFFY, FRIENDLY Siamese looking

cat Found area of Northeast Street,

Amherst We're taking good care of her 1

Please call 546-6331 if she belongs to you

BED AND BREAKFAST downtown ideal

visiting parents friends 549-0733

ENTREPRENEURS
Looking for motivated people who want

to make money Requires as much or as
little time as you have Incredible

support system FTC approved Great
for winter break job All welcome

Call tonight and ask about
business opportunity
546-3868 253-5065

GREAT SINGLE in Townhouse Apt m
Amherst Available for next semester On
bus route, has wall to wall carpeting Mint

condition Call Lisa at 549-7581

LOOKING FOR MALE/FEMALE to move in

to single room tor spnng semester One mile

from campus, on bus route, washer/dryer,

large deck, v-ball court in backyard, cable

Most definitely the nicest house in the area

All for only $240/month' Call 549-0920 or

549-1151

LONG BLACK WOOL COAT
on side of Fearing St

One label says "Made in England"
Tell me what the other says and its yours 1

Call Paul 253-2773

PURPLE JACKET at BK on Rt 9 Would
like to return to rightful owner Call 549-7291

to claim

HELP WANTED

ADDRESSERS WANTED immediately' No
experience necessary Excellent pay 1 Work
at home Call toll-free 1-800-395-3283

BROTHERS OF APO
R^ses are red

Violets are blue

APO Brothers
I'm proud to be one of you
Love Toni

COLIN-"
Sorry I was so evasive

but tell me, weren't you
intrigued'' Yes, you do know
me
-Kann

CRYBABY-
Well here it is Sorry it took over two years

1 just want you to know that friends are

forever
Deathstalxer

FAST FUNDRAISING PROGRAM
$1000 in just one week
Earn up to $1000 for your campus organiza-

tion Plus a chance at $5000 more 1 This pro-

gram works' No investment needed Call

1-800-932-0528 Ext 50

#^#
Making it all make sense"

FREE HOUSING RAFFLE! Check out the

concourse or an OHAG Rep sponsored by
OHAG (5-1385)

OCHO needs fair housing researches tor

discrimination project. Be part of the solu

Hon! Call 545-0865 or SUB 428

PVOC OIL COOP Purchase home heating

oil at reduced cost per gallon COD or

automatic delivery register at OCHO or call

545-0865 for more information

NORTHAMPTON CENTER APARTMENT
Spacious 1 bedroom renovated

586-2986 $560 Negotiable

RELISTED DUE TO CANCELLATION
January sublet in Amherst
549-3610

SINGLE. PUFTON, females Call 549 2781

SINGLE ROOM in four bedroom on bus

route at Swiss Village $250 a month utilities

included Call 253-0612

STUDIO IN AMHERST $460w/util

Jan 1 Call Scott 253-0820

AMUSEMENT PARKS, Holiday resorts,

Disneyland, 6 flags, are hiring Great fun

and get paid too' Reserve position by call-

ing 1-805-682-7555 Exl, K-1370

ASSEMBLERS: Excellent income to

assemble products from your home
504-646-1700 dept PI 307

CHILD CARE, Thursdays (Mom-Aft) during

January 549-2629 Close to campus

CLERICALASSISTANT, 15 hrs Aveek dur-

mg January 5-4783 Word processing

preferred

ERIC.
The countdown is finally over'

Have a great 21st birthday'

Love,
Lisa

EVAN L.

Te Queremds'"
Love Two Chickaromes

GIGGLEPUSS
You've been a big part of my life since

12-6-86 when trench fnes and gum started

it all Always remember the good times and
many more to come I'm thinking of you
today

I L Y.

Crybaby

AMHERST CENTER- Perfect location

Large room in big friendly house
ALL UTILITIES PAID. HUGE YARD
$295 253-2329

DO YOU or you and a friend need a place

to live next semester l need someone to

take over my part of the lease The Brook,

starting Jan 1 call and leave a message
253-9674

FEMALE NEEDED to take over spring lease

in Townehouse beg Jan 26 $187/mo
549-4249

FEMALE ROOMMATE wanted for spnng

sem $185 Jan sublet option 253-0409

FEMALE ROOMMATE wanted for spring

sem in house $200 Feb to May no lease

253-0409

FEMALE WANTED to share room m Bran

dywine starting Jan 1st $187 50 includes

heat Call 549-4259 ASAP

HOBART LANE, 2 non-smoking females

needed 1o share double only 167 50

each/month Kris or Noyem 549-1978

WORD/DAY FOR STUDENTS

ROOM TO SUBLET in a great house Three
minute wfclk to town, live minute walk to

campus On bus route Call 549-6508

WOMAN LOOKING lor Jan sublet Honest,

neat, dependable Will care for pet

546-4163 or 545 3868 after 5PM

LARGE BEDROOM w/walkin closet

available in Puttton ideal for one or two

Rent 268 00 month includes heat & water

Call 549-7773.

TO ALL HIP CATS

PEOPLFS MARKET & EARTHFOOOS are

holding their first ever coffeehouse 1 Join us

m the commonwealth Irom (Earthfoods) this

Thursday. December 6. from 8-11 PM for

an evening full of fun food and music Call

John at 584-9543 tor info or if you'd like 10

perform

TRAVEL

CHRISTMAS, SPRING BREAK, SUMMER
TRAVEL FREE. Air couriers needed and
cruiseship |Obs Call 1 -806-682 7555 ext

F 1426

INTERCOLLEGIATE SKI WEEK. $189 for

5 day lift ticket, 5 nights lodging (mountain

side condo) 5 days intercollegiate activities,

sponsored by Labatts & Ml Sutton,

Canada, Group Leader Discounts Jan 6-1

1

or Jan 13-18 Call Ski Travel Unlimited

1-S00-999-SKI-9

ROOMMATE WANTED for spring sem in

Brandywme Mate, non-smoker Call

549-5414

SPRING BREAKI!
Cancun. Bahamas Jamaica
7 nights (starting at $399)
Interested?

Call me- Traci 546-5258

SINGLE ROOM in nice condo
4 miles to UMass'
$230*
253-0413

WAKE-N-8AKE!!! SPRING BREAK IN

JAMAICA/CANCUN FROM $449'" BOOK
EARLY AND SAVE $30 TRAVEL WITH
THE BEST 1 -800-426-7710

SPRING BREAK TRAVEL FAIR
Don't be left out in the

cold' Feb 14th

AUTO FOR SALE

1974 VOLVO 2 door 1425 Asking $395
593-6656

TOWNHOUSE- 2 bedroom. 1 "2 bath apart-

ment on bus route North Amherst
1-567 1352

TWO BEDROOMS available for spnng Star

ting Jan 1 Old farm house directly across

the UMass Horsefarm Great housemates

One room can be double Call now 275 4

250 549-8117

FOR SALE

1981 RABBIT DIESEL. 4dr , std .
clean,

75K on 2nd motor, radio/cassette. $600
665-2943

1981 TOYOTA TERCEL. 129,000^riiles-

new brakes- no problems! $800 Call

585-6940

1988 HONDA CIVIC 33000 mites Excellent

Condition 1 owner AM FM Cassette

Stereo Recent complete tune up $6300 00

or best offer Call Bruce at 256-1215

AUTO LEASING

ANY CREDIT HISTORY accepted
Any make or model you desire

Delivered is 5 days, anywhere in the USA
Call Bernard Richards. 1-800-344-5582

FOR A GOOD TIME CALL...

RACK-A-DISC the best entertainment DJ s.

video, bands dorm/house specials call

586-9900 anytime

• FUTONS *

• MANY STYLES OF FRAMES '

• AND MATTRESSES TO '

• CHOOSE FROM •

• RESERVE NOW FOR DELIVERY TO '

• YOUR DORM, HOUSE OR
APARTMENT'

• NEXT SEMESTER *

• ONLY $10 DOWN •

• METAWAMPE FURNITURE "

• 256-0646
'

LARGE ENTERTAINMENT CONSOLE
In excellent condition

A must see-Call after 6PM
Ask for Peter 549 6458

NINTENDO with 4 games $110; full futon

and frame $120 Both excellent condition

Brett at 253-9015

PINBALL MACHINE for sale $480/8 O 3

mulli balls 2 ramps- modern Call 546-1348

ROUNDTRIP TICKET Albany-Pitsburgh

Albany 12/21 $100 or b o Ride to Albany

negotiable Call 247-9258

SPRING BREAK IN Cancun or Bahamas
from $299 00! Includes air, 7 nights hotel,

cruise, beach parties, free lunch and much
more 1 Call 1 -800-Beach it

INSTRUCTION

EARN CREDIT SCUBA DIVING
2 credit basic and advanced courses offered

both semesters at Curry Hicks pool

2 credit sport courses to Key Largo during

mtersession, spring break, and end of

August
Register tor all courses through the General

Physical Education Department
Further information at Curry Hicks pool

Monday through Thursday 7PM-10PM or

call Project Deep 549-8401

ENGLISH as a second language
Classes begin January 21, 1991

intensive day. part-time evening, and
TOEFL preparation Three levels Register

now" Language Pacifica, 549-5065

HAPPY BIRTHDAY ERMA!
Oh, I guess we can call you Nancy now.

because you are really 21!

Love, Michelle S Ellen

WANTED: Female roommate to share a

room Amity Place begining 1/1 549-5316

WOMAN WANTED 3 bedroom apt Center

Amherst 260/mo Call 253-0617

TYPING/PROFESSIONAL

WORDPROCESSING: Dissertations.

cases, papers. Affordable, dependable.

Mac/LP on-campus Nancy 584-7924

'*

HEIDI VANAMBURGH- Happy 22nd Birth

day' Stop being nauseous and enjoy

yourself!! Take it "Step by Step"' We love

you 1 The Posse

H^Y EOCASEYThanks"lot
ra great formal,

man! Love. Jen PS Happy Birthday 1

WALK TO CAMPUS or Town from Triangle

St $157+ Call 549-8258

HEY NUMBER 40!"

Depending on how you play the game,
that cookjown can get awfully HOT""'

-A Swimmer

JULIE Happy 22nd Birthay I'm glad I could

spend it with you I Love You- Erie

SERVICES

DO YOU KNOW THE TIME? Watch bat

tenes and full jewelry repair service

SHverscape designs, the finest gifts from

gla*s to gold 264 North Pleasant Street,

Amherst 253-3324

TYPING

ARE YOU SICK OF TYPING?
Fast and Accurate
Typing/Wordprocessing
Free laserprinling

Call Becca 549-4600 X433

NEXT DAY TYPING/WORDPROCESSING
323-4579

HOLIDAY BOOKING selling out' Campus
Travel on Campus 545-0500

LAURIE ELLIS!!! Birthday greetings waah'
All your fnends wish you the happiest

birthday.

LISA ROGERS- This is a Happy B-Day
CHEER, and tonight we'll celebrate w/

BEER, toasting you best wishes for the

YEAR" Love. Karen. Linda & Norm

LOST MAY THE SCHWARTZES be with you'

PREGNANT?
Need a pregnancy test, information or sup-

port? Call for free and confidential services

ALTERNATIVES 33 Main St Northampton

586 3000 or Greenfield area 774-6010

SUBLET

1 BEDROOM m two bedroom apt Furnish

ed Sunderiand on busline female grad pref

$225/mo Susan 665-8233

WORDPROCESSING: Papers, etc

Reasonable rates, fast, efficient service

Call Janet 253-3276 leave message

WORDPROCESSING, REPORTS,
Resumes. Theses. Graphics. Laser Prin-

ting Call Rosemary 259-1786

RED CHANGEPURSE lost 1 1 '30, Friday at

3 30 in Cape Cod Lounge/Ministore tmpor-

tanti Please return the contents You can
keep the money, no questions asked' Sue
549-6448

WHITE A GOLD COLORED PIN
with phlebotomy technician inscription, blue

and red medical insignia Sentimental

value Please call 546-2892

CJS9 *$
*" o o

NEED A PERSONAL COMPUTER?

DO I HAVE A MODEL FOR YOU!
Zenith, PC Compatible W/NEC V20 Chip
640 kb RAM, 20 Meg Hard Disk, RGB Col

or Monitor. Clock Card, Microsoft's latest

Bus Mouse, Software. Call Matt 549-5190
for more details Leave a message Price

Is negotiable

MONICA- To the newest Brother of APO
Congradulations on your inititiation last

night

Love, Your Big Brother Rich

TO ME SO. .

Call me at 10PM if you want to talk to me
"I'll be home" Jason

TO THE CURLY REDHEAD in Brett

Ive been watching you'
An Admirer

TO THE TOC BARTENDERS Friday night.

you can mix our drinks

anytime
The Grape Crushers

ROOM TO SUBLET m January Very big

room Dishwasher washer dryer TV fur-

niture On bus route Call Ahmed 253-5837

SUBLET FOR WINTER one room in

Presidential Apts Call 549-0035

ANO

WERE
THE

WANTED

2 FEMALE NON-SMOKING roommates
wanted for Townehouse apt 200 & util

549 4195

LOOKING TO TAKE OVER
your 2 bdrm lease in

Jan Call Pam/Jacqui
253-9776

ORIGINAL METAL BAND seeks drummer
and bass player to complete band Call

Steve at 546-2332 after 9 30PM weekdays

UNDERWRITING DIRECTOR FOR WMUA
Sales experience preferred

Excellent resume S business potential

Pay includes 15 percent commission on all

contracts gamed
Apply in station lobby 102CC or call

545 2876
Deadline 12/10/90

V
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SPORTS
Terriers box out improved Minutewomen in 75-54 loss
By GREG SUKIENNIK
Collegian Staff

There're two halves to every college basketball game.

Just ask the University of Massachusetts women's basket

ball team, who showed great improvement in leading

Boston University 31-29 at halftime before finally succum-

bing 75-57 last night at Curry Hicks Cage.

"That was the best we've played all year," said coach

UMass Kathy Hewelt of her team's first-half performance.

"We worked the ball around on offense, we played smart.

We hit the boards hard; but we've got to string two halves

like that together."

The Lady Terriers parlayed 22-for-23 from the line and

Boston University, 75-57

Boston University (75)

Dukeman 7 13 2 2 17, Sosnak 2-7 66 10. Manchak 5-5 4-4 14, Hig

gins 3 15 6-6 12, VanZandt 6-14 12 13, Killian 0-4 0-0 0. Olson 12
0-0 2, Hughes 1-2 2-2 2, Turon 11 1-1 3. Totals 26-63, 22 23 37.

Massachusetts (57)

Nevarez 0-2 2 2 2, Knstofik 2S 44 8, McCusker 10-21 5-7 25, Schusler

1-4 1-24, Muza 2-7 0-0 4, Moran 1-4 0-02, Hessel 4-9 0-0 9, Pemberton

1-2 1-1 3. Totals 21-55 13-16 57

Halftime Massachusetts 31, Boston 29 Fouled out none Three-

point goals Dukeman, Schulser. Hessel. Rebounds Boston 37

(Sosnak 8), Massachusetts 39 (Muza 9) Assists Boston 14 (Higgins

4), Massachusetts 14 (Kristofik 4). Total fouls Boston 15,

Massachusetts 16 (McCusker 4>.

A 135

ran up 10 unanswered points at the start of the second

half. This completed their third win of the season.

RU outscored the Minutewomen 46-26 in the second

half, putting four starters in double figures, and recieved

a perfect shooting night from Fanya Manchak as they

came back to win.

"We talked at halftime about how we weren t playing

our game," said BU coach Chris Basile. "In the first half

we weren't playing the game, we were watching the

game." She credited UMass for keeping BU from doing

what they wanted.

"In the second half, we came out and played our game,

noted Basile of her team's second-half adjustments. "We

did get sloppy late in the second half, but we did a good

job from the free throw line - that was the difference."

Keyburn McCusker led the Minutewomen with 25

points, 15 of which she scored in the first half. Trish Hessel

and Kim Kristofik followed with 9 and 8 points,

respectively.

UMass piled up a 21-13 edge in rebounds in the first,

but was out-rebounded 24-14 in the second.

"We didn't rebound in the second half," Hewelt

reflected. "We didn't play with the same intensity on

defense in the second, and good defensive position leads

to rebounds."

Cherie Muza hauled down nine rebounds for UMass,

while Kristofik grabbed seven. Jill Sosnak led the Lady

Terriers with eight.

Marion Dukeman was high scorer for BU with 17 points.

Manchak chipped in 14, going 5-for 5 from the field and

4-for-4 from the line in 24 valuable minutes. Richele Van-

Zandt added 13 points and Andrea Higgins popped in 12

for BU.
After falling behind 12-9 in the early going, UMass

played even with BU and took a 28-26 lead when Shawna
Pemberton completed a three-point play. On UMass' next

possession, Trish Hessel hit a trey to put them up by five,

as things looked up.

McCusker was 7-14 from the field in the first half alone,

while Hessel chipped in seven of her nine points in the

first stanza.

BU came out on fire in the second half, as Higgins and

VanZandt keyed the Lady Terriers' 10-0 run. Hewelt call-

ed time-out, and UMass looked like they might respond

to the BU run. Jessica Schussler hit a three-point field

goal, cutting the lead to 39-34.

However, BU refused to cave in. The Lady Terriers had

upped their lead to 1 1 when Dukeman, a senior and BU's

leading scorer, canned a three-pointer from well beyond

the arc to put BU ahead 46-35 six minutes into the se-

cond half. Later, Dukeman stole a pass and went in for

the lay-up midway through the half, making it 54-39.

"We had open shots, but we couldn't knock them down,"

said Hewelt of the Minutewomen's scoring drought.

UMass, however, wasn't finished yet. McCusker came
alive again, as did their defense, and the lead was down
to seven when Muza's jumpshot rolled around the rim but

refused to fall. Down 64-53 with three minutes to go,

UMass started fouling. Dukeman, Manchak, and Corrine

Hughes all hit both ends of 1-for-l free throws to put the

ballgame away.
"We played hard for 40 minutes," Hewelt said. "We

played well in streaks — we need to ties those streaks

together."

Collegian photo by Carrie Wyeth

Sophomore forward Kim Kristofik takes a shot

during last night's loss to Boston University.

Men's swimming falls to Brown,
as divers do well in 132-110 loss

Men's hoop to host Lowell

By KEN MAGUIRE
Collegian Correspondent

The University of Massachusetts

men's swim team suffered its first loss

of the season at Brown last night, en-

ding a 15-meet winning streak which
spanned nearly two seasons.

The Minutemen (2-1), lost 132-110 to

the Ivy League opponent. They have not

tasted defeat since their last loss against

Boston University, Feb. 13, 1989.

"Our depth is the only thing that kept

us in it," UMass coach Russ Yarworth

"Our depth is the only thing

that kept us in it. It was kind

of a reversal of last year's

meet. There are no sour

grapes - they won,"

- Coach Russ Yarworth

said. "It was kind of a reversal of last

year's meet." UMass won by 30 points
last year.

Yarworth said judges missed a blatant

false start by a Brown swimmer in the
50-yard freestyle which cost UMass the

race, but said he would not dwell on it.

"He missed it, but what can you do?,"

Yarworth said. "There are no sour

grapes, they won."

Brown freshman Steve McBride won
the 1,000, 500, and 200 freestyles.

UMass' Scott Reed finished second in

the 1000 and 500, while Chris Barrett

took second in the 200. Yarworth said

he hoped Reed could tire McBride
enough in the 1,000 to enable Barrett

to beat him in the 200.

"[Barrett and Reed] were close, but not

really within striking distance," Yar-

worth said. "They won all the close

races."

Minuteman Jay Peluso took the 200

breaststroke in 2:14.47 and placed se-

cond to Jeremy Legg in the individual

medley. Legg finished the medley in

1:57.06, Peluso in 1:59.04.

"We got whipped," he said. Yarworth
said his team swam well but Brown was
well prepared. "We didn't swim badly,

but I thought they were a little flat."

However, UMass divers swept both

board events. Steve Myers, Bill Rozen
and Rich Dockery took the top three

places in the 1- and 3-meter dives. Yar-

worth said diving was one of Brown's
weaker events, yet was still encourag-

ed by the results.

"Our divers are coming along," Yar-

worth said. "The [diving] competition

wasn't that great, but it's a good sign."

Brown's Jeff Stride, center of con-*

troversy for shaving prior to the meet,
contributed to three first-place finishes.

He won the 100 freestyle and swam legs

of both the 400 medley and freestyle

relays.

Yarworth and Brown coach Ed Reed
had a verbal 'no shave' agreement prior

to this meet. Last week Stride shaved
prior to Brown's meet with Dartmouth
and subsequently broke his personal
best records in the individual medley
and 100 freestyle.

"He swam a great first leg of medley

relay [the first event], which gave their

whole team an extra boost," Yarworth
said of Stride.

"We swam as well as we did against
Boston College, but they were just bet-

ter prepared tonight," Yarworth said.

"It's a little tough when they win every
event."

By SAM SILVERSTEIN
Collegian Staff

How strong a motivator is revenge?

The University of Lowell is going to find

out tonight, according to a few University

of Massachusetts men's basketball players

who were around last year when the Divi-

sion II Chiefs posted a shocking 70-69 loss

on the Minutemen at the Cage.

"It was an embarrassment. I owe them

one before I leave," senior Rafer Giles said.

"They'd better come to play . . .
,"

sophomore forward Tony Barbee said.

"Last year we played cool."

For UMass, last year's loss was a

disaster.

Jim McCoy shot l-for-14 from the floor.

The Minutemen missed 13 free throws, in-

cluding two by John Tate with 40 seconds

Collegian file photo

Sophomore forward Harper
Williams scores here against the

Soviet team. The team will play

Lowell at 7:30 p.m. tonight in the

Cage.

left that would have tied the game. The
Minutemen fumbled away the ball in the

last 10 seconds, trailing by a point. Anton
Brown fractured his kneecap in the first

half.

Though UMass righted itself soon after,

winning 11 of its next 13 games en route

to a 17-14 season, the sting lingers.

"I think we all have something to prove,"

McCoy said. "It's an embarrassment to

have a Division II team come in and beat

us. They just flat out kicked our butts. We
came out and played lackadaisical and
when we do that anybody can beat us."

Lowell returns tonight to the Cage with

a record of 3-4, off an 81-78 win at St.

Anslem's Tuesday. Tipoff is 7:30 p.m.

Transfer guard Steve Lane has launch-

ed 40 three-point trys in seven games, and
made 18. Lane averages 15.1 points per

game, yet center James Collins leads the

Chiefs with 17.7 points and 7.7 rebounds
per game.
UMass (2-1) beat New Hampshire 76-84

Tuesday in Durham, N.H. and St. Joseph's

83-60 Saturday in Philadelphia. The
Minutemen lost their season-opener at Pur-

due last week, 64-53.

McCoy is still working into shape after

a preseason virus. He started at Purdue
and was l-for-13, then scored 15 points in

15 minutes at St. Joseph's after sitting out

the first half.

At UNH McCoy was the first sub off the

bench and scored 25 points, including

several key hoops during a second-half run
that blew the game open.

Tonight's game is the first of three-

straight at the Cage for UMass, where they

will face Atlantic 10 foes George
Washington Saturday and Rutgers next

Tuesday.

Game notes: The game will be broadcast

on 91.1 WMUA FM and WHMP 99.3 FM
... A banner commemorating UMass' NIT
appearance last year will be unveiled .

Will Herndon is shooting 80 percent from

the floor (16-of-20) ... A valid student ID

is your ticket into the Cage.

The Performance Project combines a multitude of talent

By LISA CURTIS
Collegian Staff

This weekend at Kirby Theater at

Amherst College, the Chorus Perfor-

mance Studio Class from Amherst Col-

lege will present The Performance

Project.

The Project contains the works of

nine choreographer/directors from the

Five Colleges.

"The most interesting point is that

each piece is between five and 12

minutes long. There are eight pieces

of work and the common thread is that

the same set is used in different ways

in each piece," says stage manager,

Nancy Kramer.

"There are six pieces of that set

which we call movable modules. They

move on wheels and have a platform

in front." The moveable modules were

designed by Amherst College pro-

fessor, Suzanne Dougan.

Not all of the nine student

choreographer/directors perform in

their pieces.

Two of the students involved in the

Project are from the University of

Massachusetts. Jenine Davison, a

senior who teaches at UMass in addi-

tion to her studies here, will perform

a dance and movement piece that por-

trays three stages of personal growth.

These stages go from isolation to

exuberance.

Nancy Kramer, also a senior at

UMass and stage manager for the Pro-

ject that took a semester to accomplish,

says, "Last year the Performance

Studio Class was a year long with the

performance in the spring. This

semester the same work had to be done

in a shorter time.

"Permission was needed to get into

the class by the professor. The assign-

ment was to develop your own short

piece," Kramer said.

The Chorus Performance Studio

class was taught at Amherst College

by Professor Wendy Woodson.

"She coordinated the entire Project,"

Kramer said.

Brett Astor and Jenny Sheppard,

juniors at Hampshire College, col-

laborated on one piece. It is a combina-

tion of photography, film and original

music that deals with issues of gender

in the American living room.

Amy Cox, a senior at Mount Holyoke

College, created a choreographic work

loosely based on Eudora Welty's

"Golden Apples."

Lisi DeHaas, a senior at Amherst

College, performs in a solo that com-

bines text and movement in pro-

vocative ways concerning women as

sexual objects.

Charlotte Gram, a junior at Mount
Holyoke College, has choreographed

and directed a set of sequences in a

kaleidoscope of structures and

patterns.

Deborah Hull, a senior at Amherst

College, has created an imaginative

piece depicting the private dream

world and childhood memories of three

sisters.

Thomas Mauk, a senior at Hamp-
shire College, uses such mediums as

film, dance and video to show the rela-

tionship between violence and

tenderness between men.

"It is inspired by the recent events

against homosexuals," Kramer says.

Lisa Smith, a junior at Amherst Col-

lege, choreographed a musical

visualization in "Taberna," a move-

ment from Carlorffs "Carmina
Burana."

"She designed the piece with the

music in mind," Kramer explains.

The lighting for the show was ar-

ranged by Amherst Lighting Design

students taught by Professor Michael

Baugmgarten.
"Most of the work done for the show

was done by students. It's definitely

going to be interesting," says Kramer.

"There is no admission and no reser-

vations are necessary," Kramer
stressed.

The Performance Project will take

place on Dec. 7 and 9 at 8 p.m. at Kir-

by Theater at Amherst College. Admis-

sion is free.
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RECORDS • CASSETTES • COMPACT DISCS

IMPORTED, INDEPENDENT

& DOMESTIC

MON • WED 9:30 • 6 SUN12-5
THURS-SAT9:30-9

213 MAIN ST. NORTHAMPTON
586-5726

COLLECTABLES • USED

MANUFACTURER'S OVER-STOCKS

MONDAY - SATURDAY 10 - 5:30

THURSDAYS 10 -9 SUNDAY 12 -5

21 STATE ST. NORTHAMPTON
586-1707

Thai
House
Thai Restaurant

Business Hours:
Man.- Sat. 11:30 - 10:00 pm
Sun. 12 pm (noon) - 10:00 pm

430 Russell Street, Route 9
Hadley, Mass 01035

ONLY THAI RESTAURANT
IN AMHERST

15% OFF

with a student

I.D. and this

coupon on

orders of a

minimum of

HUNAN GOURMET
CHINESE

RESTAURANT
The aroma, sound & taste ol

authentic Chinese cuisine prepared

Hunan. Szechuan. Mandarin or

&

• Ample Free Parking
• Major Credit Cards Accepted
• Full Liquor License

• Open 7 Days A Week
• Take-Out Service Available

• Nc MSQ

585-0202 261 King St., Northampton, MA

A
CABARET

Friday,

Dec. 7, 1990

UMass
Student Union

Ballroom
Amherst, Mass.

and
DANCE!

THURSDAY, DECEMBER 6. 1990 THURSDAY. DECEMBER 6, 1990
THIS WEEKEND
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Mac Rental -=j

$2 off per hour on self-service Macintosh* computer

time rental. One coupon per customer Not valid with

any other offer. Expires 12/31/90.
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s* kinko's
I 220 North Pleasant Street

I

I

the copy center
(across from Carriage Shops)

•Owed Saturday midnight until Sunday noon.

Need cm»h?
Own any gold?

Progressive Gold Recycling

256-0842
Hiahest otters In the state!

Ul II li IT -JS

ARE YOU
PREGNANT
& IN NEED OF HELP?
Birthright Can Help
• FREE PREGNANCY TESTING

S*me D»y Rttulti

Services that ant

free Confidential Caring

« Helpful

549-1906
Amheret

J Carriage Shops
a an alternative to abortion8

it******* a****************************** ••••••^
*M—W 10-6; TH—F 10-9 , 10% OFF

J
All Merchandise »
Now thru 12/24

Putu Oancewaar

* Sat 9-5; Sun 12-5

* DOIT \sj y Now thru 12/24 J
: with \f

PizTazz
* GAILPERRIER eSSLSS^XJ *
J 529 9773 I Sou.hamp,on. MA

J

£ Dancewear, Aerobic Wear, Shoes *
* and Accessories *

••••••••••••a************************* *•••••*#

FIND the FINEST...
Giftsfrom

Glass to Gold
l^azare Diamonds - Gems

Engagement Ring Sets

Custom l <Sk gold

li^th gaieties open 7 daj s

silverscape designs

9(aO& rutrooms 'Wk^ildkair AcussitU

Doors Open: 7:0Opm
Music begin* at 7:30

ADMISSION

S7-15 sliding scale
$5-15 w/5-college ID

Umoja-Dance & Percussion Ensemble

Guamari-Latin Music

Lorraine Lee-Shanachie Recording Artist

Deborah Silvcrstein, Lyn Hardy,

Donna Hebert-FIyfng Fish Artists

Cindy Green-Calling Contras & Squares

Come, dance, sing or just listen!

Wild and wonderful music for everybody!

This event benefits the Everywoman's Songbook Project. Sponsored in

part by a grant from the UMass Arts Council.

Info: Everywoman's Center 413/545-0883, Resource Referral or

Stone Soup Productions: 413/863-3757
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Alternatives to Academics
THURSDAY

Five College Early Music Collegium: Spain and Her

Colonies, 1500-1700 will take place at Mount Holyoke.

College in the Art Museum Lobby at 4 p.m. There will be

a reception at 6 p.m. Admission is tree.

Schoenberg's Piano Music: A Guided Tour, a lec-

ture and recital, can be found at Amherst College in

Buckley Recital Hall at 4 p.m. Admission is free.

20th Annual Madrigal Dinner, an evening of

medieval pageantry, will take place at UMass in the

Campus Center Auditorium at 6 p.m. and on Friday and

Saturday at the same time.

Robert Fripp and the League of Crafty Guitarists will

play at the Iron Horse Music Hall in Northampton at 7 p.m.

and lO p.m. Tickets are $14 in advance.

Gallery Talk, to be given by artist Robert Cumming in

conjunction with his exhibit Prelims and Finishes, will take

place at UMass in the University Gallery at 7:30 p.m.

Life After Love, featuring two plays - On Tidy Endings

by Harvey Fierstein and Fool For Love by Sam Shepard,

will be performed at Mount Holyoke College in the Lab

Theatre at 8 p.m with repeat performances on Friday.

Saturday and Sunday at the same time and a matinee

on Saturday at 2 p.m. Tickets are $2 for students and

senior citizens and $4 for the general public.

Messiah, a play about a Jewish woman who begins

to doubt her faith amidst rumors of the coming of the

messiah, will be performed at UMass in the Rand Theatre

at 8 p.m. with repeat performances on Friday and Satur-

day at the same time. Tickets are $3 for students and

senior citizens and $5 for the general public

The Multicultural Theatre Collective will present a

collaborative work at Hampshire College in the Studio

Theatre at 8 p.m. with repeat performances on Friday.

Saturday and Sunday at the same time. Admission is

$2.50 for Five College students and $3 for the general

public. For more information call: 549-46CO.

The Tempest, a Shakespearean drama involving desire

and revenge on a winter's eve, will be performed at Smith

College in the Mendenhall Center for the Performing Arts

at 8 pm with repeat performances on Friday and Satur-

day at the same time. Tickets are $2 for students and

senior citizens and $4 for the general public.

Jazz Ensemble 1/Chapel Jazz Ensemble will perform

at UMass in Bowker Auditorium at 8 p.m.

Coffeehouse, sponsored by the Earthfoods Peoples

Market, will take place at UMass in the Commonwealth

Room of the Student Union Building at 8 p.m.

Buffalo Tom will play at Pearl Street in Northampton

at 8:30 p.m. „ , .

Live Dirty Die Clean will play at UMass in the Hatch

at 9 p.m. There will be a $2 cover charge.

FRIDAY
Art Reception, for artists Gary Niswonger and Martha

Armstrong, will be held at the Northampton Center for

the Arts from 7 p.m-9 p.m. Niswonger's work, entitled New

England Landscapes: Four Seasons will be on display in

the Center's East Gallery and Armstrong's work, entitl-

ed Martha Armstrong: Recent Paintings and Drawings,

will be on display in the West Gallery- Both will be on

exhibit until January 6. Admission is free.

Figure, Faces and Spaces, BFA Degree projects in

Printmaking, will hold an opening reception for the ex-

hibit at UMass in the Student Union Art Gallery from 5

p.m-7 p.m. Their work will be on display at the gallery un-

til December 13.

A Cabaret Dance will take place at UMass in the Stu-

dent Union Ballroom. Doors open at 7 p.m. The music will

start at 7:30 p.m. Admission is a $5-$15 donation with a

Five College ID and a $7-$15 donation without. Proceeds

will benefit the Everywoman's Center Songbook Project.

The Performance Pro|ect, an evening of original works

developed over the semester by students, will take place

at Amherst College in Kirby Theatre at 8 p.m. with a

repeat performance on Saturday at the same time. Ad-

mission is free.

The Jesus Thing, a play that explores the world of

drunks, thugs, junkies and Jesus freaks, will be performed

at Smith College in the Hallie Flanagan Studio Theatre at

8 p.m. with a repeat performance on Saturday at the

same time. Admission is free.

DC. Concert, performed by the Amherst College dou-

ble guartet a cappella group, will take palce at Amherst

College in Buckley Recital Hall at 8:15 p.m.

Ellen Mcllwane Band will play at Iron Horse Music Hall

in Northampton at 8:3C p.m. Tickets are $9 in advance

Bobby King and Terry Evans with special guests

Wailin' Dave and the Blue Dogs, will play at Pearl Street

in Northampton at 8:30 p.m.

Rooster Blue and Tabula Rasawill play at UMass in the

Hatch.

Tom Deluca, a hypnotist, will give a light-hearted per-

formance at Mount Holyoke College in Blanchard Cam-

pus Center at 9 p.m. Admission is free

The Shockers will play at Twister's Tavern in Amherst.

There will be a $2 cover charge.

SATURDAY
Indigo Girls will play a benefit concert for the Nor-

thampton Center for the Arts at John M. Greene Hall. The

show will start at 8:30 p.m. Tickets are $17.50 in advance

for general admission seating.

Annual Open Studio Show and Sale, offering hand-

made pottery by Valley artists Steven Schiffer, Diane

Travis, Miriam Friedman and Hiroshi Nakayama. will be

held at Sunderland Pottery on lOl Plumtree Street in

Sunderland from lO a.m-4 p.m. and on Sunday at the

same time.

Chris Smlther will play at the Iron Horse Music Hall in

Northampton at 7 p.m. Tickets are $7 in advance.

Max Roach and Friends: Annual Fletcher Hender-

son Memorial Scholarship Benefit will take place at

UMass in the r-ine Arts Center Concert Hall at 8 p.m. The

scholarship enables UMass students to continue their

studies in the Aro-American Music and Jazz Program.

Tickets are $18, $20 and $22.

Asparagus Valley Contemporary Music Ensemble

playing pieces by Stravinsky and Copland, will perform

at Amherst College in Buckley Recital Hall at 8:15 p.m. Ad-

mission is free.

Smith College School Crafts Market, with 60 ven

dors offering handmade objects, clothing, toys, or-

naments and more, can be found at Smith College in

Scott Gymnasium from lO a.m.-5 p.m. and on Sunday at

the same time.

Hey UMASS! Scott's is For You!

Budweiser Suitcase

Reg-Lt-Dry
24-12 oz cans

Schaefer Suitcase

24-12 oz cans

$8.79+dep

$U.79+dep

Ruble Vodka
1.75 L

Roiling Rock
12-12 oz bots

$6.99 +dep

$8.99

Codorniu Champagne
75Q ml

$5.49

Jack Daniels

750 ml

$9.99

. Lttu-i'siv:
WE WANT TO BE YOUR FAVORITE LIQUOR STORE

6 University Drive, Newmarket Center, Amherst

Diagonally Across from the UMass Stadium

Plenty of FREE Parking

Telecheck for Your Pergonal Check

We Hav It

• now Hew all

Lottary paeaaal

C.J. Chenler and the Red Hot Louisiana Band, with

special guests Rockin' Dave and the Rent Party, will play

at Pearl Street in Northampton at 8:30 p.m.

SUNDAY
The Perfect Fifths Brass Orchestra will perform at

Amherst College in Johnson Chapel at 3 p.m. Admission

jc frnn

University Chamber Choir will perform Handel's

Messiah at UMass in the Fine Arts Center Concert Hall at

3 p.m.

African American Donee Workshop, with Karen

Donaldson, will explore the dance of West Africa slave

trade era to today's hip-hop It will take place at UMass

in the Old Chapel Auditorium from 3 p.m-5 p.m Dona-

tions are $5 for an individual and $10 for a family. UMass

students can come for free

Semi-Formal Dance will take place at UMass in Hillel

House at 9 p.m. Tickets are $25 per couple. For more in-

formation call: 549-1710.

Live Dirty Die Clean will play at Twister's Tavern in

Amherst It's UMass Transit Employee Appreciation Night,

so PVTA bus drivers get in free

The Shockers will be performing at the Hadley Pub on

Rt 9 in Hadley.

Auditions for Quitters which is seeking to cast seven

Five College females with vocal talent, will take place

at Mount Holyoke College in Kendall Hall. Studio I at 1 p.m.

Be prepared to read from the script, dance, sing a short

piece of your choice and sight read. An accompanist

will be present.

The Watersons will play at ihe Iron Horse Music Hall

in Northampton at 7 p.m Tickets are $12 in advance.

Guns of Havarone will be shown at Hampshire Col-

lege in Franklin Patterson Main Lecture Hall at 8 p.m. Ad-

mission is $1

Louis W. Ballard will perform an evening of Native

American music along with UMass faculty and students

at UMass in Bezanson Recital Hall at 8 p.m. Admission is

free.

John McCutcheon will perform at Amherst College

in the Campus Center Frontroom. Maria Gillard will open.

Show starts at 8 p.m. Tickets are a $1 with Amherst Col-

lege ID and $7 without.

An Evening of Improvlsational Industrial Composi-

tion will take place at Amherst College in Buckley Recital

Hall at 8:15 p.m. Admission is free.

Don Dokken. with special guests Trixter. will play at

Katina's.

Monday-Thursday 5-8 p.m.

All you can eat

BUFFET $5.99

COMEDY RESERVATIONS
586-1202 585-8615

11:30-3 p.m. All You Can Eat

SUNDAY BRUNCH $6.9'

Peking Garden
Route 9, Hadley

The Department of Comparative Literature

at the University of Massachusetts -Lectures Series-
|'

Goethe's FAUST
&

German Idealist

Theories of Tragedy
a lecture in English by

CYRUS HAMLIN
Chairman of Department of Comparative Literature

Yale University

THURSDAY, DECEMBER 6 4:00

in the Office of the Dean of the Faculty

(South ( olleno Buildinc. 2nd floor)
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Buffalo Tom is worth the investment
By SAAD HOPKINS
Collegian Staff

When guitarists Bill Janovitz, Chris Colbourn and Tom
Maginnis all got together at the legendary Red School

House in Northampton a few years ago, no one would have

ever thought that theirjam sessions would lead to an even-

tual RCA contract, international attention and critical ac-

claim. In all honesty, I don't quite know how they did it

either, but then again one must never question a miracle.

People are so quick to label them as a Dinosaur Jr. rip

off, claiming that the only reason they got where they are

now is because they were touched by the hand of J. Mascis,

member and producer of Dinosaur Jr. And that may be

true, but Mascis isn't stupid (about music anyway); if he

didn't think they were worth the investment.

Buffalo Tom is worth the investment, and any record

label should consider themselves lucky to take them on.

They've written some great songs, and no one did it for

them.
In 1988, the Buffalo Tom released their debut

eponymous LP, and despite the raving reviews of the

(mostly British) press, it lacked, apart from a few songs.

Someone took their product, apparently, and must have

SOPHOMORES!
START

EXECUTIVE
TRAINING NOW

w 4 '(»•&»
:

"-W^' Don't wait untH you

Aj V;£|S^ linish college to start a

^^B^P management training program.

^^ If yon have at least two years

remaining, consider Air Force ROTC.

We can give you a head start on a fast-paced

career. Contact

DEPT OF AEROSPACE STUDIES
(413) 545-2451

mangled it. All of the songs were of fine quality, but only

a few of them had that, for lack of a better term, "sound"

that comes off so effectively in their live performances.

But now there's Birdbrain, an album so good, so polish-

ed, and simply so impressive, that my stereo could bare-

ly handle it. Besides Ride and Public Enemy, this disc has

been a recent regular in the player. Even my Cure-

listening housemates like it Which was a real surprise

because all too often, good bands who sign on to major

labels are incapable of sustaining any kind of creativity.

Usually when signing onto a major, groups find

themselves struggling to have that last say in the final

mix-down. Rarely do bands as noisy as Buffalo Tom con-

form to the "standards" of the likes of RCA or Sire.

"Birdbrain" is a great single, and I mean that! It's one

of the best of the year. It's also a better choice for a single

this time around (as opposed to the "Sunflower Suit"

choice, off their first album). Boston's WBCN has played

it to death perhaps, but hey, it's not the type of song you

turn off when driving in your car (WBCN often times plays

horrid crap).

Other songs like "Caress" and "Enemy" prove that they

can write good songs— that they're not just plugging in-

to effects and coming up with boring noise pop. Buffalo

Tom can play better than almost anyone else on their

label.

Essentially, the Buffs have made it, and rightfully so.

Their performance tomorrow with the Caroline Know at

Pearl Street should prove their talent. Afterwards, anyone

who doesn't go out and buy their records is a fool with

no ear for good music. If you go drunk, watch out!
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Buy a LARGE
Pizza for the Price

Of a SMALL

Expires 12/31/90

Not good with any other offer

S3H

256-8911
We

Redeem
Pizza Hut;
Avanti,
Bruno's
Coupons

$1.99 PIZZ
Buy any large pizza or 12" pan pizza at

regular price, and get another with.equal

o

fewer toppings- for just 51.99

Expires

12/31/90

Safe, Friendly Free Delivery
Not good with any other offer

SQUIRE VILLAGE
APARTMENTS

2 Bedroom Apartments
RENT WOW

or for January 1

On Bus Route

CALL 665-2203

ft ffl

PANDA EAST
CHINESE

RESTAURANT
Cn

•a

We bring Chinatown
to you

Open Hours: Mon-Thurs. 11:30am-1 0:00pm
Fri. & Sat. 1 1 :30am-1 1 :00pm

Sunday 2:00pm-1 0:00pm

Lunch Hours: Mon.-Sat. 1 1 :30am-3:00pm

103 N. Pleasant St. • Amherst, MA 01002

(413) 256-8923 (413) 256-8924
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WEATHER NEWS

Clear and dry today,

but snow this weekend?
Beware of catlhiTTg

chapped bun|^L

SPORTS

The Board of Governors

voted to abolish the

LBGA seats last night.

3
The revolutionary war
hits the Cage when the

Minutemen take on the

Colonials. Page 12.
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1,000 protest
U.S. forces
in Mideast
By TRYSTAN SKEIGH
Collegian Staff

Over 1,000 students converged on the Student Union

steps yesterday to protest United States military involve-

ment in the Middle East in a rally sponsored by the UMass

Coalition on the Middle East Crisis.

The Coalition sponsored the rally in order to increase

discussion of the issue on campus, said Coalition member

Peter Wagner.
"This is our last chance to let people express their

outrage against our president's policy which is leading

us into a war that we do not want," he said.

A group of counter-demonstrators carrying signs, in-

cluding one that read "You're all a bunch of hippie, com-

mie, druggie, 60s pinko-liberal losers," also stood near the

steps speakers. According to Glen Caroline, one of the

counter-demonstrators, the group was composed of

members of the Republican Club and Young Americans

for Freedom.
Ann Ferguson, a professor from the Women's Studies

Department, led the crowd in the song "I Ain't Gonna

Study War No More," and a second song, "Our Govern-

ment's On Horseback Again."

Ferguson noted the mainstream press has generally ig-

nored the plight of 7,000 Philipino domestic maids who

were abandoned in Kuwait when their employers fled the

country. Ferguson said they were raped and beaten by the

invading Iraqi army and left in the desert to die.

"As a feminist," Ferguson said, "it's hard to avoid think-

ing that what we have here is patriarchal psychology -

who has the biggest prick - and the United States is

determined to prove to Saddam that we have the biggest

prick."

Nora Breem, the mother of Brian Snyder, a Marine now

stationed in the Persian Gulf, spoke to the crowd about

her opposition to the war. Interrupted by counter

Collegian photo by Aaron W.bin>r

HELL NO, WE WONT GO, WE WONT FIGHT FOR TEXACO - Over 1,000 people crowd around

the Student Union steps yesterday to protest the United States involvement in the Persian Gulf.

demonstrators, at one point she responded "I am here to

tell the truth. If the hecklers don't want to hear it - too

bad. I'm going to tell it anyway."
Breem read from a letter she had sent to President Bush.

In it she asked "Why are the sons and daughters of mid

die class families asked to die . . . to protect the interests

of big oil and rich Kuwaitians living in luxurious exile?"

"Why are we condemning Iraq's aggression now when
we supported Saddam Hussein's aggression against Iran?"

Breem continued

"If my son dies will you stand beside me by my son's

grave? Or will I stand alone like the mothers ofthousands

of sons that died in Vietnam?" Breem read. "Mr. Bush,

are we expected to hate our enemies more than we love

our own children? I don't, Mr. President. Do you?" Breem

concluded.

Tom Townsend, a member of the Radical Student Union

and the Coalition, held up a bottle of Getty oil and asked

the crowd "Is the lives of our brothers and sisters worth

more than this? I know they are."

"Anyone who receives a draft notice in the mail has ten

days in which you can register [Consciencous Objector],"

Townsend reminded the crowd. "No one has to go over

there."

Townsend also urged students to start working on CO
paperwork now, before a draft. "You can get the necessary

papers from the American Friends Service Committee,"

Townsend said.

"You can put a price on this," Townsend concluded, wav-

ing the bottle of oil, "two dollars and twenty cents a quart.

But you can't put a price on human life."

"I would never as a vice-president cast a tie-breaking

vote in the Senate to arm a man I would later call a

Hitler," Nicholas Canerota. a professor of sociology at

Springfield Technical College, charged. "Get your facts

straight," he advised the shouting counter-protestors.

Canerota urged the crowd "to include a struggle against

anti-Semitic and anti-Arab racism" in the anti-war efforts.

"The enemy is not Saddam Hussein," Springfield Viet-

nam Veteran Raymond Gadreault told the crowd. "It's the

corrupt politicians that are sending your brothers and

sisters, and your friends to fight in the Middle East."

"I took an oath in 1965 to defend this country against

all domestic and foreign enemies," Gadreault said. "After

I got to Vietnam I realized we were really fighting

domestic enemies."

Following the rally, demonstrators walked to Memorial

Hall and taped a sign that said "Kuwait" near plaques

that commemorate other wars on the building.

Students then marched to the Campus Center Con

course, where they held a "die-in" to show the potential

effects of a war.

Collegian staffmember Chris Muther contributed to this

article

Counter-ralliers

voice opinion
By TRYSTAN SKEIGH
Collegian Staff

Members of Young American for Freedom and the

Republican Club said they participated in a counter-

rally during yesterday's noon student peace rally to let

people know "that not all students on this campus op-

pose a U.S. military presence in the Middle East."

Guy Glodis, a member of Young Americans for

Freedom, said, "We believe that by speaking up we

demonstrate that not everyone here opposes a U.S.

military presence in the Middle East. I think there's

a silent majority who supports U.S. efforts against dic-

tatorships like Saddam Hussein."

Pat Sitaraman, a resident organizer for the Citizens

for a Free Kuwait, who also participated in the counter-

rally, said "The people who demonstrated today against

the troops and the liberation of Kuwait are the same

people who demonstrated against Vietnam — we lost

Vietnam — and now this country has thousands of Viet-

namese refugees who can't go home to a divided

country.

"If these demonstrators get their way, Kuwaitians

will face the same dilemma," he added.

Saddam Hussein is the "antithesis of democracy,"

Glodis said. "He hasn't listened to the United Nations,

which is a democratic body, or world opinion."

"Kuwait was an independent sovereign state,

CONTINUED ON PAGE 2

Saddam suggests freeing hostages
BAGHDAD, Iraq (AP) - Saddam Hussein told his

parliament yesterday to free all foreign hostages in

response to "positive changes" in the Persian Gulf crisis,

and he said Iraq should apologize to the thousands who

were held.

Saddam said reason for holding foreigners had diminish-

ed. He also said Iraqi troops had been given the time to

become battle ready.

The Iraqi leader also noted there had been growing op

position in the United States to President Bush's efforts

to form a consensus for military action to dislodge Iraq

from Kuwait.

The 250-seat National Assembly, which routinely backs

the ruling Baath party leader, scheduled a meeting for

11 a.m. Friday.

If approves Saddam's proposal as expected, it would be

the first time Iraq agreed to abide by a U.N. Security

Council resolution on the crisis sparked by Iraq's Aug.

2 invasion of Kuwait.

President Bush welcomed the announcement but said

Saddam should not have taken people hostage in the first

'place. And Bush insisted: "The man must leave Kuwait

without reservation, without condition" before the stan-

doff can end.

Iraq holds thousands of foreigners, whom it refers to as

"guests." Some 600 ofthem have been moved to strategic

sites to serve as human shields to ward off military action.

Saddam said the foreigners were people "who do not

want to fight" and who got "trapped in the space between

the two trenches."

In all, there are an estimated 950,000 foreigners in Iraq

and occupied Kuwait, but Saddam earlier said most

Asians and Arabs were free to leave.

There was a spontaneous celebration yesterday at the

Al-Mansour Melia Hotel in downtown Baghdad, where

several hostages were brought to meet with visiting fami-

ly members.

Saddam's decision coincided with a report that his

foreign minister, Tariq Aziz, will meet with Bush in

Washington on Dec. 17 to discuss a possible settlement

in the crisis.

Bush had said he would receive Aziz during the week

of Dec. 10, then dispatch Secretary of State James Baker

III to Baghdad.

The announcement also came as a source in Paris said

ambassadors of the five permanent members of the U.N.

Security Council had agreed on a resolution seeking an

international peace conference on the Middle East.

In his letter to parliament speaker Sadi Mehdi Saleh,

Saddam said his decision was prompted by recent consula-

tion with is "Arab brothers," a reference to the meeting

Tuesday with King Hussein of Jordan, PLO chief Yasser

Arafat and Yemeni Vice President Ali Al-Beidh.

Correction
The headline of yesterday's leau story was incorrect.

It should have stated that Department of Public Safe_

ty employee Michael Rucks, in 1979 was convicted of

assault and charged with rape. The Collegian regrets

the error.
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Memorial fund set up for family

By CHRIS MUTHER
Collegian Staff

Two friends of Benny Correa, a Univer-

sity of Massachusetts employee who died

last Friday in a fatal car accident, have

begun a memorial fund to help his wife and

two children for the holiday season.

Jose Rubero, a UMass police officer, said

he and Pedro Ayala, an employee of the

Dinning Commons, started the fund to help

Correa's two young children, Benny Jr., 4,

and Jaime, 2 and his pregnant wife

Yolanda.
Rubero said the accident occurred at an

"awful time," referring to the Christmas

holidays. He said an important holiday for

the family, Three Kings Day, involves

travel back to Puerto Rico to visit family

and friends.

Correa was an employee at the Berkshire

Dinning for almost 10 years, Rubero said,

and was "known by almost everyone.

Rubero said he met Correa seven years ago

in a basketball league at Boyden Gym-

nasium and became friends soon after.

He said fund will be withdrawn and

presented to Yolanda Correa later this

month.

Checks for the fund can be made payable

to the Benny Correa Memorial Fund, care

of the Heritage Bank for Savings, P.O. Box

8, Amherst, 01002.

Recycle

counter-demonstrators

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

although not a democracy," Glodis explain-

ed "Vietnam wasn't a democracy either,

but the U.S. was forced to intervene there

as well, to protect the people from a

takeover."

"We firmly believe this war is not about

oil," Glodis said, "it's about aggression

against a sovereign state"

Neither the peace protestors or those in

the counter-rally really want a war, Glen

Caroline, a member of the Republican

Club, said.

The difference in the two groups is that

we understand "that politics is a pragmatic

process. Sometimes war is an unpleasant

necessity," he said.
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SPRING BREAK
Cancun and Bahamas
Complete, Guaranteed
Packages from $299

Reserve by Jan 1st

and Save $30.00

Call Jon or Matt at 546-2335
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Spring Break'
March 20-24

Full payment deadline Feb i

NEED A VACATION SPOT...
Imagine yourself in a land with more than 10,000

pubs to choose from set in a scenic landscape of

;
rugged cliffs beautiful bays and quaini villages for

5 days for only $599
West coast tour includes

a AerLingus roundtnp fflighi from Boston

a Firs' Ciass Hotels

a Tmsponation/guide ihroughou'

• Sightseeing lours

• Breakfast and dinner

a Nightly entertainment and much more
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This Weekend
Celebrate Our New Menu

Mexican Pizza

$2.00

Friday and Saturday

8:00 pm-10:00 pm
Pitchers of Miller Lite

$4.50
Jello Shots

$1.00
$1 .25 Rolling Rock Bottles

$1.25 Miller Genuine Draft
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LOCAL
Noho march remembers Montreal massacre
By TRYSTAN SKEIGH
Collegian Staff

Over 200 women marched from the

Bridge Street Cemetery to the steps of the

municipal building next to Pulaski Park in

Northampton last night commemorating

the slaying of 14 women in the School of

Engineering in Montreal a year ago.

Chanting slogans and carrying banners

with messages against violence toward

women, the group held a two-hour rally on

the steps after the march. The event was

sponsored by the Northampton branch of

the National Organization for Women.
Diana Russell, a professor of sociology at

Mills College in California, told the crowd

a new term, "femicide" had been created.

"Femicide means the killing of women
because we are women," Russell explain-

ed. "Because homocide doesn't tell us that

men are killing us specifically because of

our gender."

"A new consciousness is finally coming

about, thanks to Michael Lapine and the

tragic event that occurred on Dec 6 of last

year," Russell said. "It was the worst mass

murder in the history of Canada."

"[People say] Lapine was an anomaly, an

unusual and crazy aberation," Lapine said,

"but he made it clear why he killed them
— he hated women. He resented feminism.

Here were all these women engineering

students and he couldn't get in."

These were political deaths, Lapine

stressed, "even in his suicide note Lapine

said he did it for political, not emotional

reasons."

"We have to fight back," Russell said.

"We must support all women who fight

back in all the ways that they use to fight

back. Women who kill their batterers

should be viewed as freedom fighters."

Civil disobedience is an option women
need to start thinking about, Russell

asserted. "We have to embrace positive

risk-taking to bring about positive

change."

"All women are potential targets for

violence," Gail Kielson, a director of

Necessities/Necessidades told the crowd.

"At any time, on any day we can be attack-

ed, raped, and beaten."

This year, Kielson said, over 600 women
have come to Necessities/Necessidades, a

shelter for battered women, to escape their

batterers.

"Eleven women are now sitting in Fram-

ingham with long sentences because they

had the courage to fight back and kill their

batterers," said Kielson.

"Pornography is a major cause of violence

against women," Kielson said. She stress-

ed that women have to keep resisting the

patriarchy in many different ways.

"It will take acts of courage — small and

large — to dismantle the patriarchal

system,"she said.

Mullins Center bids given;

groundbreaking in Jan.
n. A ; i

MULLINS MEMORIAL CENTER
Center Stage Capacity - 10,214

By CHRIS MUTHER
Collegian Staff

University of Massachusetts building

operations received Wednesday ten bids for

construction of the multi-million dollar

Mullins Memorial Center, with construc-

tion slated to begin in mid to late January.

The arena, which will be used for con-

certs, sporting events and other events, is

expected to be completed in 1993. State law

requires that construction of the project be

awarded to the lowest bidder.

WOMEN PROTEST FEMICIDE - Two hundred women in Nor-

thampton commemorate the killing of 14 women in Montreal one year

security? How will this make women feel

better? We're in buildings at night

sometimes too."

The rally ended with individual women

in the crowd stepping up to the mike and

telling the story of their own oppression

and giving the names of their male

oppressors.

Diana Selig, from the women's studies

department at UMass, talked about

Michael Rucks of the UMass Escort Ser-

vice, who was recently charged with rape

in Springfield.

"How can this kind of man be hired in

the first place," Selig asked. "And why is

Hilson simply moving him over to building

According to Helen Wise of the Univer-

sity Press Office, the lowest bid for the pro-

ject came from the Suffolk Contruction Inc.

of Boston, with a bid of about $38.5 million

dollars. Bids for the project went as high

as $41 million, she said.

The Center will be able to seat up to

10,214 and has a variety of potential uses,

including concerts, commencement, basket-

ball, hockey, trade shows, circuses and

theatrical performances. The main
building will also house facilities for con-

CONTINUED ON PAGE 7
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American Jewry strong
Prof: Obstacles removed, more open to Jews

By TAMARA SILBERMAN
Collegian Staff

It is easier than ever before to be a

Jew in America, according to an emi-

nant Jewish scholar said in a speech to

more than 100 people at Amherst Col-

lege Wednesday night.

Arthur Hertzberg, a professor at Dart-

mouth college said as a group, the posi-

tion of American Jewry is much

stronger than it was before World War

II.

No longer is there a feeling of being

on the outside looking in, yet there is

the feeling Jews are the most vulnerable

of the "haves," he said.

In the 30s and 40s Jews chose their

career based on what was open to them

at the time. In the 40s, American

academic life was "highly anti-Semitic"

said Hertzberg, who gave up an

academic fellowship at Harvard for the

rabbinate to ensure he would find work.

Today almost all of the professions are

open to Jews.

Jews in America do not feel

discrimination now, said Hertzberg.

Anti-Semitism is more often a reminder

of the past then a current reality.

To emphasize the point, Hertzberg

said the Holocaust Memorial project in

Washington raised the largest amount

of money of any charity last year.

However, instead of voting with the

big money, Jews have consistently voted

for tax increases. Even in the Reagan

elections, Hertzberg said "Jews voted 70

percent Democratic."

As part of the social fabric of America,

Jews have voted to minimize warring

social factions. As newcomers to the pro-

fessional class, the Jewish position

would be most likely to tumble during

severe class warfare.

He also said Jews need to find

themselves more through religion and

increased political awareness. "Just be-

ing pro-Israel is not enough," he said.

Fundamentalism has peaked, he said,

referring to people who search for strict

answers when offered too much freedom.

Hertzberg considers himself a "pro-

foundly patriotic American" who is

strongly opposed to military action in

the Persian Gulf.

A supporter and volunteer of WWII
and the Korean War, Hertzberg said

supporters of military action will join

the effort.

"Loyalties in our day are complicated

and plural," said Hertzberg. "You can't

be a chochom (wise guy) with someone

else's kids."

"The war in Vietnam was over when

college students started to be drafted,"

said Hertzberg.

BOG passes motion to

eliminate LBGA seats
By ALI WOOLWICH
Collegian Staff

The Board of Governors passed a motion

last night to eliminate the two seats on the

Board representing the Lesbian, Bisexual,

Gay Alliance.

The motion was introduced by Govs. Ted

Maravelias and Edward Corrigan on Oct.

25. Because a specific time limit for voting

on the motion was never proposed, the mo-

tion was ruled dead.

When conservatives on the Board at-

tempted to bring the motion to a vote last

night, BOG chairperson Sue Gordon cited

Roberts Rules of Order and ruled the mo-

tion dead. Conservatives then called for a

vote to overrule the decision of the chair

A model of the planned Mullins Arena

and won. The motion to eliminate the

LBGA seats was then reintroduced.

Because conservatives are said to hold a

majority of votes due to recently created ap-

pointed seats, opponents of the motion -

the two LBGA reps, the two Third World

Caucus reps, the Graduate Student Senate

rep and one at-large rep - left the room in

an attempt to break quorum.

At-large governor Dan Cohen returned to

the room to call quorum, in which he was

included. Cohen then left the room, break-

ing quorum. Despite the insufficient

number of governors, the vote was taken

and passed by a minimum two-thirds ma-

jority of 16 "yea" votes and one abstention.

LBGA rep Laura Silver said, "The ra-

tionale for kicking the LBGA seats offBOG
CONTINUED ON PAGE 7
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EDITORIAL/OHNION
Setting the record straight

As members of the board of editors, we would like to explain

our reasoning behind rejecting the Jewish Affairs editorship

proposal.

In addition to our regular editorships — the editor-in-chief,

news editor, sports editor, editorial page editor, etc. - we have

five different "issues" editors. A Black Affairs editor,

Multicultural Affairs editor, Women's Issues editor, Third

World Affairs editor and a Gay-Lesbian-Bisexual Issues editor

are all currently on our staff.

The creation of the five editorships came after members of

various communities documented claims that the Collegian

had historically misrepresented and failed to represent their

communities.

The first issues editor that our editors added to the paper

was the Women's Issues editor back in 1978. A group ofwomen

took over the office and forced editors to produce the newspaper

at a journalism professor's house off-campus. After a dialogue

with the board of editors, the women who took over the office

succeeded in providing the editors with a complete, documented

history of female exclusion, mistreatment and general

misinterpretation in covering issues of concern to women on

the part of Collegian.

The editors, attempting to show good faith and help correct

past wrongdoings, decided to provide UMass women with an

institutional position to assure that women's issues would be

fairly covered. The editors also believed that by creating this

position, more women would come down to the office and start

writing, because the staff, at that time, was almost entirely

male.

As time went on, Black students, Third World students and

lesbian, bisexual and gay students also came down to the

editors with an abundance of examples ofhow our newspaper,

as a whole institution, had neglected them, slandered them and

misrepresented them. They also pointed out that we had vir-

tually no representatives from their communities among our

staff members.

The sponsors of the Jewish Affairs editor proposal, a vocal

segment ofthe Jewish community, were not able to show that

these factors were present. The people proposing this editor-

ship could not fulfill the same requisites by which we had ap-

proved the earlier pages. And, within our own staff, the Jewish

community is not under-represented.

This entire situation seems to have arisen from the emotional

debate surrounding the Israeli-Palestinian conflict. In an at-

tempt to facilitate a healthy discussion of the issues, the Col-

legian has published commentary critical of the government

of Israel as well as commentary in its defense. This has stir-

red rage among some segments of the University community,

especially those sensitive to criticism of Israel.

The proposal for a Jewish Affairs editor came about after

a flurry of activities and petitions aimed at commentary on

Israel. The political nature of the editorship proposal is evidenc-

ed both by the course of events leading up to it as well as the

personalities involved.

The Collegian reaffirms its dedication to represent all

segments of the University community. Furthermore, we

recognize the value of community criticism. However, when

that criticism becomes an attempt to direct the dialogue, it

becomes inappropriate.

We will continue to publish commentary from all the vary-

ing perspectives. And, we encourage all members of the com-

munity to become involved in these debates. We will not,

however, lessen the criteria by which other pages and editor-

ships have been created.

In 1991 anti-Semitism still rages in this country. Jewish

students on this campus are still harassed and discriminated

against. But, our rejection of the Jewish Affairs editorship can-

not be lumped into a category of harassment or neglect

Unsigned editorials reflect the majority opinion of the Col-

legian board of editors
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'Speak up' and we will try to help

I am writing in response to the editorial

"University Health Services: Heal

Thyself by Hope Sisitsky (Dec. 4). On

behalf of my staff, I want to apologize for

any apparent misunderstanding which oc

curred during her recent visit to take care

of an injury to her ankle. We are commit-

ted to fostering a caring environment and

our goal is to convey this to our patients

in every encounter.

The one area I would like to emphasize

is at the end of Ms. Sisitsky's editorial,

where she suggest that students "speak

up" if they are dissatisfied. In fact, we en-

courage our student/patients to be sure to

ask questions and, if they do not unders-

tand of do not agree with what is being

recommended, to "speak up" and give us

a chance to try and describe not only what

we recommend but why. We also have a

written "feedback/suggestion" system

available throughout Health Services.

Every comment or complaint is in-

vestigated and the student receives a

response. In this way, we can be a team

working for your benefit.

I would also say that anyone who has

sought care and has tried to receive

clarification and is still dissatisfied should

speak with the supervisor in charge or, if

that fails, to seek either my attention or the

attention of the medical director, Thomas

McBride, M.D. We will do our best to not

only resolve problems but to take those ex-

periences as a way to further improve our

services.

David P. Kraft, M.D.
Executive Director

University Health Services

Notes from the Campus
Center basement

If you're the type who considers killing

your roommate and collecting the

automatic 4.0 every year around this time,

don't. It's a myth.

According to Norman Aitken, associate

vice chancellor for academic affairs, there

is no such thing as an automatic 4.0 for peo-

ple whose roommates die accidentally, or

with a phone cord wrapped around their

neck and their Simpsons Sing the Blues CD
sticking our their mouth.

Counseling, tutoring and other support

services are available to students whenever

"there's a crisis that can affect other peo-

Sam Silverstein

pie," Aitken said. But these situations are

dealt with on a case-by-case basis; there's

nothing about an automatic 4.0 on the

books.

"[The University] doesn't get into grades

because there is a personal tragedy,"

Aitken said.

While we're at it, there's no rule that

says you can leave your class and not be

counted as absent if your professor is 10

minutes late, Aitken said.

"Students have to be responsible to make

judgments. The reasonable thing to do

would be for a student to call the academic

department and get an official response,"

Aitken said.

***

Nine bids to build the Mullins Convoca-

tion Center were received by the Univer-

sity Tuesday, the lowest of which came in

a million-and-a-half dollars under the

estimated $40 million cost of constructing

the multi-purpose arena.

The University will pick the winner by

mid-January and construction will begin

soon after, according to UMass assistant

news editor Helen Wise. The barns that

once stood on the future sight of the arena,

across Commonwealth Avenue west of

campus, have already been leveled.

As early as 1992, students will begin

chipping in approximately $100 each per

year to help repay a $20 million UMass
Building Authority bond issue.

UMass Student Trustee Angus
McQuilken says the fee is unfair. "When
the project was sold to me I was told it was

an opportunity to build a building for free.

What they didn't say is that we're going

to be paying it off for the next 20 years

through student fees," McQuilken said.

"One-hundred dollars would be worth it

under normal budget conditions . . but the

timing of the increase is just plain dumb."

Well, it says here we shouldn't be look-

ing a gift horse quite so closely in the

mouth. UMass is getting a 10,000-seat

arena that will be used for commencement,

theatrical performances, circuses, concerts,

basketball, ice hockey ... at $100 a head.

Budget "challenges," "serious downturns"

and the like come and go, but the arena

will be around for a while, and UMass will

be a better school for it.

***

The halo brace that UMass quarterback

Gary Wilkos has worn since suffering a

broken vertebra at the base of his neck in

a football game in late October was remov-

ed Tuesday.

"I was nervous. I thought my head would

plow into the ground because my neck is

weak," Wilkos said.

Wilkos will wear a less cumbersome neck

brace until January. The prognosis, he

said, calls for a 100 percent recovery . . .

The Anti-War Movement Meets the Media

Age Department: At the tail-end of yester-

day's die-in on the campus center con-

course, an organizer announced, "This is

going to be in the papers and on Channel

40. We're doing a good thing here!"

Although the semester is rapidly coming to a close, the Collegian mould still

like to hear your opinions. Submissions must bear your name, local address and

d7yttne phone number. This information is subject to Ration pr^r to

publication. Send your double-spaced, type* submissions to the Collegian, 113

Campus Center, Amherst, MA 01003.
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ARTS 8cLIVING
Max Roach and Friends at the Fine Arts Center
By BILL ROSENBLATT
Collegian Staff

It was a splendid few weeks at the Iron

Horse: several quality jazz acts in rapid

succession. The Horse planned to close out

the year with Sun Ra's Arkestra on Dec.

30. However, His Interplanetary Majesty

suffered a stroke recently (and is

recuperating at a Philadelphia hospital), so

the show was cancelled. Your last chance

to see top-quality jazz in the area this year

is coming tomorrow night at 8 p.m., when

the annual "Max Roach and Friends"

(formerly the Jazz All-Stars) concert takes

the stagt at the Fine Arts Center Concert

Hall.

Each year, the December concert centers

around Roach and his guests, which usual

ly include University and Jazz in July ad

junct faculty members as well as a special

"star-quality" attraction. Roach, of course,

is the legendary founder of modern jazz

drumming, bebop co-revolutionary and

perennial jazz innovator who helped found

UMass' jazz program in the early 70s.

This year's concert will begin with the

Jeff Holmes Jazz Orchestra with Roach

sitting in on drums. The Orchestra is an

aggregation of local musicians, including

a few UMass music faculty members, that

performs occasionally in the arei.

Trumpeter/pianist Holmes, himself a music

professor, will lead the band through a set

that will include several premieres

especially written for the concert.

Next on the lineup will be vocalist Sheila

Jordan, the superlative vocalist whose

absence at last summer's Bright Moments

Festival was sorely felt. She combines an

understated approach with unassailable

taste, pitch and scatting ability into one of

the most distinctive styles in jazz vocal

history. She represents the opposite of the

stereotyped big-band-belter (a la Diane

Schuur) and is most at home in very small

groups. Tomorrow night, she will be accom

panied by a trio including her long-time

telepathic soul mate, bassist Harvie

Swartz.

The Uptown String Quartet, a group

closely associated with Roach (and in-

cluding his daughter Maxine) will close out

the show. Although this group's instrumen-

tal lineup is that of the classical European

string quartet (two violins, viola and cello),

all four members are steeped in the

African-American musical tradition — that

is, they can play the blues. They play ar-

rangements of jazz, ragtime, spirituals,

etc., that allow for ample improvisation

and interaction between the musicians.

Their performance with Roach at the FAC
ONTINUED ON PAGE lO
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ATTENTION STUDENTS WHO MAY BE CALLED TO

ACTIVE MILITARY DUTY

The Board of Regents has issued a policy statement concerning

students who are called to active military duty.

The policy covers issues such as:

* Tuition & fees refunds

* Nonpunitive withdrawals from courses

* Assistance in filing mitigating circumstances forms

* Priority in enrollment upon return to school

For more information, or for assistance come into the

Dean of Students Office, 227 Whitmore (5-2684).
---Tooooooooocinnp'*" ^
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ferences and large banquets.

Half of the funding for the center will be

provided through state legislation, the

other half will be paid by student fees. Ac-

cording to a release by the Press Office, an

extra student fee of an estimated $100 a

year will be added in 1992 or 1993 to help

fund the project.

As a result of construction, some 160

parking spaces will be lost for two years

around the construction site. After con-

struction, the 160 spaces will return, with

an estimated 30-40 additional spaces.

The Center will consist of a main

building, plus a practice rink connected by

underground passageways to the main

building. The Center is a one story

building, but will be shaped like a bowl and

will have many levels.
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was obviously false. After bringing up the

subject of our appointed seats, the Board

voted in another appointed Stockbridge

seat. Stockbridge represents 400 students,

and has 2 seats. The LBGA represents

2,500 students and now has no seats. This

is clearly discrimination on the basis of sex-

ual orientation," Silver said.

Maravelias said after the vote the current

LBGA representatives would finish out

their terms due to the grandfather clause

and the motion would take affect next fall.

William Harris, director of the Campus

Center, said to the Board, "I am disturbed

by the decision you just made . .
the man

ner of the motion's passing showed im-

maturity on your part. You took glee in

what you did."

In his final statement, Gov. Bill Hewitt

said, "We are not going to gain respect on

this campus by the kind of behavior shown

tonight."

"They railroaded this motion through by

waiting until they were certain they would

have a majority. I hope they can live with

the fashion in which they achieved their

victory," said BOG Treasurer Mary Noone.
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VALUE
*11995

$28

MINIMATE #5050

VALUE
$15995

$48

20 INCH REMOTE CONTROL

(GRANDFATHER

CLOCK
»1375LsfiiJ

$588

__J Santa'sMferKshoF

ff\ ^l CHRISTMAS LIGHTS
-/T^ XA (\)S INDOOR

VLV OUTDOOR
15LIGHTS-C-7

$650
25 LIGHTS -C-9

COMP M
AT

$995 X

COMP AT m
*13" TO O
$18" W

$050

1000 DINETTES IN STOCK
VALUES FROM N

*169to s695S

SINGER
VACCUUM
CLEANERS

VALUE 2 2 HP M0DEL
' $11995 CANISTER #350

VALUE 3.0 HP
$0*000 CANISTER
*ZDU BEATER BRUSH

I

mm
~7^.

s88to«428
BATTERY OPERATED
TRAIN SFT VALUE '89"

7'x 4* EASY SNAP TRACK CONTAINS:
« j II 1— wii i, 12 CURVED

F\ FORWARD
\1 REVERSE

STOP

4 STRAIGHT
2 SWITCH CONTROLS

W'

Ci4
r*r

FACTORY
RENEWED

ALL ALUMINUM

WEATHER
VANES LUE
PERFECT ' *W$01
BALANCE Tf £.£.

•ROOSTER
• POINTER
DOG
•HORSE
•COACH
& HORSE

NOW
YOUR
CHOICE

100,000 YARDS qSSStv BROADLOOM CARPET
VINYL FLOOR TILE
12"x12" SELF STICK TILES
CASE OF 45
SQUARE FEET N

NORMALLY w
$29- s39

$1888

TABLE LAMPS
BYWESTW00D
#2910-VALUE $ 1 54.50

WHY SO N
CHEAP? o
NO w

SHADE!

. INYL FLOORING
BY CONGOLEUM &ARMSTRONG
12 FOOT WIDE FOR EASY INSTALLATION

NORMALLY N
s695 to1995 %
SAVE To 80%

ASY INSTALLATION

$388
l^f SQ.YD.

FREE CARPET PAD
WITH THE PURCHASE
OF ANY JUTEBACKED

BROADLOOM CARPET
VALUES o

$12 - $40 w
$6o$14SQ

YD

THE ORIGINAL FACTORY OUTLET STORE
Ouanlities are substantial All items limited to stock on hand Not

responsible for typographical errors We buy bankrupt stocks,

close-outs and factory overruns of name brand merchandise and

always sell for less

7 PIECE PINE DINETTE
TRESSLE TABLE* 4 SIDE CHAIRS
-«*t , —JH* • **. 2 ARM CHAIRS

^.iisT', NORMALLY

-SO*? $89500

»*t- s$388

1131 CAMPBELL AVE.

EXIT 43 OFF I-95

WEST HAVEN
CONNECTICUT

ROUTE 5

EAST WINDSOR
CONNECTICUT

ROUTE 184

GROTON
CONNECTICUT

WEBSTER SQUARE
BERLIN

CONNECTICUT

HAMPSHIRE MALL
ROUTE 9
HADLEY

MASSACHUSETTS
1 CANAL STREET
TURNERS FALLS
MASSACHUSETTS
739 MEADOW ST.

CHICOPEE
MASSACHUSETTS
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"They're Neanderthals, Loona.

of them."

CALVIN AND HOBBES

Every one The prenatal development of Curly

By BILL WATTERSON

OK, THE. W£ WAS

HHTAEtVHKl. WT
TUKTS SYUL ONt
DA*U SARCASTIC

WO *% RA\S\HG

ACROSS
1 Blood related

6 Bridge position

10 Office worker,

for short

14 "The Portrait ol—
": H. James

novel

1

5

Ready to eat

16 Wtesel of letters

1

7

The first Nellie

Forbush

19 Salinger girl

20 Buck's
appendages

21 Pedicunst's

concern

23 Name tor a

Fraulem

24 Nothing more
than

25 Wine casks

27 Four o clock

beverage

29 '— c est moi

34 Hoffmann s

initials

35 To be. m Aix

37 One of the

seven sins

38 Fall flowers, tor

short

40 Glossy taDoc

42 Apropos ot

43 Word before

ballerina

45 Com ot Italy

46 Elastic wood
47 Concisely

48 — Perce Indian

49 City north ot

Oes Moines

50 Jai —
53 — Camera
55 Lancelot s son

59 Phoenician love

goddess
62 By-and-by
63 "Laugh-in " star

65 Fast time

66 Sixth cen. date

67 Manor dweller

68 Inspires wonder

69 Connery or

O Casey
70 Laborers of

yore

DOWN
1 City on the

Orontes

2 Dash

3 Novelist

Kingsley s

novelist son

4 Tennyson's

"The — ot the

King"

5 Flower clusters

6 Strays

7 River isle

8 Malice

9 Tickers or

Domingo
10 Adolescent

11 Lohengrin s

bride

12 Puccini heroine

13 Remove rind

18 Rugged ridges

22 Congers
24 Popular libation

25 Conductor s

concerns

26 Road maneuver

28 Etc

30 Big name in

New Haven
31 Durable pop

smger

32 poem lovely

as
—

'

33 Well-developed

muscles

36 Emerald isle

39 Dallas campus.
lor short

41 What Hitler

preached
44 Asian servant

49 Diva Lucme s

family

51 Alan and Cheryl

52 Take — (throw

the fignt)

54 Dickens title

words

55 Festive

occasion

56 Again

57 Like a certain

ranger

58 Busy insects

59 Related

60 Grow
weary

61 Pass catchers,

frequently

64 OSS
follower

ANSWER T0\PREVI0US PUZZLE

12/7/90
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LUNCH
Hamburger on roll

Egg and Cheddar florentine

BASICS LUNCH

DINNER
Chicken stew

Roast beef

BASICS DINNER

TANGELO PIE

Golden burgers Chicken stew

Egg and Cheddar florentine Greek style skillet

line ttk4V **£

on -me pJay»*l t«W a»w *

Vi

But b«fd«M0««go-
jusf for ol* time* Uft
Do m g«wl I fAuahf

you. TuV oner wwrf. o

Crrrrrrr....

^^ YOUR DAILY HOROSCOPE
By JEANE DDCON

DOONESBURY
By GARRY TRUDEAU

PRICE
By PRICE VAN RAY

ARIES (March 21-April 19): New
responsibites and prestige are em-

phasized. Your hearth will be jeopar-

dized unless you slow down. Look

for shortcuts Romance is fine It you

are not overly tired.

TAURUS (April 20-May 20)

Other people give you more

leeway Ration your time ana

energy wisely. Put business before

personal pleasures. An agreement

you reach with your associates

makes the future look promising

GEMINI (May 21-June 20): Play it

safe. Follow sound advice instead

of being driven by a personal com-

pulsion. Roll with the punches in

romance. Keep a record of your

dreams. New insights are likely.

CAHCER(June 21-July 22): The

more contacts you make, the bet-

ter your prospects for success! The

profit incentive is powerful. Market

a friend's clever idea Widening

your social circle increases your

chances for romance.

LEO (July 23-Aug. 22): Timing is the

secret to your success Keep pro-

jects under wraps until ready. En-

thusiasm should be allowed to run

unchecked until your work is com-

pleted. Seek publicity

VIRGO (Aug, 23-Sept 22): Con-

tinue to keep your emotions under

strict control. Family members may
behave in a puzzling manner. Ask-

ing pointed guesttons could spoil so-

meone's wonderful surprise! Be

tender with mate.

URRA (Sept 23-Oct. 22)

Economic stresses will disappear if

you are careful and avoid Impulsive

actions. The devotion of your mate

or another key ally is a big asset. Try

not to alienate co-workers. Roman-

tic fever rages!

SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21): Work

harder to strengthen famity ties. A

frank declaration sets the tone for

greater understanding. Open your

heart to your loved ones. Try to see

things from their point of view

SAGITTARIUS (Nov 22-Dec. 21)

Work offers the best escape from

unpleasant people or situations, if

tired, no not force the pace. Keep

a medical or dental appointment

Romance is an emotional roller

coaster. Hang on!

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan 19):

Your popularity is on the rise. Make

a concerted effort to win over in-

fluential people. You can afford to

take calculated risks to increase

profits. Play an active role in com-

munity affairs.

AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb 18): Do

not delude yourself into believing

that you know better than the ex

perts. A steady, consistent ap

preach works best in business Im-

pulsive acts will boomerang,

especially in romance
PISCES (Feb 19-March 20) A few

kind words or minutes of attention

can turn hostility into harmony

Avoid taking risks with your savings;

consult experts. Revamp your

schedule to include daily exercise.

Romance is Iffy.

[TODAY'S STAFF
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Copy Editor Preston P. Forman
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'Winter's Night' enthralls
By AMY HENRY
Collegian Staff

On a Winter's Night

Iron Horse
Tuesday, Dec. 4

"In the age of diseases I have learned

that I have to use them . . . rubber love,"

sang John Gorka. The song "Rubber Love"

was sung when the words "safer sex" were

pulled out of a box that was passed around

halfway through a concert to solicit song

ideas.

Gorka and three other folk singers,

Christin Lavin, Patty Larkin and David

Wilcox sang to a packed club of middle-

aged fans. They sang from their new album

A Winter's Night. The album is a compila-

tion of their own music and other folk

singers.

Christin Lavin is the most renowned ar-

tist of the bunch. She had the idea to record

.he album and get them together for the

Winter's Night tour, said Gorka when he

introduced her.

The four singers started the show by sing-

ing their most requested songs. Lavin sang

her song entitled "Sensitive New Age
Guy," about the new trend ofsome men los-

ing interest in football and wanting to talk

about their feelings.

Larkin said it was unfortunate that her

most requested song was about malls. She

sang with a Russian accent that she learn-

ed from a singer who had an "alluring voice

but had no talent."

The singers then said they were going to

sing love songs. Larkin said, "This is an op-

portunity to make a pass at whoever you

are sitting with. It's make out music." The

music in addition to the cozy candlelight

atmosphere made me consider it.

Gorka sang a hilarious song that he

dubbed the worst country song that had

ever been written. Some of the lines were,

"The pilot light of love has just gone out

in our oven of love. I have to get some easy

off to ease her off of my mind."

A revolutionary theatre collective

The Multicultural Theatre Collective

is not just a show: it's an event, a grap-

pling, a shout from the peoples. This is

Total Theatre: revolutionary in form

and content.

The play (or should I say festival) deals

with race, gender and social class

through small scenes separately design-

ed, written and directed by the actors

themselves. At first impression, it ie

merely a colored peoples exclusive cult,

granting license to tout their banner

and taking revenge on White Man (per-

sonified with humor by the only Cauca-

sian actor), but it becomes clear after the

first couple of scenes that there is much
more at stake.

When a Black plays an Asian and

then is accused of acting like a Black by

his Asian parents, when the Latin

American, Jose, is attacked for being

"too" White and then turns around and

attacks another Latin American who is

too bourgeiose, when the audience itself

is assaulted asked to explain itself and

instructed to move around the intimate

theatre for the convenience of the actors,

it becomes clear that the overriding

theme is Reversal, from the backwards

printed program to the table-turned

staging of watcher and watched, impo-

tent and impowered.

The Collective is the brain child oftwo

Hampshire College students, Leilani

Chan and Stone Hans, who plan to in-

volve the Five College community in an

ongoing performance/discussion of

Multicultural issues. On one level, these

are just privleged college students com-

plaining about their lives, but ultimate-

ly they are celebrating the sanctity of

the individual, in a world of opposites,

whatever they may be.

- TOM SCULLY

We'd like to

comitplimentyou

onvour choice.

valley jazz

CONTINUED FR^M PAGE 6

a couple of years ago was
outstanding. As icing on

rnow
STAY

HOM
Round trips tro*i NY starling »

London $412
Paris 480
San JoseC R 390
Bangkok 959
Hong Kong 879
Tokyo 759

Student Faculty Fare
Taxes not included. Restric

tions apply Fares subject to

change. One ways available

Work/Study abroad programs
International student and
teacher ID

EURAIL PASSES ISSUED ON
THE SPOT!

Free studem travel catalogue

the cake, FAC direc-

tor/music professor Dr.

Frederick Tillis will join

them on tenor sax.

This concert is more than

just great music; its pro-

ceeds benefit the Fletcher

Henderson Memorial
Scholarship Fund. The
fund is used to provide

scholarships for deserving

students in the Universi-

ty's renowned Afro-

American music program.

Save now on select colorMacintosh systems.

Now throughJanuary 5, 1991, take advantage of special savings when you

buy a Macintosh- Osi, Macintosh llci, or Macintosh life computer and an AppleColor

High-Resolution RGB Monitor.*

Whether you choose the new Macintosh llsi, Apple's latest powerful, affordable

system. Or the Macintosh llci, known for its high performance and expandability. Or the

maximum-perforrnance Macintosh Ilfx, with its virtually unlimited expandability. You'll

be getting a system of lasting value. Not to mention special savings when you buy your

system with the AppleColor High-Resolution RGB Monitor.

Hurry in today for a closer look at these Macintosh II systems. You'll praise their

value, and we'll compliment you on your choice with special savings. No matter

which system you choose.

naTTrawd
ml UM X

MM
run

'"I
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Now Playing

MILLERS

CROSSING

Mon-Thurs
One Show 7:30

Fri-Sun

7:00 and 9:15

CopyCat Print Shop
RESUME SPECIAL

Have your resume typeset in 3

business days (1st proof) AND recieve

25 Copies of your resume all for only...

Oiler expires 1/31/91

228 Triangle St, Amherst
(413) 549-3840

THEATER
27 Pleasant St /Northampton, MA 01060

1

Theater Office: 413-586-5826

"Every frame is a feastfor the eyes" - Seattle r.i

"The span and sweep of Kurosawa" boston globe

For further information please visit

the University Store Computer Department, Campus Center

545-2619

*
•offer good October \\ 1W through January 5, 1991 Offer void where prorubited by law ^^®

C)I990 Apple Computer, tnc Apple, the Apple logo , and MactnUt^ an rtgulervd traaenuirh of Apple 0)mpuler, Inc AppleColor is a trademark ofApple Computer, mx

of the
aven

A Nordic Tale of love, passion and treachery.

SHADOW OF THE RAVEN

wrr-kdays at 7 and 9:IO/Frlday at '>:<*'>, 7:50 and 10/Sai".

am! Sun. al 3:10, $:<*'>, 7:50 and 10 p.m.

•••. irsf show on Krlu.iy, SaL. and Sun. Is II. SO admission**!

"AN UNUSUALLY
ORIGINAL FILM"

Caryn Iwm, NtW YORK TIME!

AKI KAURISMAKI

ARIEL
weekdays at 7:15 and 8:50/Friday at 6:10. 7:55, 9:30/Sat.

andSun. at 3. 4:35. 6:10. 7:55 and 9:30 p.m.

^Firsr show on Friday. Sal. and Sun. Is 13.50 admission*-

Sports
Notice
Raquetball Club will host

SUNY-Albany, Rensselaer

Polytech and Plattsburg

State in a tournament at

New England Health and
Racquetball Club on Ashe
ly Ave. in W. Springfield,

just off Rte. 5 Riverdale Rd.

*?£3bJ&^7S ffSt^J»^^> tf?Cs»J»-^% eS£3bJ»**tt tff*S

I 8

GEORGE FREDERICK HANDEL

. New & Used Cars
\Trvcks & Vans Also Available

|

North Amherst
Reril-A-Wreck

RL 63 No. Amheral
549-RENT^

parts 1&2

University of Massachusetts

CHAMBER CHOIR
with orchestra

Wayne Abercrombie conductor

Tine Arts Center Concert Mall

Sunday, December 9, 3:00pm

^ $8.00 general admission

g $4.00 senior citizens, five-college

k students and children under 18

^ tickets available at

q the fine arts center

A box office 545-2511

^9 S£7^<2T*ZSS£ <Z£T'Cir*Z$3£ c^-cy^sis

ASALUTETOTHE
LEADERS OFTOMORROW -

AIR FORCE ROTC CADETS.

College is a time for decision. Some will choose to

become leaders - through Air Force ROTC.
Smart move. The whole concept of Air Force ROTC

revolves around the cultivation of qualities that count

for leadership And whether you're about to start col-

lege or have already begun, it's time to make your

decision, now.

Upon graduation, you'll be an Air Force officer. You'll

possess solid management skills and a strong sense of

self-assurance. You'll know the demands of success and

the meaning of responsibility

And you'll have the great wealth of opportunities

accorded to those who choose to be leaders.

Start now. Contact

DEPT OF AEROSPACE STUDIES
(413) 545-2451

i^m

Leadership Excellence Starts Here

CLASSIFIEDS
COME TO THE COLLEGIAN OFFICE-CC >DEADLINE 3H IN ADVANCE. 20/WORD/DAY FOR STUDENTS

ACTIVITIES

FINANCE CLUB PRESENTS- Greg McCall

Alumnus, analyst speaks about Wall Street,

slock market, job hunting Friday 12/7/90

3PM SOM 108

NEW HORIZONS plays Blue Wall Cafe"
Saturday, December 8th 9-1 Proceeds go
to charity Come party Carribean-Style 1 $4.

ANNOUNCEMENTS

BED AND BREAKFAST downtown ideal

visiting parents Inends 549-0733

BRANDYWINE APT 2 bedroom 3rd floor

Take over lease Jan 1 760 a month
549-5954

GREAT LOCATION
Downtown Northampton
1 bedroom-$215
Jan 1st

585-8657

LARGE ROOM AVAILABLE in fun NOHO
House 1 Great Decor and dynamic
housemates can be yours Quiet neighbor-

hood, free parking, 10 minutes from bust

Approx $265 including Call 585-8973

HELP US TO HELP YOU We need students

with good communication skills and lots of

enthusiasm to call alumni on behalf ol a

special campaign to raise money for finan-

cial aid Call Jerry Joyner for financial aid

Call Jerry Joyner at 5-3509 or stop by the

basement of Memorial Hall for more info

HAPPY BIRTHDAY, JILL BARONI"
Have a great day on Sunday

Love Tara

HAPPY BIRTHDAY TANYA!
We love you!

-Colleen, Jess, Em. Jacqui, Mel

SPRING BREAK IN Cancun or Bahamas
from S299 001 Includes air. 7 nights hotel,

cruise, beach parties, free lunch and much
more' Call 1-800-Beach it

INSTRUCTION

ENTREPRENEURS
Looking for motivated people who want
to make money Requires as much or as

little time as you have Incredible

support system FTC approved Great

for winter break job All welcome
Call tonight and ask about

business opportunity

546-3868 253-5065

FAST FUNDRAISING PROGRAM
$1000 in just one week
Earn up to $1000 tor your campus organiza-

tion Plus a chance at $5000 more! This pro-

gram works' No investment needed. Call

1 800-932-0528 Ext 50

LOOKING FOR MALE/FEMALE to move in

to single room for spring semester One mile

from campus, on bus route, washer/dryer,

large deck, v-ball court in backyard, cable

Most definitely the nicest house in the area

All for only $240/month! Call 549-0920 or

549-1151

NORTHAMPTON CENTER APARTMENT
Spacious 1 bedroom renovated

586-2986 $560 Negotiable

RELISTED DUE TO CANCELLATION
January sublet in Amherst
549-3610.

FREE HOUSING RAFFLE! Check out the

concourse or an OHAG Rep sponsored by

OHAG (5-1385)

OCHO needs fair housing researchers for

discrimination protect Be part of the solu-

tion! Call 545-0865 or SUB 428

STUDIO IN AMHERST $460w/util

Jan 1 Call Scott 253-0820

TOWNHOUSE- 2 bedroom, 1 v» bath apart-

ment on bus route North Amherst
1-567-1352

PVOC OIL COOP Purchase home heating

oil at reduced cost per gallon COD or

automatic delivery register at OCHO or call

545-0865 for more information

SPRING BREAK TRAVEL FAIR
Don't be left out in the

cold! Feb 14th

WHALES FOR SALE! 9PM Cool Cat. want
to forget again? Scotty D thanks for all your

hard work

AUTO FOR SALE

1974 VOLVO 2 door 1425 Asking $395
593-6656

1 98 1 RABBIT DIESEL, 4dr fstd
. "dean.

75K on 2nd motor, radio/cassette. $600
665-2943

1984 DODGE COLT silver,

AM/FM/Cassette, new tires, good condition,

reliable. $1250, call 546-7450.

1988 HONDA CIVIC 33000 miles Excellent

Condition 1 owner AM FM Cassette

Stereo Recent complete tune up $6300.00

or best offer Call Bruce at 256-1215

PURCHASING A USED CAR? Having your

car repaired? Do you know your rights?

Contact the Legal Services Center, 922
Campus Center, 546-1995

TWO BEDROOMS available for spring star-

ting Jan 1 Old farm house directly across

the UMass Horsefarm Great housemates
One room can be double Call now 275 &
250 549-8117

FOR SALE

•"FUTONS *

• MANY STYLES OF FRAMES *

• AND MATTRESSES TO *

• CHOOSE FROM '

• RESERVE NOW FOR DELIVERY TO '

• YOUR DORM. HOUSE OR
APARTMENT*

' NEXT SEMESTER '

" ONLY $10 DOWN "

• METAWAMPE FURNITURE "

• 256-0646
*

LARGE ENTERTAINMENT CONSOLE
In excellent condition

A must see-Call after 6PM
Ask for Peter 549-6458

PINBALITmACHInE for sale $480/B O - 3

multi balls 2 ramps- modern Call 546-1348

WOMENS SKTbOOTS. Alpina. size 8 $60

Call Steph at 546-4439 Leave message

ZOOMASS T-SHIRTS onty$5T7xL,"Come

and get 'em for x-mas. Hugh 549-6659

FOUND

EARN CREDIT SCUBA DIVING
2 credit basic and advanced courses offered

both semesters at Curry Hicks pool

2 credit sport courses to Key Largo during

intersession. spring break, and end of

August
Register for all courses through the General

Physical Education Department
Further information at Curry Hicks pool

Monday through Thursday 7PM-10PM or

call Project Deep 549-8401

ENGLISH as a second language
Classes begin January 21, 1991.

Intensive day. part-time evening, and
TOEFL preparation Three levels Register

now! Language Pacifica. 549-5065

LOST

BROWN. LEATHER NOTEBOOK
filled with calculations

on engineering paper
at Elab or Hatch

Call Joe
665-8270
Reward

BROWN WALLET PLEASTrETURN
to Cindy 549-5649

HEY LORRAINE- or is it Elaine?

It'll be 2 years on the 9th. and then
it's gonna happen ...

You II be re-virgmized!

Prepare yourself! -Bart

HI AUNTIE LOU, Donna and AnnMane
Marc and I can't wait to see you all this

weekend! Lots of Gino's pizza' We love you
all (you to Richie)!

Love,
Marc and Judy

JEN CRAIG
You are an awesome pledge'

Keep up the great work- sisterhood is just

around the corner' In Sigma. Your Guardian

(Angel) Cherry

ENGINEERING CALCULATOR
Outside Goes 49 on Wednesday
Call 6-4266 or 1-593-3868

Ask for Mike

RED CHANGEPURSE lost 1 1/30, Friday at

3:30 in Cape Cod Lounge/Ministore. Impor-

tant! Please return the contents You can

keep the money, no questions asked' Sue
549-6448

SHEPHARO BEAGLE MIX
Near Logtown Rd 12/3/90

Has no tags or collar

Call 256-0802

NEED A PERSONAL COMPUTER?

DO I HAVE A MODEL FOR YOU!
Zenith. PC Compatible W/NEC V20 Chip

640 kb RAM, 20 Meg Hard Disk, RGB Col-

or Monitor. Clock Card, Microsoft's latest

Bus Mouse, Software, Call Matt 549-5190

for more details Leave a message Price

is negotiable.

PERSONALS

JODI, Get "Wicked Super Psyched'' for an
amazing birthday weekend! Psyche.
Psyche, Psyche! We Love You The J-Team

JOHN,
I Love You too'

Lisa

JULES OF TRI-SIGMA:
You were dangerous at 20.

Can't imagine what 21 will

be like! You are one of a kind

We'll miss you next semester
Watch out Boston!

Love,
Your Sisters

"KARA NICHOLS
Get psyched for initiation! You'll make a

great Sigma Kappa. You've been an
awesome little sister Good luck

In Sigma Love,

Brenda

KAREN W. -8th floor CoolTdge RA
Have a great Birthday 1 We'll be there to help

you celebrate it Don't get too smashed!
Your the best 1

Love,

8th floor residents

LAURA NATHANSON-Charlie s can't

shoot you down anymore- you're 21!! Cut

loose and have an awesome birthday'!

Love, your roommies and Dave

LD
Can't tell you
but I'm close Soon..
Luv.

A

LINI.

Happy one month on Saturday. I can't wait

to celebrate with you
Love, Sade

MATERNAL OVERLORD ft THE DEMISE-
What do red chili peppers. H + Peaks
onions, fortunes and 2AM make? an Angite

RICH
You don't have a quiz, but will you give us

a kiss?

Love, the cute chicks form Portugues Class

SCOTT-
Happy Anniversary
This year has been incredible

We have many more to come
I love you'

Penny

SCOTT M.
The last 1 1 7 days have been the happiest

days of my lite Thank you for being you!

Our love is a love to last until the end of

time Love. Your Petite Fleur(Steph)

SONNY
Contract
When the gun says "done"- I'm done!

I'll miss you terribly next semester
I love you so much

Love.
Carmela

SONYA
Happy Birthday'

Lets
Wiggle It

Miles Away
Saturday Night

Love Jim

HOLIDAY BOOKING selling out' Campus
Travel on Campus 545-0500

PREGNANT?
Need a pregnancy test, information or sup-

port? Call tor tree and confidential services

ALTERNATIVES 33 Main St Northampton
586-3000 or Greenfield area 774-6010

SUBLET

1 BEDROOM m two bedroom apt Furnish-

ed Sunderland on busline female grad pre!

$225/mo Susan 665-8233

SUBLET FOR WINTER one roorrTm
Presidential Apts Call 549-0035

TO OUR DEER-EST' Buck Mamer. Tanya-

Happy Birthday- Take it easy tonight and
only Blow' out your 19 candles!

-Lick'em clean head cleaners

ROOMMATES WANTED

WOMAN LOOKING for Jan sublet Honest,

neat, dependable Will care for pet

546-4163 or 545-3868 after 5PM

TRAVEL

INTERCOLLEGIATE SKI WEEK. $189 for

5 day lift ticket. 5 nights lodging (mountain-

side condo) 5 days intercollegiate activities,

sponsored by Labatts & Mt Sutton.

Canada. Group Leader Discounts Jan 6-11

or Jan 13-18 Call Ski Travel Unlimited

1-800-999-SKI-9

ONE WAY TICKET to California.

December 20. $150. 253-5844.

1 ROOMS IN HOUSE 233 + utilities Bus
route Jan 91 to May 256-8979

AMHERST CENTER- PertecTTocation

Large room in big friendly house
ALL UTILITIES PAID, HUGE YARD
$295 253-2329

FEMALE ROOMMATE wanted for spring

sem $185 Jan sublet option 253-0409

FEMALE ROOMMATE wanted for spring

sem in house $200 Feb to May no lease

253-0409

FEMALE WANTED to share room
beautiful two bedroom apt for spring

semester Five mm walk only $135 00 Call

546-4173

SPRING BREAK!!
Cancun, Bahamas, Jamaica
7 nights (starting at $399)
Interested?

Call me- Traci 546-5258

WAKE-N-BAKEII! SPRING BREAK IN

JAMAICA/CANCUN FROM $449!" BOOK
EARLY AND SAVE $30 TRAVEL WITH
THE BEST 1-800-426-7710

TYPING/PROFESSIONAL

WORDPROCESSING: Dissertations,

cases, papers, Affordable, dependable.

Mac/LP on-campus. Nancy 584-7924.

TYPING

ARE YOU SICK OF TYPING?
Fast and Accurate
Typing/Wordprocessing
Free laserprinting

Call Becca 549-4600 X433.

FEMALE WANTED to share room in Bran-

dywme starting Jan 1st $187.50 includes

heat Call 549-4259 ASAP.
NEXT DAY TYPING/WORDPROCESSING
323-4579

HOBART LANE, 2 non-smoking females

needed to share double only 167 50
each/month. Kris or Noyem 549-1978

WORDPROCESSING: Papers, etc.

Reasonable rates; fast, efficient service

Call Janet 253-3276 leave message

LARGE BEDROOM w/walkin closet

available in Putfton Ideal for one or two
Rent 268 00 month includes heat ft water

Call 549-7773

FOR A GOOO TIME CALL...

RACK-A-DISC the best entertainment DJ's.

video, bands, dorm/house specials call

586-9900 anytime

FOR RENT

BIG. FLUFFY. FRIENDLY Siamese looking

cat. Found area of Northeast Street,

Amherst We're taking good care of her'

Please call 546-6331 if she belongs to you

KEY found between Herter and Haigis 12/4

Call Jennifer 549-5525

KEYS lound in Soulh College 108 Mawy
keys on big key ring. Call 546-1842 Brian

1 OR 2 PEOPLE for bedroom in house

across from Townehouse $144 + per per-

son. Call Melissa 549-6083 start Jan 1st

PURPLE JACKET at BK on Rt 9 Would

like to return to rightful owner Call 549-7291

to claim

1 ROOM in two hdrm apt 275/mo Heal

free 0.5 miles from Campus Ashish

545-0329 or 549-6352

1 SINGLE BEDROOM Swiss Village

$249/mo Take over lease Jan 1 On bus

route Call Christine 253-0436

TORTOISE SHELL SUNGLASSES: tound

in Cape Cod Lounge under coach on 12/5

Go to CC Information Desk

DELTA ZETA GODDESSES- Have a great

time at the formal' It will be amazing
because we are 1

DIETER
Happy 20th Birthday!!

Love you always.

DS

ERIC.
The countdown is finally over!

Have a great 21st birthday!

Love.
Lisa

MIKE- Blond polisci major with the blue

Pantagdona in basics Dine with me.,I'm

Jen. dark hair, eyes—Bright personality

HELP WANTED

HAPPY 19TH BIRTHOAY STEVIE DU
It's about time! Love your
Bumba Bunny Maria

MORRISON IS GOO:
Death to the followers of the evil anti-Jim

and all lanists The evil anti-Jim has taken

the form of an owl All owls must die This

is not a joke! Be nice to bus drivers ft Col-

legian ad reps
Happy Birthday Jim'

Break on thru!

MR NICE EYES
I see you MWF at SW bus stop

on the way to LGRT
interested??

MALE ROOMMATE in house wanted
Completely furnished washer/dryer.

Cable TV 185/mo January 1 start 100yds
form Main St bus. I'm gaduatmg Must fill

spot 253-2728

M/F WANTED for single room in house
$166 per month 3 miles to UMass Walk-

ing distance to Puller's Pond
Call David at 549-0040

SINGLE ROOM in nice condo
4 miles to UMass'
$230 +
253-0413

WANTED: Female roommate to share a

room Amity Place begining 1/1 549-5316

WORDPROCESSING, reports, theses,

graphs, laser printing Call Rosemary
259-1786

WANTED

2 FEMALE NON-SMOKING roommates
wanted for Townehouse apt 200 ft util.

549-4195

LOOKING TO TAKE OVER
your 2 bdrm lease in

Jan Call Pam/Jacqui
253-9776

NATIVE RUSSIAN SPEAKER
to proofread term paper Will pay $
Christine 584-8196

Call

ORIGINAL METAL BAND seeks drummer
and bass player to complete band Call

Steve at 546-2332 after 9 30PM weekdays

ADDRESSERS WANTED immediately' No
experience necessary Excellent pay! Work

at home Call toll-free 1 800-395-3283

HAPPY 21 ST JOHN
Now buy for me 1 Can't wail

for Christmas Eve
Love your sis'

2 HUGE ROOMS in 3 bedroom house

available January 1 Ideal for couples Call

665 3099 or 617 395-9739 Ask for Andy
ASSEMBLERS:. Excellent income to

assemble products from your home
504-646-1700 dept PI 307

HAPPY BIRTHDAY BALTIZAR.
You Zoology King 1 Love, your

Zoology Oueens, Babushka and Marlita

NICKIE MORRIS-
Happy belated 22nd birthday See. after you

turn 21 everyone forgets about you but of

course we wouldn't
Love,

AXO

If distance swimmers do it' long and hard.

how do you do it' 7

KAL

WOMAN WANTED 3 bedroom apt Centei

Amherst 260/mo Call 253-0617

WALK TO CAMPUS or Town from Triangle

St $157* Call 549-8258

SERVICES

UNDERWRITING DIRECTOR FOR WMUA
Sales experience preferred

Excellent resume ft business potential

Pay includes 15 percent commission on all

contracts gained
Apply in station lobby 102CC or call

545 2876
Deadline 12/10/90

DO YOU KNOW THE TIME? Watch bat-

teries and full jewelry repair service

Silverscape designs, the finest gifts from

glass to gold 264 North Pleasant Street.

Amherst 253-3324



SPORTS
Minutemen beat Lowell in the trenches, 80-57
^^

..... +Vio\r are a vprv tTOod H
By SAM SILVERSTEIN
Collegian Staff

Everybody likes dunks, but coaches love defense and re-

bounding, and last night the University of Massachusetts

men's basketball team crushed Lowell in both categories

on the way to an 80-57 win.

UMass (3-1) avenged last season's one-point loss at the

Cage by snatching 60 rebounds to Division II Lowell's 36

and holding the Chiefs to 35 percent shooting in the game

(23 percent in the first half).

Massachusetts, 80-57
MaMMchuwtt* Herndon 4 7 3 5 11, Barbee 6 15 2 5 14, Williams 4 8 6 7 14.

McCoy 7 14 3-5 17, Brown 3 2 2 2, Giles 5 13 00 12. Tate 3^ 0-3 6, K.Robmson

04 13 1, Meyer 13 0-0 2. Anderson 0-1 1-2 1. C.Robinaon 1 2 0. Grodski 1

00 Firman 00 0-0 ToUls 30 71 1834 80.

Lowell Scully 1 0. Hoff 0-4 3-4 3. Collina 4 12 8, Une 2 10 5-6 10, Jobin

12 0-0 3, Smith 2 7 M 5. Reed 3 5 2 5 9. Monarty 2-4 12 5, Roderick 13

2 . Jordan 1 04 0, Mucher 1 0, Conway *S 1 8. Perki ns 2-4 0-0 4 ,
Moore

0-00. Totals 2140 12 22 57 Halftinv UMass 40, Lowell 23 Fouled out none

Three-point goals Giles 2. Lane. Jobin. Reed Assists UMass 18 (Brown 7). Lowell

13 (Scully 3) Rebounds UMass 60 (Tate 121, Lowell 36 (Reed 8i Total fouls

UMass 19, Lowell 26. A 3.716

Lowell scored just 7 field goals in the first half, falling

behind 40-23. The Chiefs worked to get the ball inside to

6-foot-7 center Willie Collins and forwards Tom Moriar-

ty and A.J. Hoff, only to see their shots repeatedly stuffed.

'We were a little bit nervous and they are a very good

defensive team ... it was frustrating," Lowell coach Stan

Van Gundy said.

"If we're going to do anything this season, it will be witn

defense," UMass coach John Calipari said. "We're not do-

ing anything offensively. The only thing that's keeping

us competitive is defense."

For UMass, Jim McCoy scored a game-high 17 points

and had 9 rebounds; Harper Williams added 14 points,

11 rebounds and 4 blocks. John Tate led UMass with 12

rebounds.

Tony Barbee (14 points) sparked a 12-0 run that open-

ed up a 25-point lead for the Minutemen with 13 minutes

to play in the game. Barbee scored on a free throw, a

baseline jumper and a jarring dunk during the stretchy

To that point, however, the Minutemen had struggled

on offense. UMass missed 14 of its first 19 shots in

building a 12-3 lead. Guards Rafer Giles, Anton Brown

and Tony Barbee shot a combined 5 for 20 in the first half.

UMass hosts George Washington tomorrow in an Atlan-

tic 10 game (7 p.m.). The Colonials are 2-2 under first year

coach Mike Jarvis, and stunned Pac 10 Stanford last week

in Palo Alto, Calif., 81-70. Sophomore guard Dirkk Surles,

the Atlantic 10 Player-of-the Week, scored 29.

Game notes: Freshman Jeff Meyer earned a huge hand

from the 3,716 fans on hand at the Cage and a hug from

Herndon for dunking an offensive rebound at the buzzer

Collegian photo by Carrie Wyeth

Forward Harper Williams outrebounded

Lowell and his teammates — save John Tate (12)

- with 11. Williams went 4 of 8 from the floor

and 6 of 7 from the line, as UMass stopped

Lowell 80-57 in the Cage last night.

Hoopsters go to Princeton Inv.

I

By GREG SUKIENNIK Collegian Staff

and BRETT MORRIS
Collegian Correspondent

Princeton, New Jersey brings to mind

several things. The SAT, for one. Finan-

cial Aid. Princeton University. The

Garden State Parkway.

How about women's collegiate

basketball?

Tonight at 6 p.m., the University of

Massachusetts women's basketball

team will tip off against the Lady Griffs

of Canisius in the opening game of the

Princeton Tournament. Princeton and

the University of Delaware fill out the

four-team field and will meet in the se-

cond game at 8 p.m.

The tournament title and consolation

games will both be held on Saturday,

with the third-place game at 6 p.m. and

the championship contest at 8 p.m.

The Lady Griffs (4-1) of the Metro

Atlantic Conference have won three con-

secutive games coming into the tourna-

ment and are coming off a 72-63 victory

over Syracuse on Wednesday.
Canisius' 5-foot-10 sophomore forward

Anne Brocker leads the team in points

per game (16.8), field goal percentage (53

percent) and rebounding (7.8). Last

week, Brocker scored a career high 22

points against Marist leading the Lady

Griffs to victory in the Canisius Invita-

tional Tournament.

The Golden Griffins look to play an

up-tempo, pressure and run style game

as they lack a true center. Only only one

player, Nicole Spiegel, is over 6 feet and

has seen limited time.

"We come to play hard," said Canisius

head coach Mike Rappl. "We are a very

small, scrappy, gritty team."

UMass will combat the perimeter

shooting of the Griffs with an inside

game led by 6-foot-2 senior center

Keyburn McCusker and 6-foot-l

sophomore forward Kim Kristofik.

McCusker scored a season high 25

points against Boston University

Wednesday and leads the team with an

average of 20 points and 7 rebounds per

game.

The Minutewomen will face either

Princeton or Delaware on Saturday.

Delaware (1-3) will look to press and run

and are looking for consistency for a full

40 minutes, according to head coach

Joyce Perry. They have lost two one-

point games this season at the buzzer.

Princeton head coach Joan Kowalik

said her young team (six freshmen)

plays a controlled half-court game. The
Tigers (2-1) are led by 5-foot-9 senior

guard Julie Brackenridge who is

averaging 16 points per game.

"The field is even," said Kowalik.

"There is not one dominant team. We
could win or we could walk away 0-2."

Women's track to Harvard
By DAN WETZEL
Collegian Staff

This Saturday the University of

Massachusetts women's indoor track team

will compete in the prestigious Harvard In-

vitational. Head coach Julie LaFreniere is

looking to keep up the success that the

team had last week.

"Hopefully we will again be strong,"

LaFreniere said. "We ran very well last

week and we are looking to improve some

more."
UMass will be lead by Lee Ann Ambrose,

who will compete in the 55-meter and the

400-meter run. Last week Ambrose

qualified for the Eastern Collegiate

Athletic Conference Championship meet in

the 800 meter.

"Lee Ann will be up against some good

competition this week," LaFreniere said.

"It will be difficult for her to win the 400

meters but she will be right up there. There

is no way she can walk away with it, she

will have to fight for a win. The field is very

strong [in the 55 meter]."

Also running with Ambrose in the

55-meter race will be Sue MacFayden and

the freshman trio ofWendy Gillette, Oona

Quirk and Tana Henderson. All four run-

ners will also compete in the 400 meter.

LaFreniere is not expecting any to place in

the race.

"The competition in the 55 meter is just

too hot for them," LaFreniere said. "I am
looking for them to get some more ex-

perience and perform to their capabilities."

Also running in the 400 meter will be

stand-outs Lennice Johnson and Dana

Smith, who was out last week due to an

illness.

LaFreniere will look to Becky Johnson

and Cathy Crocker in the 800 meter.

Johnson qualified for the ECACs in the

1,000 meter last weekend.

"Becky should be in the seeded heat on

Saturday," LaFreniere said. "Now I am
hoping she will qualify in the 800 meter."

In the 3,000 meter, LaFVeniere will send

out Kelly Liljeblad, Michelle St. Laurent

and Lynn Kirchoff.

LaFreniere will have Mo Meldrim runn-

ing in the 5,000 meter. According to

LaFreniere, Mo should do well in the run.

In the mile relay UMass will use Becky

Johnson, Dana Smith, Lennice Johnson

and Lee Ann Ambrose. UMass won the

mile relay last year at the Harvard

Invitational.

"We should be competitive this

weekend," LaFreniere said. "This is a very

big meet but we are looking for more

qualifiers in the New Englands and the

ECACs."
On a lighter note, the women's team

will be sponsoring the first annual Jingle

Jog on Sunday. The Jingle Jog is a five

kilometer run with a variety of prizes be-

ing given away. The theme is fun with a

Best Costume contest and Santa Claus

himselfmaking an appearance. The event

will be held at noon by McGuirk Stadium

and the team will have a table set up

tomorrow at the Campus Center for all who

want to enter. All proceeds will go to the

team for a spring training camp.

Swimmers, divers compete
Men to host Southern Conn, at Boyden

against Connecticut teams
• Women to meet Springfield at UConn

By KEN MAGUIRE
Collegian Correspondent

The University of Massachusetts men's

swim team will try to rebound from their

first loss of the season when they host

Southern Connecticut tomorrow at 1 p.m.

in Boyden pool.

The Minutemen (2-1), rolling off Wednes-

day's loss to Brown, their first in nearly

two seasons, need to regain some con-

fidence to get back in the win column, ac-

cording to UMass coach Russ Yarworth.

"Its important for us to get right back in

there and swim with confidence," Yar-

worth said. "[So. Conn.] is always a good

rival so we'll have to pay attention and get

the job done."

Yarworth said he can afford to juggle his

lineup slightly but, he said he will not

underestimate his opponent.

So. Conn.'s Mike McSweeney (individual

medley, breaststroke), Paul Zakzrewski

(breaststoke, freestyle) and diver Chris

Hamilton could be problems for UMass,

Yarworth said.

"McSweeney is tough. He can do

anything," Yarworth said. "Hamilton is an

excellent diver and will be a challenge for

us."

UMass divers will try to meet this

challenge, led by junior Steve Myers, who
won the 1- and 3-meter dives against

Brown, sweeping both events.

He said Curt Sawin (backstroke, in-

dividual medley) will move to the 500- and

200-yard freestyle. Tri-captain Pete Reich

(100 and 200 freestyle), will swim the 50

and 500 freestyles, backstroke and 400

medley relay, according to Yarworth.

Chris Barrett (100 and 200 freestyle), will

move to the individual medley and Scott

Reed (1,000 and 500 freestyle), will return

to the backstroke, an event he once swam
as a 12-year old, Yarworth said.

He said he does not plan on giving his

team much rest before the weekend.

Tomorrow is UMass' last meet until Jan. 5.

"There will be plenty of time to rest

later," Yarworth said. "I'll be working

them hard in training."

Yarworth said he did not lose any sleep

after the loss to Brown, however, losing bet-

ter not become a habit.

"Sometimes it helps you focus, but I'm

not used to losing," he said. "We'll get back

on the winning track Saturday."

By CHRIS MIRACLE
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts

women's swimming team splashes back in-

to action Saturday as the Minutewomen
travel to Storrs, CT. to take on the Univer-

sity of Connecticut and Springfield College.

Out of action for two weeks, the

Minutewomen(3-0) are gunning for another

victory to keep their unbeaten streak alive,

after upsetting the University of Maine in

their last home meet. "We're coming off

of one of our biggest wins ever against

Maine," coach Bob Newcomb said. "It's go-

ing to be tough to get our emotion back."

Presenting a tough challenge to the

Minutewomen, the Huskies hold two aces

up their sleeve in freestyler Brenda

Mailoux and breastroker Daniella Fisher,

two of the best freshmen in New England,

according to Newcomb.
In last season's showdown with the

Huskies, the Minutewomen suffered defeat

by only ten points. Just enough for a

motivation, if not revenge factor.

"They're a very talented team,"
Newcomb said. "We can hurt them in the

fly events and diving, though."

To make matters worse going up against

Big East UConn, the Minutewomen must

also keep an eye out for the Lady Maroons

from Springfield, a Division II team.

Among SC's swimmers is Brenda Bradley,

who made a name for herself at last year's

New England championships, "nnning two

events.

Other swimmers in the Maroons lineup

to watch include divers Belinda Perry and

Heidi Collier, and Jodi Duscharme
[backstroke].

"Springfield is a well-coached team, but

they are weak at the breastroke and

sprints," Newcomb said. "If we beat

UConn, we should beat Springfield."

Swimmers for the Minutewomen to count

on in this meet include backstroker Kiri

Binning [qualified already for three ESSL
events], flyer Jennifer Jackson, Kim Broad

[distance and individual medley], and

Allison White, diver. According to

Newcomb, though, depth will be the key to

the meet.

"I expect good swims down the line,"

Newcomb said. "Everyone has to band

together."

WEATHER NEWS SPORTS

Scattered flurries. Most-

ly sunny. High of 40.

Didn't make sense to

me, either. *

Amherst Select Board

changes election filing

deadline to after

Wintersession. Page 3.

Men's hoop wins fourth

straight, 82-70 over

George Washington.

Page 12.
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Hostages
from Iraq
return to U.S.
By WENDY BENJAMISON
Associated Press

HOUSTON (AP) — Former hostages from Iraq shouted

"God Bless America!" and families shrieked with delight

as they charged to greet each other across the tarmac at

Ellington Air Field on Sunday.

Former Treasury Secretary John Connally and Oscar

Wyatt, the chairman of Costal Corp., which financed the

trip, also were mobbed by family members who covered

their faces with lipstick-marked kisses of thanks and mov-

ed the men to tears.

Connally later said talks with Saddam Hussein reveal-

ed a leader who was a "very tough man, but he's not a

stupid man. ...»
"He said to us he had no argument with the American

people, and he did not want a war. He wanted peace, but

we wanted peace with justice and dignity," Connally said.

Twenty-one hostages, three U.S. Embassy employees

and seven family members stepped off a Coastal Corp.

Boeing 707 before dawn Sunday to nearly 200 cheering

relatives and friends. „.„ „ , ei
Jackie Nelson, wife offormer hostage Bill Nelson of Los

Angeles, kissed Wyatt and Connally on the cheek and

said: "God bless you. I can't thank you enough. We're so

grateful." , e
Nelson, who was held at a munitions plant south ot

Baghdad, said: "God Bless America. There's nothing like

it. These people are marvelous. They have done things

our government can't do and won't do."

As the ex-hostages got off the plane, former hostage Jim

Vine's voice rang out above the others. He was seeing his

infant son for the first time.

"Oh my God!" he shouted as he rushed to throw his arms

around his wife. Donna, and son Evan. The baby was bom

Sept 6, barely one month after Iraq invaded Kuwait.

Connally and Wyatt said they met with Saddam for 45

minutes in the presidential palace.

"We made an impassioned plea to him, saying to him

in effect that we thought he should release all the

hostages," Connally said. "Mr. Wyatt said that if indeed

there's an armed conflict, the presence of a few hundred

hostages would not in any way deter the armed conflict.

The men also donated 15 tons of medical supplies,

valued at $500,000, to the Fellowship on Reconciliation,

an Iraqi humanitarian group in Amman.

Saddam replied as they parted,"You will not go home

with an empty plane," according to Connally.

That statement touched off a bureaucratic nightmare,

in which hostages scrambled to get exit visas and be

transported hundreds of miles from the strategic locations

at which they were held to Baghdad. ~ nnl1v
Some hostages who hoped to ride home with Connally

and Wyatt - who's done business with the Iraqis for 19

vears - were forced to remain because of delays in get-

ting exit visas. None of the hostages are connected with

Coastal

Photo by Peter Wagner

GREENHOUSE EFFECT? - This bench, a gift of the Class of 1921, may soon be a memory

if it continues to crumble into the campus pond.

Senator: Graduate lounge 'on the level'

By CHRIS MUTHER
Collegian Staff

As University of Massachusetts graduate students

prepare for a new bar in the former music room, angry

undergraduates are petitioning against the lounge, call-

ing it a "disruption."

According to Todd Bryda of the Graduate Student

Senate, space for the lounge/bar was allocated by the

Board of Governors last spring and should come as no sur-

prise to undergraduates.

"We weren't sneaking around to get the space,

everything we did was completely on the level, now peo-

ple are acting like this is something new," he said.

The bar, which will be located in the former music room

of the reading room in the Campus Center Concourse, will

feature quiet music and tables for studying, Bryda said.

He said the Marketing program took a survey of

graduate students and found that there was a desire for

a quiet place to study.

"You can't study in the TOC [Top of the Campus] when

there is a game on TV, and you can't study in the Hatch

when a band is playing," he said.

Bryda said there are many misconceptions about the

new bar as well. He said the bar will only occupy a third

of the total study space in the Reading Room

He said pre-construction in the room last weekend also

added to the confusion.

"They were tearing down a wall in there last weekend,

and the workers forgot to take down the 'closed' sign, so

I think a lot of people thought it was closed for good, he

Opponents to the new bar claim that a lounge in that

space would "disrupt the ability of students to study in

the reading room area."

The petition against the lounge, according to organizer

Michelle Weinstock, has more than 475 signatures. It asks

the graduate students to consider finding a different loca-

tion for the lounge.

"The reading room is the only place on campus where

students can study past midnight Sunday through purs-

day, and after six on Fridays and Saturdays. It is also the

only place where on campus open 24 hours a day during

finals week," the petition states.

Weinstock said that study space on campus is already

"limited," and said the new graduate lounge would make

the situation even worse.

She said she understands that graduate student s need

a space, and added she is not trying to work against

graduate students, but hopes that they would look

elsewhere for space.

Bryda said that students are not losing, but gaining

study space. He said the Commonwealth Room in the Stu-

dent Union will be opening next semester to accommodate

more studying students.

Coastal. .

Novelist links feminist and anti-apartheid movements
<*-^ VFir ^

. - ..*- and fiehtine violence against women.

By PAUL DeGEORGES
Collegian Correspondent

The feminist movement in South Africa

should not be regarded as an issue separate

from apartheid but intertwined with the

fight against oppression, according to a

novelist from South Africa.

Speaking at Smith College Thursday

night, Diane Russell, an activist and

novelist from South Africa, said the role of

feminism in South Africa is often over-

shadowed by apartheid.

"Feminism must be regarded not as an

issue separate from apartheid, but an issue

linked and intertwined with the whole

fight against the system of oppression in

South Africa," she said.

Russell said feminism was not being

weighed importantly enough by Black

South African revolutionary leaders, and

that the two go hand-in-hand.

She cited passages from her latest book,

Lives of Courage, which consists of inter-

views with female political ex-prisioners

put in jail for their involvement in anti-

apartheid activities.

She said the book details 12 women's ac-

counts of the "horrible" psychological and

physical torture to which they were

subjected.

Russell said she was involved in revolu-

tionary anti-apartheid and suffrage groups

in the late '60s while attending the Univer-

sity of Capetown in South Africa, where

she was born. At 19, she joined the now-

defunct African Resistance Movement, but

shortly after moved to San Francisco where

she became dedicated to "feminist activism

and fighting violence against women.

Russell, who is a professor of sociology at

Mills College in Oakland, Calif., said the

idea for her latest book came after a 1987

trip back to South Africa. At the time, she

said she felt that "revolution seemed im-

minent."
Russell said she spent 1987-1988 in

South Africa working on the book.

"It's an unpopular, if not dangerous thing

to be a White feminist in South Africa," she

said. "Especially ifyou are an anti-aparteid

feminist." CONTINUED ON PAGE 2
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women and apartheid

She said eventually she gained the "respect and ad-

miration" of many important figures such as Reverend

Desmond Tutu, who said "Diana Russell exposes us to

the burning fire of women who are not prepared to wait

for matters to be decided for them."

Tutu described Lives of Courage as "a manifesto ot

hope [the prisoners stories] utterly refute those who

believe an individual cannot make a difference, ac-

cording to Russell
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Now Playing

MILLERS

CROSSING

Mon-Thurs
One Show 7:30

Fri-Sun

7:00 and 9:15

For Your Information
MONDAY, DECEMBER 10

Rally - A rally is scheduled to be held at noon on the stu-

dent Union steps to protest the Collegian's decision not

to create a Jewish Affairs editor.

Suggestions - The Health Council of the Faculty Senate

is soliciting input from students, staff and faculty regar-

ding issues of concern for consideration at its monthly

meetings. Please address your suggestions to John Cun-

ningham, Chair, Health Council, Dept. of Nutrition,

Chenoweth 201, Campus.

Lecture - Rosalind Shaw, a professor of anthropology at

Tufts University, will give a lecture on' Dividuals and

Individuals: Person and Self in West African Religious

Ideas " The fifth lecture in the Africa Today Lecture

series, it will be held at 7 p.m. in Neilson Library Brows-

ing Room, Amherst College.

WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 12

Meeting - The monthly meeting of the Pioneer Valley

Personal Computer User's Group on Wednesday wHlbe

held at the Merril Sceince Center Amherst College. The

meeting will feature the PVPCUG's annual Microcom-

pTer feir From 7 p.m. on, the club will host demonstra-

tions bv local copmputer vendors including Specular In-

ternational^ 3-D modeling program Infini-D, disk sales,

and a computer flea market. The event is open to the

public, and bring something to sell! For more information,

call Don Lesser at 5494856.

THURSDAY, DECEMBER 20

Holiday Gala and Silent Auction - The Valley Press Club

will hold a Holiday Gala and Silent Auction in the Grand

Ballroom of Springfield Sheraton at Monarch Place at 5.30

p m There will be comedy entertainment, substantial hors

d
;

oeuvres, and a cash bar. The tickets are $10 in advance,

$12 at the door. Proceeds benefit the Ed Malley Scholar-

ship Fund. For more information, call the Press Club of-

fice at 739-4771.
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CopyCat Print

RESUME SPECIAL
50 Copies, 50 Matching envelopes,

50 Sheets of Matching resume paper
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228 Triangle St, Amherst
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LOCAL
Education Department
to diversify schools

Collegian photo by Jeff Holland

LOCAL HERO - Realtor Dave Keenan of Amherst stands in front

of the Amherst Town Hall. Because the town can't afford to pay,

Keenan has volunteered to clean pigeon droppings out of the attic

Keenan also built bathrooms at the Amherst playing fields, with the

help of local businesses.

By GAYLE LONG
Collegian Staff

The Massachusetts Department of

Education has been asked to investigate

Amherst schools to decide possible ways

bring multicultural values into the school

system, according to officials from the

Amherst School System and local officers

oftheNAACP.
Reynold Winslow, vice-president of the

local chapter of the National Association

for the Advancement of Colored People,

said at a news conference Friday the school

system and the NAACP will work together

with the State to stop the problems within

the system.
. „

"We will work in a non-adversarial role,

said Winslow, "to determine the stage of

concern for the Amherst area."

Winslow said there had to be changes in

the areas of hiring practices as well as try-

ing to rid the system of both passive and

active racism of the staff and in the

classroom.

The counsel for the NAACP, William

Norris of Northampton, said, "The School

Committee is working toward the goal of

becoming a multicultural school system.

"The School Committee realizes the pro-

blem, and they should get credit for know-

ing there is a problem," said Norris. "But

conditions have to be improved and the in-

complete responses from [the School Com-

mittee] have to be answered."

Norris also discussed the reaction ot

students within the system, when in May

1990 they gave suggestions to the School

Committee "for improving the racial

climate of the schools."

Many students alluded to the May 18,

1990 incident in which a White youth

knocked down a Black teenager which in-

cited an uproar from the community,

noting this was not an isolated incident,

said Norris.

"Out of the mouths of babes come com

plete documentation," said Norris. "We

have to bridge the gap of what is happen-

ing in the classrooms versus what the ad

ministrators will own up to."

"We are committed to try to change in

Amherst the historical implications of

these cycles," Norris said. "If we can

change them in Amherst, it can be chang-

ed anywhere."
Another member of the panel, Mary

Wentworth, chairperson of the Amherst

Political Action Committee, noted the

racial divisions caused in the 'tracking' or

'ability-grouping' method of teaching.

"No particular class, race, gender or

religion has a lock on knowledge," said

Wentworth. "Tracking is not good for any

student. We should eliminate grouping and

tracking."

Wentworth continued by suggesting co-

operative education. In this form of learn-

ing "the student who knows the concept

is challenged by helping the student who

doesn't," Wentworth said.

The filing of the complaint will be the

first step toward finding a solution,

Winslow said, "lit will be] the light at the

end of the tunnel. I hope so. I think so.

9 ^m^j siuaenis witinii i."^ "j"»—
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Amherst Select Board approves new election schedule
. . . . .a.^^^i.i.,11, residence halls leads to problems during intersession.

By KATHERINE T. LAMOTHE
Collegian Staff

The Amherst Select Board voted Thursday to approve

a new town election schedule that would allow students

more time to file nomination papers for seats in Town

According to the new schedule, the deadline for filing

papers for Town Meeting is Feb. 2, 1991, a week after the

Jan28 deadline originally set by the board. The deadline

for filing papers for town-wide positions, such as the board

and the school committee, is Jan. 2, with the primary for

these seats to be held on Feb. 19. Elections for all seats

will be held in April.

Commuter Area Government President Ted Chambers

said the fact that the board expanded the schedule despite

legal and fiscal constraints shows that the board wants

student participation in government.

"They did the best they could to accommodate everyone

within the constraints of the law which mandates that

nomination deadlines and elections fall a certain number

of days apart," he said.

Chambers also said he did not feel the board was respon-

sible for the schedule problems, which hurt students who

were away from school during intersession. "There s no

conspiracy in the town to lock us out," he said.

Chambers said the fact that many of the students

registered to vote and who may run for office in Amherst

are University of Massachusetts students living

residence halls leads to problems during intersession.

"The biggest obstacle facing students in terms of par-

ticipating in town government is that they're forced out

in January," he said. "It makes it difficult to run for of-

fice and it makes it difficult to organize a campaign.

Chambers, who helped run last year's unsuccessful

select board campaigns of UMass students Robb Smith

and Brian-James Crawford, said while it would still be

difficult for students to campaign for office, the extension

would be easier.

"We certainly didn't lose," he said. "We bought

ourselves a couple of weeks which will help.

Members of the select board were unavailable

comment.

for

Anti-Semetic
graffiti found
outside Hillel

Compiled by PRESTON P. FORMAN
Collegian Staff

Graffiti was discovered early Wednesday morning on

posters outside the Hillel Office in the Student Union

University Police are characterizing the graffiti as

*
TOe eraffiti, which was found in two locations out-

side the office, was discovered by a staff member as she

was opening the office for the day.

ToliLsJthe incident is under investigation by the

Civil Disorders Unit of the Department of Public

Safety.

ARREST

• Stephen R. Updike, 19, of Amherst, was arrested

early Friday morning on Triangle Street fe operating

under the^nfluence'of alcohol and being a minor

transporting alcohol.

LARCENY

• A 1987 gray Honda was reported stolen Thursday

The estimated value is $7,000. Police said a suspect

\^ESSSt police Thursday the

license plate from his motor vehicle parked in Lot 11.

re University of Massachusetts students living « ^—
%

Traveler: Cubans believe in gov t.

By STEPHEN R. DAMIANI
Collegian Correspondent

More than 80 percent of Cubans truly believe in their

socialist government, according to a striking Eastern

Airlines employee and ardent socialist who recently

visited the island. 9„

Maggie Pucci presented a slide show about Cuba to ZV

people Wednesday night, discussing the changes in the

island country in a program sponsored by the Committee

Allied with Struggles in the Americas

Though travel to Cuba from the United States is pro-

hibited, Pucci was allowed to go through a program en-

titled, "The Venceremos Brigade."

The program takes 150 U.S. citizens to Cuba where they

stay at a campsite near the beach for two weeks, Pucci

ooifl

The Cuban government pays for the visitors to come,

tour the island, take pictures and learn about the history

^Because U.S. citizens are not allowed to spend money

in Cuba, the visitors pick oranges for four hours a day and

Student pleads innocent

NORTHAMPTON - A University of Massachusetts stu-

dent pleaded innocent Thursday in Northampton District

Court to charges he indecently assaulted and attempted

to rape a woman in an Amherst apartment complex.

David Wilson, 20, of John Adams Dormitory, was

ordered to stay away from the woman he is accused of

assaulting and released on his own recognizance.

A pre-trial conference for the case is scheduled for Jan^.
rt F -Collegian Staff Reports

donate them to non-profit organizations.

Pucci showed slides of places she visited in Havana,

many of which showed the Cuban flag. Pucci said the

Cuban people are proud of their country.

Pucci discussed the nation's i ucational average, which

has risen from the second grade to the ninth grade level.

Education in Cuba is free through college, and 13 percent

of the national budget is spent on education.

Pucci also said the island nation has educated people

in the medical fields, with a rise in the number of doctors

from 6,000 to 35,000. Health care is free in Cuba, which

is rated second in the world in medicine by the World

Health Organization, and has a lower infant mortality

rate than Boston, Pucci said.

Pucci added there was a housing shortage before the

revolution, but more than two million houses have been

built and the housing problem is not as serious as it once

W
Though 25 percent of the work force is involved in the

sugar industry, Pucci said, Cuba is trying to diversify the

economy so it will not have to rely entirely upon sugar

for its income

Restaurant owner dies
Yvonne John, proprietor of Yvonne's Caribbeana

Restaurant in Hadley and a prominent resident in the

Amherst community, died Saturday at Cooley-

Dickinson Hospital in Northampton.

John, a graduate of the University of Massachusetts,

was a native of Guyana and came to Amherst in 1968.

There will be a memorial service to celebrate her life

at the Grace Episcopal Church in Amherst at 7 p.m.

tomorrow night.
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Bruegger's Bagel Bakery

Come in from the cold

and warm up with a

Bagel Sandwich
and our

Homemade Soup of the Day

Locations in Amherst

and scon in Northampton

'gooTcars good prices

PELHAM AUTO

Long known In the valley for ***T^J*£*
imported and domestic cart Is pleased to offer

FINE USED CARS AT REASONABLE PRICES

A sample of oar selection:

1986 Chevy Nova 5 sp, A/C #10101

1987 Chevy Sprint 5/AC #1116

1315 Federal St. (Rt 9) Belchertown, MA (413) 253-9811

$3895
$2995

PARSONS
SCHOOL OF DESIGN

Special Summer Programs

FRANCE
WEST AFRICA

ITALY
GREAT BRITAIN

NEW YORK

THANK YOU, UMASS BLOOD DONORS
FOR GIVING 1,538 UNITS OF BLOOD

THIS SEMESTER!

When you give blood

you give another birthday party,

another wedding anniversary,

another day at the beach,

another night under the stars,

another talk with a friend,

another laugh,

another hug,

another chance.

The last Regular Blood Drive of this ^mest
f
r
ni

is

r r
Tuesday, December 11th, llam-4pm in Room 101 C.C.

Sponsored by Pi Kappa Alpha

AND THANK YOU UMASS SPONSORS WHO
HELPED US REACH OUR GOAL

q;™q Phi Fnsilon Kappa Kappa Psi and Tau Beta Sigma, Sylvan Area

r£f, A oh Dek TPhi Pht Mu Delta, Tau Beta Pi, UMass Business

Suolmd^v^B^Wn. Phi Omega, Alpha Epsilon Pi, Southwest

Complex (Kennedy and Coolidge), Pi Kappa Alpha, College.

There will be a UMass Area Community Blood Drive

Tuesday, December 18 in Room 163 C.C.

Walk-ins are welcome!

International programs are offered for students, teachers and

working professionals. Courses include: archaeology, archi-

tectural history, arthistory, ceramics, decorative arts, drawing,

fashion, fiber, metal and surface design, graphic design,

pamting.andphotography. Undergraduateandgraduatecredits

areavailabletoqualified students. Formore information, please

mail the coupon below or call:

Parsons Office of Special Programs:

(212) 741-8975 ext 16

Parsons School of Design, Office of Special Programs

66 Fifth Avenue, New York, NY. 10011

Please send me a brochure on

Parsons Special Summer Programs.

1/

c

r

Frito-Lay

RUFFLES
Potato Chips

99c
6 oz. reg $1.39

Kellogg's

FROSTED
FLAKES

$1.89

PEPSI
1 liter

79c
plus deposit

10 oz

s
FRANCO
AMERICAN
Spaghetti
Spaghettios

PLANTERS
Cheese Balls

Cheese Curls

Corn Chips

$1.19
reg $1.44

KRAFT
Macaroni

and Cheese

79c
7oz

f .-Coupon-
I The Perfect Holiday Gift

'£2.00 Regular Price
j

I
may not be comDined with other otters^ "»'
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EDITORIAL/OPINION
The joys of complex living

U< i m -'! the lh
i

ui '

Ah, the joys of complex living.

That is, apartment complex living.

This past week, in the hustle of the

season (final papers and research) I was try-

ing very hard to complete a paper — in my
apartment which I love and find very cozy.

In the apartment above me, there was the

normal stomping I heard everyday as well

— in apartment complexes, you can usual-

ly tell what people in the surrounding

apartments are doing.

Being into reporting, I unfortunately feel

as if I have to know what's going on around

me.
I sat at my word processor, hoping and

praying some fabulous thesis would pop in

to my head.

And one of the people above me stomped

down to the bathroom.

Gayle Long

Stomp. Stomp. I hear the fan in their

bathroom go on and the door shut behind

someone. Flush!

Plink.

Ah-ha!

Plunk.

Wait a minute, I thought. That wasn t a

brain cell working up a storm. It sounded

like something in my bathroom.

I rushed down the hall and flicked on the

light. Looking up at the ceiling - which

consists of light panels - I noticed some

water. Just a little at first, but all of a sud-

den - WHOOSH!!!
The entire right side of the panel tilled

with water. I grabbed the toothbrushes, I

really wasn't sure why, but I did.

And it was a good thing I did.

All of a sudden, there was water leaking

through the weak parts in the light panel

— which (of course) caused little cracks. I

was running around in my little bathroom

with a pan trying to catch the water. The

big leak was dripping right into the toilet

— what a break.

Meanwhile, I heard people running

around upstairs. I thought it was a pipe

breaking or a bathtub over flowing. So I did

the only logical thing.

I panicked and called the 'maintenance

hotline.'

I told the man on the phone my troubles,

then proceeded to try and call my room-

mate at her office. I left a reassuring note:

The Stompers have flooded the bathroom

and I will probably drown by the time you

get this message.

I called my friend and tried to tell him

what was going on, but he thought it was

funny and only laughed - no words of

wisdom or kind words - just hysterical

laughter. (I was the only one who had any

right to be hysterical.)

Finally, the men with the buckets and

the sponges came. What a relief. They

entered the bathroom (you know the scene

in Poltergiest where the psychic woman

tries to enter the room where the evil

spirits have taken over) and tried to assess

the damages. They assured me there was

no broken pipes, no flooded bathtub — on-

ly a flooded toilet.

They had to take the light panels down

to get all the water out, transforming the

bathroom into a water theme park — slip-

py slides, white water rapids — that sort

of thing.

Well, I called my roommate and

boyfriend back and when I told them it was

the product of a flooded toilet — from the

people above — my roommate was mor-

tified and my friend fell out of his chair at

work hyperventilating. No sympathy. It

was no use.

The men who came to fix the bathroom

cleaned the mess all up, which was good

news to me. They assured me this happen-

ed all the time all over the complex.

So, it was just an average day for me, the

people above me and the world in general.

What a joke, huh?
Gayle Long is a Collegian columnist

Media and anti-Semitism
A few weeks ago I was filling in for a

friend at a table on the Concourse which

was discussing Israel. A man approached

the table seemingly interested in the infor-

mation being presented.

"You know Israeli lobbies control our

government. They own the media, too."

To which "Israeli lobbies" is he referring?

How can a lobbying group "own"

anything? If a lobbying group's job is to lob-

by, how can they exert any control on

something, much less "own," the media

which exists outside of the system of

pressure politics. Therefore, when the man

mentioned that, "they own the media" he

could not have been referring to the

"Israeli lobby."

Adam Stein

Officials: Escort Service still safe

The campus is understandably concern-

ed about safety in the wake of recent news.

An employee with the Escort Service has

been reassigned pending the outcome of

both a sexual assault charge against him

and an internal review of his prior record.

The charge against him did not stem from

anything that occurred on or near campus,

nor did it involve any students. As soon as

we learned of the charge and prior convic-

tion, we took action to ensure campus safe-

ty while protecting the rights of the in-

dividual accused.

In addition, we are conducting a more ex-

tensive review of all security officers bas-

ed on the fact that this particular employee

was able to transfer from the Physical

Plant to Public Safety without our learn-

ing of a 1979 conviction on an assault

charge.

As the University takes a hard look at

campus safety, we believe the Escort Ser-

vice remains a safe and wise option for

students who travel the campus at night.

This year alone, the Escort Service has

received more than 6,000 calls for

assistance. Unfortunately, no campus can

provide sanctuary from the problems of the

outside world. We all need to take sensi-

ble precautions, no matter where we are.

The Escort Service is still safe, it's for you

and please keep using it.

We ask the University community to

work with us to keep the campus safe and

to protect individual rights. Part of this is

making sure that we confirm facts and

avoid the spread of frightening rumors bas-

ed upon incorrect information.

Dennis L. Madson

Vice Chancellor of Student Affairs

Jo-Anne Thomas Vanin
Dean of Students Office

If lobbies are not in the practice of own-

ing, his word, 'they,' must be referring to

a group of people which exist outside of the

"Israeli lobby." So who could have he

meant? The Israelis? No, there aren't many

in the United States. Thus, in his mind,

who are those closest people in the America

to Israelis? The Jews?

Initially, I was upset with his anti-

Semitic line of thinking. But how could I

be mad when he is just repeating the horri-

ble stereotypes of Jewish people that are

prevalent in our society? It is really within

society where the problem lays. It exists

within our socialization by way of televi-

sion, movies and newspapers. Thus, how

could I really get mad at him when his

views could have been reinforced or form-

ed just by reading the local media.

Throughout the last millenium, the Gen-

tile world has depicted the Jews as a

manipulative, money hungry, messiah-

killing people out to control the world.

These views are still prevalent in our socie-

ty to one degree or another. Due to the

nature of our country, they cannot

necessarily be disseminated through bla-

tant attacks in columns and editorializing

pamphlets, thus they use codewords, in-

ferences and undertones. In recent months

the environment seems to have been par-

ticularly good for those writing such anti-

Semitic suggestions.

In the 1800s a Russian-language novel

about the supposed Jewish economic con-

spiracy to control the world called "The

Protocols of the Elders of Zion" was wide-

ly published across the world. In recent

months similar references have led diligent

readers of the Valley media to believe that

Zionists manipulate via their supposed

economic control. Where my rabbi used to

tell stories of hiding indoors every Easter

in Poland while the townsfolk looked for

Jews to avenge the murder of Jesus, I have

recently read such a suggestion, though

written inadvertently.

What I feel when I read such things is not

anger, but more fear. I think about my
great grandfather who fled Russia at the

turn of the century from state sponsored

anti-Semitic massacres know as pogroms.

I think about my own grandparents who

fled Nazi Germany in 1938. I think about

all the times I have had a penny whipped

at me accompanied by the yell of "Kike!"

On this campus I think about how "Dirty

Jew" had been written on their Student

Union door of Hillel, a Jewish RSO. These

incidents passed silently, under many of

our noses, leading me to fear that

sometimes it is only Jews who care.

As a Jew, I can't afford not to care. As

a student and a needed ally, you must not

be indifferent. The momentum of the forces

working against other campus com-

munities are now working against the

Jewish community. The momentum will

only increase if it is not stopped by people

coming together against it. Don't be sta-

tionary now and complain later when it is

you who feels the momentum. I fear by that

time, there may be no one left standing as

it may have already knocked the rest of us

down.
Adam Stein is a Collegian columnist

Sale Prices valid Through Friday Dec 21

Queer Nation born

Queer Nation UMass has been born!

Some may take offense at the word queer. Queer is

a word once used against us that we now reclaim in

order to celebrate our sexuality and our difference

Queer Nation UMass has been created in direct

response to the Board of Governor's persecution of the

gay lesbian, bisexual and trans-gender community.

Who is queer - anyone who stands outside the

mainstream of White, heterosexual conformist

American life. Take notice: we will no longer adapt

ourselves to heterosexual society.

We are angry and we no longer care about manners

and niceties. We will not apologize for offending peo-

ple, people should apologize to us for making us invisi-

ble, oppressed and for trying to obliterate our identities.

We unify in anger to fight any and every form of op-

pression and homophobia directed at our community.

Our community is precious and we fully advocate and

support the defense of our community by any means

necessary including by force.

Queers bash back!
N

Queer Nation UMass

Noise in Amherst: Not only students at fault
_.„„,._ i.-j *~ ~jl». ro»h«r th»n to run the dorms. These

In the wake of Monday's Amherst Board of Selectmen

hearing on noise and property damage, some students feel

offended or targeted by certain comments in the meeting.

In defense of the Board, it was clearly stated by the Select-

men that their comments were not directed at the

Amherst College and UMass student body as a whole. The

complaints and allegations pertained to specific areas or

houses. Twister's and the downtown Bang's center were

also named as sources of noise.

Sure, the students have to live in Amherst, too. And the

majority of the students are law abiding residents. The

fact that a few hundred students have completely different

lifestyles than the rest of the town's residents doesn t

mean that this lifestyle has to be tolerated when it takes

away the quiet enjoyment of a good night's sleep two or

three days of the week. If you want to have a party, you

have to respect that your neighbors don't want to par-

ticipate, actively or passively.

The noise level in certain areas has in recent years gone

from tolerably inconvenient to excessively disruptive.

Safety problems have taken serious proportions as it has

become a hazard just to cross the street in these areas.

Where will this escalation stop if ttk town continues to

tolerate this situation? Even students think that the situa-

tion in some areas is out of hand.

The situation is coirplex. UMass is in part responsible

since it banned alcohol from most campus events and RAs

are asked to police rather than to run the dorms. These

policy changes have merely transferred the problems from

campus to the residential areas in town and have definite-

ly failed to solve them.

Certain landlords could care less about the behavior of

their tenants, as long as they get that monthly rent check.

It is most definitely the moral, if not the contractual

obligation of landlords to insist on good neighborly con-

duct by their tenants. Most leases contain a clause by

which noise bylaw violators can be evicted from the

P
The nature of the town's bylaws make them difficult to

enforce. When a noise problem is reported, the police are

required to issue a warning first. After such a warning,

an arrest cannot be made for 30 minutes. This procedure

is too time consuming to pose an adequate solution to the

problem, given the size of the police force

Changing University policy, holding landlords accoun-

table for their tenants and changing the town s bylaws

to improve enforceability are steps to improve the living

conditions for everyone, including students. If you don t

belong to the "party animals," rather than complaining

about the Board's hearing, you should direct your anger

toward the few among us that throw these totally

outrageous parties. ^ Reekman8
Amherst
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ARTS&LIVING
'The Tempest' is creative, but not impressive

i _:xl J ..,kon *Ko artnrs ncra- and COmDaiW.

By THOMAS SCULLY
Collegian Correspondent

The Tempest is considered now to be one

of the most interesting plays of William

Shakepeare, because it combines classical

theatre traditions with fantasy and spec-

tacle in a way that challenges directors,

designers and audiences alike. As

Shakespeare's last play, written in 1611

and set on an imaginary island, it is filled

with suggestions of the discovery of

America and the native people, in the

famous monster-slave Caliban, who spends

the play fighting for his freedom from Pro

spero, the Colonialist oppressor.

Prospero, a powerful magician booted out

of his rightful kingdom, employs the spirit

Ariel to capture his old enemies and

manipulate a marriage between his

daughter and their son, thus taking

venegance through love in a magnanimous

and poetic gesture.

The Smith production, directed by John

Hellweg, is spectacular, filled with light,

music, mist, magic and set in a cathedral

of a stage, empty except for an all-

encompassing circle drawn on the floor,

resembling some mysterious zodiac of life.

A dozen "spirits" are liable to inhabit the

stage at any moment, providing a vivid im-

aginary banquet to the starving castaways,

acting the parts of classical Gods to enter-

tain the lovers, or even becoming part of

the set. It is spectacular, I say, but that's

all it is.

REVIEW

The director himself mentions the beau-

ty of the poetry in The Tempest but the ac-

tors almost never delivered the script

poetically. The acting is fairly consistent

in most places, but there seemed to be a

conpiracy to mumble or whisper most ofthe

dialogue in a half-hearted pass at

naturalism, or conversely, to over-

articulate as Douglas Anderson does as

Prospero, making the words difficult to

make out.

Stuffing the actors upstage in the caver-

nous set didn't help bring the action any

closer either, and when the actors occa-

sionally come downstage to the audience,

they would inevitably step in a noisy pile

of leaves. Though there was a certain

wheeling, free use of the stage area, par-

ticularly by the dynamic bad guys and

clowns, the actors' bodies also tended to

float ungrounded in space without set

pieces.

Hampshire faculty member Douglas

Anderson lacks the grandeur and menace

of the magician that Shakespeare makes

Prospero out to be — he's at his best as the

kindly uncle-figure who is anxious to pre-

vent any sexual naughtiness before the ar-

rangement of his precious marriage.

Karuna Venter's Miranda is not the cap-

tivating princess that she could be; her

lover Ferdinand (Eric Martellini) seems to

be trying to mask a Boston accent with a

poor British one. Indeed the comic side to

the love scenes overshadows the romantic

and three clowns of the sub-plot, Stephano,

Trinculo and the monster Caliban over-

shadow the whole play, creating a much
thanked for diversion to the more plodding

and less well-acted main plot of Antonio

and company.
The Tempest is challenging, as I said,

and must admit that the Smith company

has risen boldly to the challenge, with

disappointing results. Ariel, the spirit of

the play, is played by three actresses

simultaneously, a choice which I find

wonderfully provocative, but there doesn't

seem to be any point to it, and why are all

three dressed in white T-shirts? All the ac

tors on stage wear some form of white

costume, with the exception of Caliban and

the innocent bride Miranda, who wear a

kind of piebald green, and highly saturated

lights are played off them for dreamscape

effect, but so what?

Maybe there's something I'm missing

here, but I think that a great deal of

creative effort was put into a design here

which essentially lacked a unifying concept

— except perhapsjust to be impressive. In-

donesian music ofWest Java is played wall-

to-wall throughout the play to evoke

"heavenly music," but there's only so much

heavenly music you can hear, and added

to the whirring of the over-used fog

machine, I would prefer to be able to hear

the language.

Local favorites Cordelia's Dad (featured above) plays the Iron Horse in

Northampton tonight, along with the Big Bad Bollocks. Doors open at 8:30

p.m. Admission is $5.

Collegian photo by Rich Ducree

Jazz performer Max Roach played at the Fine Arts Center this

weekend.

An enticing trio ofnewjazz releases to pique your interest
By JAMES MOLESWORTH
Collegian Correspondent

Hey jazz lovers, here are some jazz releases to check out:

From Muse Records, Wallace Roney's, The Standard

Bearer. Wallace Roney continues to stake a claim to be-

ing one of the finer trumpet players out there right now.

He travels and plays regularly with the Tony Williams

Quintet, and while his live improvisational skills remain

unpolished, in the confines of a studio, with competent

sideman, Roney shines. On this album, he plays with

another Williams regular, pianist Mulgrew Miller. Here

Miller's play is a tad restrained, because his talent is not

fully tapped, but his ability to match anything thrown at

him is uncanny. Cindy Blackman professionally carries

on the current trend of breaking male dominance in the

jazz world by providing some classy drum work On tenor

is Gary Thomas, on bass is Charnett Moffett, who round

out the session. The influences on Roney are obvious, and

he is still in the process offind ng his own voice, yet this

album should not be merely labeled "transitional" and

be left unplayed, it is decent work from some of the newer

players in the realm who may be destined to make some

noise soon.

Thelonious Sphere Monk passed on in 1982, leaving a

void for piano players to fill. Monk was a founding father

of bebop jazz along with Bird and Diz, yet he remained

unfairly unemployed during the height of the bebop period

in the late 40s and 50s. When his work began to gain its

proper recognition, he was in the later stages of his career.

Yet from Blue Moon Records comes the group Bebop and

Beyond, and their latest, Plays Thelonious Monk. The

REVIEW

album is a somewhat capable tribute to a man whose in-

fluence on jazz in legendary, and whose complexity (Miles

Davis once asked Monk not to riff behind him on a solo

which was only a simple 12 note blues). Bebop and Beyond

take such complex tunes as "Brilliant Corners," and play

them well, with nothing to die for. Mel Martin, tenor, and

Warren Gale on trumpet highlight Bebop, which also has

George Cables and Joe Henderson sitting in a few select

cuts.

Mulgrew Miller (you may have heard me tout him

before) has arrived. His fifth, and latest release From Day

To Day, from Landmark Records, smokes. Miller can be

heard as a sideman on the Roney album, or with the

Williams Quintet, but here as the leader of his own trio,

with Robert Hurst on bass and Kenny Washington on

drums, Miller really comes to the forefront. What is so

great about Miller's play is that the strength of his left

hand is so unbelievable for a such a young player (you

have to see him live to fully appreciate such a gift). He

plays with the intensity of a lava flow — fiery, determin-

ed and destined to reach his goal. Miller is getting better

and better, and his compositions are not only prolific, but

qualitative (in comparision, Roney's album only has one

of his own compositions).

The Roney album is unsurprising, but worth a listen,

he needs to start composing himself instead of playing

standards. Bebop and Beyond, which is composed mainly

of no name players with quality guests, do a good job with

some tough pieces, but again nothing really surprising.

However, Miller's album flows with a grace and dignity

which has been missing in the jazz world with the recent

influx of the Harry Connicks, et al. If you've got the

chance, pick up Roney or Bebop, but go out of your way

for Miller.
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" SALE
UP TO 50% OFF
ALL SHOES & BOOTS
Sale starts Wed., Dec. 12th

i
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1

STRUT
SHOES FOR WOMEN

197 MAIN ST NORTHAMPTON g
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This is Merchandising

in the '90'$

1)1 VI SI OS OF COS Tl SI IS (i K DC CAT I OS

Over 100 1
Universityof

I Massachusetts
courses!

Almost half

meet gen. ed,

requirements.

at Amherst

Winter
Session

Mail Registration—November 10-December 12

All mail registrations must be sent via U.S. mail

and be postmarked no earlier than November 10.

(Do not use campus mail.)

Walk-in Registration-

November 26-January 7

Room 615 Goodell Building

Registrations are processed in the order in which

they are received, so register early!

Classes start January 3, 1991.

For more information, contact the Division

of Continuing Education, Goodell Building,

or call 545-2414.

Dl VI SI OS OF COSTISCISG EDCCATIOS

Retailing in the '90's promises to be an increasingly competitive and sophisticated

business.

That's why now more than ever at T.J. Maxx, we need a corporate merchandising

group supporting our stores that is aggressive, decisive, responsive to change, and

up to the challenge of helping us grow. Professionals with fash.on savvy and strong

analytical skills are needed to work in our Home Office in Framingham, MA.

Join us and you'll start as a Merchandise Analyst, learning and advancing at your

own pace through our Executive Training Program. Tfvs program Et designed as a

career path to a Buyer position.

And since we buy for over 360 stores coost-to-coast, and for 45+ new stores open-

ing eoch year, there's always room for you to grow.

T.J. Maxx will be on campus conducting interviews at the School of Management

Placement Office on Friday, February 8, 1991.*

The School of Monogoment student resumes ore due before

leaving on semester break.

For more information about T.J. Maxx, please stop by the Mather Career Center or

the School of Management Placement Office.

•T.J. Maxx will also be interviewing students at the Mother Career Center on

February 20, 1991.

TJ-mCDX
Off-price retailing is our business

An equal opportunity employer

STOP

Register to Win

Giant 48 >»

Stuffed M&M
Pillow

On Display in the

University Store

Candy Department

Register At:

The Unversity Store,

Mini Store, Any Munchy Store

NAME
ADDRESS .

ENTRIES CLOSE SATURDAY DECEMBER 15, 1990

ALL ENTRIES WILL BE COMBINED FOR ONE
PR|ZE
DRAWING MONDAY, DECEMBER 17, 1990.»

• No University Store, Mini Store, or Munchy Store employees or family members are eligible
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THE FAR SIDE
By GARY LARSON

BONES IN THE BARREL
By J. GELLER & M. ROSENZWEIG

COLLEGIAN 9

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE

Edited By TRUDE MICHEL JAFFE

71 ftPieauaiSt

Anhcnt (413)256

(Abovt Cafe DiCaito)

1551 • Mo«.-S*. W-5:30

88 Pleasant St.

584-4145

, VECTOR
1 MARKETING CORPORATION

OPEN HOUSE
for the

B.U. Bookstore Mall

Kenmore Square

Tuesday, December 11

10:00am - 4:00pm

Campus Center Concourse

SWP »y associate.
*

irtKj
ng"

apP
llca positions

*

During
THt positions

|i

. Full";trough la« j

Chnstm^>
. binng

<»

c
o*

December/January Break *

f
Vector Marketing offers full and part-time

positions in public relations, marketing,

advertising, sales and promotion

• Starting Pay $9.25
• 2-6 Week Work Program
• No Experience Necessary
• All Majors May Apply
• Valuable Resume Experience

Get the practical resume experience now

that will separate you from the

average college graduate

Interview Now-Start After Exams
(617)449-4362 Boston and Suburbs

(508) 343-7734 Fltchburg/Leominster District

(603) 891-1545 Nashua/Lowell District

(508) 687-9262 North Andover District

(207) 773-2233 Portland/Southern Maine District

(603) 964-8997 Portsmouth N.H./Newburyport District

(401) 946-0150 Rhode Island District

(508) 946-4233 Southeast Mass District

(617) 837-8855 South Shore/Plymouth District

(508) 842-4577 Worcester Country District

FafgeWorte
A D V ' I ' I S I N <

Spend more time studying,

let me do the typing.

Free Delivery! Reasonable Ratas

ToigiGoHiai

P.O. Box 961

..AAA 01007
423-4790

MICHAELS

.
CHRISTMAS VESPERS ^'

A FESTIVAL OF LESSONS AND CAROLS

CAMPUS CENTER AUDITORIUM

DEC 13 7:00 PM

Billard Room &
Sports Bar

Featuring:

Monday Night Football

Raiders vs. Uons

• $1.00 drafts in cold mugs.
• 25 cent hot dogs
» Appetizer menu
» $1.25 Rolling Rock Bottles
• This week $1.00 Miller Bottles
• Tues a Wed FREE pool for

players over 21 before 10:00 pm
Open

*ormtrIT MonTot.
Chan«" . 5 pm-1 am

!H*2? wid-s.t
256-8284 |f , .„

PARTICIPATING ORGANIZATIONS:

UNITED CHRISTIAN FOUNDATION

NEWMAN CENTER

FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH

IMMANUEL LUTHERAN CHURCH

WESLEY METHODIST CHURCH

THE ARK

INTERVARSITY CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP

CAMPUS CRUSADE

($000
| mm

cm
SIWICm #

Good heavens, John! Call someone!

basement looks dry!"

CALVIN AND HOBBES

The entire

VajY^ "Doctors dop'-i. m**e °>00<*

pYmocyphers.

By BILL WATTERSON

ACROSS
1 Scarlett's horn*

5 Tooth

9 Orbit point

14 Server s edge.

in tennis

15 Down Under

bird

16 Thicket

17 Certain dive

19 Nearby

20 Casaba
21 Preemptive

bridge bid

23 Religious

recluses

26 Classic start

27 Elect

30 Pizazz

31 Comedian Lew
33 Tierney flick

Ol 44

35 Particular

37 Department ot

France

40 White sale

purchase

41 Beak
42 Slant

43 Saharan

44 Comedian Jay

45 Waiting tor

Letty

playwright

46 Eminence
46 Cut
50 Scottish

explorer

51 Stein

53 20 Across
variety

56 Dante work

58 Charier

61 Dwelling

62 Eatery special

66 A Shriver

67 Began s latne

68 Jutlandei

69 Bothered

70 Corn units

71 Type ot exam

DOWN
1 — Mahal

2 First mate

3 Food staple

4 Tarsus

5 Parsley's cousin

6 Pierre s pal

7 Ship shaped

clock

8 Invited one

9 Point the

finger at

10 Hard knock

11 Masters "—
Anthology

12 Debatable

sub|ect

13 Take care of

18 Seoul native

22 Pilot s place

24 Ship to

remember
25 Ardent

27 Stewpot

28 Two ot a kind

29 Deliverer of a

perfect pitch

32 Got rid ot the

weeds
34 Change the

decor

36 Piano wood

38 — good
example

39 If not

42 She lost her

sheep
44 Boxer Spinks

47 Filament

49 Lazy people

51 "— Vtee'

52 Open

54 Aristocrat

55 Emerson's
middle name

57 An Adams
59 German state

60 Sicilian spewer

63 Cow's milieu

64 Former Mideast

org

65 Moray

i 2/10/90
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Ravioli Alfredo

Fish Munchies

BASICS LUNCH

Falafel Pocket Sandwich

Munchies

MWO In A.gekJ li<"« S>nd«-«<«
12/10/90

MENU
DINNER

Beef Strips with Snow Peas

Broccoli Strudel

BASICS DINNER

Veggies and Tofu

Broccoli Strudel

YOUR DAILY HOROSCOPE
By JEANE DIXON

r ANTHONY'S PUB
$2.00 OFF Cover

Charge
must be 21 or older with

valid I.D. & current
Student I.D.

I

MICHAEL'S
RL 9, \mh«rst

(Next to Hunan Garden R«t-)

OFF
.ANY LARGE

PIZZAi

i

i

i

i

i

i

i

i

One coupon per pizza please

Not valid in conjunction with other specials

FREE ^m i DELIVERY

CALL 256-0222

OFF
SALADS >CJ»#^

r LASAGNA
J

WE DELIVER QUALITY .

call us at 256-0222"

l

i

i

I

i

i

and WE'LL BRING LUNCH to

YOUR HOME OR OFFICE!

Limited Area

FREE DELIVERY

OPEN DAILY 1 1 a.m.

ANY
MEDIUM
PIZZA

One coupon per pizza please

Not valid in conjunction with other specials

FREE ^ ^DELIVERY

TANGELO PIE

Marcus' ftjyrn
fft Eftp

u/fl perform a collohoroxtNe

poetru- performnce. P 1"*^

I am Libr-ar/aw

wirh IomIimX-
shair I forever

SoI'Me.

PRICE

by tlm sniffen

Lo,Iaml\r*I»de*°f
Periodical Lrfrrafurtr.! Comt

Mh, luscious mho* of

^tkcsUksbefree!

&< RapW

My Ihirsf is quenched!

MaijfriiSSiDPfKilday

ufor end!

i

fas m<n't jjfe
SUIfft.

Uc tope m» & ^oppjj <*

we we.

-Koul
t
lef me leaf liurtuqh

your manlij p*<jeS,

bountiful tome!

\

r-^

by price van ray

ARIES (March 21-April 19): Group

participation could spawn valuable

business contacts. Friends prove

their loyalty in a uniaue way. Secret

information helps you edge you out

ot your competitors.

TAURUS (April 20-May 20): Call

the shots as you see them and

others will respect you more. Dress

attractively but on the conservative

side. Armed with the latest facts

and figures, you are unbeatable!

Romance blossoms.

GEMINI (May 21-June 20): Steer

clear of high-powered and discor-

dant associations. You need to

finish up old business before starting

anything new. DeMng into career

issues wiH make you more effective

at work.

CANCfR (June 21-Jury 22): The

spotlight is on travel and a

stimulating personal relationship.

Strive harder to improve the '^es of

communicatkxi at work. Diversifica-

tion is the key to greater financial

SUCC0SS

LEO (July 23-Aug. 22): Grab a se-

cond chance to advance your

career goals. Supportive friends

give you the information you need

to put together a business deal. Get

better organized at home to

reduce dally stress.

VIROO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22): Do not

allow jealously to get the best of

you Hard work Is a great antidote

to the blues. A positive attitude

helps you get along with someone

who Is difficult. Be conciliatory.

LIMA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22): Influen-

tial people are willing to provide

financial backing. Heed their sug-

gestions A business trip could help

you cement an Important alliance

Pay more attention to detail if you

can struggle through the week,

next weekend will hold wonderful

surprises

SCORPIO (Oct 23-Nov, 21): Take

extra precautions to protect your

assets. A loyal friend who has your

best interests at heart gives you

special advice. Follow it to the let-

ter and you can solve a personal

dilemma.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21): A

secret Is revealed. Someone's in-

decision could cause delays or in-

convenience. Go ahead and make

the first move to end an Impasse

Pay more attention to your nutri-

tional needs.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19):

Try to delete non-essential trips and

meetings from your busy schedule.

You can move with confidence

where affairs of the heart are con-

cerned. Keep within your budget.

AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18): A

good day to catch up on routine

chores. A loan reauest will probably

be granted, keep In touch with pro-

fessionals who can held you put

together an Important venture. Cal

a relative.

PICES (Feb 19-March 20): You

will accomplish more today if you

concentrate on one project at a

time. Learn from past mistakes. Give

full reign to your artistic talents.

.Widen your circle of friends by

entertaining.

» Limited Delivery Area J^T _ _ _, _ _ _

CALL XSZ^ 256-0222

Limited Delivery Area J

TODAY'S STAFF
Night Editor Special Agent Dale Cooper

Copy Editor Audrey Home

Layout Technician The Token

Photo Technician...Blonde braided muppet

Production Supervisor The Rickster

Best Typesetter Ever.Quintessential Quimby

Production Goddesses Bluewall Escapee

Jennifer Arnold. Short (HOT) Stuil Ivany
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FIND the FINEST...
Giftsfrom

Glass to Gold
Lazare Diamonds - Gems

Engagement Ring Sets

Custom 1 Hk gold

/iof/i gfiSeriei open 7 </<n s

MONDAY. DECEMBER 10. 1990

^^ »

Check out the new Hadley Pub

silverscap
GOLDSMITHS •

264 N. Pleasant St.. Amherst 253-3324 177 Main St.. Northampton 584 3324

GEM GALLERY

i

1

H imimn mmmmmmmmmmmmm mwmmm iwnii|

W M U A 91-1 FM
j

(home of the cow)

HOLIDAY SALE \

holiday sale I

M@LBO®Y ©AL® I

holiday sale |

HOLIDAY SALE I

holiDAY Sale
Today !!!!!

]

buy gifts right on campus! 1

S.U.B.
Dec. 10, 11, 12 9-4 L

liiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii..iii.iiii.miiiiiiiiiH

Thursday

Friday

Saturday

^AY3 HAPp^

HADLEY
PUB

The Free Press

The Shockers

Arthur James and the Truth

Dec 13

Dec 14

Dec 15

I Drink Special-$ 1 05 Bud Bottles

Lmj „fff >
•*'" *U±»»! i«« »»»«« '

STEINBECK COLLISION REPAIR
& AUTOBODY

53 So. Prospect - Amherst Center

256-8157 256-1385

• Accepted by all insurance companies for

collision repair or glass replacement

• Imports & other unibody vehicles

are our specialty

REMEMBER it's your car and your choice of

repair facilities

SELL YOUR TEXTBOOKS FOR CASH

HAMPDEN & WORCESTER

12/18/90-12/19/90 11:00-8:00

12/20/90 11:00-6:00

HAMPDEN
COMMONS
REMOTE:

XSSSSnP* 12/18/90-12/19/90 11:00-8:00

REMOTE!
12/20/90 11:00-6:00

••:
••• • •:

TEXTBOOK ANNEX
12/12/90-12/14/90 9:00-4:00

12/15/90 10:00-3:00

12/16/90 CLOSED
12/17/90-12/21/90 9:00-4:00

MONDAY, DECEMBER 10, 1990
COLLEGIAN 11

Steelers keep Patriots on skids Men's swimming wins
PITTSBURGH (AP) - Merril Hoge

ran for two touchdowns and Pitt-

sburgh's defense allowed only a field

goal after three first-half fumbles and

a blocked punt as the Steelers beat the

New England Patriots 24-3 yesterday

for coach Chuck Noll's 200th victory.

Noll, the only coach to win four Super

Bowls, is 200-146-1 in 22 seasons and

joins George Halas, Tom Laundry, Don

Shula and Curly Lambeau as the only

NFL coaches to win 200 games.

Hoge ran for 117 yards and Tim

Worley gained 83 despite fumbling

twice as Pittsburgh (7-6) kept its playoff

hopes alive by capitalizing on New
England's inability to stop the run. The

Patriots, who have been outrushed

1,000 yards, allowed an opposing back

to rush for 100 yards for the seventh con-

secutive game and the 10th time in 13

games.
Bubby Brister threw a 14-yard

touchdown pass to Eric Green, the

rookie tight end's seventh of the season,

and set up Hoge's 8-yard second-quarter

touchdown run with two key

completions.

The Patriots (1-12) have the NFL's

worst record and played like a team that

had lost a franchise-record 11 in a row.

They managed only a field goal after

Pittsburgh's numerous first-half

mistakes and failed on two third-and-1

opportunities, one third-and-2 and one

fourth-and-1.

Worley, who fumbled three times

against Cleveland last season, fumbled

on Pittsburgh's first possession, but the

Patriot's John Stephens fumbled it back

four plays later at the Steelers' 24.

Worley's 19-yard run and Brister's

11-yarder then preceded Gary Ander-

son's 42-yard field goal with 5:03 left in

the first period.

New England had to punt after

Worley's second fumble of the quarter.

The Steelers drove 80 yards in seven

plays, with Brister's completions of 24

yards to Derek Hill and 27 to Worley on

consecutive plays preceding Hoge's

touchdown.

women's basketball

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 12

game. "Lisa and I played really well

together. The first half was the best we've

played this season."

Coach Hewelt said the attitude of her

winless team is still very positve and

pointed to several key areas where the

team needs improvement.

"We're not getting the scoring from the

outside as we need it," she said. "We're a

little bit tentative. The young players need

to step up and take advantage of the skills

they have."

Delaware, 66-59
Delaware (66) McCarthy 1-3 2-4 4, Zanten 1-4 0-2

2, Riley 513 3-4 13, Bieber 0-0 1-3 1, Larkin 814

2-3 18, Pritchard 0-1 0-0 0, Cybroski 4-9 2-2 12,

Shackleford 5 9 2-4 12, Clifton 0-0 0-0 0, Lipinski

1-2 2-3 4. Totals 25-55 14 25 66.

Massachusetts (59) Schusler 1-6 1 2, McCusker

13-20 6-8 32, Kristofik 1-5 0-0 2, Hessel 0-6 2-2 2,

Ireland 6 12 24 14, Moran 13 4-4 6, Nevarez 0-1

0, Valentine 2 1-1 1. Halftime Delaware 29,

Massachusetts 29. Fouled out Kristofik, McCar

thy. Three-point goals Cybroski 2. Rebounds

Delaware 35 (Shackleford 5), UMass 40 (McCusker

9). Assists Delaware 9 (McCarthy 5i, UMass 10

(Ireland, Schusler 3) Total fouls Delaware 19,

UMass 20.

By KEN MAGUIRE
Collegian Correspondent

The University of Massachusetts men's

swim team wrapped up 1990 by defeating

Southern Connecticut 153.5-89.5 Saturday

at Boyden Pool. They do not race again un-

til Jan. 5.
.

The Minutemen (3-1), aRer losing to

Brown last week, got back on the winning

track due to a better team attitude, accor

ding to UMass coach Russ Yarworth.

"(Our attitude] was so much better to-

day," Yarworth said. We were much looser

today as compared to the Brown meet."

The team of Mark Stoelting, Bill

Chouinard, Jim Gregg and Joe Morris got

things rolling with a first place in the

400-yard medley relay in 3:44.04. UMass

never looked back.

Curt Sawin took first place in the 200 and

500 freestyles and led his team to victory

in the 400 freestyle relay as UMass swept

the event. However, Yarworth said

sophomore Joe Morris had the best perfor-

mance of the day in the 100 freestyle. Mor

ris beat teammate Aaron Osborne for first

in 48.86.

"I'm real proud of the way we swam to-

day," Yarworth said. "It was a strong ef-

fort after some tough workouts."

UMass diver Steve Myers faced tough

competition with mixed results. Myers won

the 3-meter dive but placed third in the

1-meter, which So. Conn's Chris Hamilton

won.
Yarworth said So. Conn, coach Bruce

Hutchinson was upset with UMass swim-

mers during the event. After each UMass

dive, the team cheered for their teammates.

Maybe Hutchinson could use a lesson in en-

thusiasim, something his team lacked.

So. Conn.'s Paul Zakrzewski beat out

UMass tricaptain Jim Robertson to win

the 1,000 freestyle in 10:22.89. It was

Robertson's second meet since returning

from several injuries. So. Conn, did manage

to sweep the 200 breaststroke, led by Adam

McPhee in 2:18.60. UMass' Chris Barrett

finished fourth.

Yarworth said he will work his team

hard in practice this week before giving

them time off for finals.

"This week will be a modified hell week,'

Yarworth said. "I'm going to kick the crap

out of them before finals."

The team will travel to Puerto Rico on

Dec. 27 for a week of training before retur-

ning to action. The trip is self-funded, ac-

cording to Yarworth. They made a similar

trip to Florida last year.

"I'll be holding doubles everyday," Yar

worth said. "We'll be working hard and go-

ing to the beach in between."
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ACTIVITIES

ACCOUNTING ASSOCIATION will be hav-

ing officer elections Monday Dec 10 at 4 00

in 88A Lobby

FELIZ NAVIDAO! Come to the Spanish

Clubs Christmas/End ot Classes Celebra-

tion Music. Free Food, Coffee. Spanish

Conversation B-1130AM 12/12/90 Herter

4th floor Lobby. Bienvenidos a todos'

MODELIjNITEDnNATTC^ MEETING^
Tonight 7 00PM 801CC
Topic Chemical Weapons
Mandatory Meeting tor Harvard

Elections"

1 ROOM IN 3 BDRM APT NOHO 5 min

walk to town great local! $250/mo + util

Take over lease 586-2805

PEUGEOT 1 SPEED- Like new 21 " frame

with light, rack, pump, helmet. Kryptonite

lock, mirror $200 call Peter 665-1214

ENGINEERING CALCULATOR
Outside Goes 49 on Wednesday
Call 6-4256 or 1-593-3868

Ask for Mike

1 ROOM IN 3 BEDROOM HOUSE $1 83 *

util Call 253-2215

2 HUGE ROOMS in 3 bedroom house

available January 1 Ideal for couples Call

665-3099 or 617-395-9739 Ask for Andy.

ERIC.
The countdown is finally over 1

Have a great 21st birthday 1

Love,
Lisa

PREGNANT?
Need a pregnancy test, information or sup-

port' Call tor tree and confidential services

ALTERNATIVES 33 Main St Northampton

586-3000 or Greenfield area 774-6010

PSNDYWINE APT 2 bedroom 3rd floor

Take over lease Jan 1 760 a month

549-5954

UMOC CHRISTMAS PARTY
Tonight! 7:00 CC 168C
Everyone Welcome

Bring a friend. Bring a dessert 1

Trips, slide, and the V P Election

ANNOUNCEMENTS

BED AND BREAKFAST downtown ideal

visiting parents friends 549-0733

COME AND^SirfHE GIVING~TREE at

Haigis Mall' By donating a dollar or two, you

can help prevent child abuse! For every

dollar donated, a light goes on the tree For

every $2 a lego goes on the tree All pro-

ceeds go to the MSPCC (Massachusetts

Society tor the Prevention of Cruelty to

Children) on Thursday Dec 13th Stop by

today"'!!!!!!!

FAST FUNDRAISING PROGRAM
$1000 in just one week
Earn up to $1000 for your campus organiza-

t,on Plus a chance at $5000 more 1 This pro-

gram works' No investment needed Can

1-800-932-0528 Ext 50

FrTeHOUSTnG RAFFLETCheck out the

concourse or an OHAG Rep sponsored by

OHAG (5-1385)

GREAT LOCATION
Downtown Northampton

1 bedroom-$215
Jan 1st

585-8657

LARGE ROOM AVAILABLE in lun NOHO
House' Great Decor and dynamic

housemates can be yours Quiet neighbor-

hood, free parking 10 minutes
(
from bus.

Approx $265 including Call 585-8973

LTOk^G^OTMATJ^MAlTtornove in

to single room for spnng semester One mile

from campus, on bus route, washer/dryer,

larqe deck, v-ball court in backyard, cable

Most definitely the nicest house
.
in the area

All for only $240/month' Call 549-0920 or

549-1151

NORTHAliilPTON~clNTER^AR^^
Spacious 1 bedroom renovated

586-2986 $560 Negotiable

PRESIDENTIAL- 1 bedroom

6 min walk, quiet

Dave 549-5616 early eves

FOUND

KEY found beNveenHerter and Haigis 1 2/4

Call Jennifer 549-5525

KEYTfound in South College 108 Mawy

keys on big key ring Call 546-1842 Brian

TORTOiSESHELL SUNGLASSES: found

in Cape Cod Lounge under coach on 12/5

Go to CC Information Desk

SHEPHARD BEAGLE MIX

Near Logtown Rd 12/3/90

Has no tags or collar

Call 256-0802

NEED A PERSONAL COMPUTER?

SCOTT M.
The last 1 1 7 days have been the happies

days of my life Thank you for being you'

Our love is a love to last until the end ot

time Love, Your Petite Fleur(Steph)

SUBLET

1 BEDROOM m two bedroom apt Furnish-

ed Sunderland on busline female grad pret

$225/mo Susan 665-8233

HELP WANTED

DO I HAVE A MODEL FOR YOU'

Zenith. PC Compatible W/NEC V2C
1

Chip

640 kb RAM. 20 Meg Hard Disk, RGB Col-

or Monitor. Clock Card. Microsoft's latest

Bus Mouse, Software. Call Matt 549-5190

for more details Leave a message Price

is negotiable

ADDRESSERS WANTED immediately 1 No

experience necessary Excellent pay' Work

at home Call toll-free 1-800-395-3283
PERSONALS

SCOTT-
' Get Psyched'''

Your hell week is almost over'

Love your sister at

Triangle-Circle-Squiggle

fo^KJGlR^R^MlirANCHESt¥R
It wasn't good in the dark, dark wood in the

middle of the night when there wasn't any

light

Antonia

TRAVEL

EARN S300 TO $500 per weeK reading

boods at home Call 1-615-473-7440 Ext

B281

HeTpIjsIoHELP YOU We need students

with good communication skills and lots of

enthusiasm to call alumni on behalf of a

special campaign to raise money tor finan-

cial aid Call Jerry Joyner tor financial aid

Call Jerry Joyner at 5-3509 or stop by the

basement of Memorial Hal! for more info

BAMBINO,
A year ago 12-7-90,

a day I'll always remember
because thats the day I met you

(and I do remember')
I love you
JJ

ROOMMATES WANTED

2 PEOPLE TO SHARE PUFFTON APT.

starting Jan Rent negotiable Call Kathy or

Jen 549-1968

FLY SOUTH
Round Trip

Boston to Miami
Janl-Jan20
$120
6-4882 or 6-7411

INTER^OILEGTaTESkT WEEK. $1^89 lor

5 day lift ticket, 5 nights lodging (mountain-

side condo) 5 days intercollegiate activities

sponsored by Labatts & Mt Sutton

Canada. Group Leader Discounts Jan 6-1

1

or Jan 13-18 Call Ski Travel Unlimited

1 -800 999-SKI-9

CHEWIE-
Happy 20th B-Day'

Love the Wookettes next door.

Gumbi & Spot

BRANDYWINE APT One space available

Male 192 50/month Call 549-4159

anytime

ONE WAY TICKET to California.

December 20. $150 253-5844

MARKETING
Earn up to $500/week over intersession

Call 617-969-4286

STUDIO IN AMHERST $460w/uM

Jan 1 Call Scott 253-0820

SPRING BREAK IN Cancun or Bahamas

from $299 00! Includes air. 7 nights hotel,

cruise beach parties, free lunch and much

more' Call 1-800-Beach it.

CHEWIE:
Roses are red,

violets are blue

Happy Birthday to you.

and your leg hairs too'

FEMALE ROOMATE wanted for spring

semester the Brook. $130+ utilities Amy
253-2150

FEMALE ROOMMATE wanted for spring

sem in house $200 Feb to May no lease

253-0409

WAKE-N-BAKE!!! SPRING BREAK IN

JAMAICA/CANCUN FROM $449'" BOOK
EARLY AND SAVE $30 TRAVEL WITH

THE BEST 1-800-426-7710

TYPING/PROFESSIONAL

SPRING BREAK TRAVEL FAIR

Don't be left out in the

cold! Feb 14th

TOWNHOUSE- 2 bedroom, V/i bath apart-

ment on bus route North Amherst

1-567-1352

WANTED: 2' peopTeloshare large master

bedroom in beautiful new condo for spring

semester, intersession optional $212 50 per

person 256-8189

STUDENTS: Make $200 daily doing con-

struction work part time Write. Dennis

Rabe, Post Box 329. Gilsum. N H 03448

AUTO FOR SALE

1974 VOLVO 2 door 1425 Asking $395

593-6656

1981 RABBIT DIESEL, 4dr aid clean.

75K on 2nd motor radio/cassette. Sbuu

665-2943

FOR A GOOD nME CALL...

RACK-A-DISC the best entertainment DJ s

video, bands; dorm/house specials can

586-9900 anytime

FOR RENT

FOR SALE

AIRLINE TICKET: Roundtrip Htfd/AHanta

Sec 17 Dec 29 $200 or best offer

586-8762

1 BEDROOM APARTMENT tor rent at Col-

onial Village Right in front olMine bus stop

One hundred dollar reward Take over lease

anytime before February first Call

253 0571 After 4 00PM

1 BEDROOM on Main St. ^7X^6-^
route Great for a couple $650 mcl heat

253-9551

1 ROOM in two bdrm apt 275"T,°
Q
H
,

e
c
a'

tree 5 miles from Campus Ash.sh

545 0329 or 549-6352

GREAT DEAL!!
Computer

only

$6 00 (negotiable)

includes printer, diskdrive,

color monitor, mouse.

ioystick. and software

Call Tina at 549-7537

LAPTOP COMPUTER- Toshiba 1000 com

plete warantee thru 9/91 760K mem Inter-

national AC adapter, internal 3 5 drive, ex-

temal lull-size mono monitor-new. never us_

ed 584KB internal hard RAM drive, DOS

on internal hard ROMI
Weighs only 5lbs

Software included $640/b o Call Peter

665-1214 __
LARGE ENTERTAINMENT CONSOLE
In excellent condition

A must see Call after 6PM
Ask for Peter 549-6458

INSTRUCTION

"EARNCREOit^SCUBA DIVIN<T

2 credit basic and advanced courses offered

both semesters at Curry Hicks pool

2 credit sport courses to Key Largo during

intersession, spring break, and end ot

August
Register for all courses through the General

Physical Education Department

Further information at Curry Hicks pool

Monday through Thursday 7PM 10PM or

call Project Deep 549-8401

ENGLISH as a second language

Classes beg'm January 21. 1991

Intensive day, part-time evening, and

TOEFL preparation Three levels Register

now' Language Pacifica. 549-5065

CONGRATULATIONS to all the awesome

new sisters of Sigma Kappa" Kate, Jen,

Kara Kristin, Jen. Krishna, Kelly. Denise

Alison, Trish, Jen. Kristen. and Carolyn

CONGRATULATIONS to the new sisters of

Sigma Delta Tau:

Kristina, Rachel. Dina. Lisa, Christine,

Rosemane. Jen. Lisa. Laura, Michele, Lisa.

Laurie. Erica. Lisa. Amy, Lauren, and Leigh

Love the sisters of Sigma Delta Tau

—
HAPPY "ilRTHO

A

Y^OGERT"
Love. Jess

FEMALE WANTED to share room

beautiful two bedroom apt for spring

semester Five mm walk only $1 35 00 Call

546-4173

WORDPROCESSING: Dissertations,

cases, papers. Affordable, dependable,

Mac/LP on-campus Nancy 584-7924

TYPING

JAMES!
Happy Birthday -Yesterday- to my favorite

(and only!) Mr Marshmallow' Con amore

sempre-
Wanda Marshmallow

KNOW YOUR RIGHTS!

DO YOU HAVE QUESTIONS Tbout your

rights' Do you think your civil rights have

been violated? Find out! Contact the Legal

Services Center. 922 Campus Center,

545-1995

JEN P.. CONGRATULATIONS! We re so

psyched' for you' Love, the J-Team

LAUREN RUBIN
Happy Birthday Red"
We Love You! UAltJ41
Now you can start drinking' HA'HA 1

Laura. Alyssa. Vicki, and Julie

MERCY Y MARGARITA
Al fin 21' Ya era hora'

Espero le saquen mucho provecho

Cannos. Edna

MALE ROOMMATE in house wanted

Completely furnished washer/dryer.

Cable TV 185/mo January ,1 start 100yds

from Mam St bus I'm gaduating Must fill

spot 253-2728

MALEROOMMATE NONSMOKER
to share large bedroom
Squire Village $150
665-2428

M/F WANTED for single room in house

$166+ per month 3 miles to UMass Walk-

ing distance to Putter's Pond

Call David at 549-0040

ONE ROOMMATE on bus route $170 per

month starting Jan 1 Call 665-7544

SINGLE ROOM in n,ce condo

4 miles to UMass 1

$230 +
253-0413

WANTED: Female roommate to share a

room Amity Place begining 1/1 549-5316

YOU'VE
-
roUNbnTlFSingle in North

Amherst 200/mo Fireplace, tree cable, cool

people 549-6383

ARE YOU SICK OF TYPING?
Fast and Accurate
Typing/Wordprocessing

Free laserpnnting

Call Becca 549-4600 X433

WORDPROCESSING, reports theses,

graphs, laser printing Call Rosemary

259 1 786

WANTED

NATIVE RUSSIAN SPEAKER
to proofread term paper Will pay $ Call

Christine 584-8196

UNDERWRITING DIRECTOR FOR WMUA
Sales experience preferred

Excellent resume & business potential

Pay includes 15 percent commission on all

contracts gained

Apply m station lobby 102CC or can

5452876
15/ in/90

Deadline 12/10/90

WANTED TO RENT

LOST

NEW EDDIE BRAVER 2 in 1 backpack_

Internal metal frame Main pack 26 by 13

by 8" Grey and black 150 or BO Pnscilla

549-8394

BROWN, LEATHER NOTEBOOK
filled with calculations

on engineering paper

at Elab or Hatch
Call Joe
665-8270
Reward

MR. EGAN
It has been an unexpected 3 months

I am glad that we finally met

Happy Birthday old timer'

Love, the Young One

SEHVICES

RAJNI Espero heyes tenldo un teliz

cumpleanos Me imagine que te accordaste

de s p carinos Edna

DO VOU NEED CHILDCARE help over

Jan? Very flexible hours Call Nina at

665-7544

HOLIDAY BOOKING selling out 1 Campus

Travel on Campus 545-0500

I NEEO A ROOM!! Junior engineering stu-

dent needs an oft-campus single room I am

a nonsmoking courteous person who can

cook Must be on bus route Please call

5463787

LOOKING FOR: 2 3 bdrm apt We are

desperately looking to take over your lease

on a two or three bedroom apartment star

ting ASAP Call Joe 548-4953 anytime
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SPORTS
Second half run carries Minutemen past Colonials

By SAM SILVERSTEIN
Collegian Staff

On a variety of spinning layups and crushing dunks.

Will Herndon and Tony Barbee accounted for 31 of UMass'

48 points in the second half of Saturday's 82-70 win over

George Washington as the University of Massachusetts

extended its win streak to four straight.

UMass (4-1) will get a chance to improve its 2-0 record

in the Atlantic 10 against Rutgers (4-2, 2-0 in the A-10)

tomorrow. Tipoff is 7:30 p.m.

Massachusetts, 82-70
Massachusetts .82) Herndon 710 12-14 26. Barbee '7-12 1114 25

Williams 12 0-0 2, McCoy 7 16 3-8 18. Brown 16 2 2 4. Giles 2-2 0-0

5 Tate 0-0 2-4 2. Anderson 0-0 0-0, Meyer 0-0 0-0 0, C. Robmson

0-0 0. Totals 25-48 3042 82. „„„„..,•
George Washington (70) Holland 2-8 4-5 8, Hudock lj> 2-2 5, Hopkins

3-8 812 14, Surles 10-17 5-8 26, Pearsall 1-5 0-0 2, Young 1-5 1-2 3,

McKennie 0-0 0-0 0. Patterson 0-2 0-0 0. Nordmann 2-3 24 6 Sitney

2-6 2 2 6 Halftime GWU 36, UMass 34. Fouled out Williams,

Holland Three-point goals McCoy, Giles. Hudock, Surles^Re-

bounds UMass 36 (Herndon 9), GWU 37 (Surles 7>. Assists UMass

16 (Brown 6), GWU 11 (Pearsall 6). Total fouls UMass 21 (Williams

5>, GWU 30 (Holland 5). A: 4,051.

The Minutemen trailed Saturday until they forced the

ball inside to Barbee and Herndon in the second hall.

GW's spindly front line gave up easy baskets, including

several dunks, as the Minutemen hit 14 of 20 shots in the

half (70 percent.) „

"We're just starting to get untracked on offense, coach

John Calipari said. "We're playing above the rim, and

that's good."

Herndon, who entered the game leading the Atlantic

10 in field goal percentage at 75 percent, hit 7 of 10 from

the floor and 12 of 14 from the free-throw line to finish

with a team-high 26 points. Herndon also had 9 rebounds

and 2 steals. Barbee added 25 points.

Down 10 points midway through the first half and 2 at

intermission, UMass comandeered the lead on a Jim

McCoy (18 points) free throw with 14:31 to play.

The Colonials stayed close, working their way back from

a 5-point deficit to within 1 at 60-59, on a turnaround

jumper and a pair of free throws from Byron Hopkins (14

points) with 6:25 left.

In the next minute UMass shook the Colonials for good,

sandwiching four free throws from Herndon and a tip-in

by Barbee around a blocked shot and two GW turnovers

to take a 66-59 lead with 5:22 left.

The Colonials were never within 5 thereafter. The

Minutemen hit 6 of 8 free throws in the final two minutes

and capped the win with an Anton Brown-to-Barbee alley-

oop at the buzzer.

"We saw the game slipping away. We got together and

started getting the ball inside," Brown said.

Barbee said, "We weren't shooting the ball well, so we

had to get it inside. We just jammed the ball inside in the

second half. . . We've just got to keep working on our out-

side came. When it comes together we 11 be great.

The Minutemen came out cold and trailed by as much

as 10 midway through the first half, before soaring their

way back into the game just before halftime.

The Colonials built a 24-14 lead with 9:28 to play in the

half as Dirkk Surles, a 6-foot-2 sophomore guard, scored

10 points in the first 10 minutes of the game, including

a dunk on a fast break, a 3-pointer and a follow up of his

own miss underneath the hoop.

The Minutemen regrouped in the last three minutes of

the half, getting a pair of layups from Barbee and a Hern-

donjam off a feathery half-court lob from Giles to cut GW's

lead to 2 at halftime.

"We played very tight in the first half," Calipari said.

"I was glad to be trailing by just two."

Game notes: Lorenzo Sutton, UMass' all-time leading

scorer who was seriously injured in a hit-and-run accident

this fall, was introduced to a standing ovation before the

game and visited the locker room after .

Collegian photo by Jeff Holland

William Herndon reaches to save the ball in

Saturday's 82-70 win over George Washington.

Herndon snatched nine rebounds to go along

with his 26 points.

Women's hoop drops two
Minutewomen drop to 0-5 with latest losses

By BRETT MORRIS
Collegian Correspondent

Despite a 56 point, 16 rebound all-

tournament team performance by UMass'

Keyburn McCusker, the Minutewomen

basketball team (0-5) was still unable to

pick up a victory in the Princeton Invita-

tional Tournament. They were trounced by

Canisius in the first round 70-51 and edg-

ed out by Delaware in the consolation con-

test 66-59.

The eventual winner of the tournament

was defending champion Princeton who

easily defeated Canisius 56-42 in the title

game. The Tigers were led by tournament

Most Valuable Player Julie Brackenridge

who scored 12 of her 26 tournament points

in the championship contest.

Canisius, 70-51
Canisius <70) Pasceri 3-6 0-1 6, Scheuerman 2-8 44
8. Row 1-5 2 2 4, McHugh 9-18 3-4 23, Brocker 4-8

34 11. Buntich 5-80-0 10, Spiegel 3-5 1-2 7, Townes
0-1 1-2 1, Carney 0-0 0-0 0. Totals 27 59 14-19 70.

Massachusetts (51) Nevarez 1-2 0-0 2, Schusler 2-9

0-0 6. McCusker 11-14 2-2 24, Kristofik 0-6 2 2 2,

Muza 0-3 0-0 0, Hessel 5-9 0-0 11, Moran 1-5 0-0 2.

Ireland 1-7 0-0 2, Pemberton 0-1 0-0 0, Valentine

0-0 2-2 2. Totals 21-56 6-6 51.

Halftime Canisius 34, UMass 23 Fouled out

none Three-point goals McHugh 2, Schusler 2,

Hessel. Rebounds Canisius 35 (Brocker 8), UMass
35 (McCusker, Schusler 7). Assists Canisius 5

(Scheuerman 3), UMass 6 (Schusler, Moran 2).

Total fouls Canisius 9, UMass 13.

as the Minutewomen jumped out to a

10-point lead midway through the first

half. Nonetheless, UMass went cold and

didn't score from the field in their last 16

possessions of the half resulting in a 29-29

tie at the half.

The Minutewomen's inability to score

continued into the second stanza, coming

up short on their first 11 chances down

court.

"When we go through scoring droughts,

most of the time it's because we're trying

too hard to make things happen," Hewelt

said. "We force passes and we're out of con-

trol when we drive to the hoop."

Delaware's balanced attack continued

their assault which eventually led to a

8-point lead and 66-59 final score. The

Fightin' Blue Hens had four players score

in double figures. Molly Larkin led the

team with 18, followed by Jennifer Riley's

13. Delaware's Linda Cyborski and Marisa

Shackleford contributed 12 apiece.

Overall it was a much improved

Minutewomen team. According to

McCusker, the insertion of Ireland kept the

pressure off her inside enabling her to score

a career-high 32 points. In addition, Ireland

proved to be an offensive weapon scoring

14 of her own.
"We played a more intelligent offense,"

McCusker said, referring to the second

CONTINUED ON PAGE 11

Women's track strong at Harvard

Johnson, Ambrose qualify for ECACs as

four runners match New England times

The Minutewomen had their hands full

with a talented Canisius squad. The Lady

Griffs came out firing with a fast break, up-

tempo game in the first half resulting in

an early 10-point lead. UMass' only

counterattack was Keyburn McCusker who

was 11 for 14 from the field, with 7 re-

bounds. The rest of the Minutewomen were

a combined 10 for 42 (24 percent) from the

field. Fortunately for Massachusetts, Trish

Hessel came off the bench to contribute 11

points.

"Keyburn's scoring well for us inside,"

said UMass head coach Kathy Hewelt.

"We're struggling in coming up with some

perimeter people that can help keep the

pressure off her."

In the consolation contest, Hewelt juggl-

ed her lineup and started Hessel and 6-foot

Lisa Ireland who has seen limited time this

season due to a leg injury.

The new combination proved successful

Photo courteny of Atlantic 10

By DAN WETZEL
Collegian Staff

Heading into a holiday break in the

schedule, the members of the Universi-

ty of Massachusetts women's indoor

track team are satisfied and positive, ac-

cording to coach Julie LaFreniere.

The team continued their early season

success in the Harvard Invitational on

Saturday and do not have a scheduled

meet until Jan. 26.

"We had some positive performances

and some negative ones," LaFreniere

said. "Overall, I am pleased with our

progress."

In the 55-meter race freshman Wen-

dy Gillette qualified for the New
England Championship meet by

finishing in 7.3 seconds. Freshman Tana

Henderson (7.5), sophomore Sue Mac-

Fayden (7.5) and freshman Oona Quirk

(7.6) also competed in the race.

"Wendy looked very good," Lafreniere

said. "She was in a strong heat and

therefore didn't make the finals but, she

ran much better than she did last

week."
Gillette also ran in the 400 meter,

finishing in 62.9. Competing in the long

jump, she landed at 15 feet, 10& inches.

Lee Ann Ambrose won the 400 meter

handily. Ambrose finished in 55.3

seconds, more than two seconds faster

than the second place finisher. Am-
brose's time enabled her to qualify for

the Eastern Collegiate Athletic Con-

ference Championship meet and the

New Englands.

"It was a close race at the start

because two runners went out with Lee

Ann," LaFreniere said. "However, in

the second lap she put on the after-

burners and no one challenged her the

rest of the way."
Lennice Johnson qualified for the New

Englands in the 400 meter with a time

of 59.1 seconds.

UMass had two more qualifiers in the

800 meter as Becky Johnson won the

race in 2:14.3 and Cathy Crocker finish-

ed in 2:21. Johnson qualified for the

ECACs and the New Englands while

Crocker made the New Englands.

"It was a slower race than I expected,"

LaFreniere said. "But it was good to see

Becky win and Cathy run well."

In a very competitive 3,000-meter

race, Kelly Liljeblad qualified for the

New Englands with personal best time

of 10:08.

"I am very happy with Kelly,"

LaFreniere said. "The competition was

so strong that she thought she ran poor-

ly. Kelly was disapointed until I told her

the time. She is capable of going under

10 minutes."

Although LaFreniere was disapointed

with some performances, she is pleased

with the teams progress.

"We are all excited about where we

are right now," LaFreniere said. "We
have some great times for this point of

the season. The kids are going to enter

some meets on their own in January and

they should be ready when they come

back."

Jingle Jog
In other track news this weekend,

about 50 people enjoyed themselves in

the inaugural running of the Jingle Jog.

The Jingle Jog was a five kilometer run

sponsored by the women's track team.

The race consisted of two laps on the

road around McGuirk Stadium.

A variety of prizes were given out to

winners and runner ups in the men's,

women's and master's categories. There

were also Best Costume and guess-how-

many-candies-in-the-jar contests.

Included in the crowd was a group of

Mount Holyoke students dressed as

reindeer, ad well as Santa Claus, a

former University worker taking time

out of his busy schedual.

All proceedes from the run went to the

women's team to fund a spring training

camp south of here.

Keyburn McCusker
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'Queer Nation' protests removal ofLBGA seats
By CHRIS MUTHER
Collegian Staff

Some 30 students occupied the Republican

Club/Minuteman/ Young Americans for Freedom office

yesterday in reaction to the removal of appointed seats

for the Lesbian, Bisexual, and Gay Alliance from the

Board of Governors.

Chanting "We're here, we're queer, we're fabulous, get

used to it," members of the newly-formed University of

Massachusetts chapter of Queer Nation marched into the

office and stated their demands for equality.

Demands stated by Queer Nation were equal civil

rights, a call for the Republican Club to cease illegal ac-

tivities and restoration of the LBGA seats to the BOG.

The BOG voted unanimously last week to eliminate ap-

pointed LBGA seats.

According to a founding member of the UMass chapter

of Queer Nation, who wished not to be identified, the

group was founded as a direct result of the BOG vote to

remove appointed seats for LBGA representatives to the

board.

"It's not going to to be so easy to mess with us in the

future," she said.

Collegian photo by Ton! Sandys

Queer Nation member Laura Silver discusses

the organization's goals while members Jason
McDonald and Philip Zaia take part in the

"kiss-in" held in the Minuteman office.

She said since the LBGA is a registered student

organization, they are unable to demonstrate in the same

manner as Queer Nation can.

"It's alarming to see our rights slip away, especially

when we know we are being clearly discriminated

against," she said.

Guy Glodis of the Republican Club said after today's

"blatant attack . . . after BOG and SGA get through, the

gay community will not have any stats in student govern

ment."

Members also staged a "kiss-in," and urged lesbian,

bisexual and gay students and their allies to join the

Young Americans for Freedom.

"We're young, we're Americans and we're all for

freedom [of sexuality)," one member shouted.

A member of the organization who wished not to be iden-

tified said for every homophobic action on campus, there

will be an equal reaction.

"We are going to be around to counter any homophobic

political attack and make sure the gay community is pro-

tected," she said.

The protestors left the office when they were asked by

a club member to go.

Ralliers protest Collegian

coverage of Jewish affairs
By GAYLE LONG
Collegian Staff

Claiming there is a systematic denial of

coverage of the Jewish community by the

Collegian, about 150 people converged on

the Student Union steps yesterday to make

demands for equal representation and a

Jewish Affairs editor.

Working within the Collegian is fruitless,

said Alison Buckoltz, who said the editor

was an 'institutionalized guarantee' of

coverage of Jewish events.

"The Collegian refuses to take culpabili-

ty for what is on its pages," said Buckoltz,

who is Jewish.

Chris Macek, from the Program for Gay,

Lesbian and Bisexual Concerns, said the

way things get done at the Collegian was

by working within it.

"What the Collegian is now is not set in

stone. Get involved. Become staff and get

a vote," said Macek.

"You can't point fingers," said Macek.

"To revise the paper, you have to work

from the inside."

Adam Stein, a columnist for the Col-

legian, said incidents that have been hap-

pening, "from the beginning of the

semester," have hurt him as a Jewish

person.

"Every week, I would complain that this

hurts me as a Jew. This is out of the realm

of political discourse," said Stein.

Sally Greenberg, counsel for the Anti-

Defamation League, said anti-Semitic in-

cidents had increased in 1990 by 171

percent.

Journalistic intergrity is also an issue,

said Greenberg. "A political standpoint is

a violation of journalistic ethics."

Sandy Manville, from the Everywoman's

Center, who was part of a womens'

takeover of the Collegian in 1978 in an ef-

fort to have women's issues covered by the

Collegian, said Americans who criticize

Israeli policy are not inherently

anti-Semitic.

Chi Amadi, from the Third World

Caucus, said she supported the editorship

because Judaism is not only a religion but

a culture.

Hillel Rabbi Saul Perlmutter said there

was a "double-standard" in the Collegian.

"Last week, someone wrote 'Dirty Jew'

on posters hanging outside the Hillel of-

fice,"said Perlmutter. "Suddenly today, the

day of the rally, it was in the paper. It is

a very subtle message. We have to rally

and let them know we are angry."

After the rally, students sang "we need

a voice" and went to the Collegian office,

where they had a symbolic 15-minute

sit-in.

Prominent woman dies
Restaurant owner Yvonne John dead at 51

University police arrest man in

connection with rape investigation

Yvonne Adel John, a prominent figure

in the Amherst Community, died of

cancer Saturday at the Cooley Dickin-

son Hospital in Northampton at the age

of 51.

John, the proprietor of Yvonne's

Caribbeana Restaurant in Hadley, had

a long association with the University

of Massachusetts and the Five Colleges

and was an active figure in the Amherst

community. Her restaurant was a

center for social and community affairs.

John, a native of Guyana, arrived in

Amherst in 1967 with six small

children. To support her family, John

worked at a series of jobs cleaning the

homes of local families and working on

the housekeeping staff of the Howard

Johnson's Motel in Hadley.

"Yvonne was amazing," Michael

Thelwell, a professor at the University

said. "She gave a new resonance to the

term 'the dignity of labor.'

"When I met her she held three jobs.

She would get up at five in order to fix

breakfast at a senior citizens house in

Amherst where she'd also prepare lunch

University Police arrested a man iden-

tified as a non-student Saturday for

allegedly raping an 18-year-old Universi-

ty woman in a campus residence hall.

Aaron Marc Mazzolini, 18, of Concord,

was arrested early Saturday morning after

police conducted a brief investigation.

Police did not release the location of the

alleged rape.

Mazzolini was arraigned in Northampton

District Court yesterday. The case was con-

tinued to Dec. 19.

-PRESTON P. FORMAN

Photo by Joanne Paul

Yvonne Adel John

to be served by the staff," he said. "Then

she'd be at an Amherst College frat

house by 11 a.m. to prepare and serve

lunch and dinner and start preparation

for breakfast. By 9 p.m., she would be

at The Drake Bar and Restaurant where

she ran the kitchen until closing at 1

a.m."

Prior to opening her restaurant in

Hadley, John was the director of the

New Africa House cafeteria for four

years, where she was known for feeding

without charge or question, any student

who was broke and hungry.

Through the University Without

Walls program at UMass, John earned

a Bachelor's Degree in Food Science and

a Masters Degree in Multicultural

Education in 1977. At the time of her

death, she was working on a doctoral

dissertation in that discipline.

She is the author of two books on

Caribbean cuisine. She is survived by 15

siblings dispersed throughout the Carib-

bean, England and the United States.

Four of her six children graduated from

the University of Massachusetts.

Her children are Steven, of Hadley, an

engineering student, Loida, an attorney

in Springfield, Diane, of Silver Spring,

Maryland, an industrial engineer, Wen-

dy, of New York, who has a Master's in

Food Engineering and is currently

enrolled in the Pre Med program at Col-

umbia, Cindy, who graduated in Public

Health and is also in a Pre Med Pro-

gram and a son Eon, living in England,

who is a reggae musician whose first

album is currently in production.

Ms. John is survived also by her

daughter-in-law Mary Lou, of the

Phillipines, and three grandsons Azad,

Brandon, and Omar.
A service celebrating her life will be

held at 7 p.m. tonight at th.p Grace

Episcopal Church in Amherst.
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FIND the FINEST...
57 North Pleasant Street 253-5141

Proper Identification a Must

Tuesday is Taco Night
FREE Taco Bar for

Delano's Customers Only

Beer of the Month

Giftsfrom
Glass to Gold

Lazare Diamonds - Gems

Engagement Ring Sets

Custom 1 8k gold

/iof/i galerfes open 7 days

Rolling Rock $1.75
—i —
-Drink of the Week

Bacardi and Coke $1.75

silverscape designs
GOLDS M ITHS G E M GALLERY
264 N. Pleasant St.. Amherst 253-3324 177 Main St.. Northampton 584-3324

Good Luck on Finals!

Amherst. Kasthampton, I Wyotoc and NonfamptonCuMomen

Your neighbors aren't

number one anymore, but

550 and 976 still are.

In a recent MM insert and newspaperad we tokl yew you didn't have

to dial 1 + the mimlKTK • te.iducrt.iimK-ighlvirinK exchanges. Wc

incorrectK included two exchanges under I lolyoke.

'lTiese exchanges- 550*nd976 connect cullers togronpeomvr-

s.itinn and mliirm.ition program services. Theycanonly Ik- reached l>v

dialing 1 * the seven digit telephone number. And Ik- aware that

charge* apply HI most eases t<> ealls to theseexchanges.

We regret any iixonvenienee this may have caused.

New England Telephone

A NVNEX Company

J
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LEGAL PROBLEMS?
Call the Legal Services Center of

UMass!

Housing • Family - Student

Rights • Civil Rights •

Workers Rights • Criminal

and Consumer Law •

Call 545-1995

i

i

i

i

10% OFF
Show us your

Student I.D
We will take 10%
off any purchase
Monday-Friday

Thru December 14

Microfridge

All in One Compact Refrigerator, Freezer and Microwave Oven

RENT ONE NOW, PAY FOR IT NEXT SEMESTER

You've probably seen one already, sleek, streamlined, matching top to

bottom. You've probably used someone's already, and maybe made

floormates shut their doors when they see you and your popcorn coming.

You may have wished you had rented one before the supply dwindled

away to nothing. NOW YOU CAN HAVE ONE FOR YOUR VERY OWN.

In an effort to meet the need of our residents who would like to rent a

Microfridge but can't afford it right now, Housing Services will allow you

to rent a Microfridge-and ask you to pay for it, NOT NOW, but during

the first week of February.

i

If you would like to take advantage of this offer, stop by the Housing

Assignment Office, 235 Whitmore and sign a contract.

P.S. I would hurry. Remember, it's first come, first served.
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EDITORIAL/OPINION
inly tellec th<

Why Madonna loses when she plays the meat market
It's been banned from MTV.
It was the topic of discussion on Nightline last week.

It's a hot topic in all of the papers. Warner Brothers plans

to release the copy by Dec. 18 for the ardent Christmas

shoppers to purchase the hot, banned material.

Madonna's "Justify My Love" video - exhibiting

women kissing women, men kissing men, androgeny, and

men and women in scant leather outfits — has been deem-

ed "inappropriate" material to show to the young viewers

of the MTV junkland.

MTV's owners/managers last week released a statement

saying their viewers were not ready for the type of video

Madonna had produced.

Her latest video is done in traditional Madonna style.

Unlike her "Express Yourself video which shows her

crawling around on the ground lapping up milk, with a

metal collar around her neck, the "Justify My Love" video

is seemingly "unacceptable."

But the question here is not just whether people feel

Madonna can subtly or tastefully deal with sex in her

music. Her video, putting her into an entirely new realm

which explores the forbidden MTV terrain of homosexuali-

ty, simply pushed the limits.

This same cable television station which airs such trash

videos as, "Cherry Pie," (Warrant) "Girls, Girls, Girls,"

(Motley Crue) "Bust a Move'XYoung MO and any of

Robert Palmer's videos, banned Madonna's video because

it does not adhere to traditional heterosexual exploitation.

I guess it is okay, even preferable, in the MTV producers'

eyes, to show young MTV connoisseurs images of women

being portrayed as big-busted with big hair, lots of make-

up and tight clothes shaking their various body parts

while clinging to men who treat them like dirt.

Meredith O'Brien

In the "Cherry Pie" video (the name, alone suggestive),

all we ever see is the exploitation of women wearing

titillating red clothing doing suggestive things with their

bodies while the drummer viciously smashes the drums,

which are made of cherry pies, while its contents splat-

ter all over the place.

MTV producers obviously think that this type of image

is fine for the average 12 year-old to watch and idolize

as true sexuality and sexual behavior.

This type of violence and degradation of women in

almost every single video played on that station is fine,

acceptable to air, but displaying alternative sexual

preferences is not.

The audience i$ not ready for it.

Besides the obvious homophobic impetus behind the

statement that the MTV audience is not ready to see sex-

uality expressed by two consenting females kissing one

another, why is it okay for them to see women abused,

denigrated and made into sex objects?

Why can MTV allow young, impressionable teens to

become accustomed to exploitation of women and not allow

peaceful, consenting sexuality to be shown in a video in-

volving two women, or two men?
Madonna's video does not overstep the ordinary MTV

bounds of exposing any key body parts or overtly show-

ing or portraying any sexual act, the single objection to

it is its portrayal of homosexuality and bisexuality.

I suppose children are the real victims of this MTV
double-standard. They get the opportunity to be mislead

into thinking that the only type of sexuality is one which

involves men and women, one which places women firm-

ly in the position of sexual toys for men's pleasure.

And MTV deems this type of video acceptable. The au-

dience is ready and prepared for those type of videos, but

apparently not for real life.

Meredith O'Brien is a Collegian columnist

We faggots will fight back
Every active member of a marginalized

minority knows that for every inch we gain

in our struggle for basic human rights, we

have to fight like hell to keep it. Oh so

often, we gain an inch and lose a foot. This

is what happened Thursday night to les-

bian, gay and bisexual people at the Board

of Governor's meeting for the Campus
Center.

How ironic that over a thousand students

gathered on the steps that day to

demonstrate for a peaceful solution to the

Middle East Crisis, and hundreds ofwomen
marched that night in Northampton to end

violence against women. Meanwhile the

rights of gays were set back another mile

by a small homophobic group, led by Ted

Maravelias, who serve on the Board of

Governors.

Trystan Skeigh

The attitudes of those who mastermind-

ed the scheme to deny appointed seats to

two LBGA representatives is just as distur-

bing. William Harris, director of the Cam-

pus Center, described their manner as

showing "immaturity", and he said they

"took glee in what they did."

You "took glee" in telling the thousands

of gay people on campus that we don't

deserve a seat on the Board of Governors.

Remember, we're at least one out of every

ten, perhaps more. You "took glee" in sen-

ding a message to every gay on campus

that we must not take our standing at this

university for granted. That our "protected

status" can be wiped away in one night.

To the group ofhomophones who did this,

it was funny. A kind ofcoup on the faggots.

Well to us "faggots" the humor was com-

pletely lost. If you walked a day in our moc-

casins you would understand that for us —

the struggle for our rights, for our voices

to be heard, is a battle for our lives that

we wage daily.

We are not some little group of weirdos

that will go away if we're ignored. We are

here on this campus to stay and we will

have a say in what goes on here. Gay peo-

ple deserve appointed seats on the Board

of Governors because we have to deal on

a daily, yearly basis with homophobes. It

is not fair for our position on this campus

to depend on whether it's a good year or a

bad year for gays. We need and deserve

some consistency in the amount of recogni-

tion and power that we receive on this

campus.
Gays also need to find statements of non-

discrimination in the policies of decision-

making boards on this campus. It is not

enough for the University to make a single

general statement. By taking that clause

out of the BOG statement of principles —
you have sent a message to gays that we

are not welcome on the BOG unless we

"straighten up."

By forcing LBGA members to run at

large, you are forcing us to either 1) go back

into the closet to avoid making our sexuali-

ty a voting issue; or 2) you are forcing us

to make our private lives a public issue

every time we run for office. You are pav-

ing the way for every election to become a

stand-off between homophobes and

non-homophobes.
It's not fair for our marginalized group,

which faces oppression on a daily basis, not

to have guaranteed representation on the

BOG when other marginalized groups do.

Don't think you've won with your little

"gleeful" ploy. You see — you're up against

a group of people who are not doing battle

for the fun of it — for all of us gays, les-

bians, and bisexuals on campus — this is

part ofour struggle for our lives. And we'll

be damned before we'll let a little group of

white male homophobes stand in our way.

Trystan Skeigh is a Collegian staff

member

BOG move strange and disgusting

After many attempts to work with the

Board of Governors, the Executive Com-
mittee of the Graduate Student Senate, of

which I am a member, has decided to

withdraw all graduate representation. The
reason for such drastic action is now ap-

parent. On Dec. 6, the Board of Governors

voted to remove the appointed seats belong-

ing to the Lesbian Bisexual Gay Alliance.

As the graduate student's liaison to the

Board, I wish to express my utter disgust

with those who perpetrated this act. When
first appointed to serve on the Board, I was
optimistic that the Governors could pull

together and redeem themselves in the

eyes of their fellow students.

After last year's fiasco which dealt with

such pressing issues as switching the SGA
offices with those of the Ski Club and the

attempt to remove the Third World
Caucus, LBGA and the Abilities Unlimited

seats, I thought that the Board would make
a strong effort to curb its more divisive

Jewish Affairs Editor sponsors respond
. . . i c _ J: a _n {\ n^A fVio ni-nr

Your "policy editorial" of Dec. 7 was a gross

misrepresentation of not only why we have been ask-

ing for a Jewish Affairs Editor, but also the way we ve

gone about doing so.

As the Collegian knows, the establishment ot a

Jewish Affairs Editor was proposed to remedy the lack

of coverage of Jewish cultural events on campus. It says

so in our written proposal to the Collegian, and we con-

stantly assured you of this during our many lengthy

meetings.

In addition, the structure of an editorship, unlike that

of a page, does not allow it to develop into the kind of

editorial forum that you accuse us of wanting. This

editorship would be part of the news desk, formed to

cover campus events. In this case, this would mean the

Jewish cultural events you have ignored all semester

And yet you state that we are acting on "emotion and

are motivated by politics, when you know that this is

simply untrue. . .

We consistently met with the editor-in-chief to list

our concerns. Midway through this semester we had

a meeting to find a solution where it was the editor

in-chief who suggested a Jewish Affairs Editor. Time

and time again, we tried to work within the system,

but when the board of editors refused the proposal for

a Jewish Affairs Editor by a margin of 7 to 1, we knew

it was finally time to stop.

It is finally time to take the issue to the campus com-

munity. It is only now, after exhausting every inter-

nal channel, and consistently being faced with the lack

of cooperation from the Collegian, that we are

protesting.

By trying to define our movement as merely pro-

Israel, you purposely ignore our already vocalized con-

cerns of anti-Semitism in editorials and columns that

have appeared in the Collegian. The Collegian not on-

ly ignores these claims, but knowingly misrepresents

us.

Ignorance of Judaism as a 5,000 year-old culture, and

insensitivity to the needs of Jewish students on cam-

pus, led you to unfairly reject our request, as well as

knowingly misrepresent our goals. This is precisely

why a Jewish Affairs Editor is needed. Stop acting

scared, stop distributing misinformation, and let us

define ourselves for a change.
Alison Buckholtz

Amherst

This letter was signed by five other persons

tendencies, but, alas, I was sorely

mistaken.
This blatant attack upon my comrades

and fellow governors from the LBGA
sickens me because it serves as a reminder

to us all that universities can breed fascists

as well as liberals.

It further shows the incredible hypocrisy

which exists within out midst. The gover-

nor who put forth this motion constantly

claimed that they were only after the

LBGA seats because they disagreed with

the concept of appointed seats. This leads

me to ask several questions. Why did they

not also attack the Third World Caucus or

other appointed seats? If they were against

such seats, why did they increase

Stockbridge representation which are also

appointed seats even through this area did

not meet the population criteria for increas-

ed numbers?
Todd M. Bryda
GSS Governor

Racial bias seen
-We have heard little from the administration concern-

ing the racial aspects of the proposed budget cuts, most

especially those in the School of Education. According to

University records, there are 169 African-American

graduate students here. More than 100 of those students

are enrolled in School of Education programs targeted for

elimination.

It is tragic enough that this campus enrolls only lby

African-American graduate students. It can be construed

as nothing short of racist for the administration to target

for cuts programs which have attracted a significant

number of African-American students and a reputation

for doing so.

The fact that my University doesn't appear to care about

even the slightest perceptions of racism perturbs me. But

what perturbs me even more, is that when we finally do

hear a response from the chancellor, we hear that issues

of racism and sexism are "slogan-mongering" and "cheap

talk
"

If when proposing cuts the administration did not

make consideration of programs which provide service to,

and are attractive to, African-American students, then 1

can conclude only that UMass is among those elements

in our society which help engender and perpetuate racism.

Michael Morgan

School of Education graduate student



STAFF MEETING
To vote on whether or not to uphold Ex-

ecutive Board's decision on the addition of

a Jewish Affairs Editor

All Business, News and Graphics staff

must attend.

Of MASSACHUSETTS

English as

a Second Language
Intensive Day Classes

Part Time Eve. Classes

TOEFL Preparation

Classes begin 1/21/91

Registration 12/3-1/14/91

Amherst Creamery BkJg.

150 Fearing St. Ste. 29
549-5065

THE FAR SIDE
By GARY LARSON

BONES IN THE BARREL
By J. GELLER 8c M. ROSENZWEIG

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE

Edited By TRUDE MICHEL JAFFE

"Check this out. I think I found a

way to lower Intel's testing costs and

increase fault coverage by 5%."

et's try it!

Imagine. . .youxe hot on the trail of a breakthrough design. And

though there's no guarantee of success, your team leader says

"Let's try it."

It's the freedom to try a fresh approach-a leave-no-stone-unturned

attitude-that led GenRad to develop such innovations as the

world's first oscilloscope. And the very first commercial computer-

based printed circuit board tester. And recently, one of the worlds

most advanced design and test solutions for concurrent engineering.

It's the way of thinking that made GenRad an international leader

in state-of-the-art design, test and measurement systems. And if

that appeals to you, then you could appeal to us.

Now Playing

MILLFRS

CROSSING

Mon-Thurs

One Show 7:30

Fri-Sun

7:00 and 9:15

tf*

Now's the

time to call...

North Amherst
Motors

78 OU Sundwtnd Rd„ No. Amtmst

549-2880

Expert Repairs and
Reconditioning

Most Ma/or Credit Cards Accepted

We will be interviewing on campus on February 15. Please sign-

up with your career placement office to schedule an interview.

An equal opportunity employer.

40—80 % OFF
Publisher's Original

List Price On All

BOOKS

Recent Titles » Remainder*

Bargain Editions • Reprints

Headquartered in Concord, Massachusetts. Worldw.de offices in Austria, Canada,

England, France, Germany, Italy. Japan. Singapore and Switzerland.

GenRad
A New Way of Thinking

Several Calendars

and Date Books Too

VALLEY BOOKS

Downtown Amherst
Open weeknights til 7:30

Sat. 10-5 • Son. 12-5

STAY

HOM
Round tr.ps lio*n NY starting>

London $412

Paris *&°

San Jose.C.R. 390

Bangkok 959

Hong Kong 879

Tokyo 75S

Student Faculty Fare

Taxes not included. Restri •

tions apply Fares subject to

change. One ways available

Work/Study abroad program;

International student an<

teacher ID

EURAIL PASSES ISSUED O
THE SPOT!

Free student travelcatalogue «

CopyCat Print Shop

RESUME SPECIAL
Have your resume typeset in 3

business days (1st proof) AND recieve

25 Copies of your resume all for only...

Oiler expires 1/31/91
Jj) | f a \j\j^nolnieBn

228 Triangle St, Amherst
(413)549^840.

SkiKillington

Intercollegiate Ski Fest

SKI FEST PACKAGE$269
PER PERSON
3 OR MORE
PER UNIT

DBL. 0CC
RATE: $289

PER PERSON

DEC. 16-21, 1990

JAN. 1 - 6, 6 11,

13 18. 1991

AI Kill INf.loN

Includes

A 5 days skiing

A 5 nights ski-home accom-

modations in Killington

Village

A Daily on-mountain
eompetions

A Awards parties with great

prizes

A Apres-ski and nighttime

parties

A Ski racing clinics

A Vermont tax

/ , /» rr runs /or groups <>} 2" Of more

ior information and broebmrt call

1-800-343-0762
Mhngtofi M Killington. VT 05751 <$K) 422 3KH

Just Because
You SkiAllW^ek
Doesn'tMean

You'llTUrn Into
APoorStudent

$10 Collece Discount
Stratton has a lower price for anyone pursuing a higher education. $22 midweek

$28 on weekends and holidays. So you can save $10 any day and every day w.th

a current college ID And you get 92 exciting tra ,,sV^wCJfi*^tl1*1%
a 1 2-passenger gondola, plus all the extracurricular Vg^TH ifllll i g
fun you can handle. Now, hows that for financial a.d? A^ ^r

vfrmont"

Call 1 800-843 6867 or 1 802-297-2200.

<o!NCE HWJNb IS MM XUWAL.

L' "C f ( t*m*, r̂ 2^~f*?*''

Professor Harold Rosenblooms diagram of the

middle ear, proposing his newly discovered

fourth bone.

UOS ftN^ES HAS foEEN
—tm__

DOONESBURY By GARRY TRUDEAU

YOU KNOW, THZ CARDS MTTH

TH5UTTLS 10S6COUPRUOW-
INGSINTHZM! /WGIFU--

FRJWPMUSTHA V£ MADE
0N5 AT 7HEBAS&I

5HI, BABY,

TV5 ONLY 607
seeoNPS 1 iosecoNPe

THAT RJPICUICU5? YOU'P

THINK THFfCOULP
HAVZMAPeiT
L0NG5R THAN...

HI6H SCHOOL
6RAPUAT5,
ISSH5? tfXJPS/B/̂

ACROSS
1 Ecclesiastical

courts

6 Competent

10 Parabolas

14 Degrade
15 Haunt
16 Weight

allowance

17 Prenuptial

bashes
20 Kind of design

21 Relieves

22 Santa, eg
23 Small cactus

25 Robust
29 Artist

Hieronymus
30 Irish

exclamation

31 African

language

32 Ewe call

35 17 Across,

sometimes

39 John or

Jane —
40 Attlla S army

41 In good time

42 Sidekick

43 Premarital

status

45 Certain surfer

47 Family member
48 Invigorating

49 Kind of bonsai

54 Newlyweds
57 S African fox

58 Matinee —
59 Red dye

60 Actor Roger

61 John Paul II

62 Maintain

DOWN
1 1944 Nobel

physicist

2 Scottish

seaside tesort

3 Social wisdom
4 Wimbledon
champ 1975

5 Grow furious

6 Distant

7 TV's Roseanne
8 Backtalk

9 Notable time

10 Connect

1

1

The Kremlin s

First Lady

12 Angler's basket

13 Meeting, for

short

18 Easter bloom

19 Liberate

23 — Carlo

24 Tallin native

25 Starter for

stone or storm

28 Chamber group

27 Drive

28 Rooter s outcry

29 Toss back and
forth

31 Carried

32 Big bell sound

33 MP's concern

34 Fergie s

sister-in-law

36 Again, then

again

37 Presently

38 Cure
42 Takes to task

43 Berlin output

44 "Turkish Bath

'

artist

45 No better

48 Olent seed

47 Edge
48 Skiers' lift

49 L-O tie

50 Fling

51 Bonheur or

PonseHe

52 Give off

53 Medieval
domestic

55 Sample
56 Rumpus

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE .
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MENU
12/11/90

LUNCH

Tacos
Pork

BASICS LUNCH
Veggie Tacos

Sweet and Sour Totu

DINNER
Roast Beef

Hen

BASICS DINNER

Eggplant
Cornish Hen

CALVIN AND HOBBES By BILL WATTERSON

I'M *RAT\t4G \M CHRSTM/VS

l\ST, UOBBES.'

SUOULO I rVW

JWHTWN& RfcMJ^
4

mZ I 5*5 / NOTHING?.'

TW\HK of S00 OOHT

VVt GOT ^ GOOD UOWE.

rAOfiE CDULO K TIGER V<KKT?

IT NWJST BE SM> BEIrAG

A SPEC\E.S WITM SO

L\TT\£ \^A^G\M^T^OH.

YOUR DAILY HOROSCOPE
By JEANE DDCON

TANGELO PIE
By TIM SNIFFEN

I .om^T^e FooMall Jam,
U6U (Xtaded you wouW

"Die rVycKoloqical aid

Economic ERccts ot naww
Lacrosse m a Nuclear"

ReaCTor Duri^ tr*

RewaissoMCe

'
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PRICE
By PRICE VAN RAY

ARIES (March 21 - April 19) Although

you resist a change, it will prove

good for you. Be receptive to family

members' ideas. Illusion is preser

along with hopes and dreams A

sermon gives you terrific new

insights

TAURUS (April 20 - May 20): Con-

ditions at home could cause strain

Crossing swords with someone

could undo all you have recently

achieved. Continue using a

measurea approach The Sunday

want ads provide a pD lead

OEMINI (May 21 - June 20).

"Moderation in all things'' should be

your motto now. You may be over-

ly generous. Sacrifices should not be

made for just anyone. A trip to the

shore or pool chases the blues

away

CANCER (June 21 - July 22) Break

free from your routine Delight is

derived from the unusual and out-

of-the-ordinary Cupid's arrow

strikes when you least expect it. Use

a common sense approach to your

diet

LEO (July 23 - Aug. 22): Anyone who

dishes it out should expect to get it

back occasionally! A good day for

phoning friends and writing letters.

Check your bank statements for er-

rors and avoid unnecessary

spending.

VIROO (Aug. 23 - Sept. 22): Stop

banging your head against a stone

wall Shift gears if family members

refuse to hear your side. Support a

friend in need. Romance is in the air!

Discuss your vacation plans.

LIBRA (Sept. 23 - Oct. 22) A

tendency to be extravagant should

be checked before it gets out of

hand. Sharing your thoughts and

hopes with others is the key to

greater success. Relax on your

home turf tonight

SCORPIO (Oct. 23 - Nov 21) A

stroke of good luck awaits you

possibly at a party Dress your best

if going out this afternoon or even-

ing. The contacts you make could

lead to a new job or romance

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22 - Dec 21):

You can expect good luck in com-

munications The original ideas you

come up with now will bring startl-

ing success. The company of

children delights you Travel leads to

romance

CAPRICORN (Dec 22 - Jan 19)

Partnerships are in the spotlight Key

business contacts can be made at

a social function. Postpone revising

a budget Your wishes could come

true, thanks to a special pact or

friendship.

AQUARIUS (Jan 20 - Feb. 18) Look

forward to finding solutions to old

problems today Your plans begin

to take shape after you talk with

other people Artistic pursuits raise

your spirits. Romance reaches a

new plateau

PISCES (Feb 19 - March 20) An ac-

cident could occur if you are not

careful today Observe all traffic

rules when driving. Find more time

for romantic pursuits! A parent-chid

relationship improves.

TODAY'S STAFF
Night Editor Rick Seto

Copy Editor Mite Webber

Layout Technician Nicole Dumas

Photo Technician Toni Sandy

Production Supervisor Nicole Dumas

Typesetter Sue Kent

Production Seth Kaye. Bill Connor, Mary

Margaret Trudell
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The wildlife of the

Pacific Northwest.
Whal do we do at Microsoft when we're not

revolutionizing the world of personal computing?

Anything we want.

Microsoft is in Redmond, Washington, minutes

away from the active city life of Seattle. Musically,

we enjoy everything from internationally acclaimed

opera, to an evening with Phil Collins at the Tacoma

Dome. Pro sports? Try doing "the wave" while

cheering on Seahawk football. Mariner baseball or

SuperSonics basketball.

Our shopping and restaurants are equally

varied, from Eddie Bauer to Gucci, and hofbrau to

dim sum. And when we're not laughing with Dana

Carvey and Dennis Miller at the

Comedy Underground Club,

we're taking in a play at the 1990

Tony award winning Seattle

Repertory Theatre.

We're not limited to indoor

recreation. Situated between the

Cascade and Olympic mountain

ranges, the great outdoors doesn't

get any greater than this; kayaking

in the swirling Skykomish River.

rock climbing in the north Cascades, chartering a

sloop to watch Orcas dive for dinner, skiing in the

deep snow at Crystal Mountain—you can even

drive 20 minutes to Snoqualmie. setting of TV's

mysterious "Twin Peaks."

Get a life.

Company Presentation

Feb. 6, 1 99

1

7:00 p.m.

Mather Career Center

Interviews for Full-time

and Summer positions

Feb. 7. 1991

If you're pursuing an MS or PhD degree

in Computer & Information Science, Math,

Electrical Engineering or related technical area,

then let's talk about your programming experience,

design skills and/or exposure to managing projects.

We're having an Information Session

the night before our on-campus

interviews. We're looking forward

to talking with you there -- even

if you're NOT signed up on our

interview schedule. Relocation is

available for both summer and

full-time positions.

We are an equal opportunity

employer and are working toward

a more culturally diverse workplace.

Microsoft
Making it all make sense

TUESDAY, DECEMBER 11. 1990
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Amherst
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Now Renting:
|

Bright, Spacious, 2 Bedroom
|
Apartment-Fully Equipped Kitchen §
Carpeted, Storage and Laundry 1

Facilities

I LANTERN COURT
I Rte 116 Sunderland 253-2515 1
5iiiiiiiiMiiiniiiiiiiiiiiianiiimiiiiaiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiHMiiiiaiiiniMiiir

diiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiii
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W M U A 91-1 FM
|

(home of the cow)

HOLIDAY SALE |

holiday sale 1

IHl@UOiiY sAL© I

holiday sale I

HOLIDAY SALE I

holiDAY Sale
Today !!!!!

|
buy gifts right on campus! 1

s.u.b. |
Dec. 10, 11, 12 9-4 |
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LOTSff-LITTLES
15% OFF ,

DEC. IZ- DEC. 1*3

onsisJnmenla
256-fcfl2.»>
on Sat3:^p-*5-3°

"»**&>
. to 5 p.i

siness, News and Graphics staff may vote. %

It's Your Last Chance to Party
Do It at Katina's

• Buses leave Haigis Mall at 8:30 on the

1/2 hr until 11:00 p.m. Come back all nite

• Proceeds to benefit Rosemaries Place
• December 12th (Wednesday)
• Open to 18+ Proper I.D. required
• Refreshments provided
• Tickets: Dave 549-6614
$3 in advance, $4 at the door

• Table on the C.C. Concourse Tues/Wed

CLASSIFIEDS
COME TO THE COLLEGIAN OFFICF

'TnwMriJi»PA'l»itfai.iii

ACTIVITIES

ACCOUNTING ASSOCIATION will be hav

ing officer elections Monday Dec 10 at 4:00

in SBA Lobby

ONE CREDIT Baton Twirling

class offered next semester

Contact Charise 546-1808

MOOEL UNITED^ATTONSMEETING
-

Tonight 7 00PM 801CC
Topic Chemical Weapons
Mandatory Meeting for Harvard

Elections!!

1 BEDROOM IN HOUSE on Hobart Lane

Halt-mile from campus $177 a month*
utilities Call Scotl 549-9380

1 BEDROOM on Main St very quiet on bus

route Great for a couple $550 incl heat

253-9551

1 ROOM IN 3 BDRM APT NOHO 5 min.

walk to town great local' 250/mo + util Take

over lease 586-2805

1 ROOM IN 3 BDRM Downtown NOHO
230 + Call 584-4078

SOUTH ASIAN CLUB
General Meeting
Tuesday Dec 1

1

805-9 Campus Center

830PM
All are welcome

1 ROOM IN 3 BEDROOM HOUSE Si 83

util Call 253-2215

LAPTOP COMPUTER- Toshiba 1000 com-

plete warantee thru 9/91 760K mem Inter-

national AC adapter, internal 3 5 drive, ex-

ternal full-size mono monitor-new never us-

ed 584KB internal hard RAM drive, DOS
on internal hard ROM Weighs only 5lbs'

Software included $640/8.0. Call Peter

665-1214

LARGE ENTERTAINMENT CONSOLE
in excellent condition

A must see-Call Peter after 6PM
Ask for Peter 549-6458

NEW EDDIE BRAVER 2 in 1 backpack ln-

ternal metal frame Main pack 26" by 13'

by 8" Grey and black 150 or BO Priscilla

549-8394

LOST

SHEPHARD BEAGLE MIX
Near Logtown Rd 12/3/90

Has no tags or collar

Call 256-0802

TRACEV 4 SEAN
Thanks for being there Hope you didn t

drown in my tears You guys are the best'

Love Marx

SUBLET

1 BEDROOM m two bedroom apt Furnish-

ed Sunderland on busline female grad pref

$225/mo Susan 665-8233

ROOMMATES WANTED

NATURAL DISASTER!

1 ROOM IN HOUSE.
$233 4 utilities Jan^June lease Bus route

256-8979

TRAVEL

TO THE WOMAN in the front row with the

raven hair - Eye missed you Friday I was

dazed, stunned, apathetic and passive Sit

with me and you can have my notes -The

blonde with the two female classmates

2 PEOPLE TO SHARE PUFFTON APT.

starting Jan Rent negotiable Call Kathy or

Jen 549-1968

CHRISTMAS, SPRING BREAK, SUMMER
TRAVEL FREE. Air couriers needed and

cruiseship jobs Call 1 -805-682-7555 ext

F-1426

2 HUGE ROOMS in 3 bedroom house

available January 1 Ideal for couples. Call

665-3099 or 617-395-9739 Ask for Andy

NEED A PERSONAL COMPUTER?

UMASS CHESS CLUB
Last meeting
7-1 1PM in the Bluewall

All are welcome

BRANDYWINE APT 2 bedroom 3rd floor

Take over lease Jan 1. 760 a month

549-5954

PEUGEOT 10 SPEED- Like new 21" frame

with light, rack, pump, helmet. Krptonite

lock, mirror $200 call Peter 665-1214

UMOC CHRISTMAS PARTY
Tonight' 7:00 CC 168C

Everyone Welcome
Bring a friend, Bring a dessert 1

Trips, slide, and the V.P Election

FEBRUARY 1ST. One room in Amherst

house Short walk to Amherst center 225 +

per month 256-6367

GREAT LOCATION
Downtown Northampton

1 bedroom-$2l5
Jan 1st

585-8657

GRADUATION SENIORS

OR EXCHANGE STUDENTS keep^ntouch

with UMass. Subscribe to the Collegian on

a daily basis For mere details stop by the

Collegian offices at 1 13 Campus Center or

call 545-3500.

DO I HAVE A MODEL FOR YOU!

Zenith PC Compatible W/NEC V20 Chip

640 kb RAM, 20 Meg Hard Disk. RGB Col-

or Monitor, Clock Card, Microsoft's latest

Bus Mouse, Software. . Call Matt 549-5190

for more details Leave a message Price

is negotiable

3 FEMALES looking for 4th housemate to

share 4 bedroom spacious house near

Amherst College Walking distance to bus

and town, nice neighborhood Available

1/1/91-6/30/91; 253-0486

INTERCOLLEGIATE SKI WEEK. $189 for

5 day lift ticket, 5 nights lodging (mountain-

side condo), 5 days intercollegiate activities,

sponsored by Mt Sutton, Canada S

Labatt's. Group leader discounts Jan 6-1

1

or Jan 13-18 Call Ski Travel Unlimited

1 800-999-SKI-9

BRANDYWINE APT One space available

Male 192 50/month Call 549-4159

anytime

FEMALE ROOMATE wanted 'or spring

semester the Brook. $130+ utilities Amy
253-2150

PERSONALS

HELP WANTED

ANNOUNCEMENTS

ARTISTS! WRITERS! Photographers'

Spectrum is accepting art. poetry, prose,

and photography for the 1991 issue Bring

submissions to 406E SU

BED AND BREAKFAST downtown ideal

visiting parents friends 549-0733

COMEANO SEE THE oWlNGTREE at

Haiqis Mall 1 By donating a dollar or two, you

can help prevent child abuse! For every

dollar donated, a light goes on the tree For

every $2, a lego goes on the tree All pro-

ceeds go to the MSPCC (Massachusetts

Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to

Children) on Thursday Dec 13th Stop by

today!!""""

FAST FUNORTisTmG~PROQRAM
$1000 in |ust one week
Earn up to $1000 for your campus organiza-

tion Plus a chance at $5000 more! This pro-

gram works! No investment needed call

1 -800-932-0528 Ext 50

FREE HOUSING RAFFLE! Check out the

concourse or an OHAG Rep sponsored by

OHAG (5-1385)

HEY! The final meetingof yearTslonight

Come on down and hear about the exciting

new changes

LARGE ROOM AVAILABLE in fun NOHO
House' Great Decor and dynamic

housemates can be yours Quiet neighbor-

hood free parking, 10 minutes from bus 1

Approx $265 including Call 585-8973

LOOKING FOrIMLE/FEMALE to move in

to single room for spring semester One mile

from campus, on bus route, washer/dryer,

large deck, v-ball court in backyard, cable

Most definitely the nicest house in the area

All for only $240/month! Call 549-0920 or

549-1151.

ADDRESSERS WANTED immediately' No

experience necessary Excellent pay' Work

at home Call toll-free 1-800-395-3283

AMUSEMENT~PARKS, Holiday Resorts,

Disneyland, 6 flags, are hiring Great fun

and get paid too' Reserve position by call-

ing 1-805-682-7555 Ext K-1370

AHVA-
Just because I love you

Love.
Jared

FEMALE ROOMMATE wanted for spring

sem in house $200 Feb to May no lease

253-0409

APO BROTHERS: Thanks for helping me
see the light (finally) Who has the gas

powered sleeping bag? LFS Wendy

CHRIS P. You're gorgeous (I |ust had to say

that)

FEMALE TO SHARE ROOM in renovated

Brandywine Apartment Spring Semester

only Julie at 549-3591

FEMALEWANTED to share room

beautiful two bedroom apt for spnng

semester Five min walk only $135 00 Call

546-4173

FLY SOUTH
Round Trip

Boston to Miami
Jan1-Jan20
$120
6-4882 or 6-7411

SPRING BREAK TO DAYTONA!
Travel with Yankee Line Tours via deluxe

motorcoach March 15-24, 1991
•• Campus pick-up & drop-off
•

' First class hotel accomodations'
• • Best location, excellent nightlife!

• • Only $259 00 (QUAD OCC .)

For more info contact Scott or Jim

(413)256-0029
Reserve your spot now'

EARN $300 TO $500 per week reading

boods at home Call 1-615-473-7440 Ext

B281

CONAN
Im crazy about you!

Meet me after work

NORTHAMPTON CENTER APARTMENT
Spacious 1 bedroom renovated

586-2986 $560 Negotiable

PRESIDENTIAL- 1 bedroom

6 min walk, quiet

Dave 549-5616 early eves

FREE SPRING BREAK VACATION in Can-

cun! College tours, the nations largest and

most successful spring break tour operator

needs enthusiastic campus representatives

Earn a free trip and cash Nothing to buy-

we provide everything you need Call Bob

at 1-800-395-4896

ERIC.
The countdown is finally over!

Have a great 21st birthday 1

Love,
Lisa

MALE ROOMMATE in house wanted

Completely furnished washer/dryer

cable tv 185/mo January 1 start 100yds

from bus I'm graduating Must fill spot

253-2728

WAKE-N-BAKE!!! SPRING BREAK IN

JAMAICA/CANCUN FROM $449'" BOOK
EARLY AND SAVE $30 TRAVEL WITH
THE BEST 1-800-426-7710

ROOM IN 2 BDRM APT in Sunderland

$120 each-double, $195-single

females call 546-5445

STUDIO IN AMHERST$460w/util

Jan 1 Call Scott 253-0820

HELP US TO HELP YOU We need students

with good communication skills and lots of

enthusiasm to call alumni on behalf of a

special campaign to raise money for finan-

cial aid Call Jerry Joyner for financial aid

Call Jerry Joyner at 5-3509 or stop by the

basement of Memorial Hall tor more info

• • • GINNY P • • •

Happy Birthday

to my bestest buddy"
Love you- Melissa

MALE ROOMMATE NONSMOKER
to share large bedroom
Squire Village $150
665-2428

TYPING/PROFESSIONAL

WORDPROCESSING: Dissertations,

cases, papers; Affordable, dependable.

Mac/LP on-campus. Nancy 584-7924

M/F WANTED tor smgle room m house

$166 + per month 3 miles to UMass Walk-

ing distance to Puffer's Pond
Call David at 549-0040

TYPING

HAPPY 21 ST AIM S.I

Bowl-size )ellow shots await you uptown

Have a blast!

Love
The Mouse in 85?

ONE ROOMMATE on bus route $170 pef

month starting Jan 1 Call 665-7544

ARE YOU SICK OF TYPING?
Fast and Accurate
Typing/Wordprocessmg
Free laserprmting

Call Becca 549-4600 X433

ROOM IN PELHAM HOUSE 6 minutes to

campus $190 256-1211

TAKE OVER OUR LEASE one bedroom apt

in Puftlon 549-4875

MARKETING
Earn up to $500/week over intersession

Call 617-969-4286

HEY LADY!
I'm sending this because I like you a lot and

t don't mean not' Love yer best friend Wend

WORDPROCESSING Inexpensive Quick

and Accurate- Campus Pickup & Delivery

Call Lisa 256-6695

SPRING BREAK TRAVEL FAIR

Don't be left out in the

cold! Feb 14th

TOWNHOUSE- 2 bedroom, IVa bath apart

men! on bus route North Amherst

1-567-1352

AUTO FOR SALE

WANTED: 2 people to share large master

bedroom in beautiful new condo for spring

semester, intersession optional $212 50 per

person 256-8189

SPRING BREAK IN Cancun or Bahamas

from $299 00' Includes air, 7 nights hotel,

cruise, beach parties, free lunch and much
more! Call 1-800-Beach it.

STUDENTS: Make $?00 daily doing con

struction work part time Write Dennis

Rabe, Post Box 329, Gilsum. N H 03448

HXOXNXEXY:
Thank you for the last 1095 days, they've

been great, but I know the future will be

even better"! I Love You!!

Love, TOWIYL

SINGLE ROOM m nice condo

4 miles to UMass'
$230 +
253-0413.

YOU'VE FOUND IT!! Single in North

Amherst 200/mo Fireplace, free cable, cool

people 549-6383

WORDPROCESSING, reports theses,

graphs laser printing Call Rosemary

259-1786

WORDPROCESSING- Term papers, etc

Fast Service, reasonable rates Call Janet

253-3276 leave message

JIM K Thanks for the great music and even

better company! -The phone murderer SERVICES WANTED

1974 VOLVO 2 door 1425 Asking $395

593-6656

FOR A GOOD TIME CALL...

RACK-A-DISC the best entertainment DJ's.

video, bands, dorm/house specials call

586 9900 anytime

FOR SALE INSTRUCTION

AIRLINE TICKET: Roundtrip Htld/Atlanta

Dec 17- Dec 29 $200 or best offer

5868762

FOR RENT

1 BEDROOM APARTMENT for rent at Col-

onial Village Right in front of the bus stop

On? hundred dollar reward Take over lease

anytime before February first Call

253-0571 After 4 00PM

IN CELEBRATING OUR FIRST YEAR in

business, Metawampe Furniture wishes to

thank Dottie of the C.C.C., Gerry Quarles

S W AG, Emma Cappaluzzo, The Intern-

ship Office. G.S., JO, and especially our

customers
For all your Futon needs
Metawampe Furniture

Sit with us. lounge with us

Sleep with us
256-0646

EARN CREDIT SCUBA DIVING

2 credit baste and advanced courses offered

both semesters at Curry Hicks pool

2 credit sport courses to Key Largo during

intersession, spring break, and end of

August „ .

Register lor all courses through the General

Physical Education Department

Further information at Curry Hicks pool

Monday through Thursday 7PM- 10PM or

call Proiect Deep 549-8401

MICHAEL
Thanks lor all those Days of our Lives

Michelle, Carrie. Kel. and Sue

DO YOU NEED CHILDCARE help over

Jan? Very flexible hours Call Nina at

665-7544

NATIVE RUSSIAN SPEAKER
to proofread term paper Will pay $ Call

Christine 584-8196

PAM, Can I just tell you this? Wait, ready?

Here's a present I know you'll like So. now

you finally have your personal' Happy

Chanukah! Love, Mindy

PS You rule!

HOLIDAY BOOKING selling out' Campus
Travel on Campus 545-0500 WANTED TO RENT

ENGLISH as a second language

Classes begin January 21. 1991

Intensive day. part-time evening, and

TOEFL preparation Three levels Register

now! Language Pacifica, 549-5065

TO THE BROTHERS OF APO:
I had a great time last weekend at the cabin

Let's do it again next semester Oh yeah-

Butch, where are my cookies? Tulie needs

to learn how to play charades, and to Dave

the Superlty, get some sleep

In L.F.S, Eric

PS- Watch out for those wet spots'

PREGNANT?
Need a pregnancy test, information or sup-

port' Call for free and confidential services

ALTERNATIVES 33 Main St Northampton

586-3000 or Greenfield area 774-6010

1VAS fRXUX&i AHP TVF

wflfit

I NEED A ROOM!! Junior engineering stu-

dent needs an off-campus single room I am

a nonsmoking courteous person who can

cook Must be on bus route Please call

546-3787

LOOKING FOR: 2-3 bdrm apt We are

desperately looking to take over your lease

on a two or three bedroom apartment star-

ting ASAP Call Joe 546-4953 anytime
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Men's basketball hosts unblemished Rutgers tonight
By SAM SILVERSTEIN
Collegian Staff

Both teams are undefeated in the Atlantic 10. Both

teams are have won four in a row. Tipoff is 7:30 p.m.

The Minutemen, 4-1 overall and 2-0 in the A- 10 after

a 82-70 win over George Washington Saturday, host

Rutgers (4-0, 2-0) tonight at the Cage.

Rutgers which was within 50 votes of cracking this

week's AP top 25, has talent. At 6-foot-9, forward Keith

Hughes is a dominant rebounder and one of the top scorers

in the league. Guard Earl Duncan played in 35 games dur

ing his freshman year at Syracuse before transferring to

Rutgers Transfer Brent Dabbs led a Virginia team that

reached the Final Eight of the 1989 NCAA Tournament

in rebounding as a freshman.

Canadian tradition,

Floridian money
A quick glance at the rosters of National Hockey

League teams shows that a majority of hockey players

are Canadian. Most Stanley Cups have been won by

Canadian teams. The Cup itself is named after Lord

Stanley, a Canadian.

Then why are there only seven Canadian teams in

the NHL? And why does the NHL persist in expanding

to American markets with no hockey tradition, while

viable Canadian markets are ignored? Which leads

me to a quick trivia question. What do Cleveland, Kan-

sas City, Oakland, Atlanta and Denver have in com-

mon? The answer is that all five cities played host to

NHL expansion franchises, none of which remained in

one place for ten years. Kansas City moved to Denver,

then became the New Jersey Devils in 1982. Oakland

lasted ten uninspiring seasons before moving to

Cleveland, where they went bankrupt.

Greg Sukiennik

The Atlanta FlameB moved to Calgary, and haven't

looked back since, attendance-wise or hockey-wise.

In 1979, the NHL expanded again, but this time three

of the four franchises they absorbed from the ill-fated

World Hockey Association were Canadian.

And look what they've done. The Edmonton Oilers

became a dynasty, winning five Stanley Cups. Quebec

became a competitive force in the Adams Division

(believe it or not, they once were). Winnipeg, though

not as successful as its counterparts, continues to do

well at the gate, as do Edmonton and Quebec.

Has the NHL learned? During last week's annual

NHL Board of Governors meeting, proposals for expan-

sion were entertained from Seattle, San Diego, Miami,

St. Petersburg, Tampa, Ottawa and Hamilton, Ontario.

The two Canadian cities and three Floridian cities

became the finalists.

What makes more sense to you? Hockey in Canadian

cities with rich hockey traditions? Or hockey in Florida,

where ice is something you use to make a pina colada?

The first team the league admitted was the Ottawa

Senators. Ottowa was a franchise in the early years

of the league, winning five Stanley Cups. Tradition,

the promise of a new arena and hockey-starved fans

to fill it made Ottowa a natural choice.

The second team is the Tampa Bay Lightning. Tam-

pa had the $50 million entry fee up front, the promise

of an arena, and three million potential cable viewers

via the Sunshine Network. Until the new arena is

built, the Lightning will play either in Orlando or in

the Suncoast Dome across the Bay in St. Petersburg.

Supposedly, you can play hockey in a dome. I guess that

if 25,000 are willing to sit and watch, you can do

whatever you please in a dome.

That's what it all boils down to: money. Unlike Tam-

pa or Ottowa, Hamilton had a 15,000 capacity arena

ready to go, and over 10,000 season ticket sales for the

team's first season. But there was a question over

Hamilton's ability to pay up front, and they didn't have

three million potential cable subscribers to reach, as

Tampa Bay did.
.

The NHL thinks that by going to the most financial-

ly lucrative market, they will reap the most benefits.

What they don't see is that Tampa has no established

hockey tradition. It sounds like a stereotype, but from

what I've seen, it's true: Many Canadians love hockey.

Hamilton already draws thousands for junior hockey,

and would do the same for a professional team.

Many Tampa Bay residents are originally from up

north, but nobody in Tampa plays hockey! The last time

there was even ice in Florida, wooly mammoths roam-

ed the earth. The fans might go to games now and then,

but would they care? ,. • -

Will Tampa Bay's fans pack the seats night after

night, even if their team sucks? Will hockey be a source

of civic pride, as it would be in Hamilton, or occasional

entertainment?

Greg Sukiennik is a Collegian staff member

Tom Savage, the MVP of the 1989 Atlantic 10 Tourna-

ment, and Donnell Lumpkin, an A-10 All-Freshman team

pick last year, are scrapping for playing time this year

However, Rutgers' heart is questionable. The Scarlet

Knights are coming off a season in which a similarly

talented team lost nine of its first 15 games and finished

one game over .500. The Scarlet Knights were 4-10 on the

In November the Scarlet Knights quieted some of their

doubters when they beat Big Eight power Missouri in New

Brunswick, N.J. Rutgers has since struggled in beating

Division II Bridgeport by six, and went to overtime in a

win at St. Joseph's.

In the words of UMass guard Anton Brown, Rutgers,

they've got a lot of talent, but too much, I think. Too many

people on that team want to shoot the ball

Dabbs has added 13 points and 11.5 rebounds a game

to the mix. Hughes is averaging an A-10 best 12.3 re-

bounds a game and unleashed a monstrous 31 -point,

15-rebound effort on St. Joseph's Saturday.

The Minutemen have not lost to Rutgers at the Cage

in four years. Last January UMass led by eight at the half

and cruised to an 11-point win behind Tony Barbee's 22

P
°''We've done well against them here," UMass forward

Jim McCoy said. "[The Cage] is a tough place to play when

everyone's on top of you. Everyone gets up for Rutgers.

For UMass, McCoy, William Herndon and Tony Barbee

are all averaging 15 points a game. McCoy bruised his

shoulder fighting through a pick against GW, but is ex-

pected to start tonight.

Student discount tickets for the Abdow s Holiday

Classic in Springfield December 28-29 are available in 255

Boyden. Ticket prices are $10 per night. UMass hosts

Dartmouth as Boston College faces Northwestern in the

opening round.

There are tickets available for all remaining UMass

home games as well . . . Tonight's game will be broadcast

on WMUA 91.1 FM and WHMP 99.3 FM . . . The first

993 people arriving at the Cage will receive a 'Minutemen

at Work' poster, courtesy of WHMP. Doors open at 6:30.

Collegian photo by Jeff Holland

UMass forward Tony Barbee dunks during

the Minutemen's victory over George

Washington Saturday (82-70). Barbee scored 22

against Rutgers last January as UMass took the

Scarlet Knights by 11.

swimming
By CHRIS MIRACLE
Collegian Staff

One out of two ain't bad. That's how the University of

Massachusetts women's swimming team viewed this past

weekend's double-dual meet, defeating Springfield Col-

lege, but falling to Connecticut by only 20 points.

The Minutewomen's record now stands at 4-1 with their

loss to the Huskies, ending their undefeated streak. Under

this meet's format, total times for UConn and Springfield,

respectively, were 63:50 and 60:53.

"Overall, our times were respectable," UMass coach Bob

Newcomb said.
t

In the 200-meter medley relay, the Minutewomen s

team of Kiri Binning, Jennifer Saunders, Laurie Schwarz

and Kim Morin placed a respectable second. The 200

freestyle relay team also placed high with fine perfor-

mances from Keira Cruz, Jennifer Jackson, Morin and

Denise Reimer.

"As a whole our times were a little off from what I ex-

pected," Newcomb said. "Because UConn and Springfield

were shaved down could be a factor."

In other events, Kim Broad placed third in the 1650

while Teresa Konieczny finished fifth. The 200 freestyle

resulted in a back to back fourth and fifth place finish by

Jackson and Kari Edwardsen, in that order.

"That was a good swim for Teresa," Newcomb said.

"She's developing into a fine distance swimmer."

Jackson also chalked up a good swim, rewarding her and

UMass with a first place showing in the 200 fly. Second

place swims providing UMass with essential points were

Binning in the 200 backstroke and Saunders in the 200

hrc £ist stroke

.

For the diving competition, Allison White stole the show

as she posted a stylish first place win in the 1-meter dive,

followed by second place spot on the 3-meter dive.

"We didn't perform as well as we did against Maine,

but in the long run we're going to be there."

When the Minutewomen return to action on Jan. 5 to

take on Northeastern University, they will be minus Bin-

ning, one of their top swimmers, due to personal problems.

"It will be a loss for the team to lose someone with a

winning attitude, personality and great speed," Newcomb

said.

House Majority Leader accepted

Celtics skybox tickets, fined $500
BOSTON (AP) — House Speaker-to-be Charles Flaher-

ty paid $650 Monday to see a Boston Celtics game after

the state Ethics Commission ruled he inappropriately ac-

cepted skybox tickets from a company with an interest

in pending legislation.

Flaherty, the House Majority Leader, admitted in

deposition agreements that he accepted five tickets to the

Celtics game on Nov. 16, 1988, from Ackerley Com-

munications of Massachusetts Inc., a major billboard

owner.
Several bills before the Legislature in 1988 would have

placed new restrictions on outdoor billboard advertising.

"In hindsight, I ought to have known that my receipt

of the five tickets, even though I used only one, was a

violation of the strict requirements of the conflict-of-

interest statute," said Flaherty, D-Cambridge.

The commission also fined Ackerley President Louis

Nickinello and Elizabeth Palumbo, the company's public

relations director, $500 each for giving Flaherty the

tickets.

Flaherty, who will likely become speaker next month,

was fined $500 and also paid a $150 forfeiture for the

value of the tickets.

"In short, I took a personal friend of 20 years to a Celtics

game," Nickinello said. "Liz, who has known Rep. Flaher-

ty for 10 years, gave him tickets. This was contrary to our

company's policy because he was a public official. I regret

any misunderstanding."

The commission said that while there was evidence

Flaherty had personal relationships with Nickinello and

Palumbo, they "failed to establish friendship as the

predominant motivating factor in either Ackerley

employee giving Flaherty the skybox tickets."

Flaherty took four other House members to the game
between the Celtics and the Golden State Warriors but

did not tell them where he got the tickets.

The Ethics Commission said it found no evidence that

Flaherty accepted the tickets in exchange for influence

on the pending billboard legislation or took any action in

Ackerley 's favor, but "even if the tickets were given only

to create official good will, the gift was still impermissi-

ble."

Flaherty's fine was the first by the Commission levied

against a public employee for accepting tickets to a spor

ting event.

State law forbids anyone from giving state employees

anything worth more than $50. Ackerley said the skybox

tickets were worth "at least $30."

"For the first time, the commission has made it clear

that, despite a longstanding and substantial personal rela-

tionship, to attempt to foster good will is prohibited,"

Flaherty said.

Flaherty said that in conjunction with the Ethics Com
mision's ruling, he will hold an ethics seminar for

legislators to keep them from "unintentionally becoming

embroiled in these types of violations."

"This is the first case in which the commission has con-

sidered the 'mixed motive' of simultaneous professional

and personal relationships in connection with a gift to a

public employee, and the gift receipts of the tickets in this

case was apparently a single incident and not part of a

pattern of practice of misconduct," the commission said.
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Bush to ask allies

for more financial aid

AP photo

HEAT-RESISTANT CHOCOLATE? - Lael Moynihan, Hershey

Foods Consumer Relations manager, displays the company's new

heat-resistant chocolate named "Desert Bar," which has been made

expressly for U.S. troops in Saudi Arabia.

By ROBERT BURNS
Associated Press

WASHINGTON — The Bush administra-

tion plans to ask U.S. allies to chip in more

money to offset the enormous cost of sen-

ding and sustaining more than 400,000

troops in the Persian Gulf, the Pentagon

said yesterday.

The Pentagon also announced that Iraq

now has more than half a million troops in

and around Kuwait — 50,000 more than

U.S. intelligence estimates of a week ago

and five times the size of the army that in-

vaded Kuwait on Aug. 2.

Defense Secretary Dick Cheney on Mon-

day said a continuing Iraqi buildup in-

dicated that President Saddam Hussein

has no intention of giving up Kuwait,

despite the optimism generated by release

of American and other hostages.

As a second planeload of Americans left

Iraq yeesterday bound for Frankfort, Ger-

many, and then the United States, the

White House said an evacuation flight

scheduled for tomorrow probably will be

the last to leave Iraq and will carry the re-

maining staff of the U.S. Embassy in

Kuwait.
"We would anticipate that once all

Americans who want out have been able

to get out that we would remove the entire

staff of the embassy," said White House

spokesperson Marlin Fitzwater.

Fitzwater said that for diplomatic and

political purposes, Bush would like to leave

the American flag flying above the em-

bassy to signify that it is an active U.S.

outpost.

"From a practical matter, we won't have

anyone there to raise the flag. So, that'll

just have to play itself out," Fitzwater said.

The evacuation of U.S. civilians coincid

ed with a further buildup of U.S. troops in

the area.

Pete Williams, a Pentagon spokesperson,

said American air, sea and ground forces

in the gulf area have risen by 10,000 since

last week, to 260,000. The latest arrivals

apparently are the lead elements of a huge

U.S. reinforcement that President Bush

ordered Nov. 8 to strengthen the U.S. of-

fensive capability.

CONTINUED ON PAGE 6

Alleged racist graffiti found in SW hall

By DAWN PIERCE
Collegian Staff

The week prior to the Thanksgiving

break, alleged racist graffiti was scrawled

on a chalkboard of the fifth floor studio

lounge in John F. Kennedy Tower in the

Southwest residential area, according to a

professor who teaches in the building.

Dorrance Hill, an artist and resident of

Kennedy Tower, who also teaches Afro Am
112k, African-American clay and plaster in

the fifth floor studio lounge reported the in-

cident to police.

According to Hill, his son Joshua had

drawn "Black power" on the chalkboard

during the week that his class was held.

Sometime over the following weekend his

Collegian photo by Jill Goldman

The chalkboard in Southwest's John F. Kennedy dorm is shown scrawl-

ed with alleged racist graffiti against Blacks.

son noticed "racist" graffiti was written

over it.

Vandals wrote over the word "black" on

the the chalk board and replaced it with the

word "nigger." They also changed the word

"power" to "lower."

Hill said that his son was very upset over

the incident.

Hill also said he reported the incident to

the residential director of Kennedy Tower

and area coordinator Julie McCrea.

"I don't know who did it, but I know it

was not from any of the people in my class.

I definitely know that," Hill said. "I live

as an artist in residence in Kennedy and

nothing like this has ever happened

before."

McCrea said she could not discuss the

details of the incident, although she did say

that as residential director, she will con-

tinue promoting educational programs on

diversity and racism.

She said incidents similar to this one hap-

pen all the time in the residence halls and

the only thing they can do to combat the

problem of racism is to continue to hold

educational programs.

"I don't think she tried to hide it," Hill

said. "I think she went through the proper

channels to report it as I did."

Hill said he believes McCrea did not want

the situation to be blown out of proportion

and that she dealt with the problem

effectively.

Hill said educational programs will help

make people aware of the problem.

McCrea said that she has not received

any feedback from student residents in

Kennedy because they are not aware of the

incident.

PR founder:
'Boost UM's
reputation*
By KENDRA PRATT
Collegian Staff

The 'Father of Public Relations,' Ed-

ward Bernays, said the University of

Massachusetts should create a alumni

commission to bolster the reputation of

the campus.
Bernays, now 99 years old, pioneered

the application of social science to the

field of public relations, a change which

revolutionized the field into a billion

dollar business.

Although the University is presently

doing little to promote itself, Bernays

said a commission could make the

University a national "living symbol of

what education can to build a

democratic society."

Citing Fiske's Guide to Colleges and

Universities high rating of the Univer-

sity, Bernays said promotion of the

University by a 'citizen's commission'

would take little effort since the Univer-

sity has maintained high standards in

both its programs and faculty.

Bernays said, during a press con-

ference yesterday, he found himself

"surrounded by intellectuals" and that

the number of scholars at UMass sur-

passes both Oxford and Harvard

Universities.

Two of Bernay's grandchildren

graduated from UMass, and in his opi-

nion, he said received a "better educa-

tion than anywhere else."

"It would be very easy to organize a

citizen's commission for UMass, made
CONTINUED ON PAGE 6
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zFor Your Information
Wednesday, December 5

S/,de Slow - "Socialism in Cuba Today by Maggie

Pood, a striker at Eastern Airlines, member ofIAM Local

1726 and member of the Young Socialist Alliance, at 7

om in CC 803. Sponsored by UMass CASA. Stop by

CASA's office in 423A Student Union for more

information.

Meeting - Senate Meeting sponsored by Senate Opera

tion 7 p.m. - 12 a.m. in CC 163C.

Senior Portraits - Sponsored by Index, from 9 a.m. - 6

p.m. $5 a sitting.
, A .

Seminar - "Polymer Adsorption at the Solution - Air

Interface," by Prof. S. Barton of UMass at 3:30 p.m. at

703 Graduate Research Tower.

Information Session - Any students wishing to apply

for exchange during the 1990-91 school year are highly

encouraged to attend an information session to obtain the

application form and relevant information about the pro-

gram from 4 - 5 p.m. at CC 917. The session will include

a brief film presentation, an introduction by the coor-

dinator and a question and answer period

Meeting - The UMass Skateboard Club will be meeting

at 7 p.m. immediately outside the Collegian and WMUA
offices in the lower level of the Campus Center.

The Giving Tree - Help support the Massachusetts

Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Children by spon-

soring an ornament, light, or make a decoration from 10

a.m. to 3 p.m. Monday thru Friday until December 16.

Sponsored by the Marketing Club.

Correction
The Collegian incorrectly quoted yesterday the

Everywoman's Center Resource/Referral Coordinator

Sandy Mandell. She said, "While criticism of Israe i

policy is not inherently anti-Semitic, anti-Semites will

not be allowed to hide behind the criticism of Israel

The Collegian incorrectly identified Guy Glodis. He

is a member of the Young Americans for Freedom.

Collegian elects 13 editors for spring
The Collegian staff yesterday elected 13 editors for the

spring semester.

Terry Starmer, who has served as the Collegian s pro-

duction manager since November 1989, was elected editor-

in-chief. Starmer, a senior Communications major has

worked for the newspaper for three years.

Jody Gabin, a junior English major and current Arts

and Living editor, was elected managing editor. Gabin has

worked for the Collegian for two and a half years.

Other election results:

• Jeremy Levinson, the acting Editorial editor, was

elected to retain the post;

• Gayle Long, associate news editor and former

Editorial editor, will serve as the news editor;

• Danielle Dowling, associate Arts and Living editor,

was elected Arts editor;

• Adrienne Matt, current co-sports editor, was

re-elected; , .

• K.A. Burke, associate photo editor and photo techni-

cian, was elected photo editor;

• Trystan Skeigh, associate news editor, was elected

the Gay Lesbian Bisexual issues editor;

• Sondra Sutton, a Black Affairs page writer and

former BMCP employee, was elected Black Affairs editor;

• Alex Nguyen, current Multicultural Affairs editor,

was re-elected; ,_. , ... ,,

• Pratip Dastidar retained his position as Third World

Affairs editor; „
, T

• Minu Sebastian was re-elected as Women s Issues

editor in charge of issues of concern to women of color;

• Rua Kelly, former MassPIRG member and

Everywoman's Center activist, was elected Women s

Issues editor. n„„«i
The staff also upheld the decisions made by its Board

of Editors and Executive Board which rejected a Jewish

Affairs editorship proposal. The appeal of the Executive

Board's rejection lost by a margin of 25-16 with three

abstentions.
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Scrambled Veggie

& a Blueberry Muffin

Mon-Sat 7am-10pm
Sunday Brunch 7ara-3

168 N. Pleasant, Amherst
-2291

Mon-Thurs

One Show 7:30

Fri-Sun

7:00 and 9:15
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New & Used Cars
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The Program?
The Actuarial Student Program.

The Company?
Sun Financial Group.

The Possibilities?

STAV

HOM
Bound "ids "<*" NY starting S»

London $412

Paris 480

San Jose.C.R 390

Bangkok 959

Hong Kong 879

Tokyo 759

Student Faculty Fare

Taxes not included Restric-

tions apply. Fares subject to

change. One ways available.

WorkVStudy abroad programs

International student and

teacher ID.

EURAIL PASSES ISSUED ON
THE SPOT!

Free student travel catalogue

40—80 % OFF
Publisher's Original

List Price On All

BOOKS

tecent Titles » Remainders

iargain Editions • Reprints

Several Calendars

and Date Books Too

VALLEY BOOKS

Downtown Amherst

Open weeknights 'til 7:30

Sat. 10-5 San. 12-5

Visa/MC/Check

Infinite That > the one word that

best describes the (.areer possibil-

ities at Sun Financial (Iroup Your

entr\ into the dynamic and re

warding Actuarial field is Sun

Financial Group's Actuarial Student

Program \Xell provide you with

generous studv time, salarv in-

centives and fee reimbursement

as well as on-the-job experience

that s second to none Match this

thoroughly supportive program

with the solid reputation of our

international financial services

company. . and there's no limit to

vnur achievement!

If you're a Math student (or

possess equivalent numbers-

orientation i and have successfully

completed one of the SUA

exams. |oin the company that's

infinite!) better than the rest

For more information, con-

tact Barbara McNicholas, Sun

Financial Group, Human
Resources Department, J Sun

Life Executive Park. Wellesley

Hills. MA 02181; 61"-2.r-60JO.

\n equal opportunity em-

ployer.

TONIGHT
AMC Movie Night
-FREE Passes-

and
FREE Pizza from Avantl

Sun
Financial
Group

Sun Life of Canada and affiliates

Pitchers $4.50
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EWC attempts to combat cuts, raise $40,000
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By AMY HENRY
Collegian Staff

An Everywoman's Center spokesperson announced

yesterday a fund-raising campaign to restore critical ser-

vices at the University of Massachusetts during a press

conference.

Carol Wallace, director of the center said that their top

priority is to reinstate funds to the Counseling Program

that was cut earlier this semester due to state mandated

budget cuts.

The center's budget has been cut by 26 percent or

$81,000 since July 1, 1990. Six direct service programs

were eliminated as a result of the recent cuts.

Wallace said she is optimistic that the center will raise

the necessary $20,000 by January to reinstate the

Counseling Program for next semester. Since November

$13,000 has been raised. The center needs $40,000 per

year will be needed to maintain the program.

Wallace said she hopes that "once we get the word out

people will begin to donate.

Jo-Anne Vanin, Dean of Students, a member of the

center's Advisory board, said that they are hoping to get

money that is designated 'unrestricted' from Telefund, an

organization that solicits funds from alumni.

Wallace said next semester money will be raised

through benefit concerts, dinners, auctions and possibly

bringing distinguished women alumnae to campus.

Stacey Roth, coordinator of the Educator Advocate Pro-

gram said, a long term project such as the songbook, a

collection of songs about women and childrens' safety and

healing that will be published by the fall will also raise

Wallace said: "The administration has said there would

be no more cuts to the center as long as there are no more

cuts to the University. They have $10 million more to ab-

sorb and we have been told that we'll not have to con-

tribute to that."

She added, "The administration has also shown their

commitment by not freezing a position that was vacated

by an office manager and allowing us to fill it with a direct

service person."

The new direct service person will help take some of the

burden off of the Resource and Referral program that has

had to do more work since the cuts to direct services.

The center provides services to UMass women, the other

four colleges in the Pioneer Valley and Hamp
shire/Franklin/ Hampden counties. They assist women

seeking information about a variety of issues and offer

many services.

Hillel House celebrates

first night of Chanukah
By PETER HERING
and MARC ELLIOTT
Collegian Staff

About 60 people at the University of

Massachusetts celebrated the beginning

of Chanukah last night at the Hillel

house with the lighting of a menorah

and a holiday gathering.

Before the menorah was lit, Rabbi

Saul Perlmutter, director of Hillel,

shared his thoughts on the holiday.

After "Mitch," a UMass student, lit

the menorah, participants sang the

"Blessing" and several other Hebrew

songs, danced, played dreidle, blackjack

and ate traditional holiday food.

Chanukah is the Jewish Feast of

Lights, an eight-day commemoration of

the re-dedication of the Temple by the

Maccabees after their victory over the

Syrians.

Historically, the story of Chanukah

relates how during the years 168-165

B.C., Judah Maccabee and his brothers

lead a revolt against Antiochus IV, King

of the Graeco-Syrians, Perlmutter said.

"King Antiochus was not allowing

Jews to live according to their tradi-

tions," Perlmutter said. "And so, there

was a battle lasting several years, un-

til finally King Antiochus was defeated

and his armies left the country."

The Jews went to re-dedicate the Ho-

ly Temple in Jerusalem, which King

Antiochus had profaned by filling with

foreign idols, explained Perlmutter.

The story that most people are

familiar with, begins after the Mac-

cabees recovered the Temple, according

to Rabbi Dennis C. Sasso.

In the Temple the Jews discovered on-

ly a little oil for the Temple Menorah.

There was only enough oil to provide

light for one day. But the oil yielded

light for eight days, until more of it

could be prepared, Sasso said.

"The miracle was not only that [the

oill lasted seven extra days, but that

they had the hope and the courage to

light it that first day, in the first place,

even though there was no guarantee

that it was going to last the whole rest

of the way," Perlmutter said.

The customs ofChanukah range from

eating foods cooked in oil, to playing

games of chance. Popular dishes include

latkes [potato pancakes], sufganiot [jel-

ly donuts,] and yehudit [cheese blintzes].

The most popular game is dreidle,

played with a four-sided top.

"We really have to light a light

against the darkness and we don't know

where it's going to go, but you have to

risk and you have to try and you have

to celebrate that hope," Perlmutter said.

Collegian photo by K.A. Burke

Students celebrate the beginning of Chanuka in front of the Hille*

House.

Two students take tumble
Compiled by PRESTON P. FORMAN
Collegian Staff

University Police reported Saturday that

two male students wrestling in a second

floor lobby of Cance Residence Hall, fell

against the window and went through it,

landing on the sidewalk near the front

door.

Police said alcohol was involved in the in-

cident. Both suffered injuries and were

treated at Cooley Dickinson Hospital.

The two students will be required to

make restitution, police said.

UM celebrates Kwanza
African holiday marked by food and dance

By PETER HERING
Collegian Staff

Although Kwanza does not officially

begin until Dec. 26, students at the Univer-

sity of Massachusetts at Amherst

celebrated the holiday with a day of tradi-

tional music, food and dance.

Students gathered at the New Africa

House on Dec. 9 to celebrated the holiday.

The event was sponsored by the Malcolm

X Center.

According to one student, the event was

a rousing success.

"There was a huge turnout for the event.

It was a really good time," said Ayo

Shesheni, a senior Afro-Americans studies

major.

According to Shesheni, the students

celebrated the holiday with music, song

and poetry, followed with a huge feast.

"The celebration reaffirms everybody's

commitment to the community," Shesheni

said. "The celebration serves various prin-

ciples, including that of sharing in the com-

munity."
Literally, Kwanza signifies the "first

fruits" of the harvest. Lasting seven days,

Kwanza celebrates the harvesting of the

first crops or the first fruits.

Between Dec. 26 and Jan. 1, people tradi-

tionally come together in song and dance,

and enjoy the blessing of living together.

This period is also serves to cleanse those

who commit themselves to work and study

for the World Liberation of the African

people.

There are four symbols of Kwanza. The

Mkeka is a straw mat on which these sym-

bolic items are placed. The mat signifies

tradition as the foundation on which all

else rests.

• Kinara is a candle-holder which holds

seven candles and represents the original

stalk from which we all originated.

• Mshumaa are the seven candles that

represent the Seven Principles [Nguzo

Saba] on which the first-born set up the

society in order that the people will be able

to live up to their greatest potential.

• Muhindi is the ear of the corn and

represents the offspring or produce [the

children] of the stalk [the father of the

house].

During Kwanza, fasting is done from sun

up to sundown. After sundown, only fruits,

vegetables and nuts are eaten. Fruits and

vegetables are for cleansing and the nuts

contain protein for growth and

development.
The feast, or Karamu, takes place on Dec.

31. It consists of seven main parts: food,

drink, music, dance, conversation, laughter

and ceremony. Each family in the com-

munity provides a part of the Karamu.
The feast usually takes place in the

largest house in the community. The food

is placed on a long, low table, where the

members of the community eat, sitting on

the floor. The food is traditional Afrikan

fare, and is eaten without European

utensils.

During the feast, the members of the

community dance, tell stories and listen to

music.

According to Shesheni, Kwanza is tradi-

tionally a family holiday, where gifts are

made instead of bought. It is believed that

thoughts and values are invalid if they do

not in some way benefit the community.

The gifts are given to the children on the

last day of Kwanza, Jan. 1. The presents

represent the labor of the parents and the

rewards of the seeds sown by the children.

According to Sesheni, the Kwanza
ceremony in the West began in 1968 in

California. It was recreated for use by the

African Community by Maulana Karenga.

"Kwanza is a compilation of many dif-

ferent traditions," said Sesheni. "An im-

portant aspect is the people's recommit-

ment to the community."

BOG asked to remove LBGA

• Police also reported that a clothes

dryer was thrown from the 14th floor win-

dow of John Quincy Adams sometime

Saturday night.

A large plate glass window was broken

during the incident. Police are in-

vestigating. The estimated value is $450.

• Police have received three citizen's

complaints charging excessive force was us-

ed in the Saturday night arrest of James

T. McHugh, Jr., 20, of Longmeadow, who

was charged with disorderly conduct.

A police spokesperson said the incident

is being investigated within the

department.

By ALEXANDER NGUYEN
Collegian Staff

Angry members of the University of

Massachusetts' Republican Club last night

requested the Board of Governors to

remove the Lesbian Bisexual Gay Alliance

student organization from its office space

as "punishment" for Monday's Queer Na-

tion protest in the

Republican/Minuteman/Young Americans

For Freedom office.

The Republican Club members alleged

that Queer Nation protesters "trashed"

their office defacing the office walls.

Queer Nation staged a "kiss-in" in the

office to protest the BOG's removal of the

LBGA's appointed seats last Thursday.

There was heated debate at the BOG's

emergency meeting, called by Chairperson

Sue Gordon, over the recent actions of the

gay rights activist group Queer Nation.

"The people, of Queer Nation are

militants against society and the LBGA
should be held accountable for their ac-

tions," said SGA Senator Jeff Turco. "The

BOG should remove them from their office

space based on the precedent-setting

removal of the Republican Club."

BOG Vice-chairperson Ed Corrigan ac-

cused Queer Nation of advocating violence

and slandering him, Gordon and Gov. Ted

Maravelias.

However, Corrigan stated that he did not

find the name Queer Nation threatening.

Corrigan made a plea for "the queers to

cut the crap." He said they are not in-

timidating anyone but are only jeopardiz-

ing the LBGA's standing as a Registered

Student Organization.

Corrigan said there are no legitimate

reasons why the LBGA should have special

appointed seats because they are covered

under the Third World Caucus. He said the

BOG's decision to remove the seats does not

mean that the BOG is in any way

homophobic.
Glen Caroline, president of the

Republican Club, challenged members of

Queer Nation to speak up so they could

have "mature" dialogue rather than

"cowardly hiding anonimously behind the

name Queer Nation."

For his address to the board, Gov.

Maravelias asked Corrigan,

"Are you gay?" to which Corrigan replied,

"No."
Maravelias, later in the meeting asked

SGA Sen. Danny Cohen, "Have you ever

CONTINUED ON PAGE 15
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A perfect time

for renewal and

new beginnings.

Renew your life goals, your career, or your

personal life. Over 200 fresh credit courses

and Adventures in Lifelong Learning work-

shops are being hatched at UMass this spring.

Register by mail, telephone, or in person

beginning December 26.

Classes start January 29.

For more information, contact the Division

of Continuing Education, Goodell Building,
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A Spring semester co-op
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EDITORIAL/OPINION
The meathead diplomats a»*L

»S«*l

Sitting in the dining commons the other

day, I happen to overhear three fellow

UMass students discussing the crisis in the

Persian Gulf. For anonymity's sake, I'll call

them Meat head No. 1, Meat head No. 2,

and Meat head No. 3. They started out like

this:

"You know we shud just drop a bomb on

those ers." Meat head No. 2, and No. 3,

nodded in agreement. "And afta we drop

da bombs we shud go in with Marines and

kick some ass." Once again meat head No.

2, and No. 3 agreed.

David Rivera

There was a briefpause when Meat head

No 1 took a time out to slug down some

soda, and scope a few girls, but lucky me,

he was soon right back at it.

"I'm sick and tired of these Arabs

pushing us around, it's time we show

everyone who's still number one. Meat

head No. 2 and No. 3 managed to get out

a grunt in agreement this time.

Meat head No. 1 then started to go over

his master plan to solve the crisis.

"First, nuke Iraq; second, nuke Iran, (1

guess for the sake ofjust doing it), "Third,

we keep military bases over there to make

sure our oil is OK; fourth, if Saudi Arabia

doesn't like it - we nuke era."

Brilliant! I thought to myself, the United

Nations, George Bush, James Baker and

all those guys couldn't find a rational solu-

tion, but Meat head No. 1 had it all under

control.

By this time I thought I should get in on

this, while the getting was good. I began

by asking Meat head Nos. 1, 2, and 3, how

long they thought a conventional war

against Iraq would last, assuming we don t

nuke em.
"Two weeks," said Meat head No. 6.

"Naw, that's too long," said Meat head

No 1 "We could kick their ass in about [he

paused to calculate] five days." Meat head

No. 2 quickly agreed.

I took their estimate of five days and 1

then asked how many men would we lose

in heat intense battle. Once again Meat

head No. 1 took the reins.

"A thousand at the most," he said.

With this reply, I told them what I had

read During the Vietnam war, while in in-

tense battle, we lost 200 men per-day

Meat head No. 1 smiled and said, Told

ya I know what I'm talking about."

I then went on to explain that if we were

to go to war against Iraq, even the most

conservative casualty numbers are at 200

lost per hour, not per day. There was a

pause and the rumbles of disagreement.

"Nah, you're full of it, our boys are the

best-trained soldiers in the world and they

would never go down like that," said Meat

head No. 1.
t

I then went on to tell them that the Ira-

qi army is one of the largest and best-

trained desert forces in the world, and con-

sidering they've just come out of a 10-year

war against Iran, they would probably be

a little more prepared than our forces-

It is estimated that we could lose 10,000

THE MIDDLE
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men in a desert war. Then I asked them if

this was an acceptable number.

"Nah, that's too many," said Meat head

No. 2.

"Yea, that's too many," agreed Meat

head No. 3.

Meat head No. 1 was quiet for a bit and

then agreed.

"That's too many."

Again he paused and looked at me with

a smile. „

"That's why we shud jus nuke em, ne

said, ending the debate.

If the situation here at home is this

hopeless, then I would hate to see what's

going on in Saudi Arabia. I believe we ye

been programmed to accept war as in-

evitable. We cannot let ourselves slip into

complacency. Let your feelings be known.

Write your local elected jackass (politician)

and let him/her know that you have

something to say about young Americans

dying in the desert. Old men make war.

young men fight, and die in war. Speak up

now before it is too late.

David Rivera is a UMass student
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We forget that women have a right to live a life free ot tear
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becoucerned

Today, women's biggest concern is not about some

strange man lurking behind a bush, jumping out and rap-

ing them as they attempt to pass. This is not to say that

the threat of rape has diminished; it is very much on the

rise. Women can no longer feel safe with men they know.

Women are being raped by their male friends by their

dates, by their fathers, by their brothers, by their male

professors and co-workers.

As a woman, I have been forced to to live a life of in-

escapable paranoia. I can no longer walk from class alone

without feeling terrified and threatened by the the

possibility of being raped. I can no longer look at a man

without seeing him as a potential rapist. I can no loic^r

hear a scream in the night and brush it off as being just

a joke." My fear of rape is real, my paranoia and distrust,

^One^ut of four college women will be the victim of an

attempted rape, and 84 percent of these women will know

their attacker. The statistics are real and the reason to

fear is growing. So, what can be done to make women feel

more safe9 The University instituted educational pro-

grams defining rape and ways to prevent and protect

against rape. The fear remained

The University offered classes in self-defense to help

prepare women for emergency situations and to increase

their chances of survival and escape. The fear remained.

The University offered a place for women to turn to tor

support and counseling around issues such as rape - the

Evervwoman's Center. Where is the University s support

for the Everywoman's Center now? The fear remains.

Jenn Brandel

The University offers an escort service to help transport

women safely from one part of the campus to another,

without walking alone and chancing a rape situation. Now

the University is hiring rapists to help make women feel

more safe?
. . j

Now the University is encouraging women to relax and

entrust their safety of someone who has been convicted

of assault in the past and is presently being accused of

rape? Does the University think that by transferring

Michael Rucks to building security, women will feel any

safer? How can the University still claim to be concerned

with the safety of women here on campus?

I am tired ofbeing afraid. I am tired of feeling threaten-

ed and controlled.
.

It is time for the administration to do more than simp-

ly admit that they made a mistake. It is time for the ad-

ministration to stop defending itself for contributing to

the forces working against women by justifying the hir-

ing of a man convicted of assault to be an Escort Service

officer and describing him as "one of our better performers

in the Escort Service."

In order for women to even begin to feel safe on this cam-

nus certain needs must be met. Women need the

Evervwoman's Center restored to full staff. Women need

a safe escort option, fully staffed by women only, not on-

ly offering safe transportation, but also training in selt-

defense and rape prevention.

Women aren't asking not to have to be afraid anymore,

women are demanding it. Aren't the statistics convinc-

ing enough? What else has to happen before women are

allowed to feel safe again? And what else can the ad-

ministration come up with for women to fear.'

Jenn Brandel is a UMass student
ams aeiining i»^ ~*» --j--~ «---

Michael Rucks to building security, women wn. «™» ~~j
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BOG move a step forward ^^-jj^-es- fc^fflttSEi;
I've been a student here at the Univer-

sity for three and a half years. I have

never before been involved in campus

politics for I felt that a small minority

of radical children controlled the majori-

ty of power.
.

I recently decided to put aside my per-

sonal opinions and try to make a dif-

ference. I'm currently a member of the

Board of Governors, which has been

featured in many Collegian headlines

over the past few weeks. Certain mo-

tions have recently been legally passed

have directly affected the small minori-

ty of students who seek to maintain

their dominance over campus politics.

Now that their power is being

challenged they have turned to using

force, subversive journalism and harass-

ment to persuade public opinion in then-

favor They automatically assume that

history will repeat and the administra-

tion, here at the University, will once

again go out of their way to meet all

demands, thus accomplishing their

c^oflls

Any opposition automatically labeled

Nazis, gay bashers or racists. The Col-

legian itself has added fuel to their fire

by publishing articles that illustrate

these very same accusations.

I just want the record to show that the

actions of the BOG are in no way a sim-

ple homophobic attack, contrary to opi-

nion. The actions taken by the Board are

simply an attempt to establish a Board

that represents the majority and not the

minority of student views. Unfortunate-

ly, the minority parties, here at the

University, fear the real voice of the

UMass coming out of the closet.

Michael Hurley

Board of Governors

It seems quite fitting that on this day of

a rally protesting Collegian journalistic

abuses that this paper should only serve to

highlight these abuses.

The printing of an editorial attributed to

the "Queer Nation" undoubtedly raises

questions about the responsibility and in-

tegrity of the Collegian.

First, the Collegian blatantly disregard-

ed journalistic ethics by printing an un-

signed editorial. The printing of a letter

written by the unambiguous "Queer Na-

tion" certainly violates the policy the Col-

legian has long held.

Secondly, and much more importantly,

the Collegian printed an editorial which

not only condones violence for political

ends, but fervently encourages it. The

"Queer Nation" calls for all homosexuals

to "bash back" and use whatever means,

including "by force," to realize its goals.

That the Collegian editor would show ex-

treme bias by printing an unsigned

editorial is bad enough. That the Collegian

would print an editorial which incites

violence is unforgivable. I can assure the

Collegian that its continued deplorable ac-

tions will only serve as a catalyst for more

student rallies and to further cement

negative student opinion regarding the

Collegian.

William Hewitt

Board of Governors
not only condones violence tor pouucai

# ,

BOG bigotry is only the beginning
... .. , rpi ^„,Qeainn nfmir voices is only the

Response to charges a real crisis

Let's hope that two of the points reported

in your front-page piece "Escort Officer

Removed" (Dec. 5) are mistakes. Can it be

true that a man charged with rape once

and currently charged with rape once again

will be allowed to work in "building securi-

ty" on this campus? And, how can the

discovery of the currently pending raPe

charges against the man in Springfield not

be considered a "crisis"? The security of-

ficer's victim(s) must certainly view this

violent behavior as a crisis, and so should

we.

Ellen McCracken
Comparative Literature

We are outraged at the thinly-veiled

heterosexist discrimination of the Board of

Governors.

For years, we have been dealt blows by

the conservative (read: homophobic) fac-

tions of student government. We have suf-

fered attacks in the form of "Straight

Pride" (read: anti-gay) rallies, sadistic and

harassing articles in the Minuteman, ban-

ners reading "Homosexuality is criminal,

and disruptions in LBG awareness events.

We are a Massachusetts public institu-

tion and our rights are protected under the

Gay Civil Rights law. Our rage is as large

as the list of offenses we have suffered and

we will stand for this no longer.

The suppression of our voices is only the

start. The conservative factions of student

government have an agenda that sup-

presses all who do not represent their opi-

nions If we continue along in this manner,

no one but a small privileged minority or

heterosexual, White, middle class

American men will be represented in of-

ficial student life.

Our supporters are many and our

presence is felt far and wide. They sign

along with us in support. Together we will

make a student government and campus

that are sympathetic to the majority needs.

This letter was signed by 25 supporters

of the LBGA
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up of responsible and highly intelligent individuals that

recognize that the future of democracy and of society

depends on education," he said.

The forces of "demagogery" in Germany under Adolf

Hitler, in Italy under Benito Mussolini, under Francisco

Franco in Spain, and in Nicaragua under Anastasio

Somoza were all the products of an under-educated

populace, he said.

Throughout his career, Bernays said he had not sacrific-

ed his appreciation for democracy for a big account. In

1933, Bernays turned down an offer from Hitler to pro-

mote'German concerns. He later also rejected similar of-

fers from Franco and Somoza.

His reputation in the field of public relations allowed

him to be choosy about his clients, he said. He has work-

ed for Presidents Eisenhower, Coolidge, Wilson and

Hoover as well as for Thomas Edison and Eleanor

Roosevelt.

Bernay's philosophy of promotion is to organize a media

event in order affect public opinion without direct contact

between the public relations practitioner and the press

to build images. .

"I never use the word image because I deal with

realities," he said. "Images have no substance or continui-

ty and are subject to change without notice

He criticized how some colleges lump public relations

in with communications departments because he said com-

munications are only a small part of his field.

"Action is more important than communication, he

said. "Words can lie but action can't he."

Bernays presently lives in Cambridge whe™ *e
°Jf
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advice to public relations firms at the price of $1,000 an

hour.
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The Story of Henry ^|
Miller, Anais Nin, and

Miller's wife June in

Paris in the early 30's ttwsw

AT THE CJATESOF SMITH TOLLEUE

It took Galileo 16 years to master the universe.

You have one night.
It seems unfair. The genius had all that time. While you have a few

short hours to learn your sun spots from your satellites before the

dreaded astronomy exam.

On the other hand, Vivarin gives you the definite advantage. It helps

keep you awake and mentally alert for hours. Safely and conveniently. So

even when the subject matters dull, your mind will stay razor sharp.

If Galileo had used Vivarin, maybe he could have mastered the solar

system faster too ^. .. ^y^^-
\<*m*nmd i>m»«'iHri.n|»«»ii»"'^i<**' '-• '»"""«»*» *~-m» .. . j- > • * ' '
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FOCUS
wine, new

By PRATIP DASTIDAR
Collegian Staff

As Jan. 15 approaches, the Persian Gulf will

brace itself for a devastating war. The current

^"^
. .01 tj- * ^LQ««,»,t in 1Q1R In The new jniardian of Western interests in the

Empire, the British and French signed the covert Sykes-Picot%»«*^™>£ ^Jf The United States, has consistently

accordance with this secret pact the British^^J^^^^f^Z assureo the industrial complexes of the North

and Iraq and governed through an arrangement ca led a Mandate. 1 he r rencn am
jjjj s ^ under

likewise in Syria and Lebanon. The British controlled Ibn-Saud and ^£ Arataa ha ^ ^ the Houge rf Saud .

Boundary lines for these Mandatory nations^^^^^^S^^- ^"s covert understanding was made explicit
brace itself for a devastating war. The current Boundary lines mr«~£^^-JJne segments of the borders of Syria, Jor-

negotiations are still characterized by a vast onial advisor.The st aightJ*"*^^ to the artificial nature of these

impasse between the positions of the United

States and Iraq, and only time will reveal

whether bold diplomacy can break the

deadlock.

Most observers agree that the fundamental

contradictions of state and society in the

predominantly Arab Middle East will inten-

sify after the crisis in Kuwait is resolved,

whether it be through covert negotiation or

overwhelming force. It is therefore ap-

propriate that an admittedly cursory analysis

of these contradictions must be attempted on

this "Focus" page.

After the death of the prophet Muhammad
in 632 A.D, the unifying force of Islam spread

through the Middle East, and the Ummayid

Caliphate ruled the region from Damascus.

The seat of power in the Middle East shifted

to Baghdad with the emergence ofthe Abbasid

caliphate by 750 A.D.

The Abbasid period saw tremendous strides

in culture and trade and the implicit realiza-

tion of an Ara6 nation spanning the Middle

East from Morroco to Iraq. The Abbasid em-

pire was weakened by the Sunni-Shia divide

in Islam and soon splintered as Persians and

Turks wrested control from Baghdad. By

945 A.D, the Middle East broke into small

principalities. The Crusaders swept into

Palestine and Syria between 1097 A.D. and

1144 A.D., to be evicted by the Kurdish war-

rior Saladin.

The power vacuum in the region was rapid-

ly filled by the Ottoman Turks, a Muslim com-

munity that ruled the Middle East from the

sixteenth century until later dismemberment

by European powers at the end of the First

'World' War.
Prior to the collapse of the Ottomans, a ma-

jor force arose in the region of interest. This

was Arab nationalism, an inevitable response

to the imperialism of the Ottoman rulers. The

Ottoman Decentralization Party flourished in

Cairo, Al Jamiyah Al Arabiyah Al-Fatat

(Young Arab Society) drew converts to Beirut,

and secret societies like Al Ahd (the Covenant)

were composed almost exclusively of Iraqi ar-

my officers serving under the Turks.

Another force soon emerged as a major op-

ponent of the nationalists. This was European

Colonialism. The British were drawn to the

region first by the need to preserve com-

munication with the Raj in India and fend off

the Russian threat, then by the lure of oil. The

French wanted a presence in the region.

In their eagerness to carve up the Ottoman

onial advisors. The straight lines that^^ t^ «*S^ oy Jimmy Carter who expostulated in the

dan, Saudi Arabia, Kuwait and Iraq bear testimony to the artificial nature ot these by^^^^^ gjr^^^ wQuld

borders. . . __._ aQ tVwi ™lnnial Dowers militarily intervene to safeguard access to

By this time, a third major force entered the region^ Even a she^mal gowera mu J extemal threat .^ doc .

assured Arab nationalists of independence if theyW^S^tS movement trine was affirmed by Ronald Reagan. George

war, they responded favorably to the claims of the Zion
sJ
movement The movemen £^.^^.^ who

was promised a national home in Palestine by the™{o™Jtelu*to^VM^ y ^^ ^.^
new aettlera inevitably displaced Palestinian^-T^^^^^^^Se. Havfng briefly noted the phenomena of Arab

and grew to symbolize the consequences of colonialism in^m^f^j^^, nationalism, European colonialism, the Palesti-

Concomitant with these developments, the «d«rtrial engineJ^J^^MW- ^Question and Oil, the stage is set to ex-

tions were exponentially increasing their dema"d
r

S/°^ amine the Gulf crisis as a study in the interac-

dle East. The Anglo-American oil conglomerate came to ^^**™£
h^arti . tlon Gf these forces (and their side effects such

r~StrldCS^^ "C:::- context. „ *.«- agent of

£^ladtv of the^^S ton rffttrotenm Exporting Countries. The Saudi regime Arab
q
nationaUsm , engaged in a struggle to

Ih^n^Ued bvX toSndenta of the pro^ritish Ibn Saud, who later courted break the deadlock of Northern control over
is tightly controlled by the aescenaen f

wealth. The Palestinian Question is the
President Roosevelt in 1943.

^^ ^icaTtest of any such bid to unify the Arab

KEBANO^rsvniA^^^^ \ tt^(^ ff S^ nation and this is reflected in the Iraqi call for

rtjr™*2^(\^^-^—vi V^T^^v^ l!S<.i ~-\ an international conference on Palestinian

^eCL^^C (tMsV T" ,—-* self-determination.

Ba'athist Syria, under Hafez al-Asad, is a

regional power at odds with Iraq due to an

ideological split and competing aspirations for

regional hegemony. The alliance with the con-

servative Gulf coalition is unnatural (from this

perspective), and designed for temporary

economic benefit, domination over neighboring

Lebanon, and promotion of the destruction of

Iraq.

Turkey continues to bid for incorporation

with the emerging European nation, and sees

political gains, as well as a presumable sha.e

in the oil-rich Northern Iraq in event of war.

Jordan is naturally linked to Iraq and may

be decimated in event of conflict. The Israeli

State is a major source of anxiety to the monar

chy of Jordan, as is the situation in the West

Bank and Gaza. Lebanon, the other small state

in the region is already de-facto partitioned in-

to Syrian and Israeli spheres of influence.

And, finally, Iran. The third potential

regional power has benefited from the crisis,

rebuilt diplomatic relations and obtained m-

frastructural aid. But it continues to resent the

huge Western military presence in the Gulf.

This rapid review of the events behind the

crisis should remind the reader of the depth of

resentment and the transitional nature of cur-

rent alliances. War after Jan. 15 will be only

another bloody milestone in the efforts of the

Arab people to regain control over their land

and all that lies on and below it.

Map adapted from Central Intelligence Agency Document 504371 1-80
'

7n their eagerness to carve up the Ottoman Map adapted from^«P-"«—*
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A different view of Kuwait for Arab masses
-T* U111CI C1JX V ±^ YY V#A »**T7 •* !L»-^ — have a Kuwaiti-born and those lured to come to

By HUSSEIN IBISH

Collegian Correspondant

The current military build-up in the Per-

sian Gulf, which is occupying the minds of

much of the society in the United States,

is centered on the future of the State of

Kuwait. But, until the invasion of this

country by Iraq on Aug. 2, it is safe to

assume that many people here had very lit-

tle knowledge of this small Gulf

sheikhdom, for which thousands of

Americans may soon die.

In 1922 the modern State ofKuwait was

created out of a part of the province of

Basra by the British empire. The rest of

Basra was joined with the province of

Baghdad to form modern Iraq. This boun-

dary drawing was performed by the British

High Commissioner in Iraq during the

Uqair Conference. "Sir Percy took a red

pencil and very carefully drew in on a map

of Arabia a boundary line . .
." [Kuwait] It

is to be noted that Sir Percy's line

deliberately left Iraq without adequate ac-

cess to the Persian Gulf. Britain ruled

Kuwait directly from this point on until in-

dependence in 1961.

As the British left Kuwait, the ruling

family, the Al-Sabah clan, began to craft

the socio-political structure of the new

state. The resulting society has been

described by the noted Arab journalist

Tamman Al-Barazi [of Al-Wattan Al-Arabi]

as the "Sabah apartheid regime." The

main distinction upon which legal

discrimination in Kuwait is based is bet-

ween Kuwaiti citizens and non-Kuwaitis.

A 1959 law grants citizenship status only

to those people and their descendants who

were living in Kuwait in 1920 and main-

tained residence there until 1959. It is on

the basis of this distinction that Kuwait

became, in the minds of many Arabs, the

principle embodiment of the disparity of

the "haves versus the have nots" in the

Arab world.

Due to the extraordinary narrowness of

this definition of citizenship, at least 65

percent of the population of Kuwait are

non-Kuwaitis, and of this figure at least 35

percent have been born in Kuwait.

Naturalization is restricted to 50 persons

per annum and is solely at the discretion

of the minister of the interior. Arab ap-

plicants for citizenship must wait 10 years

before consideration, and non-Arabs a fur-

ther five years after that. Naturalized

citizenship is legally defined as "second

class citizenship," which does not allow the

holding of high political office or even the

right to vote in elections before 20 years as

a citizen. Naturalized citizenship can be

revoked at a moment's notice at the discre-

tion of the minister of the interior and the

former citizen deported summarily. Fur-

ther, such citizenship does not apply to cur-

rent children or future off-spring.

The non-Kuwaiti population of Kuwait,

two thirds of the population and 80 percent

of the work force, has no legal rights what-

soever. They cannot own property. They

may not unionize. Only Kuwaiti citizens

may now enter the civil service (which was

59.8 percent non-Kuwaitis in 1976). The

notorious "System of Guarantees" provides

that every non-Kuwaiti must have a

Kuwaiti "sponsor" who is responsible for

their legal and financial affairs. Non-

Kuwaitis are denied access public welfare

and education. Similarly, the many

revenue distribution plans were restricted

to Kuwaiti citizens. All non-Kuwaitis work

on a contractual basis which is subject to

two months' notice. All unemployed non-

Kuwaitis are deported at once. Non-

Kuwaitis can be, and were, deported

whenever the government felt this to be in

the interest of the citizens. The last elec-

tion was restricted to "natural-bom literate

Kuwaiti males," or 3.5 percent of the

population.

Non-Kuwaitis are consistently passed

over by less qualified or unqualified

Kuwaiti citizens, and are subject to many

other forms of workplace discrimination.

The wages and salaries of non-Kuwaitis are

miniscule compared with those of the

Kuwaiti citizens. The average salary of

Kuwaiti civil servants was 35 percent

higher than their non-Kuwaiti counter-

parts and laborers enjoyed a 158 percent

advantage. Most non-Kuwaitis, no matter

how high ranking or important they were

to the economy and society of Kuwait, were

unable to obtain a driver's license.

The fact is that Kuwait needed these

"foreigners," not only as a source of cheap

manual labor but also as managers and

professionals, because the Kuwaiti

citizenry does not possess the skills to run

their own state. For example, the profes-

sional and technical labor force is 76.6 per-

cent non-Kuwaiti. The non-Kuwaitis, hoth

Kuwaiti-born and those lured to come to

Kuwait by the prospect of work, are better

educated than the Kuwaitis.

The need for such disparity is quite ob-

vious, the wealth of Kuwait was in this

way preserved for a privileged few, defin-

ed as "citizens of the State of Kuwait."

These people enjoyed a per capita GNP that

is the fourth highest in the world. Kuwait's

proven recoverable reserves of petroleum

are at least 94,500 million barrels, or 10.3

percent of the world reserves.

On a number of occasions when "have

nots" attempted to control their resources,

Kuwaiti oil has been used by Western in-

terests to undermine the attempts at

economic nationalism. In cases such as the

Iranian effort to control its oil in 1953 and

more recent Iraqi moves, Kuwaiti oil was

used as a substitute.

It is one of the most constant criticisms

of Kuwait by the "have nots" of the Arab

world that they have tended to invest most

of their revenue in places such as Britain

and the United States, rather than the

Arab World. They go on to point out that

this money never leaves these countries,

and that on a national basis, therefore, the

oil is more taken than purchased.

The nature of the relationship between

Kuwait and the rest of the Arab World is

defined by these issues. Questions of

discrimination, submission to foreign

powers, and ill-use of revenue dominate the

minds of many. Many in the North have

been puzzled by the reaction of the "Arab

masses" to recent events. But perception

of reality is shaped by often ignored factors.

i



allied money requested

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

By late January about 480,000 U.S. Army, Navy Air

Force and Marine Corps personnel are expected to be in

the area - the largest U.S. expeditionary force since the

V
WilhTms also announced that the ground sea and air

forces dispatched to the gulf area from Britain France

and 24 other allied nations now total more than 220,00^

He said he could not disclose how many forces were sent

^hVrSon to expand Operation Desert^Shield

deployments beyond the 240,000 originally planned in

Auwst threw a monkey wrench into the Pentagon s ef-

forTto estimate future costs. And it added urgency to

determining how much ore money and materials allied

nations may be willing to contribute^

Williams said allies have offered $6.5 billion in

assistance through Dec. 31.

"We will probably seek additional support from other

nations to continue their share of the responsibility for

Desert Shield," Williams said, adding that the Pentagon

has not yet determined how much the operation will cost

next year.

SEASONS fiPFFTTNGS-SEASON'S GREETINGS^
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Amherst. Kasthampton, 1 lolvoke and Northampton ( Aistomcrs
|

Your neighbors aren t

number one anymore, but

550 and 976 still are.

In a recent 1*11 insert ami newspaper ;ul «C told you von cluin t have

todM I + tlKn 1 ..nlK-rt<.rea(luertainneiRhl)onnKexdunKes.
We

jfWiWRCtk included rwn exchanges under I Jolyokc.

|HcseeNchnnKCS-.S.S0aful97o-C()nncct callers to gmupennvcr-

s.u,on and nifor.nat.on |>r.*ram services. Tltcvomonlv Ixr reaclK-d In

dialing I + the seven digit telephone nu.nl>er. And Ik- aw;.re that

cliatRcs.ippIv in most cases tocalls to tk-se exchanges.

We regret anv inconvenience this ma\ h.ivc caused.

New EnglandTelephone

ATTTENTION: UMASS EMPLOYEES

^m OPTION A, B, OR C?

VAUC WHICH STATE RETIREMENT OPTION IS BEST FOR YOU?

On Wednesdays. January !6 and January«*^«£££m£
r,™, 90 HamDton Avenue, Northampton, VALIC will present two wur^si f

de^ed
"

pro^de you w*h sufficient information to make a more mformed

decision on the retirement option question.

VAT TP The Variable Annuity Life Insurance Company, is an A+ rated (by AM.

to employees of educational institutions.

The workshop will give each attendant a better understanding of how best to

plan for their retirement.

Each workshop will be limited to twenty participants, on a first call reserva-

fion b^s CaTl 584-7764 as soon as possible to be assured attendance.

Refreshments will be served.

$2 off
per hour

Mac Rental

$2 off per hour on self-service Macintosh* computer

time rental. One coupon per customer. Not valid with

any other offer. Expires 12/31/90.

ope
2

n
5

2

3-254r* kinko's
220 North Pleasant Street ^ ^y center
(across from Carriage Shops) 1 /

Closed Saturday midnight until Sunday noon.

FREE MOVIE FREE MC

ALD Presents:

"Bill and Ted's

Excellent Adventure"

When: Sunday, Dec 16

Time: 5, 7 and 9 p.m.

Where: S.U.B.

PIZZA HUT
NOW DELIVERS ON CAMPUS!

FAST, HOT AND FREE!

We Now Deliver To , 253-3443
University of Massachusetts 318 College Street

and Amherst College AMHERST

1-2-3-4 PIZZAS!

Get 1, 2, 3 or 4 Medium Cheese Pizzas lor lust

$400 Each

When You Buy One Medium Cheese Pizza lor Just

loppingsW each cows all pizzas.

GrooSn Dtliien, Dint In of Carrfoit.

0Her expires January 9 1991

««»mtamm «tawtm o»mm» »"» •• *• * »•***«*w
'IWOriiuWta Ut<ri*i«

SAVE $300
!

$649

Any large Pizza

$200
Oil Any Medium Pizza

Valid On ltaul« Mem Pikes Only Good m Minti. Dint In

wtirnHt. Oflei eipites larmrf 9. 1991

llUPuiitt.h I JKu4 ***** «to « NU«. .hsy*

FREE SODA!

FREE
Miter oi Pepsi-Cola

With any Medium Pairs' Purchase At Regular Menu Price

Good on Delivery only.

Oiler expires January 9, 1991.

Rwtmamm rim «*«n 0*mmW Nt|W ** * N*iM* f«'< **

i«pMtai>iaiwtiiPwiC« kW».«
'imtiniUlc \Wii*n*m*B'** i M..U.

YOU TOP 'EM!

One large Cheese Pizza lor

• T»

Get a Second lor Just

$500
More

[drums [rh. Sm4 m De*»«q. Ptoe h « C^irrtrt

Oftaeipt-esJiwriimi

ttwi*>*** mttm*km*m+ U*ae*m»»
IMtaM h< Iffa* I MA
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ARTS&LIVING
'Messiah': An excellent evening oftheater
X

the Messiah begins to reach their town. The fruit mer- overlooking Galipoli to wait for the Messiah The dif-
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. . . . /.__**:_.. „ ni au in a vast nrimordial desert are

By THOMAS SCULLY
Collegian Correspondent

The Messiah is coming! The Messiah is coming! So we

all hope, maybe? I don't know. Messiah by Martin Sher-

man is a remarkable modern play that knows where it s

going and knows how to have a droll sense of humor, even

while it says the unspeakable about God and such

Messiah is the true 17th century story of a self-proclaimed

Messiah with feminist tendencies, Sabbetai Zevi, retold

from the perspective of an ugly and forward-thinking

young woman with blotches and buck teeth whose village

fiears about his coming, and ultimately travels to Turkey

to rally behind him.

The first act is set in a small Polish village, lately ravag-

ed by the Cossacks in a massacre which echoes the Nazi

holocaust, leaving society dysfunctional and in need of a

savior. The hero, Rachel, deftly played for her com-

monsense humor by Marissa Matrone, decides to marry

a verbose, fat, smelly, old fruit merchant just as news of

the Messiah begins to reach their town. The fruit mer-

chant, Reb Elis, played by David Pasto with frantic pro-

vincialism, is an interesting character, wracked by guilt

for surviving the Cossack holocaust and only able to en-

joy the simple "fruit" of life, however his lip-and-stick

beard depreciates him to the level of a puppet. The actors

tend to slip into that whiny Brooklyn accent so usually

assigned to Jews on stage and screen, and it tends to com-

icalize them as vaudeville figures and trivialize their

plight. It makes the scenes move quickly though, as

Rachel moves through marriage and steps out to chat with

God between segments.

REVIEW

a verbose, fat, smelly, old fruit mercnantjusi as ™»» «. —~ '

A magical medieval feast
mm \t:_Li A ^-;-m moo auforHprl ti

The second act is far more fantastical and serious as

the hero Rachel, her catatonic mother traumatized by the

Cossacks, and her pious young nephew by marriage (about

whom she has "impure thoughts") move to a desert hill

overlooking Galipoli to wait for the Messiah The dif-

ficulties of setting a play in a vast primordial desert are

tremendous (as Shakespeare alluded to in the prologue

of Henry V), but with a bit of well-draped doth, noctur-

nal lights, and grotesque carnival figures out of a Turkish

nightmare, the stage is more or less transformed into a

cockpit of magic. In acting I do not think Tony Maestrone

as Asher was the best - perhaps because he was too pious

- but in any case their love scenes suffered somewhat.

The character of the mother Rebecca was a so exceeding-

ly difficult to pull off convincingly for a college student.

However the overall effect was totally engaging and enter-

taining, even during existential discourses with God

which is what most of the play amounts to. The second

act particularly, is reminiscent of Watingfor Godor, but

while mythic visitations are sometimes difficult to grasp

on the wide plane, a mysterious intimacy somehow per-

vaded the angst and we are buoyed along by cohesive

dramatic structure - in short, an excellent evening at the

theater.

By LISA CURTIS
Collegian Staff

On Dec. 7, hundreds of people were

transported back to the time of knights in

glinting chainmail, nimble jesters and true

feasts. The vehicle for their time travel was

the 20th annual Madrigal Dinner spon-

sored by the University of Massachusetts

Campus Center Food Services and the

University Madrigal Singers.

The dinner is an actual recreation of a

yuletide banquet from the time of

Elizabeth I. The definition of what

"madrigal" means was explained in the

program as, "A part song, constructed in

such a way as to make its performance en-

joyable to both singer/player and listener."

And, at any social gathering of the

renaissance, this type of music would have

had great import: every guest would have

been expected to carry out his or her part

with demonstrable enthusiasm. This larger

connotation of "madrigal" included enter-

tainment to delight all the senses: the food

was presented with flourish; there was

place for the most "artificial" music and

for that in which all guests participated;

jesters, dancers and mimes made their

respective diversions; and there was time

to renew and refresh friendships in conver-

sation." ..„

The dinner was held in the "Great Hall,

the Campus Center Auditorium, which was

adorned with garlands, banners and

heraldic shields. Along the back wall a

table was festooned with such delicacies as

a boars head, a swan of baked bread and

a seven-tiered cake. Some of the creations

were used in "The March of the Com-

estibles" later in the series of events.

Long tables ran through the auditorium.

Cloaked in festive red and green linens and

laden with cheeses, cookies and wreathed

candles, these lengthy tables helped to

create a cozy atmosphere which enabled

the guests to introduce themselves to other

guests.
,

.

An average of five people per table were

dressed in 16th century garb in honor of

Masquers Night. A prize was awarded to

the best costumes at the end of the evening.

The instrumentalists who performed at

the beginning of the dinner are members

of the Five College Early Music Collegium

which is directed by Robert Eisenstein. The

Herald Trumpeters are from the Depart-

ment of Music and the studio of Professor

Walter Chesnut.

The diners were treated to a musical

feast in addition to the delicious meal serv-

ed. The guests were serenaded by the

University Madrigal Singers in

Elizabethan costumes under the direction

of E. Wayne Abercrombie from the Depart-

ment of Music and Dance. The music con-

sisted of 15th, 16th and 17th century

Madrigals, Chansons and Carols.

The singers entered the Great Hall in a

smooth processional. They took their places

at the Head table on the stage where they

tossed clever quips back and forth in addi-

tion to their masterful singing.

"If one did sing and was boisterous, then

he would be indecorus," (in-de-chorus) jok-

ed one of the singers.

A mesmerizing performance was given

by Travis Bear, the Jester. From his cock-

ed hat to his pointy shoes, he exuded a

mastery of his art. He was accompanied by

more of the music appropriate to the time

period. When one of the torches happened

to tumble to the floor and the audience

cheered him on, the merry elf admonished

his viewers not to reinforce his incorrect

behavior.

The dinner consisted of a delicious prime

rib with oven baked potatoes and butter-

nut squash. For dessert there was

Yorkshire pudding and flaming plum pud-

ding with hard sauce. To wrap up this

Christmas feast, mulled wine was

distributed, and the guests were encourag-

ed to gather around the Wassail Bowl and

sing carols.

The magical medieval evening closed

with a candle lit recessional by the singers

to the words of Silent Night by Franz

Grueber

„_.___ AP photo

hpv WHERE ARE ALL THE WACKY BARGAIN HUNTERS? -

The^'were very few shoppers at the Ltacolnwood MaU m Lm-

StaSooAHUtat week. Some blame the eeonomy. some blame the

Suation to

\

h; Middle East, but maybe the usual zany bunch o hob-

day shoppers just ean't deal with the malls tms year.

dressed in lbth century garo m "w»^ «*

TVioco ctnrlpnt dancers have got what it takes
1 tieSe StUaeiW U«UltW » "«

feefbecame . U« after a .Ufa and all that

'ItHH.IiW ill *<*!**•*» ' M*n».»w

By MELISA CANLI
Collegian Staff

Nervous faces, anxious choreographers, a panel getting

ready to make the decision . . .that was the state of room

204 in Totman last week. I was invited to preview the stu-

dent dance concert that will take place next semester-bet-

ween Feb. 28 and March 2 in Bowker Auditorium. This

spring concert is a culmination of the work ofjunior and

senior dance majors who must choreograph a dance as a

graduation requirement. The auditions for dancers, the

costumes, the lighting; they all depend on the student in

Ch
Thfpreview consisted of 12 pieces: a combination ofjazz,

modern and ballet dance. The panel's job was to select.the

pieces that would be performed in Bowker and those that

would be performed in Hampden Theater the former be-

ing the more prestigious location due to the size of the

auditorium. The variety and talent I witnessed in this

small room was overwhelming. Dancers not only

Toreogrrphed their own work but also performed in each

otherSes. I cannot describe every single dance; yet

I would Hke to mentieneome of the most interesting and

8t

"Acapelfa" was a tap dance with three dancers dan.

ing onljrto the sound of the sharp metallic parts of their

shoes They alternated the speed of their footwork so well

that their feet became a blur after a while and all that

could be heard was the beat of the clattering.

"Genesis" was the combination of the double major ot

zoology and dance where the dancers bonded like the

atoms of a molecule and whizzed around the room like

a chemical reaction gone amok. "No one was perform-

ed to the haunting tune of Yaz that quickened in tempo

and the dancers supported each other through what seem-

ed to be a struggle to find an identity in life. Sound and

Vision" was the type of dance one would wish to be able

to display on a dance floor in a club. The dancers proved

their aerobic capacity with jogs and jumps to various

David Bowie songs. „
In an untitled piece, the dancers used the wall as a

security blanket and integrated it into their movements.

The piece called "Sextet" was a group of all seniors dress-

ed in black who told the story of an individual leaving

the family nest as they rolled their heads through each

other's hands and out ofthe nest, they became strong and

'"AfteTtwo hours of this artistic feast and being so near

in proximity to these dancers I have admired since I first

saw most of them on stage two years ago, I feel honored

to be able to write about them from more personal view-

point. Some of the pieces were unfinished, some needed

more work and to tell you the truth, I do not know which

CONTINUED ON PAGE 11

>pyCat Print
RESUME SPECIAL
50 Copies. SO Matchinq envelopes.

50 Sheets of Matching resume paper
ny

<ft11 99
Qtfer eXP^eS \3 | I ^J ^J wuh coupon

A/3A
228 Triangle St, Amherst

(41!to 549-3840
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I Now Renting: |
5 §

| Bright, Spacious, 2 Bedroom |

1 Apartment-Fully Equipped Kitchen |
(Carpeted, Storage and Laundry |

Facilities

B LANTERN COURT 1

Rte 116 Sunderland 253-2515

1
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CASH

ylur BOOKS!
BUYING USED TEXTS AND PAPERBACKS

ALBION USED BOOKS
30 MAIN ST., AMHERST

Mon 9:30-6; Tues-Sat 9:30-9 p.m.; Sun 12-5

1

*iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iimiiinniimiuiiiiniiiiHiiiimiiiHiiiHi
miiimiraumiiiiiuHitraiiimiiiimiii|

W M U A 91-1 FM
j

(home of the cow)

HOLIDAY SALE
\

holiday sale I

holiday sale

i LIDJ
holiDAY Sale

| Today ! ! ! !

!

1 buy gifts right on campus!

! S.U.B.
1 Dec. 10, 11, 12 9-4
=f?lllllllltlllllllltltlllllllllltllllllllllllliiiilltl*tilll>itl<tltl1lltlllllltllllllllllIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIilll>IIIIMIIIMIIJIMI

ALPHA LAMBDA DELTA
FELLOWSHIPS FOR
GRADUATE STUDY
DURING 1990-1991

The National Council of Alpha Lambda Delta announces

that fourteen fellowships for graduate study will be awarded

for use during the 1990-1991 academic year. The amount of

each fellowship is $3,000. Applicants will be judged on

academic record, recommendations submitted, the soundness

of the proposed project and its purpose, and financial need.

Any member of Alpha Lambda Delta graduating with a

cumulative average of at least a 3.50 is elligible to apply. Any

members of ALD who has completed at least the first semseter

of the senior year is elligible to apply.

For additional information and an application, contact

Cynthia George, Dean of Students Office 227 Whitmore.

Deadline is January 15, 1991

II

OFF-CAMPUS
RESIDENTS

Tired of the Hassles?

Are you bored with the off-campus ex-

perience? Are you stuck with bad room-
mates or tired of always being the one who
cleans the bathroom? Are you worried
about your future living arrangements?
Think about returning to the convenience
and spirit of living on-campus. NOW IS THE
TIME TO APPLY. Applications for

residence hall rooms are available in the

Housing Assignment Office, 235 Whitmore,
and space will be guaranteed to all whose
applications are received January 4, 1991.

Questions? Call the Housing Assignment

Office at (413) 545-2100, Monday through Fri-

day, 8:30 am to 5:00 pm. Thank you!

Misery's' not too miserable

Photo courteay 10th Century Fox

OPENING THIS FRIDAY - Winona Ryder stars in Edward

Scissorhands, a new film directed by Tim Burton {Batman, Beetlejuice).

Ryder's real-life lust, Johnny Depp, stars in the title role, as a man

with unique appendages. ^^^^^^

By GEORGE LENTZ
Collegian Staff

Imagine hating your job and hating the

fact that you're so good at it that you can't

afford to quit. Imagine having nightmares

about that job and living with the fear that

someday those nightmares may come true.

For novelist Paul Sheldon (James Caan),

such an imagination has crossed the boun-

dary to reality.

SCREENING ROOM

Rob Reiner's Misery does a fairly good

job of stretching this initial premise into

a two-hour movie about a hack romance

novelist who becomes the prisoner of a

deranged fan. Reiner and screenwriter

William Golding are good at adapting

King's prose to the screen and building the

story (which drags on mercilessly in the

novel) into a credible thriller. However, a

problem rises in the question of what this

filmed adaptation adds to the original

source. The answer is: not much.

King, who once proclaimed that his books

are "the literary equivalent of a Big Mac

and large fries," hasn't written a novel of

substantial reading since his 'Salem's Lot

hit the stores well over 15 years ago. King's

prosaic images are vivid enough to con-

stitute great filmic compositions; but the

dance preview

weakness of his novels lies in the strain of

his premises. Perhaps this explains why

King's short stories and essays are of more

interest than his overwrought novels. King

isn't the modern master of horror so much

as he is the modern master of the fast jolt

— images and apparitions that flicker on

the page for brief seconds to keep the

reader guessing. We read King not because

he's a great storyteller or great writer, but

because he's a cheap thrill. You don't have

to think when you read King because his

novels aren't about literature, they're

about aesthetic images.

The reason why most of his novels don't

cross over well to the screen can be traced

to this very reason: there's no substance -

nothing for the filmmakers to work with

to create anything of cinematic worth out-

side of a few strong images. Only Stanley

Kubrick managed to deviate from King's

original ideas with any margin of success

with The Shining. The downside to that

argument, however, is that Kubrick is con-

sidered by many to be a far better techni

cian than storyteller, much like King re-

mains in his respective medium.

With that track record, Reiner seems in-

tent on sticking with the original work and

sacrificing the benefits of the medium in

which he is working. As a result, Misery

bounds across the screen with enough

dramatic energy (Kathy Bates keeps ten-

sions high as the dangerously unstable fan)

to keep it entertaining but not enough

cinematic ingenuity to keep it interesting.

CONIINUED FROM PAGE 9

pieces were selected to be performed where;

but I do know that the talent and dedica-

tion in that room was obvious to any

stranger. I admire each and every student

dancer who spends hours tolling away at

rehearsals to contribute to the 60 minutes

of dance at a concert and who make every

move seem so effortless. In my opinion,

every piece deserves to be seen by an au-

dience. My hope is that they will appreciate

the blood, sweat and tears it takes a dancer

to get there.

DIV I SI OS

r^ i t\f\ I University of
°Verl0

f

° I Massachusetts
Courses! | at Amherst

Winter
Session

Almost half

meet gen. ed.

requirements.

Mail Registration—November 10-December 12

All mail registrations must be sent via U.S. mail

and be postmarked no earlier than November 10.

(Do not use campus mail.)

Walk-in Registration-

November 26-January 7

Room 615 Goodell Building

Registrations are processed in the order in which

they are received, so register early!

Classes start January 3, 1991.

For more information, contact the Division

of Continuing Education, Goodell Building,

or call 545-2414.

W»men'sSlMK-s. Clotltinu & Accessories

/,„,„;, .187 North Pleasant Si reel • Amherst

413.251.2563

Thursdays and Fridays til 8pm through Orristmas

1)1 \ I SI OS COST I S ll\ G EDU C \ Tl()\ coi All at hum.

Don't Miss This!
Last Three Days

FATHER GOODS

BOOK BAGS • TRAVEL BAGS & TOTES

• BACK PACKS • HANDBAGS
• BRIEFCASES • WALLETS

Book Bags Briefcases Flight Bag

SAVE 70% SAVE 70% SAVE 70°/o

HANDBAGS • WALLETS • PORTFOLIOS
^\

SAVE 70% =^jf

Campus center concour
Last Chance-

vlTs^Xln *Shop Now for Holiday Gifts]
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SUUCI
fr.
—
ON TIME FOR THE HOLIDAYS!C

JRICH
191 N. Pleasant St.

Amherst»253-2013

CLOTHING FOR MEN 22 Masonic St.

Northampton •586-6336

OPEN 7 DAYS

tfJ

CHINA GARDEN
(formerly Lotus Blossom)

20 % OFF
orders over $10
Dec. 1 - Dec. 30

.t •rvL-'ft'j

5; ENJOY A TASTE OF REAL CHINESE FOOD! R

fSUN.-TIIURS. ll:30a.m.-9:45 p.m.
rill. f» SAI. 11:30a.m. 10:45 p.m.
LUNCH HOUR: 11:30 a.m. 3:00 p.m.

• New Management

j

•New Ownership
• New Menu
• 7 Days a week
• Take-out

• Luncheon Specials

$3.75 - $4.55

1 3 NO. PLEASANT ST., AMHERST, MA • 256^0286

«>«>«:>»»:h«:>»5«)»>«>«>»>»>«>»>«
1

Microfridge

All in One Compact Refrigerator, Freezer and Microwave Oven

RENT ONE NOW, PAY FOR IT NEXT SEMESTER

You've probably seen one already, sleek, streamlined, matching top to

bottom. You've probably used someone's already, and maybe made
floormates shut their doors when they see you and your popcorn coming.

You may have wished you had rented one before the supply dwindled

away to nothing. NOW YOU CAN HAVE ONE FOR YOUR VERY OWN.

In an effort to meet the need of our residents who would like to rent a

Microfridge but can't afford it right now, Housing Services will allow you

to rent a Microfridge-and ask you to pay for it, NOT NOW, but during

the first week of February.

If you would like to take advantage of this offer, stop by the Housing
Assignment Office, 235 Whitmore and sign a contract.

1

to

Vj 103 N. Pleasant
|C Amherst, 256-0039
l| (Behind Bails)

Amherst Drop Zone
ARMY/NAVY STORE

Rt 9
Hadley 585-5800
(Next to McDonald's)

Russian

T-Shirts

Direct

from

•ijU.S.S.R.

\ ^
C at $11.95
.1

*J Open 7 Days
J M-Sat 10-6

Sun 12-5

Nights in Hadley til 9pm

(I A
'•SSSSr' •*"

'I

"lit.
^^

">*""* turn
1 ii *" ,..t ***
'"xi lI1f"W«»

P.S. I would hurry. Remember, it's first come, first served.

Photo:
Buck Stewa
549-549-5454 61

8 SALE I

UP TO 50% OFF I

ALL SHOES & BOOTS m

Sale starts Wed., Dec. 1 2th S

I Coming Soon To A Theatre Near Youl

STRUT
SHOES FOR WOMEN

197 MAIN ST NORTHAMPTON
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THE FAR SIDE

By GARY LARSON
BONES IN THE BARREL
By J. GELLER 8c M. ROSENZWEIG
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DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE

Edited By TRUDE MICHEL JAFFE

C fttnpbeWs YWe-nc Soop

yjlTM

MARD Ol
Soft a';

tm

Utme onnt 3^

"OK, we're ready tor the donor heart Oh, very

good. I see we once again have a big selection."

DOONESBURY By GARRY TRUDEAU

M&&Y CHRISTMAS, UMR

.

YOU KNOWWHATI'M IMA6IN-

IN6RI6HTN0HJ? I'M
MA6ININ6 Y0U'R3...

0KAY,5V5£Y
THANK YOU, cte.CtfAR.
THANK YOU, -^ 7BNT!
THANK YOU-

ACROSS
1 Takes to court

5 Patois

10 Predilection

14 Gudrun's
husband

15 Bay of Biscay

teeder

16 O Nelll s

Christie

17 Lobbies

19 Novello of

musical comedy
20 Helm letters

21 Legal paper

22 Needle s need
24 Hawaiian

symbol

25 Actor John and
family

27 Manet or Monet

30 Province in

Ireland

33 Dormouse
34 Lack

confidence

36 — culpa

37 Enthusiasm

38 Kind Fr

39 Energize, with

up'

40 Part of USNA
41 Breathing

apparatus

42 Lmksman
Palmer

43 Offensive sight

45 Used the blue

pencil

46 Potbellies

48 Fail to keep up

49 African ol

great height

51 Centuries

53 Female
56 VIP of the East

57 Place tor a

timepiece

60 Under the

covers

61 Ammonia
derivitive

62 Take on
63 Optimistic

64 Type ol eclipse

65 Parrots

2 Utah athletes

3 Otherwise

4 Pose
5 Even though

6 Debauchee
7 Memorable
comedienne
Radner

8 Mine find

9 Laboratory

need
10 Wee ones
11 Venture

12 Buffalo s cousin

1

3

Red stone

18 That is: Lat

23 Suggestion

24 Courageous
person

26 Former prime

minister of S
Africa

27 Coeur d'—
28 Pass along

29 Caricatures

31 Creepy
32 — over the

coals: scolded

34 Recipient of a

prize

35 Assn.

38 — of the

fittest

39 Irritating person

41 Creator of

Lorelei Lee

42 Hersey's bell

town
44 Thickset

45 Romeo or Juliet

47 Antelope of

India

49 Don
50 Reading desk

or pulpit

52 Sicilian sight

53 Ricochet

54 In this place

55 French
summers

58 Ratite

59 Half a

Latin-Amer
dance
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DINNER

CALVIN AND HOBBES By BILL WATTERSON

TUMAVCS FOR

HOPING ME
MAIL W<

LETCER TO

SWT»\.

TUOSt BIS

envelopes

ouls wold

k COUPLE

HUMORED
P&GES. THHS
WW I USE0
^ box.

I HOPE SAUK*
0OESNT THfiOVi

H\5 Br« OUT

Mt WE GET5 IT.

ML I

1£hSL SHCfc UNO

BETTER BRvt>iG

DieWTHlNG OK

MS UST.' I'VE

BEEN BCtfBfctf

GOO0 MLMEAR.'

quiche

Pizza

BASICS LUNCH

quiche

Pizza

Barbequed spare ribs

chicken Breadedjtenders

BASICS DINNER

Tri-brean casserole

Breaded tenders

YOUR DAILY HOROSCOPE
By JEANE DLXON

PRICE
By PRICE VAN RAY

0U61GKT?

qe/s.qau ursro

TANGELO PIE
By TIM SNIFFEN

ARIES (March 21 - April 19): Make
the best possible use of your

creative talents. Entertaining

business associates in your home
helps you become better ac-

auainted with prominent people.

TAURUS (April 20 - May 20): Hap-

pily, your talents and contributions

receive wider recognition now.

Other people rely heavily on your

decisions. Show good financial

judgment and cash flow will

improve.

GEMINI (May 21 - June 20): Chin

up! Stop dwelling on past relation-

ships and look to the future. Plan

your work and work on your plan.

By afternoon you will have made
real progress. A personal relation-

ship deepens.
CANCER (June 21 - July 22): This is

a good day for attending classes.

Wishes can come true - if you

follow through. If sexual problems

persist, seek advice from someone

who has had more experience.

LEO (July 23 - Aug 22): You are ask-

ed to sign your name to important

papers. The financial picture im-

proves Romance takes on serious

overtones. Give your loved ones

more presents. Confide in an older

relative.

VIRGO (Aug. 23 - Sept. 22): Follow-

ing your intuition could pay huge

dividends today. State your wishes

In more practical terms and a love

relationship will grow stronger. You

may have to revise certain plans.

Consult with mate.

LIIRA (Sept. 23 - Oct. 22):

Everything will work out fine if you

have faith. Concentrate on routine

tasks today. You and your partner

need to find some common ground

where domestic matters are

c*orvc0m©d

SCORPIO (Oct. 23 - Nov. 21). Con-

centrate on "hobby" projects to-

day. Postpone signing an agree-

ment until more facts and figures

are available. Someone may try to

deceive you. Temper you impulsive

generosity with common sense.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22 - Dec. 21):

Communicating with those at a

distance may be more vexing than

usual. Expect to receive good news

about a credit application or an in-

vestment. Someone you meet to-

day could bring you great

happiness.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22 - Jan. 19):

Shop for yourself today, but do not

forget to buy a card for a special

occasion. Tact and a show of af-

fection will help you settle your dif-

ferences with a family member
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20 - Feb. 18)

Cultivate closer personal relation-

ships. Be receptive to any overtones

directed at you. Negotiations

should be conducted in the officer

closet. Give credit where it is due

PISCES (Feb. 19 - March 20): Good
news travels fast. Your message wil 1

be very pleasing to a member o

the opposite sex. Mate or partnei

is in the limelight A friend may sho*

up on your doorstep

U]hu,rmTte kodemic

/ 5kfeor"uou/Tte

awakened by

work! Now that

aw* jusfYore^
me... w/

ha* sow« cHomocs to makt:

(Akb«9Ujp^6A.M. b

tmCUSCMi you 6/Vf ME
a mi> k*e»
^^ Up^oyo-Tew

r lax*, Marc-0f
bive me a
minufe...

S
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Production Tracey Richman, Steve Paris.

Mark Sturm, Jen Fatkin. Sam Silverstein
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WORLD NATION
Religious clashes in

India leave 10 dead
HYDERBAD, India (AP) - Ten people

were stabbed to death Monday in continu-

ing Hindu-Moslem clashes that have left

at least 118 people dead in this southern

city over the past four days, police said.

Police opened fire in five sections of the

city to control rampaging mobs of Hindus

and Moslems who defied the curfew and

took to the streets, said officials who can-

Ot be identified under briefing rules.

They said three people were wounded by

-unfire and at least 17 others were injured

] knife fights.

In addition to the 10 people who were

billed Monday, three others died of stab

rounds sustained earlier, the officials said.

A wave of stabbings, arson and looting

has gripped this city of 2 million people

since Thursday night.

The riots started when Hindu fundamen-

talists revived a campaign to build a tem-

ple on the site now occupied by a mosque

in the Hindu holy town of Ayodhya, 710

miles north of Hyberabad.

The plan also triggered sectarian riots in

the northern cities of Aligarh and Kanpur

and in Ahmedabad in the west. At least 40

people have been killed in the past three

days in Aligarh, 250 miles west of

Ayodhya, news reports said.

The Hyderabad riots are the worst single

outbreak of sectarian violence in India

since the Ayodhya campaign started in Oc-

tober. At least 380 people were killed in na-

tionwide Hindu-Moslem riots in October

and November.

Hindu fundamentalists claim that

Ayodhya's 16th-century Babri Masjid, of

Mosque of Babar, was built on the ruins of

a temple they believe was destroyed by

Moslem conquerers. Moslems say the mos-

que was built on a vacant plot. Ar-

cheologists and historians are divided on

the issue.

Meanwhile, Prime Minister Chandra

Shekhar has been meeting Hindu and

Moslem leaders in an effort to find a solu-

tion to the dispute, which brought down the

government of his predecessor, V.P. Singh,

last month.

Singh's minority government fell when

a Hindu revivalist party withdrew support

to protest his policy of not allowing the

mosque to be demolished.

Moslems account for 12 percent of India's

880 million people while Hindu's comprise

82 percent.

AP photo

JOGGER TRIAL VERDICT - Defendant Kevin Richardson arrives

at court yesterday in New York with his mother Grace Cuffey before

the jury came in with a verdict in the Central Park jogger trial.

Richardson was was found guilty of attempted murder, rape, sodomy,

robbery, assault and riot in the gang rape of the woman jogger.

I

Hostages held
in Lebanon still

'in twilight zone'
WASHINGTON (AP) - The sister of Terry Ander-

son said yesterday that while America rejoices over the

return of its hostages from Iraq, her brother and other

hostages in Lebanon "are caught up in some kind of

a twilight zone where human rights don't exist."

Peggy Say said during an appearance on NBC's "To-

day" show that she was happy for the hostages freed

by Iraq. "But I'm angry and frustrated that the Beirut

hostages have been known as the forgotten hostages

for almost six years now. And nobody seems to be angry

about that," she said from her home in Cadiz, Ky.

"I listened to President Bush and senators and con-

gressmen stand up on television and say America will

not tolerate the holding of its citizens. And my brother

has been chained to a wall in a dirty basement cell in

Beirut — this will be his sixth Christmas."

Anderson, the Associated Press' chief Middle East

correspondent, was kidnapped March 16, 1985. He has

been in captivity the longest of the six Americans and
10 other Western hostages held by radical Moslem
groups in Lebanon.

"This is not the first time, nor the second nor the

third time that our families have stood back and wat-

ched other hostages situations being resolved," said

Sav-

Buy a LARGE
Pizza for the Price

Of a SMALL

9

Expires 12/31/90

Not good with any other offer

256-8911
We

Redeem
Pizza Hut,!
Avanti,
Bruno's
Coupons

$1.99 PIZZ
Buy any large pizza or 12" pan pizza at

regular price, and get another with equal a
fewer toppings -for just $1.99

r.

Expires

12/31/90

Safe, Friendly, Free Delivery
Not good with any other offer

m

class
cufcc

wvw.Dinner

n
Monster Burgers

Veggie Burgers

Mon-Sat 7am- 1 Opm
Sunday Brunch 7am-3

168 N. Pleasant, Amherst
253-2291

It's Your Last Chance to Party
Do It at Katina's

Buses leave Haigis Mall at 8:30 on the

1/2 hr until 11:00 p.m. Come back all nite

Proceeds to benefit Rosemaries Place
December 12th (Wednesday)
Open to 18+ Proper I.D. required
Refreshments provided
Tickets: Dave 549-6614
$3 in advance, $4 at the door
Table on the C.C. Concourse Tues/Wed

VECTOR
]MARKETING CORPORATION

December/January Break

f
Vector Marketing offers full and part-time

positions in public relations, marketing,

advertising, sales and promotion

• Starting Pay $9.25
• 2-6 Week Work Program
• No Experience Necessary
• All Majors May Apply
• Valuable Resume Experience

Get the practical resume experience now

that will separate you from the

average college graduate

!

Interview Now-Start After Exams
(617)449-4362 Boston and Suburbs
(508) 343-7734 Fitchburg/Leominster District

(603) 891-1545 Nashua/Lowell District

(508) 687-9262 North Andover District

(207) 773-2233 Portland/Southern Maine District

(603) 964-8997 Portsmouth N.H./Newburyport District

(401) 946-0150 Rhode Island District

(508) 946-4233 Southeast Mass District

(617) 837-8855 South Shore/Plymouth District

(508) 842-4577 Worcester Country District
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BOG
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 3

had any affection for Ed [Corrigan]?"

Cohen replied, "No, but for you Ted."

"Queer Nation is not in any way a part

of the LBGA," stated Laura Silver, a

member of Queer Nation. Silver went on

to say that Queer Nation does not advocate

violence or force except in self-defense.

"They [the BOG] are known for being ex-

tremely homophobic," said Silver. "They

never listen to what is said rather they

misconstrue everything." .

Silver said the protest was a loud, visi

ble non-violent action to show that the gay

community will not tolerate further abuse.

"The gay community felt humiliated and

demoralized affer last Thursday's defeat,"

said Silver. "We are letting people know

that we are organized and militant and will

be there to protect our rights."

men's basketball

FIND the FINEST...

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 16

in to tie the score at 65-all with :29 on

the clock.

Hughes finished with 22 points and 11

rebounds to lead Rutgers. McCoy had

16; Williams added 15 points and 8 re-

bounds for UMass.
Barbee's 27 points included a reverse

jam on a fastbreak, two 3-pointers, 9 of

12 shooting from the floor and 7 of 9

from the foul line.

In the first half, the Minutemen led

from the opening tip until the Scarlet

Knights hit three 3-pointers in their

final four possessions to take a 33-32

lead into the locker room. Barbee scored

15 points and was 6 of 7 from the floor.

Game notes: The sellout Cage crowd

of 4,051 produced a pregame wave . . .

Donnell Lumpkin missed a double-

clutch jam on an uncontested

breakaway early in the second half

. Rutgers (5-0, 3-0) will play Princeton

on ESPN Saturday, at noon.

Giftsfrom
Glass to Gold

Lazare I )iamonds - Gems
Engagement Uing Sets

Custom 18k gold

Both jalenca open 7 d>j $

%)w
I

silverscape designs
G O L D S M I T H S GEM G A L L E R Y

GOOD CARS
PELHAM AUTO

GOOD PRICES I

Long known in the valley for great service on small

imported and domestic cars is pleased to offer

FINE USED CARS AT REASONABLE PRICES

A sample of oar selection:

1986 Chevy Nova 5 sp, A/C #10101
1987 Chevy Sprint 5/AC #1116

$3895 J
$2995 •

264 N. Pleasan t St., Amherst 253-3324 177 Main St.. Northampton 584 3324

• 1315 Federal St. (Rt 9) Beichertown, MA (413) 253-981

1

CLASSIFIEDS
COME TO THE COLLEGIAN OFFICE -CC 1 13 MON-THUR

ACTIVITIES

ONE CREDIT Baton Twirling

class offered next semester

Contact Chanse 546-1808

ANNOUNCEMENTS

PRESIDENTIAL- 1 bedroom
6 mm walk, quiet

Dave 549-5616 early eves

PUFFTON 1 bdrm Takeover lease Jan 1st

Heal included 549 1384

ALPHA PHI OMEGA welcomes its newest

pledges Elli and Diane to the best service

fraternity there is

BED AND BREAKFAST downtown ideal

visiting parents friends 549-0733

COME AND SEE THE GIVING TREE at

Haigis Mall 1 By donating a dollar or two. you

can help prevent child abuse! For every

dollar donated a light goes on the tree For

every $2. a lego goes on the tree All pro-

ceeds go to the MSPCC (Massachusetts

Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to

Children) on Thursday Dec 13th Stop by

today" 1 " 1 ""

FAST FUNDRAISING PROGRAM
$1000 in |ust one week
Earn up to $1000 for your campus organiza-

tion Plus a chance at $5000 more' This pro-

gram works' No investment needed Call

1-800-932-0528 Ex! 50

FREE HOUSING RAFFLE! Check out the

concourse or an OHAG Rep sponsored by

OHAG (5-1385)

SPRING BREAK TRAVELTaIR
Don't be left out in the

cold! Feb 14th

Tonight Lambda Chi Alpha Holiday Open
House If you're interested in fraternity rush

next semester then please stop by 374 N
Pleasant St Wed Dec 1 2 6-8PM Any ques-

tions call 549-4479

AUTO FOR SALE

1974 VOLVO ? door i-i^fi Asking $:<9S

593-6656

FOR A GOOD TIME CALL...

RACK-A-DISC the best entertainment DJ's,

video, bands; dorm/house specials call

586-9900 anytime

FOR RENT

1 BEDROOM APARTMENT for rent at Col-

onial Village flight in front of the bus stop

One hundred dollar reward Take over lease

anytime before February first Call

253-0571 After 4 00PM

1 BEDROOM IN HOUSE on Hobart Lane

Half-mile from campus $177 a month +

utilities Call Scott 549-9380

1 BEDROOM on Main St very quiet on bus

route Great for a couple $550 incl heat

253-9551

1 ROOM IN 3 BDRM Downtown NOHO
230 4 Call 584-4078

1 ROOM IN 3 BEDROOM HOUSE $183 +

util Call 253-2215

BRANDYWINE APT 2 bedroom 3rd floor

Take over lease Jan 1 760 a montn

549-5954

CONDO in Belchertown/Amherst 2 bdrm

475 Call 253-2352

PUFFTON: One bedroom for two people to

share Option to take lease Call 549-1811

ROOM IN 2 BDRM APT in Sunderland

$120 each-double. $195-Single

females call 546-5445

ROOMS FOR RENT 14 spots available at

Delta Upsilon over intersession $175 If in-

terested please contact Buddy or Chris at

549-3831

SINGLE.
549-2781

Pufton, non-smokers Call

SINGLE room available

Amherst Center- Behind Kinko's

260 + Preferrably female/non-smoker

Call 256-8250

STUDIO IN AMHERST $460w/util

Jan 1 Call Scott 253-0820

TAKE OVER LEASE in Jan

One bedroom apt in Col Village

$400/mo
Call 253-7843

TOWNHOUSE- 2 bedroom. tVi bath apart-

ment on bus route North Amherst
1-567-1352

WANTED: 2 people to share large master

bedroom in beautiful new condo for spring

semester, intersession optional $212 50 per

person 256-8189

FOR SALE

AIRLINE TICKET: Roundtrip Htfd/Atlanta

Dec 17- Dec 29 $200 or best offer

586-8762

C-64 System and Software over 70 disks.

Call 253-9067.

GREAT DEAL!!
Computer

only

$600 (negotiable)

includes: printer,

disk drive, mouse.
color monitor,

joystick and
software

Call Tina 549-7537

IN CELEBRATING OUR FIRST YEAR in

business, Metawampe Furniture wishes to

thank Dottie of the C.C.C., Gerry Quarles.

SWAG, Emma Cappaluzzo. The Intern-

ship Office. 9.8., J G. and especially our

customers
For all your Futon needs
Metawampe Furniture

Sit with us. lounge with us

Sleep with us
256-0646

ONEWAY. Logan lo West Palm on Dec

20th Cheap! Call 253-9929 Eric

PLANE TICKET lo Denver, oneway
Leaves Hartford Dec 20 AM Call Meg
781 0625

GREAT LOCATION
Downtown Northampton
1 bedroom-$215
Jan 1st

585-8657

NEED TWO PEOPLE for spacious 4

bedroom house in Amherst Bus stop 2

minute walk Large yard, porch cool

Landlord $190 month 549-6102 John

546-3532 Frank

NORTHAMPTON APARTMENT
Large sunny apt ,

includes sauna, ofl-sireet

parking, great kitchen Share w/2 other

men Near bus No smokers, no pets

Available Jan 1, $315/mo & utilities Call

Dave or Cam 585 0292

SKIS
Fischer Vacuum RC4 Size- 180

Used 5 times

Excellent condition

Tyrolia 480 bindings

Cost $500 new
Selling for $190 because I need money to

get home for Christmas Call Jon 546-7129.

FOR SALE
Terminal Modern and Printer Four

Setups, ready to go Call Rick

508 342-8274

KEYS on silver clip keychain found on N
Pleasant St Call 549-1042

NORTHAMPTON CENTER APARTMENT
Spacious 1 bedroom renovated

586-2966 $560 Negotiable

JAMslriMJiMdll-.HfelJiilMJPeliWSII.}! lfrir*i..)»U

GRADUATION SENIORS

OR EXCHANGE STUOENTS keep in touch

with UMass Subscnbe to the Collegian on

a daily basis For more details stop by the

Collegian offices at 1 13 Campus Center or

call 545-3500

HELP WANTED

ADDRESSERS WANTED immediately' No
experience necessary Excellent pay 1 Work
at home Call toll-tree 1-800-395-3283

CAMPUS REPS needed to promote

spnngbreak trips to Daylona and Panama
City Beach. FL Earn free trips and money
while earning valuable business ex-

perience. Call Kim at 1-800-558-3002

FREE SPRING BREAK VACATION in Can

cun! College tours, the nations largest and

most successful spring break tour operator

needs enthusiastic campus representatives

Earn a free trip and cash Nothing to buy-

we provide everything you need Call Bob

at 1-800-395-4896.

HELP US TO HELP YOU We need students

with good communication skills and lots of

enthusiasm t. call alumni on behalf of a

special campaign to raise money for finan-

cial aid Call Jerry Joyner for financial aid

Call Jerry Joyner at 5-3509 or stop by the

basement of Memorial Hall for more info

MARKETING
Earn up to $500/week over intersession

Call 617-969-4286

SPRING BREAK IN Cancun or Bahamas
from $299 00' Includes air, 7 nights hotel,

cruise, beach parties, free lunch and much
morei Call 1-800-Beach it

INSTRUCTION

EARN CREDIT SCUBA DIVING
2 credit basic and advanced courses offered

both semesters at Curry Hicks pool

2 credit sport courses to Key Largo during

intersession. spring break, and end of

August
Register for all courses threugh the General

Physical Education Department
Further information at Curry Hicks pool

Monday through Thursday 7PM- 10PM or

call Project Deep 549-8401

ENGLISH as a second language

Classes begin January 21, 1991

Intensive day, part-time evening, and

TOEFL preparation Three levels Register

now! Language Pacitica, 549-5065

LOST

BLACK ESPRIT WALLET Fri 12/7 Please

contact Judi 549-8407

BROWrT'LEATHER JACKET
ATR 12/7

No questions asked
Reward 546-1208

EARRING: Sterling silver clip on Flower

with moonstone in the center Very special

Reward offered Call Stephanie at

367-2781

HANDMADE LEATHER CASE w/tnnge and

contents Call LW 665-7336

SHEPHARD BEAGLE MIX
Near Logtown Ad 12/3/90

Has no tags or collar

Call 256-0802

TO WHOEVER accidently took my blue

wool coat in Brandywine on Friday Please

call me so I can pick it up from you ASAP
256-0825

TICKETS TO LA $350 Dec 27th to Jan

27th Call 546-0959 betwn 6 00-800PM

FOUNO

WHOEVER STOLE my UMass Ski Team
Sweatshirt in Boyden call 549-1987 or I dare

you lo wear rt just one day

LEATHER JACKET at Mike's Westview on

Friday nite You took mine by mistake Call

to exchange 549-5254

PERSONALS

A,
I think I know who you are

Hope to see you soon!

LD

RB
Since you're not leaving in the spring that

will give you time lo show me your strokes

Kal

AARON Z: Remember over break to sleep

with the angels Flonda-I hope it rains! You
two stink'!

ATTENTION MOORE 3 LONG
Eric will be making holiday rounds today

with goodies for all Eric, make sure your

Santa gets one!

BJ the Crabtree RA- You'll never know how

much you cheered me up last Sunday in the

Hatch Thanks and happy holidays' -a soon

to be ex-Central RA

BJORN THE LOVE GOD
Back row ArtHis 522
If interested in

some divine decadence
Friday night

T.O.C.
Wear black

BOBINA I miss you!

CHUNKY MONKEY,
Have a great time next semester 1 We'll miss

you! Love, Clara, Donna & Heather

DEAR DAMAGE INC.

You make my life so special I love you

Merry XMas Love, Turk

DEAR SONDRA,
Thank you for being that star that brightens

my life I love you. Honey!

-Jeff

DEBBIE KANARICK-
Congratulations on President'

You will do an amazing job

I love you! Sharon

HAPPY EARLY BIRTHDAY ANDREA!
You're the best roomie ever You finally got

your very own personal Have a great break'

Love Maria

JANET-
We are has-beens!
I love it! Your favorite social

JEANMARIE,
You are gorgeous No doubt the best look-

ing girl on our floor1

-14th floor

Kenney

JC«HUA,^TEVEN ANO ANDREW- Hap-

py Chanukah!! You guys are the greatest'

Love. Neil

kireT
Cheer up! No matter what you'll always be

my little enginerd' I love you

Love. Donna

MELISSA STARRETT-
It will be hard to fill my shoes, but I'm sure

you will be a great social' I'm very psyched

for you Love. Sharon

MUFFIN,
We muh-muh-miss you!

Stop by and say hi!

-Tobey. Leihanne & Hud

mT'FELLOW SIGMA KAPPAS NUEVAS
We were once pledges, then we
became radishes, now we're

sisters" Congrats to:

Elmo, Fozzy, Mello-Yello.

Pickles, Jen-Jen, Kara,

Kate. Knsten, Knstina.

Kelly, Denise, Trish. Ali 1
!

We love you Amanda
and Rita Anita Conchita!

PETE CUDA Happy Belated Birthday" Our

high school hero hit nineteen!'"

Loveya. Michelle

NEED A PERSONAL COMPUTER?

DO I HAVE A MODEL FOR YOU!
Zenith. PC Compatible W/NEC V20 Chip

640 kb RAM, 20 Meg Hard Disk. RGB Col

or Monitor, Clock Card, Microsoft's latest

Bus Mouse, Software. Call Matt 549-5190

for more details Leave a message Price

is negotiable

PEZ-
Our house won't be the same without you"

We love you- JJ Crazy. Cate the Bait, and

Jess

ROOM IN PELHAM HOUSE 6 minutes to

campus $190 256-1211

SCHTICK!? SCHTICK!!? SCHTICKYH!
Really movin'
I got it covered
Ricky (6V« . -3sott)

SONDRA our time as roommates has

almost come to an end But your are more

than just my roommate, you are my best

friend I'll miss talking until late at night and

can you believe, we never had a fight' I

know it will be haro for us to pari, but you

will always hold a special place in my heart 1

Love Kathy

TO JOHNY OS LOVESLAVE
I know who you are

Do you know who i am 7

Merry Christmas'
Love.

SS

TO THE SMITH HOUSE SIX:

Look who's in the freezer- 1 wanted to wish

you all Happy Holidays Thanks for the love

and the friendship Oh the Schtick! Shira

you are my tomatoe/tomatoe' Mary B-

You've been mon amie francais Merci You

women are the best possible roomies a gal

could have. Thanx Love, Brooke

VALERIE COOMBS
Hey Val' Happy 21st" I'm psyched to go up-

town, can I buy you a rum and coke? Hap-

py Birthday 1 AP

WENDY- Congratulations! It was even in the

Hawaiian Papers Love. HW

ROOMMATES WANTED

1 PERSON wanted to rent a room across

from Brit Man 130/mo+ util 253-2351

rROOM IN HODseT"
$233 + utilities Jan-June lease Bus route

256-8979

2 PEOPLE TO SHARE PUFFTON APT.

starting Jan. Rent negotiable Call Kathy or

Jen 549-1968

3 FEMALES looking lor 4th housemate to

share 4 bedroom spacious house near

Amherst College Walking distance to bus

and town, nice neighborhood Available

1/1/91-6/30/91; 253-0486

59

BRANDYWINE- Roommate wanted for

spring semester, male, non-smoker Call

549-5414

BRANDYWINEXpT Onespace available

Male 19250/month Call 549-415S

anytime.

FEMALE HOUSEMATE needed to share 4

bdrm apt in NOHO $2207mo+ utilities Jan

1- Aug 31 1991 586-8744

FEMALE ROOMATE wanted for spring

semester the Brook. $130+ utilities Amy
253 2150

FEMALE ROOMMATE wanted tor spring

sem in house $200 Feb to May no lease

253-0409

FEMALE TO SHARE ROOM in renovated

Brandywine Apartment Spring Semester

only Julie at 549-3591

FEMALE WANTED to share room
beautiful two bedroom apt for spring

semester Five mm walk only $135 00 Call

546-4173

ROOMMATE WANTED for Mill Vallev Apt

253-5765

SINGLE ROOM in nice condo
4 miles to UMass!
$230 +
253-0413

YOU'VE FOUND IT!! Single in North

Amherst 200/mo Fireplace, free cable, cool

people 549-6383

SERVICES

DOYOIMCNOW THE TTmE? Watch bat

tenes, and full jewelry repair service

Silverscape Designs, the finest gifts from

glass to gold 264 North Pleasant Street

Amherst 253-3324

DO YOU NEED CHILDCARE help over

Jan' Very flexible hours Call Nina at

665-7544

HOLIDAY BOOKING selling out! Campus
Travel on Campus 545-0500

PREGNANT''
Need a pregnancy test, information or sup-

port' Call for free and confidential services

ALTERNATIVES 33 Mam St Northampton

586-3000 or Greenfield area 774-60'

SUBLET

1 BEDROOM in two bedroom apt Furnish

ed Sunderland on busline female grad pref

$225/mo Susan 665-8233

STUDENT SEEKS affordable room in South

Amherst for intersession Call 546-0247

TRAVEL

FLY SOUTH"
Round Trip

Boston to Miami
Jan1-Jan20
$120
6-4882 Of 6-7411

SPRING BREAK TO DAYTONaT
Travel with Yankee Line Tours via deluxe

motorcoach March 15-24, 1991

Campus pick-up & drop-off
• * First class hotel accomodations!
*• Best location, excellent nightlife!

• * Only $259 00 (QUAD OCC )

For more into contact Scott or Jim:

(413)256-0029
Reserve your spot now'

WAKE-N-BAKE!!! SPRING BREAK IN

JAMAICA/CANCUN FROM $449!" BOOK
EARLY AND SAVE $30 TRAVEL WITH
THE BEST 1-800-426-7710

TYPING/PROFESSIONAL

WORDPROCESSING: Dissertations

,

cases, papers. Affordable, dependable.

Mac/LP on-campus Nancy 584-7924

TYPING

ARE YOU SICK OF TYPING?
Fast and Accurate
Typing/Wordprocessmg
Free laserprinting

Call Becca 549-4600 X433

NEXT DAY typing/wordprocessing

323-4579

HOBART LANE -«
Single room next semester
$210/month
549-2903

MALE ROOMMATE in house warned

Completely lurnished washer/dryer

cable tv 185/mo January 1 start 100yds

from bus I'm graduating Must till spot

253-2728

WORDPROCESSING. $1 45/pg. fast, leave

message 549-0484

WORDPROCESSING Inexpensive. Quick

and Accurate- Campus Pickup A Delivery

Call Lisa 256-6695

WORDPROCESSING. 'sports^ theses

graphs, laser printing Cat'

259-1786
graphs, laser printing Call Rosemary

MALE ROOMMATE NONSMOKER
to share large bedroom
Squire Village $150
665-2428

ONE ROOMMATE on bus route $170 per

month starting Jan 1 Call 665-7544

WORDPROCESSING- Term papers, etc

Fast Service, reasonable rates Call Janet

253-3276 leave message

WANTED TO RENT

IF YOU HAVE a room to rent tor winter

!

swn 546-0233

*. i >•
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SPORTS
Rutgers crashes UMass Cage party, 67-65
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Collegian photo by Carrie Wyeth

Junior forward Jim McCoy scored 16 points

against Rutgers last night, while sophomore
forward Tony Barbee scored a career-high 27

points, but to no avail as the Minutemen lost in

the last second of the game 67-65

By SAM SILVERSTEIN
Collegian Staff

Mike Jones canned a 12-foot jumper with 1 second re-

maining to lift Rutgers over the University of

Massachusetts 67-65 last night in the Cage in a wild game

that included a career-high 27-point performance by Tony

Barbee and the ejection of William Herndon following a

second-half near-brawl.

The Minutemen (4-2, 2-1 in the Atlantic 10) made up

a 12-point deficit in the final eight minutes of the game

to tie it at 65-all, before Jones silenced a delirious sellout

crowd with his game-winner at the buzzer.

"That was a very, very, big, big, big win," said Jones,

a sophomore point guard known more for his defensive

skills than for shooting the ball. "I was looking for [Craig

Carter], but the clock was running out so I shot it. I saw

the ball rolling around the rim and everybody running

out on the court, so I knew it went in."

"We were on him. We were there. We had our hands

up . . . the guy makes a tough shot and we lose," UMass

coach John Calipari said. "We made a run . .
and you

have to be happy with the fact we did it without Will Hern-

do11
"

, <* • >.

Herndon was ejected with 14 minutes left in the game

for shoving 6-foot-9 forward Keith Hughes offJim McCoy

as McCoy tangled under the UMass hoop with forward

Daryl Smith after a hard foul on a Rutgers fastbreak.

"[Hughes] went after Jim, and I pushed him up and off,"

said Herndon, who was hit with a technical foul for

'disorderly conduct' on the play and will not miss UMass'

next game, Dec. 28 against Dartmouth, as would have

been mandated by the NCAA if he had been ejected for

fighting.

Calipari said, "I told him he can't lose his cool, and he

The play was pivotal. At the time of the McCoy-Smith

collision, Rutgers led 4741. But Smith hit one free throw

and Hughes hit both ends of the technical and a jumper

off the resulting possession putting Rutgers up 11, at

52-41.

With Herndon out of the game, the Scarlet Knights built

the lead to 12, at 63-51, on a Tom Savage layup with 8:27

Minutewomen host Lowell tonight
By BRETT MORRIS
Collegian Correspondent

The University of Massachusetts women's basketball

team has been experiencing the Chicago Bulls syndrome.

The Minutewomen are led by their own Michael Jordan

— Keyburn McCusker — who is averaging 23.2 points and

7.4 rebounds per game this season and accounted for 48.5

percent of the team's total points last week.

Nonetheless, one exceptional player doesn't necessari-

ly lead to wins. Such is the case with the Minutewomen

Collegian file photo

Sophomore forward Lisa Ireland (shown
here) and senior center Keyburn McCusker
marshall the Minutewomen's offense against

Lowell tonight in the Cage. Tipoff is 7:30 p.m.

as they have dropped their first five games this season.

When they travel to Hartford tonight at 7:30 p.m. their

main goal will be to look for a more balanced scoring at-

tack according to head coach Kathy Hewelt who cited the

Jordan comparison.

"Our biggest problem is that the kids on our perimeter

are only shooting about 24 percent from the floor," she

said. "We're struggling to get offensive production and

balance."

The Minutewomen offense has adjusted in order to free

the perimeter people up for the open shot but it's just a

matter of the young players making the shot.

Trish Hessel, 5-foot-7 freshman guard, has provided the

majority of the outside game and is averaging 8.4 points

per game. Hessel also leads the team from three-point

range where she is 5 for 8. Past Hessel, the Minutewomen

have been relatively inconsistent. Hewelt has been

rotating her guards and is looking for one to step up as

an outside threat.

"We're getting the open shots," Hewelt said. "It's just

a matter of us gaining the experience of being able to

knock those jumpers down under the mental pressure we

put upon ourselves."

Unlike UMass, Hartford doesn't have one dominant

player. The Lady Hawks look to 5-foot-ll sophomore for-

ward Lana Thomas and 6-foot- 1 sophomore center Mary

Jane Besselink for their scoring. Both Thomas and

Besselink are averaging 10.5 points per game. Lisa Smith,

5-foot-4 junior guard, who is 4 for 11 from three-point

range, is averaging 6.7 points per game.

"We need to have 4, 5 or 6 players playing well for us

to play well," said first year head coach Mark Schmidt.

The Lady Hawks (2-4) are coming off an "extremely

poor" performance against St. Peter's, according to

Schmidt, in which they lost by 17. He said they will look

to pressure the ball and score off their aggressive defense.

"It's very hard to play at Hartford," Hewelt said.

"They're really aggressive, especially with the home court

advantage."
Hewelt also hopes that a balanced scoring attack will

lead to less turnovers. For the season, the Minutewomen

have 126 turnovers to their opponents 84.

"We've got to make sure we click on both offense and

defense and make it difficult for them to get into their

offense," Hewelt said.

Game Notes Keyburn McCusker, who averaged 27

points and 7.3 rebounds per game in three games last

week, was voted Atlantic 10 and Eastern Collegiate

Athletic Conference Player-of-the Week. For the season,

McCusker leads the Atlantic 10 in scoring and is sixth

in blocks (2 per game) and 12th in rebounding (7.4 per

game).

Six-foot Lisa Ireland, who scored 14 points on Saturday

in the Princeton tournament is still suffering from pain

in her leg but will be available to play.

Rutgers, 67-65
Rutgers (67) Hughes 8-18 5-6 22, Smith 12 1-2 3, Dabbs 5-13 2-3 12,

Jones 3-5 0-0 6, Carter 3-6 1-2 8, Savage 12 0-0 2, Weiler 1-2 2,

Drury 1-2 0-0 2, Lumpkin 4-7 0-0 10. Totals 27 57 9 13 67.

Massachusetts (65) Herndon 0-2 0-0 0, Barbee 9-14 7-9 27. Williams

7 14 1-4 15, McCoy 5-11 6-8 16, Brown 0-3 1-2 1, Giles 2-9 0-0 6, Tate

0-0 0-1 0. Totals 23-53 15-24 65.

Halftime Rutgers 33, UMass 32 Fouled out Hughes Three-point

goals Hughes, Carter, Lumpkin 2, Barbee 2, Giles 2. Rebounds

Rutgers 39 (Hughes 11), UMass 29 (Williams 8). Assists Rutgers 12

(Carter 4), UMass 10 (Brown 4). Total fouls Rutgers 24 'Hughes 5),

UMass 15 (Herndon, Brown 3). A: 4,051.

to play.

From that point, until Jones' game-winner, the

Minutemen made a run. McCoy hit for six consecutive

points on a pair of free throws and two 15-foot jumpers.

Harper Williams tipped in a Rafer Giles miss. Giles

answered a Hughes 10-footer with a 3-point bomb.

After both teams missed easy baskets, Williams re-

bounded a Giles miss under the basket and laid the ball

CONTINUED ON PAGE 15

Scanning, picking
upcoming games
"When you're in the saddle all day, you need

something to do with your mouth besides sing 'Yippee

eye oh ki yea. ' That's why so many cowboys chew tobacco

or puff roll-yer-owns.

"

— Tom Robbins from Even Cowgirls Get The Blues

The 01* West. You come a mosey-ing into town with

your six shooter a blazin', blowin' away the locals, and

scaring up some grub. All you needed back then was

a trusty horse and the love of a good woman. The sport:

survival.

Well, sports fans and those who are just bored enough

to read this, it's been a while since I've spewed out some

all unimportant facts and opinions. I know you were

worried but, you can stop, the PVTA just nicked me.

The Patriots, the Pats, the losers of yet another bat-

tle. This time they fell to the Steelers, which for me,

is a good thing. No, a great thing. The Steel Shower

Curtain is once again tied for the Central AFC Divi-

sion lead. Ifthey can only win their next three games.

Dave Szpila

Remember to watch your set this coming Saturday,

as NFL action between the Bills and Giants, and the

Redskins and Patriots (wait a minute, these guys are

going to be on national TV?) will be coming your way.

The first game should be sick but as for the second, go

to a bar and forget the whole thing. 'Nuff said about

'oblong ball.'

The Trailblazers are hot, but they are playing some

really weak teams, and with Indiana and Sacramento

coming up this week, Portland should continue the run.

Maybe they would be better challenged by the CBA
boys. Yeah, I'm sure they would.

The Celtics on the other palm and digits, are facing

a rough end of the week schedule. They beat Houston

on Monday, and now have to face Milwaukee tonight,

the team from hell (Fred Roberts . . . How?), and Detroit

on Friday. 'V's' in these two games will give the Celts

a most serious lift and convince me that I should be

shot for any earlier cracks. Well, not shot, maybe

drawn and quartered.

The rumor out of Lyon, France is that violence broke

out during the world chess championship match bet-

ween Anatoly Karpov and Garry Kasparov. Apparent-

ly Karpov, after making a brilliant Pincer move for a

check, began to cheer and ran around the room giving

out high fives to the French onlookers. Kasparov, the

defending champion, took this rather seriously and

threw a Knight at Karpov that landed in his eye. After

emergency surgery to remove the piece from the socket,

Karpov requested the match be postponed for two days.

Kasparov agreed and is currently under sedation.

Kasparov is currently leading the match 9.5-8.5.

Agassi has a pulled stomach muscle. Sure. He didn't

want to play in the greed fest, the Grand Slam Cup,

and he resorts to this. Suck it up, man. If you agree

to play, then you should play. There is no room in the

big scheme of things with all creatures great and small

for, what's that word for cats again? I think it begins

with a 'p.'

Hey, well that's all the time and space I have for now.

Don't forget to catch as catch can and don't leave your

house without proper protection. The demons are

among us and they are not happy about the way things

have been going lately. Sports is sports and that's all

they is. Adios, y'all.

Dave Szpila is a Collegian staff member
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Amtrak/MBTA train crash injures 168 people
BOSTON (AP) — An overnight Amtrak train from

Washington derailed and slammed into the rear of a rush-

hour commuter train in an underground city station

yesterday morning, injuring 168 passengers, officials said.

"The doors all flew open. Some windows shattered. Peo-

ple were all over the floor, screaming, crying," said a

woman passenger from Stoughton, who likened her com-

muter train to a "twisted tin can."

A spokeswoman for the Massachusetts Bay Transit

Authority said the passengers had suffered injuries rang-

ing from cuts and bruises to broken bones. The engineer

of the Amtrak train was reported to have been critically

Several people also suffered smoke inhalation from the

crash, the impact of which "threw the trains in the air,"

and caused 1,500 gallons of diesel fuel to spill and then

ignite, said John Harrison, acting commissioner of the

Boston Fire Department.

The commuter train, which originated in Stoughton,

south of Boston, was hit from behind by the Amtrak Night

Owl out of Washington at around 8:30 a.m. at a station

in the Back Bay section of the city, said Nancy Sterling

Gleason, a spokeswoman for the Massachusetts Bay Tran-

sit Authority.

The cause of the wreck was being investigated.

The front end of one of the trains was reported to be split

open and rescuers used hydraulic tools to get their way

into the cars

Cliffard Black, a spokesman for Amtrak in Washington,

said the Night Owl, which left Washington at 10:30 p.m.

Tuesday, apparently "derailed on a curve and went into

the side of the MBTA train on an adjacent track." He said

both trains were travelling in the same direction. Black

said it was unnclear what caused the train to derail.

Federal inspectors were duue in Boston later yesterday.

Two passenger cars and two baggage cars on the Night

Owl derailed and smashed into the parked train with

enough force to push two of the commuter cars onto the

next track, said Brent Bahler, a spokesman for the Na-

tional Transportation Safety Board.

Harrison said the trains collided in the station directly

under Dartmouth Street with such force that the road-

way buckled.

A shopkeeper inside the station said the shelves in his

store trembled and ceiling tiles fell.

"My first reaction was to cover my cup of soffee," said

Jeanne Marie Hardin, "and then somebody poked their

head in the store and said 'Call an ambulance.'"

The station filled with smoke after the crash.

Eyewitnesses said many passengers, dazed and covered

with soot, wandered out of the station, some crying, many

assisted by emergency personnel.

One elderly woman, her face black with soot and wear-

ing no shoes, asked police: "Where's my luggage? Where 1

my shoes?"

AP photo

BOSTON — Passengers involved in yester-

day's train collision between a Massachusetts

train and an Amtrak train take oxygen.

Threats fly over verdicts
Two teenagers convicted of Central Park rape

NEW YORK (AP) - Courtroom spec

tators screamed threats at the judge, pro-

secutor and jurors when two more

defendents were convicted in the attack on

a jogger who was gang-raped and beaten

nearly to death in Central Park.

Kevin Richardson, 16, on Tuesday

became the first of five people convicted in

the April 1989 attack to be found guilty of

attempted murder. He also was convicted

of rape, sodomy, robbery, assault and riot.

Kharey Wise, 18, was cleared of the more

serious charges but found guilty of assault,

sexual abuse and riot. One juror said

physical evidence, like that against

Richardson, was lacking in Wise's case.

The verdicts came after 12 days of

deliberations in the case, which rested

chiefly on videotaped statements the defen-

dants made to police. The defense had

argued that the teenagers were in-

timidated and told what to say by police.

Family members and other supporters

erupted when the verdicts against Richard-

son were read, jumping to their feet, yell-

ing threats and waving fists.

Some yelled "white justice" or "white

racist" and accused the judge and pro-

secutor of railroading Wise and Richard-

son, who are black. The victim is white.

Richardson's mother, Grace Cuffey,

fainted in the pandemonium, and the court

was cleared so emergency workers could

administer oxygen.

Assistant District Attorney Elizabeth

Lederer, who won convictions against three

other defendants in an earlier trial stem-

ming from the attack, was escorted from

court by police.

The case symbolized rising fears of ran-

dom violence in New York City and

brought the term "wilding" into the city's

mainstream vocabulary. Wilding is a street

term for indiscriminate rampages of

violence and robberies.

Critics in the black community said the

case received wide attention only because

the victim, an investment banker, was

white and affluent.

GSS pulls out of BOG
By CHRIS MUTHER
and TRYSTAN SKEIGH
Collegian Staff

Graduate Student Senate is withdraw

ing its representatives and funding from

the Board of Governors in a protest

against the removal of the two LBGA
appointed seats last Thursday, accor-

ding to the president of the GSS.

"'We've always had a problem with

the BOG," Pierre Laliberte, president of

Graduate Student Senate, explained.

"Some of our issues with them go back

two or three years."

Governor Guy Glodis said the

Graduate Student Senate is not

representing their constituents by pull-

ing out of the BOG.
"By simply walking out, it creates

more divisions in the BOG," Glodis said.

"It is a blatent negligence of their duties

to pull out, they are only interested in

radical issues."

Glodis said the GSS has simply pull-

ed out because they lost a vote.

"They're a disgrace to graduate

students, I'm appalled by their actions,"

he said.

Laliberte said the BOG and GSS
negotiated a new fiscal agreement last

year, but due to discrepancies between

the version of the agreement ratified by

GSS and the version ratified by the

BOG, GSS had suspended its $8,000

BOG allocation "while we worked out

our problems," Laliberte said.

"But at this point, because of the way

the board has been going, we've decid-

ed to suspend the funds indefinitely," he

said.

"We are basically appalled at the

dissolution of those two seats," Laliberte

said. "I think it's pretty inconceivable

that people who go to college couldn't

have the emotional maturity to deal

well with gender and sexuality issues."

GSS is also pulling its representatives

off of BOG, Lalibete explained. "We've

had a hard time finding graduate

students willing to fill those seats

because the BOG is such a circus. We're

all pretty disgusted with the internal

politics on the board."

Voters back independents
New England election results marks change

Collegian photo by Richard DuCrw

Afro-American Art on display in New Africa House. J

By KENDRA PRATT
Collegian Staff

The results of the November 1990 elec-

tions marked increasing support for in

dependent parties because of public

dissatisfaction with the Democrats and

Republicans in New England, according to

a local political activist.

The Rainbow Lobby, an independent par-

ty which co-sponsored the passage of ballot

question four, calls the recent electoral

surge towards independent parties "the

American Electoral Revolution."

The passage of ballot question four will

be used by the lobby as evidence of public

support for national legislation to

eliminate restrictive ballot access laws and

establish uniform signature requirements

for independents running for federal

offices.

Kate Gardner, the regional coordinator

for the lobby, said the sentiments against

the majority parties have existed for some

time, and people had expressed their

dissatisfaction by not voting.

Now, rather than not participating in the

political process, more people are registered

as independent and are looking to minori-

ty parties as alternative choices.

"This past election was not a fluke, it is

a trend," she said.

She said both the Democrats and

Republicans have not been able to produce

candidates which appeal to the progressive

CONTINUED ON PAGE 4
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Subway of Northampton
90 King St

Northampton
(413)586-0579
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TO MAKE MONEY!
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Precious
Illusions

[MS
Frangelico Hazelnut Liquer

750 ml

/••H

Liquor Store
$14.69

Holiday Sale!

25-50% OFF
Selected lines of jewelry, pewter

and crystal collectibles

See our new lines of 14 Kt Gold

and Sterling

Sale Ends Dec 16

Mt. Sugarloaf Shoppes
Rts 5 & 10
665-7433

Beck's Beer
12 pk 12 oz bots

$8.99

» i Bacardi Rum
1 L
Silver or Amber

Southern Comfort
750 ml

$8.99
$7.99

Koch's Golden

Anniversary Beer

cse 16 oz bots

$8.99

six pkSamuel Smith's
Pale Ale, Nut Brown Ale, ^ft go
Taddy Porter, Oatmeal Stout ^°'wg

Samuel Adamsj

Boston Lager
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T»:

Purple Passion
2.0

$17.99

$3.99

338 College St., Rt. 9, Amherst,
253-5384

Preliminary Announcement
Undergraduate Commencement
Bachelor's Degree Candidates

Congratulations to the graduating seniors. Here's an an-

nouncement you've been waiting for!

The Commencement ceremony for Bachelor's Degree can-

didates will be on Sunday, May 26, 1991, 10:30am, at

the Warren P. McGuirk Alumni Stadium, rain or shine.

Undergraduates who will complete their degree requirements

in February 1991 , and those who anticipate completing them

by May or September, 1991 are eligible to participate in the

ceremony.

If you are unsure of your academic status or have questions

in this regard, please contact a member of the "Senior Staff",

Records Office, 207 Whitmore.

Further details will be provided in a brochure to be mailed in

March which will include, among other things, information

about:

Caps, gowns, tassels, and invitations

Disability services

Parking and shuttle services

Routes to campus
Seating for graduates

Seating for guests (tickets are not required)

Where to assemble on Commencement Day (there is

no rehearsal beforehand)

Inasmuch as there are three area college

Commencements occurring on May 26, reservations for

hotel/motel and restaurant reservations should be made
forthwith.

HO! HO! HO!
D.P. DOUGH
DELIVERS CALZONES

$1.00 OFF
2 Calzones

1/21/91 •one coupon per 2 Calzones* Delivery Only

1. Cheese
2. Veggie
3. Sausage
4. Pepperoni
5. Steak
6. Spinach

7. Southern
8. Ham
9. Chicken
10. Combo
11. Eggplant
12. Meatball

Student Affairs Special Services

236 Whitmore

,000000000000000000000000000000000oooo

One Calzone delivered $3 SI

Two Calzones delivered $7.20

Each Additional Olzone $160

t.05 M»s.« Sales Tstx )

256-1616

LOCAL
Professor informs High Court
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Susan Fiske, professor of social psychology

By SARAH DEMASTER
Collegian Staff

When Anne Hopkins sued Price Waterhouse in 1982 for

sex discrimination, she was seeking a partnership.

Eight years later, after a trial and three appeals,

Hopkins has been awarded a partnership, $371,000 in

back pay, and participation in a legal precedent — the first

time social psychology has been used to prove stereotyp-

ing in a sex discrimination case.

While social psychology has been used as evidence in

race discrimination cases as early as 1954, in Brown ver-

sus Board ofEducation, previous sex discrimination cases

have used the statistical approach, according to Susan

Fiske, the expert witness in the Hopkins case.

Fiske, a professor of social pyschology at the Universi-

ty of Massachusetts at Amherst, has been researching

stereotyping for the past eight years. She was asked to

testify by Sally Burns, currently an attorney with the Na

tional Organization for Women Legal Defense Fund.

"There are general stereotypes of what people par

ticularly expect men to be like and typically expect women

to be like. People typically expect women to be strong on

the social dimensions. Women are generally expected to

be more tender and understanding and concerned about

other people, and soft," said Fiske, according to a writ-

ten record of her testimony.

She further testified, ".
. . If a woman behaves in a way

that is, in quotes, masculine, if she behaves in a com-

petitive, ambitious, aggressive, independent and active

way, that the research shows that she is often likely to

be perceived as being . . . unfeminine on the social dimen-

sion, as being not especially understanding, not especial-

ly concerned with other people and so on."

She concluded that it was stereotypes such as these

which influenced Price Waterhouse's decision to not pro

mote her.

Fiske's research began in 1978 at Carnegie-Mellon

University in Pittsburgh, Penn., where Fiske taught social

psychology until December 1986. Over the years, she has

developed theories about stereotyping along with five

other sodal psychologists: Steve Neuberg, Mark

Pavelchak, Janet Ruscher, Tony Riley, and Bob Schatz.

Fiske wrote in a speech she delivered last August at the

American Psychological Association Convention in New

Orleans, La. that, "Stereoptyping can be importantly

understood as a failure to get people to pay attention to

each other. It follows from this that undercutting

stereotypes requires getting people to attend to the other

person's evident attributes as given.

"Stereotyping today is more subtle than a simple judg-

ment of another person as inferior because of being Black,

hispanic, gay, female, disabled, old, or any other kind of

'x,'" she wrote. "These are simple category-based

judgments, which certainly do occur frequently. Just as

frequently, I would argue, stereotyping, prejudice, and

discrimination result from someone who fits a particular

version of an 'x.'"

Fiske and graduate students at UMass last year con

ducted a study in which subjects' reactions to new people

were tested. The test subjects were invited to the

laboratory to work with another subject. Before they met

the new subject, the test subjects were given either

positive or negative stereoptypes about the new subject.

It was evidence from this type of research which

Hopkins' attorneys defended in 1988 when Price

Waterhouse appealed the case to the U.S. Supreme Court,

after losing an appeal to the U.S. Court of Appeals.

Fiske, who sat in the courtroom while the Supreme

Court justices reviewed a written record of her testimony

in the original trial and questioned attorneys from both

parties, said the event was "exciting.

"They came across as skeptical of both sides — they're

pretty tough," she said. "It was a thrill to hear my name

called in the Supreme Court, and to have my testimony

referred to as 'icing on the cake.'"

History Dept. expands
Central Asian Research Assoc, joins UMass
The Association for the Advancement of

Central Asian Research, Inc. has recently

found a new home in the University of

Massachusetts history department, accor-

ding to a UMass professor.

Founded in 1988, the AACAR en-

courages dialogue among Central Asian

scholars, according to University history

professor and treasurer of AACAR, Audrey

Altstadt.

Altstadt notes that Central Asia has

played a major role in European politics for

nearly 200 years, but the United States is

really "just beginning to discover the

area." Already the association receives

many requests for information from all

kinds of groups, including business and

travel organization, she said.

AACAR's main function, she said, is "to

act as an information clearinghouse for

scholars and persons who do research in

Central Asia [regions south of Siberia and

north of the Hinu-Kush mountains]."

A biannual bulletin also reaches scholars

at about a dozen institutional research

centers in the United States and over 1,500

individuals in 40 countries. The bulletin

also contains news of upcoming academic

conferences and book reviews of Central

Asian history, arts, and culture, she said.

Ethnic scholars, especially from the

Dazak, Uzbek and Tatar Soviet Republica,

are also in touch with the AACAR and

have contributed articles to the bulletin.

Their loud criticisms of Moscow, reported

recently in the Western press, actually go

back more than a decade, she said.

These non-Russians inside the Soviet

system write boldly in their active

languages of the need to learn what they

see as Moscow's colonial policy, she said.

Besides their concern for autonomy and a

better domestic balance of trade, they are

also troubled about the environment.
- STEPHEN R. DAMIANI

Union: Don't buy Chinese

Fourth World' fights poverty

I

Poverty can be eliminated through

education, according to the directors of

the "Fourth World" movement.

Speaking at Hampshire College last

week, Vincent Fanelli and Fanchette

Clement-Fanelli, husband and wife co-

directors of the United States branch of

the Fourth World Movement, told of

their experiences fighting to help the

poor through education.

'T first met a Fourth World volunteer

team on the Lower East Side of Manhat-

tan in 1972," said Fanelli, who has been

a full-time volunteer member since

1973. "It had been founded in 1956 in

an emergency housing camp outside of

Paris, by Joseph Wresinski, a Catholic

priest.'

Wresinski died in 1988, several

months after presenting a proposal in

February 1987 to the French Economic

and Social Council on how to eliminate

persistent poverty.

The Wresinski Report led to legisla-

tion, by the French government, of a

guaranteed minimum income and has

attracted the interest of several other

national governments.

The Fourth World Movement, staffed

through long-term, full-time volunteers

who come from all ages and

backgrounds, sends its volunteers into

poor communities to live and work with

disadvantaged families. They current-

ly reach over 20 countries on four

continents.
- ALEX DERING

Students and consumers everywhere
should be careful what gifts they buy for

kids this year, because toys made in

China are products of other young
children who work long hours for very

little money, according to an AFL-CIO
representative.

The American Federation of Labor

Congress of International Labor and its

youth organization, called "Frontlash,"

urges shoppers to check the boxes of toy

products before purchasing them to

determine if they have been made in

China. If they have been, the AFL-CIO
asks that consumers refuse to buy them.

A representative of Frontlash, Paula

Blanchard, said many toy companies in

China hire children because they are

willing to work for much less than

adults.

These children are often 16-years-old

or younger, work 12 hours a day, seven

days a week, and two times every

month. They must also often work for

24 consecutive hours, she said. They

earn between $10 to $31 dollars per

month and are denied the opportunity

to go to school or play like other children

their age.

The AFL-CIO is one of a federation of

labor unions, Blanchard said, and is one

of the most powerful in the world. It is

a non-partisan organization that ad

vocates workers' rights, educates people

in unions and disseminates information

abut human rights violations around

the world, she added.

One of Frontlash's main cmcerns is

the exploitation of child labor, Blan-

chard said, and China has a history of

child labor exploitation and infringe-

ment upon workers' rights.

For more information, write

Frontlash, 815 16th St., NW.
Washington, D.C. 20006, or call

1-800-833-3250.
- STEPHEN R. DAMIANI

Toys for Tots campaign
earns money for poor kids

Phon-a-thon gets $145,676
This year marked the sixth year of the

Newman Center Phon-a-thon, headed by

Father Quigley, Judy Smith, and the

Newman Center Staff, along with 450

volunteers.

Over 95 percent of the callers were

students, who took time out form their hec-

tic schedule of classes and mid-term ex-

aminations to help the Center.

The callers made over 15,000 calls and

received 4,810 pledges totalling $145,676.

The UMass Greek community also par

ticiapted, raising almost 50 percent of the

total money raised in the phone-a-thon.

There were prizes for different ac-

complishemnts in the phone-a-thon. The
fraternity/sorority raising the most money

was Sigma Phi Epsilon, who raised

$21,509. Rob Ross, who captained the win-

ning efforts of Sigma Phi Epsilon said their

prize money would be used to establish a

scholarship fund.

-KATHY LEWIECKI

By KATHERINE T. LAMOTHE
Collegian Staff

On Monday and Tuesday, UMass ROTC
cadets put on their sixth annual Toys for

Tots campaign, which, according to Cadet

Kim Stewart, raised about $1,472 for disad-

vantaged children. Last year's campaign

yielded about $1,000.

Stewart said she was "pretty shocked" at

the success of the campaign, especially

since it did not last as long as last year's

effort.

"We brought in more money in two days

than we did in five days last year," she

said. "We were overwhelmed with the par-

ticipation of the campus."

Stewart also said many people supported

the cause, although there were a few

students who refused to contribute because

the cadets were in uniform while raising

funds.

Earlier, the Marketing Club held a "Giv-

ing Tree" fundraiser, in which, according

to club President Ron Gendron, par-

ticipants would sponsor a light or an orna-

ment for a tree to be placed at Haigis Mall.

Gendron said the group raised about $400

for the Massachusetts Society for the

Prevention of Cruelty to Children.

He said the group's choice of the society

for fundraising was appropriate, since the

winter holidays are generally geared for

children.

"People really feel good about the

holidays when they see kids happy," Gen-

dron said, "and we want to brighten a few

kids' holidays."

Gendron also said the effort was suc-

cessful because it raised people's awareness

of child abuse and of the work of the

MSPCC. "I found there was a lot of interest

in the organization and how they can help

out," he said.

Gendron said he found many students

and area businesses could not contribute

as much as he hoped this year because of

financial problems. "People were just glad

people were thinking of kids over the

holidays," he said.

Stewart said, however, students were

still able to help, despite the complaints

about the economic crisis, thus bringing

Toys for Tots to a new campus record in a

short time. "I think that's a miracle," she

said.

Gendron said the fundraising effort

shows the local community students are

willing to help and are "not just looking out

for themselves."

i
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voter. The progressive voter has been the

force behind the surge of support for in-

dependent candidates.

In Massachusetts, she said voters had a

choice between a liberal conservative,

William Weld, and a conservative liberal,

John Silber. Due to this lack of coherent

choice between parties, she said a record

number of Massachusetts voters registered

as independent.

Also, ballot question number four, the

citizen's initiative petition to loosen state

regulations over ballot access which pass-

ed by a 52 percent majority, was also an

indication that voters want alternatives,

she said.

The bill had been tied up in a Congres-

sional subcommittee for five years, she

said. _ . .

She cited the victory of Lowell Weicker

in the Connecticut gubernatorial race as

another indication of changing voter sen-

timents in New England.

Weicker is a ex-Republican who created

the more moderate 'Connecticut Party*

which led to his significant win.

In Vermont, Bernard Sanders, a socialist

who founded the Liberty Union Party of

Vermont, won the only U.S. representative

seat in the state.

Lucy Wyman, a Green Party candidate

running as a Democrat for the state

legislative in New Hampshire, won 46 per-

cent of the vote.

"This indicates that the Democrats and

Republicans no longer represent the in-

terests of the majority of people," she said.
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'Spring Break'
March 20-24

Full payment deadline Feb 1

MEED A VACATION SPOT...
I Imagine yourself in a land with more than 10,000

spubs to choose from set in a scenic landscape of
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FOCUS
Gay life within University:

students share perspectives
Editors note: The names in this article have

been changed to protect the identities of

those interviewed.

By TRYSTAN SKEIGH
Collegian Staff

Gay students deal with many serious per-

sonal issues while in college. While the

"average" heterosexual student worries

about classes, grades, and money, for many
lesbian, gay and bisexual students these

issues are relatively minor.

Some are haunted with the fear that so-

meone will find out that they are gay, while

others live as openly gay students. But

nearly all experience some anxiety about

being gay on campus.

Carr is a 21-year-old gay senior who us-

ed to play football for the University of

Massachusetts. Carr describes that ex-

perience as being "as scary as hell. I was

leading a real double life. I would work out

with the team and then go hang out with

my queer friends."

Carr said he used to have nightmares

about being found out by his teammates.

"I used to dream I would be visiting a

friend in Southwest and suddenly I would

be surrounded by football players and they

would beat the shit out of me."

Because he hurt his back during train-

ing Carr had to leave the team daring his

first year. In retrospect, Carr said he is glad

that he left football. "Thank god I left when

I did. It would have been hell to have gone

through that for four years.

Carr says the football team was

stereotypically homophobic. "The locker

room scenes were just like the movies.

Guys in the showers cracking fag jokes. I

kept very much to myself back then, part-

ly out of fear, and partly because we just

didn't have anything in common."

Now, four years later, Carr says he is no

longer afraid that any football players will

see him at LBGA functions, but he still gets

nervous when he's around a group of "big

jocky guys."

"I can defend myself against one, Carr

explained, "but I couldn't fight off a whole

group."

Jim is an 18-year-old University

freshman from a "traditional Irish-

Catholic" family. Jim came to UMass hop-

ing to find a strong gay community. He

said his expectations were only partially

fulfilled.

"The community here on campus is not

quite as positive as I thought it would be.

I came all eager — expecting to join the

community and fight for gay rights," Jim

explained, "but there's a great deal of

separatism between the lesbians and gay

men on campus, and the bisexuals get flack

from everybody."

For Jim, the atmosphere at UMass has

been fairly safe. "I haven't experienced any

physical gay bashing on this campus," he

noted. But he does have to deal with

homophobia.
"I've walked around on this campus

holding hands and not had a problem. But

I would not feel safe walking by the

Republican Club door."

Jim, like many gay students on campus,

is closeted from his parents. His biggest

fear as an 'out,' politically active gay is that

his parents will find out and take away

their financial support for his education.

"When my parents came to pick me up

for Thanksgiving I was terrified — before

they arrived that morning I re-did my
whole room." Jim said he took down "all

the Mapplethorpe posters, my Rocky Hor-

ror posters, my ACT UP poster . .

.'

Jim said he replaced all of his "gay"

posters with posters from the "straight"

world. "I put up posters of Madonna and

cut out pictures of heterosexual couples

from magazines and put them up. I also

burned my HIV test results [they were

negative] and a woman friend left a love

note on my door for my dad to see."

"It takes a piece of me out of myself

everytime I have to hide my lifestyle from

my parents," Jim commented. "It furthers

their bigotry, and it makes me so angry

that I have to lie. It goes against

everything I believe in, but I wouldn't be

able to finish school ifmy father found out.

He would definitely take away the money."

Eddy, another gay man at UMass, is a

19-year-old sophomore living with his lover

in the dormitories. Unlike Jim, Eddy's

parents have not refused to pay for his col-

lege, although they have expressed disap-

proval of his lifestyle. For Eddy, a major

struggle is a desire to be openly gay ver-

sus his concern for safety.

"I feel sad that I can't touch my lover Pat

in public," Eddy said. "I want to but he

doesn't. He's afraid we may get hurt. I

think there are safe places where I can be

out here — unlike high school where there's

no safe place to go."

But Eddy's lover Pat knows about

gaybashing. One of his friends had a lover

who was killed in a gaybashing incident.

Because of this Pat said he is very cautious.

"I think being in a gay relationship on-

campus is much different than being in a

gay relationship off-campus. It's very pro-

tected here. But we have to try and not

take it for granted," Pat explained. "We
don't want to get in the habit of holding

hands in public here and then accidental-

ly hold hands where we shouldn't later on."

"Students are unlikely to carry guns, but

in the real world an alley can be a very

threatening place for us. I do worry about

being gay-bashed," Pat continued. "This is

a concern I try to teach Eddy and remind

myself. Maybe I'm too cautious — but it

would only take one time to wreck our

lives."

Eddy and Pat have been in a relationship

for over a year. Eddy feels that he and Pat

serve as role models for many gays on

campus.
"I've always wanted a relationship," Ed-

dy explained, "I never saw myself as so-

meone who dated around. I just wanted one

person ... I think a lot of gays admire us

and I think that's nice."

Mary, a 19-year-old sophomore lesbian
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student at UMass, said she thinks UMass
is a good place for lesbian feminists.

"UMass is one of the better campuses to be

on because there's a community of people

here who are 'out' and supportive and

there's also a strong feminist community
— so it's a great place for lesbian

feminists."

Her first night on campus as an in-

coming freshman was her first encounter

with homophobia. "I overheard the guys in

the room next door, they had gotten drunk

and were talking about going out that

night to 'beat up the new faggots on cam-

pus.' I decided real quick to get out of there.

I moved out ten days later."

The LBGA support services and the

weekly Lesbian Bisexual Womyn's Union
meetings helped Mary become comfortable

at UMass. "I came out two weeks before I

left for college ... I was really nervous. I

finally went to my first LBWU meeting. I

was scared that I wouldn't be accepted

because I'd never been with a woman. I felt

like maybe I wasn't really valid until I'd

been in a relationship."

Mary said her fears were quickly

alleviated after encountering people at the

meeting and that she has really come to ap-

preciate the LBGA. "The LBGA is a

wonderful support service. It helps us con-

nect with each other and it offers so much
support."

Mary is concerned about "gay invisibili-

ty" on campus. "I hear comments from

straight students like "gays shouldn't be

so blatant," but to me, it's not blatant. I

think we have a right to be as open as

straight people."

Although Mary has found a supportive

community of gays at UMass, she says the

community is not without problems. "The

thing that's most frustrating for me here

at UMass in the gay community is a lot of

the body image bullshit that goes on. I had

this vision of this community when I came

as being free of all the "isms"— especially

body image stuff. It took me a long time to

get comfortable with my size and get past

the lookism here. It's just as present in this

community as in the heterosexual com-

munity."
Kate, a 22-year-old lesbian senior at

UMass, says she has had a very easy time

coming out on campus. She attributes a

large part of her happiness to the strong

support she has gotten from her family.

"When I told my mother I was a lesbian

she was delighted — she said she was so

happy that I felt I could share something

so intimate and personal with her," Kate

recalled. "Later, she commented to me that

since I've come out, she's watched me
become happy."
Acknowledging that her ease in coming

out is rare among gays, Kate said she

believed the UMass campus and the sur-

rounding area is a "pretty good place to

come out . . . The surrounding community

is definitely very supportive of lesbians."

Although Kate says she is comfortable

being out at UMass, she does confess that

there are places on campus she avoids. "I

do get scared walking through Southwest.

I mean, there are places here on campus

where I do go and places that I don't. But

I think I'm less paranoid than most because

l ollegian pholo by iom sandy*

Club office during Monday's Queer

of the strong positive response I've gotten

from my parents."

Annie is a 19-year-old sophomore who
came out as a bisexual last October on cam-

pus. Annie also received strong support

from both her parents, whom, she noted,

are strong supporters of NOW and gay

allies, "were probably very relieved that I

am not heterosexual."

Being a bisexual poses special challenges,

Annie noted. "People kind of assume that

if you're bi it increases your chances of hav-

ing a lover, and that's just not true. Peo-

ple think bi's are sleeping around with

everyone and yet, for most of the bi's I

know this really isn't true at all."

Bisexual students have difficulty being

accepted by members of the gay and

straight community, Annie observed.

"Awareness really needs to be changed on

this campus. There are a lot of bisexuals

here, and it's really an up-and-coming

issue, but it hasn't been flushed out yet. We
need to do a lot of community-building for

bisexuals here at UMass."
Susie a 21 -year-old senior from India who

just came out as bisexual in November.

Although friends on campus have been sup-

portive, Susie is afraid to tell her parents

CONTINUED ON PAGE 14

Programming
decreases
homophobia
By TRYSTAN SKEIGH
Collegian Staff

After a series of "disturbing"
homophobic events in the fall of 1984,

a report was issued by the administra-

tion the following year that detailed

some of the most "highly visible and
potentially violent events" that had
occurred.

The report also made 15 strong recom-

mendations for improvements in cam-

pus services for gay, lesbian and bisex-

ual students.

Six years later, a number of changes

have been made, but there is "still a pro-

blem," according to an employee of the

Program for Gay, Lesbian and Bisexual

Concerns.

The report, issued by the Office of the

Vice Chancellor of Student Affairs, "The
Consequences of Being Gay: A Report

on the Quality of Life for Lesbian, Gay
and Bisexual Students at the Universi-

ty of Massachusetts at Amherst," was
compiled by Felice Yeskel, who is cur-

rently the Director of the Program for

Gay, Lesbian and Bisexual Affairs.

The first event described was the deci-

sion of the Student Government
Association in the Fall of 1984 to

"renege on funding for gay/lesbian pro-

gramming and entertaining a motion to

ban future funding for any student

CONTINUED'ON PAGE 7
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group which focused on sexual preference." This action

"set the tone" for the semester, the report noted.

In December of that same year, the report continued,

students "organized a "heterosexuals fight back" march

and rally, put up posters saying, "Finals week is Hang

a Homo Week," and distributed flyers announcing "GAY
BUSTERS — We're coming next semester and we're go-

ing to kick some . .

."

The report also includes a protest staged by over 200

gay, lesbian, and bisexual students and other concerned

members of the University community in front of Whit-

more in response to these events. The group presented the

administration with a list of nine demands for change.

The creation of the report in 1985 was in response to

some of those demands. Among other things, the report

includes a survey of UMass students and a specific survey

of lesbian, gay, and bisexual students.

A 1984 Pulse campus survey revealed that 30 percent

of lesbian, gay and bisexual students reported that "they

had been verbally harassed or threatened over the phone.

About 44.6 percent reported that "they have been the vie

tims of verbal threats or harassment on the UMass cam-

pus." The report noted that only 19.2 percent of the

"general student population" experienced this kind of

About 21.1 percent of the lesbian, gay and bisexual

students reported that they have been "the victims of

physical confrontation or assault." This was in contrast

to 5 percent of the general population who experienced

violence.

The report also included a comprehensive survey about

gay, lesbian and bisexual students' views about the ade-

quacy of campus services in meeting their needs.

Except for the Everywomen's Center, Health Services,

and the Lesbian and Gay Awareness Trainer, which has

since been replaced by the Program for Gay, Lesbian, and

Bisexual Concerns, in 1984 a clear majority of lesbian,

bisexual and gay students were dissatisfied with on-

campus services.

The on-campus services said to be lacking included:

Campus Police [80 percent felt they were not adequate

in meeting their needs], the Dean of Students Office [75

percent], Student Government Association [73 percent],

Legal Services Office [66.7 percent], The Collegian [63.4

percent], Graduate Student Senate [63.1 percent], and

many other programs.

Since 1985 a number of the issues raised in the report

have been dealt with, according to Eileen Stewart. Assis-

tant Dean of Student Affairs.

The report made 15 specific recommendations to the ad

ministration and of those, Stewart was able to identify

steps that have been taken in regards to all but one sug

gestion, which was a call for the creation of a visiting

faculty position to address gay, lesbian and bisexual

issues. Some of the changes that have occurred since the

publication of the 1985 report include the creation of the

Program for Gay, Lesbian and Bisexual Concerns, which

studies and compiles reports on homophobic incidents on

campus, provides programming, and makes recommen-

dations to the administration on how to lessen homophobic

attitudes among students, faculty and staff.

The report recommended that the Collegian "ensure

regular coverage of issues about and concerns of lesbians,

gays, and bisexuals." A year ago an editor's post was

created on the Collegian for Gay, Lesbian and Bisexual

Issues, Stewart noted.

The report also called for staff training and workshops,

which Stewart said now occur as part of staff development

workshops. The report also discussed housing needs, and

the Assistant Dean pointed out that Housing Services now

provides a Diversity floor.

Services for the gay, lesbian and bisexual population

have definitely improved over the past five years,

although homophobia is still a problem, according to Chris

Macek, a Teaching Assistant with the Program for Gay,

Lesbian, and Bisexual Concerns.

"There is definitely still tension on campus," Macek

said. "Sometimes walking around Southwest, I hear

shouts of 'faggot.' It makes me flinch."

"But as far as resources, programming and goals within

the administration there's definitely been marked im-

provement," Macek said.

"The development of this program has sent a strong

message to the University community from the ad-

ministration that we welcome and demand civility toward

the gay, lesbian, and bisexual community on this cam-

pus," Macek said.

Faulty condoms
called back

Gretchen Krull, coordinator of the Peer Sexuality

Education Program at University Health Services an

nounced that some condoms distributed by the program

have been recalled by the manufacturer.

The Saftex Corporation of Colonial Heights Virginia an

nounced November 1, according to a Health Services

memo, a voluntary recall of some lots of condoms that may
have exceeded the 4 per 1000 pinhole rate allowed by the

FDA.
The brands recalled included:

• Saxon Spermicidal

• Saxon Wet Lube
• Embrace
• Gold Circle Coin condoms
The release stated that the recalled condoms contain any

of the following letter/number sequences: D9. E9, F9. G9.

H9. 19, J9, K9. L9, A0. B0. CO, DO. E0 or F0.

The release states the recall is voluntary and not man
dated by the FDA.
For more information on the condom recall, call the Peer

Sexuality Education Program Coordinator at the UMass
Health Services at 549-2671. ext. 181. For more informa-

tion on the proper use of condoms call the Peer Sexuality

Education Program.

If you have bought any of the condoms which are af-

fected by the recall at the Health Services Pharmacy, you

can return them there for a free replacement.
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EDITORIAL/OPINION
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As a rape survivor and a student, the re-

cent news that an officer of the Escort Ser-

vice, Michael Rucks, was convicted ten

years ago of assaulting a woman (felony)

and recently charged with rape has total-

ly violated my trust and safety. Mistakes

do happen, but there is no excuse for let-

ting a person with his record into the

University or Public Safety. Given this in-

formation he should be suspended until his

record and pending charge are further

investigated.

Administrators on this campus obvious-

ly do not see the hypocrisy of having a man

with his record remain as an employee of

Public Safety or this University. A commit-

tee of administrators, including staff from

the Everywoman's Center because they are

more sensitive to these issues, need to be

involved in the decision making process.

Amy Henry

I do not believe suspending Rucks tem-

porarily or permanently is in violation of

his rights. The rights of students to feel safe

on their campus should come first. It is

totally patronizing for administrators to

tell the campus community that we should

From the Gulf to UMass
What with everybody trying to simplify

the Gulf crisis, I thought I might turn my
time towards making a few clarifications:

Saudi Arabia is not Vietnam, nor is it

Korea. Saddam is not Hitler. Kuwait is not

Panama. George Bush is not Rambo. Israel

is not South Africa. In fact, all generaliza-

tions are false, including this one.

Why are we sending care packages to the

best supplied army in the world? We have

soldiers in every other desolate hole in the

world, but they don't get Thanksgiving din-

ner with the President or daily interviews

with Dan Rather.

Mark B. Adler

Here are some other thoughts to mull

over during your generic holiday break:

• How come whenever more than three

Resident Assistants get together, the con-

versation inevitably turns to sex?

• Why does the Tower Library close ear-

ly on Friday and Saturday nights when

people can't possibly find another place to

study?

• 'Queer Nation' harnesses the anger of

the homophobic community against it.

That doesn't justify its actions. Any group

which uses anger, force and is unwilling to

listen to their opponents loses its credibility

and I can't support it. They will

delegitimize the LBGA's excellent reputa-

tion and their many years of hard work

towards eliminating homophobia.

Prejudice, by definition, is the product of

judging before getting facts. Once I've

gathered some facts about you or your opi-

nions, then my judgement is not prejudic-

ed. Get it? Just because I criticize you,

doesn't make me necessarily racist,

homophobic, sexist or in any way bigoted.

Why didn't President-Chancellor Duffey

veto the anti LBGA motion? According to

the Board of Governor's constitution, he

can veto any BOG motion. Back in October,

BOG Chair Sue Gordon was considering

discussing this with Duffey should the oc-

casion arise.

Those ofyou who are so worried about the

Board of Governors, here's some advice

from a former Facilities Coordinator: Don't

worry about them. They can't do anything.

It's just as well that they kicked out the

LBGA seats; now the LBGA won't get

blamed for the BOG's actions. When the

BOG removes the Collegian and the LBGA
from their offices, neither group should

budge. There's nothing the BOG can do. It

would be up to the Campus Center Ad-

ministration to remove the groups and
Director Bill Harris is unlikely to support

such actions. This, in turn, would
demonstrate to the entire campus, the im-

potency of the Board.

So it seems the Student Government

Association will take over the BOG's func-

tions. Frankly, I don't trust them either.

In fact, I remember a little accomplishment

of theirs back in September: the SGA
managed to get their hands on the list of

students who requested that their names,

addresses and phone numbers remain

private. But, many of those people re-

quested privacy from the loonies in the

SGA itself.

Bye-bye BOG.
It's token time at UMass. December is no

longer the Christmas season, it's the holi-

day season. The distinction is made not to

offend non-Christians, namely the Jews.

My rabbi once told me that the Jews are

seen as the official religious minority of the

country. Once you've satisfied us, the other

non-Judeo-Christians will follow. In fact,

what does a Judeo-Christian look like and

what do you get them for the holidays?

Mark B. Adler is a Collegian Columnist.

feel safe because Ruck's alleged victim was

not a student here. This logic is totally

flawed because the issue is Ruck's poten-

tial for violent behavior not the status of

the victim.

Public Safety needs to have a policy

which would mandate recruitment of

women escorts and have a woman escort

on call at all times. This is necessary

because there is an assumption by many

that men are stronger and more powerful

than women. Women are capable of using

physical force in defending themselves and

others but they do not live in a society that

encourages this like it does for men. Hav

ing women escorts can empower women
because they will see that they do not need

to always rely on a man for protection.

Escorts should be required to be trained

in issues of violence against women. Infor-

mation on what background checks are be-

ing made on current escorts as well as the

requirements for the qualification of an

escort needs to be defined and released to

the public.

The administration needs to adopt and

define a 'no tolerance policy' towards

violence against women. One step towards

this is expelling men who are convicted of

rape by the Dean of Students Office. Cur-

rently, rapists are suspended for a period

of time and then are allowed to reenter the

University. The University addressed some

of these issues last semester in a con-

ference, 'A Day of Action Against Date

Rape.' Yet, only minor educational

changes, not stricter policies surrounding

violence against women, came about.

The current definition of sexual assault

in the Student Code of Conduct is "any

uninvited behavior" that is deficient a

definition and uses victimizing language.

I guess that means if I invite someone to

my room and they rape me that it is my
fault. Furthermore, women on this campus

who are trying to combat violence against

women in their own lives and in the world

need to have it condemned by the Univer-

sity not condoned by keeping Rucks

employed.
According to a study done by Mary Koss,

84 percent of the rapes that occur are

perpetrated by someone the victim knows.

One in four college students will be victims

of attempted rape or rape by the time they

graduate. Both of these statistics have

come true for me. Are we going to take the

chance that this could happen again to

another student by not making stonger

policies and allowing Rucks to stay in this

community?
Amy Henry is a Collegian staff member

Intolerance is a problem but

vigilantism is not a solution

We have made a commitment to

creating a multicultural environment

on this campus. To do this, each of us

must respect the freedom and dignity of

every human being and encourage their

full participation in all aspects of cam-

pus life.

A number of events this fall have

worked against our fulfilling this com-

mitment. The most recent example is

the decision of the Board of Governors

to eliminate the LBGA seats on the

board.

We are dismayed and deeply concern-

ed with the action of the Board and the

resulting pain, frustration and anger

that this action has caused our gay, les-

bian and bisexual students. We urge the

members of the board to reconsider its

vote and to return their attention to the

governmental responsibilities with

which they have been entrusted by the

students of this University.

It is incumbent upon all members of

this university community to foster

values of respect and dignity that are

the foundations of a multicultural

environment.
Likewise, it is vital that all of us work

to insure the inclusion of all members

of the student body. Attitudes of in-

tolerance precipitated the formation of

Queer Nation on our campus, but we

cannot condone retaliation and harass-

ment in response to injustice.

We must find another way!

Violence and harassment of any kind

are not acceptable here, and we will

seek to punish persons identified as per-

forming violent or harassing acts, in-

cluding retaliation or those found to in-

cite others to such acts.

We await the peaceful and civil

disposition of this situation and ask that

all parties work within the University

system to address their concerns.

Assistance may be sought through
many campus agencies, including the

Offices of the Dean of Students and Stu-

dent Activities.

Dennis L. Madson
Vice-Chancellor for Student Affairs

Rene Carew
Director of Student Activities

Jo-Anne Vanin
Dean of Students
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What we never learn in business school
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Since I'm about to graduate, I've been reflecting on my
business school education here at UMass. Disturbing as

it may be to some, I feel the need to express criticism of

my B-school pilgrimage.

Sitting in SOM classes is something that many argue

is for the "best and the brightest." Granted, many of us

are adept at quantitative analysis, but so what. The

limitation of this type of thinking when not combined with

critical or reflective analysis is deleterious and ramifica-

tions are manifest all around us. I do not mean in anyway

imply that quantitative analysis is worthless, but there

needs to be a balance taught to students. Let me explain.

John Michael Oakes

Business

Graphics

PROFESSIONAL STAFF
Brian Harrington. Lori Black

Maureen Majerowski

Rory Evans
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Except for a few management course, in which the

teacher prompted intellectual discourse most B-school

courses do not aid in the development of questioning or

caring individuals; which are, and will be, criterion for

successful executives as well as community leaders.

Instead the SOM is producing computer like individuals

who don't ask questions and just do the job as directed

simply for the sake of the elusive dollar or maintenance

of the status quo. Ironically, questioning the system is

often viewed as seditious, while innovation — which is a

result of dissatisfaction - is a beloved "buzz" word.

I have never heard the question raised "How will this

strategy affect my children's lives." Or "Besides money,

what will working 70 hours a week do for me and the com

munity?" or "What alternatives exist for doing business

differently." Such forethought is not catalyzed by many

SOM orofcssors.

Career options that do not include corporate America

or pursuit of self-interest are seldom discussed and seem

to be for the "under-achievers' only. What's more, I am

not alone in wondering why there isn't a mandatory

course in industrial history that offers alternative perspec-

tives on why we've created society this way. To say the

least, the reasoning behind these educational decisions

is quite provocative.
. j ;

Friends of mine have asked me if such individual

thought is a good thing for graduates to posses; after all,

they say, students who want to raise these questions

should enter a doctoral program. Nonsense. I am not com-

fortable with the fact that SOM graduates are going to

participate in our planet's activity - possibly in influen-

tial positions in powerful organizations — without ques-

tioning the 'whys' of it all. To continue to reproduce the

mistakes of our forefathers will jeopardize the lives ofour

children.
,

As a result, I am reminded of the children s fairy tale

The Emperor's New Clothes. If you recall, the townspeo-

ple were made to believe the the Emperor, in all his

greatness, was wearing the finest suit in the land when

in actuality he had nothing on at all. I hope my analogy

is clear; we're being led to believe that questions of why,

of those of moral, ethical, egalitarian, altruistic, feminist

or humanist nature are silly, dangerous or not part of the

business school education.

They are of vital importance and should pervade every

lecture and all syllabi. Are we to be educated or merely

trained to be a "cog in the machine." Our eyes deceive

us . . . The Emperor is naked.

John Michael Oakes is a UMass student
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Fight for freedom
Nobody ever wins any kind of war because it is the big-

gest destruction of human lives and it is bad for the en-

vironment. Everyone should stand against nations that

go to war in order to gain land, for economic reasons, or

for personal greed by oppressing the other groups.

We have seen in the past that war was needed to restore

law and order. We held freedom and opportunity so dear-

ly that some of us believe in fighting for freedom and

justice to bring about peace.

Due Van Le

Many people say that Saddam Hussein is another Hitler

because what kind of a person would use lethal gas and
chemicals on his own people. He created a country arm-

ed with dangerous weapons and chemicals that could wipe

out a large portion of the global population at anytime.

The invasion of Kuwait threatens world peace and
democracy. The U.S. (with the largest force) along with

27 other countries have untied to stand against the threat.

Just imagine what he would do next and to Kuwait's peo-

ple if all the forces are to back off now. He has been known
to use gas on his own people.

What would prevent him from using it against the

Kuwaiti people?

People are saying, "We don't want another Vietnam!"

Well, this is not another Vietnam. During the Vietman

War, there was very low morale among the people which

lead to low fighting spirit among the troops. The soldiers

did not have the support of the American people. They
were spat on when they came back. Many Americans

thought that the war was their fault.

Contrary, it was the fault of the politicians in

Washington. What the American people should have done

was protest their political leaders who were sitting home
making the decisions instead of the soldiers who were

fighting.

When the U.S. pulled out of Vietnam, the Communists

were left with an obvious victory. This act of abandon-

ment allowed the North Vietnamese communists the

freedom to oppress and kill many innocent people who op-

posed living under their harsh regime.

Since the war ended in 1975, millions of people risked
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their lives on the oceans in their little boats in search of

freedom. Many have died in vain trying to escape and

many still are to this day.

If the troops withdraw from Kuwait now, it will be

another disaster like Vietnam in the context that many
innocent people will suffer under Saddam and he will be

an absolute ruler. It will be chaos because many people

will try to escape his oppression. Will it surprise anyone

then if he decided to use gas on those who oppose him?

The UN Resolution gave Hussein a choice to pull out

of Kuwait by Jan. 15, 1991. He has no business being

there in the first place. This man is a threat to the freedom

of the people of Kuwait and to world peace.

The silent majority of the people on this campus sup

port U.S. involvement and the troops because they unders

tand the aftereffect on the international level. While the

few protesters at UMass use oil as a cheap excuse to object.

Ifyou are going to protest, please protest where the deci

sions concerning the war are made like in Washington!

These protesters are probably the same people who pro

tested the returning V -Hnam soldiers 15 years ago. Peo-

pie on this campus also protested DOD research claim

ing that is inhumane to use the anthrax virus to kill

Why don't they protest Saddam who is using gas and

chemicals to kill the people? And where were these

patriotic Americans when the Indians were attacked by

the Canadian government? We live in a free nation where

everyone is free to protest and voice their opinions. These

people should be grateful that they are not over there

fighting and they should use their freedom of expression

to voice their support for the troops.

I oppose killing or oppressing people. But as a citizen

of a free country, I hold freedom and opportunity dearly.

I am willing to fight for freedom and the pursuit of hap

piness for everyone!

"Give me liberty or give me death!"

Due Van Le is a UMass student

A dictator, but he's our dictator
Is there any difference between Hafez-al-

Assad of Syria and Saddam Hussein of

Iraq?

Both Arab tyrants murder and torture

their respective citizens, invade their

neighbors, threaten to destroy Israel, take

American hostages, train terrorist gangs,

buy military hardware and raw materials

for chemical and biological weapons from

the West and the anti-Semitic Russian em-

pire called the Soviet Union.

They execute their friends, foes and

relatives alike, and systematically use

Palestinians as front line artillery during

invasions of Arab neighbors.

Yes, there is a difference. Mr. Hussein is

our enemy, Mr. Assad is our ally. How did

this madness come about? The United

State's government falling victim to the

State Department version of an age-old

Middle Eastern cynicism: the enemy ofmy
enemy is my friend.

Time after time, this "pragmatism"

works against the national interest of

America, not for it. Instead U.S. should tell

the world and its people the truth — we

need Mr. Assad for time being, but like

yesterday and even now the leader of Syria

is a butcher of Lebanon, kills as many
Palestinians as Lebanese and cultivates,

produces and distributes illegal narcotics

(as documented by a 1983 report by the

Drug Enforcement Agency).

After this short-term "pragmatism," the

rationalization sets in. The leader of Syria

cannot be that bad after all, you can do

business with this fellow, he is not like

others. What is said about Mr. Assad was
said about Saddam Hussein and "moderate

Iranian politicians."

Like native American politicians, their

liberal Israeli counterparts have started

whispering, that Mr. Assad is a reasonable

type. He will forget the Golan Heights, if,

we forgive his bloody excursions in

Lebanon. There is a long list of American

and Israeli politicians who were willing to

ignore Mr. Assad's brutality for the dream

that they could pacify him.

Saddam Hussein is a dictator, but Mr.

Assad is no less. They are not creatures of

aberrations, typical of modern Middle East

Arab rulers. Since greater Iraq collides

with the ambitions of greater Syria, Mr.

Assad is our ally, nothing more. He is just

waiting for his turn to make his kill.

Dictatorships are inherently unstable.

With huge armies, unstable dictators are

an ever present threat and inherently

dangerous. We forget that and arm them

to kill us.

With enough precedents, we learned it

again with Saddam Hussein. One day, we
will learn it still again, from

Hafez-al-Assad.

Pat Sitaraman
Amherst

Pay student athletes
It has just been released. The Univer-

sity of Massachusetts has just signed the

top high sehool basketball player in the

country to a five year. $40,000 contract.

It was reported that they outbid UNLV
and Duke University to get the 7'2' center

to come to their school.

Imagine reading this in the paper?

Mavbe it isn't as far fetched as it sounds.

Steve Gniadek

A note of thanks for support

from the Everywoman's Center
On behalf of the Everywoman's Center,

I would like to extend our heartfelt thanks

and appreciation to all the individuals and

groups on campus who have rallied in sup-

port of the center over the past weeks in

response to the budget crisis.

Due in great part to their efforts,

Everywoman's Center's survival and even-

tual restoration of some of the lost pro-

gramming has been assured by the Univer

sity administration, barring further cuts to

the University by the state legislature.

We wish to recognize the Student

Government Association, the Graduate

Student Senate Executive Committee, the

Graduate Student Senate, and individual

students for their consistent support and

encouragement.

In particular, we wish to to acknowledge

Natasha Diephius, SGA president; Sarah

Lyon, GSS executive Officer; Larissa

Diephius, Binky Feldman, Gina Gombar,

Swati Joshi, Rua Kelly, and Maggie

Magner, for their leadership and tremen-

dous expenditure of time and energy on

behalf of the Everywomen's Center.

We also wish to thank Amy Henry and

Julie Livingstone for their support and

assistance with Collegian coverage.

Your tireless efforts have contributed to

an improved outlook for the Everywoman's

Center as well as an uplifted morale

amongst the women working here.

Thank vou again, from all of us.

Carol S. Wallace

Director of Everywoman's Center

With college recruiting violations more

apparent year after year, something has

to be done about them. Some suggest

building up an investigation force.

Others feel that we should give col-

legiate programs professional status.

If college players are receiving illegal

funding anyhow, why not pay everyone

and make it public?

Most of today's collegiate programs

are breeding grounds for the profes

sional ranks. The NFL does not have a

minor league system. Most of their

players come from the college programs.

The same can be said about the NBA.
They have semi-minor leagues but not

to the extent of Major League Baseball.

This so called professional status

would not be rival leagues to the profes-

sionals. It would simply be a sound

minor league program for them.

Many athletes in college today aren't

there for academic purposes. Some don't

even know what courses they are enroll-

ed in. Their main purpose is to improve

their game and hopefully become profes-

sionals. Shouldn't they be paid for this''

Illegal payments to athletes across the

nation are made everyday. This could

end by setting standards and rules to

make them legal. Booster and alumni

association money, along with revenues

that these programs bring in, could he

paid directly back to the athletes.

These athletes could be made to sign

contracts to be fulfilled within live years

for a certain amount of money. The most

sought after athletes would receive

more money because more colleges

would be trying to sign them. The poi-

son with the best deal would win the

contract.

Another way of doing this could be

having the professional teams take over

the contracts with college athletes sign

ing a five to eight year contract. When
their college eligibility was up. the pro-

fessional teams would take over their

contract. In return, the college would

receive additional funds from the pro

team taking over the contract.

This may sound ridiculous. College

recruiting violations are an obvious pro-

blem today. Professional status isn't a

bad idea. Collegiate athletes are to pro

basketball and football what minor

leaguers are to professional baseball.

Paying them would deter violations by

college recruiters. It may change the

way people look at the games, change

the tradition of the games, but it could

also save the games.

Steve Gniadek is a UMass student

The Collegian plays its role well

Write for this page. Write a letter. Write a column. After all how many opportunities

do you get to communicate with 21.000 people? Remember, the value of this page depend,

on you- students, workers, teachers and residents. WW you take the ««?
Bring any and all columns and letters to the Collegian office next semester in the Cam-

pus Center basement.

I want to tell you how much I admire t he

work you have done this semester to make

the Collegian a reliable and responsible

source of news and information for our

campus.
I appreciate especially the diligent work

you have done to keep us informed about

the large, but often unreported, role the

military plays in our daily lives. You have

consistently raised the political, ethical and

human issues that involvement entails, an

essential task in our democracy that few

national journals have done as consistent

ly as you.

Your thoughtful reporting of the

discriminatory Department of Defense

policy that bars lesbian and gay students

from the ROTC has shown careful research

and hard nosed investigative follow up that

keeps us in touch with this difficult issue

as it winds its way toward Faculty Senate

consideration.

While 1 do not agree with your editorial

position calling for expulsion of the ROTC.

your honest concern assures me that this

important subject will not be buried or

forgotten until it has received a full and

open hearing. In this, you are playing the

active role of a free press that our society

depends upon for its health and survival

Thank you very much and keep up the good

work.
Richard Trousdell

Professor of Theater

.«••**
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BLACK AFFAIRS
Signed away to Gulf

It's a shame. It's a crying shame! Look

ing through the New York Times, The
Boston Globe, and The Boston Herald, I

could not find one article on the conditions

of the soldiers, African Americans in par-

ticular. However, I did find article outlin-

ing President George Bush's lame excuses

for having our men over there.

Monique Tabon

Bush makes it sound as if the United

States hadn't intervened, than madman
Saddam Hussein would endanger the lives

of millions of people. Since when did

George Bush become so concerned with the

lives of millions of people? Right here in

America, there are millions of people,

African Americans in particular, who are

suffering from all kinds of inhumane treat-

ment: poverty, racism, homelessness,

unemployment, and a disillusionment with

life. As if this weren't enough. Bush has the

nerve to say "human rights are gaining

ground the whole world over. Nowhere is

that situation more tragic and more urgent

today than in Kuwait. We must speak out

and stand up for the Kuwaiti people, a peo-

ple whose very nation is now in the grasp

of a tyrant unmoved decency."

Well now, how about that. Bush is more

concerned with people over the ocean and

through the desert and to Hussein's house

our soldiers go . . . let's get real. Bush isn't

fooling anyone. He would not be spending

nearly $30 billion dollars to save millions

of people in Kuwait unless there was

something in it for him. He's got what's left

of our community over in the Middle East,

trained, dehumanized, and ready for com-

bat over oil. Then even still the issue isn't

really oil, it's power.

Once again the White man feels

threatened because his grip on someone

else's property has been pried apart. To rec-

tify the situation, he sends Black men and

women to fight "Brown" people all in the

name of self-righteous White people.

Yet the irony of it all is that when it

comes to fighting inhumane treatment

here, there is never any money for medical

care for the poor, job training programs,

building more efficient low income hous-

ing, etc.

Since we were first brought over here we
have been exploited, disrespected, and

neglected. We barely have any representa-

tion and as we move more and more toward

the 21st century, the less we are going to

be represented, nevermind acknowledged.

The irony further still is that our sons and

daughters are being sent to fight for a coun-

try that refuses to recognize them. There

is something like 30 percent of African

American soldiers already there in Saudi

Arabia. As of Dec. 10, 1990, there were

another 24,000 U.S. Marines getting ready

to be shipped away from Camp Lejeune,

North Carolina.

Doesn't anyone care? Those in the

military signed their lives away, not as in-

dentured servants, but as Uncle Sam's per-

sonal slave troops. They are now stuck in

a foreign land with the threat of war in the

desert air hanging over their heads. They

are most likely alone, hot as hell, and

scared shitless. Those brothers and sisters

aren't strangers, they are our sons,

daughters, brothers, sisters, aunts, uncles,

and cousins. They are part of our communi-

ty. Don't you realize that we don't belong

over there? Don't you know that we will

most likely suffer the greatest fatalities,

just like in Glory, on the front lines?

It was not my intention to debate the

issue for or against U.S. presence in the

Persian Gulf. My only concern is my com-

munity and its deterioration. I see our

brothers and sisters over in the Middle

East as another tactic aimed at mass ex-

ecution of our people. If one half of the

species needed to reproduce is extinct, then

our existence becomes extinct. Black folks,

I cannot urge you enough to become involv-

ed. Speak out against these injustices.

Right now we are the only hope of ever see-

ing our loved ones come home.

Monique Tabon is a UMass student

\l> photo

SAUDI ARABIA - A U.S. serviceman peers out of a foxhole at a base

in the desert recenty las part of the U.S. military buildup in response to

Iraq's invasion of Kuwait.

BMCP: 'Keeping Black music alive ' at UMass
.. „ ii xi.i j„ _<-"r» t ir „.,„ K^„" «rUVi T,«st hut. not least "D.J. MolloV." di

By SONDRA SUTTON
Collegian Correspondent

The Black Mass Communications Project, or better

known as BMCP, is a Black organization here at the

University of Massachusetts at Amherst. BMCP has been

active since 1969.

Although created primarily for communication majors,

its members have majors which range from Afro-

American history to zoology.

One of the many important aspects of BMCP are their

disc jockeys which display their talent on the Universi-

ty's radio station, WMUA 91.1 FM. Perhaps you have tun-

ed in your radio one Saturday night and listened to the

funky sounds of "Saturday Nite Hype" with Kenley Obas

as "D J. Knock Out" and the "Underground Sounds" with

James Robins as the "Dark Overlord." These programs

are followed by the house sounds of "D.J. Kevy Kev" with

"Kevy-Kev Goes House."

To cool things down, stay tuned for the seductive sounds

of "Saturday Seduction" with "Colette." Just when you

think things couldn't get anymore mellow, your ears are

caressed with the tender pulsating notes of the "Dark

Overlord," as he spins "Love's Interlude."

These are just a few examples of the multi-talented

Black disc jockeys here at UMass. A few other disc jockeys

are "D.J. K.C." Keith Campbell, as he takes you on a trip

to the best of the worlds of "Rock and Soul," on Friday

nights. Wednesday nights are filled with the sounds of

D.J.'s like "D.J. K-NYCE" and "Kausin Kaoss."

BMCP also offers the best in jazz music on Monday

nights with the one and only "D.J. Rick Townes" as he

brings you "AH That Jazz." Tuesday nights are also pum-

ping as "D.J. P.ZO" "Sets It Off"

Last but not least "D.J. Mello V." puts you in the mood

to relax and unwind from a fast-paced weekend, and

prepares you for the hectic weekdays with the soft sounds

of "Mellow Madness."

BMCP welcomes all minority students who are in

terested in becoming members of the project. The project

also sponsors the annual "Jeans and Tee Shirts" and

"Funk-A-Thon" jams. BMCP in addition to these events,

invite various minority speakers to give lectures to the

minority student body. The project also has its annual

communication conference for minority students in

terested in pursuing careers in the field of communica

tions.

Many BMCP members agree that the project is great

in forming close relationships, as well as learning the ins

and outs of the communication major. For additional in

formation about BMCP, call 545-2426, or stop by the of-

fice located in room 402 Student Union.

Especially for You

Haircaie &) Beauty Boutiqu

specializing in Afro-American

Hair Care and Beauty Products

Where

206 Russell St., Rt. 9

Hadley, 586-6622

Free Delivery

within

5 College Area

As of the end of fall semester 1990, 1 have

resigned my position as the editor of the

Black Affairs Page. Reflecting back on my
experiences I will admit that there have

been some good and bad aspects.

Dawn Pierce

Speaking specifically to those students of

the Black community to which I have serv-

ed for the past two semesters, you have not

only disappointed me with your lacking in-

volvement but the absence ofyour concern

in the page's production reflects negative

ly on OUR image as a community. As you

all know [those of you who even take time

to read this page) there have been

numerous advertisements on this page urg-

ing and encouraging your support and

contributions.

Where was it? The most ironic cir

cumstance surrounding the issue, is that

some of you even have the NERVE to ask

me, "Hey Dawn, I haven't seen the page

for a while, what's going on?" To those of

you who have posed this "insightful" ques-

tion to me I have only one answer for you:

hey, what's going on with you? Where are

the articles that you SHOULD have been

contributing in order to support a page that

has been in production in this paper for

over a decade to serve your LAZY, SELF
CENTERED EXISTENCE?
Don't get me wrong, there are a FEW of

my brothers and sisters who have con

tributed and have continuously been sup

portive. I THANK YOU. Without your sup

port, the page would not exist. However,

I do not look toward the future with a

negative perspective. I have faith that

there will continue to be others here at

UMass that do care about their communi

ty and will give their time and effort to

make a difference. In closing, I must con

gratulate the new Black Affairs Page

editor for spring semester 1991 — Sondra

Sutton. I wish you good luck on your

endeavors. Keep a creative mind, but a

realistic perspective.

Dawn Pierce is a UMass student.
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GREAT
GIFTS!

WTLDWATER
OUTFITTERS has great

gifts at all prices.

Great gifts for everyone

in the family.

WILDWATER
OUTFITTERS has the

lowest prices in the

valley.

Gifts that that special

person will cherish!

Open every evening

til 9:00

Sundays til 6:00

HIGSSWILDWATER
K3WK10UTF1TTERS

Routt 9 Elliot St.

Hidlty. MA Bfttltboto. VT

(413) MS-2323 (802) 2S4-4133

d&srry QRristmas^

cffiJrry QRristmas

HAPPYCHANUKAH

FIND the FINEST...

*\4

Giftsfrom
Glass to Gold

l^azare Diamonds - Gems

Engagement Rin^ Sets

Custom 18k gold

Both g$Bertes open 7 J,\\ s

silverscape designs
GOLDSMITHS GEM G A L L E R Y

264 N. Pleasant St.. Amherst 253-3324 177 Main St., Northampton 584 3324

Monday-Thursday 5-8 p.m.

All you can eat

BUFFET $5.99
COMEDY RESERVATIONS
586-1202 585-8615

11:30-3 p.m. All You Can Eat

ISUNDAY BRUNCH $6.99

PEKING GARDEN, Rt. 9, Hadley

You Deserve A
"Plus" In

Campus
Computing

m
U
m
1I

Reward Youxself

With A New
Zenith Data Systems

LP-Plus

The 2 296LP Phttw is the 12 MHz desktop computer that excels at

coursework This system now comes pre-loaded with MS-DOS1 4.01

and Microsoft* Windows'*
1
version 3.0, Its standard features include 1MB of

RAM, a choice of hard drives, a floppy drive and a Microsoft Mouse*

Most importantly, the Z29SLP Plus* can be upgraded to an lntel386SX*

system by simply changing one card. So don't settle for just any 286

system, reward yourself with a Z-29SIP Phut*

ZENITH
data systems

Groupe Bull

rtm a • rtfMara* 1—1 * ZmMi ON
ooi M—n willow ** Mtomw Mem m eteamt

• iwmw tMMirt at tat c«p

wM M<uw«i W«*n I pHaa ft l$$mmt uaowfri <* Micr»ah Corp

of Memo* Cora.

=a a

For More Information, Please Contact:

John Lewis
Zenith Data Systems

Student Representative

545-2619

t

1

i
m
m

I
J[~i«^^ ->
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WE MOUiP LZK£ T* VXShi AU A VERY
ttiiaiiNaNiiiiaiuiNNiiiiaiiiiiHiiiiiaiiiiNiiiiiiaiiiiiiiiiiiiDiiiHiijft

Now Renting:
a Q
mm mm

Bright, Spacious, 2 Bedroom
| Apartment-Fully Equipped Kitchen §

Carpeted, Storage and Laundry
Facilities

I LANTERN COURT 1

I Rte 116 Sunderland 253-25151
^iiiiiNNiiiiaiiiiiiHiiiiaNiiiiiiNiiaiiiiHNHiiaiuiniiiiiiaiiiiiiiiinT

HAVE YOU SEEN
THIS JUICE LABEL?

IF SO, THEN ASK
FOR IT IN THE

UNIVERSITY STORE
Tea with Company
values your opinion

HAPPY

MBKRY
CHklSTAVIS
H4PPV '

XVANZA.
ANO A MERRY SOQ

Seasons's Greetings!
From Scott's Liquors

Budweiser Suitcase
Reg-Lt-Dry
24-12 oz cans

Schaefer Suitcase

24-12 oz cans

$7.99+dep

$11.99 -i-dep

Kahlua Liquer

750 ml

$11.49

BREAK

Zarkoff Vodka
1.75 L

$8.99

Codorniu Champagne
750 ml

$5.49

]}M Cuervo Gold Tequila
KsM 7R(~\ ml750 ml

$8.99

SPRING
Cancun and Bahamas
Complete, Guaranteed
Packages from $299

Reserve by Jan 1st

and Save $30.00

Call Jon or Matt at 546-2335

mmw>5SSSSSSm

*S3§£b

WE WANT TO BE YOUR FAVORITE LIQUOR STORE
6 University Drive, Newmarket Center, Amherst
Diagonally Across from the UMass Stadium

Plenty of FREE Parking
Telecheck for Your Personal Check

We Have It

Wm now have mil

Mas* Lottery gamaal

i

%

I

i

i

%

fe BUY
GETO
NO RESTRICTIONS OFFER GOOD THRU 1/7/91

2TDEERFIELD FISH

^ai ft~LOBSTER CO.

THE NEW
CHOWDER HOUSE

Restaurant
-wholesaler to the Vafcy's ftnesl resla^anc'

65 So Main St . Soutn DeerfielrJ 665-8333 Open 7 Days for Lunch & Dinner

MONDAY

2 PRINTS
FOR THE PRICE

OF1

TUESDAY

SUPFR PRINTS

.37
SAVE .i3n*~~«

THURSDAY

2nd SET OF
PRINTS FOR

ONLY .10 pen
PRtNT

AT T»MF Of Of vf LCT***
AeG'JI>(*Si7E r"*

Tim

WEDNESDAY

2 PRINTS
FOR THE PRICE

OF1

i
FRIDAY

REPRINT DAY
3 1^X5 .30 ea.

5x7 .99 ea.

8x10 3.50 ea

MOCAOeMMO 'Ull NIG On »

mm
EVERVr.AY
spec:*l

2nd StiT
OF PR..JTS

REGULAR
SUPER

Km.
21 e».

AT Tl»* rw

FILM IN BY 10:00 am
PRINTS OUT BY 4:00 p.m

ONE MQ'JR S€«'. ; CE
AVAILABLE UNTIL 3 00 p f

2i« 1<2 FEDERAL STREET
GREENFIELD

157 TRIANGLE STREET
AMHERST

62 KING STREET
NORTHAMPTON

College Pizza

Fall Special I
H Small Cheese Pizza $3.50

H Large Chees Pizza $5.99

:: 2 Toppings $1.00 extra

M549-6098 549-6073s
H Must mention this ad

no coupons with the special =
llllllllillllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllii

HUNAN GOURMET

y.

CHINESE
RESTAURANT

The aroma, sound & taste of

authentic Chinese cuisine prepared

Hunan. Szechuan. Mandarin or

Cantonese style—especially for you!

to

• Ample Free Parking
• Major Credit Cards Accepted
• Full Liquor License

• Open 7 Days A Week
• Take-Out Service Available

• Nc MSG

585-0202 261 King St., Northampton, MA

CASH
I

yo°u
r

r BOOKS!
BUYING USED TEXTS AND PAPERBACKS

ALBION USED BOOKS
30 MAIN ST., AMHERST

Mon 9:30-6; Tues-Sat 9:30-9 p.m.; Sun 12-5

* i



gay life on campus

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 5

or most of her friends back home.

"I don't think I'll ever tell my parents,

at least not until I'm on my own and finan-

cially independent, maybe then I'll tell

them," Susie said. "I really don't know

what my parents would do if they knew —
I'm not even sure they would understand

the meaning of the term 'bisexual.' They

would either decide I was gay or straight.

They'd probably try to set me up with tons

of men."
"My parents had no concept of lesbianism

before coming to this country," Sie said.

"Bisexual ity is simply not known or

understood in India. So, I'm not sure I can

ever get them to understand," she added,

"But someday I'll try."

Susie said she is thankful for the large

and supportive community at UMass. "It

was good coming out here - compared to

my friends' colleges, it seems that there's

a really unusually open and supportive

community here. I was already involved

with some of the progressive groups on

campus, so I had lots of friends it was safe

to tell."

Bob is a 22-year-old junior who is leav-

ing campus after this semester. Bob kept

his bisexuality pretty closeted until this

semester, when he decided to move to the

diversity floor in the Central dormitory

complex. "I was tired of playing games and

being closeted," Bob explained, "I heard

about the diversity floor and I decided to

move there for this semester. I wanted to

use it as a stepping stone for coming out."

"I consider myself completely out now. I

don't advertise, but I dont hide either. If

someone asks me I tell them."

The homophobia that Bob said he

perceives on the campus makes him un-

comfortable. "Sometimes I still get scary

feelings because there's such a large con-

servative student body on this campus. I

mean, I was here first semester during the

straight pride rally, and I read a lot of

homophobic statements. I think if I lived

in any other dorm than this one I would

still be closeted. But here on the diversity

floor I feel basically pretty safe."

Bob said he believes that many gays are

afraid to come out because of the strong

homophobia they perceive on campus. "I

think there's definitely a lot of oppression

on this campuB that keeps a lot of gay peo-

ple in the closet. Some people move to this

floor to come out, but others are afraid to

come here because they know they'll be

labeled gay just for living on the diversity

floor. Even though not everyone who lives

here is gay."

Bob said he suspects part of his burn-out

in school is due to stress from the pressures

he faces for being out. "Mostly I'm just

tired of school - but I wouldn't be surpris-

ed if part of my burn-out comes from the

every day stress of being a gay on a straight

campus. I think gays deal with much more

stress on a daily basis than other students."

The little things start to build up inside.

Bob said. "Like today, I heard these two

guys making fun of Queer Nation in the

cafeteria. I felt all this rage building up in-

side of me, but I didn't say anything, as

usual. It's the little things that happen

every day that get on your nerves, after

awhile it makes you want to scream in-

side."

It's better for gays to live off-campus, Bob

feels. "I know when I come back I'll live

in an apartment. It's so much safer. This

floor is the only place on-campus I feel safe

from attack."

Gays, lesbians, and bisexuals on campus

said they generally feel there is a strongly

supportive community on the University of

Massachusetts campus. But almost all of

them acknowledged a daily awareness of

possible threats against them for being

homosexual. The fears seemed to be

stronger among the men than the women.

Some gay, lesbian, and bisexual students

have not come out to their parents, and this

is an enormous emotional drain for some.

Jim and Susie are afraid they will lose the

money for their education if their parents

find out about their lifestyles.

On the other hand, some students have

immersed themselves in the campus com-

munity and feel extremely positive about

being out on-campus. According to Mary,

Annie, and Kate, the positive support from

their parents has greatly contributed to

their feeling comfortable about being 'out'

on-campus.

Miscellaneous Specials^

Mondavi White Zinfandel 750 ml $4.99

Mount Gay Ellipse Rum 750 ml $10.99

Four Seasons Vodka and Gin 1.75L$8.99

FOUR SEASONSI
Wines/Liquors

ROUTE 9. HADLEY • 5 8 4 - 8 1 7 4'

ALPHA LAMBDA DELTA
FELLOWSHIPS FOR
GRADUATE STUDY
DURENG 1990-1991

The National Council of Alpha Lambda Delta announces

that fourteen fellowships for graduate study will be awarded

for use during the 1990-1991 academic year. The amount of

each fellowship is $3,000. Applicants will be judged on

academic record, recommendations submitted, the soundness

of the proposed project and its purpose, and financial need.

Any member of Alpha Lambda Delta graduating with a

cumulative average of at least a 3.50 is elligible to apply. Any

members of ALD who has completed at least the first semseter

of the senior year is elligible to apply.

For additional information and an application, contact

Cynthia George, Dean of Students Office 227 Whitmore.

Deadline is January 15, 1991

Between Burger King and Dunkin' Donuts
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BRACHS

NEWSPAPERS, PLEASE INSERT CORRECT ADDRESSES

MENS AND LADIE

WATCHES
RUBIE BOUGHT 1,000'S FROM
SEIKO- HELBROS & CITIZEN

DIVER I FASHION I INCLUDES I CITIZEN CCII^n
STYLE RHINESTONE DIAMONDS & SEIKO

j

OCIlW

$18l$28l$38l$48l$68

•CHRISTMAS NOUGAT* JELLY
BEANS -SNOW BASE JELLIES
•MINT FILLED STRAWS • FILLED
RASPBERRIES 'HOLIDAY MINTS
•FANCY CREAMS & JELLIES

** . rt-«-*i-. - a ** -CHRISTMAS MINT PATTIES
CHRISTMAS PEANUT BUTTER SNOW MEN^ m -. . HB. m m • 1 LB. BOX FILLED CHOCOLATES

CANDY g7Q0 $499
NORMALLY *1 5°- J3" W I 9 TO 1

"&T BOXES
•4 PACK LINGERIE voUR
•3 PACK SHIRT CHOICE

•2 PACK ROBE

VALUES FROM
M.69-M.79

$400
I PACK

HOLIDAY
WRAP
30 SQ. FT.

JUMBO ROLL
VALUE *2°°

24" ILLUMINATED

SANTA
CLAUS
MUSICAL
ANIMATED

85

STANLEY
HAND TOOLS

CHOOSE FROM OUR
ENTIRE STOCK!
SELECTION MAY VARY
FROM STORE TO STORE

AW

TAPE measuresI

DOES MOT INCLUDE
ELECTRONIC TAPE MEASURE
OR CORDLESS SCREWDRJVER30

"PLIERS & MORE 1

% OFF
OUR PRICES

POWER EQUIPMENT TOYS
$$OL- - - VALUEW^

28 1
/2" FIRE ENGINE

INFRARED REMOTE CONTROL

INDOOR/OUTDOOR
©CHRISTMAS

LIGHTS
f 1003233

ioo SvffsJ
LIGHTS M* Hm=B
•EZE-ADD-A-LITET"

#2122 WITH END
CONNECTORS

COMP N
VALUES O

S9"- $14"W

VALUE $98 1 15 FUNCTION

$3888
rJ2 C r. .

17"-18 WHEEL-HIGHWAY HAULER
i BATTERY OPERATED • REMOTE

CONTROL

3
3 POSITION
SWITCH CONTROL

VALUE $8995

FORWARD
REVERSE
STOP

7'x4* EASY SNAP TRACK
12 CURVED PCS
t STRAIGHT PCS
2 SWITCH CONTROLS

BATTERY OPERATED AAAQO
TRAIN SET8*28

8
!

RUBIE BOUGHT OVER 3000

MAN-SIZED RECLINERS

FIRST QUALITY BLACK & WHITE

12" TELEVISION

"values' $9
OTHERS

• 100% Solid-SUte Chassis • UHF/VHF
detent tuning • Preeet VHF fine tuning

• Brightness control •Contr«»tcontroi

• 3" speaker ~ "~

•Monopole
antenna yy

iiai lie SQflOO ^^ FOR HOFOR HOME. GARAGE. DORK, AUTO OR BOAT

' 13" CRYING
HAI I BLONDE HAIR
1/VLL BLUE EYES
•CRIES WHEN YOU
REMOVE HER
PACIFIER.

AC-SORTED OUTFITS

value '28.95

#1303 05

1 BATTERIES NOT

EXTRAORDINARY

18" DOLL
• FEED HER AND HER
MOUTH OPENS & CLOSES~r--«"*£l

• STAINS HER DIAPER 'vTfTT rT

VALUE *34.95

$1188
* I jca»rr

&

t1793-9S
..Mrraef*
notmuuob

£«3

ROBOT TO CAR
JET ACTION

CORVETTE 'NISSAN
CAMERO-TRANS AM

YOUR CHOICE
VALUE

g
*696 W$j99

•#1201-4

fi'vQ' * BOUND ON FOUR SIDES

arearugs [OylRl0%OFFl
VALUE

IF PERFECT

DANCING
MARIONETTE

TAWfjj

4 PC BEDROOM
BLACK LACQUER

.,--"

5 PC DINETTE SET

.IK'H

H^"*- m
NIGHTSTAND
AVAILAI

HAND
|

AJkLJ

IN 3 COLOR
CHOICES

ELLIE
•GRANNIE
•JED

'VALUE
JJ

$495w

VALUE

$2995
AGES

5 AND UP

COMES
ALIVE

WITH THE
FLICK OF

YOUR WRIST

1 QT. ROUND
CASSEROLE

•400KT0R OUR 16 PAGE CHRISTMAS CIRCULAR
THEJR
PRICE

$099
N
O
W$448

VALUE

*8995

$38
COZY FLANNEL AND

POLY/COTTON

PAJAMAS OR
NIGHTSHIRTS
VALUES FROM *12-*18

8$700
,-'/ W I EACH

£»*.

r

POLY/COTTON

PASTEL
BLOUSES
ASSORTED ,

STYLES f
LADIES 4-18

VALUE
$18
N
O
w*5 H Tr. £*.

SWEATSHIRTS
CREWNECK
LONG SLEEVE
MENSS-M-L-XL
POLY/COTTON

VALUE "

$12eaw2»$11
l/inO BOYS AND GIRLS
ffVIUw SIZES 4-7

PULLOVER
SWEATERS

SOLIDS • PRINTS • ACRYLICS

VALUE ft

$16oo
o

MACHINE
WASHABLE

FLEECE
ROBES
SNAP FRONT
2 POCKETS
S'M-L'XL

N
O

SIZES J£UE
1Xto3X »2Z w

I
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SWCI
ON TIME FOR THE HOLIDAYS!C

191 N. Pleasant St.

Amnersf253-2013

J-RICH
CLOTHING FOR MEN 22 Masonic St.

Northampton•58&*336

OPEN 7 DAYS

gusBran^
Buy a LARGE
Pizza for the Price

Of a SMALL

Expires 12/31/90

Not good wifh any other offer

flslfeiElNssin

wsm
256-8911
We

Redeem
Pizza Hutj
Avanti,
Bruno's
Coupons

EHsIrlEaHiHEal

$1.99 PIZZ
Buy any large pizza or 12" pan pizza at

regular price, and get another with equal o

fewer toppings-tor just $1.99

Expires

12/31/90

Safe, Friendly, Free Delivery
Not good with any other offer

LOOK GOOD FOR THE HOLIDAYS!

104 Russell St.

Elmwood Shops
Hadley, MA

gnjrick & Q
,st>nct>ve Hoirstyttng For Men ft Women

Appointments

Or Walk-Ins

586-7477

f"
$300 OFF ]$i 00 OFF [M 00 OFf"|

Haircut

With Val-Pak* Coupon
Expires Jan 30. 1991

Perm &
Haircut

Haircut &
Hi-Lighting

With Val-Pakw Coupon
Expires Jan 30. 1991

eVai Pak, 11/1990

With Val-Pak* Coupon

;
Expires Jan 30. 1991

VbI Pak of Western Massachusetts, No. 24158-70 NH

LIQUORS °«nf

18 Main St. Downtown Amherst 253-5441
Featuring Samuel Adams

Winter Lager
$17.99 case

AFTER FINALS 'BUBBLEY'
Codorniu Brut Cld&sico

$4.99 750 ml
Korbel Brut Extra Dry

$8.99 750 ml

200 ml 'Spectacular'

Leroux Applemint or
Cranberry Schnapps

i

Vo^6 ^

AJ\d>8

S<V t !

99c
Pastene Deluxe Brandy 80° $1.50

Bacardi Gold Reserve $2.99

Many More In Store Specials

* Delivery Available • (especially on wines) AH beers p ius deposits
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MBL 's winter signings

CONTINUED rrVOM PAGE 22

Dodgers will be in the race at the end.

There will probably be a few more trades and Welch and

Clark still must sign but many teams are done dealing.

I am just hoping the Red Sox are not one of them, because

Dana Kiecker will not win 20 games. Keep the faith,

baseball fans, because spring training starts in less than

two months.
Dan Wetzel is a Collegian staff member

HEY GANC, THAT'S

THE NEWS, AHO WE
ARE ol/tT/I HERE 1

we have the Christmas Presence
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STOCKING
STUFFERS...
Out of Ideas?

Ve're Not.

Come see

hundreds

of clever and

affordable Gifts

DAILY 10-8

SAT. 10-5 :30

SUN. 12-5-00

71 N. Pleasant St. ( Above Cafe DiCarlo

)

Amherst 256-1551 • Mon.-Sat. 10-5:30

MC Visa Amcx • 1(800)542-8327

TIL

TUESDAY
The Vestrymen

FYi., Dec. 1 1 7:00pm
SI) adv.. $10 ;it the door

Advance Tix available at Pearl St

Vov the Record m Amherst,
Strawberries Record Stores,

Ticketron (800) 382-8080

10 penm. st. Nomi if if t in fon, n u 1
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Hampshire Mall Holiday Shopping Hours

December 1-December 21

Monday-Friday 10:00am to 10:00pm

Saturday 9:00am to 10:00pm

Sunday 12:00pm to 6:00pm

December 22

8:00am to 10:00pm

Deceriiber 23

12:00pm to 8:00pm

December 24—Christmas Eve December 25—Merry Christmas!

8:00am to 5:00pm Hampshire Mall is Closed.

December 26

9:00am to 9:30pm

December 31—New Year's Eve •
10:00am to 5:00pm /*j&f W

January 1—New Year's Day fcff^-
Noon to 5 p.m. InEr<

[

For the best of times, shop Hampshire Mali.

%^?*f

Route 9, Hadley

Information/Customer Service (413) 586-5700
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Tree farmer crushed firs can't go to soldiers
By MICHELLE LOCKE
The Associated Press

CH1COPEE, Mass - Christmas tree farmer George

Kedzierski said yesterday he's crushed that his plan to

ship evergreens to U.S. troops stationed in Saudi Arabia

was felled by restrictions.

"It's a real blow," said Kedzierski, who got the idea to

donate 40 firs from his tree farm in Southwick after see-

ing television reports of British shipments of the seasonal

greenery.

"I felt very strongly that the troops at the front lines

at Christmas time should have some kind of a symbol,

a connection with their home." he said.

But officials at Westover Air Force Base said the ship-

ment ran into a snag after they learned that foreign

religious symbols were not being encouraged in the

Islamic country and that the shipment of the live trees

would violate agriculture restrictions.

Military spokespersons said the question of practicing

other religions in Saudi Arabia, site of the sacred cities

of Mecca and Medina, is a sensitive one.

"The Saudis apparently are turning their heads at some

things," said Gordon Newell, Westover spokesperson.

At the Pentagon, Navy Lt. Cmdr. Ken Satterfield said

there is no official ban on Christmas trees.

"It's not a function of offending any kind of moral

values. It's more of a function of practicality," he said.

Services will be held to celebrate the holidays, he said.

"There is no attempt by our military or the Saudi

government to throw a damper on the Christmas holiday

for our forces over there. However, one has to remember

I

i

Microfridge

All in One Compact Refrigerator, Freezer and Microwave Oven

RENT ONE NOW, PAY FOR IT NEXT SEMESTER

You've probably seen one already, sleek, streamlined, matching top to

bottom. You've probably used someone's already, and maybe made

floormates shut their doors when they see you and your popcorn coming.

You may have wished you had rented one before the supply dwindled

away to nothing. NOW YOU CAN HAVE ONE FOR YOUR VERY OWN.

In an effort to meet the need of our residents who would like to rent a

Microfridge but can't afford it right now, Housing Services will allow you

to rent a Microfridge-and ask you to pay for it, NOT NOW, but during

the first week of February.

If you would like to take advantage of this offer, stop by the Housing

Assignment Office, 235 Whitmore and sign a contract.

P.S. I would hurry. Remember, it's first come, first served.

~1
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DUNKIN* DONUTS...AND BAKED GOODS, TOO

Buy Any Sandwich at the

Regular Price, Get Another
for 50c
(Good on Croissant, Roll, or Bagel) P..
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that our forces are not there in what we call an exercise

or training environment, they're there to carry out a real

mission," he said.

In the meantime, the 40 trees will find a home at

Westover, the nations's largest Air Force reserve base and

home to 16 of the huge C-5A Galaxy transports. The trees

are slated for the passenger terminal used by troops ship-

ping out.

fW!
Now in Stock.'

For Immediate

Delivery

*125°° OFF

ANY POOL TABLE

$10°° OFF
ANY POOL CUE

BROWN'S

MT. FARMS MALL • HADLEY MA • 584-0916

4 FREE STREET • WESTF1ELD MA • 562-9028

CopyCat Print Shop
RESUME SPECIAL

Have your resume typeset in 3

business days (1st proof) AND recieve

25 Copies of vour resume all for only..

Oiler expires 1/31/91 $ "| 7.99——
228 Triangle St, Amherst

(413) 549-3840

».':
yj*±

Z&£*

:
<; •m M

• <** : : ?'&£IZ8&
Buy Any Sandwich at the

Regular Price, Get Another for 50c

(Good on Croissant, Roll, or Bagel)
One coupon per customer per visit Available at participating

shops. Offers cannot be combined Shop must retain coupon

Taxes not included illJlltBMl
Lim ,

?
Offer good thru 12/17/90

~1

1 offer

Open 24 Hours
7 days a week

L

DUNKIN*
DONUTS
Its worth the trip.

Offer Good at

Rte 9 Hadley Shop
Only (Next to Four
Seasons Wines & Liquors) I

I

Friday and Saturday
Celebrate Our New Menu

Any Menu Nachos
$2-00

Buffalo Chicken Wings
$2.00

8:00 p.m.- 10:00 p.m.

Pitchers of Miller Lite
$4.50

Our Famous
Jello Shots $1.00

SINCE 19 6 8

DUNKIN' DONUTS... AND BAKED GOODS, TOO

Secretary of Education quits
By CHRISTOPHER CONNELL
The Associated Press

WASHINGTON - Lauro F. Cavazoz, the first Hispanic
American ever appointed to the Cabinet, resigned today
as secretary of education.

He is the second member of President Bush's Cabinet
to depart in recent weeks.

There was no immediate reason given for Cavazos' deci-

sion to resign, and the resignation letter did not say what
Cavazos plans to do.

Administration sources said that Cavazos had tired of

criticism aimed at his performance behind the scenes by
White House Chief of Staff John. H. Sununu. His critics

had faulted the education chief as an inadequate salesper-

son for the administration's policies, who never mastered
television skills.

Cavazos, 63, has led the Department of Education since

1988. He was appointed by former President Reagan and
was held over in the job by Bush.

The resignation was announced at a meeting of Bush's

Cabinet today.

Cavazos did not attend the Cabinet meeting. He is out

of town, a White House official said.

Bush, in a letter accepting Cavazos' resignation, said:

"For more than two years, and under two presidents, you

have distinguished yourself through your devotion to im

poring the education of our nation's children."

Cavazos, in his own letter, said he was stepping down

effective Dec. 15.

"I am especially proud of the contribution I was able

to make in expanding choice in education, promoting the

executive order on excellence in education for Hispanic

Americans, and raising awareness of the growing diver-

sity of America's student population," said Cavazos,

former president of Texas Tech University.

"I have only the greatest expectations and highest hopes

that each child in America will be educated to his or her

fullest potential," said Cavazos.

Cavazos' departure had long been rumored. He was one

of the lowest profile members of Bush's cabinet and was
considered by many in the education community to be

ineffective.

William Bennett, Bush's drug policy director, also

resigned last month, but subsequently agreed to become
the next chairman of the Repulican National Committee.

Bennett, Cavazos' predecessor at the Department of

Education, did not hold Cabinet rank.

Cavazos was a far less controversial secretary of educa-

tion than Bennett, who warred with teacher unions and

was an acerbic critic of America's universities.

OVER

BE A BARTENDER!
LOCAL/NATIONAL PLACEMENT

ASSISTANCE

DAY/EVENING ONE WEEK

747-9888
New Classes Starting January 7th

1655 "*" <T SUITE 202, SPRINGFIELD, MA 01103

Ex-hostage
discredits
sanctions

By MAUD S. BEELMAN
The Associated Press

FRANKFURT, Germany — Economic sanctions will

not force Saddam Hussein to back down because his

legions looted enough from Kuwait to sustain Iraq for

years, a Canadian businessperson who fled the captive

nation said early yesterday.

The Baghdad-born executive said he was "utterly

amazed by the over-simplification of the issue that

economic sanctions will have their effects on Iraq."

"What has been looted from Kuwait is enough to last

the system for up to 10 years," the 50-year-old

businessperson said.

In addition to computers, cars, and other consumer

goods, he said the amount of food taken from Kuwait

could last Iraq at least two years. "This issue of star-

vation is highly exaggerated."

The University of California at Berkeley graduate

lived in Kuwait 11 years and through his work was

closely connected to Kuwaiti and Western businesses.

He spoke on condition that he and his company not be

identified for fear colleagues in Kuwait would be

harassed.

There is widespread debate over whether the U..N.

embargo on trade with Iraq could by itself force Sad-

dam to back out of Kuwait.

The trade cutoff has shut down Iraq's oil exports and

food imports, but Baghdad has taken measures toward

achieving self-sufficiency.

The Canadian was among 14 people who landed in

Frankfurt late Tuesday. The group included seven

Americans, two Britons, two Canadians, an Irishman,

an Italian, and an Australian.

Their U.S.-chartered Boeing 707 was one of three

jetliners delivering former hostages from Iraq on Tues-

day. Two others flew to Bankok and London.

U.S. consulate spokesperson Craig Springer said the

men would take commercial flights to their

destinations.

Saddam announced last week that he would free all

those trapped by the Aug. 2 invasion, and more than

170 former hostages arrived in Frankfurt on Monday

in the blanket release's first wave.

Another flight, believed to be the last, is expected in

Frankfurt on Thursday, carrying the U.S. ambassador

and embassy staff from Kuwait.

Most of the former hostages looked tired and refus-

ed to speak to waiting reporters.

Wed. Dec. 19th

HOLIDAY SPECIAL

1/2 PRICE Off

Playing Time
U WITH THIS COUPON __
V Monday-Friday DDAUiU'C
Oh before 6 pm DIWJW1%
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POOL ROOM OPEN NOON - MIDNIGHT
7DAYSAWEEK
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40—80 % OFF
Publisher's Original

List Price On All

BOOKS

Recent Tttlct » Remainders

Bargain Editions • Reprints

Several Calendars

and Date Books Too

VALLEY BOOKS

Downtown Amherst
Open weeknights til 7:30

Sat. 10-5 San. 12-5

Visa/MC/Check

r

STAV

HOM
Rouno Inps ''0»r> NV slatting *

London $412
Paris 480
San Jose.C.R 390
Bangkok 959
Hong Kong 879
Tokyo 759

Student Faculty Fare
Taxes not included Restric-

tions apply Fares subject to

change. One ways available

Work/Study abroad programs
International student and
teacher ID

EURAIL PASSES ISSUED ON
THE SPOT!

Free student travel catalogue

G-OOD LUCH
nope ws

ON fJA/AlS.

rn/xtTue sprang ®
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THE FAR SIDE

By GARY LARSON
BONES IN THE BARREL
By J. GELLER & M. ROSENZWEIG
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DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Edited By TRUDE MICHEL JAFFE

ncilTr

Now Playing

MILLERS

CROSSING

Mon-Thurs
One Show 7:30

Fri-Sun

7:00 and 9:15

GOOD CARS GOOD PRICES

PELHAM AUTO

Long known in the valley for great service on small

imported and domestic cars is pleased to offer

FINE USED CARS AT REASONABLE PRICES

A sample of our selection:

1986 Chevy Nova 5 sp, A/C #10101
1987 Chevy Sprint 5/AC #1116

$3895
$2995

1315 Federal St. (Rt 9) Belchertown, MA (413) 253-9811

Nodvs h*\ OillenwiA

Zvns,« To* cur n*

one n* rt*1^

PANDA EAST
CHINESE

RESTAURANT
We bring Chinatown

to you

Open Hours: Mon-Thurs. 11:30am-1 0:00pm

Fri. & Sat. 11:30am-11:00pm
Sunday 2:00pm-1 0:00pm

Lunch Hours: Mon.-Sat. 1 1 :30am-3:00pm

103 N. Pleasant St. • Amherst, MA 01002

(413) 256-8923 (413) 256-8924

ATTENTION STUDENTS WHO MAY BE CALLED TO

ACTIVE MILITARY DUTY

The Board of Regents has issued a policy statement concerning

students who are called to active military duty.

The policy covers issues such as:

* Tuition & fees refunds

* Nonpunitive withdrawals from courses

* Assistance in filing mitigating circumstances forms

* Priority in enrollment upon return to school

For more information, or for assistance come into the

[
Dean of Students Office, 227 Whitmore (5-2684).

§oocoooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooa#

"Would you look at that? ... By thunder, you

couldn't do that in our day — yessiree, the rocks

were just a lot heavier back then.''

DOONESBURY By GARRY TRUDEAU

SIR, AR£ YOU AWAR£ IfiM
of Tuese talking * w«3r

CHRISTMAS CARPS A ppQQ-
THd MEN HAve BFFN icu?

GerriNG?

YBS, SIR. I THINKW OUGHT
TO START iNTBRPICnNG TWM.
SOMt OF THB CARPS HAVF
CR£ATFQR5ALMORALF
PROBUMS...

ACROSS
1 Hava a lata

maal
4 Bivalve

SSiaay, ma
actraaa

14 In Roma, ona
15 Julia Ward or

Eliaa

16 Printing errors

17 AMA members
16 Mimic

19 Alia* Ensign

Pulvar

20 Fabulist

22 Lockmakar
Linus

24 Compass pt

25 Dispirited

28 Rip

29 First Republican

presidential

candidate: 1856

34 Boxing practice

36 Obtect

39 Pueblo dweilar

40 Takes it easy

43 Part of a
bowling alley

44 Lavin role

46 Afternoon event

48 Time to do
the laundry

51 Actor Richard

52 Not involved

57 No good
60 ice-cream treat

61 Ball flower''

62 incarnation

64 Elephant Boy
star

67 The Greatest

68 Siprano
Tebaidi

69 Layer

70 Came upon
71 Master of

Jeopardy
72 Leave rolling in

the aisle

73 Some

DOWN
1 Shrubby tree

2 Beneath

3 Qatar group

4 Division

5 Cut oft

6 Wonderment
7 Actress Streep

8 Merchant

9 Prepared tor a

data

10 Limb
11 Arrived

12 British public

school

13 Role for Welles

21 Big bird

23 TV
extraterrestrial

26 Come up short

27 Florence s river

30 Medley
31 Sultanate

32 — Oimrttis:

prayer

33 Ash
34 Novelist Irwin

35 Silent vamp
Negri

36 Sacred bull

37 Channel
41 Yard parts

42 The Forsyte

45 Inform

47 SW Connecticut

city

49 Hooded jacket

50 Desire

53 Sate havens

54 Andean animal

55 Actress Burstvn

56 God
57 A Simpson

56 Claim

59 Hamlet, for one

63 Hunter

65 Sicken

66 Rue and Betty s

partner
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CALVIN AND HOBBES

t|W0 Lot Aiwckt nmw Syndicate 12/13/90

MENU

By BILL WATTERSON

LUNCH
Tuna Noodle Casserole

Grilled Turkey Swiss

Sandwich

BASICS LUNCH
Tuna Noodle Cassreole

Grilled Turkey Swiss

Sandwich

DINNER

Rotini

Scrod

BASICS DINNER

Rotini

Scrod

SELL YOUR TEXTBOOKS FOR CASH
HAMPDEN & WORCESTER COMMONS

HAMPDEN
COMMONS
REMOTE:

12/18/90-12/19/90 11:00-8:00

12/20/90 11:00-6:00

rnMMnN«P
R

1 2/1 8/90-1 2/1 9/90 1 1 :00-8:00

REMOTE: 12/20/90 11:00-6:00

TEXTBOOK ANNEX
12/12/90-12/14/90 9:00-4:00

12/15/90 10:00-3:00
12/16/90 CLOSED

12/17/90-12/21/90 9:00-4:00

MS WOUE BUS\NtSS

Of SfVhtfN REWKW
GOOD <\D5 M0
NE&ECTMA SAD -|jg>

WEft REAUM

...NOT TMM
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TO Y40WM
AiQDOT, OF

A. PARAGON
OF V\RT\)E,

TMMS MOM.

R\GUT' BUT ^E., THERE
ARE CERXAAH TUtUGS A

GOOD K\D COULD Do "WW
WGW LOOK BAD IN A

CERTMH UGUT, IF ONE
DlDlAT COHS\0ER ALL TME

MmGMlHG aRC0V\ST.toK£S.

L\KE KEEPING

AH iHQoUTiUtUT

TOKO \H tt>UR

MWAS SViEMER.

DRAWER. 3
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EKACTU.
\F I WAS
BUNG RMSED
IN K BFTTFR

EW\RDKfAEHT,

I WOULDN'T

DO THM6S
LIKE THAT.

YOUR DAILY HOROSCOPE
By JEANE DIXON

PRICE By PRICE VAN RAY

Wednesday Nights
Seth Kaye

ARIES (March 21-April 19) Refuse to

let others tell you how to live your

life. Be honest with your business

and romantic partners. Do not run

unnecessary errands Spend more

time with your loved ones tonight

TAURUS (April 20-May 20) Do not

aespair if someone fails to live up to

a promise. Look for other alter-

natives A legal auestion will be

settled in your favor Negotiate

behind closed doors for the best

results

OEMINI (May 21-June 20) Sending

out positive vibrations will promote
harmony. You can win new friends

and business opportunities by work-

ing behind the scenes An upbeat
group will Invigorate you tonight

CANCER (June 21-July 22} Children

and significant domestic changes

are part of the big picture Break

the shackles of self-doubt A new
beginning is possible ana could pro-

ve profitable Build savings

LEO (July 23-Aug 22): A new dto-

ject needs to be given a ?econd

look. Accept your mate's or part-

ner's offer of assistance News from

abroaa sounds promising Plan

recreational activities for the whole

family

VIROO (Aug 23-Sept 22) Stay

calm if you are focea with detays

A hobby or avocation could steer

you in a new career direction Be

willing to roll with the punches Do

not reveal any secrets now

LIMA (Sept 23-Oct. 22): Shop or sell

- you can do aoth well. A com-
munications mix-up could jeopar-

dize progress at work. You have a

talent for prophesy - use it as your

guiding light

SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov 21): You

have a knack for getting others to

follow your lead The business

climate is friendly Confiding in VIPs

proves beneficial. Look for ways to

bring greater beauty and comfort

to your home
SAGITTARIUS (Nov 22-Dec. 21). An

old secret is brought out into the

open The action you decide to

take will depend on your family's

reaction Keep spending within

limits Ask auestions to clarify a

message
CAPRICORN (Dec 22-Jan. 19) Be

cautious about making ar-

rangements that involve others, you

could be barking up the wrong

tree All work ana no play is difficult

but perhaps necessary Spend the

evening with congenial folks

AQUARIUS (Jan 20-Feb 18): A serf-

improvement project wi boost your

ego Seek mate's opinion before

Parting a diet Romance ooks mere

promising than m the recent past

Choose your confidants with

greater care

PISCES (Feb 19-March 20) Try not

to incur unnecessary expenses

Dismiss the idea that you must

"keep up with Joneses " Romance
is looking good. Shower your ioved

ones with affection ana they will

reciprocate

A NI&ffT GRAPHICS ST4FF MEMBER
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Amherst skater
places third in NEs
By KEN MAGUIRE
Collegian Correspondent

Katarina Witt. Debbie Thomas. Michelle Hendrick.

Michelle Who?
University of Massachusetts sophomore Michelle Hen-

drick has been figure skating for 10 years and has battl-

ed her way back from serious injuries to become one of

the best in New England.

She recently placed third in the New England Figure

Skating Championships, which qualified her for the

Eastern Championships, to be held Jan. 8-12 in Rochester,

NY
An Amherst native, Hendrick, 19, is the only woman

from the Amherst Skating Club to ever qualify for the

Easterns.

"Michelle was a little disappointed with her finish in

the NEs," her mother. Ana Hendrick said. "She thought

she had a good chance of winning, but came down with

the flu 10 days before."

The road to success has not been an easy one.

Five years ago, Hendrick broke a vertebra while prac-

ticing a difficult move and was forced to wear a brace for

six months, according to her mother. Last May, she suf-

fered two stress fractures in her left leg, which sidelined

her for six weeks.

Hendrick's main goal right now is to qualify for the Na-

tional Championships this spring in Minneapolis, Minn-

according to her mother. To do so, she must place in the

top four of her division.

Hendrick started skating at age eight when a friend in-

vited her to the Amherst Skating Club and competed for

the first time eight months later in Lake Placid, N.Y., ac-

cording to Mrs. Hendrick. Soon she was skating year

round and Mrs. Hendrick found herself driving to

Springfield twice weekly since the A.S.C. closes in March.

"She has been in so many tournaments, I can't

remember them all." Mrs. Hendrick said. "She has a big

bag full of medals; golds, silvers, bronzes."

Mrs. Hendrick said her daughter has always dreamed

of making it to the Olympics, however, she said she

realizes it is a longshot.

"After all her injuries and setbacks, she realizes it will

take a lot of luck to get there," she said.

Hendrick has been offered a job as a performer in pro-

fessional show, but it does not interest her, according to

her mother. She said her daughter wants to concentrate

on competitions.

Hendrick trains about 20 hours per week, which in-

cludes traveling to Boston on Tuesdays and Thursdays,

where much of her competition practices, also according

to Mrs. Hendrick.

Hendrick, a theatre major, would like to pursue acting

after her skating career is over, her mother said. Hendrick

turns 19 today but barely has time to celebrate due to her

training.
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$2 off
per hour

Mac Rental

52 off per hour on self-service Macintosh* computer

time rental. One coupon per customer. Not valid with

any other offer. Expires 12/31/90.

-1

Open 24 Hours*
253-2543

220 North Pleasant Street

(across from Carriage Sh

Closed Saturday midnight until Sunday noon.

kinkcs
the copy center

ACADEMY.MISIC
NORTHAMPTON {foetoj§ute ,584-8435

| ONLY AREA SHOWING, ENDS FRI DEC 14
Curtain Daily 6:45 & 9:00

COMPLETELY UNCUT IN
ITS ORIGINAL VERSION.

"AN EROTIC
MASTERPIECE.
Remarkable. A genuinely

erotic film thai

celebrates a woman's

sexual awakening

willi iiu.ikisluV

nil In im.imh."

I Ml MM U«,1IIM

The Story of Henry *J

Miller, Anais Nin, and
Miller's wife June in

Paris in the early 30's **m M*f\ m.
AT THK GATES OF SMITH ( OUAA.h

Collegian photo by Toni Smith >

Senior forward Keyburn McCusker passes to sophomore forward Kim Kristofik in a
game against New Hampshire.

Baseball players do the picking and choosing
In the past, the Major League Baseball winter meetings

were dominated by major trades, now the meetings are

a free agent shopping market. The spending spree has got-

ten out of control since it is no longer just the big name
players that bring in the cash but anyone who can pitch

or hit.

Relief pitcher Dan Schatzeder signed a $700,000 con-

tract with Kansas City even though he was 1-2 with no

saves last season.

Kevin Gross pitched so bad last year for Montreal, that

the pitching-poor Expos barely made him an offer. Gross

ended up signing a three year deal worth $6.4 million with

Los Angles.

Neither Gross nor Schatzender should make much of an

impact on their respective teams but many teams have

made some big changes.

Dan Wetzel

Starting in the American League East, I was impress-

ed that the Red Sox signed Matt Young. I was expecting

to see Lou Gorman at spring training telling everyone that

he just couldn't pull the trigger on a deal. Gorman,
however, would assure us not to worry because Dana
Kiecker would win 20 games so there was no need to sign

anyone.
Sweet Lou can, on occasion, pull off a good trade but he

is terrible with free agents. Losing Mike Boddicker puts

a monstrous whole in the rotation, a whole that Matt
Young will not fill. As for signing Roger Clemens, Gor-

man told Rocket that he would talk with him AFTER sign-

ing Greg Harris. It is not a good idea to insult Mr. Clemens
that way. The Sox must sign Bob Welch, no matter what
the price, if they want to contend next year.

Toronto made a blockbuster trade with San Diego sen

ding All-Stars Tony Fernandez and Fred McGriff for All

Stars Joe Carter and Roberto Alomar. I think the Blue

Jays gave up too much talent but it will bring much need-

ed change to the Sky Dome. Carter is a Red Sox killer

but McGriff will hit more homers overall. Fernandez is

so good defensively that his lack of power does not mat-

ter but Manny Lee should do fine at shortshop for the Jays.

The Yankees blew it by letting Dave Righetti get away
and although Steve Farr can still pitch, I have little faith

in Tim Leary. It does not look good for New York.

In the AL West Kansas City and Chicago have made
major gains. Kansas City now has a tremendous rotation

and a solid bullpen, add to that Kirk Gibson and a re-

juvenated George Brett and the Royals are for real.

Chicago has already picked up Cory Snyder, still a

dangerous hitter, and if they get Welch away from

Oakland than they should be the preseason favorite for

the division.

Oakland may have gotten Willie Wilson but they lost

Willie McGee. Losing Welch would be a major blow but

any team their talent can not be taken lightly.

In the National League East the Mets will miss Darryl

Strawberry's bat but not his ego. Vince Coleman will fill

in nicely and but they still need another bat (Jack Clark).

In the West, San Francisco made the most moves. They
traded away reliever Steve Bedrosian (to Minnesota for

P. John Ard) but they signed Righetti and Bud Black to

the bullpen. Willie McGee can help them at the plate, on

the base paths and in the field. He may be the biggest

pick up of the off season.

Los Angeles picked up an offensive force in Strawberry

and it will be interesting how Tommy Lasorda deals with

the big guy. If Orel Hershiser can return to form the

CONTINUED ON PAGE 16
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ARE YOU
PREGNANT
& IN NEED OF HELP?

. Birthright Can Help

• • FREE PREGNANCY TESTING

Same Day Remits

Services that are

Frae Confidential. Caring

A Helpful

S
549-1906
Amheret

Carriage Shopa
»»n alternativt to abortion

this week..

Thur.. Dec. \-> 7:00pm WRSI
Hindu Love God

WARREN ZEVON
Treal Her Ritfht

Em.. Dec. 1 \ 7:00pm

TIL TUESDAY
The Vestrymen

Scit.. Dec. 15 8:30pm

RONNIK KARL, SUGAR RA
& THE BROADCASTERS

The Bullhorns

coming...

Fri., Dec. 21-8:;$0pm

THE SIGHS
Ray Mason Rand

Sat.. Dec. 22 8:30pm

JOHNNY COPELAND

Fri. Doc. 28 -8:30pm

THE BREAKDOWN

Sat.. Doc. 29 8:30pm

THE OUTLAWS
New Years Eve

WHO'S KIDDIN' WHO

LANCUAG ffll

OF MASSACHUSETTS

English as

a Second Language
Intensive Day Classes

Part Time Eve. Classes
TOEFL Preparation

Classes begin 1/21/91

Registration 12/3-1/14/91

Amherst Creamery Blag.

150 Fearing St. Ste. 29
549-5Q65

DANCE on the Area's largest dance floor

horn Wednesday through Saturday 4JJ S84'7771

10 P€FIRI ST. NORTHflmPTON, (TlR

Need cash?
Own any gold?

Progressiva Gold Recycling

256-0842
Hlahest otters In tha stale 1

M.\*
'
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Reid receives Coach-of-the-Year

COLLEGIAN 23
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our program since I've been the head football coach,"

Reid said. "It's really a program of the year' award that

includes coaches, players and administration. I'm ex-

tremely proud of the staff and the University. I want

everyone on campus to share in this."

Reid has also been named 1990 University Division

1-AA Coach-of-the-Year by the New England College

Football Writers Association. Reid previously won the

award in 1988.

This year UMass finished 8-1-1 in the regular season,

won the Yankee Conference Championship outright

and advanced to the Division 1-AA playoffs.

Under Reid, the Minutemen have won three Yankee

Conference Championships in five years, and have

been to the playoffs twice. Reid's career record as head

coach is 32-22-2.

"What I'm particularly proud of is our continuing lm

provement. We had a number of second- and third-team

guys thrown into some big games, like Delaware,

Villanova and Connecticut, and they got us to a cham-

pionship. We were the definition of team, team, team."

Reid will receive the Football Writers Coach-of-the-

Year award and the annual New England Football

Writers/Captains Recognition Banquet in Cambridge

today.

CLASSIFIEDS
mn#im^m #tm** *>*»>*"'

THF COLLEGIAN C
'ORD/DAY FOR STUDENT;

ACTIVITIES

GET INTO VIDEO!
Check out the

Union Video Center

SUB behind the Hatch

Get involved next semester

SINGLE.
549-2781

Purton, non-smokers Call

STUDIO IN AMHERST $460w/util

Jan 1 Call Scott 253-0820

ONE CREDIT Baton Twirling

class offered next semester

Contact Charise 546-1808

TAKE OVER LEASE in Jan
One bedroom apt in Col Village

$400/mo
Call 253-7843

HELP US TO HELP YOU We need students

with good communication skills and lots of

enthusiasm to call alumni on behalf of a

special campaign to raise money for finan-

cial aid Call terry Joyner for financial aid

Call Jerry Joy, er at 5-3509 or stop by the

basement of Memorial Hall for more info

DAN K
Should we answer your phone9 Even

though we caused so many problems we
know you'll miss us We'll miss you too

Maverick!

Love, Carrie and Michele

PS Never take Shumway 1

ANNOUNCEMENTS

BED AND BREAKFAST downtown ideal

visiting parents friends 549-0733

COME AND SEE THE GIVING TREE at

Haigis Mall! By donating a dollar or two, you

can help prevent child abuse! For every

dollar donated, a light goes on the tree For

every $2. a lego goes on the tree All pro-

ceeds go to the MSPCC (Massachusetts

Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to

Children) on Thursday Dec 13th Stop by

today!" II

CONGRATULATIONS
to

A A S A Womens Volleyball Team
for winning the

intramural Volleyball Womens Division

Let's do it again next year 1

FAST FUNDRAISTnG PROGRAM
$1000 in just one week
Earn up to $1000 for your campus organiza-

tion Plus a chance at S50O0 more! This pro-

gram works! No investment needed Call

1 800 932-0528 Exl 50

TOWNHOUSE- 2 bedroom. 1 Vi bath apart-

ment on bus route North Amherst
1 567-1352

WANTED: 2 people to share large master

bedroom in beautiful new condo for spring

semester, intersession optional $212 50 per

person 256-8189

INTERSESSION SALES REPS NEEDED
Several locations in New England, New
York and New Jersey $250-$i000 week

commission Must have a car Send resume

to Tour Promotions International PO Box

169 South Deerfield. Ma 01373

OEE HELIN AND JUUE LANDERS
Congrats I will miss you both in Sigma

Love Laurie Ford

MARKETING
Earn up to $500/week over intersession

Call 617-969-4286

FOR SALE

AIRLINE TICKET: Roundtrip Htfd/Atlanta

Dec 17- Dec 29 $200 or best offer

586-8762

C-64 SysterrTand Software over 70 disks

Call 253-9067

SHIPPING AND RECEIVING, Framingham

State College Bookstore, from late

December to late January Full or part-time

$5 50 per hour Call 508-872-3658 Ask tor

Dave

SPRING BREAK IN Cancun or Bahamas
from $299 00' Includes air, 7 nights hotel,

cruise, beach parties, free lunch and much
more! Call 1-800-Beach it

ED AND ERIC
If you know me my whipped cream fantasy

is what
-"

FRED "FORD ^Happy Birthday 1 Behave
yourself Love Laurie and Jane

GABBY AND JANICE- Happy 21st 1

It s a

little early, but January's going to be great

Look out for dishwashers and paper bags

and Remember- Only the good die young 1

HAPPY EARLY BIRTHDAY J.J.H

Be P-Ness, No S-Ness

Love Maria Andrea Barry

PATMC.
Happy Birthday

to the New Year's Baby
(and I do mean baby |ust kidding) 1

Just think only one more year to go 1

Love me

PEBBLES
Kitty litter, noisy neighbors. 8 o'clocks,

stress. TD. roomate game, tartsmellers. big

words, secrecy, disco, pizza puke hairbalis

reels good" We made it through another

semester 1 Friends Forever' J

Have a record?
Let's make one ol our own'
KAL

MALE WANTED to share room in a two

bedroom house m Amherst Center Only

$163+ a month 253-4079

MALE ROOMMATE NONSMOKER
to share large bedroom
Squire Village $150
665 2428

NEED A PLACE to stay for wmtersession

Stay at Pi Kappa Alpha Very reasonable

rates Call David at 549-2951 or 549-7383

for more info

ROOM m beautiful Leverett home Avail

Jan 1 female pref $250/mo Call now'

548-9905

RICH- THETA CHI
Thank you for sharing

the past year with me
I love you
Kelly

ROBYN OF TRI-SIGMA-You reTt'' Happy
Hanukkah' Love, Michelle

ROOM IN PELHAM HOUSE 6 minutes to

campus $190 256-1211

ROOMMATE (MALE) to share one

bedroom apt in downtown Amherst. 215

$/mo Call (508)872-5973

ROOMMATE WANTED tor Mill Valley Apt

253-5765

GREAT DEAL!!
Computer

only

$600 (negotiable)

includes printer.

disk drive, mouse,
color monitor,

loystick and
software

Call Tina 549-7537

GET YOUR CAFFEINE FIX for Finals'

Greenough Snack Bar will be open from

Sunday to Wednesday 8:30 to midnight

HEY ALL YOU AXO LEAVING
US NEXT SEMESTER:

Juhe G, Julie P. Chryssi. Weedy, Jami,

Laura N. Andrea R, Andrea C, ft Lisa-

We'H mas you all,

but have a blast'

OIL CO-OP Join OCHO CHI Co-op and save

money Register at 428 Student Union or

call 545-0665

SPRING BREAK TRAVEL FAIR
Don't be left out In the

cold! Feb 14th

AUTO FOR BALE

IN CELEBRATING OUR FIRST YEAR in

business, Metawampe Furniture wishes to

thank Dottle of the C.C C ,
Gerry Queries

S WAG, Emma Cappaluzzo, The Intern-

ship Office, G.S., J.G, and especially our

customers.
For all your Futon needs
Metawampe Furniture

Sit with us. lounge with us

Sleep with us
256-0646

ONEWAY, Logan to West Palm on Dec

20th Cheap! Call 253-9929 Eric

T1CKETB TO LA $350. Dec 27th to
i
Jan

27th Call 546-0959 betwn 6:008:00PM

INSTRUCTION

EARN CREDIT SCUBA DIVING

2 credit basic and advanced courses offered

both semesters at Curry Hicks pool

2 credit sport courses to Key Largo during

intersession, spring break, and end of

August
Register for all courses through the General

Physical Education Department
Further information at Curry Hicks pool

Monday through Thursday 7PM-10PM or

call Proiect Deep 549-8401

TO THE SMITH HOUSE SIX:

Look who's in the freezer- 1 wanted to wish

you all Happy Holidays Thanks for the love

and the friendship Oh the Schtick' Shira

you are my tomatoe/tomatoe' Mary B-

You've been mon amie francais Merci You
women are the best possible roomies a gal

could have, Thanx Love, Brooke

HAPPY BIRTHDAY TAMMI Good luck on

finals'

Love. Jason

HEY ABBY Good Luck on your finals!

PS What would you like for Christmas?

Love. Claudel

SHERYL L.

Happy Hanukah'
Luv

Heather

SINGLE ROOM in large house bordering

campus Move in now or next semester 45

Phillips St $250 549-5985

SUE FROM SDT
You are an awesome
sister and friend

I'm going to miss

you next semester
GDLK' -Lisa

TAMARA R. Good luck on your finals'

Merry XMas Take care Love your roomate

SINGLE ROOM in nice condo

4 miles to UMass'
$230 +
253-0413

YOU VE FOUND IT!! Single in North

Amherst 200/mo Fireplace, free cable, cool

people 549-6383

SERVICES

ENGLISH as a second language.

Classes begin January 21, 1991

Intensive day, part-time evening, and

TOEFL preparation Three levels Register

now! Language Pacifica, 549-5065

HEY GOLDILOCKS.
Happy Anniversary

You re the best'

Love,
Freakier

LOST

BLACK ESPRIT WALLET Fri 1 2/7 Please

contact Judi 5494407

ZENITH COMPUTER, VGA Monitor

printer $1100. Call Danny MSDOS
GWBasic 546-5374

BROWN LEATHER JACKET
ATR 12/7

No questions asked.

Reward 546-1208

HI GUYS!
Merry Christmas!! Thanks for everything

Have an awesome break, and then only one

more semester' You guys are the best! Pop

and Tony. Happy Birthday one day early

PS Goodluck on finals

TO THE EVIL TWINS "!

Merry Christmas! Have an AWESOME time

m Puerto Rico- don't do anything I wouldn't

do I'm looking (onward to our week in

Florida- yes Kim, this is your formal invita-

tion'!' I'll see you guys over intersession

when I come up to visit

Love you- MA

TO THE RANGER PLATOON
Happy Hu-ahlidays

Have a great break
Love
Connie
and
All

DO YOU KNOW THE TIME? Watch bat

tenes. and full lewelry repair service

Silverscape Designs the finest gifts from

glass to gold 264 North Pleasant Street.

Amherst 253-3324

HOLIDAY BOOKING selling out! Campus
Travel on Campus 545-0500

PREGNANT?
Need a pregnancy test, information or sup-

port' Call for free and confidential services

ALTERNATIVES 33 Mam St Northampton

586-3000 or Greenfield area 774-6010

HI SUE
Have a nice XMAS
Love Due

1977 CAMARO 90S wrCmgars. Good part*

car Many extra* Beet reasonable offer

Call Jason 546-6124.

1985CHEVCAVALKRConu12 8L.sJlopts

AC ft Tape Equalizer, *sp silver/blue one

own, mint, $4750. Mr Collins. 5404041 day

256-0986 eves.

FOR A GOOD TIME CALL...

RACK-A-DtSC the best entertainment DJ's.

video, bands; dorm/house specials call

586-9900 anytime

FOR RENT

FOUND

KEYS on silver clip keychain found on N
Pleasant St. Call 549-1042.

EARRING: Sterling silver clip on. Flower

with moonstone in the center Very special

Reward offered Call Stephanie at

367-2781

LEATHER JACKET at Mike's Westview on

Friday nite You took mine by mistake Call

to exchange 549-5254

HANDMADE LEATHER CASE w/fringe and

contents. Call LW 665-7336

Jen
Thank You for making my semester so

special. The Virgin Islands are only five

weeks away I can't wart I love you

Kenny

I BEDROOM APARTMENT for rent at Col-

onial Village Right in front of the bus stop

One hundred dollar reward Take over lease

anytime before February first Call

253-0571 After 4:00PM

I

I

BEDROOM IN HOUSE on Hobart Lane

Half-mile from campus $177 a month*
utilities Call Scon 549-9380

1 BEDROOM on Main St very quiet on bus

route. Great for a couple $550 met heat

253-9551

COLLEGAIN BUSINESS BOARD

TO THE DEDICATED, HARDWORKING,
insane managers and associates in the

business office: You are the best team I

could have ever asked to work with-
1
look

forward to next semester with abated

breath Thank you for everything! Your

Faithful Business Manager Suzanna

Trump

SHEPHARO BEAGLE MIX
Near Logtown Rd 12/3/90

Has no tags or collar

Call 256-0802

JEFFREY, m .

I love you! Scooby Dooby! Sandra

TO MY ROOMIES-You guys have been

great this semester (except for rattling food

and slackness Regster, everything will

work out soon, you'll see. Things will be bel-

ter before you know it And Gaylee. try not

to let your head explode next semester .
or

let your rate at the "Stompers" prompt you

to bash Mr Mallone's head in with a bottle

Have a great break' Love the queen

anti-semite

SUBLET

1 BEDROOM in two bedroom apt Furnish-

ed Sunderland on busline female grad pref

$225/mo Susan 665-8233

STUDENT SEEKS affordable room m South

Amherst for intersession Call 546-0247

WHOEVER STOLE my UMass Ski Team
Sweatshirt in Boyden call 549-1987 or I dare

you to wear it |ust one day

J6* 8 *^
Can't wait to see you in the 60s

over Spring Break

I miss you
Jimmi Hendrix

TO THE OLD CREW
Sean. Jon, Reggie. Bob. Glona,

Anthony, Amy, Kim, Miriam, Garrett

Happy Holidays'

Love
Rose

SUNNY ROOM downtown Amherst,

Wmtersession $250 including heat, water

Kathryn 256-8610

TRAVEL

"SWEETUMS" SUKIENNIK

COLLEGIAN STAFF

WHAT? It's been a month? I am so happy

now You have been so sweet, kind, and

understanding, what can I say but that I

Love You! Love, Kathy

JIMMY BLACK , ,..

Happy 2 year Anniversary. Happy Birthday

and Happy Valentine's Day since you won t

be here next semester to celebrate I wish

you all the luck in the world, but |ust

remember I'll be waiting! 1 '

I love you
Melissa

TRACY Happy One yr Anniversary 1 Good
luck on your finals Have a Merry and

Wonderful XMas -Love Danny

CHRISTMAS, SPRMG BREAK. SUMMER
TRAVEL FREE. Air couriers and cruiseship

)Obs Call 1-805-682-7555 ext F-1426

U:S AMY: Thanks for being a mice''

friend Good luck on finals ft Feliz Navidad

-Sabe

fjUSTWANTED tOTHANK ALL OF YOU
for the support you've given me this

semester We all know how rough it s been,

everyone has witnessed Gayle raging

through the newsroom, people s buns get-

ting chapped While I can't say I II really

mils the job. I will miss working with you

guys' I couldn't have pulled through without

you! Love, the editor-in-hell

SNOOGUMS
J.J. HAPPY BIRTHDAY!
Love. Me
Remember only the Candy Man Can

HERE'S YOUR PERSONAL Kathy'

You've made me so happy this month-

hope you feel the same way I'll miss you'

I Love You Greg
PS. -See? I told you I would.

•" JONNY O'
*•*

Happv One Year
Anniversary!!!

Love You-Always
Melissa

YO! Hot-to-trot Woman. Thanks for the long

nights, the early mornings, and the

icecream Love, Animal

RANDEE PASTEL

FLY SOUTH
Round Trip

Boston to Miami
Jan1-Jan20
$120
6-4882 or 6-741

1

PLANE TICKET to Denver Dec 20 75$ Ed

at 6-0487/ 253-7502

1 ROOM etfeciency, on Belchertown Rte

300 sq. ft , all util. included 400 00/mo, I am
graduating and I need someone to take over

lease Call Jeff eve 253-2893 day 545-5726

TO THE ENTIRE COLLEGIAN STAFF

GREEK AREA

1 ROOM IN 3 BORM Downtown NOHO
230+ Call 584-4078

2 BEDROOM BRANOYWINE quiet clean

completely furnished 2 spaces avail

$182 50/mo Female, serious, student pref

Avail immed 549-2786 or 545-6072

BRANOYWINE APT 2 bedroom 3rd floor

Take over lease Jan 1 760 a month

549-5954

CONDO in Belchertown/Amherst 2 bdrm
475. Call 253-2352

GREAT LOCATION
Downtown Northampton
1 bedroom-$215
Jan 1st

5858657

NEED TWO PEOPLE for spacious 4

bedroom house in Amherst Bus stop 2

minute walk Large yard, porch Cool

Landlord. $190 month 549-6102 John

546-3532 Frank

NORTHAMPTON APARTMENT
Large, sunny apt . includes sauna, off-street

parking, great kitchen Share w/2 other

men Near bus No smokers, no pets

Available Jan 1. $315/mo ft utilities Call

Dave or Cam 585-0292

•••• HAPPV HOUOAYS
to the entire

Greek Area.

Wishing you a sate and Happy New
Year too!

See you in the Spring!

ALPHA CHI OMEGA

WELL. THE SEMESTER S ABOUT OVER.

But before we go. let me just say that I think

you are all awesome Every one of you. It s

amazing what three departments, working

together, can do. We may not be very

popular, but we get the job done I'm glad

I got to come back Kathy. the newsgeek

KIRK
My Maine Man
Good Luck
I'll miss you
Love Helaine

THANK YOU lor being so patient and

dedicated I love working with you and I

cherish our friendship as well You will tru-

ly be an asset to the paper m my position

next year and I look forward to telling you

u much as I can about what may lay ahead

Susan

SPRING BREAK TO DAYTONA!
Travel with Yankee Line Tours via deluxe

motorcoach March 15-24. 1991

Campus pick-up ft drop-off
' • First class hotel accomodations'
• • Best location, excellent nightlife 1

• • Only $259 00 (QUAD OCC )

For more info contact Scott or Jim

(413)2564029
Reserve your spot now'

LAUREN ft ANDREA
I'm glad we're ending on good notes

May the Schwartzes be with you!'

I Love You!!
-Michelle

PERSONALS

GRADUATION SENIORS

OR EXCHANGE STUDENTSkeep in touch

with UMass Subscribe to the Collegian on

a daily basis For more details stop by the

Collegian offices at 1 13 Campus Center or

call 545-3500

BECK
Thanks for being my best friend Do you

have any bruises I should know about?

EEEEE' We were separated at birth, but

we'll never be separated again I Love Yal

Sandi

LIME
Squeeky chairs and going public HehHeh

Boy we re brazen Happy Holidays!

Eskimo Pig

HAPPY HOLIDAYSI!!

to the best roomies

I could have ever hoped for

Mary, Kathy, Sharon

Thanks for a great

semester!

Love yas.

Tara

BUNNI,
Thanks for the best semester' Can't wait for

next semester, and then sixty years or so

I love you!

Bunny

USA MALONEY
You are leaving UMass! I will miss you

Good luck with everything from your friend

from home, school and everywhere Love

Ellen

ROOMMATES WANTED

fROOM IN HOUSE.
$233 + utilities Jan-June lease Bus route

256-8979

BRANOYWINE- Roommate wanted for

spnng semester, male, non-smoker Call

549-5414

BHAWYWlNEAPT One »P** a
*f??fc

Male 19250/month Call 549-4159

anytime

FEMALE~HOUSEMATE needed to share 4

bdrm apt m NOHO $220/mo+ utilities Jan

1- Aug 31 1991 5864744

TYPING/PROFESSIONAL

WORDPROCESSING: Dissertations

cases, papers, Affordable, dependable

Mac/LP on-campus Nancy 584-7924

TYPING

ARE YOU SICK OF TYPING?
Fast and Accurate
Typmg/Wordprocessing
Free laserpnnting

Call Becca 549-4600 X433

CHIEF CLIFFY!
You pinhead! A year! You will be missed,

trust me Panda

CHRISTINE-
Statistically speaking I fill my pants more

than the average guy

NORTHAMPTON CENTER APARTMENT
Spacious 1 bedroom renovated

586-2986 $560 Negotiable

PRESIDENTIAL- 1 bedroom
6 mm walk, quiet

Dave 549-5616 early eves

PUFFTON: One bedroom tor two people to

share Option to take lease Call 549-1811

ROOMS FOR RENT 1 4 spots available at

Delta Upsiton over intersession $175 If in-

terested please contact Buddy or Chris at

549 3831

HELP WANTED

ADDRESSERS WANTED .mmed.atery! No

*™r,ence necessary *2gg£S£a*
athome Call toll-free 1-800-395-3283

AMUSEMENT PARKS. Holiday Resorts,

5™ yland, 6 Flags, are hiring Great fun

andart PS"! toorReserve position by call

^"aoW'SSS Ext.K.1370
^

CAMPUS REPS needed to promote

sprinobreak trips to Daytona and Panama

Dry Seach. FL Earn free trips and money

wh'le earning valuable business ex-

perience Call Kim at 1 BOO 558-3002

CISCO
Happy 21 ST Birthday!!!

Try not to hurt yourself

Love Always, Michelle

P S Looking forward to January'

MEG, SUE, MIKE, CARL, Jeffrey, Randy.

Pams, Doug. Worm, Adam: Thank You for

making my last semester wonderful' I'll miss

you all terribly! (but at least I'll be tan) Love.

Mindy

MERRYCHRlS-rMA>rNUMKR~«l!!
Hoping your holidays are filled with many

surprises! Love, a swimmer

MIKE PATRIDGE- Have fun down under'

We'll miss you Love. Michele. Came.

Margo, Todd. Mark, and Pat

FEMALE ROOMATE wanted for spring

semester the Brook. $130+ utilities. Amy

253-2150

FEMALE ROOMMATE wanted for sprmg

sem in house $200 Feb to May no lease

263-0409

FEMALE TO SHARE ROOM in renovated

Brandywme Apartment Spring Semester

only Julie at 549-3591

NEXT DAY typmg/wordprocessing

323-4579

WOROPRdTCSSING. $1 45/pg. fast, leave

message 549-0484

WORDPROCESSING inexpensive Quick

and Accurate- Campus Pickup ft Delivery

Call Lisa 256-6695

DEAR DAMAGE INC.

You make my life so special I love you

Merry XMas Love, Turk.

HAPPY EARLY BIRTHDAY ANOREA!
You're the best roomie ever You finally got

your very own personal Have a great break'

Love Maria

CHocoUHS
•40L9K9

W 1%
ERIC
The countdown is finally over!

Have a great 21st birthday!

Love.
Lisa

MORRISON IS GOO, and he s teaming up

with the Phantom' I must apologize- the

personals have been inspiring' Way to pull

it out of a hat. UMass I never thought I d

say this, but I feel I know you well enough

now. I'm psyched! Super-Psyched! Wicked

Super Way Psyched' -The Phantom
P S Boise' Now you know

MORRISON WGOOT
-

If you refuse to worship Jim Morrison, the

lord and savior, you will suffer a violent and

torturous death I win not hesitate to use the

holy hand grenade The evil Anti-Jim must

be stopped Thank you Jim for showing us

the way Until next semester

Break on Thru!

FEMALE WANTED to share room

beautiful two bedroom
J*.

Ijr ip*J|
semester Five mm walk only $135 00 Call

546-4173

WORDPROCESSING. reports, theses

graphs, laser pnntmg Call Rosemary
259-1786

WORDPROCESSING- Term^apers, etc

Fast Service, reasonable rates Call Janet

253-3276 leave message

HOBART LANE -8

Single room next semester

$210/month
549-2903

HUGE ROOM \Vi mi from campus Great

housemates Old farmhouse 275 single 300

us double Directly across from UMass

Horsetarm 549-8117

MALE ROOMMATE in house wanted

from bus I'm graduating Must fill spot

253-2728

I
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SPORTS
Hartford takes control, ousts UMass, 59-42

By BRETT MORRIS
Collegian Correspondent

HARTFORD, Conn. - Two different halves, two dif-

ferent teams.

The University of Massachusetts women's basketball

team appeared to be on the way to its first victory of the

season, but Hartford turned on the burners and outscored

UMass by 25 in the second half, resulting in a 59-42 Lady

Hawk victory last night at Hartford.

In a change of pace, UMass dominated the first half,

leading by 8. Nonetheless, Hartford (3-4) turned their slop-

py first half play into an up-tempo aggressive game and

out-hustled UMass to win.

"It was very clear what we had to do and, we didn't get

it done," said UMass coach Kathy Hewelt. "I wish I had

the answers . . , same kid, same gym."

Harford's Lana Thomas' 10-foot jumper at 11:03 in the

second half s arted a streak of 22 unanswered points. In

that time, Thomas* steals (6) lead to fast breaks. Combin-

ed with UMass' inability to get around a tight man-to-

man defense, Hartford capitalized.

"When the game becomes fast, we run into execution

problems," Hewelt said. "We run into disorganization and

frenzy on offense."

Two free throws by Trish Hessel tied the score at 10 in

the first half, prompting Hartford's first five-minute scor-

ing drought. She had 6 points for the night, bettered by

Hartford, 59-42
Hartford (59>Thomas 4-10 7 10 15, Besselink 5 14 0-0 10, Crimmins
2-4 3-4 7, Smith 3-5 13 7, Esposito 0-7 0-0 0, Broderick 01 0-1 0, Ander

son 3-6 12 8, Ball 11 0-0 2, Rodgers 2-4 4-4 8, Bundy 1-2 2, Penwell

0-4 0-0 0. Totals 21-58 16-24 59.

Massachusetts (42) Kristofik 3-6 2-2 8, Ireland 14 0-1 2, McCusker
9 18 13 19, Schusler 0-1 0-0 0, HeBsel 2-7 2-2 2, Moran 0-0 0-0 0, Valen

tine 1-1 0-0 2. Pemberton 1-1 0-0 2, Nevarez 0-2 1-2 1. Totals 17-44

8-12 42.

Halftime UMass 23. Hartford 15. Fouled out Besselink, Crimmins.

Ireland. Three-point goals Anderson. Rebounds Hartford 41

(Besselink 13), UMass 32 (Ireland 8). Assists Hartford 13 (Smith.

Esposito, Anderson 3), UMass 10 (McCusker 3) Total fouls Hartford

19, UMass 22. A: 121.

teammates Keyburn McCusker (19) and Kim Kristofik (8).

"We played much better defense in the second half," said

Hartford coach Mark Schmidt. "In the second half we

came out and denied the penetration. We were more asser-

tive and looked to go to Thomas."

Thomas scored a Lady Hawk-high 15 points, with 7 re-

bounds and 2 assists.

"Everything she did gave everyone else confidence,"

Schmidt said. And so it seemed as Mary Jane Besselink

scored 10 for Hartford, but fouled out along with Kern

Crimmins.
UMass had its own foul trouble with Lisa Ireland retir-

ing after 21 minutes of play.

Minutewomen (0-6) host Harvard in Cage

Collegian photo by Toni Sandys

Sophomore forward Kim Kristofik (22) shoots

here against New Hampshire. The
Minutewomen lost to the Lady Hawks last

night in Hartford 59-42. Kristofik scored 8

points and contributed 6 rebounds.

By GREG SUKIENNIK
Collegian Staff

The Harvard Crimson women's basketball team

remembers Curry Hicks Cage well. Very well.

Two years ago, as the University of Massachusetts

women's basketball coach Kathy Hewelt explained, Tricia

Riley's 55-foot desperation heave at the buzzer went in,

giving UMass a 70-67 win over the Crimson. Last year

the Minutewomen got 20 points from Helen Freeman as

UMass won, 78-74.

"UMass versus Harvard is always a tight game," said

Hewelt of tonight's contest, which tips off at 7:30 p.m. in

the Cage. The Minutewomen do, however, own a 7-0 series

record against their Ivy League rivals.

The Crimson, 2-5 pending a game with Central Connec-

ticut State last night, are led by seniors Beth Wambach
and Jen Mazanec. Wambach, a guard, averages 14.1

points a game, while Mazanec has been posting per-game

averages of 12.3 points and 9.0 rebounds. Erin Maher,

Heidi Kosh and Deb Flandermeyer round out the probable

starting lineup for Harvard, with Heather Harris and

Maura Healy being he first two players off the bench.

"Wambach can really shoot the threes," said Hewelt of

Harvard's top scorer. Wambach is currently 24 for 48 from

beyond the three-point line. Maher complements her from

the land of the threes, having hit 14 bombs so far at a

30 percent clip.

Hewelt is also wary of Mazanec, a 5-foot-10 forward who

scored 19 points in an 8 for 9 performance in last year's

win. Mazanec has a team-high 65 rebounds for the Crim-

son and shoots at a 38.2 percent clip.

"Those kinds of things hurt us," commented Hewelt of

Mazanec's scoring outburst last season. "Last year they

gave us fits — they really go to the boards hard."

"We need to play good basketball against Harvard," said

Hewelt. "We'll have to move well, and get in the face of

their good shooters. It should be a close game."

If you're in town, stop by and visit: When UMass'

season resumes in January, they'll be playing home games

against the Atlantic-10's top three teams. They'll host

Rutgers Jan. 3, George Washington Jan. 5, Penn State

Jan. 17, St. Bonaventure Jan. 19 and St. Joseph Jan. 29.

Paul Mayberry named Ail-American
By SAM SILVERSTEIN
Collegian Staff

Senior guard Paul Mayberry has been named to the

Walter Camp Division 1-AA All-American team. The
Walter Camp Foundation, based in New Haven, Conn.,

is named after the former coach at Yale.

Mayberry had been selected earlier to the All-Eastern

Collegian photo by Aaron Wfbater

Senior guard Paul Mayberry

Collegiate Athletic Conference first team, and to the

Yankee Conference's second team.

"Excellent, excellent, excellent," Mayberry said upon
congratulations of the honors. "That's all I can say."

From the left guard position on UMass' offensive line,

Mayberry anchored a rushing attack that finished tops

in the Yankee Conference and ninth in the nation at 293

yards per game.

"It's something I can attribute to the whole team, the

whole offensive line," he said. Asked if any one player

in particular helped him get through the years at UMass,

he said Al Pogarian really helped him out. "There were

times I really needed him for moral support, he was

there."

Mayberry, who was a Shriners All-Star and a three-sport

athlete at Waltham High School, recovered from injuries

to both of his knees to play in every game this season.

"I felt he was back in spring football," coach Jim Reid

said. "We took some weight off him and he ran great.

Nothing could have pleased us more. He could have gone

to a Division I school but he chose us and he did a great

job. He's really a great player."

"Coach Reid did a great job recruiting me out of high

school," Mayberry said of Reid who was a UMass assis-

tant coach at the time. "There were a few things I was
looking for in personnel — loyalty and honesty, and he

was both."

As a sophomore in 1987, Mayberry was a first team All-

Yankee Conference, third team All-New England and and

honorable mention All-American pick.

Off-season arthriscopic knee surgery slowed Mayberry
in 1988, and reoccurring knee problems sidelined him for

the last eight games of the 1989 season.

This fall, Mayberry returned to a Minuteman team that
finished 8-2-1, won the Yankee Conference title and ap-

peared in the Division 1-AA playoffs.

"It's a great honor," Mayberry said. "But the biggest
honor of all was being captain [for a game) of the UMass
football team."

Staff member Adnenne Matt contributed to this story

Jim Reid receives

Coach-of-the-Year
By SAM SILVERSTEIN
Collegian Staff

Jim Reid, coach of the University of Massachusetts

football team, has been named Kodak Region 1 [Nor-

theast] Coach-of-the-Year by the American Football

Coaches Association.

The pick means Reid is one of five coaches in the run-

ning for Kodak National Coach-of-the-Year honors.

"This is the biggest honor that's been bestowed on

CONTINUED ON PAGE 23
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Football coach Jim Reid
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Snappy gift ideas

for savvy sKoppers
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By MEREDITH O'BRIEN
Collegian Staff

The economy sucks. No one has any money. Finals are here, stress levels are up and your laundry

Has not been done in weeks.

Really puts you in some Holiday shopping mood, en?

Well if you, sitting there with hnt-fuled pockets and overloaded Visa bills, are struggling with .deas

of what to purchase your friend, loved one or annoying family member for the holidays, the Collegian

has the answers for you. j r 1

It is relatrvely simple to come up with some clever gift ideas that won t stram your strapped financial

state and leave you with no money for the take-out food you'll need during finals.

With a bit of creativity and a lot of caffeine, Collegian staff members have compiled a list of neat holi-

day gift suggestions for all of those lucky people you plan to spend your skimpy savings account on:

* Tickets to a home UMass men's basketball game, available at the Ticket Office in Boyden. Fnends

and family members will screech with delight when they open the "ticket" to UMass victory;

* Give your friends a gift that really shows you care - the safe sex Santa ornament currently being sold

in the Campus Center; , n ?
* Feeling patriotic? How about Old Glory condoms for frisky friends who are fond of the flag-

* Have a friend who would love a gift that would make Jesse Helms' glasses shatter? Madonna s scan-

dalous, MTV-banned, "Justify My Love" v,deo will steam up those windows on a cold, winter night;

* For that sports buff who doesn't want to go to the UMass basketball games - a Sports Illustrated

subscription, minus the "Swimsuit" issue of course;

* There must be a hip Twin Peaks fanatic somewhere in your list of friends and relatives. Collegian ex-

perts highly recommend Special Agent Dale Cooper's recordings of his memos to his secretary Diane.

Available at all major bookstores, except, of course, the University Store;

* Great green thumbs in your midst? Give the gift of life to your dearest plant lover - the Ch.a I et

is sure to please;
, . , , j

* The Clapper - a must for lazy slackers who don't want to get up off their chapped buns and turn

off the switch; c , ci . L „., J

* There's a little k,d in every one of us. For the "k,d" in your giddy recipients, an Etch-a-Sketch and

that soothsaying Magic 8 Ball [by Ideal toys] make perfect gifts;

* Not enough money to heat your apartment? Fundy-undies, underwear for two, will bring that holiday

spirit and warmth to any home;

* Got a sexy man on your list? Adidas cologne will be sure to keep his homefires burning:

* But you mustn't neglect your favorite vegetarians on your list. The latest, high-tech advancement in

cooking makes a great gift - the battery-operated Salad Shooter;

* And before you bid your farewell to UMass for intersess.on and enjoy your holiday festivities, our staff

has one more gift suggestion - don't buy anything that you have to plug in.

Onlv a schmuck would buy something that plugs in.

Neurotic Collegian staff members Jody Gabin and Gayle Long contributed to tbis article

iSl
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THURSDAY

Warren Zevon, with special guests

Treat Her Right will play at Pearl Street

in Northampton, Doors open at 7 p.m.

Christmas Vespers, a festival of

lessons and carols offering the message
of hope in a demented world, will be
held at UMass in the Campus Center

Auditorium at 7 p.m.

Language of Movement Studio Per-

formance, an informal showing of works

developed in Amherst College Theatre

and Dance Language of Movement
class, will take place at Amherst College

in the Gym Dance Studio at 8 p.m. Ad-

mission is free.

Herschler Bros, will play at Sheehan's

Cafe in Northampton.

Sound the Trumpet, a program for

trumpets and chamber orchestra

featuring pieces by Bach and Hadyn,

will take place at UMass in Benzanson

Recital Hall at 8 p.m. Admission is free.

Keramos Holiday Pottery Sale will

take place at UMass right near the

Cage from lO a.m-6 p.m. This event will

be repeated on Friday at the same
time.

Open House, the annual end-of-the-

year open house for the Women Studies

Department, will take place at UMass in

Bartlett 208 from 11 a.m-2 p.m.

Crimes and Misdemeanors, a film

directed by Woody Allen starring Alan

Alda, will be shown at Hampshire Col-

lege in Adele Simmons Hall, Hammen
Auditorium at 7 p.m.

Edgemere will play at UMass in the

Hatch from 8 p.m.-9:30 p.m.

Aki will play at UMass in the Hatch

from 9:30 p.m-12 a.m.

Alternatives to Academics
m.

«<
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LOG LADY
Collegian Holiday Bash will take

place at Sam's house. Theme: "A

semester spent in a very strange place."

Be there. Festivities start at 9 p.m.

University Dancers Concert, featur-

ing the work of five college students, will

be performed at UMass in Bowker

Auditorium at 8 p.m. with a repeat per-

formance on Friday at the same time

and at 10:30 a.m. For more information

call: 545-2413.

FRIDAY
New Impressions in Paper will be on

exhibit at UMass in the Fine Arts Center,

Rooms 444-445 until December 19.

There will be an opening reception from

5 p.m.-7 p.m.

Fall 1990 Studio Show, a BFA thesis

exhibition featuring works by Matthew

Cloner and Michael Maher, will be on

display at UMass in the Art Barn, which

is located next to the Textbook Annex,

until December 18. There will be an

opening reception from 6 p.m.-8 p.m.

Edward Scissorhands premiers in

theatres across the country.

Judas Mccabaeus, a piece by

George Frederick Handel, will be per-

formed by the Hampshire Choral Socie-

ty at Smith College in John M. Greene

Hall at 8 p.m. Tickets will be $3 for

students and senior citizens and $5 for

the general public.

Santa Claus Motor Scooter Racing

will take place in Wuerzburg, Germany

this weekend. Ich denke, das wir ver-

ruckt bin, dies zu tun, aber Jody wollte

mich dies schreiben. Sie dachte, das es

gut ware, wenn wir diese zwei Manner

an dem Motorrad zogen.

Annie Hall, the hilarious and touching

Woody Allen comedy starring Diane

Keaton, will be shown at Amherst Col-

lege in the Campus Center Auditorium

at 7:30 p.m. and lO p.m. with repeat

showings on Saturday and Sunday at

the same time. Admission is $1.50.

The Flirtations, an acapella group

composed of five homosexual men
from New York City, will perform at the

Iron Horse in Northampton. Doors open

at 7 p.m. Tickets are $10 in advance.

•Til Tuesday, with special guests the

Vestrymen, will play at Pearl Street in

Northampton. Doors open at 7 p.m.

A Christmas Carol, the classic

Dickens play, will be performed by the

Hampshire Shakespeare Company at

Grace Church Parish Hall in Amherst at

8 p.m. with repeat performances on

Saturday at the same time and at 4

p.m. and on Sunday at 4 p.m. Tickets are

$6.

Mad Dog Blues will play at Sheehan's

Cafe in Northampton.

Freaky Friday, a film starring Barbara

Harris and Jodi Foster, will be shown at

mount Holyoke College in Gamble
Auditorium at 7 p.m. and 9 p.m. Admis-

sion is $2.

SATURDAY
The Holmes Brothers, a New York Ci-

ty trio that serve up a pleasant mixture

of blues, gospel and sweet soul, will play

at the Iron Horse in Northampton. Doors

open at 7 p.m. Tickets are $8 in

advance.

Sex Kitchen, with special guests the

Vestrymen and Sad Cafe, will play the

People's Institute on Gothic Street in

Northampton at 8 p.m. It will be an all-

ages show.

Ronnie Earl, Sugar Ray and the

Broadcasters, with special guests the

Bullhorns, will play at Pearl Street in Nor-

thampton. Doors open at 8:30 p.m.

Comedy Zone, featuring the com-
edic talents of Dan Margarita, will take

place at Peking Garden Restaurant in

Hadley at 8:30 p.m.

Annual Open Studio and Sale,

featuring the pottery of local artists

Steven Schiffer, Diane Travis, Miriam

Friedman and Hiroshi Nakayama, will

take place at Sunderland Pottery on lOl

Plumtree Road in Sunderland from lO

a.m-4 p.m. This event will be repeated

on Sunday at the same time.

SUNDAY
Messiah Sing-a-long, presented by

the Commonwealth Opera, will take

place at St John's Episcopal Church in

Northampton. Admission is free.

Rockin' Dave and the Rent Party will

play at Twister's Tavern in Amherst.

Chris Polland, former guitarist for

Megadeth, will play at Katina's in

Hadley.

(JifunSf:
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RECORDS • CASSETTES • COMPACT DISCS

IMPORTED, INDEPENDENT

& DOMESTIC

MON - WED 9:30 - 6 SUN 12-5

THURS - SAT 9:30 - 9

213 MAIN ST. NORTHAMPTON
586-5726

COLLECTABLES • USED

MANUFACTURER'S OVER-STOCKS

MONDAY • SATURDAY 10 • 5:30

THURSDAYS 10 -9 SUNDAY 12 -5

21 STATE ST. NORTHAMPTON
586-1707

HOURS: SUN-THURS 7am-3pm

FRI-SAT 2am-3pm/10pm 3am

Homemade Soups, Muffins, Desserts

Daily Specials Offered

88 Pleasant St.

584-4145

THINK
SPRING BREAK

VACATION
—FROM HARTFORD-

MAR 16-BAHAMAS from $549.00

MARlt-CANCUN FROMS499.00

mar 16- MAZATLAN from $649.00

CALL 586-8953
OTHER CHARTER DESTINATIONS AVAILABLE FROM BOSTON

YOUR PARTNERS IN TRAVEL
MAPLEWOOO SHOPS-NORTHAMPTON. MA 01060

"CHOOSE THE PROFESSIONALS"

Weenie Roast against the War,

featuring Free Press, will take place at

Westover AFB from 11 a.m.-l p.m. This

event is sponsored by Daniel Shay's

Patriotic Front.

Bill and Ted's Excellent Adventure

will be shown at UMass in the Student

Union Building at 5 p.m., 7 p.m. and 9 p.m.

Admission is free. This event is sponsored

by Alpha Lambda Delta.

Steve Forbert will play at the Iron

Horse in Northampton. Doors open at 7

p.m. Tickets are $11 in advance.

TUESDAY

The Bhundu Boys, a five member
band from Zimbabwe, will play at the

Iron Horse. Doors open at 7 p.m. Tickets

are $14 in advance.

You are a

stranger here)

but once?

MOVIE FREE MOVIE

ALD Presents:

"Bill and Ted's

Excellent Adventure
99

When: Sunday, Dec 16

Time: 5, 7 and 9 p.m.

Where: S.U.B.
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Musicians to exist for
By JEREMY R. BROWN
Collegian Correspondent

Life is indeed bleak. The season of final

exams and bitter cold is upon us. But

former Golden Palomino voice Syd Straw

has given me some words of encourage-

ment for you, my friends, ahem: "I

recognize the life-saving properties that

music can impart."

Straw has a new record for us, titled Sur-

prise (Virgin). Her bio calls it, "A treasury

of 11 special songs, most written or co-

written by Syd." Big deal, I said. You could

also say that about To The Extreme.

Futhermore the record features another

former Palomino, Michael "Tour Film

equals Rattle 'n Hum" Stipe, a bad sign in-

deed. To be honest, the only thing that

makes me want to take notice of Straw or

the LP is her connection to the "well-

moulded" drummer Anton Fier. Or

perhaps her support set with Camper Van

Beethoven at Pearl Street last year.

But I can't resist this record. It's perfect

to listen to during this miserable weather.

It provides a nice alternative to Here Comes

the Groom or perhaps Johnny "Guitar"

Watson records. Straw has a unique yet

smooth voice, which makes her ballads

quite digestible. But it's the straight-ahead

rock tracks that have changed my mind

about Syd Straw.

Also performing on Straw's LP is

guitarist/Jazz Passenger Marc Ribot.

There are very few guitarists alive today

who perform in a fashion which can't easi-

ly be mimicked by your average 15-year-

old with 13 guitar lessons, a used Ibanez

Roadstar, and a can of Schlitz. You know

who I'm talking about. Pentatonic scale

masters. Hammer-on kings. Losers.

This is definitely not the case with Marc

Ribot. As you may recall, at the heart of

the hip band the Lounge Lizards, was John

(did you see his cameo in David Lynch's

Wild At Heart?) Lurie and guitarist Marc

Ribot. You may also remember Marc from

Tom Waits' Rain Dogs, Frank's Wild Years

and Big Time albums, as well as from Elvis

Costello's Rude 5 tour. If you don't

remember these things, then you'd better

catch up fast. Check out his solo on Tom
Waits' "Hang on St. Christopher".

For lack of a more eloquent description,

Ribot is the man. Unlike his cohort ofNew
York's downtown music scene, John Lurie,

Ribot doesn't define style. Instead he

defines a new breed of guitar brillance. His

most recent project is a self-titled album on

Island Records with his band, The Rootless

Cosmopolitians (name from the Ginsberg

poem). Put this album on one morning and

you may never make it to your exam.

The album features the usual Cosmopoli-

tians, as well as guitarist Arto Lindsay,

percussionist Michael Blair, bassist Melvin

Gibbs, saxists Ralph Carney and Roy

Nathanson and trombone Curtis Foulkes.

The album can best be described by poin-

ting out that absolutely no musical im-

pulses are discouraged at any point in time

during the songs. He plays free-range

music, in a style which is truly brilliant

and well-versed. Ribot claims that "the

sound you use matters a lot more than the

actual play." This philosophy creates a

noisy crunch which seems to effortlessly

coincide with things like African

polyrhythms, Django Reinhardt-esque pro-

gressions and walls of distortion. And every

one of Ribot's impulses translates into his

playing but he never lets one instinct take

over throughout a song or the album.

The album also features two great covers

- "The Wind Cries Mary" and "While My
Guitar Gently Weeps." Ribot challenges

three so-called "guitar-Gods" (Harrison,

Clapton and Hendrix) by covering these

two songs, and he pulls it off at a

temperature 10,000,000 degrees hotter

than Idol's boring "L.A. Woman*," or

perhaps Edie Brickell's "A Hard Rain's

Gonna Fall," two recent big airplay (or

should I say "teleplay") babies.

Ribot says that he likes playing covers

because it lets him "do a duet with people's

memories." Other tracks we like are "A

Mind is a Terrible Thing to Waste,"

"Nature Abhors a Vacuum Cleaner,"

"Friendly Ghosts," and the digital bonus

track, "Have a Nice Day." In a year when

choreography became more important than

content, it's very nice to listen to songs like

these.

Syd Straw and Marc Ribot will be perfor-

ming at the Iron Horse on Wednesday, Dec.

19. Showtime is 7 p.m.

THE MASSACHUSETTS Established in 1890

Photo courtesy Island

Hip guitarist Marc Ribot (pictured above) plays with Syd Straw at the

Iron Horse on Wednesday, Dec. 19.
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Students
band together
against war
By TAMIR LIPTON
Collegian Staff

College students around the nation decided to wage a

different kind of war by staging a march in Washington

for peace in the Middle East this past Saturday.

The National Network of Campuses Against the War
is composed of 85 anti-war groups and 60 different schools

(including Hampshire, Smith, Massachusetts Institute of

Technology, Harvard, Clark, Assumption, Holy Cross,

Worcester State and Worcester Polytechnic Institute).

The first objective of the march is to bring the troops

home "right away," according to Bill Stant, a professor

at Loyola University ofChicago and a member of Loyola's

U.S. Out of the Gulf Coalition.

"[By going to Washington] we're hoping to shake up the

government," Stant said. "We hope to let the government

know that they flouted the will of the American people

by sending troops to the Middle East."

The Network convened in Chicago on Jan. 19 and voted

to hold a national student conference in Chicago the

weekend of March 2-3.

It was also decided that Feb. 1 will be a day of student

action on campuses across the country.

"We hope students will organize what they feel is the

appropriate way to protest and demonstrate against tne

war," Stant said.

The Network has five stated objectives:

• To stop the war;

• To get U.S. troops out of the Middle East

immediately;
• To divert money going to the military to education

and human needs;

• To end racism at home and abroad;

• To not allow a poverty draft or a legal draft.

"The greatest support for the troops is for them to see

a vibrant response calling for the government to bring the

troops home, that mean's continued protest," said Nick
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Local protesters listen to a speaker at a recent anti-war rally at Westover Air Force Base

in Chicopee. _^_^___^__^_^_^_^^^_^^__^^^^_

DeGenova of the Committee Against U.S. Intervention

in the Middle East at the University of Chicago.

"This rally-around-the-flag phenomenon which is going

on in the United States will be disrupted and sooner or

later the censorship of news in the Middle East will be

stopped and thousands of dead bodies will be shown,"

Stant said. "Why are they afraid to show us what is real-

ly going on? I think we should have cameras on the front

line."

DeGenova said he is upset that so many of the soldiers

fighting this war are minorities or poor, working class,

young people who joined the military to help pay for their

college education.

"I am very confident that troops being used are aware

[that many soldiers] joined the Army because of the lack

administrators le

of educational opportunities presented to them,"

DeGenova said. "I'm confident that many of the soldiers

are petrified. There's nothing heroic about dying in the

desert."

Asked how we should assemble an army if the volun-

tary forces being utilized now run low, DeGenova said,

"That's a weighty question. Different people will have dif-

ferent answers. Let George Bush go. let Neil Bush go, let

the people whose interests are being served go fight."

If Iraqi President Saddam Hussein is able to maintain

control of Kuwait's oil supplies, Stant said, "America's

economy will go down the drain because of the corporate

idiots who got us into the war, not because Iraq has more

oil. The Arab people should decide what to do with Hus-

sein, not the Americans."

Collegian file photo

Vice Chancellor for Student Af-

fairs Dennis Madson

By MARK HENSLEY
Collegian Staff

Three top-level administrators resigned

over intercession after accepting offers for

new positions at out-of-state schools.

The resignations of Vice Chancellor for

Student Affairs Dennis Madson, Assistant

Vice Chancellor for Student Affairs

William H. Weitzer and the Director of the

Office of Third World Affairs Sherwood

Thompson, were all accepted by the

University administration.

Dennis Madson
Madson, who has served for 12 years at

the University, will leave in early March
for a senior administrative position at

Lewis and Clark College, a 3,200-student

liberal arts college in Portland, Ore.

In a press release, Provost Richard

O'Brien said that Madson would be great-

ly missed at the University.

"Denny Madson has put together a

highly successful Student Affairs Group,

many parts of which have become national

models," O'Brien said. "He is imaginative

and forward-looking. . .His leaving will be

a great loss."

Madson said in a written statement that

being a part of the "University's drive for

quality" has been "wonderful" and says

the University continues to be an excellent

school.

"We continue to be a 'best buy' when
compared with peer institutions," Madson
continued. "We have so far succeeded in

maintaining, our academic excellence

despite budget cuts, and we offer tremen-

dous learning opportunities both in and out

of the classroom."

"The University of Massachusetts is a

treasure, and I hope the state invests in it

wisely so that Massachusetts may continue

to reap its benefits in the years ahead," he

added.

As Vice Chancellor for Student Affairs,

Madson oversees seven divisions which pro-

vide services in public safety, housing, stu-

dent activities, and student discipline.

William H. Weitzer

Weitzer, Madson's assistant, left the

University on Jan. 4 for a position as assis-

tant provost at Wesleyan University in

Middletown, Conn. Some of his respon-

sibilities are currently being assumed by

Dean of Students JoAnne Vanine who was
unavailable for comment.
Hired in 1985, Weitzer oversaw emergen-

cy response and long range planning, pro-

gram evaluation and liason work with

other offices on campus for his division.

Weitzer originally came to the Universi-

ty in 1976 and earned a master's degree in

psychology and a doctorate in environmen-

tal psychology. He then headed the Student

Affairs Research and Evaluation Office

before assuming his position as assistant

vice chancellor.

Sherwood Thompson
On Jan. 18, Sherwood Thompson, the

director of the Office ofThird World Affairs

left the University to become the director

of the Office of Minority Affairs at the

University of Kansas.

Because of the hiring freeze at the

University, Thompson will not be im-

mediately replaced although Student Ac-

tivities Director Irene Carew said they will

apply for a waiver.

Carew said the Student Activities Office

CONTINUED ON PAGE 18

Former football coach, 77, dies

Vic Fusia served as Minuteman coach from 1961-70

* t * t * * t * t *JtJLUt t * t * t#.

Vic Fusia, 77, the winningest coach in University of

Massachusetts football history, died Friday, Jan. 18, in

Amherst. ...

Fusia coached at UMass from 1961-70, compiling a

59-32-2 record.

He was named New England Coach of the Year in 1964,

when the Minutemen finished 8-2 and played in the

Tangerine Bowl against East Carolina.

The 1963 Minutemen outscored their opponents 265-12

during an 8-0-1 season.

Fusia was a 1938 graduate of Manhattan College and

a Navy Veteran of World War II. He was born in

Wilkinsburg, PA.
Before coaching at UMass, Fusia coached five years in

the Pennsylvania state high school system and was an

assistant coach at Brown and the University of

Pittsburgh.

After retiring from coaching, Fusia remained with the

UMass athletic department until 1982.

Fusia leaves his second wife, the former Harvelene

Gates; two sons, G. Michael of Hadley, and Mark J. of San

Francisco; a daughter, Carol Fusia Campbell Ramsay of

Amherst; a brother, Richard of Ligonier, PA.; and two

sisters, Katheryn Fusia Catino of St. Petersburg, Fla., and

Elizabeth Fusia Ortale of Addison, 111., and one

grandchild. ,

Fusia's first wife, the former Joan Cunningham, died

in 1981 - L 5J A u
Funeral and Memorial services were held in Amherst

Tuesday, Jan. 22.
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Do you like our new look?

The Collegian has redesigned our masthead, section

and page headlines to save space and give our readers

more information in the newspaper.

Foi Your Information
WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 30

Print Sale - WMUA 91.1 FM is sponsoring a print sale

the Student Union Ballroom through Feb. 1, from 9
in

THE MASSACHUSETTS

Daily Collegian
1 O Campus Center. Amherst. ttA. 01005

Phone (415) 545-5500 FAX (415) 545-1592
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a.m.-4:30 p.m.

Senate Meeting - The SGA will be holding a meeting

in Campus Center 163C from 7 p.m.-12 a.m.

Voter registration - Amherst residents can register to

vote in the Amherst Town Clerk's office from 8 a.m.-lO

p.m. for the Feb. 19 Town Caucus.

THURSDAY, JANUARY 31

Film - The Science Fiction Society will show The

Yellow Submarine in the Campus Center Auditorium^

Show times are 5 p.m., 7 p.m., 9 p.m. and 11 p.m. The cost

for the first screening is $1.50, and the remaining show-

ings will cost $2.

Meeting - The Residential Recycling Program will

discuss semester activites in CC 811 from 6:30 p.m.-7:3C

p.m.

FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 1

Dance - Iota Phi Theta is sponsoring a dance in the

Campus Center Auditorium, from 9 p.m.-l a.m. Admis-

sion is $4.00 for students and $5 for non-students.

Coffee Social - The LGBA coffee social will take place

in CC 803 from 3 p.m.-6 p.m. Admission is free.

SUNDAY, FEBRUARY 3

Teach-in and Discussion - The Civility Commission,

the Student Activities Office and Office of Human Rela

tions is holding a teach-in and discussion on the Middle

East Crisis from 7 p.m-10 p.m. in the Student Union

Ballroom. Admission is free.

Hush Fair - A Greek Rush Fair, sponsored ^ he

Panhellenic Council, will be held in the Campus Center

Auditorium from 6 p.m.-9 p.m.

Rush Orientation - The Panhellenic Council is spon

soring a rush orientation in CC 163C from 5 p.m.-7 p.m.

Admission is free.
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ARE YOU EXPERIENCED
IN COMPUTER SYSTEMS?

The Collegian is looking for a SYSTEMS

MANAGER which requires an interest in com-

puters, good communication skills, and a flex-

ible schedule. Applications are available at

the Collegian and must be submitted by Fri •

day, February 8.

1

< in illation. 21.000. New F,r\qlar\d s largest college daily

newspaper. Published every weekday during the calendar

semester. The Massachusetts Daily Collegian is a Registered

Student Organization of the University of Massachusetts.

The Collegian is an EE-O-E+ i ne ^uiitjyiui i is ui i c-wu

identity crisis

CLAMMtft

SONY •JVC •TECHNICS •AIWA •PANASONIC •SHARP •TDK •MAXWELL

STEREO BLUES?
UNDERGROUND SOUND

CAN HELP
UNDERGROUND SOUND has been an expert, cost

effective repair service for home audio, car audio,

video components and musical instrument amplifiers

since 1981 .We also sell new and used components

and install car audio systems at competitive rates.

Stop procrastinating—Get It Fixed—Listen to

Music—Be Happy.

UNDERGROUND SOUND* 104 NORTH PLEASANT STREET, AMHERST MA»253-9507

WE ARE LOCARED BENEATH PANDA EAST RESTAURANT

WE'RE SORRY
our amherst store is closed our amherst store is closed

SPRING BREAK 91

"

CANCUN, MEXICO
FEATURING THE OASIS CANCUN HOTEL

WERE GLAD
our northampton store is open our northampton store is open

Visit our Northampton

store 20% Discounts

with college ID.

Offer good through 2/7/91

Main Street Northampton

STARTING MARCH 16, 1991

THRU MARCH 23, 1991

PRICES BASED ON QUAD.

CARIBE INTERNATIONAL $399

MARGARITA HOTEL $449

CALINDA QUALITY HOTEL $469

TERRAMAR HOTEL $509

AQUAMARINA HOTEL $549

OASIS CANCUN HOTEL $569

HOLIDAY INN CROWN PLAZA$599

MELIA TURQUESA $599

FROM

$399
COMPLETE

ADVANCE
TRAVEL

SERVICES, INC.

COMPLETE PARTY WEEK INCLUDES:

RT AIRFARE (FROM SELECT CRIES), R.T. TRANSFERS,

7 NIGHTS HOTEL. 3 HOUR CRUISE. BEACH PARTIES.

FREE ADMISSION INTO NIGHTCLUBS, ALL HOTEL TAXES,

AND ADVANCE TRAVEL TOUR HOSTS ON LOCATION

• PWCES BASED OUT OF NY. ADD $20.00 FOR BOSTON.

ALL MAJOR CREDfT CARDS ACCEPTED.

FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL

TOLL FREE 800-283-8767

LOCAL
Amherst Town Meeting backs peaceful Gulf settlement

. .1 • • r\ T—_ 1Q fnnimioil unlw)

By MEREDITH O'BRIEN
Collegian Staff

On the eve of the UN deadline for Saddam Hussein to

withdraw Iraqi troops from occupied Kuwait, Amherst

Town Meeting members overwhelmingly passed a resolu-

tion asking President Bush to pursue more negotiations

instead of initiating military action.

With surprisingly little debate, more than 130 town

meeting members voted on the resolution after about 45

minutes of discussion.

Many members, who said they were not surprised at

how quickly the vote was taken, wanted the resolution

sent to the president as soon as possible, hoping that the

nationwide call for peace could thwart war.

The resolution was sent by fax machine to the president,

Congressional leaders and Massachusetts Congressmen

by the town clerk on Jan. 15, the day before the massive

Allied air attack against Iraq commenced.

Judy Brooks, member of the Amherst Select Board, urg-

ed members to vote against the war saying war is not the

answer to problems in the Middle East.

"War is not inevitable, it is insane," Brooks said. "This

impending war is madness. . .The incentive to stop it must

be ours."

Elisa Campbell, chairperson of the Select Board, said

the town meeting members had already made up their

minds on the resolution after watching the Congress

debate the issue on television. On Jan. 13, Congress voted

to support President Bush's use of force against Iraq.

"Most of us have already listened to as much as we

could," Campbell said, adding that members came to the

meeting ready to vote quickly.

There was some degree of controversy about the lown

Meeting members taking a vote on a foreign policy issue,

according to Town Meeting member Dee Sutton.

"A lot of people objected to the Town Meeting taking

stands on national issues," Sutton said.

Sylvia Cuomo, also a Town Meeting member, said, Any

other time we voted on national issues was at a regular

town meeting." But because this meeting was called

CONTINUED ON PAGE IP

Engineering dean resigns
James John leaves for GMI Institute

By MARK HENSLEY
Collegian Staff

Having brought the University of

Massachusetts' College of Engineering to

national recognition, Dean James John is

leaving the University on July 1 to assume

the presidency of the GMI Engineering and

Management Institute in Flint, Michigan.

In a press release, President-Chancellor

Duffey said he accepted John's resignation

with deep regret, adding that he

understood why John took the attractive

position at GMI.
"Jim has done an outstanding job here,"

Duffey said. "During his years at the

University, the College of Engineering has

made tremendous advancements working

with many outstanding members of the

faculty. He has giuided the school into the

first rank of engineering colleges in the na-

tion."
.

John said he enjoyed working with the

"outstanding" staff, students and faculty,

and thinks that despite the difficult fiscal

James John

situation, the college has enough stability

to prosper.

"There is a lot of momentum in the Col-

lege which will allow it to continue to suc-

ceed," John said. "[The program] enjoys the

support of alumni and industry and

business throughout Massachusetts and

the nation. I appreciate the support we

have received from President-Chancellor

Duffey and the administration."

John said his departure has nothing to

do with the current fiscal crisis plaguing

UMass and the state economy, it is mere-

ly an excellent opportunity for him.

"This will give me a chance to run my
own show which I've wanted to do for a

long time," he added.

According to the UMass press office, the

College of Engineering has grown im-

pressively during the seven years of John's

leadership. In that time, it has tripled its

research budget to $10 million and

graduate enrollment has doubled to 700.

With John's support, the College has also

developed programs for minorities and

women in engineering which have achiev-

ed national prominence.

Other accomplishments during John's

tenure include the building of an Engineer-

ing Student Center and construction of the

$5.1 million Knowles Engineering

Building which will house office and

laboratory space for the electrical and com-

puter engineering department. Neither

project involves the expenditure of state

funds.

In addition, the College now boasts one

of the best computer facilities in the coun-

try which includes the Video Instructional

.Program that allows students outside the

classroom to benefit from the College's

course offerings.

John holds bachelor's and master's

degrees in aeronautical engineering from

Princeton University as well as a doctorate

in mechanical engineering from the

University of Maryland.

GMI, where John will assume his new

position, is a smaller independent institu-

tion with 3,000 undergraduates and 750

graduate students which was established

by General Motors in the 1930s.

Construction begins on
Mullins Memorial Center
By TAMLR LIPTON
Collegian Staff

Construction on University of

Massachusetts' 10,214 capacity William

D. Mullins Memorial Center commenc-

ed early this month. Suffolk Construc-

tion Co. Inc., submitted a low bid of

$38.48 million for the project and was

awarded the contract by the Universi-

ty of Massachusetts Building Authority.

Suffolk, a Boston-based company, is

the fourth-largest construction company

in New England.

Suffolk's safety record was recently

marred by several incidents in the West

Springfield area, including when a

36-foot cinder block wall collapsed in Ju-

ly of 1990 behind the Riverdale Shops.

According to a report by Robert

Raichle, vice president of Professional

Engineers in Massachusetts, "The wall

was simply blown over. This is in spite

of the fact that the winds were light."

During the same West Springfield pro-

ject, Suffolk cut through a 13,800-volt

power line, causing 40 shops in the

Riverdale Mall to lose power for an

hour.

"I personally was unaware of any of

these mishaps," said Jake Bishop the

director of procurement at the Univer-

sity of Massachusetts.

"Suffolk was cleared by the Division

of Capital Planning and Operations as

a qualified bidder, and a safe construc-

tor," Bishop continued. "Under
[Massachusetts General Laws] Chapter

149, we were required to choose the low

bidder."

The construction of Mullins Memorial

Center is slated for a 1993 completion.

The project represents a major step

forward in further developing the

University of Massachusetts athletic

department, according to Athletic Direc-

tor Frank Mclnerney.

There are plans to revitalize the

hockey program which was abandoned

several years ago. "Everyone in this

Commonwealth says that we should

CONTINUED ON PAGE 19

MULLINS MEMORIAL CENTER

Richard Jones,
UMass dance
director, 53

Richard Jones, 53, an assistant professor ofdance

and the artistic director of the University Dances

for the past 12 years, died Jan. 20 in his home.

Jones had been performing in Canada before com-

ing to teach dance at the University in 1973. A

native of Cincinnati, Ohio, he was a graduate of Fisk

University in Nashville, Tenn., and New York

University.

He had previously taught at New York Universi-

ty, as well as various dance schools in Europe and

the United States.

A memorial service will be at Douglass Funeral

Home of Amherst at a later date.

Memorial contributions may be made to the

Richard Jones Memorial Dance Scholarship, care of

Marilyn Patton, 11 Totman, University of

Massachusetts, Amherst, MA. 01002.

children
By MEREDITH O'BRIEN
Collegian Staff

......

Homeless children staying in a local shelter will soon

be able to take their minds off the bitter cold and the

tumult of life on the streets to enjoy time with newly-found

friends. .,

The Amherst Companion Program, a 16-year-old pro-

gram that has provided area children with volunteer com-

panions, recently kicked off a new program to find com-

panions for children from homeless families.

The Amherst Resource Center, which sponsors the Com-

panionship Program, recently received a $16,000 grant

from Carlisle Services, Inc. of Framingham, to hire a part-

time employee to screen, recruit and train volunteers to

serve as companions for local homeless children.

Ruth Harms, director of the new program, said children

aged five-18 whose families are staying at Jessie s House,

a Northampton homeless shelter, and plan to settle in this

area will be placed with companions as soon as volunteers

are available.
,

Homeless families can stay in Jessie s House for up to

90 days, but Harms wants companions for the homeless

children to stick with them for at least a year to help them

through the rough period of moving from a shelter to m-

^TheTdea^companions specifically for homeless

children comes out of a need to help them through the

transitional period," Harms said.

"Other children [in the Companionship Program] might

have [family] ties or someone with them," she continued.

"For many of the homeless children, this will be a new

experience."

Harms said having the children go out and do things

with their companions will help relieve the stresson

homeless parents looking for jobs and places to live. This

will give parents a break and give the kids an activity

that they otherwise wouldn't have," she said.

Harms said the families in Jessie's House are very ex-

cited" about the program, adding there are currently four

children waiting for companions.

"We would like to have a pool of volunteers as more

children come into Jessie's House," she said.

While Harms said the program is actively looking for

volunteers, it has traditionally had problems finding male

volunteers. .

"A lot of these families are headed by single mothers,

she said, "and the one thing their sons need and haven't

gotten are male role models. Some people don't even want

to bother if they can't get male volunteers for their sons.

Three times as many women volunteer to be companions

as men, Harms said.

Harms said many people get the wrong idea about

volunteering, thinking they have to spend a lot ofmoney

on activities with the children.

"In fact, we encourage companions to do activities that

don't cost anything, like tossing around a football or even

CONTINUED ON PAGE lO
. • ... • . •
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VARTETHEGULtj!?
Press accused
of negative
war coverage
By MIKE FEINSILBER
Associated Press

WASHINGTON - The White House is asking the press

a question that government asks at times like these:

Whose side are you on?

After several days of skirmishing with reporters look-

ing for more details about the effectiveness of allied bom-

bings in Iraq, the administration opened counterattack

last Wednesday.

It accused reporters of unnecessary negative coverage

and suggested that one of the country's most respected

war correspondents had become a conveyor of propaganda.

"I don't know why you're so intent on proving massive

failures of some kind," President Bush's spokesman,

Marlin Fitzwater, told reporters while complaining about

a report broadcast by Peter Arnett of Cable News

Network.
"We must point out once again that any reports com-

ing out of Baghdad are in effect coming from the Iraqi

government," Fitzwater said, suggesting that Arnett's

reporting was aiding Iraq.

"I think it's fair to the American people to know that

when they hear these reports, exactly what it is they're

are seeing," he added.

In his report, Arnett, the only Western reporter permit-

ted by Iraq to remain in Baghdad, said that in August

he toured in Iraqi facility which manufactured baby for-

mula. He said he had been taken back after the allied bom-

bing started and found the facility in ruins.

"The machinery inside was a molten pile. The intact

signboard at the entrance to the factory read, 'Baby Milk

Plant' in English and Arabic," Arnett said.

The American military responded vigorously it had

targeted a civilian facility. The only place in Iraq, Arnett

said he had been told, capable of producing infant formula

in a country that has been subjected to a five-month

embargo.
"I can assure you our targeting is strictly limited to

military targets," Lt. Col. Mike Scott told reporters in

SALE ENDS
JAN 31 ST

[SALVAGE]
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FORCED TOJ/A1

HAMPSHIRE MALL
HADLEY, MASS.
MONDAY - FRIDAY 10-9

SATURDAY 10-9

SUNDAY 12-5
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HADLEY
STORE
ONLY

AP photo

News vendor Fred Cohen of the "Out of Town" news stand at Harvard Square in Cam-

bridge sets out a line of newspapers that announce the start of the Gulf war.

Riyadh, Saudi Arabia.

Air Force Lt. Col. Mike Gallagher said the facility was

heavily fortified with "Military guards around it, a barber

fire fence."

"Numerous sources have indicated that the facility is

associated with biological warfare production," Gallagher

said.

Later, in Washington, Gen. Colin Powell, chairman of

the Joint Chiefs of Staff, said, "It is not an infant formula

factory no more than the Rabta chemical plant in Libya

(bombed by the United States as a nerve gas factory) made
aspirin."

Added Powell: "It was a biological weapons facility, of

that we are sure, and we have taken it out."

LOOK FOR "MARKDOWN
ITEMS FOR GREATER
DISCOUNTS*

YOU GET TOTAL SAVINGS UP TO 65% AND MORE

II A substantial number of items were

marked down prior to this sale.

Those markdowns are still in effect

... ONLY NOW, YOU WILL RECEIVE
AN ADDITIONAL 25% DISCOUNT ON
THEM ... regardless of how big their

original markdown!

SPECIAL CUSTOMER

SERVICE HOURS
OF :FRING ALL OF YOUR BACK TO SCHOOL NEEDS

PLF/KF VKlCLEl
i

UNIVERSITY
STORE

Hours

Mon. Jan. 28 9-5

Tue. Jan. 29 9-7

Wed. Jan. 30 9-7

Thur. Jan. 31 9-5

Fri. Feb. 1 9-5

Sat. Feb. 2 10-3

TEXTBOOK
ANNEX

Hours

9-5

9-9

9-9

9-9

9-5

11-5

Get A Free

Hampshire Fitness Club
T-shirt!

With any 3, 6, 9 or 12 month Membership
Hurry Supplies are limited.

Our New Treadmill is Here

Pool
Racquetball
Sauna
Massage
Computerized Bikes
StairMasters

Aerobics & Aqua-Aerobics

Nautilus

Tennis
Jacuzzi

Free Weights
Rowing Machines

MINI STORE HOURS nJS. mmS
MUNCHY STORES Franklin M.F 7:30.9

Hampden M-F 8-9

Worcester M-F 8-9

(All Munchys open weekends 12-8)

ft,UNIVERSITYmSTORED

»p®

EVERYTHING

FAMOUS
BRANDS

• Fruit-of-the-Loom
• Gitano • Lane-Bryant
• Levi* Wrangler
• Cannon* J.P. Stevens

•Louisville Bedding
• Springmaid

•Talan American
• Olympic -Satco
• Toastmaster
• Stanley 'Generac
• Anchor Hocking

•LibbeyPyrex
• Sterolite • Suberbonite
• Tucker • Armstrong
• Caraway • Cassard
• Cramco • Douglas • Hart

• Pilliod • Sauder • Singer

• American Tourister

• Leeds •Samsonite
• Seward
• Collins & Aikman
• Shaw • Congoleum

MANUFACTURERS
WARRANTIES
VALID ON ALL

APPLICABLE ITEMS
Quantities Limited to

Stock on Hand.

Due to the Nature
of this sale -

ALL SALES ARE FINAL!

NO LAY AWAYS

We will accept Cash,

Personal Checks and

VISA quo«N»,

at Echo HiiiGatehouse Road
Amherst • 256-6446
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Protesters keep 'peace'
Lawyers, volunteers keep anti-war ralliers orderly

By CECI CONNOLLY
Associated Press

BOSTON — When protesters descended

on the Mall in Washington D.C. last

weekend to speak out against the Persian

Gulf war, several hundred volunteers were

be on hand to keep heads cool, fists low and

the police well-behaved.

The volunteers, called peacekeepers and

legal counselors, are being trained in

several major cities this week for the

massive rally. They have also been

monitoring smaller events in places like

Boston, San Francisco and New York.

Also known as monitors or marshals, the

volunteers are part choreographer, part

traffic cop, part mediator, and part witness.

Activists first devised the idea of bringing

their own marshals to rallies during Viet-

nam protests, but the volunteers are now

a formal arm of many organizations. Bet-

ween 300 and 500 are expected in

Washington, including a delegation from

the United Auto Workers in New York.

"Their major function is to keep the

march going," said Phyllis Engelbert, coor-

dinator of the Washington Peace Center.

"But they're also there in case any in-

cidents start up."

Legal counselors — attorneys or law

students — are watchdogs. These members

of the National Lawyers Guild watch for

police brutality, make certain police wear

badges and represent demonstrators in

court.

Michael Levi, a peacekeeper trainer at

the Non-Violence Coalition in Washington

said demonstrators are more receptive to

intervention by fellow activists.

"Police are not unpredictable; sometimes

they're allies and sometimes they're not,"

he said. "We are the same people."

In Boston, the volunteers' skills have

already been put to the test.

Just ask Andrew Schwartz, an elfin man

who thrust his 5-foot-5 stocking-capped

frame in the midst oftwo screaming groups

at a downtown rally last week.

"What do we want? Victory- When do we

want it ? Now," taunted a group ofwar sup-

porters who crashed a peace rally.

"Victory is peace," the ralliers retorted,

some waving fists.

"Hey, hey, let's keep calm," Schwartz

said.

In this post-yuppie era the volunteers are

well-organized, better-trained and use the

legal system to ensure their activist friends

stay out of trouble while making a

statement.

"I was brought up a pacifist and as a con-

scientious objector to Vietnam," said Joe

Wyse, a 39-year-old peacekeeper. "This is

the real thing for me; I'm here to wage

peace."

Marty Kantrovitz, a Boston attorney in

charge of the local legal corps, said he

works with police supervisors to keep of-

ficers in line.

"I went over three or four times to calm

CONTINUED ON PAGE 14
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PANDA EAST
CHINESE

RESTAURANT
We bring Chinatown

to you

Open Hours: Mon-Thurs. 11:30am-1 0:00pm

Fri. & Sat. 1 1 :30am-1 1 :00pm
Sunday 2:00pm-1 0:00pm

Lunch Hours: Mon.-Sat. 1 1 :30am-3:00pm

103 N. Pleasant St. • Amherst, MA 01002
256-8923 (413) 256-8924

'.•.•.•-•••.

Charlie's
I Pray St . Amherst -549-5403 • Open 1 lam

7 days a Week
Kitchen open til midnight

Game Room with 2 pool tables

Tonight Beer Steamed Baby Franks

Drinks of the Week:

Charlies Punch $ 1 .50 French Mocha Coffee $ 1 .95 g

iveaways

Mon 10 cent Mozzarella Sticks 9pm- 12am

Tues 10 cent Buffalo Wings 9pm-12am

Wed. 25cent Pizza Slices and 99 cent Nachos 9pm-12am

Thurs 10 cent Beer Steamed Baby Franks 9pm- 12am
Sunday 10 cent Potato Skins 9pm- 12am

WE ACCEPT MC-VISA-AMEX

5

(413)

Collegian photo by Jeff Holland

Air Force security personnel guard the Westover Air Force Base

[and the John Denver sign] against protesters at a recent anti-war

rally. ^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^

flAPPF
$19.91

!

Great

Mock Turtlenecks

in solids & stripes

for only $19.91

in honor of the

New Year.

BonanonananaMnMiiniminmnii

DOUBLE ROOM»

TOWNHOUSE
CALL
549-2824

Counseling Psychology

ifoiriffyas^V r r^J Liquor Store

Welcome Back
Students!

Milwaukee's Best
case 12oz bots ^-^ -

Miller Genuine Draft

12 pack bots

$8.99

1

Boston-Bouv6 College ofHuman Development Professions
at Northeastern University offers part-time and full-time graduate
degree programs in the areas of Counseling Psychology. Students
may work toward a Master's degree, a Certificate of Advanced
Graduate Study, or a Doctoral degree.

All counseling courses are taught by licensed psycholo-
gists. Class size is limited to encourage individual participation.

The curriculum includes analytical and theoretical courses as

well as practice-oriented courses. In addition to classroom work,
all programs include applied experience in a supervised
clinical environment.

For more information and a free brochure on the Graduate
Programs in Counseling Psychology call (617) 437-2708. Or write to

Graduate School, Boston-Bouve College of Human Development
Professions, 107 Dockser Hall, Northeastern University,

Boston, MA 021 15.

m Northeastern

University

IpwauKees
"•*«*< j

Besi

$6.39
jSOemUaeDrmf*•-»:

Budweiser
12 pack cans

$6.99
Budw

12i#~X*;

Kahlua Coffee Liquer

750 ml

$11.99

Beck's Beer
case 12 oz bots

$18.99

Captain Morgan
Spiced Rum
750 ml

$7.49 %

An equal opportunity/
affirmative action educational
i nit it tit ion ami employer

Cruise Ship
Jobs

HIRING Men - Women. Sum-

mer/Year Round.
PHOTOGRAPHERS. TOUR
GUIDES, RECREATION PER-

SONNEL. Excellent pat plus

FREE travel. Caribbean.

Hawaii, Bahamas, South

Pacific, Mexico.

CALL NOWICall refundaole.

1-206-736-7000 ext.c402

Popov Vodka
1.75 L

$10.39

Samuel Adams Lager

cse 12 oz bots

$18.79

338 College St. (Rt. 9) Amherst 253-5384 J

^^ D i /» /\ Li r» f^"rRECORDS

RECORDS • CASSETTES • COMPACT DISCS

IMPORTED, INDEPENDENT
& DOMESTIC

MON—WED 9:30-6 SUN 12-5

THURS—SAT 9:30-9

213 MAIN ST. NORTHAMPTON
586-5726

COLLECTABLES • USED
MANUFACTURER'S OVER—STOCKS
MONDAY—SATURDAY 10-5:30

THURSDAYS 10-9 SUNDAY 12-5

21 STATE ST., NORTHAMPTON
586-1707

Computerized aerobic machines than any club in the Valley.

Stairmasters • l.ifecycles * Gravitron • Biocycle • Treadmills

New • New * New • I
• New • New • New

Special suspended oak woodfloor • Certified Instructors

Bench Step • Low Impact • High/Low • Boxercise • Stretch

lAUNA
'Total body conditioning plus the skill of selfdefense.

Largest full-time Karate studio in Western Mass.

AMHERST
ATHLETIC
CLUB

460 West St.

KARATE
HEALTH %

South Amherst FITNESS
256-0080 CENTER

WANTED
Assistant Assistant

Business Finance

Manager Manager

EXPERIENCE is a must to be

successful in gaining the com-

petitive edge in today's Business

World.

We are looking for:

Ambitious

Responsible

Organized
SOPHOMORES

with good communications skills.

Applications are available at the

Collegian — 113 Campus Center

and must be submitted no later

than Friday February 8. 1991.

The Colleaian is 3n EC F
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Editorial/Opinion
The opinions on this page are those of the individual writer or cartoonist and do not necessarily reflect the views of the Colkxian or the University unless otherwise noted.

War no more
After the rebellion against the King of England, our government

was designed as a series of safeguards against the concentration of

power in the executive. Now, President Bush has completed a full

circle in the history of the nation. He has effectively usurped the

power to make war. This irony is also present in the ostensible goals

of the Gulf War: To protect one monarchy and restore ano^r.

These bizarre claims reveal themselves as little more than con-

fused rhetoric. For most Americans and citizens of other nations,

this war is a catastrophe that will haunt the world.

FOREIGN POLICY:

The federal government has brought to the fore of its policy an

insidious practice. It nurtures dictatorships until they outgrow the

collar and leash of sponsorship. The United States then uses any

means possible to replace them, using military force to reverse past

mistakes without learning from them.

THE NEW WORLD ORDER:
Like the old world order, the new one is intended to ensure that

the United States and allies remain in control of world resources.

The modern history of the Middle East has been that of the Arab

people struggling to attain control over their region's vast resources.

Years of colonialism have denied this goal. The New World Order

by way ofKuwait and Iraq is nothing more nor less than the reasser-

tion of the industry's control of world resources.

KUWAIT:
Called "an oil company with a flag," Kuwait was a reliable enclave

of colonial domination in the region. President Bush is interested

in reinstalling the faithful monarchy for obvious reasons. His sud-

den sensitivity to human suffering must be contrasted with images

of carpet bombing in Iraq and Kuwait.

The people of Kuwait have been the victims of a very complex

situation. Any resolution of their plight must deal with these com-

plexities and thus requires an Arab solution. The United States,

however, prefers to hammer out a 'solution' by force. No doubt that

the "liberated" Kuwait will be a field of ashes and rubble suitable

only for helping to line the pockets of the small cliques that control

the regions' wealth.

THE COALITION:
President Bush has allied the United States with several brutal

governments, most notably Syria and Saudi Arabia. This unholy

war alliance sacrifices principles that should guide our national

policy. Also, the rapid polarization ofArab governments guarantees

a turbulent future for the Middle East.

ISRAEL:
Israel is in a difficult position. The right-wing Likud government

is attempting to steer a course between independence from and

dependence on the United States. The Western powers are deter-

mined to ensure Israel's security as an outpost in the Arab world.

Her thinly-veiled independence does not fool most Arabs. Israeli in-

tervention in neighboring nations and her occupation of Arab land

places her in the middle of the middie east situation.

What the Bush and Shamir administrations call the "linkage"

of unrelated issues was actually a unique opportunity to win a degree

of trust and stability. As long as Israel continues to play the role

of colonial outpost and as long as she holds Arab land, she will be

"linked" to the instability of the Middle East.

PATRIOTISM AND THE WAR:
Captain Lynn Epperson, Army recruiter for Western Mass., ad-

mits that the number one reason that people enlist is to earn money

for college. To call this "voluntary" recruitment is farcical.

In short, the men and women of the United States military are

being used as cannon fodder — they are as much victims as anyone

else. They are being asked to kill and die for goals that will benefit

only the smallest portion of the nation. The fact that the United

States' forces are made up disproportionately of the poor and peo-

ple of color intensifies this disaster.

This war must end. And, we must all make it end.

Unsigned editorials reflect the majority opinion ofthe Board ofEditors

Gave FVoof ThrougHThe NigKt...

Notes from the Basement
Ifyou like parking, all-day pickup basket-

ball in Boyden, getting a booth at Barsie's

or graduating on time, then intersession is

for you. It turns out Amherst is a pretty

nice town when you clear all of us crazy col-

lege kids out. Strangest moment: Driving

by Amherst College during the first

snowfall of the year and finding it barren

except for a couple of children with sleds.

UMass during January suddenly

becomes a small school, full of familiar

faces, and it's kinda nice.

Sam Silverstein

It was standing room only all day in front

of the television mounted on the wall

downstairs in the Campus Center.

* * *

* * *

UMass football coach Jim Reid on why

he never describes football in military

terms: "I really despise it because of exact-

ly what's happening right now. No matter

how intensely you love the game of football,

it's still a game, and nobody gets killed. .

. I just don't think it's right to equate foot-

ball with war because of the finality of

what war is all about."

* * *

Stuff you've got time to track down dur-

ing intersession: Each year the UMass
Parking office hands out between

$500,000-$700,000 worth of parking

tickets, according to campus Parking

Manager Lynn Braddock. [All the money,

except for a few administrative costs, goes

into the Parking Scholarship Fund ad-

ministered by the Financial Aid Office]

Last year, the Parking Office's 11 full-

time officers handed out a total of 60,000

tickets. The all-time record fine piled up by

one person was between $3500-$4000, paid

last summer by someone who Braddock

mercifully did not name.
And another thing: It is not true that you

must pay your parking tickets to receive

your diploma (tickets are not considered a

"University debt.") You do have to settle

up, however, before your next trek to the

Registry of Motor Vehicles.

Sam Silverstein is a Collegian columnist

Everyone has something to say. The trick is finding a place to say it. 21,000 people

read this paper daily and they are waiting to read what you have to say. This page

welcomes letters and columns from any and all members of the community. Letters

should be less than than SO lines and columns should be between 50 and 70 lines. All

submissions should be typed (we have a typewriter you can use) and double-spaced.

Please include a phone number where we can reach you. AH submissions should be

brought or sent to the Editorial Editor at the Collegian office in the basement of the

Campus Center.

*•*

The Editorial Editor is looking for an associate editor. Duties include helping choose

and edit submissions, page-layout and other facets of instruction. We are looking for

someone concerned with the affairs of the community and the views of the people who

live there. Creativity aplus. Mid to late afternoon hours arepreferred but there is some

flexibility. The job entails about 10 hours of work a week. It's great experience and

you get to meet all sorts of interesting and famous people.

Ironically, campus was quiet the day

after the Allied bombing of Iraq and

Kuwait began. UMass is berzerk every

other day of the year, but on the first day

there was an actual war to get excited

about, there weren't enough students

around to do much of anything one way or

another.

On the PVTA that morning, three young

boys with lunchboxes and rubber boots

babbled excitedly.

"I was watching Belke and his cousin

when the newsman came on."

"Iraq has Scud missiles."

By noon, the Cape Cod Lounge was knee-

deep in newspaper. Students sat cross-

legged on couches, staring long-faced at the

Boston Globe or New York Times.

PM
ewvo

" MDU /W077...THIS ISTHE BUNK OFNEWENGLAND.'"

Bush-league war
Dear George:

You sent college newspapers a letter, and made a speech,

trying to con us into believing that you are bombing

Baghdad into a pile of charred cinderblocks for democracy.

You cited the human rights abuses of Saddam Hussein.

(By the way, George, the accent in 'Saddam' is on the se-

cond syllable.) These included torture, the death penalty

and arrest and imprisonment without trial. You exhorted

the sovereignty of Kuwait.

George, if you're so concerned nbout a nation's

sovereignty, why does the CIA (you remember, the

organization you used to be in charge of?) engineer the

overthrow of any Central American leader we don't agree

with? In the 50s, we helped to overthrow Jacobo Arbenez,

a democratically elected leader in Guatemala. (Our

government found it inconvenient that he was into land

reform.) Since then, we have seen to it that dictators who

do what we tell them stay in power. So much for a coun-

try's sovereignty. ^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^

Pamela McCarthy

Now, George, let's move on to human rights abuses.

Question: What country has death squads that rape, tor-

ture, mutilate, and kill civilians? What nation is known

for its dubious highway decor of piles of corpses by the

roadside? Hint: We support them. It's El Salvador. So

much for human rights.

George, say the rest of the planet got a little bit angry

about our policy and behavior in Central America. Pic-

ture them bringing sanctions against us, and sending

troops to Mexico. Picture them bombing Washington un-

til we stopped what we are doing. Would you be pleased?

How would you defend our actions?

You blast Saddam Hussein for gassing the Kurds. That's

funny, considering the fact we defended him when the

United Nations wanted to condemn him. The CIA train-

ed him, George. We sold him weapons when he was

fighting with Iran, because we didn't like Iran. Saddam

was our darling — until he didn't do as we told him.

QtOTgt, if we are so concerned about a people's

sovereignty, take a look at this place. We stole this land

from the Native Americans. By the way, the horrors we

put them through make Saddam look like a Mr. Rogers

in comparison. And what about South Africa? The United

States said sanctions would hurt the Black people (the

original inhabitants of that country, might I add) who

were systematically murdered, tortured, imprisoned

without trial, and banished to wastelands by the White

minority.

You say that Saddam Hussein is a Hitler, and we

shouldn't appease him. Puerto Rico, the Phillipines, Cen-

tral America . . . nah, we don't take over nations smaller

than us, do we? Remember the blitzkrieg, George? You

must; we are currently turning Baghdad into a pile of

ashes. Just like Hitler did. Hitler had concentration camps

for those people who were not White. We put Japanese-

Americans in concentrations camps for "security reasons."

Strange. We didn't think that the blond-haired, blue-eyed

German-Americans were a enough of a security risk to

lock up in a prison camp. We're not like Hitler, are we,

George?

You said in your speech following our blitzkrieg that

this would not be another Vietnam, that our troops would

be able to fight without one hand tied behind their backs.

That's not why we said it's going to be another Vietnam,

George. You see, Vietnam was a stupid war. No one knew

why they were fighting it.

This current war is a stupid war. This time, we do know

why we are over there; lower gas prices and control over

more of the world's natural resources.

If we kept out of it, the Arab nations may have been

successful in getting Saddam out. But face it, George, we

aren't popular there. He's not going to listen to any coun-

tries backed by us. The Arab nations may have all band-

ed together. It is their business. They are adults, they can

take care of it.

You want to go in and crush Saddam. You will end up

beating down innocent civilians and Americans who join-

ed the army out of necessity. I know people in the army.

I am scared for them. While part of me wants us to win,

it may be better for us if we don't. We'd think next time

before we did something so pointless and moronic.

Then again, this is not a war that will have any win-

ners — except, perhaps for morticians.

Pamela McCarthy is a Collegian columnist

All the way from Riyadh, Saudi Arabia - it's war live
JTLLL U±A^ VVWJT Xiv^ •7
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"So where were you," your children will

ask, "when the Gulf War began?"

Well, I was in a car going to my friend's

apartment. We had been debating when or

if the United States would attack Iraq, and

what would happen to the coalition if Israel

was dragged into the war.

Just the night before, at midnight on Jan.

15, everyone we knew had been anxiously

glued to their televisions to watch the war

begin. At 12:01 a.m., many wagered, one

minute past the United Nations' deadline

for Saddam Hussein to withdraw Iraqi

troops from Kuwait, we would attack. But

we didn't. m
We attacked the next night, Jan. 16, of-

ficially" at 7 p.m.

As we walked into the apartment, I drop-

ped my stuff on the couch and sat down to

watch the news. Peter Jennings was sitting

there calmly announcing that we had gone

to war.

I looked at the clock. Seven ten. A time

I'll never forget.

I was stunned. We'd actually done it.

We'd actually started a war.

"It's started," I yelled to my friend. "I

can't believe it," I muttered under my

breath

For the rest of the evening, the two of us

and a few friends sat virtually attached to

the TV. We watched in awe. We watched

our country go to war. We saw bombs be-

ing dropped.

Meredith O'Brien

Some of the news anchors were actually

pretty comical. It was like "Amateur

Hour;" obviously they had never broadcast

a war LIVE before. They were kind of slop-

py and very nervous. We could see Jenn-

ings' hands shaking as he saw his col-

leagues flee for safety.

We stayed up until about 1:30 a.m., when

the commentators seemed to be repeating

the same news over and over again.

The next day the TV went on again. We
were addicted to the news, eager to know

what had happened. Had there been

casualties? What did the Iraqis do? Was

anybody else attacked?

After numerous press conferences and

Pentagon briefings, we learned that the

first of a massive campaign of Allied air at-

tacks against Iraq and Baghdad had been

relatively (reportedly) successful, with on

ly one lost American fighter plane.

But we wanted more. We wanted to

know. We felt compelled to watch the real-

life drama going on before our eyes instead

ofturning to, what appeared to be by com-

parison, rather meaningless chores. Our

own lives were put on hold for something

that seemed much more important.

For the entire day we watched, and

waited, and silently prayed for the war to

end quickly.

Later, after vowing we would not spend

another night sitting in front of the TV, we

turned on the TV for a "quick" update and

saw journalists running and donning gas

masks as Israel was attacked by Iraqi

missiles. Our troops in Saudi Arabia were

also being threatened by imminent attack.

Again we were witnesses to the real life ter-

ror of war. We heard the anxiousness in the

voices of the commentators as they watch-

ed their friends and co-workers in the midst

of an attack.

It was all too strange. It was too weird

to be able to sit in my living room and

watch a war - on LIVE TV. Granted, the

television audience had not seen the car-

nage, had not seen the damage (at least not

immediately), but they could feel the fear,

they could see it in the taces of those who

were actually there, experiencing it

first-hand.

The next day, while eating lunch, I decid-

ed to turn on CNN, just to see if anything

new had happened, (I was gradually break-

ing my addiction. I hadn't watched the

news in at least 12 hours.) While watching

the Israeli foreign minister being inter-

viewed in Jerusalem, air raid sirens went

off in the background as the CNN reporter

announced that Israel was under a second

attack. The broadcaster broke to the Saudi

Arabian correspondent where similar

sirens were going off warning of imminent

attack. The reporters were running around

again, grabbing their gas masks and

heading toward sealed-off rooms. (These

turned out to be false alarms. The second

Israeli attack didn't occur until later that

night. The attack on Saudi Arabia didn't

happen until the next day.)

This was not fiction, not a soap opera or

a mid-day movie. It was real and I could

not believe it was happening.

"I was in the car," I will tell my children,

"when 'The Living Room War' began."

Meredith O'Brien is a Collegian

columnist

breath.
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We used to finger-paint together and now he is oil to war
VVU UOCU IU 11H&V r O ________ „ WMrin. blue corduroys and t-shirts, the high school stu-

Dear Mrs. Asher — the mother of a soldier.

It seems yesterday when your son Jeff and I shook hands

with the Bishop to receive our diplomas a few years ago^

It doesn't even seem that far back when Jeff and I had

gym class in junior high school or even rode the same bus

to take us to middle school.

Time passes so quickly, but not enough to erase the

memories of the people ofyour class - even the memories

of a kindergarten class when I met your son for the first

time, and spent 13 years in the same school or even the

same classroom with him.

Gayle Long

.

The time I got in trouble for throwing clay at Jeff never

really seemed to matter until now. Because Jeff is

somewhere in Saudi Arabia. I wish we were still throw-

ina clay instead of bombs.

Now that Jeffhas gone to serve his nation and fight for

our country, I cannot help but to think of the boy I knew

ZSSSSmSSm2 and throughout our schooling

atj& I were not the best offriends,
and went our own

<Joarate ways after graduation, but there is still the at-

5C2^People you know, even though you may not

"!£wart thTGulf and the departure of so many ser-
ine war in ««

Persian Gulf is something un-

For my peers, born towards the end of the Vietnam War,

stories of war were as horrific as it got. There were no

wars to wage during our lives, and the children of Baby

Boomers thought themselves relatively safe.

The hostage crisis in Iran (when Jeff and I were an in-

nocent 10-years-old) frightened Americans, and TV pic-

tures of the battles in Afghanistan, Northern Ireland

South Africa and Nicaragua only made Americans feel

more secure of their own country.

Now, MY generation is leaving to fight. We have to fight

for our future. There is no going back.

Many people in the United States do not support the

war in the Gulf. People block the morning traffic and block

access to federal buildings in an attempt to get the govern-

ment to listen to them. They want to be heard and it is

their right.

The veterans of the Vietnam War were never given a

homecoming, and perhaps these protestors would suggest

the soldiers returning from the Gulfnot given a welcom-

ing upon their return either.

I want to be the first one to welcome Jeff home. 1 will

tell him how the people of the United States could be

nothing but proud of the young people who naked their

lives in a situation they did not initiate.

For even if I do not agree with the reasons behind our

presence in the Gulf, the real people of the war - not the

politicians- deserve the utmost respect from the real peo-

ple they represent. And Jeff represents you and your fami-

ly He does not fight for George Bush. He fights for the

thought ofcoming home to his family and those he loves.

I still will think of Jeff as the little boy with a cow-lick,

wearing blue corduroys and t-shirts, the high school stu-

dent in oxford and tie. But now I also see him in his

fatigues fighting for his love of home.

I have more respect for him than any politician or

general. He has the integrity and commitment of the

strongest and wisest.

Please know my thoughts and prayers are with him

fllwflVS.

Gayle Long is a Collegian columnist

Unity is the key
Unfortunately, the winds of war are upon us. The time

for debate, division and dissention amongst the public

should be in the past. The United Nations unanimously

approved the use of force, there is a 26 nation world force

opposed to Saddam Hussein, our president has commit-

ted the use of force, and Congress has voted to permit

military engagement. Now that war is upon us, let s not

make the same mistake the Vietnam generation made.

Let's stand strong and united behind out foreign policy.

Protest and division will only weaken and damage the

possibility of a fast, decisive and effective outcome to this

tragic war. .

.

Kuwaiti independence, resistance to mhumane and bar-

baric atrocities against mankind, opposition to an evil dic-

tator, prevention of Iraqi nuclear capability, and the

overall success of Desert Storm ulimately rests in the

hands of the American public.

Guy Glodis

S.G.A. Senator Governor
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IFYOUCOULD

WHATWOULD IT BE?
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A complete home entertainment system9

Free cable connection?
(when you order a premium channel)

Dinner with Elvis?

TWO OUT OF THREE AIN'T BAD.
Okay, maybe we can't give you everything. But what we do

have to offer comes pretty close.

It's Dimension Cable's "Anything You Want" Sweepstakes.

And you could end up with a cutting-edge Pioneer Foresight home

entertainment system. Or one of several other great prizes.

When you enter now, you'll also get a free cable connection.

Just order any one of our premium channels.

Like HBO, Showtime or The Disney Channel.

And it all comes with a free VCR connection and a 30-day

money-back guarantee.

You'll get all the entertainment and information that comes with

cable. Like 24-hour-a-day news on CNN. Sports on ESPN.

Education and entertainment for kids on Nickelodeon. And science,

history and nature on The Discovery Channel.

So call the number below, enter the sweepstakes, order your

premium channel and your free connection.

And if you do happen to see Elvis, be sure to let us know.

Something For All Of You.

Call 256-4123 for connection
ei99ITimc«Mim«C*kTclrvi»Kin Int AM right* rcxrvM fXIct ipplm id standard connection onl\ MwWWW

Senifk eurMmro and money *<** guarantee W'> "'w« cturf» ,in, » <*'«" •v «'l»™r ""'> ln UMnemHm mmm
I TvMcm hai been artivjied lot al least M)<liyv fHhei MMdlH may ipply Call fo< iprnfK deUilx •' '_
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Amherst votes for peace

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 3

specifically to vote on the war in the Per-

sian Gulf, Cuomo said some members ofthe

Amherst community did not believe a vote

should have been taken.

The Amherst Town Meeting has a

history of coming out against war dating

back to 1812. The Town Meeting has op-

posed U.S. involvement in the War ot 181A

theCivil War, the Vietnam War and in

Central American conflicts.

A local group called the Committee on

the Middle East Crisis, which has been

meeting daily for the past three months

planning anti-war protests across Western

Massachusetts, petitioned Amherst to hold

this special town meeting.

Amherst is one of five area communities

that voted to oppose war in the Persian

Gulf. Northampton, Cummington, Conway

and Huntington all backed a peaceful

resolution to the Middle East crisis.

program for children commences

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 3

going to the park and feeding the ducks,"

she said.

Over the past year, the Companionship

Program has placed 75 children with com-

panions, although well over 100 children

still remain on a waiting list.

After an interviewing, screening and

training process, volunteer companions are

assigned to a child. Companions must

periodically report to Resource Center

supervisors and go through a series of

workshops, including some on

homelessness.

For more information on the Companion-

ship Program, call Ruth Harms at

253-2591.

l'\

J in

X
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ATTENTION PHOTOGRAPHERS:
There will be a mandatory meeting for all Collegian

Photo Staff at 3:00 on Wednesday, January 30 in

the Photo Department.

584-9982

HAIR & TANNING SALON

Featuring:

PrecifSerm gapping
des,gn

Efnal coloring

dimensionai
c

hair
weaving

tanning

24 Main St. , Northampton

Good Things

For 118 Years and We're Still Here!

ifts Dresses

Rinost

'sirrinnc J^- /!Earrings &jc#t.t«
India Print Hufsf^Pfo \^/

Bedspreads
Chinese

Chains shoes*
5CCCCSCS0

[ 1 I I I I I III

Area
Rugs

j.
Incense

^1 • Toys

it

<&

able m all are»

CaMraitnwhr
Sweeptlaket nite. available a) Dnnemnn (able

Hlliaaaaaaaaaaiaaiaiiaiiaaaaallll lllimMMIIlMHMIIHIIIHMMHUHMII MIIMIIIMIIMIIM • Mllllimaaaaiaaillf;

ESsTers JSS. Clothing
Mer»rt om« a C«r<«

ERCPNTILE Sun 12-5
Daily 10-6

Northampton 18 Center St.

iw Aiher«t-Carriage Shops jk

20 to SO*
off selected
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The Massachusetts

Daily Collegian

Is Hiring For The Folloving Positions:

Contact

Night Graphics Staff

Systems Manager
Typist

545-1664
545-3500
545-3500

Also Needed:

Vriters & Cartoonists

Arts

News

Sports

Editorial

Photography

Black Affairs

Women's Issues

Multicultural Affairs

Third World Affairs

Lesbian. Bisexual. Gay Issues

Come dovn to 1 13 Campus Center or call 545-3500
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Two Exciting Programs at the University!
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BIG COUNTRY!
The National Student Exchange Program posted)

AND
The Five College Interchange enables un-

dergraduates in good academic standing at

one of the five colleges to take courses for

credit at the other four. There is no extra

The National Student Exchange Program transports

you to new and exciting places that will transform your

educational experience forever! ! ! Students can spend a

semester or year at over 94 participating colleges and uni-

versities across the country, paying in-state tutition, fees,

room and board directly to the host school or paying tui-

tion and fees to UMass with room and board to the host

institution. .

Interested??? Our first information session will be on

Monday, Feb. 4, in room 803 Campus Center, from 4-5

PM. Places and dates for more info, sessions will be

posted in our office . For applications, brochures, and

Try The Greener Grass On The Other Side

5 COLLEGE INTERCHANGE
4

tuition! Eligibility begins after the first se-

mester of freshman year.

REGISTRATION
THROUGH THE 11TH

5 College Interchange Office

E 26 Machmer Hall

llouis Posted

4

4 'I,
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UMaMt
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AV*
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Amhertt
Smith

Hampshire "*•«

Mount llolyoke
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Welcome Back
Students!

57 North Pleasant Street

Come celebrate the month ot February with us,

sunday monday

DRINK
SPECIALS
WEEKLY

tuesday Wednesday I
thursday

FOOD
SPECIALS
WEEKLY

Pool Tournament
sign up by 7:30

Delano's Gift Certif-

icate to winner

Trivia

Giveaway
Prizes

February is

Celebrity

Birthday

Month at

Delano's

friday

io

Pool Tournament
sign up by 7:30

Delano's Gift Certif-

icate to winner

Taco Tues.

Free to Delano's

customers, 9-??

11

Trivia

Giveaway
Prizes

12

Taco Tues.

Free to Delano's

customers, 9-??

Clark Gable
lookalike night

FREE fried Chicken

9-T> S50.00 Del-

ano's Gift Certifi-

cate to winner

Jake & Chick
Suprise

Night

Friday Inflation

Fighters

Franks & Beans
with Brown Bread
$1.99

Saturday

LET'S

17

Pool Tournament

sign up by 7:30

Delano's Gtft Certif-

icate to winner

18

Trivia

Giveaway
Prizes

19

Taco Tues.

free to Delano's

customers, 9-??

13

Farrah Fawceft
lookalike night

FREE angel hair

pasta dish 9-??

$50 Delano's gift

certificate to

winner

8

Meatloaf &
Mashed Potatoes

$1.99

14

Jake & Chick
Surprise night

Believe it!

HAVE

i

i

i

i

i

i

i

i

i

i

i

i

i

i

i

24
Pod Tournament

sign up by 7:30

Delano's Gift Certif-

icate to winner

25

Trivia

Giveaway
Prizes

26

Taco Tues.

Free to Delano's

customers, 9-??

20
Buffalo Bill

lookalike night

FREE Buffalo wings

9-?? $50 Delano's

gift certificate to

winner

27

Liz Taylor

lookalike night

FREE b-b-q 'pork'

ribs 9-?? $50 Del-

ano's gift certifi

cafe to winner

21

Jake & Chick
Surprise night

You Bet!

15

Hot Turkey

sandwich with

mashed potatoes

$1.99

16

FUN

22

Philly Steak

sub with fries

$199

23

SPRING

i

i

i

i

I

I

28
Jake & Chick

Suprise

Night
'91

i

i

!cafe to winner
|

I
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Mail linked US POWs
with local students
PEPPERELL, Mass. (AP) - Eighth-

graders who had corresponded with two

Marines were shocked when they learned

their pen pals were among the pilots being

held captive in Iraq.

The class teacher, Tricia Erwin, learned

of the downed pen pals when she saw Lt.

Col. Clifford M. Acree's face on television

during a news report, looked across her kit-

chen and saw his photo taped to her

refrigerator.

"It sort of hit home. The children took it

very seriously today when I brought it to

their attention. There was a little bit of

disbelief." she said Tuesday.

Acree, 39, and Chief Warrant Officer Guy

L. Hunter, Jr., 46, are among three

American captives identified Sunday in an

Iraqi television broadcast as captured

allied pilots.

The capture brought the war home to the

students, Mrs. Erwin said.

"It's not just something they are going

to watch on television," she told the

Telegram and Gazette of Worcester on

Tuesday.

Acree was commander of a Marine Obser-

vation Squadron to which eighth-graders

and other students at the Varnum Brook

Middle School sent letters and gifts after

the unit was sent to Saudi Arabia from

Camp Pendleton, Calif.. Mrs. Erwin said

Acree wrote back, sent photos of squadron

members, thanked the students, and

described the unit's role.

"Every part of your care packages were

put to good use by the Marines," Acree

wrote. "It is very encouraging to know that

America's future leaders are fully aware

of this crisis and support us in such a

positive fashion."

Mrs. Erwin, who lives in Fitchburg,

Mass., got to know Acree and other

squadron members when she visited her

daughter, Marine Lance Col. Kimberly Er-

win, 21, at Camp Pendleton last summer.

Ms. Erwin is now stationed in Okinawa.

She said her students want a quick raid

to bring the downfall of Iraqi President

Saddam Hussein after watching television

reports on the captured pilots and seeing

bruises on their faces.

"They realize fully it's not quite that

easy. They are very upset to look at the pic-

tures and to note the men are being

beaten," she said.

Students began writing to the Marines

last October and sent five boxes of lip balm,

sunscreen, soap, small toys and other

items. More items were sent at Christmas,

and the fliers sent letters in appreciation.

"The responses have been overwhelming

I have a display of them in our lobby and

the letters keep coming," Mrs. Erwin said.

The students have a feeling of

powerlessness after seeing their pen pals

being held captive, she said, and express-

ed sympathy for the pilots' relatives.

They were heartened by the rescue Mon-

day of a Navy pilot in the Iraqi desert, she

said.

Students also questioned why some of the

downed pilots made statements criticizing

the war, and were told the statements pro-

bably were made under pressure.

The war has interested students not or-

dinarily concerned with global news, Mrs.

Erwin said, and the treatment of women

in the Arab world was been discussed.

"We've tried to discuss how many
Americans didn't learn their lesson with

the energy crisis in 1973, and now there is

going to be a great loss of life," she said.

UMass students Jim
the Gulf war outside

Collegian photo by K.A. Burke

McComb (left) and Mike Stebe (right) discuss

of the Whitmore Administration building.

name
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Styles By
Deborah

The Spa For

Hair & Skin Care
549-5610

&> University »i-ivi-^hvrst

If" $3.00 Off
Professional Consultation

and Style Cut

(Regularly $16.00 to $18.00)

First Time Customers Only Expires 2 28-91

TANNING |

| rilBE SESSION
|

| With Any Salon Service
2-10-9ll

Fir9t time customere onl>

- And This Coupon

$5.00 Off
Any Perm,

Facial or Highlighting

Expires 2 28-91
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SEE YOURSELF IN

AIR FORCE ROTC
FOR THE PICTURE

OF SUCCESS.

See yourself becoming a

leader, graduating from college

_n Air Force officer with fully

developed qualities of character and

managerial ability.

Notice, too, the opportunities: like eligibility for

scholarship programs that can pay tuition, textbooks,

fees. . even $100 in tax-free income each academic month.

Visualize a crisp uniform that reflects your pride

in yourself and your ability to accept challenge. Get the

picture? Now make a call:

DEPT OF AEROSPACE STUDIES

(413) 545-2451

Leadership Rxcellence Starts Here

A I Q I I IWIQ NEED EXTRA CASH?
ML'DUIVIO WE BUY-SELL'TRADE

USED CDs, LPs & CASSETTES

All Used Sales Guaranteed.

HIGH QUALITY«EXTRA STURDY

WOOD FURNITURE
B-M3kcases»lP Shelves-Tables-Stereo Centers

CD 4 Cassette Backs«Coffee Tables and More!

ALL SHAPES AND SIZES

Hou(»Mon-S«! '<X Sun 12-S 181 n PlMMnt Si AmhwX 253-7137 J

EXOTIC FISH & PET WORLD
49 Russell St., Rt. 9

Hadley At the Village Bam Shops

DAILY SPECIALS:

$2.99 for certain

foot long subs!

STARTING FEBRUARY:

TWO for TUESDAY

BUY ONE Foot Long, get one

FREE (higher price prevails)

*^** f\S*
586-3362

"SSS*^
A FULL SELECTION OF

QUALITY DRY GOODS & SUPPLIES

FOR YOUR PET ...

AT EXCELLENT PRICES!

^b,T^/

BUY ONE Regular Foot Long,

get one Regular Foot Long

FREE with a soda

(higher price prevails)

python!

8>
»»RDS

F>S?>~Room
The

Some
*\readY

OPEN SAT, SUN, MON: 10-6

TUES-FRI: 10-9

!»»..##/•» ^r"» »»#•»<»•»«'*•' , , . . r r i f r ' ' » '» - ...... ..,.., . .,... .«-... . * +** <• »
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Five professors receive Fulbrights

Grant winners come to University from China, Morocco

By GAYLE LONG
Collegian Staff

Five University of Massachusetts professors have receiv-

ed Fulbright grants for the academic year 1990-91, and

the University will host seven international Fulbright

scholars.

Fulbright scholarships are international exchange pro-

grams which allow travel for graduate students and pro-

fessors to study, teach and do research abroad.

Professor Thomas R. Schneeweis from the department

of general business and finance, will travel to France to

study the country's financial institutions.

Associate Professor Ann L. Marston of landscape ar-

chitecture and regional planning, will be studying sites

adjacent to the Berlin Wall.

Sociology Professor Randall G. Stokes went to Thailand

to research adaptation to change.

Department of Marketing Professor Jack S. Wolf went

to Spain to lecture in Madrid on monetary theory,

economics and statistics.

Lastly, School of Public Health Associate Professor

Richard B. Saltman traveled to Finland to study com-

paritive health organizations.

Joining the University faculty as exchange professors

this year are:

Professor Mirko Bunc of the University of Maribor in

Yugoslavia, an economic professor; Maitre Assistant

Mohamed Elmedlaoui of the Faculty of Letters in Moroc-

co who lectured in the department of linguistics; and Vice

Chairman Gao Feng of Nankai University, People s

Republic of China, researching an economics

concentration. , ,

Also visiting the University are researcher Jose Antonio

Garcia Lillo of the University of Allicante, Spain, who is

working on the cloning of biosynthetic genes; Associate

Professor Ahmet Turan Gurlanli of Ondokuz Mayis

University, Turkey, in the department of mathematics;

Associate Professor Muhammad Yar Khuhawar of the

University of Sindh Jamshoro in Pakistan in the depart

ment of chemistry; and Senior Lecturer Donald C. Mit-

chell of the University of Exeter, United Kingdom, who

will be working in the department of psychology.

protesters organize

GRAPHICS

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 6

one police officer down," he said after a rally of about

600 people. "One female cop grabbed a client by her

ponytail and dragger her."

In San Francisco, where as many as 40.00U

demonstrated last weekend, monitors have meant the

difference between a peaceful march and violent scuf-

fles, said San Francisco Police Officer David Ambrose.

"When we have (monitors) things go along

smoothly," said Ambrose. "Without the monitors, two

major bridges were shut down and demonstrators have

thrown things at us."

Peacekeepers describe themselves as buffers, literally

throwing their bodies in the middle of an angry mob.

Often, they form a circle around one group to protect

it from another.

Last week, poised in front of the White House, the

ecumenical organization Sojourners launched into a

rendition of "Amazing Grace" when another group

started chanting anti-government slogans, said

Spokesman Jim Rice.

At other times, peacekeepers take disrupters aside

and simply listen. "It's a cathartic chance for them to

vent," he said.

Sojourners is urging members to make a long-term

commitment to non-violence training, including in-

creasing its peacekeeping ranks.

"That suggests the need for a cadre of trained peo-

ple to shape not just our image, but the tone of the

whole movement," Rice said.

T H O R N E S * /
Five floors of wonderfully

festive shops, restaurants,

galleries and a gym.

HOURS
M.T.W.SAT 9 30-530

TH&F TIL 900
SUN 12-500

POUR PR0CBS1
Rrinn wm ir film *f> our Fuii minilab,Bring your film lo our Fuji minilab,

and we'll have your photos ready in a flash.

You'll appreciate the QUALITY, CONVENIENCE and

PERSONAL A TIENIION of out ONE-HOUR service!

(Most colof trim processing done onpremises

)

IRIS
photo.
t-ftrarrBiiiiifflniiiC

Thornes Market

150 Main St., Northampton
586-6417

PICCADILLY STREET
Women's Clothing

0ME WAY STREET TO FASHION

EVERYTHING ONSALE^
40% to 70%

off

EVERY ITEM ON SALE
IN STORE

ALL SHIRTS, BLOUSES, DRESSES, ETC.

2nd Floor Thornes Market 584-4896

i

i

i

i

i

i

i

i

i
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CHAN G ES
FULL SERVICE SALON FOR MEN &WOMEN

A GIFT OF CHANGES
With a student ID, this certificate is

redeemable for $5 off any service

anytime at the salon. Please call for your

appointment. Then relax and enjoy!

Valid with Jill, Michelle or Jack.
Expires April 1, 1991

Old Grapkix Staff
4:00 p.m. TODAY ^
You know wkere ^B i hanx,

Be there S ikaveFOOD Nicole

WHAT A
TRIP. .

.

(only two minutes)

Flex Fitness Center
Come see and feelthe difference at

the area's newest, largest gym. Full line

Polaris, Free weights, lifecycles and

liferowers.

Lifesteps arriving soon!

SEMESTER SPECIAL
$139

Monday through Saturday 10 am-9 pm
Sundays 12 pm-5 pm

South Maple Street, Rte. 9, Hadley, MA
Information/Customer Service (413) 586-5700

Now Open in Town! igH^Mta

PPalace *

* Restaurant
Accept Visa/MC

Reservations Accepted

28 Main Street, Northampton, MA
584-4892 .

"1

1. Walking Distance to UMass

2. On Bus Route.

3. Extensive Hours.

Price Chopper Plaza

Mon-Fri 6am-10pm
Sat 9am-5pm
Sun 10am-2pm

175 University Dr. Amherst
253-FLEX

THE BEST IS THE CLOSEST

The Valley's

Computer Resource Center

is also

The Valley's Computer

Rental Center
Don't let the sagging economy and high tuition costs pre-

vent you from enjoying the benefits and freedom of having

a personal computer right at your finger tips. Rent an IBM

compatible PC from Validata for as low as $45.00 per month.

Or maybe you have some work to do but just don't feel like

making the trek down to the campus computer room. Then...

DON'T
Instead why not rent a terminal from Validata and RELAX! Prices start at

$18 00 per month. Come see us in the Mountain Farms Mall or call us at

586-7405 and ask for Jim.

*Start-up costs and security required, call for details.

Mt. Farms Mall

Hadley, MA 01035 <gr

(413) 586-7405

$2 off
per hour

Mac Rental

$2 off per hour on self-service Macintosh* computer

time rental. One coupon per customer. Not valid with

any other offer. Expires 2/15/91

nf$r kinko's
220 North Pleasant Street ^ ^^
(across from Carriage Shops) i /

Closed Saturday midnight until Sunday noon.

savings

to 50% off

shoes,

boots,

clothing

•mctudM monochrome monitor, auoi "CPPV
•nphwois avo*}N» oi oddrtionoi oosi SI 80 lacunty deposit rtquirw!

Nfcbmen\ Shoes. Ck-thin* & Atcessoncs

Zanna • 187 North Pleasant Street • Amherst

4l3.253.25o3
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You can't dance with a corpse

Need A Job Skill That Pays?
Call us today and find out how we can help you

make it as a bartender. CNCEUs available.

This is a paid advertisement

call today

(617)247-1600
HI I Boylston Street

Boston, MA 02116

New England
Bartenders
School
We H«lp You Make It.""

1 uxwd t» ihc Commonwolih of rVWactlUMMh. DcpjIUM* ol I ducal ion

Accredited b> ilw An.tcJ.nng Council lot Cowinwnit hJucal.uo & I raining

Interested in being a...

University Tour Guide

Admissions Representative

Summer Counselor
Applications available at the

University Admissions Center

Who's been making Amherst's

finest pizza since 1967?

Yes, it's our 24th year!

Bell's Pizza House
549-1311 253-9051

1

^ 65 University Drive, Amherst 2

Mike's Kitchen Now Serving..-

• Pizza Burgers

• Bacon Cheese Burgers

• Turkey Sandwich with

homemade stuffing

• Philly Cheese Steak

• Vegetable Melt

• Chef Salad

• Mikes Antipasto

• Mozzerella Sticks

• Chicken Fingers

Famous Friday Smorgasboard 5:00pm

Weekly Beer Special

Busch Pitcher $4.50

Ltwch Hows: Mon-Thttrs 11:30-7:00, Fri 11:30-3:00, Sat&Sun 12-8:00

Bar 1 1 :30am- 1:00am daily

ATTENTION
ALL INTERESTED

ARTISTS

The Collegian is accepting

submissions for new student cartoons

through Sunday, Febuary 3.

Drop off samples

(with address and phone -)

To Managing Editor

545-3500

The Collegian is an E.O.E.

THE FAR SIDE

By GARY LARSON

CALVIN AND HOBBES

In sudden disgust, the three lionesses realized they

had killed a tofudebeest — one of the Serengeti's

obnoxious health antelopes.

By BILL VATTERSON

If you care,take the time to listen.

o •

DOONESBURY
By GARRY TRUDEAU

Are you looking for a challenging, rewarding profession?

You'll find it, and more, while learning to help people with speech,

language and hearing disorders.

Boston-Bouve College at Northeastern University offers

two exciting master of science programs in Speech-Language Pathology

or Audiology (the only one of its kind in the Boston area). Both

programs are accredited by the American Speech-Language-Hearing

Association
You'll have the opportunity to gain practical experience in

ouron-campus speech clinic. In addition, both programs include

clinical practice in many of Boston's prestigious medical institutions.

Graduate assistantships and other financial aid are available

.

Call (617) 437-2708, or write Graduate School, Boston-Bouve

College of Human Professions, 106 Dockser Hall, Northeastern University,

Boston MA 02115. Because some people's problems are worth listening to.

Boston-Bouve

College

ft§ Northeastern

PETER, I'M HERE AT KING

KHAUP COUHTRSCU3, TALKING

TO MAJIPAlKAKI, ONE OFMANY
YOUNG ARABIAN MEN WITH
NO INTEREST IN PEFENPING

THEIROW *
HQMUANP*

University

An equal opportunity/affirmative

action university.

il

MAJlP, WHATS THE STORYHERE?

SOLPlERS FROM A POZEN
COUNTRIES', INCWPIN6 FELLOUl

ARAB NATIONS, ARE OUT IN

THEPE5ERT, PUTTING THEIR LIVES

ON THE \

...ANPYET HERE YOU ARE:,

FAR FROM THE FRONT, SIPPING

A FROSTYBEVERAGE BY THE

pool ofanexclusive fltmrauB:

ASAR3 ALLAH, HELL.

YOU. ALLAH I'M U0RJON6,
IS GENEROUS. BUPPY!

JIM'S JOURNAL

liquors!

^^^^^^^^^^^
Welcome Back-

Enjoy this Semester!
Budweiser

Reg-Light-Dry
Koch's
Golden

Anniversary
Beer

24 16 oz. bottles

S8.99 **

12 12 oz cans

$6.79 + dep.

Kahlua
Liquer

750 ml

$11.99

Knicker-
bocker
12 12oz. cans

$4.49
-t-dep.

Ruble
Vodka

1.75 L

$8.99| CAft
DICAKLO

Kegs Starting

at

,

$35.00

Tele-check for

your personal check

WE WANT r0 BE YOUR FAVORITE LIQUOR STORE!

Plenty of Free Parking'Diagonallv Across from UMass Stadium

•Next toThe Laundry Club

6 University Drive

at Newmarket Center, Amherst

I'm J>v\.

TK;s if +**«

TANGELO PIE

to cU$S. X+ cmA vJAtckfd W
eve* +K«u$H X
Jijvot feel m

-•^

» p;*x* *+i it

QUOTE OF THE DAY

"Everything's within walking

distance if you've got enough

time."
— Andrew Payson. 91

j

DAILY CROSSVORD PUZZLE

Edited By TRUDE MICHEL JAfFE
ACROSS

1 Settled a debt

5 Region in SE
Trance

10 Sacred bull

ot Egypt

t4 Unit ol land

15 Instrument for

Andre Watts

16 Telegram

1

7

He played

Captam Bhgh

20 Singer Toni

21 Laughing

22 Pub quail

23 tmber
25 Superior of a

convent

29 Approves

33 Trench
composer

34 Sign of the

Zodiac

35 Actor McKelien

36 He played Dr

Gillespie

40 Rile

41 House and
garden

42 Double 'eed

instrument

43 Toothless

45 West Point

students

47 Up m — ready

for battle

48 Bakery item

49 Hold steady

52 Most soiled

57 He played

Hamiet

60 North Sea
feeder

61 Very cross

62 Jason s vessel

63 Legal paper

64 Kind of bear

65 Great White

Way tight

OOWN
1 Treaty

2 Yearn for

3 Shiraz s

location

4 Bruce ol the

screen

5 Takes turns

6 Theater part

7 Singer

Jerry

8 Three — match

9 — Belong

to Me
10 Short time

1

1

Pocket bread

12 Kind of grip

or hand
13 Mailed

18 A division of

the Jurassic

Period

19 Like a lawn

23 Fibers from

coconuts

24 Rare bird

25 Kate s TV Inend

26 Father ot

television

27 Gent

28 Ages and ages

29 Wading bird

30 Mythological

weepei

31 Fortuneteller s

card

32 Snicks and

34 Edges on

37 Dinner course

38 Rich soil

39 With it

44 Lined with pearl

45 Ringlet maker

46 One against

48 Flora and
launa

49 Ran as madias

50 Earl anagram

5! Spiup ipeder

52 Business
transaction

53 Tsar ol Russia

1533 84

54 Leprechaun
land

55 Lily ol the West

56 Disney sci-fi

film

58 Tiny taste

59 Magnon

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE

By JIM

By TIM SNIFFEN

Scott's

Gift Certificates

Mass lottery

Season ticKets

We Have /f_

We now have ah

u«** Lottery games'
1

« » Sc^^^^vst^^

The Ultimate In

Casual Italian Dining

Accepting reservations for

Valentine's Day

Open Daily® 11:30 a.m.

UoJcUjHardl.^sriow'M
ouHfcere, Marcus/ IjH ^t
h run ouhide h> <*> wjf

of Jubilance.

!

71 N. Pleasant St.

Amherst, MA
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MENU
LUNCH
Quiche

Chicken Cutlet

BASICS LUNCH
Quiche

Chicken Cutlet

DINNER
beef Strudel

Italian Sausage

BASICS DINNER
Squash Bake

Mi-Protein Spaghetti

YOUR DAILY HOROSCOPE
By JEANE DIXON

ARIES (March 21- April 19):

Wise choices put you in charge

of your own destiny - at least

for now. Bargains are available

if you shop around. Let

romance cool off and then see

how you realty feel.

TAURUS (April 20-May 20):

A project handed to you now
is sufficiently complex to require

ail your finesse. Give it your best

shot and you will emerge a
winnerl Share good news with

your mate or partner.

GEMINI (May 21-June 20):

Running against the crowd

could make you a hero In

business today. A dazzling per-

formance will solve any finan-

cial problems. A love relation-

ship undergoes positive

changes. You feel optimistic.

CANCER (June 21-July 22):

Given you track record, you will

succeed at a new assignment.

Others are anxious to join your

team; welcome them if they

will be an asset. Quit hiding the

facts from a child.

LEO (July 23-Aug. 22): Better

cash management is the key

to improving your finances.

Keep spending under control

and leave your options open.

Romance looks more promising

than in the recent past.

LISRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22): A
long-range financial plan merits

your dose attention today. You

have considerable Influence.

Use it judiciously. A longtime

relationship will respond to

more nurturing.

SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21):

Keep an eye on your co-

workers - there could be

treachery afoot. Avoid getting

caught up in office politics.

Patch up a quarrel. Taking so-

meone out to dinner will make
a nice statement.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.

21): A roadblock to career pro-

gress is removed, thanks to a

new agreement or policy. So-

meone who enters your life

now could be a source of

financial backing. Be candid

with a teenager.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan.

19): You are riding the crest of

popularity now. VIPs gkxHy take

you into their confidence. Be

discreet. Something transpires

behind closed doors that works

to your advantage. Be upfront

with your loved ones.

AOUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18):

A large degree of cooperation

is necessary to maintain rap-

port with your co-workers. Seek

experts' advice about legal or

financial matters. Domestic

events could alter your social

plans.

PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20):

Curb a tendency to be ex-

travagant. Ostentatious spen-

ding could mar your image.

Become the sensitive person

other people want to be

around. A new romantic pro-

spect should be pursued.
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three administrators resign was: IS:

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

will be working with the Third World

Caucus in researching the needs of minori-

ty students on campus and redefining

Thompson's position. She hopes to begin

the hiring process in September.

Appointed in 1983, Thompson worked to

promote student leadership, a

multicultural environment on campus and

served as an advocate for students of color.

Thompson, who earned a master's and

doctoral degree in higher education at the

University of Massachusetts, has served as

coordinator of minority programs at the

American College Unions International

Association and has testified before Con-

gress on school segregation policies.

HELP" * hvrtMk !

# Open Course. Li>t #

Information on Je.rv)ct$

Information on ^wyj+ra+ion

5-5338

COLLEGIAN
UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS DEPARTMENT OF

Theater
BLOOD DON
WEDDING JUAN
BY FEDERICO BY TIRSO

GARClA DE
LORCA MOLINA

FEBRUARY 27-
MARCH 2 AND
MARCH 6-9

LORCA'S POETIC
DRAMA PITS
LOVE AND
HONOR AGAINST
PASSION AND
VENGEANCE IN

A SPANISH
VILLAGE.

APRIL 4-6
AND
APRIL 10-16

WHAT PRICE
WILL DON
JUAN HAVE TO
PAY FOR HIS

LIFE OF
SEDUCTION
AND CON-
QUEST?

THE BLACK
WOMEN'S
SURVIVAL
KIT
BY ANDREA
HAIRSTON

MAY 1-4

AND
MAY 7- 1 1

A FLEDGLING
FILMMAKER AND
AN AGING CLEAN-
ING WOMAN SHARE
THEIR SECRETS IN

A VIBRANT NEW
PLAY.

mACHm£R,E-2l5*
Open 3An.2fr»Feb.1 gg^lOWVWjW

FOR INFORMATION ON TICKETS. MATINEES, AND SEASON
SUBSCRIPTIONS, CONTACT THE FINE ARTS

CENTER BOX OFFICE, 545-251 I

Spring 1991

Speech.

'Spring Break'
March 20-24

Full payment dadlme Feb 1

NEED A VACATION SPOT...
Imagine yourself in a land with more than 10.000

pubs to choose from set in a scenic landscape of

rugged cliffs, beautiful bays and quaint villages for

5 days for only $599
West coast tour includes

• AerLmgus roundtnp flight from Boston

• First Class Hotels

• Transportaion/Guide throughout

• Sightseeing tours

• Breakfast and dinner

8 • Nightly entertainment . and much more
8 • Call now to reserve your seat Space is limi

• Final payment due 8 Feb '91

. Legal age 18 ^ fc ^^ 549. 1256

adventttra travel
233 N Pleasant St . Amherst Carnage Shops

If vou're an off-campus student,

ATXTCalli
There's no better time to speak your mind. Because

now when you get your free AT&T Calling Card, youll

get your first 15-minute call free?

With your AT&T(Ming Card,

you can call from almost anywhere

to anywhere. And you can keep

your card, even if you move and

get a new phone number.

^mr

*•** tin

tl 111 l»« «»M «

Our Calling Card is part of the AJ&T Student Saver

Plus program, a whole package of products and services

designedto make a student's budget go farther

So look for AT&T Calling Card applications on

campus, Or call us at 1 800 525-7955, Ext. 655.

And let freedom ring.

Am Helping make college life a little easier.

•A fcOO value far a roast to coast Calling Card call. Applies to customer dialed alls made during the

AWT Nteht/Ufeekend calling period, 11pm to 8am, Sunday through Thursday and 11pm ftiday through

5pm Sunday \fau may receive more or less calling time depending on where and when you calL

Applications must be received by June 30, 1991

AT&T
The right choice.

The 1991 MCAT
Will Be An All New,

Completely Revised

Test.

Stanley H. Kaplan

Is Ready.

Students planning on applying to medical school will be

facing a completely revised Medical College Admission Test

(MCAT) starling in April 1991 The Association of American

Medical Colleges has announced that the new MCAT will

measure a broader range of skills.

Fortunately, the test makers aren't the only ones making

changes Stanley H Kaplan, the first name in MCAT prep,

has already designed a brand new course to help students

get ready for the brand new test. All our lessons, home study

notes, practice tests, and review will reflect the latest MCAT

format and content.

Does Kaplan preparation work? Over HALF the students

in medical school today are Kaplan alumni New test?

No problem.

I STANLEY H. KAPLAN
Jfa Take Kaplan Or Tfclic Your Chances

Classes begin:

Feb. 16 at Mt. Holyoke
Feb. 17 at Smith College

Feb. 20 in Amherst

549-5780

Jews travel to Israel despite warnings
Mullins construction

BOSTON (AP)— Jewish leaders, young volunteers and
Israeli nationals anxious to rejoin their families are fly-

ing to Israel despite the dangers of missile attacks and
State Department warnings to stay out.

"People are calling and coming in and asking what they

can do," said Ephraim Zinger, New En^'^nd regional

director for the Israel AVLIYAH Center. 'We're all the

same family. In normal times, sometimes you don't talk

to your brother for months, but when he needs your help,

you go."

The World Zionist Organization in Los Angeles has

received 400 to 500 calls this week from Americans who
want to help, said Spokesman Uri Dromi, a retired Air

Force colonel. About 250 have been places on a list for

possible Israeli military duty.

"It makes you feel like you're not alone in this world,"

said Dromi.
At the U.S. headquarters for Volunteers for Israel in

New York, which is sending 100 Americans to work in

Israeli army installations, "The phones are ringing offthe

hook," board member Arthur Stern said last Wednesday.

The agency has taken 700 calls in the last week, Stern

said. A flight of volunteers was scheduled to leave last

weekend. Stern said most of the volunteers are young and

many are non-Jews.

"Philip Bloom, one of the volunteers who will be on the

flight to Israel, said, "At a time like this, when Israel feels

most isolated, it's important for Jews to make a positive

statement."

Two influential delegations of American Jews have been

hastily assembled to make trips to Tel Aviv. The first

WINTER SESSION
GRADE REPORTS

will be mailed to students' current local

addresses the week of February 11.

DIVISION OF
CONTINUING EDUCATION
UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AT AMHERST

COMPLETE OPTOMETRY EXAMS I

AT THE UNIVERSITY HEALTH
SERVICES

We otter...

... quality, comprehensive vision care at

a reasonable cost.

... courteous, friendly, professional staff

... reduced rates on eye glasses at

participating opticians with a complete

optometric examination at the University

Health Services for Student Plan

members.

uhs EYE CARE PROGRAM

Convenient hours and

convenient on campus location.

For questions or

appointments, call 549-2671

.

( ,
• < . «

FREE POOL
M0N - TUE21 and 21 and

over WED - THUR
ROLLING ROCK BOTTLES

$1.50

• Five 9ft. Championship Tables

• Four Large Screen TVs with your

favorite sports action

• Full Bar

• Drafts in ice cold mug

• 25 cent hot dogs

• Pizza and burritos

• Full appetizer menu

• Weekly giveaways
"

Great for couples

over

CASH
PF,iZE ,

T
°"rnament

Hi9hU

Open
Mon-Thurs5pm-1am

Fri 5pm-1am

Sat-Sun 1pm-1am

MICHAEL
Billiard Room
And Sports Bar

Rt. 9, Amherst, 256-8284

[Next to Hunan Garden)

departed from Boston last Wednesday and the second was

scheduled to leave from New York during last weekend.

"This has brought home to many people the importance

of Israel, and the realities of the dangers she faces," said

Malcolm Toenlein, executive director of the Council of

Presidents of American Jewish Organzations, which ar-

ranged the weekend trip. "It has heightened the sense of

identity."

Toenlein said there weren't enough seats on the plane

for Jewish leaders, who manned the phone lines after

Tuesday's fatal Iraqi missile attack on Tel Aviv.

"It's an expression ofthe deep concern, the frustration,

the anger over the attacks," he said.

Boston-area Jewish leaders traveled to Israel last

Wednesday to meet with government and military of-

ficials and survey missile damage.

"The Israeli people must feel very isolated at a time

when they're subject to terror attacks from Saddam Hus-

sein against civilian populations," said Mitchell Bohnen,

president of the Jewish Relations Council of Greater

Boston and a leader of the fact-finding trip. "We are go-

ing to show our solidarity."

Israeli nationals in the United States are also return-

ing home.
"People are going to show that it is safe," said Livia

Givoni, managing director of the Israel Travel Center in

Boston. "We're the little guy, but we have the right to

survive and nothing and no one is going to scare us."

Givoni said she feels safer in Israel than in the United

States, where Americans are naive about domestic ter-

rorism that the war might bring.

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 3

have a hockey team, and now we're finally going to

have one," Mclnerney said:

When asked how much it would cost to start such a

program, Mclnerney said he had "no idea."

iThe Campus Chronicle estimated the cost of starting

a hockey program to be in the one million-dollar range].

UMass spokeswoman Karin Sherbin said the total

capacity ofthe arena will be 10,214 but will vary depen-

ding on the event. Basketball games are expected to

seat 9,296 people, hockey 8,134, while theatre events

may hold as few as 4,280.

Because the Legislature granted UMass $40 million

for the project and the bid for the construction came

in at $38.48 million, the extra $1.5 million is being,

spent on additional features, including racquetball

courts and stage lighting.

According to the Campus Chronicle, Mullins will in-

clude a multi-use arena and a separate ice skating rink.

Both buildings will be air conditioned, with steam from

the campus' central power plant being converted to hot

water and circulated to heat the facility.

The building will also be capable ofbeing hooked-up

to a proposed solar heating plant, if the project ever

,

develops.

The Building Authority mulled over eight other bids

[the highest $41.44 million coming from Daniel O'Con-

nell's Sons, Inc. of Holyoke] before awarding Suffolk

Construction the contract.

Mullins is expected to be the site of Commencement
ceremonies in May 1993.

Student
checking
foeefara
year!

Open a BayBank checking account today, and you'll pay no normal monthly service charges for

one full year. Plus, you'll enjoy the unmatched convenience of the BayBank Card—chosen by more

Massachusetts students than any other. Only the BayBank Card lets you—

Bank 24 hours a day at over 1,000 X-Press 24* banking machines

on campus and around the state.

Access up-to-the-minute account information

with unique Card features like Account Update™

and Check Update!"

Get cash where you shop, with over 200 BayBank

X-Press 24 CASH* machines at convenience stores

and supermarkets in Massachusetts.

Get cash when you travel at over 50,000 NYCE"

and CIRRUS* automated teller machines nationwide.

So look for us on campus—or stop by

our Amherst office and open your free

account today!*

* Offer good Monday, January 21 through Friday, February 15, 1991

Limited time offer!

Amherst office:

7S East Pleasant Street

(corner of Triangle and Fast Pleasant Streets)

24-Hour Customer Service Center:

586 SoM

NOBODY DOES IT BETTER

Monte* FMC
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Collegian photo by K.A. Burke

Chris Lathan, a graduate student in molecular cell biology, takes his mind off his work

by playing video games.

TEXTBOOK
AHNEX

For your convenience

the Textbook Annex
will be open:

JANUARY/FEBRUARY HOURS
SUNDAY MONDAY TUESDAY WEDNESDAY THURSDAY FRIDAY SATURDAY

REGULAR HOURS:
MONDAY-FRIDAY: 9:00 om-4:00 pm

LOCATED ON THE TOP FLOOR, EAST SIDE

OF THE PHYSICAL PLANT BUILDING

SOM lauded
in national
publications
By GAYLE LONG
Collegian Staff

The School of Management at the University of

Massachusetts has been ranked No. 2 in the East by

Business Week magazine in a newly published book,

Business Week's Guide to the Best Business Schools.

The School of Management was tied with the Tuck

School of Dartmouth College for having the second-most

selective Master's of Business Administration program

in the country.

"Business Week's survey salutes all those who have built

our University and the School of Management," said

Thomas O'Brien, dean of the School of Management.

Business Week editors described the University's pro-

gram as "small and selective" and "a bargain," reveal-

ing that nearly all full-time MBA students work as

research or teaching assistants, which takes away the cost

of tuition and allows for stipends.

The Amherst campus accepts only 13 percent of the

MBA program applicants, according to University sources.

The median GMAT score for the 70 students in the full-

time program is 625.

The University's School of Management was also cited

this year for excellence by New York Times Guide to Col-

leges by Edward Fiske; How to Get an Ivy League Educa-

tion at a State University, by Martin Nempko and Rugg's

Recommendations on Colleges. These books have labeled

University of Massachusetts School of Management as

having one of the 50 top research programs in American

business schools.

In evaluating the the University's MBA program,

Business Week's editors noted that 34 of the nation's cor-

porations recruited on campus last year, and the network

of contacts established by the School includes more than

15,000 alumni.

AIDS protest
disrupts CBS,
PBS news
By SCOTT WILLIAMS
Associated Press

NEW YORK - Ten protestors chanting "Fight AIDS,

not Arabs!" broke into the studios of CBS' "Evening

News" and PBS' "MacNeil-Lehrer Newshour" to demand

more media attention to the deadly disease.

Four other protestors were arrested last Tuesday even-

ing after they tried to get into the "NBC Nightly News"

studios, officials said.

Seven protestors from the AIDS activist group ACT UP
entered the MacNeil-Lehrer studio. They carried a sign

which read, "Act up, fight back, not AIDS, not Iraq," said

Susan Assadi, a spokeswoman for the PBS broadcast.

"Three ofthem chained themselves to the desk. One at-

tempted to chain himself to (anchor) Robin MacNeil," she

said. Washington-based anchor James Lehrer told viewers

there was a demonstration in progress and to cut to a news

report.

CBS viewers saw one of three protestors on camera

shortly after the broadcast began. He was quickly pulled

off the set while anchorman Dan Rather broke to a com-

mercial. The protestors chanted, "Fights AIDS, not

Arabs."
"The protestors used fake ID cards to get in through the

main entrance," said CBS spokeswoman Donna Dees.

They were removed from the studio and held in the main

lobby, where they chanted "AIDS is news!" she said.

^

Rather refered to the protest later in his newscast: "I

want to apologize to you for the way the program started.

There were some rude people in the studio but they were

ejected."

The incident was edited out ofthe program's West Coast

version, which airs later, but was mentioned during the

newscast.

The four protestors who tried to enter NBC's studios

were stopped by NBC security guards and turned over to

the police, a network spokesman said. The four left the

building in handcuffs.

There was no demonstration reported at ABC, which

also originates its evening news shows live from New York

City.

All 14 protestors were charged with criminal trespass-

ing, said police spokesman Officer Fred Weiner.

Laurie Hotter, a spokeswoman for ACT UP, said the

disruption at CBS was "secretly planned" by some

members of the New York organization.

She said the organization did not officially endorse the

action, but "we support what they've done. We feel that's

the only way AIDS gets in the news."

to S KOO
Protect

Or burn

it? I

lit?

Beth Emming, 1984

By DANIELLE DOWLING
Collegian Staff

Burn Baby Burn

2 Black 2 Strong/MMG
In-Effect/Clappers Records

THey say that when the amount of body bags

coming back to America from the Gulf

multiplies, the present patriotic fervor will wane

and many Americans will become disillusion-

ed with their government. There will be pro-

tests, sit-ins, and perhaps even flag burnings.

Burn Baby Burn, the debut EP from New
York City rappers 2 Black 2 Strong/MMG,

has excellent timing.

One can summarize the central theme of

their lyrics with one word — anger. They're

angry at system that they feel has shafted their

people. They're angry that this same system

will deny them the right to freely express their

anger by not allowing them to burn the flag

in order to make a statement against the

policies of or transgressions committed by this

COUntry- continued on page 3

. . .As we slide into war

all the young killed things are turned

into the same element, no-colored, like wind or water;

they color everything we taste

as tongue and skin turn to metal

and they make up our world

now; they are become the rain

—

maybe they always were.

Alison Luterman, 1981

If T.V. contributes to the way

we view the world, then it matters

whose image of the world it promotes,

and whose interest it serves.

Don Desmetl

Donna Bowman, 1985

Tony Biladeau, 1985

Art work courtesy of Spectrum

Seiji Kakizaki, 1976

ARTS LIVING
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Rambling on about a winter ghost town
^^^^ ... w ii'. ». .11. *« mn if T uuiriin'l mo

By NOA CHRISTINE BEN YEHUDA
Collegian Staff

Where were you? Two weeks earlier you

had all haunted the town and campus, your

red eyes propped open with toothpicks and

protractors, your ashy faces expressing the

gloom of exams to come and exams gone.

The evacuation of Amherst was a quick

and thorough affair. When the last pack-

ed Peter Pan emitted its final putrid puff

of exhaust, Amherst let out a sigh. Kind

of like post-poof whoopie cushion,

everything sort of flattened out after that.

"Fwa-appt."

And I started going to the movies. Video

sickness came later.

The day Amherst Cinema let Ghost go,

they decided to turn on the heat. But my

movie partner and I didn't know that un-

til we reached the cinema, clad in our

warmest longjohns and a hidden thermos

of spiked hot chocolate. A note hanging

behind the gangly ticket-seller spoke to us,

"Due to the rising costs of heating, the

Amherst Cinema has no other choice but

to raise the price of tickets by $.50."

If you have been wondering what the

point of my rambling is, you just read it.

Now it will cost you a whopping THREE
DOLLARS to catch a film at Amherst

Cinema (with a valid student ID). Bring

your longjohns and a thermos too because

it ain't any warmer since they turned on

the heat. On with the rambling. .

James Spader and Susan Sarandon had

sex in different positions for us and then

the movie was over. We left the cinema and

again found ourselves in a ghost town. A
black three-legged dog howled at the trees

in the common and a unseasonal warm

breeze blew at our longjohnned knees. This

very same spot, two weeks later would be

the sight of an anti-war protest/anti-war

protester protest which I happened upon on

the way to the video store.

Little odd kids ran amuck in the traffic

of pro and anti-war warriors. It was a big

crowd of people all in their woolens (it had

snowed). The intersecting cars were the un-

suspecting enemies. And I was just on my
way to rent Scanners and pick up some

strawberry-flavored Quick.

"Honk," said a car for the 10th time.

"Honk," went a protesting man's nose in-

to his napkin which he'd received with his

coffee to go from Bonducci's.

"Yak Yak. . .We won't go!. . What does

that spell?. . .Bla, bla, bla, you commie hip-

pie republican ex-patriot nose picker. .

.,"

said the mob to the mob.

"Scanners please," I said to the video

store clerk. Heads and veins blew up for me

in the privacy of my own home while the

same was about to happen in the streets of

Bagdad. Mazel tov to all the reporters who

finally have the story of a lifetime, World

War III.

All this 24-hour news coverage made it

very difficult for me to break the video

habit. Being a junkie isn't so bad (that's

video junkie please, I don't even like look-

ing at needles) and I wasn't really trying

to break the habit. Actually the 24-hour

news coverage gave me an excuse to pur-

sue my addiction with less guilt. I mean,

I had begun to count all of Tom Brokaw's

new gray hairs.

But you were doing the same wherever

you were. The news was impossible to

escape, kinda like your parents, .right. I

have been overhearing little tales of paren-

tal woe, fraying nerves, etc. Just take this

moment to thank your lucky moons that

you are here reading this, not there taking

that.

So it was Quick and Taxi Driver one

night, then Ringness and The Tin Drum
the next. Then I began taking advantage

of two-for-one night. I made it into four-for-

two night.

"How about a quadruple feature?," I sez

to myself one night. And in return I sez,

"Sounds great."

Frances, Radio Days, Babbette's Feast, La

Dolce Vita. . .Could we squeeze in City of

Women and Matador too? Heh Heh.

Su-u-ure!

My retinas became square and I soon

noticed that the zombies pacing the video

store were afflicted with the same addic-

tion. Sometimes I would see them at the

convenience store, the same square-eyed

junkies picking up the staples: microwave

popcorn, big bags of gold foil wrapped

kisses, baby oil and of course strawberry-

flavored milk. I never wanted to say "hi"

to one of them. Suspicious looking devils.

'Course there I was, Henry: Portrait ofa

Serial Killer in the crook of my arm, a box

of straws in my clutch, slipping sweet-nlow

packets into my pockets with my free hand

(for the punch).

I wouldn't talk to me if I weren't me.

Rehabilitation began with intersession.

Some of you came back then. Thank you,

you round retina-ed souls. Mine are still

square. I slip into the video store still

whenever funds allow, but the big red re-

quired textbook was costly. I even had to

cut down on midnight calamari.

Now you are all back. Amherst Cinema

has a new film playing, Tom Brokaw final-

ly went to bed and I have this job at the

Collegian to help sustain my habits. Yipp-

eee' How doth the whoopie cusion inflate!

Collegian photo by K.A. Burke

BOO-HISS - Amherst Cinema raises ticket prices to $3.

Cheapest

Fares to

•EUROPE
•ASIA
•AUSTRALIA/
NEW ZEALAND

Plus

ranpasses,

international

student ID.

tours and

much more

Ash tor our

tree catalog

THE LOG LADY SAYS:

IDHBEB
EACK-TO-COLLEGE

J

HUNAN GOURMET
J£ CHINESE RESTAURANT ;Jg

The aroma, aound & taste

of authentic Chinese cuisine

prepared Hunan, Srechuan,

Mandarin or Cantonese style

— especially for you!

I What a profound philosophy:

Affordable
Video Rentals
• Free memberships
• After hours drop slot

• Great prices on audio and
video accessories

• VCR rentals—no deposit

• 3 day 2 night rentals

• Open everyday 10am to 10pm
AND MUCH MORE!

TULL LIQUOR LICENSE*

261 King St., Northampton* 585-0202 'Ample Parking

Open 7 days a week'No MSO
TAKE OUT SERVICE AVAILABLE *

SOUNDS EASY VIDEO
The Intelligent Choice

Amherst
6 University Drive

549-5200

Greenfield

21 Mohawk Trail

772-2141

Northampton
N. King St.

Hamp Plaza
586-7260

Amherst/Hadley

256-8911

South Hadley

535-1111

Buy ANY-Large

Pizza for the

PRICE OF A
SMALL PIZZA

Expires 3-30-91

1 couoon per order

I

I

I

m
expires 3-30-91

1 coupon per order

I

I

I

nm
expires 3-30-91

not good with

any other offer

ttusic
Venus Beads offer luke warm satisfaction
Bv DANIELLE DOWLING
Collegian Staff

Transfixed
Venus Beads
Emergo Records

You are surrounded by a wall of sound. Moody,

psychedelic noise attacks every pore of your body. You

reach out to touch this wall and suddenly scream out,

"Hey wait a minute! This isn't real brick! It's foam rub

ber!"

Those who lust for new, bold and brazen noise rock may

feel the same way when they listen to the debut EP en

titled Transfixed by Venus Beads. The London-based

quartet deliver decent material reminiscent of groups like

Husker Du, the Pixies, Sonic Youth, the Cure and the

Replacements. But there lies the problem. There's nothing

particularly new in what they do, albeit it's satisfying.

The first track, "Heaven and Back," continually bursts

with fits of post-psychedelic moodiness and chaos and con-

Photo courtesy Emergo Record*

Venus Beads

tains some really good melodic grunge. "One Way Mir

ror" attacks you with a frenetic pace keeping the

psychedelic mood of their sound. The main body of "Wolf

on a Chain" is the catchiest and most melodic.

As for individual performance, Robert Jones delivers

gritty vocals with just a hint of an English accent. An
thony Price plays a rapid fire guitar to match the frantic

skin bashing of Mark Hassall and Stephen Bolt's bass

work on "Heaven and Back" definitely sets a moody tone

for the piece, although, like most bassists, most of his work

just blends into the background.

Lyrically, the words create as much of a mood as the

music does. It seems that they are fond of metaphors and

similes since they make frequent use of them, as evidenced

in "Cold Inferno:" "Repeatedly stabbed with all your

twisted reasons that cut like splintered glass/You're tur-

ning the knife distorting the real meaning with fragile

alibis/Poisonous words carved and whirling iron spikes."

The band expect to release a full length LP in April.

With this EP, they show some promise.

1990 saw jazz looking back rather than moving forward
i tnimwior Hpsprvps some credit here too:

By BILL ROSENBLATT
Collegian Staff

1990 was a strange year for jazz. As in

other recent years, there were no real signs

of musical progress. With the continued

rise of the Wynton Marsalis-led neo-

traditionalist movement, the alarming

number of deaths among the older players

and the expansion of "repertory" groups

and programs, the focus was definitely on

the past rather than the future.

Valley
Jazz k,\

Marsalis was clearly the most important

single figure of the year. Although he had

begun over a decade ago as a brash, big-

mouthed, flashy chopsmeister, he con-

tinued to soften his public image (no more

Miles-bashing) and to attempt to respond

to the critics who said he couldn't play

blues or ballads. He acquired a bizarre kind

of fame that could be described as halfway

between fusion star and classical music

prodigy. He achieved a peak a few months

ago by being the first jazz musician since

Thelonious Monk to appear on the cover of

Time magazine.

However, Wynton's music continued to

lack substance and innovation. His three

album releases of the past year found him

mired in concept-land: The Majesty of the

Blurs, including an 18-minute "sermon,"

was preachy and dirgy; The Resolution of

Romance, an all-ballad album with his

pianist father Ellis, was a somnolescent

bore; his soundtrack to the offbeat film

Tune In Tomorrow was perfunctory, in-

genuous pastiche of Ellington and the New
Orleans style.

No, Wynton's real "innovation" was to

bring back the idea of the tradi-

tional/acoustic/serious jazz artist — as op-

posed to the commercial fusioneer — as

entertainer. Remember that jazz was

popular music until the bebop revolution

of the 1940s, and remained so to some ex-

tent until the "free" movement of the 60s

made the music rarified. Late-60s fusion

was an earnest attempt to bring it back to

the people.

Of course, "fusion" has become a dirty

word. It created a schism between its fans

and self-styled "purists" that has only

deepened during recent years, and it

resulted in such commercial tripe as Ken-

ny G and Spyro Gyra. It has retained its

popularity but, thanks in no small measure

to Wynton, traditional jazz is coming up

from behind.

The past year saw continued growth in

the number of young, traditionally-minded

musicians settling into lucrative careers.

Although many of these players sound like

clones of each other, a few are beginning

to stand out as they find their own voices.

Trumpeter Roy Hargrove, tenor sax-

ophonists Ralph Moore and Dale Barlow,

pianists Mulgrew Miller. Geri Allen and

Donald Brown, and drummers Ralph Peter-

son, Lewis Nash and Marvin "Smitty"

Smith are among them.

Most astoundingly, the music is starting

to find its way onto the playlists ofcontem-

porary jazz and Urban Contemporary radio

stations. Although the "heavy" stuff isn't

there yet, the trend is encouraging. Spike

Lee's film Mo' Better Blues, about a jazz

trumpeter, deserves some credit here too:

the soundtrack, performed by Branford

Marsalis' band, was a perfect bridge bet

ween Black popular culture and traditional

jazz. Even CD 101, the New York station

that jazz purists love to hate, is now play

ing some traditional jazz.

Wynton's carefully-constructed image.

however, is the primary reason for this —
mainly the "don't worry, it won't bite you"

image he currently projects, which attracts

the pop audience. Other "entertainment

oriented" artists have come up (such as the

Harper Brothers) or come back (such as

trumpeter Clark Terry); conversely, fusion

stars like George Benson. Donald Byrd.

Grover Washington and Chick Corea have

all recorded traditionally oriented albums.

As a result, the neotraditionalist move-

ment is in an excellent position to

capitalize on their public recognition and

move the music forward — finally. Now
that they have the public's ear, take 'em

somewhere new! This is exactly what John

Coltrane and Miles Davis did in the 50s

and 60s. Let's hope that today's young lions

take advantage of this opportunity — as

Miles and Trane did - in the coming year.

2 Black 2 Strong-MMG
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

Voice and author of Burn Baby Burn,

Johnny "2 Black 2 Strong" Mars,

claims, "I came up with the concept and

the lyrics of Burn Baby Burn when I saw

what the system was doing to protect

this piece of cloth. They were trying to

change the Bill of Rights, alter the First

Amendment, change the Constitution.

. .all this fit their needs, while slowly

but surely taking away the people's

rights. I felt I had to do something to

discourage the people from going along

with this apparent theft of our freedom

of speech."

The title track, a good tune with a

cool, somewhat mellow jam, brazenly

protests, "You gave me freedom of

speech in the First Amendment/So why

the fuck are you trying to scold

me?/When I'm torching the flag I'm on-

ly doing what you told me I could. .
.See

I made up this new rule and I want you

to learn it/Strike up a match to the

American Flag and burn it."

2 Black 2 Strong/MMG join the grow-

ing ranks of rap artists such as Public

Enemy and NWA who making their

anti-establishment sentiments painful-

ly and controversially clear. Thankful-

ly they can express their opinions in this

country and hopefully their right to

speak their minds will never be taken

away.

WWIII theme music,
skullflowers and more

gfflaB^fflSfflaffl^^-^fflSfflaBBiaBlfflaiHfflfflBMBfflSBI1MiliaB,'aal^i,1S1
2 Black 2 Strong/MMG show

Photo courtesy In-Effcct Record*

how they feel about the flag.

By MARK STURM
Collegian Staff

Bemeseed is a sort of ambient guitar

sound project largely funded by the copious

bankroll of the now heavily corporate en-

dorsed Butthole Surfers. This would be

more of a surprise to the outsider if the

Surfer's ex-naked go-go dancer were not the

front piece. Although I was unimpressed

with the band's first vinyl effort, God In-

side, on Blast First records, I must recom-

mend their latest, Lights Unfold on No. 6

records to the potential record buyer. No.

6 co-released the Neil Young cover thing

a while back, then unfortunately followed

suit with the exceptionally boring Bewit-

ched before proceeding with Chrystalized

Movements' solid LP This Wideness

Comes, and then, of course, Bemeseed.

Forced Exposure recently released a

Chrystalized Movements supplement

single, which I have yet to acquire, but

assuredly plan to. I have heard the new

Love Child single on Forced Exposure.

Buy it. Of all the cookie ideas in the music

industry: Indie pop rock; pseudo stars; the

likes of Love Child playing the songs of the

notorious monk like underground freak

jazz freak Moondog. Forced Exposure has

also released a new Skullflower single,

which thoroughly satisfies in the true

tradition of Skullflower.

The Skullflower discography has also

been beefed up a bit by the release of the

"Xaman" 12" EP on the British label,

Shock. This EP showcases the longest

Skullflower space jams this eager listener

has enjoyed to date. Shock has also recent-

ly released a Ramleh 7", which for the most

part sounds like Skullflower. Both Ramleh

and Skullflower could be described as

bands which share all of the favorable at-

tributes of the Britpop Spacemen 3 trio;

drawn out near visual loopy guitar struc-

tures without the gratuitous "Oh gee I'm

so glad to be a pop star" overlays. Would

give just the right particle spins to that

nasty apocalypse culturoid who's just eaten

six hits of acid and sat back to watch the

end of the world on CNN.

Country Music In The World OfIslam is

the title of the new CD only release by

Eugene Chadbourne on Fundamental

records. On this release Chadbourne is

backed by psychojazzishist Elliot Sharp as

well as the always pleasing Sun City Girls.

If you're not sold yet or are unfamiliar with

Chadbourne's brand of humor let me give

you a small backdrop. The man oRen plays

electrically modified rakes and plungers,

once recorded a country version of the But-

thole Surfer's now classic anthem "The

Shah Sleeps In Lee Harvey's Grave," label

ed that Country Music In The World Of

Islam is part of his "ethnic series," and all

graphics are by Matt Groening a.k.a.

Akbar And Jeff.

"The sport is war, total war, when vic-

tory is a slaughter, the final swing is not

a thrill, it's how many people I can kill."

I don't care how many times you've listen-

ed to the new Slayer LP Seasons In The

Abyss, it's strengths are re-highlighted

with respect to the current international

news events. Turn on your television, select

the channel or network showing the best

high-tech air embarkments and sorties to

suit the cynic rubbernecker in you, turn the

volume down or off, turn your stereo up

near the pain threshold, and let rip with

Slayer.
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STILL NEED A COURSE?
PH 129*

HEALTH CARE FOR ALL: MYTHS AND REALITIES

Tu-Thurs 11:1 5-1 2:30PM M™m 1 N329

Learn about the health care system, which is the largest single

industry in the U.S. Specific topics include soao-cultural views

of health and illness, the unequal health status of minority groups,

and taking care of the elderly; among others.

Instructor: Prof. Paula Stamps, Ph.D.

School of Public Health

•,forn»riy PH 190A, *«<» *BD designation

See What You Hear!

18 Great Ways to Get
Your Video & Audio Together.

i.) Pfanstiehl stereo cables.

For as little as $3.89,

connect sound from your

VCR or TV to your
present stereo.

2. & 3.) Tera and Proton high

resolution monitors. The
two best pictures on the

market—we sell and
service both!

4.) JVC VCR's— from the

inventor of VHS. From
5299. Hifi/stereo VCR's

from $399.

5.) JVC 31", 32", & 35" big-

screen TV's— high

resolution, low price.

From $1,299, delivered.

6.) TheNADMR-13A
Monitor. Simply the best

small TV. $399.

7.) Sony's MDP-333 multi-

disc player. Plays all

formats of audio and
video discs. $499.

8.) The Sony TAE- 1 000 ESD
Digital Signal Processing

preamp. Dolby Pro-Logic,

Parametric EQ, Digital

Soundfield Control. The
one and only. $899.

9.) Boston Acoustics
loudspeakers, shielded

video speakers, designer

series in-wall speakers,

and subwoofers. Top-

Rated! From SI 43 /pair.

10) Snell Acoustics speakers
— chosen by Lucasfilm

for the Lucas THX
surround system.

11.) Lexicon sound
processors—the state of

the art for Dolby Pro-

Logic and ambience
retrieval.

12.) Onkyo Dolby Pro-Logic

receivers. Full-featured,

high current, discrete

outputs, & reliability.

From $540.

13.) Denon AV amplifiers—
High-power surround

and full AV (audio/video)

switching. From $465.

14.) Veiodyne subwoofers—
amazing bass how sweet

the sound!

IS.) The HTS Mastermind
remotes— the only

remote you'll ever need

!

Operates from any angle

from any room, no wires,

no hassles! $199.

16.) Video laser discs— the

area's widest selection.

Theater sight and sound
for the price of a movie &
popcorn. From $24.95.

17.) Vldeonics DlrectED
PLUS. Make your own
movies! It's a video

editor, title generator

and special effects

generator.

18.) CWD audio/video

furniture. Beautiful solid

hardwoods or new living

colors, designed to

compliment any system

& decor.

Delivery & installation available.

Factory authorized service.

Sound&Music
Miilbank Place • 351 Pleasant • Northampton • 584-9547 • VISA & MasterCard accepted

Up and coming events
By DANIELLE BOWLING
Collegian Staff

It's a lazy Saturday afternoon.

You lie in bed watching candle pin bowl-

ing on Channel 40 as you try to recover

from the overindulgent antics of the night

before. You contemplate what exciting

adventures the nighttime will bring. Will

you head for the nearest keg party where

fighting your way to the keg, waiting for

hours to get your hands on a precious cup

of beer, losing facilities to move or breathe

with ease are but simple ways of life? Will

you get together with a small group ofyour

closest friends and play a game of naked

Crisco twister?

The possibilities are endless. However, if

you would like to steer clear of the mun-

dane sex and alcohol antics of college life

maybe just for one night, there exists a vast

wealth of intellectual and cultural enter

tainment in the Five College area.

Here is but a meager listing of some up-

coming events:

JAZZ
Feb. 3 Saxophone Recital - Benzanson

Recital Hall, UMass
7 Barbara Higbie - Amherst Col-

lege Campus Center Frontroom

Sun Ra - Iron Horse,

Northampton
9 6th Annual All-Senior Honor

Band - Fine Arts Center, UMass

10 Don Cherry Quartet - Iron

Horse, Northampton

14 Ricky Ford Quartet - Hampden
Theatre, UMass

19 Jeff Holmes - Bowker
Auditorium, UMass

26 Birelli Lagrene - Iron Horse,

Northampton
28 Branford Marsalis - Fine Arts

Center, UMass
BLUES

Feb. 3 John Hammond - Amherst Col-

lege Campus Center

Frontrooom

11 Johnny Winter - Iron Horse,

Northampton
CLASSICAL

Feb. 1 Winter Morning - Buckley

Recital Hall, Amherst College

3 Sonata Ricordati - Benzanson

Recital Hall, UMass
8 Hermann Prey - Buckley

Recital Hall. Amherst College

12 Dang Thai Son - Benzanson

Recital Hall, UMass
15 Larry Bell - Benzanson Recital

Hall, UMass
CONTINUED ON PAGE 6

Photo courtesy Roadrunner Records

The Neighborhoods, a straightforward rock-n-roll quartet from Boston,

will play at Katina's in Hadley on Wednesday.

College
Blowout _ . _,

featuring Road Runner Recording Artists

THE NEIGHBORHOODS and

ONE EYED JAKE

18 and over

welcome

Free bus service from

UMass Campus
(Southwest Horseshoe)

$1.00 off with college I.D.

Wed. January 30
live at

Route 9, Hadley

586-4463

HOURS
MON-SAT 5am-3pm

SUN 5am-3pm
1185 North Pleasant St.

AT THE NORTH
AMHERST LIGHTS

WELCOME BACK STUDENTS
To A Great Breakfast of

Homemade Bread & Pastries
Present this ad and receive 10% off

One per customer please

Offer good Mon.-Fri.

ON THE BUS ROUTE PAST GRAD TOWERS

A friendly guide to psychological therapy
** ** .„ . -^ —u _,:„_* >u^a~ a* a „,„«.i rort.»in entertain fantasies and daydream about many of th«

By JAY ALLAIN
Collegian Correspondent

On Being A Therapist

Jeffrey A. Kottler

Jossey-Bass Publishers

Counseling. For many of us, the mere mention of the

word evokes vague and unsettling images. Even acade-

mians — who earn a living, in part, by being able to

classify diverse phenomena — are uneasy about where to

situate this most human of endeavors. Is it science? Or

should we speak of the art of counseling? Various critics

have labelled it a hoax, paid friendship, or an oppressive

tool to foster adjustment to a sick society. But what is

counseling really all about?

Like the parable about the blind person who touched

various anatomical features of an elephant and reported

widely varied creatures depending on whether he en-

countered the ears, the trunk, the tusk or the legs, so too

counseling escapes easy definition. However, On Being

a Therapist can serve as an essential guide book to the

extremely diverse terrain that is created when a helper

and a helpee encounter each other. For anyone who has

ever been put off by the jargon of modern psychology or

anyone who has even dimly thought of becoming a

therapist, this book will astound you with its accessibili-

ty, candor and warmth. For example, right off Kottler

makes an announcement that is both demystifying and

startling. He writes, "It is not what the therapist does that

is important - whether she interprets, reflects, confronts,

or role plays — but rather who she is. A therapist who

is vibrant, inspirational, charismatic; who is sincere, lov-

ing and nurturing; who is wise, confident and self-

disciplined will have a dramatic impact by the sheer force

and power of her essence, regardless of her theoretical

allegiances." Now here's an insight that one might find

skirted in even graduate level psychology coursework. In

fact, such remarks may prompt considerable debate

among professionals in the field and clients themselves.

Yet unlike most popular psychology books, Kottler's ex-

ploration of the intimate nuances of therapy is buttress-

ed by the repeated use of key studies in the field. Carl

Rogers, Albert Ellis, Sydney Jourard and other less well-

known counselors and theorists are drawn upon. But Kot-

tler's inclusion of such studies is never pretentious; m fact,

his erudition is so unobtrusive and effective as to be all

but imperceptible.

At times the author's overview of the demands of being

a therapist provides unexpected guides for living. With

his usual candor, Kottler admits that regardless of the

specific issues with each client, therapists repeat certain

themes. Among my favorites are: "Feeling powerless is

a state of mind." And the classic, albeit sobering, You

will never have your parents' approval."

Overall, On Being A Therapist is an invaluable book

for anyone considering this particular calling. It would

be nearly impossible to read this book and come away

without a far richer appreciation of the range and com

plexity that confronts the therapist - theoretically, pro-

fessionally and personally. For example in a section on

difficult clients, Kottler cites a study which encourages

clinicians to explore their fantasies concerning the client

with this person. He writes, "Whether these fantasies are

primarily rescue-orientated, sexual in content, or ex-

pressive of rage, frustration and anger, most therapists

entertain fantasies and daydream about many of their

clients." In a chapter entitled, "Boredom and Burnout,

Kottler identifies some of the potentially debilitating

aspects of being a therapist which range from a nonsup-

portive home life, the "political wars" of many mental

health facilities and the therapists own unexamined agen-

da. On a final note he notes, "Some professionals invest

their egos too intensely in the outcome of their work, an

outcome that depends very much on the client's motiva-

tion and behavior. Therefore, they may attempt to do too

much in the sessions, taking too much responsibility for

filling silences, providing immediate relief of symptoms

and generating insight."

Insight is one quality that is evident in On Being A

Therapist. Even the lay person may find this work

intriguing.

BoBftMK

s

15 percent

off

selected items

with this ad

^
>
*

*

^Computerized aerobic machines than any club in the Valley.

Siairmasters • Lifecycles • Gravitron • Biocycle • Treadmills

New • New • New

<Dance <Sti

Shoes for Tap, Jazz, Aero, Lyrical

Bloch's soft leather and canvas Ballet

for women, men, and children

Freed, Chacott.A Capezio pointe shoes

Exercisewear, Accessories

220 N. Pleasant St. (rear)»Amhersf253-5201

Special suspended oak wood floor • Certified Instructors

Bench Step • Low Impact • Hi^h/Low • Boxercise • Stretch

~Total body conditioning plus the skill of selfdefense.

Largest full-time Karate studio in Western Mass.

AMHERST
ATHLETIC
CLUB

460 West St.

KARATE
HEALTH &

South Amherst FITNESS
256-0080 CENTER

LOTS/^LITTLES)
TOYS • RECORDS BOOKS

Plus new wad recycled

CHILDREN'S CLOTHING
t«l H. Pleasant

Amherst.
Mass. 01002.

Consignments

Mon.-SttfK VS»
Sun-I1***-9 '00

SaW:All wilier consitp\m«ltsg face-Starts fctl|

ALL AGES—ALL SHOWS
AT THE

COMEDY ZONE
FRIDAY & SATURDAY 8:30 pm
When you want the BEST*

Fried Rice • Spare Ribs • Buffet

•Live Comedy*
Advocate 'Best of the Valley' reader poll 1990

11:30am-3pm

ALL YOU CAN EAT
SUNDAY BRUNCH

$6.99

Mon-Thurs 5pm -8pm

ALL YOU CAN EAT
BUFFET
$5.99

Just Because
You SkiAllVv^ek
Doesn'tMean
YouIlTUrn Into
APoorStudent

20%
OFF DINNER for Comedy Patrons

Comedy info & reservations 585-8615

PEKING GARDEN
Mandarin/Szechuen Cuisine

Open 7 Days

Route 9-Rus—II St. Hadley 566-1202

$10 ColleceDiscount
Stratton has a lower price for anyone pursuing a higher education. $22 midweek

$28 on weekends and holidays So you can save $10 any day and every day with

a current college ID. And you get 92 exciting trails. y»^*5jt^fcJt#%«
a 1 2-passenger gondola, plus all the extracurricular VjRfTVl Jj 1

1

fun you can handle. Now. hows that for financial aid? ^^ Vvwpjv* * *

Gifl 1-800-843-6867 or 1-802-297-2200.
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ALL THE
CLAMS SAY:

WRITE
FOR
ARTS

events

WRITERS
MEETING
THURS. 4 p.m.

113 Campus
Center

FREE MUNCHIES

CONIINUED FROM PAGE 4

17 Aspects of Love - Buckley

Recital Hall, Amherst College

23 Five College Choral Festival -

John M. Greene Hall, Smith

College

26 New England Camerata Con-

cert - Benzanson Recital Hall,

UMass
ROCK/POP/MISC.

Jan. 30 The Neighborhoods/One Eyed

Jake - Katina's, Hadley

Feb. 1 Glenn Campbell Good Time

Hour - Fine Arts Center, UMass

1 John Cafferty and the Beaver

Brown Band - Katina's, Hadley

3 Judgement Day/Moriah No
Name, Greenfield

8 -Ska Fest with Bim Skala

Bim/(bop)Harvey/Hi-Hats -

Bluewall, UMass
8 The Vestrymen - Amherst Col-

lege Campus Center Frontroom

* ANDY'S PIZZA 5

1 256-8147
* 256-8148s

17 Chris Smither - Amherst Col-

lege Campus Center Frontroom

19 Take 6 - John M. Greene Hall,

Smith College

FOLK
Feb. 10 Bill Morrisey - Amherst College

Campus Center Frontroom

24 Shawn Colvin Buckley Recital

Hall, Amherst College

COMEDY
Feb. 2 The Certs College Comedy Com-

petition - UMass
2 Earl Reed Amherst College

Campus Center Frontroom

23 Louie C.K. Amherst College

Campus Center Frontroom

DANCE/THEATRE
Jan. 31 Fried or Boiled - Hallie

Flanagan Studio Theatre,

Smith College

Jan. 31 Watermelon Woman - Thornes

Market, Northampton

Feb. 6-7 Peter Panic: Flying

Underground Hampden
Theatre, UMass

7-9 Pains of Youth - Mendenhall for

the Performing Arts, Smith

College

8-9 Present Co., Inc. - Kirby

Theatre, Amherst College

£ University Drive, Amherst *£

& free delivery beginning 11am ft

PAUL'S OLD TIME
FURNITURE

New mattress and box sets

New pine book shelves

large two item pizza $8.00+ tax

S small two item pizza $4.50+ tax

? Call and ask for our specials ,

+•

Barg,

"Quality Used Furniture"

57 Pleasant St., Amherst 549-3603

Open 10:30-5:00 M-F, Sat. 11-4

We Buy and Sell, Pick-up and Deliver

Talent contests
By DANIELLE DOWLING
Collegian Staff

Suffering from low self-esteem? Need to achieve

something to spruce up your otherwise drab existence?

Well if have a talent for writing radio scripts or put-

ting together a film, there are two contests that could

improve your condition if you win or worsen it if you

lose. M . .

American Radio Theatre, based in California, is spon-

soring the eighth annual Radio Script Writing Com-

petition. It is held as a means of encouraging both

established and beginning writers to create work for

the radio theatre medium.

"Writing for the audio medium may be one of the

most challenging things a writer can attempt. You

must depend on your personal ability to create pictures

with word and sound in the minds of your audience,"

American Radio Theatre President Eugene Shaw

claims.

A $500 prize will be rewarded to the entry which

makes the most imaginative use of the medium. The

winning entry will also be presented on the group's an-

thology series ART Presents. . ., which will be

available for use by non-commericial radio stations.

Entries will be accepted between January 1 and June

30, 1990. To obtain entry forms and writer's guidelines

send a self-addressed, stamped envelope to: American

Radio Theatre, 1615 West Victory Blvd. Suite 104,

Glendale, CA 91201.

The deadline is fast approaching for those who wish

to enter the 1991 New England Film and Video

Festival. This regional competition, presented by the

Arts Extension Service of the Division of Continuing

Education, University of Massachussetts at Amherst

and sponsored by the Boston Globe, recognizes outstan-

ding independent and student film and video.

This year cash and service prizes have increased to

$9,100. Award categories include: Outstanding Nar-

rative, Outstanding Social Documentary, Outstanding

Student Video and Outstanding Independent Video.

The two top awards, the Boston Globe Critic's Choice

and Best of the Festival, give $2,500 each to its

winners.

Entrv deadlines are February 1 for independent en-

tries and February 8 for college university student en-

tries. The festival will take place in Boston on May 16.

17 and 18.

For entry forms and information contact: NEFVF,

Arts Extensino Service, Division of Continuing Educa-

tion, 604 Goodell Building, UMass, Amherst. MA
01003, or call 413-545-2360.

\M^!^^^^S^S^tM±^tM
Cooking at your table

<*-\

SPECIAL
Tues. -Wed. -Tinas. -Fri.

& all day Sunday
Two Dinners for $15

Steak & chicken combo
Two Dinners for $18

Shrimp & Scallop Combo
Both include soup, salad,

vegetables, noodles, steamed
rice, tea, &, ice cream

Pull bar • Exotic Specialties

-ci

>J
c*±s

Reserve now for

Christmas partial

Gift Certificates

Available

USED & DISCOUNT

PAPERBACKS

IN MOST SUBJECTS.

FICTION, DRAMA,

SCIENCE, HISTORY,

PHILOSOPHY,

RELIGION,

ART, PSYCHOLOGY.

SAVE ON BOOKS

VALLEY BOOKS
199 N. Pleasant St.

Downtown Amherst.

OF JAPAN

L 1 16, Sunderland 4 13-6U5-3628

1

Open Tues. -Sat. at 5pm. Sun at 2

Reservations welcomed

M-F 10 30-5 30
Sal 10 5 Sun 12-S

256 1506
Visa/MC

Dellaria Salons invites you to visit our Amherst Salon anytime

Monday through Wednesday and save $5.00 on Haircuts, or receive a

Haircut & Perm for $50.00. You need only present your student ID.

26 M3ln Street, Amherst 256*8331 %,,, ,0,^0-0™^

Albion i Bookshop
1

DELLARIA SALONS
BOSTON • S0H0 • LOS ANGELES

BOOKS! BOOKS! BOOKS!

Why Pay Full Price?

We May Have What You Need!

Albion Used Books

Also...cash for your used texts and paperbacks

30 Main St., Amherst
Mon 9:30-6; Tues-Sat 9:30-9pm; Sun 12-5
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Bittersweet Awakenings stirs the emotions
By MEREDITH O'BRIEN
Collegian Staff

and SCOTT WEISS
Collegian Correspondent

Awakenings, based on a true story, tells

how a quiet and reserved doctor (Robin

Williams) "revives" Leonard Lowe (Robert

DeNiro) and 12 other patients from their

unresponsive catatonic state, giving them
the opportunity to experience life once

again.

++ + +
O'BRIEN: This was an incredibly emo-

tional, bittersweet film that really touch-

ed me with not only its message, to ap

preciate the little things in life, but with

the wonderful acting jobs done by Williams

and DeNiro.

WEISS: I agree that Williams and

especially DeNiro were great in this film.

DeNiro's performance was reminiscent of

Dustin Hoffman in Rainman. I believe that

DeNiro will definitely be considered for an

Oscar for his performance. However, I

think the first half of the movie had a

typical plot that we've seen many times

before. . .

O'BRIEN: No, this movie was not predic-

table or like other films. Of course there

will be some similarities drawn between

this and Rainman, only because it deals

with a relatively unknown affliction where

a person unfamiliar with it tries to help.

Aside from the obvious "awakening" of

DeNiro, the rest of the story surprised me.

WEISS: I didn't say the whole movie was
predictable, stop trying to pre-empt me. I

did, however, have a good feeling from the

beginning, how things were going to go.

What I meant by a "typical plot" was that

the unwilling hero, Dr. Sayer (Williams)

sees hope in an otherwise hopeless situa-

tion, and is prevented by the system from

doing any good. The acting and directing

is enough to keep the audience entertain-

ed, and the film does take an unexpected

turn which keeps it in touch with reality.

O'BRIEN: When you say you got a "good

feeling from the beginning" about the

movie what did you mean?
WEISS: The movie was rather predictable

from the beginning. It's obvious that Dr.

Sayer is going to accomplish some miracle,

by simply seeing the first few events in the

movie and from the title itself.

O'BRIEN: Of course you know that

something is going to happen, that DeNiro

will awaken, but that's not the point. The
way they portrayed Sayer's progress, being

the newcomer to a hospital full of people

who are either certifiably insane or

catatonic, was hardly predictable. Yes, you

do expect him to have some success in help-

ing these people but it's the way that he

succeeds that cannot be predicted. One of

my favorite scenes is when he realizes that

this one patient, who is seemingly in an

unresponsive trance, starts catching things

that Williams throws to her. . .

WEISS: Don't get me wrong, I enjoyed the

movie very much and not every scene was

predictable. I especially liked the character

Robert DeNiro (right) and Robin
film based on the true life story of

development of Dr. Sayer. The way. . .

O'BRIEN: Williams was the best part of

this movie. His mild-mannered charm and

warmth were exceptional. He made, what

could have been portrayed as a thin, card-

board character come to life. If we were go-

ing to draw comparisons between him and

Tom Cruise's role in Rainman. . .

WEISS: There is no comparison between

Williams and Cruise. The movies are com-

Photo courtesy Columbia Pictures

Williams (left) star in Awakenings, a

Dr. Malcolm Sayer.

pletely different and Williams, unlike

Cruise, portrays a real, believable

character. I'm not a big fan of Cruise in

Rainman. I think we're talking about

Rainmain way too much.
O'BRIEN: What I just wanted to say was

that if you liked Rainman, you'll love

Awakenings. I'd give it thumbs up.

WEISS: I'd reccommend this as well.

Thumbs up.

Zefferelli's Hamlet entertains
By DANIELLE DOWLING
Collegian Staff

Every time I go to see a movie, I buy one of those huge

Cokes. You know, the 72 ounce size. And of course, by the

end of the movie, I have to take a wicked piss. I stand on

this incredibly long line while my eyes bulge and water

and I do a little dance.

When I went to see Hamlet, it was no different. There

I was waiting on this long line, tapping my toe and squir-

ming about. And as I stood there, I overheard a conversa-

tion between the two women in front of me.

"I can't believe they left out the scene where Polonius

picks his nose," one commented.

"And I don't think they should have filmed it in

Scotland. That wasn't real enough for me. They should

have filmed in Denmark," the other added. "Oh, the film

was so bourgeoise."

Photo courtesy Warner Brothers Pictures

Mel Gibson plays a playful and passionate

Hamlet.

Suddenly, I envisioned Shakespeare himself coming up

to these two pretentious twits and bashing them over their

heads with a rubber chicken.

Purists will argue that Franco Zefferelli's version of

Hamlet was not all it could have been. He did have to slice

a four hour play down to a one-hour-and-45-minute film.

However, I believe Shakespeare would have loved this ver-

sion of Hamlet because it does what so many high school

English teachers have failed to do over the years - it made

Shakespeare fun and exhilarating.

What made this film so intriguing was the acting per-

formances handed in by Mel Gibson, Glenn Close and

Helena Bonham Carter. The sheer poetry of Shakespeare's

words came shining through their performances. Hang-

ing onto to every word, one couldn't help but be swept

away by the lyrical sounds and passion, although at most

times the common man needed an interpreter to unders-

tand what the hell was spoken.

The fine acting performances of Glenn Close and Helena

Bonham Carter came as no surprise. Like most people,

I questioned Mel Gibson's ability to portray Hamlet con-

sidering his past roles. Could he match the performance

of Sir Laurence Olivier? That question I cannot answer

for sure, but Mel Gibson's performance was spectacular.

He was passionate, perhaps sometimes over passionate,

playful and ever so neurotic which figures in perfectly

with his character.

Glenn Close played a dignified and somewhat

understandably baffled Gertrude with a dazzling finesse.

Her superb performance in Dangerous Liasons left no

doubt in my mind that she could competently portray

Gertrude.

Helena Bonham Carter is perfect as Ophelia. She shines

with innocence trying in vain to understand the affections

of her love, Hamlet, and then draws upon the viewer's

pity as madness afflicts her when her love kills her own

father, Polonius.

The cinematography also served to intrigue. The vast,

open landscape of the Scottish countryside, the pagentry

and splendor of the palace — it was overwhelming and

breathtaking. It was as if someone breathed life into the

imagery of a fairy tale land.

I have but one complaint. As I sat there, engrossed by

v/ords and images, there was a nagging little voice in my
head saying, "When is someone going to say, 'There's

something rotten in Denmark.'" Those words were never

spoken and it was somewhat disappointing since that is

a very famous quote from the play.

That petty complaint aside, overall the film is excellent.

Yes, it was cut down for mass consumption. It has an all-

star cast. It left out some important scenes and quotes.

But, it has the power to capture the most impatient au-

dience. It brings to the viewer a new appreciation for

Shakespeare's art. And when you think about it what is

more important — a film version of a Shakespearean play

that is exact to the most painstaking detail or one that

leaves the viewer in love with Shakespeare?

Films for
February

For movie buffs, here's a few films coming to a

theater near you this February:

L.A. Story: Steve Martin plays an out-of-work Los

Angeles weatherman, who lets unemployment get the

best of his love life. Directed by Mick Jackson, writ-

ten by Martin.

The Marrying Man: Neil Simon's tale of an ex-

tremely wealthy man who (briefly) marries a lounge

singer. Starring Alec Baldwin and Kim Basinger.

Directed by Jerry Rees.

The Silence of the Lambs: Billed as one of the most

disturbingly terrifying films of the year, director

Johnathan Demme's (Married to the Mob) new effort

stars Jodie Foster as an FBI agent tracking down a

serial killer. Co-starring Anthony Hopkins.

He Said, She Said: Kevin Bacon and Elizabeth

Perkins star as two competitive Baltimore Sun colum-

nists trying to work out a problematic marriage.

Directed by Ken Kwapis and Marisa Silver.

Object of Beauty: Andie MacDowell and John

Malkovich play a wealthy couple who get to know each

other in the confines of a ritzy London hotel. Directed

by Michael Lindsay-Hogg.

Mortal Thoughts: Glenne Headly plays a wife who

murders her cheating husband. Demi Moore helps her

cover up her crime. Also starring Bruce Willis. Directed

by William Kervin.

Class Action: Gene Hackman and Mary Elizabeth

Mastrantonio play a father/daughter lawyer set who

wind up on opposite sides of the same case, and wind

up patching up their stormy relationship.

Defending Your Life: Meryl Streep, Rip Torn and

Buck Henry star in producer/director/screenwriter

Albert Brooks' new flick about the afterlife.

Sleeping With the Enemy: Julia Roberts stars as

a young woman who takes on a new identity to escape

from an obsessive, abusive husband (Patrick Bergin).

Directed by Joe Ruben.

Queens Logic: A tale of love, friendship, marriage

and success in working-class Queens, New York. Ken

Olin, Chloe Webb, Kevin Bacon, Jamie Lee Curtis,

John Malkovich, Tom Waits, John Malkovich and Joe

Mantegna make up the ensemble cast. Directed by

Steve Rash.
Valkenvania: Chevy Chase and Demi Moore are

travelers who take a wrong turn and end up in a

bizarre town in the middle of nowhere. Also starring

Dan Aykroyd and John Candy. Written and directed

by Aykroyd.
This information provided courtesy Premiere

Magazine
_ JODY GABIN
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fine new, used & children's books

European, art & literary periodicals

publisher's overstocks at 30%-80% off

special orders9out-of-print searches

Open 7 Days«Mon-Sat 9-9;Sun 10-5-38 Pleasant St., Northampton MA 584-0375-586-5838

^ATTENTION ALL U-MASS STUDENTS!"
lExplore tke Self and re-enact past conflicts through

PSYCHODRAMA. Share experiences in a safe, confiden-

tial setting. Group begins 2- 12-91 for 10 weeks every Tuesday,

\7 to 8.30pm. NO FEE REQUIRED.
Call Mark locally at 665-3678 after 6pm to register.

«ii£aii?20iiim«*ifiaii«u*^

oooc
JOooc
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COLUMBIA ARTISTS FESTIVALS PRESENTS

THE

GLEN
CAMPBF

REVISITED
with Mr. Campbell's

special guest stars

JIM STAFFORD

JOHN HARTFORD

NICOLETTE LARSON
and the JEFF DAYTON BAND

FRI. FEB. 1,8pm

FAC CONCERT HALL

Throughout your college years,

make A.J. Hastings your

headquarters for

School Supplies!
Count on us for everything from your

first freshman notebook to your final

thesis paper... plus all those years of

pens, pencils, paper clips, typewriter

ribbons, etc., in-between!

•Hastings, Inc.
'CwMmwiV lototod in iho conhtr of Amhonf

45 South Hoo*oM iir •«'

OTCN: W»«kdoy» 5 o.m. to * p.m., Sundays. S o.m. to ) p.m.

COLLEGIAN Arts

Seven s
Snilili ilmiil

THERE'S NEVER
A COVER!!

Thurs January 31

9pm—1am

The HALBENOIT
BAND

Friday and Saturday

February 1st and 2nd
9pm—1am

WILDCAT
OHALLORAN

Sunday 8pm—12am

OPEN MIC NIGHT
a^MARK SNOW

THURSDAYS OPEN
9pm—1am

Route 116
Sunderland
665-8788

$$5?

Jpr&^S- Entire Stock

^K >.*£ Sale Ends Sunday, Feb. 3

^The Carriage Shops, 233 N. Pleasant St., Amherst
549-6106

Open Mon.-Sat., 9:30-5:30, Sunday 1-5

KNITTING IS THERAPEUTIC m

4
Special thanks to the

CALL 545-2511 Advocate Newspapers

for their support.

THE FINEARTSCENTER
UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AT AMHERST

50c OFF
any Calzone

50c OFF
any Calzone

One coupon per order • Expires May 31, 1991 One coupon per order • Expires May 31. 1991

-H

50c OFF
any Calzone

i

i

50c OFF
any Calzone

t

On. coupon per order - Expires May 31. 1991 One coupon per order - Expiree May 31, 1991^

^EaCucina di

V1HPCCHI0
PIZZA & SUBS

FREE DELIVERY
(limited delivery area)

1177 N. Pleasant St.

N. Amherst
Coupons valid lot delivery

of pek up only.

549-3669

ifiaCucina di

vmoccmo
PIZZA & SUBS

FREE DELIVERY
(limited delivery arcal

1177 N. Pleasant St.

N. Amherst
Coupon! vaLd lot delivery

or pch up only

$1 OFF
any Large Pizza

Limit of one coupon per pizza

Coupons for pick-up or delivery only

Expires May 1, 1991

any Large Pizza

with 2 toppings
Limit of one coupon per pizza

Coupons for pick-up or delivery only

Expires May 1. 1991

• Twin Special *
2 Large Cheese Pizzas

549-3669

r-

$11.00 (plus tax)

Additional items $1 20 per pizza

Coupons for pick-up or delivery only

Limit 1 coupon per customer Expires May 1, 1991

• Twin Special*

2 Large Cheese Pizzas

11.00$ (plus tax)

Jl
Additional items S 1 20 mper pizza

Coupons for pick-up or delivery only

Limit 1 coupon per customer Expires May 1 ,
1 99

1

La Cucina di

Pinoccftio

549-3^9

'Tost Tree 'Dehvcry or Tick-up

lift f\C Tleasant Street

.'Amherst, Massachusetts

'Hours

'Weekday - 4 pm to 2 am
Saturday - 4 pm to J am
Sunday - 4 pm to 1 am

Ccdzones

Ricotta, "Ham, Salami, <MozzareUa 3.95

Ricotta, !Mozzarella, Trowlone, Suiss 3.95

Spinach, Qarhc, fMozzareua, Tarmigiana

(Topeye Special) 3.95

Steak & Cheese (your choice green pepper,

mushroom, onion, hot pepper) 3.95

'Vegetarian 'Delight (broccoli, spinach.

ricotta, egqplant, mozzarella) 3.95

Chicken Tarmigiana (breaded ciucken

breast, mozzareua & sauce) 3.95

Sausage Tarmigiana (wett sausaqe

with mozzarella St sauce) 3.95

yuppie C(dzone (smoked mozzarefia, goat

cheese, broccoli &" pesto) 3.95

Steak ft Cheese 'Bomb (steak, mushroom,

qreen pepper, onion, salami, ham &
hot peppers with cheese) 3.95

Teste Calzone (mozzarella, Swiss efwese

ricotta, fresh pesto) 3.95
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Minutewomen facing difficult season
By GREG SUKIENNIK
Collegian Staff

Injuries, inexperience and a tough

schedule can each make a basketball

team's season difficult.

The University of Massachusetts

women's basketball team has had to deal

with all three factors at the same time.

Injuries to Keyburn McCusker, Trish

Hessel and Trish Riley, a schedule that in-

cluded most of the Atlantic 10's top teams

(and the No. 1 -ranked team in the nation,

Penn State), and a roster made up of inex-

perienced, young players are a triple

whammy that would knock any team for

a loop.

The Minutewomen, who had an 0-13

overall, 0-5 A-10 record at press time, had

a rough winter break. It started with two

home losses, an 81-31 defeat at the hands

of Rutgers, the No. 3 team in the nation,

and a 54 28 loss to George Washington.

Rutgers' starting forwards, Vicky Picott

and Tanya Hansen, combined for 33 points

and 13 rebounds to lead the Lady Knights.

Rutgers got off almost twice as many shots

as UMass (64-34), held UMass under 20

points in both halves and benefitted from

36 Minutewomen turnovers.

Kim Kristofik scored 9 points and grabb-

ed 6 rebounds to lead UMass in its first

game of the new year.

Kristofik continued to lead the

Minutewomen against George

Washington, as she hauled down ten

boards and scored 12 points. However,

UMass lost its shooting touch completely,

hitting 3 of 20 shots in the first half en

route to a 9 of43 shooting night, a 20.9 per

cent showing. A three-game road trip

resulted in a 68-47 loss at Duquesne, a

92-35 defeat at the hands ofWest Virginia

and a 7444 loss to Dartmouth.

The WVU game proved to be especially

costly, as McCusker and Hessel were both

injured against the Lady Mountaineers.

The Duchesses of Duquesne got double-

figure scoring from three starters to offset

a tremendous performance by UMass for-

ward Lisa Ireland. Ireland, a sophomore,

scored 1 1 points and snared 16 rebounds,

but Duquesne hit four 3-pointers, stole the

ball 15 times and was helped by a 24-6 tur-

nover margin as it pulled out the win.

The games against Dartmouth and West

Virginia followed roughly the same pattern

as the Duquesne loss. In both losses, UMass

Bruegger's Bagel Bakery

Come in from the cold

and warm up with a

Bagel Sandwich
and our

Homemade Soup of the Day

Locations in Amherst

and soon in Northampton

was outshot by a wide margin and did not

take good care of the basketball.

West Virginia put five players in double

figures, led by 17 points from Lori Quer

tinmont. McCusker led UMass with 12

points. Two days later, Dartmouth's Sara

Bone led all scorers with 18 as the Big

Green took advantage of Hessel and

McCusker's absence, coming up with 15 of-

fensive boards. Kristofik was high scorer

for UMass with 13 points and 8 rebounds.

Returning home, the Minutewomen ran

into a Penn State team which had just lost

its No. 1 ranking. The Lady Lions, now

ranked fourth, put on a clinic, winning

95-27 in a balanced effort that saw all but

one of their players break into the scoring

column. Penn State shot nearly 60 percent

for the game. Jenny Moran scored 6 points

for the Minutewomen.
Yet, as both coach Kathy Hewelt and

team captain McCusker pointed out, team

morale is still good. The Minutewomen are

still working hard and turning adversity

into a learning experience from which a

better future may arise.

"No one's given up yet," said McCusker

before the St. Bonaventure game.

"Everyone's pretty psyched for our game

tomorrow against St. Bonnie — we'll be

able to compete with them and maybe pull

out a win."

"It's a challenge every day," said Hewelt

of her team's efforts to stay focused and

upbeat. "The kids are working very hard

to keep their heads up. We're working very

hard to keep their confidence intact and to

build on it."

McCusker was first injured in the Du-

quesne loss, suffering a black eye from an

inadvertent elbow and what was thought

to be a jammed finger. A second blow to

that finger forced her out of the West

Virginia game, and x-rays revealed a spiral

fracture.

McCusker estimated she may return for

the GWU contest in Washington D.C. on

Jan. 31.

The WVU game claimed another UMass
victim five minutes into the contest, as

starting guard Trish Hessel suffered a deep

muscle/bone bruise just above the knee.

"She got bumped above the knee by so-

meone else's knee on a pick," explained

Hewelt. "It's not a serious injury, but it is

a very painful one that limits her mobility

considerably. She's being treated daily, but

it's a slow recovery process that should

take one to two weeks."

Riley, who was redshirted last season

with a painful back condition, has not

played since early in the season due to the

same condition. She spent the winter break

in her hometown of Altoona, Pa. to receive

treatment.

"Trish's status is day-to-day," explained

Hewelt. "We're not expecting a physical

contribution from her this year." Hewelt

indicated further that Riley may be able

to return next year if her condition

improves.

While the opposition often racked up the

statistics against the Minutewomen, there

has been steady improvement in UMass'

game, according to Hewelt.

"Since we've been overmatched, it's im-

portant for us to set realistic goals for

ourselves for each game," noted Hewelt.

"For example, we followed our game plan

for 40 minutes against Rutgers, and we

handled the ball much better than we had

in the past. At this point, the disparity in

the score is something we can't allow

ourselves to focus on."

"You can see and feel the improvement

even though the statistics don't show it,"

pointed out Hewelt. "We're continuing to

execute the fundamentals. We can tell by

looking at our kids that mentally they're

handling it better."

Hewelt put it all in perspective with

regards to the team's improvement and the

quality of opposition it faces.

"We're playing in one of the top leagues

in the country in terms of quality. Penn

State's a phenomenal basketball team.

They were No. 1 in the nation, they beat

Virginia (the current No. 1 team) — that

puts our game with them in perspective.

And Rutgers beat Penn State - they've

been moving up through the ranks all

season. We're putting freshmen on the

court against these teams while their

freshmen are on the bench."

"Our kids are working hard every day,"

continued Hewelt. "We will improve — but

we're starting at the bottom. This program

had averaged 10 wins a year for 10 years

— we're where the dominant teams in our

conference were a decade ago right now.

It's a painful but necessary step. We've

been without an experienced point guard

for two years, we lost our starting number

two guard — right now it's baptism by

fire."

The Minutewomen traveled to

Philadelphia, Pa. to face St. Joseph's and

Temple after the deadline for this issue of

the Collegian. Their next home game will

be Jan. 29 at the Cage against St. Joseph's.

Tip-off is at 7:30.

Liaht Up
Your Life

LIQUORS «co

18 Main St. Downtown Amherst 253-5441

Featuring BUSCH Suitcase

MneS
?l

$9""

,eer orJ*
6Pk

Narr
{

$3.99

Russell's January Wine Sale

10% plus off six bottles or

more!!

(mix or match)

yunseit

Sutter Home White Zinfandel

$3.99 750ml

Many More In Store Specials

• Delivery Available * (especially on wines)

GIVE US $20,

And Weil Give

Youhe Runs.
$20 MID-WEEK LlFTUCKET

Mount Snow, Vermont is giving all you college

students a run for your money. In fact, we're giving

you all 84 runs—everything from our six new Sun-

brook intermediate trails to the North Face expert

terrain. And all for $20. Firm.

For a taped ski report, call (802) 464-21 51 . For
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Men's hoop wins seven of nine
By SAM SILVERSTEIN
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts men's basketball team

won seven of nine games over break. UMass holds an

overall record of 11-4 and is in second place in the Atlan-

tic 10 at 6-2.

[Since this edition went to press the Minutemen played

A-10 games at Temple and George Washington, and a non-

conference game against Holy Cross at the Cage].

Anton Brown tore ligaments in his left knee two days

after Christmas when he collided with John Tate in prac-

tice. Though it was first feared Brown would miss up to

eight weeks, he returned on Jan. 7 against St. Joseph's

wearing an enormous brace on his knee and played 17

minutes.

Rafer Giles proved himself a capable replacement at

point guard, averaging 8.5 points and 3.4 assists per game.

Giles, who is closing in on his 1,000th point at UMass,

has kept his starting spot since Brown's return.

Jim McCoy scored a season-high 30 points Jan. 12 at

St. Bonaventure, and was named A-10 Player of the Week.

McCoy's 30 moved him past Horace Neysmith into fourth

place on the all-time UMass scoring list.

Following his 27-point outing against Rutgers at the

Cage in late December, Tony Barbee was named A-10

Player of the Week. Barbee scored a career-high 29 points

Jan. 15 at Xavier.

Reserve Francois Firman, a junior walk-on, was

nominated for A-10 Freshman of the Week honors after

a 2-point, 1-assist effort vs. St. Bonaventure. . All three

games at the Cage were sellouts.

The Minutemen received one vote in the Associated

Press Top 25 poll for the week ending Jan. 20. . . Harper
Williams twice upped his career-best in rebounding, grab-

bing 15 vs. Dartmouth and 16 against St. Joseph's. .
Tom

Pace made his 1990-91 debut with a 5-minute appearance

at Penn State Jan. 3. Pace, who has battled knee and

weight problems all winter, has not played since.

A recap (through Tuesday, Jan. 22):

UMASS 80, DARTMOUTH 66

December 28 — In the first round of the Abdow's Hall

of Fame Classic in Springfield, Jim McCoy scored 26

points and Harper Williams added 15 of his 21 in the se-

cond half as the Minutemen beat the Big Green.

Williams also snagged 15 rebounds, blocked 2 shots and

had a pair of steals in 27 minutes of playing time.

The Minutemen led by two at halftime, at 39-37, then

ripped off a 15-2 run midway through the second half and

cruised to a 14-point win.

UMASS 83, BOSTON COLLEGE 81

December 29 - Rafer Giles hit a leaning 10-foot jumper

on the right baseline with nine seconds left to carry the

Minutemen over Big East's Boston College in the Cham-

pionship game of the Abdow's Hall of Fame Classic in

Springfield.

BC trailed by 20 midway through the second half before

freshman Bill Curley carried them back to a 79-all tie with

1:47 to play. Curley scored 15 points in the game's final

Minutemen ai

12 minutes, including 7 in BC's last 4 possessions.

Tony Barbee scored a game-high 27 points, shooting 9

for 11 from the field and 9 of 10 from the free throw line.

"This is the type of win that brings our program to the

next level," coach John Calipari said.

"This says we can play with the Big East," said Giles,

who subbed for injured starter Anton Brown at point

guard and finished with 19 points, 3 steals and 3 assists.

PENN STATE 65, UMASS 64

January 3 — This one hurt. John Tate bumped PSU's

James Barnes in the act of shooting and Barnes sank the

resulting pair of free throws with four seconds left to hand

UMass an Atlantic 10 loss at University Park, Pa.

An identical foul on a Penn St. player went uncalled

at the buzzer, according to coach John Calipari, as UMass*

Tom Pace tried to launch a shot.

UMass' frontline of Tony Barbee, Will Herndon and

Tate fouled out, leaving behind Jim McCoy to carry the

Minutemen at game's end. McCoy scored UMass' last

seven points and finished with a game-high 20.

"It was ugly. They took it from us down the stretch, but

that happens on the road," said Calipari, who had to be

restrained by Tate as he chased the referees off the floor

after the game.
Penn State comes to the Cage Feb. 16.

UMASS 82, St. BONAVENTURE 55

January 5 - All five UMass starters finished in double

figures and every player on the roster except Tom Pace

scored as the Minutemen romped over Atlantic 10 foe St.

Bonaventure at the Cage.

Jim McCoy scored 16 to pace UMass, and William Hern-

don had 13. Tony Barbee, Harper Williams and Rafer

Giles added 10 each.

Jason Brower scored a game-high 17 points for the Bon-

nies, who entered-the game as the last-place team in the

league and with starters Dan Putney and Michael Burnett

out with injuries.

UMass, which out-rebounded the Bonnies 27-19 and

scored 18 points off turnovers, held a 30-point lead with

1:38 to play.

UMASS 68, St. JOSEPH'S 60

January 7 — William Herndon scored 22 points and

Harper Williams muscled a career-high 16 rebounds as

the Minutemen collected an Atlantic 10 win from St.

Joseph's at the Cage.

Herndon's game-high total included a breakaway dunk

over three backpedalling St. Joe's defenders with 1:53 left

that snapped a 5-point Hawk run and opened up a 61-54

lead for the Minutemen.
The Hawks pulled back to within four, at 63-59, on a

Rap Curry 3-pointer with :28 to play, but UMass made

7 of 8 free throws in the last minute to seal the win.

Williams added 10 points to his 16 boards, and Hern-

don had 8 rebounds, 2 steals and a block.

UMASS 81, DUQUESNE 75

January 10 — Behind Jim McCoy's game-high 25 points,

UMass outlasted Duquesne at the Cage in a game that

featured six ties and 14 lead changes.

The Dukes led 70-69 with 5:21 to play after freshman

Effrem Whitehead hit a 10-foot jump shot over three

UMass defenders.

From that point on, however, the Minutemen
CONTINUED ON PAGE 8

Swimmers make dash for top of poll
/. .. . i ii A a.: :_ 1 i.L _»

By SAM SILVERSTEIN
Collegian Staff

A 3-1 January should see the University of

Massachusetts women's swimming team jump from its

No. 8 slot in the Northeast poll.

The Minutewomen beat No. 2 Providence and come
closest of any team in school history to defeating the

top program in the region, Boston College.

UMass (6-2) swam to a 158-142 win over Nor-

theastern Jan. 5, lost to BC Jan. 14, 160-193, and toppl

ed Rhode Island (163-77) and Providence (128-114) Jan.

19.

Of the three wins, Providence provided the biggest

lift, coach Bob Newcombe said. And losing to BC wasn't

so bad, either.

"Providence was a huge boost to everyone's ego and
morale," Newcomb said, "and we came as close as

we've ever been to beating BC."

The Jan. 19 event was a unique 'coed double-dual

meet," described Newcomb, that featured Parent's Day

festivities and three teams competing in both men's

and women's events simultaneously.

"That meet produced lifetime bests virtually across

the board. It turned into everything we hoped it would.

There was a lot of great swimming and a lot of fun for

the parents," Newcomb said.

"We're swimming just the way I want them to.

Everyone says they're tired and sore, but their still

swimming season-bests."

Against URI and Providence, senior Denise Reimer

"kept herself among the top three or four in New
England" in the 50 and 100 meter freestyle, Newcomb
said.

Junior Kiri Binning won the 200 free and placed se-

cond in the 200 backstroke, and freshman Kim Broad

chipped in strong performances in the 500 and 1000

free.

Diver Allison White ran her record to 7-1 in 1-meter

events, and UMass' No. 2 diver Stephanie Tuttle im-

proved her performances in 3-meter diving events.

Maureen Murphy uncorked a career-best in the 1000

free, at 11 minutes, 18.93 seconds.

By RICK SETO
Collegian Staff

As the University of Massachusetts

men's swimming team approaches the

backstretch of their schedule toward their

fifth consecutive New England Champion-

ship, head coach Russ Yarworth sees his

young squad coming together.

In their last meet on Jan. 19 before press

time of this issue, the Minutemen romped

over Rhode Island, 181-63, and Providence,

157-86, at Boyden Pool. In their prior in-

tersession meets, the Minutemen downed

Northeastern, 140-103, on Jan. 5 and

Amherst, 151-131, on Jan. 16.

When asked to compare this year's team

to his previous championship clubs, Yar-

worth said, "It's a little different. The first

year [1987] we won New Englands, we had

that big freshman class and they did carry

the team. This team came in last year and

got to ride on the coattails of the seniors

and there wasn't that much pressure on

them."
But the Minutemen have worked well

together, running up their record to 7-1 and

setting themselves up for another suc-

cessful postseason.

"It's a real team effort, and that's the on-

ly way you can win a New England cham-

pionship," Yarworth said. "Even if you

have five or six really good swimmers who

can win events for you, you're still not go-

ing to beat a team with 17 or 18 kids who

can place."

Yarworth, who is in his 12th year and

owns an impressive 95-33 (.742) career

mark, senses differences in the way he has

to coach a team top-heavy with freshmen

and sophomores.

"I have to be a little easier on them.

They're not as mature and they don't quite

respond when they're tired. So I have to

treat them with kid gloves, but they're

really developing a killer attitude. And
they started showing that side ofthem this

weekend."
Besides swimming at home on Parents'

Weekend, one reason for the lopsided routs

was the fact that Yarworth rested his

"kids" one day before the tri-meet.

"I may have rested the kids more than

I wanted to as a coach, but mentally the

high because we're going on a trip [to Puer-

to Rico as part of their annual winter train-

ing] and they're ready to work hard.

"It was a little down last week because

they were tired. They were flat because of

the heavy training and being here. In the

middle ofJanuary, they'll hit the doldrums

a little bit.

"And then school gets closer and they

begin to see the light at the end of the tun-

nel, they start to get more pumped up. This

' Collegian photo by Jeff Holland

The University of Massachusetts men's swimming team are looking

toward their fifth consecutive New England championship. The Minutemen

face the University ofNew Hampshire Saturday in Boyden Pool at 4:30 p.m.

kids needed that rest and the chance to per- is starting to happen right now. I anticipate

form well."

Yarworth explained the rest was

necessary in light of the normal interses-

sion training cycle.

"They're a little out of shape when we

come back Dec. 27, but their spirits are

a real good week of practice."

Right now, Yarworth is in the process of

finalizing his 18-man roster for the New
England Championships at URI from Feb.

21-23.

"I've got 14 of the spots picked, and the

divers and swimmers are fighting for the

last four spots," said Yarworth.

"Everybody deserves to go, but it's unfor-

tunate that there is a roster limit."

The Minutemen's first meet after the

beginning of classes against the Universi-

ty of New Hampshire (Saturday, Feb. 2, 1

p.m. at Boyden Pool) will be the last com-

petition for nine swimmers who are vying

for the remaining New England roster

spots. Yarworth plans to "shave" those

nine swimmers in a technique used to

reduce the swimmers' friction with the

water and thus better their times.

One of those headed for the New
Englands is tri-captain Jimmy Robertson.

After being in and out of the water in the

fall with pneumonia and a scratched cor-

nea, the senior recently has been on a tor-

rid streak, capturing five first-place

finishes in his last five races over the last

two meets.

"He's setting himself up to have an op-

portunity to win New Englands in a cou-

ple of events ifhe keeps this up," Yarworth

said. "He can swim sprints or any

distances."

Another standout has been sophomore

Jay Peluso, who won the 200 individual

medley (swimming 50 meters in all four

strokes) and the 200 breaststroke.

He didn't have a great freshman year,

but he's starting to gain a little bit of the

confidence he lost. I perfectly expect him

to be a New England champion in at least

one event."

Others who are swimming well are

freestylers Scott Reed and Pete Hursty and

backstrokers Mark Stoelting and Frank

Sampson.
Reed, the son of the Brown coach [Ed], is

described by Yarworth as "one of the best

CONTINUED ON PAGE 5
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Minutemen edged by Navy
Men 's gymnastics look to rebound against Springfield
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By RICK SETO
Collegian Staff

Ouch. This one had to hurt.

The University of Massachusetts men's gymnastics

team was literally edged by Navy, 257.05-256.65, in their

first meet of the season on Jan. 19.

The loss by four-tenths of a point represented the dif-

ference between a fall or legbend on any one of 30 scores.

"There aren't too many meets where you lose by that

little," head coach Roy Johnson said. "But I can feel good"

After the Minutemen's six gymnasts combined for only

38.45 on the pommel horse, UMass fought back valiant-

ly by winning four of the next five events, including two

42s and three 44s.

"I was really happy with how our team performed in

the last three events," Johnson said. "They really did a

good job."
,

After a disastrous performance in the pommel horse, the

Minutemen nearly rallied from a two-point deficit. Or was

it three? Four?
According to Johnson, Navy did not post the overall

score, which was an NCAA violation. Johnson did know

that his team was behind, but it would have been advan

tageous to be aware of the score, especially during a

comeback.

"It helps relax the gymnasts and gives them the excite-

ment that they might need to perform better," Johnson

said. "So I was a little disappointed that they didn't post

tKp score.

Johnson explained the difficulty of working the horse.

"You have to have a long, stretched body. Once you start

to get nervous, you get shorter and then you don't swing

as well.
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"I think the guys were nervous because it was the first

event of the first meet."

UMass also had four gymnasts who finished first in tour

events. Sophomore Steve Christensen won the pommel

and high bar with identical scores of 9.35. Senior Dave

DiNucci won the vault with a 9.3 and sophomore Rob

Thomas captured a first with a 9.35 in the floor exercise.

"Nj question our strengths are the floor, vaulting and

the high bar," Johnson said. "We scored 44s in those

events, but they should be 45s soon. But pommels is a

strong event for us as well - we just had a bad day."

As the Minutemen prepare for their next meet against

Springfield College tomorrow night at Boyden Gym (7

p.m), the 13th-year coach is optimistic about his young

squad.

"We have a talented team, and a team that's really com-

mitted to doing well. I think going against Springfield,

we can hit 265. 1 think against Southern Connecticut (Feb.

12) and Temple (Feb. 16), we could approach 270, and that

should give us a Top 10 ranking in the East."

Springfield will enter Boyden Gym with a 1-1 record,

pending the outcome of their meet at Army on the 25th.

The Chiefs competed against Navy the same day UMass

did, but did not want to compete in a tri-meet.

The Chiefs only scored 239.35 against Navy, and appear

not to be in the same caliber of schools as UMass.

"Springfield should be a good meet and we should be

able to try some new things," Johnson said.

But the close loss to Navy still lingers.

"We're going to catch them again at the EIGLs (Eastern

Intercollegiate Gymnastics League)," Johnson said. "We'll

be a little more ready for them."

Gymnastics
ready to roll
By SAM SILVERSTEIN
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts women's gymnastics

team opened its season against Cornell Saturday at

Boyden. Results were not available as of press time.

Last winter, the Minutewomen finished second in the

Atlantic 10 and third in the Northeast, at 13-2 overall.

From that team, senior Lynn Morris graduated and

fifth-year senior Erika Baxter completed her eligibility.

Baxter has returned to the program this fall as an assis-

tant coach.

Coach Alfie Mitchell said he is expecting instant con-

tributions from five freshmen who have arrived to fill the

void, including Margaret Furtado and Angela Jent.

"We have a pretty strong team," Mitchell said. "It's

young in a lot of places, but it's basically the same team

as last year's.

"We expect to do as well as last year if not better, which

will be hard. Doing better in the Atlantic 10 means win-

ning it."

Returnees include senior Kristin Turmail, juniors Kim

Grady and Erin Kleir, and sophomore Tammy Marshall.

Marshall is coming off a sensational freshman cam-

paign, capped with an appearance at the National Cham-

ponship meet.

Mitchell pointed to a Feb. 10 meet at Towson State with

West Virginia and Northern Illinois as a key to the

Minutewomen's season.

Mitchell said other important matchups are Pittsburgh

Feb. 2, Yale Feb. 13, A-10 rival Temple Feb. 24, and New
Hampshire March 10.

The Pittsburgh, Yale and Temple meets will be held at

Boyden.
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men s swimming
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 3

in New England." Hursty is a freshman who has pleased

Yarworth with his progress and development.

After some injury problems, Stoelting has been tagged

by Yarworth as one of the favorites to win the New
Englands in the backstroke as a freshman. Sampson, a

senior, is another up and coming backstroker who won
the 200-meter event at the tri-meet.

As for the divers, juniors Steve Myers and Bill Rozen

are scoring consistently on the 1- and 3-meter boards. In

the formula used to determine the New England roster,

three divers are equivalent to one swimmer.

Yarworth said of the decision to include three divers on

the roster, "It'll be whether I think the divers can score

more points than an 18th swimmer."

In preparing the Minutemen for the New Englands, Yar-

worth knows that he will have to treat this young team

slightly different than his past squads.

"They're a little more sensitive than some of my other

teams," Yarworth said. "They're not used to the heavy

training. Once they understand that they might not feel

good in the water all the time but know they'll feel good

at the end of the year, then they're set."

But when it comes time to compete, swimming ultimate-

ly is the same, whether one is a freshman or a senior. And

it will have to be the upperclassmen who provide the

leadership in forming the right frame of mind for the New
Englands.

"Swimming is a very individual sport, but you need that

team support and attitude to help you succeed," Yarworth

said. "Once you believe in yourself and believe that you're

going to excel at the end of the year, then you have the

opportunity to be a champion. I think we have that op-

portunity now."
An enthusiastic Yarworth concluded, "Yeah, baby"
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Minutewomen qualify 7 for New Englands
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By RICK SETO
Collegian Staff

Julie LaFreniere once again has had the benefit of work-

ing with some great athletes. The head coach of the

University of Massachusetts women's track team has

seven qualify for the New England Championships and

two qualify for the Eastern Collegiate Athletic

Championships.
The Minutewomen have competed in two non-scoring

invitationals at Brown and Harvard as well as the New
England Track Athletic Congress meet.

Lee Ann Ambrose and Becky Johnson have been the

team's standouts thus far, with both qualifying for the

ECACs in their respective events.

Ambrose has qualified for the ECAC 400 and 500 with

times of 55.3 and 74.35 seconds as well as the New

England 55, 400 and 500. The holder of school records in

the indoor 200 and 400 meters as well as the outdoor 400,

the junior is being tried at the 800 in hopes of qualifying

for the NCAAs.
"She's an ECAC-level kid in the 400," LaFreniere said.

"But with more training and endurance, she can move

onto Nationals in the 800. By next year, I think she could

run a 2:07 [the NCAA qualifying standard) only if she's

serious and works at it during the summer."

Johnson has qualified in the 800 and 1000 for both the

ECACs and the New Englands. Despite running poorly

at the TAC meet, the sophomore showed her true ability

by running 13 seconds faster (a 2:13 half-mile) at Harvard.

Kelly Liljeblad and Lennice Johnson have both qualified

in two events for the New Englands. Liljeblad recently

has been ill, but was able to run a 5:04.4 mile and 10:08

in the 3000

Johnson has qualified for the New England 400 and 500

with 59.1 and 78.03, and is only two-tenths of a second

from reaching the ECAC 400 standard.

"Lennice is working hard and looking great," the fourth-

year coach said. "She's a lot stronger than she was last

year and she has got a great attitude."

Among the throwers, Simone Marisseau and Diane Oz-

zolek already have respectively qualified for the New
Englands in the shot put and the 20-pound weight.

"They're both ECAC-level kids," LaFreniere said. At

the Harvard Invitational, Marisseau and Ozzolek both set

personal bests. The former heaved the shot 41 feet, 3 in-

ches and the latter threw the weight 44 feet, 8 inches.

In addition, Wendy Gillette qualified in the 55 with a

7.3-second run. The 4 x 400 relay team of Becky and Len-

nice Johnson, Ambrose and Dana Smith has qualified for

New Englands

ANNUAL JANUARY
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Rolling Rock Bar Bottle
Glacier Bay 12 pack
Captain Morgan 1L
Baccardi 750ml

$12.99cs
$5.49

$10.69
$8.69

FREE ICE with Va or Me barrel kegs

A New Family Owned Business'

Ex-UM mentor named new
Pats coach; Reid to stay

Three Minutemen named all-New England

By SAM SILVERSTEIN
Collegian Staff

University of Massachusetts football

coach Jim Reid will not leave Amherst to

join former boss Dick MacPherson as an
assistant coach with the New England
Patriots, Reid announced recently.

MacPherson, who was head coach at

UMass from 1971-77 and hired Reid as a

graduate assistant in 1973, was named
head coach of the Patriots January 6.

MacPherson contacted Reid soon after,

but talks between them "never came down
to anything too serious," Reid said.

"We're really good friends. We talked for

about an hour and discussed a potential job

for five minutes of that conversation," Reid

said.

"Once you're a head coach, its just tough

to work for anybody. . . I just like it where

I am."
Reid has compiled a 32-22-2 record in five

years as head coach at UMass, guiding the

Minutemen to three Yankee Conference

Championships and two Division 1-AA

playoffs appearances.

Following this fall's 8-2-1 campaign, Reid

was named Yankee Conference Coach of

the Year, New England Coach of the Year

and Kodak Coaches Division 1-AA Nor

theast Region Coach of the Year.

Reid had previously been named Yankee

Conference Coach of Year and New
England Coach of the Year in 1988.

* * *

MacPherson compiled a 45-27-1 record as

coach of the Minutemen between 1971-77.

In 1972 the Minutemen posted a 35-14

win over California-Davis in the Board-

walk Bowl. After guiding UMass to an ap-

pearance in the newly-formed Division

1-AA playoffs in 1977, MacPherson left to

join the Cleveland Browns of the NFL as

an assistant coach.

MacPherson was head coach at Syracuse

from 1980 until he was hired by the

Patriots in January.

* « *

Senior guard Paul Mayberry, senior

punter/placekicker Marco Gabrielli and

junior defensive tackle Rich Kane were

named to the New England Football

Writers All-New England Team.
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the best job
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Xiere's the hottest career guide of the nineties

place to look for the best positions, the best salaries,

best opportunities by occupation, by industry and by

region coast to coast.

tlOBS 991 is an up-to-the minute

guide that features all the

information you need to know:

• Hundreds of company
listings and millions of jobs

• The top companies in more
than twenty different

industries

• Inside scoop on thousands

of major employees

• Quick facts and top-ten lists

based on salary levels, working conditions

and job security

Plus, a realistic look at the economy of the '90s

UOBS 991 — a complete employment service at your fingertips!

Available at your college bookstore and bookstores everywhere.
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LEADS ON MORE THAN
40 MILLION JOBS AND
HOW TO GET THEM
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KATHRYN 8. ROSS
PETRAS
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Vic Fusia,
1914-1991

Vic Fusia, head coach of the Univer-

sity of Massachusetts football team from

1961-70 and the winningest football

coach in school history, died Friday, Jan.

17, in Amherst. For a complete obituary

see local section.
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Amherst Chinese Food
Momestyle Cooking

fresh vegetables from our own farm

DO NOT USE MSG

Open 7 days a week

253-2813 253-7835

62 Main Street Amherst

MIT loss shows men's
track in strong shape
By SAM SILVERSTEIN
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts men's
indoor track team returned to action after

a five-week layoffwith a 75-52 loss Jan. 18

at MIT.
Saturday UMass traveled to Bowdoin for

a dual meet with Bowdoin College and
Springfield. Results were not available at

press time.

At MIT, the Minutemen (0-2) hung close

hoping for a shot at their favored hosts, un-

til MIT pulled out of sight in capturing the

200-meter dash.

"I was hoping to stay within 13 or 14

points going into the last two events,

because I felt we could make that up,"

coach Ken O'Brien said. "But they caught

us in the 200 meters, and that threw it out

of reach.

"I was disappointed because we lost and

I think we had a chance to win, but what

I saw in terms of fitness was encouraging.

The majority of the kids have kept

themselves in generally good shape over

Wintersession."

The Minutemen spent the month practic-

ing outdoors when weather permitted, and

at Amherst and Smith colleges.

Top finishers for the Minutemen includ-

ed sophomore Matt Simon, who captured

his second-consecutive 1500-meter race

with a time of 4 minutes, .19 seconds.

Brown was followed in second place by

senior Jon Corso.

Junior Steve Brown won the 400 meters

with a time of :50.10.

Bill Wallace took the 800 in 2:00.20, and

sophomore high-jumper David Borges cap-

tured a first place finish with a leap of 6

feet, 5 inches.

Senior Gerry Squires finished first in the

3000 with a time of 8:52.75.

The Minutemen as a team won the two-

mile relay with a time of 8:21.50.

Jeff Peterson gave what O'Brien describ-

ed as an "outstanding" effort, finishing se-

cond in three competitions: the shot put,

35-pound weight toss and triple jump.
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DID YOU ?*]]i)i) THE BASKETBALL ENTRY DATE? ITS
NOT TOO LATE. BRING YOUR MEN'S, WOMEN'S OR CO-REC
TEAM ROSTERS TO THE IM OFFICE, 215 BOYDEN, AS SOON
AS POSSIBLE.
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Think
Spring!

A perfect time

for renewal and

University of

Massachusetts

at Amherst

new beginnings.

Renew your life goals, your career, or your

personal life. Over 200 fresh credit courses and

Adventures in Lifelong Learning workshops are

being hatched at UMass this spring.

Late register through February 11.

Classes start January 29.

For more information, contact the Division of

Continuing Education, Goodell Building, or call

545-2414.

COST/ \ I I \G I IX C \ TIO \

Call 0fd*cia*U^^j
Registered Opticians • Hearing Aids

30%off non-prescription

sunglasses

Vuarnef Bolle'Ray Ban«Serengeti

Ski Goggles Available in Prescription

Fashion Eyewear* Prescriptions filled»Repairs done on premises

178 North Pleasant St., Amherst

253-7002 256-6375

Parking Available•Handicap Accessible

PARSONS
Special Summer Programs
PARSONS IN PARIS June 29-August 12

Paint on the Left Bank, explore prehistoric caves in the Dordogne, visit the

masterpieces of renaissance art in Tuscany Courses include painting, drawing,

art history and the liberal arts. Students may choose to spend the last two

weeks of the program in the Dordogne or Cortona, Italy

PHOTOGRAPHY IN PARIS June 29-July 29

Study both the aesthetics and the craft of photography m the city that has in-

spired great photographers for 150 years Guest lecturers and visits to Parisian

galleries supplement the curriculum

FASHION IN PARIS June 29-July 29

Study the history and contemporary trends of French fashion design through

visits to Parisian museums and costume collections Guest lecturers and visits

to design studios and retail outlets are part of the program, as are daily classes

in fashion illustration.

HISTORY OF ARCHITECTURE & DECORATIVE ARTS IN PARIS

June 29-July 29
Offered m collaboration with the renowned Musee des Arts Decoratifs, this pro-

gram focuses on the history of French architecture and European decorative

arts. Excursions to points outside of Pans are included; last summer, students

visited Versailles. Vaux le Vicomte and Fontainebleau

MODERN PARIS June 29-July 29

Combining architectural history with drawing, this program focuses on the

development of Paris in the modern penod (1830 to the present)

PALEOLITHIC ART & ARCHAEOLOGY OF THE DORDOGNE
July 28-Auguet 12

Daily class sessions near the town of Les Eyzies de Tayac, in southwestern

France are devoted to lectures and guided visrts to the areate famous and less

well-known prehistoric caves, living sites and archaeological excavations.

HISTORY OF ARCHITECTURE IN ITALY June 29-July 28

The architectural heritage of Italy is studied in Rome Florence and Venice

where on-site presentations are made by Parsons faculty.

HISTORY OF ARCHITECTURE & DECORATIVE ARTS IN GREAT BRITAIN

July 5-August 4
This four-week curriculum, covering the years 1600-1900, is offered in London,

with several excursions to nearby towns and country houses.

PARSONS IN WEST AFRICA MALI: July 2>July 24

IVORY COAST July 25-Auguet 23

Wbrkshops m ceramics and fibers will introduce students to artists and artisans

m several Ivory Coast villages, where these crafts can be studied m their

original context A photography curriculum examines techniques of documen-

tation and reportage m regions of great natural beauty and cultural diversity.

The history of African art and architecture also is offered A separate curriculum

m Mali is available

All programs include round trip airfare accommodations and land transfers.

Academic credit is available to qualified students For more information, please

return the coupon or call

(212) 741-8975, Ext. 17

Parsons School of Design

Office of Special Programs

66 Fifth Avenue, N.Y., N.Y. 10011

Please send information about:

Parsons in Paris

Photography in Paris

Fashion in Paris

Architecture & Decorative

Arts in Paris

Modem Paris

Paleolithic Art

D Architecture in Italy

Architecture in Great Britain

D Parsons in West Africa

Name

Address

City State Zip
CP40
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men's basketball
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 3

dominated, getting a fast-break layup from Williams

and hitting 6 of 8 free throws during an 11-6 game-

winning run down the stretch.

Whitehead led Duquesne with 20 points. For

UMass, John Tate scored 8 points - including two

key second-half baskets off the offensive boards - and

grabbed 8 rebounds.

UMASS 95, St. BONAVENTURE 86

January 12 - Jim McCoy scored 30 points and

Harper Williams and Tony Barbee chipped in 25 each

as the Minutemen built a 25-point first-half lead, then

preserved a 9-point bulge over the final 1:14 to grab

an Atlantic 10 win in Olean, N.Y.

The Bonnies made it respectable by taking advan-

tage of a late-game defensive lapse described by coach

John Calipari as "embarrassing." St. Bonaventure

made 22 of 34 shots in the second half.

XAVIER 71, UMASS 66

January 15 - Xavier reserve Maurice Brantley led

four Muskateers in double figures as a flu-weakened

UMass team saw a four-game winning streak snap-

ped in Cincinnati, Ohio.

Brantley, a 6.6-points a game scorer, scored 15 of

his 16 points in the first half as Xavier built a 34-30

lead.

UMass led briefly in the second half, at 50-49 with

12:20 to play, before Xavier retook the lead for good

with a 10-3 run.

Tony Barbee scored a career-high 29 points and Jim

McCoy added 17. Harper Williams, one of five UMass

players suffering from the flu, played 12 scoreless

minutes before fouling out.

Xavier, which entered at 9-2, was an NCAA Tour-

nament "Sweet Sixteen" team last year. The loss

evened UMass' road record at 3-3.

UMASS 62, VERMONT 58

January 21 — The Minutemen weathered a

12-point, 16-rebound, 6-block performance by UVM's

Kevin Roberson and got some late-game heroics from

Anton Brown and John Tate to beat the Catamounts

in Burlington, Vt.

With less than a minute to play and UMass cling-

ing to a 58-55 lead, Brown stripped UVM guard Matt

Johnson, raced the length of the court for a layup, was

fouled and hit the free throw, giving the Minutemen

a 6-point lead.

Kenny Smith answered with a 30-foot 3-point bomb

to pull UVM back within three, but Tate rebounded

Brown's miss on the front end of a one-and-one with

four seconds left to clinch the win.

Jim McCoy led UMass with 18 and Tony Barbee

added 12. Tate finished with a career-high 14

rebounds.

Roberson, a 6-foot-7 junior, entered the game as the

fifth-ranked shot blocker in the nation.
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Iraq claims
POW killed in
allied air attack
By FRED BAYLES
Associated Press

DHAHRAN, Saudi Arabia - Iraq claimed yesterday

that an Allied POW was killed in a Coalition air raid, ap-

parently while being held as a "human shield." The

United States vowed to shoot down any Iraqi planes that

try to rejoin the war after taking refuge in Iran.

The official Iraqi News Agency did not give the na-

tionality or name of the captured airman it said had died.

It said the airman had been killed during an allied at-

tack on Baghdad.
There was no independent confirmation of the report.

Army Brig. Gen. Pat Stevens IV, at a briefing in Riyadh

yesterday, told reporters he was unaware ofthe report and

could not comment.
Last week Iraq said it would it would send allied POWs

to strategic targets, and yesterday it said some captive

allied airmen were injured in bombing raids.

Yesterday's report, monitored in Cyprus, said the Allied

POW was killed in one of 65 air raids on Iraq Monday

night and yesterday morning.

"One of the raids hit one of the departments of the

Ministry of Industry, killing one of the captured foreign

pilots, who had been evacuated to that department," said

a military statement carried by the Iraqi News Agency.

On Monday, in his first interview of the Persian Gulf

war, Iraqi President Saddam Hussein hinted to Cable

News Network that Iraqi air force planes leaving for Iran

might return to action during the war. And he showed

no sign of backing down in the face of nearly two weeks

of Allied assaults.

White House spokesman Marlin Fitzwater dismissed

Saddam's comments. Judging from initial reports, Fitz-

water said, "It appears to be the standard propoganda
CONTINUED ON PAGE 6 L

AP photo

Crewmen at a Persian Gulf air base give

their planes and pilots a rousing send-off

on their bombing missions against Iraq

last week.

ISSUE 71

War criticized

at teach-in
Faculty debate issues
By MADANMOHAN RAO
Collegian Staff

Nearly 500 students and community members packed

the Student Union Ballroom Monday night to listen to

area professors giving a three-hour analysis of the war

in the Persian Gulf.

The "teach-in," designed to put forth a variety of dit

ferent viewpoints and issues concerning the GulfWar, was

organized by University of Massachusetts faculty and

staff.

Michael Klare, director of the Peace and World Securi

ty Studies Program at Hampshire College, said the "real

war" has not even begun, adding that the situation could

get very "ugly."

"The war will be decided only when our soldiers cross

the desert," he said. "The single most important question

is, what is the morale and the fighting spirit of the or-

dinary Iraqi GI?"

"If he [the soldier] decides to stand his ground and make

the U.S. pay, we are going to be in for a very ugly, very

bloody, very gruesome war," Klare continued.

This is the first time since 1945 that the U.S. Army is

facing an evenly-matched military organization, Klare

said. "Iraq has more tanks, more and better artillery, and

lots of defenses. However, even if the Iraqis fight well,

the U.S. will prevail, because they have more of

everything."

Addressing the military consequences of the war, Klare

said: "The political forces set in motion will not settle for

decades. There have been upheavals all the way from

Morocco to India, Pakistan, Bangladesh, Malaysia, and

Indonesia. Turkey, Syria, and Iran will be left as regional

powers, and will engage in rivalries."

The involvement of pro-US. Arab leaders will haunt

countries allied with the United States, Klare said.

CONTINUED ON PAGE 3

million,
By MARK HENSLEY
Collegian Staff

President-Chancellor Duffey and Provost

O'Brien announced yesterday a plan to cut

$2.4 million from the current University

of Massachusetts budget.

The plan, intended to eliminate the last

of the budget shortfall incurred during the

former Governor Dukakis' administration,

was formulated by University deans, vice-

chancellors and directors of administrative

departments.

The largest share of the cuts, totalling

$1.4 million, will come from the personnel

accounts, mainly as a result of the 2-year

old hiring freeze at the University. The

budgets of the schools, colleges and other

academic areas will be reduced by 1 per-

cent and administrative areas will be cut

by 2.6 percent.

Duffey said he did not think the cuts

would have a "major effect for the average

student" and that although students don't

always get the classes they want,

"everybody who needs classes for gradua-

tion appears to be getting them."

For the remainder of the fiscal year, Duf-

fey said funds to replace old equipment, for

maintenance and other extraneous expen-

ditures would be reduced in an effort to

avoid laying off full or part-time employees

during the remainder of the fiscal year.

Some "minimal" department layoffs can

be expected before July 1, the administra-

tion said in a press release.

Duffey said administrators will have to

begin working immediately on a new

budget-reduction plan for next year. He

added that he did not know whether more

budget cuts were in store for higher

education.

"I think [Gov. William] Weld is going to

have to do some more cuts in state govern-

ment although he has said he will not cut

higher education," Duffey said.

A reduction in enrollment and a more
even distribution in class sections have

allowed academic departments to hire

fewer part-time faculty this semester while

still honoring class commitments.
Currently unfilled senior administrative

positions will remain vacant at least dur-

ing the rest of the fiscal year, the ad-

ministration said. These positions include:

deputy provost, associate vice chancellor

for administration and finance, director of

financial aid, director of the CCEBMS pro-

gram and assistant vice chancellor for stu-

dent affairs.

Reduced support services will mean less

clerical assistance for professors, delays in

purchasing and repairing equipment,

longer lines in the Whitmore Administra-

tion building and a delay in bill processing

and other services.

Reductions in maintenance and repair ac-

counts will also delay repairing the roof of

Hasbrouck Laboratories, the cooling towers

at Chenoweth and the floors in Draper

Hall.

Gulf War dominates address
Bush saus Saddam "dead wrong" on abuse ofPOWs

*» ..™-_ i. 4...-;„o .„»<.» Anno tht> hard 1

By TERENCE HUNT
AP White House Correspondent

WASHINGTON — President Bush confidently assured

Americans last night that the war against Iraq will be

won and the recession at home will end in short order.

"We stand at a defining hour," the President said in his

State of the Union address. ^
INSIDE:

WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 30, 1991

Page 3: 'Violence Against Women' Act

proposes doubling penalties for

rape.

Page 7: A student bids adieu to departing

UMass administiators.

Page 16: Men's hoop looks to the NCAA's

after beating Holy Cross.

VEATHER
Wet snow will turn to rain and fog by mid-

afternoon, with temps in the upper-40s.

"For two centuries, we've done the hard work of

freedom. And tonight, we lead the war in facing down a

threat to decency and humanity," Bush said in a national-

ly broadcast address to a joint session of Congress.

It was the first wartime State ofthe Union address since

the dark days of Vietnam. Extraordinary security precau-

tions enshrouded the Capitol, a bow to threats of

terrorism. , IIO
He won a long standing ovation when he praised U.&.

forces in the Persian Gulf as "truly America's finest" and

again when he predicted "we will prevail" over Saddam

Hussein.

"As Americans, we know there are times when we must

step forward and accept our responsibility to lead the

world away from the dark chaos of dictators, toward the

brighter promise of a better day," Bush said.

The president delivered a terse assessment of the war

to date: "I'm pleased to report that we are on course. Iraq s

capacity to sustain war is being destroyed.

"Time will not be Saddam's salvation."

With Americans' attention focused on the almost half-

million troops risking their lives in the Persian Gulf, Bush

devoted the heart of his annual address to the two-week-

old battle to force Saddam Hussein out of Kuwait.

He also paid tribute to the democratic aspirations of the

people of the Soviet Baltic states and said he remained

"deeply concerned" about the Kremlin's crackdown.

Bush, who met Monday with Soviet Foreign Minister

Alexander Bessmertnykh, said the Soviet leadership had

CONTINUED ON PAGE 5

Raytheon
increases
security

BOSTON (AP) — Raytheon Co., makers of the Patriot

anti-missile system used to counter Iraqi attacks on

Israel and Saudi Arabia, is trying to ease worries about

security at several Massachusetts plants.

"We did talk today [Tuesday] and are continuing to

talk to workers informally to reassure them ap-

propriate security measures are in place," Raytheon

Spokesperson Ed Powers said last week.

Because Raytheon is a government contractor, it has

long had to meet certain safety standards, Powers said.

"We stepped up security measures recently. .
in con-

junction with world events, Operation Desert Shield

and Desert Storm," he said.

Powers does not expect any additional security

changes. But with publicity surrounding the Patriot

system on the rise, officials have tried to downplay the

precise location of Raytheon plants.

Workers in the Quincy plant, which employs 800,

signed a petition calling for increased security and sub-

mitted it to union officials.

Joseph Kelleher, business agent of local 1505 of the

International Electrical Workers, told the Patriot

Ledger he submitted the petition to management but

added the petition did not have union backing.

CONTUSED CTN PAGE 5
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WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 30

Print Sale - WMUA 91.1 FM is sponsoring a print sale

in the Student union Ballroom through Feb. 1, from 9 a.m.

4:30 p.m.

Senate Meeting - The SGA will conduct a meeting in

Campus Center 163C from 7 p.m. to 12 a.m.

Voter Registration — Amherst residents can register to

vote in the Amherst Town Clerk's Office from 8 a.m. to

1C p.m. for the Feb. 19 Town Caucus.

THURSDAY, JANUARY 31

Film — The Science Fiction Society will show The

Yellow Submarine in the Campous Center Auditorium.

Show times are 5 p.m., 7 p.m., 9 p.m. and 11 p.m. The cost

for the first screening is $1.50, and the remaining shows

will cost $2.

Meeting — The Residential Recycling Program will

discuss semester activites in CC 811 from 6:30 p.m. - 7:30

p.m.

Panel — Peace and World Securities hosts a Five-College

faculty panel on the War in the Gulf at 8 p.m. in the main

lecture hall of Franklin Patterson Hall at Hampshire

College.

FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 1

Dance - Iota Phi Theta is sponsoring a dance in the

Campus Center Auditorium from 9 p.m. to 1 a.m. Admis-

sion is $4 for students and $5 for non-students.

Coffee Social - The LGBA coffee social will take place

in CC 803 from 3 p.m. - 6 p.m. Admission is free.

Lecture- "Are You Ready for the Draft?" Speaker Bill

Gavin of the American Service Committee will speak in

Stern Auditorium, Amherst Collegeat 7:30 p.m.

SUNDAY, FEBRUARY 3

Teach-in and Discussion - "The Middle East Crisis

will be sponsored by the Student Activities Office, the

Civility Commission and the Office of Human Relations

in the Student Union Ballroom, from 7 p.m.10 p.m. in

the Student Union Ballroom.

Rush Fair - A Greek Rush Fair, sponsored by the

Panhellenic Council, will be in the Campus Center

Auditorium from 6 p.m.-9 p.m.

Rush Orientation - The Panhellenic Council is spon-

soring a rush orientatyion in CC 163C from 5 p.m.-7 p.m.

Admission is free.

Teach-in - At Hampshire College in the East Lecture

Hall at 7:30 p.m.

Community Forum - "The Relationship of the Israeli-

Palestinian Conflict to the War in the Gulf," at Wright

Hall, Smith College, 4 p.m.

•Berkshire East*

The most challenging mountain in
*

Southern New England!

MONDAY, FEBRUARY 4

Teach-in - Fanklin Patterson Hall, Hampshire College

10 a m. - 6 p.m. Call 549-6502 for more details.

Information Session - National Student Exchange will

give an information session in CC 803 from 4 p.m. - 5 p.m.

Admission is free. • nn-iia
Senior Portraits - Index will be taking photos in CC178

from 9 a.m. - 6 p.m. The cost is $5/ sitting.

An Evening with Gentle George - sponsored by the

Black Mass Communications project in Bowker

Auditorium from 8 p.m.- 10 p.m. Admission is $2.

Colloquim - UMass Psychology Colloquim Committee

presenst Dr. Travis Thompson and a presentation

"Behavior Disorder: Environmental and Neurochemical

Mechanisms" in Tobin 521B at 3:30 p.nv

Math Anxiety Workshop - sponsored by Counseling and

Advising for Older Students, will be in LGRT 1634 from

4:30 p.m. - 6 p.m.

TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 5
f „

Blood Drive - in the Student Union Ballroom from 11

a.m. - 4 p.m.

Lecture - Harold Jordan on "African Americans,

Women, Gays and Lesbians in the U.S Military" in the

SBA Auditorium at 4 p.m. Sponsored by the o^L,,

Women's Studies and African-American Studies

Departments.

WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 6 ».._...
Blood Drive - in the Student Union Ballroom from 11

a.m.- 4 p.m.
,

Brown Bag Discussion - sponsored by the Women s

Studies Deptartment, 0C904 at 12:15 p.m.

Movie - "Jacob's Ladder," will be sponsored by the Rac-

quetball Club in the CC Auditorium. Show times are 5

p.m., 7 p.m., 9 p.m. and 11 p.m. The first show will cost

$2, the remaining times will cost $3.

General Meeting - Japan American Club will meet in

CC165-69 from 7 p.m.- 11p.m.

Draft Counseling- Every Wednesday at the Unitarian

Church at 7 p.m.

THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 7

Movie - "Total Recall" is being offered by SCUM in the

CC Auditorium at 5 p.m., 7 p.m., 9 p.m. and 11 p.m. The

first showing costs $2, and the remaining shows cost $2.50.

Film - Sponsored by the LGBA in CC 803 from 7 p.m.

Blood Drive - in the Student Union Ballroom from 11

a.m. - 4 p.m.

FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 8
Dance — sponsored by the Asian Student Association

in the CC Auditorium from 9 p.m. - 1 a.m. The cost is $2
for members, $4 for non-members

STUDENTS SKI

•Monday-Friday (day session) only $9

•Thursday-Saturday (night session) only $7

•WEEKENDS (Day Session) only $22

Use this ad and receive

$4 off weekend day

session rates!

Take 1-91 North to Exit 26 (Greenfield)

west for 17 miles to Charlemont Rt. 2 IV

=B—

•«s»,
per hour

Mac Rental

$2 off per hour on self-service Macintosh* computer

time rental. One coupon per customer. Not valid with

any other offer. Expires 2/15/91

inaar kinko's
I 220 North Pleasant Street

(across from Carriage Shops)
the copy center

J
""Closed Saturday midnight until Sunday noon. .

La Mi mM mm Mi Mi Mi Mi Mi mi Mi mm Mi Mi

WHAT A
TRIP...

(only two minutes)

Monday through Saturday 10 am-9 pm
Sundays 12 pm-5 pm

South Maple Street, Rte. 9, Hadley, MA
Information/Customer Service (413) 586-5700

THURS.
FRI./SAX
JAN. 31 -FEB.

2

Off Storewide
EXCEPT SALE MERCHANDISE

Compllmtflts
GJfa, Gift M*ttt, DfCOfttvt Accwaoriw

'1 N. PImmm Si ( Ah«vr (afe Witlo )

AmWrtl 25* 1551 • Hm-Stf. W 5=30

Vance
Shoes for Tap, Jazz, Aero, Lyrical

Bloch's soft leather and canvan Ballet

for women, men, and children

Freed, Chacott,& Capezio nointe shoes

Exercisewear, Accessories

220 N. Pleasant St. (rear)*Amhersf253-5201

LOCAL
New bill stirs controversy
'Violence

9
act to double rape penalty

By RUA KELLY
Collegian Staff

The appearance of the "Violence Against

Women" Act in Congress seems to indicate

that times may be changing.

The bill, introduced by Sen. Joseph Biden

(D-Maryland) is designed to attack "the

problem by offering a comprehensive solu-

tion."

"It makes violent crime against women
a major law enforcement priority and at the

same time, it takes aim at the kind of at-

titudes that nurture violence," Biden said

recently.

According to Lourdes Rivera of the Na-

tional Women's Law Center, the bill would

"[provide] tremendous amounts of money
for victims services" as well as promote

civil rights for women.
Portions of the bill have come under fire,

such as doubling the penalties for rape.

Some advocates for women worry that

prevention of violence against women may
suffer due to the bills strength for political

considerations.

Joan Zorsa of the National Center for

Women and Family Law said she worries

the bill "will not protect women who have

to flee over state lines in case of domestic

violence [they cannot] take their children."

However, support for the bill has cross-

ed racial, sexual and political boundaries.

(A multi-racial task force is working to

eliminate differing opinions and controver-

sial portions of the bill.)

This bill was killed during last year's

Congressional session and has met with op-

position from a new coalition calling

themselves "men's rights activists."

The "men's rights" coalition sees the

focus of the "Violence against women" as

sexist against them and attempts to por-

tray women as the detrimental sex in

society.

Dr. Roy Schenk, a self-proclaimed men's

rights expert, claims that the U.S. justice

system is biased against men.

In an interview, he claimed that the Act,

"extends the definition of rape to the point

of which almost anything a man does is

rape anymore, even men looking lustfully

at women. Many women look at men
lustfully in terms of terms of economic!*."

When asked how the world could be sex-

ist against men, he warned that "oppress-

ed people buy into the value systems of op-

pressors."

Gulf war 'teach-in ' draws 500
CONFINUED FROM PAGE 1

"Troops will be needed permanently to

protect them [pro-U.S. Arab leaders] from

revolts and uprisings," he said. "There will

be increased tension between Israel and the

Palestinians. We at home will pay by

higher taxes."

Hagit Borer, UMass linguistics professor,

said she was outraged by the missile at-

tacks on Israel, but said the "terror that

is inflicted on the people of Israel" is

negligible when compared to the nightly

terror that must be plaguing the residents

of Baghdad.
She said Israel is not "an innocent

bystander" as it is sometimes portrayed to

be.

"Israel has long been a central actor on

the Middle East scene," she added. "The

unresolved Palestinian issue is at the heart

of every Middle East conflict."

However, Borer said, "Saddam did not in-

vade Kuwait for the Palestinians. But Sad-

dam has become a rallying point for Arab

anti-colonial sentiments. In the conflict bet-

ween Arab nationalism and the West,

Israel has always played a central role."

Israel missed a golden opportunity to pre-

vent this war, she said, adding that its

government could have proposed a peace

conference of its own accord.

"Not only did it not make such a move

but its leaders could scarcely hide their en-

thusiasm at the failure of all diplomatic

contacts at trying to avoid this war," she

said. "Israel is not retaliating because

there is not much that they can do, and

because they are getting paid not to."

After the war, the United States will

possibly be driven to reevaluate its rela-

tionship with Israel, she said. "For me and

for many other Israelis, the solution to the

Palestinian problem really has to be part

of any new Middle East order."

Hormoz Shahdadi, assistant professor of

International Relations at Mount Holyoke

College, said Americans have shown a

tremendous lack of vision in evaluating the

war.
"Missiles and gadgetry won't work,

because wars are fought mostly by men and

by what they believe. I don't see any

idealism in the U.S. position," Shahdadi

said. "It is a war which shows in raw terms

strategies of power. They don't^ let you

think about what this war is for.

Speaking about the role of Saddam Hus-

sein, Shahdadi said: "They are turning

Saddam into a hero, and hero he is, because

by example he is saying that weapons don't

work. What is significant is his insistence

to resist? He is rejecting the carefully nur-

tured image of an Arab that the West has

manufactured over the past years."

He said that Saddam has essentially

already won the war because "wars are not

won by military victory."

"Saddam has turned himself into a mar-

tyr and a cause, for Muslim Arab na-

tionalism. The United States is now bom-

bing Najaf and Karbala too, which contain

holy shrines for the Shiite Muslims,"

Shahdadi said.

He said while the Arab world is "actual-

ly boiling over," the Arab masses are get-

ting more and more restless and united.

He also questioned the goals of the

United States in initiating hostilities in the

area.

"What is the U.S. trying to achieve? To

reduce the Western civilisation and all its

philosophy and literature to B-52

bombers?" Shahdadi asked. "If that is the

goal, they are indeed succeeding."

Karen Pfeiffer, Smith College associate

economics professor, said after her recent

trip to Jordan, she realized that while

"Saddam's human rights record is no secret

in the Arab world" virtually everyone op-

poses the United States in this conflict.

"During the carving up of the Ottoman

Empire at the end ofWorld War I, Britain,

which acquired a mandate over Iraq,

scooped out the portion that is now Kuwait.

This denied Iraq easy access to the Gulf,

and control ofthe oil in Kuwait," she said.

"In the Arab view the whole region is a

mass of such problems."

She said another problem in the region

is the vast inequalities created and

perpetuated by oil.

"The Arabs are frustrated at the waste

of oil wealth," she said, adding that there

is also a division between the state and the

people.

Pfeiffer said 80-90 percent of Syrians are

opposed to the sending of Syrian troops.

The United States, like the British before

them, would like to see the Arabs divided

and fighting, she said. "The U.S. wants to

keep the region underdeveloped, and use

it as a market for their industries."

Sut Jhally, UMass communication

studies professor said a "brilliant public

relations campaign" has been conducted by

the Pentagon which has succeeded in

severely censoring the media's coverage of

the war.

"Reports from the front are censored by

the military," Jhally said. "The only pic-

tures of casualties came from Iraqi televi-

sion, and they were dismissed as propagan-

da."

The media should be acting not as

"cheerleaders," Jhally said. They should

simply be "providing information for us to

judge our actions by. There is no debate

about the war."

UMass Economics Professor Samuel

Bowles said an attempt to reassert U.S.

military power on a global scale seems

inevitable.

"The economic signs on the roadway to

a renewed U.S. imperialism point to

disaster," he said. "Whatever reasonable

objectives this war might have, and cer-

tainly its wholly justified stated objectives

— to end the Iraq occupation of Kuwait —
could have been achieved by other means,

notably by the use ofeconomic sanctions."

Collegian photo by K.A. Burke

SO MUCH FOR READING — What used to be the music part of

the reading room is now in the process of being transformed into

a graduate student lounge.

Weld hints at possible workweek
as a way to combat budget crisis
By EVE EPSTEIN
Assocaited Press

BOSTON — Gov. William Weld last week

refused to say whether he will impose an

unpaid furlough on 63,000 state workers,

but hinted he could spread a furlough over

10 weeks by imposing a four-day work

week.
"I'm not saying we're going to do this.

[This] week we'll put the package out,"

Weld said.

"But we have to close an $850 million

deficit in 1991 and if a furlough of that

duration were adopted the paycheck would

keep on coming. It would be a little bit

lower for those 10 weeks and it would save

the state $90 million," Weld said.

Meanwhile, Lt. Gov. Paul Cellucci said

administration officials are also consider-

ing trying to get loans to help pump cash

into state coffers for the remainder of the

fiscal year that ends in June, by putting up

state buildings to gain equity financing.

The buildings would be sold in fiscal 1992.

"These things are on the table. They are

under discussion," he said.

The state's depressed real estate market,

which has hurt some area banks and

resulted in a credit crunch, might mean the

state would have to look for loans

elsewhere.

"Perhaps we would have to outside of

New England and find people who would

be willing to make those loans. It could be

banks, it could be insurance companies,"

Cellucci said.

The Boston Herald reported that a pro-

posal for a two-week unpaid furlough was
presented to the governor's cabinet during

its weekly meeting Wednesday morning.

Sources told the newspaper that in a con-

fidential memo given to each of Weld's 10

cabinet secretaries, employee furloughs

were described as an "Unfortunate but

necessary part of the budgetary crisis plan

of action."

Weld pointed out furloughs might save

some Btate jobs. "Some people could argue

the furlough would be preferable to a com-

mensurate number of layoffs representing

the same dollar amount," he said.

Weld said that if he decides to impose a

furlough, even top members of the cabinet

— even the governor and lieutenant gover-

nor _ would have to take the unpaid

163V6S

The memo said the Weld administration

is in the process of "working through the

legal and contractual issues surrounding

the implementation of furlough programs."

Unions representing state workers

reacted angrily to reports a furlough might

be part of the governor's budget-cutting

plan.

"Any plan to furlough state employees

must be negotiated," said Sandy Felder,

president of the Service Employees Inter-

national Union. "The Commonwealth has

an obligation to bargain with us."

Tom O'Connor, a spokesman for the

American Federation of State, County, and

Municipal Employees questioned the

wisdom of furloughing people during a

recession.

Noting the state deficit is partly the

result of a drop in sales tax receipts, O'Con-

nor said, "Let's put thousands of more peo-

ple out there and see what happens."

O'Connor said Weld would have to

negotiate an agreement on the furloughs

with public employee unions. Failing that,

Weld would need to go through the

Legislature for approval, O'Connor said.

Massachusetts AFL-CIO President

Joseph Flaherty also expressed disappoint-

ment with the proposal. He blamed the sug-

gested furlough on Stephen Tocco, a top

Weld aide.

"The Tocco proposal is an attempt to

balance the budget on the banks of work-

ing families," Flaherty said.

Weld is also expected to propose across-

the-board mass transit hikes as part of his

budget package, the Boston Globe reported

last week.
The proposed fare hikes could push the

price of a subway token to $1, raise bus

fares for the first time in 10 years and in-

crease the fare for the elderly and disabl

ed from 10 to 50 cents, the Globe reported.
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Palestinians at a Baqaa refugee camp in Jordan gather around store fronts to listen for

war updates from state-run Baghdad Radio.

Gulf War update=J5l
Compiled from AP wire reports

Here is a look at the latest developments in the Persian

Gulf war as of last night:

• Iraq claimed yesterday that Allied prisoners of war

were hit in coalition air raids and that at least one was

killed in an attack on a government building.

• An estimated 100 Iraqi aircraft have flown to sanc-

tuary in Iran, the U.S. military said yesterday. Iran has

vowed to remain neutral in the war, and says it will not

permit the planes to leave before the war ends.

• In an interview with CNN, Iraqi President Saddam

Hussein hinted that the planes might somehow return to

battle. _ , 4

Also in the CNN interview, Saddam refused to comment

specifically on whether Iraq had dumped millions of bar-

rels of Kuwaiti oil into the Gulf. But he was quoted as

saying: "If Iraq uses oil in self-defense, including in the

sea, they would be justified in taking such action."

• The U.S. Central Command said yesterday that the

oil slick appears to be breaking up in the Persian Gulf.

The spill is estimated at 460 million gallons.

• Patriot missiles Monday knocked out an incoming

Iraqi Scud on the outskirts of the Saudi Arabia capital

of Riyadh. Parts of a Scud rocket landed on Arab villages

in the occupied West Bank of Israel. No deaths or injuries

were reported.

• The Pentagon acknowledged Monday that seven

American airmen who had been listed as missing in ac-

tion are now considered prisoners of war.

• The Nikkei Stock Average closed at 23,460.12, down

109.32 points, or 0.46 percent on the Tokyo Stock Ex-

change yesterday.

• The stock market was modestly lower yesterday amid

continued nervousness over the Persian Gulf war.

Latvian police

show support
for the Kremlin
By ALAN COOPERMAN
Associated Press

RIGA USSR - Hundreds of Latvian police officers who

support'the Kremlin jeered the republic's president Tues-

day, reflecting the deep division in local law enforcement

ranks over the issue of independence.

In the Lithuanian capital of Vilnius, about 1,000 of the

republic's television workers rallied to demand their jobs

back The workers have been locked out of work because

of the Soviet military takeover on Jan. 13 of the republic's

TV facility, in which 14 persons were killed.

On Sunday night, Soviet Interior Ministry troops firing

shots seized two Lithuanian customs posts and ordered

them shut permanently, a government spokesperson said.

A spokesperson, Audrius Azubalis, said the troops seized

the customs posts near the Belorussian border, con-

fiscating documents, breaking windows and beating

several customs officers.

About 30 custom checkpoints were created alter the

Baltic republic declared independence in March to pre-

vent non-Lithuanians from taking scarce goods to other

republics. ,

Lithuania's Parliament Tuesday denounced as a crude

human rights violation" two new Kremlin decrees under

which joint military-police patrols will be instituted in ma-

jor cities and the KGB and Interior Ministry will be given

sweeping search-and-seizure powers at sites where

economic sabotoge is suspected.

President Vytautas Landsbergis of Lithuania, reading

the statement that was passed unanimously by Parlia-

ment, called the actions provocative. The statement

reiterated that such decrees have no validity in Lithuania.

In Estonia, the leadership of the republic's Parliament

gave initial approval to holding a referendum on in-

dependence before a Kremlin-sponsored referendum

planned for March 17 on whether to leave the Soviet

Union. fc

[The Lithuanian Interior Ministry said that an aircratt

dropped a bomb near a Lithuanian village Tuesday,

damaging a farm but causing no casualties, Reuters

reported. A ministry spokesperson said the episode did not

appear to have been related to the Soviet military

crackdown. Heavy concentration of Soviet forces are sta-

tioned in Lithuania and accidents frequently occur dur-

ing exercises.]

In Riga, 500 to 800 Latvian police officers, most ot them

ethnic Russians, jammed an auditorium at the Universi-

ty of Latvia for a four-hour meeting with the Baltic

republic's leaders, including their boss, Latvian Interior

Minister Alois Vaznis, as well as President Anatolijs Gor-

bunovs and Prime Minister Ivars Godmanis.

ARE YOU EXPERIENCED
IN COMPUTER SYSTEMS?

The Collegian is looking for a SYSTEMS

MANAGER which requires an interest in com-
puters, good communication skills, and a flex-

ible schedule. Applications are available at

the Collegian and must be submitted by Fri-

day, February 8.
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ATTENTION PHOTOGRAPHERS:
There will be a mandatory meeting for all Collegian

Photo Staff at 3:00 on Wednesday, January 30 in

the Photo Department.
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The attorneys at your Legal Services Center (LSC) can answer fee-paying UMass
undents' questions on a variety of legal problems, including:

Housing, criminal, University-related problems, civil rights, consumer,

labor relations, personal injury, and family law.

The LSC is funded by student fees, and has been offering free legal services to fee

paying UMass students for over a decade.

" Do I need a lawyer?

The LSC is your first source of law-related assistance. Whether you need
information, advice or referral, call 545-1995 for an appointment.

Located in Room 922 of the Campus Tenter, the Legal Services Center is handi-

capped-accessible, and is open Monday through Friday, 9 a.m. until 5 p.m.

Bush addresses Congress

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

made promises which "would result in the withdrawal of

some Soviet forces, a reopening of dialogue with the

Republics and a move away from violence." Administra-

tion sources said the United States was expecting a

"substantial withdrawal," and some rollback had already

been detected.

Bush also announced he was refocusing the decade-old

Strategic Defense Initiative to protect against limited

ballistic missile threats, rather than an all-out nuclear

war. He praised the success of Patriot anti-missile

missiles, a Star Wars-style weapon that has killed dozens

of Iraqi Scud missiles.

"Let us pursue an SDI program that can deal with any

future threat to the United States, to our forces overseas,

and to our friends and allies," he said.

For the first time, Bush acknowledged without qualifica-

tion that the nation is in a recession. "People are in ge-

nuine economic distress. I hear them," he said.

But he said, "There are reasons to be optimistic about

our economy" — citing low inflation and record export

levels by U.S. firms.

"We will get this recession behind us, and return to

growth — soon," Bush promised, stopping short of offer-

ing a blueprint for recovery.

Constrained by huge budget deficits, Bush offered only

a modest list of domestic priorities.

He briefly mentioned plans still under wraps for a na-

tional energy strategy, an overhaul of the banking system,

education initiatives and a proposal to transfer $15 billion

worth of federal programs to the states with grants to fund

them.
Once again, Bush proposed a controversial cut in taxes

on capital gains — an initiative denounced by Democrats

as a tax break for the rich. This time, however, Bush sug-

gested that lawmakers join in a study, led by Federal

Reserve Chairperson Alan Greenspan to resolve dif-
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ferences "so that we can return to unproductive partisan

bickering."

Details of some of Bush's proposals will come Monday,

when the White House submits a $1.4 trillion federal

budget to Congress. The budget will project a $138 billion

deficit for the current year, even before $1 billion a day

war costs are considered.

Along with the Cabinet, lawmakers and the diplomatic

corps, there was a special guest in the audience: Mrs. Nor-

man Schwarzkopf, wife of the commander of Desert Storm.

Harkening to the start of World War II, his own genera-

tion's war, Bush said, "Almost 50 years ago we began a

long struggle against aggressive totalitarianism. Now we

face another defining hour for America and the world."

The world wonders. Bush said, said what Saddam in

thinking. "If he thinks that by targeting innocent civilians

in Israel and Saudi Arabia, that he will gain advantage.

"If he thinks that he will advance his cause through

tragic and despicable environmental terrorism -« he is

dead wrong.
"And if he thinks trhat by abusing the coalition POWs,

he will benefit — he is dead wrong.

"We will succeed in the Gulf," Bush vowed.

To the chamber filled with Washington officialdom,

Bush said, "I come to this house of the people to speak

to you and all Americans, certain that we stand at a defin-

ing hour."

Despite the clouds of war and recession, Bush said, "If

anyone tells you America's best days are behind her,

they're looking the wrong way."

On the domestic side, Bush proposed a "crime summit"

of the nation's top law enforceent officials and said he

would resubmit legislation to expand the use of the federal

death penalty, particularly for drug-related crimes.

Bush said he wanted "to put more power and opportuni-

ty" into the hands of the poor and advocated programs

to make it easier for public housing tenants to buy their

homes and to give inner-city businesses special tax breaks.

Bush also said his administration was proposing ag-

gressive new health-prevention initiatives "to promote a

healthier America and to help keep costs from spiraling."

HUES
SANDWICH SHOP

331 Russell St., Rt. 9, Hadley

(next to Dunkin' Donuts)

Grand Opening Specials

Over 25 sandwiches all under $3.99 such as...

• Philly Roast Beef • Wrangler

• Veggie Delight w/ avacado ^V) <$,\.-

• Tuna/Hold the Line __ ^ovv
_

F5ree sandwich!
Buy One Get One Free!!

(Lower priced sandwich is free)

One coupon per person per order ?

Not valid between 12:30-2:00 daily exp.2-28-JHJ

586-8255

I

Amherst Chinese Food
Homestyle Cooking

fresh vegetables from our own farm

DO NOT USE MSG

Open 7 days a week

253-2813 253-7835

62 Main Street Amherst

tharlte'0
1 Pray St., Amheret-549-5403 • Open 1 lam

7 days a Week
Kitchen open til midnight

Game Room with 2 pool tables

Tonight 25c Cheese Pizza Slices &
99c Nacho Platters

9.00p.m. — 12:00a.m.

Drinks of the W«ek
Charlie's Punch $1.50

French Mocha Coffee $ 1 95

::

Food Giveaways

Mon 10 cent Mozzarella Sticks 9pm- 12am

Tues 10 cent Buffalo Wings 9pm- 12am

Wed 25cent Pizza Slices and 99 cent Nachos 9pm-12am

Thurs 10 cent Beer Steamed Baby Franks 9pm- 12am

Sundav 10 cent Potato Skins 9pm- 12am

WE ACCEPT MC-VISA-AMEX

Albion i Bookshop

BOOKS! BOOKS! BOOKS!

Why Pay Full Price?

We May Have What You Need!

Albion Used Books

Also...cash for your used texts and paperbacks

30 Main St., Amherst

Mon 9:30-6; Tues-Sat 9:30-9pm; Sun 12-5
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Raytheon raises security

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

"I wouldn't consider the Quincy plant easy to get in-

to," he told the Ledger.

Kelleher could not be reached for comment.

Powers could not confirm or deny a petition had been

submitted. . . ., ,

Workers leaving the Quincy plant last week told the

newspaper the number of guards had been doubled and

entry was limited to one door.

Raytheon, which employs 30.000 people in

Massachusetts, has gained worldwide attention in the

past week as the Patriot missile system has been ef-

fective in intercepting Iraqi Scud missile system cities

in Israel and Saudi Arabia.

The government asked Raytheon to speed up produc-

tion after Iraq invaded Kuwait in August.

This led the company to add abut 200 people to the

work force at its Andover plant, which was already

working 24 hours a day on the project, Powers said.

"The accelerated production continues," he said last

tjupplr

David Harris, spokesperson for the Army Missile

Command in Huntsville, Ala., which oversees develop-

ment of the Patriot system, said, "they are making the

missiles as fast as they can make them."

\US POW reported killed

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

speech in which he again threatens to kill Americans

and undertake all sorts of despicable acts of war.

Allied officials have said as many as 100 Iraqi planes,

which combat and transport aircraft, have taken refuge

in Iran, which has declared its neutrality in the gult

war. Iraq has about 700 planes in its air force.

The Tehran government has promised to impound

the planes until the war's end.

But Saddam, asked about the planes, told CNN that

"Iraq and Iran are neighboring Muslim countries and

regardless of the circumstances of the past, they both

see the current confrontation here as a battle between

faith and the infidel." Iran and Iraq fought an eight-

year war which ended in 1988.

Asked if the planes would be used in the current con-

flict, Saddam said: "Each case in its own cir-

cumstance." .

Fitzwater said the U.S. military knows where the Ira-

qi planes are. "They watched them go in, he said.

"They'll attack them when they come out.

His remarks were echoed by Stevens. Pressed by

reporters about the departure of Iraqi planes to Iran,

he said any aircraft would be shot down over Iraq.

iVi^l
'it**
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POSTER SALE
Most Images

Only $5 and $6
*WJMil f&&*

ix
i#o»u» l

'«**
Musk

a**

Baryshnikov ^y

^U* O** Rock Posters

»

^
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Car*
Over 1000 Different

Selections

Featuring Works
By:

WARHOL. DAU. MONET, Date

ANSEL ADAMS, TALBOT,
M C ESCHER, VAN GOGH, Time

PICASSO, ROCKWELL,
MATISSE, DEGAS. WYETH "ace

Sponsor WMUA91.1 FM

What a profound philosophy:

Affordable
Video Rentals
• Free memberships
• After hours drop slot

• Great prices on audio and
video accessories

• VCR rentals—no deposit

• 3 day 2 night rentals

• Open everyday 10am to 10pm
AND MUCH MORE!

NEWS ARRIVALS
I In I i

I'vhiM.m

1)1. 1 laid

d Sr;

II

lis

l>. It.i 1 wii V _'

Wed. Jan. 30 thru Fri. 1

9 AM. -430 P.M.

Student Union Ballroom

SOUNDS EASY VIDEO
The Intelligent Choice

BIGGEST & BEST SELECTION

Amherst

! 6 University Drive

549-5200

Greenfield

21 Mohawk Trail

772-2141

Northampton
N. King St.

Hamp Plaza

586-7260

Computerized aerobic machines than any club in the Valley.

Stairmasters • Lifecycles * Gravitron • Biocycle • Treadmills

New • New • New • I I * ft
;T"',U • New • New • New

SPRING BREAK 91

CANCUN, MEXICO
FEATURING THE OASIS CANCUN HOTEL

Special suspended oak wood floor • Certified Instructors

Bench Step • Low Impact • High/Low • Boxercise • Stretch

'Total body conditioning plus the skill of selfdefense.

Largest full-time Karate studio in Western Mass.

STARTING MARCH 16, 1991

THRU MARCH 23, 1991

PRICES BASED ON QUAD.

CARIBE INTERNATIONAL $399

MARGARITA HOTEL **49

CALINDA QUALITY HOTEL «469

TERRAMAR HOTEL $509

AQUAMARINA HOTEL $549

OASIS CANCUN HOTEL $569

HOLIDAY INN CROWN PLAZA$599

MELIA TURQUESA $599

r

FROM

$399
COMPLETE

SERVICES, INC.

COMPLETE PARTY WEEK INCLUDES:

RT AWARE (FROM SELECT CmES), RT. TRANSFERS.

7 MGHTS HOTEL. 3 HOUR CRUISE. BEACH PARTES.

FREE ADMSStON INTO NIGHTCLUBS. ALL HOTEL TAXES.

AND ADVANCE TRAVEL TOUR HOSTS ON LOCATION

• PRCES BASED OUT OF N.Y. ADD $200 FOR BOSTON

ALL MAJOR CREDTT CARDS ACCEPTED.

FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL

TOLL FREE 800-283-8767

AMHERST
ATHLETIC
CLUB

460 West St.

KARATE
HEALTH &

South Amherst FITNESS
256-0080 CENTERrERj
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Editorial/Opinion
The opinions on this page are those of the individual writa or cartoonist and do not necessarily reflect the views of the Collegian or the University unless otherwise noted

True American killers i

—

Bairaged with images of protest

movements, I cannot help but feel sicken-

ed by the inherent hypocrisy of any
statements about peace. After the second

full week of bombing against Iraq, how can

any logical person feel that s/he represents

peace?

We are Americans. We are violent peo-

ple. And we couldn't care less about the Ira-

qi people. Does anyone have the guts to ap-

proach Iraqi citizens who just lost their

families, homes (and, in the near future,

possibly their leader) and say, "I just want
peace, really I do. I just want to put sanc-

tions on your country, so you can die of star-

vation instead." We are at war. It is about

killing and death, and we are the ones who
started it. Let's face the facts.

Minu Sebastian

This obviously is not another Vietnam.

During the anti-war period of that time,

there were some who spoke sense.

Remember the words of Stokely Car-

michael, a Black activist: "We are not

reformers. . .we do not wish to be part of

the government of the U.S.A. or the

American regime. We are revolutionaries."

"Like the Vietnamese, we want to stop

cold the greatest destroyers of humanity,

the American leadership." And Cleveland

Sellers, vowed to help Vietnam "fight to

keep America from taking her tungsten,

tin and rubber." What has happened to

these leaders?

What about we minority Americans? Do
we have a right to claim to be against the

United States? Why is it that most of us

spend our time complaining about how op-

pressed we are and how racist this society

is? And, now some estimates indicate that

40 percent of the forces in Saudi Arabia are

from minority groups.

Do we have any dignity or self-respect?

How can it be that we are killing Third

World people? Those people represent our

roots. Whose side are we on, anyway?

Some people say they joined the Army for

economic reasons. Does that make us any

less responsible for the killings of Arab peo-

ple? When will we be able to face the truth?

We are minority Americans. Who are our

leaders? We don't have any. But who cares,

the liberals will save us. They'll provide the

guilt that is necessary for us to survive, no

problem. We just want a piece of the pie.

It's owed to us.

What about those immigrant families

who bring up their children with shameless

and integrationist values? What is their

motive? A chance at the good life. Now we

too can aspire to live stable, pathetic and

shallow lives.

We can't even ally ourselves with any

Third World struggle.

We're not from the Third World. We
are simply foolish people hoping that no

one will see through our sham. We just

want equal rights, equal opportunity and

equal access to the power in this country.

But of course it's not our fault we are kill-

ing Third World people.

We're no different than any other

American in this country. We may not

have White skin, but we continue to

perpetuate every despicable thing that this

country, our country, is about. Why?

When it comes down to it, our only iden-

tity is that of being American. We share

the values, the material wealth and the

bullshit. Forget about pride, identity and

the cultures that we are descendants of. We
are not part of them.

The line has been drawn.

We are the killers.

Minu Sebastian is a Collegian columnist

V¥ & is a PicrW oVau JL \

\UM)0LD

Anyone who has had five columns printed and wishes a weekly or biweekly

spot needs to attend the followiny meeting or notify Editorial Editor, Jeremy

Levinson. 5:30 PM, Thursday, January 31 in the Collegian's newsroom.
* *

Work for the Ed/Oppage! The editorial editor is looking for an associate editor

and editorial cartoonists. Please come down to the Collegian and fill out an

application.
• * *

All submissions to the Ed/Op page should be typed, double spaced and include

a phone number. A letter is less than 50 lines and am column between 50 and

70. Get on it.

40 percent of the forces in Saudi Arabia are Minu Sebastian is a ^onegian nwnM«
^ • 1 • 1*

Messrs. Madson and Weitzer - 'Rats' leaving a sinking ship

"It is a sad man who feeds the alligators hoping only to

be eaten last."

There is a shake-up happening at Fort Whitmore this

semester because two senior administrators, the Vice

Chancellor of Student Affairs Dennis Madson and his

assistant Billy Weitzer have quit their jobs here at UMass

to go work at other colleges. Now that we are moving in-

to our fourth consecutive year of budget cuts, the ad-

ministration and faculty are coming to grips with the fact

that their strategy, or lack thereof, for dealing with the

crisis has been a dismal failure.

The departure of these two is proof of something that

everyone knows but won't say publicly: The University

is a sinking ship and the only thing left to do now is to

get out while it still maintains some respect nationally.

But, leaving exposes the Big Lie that administrators like

Billy and Denny have been propagating for the last few

years. Throughout the budget crisis, they have been run-

ning around campus telling the different campus consti-

tuencies - the unions, the undergrads, and the grads -

that we are all in this together. One big, happy "communi-

ty" free of individual interests.

The truth is though that each constituency is part of

a hierarchy on campus. At the top sit the administrators,

who want everyone to sit tight, take the budget cuts on

the chin and not make any problems.

Just below the administrators, comes that army of

generals, also known as the faculty, who haven't yet learn-

ed that effective organizing takes more than passing

resolutions at Faculty Senate meetings and rubbing

elbows with Bill Cosby at a thousand-dollar-a-head

fundraiser.

Below the faculty are the staff and grad students. These

are the working people of the University. They feed us,

they clean up after us and they teach us. The only thing

keeping these two groups from being completely powerless

is that they have unions.

Ted Chambers

Finally at the very bottom are the undergraduates, who,

for the last four years or so, have been powerless when

it comes to protecting their interests. Sure, they have the

Student Government Association, but the problem there

is that it is filled with middle class kids who are virtual-

ly untouched by budget cuts because their parents have

plenty of money to send them here. They can afford to

screw around in the Student Senate and fight about

nothing because they don't need to work to put themselves

through school.

Meanwhile, the administration and the faculty at

UMass are among the highest paid public employees in

the state. So, when it comes to fighting budget cuts, they

are dependent upon the students to do all of the activism

for them. As one prominent faculty member put it to me
during the student strike last year, "It is awful hard to

tell the public that you are not getting enough money

when the average professor here makes over $50,000 a

year and three ofthe top five public employees in the state

are working at Whitmore."

The point is that the undergraduates are getting used.

They have been the backbone of this campus' effort to fight

the budget cuts. As a constituency, they have given more

time and resources than other. They rallied, they lobbied,

they organized against Citizens for Limited Taxation, they

called their parents and our legislators and yet every

semester, the cost of attending UMass gets more and more

out of reach.

We have suffered disproportionately from the budget

crisis because the administration and other campus con-

stituencies have used the undergrads as a buffer against

the budget cuts by raising our tuition and fees 65 percent

over the last three and a half years. And, because people

like Denny Madson and Joe Duffey believe that

undergrads' parents can afford to pay more, we can ex-

pect the increases to continue.

It's time for undergrads to bite the hand that feeds them

shit. They have to organize and take advantage of the ad-

ministration's ineffectiveness. And, more importantly,

undergrads have got to start letting them know that rais-

ing fees and tuition is not an option.

This semester, the war is bound to pit students against

students. But, remember that there is one issue that we

can all stand side by side on. Ifyou are an undergraduate,

the fight against budget cuts begins right here on cam-

pus, and it's time to start making it happen.

As for Messrs. Madson and Weitzer, your incessant foot

dragging and bad faith negotiations will not be missed.

And, please gentlemen don't let the door hit you in the

ass on the way out.

Ted Chambers is <z UMass student

In trying times, dean extends welcome

On behalf of the staff in the Dean of

Students office, I welcome you back to

campus. We're glad your here.

Normally a letter such as this would

express the wish that you've had a

restful and fun break from your studies;

and that you've returned invigorated

and ready to take on a challenging

Sadly, that is not the situation we find

ourselves in. January 1991 has been a

distressing and sobering time for our

country. Whatever one's views about

the Tightness of what's happening in the

Persian Gulf, no one welcomes war and

the destruction it brings.

As each of us reflects, evaluates and

perhaps takes action upon our beliefs

and feelings, I ask that we remember

this community's standards of civility

and free and open discourse. If we are

to learn and better understand what is

happening, truly we need not only to

speak and be heard, but also to stop and

listen.

The University is already planning a

number offorums to address the Persian

Gulf Crisis. One event is scheduled for

February 3, 7 p.m., in the Student

Union Ballroom. Watch for additional

activities in the coming weeks.

To those of you with family and

friends in the Gulf, you have our heart-

felt support.

If their are ways in which the com-

munity can address your needs, I hope

you will let us in the Dean of Students

Office know. m

Jo-Anne Thomas Vanin

Dean of Students/Associate Vice
Chancellor

I'll bring home the bacon, you fry it

Mother gave me a pink apron for

Christmas. My reply was, "Thanks Ma, it

will look nice on my future husband."

What never ceases to amaze me in these

liberal days of feminist freedom are those

who insist on giving mixed messages. My
mother, for example, is a woman who has

prided herself on being a single parent and

maintaining her career.

From my earliest recollection she taught

me a maxim: "Never rely on a man." Then,

paradoxically, she gives me a pink apron

and inquires about the progress ofmy love

life. Although she grew up with the

women's movement, when I declare that I

want a "wife," she doesn't know what I'm

talking about.

Most of us realize that women have suf-

fered a great deal due to the traditional

"June Cleaver" stereotype instilled by

men. Despite greater awareness and

meager improvements, patriarchy prevails

in our society.

Now, we have a mentality that "allows"

a woman to work, but still expects her to

cook and clean and take care of children.

Today, the belief is that women can "have

it all" while most men go on doing what

they've been accustomed to doing all along

— relying on women.
However, women are beginning to wise

up. They no longer want to "have it all"

in terms of: Career + Homemaker =

Headache.

I believe the next decade will re-define

modern man in order to accommodate the

working women. Hopefully this will en-

courage men to enroll in cooking classes,

as TV dinners get more expensive. A man
who can't cook today is like a girdle, out-

dated; and will probably be without a date

in the 1990s. So, please guys, do your part

and learn to make something besides pasta.

As for my apron, I'm hanging it up.

J. Brittany Ham
Amherst
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Mother writes tune to soldiers [Dems meet with Weld
I Majority leaders discuss budgetproposalBy MICHELLE LOCKE

Associated Press

SPRINGFIELD - The day her friend

sobbed out her fears for the safety of a son

in the Persian Gulf, Mikki Viereck sat

down at her kitchen table and wrote a

ballad about the anguish of sending

children to war.

Three weeks later, the shoestring-budget

single is getting regular play on local radio

stations and had attracted national atten

tion, an unexpected success that has

Viereck shocked but happy.

"You can't imagine how exciting this is.

I can't even eat or sleep or anything,"

Viereck said yesterday.

"I'm a housewife from Springfield, who
happened to write a song that kind of vents

the emotions that moms feel in something

like this. I know other moms feel this way

or otherwise this song wouldn't be so

popular right now. You want to protect

them from the world forever," she said.

Married and the mother of 18-year-old

Lino and 13-year-old Zack, Viereck has

been singing local gigs with her band

Mikki and Co. for two decades.

The song that has been brought her in-

terviews on national television was writ-

ten in about one hour in early January

after a visit from a friend upset about her

son, a Marine stationed in the Gulf.

"She said a lot of things that brought

really motherly emotions out ofme because

moms always want to fix everything,"

Viereck said.

After writing the song, Viereck's friend

and composer Steve Moser write the music

and they reworked some of the lyrics

together. The song was recorded "for

almost nothing," at Lion Recording, a

Southwick company.
"The night the war started is when we

were sitting in the studiojust beginning to

record. It was really weird," she said.

The song made its debut on Springfield

radio station WMAS-FM and has been

played on several stations.

WMAS Program Director Ed Kelly said

he has since mailed off several copies of the

tape, including to stations in Texas and

Wisconsin.

Bill Hess, program director for another

Springfield station, WHYN-FM, said he

has received calls from stations in Arizona

and Nevada looking for copies of the tape,

which is being distributed by Strawberries,

a Milford-based record store £hain.

"We get calls every time we play it, he

said.

Sales figures were not available, but in-

itial responses has shown strong reaction,

said Paul Grasso of Strawberries' Milford

office.

'It's very relevant to what s going on,

clearly and makes (listeners) feel good to

be a part of it," he said.

The song, which begins with the lines

"Oh I wish that I could fix this," is from

a mother to her child and includes the

refrain of:
,

"But a mother knows when her baby s

heart is hurting,

A mother knows that no child should

have to fight.

But a mother knows when our country

comes a-calling,

That our children have to do what they

think is right."

Viereck says there's no political message

behind the song and she wants it to stay

that way.
"I'd like it to be kind of neutral, she

said.

"My honest opinion is I wish to God we

didn't have to do this but this is our coun-

try and I just feel like that guy would have

been right at our back door really soon,"

she said.

So far, Viereck and Moser haven't made

"penny one," but if sales continue strong,

Viereck plans to donate some of the pro-

ceeds to a charity benefiting veterans.

fVW 44+-

WANTED
Assistant Assistant

Business Finance

Manager Manager

EXPERIENCE is a must to be

successful in gaining the com-

petitive edge in today's Business

World.

We are looking for:

Ambitious
Responsible

Organized
SOPHOMORES

with good communications skills.

Applications are available at the

Collegian — 113 Campus Center

and must be submitted no later

than Friday February 8. 1991.

The Colleqian is an EOF

BOSTON (AP) - Senate President

William Bulger predicted yesterday the

Legislature would have a "heavy

debate" when it takes up Gov. William

Weld's deficit reduction package.

Weld briefed Bulger, House Speaker

Charles Flaherty (D-Cambridge) and

other Democratic legislative leaders on

the package, but Flaherty and Bulger

said the Republican governor did not

provide them with details on many of

the proposals.

Weld's plan, to be unveiled fully

Thursday, is aimed at erasing a pro-

jected deficit of $850 million for the cur-

rent fiscal year and a $1.8 billion short-

fall for the fiscal year 1992, which starts

July 1.

"I think there will be heavy, heavy

debate. There are vast and profound

philosophical questions to be answered,

Bulger said. Bulger (D-Boston) declin-

ed to specify what those questions are,

saying that he would consult with fellow

Senate Democrats before taking a stand

on the package.

Flaherty said, however, the

Legislature will have no options but to

vote for a cuts package, although he said

he might be different from the one

presented by Republican Weld.

"There are only two ways to balance

a budget for fiscal "91, through cuts or

additional taxes or a combination of the

two. I think everyone agrees that there

will be no possibility of additional

revenue," Flaherty said.

"We are in a narrowed field of options

these days," Bulger said.

The two top legislative leaders and

Weld agreed the meeting was cordial

and was a briefing, rather than a debate

over the plan's specifics.

"We weren't really getting into the

substance or the merits of the various

proposals," Weld said at an impromptu

news conference.

"They weren't swarming out of the

room. On the other hand, the speaker

made the point that silence is not to be

taken as acceptance."

Weld's top fiscal advisor, Administra-

tion and Finance Secretary Peter

Nessen, said he also expected intensive

debate. J

College
Blowout

featuring Road Runner Recording Artists

THE NEIGHBORHOODS and

ONE EYED JAKE

18 and over

welcome

Free bus service from

UMass Campus
(Southwest Horseshoe)

$1.00 off with college I.D.

Wed. January 30

live at

Route 9, Hadley

586-4463

University of

Massachusetts

at Amherst
Think
Spring!
A perfect time

for renewal and

new beginnings.

Renew your life goals, your career, or your

personal life. Over 200 fresh credit courses and

Adventures in Lifelong Learning workshops are

being hatched at UMass this spring.

Late register through February 11.

Classes start January 29.

For more information, contact the Division of

Continuing Education, Goodell Building, or call

545-2414.

isio\ or (o\ri\ii\(. i.i)i(\ii<>\

Thipd Vorld Affairs
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You'renevertooyoung

to change the world
We're attracted to college students for what

they haven't learned: limitations. Systems to appli-

cations, multimedia to networking, you won't find

any limitations at Microsoft.

What you will find are small

teams and immediate responsibil-

ity for important projects.

We're out to revolutionize

the world with our vision of

personal computing. And we're

looking for the brightest technical

minds to do it. Many of them

already work here as Software

Design Engineers and Program

Managers—learn how you can

join them.

Company presentation

Feb. 6. 1991 7:00 p.m.

he Mather Career Centei

Inten iews for summer

SDH Program Managers

Feb. 7. 1991

See your Career Center

lor details

If you are pursuing an MS or PhD degree in

Computer & Information Science, Math, Electrical

Engineering or a related technical area, then let's

talk about your programming experi-

ence, design skills and/or exposure to

managing projects. We're having a

company presentation the night

before our on-campus interviews.

We're looking forward to talking

with you there—even if you're NOT
signed up on our interview schedule.

Relocation is available for summer

positions.

We are an equal opportunity

employer and are working toward a

more culturally diverse workplace.

Microsoft
Making it all make sense"

ARTS & LIVING
Thev won't grab you, but may grow on you

•J ... i; ..-J L..j^m<)Ti, iwi™».« Thankfully. Laura B. doesn't winge an<

By PAMELA McCARTHY
Collegian Staff

They Eat Their Own
They Eat Their Own
Relativity Records

There are some bands that just grab you,

and make you want to listen to their songs

until your brain melts out of your ears and

your hair turns grey. They Eat Their

Own isn't one of those bands. Thank God,

since no one would look all that good with

their grey matter dripping on the floor,

anyhow.

They Eat Their Own's self-titled album

will grow on you. By all rights, it shouldn't.

They are at the junction between

mainstream metal and college alternative

enough to make anyone cringe, but

Laura B. manages to pull off such a usual-

ly awful combination with style. You even

get to like it. Or at least, I did.

The songs in the album are catchy — a

few times I had to fight the urge to skip

rope. Usually, I would be saved from such

a healthy activity by a change in the beat,

a drop in the voice, and a changing of the

harmony. Good, keep 'em guessing.

Vocalist Laura B. wrote most of the

material. Lyrics, music, and everything.

You know what her political views are

after listening to the songs - very, very

politically correct. And while some of the

songs are almost annoyingly so, there are

a couple of bursts of good quality music and

lyrics.

The first cut, "Better Now," was
mainstream meuu uuu w«icgc o.«,i ••»».« *»«, «.-* — » -• TT^ t^%

Porter tunes to benefit AIDb

energetic and hard-edged. The lyrics were

bleakly ironic, and had a message without

shoving it in your face. The music rolled

along smoothly, but not too smoothly; this

isn't supposed to be an easy ride. Laura B.

used her voice by increase pitch and

volume to add to the jolts. Definitely a good

tune.

"Like a Drug" is the song that has got-

ten the most airplay of any of the other

songs on the album. Once I heard it, I could

see why. The song is about a relationship

that Judy Tenuta must've been thinking

of when she said, "Did you ever start

dating someone because you were too lazy

to commit suicide?" Yeah - neurtoic and

psychotic significant others from hell, and

the idiots who stay with them because it

provides drama in their boring lives.

Thankfully, Laura B. doesn't winge and

whine like Pat Benatar did when she sang

about her destructive relationships. The

song is tight, and carries you through. The

lyrics are simple and direct, something

more songwriters need to master. Also, it's

a brutally honest song, which is refreshing

considering They Eat Their Own was

created in Hollywood, city of lies and glitz.

"Why Don't You Disagree?" is the only

other relationship song (I'm so glad she

kept it to a minimum — I could really care

about how every break up in a singer's love

life is like). The lyrics are bitingly funny

and sad at the same time. The beat is fast,

and the melody is gripping.

Somehow, they make you like them. The

album is flawed, but it is entertaining, and

has originality.

By CHRIS MUTHER
Collegian Staff

Red, Hot and Blue

Various Artists

Chrysalis Records

Cole Porter wrote smooth, swinging, flowing pop. Songs

AP Photo

Neneh Cherry gives an interesting rendition

of "Under My Skin" by Cole Porter.

that are perfect for the warblers and synth-pop wizards

of the 90's. Red, Hot and Blue merges the two effortless-

ly together in a collection to raise proceeds for AIDS

The twenty track album boosts a wide variety of per-

formers, encompassing many tastes. It kicks off with a

Neneh Cherry reworking of "I've Got You Under My

Skin." Cherry adds her own twist to the track, rapping

about the tragedy of AIDS.

The songs on the album are not simple cover versions

of Porter's songs but in most cases elaborate reworkings

and rewriting. There are four tracks by female artists that

stick to the traditional Porter arrangements, of the four,

K D Lang's "So In Love," is a clear stand-out.

Her haunting, powerful vocals and sparse musical ac-

companiment brings out the beauty of her voice. The other

women belting out ballads include disco diva Lisa

Stansfield with "Down In The Depths," Sinead O Connor s

smooth "You Do Something To Me," and pop-dance queen

Jody Wately with "After You Who."

The Thompson Twins are another stand-out with their

dance-trash version of "Who Wants To Be A Millionare

Deborah Harry and Iggy Pop camp it up with the track

"Well, Did You Evah!" in which they the trash

"Hollywood Scene."

Kristy MacColl and the Pogues team up again after

their 1987 hit "A New York Farie Tale" for "Miss Otis

Regrets, Just One OfThose Things." The song moves from

Celtic-hillbilly strains to heavy Pogue-trash.

Fine Young Cannibals offer their first new song since

1989's The Raw and the Cooked. "Love For Sale, an

acoustic, beatnik style rythmic song.

Gay disco favorites Erasure and Jimmy Somerville each

turn out burning dance versions. Erasure's cartiomng

"Too Darn Hot," and Somerville's sexy "From This Mo-

ment On" are both clever updates of Porter tunes

David Byrne turns the country-western favorite Don t

Fence Me" into an international-flavored percussion-

heavy song that sounds amazingly like Paul Simon s new

^Others on the collection include U2, the Neville

Brothers, Aztec Camera and Tom Waits.

ACADKMY.MISIC fajjfo ^^
NORTHAMPTON VU -^S V

NOW-The Only Area Engagement

Curtain Daily 6:30 and 9:00

Rostand's classic romantic adventure

with GERARD DERPARDIEU as the

"DEFINITIVE CYRANO"—N.Y. Times

"MAGNIFICENT
A HUGELY ENTERTAINING SPECTACIK'

"IT'SA REALLY ROMANTIC AND
FUN MOVIE" -wn-

"GIORIOUS"
-Rklurd Schickel, TIME

,-r
C Y rA N O
D E B G E R A C

A Aim by jEAr*F*UL RAPPENEAI1
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THERE'S
A COVER!!

Thurs. January 31

9pm—1am

The HALBENOIT
BAND

Friday and Saturday

February 1st and 2nd

9pm—1am

WILDCAT
OHALLORAN

fine new, used & children's books

European, art & literary periodicals

publisher's overstocks at 30%-80% off

special orders*out-of-print searches

Open 7 Days-Mon-Sat 9-9;Sun 10-5-38 Pleasant St., Northampton MA 584-0375-586-5838
[

i;\IKS OF SMITH rOl.l.KCK

Interested in being a...

University Tour Guide

Admissions Representative

Summer Counselor
Applications available at the

University Admissions Center

Sunday 8pm—12am

OPEN MIC NIGHT
^MARK SNOW

THURSDAYS OPEN
9pm—1am

South Hadley

535-1 1 1

1

Route 116
Sunderland
665-8788

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

tor only.30c

Expires 3-30-91

1 coupon per order

| value for only

S $1.99
i

i

i

i expires 3-30-91

1 coupon per order

I

I

I

I

«

I

I

expires 3-30-91

not good with

any other offer
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An entertaining night of ska
By BROOKE R. BURTON
Collegian Correspondent

Baba Yaga
The Iron Horse
Monday, January 28

What does good ska music and a witch that lives in a

house with chicken feet have in common? Not to confuse

the reader, I divulge the answer which is not a punch line.

Baba Yaga is the name of the UMass band which has

borrowed its title from Russian folklore and has taken a

step towards making it big in the happy valley after their

Iron Horse performance on Monday.

The Umass based band consists ofTom Adams on drums

and back-up vocals, Andy Bergman on sax and other wind

HUNAN GOURMET
^ CHINESE RESTAURANT ;Jg

ADVOCATE
• REST*

Of

THE VALLEY
RfcADfRSPOlX

1990

The aroma, sound & taste

of authentic Chinese cubfcie

prepared Hunan, Szechuan,

Mandarin or Cantonese style

— especially for you!

Vt

•FULL LIQUOR LICENSE*

261 King St., Northampton* 585-0202 • Ample Parking

Open 7 days a wee**No MSG
TAKE OUT SERVICE AVAILABLE

iffi

instruments, Pete McCauley on guitar and lead vocals,

and Adam Putnam on bass.

The first set opened up with the energetic solo perfor-

mance of Pete McCauley on guitar. McCauley, who is in-

fluenced by Jimi Hendrix, Michael Hedges, and Stevie

Ray Vaughan, performed an hour of originals and Paul

Simon's "Me and Julio Down by the School Yard" and

the Police's "Da Doo Doo" with a new angle that was full

of happiness and energy.

McCauley's original lyrics are those of a story teller. He

sings of war, peace, friends, Shell Silverstein's "The Giv-

ing Tree", and most commonly - women. McCauley's

lyrics speak directly to the audience's hearts which are

torn by the terror of war and the pain associated with love.

McCauley entertained his audience with his exhilarating

and energized music which is reminiscent of Sting in his

early club days.

After a twenty minute intermission which gave the au-

dience a chance to enjoy the candle lit atmosphere, the

four person band of Baba Yaga claimed the stage as their

own with their opening piece "38 Maple Wood Drive"

which with its driving beat brought the full house crowd

to its feet as the song talked of the journey of Odysseus.

The sound of the group certainly has a jazzy under tone

with Bergman's saxophone and Putnam's bass line.

Adams' drumming and McCauley's guitar kept the music

up-beat and happy. Most of Baba Yaga's set were originals

which the band have been putting together as drummer

Tom Adams says, "as they come upon them."

The music ranges from a driving jazzy ska, to a

danceable "P.C." beat. After their debut at the Iron Horse

on Monday, the music of Baba Yaga and Pete McCauley

has captured an audience with their lyrics, exciting

rhythm, and entertaining style.

Now Open in Town! i^^wswi
;,,ii^A . .J

Palace

f* Restaurant
Accept Visa/MC

Reservations Accepted

28 Main Street, Northampton, MA
584-4892

AL-BUMS^ EXTRA CASH?
WE BUY 'SELL "TRADE

USED CDs, LPs & CASSETTES

All Used Sales Guaranteed.

HIGH QUALITY-EXTRA STURDY

WOOD FURNITURE
B-x)Kcases»LP Shelves»Tat>les»Stereo Centers

CD A Cassette Racks«Coftee Tables and More!

ALL SHAPES AND SIZES

MouiMo" ;» MM Sin IJ-S 1»i « P»»»»m St. Amtitra 2S3-7137

.SUBWAY*
DAILY SPECIALS:

$2.99 for certain

foot long subs!

STARTING FEBRUARY:
TWO for TUESDAY

BUY ONE Foot Long, get one

FREE (higher price prevails)

BUY ONE Regular Foot Long,

get one Regular Foot Long

FREE with a soda

(higher price prevails)

=munDRV

8 anvil pm • 7 days

• Coin Operated Washers and Dryers

• State of the Art Machines
• Snack Bar

• Big Screen T.V.

• Pool Table and Video Games
• Senior Citizen Discount

COUPON COUPON

$1.00 off any size

washer
1

1
10 percent off dry cleaning

Limit 1 coupon per visit

1

1

1

1

Limit 1 coupon per visit

expires: March 1, 1991
expires: March 1, 1991

I

ATTENTION
ALL INTERESTED

ARTISTS
The Collegian is accepting

submissions for new student cartoons

through Sunday, Febuary 3.

Drop off samples

(with address and phone -)

To Managing Editor

545-3500

The Collegian is an C.O.E.

THE FAR SIDE

By GARY LARSON

CALVIN AND HOBBES By BILL VATTERSON

March 20-24

Full payment dadline Feb 1

HEED A VACATION SPOT...
Imagine yourself in a land with more than 10.000

pubs to choose from set in a scenic landscape of

rugged cliffs, beautiful bays and quaint villages for

5 days for only $599
West coast tour includes

• AerLingus roundtrip flight from Boston
• First Class Hotels

• Transportaion/Guide throughout
• Sightseeing tours

• Breakfast and dinner
• Nightly entertainment ..and much more

Call now to reserve your seat Space is limited

Final payment due 8 Feb 91

Legal age 18 _ _, ««.«-_
Rita k. Burke 549-1256

adventura travel
233 N Pleasant St , Amherst Carnage Shops

WHO NOOLD LMCt TO
SUMMARIZE MMMTttAIST
RE*D ? CWNIN, UOW

ABOUT NO) 7

SORSH ' I'M WERE M&MUST
m i\\lV. I REWSETO

COOPERATE

.

BOPY "TO SCU0OL,8VJT TO
cm CHWM tAH smir/ W
SPIRIT ROMS FREE f WAILS

CAW CPHF\NE IT.
1 LAMS

OUT RESTOMU IT.' MJWDWT1

HAS NO POYiEfc CMEfc \M

CMMH \F SOO'D FAJT UALf

TTAE ENERGN Of SoUR PROTESTS

100 OM TRN TO

l£M£ h MESSAGE

BUT W1 SP\R\T

SCREENS \TS

CMJLS

(JO

DILBERT By SCOTT ADAMS

WHAT, MO COLLAR?

YOU'RE GOING TO

THE PUPPY PENl-

TENTINW, PAL !

LIFE IN HELL

Montgomery's Florist

Valentines Day
Thursday, February 14

a rose 1«

is a rose |ji

is a rose? J«

Montgomery's Florist

Finest Quality Roses available

whether it's an impressive dozen

or a romantic single rose-

Montgomery's is the place for roses.

QUOTE OF THE DAY

"Running is an unnatural act.

except from enemies and to the

bathroom."
— Unknown

DAILY CROSSVORD PUZZLE

Edited By TRUDE MICHEL JAffE

ACROSS
t Wharl

5 Squeeze
10 European

blacfcbird

13 Essence
14 Poe bird

15 Meerschaum
16 Where Priam

ruled

17 Foe
18 Wonderlui

Lite

19 John Wilfces

Booth e g
21 Doughnut eater

:
rhaps

23 rwue pan
?4 Intiii'lf

?6 Hoibdcy s

28 Tlie Hoops
Inr .'

30 TheiP'

31 Awa"l
34 Comdoi
38 Ingpnuous

39 flynn

41 Sports

overseer Abbr

42 Alight

44 Demanding
46 Elia

48 Novelist

rjmberto

49 Ballet step

50 Folks at ease?

54 Coup d —
56 Ottered a view

57 01 a demesne
61 Gimlet

62 Yemenites

64 Pale tan

65 The — of

March
66 Northern

French city

67 Zola heroine

68 Aclor Beatty

69 Shoe parts

70 Baseball tamily

name

DOWN
1 Inlormation

2 Belongs to us

3 Bridge

4 Eskimo cralt

5 Distinction

6 Far East queen

7 Happening

8 Theological mst

9 Former
Tomorrow

host

10 Big Bear Mike

1

1

Recesses
12 Deteriorates

15 Be precise

20 Symptom
22 U S Open

sponsor

25 Qmet'i'l.

26 Broadway
luirnb

2 7 P'hlo s gait

29 Copyist

32 Tends

33 Samovar
35 Doubting

36 A Turner

37 Diner sign

40 Permits

43 Leveret

45 Red
pitcher

Mario

47 Heroes
rewards

50 Sign ol spring

51 Lyric poem
52 Worn down

53 Petite

55 Bullring

58 Competent

59 Florence s

river

60 Kauai

get together

63 Wayne* "—
Bravo

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE

I 1991 Lai An*rln limn S>ndic«tf 1/30/91

rtENU
LUNCH
Hamburger

Clam Roll

BASICS LUNCH
Oatburgers

Clam Roll

DINNER
Chicken Fajitas

Kielbasa Dog

BASICS DINNEL'
Tofu PaUie

Chicken Fajitas

By MATT GROENING
YOUR DAILY HOROSCOPE

By JEANE DIXON

6 University Drive—Next to Louis Foods—Amherst (413) 549*2640

TANGELO PIE
By Tin SNIFFEIS

Kicfloiu

fWsJ'm falling Aileep

a«mfl alibis reaching fKoiM

do you m/rnf'

\ 1m lookinq wf

^ if I if «WuWw«k

584-3798

350 Russell St. Hadley
(Rt. 9, across from Burger King)

^W «• ^P ^r^ •* r^^ JQ

Of<wfse,h hitler lift

(ami, like M*k * Imp,

bouhl liqhf will carte <\

sQt»rira«ce-hki

y-'/>

Well, Vm off hike
libfoy\i,fOotomajt. oec,

you /« <k feu hours.

ARIES (March 21-April 19): A
scholarly saga gets the atten-

tion you have been seeking. A
financial blockbuster is possible!

Family differences could slow

progress. Romance is sweeter

the second time around.

TAURUS (April 20-May 20):

Lighten up and everyday life

will become more rewarding. In

business, rely on yourself more

than your friends. You will van-

quish an opponent if you use

your brain.

GEMINI (May 21-June 20):

Make certain your name is

synonymous with excellence

and sales will improve. Those in

the arts could benefit from a

government grant. New
technology helps you do more

and earn more.

CANCER (June 21-July 22): A

visit to the bank or an accoun-

tant will give you the answers

you need. Save for the future.

Do not be tempted to gamble

on what friend calls a "sure

thing."

LEO (July 23 - Aug. 22): The

patterns you set now will let

you attain important goals later

on. A financial situation can be

improved if you listen to ad-

visers. Something special

comes out of a social event.

VIRGO (Aug. 23 - Sept. 22).

Expand your repertoire, and

people who have wealth and

power will begin to help you.

You may want to work with dif-

ferent supplies. A community

project brings you together

with a loved one.

LltRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22): Get

the complete picture and

make up your own mind. Cut-

ting corners is unthinkable. In-

vest in yourself. By creating a

masterpiece, you will find both

fame and contentment.

SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21):

Your sNp comes inl An outstan-

ding purchase is possible. Your

home can be easily beautified.

Something you read or hear to-

day sends your spirits soaring.

Romance looks terrific. Dress to

impress this evening.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.

21): Snafus are possible at work.

Use utmost care in cor-

respondence and schedules. A
serious issue demands prompt

attention. It is within your power

to impress those in authority.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan.

19): A timely telephone call

could lead to an inspiring

meeting. Shared pursuits make
romance more meaningful; be

available. If red tape prevails,

be prepared to move on.

AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18):

Your forces may be scattered

now. Be careful not to push the

panic button. Hot tempers can

be can be contagious. Why not

maintain a low profile? A
telephone call revives a long-

cherished hope.

PICES (Feb. 19-March 20):lt

will be easy to put your finger

on what is wrong If you check

things out for yourself! Your

finances will improve if you

heed expert advice. Group ac-

tivities are favored tonight
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Hardly a dull moment in the year in music
_ _. „ ** a,i n*„fn iv«1 Of course it doesn't live ud to their classics Bad Moon
By SAAD HOPKINS
Collegian Staff

I'm not going to go into what kind of year 1990 was,

it was pretty self-explanitory. But I will say there was

hardly a dull moment. Black people nearly went to prison

for singing about private parts on a record, while a par-

ticular White man made millions for doing the same thing.

Madonna, upon her discovery that divorce made her even

hornier, finally got her hands slapped by MTV. And Milli

AP Photo

Luther Campbell of 2 Live Crew

Vanilli got their just rewards. Tension was turned into

an art form, and it reflects this listeners ears' top ten list

of 1990.

1) Ride — Smile and Nowhere (Creation). The best thing

to come out of England in years. To hell with all this Stone

Roses/ Soup Dragons hype, this is a really impressive

band! Each slab of vinyl they put out is worth more than

ten times its weight in gold, which is pretty remarkable

for a group who've only been together for a year and aren't

even 20 years old yet. Highly reccomended!

2) Public Enemy - Fear OfA Black Planet (Def Jam).

In what has to be one of the top ten records that ever hit

the shelves, P.E assault the corruptors and address the

real issues that have for years been deliberately shoved

under the carpet. This record chews you up and spits you

out, leaving you drained of any and all emotion. Power-

ful stuff!

3) The Boredoms - Soul Discharge (Shimmy Discs).

Noise makers from Japan. It sounds like they took tons

of acid, went into an 80 track studio and wrote the loudest

and most talentless drivel ever in the history of music.

This is a must for anyone who can fall asleep to Sebadoh

(or anyone who hates their neighbors that much).

4) The Cows — Effette and Impudent Snobs (Reptile An-

phetamine). Whatever possessed these guys to pick up in-

struments is beyond me, but I'm glad they did in any case!

Not as brutal as on the ears as Soul Discharge, the first

song off of this platter is remarkable, three and a half

minutes of psycho sound. If their next record is as good

as this one, I'll have to stop listening to the Gordons all

the time. Cool, cool, mega-cool!

5)New Kids On The Block - Step By Step (CBS).

Forget what I said about 'em earlier, NKOTB are a dar-

ing invention, and Step By Step is a dream come true.

They can dance, sing, rap, inform, pose, fall through stages

durring concerts, get the girls to scream, get the girls,

drink beer and get fresh, spend money, and about a million

other things I've always found characteristic of a great

band. NKOTB are too good for kids. Underneath all of

the pre-pubecent hype, this is a very grown up and in-

telligent record.

6) Cop Shoot Cop — The 7 (Vertical). Someone did the

right thing and put these guys on a label. Perhaps the

most disturbingly original band of the year, these people

make the perfect 90's inner city dance music that you

dance to in cheapo clubs with your gas mask on. Get a

copy with the pigs blood on it.

7) The Jungle Brothers — Done By The Forces Of
Nature (WB). A fine production by enlightened homeboys

whom at one point made really silly house records. A very

impressive and socially conscious slab ofchrome that tied

us over long enough until Fear OfA Black Planet was

released, which then promptly blew it out off the face of

the map.
8) Lush — Gala (4AD). While the majority of preten-

tious pop clones were falling in love with The Sundays,

I was pricking up my ears to a two man/ two woman
quartet called Lush. Their first EP Scar tops anything

Throwing Muses ever considered putting out. Five

beautifully written tunes about love and relationships.

At times it's pristine and colorful, and at other times it's

screaming and gut wrenching. This is the kind ofharmless

pop I'd like to hear on the upper end of the radio dial a

bit more often. It's a good bargain too! Three EPs on a

healthy sized disc.

9) Ice Cube - AmeriKKKa's Most Wanted (Profile).

When Ice Cube left NWA because Eazy-E was too

preocupied with ripping him off and singing about bitches

and ho's, NWA dug their own grave. Ice Cube made that

band, and with the exception of "Fuck The Police," every

song on this album blows away anything he ever did with

NWA. Ice Cube is angry, and here he blows off all the

steam bottled up inside ofhim, and as a result the entire

surrounding neighborhood goes up in flames with him.

10) Sonic Youth — Goo (DGC). Proof that if you really

work at it, you can sign to a major label and still sound

WINTER SESSION
GRADE REPORTS

will be mailed to students' current local

addresses the week of February 11.

DIVISION OF
CONTINUING EDUCATION
UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AT AMHERST

m£&

The
INDIA
HOUSE

f> STANLEY H. KAPLAN
JL Take Kaplan OrTakeYour Chances

RESTAURANT
Serving in the

same location on
State St. since 1984

DINNER for 2

$1 3.95 COMPLETE
ENTREES CHANGE DAILY
SUNDAY-THURSDAY

5 P.M. - 9 P.M.

»ool. Of course it doesn't live up to their classics Bad Moon

Rising, or EVOL, but it's still intense. Urban decay at

its best. The sound of yuppies looking for cheap

apartments.
Bubbling under: Buffalo Tom — Birdhrain. I call it shit

pop turned tasty. J Mascis just calls it the same old shit.

The Velvet Monkeys — Rake. New York superscum

write songs about Don Flemming's penis and take lots of

drugs in the process.

Most Annoying Record of The Year: Sinead O'Connor.

Listening to that record was like listening to nails scrap-

ing against a chalkboard for 48 solid minutes. So needless-

ly dramatic and dull.

And a big f**k you to Andrew Dice Clay and 2 Live

Crew. As an American I defend your right to be stupid.

But be forewarned that there are some "bitches" and "fag-

gots" out here who can and will kick your ass!

Trend prediction for 1991: Dancing to militant rap music

in clubs with your gas mask on.

Have a good year and don't get too depressed by the war.

Photo courtesy Beggar* Banquet/RCA

Buffalo Tom deliver crappy pop turned
tasty, just add milk.

ACADEMICS: DATE
OTHERS WHO WORK

IN ACADEME
• Low-cost network serving Amherst

and other areas in Northeast.

• Run by Ph.D. 's.

• Information is sent in a plain

envelope; privacy assured.

Academic Compan/ons«P.O. Box 193

Clinton, NY 13323
J %$$$$rrrrrrrrrr

i
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Lose 4" to 14" in one hour
Our Unique Program Helps:

^Restore elasticity to loose flabby skin 'Lose unsightly cellulitis

• Contour your body *Losefrom problem areas

Bring a friend(s) special-$30 each

2 or more people (reo $40 each)

45 STATE ST.
NORTHAMPTON, MA

5866344

Styles by Deborah
The spa for hair and skin care

65 University Drive, Amherst

Sullivan resigns as GM,
Patriots, Kiam look on
By HOWARD ULMAN
Associated Press

CAMBRIDGE - Patrick Sullivan

resigned last night after eight seasons

as general manager of the New England
Patriots and one month after they

finished their worst season ever.

Sullivan, who survived several other

occasions when his job was in jeopardy

last season said, "Now is the time for

both the Patriots and I look forward to

an exciting future."

In a prepared statement, he said, "As
always, I wish only the best for the New
England Patriots now and in the

future." The statement did not elaborate

on the reasons for leaving with six years

left on his contract.

But his duties had diminished since

Sam Jankovich became the team's chief

executive officer on Dec. 20 and was

given complete control of the organiza-

tion by owner Victor Kiam.

"The New England Patriots are

grateful to Patrick Sullivan for his three

decades of his contributions to the club,"

Kiam said.

Sullivan, 38, is the son of William H.

Sullivan, Jr., the team's original owner

when the franchise was founded in 1960.

The elder Sullivan, beset by family

financial problems, sold the team to

Kiam in October 1988.

Pat Sullivan had been with the team

since its inception, serving as a ballboy

when he was eight years old. He joined

the team on a full-time basis in 1976 and

filled a variety of roles — ticket sales,

stadium operations, publicity assistant,

assistant general manager and others.

But the 1990 season was the worst in

club history, as it lost its last 14 games

to finish 1-15.

The Patriots ended their season on

Dec. 30 with a 13-10 loss to the New
York Giants, who won the Super Bowl

on Sunday.
Sullivan's departure effectively ends

his family's input into the organization.

His father remains as club president in

a largely ceremonial role.

Given the countless hou»-s pf commit-

ment on the part of my family to the

New England Patriots," Pat Sullivan

said, "it is difficult, at best, to con-

template the idea of leaving the

organization.

"However, I have come to the conclu-

sion that it is in the best interest of my
family as well as the Patriots that I now
move on. Additionally, I have always

said that Victor Kiam has treated my
father with an abundance of dignity and

respect, and I intend to assure that rela-

tionship remains intact."

Sullivan's problems began on Sept. 17

when Boston Herald reporter Lisa Olson

was sexually harassed by several

Patriots in the team's locker room.

On Sept. 30, Kiam tried to suspend

Sullivan. But NFL Commissioner paul

Tagliabue told Kiam not to take any ac-

tion until the league's special counsel

had completed his investigation of the

incident.

The counsel's report criticized

Sullivan and Kiam.
On Dec. 12, with Kiam courting

Jankovich to become the team's ex-

ecutive officer, Sullivan said, "I'm at the

stage where my whole career is being

judged on the basis of this one year and

it's unacceptable to me because it's a

reflection of my entire life."

After meetings involving Jankovich,

Sullivan and Kiam, Jankovich became
CEO on Dec. 20. At the time, Kiam said,

"This is Sam Jankovich's era."

But Sullivan was retained as general

manager, although his duties changed.

"I'm very excited about the way
everything has worked out," he said at

the time. "Every member of this

organization needs some revitalization."

Jankovich and Sullivan reportedly

agreed that if their relationship was not

working, an agreement would be reach-

ed for Sullivan to leave.

The changes in the Patriots organiza-

tion continued when Rod Rust was fired

as coach on Jan. 4 and replaced three

days later by Dick MacPherson, former

head coach at Syracuse.
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grabbed a career-high 14 rebounds.

The win cemented Temple's spot atop the

A- 10, and extended the Owls winning

streak against UMass to 19 games.

'Zapped' by George Washington

The Temple game left the Minutemen
physically and emotionally drained as they

faced George Washington Saturday,

described coach John Calipari.

"We didn't have the mental toughness.

Temple just zapped us of the energy and en-

thusiasm we needed to get by George

Washington. We were spent," Calipari

said.

A 61-59 UMass loss was the result. The

Minutemen led 30-26 at the half and by

four, at 57-53, after a William Herndon

jumper with 2:28 to play, only to get lap-

ped at the end.

Sophomore Sonni Holland (game-high 26

points) hit a lay-up off an Ellis McKennie
feed and followed a Rodney Patterson miss

with a short jumper for a two-point GW
lead with :29 left. Patterson sealed the win

with a pair of free throws with nine seconds

left.

A Rafer Giles layup at the buzzer shrank

the final margin to two.

Return to form vs. Holy Cross

A return to the Cage after a two-game

skid, a return to an up-and-down the court

offense, and the return of a boisterous stu-

dent body from winter break added up to

a 98-94 win Monday night over non

conference Holy Cross.

The Minutemen pushed the ball up the

court at every chance, and it paid off. Hern-

don's team-high 23-point outing included

a bushel of easy baskets in the open court,

as all five UMass starters finished in dou

ble figures.

"The George Washington game showed

us that we're not going to win playing a

halfcourt game," Calipari said.

"Part of our problem is that we haven't

been running. We haven't been pushing

the ball and getting enough shots off. When
you get in the league sometimes you get a

little conservative . . . We've just got to

worry about playing our way, and if that's

good enough to win, fine."

I The win helped soothe the team psyche

as well. Said Herndon, "It was important

to see if we were going to fold, or try to win

the Atlantic 10."

As they were unable to do in losing close

games to Rutgers, Penn State, Temple and

George Washington, the Minutemen took

over in the final minutes.

The Crusaders, down 96-90 with :36 to

play, forced the Minutemen to win it at the

line. The Minutemen went the final 3:30

without a field goal but hit 11 of 16 free

throws, including a pair by Giles with three

seconds left, to seal the win.

"Our team gets teams down, and they

just won't step on them. We should have

been up 15 at halftime," Calipari said.

"But the good news is we played good down

the stretch ... We needed to play another

close game and win one."

Collegian photo by Eric Goldman

Minuteman Rafer Giles retains possession of the ball and shows other

skills against Duquesne during an Atlantic 10 Conference game this

January during winter break.

Classifieds
COMB TO THE COLLBOANgmg^VWW^nm^

ACTIVITIES

MODEL U.N. Ann Harvard Delegates'

Meeting 7PM tonighl Campus Center Con-

course -Mandatory- Updates have arrived

Call Chris 6-2652 or 6-3799

ANNOUNCEMENTS

MAKE A DIFFERENCE! Volunteer with the

Residential Recycling Program Bottles and

Cans Pilot Project. Recycling Runs Educa-

tion and the Blue Box Brigade! Sign up at

the Recycling Table on the concourse or

come to the first volunteer meeting on

Thurs Jan 31st Irom 6:30 to 7:30 P.M. n

Campus Center Room 81 1 For more into

call 545-1153.

FOR RENT

FREE color television or large microwave

with the signing of a twelve month lease 2

and 3 bedroom apartments on free bus

route with swimming pool. 6 month leases

available 665-3856.

LOVING. DEPENDABLE PERSON to care

for adorable 2 and 4 year old girls MWF
AM Own car required 549-6318

3 CREDIT RECYCUNG COURSE Tu/Th

9 30-10 45 153 Tolman Go to class to add

or call Jim or Kathleen at 545-1153

BEDi AND BREAKFAST-"downtown ideal

tor visiting parents and friends- 549-0733

AUTO FOR SALE

LARGE ROOM with walKin closet available

Puftton Village 268 month includes heat

and H20 Call: 567-3827 Ask for Lynda

IS IT TRUE Jeeps for $44

through the US. Gov t?

Call for facts!

504-649-5745 Ext S-598

EARN $300 TO $500 per week reading

books at home Call 1-615-473-7440 ext

B-281

NATIONAL MARKETING FIRM" seeks

mature, student to manage on-campus pro-

motions for top companies this school year

Flexible hours with earning potential to

$2,500 per semester Must be organized,

hardworking and money motivated Call

Christine at 800-592-2121

WANTED: Spring Break Sales Represen-

tatives Excellent opportunity to earn money
and free trips, work flexible hours and ac-

quire useful work experience Call Horizon

Unlimited Travel 800 232-3999

wTNEEO~S^F*iOTIVATED STUDENTS
Earn up to $10/hr

Market credit cards on campus Flexible

hours. Only 10 positions available

CALL NOW 1-800-950-8472 BKt.20 AL

MICHELLE MONTEITH

CONGRATULATIONS to Ms. Michelle

Monteith- Winner of two round trip Con-

tinental Tickets in our "Grand Get To Know
You" Raffle Come to Campus Travel lor

your prize Thanks to everyone else tor

entering- Watch tor our Spring Break Raf-

fle! Campus Travel 545-0500 Welcome
Back 1"

HELP WANTED

BEST FUNDRAISERS ON CAMPUS!
Is your fraternity, soronty or club interested

in earning $500 00 to $1 ,000.00 lor a one

week, on-campus marketing project? You

must be well-organized and hard working

Call Christine at 800-592-2121.

CARIBBEAN- $189' The warmth of the

Caribbean or Mexican coast tor a week R/T

Air Sunhitch +m 212-664 2000

HEYIGet your recycled note pads loose-leaf

and spiral notebooks at the Residential

Recycling Program Table on the Campus
Center Concourse All proceeds benefit the

expansion of the Recycling Program in the

Residence Halls Call 5-1 153 for more info

CHEN STYLE TAI CHI

COME LEARN THIS eariiesT form of T'ai

Chi which features slow/fast, soft/vigorous,

empty/solid movements Class begins Feb

5 and 7 Call 253-4057

W<> 'if,

COLLEGE PRO PAINTERS

IS SEEKING highly motivated UMass

Students who would like the opportunity to

earn $ 1 000 this summer running their own

painting business No previous painting ex

penence is required and all ma|ors are

welcome to apply There will be an Informal

information session on Tuesday Feb 5 at

7PM in Campus Center room 81 1 For more

details call 1-800-346-4649

APPLICATIONS now being accepted at Ad-

missions Center for Tour Guides. Student

Admissions Representatives and Summer
Counselors

DREAM JOBSI
NWT^ngTS^mmer want

a paid vacation in paradise? Hawaii, Calif

.

Fla , Cruise Ships. Nail Pks and more 100'

s

of address/tel.-s gauranteed Call

1-900-226-2644 $3/min

ON-CAMPUS FUNORAISER
Needed Organized and industrious frater-

nity, sorority, or student group to earn hun-

dreds of dollars tor an on-campus marketing

proiect Call 1 -800-NOW-POST

SELF-EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY!
Earn cash distributing credit card applica-

tions on campus Positions available for

lable and/or posting reps Call Collegiate

Poster Network Today at 1-800-669-7678

INSTRUCTION

EARNCREDIT learn to Scuba Dive Basic

Classes held Monday. Tuesday, Wednes
day, and Thursday 7-10PM in Curry Hicks

Pool Open Water II class held during

Spring Break in Key Largo, FLA Advanc-

ed Class held in New England in April For

further informtion call 549-8401 .
or drop by

Curry Hicks starting 2/4/91

PERSONALS

BETH- No one is happier to have you back

than I -Love. Brad

••• HELLO AGAIN "*

to the roomies and
neighbors' Get ready

for Spring Semester &
avoid all forests!!

Love Me

EARN tSOO-SISOO/WK part-time, stuffing

envelopes in your home For free informa-

tion, send a long, self-addressed, stamped

envelope to PO Box 4645 Dept P145
Alburquerque NM 87196

INTELLIGENCE JOBS. All branch**. US
Customs, DEA eel Now hiring Call

1 805-962 8000 Ext K-9616

SEVERAL ENVIRONMENTALLY con-

scious individuals needed to help promote

emmissions reducing product as part of na-

tional clean air campaign Experience in

PR/Marketing Helpful-Training provided

15-30 hrs per week, good pay and rewar-

ding bonus pro and travel benefits Not

canvassing, call 9-12 pm and eves- 9pm
586-7583

GUITAR LESSONS with Doug Hewitt

Rock, Blues, Folk Acoustic or Electric Inv

prov , Theory, Reading, Songwriting. many
new songs -plus singing Studio on 3 bus

lines 549-1938

LOST

INTERESTED in Christian Fellowship'' The

Alliance Christian Fellowship welcomes

you' More info Jim or Beth 253-7206

STOLEN trom Hicks last semester 2 gold

chains, locket, opal nng, Jewish star Please

call They have sentimental value

546-5323
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St. Joe's claws Minutewomen to 69-18 loss
-^——»-» o.. nav.n QTTKTRNNIK , _ j

Collegian photo by Eric Goldman

UMass' Jessica Schusler scored an un-

precedented 15 points in 15 minutes, but to no

avail as the Minutewomen fell to St. Joes

Hawks, 69-48, last night in the Cage.

Men's basketball still

on the A-10 rebound

By GREG SUKIENNIK
Collegian Staff

In Philadelphia, there's a saying about **«£*
University sports teams that goes, The Hawk never

d
Last night at Curry Hicks Cage, the Hawk survived a

strong first-half showing from the University of

Massfchusetts women's basketball team, pouring . 43

second-half points to defeat the Minutewomen 69-48 m
„n Atlantic 10 Conference contest.
"
The tempo got away from us," UMass coach Kathy

Hewelt3f the second half. "It got much faster, and

tH0^r^^
Hawk guards Cindy Anderson and Katie Curry. I hey

combined for 41 points, setting the pace for an mcreas-

in&jTJ™iZ* 24 points, including 15 in the

decisive second half, while Anderson chipped in a career-

hi

Hewe
7

lt was quick to credit St. Joe's second-half defense

and Hawk coach Jim Foster for taking the Minutewomen

out of their tempo. „

"He came out and started pressuring us man-to-man,

Hewelt said. "We had trouble."

?nere was every reason to believe in the early^going£hat

the Minutewomen, now 0-17 overall and 0^9 in the A-10

had a great shot at upsetting the Hawks. While St. Joe s

io7ke\funorganized on defense and had problems finding

l£ bottom of the net, UMass was hustling everywhere

and executing their offense efficiently.

"We were stagnant on offense in the first half, said

Foster said, "and we had didn't adjust well to their offen-

Jessica Schusler led UMass with 15 points in an un-

precedented 15 minutes of play. Cherrie Muza scored all

sTx of her points in the first 10 minutes to give UMass

8
Tne

8
nC

a
urry and Anderson took matters into their own

hands to bring the Hawks, now 11-7 overall and 5-4 m
the A-10, back into the game. Curry awakened her teanv

mates by canning a three-point shot with three^seconds

Remaining on the shot clock. Anderson Allowed with a

tLee of her own and a jumpshot to make the score 18-16

Two Curry jumpers later, the Hawks had taken a 20-18

8

The Minutewomen responded, closing the gap to 26-24

at halftime courtesy of a Schusler jumper and a Maleeka

Valentine lay-up made possible by Schusler I steal.

St. Joseph's, 69-48
.. i~.~j.-a caqv Douahertv 1-1 0-O 2 Balaban 1-2 O-O 2 Brink 5-12

&$S&°S&^ ^-21 1-2 24 Hamjn 1-3OO 2 Bo.**

\ * n-c> A Codner 1-6 1-2 3. Totals 27-60 4-7 6°.MOO*Cqd"»>«**i, oo 2 iretand 2-12 2-5 8:: Muza 3-8

SSSXr si 1-f IS. Hesse!
1

VI OO 2^«g^y*^
2-4 O-O 4; Nevarez 1-3 O-O 2 Pemberton O-O O-OO McCusker J-J

1-2 7 Totals 21-45 4-9 48. - - ^- t^^-.
Hamtme St. Josephs 26. rVtassachusetts 24JhjJJJ^
son (3). Schuslef(2). Curry Fouled «rt Krlstofik *****{ ggjj
29 (Dougherty 5). Massachusetts 34 (Ireland 7). AHbta St

J™**\
»

£ (ArKterson 4). Massachusetts 12 (Valentine. Ireland 3). Total foul-

St Josephs 14. Massachusetts 14. A - 115

UMass exchanged leads with the Hawks for the first

four minutes of the second stanza, taking a 31-30 lead on

tw^Lisa Ireland free throws. Those free throws were the

last points UMass would score for close to seven"*"**
The Hawks came out of their 3-2 zone and slapped a full-

court man-to-man defense on UMass, causing turnovers

^ostofctdited his defense with fueling the Hawk's of-

fpnsp us well

"In the second half, we came out and played pressure

defense, and the defense keyed the offense heisaid

Anderson and Curry took charge for St. Joe£ When the

smoke had cleared at the four minute mark, St. Joe s had

outscored the Minutewomen 26-9 over a 12 minute spaiv

UMass was never closer than 15 points for the remainder

of the contest.
, , , , ,

"The defensive change really bothered us a great deal

and we didn't step up," Hewelt said^ "That's when they

made a great run and we didn't have enough gas to

counter that." „. ,. „.„„
The Minutewomen next face George Washington

University this Thursday in Washington D.C.

Game Notes: Last night's contest marked the return

of UMass center Keyburn McCusker. McCusker who had

suffered a spiral fracture of a finger against Duquesne

over winter break, was cleared to play yesterday, accor-

ding to UMass assistant coach Louise McCleary.

By SAM SILVERSTEIN
Collegian Staff

The goal is still to reach the NCAA tour-

nament, and the goal is still within reach.

But a pair of losses last weekend at Tem-

ple and George Washington dropped the

University of Massachusetts men's basket-

ball team from second to fifth place in the

Atlantic 10 and put the Minutemen in a

hole. UMass is now 12-6 overall and 6-4 in

the A-10.
, .

As UMass' Jim McCoy explained

it,"We're going to have to beat somebody

we shouldn't in the Conference, like

Rutgers at Rutgers [Feb. 24], ifwe want to

be in it at the end."

The Minutemen have eight A-10 games

left — five against teams above them in the

standings - in which to jockey for the best

possible position heading into the A-10

tournament. The tournament's winner col-

lects an automatic bid to the NCAAs.

Loss at Temple

Vic Carstarphen clanked home a 12-foot,

off-balance jumper with :02 on the clock to

lift the Owls, who trailed by as much as 11

points in the first half, to a 55-53 win

Thursday at McGonigle Hall.

UMass was on fire early. The Minutemen

raced to a 22-12 lead with a 9-2 run cap-

ped by a Rafer Giles three-pointer. The

Minutemen harassed the Owls into

shooting 32 percent from the floor and took

a 36-29 lead into the locker room at

halffime. Harper Williams had five re-

bounds and three blocks in the half, and

Tony Barbee scored nine points.

Then the Owls unleashed a half-court

press on the Minutemen in the early

moments of the second half, and the game

turned.

Mark Macon hit a lay-up, four free

throws and stole a pass as Temple knotted

the score at 36 less than two minutes into

the second half.

The Minutemen righted themselves

momentarily, surviving a pair ofdunks by

Temple forward Mark Strickland and

reclaiming a 44-42 lead on a Harper

Williams hook with 11:20 to play.

The game swayed back and forth, with

neither team building more than a two-

point lead from that point until Carstar-

phen's game-winner at the final buzzer.

Macon finished with a game-high 17

points, but shot a glaring 5 for 21 from the

field along the way. McCoy led UMass with

13 points, and Barbee had 12. John Tate

CONTINUED ON PAGE 15

Gymnasts to host Springfield
* «. ttAt " .TrtV.no/vn smiri of SC's

By ADRIEN MATT
Collegian Staff

Although they beat them soundly last

year, the University of Massachusetts

men's gymnastics coach Roy Johnson

does not want to sound too cocky.

"We're not taking them lightly," he

said of Springfield College. The

Minutemen host SC in their home

opener at 7 p.m. tonight in Boyden Gym.

The team has met Springfield already

this season during a tri-meet held at

Navy. Johnson said two of Springfield's

best performers were out due to food

poisoning and that two others perform-

ed even though they suffered stomach

pains the night before the meet.

"I will expect a much better team

tomorrow night," Johnson said of SC s

performance. "They could score what we

usually do, the 260 [point] range."

Despite losing three key starters, co-

captain Mitch Hall, co-captain Bill

Sayman, Rob Thomas, Dave DiNucci,

Steve Christianson and Any Sullivan all

return. Joe Haran, Glen Stubbs, Tim

Sullivan and Adam Gould will compete

as freshmen.
DiNucci and Haran will compete as

all-arounds and Tim Sullivan will com-

pete in five ofthe six events. Haran won

the Mass. State Championship title as

an all-around competitor in high school.

Springfield performers Johnson will

be watching include Ricardo Portalatin

and Rick Hoag. Johnson said the two

had impressive scores at the Navy meet.

Atlantic lO Men's Basketball Standings

Team

1. Temple
2. West Virginia

3. Rutgers

4. Penn State

5. Massachusetts

6. Rhode Island

7. George Washington

8. Duquesne
9. St. Joseph's

10. St. Bonaventure

(as of 1/28/91)

Atlantic lO Overall

Record Pet. Record Pet.

8-1 .889 14-4 .778

6-2 .750 10-6 .625

7-3 700 12-6 667

5-4 .556 12-6 .667

6-4 .600 12-6 667

5-5 .500 9-9 .500

n 4-5 444 10-7 588

4-5 444 6-11 353

3-8 .272 6-12 333

o-n ooo 4-15 .211

CollegUn file photo

UMass gymnast Andy Sullivan shows strength and c000*^™1* "

while competing on the still rings. The team will host Springfield Col-

lege at their home-opener at 7 p.m. tonight in Boyden Gym.
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US Marines killed
in first ground combat

___- wmw w aft m * w-» *-*v «-^ w» »-*|-¥-» J A. l_ a ... * 4 . 4-1* n MnMI n/tL' OQI/1
By EDITH M. LEDERER
The Associated Press

DHAHRAN, Saudi Arabia - U.S.

Marines fired anti-tank weapons and call-

ed in air strikes to repel a three-pronged

attack by tank-led Iraqi forces yesterday.

Eight to 10 Marines were killed and heavy

Iraqi casualties were reported, U.S.

military officials said.

The Marines were the first American

ground forces to die in battle in the two-

week-old war with Iraq. The clash, which

started Tuesday night, began when Iraqi

tanks were spotted moving into Saudi

Arabia and was the heaviest ground

fighting so far in the Persian Gulf War.

By late afternoon, about 50 Iraqi troops

in armored personnel carriers were holding

the central part of the Saudi Border town
of Khafji, U.S. Marines and Saudi troops

deployed on the outskirts said. It was the

first time Iraq held any Saudi territory

since the war began.

As the ground battle broke out, air-sea

clashes were reported in the gulf, and
bomb-laden allied warplanes thundered off

runways in Saudi Arabia to strike targets

deep in Iraq.

A Pentagon source characterized the Ira-

qi ground action as a "probing attack" aim-

ed at assessing allied strengths and
weaknesses.

Reports from Marines on the ground

spoke of the street fighting in Khafji.

Marine Lt. Col. Cliff Myers described the

fighting as "hellacious" as the Marines

battled Iraqis in the moonlight in freezing

temperatures.

About 20 Iraqi armored vehicles were

destroyed and 25 Iraqi soldiers were

reported captured, according to pool

reports.

Marines in a small weapons and scouts

platoon said the two sides exchanged ar-

tillery and small arms fire throughout the

day. The Iraqi forces also fired rockets

toward the rear positions ofthe allied units

around the city, the Marines said.

Platoon commander, Lt. Michael Ragoza,

26, vowed the allies would push the Iraqis

out of Khafji. "If they control the town for

the moment, it's only going to be for the

moment," he said.

The battle began about midnight when
a small Iraqi force crossed the Kuwait

border into Khafji, where they were engag-

ed by troops from the tiny gulf state of

Qatar. The Qataris destroyed two Iraqi

tanks and took 10 prisoners, preliminary

reports said.

The heaviest fighting was right at the

Saudi-Kuwait border, according to the pool

dispatches by reporters in the area. They

said when the Iraqi assaults began the

allies had troops patrolling Khafji but there

were no soldiers stationed in it.

Marine units from the 1st Marine Divi-

sion rushed to the outskirts of the deserted

border town and began lobbing artillery at

the approaching Iraqis, pool reports said.

Marines also apparently engaged a

larger Iraqi force with TOW-firing vehicles

and air support from Air Force A- 10s,

Marine A-6 bombers and Marine AH-1
Cobra attack helicopters.

The Marines then pulled back and Saudi

soldiers were sent in to take over the

fighting, a senior U.S. military official in

Riyadh said.

A third Iraqi incursion began around

noon today as a force of up to 80 Iraqi ar-

mored vehicles and 3,000 to 4,000 men ap-

proached Saudi positons, pool reports said.

By mid afternoon, some Iraqi soldiers re-

mained holed up in Khafji, and the Saudi

troops were "trying to talk them into sur-

rendering," the U.S. military official in

Riyadh said.

The Marines lost two armored vehicles

in the battles, and the Iraqis lost 20 T-55

tanks and armored personnel carriers,

Marine officers told pool reporters. Myers

said much of the Iraqi armor was destroyed

by TOW anti-tank missiles fired by Marine

ground units.

Duffey wanted?
Chancellor a finalist at A. U.

By MARK HENSLEY
Collegian Staff

President-Chancellor Duffey is one of four finalists

for the presidency of American University in

Washington D.C, The Boston Globe reported Tuesday.

Duffey, who last year became president of the Univer-

sity of Massachusetts, a three-campus system, would

not comment on the report. He has been chancellor of

the Amherst campus since 1982 and also oversees the

Worcester and Boston campuses.

He is married to Anne Wexler, a top lobbyist in

Washington.
Top UMass administrators said they had no informa-

tion regarding Duffey's alleged candidacy but recall-

CONTINUED ON PAGE 4

AP photo

BACK AT BASE - U.S. flight crews arrive back at their air base in the

Persian Gulf last week after bombing raids against Iraq last week.

Faculty discuss effects of oil spill

Collegian We photo

President-Chancellor Joseph P. Ouffey

By AMY HENRY
Collegian Staff

The vast quantities of oil pumped into the Persian Gulf

last week — now considered one of the greatest ecological

disasters of all time — has caused damage to wildlife,

water, and the coastline, said several University of

Massachusetts scientists and professors.

Iraqi troops reportedly started releasing oil from tankers

docked in Kuwait and a pipeline on the shore around Jan.

20, creating a spill 10 miles wide and 30 miles long. The

spill contaminated the ecology for wildlife and water for

the surrounding countries including Saudi Arabian

desalination plants.

Steve Simkins, assistant professor of Plant and Soil

Science, said the successful use of fertilizers on con-

taminated soil in Alaska from the Valdez spill will pro-

bably be used to help clean up the Gulf.

"A greasy fertilizer can be used when the oil washes

up on the beach. It allows bacterial Fungi and microbes

to eat the oil," he said. "It is much like when a person

eats a hamburger. The body's bacteria breaks down the

oil."

Tom Potter, who works at the Chenoweth lab, said oil

that reaches the Saudi Arabian desalination plants could

be harmful to the plants which use membranes to filter

the salt water into fresh water.

Because water is such a scarce and important commodi-

ty in the area, polluting the supply will not only cause

public health problems but also will complicate the war

effort, he said.

In the years to come, the oil could cause more problems

because it will probably be incorporated in the sediments

which could include rocks, sand and silt, Potter said.

"For example, if a worm lives in the mud and feeds off

of contaminated food, a fish could eat it and become ex-

posed to contamination as well," he said.

Wildlife Research Unit, said there are several ways oil

can impact surface and marine wildlife.

The spill yields two major effects, she said: the detrimen-

tal effects on the land and the chemical effects on the

animals.

"Any wildlife in a food chain are likely to be affected

by the spill," she said. "How much just depends on where

the food is in their environment."

The oil spill will effect residential and migratory birds

in the Gulf, which she said is considered an important area

for migratory birds to stop.

"The effects of oil on reproduction can be devastating,"

she said. "There have been studies that showed that not

much oil on the outside of the egg shell can kill the em-

bryo. It depends on the amount and freshness of oil. Egg

shells are porous and a lot of oil could suffocate the chick

inside."
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Film - The Science Fiction Society will show The

Yellow Submarine in the Campous Center Auditorium.

Show times are 5 p.m., 7 p.m., 9 p.m. and 11 p.m. The cost

for the first screening is $1.50, and the remaining shows

will cost $2. ^ ...

Meeting - The Residential Recycling Program will

discuss semester activites in CC 811 from 6:30 p.m. • 7:30

PT
panel - Peace and World Securities hosts a Five-College

faculty panel on the War in the Gulf at 8 p.m. in the main

lecture hall of Franklin Patterson Hall at Hampshire

College.

FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 1

Dance - Iota Phi Theta is sponsoring a dance IB the

Campus Center Auditorium from 9 p.m. to 1 a.m. Admis-

sion is $4 for students and $5 for non-students.

Coffee Social - The LGBA coffee social will take place

in CC 803 from 3 p.m. - 6 p.m. Admission is free.

Lecture - "Are You Ready for the Draft?" Speaker Bill

Gavin of the American Service Committee will speak in

Stern Auditorium, Amherst College at 7:30 p.m.

THE MASSACHUSETTS

ruiLY Collegian
New England's kg«f college toil? newspaper Circulation: 19,000- Published

every weekday during the calendar semester The Massachusetts Daily Collegian

is a Registered Student Organization of the University of Massachusetts.

113 Campus Center, Amherst, MA, 01003

Phone (413) 545-3500 FAX (413) 545-1592

SUNDAY, FEBRUARY 3

Teach-in and Discussion - "The Middle East Crisis

will be sponsored by the Student Activities Office, the

Civility Commission and the Office of Human Relations

in the Student Union Ballroom, from 7 p.m.10 p.m. in

the Student Union Ballroom.

Rush Fair - A Greek Rush Fair, sponsored by the

Panhellenic Council, will be in the Campus Center

Auditorium from 6 p.m.-9 p.m.

Rush Orientation - The Panhellenic Council is spon-

soring a rush orientatyion in CC 163C from 5 p.m.-7 p.m.

Admission is free.

Teach-in - At Hampshire College in the East Lecture

Hall at 7:30 p.m.
, ,.

Community Forum - "The Relationship of the Israeli-

Palestinian Conflict to the War in the Gulf, at Wright

Hall, Smith College, 4 p.m.

MONDAY, FEBRUARY 4

Teach-in - Fanklin Patterson Hall, Hampshire College

10 a m - 6 p.m. Call 549-6502 for more details.

Information Session - National Student Exchange will

give an information session in CC 803 from 4 p.m. - 5 p.m.

Admission is free. .„,-„
Senior Portraits - Index will be taking photos in CL178

from 9 a.m. - 6 p.m. The cost is $5/ sitting.

An Evening with Gentle George - sponsored by the

Black Mass Communications project in Bowker

Auditorium from 8 p.m.- 10 p.m. Admission is $2.

Colloquim - UMass Psychology Colloquim Committee

presenst Dr. Travis Thompson and a presentation

"Behavior Disorder: Environmental and Neurochemical

Mechanisms" in Tobin 521B at 3:30 p.m.

Math Anxiety Workshop - sponsored by Counseling and

Advising for Older Students, will be in LGRT 1634 from

4:30 p.m. - 6 p.m.

TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 5

Blood Drive - in the Student Union Ballroom from 11

Service for Life, Prayer and Peace - a service will be

held in Memorial Hall from 12 p.m - 1 p.m. for peace in

Lecture - Harold Jordan on "African Americans,

Women, Gays and Lesbians in the U.S. Military" in the

SBA Auditorium at 4 p.m. Sponsored by the STPEC,

Women's Studies and African-American Studies

Departments.

WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 6

Movie - "Jacob's Ladder," will be sponsored by the Rac

quetball Club in the CC Auditorium. Show times are 5

p.m., 7 p.m., 9 p.m. and 11 p.m. The first show will cost

$2, the remaining times will cost $3.

Draft Counseling — Every Wednesday at the Unitarian

Church at 7 p.m. ^^^^^^^^^^^^
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Tower to close for renovations

Collegian photo by K.A. Burke

Washington Residence Hall in Southwest is

slated to close next year for renovations.

Officers want University

to take control of SGA

By MARK HENSLEY
Collegian Staff

George Washington Residence Hall, one of five 22-story

high rises in Southwest will close next year to undergo

$1.2 million in renovations, including the installation of

a sprinkler system, school officials said.

The residence hall, which houses more than 500

students, will be the second to receive the sprinkler

system, which state regulations mandate must be install-

ed in all high rise buildings by 1993, said Joseph Zannini,

director of housing services.

A high-rise is classified as any building over 70 feet tall,

he said. Eventually all eight high-rise dormitories in the

Sylvan and Southwest residential areas will have the

sprinkler system installed.

Washington residents or students who planned to move

there will have to seek other options, but Zannini said

housing services will offer assistance. Residents will not

lose their seniority points and will be given first priority

if they want to return after renovations.

"There is that natural resistance to moving and we

understand that," he said. "We will give people all

priorities possible/'

A lower occupancy rate in UMass residence halls

because of decreased enrollment is allowing housing ser-

vices to do the work during the school year rather than

in the summer, he said.

This is not only cheaper, but also is necessary because

there are not enough summers left before the 1993

deadline to install the sprinklers in all of the high rises,

Zannini said.

In the past, the occupancy rate averaged 97 percent over

the school year, but Zannini said it is only 91 percent this

year and is expected to be even lower next year.

Although contractors are not yet bidding on the job, Zan-

nini said that the sprinkler system would cost $700,000

and that $500,000 would be spent on new carpeting, til

ing and door refinishing.

Doing the cosmetic renovations at the same time as the

sprinklers would be more efficient than closing down the

dorm twice, Zannini said. Although state money had

originally been allocated for the job, it is not available

because of the state fiscal crisis. The cost will be taken

out of the $82 increase in this year's housing services fee.

Because of the size of the project, housing services is not

directly responsible for the work but is working with the

University's building authority in designing the system.

By MARC ELLIOT
and AMY HENRY
Collegian Staff

In a desperate attempt to curb inefficien-

cy they say has plagued the Student

Government Association, the president and

the student trustee said last night they will

ask University of Massachusetts ad-

ministrators to shut their government

down.
The administration has the power to sus-

pend the governing body, which include the

Undergraduate Student Senate, residential

area governments, the Student Judiciary,

and the Board of Governors, which oversees

the Campus Center.

SGA President Natasha Diephuis and

Student Trustee Angus McQuilken, flank-

ed by their top officers, including Senate

Speaker Dan Chesnicka, said infighting

and a lack of influence over campus policy

has rendered the SGA useless and a com-

mission, whose membership remained

unclear, should be formed to restructure it.

"Campuswide issues, the issues that real-

ly affect all students on this campus, are

left behind," Diephuis said. "I would like

to stress that individual senators are not

to blame for this, it is the structure that

is to blame."
McQuilken said the SGA has no power

over University policy because it is not

recognized as a government by the UMass
Board of Trustees, which oversees the

University.

"As academic programs are slated for

elimination our entire structure of

undergraduate student governance plays

no role whatsoever in the process of choos-

ing which programs will be cut," he said.

They said they did not want their deci-

sion to affect registered student organiza-

tions and programming for residential com-

munities and the Campus Center/Student

Union by area governments and the BOG
Program Council.

Students will continue to receive

paychecks while administrators consider

the proposal, said SGA Treasurer Karen

Talbot.

The Senate overwhelmingly opposed the

action last night after the officers announc-

ed their plans at the first weekly senate

meeting of the semester. Many accused the

officers of ignoring the wishes of both the

SGA and the undergraduate community.

"These people, including Senate Speaker

Chesnicka and Trustee McQuilken, said

that they were going to defend the student

government, work with the student gover-

ment, and make it better. Now, they're try-

ing to destroy it," said Sen. Guy Glodis

(Commuters).

Sen. Jeff Turco (Brown) said, "The senate

leadership has lost touch with the senate

and the student body as a whole. The ad-

ministration has consistently burnt them

all year long and now they're going to turn

to the administration that's been killing

them all year and say 'we need your help.'"

Some senators, however, said they were

happy with the actions.

"I'm proud of what they've done," said

Bethany Coleman (Commuters). "I think

it's about time that someone's done it. The

administraton isn't all evil. They aren't out

to grab student government, to strangle us.

They want us to have a voice."

But Sen. Kevin Noonan (Johnson) said

the SGA needs new leadership, not

structure.

War always on his mind
Hoop player worries about brother in the Gulf

I

By SAM SILVERSTEIN
Collegian Staff

When the national anthem is played

before Friday night's University of

Massachusetts-Rhode Island men's

basketball game at the Cage, some

minds will wander.

A coach will think about his game

plan. A police officer will bend over to

tie his or her shoe. A fan will scan the

crowd, looking for friends.

Anton Brown will think about his

brother, Angelo, who is stationed in

Saudi Arabia with the U.S. Army.

"It's on my mind a lot on the court and

off the court," said Brown, a junior point

guard on the UMass basketball team.

"Every five minutes on TV you hear

about the problems over there...My
father tells me I've got to keep my mind

on basketball and not really think about

my brother, but it's not that easy."

Angelo Brown, 22, is a corporal in the

Army. He has been in Saudi Arabia

since August, maintaining motor

vehicles used in the allied war with

Iraq.

Though Angelo is stationed behind

the front lines, he is not far from danger.

Last week an Iraqi Scud missile directed

at his location was knocked down

overhead by a Patriot defense missile.

When his brother phoned home to Col-

umbia, South Carolina from the Middle

East Monday, he told their father "he's

not getting too much sleep, because

they're on alert almost 24 hours a day

now," Brown said.

Angelo had once hoped to be home in

time to attend the UMass-Temple game

in late February, which now seems im-

possible. He will get to see his brother

play on videotape; Saturday's UMass-

Boston University game at the Cage

will be shown on national television via

ESPN. ___
1

'My father tells me I've got

to keepmymind on basket-

ball and not really think

about my brother, but it's

not that easy,' Anton
Brown
Their father, Clarence, who is a Viet-

nam veteran, plans to send Angelo a

videotape of the game.

"I'm going to play real hard on Satur-

day night," Brown said.

It had already been a difficult winter

for Brown before the war in the Gulf

started in mid-January. At the start of

preseason practice in October, Brown's

grandmother died. Two days after

Christmas, he tore ligaments in his

knee and missed seven games.

"I was really close to my grandmother

and I was dedicating my season to her.

It was hard having her on my mind and

playing basketball too. Hopefully

nothing will happen to my brother. I

don't think I'm ready for another

tragedy."

Brown returned to action in earlv

CONTINUED ON PAGE 8

ing which programs will be cut," he said. structure - Cl*iU/\Ci
US denies bombing two Iraqi towns sacred to bnutes

. i i___i Au_ u f„«,««+Q/4 K»7 the fnmilv nf former caliph Uthman,

NEW YORK (AP) - To some religious believers, cer-

tain places take on a sanctity of their own. That's the case

with some Muslim sites in Iraq, which that country claims

were attacked. Allied officers bluntly deny it.

Involved are shrines of the smaller, touchier Shnte wing

of Islam, historically in conflict with the greatly predomi-

nant, steadier Sunni branch. Baghdad radio said blind

malice" of attackers "reached its peak when they

deliberately fired their malicious shells at the sacred

sites" of Islam, arousing the "strength of holy anger

against the "criminals and murderers.

Iraq's charges, obviously intended to stir.resentment

among Muslim populations of countries allied with the

United States, were firmly repudiated by U.S. officers.

However, a town in the vicinity was damaged.

Marine Maj. Gen. Martin Brandtner told a news brief

ing in Riyadh, Saudi Arabia, that reconnaissance flights

ovlr the area showed "no religious sites have been hit

In Washington, Defense Department^nhte
Williams said. "We have examined very carefu ly.the sites

at both cities and have concluded without doubt that there

was no damage to those shrines.

The two towns involved were Karbala and Najaf. both

south of Baghdad. The U.S. military says weapons pro-

duction facilities in those areas were targeted, but the

shrines avoided. Cable News Network showed some

houses damaged.
Najaf is the site of the tomb of Ali, assassinated son-in-

law of Islam's founding prophet Mohammed, while Kar-

bala is the site of the tomb of Ali's son, Husayn, a grand-

son of the prophet. Both are especially revered by Shiite

Muslims.
Scholarly accounts say Shiites perpetuate a theme of

persecution by Sunni opponenets, beginning with the re-

jection of Ali as the first successor to Mohammed. Shiites

call Ali the "King of Sanctity."

Instead of him, however, Aou Bakr was chosen as

Mohammed's successor, or caliph, regarded the viceroy

of God, followed by Umar, then Uthman.

Ali eventually was elected in 656 but immediately fac-

ed a series of armed revolts, and in 661 was assassinated

at Kufah in Iraq.

Shiite tradition says his body, at his wish, was placed

on a camel and the place it knelt four miles away- at Na-

jaf- became the burial place. Shiites call the shrine there

"the wondrous place of martyrdom."

Kerbala is where Ali's son, Husayn, who also briefly

held the caliphate, was killed in 680 in battle against a

revolt fomented by the family of former caliph Uthman.

Husayn's tomb repeatedly was destroyed by Sunni

rulers to "remove the focus of Shiite agitation but was

always rebuilt, according to the Concise Encyclopedia ot

Islam.

Clay from Karbala, considered sanctified by the "blood

of martyrdom" is stamped into small cubes on which

"Twelve-Imam Shiites," their main division, rest the

forehead during prostration in prayer.

The main differences between Sunni Mulsims and the

Shiites is that Sunnis adhere to no religious authority

other than the heritage of Islamic law, while Shiites ex-

alt superior personal authorities.

Highest of these at present are called ayatollahs.

An even more mystical authority is given by Shiite

"twelvers" to 12 imams - Ali and his successors - con-

sidered channels of special graces essential to salvation

and as redemptive intermediaries between man and God.

Such quasi-messianic overtones are alien to Sunnis, who

see salvation as coming from direct submission to God

without intermediaries. To them, the term "imam' simply

means prayer leader.

W* #«**«• «*#.•*>*.•<'»- ••*-*»«
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Duffey
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

ed that this is not the first time Duffey has been

recruited by another university.

In previous years Duffey has been a candidate for the

presidencies of Northeastern University and the

University of Delaware.

Several UMass administrators said they feared the

fiscal crisis in Massachusetts higher ^cation » en-

couraging administrators to look for out-of-state

^ThTnews comes after the recent resignations of three

administrators: Vice Chancellor for Student Affai»

Dennis L. Madson, his assistant, WilhamH. Weitzer

and Sherwood Thompson, director of the Office ofThud

The administrators left for positions at out-of-state

schools, but each said they did not resign because of

the fiscal crisis here

— *%**,
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Soviet troops reportedly withdrawing from Lithuania

By JOHN DANISZEWSKI
The Associated Press

VILNIUS, U.S.S.R. - Two convoys of

Soviet troops left the Lithuanian capital

yesterday and the republic's president said

a withdrawal could set the stage for new

talks between Moscow and the breakaway

republics.

The death toll in the Baltics, meanwhile,

rose to 20 when Jonas Tautkus, 20, died

from a gunshot wound to the head he suf

fered a day earlier at a military checkpoint.

Lithuanian officials said the apparent

draft-dodger was shot when he refused to

get out of his car; military officials said he

was hit by a ricochet.

Soviet Interior Minister Boris Pugo said

all paratroopers have already left the

Baltic region and two-thirds of the "black

beret" Interior Ministry troops had also

been withdrawn.

Lithuanian President Vytautas Land-

sbergis said Kremlin promises to remove

at least some troops were a good sign, but

Soviet forces still occupied Lithuania's

buildings and a propaganda war was being

waged against the republic.

Responding to President Bush's an

nouncement that Moscow had conveyed a

willingness to 'move away from violence,'

Landsbergis said the United States should

be wary of Soviet promises.
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fSS body conditioning plus the skill of selfdefense.

Largest full-time Karate studio in Western Mass.

-Micforl iKkhhiKra, HOUYWOOO HfOtmi

"HILARIOUS ANrLDELICHJFyjL!''
-|u*hCrirt

THETALLGUY

AMHERST
ATHLETIC
CLUB

460 West St.

KARATE
HEALTH &

South Amherst Fl rNESS

256-0080

•EUROPE
•ASIA
•AUSTRALIA/
NEW ZEALAND

Plus

rahpasses

international

student ID.

toms and

much more

Ask lor Our

tree catalog

weekdays at 7 and 9

Friday at 5:50, 8 and 9:50

Sat and Sun at 3:45, 5:50, 8 and 9:50

413-256-1261

AMHERST

79 So Pleasant St

Amherst. MA 01002

CENTER

HILLEL'S ONE CREDIT COURSES

FOR SPRING 1991
AlAll courses will meet in the Hillel House Conference Room

CONTEMPORARY JEWISH WOMEN WRITERS I403956-J.S.192E

Alternate Mondays, 7:0C-9:00pm

Instructor: Rosemary Horowitz

Explore the writings of Ozick, Piercy, Rich, Paley, Kay-Kantrowitz, and others

BIBLICAL WELLSPRINGS OF ISRAELI POETRY 1403658-J.S. 192C

Tuesdays 1 :1 5 pm-2:1 5pm

Instructor: Yehudit Heller

Explore how ancient images speak to modem day experiences.

FOOD, SEX, SABBATH, SPIRITUALCELEBRATIONS #403507-J.S. 192B

Tuesday 2:30-3:30pm

Instructor: Rabbi Saul Perlmutter

This course will focus on the Jewish perspective about these basic life issues.

MIDRASH #404259-J.S.

Tuesday, 7:00pm-8:00pm

Instructor: Rabbi Phil Cohen

We will study the ancient process of interpretation and have a chance to create our own rmdrash.

100 YEARS OF ZIONISM #403805-J.S. 192D

Alternate Wednesdays,
3:00-5:00pm

SeS ofSast decade «ith parScular etn^as.s o the development of the Israel/Arab conflct.

READING THE BIBLE IS. 192H

Thursday 1:15-2:15pm

Instructor: Ellen Robbins
.

Reading ol the weekly Torah portion with Raffs cornrontaptMsfafrw.

|#
&

**%<,

5ororitLj Rush

Sun. Feb o
ri

Spring Wl
Orientation

Campus Center rm 163

registration begins at 5 15 pm.
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Editorial/Opinion
The opinions on this pay are those of the individual writer or cartoonist and do not necessarily reflect the views of

University unless otherwise noted.

Will the winds of war bring with them a military draft?
_ :_^—I tw_ *~» Dine ever since. In September, Army enlistments were 28 Co"^S

^litarv experts say a draft will be essential for

With voluntary enlistments in the armed forces down

sharply and the prospect of heavy casualties in the war

with Iraq, reinstitution of the draft seems increasingly

inevitable.

It is unlikely the current all-volunteer service can meet

the staffing needs required by a permanent U.S. military

presence in the region.

The Pentagon has already placed a ban on the release

from active duty of all currently enrolled army person-

nel - including those volunteers whose tours of duty are

^cheduS to fnd in the months ahead. If voluntary

enlistments do not increase soon, this form ofcompulsory

servVcTwill inevitably be followed by a resort to the drafi

The apparent collapse of the all-volunteer service should

not come as a surprise, given the underlying presumptions

that kept it going since 1972. In essence, the service

ep esents a marriage of convemence between the arm

ed services and unskilled, U.S. youths: In return for

several years' enlistment, recruits receive job training and

Tcquire some technical skill in demand by the civilian

^ThHrospect of extended combat duty in a remote and

inhospitable locale was simply never factored into the

equation. Now that it has arisen, it is souring many active-

duty soldiers on the merits of military service and is

discouraging many more U.S. youths from volunteering

'"Although Army enlistments were up slightly in August

- reflecting the rally-round-the-flag atmosphere that

followed Iraq's invasion of Kuwait - they have been drop-

ping ever since. In September, Army enlistments were 28

percent lower than the projected figure; in October they

were down 24 percent; and in November, they were down

a sharp 32 percent. The Air Force and Marine Corps have

so far been able to meet their smaller recruitment targets

for the period, but the Navy has also experienced a signifi-

cant downturn.

Michael Klaie

followed Iraq s invasion ui iww»... —j

Glib rallying cries bore me

To reverse the decline, Army recruiters have been of-

fering substantial bonuses - up to $6,500 - for those who

enlist in such frontline combat units such as infantry, ar-

tillery and tank forces. These are the units that will pro-

bably suffer the highest casualties in the Gulf. Big bonuses

are also being offered to potential volunteers in such war-

related occupations as helicopter mechanics, chemical

warfare specialists and mortuary personnel.

Current enlistees are also being told that if they enlist

now, they will not be assigned to a combat unit for several

months.
. . , e

For now, Pentagon officials are insisting that a aratt

is not needed. "I've seen no discussion of reimposing the

draft," Defense Department spokesperson, Pete Wilson

avowed in November. But the Selective Service System

is standing by in case it is called into operation, and of-

ficials say that the first draft notices could go out within

davs of a go-ahead order from President Bush and

MaTy military experts say a draft will be essential for

thePentagon to sustain a major ground offensive against

dugS Iraqi troops in Kuwait. "We cannot maintain the

size of our commitment ,in the Middle East, for much

bnger without running into problems of human en-

durance," former Secretary of the Navy James H Webb,

Jr told the Senate Armed Services Committee in

November. "Proper planning for a ground offensive should

include an immediate call for the draft.

The racial composition of the all-volunteer service could

also increase pressure for reinstatement of the draft.

Overall, Blacks make up about 20 percent of all active-

duty personnel, but their percentage is higher among the

enlisted grades, especially in the Army and particularly

in frontline combat units like the infantry and tank forces

This means that African Americans - about 12 percent

of the U S. population - "could become 25 percent of the

U S casualties in a massive ground conflict with Iraq,

notes Edwin Dorn of the Brookings Institute in

Washington. "This is a bitter prospect for those who

believe that Blacks did more than their fair share of dy

ing in Vietnam." .

Even if Saddam Hussein does not hold on to Kuwait,

a draft may be needed to sustain the administration s

plans for a permanent U.S. military presence in the Per

sian Gulf.

Michael T. Klare is a Five-College professor of Peace and

World Security Studies. This has been reprinted with per-

mission of the Pacific News Service.

A complex world is very difficult for

many of us to understand.

Understanding complexity implies that

we have an inherent intelligence capable

of reading, analyzing and studying data

and reaching a conclusion based on ra-

tional judgement, not just knee-jerk reac-

tions or prejudiced biases. If all that was

too tricky for you to understand, then you

must have already passed judgement on

the War; and if so, then your opinion is go-

ing to be firm, resolute and unchangeable.

I respect you for your ability to make deci-

sions on what amounts to very little

information.

Maik Adlei

We need this war for two very good

reasons. First of all, the conservatives need

to rally around the flag again. It has been

a long time since the United States has

been at war. Now they can sing "God Bless

America" with feeling. The simplicity of

their outcries is annoying.

The second reason for the war is the void

that the liberals have been feeling since the

fall of Saigon in 1975. Remember the good

old days of protesting and burning draft

cards? Isn't it great! Now we can live out

the stories that our parents tell us of their

youth. However, the amazing thing about

ihe Vietnam War protests, was that they

were original. Nobody had ever done things

like that before. As soon as the Gulf War

started, all the closet liberalsjumped on the

"Make Love Not War" bandwagon, much

to the chagrin of the Vietnam War pro-

testors. By reducing the war to a simple

slogan, these peaceniks have ruined the

cause of those who truly have good reason

to oppose the war.

Folks, nothing bothers me more than the

two mottos of the War: 'God bless our

troops!' and 'No Blood For Oil!' Hear me

out: God never blesses people who kill. Us-

ing God to condone murder is not only un-

justified, but it is also cheap. If one can't

rationalize one's actions, then invoking

God will not help. Now don't get me wrong.

I fume every time I hear "No Blood For

Oil!" "Hell no! We won't fight for Texaco!"

or other witty slogans created some late

night after too many bottles of cheap wine.

If you want to convince me to oppose the

war, then you should do just that, convince

me. „

No witty chant will get me to change my
mind, one way or another.

Now is the time for all Americans to

make valuable decisions based on facts and

figures. So we, the self-proclaimed intellec-

tuals, cry out for facts and information.

Granted, it is very difficult during a war

to gather accurate statistics, untainted by

propaganda or military censors.

During the first forty-eight hours of the

war, while our air force set out over Iraq

and the first Scuds flew to Tel Aviv, I

discovered that the fast-breaking events

were inaccurate and hyped. I soon decided

to skip the play-by-play and go out for beer.

I found it more effective to read about the

news in the Times the next day. But I

digress...

"Another Vietnam" is another quote I

heard during January. It certainly won't

be another Vietnam because it is not Viet-

nam. Nor is this World War Two. No mat-

ter how imperative Mr. Bush makes it out

to be. It is dangerous to jump to com-

parisons. History is full of dissimilar

events. In fact, the more we learn about the

'Persian GulfWar" the more we realize that

wc are not learning about the War.

Mark Adler is a Collegian Columnist.
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"After all it's only love"
"I just wish gays didn't have to be so

blatant," is a statement most homosex-

uals have heard at some point in their

lives. It reflects an insensitive,

hypocritical attitude held by some peo-

ple who aren't yet open to the fact that

affection and love exists in many,

wonderfully different forms between

human beings.

Many gay, lesbian, and bisexual

students I've interviewed have mention-

ed being afraid to hold hands on cam-

pus. We're not talking about really

heavy-duty physicality here—just the

freedom to make a simple, quiet gesture

of mutual affection. This is something

most heterosexuals on this campus take

for granted.

Tiystan Skeigh

Reflecting upon this and last

semester's crisis around the BOG's

removal of two appointed LBGA seats

and the related homophobic and

heterophobic incidents surrounding the

event, 1 thought about two New Year's

resolutions for 1&91.

The first resolution was about refus-

ing to submit to the bigotry of social opi-

nion that says some forms oflove are ac-

ceptable andothers are not. The love we
feel toward our lovers, our friends, our

families, is the same powerful force

within all of us, regardless of whether

we're straight or gay. The sources ofour

inspirations may differ, but the spirit of

love is a constant that unifies us all.

The second resolution was to resist the

temptation to counter homophobia with

heterophobia. I don't believe two wrongs

can ever create a right. Violence and

anger just breeds more violence and

anger.

In a book called Gay Spirituality,

Roger Lamphear, a gay meditation

teacher and healer, describes a life

transforming experience in which he

was confronted by a very angry,

drunken neighbor who yelled threats at

him from the doorway of a neighboring

cabin while brandishing a rifle.

Lamphear felt that his life was en-

dangered. He had already lost two

friends to gaybashing incidents. Lam
phear went upstairs and began to pray

and meditate on love. He overcame his

fear and anger toward the drunken man

outaideand was able to feel love for this

person.
t .

As Lamphear focused on sending love

energy out, the drunk quieted. Lam-

phear believes that at that moment he

directly experienced the power of love

overcoming bigotry and hatred.

Like Lamphear, I too, have an abiding

faith in the power of love to overcome

anger and prejudice. Mahatma Gandhi

believed that love was a greater revolu-

tionary force than violence, as did Mar

tin Luther King, Jr., who envisioned a

world where people of all colors could 'sit

at the table ofbrotherhood' together. I

have a similar vision, but it includes

people ofdifferent sexual orientations as
*

At the last BOG meeting of the Fall

Semester, Ted Maravelias stood up and

reminded everyone about a teachingby

Jesus Christ.

Marvelias said that gays and straights

needed to think about loving their

neighbors.

I was very surprised and heartened by

Maravelias' statement.

It served as a powerful reminder that

both sides of that night's stand-off are

capable of sensitivity and insight.

Perhaps an impasse between the two

groups can be avoided. It is certainly

possible if everyone takes Maravelias'

advice. Especially Maravelias,

As we usher in the new year and a

new semester, I hope that students on

this campus will commit to tolerance

and compassion for each other. We all

have many wonderful things in com-

mon. And our differences are just as

wonderful. No one should have to feel

condemnation for their sexual orienta-

tion. Like Holly Near sings in a

beautiful song about gay love in a

straight world: "AfteraU, it's only love."

Trypan Skeigh is a Collegian staff

member

Anyone who has had five column* printed and wishes a weekly or biweekly

spot needs to attend the following meeting or notify Editorial Editor, Jeremy

Levinson. 5:30 PM, Thursday, January 31 in the Collegian's newsroom.
• *

Work for the Ed/Op page! The editorial editor is looking for an associate editor

and editorial cartoonists. Please come down to the Collegian and fill out an

application.
* * •
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- . .

All submissions to the Ed/Op page should be typed, double spaced and wclude

a phone number. A letter is less than 50 lines and am column between 50 ana

70. Get on it.
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Bush reaches out to students and gets his hand bitten

Good vs. Evil
If armed men invaded a home in this

country, killed those in their way, stole

what they wanted and then announced the

house was now theirs — no one would

hesitate about what must be done.

And, that is why we cannot hesitate

about what must be done half-way around

the world: In Kuwait.

There is much in the modern world that

is subject to questions or doubts — washed

in shades of grey. But, not the brutal ag-

gression of Saddam Hussein against a

peaceful, sovereign nation and its people.

It's black and white. The facts are clear; the

choice, unambiguous.

The terror Saddam Hussein has impos-

ed upon Kuwait violates every principle of

human decency. Listen to what Amnesty

International has documented:

"Widespread abuses of human rights have

been perpetrated by Iraqi forces...arbitrary

arrest and detention without trial of

thousands. . .widespread torture., .imposition

of the death penalty and the extrajudicial

execution of hundreds of unarmed

civilians, including children,".^afff

Including children. There's no horror

that could make this a more obvious co

flict of good vs. evil, The man who u*

chemical warfare on his own people ~ once

again including children - now oversees

public hangings of dissenters. And, daily

his t loops commit atrocities against

Kuwaiti citizens.

If we do not follow the dictates ofour in-

ner moral compass and stand Up for me.

then his lawlessness will threaten the

peace and democracy of the emerging New

World Order we now see.

I have been in war. I know the horror of

combat. I tell you this with all my heart:

I don't want there to be a war ever again.

I am determined to do everything possible

in the search for a peaceful resolution to

this crisis - but only if the peace is ge-

nuine, if it rests on principle, not

appeasement.
But, while we search for that answer, in

the Gulf, young men and women are put-

ting their own lives on hold in order to

stand for peace in our world and for the

essential value of human life itself. Many

are younger than my own children. Your

age, most of them. Doing tough duty for

something they believe in.

Let me tell you about one of the soldiers

over there, S.F.C. Terry Hatfield. He sent

me a Christmas card. And, this is what he

wrote: 'Mr. President, I just wanted you to

know my soldiers and I are ready to do

whatever mission you decide. Freedom as

we know and enjoy has been taken away

from another country and must be restored.

Although we are separated from family,

friends, loved ones, we will do what must

be done...We stand ready and waiting. Uod

bless you and the U.S.A.

Terry understands the moral obligation

that has compelled our extraordinary

multi-national coalition to make this stand

in the Gulf. To look this terrorist in the eye

and say: No concessions. To proclaim: No

compromises. To bear witness by our

presence to the fact that aggression will not

be rewarded.
«. ., r *v, D

Terry waits thousands of miles from the

White House, yet we share the same

thoughts. We desperately want peace. But

we know that to reward aggression wou d

be to end the promise of our New World

Order. To reward aggression would be to

condone the acts of those who would

desecrate the promise of human life itself.

And, we will do none of this. There are

fcnH» when w* confront values worth

fighting for. This is one such time.

Each dav that passes means another day

Iraq's* forces to dig deeper into their

en land. Another day Saddam Hussein

can work toward building his nuclear

arsenal and perfecting his chemical and

biological weapons capability. Another day

of atrocities for Amnesty International to

document. Another day of international

outlaws, instead of international law.

I ask you to think about the economic

devastation that Saddam Hussein would

continue to wreak on the world's emerging

democracies if he were to control one-fifth

of the world's oil reserves. And, to reflect

on the terrible threat that a Saddam Hus-

sein armed with weapons of mass destruc-

tion already poses to human life and to the

future of all nations

Double-talk and hypocrisy reign

In his recently published "Open Letter

to College Students" President Bush has

appealed for student support of the war in

the Middle East on the simple basis of right

versus wrong. His letter is insulting in

tone; asking us to follow his command

rather than question the issues surroun-

ding the war. We are against the war and

deplore the rhetorical tactics that he uses

in attempting to win us over to his position.

First, Bush's use of facts from Ai

International to support and justify

of violence in the Gulf i* inherently
;

hypocritical. Bush says that we should go,

to war to stop Saddam Hussein's terrible|

violation of human rights. War is the mostj

dangerous violation of human rights possi-ff

ble; for all side* The United States govern*

me'nt turned a blind eye to Hussein's use

of cheiaiigiil weapons against the Kurds|

whileJHey were living within Iraq's

borders. The U.S. government continues to?

supp$|l Apartheid in South Africa. The|

Bu&Administration continues diplomatic;

relations with China, even after the brutal i

repwssion of democracy in Tiananmen

sqtiwe. President Bush says in his letter

that "aggression will not be rewarded,''

ho#*ver, we see it rewarded in countless

sittlftlions when the aggression protect*

ecqliSBTiic or political interests ofthe United

States.

Seeandly, President Bush's use of the«

word Teace' IS a dangerous example of

manipulative language. Bush says we

desperately want peace. But we know that

to reward aggression would be to end
I

the

promise of Ottr New World Order. How>

could a New World Order, founded on the

ideals of peace and democracy, take for its

first action the killing of hundreds of

thousands of peopled
.

Thirdly, we do not appreciate the Presi-

Lpped and the princip^«^f^ ™*£££"££?Gu!f. lush imp.ies

nation and the rest of the civilized world to

™™J* R tf w is the model we

^ttZ'r^t and support shld follow as young adulU_The choice

Terry Hatfield, all our fine servicemen and

women, as they stand ready on the frontier

of freedom, willing to do their duty and do

snouiu tun"" «s> j*,—-

is simple: follow Bush's command or be

unpatriotic.

In addition, Bush quotes Hatfield as say-
i . _ . ... A . . r-» mil nQ<

of freedom, willing to do their duty ana u» in-u^~ . ^ hag

it well. They deserve our complete and en
*JS5r£ from another country and

thusiastic support - and lasting£**£*;
must be restored." Kuwait was a monar-

President of the United States chy. The freedom that its people enjoyed

was far from the kind of freedom that we

have access to in this country. It is

misleading for Bush to imply that the

United States is acting on behalf of lost

freedom that did not exist in the first place.

The underlying attitude of Bush's letter

is that the United States is morally

superior to other parts of the world. Bush

states that by forcing Hussein's uncondi-

tional withdrawal "The principles on

which this nation and the rest of the ciyiliz-

founded are preserved." All

" are not founded on the

I": ;pies. it^nforce our principles

globally istodenvthecultural differences

that separate the United States from the

Middle East. Bush further insinuates that

since Iraq is not part of the civilized world,

the saturation bombing of Baghdad is

acceptable.

If the reasons for this war are not, as

Bush argues, the defense of human rights.

the preservation of democracy, or *l* cur
9

bing of "naked aggression," what are they

.

What are the economic reasons that the

United States is in the Gulf? Is thereiriy

way to end our country's dependence on oil ?

Will winning a war with Iraq really

stabilize the region? How will we police

is area in the future? How #y
vzomestic programs will need to be c«|to

pay fortius? What kind of message do—

this war 3end to other nations aroundthe

world? How 19 a democratic New World

Order possible whet* B»»h's motto is "no

compromises"? ai£» u -

As students, we tend to agree with Bush s

statement that "There is mud* in the

modern world that is subject todoubts and

questions - washed in shade* of grey.

However, he does go on to say that in this

case, "it's black and wnitefan] obvious con-

flict of good vs. evil" Nothing can be reduc-

ed to black and White, especially war. We

must examine the grey areas of this war

in order to make our personal decisions.

The questions surrounding this crisis are

confusing, difficult, and real. The issues of

this war are not dead. The political, social,

and economic implications of this war will

extend far into our future. We must delve

into these grey areas and keep the discus-

sion of these issues alive in order to make

that future a livable one.

Liana Baldonado

Students for a Counter-Perspective,

University of Calif, at Santa Cruz

When President Bush states that the war in ,ne™-
sian Gulf will not be another Vietnam, and that the

events there are being played out onto . n^wrid

order don't be fooled. Pax Americana it s not. Ihe

UnUed States as a nation has apparently learned

almost nothing from the mistakes in^outheast Asia,

nor for that matter about armed conflict in the arena

of the Middle East.

To begin with, just as President Johnson lied to the

Congrefs concerning the Gulf of Tonkin, so too has

President Bush distorted key issues involving Iraq. As

KnutToyce points out in a recent Newsday article,

Bush has consistently stated that:

1

David Holper

• Iraq's invasion of Kuwait was unprovoked^

• Iraqi President Saddam Hussein also planned to m-

vade Saudi Arabia. . ,.

• Iraq used chemical weapons against its indigenous

Kurds.

Rovce debunks these myths in good order. To begin

w£h he points out that Iraq may have had very good

r^Ison to invade Kuwait. Prior to the invasion, Kuwait

had been reportedly cheating on its Organization of Oil-

Sodding Countries quota, thereby costing Saddam

Hussein billions of dollars. Considering
Iraq s 15 billionX war debt to Kuwait,^f^^^

help but view Kuwait's tampering with OPEC pricing

as overt aggression.

Rovce also points out that the majority of Western

inSeni sources (including^U'rtjgjd^
Trao's actrressive intentions went no further man

tional report on the torture of*i^ m
"J

Finallv Royce points out that the U.S. Army War

College studied all the available information concern-

ine the two apparent na^i •»"—".—- -—
,

oncluded thati 'we find it impossible to confirm Ae

State Department's claim that gas was used (late

August 1988)."

But distorted administration claims aren'tJthc.only

similarity between this war and Vietnam. For just as

P^sdents Kennedy and Johnson failed to understand

Sc motions, history, and culture of the Vietnamese

see Frances Fitzgerald's Pulitzer Prize winning book,

FVreinthe Lake) so too have the Reagan and Bush ad-

mtaistrations largely ignored how Hussein has spent

22 years preparing his nation for such a war In tact,

They so misunderstood his goals and his desire for a

Pan-Arabic coalition (under his control), they helped

arm him.

Particularly disturbing has been Bush's current

metaphor calling Saddam Husaein a Hitler. TOm com-

ment in particular largely ignores the fact that Hafez

Assad (our current ally!), Syria's President comes from

the same cookie cutter as his neighbor. What was the

Reagan/Bush team saying when Assad slaughtered

nearly 40,000 of his own people in Hama, byria in

1982? Or for that matter what was the White House

reaction when Israeli troops allowed Christian

Phalangists to routinely kill approximately 1,000

Palestinians and Shiite Muslims in the Sabra and

Shatilla refugee camps in Lebanon? Former President

Reagan responded by sending in U.S. Marines who

were later blown to pieces for posing as neutral u.w.

Peacekeepers while backing the Christians in a

longstanding civil war!

Unfortunately, if anything has been learned by the

current administration and the Pentagon about Viet-

nam it's how to utilize a disinformation campaign by

Seeping the press corps clear of all military action

thereby shielding the public from the bloody truth of

conflict, and replacing this truth with saniUzed

statistics about a hi-tech war. However when the dust

settles, force and lies alone will not restore balance in

the Middle East. ... i
•

As a citizen of the United States 1 will -t revel in

watching President Bush and others learn these dif-

riC

SavlTHoTper is a veteran ofthe U.S. Army's Military

Intelligence Corps, a UMass graduate student and TA.

War now or pay later

The occasional reference by some ofour national leaders

to the tragic series of events of the 1930s in Europe and

Asia leading to World War II seems l^le understood by

many of us today. Perhaps it's the lack of historical

knowledge and understanding, recently well documented

in a series of studies and surveys, that causes some to call

for immediate withdrawal of Allied forces from the Per-

sian Gulf and the subsequent appeasement of Iraq s dic-

tator But, for the student of history, the events of the late

1930s in Europe, cannot be forgotten. Fearing war, Bri-

tain and France, backed out of their committmenf.
tc

,
pro-

tect a small country and, in the Munich Pac, gave the

western half of the country to Hitler. Events followed from

there to what Winston Churchill refered to as the most

avoidable war in history." Gaining "peace in our time

in 1938, the world was a few years later engulfed in a

catastrophe that took the lives of 60 million!

Following WWII, Winston Churchill wrote a history of

that conflict: "It is my purpose, as one who has lived and

acted in these days, to show how easily thet^rfO.
Second World War could have been prevented, how easi-

W the malice ofthe wicked was reinforced by the weakness

of the virtuous; how the structure and habits of democratic

states unless hey are welded into larger organisms, ack

Elements ofpersistence and^conviction_ which£ one

give security to humble masses; how even m matters,of

felf-preservation, no policy is pursued for even ten or fif-

teen years at a time. We shall see how the counsels of

prudence and restraint may become the prime agents of

mortal danger; how the middle course adopted from

Tsires for safety and a quiet life, may be found to lead

dfrectly to the bull's eye of disaster. We shall see how ab-

solute is the need of a broad path of international action

pursued by many states in common across the years, ir-

respective of the ebb and flow of national politics

Xe nations of the world have united against the threat

of Iraqi aggression. Those of us, however, who counsel for

wi horawal, must realize that, sadly, this conflict may not

Tt thTs time be side-stepped. To attempt to do so now

means that, when the Arab nations oft^^^gy
are engulfed by the ever-stronger and eventually nuclear

arnTdTraqi military machine (fed by revenue.
i
we pa>Jor

oil), we will be facing a monstrous conflagration that will

make us nostalgic for days of the Co d War.

The responsible nations of the world have made this

choice and to them and especially, to the members ofour

armea forces upon whom this burden falls heavy, we must

offer our support.
Richard Colton

Department of biochemistry

.T.V V
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Brown

Photo courtesy of Sport* Information

Anton Brown

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 3

January, and has played his best basket-

ball of the season in recent weeks.

Against Vermont Jan. 21 Brown in-

sured a 62-58 win for the Minutemen

with a steal, layup and free throw in the

game's final minute.

Brown is averaging four points a

game, and is ranked 10th in the Atlan

tic 10 at 3.5 assists per game.

"I've got my confidence back, and I'm

feeling better about my knee...adversi-

ty happens, you just try to work with it,

I guess," Brown said. "I hope that

everybody, not just him, comes home

safely."

N88B4420

(Dance <Sh

Shoes for Tap. Jazz, Aero, Lyrical

Bloch's soft leather and canvas Ballet

for women, men, and children

Freed, Chacott,& Capezio pointe shoes

Exercisewear. Accessories

220 N. Pleasant St. (rear)»Amhemf253-5201

Interested in being a...

University Tour Guide

Admissions Representative

Summer Counselor
Applications available at the

University Admissions Center

TOWE& 7fo***r4

533 2663

CHANGES
FULL SERVICE SALON FOR MEN &WOMEN

A GIFT OF CHANGES^
With a student ID, this certificate is

redeemable for $5 off any service

anytime at the salon. Please call for your

appointment. Then relax and enjoy!

Valid with Jill, Michelle or Jack.
Expires April 1, 1991

THE VILLAGE COMMONS • SOUTH HADLEY

JON*
CUttCM

THE CRIFTERS

"ABRHUAMTTHRIUfP!
Suspense^' and orotic.

LwUrtN dOll'NGl'OM

JOHN AMJEUU . MMKTTI
CUSACK HUSTON HMN6

i n- * ----- -'- — *

weekdays at 3, 6:45 and 9

Friday at 4:25,6:40 and 9:05

Sat and Sun at 2:15, 4:25,6:40 and 9:05

**2 for 1 on Mon. Night on this film only*

weekdays at 3, 7 and 9:10

Friday at 4:25, 6:40 and 9:05

Sat and Sun at 2:15, 4:25, 6:40 and 9:05

"Sorry, no 2 for 1 on this film**

Starts Feb. 8

Fridays at

Midnight

WANTED
Assistant Assistant

Business Finance

Manager Manager

EXPERIENCE is a must to be

successful in gaining the com-

petitive edge in todays Business

World.

We are looking for:

Ambitious
Responsible

Organized
SOPHOMORES

with good communications skills.

Applications are available at the

Collegian — 1 13 Campus Center

and must be submitted no later

than Friday February 8. 1991.

The Colleaian is 3n E-0 F

ARTS & LIVING
Iron Maiden brings them to their feet in Providence

... * m« • A »_ A _A4 As*r**rm id fail*.

By MATT COHEN
Collegian Correspondent

Iron Maiden/Anthrax
Providence Civic Center
Friday, January 25

Iron Maiden has released eight

ferocious studio albums since 1980. Their

music has always been full of mayhem and

mysticism set to a sound that's not found

in other bands. The uniqueness of their

music comes from the galloping rhythms

written by bass guitarist Steve Harris, the

band's founding member. As unique as

their music is, the sources for their songs

are even more diverse. Inspiration for their

songs has come from such works as

Children of the Damned, an English hor-

ror film, the poem, The Rhime of the An-

cient Mariner, Frank Herbert's science fic-

tion saga Dune and the ancient Egyptians.

These sources have been the framework for

a number of heavy-metal classics written

and performed by Iron Maiden. With all of

their attention to lyrics, the band has never

lost track of the importance of the live

performance.

"No Prayer on the Road" is Iron

Maiden's eighth tour and they have show-

ed their fans in Providence, Rhode Island

that they haven't lost the fire that was lit

fifteen years ago in London's East End.

Their pounding brand of heavy metal fus-

ed with classical guitar scales boomed

through huge amps and kept the audience

on it's feet for over an hour and a half. The

music, played with precision by drummer

Nicko McBrain, lead guitarists Dave Mur-

ray and Jannick Gerrs (Adrian Smith's

replacement) and bass guitarist Steve Har-

ris was accompanied by exciting visuals

and their notorious 15 foot mascot, Eddie.

Iron Maiden's 16 song set began with

"Tailgunner," a tune from their latest

album, No Prayer for the Dying. "Tailgun-

ner" is a World War II bomber pilot song

with a theme not unlike "Aces High" from

their 1984 album entitled Powerslave. It

was an explosive opening song and set the

mood for a night of classics and songs that

soon will be.

All of Iron Maiden's songs sounded top

notch. Bruce Dickinson's singing was pro-

perly blended with the volume of the band's

instruments. There was no problem hear-

ing the words of a man whose capacity for

loudness has been compared to an air raid

siren. Unfortunately, it was not always as

easy to hear Joey Belladonna, lead singer

of the opening act, Anthrax. He was often

drowned out by his own band.

When Joey could be heard, Anthrax

sounded great. Of the eight or nine songs

that they performed "Antisocial," from

their 1988 release State of Euphoria, and

"Got the Time," from their latest album

Persistence of Time, sounded the best. For

rather obvious reasons "Antisocial" was

dedicated to the current leader of Iraq. "I'm

the Man," the band's old reliable from an

EP released in 1987, was brought out for

the encore number and was even zanier

than the recorded version.

The majority of Iron Maiden's material

was from the new album and 1982's

Number ofthe Beast. The new material, in

conjunction with their new guitar player

gave the show an added dose of liveliness

that they didn't even need. They've always

performed at a frenetic pace. Their 1988

album Seventh Son of a Seventh Son was

represented by only one song, "The Clair

voyant." No songs were performed from

1981's Killers album. A slight suprise,

since the title track and "Wrathchild" are

two of their most popular songs, but with

a repertoire of nearly one hundred songs

it would be hard to perform everyone's

favorites. However, judging by the au-

dience's reaction to Iron Maiden I doubt

anyone would have minded if they did per-

form all of their songs.

Iron Maiden's current set design is fair-

ly simple. It was just the band, a stage and

some fantastic backdrops, which were

enlargements of the original single covers

painted by longtime Maiden artist, Derek

Riggs. Most of these paintings I had never

seen before, because to my knowledge Iron

Maiden singles have never been released

in the United States. Artistically speaking,

that's a shame. These backdrops, which

must have been at least 40 feet across,

came down during the appropriate song

and brought forth thunderous applause

from the audience. The only actual set con-

struction was a giant stone casket that rose

behind Nicko McBrain during the band's

hallmark song, "Iron Maiden." Eddie burst

through the casket and his ghoulish hands

dangled above the drummer's head.

On the last tour the band performed on

what looked more like a castle than a stage.

Bass guitarist Steve Harris noted that they

would have performed "The Rise and the

Fall of the Roman Empire" in order to have

a more complex set than the one used for

"The Seventh Son of a Seventh Tour"

show.
Keeping the set to a minimum, Iron

Maiden let the music do the talking. And

it talked loud enough for the audience to

CONTINUED ON PAGE 10

i
DEBATE UHIOK

MEETING
Wednesday, Feb. 6 *

• 7:00 pm — New Members

| 7:30 pm — Regular Meeting

| Debate Trailer No. 3

j (behind Thompson)

{For farther information call 545-2055

jyiiiiiiMiaiiiiiiMiiiiaiiHMMiiiiaiiiiiiiiiiiiaiiiiHiiiiiiaiiiiiiiiiiiiaiiiiiiiiiiiiaiiiiiiiimiaiiiiiniiiiiaii|

I The UMass Science f

Fiction Society presents:

THE BEATLES in

I YELLOW SUBMARINE I

| TONIGHT in the Campus Center Auditorium

J
5:00 at $1.50; 7:00, 9:00, 11:00 at $2.00

6
llllllllllHliaillltlHIIIOIIHHHMIIOIlllMMHira

WINTER SESSION
GRADE REPORTS

will be mailed to students' current local

addresses the week of February 11.

DIVISION OF
CONTINUING EDUCATION
UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AT AMHERST

LIQUORS c°unt

18 Main St. Downtown Amherst 253-5441

Featuring BUSCH Suitcase

SANDWICH SHOP

331 Russell St., Rt. 9, Hadley

(next to Dunkin' Donuts)

Grand Opening Specials

Over 25 sandwiches all under $3.99 such as..

• Philly Roast Beef • Wrangler

• Veggie Delight w/ avacado N**\«r\#v
• Tuna/Hold the Line ^m _1gf_.

FSree sandwich!
5

'

Buy One Get One Free!! 3

(Lower priced sandwich is free) "|

One coupon per person per order
avn99oqi j

Not valid between i»«*gjlifr ^J****-!
OraN"DAYS A WEEK

586-8255

;eer or A 1

$3.99,

$9.99 JVa

Russell's January Wine Sale

10% plus off six bottles or

more!!

(mix or match)

rra
9ansefi

case/cans
$7.99

Sutter Home White Zinfandel

$3.99 750ml

Many More In Store Specials

• Delivery Available • (especially on wines) All beers plus deposits
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A night of hilarious hippie harmonics
™

, n w i-ft thP atace promising the audience sweetness of hippie memories made everyone U
_•••*».« wna mipl. Danko left the stage promising »« . _, . . ., . j _„mp

By NOA CHRISTINE BEN YEHUDA
Collegian Staff

Rick Danko
Buckley Recital Hall

Saturday, January 26

Shecky Williams? Shreddy Wallace?

Relic from the days of Dylan, Rick Danko, performing

for a packed audience last Saturday night at Buckley

Recital Hall, was accompanied by SOMEBODY, borne

wirey half lidded bell bottom body with a harmonica in

hand and the breath to blow in it.

You remember Danko...from The Band? Well at least

you would recognize the songs. As Danko and his compli-

ment Shecky or Shreddy settled into a steady set of heart-

felt harmonics and hard hitting howling harp solos.the

audience became visibly moved by the memories conjured^

The two aged hippie music veterans did a fine job ol

recreating The Bandfavorites like "Twilight,; "It Makes

No Difference," "The Shape I'm In," and of course

"Stagefright," sans the rest of the band.

Danko had to break only once during the set to replace

his B string, leaving Shreddy all alone on the stage. It

was cruel. Danko left the stage promising the audience

that Mr. Williams would entertain them with a joke.

Wallace shuffled and pocketed his hands, shrugged, reach-

ed for his harp and said, "Here's a joke for ya. He played

lifting his knees convulsively when the music so moved

him, oblivious to Danko who, freshly re-strung gee-tar in

hand, was mimicking him at stage right.

Though it was amusing, the audience was like a Hock

of Gee-raff-inaudable neck extenders. "Those boring, im-

melodious fouls!" said one man in the rear.

Danko, in his good natured manner kept insisting that

this dudley audience sing along with him as he lisped and

strummed his way through a exceptionally bluesy set.

But, alas, he was on his own dishing out Spoonful,

"Walkin" Blues," "Little Red Rooster," and Danko s own

homage to the catalytic powers of coffee, 'Java Blues.

The standing ovation brought Danko back for the two

songs that most aroused the audience. As he started 1 ake

a Load off," a lone strong voice joined him from across

the room. Danko, shading hand on forehead, scanned the

posh interior of Buckley for the brave face attached to that

one voice, and smiled. Soon the whole room was singing

along (including Shreddy, learning the words as he went).

The harmonizing of one hundred voices and the

sweetness of hippie memories made everyone look glow-

y and fond. For this they had come.

New security system irks some students

Iron Maiden

ACADEMY All SIC
NORTHAMPTON 5K4-84Ji

NOW-The Only Area Engagement

Curtain Daily 6:30 and 9:00

Rostand's classic romantic adventure

with GERARD DERPARDIEU as the

"DEFINITIVE CYRANO"—N.Y. Times

"MAGNIFICENT
A HUGELY ENTERTAINING SPECTACLE?

-ttttf Tfjvrii, IOUING SI ONI

"IT'S A REALLY ROMANTIC AND
FUN MOVIE" --.i*.

//

W

"GLORIOUS
-RJcturd Schkkel, TIME

C Y rA N O

DAILY SPECIALS:

$2.99 for certain

foot long subs!

STARTING FEBRUARY:
TWO for TUESDAY

BUY ONE Foot Long, get one

FREE (higher price prevails)

DEB G E R A C

A film by JEAN-PAUL RAPPENEALI

[PQl« »mmm "OftiOriK**M

AT THK GATES OK SMITH COLLKGE

BUY ONE Regular Foot Long,

get one Regular Foot Long

FREE with a soda

(higher price prevails)

90 King St. Northampton

WORD OUT

\m^ A*MJ22-

The Premier Nightclub

in the 5 College Area!

Featuring Live National and Regional Acts

Every Friday and Sunday

Select Production Party— Every Thursday

Alternative Night — Eveiy Saturday

w/ WMUA's Christina Rosetti

$1 off with College ID.

'Upcoming in February**

N*.

V

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 9

demand four encores. Each time the band had ap-

parently left the stage they were brought back by the

deafening chant of "Maiden! Maiden!" until they final-

ly ended the show with "Run to the Hills," a worldwide

favorite about the struggle between European settlers

and Native Americans.

Iron Maiden's tremendous music and unofficial motto

of "no plastic hair, no fake tattoos" has served them

well. I know I'll be waiting for them to come back to

New England.

By LARS KROIJER
Collegian Staff

Upon returning to school this semester most Universi-

ty of Massachusetts students living on campus probably

found the new security system, which allows only one ma-

jor entrance to the residence halls, an irritating inconve-

nience

All residence halls are now locked 24 hours, instead of

the previous lockout which began at 8 p.m. Only the main

entrances of the buildings may be used; the rest have been

turned into emergency exits complete with alarms at $200

a door.

Senior Jerome Bledsoe said the new system is a waste

of both time and money and added that people will simp-

ly use the emergency doors anyway because it is unlike-

ly that they will be caught. "We are paying our money

to live here - we should have more than one entrance or

exit," he said.

But Larry Moneta, associate director of housing services,

said the new system, costing $200 per door, is necessary

to protect the students and increase campus security.

"There have been an increasing number of non-students

on campus involved in theft in residence halls," Moneta

said. "With only one entrance we can increase security

significantly. I would rather do this before there is a vic-

tim."

But sophomore Beth Boisvert, who lives in Thoreau

Residence Hall, said the system could be dangerous when

students have to walk around buildings late at night to

reach main entrances. She said the alarms should be us-

ed only when night security starts.

"This would limit the trouble during the day, but still

protect us against intruders at nights when it is most

urgent," she said.

But Moneta said students would not get used to the

system and continuously set off alarms. "It is not right

outside, but inside the residence halls there are problems

which is where we now bolster security," he said. "A lit-

tle loss in convenience is worth a great increase in safety."

^^^^^^^^o^^tt^^^^^^^^"^^"^^^^ ^**^^""^
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CONTACT LENS CARE
AT THE UNIVERSITY HEALTH

SERVICES

.I
'Spring Break'

March 20-24

Full payment dadline Feb 1

NEED A VACATION SPOT.
Imagine yourself in a land with more than 10.000

^

pubs to choose from set in a scenic landscape of &

rugged cliffs, beautiful bays and quaint villages for

5 days for only $599
West coast tour includes

• AerLingus roundtrip flight from Boston
• First Class Hotels

• Transportaion/Cuide throughout
• Sightseeing tours

i
• Breakfast and dinner

I
• Nightly entertainment and much more

Call now to reserve vour seat Space is limited^-

Final payment due 8 Feb 91
Ugal m ' 8

Rita k. Burke 549-1256!
adventura travel

• We take great pride in being able to fit

many people who have had difficulty in

the past wearing contact lenses.

• We offer a broad array of contact lenses

with a large in-house inventory.

• We now offer the new daily wear

disposable contact lenses.

• All fittings are done by our eye doctors

with experience in contact lens care

and solving contact lens problems.

• Emphasis is placed on your ocular

health and professional service.

uhs
EYE CARE PROGRAM

233 N Pleasant St Amherst Carnage Shops

Convenient hours and

convenient on campus location.

For questions or

appointments, call 549-2671

GIVE US$20,

and Weil Give

Yduite Runs.
$20 MID-WEEK LlFTMET

Mount Snow, Vermont is giving all you college

students a run for your money. In fact, we're giving

you all 84 runs-everything from our six new Sun-

brook intermediate trails to the North Face expert

terrain. And all for $20. Firm.

For a taped ski report, call (802) 464-21 51
.
For

more information, call (802) 464-8501

.

mount §tum>.
When It ComesTo Big Mountain Skiing, No One Else Is Close.

RESTAURANT
Serving in the

same location on
State St. since 1984

DINNER for 2 '

$13.95 COMPLETE
ENTREES CHANGE DAILY
SUNDAY-THURSDAY

5 P.M. * 9 ".Ivl.

45 STATE ST.
NORTHAMPTON, MA

586-6344

Charlie's
I Pray St Amherst-549-5403 • Open Ham

7 days a Week
Kitchen open til midnight

Game Room with 2 pool tables

Tonight 10c Beer Steamed Baby Franks

9:00p.m. — 12:00 a.m.
W-X-X-Xi5".

Drinks of the Wtck:

Charlie's Punch SI.50

French Mocha Coffee S 1 .95

x

1)1 \ I SI O A COS II \ I I \ (• EDI CA TK>\

.:•;•»:•-•••.".•.•.•.•.•.-.•.

Food Giveaways

Mon 10 cent Mozzarella Sticks 9pm- 12am

Tucs 10 cent Buffalo Wings 9pm- 12am

Wed. 25cent Pizza Slices and 99 cent Nachos 9pm-12am

Thurs 10 cent Beer Steamed Baby Franks 9pm- 12am

Sundav 10 cent Potato Skinsj9om- 12am

WE ACCEPT MC-VISA-AMEX

Think
Spring!
A perfect time

for renewal and

University of

Massachusetts

at Amherst

**;

John Caffeity 6) the Beaver Brown Bond

Columbia Recording Artist-Heaven's Edge

Sigma Alpha Mu Back to School Blowout

Brightside and Uproar

Physical Grafitti

Chucklehead WW
Shuttle Bus Service

Every Thursday-Saturday

Pickup on the hour from

the Southwest Horseshoe

Rt. 9 Hadlev 586-4463

Friday 1

Sunday 3

Friday 8

Sunday 10

Friday 15

Saturday 16

Dellaria Salons invites you lo visit our Amherst Salon anytime

Monday through Wednesday and save $5.00 on Haircuts, or receive a

Haircut & Perm tor $50.00. You need only present your student ID.

26 M3ln Street, Amherst 256*8331 am*m< wm<en

mtsSSSSSSS
and money-saving

DELLARIA SALONS
BOSTON • S0H0 • LOS ANGELES

$3.00
OFF

ON PROCESSING
A 36 EXP. ROLL

OF FILM

FOTO FACTORY

•T
I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

$2.00
OFF

ON PROCESSING
A 24 EXP. ROLL

OF FILM

FOTO FACTORY

$1.00
OFF

ON PROCESSING
A 12 EXP. ROLL

OF FILM

FOTO FACTORY

$1.00
OFF

ON PROCESSING
YOUR
FILM

FOTO FACTORY

7 cvoiucc «mimmv« 1QO%XPIFIES FEBRUARY 28. 1991

P.BES FEBRUARY 28.1991 EXP.RES FEBRUARY 28, IW.EXP.RES FEBRUARY 28.^
§

HaaRl*""***" 11 *""^^^^m TT-^ mm^
TM$ COUPOH VALiD WITH———'""««. mot vAUDwmnoHDAr cm wtDHtso*r spboais kkmti wowswrwrcui

257 TRIANGLE STREET

AMHERST

62 KING STREET
NORTHAMPTON

224 1/2 FEDERAL ST.

GREENFIELO

\,lJ®
Factory

FILM M BTi

10:00 am
PKMTf OUT »Y<

4:00 pm
ONE HOIK

SERVICE W All VHI I

new beginnings.

Renew your life goals, your career, or your

personal life. Over 200 fresh credit courses and

Adventures in Lifelong Learning workshops are

being hatched at UMass this spring.

Late register through February 11.

Classes start January 29.

For more information, contact the Division of

Continuing Education, Goodell Building, or call

545-2414.

( ()\ I I \ / I \ ( EDI C I T I <) \
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women 's hoop wrapup
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 16

.

The loss to the Lady Bonnies tarnish

ed an otherwise incredible night for

Ireland. The UMass forward poured in

26 points with 10 for 14 in field goals

and 6 for 9 from the line. If that weren t

enough, she also grabbed 12 rebounds.

However, no other UMass player made

it into double figures. Over 30 turnovers

and 30.3 percent second-half shooting

hurt the UMass cause.

"Missing Keyburn really cost us in

this game," said Hewelt. "She averages

15 to 20 points a game, and when you

figure in the other ways she affects a

game, we might have come close or

changed the outcome had she been able

to play. Her presence would have been

a big boost for us."

Three days later, the Minutewomen

traveled to Philadelphia to face St.

Joseph's University. The Hawks blazed

out to a 37-23 halftime lead, shooting

51 .7 percent from the field and 71.4 per-

cent from the foul line.

While the Hawks cooled down in the

second half, their defense tightened, do-

ing in the Minutewomen as Hewelt

explained.

"We had a lot of trouble with their

one-three-one halfcourt trap," said

Hewelt. "We went into a scoring

drought, they went on a run, and that

was the margin right there.

The result was a 67-45 St. Joseph s

win. Jessica Schusler led the

Minutewomen with 16 points against

the Hawks, including a 9 for 10 mark

from the charity stripe. Ireland manag-

ed to chip in 12 points and 10 rebounds

despite her illness. Wendy Brink led the

Hawks with 17 points.

Two days later, UMass was still in

Philadelphia to face Temple's Lady

Owls. Temple played a smothering

defense, keeping all UMass players out

of double figures and restricting the

Minutewomen to 13 for 49, a poor 26.5

percent shooting for the game.

Hewelt was impressed by the Lady

Owls' tenacious defense.

"They played incredible defense," she

said. "They forced a lot of turnovers,

which they converted on, and we were

struggling to get into our rythym on of-

fense."

The Lady Owls scored 35 points oil ot

UMass turnovers and stole the ball from

the Minutewomen 24 times en route to

a 76-33 shellacking. Tania Koel led all

scorers with 17 points, while Kim

Kristofik and Ireland notched 8 points

apiece for UMass.

Boston campus loses money
.. . . • i i " „u« ...,;,) "TTrn
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By STEPHANIE SCHOROW
The Associated Press

BOSTON — State mismanagement has

cost the University of Massachusetts at

Boston about $650,000, but a university of-

ficial says efforts are already in place to cor-

rect the problems.

State Auditor A. Joseph DeNucci said

Tuesday that an investigation of a thett ot

$120 000 from the university's branch Bur-

sar'sOffice led to the discovery of a loss of

about $530,000 in parking fees.

"At a time when our system of public

higher education is being threatened with

debilitating budget cuts, it is the universe

tv's responsibility to protect its limited

resources," DeNucci said in a »tatement

"I expect UMass-Boston will begin to do

that through tighter administrative and ac-

counting controls."

Jean MacCormack, vice chancellor of ad-

ministration and finance, said Tuesday the

university had already taken steps to com

ply with the auditor's recommendations,

which resulted from a 1989 audit and of-

ficially released last week.

She questioned the timing of Tuesday s

statement, the day before the administra-

tion was to announce a new cost-cutting

budget proposal.

"It's frustrating for me, it's taken so long

for all of this to be resolved," she said. For

many people won't believe it's resolved

because of the harshness of the language

in DeNucci's written statement.

MacCormack said the university disputes

the amount of money lost through un-

collected parking fees, and contends the

Bursar's Office had taken adequate precau-

tions to protect cash.

"We believe our internal controls are

strong and it was our internal controls that

discovered the [$120,000] theft, she said.

The theft remains under investigation.

According to DeNucci, the theft was

possible because the Bursar's Office kept

excessive cash on hand and had no formal

controls in place to limit access to the

money.
About $228,000 was kept on hand by the

office, and funds not kept in tellers'

drawers were bagged and kept in a vault

that was frequently left open, according to

DeNucci. Anyone with access to the office

had access to the vault, DeNucci said.

MacCormack said the UMass branch

needs large amounts of cash on hand

because the office cannot write checks, a

policy she hopes to soon change.

She contends that while the vault was

often open because it also contained finan-

cial records, cash was kept in a locked safe.

women s swimming
CON1INUED FROM PAGE 16

he Wildcats, taking the 200M breastroke in 2:34.42.

Besides their record, the Minutewomen have another

reason to be proud this year as 24 out of 27 members of

the team have already qualified for the New England

Championships.

Bold Strokes: UMass' Denise Reimer, an Allentown,

Pa. native, won nine first places in the Minutewomen's

meets wfth Boston College, Providence College and Rhode

Island over intersession.

She took the 50M freestyle in a time of 25.33 as well

*s the 100M freestyle in 55.00

TEXTBOOK
AHKEX

For your convenience

the Textbook Annex
will be open:

TURKEY WHITF

MEAT ROAST

JANUARY/FEBRUARY HOURS
SUNDAY MONDAY TUESDAY WEDNESDAY THURSDAY FRIDAY SATURDAY

CARDIOVASCUIAR

LEAF BLOWER

College Student Special

$99 Membership
(exp. 5/21(91)

Daily Aerobics Classes

Reebok Step Classes

Olympic Free Weights

Stairmasters • LHecycles

Special Rates

Walk-Ins Welcome

Tanning • Massage • Saunas

Day Care • Open 7 Days

NORTHAMPTON

& ATHLETIC CLUB

216 N. King$«
Northampton - 584-4975

REGULAR HOURS:
MONDAY-FRIDAY: 9:00 om-4:00 pm

LOCATED ON THE TOP FLOOR, EAST SIDE

OF THE PHYSICAL PLANT BUILDING

ATTENTION
ALL INTERESTED

ARTISTS
The Collegian is accepting

submissions for new student cartoons

through Sunday, Febuary 3.

Drop off samples

(with address and phone -)

To Managing Editor

545-3500

The Collegian is an C.O.C.

THE EAR SIDE

By GARY LARSON QUOTE OF THE DAY

"Life is what happens to you

while you're busy making other

plans.'

'

— John Lennon

DAILY CROSSVORD PUZZLE
Edited By TRUDE MCHEL JAfFE

CALVIN AND HOBBES

innovative concepts in exposing city kids to nature

By BILL VATTERSON

H0\) CM* PUT MM BQD1 TO

BED, B0T ttM SWWTS <S0N6
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ACROSS
1 Russian inland

sea

5 Beside, at sea

10 U S humorist,

George
13 Leningrad s

river

14 Triangular letter

15 Hue
17 202. to Caesar

18 WalKing —

:

elated

19 Baltic native

20 Treat lor Jack

Horner

23 Sioux

24 I ondon s prov

25 Strict

26 Musical pauses

28 — Mountains

ot Missouri

32 Family rm
33 Female ruff

35 Room in a

harem
36 Man. lor one

37 Treat tor a

queen
41 Vegetate

42 I like —
43 Pose
44 LA Law

character

45 First raters

47 Misplaces

51 Pit

53 Strange prop

55 Chicken — king

56 Treat tor Miss

Mullet

61 Silkworm

62 — We All"*

63 Root part

64 Faithful to a

Scot

85 Serenity

66 — Rabbit

67 Genes carrier

63 Rooter

69 Without

DOWN
1 News person

2 Speak a piece

3 Dispatch boats

4 Noi ol the cloth

5 Bedeck
6 Mussolini

7 Guido s high

notes

8 Keep —

:

persevere

9 School ending

10 Nuclear trial

11 Scatter

12 Totally

16 From there

21 Minor prophet

22 Question

27 Waste
allowance

29 City planner,

perhaps

30 Extend
31 Cheers
34 Do a publishing

job

36 Occupied with

37 Bewitched
— and
Bewildered

38 Civic Club

member

39 Alias, e g
40 Squirted the

squeaks
41 Biologist

Carson
45 Dallas inst.

46 Position

48 Largest desert

49 Gridiron

number

50 Mystery author

Dorothy L

52 La — . Milano

54 Stage
direction

57 Engrossed
58 Three,

in Trier

59 Emblem
60 Fly catchers
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ROBOTrtAN
By Jin rtEDDICK

6AWWEP0LICE\ j££K~S£M BEHIND US'. .
UWUfct TVttS.

IWW YOU {THE NWN JJIJ5
WERE^skVpiN6\\S%SW CMWl

( &C*3,\T LOOKS im WE'RE 60NSA]

yjfi=b THE ifeKmAflZBR/...J
WE'S NOT DRUNK,

\

V
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ROBOTttAN
By JIM nEDDICR

YOOR ERRfiflC B6HWI0R SU©S^
YOU'RE. CONC^UNGV^TWNTiTgS
OF ILLEGAL SOeSTANC&S.THlS D06

IS TRAINtPTX) SNIFF THEM O^-

POOR THING WPWT
STANDACHUKE-.

f*t4l,j£ £-

TANGELO PIE

-UfcfcMm 5fj£fc*;t

iHTcllm*"* tHah * bucket or

I can Clear tomgS up—

rtENU
LUNCH

Pizza

Dell ivei SandVfch

BASICS LUNCH
Pizza

Eggplant Casserole

DINNER
Egg Poll

."^ac & Chees.

BASICS DINNER
log Poll

nac & Cheese

YOUR DAILY HOROSCOPE
By JEANE DIXON

Bv Tin SNIEFEN

ARIES (March 21-April 19): A hand-

some, tailored look will impress con-

servative clients. A friend could be
entirely off-base. Rely on your intui-

tion. Romance gives you a feeling

of deep contentment

TAURUS (April 20-May 20): You
may have to handle a "hot potato"

at work today. A competitor is

"crazy" like a fox. Stay alert! Family

members will help reOuce financial

pressures Enjoy a quiet evening at

home.

GEMINI (May 21-June 20) Top-

quality sale items can brighten up
your wardrobe Be more con-

siderate of your mate and you will

re-establish you old rapport Tend
to the neeOs of an older person

without complaint

CANCER (June 21-July 22) Be

careful not to overstep your bounds
at home or work. Acting on impulse

couia create havoc Good things

come to those who wait Refrain

from taking too many financial

gambles right now.

LEO (July 23-Aug. 22) Do not let

uncertainty over a personal matter

put you off your stroke. Now is the

time to consider wide-ranging

business proposals. A sudden wind-

fall means you can spend extra

money on your family

VIROO (Aug. 23-Sept 22): Your

partner is more tuned in to your

needs today, but your offspring will

keep you busier than ever. Think

creative ways for them to use up all

that boisterous energy'

LIRRA (Sept 23-Oct. 22) An in-

novative idea pays handsome
dividends. Your flair and imagina-

tion help you decorate your home
in a way everyone will admire

Share secrets with a trusted loved

one

SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov 21) Other

people come through with funds or

ideas just when you neeO them the

most' Show your gratituOe in tangi-

ble ways be mindful of possible

snogs where travel is concerned

SAGITTARIUS (Nov 22-Dec 21)

Focusing on long-term work goals

is vital today Be certain that you

have the latest available informa-

tion to give to VlPs Romance enpys

highly favorable influences tonight

CAPRICORN (Dec 22-Jan 19) Be

careful not to shake the foundation

of your professional or personal life

It is possible that you are barking up

the wrong tree Ease up, you can-

not fore the pace of Drogress

AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb 18) A

patient, mature approach is vital

today Do not let your temper get

the best of you Count to lO when

things go awry. Making low-key.

constructive suggestions wins you

widespread respect.

PISCES (Feb 19-March 20) ig-

nore those who make negative

comments Concentration is the

key to advancement at work A
secret desire will soon be fulfilled

Pursue romance in a glamorous

setting
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Sports Notice
Sold Out? If you could not get tickets to the men's

basketball game Saturday. Twister's Tavern (30 Boltwood

Walk, Amherst) has a solution. The UMass-Boston Univer-

sity competition will be telecast live at midnight on ESPN

from the Curry Hicks Cage and Twister's will remain open

until the end of the game. Unfortunately, due to Mass.

state laws, alcoholic beverages will not be served after

1 a.m.

UMass Lacrosse Club The team will meet today at 4:30

p.m. in Boyden room 253. Coach Dietel says the timed

two-mile run will start at 4:30 p.m. Friday, Feb. 1 in the Curry

Hicks Cage. Call 545-6353 or 545-259Q for more info.

STUDENT COMMENCEMENT SPEAKER
Proposals are solicited for consideration as Student Commencement Speaker

Eligibility:

Format:

Subject matter:

Selection process:

Graduating University senior

3-4 "typed" pages, double-spaced (equivalent of 3-4

minutes speaking time); original and one copy.

Include your name, local address and telephone number on a

separate, attached cover sheet.

The text should concern education and be relevant to the

University and your experience(s) here.

Entries will be reviewed by the Student Commencement Speaker

Selection Committee, which consists of students, staff, and

faculty. (Author's name will be removed before being given to

the committee to ensure objectivity.)

Ratings will be assigned and selected authors will be invited to

"audition" before the committee. The committee will make the

final selection.

Thursday, February 21, 1991, not later than 4:30pm

Submit proposals to: Paul R. Appleby, Director, Disability Services, 231 Whitmore

(545-0892)

8>,4UDIOrOX-$|
AMJFM Auto Reverse

Cassette w/spkrs. Installed

Buy ANY Large Pizza ' BuvANY-Pizza

GET A SMALL Get a 2nd of

1-ITEM PIZZA equal or lesser

Domino's Pizza

Amherst/Hadley

256-891

1

South Hadley

535-1111

Panasonic

COH15f(o<t Installed

"Upgradeyour Factory System

P»n«somc CX-0P15 12 COOisk Cheng.
•Quadruple Overvwnpurtg Ouilai Mier

• i Outlal to AnofcJQ Convert***

Includes 100 o»ll a>"
amp with most 3>
lactory systems

for only

Expires 3-30-91

1 coupon per order

| value for only

| $1 .99
i

i

i expires 3-30-91

| 1 coupon per order

Buy ANY-Large

Pizza for the

PRICE OF A
SMALL PIZZA

a
5SS
expires 3-30-91

not good with

any other offer

Cellular Phones

Technophone 905 or Unkten CP 1 500

BUY I SET I FREE

Call lor complete details

*iin mm 6 months melro motile
service activation

Prices do not include d«

Welcome BackStudents!!

I WINF LIQUORS^
FALSTAFF& en 70

FALSTAFF LIGHT ^0 d?p
case of 24-12 oz. cans

COORS,
C00RS LIGHT,
COORS GOLD

Auto Ssxurtty Systems

CLIFFORD in AUTO SECURITY

From
•Many models available

•Up to 20*<« ins disc

•Shock sensof
• 125 d/b siren
• Remote transmitter Intuited

S I99

THULE SKI RACKS
Mofe than |usl a ski rack! Carry

Luggage Bikes. Canoes. Lumber
You Name IT! Highest quality

available All model in stock and a

perfect gift guaranteed!

Layaways and
Instant Financing Available

BUSCH& S4A49
JSCH LIGHT sU-depjws^BUSCH LIGHT

-"-""*
suitcase cans

BECKS case of

2-12 pk.

bottles
$1799-DEP

BACARDI

CUSTOM/*****^
CAR(0 m 0,

souNirm^^m
573 RIVERDALE ST. 141 DAMON RD.

W.SPIMCFIELD MORTHAMPTON

7144995 586525.

TROPIC. PEACH,

LIME. BERRY

$£49

6LEN $Q79
ELLEN *0 ml

WHITE ZINFANDEL

Rare Scotch.

INGLEN00K„^„o
CHENIN. FR. COL. $C 9 9

RHINE. BURGUNDY, ROSE. *•*O
i CHABLIS. BLANC DE BLANC. W

BLUSH. WHT. GRENASH

3.0L

4 pk.

bottles

COKE, QPQQ
DIET COKE ^0 oTp

SPRITE case of 24-12 oz cans

F0L0NARI SC49
cnAvc U i.5lSOAVE

Jft $9£99
»Qsv***k «" 1.75L

Seagrams $-41*99
V.0. IW 1.75 L

SEBASTIANI $C49
PROPRIETOR WINES %J 1 5l
WHITE. BLUSH. RED. CHENIN.
FR G0L0MBARD. CAMAY

Capiain/Aorgan S-i 599
- ORIGINAL

SPICED KIM

COOKS $049
CHAMPAIGNE u

BAILEY'S $4 A 99
IRISH CREAM I H^oml

BRUT. XDRY
750 ML

i*8*/Y//j

not responsible for

typographical errors

9am to 11pm
Monday thru Saturday

HADLEY
Campus Plaza/Route 9

253-9344

TWO .

LOCATIONS
HOLYOKE
30 Lincoln St.

534-4555

SALE PRICES
THURS. 1-31-91 THRU 1

WED. 2-06-91

TeleCheck
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Perseverence pays off for Giles as he nears 1,000 points
ma aw ....... . _.ii_ niloo crr»t a rhance to olav Doint cruard for

By SAM SILVERSTEIN
Collegian Staff

Rafer Giles would never miss on purpose.

It's against his nature. Rafer Giles, a senior

point guard on the University of
Massachusetts men's basketball team,
hates to miss.

But it would be nice if he scored his

1,000th point Saturday night on national

TV, wouldn't it?

Giles is 15 points shy of the 1,000-point

plateau as UMass heads into a pair of

games at the Cage this weekend, against

Rhode Island Friday and Boston Universi-

ty Saturday.

Saturday's game will be televised nation-

wide on ESPN.
"My friends and my family could see it,

and I could look at it on videotape," said

Giles, a native of Richmond, Va. "But if

I've got the shot Friday night, I'll take it."

When he does, it will be the third time

Giles has scored 1,000 points in organized

basketball; Giles scored over 1,000 points

in middle school and at Henrico High
School in Richmond.
Along the way Giles has shown himself

to be a fearless and, in streaks, a brilliant

shooter. He's made 182 three-pointers in

his career, and was a 42-percent shooter

from the floor (37 percent from three-point

range) entering this season.

"When he gets it going, he can score with

the best ofthem," coach John Calipari said.

"When you're on, you can feel it in your

body," Giles described. "It's really after two

or three go in that you know you've got it

that night. The first shot really doesn't

mean much."

"The kid has taken advantage

of every opportunity he's

had...He's been ready when

we needed him to play.

That's a lesson to some of the

other kids on this team."—

John Calipari

Giles himself describes his shooting style

as a little unorthodox.

"It's a Bob Cousy set shot," he said. "I've

been doing it since I was little."

Reaching 1,000 points is as much a result

of Giles' work ethic as his shooting touch.

Giles has started only occasionally since ar-

riving from Fork Union Military Academy

in Richmond, Va. in 1987, but has made a

career of being ready when the coach calls

his number.
"The kid has taken advantage of every

opportunity he's had," Calipari said. "He's

going to score 1,000 points in a backup role,

and that's amazing. He's started, but

always by default. He's always been ready

when we needed him to play. That's a

lesson to some of the other kids on this

team."
It's a knack Giles said he developed at

Fork Union, a prep basketball powerhouse,

where 13 of Giles' 15 teammates landed

Division I scholarships after a 29-0 season.

"You had to always be ready because you

never knew who was going to start. Once

you got your chance, that's when you had

to prove it."

This season, when starter Anton Brown
tore ligaments in his knee in December,

Giles got a chance to play point guard for

the first time since his freshman year.

Three nights later, Giles buried Boston

College with a running 10-foot jumper with

nine seconds left.

The shot had a special significance for

Giles because the game was played in

Springfield, the city where his father, Bill,

had died suddenly three years earlier dur-

ing a visit to see Rafer play.

"I thought afterwards maybe that's why

I hit that shot. The play wasn't supposed

to go to me . .
." Giles said.

"My Dad's on my mind just about every

day, before every game. When he died, I

dedicated each one of these seasons to him.

He's the one that got me where I am, he

got me thinking about going to college, go-

ing to Fork Union, playing basketball. ..I'm

getting 1,000 points for him."

WE'RESORRY
our amherst store is closed our amherst store is closed

WERE GLAD
our northampton store is open our northampton store is open

Visit our Northampton

store 20% Discounts

with college ID.

Offer good through 2/7/91

Main Street Northampton

Collegian photo by Jeff Holland

Senior guard Rafer Giles displaying his defensive capabilities against

Geow Washington, will be aiming for his 1,000 point mark this weekend

in games against Rhode Island and Boston University.

Classifieds
COME TO THE COLLEGIAN omcE_cc „, MQN ^H~m:30.DEADUNE2 DAYS PRIOR TO PUBUCAVON. CASH IN ADVANCE. mWORWDAY FOR STUDENTS

ACTIVITIES

IF YOU LIKE music you'll love UPC First

meeting Thursday Jan 31st 904CC Be
there! 6 30PM For into call 545-2892

ANNOUNCEMENTS

3-CREDIT RECYCLING COURSE Tu/Th

9:30-10 45 153 Totman. Go to class to

add or call Jim or Kathleen at 545-1 153

BED AND BREAKFAST- downtown ideal

for visiting parents and friends- 549-0733

CARIBBEAN- $189' The warmth ot the

Caribbean or Mexican coast tor a week
R/T Air Sunhitch + m 2126642000

FAST FUNORAISING PROGRAM
$1000 in |ust one week
Earn up to $1000 for your campus
organization Plus a chance at $5000

morel This program works! No invest

ment needed Call 1-800-932-0528 Ext

50

HEY! Get your recycled note pad* loose

leaf and spiral notebooks at the Residen

Hal Recycling Program Table on the Cam
pus Center Concourse All proceeds

benefit the expansion of the flecyclina

Program In the Residence Halls Can

5-1 153 for more info

HEY STUOCNT VAUJEY^P^uction
Goona- Meeting Tnurs 5 30PM RM
08FAC- Diacuaa future plans and help eat

the munchables! AM are welcome! 1

MAKE A DIFFERENCE! Volunteer with

the Residential Recycling Program Bot-

,,es and Cans Pilot Project, ftecychng

Runs Education and the Blue Box

Brigade! Sign up at the RecyclingTable

on the concourse or come to the firs

volunteer meeting on Thurs *****
trom 6:30 to 7 30 P.M in C-mpus Center

Room 81 1 For more info call 545-1 ibJ

1986 PLYMOUTH HORIZON 6GK. ex-

cellent condition, going oversea, asking

$1600. call 549-6337

1987 HONDA CIVIC CRX. Emaculate

condition, 6700miles. moon roof.

Blaupunct Stereo. New Tires. $4300 Call

Mac 253-4070

FOR SALE

FUTONS
Sleep with Metawampe
Lowest Prices

Best Quality

256-0646

CHEN STYLE TAI CHI

OPEN THE DOOR
to an exciting and

challenging career

Let CIGNA Corporation she* you how as

we discuss Actuarial Career

?o
Prnm^%bou,.h.scha..er«,ng,ie

!

d.

pfan to attend a meeting at which U to Ac-

tuaries will discuss career opportunities

Members ot all classes are ^Icome.

Limned Summer Intern and full-time pow-

t'ons in both Connecticut and

Philadelphia are available

Pizza and Refreshments will be served.

Dress is casual
Date February 5. 1991

Time: 7 00-8:30 PM
Place: Mather Career Center

RACOljellATirTEAII MEETING

jWin'basementof Wheeler Ajnsre

welcome tor mens and womens team

COME LEARN THIS earliest form of T'ai

Chi which features slow/fast,

soft/vigorous, empty/solid movements
Class begins Feb 5 and 7 Call 253-4057

LETTER QUALITY PRINTER
Mint condition

Print Buffer

Daisy Wheel 35LPS Citizen

120 Columns Ask: $325

Call Wayne 584-7648

INSTRUCTION

EARN CREDIT learn to Scuba Dive Bask:

Classes held Monday. Tuesday. Wednes-
day, and Thursday 7-1 0PM m Curry Hicks

Pool Open Water II class held during

Spnng Break in Key Largo. FLA Advanc-

ed Class held in New England in April For

further mtormtion call 549-8401 . or drop by
Curry Hicks starting 2/4/91

LBO!
Here's to the best semester and the best

roommate 1

Love you'

RoomateChic 1

AUTO FOR SALE

FREEMeTe WilCK C€NTU«V~Runs

Great but towgae mileage Aleo

19811DOOGE COLT Great mileage Rune

great $300 253-3908

COLLEGE PRO PAINTERS

IS SEEKING highly motivated UMass
Students who would like the opportunity

to earn $10,000 this summer running their

own painting business No previous pain-

ting experience is required and all maiors

are welcome to apply There will be an

informal information session on Tuesday

Feb 5 at 7PM in Campus Center room
811. For more details call

1 800-346-4649

FOR RENT

SINGLE BEDROOM In SundeMand
House on bus line Share house w/3V>

undergrads 170/month or BO Brian

323-8658 Leave message

WINTER SPECIAL: 1 month rent 99
cents with one year lease

2 bedroom- $450
3 bedroom- $537
Sunderland. Free but route, laundiy

faculties, swimming pool, garden plott.

short term lease available

STEREO YORK New remote 8 wan-

speakers, bonus 2 extra speakers

$100/BO 253-0644

HELP WANTED

APPLICATIONS now being accepted at Ad-

missions Center tor Tour Guides, Student

Admissions Representatives and Summer
Counselors

GUITAR LESSONS with Doug Hewitt

Rock, Blues. Folk Acoustic or Electric Im-

prov . Theory. Reading. Songwnting, many
new songs -plus singing Studio on 3 bus
lines 549-1938

MICHELLE MONTEITH

CONGRATULATIONS to Ms Michelle

Monteith- Winner ot two round trip Con-
tinental Tickets in our Grand Get To Know
You" Raffle Come to Campus Travel for

your prize Thanks to everyone else for

Michelle Livernola

Good luck this week!

I'm cheering for you 1

Love, your Big sis

INTERESTED in Christian Fellowship' The

Alliance Christian Fellowship welcomes

you' More info Jim or Beth 253-7206

SERVICES

GERMAN STUDENT Female is looking for

,ob: Babysittmg/Child Care/ help in

household Experience as Au-Pair in GB
Alexandra 549-7515

SPECIAL ANNOUNCEMENT

EARN $S00-$1S0O/WK part-time, stuffing

envelopes in your home For free intorma

tion. send a long, self addressed, stamped

envelope to: P.O Box 4645 Dept P145

Alburquerque NM 87196

INTELLIGENCE JOSS. AM^Tanchea US
Customs. DEA ect Now hiring Call

1-805 962 8000 Ext K-9616

entering- Watch for our Spring Break Raf

fie' Campus Travel 545-0500 '

Back!!!

ATTENTION UMASS STUDENTS
Explore self and personal issues through

psychodrama in a safe confidential setting

Group meets Tuesdays 7-8 30PM starting

2/12/91 for 10 weeks No tee Register-Call

Welcome Mark locally at 665-3678

LOVING. DCWMOASLEWMJI to care

for adorable 2 and 4 year old girts MWF
AM Own car required 549-6318.

YfT Nfan agLf-MOTIVATED 8TUOENT»
Earn up to $107hr

n..iw«
Market credit cards on campus Flexible

PERSONALS

'CHAD'
~

My boyfriends back
He's gonna save my reputation

Hey-La Hey-La
My boyfriends back!
Welcome back! I love you, Wendy

KIMBERLY. TRACIE • RACHAEL
Have a great weak! We are really

proud of you!

Love, Your Angela

TRAVEL

WAKE-N-BAKEU! Spring Break 9111

Jamaica/Cancun from $459.00'!

A week of fun and sun! The hottest destina-

tions 1-800-426-7710.

TYPING

WORD PROCESS**! SERVICES -WiH

type papers, manuecrtpts, ect $1 50 per

page Excellent spetNng and grammer

gauranteed. References ffkaxibte hours

evenings-weekende For Information

548-9753

, „jn m-tf ict A'H.V.arAH+W+V'
,* iV.v ii'n.119, Uf .If* 3 .tl.*-.1
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Gymnastics cleans up Springfield
_ . . ufpi n«««. ;<> w\\t tavnriTP OVAtlt..

By TOM QUINN
Collegian Correspondent

In front of a very enthusiastic crowd, the

University of Massachusetts men's gym-

nastics team defeated Springfield College,

253.85-241.35.

UMass swept five of six events, as

Springfield's Ricky Hoag took the parallel

bar.

Portalatin competed in five of the six

events, managing fourth place on the floor.

First place was evenly distributed among

the Minutemen, two freshmen coming up

with winning numbers on the horse and on

the floor.

Floor excercises were one of UMass

stronger events, freshman Jason Braud's

performance brought the team the most

points.

Braud

Collegian photo by Carrie Wyeth

UMass' David DiNucci concentrates on his horse performance last night

agamTspringiiehTCollege. DiNucci edged out SC's Eick Hoag (8.7) to™
the event with a score of 8.9.

"The floor is my favorite event,'

said. "I work on it a lot."

Sophomore Robert Thomas performed a

solid floor routine, finishing second.

Another UMass freshman, Adam Gould,

faired well, winning the horse with a score

of 8.6.

Senior Andy Sullivan and sophomore

Steve Christensen had solid performances

on the grueling rings, placing first and se-

cond, respectively.

"The rings are still the weakest event,

but Andy and Steve had good routines for

us," said Johnson.

The meet was neck and neck leading up

to the vault competition, and that is where

the Minutemen took-over.

David DiNucci (8.9) captured the

vaulting event from Springfield's Ricardo

Portalatin (8.7) with an explosive perfor-

mance. UMass freshman Tim Sullivan

(8.75) worked the crowd into a frenzy after

his performance.

"DiNucci and Sullivan had good perfor-

mances," Johnson echoed. "I think the

vault was one of the strongest events in the

meet."

Springfield did not give up after the

vault. Ricky Hoag worked the parallel bars

fluently and effectively, winning the event

(8.9). Despite Bill Sayam s second place

showing, the Minutemen had some difficul-

ty on the bars.

"We weren't that smooth on the parallel

bars tonight," Johnson said.

Senior Mitch Hall attacked the horizon-

tal bar from beginning to end and nailed

his dismount to seal the victory.

Springfield's Hoag made his presence felt

throughout the meet, winning all-around

with a total score of 50.75.

"We want to catch Army and Temple,"

Johnson said of upcoming meets, "and to

do that we need to get crisper on our

routines."

Swimmers
host UNH
in Boyden

By CHRIS MIRACLE
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts

women's swim team will be back in ac-

tion this Saturday as they take on the

Wildcats of New Hampshire at 1 p.m.

in Boyden Pool.

The Minutewomen can enjoy their

standing right now, coming off an emo-

tional 128-114 win over Providence Col-

lege to improve their record to 6-3

overall (5-3 in the New England

Women's Intercollegiate Swimming and

Diving Association).

UMass also moved from the eighth to

fourth in the Northeast rankings.

Boston College still remains ahead of

the pack followed by Connecticut and

Northeastern.
"Physically we're tired, but emo-

tionally we're on a high," said UMass
coach Bob Newcombe. "We're up for it

since UNH rubbed our faces in it when

they beat us last year."

The Wildcats (3-7i will be looking to

get back on the winning track to im-

prove their dismal record. UNH suffered

their most recent loss to Maine

(112-125).

UNH swimmers to watch out for in-

clude Shannon Doherty, a junior in-

dependent medley/backstroker,

Maureen Hartnett (IM/breastroke) and

Meghan McCarthy (freestyle/back).

"UNH is a talented team," Newcombe

said."They have a couple of good

sprinters led by McCarthy, but on the

whole UMass is a better team."

During their meet against Maine,

Doherty lead her team, winning both

the 200- and 500-meter freestyles with

times of 2:00.97 and 5:20.45,

respectively.

McCarthy also had her day in the sun

as she took first in the 50M freestyle

(25.93). Hartnett added another first for

CONTINUED ON PAGE 12

Georg<
By BRETT MORRIS
Collegian Correspondent

It seems as if everyone is going to the Nation's Capital

lately; foreign dignitaries, war supporters, protesters,

military aides and even the University of Massachusetts

women's basketball team.

The Minutewomen will be there for other reasons than

Team survives

winter competition
By GREG SUKIENNIK
Collegian Staff

The absence of Keyburn McCusker from the starting

line-up and an outbreak of the flu were factors in three

Atlantic 10 Conference losses during the last week of

winter break, according to University of Massachusetts

women's basketball coach Kathy Hewelt.

"If you look at those three games, you see a pattern

developing," noted Hewelt, whose team faces George

Washington in an A-10 match-up tonight in

Washington, D.C.

"In all three games, we played well in the first halt.

But because of our lack of depth, the loss of Keyburn

and Trish Hessel to injury and the flu affecting Lisa

Ireland and Cherrie Muza, we start to tire in the se-

cond half and the other team makes a run. And we're

not physically able to counter that."

In the first of these three games, against St. Bonaven-

ture on Jan. 19, the Minutewomen held the Lady Bon-

nies to 36 percent shooting in the first half and trailed

34 28 at halftime. The day before the game, McCusker

had said that UMass was psyched up to face the Lady

Bonnies, and UMass' first half stats proved her right.

The Minutewomen hit nearly half of their shots and

went 61 percent from the foul line in the first half.

St. Bonaventure turned the tables on UMass in the

second half, however. They outscored the

Minutewomen 44-21 in the half, hitting 15 of 22 foul

shots in the second session to pull away for a 78-53 vic-

tory. Four of five Lady Bonnie starters hit for double

figures, led by 15 points from Sue Shay.

CONTINUED ON PAGE 12

most though, to face the George Washington Colonials at

6 p.m. in the Charles E. Smith Center.

The Minutewomen, winless this season, are coming off

Tuesday's 21-point loss on Tuesday to St. Joseph's.

And they are still plagued by injuries. Keyburn

McCusker, the team's leading rebounder and scorer is

limited due to a spiral fracture of her right index finger.

In addition, several members have been hampered by the

flu.

The Minutewomen have been averaging a meagre 43.5

points per game with 36 percent shooting. Additionally,

they average over 30 turnovers a game.

George Washington, 14-3 overall (7-1 in the Atlantic 10)

have been a surprise so far this season. The Colonials,

undefeated at home, have won 10 of their last 11. Their

only loss in the Conference was to Rutgers who remains

ranked in the top 5 nationally.

George Washington has a balanced scoring attack with

four starters averaging in double figures in points. They

are led by 5-foot-10 sophomore forward Jennifer Shasky

who is averaging 17.5 ppg and 5.4 rebounds. Mary Nordl-

ing, a 6-foot-3 junior center, has a team-leading average

of 3.1 blocks per game, as well as 13.6 ppg. Junior for-

ward Kristin McArdle, leads the team with 4.2 assists per

game and averages 11.4 ppg.

Second-year coach Joe McKeown has started the same

five in all 17 games this season. Four of the five starters

have led the team in points at least once.

McKeown said he looks to his team's aggressive man-

to-man defense, which has caused opponents to turn the

ball over an average of 23.9 times per game, providing

opportunities on the offensive end.

"We try to keep up the pressure on defense in order to

have the opportunity to run on offense," he said.

The two teams met earlier this month. In that contest,

Massachusetts' Kim Kristofik led all scorers with 12

points. Senior guard Anne Riley led the Colonials with

1 1 points. Massachusetts had difficulties getting through

their tight defense and scored a season-low 28 points.

Game Notes: Minutewoman Keyburn McCusker has

989 career points, 11 shy of the 1,000 point plateau...GWU
was predicted to finish sixth this season in the Atlantic

10, however, they are currently in second place and have

been receiving votes in the AP and UPI top 25 polls.

Collegian file photo

The Minutewomen, hampered by bouts with

the flu as well as injuries, prep for George

Washington's Colonials. GWU hosts UMass in

Washington, D.C. at 6 p.m. tonight.

W

A night of

cheap laughs
and free

breath mints
By DANIELLE DOWLING
Collegian Staff

Have you always had the knack for

making people laugh so hard that they

leave wet spots on your couch?

Well if you are that kind of person

you may want to invest in an air

freshener company, but in the mean
time you may want to check out the

Certs College Comedy Competition
to be held at UMass on Saturday.

The competition is a 75-school search

for the funniest college student in

America. This is the fifth year for the

competition, sponsored by the tasty

breath mint company.
All full-time and part-time students

who wish to enter should prepare a

three-minute comedy routine and sign

up to compete in Campus Center Room
817. People will be able to sign up at

this location until 8 p.m, an hour before

showtime.
All contestants will be videotaped as

they perform. The winner will have his

or her clip evaluated by the national

judge. This year the judge happens to

be Jerry Seinfeld, renown for his NBC
series, Seinfeld, and frequent ap-

pearances on Late Night with David

Letterman and The Tonight Show.

Three regional finalists will be pick-

ed and then flown with a friend to

Daytona Beach, Florida to compete in

the national finals, also judged by

Seinfeld, at Spring Break. The person

who Seinfeld dubs "The Funniest Col-

lege Student in America" will fly to

New York City to perform at famous

comedy clubs such as The Comic Strip

and Catch A Rising Star.

Hosting the competition at UMass
will be comedian Patrick McGreal. The

Chicago native spent time with the

Just Kiddin' Comedy and Improvisa-

tion Company and has appeared at

Catch A Rising Star, The Comic Strip

and The Improvisation. This is

MacGreal's second year of touring with

the Certs Comedy Competition.

Ifyou not inclined to tickle someone's

funny bone and would rather have your

funny bone tickled for you, then you too

are encouraged to come, the enticement

being free Certs Mints.

The Certs Comedy Competition will

be held at UMass in the Hatch, located

in the basement of the Student Union

Building. The competition will begin at

9 p. m. on Saturday, February 2.
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The bizzare fantasy of Ulrike Ottinger
... . . r\ rf £!!__ ...ill Kn ivnwniwl Wnth

By DANIELLE DOWLING
Collegian Staff

A naked male dwarf standing on a street,

his body painted to match the fur coat of

the dog next to him which he holds in one

hand with a leash and the banner that he

holds in the other hand.

Two old men sitting on a sculpture of

some kind wearing beautiful black debu-

tant gowns and pulling at each other s

beards.
#

These are the images found in Ulrike ut-

tinger's films.

Ottinger, a filmmaker from Germany, is

hailed as the "queen of the Berlin

underground." Trained as a painter and

photographer, she came to the New Ger-

man cinema scene in the early 70s. She is

known for her almost gothic instinct for the

grotesque and the sublime. Her earlier

films incorporated performance art and

"happenings" by such artists as Yvonne

Rainer and Wolf Vostell. But as her work

developed, Ottinger took a growing interest

in how culture defines its foreigners.

One of her best known works is Madame

X - An Absolute Ruler (1977), which

achieved cult status as a lesbian pirate

film. Some of her other films include: Ticket

of No Return (1979); Freak Orlando and

China - The Arts, The People. Her most

recent film is entitled Johanna d'Arc of

Mongolia.

She has been well rewarded for her work.

The Image of Dorian Gray in the Yellow

Press (1984) was awarded the special prize

for overall artistic conception at the

Florence Film Festival. China— The Arts,

The People was given the German Film

Critics' Award in 1986. Usinimage (1987)

was awarded with the HDF short film prize

in 1989. And her most recent film won

three honors: Federal German Film Gold

Ribbon for Artistic Realization; The Alcan

Prize of the Public of the International

Womens' Film Festival Montreal and

Outstanding Film of the Year London Film

Festival.

She described her art by saying, I exag-

gerate so that the viewer will see, otherwise

no one will notice what I want to show .

Today it is no longer sufficient just to

show things in a film . . . You have to make

reality conscious, not simply steal it by

means of tape recorders and cameras.'

An Ottinger retrospective, co-sponsored

by the Goethe Institute Boston, the Plea-

sant Street Film Foundation, the Five Col-

lege Film Council, the UMass Department

of Germanic Languages and Literatures

and the UMass Interdepartmental Pro-

gram in Film Studies, will begin on

February 1 and continue until February

10. Her films will be screened both at

UMass and at the Pleasant Street Theatre

in Northampton.
The schedule of events is as follows:

Friday, Feb. 1 - Madame X - An Ab-

solute Ruler - 7:30 p.m. - Herter 231,

UMass — Free

Saturday, Feb. 2 - Joan of Arc of

Mongolia (Ottinger will be present for

discussion) - 10 a.m. - Pleasant Street

Theatre, Northampton - $2 donation

Saturday, Feb. 2 - China - The Arts,

The People - 6 p.m. - Herter 231, UMass

Friday, Feb. 8 - The Enchantment of

the Blue Sailors and Laokoon and Sons —

7 30 p.m. - Herter 231, UMass - Free

Saturday, Feb. 9 - The Image ofDorian

Gray in the Yellow Press - 10 a.m. - Plea-

sant Street Theatre, Northampton - $2

donation
Saturday, Feb. 9 - Berlin Fever and

Ticket ofNo Return - 7:30 p.m. - Herter

231, UMass — free.

Sunday, Feb. 10 - Superbia Pride,

Usinimage and Freak Orlando — 10 a.m.

- Pleasant Street Theatre, Northampton

— $2 donation.

Ottinger is also expected to speak at a

public roundtable on her work on the after-

noon of February 2.
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this weekend...

Photo courtesy World Sales

Two old gentleman pull at each other's beards in Ulrike Ottinger's Freak

Orlando.
,
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^ATTENTION ALL UMASS STUDENTS!
Explore the Self and re-enact past conflicts tkrough

PSYCHODRAMA. Snare experiences in a safe, confiden-

tial setting. Group begins 2-I2-9I for 10 weeks every Tuesday,

to 8:30pm. NO FEE REQUIRED.
Call Mark locally at 665-3678 after 6pm to register.
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I ADVSMITU BLACK
MAMBAZO

Pearl St. introduces 18 Thursday Nights in our Dance Club. Doors open

at 8:30 Wed.-Cay Night Thurs—J8 WHMP Fri.&Sat.-Top 40 House
music w it ii D-J -Job

413 584 7771

10P6RRIST. NORTHnmPTON,mn

THERE'S NEVER
A COVER!!

Thurs. January 31

9pm—1am

The HALBENOIT
BAND

Friday and Saturday

February 1st and 2nd

9pm—1am

WILDCAT
O'HALLORAN

Koch's
Golden

Anniversary
Beer

24 16 oz. bottles

$8.99 <*p

Sunday 8pm—12am

OPEN MIC NIGHT
^MARK SNOW

THURSDAYS OPEN
9pm—1am

Route 116
Sunderland
665-8788

Welcome Back-
Enjoy this Semester!

Budweiser
Reg-Light-Dry

12 12 oz cans

$6.79 t dep.

Knicker-
bocker
12 12oz. cans'

$4.49
+ dep.

Kegs Starting

at

$35.00

Ruble ^
Vodka %

1.75 L 0.

$8.99

Captain ^

WE WANT TO BE YOUR FAVORITE LIQUOR STORE!

Plenty of Free Parking•Diagonally Across from UMass Stadium

•Next toThe Laundry Club

6 University Drive

at Newmarket Center, Amherst
Scott's

Gift Certificates

Mass lottery

Season tickets

Morgan ^
Spiced Rum %

750 ml *V

$7.99 ^

v4

We Have II

We now have all

Mass Lottery games!
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Alternatives to Academics
THURSDAY

Auditions will be held for the Five College

Early Music Collegium at Hampshire College

in the Music Room from 11:30 a.m-12:30 p.m.

Heildelberger Romanze will be shown at

Amherst College in Merrill II at 4 p.m. and 7:30

p.m. Admission is free.

Auditions for Cabaret, a Smith College

Theatre production, needs singers, dancers

and rock musicians to come to UMass in Fine

Arts Center Room 204 from 7 p.m.-lO p.m.

Visions of an Ancient World, a modern

adaptation of greek mythology centering in

on the aftermath of the Trojan war and featur-

ing music by groups like the Talking Heads, will

be performed at Stagewest in Springfield,

located on One Columbus Center. The per-

formance will begin at 7:30 p.m. with repeat

performances on Sunday at the same time

and on Friday and Saturday at 8 p.m. There

will also be a matinee performance at 2 p.m.

on Saturday and Sunday. Admission for

students is $10.

Fried or Boiled, a play to be performed by

the London-based physical theatre company,

will be performed at Smith College in the Hallie

Flanagan Studio Theatre at 8 p.m. with repeat

performances on Friday and Saturday. Tickets

are $2 for students and senior citizens and $4

for the general public.

Watermelon Woman, a dance concert

choreographed by Susan Waltner with vocal

and instrumental music by Agnes Zsigmondi,

will be presented at Thornes' Market at 8 p.m.

with repeat performances on Friday and

Saturday.
Minibus/Borderland will play Pearl Street

in Northampton. The 18-and-over show will be

$4.

Orgasmo Adulto Escapes from the Zoo,

a one-woman show which tells the explosive

stories of several Italian women and com-

ments on their domestic and political positions

in society, will be performed at the Northamp-

ton Center for the Arts at 8 p.m. with repeat

performances on Friday and Saturday.

FRIDAY
Saffire the uppity blues woman, will play at

the Iron Horse in Northampton at 7 p.m. Tickets

are $8 in advanca
New Music Festival, a tribute to the 25th

anniversary of the Five Colleges, will take

place at Amherst College in Buckley Recital

Hall at 8 p.m. A second concert will take place

on Saturday at Mount Holyoke College in Ab-

bey Memorial Chapel at the same time.

Glen Campbell Ooodtlme Hour

Revisited, a reprise of his highly successful

television series which aired in the early 70s,

will take place at UMass in the Fine Arts Center

Concert Hall at 8 p.m. Tickets are $29, $27 and

$25
The Breakdown will play at Pearl Street in

Northampton.

The Wildcat O'Halloran Band will play at

Seven O's in Sunderland with a repeat perfor-

mance on Saturday.

John Cafferty and the Beaver Brown

Band will play at Katina's in Hadley.

SATURDAY
Orleans will play at the Iron Horse in Nor-

thampton at 7 p.m. Tickets are $10 in advance.

Certs Comedy College Competition will

be held at UMass in the Hatch at 9 p.m.

Fools Cafe, featuring artist Gideon Freud-

mann, will be held at the Unitarian Society

from 8 p.m.-ll p.m. Open mike sign-up will be

at 7:30 p.m. All donations will go to the

Unitarian Homeless Fund.

Earl Reed, a stand-up comedian, will per-

form at Amherst College in the Campus

Center Frontroom at 9 p.m. Admission is $1 for

students, faculty and staff with Amherst Col-

lege ID and $5 without.

SUNDAY
A Winter Wonderland of Music will fill the

air with solo, duo and trio performances at

UMass in the Benzanson Recital Hall at 3

p.m.Donations accepted at the door.

Judgement Day/Moriah will play at The

No Name in Greenfield from 3 p.m. to 7 p.m.

Adrlanne Greenbaum will play a concert

of 20th-century music on the flute accom-

panied byAHisa Lesier on the piano and the

Wall Street Chamber players. The event will

take place at Mount Holyoke College in Pratt

Auditorium at 8 p.m. Admission is free.

Faculty Recital, featuring the talents of

UMass professors Lynn Klock on saxophone

and Nadine Shank on piano, will take place

at UMass in the Benzanson Recital Hall at 8

p.m. Tickets are $2.50 for students and senior

citizens and $5 for the general public.

John Hammond, regarded as the most

outstanding solo blues artist on the scene to-

day, will perform at Amherst College in the

Campus Center Frontroom at 8 p.m. Tickets

are $1 with Amherst College ID and $8 without.

Heaven's Edge will play at Katina's in

Hadley.

Amherst Chinese Food

Homestyle Cooking

Fresh vegetables from our own farm

DO NOT USE MSG

Open 7 days a week

253-2813 253-7835

62 Main Street Amherst

Need A Job Skill That Pays?
Call us today and find out how we can help you

make it as a bartender. CNCEUs available.

call today

(617)247-1600
HI I BoyIsum Street

Boston, MA 021 16

New England
Bartenders
School
We Help You Make It.-"

Now Open in Town! [PH^t •

Palace gii

1
Restaurant IP

l .censed bv the Cmmonwcallh of Massachusetts Department of Eduction.

Accredited by the A "'editing Council fot Conunuing Education & I raining.

Accept Visa/MC
Reservations Accepted mi

28 Main Street, Northampton, MA
584-4892

WELCOME BACK
STUDENTS!

Call Today For Fast,

Free Delivery:

MIXAND MATCH!

253-3443
College Street

Amherst

WHPIl HH.I BD

UASSACHUStnS

Get One Medium Specialty Pizza

GetA Second For Just H.00 More

Good On Delivery, Carryout Or Dine-In

Offer Expires: February 28, 1991

ptrza
-Hut

__..i I. il I. i

<
I"'' "T"T*~ I

© 1991 Pizza Hut, Inc. l/20< cash redemption. 441

1 COlLfOf .

^^^^^^^^X^^^^Not responsible for Typographical Error; »«fc$**sassa*$*sass^^&

pirea
-Hut

DELIVERY!

For Dine-In Or Carryout Call:

253-9787
424 RvsmII Road

Hadky

WELCOME BACKTOOUR KIND

"««*«;

YOUR CHOICE!

One Large One-Topping Pizza

GetA Second For Just ^.00 More
Good On Delivery, Carryout Or Dine-In

Offer Expires: February 28, 1991

pice.
-Hut

t at participating Pizza Hut*

3KS3SCtt88ttB3X»GS«=
—_* I ©1991 Pizza Hut Inc. 1/20* cash redemption. 351

OF FUNS fc^..^^ — —"""""""^
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Sampling the fine delicacies of art exhibits
By DANIELLE DOWLING
Collegian Staff

There's nothing like digesting fine art.

Burp. So if you are one who is enamored

with the fine delicacies of paintings,

sculpture, mixed media and various other

art forms, the following listing may delight

your taste buds.

Fez Restaurant, Northampton:
The restaurant will be displaying works

by Anthony Zito and Beth O'Rourke, both

UMass art students, until February 12. For

more information call: 586-8011.

Hampden Gallery, UMass:
Located in the Southwest residential

area, the gallery is open Monday-Friday

from 3 p.m.-7 p.m. and on Sunday from 2

p.m. -5 p.m. Family Portraits by Susan Eve

Jahoda and Ceramic Sculpture by Nancy

Frommer La Pointe will be on display from

February 6 until March 8.

Hampshire College:

Hisako Yokoyama, a contemporary

Japanese calligrapher, will have an exhibi

tion of new work in the Main Gallery of the

Harold F. Johnson Library Center until

February 19. Gallery hours are Monday-

Friday from 10:30 a.m.-4:30 p.m. and Sun-

day from 2 p.m.-5 p.m.

Herter Art Gallery, UMass:
Located in Herter Hall, the gallery is

open Monday-Friday from 11 a.m. -4 p.m.

and Sunday from 2 p.m.-5 p.m. Paintings

by May Stevens, featuring large scale pain-

tings and intimate collages, will be on

display from February 5 until February 27.

Mead Art Museum, Amherst College:

Located off the east side of the college

quadrangle, the museum is open Monday-

Friday from 10 a.m.-4:30 p.m. and on

weekends from 1 p.m. -5 p.m. Elegant Im-

pressions: Surimono from the Collection of

William Green, featuring elaborate prints

combining poetry and visual symbols, will

be on display until February 10.

Mount Holyoke College Art Museum:

The museum has two exhibitions on view

at the moment: From Site to Sight: An-

thropology Photography and the power of

Imagery until March 3 and Protection,

Preservation and Analysis: Recently Con-

served Works in the Mount Holyoke College

Art Museum until March 15. Call 538-2245

for more information.

New Africa House, UMass:

The Augusta Savage Gallery, open Mon-

day and Wednesday from 1 p.m.-7 p.m. and

Tuesday and Thursday from 10 a.m.-3 p.m.,

has on view Metal Metamorphosis, featur-

ing sculptures by Caroline Ayres and

Susan Korzenowski. But today is the last

day, so if you miss that don't miss the

gallery's exhibit of paintings by Brenda

Jones, which will start on February 7 and

continue until March 7.

Northampton Center for the Arts:

Located on New South Street, the center

has east and west galleries open Tuesday-

Friday from 12 p.m. -5 p.m. and on

weekends from 2 p.m-5 p.m. The center will

open two exhibits on February 12: in the

east gallery Monotypes by Joyce Miller and

in the west gallery Places Real and Imagin-

ed featuring ceramic scuplture by Mariana

Rilleau. Both exhibits will be on display

until March 10.

Smith College Museum of Art:

The museum has four exhibitions on

display: Rail Wall Neon Light Scuplture by

Janna Longacre and Joseph Upham until

March 15; Secrets, Dialogues, Revelations:

The Art of Beyte and Alison Saar until

March 3; Dead Reckoning by Vernon
Fisher until March 15; and Les Noirs:

Lithographs by Odilon Redon until March
15. The museum is open Tuesday-Saturday

from noon-5 p.m. and Sunday from 2 p.m.-5

p.m.

Student Union Art Gallery, UMass:
Located in the Student Union Building,

the gallery is open Monday-Friday from 11

a.m. -4 p.m. The gallery will present

Metaphysical Constructions, an exhibition

of monoprints by Janet Walerstein

Winston, starting on February 5 and will

continue until February 21.

University Gallery, UMass:
Located on the lower level of the Fine

Arts Center, the gallery is open Tuesday-

Friday from 11 a.m.-4:30 p.m. The main

gallery will be temporarily closed until

April 6 due to renovations. The gallery is

currently displaying Patterns and

Rhythms: Photographs from the Permanent

Collection, a collection of black and white

and color photographs in which the design

element is emphasized.

Wheeler Gallery, UMass:
Located in the Wheeler Residential Hall

across from New Africa House in the Cen-

tral Residential Area, the gallery hours

are: Monday-Thursday from 4 p.m. -8 p.m.

and Sunday 2 p.m.-5 p.m. From February

13 to March 3 the gallery will be display-

ing a UMass Alumnae Show.

FREE FOOD

to vrite for the Arts & Living Section

So come on dovn to the nevsroom of the Collegian

TODAY at 4 p.m.

for a very exciting vriters' meeting

rrr.-rjv.
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The Five College Program In

Peace and World Security
Studies presents:

PANDA EAST
CHINESE

RESTAURAN'
&

1

I

A Five College Faculty Panel

on the Persian Gulf Conflict

with:

Asoka Bandarage, Mt. Holyoke College

Ahmad Dallal, Smith College

Vinnie Ferraro, Mt. Holyoke College

Thursday, January 31st, 8:00pm
Main Lecture Hall, Franklin Patterson

Hampshire College

This event is free and open to the public.

For more information call PAWSS at 549-4600 x 519.

We bring Chinatown
to you

Open Hours: Mon-Thurs. 11:30am-1 0:00pm
Fri. & Sat. 1 1 :30am-1 1 :00pm

Sunday 2:00pm-1 0:00pm

Lunch Hours: Mon.-Sat. 1 1 :30am-3:00pm

103 N. Pleasant St. • Amherst, MA 01002

(413) 256-8923 (413) 256-8924
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Saudi, U.S. troops
recapture Khafji
By FRED BAYLES
Associated Press

DHAHRAN, Saudi Arabia - Saudi
troops backed by U.S. Marines today took
back the coastal town that saw the Persian
Gulf War's first sustained ground fighting,

the Saudi military said. But frontline com-
manders said they suspected the Iraqis

were planning an even larger attack.

The U.S. military command said two U.S.

soldiers, a man and a woman, apparently
were missing. The two were not directly in-

volved in the fighting at the northern
Saudi port of Khafji, Brig. Gen. Pat Stevens
IV told reporters.

In Washington, a Pentagon source said

a U.S. plane had been shot down. Stevens
said U.S. officials were checking an uncon-
firmed report that the plane was a C-130
transport.

Bv midmorning in Khafji, the remnants

BOG refutes SGA
By AMY HENRY
Collegian Staff

While the Board of Governors last night passed a mo-

tion to withhold support of the Student Government
Association's recent decision to dissolve student govern-

ment, about 20 students stood by to protest the BOG's
removal last semester of the two Lesbian, Bisexual, and

Gay seats.

The motion, read by Gov. Bill Hewitt, was a reaction to

a request by SGA officers this week at a press conference

calling for an independent commission to be set up to

restructure the student governing bodies. The decision

made by the officers is not binding until a University

response is made.
Hewitt said, "I can't believe we have the SGA officers

calling for an end in student decision-making on the alloca-

of an Iraqi armored column were cornered

and under siege by U.S. artillery. By even-

ing, Saudi forces had completed the recap-

ture of the town, allied officials said.

According to initial reports, 160 Iraqi

soldiers were captured in the battle,

Stevens said. Saudi officials said a large

portion of their tanks and equipment were
destroyed.

Iraq's official news agency today quoted

the newspaper of Iraq's ruling Baath par-

ty as saying the ground fighting was a

prelude to a far bigger battle. The paper,

Al-Thawra, called it "the beginning of a
thunderous storm blowing on the Arab
desert."

Marines on the outskirts of Khafji said

they have been told five or six Iraqi divi-

sions — at least 60,000 troops — were mass-

ing near the Saudi town of Wafra, about

25 miles to the west, and are believed to

CONTINUED ON PAGE 3

AP photo

Bundeswehr Sergeant Carsten Zitlav demonstrates the operation
of a "HAWK" ground-to-air missile launcher during a recent press
performance. Germany plans to possibly deploy these launchers
next week in Diyarbakir, Turkey, near the Iraqi border.

to disband student government
tion of funds that we pay. [The SGA officers] we elected

are handing over our power," he said.

Laura Silver, LBG, said the governors were acting like

"kids in a sandbox" who were angry that their toy was
being taken away and were now having a tantrum.
"If you're not meeting students' needs you should be

disempowered," she said.

Sue Gordon, BOG chairperson, said, "I didn't agree with

last semester's motion that was passed removing the LBG
seats but I believe the BOG should still exist so that

students have a voice in decisions governing the Campus
Center."
Among the several signs held by protesters one read:

"Why must you flaunt your heterosexuality? It's just so

uncalled for — Queer Nation." Kelly Hayes, of Queer Na-
tion, said, "We want our presence felt in regards to past

actions — we won't just sit and let them do what they

want."
Bill Harris, BOG director said, "I'm concerned that the

students have a voice in the happenings of the Campus

Center. I think this is an appropriate way for student

voices to be heard."

Gordon said the BOG does many positive things for the

students including taking care of vending machines, which

fund student programs and keep prices affordable in the

Campus Center.

Gordon said all those who do not think the BOG should

exist should work to get students elected as governors who

represent their interests. "I want to depoliticize the Board

so that motions can focus on students' rights, not inter-

nal mechanisms."
In other business:

• The Board passed a motion proposed by Gov. Guy Glodis

to support U.S. and Allied troops in the Persian Gulf.

Gov. Weld unveils new budget plan
Proposal to cut funds to some state agencies, replenish others

By DANIEL BEEGAN
Associated Press

BOSTON — Gov William F. Weld unveiled a deficit-

reduction package today that aims at closing an $850

million deficit for this fiscal year and a $1.82 billion deficit

next year with deep spending cuts and some fee increases.

"This proposal is a 17-month plan to close the fiscal 1991

deficit and to resolve the structural deficit for fiscal 1992

and the years following," Weld said in a summary of the

plan.

A portion of the plan will be presented to the state

Legislature next week. The remainder will be included

in the fiscal 1992 budget, which will be filed with

lawmakers in late February.

Weld acknowledged that some of the cuts will involve

pain.

"However, they are preferable to raising taxes, which

could destroy our already troubled economy, throwing

thousands of Massachusetts citizens out of work," Weld

said.

He reiterated the plan includes repealing the now-

delayed extension of the sales tax to business and profes-

sional services and said the costs, $27 million for the re-

mainder of this fiscal year and $136 million for fiscal 1992,

have been factored into the deficit figures.
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The measure would also repeal the universal health care

laws mandate that most businesses, as of Jan. 1, 1992,

either provide employees with health insurance or pay a

$1,680 fee to the state.

The proposal also includes modest increases for a hand-

ful of social programs, and some $8 million for piograms

for pregnant women and teen pregnancy prevention and

for AIDS patients. The plan also includes $4 million more

for home health care for the elderly — an increase which

Weld said was actually a savings because it helps prevent

the need for nursing home care.
" It also includes $4 million in increases each for correc-

tions and tourism.

The plan does not call for any cuts in aid to cities and

towns for this fiscal year, but calls for a cut of $270.6

million in fiscal year 1992.

But Weld said that increases in lottery revenues and

removal of some spending mandates would result in a net

loss of $75.2 million.

Weld said he is proposing eliminating the Board of

Regents and the Board of Education and placing them
both under an education czar in his cabinet.

He said the plan would result in the eventual closing

of some state college campuses, a 35 percent increase in

tuition and converting the existing scholarship program

into a loan fund.

Weld also called for an experimental "choose-a-school"

program, a voucher system favored by Senate President

William M. Bulger.

The bill would cut $618 million from human services

programs in 1992.

The cuts include consolidating some mental hospitals

and public health hospitals, a move that will close some
facilities.

As in college campus closings, the closing recommen-

dations would be made by an independent commission,

Weld said.

The bill also calls for closing 18 of the 37 branch offices

of the Registry of Motor Vehicles, laying off 6,000 state

workers and auctioning off 1,000 state vehicles.

In the huge Medicaid program that pays medical bills

for the needy and for many nursing home residents, Weld
proposes counting the houses of the elderly as an asset

in determining eligibility.

That move has been opposed in the past by the

Legislature.

Weld proposed an increase in subway fares from 75 cents

to $1 and MBTA bus fares from 50 cents to 75 cents.

Man hit by vehicle
after exiting bus
Yesterday morning, at approximately 11:08 a.m., a

man was hit by a Chevrolet Blazer on Governors Drive

in Amherst.
The man exited a Pioneer Valley Transit Authority

bus and ran in front of the oncoming vehicle, according

to Chris Catalano, an assistant manager of the PVTA.
He was taken to Cooley Dickinson hospital in Nor-

thampton. Neither the University of Massachusetts

police nor the hospital would release his name or his

condition.

The matter is still under investigation, according to

University police.

- TAMIR LIPTON

Jewish students
voice their reactions
to Persian Gulf War
By ALISON BUCKHOLTZ
Collegian Correspondent

From the moment Iraq invaded Kuwait on August 2,

issues of war for Jewish Americans at the University of

Massachusetts entered a complex, more difficult phase.

Echoes of history and worries about how today's Mid-

dle East activity will affect tomorrow's Israel have forc-

ed many UMass Jews to reevaluate concepts like the in-

justice of war. Some find the situation is no longer as clear-

cut as the media — or their peers — would want.

"When Saddam Hussein first invaded Kuwait, I

disagreed with our involvement. I thought we were but-

ting in where we had no business," said Roni Glass, a

senior who is Jewish.

"But later I began to wonder what would've happened

if we had 'butted into' Germany's invasion of Poland in

1939," she said. "Millions of lives could've been saved.

We didn't know what was ahead then, just like we don't

know what's ahead now."

What's ahead, many believe, is unlooked-for trouble in

Israel. Although there is no single "Jewish" opinion on

the war, most Jewish students on campus, whether or not

they describe themselves as political, religious, or secular,

expressed concern for Saddam Hussein's first Scud target.

"Israel's stability affects me personally," said junior

CONTINUED ON PAGE 3
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For Your Information

FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 1

Dance — Iota Phi Theta is sponsoring a dance in the

Campus Center Auditorium from 9 p.m. to 1 a.m. Admis-

sion is $4 for students and $5 for non-students.

Coffee Social - The LGBA coffee social will take place

in CC 803 from 3 p.m. to 6 p.m. Admission is free.

Lecture - "Are You Ready for the Draft?" Speaker Bill

Gavin of the American Service Committee will speak in

Stern Auditorium, Amherst College at 7:30 p.m.

SUNDAY, FEBRUARY 3

Teach-in and Discussion - "The Middle East Crisis"

will be sponsored by the Student Activities Office, the

Civility Commission and the Office ofHuman Relations,

in the Student Union Ballroom from 7 p.m. to 10 p.m.

Rush Fair - A Greek Rush Fair, sponsored by the

Panhellenic Council, will be in the Campus Center

Auditorium from 6 p.m. to 9 p.m.

Rush Orientation - The Panhellenic Council is spon-

soring a rush orientation in CC 163C from 5 p.m. to 7 p.m.

Admission is free.

Teach-in - At Hampshire College in the East Lecture

Hall at 7:30 p.m.
*

Community Forum - "The Relationship of the Israeli-

Palestinian Conflict to the War in the Gulf," at Wright

Hall, Smith College, at 4 p.m.

MONDAY, FEBRUARY 4

Teach-in - Fanklin Patterson Hall, Hampshire College

10 a.m. to 6 p.m. Call 549-6502 for more details.

Information Session — National Student Exchange will

give an information session in CC 803 from 4 p.m. to 5

p.m. Admission is free.

Senior Portraits — Index will be taking photos in CC178

from 9 a.m. to 6 p.m. The cost is $5 per sitting.

An Evening with Gentle George - sponsored by the

Black Mass Communications project in Bowker

Auditorium from 8 p.m. to 10 p.m. Admission is $2.
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Colloquim - UMass Psychology Colloquium Commit-

tee presents Dr. Travis Thompson and a presentation

"Behavior Disorder: Environmental and Neurochemical

Mechanisms" in Tobin 52 IB at 3:30 p.m.

Math Anxiety Workshop - sponsored by Counseling and

Advising for Older Students, will be in LGRT 1634 from

4:30 p.m. to 6 p.m.

TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 5

Blood Drive - in the Student Union Ballroom from 11

a.m. to 4 p.m.

Service for Life, Prayer and Peace — a service will be

held in Memorial Hall from 12 p.m to 1 p.m. for peace in

the Gulf.

Lecture — Harold Jordan on "African Americans,

Women, Gays and Lesbians in the U.S. Military" in the

SBA Auditorium at 4 p.m. Sponsored by the STPEC,

Women's Studies and the African American Studies

Department.

WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 6

Blood Drive - in the Student Union Ballroom from 11

a.m. to 4 p.m.
(

Brown Bag Discussion — sponsored by the Women s

Studies Deptartment, CC904 at 12:15 p.m.

Movie — "Jacob's Ladder," will be sponsored by the Rac-

quetball Club in the CC Auditorium. Show times are 5

p.m., 7 p.m., 9 p.m. and 11 p.m. The first show will cost

$2, the remaining times will cost $3.

General Meeting — Japan American Club will meet in

CC 165-69 from 7 p.m. to 11p.m.

Draft Counseling — Every Wednesday at the Unitarian

Church at 7 p.m.

THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 7

Movie - "Total Recall" is being offered by SCUM in the

CC Auditorium at 5 p.m., 7 p.m., 9 p.m. and 11 p.m. The

first showing costs $2, and the remaining shows cost $2.50.

Film - Sponsored by the LGBA in CC 803 from 7 p.m.

to 9 p.m.

Blood Drive — in the Student Union Ballroom from 11

a.m. to 4 p.m.

Lecture — "The New European Order and the U.S." will

take place in Converse Hall at Amherst College at 8 p.m.

FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 8

Dance — sponsored by the Asian Student Association

in the CC Auditorium from 9 p.m. to 1 a.m. The cost is

$2 for members, $4 for non-members.
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LOCAL
Students support peers
Plan campaign to gain town seats for students

By HEATHER BELL
Collegian Correspondent

A group of about 20 University of

Massachusetts students had its first

meeting last night to plan their campaign

strategy for students running for town

meeting seats in Amherst.

The group hopes to give students a voice

in town politics, according to Ted

Chambers, president of the Commuter

Area Government, and the organization's

leader.

Due to the financial crunch Amherst is

experiencing Town Manager Barry Del

Castilho has recommended massive cuts in

the town budget. One of the many things

slated to be cut is the Housing Review

Board.

The Board controls rents in Amherst

preventing landlords from passing their

mortgages on to tenants. If it is eliminated

rents in the area may rise sharply in the

near future. Keeping the Review Board in

place is of primary concern to many

students who live off campus, according to

Chambers.

Candidates also hope to address a

number of other issues. Among them are:

problems with students disrupting the

town; possibly forming a student/town com-

mittee; and establishing a polling site on

the UMass campus to encourage student

registration and voting.

There are eight seats open in each

precinct, and precincts 2, 3, 4, 9, and 10

cover various parts of the campus. Many

of the canidates live in the dorms and will

be leading efforts to educate the residents

about the election to be held on March 26.

Any student registered to vote may run for

Town Meeting.

The first objective of the group is to

publicize a massive voter registration drive

for Feb. 20 and 21 at UMass sponsored by

the Commuter Area Government. The

group hopes to register at least 2,000 voters

in the town of Amherst. Anyone in-

terested in helping the campaign can at-

tend the next meeting on Wednesday, Feb.

6 in the SGA office at 6 p.m. For more in-

formation, contact Ted Chambers at

OCHO, 545-0865.

SOM students volunteer
for VIBES program
By JOY EVANS
Collegian Correspondent

Babysitting, bingo, and business degrees

— although not usually associated

together, the Volunteer Initiative Blending

Education and Service, tries to combine

these items in an attempt to break the

stigma of the self-centered, career-oriented

college student.
"Students don't really know how easy it

is for them to make a difference," said Brit

Alschuler, the program's original

coordinator.

"This whole generation of students has

a stigma that we are greedy and only in-

terested in ourselves. That's not true. That

stereotype can be a self-fulfilling pro-

phecy."
VIBES is a two-year-old program within

the School of Management that matches

students with volunteer work at more than

50 local service organizations similar to the

national Big Sister/Big Brother program,

or assisting in other projects.

"Run by students and funded primarily

through alumni donations, VIBES has

placed more 200 students in volunteer posi-

tions throughout the Pioneer Valley this

year, nearly doubling last year's

involvement.

Other VIBES projects have included a

Halloween party for children from Holyoke

and Northampton with trick-or-treating in

a residence hall and a visit to a haunted

house at a University sorority, organized

by David Shaw, coordinator of children's

activities.

A lot of people admit that they come in

because it's another line to stick on their

resume. But you go ahead and volunteer

and all of a sudden you realize that it

changes you," he said.

Alschuler proposed starting a student-

run volunteer program two years ago to

Thomas O'Brien, dean of the School of

Management.
"I love when people ask 'Why business

students?' Why? Because these students

are the same as others in their motivation

ICE AND CUBES -

covered banks of the

Collegian photo by K.A. Burke

A familiar sculpture rises above the snow-

Campus Pond.

to help the world," he said.

The VTBES program is not

for business students, but

terested in volunteering

children, the elderly, or to

only available

to anyone in-

ther time to

veterans.

Most of the people in the program are

enrolled in the School of Management, but

a committee has been established to coor-

dinate similar programs on a campus-wide

level, said Karan Checani, one of this

year's five coordinators.

reaction

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

Amy Shrager. "As a Jew, I have ties to and feelings

for it that a non-Jewish person wouldn t have. When

I first heard Saddam attacked Israel, I wanted to cry.

It wasn't the same emotion I had when the war

S

Other Jewish students expressed anger at the U.S.

government, claiming the war is a misguided effort

characterized by hypocricy. "[George Bush] dragged

Israel into a war that didn't have to happen, said

senior Andy Sirulnik. "Now Bush is using American

Jews as a political tool to gain support for his policy^

Just as Jewish support is misplaced, Sirulnik said,

so is anti-war anger. "A lot of anti-war activists are

blaming Israel for a role it doesn't have, he said. It s

not, and has never been, a central player m Mid-East

^Campus teach-ins aim to fill in the gaps for students

who need more information. But many Jewish students

said they feel these events provide misinformation,

biased opinion, and propaganda.

Some speakers were described as "offensive, inac-

curate and callous," by Michelle Weinstock a senior.

"[Speakers] take something with a grain of truth and

twist it into an illogical conclusion.

For instance, Weinstock said, speakers claimed

••Israel could have prevented the war by brokering a

plane „^____

peace conference ... but Israel was not responsible for

Iraq's invasion of Kuwait," no matter how it is phras-

ed, Weinstock said.

Hillel Rabbi Saul Perlmutter agreed the emotion of

the current conflict clouds a wider, more objective vi-

sion. "Jewish students, and all students, should

educate themselves not just about the events of today

but the history that led up to it," he said. "A historical

perspective gives everyone a more objective, well-

rounded view."

Even ifone does not know "every historical footnote,

Perlmutter said, often the nature or tone of misinfor-

mation is offensive. "You can still tell the person, 'I

feel this way about what you said,'" he said. "Feelings

are still legitimate."

Believing that Jewish concerns about the war are not

being addressed, the Jewish Community of Amherst

has organized a community meeting about the conflict

to "provide a safe place for Jewish people to talk,

Perlmutter said.

The meeting, Monday at 7 p.m. in the Hillel House,

aims "not to convince anyone, but to allow people to

express distress or fear, and translate that into positive

action," according to Perlmutter. "They will also be

able to receive support from one another, regardless

of political perspective."

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

be preparing for an attack.

The four-pronged Iraqi attack that began Tuesday

evening and appeared to end yesterday involved only

about 1,500 ground troops and 50 tanks and was con-

sidered a probe to test allied strength.

The fighting resulted in the first American ground

casualties. The U.S. military command said today in

Riyadh that 11 Marines were killed. It had earlier said

that 12 were killed.

Staff officers at the Marine's 1st Division's head-

quarters said the Marines were killed late Tuesday

evening along Kuwait's southwestern border in the

desert about 15 miles west of Khafji. Stevens said three

light armored vehicles were lost, but did not say

whether the Marines killed were in the vehicles.

Al-Thawra boasted that Baghdad, not the allies,

would set the timing of the ground confrontation.

Robot aides
Mount Holyoke
computer teacher
By TAMIR LIPTON
Collegian Staff

You probably knew it was just a matter of time before

robots started taking over the classrooms as teachers. At

Mount Holyoke College, "Susan B," the one-eyed, armless,

two-foot tall teaching assistant arrived on campus in

November.

"Susan B" is a new project being used at Mount Holyoke

to teach students how to "drive a robot" through the use

of computers, according to Claude Fennema, the assistant

professor of computer sciences at Mount Holyoke.

A television camera mounted in the silver dome of its

"head" feeds the picture it sees back to a computer pro-

gram. The robot steers itself by analyzing the pictures

from its television camera.

Students may watch a TV screen to see where the robot

is going and what it sees as it rolls along on its wheels.

The job of the students this semester is to create a pro-

gram which teaches the robot how to move itself, and

avoid hitting any unexpected obstacles, according to

Fennema.

"Put a rolled-up paper to your eye and a magazine pic-

ture close to the end of it. Then try to guess what the pic-

ture is, looking at it bit by bit. This is how a robot 'sees',

" Fennema said.

The robot will go down the hall and into an office by

itself, according to its "representational memory.' Thi*

mechanism allows it to navigate by discerning features

in rooms, such as walls from doors. However, It :s easily
in iw, a

CONTINUED " N PAGE •
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Now Open in Town! ^

^gaMLltea Palace

! Restaurant
Accept Visa/MC

Reservations Accepted

28 Main Street, Northampton, MA
584-4892

<ATTENTIONS
STUDENTS LOOKING FOR PART TIME

NON WORK STUDY, ON OR OFF CAMPUS

ATTEND ONE OF THE "JEMS" WORKSHOPS

(Job Employee Matching System)

Workshops will be held February 4th

in Rm 165 & February 5th in Rm 917

at the Campus Center.

Times: 1130, 230, 400, & 6:30

Workshops sponsored by the Student Employment Office

243 Whitmore Administration bldg 545-1951

POSTER SALE
Most Images

yl£
p«*l0*

Only $5 and $6 «*4*£""~

Baryshnikou ^v

Aock Postersfit* O**

*'**/*

n
°**u

*v*"/*

y»
Featuring Works
By:

\ Over 1000 Different

Selections

Sponsor WMUA911FM

Wed. Jan. 30 thru Fri. 1WARHOL, DAU, MONET, Date

ANSEL ADAMS. TALBOT.
MCESCHER, VAN GOGH, Time 9 A.M. -4.30 PM

MAT^ bEG^
K
WYETH "~ Student Unk» BaHroom

BIGGEST & BEST SELECTION

\

\

DEBATE UNION
MEETING

Wednesday, Feb. 6

7:00 pm — New Members
7:30 pm — Regular Meeting

Debate Trailer No. 3

(behind Thompson)

For further information call 545-2055

:
:

Saturday Feb 2

UMASS Basketball v B.U. at Midnight

--Join Us--
UMASS Pre-Game Party

8-11
WHMP 99.3 FM

Live Remote Broadcasts Before the Game

FREE PRIZES
• UMASS Tickets * AMC Movie Passes

• Pub Gift Certificates
• T-Shirts

# • <V*

FOOD SPECIALS
From Our New Menu

8-11 p.m.

Any Menu Nachos
$2.00

Buffalo Chicken Wings
$2.00

PRINK SPECIALS
Pitchers of Miller Lite

$4.50
Rolling Rock and Miller Genuine Draft

12 oz Bots
$1.25

SINCE 19 6 8

I
15 EAST PLEASAMT AMHERST

<Sorontu Rush JfSpnng ffll

Sun. Feb yd ^Orientation

Campus Center rm I&3
refjistrabon begins dt 515 pm.

Editorial/Opinion
The opinions on this page are those of the individual writer or cartoonist and do not necessarily reflect the views of the Collegian or the UniversUy unless otherwise noted.

When the going gets tough, the gang of five takes off

It has been a long time since student government

made itself relevant to the lives of students. There are

few left at the University of Massachusetts who
remember the era when the UMass student govern-

ment deserved its reputation as one of the strongest

in the nation. We've come a long way baby.

On the night of Wednesday, Jan. 30, history was

made here at UMass. The cabal of officers of the

undergraduate Student Government Association,

frustrated by what they call futile attempts at govern-

ment reform, announced that they had effectively

suspended the SGA constitution and asked the Univer-

sity administration to dissolve student government.

Furthermore, they requested that the administration

take the lead in the formulation of a new government.

At first glace, this unprecedented action is a failure

of the SGA elite to ram through their own agenda. Pro-

bing deeper we find that this backhanded coup d'etat

signifies a complete and total failure of leadership.

This clique, President Natasha Diephuis, Trustee

Angus McQuilken, Speaker Dan Chesnika and

Registrar Rebecca Rudko and Treasurer Karen 'Alex-

ander Hamilton' Talbot, have been consistent in their

inability to bring order and effectiveness to student

government. Rather than assuming the responsibili-

ty of their positions — and the hard work implied —
they handed the government over to the administra-

tion. No, Trustee McQuilken, getting your picture in

three newspapers on the same day does not constitute

'Hard work.' This is a political version of "If we don't

play my way, I'll take my ball and go home."

The SGA has suffered from almost total ineffec-

tiveness over the last few years. Indeed, organizing a

group of several hundred people to work effectively is

a tremendous task. It calls for understanding, per-

sistence, cooperation and hard work. These officers

assumed power unaware of this, with a narrow

preconception of their roles. Apart from the sense of

self-importance that comes from being able to call an

administrator by his or her first name, they have com-

pletely failed the 18,000 undergrads that need effec-

tive representation. Moreover, by establishing this

shameful precedent, they have jeopardized the needs

of generations of undergraduates to come.

Jeremy P. Levinson

There is a tangle of important issues here. Firstly,

the elitist style of so-called leadership that has been

the rule since this group came power has been one of

the most destructive forces in student government. In

organizational dynamics, it is common for a small

group to assume all de facto-decision making power and

then turn around and chastize the disempowered for

not doing their part. Such has been the case — Diephuis

and McQuilken inherited a mess and, in their egoism,

made it worse.

Their request for intervention by the administration

is shocking. One need not be a campus politico to

realize that the interests of the undergraduates and

the administration often clash. But this kind of politics

isn't appealing to these political wannabe's. They have

struck a back-room deal with the administration. Ask-

ing the administration to restructure student govern-

ment is akin to empowering big business to design the

unions for their employees.

Trustee McQuilken and Speaker Chesnika further

soiled themselves. McQuilken stated that this move

was partially out of responsibility to the segments of

the student community most subject to discrimination

and abuse — as if the administration has shown itself

to be effective in guaranteeing the rights of students.

Chesnika compared the officers' previous strategy of

change to that of Dr. Martin Luther King and the cur-

rent one to Malcom X's. This exploitation of the needs

of certain communities is appalling and demonstrates

these 'leaders' distance from the reality of the situation.

For the petty comforts of their positions, this Gang

of Five has abandoned the undergraduate community

at a time when leadership is most needed. What is

worse, they have virtually guaranteed the absence of

such leadership in the future.

Chuckled one staunch critic of the SGA leadership,

"You know all the predictions of disaster that we

made? Even we didn't expect them to come true.

They did.

Jeremy Levinson is a Collegian columnist

George Bush's 'New World Order':

How do we get from here to there?
George Bush's frequent evocation of the phrase "New

World Order" is one which merits closer analysis. Has

the war in the Persian Gulf signalled the advent of an

international system where peace and freedom and respect

for law are the norm? Or is this so-called "New World

Order" simply the perpetuation of the ancient adage,

"Might makes right"? Simply articulating noble ideals

hardly proves they sway in the real world.

fay Allain

For such values to actually become the cornerstone of

U.S foreign policy, drastic changes would have to occur

in the way this country perceives itself — from

policymakers, to media specialists, to the average citizen.

It is ironic that in the president's State of the Union ad-

dress he mentioned returning power "to the hands of the

people."

The deepening recession at home and widespread teel-

ing of being alienated from the government suggest that

millions of U.S. citizens feel unable to impact events

within their own lives. The Gulf war may have provided

a nearly total diversion from problems at home. Yet even

the media's Pavlovian backing of the U.S. war effort -

with dissent being relegated to the sidelines - cannot

obscure the fact that the United States is showing all the

symptoms of a declining empire.

Whereas the ancient Romans had their Colosseum, we

have the Super Bowl and the telegenic war. Excessive

reliance on military might and the neglect of their own

populaces are one feature that both empires have in

common. ... •»_.**.
Media coverage of the Gulf War, besides revealing the

pervasiveness of the television in modern life, also sug-

gests its unmatched ability to frame the news, thereby

manipulating human thought. Who among us has not

found him or herself sometimes transfixed by reports on

the war? Yet we are hardly getting the whole story.

Traumatized by the drawn-out conflict in Vietnam the

Pentagon has learned that subsequent wars must be brief,

all scenes of U.S. casualties must be censored, and we

must win.

Thus, in many ways, this was America's war from the

beginning. Living in the most violent society, we have

been conditioned for war; we have squandered much of

our national wealth preparing for war; and fixated on a

World War Two mindset — we still crave the unambiguous

war which pits good (us) against evil (an aggressor).

From this perspective, Saddam Hussein was the Pen-

tagon's dream; in fact, we spent the Eighties sharing some

of our military technology with him.

For any breakthrough in the way nations settle their

conflicts, the "New World Order" spoken of earlier, we

may find that leadership in the United States comes "from

the bottom up." Without being isolationist, the citizenry

must insist that we focus on our own internal problems.

A strengthened United Nations with a formidable

peacekeeping force as a final resort should be assigned

the task of reconciling differences between nations. The

American people should also insist on a coherent energy

policy to reduce reliance on foreign oil, cutbacks in the

bloated Pentagon budget and an examination of domestic

problems as a function of class.

For example, a volunteer army that is disproportionate-

ly represented by people of color tells us that opportunities

were simply scarce at home. The higher infant mortality

rates and shorter life spans for these people and the poor,

generally show that quality medical care is accessible only

to those with money. And we should insist, despite the

one-sidedness of the media and the understandable con-

cern of citizens for our fighting men and women, that the

whole story be told.

Jay Allain is a Collegian correspondent

Work for the Ed/Op page! The editorial editor is look-

ing for an associate editor and editorial cartoonists. To-

day is the last day to apply for associate editor. Please

come down to the Collegian and fill out an application.

Cartoonists are always welcome — snore your work with

millions: Submit it to this page.
• • •

You will submit. All submissions to the Ed/Op page

should be typed, double spaced and include a phone

number. A letter is less than 50 lines and a column bet-

ween 50 and 70. We can't publish all submissions but

we sure try. So, get on it

Saddam's mean streak
In response to the heavy anti-war sentiment throughout

the Collegian editorials, I write in defense of United States

involvement in the Middle East.

Last July, William Safire wrote an editorial abhorring

the murder of a British journalist.

He was hung by the Iraqi government in front of a crowd

in Iraq.

Last August, Iraq invaded Kuwait. The United States

mobilized after the invasion of Kuwait.

Saddam Hussein ordered the killing of 30,000 people in

Northern Iraq.

On 60 Minutes, a former security guard of Saddam Hus-

sein said that when Hussein saw a human being being

thrown to his death in burning acid, it "made him happy."

Another report said that one of Saddam Hussein's ad-

visers suggested an idea that was not in line with Hus-

sein's policies and was killed, cut up, put in a bag, and

sent to the widow.

My argument is my perspective. I do not see this as a

war simply over oil. Saddam is a butcher, but no one wants

to rehash these facts. The United States was guilty when

we did not intervene to help the Jews who were being ex-

terminated in World War II. Now people are angry that

we are intervening. People have the right to protest the

war, but unfortunately Saddam will not stop his quest for

power even if the Allied troops packed up today. Saddam

Hussein is not a nice guy.
John Sutton

Amherst

The decision to go to war is my own
. . , .l _ __a i ~„ nf

The war in the Middle East has touch

ed off much discussion of a possible

draft. As a 20-year-old male I can say

with 100 percent conviction that I will

refuse to fight in any way against Iraq.

I say this because I am in deep opposi-

tion to this war. It is a war which has

little to do with restoring Kuwaiti

sovereignty or cheap oil. Rather, it is a

war for control over natural resources

vital to the world's economy.

George Bush has sent half a million

troops to Saudi Arabia because Iraq has

challenged United States influence in

the region by overrunning Kuwait, a

close ally to American oil interests.

The natural expression of power is the

struggle to maintain and expand itself.

This is what we are witness to as we

watch the U.S. / :
r Force pulverize Iraq.

The question we must now ask

ourselves is: Can we support our govern-

ment's desire to forcefully increase its

control over the natural resources of

another people?

I say we cannot.

We must instead demand a peaceful

resolution to the crisis that would leave

Kuwait free of Iraqi troops and Saudi

Arabia free of U.S. troops.

For those of us facing a potential draft

it is essential that we question the ac-

tions taken by our government at every

step. In this questioning, if an in-

dividual's moral code cannot find har-

mony with the demands and actions of

the state, the individual must follow his

own path.

If we fail to do this we cannot escape

becoming a pack of mindless creatures

ready to devour any propaganda no mat-

ter how false, or follow any order no

matter how cruel.

Will Antebi
Northeast
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The
INDIA
HOUSE

RESTAURANT
Serving in the

same location on
State St. since 1

9

84
DINNER for 2

$13.95 COMPLETE
ENTREES CHANGE DAILY
SUNDAY—THURSDAY

5 P.M. — 9 P.M.

Poll: limit media access in Gulf

45 STATE ST.
NORTHAMPTON, MA

586-6344

WASHINGTON (AP) - Most Americans believe the

military should increase its control over reporting of the

Persian Gulf war, according to a poll released yesterday

by a news organization.

The Times Mirror Center for the People and the Press

asked people whether they thought the military should

exert more control over how news groups report about the

conflict.

Fifty-seven percent said yes. Thirty-four percent said the

decision about how to report the war should be left to the

news organizations. Nine percent said they didn't know.

The public views clashed with the views of many news

organizations, which have argued that they have not been

given adequate access to information about the fighting.

It also contrasted with a poll taken by the Times Mir-

ror in 1986 about whether the government should have

more control over how news organization report on ter-

rorist incidents.

At that time only 29 percent said the government

should have more control.

The new poll was conducted Jan. 25 to 27 by telephone

among 924 adults.

Princeton Survey Research Associates, which directed

the poll, said it was subject to a sampling error of plus

or minus 4 percentage points.

Asked whether they believed the military was hiding

bad news, 78 percent said they did not.

Similarly, 72 percent believed news organizations were

trying to give an objective picture of the conflict. Sixty-

one percent said the coverage has been accurate for the

most part.

The poll showed sharp difference between women's and

men's reactions to the war coverage.

Sixty-four percent of the women said the war depress-

ed them, compared to 33 percent of the men. Among

women, 21 percent said they had trouble sleeping because

of the war. Among men, it was 4 percent.

Overall, 79 percent approved of the way President Bush

is doing his job. His approval rating was 76 percent among

women.

Meanwhile, Iraq, which ordered almost all Western

reporters out after the war began Jan. 17, has begun

allowing a small number ofjournalists from Europe back

into Baghdad.
.

The Iraqi Embassy in Amman issued visas yesterday

to 24 journalists, none of them representing American

news media.

robot
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 3

stalled by obstacles that it does not recognize in its

memory, according to Fennema.

"Susan B" was created by Mac Tech, a Boston-based

company.
Fennema is new to Mount Holyoke this semester. He

worked in robotics in private industry and in academia.

He went on to pursue a doctoral degree in computer

science from the University of Massachusetts at

Amherst.
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Think
Spring!
A perfect time

for renewal and

University of

Massachusetts

at Amherst

new beginnings.

Renew your life goals, your career, or your

personal life. Over 200 fresh credit courses and

Adventures in Lifelong Learning workshops are

being hatched at UMass this spring.

Late register through February 11.

Classes start January 29.

For more information, contact the Division of

Continuing Education, Goodetl Building, or call

545-2414.
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V
Dellaria Salons invites you to visit our Amherst Salon anytime

Monday through Wednesday and save $5.00 on Haircuts, or receive a

Haircut & Perm for $50.00. You need only present your student ID.

26 Wain Street, Amherst 256*8331 ««««.^.

DELLARIA SALONS
BOSTON • S0H0 • LOS ANGELES

ARTS & LIVING
Designs for future NEA project complete
By DANIELLE DOWLING
Collegian Staff

It will be composed of metal sculptural elements rang-

ing in height from 12 feet to 24 feet. The elements will

be aligned on angles of the sunrises and sunsets, on the

solstices and equinoxes, and the North-South axis. One

of the structures will create the illusion that the sky has

been brought down to earth. Views from various vantage

points will emphasize the interrelationships between art

elements and the earth.

It is entitled The Sky's the Limit, and is a public art pro-

ject funded by the National Endowment for the Arts. The

project area is at the heart of the UMass campus; located

between the Student Union, Campus Center and the cam-

pus pond. The project has just completed the design phase.

The construction date has yet to be set.

The designs were completed through a collaborative ef-

fort between internationally renown artist Nancy Holt

and the distinguished Walker Kluesing Design Group.

Holt, originally from Massachussetts, has had her work

exhibited in major museums throughout the United States

and Europe.

The Boston based Walker-Kluesing Design group, a

landscape architecture, site planning and urban design

firm, has served major museums, libraries, hospitals, cor-

porate headquarters, colleges and universities.

This project is supported by a grant from the NEA with

additional financial support from the UMass Arts Coun-

cil. The proposal is dedicated in memory of Cherie L.

Kluesing, who was a partner in the firm and a vital force

in this project.

Student Union Gallery to exhibit monoprints
Metaphysical Constructions.

That is the title of an exhibition of monoprints by Janet

Walerstein Winston coming to the Student Union Art

Gallery at UMass.
For the past thirty years Winston has dabbled in paint.

She started in the abstract expressionist school and has

since experienced cycles of increased realism and even sur-

Correction
There were two grievous errors made in the Art

Gallery article in Thursday's newspaper. An exhibit

of Natalie Coletta's work will also premier at Hamp-

den Gallery on Feb. 7 and the hours for the Augusta

Savage Gallery in New Africa House are Monday and

Wednesday from 1 p.m.-5 p.m. and Tuesday and Thurs-

day from 3 p.m.-7 p.m. We are sorry for these mistakes.

realism, emphasizing nature and the human form.

This exhibit marks her first attempt at using the

monoprint technique. It is a body of work that was first

inspired by watching a group of contact improvisation

dancers.

Her subsequent monoprint work contrasts organic figure

shapes with geometric hard edges to duplicate the intert-

wining of science with human life. As she created these

prints, Winston allowed the textured shapes to dictate the

direction she pursued.

The exhibition will open at the gallery, which is located

in the Student Union Building, on Tuesday, February 5

with a reception for the artist from 5 p.m.-7 p.m. The show

will run until February 21. Gallery hours are Monday-

Friday 11 a.m.4 p.m.

- DANIELLE DOWLING
Photo courtesy Hampshire College

ACADEMY Ml SIC

"Ki" is the title of this work by
calligrapher Hisako Yokoyama.

NORTHAMPTON 584-8435

NOW-The Only Area Engagement

Curtain Daily 6:30 and 9:00

Rostand's classic romantic adventure

with GERARD DERPARDIEU as the

"DEFINITIVE CYRANO"—N.Y. Times

"MAGNIFICENT
A HUGELY ENTERTAINING SPECTACLE:'
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FUN MOVIE
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More than a typical industrial dance band
"T -,_L -r ..:_..i *u o„ „.,* „„t ™1H th*ir Psvchedelic hip-hop at it's trippiest! Taking a Miles I

By SAAD HOPKINS
Collegian Staff

Meat fieaf Manifesto

99%
Mute Records

One and a half years ago the art of the sound byte was

heavily altered, leaving it to be yet topped by any other

artist working in this field of experimental music. Storm

The Studio hit the dance charts by force leaving behind

what has to be one of the finest examples of militant (for

lack of any other better term) dance music that the

Chicago based Wax Trax records has ever put out.

Two sides of scratching, sound byting, short wave radio

sampling, screeching, screaming, rapping, and various

other forms of aural assault. Their homemade sound ef-

fects, in any slab of vinyl they may put out. mold their

sound into something so unique, so destructive, and so

original (in a medium that is hurtin' for something dif-

ferent), that you can't put these guys down. They demand

your attention and if you have half a brain you'll listen.

99% does just this. There are some tracks off this album

that are so good, and so agile to diverse dance club going

crowds, that I'm surprised area club D.J.'s haven't pick-

ed up on it. Some claim that they're too hardcore, that

their compositions range far beyond anything

mainstream. But how can a club claim not to get people

on the dance floor with slammin' tunes such as "Deveate

(DV8)," or "Helter Skelter." They try to add a little bit

of flavor to dance drudge, and try to disspell the tedium

of the typical 4/4 beat that almost anyone can create with

a MIDI and a computer operated drum machine.

"Hello Teenage America" is a song far too short.

Psychedelic hip-hop at it's trippiest! Taking a Miles Davis

riff and adding something that even Kraftwerk couldn t

have dreamed up, is my idea of fun. At their recent show

in New York last spring, they took all their tunes far

beyond what could have been felt on recording. They don't

want you to just listen and say "cool!," they want you to

feel everything in your guts. When the beat goes down,

they want you to become helpless, as if you were in an

earthquake; constantly vibrating.

Apart from some problems with 99% (mostly those be-

ing the continual rehashing of old material), it's a pro-

duct far above their contemporaries such as Front 242,

or Skinny Puppy. They're good too, mind you. But con-

sidering the feel and aural magnitude of the contents of

this record, Meat Beat Manifesto are in a category all by

themselves.

SaSKSSSKSSSSSSSSS^^ °
' / / / / Welcome Back-

Enjoy this Semester!
Koch's
Golden

Anniversary
Beer

24 16 oz bottles

$8.99 *»

Budweiser
Reg-Light-Dry

12 12 oz cans

$6.79 -dep.

Knicker-
bocker
12 12oz. cans

$4.49
+dep.

Kegs Starting

at

$35.00

Ruble
Vodka K

1.761 *

1

$8.99 %

Captain
Morgan

Spiced Rum

Tele-check for

your personal check

WE WANT TO BE YOUR FAVORITE LIQUOR STORE!

Plenty of Free Parking•Diagonally Across from UMass Stadium

•Next toThe Laundry Club

6 University Drive

at Newmarket Center, Amherst
Scott's

Gift Certificates

Mass lottery

Season tickets

*^^^^^^^^^^g^^Not responsible for Typographical rrm ^S^S^SSS^^SNSS^^SSSSi

750 ml lO

$7.99 %

1

4

We Have It

We now have all

Mass Lottery games!

fflfiil?
Now Playing

THE
RUSSIA
HOUSE
starring

Sean Connery &
Michelle Pfeiffer

Mon-Thurs.
One show 7:30

Fri, Sat, Sun
7:00 and 9:15

student discount
with valid I.D. $3.00

WANTED
Assistant Assistant

Business Finance

Manager Manager

EXPERIENCE is a must to be

successful in gaining the com-

petitive edge in today's Business

World.

We are looking for:

Ambitious

Responsible

Organized
SOPHOMORES

with good communications skills.

Applications are available at the

Collegian — 113 Campus Center

and must be submitted no later

than Friday February 8. 1991.

The Collegian is an E-O-F

HILLEL'S ONE CREDIT COURSES

FOR SPRING 1 99

1

A" courses wi" meet in the Hillel House Con,erence Room

CONTEMPORARY JEWISH WOMEN WRITERS #403956«J.S.192E

Alternate Mondays, 7:00-9:00pm

Instructor: Rosemary Horowitz

Explore the writings of Ozick, Piercy, Rich, Paley, Kay-Kantrowitz, and others

BIBLICAL WELLSPRINGS OF ISRAELI POETRY #403658-J.S. 192C

Tuesdays 1:15 pm-2:15pm

Instructor: Yehudit Heller

Explore how ancient images speak to modem day experiences.

FOOD, SEX, SABBATH, SPIRITUALCELEBRATIONS #403507-J.S. 192B

Tuesday 2:30-3:30pm

Instructor. Rabbi Saul Perlmutter

This course will focus on the Jewish perspective about these basic life issues.

MIDRASH #404259-J.S. 192G

Tuesday, 7:00pm-8:00pm

Instructor: Rabbi Phil Cohen

We will study the ancient process of interpretation and have a chance to create our own midrash.

100 YEARS OF ZIONISM #403805-J.S. 1920

Alternate Wednesdays, 3:00-5:00pm

Instructor: Micha Bait (Kibbutz Rep. to N. E.)

This course deals with the ideas and struggles that led to the founding of the state of Israel through

the events of the last decade with particular emphasis o the development of the Israel/Arab conflict.

READING THE BIBLE J.S.192H

Thursday 1:1 5-2:1 5pm

Instructor: Ellen Robbins

Reading of the weekly Torah portion with Rashi's commentary in translation.

THE FAR SIDE

By GARY LARSON
£- 199' L)mrf'«l P'M* SyndMte TT25

Here she i; IV BrowrT
Now rew\ember, she'll be a
|;ttle Sore for a -few weete-

bu* that's torma 1.

QUOTE OF THE DAY

"The best way to get praise

is to die."
— Italian proverb

DAILY CROSSVORD PUZZLE
Edited By TRUDE MICHEL JAFfE

The growing field of animal liposuction

CALVIN AND HOBBES

Hooting excitedly, primitive scientists Thak and Gork

try out their new "Time Log."

Bv BILL VATTERSON

THERE OOSUT TO BE k
Uttl asmust HAWK 9cuool

,
OH DMS WU\
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NOME1A9ER.
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IN MA&CH.
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ROBOWAN By JIM rtEDDICK

ACROSS
1 Reddish-brown
chalcedony

5 Scold

H Pas de —
16 City in

Wisconsin

17 It s — Unusual

Day
18 Small brook

19 Likenings

21 Printing

measures
22 Peaks

23 Day of the wk

25 Small island

26 American Indian

28 Wharves
29 British

good-byes
31 One ot the

acting

Plummers
33 Bullfight cheers

34 For — at very

low prices

35 Cartoonist

Thomas:
1840-1902

39 Go — decay
41 Lassoer

42 Track tipsters

43 Presidential

nickname

45 Holiday lead-m

46 Magnetic

needle point

47 Oevices. In a

weigh

49 Gas: Comb
form

50 Separation

54 Rector s

residence

56 Flower part

57 Estranged

58 Derogatory in a

nasty way
59 Clothes again

60 Looks at

DOWN
1 Detached
musical sounds

2 Having heraldic

bearings

3 Private sleeping

car area

4 Med
distribution

places

5 — Arnaz

6 Pied Piper

followers

7 Continent

Comb, form

8 Smelling

9 Cut slits in

10 Beavers domain

11 Houston
footballers

12 Small songbirds

13 Court dividers

15 — quo
20 From Q to U
24 Heavens

Como form

27 Makes more
comfortable

28 Zoo favorite

from China

30 Movie star

Mary or John
Jacob

32 A Stooge
34 — a rail

36 As American

as —
37 Lover s evening

song
38 Railway bridge

supports

40 Surpassed
41 Class break

42 Very hot

44 College deg
46 Football Han of

Famer Greasy

48 Last words
49 On — with

equal to

51 Big tubs

52 Curved molding

53 Burgundy and

claret

55 Coot story

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE

2/1/91
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LUNCH
Meatball grinder

Seafood pa^ta primavera

BASICS LUNCH
Vegetable grinder

Tofu pasta primavera

DINNER
Tuna melt

Savory baked chicken

BASICS DINNER
Tuna melt

Savory baked chicken

YOUR DAILY HOROSCOPE
By JEANE DIXON

ROBOTrtAN By JIM rtEDDICK
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YOU HEARD N\E!DRPPTHAT

SWORD OR 1 SHALL BE FORCED

TO BEND (HIKE CARDBOARD-'

BUT
IT IS
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%

TANGELO PIE Bv TIM SNIFFEN

live dollar's

please.

\

Whu not

five n*&m?
Look— iht \*<£ time I
hied M, heuoMuckd
mu roommate!

-Clerical emr.
Mever-Kappo^am.
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A PAftt CUP *•

ARIES (March 21-April 19): Be
prepared to deal with obstacles or

intricate details. A change in office

personnel puts you in line for a pro-

motion Follow your game plan,

displaying your talents to best

advantage.

TAURUS (April 20-May 20): Dif-

ferences of opinion with your co-

workers could lead to a stressful

situation. Diplomacy helps you

avoid a scene. Watch the stock

market carefully but leave investing

to the experts

GEMINI (May 21-June 20) Putting

more effort into your work will be

royally rewarded. Avoid all forms of

financial speculation Those in love

look forward to announcing an im-

portant date. Share good news

with relatives

CANCER (June 21-July 22) Travel is

highly recommended now. Keep
expenses in check and save

receipts. Self-improvement projects

will boost your confidence
Romance intensifies. Real estate is

still an excellent investment

LEO (July 23-Aug 22). Distant affairs

become more profitable A chance

encounter with a member of the

opposite sex could lead to a hap-

py romance. Co-workers could be
testy-give them space.

VIROO (Aug 23-Sept 22): Give

others the benefit of the doubt, but

keep a tight hold on your personal

strings Your powers of concentra-

tion are excellent. Ask important

guesttons of experts A new ap-

oroach may be necessarv

LIBRA (Sept 23-Oct 22). The

spotlight is on your relationship with

someone who makes you feel

comfortable. A member of the op-

posite sex offers constructive

advice-follow it to the letter.

SCORPIO (Oct 23-Nov 21): Im-

pulsive acts could lead to embar-

rassment. Consult a lawyer regar-

ding contracts. An energetic,

forceful person helps you put your

affairs In order Go slow in romance.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov 22-Dec 21):

Refuse to be pushed into making a

promise. Unexpected
developments involving a relative

or neighbor could affect your

business dealings Keep your profes-

sional and personal affairs

separate

CAPRICORN (Dec 22-Jan 19)

Eliminate the frills In order to reduce
household expenses Weigh the

pros and cons of making a job

change. Attending a social event is

more fun than anticipated Listen to

a teenager's problems.

AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb 18): A
good day to spruce up your home
Write overdue letters and make
strategy phone calls Your income
rises, thanks to the efforts of family

members. Show your gratitude

PISCES (Feb 19-March 20): You

can make great strides on the job

front today. Showcase your skills

and someone will see you in a new

light Conversations with VIPs win

you praise. Romance could be

rocky.
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women's basketball

LAW SCHOOL?

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 12

ed 11 points and eight rebounds.

Team depth was a problem for the

Minutewomen, as Ireland, Kristofik,

Maleeka Valentine and Trish Hessel all

played over 30 minutes. Keyburn
McCusker only played 14 minutes as she

continues to readjust to playing in her se-

cond game since returning from a broken

pinkyfinger on her right hand.

"We tried to rest our starters as best we

could," said Hewelt, "but the bench didn't

step up. The starters were out there hustl-

ing and we stuck with them."

Saturday, UMass travels to New Jersey

to face nationally-ranked Rutgers. Tip-off

is at 2 p.m.

George Washington, 74-42

Massachusetts (42)
Kristofik 5-10 7-8 17; Valentine 0-3 1-2 1 Ireland 5-10

1-5 11 Hessel 2-11 1-2 5; Muza 1-2 O-l 2 McCusker 1-3

1-4 3; Nevarez O-O O-O O; Schuster O-O O-O O;

Moran O-O 1-2 1; Pemberton 1-3 O-l 2 Richard O-l

O-O 1 Totals 15-43 12-25 42.

George Washington (74)

McArdle 1-5 3-4 5. Shasky 6-10 4-6 18; Nordllng 7-12

O-O 14 Riley 4-6 2-5 lO; Lanham 2-2 O-O 4; Dolphin

0-5 0-4 O. Mercer 1-5 1-2 3; Philips 4-9 2-2 12 Lee

1-2 O-O 2 Franklin 0-2 2-5 2; Siefert O-l 2-2 2 Nixon

0-2 2-2 2 Totals 26-61 18-34 7<+.

Halftlme Massachusetts 22, George Washington

36 Three-point goals Shasky (2), Phillips (2). Foul-

ed out Ireland. Rebound* Massachusetts 45

(Ireland 8), George Washington 47 (Lee 7). Assists

Massachusetts 6 (Valentine 3). George
Washington lO (Riley 4). Total Fouls Massachusetts

23. George Washington 20. A - 231.

Consider this.

Just 4 month* of graduat»-l«vel study InThe Philadelphia

InstltuteTliatlonally acclaimed ABA-approved lega

assistant program will prapara^u tora succassful

career In one of many dynamic specialties of the law.

Administrative and

Public I iiw

Corporate Finance

and Business I »i"

12 Employee Benefit

Plans

D Fiduciary
Management

D General Practice

International Trade

Law and Business

C3 Litigation

Management
Real Estate Ijsw

I li lining. Financial Aid,

Merit Scholarships

available Nationwide Job

Placement.

The
'Harvard'

of
Paralegal

Training"

For more information, return

this coupon or call 1-800-289-6321.

- The New York Times
(Career Planner

Or. of Grad)

Mail to: The Philadelphia Institute

1926 Arch St., Philadelphia, PA 19103

Good Things

For 18 Years and Were Still Here!

Rlnnsfts Sfr irts Dresses

India Print H*** 1

Bedspreads Pants

An •qual opportunity educate*

"V'
.
'trV.'Or.

'

}3C23CCQC'

Area
Ruqs

Mi
Candles

_Cards

Hawaii 1 <£:

THF
R 1 PHILADELPHIA

Posters Tle-Dije

Incense
Toys

1e
SO to SOX
off selected
Clothing

<fmj INSTITUTE

-_ }-»« Qift« & Cards

sMebcpntile *~ >«
Northampton- 18 Center St.

iV Amherst-Carriage Shops ja

Welcome Back !

ill i t

Spring is coming

- it's time to get going with the

Mather Career Center!

K^ For Seniors

Interview opportunities are still available with

Pfizer for CHEM, BIOCHM, BIOL
Merck Co. for ANSCI, BIOCHM, CHEM,

MICBIO
CIGNA for ACCTG, ACTSCI, MATH,

PHYSIC, STATIS
Naval Underwater Systems

for ENVENG
Contact the Recruiting Office to sign upfor an interview

B^ For all Students

Workshops are being offered in FieldExperience

Planning, Resume Writing, Interviewing Skills,

and Campus Recruiting starling next week. Get

your copy of the schedule at the Mather Career

Center or at the Satellite Office in Room 16 of

Curry Hicks. Don't miss out!

The Mather Career Center
Career Planning and Placement • Cooperative Education • Internships

Fraternity/Sorority Puk - on the Orchard Hill bui rouw. (413)545-2224.

Where Careers Take Off!
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Track, field prepare for dual meet
By KEITH BENNETT
Collegian Correspondent

The University of Massachusetts men's track team will

travel to the University ofNew Hampshire tonight to com-

pete against UNH and Holy Cross.

The UNH Wildcats come into the meet with a 3-1 record

following victories against Rhode Island, Bowdoin and

Colby and a close loss against Maine earlier in the season.

UMass coach Ken O'Brien describes New Hampshire

as a pretty tough team who rarely has a weakness.

O'Brien said that he expects the Wildcats to come to the

meet with a very balanced team and two or three top-level

athletes.

Holy Cross will feature several top-level athletes and

a number ofevents in which they are very strong. O'Brien

said he expects Holy Cross to pick up a number of points

in the pole vault, which he perceives to be their strongest

event, and the sprinting events, where Adrian Bonner is

expected to dominate.

O'Brien described Bonner as "untouchable" and said

he picks Bonner as the favorite to win the 55-meter dash

at the New England Championships this year.

Although Holy Cross has a number of outstanding

athletes, O'Brien does not expect them to have the depth

that UNH and UMass have.

O'Brien said he sees the meet as being a very tight con-

test between three teams who match up on paper very

closely. The deciding factor in this meet, according to

O'Brien, should be simply whichever team can manage

to sweep or take first and second place in a number of the

events in which the teams appear to be evenly matched.

Of his own team, O'Brien said his athletes had kept

themselves in fairly good condition over winter break and

that he had seen a lot of improvement in the team bet-

ween their loss to MIT on Jan. 18 and their victories over

Bowdoin and Springfield on Saturday.

O'Brien called this meet "a nice tune-up" for the

Eastern Conference Championship Feb. 9. UMass finish-

ed third in last year's Conference meet just ahead ofUNH
and Holy Cross, who finished fourth and fifth,

respectively.

Team fares well,

evens up record
By KEITH BENNETT
Collegian Correspondent

After dropping their first two meets of the season,

the University of Massachusetts men's track team

evened their dual-meet record at 2-2 with victories

against Bowdoin and Springfield on Saturday.

The Minutemen earned six first places, nine second

places and five third place finishes in the meet, totall-

ing 71 points. Springfield placed second with 51 points

and Bowdoin took third with 37.

Senior Jon Corso won the 1500-meter race in a time

of 3 minutes, 57.29 seconds. Sophomore Matt Simon

finished just .65 seconds behind Corso to capture

second.

Sophomore David Borges captured the high-jump

with a leap of 6 feet, 4 inches. Brian Bednarek finish-

ed second at 6-2.

Bednarek and Borges flip-flopped their finishes from

the high-jump in the pole-vault competition. Bednarek

captured the event with a clearance of 13 feet and

Borges added a second place clearance of 12-6.

Jeff White won the 55M hurdles race in a time of

8.16, just ahead of teammate Paul Doyle, who finish-

ed second in 8.38.

Junior Steve Brown won the 400M run in 50.13.

The 4 x 800-meter relay team also took first with a

time of 8:15.95.

Second place performances were turned in by Jeff

Peterson in the triple-jump, Don Caporotti in the long-

jump, Kevin Walters in both the 55M dash and the

200M run, and the 4x400-meter relay team.

Finishing third for UMass were Marc Dematteo in

the triple-jump, Joe Kourafas in the long-jump,

Caporotti in the dash, Brian King in the 800M and Pat

Ryan in the 3.000M.

Li men 's hoop preview
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 12 "777
the Minutemen to emerge with a 77-74 win.

^

"They've got good talent and come at you athletically,

Calipari said.

The Boston University team, with which the Minutemen

will share the camera Saturday, was rocked by the loss

of two members of the Jarvis family this fall: coach Mike

Jarvis left to join George Washington and the A- 10 in the

off-season, and nephew Russel Jarvis, a 6-foot-7 junior

center, quit the team in late November. Senior guard

Reggie Stewart has carried BU (6-11) since, scoring 17.6

points per game. Stewart scored 30 points in consecutive

games last week, against Maryland and Vermont^

In the Maryland game, an 85-59 loss at College Park,

Stewart scored the Terriers' first 14 points and 20 of BU s

26 first-half points.

silent Cager
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 12

the excitement level was
astronomical. Articles were

appearing in all the sports

magazines, and Torn Gar-

rick, 'Silk' Owens and Ken-

ny Green became household

names.
The other factor not allow-

ing me to root against

Rhode Island is that my
URI roommate and I

became really good friends

with Rhode Island's star

guard, Eric Leslie.

He is an incredible player

and I hope he is given a

chance to try and make it to

the next level.

I hope you can understand

my reasons for not being

able to root against URI. I

honestly want UMass to

win and start on their way

to the tournament, but I just

von't be vocalizing it

tonight.

Stephen Katsoulis is a Col-

legian correspondent

:
Charlie's

1 Pray St .
Amherst— 549-5403 • Open 1 lam

7 days a Week
Kitchen open til midnight

Game Room with 2 pool tables

Sunday 10c Potato Skins

9:00p.m. — 12:00 a.m.
>:•:•:•:*

Drinks of the Week:
Charlie's Punch $1.50 French Moca Coffee $1,954$

WINTER SESSION
GRADE reports

will be mailed to students' current local

addresses the week of February 11.

DIVISION OF
CONTINUING EDUCATION
UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AT AMHERST

Cheapest

Fares to

'EUROPE
•ASIA
'AUSTRALIA/
NEW ZEALAND

Plus

rahpasses

international

student ID

tours and
much more

Ask tor our

tree catalog

413-256-1261

AMHERST

79 So. Pleasant St

Amherst, MA 01002

15 percent

off

^
^

Mon. 10 cent Mozzarella Slicks 9pm- 12am

Tues. 10 cent Buffalo Wings 9pm- 12am

Wed. 2 Scent Pizza Slices and 99 cent Nachos 9pm- 12am

Thurs 10 cent Beer Steamed Baby Franks 9pm- 12am

Sundav 10 cent Potato Skins 9pm-12ain

WE ACCEPT MC-VISA-AMEX

At R( JMQ NEED EXTRA CASH?ML"DUIVlW WE BUY'SELL'TRADE
USED CDs. LPs & CASSETTES

All Used Sales Guaranteed.

HIGH QUAUTY«EXTRA STURDY

WOOD FURNITURE
Bookcases*!. P Sheives'Tables'Stereo Centers

CO & Cassette Racks*Coffee Tables and More!

ALL SHAPES AND SIZES

Hoofs Von -Snt tCMi. Sun 12-5 '81 n Pi.as.nl SI Amhww 253-7137

H
v selected items
™ with this ad ^

v REAL PRICES FOR REAL PEOPLE

At the Carriage Shops

233 N. Pleasant Street

Downtown. Amherst
Hours:Sun..Mon..Turt 12-5

Wcds..-S». lCa.m tip.m.

349-7373

Classifieds
com ro theyugew!^^

ACTIVITIES AUTO FOR SALE
ONE BEDROOM available in Gilreath Apt

$175/mo + utilities. Preferably undergrad

male Call 549-7697

25+ CLUB BUSINESS MEETING. Tues-

day, 2/5, 7PM, Campus Center Room 802

LESBIAN BISEXUAL GAY ALLIANCE
General Meeting. Feb 5. 6:15PM. Campus
Center Check schedule by elevators for

room. All welcome!

THINK SPRING BREAK)
Think Equalities'

Come hear the band and
book your Spring Break

packages Feb 14 SUB

1966 PLYMOUTH HORIZON 6GK. ex

cellent condition, going oversea, asking

$1600. call 549-6337

1967 HONDA CIVIC CRX, Emaculate con-

dilion. 67000 miles, moon roof, Blaupuncl

Stereo. New Tires. $4300 Call Mac
253-4070.

CHEN STYLE TAI CHI

ROOMATE NEEDED for large bedroom in

Puftton $151 00/month Very low electric

bill. Heat included Call 549-2930. ask for

Mark

WELCOME BACK BRUNCH! Good food,

§ood fun. with old and new 1 Sunday, Feb

, 1:00PM Hillel House Lounge

ANNOUNCEMENTS

BED AND BREAKFAST downlown ideal

for visiting parents and friends- 549-0733

CARIBBEAN- $189' The warmth of the

Canbbean or Mexican coast for a week R/T

Air Sunhitch + m 212-8642000

COME LEARN THIS earliest form of T'ai

Chi which features slow/fast, soft/vigorous,

empty/solid movements Class begins Feb
5 and 7 Call 253-4057

COLLEGE PRO PAINTERS

SINGLE ROOM m beautiful house 1 5

miles from campus All appliances Study

hard, party hard with us Non-smoker

230+ util 549-4211

wfNTERSPECIAL: 1 month rent 99 cents

with one year lease

2 bedroom- $450
3 bedroom- $537
Sunderland, Free bus route, laundry

facilities, swimming pool, garden plots,

short term lease available

665-3856

IS SEEKING highly motivated
>uld lik

HEY1 Get your recycled note pads loose-leaf

and spiral notebooks at the Residential

Recycling Program Table on the Campus
Center Concourse All proceeds benefit the

expansion of the Recycling Program in the

Residence Halls Call 5-1 153 for more info

NEED BUSINESS EXPERIENCE?
Volunteer at the UMass Student Federal

Credit Union into Session Sunday February

3 7PM CC811B

UMass
Students who would (ike the opportunity to

earn $10,000 this summer running their own
painting business No previous painting ex-

perience is required and all majors are

welcome to apply There will be an informal

information session on Tuesday Feb 5 at

7PM in Campus Center room 81 1 For more
details call 1 -800-346-4649

FOR RENT

FOR SALE

BROKEN MINOLTA EP350 Photocopier for

sale 1 Approx $200 to repair Best offer Call

Jeff at 6-4630 or OHAG 5-3185

DORM-SIZED REFRIGERATOR $39 Call

549-6417 Leave message

LARGE BEDROOM in 3 bedroom apt Puff

ton Village 235/month 1 or 2 people (women
preferred) Call 549-5947 Poonam or call-

soon 549-3745 and leave message on
machine

FUTONS
Sleep with Metawampe
Lowest Prices

Best Quality

256-0646

LETTER QUALITY PRINTER
Mint condition

Print Buffer

Daisy Wheel 35LPS Citizen

120 Columns Ask $325
Call Wayne 584-7648

STEREO YORK New remote. 8 watts

speakers, bonus 2 extra speakers
$100/BO 253-0644.

HELP WANTED

9-615 HOURLY AVERAGE
Sell art reproduction (prints)

part time at school, low key, management
at some schools, National publisher Call

collect 207-363-4730

APPLICATIONS now being accepted at Ad-

missions Center tor Tour Guides. Student

Admissions Representatives and Summer
Counselors

EARN $500-$1500/WK part-time, stuffing

envelopes in your home For free informa-

tion, send a long, self-addressed, stamped
envelope to P.O Box 4645 Dept P145
Alburquerque NM 87196

INTELLIGENCE JOBS All branches. US
Customs. DEA ect Now hiring Call

1-805-962-8000 Ext K 9616

INSTRUCTION

EARN CREDIT learn To Scuba Dive Basic
Classes held Monday. Tuesday. Wednes-
day, and Thursday 7-10PM in Curry Hicks
Pool Open Water II class held during
Spring Break in Key Largo, FLA Advanc-
ed Class held in New England in April For
further informtion call 549-8401. or drop by
Curry Hicks starting 2/4/91

LOST

BLACK W/GREEN LEATHER WALLET
"ossibly lost in Salem Place P-Lot

it lound please call 256-3437

No questions asked
Please call there are sentimental

pictures inside

ROOMMATE WANTED

NEED A PLACE to live 7 1 space in Pufton

-275 to share with male non-smoker fairly

conservative easy-going Rent $1 50 month

549-0053 or 549-2930

INTERESTED in Christian Fellowship? The
Alliance Christian Fellowship welcomes

you! More info Jim or Beth 253-7206

YOlt MALE ROOMMATE WANTED to

share Brandywine apt

$193 75/mo Heat/hot water mcl Be koool

549-0181

SPECIAL ANNOUNCEMENT

PERSONALS

DEAR ANDREA
Have a Happy Anniversary

and a great semester 1

WOW 1 Eleven wonderful months
I love you very much 11 '

Love, Scott

ATTENTION UMASS STUDENTS
Explore self and personal issues through

psychodrama in a safe confidential setting

Group meets Tuesdays 7-8 30PM starling

2/12/91 for 10 weeks No fee Register-Call

Mark locally at 665-3678

DEAR TOGO, Like a potato has a sack, like

a hen has her rooster. I have my toad back!

Love. Jennifer

TRISIGMA welcomes UMass students

back! Have a great semester'

UMASS BEWARE!! Sue Bromberg

B-R-O-M-BE-R-G. is finally here! 1 We're so

psyched you're with us Get ready for an

awesome weekend!!
Love-
Karen Allison

TRAVEL

FLORIDA'S NEWEST
HOT SPOT

Panama City-$139

Oaytona Beach $1 89

Call Enka+ Julie at 546-2649

or Siobhan + Tern at 546-5079

GUITAR LESSONS with Doug Hewitt
Rock, Blues. Folk Acoustic or Electric Im-
prov , Theory, Reading, Songwriting. many
new songs -plus singing Studio on 3 bus
lines 549-1938

ANNA KRUSPER
I misaad you and I'm so happy you're back'

As for good times of the past and future,

its all part of the plan

Love. Kimber

WAKE-N-BAKE!!! Spnng Break '91!'

Jamaica/Cancun trom $459 00!'

A week of fun and sun 1 The hottest destina-

tions 1-800-426-7710
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Sports
Men's hoop serves double duty
By SAM SILVERSTEIN
Collegian Staff

Oh, there's also going to be a basketball game tonight.

And it happens to be an important one.

The University of Massachusetts men's basketball team

will try to block Saturday night and ESPN's TV lights

out of its mind and concentrate on playing basketball

tonight at the Cage against Atlantic 10 competitor, Rhode

Island (9-9 overall, 5-5 in the A- 10). Tipoff is 7:30 p.m.

The Minutemen enter at 12-6 overall and 6-4 in the

Collegian photo by Toni Sandys

Junior Amye Lord puts the finishing touches

on classmate Joe Harrold's face.

Atlantic 10, off a 98-94 non-conference win over Holy

Cross Monday at the Cage.

Prior to that, UMass dropped two straight A- 10 games

at Temple and George Washington last weekend, slipp-

ing from second to fifth place in the conference.

UMass has eight league games left to make a late run

at the top of the standings and the Minutemen cannot af-

ford to overlook any of them, according to coach John

Calipari.

"The way the league is shaping up, every game s an im-

portant one from here on out. We're all bunched up . . .

the whole league's wacked out," Calipari said.

Vhis weekend gives the Minutemen a second chance to

tune their rejuvenated fast break game before facing a

Loyola-Marymountesque West Virginia twice next week.

Against the Crusaders, UMass pushed the ball up the

court on offense at every opportunity and finished two

points short of the century mark and with five starters

in double figures.

"We've gotten back to challenging the kids to push it

every time," Calipari said about UMass' practice routine

of late. "We were walking it up the floor [against Temple

and George Washington]."

The Rams bring to town the No. 2 scorer in the A-10,

senior guard Eric Leslie, and one of the league's top five

rebounders, junior center Jeff Kent.

Kent, at 6-foot-9, 245 pounds, has played well since step-

ping into the void left by the graduation of Kenny Green,

last season's A-10 Player of the Year who led the nation

in blocked shots.

In a 76-61 loss at Temple Monday, Kent scored 15 points

and grabbed 10 rebounds for his fifth double-double of the

year.

Leslie transferred from Villanova three years ago and

sat out a year, then debuted with back-to-back 34-point

nights in URI's first two games last winter. Leslie has

scored at a 20.3-points per game pace this season, in-

cluding a trademark 34-point outburst in a wild 78-76

brawl-marred loss to Providence in early December.

Leslie, 6-foot-3, turned in a 22-point, 10-rebound perfor-

mance in URI's one-point loss at Rutgers last week.

Six-foot-7 freshman Andre Samuel has chipped in 13

points and 5.6 points per game in a starting role.

When the Rams last visited, it took two overtimes for

CONTINUED ON PAGE 11

One step beyond:

Madness on ESPN
By SAM SILVERSTEIN
Collegian Staff

Call your friend in Moose Jaw, Saskatchewan,

Guadalupe, Mexico or Eugene, Ore.: The University

of Massachusetts men's basketball team is going to be

on TV.
Saturday night's UMass-Boston University game at

the Cage will be broadcast live on ESPN, beginning

at midnight. ESPN reaches 57.2 million homes in the

United States and is also shown in Canada, Mexico and

Puerto Rico.

Cage doors will open between 10 p.m and 10:30 p.m.

Saturday night, according to acting Athletic Ticket

Manager Thor Bjorn. Students with valid student IDs

will be admitted for free as usual. But this game will

not be 'as usual.' Midnight is not when people usually

play basketball.

"It's important to the program, and it's the first

step," coach John Calipari said. "When ESPN leaves

here, I want them to say 'Wow, they've got a good, clean

crowd.' Then we'll get more games during regular

hours."

Other differences: There will be six TV timeouts dur-

ing the game; two in the first half and four in the se-

cond. Each team will be allotted one less time out to

call on their own. And there will be double the normal

amount of security officers on duty.

The game gives those Minutemen from far-flung

home towns a chance to play in front of friends and

family. The two Minutemen furthest from home are

Tom Pace, from Denver, Co., and freshman Jeff Meyer,

from Wausau, Wis.

"I'm excited because m\ parents are going to be able

to watch," Meyer said, "... and my younger brother

and sisters are excited because they'll get to stay up

late
"

r. *n
The national telecast will be the first in the 60-year

history of the Cage and will be UMass' first regular-

season coast-to-coast appearance. Last year's 53-51 loss

to Temple in the Atlantic 10 Tournament Champion-

ship in Philadelphia was on ESPN
Dick Vitale is not coming. ^^^^^

The only silent one at the Cage
Tonight a full house will be on hand,

at the Cage, as UMass takes on Rhode

Island. For most fans the game will con-

tain the usual excitement of die-hard

rooting for us and anything to distract

the Rhody Rams. But I am hear to tell

you there is, believe it or not, one UMass
fan who will not have his heart set on

a UMass win. That fan is me.

Two and a half years ago I transfer-

red here from the University of Rhode

Island. I spent one year at Rhode Island

in which I lived through what every

UMass basketball fan is thirsting for, a

Cinderella trip in the NCAA
tournament.
There are many similarities between

what happened at URI during the

1987-1988 season and what has happen-

ed at UMass in the past year. The

rivalry both schools built with Temple

is one.

Both teams came within seconds of

beating Temple and winning the Atlan-

tic 10. Oddly enough, neither team has

been able to beat Temple — period.

Fan support for both teams is over-

whelmingly similar. At URI, like

UMass, face painting came of age. Also

signs, slogans and nicknames were plen-

tiful (I'm not afraid to admit that when
UMass came to visit Keaney Gym-

I shouted anti-Minutemen

slogans).

I am now a full-fledged UMass fan. I

spent all break having anxiety attacks

waiting for halftime of ESPN games so

I could find out how they did. Being a

college basketball buff, I am especially

excited about the prospects of this year's

team. If they play well for the rest of the

season they have a good chance to make
the tournament. And here's what you

have to look forward to.

Stephen Katsoulis

First, the chance to play the big teams.

Chances are, if they make it that far,

they would be a low seed and play a top

team.
Rhode Island played Missouri and beat

them and then shocked the nation by

upsetting Syracuse. Imagine UMass
playing, never mind beating, Syracuse.

This place would be in Bedlam. It was

a tremendous feeling when URI beat

Syracuse. They became the darlings of

the tournament and national fame was

soon to follow.

The media was always at URI. Big

screen TVs were set up in the gym and
CONTINUED ON PAGE 11

Colonials route Minutewomen

Are the Patriots coming to town?
AMHERST (AP)-The New England

Patriots are considering moving their

training camp to the University of

Massachusetts but are leaning toward stay-

ing at Bryant College, chief executive of-

ficer Sam Jankovich says.

Patriots officials met Wednesday at

Amherst, where the university is located,

with Massachusetts officials. The club

reportedly has been dissatisfied with ris-

ing costs at Bryant, where it held its sum-

mer camp the past 15 years.

On Wednesday, New England assistant

general manager Patrick Forts visited the

university, where the Patriots trained

before moving to Bryant.

'Patrick is going to visit with the people

at Bryant in the near future,' Jankovich

said. 'We have to decide which is the best

situation in terms of the facilities and the

finances.'

Bryant is about 20 miles from Foxboro,

the club's regular-season home. Amherst
is more than four times that distance from

Foxboro.

'Right now we are leaning toward going

back,' Jankovich said, 'but it's still under

discussion.'

Massachusetts football coach Jim Reid

said Wednesday's session 'was only an in-

formational meeting. ... I don't expect

they'll make a decision for weeks but I hope

we laid a good foundation. We hope they'll

be a part of us.'

Dick MacPherson, the Patriots' new
coach, was head coach at Massachusetts

from 1971 through 1977.

By GREG SUKIENNIK
Collegian Staff

When your basketball team coughs up 22

turnovers in the first half, hits just nine

shots in that same span of time, and is up

against a team which recently was rank-

ed among thetop 35 teams in the nation,

chances are a loss is imminent.

Unfortunately for the University of

Massachusetts women's basketball team,

the above scenario set the scene for a 74-42

loss to George Washington University last

night at the Smith Center in Washington,

D.C. UMass fell to an 0-18 overall, 0-10

Atlantic 10 conference record. The Colonial

Women improved to 15-3 overall and 8-1

in the A-10.

Up 36-22 at halftime, the Colonial

Women started the second half with 16

unanswered points to start the second half,

erasing all doubt about the outcome.

"At the start of the second, we were

shaken up," explained UMass coach Kathy

Hewelt. "They forced a lot of turnovers [42

for the game] in the first half and played

like GWU can play — they're a very

talented team.

"They opened the second half by hitting

a three-point shot, then hit another two

minutes later and it was 'game over,'" she

said.

Hewelt gave credit to GWU's pressure

defense and the play of forward Kristin

McArdle as the Colonial Women's keys to

the victory

As Hewelt explained, GWU started the

game in a fullcourt man-to-man pressure

defense that the Minutewomen had trou-

ble handling. UMass also struggled with

GWU's two-three match-up zone.

"We have a lot of young kids in the

backcourt, and all you can do is coach them
every day. It's baptism by fire," said

Hewelt. "When you look at that and look

at how GWU played defense tonight, you
can pretty much figure out what's going to

happen."
McArdle, a 5-foot- 10 junior forward, on-

ly finished with five points and three

assists. But according to Hewelt, that

dosen't explain the entire story.

"She played like a woman posessed,"

praised Hewelt. "She was driving to the

hoop and dishing off. That set up [Mary K.)

Nordling and [Jennifer] Shasky for them.

We struggled both halves with her — she

picked us apart whether we played man-

to-man or zone."

Shasky and Nordling, both frontcourt

players for the Colonials, led GWU in the

scoring column. Shasky finished with 18

points, including the two three-point

heaves that effectively ended the game in

the second, while Nordling threw in 14.

For the Minutewomen, Kim Kristofik

was high scorer with 17. Lisa Ireland add-

CONTINUED ON PAGE lO

Collegian Ale photo

Senior Keybum McCusker wins

the jumpshot for UMass.
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A weekend of protest and debate on the Gulf
Bv TAMIR LIPTON
Collegian Staff

It was a weekend filled with talk and pro-

test concerning the war in the Persian

Gulf.

Saturday night at the University of

Massachusetts Boston University basket

ball game, outside the Curry Hicks Cage,

students waited in line waving the

American flag, chanting "(expletive] Iraq."

"[expletive! Hussein," "U.S.A. U.S.A. .

."

Inside the Cage, students holding

American flags flooded the court during the

National Anthem.
Sunday afternoon, pro and anti-war pro-

testers gathered on the Amherst Common
and on North Pleasant street holding signs

and waving flags at civilians who were

passing by.

Sunday night in the Student Union

Ballroom, the Civility Commission, Stu-

dent Activities Office and Office of Human
Relations sponsored a teach in on the Mid

die East.

"This is not the place to shout slogans,"

said moderator Barnett Pearce of the com
munications department at the Universi-

ty of Massachusetts. "If you're into that.

we can find a place for you to go."

A popular topic of debate and question

throughout the evening was Israel's in

volvement in the war.

"There is no support for Israel from the

Arab world." said Jay Berkovitz. a Judaic

and Near Eastern studies professor from

UMass. "One would need to be terribly

naive to ignore Scud missile attacks on

Israel. Iraq is trying to remove the Jewish

state from the map."
"Missiles and Patriots are not what

Israel needs." said professor Lanier Fahar

of Western Connecticut College. "They are

not looking for these types of showers, this

will not help the irrigation problem
."

"Threats to gas the Jews and to turn

Israel into a crematorium reminds us that

anti-Semitism still exists." Berkovitz said.

Professor Jeff Shepard of the economics

department lectured about the economic

ramifications of the war. Just before he ap

proached the microphone, professor Pearce

asked what would be happening now, if

broccoli were the chief export of Kuwait

rather than oil.

"We are in a recession." Shepard said.

i illi'Ci.iii pholo liv Auroii Wt'hMrr

Jay Berkovitz

"We have an awesome savings and loan

crisis, our cities are decaying and we can't

fix them.

"The military has been irrelevant in

maximizing American wealth. By falling

into the illusion that we need to spend on

military, we have fallen behind Japan, we
are no longer the economic leader of the

world." said Shepard "What we should do

and what we could do is reassign resources

spent on military to other things such as

education, homes for tin- homeless, etc But

our president has apparently foregone that

idea."

Professor Mary Wilson of the UMass
history department spoke about the boun

daries of the Middle East. Iraq's history

and the history of Saddam Hussein, the

background to linkage and the U.S. in

volvement (if the liberation of Kuwait.

"The defense department looked foolish.'

Wilson said. "They were surprised by the

attack on Kuwait. |Dick I Cheney wont lo

Saudi Arabia to convince King Falul that

he was Iraq's next victim. We had no

reason to believe thai Hussein was going

CONTINUEP ON I'AGf 3

'Perfect weekend' for men's hoop
UMass beats URI 70-67 in overtime; over BU 82-65

By SAM SILVERSTEIN
Collegian Staff

For the University of Massachusetts men's basket-

ball team, it was the perfect weekend.

Friday night, Rafer Giles was ushered off the court

in a rush of ecstatic fans after lifting UMass to a 70-67

win over Rhode Island with an electrifying 3 pointer

4 olli'ifimi photo l»y Cnrrie Wyi'lh

Boston University's Mike Jarvis and Fred
Davy await the result of Harper Williams' in-

side jumpshot as Will Herndon also looks on.

as the clock expired in overtime.

With the shot, Giles became the 18th player in the

program's history to score 1,000 career points.

In the earliest hours of Sunday morning, before a

coast-to-coast audience on ESPN and a delirious stu

dent body that lined up hours before the game's mid

night start, UMass raced past Boston University 82-65.

This morning, the Minutemen are 14-6 overall and

third in the Atlantic 10 at 7 4. They've won three

straight. They've beaten eveiy New England team

they've played: BU, URI, Holy Cross. Vermont. Boston

College, Dartmouth, Lowell and New Hampshire.

For the University of Massachusetts men's basket

ball team, it was the perfect weekend.

BU falls short on ESPN There were lights, cameras

and action. The Minutemen steamrolled Reggie

Stewart and BU Sunday morning at the Cage as Giles

followed his Friday night heroics with a 24 point,

8 rebound. 5 -assist performance.

UMass trailed 15-13 early, then jumped to a 26-17

lead with a 11-4 run fueled by 7 points from Giles.

Stewart scored scored 17 of BU's last 19 points of the

first half and had the Terrier's within striking distance

at intermission, down 37-31.

Stewart went cold in the second half, however, and

BU's hopes of stealing the scene went with down with

him. Overmatched inside, the Terriers yielded 10

unanswered points and fell behind 47-31 in the first

1:45 of the second half.

"The only thing we had on them was depth," coach

John Calipari said. "We really wore them down."

After UMass' lead reached 19, at 58-39. with 14:30

to play, BU rallied to within 10 with a 15 5 run cap

ped by a Stewart steal and layup.

But UMass center Harper Williams hit a pair of

16-foot jumpers and Jim McCoy (18 points) had a dunk.

CONIINUFDON PAGE 6

New Englanders cope with war
HANOVER (AP) - Thousands of people sang patriot ic

songs, waved flags and videotaped supportive messages

to U.S. soldiers in the Middle East Sunday as New
Englanders sought ways to cope with the continuing Gulf

War.

Educators set up a hotline for parents and teachers con

cerned about childrens' fears about the war and Cam
bridge officials decided to postpone a contentious vote over

banning military recruiters from the local high school.

"It was a kind of melancholy feeling," said Tom Smith,

spokesman for the Hanover Mall, where 1,500 people turn

ed out Sunday to videotape messages for the troops. "I

can't really explain it. They were upbeat, but they all

seemed to be really concerned."

The crowd sang God Bless America and the Stars and

Stripes Forever as Navy Reserve helicoptors flew

overhead and a huge American flag was raised.

"Everybody cheered and was waving," Smith said. "Peo-

ple were in a real morale rousing type of mood."

The project was organized by a Norwell businessman

and a Navy veteran, Dick Sorgi, with the help of a cable

company and several support groups.

"I was glowing frustrated by the negativity, by the anti-

war demonstrations," Sorgi said. "And I decided I really

wanted to make a non-political message of some sort for

the troops."

Sue Burge, the mother of an infantryman in the Gulf,

said, "We seem to have been kind of waiting for someone

to come up with something like this."

Volunteers from Lesley and Wheelock colleges, the Cam
bridge Guidance Center and Educators for Social Respon

sability have set up the Gulf Crisis Hotline to help

teachers and parents understand their children's fears

about the war.

Callers have ranged from the mother of a 12 year old

boy who blamed servicemen for "scaring everybody" to

teachers of children who were "playing war" with Sad

dam Hussein as the enemy.
"Kids will always play war, even in families that don't

allow war toys," said Bill Stokes, a developmental

psychologist. "It's important for kids to express their fears,

and they can only do it in their own way."

The ongoing conflict has put on hold a debate over let

ting military recruiters continue to visit public Cambridge

Rindge and Latin School.

'Scud patrols'
continue; B-52
ditches in ocean
By MORT ROSENBLUM
Associated Press

DHAHRAN. Saudi Arabia - American •Scud patrol"

jets, in a swift counter strike, pounced on two Iraqi missile

launchers Sunday and may have knocked one out. But the

Air Force also lost a big one, a B-52 down in the Indian

Ocean.
Three of the giant bomberV crewmen were plucked safe

ly from the sea. and a search continued for the other three,

the U.S. command said. It said a mechanical problem was

probably to blame.

As ground fire died down for the moment on the nor

them front lines, the Desert Storm allies pressed their

relentless air war.

The U.S. command said their air campaign had passed

the 40,000 sortie mark — some 10.0(K) more missions than

were flown against Japan in the final 14 months of World

War II.

Most major bridges in the Kuwait region have now been

destroyed or badly damaged, the command said, and the

Iraqis have had to throw makeshift pontoon spans across

riven — new easy targets, said command spokesman

Marine Maj. Gen. Robert B. Johnston.

Air strikes Sunday rocked Iraqi targets from Kuwait to

Baghdad. Late in the afternoon, a missile - probably a

U.S. cruise missile — slammed into downtown Baghdad,

sending up a column of white smoke, according to an

Associated Press report from the Iraqi capital.

Fresh reports came in of air attacks on civilian vehicles

on the road from Baghdad to Jordan. Egyptians arriving

in Jordan said their bus was the only vehicle on the road

when it was repeatedly machine gunned by warplanes

One of their group was killed, they said.

Since early in the 19 day old war, the rumble of distant

B 52 strikes has been heard from across the Saudi Kuwaiti

border. The huge bombers have zeroed in particularly on

the dug-in positions of the Republican Guard, the core of

Iraq's defense of occupied Kuwait.
CONllNUrDON PAGF 3

INSIDE:
MONDAY, FEBRUARY 4, 1991

Page 3: Two UMass students describe

their first hand experience with

the Gulf War.

Page 5: Gayle Long sings the praises of

teamwork.

Page 12: Women's swimming declaws

UNH Wildcats 167-133.

VEATHER
Spring is here! Well, not really but it will

feel like it with temperatures nearing 50

under partly cloudy skies.
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Por Your Information

MONDAY, FEBRUARY 4

Teach-in — Franklin Patterson Hall, Hampshire Col-

lege 10 a.m. to 6 p.m. Call 549-6502 for more details.

Information Session - National Student Exchange will

give an information session in CC 803 from 4 p.m. to 5

p.m. Admission is free.

Senior Portraits — Index will be taking photos in CC178

from 9 a.m. to 6 p.m. The cost is $5 per sitting.

An Evening with Gentle George - sponsored by the

Black Mass Communications project in Bowker

Auditorium from 8 p.m. to 10 p.m. Admission is $2.

Colbquim - UMass Psychology Colloquium Commit-

tee presents Dr. Travis Thompson and a presentation

"Behavior Disorder: Environmental and Neurochemical

Mechanisms" in Tobin 521B at 3:30 p.m.

Math Anxiety Workshop - sponsored by Counseling and

Advising for Older Students, will be in LGRT 1634 from

4:30 p.m. to 6 p.m.

Vigil - sponsored by Faculty and Staff for Peace and

Justice in the Middle East and Graduate Students for

Peace and Justice in the Middle East, will be on the Stu-

dent Union steps, weekdays, 12 noon to 12:30 p.m.

MAUTnLUS
'Computerized aerobic machines than any club in the Valley.

Stairmasters • Lifecycles * Gravitro n • Biocycle • Treadmills

New • New • New •
I

WIlMllfJJ • New • New • New

Special suspended oak wood floor • Certified Instructors

Bench Step • Low Impact • High/Low • Boxercise • Stretch

Total body conditioning plus the skill of selfdefense.

Largest full-time Karate studio in Western Mass.

AMHERST
ATHLETIC
CLUB

460 West St.

KARATE
HEALTH &
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LOCAL
Thompson resigns
SAO director Carew to supervise TWA office

By SONDRA SUTTON
Collegian Staff

Director of the Office of Third World
Affairs, Sherwood Thompson, resigned

his position January 18 at the Univer-

sity of Massachusetts and has accepted

the position of director of minority af-

fairs at the University of Kansas.

Irene Carew, director of the Students

Activities Office, will temporarily take

over the supervision of the OTWA un-

til the position is filled.

She said because of the present hiring

freeze at the University, Thompson will

not be immediately replaced, but add-

ed they will apply for a waiver to the

freeze.

The Third World Caucus, the govern-

ing board of the OTWA and the inter-

nal coordinator of the TWC, Chi Amadi,
have expressed a dissatisfaction with

the choice of Carew.
"The displeasure with the new super-

vision is for several reasons, primarily

with the directors failure to contact the

member of the TWC," Chi said.

"The caucus is also upset at the fact

that Carew informed other sources

about new plans for the OTWA before

contacting the TWC," she said.

"I would like to inform the student

body, especially student of color, that

the Third World Caucus wants the Of-

fice of Third Affairs to remain open and
functioning as well as having an official

director for supervision," Chi said.

Carew said she hopes to see a resolu-

tion to problems at the OTWA.
"There will be a meeting this week

with the TWC and everyone who works

in the office. The meeting will be used

to discuss office hours as well as to

discuss the plans for the OTWA," she

said.

Two students witness

war firsthand in Israel

Collegian file photo

Dr. Irene Carew

teach-in
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

to attack Saudi Arabia."

Wilson dismissed the notion that Iraq

may use nuclear weapons by saying, "if

nuclear weapons are used in the Middle

East, it will be by us."

At the end of the lectures, the audience

was given a chance to ask questions.

'Scud patrols'

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

One of the eight-engine, $55 million

"Stratofortresses," headed back from a

bombing mission, crashed into the Indian

Ocean late Saturday on its way to its base

at Diego Garcia, a tiny atoll 2,000 miles

southest of the gulf.

The U.S. command did not say where the

crash occurred or give details of the rescue

of three crewman. It said there was "no

evidence that the aircraft went down as a

result of hostile fire." Twenty-seven

Americans are now missing in action in the

Gulf War.
American military sources say the Air

Force has begun mounting "counter-Scud

Last Thursday night at Hampshire Col-

lege in the Franklin Patterson Lecture

Hall, faculty members from the five college

area formed a panel to discuss and explain

the events in the Gulf.

The panel consisted of Asoka Bandarage

and Vinnie Ferraro of Mount Holyoke Col-

lege and Ahmad Dallal of Smith College.

patrols," warplanes flying over areas

where Iraq's ballistic missiles are believ-

ed based, ready to swoop down when a

launch is detected on radar. One of the

patrols apparently scored on Sunday.

One of the Iraqi missiles, fired at Riyadh,

was intercepted by U.S. Patriot defense

missiles, but debris fell into a residential

area of the Saudi capital. The Saudi Press

Agency said 29 people suffered minor

injuries.

Two other missiles struck center Israel

or the occupied West Bank, but no injuries

were reported. The U.S. command said one

Scud may have landed in Jordan, but Jor-

danian officials disputed that report.

By ALISON BUCKHOLTZ
Collegian Correspondent

While most were glued to CNN during

the first weeks of the war, watching via

satellite as reporters scrambled in and out

of gas masks, two UMass students were

busy with gas masks of their own.

Adina Zarchan, a senior, and Mitchell

Kotler, a graduate student, traveled to

Israel on separate programs at the end of

December and found themselves in the

midst of the bombings in January. Kotler,

who had never been to Israel before, went

primarily as a tourist, but Zarchan'

s

reasons were motivated by loyalty to a

country she knew well.

"I thought it was very important to go

and show my support, especially when
Israel is under siege," she said. "I wanted

Israel to know that people weren't deser-

ting it, that people weren't afraid of com-

ing."

The American media, she said, had stir-

red up her worst fears. "When I left the

U.S., the media was hypothesizing about

nerve gas, retaliation, every worst-case

scenario they could find," she said. "They

gave you the idea that Israelis were seized

with terror and life had stopped. But I

knew Israel through the people, and I knew
that couldn't be true. I had to go and find

out for myself."

What she said she found was "a country

functioning normally." Israelis took the

situation seriously, she said, but never

allowed it to "make them crazy."

Kotler agreed. "In Israel, there's a lot of

humor about Saddam Hussein," he said.

"There are jokes, T-shirts, riddles. One
night the newscaster even dressed up as

Saddam. Life goes on — they're keeping

things in perspective."

When war first broke out, for example,

there was little fear in Israel, just a sense

of relief, according to Kotler. "The fear had

come before. This had been building for a

long time and no one knew where or when

the first strike would be."

Kotler said he found it difficult to remain

as calm as his fellow Israelis during the

first air raid strike, however. "I didn't even

hear the siren the first time," he said. "The

hotel staff knocked on my door, so I put my
gas mask on and we all went into the

shelter. I was confused because I didn't

know what to expect. I didn't known
anything about the siren system

beforehand or what precautions to take."

He had received his gas mask the night

before from the hotel staff. "When the

soldiers trained us to use it, they said the

most important thing was to make sure the

canister filter was on tight, and to test it

by putting your hand over it to see if you

can breathe," he said.

Once inside the shelter, "some people lay

down on beds, some walked around, some

listened to the radio, all with gas masks

on," according to Kotler.

"Everyone was calm," he remembered.

"The hotel staff knew exactly what to do

— we became a team."

News was slow in coming, and "that first

time, I thought it was a gas attack," Kotler

said. "I was sure I was safe but was wor-

ried about Israel, whether or not everyone

had a good shelter or enough gas masks."

A certain terrifying sense of the surreal

that many Americans feel in connection

with gas masks doesn't exist in Israel, Zar-

chan said. "In America, we hear the term

'gas mask' and think of it as a terrible ob-

ject," she explained. "But it's not so terri-

fying — it can save your life."

Worse for her was the siren that signal-

ed danger. "It's a very eerie sound," she

said. "I remembered it from when I lived

in Israel during the '73 war. Everyone

knows what to do, everyone is efficient, but

it's frightening." Siren stations are scat-

tered throughout the city, she said, "so as

soon as one stops, another begins."

When sirens finally fall silent, there's no

real sense of relief. "On the news, all they

say is that people in such-and-such an area

can go, or take their gas mask off," Kotler

said. "When they tell you to leave, they

don't tell you what happened. For all I

knew, I was fine but Haifa had been blown

up.

The day after the first attack, even

though there was no serious damage,

"everyone was advised to stay home,"

Kotler remembered. "I stayed in the area

so if a siren went off I could find shelter.

That night, I went to bed with my gas mask

right beside me."
Linkage between the war and the Israeli -

Palestinian conflict is another source of

anger for Kotler after witnessing the situa-

tion for himself. "Hussein has persuaded

some people that this is related to the

Palestinian problem, and those people

think he's justified in starting a war."

Kotler said. "Israelis know that the war

won't have much effect on relationships

with the Palestinians. The previous pro-

blems will still exist. This won't solve it."

Though neither Zarchan nor Kotler had

been expecting the attack on Israel, they

had coincidentally removed themselves

from Tel Aviv before Iraq's first strike. Zar-

chan had scheduled a visit to Tel Aviv the

night it was first bombed, but on a whim

went to Jerusalem instead.

"People kept asking me if I was crazy

because I went to Israel in the first place,

and they because I stayed," she laughed.

'But beside the fact that Jerusalem was

relatively safe, I was adamant about re-

maining in Israel until I had to come back

CONTINUED ON PAGE 4
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STARS AND STRIPES FOR HALFTIME - Patriotic fan* show their support for the U.S. at Saturday's midnight basketball game.
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students see war
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 3

for the semester."

Experiencing the bombings firsthand in-

troduced a sense of immediacy to Zarchan

about the Gulf War. "The Middle East isn't

'over there,'" she said, "especially since

Hussein will bring everyone down with

him. His actions could be devastating to the

world, not just Israel."

Within Israel, she said, issues of war are

"clear as day. People fight for their sur-

vival. It's clear-cut for me, too, after being

there."

If we didn't go to war, she explained, if

we sat around and debated about sanctions,

things will only get worse. Hussein will

bring everyone down with him."

There is a fine line, she said, "between

being opposed to war in general and see-

ing the necessity for preventing a second

Hitler. Americans are very naive."

Kotler's experience in Israel made him

glad that "the Allies kept their word. They

didn't back down," he said. "They created

Saddam Hussein's power so they have an

obligation to destroy it."

Still, he foresees that "not much will

change in the Middle East after the war.

When it's over, Israel for one won't have

peace — it will still be surrounded by

enemies. The West has to look at the

unstable countries they're selling weapons

to before anything will change."

As of now, Kctler said, Saddam is using

Allied technology to kill Americans - and

Israelis. "I keep asking myself: why should

Israel have to suffer because of that?" he

said.

».Q.

American Express
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Travel Program.
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Learning about teamwork

. . .And, at the buzzer, Rafer Giles hit a

three-pointer, winning the game and scor-

ing his 1,000th point. What a night.

What a night indeed!

To all those people who didn't get into

Saturday night's game. I didn't get in

either, despite being there for almost three

hours before game-time.

But I got to go to Friday night's. It was

definitely better.

First off, there was this weird sense of

school spirit, something I thought absolute-

ly off the wall in this place. People wanted

Willie Herndon to dunk and others in a cor-

ner section had up a sign "Rafer's Corner,"

posting points for when he reached his

1,000th.

It was a great feeling. Fans were excited.

Something in this bitter, awful world was

actually right for a change.

Gayle Long

But after the game, when the crowd spill-

ed onto the court and surrounded an ex-

cited team, reality set in again.

The nation was still at war.

Actually, throughout the game, there

were signs no one would forget. Most sang

the National Anthem, instead of standing

silently, or trying to look for friends in the

crowd.

People have weird ways of showing how

they feel. American flags and painted faces

were only the beginning.

The crowd has a certain distaste for

referees, and, although I always thought

the refs were the good guys, I learned a

lesson. When it comes to wanting a team

to win, the refs are not the guys you put

your trust into. It's your teammates.

Consistantly inconsistant. This is a term

I learned from my dad, a coach and a ref,

about the bad parts of reffing. The refs are

human. They don't catch everything, but

they should try to. When they don't make

the calls or when the calls always go one

way, that's inconsistent.

The refs at Friday night's game had the

majority of the crowd screaming things like

"Hair Club for Men" (for the ref with

especially thick hair). The refs kept mak-

ing bad calls, and then letting the other

refs on the floor change the calls because

they were so bad. No wonder the crowd was

so mad. Not only were the people in the

crowd making their own calls, but they also

wanted to lynch the guys who were out

there.

The refs reminded me of the United

States. Not only do the people in govern-

ment continuingly making "bad calls" in

regards to what it should be doing, but

everyone wants the people in government

to just give it up. It's just like that song the

crowd sings at the games: "Nah-nah-nah-

nah Hey-hey-hey Goodbye."

But UMass still prevailed on the court

that night, despite bad calls and a foul-

happy University of Rhode Island squad.

Because they played as a team, they

came out on top. Because the refs kept

changing their calls and making each other

look ridiculous, they didn't do their job

effectively.

Maybe the government should take this

lesson from the team and not try to police

the actions of everybody else.

Maybe the refs will realize they have to

work as a team to get the job done.

The basketball team already knows this.

No wonder they are 14-6, and the govern-

ment can't even win a popularity contest.

The crowd was trying to play for the team

and for the government, singing the Na-

tional Anthem and cheering for the team.

But maybe the people in the crowd were

just drunk and obnoxious. Let's just hope

they weren't.

But the game was incredible, anyway.

Let's hear it for teamwork.

Gayle Long is a Collegian columnist

Behind the push to war
Although the on-goingwarin the Mid-

dle East was widely regarded as in-

evitable weeks before it started, some of

us were hoping that a Congressional

vote against it might avert disaster. Our

hopes were dashed. You know the story.

M.T.K. Brown

The question, however, remains:

Why? Why the Congress voted for war

and the administration waged it when

the country was clearry divided and

most experts, ranging from former Joint

Chiefs of Staff, Defense Secretaries, na-

tional security advisors, intelligence ex-

perts and Middle East specialists, were

arguing again81 it;? i
There are multiple layers of conflict

and a multiplicity ofreasons behind the

GulfWar. One ofthem is the process of

military build-up prior to the conflict.

Focusing on this process and how it in-

fluenced the Congress' vote is rather

revealing.

Now, in retrospect, there is no ques-

tion that it was the the massive U.S.

military deployment in the Gulfand the

prospect of political liabilities and

logistical problems of its idle, long-term

presence in the area that forced Con-

gress' hand.

When it came to extracting a

favorable vote from Congress, the ad-

ministration argued and the Congress

accepted, that the long-term presence of

U.S. forces would be politically

destabilizing for Saudi Arabia; that such

a large force cannot be maintained in

the field for long without a rotation pro-

gram and a partial mobilization ofsome

kind; that the failure to use the troops

or reducing their number once the

United States, once having assumed an

offensive p u*e, would mean the ero-

sion of U.S. credibility and the collapse

of its dominant negotiating position in

the area.

Sadly, the force deployment process

which led tothe infamous Congressional

vote had not been questioned by either

the media of Congress until the very

end, when it was too late. Apparently,

everyone bought the argument that the

administration was playing a game of

chicken with Saddam Hussein. It was no

game; Saddam had no option to

"Chicken Out." The unconditional sur-

render that the administration was ask-

ing for would have been tantamount to

political and physical suicide for Hus-

sein. And, of course, he is not stupid.

The reasons behind the large-scale

deployment in the Gulf and the

eagerness of the military to wage war,

have to do with the institutional

momentum of the military/industrial

complex in the post cold-war era. This,

in turn, has some of its roots in the last

wave of arms build-up and massive

military expenditures which started

under President Carter and accelerated

under Reagan.
"The presence of hundreds of

thousands of troops in the Gulfarea has

created its own realities," said Henry

Kissinger, a few weeks before the war

started. Those realities and the forces

that created them, explain the capitula-

tion of Congress.

The Congress is supposedly the

foremost institutional manifestation of

democracy in this country. That it sur-

rendered to the pressures generated by

the military build-up and the forces

behind it is deeply disturbing, to say the

least. It has some resemblance to the

dynamics and politics of not a

democracy, but a militarized state.

M.T.K. Brown is a member of the

UMass Coalition on the Middle East

Crisis
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Stand your ground with patience

My roommate's mother called on the

telephone last night. She asked if he were

home and I responded that he wasn't. She

then asked me if I were his roommate as

we had never spoken to each other. I said

"yes, I am his roommate."

She bluntly stated "You must be the one

that is against the war." 1 answered, "Yes,

crazy kook that I am, I believe in peace."

She continued, "This is a just war, and

we forgive you for what you think." I was

stunned and somewhat angry at her, and

at the same time felt saddness for her. As

I said I had never talked to this woman
before and she is my roommate's mother,

so I zipped my lip.

Then she asked me the UMass question

of the night. "Are there many peaceniks

at school?" Again I was taken aback by the

casual manner of her question, and so I

asked her if she could please repeat her

question, I wanted to hear her ask it again.

She repeated, "Are there many peaceniks

on campus?"
Biting my tongue I said, "yes, I guess so.

Yes, there are quite a few far out people

for peace, and do you find it necessary to

label people?" she halfjoked that she was

just kidding with me and proceeded to

change the subject to something of far

greater importance - the weather! But she

wasn't kidding and we both knew it.

I thought of asking her, "are there many
peaceniks here, you mean as opposed to

warmongers like yourself?" But 1 didn't

and I'm glad that I didn't. I'm glad that I

noticed that I wanted to put it back in her

face, and didn't. Seeing this reaction in

myself helped me to understand myself bet

ter. By listening to her with an open mind

and an open heart, even though I didn't

agree with her, I understood her a little bet

ter by not judging her.

In these challenging days and weeks

ahead, even though many of us disagree

with each other, we must be able to listen

openly without judgement, to be able to

communicate fully. If we look at all of our

life situations, including the current Gulf

War, as teaching, we can learn and grow.

I thank her for her phone call. My position

as a peacenik has never been more solid.

I, as a peaceful person who wants peace and

will "walk my talk!" I will not attack

others, but will state my position clearly

from my heart. Instead of being defensive

or attacking others who disagree with me,

I think it best to just send them love. We
will need to face many of our brother's and

sister's not on the phone, but face to face.

So stay in a space of no judgement and love

and hold firm all you "peaceniks."

William J. King
Amherst

Religious traditions offer peace

The war in the Persian Gulf is deeply

distressing no matter what our political

stance.

Bombs dropped near populated areas,

missiles fired at cities, and public calls for

terrorism mean that the lives of innocent

people will be lost. Many more will con-

tinue to live in uncertainty and fear.

Our religious traditions teach us about

the sanctity ofhuman life, that humans are

created by God, the source of all life. We
join in grief at the loss of life that war

brings.

Good people of conscience and religious

motivation may well disagree about

whether this war is advisable or moral. It

is a strength of the democratic tradition in

this country that we can openly debate

these issues. It is part ofour religious tradi-

tions that we do this with respect and love.

As representatives of different religious

traditions, we are aware that people can

perceive the word of God differently and

understand the call of conscience

differently.

As each of us on this campus passionate-

ly pursues that which we believe to be

right, may we also respect the rights of

others to hold differing opinions. It is easy

to feel kinship with those who agree with

us. May we also have strength to affirm the

humanity of those we consider to be wrong.

Our religious traditions affirm the impor

tance of peace and justice whatever our

political stance. We hope that a just and en-

during Peace/Salaam/Shalom be speedily

established. We therefore invite the cam-

pus community to join us in a service for

life, prayer and peace at noon to 1 p.m. on

Tuesday at Memorial Hall.

May life which is holy be preserved for

us, our loved ones, and all people.

May our differences be aired in love and

respect for the sake of God.

May Shalom/Salaam/Peace and justice

endure.

Khaleelah Abdul-Kareem
Muslim Student Association

The Rev. Christopher Carlisle

The Ark Episcopal Chaplaincy at

UMass
The Rev. Richard E. Sanner

The United Christian Foundation
Rabbi Saul Perlmutter

B'nai B'rith Hillel Foundation

The Rev. Richard A Bondi

The Rev. J. Joseph Quigley

The Rev. C. Lee Gilbertson

Sr. Mildred Marengo S.S.J.

The Newman Center - Roman Catholic
Chaplaincy
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a 3-point play and a jumper during a 13-5 run that sealed

it.

Giles sinks URI Giles' 1,000th career point provided

the most emotional moment of the season in Friday night's

A-10 overtime win over Rhode Island at the Cage.

With the game knotted at 67 and the clock winding

down. Giles took a feed from Anton Brown, faked an on-

coming defender and launched a 22-foot shot that touch-

ed off a wild celebration as fans, teammates and coaches

stormed the court.

Giles entered the game needing 15 points to reach the

1 000-point plateau, but bricked his way to a 1 for 6 first

half. Giles recovered to score 14 after intermission, and

finished with 17. ,

"In the first half I got down. I was thinking too much

about getting 1,000," Giles said. "But in the second half

my shot was there ... in overtime I was feeling it.

Of the game-winner Giles said. "I didn t know there

wasn't any time left. It was unbelievable*

"There was no real play," Calipari said. ' We spotted

up Rafer on one side and Jimmy [McCoyl on the other.

They all ran to Jimmy, and Rafer stood there and made

the shot. If Rafer's feet are underneath him and he's set,

he'll make it." m .

URI took a lead in the opening minutes of the game and

held it until there were four minutes left in regulation

when McCoy punctuated a 13-4 UMass run with a fast

break layup to tie it at 54-all.

Mike Brown canned a pair of free throws with :25 left

to send the game into overtime.

In overtime. UMass edged to a 63-61 advantage on a

Giles 3-pointer and McCoy top-of-the-key jumper URI tied

it twice, at 63 and 65-all. on an Eric Leslie (14 points)

running one hander with :09 on the clock, before Giles

sank the game-winner.

STEINBECK COLLISION REPAIR
& AUTOBODY

53 So. Prospect — Amherst Center

256-8157 256-1385

• Accepted by all insurance companies for

collision repair or glass replacement

• Imports & other unibody vehicles

are our specialty

REMEMBER it's your car and your choice of

repair facilities
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<ATTENTIONS
STUDENTS LOOKING FOR PART TIME

N0N WORK STUDY, ON OR OFF CAMPUS

ATTEND ONE OF THE "JEMS" WORKSHOPS

(Job Employee Matching System)

Workshops will be held February 4th

in Rm 165 & February 5th in Rm 917

at the Campus Center.

Times: 11:30, 230, 4:00, & 630

Workshops sponsored by the Student Employment Office

243 Whitmore Administration bldg 545-1951

Graduating Seniors
MB^^—^^————M-—
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This Personal Survey May Help You Decide
What To Do With The Rest Of Your Life. .

.

Royal
Insurance

As a realistic individual eager for business hie, you are

probably wrestling with the problem of choosing a

career direction. You may find an answer by rating

yourself in this quiz.

• Do I have an inquisitive mind that probes beneath

the surface of things?

• Do I grasp new concepts quickly and adapt readily

to change?
• Am I an analytical problem solver, able to develop

innovative solutions?

• Do I want a role that challenges me to do my own
thinking, to make independent decisions?

• Am I a strong team player?

• Am I a clear communicator?

• Do I negotiate tactfully and well enough to bring

others around to my point of view?

• Is my personality suited to interface with

management, clients, peers?

• Am I results-oriented, able to manage resources to

achieve objectives?

Positive responses imply that you're a viable candidate lor a career in

the insurance industry. Particularly with Royal Insurance, a prestigious,

historically successful property/casualty leader now writing over $2
billion in coverages each year We're poised and trim enough to meet the

challenge of change in the marketplace and to keep you in view as you

progress

We offer extensive training courses, both in the classroom and on-the-

job, to give you good understanding of insurance coverages plus the

technical skills and refinements needed to start a career in one of the

following areas:

CLAIMS. 9-month program needs BS/BA/Liberal Arts or

Business major. Imparts skill in planning and coordinating claims

investigations, ability to evaluate insured/insurer positions, and to

negotiate equitable settlements.

UNDERWRITING. 9-month program needs BS/BA/Liberal

Arts or Business major. Teaches how to identify hazardous situations at

client work sites; how to evaluate risks; how to apply rating methodology

and pricing techniques; how to interface with management, brokers and

agents on underwriting decision.

Candidates must be agreeable both to travel and to relocation after

training to any major company office in the U.S.

We provide excellent salaries and benefits.

We will be conducting an
INFORMATION SESSION
Tuesday, February 5th at 7:00 PM
If you are unable to attend, but would like more Information about
on-campus Interviews Tuesday, February 19th, please visit the
Placement Office.

Royal Insurance

You'd Be Crazy To

Go Anywhere El§e!
ft ..- (..Ah VUAHA ft»3
Rosalie Saratv Yvette

Tina. Casey. Paula

Pre-employment drug testing

An equal opportunity employer MIFiHiV

The /Whins .m?.'. iK\r...oitr )w end gfi to you U l.vn'.'

6 Months, Plus G Months Free!
OHer extended til 1114)91

CALL NOW 586-7503 HAMP PLAZA NORTHAMPTON .

The 1991 MCAT
Will Be An All New,
Completely Revised

Test.

Stanley H. Kaplan

Is Heady.

Students planning on applying to mcdic.il school Will be

beluga completely revised Medical College Admission lest

(MCAT) starling in April 1991 1 lie Association ol Aimi kail

Medical Colleges lias announced that the new MCAT will

measnic a broader range of skills

fortunately, the lest makers aren't the only tines making

changes. Stanley II Kaplan, the first name in MCAT prep,

has already designed a brand new course to help Students

gel ready for the brand new lest All our lessons, home study

notes, practice tests, and review will reflect the latest MCAT
format and content

Docs Kaplan preparation work? Over HAIF the students

in medical school today arc Kaplan alumni New test?

No problem

S STANLEY H. KAPLAN
<a- Take Kaplan Or Take Your Chances

Classes begin:

Feb. 16 at Mt. Holyoke
Feb. 17 at Smith College
Feb. 20 in Amherst

549-5780

ARTS & LIVING
Stuff to melt your ears

. . . . • r .*_ .»..j:_ AD/""
By MARK STURM
Collegian StalT

January was an extraordinarily tame

month for the music industry. When it

comes to college radio type stuff, if the

industry was a person it would say that

January is a dead month and that it's

preferable to hold off OH some releases

until February. This serves to provide

a somewhat grey backdrop for a few im

pressive January releases, as well as

give us just the excuse we need to delve

into nostalgic, self indulgent retroactive

spew. The best record I received over

January is called SNUFF JAZZ
Borbetomagus have been exploding

the tender aural facilities of wimpy art

sv concert goers for about twelve years

now. usually armed with two sax

ophones and a guitar. For them the

thrill of watching audience members
literally run from the club clutching

their ears has waned considerably, but

still makes me clutch my teeth in

sadistic pleasure as though it were the

first time again. The last time 1 saw

them they were on a bill with Reverb

Motherfuckers. Surgery, and the unap

preciated but truly beautiful Unsane

NYC. Borbetomagus were kicked off

the stage within ten minutes. It was the

direct consequence of a problematic syn

drome they repeatedly encounter, which

involves the inability of soundmen to

fathom or even stomach the sound these

guys produce when they drop the P.A.

microphones down the bells of their sax

aphones, place the bells together, and

blow with a force worthy of updating

various Norse myths.

SNUFFJAZZ is the latest effort from

these friendly New Yorkers. One side is

studio material from 1988 which they

recorded at their favorite studio. ABC
No Rio. The other side is a live excerpt

from an August 1989 performance

which they were allowed to complete.

That show was at DC. Space in. of

course. Washington. DC. and featured

the now notorious Cop Shoot Cop as part

of the stage warming ritual. I was there

and can testify to the authenticity of this

recording if need be. because you may
not believe your own ears. You may
sporadically encounter this and other

BorfaetoroagUi records at a nearby retail

type outfit, no doubt sandwiched in bet-

ween the Boomtown Rats and Boston

Torture Garden is the latest and

sickest mishmosh of organized and pro

ficient incoherency from New York oh

so hipster John Zorns pet project Nak
ed City. Within a relatively small time

span (say. about thirty seconds) you may
find yourself enjoying traditionalesque

sax oriented jazz, heavy metal and hard-

core in between bouts of Boredoms like

noise bursts. You can find this sucker

in almost any of the three stores

worldwide that still capitulate to the

special interests of vinyl fans, ur

doubtedly in between Nazareth and t.

New Kids On The Block.

Self indulgent retro spew you ask?

The longest piece-o-wax to date from

lyes, another New York act) Of Cab-

bages And Kings came out in

November. It is entitled Basic Pain.

Basic Pleasure and. among other at

tributes, boasts a remix of the skeptical

"Of Service'' that could be found on the

Mondo Stereo compilation a few years

back. The record never cuts loose in the

same fashion as some songs on earlier

Purge Sound League releases did tref:

BUD), but is equally powerful and satis

tying. It's on Triple X records.

Smooth rap, hard lyrics
By MARK ANDERSON
Collegian Correspondent

The Devil Made Me Do It

Paris
Tommy Boy/Scarface Records

"Paris is the name. 1 don't sleep. 1 drop

science and keep the peace

These two lines, appearing in his debut

single "Break the Crip of Shame." pro

bably iH-st describe the rapper Pans and bis

musical quest. Appearing last spring, the

single "Shame" garnered support among

critics and rap fans The clever and spare

production combined with some ol the best

pro black lyrics in recent memory made it

a candidate for rap single of the year

Needless to say. his LP debut was eagerly

awaited Released in November. The Devil

Made Me Do It has been lukesvarm to (at

times) downright cold.

Whyizat? It could be, as Greg Tate of the

Village Voice has said, that Paris taka P

Dog) "sound* too much like Rakim [of the

duo Eric B and Rakiml" His pro black

revolutionary rap could also be lost in the

scramble of the seemingly endless supply

of MCs eager to jump on the Chuck D KRS-

One bandwagon. Finally, as a West Coast

rapper with traditionally East Coast black

revolutionary lyrics, he may have ended up

pleasing neither. Whatever the case his

debut album finds itself in a league with

Public Enemy's // Takes A Nation of A

Million To Hold Us Back and Boogie Down

Production's, By All Means Necessary with

a similar amount of controversy surroun

ding its content, message, lyrics and even

videos. (MTV threatened litigation when

they learned that the "Shame" video con

tained MTV clips of Guns 'n' Roses' Axl

Rose interspersed with newsreel loot age ol

KKK rallies. Although the suit would have

been dropped bad the controversial

segments been edited out, Paris opted in

stead to withdraw the whole video).

An economics major from the Universi

|V of California. Davis. Paris and his DJ

Mad Mike have essentially produced a

manifesto of pro black and Black Panther

politics. For those who seek out the

punk post punk analogies: if NWA are the

Sex Pislols and Public Enemy are the

Clash, then Paris is an uncompromising

Billy Bragg with a boat box. The P Dog has

indeed been outspoken in interviews about

his Islamic beliefs anil a desire for the

return of the Black Panther party His

lyrics continue to refer to that now defunct

party and their 10 point program. In fact

the liner notes of the album read like a

Black History Month raster of the black

power movement- The likes of Hetty

Newton, Marcus C.irvev. Kli.jah Muham
mad and. of course. Malcom X are each pro

filed in a paragraph or two along with a

brief history of the Black Panther move

ment. Since everybody and his homebo\

are rapping nowadays about Black Power

and how the System is Wack. (his appeal

to the history books seems to reek of com

mercial lokenistn.

Yet there are things about this man that

make him stand above most of the Chuck

1) wannabees in the rap world. First oil. the

liner notes of the first album at least

deserve credit for containing more than the

typical "Malcolm was the man. Word to

The Mother." That is. whether it's

tokenism or not. the biographical sum

marios provide substance in a genre full ol

hot air and typically devoid of any real

information.

Second, throughout the album. Paris

displays intelligence while most can only

brag about it. As with a lot of recent rap

albums. The Devil Made Me Do It takes its

message seriously.

But Paris also manages to make the ride
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Campus Snow Policy * * * 1990-1991
The major snow removal objective

at times of severe storms is to allow all

classes and all campus activities to

take place in as routine a way as pos-

sible. Since many faculty, staff, and

students normally bring cars onto cam-

pus, it is important for all concerned to

understand clearly what policies and

procedures will be followed in the

event of a severe snow storm that tem-

porarily limits parking capacity on

campus.

Radio and TV Announcements

Classes and all other scheduled ac-

tivities on campus will be held as usual

unless specific announcements to the

contrary are made beginning at 6:00

a.m. and continuing periodically

throughout the day. Such announce-

ments will be made on the following

radio and TV stations:

WTTT-Amherst 1430 AM, WMUA-
Amherst 91.1 FM, WRNX-Amherst

100.9 FM, WFCR-Amherst 88.5 FM,

WHMP-Northampton 1400 AM,

WRSI-Greenfield 95.3, WGAM-Green-

field 1520 AM, WHAI-Greenficld

1240 AM, WARE-Ware 1250 AM,

WCAT-Orange 1390 AM, WMAS-
Springfield 1470 AM, WHYN-Spring-

ficld 560 AM, WACE-Springfield 730

AM, WSPR-Springfield 1270 AM,

WGGB-TV Springfield (Channel 40),

Springfield, WAQY-Springfield 102.1

FM, WTAG-Worccster 580 AM,

WTIC-Hartford 1080 AM, WTSA-
Braltleboro VT 1450 AM. It is impor-

tant to stay tuned to your radio for

added information in case of a change.

Snow Day Hotline

As an additional convenience, a

"snow day hot-line" has been in-

stalled. Taped messages will provide

up-to-date information on the status of

the campus and may be accessed by

dialing 545-3630. This is the only cam-

pus number which should be called for

such information.

Decision by 4:30 a.m.

The decision to cancel classes will

be made at about 4:30 a.m., if the indi-

cations are that road travel is/will be-

come hazardous or that insufficient

parking capacity will be available.

Cancellation of classes includes Con-

tinuing Education day classes.

Evening Classes

If evening classes are cancelled

(classes beginning after 5:00 p.m.), a

separate announcement will be made

over the same radio stations listed.

Cancellation During the Day

If circumstances make it necessary

to cancel classes during the day, this

information will be communicated by

the Personnel Office to the offices of

the Chancellor and Vice Chancellors

which will inform their respective

schools/colleges, departments, and

business offices. Do not call Personnel

concerning snow cancellations.

Bus Service

It should be assumed that bus serv-

ices are operating, unless announce-

ments arc made specifically to the con-

trary on WTTT-AM, WMUA-FM and

WHMP. For information regarding

changes in bus schedules during snow

storms call 545-0056.

Snow Day Personnel

In the event that classes and all

other scheduled acuvities are can-

celled, only snow day personnel will be

required K> MIlL Hgiujs of departments

shMii I£view arid ujxlate ihejl snow

^ j^hncW notify employees who

are designated as snow day personnel.

Under certain circumstances (after 5:00

p.m., weekends, holiday periods, and

Interscssion), the Library may also be

closed. Such closing will be announced

over the radio stations listed above.

Parking for Snow Day Personnel

Snow day personnel, including sec-

ond shift snow day personnel, will be

permitted to park only in the following

lots:

* 32 and 34 (south of Whiunore,

SOM)
* 25 (west of Physical Plant, north

of access way to the adjacent pe-

ripheral lot)

* 3 1 (north of Engineering, Gradu-

ate Research Center, etc.)

* 62 (south of Morrill Science)

Entrance to all other lots will be

prohibited until the University is offi-

cially open for business. The Parking

Garage is, of course, open for parking

at all times.

Overnight Parking Is OK Here

Parking overnight (1:00 - 7:00 a.m.)

is permitted in the following areas dur-

ing snow season (December 1 -April I,

and other times in the event of pre-

dicted, measurable snowfall).

Overnight Parking OK
(Lot Decal Required 24 Hours)

Overnight parking is permitted in

the following lots, but a specific lot

decal is required 24 hours. All others

will be towed.

Lot 21 Lot 50

Lot 29 Lot 54

Lot 47 Any posted reserved space

No Parking Here Overnight

Overnight parking (between 1 and 7

a.m.) is not permitted in the following

areas during snow season (December 1
-

April 1 , and other times in the event of

predicted measurable snowfall).

Lot 62

Lot 63

Lot 64

Lot 65

Lot 66

Lot 71

Lot 25 (south of

the roadway to

E- Lot)

Suggestions

To alleviate the problems of clear-

ing parking lots, it is suggested that all

University personnel who normally

bring a car onto campus consider the

following alternatives during heavy

snow:

A. Use the bus service.

B. Pool rides whenever possible.

C. Walk to work.

D. Have someone drop you at work.

E. If space is not available in your as-

signed lot, go to either the peripheral

lot west of Physical Plant or Lot 25.

Under snow emergency conditions, it

is not possible to guarantee that nor-

mal lot capacity will be available.

F. Use the Campus Center Parking

Garage (open 24 hours).

Delayed Opening, 11 a.m.

In the event of a major snow storm,

a decision may be made to delay the

opening of the University until 1 1 :00

a.m.. The objective is to provide lime

to clear roadways and parking lots.

Lots cannot be efficiently plowed if

they contain cars.

When the opening of the University

is delayed until 1 1:00 a.m., snow day

personnel should report at their regular

time or as soon as possible; all others

should report to work at 1 1 :(X) a.m.

Appeals

If you believe you were improperly

issued a ticket for violation of snow

regulations, you may appeal it within

21 days of the date of issue to the

Ticket Processing Office, Lot 3 1 ,
Gov-

ernor's Drive.

DOONESBURY
By GARRY TRUDEAU

THE EAR SIDE

By GARY LARSON
QUOTE OF THE DAY

"If Cod had meant us to have

group sex. he'd have given us

more organs.'

'

— Malcolm Bradbury

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Edited Bv TRUDE rtlCHEL JAEFE

E Lots Lot 32 (West of

Lot 20 Lincoln Ave.

Lot 22 only)

Lot 23 Lot 41

Lot 24 Lot 42

Lot 25 (north of Lot 43 (except at

roadway to E Lot meters)

only) Lot 44

Lot 27 Lot 46 (except at

Lot 28 meters)

Lot 30 Lot 49

Thatcher Way
(east side only)

Lot 26 (except by

special permit

only)

Lot 31

Lot 32 (East of

Lincoln Av. only)

Lot 33

Lot 34

Lot 40

Lot 45

Any campus roadway (including

Southwest horseshoe)

Any parking meter

RESCHEDULING OF FINAL EXAMS
ON OFFICIAL SNOW DAYS

FALL 1990

In order to reschedule final examinations in case of snow, two alternate snow

periods have been devised. They are 6:30 p.m. and 8:45 p.m. each exam day. The use

of these alternate periods in the event of closings is outlined below.

In addition, the academic calendar includes Saturday, Dec. 22 as an official snow

day in the event that the University is closed Dec. 21 . This policy goes into effect

only if the University is officially closed. The snow day "hotline" is 545-3630.

If the University is open, all exams arc expected to take place U scheduled. Each

faculty member should inform his or her class of the planned time and location of the

rescheduled final exam in the event of a snow day. All rescheduled exams will be

held in the same location as published in the final exam schedule.

If the University is closed until 11:00 a.m.:

CALVIN AND HOBBES By BILL VATTERSON

Exam Time

8.00 UR.
10:30 a.m.

1:30 p.m.

4:00 p.m.

except Dec. 21.

8:00 a.m.

10:30 a.m.

Chance

Tcschcd\ik/.i vc\ &3Q ^.tp.. 'mlSiA&$
rescheduled to 8:45 p.m. same day

held as originally scheduled

held as originally scheduled

rescheduled to 1:30 p.m. same day

rescheduled to 4:00 p.m. same day

ACROSS
1 Dotal

necklaces

5 Special

performance

9 Geologic

divisions

13 Farm unit

14 Bouquet
16 Stet s

opposite

17 Lamb Chop s

puppeteer

19 Portal

20 Offspring

21 Decays
22 Downhill cace

24 Place or plug

starter

25 De Niro s '—

Hunter

26 Less than

dense
29 Kind of exercise

32 Supreme Being

ol Islam

33 Louver

34 Sevareid or

Clapton

36 Gather wool

37 Offers lor a

price

38 Network

39 Sicilian site

40 Malayan dagger

41 Plummer s —
of God

42 Fabric edge
44 Kinds

45 Learning

46 Moian or Gray

47 Boat basin

50 I cannot tell

51 — was
saying.

54 Cry ot lament

55 Howdy Doody s

sidekick

58 Yugoslav

statesman

59 Flight feature

60 Code letter

61 Comedian
Laurel

62 Coastal flyers

63 Kind of admiral

DOWN
1 Sweetheart

2 Reverberate

3 Present

Persia

4 Sun lecture

5 In abundance
6 Mountain

ridge

7 Highs and —
8 Friend, in

France

9 Charlie

McCarthy s

straight man
10 Genuine

1

1

Choir voice

12 Appear
1 5 Voices

18 Like Samt
Patrick

23 Simba
24 Kukla and

OHie s

puppeteer

25 Bargains

26 Alike

27 Schemes
28 Without escort

29 Kate and —

"

30 Good night girl

of song

31 Quoted
33 Twilled

fabric

35 Luck, to

18 Down
37 Beetles

41 Prospero's

servant

43 Wernher -

Braun
44 Tobacco pipes

46 Mischievous

47 Gym gear

48 Touched down
49 Pro —
50 From a distance

51 — baker,

Charlie

52 Couch
53 Construction

beam
56 Shoshonean
57 Rowboat

propeller

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE
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If the University is closed all day but open in the evening:

Exam Time

8:00 a.m.

10:30 a.m.

1:30 p.m.

4:00 p.m.

except:

1:30 p.m. Dec. 20

4:00 p.m. Dec. 20

8:00 a.m. Dec. 21

10:30 p.m. Dec. 21

Change

rescheduled to 6:

rescheduled to 8:

rescheduled to 6:

rescheduled to 8:

rescheduled to 1

:

rescheduled to 4

rescheduled to 6

rescheduled to 8

30 p.m. same day

45 p.m. same day

30 p.m. next exam day

45 p.m. next exam day

30 p.m. Dec. 21

00 p.m. Dec. 21

:30 p.m. same day

:45 p.m. same day

EROTTER By GARRY PORTER

If the University is closed all afternoon and all evening:

Gy»UD, WHO COUU>

C? SMC *MU« SOT1&J
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\i»ut wr in. «*v ^s

r**\ THEM rT> LI"E
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i Cona c£TkiPop
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C? oerriNb

TDHKbtrr..

rtENU
LUNCH

Duchess tteat Pie

Turkey Sandwich

BASICS LUNCH
Turkey Swiss Sandwich

Tomato Egg Cress Sandwich

DINNER
basil Chicken

Clazed Ham

BASICS DINNER
Cheese Spinach Sguares

Zesty 5asil Chicken

YOUR DAILY HOROSCOPE
By JEANE DIXON

Exam Time

8:00 a.m.

10:30 a.m.

1:30 p.m.

4:00 p.m.

except Dec. 20:

1:30 p.m.

4:00 p.m

If the University is closed

Exam Time

8:00 a.m.

10:30 a.m.

1:30 p.m.

4:00 p.m

except:

8:00 a.m. Dec. 19

10:30 a.m. Dec. 19

1:30 p.m. Dec. 19

4:00 p.m. Dec. 19

8:00 a.m. Dec. 20

10:30 a.m. Dec. 20

1:30 p.m. Dec. 20

4:00 p.m. Dec. 20

8:00 a.m. Dec. 21

10:30 a.m. Dec. 21

Change

held as originally scheduled

held as originally scheduled

rescheduled to 6:30 p.m. next exam day

rescheduled to 8:45 p.m. next exam day

rescheduled to 1:30 p.m. Dec. 21

rescheduled to 4:00 p.m. Dec. 21

all day and all evening:

Chance

rescheduled to 6:30 p.m. next exam day

rescheduled to 8:45 p.m. next exam day

rescheduled to 6:30 p.m. exam day after next

rescheduled to 8:45 p.m. exam day after next

SNOOKY LANSON

SO VOO*. DAT> fefc\BED THE

AMISSIONS OPPtCEfc TO

GcT Vou iwtc- c/>u.e&E-

PLEASE"..- TELL ME *<>*E,

Snook.^ •

By R. SHAUGHNESSY & E. VEZINA

rescheduled

rescheduled

rescheduled

rescheduled

rescheduled

rescheduled

rescheduled

rescheduled

rescheduled

rescheduled

to 6:30 p

to 8:45 p
to 1:30 p

to 4:00 p
to 1:30 p
to 4:00 p
to 6:30 p

to 8:45 p

to 8:00 a

to 10:30

m. Dec. 20

,m. Dec. 20

,m. Dec. 21

.m. Dec. 21

,m. Dec. 21

,m. Dec. 21

m. Dec. 21

.m. Dec. 21

.m. Dec. 22

a.m. Dec. 22
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TANGELO PIE By TIM SNIFFEN

This »s fake.

IT ISNOV
LORD, CAN'T AN \
OLD MAW 6£7" A \
DRINK NOWAOAK?

ARIES (March 21-April 19):

Avoid flaunting your creative

ideas today or others could

appropriate them. A faraway

friend takes on greater impor-

tance. Do not let this relation-

ship interfere with your

marriage.

TAURUS (Apr! 20-May 20):

Be careful not to take anyone

or anything for granted.

Creative projects are favored.

New ventures have the smell

of success. Curb a tendency

to spend more than you can
afford.

GEMINI (May 21-June 20):

Focus on improving your

financial security. Consult ex-

perts. Your busy social life

could Interfere with career

progress. Correct this situation

immediately. Work at a

steady pace.
CANCER (June 21-July 22):

Your health gets a boost

when you spend more time

outdoors. Continue to curb

unnecessary spending. Major

financial moves are best

postponed. You need up-to-

date information.

LEO (July 23-Aug. 22):

Capitalize on an unusual

business opportunity. Short

trips are favored. You find

yourself attracted to a young
person. Go slow. Others ad-

mire your ability to work well

under pressure.

VIROO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22):

Social contacts play an in-

creasingly important role in

your success. Postpone sign-

ing contracts. A member of

the opposite sex feels strongly

about your relationship.

LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22): Do
not get lost in the shuffle.

Make waves! Write letters to

key people and join a group

of "live wires" who share your

concerns. Focus on replacing

bad habits with good ones.

SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21):

Your enthusiasm for your work

returns. In spite of a recent

setback, you are able to

forge ahead. Contact former

employers if you are seeking

a career change. A love af-

fair could be short-lived.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov 22-

Dec. 21): You attract sensitive,

idealistic people. Do not

worry; they are not the

clinging-vine type. Explore the

unknown doing so could lead

to more money and a

healthier lifestyle.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan.

19): Romance takes a

backseat to your career now.

A business deal offers you

special rewards. Capitalize on

an unusual opportunity.

Evaluate your ties to co-

workers and professional

organizations.

AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb.

18): Be more daring when
presenting ideas to higher-

ups. Travel is part of the pic-

ture. Sound out influential

people when looking for ways

to make money.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20):

Good luck comes when least

expected. Pursue financial

ventures that will let your

family live more comfortably

Ski trips, fireside suppers and
museum outings hold special

appeal.
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Paris
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 7

just as exciting as its destination. His lyrics tread over

familiar ground ("Scarface" "Groove" and "Mellow

Madness") and break new ground ("Panther Power" and

"Escape from Babylon"). All the while he stalks and walks

like a man with a mission. In the title track he raves

"Then [I] spit on your flag and government/'Cause help

to black was a concept never met./Nigga please, food

stamps and free cheese/Can't be the cure for a sick

disease." Passing judgement on his academic colleague

("Wretched"), he explodes, "So flip on your Young MC/Or

Jazzy Jeff or whatever the case may be./Mindless music

for the masses makes ya'/Think less of the one that hates

ya." Of course, he provides his own reading of Yusef

Hawkins/Bensonhurst fiasco ("The Hate That Made

Hate"): "Jealous 'cuz your girlfriends's screwin' a black

man/so you bust caps on an innocent bystand./But I guess

we all look the same/A goddam shame you don't know my

name./ Must've just been two blacks on the payback/who

fit the ID for someone like me." Regardless if you agree

with the man, he manages to make his point heard.

The third and last thing: it's that voice. He could rap

Republican Party dental records and make ya listen.

Granted the lyrical style is straight out of the Rakim

school of smooth and deep delivery. But still, Paris' sub-

dued approach works so well that, dare I say, Rakim the

old school master himself could learn a thing or two from

listening to the album. Especially ear-catching is the

man's exposition of the party 10 point program in "Escape

from Babylon." When he says, "All black men exempt

from military service/Hear my words and you get ner-

vous," You do.

While Paris has claimed in interviews to lack the time

for anyone "save Public Enemy and some X-Clan," this

album was clearly not created in a vacuum. The beats

thump with a thick bass and DJ Mad backs the P-Dog up

with clean scratches and samples in the old-school tradi-

tion. Ignoring the dynamic lyrics, the music and beats do

meld together — making many tracks on the album sound

alike. Of course, these claims can be leveled against a lot

of good rap (and much ofthe folk and protest music world

as well). As a whole, the beats and melodies are solid and

provide a dopechillyfunkopotomous (pick your fav adjec-

tive) backing to the 50-minute tirade. And dig that breaks

in "Mellow Madness."
Now, The Devil Made Me Do It is not a perfect album.

Probably the most serious criticism that can be brought

against this LP is its near exact replication of Eric B and

Rakim's style. Listening to, for example, "Follow the

Leader" made me wonder at times which vocalist was

which. In itself, that ain't too bad. In fact, in a genre that

relies so heavily on borrowing from previous artists,

criticisms of duplication put any critic on already shaky

ground. Bearing in mind that The Devil represents our

man's first piece of wax, one can see much promise in this

twenty three year old's career. Simply put, were he to

move away from EB&R imitation and more toward his

own style, he'd probably get more of the critical acclaim

that he deserves.

As James Brown said, "Ain't nuthin but a party, y'all."

MANDATORY
SPORTS STAFF MEETING

WEDNESDAY
FEBRUARY 6
4:00 p.m.
New writers/columnists welcome!

FREE PIZZA

Student
checking
fieefora
year!

Playing

THE
RUSSIA
HOUSE

starring

Sean Connery &
Michelle Pfeiffer

Mon-Thurs.
One show 7:30

Fri, Sat, Sun
7:00 and 9:15

student discount
with valid I.D. $3.00

Now Open in Town! ^ja.

i
Palace •

7
f Restaurant
Accept Visa/MC

Reservations Accepted - *7^«

28 Main Street, Northampton, MA
584-4892

Open a BayBank checking account today, and you'll pay no normal monthly service charges for

one full year Plus, you ll enjoy the unmatched convenience of the BayBank Card—chosen by more

Massachusetts students than any other. Only the BayBank Card lets you—
Bank 24 hours a day at over 1,000 X-Press 24* banking machines

on campus and around the state.

Access up to the-minute account information

with unit|ue Card features like Account Update"'

and Check I'pdate!"

Get cash where you shop, with over 200 BayBank

X Press 24 CASH* machines at convenience stores

and supermarkets in Massachusetts.

Get cash when you travel at over 50,000 NYCE
1

and CIRRUS' automated teller machines nationwide

So look lor us on campus— or stop by

our Amherst office and open your free

account today!*

Interested in being a...

University Tour Guide

Admissions Representative

Summer Counselor
Applications available at the

University Admissions Center

• niter good M la) January i\ through Friday, February IS, 1991

Limited time offer!

Amherst office:

75 East Pleasant street

(comet of Triangle ami East Pleasant Streets)

24-Hour Customer Service Center:

5W>K(><MI

OPEN COURSE
Fills BS Gen-Ed

PH 160-My Body My Health

MW 3:30 Lecture: Mahar 108

F Discussion: by arrangemenj

Sign up: MORRILL 231

N

NOBODY DOtS IT BKTTEK

Covers:
Student stress-How to cope
Crime and harassment-Avoidance
techniques

Population-Methods of control

Sexually transmitted disease-How
to prevent it

Drug and alcohol abuse-Dealing

with it

Food-Avoiding disease and toxins

Eating dlsorders-bulemia and

anorexia
Environmental dlsease-Mutagens,
cancer and others

Massachusetts, 82-65
Boston University (65)
Holden 3-6 2-2 9. Davy 2-6 2-2 6 Scott 3-12 3-4 9; Daly 1-7 2-2 4; Stewart 9-21 2-5 24 Jarvis 2-2

O-O 5. Olmstead 1-2 O-O 2 Manolopoulos 1-3 O-O 3; Rosu Myles O-l 3-4 3. Totals 22-60 14-19 65

Massachusetts (82)

Herndon 2-4 2-2 6; Tate 1-1 0-3 2. Williams 8-10 5-9 21, Giles 7-11 5-6 24; McCoy 8-15 2-4 18. Brown

1-3 5-6 7, Anderson O-O O-O O; Meyer 0-2 O-O O. Grodski 1-1 O-O 2 K. Robinson 1-1 O-O 2

C Robinson O-O O-O O; Firmin O-l O-O O Totals 29-49 19-30 82

Harftlme UMass 37. BU 31 Three-point Goals Giles (5). Stewart (4), Holden. Jarvis. Manolopoulos.

Fouled Out Scott. Herndon Rebounds BU 25 (Scott 8). UMass 42 (Williams. Giles 8). Assists

BU lO (Davy. Jarvis 3). UMass 21 (Brown 6) Total Fouls BU 24. UMass 16 A 4.058 cap

Massachusetts, 70-67 (OT)

LesHe 4-T7 6 7 14. Samuel d-12 8-12 16: Kent 7 14 O-O 16; Cofield O-l O-O 2 Easterling 11 O-l 2 Brown

2-5 2-2 6. Collins 5 lO 3-4 13, Moten O-l O-O O Totals 23-61, 19 26 67

Herndon c"*" 6 15 Tate 1-2 O-O 2 Williams 8-10 O-O 16; Giles 5-12 4-4 17. McCoy 8-1/17 17. Brown

1-6 O-O 3, Anderson O-O O-O O, Meyer O-l O-O O; K Robinson O-OOO O; C Robinson O-O O O
O. Totals 29 59 8-17 70

Haltttme URI 35 UMass 26 Regulation URI 23. UMass 32 Overtime URI 9. UMass 12 Three-point Goals

Giles (3) Kent (2) Brown Fouled Out Williams Rebounds URI 46 (Kent lO), UMass 33 (Herndon 9).

Assists URI 11 (Easterling 4). UMass 12 (Brown 5) Total Fouls URI 17, UMass 19 A 4,058 cap

Dl\ISIO\ OF COX Tl \ I I \(. EDIC \TIO\

University of

Massachusetts

at Amherst

EXPLORE THE OPPORTUNITIES
Recent graduates who are now Executive Trainees with the May

Department Stores Company will be returning to campus to dis-

cuss our Executive Training Program with interested students.

Stop by .... bring your resume (if you have one) and find out more

about opportunities in retailing.

Wednesday, February 6, 1991

11:00-4:30 p.m.

School of Management
Faculty Lounge

ALL MAJORS WELCOME

FI LEN E'S

GFOX
The May Department Stores Company

Think
Spring!
A perfect time

for renewal and

new beginnings.

Renew your life goals, your career, or your

personal life. Over 200 fresh credit courses and

Adventures in Lifelong Learning workshops are

being hatched at UMass this spring.

Late register through February 1 1

.

Classes start January 29.

For more information, contact the Division of

Continuing Education, Goodelt Building, or call

545-2414.

1)1 \ ISIO V C G X Tl X I I V G K PIC \ TIGS

- «

Classifieds
COME TO THE COLLEGIAN nmCE-CC 113 MON -THURS 8:30-3:30 •DEADLINE 2 DAYS PRIOR TO PUBLICATWCASH IN ADVANCE, 20>/WORD/DAY FOR STUDENTS

ACTIVITIES

25 «• CLUB BUSINESS MEETING. Tues

day, 2/5. 7PM. Campus Center Room 802

LESBIAN BISEXUAL GAY ALLIANCE
General Meeting Feb 5 6 15PM Campus
Center Check schedule by elevators tor

room All welcome'

RUN FOR RUNAWAYS
12th Annual Roadrace
Staff Meeting tonight 7pm
Newman Center

ANDREA NEWMAN

HAPPY 22nd BIRTHDAY"
Sorry its late

You're a wonderful amazing person or at

least that's what you tell me I hope I will

see you more our last semester

Love ya
Your favorite roomate (or so I tell you)

Jean

ANNOUNCEMENTS

AEROBICS NAUTILUS STAIRMASTERS
Lifecyctes, treeweights. treadmill, gravitron,

step-classes, karate Amherst athletic club

256-0080

BED AND BREAKFAST- downtown ideal

for visiting parents and friends- 549-0733

CARIBBEAN- $189' The warmth of the

Caribbean or Mexican coast for a week R/T

Air Sunhitch m 2128642000

HOUSE MUSIC
Is here Irom the underground John, DJ

Tapes 5495316

HEY! Get your recycled note pads loose-leat

and spiral notebooks at the Residential

Recycling Program Table on the Campus
Center Concourse All proceeds benefit the

expansion of the Recycling Program in the

Residence Halls Call 5-1 153 tor more into

OPEN THE DOOR
To an exciting and
challenging career

Let Cigna Corporation show you how as we
discuss actuarial career opportunities

To learn more about this challenging field,

plan to attend a meeting at which life ac

tuaries will discuss career opportunities at

CIGNA Members ol all classes are

welcome Limited summer intern and lull

time positions m both Connecticut and

Philadelphia are available

Pizza and refreshments will be served

Dress is casual
Date February 5, 1991

Time 7 00-8 30 pm
Place Mather Career Center

SHOFARI THE FIVE college newspaper will

hold its first group meeting February 4,

1991, 6 00pm at the UMASS Hillel House.

388 No Pleasant Street All live college

area students are welcome Applications

will be accepted for all positions For further

information please contact Rick Probstein

549-2903

THE NORTHEAST AMERICAN ballet and

|azz ensemble will hold a dance audition for

new members on Saturday. February 9th at

3 00pm at 25 Main St Northampton top

floor above Fitzwillies Call 584-8521

AUTO FOR SALE

1986 PLYMOUTH HORIZON 6GK. ex

cellent condition, going oversea, asking

$1600, call 549-6337

1987 HONDA CIVIC CRX, Emaculate con

dition, 67000 miles, moon root, Blaupuncl

Stereo, New Tires. $4300 Call Mac
253-4070

CHEN STYLE TAI CHI

COME LEARN THIS earliest form ot t'ai

Chi which features slow/tast. soft/vigorous

empty/solid movements. Class begins Feb

5 and 7 Call 253-4057

COLLEGE PRO PAINTERS

IS SEEKING highly motivated UMass
Students who would like the opportunity to

earn $10,000 this summer running their own
painting business No previous painting ex-

perience is required and all ma|ors are

welcome to apply There will be an informal

information session on Tuesday Feb 5 at

7PM in Campus Center room 811 For more
details call 1-800-346^649

LETTER QUALITY PRINTER
Mint condition

Print Buffer

Daisy Wheel 35LPS Citizen

120 Columns Ask $325
Call Wayne 584-7648

HELP WANTED

FOR RENT

LARGE BEDROOM in 3 bedroom apt- PufT-

ton Village 235/month 1 or 2 people (women
prelerred) Call 549-5947 Poonam or call-

soon 549-3745 and leave message on
machine

ONE BEDROOM available in Gilreath Apt

$175/mo + utilities Preferably undergrad
male Call 549-1691

ROOMATE NEEDED for large bedroom in

Puffton $151 00/month Very low electric

bill Heat included Call 549-2930. ask for

Mark

SINGLE ROOM in beautiful house 1 5

miles from campus All appliances Study
hard, party hard with us Non-smoker
230+ util 549-4211

WINTER SPECIAL: 1 month rent 99 cents
with one year lease

2 bedroom- $450
3 bedroom- $537
Sunderland, Free bus route, laundry
facilities, swimming pool, garden plots,

short term lease available

665 3856

FOR SALE

BROKEN MINOLTA EP350 Photocopier lor

sale' Approx $200 lo repair Best offer Call

Jeff at 6-4630 or OHAG 5-3185

GREEN IGUANA & 30 gal tank setup
Vegetarian, very Inendly. easy care
541-1056

IBM COMPUTER. HARD drive 640k ram,

I card and printer. $1000 253-5734

9-$15 HOURLY AVERAGE
Sell art reproduction (prints) part time at

school, low key. management at some
schools, National publisher Call toll-tree

1 800-221-2229

BABYSITTER NEEDED FOR lun 2'/? year

old Flexible day/evening hours

Nonsmoker/car please 253-0660 9am-9pm

EARN $300 to $500 per week reading

books at home Call 1-615 473-7440 ext B

281

EARN S500-S1 500/WK pari lime, slutting

envelopes in your home For Iree mforma

Hon send a long, self-addressed, stamped

envelope to P O Box 4645 Dept P145

Alburquerque NM 87196

INTELLIGENCE JOBS. All branches US
Customs. DEA ect Now hiring Call

1-805-962-8000 Ext K 9616

WANTED: TOUR GUIOES, summer
counselors, student admissions represen-

tatives Applications available at Admissions

Center

INSTRUCTION

EARN CREDIT learn to Scuba Dive Basic

Classes held Monday. Tuesday, Wednes
day, and Thursday 7-10PM in Curry Hicks

Pool Open Water II class held during

Spring Break in Key Largo. FLA Advanc-

ed Class held in New England in April For

turther mformlion call 549-8401 , or drop by
Curry Hicks starling 2/4/91

GUITAR LESSONS with Doug Hewitt

Rock, Blues, Folk Acoustic or Electric Im-

prov , Theory, Reading. Songwritmg, many
new songs -plus singing Studio on 3 bus
lines' 549-1938

JAPAN AMERICA CLUB

FIRST GENERAL MEETING
Wednesday February 6th at 7 00pm
Campus Center 165-9

Meet everyone again

Fun and Elections

LOST

BLACK W/GREEN LEATHER WALLET
Possibly lost in Salem Place P-Lot

It found please call 256-3437

No questions asked
Please call there are sentimental

pictures inside

LAST SEMESTER JAZZ gold watch

546-2964

PERSONALS

INTERESTED in Christian Fellowship'' The

Alliance Christian Fellowship welcomes

you' More info Jim or Beth 253-7206

MURRY F

Happy Birthday' Whattaya stupid O' are

you |ust Irom "planet ot the dopes" 7 or is

it you know da-daddy' Oh. I get it )ust

cuz" your brain's still smokm' 1 Oh, here it

comes the LOOK' Did you shave

today7 TIP
Love.
Myrna

AKA Pokey

ROOMMATE WANTED

YO!l MALE ROOMMATE WANTED 10

share Brandywine apt

$193 75/mo Heat/hot water id Be koool

5490181

SERVICES

STUDY ABROAD IN AUSTRALIA
Information on semester, summer J-term

graduate and internship programs All pro-

grams run under $6000 Call Curtm Univer-

sity at 1 800-878 3696

SPECIAL ANNOUNCEMENT

ATTENTION UMASS STUDENTS
Explore sell and personal issues through

psychodrama in a sate confidential setting

Group meets Tuesdays 7 8 30PM starting

2/12/91 tor 10 weeks No lee Register Call

Mark locally at 665-3678

DELIVERED: CLASSES, DORMS. FRATS
Inexpensive
Professional

5462263

SPRING BREAK

SPRING BREAK PARTY!
Travel 10 Jamacia. Mexico' And Panama Ci-

ty FI ' Concerts' Free Parties' Club dis-

counts' And lots more' For into call Demse
546-7156

SUMMER SUBLET

TWO BEDROOM PUFFTON apartment

available for the summer call now' Leave

message on machine 549-5990

TRAVEL

FLORIDA S NEWEST
HOT SPOT

Panama City $139

World's Biggest Beach
PARTY

Daytona Beach $189
Call Enka + Julie at 546-2649

or Siobhan + Tern at 546-5079

MONTREAL WEEKENDS $89 price in

eludes round trip motorcoach 3days
2nights Hotel suite, breakfast tree admis

sion to club metropolis
RELIABLE TOURS
365 Broadway Rt 1

Lynntield. MA 01940
617 598^9936

WAKE-N-BAKE!!! Spring Break 91"

Jamaica/Cancun trom $459 00"

A week of lun and sun' The hottest destma

lions 1-800-426-7710
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Sports
Women's swimming romps UNH
By CHRIS MIRACLE
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts women's swimming

team was victorious yet again Saturday as the

Minutewomen pounded New Hampshire 167-133.

The Minutewomen were all business taking first place

in the first three events, establishing an early lead - one

they would not relinquish.

In the 400-yard medley relay, the team of Kiri Binn-

ing, Jennifer Saunders, Laurie Schwarz and Denise

Reimer combined for a winning time of 4:11.31, more than

a second ahead of the Wildcats who placed second.

Continuing the string of firsts, Kim Broad finished

ahead of UNH's Heather Benoit in the 1,000 freestyle in

1054.75. Binning enjoved first place honors again in the

200 freestyle in a time of 2:00.26, increasing UMass' lead

to 34-21.
*

4 . „

"I was extremely pleased with the way we swam today,

UMass coach Bob Newcombe said.

The Wildcats would not bow their heads in defeat easi-

ly, though. UNH's Shanon Doherty edfc >d out Kari Ed

wardsen in the 100 backstroke by 13 seconds to take first.

Minutewoman Barbara Banks finished third in 1:03.76.

UNH came as close as it could to taking the lead in the

100-meter breastroke. Maureen Hartnett and Karen

Lutomski shined for the Wildcats as they won first and

second, respectively. Amy Lewis took third (1:14.43), but

with the disqualification of Saunders, UMass clung to only

a one point advantage.

"After the breastroke, we were tired," Newcombe said.

"All three of UNH's breastrokers are very good."

The Minutewomen regrouped, though, displaying a one-

two finish in the 200 fly by Jackson and Schwarz.

Jackson's time of 2:12.49 was her personal best as was

Broad's fourth place time of 2:19.04.

After the 50 free, the meet was in the bag for the

Minutewomen. Kim Morin won the event in 25:38 follow-

ed by teammate Reimer who placed second (25.61).

"I was never worried during the meet," Newcombe said.

"This was our best ever against UNH."
In the diving events, UMass' Allison White stayed true

to form, winning both the 1-meter (235.13) and 3-meter

(211.43) contests. UNH's Wendy Roosevelt took second in

the 1 -meter while Wildcat Karen Palmer finished second

in the 3-meter.

In the remaining events of the meet, the Minutewomen

took four first places. Binning won the 200 back (2:12.97),

Jackson won the 500 free (5:17.16) and Schwarz took the

200 individual medley with a 2:18.87 finish. Morin,

Jackson, and Reimer combined for a time of 1:42.29 in

the 200 free relay.

Bold Strokes More personal bests were produced in the

final events for the Minutewomen by Stefanie Souto

(5-55 98) in the 500 free, Amy Bloomstein (5:39.06) also

in the 500 free and Lori Sheehan (1:03.51) in the 100 fly.

Carolyn Curran's time in the 200 free (2:07.47) qualified

her for the New England Championships.

Women's track remains undefeated
By DAN WETZEL
Collegian Staff

The undefeated University of Massachusetts women's

track team (11-0) had another successful day on Saturday

as they defeated Bowdoin College and the University of

Lowell at Brunswick. Maine.

Last weekend the team defended its Bates Invitational

Championship by outperforming the likes of Dartmouth,

Maine and New Hampshire.

They will try to keep the momentum rolling when they

compete against Rhode Island and New Hampshire next

Is there a possibility of a perfect season for UMass?

'There is a chance we could do it," coach Julie

LaFreniere said. "However. URI has a strong team and

we will have to perform well."

Those performances will likely come from people like

Kelly Liljeblad. who won two events yesterday. Liljeblad

ran the 1.500-meter in 4:37.7. fast enough to qualify her

to compete in the Eastern Colligate Athletic Conference

Championships. She also won the 3,000.

"Kelly is running fabulous right now," LaFreniere said.

"She had no competition in the race and it will be fun to

watch her when someone is pushing her."

Lee Ann Ambrose also won two events, the 200 (26.0)

and 400 (56.4). Both times set Bowdoin Field House

records.

Also performing well was Samone Marisseau who set

a personal record in the shot put. Marisseau threw the

shot 41 feet, 5 inches — just one inch shy of the ECAC
qualifying distance.

"Samone will definately make it." LaFreniere said. "She

is capable of throwing that far and should make it soon."

Cathv Crocker also had a big day, finishing second in

both the 1.500 and 3,000.

Lennice Johnson took home two second place finishes

in the 200 and 400.

Wendy Gillette, Tana Henderson. Lee Ann Ambrose and

Johnson won the 4 x 200 relay in a time of 1:47.9.

"I am very happy with the team right now," LaFreniere

said. "We are performing well."

CollrffUn photo by <'»rrir Wyrth

Junior Will Herndon attempts a shot under

the net up against Boston University's Jason

Scott early Sunday morning. UMass barked

down the Terriers to a 82-65 deficit as the na-

tion watched the midnight contest on ESPN.

ILLSaJS brinOS OUT UCSt Ol UIVICISS
GREG SUKIENNIK worked until the second half.

By SAM SILVERSTEIN
Collegian Staff

Sunday morning, as ESPN's enor-

mous mobile antennae beamed the

University of Massachusetts-Boston

Universiy men's basketball game across

the country from the Cage, it was not

business as usual on the court and in the

stands.

The cameras brought out school spirit

and patriotic fervor. Hundreds of

students wore red and white face paint,

and a popular variation featured red,

white and blue stars and stripes. Many
appeared with single letters painted on
their chests, as parts of human message

boards.

Students mustered a pregame chant

of 'Hey-Hey, Ho-Ho, Saddam Hussein

has got to go." When the band played

the national anthem, students carrying

American flags swarmed the court.

Fans stayed on their feet as Rafer

Giles was presented with a basketball

commemorating his 1,000th career

point, scored on the last shot of Friday

night's game.

"I thought the crowd was outstan-

ding," coach John Calipari said. "If we
can do this every game we've got a great

advantage . . .

"It was great for Amherst, and it was

great for the University. Unless you're

a cynic, you'd have to look at this as

something positive . . .

"We've got to do some things to let

people know what we've got here.

Basketball is an important way of bring-

ing up the morale of the campus. Peo-

ple don't know how special a place this

is and what strides this program has

made."
The players noted the difference as

well.

"If you stop to think about the

cameras you mess up," Harper Williams

said. "I didn't do anything different . .

. except for a few facial expressions."

"This is the most fun I've had in a

game in a while. The crowd was really

into it and I think everybody was hav-

ing fun," said John Tate, who admitted

to suffering some extra pregame jitters.

"I cleaned my room I had so much ner

vous energy ... it was a lot different.

This Week in Sports
TUESDAY - Women's swimming vs. Mt. Holyoke at 7 p.m. in Boyden

WEDNESDAY - Men's basketball vs. West Virginia at 7:30 p.m. in the Cage

THURSDAY - Women's basketball vs. West Virginia at 7:30 p.m. in the

Cage

INTRAMURALS - Basketball (men/women/co-rec) starts today. Bring

rosters by the Intramural office, Boyden room 215. The entry deadline for

squash (m/w) and wrestling (m/w) is today. Ice hockey (m/w) starts

Wednesday. The entry deadline for three-on-three (m/w/c) and the

three-point shoot (m/w) is Wednesday. For more information, please call

545-0022.

By GREG SUKIENNIK
Collegian Staff

When the No. 8 team in the nation meets

a team in a rebuilding year with no wins,

you expect a blowout of immense
proportions.

What you don't expect is that the losing

team would hold the nationally-ranked

power to 62 points on 35 percent shooting.

But that's exactly what the University

of Massachusetts women's basketball team

managed to do Saturday afternoon. And
while the Minutewomen (now 0-18) had

their own problems on offense in a 62-26

loss to Rutgers in Piscataway, N.J., they

did manage to keep the Lady Knights from

lighting up the scoreboard.

"We played very, very good defense,"

said a pleased UMass coach Kathy Hewelt.

"The fact that we were able to hold them
the way we did indicates some effort on our

part."

A continued effort was exerted by senior

captain Keyburn McCusker who hit her

1,000th career point during the second half

of Saturday night's game. She finished

with 8 points for the game.
The Lady Knights, however, took the

golden rule to heart, "doing unto others,"

by limiting UMass to a bad 21 percent field

goal percentage on 10 for 47 shooting.

Hewelt attributed those numbers to

Rutgers' physical style of play.

"The number of fouls speaks for itself,"

indicated Hewelt. Only 20 fouls were call-

ed for the entire game, and of the 14 com-

mitted by Rutgers, none were whistled on

frontcourt players.

"Their physical play did affect my game,"

noted UMass forward Lisa Ireland.

"They're so big, and they're really good

shot-blockers."

UMass' defensive strategy was to keep

Rutgers away from their inside game, for-

cing them to beat the Minutewomen from

outside, Hewelt said. And that strategy

worked until the second half

Up 29-15 at halftime, the Lady Knights

clamped down on UMass defensively and

came alive on offense, outscoring the

Minutewomen 43-11 in the second to put

the game away.

"They really picked up their defensive in-

tensity in the second half," explained

Ireland. "We weren't taking a lot of shots,

and they made a little run on us."

"In the second, they went to their outside

game — which is what we wanted — and

they hit some of their shots and opened the

game up," Hewelt said.

Another aspect of the Minutewomen's

game which improved Saturday was the

way they took care of the basketball.

"I was happy with the way we cut down

on turnovers," said Hewelt. "They came at

us man-to-man the entire game, and we did

a much better job. We set good screens, we

worked hard, but our shots just weren't

falling.

"On our part, the intensity was there, but

the skills are not there for us right now,

and Rutgers is a good basketball team,"

she said.

The Minutewomen's next opponent is

West Virginia, who will visit the Cage at

7:30 p.m. Thursday.

Rutgers, 62-26
Massachusetts (26)

Krislofik 2-8 O ? 2. Ireland O-IO 4-6 4 McCusker 4 11

O-O 8. Schuster 1-6 O O 3; Mu/a 15O O 3; Nevarez

O-O O-O O. Moran O 3 O-O O: Valentine 2-3 O-O

4 Totals lO 47 4-8 26.

Rutgers (62)

Plcott 3-9 1-2 7. Hansen 3 8 2 4 8. Johnson 2 6 O 2

4 Rodgers 14 2 2 4: Ust 2 6 12 5; DeRoose 13 O-l

3. Cop 4 12 2-2 lO, Echols 0-3 O-O O, V Green 3 6

2-2 8; Mltchelson 4-7 O-O 8; M Green 2-7 O-O 5

Tolals 25-71 9 17 62

Halftime Rutgers 29 UMass 16 Three-point goal*

Muza. Schuster. DeRoose. M Green Fouled out

none Rebounds UMass 32 (Ireland 9). Rutgers 59

(Hansen. Johnson. Mltchelson lO) Assists UMass 4.

Rutgers 15 (Echols 4) Total Fouls UMass 6. Rutgers

14 A 1 785
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AP photo

U.S. soldiers, on duty manning Patriot missile batteries in the Tel Aviv area, are served

their hot meal at lunch Monday. The troops remain on alert for Iraqi launched Scud missiles

into Israel. _^^^_^_^^^_^_^^^^__

Fans rush doors at basketball game
Four students suffer minor injuries outside Curry Hicks Cage
By ADRIEN MATT
Collegian Staff

Four University of Massachusetts students were treated

and released from Health Services early Sunday morn-

ing after suffering minor injuries while waiting in line

to see the UMass-Boston University men's basketball

game.
University police reported the four students were

transported by ambulance to the infirmary before the

doors to the Curry Hicks Cage Saturday at 10 p.m. The

students suffered from hyperventilation and heat exhaus-

tion after the crowd of nearly 1,500 students rushed for-

ward toward the doors and against the wall of the Cage.

"Ifyou didn't have any sort of upper body strength, you

really could've gotten hurt out there," said senior Andre

Jones, who eventually got into the building. "I saw a girl

get kinda hurt, pressed against the inside of the doors,

when she came in. I'd definitely say it was dangerous."

Kay Scanlon, UMass spokesperson, said no other

students went to Health Services as a result of injuries

sustained from the crowd.

Students showed up hours before doors opened and hun-

dreds of students were unable to get into the game, which

was televised nationally on ESPN. Cage doors opened at

10 p.m. — two hours prior to the game's midnight start

— and were closed when the student section reached its

1,058-person capacity.

"Initially, they had some sort of crowd control set up,

CONTINUED ON PAGE 3

U.S., Iraq
trade fire in
Saudi desert
By EDITH M. LEDERER
Associated Press Writer

DHAHRAN, Saudi Arabia (AP) - U.S. and Iraqi forces

yesterday traded fire across the desert frontier, and Iran's

president made a surprise offer to hold direct talks with

both Iraq and the United States to try to end the Persian

Gulf War.
Allied warplanes, meanwhile, pounded Baghdad before

dawn yesterday. Witnesses said communication centers,

government offices and industrial installations were hit

— some of them for the second and third times since the

war began nearly three weeks ago.

U.S. officials disclosed yesterday that the battleship USS
Missouri used its 16-inch guns in action for the first time

since the Korean War, targeting prefabricated concrete

bunkers that the Iraqis were moving into Kuwait.

The newspaper of Iraq's ruling party boasted the

Baghdad government would drag the allies into a drawn-

out ground war by staging more attacks like last week's

Iraqi push into the Saudi town of Khafji.

"Combat on the Saudi periphery should be based on the

hit-and-run tactic formulated by our ancestors," the

newspaper Al-Thawra said yesterday.

For the moment, Iraqi forces appeared to be in a defen-

sive posture. The U.S. military said Iraqi troops were deep-

ly dug in, seeking shelter from punishing allied air at-

tacks. Those attacks continued yesterday, with F-15s and

Tornadoes roaring north into hazy skies from a Saudi air

base.

The allied air strikes have been so effective that senior

Iraqi officers are moving their headquarters into schools

because "they know we're not going to attack civilian

targets," the commander of Operation Desert Storm said.

Asked whether that inhibited the air campaign, Gen.

H. Norman Schwarzkopf said yesterday, "in all probabili-

ty, yes." But he said he was not concerned.

The general also said he hopes Iraq's claim of 321

civilian casualties from allied bombing was correct.

"I'd hope that reflects exactly what I've been saying all

along," Schwarzkopf said. "I would also say that if the

number's only 321 I'm quite encouraged by that, because

if they follow the same policies with regard to that as

they've followed on everything else, you can divide by 10."

French warplanes hit Republican Guard positions in

southern Iraq and Kuwait yesterday, and British Royal

Air Force bombers attacked bridges in Iraq and a large

barracks and a Silkworm missile site in Kuwait.
CONTINUED ON PAGE 2

Speculation surrounds Gov. Weld's budget reduction plan
By MARK HENSLEY
Collegian Staff

Speculation continues about how Gover-

nor Weld's budget reduction plan will af-

fect higher education, since no details will

be released until Weld signs his bill later

this week, Representative Stan Rosenberg
said yesterday in a telephone interview.

The major points ofWeld's proposal that

could directly affect higher education are:

a 33 percent tuition increase, a 10-day

furlough for all state employees, the

replacement of the Board of Regents and
the Board of Education by an education

secretary in Weld's cabinet, the conversion

of the $55 million scholarship fund into a

loan fund, and the eventual closing of some

state colleges.

If the bill passes, it "would make all our

public institutions the most expensive of

their kind in the country," Rosenberg said.

"We would finally be number one at

something, but not in a very positive

sense."

The tuition increase coupled with the

elimination of the scholarship fund would

force many students — especially those

from lower-income families — out of school,

Rosenberg said.

Terry Zoulas of the Board of Regents had

a similar point of view and said the plan

was "shortsighted" and goes against the

tradition, experience and history of public

education.

"Every other state in the nation has a

statewide board of education," he said,

pointing out that the Board of Education

has been in existence for 150 years in

Massachusetts.

"Changing the governance and structure

doesn't address quality. It is a fog which

is hiding the real issue of providing quali-

ty public education," Zoulas said.

Rosenberg also defended the existence of

a statewide board overseeing education but

felt it should be restructured.

"It is ignorant to assume that to wipe out

the Board of Regents and the Board of

Education will mean big savings. You wi

still need staff to perform tasks, you will

only build a new bureaucracy," he said.

Rosenberg said that the Board of Regents

should be changed from a governing body

to a coordinating body which would assist

the campuses but "send the power back to

the the trustees and presidents."

As of yesterday afternoon, it was still

unclear how the proposed furlough would

affect classes at the University and what

the exact details of the scholarship fund

conversion were, according to Karin Sher-

bin, University press office spokesperson.

Rosenberg said the implementation of

the furloughs would probably be left up to

the individual institutions.

CONTINUED ON PAGE 4

Construction on Graduate Lounge underway
By TAMIR LIPTON
Collegian Staff

One year ago the graduate students at the University

of Massachusetts began a list of things they wanted. On
the list they asked a graduate lounge be built.

After a year-and-a-half, the construction of a Graduate

Lounge has begun in the Campus Center.

The cost of the lounge is approximately $28,000, accor-

ding to Bill Harris, director of the Campus Center.

However, according to Forest Davies, director of Aux-

ilary Services, the cost will be substantially less. "Once

construction started, the engineers found that they could

save on certain things," Davies said.

The graduate students are paying for half of the lounge

and Auxilary Services is paying for the other half, accor

ding to Susan Gordon, chairperson of the Board of

Governors.

The lounge is being built where the Campus Center

Music Room once was. "They wanted a place to interact,

with more of a conversational setting," Harris said.

"There will be no television, just light background music."

"They [the graduate students] don't have a place to con-

gregate," Gordon said. "The whole campus is catered to

the undergraduates."

While the lounge may be where graduates go to meet,

undergraduates of age will be allowed in, according to

Harris.

"The music lounge was a place where people mostly

slept," Gordon said. "The Campus Center is a place for

students to get together. Students can sleep in their own

beds."

Though some students said they are concerned about

noise from the bar carrying into the Reading Room next

door, Gordon said this problem will be taken care of.

"There is going to be a barrier built to try and eliminate

the noise from the lounge," Gordon said. "We've been

careful about the noise issue, and if the barrier is not

enough, we will try something else until we get it right."
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Middle Eas\

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

In the Saudi port city of Jiddah, 9mm pistol or rifle shots

were fired at a shuttle bus Sunday night, slightly injur-

ing two U.S. military personnel with flying glass, military

officials said yesterday. No one was apprehended.

The military described it as the first such attack on

American military personnel in Saudi Arabia.

The new diplomatic effort by Iranian President Hashemi

Rafsanjani was reported by Iran's official Islamic Republic

News Agency. It said he told a news conference in Tehran

he is willing to talk with Iraqi President Saddam Hus-

sein - and with Washington, provided Iran's spiritual

leader Ayatollah Ali Khamenei approves.

The Iranians have been hostile to the United States

since the 1979 Islamic revolution. They also fought a

1980-1988 war with Iraq and have condemned its seizure

of Kuwait six months ago.

Rafsanjani said the Swiss have been acting as in-

termediaries with Washington on other issues and said

"the same channel can be used" to start peace talks.
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EXPLORE THE OPPORTUNITIES
Recent graduates who are now Executive Trainees with the May
Department Stores Company will be returning to campus to dis-

cuss our Executive Training Program with interested students.

Stop by .... bring your resume (if you have one) and find out more

about opportunities in retailing.

Wednesday, February 6, 1991

11:00-4:30 p.m.

School of Management
Faculty Lounge

ALL MAJORS WELCOME

Fl LEN E'S

GFOX
TV ' Uy Department Stores Company

UMASS SKI CLUB
ATTENTION SKIERS!!!

Shred the Bumps with

the Ski Club every Saturday.

Find out about trips and
other club happenings at

our first meeting.

Wednesday, February 6 1991

CC Room 917
7pm to 9pm

UMASS SKI CLUB 430 SfUDENT UNION 545-3437

LOCAL
Children explore complex
philosophical questions
By KATHRYN CRAWFORD
Collegian Correspondent

Gareth Matthews, professor of

philosophy at the University of

Massachusetts, studies the philosophy

of children and childhood.

In programs in the Massachusetts and

Connecticut area, as well as in Scotland,

Matthews has challenged elementary

students with complex philisophichal

questions, ranging from, "What is

bravery?" to, "Can you tell a lie without

knowing it?"

He raises philosophical issues based

on stories and books read in class. The
children then draw cards with Mat-

thews' questions based on the readings.

They are free to explore a question for

as long as they like — or to discard it.

"They might think about it for weeks

or months or years, or they might draw
another," said Matthews.
Matthews became aware of the viable

philosophy of children through everyday

interaction with his own young
children. While fumigating the cat one

summer afternoon, his daughter asked

him where the fleas came from.

His answer was that Fluffy probably

got them from another cat. "Where did

that cat get fleas?" she asked with the

persistence of a four-year-old.

He told her that it had probably got-

ten the fleas in turn from another cat.

"But Daddy," she reasoned, "it can't go

back like that forever," and they pro-

ceeded to discuss matters of infinite

regress.

Matthews believes that spontaneous

comment of that kind is natural in

children until they become well-oriented

in school at around the age of seven.

He suggests that this is because socie-

ty doesn't reward children for asking

philosophical questions.

Teachers and parents are accustomed

to nurturing and explaining issues to a

child, not to discussing ethical questions

on equal terms, he says.

Matthews has found that when asked

stimulating questions, children will

develop standard philosophical positions

as they try to explain their point of view.

His study of children has validated his

belief that philosophy is a natural ex-

ercise fundamental to thoughtful

human existence and not merely the

mental gymnastics of establishment

intellectuals.

Gareth Matthews has written two

books on the subject:

Philosphy and the Young Child and

Dialogues with Children. He also writes

a column called "Thinking in Stories"

for Thinking, a Journal of Philosophy

for Children.

Anti-draft speaker describes
Conscientious Objector policy

By JOE O'CONNOR
Collegian Correspondent

If the Selective Service reinstates the

draft and you have ethical or moral beliefs

that oppose participating in war, you will

have 10 days from the day your draft notice

is mailed to contest it.

This message was told by Bill Galvin, of

the Central Committee for Conscientious

Objectors, Friday night at Amherst

College.

Conscientious objectors must prove their

anti-war beliefs before a draft board and fill

out a questionnaire that asks what the

draftees believe in, how their beliefs

developed, and how they apply to their life,

Galvin said.

"You don't have to know what you would

do in an imaginary situation, and you don't

have to be a pacifist," Galvin said. "You

just have to be opposed to war."

The Selective Service has already printed

the proper forms for swearing in men and

named draft boards, according to Galvin.

However, with more than two million

U.S. troops in active duty, and another one

million in the reserves, "there is roughly

one-half million troops in the Gulf now, so

we have no shortage of troops," Galvin

said.

If Congress were to authorize a draft, the

orders for those chosen to go could be

received within as little time as three days,

Galvin said.

Galvin explained seven exemptions:

• Hardship. Individuals will be exemp-

ted if they can prove that entering the

military will create extreme difficulties for

someone else.

• Clergy. Full-time students pursuing a

religious degree and already established

ministers of the faith are exempt.

• Unfitness. Draftees may be exempted

if they are deemed medically or morally un-

fit. Convicted felons and some repeat of-

fenders of minor crimes will be deemed

"morally unfit."

• Surviving sons. If a member of so-

meone's family died in the military during

peacetime, the rest of the family is exempt

from the draft.

• Military service. Someone already ser-

ving in a branch of the military, such as

the National Guard, cannot be drafted.

Veterans and public officials cannot be

drafted.

Galvin also spoke of a possible "Doctors'

Draft" for health care professionals, which

would send qualified medical personnel in-

to the field. Anyone up to 45 could be call-

ed, including women, Galvin said.

Sixty years ago this week at UMas^^^

In 1930, students played hockey on a frozen campus pond. Yesterday, record-high temperatures

the Student Union steps.

Cage crowd
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

but I didn't see any police," said Jones, who arrived at

the Cage at 8 p.m. "Between 8 and 10 p.m. [the crowd]

got closed up. The footing was real bad. I saw two or three

rocks fly over my head. It was getting scarry."

When the doors closed, the hundreds of students still

outside began to pound on them and sing the "Star

Spangled Banner" and chant, "Let us in."

Of the students who remained in line until midnight,

200 were allowed in after it was determined there were

enough unfilled seats in the reserved sections to accom-

modate them.

"Someone pulled me aside and sold me a general ad-

missions ticket for $10," said senior Mike Bissaillon, who

had a red-painted face with UMass in white across the

bridge of his nose. "All my friends are here but I don't

even know if they got in. They know I'm fanatical about

[UMass basketball].

"It did get real crazy," said Thor Bjorn, acting athletic

ticket director. "We considered doing barricades, but you

never know what's going to happen. More people might

have gotten hurt."

Athletic Director Frank Mclnerney said the rush of the

crowd had to do with the ESPN truck and cameras sta-

tioned next to the side entrance of the Cage.

"A good part of the problem was the ESPN truck block-

ing part of the entrance," Mclnerney said. "The real pro-

blem was when [ESPN] turned on the lights and the kids

rushed to get on TV."

Deputy Police Chief Jack Luippold said there was a

"large contingent of [additional] officers hired specifical-

ly for the game." The University Press office reported that

20 police officers were on duty Saturday evening.

"They've got to do something out there," Bissaillon said

of the conditions outside early Sunday morning. "The cops

are just standing around out there, observing. They are

laughing, telling the students to go home."

"The police on duty handled themselves well," Luippold

said. "They assisted in calming the crowd . . .
when coach

[John Calipari] came out into the crowd, it increased the

level of anxiousness."

Considering the number of students their level of inten-

sity, "officers on the scene tried to do the best they could,"

Luippold said. Police estimated the crowd to be 500-800

students.

For Wednesday's UMass-West Virginia basketball

game, students with valid student ID's will be issued

general admission tickets, Bjorn said. Tickets will be

handed out at the student entrance at the rear of the Cage

beginning at 5 p.m. The game is scheduled to start at 8

p.m.

Mclnerney said Bjorn and Luippold will meet to discuss

further security measures for the remainder of the UMass

home basketball games.

Asked if he would repeat the Midnight Madness on

ESPN, Mclnerney said, "Sure, I'd do it again."

Photo courtesy UMass Archives/Collegian photo by K.A. Burke

brought out hacky sacks and short sleeves at

Woman allegedly
assaulted in library
By MARK HENSLEY
Collegian Staff

A woman reported Sunday she was assaulted by a

man while studying on the 12th floor of the Tower

Library. According to police, the matter is still under

investigation.

In other events over the weekend:

• A 20-year-old intoxicated man was placed into pro-

tective custody after a complaint was received by police

at the basketball game Saturday.

• Michael J. Shea, 21, of Norwood, was arrested on

Sunset Avenue on Saturday for allegedly trespassing

after written notice.

• Police are interviewing witnesses regarding a false

fire alarm in Brett residence hall Saturday.

• Michael J. Desaultes, 21 of Greenfield, was arrested

Sunday for allegedly operating under the influence of

alcohol, after being pulled over for allegedly failing to

stop at stop sign and having no registration in

possession.

• An 18-year-old man was placed in protective custody

on Sunday after allegedly threatening a Residential

Assistant in Coolidge residence hall.
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reduction plan

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

Zoulas criticized changing the scholarship fund to a

loan fund, saying it would affect students of low-income

and lower-middle-income families who tend not to

take out loans. «t .

"The administration believes that middle-income

students are getting a deal in comparison to what

students at private institutions pay. They feel they

should take the whole burden which goes against the

tradition of public education," he said.

Americans pray for peace
^ ._...... -i„—i. a ^nctuarv for Conscientious Objectors

(AP) _ Americans answered President Bush's call to

prayer and went to church to ask God to protect U.S.

'TsanVrScisco, the Glide Memorial Methodist Church

held a special Sunday service to pray for the troops safe-

ty and an end to the conflict in the Middle East.

"We're trying to stir up a new movement this morning,

the Rev. Cecil Williams said pointing to the black and

yellow ribbons pinned together in an aide s lapel.

"This is the symbol of direction we're going to take: pro-

troops, anti-war," said Williams, who also declared his
j

WINNERS' ATHLBnC CLUB

Join Now and Get

1 Month Free
4 months for the price of 3

$130
• Aerob.cs • Uerawers -Saunas

saleBerv
.....••.

• £* T I I' I \ cytnA VACATION BONUS „ •

Btcon* a member and -awe a FREE vacation vouch*.

Slay a wee* m you own condominium (sleep**)

anywhere you ehooae !w only S!95 pe< «***'

£7.
T5*
c

°r

•*•."*

Call 549-4545
Rte 116. SsnderUnd (Opposite Bubs BBQ, on Bus Route)

Open 7 Days • 7:00 a.m.-ll.OO p.m.

CALL TODAY FOR A FREE TOUR'

1991
Student Travel

Catalog!
Everything you need to

know about:

•Student Travel

• Air Fares

• Rail Passes

• Car Rental/Leasing

•Work Abroad

•Study Abroad

•Int'l Student & Teacher ID

& MUCH MORE!!!

CALL for your FREE copy!

Council Travel
79 So. Pleasant St.

Amherst
413-256-1261

Free
Speech

r

If vouYe an off-campus student,

net the AIX3 Calling Card and your Orst call is free.
nv y m.r Calling Card is oarl

There's no better time to speak your mind. Because

now when you get your free AIM Calling Card, you'll

yet vour first 15 minute call free*

\Xlih your AIM (Ming Card,

you can call from almost anywhere

to anywhere. And you can keep

v. Mir card, evei I if you move and

get a new phone numlxT

^jdtt <*mm<m*

8)b 000 U80 Ull
m»t 'it

i*iin in «ii ••• > .
>•
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Spm Sunday Mxi may recew niocr or lev, talliny, time derx-nding on where and when you call

Applications mu« he receiwd by December 31. 1991

Our Qlling Card is part of the AIM Student Saivr

Hits program, a whole package of products and services

designedto make a student's budget go farther.

So look for ATM' Calling (^applications on

campus, a call us at 1 800 525-7955, Ext. 655.

And let freedom ring

AJ&T. I lelping make college life a litOe easier.

AT&T
The right choice.

church a sanctuary for Conscientious Objectors.

At least one congregation, the First Church m Cam-

bridge, ignored the presidential call to prayer and struggl-

ed with the question of whether the war u
,
ju^

A task force made up of congregants from the f>U-year

tried to formulate a position on the conflict

"This is a complicated issue, and it's not easy, said task

force leader Mark Tappan. ——

=

Eating Disorder Programs
sponsored Dy University Health Services

All Single Session — Spring 1991

Eating Disorder Single Session

Drop-.n Group - starts Feb. 7 - once a month

1st Thursday. 5.30-6:30 pm

University Health Services. Room 304

Open to anyone. Confidentiality assured.

No advanced sign up needed.

Eating Disorder Treatment Program

For individuals —with Nutritionists.

Mental Health Clinician. Physician

and/or Nurse Practitioner

Monday or Tuesday - beginning February 4

University Health Services

Call 549-2671. Clinic IV

Confidentiality assured.

Food and Feelings Workshop

Led by Peer Health Educators

To Schedule for your Residence Hal

— call 549-2671x181

>T—" ACADEMICS^ 0A1E<»
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OTHERS WHO WORK
IN ACADEME

• Low-cost network serving Amherst

and other areas in Northeast.

• Run by Ph.D. 's.

• Information is sent in a plain

L

envelope; privacy assured.

Academic Corr.pan.ons-P.0. Box 193

BBS »»»'*

UMASS ARTS COUNCIL
GRANT PROPOSAL DEADLINE

The next deadline for submission

of grant proposals for

arts-related projects and events:

Friday, February 22

Guidelines and application forms

are available at the Arts Council

office and the Student Activities

Office

UMass Arts Council

209 Hasbrouck Hall, 545-0202

NOTE: This is the only grant

deadline for spring events.

DACK
SCHOOL 101

Prerequisite:

Dock pain & A REFERRAL

from your UHS provider

This 3 session program

(classes one week apart)

includes information on exercise,

some anatomy, massage,

treatment options, posture tips

and pain relief methods.

DATES: Tuesdays,
February 26, March 5, & 12

TIME: 6:00 - 8:00 pm

PLACE: Room 304 University Health Center

Call UHS Health Education for Information

and Registration-549-2671 ext 181

\Li
l I 'Wtgf oovise your UHS provider tor the proper referrol

El |

Editorial/Opinion^
The opinions on this page are those of the individual write, or cartoonTt and do not necessarily reflect the views of the Collexian or the Umversity unless otteggj noted

The Pentagon's war on words
Pentagonese is jibberish desperately

wanting to make some sort of sense. Jargon

employed by the Bush administration since

the beginning of the war in the Gulf can

baffle not only the morons among us. Gone

are the days when you can call a wart a

wart and words are allowed to sound as ug-

ly as they look.

If we are to judge this war purely by what

the Pentagon and the military big cheeses

spew out during press briefings, we're in

more trouble than we thought. Pentagon

people are rumored to have been ordering

a record number of Domino's pizzas since

the war began. The emerging correlation

between pizza intake and nonsensical

mumbo-jumbo is becoming more apparent

as the war drags on.

Anna Regina Santigo

To keep abreast of the war currently in

progress in the Persian Gulf, and to survive

CNN, a beginner's lesson in Pentagonese

is in order:

COLLATERAL DAMAGE - This is one

phrase you'll want to keep in mind

throughout this crisis because it's going to

be floating around a lot. "Collateral," in

this sense, should never be taken to mean
repayment for a pledge or loan, like it nor-

mally should. Because if you so much as

move a muscle while the Allied forces are

carpet-bombing Baghdad (and you happen

to be in Baghdad and its vicinity), don't ex-

pect to live to tell about it, much less serve

as a repayment. If you have nothing at all

to do with the policies ofyour government,

you will certainly be killed first. You are

considered inconsequential, hence the

term. The day your parents put you up as

collateral for that new house is not far

away.
HUMAN REMAINS POUCHES - This

could mean a variety of things. A simplistic

version of it would be, oh, body bags. But,

after all, this is a war of enormous complex-

ity and the words to describe its most

gruesome result should be as unclear as

possible. "Pouches," if I remember my
Sesame Street correctly, belong to

kangaroos. And I thought only makers of

feminine hygiene products could come up

with such cutesy names. Do they also have

the "breathable" kind? Do they have it in

plain or polka-dotted? Pastel or

camouflage? Suddenly, a Hefty bag sounds

so vulgar.

LEGITIMATE GOVERNMENT OF
KUWAIT - Emirs too disgustingly rich

for words who should learn a thing or two

about working for their own money.

NEW WORLD ORDER - "We always

get what we want, and unless you want to

die a slow and painful death, you will com-

ply, won't you?"
SUCCESSFULLY ENGAGED ENEMY
TARGETS — To indiscriminately bomb

enemy facilities and anything that moves

within a 50-mile radius — that is, if the

VICTORY
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bomb didn't decide to wander off

somewhere else — thereby rendering them

impotent. Or at least to slightly bruise the

enemy enough to allow the attacking forces

a two-minute head start.

SCUD MISSILES - Refer to the intricate

process of "wandering aimlessly" discuss-

ed above.

PATRIOT ANTI-MISSILE MISSILES
— Tour guide for missiles that have no idea

where they're going.

WE ARE NOT IN THE BUSINESS OF
TARGETING INDIVIDUALS - If we

see a moustache, we're shooting!

THIS IS NOT ANOTHER VIETNAM -

We found an even more stupid excuse not

to have to feed our hungry, house the

homeless and take care of the sick first.

Nothing is impossible.

WAR TERMINATION - Could it be.

.peace? Perish the thought!

George Herbert Walker Bush and his

henchmen will go down in the history

books as the men who would rather have

called a wart "an irregularity in the form

of a protuberance on the epidermis due to

its contact with an unidentified virus" if

they had the chance.

Anna Regina Santiago is a Collegian

columnist
carpet-bombing Baghdad (and you nappen wnmn a ou-iuue ibuius - m« «, » .
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On Housing Services' alarming mistreatment ot students
^

. , c i__„ a it cmite a hiah-nitched saueal. A recent stroll througl

One of the highlights of intersession or summer break

is the opening of mail sent out by the University, since

it is usually demanding money for new fees, or threaten-

ing students with severe consequences if some new and

improved policy is broken.

Larry Moneta, associate director of housing "services,

in keeping with this fine tradition, sent a letter to on-

campus students about a month back informing them of

the new policy that goes along with the new door alarms

on the peripheral entrances to the dorms. One part con-

descension, one part threat seasoned with a hefty shake

of false concern (a common administrative recipe,) this let-

ter contained a clever question and answer section that

attempted to explain the theory behind the new system.

Unfortunately, the most important questions were omit-

ted. I will now attempt to remedy this oversight:

Q. Who pays for the new system?

A. The students do, through housing fees, at $200 a door,

plus maintenance and repairs.

Q. Were the students involved in the decision to put

alarms on the doors?

A Despite Mr. Monetas statement that this took place

"after consultation with students and staff," no attempt

was made to gather student opinion before the alarms

were installed in a pilot program in Orchard Hill last

spring It was only tested there to work the bugs out ol

the system. The Resident Assistants, in fact, fought

vigorously against this system but were ignored.

Q. Do these new alarms make the dorms a safer place

to live? .

A. The system is too new for there to be any statistical

evidence, so, let's apply a little logical thought here. The

main door is still unlocked all day, when most students

are in class. The doors to students' rooms are easily, uh.

. ."carded." Ifone wished to "case" a dorm, this new policy

actually makes it easier, since just one door needs to be

watched. An individual could inconspicuosly wait in the

lounge or a car until the occupants of a room have left,

or, if rape is the intent, returned.

Jeff Lariviere

Q. How about at night?

A. These alarms do seem to cut down on the number

of people let in without signing the register. Whether this

has any effect on crime in the buildings remains to be

seen. Although Housing would like us to believe that the

off-campus boogeyman is responsible for all this bad stuff

they wish to protect us from, a perusal of any week's police

log in the Collegian will show that most offences are com-

mitted by students and invited guests. Q. What happens

when a door is opened?

A. It emits a high-pitched squeal. A recent stroll through

Central was interrupted by a hearty chorus of three or

four alarms and the sound seemed to be coming from

everywhere. Incidentally, no one looked the least concern-

ed; no RAs were running out to apprehend the illegal ex-

iters. Perhaps they are giving the new policy the same

respect Housing Services shows them.

Q Why is the new security system such a pain?

A In manv cases, the unalarmed door is facing away

from campus, which means a considerably longer walk,

often on slippery, muddy slopes. Also, I personally resent

a new policy being imposed which makes something, once

done hundreds of times a day by students, illegal. This

was done without our consent and at our expense. 1 hat

such a mindless waste of money can occur in these troubl-

ed times is sickening and depressing.

What Mr. Moneta fails to recognize, or chooses to ignore,

is that there are two types of security measures. The first

kind is passive. These measures enhance our freedom by

making it easier and safer to move about campus

The second kind - intrusive - protects by controlling

the victim's actions. These measures provide marginally

increased safety (sometimes) at the cost of our freedom.

Q What could have been done instead?

Stop treating us like cattle, Mr. Moneta. We resent it

and are offended by it.

JeffLariviere is a UMass student

vigorously against this system but were ignorea. -— - -* -

The cons' (in)actions added fuel to the fire at Curry Hicks
lilt? Wpa VAll/a^l/iV/

ghown ^ ]et wh0 frccdtowaU:h the BU game
crush. But what did he do with a nervous

horse in the face of impatient students? In-

stead of getting more cops together to con-

trol the crowd, he chased down the drunken

fool who stupidly yanked the horse's tail.

The game didn't start until midnight.

My friends and I got there at 9:30 p.m.,

all set to wait patiently to see UMass play

Boston University — a game that was

televised on ESPN.
We thought we had gotten there early

enough to get in. Apparently, we were

wrong. While waiting outside in line — my
toes turning blue from the cold, wet mud
T wn<? standinc in — the crowd of excited "i72 tremendously. Students More than 10 minutes later four more

began to prel tightly against one another cops showed up. But did they attempt
;

o
,

do

w^nthe'doorsfiLllyopenedat^arpundlO «^*^^*^^2

ticket holders had not shown up and let

more students in, no one really heard what

he said. The anger and intensity simply

escalated, especially when police bearing

billy clubs faced the students

who was forced to watch the BU game
home on TV, I want to be able to see UMass
crush Temple on Feb. 21 - hopefully

without having to wait in line for hours,

watch incompetent cops scare the crowd

Meredith O'Brien

ra^££SW. this wi„ with billy c.uhS or have the .mprint of the

not hannen aeain that there will be a bet- Cage s bricks pressed to my face

Z %Sm^in'place for the Temple game. Meredith O'Brien M a Collegian

I sincerely hope so. As one disappointed fan

p.m. People were screaming and cheering

as they neared the door and saw it was

open. But no one really went anywhere.

During this pandemonium, while

students were screaming and singing "The

Star Spangled Banner," there was but a

lone police officer on a horse, blowing a

whistle trying to get the attention of the

thousands of students pressed against each

other and the Cage's brick walls.

But this one cop, looking scared and in-

ept upon his horse, could do nothing, and

did nothing. "None of you are getting in,"

he shouted in vain over the shouts of

thousands, "until you move back and form

a line." No one listened, and no one mov-

ed into any semblance of a line, only closer

together.

A few minutes later, the cop on the horse

was yelling at students who pulled the

horse's tail. The horse had begun bucking

c ose to the crowd, causing another inward

crowd? No, instead they climbed to a safe

haven on top of a fire escape and watched.

Though I must admit, they did push

through the hoard when one of four

students passed out and had to be taken

away by ambulance. They helped to lift her

body up over the crowd and get her into the

ambulance.
After what seemed to be an extraor-

dinarily long time waiting in a line worse

than add/drop lines, watching other people

go in the door (including seeing a bunch of

people who got in line after we did, suc-

cessfully get into the building), the doors

closed. Angry students began to pound on

the doors yelling, "Let us in," as the

quartet of uniformed imbeciles started tell-

ing us all to go home. But no one left.

Even when John Calipari, UMass basket-

ball coach, tried to placate this mob of

angiy students, asking us to wait until it

could be determined how many season

Basketball as a contact sport
i * Li. 1. - - - — inU .ft jj » 1 *-\ nl

I

Saturday night began as a great

chance to support UMass basketball on

national television; however, we almost

made national news for other reasons,

such as a student riot. This mob scene

was directly related to the lack of securi-

ty. The University had to expect this

sort of situation after last year's Univer-

sity of Connecticut vs. UMass basket-

ball game.

We arrived at 8:15 p.m. expecting to

wait in a somewhat orderly fashion un-

til the doors opened at 10 p.m. We also

expected the students who came after us

to respect the fact that we arrived before

them and stand behind us. Up until 9

p.m. this was what happened. But at

this time, due to the lack of security,

pandemonium broke loose. Outside the

Cage, a free-for-all took place as people

raced towards the closed doors. During

the next hour we watched, unable to

move, as people passed out, vomited and

continued to push even though they

could get no closer to the closed doors.

At this point, visions of British soccer

games ran through our minds, causing

the fear of being crushed or trampled to

death. When those thoughts occur at col

lege basketball games, there is

something drastically wrong. To add to

our frustration, when security did ar-

rive, they made no effort to alleviate the

situation. At one point, they even laugh-

ed as students continued to be crushed

against one another. With many big

games to come, something must be

changed before UMass basketball

changes from an evening of fun to. an

evening of tragedy.
Chad Ostiguy

Central

11 other people signed this letter
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Blood Drive — in the Student Union Ballroom from 11

a.m. to 4 p.m.
_

Service for Life, Prayer and Peace - a service will be

held in Memorial Hall from 12 p.m to 1 p.m. for peace in

the Gulf. „ .

Nomination Papers - for Amherst Town Meeting are

available at the Town Clerk's office and are due at 4:30

p.m.

Lecture - Harold Jordan on "African Americans,

Women, Gays and Lesbians in the U.S. Military" in the

SBA Auditorium at 4 p.m. Sponsored by the STPEC,

Women's Studies and the African American Studies

Department.
Training Session - "Help an Immigrant Become an

American," sponsored by Jones Library- For more infor-

mation, call 256-4090.

Training — for Everywoman's Center Counselor/Ad-

vocates and Educator/Advocates. For more information,

call 545-3474. _ ^ . . .„

Meeting - the Committee on the Middle East Crisis will

meet at 7:30 p.m. in the Bangs Community Center in

Amherst.
% EDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 6

Blood Drive — in the Student Union Ballroom from 11

For Your Information
*tro°wn B?g Discussion - sponsored by the Women's

Studies Deptartment, CC904 at 12:15 p.m.

MeeUng - Faculty and Staff for Peace and Justice in

the Middle East will meet in Tobin 521B at 5 p.m.

Movie - "Jacob's Ladder," will be sponsored by the Kac-

quetball Club in the CC Auditorium^Show times are 5

p.m., 7 p.m., 9 p.m. and 11 p.m. The first show will cost

$2, the remaining times will cost $3.

General Meeting - Japan American Club will meet in

CC 165-69 from 7 p.m. to 11p.m.
.

Draft Counseling - every Wednesday at the Unitarian

C
tctf-C

P
es" Chavez, president of the United Farm

Workers Union, will appear at Blanchard Campus Center

Mount Holyoke College, at 8 p.m. The film The Wrath

of Grapes" will be shown prior to the speech.

THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 7

Discussion - "A Conversation on Commentary F lnv

making in Today's Soviet Union" will be held from 1.30

to 3:30 p.m. in the sixth floor lounge, Herter Hal \.

Movie- "Total Recall" is being offered by SCUM m the

CC Auditorium at 5 p.m., 7 p.m., 9 p.m. and 11 p.m. lhe

first showing costs $2, and the remaining shows cost $2.50.

film _ Sponsored by the LBGA in CC 803 from 7 p.m.

to 9 p.m.

Blood Drive — in the Student Union Ballroom from 11

a.m. to 4 p.m. .,,.,,,
Workshop - by Sut Jhally on the media will be held at

7 p.m. at a place to be announced.

Meeting — for those interested in the "School Service

Bureau" will be held at 7:30 p.m. at Hatfield Hall 3, Smith

College.

Lecture — "The New European Order and the U.S." will

take place in Converse Hall at Amherst College at 8 p.m.

FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 8

Dance — sponsored by the Asian Student Association

in the CC Auditorium from 9 p.m. to 1 a.m. The cost is

$2 for members, $4 for non-members.

SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 9

Dance - Sponsored by Student Valley Productions, from

9 p.m. to 1 a.m. in the Blue Wall. Admission is $2.

SUNDAY, FEBRUARY 10

Meeting — of the Orchard Hill/Central Women's Center

will be held at 7 p.m. in room 115, Van Meter South. All

are welcome.

COMPLETE OPTOMETRY EXAMS

AT THE UNIVERSITY HEALTH
SERVICES

«ATTENTIONS

STUDENTS LOOKING FOR PART TIME

N0N WORK STUDY, ON OR OFF CAMPUS
ATTEND ONE OF THE "JEMS" WORKSHOPS

(Job Employee Matching System)

Workshops will be held February 4th

in Rm 165 & February 5th in Rm 917

at the Campus Center.

Times: 11:30, 230, 4:00, & 6:30

Workshops sponsored by the Student Employment Office

243 Whitmore Administration bldg 545-1951

... quality, comprehensive vision care at

a reasonable cost.

... courteous, friendly, professional staff

... reduced rates on eye glasses at

participating opticians with a complete

optometric examination at the University

Health Services for Student Plan

members.

EYE CARE PROGRAM

STANLEY H. KAPLAN
A REPUTATION THAT SPEAKS FOR ITSELF!

nmjttiiiuus
'Computerized aerobic machines than any club in the Valley.

Stairmasters • Lifecycles • Gravitron • Biocycle • Treadmills

New • New • New • Jfc^'llil^J • New • New • New

Special suspended oak woodfloor * Certified Instructors

Bench Step • Low Impact • High/Low • Boxercise • Stretch

Total body conditioning plus the skill of selfdefense.

Largest full-time Karate studio in Western Mass.

AMHERST
ATHLETIC
CLUB

460 West St.

KARATE
HEALTH &

South Amherst FITNESS
256-0080 CENTER

Multicultural affairs
What is the biggest thing you ei

in your mouth and did you swallow it?

Jinks Jervey, senior STPEC: "My
fist and I didn't swallow it."

Virgil Hickmon, sophomore Henning Goetz, graduate

HRTA: "A Red, White and Blue Chemistry: "A whole apple. . .1

popsicle. I couldn't swallow it." didn't swallow it."

Ben Albert, fresher PoliSci: "I

swallowed a whole ice cream
cone.

Since the level of discourse and media coverage of the Gulf war has been full of

appalling propaganda, the Multicultural Affairs Page is taking a different track

this week. Because this war is so overwhelmingly complex and emotionally con-

fusing, our desk has conducted a light-hearted campus survey until more infor-

mation on the war is available.

Jeanne Jang, junior Biology: "A
lollipop but I didn't swallow it."

James Olson, senior Art: "A
whole orange. . .no, 1 didn't

swallow it."

Tracey Manaing, fresher

CASIAC: "A plum. No I didn't

swallow it."

Jose Ocasio, sophomore Math:

'A bottle of iced tea."

Troy Arnold, senior STPEC:
"Two Hostess Ring-Dings and yer<

I swallowed them whole."

Folluke Walker, fresher CASIAC:
"A banana but I didn't swallow it

whole."

Allison Cooke, fresher CASIAC:
"A frankfurter and um. . .1

swallowed it."

Collegianphotos
by K.A. Burke

Anthony Hein, sophomore
PoliSci/Econ: "A Big Mac and I

swallowed it." ___

Ubu: "My master's head.

Interested in being a...

University Tour Guide

Admissions Representative

Summer Counselor
Applications available at the

University Admissions Center

Now Playing

THE
RUSSIA
HOUSE
starring

Sean Connery &
Michelle Pfeiffer

Mon-Thurs.
One show 7:30

Fri, Sat, Sun
7:00 and 9:15

student discount
with valid I.D. $3.00

fCOLLEGE TOURS
presents

Spring Break
INCANCUN

:".;;;;,, boston $479
PRICE INCLUDES:
. Hold transfers to .mil lioin Hie

airport

• Roundtrlp airlare to Cancun.

• Lodging (4 per room) In a 3 or 4

star hotel.

• Private cocktail parties — FREE!

• Encluslve COLLEGE TOURS
Cancun Spring Break T Shirt

ONTACT:

• Discount coupons good lor com-

plimentary drinks, and special

doals at local restaurants and

establishments.

• Exclusive parties at Cancun s

HOTTEST night clubs.

• Best tan contests lor guys and girls.

• Special mid week 3-hour to star party

with FREE drinks and lood.
• Co-ed tournaments and beach ovcnli

Kathy & Jean Eric & Sean
253-5140 549-7931

1-800-395-4896
THIS TRIP WILL SELL OUT !

Handwrought filigree

bracelet

by David Virtue

From our large

collection of Amethyst

February's royal

purple birthstone

silverscape
designs

264N Pleasant St Amherst 253-3324

177 Main St Northampton 5."

'

GOLDSMItHS » OtM GAltikV
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ARTS & LIVING
The Grifters exposes the seedy underworld

«rr.iCC . Tk„ ..kflh mnviP is set ud to present three we were not shown that.

By MEREDITH O'BRIEN

Collegian St aft'

and SCOTT WEISS
Collegian Correspondent

The Grifters, based on a novel by Jim Thompson and

directed by Stephen Frears, is a gripping movie about

three con artists - a mother, her son and his lover - and

their greatest con of all.

WEISS: The Grifters is definitely a suspenseful, intense

movie which constantly keeps you on your toes.

O'BRIEN- If you like unpredictable, witty and stylish con

artist movies, you might enjoy The Grifters, even though

I didn't. Despite the excellent acting done by John Cusack

[Roy Dillon], Anjelica Huston [Lily Dillon] and newcomer

Annette Dening [Myra Langtry], I was not at all impressed

with certain aspects of the movie which dealt with incest,

violence and rape

WEISS: The whole movie is set up to present three

unlikeable characters - they are grifters, con-artists,

thieves, and they are put into their respective con situa-

tions, whether it be simple bar tricks, "selling" one's body

or working for the mob. These characters are not suppos-

ed to please you, they are "sick" people who will do

anything to make their grift work.

O'BRIEN: It was not just the characterization, or even

the characters themselves that turned me off to this

movie, it was the overwhelming presence of a few selected

scenes that really upset me. There was one instance where

Lily Dillon, who was working the race tracks for the mob

and skimming a considerable amount of money off the top

for herself, was beaten and burned with a cigar by her

"boss." The scene gave a strong impression that she had

been raped, or sexually abused by him as well, although

we were not shown that.

WEISS: Sure, there were implications of rape. There was

even the suggestion of incestual relations between Lily

and Roy, but that only increased the believability of the

plot Everything is not always hunky-dory when you work

for the mob or have a kid at age 14. I think the plot and

the characters fit together incredibly well, although there

were unlikeable scenes, this movie commands your com-

plete interest at all times.

O'BRIEN- I didn't say that I didn't like the characters,

in fact they were portrayed really well. And I don't think

the movie would have worked if everything was "hunky

dory
"

I wasn't expecting things to be clean and dain-

ty
" but I think that the scenes that were violent (not the

blood-gushing, throat slashing type of violence) were ex-

cessive and gave me a negative impression of the movie.

I would give this a thumbs down.

WEISS: I think you are wrong to judge the movie by a

couple of scenes or implications. I think that The Grifters

is an excellent movie for those who are not so frail at

heart, thumbs up.

violence end rape. »*«» reped, or sexually abused by n,m as we,., aunooBn

This band by any other name would still be the same
By DANIELLE DOWLING
Collegian Staff

Death Angel.

To some, such a name can engender

thoughts of grim, evil chaos. Death. Decay.

The typical thrash metal genre stuff.

Those familiar with the group who are

known by this moniker and familiar with

the intense fervor of their live shows, know

that the chaos part could be right. But most

of them also know the evil, gloomy-doomy,

hocus-pocus part does not exactly describe

Death Angel and that they are far from be-

ing a "typical thrash metal" band.

Heavy, moody, moving. Those are the

three adjectives guitarist Rob Cavestany

uses to describe the sound his band pro-

duces, although he admits, "It's hard to

define the music we play. It's thrashy and

it's rock, but then again it depends on the

song. If you compare 'Room With a View'

to 'Stop' or 'Seemingly Endless Time,' it's

totally different, but yet it still sounds like

us. It's hard to define, but that's good.

That's the way we want it to be."

The constrictive nature of their moniker

can present problems as Cavestany ex-

plains, "What Death Angel actually

signifies isn't with what we're about at this

P°mt "
CONTINUED ON PAGE lO
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University of

Massachusetts

at Amherst
Think
Spring!
A perfect time

for renewal and

nen beginnings.

Renew your life goals, your career, or your

personal life. Over 200 fresh credit courses and

Adventures in Lifelong Learning workshops are

being hatched at UMass this spring.

Late register through February 11.

Classes start January 29.

For more information, contact the Division of

Continuing Education, Goodell Building, or call

545-2414.

DIVISION Oh CO\ T I \ I I X (. I. I) I ( \ I I O \

Photo courte«y GefTen Records

Death Angel, a band with a "heavy" sound from San Francisco, is (from

left to right) guitarists Gus Pepa and Rob Cavestany, bassist Dennis Pepa,

vocalist Mark Osegueda and drummer Andy Galeon.

MENTAL HEALTH DIVISION GROUPS

SPRING 1991

TUESDAY

Support/Decislpn-Making

for Problem Drinkers

Bi-sexual Support Group

Advanced ACOA Group

Intimacy Skills Group
Exploring Lesbian, Gay,

Bi-sexual Identities

1 :00 - 2:30 pm
2:00 - 3:30 pm
3:00 - 4:30 pm
6:00 - 7:30 pm

7:00 - 8:30 pm

WEDNESDAY

Beginners ACOA
Self-Exploration Group

9:00 -10:30 am
3:30 - 5:00 pm

THURSDAY

Women In Transition

Self-Exploration Group
Chronic Medical Illness

Support Group
Eating Disorders

12:45

3:00

2:15 pm
4:30 pm

3:30 - 5:00 pm
3:30 - 5:00 pm

Groups begin in late February or early March. Pre-group

interviews are necessary. For information or to register for a

group call 545-2337 or stop by 127 Hills North as early in the

semester as possible.
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DOONESBURY
By GARRY TRUDEAU

THE EAR SIDE
By GARY LARSON

cisisXOT,

QUOTE OF THE DAY

"What do eggs do in

— Overheard
cookies?'

DAILY CROSSVORD PUZZLE

Edited By TRUDE MCHEL JAFfE

You never see it coming

CALVIN AND HOBBES By BILL VATTERSON

I Utt. SLEDDING &0NN
mas, But i WMtmm

TO CUMS BAKX

I KNOIti.
1 IU S\T ON TV£

SLED M* "(00 PULL ME

UP, 0£ ? RUM

AS FAST kS
1O0 CKH, M© )\

Z\GZAQ> AGO)UD

TREES MAD STUFF'

EVEH MN FRIENDS
DOUT 0O WHAT I WMT.

, ACROSS
1 Side post

5 PO pui chase

10 October stone

14 Drali

classification

15 Santo
Domingo s

neighbor

16 — Maggioie

17 Sousa s "—
Forever

20 Alienate

21 Skirl

22 Choir voice

23 Stare

25 Fictional

Sharp
27 — shanter

28 Dry. as wine

31 Went to the

bottom

32 Furniture

designer

Charles

33 Links letters

34 Simon play and

movie

38 Tire tiller

39 Boarded
40 1948 Hitchcock

movie

41 Chinese truth

42 Lotion

ingredient

43 Short |ourney

45 Bean variety

46 Makes a lap

47 Hero of

Hungary

50 Stax native

54 With The.

Maugham title

57 Be a party to

58 Like Humpty
Dumpty

59 See 45 Across

60 Musical subject

61 Took on

62 Flight unit

DOWN
i He loved

Carmen
2 Picnic pests

3 Substance
4 G I accom
modations

5 Crude
dwelling

6 II takes two
7 Staffer

8 Rockies or

Andes Abbr

9 Place for an

opera orchestra

10 Martini

garnish

11 Haydn
sobriquet

1

2

Like good
cheese

13 Misplace

18 Microbiologist

Jonas
19 Lie at rest

23 Urchin

24 Last word
25 Salvador is its

capital

26 Calendano
opener

27 Western resort

28 Ladle

29 Cleopatra s

land

30 Lawyer s quest

31 RBI. for one

32 Bar.

at the bar

35 Kampala is its

capital

36 Vincent Lopez
theme song

37 — sprouts

43 Put the

hex on
44 Expectant

45 Yule visitor

46 Hotel

accommodation

47 Latin lesson

word
48 Judge s garb

49 Trees, for

one
50 Despot
51 What s — lot

me'
52 Pinnacle

53 Tide type

55 Japanese
drama

56 Twice CCLMI

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE:

1941 |>is \ngtli» linte* S>ndif»tr 2/5/91

fROTTER

x out atueue
I'M 0*T7Nt AfifUAl

Artx. all -nttse

/cms.

By GARRY PORTER

r -rxouwr *y ufs w*s
one? jJrtO/ nACtM
LOT.

fiute **•*£ OUT
PCIUIN6, X tu4S

uuo»vpeejw6. •»

4Bf ui£ Go«J«<< b&O
fV *A& & Goic ic

/

rtENU
LUNCH

barbecued Pork on a Bun

Pan Shish Kebab

BASICS LUNCH
flat bread

Cheese Spinach Squares

DINNER
Chicken Cutlet Sandwich

FettUCA mi

BASICS DINNER
Chicken Cutlet Sandwich

Fettuccini

SNOOKY LANSON By E. VEZINA & R. SHAUGHNESSY

YOUR DAILY HOROSCOPE
By JEAISE DIXON

Hi MOM . I'M CM-t-INGr pgoM

NW EjoK.m Room...

UM... YEAH, it w*S Kind*

Rough movjiw& au
furniture

• nt in
1 1 » • it I

• • 1 1 1

1

•ii.'"!
1 1> > in
in' n>
ii 1 1 hi
••• • jii
1 1 1 1 1 1

1

... esPccwt-LS
SlNCC NO OH£
WOULD L£T Me

"

IN THE"
GL£ u'VroR.

.

r ONL-S TOO* SEUt

AMD A HALF WOU*S
,
AM™

AM START /W>^
f^rrMDS, MiWl .

jDJ

'ill I III

rggy

TH£P£'-S
S0fA£5rvi£ AT

m poo*. TO

(MEET Mf

&0TTA GO

TANGELO PIE

find Mow, r\r\o\ter

linqelo* fun Facr

aboar

5P0HTAHE6US
COMBUSTION

By TIM SNIFEEN

Foib, it's rtKWrla b*w

proven* tW ffc wjmw
of SponrWous/u cowiMmq
olrasT/ca/'y Miftust wkert

Lat

WHATW/5MWNS:
1) Dorff cvtr T^iirtk oixwf

fat wow* 'corn'.

3)H soMeorte sfoutf you

a swn wifh 'com' oa if;

<k«r look *r lk

3) DoM'f eaf cam (pith

bt safe)

**) 6o +o CKwdri Ciust-to

fceafe)

ARIES (March 21-April 19):

Concentrate on your work. A
stroke of genius on your part

will inspire others to do their

best. Finish what you start and

you will be pleasantly surprised.

Higher-ups are complimentary.

TAURUS (April 20-May 20):

Going back to school will open

the door to better job oppor-

tunities. Changing your eating

habits could help you feel and

look better in a hurry. Your

social lite accelerates.

GEMINI (May 2VJune 20):

You are more valuable than

you realize. Have confidence in

yourself and others will follow

suit. Learn from past mistakes.

A blind date will turn out bet-

ter than you dream possible.

CANCER (June 21-July 22).

Capitalize on a stroke of good

luck. A reconciliation is possible.

A relationship can be salvaged

if you work harder at it. Recent

career developments give you

a clever idea.

LEO (July 23-Aug. 22). You

feel more alert and decisive to-

day. Tackle complex problems,

seeking experts' advice if

necessary. Self-Improvement

activities are favored. Express

your affection for a child.

VIROO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22):

Pinpoint your goals and then

pursue them with zeal. Look for

an opportunity to take part In

computer-related projects.

Your razof-sharp mind wW be a

tremendous asset.

LI1RA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22): C*»t

ready for new responsibilities

and greater freedom. The

technical knowledge you

garner now will help you boost

your earnings. Expect positive

developments in a close

relationship.

SCORPIO (Oct.23-Nov.21):

Keep a low profile when con-

ducting business. You can gain

a great deal by compromising.

Romance responds to careful

nurturing.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.

21): You may have to work

harder to impress your business

associates. Curb a tendency to

buy things on impulse. Your

feelings for someone are

changing. Dig deeper to find

the truth.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan.

19): If a health problem arises,

act swiftty- Your instincts are un-

canny. Let your intuition carry

you down the road to success.

You could meet someone very

special at a group function

AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18):

Your family may reauire more

of your time. You can travel less

without hurting your business.

Profound creative forces are at

work today. A loved one finds

a way around a roadblock.

PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20): A
search for fresh inspiration will

be successful. Other people

want to jump on your band-

wagon. Give love and you will

get It back many times over.
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Death Angel
- ~^~~^^——

CON1INUED FROM PAGE K5

The alternative moniker is D.A., an ab-

breviation which has been used by the

band and their friends for a long time. "It s

not supposed to be in place of it," he says

explaining the recent public use of the ab-

breviation for their last single "A Room

With a View." "It's not like we're no longer

Death Angel. If people prefer to use DA.

then that's cool because it branches away

from the demonic-ness of Death Angel

which is deceiving."

Perhaps in the beginning the name, in-

spired by the title of a book spotted in a

store, fit. That was eight years ago when

drummer Andy Galeon was only nine years

old and the average age for the rest of the

band members was 15. Cavestany and

Galeon along with vocalist Mark

Osegueda, bassist Dennis Pepa and rhythm

guitarist Gus Pepa are all related to each

other as first or second cousins.

In 1984, they released their first demo

Heavy Metal Insanity, followed by a four

song'EP produced by Kirk Hammett ot

Metallica entitled Kill As One. They were

picked up bv the Enigma label on which

they released The Ultra Violence in 1987

and Frolic Through the Park in 1988 -

Their major label debut came in 1990

with their most recent album Act III on

Geffen. Cavestany says that he was pleas-

ed with the final product.

"We just wanted to out do the first two

albums," he claims. "We were excited to

work with producer Max Norman and to

have more time and better budget. We
wanted to create an album that really ex-

posed our identity. I think that's what we

were able to capture especially by putting

the acoustic songs on there and different

varieties of sounds. We want to define our

style and yet create something new. That s

what our goal has always been."

However, Cavestany reluctantly admits

that he was not happy with the way Gef

fen handled the album. "I can say that I

feel it could have been done better and I

think they know that too."

Not that they're greedy. Cavestany feels

that they have achieved some level of suc-

cess. "We're able to get by and keep the

band alive with what it's generating itself.

I would like to pick up some more so we

could fully concentrate on what we're do-

ing and not worry about the financial end,"

he explains.

The group stumbled upon an obstacle in

late November when their tour bus lost

control and crashed on a desert highway,

100 miles outside of Las Vegas, Nevada.

Drummer Andy Galeon was severely in-

jured, but he and the rest of the group are

on the road to recovery and looking forward

to a live album and home video release in

the summer.

Schram to spin a tale
"When Peninnah Schram tells a story,

even the leaves on the trees stop trembl-

ing."

On Tuesday night, Feb. 5, at 7:30 p.m.

in the Helen Hills Chapel of Smith Col-

lege, Associate Professor of Speech and

Drama at Stern College of Yeshiva

University Peninnah Schram will pre-

sent AN EVENING OF FOLKTALES:
The Jewish Oral Tradition.

Schram's visit marks the start of a

series sponsored by the Smith College

Chaplains entitled "FAITH AND
STORY: The Art of Storytelling and the

Origins of Faith." The series will focus

on storytellers from various traditions

and cultures. Ms. Schram's presentation

will encompass "legends and folktales

from Biblical, Talmudic, Midrashic,

Chassidic, Yiddish, Sephardic and

Israeli sources."

"In Judaism," Schram claims

"Storytelling is a celebration of

memory, a sharing of the values and

concerns of the Jewish people. Stories

are what link Jews to their past and to

their future. Stories help us to unders-

tand who we are, as human beings and

as Jews."

The event is free and open to the

PUbllC
PAUL DEGEORGES

57 North Pleasant Street

253-5141

Tuesday Night is Taco Night

Wednesday Night is Clark Gable

Lookalike Night-$50 gift

certificate to winner

FREE Fried Chicken 9pm-??

Drink of the Week ' *
Parity Remover

Beer of the Month

60 oz. Miller, Miller Lite,

w Rnllina Rock Pitchers

Jusr Because
You SkiMWkEK
Doesn'tMean
YoullTUrn Into
APoorStudent

llfL

m College Pizza

m Spring Special m
Small Cheese Pizza $3-50

Large Chees Pizza $5.99

2 Toppings $1.00 extra \

M549-6098 . J49:$
073m

m Must™nMnJr,8 M
=

PEN COURSE
Fills BS Gen-Ed
160-My Body My Health

.J 3:30 Lecture: Mahar 108

Discussion: by arrangement

PH
MW

Sign up: MORRILL 231

N

$10 College Discount
Stratton has a lower price for anyone pursuing a higher education $22 midweek

$28 on weekends and holidays. So you can save $10 any day and everyday with

a current college ID. And you get 92 exciting trails, y^CJ^*JtW«%
a 1 2-passenger gondola, plus all the extracurricular

jV^flfll^OJLIj ! I
fun you can handle. Now, hows that for financial aid? "NT ^r *v **m*9~r

VERMONT

CoU 1-800-843-6867 or 1-802-297-2200.

Covers:
Student stress-How to cope

Crime and harassment-Avoidance

techniques
Population-Methods of control

Sexually transmitted disease-How

to prevent it

Drug and alcohol abuse-Dealing

with it

Food-Avoiding disease and toxins

Eating disorders-bulemia and

anorexia
Environmental dlsease-Mutagens,

cancer and others
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Men 's Basketball Notebook

Barbee diagnosed with mono
| Women 's Basketball Notebook

McCusker hits 1,000 point mark
By SAM SILVERSTEIN
Collegian Staff

University of Massachusetts sophomore
forward Tony Barbee was diagnosed with

mononucleosis Wednesday. He will be re-

evaluated mid-week, and is listed as "very

doubtful" for Wednesday night's Atlantic

10 matchup between the 14-6 Minutemen
and West Virginia (11-8) at the Cage.

"I feel fine, that's what's weird. I want
to get out there and play," said Barbee,

who is averaging 16.9 points and 4 re-

bounds a game.
Barbee sat out both UMass games this

past weekend, and John Tate started in bis

Collegian photo by Carrie Wyeth

Senior guard Rafer Giles shoots

one of three successful three-point

shots against Rhode Island during

Friday's 70-67 overtime win.

place.

Rhode Island coach Al Skinner scored

1,235 points within a three-year UMass
career. Before Friday's URI-UMass game,

Skinner talked about his 1,000th point,

which came during a 71-64 UMass win at

a half-empty Northeastern gym.

"After the season was over, I was happy

with the accomplishment because it put me
in such good company. But at the time it

happened. . .it was a free throw and I think

I scored 7 points that night. It was a waste

of my time.
"

Rafer Giles has a different story to tell.

Giles' overtime buzzer-beating 3-pointer

Friday night gave the Minutemen their

13th win of the season and made him the

18th 1,000-point scorer in the program's

history at the same time.

"It felt good scoring it on a 3-pointer

because that has been my specialty," said

Giles, who entered the game needing 15

points to reach 1,000. Giles kept track of

his tally as the game went on by glancing

at the running total posted by fans in

'Rafer's Corner.'

"I knew I had 999, but I didn't think the

shot was going in because I had pump fak-

ed. When I fake I usually drive, but this

time I shot."

Around the A-10 Rutgers' schizo season

reached a new high Friday night when the

Scarlet Knights drubbed Temple 82-63 in

New Brunswick, N.J. Temple shot 33 per-

cent for the game, with Mark Macon (6 for

24) setting the tone. The win was Rutgers'

sixth straight.

The Scarlet Knights snapped Penn

State's 24-game home win streak last Mon-

day with a 79-78 win, powered by Keith

Hughes' 40 points. Hughes has been tabb-

ed Atlantic 10 Player of the Week two

weeks in a row.

Rutgers returned to earth Sunday with

a 115-73 loss to the nation's No. 1 team,

UNLV.

Boootai acM
SHAPE UP FOR SPRING

.

At Hilltop and Crossan Healthclubs

located In Webster & Gorman dorms

Register 2/4-2/14, Mon-Thurs 7-9pm t

^acacn ^^

By GREG SUKIENNIK
Collegian Staff

When Keyburn McCusker was a

sophomore, Beth Wilbur, a teammate on

the University of Massachusetts

women's basketball team scored her

1,000th point. At that point, McCusker

wasn't thinking about what it would be

like to do the same.

"The thought never entered my
mind," said the 6-foot-2 senior center

from Pittsfield.

That's exactly what McCusker ac-

complished, however. In last Saturday's

loss at Rutgers, McCusker hit the thou-

sand mark by scoring her eighth point

of the game in the second half, providing

the women's basketball program with a

bright spot in their presently winless

campaign.
McCusker, who entered the season

with 801 career points, is currently fifth

on the all-time UMass women's scoring

list and sixth in rebounds. She leads the

team in scoring, posting 14.2 points per

game, and shares the rebounding lead

with Lisa Ireland, as both are averag-

ing 6.6 boards per contest.

McCusker sees her accomplishment as

more than a personal milestone.

"It's been one of the positive spots in

a season where we've been down,"

reflected the captain of the

Minutewomen. "It feels great — this is

a major accomplishment for me."

When asked to name someone who

had influenced her basketball career

greatly, McCusker named Tom Bligh.

Bligh was her basketball coach at Pitt-

sfield High School and, according to

McCusker, had a lot to do with her

development.

"He was the man who introduced me
to the game," explained McCusker. "He

took me when I was still oblivious to the

game of basketball and struggled with

me. Whenever I've been able to ac-

complish something on the court, my
mind always goes back to him. He's a

great friend and a great person."

McCusker also thanked her parents.

"They put up with me through all of

this," she said.

UMass coach Kathy Hewelt credited

McCusker for her achievement, as well

as for the leadership she has provided

in this difficult season.

"Keyburn has played a huge role for

us as a stabilizing factor," com-

plimented Hewelt. "She's provided a

young team with stability and maturi-

ty"
Having scored a thousand points,

what's next for McCusker?

"I hope we can finish up with some

wins," she said.

Photo courtesy of Sport* Information

Senior captain Keyburn
McCusker completed her 1,000th

career point during a 62-26 loss to

Rutgers Saturday.

Classifieds
COMB TO THE e0Bgfjjjggg^^

ACTIVITIES

ATTENTION ALL WOMEN
Need extra spring break cash?

Now interviewing for the first area best body

contest Big money cash prizes For info call

549-4832.

1M7 HONDA CIVIC CRX, Emaculate con-

dition 67000 miles, moon root. Blaupunct

Stereo. New Tires. $4300 Call Mac

2534070

& 30 gal tank setup

friendly, easy care

CHEN STYLE TAI CHI

UMASS CHESS CLUB
7-11 in the Bluewall

All are welcome.

COME LEARN THIS earliest form of T ai

Chi which features slow/fast, soft/vigorous,

empty/solid movements. Class begins Feb.

5 and 7 Call 253-4057

GREEN IGUANA
Vegetarian, very

54&1056

IBTyTcOMPUTER, HARD drive, 640k ram!

graphics card and printer, $1000. 253-5734

LETTER QUALITY PRINTER
Mint condition

Print Buffer

Daisy Wheel 35LPS Citizen

120 Columns Ask. $325

Call: Wayne 564-7648

GUITAR LESSONS with Doug Hewitt

Rock, Blues, Folk. Acoustic or Electric. Im-

prov., Theory, Reading, Songwriting, many
new songs -plus singing Studio on 3 bus

lines 549-1938

ROOMMATE WANTED TRAVEL

LOST

HOUSEMATE WANTED: Great location. 5

minute walk to campus, on bus route,

spacious room, hardwood floors, fireplace,

quiet. $325 neg Mil. 549*493

UMASS TRIATHLON CLUB - Mandatory

meeting Tuesday, Feb 5, Boyden 249 a

6 30pm All are wilcome Call Steven at

546-3324 for Info.

ANNOUNCEMENTS

3-CREDIT RECYCLING COURSE Tu/Th

9 30-10 45 153Totman Go to class to add

or call Jim or Kathleen at 545-1153

AEROBICS NAUTILUS 8TAIRMASTERS
Ufecydes, treewelgnts, treadmill, gravrtron.

step-classes, karate. Amherst athletic dub.

25&OO80

BED AND BREAKFAST^ downtown ideal

for visiting parents and friends- 549-0733

CARIBBEAN- $1891 The warmth of the

Caribbean or Mexican coast for a week R/T

Air Sunhrteh + m 2f2-864-2000

EARN A8 MUCH as $1000 organizing white

water ratting trips in Maine and New Yor*

for Unicom Expeditions You bring the peo-

ple and we lake care of everything ewe. call

1 800-Unicorn for details

COLLEGE PRO PAINTERS

|<f SEEKING highly motivated UMass

Students who would like the opportunity to

earn $10 000 this summer running their own

painting business. No previous painting ex-

perience is required and all majors are

welcome to apply There will be an informa

information session on Tuesday Feb 5 at

7PM m Campus Center room 81 1 For more

details call 1-800-346-4849

MARSHALL 50 WATT lead amp $375

Jared 256-0021.

BLACK W/GREEN LEATHER WALLET
Possibly tost in Salem Place P-Lot

If found please call 256-3437

No questions asked
Please call there are sentimental

pictures inside.

ONE FEMALE NEEDED to share a room in

townehouse apts 549-2824 $190

METAWAMPE FUTONS
Sleep with us!

Bi-foid frames
On sale now!
256-0646

LAST SEMESTER JAZZ gold watch

546-2964

YOII MALE ROOMMATE WANTED to

share Brandywine apt.

$193.75/mo. Heat/hot water incl. Be koool

549-0181

SERVICES

FLORIDA'S NEWEST
HOT SPOT

Panama City-$139

World's Biggest Beach

Daytona Beach-$189
Call Erika* Julie at 546 2649

or Stobhan + Terri at 546-5079

STAR SAPPHIRE RING with silver band

Immense sentimental value

Please call 546-0634 if found.

Possibly tost in or outside of Totman.

HAVE YOU BEEN ripped-off by a retailer?

Contact the Legal Services Center regar-

ding your rights as a consumer. 922 Com-
pus Center. 545-1995.

ROUNDTRIP TICKETS TO Jacksonville

Only $125 each Call 6-5814 PERSONALS

FOR RENT FOUND
ADAM - THIS PAST year has been great.

»'s to many more. I LOVE YOU -Krlsten

STUDY ABROAD IN AUSTRALIA
Information on semester, summer, J-term

graduate and Internship programs All pro-

grams run under $6000 Call Curtin Univer-

sity at 1-800-878-3696

FRIDGE RENTALS CALL R»P 253-9742

L^RGETEDROdM'inTbedroom apt- Puft-

ton Village 235/month 1 or 2 people (women

preferred) Call 549-5947 Poonam or call-

soon 549^3745 and leave message on

machine.

FOUND EYEGLASSES PARKING lot out-

side of New Africa House on Jan 31. Call

Mike 665-3448 leave message

AMY BLAKE
You're a great big sis

Happy Birthday, babe
Love, Nicole

HELP WANTED

ONE BEDROOM available in uilreath Apt

$l75/mo utilities Preferably undergrad

male Call 549-1691

EARN $300 to $500 per week reading

books al home Cad 1-615473-7440 exl 6

281

AMY BLAKE- HAPPY 22nd! Live it up and

good luck this semester Love your sisters

AMY BLAKE, HOPE you have a great bir-

thday! Happy 22nd. I love ya! Love your

PIC.

SPECIAL ANNOUNCEMENT

ATTENTION UMASS STUDENTS
Explore self and personal issues through

psychodrama in a safe confidential setting

Group meets Tuesdays 7-830PM starting

2/12/91 for 10 weeks. No fee Register-Can

Mark locally at 665-3678

MONTREAL WEEKENDS $89 price in

eludes round trip motorcoach Mays
2nights Hotel suite, breakfast free admis-

sion to club metropoliss

RELIABLE TOURS
365 Broadway Rt 1

Lynnfield, MA 01940
817-598-9936

"SPRING BREAK TO DAYTONA!
Travel with Yankee Line Tours via deluxe

motorcoach March 15-24, 1991
• 'Campus pick-up 4 drop-off!

"First class hotel accommodations!

"Best location, excellent night-life!

••Only $259.00 (quad occ )

For more info contact Scott

(413) 256-0029

Reserve you spot before it's too late!

WAKE-N-BAKEIII Spring Break '91 ''

Jamaica/Cancun from $459 00!!

A week of fun and sun! The hottest deslina

tions 1-800-426-7710

HOUSE MUSIC
Is here from the underground John dj

Tapes- 549-5316

ROOM IN 3 bedroom Until 8-31-91. $160%MMM* No .toposil. No last

month rent. 5450591

PARTY IN JAMAICA - It's not too late, no

price increases from 1990. for spnng break

- from $469 complete package, call sno-

search 413-533-1600

ROOMATE NEEDED for large bedroom in

Puffton $151 00/month. Verylow electric

biH Heat included Call 549-2930, ask for

Mark

EARN SS00-S1500/WK part-time, stuffing

envelopes in your home. For free informa-

tion send a long, self-addressed, stamped

envelope to: P.O. Box 4645 Dept P145

Alburquerque NM 87196.

DARLA BACCARI- HAPPY belated birth-

day! Have fun In the house and good luck

this semester. Love you sisters

INTELLIGENCE JOBS. All branches US
Customs, DEA ect. Now hiring. Call

1-805-962-8000 Ext K-9616

SKI PARK CrrV or Breckenndge for spring

break from $699 Complete package^ Space

available. Call now! Sno-Search

413-533-1600

STUDENTS ADVOCATiNG^FTNANCIAL
Akl-SAFA general meeting Thursday Feb

7, 7:00pm Memorial Hall - New members

welcome!

WINTER SPECIAL: 1 month rent 99 cents

with one year lease

2 bedroom- $450

3 bedroom- $537
Sunderland, Free bus route laundry

facilities, swimming pool, garden plots,

short term lease available

665-3866

WANTED: TOUR GUIDES, summer
counselors, student admissions represen-

tatives Applications available at Admissions

Center.

HAPPY 21 St BIRTHDAY
DONNA HILLER

YEA!! YOU MADE IT!!

LOVE,
MIKE

DELIVERED: CLASSES. DORMS, FRATS
Inexpensive
Professional
546-2263

SPRING BREAK

WANTED

SPRING BREAK PARTYI
Travel to Jamacia, Mexico! And Panama Ci-

ty R ! Concerts! Free Parties' Club dis-

counts! And tots more! For into call Denlse

546-7156

WANTED: ASSISTANT BUSINESS
manager and assistant finance manager'

The Collegian is looking for-ambitious.

responsible, organized, sophmores with

good communication skills. Applications

available at the Collegian and must be sub

mined no later than Friday. Feb 8, 1991

The Collegian is an EOE

HAPPY BIRTHDAY AMY Blake

Hope you have the best one yet.

Have fun at Charlie's

Love, Jeff

SUMMER SUBLET

INSTRUCTION

FOR SALE

AUTO FOR SALE

1906 PLYMOUTH HORIZON 6GK. ex-

cellent condition, going overaea, eswng

$1600. call 549*337

BROKEN MINOLTA EP360 "«J»Pjer tor

MtolApprox $200 to repair Beet offer Call

j3f at?4630 or OHA05-318S.

FREEST RATS - atoino male, brown *

white female Both neutered, very friendly

(Not afraid of cats/dogs) Call Claire

546-1517

EARN CREDIT learn to Scuba Dive. Basic

Classes held Monday. Tuesday. Wednes-

day, and Thursday 7-10PM in Curry Hicks

Pool Open Water II class held during

Spring Break in Key Largo, FLA Advanc

ed Class held in New England in April For

further Informtton call 549-8401 ,
or drop by

Curry Hicks starling 2/4/91

HAPPY BIRTHDAY NJCOLE MCFADDEN!
Have a great semester! We love you. your

sisters

TWO BEDROOM PUFFTON apartment

available for the summer call now! Leave

message on machine 549-5990

INTERESTED in Christian Fellowship'' The

Alliance Christian Fellowship welcomes

you' More info: Jim or Beth 253-7208

l-BOt
Here's to men with hairy necks!

Love you!
Farmanimal!
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Sports
Women's gymnastics sweeps Pitt, Turmail out for season

By LYNN FRANKEL
Collegian Correspondent

The University of Massachusetts

women's gymnastics team lived up to and

exceeded their coach's expectations winn-

ing three out of four events including vault,

uneven bars and the balance beam.

The Minutewomen accumulated 181.6

points and defeated Pitt and Yale in a tight

meet Saturday at Boyden.

Going into Saturday's meet, UMass

coach Alfred Mitchell said he expected

tough competition from both Yale and Pitt,

two of the harder teams that the

Minutewoman will face this season.

Mitchell said he was concerned with

Pitt's all-around performance and the fact

that thev were coming off of a win over

New Hampshire, a long-time UMass rival.

However, he said he felt confident in the

team's ability to add another win to their

1-0 record that if the team was successful

at keeping concentration levels high.

Aside from the wins in individual events,

the women also took first and second in the

all-around. Tanny Marshall came in first

with a 37.2 and Kim Grady took second

with a 36.2.

Mitchell said he was incredibly pleased

with the women's performance in this close

meet. The women produced outstanding

results despite a knee injury to senior

Kristen Turmail.

Turmail out for season Turmail injured

her left knee while performing a double

back somersault during her first tumbling

pass on Saturday. As a result, she is out

for the season.

She will be having reconstructive surgery

performed today at Cooley Dickinson

Hospital in Northampton.

She said she was looking forward to

finishing her collegiate career on strong

note and that the injury is a "bummer."

Turmail is the only senior on Mitchell's

squad. She said, however, that the team

was strong and the remaining up-

perclassmen really motivate the team. Tur-

mail said the true leaders were Erin Klier,

Kim Grady, Abby Mai, Lisa Bess Cronan

and Ann Klozik.

She said the team is strong and there are

still five talented freshmen who could con-

tribute to the team.

"They have great morale, good team

spirit," Turmail said.

Collegian photo by Aaron Webator

The balance beam proved to be one ofUMass' stronger events against

the University of Pittsburg Saturday. The Minutewomen won the meet

but not without serious injury to Kristen Turmail, who will be out for

the remainder of the season.

UM to host Mt. Holyoke
By CHRIS MIRACLE
Collegian Staff

Having completed the more rigorous part of their

regular season schedule, the University of Massachusetts

women s swimming team can relax a little tonight as they

take on Division III Mount Holyoke College at 7 p.m. in

Boyden pool.

With the Lyons (14) coming off of a 139-122 loss to Con-

necticut College, this meet provides the Minutewomen

(7-3) a chance to make some changes in their rotation, giv-

ing the swimmers a chance to swim different events in

a non-pressure situatuion.

"I like the opportunity to kick back a bit and score some

points," UMass coach Bob Newcombe said. "It also pro-

vides some competition among the five college system."

For line-up changes, Newcombe said he might enter

Denise Reimer and Kim Morin, both freestylers, into the

breastroke events.

With the New England Championships on the horizon,

Newcombe also has on his mind the qualifying of a few

more Minutewomen at tonight's meet.

Those hoping to make it to the postseason include Nan-

cy Wilkinson (100-meter and 200-meter breastroke),

Stefanie Souto (200 and 500 freestyle), and Carolyn Cur-

ran (100 backstroke and 500 freestyle).

The Lyons also have aspirations for three of their swim-

mers to qualify for the postseason: Kristin Kussmann (100

and 200 breastroke), Cindy Baker (100 butterfly, 200 fly

and individual medley) and Kristen Borden (200 free).

— „ ,, I Tanguay leads ski team
Rose banned from tiall B GEOFF stokes

By RONALD BLUM
The Associated Press

NEW YORK (AP) - Pete Rose, kicked out of baseball

because of his gambling, today was banned from the

Hall of Fame when a rule was adopted to exclude

players on the permanently ineligible list.

Rose, the all-time hits leader, is the only living per-

son on the ineligible list.

The Hall's board of directors voted 12-0 to accept the

proposal presented last month by a special committee.

"The directors felt that it would be incongruous to

have a person who has been declared ineligible by

baseball to be eligible for baseball's highest honor,"

Hall ofFame president Ed Stack said. "It follows that

if such an individual is reinstated by baseball, then

such individual would be a candidate for election."

Rose is now living at a Cincinnati halfway house

while completing his sentence for cheating on his taxes.

He spent five months at a federal prison camp in

Marion, 111.

Rose, working today as a part-time gym teacher at

an inner city elementary school, was not immediately

available for comment.
Although the new rule does not specifically mention

the former Cincinnati Reds player and manager, it

states that no one on the baseball's permanently in-

eligible list can appear on the ballot mailed each

December to 10-year veterans of the Baseball Writer's

Association of America. Rose ordinarily would have

been eligible for the first time in December.

By GEOFF STOKES
Collegian Correspondent

J.J. Tanguay swept both the giant slalom and slalom

events during a meet hosted by Plymouth University at

Dartmouth Skiway in Lyme, N.H., for the University of

Massachusetts ski team. It proved to be the highlight of

the meet for UMass as well as a career first for her.

Tanguay, a sophmore transfer from New Hampshire,

beat Plymouth's Missy Giove and Christy Foote, who

finished second and third, respectively, with a time of

1:31.16 in the giant slalom on Saturday. For UMass, Marci

Blacker finished seventh, Jan Egan 11th and Marti

Gilbert 12th. As a team, the UMass women came in se-

cond place in the giant slalom behind Plymouth State.

It was back to back wins for Tanguay when she took

the slalom event on Sunday with a time of 1:37.01. Boston

College's Kristen Mahill came in second while Katrina

Lussey from Plymouth was third. UMass' Jan Egan and

Marti Gilbert finished eighth and 10th, respectively.

UMass ski coach Bill MacConnell said Tanguay's per-

formance was a pleasant surprise in an otherwise

mediocre weekend for the team.

"It was not a very good weekend for us," he said. "But

it was a great one for J.J. She had a remarkable two days

on the slopes."

In the men's giant slalom the first three finishers were

separated by less than a second. UMass' Chuck Holcomb

came in third with a time of 2:03.12.

UMass' chances in the slalom were dealt a serious blow

when their two top skiers, Holcomb and John Donovan,

fell during their runs. The team salvaged a fourth place

finish.

Men's swimming laps Wildcats, 196-101

Collegian photo by Carrie Wyeth

UMass diver Steve Meyers swept the one- and

three-meter diving competition against New
Hampshire on Saturday. The team won the meet,

196-101.

By TOM QUINN
Collegian Correspondent

The University of Massachusetts men's swim team

blasted New Hampshire out of the water Saturday in

Boyden with a score of 196-101.

The Minutemen improved their impressive record to

10-1 overall and set three pool records.

Sophomore Jay Peluso won the 100-yard breaststroke

setting a pool record in the process with a wining time

of 1:00.34.

"Jay's starting to come into his own right know, said

UMass coach Russ Yarworth. "My boys are on fire right

now and we're poised to take our fifth straight New
England Championship."

UNH's Jerry Bailey set a pool record in the 400 in-

dividual medley with a impressive winning time of 4:12.

Nine UMass swimmers shaved down for the meet hop-

ing to earn the last three spots on the team's 18-man roster

of swimmers going to New Englands. Under that highly

competitive spotlight, those nine all swam to their per-

sonal best times.

Sophomore Tim Turpin, one of the nine, won the 100

and 200 backstroke events. Sophomore Steve Yungblueth,

also a member of the UMass water polo team, earned a

spot on the New England team in the 400 I.M.

Senior Scott Milbert won the 200 freestyle blowing away

his field in the last 25 yards to earn his spot on the New
England team.

The Minutemen's 800 relay dominated the field relayers

in the last event of the meet to shatter the poll record with

a time of 7:05. The relayers were Curt Sawin, Chris Bar

ret, Pete Hursty and Jim Robertson.

UMass' Steve Meyers won the one- and three-meter

dives.

Men's track takes second
By KEITH BENNETT
Collegian Correspondent

The University of Massachusetts men's track team

finished a close second to New Hampshire in a tri meet

against UNH and Holy Cross Friday night. UNH
scored 82 points to edge the Minutemen, who scored

76. Holy Cross could manage only 23 points in finishing

third.

UNH recorded eight first place finishes and 29 places

overall, while UMass had seven firsts and 24 places

overall.

UNH swept the top three places in the 55-meter dash

and were then able to hold the Minutemen off for the

remainder of the meet to earn the victory.

Senior Jon Corso won the 3,000 in a time of 8

minutes, 33.7 seconds. Other victories were turned in

by Steve Brown in the 400M (51.1) and Jeff White in

the 55M hurdles (7.9).

Matt Simon and Gerry Squires each won their in-

dividual events and ran a leg on the 4 x 800M relay

team. Simon won the 1.000M in 2:32.7 and Squires took

the 1.500M in 4:03.5. Teammates Tom Hooper and Ben

Winther helped Simon and Squires finish the relay in

8:14.

In field events, Jeff Peterson was the lone winner for

UMass. Peterson won the triple-jump with a distance

of 43 feet, 1.5 inches.

Another athlete O'Brien said performed extremely

well for the Minutemen was sophomore Dave Borges.

Borges had a busy night, as he placed second in the

long-jump (21-7), third in the high-jump (6-3), third in

the pole-vault (12-7) and ran a leg on the 4 x 400M relay

team, which finished second.
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UMass students pray for peace in Gulf
/ • HaH

By GAYLE LONG
Collegian Staff

Saying the war in the Persian Gulf is

stressful to people regardless of their

religious or political convictions, members
from five different religious organizations

came together yesterday to perform a ser-

vice for peace in Memorial Hall.

Muslim, Jewish and Christian

deraominations described their religions as

"worshipping the sanctity of life," in a

statement issued by the University

Chaplins and Rabbi Saul Perlmutter.

"People can perceive the word ofGod dif-

ferently," Perlmutter said. "As each of us

on this campus passionately pursues which

we believe is right, may we respect the

rights of others."

Perlmutter said people must "affirm the

humanity in those we think are wrong" as

well as accept opinions contrary to their

own.
Rev. Dick Sanner, from the United Chris-

tian Foundation, stressed in his prayer that

God will "deliver us from national vanity

which poses as patriotism and relieves our

guilt."

Praying for the troops, and all people in

the Gulf, was also on the minds of those at

the service.

"We should pray for the brave men and

women in battle," said Sanner, "to keep

them from hating those who they fight and

from score-keeping with human bodies."

Alexis Levitt, a UMass Jewish student,

read Jewish Scripture passages which

focused on the oneness of human life.

"Have we not all one source?" she read.

"One who preserves one soul is regarded

as if she has preserved an entire world."

Sr. Mildred Marengo, of the Newman
Center — Roman Catholic Chaplaincy, ask-

ed the audience to "come together and raise

our hearts and voices to God, who we love

and honor."

She asked God to "watch over the lives

of civilians, defenders of the truth, and un-

willing participants" of the war.

Sanner also mentioned in prayer those

who are against the war, saying he hoped

"they never confuse conscience with cowar-

dice."

"Allah makes the final judgement," she

said, reading from the Koran. "It is not a

human's job to judge another human."

"A good Muslim is a patriot to a nation

which allows it freedom of religion, and

they have a duty to defend it."

The Rev. Christopher Carlisle of the Ark
Episcopal Chaplaincy at UMass read a

"litany in time of war," asking for God to

help all people, families, leaders, soldiers,

and innocent victims to be protected by the

will of God.

Khaleelah Abdul-Kareem, of the Muslim

Students Association, read Islamic prayers

and sayings from the Koran.

Abdul-Kareem noted the differences and

similarites in the three religions, Islam be-

ing the youngest religion of the three.

There is no hierarchy in Islam, she said,

and each person can speak and read from

the Koran.

Islam literally means, "one who submits

to the will of God," said Abdul-Kareem.

The God of Islam is the same God as that

of Christianity and Judaism, the one

universal God, she said.

"Anyone who submit themselves to God
is a Muslim," she said. "Whether they see

themselves as a Muslim or not."

Abdul-Kareem also said Muslims accept

all the prophets of Judaism and Christiani-

ty. Christians, Jews, and Muslims are all

known as "People of the Book," meaning
the Bible.

Singers from Hillel sang a song, "Shalu

Shalom Yerushalayim," which incor-

porated a theme of unity among the three

religions and peace throughout the world.

Collegian photo by Matt Kahn

Father Lee Gilbertson

Liquor stores to be open for business on Sundays
By EVE EPSTEIN
Associated Press

BOSTON — Liquor stores statewide

would be able to sell alcohol on Sunday
under a Weld administration proposal in-

cluded in his plan for reducing the deficit,

which was submitted to the House clerk

yesterday.

Weld administration officials said they

would like to broaden a provision that now
permits Sunday liquor sales for stores near

the New Hampshire border. If approved by

the Legislature, it would break the state's

long-held ban on Sunday liquor sales.

A Weld spokesman said permitting all li-

quor stores in the state to remain open on

Sunday is fair.

"It's just to bring all the communities in

line with the border legislation (that pass-

ed) last year," said Jordan St. John, a depu-

ty press spokesperson for Weld.

The entire package submitted by Weld is

aimed at erasing an estimated $850 million

budget deficit for the budget year that

begins July 1.

The savings plan calls for cuts, fee in-

creases and reorganization of state agen-

cies and the education system to eliminate

the deficit. The cuts include a $618 million

reduction in human services for fiscal 1992,

and layoffs, furloughs and benefits reduc-

tions for state employees beginning this

spring.

Weld outlined his plan in broad terms

last week, but the bill he filed Tuesday fills

in the details. Although Weld asked for ap-

proval by Feb. 21, House Speaker Charles

Flaherty has said he would like to see the

Legislature complete its work by March 1.

Sunday liquor sales would offer a way to

bring more revenue to the state through

the sales tax on alcohol.

"It might be worth a few million dollars,"

St. John said, but he added state ad-

ministrators are not sure exactly how much
it will raise.

The Sunday liquor store measure still

calls for liquor stores, like most other retail

establishments, to remain closed until noon

on Sunday. It would also authorize liquor

sales on Memorial Day, the Fourth of July

and Labor Day, administration officials

said.

The measure would protect employees

from discrimination, dismissal or deduction

of hours if they refused to work on Sunday.

John Stasiowski, of the Massachusetts

Package Store Association, which

represents 600 package stores in the state,

said his group opposes Sunday liquor sales.

"The association will oppose it for a cou-

ple of reasons, probably most importantly

because that is the only day off that many
of the store owners and their employees

get," he said.

Meanwhile, Senate President William

Bulger offered two significant changes to

the Weld package he said Senate
Democrats would discuss in caucus before

the package goes to the floor.

One would be to replace the transit fare

and fee increases Weld has proposed with

an income tax surcharge. Another would

be to require higher-paid state workers to

take longer furloughs than their lower-paid

colleagues.

Bulger said the items may not even be

offered on the floor, but he said, "They will

be discussed."

In addition to the cuts package, the Weld

administration submitted a $380 million

supplemental budget plan to fill accounts

that otherwise would run dry by June 30.

About $150 million of that total would go

to a Medicaid account that the Dukakis ad-

ministration had predicted would need

substantially less revenue.

The $380 million has been factored into

the governor's $850 million budget deficit

projection.

Weld's bill also calls for a repeal of a law

passed last year that makes it easier for

firefighters stricken with cancer to collect

disability payments. Cities and towns

argued the new law placed an extra burden

on municipalities.

Weld has said a repeal of the cancer

presumption law would save communities

$1.4 million in fiscal 1992 and $300 million

over the next 15 years, but others have

argued it costs much less. One estimate

pegged the cost of the program at $13

million over 15 years.

The professional firefighters of

Massachusetts oppose the repeal.

"I am sure that Governor Weld does not

want to incur unjust financial burdens on

spouses and children of firefighters who die

or are permanently injured from occupa-

tional diseases," said Robert McCarthy,

president of the firefighter's group.

Weld also included a judicial reform pro-

posal in his plan, that the administration

said is similar to a bill filed by the justices

ofthe Supreme Judicial Court. The justices

have asked the Legislature to give them

more control over the court budget, so they

can reassign staff and close courts that are

under used.

The governor's proposal grants the court

line item budget authority, but gives the

governor and the Legislature some over-

sight in the process.

Wall Street mildly optimistic about proposed cuts
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By ROBERT W. TROTT
Associated Press Writer

BOSTON — Wall Street representatives expressed

cautious optimism yesterday about Gov. William F.

Weld's proposed budget cuts and its chances of legislative

approval, saying it could at least prevent the state's bond

rating from slipping to junk-bond status.

INSIDE:
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Page 5: Columnist Pom McCarthy says

women aren't only fighting in the

desert.

Page 8: Animation festival and Petei

Panic come to UMass tonight.

Page 12: Entrance procedures for tonight's

basketbal game have been

changed.

VEATHER
So much for warm weather — today will be

mostly cloudy, temps between 40-4$.

And after a meeting of more than two hours with about

100 legislators, the message the financial experts gave

to Bay State lawmakers was clear, House Speaker Charles

Flaherty said.

"Just get a balanced budget, and they don't quite care

how we do it as long as we have one," said Flaherty

(D-Cambridge).

"Everybody one way or another said we need some

predictability and stability in our economy and our state

government," said Flaherty. "But the bottom line is we

have to balance the budget."

Claire G. Cohen, executive managing director of govern

ment finance for Fitch Investors Service Inc. in New York,

said she was impressed by Weld's savings package, but

added that it needs further study.

The measure is aimed at eliminating an $850 million

deficit for the remaining five months of this fiscal year

and $1.82 billion for the budget year that begins July 1.

Weld has asked the Legislature to approve the plan by

Feb. 21.

"I think Wall Street certainly should be heartened that

there's interest and an honest attempt both to identify

and to solve the deficit," Cohen said.

"I think there have been many honest attempts out of

Massachusetts," she said.

"It's been difficult in both agreeing that there is a pro-

blem and agreeing as to what the extent of the problem

is, which has hampered agreement on appropriate solu-

tions," said Cohen.
Dick Larkin of Standard and Poors said his rating firm

and others on Wall Street are still a bit leery of

Massachusetts, and won't be inclined to raise the state's

rating until they see something from the Legislature and

Weld.
"We are skeptical because of the track record," Larkin

said, "but. . . I think there's a great consensus that this

is a crucial budget year and that something will have to

be done that will vary from the past budget problems."

Larkin said Massachusetts can't afford to borrow like

it did last fiscal year to make ends meet.

"That's getting dangerously close to living on borrow-

ed time," he said.

"I think they made it obvi is they don't intend for us,

they don't want us to born Again," Flaherty said.

Standard and Poors rates M assachusetts bonds at BBB,

the lowest in the nation and one grade higher than junk

bond status. Larkin said the rating "right now is

somewhat more stable than a couple of months ago."

Cohen, echoing Weld and other Northeastern governors

facing deficits, said the slumping national economy has

dealt Massachusetts an ill-timed blow.

"The states can't print their own money, they've got to

bring their budgets into balance," she said.

"That's the starting point, and it's very difficult to try

to do that in a recession that has been deeper than ex-

pected," Cohen said.

But if the Weld plan - or a similar cuts package - is

implemented, "I would say Massachusetts would be on

its way to stabilizing its credit position," Cohen said.

Flahertv said that if nothing else, yesterday's meeting

let lawmakers know that Wall Street won't reward slop

py budgeting.
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For Your Information

WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 6

Blood Drive — A blood drive will be held in the Student

Union Ballroom from 11 a.m.- 4 p.m.

Brown Bag Discussion — A brown bag lunch discussion

will be held in the Campus Center room 904 at 12:15 p.m.

The event is sponsored by the Women's Studies

department.

Motne — The movie "Jacob's Ladder," sponsored by the

Racquetball Club, will be held in the CC Auditorium.

Show times are 5 p.m., 7 p.m., 9 p.m. and 11 p.m. The first

show will cost $2, the remaining times will cost $3.

General Meeting — The Japan American club will meet

in CC 165-69 from 7- 11p.m.

Draft Counseling - People interested in draft counsel-

ing should go to the Northampton Unitarian Church at

7 p.m. Couseling is held every Wednesday.

THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 7

Movie - The movie "Total Recall" is being offered by

SCUM in the CC Auditorium at 5 p.m., 7 p.m., 9 p.m. and

11 p.m. The first showing costs $2, and the remaining

shows cost $2.50.

film _ A film will be shown in CC 803 from 7-9 p.m.

sponsored by the LBGA.
Blood Drive — A blood drive will be held in the Student

Union Ballroom from 11 a.m.-4 p.m.

Lecture - The lecture "The New European Order and

the U.S." will take place in Converse Hall at Amherst

College at 8 p.m.

FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 8

Dance — A dance, sponsored by the Asian Student

Association, will be held in the CC Auditorium from 9

p.m.-l a.m. The cost is $2 for members, $4 for

non-members.

Wow, am I

glad I got this

new look — the chicks

really notice me.

Man, you're]

out-ot-slghtF

MILK SHAKE
DONUTS

COPING WITH RECENT

PARENTAL DIVORCE?

10/ Sunderland Road. North Amherst

Open 7 a.m.-10 p.m.

SPEEDWASH
1 1 I'r.iv St., Amherst

NOW OPEN 24 HOURS!

South Towne Commons Laundromat

479 West St., South Amherst
Open 7 a.m.-10 p.m.

Receive support and

learn new coping skills

A group is currently forming for students

whose parents have divorced in the past three

years. We will meet for ten Wednesdays from

5:00 to 6:30 pm beginning February 20, 1991.

Call 545-0333

Register now since enrollment is limited!

Sponsored by the Center for Counseling and Academic Development

| STUDENT COMMENCEMENT SPEAKER
I Proposals are solicited for consideration as Student Commencement Speaker

Eligibility:

Format:

Subject matter:

Selection process:

Deadline:

Graduating University senior

3-4 "typed" pages, double-spaced (equivalent of 3-4

minutes speaking time); original and one copy.

Include your name, local address and telephone number on a

separate, attached cover sheet.

The text should concern education and be relevant to the

University and your experience(s) here.

Entries will be reviewed by the Student Commencement Speaker

Selection Committee, which consists of students, staff, and

faculty. (Author's name will be removed before being given to

the committee to ensure objectivity.)

Ratings will be assigned and selected authors will be invited to

"audition" before the committee. The committee will make the

final selection.

Thursday, February 21, 1991, not later than 4:30pm

Submit proposals to: Paul R. Appleby, Director, Disability Services, 231 Whitmore

(545-0892)
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CCA 5, 7, 9, & 11PM
sponsored by tbe UMass Raequetball Team

fCOLLEGE TOURS
presents

Spring Break
INCANCUN
$4798 DAYS

7 NIGHTS BOSTON

PRICE INCLUDES:
• Hold Iranslcrs to and Iroin Iho

airport

• Roundtrlp airfaio lo Cancun.

• Lodging (4 por room) In a 3 or 4

star hotel.

• Prlvata cocklall partial — FREE!

• Encluilva COLLEGE TOURS
Cancun Spring Braah TShlrt.

ONTACT:

• Olscounl coupons good lor com-
plimentary drinks, and spoclal

doals at local restaurants and
establishments.

• Exclusive parlies at Cancun's
HOTTEST night clubs-

• Best Ian contests lor guys and girls.

• Special mid week 1-hour 10 star party

with FREE drinks and food.
• Co-ed tournaments and beach ovonts

Kathy & Jean Eric & Sean
253-5140 549-7931

1-800-395-4896
THIS TRIP WILL SELL OUT !
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REGION
State workers to absorb
brunt of Weld's cutbacks
By EVE EPSTEIN
Associated Press Writer

BOSTON - Lt. Gov. Paul Cellucci

acknowledged the Weld administration's

budget plan may strike some as unfair, but

defended the proposal as the best alter-

native for difficult fiscal times.

"We recognize that many people can

argue that particular aspects of it are not

fair," Cellucci said Monday.

"We can't really say, well, it is fair. We
can only say it's been applied fairly."

Cellucci spoke after submitting a small

part of Gov. William F. Weld's budget-

cutting proposal to the House Clerk's office.

Celluci had planned to submit the entire

bill, but said much of it was killed due to

a computer glitch.

"All we have is the reorganization por-

tions," said Weld Deputy Spokesperson

Jordan St. John.

"The rest of it went down with the com

puter,' said St. John.

After working through the night to

reconstruct the plan, the Weld administra-

tion filed the remainder of the proposal

with the House clerk today.

The measure is aimed at eliminating an

$850 million deficit for the remaining five

months of this fiscal year and $1.82 billion

for the budget year that begins July 1.

House Speaker Charles Flaherty (D-

Cambridge) strode over to the clerk's office

Monday looking for a copy of the bill, say-

ing legislators need to begin work on the

deficit.

Weld has asked the Legislature to ap

prove the plan by Feb. 21.

"I've been waiting all day to get a copy,

because I want to sit down with my leader-

ship team and fashion out how we're going

to move on this," Flaherty said.

He speculated the glitch might reflect the

mood of state workers, who would see their

benefits and salaries shrink under the

Plan -

. L .,
"The computer operator s probably on

strike because he's going to have to pay for

his parking space," Flaherty said, referr

ing to Weld's proposal to charge state

workers $5 a day to park.

The plan also calls for state employees to

take a 10-day unpaid furlough and would

require them to pay 25 percent of their

health insurance premiums instead of the

current 10 percent.

Flaherty said he believes the Weld plan

hits some groups, including state workers,

harder than others.

"I think it falls a little short on fairness

to be honest with you," he said.

The Weld plan calls for repealing the ex-

pansion of the sales tax to business and pro-

fessional services.

"I don't think it's fair to ask a scrub

woman that works for the state to take a

two-week unpaid furlough at the same time

ask that we not impose a tax on people who

earn $100,000 a year or more - a tax that

they probable pass onto their customers

anyway," Flaherty said.

AP photo

HERE COMES THE SUN - John Holdridge, a UMass-Boston stu-

dent, enjoys the recent record-breaking weather.

Computer equipment stolen
By MARK HENSLEY
Collegian Staff

Staff at the Physical Plant Operations

Building reported the theft of a Compaq PC

monitor and keyboard worth $2500 over

the weekend. The property was located in

a secure area and police are investigating.

Arrests

• Kenneth Pratt Jr., 43 of York, Main-.

was arrested on Monday on warrants from

the towns of Concord and Acton after his

car was towed from Orchard Hill Drive.

• Jon D. Shapiro, 20, of Peabody was ar-

rested early yesterday morning on North

Pleasant St. for operating with a suspend-

ed license after police pulled him over for

failing to use his directional.

Cambridge 'peace commissioner' strives for end to war
^^ c-*-"-x & MT

_. «...,. „Q militarv r^riiitPrs from citv high schools, and has

By TONY ROGERS
Associated Press Writer

CAMBRIDGE - Cathy Hoffman operates from a clut-

tered city office no bigger than a large closet but her do-

main extends as far as the Persian Gulf and any other

spot on the globe where nations might clash.

Hoffman is the city's peace commissioner, lhe job

description demands no less than she try to prevent a

nuclear exchange, achieve world peace and thereby pro-

tect Cambridge residents from the ravages of war.

Since the Gulf War began, Hoffman and a handlul ot

her counterparts in cities around the country have under-

taken the work of world peace at the municipal level.

In this university city with a liberal tradition, Hoffman

said the peace commission's opposition to the war is rooted

as much in sound economics as in starry-eyed idealism.

"People say, 'Why should Cambridge have a peace com-

mission?' But residents pay an average of $2,000 a year

for military taxes, so war directly affects the communi-

ty," she said yesterday.
*

Hoffman said she worried that with the Gulf War under

way, the federal government was "draining the precious

few resources we have to bring peace to our own city

streets. There's an intimate connection between peace in

our own neighborhood and what happens on a global

level." ,

Formed eight years ago, the peace commission operates

on a yearly budget of $43,500. Hoffman and a staff of 20

volunteers run a summer peace camp, produce "The Peace

Show" for local cable TV and have established a collec-

tion of peace books at the public library.

With a war on her hands, Hoffman is even busier than

She has introduced three city council resolutions on the

Gulf war, supporting sanctions. All the measures passed

unanimously.
The peace commission has also sponsored a measure to

remove military recruiters from city high schools, and has

produced a packet of educational materials about war for

students.

"We want to try and continue the work we were already

doing," Hoffman said. "But war-related things have kind

of overwhelmed us."
.

But Hoffman is not alone among municipal officials in

her concern that the needs of the inner cities, public

schools and social service agencies will be forgotten in

wartime.
Chicago's Peace Conversion Committee is organizing a

GulfWar forum and is conducting a study to see what the

city could do with the funding for each Patriot missile

"The war costs $600 million a day. One day of that

would transform this city's infrastructure," said Ron

Freund, the committee's vice chairman. "It would make

this a far more livable place. We seem to gird for war, but

not for peace."

Software makers investigated

Company denies federal probe
CAMBRIDGE (AP) - A software consor-

tium that includes some of the nation's top

computer makers is trying to dispel reports

that it has become the target of a federal

antitrust investigation.

The Cambridge-based group, Open Soft-

ware Foundation, has more than 200

members. It was founded in 1988 by a

group that included International Business

Machines Corp., Digital Equipment Corp.

and Hewlett Packard Co.

The group is developing standard soft-

ware that can run on the computers of

many different companies in an effort to

compete with a rival strategy by American

Telephone and Telegraph Co. and Sun

Microsystems Inc.

The San Francisco Chronicle, citing un-

named industry executives, reported

yesterday that the Federal Trade Commis-

sion apparently has inquired about the way

OSF selects and buys technology from in-

dependent companies and incorporates it

into products the consortium is developing.

Some small software companies have

complained that the consortium pays too

little for their technology, but that they

have no real alternative because of OSF's

power in setting technical standards.

"If your technology is selected, vou may

not get enough money to stay viabie," said

Larry Lytle, director of strategic relations

at Netwise Inc., a software company in

Boulder, Colorado.

"If it is not selected, you may be foreclos-

ed in the sense that your product is no

longer viable," Lytle told the Chronicle.

An FTC spokesman would neither con-

firm nor deny that an investigation is

under way.

But the consortium recently sent a let-

ter to its members, saying it has not been

notified by the federal government of any

investigation.

Monson police work nights only-

failing Mass. economy cited

By MICHELLE LOCKE
Associated Press

MONSON - At 8 o'clock in the mor-

ning, police in this country town hang

up a "Sorry, we're closed," sign on the

front door of their blue clapboard station

and turn on the answering machine.

Their message: "There is no one

available to answer your call."

At 4 p.m., when the night shift comes

on, the police are back in business - and

bracing for the complaints of citizens

who grumble that the new money-

saving policy will turn their communi-

ty into a haven for daylight robbery.

"My house got broken into today. A
little less advertisement maybe I would

be in better shape," a disgruntled

homeowner said Monday evening as he

prepared to report the daytime break-in.

Police appear uncomfortable with

their new, part-time role, brought on in

part by the sinking Massachusetts

economy.
"I never thought it would come to

this," said one longtime officer who ask-

ed that his name not be used. "It's open-

ed it up for every thief from here to Tim-

buktu."
The answering machine advises

callers with an emergency to contact the

state police barracks in Sturbridge.

about 18 miles away. So far, there

haven't been any crises, said Acting

Police Chief Joseph Loglisci. Police

reporting for the 4 p.m. shift say they

generally find about a half-dozen

messages left on the machine.

Logiscli is sometimes in the office dur

ing the day, completing paperwork.
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UMASS SKI CLUD

ATTENTION SKIERS!!!

Shred the Bumps with

the Ski Club every Saturday.

Find out about trips and

other club happenings at

our first meeting.

TONIGHT!!
Wednesday, February 61991

CC Room 9 1

7

7pm to 9pm

OMASS SKI CLUB 430 STUDENT UNION 545-3437

Daily Collegian
113 Campus Center

OPEN HOUSE
THURSDAY. FEBRUARY 7.

2-4 p.m.

1 1 3 Campus Center

All interested miters, and

photographers are welcome to attend.

Don't Miss This!
Last Three Days

RATHER GOODS

BOOK BAGS • TRAVEL BAGS & TOTES
• BACK PACKS • HANDBAGS

• BRIEFCASES • WALLETS

Book Bags Briefcases Flight Bag

SAVE 70°/o SAVE 70% SAVE 70%

Sponsored bv
UMASS Baseball

HANDBAGS • WALLETS • PORTFOLIOS

SAVE 70%

Campus Center Concourse 10-4

Get Ready for Spring Break!

STEINBECK COLLISION REPAIR
& AUTOBODY

University of

Massachusetts

at Amherst
Think
Spring!
A perfect time

for renewal and

new beginnings.

Renew your life goals, your career, or your

personal life. Over 200 fresh credit courses and

Adventures in Lifelong Learning workshops are

being hatched at UMass this spring.

Late register through February 1 1

.

Classes start January 29.

For more information, contact the Division of

Continuing Education. Coodell Huilding, or call

545-24 J t

53 So. Prospect — Amherst Center
256-8157 256-1385

Shop Registration # RS1212
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• Imports & other unibody vehicles

are our specialty

• State of art equipment for precision
frame and unibody straightening ( + or - V4 mm>|

• Over 90 years staff experience

• Accepted by all insurance companies for

collision repair or glass replacement

• Advanced European Technology Painting and
Refinishing Systems

REMEMBER it's your car and your choice of
repair facilities
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New war, same old lies

It amazes me how, in the past 1 1 years,

we Americans, as a whole, have been so

naive when it comes to the blind support

we give those mindless dolts in

Washington. We can trace our own stupidi-

ty all the way back to Richard Nixon. I

won't get into Watergate — it's old news.

Let's talk about some more recent events.

In 1983 Ronald Reagan ordered the inva-

sion of the tiny island of Greneda.

Reason given: To save the American

medical students.

David Rivera

This was supposed to be a major victory

for the United States. But later, we (those

of us who occasionally read) found out the

the American students on the island were

never in any real danger, and that the in-

vasion was partially ordered to try and

boost American moral after the deaths of

the 241 marines in Lebanon.

In 1986, the Iran/Contra scandal came in-

to public scrutiny. It was determined that

there was a shadow government running

their own foreign policy. Weapons for

hostages were authorized by Mr. Reagan

himself. He also authorized the funneling

of money to the Contras. We, the American

people, let him get away with it because he

couldn't remember giving such orders.

Later it was proven that he knew about the

whole operation, and that it was covered

up until he gracefully left office.

In 1989 Mr. Bush ordered the invasion

of Panama.
Reason given: Noriega was a drug dealer.

Old News. Everyone had known this.

Bush knew it too and so did everybody else

in Washington. But we, as the American

people, didn't learn ofthis until Bush need-

ed an excuse to eliminate him. Mr. Noriega

had become too big for his own pants and

in the process he became a loose cannon for

the Bush administration. We accepted his

reasons for the invasion without a

question.

Now here we are at war. The television

is presenting 24-hour live coverage, but the

press has been put under tight censorship

and once again we're accepting everything

that Bush is telling us. Granted, Saddam

Hussein ranks up there with Hitler

himself, but what Bush isn't telling you is

that we, (our government) have been sup-

porting Hussein for over 10 years both with

money and technology. Bush himself, as

vice president, cast tie-breaking votes on

Capital Hill to allow aid for Hussein and

his regime. Once again we go right along

accepting what these fools tell us. When
does it stop?

People who are protesting the war are ac-

cused of being anti-troops. How can anyone

not give support to those young courageous

men and women? What the protesters want

to express is their disgust with Washington

and how we're all being misled.

People who argue on behalf of the war

say that Kuwait's democracy must be

restored. Kuwait was never a democracy,

and if the rich Kuwaiti royal families have

their way, it never will be. Kuwait was

nothing but a cheap source of dependable

oil for our country.

The problems in that region stem from

hundreds of years of foreign interference.

Smart bombs won't solve the problems.

Smart and caring people will, but the

White House and Capital Hill are lacking

such people.

Remember we're never told the whole

truth. When the war ends, and the real

facts are exposed, what will Bush's excuses

be? What will we, as th( American people,

do when we find out, after all the rhetoric,

that it was a war for oil? More important-

ly, what will we say to the families who lost

loved ones in the war? No excuse or con-

dolence can ever justify their loss.

David Rivera is a UMass student

American women have their own war
When the cops came, she was bleeding from her nose

and mouth. Her face was bruised and it hurt to breathe.

Side effects of getting a foot in the ribs about 10 times,

you know. Strangely enough, it wasn't deemed worthy of

being a crime. After all, her husband was the one who

assaulted her, and it wasn't any business of the law. If

she fought back, she'd have to plead insanity, not self-

defense. She wouldn't have a prayer in court otherwise.

(Yes, you have to be insane to defend yourself if you re

a woman.)

Pamela McCarthy

Before her class, the student would shake and her

stomach would do flips most gymnasts would gasp at.

Every day this one guy would make rude comments. Then

he started to grab at her. He didn't just limit it to her arms

- her chest was a favorite target of his. Whenever she

complained, people would say, "What's the problem? He s

just joking. You're overreacting."

A woman was gang-raped by a group of guys whose

parents were "high-up" in the community. So, when she

pressed charges, the outcry was not that she was put

through a horrible ordeal, but that she was ruining their

future. How dare she.

Take a good look. This is the country we live in.

This is the country we are supposed to be fighting for.

Wom»n, many of them self-proclaimed feminists, say

that it's a good step that women are in Saudi Arabia, help-

ing to kill civilians in Iraq. "We disagree with the war,

they say "but its wonderful that women are finally get-

ting some recognition in the army. We need equality in

the armed forces."

First, let me clear a couple of things up. I do believe that

women are capable of fighting in combat (and ifyou don t

believe me, take a look at the beginning of the column.

It's not fiction.) Also, if this country were ever under at-

tack I would be the first person to grab a gun and tight

like hell. I need a reason to fight. A good one.

So many liberals whine, "Many women have a problem

with the fact that we are protecting a country that forces

women to wear veils and doesn't allow them to drive."

I won't make any judgements about Saudi Arabia. I'll

leave that to Middle Eastern women who know their own

culture and know what they want, not to a bunch ofWhite

people who decided to tell the rest of us poor, ignorant

schmucks what feminism should be.

Why is it so wonderful that women are killing and dy

ing for a country that still considers us second to men?

No, I'm not talking about Saudi Arabia. I'm talking about

the good ol' U.S. of A.

This country still finds it hysterical that women want

equal pay for equal work. This country has an anti-choice

president and too many like-minded legislators and clergy.

The blame for youth problems is shuffled onto working

mothers (not the working fathers who could also stay at

home with their kids). This country still tries to hide the

ugly facts of rape (unless there's a movie which uses rape,

then it's erotic). This country considers battering and

abuse by husbands and boyfriends normal. It's love or

jealousy; she should be flattered. This country has a boom-

ing diet industry, since not all women can be 110 pounds.

We can't walk alone comfortably. Every shrub and fence

has the dubious promise of assault. If we are assaulted,

it's our fault for breaking the unofficial curfew our coun-

try imposes on us.

This is the country where one out of three men said that

if they could get away with it, they'd rape a woman. In

another poll, people said it was okay to rape a woman if

the date was expensive, if you had sex with her before,

or if she was a 'tease.'

This is what we're fighting for? We are fighting for a

system that is created by men for men. We are fighting

for a system that systematically oppresses and degrades

us.

Come on. Wake up.

Enough of us are dying at home. It may be wiser it the

women overseas came home and turned their guns on

men.
Pamela McCarthy is a Collegian columnist

Everyone has something to say. The trick is finding

a way to say it. The Collegian can help by publishing

your letter, column or editorial cartoon. Keep letters

under 50 lines and columns between 50-70. Editorial car-

toons are always welcome. After all, the Ed/Op section

is your section.

PVTA - Safety first

I read in last week's paper about the student that was

hit by a car after walking out in front of the bus. I can

only imagine how the driver of the car that hit the per-

son must feel.

I almost hit someone a couple of years ago because he

walked right in front of the bus without looking either

way to see if any cars were coming. What added to this

near-tragedy was that it was a very rainy day and the

roads were very slick and I skidded awhile before stopp-

ing. It was a miracle that I was able to stop before hit-

ting him. It scared the hell out of me and my sister, who

was riding with me that day.

I could see the look of fear on his face as well. .
.he froze

right there in the middle of the road, not able to move.

My heart was beating so hard and my hands were so

shaky, it took almost the entire ride home before I had

calmed down. I can't understand the mentality of some

of these people.

I know that 99.9 percent of the people riding the buses

realize that when you descend from the bus, if you value

your life, you look both ways before crossing. The rule of

thumb was drilled into most of our psyches most of our

young lives. The PVTA buses are NOT grade-school buses

— traffic does not stop both ways and wait for the

kids to cross the street. Now that you are in college,

you are virtually on your own, and you have to watch out

for yourself, as well as for the other guy. Maybe a warn-

ing should be issued in the undergraduate information

packets that this is a university and they do not operate

in the same manner as public schools do, and you have

to learn to cross the streets on your own. Mom and dad

and the bus drivers aren't here to watch over you now.

You are left to your own devices.

Connie Smith
Turners Falls

like hell. I need a reason ro iigm.. ~ Kw«— - -
-

#

Collegian violates ethical responsibilties in protest coverage
© ...... ... . t-j ~.,*„;,i~ roonnnaihUities. and achieve the quality of news i

The Constitution's Bill of Rights grants the citizens of

our nation the indisputable right to freedom of the press

This right has been treasured and glorified, for the past

200 years, as a cornerstone of American democracy.

However, as Supreme Court Justice Oliver Wendell

Holmes pointed out, for every right comes a responsibili-

ty. The Collegian has not lived up to this responsibility.

The United States has recently become engaged in a war

in the Persian Gulf. The Collegian has eloquently covered

protests, sit-ins, and statements by leaders that oppose

the war. This coverage is good enough to even convince

others to oppose the war. There has been little or_at least

a less than high quality of reporting concerning the other

side. With well over 75 percent of American people now

supporting President Bush's actions according
>J>

ABO

news polls it would seem that the Collegian could make

a less than meek attempt at reporting the other side.

As student leaders, it is our opinion that, with the

Collegian always boasting of its professionalism and high

quality of journalistic integrity, it would seem that the

Collegian e editors could "bite their app«r4ip and make

sure that both sides of the issue are presented - outside

of an occasional "Point/Counterpoint." The Collegian has

not met their responsibility to report the news factually

and unbiased. Presenting one side of the news is not fair

or right. With a great deal of students getting their first

news of the day from the Collegian, it must meet it's

responsibilities, and achieve the quality of news reporting

of which it is capable.
Richard A. Sugarman

SGA Senator

[Editor's note - Eight other student leaders signed this

letter.]

Hoop coach compliments fans' spirit, patriotism

Congratulations on your school spirit, patriotism, and

sportsmanship. Saturday night you put on a display like

UMass has never seen. Everyone I have spoken with

around the country has been unbelievably positive about

the excitement you have created around the basketball

program. Callers, the ESPN crew, and members of the

media have all said the same thing: "UMass is the most

exciting college basketball school in the Northeast.

Another Duke University!" Singing the national anthem

and carrying the American flag as a group really affected

people lucky enough to see that game on television. While

no one wanted war, and we all want the troops home "safe

and soon," showing the nation that UMass cares, is real

Iv mw*cifll

I want to stress how important you are to our success

as a program. The fans make us 10 points better at home

and we believe we can beat anyone in the Cage. The best

thing about our fans is you have learned to be positive,

to cheer for us - not against the other team. We want

to keep that kind of atmosphere for every game. You are

the "rage in the Cage!" I'm proud to be a part of this fine

University and proud to be your basketball coach. Thank

you.

John Calipari

UMass men's basketball coach
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'Irrational' law faces opposition in RI
mi !._*„ Aftir u aA rhnllpnrad the law on behalf

By CHRIS TORCHIA
Associated Press Writer

BOSTON - A Rhode Island town law allowing the ar-

rest of people who sleep on the beach or in their cars in

beachside neighborhoods is vague and discriminatory, a

lawyer said yesterday in federal appeals court.

"The decision to enforce lies totally with the cop on the

beat," said Gary Berkowitz, lawyer for the American Civil

Liberties Union in Rhode Island. "Some people will be

charged and some people won't. There's no consistent ap-

plication of the law."

A federal judge in Providence last year rejected a

challenge to the constitutionality of the Westerly law,

which was introduced in the 1960s.

The state ACLU had challenged the law on behalf of

two Connecticut men arrested in July, 1988. The case was

expanded to a class action covering more than 250 peo-

ple arrested under the ordinance.

The law is irrational because technically a man who has

dozed off while waiting for his wife to leave a department

store could be arrested, Berkowitz said in arguments in

the U.S. 1st Circuit Court in Boston.

But Town Attorney John Levanti said officers were well

trained and used common sense when enforcing the law.

"When they come across people who are obviously

asleep, one across the front seat and one across the back

seat, clearly they've broken the law," Levanti said.

Levanti said the law ensures the health and welfare of

Westerly, a seaside town of 20,000 that sometimes swells

to 60,000 with tourists on a Sunday afternoon.

We'd like to show you a path

that often holds the greatest reward.

CARDIOVASCULAR

FITNESS
College Student Special

$99 Membership

Daily Aerobics Classes

Reebok Step Classes

Olympic Free Weights

Stairmasters • Lifecycles

Special Rates

WaiK-ns Welcome

Tanning • Massage • Saunas

Day Care • Open 7 Days

NORTHAMPTON

/~±

& mTHLETIC club

2i6?i KmaStreet

tnamoion - 584-4975

J

Rewarding careers for people

who care.

Down the road a few years from now,

you're going to be glad you chose a

career path today that's right in (he heart

of Boston. It's Northeastern University's

H..ston-Bouve College of Human Devel-

opment Professions - the smart choice

that leads to a greater reward for people

who really care.

The graduate programs offered bj

B< >st< >n B< hi ve College pn Aide you with

a wide range of career opportunities in

health, sport, anil leisure si udies, rehabil-

itation, counseling, communication dis

orders, and education.

( )ur faculty have received national and

international recognition for their research,

teaching and service to others and t< >

their profession. Boston-Bouve College

has well-established clinical affiliations

with some of Boston's leading medical,

educational and research facilitit"-

Study may lead to a master's degree.

certificate of advanced graduate stud}

(GAGS), or d< Ktoral degree. Most pro-

grams are i iffered on a part-time as well

as full-time basis, combining classroom

theorv with practical hands-on experi-

ence. Courses meet in the late afternoon

and early evening, so st mleiits can con-

tinue to work.

Graduate programs are offered in the

following areas:

Audiology

Clinical Exercise Physiology

College Student Personnel Work
& Counseling

Consulting Teacher of Reading

Counseling Psychology

Curriculum & Instruction

Educational Research

Human Development

Human Resource Counseling

Human Services Specialist

Recreation, Sport & Fitness

Management

Rehabilitation Counseling

School Counseling

School Adjustment Counseling

School Psychology

Speech-Language Pathology

Special Education

Teacher Preparation

Call (617) 4:57-1:708. or write ( iraduate

School. Boston-Bouve College of Human
Development Professions, 107 Dockser

Hall, Northeastern University, Boston,

MA 02115. Because some of life's greatest

rewards come to those who care.

Boston-Bouve

College

Northeastern

UniversityRl
An ci|\iat ••|)|mriiiint\ affirmMivr nclton univ*r*rt>

Handwrought filigree

bracelet

by David Virtue

From our large

collection of Amethyst

February's royal

purple birthstone

silverscape
designs

264N PteosantSt Amherst 253-3324

177 Main St Normampton 584-3324

OOtOSMITHS • OfM GAUM*

This Valentine's Day, J•Rich

will dress

AND
take you out!

you up

Enter yourself or your valentine

at J
• RICH CLOTHING FOR MEN

in Northampton or Amherst and win:

$50 Gift Certificate from

$50 Gift Certificate from

J-RICH
QOIWNC. FOMMCN

BASTSIDE

mo rickets to the jjcnDen^Pinsie

1WTRTrWrtB0ll,Pl£ASL

One winner will be draws at each I • RICH

at 10 1.«., Tnarsday, February 14

111 1 nm«t St., Merit • 253-2913 • *m.Ul IR *» 1M
<B ,

12 Mmmc St. NerftanjtM • 515 6336 • Mm -Sat 10 S. Ttarv til I. Sa. 12 5

TONIGHT

After the Game
UMASS v West Virginia

Pitchers of Miller Lite

$4.50

Jello Shots

$1.00

Miller Genuine Draft

12 oz bots

$1.25

SINCE 19 6 8

Ifi FAST PLEASAWf AMHERSTI

VORLD/NATION
Iraq orders
terror attacks
on allies
By MARK FRITZ
Associated Press Writer

DHAHRAN, Saudi Arabia - U.S. warplanes yesterday

struck deep inside Iraq, hunting down missile launchers

and hammering Saddam Hussein's crack troops. Iraq vow-

ed vengeance, calling for terror attacks on allied targets

worldwide.

The USS Missouri's 16-inch guns boomed again over-

night, silencing a troublesome Iraqi artillery battery in

Kuwait with six 2,000-pound shells, the U.S. military said.

On Sunday, the battleship's big guns were used in com-

bat for the first time since the Korean War.

Baghdad was rocked during the night by another allied

bombardment, AP correspondent Salah Nasrawi reported

from the Iraqi capital. He said smoke and fire reached into

the sky and terrified residents fled to bomb shelters.

Nasrawi quoted travelers as saying Saddam Hussein's

hometown of Tikrit, 90 miles north of Baghdad, had also

been under intense attack.

Baghdad radio said starting yesterday, civilians will no

longer be able to buy heating oil, gasoline, cooking gas

or other fuels. Gasoline rationing was already in effect.

Iraq's Foreign Minister Tariq Aziz, in a letter to Iraqi

newspapers yesterday, said Iraq's civilian casualties have

risen to 428 killed and more than 650 wounded. Official

radio reported 373 more air raids during the night, and

said residential areas were among those hit.

Baghdad radio declared that the allies must pay for the

destruction they have rained on Iraq.

"Do not spare any interest of any of the countries tak-

ing part in the aggression against your brethren," an an-

nouncer said. "Fight them with all your force, in all their

dens, wherever they are."

The radio broadcast a series of cryptic messages that

sounded like coded instructions for terror attacks by

agents abroad. It was impossible to tell if they were

genuine.

In Saudi Arabia, Riyadh radio yesterday cited Interior

Ministry sources as saying an undisclosed number of resi-

dent foreigners had been arrested in connection with a

sniper shooting Sunday night in the port city of Jiddah

that slightly injured two U.S. service personnel.

Earlier yesterday, the official Saudi Press Agency had

quoted the interior minister, Prince Nayef, as saying

Islamic law would apply to anyone using the kingdom as

a staging ground for terror attacks. He said anyone under-

mining Saudi security would have a hand and a leg cut

off or be executed.

Meanwhile, the allied air war thundered into its 20th

day yesterday. Before dawn, F-15 Strike Eagles equipped

with night-fighting radar rode tails of white flame into

dark skies.

The USS Missouri fires its 16-inch guns during an exercise off Okinowa, Japan.
AP photo

Navy shells Iraqi command center
By JOHN KING
Associated Press Writer

DHAHRAN, Saudi Arabia - Two weeks into the war

with Iraq, even the Navy brass was beginning to concede

center stage to the Air Force.
f

"This is really and truly an Air Force effort. . and we re

participating and we're trying to add to it as best we can,"

said Rear Adm. Douglas J. Katz.

But on Sunday, the venerable USS Missouri snuck up

close to the Kuwaiti coastline and lobbed seven

2,000-pound shells from its 16-inch guns at an Iraqi com-

mand and control center near the Saudi border. The

47-year-old battleship's thunderous performance served

notice that the Navy, too, is a major player in Operation

Desert Storm.

"We have done our job of clearing the coastline and now

we are going to move in close," said Cmdr. Mark

Lawrence, intelligence officer aboard the nuclear-powered

USS Roosevelt.

Not that the Navy hasn't been active already.

With a permanent presence in the Persian Gulf region,

the Navy was called on early to enforce the embargo

against trade with Iraq ordered by the United Nations

after Saddam Hussein's Aug. 2 conquest of Kuwait.

In the war, the Navy is charged with patrolling the Per-

sian Gulf and the Red Sea and lending the warplanes

aboard its six carriers in the region to the relentless air

assault on Iraq and its occupation forces in Kuwait.

Nearly three weeks into the war. the Navy, which has

more than 100 ships in the region, has:

• Flown 22 percent of Operation Desert Storm's more

than 44,000 bombing and air missions. That figure does

not include thousands of additional sorties to provide

routine air combat protection for carrier battle groups.

• Launched scores of Tomahawk cruise missiles, from

both ships and submarines, at targets in Iraq.

• Participated in the capture of the first chunk of Kuwait,

the tiny island of Qaruh, and in the capture of 23 Iraqi

prisoners during assaults on 11 Kuwaiti offshore oil plat-

forms being used by Iraqi troops.

• Sunk 41 Iraqi ships, including 23 combatant vessels.

• Damaged 42 Iraqi ships, 34 of them combatants.

"From what we can tell, their navy has given up," said

Lawrence. "We have accomplished the bottling up of the

navy."

'PLO stronghold* bombed
SIDON, Lebanon (AP) - Israeli

warplanes yesterday blasted strongholds of

Yasser Arafat's PLO faction and an office

of the pro-Iraqi Baath Party in seven

villages southeast of Sidon.

Police said the Israeli raid left at least

eight people dead and 28 wounded.

A police spokesperson said six jets drop-

ped 30 bombs and rockets during the

20-minute raid on positions of the

mainstream Fatah faction of Palestine

Liberation Organization chairman Arafat.

In Jerusalem, the Israeli army said all

its planes returned safely.

The raid, the second by Israel into

Lebanon this year, came one day after a

PLO spokesman in Sidon said Arafat had

ordered his guerillas to stop their rocket

attacks.

The rockets mostly hit Israel's self-

proclaimed security zone.

The planes also rocketed a single-story

house used by the Arab Baath socialist Par-

ty in the village of Baisour, east of Sidon,

the police spokesperson said.

He said the Baath Party office in Baisour

was leveled, "but no casualties were

reported in it because it was evacuated two

days ago."

The police spokesperson said the

fatalities included seven Fatah guerrillas

and a civilian. The wounded included six

civilians.

Gulf War's apparent success

causes stock market to go up

AP photo

A U.S. soldier walks past one of the Patriot missile b«tteries Pro"

tecting the Tel Aviv area against Iraqi Scud missiles Monday.

NEW YORK (AP) - Stock prices soared

yesterday before turning higher in heavy

trading as investors ignored bad economic

news and continued a two-week rally

sparked by the apparent success of the Gulf

War.

The Dow Jones average of 30 industrial

stocks rose 16.09 points to 2,788.37.

Advancing issues outnumbered declining

ones by more than 2 to 1 in nationwide

trading ofNew York Stock Exchange-listed

stocks, with 1,151 up, 517 down, and 407

unchanged.

Volume on the floor if the Big Board

came to a strong 290.57 million shares, up

from 250.75 million Monday.

Nationwide, consolidated volume in

NYSE-listed issues, including trades on

those stocks in regional exchanges and in

the over-the-counter market, totaled328.55

million shares.

Market watchers said blue-chip stocks in-

itially were depressed by General Motors'

decision late Monday afternoon to cut its

dividend to 40 cents a share from 75 cents.

They said the company's acknowlegment

of the troubles it faces in the recession

could rub off on other major-company

stocks
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War on drugs and Abbie Hoffman
. ., . .... ioQn„ anA OQrlv 90s. The Dlay rests on satir

By HEATHER BELL
Collegian Correspondent

This week at Hamden Theater, located in SouthwMt,

the University of Massachusetts Residential Arts Pro-

£am isResenting Peter Pan*: Flying ^ergro^An
fxperimental/political theater group «Ued the Wate
Ensemble Project will be performing the work on

the late dissident, Abbie Hoffman before and after he «

forced underground. The play intertwines with the s ory

of Peter Pan and uses the backdrop of the'W on drugs

to make its point about the superficiality of U.S. politics

in the late 1980s and early 90s. The play rests on satire

music, experimental movement and both real and fictional

characters to frame the story.

According to Lisa Kennedy of The Village Voice, Peter

Pan" is a "compelling reading; of Pete,-Pari
and Abbie

Hoffman's writings. The ensemble has rhythm^their use

of dance and song is provocative - and a heart.

Residential Arts says the play, "portrays the life of the

prominent dissident, his fugitive odyssey ^s
Repression

over the decline of political activism, and the murder at

the hands of the cultural power structure as a metaphor

for the parallel decline of America.

Of company, Michael S. Cain of Theater Three said
ui comFm y,

CONTINUED ON PAGE lO

«__a_j« 5"»_-»»^— Photo courtesy of Residential ArU

A scene from "Peter Panic: Flying Underground" to be performed on Wednesday and Thurs-

day nfgnt in Samden Theatre by the Irondale Ensemble Project.

No Bugs Bunny
in this festival

By DAVE COUSINEAU
Collegian Correspondent

Almost everyone enjoys animated films.

We grew up diligently watching the likes of Speed

KaLrLl Scoo&y Doo on so many 1970's Saturday mor-

ning, In 15 years, we will probably be taking our own

children to see the classic Disney films as our paren s

did for us, and the exploits of Bugs Bunny and his

Warner Brothers friends wilj still doubtlessly be shown

T^iS^wi by other forms of art like computer

animation, wild animation in rock videos.like

"Sledgehammer," and even the articulated models^us

ed in movie special effects (like the old King Kong).

The sense of magic created as lifeless drawings or ob-

jects jump about on a screen is one of the main attrac-

tions of animated film and on February 6th and 7th,

that magic will be on display at Mahar Auditorium^

The festival of 14 animated shorts, presented
1

by the

UMass Film Society and the Medicine Wheel Artists

Retreat, will be screened at 7 p.m., 9 p.m. and 11 p.m.

on each night.
„ „r «>ii tho

The 90-minute program includes examples of all the

above types of animation (traditional line drawing,

computer stop-motion, watercolor) in addition to some

other, more unorthodox methods, according to Chen

Amarna, founder of the Medicine Wheel.

"It's a glimpse into the world of alternative, indepen-

dent animation," Armana said and urged viewers to

look for the three-minute film Salmandren, which was

created entirely by animating coffee grounds! Other

unique works include abstract photo animation, sand

animation and something Amarna referred to as

"transformational animation."

When asked to explain what that was, she was

somewhat at a loss for words. "It's like trying to sing

ballet," she eventually came up with, promising that

people will definitely react to it when they see it

Other highlights include: adaptations of the

CONTINUED ON PAGE IP
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Catalog!
Everything you need to

know about:

•Student Travel

• Air Fares

• Rail Passes

• Car Rental/Leasing

•Work Abroad

•Study Abroad

Int'l Student & Teacher ID

& MUCH MORE!!!

CALL for your FREE copy!

WING BREAK

PANAMA CITY BEACH
FLORIDA

• High quality OMcntroni accommoda-

tion* ioi 7 e*ciimg mgi's
t

• flouna trip cMneied moioi coach

• Free oooi aec* parlies .ctwities. &

otomouons

. miei Campus Programs I
Discount

CM
• Oniocation start 'of complete

assistance

• Ail ta>es :>ps. 4 service charges

.nciuded

ES3

y 114 1*219 *

Travel

f# .--<* -\**0* **3 HtMW«»

Barbara
549-8156

79 So. Pleasant Si.

Amherst
4,3-256-1261

Now Playing

THE
RUSSIA
HOUSE
starring

Sean Connery &
Michelle Pfelffer

Mon-Thurs.
One show 7:30

Fri, Sat, Sun
7:00 and 9:15

student discount

with valid I.D. $3.00

Announcing the First General

Membership Meeting

of the

.71

Charlie's
1 Pray St

g

Amherst-549-5403 • Open Mam
7 days a Week

Kitchen open til midnight

Game Room with 2 pool tables

Tontght 25c Cheese Pizza Slices &

99c Nacho Platters

9:00p.m. — 12:00a.m.
*:.x.:*:::::v:::-:w:^

Drinks of the W«*k:

Charlie's Punch SI 50

French Mocha CofTee S 1 95

ares

Information on our recent merge

and our upcoming

productions of:

DOONESBURY
By GARRY TRUDEAU

THE EAR SIDE

By GARY LARSON

tM MARK. I WANT YOU

CAUL 0OOPSIEANU GIVE
HER A MESSAGE, OKAY*

GET THIS POWN. ..

TEU HER I'M OKAY!'TELL
HER I'M ONMYWAY TO
THE FRONT, BUT THATWE'VE

SEEN NOACTION SO

I
FAR AT...

WHAT'S THATAGAIN,
BIG GUY? I MAS
JUST GETTING A

PENCIL... I

CALVIN AND HOBBES By BILL VATTERSON

By GARRY PORTER

1 ,.wrr * i-WSiNe,

nee, twj is *

CU5SY «**

a.w

iJt CAN itT «FT

>».•€ juur for. A

TWUt...

ran weoew-.

AUO SNLV 0«* cF
HtfciH0RSTUtE--r5
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UMASS Theatre Guild

(formally the UMASS Music Theatre Guild

and the University Players)

TANGELO PIE

tee's!**, AAA1H6H!
nmmktl ao5£ THAT

iMKEDiATEiy/

knottier ctau

ujito 'The

6ia/nj...

QUOTE OF THE DAY

"The thought of being Presi-

dent frightens me and I don't

think I want the job."

— Ronald Reagan in 1973

DAILY GROSSVORD PUZZLE
Edited By TRUDE MCHEL JAffE

ACROSS
1 Ceieorations

6 Emily ol

etiquette

10 Silent

14 Gel up
15 Con man
16 Ratson d —
1

7

Part ol the

house
19 Tali tale teller

20 Let I stand

21 Adherent

23 Cicero s 52

24 Gram, case

27 Part ol the

house

29 Fashion style

31 Harvest

33 Alastair ol lilms

34 Leave out

35 Small case

36 Grid s zebra

37 Textile fibers

40 Volunteer St.

41 Norman
Vincent —

43 Latin I verb

44 Firstborn

46 Corsica s

neighbor: Abbr

47 First-rate

48 NASA acronym

49 Grid, scores

50 Hit the road

51 Fashion

53 Part ol the

house

55 Match starter

56 Word with shall

or show
57 Guinness title

59 Borscht

ingredient

61 New Mexico

resort

63 Part ol the

house
68 Cuoid

69 Shant

70 Bridal oath

71 Title lor Maggie
Smith

72 Troika

73 Defeated one

DOWN
1 "My — Sal"

2 Biblical lion

3 Actress
Ullmann

4 Sale caveat

5 "I — letter :o

my love .

.

6 Kind ol work

7 Yoko
8 Impassive one

9 Namesakes ol

a Dickens lad

10 Singer Torme
1

1

Part ol the

house
12 Choo-choo
13 Like a Sleonen

King novel

18 — bat. hits

22 — Mauneilo

loser to Louis

m 46
24 Mountain ridge

25 Peoper plant

26 Part ol the

house
28 Thick

application ol

pigment to a

canvas

30 Kind ol

measure
32 Conical

shaped
gland

34 Supervised

38 island W ol

Maui

39 Pipe parts

42 Claudia Aita

Johnson
45 Fr holy women

51 Surfeited

52 Headdress

53 Rose Mane'
composer

54 Princely

58 Altar exchanges

60 Small combo
62 Compass pt.

54 No. to Burns

65 CIA precursor

66 Corrida cheer

67 Debussy s sea

ANSWER TQ PREVIOUS PUZZLE:

Ml PI

2/6/91
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LUNCH

Hot IVcl S,uu1wk1\

UocW Turkey

BASICS LUNCH
Tuna Noodle Cflsscrote

Curried Chick Peas

DINNER
Tuna (Hoodie Casseiote

fried Shrimp

BASICS DINNER
The Salad Sandwich

Fried Shrimp

YOUR DAILY HOROSCOPE
By JEANE DIXON

By Tin SNIFFEN

:.*.:

Food Giveaways

Mon. 10 cent Mozzarella Sticks 9pm- 12am

Tues. 10 cent Buffalo Wings 9pm- 12am

Wed 25cent Pizza Slices and 99 cent Nachos 9pm- 12am

Thurs 10 cent Beer Steamed Baby Franks 9pm- 12am

Sundav 10 cent Potato Skinsi9om- 12am

WE ACCEPT MC-VISA-AMEX

INTO THE WOODS
and

TEN LITTLE INDIANS

SNOOKY LANSON By E. VEZINA & R. SHAUGHNESSY

\V» SUM. \ CAO F>Nt> OUT

uoHost €jD0H TH^ \<>

£opeoSt.D To Cf, !

\\iXXO ,
Uov)SW0G> OF^iCL

'.

rA^ MAfML I* SmooM
LANSON •

WHO'S L-iU/Mfr

^o-tjp. Room I

„ ,8v)T \T's M
ROOM, TOO -

,

[fiiki.
R0OMIMATX3 ne^o-r

)

ARIES (March 21-April 19):

Favorable financial influences

lef you move ahead on a pet

project. Unsettled domestic

conditions could distress you.

Take a common sense ap-

proach. Certain concessions

must be made.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20);

An excellent day for brushing

up on your skills. Offspring will

be helpful in solving a problem

that involves older relatives or

longtime friends. Romance is

unpredictable.

GEMINI (May 21-June 20): Be

patient until the phone rings-

or make the first move yourself.

Travel will have it's ups and

downs. Devote more time to

the emotional side of your

relationships.

CANCER (June 21-July 22):

Keep your eye on the ball at

work. Your associates' needs

have a strong influence on your

priorities. Vigorous financial ac-

tivity is likely Your assets open
important doors in the art

world.

LEO (July 23-Aug 22) Ar-

range your schedule to ac-

comodate a loved one's

needs. Your ability to think fast

under pressure serves you well

in an emergency. Romance is

part of this evening's plan.

VIRGO (Aug 23-Sept 22):

Define your career goals If un-

sure what to do next. Move
slowly on a real estate venture

until you have more facts ana

figures. You can get what you

want without arguing.

LIBRA (Sept 23-Oct 22).

Diplomacy will help you ce-

ment an alliance with a difficult

member of the opposite sex

Join a social organization or

community campaign Your

new image will receive a

favorable reaction.

SCORPIO (Oct 23-Nov 21):

Put your spare time to good
use. Get all financial

agreements in writing, even

when dealing with relatives!

Your relationship with a

possessive individual could hit

a snag Be kind but firm

SAGITTARIUS (Nov 22-Dec

21): Your powers of persuasion

are optimal today. Use your in-

fluence cautiously. Show fami-

ly members how much you ap-

preciate their efforts. Take

romantic declarations with a

grain of salt.

CAPRICORN (Dec 22-Jan

19): Heed experts' advice

where your work or finances

are concerned Your career

gets back on track when a

rivalry ends. An older person

makes a strong ally. Pool ideas

with this person.

AQUARIUS (Jan 20-Feb 18):

Concentration is the key to

career advancemnt Pay no

attention to those who make
negative comments A secret

desire will soon be fulfilled Pur-

sue romance in an unusual set-

ting this evening.

PISCES (Feb 19-March 20)

Someone may think you o- er-

gualified for a job you re-ally

want. Try to overcome their

doubts. An influential person is

in your corner. Put your best

foot forward.
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Peter Panic =1
Animation Festival

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 8

The Irondale Ensemble Project, based in New York

City, formed in 1982. A group of actors committed to

developing a company for the purpose of theatrical

research founded the group to create new rehearsal and

performance techniques. Today the company is called

one of New York's only research theatrical

laboratories.

On Thursday, February 7, there will be a reception

and discussion following the performance. Members of

the company will also give a lecture on the life of Ab-

bie Hoffman.
Tickits are $5 for students and $7 for general admis-

Call the Fine Arts Center box office at 545-2511 for

reservation*. For more information call Residential

ts al B__5_2flQ_L

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 8

children's poem, "Frog He Would A-wooning Go," and

Lewis Carroll's The Hunting ofthe Snark; a 1941 classic

called Wild Oysters, made by the Max Fleischer studios

(famous for its Betty Boop cartoons); a parody of a high

paid executive trying to do some actual work; an enlivened

South American creation myth and an account of one

baby's first out-of-the-crib adventure.

Music lovers can expect to hear compositions by the jazz

group Passport and Red Parker, former trumpeter for

Charlie "Bird" Parker, on some of the soundtracks.

Amarna said the festival is designed to teach people

about animation and its different forms. The films were

selected from archives and from entries received from

students and professionals across this contry and Canada.

Interested in being a...

University Tour Guide

Admissions Representative

Summer Counselor
Applications available at the

University Admissions Center

RESUMES
CopyCat Print Shop
• Great Service • Great Prices

228 Triangle StJAmherst 549-3840

A panel of animators, teachers and artists chose the best

of the 35 entries received to create the program. The

festival is unique, she said, because a portion of the pro-

ceeds actually go to the artists in addition to the sponsor-

ing organizations.

The UMass Film Society is a new student group whose

goal is to organize the film-lovers community on campus,

according to its co-president Scott Hyman, a junior

psychology major. The 30-plus member group screens

mainstream, classical and alternative films, holds discus-

sions and will be providing workshops on film making and

film school in the near future. Hyman said they also plan

to bring guest speakers from the industry and academic

fields to UMass.

The Medicine Wheel Artists' Retreat, centered in

Groton, Massachusetts, provides a residence for artists of

all disciplines so they may concentrate on the craft

without the distractions of everyday life. Their animation

festival will be touring the East Coast from Maine to

Atlanta all winter.

Those who check out with their UMass presentation

won't see Mickey Mouse, the Road Runner or even the

Great Grape Ape. They will, however, be entertained

while seeing what a fascinating and magical art anima-

tion really is.

BERKSHIRE EAST

The most challenging mountain in

Southern New England!

STUDENTS SKI

Monday-Friday
(day session) Only $9

Thursday-Saturday
(night session) Only $7

Weekends
(day session) Only $22

Use this ad and receive

$4 OFF weekend day session

rates!

Take 1-91 North to exit 26 (Greenfield)

West for 17 miles to Charlemont Rt 2

PEN COURSE
Fills BS Gen-Ed

PH 160-My Body My Health

MW 3:30 Lecture: Mahar 108

F Discussion: by arrangement

Sign up: MORRILL 231

N

Covers:
Student stress-How to cope
Crime and harassment-Avoidance
techniques

Population-Methods of control

Sexually transmitted disease-How
to prevent it

Drug and alcohol abuse-Dealing

with it

Food-Avoiding disease and toxins

Eating disorders-bulemia and

anorexia
Environmental disease-Mutagens,

cancer and others

Utfest Caitiff Daily '" New lnjicni

THE MASSACHUSETTS Established in 1890

Daily Collegian

NEVS VRITERS'
MEETING

THURSDAY. FE5RUARY 7.

4 p.m. in the newsroom

Anyone interested in writing for the news

desk should come down and ask for Gayle.

MENTAL HEALTH DIVISION GROUPS

SPRING 1991

TUESDAY

Support/Decislpn-Making

tor Problem Drinkers

Bi-sexual Support Group

Advanced ACOA Group

Intimacy Skills Group
Exploring Lesbian, Gay,

Bi-sexual Identities

1:00 - 2:30 pm
2:00 - 3:30 pm
3:00 - 4:30 pm
6:00 - 7:30 pm

7:00 - 8:30 pm

WEDNESDAY

Beginners ACOA
Self-Exploration Group

9:00 -10:30 am
3:30 - 5:00 pm

'Computerized aerobic machines than any club in the Valley.

Stairmasters • Lifecycles • Gravitron • Biocycle • Treadmills

New • New • New • I .iMHUIUIU *NewNewNew

THURSDAY

Women In Transition

Self-Exploration Group

Chronic Medical Illness

Support Group
Eating Disorders

12:45 - 2:15 pm
3:00 - 4:30 pm

3:30 - 5:00 pm
3:30 - 5:00 pm

Special suspended oak woodfloor • Certified Instructors

. Bench Step • Low Impact • High/Low • Boxercise • Stretch

>MJNA
'Total body conditioning plus the skill of selfdefense.

Largest full-time Karate studio in Western Mass.

Groups begin in late February or early March. Pre-group

interviews are necessary. For information or to register for a

group call 545-2337 or stop by 127 mils North as early in the

semester as possible

AMHERST
ATHLETIC
CLUB

460 West St.

KARATE
HEALTH &

South Amherst FITNESS
256-0080 CENTER
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men's basketball
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 12

Brooks, now a senior, has returned to 6-foot-6, 230-pound

form this season. Brooks is ranked first in the A- 10 and

seventh in the nation at 66 percent from the floor, in-

cluding 26 dunks, and is sixth in the league in scoring

and fifth in rebounding.

An infusion of athletic freshmen - there are six on the

roster, including starters Mike Boyd and 6-foot-8 Pervires

Greene — led to the most dramatic change of all: Veteran

coach Gale Catlett has this year's WVA squad running

at a breathless 90-points per game pace.

Of the freshmen crop, Boyd in particular has sparkled.

Billed as "the 1 eague's best point guard" by UMass coach

John Calipari, Boyd is among the A-10 leaders in assists

and steals, and has earned league Freshman of the Week

honors twice this season.

Young legs have their downside too; the Mountaineers

are 10-1 at home, but have lost six of seven on the road.

The Minutemen have been running lately too. Since

sloshing to a pair of losses at Temple and George

Washington two weeks ago, UMass has scored an average

of 83 points in beating Holy Cross, Rhode Island and

Boston University.

Forward Tony Barbee is recovering from mono, and is

listed as "very doubtful" for tonight's game.

Game notes: In addition to TV, the game will be broad-

cast on WMUA 99.1 FM and WHMP 99.3 FM . . . Jim

McCoy has averaged 26 points a game against West

Virginia in his career . . . McCoy needs 15 points to move

past Donald Russell C85) into second place on UMass" scor

ing list.

women 's swimming
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 'O

21308, but crowd favorite Maureen Murphy

highlighted the event, making the biggest splash for

UMass.
"We have a tradition that at the Holyoke meet one

senior swimmer gets to dive and all the divers have

to swim," Newcomb said. "Mo Murphy put on an in-

teresting exhibition in the art of diving. It is just a fun

tradition we have."

Murphy looked more comfortable in the pool (than

on the diving board) finishing third in the 200 breast.

"The meet against Holyoke is a lot of fun," Newcomb
said. "It is a good-natured meet where there is no

pressure to win and we can try to qualify some

swimmers.

"Both Cathy [Buchanan, Mount Holyoke coach] and

I enjoy the meet and we are going to keep it."

The New England Championships are next in line

for UMass, to be held Feb. 15-17 in Orono, Maine.

"That will be a great meet," Newcomb said. "We are

going to swim incredible at the New Englands."

Collegian file photo

Rafer Giles shoots one of many three-point

shots. The Minutemen face West Virginia in the

Cage at 8 p.m. tonight

Classical Acupuncture

Frederick E. Steinway, Lie Ac.

N.C.A.A. Certificate

ROMPS

88 Pine Grove
Amherst, MA 01002 256-0306

SHAPE UP FOR SPRING .

At Hilltop and Crossan Healthclubs

located in Webster & Gorman dorms

Register 2/4-2/14, Mon-Thurs 7-9pm

SANDWICH SHOP

331 Russell St., Rt. 9, Hadley

(next to Dunkin' Donuts)

Grand Opening Specials

Over 25 sandwiches all under $3.99 such as...

• Philly Roast Beef Wrangler

• Veggie Delight w/ avacado j_£D ~o$\."

• Tuna/Hold the Line _„_ __^__ __, _, __,

ffife SANDWICHi
a Buy One Get One Free!! a

I" (Lower priced sandwich is free) -g

f One coupon per person per order °.

\
Not valid between 12:30-2:00 teity ^J^J^-.Ji

SralTTDAYS A~WEEK
586-8255

COME TO THE COLLEGIAN OFFICE- rr m urn- THIWS R;W-1:10. DEADLINE 2 DAYS PRIOR TO PUBLICATION .CASH IN ADVANCE, 20*/WORD/DAY FOR STUDENTS

Classifieds
ACTIVITIES

ATTENtlONAU; WOMEN
Need extra spring break cash?

Now interviewing for the first area best body

contest Big money cash prizes For info call

549-4832.

THE NORTHEAST AMERICAN BALLET

AND JAZZ ENSEMBLE WILL HOLD A

DANCE AUDITION FOR NEW MEMBERS
ON SATURDAY. FEBRUARY 9th AT

3 00pm AT 25 MAIN ST NORTHAMPTON-
TOP FLOOR ABOVE FITZWILLIES CALL

584-8521

FOR SALE

1990 ALLEZ RACING bike-shimano 600

ultegra equipped Sebastien 546-3040.

FREE MEDITATION WORKSHOP
First Class 2/11/90 (MON)

Find inner peace, increase concentration

come to know thyself Yoga postures too!

Campus center room TBA More

info-585-0422

VOLUNTEERS NEEDED: Military daughter

wants to interview current and former col-

lege students from military families tor her

qraduate research study exploring the ad-

justment to college Call (collect) now to

schedule an interview <1)268-7bb4.

evenings

AEROSMITH BACKSTAGE PASSES tour

1991, Call for details 546-2396 Reasonable

prices

NEWSPAPER DELIVERERS NEEDED In

UMASS dorms No car required 7-8am 7

days/week Call 253-7009

$$$ OPPORTUNITY OF a lifetime $$$

Own your own business Set your own
hours Work while in school Interested, call

546-7469

Get ready to rage 1

KIMBO!
Happy B-day
Love Lis

SCOTf7SAW YOU at the annex las?Wed

but missed you at Time-Out If interested

respond here • Carne

TRAVEL

CLUB MEO
Enjoy your spring break!!

Added value with each booking

Call Rendezvous Travel 1-600-336-1002

BROKEN MINOLTA EP350 Photocopier for

sale' Approx $200 to repair Best offer Call

Jeff at 6-4630 or OHAG 5-3185

WANTED: TOUR GUIDES, summer
counselors, student admissions represen-

tatives Applications available at Admissions

Center

ROOMMATE WANTED

ONE FEMALE NEEDED to share a room in

townehouse apts 549-2824 $190

TONIGHT
IS

MOVIE NIGHT
Come see JACOBS LADDER
Campus Center Auditorium

Show Times 5.7.9. & 11

Sponsored by UMASS RACQUETBALL

AUTO FOR SALE

1981 TOYOTA COROLLA
50 000 mi, excellent condition

$850. call 549-1552 ask for Katey

TRAIN WITH USII

UMASS TAE KWON DO MEETS
MON & WED 6:30-8:30pm

INFO? MARTY, 6-7003

MARIE. 6-1622
BEGINNERS WELCOME

1985 CHEVETTE good condition, great

commuter car $600, Kate 549-4324 Must

soil

1986 ENCORE
Excellent condition

$2500 253-2858

ANNOUNCEMENTS

let MEETINGOF THE THEATRE GUILD!

Tonitei 7 00. Room 168c! Into the woods in-

fo! Much fun! Why am I shouting? 1

^CREDIT RECYClJ>iG~COURSEl-u7Th

9 30-10 45 153 Totman Go to class to add

or call Jim or Kathleen at 545-1153

AEROBICS NAUTiLUSSTAlRMASTERS
Lifecycles. freeweights. treadmill gravitron,

MmSm karate Amherst athletic club

256-0080 ^_____
BED^ND^BRETM^S^owntow^deal
for visiting parents and friends- 549-0733.

il8T?u¥DRAlSERT0irCA_^Usr]_.
is Jour fraternity, sorority orclub interested

n Cning SSOd.OO to $1 000 .00
i

for a one-

week on<ampus marketing project!'You

Sta well-organizedI and hard" working.

Call Christine at 800-592-212V

CAWBBEANTTlWTh^mtho. the

Caribbean or Mexican «__** week m
Air Sunhitch + m 212-864-2000

HOUSE HUB*
-

Is here from the underground ^ohn^DJ

.^^.a #hji -IM4A HUSH BEGINS

F&SmWU UNT^HEN,
TRY TO^EN-

JOY YOURSELF AS BEST YOU CAN

phi ALPHA THETA - lnt"l History Honors

SociehTaccephng applications from new

m3rs TnlSVplPrions in History office

Herter Deadline 2/28

1987 HONDA CIVIC CRX, Emaculate con-

dition, 67000 miles, moon roof. Blwpunrt

Stereo. New Tires. $4300 Call Mac

253-4070

PURCHASTnGA USED car? HavinjTyour

car repaired? Do you know your rights?

Contact the Legal Services Center. 922

Campus Center, 545-1995

FREE PET RATS - albino male, brown &

white female Both neutered, very friendly

(Not afraid of cats/dogs) Call Claire

546-1517.

GREAT VALENTINES DAY OJFT
UMASS glow in the dark boxers

Delivered with your personal note

Only $10!

Call 546-0424 for details

GREEN IGUANA & 30 gal tank setup

Vegetarian, very friendly, easy care

546-1056

MARSHALL 50 WATT lead amp $375

Jared 256-0021

METAWAMPE FUTONS
Sleep with us!

Bi-told frames
On sale now!
256-0646

INSTRUCTION

EARN CREDIT learn to Scuba Dive Basic

Classes held Monday. Tuesday. Wednes-

day, and Thursday 7-10PM in Curry Hicks

Pool Open Water II class held during

Spring Break in Key Largo. FLA Advanc-

ed Class held in New England in April For

further informtion call 549-8401
,
or drop by

Curry Hicks starling 2/4/91

ROOMMATE WANTED
Need a place to live? 1 space available in

downtown Amherst Cheap rent!' Call

253-7246

YOlt MALE ROOMMATE WANTED to

share Brandywine apt

$193.75/mo Heat/hot water incl Be koool

549-0181

GUITAR LESSONS with Doug Hewitt

Rock. Blues. Folk. Acoustic or Electric Im-

prov., Theory, Reading, Songwriting. many

new songs -plus singing. Studio on 3 bus

lines. 549-1938

SERVICES

STUDY ABROAD IN AUSTRALIA
Information on semester, summer. J-term

qraduate and internship piograms All pro-

grams run under $6000 Call Curtin Univer-

sity at 1-800-878-3696

FLORIDA S NEWEST
HOT SPOT

Panama City-$139

World's Biggest Beach
PARTY

Daytona Beach-$189
Call Erika + Julie at 546-2649

or Siobhan + Tern at 546-5079

MON^fREAiTWEEKENDS $89 price in-

cludes round trip motorcoach 3days

2nights Hotel suite, breakfast free admis-

sion to club metropolis.
RELIABLE TOURS
365 Broadway Rt 1

Lynnfield, MA 01940
617-598-9936

LOST

CHEN STYLE TAI CHI

COME LEARN THIS earliest form of T'ai

Chi which features slow/fast, soft/vigorous,

empty/solid movements Class begins Feb.

5 and 7 Call 253-4057.

ROUNDTRIP TICKETS TO Jacksonville

Only $125 each Call 6-5814

SKIS/BOOTS
Lacroix skis with bihdings-180's

Lange boots and Lange heated boots

Very reasonable!
549-9932

VACCUM CLEANER. SHOPVAC
MIGHTYMINI Excellent condition

Available cheap Call 549-1809

HELP I LOST
My wallet, it's maroon/purple cloth, lost

Thurs Jan. 31, please contact Kristen

6 5609 if found!

SINGING VALENTINES

LAST SEMESTER JAZZ gold watch

546-2964

DELIVERED CLASSES, dorms, frater

nities Inexpensive. Professional

546-gpsa

SPECIAL ANNOUNCEMENT

STAR SAPPHIRE RING with silver band

Immense sentimental value

Please call 546-0634 if found.

Possibly lost in or outside of Totman

PERSONALS

ATTENTION UMASS STUDENTS
Explore self and personal issues through

psvehodrama in a safe confidential setting

Group meets Tuesdays 7-8 30PM starting

2/12/91 for 10 weeks. No tee Register-Call

Mark locally at 665-3678

SPRING BREAK TO DAYTONA!
Travel with Yankee Line Tours via deluxe

motorcoach March 15-24. 1991

•"Campus pick-up 4 drop-off!

"First class hotel accommodations 1

* "Best location, excellent night-life!

"•Only $259.00 (quad occ.)

For more into contact Scott

(413) 256-0029

Reserve you spot before it's too late!

WAkE^AKEIH^pring Break '91!!

Jamaica/Cancun from $459 00"

A week of tun and sun! The hottest destina-

tions 1-800-426-7710.

WANTED

FOR RENT

FRTDgXRENTALS CALL R»P 253-974Z

LARGE BEDROOM in 3 bedroom apt- Puff-

ton Village 235/month 1 or 2 people (women

preferred) Call 549-5947 Poonam or call-

soon 549-3745 and leave message on

machine

ROOM IN 3 bedroom Until 8-31-91 $160

per month Negotiable No deposit No last

month rent 545-0591

WINTER SPECIAL: 1 month rent 99 cents

with one year lease

2 bedroom- $450

3 bedroom- $537
Sunderland, Free bus route, laundry

facilities, swimming pool, garden plots,

short term lease available

665-3856

FOUND

FOUNDEYEGLASSES PARKING lot out-

side of New Africa House on Jan 31 Call

Mike 665-3448 leave message

CONGRATS TO CHI Omega's newest

sisters Celeste, Debbie, Sherri, Donna.

Jen, Laura R, Carolyn. Michelle. Renee.

Laura D. and Lauren!

HELP WANTED

ASSWBLEraTlEYCETLENT INCOME to

assemble products from your home
508-646-1700 Dept. p1307

HAPPY BIRTHDAY CHERYL!!!
Love, the girls on
3 long m Melville!

HAPPY WRTHOAY JEN WALBERG!!!
I hope your day is as good as it should be

I'll see you at 800 AM sharp for math 102'

Love ya.

Monica

OEUVERED: CLASSES. DORMS. FRATS
Inexpensive
Professional
546-2263

discoverTcARDS
No cost to apply

Call Mark at 546-4814

Leave message

SENIORS: HELP PLAN the biggest party

at UMASS into meeting Feb 12. 7pm, CC
Rm 168 or stop by the table on the con-

course Feb 6.7,12 Call 545-2317 tor info,

great resume matenal.

WANTED: ASSISTANT BUSINESS
manager and assistant finance manager 1

The Collegian is looking for-ambitious,

responsible, organized, sophmores with

good communication skills Applications

available at the Collegian and must be sub-

mitted no later than Friday, Feb 8, 1991

The Collegian is an EOE

EARN t300 to $500 per week reading

books at home Call 1-615-473-7440 ext

B281

INTELLIGENCE JOBS. All branches US
Customs. DEA ect. Now hiring. Call

1-805-962-8000 Ext K-9618

INTERESTED in Christian Fellowship? The

Alliance Christian Fellowship welcomes

you! More info: Jim or Beth 253-7206

SPRING BREAK

NATIONAL MARKETING FIRM seeks

mature student to manage on-campus pro-

motions for top companies this school year

Flexible hours with earning potential to

$2,500 per semester Must be organized,

hardworking and money motivated Can
Christine at 800-592-2121

KATE
Happy 21st Bithday!

Now we don't have to call you

Jane anymore 1

Have fun

Love
Julie. Tanya. Jeff. Kevin

SPRING BREAK PARTY!
Travel to Jamacia. Mexico! And Panama Ci-

ty Fl ' Concertsi Free Parlies' Club dis-

counts! And lots more! For into call Denise

546-7156

SUMMER SUBLET

TWO BEDROOM PUFFTON apartment

available for the summer call now! Leave

message on machine 549-5990
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Sports
Mt. Holyoke eats swimmers' wake1TX I/. 1AV1J v*~~ ^ a^wMi^ m the 2QQ free ^
By DAN WETZEL
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts women's swimming

team not only won last night; they had some fun in the

process. T^.

UMass (8-3) cruised to an easy 189-94 victory over Divi-

sion III and five-college rival Mount Holyoke College.

UMass was lead by Carolyn Curran who qualified for

the New England Championships in the 500-yard

freestyle. Curran won the race in a time of 5:38.9 and also

added a third place finish in the 100 backstroke.

i really wanted Curran to make it in, coach bob

Newcomb said. "She swam well, and her time was faster

than I expected."

Also performing well was Stefanie Souto who swam two

career bests. She broke the minute barrier for the first

time in the 100 free, according to Newcomb. Souto also

had a personal best in the 20afree (2:08.58).

"Stefanie did not qualify for New Englands but she put

out a great effort and accomplished something tonight,

Newcomb said. — - -..-—

Another stand-out according to Newcomb was Theresa

Jacobs. Jacobs placed second in the 100 back and won the

200 individual medley. Jacobs swam the medley as an ex-

hibition swimmer, therefore she did not figure m the

^"TheVesa has worked hard and it is paying off,''

Newcomb said. "She has wanted to win a race and get

in the Collegian all season and now she has done it.

Alison White qualified for the NCAAs in the three-

meter dive (279.0) and thus won the event. Teammate

Stephanie Tuttle finished second with 231.9 points.

"I was hoping that [Alison] could do it and I am very

pleased that she did," Newcomb said.

Tuttle then took the one-meter dg. wj* . -re rf

time in the iuu rree, aauiumg w *,*,.,».*, ^w.-...,™..^ ~. •

West Virginia to witness the Madness
RV SAM SILVERSTEINBy SAM SILVERSTEIN
Collegian Staff

Temple dropped its second straight game Monday as

freshman guard Bernard Blunt carried St. Joseph's to a

66-60 upset in Philadelphia, Pa. Blunt scored 20 points

and grabbed 14 rebounds.

The loss dropped Temple to a first place tie with Rutgers

in the Atlantic 10. Both teams are 8-3. [Results of last

night's Rutgers-Rhode Island game were not available at

press time].
,

So the University of Massachusetts men s basket-

ball team, currently 14-6 overall and 7-4 in the Con-

ference, will head into tonight's Atlantic 10 matchup with

West Virginia (11-8, 6-4) at the Cage one game closer to

the top of the A-10 pile.

Tipoff has been pushed back to 8 p.m. and the game will

be aired locally on WWLP-TV Channel 22 in Springfield.

"Every game in the Conference from here on out is a

big game, because we're all bunched up," explained senior

forward John Tate. "If we get lucky and a couple of the

teams on top of us lose, we could wind up back at the Cage

for the [A-10 Tournament Championship game, played at

the home of the highest remaining seed] . . . that would

be wild.

That's a bit down the road, however. Between now and

the A-10 Tournament in early March, the Minutemen play

Temple, Rutgers, Penn State, Rhode Island, Duquesne and

West Virginia twice.

The Mountaineer squad that will take the floor tonight

bears little resemblance to the WVA team UMass bounc-

ed from the A-10 tourney a year ago.

Gone is guard Steve Berger, who graduated. Junior

guard Tracy Shelton, WVA's top scorer last year at 18

points per game, broke a bone in his hand in the offseason

and has been redshirted.

And gone too is some uneccesary poundage off forward

Chris Brooks, who was a McDonald's Ail-American in

high school but struggled to stay out of the Morgantown,

W Va McDonalds during his first three years at WVA.
CONTINUED ON PAGE 11

Atlantic lO Standings
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Sports Notice

Acting Athletic Ticket Manager Thor

Bjorn has announced some changes in

the way students will be admitted to

University of Massachusetts men's

basketball games at the Cage.

To get into tonight's UMass-West

Virginia basketball game, students with

valid student ID's will be given free

general admission tickets to enter the

Cage. Tickets will be available at the

side entrance of the Cage beginning at

5 p.m.

One ticket will be given to each stu-

dent with a valid student ID, until the

student seating capacity of 2,400 is

filled.

Also, the game's start has been mov-

ed back to 8 p.m, to accomodate the

Atlantic 10 Television Network. The

game will be televised locally on WWLP
Channel 22, Springfield.

Team A-IO

Temple 8-3

Rutgers* 8-3

Massachusetts 7-4

Penn State 6-4

West Virginia 6-4

George Washington 6-5

Rhode Island" 5-6

Duquesne 5-6

St. Joseph's 5-8

St. Bonaventure 0-13

•games played last night

Bruins, please

identify yourselves
Will the real Boston Bruins please stand up?

One never knows which swarm of B's is going to hit

the ice from game to game. At times, the Bruins have

been brilliant, holding offMontreal for the Adams Divi

sion lead and posting a Wales Conference best 31-17-8,

70 point record.

Then again, this is the same Bruin team that over

intersession gave up 4 goals in less than 20 minutes

to the hapless Quebec Nordiques, losing 4-2. These are

the same guys who carried a 4-2 lead halfway into the

third period against pitiful Minnesota and had to set-

tle for a 4-4 tie. Go figure. The Bruins are 13-7-3 in

the rugged Adams, probably the best division in

hockey. You don't beat teams like the Canadiens and

rivals like the Whalers and Sabres unless you're good.

Yet, they continue to suffer embarrasing lapses every

so often that allow Montreal to stay close behind.

Greg Sukiennik

Overall

14-6

13-6

14-6

13-6

11-8

12-7

9-10
7-12

8-12

4-17

What's the matter here? There are a couple of

explanations.

And then there was one. The past couple ol

seasons, a major trump card for the B's has been their

depth in goal. But with Reggie Lemehn's best years

clearly behind him - he currently is 9-7-1 in 20 games

with a 3.80 goals against average - the Bruins have

had to rely on Andy Moog more heavily. And while

Moog has played exceptionally well, the Bruins have

lost the depth and rest advantage they once enjoyed

in the crease. .

The defense rests. Ray Bourque is the model ol

what a defenseman should be. He plays far more

minutes than any other Bruin and with good reason

— the Bruins are a different, and far less better, team

without him. And therein lies the problem. When

Gord Kluzak's knee refused to take the punishment

of the National Hockey League anymore, the Bruins

lost the depth at defense they were counting on. Now

don't panic - Glen Wesley, Al Pederson and Garry

Galley are all fine defensemen. But in the Quebec and

Minnesota games, those far inferior teams were able

to keep the puck in the Bruins' zone far too long when

it mattered most. And when you allow that, eventual-

ly the other team is going to score no matter who's in

goal. There's just too much firepower in the NHL to

avoid that.

What I'm saying here is that as incredible as bour-

que is, he can't do it alone. The Bruins can't afford

defensive lapses like the ones suffered against Min-

nesota and Quebec if they are going to make a Stanley

Cup run. Better teams won't be nearly as forgiving

come springtime in that respect.

Five minute major for fighting on . . . Chris Nilan,

in 37 games, has six goals, nine assists and 190 penal-

ty minutes [the team leader by far]. But hey, he's an

NHL all-star! Why Bruins' coach Mike Milbury decid-

ed not only to pick up Nilan for this season, but to make

him an all-star, is beyond me.

True, the Bruins needed an 'enforcer' to keep oppos-

ing goons away from the Bruins' skill players. But it

least Milbury could've found one who could contribute.

As little as I respect Detroit's Bob Probert for his

violence, at least the guy can score goals.

Now, the big question. Can the Bruins take the

Stanley Cup this year? So much can still happen bet-

ween now and the playoffs [or July, whichever comes

first], so it's difficult to say. They have the potential

to do it, but unless they show some consistancy, they

may not make it out of the conference. Montreal and

the Rangers are both teams to be feared, and Hartford

has given the Bruins fits. If anything, though, the

Bruins have the work ethic to carry them at least to

the Conference final.

Greg Sukiennik is a Collegian staff member

Bird's return contingent upon condition
By HOWARD ULMAN
The Associated Press

BROOKLINE — Larry Bird's return to

action is imminent. The Boston Celtics

aren't sure that will return them to

excellence.

After a month of mediocrity while Bird

recuperated from a serious back problem,

the Celtics could have him in the lineup for

tonight's game against Charlotte.

He practiced at full speed again yester

day and hasn't had any major setbacks

since he resumed scrimmaging seven days

earlier. Bird wanted to see how he felt this

morning before deciding whether to play,

coach Chris Ford said.

"We went through a 24-minute scrim

mage [yesterday] and he played well," Ford

said. "He looked like he was moving pret-

ty freely out there ... If he were ready to

play, he would start."

Ford was encouraged that Bird showed

no ill effects yesterday from a strenuous

v/orkout Monday. But he said he had no gut

feeling about whether Bird would play

against the Hornets.

In their last 14 games with Bird, the

Celtics were 12-2. In their 14 games
without him they are 7-7

After his last game, a 127-110 win over

Dallas on Jan. 6, they were 26-5, the NBA's
second best record. Now they are 33-12, the

league's third best mark.

"We've still got to realize what got us to

the point we were at before Larry went

down is doing it as a team," center Robert

Parish said. "That's what we got away
from, the little things — the defense, the

rebounding, the loose balls.

"Even if Larry was there, it still would

have happened."
Bird's absence deprived the Celtics of

their best passer, best defensive rebounder

and their player with the best court sense

and creativity. He also lightened the

burden on others to produce.

But guard Reggie Lewis agreed with

Parish that the Celtics are good enough to

win more than half their games without

Bird.

"We played without hima couple times

before," Lewis said. "It's not anything

that's new to us. We just we're consistent.''

In 1988-89, Bird played only six games

before surgery on both heels sidelined him

the rest of the season. He played 75 games

last season. But the Celtics were

eliminated in the first round ofthe playoffs

both times.

Bird, 34, lives with the accumulated

aches of his 12 NBA seasons. His back

bothered him from the beginning of train-

ing camp. He even sat out a few preseason

games.
But he played in Boston's first 31 games,

averaging a career low 19.2 points, before

finally sitting down.
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Under fire, allies shoot down two Iraqi planes

AP photo

An Egyptian tank crew sits atop their U.S.-made M-60 Tuesday near the

Saudi-Kuwaiti border. The Egyptians said they have gone four nights

without sleep due to Iraqi shelling as they continue to wait for the orders

to begin their attack against the forces of Saddam Hussein.

By MARK FRITZ
The Associated Press

DHARHAN, Saudi Arabia - In another

day of non-stop aerial ballistics, the United

States shot down at least two fleeing Iraqi

jets yesterday and Iraq blasted the sky with

intense anti-aircraft fire, allied military of-

ficials said.

Iraq claimed that 150 civilians had been

killed in a single air raid, including 35

children. Baghdad radio complained that

the United States and its allies were bom-

bing hospitals, mosques and houses.

"They want to expel Iraq from the 20th

century," the radio said.

Iraq announced it was severing

diplomatic ties with the United States, Bri-

tain, France, Italy, Egypt and Saudi

Arabia.

Jordan's King Hussein appealed for a

cease-fire in the Persian Gulf War, which

he said was destroying Iraq. But in

Washington, Secretary of State James A.

Baker III tried to steel Congress for a long

and bloody fight.

"The military actions now under way

necessarily involve many casualties, great

hardships and growing fears for the

future," Baker said in testimony to the

House Foreign Affairs Committee. "Tough

times lie ahead."

Allied bombers continued to unload tons

of explosives on Iraq's Republican Guards

highly fortified positions.

"They gets little sleep both day and

night," Marine Brig. Gen. Richard Neal

said of the Iraqi soldiers.

Gen. Michel Roquejeoffre, commander of

the French forces in Operation Desert

Storm, said allied air strikes had reduced

the Republican Guards' effectiveness by

about 30 percent.

Neal, who conducted the U.S. military's

daily briefing in Riyadh, the Saudi capital,

declined to comment on the French

general's remarks. He said, however, that

the United States, "has not attached a 30,

a 10 or a 15 percent" to the unit's rated

effectiveness.

Neal seemed to contradict remarks made

by a British military spokesman, Royal Air

Force Group Capt. Niall Irving. The RAF
officer insisted that the main purpose of the

CONTINUED ON PAGE 4

Senate votes to 'disapprove' officers' request
By MARC ELLIOTT
Collegian Staff

The Undergraduate Student Senate last night voted

30-13 to "disapprove" of a request made by top Student

Government Association officers last week that the ad-

ministration take over and restructure the body, which

they deemed ineffective.

Before the decision, Student Attorney General Adam

Scales told the senate that the officers' request violated

the SGA's constitution.

But Senate Speaker Dan Chesnicka, who joined bGA

President Natasha Diephuis and Student Trustee Angus

McQuilken, and Treasurer Karen Talbot in last week s

request, stood by his decision, saying that the officers

acted in the best interests of the student body.

"I was shocked and disgusted by what I saw last

Wednesday," Scales said. "As offended as I was by the

intemperance of the act they had taken, I was even more

so by the way they had taken it."

Chesnicka defended himself, saying that everyone in the

senate has violated the SGA constitution in one way or

another and that his action was done for the good of the

student body.

"We have all failed in our duties as outlined in the con-

stitution," Chesnicka said. "The constitution, in fact, man-

dates that we should all be removed from office.'

"As our system is designed, as the constitution is writ-

ten, to support the constitution would directly hurt the

students," continued Chesnicka.

Chesnicka also accused the Central Area government

of distributing a leaflet of "lies" and reported that so-

meone had stolen some papers out of his desk and put

copies of them in someone else's mailbox.

Sen. Ed Corrigan (Commuters), also vice-chairman of

the Board of Governors, voted to disapprove and also sug-

gested removing Chesnicka and Talbot from office.

"My proposal to remove the speaker and treasurer is

necessary in the defense of the [Student Activities Trust

Fund] and student empowerment," Corrigan said. "I hope

for an expedient end to the infighting, so that the senate,

the BOG, and the area governments can get back to the

business of representing students."

Sen. Jeff Markuns. also president of the Orchard Hill

Area government, said, "I'm very glad to see that the

senate did the right thing and attempted to salvage the

parts of the SGA that work hard for students such as

house councils, area governments, and the various

RSO's."
Some senators supported the officers' actions.

"A change is necessary for anything of substance to be

done," said Sen. Tami Monahan (Webster). "Hopefully

structural changes will come out of this, despite the disap-

proval of the leaders' proposal, and the SGA tan begin

to advocate for students."

Sen. Richard Sugarman (Wheeler) said that when he

first heard about what the officers had done, he was angry,

but now he agrees with their request of the

administration.

Campus groups meet,

discuss future plans

for anti-war activities

By SARAH DEMASTER
Collegian Staff

As the war in the Persian Gulf continues, so do the

efforts of some University of Massachusetts faculty,

staff, and student organizations to stop it.

About 30 people representing Faculty and Staff for

Peace and Justice in the Middle East, Graduate

Students for Peace in the Middle East, and Students

Against War met in Tobin Hall last night to discuss

upcoming protests and other events concerning the

war.
This was the fourth meeting since the groups first

met on January 16, the day the war began.

"We began meeting because we were worried that

the war would start," said Ann Ferguson, a professor

of philosophy and chairperson of the staff and faculty

organization. "We knew we would all be feeling angry

and depressed." Although members did not concur

on their reasons for objecting to the war, they did

unanimously agree on three objectives: a cease-fire; a

Middle East peace conference; and a diversion of

United States funds to other concerns besides war.

The groups also agreed they would like to focus both

on educational activities and demonstrations.

"The focus on education is really important," said

Lisa Selkirk, a professor of linguistics. "The other point

is bias in the media. Obviously, if this is the case, we

need to have alternate sources of education."

Kevin Smith, a staff member at the Tower Library,

added, "I understand the panic going on with students

[because of the state's financial situation], but maybe

some of the education could be to show how this war

connects with them."

One way the groups plan to spread the word H by

having faculty and staffmembers speak at educational
CONTINUED ON PAGE 3

Farmers concerned over proposed cuts

Say planned budget 'guts the system

'

By The Associated Press

Faced with proposed budget cuts officials say would vir-

tually shut down the agency that helps Massachusetts

farmers, workers have called an emergency meeting to

talk about the consequences.

The cuts to the Cooperative Extension Service announc-

ed last week in Gov. William F. Weld's plan to make up

a projected $850 million deficit, would take $500,000 away

from the current fiscal year's funding related -positions,

said Dick Floyd of the University of Massachusetts^

For fiscal 1992, the plan recommends cutting all state

funds to the program, a move extension service officials

say could jeopardize federal money that is given on a mat-

ching basis. „ . j

"Essentially, it guts the system, said agency

spokesman Dwayne Dale.

Extension officials say the cuts may save the state some

money, but it will cost even more if the federal funding

is lost.

"If the state cuts its $2.6 million in support for

Conte still critical

WASHINGTON (AP) — Massachusetts Congressman

Silvio Conte was listed in critical condition yesterday after

undergoing a second round of surgery to remove blood ac-

cumulating in the right side of his brain.

The veteran Republican lawmaker was under sedation

in the intensive care unit of the National Institute of

Health after the operation, according to his office.

Conte's condition took a turn for the worse Tuesday

evening after internal bleeding was discovered during a

routine check, which followed a weekend operation to

remove a blood clot.

Conte spokesman Pat Larkin said Conte did not suffer

any relapse or sudden loss of consciousness that led to the

discovery of the bleeding. He emphasized that Conte has

lost no bodily functions and suffered no discernible brain

damage as a result of his condition.

Cooperative Extenion in fiscal 1992, then the Com-

monwealth could lose between $10 million and $15 million

worth of funds and services that this money brings in,"

Director Robert G. Helgesen said in a statement.

In response, the agency has called a statewide meeting

today at the University to discuss the consequences of los-

ing the money and how to forestall cuts.

Weld spokesman Jordan St. John said he does not

believe the state funding cut will endanger federal funds,

and pointed out the Weld plan seeks to deal with a pro-

jected deficit of $850 million in the current fiscal year

3

The extension service performs agricultural research

that is distributed to farmers and gardeners. It also helps

support the 4-H program for youths and provides nutri-

tional and health information for families.

Under Weld's plan, 4-H would be transferred to another

agency, a move that agency officials say is dubious but

St. John said can be done.

INSIDE:
THURSDAY, February 7, 1991

Page 3: Glory Days: Collegian alumni go

to war.

Page 9: Ted Chambers speaks out on the

controversy surrounding the Legal

Services Center.

Pullout: Jazz it up this weekend with Sun

Ra and his 20 piece Arkestra.

VEATHER
Rumor has it there will be partly cloudy slies

today with highs in the 40s, but if you want

to be sure, stick your head out the window.
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THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 7

Movie - The movie "Total Recall" is being offered by

SCUM in the Campus Center Auditorium at 5 p.m., 7

p.m., 9 p.m. and 11 p.m. The first showing costs $2, and

the remaining shows cost $2.50.

Film - A film will be shown in CC 803 from 7-9 p.m.

sponsored by the Lesbian Bisexual and Gay Alliance

Blood Drive - An American Red Cross blood drive will

be held in the Student Union Ballroom from 11 a.m.4 p.m.

Lecture - The lecture "The New European Order and

the U.S." will take place in Converse Hall at Amherst

College at 8 p.m.

FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 8

Dance — A dance, sponsored by the Asian Student

Association, will be held in the CC Auditorium from 9

p.m.-l a.m. The cost is $2 for members, $4 for

non-members.
Civil Disobedience Workshop- The workshop, led by

Hattie Nestel, will discuss the duty of civil disobedience

and non-violence. It will be held in room 105 of the

Franklin Patterson Building at Amherst College between

6 and 10 p.m.

SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 9

Dance- A dance, sponsored by Student Valley Produc-

tions, will be held in the Blue Wall from 9 p.m.-l a.m. Ad-

mission $2. Come with a heart on and get $1 off their

spring production of "The Sixteenth Chapel."

SUNDAY, FEBRUARY 10

Peace Vigil — A vigil, sponsored by the Committee on

the Middle East Crisis, will be held at the Amherst Com-

mon at noon. „.„,«
Women's Center Meeting - The first Orchard Hill/Cen-

tral Women's Center meeting will be held in room 115

Van Meter South at 7 p.m. All are welcome. Refreshments

will be served.

17th Annual International Sunday - The Interfaith Ser-

vice Council of Amherst will hold the Sunday Service at

4 p.m. at the First Congregational Church on Main Street

in Amherst.
MONDAY, FEBRUARY 11

Brown Bag Discussion - Sponsored by Counseling and

Advising for Older Students. Come share your registra-

tion horror stories and happy endings at Machmer E-21.

Free Meditation Workshop - A free meditation and yoga

workshop will be offered this semester at the campus

center. The first session is from 7:30 to 9:30 p.m. Please

check at the Campus Center desk for room numbers.

Auditions for hilling Me Softly - Auditions sponsored

by the UMass Theatre Department will be held on Feb.

11 and Feb 12. Sign up for auditions on the UMass theatre

department callboard. Scripts to read are available in the

FAC 112.

TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 12

National Student Exchange Meeting - An information

session sponsored by the National Student Exchange will

be held from 4-5 p.m. in Campus Center room 803. Ap-

plications for Fall '91 and/or Spring '92 are due March 1.

WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 13

GLB Valentine Panel - A panel of couples will discuss

same-sex relations at 8 p.m. in Campus Center room 904.

The event is sponsored by the Program for Gay, Lesbian

and Bisexual Concerns.

School of Nursing Academic Rounds Lecture — The

School of Nursing will sponsor a talk by speaker Dr.

Patricia Moccia from 4-6 p.m. at the Campus Center room

904. _ ,

Women's Studies Talk - A talk by writer Leslea

Newman is sponsored by the Women's Studies Dept. It

will be held from 12:15-1:30 in the Campus Center

complex.
THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 14

Film and Discussion - 'Children of Fire' will be shown

at 4 p.m. in Herter Auditorium (room 231). The film deals

with the Palestinian uprising as seen through the eyes

of the children.

Selectivity in Micellar Electrokinetic Chromatography -

A lecture by Professor Harold M. McNair will be held at

11 15 a m. in room 1633 of the Lederle Graduate Tower.

An Analysis of the U.S.-Soviet Summit - A Five Col-

lege Faculty Panel, sponsored by the Five College Pro-

gram in Peace and World Security Studies, will be held

at 8 p.m. in Converse Hall at Amherst College.

SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 16

Rally and Non-violent Direct Acuon - A rally will be

held at Westover Air Force base at 1:30 p.m. An affinity

group formation and strategy session will be held at

Hooker Auditorium at Mount Holyoke College from 9-12

a.m.

J
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NEVS VRITERS
MEETING

TODAY
4 p.m. in the newsroom

Anyone interested in writing for the news

desk should come down and ask for Gayle.

t SHAPE UP FOR SPRING

.

I At Hilltop and Crossan Healthclubs I

I located In Webster & Gorman dorms W

I
Register 2/4-2/14, Mon-Thurs 7-9pm i

KATINA'S
ROUTE 9, HADLEY • 586-4463

FREE • FREE • FREE • FREE
SHUTTLE BUS SERVICE
TO & FROM UMASS

500 DRAFTS • $1 WHISKY SOURS

SELECROOmON
Electronic Flirtation

Dance Party

BRITTANY MANOR • RIVERGLADE • SOUTHWOOD
Sigma Alpha Mu
Fraternity Party

LIQUOR STORE
West St., RTE. 116
Amherst 253-9742
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Progressive Dance

Party
w/WMUA 'sFU91 - 1

Christina Rosettl

Dance Contest • Prizes • $1 off w/coiiege i d.

Is Convenient For You!

BEER • WINE • LIQUOR
Fridge Rentals • Bottle Return

In The Heart of So. Artiherst

Briteside & Uproar
I All ABES

ng»upcoming'upcoming»upcoming*upco

Physical Graffiti Friday, Feb. 15

Chucklehead Saturday. Feb. 16

Back in Black all ages Sunday, Feb. 17

ADVANCE T1X: Katln»», Strawb«rri»», Hilton, Plattarpusa,

About Music, Main Music

LOCAL
From basement to the sands ofMiddle East

(STaj
W|jF[)is(<

future wil

Allied Health

Professionals &
Administrators

Now Playing

THE
RUSSIA
HOUSE
starring

Sean Connery &
Michelle Pfeiffer

Mon-Thurs.
One show 7:30
Fri, Sat, Sun
7:00 and 9:15

student discount
with valid I.D. $3.00

Discover a challenging

future with opportunities to

advance. Serve your country

while you serve your career with:

• great pay and benefits

• normal working hours

• complete medical and dental

care
• 30 days vacation with pay per

year

Find out how to qualify as an Air

Force professional. Call

USAF HEALTH PROFESSIONS
TOLL-FREE 1-800-423-USAF

"Letme count
theways.
Just call or visit us

today to send the

FTD* Hearts &
Flowers® Bouquet.

Knowles Flower Shop
1 72 North Pleasant St Phone 4 1 3-253-3805

Amherst, Massachusetts 1 002

By YANA DLUGY
Collegian Staff

They started out with countless protests,

teach-ins, take-overs and noontime rallies

on the Student Union steps. Not to men-

tion the runarounds they got from the

University of Massachusetts administra-

tion and police department.

Now three Collegian alumni are using

skills honed from their UMass days to tell

the world about the war in the Middle East.

Photo courtesy of The Index

Carol Rosenberg

Carol Rosenberg, 31, is in Amman, Jor-

dan, for the Miami Herald. Gayle Young,

31, is in Cairo, Egypt, free-lancing for

United Press International and the Cable

News Network. Paul Basken, 29, is in

Dharan, Saudi Arabia, for UPI.

Rosenberg and Young were roommates,

friends, "total news maniacs," and "friend-

ly competitors" while at UMass, said Fran

Basche, a Collegian alumna who has

known the two women since their days at

the Collegian in the late 70's.

"They were college students who were

really dedicated to the Collegian and lear

ning how to be good journalists," she said.

"They were both strong-willed women who

were determined to be successful in jour-

nalism."

All three reporters have certainly been

successful — many a journalist on city

desks across the country dreams of an

assignment overseas.

They are also quickly gaining legendary

status in the hallway of the journalism

department, where professors, with a

"those-are-our-kids look" in their eyes, pro-

udly recall the days when the three used

to come (or not come because of duties at

the Collegian) to classes in Bartlett Hall.

"It really doesn't surprise me that either

one of them is over there," said Kevin

Cullen, a Boston Globe reporter who work-

ed with the two women at the Collegian.

Basche agreed. "Carol started out in the

journalism department wanting to be a cor-

respondent in the Middle East."

Rosenberg has been in the Middle East,

based in Jerusalem, for about four years.

She first went to the area for UPI, but later

left the company and free-lanced for a

number of organizations, including The

Boston Globe, UPI, and the Miami Herald.

"No matter how long the conflict lasts,

I know Carol will do two things," Cullen

said. "She'll find the human side of war,

and won't stay too long in a Muslim coun-

try where you can't get a beer."

After graduating in February 1981 with

a bachelor's degree in journalistic studies

with interdepartmental honors, Rosenberg

worked for UPI bureaus in Springfield,

Boston, New York, and the foreign desk in

Washington D.C.

In Amman, Rosenberg has been inter-

viewing refugees from Iraq, trying to assess

the situation in Baghdad, as well as cover-

ing the Jordanian government, said Mike

Haggerty, assistant managing editor at the

Herald.

Young graduated in February 1982 with

a bachelor's degree in economics. She work-

ed briefly for The Stamford Advocate, then

went to Washington D.C. and wrote for The

Washington Post weekly section while free-

lancing pieces for the regular editions of

the paper.

Photo courteity of The Index

Gayle Young

She spent some time at the UPI bureau

in New York, and then won a fellowship

to go to Kingston, Jamaica for a year,

where she worked at the local paper there.

After coming back to the States, she work-

ed as a business writer for UPI's Atlanta

bureau, and finally went to UPI's foreign

desk in Washington D.C.

In Cairo, Young has been writing enter-

prise features for both UPI and CNN, as

well as rounding up reports from the

region, said Michael Keats, vice president

for international operations at UPI.

Basken flew to Saudi Arabia the day

after the war began, hitching a ride on an

Air Force jet out of Andrews Air Force base

in Maryland with five UPI reporters and

more than 100 other members of the media.

He has yet to go out on one of the week-

long military pools to the front lines, but

has been keeping busy in the meantime.

"He's playing jack of all trades," Keats

said. "He's been doing radio, rounding up

of pool reports, writing enterprise stuff.

You know, working 12 to 24-hour days."

"Paul more than anybody had a long-

range plan to get overseas and it finally

paid off," said Ian Polumbaum, a Collegian

alumnus and a friend of Basken's. "He'll

do a good job at looking at things critical-

ly instead ofjust being a stenographer and

taking what's fed to him."

After leaving UMass in 1984, Basken

worked at the now-defunct Springfield Dai-

ly News for a year and a half before join-

ing UPI, where he made his way through

the bureaus in Hartford, Trenton, and

Boston before landing on the foreign desk

in Washington D.C, where he worked as

editor and occasional reporter.

"...despite the fact that the U.S. public

cares less and less about what's going on

on the other side of the world, I still cling

to the dream of working long hours in some

far-off country vainly trying to tell them

about it," Basken wrote last fall in a book

compiled for the 100th anniversary of the

Collegian.

You now have your chance, Paul, except

we are hanging on your every word.

Photo courU-«y of Dode

Paul Basken

UMass agencies offer

help dealing with war

Collegian photo by JefT Holland

TOWER TROTTING - Kristen Kirk, a senior BDIC major, trots Fite-

william around the Orchard Hill water tower yesterday.

UMass groups plan protests

wnr

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

forums in residence halls and dining com-

mons. The groups are also trying to find a

room, possibly in the Tower Library, in

which to make literature available

In addition, they will continue to hold the

daily vigils from 12 p.m. to 12:30 p.m. on

the Student Union steps. A counter

demonstration to the Republican Club s

pro-war protest is planned for today.

Other protests include a demonstration

at Westover Air Force Base Saturday, Feb.

16 in Chicopee, to which the organizations

will try to arrange transportation from

UMass On Tuesday, Feb. 12, the groups

plan to picket at the Mather Career Center

to protest the recruitment of students by

companies involved in the war The next

day they plan to distribute leaflets at the

center's career fair in the Campus Center

Auditorium. ,

Companies scheduled to recruit at the

fair includ I Exxon Corporation, Mobil Cor-

poration, GTE Government Systems,

Massachusetts Institute of Technology, and

Lincoln Labs.

Students Against War plans to get its

message across by distributing literature

today and Friday at a table on the Cam-

pus Center concourse, in an effort to reach

students "before the body bags come in and

that polarizes people," said Lynelle Engle,

a continuing education student and

member of the group.

The organization, which this week chang-

ed its name from the the Ad Hoc Coalition

on the Mid-East Crisis, formed at the begin-

ning of last semester. The group is now part

of National Campuses Against the War,

which plans to hold protests nationwide on

Thursday, Feb. 21, through such actions as

leaving classes, but Engle said the group

would rather try such an action in March.

"We're supporting people going to a ral-

ly if they so choose," she said. "The last

thing we want to do is alienate people right

now."

By PRESTON P. FORMAN
Collegian Staff

University of Massachusetts ad-

ministrators gathered yesterday to share

information about the steps taken by cam-

pus offices, agencies and programs to coor-

dinate responses to the war in the Persian

Gulf.

Residential education, international pro-

gram and mental health officials as well

as administrators from Student Affairs

discussed wide-ranging plans to help

students and faculty both here and abroad

deal with concerns brought about by the

war.
Grant Ingle, director of the Office of

Human Relations and the coordinator of

the effort, said he expects many "controver-

sial events" this spring - a possibility that

has spurred him to contact the pool of

University "observers," independent of-

ficials who provide a neutral presence at

controversial events.

Ingle hopes more faculty members will

volunteer to become a part of this pool,

which was formed during the CIA

demonstrations in 1987. There are about

100 members, made up mostly of profes-

sional staff and faculty, Ingle said.

"Shouting matches don't turn into pun-

ching bouts if a philosophy professor is

standing there," he said.

The topic of students studying overseas

dominated much of the discussion. Nearly

500 University students are abroad this

year but only a few have returned home

since the war began, according to Assistant

Provost for International Programs Bar-

bara Burn.

"We have two concerns: the students

overseas now and those students schedul-

ed to go," she said. "We are dealing main-

ly with concerned parents these days. They

are taking a real leap of faith."

At the suggestion of University officials,

a half-dozen students in Israel have return-

ed to the United States. A few other

students have also returned home although

no programs have been cancelled, she said.

Jill Landesberg, the resident director of

Melville-Thoreau, said many resident

assistants have filled educational bulletin

boards with newspaper articles about the

war.
She said Housing Services has begun tak-

ing steps to head off a potential rise in anti-

Arab and anti-Semitic incidents in the

residence halls.

"Many Jewish students we are are in con-

tact with are feeling very vulnerable, par-

ticularly in respect to Israel, which they

feel is being left out of the discussion on the

war," Landesberg said.

Officials from the dean of students said

they continue to keep in contact with the

19 University students serving in the Gulf

and three other students still in state-side

training awaiting deployment.

The Newman Center has reprinted the

pastoral letters of the bishop and Pope John

Paul II on the Middle East crisis, the Rev.

Richard Bondi said. He said support groups

have been formed to discuss the war. The

Newman Center has many pamphlets and

information on issues that have risen from

the war, such as conscientious objector

status, the concept of a just war and Islamic

religion, he said.

"Since Christianity grew out of Judaism

we tend to more familar with this than

Islam," he said. "The war will be over some

time but the questions will remain about

the faith."

Bondi said Wednesday services at the

Newman Center now focus on the pursuit

of peace.
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Israel easing curfews on Palestinians
By KARIN LAUB
The Associated Press

JERUSALEM - Israel has begun easing a 3-week-old

curfew imposed on the occupied lands at the outset of the

Gulf War, and the army said yesterday more restrictions

could be lifted if no anti-Israeli violence breaks out.

Palestinian leaders urged the 1.7 million Arab residents

in the occupied West Bank and Gaza Strip to violate the

curfew to keep up the momentum of their 3-year-old revolt

against Israeli occupation.

There were two incidents yesterday in Israel.

In the north, a Palestinian riding on an Israeli bus stabb-

ed and slightly wounded a soldier, police said. The at-

tacker, a resident of the West Bank town of Jenin, ap-

parently broke the curfew and entered Israel. He was

In Arab east Jerusalem, police fired in the air to disperse

Palestinians who tried to prevent the arrest of two youths

suspected of damaging an Israeli car. police said. Scores

of Israeli cars have been torched by Palestinian militants

during the uprising.

Meanwhile, a small group ofJewish and Arab doves urg-

ed an immediate U.N.-monitored ceasefire in the war and

an international peace conference to resolve Israel's con-

flict with the Palestinians - both steps opposed by the

Israeli government.

"The horrible price of their war is paid by ordinary peo-

ple," said a petition signed by 100 Israelis. It was

presented at a news conference by a new group called

Enough.
The petition condemned Iraq's missile attacks on Israel

but added: "We oppose the Gulf War."

The army imposed the round-the-clock curfew within

hours after the Persian GulfWar started on Jan. 17, fear-

ing Palestinians would sabotage Israel in a time of crisis.

Many Palestinians back Saddam Hussein as a champion

of their cause.

Troops strictly enforced the curfew, allowing Palesti-

nians only to leave their homes for two or three hours

twice a week to shop for necessities. Curfew violators were

given up to three months in prison and fined several hun-

dred dollars. In a first easing of restrictions, the army

on Tuesday and yesterday allowed people in the West

Bank towns of Qalqiliya, Tulkarem, Bethlehem and

Jericho to leave their homes for eight-hour periods. About

125,000 people live in the four towns.

"This is a first stage, and we'll see if it leads to any

war

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

bombing was to lower Iraqi morale, "not to try and

wipe out the Republican Guard."

Neal's response: "We're dropping a lot of ordnance

on the Republican Guard, not just to lower their

morale, but also destroy their tanks, their artillery,

their logistical sustainment capability, their built-up

areas. We're out there to destroy the Republican

Guard."

A Saudi Arabian military spokesman said American

F-15s shot down four of seven Iraqi jets as they tried

to make the dash across the border. Neal said only two

planes were confirmed kills.

violence," said an army official, speaking on condition of

anonymity. "This will be lifted in several stages, and each

stage depends on the previous stage."

Palestinians in the occupied lands are still barred from

leaving their towns or entering Israel. Before the war,

about 100,000 Palestinians worked in Israel as day

laborers and many fear they will be fired unless they go

to work.

COLLEGE SPECIAL
3 Games of Bowling
and Shoe Rental for

$5.00
with College I.D.

Every Thurs. Night 9:00pm—12:00am

Northampton Bowl
Live D.J. and Comics in

the Alley Oops Lounge
Cover $3.00

Call 584-4830 for reservations

ttf^-3 NMnrnnttJb
Computerized aerobic machines than any club in the Valley.

Stan-masters • Lifecycles * Gravitron • Biocycie Treadmills

New • New • New • I ' MXJMA\ * New • New • New

J

J$mrit%ws
^ I ' ** Liquor Store

Welcome Back
Students!

Special suspended oak woodfloor • Certified Instructors

Bench Step • Low Impact • High/Low • Boxercise • Stretch

Total body conditioning plus the skill ofselfdefense.

Largest full-time Karate studio in Western Mass.

Absolut Vodka
750 ml

$10.99

New Bartles & Jaymes
Light Wine Coolers
Berry and White ^
four pack

$2.99

Samuel Adams
Double Bock VJ

AMHERST
ATHLETIC
CLUB

460 West St.

KARATE
HEALTH &

South Amherst FITNESS
256-0080 CENTER

case

$20.99
Heineken
six pack

$5.20

Bacardi Rum
750 ml

$7.49

Busch Beer
12 pack

$5.99

Beck's
six pack

$4.99

IT'S VALENTINE'S DAY!
Tuesday, February 14.

LUHERE'S MV CARD,

StOEETlE?

Crystal Creek White Zinfandel

750 ml $3.69

Wurzburger Holiday Beer Koch's

and Octoberfest Beer Golden Anniversary Beer

six pack case sl* Pack

$4.99 $18.79 $2.69

Kegs Starting at $35

338 College St. (Rt. 9) Amherst 253-5384

M'Hastings,Inc
Xontmnltntlf locafd in th* c«nt*r ol Atnhftt"

45 South rUotant Itr—t

989 Hallmark Cards, Inc.

Town defends restrictions on mountain bikes

Official says bike tires damage trails

By DAVID MASSEY
Collegian Correspondent

Mountain bikers used to be able to ride

off road anywhere in Amherst, exploring

the region's natural beauty. Not anymore.

The Amherst Conservation Commission

adopted regulations on November 21, 1990

that barred mountain bikers from 27 of the

35 natural conservation areas in Amherst.

The thick, knobby tires on mountain

bikes allow them to churn through almost

any terrain, and the Conservation Commis-

sion argues that this action erodes the

trails, often causing irreversible and cost-

ly damage.
So continues a national debate that

began ever since the first mass-produced

mountain bikes hit the cycle stores in 1981.

Should natural trails and forests that have

evidence of considerable damage be

restricted? Do mountain bikes cause most

of the damage? As the number of mountain

bikes sold hits record highs while legal trail

access becomes more limited, such ques-

tions remain.

"My main concern is for the terrain,

said Pete Westover, director of the Amherst

Conservation Department. "Once it's

damaged, it is either very expensive or im-

possible to repair.

"You can walk a hundred people over a

trail and see no damage," he said. "You can

ride 10 mountain bikes across and, unless

they are being very careful, you are going

to start to see some real wear."

Signs are being put up at many of the en-

trance points to the restricted trails.

Anyone violating a conservation commis-

sion regulation may be fined up to $300.

The most popular areas for mountain

bikers still remain open, including

Wildwood, Amethyst Brook, the Holyoke

Range, and five other widely-used trails in

Amherst.

"Nobody should feel that they are being

unduly restricted," he said. "It's just this

is pointing out in terms of common sense

that these are the areas that don't make

any sense at all to use."

Many argue that mountain bikes cause

minimal damage, or at least no more than

hikers or horses. Jami Fisher, a junior com-

puter science major and one of four

students helping to set up a mountain bike

club at UMass, said the erosion has been

exacerbated by the higher degree of traf

fie on the trails, including walkers and

hikers, not only bikers.

"It is not that mountain bikes don|t do

any damage, it is just that they don't do

?ny more damage than anyone else," he

said.

Westover said he has personally witness-

ed heavy damage to some of the restricted

trails. He said he has seen "super mudholes

that go 20, 30, 50, 100 feet that are just

chewed up by mountain bikes, horses and

walkers."

Walkers can step over the bridges but

Westover says mountain bikers usually

ride directly through the wet, marshy,

areas that are especially susceptible to

harmful erosion. His department is also

researching the effect of horses, which

cause even more damage than mountain

bikes, on conservation lands.

"I think that trail users sho»ld be the

ones who maintain the land," said Marston

Chickering, a mechanic and salesman at

Bicycle World in Amherst. "And in this day

and age, a lot of that includes mountain

bikes."

Pete Archambault, another organizer of

the UMass mountain bike club, said work

ing closely with the conservation depart-

ment would benefit everyone.

"We'd like to talk to them about going

in there and repairing trail damage," he

said. "For one Saturday every once in a

while it would be no problem to get forty

or fifty people over there."

Westover said he would like to work with

volunteers willing to help repair trails and

maintain existing conservation areas. But

he said repair is costly and that "the main

thing is to avoid damage in the first place."

Mountain bikers, no matter where they

are riding, can minimize their impact if

they "ride softly," according to a recent ar-

ticle in Bicycling magazine. This new

technique attempts to promote a new

responsibility and awareness among bikers

which says that the land is fragile and

must be treated with great care and

respect.

While leaving no trace is impossible,

because mountain bikers can tear up ter-

rain when accelerating or braking, a rider

can, carry his bike over marshy areas in-

stead of plowing through the soft ground,

Westover said.

Hank Barlow writes in the May, 1990

issue of Bicycling magazine that soft cycl-

ing is a way of life — a new environmen

tally conscious view of nature. We should

always "have in mind that we're only

visitors in the back country and so treat it

accordingly," he wrote.

Westover urged riders to ride carefully

and softly on the existing trails. "I don't

want to see those trails fall apart because

of very heavy mountain bike use."

"We want to work with the bikers. We
know that they are out there," Westover

says.

Lambda Chi Alpha is beginning

rush February 12. Until then

try to enjoy yourself as best

you can

.

Lambda Chi Alpha Fraternity 371 North Pleasant Street 253-9032
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The six commandments ofbiking
- . wr% I 1 r.inktnnc a,\(\ inillTHS

The following is being reprinted with permission of the

International Moutain Bicycling Association.

l.Ride on open trails only. Respect trail and road

closures, avoid trespassing on private land, and obtain per-

mits and authorization as may be required. Federal and

state wilderness areas are closed to cycling. Additional

trails may be closed because of environmental concerns

or conflicts with other users.

2.Leave no trace. Be sensitive to the dirt beneath you.

Even on open trails you should not ride in conditions

where you will leave evidence of your passing, such as

on certain soils shortly after a rain. Observe the different

types of soil and trail construction; practice low-impact

cycling. This also means staying on the trail and not

creating any new ones. Be sure to pack out as much as

you pack in.

3.Control your bicycle. Inattention for even a second

can cause disaster. Excessive speed frightens and injures

people; there is no excuse for it!

4 Always yield. Make your approach known well in ad-

vance. A friendly greeting (or bell) is considerate and

works well; startling someone may cause a complaint to

be filed. Show your respect when passing others by slow-

ing to walking speed or even stopping. Anticipate that

other trail users may be around corners or in blind spots.

5Never spook animals. All animals are startled by

an unannounced approach, sudden movement, or loud

noise. This can be dangerous for you, others, and the

animals. Give them extra room and time to adjust to you.

When passing, use special care and follow the directions

of horseback riders. Running cattle and disturbing wild

animals is a serious offense.

6.Plan ahead. Know your equipment, your ability, and

the area in which you are riding - and prepare according-

ly Be self-sufficient at all times, keep your bike in good

repair and carry necessary supplies for changes in

weather or other conditions. A well-executed trip is a

satisfaction to you and not a burden or offense to others.

Keep trails open by setting an example of responsible cycl-

ing for all mountain bicyclists.

Contact these national organizations for more

'"BScle^Institute of America, 1878 R.St. NW,

Washington, DC 20009, (202) 332-6986.

Bikecentennial, Box 8308, Missoula. MT 59807,

(4

l8l2! «t % Box 303, Bishop, CA 93514, (619)

007 2757
League of American Wheelmen, 6707 Whitestone

Rd., Suite 209, Baltimore, MD 21207, (301) 944-3399.
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1 Pray St .

Amherst-549-5403 • Open 1 lam

7 days a Week
Kitchen open til midnight

Game Room with 2 pool tables

Tonight 10c Beer Steamed Baby Franks
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Food Giveaways

Mon. 10 cent Mozzarella Sticks 9pm- 12am

Tues. 10 cent Buffalo Wings 9pm- 12am

Wed. 25cent Pizza Slices and 99 cent Nachos 9pm- 12am

Thurs 10 cent Beer Steamed Baby Franks 9pm- 12am

Sunday 10 cent Potato Skins 9pm- 12am

WE ACCEPT MC-VISA-AMEX

« LULL ZEE
All OUR SLR CAMERAS ARE ON SALE!

SAVE FROM 2000 - 300 00 • BODIES AVAILABLE FROM 12495
- 1099 9

J

FREE Extended Warranty • FREE Coupon Book • FRE

Pentax P3

Photo Class • FR EE Processing on your first roll of film
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zoom lens
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"Computerized aerobic machines than any club in the Valley.
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Special suspended oak woodfloor • Certified Instructors

Bench Step • Low Impact • High/Low • Boxercise • Stretch

SAUNA
Total body conditioning plus the skill ofselfdefense.

Largest full-time Karate studio in Western Mass.

AMHERST
ATHLETIC
CLUB

460 West St.

KARATE
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South Amherst FITNESS
256-0080 CENTER

Coupon Sale From The Camera Shops

Color Reprint Sale
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29 <
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UMass seniors urged
to attend job fair
By TAMIR LIPTON
Collegian Staff

This country is in a recession.

This state is in a recession.

What impact will this have on

graduating college seniors looking for jobs?

"A lot of cutbacks are coming at the mid-

management level," said Joan Stoia, direc-

tor of the Mather Career Center at the

University of Massachusetts. "That's not

bad news for college students.

"8.6 percent of the people in

Massachusetts are unemployed," Stoia

said. "That means that 91.4 percent of the

people are at work. There are jobs

available, but students need to be very ac-

tive in their job pursuit and not get depress-

ed."

On the average, graduate students are

earning $24,000 their first year out of

school, Stoia said.

The annual Career Fair will be held on

February 13 at UMass. Up to 70 employers

will be in the Campus Center Auditorium

taking resumes and talking to students

about possible positions when they

graduate, Stoia said.

"We expect that everyone will be hiring,"

Stoia said. "Technically, we are not allow-

ed to let them come if they're here just to

maintain a presence."

"Every senior should go down [to the

Campus Center] at some point in the day

and talk to as many people as possible,"

Stoia said.

About one half of the senior class is

registered with Mather Career Center, she

said. "Some students will be going on to

graduate school and our resources will not

help them as much as those looking for jobs

after graduation," she said. "However, I en

courage everyone to come down and give

us a chance to help them."

The Career Center is using Connexion,

a new recruitment service developed by

Peterson's, an education and career infor

mation company, as a means to help

students find jobs, graduate schools, sum-

mer jobs, or internships.

Through Connexion students create and

control their own personal file, which can

be searched by employers and graduate

school officials who are looking for people

with specific skills and aptitudes.

Because of the recession and the tighten-

ing job market, it has become harder for

college graduates who are not at the top of

their class to get jobs, according to a career

counselor at UMass.

"In the past, when a major company such

as General Electric would recruit at the

University, they would talk to 75 or 80

students," Stoia said. "Now, they only

want to talk to the top 10 or 15."

Judith Palmer, associate director for

employer relations with the career develop-

ment office at Smith College told the

Springfield Union News, "53 recruiters so

far have or will visit the campus this year,

compared to 85 employers who came last

year."

Collegian photo by Aaron Webster

CALL HIM EVIL - A local skateboarding enthusiast

flies over a garbage can Sunday, taking advantage of the

weekend's warm weather.
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The opinions on this page are

Editorial/OpinionX of the i~H*h»l writer o, catoo&l and do not necessanlv reflect the views of the CoUeym or the Unm,

Concerning
Violence
The University of Massachusetts at Amherst is shroud-

ed with a reputation of political protest and civil dissent.

UMass makes accomodations for dissent; it even offers

courses in it. A minor protest or vigil or march is a part

of daily life.

Every few years our community's conscience bursts forth

in some significant way and, for a few months, mass

demonstrations and civil disobedience hold our attention.

These times, when protest captures the Zeitgeist, have

become so periodic that the University has accomodated

them as well: 200 hundred university employees are pois-

ed to 'observe' arrests of building occupiers, channels are

maintained to both local and state police so as to be able

to handle large crowds, and the Northampton District At-

torneys office has a budget line-item for UMass so as to

encourage prosecution and thus discourage protest.

Jeremy P. Levinson

Indeed, the onlv eruption that the community is not

prepared for, psychologically, politically, administratively

or militarily, is Violence.

Being charged with maintaining order at such a univer-

sity is an uncomfortable task during war. Being the civil

community we are, dissent and discussion are encourag-

ed. With hope of channeling energy into manageable

avenues, we have been asked to "remember the communi-

ty? standards of civility and free and open discourse." All

opinions are equal and each of us need not agree so long

as we respect each other. Such banter holds only for

disagreements over ice-cream flavors and wallpaper pat-

terns _ not for a nation at war, divided against itself.

What, I wonder, would be the response if a bomb explod-

ed on campus - perhaps in one of the labs where killing

machines are made? Oh, the Humanity! would be the cry

from Whit more. The liberal anti-war movement would de-

nounce and disown: Violence only begets violence. Sure-

ly, the \\ hole community, in varying ways, would distance

,f from the act. In unison, we would denounce it as an

of terrorism. It would be removed from the realm of

the political and deposited behind tall walls, in the darker

irn of the uncivil, the must he-stopped, and the

misguided.

tmagine, worse vet, that someone were killed. J here

would be memorial services and vigils; the debate over

the war would lull for a moment of collective brow-

mopping. We would lament this 'Senseless Violence."

1 have yet to meet anyone who has invoked the phrase

Sensible Violence.' And, therein lies the rub. How is it

-Bn*V ^ u * ^ ft

that we expect people to react civilly to a world wrought

with horrors so terrible as to not have names. How is it

that we discuss the Senseless Violence of war as though

it were an academic issue?

War is a collaboration between the most barbaric,

primitive human activity and the newest, most efficient

technology. When a tank is hit with a shell, bits of metal

thrash about inside while it is filled with flame and toxic

fumes. The corpses of those inside are reduced to bloody

lumps of meat decorated by the strangely colored burns

phosphorus brings. Several days ago. the United States-

led alliance announced that it had done this to 25 Iraqi

tanks in a 24 hour period.

At UMass, we are supposed to use this tidbit of m
as the lauch-pad for respectful, orderly discourse. Civil or

not, this is not a healthy response to the madness and

brutality around us.

The furor that would or will follow Violence on campus

would or will be the bursting forth of our community's

psychosis. How else might we reconcile that a communi-

ty, trained to discuss mass slaughter in a respectful man

ner, becomes hysterical at even the hint of relatively

small-scale violence? Within university walls, we can

discuss and confer legitimacy on human carnage — so long

as it stays beyond the walls. Reality is not welcome

What makes Violence here more real than Violence

elsewhere? Don't the citizens of a nation at war have a

responsibility to face the destruction wrought on their

behalf? Do we have a right to consider the University off

limits? Is the University of Baghdad off-limits?

There are no answers to these questions. Only W
questions. Whatever political program or development one

supports is rather irrelevent . The issue < >f 8U pport or con-

demnation of violence is moot. Rather, we need to ask.

" what worms lurk undiscovered at (he bottom of the can

opened on January 16." And, why do we consider our

world views so impervious to rupture. W< must always

remember that psychosis cannot change reality tosuifits

delusions.

Jeremy Levinson is a Collegian columnist

Saddam must be stopped
Since school has begun I have noticed

a variety of opinions about the war in

the Persian Gulf. Most o .'these opinions

have been backed with logic as well as

feeling. However, some of these opinions

seem to show a lack of basic understan-

ding. I would like to take this forum to

respond with some of my own thoughts.

The argument that the United States

has wronged others has been used to

justify current evil in the world. People

ask "Who are we to tell Iraq that it's

wrong?" Yes, no question, our country

has been responsible for many
atrocities. Does that mean that the

future generations in other parts of the

world should be allowed to engage in the

same dastardly brutality? Two wrongs

don't make a right.

Towards a litter-free dorm

Ben Wiesen

We sold weapons to Iraq - obviously

a mistake. However, we never armed

them with chemical or biological

weapons, and we have now succeeded in

destroying any nuclear capabilities they

may have developed (after the razing of

their nuclear reactors by Israel).

The bombing of Baghdad has been

criticized by people opposed to the war.

Right or wrong, this prolonged air at-

1 ack can hardly be compared to the blit-

fckrieg carried out by the Nazi war

machine. The United States has used

unprecedented care to strike only

military targets. Targets such as am-

munition stores and missile launchers.

The blitzkrieg was designed to simply

destroy cities. Go to London today, and

look around at the residences. You will

find that most have had to he rebuilt

since they were destroyed in WWII. You

will also notice that military targets

were not the destinations of Nazi bombs.

This war is not only about oil. Saddam
Hussein desires power. He will do

anything he can to achieve it. This

means that he will kill thousands of his

people, bomb innocent civilians, or even

destroy our environment. Hussein will

stop at nothing, and this is why he needs

to be stopped.

Hitler also desired power, and he

would stop at nothing. Each time he

entered a country the world pretended

to be upset, instructed him not to do it

again, and then privately rejoiced that

it was not their own land. By the time

the effort to stop Hitler was mobilized

it was almost too late.

Saddam Hussein has taken the first

step that Hitler took not so long ago. He
has shown us how similar to Hitler he

is by the way he and his soldiers treat

Kuwaiti citizens and coalition prisoners

of war. He has gone to new extremes

with his use of military prisoners as

human shields.' In fact, the only real

difference between Saddam Hussein and

Hitler at his early stages is that Saddam

has relatively more power than Hitler

did.

Today's madman will be stopped. We
are not going to wait for him to gain a

firm foothold. We are not going to wait

until it is too late. The Arab countries,

as has been asserted, may have been

successful in getting Saddam out, but

much more likely they would not have.

This time we will not leave it to someone

else to stop the evil in this world. To do

so would make us similar to the

onlooker who does nothing as an inno-

cent victim is mugged or raped. Ignor

ing the threat posed by Hussein would

be setting the stage for him to do the

same thing again.

fien Wiesen is a UMass student

I sat in my R.A. meeting two days ago,

listening to complaints about solicitors in

the residence halls. People who stuff pizza

coupons under our doors, walls and win-

dows, or otherwise pester the residents.

These people do not mean to annoy, they

need to make a living or pay for college.

The students who are selling their own pro-

ducts have shown great talent and in-

itiative. Students conducting fund-raisers

for their charity or organization have

volunteered their precious time to help

generate revenue for a (usually) excellent

cause. Students who are hired by Avanti's

or D.P. Dough need the job to pay for

school.

Mark B. Adlei

\

These people and their reasons for

soliciting I do not criticize. It's their intru-

sion in the dorms that really bugs us. Many
people have put signs on their doors re-

questing that they not be disturbed by

solicitors and that "no trees be wasted" by

the continual bombardment of delivery

coupons. And yet, the onslaught continues

unabated.
This week Field House Council passed a

resolution barring coupon -stuffers from in-

truding in the dorm. The various local

businesses who supply the offending

coupons will be contacted and asked not to

have people roaming the halls and

polluting our space.

Instead of depriving them of potential

business and depriving us of the necessary

coupons, the businesses will be permitted

to leave a small stack of coupons by the

main door to the building. Hopefully, this

will not affect their business, their

employee's employment and the dorm
residents' bargains. Maybe we can save the

companies some money on the printing

because only the people who would have us-

ed the coupons anyway will use these; and

with time the number of coupons printed

will be decreased and there will be less

waste.

Besides the paper brigade, the R.A.'s

have to deal with people going door-to-door

selling everything from T shirts and per-

fume to raffle tickets and credit cards. Let

these solicitors beware! There is a very

strict policy prohibiting door-to-door

solicitation. Such vendors will not be let

past the security receptionists; if they are

found upstairs, they will be stopped by the

residence hall staff and escorted out of the

building. If they have a legitimate sale (and

a few don't) they may apply to sell on the

Campus Center Concourse.

During out staff meeting we also discuss

ed removing the promotional posters and

packets illegally stapled or taped to walls

in the dorms.

Immediately after our staff meeting ad

journed, an R.A. went upstairs and con-

fronted two men selling T-shirts. They were

very aggressive, unhelpful and unpleasant.

They were escorted directly out of the

building. On his way back to the cluster of

fice to report the annoyance, he had to deal

with three fraternity brothers who were

posting "rush week" posters and

distributing pamphlets. They were also in

formed of the solicitation policy. While two

ofthem were polite, honest and agreeable,

the third was uncivil, abrasive and not in-

clined to deal with house rules. They, too,

were asked to leave. The R.A. ended his

evening by telling the staff what had hap

pened. When I returned to my floor, my
neighbors, Steve and Steve, complained to

me about the T shirt vendors. I hope that

in the future, such annoyances will be

eliminated.

Have a nice day.

Mark B Adler is a Collegian Columnist.

Why the University took

away students' right to sue
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back in the nev%s. Of course this is an issue

that has been dragged out for so long thai

there are very few students hen- that

remember how the whole thing started in

tin- fust place.

You s» •. , ue used to have a Legal Servi

ter tl it was completel) controlled by

Students, and paid for with student money

The attorneys thai worked there advised

student:- of th< tl rights, di

m in court, and occasionally sued

mto mech mice, and the Univer
sit\ on their behalf. And they did all of this

Then one night in 1984, a student nam-

ed Yvette Henry was arrested and charg-

ed with arson. The administration and the

Campus police believed that she was

i .sponsible for the sixty or so small fires

that had been set in dormitories on cam-

pus over a four month period.

Ted Chambers

The arson case had received national and

international media coverage, and was a

major crisis for the administration. Con-

cerned for their safety, many students

began moving off campus mid semester,

and concerned parents were calling by the

thousands demanding that the arsonist be

apprehended.
After months of coming up empty-

handed, the campus police asked the FBI

to assist in their investigation. Using the

evidence that the local authorities had

gathered, mainly the notes that had been

left at some of the fires, a team of in-

vestigators at the lab in Quantico, Virginia

came up with a profile of the suspect. They

said that the arsonist MIGHT BE a black

woman, a Resident Assistant, and either

a bio or chem major. They emphasized the

words 'might be' because profiles are only

as good as the information that you have,

and if the information is incomplete, you

could be setting yourself up.

But here is the really crazy part. Because

they believed that the arsonist wanted to

be caught, the FBI team predicted that she

was going to do something rash. They said

that she would throw a party for her

friends, poison the punch, and then blow

up the building.

Coincidently enough the night that

Yvette was arrested there was supposed to

he a floor party in the lounge on Yvette s

floor. Back in those days it was not only ex-

pected that the R As partake In the

hey were usually assigned the

task of buying the alcohol and keeping it

in their rooms until the party started.

Oh. how times have changed.

Anyway, the police arrested Yvette and

then searched her room to look for the

bomb that the FBI said would be th(

in to immediately unravel

came up empty handed. They

book her tO the campus police station whet-

she was mterogated for nearly four houi

without a lawyer piesent. The University

immediately fired her from her R.A. posi

tion, kicked her out of housing, and expell-

ed her from school. She had not even been

arraigned, never mind convicted, but that

didn't matter much to the key stone cops

from the Dean of Student's Office.

Eventually the charges against Yvette

were dropped, when a hand writing

analysis proved that she didn't write the

notes, and a janitor confessed to setting the

fires. With the help of the Legal Services

Center, she sued the University and settl-

ed out of court for an estimated 2.5 million

dollars. Imagine what a jury would have

given her.

In a fit of vengeance the University

retaliated by taking away LSC's powers to

litigate, and for nearly five years the

students have had to suffer because of the

administration and the campus police could

not tell the difference between the words

might be' and 'absolutely.'

Finally after years of foot dragging, the

Board of Trustees is supposed to approve

a proposal that will allow LSC to litigate

on behalf of the students. Of course there

are a few strings attached. LSC will not be

allowed to sue the University, the Com-

monwhealth or any of its municipalities,

and it can only resort to litigation after a

long and arduous mediation process.

This is just one more example of the ad-

ministration using the undergraduates.

Throughout the budget crisis the

undergraduates have worked hard to pro-

tect this University and save the jobs of

faculty staff, and administrators. In return

they get bullshit games, tuition, and fee

increases.

But. thank God. we have the University

administration and the Board of Trustees

looking out for our best interests. I don't

know what we'd do without them.

Ted Chambers is UMass student
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The attitude and strategy of security

went to work and your kids to school?

There's another problem with campus

security: the police. It's not the police

themselves; they're pretty reasonable,

helpful people. It's that they're misplaced.

T don't subscribe to the theory that the

university has too few police. Ifyou haven't

been down to the Textbook Annex to buy

your books yet, when you get over there,

count how many police are behind the cash

registers and don't forget to notice the

police car that is always parked just out-

side. Maybe this should tell us what the

university values most. I know one thing,

anybody that I've known who worked

security has told me that there are fewer

police at night than there are in the An-

nex during the day.

For some time last semester, and even

before, there was talk that a new alarm

system would be implemented to increase

dorm security. When put in place, this

system would have all doors, except the

dorm's main entrance, locked at all times,

and would trigger an audible signal when

opened, to alert residents that someone was

entering through a side or back door.

Over intercession, this grand scheme was

finally activated across the campus. Most

people have now become familiar with the

annoying sound of a peripheral door that

has been opened. Unfortunately, I don't

feel safer at all because the system has a

gaping loophole: From eight in the morn-

ing to until eight at night, the front door

is unlocked. This is like fortifying the nor-

thern, eastern and western borders of one's

nation, thinking that one's enemy is too

stupid to attack from the south because it

seems too obvious.

One of the problems with campus securi-

ty is that the rapists and thieves among us

are not shady characters, dressed in black

leather trenchcoats, suspiciously roaming

the residential areas, waiting for night to

fall. Our would-be assailants will be wear-

ing jeans and UMass T-shirts and carrying

backpacks, just like we do. And, when they

walk through the front door of a dorm at

three in the afternoon, they are going to

look like everyone else who just got out of

class. Think about it: Would you buy an

alarm system for your home, turn it on and

leave the front door unlocked while you

We can't be careless and we can't be com-

placent. Just because there aren't enough

police around now doesn't mean that that

has to stay for next semester, and the same

is true for the front door being locked or

unlocked. We have to let the university

know that we want to feel safe here,

especially since at least nine out of 12

months are spent in this, our home away

from home. And in the meantime, we have

to lock our doors and windows, not walk

back to our room alone at night, and go

through the extra bother of having our

friends go to the front door and signing

them in than just listening to that awful

screech for two minutes.

Steven Schwankert
Central

Yvette was arrested there was supposed to iwvn-fliw. ^ - O /^ A

Towards a more perfect union: The slow_death_of the bU
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The Student Government Association

has been the laughing stock of the campus

for too long. While tuition and fees soar,

ethnic and social groups are activity

discriminated against on our campus, and

the University is systematically destroyed

at the hand of budged cuts, the members

of the Student Government debate whether

or not to say the Pledge of Allegiance before

each meeting, vote to boycott grapes in

solidarity with the migrant farm workers,

and recommend that Amherst revoke its

status as a nuclear free zone. The Student

Government Association has become little

more than a debate club, leaving the

serious concerns of students unanswered.

Theoretically, student government

should exist to serve the needs of the stu-

dent body. Unfortunately, our student

government only serves itself. This is not

because the individuals involved in student

government are bad people, they're not.

Dan Chesnicka

The shortcomings of the Student Govern-

ment are a result of an inherently flawed

structure. As presently structured, the stu-

dent government does not take into account

the decision making processes that exist on

this campus. Virtually all decisions make

on this campus are made through an ad-

ministrative hierarchy. Instead of building

a structure, the SGA exists only within

itself. As we exist in such a vacuum, the

legislation and polices we insititute are on-

ly binding on ourselves. As a resul

focus on managing ourselves and the needs

of the student body are foregone.

These assertions are nothing new. Every

year, for the past three years, there has

been an attempt to enter into a constitu-

tional convention to address the structural

shortcomings prevelant in the SGA. Each

attempt has resulted in failure. The fact is

that it is impossible to expect the SGA to

restructure itself and create an effective

organization while we are still bound by

the very structure that makes us uneffec-

tive. As the elected leaders of the student

body, it is our to take issue with the flaw-

ed structured of the student government

and transform this organization into one

that can adequately serve the needs of the

larger student population. In order to force

this change we asked for the following:

• We requested that the University Ad-

ministration suspend the operation of all

undergraduate student governance bodies

including the Undergraduate Senate,

Senate Committees, Area Governments

Student Judiciary, and the Campus Center

Student Union Board of governors until

such time as structural concerns can be

addressed.

• The formation of a commission charged

with studying the structure of the Student

Government Association and recommen-

ding changes that reflect a greater respon-

sibility to the undergraduate community

as a whole.

all Registered Student Organizations and

the continuation of all programing for both

residential communities and the Campus

Center/Student Union by the Area Govern-

ments and the Board of Governors Pro-

gramCouncil respectively.

Essentially, if the administration

responds, this would shut down the faulty

machine student government has become.

All programing, however, would be

preserved. Spring concerts, comedy nights,

Bowl Day, the Spring Fling, Southwest

Week, the Pig-out, and all House Council

events will continue to go on as planned.

In no way will any programing or the

operation of Registered Student Organiza-

tions be curtailed. While it is our goal to

form a new and effective student govern-^

ment, we will not do it on the backs of

students. ,

We the elected leaders of the student

body 'believe such drastic measures are

necessary for any reform to result. We hope

all students who think the joke that stu-

dent government is, is not very funny, will

support us in our efforts. The bottom line

is that student government in its present

form does not represent the needs of

undergraduates on this campus. We hope

that you stand with us in building a stu-

dent government that does.

Dan Chesnika is the undergraduate

senate speaker and writes on behalf of the

other four officers of the SGA

• j»n« ,„„r/W b rhanaina faster than UMass administrators —
What is on your mind? The world is

gJg^JcSoTfa your section. It's here so you
you must have something to say. ™™^*a***W« n/Jeen
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Weld criticized for cuts to services
"Real people" are affected, activist said

By EVE EPSTEIN
The Associated Press

BOSTON - Kate Hallen has had to rely on state sub-

sidies to support her family. Lisa Stephani said Wednes-

day the current Medicaid system has helped her to keep

from going blind.
. ,

Both women came to the Statehouse with others who

rely on state benefits to protest budget cuts proposed by

Gov. William F. Weld.

"Real people are being affected by these cuts said

Hallen, president of the Coalition for Basic Human Needs^

Hallen, who has one child, receives $446 a month

through Aid to Families with Dependent Children. In the

past, she has also gotten emergency assistance to pay her

electric bill. . ,. . . ,

Stephani, of Brighton, relies on Medicaid so she can see

her five ophthamologists to help her cope with a series

of eye problems that have seriously impaired her vision.

'•For the last two years, we've been blamed personal-

ly." said Stephani, pointing out that Medicaid has been

pinpointed as a so-called "budget-buster."

She said proposed changes in Medicaid could threaten

her ability to choose highly qualified specialists for treat-

ment. "You just feel that you are in a perpetual state of

fear," she said.

Weld's plan calls for slashing $833 million from human

service programs over the next 16 months.

Hallen said the Weld proposal gives a break to the

business community. Weld has called for a repeal to the

sales tax on business and professional services, now set

in March.
,

"He is truly sympathetic to the needs of big business

by saying he will repeal the sales tax on business services

- a fair tax that will only affect large businesses whose

profits would not be adversely affected," Hallen said^

The expanded sales tax would bring $122 million to the

state for the remainder of this fiscal year and $339 million

for the fiscal year which begins in July.

About a dozen protestors shouted at Weld as he walked

to a Statehouse celebration of Black history month. He

ignored their protest, but later said his budget-cutting pro-

posal was fair.

"We did handstands to make sure we were not balanc-

ing the budget on the backs of the people at the bottom

of the scale," he said.

The cuts package is aimed at wiping out a budget deticit

of $850 million for the remainder of the fiscal year.

4t\PKMY<MUS!C
NORTHAMPTON

^imj^m 5K4-8435

NOW Ends Thursday, Feb 14th

Curtain Daily 6:30 and 9:00

Rostand's classic romantic adventure

with GERARD DERPARDIEU as the

"DEFINITIVE CYRANO "—N.Y. Times

"MAGNIFICENT
A HUGELY ENTERTAINING SPECTACLE:'

-frt«Tu»cii.lOIIINGSTONl

"IT'S A REALLY ROMANTIC AND
FUN MOVIE" -*m.i*.

sanunDRV

8 am-11 pm • 7 days

> 48 *v

m

"GLORIOUS"
-Rkrurd Schkkel, TIME

'AN O
G E R A C

A Wm by JEAN PAUL RAjTENEAII

COUPON

* Coin Operated Washers and Dryers

• State of the Art Machines

• Snack Bar

• Big Screen T.V.

• Pool Table and Video Games
• Senior Citizen Discount

AT THK GATES OFSMITH COLLEGE•

COUPON

!$1.00 OFF any size

washer
i

i

i

i

i

i

i

i

Limit 1 coupon per visit

expires: March 1, 1991

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

,1,

10 percent OFF
Dry Cleaning

Limit 1 coupon per visit

expires: March 1 1991

\p(M}
t

6 University Drive—Next to Louis Foods—Amherst (413) 549-2640

1991
Student Travel

Catalog!
Everything you need to

know about:

•Student Travel

• Air Fares

• Rail Passes

• Car Rental/Leasing

•Work Abroad
•Study Abroad

•Int'l Student A Teacher ID

& MUCH MORE!!!

CALL for your FREE copy!

Council Travel
79 So. Pleasant St.

Amherst
413-256-1 261

»ss**«*sasa*ssasKsas^^
Great Selection, Low Prices...

^

Rolling Rock
Reg & Light

12 12 oz. bottles

$7.99
+dep.

Shop Scotts!
Smirnoff

Vodka

Vj

Bacardi

Rum
750 ml

$7.99

mJLA

750 ml

$7.49

Ballatine Beer %
24 12 oz cans

$8.99

O'Keefe
Canadian
Beer
12 12 oz bottles

$ f bO«# + dep

CARDiOVASCULAR

FITNESS

WE WANT TO BE YOUR FAVORITE LIQUOR STORE!

Plenty of Free Parking*Diagonally Across from UMass Stadium

•Next toThe Laundry Club

6 University Drive

a t Newmarket Center, Amhers

t

$C*S?S&$SSSS$^^ —b'« ° typographical *ror

Tele-check for

your personal check

Scott's

Gift Certificate

Mass lottery

Season tickets We now have all

Mass Lottery games!

College Student Special

$99 Membership
,9«B V2N91)

Oaily Aerobics Classes

Reebok Step Classes

Olympic Free Weights

Stairmasters • Lifecycles

Special Rates

WaiMis Welcome

fanning • Massage • Saunas

Day Care • Open 7 Days

NORTHAMPTON

4 ATHLETIC CLUB

Nonramoton - 584-4975

BLACK AFFAIRS
Remember Black history throughout the year
Each year about this time we take the

time to reflect upon the accomplishments

of those who have gone before us.

Once again the heartfelt cry of battered

slaves haunts us.

Once again we feel the pain of a child

whose father has been taken away from

them because he looked at a white woman
the wrong way.

And yes, once again, after reflecting on

all that our ancestors have done for us, we
become disgusted and upset because things

have not changed all that much. Many are

reminders brought to us by the arrival of

February 1, or the beginning of Black

History Month.

Susan Chapman

Sometimes we become caught up in the

our everyday activities and forget. But no

matter how much work we have, we must

remember that Black history should be

celebrated three-hundred-sixty-five days a

year, not just one month or a few days here

and there.

African-Americans have brought signifi-

cant contributions to American society

since it's inception.

There is much to be proud of and much
to celebrate. This celebration requires

allegiance and responsibility that goes

beyond a one month celebration. When
speakers and performers are brought to

campus and surrounding areas, we (all peo-

ple) should all make an effort to attend.

This attendance means a lot of things. It

encourages diversity. A diversity that is

created because people not only take an ac-

tive interest in themselves, hut. in someone

who is not of the same cultural background

that they are.

Diversity is a very key issue for survival

because we can not possibly expect to ex-

ist in a world with people that we have no

clue of understanding.

By attending cultural events like Black

History Month activities we are able to

learn more about ourselves and teach so-

meone who does not know about us impor-

tant vital information for their own sur-

vival. Also, within your celebration of

African-American heritage you learn.

There is no end to the amount of informa-

tion available to learn, it is yours for the

taking.

Knowledge is power and the more you

know the better equipped you will be to

deal with the problems you might face.

There is no mistaking that racism, pre-

judice, and discrimination still exist in to-

day's society. And no, it is not a subject that

has been retired or that has died out.

As long as these problems exist, we mus'

deal with them.

Since we all remain on the battlefront, is

it not not logical to know exactly what it

is you will be fighting?

With these seeds of knowledge,

remember always. Remember always that

the past does matter. Remember the heart-

felt cry of battered slaves, remember the

pain of a fatherless child, and remember

the pain that racism and discrimination

brings us, and most of all, remember that

it is your responsibility to do something

about it. The tools have been given, now

they must be used for a constructive effort

to make the world a better place.

Susan Chapman is a UMass graduate
student

AP photos

Who are these people?
By SONDRA SUTTON
I Ullegian Staff

Every year in the month of Febuary we

celebrate Black History Month. Tons and

tons of magazines and posters are filled

with pictures of Dr. Martin Luther King

Jr., Harriet Tubman, etc.

However, even though these famous

African Americans played an essential role

in our cherished history, there are some

other "not so famous" African Americans

who have also contributed to this history

as well.

The photographs which appear on the

page are some of those "not so famous"
African Americans. Maybe you know who
some of them are, but do you know who
they all are, and what they are famous for?

If so bring your answers down to 113 Cam-
pus Center.

Those who have the correct answers will

have their names and a photograph on the

next Black Affairs page. GOOD LUCK!

A 'Gentle' message
By SUSAN CHAPMAN
Collegian Correspondent

"Putting Women in Their Place.. .Beside

Their Men," a one-man romantic comedy

produced, written and performed by "Gen-

tle
" George Folkes, was a humorous but

serious look at the complexities that exist

in Black male/female relationships.

The show, a Black History Month pro-

gram, was presented on Monday night to

an audience of about 100 people in the

Bowker Auditorium.

Although the performance showed a

slight bias toward the women who attend-

ed, the crowd seemed pleased with Folkes

funny approach to many situations to

which most of the crowd had been previous-

ly exposed to some time in their lives.

Folkes, a filmmaker, humorist, and

graduate of Morehouse College in Atlan-

ta, based his performance on very real

situations that basically everyone in the

'Hello' from Sondra
"Hello," I would like to introduce myself.

My name is Sondra Sutton, and I have been

elected as the new editor of the Black At

fairs page.

I also would like to take this opportuni-

tv to encourage anyone who would like to

write for the Black Affairs page to do so.

The page was created in the interest of

the African-American community here at

mmmmmmm—~mmm~mmmm
M T , h H changed hi* schedule and will

South African Archbishop Desmond M.Tutu
/m,s

not speak at the University on February 14.

Photo 3 Photo 4

audience could relate to. His responsive

style included audience participation which

asked the women to respond with "Hello"

and the men to respond with "Yo-Yo."

Along with much laughter, the night was

capped with many "Hello's," and "Yo-

Yo's." "Gentle" George ended his perfor-

mance on a serious note by emphasizing

the need for students to take an active role

in the community to help society and in

particular African-American boys and

men. The show was followed by a bnet

question and answer period.

"Gentle" George Folkes brought an im-

portant message to the University of

Massachusetts community as well as con-

tinuing the celebration of Black History

Month 1991.

The show will go on to tour many other

colleges and universities throughout the

United States. The show will also be a part

of the Black Expo.

Photo 5 Photo 6

the University of Massachusetts. This is

our network of relaying news as well as opi^

nions in our community. Therefore I

si ,-ongly urge you to take advantage of the

opportunity to write for Black Affairs.

In conclusion, I would like to thank Dawn

Pierce, the former editor of the Black Af-

fairs page, for her work as well as the en-

muraeement she has given to me.courageme
S0NDRA SUTTON

Photo 7 Photo 8
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Residents warned of seams

THE MAIL KEEPS MOVING - Airmen at McGuire AFB, N.J. load

a "K" loader with pallets of mail addressed to the troops in Saudi
Arabia Tuesday .

. .

BOSTON <AP) - Massachusetts At-

torney General Scott Harshbarger warned

residents yesterday to beware of Persian

Gulf War related fundraising scams.

"There art- many worthwhile and

legitimate charities. Unfortunately, the

war also provides fertile ground for

unscrupulous individuals to profit finan-

cially by exploiting those who wish to ex-

press their patriotism and support for our

troops,' Harshbarger said.

"Our goal is to educate people about

potential problems, prevent exploitation

before it occurs and ensure that legitimate

fund raisers comply with the law.'

Harshbarger said the office has received

an increasing number of inquiries and com-

plaints in recent days regarding war-

related fund raising.

He urged people considering contributing

to charities to be cautious and take the

time to be sure thev are dealing with a

legitimate group.

Harshbarger said residents should look

for look-alike charities and for-profit

organizations that sound like non-profit

organizations.

He also said to ask the organization ex-

actly how the money will support the troops

in the Middle East and not to pay with cash

ive out a credit card number unless the

.nization is clearly known as reputable.

Also, Boston Mayor Ray Flynn .ailed on

the U.S. Conference of Mayors yesterday

to fight a Bush administration plan to shift

1 1 5 billion in federal aid from cii les to state

governments.

"It is time for the mayors of this country

to stand up and speak out against Presi-

dent Bush's 'New Federalism' proposal,

which means 'No Federalism' for

America's cities," Flynn, who is president

of the conference, said.

WINNERS' AfflLELlCCLUB

Join Now and Get

1 Month Free
4 months for the price of 3

Includes ...

• Nautilus Machines • Lifecycles

• Aerobics • Liferowers

$130
• Sfa/rmasfers

• Saunas

• Ski conditioning

• Big Screen

Satelite TV

• Club Cafe

• Pro Shop

• r EXTRA VACATION BONUS
Become a member and r«crv» a FREE vacation voucher

Stay a week in your own condominium (steep* 4)

anywhere you choose lor only $295 per weekl & i °r

Call 549-4545

.
*

Rte 118, Sunderland (Opposite Jub.'s BBQ, on But Route)

Open 7 Days • 7.00 am 11 .00 p.m.

CALLT00AV FCRC FREE T 0UR!

_ Auditions for the
UMASS Theatre Guild's

Productipn of

%mbm?wooDS

February 8 in the S.U.B. 6 pm
February 9 in 163 Campus Center 1 & 6 pm

i
•:--•' -

'callbacks February 10 1 pm

,
nU—

More information at our general membership

meeting February 6, 168 Campus Center at 7 pm

juuuiiiMinnnnnnnnnriTTTnTTi n n n
.-. . . w www > bj—a| innnr

Preliminary Announcement
Undergraduate Commencement
Bachelor's Degree Candidates

Congratulations to the graduating seniors. Here's an an-

nouncement you've been waiting for!

The Commencement ceremony for Bachelor's Degree can-

didates will be on Sunday, May 26, 1991, 10:30am, at

the Warren P. McGuirk Alumni Stadium, rain or shine.

Undergraduates who will complete their degree requirements

in February 1991 , and those who anticipate completing them

by May or September, 1991 are eligible to participate in the

ceremony.

If you are unsure of your academic status or have questions

in this regard, please contact a member of the "Senior Staff",

Records Office, 207 Whitmore.

Further details will be provided in a brochure to be mailed in

March which will include, among other things, information

about:

Caps, gowns, tassels, and invitations

Disability services

Parking and shuttle services

Routes to campus
Seating for graduates

Seating for guests (tickets are not required)

Where to assemble on Commencement Day (there i.*

no rehearsal beforehand)

Inasmuch as there are three area college

Commencements occurring on May 26, reservations for

hotel/motel and restaurant reservations should be made
forthwith.

DIYi~

Think
Spring!
A perfect time

for renewal and

new beginnings.

University of

Massachusetts

at Amherst

Student Affairs Special Services

236 Whitmore

Lot_>^l1n^r'K^^T-^^^^*^^^^w^»«fM^^'' - ~*~~~~~~~~*~***ri*r*fr'?

Renew your life goals, your career, or your

personal life. Over 200 fresh credit courses and

Adventures in Lifelong Learning workshops are

being hatched at UMass this spring.

Late register through February 1 1

.

Classes start January 29.

For more information, contact the Division of

Continuing Education, Goodell Building, or call

545-2414.

I)I\ISI()\ Ol (()\TI\ll\(. IDI ( \IH)\
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Republicans adjusting to each other

f
COLLEGE TOURS
Spring Break

CANCUN
$4798 DAYS

7 NIGHTS BOSTON

PRICE INCLUDES:
. Hold Wanslers to and tiom llic

airport

. Roundlrlp airlare lo Cancun.

. Lodging (4 pc room) In a 3 or 4

star he el.

. Private cocktail parties — FREE!

. Exclusive COLLEGE TOURS
Cancun Spring Break T-Shirt.

ONTACT:

Discount coupons good lor com-
plimentary drinks, and special

deals at local restaurants and
establishments.

Encluslvo parties at Cancun's
HOTTEST night cl'ibs.

Best tan contests lor guys and girls.

Special midweek 3 hour 10 star party

with FREE drinks and lood.

Coed lournamonls and beach event:

BOSTON (AP) — Now that the Republican Party has

gained 16 seats in the Senate, the challenge for Senate

Minority Leader David Locke will be to hold the group

together.

Already, there are some early signs below the surface

that there is friction between the old and new guard,

although Republican freshmen couch their concerns

publicly in polite terms.

Sen. Jane Maria Swift, R-Pittsfield, has been appointed

as a liaison between the freshmen senators and Locke.

She said the nine new Republicans may have a different

outlook than the more senior GOP senators.

"I think we have a different perspective than those who

have been in here awhile," Swift said. "We were elected

in a year when people were expecting great change. I

think from that perspective we may have a different agen-

da."

With 16 members in the Senate, up from nine last year,

Locke can now sustain the Republican governor's veto.

And, if conservative Democrats join Republicans, he could

even build a coalition to hold a majority of votes in the

40-member Senate.

But that new power depends on Locke's ability to keep

the new Republicans in line on key votes. So far, in

debates on Senate rules, Republicans have tended to vote

together.

But Sen. Erving Wall Jr., R-Taunton, described his

fellow first-time Senators as an independent bunch. "I

think that they're going to vote their consciences," he said.

"It may not always be in line with what the minority

leader wishes."

Sen. Robert Hedlund, R-Weymouth, said there was some

grumbling early on this year from freshmen because none

of the new Senators were chosen for leadership posts,

although they make up a majority of Senate Republicans.

"There were some rumblings early on. I guess there

were some freshmen that I think were somewhat

frustrated with the orientation process," he said.

Hedlund was quick to say that he disagreed with those

who believe freshmen should have been chosen for leader-

ship posts, which boost power and influence and come with

a salary bonus.

"I think we're represented mostly ably by the leader-

ship," Hedlund said. "Seniority should account for

something."

Kathy & Jean Eric & Sean
2535140 549-7931

1.800-395-4896
THIS TRIP WILL SELL OUT t

LIQUORS 'SCOvat

HUB
SANDWICH SHOP

Ml Russell St., Rt. 9, Hadley

(next to Dunkin' Donuts)

Grand Opening Specials

Over 25 sandwiches all under S3.99 such as...

• Philly Roast Beef • Wrangler

• Veggie Delight w avacado $& cfi$""
• TunaUold the Line ^°

18 Main St. Downtown Amherst 253-5441

"^-.Featuring Budweiser'/'G«ZN

£33
FREE SANDWICH!

Buy One Get One Free!

a (Lower priced sandwich is free)

o
I

One coupon per person per order

Not valid between 12:30-2£0jaily _J2g2*J

586-8255

$12,99Suitcase

Wurzburger
Octoberfest or Holiday

Only $4.99 6/pk

While they last!!

*ffc€
**ai

Sam Adams
Double Bock

It's here!!

Sutter Home
White Zinfandel

750 ml $3.99
• Delivery Available * Many More In Store Specials (especially on wines) All beers plus deposits

e
Montgomery's Florist |*

Valentines Day |«
Thursday, February 14 u

Wouldn't you rather be here?

Front Only

a rose

is a rose

is a rose?

CANCUN • BAHAMAS * JAMAICA

&

Montgomery's Florist

Finest Quality Roses available

whether it's an impressive dozen

or a romantic single rose-

Montgomery's is the place for roses.

lUdlniu

r

SPRING BREAK '91

YOUR TAKE A BREAK PARTY
WEEK INCLUDES:

. DIRECT ROUND TRIP FLIGHT ON MAJOR CARRIER
• AIRPORT /HOTEL TRANSFERS
. I DAYS / 7 MIGHTS HOTEL ACCOMMODATIONS
. FHEE WELCOME PARTY W> ROM (BAHAMAS) OR
TEOUILLA (CANCUN)

. FREE ADMISSIONS AND DISCOUNTS TO POPULAR NIGHT CLUBS

. FREE THREE HOUR PARTY CRUISE W/ UNLIMITED RUM PUNCH

. BEACH PARTIES, MUSIC AND AC nvlTTES

. OPTIONAL DAY TRIPS

. PROFESSIONAL ON-SITE TOUR ESCORT

. ALL SERVICE CHARGES, GRATUITIES. AND TAXES

(EXCEPT FOREIGN DEPARTURE TAXES)
. TAKE A BREAK S EXCLUSIVE MONEY BACK GUARANTEED!

SPACE IS LIMITED!!!

CALL NOW!!!

256-8266
ask for Eligio

or Josh

•/ w

ty

Mention this ad and receive up to a $100 discount per room!

584-3798

350 Russell St. Hadley

(Rt. 9, across from Burger King)
"Don't take a chance....ZtAKE"a BREAK!"

,jF«*«lS*2
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NEW DINNER MENU
1 1TH FLOOR • CAMPUSTOSNTER • 545-3216

APPETIZERS & MUNCHIES
French Onion Soup $2.50

Thick and rich baked with a French

crouton and Swiss cheese.

Soup du Jour $1.95

Homemade dailv from the freshest

vegetables and the richest stock

Chicken Fingers $4.50

Served with our own honev and

Dnon mustard dippin' sauce

Fruit Cup $2.50

Served with vour choice of sherbet

or cottage cheese

Nachos with Cheese $3.95

Crispy corn tortilla chips, melted

cheese, salsa and sour cream

Fried Popcorn Shrimp $4.25

Mini shrimp breaded and tried

to a golden brown and served

with a tangy cocktail sauce.

French Garlic & Herb
Cheese with Crackers $2.50

SALADS

dressint He

m the freshtst

sen td with

kr
t -aii and uour choice of

Ranch, Thousand Island or

• Chunky Bleu Ch

I 50

Spinach Salad $4.95

Fresh tender spinach leaves, topped

with sliced mushrooms tomatoes

and hard boiled eggs

Fresh Garden Salad

$1.50

$3.00

IORDERS
Garlic Bread

French Fries

Onion Rings

JUMBO
BAKED POTATOES

H.n on

Mannai

\ rench Carik Herb

C hih

'•u £ heese

i
i

•A , -

Mushrooms

Jumbo Baked Potato $1.95

Additional Toppings each $1.00

ir own delicious tiimbination'

Potato Skins $4.25

Crispv, delicious potato skins with

melted cheese, bacon bits and a

side of sour cream

Fried Mozzarella Sticks $3.95

Breaded fingers of cheese,

deep fried and served with

a marinara sauce

Buffalo Wings $4.25

Fried to a crisp dipped in a

butterv seasoned hot sauce, and

served with celery sticks

and our own sauce

Fresh Vegetable Dip $2.95

An assortment of carrots, cauliflower,

celerv, mushrooms, broccoli, peppers,

and onions served with our special

Ranch-style dip

LIGHT SIDE

Quiche du Jour $4.50

Light, satifving and made tresh dailv

Chili $4.50

Lean ground beef, beans and spices

topped with melted cheddar cheese

and served with nee.

Tostada $4.50

Taco seasoned beef and cheese piled

high in a lightlv tried tortilla shell,

topped with shredded lettuce, tomato,

^uacamole sour cream and salsa

:STIR FRY=

Crispy fresh vegetables sauteed

with wine taman, and spices

Served with rice

Vegetable

Beef, Chicken
or Seafood

$4.95

$5.95

SANDWICHES
Ail mndwKha are ser-ed u ith French Fries

and a pickle

Barbecue Chicken
Sandwich $4.50

Broiled thicken breast, basted with

barbecue sauce and served on a

water roll

Tuna Melt $4.50

A delightful variation from the usual

Toasted halves of. Fnglish muffin

topped with tuna salad, tomato

slices rind cheddar cheese

Reuben 54.50

• d lean corned beet. Swiss cheese

sduerkraut and Russian dressing

grilled on pumperni \ i

French Dip $4.50

a en oi tenoer mast oeei server

<>n French bread with sauti

mushrooms and onions, au ius

Veggie Melt $4.25

For the vegetarian Swiss and cheddar

i heese tomatoes, alfalfa sprouts and

mushrooms, grilled on wheat bread

DINNER ENTREES
All dinner entrees are sewed with a crisp

garden salad our homemade mini" loaf

of bread and your choice of baked potato,

French tries, or rice pilaf.

Baked Scrod $7.50

A favorite for many years. Boneless

fish filet, baked with a seasoned

bread crumb topping

Scallops $8-95

Choose scallops baked stuffed with

seasoned bread crumbs, broiled in

lemon butter, or deep tried.

Chicken Kiev $7.50

The House Specialty A boneless

breast of chicken wrapped around

a center of herb-seasoned butter,

fried and topped with a rich

poulet sauce.

Chicken Mozzarella $7.50

Breaded chicken breast stuffed with

mozzarella cheese, fried and served

with mannara sauce.

Chicken & Seafood Dijon $7.95

Tender chicken breast sauteed with

seafood in a delicate Dijon mustard

and white wine sauce

Roast Sirloin of Beef $7.95

Choice roast sirloin at its best

served with au |us or bordelaise

sauce

Steak Mozzarella $7.95

8 oz. delmonico steak, broiled to order,

topped with mozzarella cheese, diced

vegetables and spices.

London Broil $6.95

Another favorite Sliced steak with

Bordelaise sauce.

Steak Teriyaki $7.95

8 oz. delmonico steak, broiled to your

satisfaction, vvith our own special sauce,

and other seasonings

New York Sirloin $9.95

8 oz. choice sirloin steak perfectly

broiled to your specification Upon

request, served with a Dijon mustard,

garlic and herb sauce.

A Prime Rib Special

FRIDAY & SATURDAY

Roast Prime Ribs

of Beef Au Jus

Regular Cut (% lb.)

$9.95

Heaw Cut (

J
'4 lb.)

$11.95

PASTA
Each pasta is served with the sauce ot vour choke, a crispv garden

salad, vour choke of dressing and our own garlic bread. $4.95

PASTA CHOICES

• Spaghetti

• Rotini

• Spinach Fettucini

• Linguini

• Rigatoni

SAUCE CHOICES

• Mannara
• Pesto

• Creamy Garlic

• Creamv Cheese
• Olive Oil, Vegetables & Herbs

Pasta and Sauce with Meatballs
with Sausage
with Chicken Cutlet

with Veal Cutlet

with Sauteed Seafood

BIGGER BURGERS

add $2.00

add $2.00

add $3.00
add $3.00

add $3.00

All of our Bigger Burgers are lean ground beef served thick and juicy

on a fresh roll with French fries and a pickle. $3.95

TOPPINGS

• lettuce & Tomato
• Cheddar ( heeSf

• Mozzarella Cheese

• Cuaca^iolp

• Bacon
• ( hih

Each additional topping

• Garlic & Herb Cheese

• Swiss Cheese
• Bleu Cheese
• Pi< ante SaiM e

• Mannara Sauce

• Sauteed Mushrooms

add $.50

»*Wv

Arts & Living
Gangster rappers: Mirroring the ugly realities
By DAVID MASSEY
Collegian Correspondent

A new offshoot of rap music is exploding out of the inner

cities — it is called by some "gangster rap" or "hard rap"

and to many observers reflects a cold, hard, raw reality

that too many simply overlook and ignore. Gangster rap

is often attacked for being too violent or sexually explicit,

and it is rappers like NWA (Niggers with Attitudes) or

The Geto Boys that receive much of the criticism.

Many argue that such groups are essentially holding

up a mirror to society and telling it like it is. Others claim

that such brutal, graphic Lyric* mixed with heavy,

repetitive, rhythmic back-beats are dramatizing, and even

more so, glorifying the rampant violence so visible in to-

day's inner cities. Gangster rappers write songs about

inner-city violence, such as rape and murder, with graphic

descriptions, either as fantasies or simply as chronicles

of life in the ghetto.

Music critic John Pareles writes in The New York Times

that gangster rap "both for what it describes and for the

unquestioned attitudes the raps reveal, is often frighten-

ing — as well it should be." The NWA title cut from their

1989 hit album Straight Outta' Compton offers the listener

a hard-hitting and disturbing look at Los Angeles gang

warfare. The lyrics, sung by rapper Ice Cube, are juxtapos-

ed with various sampled riffs, chords, and even the haun-

ting whine of police sirens: "When something happens in

South Central Los Angeles, nothing happens, it's just

another nigger dead/... /Straight Outta' Compton, crazv

motherfucker named 'Ice Cube'/from the gang called Nig-

gers with Attitudes/when I'm called off, I gotta' sawed-

( iff/squeeze the trigger, and bodies are hauled off."

To many listeners, songs such as this one echo scary

street-life reality where drugs and guns take precedent

over almost every other aspect of life, a reality that most

would rather never even know about, let alone hear in

a rap song.

Rick Rubin, one of the most influential rap producers

in the history of this form of music, said in an interview

with Rolling Stone, "All they do is talk about things that

are going on. They may not be pleasant, but they are real.

You can't paint a pretty picture — all you can do is hold

up a mirror."

The Geto Boys are a new gangster rap group from

Houston, which is a city that by the end of 1990 had close

to 600 murders. They have released their first album and

it is frightening — but if it were not disturbing, such

gangster rappers wouldn't be telling the truth: "I sit alone

in my four cornered room staring at candles/Dreamin' of

people I've dismantled^ close my eyes and in the circle

appears the images of sons of bitches I've murdered..."

Such "prophets of rage" detail life from their own perspec-

tive — firsthand - and this makes it extremely unnerv-

ing for the listeners. This form of rap merges many dif-

ferent meanings in their songs, often juxtaposing political

statements with chronicles of drug-dealing, violence and

sexual exploits. It's playful but scary postmodernism at

its best.

In an interview with Kevin Mitchell, who is a D.J. on

his own rap show on WMUA and CBS College Marketing
Representative, he expressed his view of this new
popularity of violent, graphic rap groups: "That is how
it is for a lot of Black youths on the streets, that is exact-

ly how it is — being harassed by police officers, or having

to survive selling drugs because you can't get a job. All

that stuff is reality and that is basically what it is, a reflec-

tion of reality."

Mark Costello and David Foster Wallace have written

Signifying Rappers: Rap and Race in the Urban Present,

one of a handful of books written on rap music, a genre

of Black musical expression that has existed for over ten

years. They write that "hard rap affords white listeners

genuine, horse's-mouth access to the lif e-and-death plight

and mood of an American community on the genuine edge

of im-/explosion."

Still others, like UMass Afro-American Studies Pro-

fessor Chester Davis, view this type of rap music as sen-

sational and commercial. Professor Davis claims that in

order to sell albums, many rap groups utilize sexual ag-

gression and violence in their lyrics, giving the listener

a false impression of the communities the rappers

originate from. "All these kinds of people are going for

sensationalism, they are going for dramatization, they are

going for shock and this does not really represent the com-

munities they are associated with, and they (the rap

groups) don't care...Too many people believe and want to

believe that that in fact is what the Black community is,"

Davis said. Not all Black communities, of course, are like

the ones described by groups like NWA and the Geto Boys;

however, the violence that is graphically described by such

groups does exist in many of the inner cities from New
York City to Boston.

Even if the lyrics of many hard rappers are often exag-

gerated, and few doubt that they are, the music is an

essential medium for trying to understand and maybe

even mend the dilemma of urban violence. As domestic

problems in the United States get shrouded by chaos in

the Middle East, this jolt of reality is sorely needed.

The city of Boston, for example, had a record number

of murders last year. And as NWA expressed in their

album, many murders of minorities are often ignored or

given minimal attention by the press. Mike Barnicle, a

columnist for The Boston Globe, writing on the recent

homicides Boston has endured and ignored: "Each had a

life, some terrible, some tragic, some of promise and goals

already achieved, yet many of the deaths — most actual-

ly — came as afterthoughts in the morning paper, scribbl-

ed in the margins on page 88."

This kind of rap music drastically communicates these

frustrations that many Blacks feel and relate^ the pre-

sent state of social conditions in many of today's forgot-

ten ghettoes.

Listening to gangster rappers, you can feel the anger,

you can feel the rage; it is terrifying but essential to listen

to.

Civil Rights leader Martin Luther King Jr. once said

that "to cure injustices, you must expose them before the

light of human conscience," meaning that to stem the ris-

ing brutality in society, you must dramatize it.

For a nation that is slowly sinking into apathy as cities

disintegrate into empty shells of humanity, for a nation

that continually ignores its domestic problems in order

to wage wars for murky reasons, for a nation in which

drug abuse, AIDS, homelessness, and poverty are on the

rise, this slap in the face that such gangster rappers offer

us is long overdue. Pe-Zo, a rap D.J. for WMUA, declared

that although the music of gangster rap is their transla-

tion of what is going on, the underlying truth is there.
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The Valley's newest and most

complete weight training facility!

00 tor 4 months

(1 full semester)139
in The Price Chopper Mall-

Fitness
Center

r.Imherst •ZSS-FLEX

The Five College Program

in Peace & World

Security Studies

Presents:

"Tim New European Order and the U.S.

with:

ANDREW PIERRE

Carnegie Endowment for International Peace

Thursday, February 7th, 8:00 pm
Converse Hall, Amherst College

This event is free and open to the public. For more

information call PAWSS at 549-4600, ext 519

*mmmjQM&
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BOSTON
Celtic
Tickets
Register to Win

AT

mm
AMHERST

534 Main St,

256-6414

HADLEY
99 Russell St.

Rte 9

586-6464

DOONESBURY
By GARY TRUDEAU

THE FAR SIDE
By GARY LARSON

Cattle drive quartets

CALVIN AND HOBBES Bv BILL VATTERSON

AP Photo

DANNY THOMAS DIES — Actor and comedian Danny Thomas (center),

shown with the cast of television's Make Room For Daddy series, died ear-

ly yesterday of a heart attack at his Beverly Hills home. With him from

the left are: Rusty Hammer, Penny Parker, Angela Cartwright and Ma-

jorie Lord (right).

THAN IT

HAS TO BE.
SAE 10W-30 PART NO. 527-6148

FREE 1991

CELTIC CALENDAR

MGHHH.' * S*W
SNAKES GOT ME/

U0R*\B\.£ INHER TEHTH ON
VTS SEWSRMEL1 WO\J\N&

UPPER jM 9dU£S MiE
POLLING rAE DOWN \TS

FR\G\D GULLET.' RUN
TOR MOUR L\FE .'

AT LEAST I HAVE A
L\fE...UKL\VC£ SOME
WEIRDOS 1 KNOW.

I SUPPOSE \E I HAD
TWO X CUROMOSDtAES,

IP TEEL UOST\LE TOO.

FROTTER By GARRY PORTER

with a purchase of

5 qts of 10-30 or 10-40 Amalie
motor oil

Better than it has to be.

mm

®

HIAfPi
...where there's always a parts pro to serve you!

For all your automotive needs foreign and domestic

;MP
FREE ICE WITH

KEGS
Rolling Rock 12 pk $6.89*

Bud Case $13.69*

Cr, 1 HBi. yotX- HVSBAUD RAW

POG WITH W'Al

win. , w«v oatr u>£

THv' To &eT Tb know

tA£> OTMBT * U-m£
ucpip.

\

SO, I b«SS THEy'a t0TH3£

/«*/ *«?*/ Afctf.

SNOOKY LANSON By E. VEZINA & SHAUGHNESSY

Busch 12 pk $5.69*

Smirnoff Vodka 750 ml $7.49
Seagrams Wild Berries

4 pk
$3.49

Jim Beam 750 ml $6.99

"A New Family Owned Business"

*Plus Deposit

TANGELO PIE By TIM SNIffEN

ROUTE 9, HADLEY, Sctwttn Biirgir King ind Dunk.n Donutt • 514 8174

J uto* 4.00 a lifik whi/e

aao, so i/*5 defi»\Mu
al'kr </... y

WeIk do i^ou
/
x&<

have 4ht tO-W
hme>

l -^

VA kmnWHATVMt IT

K?IH)Hr> No,n*'<ini'he:
b&\Woom. The dock here

J&rr't ho baticfies in it.

M « 7/iTO A MTt//

Ok, J&imuU

remember
DiaI- the-Time
<*€ bema V
casua

tt<< 6ne «r ^vKt
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QUOTE Of THE DAY
"Our greatest glory Is not in

never failing, but in rising every

time ve fall."

— Oliver Goldsmith

(we didn't want the iob anvwav)

DAILY CROSSVORD PUZZLE
Edited By TRUDE MICHEL JAFFE
ACROSS

1 Part ot a revue

5 Pens mates
9 Boner

14 Languish

15 Hawaiian

seaport

16 October

oirthstones

1

7

Barley beards

18 — Jay Lerner

19 Unevenly

matched
contest

20 Nina. Pinla

Santa Mana
eg

23 Attention getUr
24 Buckle

25 Setting ot a

fictional mutiny

27 Name
30 Ones hay
33 Ancient Greek

city-state

36 The Ram
38 New York river

40 Entry

41 Latvian city

42 Columbus
birthplace

43 Garden creeper

44 Fingers

45 As many
46 Bugaboo
47 Scraps
49 Whenever
51 Wind up
52 He wrote

Golden Boy
54 Ostrichlike bird

56 Clique

58 Sublet of

lamily (est

64 Snicker

66 Teased
67 Junket

68 Asian palm
69 Seaweed
70 Concerning
71 Author ot Don

Juan
72 Skin

73 Slender

DOWN
1 Vacation spots

2 New Zealand

export

3 Road stops

4 Criteria

5 Indict

6 Some paintings

7 Rubbish'

8 Kind ol boom
9 Scuttlebutt

10 Gibbon
1

1

Old Year s

personification

12 Chimney
channel

1

3

Notice

21 Dorm feast

22 Angel hair,

for one
26 Ingenuous
27 Rushes
28 Dickens Heep
29 Government in

Orwell s 1984
31 Heartfelt

32 — Dominor
34 Mortise s

companion
35 Improve

37 Mitigated

39 Presently

42 Delight

46 Lead-in lor

tasse

48 Lower
50 Breakfast item

53 Cinch

55 Before

56 Pink

57 Uncanny
59 Swiss cheese

feature

60 Fringe

61 Isolated

62 Air

63 Sir Christopher

65 Foucault

Pendulum
author
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rtENU
LUNCH

i hk Ken fturrilo

^oei^t Pork

BASICS LUNCH
Garden Sondvk l\

Cheese ^u( Loei!

DINNER
Trt-County Fair S<ii\ilvu t\

/^ealkxil

BASICS DINNER
Chicken tburnfo

Cauliflowet ( asw role

YOUR DAILY HOROSCOPE
Bv JEANE DIXON

ARIES (March 21-April 19): Do
your work without fanfare - so-

meone influential is assessing

your performance. Real estate

transactions are worth a closer

look. Write letters and return

phone calls promptly.

TAURUS (April 20-May 20):

Do not let outside influences

permeate the office environ-

ment. Keep your mind on your

work A confidential talk will

lead to greater financial securi-

ty A close relationship

intensifies

GEMINI (May 21-June 20): A
reconciliation may be difficult

now, but it will help you right a
delicate situation. An older per-

son asks important questions.

Answer honestly The truth hurts

less than evasions.

CANCER (June 21-July 22):

Employment affairs are on a
more productive course. Take

advantage of a friend's offer to

help out in a family emergen-
cy. A new acquaintance adds
glamour to your social life Limit

spending

LEO (July 23-Aug.22) A
career or business proposition

will be handed to you on a
silver platter An older person

calls on you to play the role of

peacemaker. Give your loved

ones more of your time.

VIRGO (Aug.23-Sept 22): A
meddlesome older person
could complicate your morn-

ing. Afternoon brings welcome
relief! A practical financial ap-
proach will win the backing of

influential people Romance is

unpredictable

LIBRA (Sept.23-Oct.22) Your

concerns about a neighbor or

child are exaggerated. Your

health and work habits could

be directly related. Resolve a
career problem and you will

feel like a new person.

SCORPIO (Oct.23-Nov .21): A
friend plays a more active role

in your life now. Travel can be
both invigorating and pro-

fitable if you plan carefully. Your

closest relationships are a

source of real contentment this

week
SAGITTARIUS

(Nov.22-Dec.21): Make your

home more comfortable and
you will want to spend more
time there. A new emotional in-

volvement looks very promis-

ing Stick to a healthy diet

CAPRICORN (Dec 22-Jan.l9)

Look inward and decide what
you really want. Even if you
make a few mistakes, your star

will continue to rise! A
newcomer could be a breath

of fresh air. Be open-minded
AQUARIUS (Jan.20-Feb.18)

New experiences give you
fresh inspiration. Your affec-

tionate nature endears you to

your family and friends. Loosen-

ing your grip on the purse
strings will help you save a
crumbling relationship.

PISCES (Feb.l9-March 20):

Do not let today's events divert

you from an important goal
Climb out of a rut by replacing

bad habits with good ones. You
feel more attractive when you
get more exercise.
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Our Annual Winter Sale
20% Off All Wool

(in stock only)

Feb 11 through Feb 23
11 Pleasant St., Northampton

Mon-Sat 10-5, Thur 'til 9

LOCAL
COLORS

Arts & Crafts Gallery

Comics & More
38 Main St

Downstairs
Northampton, MA

586-9166

OPEN:
M-W2to7 Th-Fri 2 to 9

Sat 2 to 7

549-7373

Featuring
Works by

Local Artists

&
Craftspeople
Exclusively

Real Prices for

Real People

233. N. Pleasant St.

The Carriage Shops
Amherst

You'd Be Crazy To

Go Anywhere Else!
Bosalte. Sarah, Yvette

Tina, Casey Pouia

The holidays arm 't over...our year etui gift to yon 8 Ixre!

6 Months, Plus 6 Months Free!
Offer extended til 1/14(91

CALL NOW 586-7503 HAMP PLAZA NORTHAMPTON

|» You'll Find the "Sweetest" ofSwings at Liquors 44!! *
Price* do not include deposit

WINF
(florona $169

D!
BEER caseof 24-12 oz. bottles

NARRAGANSETT SQ29
caseof 24-12 oz. cans %J - QEP

ROLLING
\rock

ROLLING $124
?

ROCK '

fc
case of 24

12 oz. bar bottles

PIELS DRAFT $Q49
&PIELS LIGHT 0- DEP

1 :aseof 24-12 oz. cans

r&fa "SBS
1

.
$2"

J WINE COOLERS W^x%
4 pk. bottles

ll.MUIIA, |yAVMfS

GALLO $E99
CLASSIC WINES W 3.01 //ji;.

CHABLIS. RHINE. BURGUNDY RED ROSE. I U~"*£i I

PINK CHA BL IS BL USH. (' fc
FRENCH COLUMBA RQ. CHENIN BLANC " *»—

SUTTER HOME $Q69
WHITE ZINFANDEL O 750ml

DUBEOUF
NOUVEAU

BEAUJOLAIS
SC99W 750ML

LIM/ORS
<I>EWARS $9/199
While Label £*+,jfLSCOTCH WHISKY L^-i

BALLATORE $Q99
GRANSPUMANTE Q75OML

M.G. VALLEJO
CHARD0NNAY&

CABERNET SAUVIGNON

BACARDI $ 4 c49
SILVER ' ** ,75L

XL, VODKA £

$099W 750 ML

EARLY TIMES e.| 449
BOURBON

S"49$13

*££* $1

1

VA/UICWCVWHISKEY

a

1.75L

net responsible for

typographical errors

HADLEY
9am to 1 1pm Campus Plaza/Route 9
Monday thru Saturday 253-9344

TWO
LOCATIONS

HOLYOKE
30 Lincoln St.

534-4555

SALE PRICES
THURS. 2-07-91 THRU

WED. 2-13-91

TeleCheck

THE NATIONAL COLLEGE
NEWSPAPER

Joins with the

Daily Collegian

in hoping for

the quick and

safe return of

our friends and

loved ones in

the Persian

Gulf.

lfc%4^^?f^^T^4^^?%#»&&&$V^V^?V^^^'v^^^^H?vM£&n

GET PERSONAL THIS
VALENTINES DAY!

FEBRUARY 14th
»<!'

Deadline is Tuesday
February 12th at 3:30 pm

V2 PRICE OFF
ONLY 10* PER WORD

Daily Collegian

*i 113 Campus Center
>r

COME TO THE COLLEGIAN OFFICE-CC 1 13MON - - THURS 8:30-3:30 • DEADLLNE 2 DA YS PRIOR TO PUBLICA TION • CASH INADVANCE, 20*/WORD/DA Y FOR STUDENTS

Classifieds
ACTIVITIES

AUDITIONS FOR INTO THE"WOODS
Open call, come lo one set Feb B. 6pm
SUB. Feb 9. 1pm and 6pm 163 Campus

Call BacKs Feb 10 1pm.

FREE MEDITATION WORKSHOPS -

Let peace begin with you
First class - Mon 2/1 1/91 7 30 - 9 30 pm
Campus Center see into desk lor room -

Call 585-0422 lor more info

SPECTRUM GENERAL MEETING
7 30 rm 805 C C New members welcome

ANNOUNCEMENTS

AEROBICS NAUTILUS STAIRMASTERS
Ltfecyeles, freeweights. treadmill, gravitron,

step-classes karate Amherst Athletic Club
256-0080

BED AND BREAKFAST- downtown ideal

tor visiting parents and friends- 549-0733

CARIBBEAN- $189' The warmth of me
Caribbean or Mexican coast for a week Ft/T

Air Sunhitch « m 212-864-2000

DON'T MISS IT!!

Feb 14 SUB 10-4

Book your spring break
packages and come see
the Equalities

BIG FLING

HELP PLAN 1991 SENIOR" BASH into

meeting Feb 1 2. 7pm. C C Rm 1 68 or stop

by our table on the concourse Feb 6 7 12

Call 545-2317 tor info

AUTO FOR SALE

1985 CHEVETTE good condition, great

commuter car $600. Kate 549-4324 Must

sell

1986 ENCORE
Excellent condition

$2500 253-2858

CHEN STYLE TAI CHI

COME LEARN THIS earliest form of T'ai

Chi which features slow/fast soft/vigorous

empty/solid movements Class begins Feb

5 and 7 Call 253-4057

SKIS/BOOTS
Lacroix Skis with bindings-180's
Lange boots and Lange heated boots
Very reasonable 1

549-9932

VACCUM CLEANER. SHOPVAC
MIGHTVMINI Excellent condition
Available cheap Call 549-1809

HELP WANTED

ASSEMBLERS: EXCELLENT INCOME to

assemble products from vour home
508-646-1700 Dept p1307

DREAM JOBS NOW! Sprmg/Summer.
want a paid vacation in paradise? Hawaii.

Calif Fia cruise shins natl pks and mnrp

100s of addresses and tel no's l

guarunteed Call 1-900-226-2644 $3-min

EARN $300 to $500 per week reading

books at home Call 1-615-473-7440 ext

B281

PERSONALS

HAPPY 21st BIRTHDAY KIM BENNETT"
We hope you don't PASS OUT" too soon'

Love. The Triple

INTERESTED in Christian Fellowship? The
Alliance Christian Fellowship welcomes
you! More info Jim or Beth 253-7206

KAREN! HAPPY ANNIVERSARY, 3

YEARS DOWN & A LIFETIME TO GO YOU
HAVE MY LOVE FOREVER XXXOOO
FRANKLIN

ESTABLISH CREDIT

DISCOVER CARDS
No cost to apply
Call Mark at 546-4814
Leave message

What is the ULTIMATE HUNT? Find out in

4 days

PIZZA

SPRING BREAK

SPRING BREAK PARTY!
Travel to Jamacia. Mexico' And Panama Ci-

ty Fl i Concerts' Free Parties' Club dis
counts' And lots more' For info call Denise
546- 7 156

WAKE-N-BAKE!!! Spring Break '9v

Jamaica/Cancun from $459 00"
A week of fun and sun' The hottest

•

tions 1-800-426 7710

TYPING

WORD PROCESSING SERVICES Will

type papers, manusenpts. ect $1 50 pe r

page Excellent spelling and grammar
guaranteed References Flexible hours -

evenings-weekends For information

548-9753

WANTED

SENIOR BASH 91

FOR RENT

4 BEDROOM APARTMENT, partially

funished between university and center of

town 256-0266-Jeanne Harlow

INTELLIGENCE JOBS. All branchOS US
Customs, DEA ect Now hiring Call

1-805-962-8000 Ext K-9616

COLLEGE PIZZA
SPRING SPECIAL
Small cheese $3 50
Large cheese $5 99
Small 2 way $450
Large 2 way $6 99

Must mention this ad'
549-6098 549-6073

SENIORS HELP plan the biggest party

at UMass Info meeting Feb 12. 7pm. CC
rm 168 or stop by the table on the con-

course Feb 6. 7. 12 Call 545-231 7 for in

to Great resume material

TRAVEL

WANTED: ASSISTANT BUSINESS
manager and assistant finance manager 1

The Collegian is looking for-ambitious.

responsible, organized, sophmores with

good communication skills Applications

available at the Collegian and must be sub-

mitted no later than Friday Feb 8. 1991

The Collegian is an EOE

DRUM-award winning Black Arts and
Literature magazine-now accepting submrs
sions. 115 NAH

HOUSE MUSIC
Is here from the underground John, DJ
Tapes- 549-5316

FAST FUNDRAISING PROGRAM
$1000 in just one week-
tarn up to $1000 for your campus organiza-
tion Plus a chance at $5000 more 1 This pro-

gram works! No investment needed Call

1 800-932-0528 Ext 50

MASSPIRG WILL BE holding campaign
meetings today at 4 and 7 in 423B Student
Union Come check us out 1

SUPPORT THE U.S. WAR EFFORT' Ral-

ly Thursday February 7, 1991 Noon Stu

dent Union steps God Bless America 1

SWEETS N MORE IN FIELD HOUSE
We re open 6 30 midnight
Ice cream, cookies, subs etc
Come visit us tonight'"

THE NORTHEAST AMERICAN BALLET
AND JAZZ ENSEMBLE WILL HOLD A
DANCE AUDITION FOR NEW MEMBERS
ON SATURDAY FEBRUARY 9th AT
3 00pm AT 25 MAIN ST NORTHAMPTON
TOP FLOOR ABOVE FITZWILLIES CALL
5848521

VOLUNTEERS NEEDED: Military daughter
wants to interview current and former col-

lege students from military families for her

graduate research study exploring the ad-

justment lo college Call (collect) now to

schedule an interview (1)268 7564,
evenings

FRIDGE RENTALS CALL R + P 253-9742

ROOM IN 3 bedroom Until 8-31-91. $160

per month Negotiable No deposit No last

month rent 545-0591

WINTER SPECIAL: 1 month rent 99 cents

with one year lease

2 bedroom- $450
3 bedroom- $537
Sunderland, Free bus route laundry

facilities, swimming pool, garden plots,

short term lease available

665-3856

FOR SALE

AEROSMITH BACKSTAGE PASSES tour

1991. Call lor details 546-2396 Reasonable

prices

BROKEN MINOLTA EP350 Photocopier tot

sale' Approx $200 to repair Best offer Can

Jeff at 6-4630 or OHAG 5-3185

ELECTRONIC TYPEWRITER,
PANASONIC with memory, cnangabte

printwheel and spell checker $125 or BO

call 586-5097

GREAT VALENTINE S DAY GIFT

UMASS glow in the dark boxers

Delivered with your personal note

Only $10!

Call 546-0424 for details

MARSHALL 50 WATT lead amp $375

Jared 256-0021

NEWSPAPER DELIVERERS NEEDED in

UMASS dorms No car required 7-8am 7

days/week Call 253-7009
ROOMMATE WANTED

$$$ OPPORTUNITY OF a lifetime $$$

Own your own business. Set your own
hours Work while in school Interested, call

546-7469

RELIABLE BABYSITTER TO care lor iyr

and 4yr old in Shutesbury Tues 3-6 and

Wed 4-8, occasional wkends Must have

reliable transportation Call 259-1533 after

8pm $6/hr

WANTED: TOUR GUIDES, summer
counselors, student admissions represen-

iatives Applications available at Admissions

Center

ONE FEMALE NEEDED to share a room in

townehouse apts 549-2824 $190

ROOMMATEWANTED
Need a place to live? 1 space available in

downtown Amherst Cheap rent! 1 Call

253-7246

CAN'T AFFORD SPRING BREAK'
GUARANTEED GREAT PRICES with top

collegiate company' Space available to

Jamaica, Cancun. Acapulco and Panama
City Beach Florida (the "new Daytona
Beach")' MCA/ISA ARE ACCEPTED! Call

Cindy at 549-3538-please leave message'

YOI! MALE ROOMMATE WANTED to

share Brandywine apt.

$193 75/mo Heat/hot water mcl Be koool
549-0181

SERVICES

CLUB MED
Enjoy your spring break"

Added value with each booking
Call Rendezvous Travel 1-800-336-1002

INSTRUCTION

EARN CREDIT learn to Scuba Dive Basic

Classes held Monday Tuesday. Wednes
day, and Thursday 7-10PM in Curry Hicks

Pool Open Water II class held dunng
Spring Break in Key Largo. FLA Advanc-

ed Class held in New England in April For

funher informtion call 549-8401 , or drop by

Curry Hicks starling 2/4/91

GUITAR LESSONS with Doug Hewitt

Rock. Blues Folk Acoustic or Electric Im-

prov Theory. Reading. Songwnting. many
new songs -plus singing Studio on 3 bus

lines 549-1938

LOST

LEGAL QUESTIONS? The Legal Services
Center offers free legal assistance to fee-

paying students Contact us at 922 Campus
Center. 545-1995

STUDY ABROAD IN AUSTRALIA
Information on semester, summer, J-term

graduate and internship programs All pro-

grams run under $6000 Call Curtm Univer-

sity at 1-800-878-3696

SINGING VALENTINES

DELIVERED: CLASSES. DORMS. FRATS
INEXPENSIVE
PROFESSIONAL

548-2263

SPECIAL ANNOUNCEMENT

FLORIDA'S NEWEST
HOT SPOT

Panama City-$139

World's Biggest Beach
PARTY

Daytona Beach-$189
Call Enka Julie at 546-2649
or Siobhan + Tern at 546-5079

MONTREAL WEEKENDS $89 price in-

cludes round trip motorcoach 3days
2nights Hotel suite, breakfast tree admis-
sion to club metropolis

RELIABLE TOURS
365 Broadway Rt 1

Lynnfield. MA 01940
61 7-598-9936

RUN FOR THE SUN WITH COLLEGE
TOURS" Your -1 vacation spot Cancun
Packages starting at $369 Call today
253-5140

QUEEN-SIZE FUTON, extra thick with

frame $150 call 586-5097

ROUNOTRIP TICKETS TO Jacksonville

Only $125 each Call 6-5814

GOLD BRAIDED BRACELETT very sen-

timental' Reward call 546-4912

HELP I LOST
My wallet, it's maroon/purple cloth, lost

Thurs Jan 31, please contact' Krislen

6-5609 if found!

ATTENTION UMASS STUDENTS
Explore self and personal issues through
psychodrama in a safe confidential setting

Group meets Tuesdays 7-8 30PM starting

2/12/91 for 10 weeks No fee Register-Call
Mark locally al 665-3678

SPRING BREAK TO DAYTONA!
Travel with Yankee Line Tours via deluxe
motorcoach March 15-24, 1991
"Campus pick-up & drop-off'

"First class hotel accommodations'
"Best location, excellent night-life 1

' 'Only $259 00 (quad occ )

For more info contact Scott

(413) 2560029
Reserve you spot before it's too late'
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Sports
Minutemen wither in overtime vs. WVA, 85-82
By SAM ILVERSTEIN
Collegian Staff

In the f id, they missed five free throws, two crucial

three poii ers and Tony Barbee.

The Un' *ersity of Massachusetts men's basketball team,

without si irting forward Barbee (out with mono), see-

( ollegian photo by Carrie Wyrth

Charles Becton (No. 24) swats Jim McCoy
from behind as Chris Leonard (No. 11)

watches.

Watt V'.Vnio ;«5)
Brooks lO-li 13 21 Greene 7)2 5-6 22 Bodkin 1-2 O-O 2 Leonord 2-7 2-2 7 Boyd
6)6 5--' 17 3o«c<rd 4-7 6-6 14 Becton 1-7 O-O 2 Wilson O-O O-O Q 1? Robinson
O-O C-O O. Roodcop O-O O-O O Totals 31-62 19-24 86
MatsochuMtts '82)

Hernaon 8-14 5-8 21. Tate O-l O-O O, Williams 11-24 1-4 23. Giles 4-14 5-6 15. McCoy
6-17 4-7 l& Brown 2-6 2-2 7. Anderson O-l O-O O. K Robinson O-l O-O O Totals
31-78 17-27 82
HaHMm* West Virginia 39. Massachusetts 35 Refutation WVu 32. UMass 36 Ov»f
Hm» WVU 14. uMass 11 Thre*-Polnt Ooolt Greene (3; Leonard. Giles (2). Brown

sawed through 12 second-half lead changes and four ties

before withering in overtime, 85-82, against West Virginia
in an Atlantic 10 matchup last nijrht at the Cage.
Tied 71-all at the end of regulation, both teams combined

to hit nine consecutive free throws through the first two
minutes of overtime until UMass' Harper Williams blink-

ed, missing the back end of a one-and-one and leaving the
Minutemen down 79-78 with 2:22 left.

Jim McCoy missed three of four free throws as the
Mountaineers built an 83-78 lead on a Chris Brooks tur-

naround jumper and Charles Becton scoop.

WVA led 84-79 with :42 to play after a Mike Boyd (17
points) free throw, before the Minutemen made a last-gasp

run at it.

McCoy grabbed a loose ball, hit a layup and added a free

throw to cut it to 84-82. Harper Williams (23 points,

career-high 17 rebounds) tipped the Mountaineer's in-

bounds pass to Rafer Giles, who called time out.

Giles missed a 3-pointer, however, and Brooks — who
dominated inside to the tune of 21 points, hitting 10 of

11 shots — made one of two from the line with :06 left.

Matt Anderson fell well short with a game-tying 3-point

attempt at the buzzer, and the Mountaineers, now 12-8,

7-5 in the Atlantic 10, had their second road win of the
season. The Minutemen dropped to 14-7, 7 5.

"I'm mad because we let it slip away, but I'm happy
because we fought like heck at the end. ..This is a tough
game to win without Tony Barbee," coach John Calipari
said. "We lost this one at the line."

Freshman forward Pervires Greene led the Moun-
taineers with 22 points, and guard Mike Boyd added 17.

Beside Williams, Will Herndon scored 21, including 8 of
12 UMass points during a dominant 7-minute stretch late

in the game.
Herndon blocked Lawrence Pollard (14 points) from

behind and saved the offensive board off an Anton Brown
miss, leading to a Giles 3-pointer that put UMass up 71-69
with :47 left.

After Herndon was called for goaltending on a Pollard
drive that knotted the score at 71 with :41 to play, the
Minutemen missed a chance to end it when McCoy yank-
ed the front end of a one-and-one with six seconds left.

Boyd grabbed the rebound and appeared headed for the
game-winning basket, but his layup at the buzzer was tip-

ped off course, forcing overtime.

Barbee is expected to travel with the Minutemen to Pitt-

sburgh Friday for A-10 games with Duquesne (Saturday)
and West Virginia (Tuesday.)

"Whether he'll play or not I don't know yet," Calipari
said. "We'll find out what this team is made of now
because we've got a tough little road trip and two home
games (Penn State and Temple) that are going to be
unbelievable."
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Women's Basketball Preview

Collegian photo by Carrie Wyeth
Will Herndon elevates for two of his 21 points

during last night's 85-82 overtime loss to West
Virginia.

Women to host West Virginia Mountaineers
By GREG SUKIENNIK
Collegian Staff

You've seen the men's episode of West
Virginia University vs. the University of

Massachusetts. Get ready for the sequel.
Tonight at 7:30 in the Curry Hicks Cage,

Collegian Ale photo

The women's basketball team
will be up aginst some fierce com-
petition from West Virgina's Moun-
taineers tonight at 7:30 in the Cage.

women's basketball teams from UMass and
WVU will pick up where the men left off

last night, in an Atlantic 10 Conference
game.
The Minutewomen, 0-19 and 0-11 in the

A 10, are facing the Lady Mountaineers
(11-8 overall, 6-4 in the A-10) for the second
time this season. In the first match-up —
Jan. 12 in Morgantown, W.Va. - WVU
held UMass to 16.7 percent shooting in the
first half and smushed the Minutewomen,
92-35.

UMass coach Kathy Hewelt is hoping the
lessons her team has learned since that
game will help the Minutewomen avoid
such a spectacle this time around, most
notably in the turnover department.

"It's very, very important that we han-
dle their pressure defense well," said
Hewelt. "We've been doing a better job at
that lately, as Saturday's effort shows
[UMass only turned the ball over 25 times
at Rutgers). We're better prepared this

time."

The Lady Mountaineers are led by point
guard Rosemary Kosierek. The 5-foot-5

guard from Baltimore averages 20.4 points
and 5.9 assists per game, shoots from three-

point range at a 35 percent clip and
averages 3 steals a game.

"As she goes, so goes the team," explain-
ed WVU co-coach Kittie Blakemore.
Kosiorek has led the Lady Mountaineers
in scoring in 11 of their 19 games, in

eluding 52 in their past two games.
"Kosiorek is difficult to contain. She does

so many things for her team," said Hewelt.
"She really elevates their play as a team."
However, the Lady Mountaineers are by

no measure a one-woman team. Donna Ab-
bott, a 6-foot junior forward, is currently
second in team scoring with 16.1 points a

game, and leads all WVU rebounders with

10.3 boards a game.
Blakemore also stressed the Lady Moun-

taineers' team depth.

"We like to use all 11 players," noted
Blakemore, who for the past five years has
shared head coaching duties with Scott

Harrleson. "We've been getting good help

from the bench, and that's helped with our
running game a lot."

That's exactly the kind of game Hewelt

would like to avoid if she can. With
Keyburn McCusker and Kim Kristofik
both currently suffering from flu symp-
toms, the Minutewomen's team depth is

still at risk. Hewelt would prefer a controll-

ed tempo game as opposed to the run-and-
gun style of WVU's bench.
"The tempo of the game has to be where

we're comfortable for us to be competitive,"
Hewelt said. "They're a very quick team."

Men 's track goes to Easterns,
up against URI, Maine, UNH
By KEITH BENNETT
Collegian Correspondent

The University of Massachusetts
men's track team will compete in the
Eastern Conference Championship
Meet in New Haven, Conn., this

Saturday.

UMass coach Ken O'Brien expects the
battle for the top spot in the meet to be
between defending Conference cham-
pion Southern Connecticut and Rhode
Island, who just joined the conference
this season.

The Minutemen finished third as a
team last year <*t the Easterns and will

likely be battling for third this year also.

Other teams who could challenge
UMass for that spot are, according to

O'Brien, New Hampshire, Maine and
Holy Cross.

Among the 31 athletes from UMass
who have qualified to compete in the
meet, two athletes will compete in more
than one event. Kevin Walters will com-

pete in both the 55-meter dash and the
200-meter run and Jeff Peterson will

compete in both the shot-put and the
triple-jump.

In other field events, Luke Simpson
will compete in the 35-pound weight
toss, Nelson Simao in the shot-put, Joe
Kourafas in the high-jump, Brian Bed-
narek in the pole-vault, Dave Borges in

the long-jump and Christian Dimatteo
in the triple-jump.

Running for UMass will be: JeffWhite
and Paul Doyle in the 55M hurdles,

Steve Brown in the 400M, Ben Nichols
in the 1.000M and Matt Simon in the

1,500M.
O'Brien considers the 3.000M to be

the team's strongest event in the meet.
Seniors Jon Corso and Gerry Squires
and freshman John Raach will repre-

sent the team in that race.

In addition to these individuals,

UMass will also send three relay teams.

The Minutemen will compete in the 4

x 400M relay, the 4 x 800M relay and
the distance-medley relay.

A fine batch
of live jazz
By BILL ROSENBLATT
Collegian Staff

Get it while you can, folks. The winter months

are bringing an incredible amount of top-

quality jazz artists to the Valley, mainly

because it's the off-season in New York and the

Beautiful People are off skiing in Aspen or sun-

bathing in the Caribbean. So the musicians

come here; great jazz shows in the coming

weeks are being produced by the Iron Horse,

WMUA radio and the Duke Ellington Commit-

tee of UPC. And be warned: once Spring arrives,

we starve again.

The Horse continues their generous offering

ofjazz this weekend with two shows that would

be on even the most jaded New Yorker's must-

see list. They start off Saturday night with so-

meone who visits us, not from New York, but

from Saturn: Sun Ra. This is a make-up date

from Dec. 30th, when Ra's earthly self was

recovering from a stroke.

If you've never seen a jazz show before, go see

Sun Ra and his 20-plus-piece Arkestra. Their

music represents the richness of the jazz tradi-

tion from the early big-band days to the "free"

sixties and beyond, and for sheer escapist enter-

tainment value, they can't be beat.

Ra began his residence on this planet more

than 75 years ago as Herman Blount. He found-

ed his cosmic conclave in the mid-50s after lear-

ning his craft in the Fletcher Henderson Or-

chestra, one of the most influential big bands

of all time. His own band has been going strong

ever since; despite constantly changing person-

nel, a core group of players remain, including

the incredible saxophonists Marshall Allen

(alto) and John Gilmore (tenor). Several

notables of the jazz avant-garde have passed

through the Arkestra, making Ra himself sort

of an interplanetary Art Blakey.

Sun Ra's music was always ahead of its time,

and was on (often uncredited) influence on the

music of the 60s; for example, John Coltrane

cited Gilmore as a major influence on his ad-

vanced saxophone technique. Although the

Arkestra's music started out showing the hard-

bop influences of the time, they were clearly

headed someplace special. By 1965, the time of

the landmark Heliocentric Worlds of Sun Ra
albums, it was equally clear that space was the

place.

Ra has evolved a philosophical rationale for

his music, a bizarre combination of sci-fi, Egyp-

tian mythology and Black nationalism. His

philosophies extend beyond the music to the

very life of the band members: they all live

together in a commune in Philadelphia, eat

healthy food and don't drink or use drugs (this

in part may account for Ra's vitality as a

septuagenarian).

In recent years, Ra's music has followed the

current fashion in jazz of going back to the roots.

Two of his recent releases, Reflections in Blue

and Blue Delight, feature classic big-band tunes

from his days with Henderson — albeit with a

decidedly otherworldly perspective. His latest,

Purple Night, strikes a middle ground between

tradition and extraterrestria.

If all this sounds hopelessly weird, don't

worry. Even ifyou don't understand the music

CONTINUED ON PAGE 2
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Phish to play some grcovin' tunes

at the John M. Greene Auditorium

jazz

By TIM CORLEY
Collegian Correspondent

Listen up, music lovers. There's a tru-

ly fantastic band in the area which is

starting to take many parts of the coun-

try by storm. As their following con-

tinues to spread out further and further

into the college scene, the rock group

Phish has taken rock music to a new
level of entertainment quality.

Phish has been called the best new
group to hit the circuit in years. There

is a lot of evidence to support this claim,

and it lies within the music and how
unbelievably well these guys are play-

ing it. And they're coming this Satur-

day, to the John M. Greene Auditorium

at Smith College in Northampton.

There are 2,000 seats, but don't

underestimate this group's potential to

sell out; they recently sold out 1,800

tickets in Providence, Rhode Island and

3,000 tickets for New Years Eve. Buy
your tickets soon!

For those who haven't seen Phish,

they are a first rate band. This is not

your run-of-the-mill, new age, attitude

orientated "college band." To begin

with, the band takes its music very

seriously as far as composition and per-

formance are concerned. On the other

hand, they indulge in each other's off-

beat sense of humor, creating a certain

unique appeal to the average listener,

as well as tantalizing those in the au-

dience of musical background with their

strong talents and virtuosity.

The guitarist, Trey Anastasio, was a

songwriting and composition major at

Goddard College near Montpelier, Ver-

mont. Keyboardist Paige McConnel has

a degree in improvisational jazz and the

drummer John Fishman has a similar

degree for percussion, the bassist, Mike
Gordon, doesn't have a degree — he is

just awesome anyway.

I think the foremost and key element

to Phish is the songwriting. Anastasio

is one gifted composer. His combination

of original music and stylistic employ-

ment of a host of assorted popular

musical influences has produced dozens

of brilliant songs. There is influence

from Zappa, Stravinsky, Charlie

Parker, Steelie Dan, AC/DC, Led Zep-

pelin, The Allman Brothers, as well as

funk, bluegrass, latin, reggae, calypso,

country and western, etc...There are

even some original styles and ideas that

can only be defined as pure rock-n-roll

innovation. Cap this off with some
quirky, if not completely bizzare lyrics

and you get PHISH.

Here's a description of one of Phish's

newer tunes. The song "Reba" is about

a girl or a witch who whips up a bizzare

batch of stuff and sells it to a butcher

as some sort of weird meat (Sort of like

hotdogs). The tongue-twister lyrics are

CONTINUED ON PAGE W 4
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Phish will play their tantalizing and mesmerizing music at John M. Greene Auditorium on Satur-

day. Get your tickets soon!

CONTINUED FROM PAGE W '

(though "understand" has little meaning

here...), you'll enjoy the wild costumes,

African-influenced dancing and general

carnival atmosphere at a Sun Ra show.

Last time they came to the Iron Horse, they

played tunes from Disney cartoons! This

show will be a blast!

Immediately following Sun Ra will be the

Don Cherry Quartet on Sunday evening.

Although Cherry also comes from the so-

called avant-garde, his intimate, evocative

approach is quite the opposite of Ra's alien

free-for-all. Cherry made his mark with

Ornette coleman's historic quartet in the

late 50s and early 60s - a group that shat-

tered the boundaries of pitch and rhythm

with such albums as The Shape ofJazz to

Come and Free Jazz, and whose influence

is only now being admitted to the canon of

music accepted by "purists."

Since then, Cherry has spent quite a bit

of time all over the world and has general-

ly divided his musical sensibilities between

Coleman-influenced jazz and multicultural

"world music." He has put together various

groups involving musicians from Col-

eman's band, such as the acclaimed Old

and New Dreams and a recent quartet with

tenor saxophonist James Clay. He has also

participated in various "ethnic" ensembles,

including Codona (with the brilliant per-

cussionists Collin Walcott and Nana
Vasconcelos) and local artists Tony Vacca

and Tim Moran. His latest album, the

aptly-titled Multikulti (also the name of his

currentband), ties together many of his

musical worlds and adds an occasional

South African element.

Cherry started out as a trumpeter; his

main axe is actually a "pocket trumpet,"

a smaller version of the standard instru-

ment made in Pakistan. He has also ac-

quired various indigenous instruments

throughout his travels, including percus-

sion and winds as well as the Moroccan

guitar-like Doussn'gouni. In fact, his

diverse involvements have led a few critics

to accuse him of having little musical per-

sonality of his own (certainly no one will

ever rank him among the top ten trumpet

virtuosos).

However, Don Cherry's strength is in his

ability to adapt to such a wide variety of

situations, from Africa to Asia to Europe

to America. Perhaps the most Interesting

thing about him is that one has no idea

what to expect when going to see him play.

If you see him at the Iron Horse this Sun-

day, expect only the unexpected.

The Sun Ra Arkestra will perform at the

Iron Horse in Northampton on Saturday at

7 p.m. Tickets are $16 in advance. The Den

Cherry Quartet will appear at the Iron

Horse on Sunday at 7 p.m. Tickets are

$12.50 in advance.

WELCOME BACK
STUDENTS!

Call Today For Fast,

Free Delivery:

253-3443
College Street

Amherst

PUiKl HH.L Bt)

-Hut

[DELITO

For Dine-In Or Carryout Call:

253-9787
424 Russell Read

Hadky

WELCOME BACKTOOUR KIND OF FUN!

MKAND MATCH!

Get One Medium Specialty Pizza

GetA Second For Just H.00 More
Good On Delivery, Carryout Or Dine-In

Offer Expires^February 28, 1991

I
Please mention coupon when ordering. One coupon per party per visit at participating Pizza Hut _

|
restaurants and Delivery units. Not valid with any other offer. Limited Deliver)Am

YOUR CHOICE!

One Large One-Topping Pizza
J

GetA Second For Just *6.00 More
Good On Deliw ry, Carryout Or Dine-In

Offer Expirt^Jfitu^jry 28, 1991

! H :
'

Please mention coupon when ordering. One coupon per party per visit at participating Pizia Hut*

I restaurants and Delivery units. Not valid with any other offer. Limited Delivery Area

© 1991 Pitta Hut, Inc. 1/2W cash redemption. LSI

Alternatives to Academics
THURSDAY

Mozart's Last Year 1791, a lecture by Henry

G. Mushkin, will be given at 12:15 p.m. in Music

Center 3 at Amherst College. Admission is

free.

New Soviet Documentary Film Series,

featuring Ivar Seiekis' Popererchnaya Street, will

be shown at 4 p.m. at Merrill III, Amherst Col-

lege. Yuri Mamin's Sideburns will be shown at

7 p.m. in the same location. Admission is free.

The New German Cinema in Context, a

film series, will present Alexander Kluge's

Abschied von Gestern (Yesterday Girl) at Mer-

rill II, Amherst College. Showings at 4 p.m. and

7:30 p.m. Admission is free.

Jewish Theatre Group is starting. First

meeting will be at 7:30 p.m. in the UMass Hillel

House Lounge. For info call 545-2526.

Pains ot Youth, a play by Ferdinand

Bruckner and directed by Marinder Saini, will

be performed at Smith College Theatre 14, 8

p.m. with repeat performances Friday and

Saturday. $4 general admission; $2

students /elders. For reservations: 549-3220.

Peter Panic Flying Underground based on

the story of Peter Pan interwoven with the

biography of Abbie Hoffman, will take place

at 8 p.m., Hampden Theatre, UMass. $5; $3

students /elders. For info call: 545-2804.

Barbara Higbie, singer, keyboardist and

Windham Hill recording artist, will perform at

8 p.m. in the Amherst College Campus Center

Frontroom. $6; $1 w/AC ID.

Borderland will play the Hadley Pub at 9

p.m.

Orgasmo Adulto Escapes from the Zoo

"Dolls, guns, desires, fantasies, anger, fear,

hope, love, laughter, and sex." At the Nor-

thampton Center for the Arts at 8 p.m. with

repeat performances on Friday and Saturday.

The Bobs will play at the Iron Horse. 7 p.m.

and lO p.m. Tickets are $12.50 in advance.

African Film Series, featuring Wend

Kuivn/(Burkina Faso), will be shown in Dwight

lOl at Mount Holyoke College. 7:30 p.m. Ad-

mission is free.

Art and Artisans: A Celebration of the

Margaret Mead Film Festival, a film series

in four parts. First part 7:30 p.m. 227 Herter Hall,

UMass.

The Real Inspector Hound, a play by Tom

Stoppard and directed by Josh Goldberg, will

be performed at Hampshire College, 8 p.m.,

with repeat performances Friday, Saturday

and Sunday. Tickets are $3; $2.50 with a Five

College ID. For reservations call 549-4600

ex.351.

Animation Festival will be presented by

the UMass Film Society. There will be showings

at 7 p.m., 9 p.m., and 11 p.m. in the Mahar

Auditorium, UMass. Admission is $4.

FRIDAY
Present Company, Inc., a professional

theatre touring company presenting inter-

disciplinary performances, will perform at the

Kirby Theatre, Amherst College at 8 p.m. $4;

$2 for students/elders; free with Amherst Col-

lege ID. For reservations call: 542-2277.

Music at Amherst: Hermann Prey, a

baritone, will interpret songs by Mozart,

Schubert, and Beethoven's An die feme

Geliebte at the Amherst College Buckley

Recital Hall at 8:15 p.m. $15; $13; $12; $10

students/elders. For reservations call: 542-2195

The Vestrymen, local progressive rockers,

will play at the Amherst College Campus
Center Frontroom at 9 p.m. Tickets are $6; $2

with an Amherst ID.

Who's Kiddin' Who will play at Pearl Street

in Northampton.

Swallowtail, one of New England's premier

cOntradance bands, will perform at the Iron

Horse in Northampton at 7 p.m.

Robert Rivest Mime Theatre, a student of

Marcel Marceau, will perform at the Blan-

chard Campus Center at Mount Holyoke Col-

lege. The show is at 9 p.m. Admission is free.

The Shockers will play at Sheehan's in Nor-

thampton. Admission is $2.

The Marriage of Maria Braun will be shown

at Hampshire College, 7 p.m. and 9:30 p.m.

Admission is $1.

Ulrike Ottinger Film Retrospective, featur-

ing Avant-Garde German films Enchantment

qf the Blue Sailors and Laokoon and Sons, will

oe shown at 7:30 p.m. in 231 Herter Hall, UMass.

Admission is free. The films will be shown in

German with no subtitles.

Ska Fest, featuring Bim Skala Bim, (bop)

Harvey and the Hi-Hats, will take place at

UMass in the Bluewall Cafe. Admission is $6 for

UMass students and $8 for everyone else.

SATURDAY
Ulrike Ottinger Film Retrospective, featur-

ing The Image of Dorian Gray in the Yellow Press,

will show at the Pleasant Street Theatre in Nor-

thampton at lO p.m. Admission is a $2

donation.

Cultural Continuities in the Arts, a sym-

posium in connection with the Saar exhibit in

the Smith College Museum of Art, will take

place in Graham Hall at Smith College from

lO a.m. to 3:30 p.m. For info call:585-2760. Ad-

mission is free.

WMHC 40th Anniversary Party, featuring

the Vestrymen and WMHC DJ, $3 at the Blan-

chard Campus Center, Mount Holyoke Col-

lege from lO p.m.-2 a.m.

Phish will play at Smith College in John M.

Greene Auditorium.
f

Casino!, gambling and dancing sponsored

by the Hunger Action Committee. $10 in ad-

vance; $12 at door at Amherst College Valen-

tine Hall. 8:30 p.m.-l a.m.

James Cotton Band with King Cod and the

Blue*; Sharks will perform at Pearl Street in

Northampton.
Baba Yaga; Sweet Lickin' Honey Babes;

Scram will all play at the Hampshire Dining

Commons at 9 p.m. Admission is free for 5 Col-

lege Students.

Sun Ra Arkestra will play at the Iron Horse

at 7 p.m. and lO p.m. Admission is $16 in

advance.

SUNDAY
Ulrike Ottinger Film Retrospective, featur-

ing Superbia Der Stolz and Freak Orlando will

be shown at the Pleasant Street Theatre in

Northampton at lO a.m. Admission is a $2

donation.

Valentine Family Concert performed by

folksinger Sarah Pirtle at 3 p.m. in the Red Barn

at Hampshire College. Tickets are $4 (children

under 2 free). For more information call

549-46CO ext. 706.

Faculty Recital Sharon Hayes, soprano;

Alex Ogle, flute; Lynn Sussman, clarinet; Greg

Hayes, piano; and Jenny Kallick will perform

at Amherst College Buckley Recital Hall at 3

p.m. Admission is free.

People, People, My People!, a perfor-

mance by Andrea Hairston and Tony Vacca
in connection with the Saar exhibit at Smith

College. The performance is at 3 p.m. Admis-

sion is free.

Faculty Recital Dana Muller and Gary

Steigerwalt play piano duets by Schubert,

Faure, Busoni, Ravel, and Casella at Mount

Holyoke College's Pratt Auditorium from 4

p.m.-5:30 p.m.

The Don Cherry Quartet will perform jazz

at the Iron Horse. Tickets are $12.50 in ad-

vance. The show starts at 7 p.m.

Fitzcarralado will be shown at Hampshire

College at 8 p.m. Admission is $1.

Bill Morrissey, a New Hampshire native

folksinger, will perform at the Amherst College

Campus Center Frontroom at 8 p.m. Admis-

sion is $8; $1 with Amherst College ID.

Briteside/Uproar will perform at Katina's

Nightclub in Hadley.

^MANr^
27 Pleasant StJNorthampton, MA 01060

Theater Office: 413-586-5828
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Phish
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 2

set to a catchy sing-along song that sud-

denly deteriorates into a completely lm-

provisationally composed musical se-

quence which seems to represent a sort

of musical picture of the "stew" Reba is

making.
Then the song heads out of the com-

plicated music jam and goes on to por

tray a sort of musical representation of

the fine quality of Reba's creation.

Anastasio has Phish launch into a

beautiful solo section where all four

members begin playing on an im

provisational scale, at first quietly, but

then eventually building into a full scale

jam that is simply staggering to behold.

If you want to see a large crowd ot peo-

ple, along with yourself, get completely

psyched, amazed and moved to the point

of musical bliss, the infamous Phish

jams will satisfy that quest.

There are, however, some tips the

newcomer should know about most

Phish shows. First, remember to di

lightly. Phish almost alwayi leUi <>u l

The places get pretty packed and 80 per

cent of the crowd is dancing to some of

the funkiest music heard in the U.S. to-

dav Add this to an average S to 4 hour

show and you get some steamy

temperature*
Also he sure to watch and listen to ilie

music and each musician individually.

The skill of each band member can U

a show in itself. Finally, bring some ex

tra cash. Many newcomers wind up buy-

ing a tape of these guys right after the

show This could hap, <>u too!

So catch them now when they're in

town. The more popular they get, the

mere thev keep touring farther and far-

ther away and the ticket prices are get-

ting prettv high. Many people are star-

ting to become aware of Phish as an im-

portant new additon to the rock circuit.

But they're in their prime now. It's like

being in England in 1968 with the likes

of Hendrix and Led Zeppelin just hitting

the scene and about to explode into the

international music world. These guys

are that good and should not be missed.

Phish will play at Smith College in

John M. Greene Auditorium on

Saturday.

Bim Skala Bim, BOP and HI-Hats otter

a scrumptious ska feast at UMass

-ffo))f

^NGEKOUSJOB

By DOUG JOHNSON
Collegian Staff

Why do we listen to music at all? Perhaps

it is because of some twisted human need

to feel, to move, gyrate, and spiral

rhythmically with sound. To have the

melodious vibrations shake our bones9 I

can think of no better reasons. But don't

take my answer as a truthful reason. If

you're asking yourself this question, then

the Skafest with Bim Skala Bim, BOP
(harvey). and HI-Hats should provide an

ansvvt?r.

Avatars of hairsplitting sonic ska-fury,

Bim Skala Bim's sound is the relentless

work of the band's unity. They are as tight

a hermetic jar which stores their ska-

beat. When the jar is opened, the jumping

bean sound that spills out pours over the

audience and permeates their bodi.

catalyzing an unstoppable colliding dan

orgy. The drummer layers beats upon heats

and "lUnga fills of constant invention into

his breaks, and each time he hits the cym

bal, the band seems to jolt." Bim's riveting

bass and slick slipperyslidin' trombone sus

tains a driving rhythm. Ska, reggae, calyp-

so, and rock are influences that Bim has

successfully fused into a "Carribean Rock"

Ityle.

Their first album was released on ineir

own Fonograff label, self-titled in 1986 and

later released two ska-reggae compilations

Mash It Up and Mashin Up the Nation.

In 1989. Bim's second album, Tuba City.

recorded on the Celluloid label, received

abundant play from radio stations. Bim

Skala Bim have organized and performed

to benefit such deserving causes as nuclear

disarmament, Africa's dwindeling rainfor-

rest, animal rights, and crisis funding for

AIDS patients and the homeless.

In support of their most recent album titl-

ed Bread and Circuses, boopity-boppin'

crusaders BOPfharvey) will be inciting the

crowd into a ska-riot. Their lyrics are in-

fused with a political message and backed

by a citrus sweet sound that tantalyize the

ska-buds.

BOP has become synonymous with the

. American World Beat movement. Speak-

ing of beat, the band's horn section never

misses one and BOP's guitarist weaves

some nifty cords together into a patchwork

string blanket. The group's lead singer

"Wordsmith" whose talk-style method of

singing and rich vocal presence adds to the

collective good-natured feeling one is cer-

tain to experience when in sonic range of

their tropical groove. The band is an eclec-

tic mix of rock, reggae, ska, "classic white

boy R&B," and American bar-quakin' zeal.

Photo court*«y Relativity Records

BOP (harvey) is just one band playing at the Skafest at UMass in the

Bluewall on Friday

In 1989, BOP won Rhode Island's WBRU
Rock Hunt and finanaced the production

of Bread and Circuses with the prize

money. Their first album entitled Nation

Form Nation (1986) blared through out col-

leges with world flair. With an impressive

past track record of logging 200 shows per

year in the early days, they were able to

produce two live recordings, Live at The

Old Post Office (1987) and Roadkills (1988).

Bread and Circuses has been an important

and flavorful source of world beat music

since 1989.

Also appearing will be the HI-Hats with

their own brand of peppery ska. This little

known band is sure to crank a danceable

beat and keep the crowd hoppin' in exag-

gerated skaxtasy. Be certain to pay atten-

tion to the stage in the opening moments

of the show for this band's notable music.

The Skafest, featuring Bim Skala Bim,

BOP (harvey) and HI-Hats will take place

at UMass in the Bluewall Cafe on Friday

night. Admission is $6 for UMass students

and $8 for the general public.

>rn

*^ d i r a d n r^"^RECORDS

RECORDS • CASSETTES • COMPACT DISCS

IMPORTED, INDEPENDENT
& DOMESTIC

WON—WED 9:30-6 SUN 12-5

THURS—SAT 9:30-9

213 MAIN ST. NORTHAMPTON
586-5726

COLLECTABLES • USED
MANUFACTURERS OVER—STOCKS
MONDAY—SATURDAY 10-5:30

THURSDAYS 10-9 SUNDAY 12-5

21 STATE ST., NORTHAMPTON
586-1707
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ATTENTION ALL UMASS STUDENTS!
Explore tke Self and re-enact past conflicts throuj

PSYCHODRAMA. Snare experiences in a safe, confiden-

tial setting. Group begins 2- 12-91 for 10 weeks every Tuesday,

\l to 8:30pm. NO FEE REQUIRED.
Call Mark locally at 665-3678 after 6pm to register.
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Pro- and anti- war demonstrators clash at rally
. „ ^ _. ^i.j:_ i f *u~ fW* snpwh and free exDression, are exactly what we r<

By TAMIR LIPTON
Collegian Staff

The long-anticipated clash of pro- versus anti-war

demonstrators at the University of Massachusetts hap-

pened yesterday on the Student Union steps.

In a rally sponsored by the Republican Club and Young

Americans For Freedom, some 150 pro-war and 50 anti-

war demonstrators exercised their First Amendment right

of free speech.

Pro-war speakers, including students from Amherst Col

lege, monopolized the microphone while anti-war pro

testers stood and observed from alar, holding up signs and

chanting slogans such as "no blood for oil."

Four members from the Students Against the War group

at the University of Massachusetts staged a die-in, where

they laid down on the wet pavement and pretended they

were casualties of war.

"Democracy has spoken and you won't let it lie," said

Glen Caroline, president of the Republican Club. "You

fanatical liberal college students ... are all a disgrace

to this country."

"They (anti war protesters) are absolutely not here to

support the troops," said Guy Glodis, a member of the

Young Americans For Freedom. "If they were supporting

the troops, then they would be supporting the cause. They

are the troops' biggest enemies."

Todd Cownsend, a member of UMass Students Against

the War, said, "We're supporting the troops, we're not

afraid of a draft. I support the troops, not the war. We

choose the more peaceful solution."

Armond Blais, a member of Faculty and Staff For Peace

and Justice in the Middle East, said, "I don't support the

troops. I think they should come home immediately and

not be killed. My main concern is for the Iraqi civilians,

the Kuwaiti civilians, the Jordanians, the Israelis, the

Palestinians - the people who are being carpet bombed

right as we speak."

While the groups may differ in opinion, they both hope

that the troops can and will return quickly and safely,

according to William Hewitt, Vice Chairman of YAF and

an at-large governor for the Board of Governors.

Robert Witwer, a speaker and co-president of the

Republican Club at Amherst College chastised members

of the anti-war coalition standing in front of Machmer

Hall. Witwer said, "The freedoms that you are enjoying,

free speech and free expression, are exactly what we're

fighting for in that part of the Middle East."

Alex Kuli, co-president of the Republican Club at

Amherst College, said, "They're looking at the fact that

they don't want their loved ones killed. They're looking

at death as the worst possible thing that can happen to

you.

"The worst possible thing that can happen to you is to

live in a state where you are not free. Peace is not the

most important thing, the most important thing is the

right to be free," Kuli said.

Peter Wagner, one of the people who staged the die-in.

said "I'm just trving to contrast their message that we

need to step into the soldiers' shoes in order to support

them."

Hewitt said, "We're just trying to show our support for

the troops.

"[We're over in the Middle East) to protect the concept

of sovereign territory. When innocent Kuwaiti lives are

slaughtered, we cannot sit back and watch - we just have

to show Saddam Hussein that his actions will not be

tolerated in this day and age."

Collegian photo* by Dondi Ah<-arn

Pro- and anti-war demonstrators face each other yesterday on Student Union steps.
^ ^

Trustees table decision
Research group fights cuts .

Weld to eliminate Cooperative Extension to restore litigation power
By MARK HENSLEY
Collegian Staff

Citing arguments ranging from healthy

food to drug education to dollars and cents,

members of the Cooperative Extension

System met yesterday in an effort to save

their programs from Gov. Weld's proposed

budget cuts.

Cooperative Extension, which was

established in 1914 as part of a nationwide

system which includes the United States

Department of Agriculture and other land-

grant universities, spreads the benefits of

University research as well as runs educa-

tional programs such as the well-known

4-H program.

As a part of his effort to trim $2.6 billion

off the state budget in the next 17 months,

Gov. Weld has proposed to eliminate

Cooperative Extension, a move which some

say will cost, not save the state money.

Without the $2.6 million in state funding

for Cooperative Extension, the state would

lose $3.5 million in federal funding as well

as $5 to $10 million worth of labor done by

its 5,400 volunteers, said Robert G^

Helgesen, dean of the College of Food and

Natural Resources at the meeting.

Of more immediate concern is the gover-

nor's decision last week to recall $500,000

in funds remaining for the current fiscal

year, which if approved by the Legislature

would limit Cooperative Extension's ability

to carry out existing programs, said John

Baker, interim associate director of

Cooperative Extension.

In telephone interviews, Rep. Stanley U.

Rosenberg (D-Amherst) and Sen John W.

Olver (D-Amherst > both agreed with tins

financial assessment and pointed out that

if the CES were eliminated, Massachusetts

would be the only state in the nation

without such an organization.

Rosenberg said eliminating Cooperative

Extension "would be like cutting off a

thumb," for the organization performs ma-

jor public services and plays a central role

in the function of land-erant universities.

Along with its many other roles,

Cooperative Extension is working with the

University in developing ways to grow

healthy and competitive produce without

the use of pesticides.

Vegetable farmer Gary Gemme of

Whately said the elimination of

Cooperative Extension would affect his

ability to learn new farming technologies,

especially in the area of pesticides.

"The University is doing well in resear-

ching ways to reduce the use of pesticide,"

he said. "There is no one farmer who could

possibly do this alone, there is too much to

know."

Without Cooperative Extension, Gemme
said he and other farmers in the state

would not have access to this information

or to the training for the periodical cer-

tification for pesticide usage which the

state requires.

Bill Coli, the coordinator of the In-

tegrated Pest Management Program
reiterated Gemme's point, saying that 90

percent of re-certification training for

farmers who use pesticides is done by

Cooperative Extension as well as 50 per-

cent of the training for commercial users,

such as exterminators.

Paul Kokuski, 20, a student in the

Stockbridge School of Agriculture, defend-

ed Cooperative Extension based on his

12-year experience in the 4-H program,

where he now counsels children about pro-

blems including drugs and alcohol.

"[The 4-H program] has helped me to ex-

press the talents that I have," he said. "I

would hate to see it cut, for then the kids

coming up would not have the oppor

tunities I have had."

By AMY HENRY
Collegian Staff

An ammendment for students to seek

outside attorneys to represent them in

cases concerning landlords and consumer

issues passed at this week's Board of

Trustees meeting, while a decision to

restore limited litigation power to students

to use the Legal Services Organization's at-

torneys has been tabled.

Student Trustee Angus McQuilken said

he made the decision to table the proposal

until the trustees' April meeting in order

to look at the cost effectiveness and student

support for the usage of outside attorneys.

"I tabled the amendment so we can

research their proposed program. If it won't

work we want to strike a better com-

promise," he said. "They gave us the power

to hire outside attorneys which we could

have done a while ago but we can't afford

it."

President-Chancellor Joseph Duffey, who

testified at the trustees' meeting along

with other administrators in favor of

restored limited litigation power said.

"Students should be able to have Univer-

sity attorneys represent them in landlord

and consumer cases."

Duffey added, "Students and ad-

ministrators should make the policy deci-

sion, not the LSO."
McQuilken said, "I have guarded op

timism about April's meeting. I have hope

that enough trustees are on our side who

are willing to put protection of students

rights above landlord's."

Attorney Charles DiMari, of the LbU,

said "There are significant numbers of

students with unmet legal needs, especially

in the area of landlords and civil rights.

"I'm very disappointed that trustees are

so concerned with those who have violated

students' rights. I am cautiously optimistic

this April that there will be a positive

response.

DiMari said it would be difficult for

students to find attorneys that could repre-

sent them for fees they could afford.

"The average lawyer in western

Massachusetts costs $100 to $200 per hour.

Students obviously can't afford rates

especially for several thousand dollar

cases," he said.

Trustee Michael T. Foley said students

should not have the power to litigate

because it puts the University in a difficult

situation.

"The LSO should have the ability to re-

tain outside counsel for students who have

reached the point where litigation is need-
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NOW Ends Thursday, Feb 14th

Curtain Daily 6:30 and 9:00

Rostand's classic romantic adventure

with GERARD DERPARDIEU as the

"DEFINITIVE CYRANO"—N Y. Times

//IMAGNIFICENT
A HUGELY ENTERTAINING SPECTACLE:'

-PrtwT.j.m.lOltlNGStONt

"IT'S A REALLY ROMANTIC AND
FUN MOVIE" -J*..!*.
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"GLORIOUS"
-RIcKird Schkkel, TIME

C Y rA N O

A film by JEAN PAUL RATPENEAII
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For Your Information
FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 8

Dance - A dance, sponsored by the Asian Student

Association, will be held in the CC Auditorium from 9 p.m.

to 1 a.m. The cost is $2 for members, $4 for non-members.

Civil Disobedience Workshop- The workshop, led by

Hattie Nestel, will discuss the duty of civil disobedience

and nonviolence. It will be held in room 105 of the

Franklin Patterson Building at Amherst College between

6 p.m. and 10 p.m.

SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 9

Dance - A dance, sponsored by Student Valley Produc-

tions, will be held in the Blue Wall from 9 p.m. to 1 a.m.

Admission is $2. Come with a heart on and get $1 off their

spring production of "The Sixteenth Chapel."

SUNDAY, FEBRUARY 10

Peace Vigil - A vigil, sponsored by the Committee on

the Middle East Crisis, will be held at the Amherst Com-

mon at noon. ,„...,.
Women 's Center Meeting - The first Orchard Hill/Cen-

tral Women's Center meeting will be held in room 115

Van Meter South at 7 p.m. All are welcome. Refreshments

will be served.
.

17th Annual International Sunday - The Intertaith fcser-

vice Council of Amherst will hold the Sunday Service at

4 p.m. at the First Congregational Church on Main Street

in Amherst.
MONDAY, FEBRUARY 11

Brown Bag Discussion - Sponsored by Counseling and

Advising for Older Students. Come share your registra

tion horror stories and happy endings in Machmer E-21.

Free Meditation Workshop - A free meditation and yoga

workshop will be offered this semester at the campus

center. The first session is from 7:30 p.m. to 9:30 p.m.

Please check at the Campus Center desk for room

numbers.
Auditions for Killing Me Softly - Auditions sponsored

by the UMass Theatre Department will be held on Feb.

11 and 12. Sign up for auditions on the UMass theatre

department call-board. Scripts to read are available in the

FAC 112.

TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 12

National Student Exchange Meeting - An information

CANCELLATION

South African Archbishop Desmond M. Tutu has

changed his schedule and will not speak at the Univer-

sity on Feb. 14 as originally scheduled.

BERKSHIRE EAST

The most challenging mountain in

Southern New England!

STUDENTS SKI

Monday-Friday
(day session) Only $9

Thursday-Saturday
(night session) Only $7

Weekends
(day session) Only $22

Use this ad and receive

$4 OFF weekend day session

rates!

Take 1-91 North to exit 26 (Greenfield)

West for 17 miles to Charlemont Rt 2

session sponsored by the National Student Exchange will

be held from 4 p.m. to 5 p.m. in Campus Center room 803.

Applications for Fall '91 and/or Spring '92 are due March

1.

WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 13

GLB Valentine Panel - A panel of couples will discuss

same-sex relations at 8 p.m. in Campus Center room 904.

The event is sponsored by the Program for Gay, Lesbian

and Bisexual Concerns.

School of Nursing Academic Rounds Lecture - The

School of Nursing will sponsor a talk by speaker Dr.

Patricia Moccia from 4 p.m. to 6 p.m. at the Campus

Center room 904.

Women's Studies Talk - A talk by writer Leslea

Newman is sponsored by the Women's Studies Dept. It

will be held from 12:15 p.m. to 1:30 p.m. in the Campus

Center complex.

The newly-created European Club is holding a general

assembly in the Campus Center room 165. Citiiensofall

countries are welcome. Tea and cookies will be served. The

meeting starts at 8 p.m.

THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 14

Film and Discussion - "Children of Fire" will be shown

at 4 p.m. in Herter Auditorium (room 231 ). The film deals

with the Palestinian uprising as seen through the eyes

of the children.

Selectivity in Micellar Electrokinetic Chromatography -

A lecture by Professor Harold M. McNair will be held at

1115 a m in room 1633 of the Lederle Graduate Tower.

An Analysis of the U.S.-Soviet Summit - A Five Col-

lege Faculty Panel, sponsored by the Five College Pro

gram in Peace and World Security Studies, will be held

at 8 p.m. in Converse Hall at Amherst College.

SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 16

Rally and Non-violent Direct Action - A rally will be

held at Westover Air Force base at 1:30 p.m. An affinity

group formation and strategy session will be held at

Hooker Auditorium at Mount Holyoke College from 9 a.m.

to 12 a.m.

Correction

The play Putting Women in Their Place . . .

Beside Their Men, announced on page 11 of the Col-

legian '« Thursday, Feb. 7 issue, is sponsored by the

Black Mass Communications Project.

J
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LOCAL
BOG votes

to impeach
SGA officers
By AMY HENRY
Collegian Staff

A motion to impeach the Student Government Associa-

tion's officers and a motion to remove the SGA from their

office was passed last night at the Board of Governors

meeting. , ,

The motions were passed in response to last week s re-

quest by SGA officers for the administration to absolve

the SGA and BOG and form a seperate committee to

restructure the governing bodies.

The officers named are Student Trustee Angus

McQuilken, SGA President Natasha Diephuis, Treasurer

Karen Talbot. Senate Speaker Dan Chesnicka, and

Registrar Rebecca Rudko.

Although the motion, proposed by co-Gov. Guy Glodis,

of the Commuter Area, cannot technically impeach the

officers, Glodis said it was proposed to try to form a coali-

tion with other student groups to support their removal.

The motion passed 17 to three.

"This motion is to show the BOG supports other stu-

dent bodies that oppose the SGA decision, he
,

said. I

think this decision was made to get rid of the BOG.

Nobody wanted to get rid of the BOG when it was far to

^Another motion proposed by co-Gov Ted Maravelias,

also of the Commuter Area, asked lor the removal of the

SGA officers and for the Senate to decide where they

would be removed. The motion passed unanimously.

Bill Harris, director of the BOG, said, "This decision pro-

bably won't take effect because SGA officer elections are

coming up in four weeks and this decision is only binding

on the current officers."

At-large Gov. Dan Cohen said, "The BOG sees this as

a statement of protest, but such an action is hardly

legitimate in the spirit of student unity.

Gov Laura Silver, of the Lesbian, Bisexual and Gay

Alliance, said, "Voting to impeach them when we can t

is ridiculous and it has no bearing on the BOG S job. It

is vet another act of intellectual masturbation

Gov Chris Thomas, also of the LBGA, said, "Attack-

ing space allocations for political reasons is he

deaththrows of ineffective student government. The Board

doesn't really want to effect student issues, they just want

to play political games."

In other business:

• Comedy night will be held next Tuesday

• Casino Night for the Brain Tumor Society of Boston

will be held March 7. Last year $10,000 was raised for

the event.

• Ted Maravelias and Guy Glodis are now co-governors

because Maravelias moved and they will now share one

vote. , __

Collegian photo by Dondi Aht-iirn

MUDDY MOO-COW: A black-and-white bovine anima. contemplates life in the swampy

farmland near Southwest Residential Area.

Police investigate harassment

of women at Tower Library
tim „_;j u« i ...i ,..!-. .^ tVio anmp man has

By MEREDITH O'BRIEN

Collegian Staff

Three female University of Massachusetts students were

reportedly sexually harassed this week in the Tower

Library by an unknown perpetrator, police said yesterday.

Arthur Hilson, director of Public Safety, said three

women reported that a male accosted them while they

were studying during the early evening at the Tower

Library.

The three women said the man attempted to read their

notes over their shoulders, sat down next to them and

touched them in various places.

One woman reported that a man grabbed her thigh and

ankle while she was studying at a table.

Police described the man as 5' 7" with an olive complex-

ion, short black hair, weighing about 130 pounds and

wearing dark-rimmed glasses.

Hilson said he believes the same man has >een harass-

ing women in the library for the past week.

In what may be a related incident, Lt. Michael Grabiec

said a female student was also attacked this week at

around 8 p.m. outside of Machmer Hall while on he- way

to study in the Tower Library.

Grabiec said the woman had received a call from

"friends" asking her to meet them at the library.

While passing Machmer. a man reportedly jumped out

of the bushes and grabbed her on the shoulder,. The

woman pulled away from his grip, Grabiec said, and ran

away.

While the description of this man was "a little different"

from the description of the man reportedly accosting

women inside the library, Grabiec said, "It is very difficult

to tell if it is a separate incident.

Police are asking anyone with information regarding

these incidents to call the Detective's Bureau at 545-0893.

Workshop protests war and media

By AMY PRENDERGAST
Collegian Correspondent

The process of "constantly hammering

away" at the media is the best way to

counteract their unsympathetic

coverage of anti-war activity, according

to University of Massachusetts Pro-

fessor Sut Jhally of the Department of

Communication.
t

About 50 people attended last night s

"Workshop for Anti-War Activists on

Media Strategy." conducted by Jhally

and Professor Justin Lewis, also of the

Communication Department, in Cam-

pus Center room 168. Both Jhally and

Lewis stressed that because most anti-

war activity coverage is trivialized by

scenes of disruption and flag-burning,

activists must fight back with the same

tactic that is used against them -

harassment.

They suggested calling, writing, and

faxing national and local media outlets

to get the message across about

displeasure with coverage or lack of

coverage that a certain anti-war activi-

ty has received.

"We're up against (the media

coveragel, and in order to get it, we have

to be cunning, devious, and smart, like

they are," Lewis said.

He said timing of demonstrations is

key "Ifyou want your rally to make the

five o'clock news, don't schedule it for

3 o'clock," said Lewis.

He added one or two spokespeople tor

the activist group should be chosen

beforehand to seek out reporters, and

prepared in advance.

Often the anti-war activist who is in-

terviewed on camera does not voice the

views of the majority of the protesters,

he said. The media likes to show "freak"

protesters being arrested and carried

away, he said.

Lewis suggested those planning to be

arrested for civil disobedience should

wear a suit. He also suggested carrying

an anti-war sign in one hand, and an

American flag in the other.

This would eliminate the notion that

anti-war activists are also anti-

American, which is usually not the case,

he said.

Several participants concurred with

Lewis that many anti-war protesters are

in support of the troops, but do not sup-

port the United States policy concern-

ing the war.

Europe gaining power
Lecturer: events may overshadow Middle East

have ittle snappy soundbytes

CnllrRian photo by Dondl Ahenrn

Professor Justin Lewis

By LARS KROIJER
Collegian Staff

Developments in Europe since last fall's

reunification of Germany may become

more important than events in the Middle

East, according to Andrew Pierre, a senior

associate at the Carnegie Endowment for

International Peace dealing with

European-American and East-West

relations. .j. .

Pierre gave a lecture last night at

Amherst College on the "New European

Order And The U.S.." sponsored by the

Five College Program in Peace and World

Security Studies.

"Where the U.S. in the past has been the

senior in its relation to Europe, the future

may very well bring a equal or even junior

status," he said.

Pierre argued that Europe is not starting

all over but has to act within the process

of evolution. He said, however, that Europe

has no direct guidelines and lacks an

organizational principle.

According to Pierre. Germany will, with

its 77 million people, without competition

be the dominant power of the new Europe

"Having one-third of the industrial

capacity in Western Europe. Germany is

more feared in Europe than it is in the

U.S.," he said.

Pierre however acknowledged the Ger-

man foreign minister, Hans Ditrich

Genschner's saying: "Rather a European

Germany than a German Europe.

According to Pierre there will not be a

setback in Eastern Europe after the libera

tion from Communism. There now' exists

a European identity without the division

into East and West Europe, he said.

Although he said the French right wing

politician Jean le Pen is blocking the in-

tegration process, Pierre said the pan-

European political and social exchange is

now at a very advanced level.

"However the new political freedom has

given the ground for ethnic tension not on-

ly in the Soviet Union, but also in Eastern

Europe and especially Yugoslavia. Pierre

said "These countries have a long way to

go before they can reach a market

economy."
Emphasizing the importance ol cross-

cultural exchange, Pierre praised the

newly-formed Five College European Club.

"This offers an opportunity for students

to get together and discuss the rapid

changes in Europe," he said.

Talking about Europe in relation to the

Persian Gulf war, Pierre criticized the uni-

ty of various European countries' actions

since the war broke out.

"After Jan. 15. there has been little

coherence within Europe. Several countries

have acted vaguely and unpersuasively,

he said. _
According to Pierre the major European

countries must act as one to have any say

in international politics.

"In the long run I believ t

said.

According to Pierre the en

Europe will be essential.

"It is very importar. that the 1
.

.i n* are

set right." he said. "Tl e borders ofUm V er-

sailles in 1919 broke down iftfT 20 years

with a result we all know too w all, he said.

ey w ill." he

u 1 -' neviod in
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We have serviced these vehicles in

Northampton for the past 17 years, as well as

all other German and Japanese cars.

We are Reasonable • Reliable •

Prompt • Conscientious

GERMAN AUTOMOTIVE
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LeflraZ Services Organization

CON1INUED FROM PAGE 1

ed for consumer and tenant problems,"

Foley said. According to McQuilken, in

August 1986, the Board voted to rescind

the students' power to sue the University.

The SGA filed a suit against the Board

charging viewpoint discrimination which
states that an institution cannot only pro-

tect itself from litigation, he said.

In August 1987, the Board voted to get

rid of all litigation power so as not to

discriminate, he said.
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SPRING BREAK
from Boston

CailCUn starting at s489

Jamaica starting at S509
Price Includes:

•Round trip airfare &
transfers

•7 nights accommodation &
hotel taxes

Low Student Airfares!

PRING BREAK Ij

PANAMA CITY BEACH '

FLORIDA

ft #
J

• Mign quality Deacnlrom aceommooi-
|

i« MM 'or 7 e»ciliog nights fa
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«k «free dooi oec* parties, .ctivities. & fc
promotions 'I

mier Campus Programs i /Discount ^c

CALL FOR MORE
INFORMATION

79 South Pleasant Street
Amherst, Ma 01002

41 3-256-1 26-5

America's oldest & largest

Student Travel Agency

I
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• On location statt tor comotete

assistance

• All ta>es tips & service charges
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COUNSELING AND
ADVISING FOR
OLDER
STUDENTS

Did you get what you want?

Stop by for HELP at lunch.

Mondays: 11am to 1pm

Tu-Fri: 1 1am to 2pm
Machmer, E-21 545-5338

114- *219
9 «Mr<uMi #*J e*!*****

Contact
Barbara
549-8156
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Amherst Chinese food

homestyle Cooking

fresh vegetables from our own farm

DO NOT USE MSG
Chinese New Year Banquet $15 per

person—4 or more people

Open 7 days a week
253-2813 253-7835

62 Main Street Amherst

SANDWICH SHOP

331 Russell St., Rt. 9, Hadley

(next to Dunkin' Donuts)

Grand Opening Specials

Over 25 sandwiches all under $3.99 such as..

• Philly Roast Beef • Wrangler

• Veggie Delight w/ avacado $!& -c\..

• TunaHold the Line jP*
_

T^REE sandwich!
Buy One Get One Free!! 3

> (Lower pneed sandwich is free) •§

1

One coupon per person per order

j

Not valid between 12:30-2:00 daily «»MW_j

open" days a week
586-8255

Quill on Green Street's

GREEN Dd SHE
Any Book with a Green Dot gets you

50% Off the Quill's Regular Price.

50% Off Most Children's Books

Recent Best Sellers

All Travel Books

Most Hard Bound Books
MON. - FRI. 8:30AM 5:30PM - SAT.10.00AM • 4:00PM

The
INDIA
HOUSE

RESTAURANT
Serving in the

same location on
State St. since 1984

DINNER for 2

$13.95 COMPLETE
ENTREES CHANGE DAILY
SUNDAY—THURSDAY

5 P.m. — 9 P.M.

45 STATE ST.
NORTHAMPTON, MA

586-6344

VISA
OUILL

BOOKSHOP
100 GPEEN STREET NOSlHAMPTON. MASS

T©WEE Th&*«*
THE VILLAGE COMMONS • SOUTH HAOLEY •

"Thumbs up!
A\ minrl funity movie!*
-Rrx;f.R F.RFRTrSISKFI. A F.RFRT"

k"Alice' I* a delight.

AllenA Co. make u*
believe that fairy tales

can Kiill happen!*
- DA\ !!> ANSF.N/NFWSWEF.K

weekdays at 3, 7 and 9:10
Friday at 4:25,6:40 and 9:05

Sat and Sun at 2:15, 4:25,6:40 and 9:05
** Sorry, no 2 for 1 on this film**

!tl
HAMLET

H*NH m, ".

weekdays and Friday at 3, 6:30 and 9:05
Sat and Sun at 1, 3:45, 6:30 and 9:05

**2 for 1 on Monday**

Next week

Rocky Horror

Returns
Fridays at

Midnight

Editorial/Opinion
.

The opinions on this page are those of the individual writer or cartoonist and do not necessarily reflect the views of the Collegian or the Umversity unless ottemu noted.

This place really sucks
Having come to this university with the

belief that I was attending one of the finest

institutions in the country, it was in-

evitable that eventually I would be slight-

ly disappointed. I arrived with absolutely

no — nada, none, zero — classes on my
schedule and, I never recieved a housing

assignment or card with my Personal

Security Code (PSC) which would enable

me to use the brilliant phone system here.

My expectations only diminished slightly.

I understand that there are certain in-

escapable loopholes standard to all large

universities, and I accepted the fact that

these were three of the many more to come.

So, I patiently waited in lines all day, and

called home collect from pay-phones at the

Campus Center for two weeks. Eventual

ly, I received my PSC and my classes; only

to hear that things were going to get worse.

Alethea O'Dell

The next thing I knew, a seemingly in-

destructible giant, the Citizens for Limited

Taxation ballot question, was waiting to

cripple the state and seize my right to an

education. So, I actively participated in the

rallies against CLT, registered to vote, and

felt mildly relieved that their attempts fail-

ed. However, I realistically acknowledged

that quite a bit ofdamage still existed and

foresaw that more would occur. 1 finished

my semester rather successfully and went

home for a reprieve, only to return and find

this place crumbling.

Most upsetting, no one cares that this in-

stitution has failed and needs serious

restructuring. Even the moronic leaders

who have pushed us to this eventual

drowning are abandoning ship. Way to go,

Denny baby! Now that you have raped the

Everywoman's Center of funding and every

woman's right to seek help, we will gladly

escort your chauvinistic manliness off our

campus. And, to you, Mr. Duffey, the

sooner we are free from your overpriced

and overpaid rubbish, the better!

1 escaped the South with as little damage

as can be expected. But, never in my life

did I expect such an apathetic, bigoted, and

backward place as this. The latest gover

nor is planning to raise tuition 35 percent.

Is anyone storming Beacon Hill? No!

Ted Maravelias and his marvelous band

of mongoloids committed one of the most

blatant, bigoted atrocities last semester

when they led the fight for "democracy" in

the Board of Governors. Were any ad

ministrative actions taken? No! We still,

however, call ourselves a diverse

university.

The most alarming of all this idiocy is the

Student Government Association's

response. Let's hand over the only

representation we have and, better yet,

let's hand it over to the witless Whit

moorians. That is like handing Congress

over to George Bush and letting him play

his little war games completely uncheck-

ed. Do the Fab Five really think that we
will ever see representation after the ad-

ministration gets its talons on it? We can

only look to the status of the Legal Services

Office for the answer: No! If we really want

to see representation, we should relinquish

the Fab Five to the administration and get

real people in office.

Alethea O'Dell is a UMass student

Paper incites anti-men violence
I consider the Collegian's recent example

of man bashing ("American women have

their own war" Pam McCarthy Feb. 6) to

be not only inappropriate but dangerous.

Murder is wrong. And suggesting that

American GIs should come home and ran-

domly shoot members of a specific group of

people is clearly wrong.

Acts of violence are a serious problem in

our society, and to advocate more violence

is not exactly what I consider to be respon

sible journalism. This reader would great

ly appreciate an attempt by the Collegia i

to adopt a more empathic attitude towards

its diverse readership.

A. E. Cutting
Dee 'field

What is on your mind? The world is changing faster than UMass administrators

- you must have something to say. The Ed Op section is your section. It's here

so you can share your thoughts with others. But, it only works if you spem the

10 or 15 minutes to write the letter. Submissions under 50 lines are considered

letters and those between 50 and 70 are considered columns. Those that far ex-

ceed 70 lines will not be considered. So, get on it. "The press shall be free when

all have equal access." — V. Lenin ^^^^^^^

Let the students decide what to do with their government
"*-"w w

.. ..•. i.. u i
* ...--«-- Rllt wa ; t there's a Droblem here - a legal problem.

Now that the Undergraduate Student Senate and Board

of Governors are fighting with Student Government

Association President Natasha Diephuis, Student Trustee

Angus McQuilken, Senate Speaker Dan Chesnicka, SGA

Treasurer Karen Talbot and Registrar Rebecca Rudko

over their attempts to bring the administration in to

dissolve these groups, the Student Judiciary and the area

governments, I have a truly revolutionary thought^

Why don't you let the students decide, through binding

referendum questions, whether or not these government

structures should exist? ARer all, it's the students,

through the Student Activities Fee, who pay the salaries

of these five people (let's just call them "The Chesnicka

Five" for lack of a better name). Believe it or not, the

students have a say in what happens to their governmen-

tal bodies.

Since students have differing opinions on each of these

bodies, and, I believe, want to keep some of them and get

rid of the others, each question should address the ex-

istence of each of the groups that the Chesnicka Five

wants to dissolve. Here is a listing of the questions,

roughly worded, and some predictions as to how students

would vote if given the chance.

1. Do you approve of a proposal which would dissolve

the Undergraduate Student Senate, and its internal of-

ficers, the Speaker of the Senate, the SGA Treasurer and

Registrar?

I decided to add three of the leaders to the list because.

They are part of the Senate and should be put up for judg-

ment with the organization; also, we pay their salaries.

Anyway, believe it or not, the vote would be relatively

close. Still, I think students will vote to get rid of our love-

ly Senate. For what seems to be forever, all most people

have heard about it is that there are squabbles, filibuster-

ing and, every once in a while, the campus police have

to be called to stop rowdy renditions of The Star Spangl-

ed Banner (don't laugh; I was a senator from Central Area

Government at the time that happened). Upperclassmen

remember the 1988-89 school year - The Year There Was

No President Because The Senate Wouldn't Let Us Have

One.

Katheiine T. Lamothe

The senate is supposed to be the central governing body

- yet it can't control the rebellious branches. When

Southwest Area Government seceded from the SGA last

spring, they were not punished when they eventually

returned. When these things happen, and there is no sense

of control from the Senate, the Senate has to go. Forget

what I said before: the students would dump the Senate

if they could. With our luck, the oligarchy wouldn't let

us vote. ,

2 Do you approve of a proposal to dismantle the Hoard

ofGovernors? This vote is easier to predict. Because of the

publicity surrounding the vote to get rid of the LBGA, and

the perception of chaos on the board, I predict students

would probably vote to disband the BOG by a fairly large

majority.

But wait, there's a problem here - a legal problem.

While the SGA is a major contributor to the board, in

terms of money and representation, it is not the only

governing body. The Stockbridge Student Senate has two

representatives to the board and contributes a share of

their budget to it. In fact, the financial agreement bet-

ween the BOG, the SGA, Stockbridge and the Graduate

Student Senate (which voted in December to pull their

money and representatives off the board) states that the

funding organizations must have consensus when there

are changes in contributions, or the board's existence. Has

Stockbridge been consulted about the plan to dissolve the

BOG? I find that doubtful. OOPS! Regardless of a vote,

we'd probably still have a BOG, and woe to the oligarchy

who decides to dismantle it themselves.

3 Do you approve of a proposal to dissolve the area

governments? All biases based upon personal experiences

aside students would reject this proposal. Despite occa-

sional problems with their leaders, area governments are

performing valuable services to students - ranging trom

advocacy in town government to programming - and

students do appreciate this. They'd rather have no Senate

than no area governments.

4 Do you approve ofa proposal to eliminate the Student

Judiciary? Many students are not aware of the purpose

of the Student Judiciary. It would be too close to call.

The fact is, the student body - and not the Chesnicka

Five - has the right to decide the fate of the SGA. It con-

trols about $2 million of their money. Let them vote.

Katherine T. Lamothe is a Collegian staff member

Notes from the Campus Center basement
Where the sugar buzz from two days'

worth of free pbMax candy bars is just

starting to wear off. . .

* * *

At the UMass Republican Club's

support-our-troops rally yesterday at

"high noon," the American Red Cross

blood drive poster standing unnoticed

nearby on the steps of the Student

Union was the strongest statement of

all. The Republican Club should have

paraded its 150 followers into the Stu-

dent Union Ballroom and started drip-

ping; that's supporting the troops.

According to Tim Murphy of the

American Red Cross, in the weeks

before the war began Jan. 16, the

Department of Defense asked for an ex-

tra 1,000 units of blood per week, of

which the Northeast region contributed

300-500 units.

The DOD shipped in 1,000 units a day

for three days immediately after Jan.

16, and the Northeast region's contribu-

tion jumped accordingly.

Sam Silveistein

The demand has cooled somewhat,

Murphy said, because "there are not a

lot of injuries over there right now." If

that were to change, he said, the Red

Cross is again prepared to step up the

flow.

The Red Cross expected to collect 130

units in the SUB yesterday. The next

scheduled blood drive on campus is Feb.

26.

* * *

I'd be a little angrier about the "aban-

don ship" flag being raised at Whitmore

if I — and most ofmy fellow graduating

seniors, so far as I can tell - weren't so

ready to move on myself.

Gov. Dukakis, though, really went

belly up in his final days at the State

House. First, in early January, the

Boston Globe revealed Dukakis plann-

ed to shut down the state university

system for the spring semester had

Question 3 passed on the November

ballot.

Public Higher Education was not a

priority of his, though I guess $16

million worth of cuts since the July start

of the current fiscal year made that

clear long ago.

Then the guy takes a teaching job at

the University of Hawaii. If he had any,

um... courage, he'd have set up shop

in Thompson wi \ the political science

department, or at UMasf-Boston. or

Salem State, or any other public school

in Massachusetts.

Then again, if Dukakis can teach

government, maybe I can hope to land

a job in newspaper journalism.

* * *

Why didn't the U.S. Postal Service

think three weeks into the future and

hike the price of stamps to 30 cents, in-

stead of 29? What are we supposed to do

with all these 1-cent stamps? . . . The

Whitmore Coffee Club mug your pro-

fessor clings to in class every day saves

him or her 5 cents on every refill

Just in case it ever snow? a.;ain.

there's a rule in the Undergraduate

Rights and Responsibilities handho '<

against "the throwing of snowballs

. or snowball fights which sic) involve

other than willing participants."

Sam Silverstein is a Collegian

columnist^
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Americans thiow away 18 billion duly diapers a year, enough to extend

back and lorth to the moon seven times

WASTE IS A PROBLEM.
WE ALL SHARE THl
RESPONSIBILITY, s

Disposable diapers can take 500 years to decompose in an landliH.

Cotton diapers, which can be used 75-100 limes, decompose in 16

months

Valentine
Gifts Cards

Rlnnses St ir** Dresses

iRiiMS

Earrings^c#t»ts

India Pr nt Muflsf^^ V^/
Bedspreads

Chinese
Chains shoes

nil null

33COOOOOO!

Area

Rugs

I

Incense
• Togs

Candles r^_|-

Hawaii 1 IVS>
Cards

5=$ l^J Clothing
Posters Tit-Pat ^
-j Breat Gifts & Cards

Mercantile
Northampton- 18 Center St

I*.
Amherst-Carriage Shops

SO to 50%
off selected

i

Sun 12-3
Daily 10-6

silverscape
designs

264N Pleasant SI Amherst 253-3324

1 77 Main St Northampton 584 3324

Charlie's
l Pray St . Amherst— 549-5403 • Open 1 Urn

7 days a Week
Kitchen open til midnight

Game Room with 2 pool tables

Sunday 10c Potato Skins

9:00p.m. — 12:00 a.m.

Drinks of the Week:
Charlie's Punch $1.50 French Moc a Coffee $1.95x

iveaways
Mon 10 cent Mozzarclla Sticks 9pm- 12am
Tues 10 cent Buffalo Wings 9pm- 12am

Wed. 25cent Pizza Slices and 99 cent Nachos 9pm- 12am

Thurs 10 cent Beer Steamed Baby Franks 9pm- 12am
Sunday 10 cent Potato Skins 9pm- 12am
WE ACCEPT MC-VISA-AMEX

LBG program
gets new office
By CHRIS MUTHER
Collegian Staff

For the Program for Gay, Lesbian and Bisexual Con-

cerns, being diligent has paid off, but according to a Pro-

gram organizer, there is still a long way to go.

Graduate student Chris Macek said the Program, which

has asked to move from Southwest every year since it was

formed, will be relocated to the former Greek Affairs Of-

fice in Southwest.

"Even in these trying economic times, the administra-

tion realizes the importance of these programs," Macek

said.

The Greek Affairs Office has been moved to the Whit

more Administration Building.

The program, which was formed following a series of

homophobic actions in the spring of 1984, has been hous-

ed in the John Adams dormitory for the past four years.

"We've been asking for a bigger office and to move out

of Southwest for the past five years," Macek said. "Now

we've got one of the two."

Macek said the Program has requested the move for two

reasons: a more central location and a safer environment.

"A lot of lesbian, bisexual and gay students are afraid

to even walk through Southwest," he said. "There's a run

ning joke about the gay freshman who gets put in

Southwest, and then goes begging to Housing Services a

week later to get moved somewhere else."

The office, which is located in Crampton Hall, contains

a director's office, graduate students' office, kitchen, work

space, reception area, an outdoor patio, and an area that

Macek described as a "social/common area."

He said the social area will be available for students

to read, study or socialize in.

"There aren't a lot of places on campus for lesbian, bisex

ual or gay students to study on campus, now they will

have a place that will consistently be available," he added.

In addition to study space the Program offers a library,

and sponsors panels, discussions and a computer data base

to other gay organizations.

Macek said there will be a Valentine's Day party Thurs

day from 3:30 p.m.- 6:30 p.m. at the Program office to

celebrate the move.

Auditions for the
UMASS Theatre Guild's

Production of

%+MTO 'THE WOODS

^ February 8 in trie S.U.B. 6 pm
February 9 in 163 Campus Center 1 & 6 pm

V
\ [ Open Call; Come to one set

Callbacks February 10 1 pm

More information at our general membership
meeting February 6, 168 Campus Center at 7 pm

n *onde^* nd

W^oU
t neS^?

* Co**01*.:

ecial
boot

Leather Coat
Blowout
Must Liquidate ^A
50-70% , _

OFF

+

Sponsored by the Peer Sexuality and Peer Health Promotion Programs

of the Health Education Division-University Health Services

Make Us An Offer!!

Now is the time to buy for

Valentines Day

Largest selection of sterling silver

jewelry in the area

50% OFF
Berkshire Leather & Silver Outlet

25 North Pleasant St., Amherst, MA

«*

ARTS & LIVING
A must see for

active romantics
By ANGIE LANDRY
Collegian Correspondent

Remember when you were little and your parents told

you that old cliche "It's not what is on the outside, it's

what is on the inside that matters?" Well, the French film

Cyrano DeBergerac now playing at the Academy of Music
in Northampton until February 14, proves your parents

right.

Cyrano (Gerard Depardieu) is a deformed poet in the

midst of a love triangle. He is in love with his fraternal

cousin, Roxane (Anne Brochet), but she is in love with

Christian (Vincent Perez), a young, handsome but very

uninteresting soldier. In an ironic twist-of-fate, the large-

nosed Cyrano helps Christian woo Roxane by composing

eloquent love poems for Christian. Together, the ugly

scholar and the beautiful dunce cause Roxane to swoon

and fall deeply in love with Christian — both his beauty

and what she believes is his soul. But of course, tragedy

strikes and things between the happy couple become

difficult.

This whole film is full of action-packed scenes: two fan-

tastic sword fights (one in which Cyrano single-handedly

battles 100 men), the raiding of a Spanish camp, and a

chaotic battle.

Cyrano DeBergerac is not just an action film either. It

is also a romantic and comic literary work. Many times,

laughter filled the theatre as Cyrano threw forth another

of his biting and witty comments, especially when his

enormous "perch for the little birdies" nose was the ob-

ject of the joke.

The one drawback of the film is the fact that it is in

French and much of the beauty of the language is lost in

translation of the subtitles. But, even ifyou don't unders

tand French and have to read your way through the

movie, the sounds of the verse are rich and flowing and

can still be enjoyed. Subtitles aside though, Cyrano

DeBergerac is still a must-see for every romantic and

action-lover or for any person who ever thought that their

parents were full of it when they said inner beauty is truly

the only important thing in life.

An opportunity not to be missed

for all aspiring artists and writers
By MELISA CANLI
Collegian Correspondent

Have you always wanted to have your artwork, pro-

se, poetry or photography published? Try submitting

to Spectrum, the University's only glossy, four-color for

mat magazine. It is in its twenty -third year of publica

tion and is completely student run.

Published annually, the length of Spectrum varies

from year to year depending on the number of submis

sions. The pool of work the staff had to draw from in

1989-90 was overwhelming. The fine arts staff narrow-

ed the selection from 86 short stories, 582 poems, 134

photographs, and 243 pieces of art.

This year, the magazine is also in the process of

organizing a poetry reading competition in March and

various workshops concerning art and literature. They

will be having an Art Submissions Drive Wednesday,

February 13, at 441 FAC. Spectrum staff will be hap-

py to collect your work from 5 p.m. to 7 p.m.

The magazine will be handed out on May 2nd at the

reflecting pond where students will be allowed to

engage in legal graffiti on a chalk mural. There will

also be a reception for all the students with work

published in Spectrum. The artwork will be displayed

and the writers and poets will be able to read from their

works.

It is very easy to become involved with Spectrum. As

Suzy Herring, coordinator of editors commented,

"What makes Spectrum so great is the influx of fresh

ideas every year and the way the magazine reflects the

ideas of that particular year's staff."

The staff consists of coordinators and the editorial

positions of art, poetry, prose, photography, production

and business. This semester Spectrum also has an in-

tern helping out as part of their staff. Spectrum en-

courages anyone interested to come to their bi-weekly

meetings held in the Campus Center on Thursdays at

7 p.m. The room number is posted in the Collegian

classifieds.

In my opinion, their flier described the free spirit of

CONTINUED ON PAGE 8

•rraphic courtexy of Spectrum

Just one of the many works of art publish-

ed in 1989-90's edition of Spectrum. This one

is entitled "Self Portrait," a woodcut by ar-

tist Jason Player.

I whines a
<&° BUFFET

U
fy

The TOC Qestuarant

invites you to a

Valentine's Day Buffet

Buffalo winga potato skin*, homemade

bread, baked rigatoni and fettuccini are

jiusi a tew of the fourteen delicious

offeringa to cheoae from for a very special

price of $14 for two! (non-alcoholic

beveraaea and desert also included)

Will man destroy in

minuteswhat it took (

six days to create?
u\. V I ,||M il l|> Mill i -ill I In illl .11 111 I !< .11 1 1 I

uiiimhii .mil li'i|tmslli|) ill Hi' 1|ii>ii

I In* I i>im up.il t httn l>

Thursday, Feb. 14th

^-.00 pm - ^-.00 pm

Beacrvatiorw arc Bequeated

•Student Discount* Not Applicable

545-3216

The Ark Episcopal Chaplaincy at UMASS
Dinner, Discussion, Eucharist

Sunday Night at 6:00 p.m.

758 North Pleasant St

549-5929

Rev Christopher Carlisle, Chaplain
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BOSTON
Celtic
Tickets
Register to Win

THEATRES

50TWILITESH0W
HMiifD TO
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kill

MT FARMS <>
584 9153

Ktvin COSTNCR
Fri al (4 45 at 13 50» 30

Sal al l 15(4 45 al 13 50)8 30
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I •-
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|cs

HAMLET
EMOTIONAL..

1

r.i al (4 15 at $3 50)7 00. 9 45

Satal I 30(4 15 at W 50)7 00,9 45

Sun at t 30(5 45 at »3 50)8 30

Mon-Thura al (5 45 al M 50)8 30

Sleeping with the Enemy
Frl at '4 30 al $3 50)7 15, 10:00

Salt • J ,4 30 at 13 50)7 15,1000

Sun : I 45(6 00 al S3 50(8 45

Mon 1nur« at (6 00 al *3 50)8 45

IIS

nHAMPSHIRE 6 584-7550

AMHERST
534 Main St.

256-6414

HADLEY
99 Russell St.

Rte9
586-6464

Based On A True Story

J!K

F n m |4 » at S3 say to t so
' • ••

' <«• » a si *V '0 • M
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IE)

TUx
NEVERENDING
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World class
By KATHERINE HERZOG
Collegian Correspondent

The name Jean Sibelius may sound simply foreign to

any student at UMass other than Marta Szlubowska, a

recent semifinalist in the Jean Sibelius Violin Competi

tion, which is held every 5 years in Finland. Marta's place-

ment as one of the top ten semi-finalists in December's

prestigious competition represents a landmark in her ef-

forts as a veteran of world class violin competitions.

Marta's interest in music began with her parents, both

of whom are performing pianists. She recalls her first

violin competition at the age of sixteen. Since that first

competition, she has gone on to rank as a semi-finalist

in the 1988 Carl Flesch International Competition in

Brussels, and fourth prize winner in the 1990 Palm Beach

International Invitational Violin Competition.

Despite her continued record of achievement, Marta

stresses that these competitions are a stage of her develop-

ment and a good experience to have as a violinist, but not

her ultimate career goal. Marta appreciates the competi-

tions she does choose to participate in, saying they "make

you work more intensely and bring you back to the reali-

ty of world class violin competition."

For the Sibelius competition, Marta says the repertoire

presented a real challenge. The participants were given

several new pieces to prepare for their performances before

the judges and audiences Included in their assignments

was a concerto to be mastered in one week. Every com-

petition varies in terms of expectations and Marta

manages this stress believing that, "you have to give your

best recital that you can do at the time."

She does admit that her feelings about the competition

to be judged and her performance vary with the strain

ofjudgements from experienced violinists. "I have work-

ed to detach myself from the competition, to do my best

from inside me, concentrate on the music and enjoy play-

ing as if it were a performance not a competition. It takes

a lot of experience to develop this approach, but you can't

think about what the judges are saying and if you will

win the prizes."

After a performance this weekend in Holyoke, Marta

plans to "cool off from competitions for a while and con-

centrate on her graduate level violin studies at UMass
with Professor Charles Treger and the pursuit of her

career.

ThaC
Fn . |4 10 . S3 SOX M

Sat . t 40 14 30 at S3 so;* *

Sun at t 40. 10

Won Thura al 4 10

1 ED

l|»40. S3 SOU 30

Patrick Dempsey

Ftl. 730
SM . '30

Son M 'S SO . S3 SO)

Mon tho • at IS SO . S3 SO)

Spectrum
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 7

the magazine and its friendly atmosphere best, "We
open our doors to the University to collect submissions;

we pour through the material in coffee cup editorial

meetings, then we design the magazine; lay it out;

paste it up; and send it away to the printer. Does this

turn you on?"
If indeed it does, please contact Spectrum at 406E

Student Union Mondays through Fridays from 9 a.m.

to 5 p.m. THE SUBMISSIONS DEADLINE FOR THE
1991 ISSUE HAS BEEN EXTENDED TO
FEBRUARY 15th. Take advantage ofthis excellent op-

portunity at your doorstep and be a part of Spectrum.

FREE 1991
CELTIC CALENDAR

THIS FRIDAY 2-6 PM

THE TOC
SEAFOOD BAR

with a purchase of

5 qts of 10-30 or 10-40 Amalie
motor oil

Better than it has to be.®

mm
...where there's always a parts pro to serve you!

For all your automotive needs foreign and domestic

Hours:
Mon-Frl
8:00-5:30

Sat
8:00-3:00 Offer Expires 2/28/91

PEEL 'N' EAT
SHRIMP

$ 4.25/HALF DOZ

FRESH
STEAMERS

$ 4.50/'BUCKET'

AND 12 OZ DRAFTS
MICHELOBS 1.15

SAM ADAMS $ 1.45

(BOSTON ALE)

ONLY AT THE TOC LOUNGE
11th FLOOR CAMPUS CENTER

THE FAR SIDE
DOONESBURY By GARRY TRUDEAU By GARY LARSON

"Oh, my! Cindy! This looks exquisite! . . . And look,

Frank — it even has a cheeseball stuffed in its

mouth!"

CALVIN AND HOBBES By BILL VATTERSON

LOOK WHAT \ VHUT IS IT ?

I MADE,
HOBBES

.

YUM IS IT? mi, ITS A

HUGE BIRO FOOT' 1M
GOIHS TO PRESS \T M WE
SNOW AND MAKE EVERYONE

THIHK A TXO TON CVUOAOEE
WALKED Bt'

I GUESS TIME WEIGHS MOKE

HEAVlH OH ST*AE PEOPLE'S

HAND5 THAN

ONERS'.

HE'S JVJST JEALOUS BECAUSE

r ACCOtAPUSH SO MUCH
MORE WAN HE DOES

SNOOKY LANSON By E. VEZINA & R. SHAUGHNESSY

Tut CAP '5 TM£ P£RF£CT SPotS
To r*\AV$_ PW£Ntx — anD
SIMCC AJOONK-. KN6U0S WHAT

,

f£oPl£ TWOOGHT F WiLjJ^J

£

-THAT &l£W N£WTr*i LAN*
oN

FROTTER By GARRY PORTER

2IMD4 6CDO
FV/UfT TBMIVrT...

S HO SMttjTTiM

taW *uftn. SOMto*

i. HtK. >H0 1J5 »«T*3 U4SBE

£»owip vmttK.
"J"!*

1 IM«*

* TWtwt -TW*>W SASSLtT t>0 u« <XT TV

USHH/i?

TANGELO PIE By TIM SNIFFEN

i:

^*>

Hi.' \jkte Bowm*

Ted, and dm 9ft

\

Uiij aire you hllin^ mt this?

ovev here alone, wi/H
J

nobody, And we decided

+o come over • Smofher

uou wh\ oar dricpii,

romonf/c prese^ey

Th nks. 7haf MS
tSiouvjhiru/.

Bowie, uanriA

mate ouLp

W<ffce Uwn v<W, Fidd I
had a flame JkrouJer kvdy,

this moM nan gome much

differently.^—^~~
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QUOTE Of THE DAY

"I've never been drunk, but

often I've been oversewed.'
— George Gobel

DAILY CROSSVORD PUZZLE
Edited By TRUDE MCHEL JAFFE
ACROSS

1 Acliess

Swenson
S Blueprint.

lo» short

9 Kind ol

appeal

13 Shearer of

ballet lame
15 Select

16 Superior

17 Austrian

composer Berg
18 Southern region

ot 30 Down
20 Resort ot

30 Down
22 Entries at Ascol

23 Sighted

24 City painted by

Fl Greco
25 Like some table

tops

27 Fabulist

28 Period

29 Flings

31 Buffalo

puckster

35 When I was
— HMS
Pinalore

37 Locates

39 Of the sea

Abbr
40 Tender areas

42 Item of

ownership
44 Nucleic acid

45 City ol Light

47 Sharp surgical

instrument

49 Cossack chief

51 Avenue, in

Avignon

52 Ti lama s

husband
Midsummer

Night s Dream
53 Open
56 Mediterranean

port ol 30 Down
58 Boutique

59 Unit ol area

60 Constantly

61 Counting -out

word
62 Bound
63 Take five

64 Author Ayn

DOWN
1 Islamic

priest

2 Lopez theme
3 The Rock
4 Saudi —
5 Blanch

6 Andean
wind

7 Yore long ago
8 Cigars

9 Chef s need
10 Snooped
1

1

Dream Comb
form

1 2 Arthur and Ltllie

14 weak
19 Fiervch

composer s

lamily

21 Castor s mother
and namesakes

24 Students
hurdles

25 Lupmo and
Tarbell

26 — contendere

27 It s —up

30 Part ol Iberia

32 Olympic city in

1992

33 Ancient

alphabetic

character

34 State.

in Tours

36 Left

38 Deals in

41 Locale of

Pago Pago
43 Author Gay
46 Forester

48 More orderly

49 Ancient

computers

50 — Haute
51 Cookery is

become —
Robert Burton

52 One — .
child s

baseball game
53 Ones, in Lille

54 Hibemia
55 Legal document
57 Memorable

Arden

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE :

Fj

ttENU
LUNCH DINNER

American < hop sue)

Gritted cheese

6ASICS LUNCH
.^(Hrtroni anil lofliaioes

C.rilk\l cheese

\ cdl (.uilri i onion blt-u

Chicken ^tov

BASICS DINNER
kjonum ru c and beans

l hit. Ken Mev.

YOUR DAILY HOROSCOPE
By JEANE DIXON

ARIIS(March 21-April 19): An
influential person is receptive to

your ideas or special reauest.

Keep your ears open at social

events and you could hear of

a great job opportunity. A
friend makes a helpful

introduction.

TAURUS(Aprill 20-May 20):

Being a team player is what
higher-ups want most from you

now. The people you wish to

convince will be receptive on-

ly if a power play is set aside.

Abandon an earlier maneuver.
01MINI(May 21-June 20):

Financial matters are in the

spotlight. An old debt is repaid

or missing valuables turn up.

Make a bold new start at

school or work. An influential

contact could be a powerful

ally.

CANCER(June 21-July 22):

Faraway places capture your

attention. You and a partner

may be making plans for a trip

with exciting possibilities. Once
you reach a milestone in your

work, a celebration is in order

LIO(July 23-Aug 22): Go
ahead and let other people in

on a career secret. Once you
open up, someone will work
overtime to help out. Buying

top-quality items will save you
money in the long run

VIROO(Aug 23-Sept 22): A
conflict could arise between
your business and domestic

duties. Compromise is

necessary. A newcomer shows

a strong interest in you. Be

charming but protect your

privacy.

LIBRA(Sept 23-Oct 22): Work

closely with those who share

your goals and success is cer-

tain! An investment turns out to

be a big winner. Friends pro

pose social plans that sound

appealing. Romance enjoys

favorable influences.

SCORPIO(Oct 23-Nov 21):

Financial transactions are

favored today. Play your cards

close to your vest Give a lov-

ed one some breathing space

Too much togetherness is

counterproductive.

SAGITTARIUS(Nov. 22-Dec

21): A misunderstanding could

start a business or marital part-

nership on a downhill slide.

Clear things up before they get

blown out of proportion. A re-

cent investment looks even

better now.

CAPRICORN(Dec 22-Janl9):

Beware of financial ventures

proposed by friends. A platomc

relationship is slowly turning

romantic. You are both surpris-

ed and delighted Go slow

Heed your intuition.

AC.UARIUS(Jan 20-Feb 18):

Be prepared to make in-

telligent concessions m order to

gain an influential person's sup-

port Once you have this in-

dividual's blessing, your efforts

will be seen in a positive light

PISCIS(Febi9-March 20): A
good time to arrange for a

loan or ask fa a raise A lost ob-

ject is recovered. Put your fami-

ly's security above all else. A
phone message causes tem-

porary confusion. Ask questions
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THE ADVISORY COMMITTEE ON
HONORARY DEGREES

is currently receiving nominations and suggestions from the cam-

pus community for the 1992 Commencement.

Candidates for a honorary degree must be individuals of great

distinction.

Factors to be considered include:

— Intellectual or other creative attainment of higher order in

a special field or endeavor

— Extraordinary contributions to the University or the Com-

monwealth

Names of outsatnding candidates should be sent to .

Nancy Powers. Chancellor's Staff, 300 Whitmore

DEADLINE: March 8, 1991

FOP CONSIDERATION, NOMINATIONS MUST BE SUPPORTED BY
:

:

THE SUBMISSION OF DETAILED BIOGRAPHICAL INFORMATION jf I-

GET PERSONAL THIS
VALENTINES DAY!

FEBRUARY 14th

Deadline la Tuesday
February 1 2th at 3:30 pm

1/2 PRICE OFF
only 10* per word

Daily Collegian

113 Campus Center
ii*

Vi^if<^i F-»V%tWl&»^t**lf*i r-^V^^ii!ip^tU^frff^W'L&V^ffHfl i'
K
-V,

Wouldn't you rather be here'.^| RESUMES
CANCUN • BAHAMAS • JAMAICA

SPRING BREAK '91

YOUR TAKE A BREAK PARTY
WEEK INCLUDES:

• NRECT ROUND TRIP FLIGHT OH MAJOR CARRIER
• AIRPORT / HOTEL TRANSFERS
• I DAYS/ 7 NIGHTS HOTEL ACCOMMODATIONS
• FREE WELCOME PARTY W< RUM (BAHAMAS) OR
TEOUILLA (CANCUN)
FREE ADMSSIONS AND DISCOUNTS TO POPULAR NIGHT CLUBS
FREE THREE HOUR PARTY CRUISE M UNLIMITEO RUM PUNCH
BEACH PARTIES. MUSIC AND ACTIVITIES
OPTIONAL DAY TRIPS
PROFESSIONAL ON SITE TOUR ESCORT

i ALL SERVICE CHARGES, GRATUITIES, AND TAXES
(EXCEPT FOREIGN DEPARTURE TAXES)
TAKE A BREAK S EXCLUSIVE MONEY BACK GUARANTEE!!!

SPACE IS LIMITED!!!

CALL NOW!!!

256-8266
ask for Eligio

or Josh

CopyCat Print Shop
• Great Service • Great Prices

228 Triangle StVAmherst 549-3840

Mention this ad and receive up to a $100 discount per room!

TflMflPRHM}

"Don't take a chance TAKE A BREAK!"

ROUTE 9 HADLEY. MA 586-6393

LOCATED IN THE HOWARD JOHNSON MOTOR LODGE

VERY OPEN!
7:00 AM- 10:00 PM

7 DAYS A WEEK
BREAKFAST LUNCH DINNER

a

Savings to 70% off winter

shoes, boots, clothing and

accessories.

\V«titi» n ^ S|h« • ( lollnm.' Si 'Vt<*s>>nt^

/inin • I*" N 1'It.in.mii Siii'il • Amln i«i

MimJn s..iMf,!.i\ in i< s.hi.Iu i: %

in wi :«.!>*

Celebrate Our New Menu
Mexican Pizza

$2.00

Friday and Saturday
8:00 pm 10:00 pm

Pitchers of Miller Lite

$4.50

Genuine Draft 12 oz Bottles

$1.25

Jello Shots

$1.00SINCE 19 6 8
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men s preview
CONHNUED FROM PAGE 12

seven games.

West Virginia's impression is stijl fresh from
Wednesday night, when the Mountaineers showcased
their league-best running game, talented freshmen

Mike Boyd and Pervires Greene, and inside force in

the name of Chris Brooks.

The Mountaineers play at Temple Sunday afternoon

before hosting UMass. WVA is 10-1 on its home court.

Game Notes: Both games will be broadcast on

WMUA 91.1 FM and WHMP 99.3 FM . . . Duquesne
has outscored its opponents from the field in 16 of 19

games, but shoots a glaring 60 percent from the free-

throw line as a team . . . UMass' Will Herndon, John

Tate, Jim McCoy and coach John Calipari all hail from

the Pittsburgh area . . . Wednesday Brooks answered

fans who mocked him with donuts tied on poles — the

Cage stunt of the season — with 21 points on 10 of 1

1

shooting from the floor.

Track team puts unblemished record on line
By DAN WETZEL
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts women's track team
will put it's perfect season on the line Saturday when it

competes against New Hampshire and Rhode Island in

Durham, N.H.

"New Hampshire should not be a problem," coach Julie

LaFreniere said. "URI on the other hand is going to be

tough to beat. They just have a strong overall team and

they are especially tough in the field events."

UMass (11-0) enters the meet minus one top performer.

Sophmore Becky Johnson is out with a virus and

LaFreniere is unsure when she could return.

"The doctors are not certain what the problem is,"

LaFreniere said. "If they clear her to run then she will

compete but I am not going to risk Becky's health for this

meet.

"We will miss her, Becky is the defending New England

Champion in the 1,000-meters and obviously she is an im-

portant part of our team."

LaFreniere will be looking to Lee Ann Ambrose to pick

up the slack. Ambrose will compete in the 600-yard run

and the 200-yard dash and will anchor the 4 x 400-yard

relay. LaFreniere expects her to win both individual races.

"I don't think that there is anyone [at URI or UNH1 that

can run with Lee Ann," LaFreniere said. "She is just too

strong."

Kelly Liljeblad should also be an important factor ac-

cording to LaFreniere. Liljeblad will double up in the mile,

the 1.000 as well as compete in the 4 x 800 relay. Again

LaFreniere is looking for two victories.

"No one can beat Kelly," Lafreniere said. "She is go-

ing to run the mile easy and save herself for the 1,000.

Kelly won't be trying to break any records, she just wants

to help the team."

Even with shot-putter Samone Marisseau, URI looks to

be too strong in the field events for UMass to keep pace

with them.
"On paper URI looks better than us, but not by much,"

LaFreniere said. "If we can pull out a few upsets it will

be close and anything can happen in a close meet. We will

miss Becky dearly but this team responds to challenges

well and this meet will be a challenge.

Skiers hope to gain ground against Brown

Collegian photo by Carrie Wyett

Jim McCoy (20) dunks as John Tate (44)

looks on during the UMass-BU game.

By GEOFF STOKES
Collegian Correspondent

The University of Massachusetts ski team will be look

ing to gain some ground in the standings when they com-

pete this weekend against Brown University at Loon Mt.

in Lincoln, N.H.
UMass ski coach Bill MacConnell said it was a three-

way dogfight between Boston College, Plymouth State and

UMass in both the men's and women's divisions. The
UMass men currently find themselves in third place

behind Plymouth and first-place BC. The women's team

is a close second behind BC and well ahead of third-place

Plymouth.
"I anticipate that the women will be able to pull even

or ahead of Plymouth if they ski well this weekend," Mac-

Connell said.

The top skiers for the women include sophmore J.J.

Tanguay, who won the slalom and giant slalom last week,

and juniors Marci Blacker and Jan Egan.

The men are lead by senior Pete Selkowitz, last year's

MVP, and juniors Chuck Holcomb and John Donovan.

"I hope the men's team can improve on last week's per-

formance and gain on the leaders," he said. MacConnell

said the team has the right attitude and he foresees a good

performance from them.

"We are in a good frame of mind and are in fine shape

injury-wise," he said.

He said he expects good ski racing conditions for this

weekend — hard, icy snow.

It's been warm, but the man-made snow should be ade

quate for a good race," he said.

Men 's gymnastics
prepare for MIT
Coach Roy Johnson does not forsee a difficult meet

this weekend as the University of Massachusetts men's

gymnastics team faces up against the Massachusetts

Institute of Technology in Cambridge tomorrow.

MIT, a Division III team, simply won't be able to keep

up with the highly competitive UMass team, according

to Johnson. However, MIT's vaulting may pose the

greatest challenge for the Minutemen.

Johnson said he hopes to rack up points with the floor

performances of sophomore Rob Thomas and freshman

Jason Braud.

He said he hopes to mix up the routines a little, try-

ing new combinations and giving the younger gym-

nasts a chance to perform in a collegiate meet.

Performing as all-arounds for UMass will be Dave

DiNucci, Steve Christensen and Joe Herren.

Johnson said he wants the team to remain focused

on tougher opponents like Temple (Feb. 16) and Army
(Feb. 23).

- MIKE MORRISSEY

COME TO THE COLLEGIAN OFFICE-CC 113 MON - THURS 8:30-3:30 •DEADLINE 2 DAYS PRIOR TO PUBLICATION • CASH INADVANCE, 20*/WORD/DAY FOR STUDENTS

Classifieds
ACTIVITIES

ANIMAL RIGHTS COALITION meeting on

Sunday February 10 at 7pm in the office 306

Student Union

RUN FOR RUNAWAYS!
Staff Meeting-
Sunday. Feb 10 8pm
Newman Center
All Are Welcome
WE NEED YOUR HELP'

FOR SALE

ANYONE INTERESTED IN SHOTOKAN
KARATE! THERE WILL BE AN IN-

TRODUCTORY WORKOUT TONITE 7PM
IN TOTMAN 101 INFO 549-2954

AUDITIONS FOR INTO THE WOODS
Open call, come to one set Feb 8. 6pm
SUB, Feb. 9, 1pm and 6pm 163 Campus
Center Call Backs Feb 10 1pm

CHILL OUT! Free Meditation Workshop
Mon- Campus Center. Rm917. 7:30pm

- PARTY -

CLUB CCA
TONIGHT

FRIDAY FEBRUARY 8th

9PM - 1AM
CAMPUS CENTER AUDITORIUM

DJ: PERFECT MIX

ANNOUNCEMENTS

THE NORTHEAST AMERICAN BALLET
AND JAZZ ENSEMBLE WILL HOLD A
DANCE AUDITION FOR NEW MEMBERS
ON SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 9th AT

3 00pm AT 25 MAIN ST NORTHAMPTON-
TOP FLOOR ABOVE FITZWILLIES CALL
584-8521

ULTIMATE FRISBEE O^I^PRACTlCES
FOR EVERYONE INDOOR PRACTICES
IN THE EVENINGS FOR INFO CALL JED
AT 256-6799 OR JASON 549-4260

1990 ALLEZ RACING bike-shimano 600
ultegra equipped Sebaslien 546-3040

AEROSMITH BACKSTAGE PASSES tour

1991. Call for details 546-2396 Reasonable

prices

GREAT VALENTINES DAY GIFT
UMASS glow in the dark boxers

Delivered with your personal note

Only $10!

Call 546-0424 for details

ROUNDTRIP TICKETS TO Jacksonville

Only $125 each Call 6-5814

VOLUNTEERS NEEDED: Military daughter

wants to interview current and former col-

lege students from military families for her

graduate research study exploring the ad-

justment to college Call (collect) now to

schedule an interview: (1)268-7564.

evenings

SKIS/BOOTS
Lacroix skis with bindings- 180's

Lange boots and Lange heated boots

Very reasonable!
549-9932

AUTO FOR SALE

AEROBICS NAUTILUS STAIRMASTERS
Lifecycles. freeweights. treadmill, gravitron,

step-classes, karate Amherst Athletic Club

256-0080

1980 HONDA PRELUDE, standard, runn-

ing condition, needs some work $250 or

BO Call Ray 256-3456

BED AND BREAKFAST- downtown ideal

tor visiting parents and friends- 549-0733

CARIBBEAN- $189' The warmth of the

Caribbean or Mexican coast for a week R/T

Air Sunhitch + m 212-864-2000

1984 PLYMOUTH CONQUEST
Black 5 speed

Sunroof. Alpine stereo

Asking $3700
Call 253-0861

VACCUM CLEANER. SHOPVAC
MIGHTYMINI Excellent condition.

Available cheap Call 549-1809

HELP WANTED

9-$15 HOURLY AVERAGE
Sell art reproduction (prints)

part time at school, low key, management
at some schools, national publisher

Call 1-800-221-2229

INSTRUCTION

EARN CREDIT learn to Scuba Dive Basic

Classes held Monday. Tuesday, Wednes-
day, and Thursday 7- 10PM in Curry Hicks
Pool Open Water II class held during

Spring Break in Key Largo. FLA Advanc-
ed Class held in New England in April For

further informtion call 549-8401 . or drop by
Curry Hicks starting 2/4/91

.

GUITAR LESSONS with Doug Hewitt

Rock, Blues. Folk. Acoustic or Electric, im-

prov.. Theory, Reading, Songwriting, many
new songs -plus singing Studio on 3 bus
lines 549-1938

HOW TO REALLY READ
(At the College Level!)

3 wk crash course, 6 2hr sessions

From an English Professor
$84 Call 549-6774

LOST

GLASSES IN A TOUGH BROWN CASE
$15. CALL G 546-5776

COUNSELING & ADVISING FOR OLDER
STUDENTS Come share your registration

horror stories and happy endings 2/11.

11-1, Machmer E-21

1986 ENCORE
Excellent condition

$2500 253-2858

ASSEMBLERS: EXCELLENT INCOME to

assemble products from your home
508-646-1700 Dept p1307

GOLD BRAIDED BRACELET very sen
timental! Reward call 546-4912

HELP I LOST
My wallet, it's maroon/purple cloth, lost

Thurs Jan 31. please contact Kristen

6-5609 if found!

PERSONALS

RUSH THETA CHI
Best on campus location, best in house
meals by our chef Jim, pool

table/fooz/hoops/volleyball. cheaper than

dorms- Univ approved housing, recently

remodeled entire house, large electronic

entertainment center, sun deck, anthon

renderings by Wellman(a national merit

scholar), tightest brotherhood on campus.
lifelong friends, stop by to see what you've

been missing!

RUSH THETA-CHI DATES
Tue Feb 12 Pinnochio's Pizza Night

Thu Feb 14 Buffalo Wings Night

Tue Feb 19 Billiards and Fooz Night

Thu Feb. 21 Mexican Night

All events in house 7 30-9 00
496 No Pleasant St (Right next to Newman
Ctr.)

TO MY BALD LITTLE HITHER
CONGRATULATIONS on the beginning of

your twenty second year of life 1 Love. Dibbie

What Is the ULTIMATE HUNT? Find out in

3 days

ROOMMATE WANTED

MALE ROOMATE WANTED to share fur

nished Brndy Wn apartment $1 79/mo heat
included Willing to negotiate price Call

15945591

SPRING BREAK

SPRING BREAK PARTY!
Travel to Jamacia, Mexico 1 And Panama Ci-

ty Fl • Concerts! Free Parties' Club dis-

counts' And lots more' For into call Denise
546-7156

TRAVEL

CAN'T AFFORD SPRING BREAK'
GUARANTEED GREAT PRICES with top

collegiate company' Space available to

Jamaica. Cancun. Acapulco and Panama
City Beach Florida (the "new Daylona
Beach")' MC/VISA ARE ACCEPTED! Call

Cindy at 549-3538-please leave message 1

ONE FEMALE NEEDED to share a room in

townehouse apts 549-2824 $190.

SERVICES

FLORIDA S NEWEST
HOT SPOT

Panama City-$139

World's Biggest Beach
PARTY

Daylona Beach $189
Call Enka + Julie at 546-2649
or Siobhan + Terri at 546-5079

MONTREAL^WEEKENDS $M price irv

cludes round trip motorcoach 3days
2nights Hotel suite, breakfast free admis-

sion to club metropoliss
RELIABLE TOURS
365 Broadway Rt 1

Lynnfield, MA 01940
617-598-9936

DRUM-award winning Black Arts and

Literature magazine-now accepting submis-

sions 115 NAH

GREENOUGH SNACK BAR IS OPEN'
COME ON IN FOR SOME QUALITY MADE
TO ORDER FOOD AND GET THAT MUN-
CHY SATISFACTION'

CHEN STYLE TAI CHI

COME LEARN THIS earliest form of T'ai

Chi which features slow/fast, soft/vigorous,

empty/solid movements Class begins Feb

5 and 7 Call 253-4057

INTELLIGENCE JOBS. All branches US
Customs, DEA ect Now hiring Call

1-805-962-8000 Ext K-9616

NEWSPAPER DELIVERERS NEEDED in

UMASS dorms No car required 7-8am 7

days/week Call 253-7009

AUSTRALIAN MAN IN SYL*'*N YOU
CAME TO MY REGISTEFi LINE ON
SATURDAY AT THE TEXTBOOK ANNEX
WOULD LIKE TO HEAR YOUR SEXY AC-
CENT AGAIN. IF INTERESTED PLEASE
RESPOND HERE THE BORED CREDIT
CARD CLERK

FOR RENT

$$$ OPPORTUNITY OF a lifetime $$$
Own your own business Set your own
hours Work while in school Interested, call

546-7469

HOUSE MUSIC
Is here from the underground John. DJ

Tapes 549-5316

INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS
ASSOCIATION

First general meeting

2/12/91 Tuesday
7pm

Campus Center 905 9

All are welcome'

NEED BUSINESS EXPERIENCE?
VOLUNTEER AT THE UMASS STUDENT
FEDERAL CREDIT UNION INFO SES-

SIONS FEBRUARY 11. 447PM. CC803

PHI ALPHA THETA Int'l History Honors

Society accepting applicatons from new

members Info-applications in History office

Herter Deadline 2/28

AMHERST, 1 BEDROOM AVAILABLE IN 3

BEDROOM. NEW HOUSE ON BUS LINE,

FIREPLACE, BEAUTIFUL" AVAILABLE
NOW CALL 8-4, 665-3326

LARGE ROOM IN 2 BEDROOM
TOWNHOUSE GREAT PLACE TO LIVE

ON BUS ROUTE CLOSE TO CAMPUS
CALL 253-4031 LEAVE MESSAGE

ROOM IN 3 bedroom Until 8-31-91 $160

per month Negotiable No deposit No last

month rent 545-0591

RELIABLE BABYSITTER TO care for 1yr

and 4yr old in Shutesbury Tues 3-6 and
Wed 4-8. occasional wkends Must have
reliable transportation Call 259-1533 after

8pm $6/hr

WANTED: TOUR GUIDES, summer
counselors, student admissions represen-

tatives Applications available at Admissions
Center

WINTER SPECIAL: 1 month rent 99 cents

with one year lease

2 bedroom- $450
3 bedroom- $537
Sunderland. Free bus route, laundry

facilities, swimming pool, garden plots,

short term lease available

665 3856

WORK ON CAPE COO. Gam valuable ex
penence teaching children about ocean-
ecology, small pets or environmental educa-
tion at a day camp in the Falmouth area
Camp cook also needed to prepare staff

meals He sing available Contact Ed
Powers. Animal Rescue League. PO BOX
265. Boston. MA 02117 or call

617-426-9170

CHRIS- FLOUNDER
HAPPY BIRTHDAY

Thanx for always being there

Love Always Jules & 18

CHRIS McCLURE - you owe people money,
you think you know everything, but Happy
Birthday anyway 6-MAN

FORMER ACCT 221 Brunette- Welcome
back I'm still interested Are you? DD

INTERESTEDm Christian Fellowship' The
Alliance Christian Fellowship welcomes
you! More info: Jim or Beth 253-7206

JACQUI GOSS You Goof The trivial bun
ny has run away with all the birthday

presents' All of us wish you the happiest bir-

thday anyway!!!

MY HONEY PIE YOU ARE MY SUNSHINE
AND I LOVE YOU TWICE AS MUCH TO-
DAY AS YESTERDAY LOVE, YOUR
SWEETIE PIE

LOOK OUT GIRLS
THE LOVE DOCTOR'S
BIRTHDAY IS TOMM
HELL BE ON THE PROWL'
HAPPY BIRTH0AY ERIC
LOVE GUESS WHO'

PREGNANT?
Need a pregnancy test, information or sup-
post? Call for free and confidential services

ALTERNATIVES 33 Main Street Northamp-
ton 586-3000 or Greenfield 774-6010

STUDY ABROAD IN AUSTRALIA
Information on semester, summer. J-term

graduate and internship programs All pro-

grams run under $6000 Call Curtin Univer-

sity at 1 -800-878-3696

SPRING BREAK IS COMING' NEED AN
OVERVIEW OF ALL THE POSSIBILITIES'

SOME ADVICE' CALL CAMPUS TRAVEL
OR STOP BY THE CAMPUS CENTER'
545-0500

SPRING BREAK MOST EXPERIENCE.
GREAT RATES' CALL TO FIND
OUT Brendan 549-0308, Daryl 256-1091

SINGING VALENTINES

DELIVERED: CLASSES. DORMS. FRATS
INEXPENSIVE
PROFESSIONAL

546-2263

WAKE-N-BAKEM! Spring Break '91"

Jamaica/Cancun from $459 00"

A week of fun and sun' The hottest destina-

tions 1-800-426-7710

WANTEO

SPECIAL ANNOUNCEMENT

ATTENTION UMASS STUDENTS
Explore self and personal issues through
psychodrama in a safe confidential setting

Group meets Tuesdays 7-8 30PM starting

2/12/91 for 10 weeks No fee Register-Call

Mark locally at 665 3678

I NEED THIS book tor my Econ 204 class'

Richard T Froyen's Macroeconomics
Theories and Policies, third edition Call

Preston 545-1361

WANTED: ASSISTANT BUSINESS
manager and assistant finance manager'
The Collegian is looking for -ambitious,

responsible, organized, sophmores with

good communication skills Applications

available at the Collegian and must be sub-

mitted no later than Friday. Feb 8. 1991

The Collegian is an EOE

ESTABLISH CREDIT

DISCOVER CARDS
No cost to apply
Call Mark at 546-4814
Leave message
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Sports
West Virginia runs past UMass
By GREG SUKIENNIK
Collegian Staff

West Virginia University, helped by runs of 26-8 at the

end of the first half and 27-8 at the start of the second,

soundly defeated a flu stricken University of

Massachusetts women's basbetball team 84-47 last night

at Curry Hicks Cage.

The Minutewomen, now 0-20 and 0-12 in the Atlantic

10 Conference, were tied with the Mountaineers 14-14

halfway through the first. Ten of those points came from

Keyburn McCusker and Lisa Ireland, as both players

made their presence felt near the basket.

Maleeka Valentine (14) sends a lob pass to

Keyburn McCusker (15) while WVU's Rosemary
Kosiorek looks on.

At that point, WVU made their first run. Defensive

pressure, a better-executed offense and 15 first half points

from Rosemary Kosiorek helped. Two UMass timeouts in

the first half failed to stem the Mountaineer tide.

In the second half, WVU added the fast-break attack

and full-court man-to-man defensive pressure into their

game plan, and it was lights out.

"Our job from the outset was to put some pressure on

their guards and not let them run their offense, and we

did a pretty good job of that," said WVU co-coach Scott

Harrleson.

Meanwhile, UMass* lack of team depth, worsened late-

ly by the effects of a near-epidsmic flu on the team, made

it difficult for the Minutewomen to counter the Moun-

taineers' running game and defensive pressure.

•'We were right into it in the first half," explained

UMass coach Kathy Hewelt. 'But then we got into some

foul trouble, we've got some kids coming off the bench,

we're turning the basketball over, they pick up the defen-

sive pressure at that point and that makes it tough."

Hewelt noted that WVU's persistent defense had her

team shaken in the second half. "We had our confidence

seriously challenged with defensive pressure and then we

had difficulty seeing anything on the floor. We weren't

seeing [offensive] cutters or screens, so we stopped cutting

and setting screens. And it all turns into a snowball ef-

fect." .

Kosiorek, a 5-foot-5 guard, did as she pleased all night

long for the Mountaineers, now 11-8 overall and 6-4 in

the A-10. The junior guard finished with 20 points, in-

cluding her 15 point first-half outburst, dished out 4

assists and shot 7 for 13 from the field for the game, all

in 25 minutes of play.

Donna Abbott turned in a nice all-around effort to com-

plement Rosiorek. Abbott scored 17 points, grabbed nine

rebounds and went 7 for 10 from the foul line to help WVU
seal the victory.

For UMass, McCusker turned in a 7 for 12, 14 point,

seven rebound performance despite missing two days of

practice with the flu. She played particularly well late in

the second half, scoring on a variety of post-up and

baseline jumpshots.

While WVU continued to pour it on in the second halt,

Hewelt was pleased with her team's continued effort

despite the score.

West Virginia, 84-47
West Virginia (M) »„«,,„ .. m
D-OO Ouertinmont 2-6 O-l 4. Murray 2-5 3-5 7 Neai 3-5 y

'5 2-2 6 Gunner 3-4 1-2 7 Totals 28-63 25-34 84

""TSoO 2*Xand 5-11 12 11 McCusker O-O 14 Schusler 1 8 3-A 5 Muza 0-5

O-l O Nevarez 2-6 O-O 4 Moron 1-3 O-O 2 Vatenhne 1-5 3-4 5 Hessel 2-3 O 1 4. fJchard

O-O O-O O Totals 20 55 7-11 47

HatftinM West Virgm,a 40 Massachusetts 22 Thr«« point goals Brannam Fouled

Out none Rebounds WVU 47 (Abbott 9) uMoss 33 (Ireland 8) Assists WVU 13

(Kosiorek 4) UMass lO (Nevarez 3) Total touts WVU 16 UMass 27 A IOO

Road trip a test of men's hoop character
« m » t * m 11 * /*_ - — —

By SAM SILVERSTEIN
Collegian Staff

Wednesday nights' 85-82 overtime loss to West Virginia

at the Cage dropped the Minutemen from second to sixth

in the At' antic 10.

More imp trtantly, it begged a question that will be

answered in the six remaining games before the A-10

Tournament: How good can this University of

Massachusetts men's basketball team be?

The Minutemen are 14-7, the best start for a UMass

team si re Jack Leaman's 1975-76 opened 17-4.

But UMass has beaten just one of the five teams rank-

ed above it in the league - fourth-place George

Washington - and has lost five A-10 games by a combin-

ed total of 10 points.

How good can this University of Massachusetts men's

basketball team be?

Said Harper Williams after Wednesday night's loss,

"We've learned from this game. We'll be all right for the

tournament and future games."

In Tony Barbee's absence last week. Williams has

answered on the floor as well. In UMass' last four games,

the 6-foot-7 sophomore center has averaged 19.5 points,

9.5 rebounds and 3.5 blocks. Williams' stat line vs. West

Virginia: 23 points, career-high 17 rebounds, 3 blocks, 3

steals.

Barbee will travel with the team to Pittsburgh, Pa., this

weekend and will suit up, but is questionable for games

against Duquesne Saturday (7:35 p.m.), and West Virginia

Tuesday (7:30 p.m.).

The Dukes (7-12, 5-6) have been set back by injuries

recently, too. Their top two scorers, James Hargrove (14.2

points per game) and Alan Watkins (13), both have stress

fractures and will not play.

In the first matchup between Duquesne and UMass,

Jan. 10 at the Cage, the Dukes led 70-69 with 5:21 left,

then skidded to an 81 75 loss. UMass made 6 of 8 free

throws down the stretch.

Guard Tony Petrarca is one of the best 3-point shooters

in the league - 51 of his 56 field goals have been treys

— and 6-foot-10 freshman center Derrick Alston has

averaged 16.5 points, 8.7 rebounds and 2 blocks in his last

CONTINUED ON PAGE 11

Hey, Kiam: Open
mouth, insert foot
Generally speaking, I try to reserve this space for

something I feel strongly about - leave it to Victor

Kiam to make me feel strongly.

Will this idiot ever learn?

NO.
Ahhh, but how freely he speaks of others. Like Pat

Sullivan, Paul Tagliabue, Zeke Mowatt ... I can't help

but think about those liberal journalism professors who

have taught me about the freedom of speech, what the

First Amendment stands for and who it protects.

Adiien Matt

Unfortunately, it protects Kiam. He has the right to

speak his mind, albeit an ill-tempered one. Even caustic

speech should be protected.

Yet people like Kiam abuse the freedom of speech.

And as a journalist, it makes my stomach churn to

witness a guy like him abuse a freedom I would like

to see respected years beyond my grave.

At a time when journalists in the Persian Gulf are

fighting for their right to know, I'd rather not know

about Kiam's abrasive comments and jokes about the

Gulf, never mind the sexism.

Imagine working a dream job, a job whose hours are

the pits but the boss and staff are okay, the pay is de-

cent and you really like your work. Maybe you'd like

to switch departments. Football's a great beat but

you're such a fanatic about hockey . . . then imagine

your dream shattered.

Shattered into so many millions of "touchy" pieces

you're afraid to start picking them up for fear of being

cut again. Then comes the hate mail, the life-

threatening phone calls and the stares. The types of

stares that put you six feet under, never to see the light

of day again. The types of stares that you remember

well after dark, that make you walk faster at night.

You've experienced the most degrading and

humiliating barrage of comments from peers and the

press, nevermind the comments from complete

strangers — on the field, in a bar, on the T.

Yes, you want to go to the press conference to try to

clear the air and answer some questions. But you have

to look into those lights - the interrogation type from

TV crews — and all those faces. And with the faces

come more stares.

For crying out loud, you were just doing your job. The

career you loved so much, worked so hard to develop,

sacrificed so much for - and for what? To have some

dumb jock flaunt his genitalia in front of your face as

others jeered on him and each other? To have his boss

snidely call you a classic bitch in front of your peers

and his underlings?

NO.
Now there's the chance that the Patriots will move

their camp back to UMass. This would do wonders for

the economy. It would add a little cash to the athletic

department's dwindling funds. It would make people

in Beantown sit up and realize there is life in Mass west

of 1495. It could add some prestige — nevermind, cancel

that thought.

Cheers to Jim Reid who won co-Coach of the Year,

courtesy of the Gridiron Club of Greater Boston. It was

great to see the Minutemen (I'm still humored by that

moniker) go so far and do so well this fall. I must ad-

mit there were times my freshman year I wanted to

beg Reid to let me put on some pads and eyeblack and

win one for my school. I no longer feel the Minutemen

need my assistance on the field. Nor do they need my
assistance in the locker room as Reid closed the room

to all media in the middle of the season.

Ya know, the more things change, the more they stay

the same.
Adrien Matt is a Collegian staff member

Gymnasts hope to tame Towson
By LYNN FRANKEL
Collegian Correspondent

The University of Massachusetts

women's gymnastics team is headed

down to Towson State to take on some

rious competition this weekend.

It will be a grudge match for the

women as Towson State handed them

their only two loses of the season last

year.

UMass coach Alfie Mitchell said he

knows this will be a tough meet, but has

confidence that the team will come

home with another win to add to their

ui.olemished (2-0) record.

He remains quite optimistic despite

the loss of the team's Only senior.

Kristen Turmail. 'Turmail Buffered a

knee injur ' that has sidelined her for

the season*.

Mitchell said he is looking for an all-

around team effort.

"Everyone must improve and bear the

weight of the load," he said. As a result,

he is looking to Tammy Marshall, one

of the leading all-around competitiors to

lead the team.

Freshman Margaret Furtado has also

been moved up to the all-around, and

Mitchell said he expects a strong perfor-

mance. Juniors Kim Grady and Erin

Kleir will also compete in the

all-around.

Mitchell said he is also counting on

some of the freshmen for a good show

ing. Erica Finkelman, Kari Tabachnick,

Angela Jent and last year's red shirt,

Ann Klosik, are expected pull in some

competitive scores in this dual meet.

Sophomores Abby Mai and Lisa Beth

Cronan will also be making the trip.

Tough Terriers host swimmers
By THOMAS A. GEORGE
Collegian Correspondent

The University of Massachusetts men's

swimming program will be winding up

their regular season at Boston University

Saturday.
Compitition should prove quite stiff, a

true uphill battle according to coach Russ

Yarworth. Both UMass and BU are

members of the Eastern Seaboard
Conference.

BU swims a tougher schedule than

UMass and is looking to qualify swimmers

for the upcoming Easterns.

UMass has a recognized 10-1 season, and

is gunning for its fifth straight New
England Championship in as many years.

The team has developed two freshman in-

to collegiate-level material. However, both

have been lostering nagging injuries.

Tim Nubart has been suffering from

stomach flu, so severe he was in the

hosptial for days. Another freshman stan-

dout, Mark Stoelting, an Ohio state All-

American, has been plagued by chronic

nerve problems in his elbow. However,

Yarorth said both will compete Saturday.

The diving squad started the season in

the shadow of two outstanding '90

graduates. Yet, three divers began to shine

from the start.

Seniors Bill Rozen and Rich Dockery as

well as junior Steve Meyers could quite

possibly end up in New England's top 10

when the story is over, according to

Yarworth.

Yarworth admits that he and BU coach

Reagh Wetmore have developed a friend

ly rivalry. In the past four years the two

have traded some true thrillers.

Yarworth said the toughest competition

this time will be in the 400-yard relay. He

said he also expects BU's top sprinters,

Mike Noonan (50 and 100 freestyle) and

Scott Riewald (individual medley and 100

free), to race well.
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Grad student arrested in anti-war protest
By DAVID RIVERA
Collegian Correspondent

A University of Massachusetts graduate

student was arrested when he and a group

calling themselves, "The Peace Corpses,"

staged a "Guerrilla Theater" in downtown

Amherst on Saturday as a protest of the

war in the Persian Gulf.

"The war is going great, we had some

losses today but things are going just fine,"

yelled Bill Troper, a UMass graduate stu-

dent and inactive army reservist who,

dressed as General Schwarzkopf, parodied

a military press conference.

While Troper barked out information and

commands, the other demonstrators laid

down around his feet symbolizing

American soldiers, killed to date, in the

war.

The group, clad in chemical warfare

uniforms and gas masks, held their,

"Death Theater live," in front of the

Unitarian meeting house on North Plea-

sant Street.

As the performance continued, groups of

people gathered around while cars slowed

down in response to some of the groups

signs which read, "Honk For Peace."

The group, a street theater company,

held the demonstration on the same day of

the pro-troop rally at Westover Air Force

Base in Chicopee.

Town of Amherst police separated some

Administration i

By MARC ELLIOTT
Collegian Staff

The Constitutional Committee, elected by the

Undergraduate Student Senate late Wednesday night to

draft a new constitution, got off to a shaky start Satur-

day afternoon when they were locked out of the Student

Senate Office.

The committee was forced to hold its first meeting on

the couches in the Campus Center basement after

Building Operations personnel, under orders from the ad-

ministration, refused to open the Senate office, according

to Adam Scales, Student Government Association at-

torney general.

Scales, also the chairperson on the committee, said he

did -not know what this action could indicate for the SGA's

future.

"Around 1 p.m.," said Scales, "I went down to the in-

formation desk to the staff member there and he told me

that he'd received a memorandum that morning that in-

structed him not to open the SGA for any reason what-

soever for a person without a key. The timing of this cer-

tainaly left a lot for someone more cynical than myself

to think about."

The drafting committee faced another setback when

Dickinson Senator Marjorie Decker threatened to disrupt

future proceedings until equal representation on the com-

mittee is achieved.

members of the group from a small group

of Amherst College students, who were

returning from the pro-troop rally and stag-

ed a counter-rally. Police intervened when

a shouting match erupted.

Troper and the other members continued

the demonstration until police arrested

Troper for being a disorderly person. He ap-

parently refused to speak with police away

from the gathering, prompting the arrest.

Amherst police stated they had received

complaints about the demonstration and

had little recourse but to arrest Troper

when he refused to cooperate.

The arrest brought cheers from the

Amherst College students and jeers from

Troper's fellow Peace Corpses.

"They have every right to their opinion,

we do too, to be an American is to have

your own opinion," said Joe Keating, a

member of the Peace Corpses.

Allen Pese, an Amherst College student

and former U.S. Marine said, "We're not

pro-war, We're pro-policy. I think people

should show more support for the troops,

I might get called out of school and I sure

would like people to support me."

After Troper's arrest the Amherst Col-

lege students disbanded while the Peace

Corpses marched to the Amherst police sta-

tion and bailed out the group's leader.

Troper was released after five hours in

the police department jail, where he said

he experienced, "the usual concrete cell

Collegian photo by Aaron Webster

Guerilla Theater protesters march on downtown Amherst Saturday.

stuff."

Troper also went on to explain that

neither of the previous demonstrations, on

the Calvin Coolidge Bridge and in Nor-

thampton center, ended with arrests and

added he is seeking help and advice from

both the University Legal Services and the

American Civil Liberties Union.

Troper said Saturday's performance was

only the third of, "more performances to

come," and as the war continues students

and local residents prepare for what ap-

pears to be a turbulent time in the Five

College Area.

"I hope people don't, aren't seeing it through one nar

row 'Well, it was a democratic process, it's the way it

should be' because just because it happens like that, it s

not the way it should be," Decker said. "And I will keep

coming here, and I will have other people here, and disrupt

this process because I don't think this process should con-

tinue. Not that I don't want it to continue, I do.

Scales said while he was disappointed that there were

no women on the committee, the members were elected

fairly and anyone can attend the committee meetings and

offer advice.

"The senate certainly has a right to be wrong in terms

of who is selected as committee member," explained

Scales. "Although I did not give this much weight before

at least half the people voting were women, and although

I would not suggest that they all think alike or ought to

work as a block, it does somehow suggest it may not be

the white male haven it is portrayed to be.

"I hope and pray that she and anyone else who feels they

out to be here attend. I encouraged [other senators]. I said

'Come, I want you there.' They're not here. I don t know

what we can do about that," Scales continued.

Decker said she did not think that women were

deliberately excluded from the committee, but the problem

must be addressed.

"There's reasons why all men got voted on to this com-

mittee," Decker said. "There's reasons why seven white

men, seven white heterosexual men, got voted on to this

thing. It was an unconscious thing and that's the pro-

blem."

"It's not one problem, one solution. It's part of a pro-

blem that is part of our society. There are reasons why

seven white men got voted on to this and that's a societal

problem," she said.

- Several of the senators attending the meeting said the

new efforts to restructure student government would not

be happening at all if not for the actions of the Senate

officers when they asked the administration two weeks

ago to suspend the SGA.

"I honestly don't think anything would have been done

if they hadn't done it," said committee member Dennis

Crowley, a senator from John Adams. "I applaud them

for taking the step. I don't like the step they took, but I

applaud them for taking it. Now, we can steer off in a dif-

ferent direction."

Those elected to the committee are: Jeff Turco (Brown).

Ken Parker (Commuter), Kevin Newnan (Johnson) Den-

nis Crowley (John Adams), Danny Cohen (Third World

Caucus), Dave Gagne (Wheeler), and Frank Martin

(Moore).

Chariman Scales holds a non-voting seat. Also in atten-

dance, but not officially on the committee were: Kathy

Flaherty (Gorman), Paul Dionne (Field), Michael Chidi

(Gorman), and Marjorie Decker (Dickinson).

Rep. Conte dies;

special election

likely to be called
WASHINGTON (AP) — Massachusetts is likey to

hold a special election to fill the vacancy created by

the death of Rep. Silvio O. Conte, the lone Republican

in the state's congressional delegation, a lawmaker

said Saturday.

Conte died of a cerebral hemorrage Friday night after

a long battle with prostrate cancer. He was 69.

Rep. Joseph Moakely (D-Mass.) chairman of the

House Rules Committee, said Gov. Weld would select

a date for an election. Weld, a Republican, made no

immediate comment on a special election.

A funeral Mass will be held at 2 p.m. Wednesday at

St Joseph's Church in Pittsfield. A memorial will also

be held in the Capitol Rotunda at a later date, Conte's

office said. .,

Moakely and other Massachusetts lawmakers said

it would take more than a special election to fill the

power vacuum left by Conte, who served on Capitol Hill

for 34 years. . . . ,

'History will list Silvio O. Conte as one of the greatest

Massachusetts members of Congress and one of the na-

tion's greatest public servants," Rep. Richard E. Neal

(D-Mass.) said in a statement.
CONTINUED ON PAGE 3

Weld plan slices salary increases
By MARK HENSLEY
Collegian Staff

Salary increases which were agreed to at the end of last

year for all state workers including University of

Massachusetts employees are among the victims of Gov.

Weld's budget saving proposals.

President of the Massachusetts Society of Professors,

John Cole said the proposal "may well be illegal and that

his union intended "to fight it as do the other unions in

the Commonwealth who represent state workers.

The raises which Weld is proposing to cut were agreed

to by the MSP and other state-worker unions at the end

of last year and were supposed to go into effect at the

beginning of January 1991, Cole said.

The new contract calls for a 13 percent pay raise over

three years which would be be the first raise for union

employees in over a year, but according to Cole, it would

not come close to covering increases in the cost of iiving

Cole said there are about 40 items on Weld s proposal

which are detrimental to public employees including one

which would force public employees to pay 25 percent in-

stead of 10 percent of their health insurance.

"We didn't create the state's dilemma and it s untair

for us to pay for it," Cole said.

President-Chancellor Duffey said he thought Weld s pro-

posal was "ill-advised" and that in making his proposals

he was sending out a series of "trial balloons" which he

hoped he would reconsider.

Duffey also said the governor's budget is conditioned by

his request to repeal the sales tax on professional and

business services and that the legislature should only

agree to repeal it in 18-24 months.

Provost Richard O'Brien agreed, saying that the

stagnation of salaries on the campus has been terrible for

morale. It has contributed to the departure of many of our

CONTINUED ON PAGE 3
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® CGLOBAL TICKET
m (413)747-9922

NEIL YOUNG
2719 Hartford

STING MHtrKord

INXS 2/K Hartford

HALL &OATES 216 spM

LIVING COLOR 2/16

VANILLA ICE NMrhvwtSfM

PAUL SIMON Hartford

RED SOX - BRUINS- WHALERS & CELTIC tickets.

All concerts— sports & theater tickets

1 605 Main St. Springfield » (41 3) 747-9922

C

New Students Program Staff

Summer 1991 Applications

307 University Admissions Center

Deadline February 15, 1991

MENTAL HEALTH DIVISION GROUPS

SPRING 1991

TUESDAY

cbarUe'2
1 Pray St ,

Amherst-549-5403 • Open I lam

7 days a Week
Kitchen open til midnight

Game Room with 2 pool tables

Tonight 10c Mozzarella Sticks

9:00p.m. — 12:00a.m.
•:•:•:•.•.••••' >X*

Beer of the Month: Drink of the Week:

MOLSON BOTTLES $ 1
.85

'
Sweet Tart $ 1 75

Support/DecisVpn-Making

for Problem Drinkers

Bi-sexual Support Group

Advanced ACOA Group

Intimacy Skills Group
Exploring Lesbian, Gay,

Bi-sexual Identities

1 :00 - 2:30 pm
2:00 - 3:30 pm
3:00 - 4:30 pm
6:00 - 7:30 pm

7:00 - 8:30 pm

WEDNESDAY

Beginners ACOA
Self-Exploration Group

Food Giveaways

Mon. 10 cent Mozzarella Sticks 9pm-12am

Tues. 10 cent Buffalo Wings 9pm-12am

Wed. 25cent Pizza Slices and 99 cent Nachos 9pm-12am

Thurs 10 cent Beer Steamed Baby Franks 9pm- 12am

Sunday 10 cent Potato Skins 9om-12am

WE ACCEPT MC-VISA-AMEX

9:00 -10:30 am
3:30 - 5:00 pm

THURSDAY

Women In Transition

Self-Exploration Group
Chronic Medical Illness

Support Group
Eating Disorders

12:45- 2:15 pm
3:00 - 4:30 pm

3:30

3:30

5:00 pm
5:00 pm

Groups begin in late February or early March. Pre-group

interviews are necessary. For information or to register for a

group call 545-2337 or stop by 127 Hills North as early in the

semester as possible.

SIGMA PHI EPSILON
Presents Open Rash

COMTTOT^ATTRACTIONS:
Mon Feb. 11 7:00pm "Do the Right Thing'-Meet brothers/House tour

Tues Feb. 12 7:00pm "Brewster's Millions"—Raffle

Wed. Feb.. 13 6:00pm "Meatballs"—Spaghetti Sapper

Mon Feb 18 7:00pm "The Color of Money"—Pool Tournament

Tues. Feb. 19 7:00pm "Rain Man"—Casino Night

E$E VM:''>

S^-iS \

.
...Ni.TWivj/vM

LOCAL
Vandalism angers
Hillel residents
Menorah damaged outside Hillel House
By LIZET GARCIA
Collegian Correspondent

Editor's note: This incident happened

over the final exam period during the fall

semester of1990, and therefore, the Col-

legian could not report on it. We
apologize for the lapse in time of

reporting.

Vandalism of a Hanakkah menorah

displayed on the front lawn of the Hillel

House created a mixture of disappoint-

ment and anger for Hillel residents, said

Rabbi Saul Perlmutter of the house.

According to a Town of Amherst

Police report, the menorah, made out of

plastic tubing, was slightly damaged by

the vandalism which occurred between

11 p.m. and 12 p.m. on December 13, the

third night of Hanakkah.
Hillel co-resident director, Alisa

Berkowitz, said the incident was a

"blow to the 28 Hillel residents per-

sonally as well as a blow to the whole

Jewish community."
"This was the first year the menorah

was left out overnight and it gave us a

feeling of permanence," Berkowitz said.

The menorah was rebuilt the next day

by some Hillel residents, Berkowitz

said.

According to Perlmutter, the menorah

was supposed to stay outside all night.

He added in previous years the menorah

was displayed during Hanakkah outside

the Student Union and was brought in

each night.

Following the incident, the restored

structure was again taken inside over-

night, Berkowitz said.

Perlmutter said he cannot know for

sure the motive behind the vandalism,

but he said he senses it was an anti-

Semitic act.

Berkowitz said that the neighboring

sororities and fraternities were "con-

cerned and upset" by the incident and

were supportive while the residents

rebuilt the structure the next afternoon.

The house, which was opened three

years ago, is now home to 26 students

and two resident staff, Berkowitz said.

The house, which was the former

residence of Beta Kappa Omega, now
reaches out to the Jewish community
through activities, she said.

UMass police honored
for service to campus
MARK HENSLEY
Collegian Staff

Officers of the University of

Massachusetts Department of Public Safe

ty were honored yesterday in the Campus
Center in a ceremony recognizing their ser-

vice to the campus community.

Director of Public Safety Dr. Arthur

Hilson organized the awards ceremony

because "those in public safety often go

unrecognized." He said he reviewed records

dating back 15-20 years to include officers

who were never honored for outstanding

conduct.

The awards ran the gamut from length

of service awards to medals of valor in the

Vietnam and Korean conflicts.

Notable awards included:

• Officer David Grader won the Combat

Cross for disarming a subject who was car-

rying a shotgun in lot 34.

• Officer Linda Phelps, who was unable

to return to duty after receiving head and

shoulder injuries during a 1986 demonstra-

tion at the Whitmore Adminstration

building, received the Legion of Honor.

• Office Philip Cavanaugh received the

Gallantry Star for assisting the FBI in the

arrest of heavily-armed New York City

bank robbers who were hiding out at

UMass in 1971.

• The Detective Division received the

Grand Cordon for the largest drug raid to

date in Massachusetts which resulted in 58

arrests and convictions in 1973.

• Vincent Boyle received the Gallantry

Star for the apprehension of an armed

suspect in 1987.

The ceremony was attended by Rep.

Stanley C. Rosenberg and Vice Chancellor

of Student Affairs Dennis Madson. Both

commended the officers and department for

their exceptional service to the community.

Conte

Collegian photo by Alisa Berkowitz

The damaged menorah outside of the Hillel House last December.
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"There will be an enormous hole in the

Massachusetts delegation," said Sen. John

Kerry (D-Mass.) "He had his finger on the

button and Massachusetts benefitted from

it.

And Rep. Nicholas Mavroules (D-Mass.)

said Conte "was extremely powerful."

He worked in a very quiet, effective way

with a great deal of confidence," Marvoules

said. "His word was gold."

President Bush, in a statement released

from Camp David said he and his wife Bar

bara were deeply saddened by the death of

budget proposals

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

administrators."

Duffey expressed hope, however, and said

that at least Weld was willing to make

hard and concrete decisions regarding

education and was not just making across

the board cuts.

Sen. John W. Olver (D-Amherst) was ex-

tremely critical of the pay raise cuts.

"There should be ways of downsizing

government without putting it on the backs

of a small amount of people," he said.

"[Weld] has given pay increases to cabinet

secretaries at the top end and although

they aren't big ones, it is the symbolism of

it,"

Rep. Stanley C. Rosenberg (D-Amherst)

said the proposal was "totally unfair" and

a good friend.

"For over three decades. Congressman

Conte serves his nation with flair, skill and

unmatched dedication," said Bush. "Silvio

Conte toucher our lives and the lives of

many others with his humor, warmth and

decency."

As the ranking Republican on the House

Appropriations Committee, Conte

developed the kind of clout that enabled

him to walk into a committee room and de-

mand certain consessions in exchange for

his support. Those consessions often were

projects and programs for his home state.

he didn't know how Weld "was going to ex-

plain it to the voters."

Rosenberg also pointed out that Weld had

given some of his top secretaries and com-

missioners raises while ignoring the

agreed-upon raises for other state workers

which were "symbolic at best and didn't

even make up for cost-of-living increase of

the last two years."

"All of the state workers' unions have

signed agreements which aren't worth the

paper they're written on," Rosenberg said.

Rosenberg admitted, however, that he

was "not optimistic" about finding a solu-

tion in light the fiscal situation.

"The reality is, we are trying to figure

out how to deal with an $850 million

deficit," he said.

Ink
MONDAY, FEBRUARY 11

Peace Vigil — takes place every day Monday

through Friday on the steps of the Student Union

from 12 p.m.-12:30 p.m.

Brown Bag Discussion - Sponsored by Counsel-

ing and Advising for Older Students. Come share

your registration horror stories and happy endings

in Machmer E-21.

Free Meditation Workshop — A free meditation

and yoga workshop will be offered this semester at

the campus center. The first session is from 7:30 p.m.

to 9:30 p.m. Please check at the Campus Center desk

for room numbers.

Auditions for Killing Me Softly - Auditions spon-

sored by the UMass Theatre Department will be

held on Feb. 11 and 12. Sign up for auditions on the

UMass theatre department call-board. Scripts to

read are available in the FAC 112.

TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 12

National Student Exchange Meeting - An infor-

mation session sponsored by the National Student

Exchange will be held from 4 p.m. to 5 p.m. in Cam-

pus Center room 803. Applications for Fall 91

and/or Spring '92 are due March 1.

Senior Bash 1991 - Anyone interested in helping

plan for the senior bash should attend a meeting at

7 p.m. in CC168.

WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 13

GLB Valentine Panel - A panel of couples will

discuss same-sex relations at 8 p.m. in Campus

Center room 904. The event is sponsored by the Pro-

gram for Gay, Lesbian and Bisexual Concerns.

School of Nursing Academic Rounds Lecture —
The School of Nursing will sponsor a talk by speaker

Dr. Patricia Moccia from 4 p.m. to 6 p.m. at the Cam-

pus Center room 904.

Women's Studies Talk - A talk by writer Leslea

Newman is sponsored by the Women's Studies Dept.

It will be held from 12:15 p.m. to 1:30 p.m. in the

Campus Center complex.

Jewish Arts Festival — Storyteller Judith Black

presents "A Hilarious Look at the Insecurities of

Single Life," at 8 p.m. in the Hillel House. Free

bagels served from 7 p.m.-7:30 p.m. Sponsored by

Hillel.

Information Sessions — for anyone interested in

becoming a Student Admissions Representative,

Tour Guide or New Students Program Summer
Counselor, in the Campus Center at 4 p.m.

European Club holds a General Assembly in Cam-

pus Center room 165-69 at 7 p.m. Tea and cookies

will be served. Citizens of all countries are welcome.

THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 14

Film and Discussion - "Children of Fire" will be

shown at 4 p.m. in Herter Auditorium (room 231).

The film deals with the Palestinian uprising as seen

through the eyes of the children.

Meeting — The first meeting of Club Communica-

tion at 5:30 p.m. in Machmer E-37.

An Analysis of the U.S.-Soviet Summit - A Five

College Faculty Panel, sponsored by the Five Col-

lege Program in Peace and World Security Studies,

will be held at 8 p.m. in Converse Hall at Amherst

College.

Poetry Reading — Richard Jackson will read his

poetry at Memorial Hall at 6 p.m. Sponsored by the

MFA program in the English department, as part

of the Visiting Writers series.

Non-violence training sessions — at the Congrega-

tional Church in Northampton from 5:30 p.m. to 9:30

p.m. In preparation for the rally and action on Satur-

day 16, 1991.

SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 16

Rally and Non-violent Direct Action - A rally will

be held at Westover Air Force base at 1:30 p.m. An

affinity group formation and strategy session wil1

be held at Hooker Auditorium at Mount Holyol

College from 9 a.m. to 12 a.m.
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SECOND ANNUAL CAREER WEEK
February 13-21, 1991

Transitions From School To Work
Sponsored by the Mather Career Center

ANNUAL UMASS CAREER FAIR
February 13, 10 a.m. - 4 p.m.

Campus Center Auditorium

CONFESSIONS OF A
PROCRASTINATING SENIOR
Working alumni describe the dangers

Of 'blowing off career services

in the senior year

February 13, 3:35 p.m.

Campus Center 165

INTERNATIONAL CAREERS
February 14, 4 p.m.

Campus Center 917

MANAGING MULTIPLE JOB OFFERS
Ethical Dilemmas in the Job Search

February 19, 3:35 p.m.

Campus Center 905

NEGOTIATING YOUR SALARY
How Much Will I Get?/How Much
Will I Need After Graduation?

February 20, 3:35 p.m.

Campus Center 168C

UMASS VOLUNTEER FAIR
Volunteer Opportunities

February 20, 1 1 a.m. - 2:30 p.m.

Campus Center 163

Co-sponsored with V.I.B.E.S.

CO-OP & SUMMER JOB FAIR
February 21, 10 a.m. - 3:30 p.m.

Campus Center Auditorium

SURVIVING YOUR FIRST
YEAR ON THE JOB
Skills employers want to see

February 21, 4 p.m.

Campus Center 176

CAREER EXPO
Minority Career Fair

Westin Hotel, Copley Place

10 Huntington Ave., Boston

February 20-21

For more information, contact the Mather Career Center main building

in Fraternity/Sorority Park (5-2224)

or visit our Satellite Office at 16 Curry Hicks (5-4945)

The Mather Career Center • Fraternity/Sorority Park

University of Massachusetts at Amherst • (413)545-2224

Where Careers Take Off!
L

EditorialIOpinion
, ,

, . „
The opinions on this pay are those of the indmdual writer or cartoonTt and do no, necessanly reflect the views of the Collewn or the Univers.ty unless otherw.se noted.

Hear no evil
A second conflict has emerged in the Middle East. This one

is between the commanders of the allied forces and the press.

Without question, coverage of this war is the most tightly cen-

sored in the modern history of the United States.

For the most part, the only information available to the

American public has been that officially presented by the

military or government. Since the first bombs fell, this infor-

mation has proven inaccurate and inadequate. The

photography brought back from the Persian Gulf is so tightly

controlled as to be worthless: pilots waving at the camera, the

Navy Brass Band and mail call get boring very quickly.

It becomes very discouraging when the commanders of dif-

ferent allied nations' forces give entirely different versions of

the same event. Furthermore, when the Pentagon, the White

House and the Allied Command contradict each other, the

press knows it is being manipulated.

The claim that this censorship is a necessity of warfare is

absurd. Vietnam, a far more chaotically managed war, yield-

ed far more indepth and useful coverage. The "lesson of Viet-

nam" was that the biggest security threat, the audience whose

information should be censored, is the American people.

By the nature of some of the withheld information it is clear

that the military is concerned more with "leaks" to the public

than to Iraq. For example, the types of successfully destroyed

targets - something the Iraqis already know - are often

withheld.

This massive censorship has ensured that the American

public and much of the rest of the world has no real idea of

what is going on in this war. As far as the military is concern-

ed we have met the enemy and it is us.

Unsigned editorials reflect the majority opinion of the

Collegian board of editors

u
ALLY0U NEEDTO KNOW IS WE'RE PIGWTING FOR FREEDOM OUT THERE—ANPTHE

FREEDOM WE'RE FIGHTING FOR JU5T D0E5N'T tWEN TO BE FREEDOM 09 THE PRESS f

World War III is here at last . . .

The most disconcerting thing to me is to

open the newspaper and think I'm seeing

"news" from 25-years back, news even

from thirty years before that. The same

news, same headlines, same photographs.

The equipment is different. New and im-

proved, this year's model. New locale; but

the same picture they're shooting.

I can understand the people willing to

jump up and down in line in Washington.

D.C. It makes you crazy: every time we see

those page-two pictures, we see the pictures

that follow, far too soon.

And, anyway, isn't the truest support of

the very brave people fighting this war, to

pull them out of danger?

Suppose we give Mr. Hussein the same

length of time to aerial bombardment that

we gave to diplomatic settlement? (OK,

say, even, a week longer, "as punishment")

And then stop; if we aren't able to stop

sooner.

Just stop. And say, OK, we gave embargo

and negotiations 14 weeks, we went 15

weeks in war; let's try another 14 weeks

of embargo. Maybe ask our troops to make

that stick. Let's use our clever technology,

which really has been helpful, to continue

to deflect most of Hussein's dangerous

behavior, until we render it as powerless

as we can.

Television news says that for every per-

son physically hurt, this war, five or six

more will be seriously wounded
psychologically. We've advanced far

enough now, that we know this's what's go-

ing to happen! Five people wounded for

every one that's bleeding!

This could likely be The Chemical War.

Iraq has poison gas, and has used them. We
have our own "biological agents."

Remember what we call it? The last time

one aggressor nation defied a number of

other nations: World War II.

How many months, then, will it take us,

to call this war for what it could be: World

War III. Matt Levin
Hatfield

When democracy becomes a drag, we turn to Big Brother
VV 11C11 UC111UV1 U^J_ "*

.. , „ ^ __ .,*=>; leaders wcnt ,„ the Ad- squashed. We could all open a newspaper.

Americans don't want democracy.

Come on, people, why don't we just ad-

mit it? We don't want democracy. We don't

like democracy. We claim to be passionate-

ly pro-democracy and pro-freedom, but our

actions are more along the lines of fascism.

Hitler would be proud.

First, let's start off with a general exam-

ple. Elections. Now think hard, I'm sure

you can remember what they are. Maybe

many of us have forgotten. We must have,

considering the fact that almost none of us

bother to drag our sorry butts to a voting

booth at a presidential election. Forget

state and local elections. No one wants to

bother pulling a few switches.

There is a war on. If I say anything,

anything against this war, I'm anti-

democracy. How dare I criticize George

Bush! I should support him, in whatever

he does. Most of the people who say this,

claim to be "pro-democracy." Strange. I

thought that democracy meant I could say

what I believe, even if people disagree with

me
I thought we elected President George

Bush, not King or Dictator George Bush.

It is not my duty to stand behind him or

any other leader if I don't like the job they

Pamela McCarthy

are doing. It is my duty to lambast him if

I think he's doing a horrendous job. We

aren't supposed to follow the leader. The

leader is supposed to follow us. But you

wouldn't know it from what some of the

yahoos in this country say. I'm supposed

to blindly follow and support what one man
wants in order to support democracy.

But, let's not just stop at the national

level. Right here in the derelict Student

Government Association, we have a bright,

shining example of what fascism should be.

Five student leaders went to the Ad-

ministration and asked them to take over.

That was it. No consulting the student

senate (hey, aren't they elected for a

reason?). No asking the students what we

thought of the whole thing. Just five

undergrads decided for us what was best.

If you think about it, fascism is appeal-

ing. It's orderly and quiet. No one argues,

because they'll be shot. There is no dissent,

no conflict, no headaches, no worries. It's

all done for us, courtesy of the mutant in

power. No one has to think about issues.

No one has to debate or argue, or use their

brains. How relaxing. You can stay in on

what used to be election day and watch

Dallas with a clear conscience, all of our

favorite TV shows would be uninterrupted.

No news flashes, no election coverage, no

war coverage, no breaking stories.

No one would get offended in a fascist

state, since anything offensive would be

squashed. We could all open a newspaper,

magazine, or book and enjoy it. We can

watch television and be entertained, not

upset. We can avidly gaze at a good,

patriotic movie praising the state. No

thinking. No headaches. No problems.

Forget about moral or ethical questions,

that's for the state to decide. The state will

decide what is right and wrong, you won't.

How nice to not have to ponder and worry

about your actions. Don't get angry about

anything your country does, after all, what

do you know? You are but a lowly peon in

the food chain compared to the demi-gods

of government.

Maybe we should abolish elections.

Maybe we should call Pres. Bush "Presi-

dent for Life," instead of "President."

Maybe we should let the administration

tell us what to do. We like it so far.

Pamela McCarthy is a Collegian

columnist

As "white feminism" runs rampant through our Hap-

py Valley, I would like to express my heart-felt con-

victions. I have to admit that for some time I considered

the possibility that maybe the feminist movement had

somVsincere and logical base for its argument. Suffice

it to say that I have since been enlightened.

I have realized that the main motive of the white

feminist" movement is to integrate society and to get

a "piece of the pie."

Within the context of the war against Iraq, some

feminists are taking the opportunity to demand that

women in the army get equal pay and get to be on the

front line. It can be inferred from these statements that

we should be supportive of women who are m the ar-

my perpetuating the forces ofWestern imperialism and

TfhlTwhat all the hype about inequality and»
ism is leading to? Participation in the army will not

S to the liberation of women. What is the^porn of

the feminist struggle if there is no questioning of the

^LTllowe^of "white feminism" had been honest

enough to say that "we represent the white woman s

The ideology of the 'White woman
... ;-*..»' *u«« T wmilri nni Rplipvers in "white

interest to integrate into society ' then I would not

waste my time commenting on it. But the followers ot

"white feminism" do not admit their motives. They for

the most part claim to represent, understand and care

about all women. These same people also tend to

believe that all women have a common bond.

While there is an evergrowing discussion of people

Minu Sebastian

of the Middle East, some feminists speak of the oppres-

sion of Muslim women. They convey understanding

without any recognition of their context. The arrogant

and superior mentality of this country is obviously not

limited to men.

Fd like to introduce a new term into the discourse

about the oppression within this society. We have all

heard the term "white man." This "person" h < been

blamed for the development and continuation of

everything distasteful about our system. What about

the "white woman?"

Believers in "white feminism" should be up-front

about what and who they represent and what they

want. Some claim that our system would be less op-

pressive and inherently better if women had more

power. I beg to differ. In my experience it has been the

ideology of the "white woman" which has been the

most ruthless, arrogant and patronizing.

Believers of "white feminism" should also stay

within the confines of the white community. Stop

pretending to represent or understand "women of col-

or." We refuse to be your tokens so you can make your

guilty conscience feel better.

Above all, stop disrespecting Third World women by

defining their oppression in your terms. There may be

women who have a different interpretation of the.r

situation. Don't assume you can understand and relate

to everyone. „ ,

It should be obvious to all "peoples of color (men and

women) that there should be no distinction made bet-

ween the dominant ideologies of the "white man or

the "white woman."

Minu Sebastian is a Collegian columnist
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ARTS & LIVING
The Real Inspector Hound: an uproariously good play

*• . —*-- cat Aaaitrnvra an t.rv to nut forth: in

By THOMAS SCULLY
Collegian Correspondent

The Real Inspector Hound
Studio Theatre, Hampshire College

Thursday, Feb. 7

The Inspector Hound by Rose Guildenstern, or -hould

I say The Real Inspector Hound by Tom Stoppard, and I

think having said that, and it is our bare responsibility

to say that, this production is absurd without being trite,

Keatonesque yet Nietzchean.

Here we see not only life itself, but two theater critics

(excellent choice of heroic subject if I may say so myself),

who are both attending a terribly bad "whodunnit"

murder mystery.

During the intermission the telephone on stage rings

and one of the critics goes down to answer it. Coinciden-

tally the telephone call is in fact for him, and the critics

immediately get swept up in the play they are supposed

to be watching, but have actually been performing in for

some time now.

Funny? As if the brilliant script by Tom Stoppard

(Brazil, Russia House) wasn't enough to stand on its own,

director Malquist Hapgood had put together a dream cast

of maladjusts and miscreants, and set them loose to wreak

havoc.

Seth Ernsdorf as the inscrutable wheelchair-bound

Magnus and Liz Hall as the fish-faced maid Mrs. Drudge

are absolute masters of the devious. Excellent supporting

roles are contributed by the ever reliable, finely tuned

Simon Garcia and Felicity Sledd, with the dirty old

theater critic Aaron Ruddleson weighing in with his hair.

I am afraid that Joel Kleinberg, as the brainless

Sherlock-tvpe who must be given line-readings from the

wings, may be too manic for so intimate a space, the

rhythm may falter during the bridge games, and we suf-

fer the usual mike-ing and prop muddles of small college

productions.

In sum, however, it is the uproariest play I've seen

anywhere this year, and Hampshire College has finally

produced a show which has nothing to prove except that

it is good theater. Toby Neiman's meticulous set, for ex-

ample is not out there trying to make a post modern state-

ment as many young set designers so try to put forth; in-

stead, her diminishing perspective and stagey look is in

complete harmony with the piece.

Beyond even the breathtaking subtlety of Carol Vunk's

landmark performance as the deceased Higgs, however,

I would be remiss in failing to praise the one hurtling star

that rose above the others Saturday night - I speak, of

course, of Doug Stone, the Light Board Operator and

sound effects assistant.

I venture to say (indeed it would be a public shame and

professional blight to keep silent) that lighting and

crackpot sound effects (including - I cannot resist adding

— the freestyle howl of a hound on the fog shrouded hills),

have never before reached a pitch of - how shall I say?

— je ne sai quoi, as in Mrs. Stone's performance.

4*tt£ *1&
Study in

London,

England

University of

Wisconsin

Platteville

Liberal Arts

International

Business

Criminal justice

Mainstream classes with British

students, plus specially designed

courses for American students.

All courses approved by UW-
Platteville and validated on an

official UW-Platteville transcript.

$4,325 per semester for

Wisconsin and Minnesota

residents.

$4,675 per semester for

non-residents.

Costs include:

Tuition and fees

Home-stay accommodations

with meals

Fieldtrips

Financial aid applies.

Summer Program also available.

For further information contact:

Study Abroad Programs

308 Warner Hall

University of Wisconsin-

Plarteville

1 University Plaza

Platteville, Wl 53818-3099

(608)342-1726

'tf&ti%£*^&M^
Montgomery's Florist

Valentines Day %*

Thursday, February 14 *
a rose

is a rose

is a rose?

Montgomery's Florist

Finest Quality Roses available

whether it's an impressive dozen

or a romantic single rose-

Montgomery's is the place for roses

^_J 584-3798

350 Russell St. Hadley
(Rt. 9, across from Burger King)

Advance your career

by helping others to advance theirs.

Photo courtesy American Famous Talent Corp.

Johnny Winter, a classic blues guitarist,

will play the Iron Horse in Northampton
tonight and tomorrow night. The show will

start at 7 p.m. Tickets are $22.50 in advance.

SHAPE UP FOR SPRING . >

At Hilltop and Crossan Healthclubs >

located in Webster & Gorman dorms >

Register 2/4-2/14, Mon-Thurs 7-9pm
|

COUNSELING AND
ADVISING FOR
OLDER
STUDENTS

Did you get what you want?

Stop by for HELP at lunch.

Mondays: 11am to 1pm

Tu-Fri: 11am to 2pm
Machmer, E-21 545-5338

If you enjoy the challenge of helping people succeed in their

careers, here's a career tip worth your time.

Boston-Bouve College at Northeastern University is offering an

intensive, one-year Master of Science Program in Human Resource

( ounseling Providing a unique interdisciplinary approach, it com-

bines core courses in psychology with management courses taught

by the faculty of the Graduate School of Business Administration.

You can enroll on a full- or part-time basis.

( )ur graduates have found rewarding and challenging positions as

managers, counselors, and consultants in industries ranging from

high technology to health care organizations.

Call (6! 7) 437 2708, or write Graduate School, Boston-Bouve

College of Human Development Professions, 106 Dockser Hall,

Northeastern University, Boston, MA 02115.

Rl

Boston-Bouve

College

Northeastern

University

An equal opportunity
*ffirm»tivr irtion university

J

Every Tuesday in February

FREE Footlong Sub
i-Swith purchase off another

footlong sub
'«f€€€€€€€€€€€€^

Reg Footlong Only*
No Coupon Needed

Also other great specials:

I Sat: Any Reg Footlong $2.99* I

1 with purchase of a soda S

| Sun: Buy one get one for 99* *
|

Good only at Rt 9 Hadley
and Northampton Stores.

Both Stores Open Late Every Night
* Higher price prevails/Reg Footlong only

.SUBWAY*

Jewish Arts Festival to begin tonight
By ALISON BUCKHOLTZ
Collegian Correspondent

Hillel's 16th annual Jewish Arts Festival

opens to the public tonight with a lecture

by award-winning novelist Gloria

Goldreich on "The Traditional Role of

Jewish Women in Literature."

Goldreich's lecture, at 7:30 p.m. in the

Hillel House, is the first of several events

that aims to "educate Jews and non-Jews

about the many faces of Jewish art, and to

enjoy them all," according to Hillel pro-

gram director Yehudit Heller. Many of the

events, including Goldreich's, are free to

the public.

The Jewish Arts Festival picks up again

this Wednesday when storyteller Judith

Black considers "The Insecurities of Single

Life." Black, a Boston-based storyteller,

will present a special "Valentine's Day
look" at the issue when she speaks at the

Hillel House at 8 p.m. Her story session

and the bagel "feast" which precedes it

from 7 to 7:30 p.m. are both free, Heller

said.

On the February 19, Julius Lester and

Rabbi Saul Perlmutter will lead Shabbat

service song-sharing. Perlmutter en-

courages participants to bring their own
melodies to familiar songs, along with a

portable tape player and a blank cassette

tape. Song-sharing will be held at 3:45 p.m.

in the Hillel House conference room.

The music continues when Shlock Rock,

a contemporary band which parodies

popular rock songs using Jewish themes,

comes to the Campus Center Auditorium

on February 20. "We want to make
Judaism less stiff, less threatening," a

Shlock Rock spokesman said. Tickets are

available through the student ticket office

for the 8 p.m. concert.

The 1991's Jewish Arts Festival winds up

on February 22, when Julius and Carolyn

Lester lead Hillel's Friday evening service

at 7 p.m. in the Hillel House lounge. For

further information about the service or

any other events, call Hillel at 549-1710.

Correction

In Friday's newspaper we indentified

Melisa Canli as a Collegian Correspon

dent. Unfortunately, Ms. Canli is a staff

member. We apologize for such an error.

Please, we are but simple folk down here

and are bound to make errors. We mean

no harm. Thank you for your patience

with us.

r
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WING BREAK

PANAMA CITY BEACH
FLORIDA

• High quality Dcacfiltont accommooi

lions tor ? eiciling mgnis

• Round trip ctiarlereO motor coach

• free pool oeck panics. KMH &

promotions

• inief Campus Programs I D /Discount

EM
• On location stall tor compile

assistance

• All ta>es tips 1 service charges

included

114 '219

Contact
Barbara
549-8156

f
I

¥

*

1

*

SUN & FUN * KIDS & CAMPING
• • SWIMMING & BOATING * *

• OUTDOOR LIVING * *

Timber trails, a 9 week resident Girl Scout

camp in the Berkshires, is looking for staff..

EUROPE BY CAR
On* Rocket.!!* Ptua
New YOfk NY 10020

Phone (212) Ml 3040

Mail thi» ad tor Special

Student /Teacher Tariff

RENTAL D LEASt PURCHAM
Most

78 Old Sunderland Rd

North Amhtfit, MA,

549-2880

Major Trad* Carta VxfJfd^ W,

UNIT LEADERS * ' RIDING INSTRUCTORS
SMALLCRAFT & WATERFRONT INSTRUCTORS

COUNSELORS * ' REGISTERED NURSES
COOKS * * * * KITCHEN STAFF

Call or write: Eric R. Munson, Jr., Timber Trails

Camp, HC 68 Box 158, Tolland, MA 01034
(413)258-4592

s m

4

SPRING BREAK
from Boston

Cancun suiting at $489

Jamaica starting ai $509

Price Includes:
•Round trip airfare &

transfers
•7 nights accommodation &

hotel taxes

Low Student Airfares!

Send early. Stay late.

CALL FOR MORE
INFORMATION

79 South Pleasant Street
Amherst, Ma 01002
413-256-1261

America's oldest & largest

Student Travel Agency

SURMSOTJR

Find the finest in our two

beautiful Galleries...

silverscape
designs

264N Pleasant St Amherst 253-3324

1 7 7 Moin St Northomploo 584-3324

GQIDSMllMt » Of* OAUI«t

Beat out the competition this Valentine's Day ^^
with some terrific strategy. Just call your FTLT Florist and send the FTOiFtower

Basket Bouquet. And tof* sure your Valentine gets one, send it a day or two early.

And she may ask you to stay late.

•Rcpstcrcd trademark of FTP. «W1 FID
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qO Valentine Special

$35 PERM
Includes Cut
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You'd Be Crazy To

Go Anywhere Else!
Rotoke, Sarah. Yv»He

Iho, Coey. Paula

RL-U-S U
Conveniently located next to Super Stop & Shop OPEN EVENINGS

CAMPUS PLAZA, Rte. 9, Hadley » 253-3334 " «"»* ">"

DOONESBURY
By GARRY TRUDEAU

THE EAR SIDE

By GARY LARSON

6O0PM0RNING. MY NAME
IS MAJOR e."BUZZ"FV66
ANPl'U- 06 CONPUCTING TO

CWSJI&BRieFIN6...

CAMfttlGf

•PHAS
•PHAS
L

N
>

AT 1730 LASTNI6HT, WtFKlNW
A JINTACCS 62 CONFIRMATION
FROM A FRONTUNB TOC OF THE
MRJIAL DF6RAPATI0N OFAN

MbO-MOUNlHPHMMM
PZRSONNec AS5er.

STEINBECK COLLISION REPAIR
& AUTOBODY

53 So. Prospect — Amherst Center

256-8157 256-1385

• Accepted by all insurance companies for

collision repair or glass replacement

• Imports & other unibody vehicles

are our specialty

REMEMBER it's your car and your choice of

repair facilities

mby this

cmfe<e£- 0r5at.

3UR66RS WONF
AcmeRiiY, sew^

,
lAy&od\ >ou've chosen ~>S3I^||
+he seven of CLU85/.. Autpersftio*

vvill begin arooto cerfct.n Asian cultuos "Hia* your

horn, when ground up info a f,'ne pauder is 4h*
Source of a powerful aphrodisiac ard rhtft belief

wi'l m turn cause a great demand wkch w/l'

gi*/e rise to a depraved, n\erc\ev group of

professional fallen who vw.ll hunt you down,

cut-

off /our horn, ord leave yow
caxcatt -r-or+he buz-iards. (

'.

You ARE DOOMED/
DOOMED! \fa ** h

vA/drlt

toacK-
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CALVIN AND HOBBES By BILL VATTERSON

TUBES SD9E.'

mm! mtcm
A | ME KNOCfc WER

>1 11UHGS LOOSE'

j ii

THOUGHT EARTHS

GMiWi FEU
EXCEPYtoNAUM

STRONG TODtf.

I GUESS THAT

EXPIMUS WOW

yOU S?\liED

*WfcOATMBkL

DOWUWE
V\EK\ER THIS

MORNING

.

S. <%._

THE WELCOME BACK TO SCHOOL
HND GET- READ Y-TO -FIT- INTO
VO URBHTH I N6-SU IT-FOB

-

SPRIN6-BREHK

SPECIAL

Sign up by Feb. 23 at any of the three BODY SHOP
locations (Totman Gym, Kennedy and John Adams Towers)

with this coupon and pay $45 for a spring semester

membership to work every muscle in your body with:

NEW NAUTILUS MACHINES
HVORHFITNESS MACHINES

STATIONARY BICVCLES

ROWING MACHINES
NOADIC TAAC SKI MACHINES

STAIA CLIMBEAS
TAEAOMILLS

and
AEAOBICS CLASSES

Body Shop Fitness Center

DISCOUNT
$5.00 Off

Spring Semester Membership
Offer expires 2/23/91

DELTA EPSILON
Welcomes all University Men to

OPEN RUSH

SNOOKY LANSON By E. VEZINA & R. SHAUGHNESSY

ACROSS
1 Literary form

5 Spelunker's

milieu

9 Happen
14 Garden at 1600

Pennsylvania

Ave.

15 Guinness
16 Seaport of

Brittany

1

7

Speck
18 Chem. prefix

19 Pound part

20 Poem feature

23 Great Lake
24 Lasted longer

27 Weight-

watcher's

selection

29 Pen pals?

31 I love, to Livius

32 Pindar output

33 Warning from

Watson
34 Sticky stuff

35 Military

marching
display

38 Lubricates

39 Target

40 Stratagem

41 AtterHST
42 Jewels
43 Himalayan

country

44 Ancient sect

46 Bumbters?
47 Cramped

situation

53 Location on a

ship

55 Carpets

56 Stratford s river

57 "Inferno"

author

58 Part of a
marathon

59 Flyer with

strings attached

60 Bets

.

61 Imitated

62 Otherwise

DOWN
1 Norse hero

2 Swimming —
3 Ratio words
4 Untiring

5 Frank and open
6 Carroll

character

7 Presidential

power
8 Tan
9 Ancient Greek

coin

1 Glass pitcher

1

1

Join forces.

British style

12 Trojans of Calif.

13 Map abbr

21 Obliterate

22 Muscle
25 Charm
26 Coward
27 Certain fuels

28 Teenager
29 Fountain orders

30 Soviet city on
the Oka

33 Out of

34 Prospector's

incentive

35 Morse, e g
36 Moldings

37 Not as moist

42 Ageless

creatures of

folklore

43 Pestered

45 Gladden
46 Army alarm?

48 Columnist

Bombeck
49 Witticism

50 Sinister

51 Decomposes
52 Large knife

53 Ohio college

town
54 Taboo
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S0RM MlSTtR. LAMSOfJ, BUT

THfc&c'.S NO fcOOr^A LXFT |kJ

Sooolo&V 101. HOUl

BADLV DO VOU NfcO) THfc.

CR.LDITS ?

MENU
LUNCH

Sweet and Sour Pork

Pizza

5ASICS LUNCH
Sveet and Sour Tofu

Pizza

DINNER
Beet, ftash. & Snov Peas

Broccoli and Cheese Strudel

BASICS DINNER
Stuffed Peppers

Broccoli and Cheese Strudel

YOUR DAILY HOROSCOPE
By JEANE DIXON

FROTTER By GARRY PORTER

yiOIOaJ, CINDY CWWf*K>

L/lNb l*KED IN a *n« in

G£<*C£ ^iCHAEi'S WIKO
1^ VI6RV \
SYMBOLIC. r^Z^-

RUSH DATES LOCATION

FEB 11 7 FM Pizza Night DELTA UPSILON HOUSE

FEB 1 2 V FIV1 Buffalo Wings IS LOCATED ON

EEB 1 4 8 FM Featuring the

"NEW MACHINE"

band 778 NORTH PLEASANT STREET,

ACROSS FROM TOTMAN GYM.

EEB 1 S 7 FM Pizza Night

FEB 1 9 7 FM Buffalo Wings

FEB 21 8 FM OPEN RUSH

XT *ET*ZSENV> ME* rf*E€9CH.' Tte
turn nenesum tot "mmmuns off* of
uft'% mm nwfM«i rtKMxuce
or cumes teemuMs rm *e*om

ui
'/////.
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it yoo um the ^

CAM Sa NCK BOMIC

TANGELO PIE
By Tin SNIFFEN

f̂ ft

WK! SCHOOL! »M$!
HMMtottNTStAMI!!

Ocm'lmoV«/l
knoui tj*ritt# faM

tee* .

TKcrc Art some problems

on This Eirih Thuf oin

omL be 5oivei bija warm

crAwoerru m*fhn-

HmmfM.

ARIES (March 21 - April 19):

Your social life begins to ac-

celerate. Do not let tiresome

people distract you from work.

Your ability to meet deadlines

puts you in line for a promotion

or raise.

TAURUS (April 20 - May 20):

Diplomacy is more important

than ever. Take advantage of

an opportunity to work over-

time. A secret love affair will

come to an end. Keep in close

touch with your loved ones

while traveling.

GEMINI (May 21 - June 20):

Patience is the key to progress

today. Others will join your

team if you remain calm. Ac-

cess to money channels can

be gained through talks and
letters. Attend a play or

concert.

CANCER (June 21 - July 22):

The emphasis now is on world-

ly status, business success and
new professional opportunities.

Let an expert help you make a

far-reaching decision. Effcrts to

assist the needy are favored.

LEO (July 23 - Aug. 22): A new
idea is music to your ears. Strike

up the band - others will chime

in. Joint ventures can be
beautifully orchestrated. Let

your sentimental side emerge
Romance should sizzle tonight

VIRGO (Aug. 23 - Sept 22):

Do not overlook your

associates' needs. By

establishing smoother relations,

you will open the door to pro-

sperity Be upfront about a
business deal and its effect on

romance.

LIBRA (Sept 23 - Oct. 22):

Heed stock tips from experts;

they know more than you do!

Make use of your friends near

and far; obtaining valuable in-

formation from them will help

you achieve a long-sought

goal.

SCORPIO (Oct. 23 - Nov. 21):

Your versatility begins to pay off

in tangible ways. A financial

situation improves. Seize a uni-

que travel opportunity.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov 22 - Dec

21): Your career goals come in-

to clearer focus. Your flexibility

gives you a chance to

showcase your special talents.

Entertaining at home may be

the best answer to meeting

your social obligations.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22 - Jan.

19): Creative ventures enjoy

highly favorable influences. Do
not waste valuable minutes

arguing over petty details. Use

your own judgment. Take your

time when handling important

projects.

AQUARIUS (Jan. 20 - Feb.

18): Your phone could ring off

the hook today. You will have

to make some hurried deci-

sions. Try to keep your cool

when under pressure. Stop tak-

ing yourself so seriously! Make
compassion your trademark.

PISCES (Feb. 19 - March 20):

Discuss your values and expec-

tations with a young loved one.

Child-related responsibilities

take up less of your time than

in the past Learn more about

technology that could boost

productivity at work.

_v_x.
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women's basketball
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 11

UMass' health problems were damaging
to the Minutewomen's stamina and depth,

according to Hewelt.

"Kristofik hasn't practiced in several

days, Keyburn's still sick, Lisa's still sick

— when you can't breathe, it's hard on the

legs, it's pretty difficult to shoot the basket-

ball. In college basbetball you need to be

able to play at your physical best for 40
minutes, and we can't do that right now."

The Minutewomen next hit the road for

two games, as they will face St. Bonaven-

ture Thursday and Penn State on

Saturday.

"St. Bonaventure is a difficult place to

play," Hewelt said. "Hopefully, we'll be

healthy by then. It should be a good one."

Duquesne, 71-50
Duqu«sne (71)

Kelly 2-5 O-O 4; Hoffman 4-10 1-2 9; Tara Williams 7-15

8-10 22. Mountsier 7-12 O-O 19; Sebasflan 4-13 4-6 13;

Freeman 0-3 4-4 4; Tausha Williams 0-2 O-OO Phillips

0-2 O-O O. Tofals 24-62 17-22 71.

Massachusetts (SO)

Ireland 3-11 9-12 15. Moran O-O O-OO McCusker 5-10

6-11 16; Muza 1-9 O-O 2 Valentine 1-5 5-6 7; Nevarez 1-8

O-O 2. Schuster O-l O-O O; Kristofik 3-5 O-l 6; Hessel

1-7 O-l 2 Totals 15-56 20-31 50
Halftlme Duauesne 37. Massachusetts 26 Three point

goals Mountsier 5. Sebastian. Fouled Out Tausha

Williams. McCusker. Kristofik Rebounds Duaesne 47

(Hoffman 16). Massachusetts 44 (McCusker 9). Assists

Duquesne lO (Sebastian 5). Massachusetts 11 (Muza 5)

Total fouls Duquesne 22. Massachusetts 20. A - 115.

All-Star Game
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 12

everybody out of the way and the he

complains to the ref when he gets nick-

ed," Johnson said. "That's his way. But

with his rebounding, Charles set the

tone for the way the game was played."

"He has a stress fracture — yeah,

right," Malone said. "I think he was set-

ting everybody up, that he was going to

play soft."

The game was close most of the way,

with 20 lead changes. The West climb-

ed within two points four times in the

final minutes without catching up.

Playing the first seven minutes of the

fourth quarter with forward Tom
Chambers at center because of David

Robinson's foul trouble, the West pull-

ed ahead 100-95 before the East regain-

ed control with a 14-4 burst.

YOU ARE CORDIALLY INVITED TO ATTEND A
MURDER MYSTERY

Your Host for the Evening.

Join Us For Alpha Epsilon Pi Rush

T
H ULTIMATE

HUNT!
TOINIGHT at 9 pm at 382 N. Pleasant St.

for more information-contact Will 549-2913

A Special Offer

For People Who
Got No Class.

$20 Midweek Lift ticket;

You don't have to attend an economics class to

understand the value of the Mount Snow, Vermont
college pass. In fact, to best appreciate our $20
college pass, you're better off having no class at all.

" For a taped ski report, call (802) 464-21 51 . For

more information, call (802) 464-8501

.

"Mount ^mmi
When It Comes To Big Mountain Skiing, No One Else Is Close.

*Offf goodMond*ythroughFrid*y.noA'Kolid«yimt'>tcur><nl(Oll«g«IO S Mount JnowUd. 1M0
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Think
Spring!

A perfect time

for renewal and

new beginnings.

University of

Massachusetts

at Amherst

Renew your life goals, your career, or your

personal life. Over 200 fresh credit courses

and Adventures in Lifelong Learning work-

shops are being hatched at UMass this spring.

Register by mail, telephone, or in person

beginning December 26.

Classes start January 29.

For more information, contact the Division

of Continuing Education, Goodell Building,

or call 545-2414.

1)1 VI SI ()\ Oh CO\TI\l l\(. EDVCATIOS

UMass Outing Club
INVITES YOU TO:

Try
hiking

• backpacking
• canoeing
• kayaking
• caving

• cross-country skiing

• rock climbing

• ice climbing

• mountaineering

. . .and more 1

JOIN
First Meeting
Tues, Feb 12
Student Union

Ballroom
7 PM

Slide Show and
Membership Meeting

Our office 423C Student Union 5453131

women's basketball
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 12 double-covering her and we had trouble fin-

ding her on offense."

Meanwhile, Duquesne was finding its in-

side offense, as Duquesne coach Rosemary

DeVarney explained.

"We've had a tough time getting the ball

to our inside people," she said. "We did a

better job of that in the second half."

Tara Williams led the inside charge for

the Duchesses, scoring a game-high 22

points on a variety of post-up moves and

grabbing 10 rebounds.

Both Hewelt and DeVarney agreed that

Mountsier, a 5-foot-5 freshman walk-on

who had averaged only five minutes a

game before Vincent's injury, played a big

part in Duquesne's win.

"Since Vincent went out this kid has

really come on fire. She really rose to the

occasion," said Hewelt.

DeVarney added that Mountsier is a

"pure shooter who's done a good job when

we needed her."

McCusker led the Minutewomen with 16

points and nine rebounds. Ireland was close

behind with 15 points and seven boards, in-

cluding a 9 of 12 showing from the foul line.

CONTINUED ON PAGE TO
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Collegian photo by Eric Goldman

Freshman guard Cherie Muza takes one of nine attempted shots from

the floor. She finished the game with two points and the Minutewomen

lost 71-50 to Duquesne Saturday in the Cage.
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GET PERSONAL THIS

VALENTINES DAY!

FEBRUARY 14th

Deadline Is Tuesday
February 12th at 3:30 pro

»/2 PRICE OFF
only 10* per word

Daily Collegian

113 Campus Center
L.

Classifieds
COME TO THE COLLEGIAN OFFICE-CC 113 MON - THURS 8:30-3:30 • DEADLINE 2 DA YS PRIOR TO PUBLICA TION • CASH IN ADVANCE, 20*/WORD/DA Y FOR STUDENTS

ACTIVITIES

CHILL OUT TONIGHT
Free meditation workshop
Campus Center Rm917 7 30pm

VET & ANSCI CLUB
Meeting tonight. Paige 202 at 6 30
Free movie and popcorn
All welcome

ANNOUNCEMENTS

BED AND BREAKFAST- downtown ideal

lor visiting parents and friends- 549-0733

1984 PLYMOUTH CONQUEST
BlacK 5-speed

Sunroof Alpine stereo

Asking $3700
Call 253-0861

1986 ENCORE
Excellent condition

S2500 253 2858

1989 HONDA ACCORD immaculate condi-

tion 1 owner. AM/FM cassette 2 door

coupe, only 9.200 miles, must see $9600

or best offer call Bruce at 256-1215 after

6 PM

CARIBBEAN- $189' The warmth of the

Caribbean or Mexican coast for a week R/T

Air Sunhitch + m 212-864-2000

ESTABLISH CREDIT

DELTA UPSILON WELCOMES all univer-

sity men to open rush Dates to remember
FEB 11.12.14.18.19.21

DRUM-award winnlno Black Arts and

Literature magazine-now accepting submis-

sions 115 NAH

INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS
ASSOCIATION

First general meeting
2/12/91 Tuesday

7pm
Campus Center 905-9

All are welcome 1

MODEL SEARCH: Male * Female
All ages, no experience necessary, send

photo, name, age. address, and phone

number by 3/15/91 to New England Model

(care ol Susan Burns) 19 Allen Ave

Westfield. MA 01085 Those selected will be

notified by mail 413-562-9048 or

401 723-2900

NEED BUSINESS EXPERIENCE?
Volunteer at the Umass Student Federal

Credit Union Info sessions tonight 1 4 & 7pm
CC803

PHI ALPHA THETA Infl History Honors

Society accepting applications from new

members Info-applications in History office

Herter Deadline 2/28

ULTIMATE FRISBEE OPEN practices for

everyone' Evening practices For info call

Jed at 256-6799 or Jason 549-4260 or check

concourse

AUDIO/STEREO/VIDEO

USED STEREO components/vcr's/color

tv's We buy. sell* trade quality equipment,

all price ranges Detailed list (60 items)

S/A/V exchange (anytime) 256-0941

AUTO FOR SALE

1980 HONDA PRELUDE, standard^runn

mg condition, needs some work $250 or

B O Call Ray 256 3456

DISCOVER CARDS
No cost to apply

Call Rob 546-1696

Leave message

DISCOVER CARDS
No cost to apply

Call Mark 546-4814

Leave message

FOR RENT

AMHERST, 1 BEDROOM AVAILABLE IN13

BEDROOM, NEW HOUSE ON BUS LINE^

FIREPLACE. BEAUTIFUL" AVAILABLE

NOW CALL 8-4. 665 3326

LARGE ROOM IN 2 BEDROOM
TOWNHOUSE GREAT PLACE TO LIVE

ON BUS ROUTE CLOSE TO CAMPUS
CALL 253-4031 LEAVE MESSAGE

SHARE LARGE MODERN AmheTsThouse

on bus route with other students Own

room $290/month 1st month S rent FREfc'

549-0182

WINTER SPECIAL: 1 month rent 99 cents

with one year lease

2 bedroom $450

3 bedroom- $537
Sunderland. Free bus route, laundry

facilities, swimming pool, garden plots,

short term lease available

665 3856

FOR SALE

1990 ALLEZ RACING bike shimano 600

ultegra equipped Sebastien 546-3040

AEROSMITH BACKSTAGE PASSES tour

1991. Call for details 546-2396 Reasonable

prices

CHEAP! New futon double frame

Tnfold/ash $60/B O 253-7416

FAX-SHARP UX 100 6 months old. hardly

used asking $450 Call 1 467-3465 after 5

GREAT VALENTINE S DAY GIFT

UMASS glow m the dark boxers

Delivered with your personal note

Only $10'

Call 546-0424 for details

MICROSOFT WORO Improve your ac

curacy writing Spanish french. german

Italian Swedish, or dutch Alki Software Cor-

poration offers Microsoft's spelling and

hyphenation dictionaries in these

languages plus medical and legal dic-

tionaries in English For word 5 0/5 5. word

for windows, or Mac word Retail $69 95

Student faculty rate $49 95 Prompt air

shipment Call 1 800-669 WORD

ROUNDTRIP TICKETS TO Jacksonville

Only $125 each Call 6-5814

EARN $300 lo $500 per week reading

books al home Call 1-615-473-7440 EXT
B281

INTELLIGENCE JOBS. All branches US
Customs. DEA ect Now hiring Call

1 805-962 8000 Ext K-9616

NEWSPAPER DELIVERERS NEEDED in

UMASS dorms No car required 7-8am 7

days/week Call 253-7009

$S$ OPPORTUNITY OF a lifetime $$$

Own your own business Set your own
hours Work while m school Interested, call

546-7469

SKIS/BOOTS
Lacroix skis with bindings- 180 s

Lange boots and Lange healed boots

Very reasonable 1

549-9932

SMITH CORONA XL25O0. 1 year old Spell

checker Corrects mistakes With instruc-

tions $150 or B O Call 6-0733

SONY COLOR TV 27", life lime warranty

service from door to door, one-year old ex

condition $600 neg Call Ahmed 253-5837

INSTRUCTION

EARN CREDIT learn to Scuba Dive Basic

Classes held Monday. Tuesday. Wednes-

day and Thursday 710PM in Curry Hicks

Pool Open Water II class held during

Spring Break in Key Largo, FLA Advanc-

ed Class held in New England in April For

further mformtion call 549-8401 .
or drop by

Curry Hicks starting 2/4/91

GUITAR LESSONS ^wilh~Doug Hewitt

Rock, Blues. Folk. Acoustic or Electric Im-

prov . Theory, Reading Songwntmg, many
new songs -plus singing Studio on 3 bus

lines 549-1938

HEY UMASS- Maryannimal Condon turned

21 yesterday" Yeah party' Hope you had

a great day roomie' Love Downtown and

solty dog

MIKE ANTUNES- Your studying days are

over now Happy 21st' -Hie

RUSH THETA CHI
Best on campus location best in house
meals by our chet Jim. pool

table/fooz/hoops/volleyball cheaper lhan

dorms- Univ approved housing, recently

remodeled entire house large electronic

entertainment center, sun deck antlion

renderings by Wellman(a National Merit

Scholar), lightest orotherhood on campus.
hlelong friends, stop by to see what you've

been missing'

RUSH THETA-CHI DATES
Tue Feb 12 Pinnochio's Pizza Night

Thu Feb 1 4 Buffalo Wings Night

Tue Feb 19 Billiards and Fooz Night

Thu Feb 21 Mexican Night

All events in house 7 30-9 00
496 No Pleasant St (nght next to Newman
Ctr

)

TO THE GIRLS AT 15 COSBY'
What s up? Not much here and not much
to say Just thought I'd say Hi' Catch ya

later

Love me

PIZZA

HELP WANTED

9-$15 HOURLY AVERAGE
Sell art reproduction (prints) part time at

school, low key, management at some
schools. National publisher Call

1-800 221 2229

APPLY NOW TO be a tour guide summer
counselor, student admissions represen-

tative Applications available on concourse

ARE YOUR JOB prospects limited 7

Need a secondary income'
This business opportunity may be lor you

Call 1(800) 226-5025 EXT 16075-

ASSEMBLERS. EXCELLENT INCOME lo

assemble products Irom your home
508-646-1700 Dept p1307

CAMP COUNSELORS NEEDED for coed
sports oriented camp located in nor-

theastern Pa near New York City We have

openings tor general counselors as well as

specialists in both land and water sports

Specialty areas include baseball, tennis,

basketball, soccer, lacrosse, hockey, water

skiing, sailing, scuba. WSI. canoeing, wind-

surfing, gymnastics, archery, fencing, arts

& crafts, piano accompanist, drama, radio

and rocketry Pioneenng staff needed for

both land and canoe trips and for our ropes

challenge course Other openings may be

available Salaries $100-200 per week plus

room, board, and travel We will be conduc-

ting cm-campus interviews on March 5th

For information call or write G Lustig. 60

W 66th Si.. 28A. New York, N Y 10023. tel

212-724-0113

HOW TO REALLY READ
(Al the College Level 1

)

3 wk crash course. 6 2hr sessions

From an English Professor

$84 Call 549-6774

LOST

GLASSES IN A TOUGH BROWN CASE
$15. CALL G 546-5776

GOLD BRAIDED BRACELET very sen

limental' Reward call 546-4912

LOST: Blue Lord & Taylor cashmere coal

II you have it. PLEASE" Call 546-7246 No
questions REWARD-

READING GLASSES IN brown case An

Ihony Martin gold frames Lost on Monday
in reading room'' Please call Jake 546-0239

WED. FEB 6 yellow champion sweatshirt

lost between Marshall Annex & Thomp
Please call it found 546-0746

PERSONALS

ATTENTION UMASS MEN- Tonight

Michelle Hoyle turns 21 and she will be in

search of huggies. kissies and hickies"'

Love 132 the LH's

CONGRATULATIONS KBI!

We love you and wish you all

the best, you crazy poodie'

CREEPY-
Bank accounts, break-ups bedtime,

banana ice cream, broken teeth. Basie big

band. BIRTHDAYS'

SINGING VALENTINES

DELIVERED: CLASSES. DORMS. FRATS
INEXPENSIVE
PROFESSIONAL

546-2263

SPECIAL ANNOUNCEMENT

ATTENTION UMASS STUDENTS
Explore self and personal issues through

psychodrama m a safe confidential settmg

Group meets Tuesdays 7-8 30PM starting

2/12/91 for 10 weeks No fee Register Call

Mark locally at 665-3678

SPRING BREAK

SPRING BREAK PARTY!
Travel lo Jamacia Mexico 1 And Panama Ci-

ty Fl ' Concerts' Free Parties' Club dis

counts' And lots more' For info call Denise

546-7156

TRAVEL

CAN T AFFORD SPRING BREAK'
GUARANTEED GREAT PRICES with top

collegiate company' Space available to

Jamaica Cancun Acapulco and Panama
City Beach Florida (the new Daytona

Beach )' MC/VISA ARE ACCEPTED' Call

Cmdy al 549 3538 please leave message'

COLLEGE PIZZA
'subs ' salads ' spaghetti'

BEST PIZZA IN TOWN
Only $5 99 large

$3 50 small

With spring special

2 additional toppings $1

Musi mention this ad
549-6098 549-6073

RESUME SERVICE

PERSONALIZED CONSULTATION or

laser printing ol your original 549-0367

ROOMMATE WANTED

MALE ROOMATE WANTED to share fur

nished Bmdy Wn apartment $1 79/mo heal

included Willing to negotiate price Call

15945591

ROSES ROSES ROSES

ROSES ROSES ROSES Deliveries

available see Chris- Campus Center

Concourse

SERVICES

PREGNANT?
Need a pregnancy test information or sup

post' Call for free and confidential services

ALTERNATIVES 33 Mam Street Northamp

ion 586-3000 or Greenfield 774-6010

FLORIDA S NEWEST
HOT SPOT

Panama City-$139

World s Biggest Bpach
PARTY

Daytona Beach S' 89
Call Erika + Julie al 546-2649

or Siobhan Tern al 546-5C9

SPRING BREAK IS COMING' NEED AN
OVERVIEW OF ALL THE POSSIBILITIES'

SOME ADVICE 1 CALL CAMPUS TRAVEL
OR STOP BY THE CAMPUS CENTER'
5450500

SPRING BREAK MOST EXPERIENCE
GREAT RATES' CALL TO FIND
OUT Brendan 5490308 Daryl ?b6 1091

WAKE-N-BAKE'!' Spring BreaK 91"

Jamaica/Cancun from $459 00"

A week of fun and sun' The htttesl *
tions 1 800-426 7710

WANTED

I NEED THIS book tor my Econ 20«

Richard T Froyen s Macroeconef .

Tnpones and Police third edit.on C HI

P'->?!on 545-1361
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Sports
Duchesses down
women's hoop, 71-50

By GREG SUKIENNIK
Collegian Staff

Losing is disappointing, but losing when you could've

won really stings.

University of Massachusetts women s basketball

coach Kathy Hewelt felt that her Minutewomen could

grab their first win of the year Saturday against Du

quesne University. The Duchesses had been struggl-

ing all year and with their star player, Darcie Vincent

watching the game from the sidelines with an injured

knee, UMass' prospects looked good.

But 26 8 percent shooting, foul trouble and continued

poor health, courtesy of a persistent flu bug, dashed

UMass' hopes in a 71-50 loss to the Duchesses Satur-

day at Curry Hicks Cage. "We couldn't buy a

bucket," lamented Hewelt. "We were 4 for 30 from the

perimeter, and that put us in a difficult position - we

weren't able to balance our offense."

Meanwhile, Vincent's replacement, Pam Mountsier,

lit up the scoreboard with five 3-point baskets, in-

cluding four in the first half which gave Duquesne an

U point lead going into halftime and a fifth to put the

game out of reach late in the second half.

Shooting was a major problem for the Minutewomen

(0-21 0-13 A-10) all afternoon long. An 8 for 30 first

half performance from the field was followed by a 7 for

26 mark in the second. UMass also missed a golden

opportunity to make the game closer by going 20 of 31

from the line. Missed lay-ups proved a stumbling point

as well, including some of the open-court variety.

Keyburn McCusker and Lisa Ireland both had three

fouls in the first half, and when McCusker was called

for her fourth with 13 minutes to go in the game,

UMass lost offensive and defensive presence inside.

Forward Kim Kristofik also ran into foul trouble in the

second half, limiting her playing time, already

hampered by a bad case of the flu.

"It hurt us when Keyburn and Lisa both had to sit

in the first half," said Hewelt. "At that point we were

in the game.
"Keyburn's fourth foul definitely hurt us, she con-

tinued. "With our peremiter game off, they started

CONTINUED ON PAGE 11

Dukes dupe Minutemen, 68-67

By SAM SILVERSTEIN
Collegian Staff

Duquesne used an 11-1 game-ending run to hand the

University of Massachusetts men's basketball team its

second consecutive Atlantic 10 loss, 68-67, Saturday night

in Pittsburgh, Pa.

UMass led by nine, at 66-57, late in the game, but could

not hang on down the stretch as the starting front line

of John Tate, Will Herndon and Harper Williams fouled

^Duquesne retook the lead with 1:30 to play on a Mark

Gilbert three-point play.

UMass had a chance to win it at the buzzer, but an An-

ton Brown 10-foot baseline jumper did not fall.

The loss dropped the Minutemen to seventh place in the

A-10 at 7-6, 14-8 overall. Duquesne improved to 7-6, 9-12.

UMass has lost six league games by a total of 11 points^

Down 38-31 at halftime and 53-42 early in the second

half, the Minutemen exploded with a 24-4 run to take a

66-57 lead. . __

Harper Williams — who scored 21 of his game-high 16

points in the second half - had 11 points during the

outburst. .

The Dukes, playing without top scorers Alan Watkins

and James Hargrove, were paced by Tony Petrarca's 21

points. Petrarca hit five 3-pointers.

For UMass, Rafer Giles had 11 points as Jim McCoy and

Will Herndon added 10 each. Williams hit 10 of 11 shots

from the floor, grabbed six rebounds and had three blocks.

Williams, who has averaged 19.5 points in UMass' last

four games, was named A-10 Player of the Week

yesterday.

Forward Tony Barbee returned from a three-game

absence and scored eight points in 20 minutes.

Duquesne, 68-67

X£5?5&5 locate 2-4 1-1 5. Williams lO-ll 3-3 23 Giles 3-12 2-2 11

McCoy 4-14 2-4 lO. Barbee 3-7 2-6 8. Brown 0-4 O-O O. Meyer O-O O-O

O. K. Robireon O-O O-O O. Totals 26-59 12-19 67.

SiKT™M 13. Whitehead 2-7 1-3 6. Alston ^^Jf**"1**
O-O 21. Adams 1-4 1-3 3. Ladson 2-4 2-5 6. English O-l 6-6 6. Totals 23-57

Halttlm* Duquesne 38. UMass 31 Thr^-polnl goals Petrarca 5 Gites 3.

Whlteheaa Fouled out Tate. Alston. Herndon. Williams Rebound* UMass

34 fTate lO). Duauesne 43 (Alston 9). Assists UMass 19 (Giles 7). Duauesne

13 (Adams 5). Total fouls UMass 24. Duauesne 17. Tochnlcals Whitehead

A - 4.641.
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Junior forward Jim McCoy scored 10 points

against Duquesne Saturday in Pittsburg, Pa.

Men's track takes ECAC third
By KEITH BENNETT
Collegian Correspondent

The University of Massachusetts men's

track team finished third in the Eastern

Conference Championship Saturday in

New Haven, Conn.

Rhode Island won the meet with 145

points. Southern Connecticut finished se-

cond with 83 and UMass scored 76.

"Rhode Island was very impressive," said

UMass coach Ken O'Brien. "They won nine

of the 18 events and looked very strong."

While Rhode Island dominated the meet,

UMass and Southern Connecticut staged

an exciting battle for second. The two

teams were tied going into the last event,

the mile relay, but Southern Connecticut

secured the runner-up spot by finishing

third in the race, while the Minutemen fail-

ed to place. M
"We exceeded expectations in this meet,

O'Brien added. "I didn't think we would be

able to even compete with Southern Con-

necticut. I was very pleased with the effort

and the outcome."

As O'Brien had expected, the

Minutemen's top event was the

3,000-meter run. Senior Jon Corso won the

event in a time of 8 minutes, 31.78 seconds.

He was followed by senior Gerry Squires

and freshman John Raach. Squires placed

second in 8:37.4 and Raach finished third

in 8:48.5.

Sprinter Kevin Walters placed in two

events for UMass, taking second in the 55

dash (6.57) and third in the 200 (22.9).

Other second place finishes were turned

in by Steve Brown in the 400 (50.51) and

Matt Simon in the 1,500 (4:01.55).

In the field events, Joe Kourafas finish-

ed fourth in both the long-jump, with a

distance of 22 feet, 2 inches, and the high-

jump at 6-3.

Other top finishers in the field events

were Brian Bednarek, who placed fourth

in the pole-vault; Dave Borges, who was

sixth in the long-jump; and Jeff Peterson,

with a sixth in the triple-jump.

Sophomore Ben Nichols ran a personal

best in the 1,000 with a time of 2:37.5 plac-

ing sixth place.

Rounding out the scoring for UMass was

the 4 -x 800 relay team of Brown, Bill

Wallace, Jay Young and Brian King, who

finished third, and the distance medley

team ofTom Hooper, Jim Avery, Ben Win-

ther and Pat Ryan, who finished sixth.

Barkley gets All-Star MVP
By BILL BARNARD
The Associated Press

CHARLOTTE, N.C. - Charles

Barkley, a reluctant All-Star, showed no

reluctance to go to the basket Sunday.

The powerful forward for the

Philadelphia 76ers, playing on a stress

fracture in his left foot, won MVP
honors with 17 points and 22 rebounds,

leading the East to a 116-114 victory.

The game was not decided until the final

seconds when the West's Karl Malone

was called for basket interference on a

3-point attempt by teammate Kevin

Johnson.
Barkley wanted to miss the All-Star

game to rest his ailing foot and sprain-

ed ankle. But he returned to the 76ers

four games before All-Star weekend,

and was ordered to play by the NBA.
"I'm thrilled you volunteered to be

here,"commissioner David Stern needl-

ed Barkley at the award ceremony.

Barkley's 22 rebounds were the most

of any All-Star since Wilt Chamberlain

grabbed 22 in 1967, but five short of Bob

Pettit's 1962 record.

"I'm glad I came down here," Barkley

said. "My foot was hurting a little, but

I hope I can come back strong in the se-

cond half of the season."

Barkley also wanted to skip All-Star

weekend a year ago to rest another in-

jury, but he was ordered to play or risk

suspension then, too.

"I had a really good time here,"

Barkley said. "They didn't do anything

until today. I didn't practice on Satur-

day."
Barkley had 11 rebounds in each half

for the East, which improved it All-Star

game victory margin to 27-14.

Malone and Magic Johnson spoke

good-naturedly of Barkley's injury and

volatile personality.

"I hate Charles because he throws

CONTINUED ON PAGE lO

Terriers bully swimmers, 144-99
By THOMAS A. GEORGE
Collegian Correspondent

The University of Massachusetts men's

swimming team ended its regular season

with a 144-99 loss at Boston University

Saturday. The team finished with a 10-2

record.

The event became a mismatch when the

UMass squad arrived to find the BU team

rested, shaved and tapered. This practice

is commonly reserved for events other than

regularly scheduled dual meets.

"I've never had a team swim that well

and lose," said UMass coach Russ Yar-

worth. "They truly roBe to the occassion."

While UMass won only two events, there

were numerous unshaved bests. Scott Reed

was triumphant in the 1,000-yard freestyle,

posting a time of 9:58.66. Also, teammate

Jim Robertson posted a winning time of

1:44.81 in the 200 free.

Midway into the meet, the scoreboard

read 52-41, BU. In the long haul the shav-

ed and tapered Terriers that would stretch

the lead to the greater difference.

Standout performances came from both

Chris Barrett in the 50 (21.88) and 100

(47.85) free, as well as Frank Sampson in

the 200 backstroke with a time of 2:00.01.

In the one-meter and three-meter diving

events, Steve Meyers posted scores of

239.70 and 220.28, gaining two second

place finishes. As a team, UMass posted se-

cond, third and fifth in the one-meter and

second, fourth anbd fifth in the

three-meter.

"The men faced the defeat with matun

ty," Yarworth said. "They knew that they

were facing a situation with their backs

against the wall."

AP photo

East team's Charles Barkley of the Philadelphia 76ers holds up

his trophy after being named the MVP of the NBA All-Star game

in Charlotte yesterday. The East defeated the West 116-114.
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Allies intensify air campaign against Iraq
• Allied raids on Iraq claim Baghdad bridge • Allied pilots fly 2,900 sorties in 24 hours

By JOHN KING
Associated Press Writer

* DHAHRAN, Saudi Arabia (AP) - Allied

raids on Iraq claimed another major bridge

in Baghdad yesterday, and American pilots

claimed likely hits on Iraqi Scud missile

launchers.

U.S. officials, meanwhile, said Iraqi jets

that fled to Iran pose little threat because

their pilots are inexperienced and the

planes cannot be kept combat-ready.

In another indication of the war's toll on

Iraq, Baghdad said yesterday it will begin

drafting all 17-year-old males. Last month,

Iraq lowered the conscription age from 18

to 17, but exempted youths still in school.

Thousands of Iraqi civilians have been

killed or wounded by allied air raids, Iraqi

Religious Affairs Minister Abdullah Fadel

said yesterday in Baghdad.

It was the first time a senior government

official spoke of such high war casualties.

Fadel said he could not give precise figures.

Previous Iraqi government reports put

civilian casualties at about 650 dead and

750 wounded.
Allied pilots, meanwhile, flew nearly

3,000 sorties yesterday in what the U.S.

Command described as an intensification

of the air campaign leading up to a ground

assault expected in the next few weeks.

In Washington, President Bush was con-

ferring yesterday with Defense Secretary

Dick Cheney, who paid a weekend visit to

the war zone. Cheney said Sunday that the
,

nonstop allied air campaign has reduced

the fighting power of some Iraqi divisions

by as much as 40 percent.

He did not say when a ground and am-

phibious assault might begin.

In Riyadh, the Saudi capital, U.S. of-

ficials said 40 percent of Iraq's air force is

believed out of commission, including the

planes that fled to Iran.

The military officials, speaking on con-

dition of anonymity, also said Iraq was
playing a "shell game" with its remaining

aircraft, putting some in hardened concrete

shelters damaged in earlier air strikes,

while hiding others in civilian and wood-

ed areas.

DHAHRAN (AP) - U.S. Marine Brig.

Gen. Richard Neal told reporters in Riyadh

today that allied pilots had flown 2,900 sor-

ties in the last 24 hours to soften up Iraq's

large dug-in ground force and disrupt supp-

ly lines. More than 69,000 sorties have

been flown by allied bombers in the 26-day

old war, he said.

"I think it's a fair assumption to make,

just by numbers, we are in fact intensify-

ing the air campaign, particularly against

items like the Republican Guard in what

we would call our battlefield preparation

phase," Neal said.

He said allied raids had succeeded in

halting most of the military traffic between

Baghdad and the port city of Basra, the Ira-

qi military headquarters.

"We have struck some of the key bridges

going into Basra. . . Perhaps there still is

(military) traffic. . .but in fact it can't get

into Basra," Neal said. "We do feel we have

significantly cut down the flow of military

goods and equipment down to Basra."

Asked about reports of large numbers of

civilian casualties in Basra, Neal blamed

Saddam Hussein for placing anti-aircraft

artillery and other military hardware in

residential neighborhoods and civilian

buildings.

A senior U.S. commander pointed Sun-

day to the need to move more allied soldiers

and equipment into places along the front,

saying it could take up to a month.

Underscoring that, Ml-Al main battle

tanks — a key weapon in any ground war
— were being shipped north today along

Saudi supply routes.

U.S. military officials in Riyadh cited

pilot reports as saying three of the mobile

Scud missile launchers believed destroyed

in the past two days were in western Iraq,

where they could be used to lob missiles on

Israel.

The other two were in southern Iraq, a

launching ground for rocket attacks on

Saudi Arabia, said the officials.

Iraq has repeatedly fired Scud missiles

at Israel and Saudi Arabia during the war.

Although U.S. commanders have describ-

ed the Scud as more of a terror weapon

than a significant military threat, the

mobile Scud launchers have been prime

targets in the air war, which began Jan. 17.

Collegian photo by K.A. Burke

L

WAR VIGIL - Anti-War protestors hold a mid-day vigil on the steps of the Student Union

yesterday.

SGA moves to reduce size of Senate
Constitution Committee votes to cut Senate by more than half

By CRISTUA CASEY
Collegian Correspondent

The committee in charge of creating a new SGA con-

stitution decided last night to reduce the number of SGA
senators by more than half.

After more than two-and-a-half hours of debate, the

seven-member Government Association Constitution

Drafting Committee agreed that each of the five residen-

tial areas, the Commuter Area Government and Greek
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Area Government will elect one representative for every

400 students.

The SGA is currently composed of 113 senators, a

student-to-representative ratio of roughly 250-1.

Before reaching its decision, the Committee considered

several options for shrinking the size of the senate without

cutting down the quality of representation, including elec-

ting senators by cluster, dorm, or dividing up the number

of students into districts.

At one point, the Committee considered a design that

would have limited the number of senators to as few as 25.

Senator Dennis Crowley, of John Adams, argued that

the number be reduced to 40-50 representatives.

"If the senate is a smaller group, it can get a lot more

done as opposed to a larger one," said Senator Dan Cohen,

of the Third World Caucus.

"Why would it be necessary to insure that there is a

senator in each dorm when the issues are essentially the

same?"

The Committee's first attempt to discuss the reorganiza-

tion of the SGA was thwarted briefly Saturday when it

was locked out of its office.

The Committee was forced to meet on couches in the

basement of the Campus Center.

Last night, several members of the Committee said they

were angered by the incident.

Senator George Chidi, of Gorman, compared it to "a

standard clash between the executive branch and the

legislative branches of government."

Reservist
harassed

i to reenlist
By AMY HENRY
Collegian Staff

A University of Massachusetts student reservist said

he has been harassed daily for the past two weeks by a

recruiter who is asking him to reenlist, or be automatical-

ly reenlisted.

Keith Millit, a reservist in the National Guard, said,

"I've been told I have the choice to voluntarily reenlist

for a year or be automatically reenlisted for five years.

"I didn't receive any official papers saying why I had

to re-enlist. This is like being drafted," he said.

Millit said he has decided to sign on today, the deadline,

even though he knows forced reenlistment in an inactive

reserve unit is illegal.

"I have no money to get a lawyer. I know how the

military works and if I don't sign on I don't want to get

stuck with five years time," he said.

Attorney Jenny Daniell of the Legal Services Organiza-

tion said so far two reservists have came in asking for

legal reasons of why they are being reenlisted.

"We are telling reservists they can totally ignore recruit-

ment officers because there's no deadline for recruitment.

This is an illegal scam," she said.

Daniell said reservists who are illegally asked to reenlist

should ask which law has been passed requiring this.

She said three military law experts told her if the unit

has not been activated, which in Millit's case it has not,

then they do not have to sign an extension agreement.

Millit said, "The recruiting officer told me he was given

a memo which stated that everyone who was supposed to

get out of the Guard (ETS) after Jan. 19 would have to

forfeit and be obliged to come back. When I asked him

for further information he didn't know anything."

Millit said he is scheduled to finish his seven-year stint

in the army — three years active duty and four years in-

active duty in the Guard — Feb. 13.

Millit, a junior communications and computer graphics

major, said he had hoped to be able to put more time into

his education after his time was up.

"If my unit got mobilized to Germany or Saudi Arabia

I'd go," he said. "I just don't want to be reenlisted now

because I have to go to monthly drills which affects my
ability to do my schoolwork and work at University Video

Productions."

The recruiter who has been trying to recruit Millit refus-

ed to answer any questions.

Sergeant Al Baker, a National Guard recruiter of the

from the Hampshire Mall office, said allegations of forc-

ed reenlistment are false. "Why would a recruiter whose

main function is to recruit people try to make them

reenlist?," Baker said.

An executive order that was passed Jan. 18 extends

enlistment time for a year for those who are active but

does not necessarily extend enlistment time for those who

are inactive unless their unit is activated, Daniell said.

"In reference to what Keith was told, the five years

automatic reenlistment is totally false and the one-year

CONTINUED ON PAGE 2
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re enlistment does not apply to him because he is in inac-

tive duty and his unit has not been activated," she said.

According to Daniell, the Executive Order has not been

made public to the press because it is harder for reser-

vists to fight laws if they do not know they exist.

"I believe this is happening because a draft would be

very unpopular right now and and they would rather keep

reserve units in the picture," she said.

The other law that was passed recently, called the Stop

Loss Regulation by George Bush, states that anyone in

active duty cannot get out of the military except for special

cases like pregnancy, until the country is no longer at war,

said Daniell.

According to Daniell, this law does not apply to MilUt

either.
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Expect the Unexpected at Chubb

Chubb is to insurance what J. P. Morgan is to banking. As the

principal subsidiary of the Chubb Corporation, Chubb & Son

manages the Chubb Group of Insurance Companies. At Chubb,

excellence is stressed~in education, performance, and training.

Chubb emphasizes service to its customers with special needs

and has developed such innovative insurance packages as

coverage of multimillion-dollar film projects and the

transportation of priceless artwork.

With more than 8,000 employees in over fifty branch offices,

opportunities for college graduates are extensive. All college

majors are applicable.

Thursday, Feb. 14th
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543-3216
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Stop by and see us at the Career Fair on
Wednesday, February 13th at the

Campus Center Auditorium between 1 and 5 p.m.
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LOCAL
Manufacturer
pulls out of
Career Fair
By TAMIR LIPTON
Collegian Staff

Fears of protest have caused Pratt and Whitney, a sub-

sidiary of military airplane manufacturer United
Technologies, to pull out of Wednesday's University of

Massachusetts Career Fair, according to Joan Stoia. direc-

tor of the Mather Career Center.

"We read them an article that said there would be pro-

test and they decided not to come. Instead they are going
to recruit on their own land," Stoia said.

"We never told them not to come," Stoia said. "It's a

courtesy to inform them that there may be protest. If we
don't tell them [and there is protest] and they come, then

we've acted irresponsibly."

"I don't think they need to be afraid," said Arthur

Hilson, director of public safety. "By not coming, they're

denying those students who want to talk to them the right

to talk to them."
Guy Courcy, the recruiter from Pratt and Whitney who

was scheduled to come to UMass, was unavailable for com-

ment yesterday.

Exxon Corporation, the subject of many protests follow-

ing 1989's Valdez oil spill in Alaska, will come to the

Career Fair.

Yesterday, a sign reading "We don't care/we don't have

to/we're Exxon/so there" was hung on a window in front

of the Student Union. The sign was accompanied by an
Exxon barrel tipped over, with a black sheet representing

oil flowing out and stuffed animals laying on their backs.

Exxon representative Hank Mosler was also unavailable

for comment.
The fair, which will be held in the Campus Center

Auditorium an will feature a range of employment oppor-

tunities, kicks off a week-long series of afternoon events

called Career Week.
Between Feb. 13 and 21. the Career Center will offer

a panel on International Careers, a workshop on how to

negotiate the salary you deserve, a panel on the ethics

of the job search, and a session on how to survive your

first year on the job after graduation.

There will also be three more fairs; the annual Co-op

and Summer Job Fair on Feb. 21 in the Campus Center

Auditorium, a trip to the Minority Career Expo in Boston

on Feb. 20, and the UMass Volunteer Fair, also in the

Campus Center.

Collegian photo by Jeff Holland

An unidentified student passes by a "guerilla theatre" display depicting an Exxon oil spill

yesterday. Despite the possibility of further protests, Exxon will attend Wednesday's Career

Fair in the Campus Center Auditorium.

UM cable may be installed by April
By EMILY K. HAYES
Collegian Correspondent

Students flicking through television channels in April

may get a pleasant surprise if cable installation progresses

without interference.

SYNET, the communications consulting company bas-

ed in Rhode Island that is supervising NWS, a Westfield-

based cable television installation corporation, will be

testing the system in a few weeks.

If plans do not need any further adjustments, cable

should be available on campus in April, according to Jerry

Quarles, assistant director of Housing Services.

Cable reception on campus has been delayed by changes

in original plans for workmanship and the need for equip-

ment which has not yet been shipped, Quarles said.

Delays resulted from the University's search for the

lowest bidder when equipment was ordered from com-

panies scattered across the country, Quarles said. For ex

ample, antennas have not yet arrived from Texas.

The delay does not entitle students to a partial refund

of the telecommunications fee, however. Of the $87 fee

per semester, $5 was allotted for wiring campus for cable,

Qarles said.

Ericsson Corporation, which installed a new Universi

ty communications system last year, completed the cable

wiring in conjunction with the work done on the new
phone system.
Quarles, who has been working for eight years on the

cable network, says cable will be necessary if the Univer

sity is to remain competitive.

UMass employed Scientific Atlanta, a national firm, to

research the project, which will be modeled after systems

at Kent State, Stanford and Brown universities, among
others.

CONTINUED ON PAGE 4

Vehicle vandalized in Lot 11;

man arrested for trespassing
Compiled by MARK HENSLEY
Collegian Staff

A man reported on Friday an estimated

$1500 worth of scratches made by a sharp

instrument on his 1991 vehicle while it was

parked in lot 11.

In other events over the weekend:

Arrests

• Leo G. Bergin, 19, of Cambridge, was

arrested at Cance residence hall Friday for

allegedly being intoxicated and trespassing

after notice. He was allegedly involved in

an earlier fight.

• Lee B. Human, 20, of Athol, was ar-

rested Friday on Kennedy Drive for

allegedly being a minor in possession of

alcohol.

• Paul M. Dupont, 19, of Warwick, RI.,

was arrested for allegedly being a disorder-

ly person after police responded to a report

of several intoxicated males breaking fur-

niture on the 22nd floor of Kennedy

residence hall early Saturday morning.

• Police placed two subjects, ages 19 and

21, into protective custody early Sunday

morning for being allegedly intoxicated

and uncooperative with medical staff at

Health Services. Both were charged with

allegedly being in possession of another

person's Massachusetts drivers license.

Thefts

• A man reported the theft a Sony

"Diskman," a power pack and 15 compact

discs from his unlocked room in Coolidge

residence hall Saturday morning. The total

estimated value was $500.

• A man reported the theft of his wallet,

a hair dryer, telephone, cassettes and a
" Walkman from his unlocked room in John

Adams residence hall Saturday. The total

estimated value was $500.

• A woman reported the theft of her

mountain bike valued at $350 from the

basement of Van Meter residence hall

Saturday morning.

• A woman reported the theft of her

stereo system from the lobby of Thoreau

residence hall Sunday morning. Police

retrieved the stereo and located the alleg-

ed thief using witnesses' reports.

• A man reported early Monday morn-

ing that his stereo was stolen from his lock-

ed room in Gorman residence hall over the

weekend. Its estimated value was $550.

AP photo

IN THE TRENCHES — Private Thomas Holdreith of Detriot,

center, is followed by Specialist Darnell Johnson of Dent, Mich., dur-

ing a trench warfare exercise in preparation for deployment in Saudi

Arabia.
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"We're catching up with them," he said.

Auditoriums and classrooms will have cable access and

students will be able to record classes, he said.

The financial burden will be borne partly by the com-

munications and maintenance departments. Funds to

recover the installation costs will be drawn in part by

public service announcements, he said.

^ValentinesJustlnTime.
IX)ZFN

HI'. »l

$^2JI/2IX)ZEN

MYLAR BALLOOSS

Cnoose from dozens ot Valentine messages

on eye<atchmg mylar balloons.

Superjumbo size S998 Looney walker 57.98

BALLOOS BOIQIETS

Classic valentine helium latex balloons,

specially priced.

VISUAL SWEETHEART ROSE

Plays "Let Me Call You Sweetheart.

"

BALLOO* A GlET

Wrap any gift up to 5" diameter in a fun-filled

balloon. Bnng your own spec/a/ gift or shop

in our store.
''Findings additional cost.

CARDS i CA\D)

Largest selection anywhere. Over 50,000 cards in

every store: Hallmark, Recycled and otfwx...

Sweets by the ton: Russell Stover & more...

SPRINGFIELD • MA
Haymarket Square

543 4123

WESTFIELO • MA
Across from Caldor

562 3444

VALENTINE +^—^SUPERSTORES

card gallery
15 CT AND MA STORES TO SERVE YOU

Quantities limited, store stock only on Valentine specials Not all items available in all stores

HADLEY/AMHERST • MA
Next to Super Stop & Shop

253 2764

ENFIELD • CT
Enfield Commons
(203)741-3779

in the '90's

detailing in the '90's promises to be an increasingly competitive and sophisticated

business.

That's why now more than ever at T.J. Maxx, we need a corporate merchandising

qroup supporting our stores that is aggressive, decisive, responsive to change, and

up to the challenge of helping us grow. Professionals with fashion savvy and strong

analytical skills are needed to work in our Home Office in Framingham, MA.

Join us and you'll start as a Merchandise Analyst, learning and advancing at your

own pace through our Executive Training Program. This program is designed as a

career path to a Buyer position.

And since we buy for over 360 stores coast-to-coast, and for 45+ new stores open-

ing eoch year, there's always room for you to grow.

Stop by and meet us-and you could be part of the picture tool We will be at the

University Placement Services Career Fair on:

Wednesday, February 13th

T.J. Maxx will be on campus to conduct interviews at the Career Center on Wednes-

day, February 20th.

For more information about T.J. Maxx, please stop by the Mather Career Center.

Tjmox
Off-price retailing is our businmts

An equal opportunity employer

THE WELCOME BHEK TO SCHOOL
HND 6ET-REHDV-T0-FIT-INT0
VO UR- BATHING- SUIT- FOR

-

SPRING-BRERK

SPECIAL

Sign up by Feb. 23 at any of the three BODY SHOP
locations (Totman Gym, Kennedy and John Adams Towers)

with this coupon and pay S45 for a spring semester

membership to work every muscle in your body with:

NEW NAUTILUS MACHINES
HVDAAFITNESS MACHINES

STATIONAAV BICYCLES

ROWING MACHINES
NOADIC TAAC SKI MACHINES

STHIA CLIMBEAS
TAEABMILLS

and
AEAOBICS CLASSES

Body Shop Fitness Center

DISCOUNT
$5.00 Off

Spring Semester Membership
Offer expires 2/23/91
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TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 12

National Student Exchange Meeting — An information

session sponsored by the National Student Exchange will

be held from 4 p.m. to 5 p.m. in Campus Center room 803.

Applications for Fall '91 and/or Spring '92 are due March
1.

Senior Bash 1991 — Anyone interested in helping plan

for the senior bash should attend a meeting at 7 p.m. in

CC168.

WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 13

GLB Valentine Panel — A panel of couples will discuss

same-sex relations at 8 p.m. in Campus Center room 904.

The event is sponsored by the Program for Gay, Lesbian

and Bisexual Concerns.

School of Nursing Academic Rounds Lecture — The
School of Nursing will sponsor a talk by speaker Dr.

Patricia Moccia from 4 p.m. to 6 p.m. at the Campus
Center room 904.

For Your Information
Women's Studies Talk - A talk by writer Leslea

Newman is sponsored by the Women's Studies Dept. It

will be held from 12:15 p.m. to 1:30 p.m. in the Campus
Center complex.

Jewish Arts Festival — Storyteller Judith Black presents

"A Hilarious Look at the Insecurities of Single Life," at

8 p.m. in the Hillel House. Free bagels served from 7

p.m.-7:30 p.m. Sponsored by Hillel.

Information Sessions — for anyone interested in becom-

ing a Student Admissions Representative, Tour Guide or

New Students Program Summer Counselor, in the Cam-

pus Center at 4 p.m.

THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 14

Film and Discussion — "Children of Fire" will be shown

at 4 p.m. in Herter Auditorium (room 231). The film deals

with the Palestinian uprising as seen through the eyes

of the children.

Meeting — The first meeting of Club Communication at

5:30 p.m. in Machmer E-37.

An Analysis of the U.S.-Soviet Summit — A Five Col-

lege Faculty Panel, sponsored by the Five College Pro-

gram in Peace and World Security Studies, will be held

at 8 p.m. in Converse Hall at Amherst College.

Poetry Reading — Richard Jackson will read his poetry

at Memorial Hall at 6 p.m. Sponsored by the MFA pro

gram in the English department, as part of the Visiting

Writers series.

Non-violence training sessions — at the Congregational

Church in Northampton from 5:30 p.m. to 9:30 p.m. In

preparation for the rally and action on Saturday 16, 1991.

SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 16

Rally and Non-violent Direct Action — A rally will be

held at Westover Air Force base at 1:30 p.m. An affinity

group formation and strategy session will be held at

Hooker Auditorium at Mount Holyoke College from 9 a.m.

to 12 a.m.

***********************
mnnnn
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Sponsored by the Peer Sexuality and Peer Health Promotion Programs

of the Health Education Division-UniversitY Health Services

DIVERSITY, VARIETY,
CHALLENGE

"An unchollenglng

8-to-5job?I

couldnl do that."

I came to

Woodward-ayde to

work on a diversity

of water resource

projects - water quality,

hydrology, fisheries -

I haven't been

disappointed yet

Diversity in a career,

at least to me. is crucial.

At Woodward-Clyde

you can find

variety, diversity,

challenge. More

importantly, they

encourage it; they

make it worth it. I

can't imagine working

any other way.

EncStredcer.

Senior Project Saenfet

Wcodward-Clyde

is People!

Woodward-Clyde •
Consulting Engina«rs • Gsotogatt • Environmental Scientists

We will be on campus February 26 & 27, 1991.

Please see your career services office to arrange an interview.

——««»»<««<»«

PANDA EAST
CHINESE

RESTAURANT
We bring Chinatown

to you
Open Hours: Mon-Thurs. 11 :30am-1 0:00pm

Fri. & Sat. 1 1 :30am-1 1 :00pm

Sunday 2:00pm-1 0:00pm

Lunch Hours: Mon.-Sat. 1 1 :30am-3:00pm

103 N. Pleasant St. • Amherst, MA 01002

(413) 256-8923 (413) 256-8924

MENTAL HEALTH DIVISION GROUPS

SPRING 1991

TUESDAY

Support/Decislpn-Making

for Problem Drinkers

Bi-sexual Support Group

Advanced ACOA Group

Intimacy Skills Group

Exploring Lesbian, Gay,

Bi-sexual Identities

1 :00 - 2:30 pm
2:00 - 3:30 pm
3:00 - 4:30 pm
6:00 - 7:30 pm

7:00 - 8:30 pm

WEDNESDAY

Beginners ACOA
Self-Exploration Group

9:00 -10:30 am
3:30 - 5:00 pm

THURSDAY

Women In Transition

Self-Exploration Group

Chronic Medical Illness

Support Group
Eating Disorders

12:45 - 2:15 pm
3:00 - 4:30 pm

3:30 - 5:00 pm
3:30 - 5:00 pm

Groups begin in late February or early March. Pre-group

interviews are necessary. For information or to register for a

group call 545-2337 or stop by 127 Hills North as early in the

semester as possible.
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1991
Student Travel

Catalog!
Everything you ncecl to

know about:

•Student Travel

• Air Fares

• Rail Passes

• Car Rental/Leasing

•Work Abroad

•Study Abroad

•tnt'1 Student & Teacher ID

& MUCH MORE!!!

CALL for your FREE copy!

South Hadley

535-1111

Council Tr«wd
! 79 So. Pleasant St.

I
Amherst

413-256-1261

m
I

I

I

I
•

I

I

I

I

tor only
| value for only

$1.99

Expires 3-30-91

1 coupon per order

I

I

I

I

I

i expires 3-30-91

1 coupon per order

PRICE OF A
SMALL PIZZA

expires 3-30-91

not good with

any other offer

When: February 1 3 - 1

4

School: UMASS Amherst

Where: Campus Center

Time: 9:ooam - 4:oopm

Pick A Winner!
Zenith Data Systems invites you to see what all the ex-

citement is on campus. Come see' our award winning

portable computers as well as the most powerful

desktop computers in the college market today. Plus

there will be plenty of prizes and lots of fun for every-

one. Ask about our special education discounts of up

to 40%-50%. So come to the campus show and let us

help you to choose a winner with Zenith Data Systems!

ZENITH
data systems

Groupe Bull
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Editorial/Opinion^
The options on thismXJZ^Z write, or«Jfe and *, no, necessanly ,eflec, the gg of the Colleyan «, tU lastly unless gtagg OOUd.

"1
MEW Wk >Jt " l- "'

I

— Ralph Waldo Emerson

The Editorial/Opinion page welcomes columns, letters and car-

toons from UMass and the rest of the Five College area.

The Editorial staff reserves the right to edit letters and columns

for grammar, clarity and length.

Submissions must bear your name, local address and phone

number. This information is subject to verification.

Anonymous submissions will be printed at the edltor
f
<^e -

tion. Letters or columns written under a pseudonym will JNUl be

accepted. . , ,.

Letters should be no longer than 50 double-spaced, typed hnes^

Columns must not exceed 70 double-spaced, typed I™s. Untyped

submissions or submissions of obscene and unreasonable length

will NOT be considered for publication.

Letters and columns written in response to a previously published

letter will NOT be printed. Responses to or criticism of columns

or articles must be restricted to letter form. Any exceptions will

be determined solely by the editors.

The Editorial staff is not required to print all submitted material.

Submissions become the property of the Collegian and will not be

re

The
n
opinions expressed on this page are those of the individual

writer or cartoonist and might not reflect the views of the Collegian

or the Editorial staff. .

The Editorial staff is trying its best to honor the above-mentioned

policies. Furthermore, we exist only to serve you the Collegian-

reading public. We do our best to facilitate a healthy community

discussion of the issues. But, without you, this discussion doesn t

happen. So get writing. . .19,000 people are waiting to find out what

you think. >„ »___«

Clip this handy policy statement and put it on your fridge!

GORBVS CHANGED- HE'S NOT THE MAH 1 PELL IN LOVE WITH /
"

Selling sex as a sport:

The 1991 swimsuit issue

Anti-war liberals are hypocrites
t, _L _r u^; nrr niierwi hv aseressive nations. But n

Liberals accuse Bush of being

hypocritical about the Gulf war, but in fact.

it's the liberals who are hypocritical.

Liberals argue that it is wrong for the

United States to be at war with Iraq

because U.S. foreign policy is inconsistent.

They point out that the United States ig-

nored Hussein when he murdered the

Kurds, that the United States supports

South Africa and that the United States on-

ly mildly responded when China massacred

the students in Tiananmen Square

Certainly the United States should have

to do more in these cases, but this is cer-

tainly not an argument against the war

The logical argument would be that it it

was wrong for the United States to ignore

Hussein when he massacred the Kurds,

then it would definitely be wrong to let him

get away with conquering Kuwait. But

their argument seems to be that since it

was wrong to ignore Hussein then, it is

wrong to oppose him now. It's one thing to

say that the U.S. policy needs improve-

ment. It's another thing entirely to say that

the United States shouldn't be involved in

the current war.

Another hypocritical argument that the

liberals make is that the United States is

not defending freedom because Kuwait was

a monarchy. Let's imagine that the United

quered by aggressive nations. But now that

that has'happened, and the United States

is opposing Iraq, liberals are making ex-

cuses for Iraq. Now who's being

hypocritical?

Also, it is not true that the United States

is enforcing its own principles in the Mid-

dle East and "deny(ing) the cultural dif-

ferences that separate the United States

from the Middle East." Is it culturally ac-

ceptable in the Middle East for one Arab

country to conquer another? Arabs, along

with the rest of the world, have condemn-

ed the invasion of Kuwait. The United

States is not forcing its culturally-specific

principles on Iraq. In fact, the United

States, along with many other countries,

is enforcing one of the most basic principles

of international society - that no country

is allowed to conquer another country at

will.

On the whole, it is clear that the pro-war

argument is far more consistent than the

anti-war argument. This is because many

liberals, in making the anti-war argument

bypass the pro-war arguments instead of

dealing with them directly. They don t deal

with the collective security aspect; they just

try to sneak around that and hope that

liberal dogma will make up for that

weakness. Liberals must decide whether

Sport) si n. — 1) An active pastime. 2) A

specific diversion, usually involving

physical exercise and having a set form of

rules; name.

When I first saw it. I held my breath. "It's

here," I muttered.

Oh )ov. oh raptun

The moment most hormonal, sexually

deprived, pseudo-sports fans wait for every

year with baited breath had finally arriv-

ed. . .the Sports Illustrated Swimsuit Issue.

For a magazine well known for its

coverage of the wide-world of (predominant

ly mens> sports. 1 must say that the editors

certainly warp the definition of "sports

with this yearly atrocity.

Meredith O'Brien

asttassaaa sags,& t—

—

of Kuwaiti sovereignty. >***"
Cynthia Deviney

Liberals have always supported the right
Belchertown

of each nation to exist without being con-

From my understanding of the sporting

,i. I was under the impression that by

picking up a magazine entitled. Spt>rts II-

'iustrated I would be reading a magazine

devoted to such topics as basketball,

baseball, football, hockey, gymnastics,

swimming, weight lifting. .
the laundry

list the Olympic committee generally uses

to decide which sports will be played.

In Sports Illustrated's "most celebrated

issue, instead of seeing real sports written

about and photographed, I see a 41 -page

layout of women posing seductively with

barelv anything on. This can hardly be

tvpified as a "sporting" event. SI doesn t

typically have Paris fashion show reviews

dominating the center of its magazine does

it? ..

I must say that the pure essence and joy

of sports in this "special issue" was

represented by the photo of a woman lying

on her stomach in the shallow water of the

ocean, donning a fluorescent green bathing

suit which gives her the nastiest and most

uncomfortable-looking wedgie I've ever

seen. Her back is arched and her eyes are

closed, in a simulated sexual position.

A flip of the page will bring you to two

photos of equal sporting value - one of a

woman in a wet, see-through white t-shirt

and "suspender suit," the other with a

woman bursting out of her blue bathing

suit, legs spread, eyes closed, head back

with her hands splashing water upward

near her lower body.

Manv would argue that this "Swimsuit

telle" has every right to be printed, and

I do not deny that, considering that anyone

involved in the media considers the Fust

Amendment sacrosanct. But some people

rush to defend this issue claiming that

readers are gaining an appreciation for

well toned bodies and the latest in

swimwear by the special edition

Please.
.

No one could ever SWIM in these things

anyway. Could you imagine trying to stay

afloat wearing a bathing suit that had

metal buttons and a huge metal belt and

chain hanging around the waist? And I m
sure the photo, where the only thing seen

above water is a profile of a face and two

breasts, gives readers an real appreciation

of well-toned bodies.

Another pro-Swimsuit (i.e.- a tame

Plavbov) argument has been that if women

coordinate the project and models are paid

quite a bit of money to pose for it. there is

no sexism. That is certainly not the case.

The onlv reason this issue is published at

all is for the money - pure greed which

feeds upon the libido.

What really makes me angry about this

issue is not that there are pages and pages

of photos of scantily-clad women in it (porn

and the exploitation of women is a whole

other ballgame). What really offends me is

that a magazine, which promotes itself to

be the premier sports magazine, uses

photos of women posing very provocative-

ly in exposing bathing suits to sell more

magazines.

Whenever vou watch a commercial for £>*

on TV, one of the biggest selling points is

this issue - a 41-page skin supplement

which has NOTHING, absolutely

NOTHING to do with sports. It is just raw

sex, period. The men this is geared to ob-

viously are not die-hard sports fans, just

sexually frustrated men who can't find

real, live women with minds and

personalities.

After purusing this splendid issue. 1 just

have one more question - who in their

right mind would pay nearly $250 for a

swimsuit that only comes with a bottom

half?

Meredith O'Brien is a

columnist

Collegian

Liberals have always supporteu mc "»»• Belchertown with her nanus spn»iii»B »»«• -k -

of each nation to exist without being con- t^^^n aff^V tVlP Cold War Gilded
TViiq is not what was supposed to happen alter ine com wax <=

llllS IS nOL Wlldt WaS ^ _ t,nmbine cannot but lead to high t^^^^^n^^^^^
Instead of a celebration for (post-cold war) peace, we are

witness to renewed acts of barbarism against a Third

World people. Where once we had a mildly critical media,

we now have a totally abject and prostrate press, cheer-

ing on the total destruction that American bombers

deliver daily to the unprotected people of Iraq. So com-

plete is the control over information on this war that we

have yet to hear any figures of how many civilians died

from U.S. war planes. Turkish radio (A U.S. ally and cer-

tainly no friend of Iraq) has reported figures of 125 000

Iraqi casualties. Reports from independent sources (CBb

and CNN) have stated that American planes have bomb-

ed water supplies and power stations as well as residen-

tial neighborhoods.
. • • *

We do not accept the Bush administration s statements

that that they are trying to minimize civilian casualties.

Given that most of the bombs dropped on Iraq
|

are the

same type used in Vietnam, it is inconceivable that this

strategy of carpet-bombing cannot but lead to high

numbers of civilian deaths.

Further we are in sharp disagreement with the perspec-

tive of the Bush administration that this war is about

freedom and self-government. A careful examination ot

the situation would show that there are several motives

for this military adventurism: For one, the Middle East

contains the world's largest oil reserves. And, the United

States, Europe and Japan will be vying for control ot this

essential resource. Secondly, U.S. economic institutions

are depleted and weak and military muscle assures the

United States a prominent position vis a vis the economic

powerhouses of Germany and Japan. Lastly, with the

decline of the cold war and the tax-payers demand tor a

Peace Dividend, the military industrial complex must

justify its continued draining off of tax revenues that are

so badly needed now to save the educational, infrastruc-

ture environmental and industrial life of this nation.

While this brief list cannot exhaust the unholy purpose

of the Bush political leadership in this war, we suggest

the following steps be taken to reduce the tensions and

killing in the Mid East:

• An immediate cease-fire and temporary truce

. A general peace conference of which the first stage

would be a gradual Iraqi withdrawal from Kuwait

Tlraqs prewar disagreements with Kuwait will be sub-

mitted to the World Court for arbitration

• A nuclear, chemical and biological weapons-free zone

• Ares^iutfon'of the just demands of the *£**"£»
pie for a home land and a joint Arab reception of Israel

Pioneer Valley Greens
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Annual

Career Fair
February 13

10:00AM -3:00 PM
Campus CenterAuditorium

This year's Career Fair brings you opportunities for all majors

including those in arts & sciences, business, natural resources,

education, health sciences and engineering.

Over 70 employer booths including:

Bread & Circus Brigham & Women's Hospital

M&MMars US Department of Labor

Worldteach Springfield Public Schools

Pfizer Inc. Camp Dresser & McKee Inc.

Kaiser Permanente United Parcel Service

National Marine Fisheries Service

Bring lots ofresumes - be prepared!

Special Preview!!

University Computerized Alumni Network (UCAN) matching you with

alumni for career advice I

Also

Sign up for computer assisted job referral! Receive notice of jobs you

are eligible for. Staff available to provide assistance.

The Mather Career Center
Career Planning and Placement • Cooperative Education • Internships

Fraternity/Sorority Park - on the Orchard Hill bus route. (413)545-2224.

Where Careers Take Off!

* .1 . » \j

1 « .

• m I . » a t>
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DEANS LIST
One of the University's highest priorities is its commitment to provide opportunities

for academic growth. I am pleased and proud, therefore, to recognize those of

you who earned Seans List status for the Fall Semester 1 990. This level of
;

achieve-

ment 35 or hiaher semester average with twelve or more graded credits - is at-

Sfned by less ha^20 percent of the undergraduate student body. Such outstan-

ding^oerformlnce is a source of pride to the faculty, staff, your student coleagues,

and of cSuTse your parents. Thank you for the credit you bring to the University

through your achievement. Best wishes. ^^ ^^ Chance||or

PRESS RELEASES
To publicize your achievement, the University News Office will be issuing a press

release to your hometown newspaper if you are a Massachusetts resident. Out

of state students are requested to pick up a press release form at 200 Munson

Hall (second floo r). For additional questions, please call 545-0444.

ADDITIONS
Th* npans List was based on grades received and posted by the Registrar s Of-

fi£ by January 23 1?91 If y6u had a grade change after that date (mcludmg

makina uc an7' Incomplete" or had a missing or late grade recorded after that

2Se Ind beheve^ou qualify for Deans List status, please fill out a form arable

at he IrSSrrnattofTDate Bankf&id floor lobby counter, Whitmore and attach ver.fica-ySSr only graded credits ar* na.culated. not pass/fa.l credj^_

Paid for by Student Affairs Special Services as a service to the campus commun.ty.

abE.yukO M.
ABEL. ANDRE* S.

ALBRO.BETHANN.
ALLEN. RACHEL C.

ALSOP, PAMELA S.

ALTXERZ. JAMES L.
AHCONA. JAMES P.

ANDELL A. ALISON N.

ANDERSON. DEBBA E.

ANDERSON. KATZAL.
ANDERSON. THOMAS R.

ANIMAS, LISA M.

ANBEVZHE. STEPHEN C.

ANTHONY . ALICE R.

ARZNZELLO.LEAH D.

ARNOLD. JENNIFER.
ASELTINE. JONATHAN N,

AYBCS. CAROLINE F,

BABCOCK . DAVID W.

BABINSKI.HEIOI H.

•AKEB.DASHA A.

BALDWIN. KATHXE L.
BALLANTYNE.RICHABD L.J
BALT ADONIS. DOREEN L.

BANCROFT. DEBORAH E.

BANC. LISA A,

BANMON , DEIRDRE M.

BABA.CHRISTZNEE.
BARKER. CMRISTOPNER 0.

BARLOW. TAMMY L,

BARRY . RICHARC 8,
BASILS. JESSICA M.

BATES. TODD C.
BAUMBARTNCR.DOUfiLAS W.

BAXCNOALE. DONNA J,

BEIN.KRIBTY L.

KLANBCB. KAREN M.
SELENAROO. MOLLY A.

bellora Jeffrey J.

BEH AH W.LIOB,
BCB«Ah,k£ZTH L.

BCRMUOO. CARLOS B,

BERTHIAUME. STEPHEN F,

BEVIHS, WENDY L.
BEWLEY. KAREN L.
BXANDMX.VXVXAMA.
BIRCH. CARA L.
XTTON.BXKMAN T.

BLACHER. JOSHl B,
BLAM.ASSUMDJ.
BLANCHARC . ANNE B.

BLANOIHO.MARr A,

BLUMENS T I EL . APRIL

.

BLUNT . JENNIFER L,

BOLBER.BHEILAH K.

BOMBARDIES. RICHARD B.

BONICA . MARK .

J

BORKOW8K1.LARA J.

BOUCHER . DANIEL 0.

OUDREAU MICHELLE M.

BOUROONHE LEISTYHA.IBABELLE.
BOUSOUET . PAULA M.

BOTCE. JAMESIB,
SDAOLEY.J*NMZPER L.

BRANOEL . JENNIFER B.

SMNNAN. JAMES M.
BB0A0BRID6E.ANNE F.— .DIANA L.

.SUBAN B,

»muiw.E.PATRZCK T.

BRUNO. KRISTIN M.

SiuSH. CHRISTINE I.

BRUSSEAU. FREDERICK P.

BRYCE. DEBORAH J.

BUCKLEY. MICHAEL B.

SuNOSCHUH. EMILY B.

BUROfN.LEAHNC B.

BURSE* . ROBERT J.

BURGESS. SUSANNE B.

BUWMAM. PATRICIA B.

BURNS. REBE CCA C.

BUTCHER. MELIBBA J.

CAHXLL.BBENOA L.
CAI.SONO LIN.
CAXLLE.SBEBOBY V.

«£••*• T^£I l'CALKIN. LAUBAL.
CALUORI. ANDREA J.

CAMP. JONATHAN M.

C*MPDELL.JAYOE E.

CAMkl.lBELXBA.L
CABONE.KELLI M.

CAPOZZZ.0AVZ0 M.

CARDERS. DANIEL J.

CARLXN. RUSSELL C.

CARNEY. BRIAN A.

OABBJABXNCjLlBA.
CARRUTH, ROBERT M.

CARVALHO.CAITLIN K.

CHAPMAN, JONATHAN M.

3«HAOC. THERESA.
CHISHOLM. JEAN E.

CHRISTIAN. JILL E.

CL»aOY.PEBECC M.

CLARK. STEPHEN B.
COFriH.JANE B.
COHEN. BALOIS A.

Arts and Sciences - Humanities andjjne Arts
#"^1 B,«9 Ml *+* ^, n ,AOA„ • KELLEMER. JOAN A. MOSHER. BARRETT L.

•RETA L. 22£;2
A
^MA M. «LLEY. CHRISTINA L. MUELLER . ANN U...,.-. _ETA L.

COLLINS. JOHANNA E.
COLLINS. WILLIAM L.
CONABNAN, KERRY L.

CONAHT.JOHN A.

CONNOLLY. DEBORAH R.

CONNORS. KEVIN M.
CONNORS. PATRICK M

COHBIDINE. MARBARET M.

CONSTABLE. ELIZABETH H.

CCNTACOS. PETER J.

COCK. CHRISTOPHER B.

CORORE Y.NICOLE E.
CORMIER. DIANE M.

C08TELLO.JENNZFCR A,

COTE. PHILIP J.
COUOHLIN. MOLLY A.

COULTER . JANIS R.

COMOREY.MARK L.
CRAWFORD. KATHRYN C.

CREAMER. ELIZABETH A.

CREAMER. ROBERT A.

CROFTS. BENDY A.
GROSSLEY.TAMARA S,

CUMMINOS. JENNIFER S.

CURREY.JOHN R.
CURTZSS.ROWEMA N.

CUBHMAN. TANYA M.
DAZBRE.ERZC S.
DAMTAS. LYNDA L.

OAUBE. KATHARINE P.

OAVXB.BWIBITTE D.
DAVIS. JOHN C.
DAMB IN. BRIAN J,

OAT.BABCTT N.
OEAOY, CAROLYN W.

DEAN.BEANA A,
OECOSTE.MARY MICHELLE.
delaney . joshua b.

oelible. maryanne l.

oeKabatta. elzzabetm a.

oemaster, sarah l.

oemovellan. pedro j.

DENNERLINE.TORSTEN.
QtMBMQRE.MlLLlAM E.

oent.ooublas s.
0crrib. tracy l.

oerubma. michelle m.

DESILETv SEAI- J-
DEBMARAIS. MICHELLE J.

OCtMMTt . ANNE B.

OICICCO.MARK.
DZLOZNE.BCOTT.L
DIXON. MICHAEL O,
OOHERT Y.SANDRA B.

DOHAHOE.LISA A,

OOHAHUE. ELIZABETH A.

OOMOVAN.JCrrBEYT,
OBAPKAU.CMBZJTZNE A.

DREYFUS . JEFFRE Y M.
OREmiS.TOOD s.

ORISCOLL . DAN Y EL C.

DRzicOLL. JOSEPH P.

DUBOIS. MICHELLE M.
DUBBAN. MEREDITH «.

DUBKXN.TABA L.
DUVAL. RAUL J.
EDINBERC.ERIC J.

EDWARDS , MAR* A,
EDWARDS. SARAH E,
EICHENBAUM. WENDY F.

CILEBT.KATHCBINE B.

EKSTROM. HEIDI M,

ELLIOTT. BARAH A.

EMERSON. KRISTIN R.

EMERY, KATHLEEN U.

EPSTCIN.OEBRA M.

nVXNB. ANBELA M.
FALABELLA.LAURA A,

FABAH. TERESA M.
FAUOMIB.CABL K.
FCIMBTEXN.AMY.
FERRIS. BRANDON P,

FILLER. JENNIFER L.

riMM. LEONARD ft,

FIHHEBAH. KEVIN L.
nT2t»AL0.AMY M.

^SherISatSIeh OODBE.
rLTMM.ELXZABBTH M.

FORBES. JOSEPH B.

FORD. ERICA B.
FORTESCUE. ALAN W
FRAOKZN, STEPHEN M.

FRECHETTE . AIMEE A.

n-IZTAB. SHELLY A.

FMY.SEOUOYA C.
OAOC. JAMES E.
B^ABMEB.CAILIN MARY.
QAUTIER.AHSELA R,

SilRIN.KRTSTIH ..

8CORBE. JASON.
BCRETY. KATHLEEN S.

BCRRISH. JAMES B.

ETOrr.BABAM B.
BIBBONS.SEAH P.

BIHBRAS. DAVID B,

SOLO. BARAH A.
BOMBAR.CINA M.

90NCALVES. IRENE M,

BOODCHILD. ALISON J.

ftOOOWIN. LAURA A.

BOOOWIN. LAUREN B.

aOROON. JENNIFER A.

BOROON.SEAN R.

0ORNAM. KRISTIN E.

QOSSELIH. MARIE C.

aOUBM.MARCIA A.

ftBAOY.LORAE.
BRADY. ROBERT E,
MAF.TIESA M.
SDAHAM.AMY C.

SHEEN. CYNTHIA L.

OREGOO Y , ANASTASIA K

.

ORIFFIN.BRENDA J.

OROSE. RACHEL B.

BOSS. KAREN E.
BAUNOSTROM.KIMBCRLY A,

ftUIEL.ERIC M, ,

SuiLDERSON.ANNMARIE C.

ftUZLLEMZN. JULZE M,

QUILLET . ELIZABETH C.

HABIB.ALISA B.
HAaZBARA.MZTSU.
KALLINAN.KRISTEN M.

MAMLEY.KATMERIME A.

HAMLET. LZZA 0.
HARSJXS.SAMANTHA J.
MABRZSON.KRZSTZMA M.

HARTMAN, ANDREA J.
HARUBIN.MARK F.

HARVEY. TOOO J.

HATCH. REBECCA E.
HABUEY.ftXNA B.
MECKER.TONI M.

HEFTERNAN. TRACY J,

HELFAHD.SACHA D.
NEUJIAN.SABA A.—B.KURT B,

.SUSAN C,
_.LLT E.

HENRY. AMY E,

HENRY, LISA M.
HEHSLEY.MARK.
HERBERT. SHARON M.

HEROA. RACHEL L.
HERIH6. PETER L.
HERRIH6.SUZY M.
HERSEY.LYNHE M,
HESS. ANN M.
NEMETT. DAVID 8.
HIBBINS. RICHARD E.

KIRBCH.ERIC A,

HOOBOON, LAURIE A,

H0OBES.LT0IA J.
HOLCOMB. ILAIME E.
HOLLANDER. ANDREW B.

HOLLANDER. SUSAN J.

HOLMES. BROOKS A.

HORLBECK.KARIN I.
HORN. DONNA M.
HOSrORD.BEOFFREY R,

HOUSE. BRYAN E.

HOUSE. CNBISTOPNEB L.

HOUSE. ROBERT
HOUSER. RUSSELL J.

HOWARO. ORESORT E.

HOWLANO. REBECCA L.

HUDSON. SHELLY L.
HUBUS. JENNIFER K.
HUNTER, RUSSELL A.

HURWZTZ. WILLIAM B.

HTMAN.BARY S.
HTND, TERRY,
IBARRA. ROSA.
INNZB. JENNIFER E.
IHOUYE.LARA RENEE K.

JACOB. AMY S.
JACOBY. SUZANNE.
JACOUB. RAYMOND J,
JANSSON.KARA L.
JENKINS. OAVXD H,
JENKINSON. WILLIAM E.
JENNINBS.CRAia S.

JESSER.MARK P.
JOHNSON. CHRISTIAN S.

JOHNSON. BENDYM.
JOHNSTON. LAUREN M.

JONES. CAROLYN J.

JONES. ERIK B,

JONES. HICOLE.
JORDAN. ORAIB 0.

JORDAN, JUL IE Y M,
JUT .WILLI AX H.

JURICH. JOSCELYN S.
KAMM.ftABRIELLE M.
KAROOS. MICHAEL A.

KATZ.LZSA A.

K ATI, SHARON.
KEAHE.AHNE E,
KEENAN. ELIZABETH MARSH.
KEIDERLINO.OLENN R.JR
KEZRSTSAO. JANET L.

BORDEN,

KELLCHER . JOAN A.
KELLEY.CHRZSTZNA L.

KELLEY. CHRISTOPHER 0.

KELLEY.TBACEY A.

KELLY. JAMES N.JR
KELLY. MAUREEN.
KENNEALLY. JOSEPH M.

KENNY. PATRICIA A.

KERSTEIN. MYRON Z.

KING. DANIEL S.

KIRK. PHILIP N.

KLEEK AMP. ELIZABETH K,

KNOBLOCK.STACEY L.
KOCH.CHBISTINA S.

I KONZECZNY, TERESA A,

KONRAO.MOIRA R.

KOPELMAN. MARBARET
KOTSIFAS. JULZE E.

KRICK.KELDRA E.

KRIZ. SALLY J.

KUROI. RAMSEY.
KUSNIERZ . JOHN T.

KBON.CHEEMIN 6.
LACAVA. MICHAEL M.

LACHAPELLE.BLENN D.
LABUNOWICN.KATHRYN M.

LAMADELEINE.LISA N.
LARIVZERE.CRISTIE A.

LAROSE. ANDREA A.

LAROSEE.JEAN PAUL.
LAUER. RICHARD T.

tAUFFER.KATHERZNE B.
LAVOXE.BRXOZTTE J.

LEBLANC. MICHAEL S.

lecompte. carol e.

lemburs. linda c.
lemire.rachael.
lenxnan.dabn m,

LEPABE. DANIEL P.

LEVY, MICHELLE R.

LEWIS. HEATHER M,

LEWIS. KRIS' r N H.

LIMBER. CHE' -L L.

LITSTER. CHRISTOPHER M.

LOBAN.XNBA A,

LOH. EILEEN P.

LOMBARDO. CHARLES J,

LONO.OAYLE L.
LDBNEY. CHERYL M.
LUBELCZYK.MELANIE R.

LUOOVI CO. STEPHEN A.

LUKAS. JESSICA F.
MAAS.DEBBA L.
MACOOHALO . MATTHEW,
MACE.NICHOLE S.

MAXLHOT. MICHELLE M.

MAX. CHI FAI.
MALDONADO. JUSTINA A,

MALIOHEK . ROBERT J.

MALONE. PATRICIA A.

MANftXNX. JOSEPH 0.

MANSFIELD. REBECCA J,

MARONI.MICMELE L.

MARTIN, ANTHONY J,

MASSA.NEIL A.

MASSE T.OAVID B.
MATTHEWS. BABY L.
MAURAI8. MARTIN B.

MCALLISTER. ELLEN M.

MCCANN, HEIDI N,

MCCLURE. JAMES M.
HCCONNELL. PAMELA J.

MCCUROY. HEATHER K.

HCOONOUSH. JOANNE M.
HCBRATH.BRANOI R.

HOBUXRL. STEVE P.

HCNUBH. NICOLE M.

MCNUBH. SUSAN B.
MCKAY. KATE A,
MCKNIBHT.AMY E.
MCLAUOHLIN.SAMARA M.
MCNAMARA . DAVID M.

MCNEILL . LUCAS H,
MOOUAIOE.JONN E.
MELLEY. KATHLEEN M.

MELLEY.MARY E,
MELLO.RENA E.

MELTON. INBRIO R.

MENARD, MARK D,
MENHELLA. KRISTIN C.

MERRILL. SHONOR A L,
MERZEL. MARINA.
MCVEBj.PAXBE a,
MEYERS. JESSICA A.

MIOHAUO. JENNIFER F.

MILLEN. JENNIFER L,
NXU.CB.ABSY.
mULEB. MATTHEW J.
MXNNICH, SUSAN N.
MOBEL.MELINOA M.

MOLXNE.BNCBYL L.
IE. CHRISTOPHER M.

XLI.LYNN,
JAN.MELIZMA B,

MORIN.LYN* F.
MORRXSSETTE . NOELLE A.

MOBTELL.BEAM P.

tTON. MICHAEL B.—
, SARRETT L

.

R.ANN M.
MUXR.LXSA K.
MULLALL Y.ROBERT E.

MULLZBAN.PAUL J.
MUNOZ.NTRA.
NAKAMURA . SANAE

.

MAPOLI . MICHELLE A.

NASSAR.MICAH 6.
NELSON. ELIZABETH A,

NELSON. SEAN P.
NEVILLE. MORGAN A.
NEWMAN. SONDHA L.
NICHOLSON. DORIANNE J.

NOEL. DEBORAH A.
MOMURA.AIKO.
NOBFLEET, HEATHER.
NYHAN. NICHOLAS B,
OBERHUBER.NICK J,
OOELL.ALETHEA C.
ODONNELL . DAVID P.

OJERNOLM.ERIC W.
OLBRIS. DANIEL J.
OLDAKOWSKI , STEPHANIE A,

OLEARY. NATHAN S.
OLEVSK Y.DIANE.
OLIVO, STEPHEN A,
OLLZVXER.KARIN E,
OLSEN.ERICK R.
OLSON. CAITLIN R,
OMAR.DARA J.
OSBORNE . AMANDA L.
PANOFF . SHARON S,
PAOLINO.MAROUERITE A,

PAOUETTE. CHRISTINE L,
PAROES.BROHWEN M.
PARK. SHARON H.
PARTRIDOC. MICHAEL A,
PASTOR. ELIZABETH A.

PATNAUDE . MICHAEL P.

PATTERSON. JEREMIAH 6,

PEARCE.CHRISTIAHNA H.

PCHNEY. SUSAN B,

PCRSOLA.SHERRI E.

PERKINS. TRACY.
PERRY, KENNETH J.

SCrXT.ISABOARET ".
PCVZNER. NICOLE B.

PICARO. NICOLE L.

PLANTS. JOANH F,
POLLNER.NEIL S,

POPE. DAVID J.
POPEHOE . PETER B.
PorrEB.tTEPNEN k,

POTTS. JESSICA A.

MSJATT.KENORA A^^
BMJESTXFXLXPPO.BOSEMABY M.

PRESTON. SENJAMIN R,

MStWITT. HEATHER D.
PUTNAM. PAUL E.
QUXNN.BRENDA M.

RADCLIFF , CHRISTOPNER B.

BADFORfi.AMY L.
RAOOSZ.HALlNA A.

AINS.IIAOELXNE^^
ALEIBN. CONSTANCE S.

RAPACKE. CYNTHIA A,

MAPPAPOBT.LYNLEY A,

REAROON . KELLIE J.

RCDCLIFF . JULIE A.

MOEKER. KAREH M,

BEZO. MOLLY.
BEZNERT. JOSEPH A.

REYNOLDS, JOSHUA T.

RIEMER, BRETCHEN E.

RZNS. DAVID W.
BOAF.EDMAROB^XX
BOBBINS, BARRETT L,

BOBBLEE. PATRICK P.

ROBERTS. LEE M.

BOBIHSOH. STEPHEN H.

ROBINSON. VICTORIA A.

ROCHELEAU. PATRICK J.

ROSEN. PAIRE M.
ROTH, ADAM J,

BDSB*. CATHERINE L.

BOY, DEBORAH A,

RUBIN. LAUREN 6.

BUBXN.BAOHEL B^^
RUBINSTEIN. HEATHER R.

DUDIN. HEATHER,
RULF.ALYSSA B.
RYAN. RUSSELL L.^
RYCKEBUSCH. MATTHEW D.

SAALrXELD.CAITLlN E.
SAABXNEM.JEMNXFEB L.

BADOL. *«J* b, .
tALTBtfiNiM—T*1- B,

SANTOBD. JASON B,

SANTALA, MELISSA K.
BCHXNELLI. MICHAEL R.

SCNOB.PAUL.
SCNBIBER.OAVID P.

SONBXEVEB.ANDBCM P.

(CHUB. MARK R.

tCHWAB. REBECCA A.

SCOPA.TABA C. _
SCORNAVACCA . CHRISTINE

.

SCOTT. ERIC.
SEFRANEK. CYNTHIA J.

SEZDSN.FERN R.

SEIBLE. LAURA A.

SELLS. JENNIFER L.

SELTZER. LORI S.

SETO.ERIC,
BHABHON. PAMELA J.

SHEA. JOANNA L.

SHEA. SUSAN A.

SHEPHARO. MAURA T.

SHERTER. MEREDITH H.

SHOEMAKER. SARAH M.
SHUBERT. SARAH K.

SIEBS. KRISTIN J.

SIBCL. COLLEEN F,

SIMON. RACHEL M,

SIN. TOMB H,
SKILLIHB.ROBER A.

SLECZEK.LARA A.

SMITH. BRIAN J,

SMZTH. HEATHER M.

SMITH. JENNIFER E,

BMZTH, KERRY B,
SMITH. MATTHEW M.

SMITH . MICHAEL R.
SOLLIE.KATHBYN J,

SPARLZHB. STEVE S.
SPESTLXMB.TBICXA L.

SPOFFOBO. ANDREW A,

STANKIEWICZ, PETER A,

STAPLES. JENNIE M,

STAUDER. SAMUEL B.
STEINBERG . LYNN M.

STERN, CA'SANT' B.

BTOOOARD , JILL M.

STOFTOL ANO. MATTHEW J.

STONE. ROBERT F.

STRUMXA. PAULA M.

•TBTONABZ. SUSAN A.

BUU.XVAN.BWCDXTM M.

SULLIVAN. HOREEH A.

SUPABI AN. ROBERT P,

SMAN. KAREN 0.
TALBOT. LAURA B.
TA^.C^IBTOPNER 0,

THIBOOEAU. CHRISTINE R.

THOMAS. SCOTT G.

THOMPSON. SCOTT D.

TNULXN.ERIKA A.

TNURLOW.KAZTLIN B.

THURtOW. RACHEL E.

TINELLE . REBECCA D.

TOLBERT. ELIZABETH.
TOMASELLO.SARAH B.

TOMSHC.OEBORAN t

TONMA-LAMUNIERE.LORIAN A,

TBAXNDUE v«LtI i'TBXBP.JtNNXFEB E.
TRULSOH.MARK C.
TmSIRipES^-*"* Z-

TURBEON. MEREDITH A.

TUMANSKY.ALAN B.

TUTTLE.BXCNABJO J.

UCCI. RACHEL S.

UeWM.ONRXSTINE C.

VAN OUBA.M^JOBXt C.

VXCTOB.KATNLCEH L.

VIBNALLAJY C,
VOBWe.CMWTLR.
VON KRIES.F ROSCB.

RALSH. KATHLEEN A,

,iif. BENJAMIN S.

•ARE SHANNON D.

WARREN. JOSEPH M
MESSES. MICHAEL J.

WEDEHOJA.ERIKA A.

MEIKERT.SUSY L.

MEIL. BENJAMIN S.

•EIS. RICHARD C.
WELKER.OAVIO P.

WELLS.KEHORA L.

WILDER. ESTHER I.

rSShS. MEREDITH L,

WXUaNS.PAMELA F.

SgLKXNBCN.MABjK^
WILLE Y.CHRISTOPHER S.

ILLIS. JESSICA L.

RILSON. KAREN B.

WILSON. MARK C.
WINS. PAULA A.

WOLF, JOSEPH,
BONES. SUIAHNE L.

WOOLF, ELEANOR.
WORTNINSTON. DIANA.
wORTHtlr. JAMES P.

YALOURIS. SOFIA 0.
YOrFl.SNXDAB.
IACAROLA. CHRISTINE M.

IARCHAN.AOINA L.
ZARLENBO.AMY L.
ZSMBSB.AMY B.
ZCTESKI.JOELLEN,
ZERESKI.LISA C.

ZIMA. LAURA M.
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ALBER. ROBERT C.
ANTONELLIS . ANTHONY

,

ARMOUR. ROBERT J.
BALOS. JENNIFER E.
SASTEK. JASON.
BEAL.KEMI L.
BECK. ROBERT w,
BECKER. LANCE J,
BENNETT . DOUGLAS F.

BERMUOCZ.Ol.OA M.
BCRSANI.NEIL A.
BEMALDT. KAREN L,
BEZUKA.BBENOA SUE.
BZCR. JONATHAN X.
BOCHNAK. STEPHEN P.

BORNEMANN. ELEANOR A.

BRAMLAOE. ANN T,

BRICCETTI. CHRISTINE E.
BROOKS. SANDRA II,

BUCCHINO. RONALD L.
BUMBy.MARK A.

BUNTING. HEATHER l.
BURUO.VIOAR.
CAMPBELL. CATHERINE A.

CARNEIRO. SUZANNE P.

CHAIT. DAVID H.

CHUI.CHI MING,
COFF IN, CYNTHIA L,
COLEMAN. KARI C.

COLICA. ANTHONY J.
COLLAMORE.BETH A,

CONOON.QARr R.

CONLEE. KATHLEEN M.
CONNORS. ANN C.
CONNORS. ROBERT L.

Arts and Sciences — Natural Sciences and Mathematics
CORRCTT.MAX S.
CUROO.MARK J.

DALEY. DOUGLAS P.

DAUKANT AS. PATRICIA L.

OEEBAN. ROBERT 0,
DElANEY.lEE J.

DERfi. SUSAN M,
OOBKIN.MARCY L.
DONOVAN, THOMAS C,

DORStY. KAREN A.

DOYLE . CHRISTOPHER B.

DUOUETTE. CHRISTINE L,

ERIKSEH. WERNER w.

ESTES.KEITM 0,

EVANS, JAMES J.
EZEKIEL. JASON S,
' ABBRI.DANA N,

FANCHER . CHARLES A,

FARRAR . TIMOTHY D,
FAY, CYNTHIA h.

FELOMAN.NEIL J.

FISHER. DAVID EDWARD.
FITZGZBBONS. KELLY A,
FLANNERY . JOHN V . JR
FLESCHER. CHRISTOPHER B.

FOSTER. JAMIE S,
FOULDS.KATHRYN m,

FOWLER. STEVEN F.
FRANKE.DENISE M,
FREEMAN. MASK S.

FULLER . THOMAS M,
GALLAGHER. BRIAN M,

GARTEN. JAMES F,

QEOACHT. COURTNEY P.

GENGO.GARY.

GEORGE. NITA J.

GHIORSE . GEORGE C.
GIANCTTI.LEE R,

GIRARC PAUL J.

GLENN, TONYA S,
GOLDMAN. JULIE L,

SOROON. CARRIE A,

GREENE. PAUL B.
GRIFFIN. JAMES F.

GRIFFIN. SIMEON M,
•UAM.SHEN8.
8U0LIELMETTI.JULIE A.

6UINE Y.DAVID K,
GUNOCL.NEIL E.
GURSKI, LESLIE T,
HARDEHBROOK. MITCHELL A.

MAUBSJAA.KJELOY A.

HCOKMAN.SOBBYJO.
HENRY, KRISTIN K.
HERTZOO.DCAHHE L.
HO, HOI HUNG.
HOLLIE.LISA M.
HOLMBERG. KENNETH €.

HOLMES. JEFFREY A.
HOLMGREN. LISA M.
HOLOVIAK.DANICA.A
HOLT. KATHLEEN S,
NORAN. SET M B.
HOUSEMAN, LESLEY E.
HURLEY, JAMES M,
JACKSON. MARIANNE B.
JACOBSON.AMY C,
JOHNSON, REBECCA A,

KARLSSON ANNA U.

KASPCR.JOHN D,
KAWAF.TAGEEF.
KECK. JAMES L.
KEISMAN.ERIC L.JR
KENNEDY.CHRISTOPHER A.

KNEISSL. MICHELLE L.
KOOPMAN.LARA £,

KUJAWSK I. JENNIFER L.
LAMOH1A0NE. RUSSELL M,

LAMOTHE , PHILIP A,

LAHOLAIS. JAMES A.

LAUS. DAVID E.
LEHRMAN. JULIE M.
LEZBMTON.LINOBCV R.

LIM.MARY L.
LlPMAN. JOANNE L.
LISS. ANDREW S.

LI VERMORE . CAROL .

LUONG.MAI T.
MACE. ELLEN.
MANBUM.LANE K,
MAHNZNG.BRENOAN 0.
MASTBOMATTEO.LORI A.

MAYER. CATHERIHE J,
HCCACMERN. JANICE M.
MCGARR. PAULA J.
MCQURK. GREGORY S.

MCHUGH. MICHAEL J.
MCKAY. AMY K.
MCNULTY. MONICA M,

MCVEIGH. JOHN P.

MEONA.LISA A.

MEYMARIS . GREGORY

,

MIKULIS. JONATHAN C.

M1LA.B0RJA.
MUCKENTHALER.MARY E.
MONROE. HEATHER A.

HALESNIK. JEFFREY 6.
HEMMAN. BARBARA J.

HIM.GIAU C.
OCONNOR . JAMES E.
OCONNOR. MICHAEL i.
OH. JUNO Y.

OUKO. LILLIAN A.
PARMAKIS.SARANTIS 0.
PAWLAK.SONIA K.
PAZWASH.HALEM.
PERK EL, JEFFREY M.

PERLAK Y.SARA E.

POWICKI , DAVID A.
MESTON. LINDA J.
OUESNEL.SHAl.ON C.

RALL I. MICHAEL E.
RANDALL. AMY J,
RAUSCHER.SARA A,
REEVES. CYNTHIA C,
BEIHE.GABRIELLE M,
REVETT. TRACY L.
RIDE OUT. GLENN 0.
RITTER. NATHAN R.
ROBINSON , RICHARO B,
ROOF. ANDREA M.
ROVINELLl. BECKY L.
RUSSO. JENNIFER M.
SAATMAN. DONNA A,

SACCO. MICHAEL L,
SCHMILL . MATTHEW 0.
SCHNITZLER.MICAELA A,

SCOTT. PETER G.

SCOTT. SAGAM P.
SHARIFI.AFSHIN A.
tIRINIEAN.MIHAELA L.
SIROIS. GEORGE F , JR
SLATER. KELLY.
SMITH. KIMBERLY A,
SMITH. WILLIAM A,
.SOLOMON. MICHAEL E.
SPITZAK . SHARON C.
BT AMANO. RONALD P.

STANGE. REBECCA E.
STEPHENSON. TAI WO A,

STEVENS. CRAIG A.
TAKUBII.KATSUMXSA.
TEMEBVARI. KATHARINE M.

TENG.EDNA Z,
TRAOETHON.LARS.
VERNADAKIS.ADAM J.
WAGNER. KATHLEEN M.
WALSH. CHRISTINA T,

WALTER. SUSANNA,
WALTER*. TZMOTHT M,
WALT HER. NATALIE K.
WEIBMAN, STACY M.
WHITE. JAMES P.
MHXTTAKER.ALLYSON J.

MILKER. JONATHAN J.

MONSEY. DIANE R.

WOOD. JENNIFER R.

WOTUS. CHERYL.
WRONA. MEREDITH.
WU.GARY P,
YUNIS. JOSEPH E.
ZAS8ENHAUS. GEOFFREY M.

ZERVAS. SOPHIA J.

ALBKCNT.KATE H.
ALLCBSZO. DANIELLE A.
ANDERSON. KEVIN M,
ANDERSON. LAUREN C.
ANOCRSON. LAURIE J.
BAKER, LEIGH A,
•ARONI.JILL K.
BELLO.EVE D.
BENNETT, KIMBERLY A.
BERNECHE . JENNIFER L.
BOFFA.ANNE C.
BRAUL T.PAUL A N.
BRCDVIK. BARBARA K.
BREM.KIMMARIE.
BRONSTE

I

N.BETH A.
BROTHERS . STEPHEN f.
BROWN. MARr A.
CALHOUN, CHRISTINA M.
CANAVAN. MAURA B.
CAPRIO. MELISSA A,

CARON, LORRAINE E.
CHENAUSKY.KIRSTEN.
COHAN. KERRYN E.
COHEN. ERIS H,
COLEMAN. DANIEL T,
COLLINS. CHRIST IHE.
COOPER. MICHELE.C
CROMWELL. HEATHER R.
CROUSE, SUSAN J,
CUNNINGHAM, LISA M,
DANA, NORMA K.

DAVIS. DAVID E.
DEMOS. JOANNA L,
DEVER. SHEILA M.
OITCHIK.SETH L.

DWOSKIN.TERGI M,
EHRLICM.RACHEL.
EL BISI.JEHAHN H.
FALCONE*. CASEY L.
FRANBEN.KRISTINE G.

8ABM0N. PATRICIA M.
OANLEY.LEANNE C.
BERACI. LORRAINE M.

GIRARO. ELISABETH M,
GRANGER. RE NEE B.
GREENWALD. BONNIE M.

GUARNERA.STEFANI.
OUNDERSEN. HEATHER L,
HACKER. BAYLE M,
HAMMERTON. KRISTIN L.

HATCH, BARBARA E.
MAZARO.AMY F.

NOOSES. JENNIFER A,

NOONS. AMY C.
HURLEY . DIANE M.
HYDER. ANNETTE.
INDOE. LINNET TE M.
JEFFERS.KRISTEN M.
JOHNSON. KATHERINE M.
KAPLAN. KENNETH P.
KASS. BUBAN R.
KOTELL Y.JOANNE E,
KUMAOAI . YURI

,

L ADO. GEORGE T . JR
LAUONRAN.JOY L,
LEMERE. SUSAN M.
LINOWSKI. NANCY M,
LIVCRNOIS. MICHELLE L.
LONG. LAUREN J,
MAGERER.ANNA S.
MARCUM.LARA B.

Education
MARTIN. JENNIFER L.
MAS TERSON. JENNIFER L.
MATYLEWICZ.SHERI L,
MCCARTHY. CYNYHI A L.
MCOONALO. KATHLEEN A.

MCGUIRE. BARBARA J.
MERMELSTEIN.HOPE L.
MILLER. SUSAN N,
MINK. JULIE B.
MOOSE. MELZBSA A,
MORAN.COLETTA E.
MUHROE . JENNIFER B.
MUM. TONYA S.
MURPHY. PAMELA J,
MYNTTZNEN. MATTHEW B.
NEFUSSY. DEBRA A,

HWAJEZ. FRANCES N,
ONEAL.CHERAY N,
OVERTON, LEAH M.
PARENT . JOANNE L.
PECK . JENNIFER 0.
PERSINOER.RANDI R.
PHILLIPS. KARI.
PHILPOTT . HOLLZS S,
POLLARD. ELIZABETH B.
PORCELLA. KATHLEEN H.
POSNER. FELICIA M.
RAYNER.KIMBERLEY L,
REETZ. ELENA J.
RESNZCK.DINA L.
ROBBING. JILL I,
ROBERTS. HEATHER L.
ROORZGUES . KERRZ L.
RUMMCLL. JENNIFER A.
OUSSFl L.MARY L,

SCHLEBEL. MATTHEW B.
SEYBE. DAVID S.
SHATTUCK.PAUL T.
SILVEIR A. ROBERT F.
SISITSKY.HOPE R.

SMITH. JCHHIFER L.
SHOW.AHN MARIE.
SNYDER. ANN MARIE.
ST LAURENT. MICHELLE J.

BTABEL. TRACE Y L.
STONE. JENNIFER S.
STOSZ.DEBRA L.
SULLIVAN. PATRICIA M,
SWART I. LEANNE C,
TEOLI. BARBARA A.
THOMAS. MAUREEN P,
TOBI N. KIMBERLY A.
WAONER.TAMARA J.
WALKER. BULCYKCN D.
WALSH. JENNIFER L.
WARMUTM. JENNIFER t.

WARREN. BETH A.
WEINBERG. AILEEN 6

WEZSS.MARCY L.
WENDLER.LZSA E.
WE SOLOSK I. MARK J.

WHEELER. BETHANY L.
WILLSE.CHRISTIHE L.
WINSTON. SHARON L.

YOLLES. PAULA A.

YOUNG. CHRISTINE C.
ZAPOLSKI. LAURIE,

ACE TO, DEMISE
BARBER, LINOA N.
BRIQQS, VANESSA 0.

BROWN. SHARON L.
BRUNO, MARIA L.
BUCHWALTER, AlVSf L.
CABANA, LAURA A.
CAMADINE. NELISSA B.
HACCARTNEV, DONNA N.
JACQUES, LAURIE A.
KRAVETZ, ANOREW M.
KAROWSKI , EHHA F.

LOWER, TERRI L.
HARCY. JOANNE N.
HERTON, CHRISTOPHER A.

NE UNDER. QRETA L.

REDER. MELISSA J.

RIVERS, DONNA M.
ROBINSON, STACY H.
ROONEY, DENISE R.

RUBERO, LUZ A.

RUSSO, TANYA L.
SCHILLER, ELIZABETH A.

SHEA, KATHLEEN A.
SHEA. ELEANOR N.

SILINSH, LARA 0.
WHITEHEAD. SARAH T.

YATES, KIHBERLY E.
ZOLOTOR, ALLISON J.

Arts and Sciences — Social and Behavioral Sciences

AINSWORTH. KIMBERLY E.
ALEXANDER. JEFFREY A.

ALEXANDER, JEFFREY B,
ALEXANDER. JOSEPH E,

ALFERT . JENNIFER B.
ALGEHI.STACEY M.

ALLEN. JESSICA M.
ALPERT.NANC'

,

ANDALORO. STEVEN E.
ANDERSON. JULIE.
ANDREWS. CHRISTOPHER S.

ANDREWS . KELL y J,
ANTICO.PAUL A.

ARMSTRONG. ROBERT J.JR
ARNOLD. DANIE. R.

ASPIN. MATTHEW W.

ASSELlN. NICOLE M.

BABNER. JENNIFER J.

BACON. CARLA MAY.
BAKES. KARYN L.
BAKER. ORISSA D.

BALDWIN. SUZANNE W.

BARNES. CHRIS-OPHEB w,
BARNET*. JASON G.

BARRY. PAULA J.
BARTH.DavID •
BARTLEY .SUSAN E.
BASSETT, JESSICA.
BEAL.ERIC D.
BEAVERS. LAURA A.

BECKER, KZRA L,
BEDNAREK. BRIAN J.

BELLINO.LORI C.
BELSITO. PETER J,
BENSON, JULIE L.
BERARO. KAREN A,

BERCHUCK. STEVEN.
BERNSTEIN. MICHELLE A.

BERNSTEIN. SANDRA J,

BERTHIAUME, KENNETH P,

BISHOP , OARCIE J,

BISHOP. AIL E.
BLAKE. PAMELA E.
BLAKE . WILLIAM M.
BONACCI, ANTHONY E.
BORNSTEIN. GREGG A.

BOVIO, KELLY L,
BOWDEN, KATHERINE R.
BOWEN. CARRIE A,

BOWERS, JONATHAN W
BOYARSKY. MITCHELL S.
BOSTON. HRISUNE M.

BRADLEY. LAURA M.
BR ANCO. DAVID J,
BRISTOL. MARY F.

BROAOHEAO. EMILY A,

BROOSKY. ANOREW L.

BROWN. DAVID N,
BROWN. JODY.
BRUNELL. JAMES A,

BRUNNER. SUSAN M,
BRYANT. KRISTA J,
BUCHHEIT . JULIE M,

BURKE , JOANNE

,

BURKE. PAUL A.

BURKE. RAND » S.

BURNS. BONNIE A.

BURNS. MATTHEW G.

BUTCHER. BanITA M,

SUTLER. OEBORAM L.
BYRAM.JILL J.
CAIRNS. MICHELE M.

CAJOLET. DAVID A.

CAMERON. WILLIAM S,

CAMPAGNA.LAGA K,

CANASTRA. KELLY J.
CANFIELD.ANNE M.

CANFIELD. JENNIFER E.
CAPOBIANCC. THERESA K,

CAREY, JOLEEN J.
CARRANZA.LINDA l.

CASSIDY.ERIN E.
CAT ALINI. JASON C,

CATES. JESSICA L.
CATINO PIERCE. DONNA L,

CAULE Y.GEORGE E.
CEDERHOLM.KURT d,

CELLUCCI, MELISSA M,
CERVELLl.AMY J,
CHERRY. JENNIFER J.

CHILDS. MARGARET M,
CHINIGO.LYNNE M.

CNO. LINDA,
CHONG.HYON 600K.
CLASBY, SUSAN E,
CLERMONT . PATRICIA A,

COFFIN, JOEL.
COFBKY. EMILY L.
COHEN, LAURA B,
COLEMAN, THOMAS A,

COLLINS. LINOA M,
COMPANION, MICHELE L.
CONNORS. MEAGHAN L,
CONNORS . MIC- LF A,

COON, PATRICK J.
CORSO. JONATHAN,
COSTA. KEITH J,
COURTNEY. JON.

ABRAHAM. MADELEINE M,
AGUIAR, SUSAN.
ANOELOVICH. JENNIFER,
ANBERS, TIMOTHY G.
AUDET.PAUL K,
BACCARI.OARLA L.
BACON. JENNIFER A,
BAKER. CHRISTIE L.
BAKEY. TIMOTHY J,
BANDELLI. ANDREA,
BAROSY.ARLENS.
BATISTA. ANDREA L.
BE ARMAN. NATHAN S.
BEAUOREAU.ANNEMARIE.
BENOIT. MELISSA A.

BERG. JACQUELINE D.
SERKOWITZ.MABCI L.
BERMAN, lauREn E.
BERNSTEIN. ANOREW J.

BXEDA. ROBERT D.
BINDER. LISA B.
BwANEY .OOUGtAS A.

B^EIWAS. STEPHANIE R,
BlOOM.OAVIO M.

BOLOUC. CHRISTOPHER w.

BONO. LAURIE.
BORR. THOMAS H,

BOWMAN, AM* R.
BOYlE.CmaRlES w.

BRAMBLE . JUSTINE M,

BREDCMCIER . RACHEL J.
BREZIHSKI.ARRYN M.
BROCKWAY.SARA M.
BROOER.REBEKAM J,
BROOKS. ALLISON,
BURKE. CHRISTINE A,

BURLING. BRADFORD S,
BURNMAM.ZACHARY 0,
SURNS . CASSANDRA A,

CAlOERON. MARIA A.

CAMPBELL. BETSEY L,
CAPOSZANCO. JEFFREY J.

CAREY, JULIANA M,
CARIOFILES.LESLIE n

COURTNEY .NORA E.
CRABB. MARY K.
CRABTREE. JANICE A.

CRAIG. JENNIFER S.

CRAVEN. ERICA L.
CULLITON.MARY r.
CURTIS. ANOHA J.
CURTIS. HOLL» M.
CUSHMAN. JANNA N,
DACE Y. ANN E.
DAGGETT. BETH A,
DAVIAU.MELINA M.
OAVIDSON, JILL T.

DAVITT . CHARLEHE M.

DELKER. HEALS ERZK.
DELOREY. KAREN ANN,
OEMARAL. MELISSA A.

DEMPSEY .EIlEEN J.
OEROSA. MICHAEL W.
DESILVA.MELANIE R.
OESMONO. JOSEPH M.

DESMOND. SHAWN M,
DEVINEY, CYNTHIA J,

DEWEY, ERICKA G.
OIEHL. JAMES A.

DIEPHUIS.LARISA G.

DILUZGI. ANDREA J.

OINOZZI . ROBERT R,
OZPZERRO.OEBBI E.
DONAHUE . MAURA J.
DONAIS. CRAIG S,
DOPE, JUSTIN J.
DOUCET. DEREK S.
DOUVRIS . STEPHANIE N.
DOVI. DONNA M.
DOYON.LYN C,
DRAKE. DEBRA A.

DREUSSI . JENNIFER L.
DRUMOOOL . PAULA C,
DUBREUIL . DARCI L.
DUNHAM. COLLEEN E.
DUPUIS.KORI L.
DURANLEAU.DEENA L.
DURFEE. PETER E.
DURKIN, MARTIN 0,
DUVEN. MELISSA J,
ECKMAMN, TERESA L.
EHRENZWEIG. JILL M.

ELSEVIER. JENNIFER L.
ENGLANDER.BETH.6
ENSMANN.MAI E.
EPSTEIN. STEVEN H.
ERLICH, SCOTT E.
ERRICO. LAURA J.
ESHELMAN. TIMOTHY H,

ESILE. LAURA J,

ESPINOLE. DEREK M.

ETTMAN, JONATHAN M,
FAODEN. STEVEN P.

FANTASIA. RENE A,

FERRANTE.TANIA J,
FERREIRA.OEBORA D.

FESMIRE, SUZANNE M,
FIDURKO. WILLIAM J.

FIORE. JENNIFER A.

FISCH. JORDAN A,

FISCHER. BARRY J,
FISHER. JACQUELINE A.

FLACK. BETSY

.

FORD. JANE A.

FORESI.SABRINA T.

FOSTER. KEVIN S.
FOWLER. SHANNON M,

FOX. JASON V.
FOX. MARK D,
FRADO. EDWARD A.

FRASCA.SUSAN E.
FRATAMICO. JILL A,

FRENCH, DANIEL J.
GAFFEY, PHILIP F,
GAINES. LISA J.
GALLUCCIC.LISSA D.
GAMST, NICOLE C.
OARVEY. KERRY A.
BAUDETTE . SHARI I,
GAUGHAN. STEPHEN P.
GAUTHIER, KEITH R,
GAZDA, PETER A,

REISER. CHERYL L.
BCRSHOFF , MATTHEW B.

BZES.OARTL F,

GLASS. REBECCA C.
GLEESON. BRIAN M,
6L0TH, LAWRENCE J.

GLOVER. JAMES W,
•LYNN, DIANA.
GOLDMAN. KERI A,
GOLDSTEIN. BARBARA B.
GOOOMAN. KIMBERLY 0,
GORDON. JEFFBEY A.

SOROON , JENNIFER

.

GORMAN. DEBORAH A.
GORMAN. MELISSA L,
OORVINE , DAVID S,
ORANCELL . OANNAH I,
GRAYSON. JENNIFER P.
BREENSTEIN, JANE M.
GUERRA. MARGARITA M,

CARVALNO. MICHAEL J.
CAVAHAUGH. CHRISTINE M,
CHAPMAN, JENNIFER E,
CHEETHAM. DAVID S,

CHEN, MICHAEL.
CLARK, RACHEL A,

CLEARY, MAURA P,
CLOHERTY.SEAN D.

CONDON. MICHAEL W,

CORNELL, LAURIE E.
COMALES.KATTZA M.

COUL SON. ETHAN J.

COZZA.LISA A.

CROSS. ELIZABETH F,

CROUSE. MICHELLE E,
CRUPI.MARr V.

OAVEY. CHRISTINE A,

OAVID. CHRISTOPHER J.

DAVIS, JONATHAN.
OECAREAU, SUZANNE.
OEPETER. COURTNEY T,

DCRUSHA.JEANINE M,

DICKSON. GARV L.
DIGIOVANNI. JOSEPH J,
DIluZIO.wIllOw R,

DIPIETRANTONIO . BRUNO

.

OONATI, CHRISTINE M,

DOYLE. CHRIS T INE M,

ORATCH. SHARON N,

ELSHAMA. SARAH.
ESCHER. MONICA G.

FACTOR, BENJAMIN J.
FAHCRTt .JULIE A.

FAUBERT. HEATHER J.
FINKELMAN. ERICA F.

FLUSSER, HOWARD C,
FOLLICK . 8TEPHAHIE F.

FORBUSH.LORI MICHELE.
FORSYTH, RACHEL H,

FOUBERE. CHERYL A,
FWOMMCR. STEPHANIE t,
FUNG. K ARE Y ANORA.
FUNS. LESLIE K,

GUIOCRA, MATTHEW H,

SULLA, LAURA P.
HAKKARAINEN. ADAM J.

HAKLAY , GONEN,
HALL, ANGELA J,
HAMWEY.SCOTT E.
HANLON.ERAN 0.
HANNON, TAMMY L.
HAOUE.MOFIZ.
HARDIN. ALISON B.
HARRIS. GWYNNETH R.
HARRIS. TODD C.
HARRISON. AMY E.
HARROLD. JOSEPH L.
HART, CHRISTOPHER J,

HARVEY. GEORGE W.
HARVEY, MICHELLE A,

HAUNSTRUP.RICE V.

HAWTHORNE . SCOT P.

HAZLETT , JEHNIFER A,

HAZZARO. MICHAEL B.
HEAD. JENNIFER E,
HEALO, WILLIAM H,

HEALEY. CATHERIHE M,
HEMEMWAY, DEREK E,
HEMPSTEAD. MELISSA K,
HENRIOUES. HEATHER L.
HERSCOVITCH.LARA B.
HEWITT . WILLIAM S.JR
HICKEY, WENDY 0.
HIRSCHORN. RHONDA L.
HIRST , CANOICE L,
HOBAN. J. ROBIN,
HOCKSTEIN. NEIL C.
HOHLER. DANIEL C.

HOLLAND. DIANE C.

HOLMES. JONATHAN B.
HOOPER. GEOFFREY D.
MORGAN, KATHLEEN A.

HOWELL, OYLAN T.

HUSHES , DANIEL B,
HUM. JOHN T,
HUNER.LAVINIA P.

HURLEY, -JNIFF3 A.

INGLEDUE. BRIAN J,
I SSENBERG.LOG I B.
IVANY.TANZA,
JABLONSKI.LISA M,
JACKMAN. MICHAEL J.
ANN, SARAH F,

JAMES. HOELLE R.
JAMIS.MANDY A.
JARN AGIN. ALEC W.
JERVIS. JENNIFER L.
JOHNSON. GRETCHEN J.

JOHNSON. KIMBERLY M.
JOHNSON. NICOLE M.

JOHNSTON. PATRICK J,

KAHN, JULIE S.

KALMANSON, MATTHEW J,
KAMERIK.KRISTEN L.

KAPLAN. DINA S.

K ARRAS. GEORGIANA.
KATSOULIS. KRISTA D.

KATZ. SHARON L.
KEATING. DAVID C.

KEATING. LYNNE M,

KEATING, MICHELLE R,
KEATS. ADAM F.

KEEFE. COLIN.
KEELER.BGYCE M,

KEELER. KELLY A,

KEELING. MATTHEW H,

KELLER . JONATHAN D,

KELLY. RUAOH M,

KEHNEY. LINDA M,
KENWARO.SARA L.
KERAMIS.NICOS.
KMAZATSKY.KZRA.
KIMBALL. ANGEL A C.
KINOERMAN, SPENCER A,

KINSBOURNE. DANIEL K,
KIRCHNER . VANESSA A,
KLAZBER, KAREN E,

KLAUS. KEVZN W,
KLEZN.DAYNA,
KOFLER. MICHELLE L.
KOFMAN. JASON T.
K0K08ZKA. JEAN M,
KOKOTOFF . SUSAN D.
KOWALESKI, PATRICIA C.
KOZZOL, JENNIFER L,
KRAMER. SCOTT W.
KREIOEG.AMY T.
KRZEOER.ALLYSON M,
KROIJER.L.=S.
KYROS , KONSTANTZNE

.

LABE AU.JILL M,
LAMONTAGNE.LISA M,
LANORY. SCOTT J.
LANOSTROM.LISA S.

LANE. KELLY B.
LAMOEVIN. PETER M,

LANOFORD.VIRNA L,
LANSLAIS . JOSEPH P.
LANZA. STEVEN F.

LAPZERRE . SUZANNE M.
LAPP. DOUGLAS A,

LAUBSCH. ALFRED C.
LAURIAT.MARLENE L,

LAWLOR, JEFFREY J.

LAWTON. MELISSA A,

LAZZLI.PAULA M.

lEBLANC. CELESTE J,
LEHNER, LAURA Y,

LEMACK. DANIELLE B.
LENTZ. GEORGE H,

LENZZ. STEPHANIE L.

LEOPOLD. SARAH J,
LEPPANEN.ERIKA A.

LEVENSON, DEBRA L.
LEVY.SHARVN I.
LEWIECKI.KATHCINE V.

LEWIS. JAIME D.
LEWIS. KIMBERLY J.

LlBBARES. GEORGIA A,

LZM. JOANNA WAN CHINC.
LINSON. BRUCE G.
LLOSA, AUGUSTO E.
LLOSA. SILVIA L.

LOGAN. BE RNADETTE.
LOLOS. WILLIAM A,

LOMBARDO . SHERRI L,
LONOAN, DIANA J,
LON80, DEBRA C.
LOUSHLIN, CHRISTINE A,

LOMN.AUDRA A,
LUZPPOLD.CAMILLE M.
LYONS, RICHARO D.
MACOONAL D.STACY G,
MACKLOW.MELANIE S,
MACPHEE . ELENA M.
MADDEN. PAMELA A.
MABRUOER. BRIAN S.
MANONEY , AILEEN A,

MAHONEY.EARL C.
MALLOY. LAURA M,
MAHCINI.CHRISTOPH** T

MANOLIS.OEAN T.
MARKT.ERIC R.
MARLOW. JENNIFER J.
MARTINELLI. KATHERINE A,

MASON. JOEL.
MATHYS. ELLEN,

C

MAT SON. RUSSELL J,
MATULAITIS.VAIOAS D.
MAXWELL. MARION C,
MCCALL . DANIEL 0.
MCARTHY . JULIE C,
MCDONALD. KERRIN M,
MCDONNELL. BRIAN P.
MCSEE. KAREN A.
MCHUGH. JAMES T.JR
MCKINNEY, SUSAN A.

MCPHCE. DEBORAH J.
MCSHCRRY.KENNERA M.

MECHABER.GLEN J.
MEHLMAN. SHARON R.
MEHMCTZADE.SULEYMAN,
MElIA.ERInn E.
MENDEL. MELISSA,

J

MENDES.CIDALlA A,
MERRIGAN. NICOLE M,
MERTHER. STEPHEN R,
MESSER. COURTNEY S.

MESSINA. KEVIN J,
MICHAELIAN. KELLY A,

MILLER. ELLEN M.
MILLER. ROBIN H.
MILTON. HOLLY M,
MINKIN. ELIZABETH S,

MINOR. KIM M.
MIRSKY. ELENA S.
MITCHELL. ALLISON L.
MONASHAN. CHRISTINE A.

MONT AONA. KAREN M,
MONTEITH. MICHELLE R.
MORENO. KAREN E.
MORGAN. AMY L,
MOROUECHO , THADOEUS J.
MOTT A. ANDREW C,
MULLEN. MICHELLE A,
MUNOY . ELIZABETH A.

MURRAY. LAURA A,
NALEN, JAMES E,
NAM. ERIN C,
NAVAS. JESSICA N,
HEART. MELISSA C.
NEILS. TAMMY M.
NELSON. LISA B,

NELSON . REBECCA H,
NELSON, SUSAN V.
NEUMAN.DARD A.
NEVAREZ . GLORIA E.
NEVZN6 . MEGHAN K.
NICHOLS. ALTON J.ZZZ
NOLAN. WILLIAM H,
NOMIKOS. JASON,
NORRIS. HEIDI R.
NOWAK, KAREN H,
NUGENT. JOSH E.
MUREM8URG. JENNIFER A,

NYHAH, VERONICA R.
OATWAY , CHRISTOPHER D,
OMBTZEN.CAITLYN m,

RIEN. KATHLEEN M.

OBRIEN. MICHELLE L.
OCONNELL.PAUL P.JR
OCONNEL-.SEAN T,

OCONNEL.. TIMOTHY J.

OCONHOR. DENNIS J.

OCONNOR . JULIE a.

OHERN. SHANNON K.

OLEARY .COURTNEY B.

OLE TSK y . JASON s,

OLIVIER. SARAH A.

OMALLEY. MICHAEL A.

ONEIL. FRANK A,

ONUOHA. ANGELlA L,
OROURKE. KELLY A,

OSTMWSKY, MICHAEL K.

OUELLETTE . LORRAINE L,
PALAZZOLO.VITA A,

PARENTI. CHRISTINA M.
PARISI.RAIMONOO A,

PARSONS. SHAWN B.
PEARLMAN.LISA 0,
PENN. MELISSA S.
PERPIGNANI. SANDRA G.

PERRT. SCOTT M,
PHILLIPS. BRADLEY 0.
PIERCE, DANIEL R.
PINNELL. KIMBERLY A.

POEHLER. KATHERINE B,
POKROVSKY . ANDREI

,

PORAT.ZOHAR.
POTORSKI. JOSEPH E.
POTTS. REBECCA L.
POULIN, CELESTE M.
POWERS. CYNTHIA A.
POWERS. KATHLEEN A,

PR£7*IM0C «VZ|I -URIE C.

PRICE. RICHATO E,
RANHANO. CARLA R,

REEO. MICHAEL C,

REEVE . MARGARET E.
REID. MAUREEN.
REZD. MELISSA J.
RETTURA . PASOUALE . JR
RICCIO. SHEILA A.

RICHARDS. REBECCA J.
RICHARDSON. KATMY A.

BICKER. SEAN T.
RING, JEFFREY A,
RISCHITELLI.MARC D.
RZ6EBERG. MICHAEL D.
RIVERNZDER . DEBORAH A.

ROBERTSON. LYNN,
ROBINSON. ANNE S,
ROBINSON. STACY H,
ROORIOUES.KRISTEN A.

ROSE. ALAN D.
ROSEBUSH. CAREY A,

ROSS. JEREMY G.

ROSS, JULIE B.
ROSS. ROBERT K,

BOWE. RACHEL S.
ROWELL. JAMES L.
RUSCIO.JOHN P.

RUSSELL .
SHARON R.

SACHAR . JENNIFER H,
SACKS. DEBORAH L.
SADLER. DENISE M,

SALVI. BETH A,
8AMIA.J0HN R,
SAHBONMATSU.KIRA L,
SANPHY . SNERVL L,
SARNOFF, REBECCA.
6CALA. LEAH T,

SCALES. ADAM F,
SCANNELL . RZCHARO P.

BCARFO. BEVERLY A,

SCHACHTER . SHARON J,

SCHAFFER , ANDREW P.
SCHMALENBERGER, JULIE J.
SCHMIDT . SUSAHME A,
SCHROEDER . NOEL

.

SCHWARTZ . DAVID J,
SCOTT, KAREN M,
SCOTT, LISA A,

MOTT. MARK D,
BEZPLE. MELISSA A.
8HAMMCHIAN . ALEXANDER H,
SHEA, KAREN '.

SHEA. MARY KATHLEEN.
SHEA, STANLEY A,

SHEA. STEVE E.
SHECTNAN.AMY J,
SHEPHERD. ST AC I K.
SHERMAN. DAVID A,

SHINA, MICHAEL A,
SIEGEL . JUSTIN A,

SISELMAN , STEPHANIE B.
SIONORELLI. KAREN B.
SILVER. LAURA H.
SIMON, MATT K.
SITES, JENNIFER L.
SKINNER. JOHN C.
SLAODIN.TANIA C.
SLOAT. ROBERT A.JR
SLONE. BONNIE L.
SMITH. REBECCA A.

SMITH. STEPHANIE L,
SOBOLEWSKI . ANN M,

Arts and Sciences — Undeclared

FUNS.PO CHUN,
OAROIHER. JOHN J.
SELBACH. JONAH B.
GIBSON. LARA C,
GILBERT .LAURA L.
OOOONOW. DAVID J,
SRANAT . BRENDA L.
BRANT. SUSAH E.
GRAVELLE. DENISE C,
GREEN. DOMINIOUE V.

HANCOCK, LAURA L,
HASHIMI, HASSAN M,
HASTINGS. JENNIFER L,

HAVILAND. TANYA A.
HEINBICH. JENNIFER A,

NEITHER, KAREN L,
HENDERSON, LORI A,

HERNANDEZ . DAMARIS A,
HERSH. ALEXIS N,
HERTZ, FRAHK M.
HOLLIFIELD.OARY E.
HOPPE. KRISTIN J.

HOWARD. RAYMOND A,

HSIEH, CHIH- CHENG.
HYLAHO. RACHEL M,
IRWIN, RACHEL H,

JACOBS. JESSE M.
JAOATZ. STEPHEN E.
JANOFF, JASON R.
JEFFBEY. BRIAN P.

JOHNSON , JENNIFER

.

JOYCE, SHEILA K,
KADISM.DANA E.
KALL. MELISSA A.

KALLOCH. JOHANNA L.
KAPLAN. TODD S.
KAUFMAN. EDWARD B.
KAWANISHI.HIOCKI.
KELLER. HEIDI L.
KEMPNER, MARTHA C.
KENNEOT . JENNIFER M.
KEUNS.YUK P.
KHO.ALVIN T,

KING. JAMES B.

KINSLEY, MICHELLE L.
KIRCNICK.ALAYNA M,
KZRSCHNER.MIA J,
KLEIN. ILENE F,
KOSEZSSI.ALISAR,
KRAMER. KIM M,
KRCISMANIS. KEITH J,
LAFLECHE , NICOLE E,
LAMONAK IS. GREGORY 0,

LAND. JOANNE M.
LARDNER. DEBORAH A.

LABHWAY , DEBORAH M,
LEE, BRIAN W,
LEE, CECILIA 8IU KWAN,
LESK.MARK A.
LEUNG. K A C.
LEVINE.KATE ALEXANDRA.
LEWIS. JENNIFER H.
LEWIS. KRISTIN M.
LIN.CHIA-CHIHG A.
LINGO, JESSE S,
LOPEZ. MARIO A.
MANONEY. KARA A.
WAN, ED* ARO HO-WAI,
MANCUS' . PAUL A,

MARQUIS. OAVID A,
MAYNARD. ELAINE E.
MAYROWETZ.CINOY,
MCCARTHY, RICHARD L,
MCCAULE Y.PETER R.
MCGARVEY. GILLIAM L.
MCZNTYRE. SUSANNA M.
MEANEY. SCOTT M,
MEIBSNER.LlV,
MELLO. BROOKE.
HELLO. JENNIFER J.
MERRILL. HOLLY M.
METZ8CR.KARA A.

MIL ASZEWSKI. KERRY M.
MILLER. JAMES fl.

MORRISSE T.MICHAEL P.
MORROW. MICHELLE B.
MOBKOW.AOAM S.
MUISE. PAULA J,

MUNK, BARRY S.
MURPHY. KENNETH A,
MURPHY, LISA M,
MUSE. ELIZABETH M,
NEEDLE. MYLIE A,
NESSMAN. KEVIN M.
NONIS. AILEEN S.
NOVEMBRE. THOMAS C.
OCONNELL. DENISE A,

OHEILL. KATHLEEN E.
ONEILL. MARIANNE.
ORATOVSK Y.JULIE A.

ORTIZ RIVERA. HILDA I,
PACHECO. JULIE A,
PAROYAN. CHRISTINE M,
PASTRAS. DEBRA L,
PATEL.SONALEE R.
PECK, RICHARO A,
PERKINS. MAGGIE,
PERRY , CHARLES E.
PETERSON, JEREMY D,
PETRUCCI . MOAH J,
PHELPS. JEHNIFER A.

PRIETO.JEAN E.
PULLEN, LEILA E.
RE8TREP0. MARIA T.

RICCIUTZ. DEBRA L.
RI8EBERG. DOUGLAS T,

RISEMAN. SARAH F,
ROSARIO.MARISOL.
ROZEN, STEVEN R,
RUDDERS.: AVID B,
RUSSELL .'•' RBAOFY C,

RUSSO, KAREN C,
BAART. JASON W.
6ACUTA. JULIA,
BADIO.FARRAH.
BALVUCCI. MARIA,
BANTORO.JEANNETTE M.
BEEBECK. HEIDI.
BESEOY . JENNIFER C,
BENOBOFF . ADAM M,
SESTTNZ.JZLL K.

SOKOLlHSKA.IBENt 1.

SOLT, CHRISTINE G.

SOMERS. MICHELE L.

SONIA, MICHAEL M,
SPEARS. ANNE K,

SPIVAK. CAROLYN S.

ST ONGE. EDWARD F . JR
STACNELEK, SHARON L.
STARKIS. ALISHA V,

STEIGER . SHAUNA M.

STEIN, ADAM J.
STEINBERG. BRETT A,

STEINER. RACHEL L,
STEWART , DANIEL J.
STILES, MICHAEL D.
STONE, OARCY A,

STONE, KRISTIN M,

STONE, RICHARO D,

STOTT, STEPHANIE S.

SUGARMAN. RICHARO A,

SULLIVAN, BRIDGET T,

SULLIVAN, DAWN E,

SULLIVAN. MATTHEW J,
SULLIVAN, MAURA J,
SUSBMAN.LILA B.
SUTELA.JESSE D.
SUTHERLAND, TODD R.

SUTTON, JENNIFER A,

SMANSON, CHRISTINE L.
SZCZECNOWTCZ . DARREN P.
TAFEEN. PETER B,
TAN, ELEANOR L,

TANIS. BRENDA L,
TABHOR. DEBRA L.
TATLOR. JENNIFER J.

TAYLOR. REBECCA J.
TERCNZI.DAWN M,
TERI. MICHELE L.
TESNEY.AIMEE S.
TESSIER.ANNE R.
TNARP. DIANE L.
THEODORE . MARGARET M,
THIBOUTOT.ANNA,
THOMAS. KIMBERLY A.

THOMPSON . ERICA W.

TIERNEY . JUOITH A,

TILLIS. MERYL B.
TZMMERMANN. SUZANNE M.

TISSOT. JEREMY L.
TULLZO.MARK D.
TURNER . OWYNNE

.

UNDERWOOD . JAMIE L.
UTTER. DOUGLAS J.

VAN MANEN. SCOTT F,

VAUGHN, JULIE A,

VAUTOUR. DONNA M,
VELLUCCI.STACY L.
VENTRE. MARK A.
VERCLAS.KATRIN,
VERSECKES. JULIE E.
VICHNESS. REBECCA L,
VIGEANT.AMY M.

VOBEL. ROMAN S.
WAGNER. STACY E.
WALSH. AMANDA J,

WALZ , JEHNIFER L,
WASHBURN. BRIAN S,
WASKOM.TARA L,
WATERS, JOHN E.
WAUSH.DARREL C,
WECKSTEIN.ALYSON R,

WEINSTOCK . MICHELLE D,
WELKER.DEAHNA L.

WELLS. MELANIE J.

WELSH. TOOO S.
WESCOTT.TIHA L.
WESTERLIHG, STEPHEN C.

WNELPLEY . LAWRENCE P.

WHITE. DEANNA M,
WHITMORE, SCOTT L,
WILK INS. MARK E,
WILLIAMS. STEVEN.
WINSTON, RESNA B.
WISE. MARTHA W,

WONL LUOMAN. JESSICA E.

WOLF. CARA H.
WOLMAN , RACHEL E.
WOMBWELL. ELIZABETH E.
WRIGHT, BRI AN J,
YACHT, ANOREW C.
YANS.FU HUA.
YAROSZ.LEANNE J.
YAS. JEFFREY R,
YE6ERLEHHCR , JOSIAH 0.
YUFIK.ALEX Y.
YUBKAITZS . CHRZSTOPHER J,

ZACCONE , TRACEY A.
ZAHTILA. JOSEPH M.
ZAIDI.RAMONA.
ZZEOEN WEBER . STEPHANIE A,
ZIELINSKI, KIMBERLY A,

ZOZZARO. JAMIE S.
ZUCKER, ELEANOR A.

ZUMBRUSKI. KATHLEEN A.
ZYLBERMAN. BELINDA N,
ZYLBERMAN. MIRIAM.

Engineering

SHEPARO, MATTHEW W.
SHMULSKY . SOLVESI

.

SICMCRING. GEOFFREY S.

SZLVA. ELENA M,
SZTRZN. ESTHER A,

SLEOER. LAURA M,
SMITH, MICHAEL J.
SHELLA. SCOTT K.
SPOONER.JULIE M,
SPRINGER. JENNIFER A.
STELLA. JAMES.
STERN. MICHAEL 6,
STEWART. EMILY F,
STOELTING.MARK P,

STONE. CATHERINE P.
SUBRANMANYAM. ANAMD.
SWOBOOA. JUDITH L.
TAZ . JZANJI

.

TENG.SZU SZU.
TEUSCHER . LISA R.
THOMAS. JOHN C.
THORNTON, ANDREW J,
TIKTINBKY. KIMBERLY Y,

TOMABKY.STEPHANZE N.
TOSI.NADENE C.
TRABZSH. BRIAN M.
TU.HGAN C,
TUTTLE.ABISAZL C.
VAIOA, THERESA C.
VO.TUAN A,
VOIST , REBECCA A.

WEINBERGER. MELISSA B.

WEINER.R06S 0.
WHITE. JAIME N.
WILLAM.8LENH M.
WTLLIB.RONALO REZD.
WZNS.JOANN K.
XU.JING C,
YANKELEV.MAYA.
YON, JIN B.
ZHAO.OHONMTN,
ZIELINSKI. A FXIB L.

ABDEL ATY.EHAB S.

ADAMS. DEBORAH L.
AHMED. IMRAN.
AL I. SHAH IN A.
ANDREWS. JONATHAN 0.
AOUAORO. WILLIAM F.
ARMSTRONG. JEFFREY l.

ARTURA. CELESTE M.

BAKER, JEFFREY A,
BANAS. ERICA L.
BASCO.RICAROO K.
BEISNER. KATHARINE L,
BELETSKY, PETER M.
BELOIN.JAHET M,
BENITEZ.JOSE R.
BENNETT . ALLEN S.IZI
BERRY. DOUGLAS A.

BERWINO.OAVIO H.

BIELLO. GREGORY J.
BLEIWAS. MICHAEL W.

BLOMSTROM. KEVIN J,

BODE NOORF . JON D

.

BOUDO. JAMES J.
BRENNAN. ROBERT T,

SUTLER. M RAYMOND.
CAMPBELL. ALLAN A,

CARDOSO . MARIO J.

CARLSON, CYNTHIA M.

CARRIERS. MICHELE A.

CHACON. SERGIO.
CHAMPNEY . JOHN P,

CHIANG. VICTOR M.
CHOI.BYUNS C,
CHUNG. RONY W.
COFFIN. JEFFREY D.
CONNER. STEPHEN A.

CORONELLA , JOHN S.

C0SAN6. DAVID J.
CREISHTON. JOSEPH A,

CROTEAU, DANIEL P.

CURTICE. JOSHUA M.

ADAMS. LESLIE A.
ADCOCK . SHEVAUN L,
AHLSTROM. ALAN R,
ALBUS, CHRISTOPHER E.
ALORICH. ROBERT E.
ANAS. JENNIFER L,
ANASOULIS. ROBERT J,
ANTONIAZZI.PAUL J.
AQSENAULT.MARY E,

AU YEUNG.PO YEE.
BABCOCK, CHRISTINE M,

BAKER. VANESSA L.
9ALENTINE.LISA A,

SEAULIEU.OANZEL P.

BEL AK. JANE M.
BENT, DEREK M,
BERGERON. NANETTE F.

3EBRY . TODD B.
BLEASE.AMT W.
30RDEN. MICHAEL D,
BORNSTEIN. DOUGLAS S,
BOUROUE.MARK J.

BOWERS. ANN E.
BRAMLASE. WILLIAM B.
BRAUN, MARIA.
BRONSTCIN. DEBRA L.
BRUGUIERE. SUZANNE S.

BUCHFIRER, HEATHER P.

BURNE. MATTHEW R,
BUBNHAM, ROBERT S.
BURZYNSKI. KATHLEEN J,

BYRNES, CATHERINE R.
CANAWAY. SUSAN E.
CANNON. BRIDGET L.
CANTY. ANDREA M.
CAPPAOONA. VICTOR J.
CAPRI08LIO. MICHAEL J.

CARLSON, JENNIFER C.
CARLSON, STEPHEN W.

CARMEVALE, CASSANDRA P,

CARON, DANIELLE L,
CARROZZ A. ALFRED,
CASEY. 01ANA L.
CASSELMAN.AMY L.
CAUONEY. JENNIFER A.
CHAPIN, THEODORE S.
CHAPMAN. KENNETH C.
CHATEAUMEUF.JABON R.

CHCRAU.LIANE E.
CHCRNOFF.LISA M.

ABBATE. MICHAEL A.

ABOOL BHANY.AMAM B.
ABRAMS. MICHAEL S,
ALORICH. JOHN P.
ALLAM. ANDREA L.
ALLORE. JEFFREY N.
ALVARHAZ. THERESA L.
ALRAM.LYMETTE A.
APONTE.EDNA L.
APPEL. MATTHEW 0.
ARIMENTO. RICHARD S.
ARMSTRONG. TRACY A.

ARTZ. SUZANNE D.
AVERY, JAMES,
AZARY, ANGELA H.

BAKER, MATTHEW J,
BANNISTER. MICHELE R.

BARBER. STEPHEN F.

BATTELLE . JENNIFER

.

BECKER. MARC A.

BELFORD. ROBERT v.

BELLOWS. MARY E.

BENNETT. DOROTHY L.
BERGER. RACHEL.
BERGERON. STEPHEN E,
BERMAN. MEREDITH L,

BERHABE . ALEJANDRO.
BERHAROES.TANIA I.
BEBNEY. WENDY J,
BEBTHELETTE.BAHDY E.
BILWAKESH.SHUBHA.
BZBHOP , DANIEL J.

BLASETTI. TERESA M,
BOBOLA. TIMOTHY J.

BORDEN, MATTHEW D.

BORDEN. ROBIN L.
BOVARHZCK.LISA A,

BOVERZNI.LUISA C.

BOYER. KAREN L.
BRENNAN, JOHN M,

BRESHEHAN. PAUL F,

BRESS.LZBA R,
BROOY, SCOTT D.
BROOAN.SUE A,

BROWN. GREGORY R,

BROWN. SARAH L.
BRUNNWASSER.ELYSE R.

BRUNO, DAVID A,
SUSAS.TRACEY 0.
BUCHANAN. BAILEY W,
BUCKLEY.KEVIN P.
BURCH. ALYBHA L.
BUPKf COWAkO F,

CZEPIEL. EDWARD J.
DAHER , NADINE

.

DAILEY, MATTHEW L.
OESIMONE, DAVID M,
DESORMIER. KATHLEEN,
DIAZ. JOHN W,
DIBIASIO, MICHAEL V,
OIF INI. JOHN T,
DONATI, MICHAEL J.
DONNELLY, SEAN M,
DONNELLY , WILLIAM J. Ill
DONOVAN. JAMES R,
DORFMAN.SETH J.
DOUGHT Y , MARK L

.

OREIKOSEN , CHRISTOPHER

,

DUFF Y.SEAN M,
ESHBAUOH. JAMES V.
FEL OSTEIN. ADAM M,
FIELOST AD. DANIELLE L.
FINOCCHIO. DAVID W,
FIRDA.JOHN M,
FOLEY .MAUREEN E,
FORNEY. DAVID A,
GADATIA.HARUN G,
BARRITY.NAHCY E,
SELLER, JEFFREY 6,
BESVAIS. DAVID P.

GIL. JORGE C.
GILBERT . ANOREW E.
GILLIBAN. KEVIN M,

SIRARO. JEFFREY D.
GIROUX.BRIAN R.
GRAVES. PETER F,
GRAY. JOANNE M.
GREENE. DOUGLAS R,

GREER. HEIDI L.
GUERRA , CARLOS F,

HA8IBI OASTJCRO.BAHMAN,
HAPPEL.JOHN S.
HAUBE. ROBERT S.
HAUGSJAA.ERIK P.

Z ICCARELLI. MARIA.
CLANCY, QCOROE THOMAS.
-LAWK, ALEXANOCR.
CLARK. DANIEL E.
COLOWELL. DOUGLAS J.
COLE. CINDY A,

COLE. ERIC K.
CONEFREY, KIMBERLY A,

CONWAY . TERESA A.

CURTIS. PAUL 0.
DAHL.KARI K.
DEBLOIS. HOLLY A.
DEMABS.TRACEY E.
DENNIS. MICHAEL L.
OINCO. DONNA L.
DMOCMOWSKI .LAURA E.

DOBOSZ. RONALD P.JR
DOHERTY.JEFFERY J.

DORISS. ASHLEY P.

DOWNER. LINDA J.
OUEST.TRACEY A,

DURFEE. KEVIN T.
OUVAL.RENEE M.
EDER.LISA J,
EDINGTON. DIANE C.
EDMUNDSON. THOMAS A.

EPSTEIN. ELISSA S.

ESTES. MEGAN L.
ESTRELLA.MARY B.
EVANS. DANIEL R.
FELOGUS. STEVEN H.

FENTON. ROBERT T.

FERRIOLI. JENNIFER L.
FITZGERALD. BAYLE E.
FLAHERTY. MAYA 6.
FORMATO.DAVIO C
FOSTER. GRETCHEN R,
FRASALA. ANGELA C.
FREEMAN. JAMES A,
FREZZO.MZA K,
GARRISON. JENNIFER M,
GA6KILL. TIMOTHY,
GEPHARDT, CAROLYN M.
OLOTTMANN . DEBORAH,
GOLDMAN. MARK S.
OOTTESMAN.JILL D.
OREEHOUGH . EOWARD P,

SRIFFIH. PATRICIA M.

•RIM. KELLY L.
SUSTOWSKI. CAROL J.

BURKE. TIMTHY R,

BURNS. ANTHONY J.
BURNS. RONALD 0.
BUTLER. MICHELLE E.
CAIBBE. KIMBERLY A.

CALCASOLA. RICHARO L,
CAMPBELL. CRAZ6 C.
CARBON. DANIEL.
CAM. CHRISTINA.
CARVALHO. BARRON J,

CASEY. SUSAN L.
CASSIDT.JOHN P.

CASTELLUCCI. TAMMY L,
CERRUTI.TOOO W.

CNAMUEL . GLENN D.

CHERNEY . ALISA J,
CHEVALIER. STEVE H.
CHIKKALlHGAIAM.RATHNA,
CHLUDZIHSKI . MICHAEL J.

CHOW.AIMEE M.
CHRISTIE. PETER G.JR
CHURCH. SUSAN B.
CICHOCKI.PAUL W.

CLARK. JILL A.

CLELAND. MELISSA V.

COHEN, STACEY H.

COLELL A. STEPHEN A,

COLLINS. MICHELLE M,

CONNOR. LAYNE C,
CORCORAN. TARA S.

CORRIGAN. KEVIN P,

CORTELLI . JONATHAN C.

C08TELL0. JOSEPH M.
COX, JON* W.
CREBPO. CARLOS B.

CROSSCUP . JENNIFER L
CROTEAU. BRIAN T.

CROWE. SARAH T.

CUNNA. RAYMOND F,

CUMAN, JOSEPH H.
DANEHY. ELIZABETH C.

OANEHY. ELLEN J,

OANOCLO. VINCENT A.

DAVIDSON. ADAM J.

DELAHEY. JASOH D.

DC XTRAOEUR. JULIE A.

DIOILIO. VINCENT K,
DIORIO. PATRICIA A,
OIPRIMA.OINA A,

DOAHC. TIMOTHY 0.
OOMOSZ. MELISSA L.
DOHALDSC'I.LINTJA A.

HAZEN. MICHAEL E.
HEMINOWAY.MARK T,

HENDERSON. ERIKA B.
HIEB. SUSAN M,
HORAN. GREGG P.
HO0NE.ADAM J.
HUANG. KELLY.
HUPPI.BRIAN Q.
HURLEY. MICHAEL T.

HUTTON.DAVIO M,
JACKSON. GREGOR S.

JAIN.RAJESH K.
JANECEK.JOHN M,
JOHNSON. DOUGLAS A.

JOHNSON, MARK S.
JONES. ALLEN J.
KAMPF.CRZC J.
KIMBALL. GERALD L,
KLEZN, STEPHEN C,
KOBNY.SURESH,
KOTNE. MARGARET C.
KRZSMNAKUMAR . OECPA

.

KUKUCKA, PAULA K.
KUROALI.BASSAM,
KWAN, KINS H,
LALIBERTE . THOMAS R,
LAUB. CHARLES F,
LAUFFCR. COLLEEN J,
LAWRENCE . DANZEL R,
LE.HGUYET.
LEBLONO, BRADLEY R.
LESRUN. SCOTT M.
LEE. ANOREW M.ZV
LEE. EDMUND C.
LEFEBVRE.GARY G.
LEONARD. EDWARD J.
LIFRIERI. JOANNE M.

LIM, CHARLEHE K,

LIN. DORIS C.
LOHAN.JOHN C.
LUDLAM. GREGORY S.
LUFTIG.ERIC B.

LYOOY. DANIEL J.
MA.MINGTEH,
MACDONALD. MICHAEL J.
MACDOHALO. WILL ARO S.

MACDONALD. WILLIAM A,

MANONEY. PETER J.
MAILHOT.SETH A.

MALAGUTI. OAVID A.
MALEHCHINI. KEVIN M.

MALE Y.SCOTT,
MANASAS.MARK A.
MANZOLINI. KEVIN M.

MARCH. ROBERT J.JR
MARGOLIN. JESSE A.
MARGOLI S.DAVID I.
MAMIOTT.RYAN A,

MARTIN. DAVID H.
MCCARTHY , JOHN R,
MCCLEAN. GARRETT E.
MCKENZIE . ROBERT C.JR
MCLEAN, ANDREA,
MCLOUGHLIN. LISA A,

MEBSINOER. MATTHEW T,

MICHALAK , SCOTT C,
MTRMAN.ILYA B.
MJBTRETTA.MARK A,

MZTCHELL . ALEXANDER Z.
MOCK L IN. KEVIN A.

MOODIE. GEOFFREY 0.
MOREHOUSE. BRETT J.
MORTI.STAVROULA M,
MUROU, ELENA,
MYERB. RANDALL T,
NELSON, MATHEW A,
N'VEU.MANDA L.

NG. CHUNG W.
MftAZ SHU K •

NTEDZWTECKZ, PAMELA L.
NIL SON. JAMES A.

OAK. ANDREW,

OSHE A. DANIEL J.
OZZOLEK. PETER J,
PATTON.JON R.
PEARL. AMY F.
PENTOWSKI. TIMOTHY J.
PIERCE. ROBERT B.

PILON.MARC R.
PLACHTA. CHRISTOPHER J.

LROFIS.DE AN W.

PULLEN. ADRIAN W,

PURINGTON. RAYMOND E.
PYRO.JAN T.
OUALTERS. TESSA M.
RAZZANO.RICK S.

REDGATE. NANCY B.

REOLICH. MELISSA S.

RILEY. KEVIN W.
ROCKWELL. JOHN T,

ROSENZWEIG. MICHAEL D.

ROSS. JOHN T,
RUPANI. SAMEER P,

RUSH. PAMELA J.
SALVATORE. MICHAEL A.
SANTAMAURO. JON P.

BCHAFER. DAVID W.

SCRAHTON.ERIC D.
SCRANTON. HEATHER B.

SCULLY . WILLIAM H.

SELIVERSTOV , OIMA

,

SHARP, ERIC J.
SHORES. ROGER W.JR
SNORT. TODD M.

SIGOA. MARK A,
BILVA, SANDRA C.
SILVA. STEVEN C.
SKAVICUS . PAUL J.

BKOLMICK . MICHAEL A,

80COLIK. MICHAEL H.

SOUSA.JOSE R.
BPZEWAK.BRIAN E,

Food and Natural Resources
(Including Stockbridge with 3.25)

MAOGEBT Y.DONALD C.
HAL ABY, MITCHELL R.
HAMMONO. SHANE P.

HARFORD. ELIZABETH M,

HARPIN. SUSAN S,
.ABRTS.MAURfFN N.

HARTLEY, DANA LYN R.
HABEY.HARRY E.
HEFFERHAN.LISA A,
HTEBERT , STEPHANIE R,
HIGLEY, BRIAN W.
HILT. ANDREW W,
HIHC.AMY A.
HOLLAND. KELAINE M,
HOWES. LAURA M.
HUTCHINSON, BRUCE W,
INGEBRITSON,*' .HE D.
JARMEL.ROBER. J.
JEKANOWSKI.MARK D.
JENNER. MARGARET E.

JOHNSON. LISA K.
JOHNSON, VANESSA K.
JOSLIN, TAMMY L.
JOYCE. BRIAN A,

JUSTUS . MAURICIO

.

KALLOS.ELENI A,

KAPLAN. DEBRA L.
KAROON.LISA E.
KATZER.SHERRZ L,
KEEFE, SCOTT M,
KELLY, JEHNIFER L.
KEYES. MATTHEW,
KISSCLL.KAMILLA 0.
KOMETANZ. SYDNEY M.
KOSOFSKY, JOHANNA L.
KOWALSKI. TANYA E.
KUCHERA.MARK J.
KUTSY . ALEXANDRA M,
KWOK.WOON W.
LAFONTAZNE.SHERYL A.
LAMAY. CURTIS F.
LAHG.KRISTINA J.
LANSFOM.CHRZSTZNE H,
LANSWAY , MICHAEL C.
LANZA. HEATHER M.
LARXVZEHE.JEFFEBY P.
LARSON, KAREN J.
LAUZON.BETH C.
LAWLOR. RICHARD T.

LAWSON.HEZOI J,
LEBLONO. JEFFREY D.
LEON. DONALD E.II
LEONARD. ANNMARIE

.

LEVENBERG.SHERYL C,
LEWIS. FIORA L,
LEWIS. JEHHIFER R.
LICHTENBERG. KRISTIN N,

LISCEK.BONNT r C,
LOHOEN. =:EAN

LOUISE. JENNIFER M.

MACH. LAWRENCE F,
MACKINNON. KIRK B.
MAIO.LTN MARIE.
MARISSEAU.SIMONE N,

MARO TT A. JOANNE M.

MARSHALL , MICHAEL T,

MASON, JANET A,

MCAFEE. STEPHEN J.
MCBRIDE.BRIGITTE L,
MCCLELLAND. GREGG M,

MCCONVILLE. HEATHER A

MCCREA.NANCY A.

MCBARY , PATRICK R

.

MCILWRATH. MELODIE M,

MCMANUS. RACHEL J.

MCNEFF. TAMMY K.

MCNEIL . CHRISTINA M,

MELIOEO.JEAN M.
MERCIER. KAREN A,

MERKL.JOHN W,
MEMZLL. KENNETH M,

MZCMAL. THOMAS J.

MITCHELL . ROBERT 0,
MOAK, PETER C.
MOLINARO . CHRISTA.
MONIER.JILIAH B.
MOOLENBEEK , ANDREA S.

MOONEV. TIMOTHY F,

MORAN. CHRISTINE M.

MORRIS. ELIZABETH A.

MORRISSE Y. JAMES C
MORYTKO.AHDREA,
MOSELE Y.THOMAS C,
MURPHY . MARCZA A.

MUSHEN, ROBERT L.
MUSTARD. KELVIN B.

NXMS.AMY L.
NOSAKZ.MZYU.
NORCROBS. JAMES $.

Management
-—J.TRACY L.
DREW. MELISSA J.

ORURT JAN E.
DUGAN. MAUREEN E.

DUGUA Y.KELLY A,
DUKAKIS. MARY A,
DUNLAP, SCOTT W,

DZIADZIO. LINDA M.

EPSTEIN. ANDREW S.
EWALD.ERIC J.
EWING. DOUGLAS G.
FABERMAN. STEPHEN N.
FAIRBANK.AMY C.
FANTE. KAREN L.
FEINOCL. HEATHER A.

FEINSTEIN. ELLEN S,

FELOMAN. ROBERT N.

FIOLER. CINDY H,
FINE. JON L.
FINE. SUZANNE E.
FINGER. JEFFREY K.

FITZSERALD. THOMAS A.

FORBES. MICHAEL J.
FOSS.RENEE A,

FOSTER. MICHAEL L,
FRA6ER. HEATHER L.

FRECOMAN. ANDREW T,

FRESHMAN. PETER A.

FRITTS. CHRISTOPHER M.

FULLER. DANIEL F,

FURLONG. DOUGLAS J,

8ABN0N.LEE M,
SAINSBOBO.KIM S.

GALLAGHER. CHRISTOPHER R.

GANSHIRT.PAUL A,

GAMER. HUGH C.
SAMA.OINA L.
•MILAN! . CAROLINE E.
BIANANTONI. JESSICA L.
OILBERTI. JAYSON C,
BILELS.DORI A.

SILLCN, KAREN K,
GILLESPIE . THOMAS E.

GILLIS. DONNA C.
OILLIS. KEVIN C.
GIRAM. ANOREW A.
GIRASELLA.OAIL M.

SOLDING, SUSAN R,
GOLDSTEIN. ANDREA E,
SOROON. KEVIN P.
SOROON. LAURA A.

SOSSELIN. JAMES C.

MTLIB. JOSHUA M.

GRADY .TIMOTHY P,
GRAY. JEANNE C,
GREGORI. BRUCE F,
GREGOR' . ANDREW 6,
QUERTIN.DOROTHT A,
QUGLER.TRICIA A,
GULEZIAN.MARC R.
GUTHEN8ERG. KAREN,
HADOAD.LISA R,
HAKAMI.HOOMAN,
HANER. CHARLES F.
HARDOCK. JAMES M,
HARMS. LISA M,
HARRIS. AMY J,
HARUTUNIAN, JOHN C.
HASHEM. MATTHEW S,
HAWKES.AMY E,
HAWKINS. JOANNE M,
HAYES. MARIA C.
HTANFY. MICHELLE L.

Hrr.»BTi,,irMmf I.
HESTER. JENNIFER L.
HESTER. MELISSA J,
HIRSCh. MICHAEL S.
HOFFMAN. CHERYL L.
HOGAN..WILLIAM M,
MONIG. MICHELE L,
HOPPER. TIMOTHY B.
MORKAN. SUSAN J,
HORROCKS. JAMES F,

HOWLE Y.CHERYL A,
HUBAL . MICHELLE M,
HUGHES. TARA L,
HUGO, ANOREW H,
IRWIN. GWEN E.
JACOBS. ANDREW 6.
JAFFE. STEVEN C.
JASEK. ROGER P.
JAY.DAVIO,
JOHNSON . NINOTCHK A

.

JOHNSTON. DAVIO M.
JONES. KIMBERLY A.
JOSHI.CHITRA M,
KADRA.PETCR B.
LAMS. CRAIG Z.
KAPLAN. ALTSSA S,
KATZ.MZAN W,
KATZ. TODD J,
KEENE. STEFAN L.
KELLY, GREGORY M.
KEnhan. JEFFREY P.
KENNEDY . SAMUEL E.
KEOHANE, DANIEL P.
KERAMZOAS . DCBPINA

,

NUCEFORA.RITA A,

ORSZLLO. SANDRA J,
OUELLETTE . AIMEE L.
PACKCTT . RUSSELL W,
PAIGE, KELLIE K,
PAOUETTE. JACOUCLINE M
PAOUETTE. KIMBERLY J,
PAOUETTE. RICHAM C.JR
PARKER. PATRICK I,
PARSONS. JOHN W,
PAUL. BRICE C,
PERRY, KATHRYN A,
PESATUBO.LT A M.

PETERS. WENDY M,
PHILLIPS. PHILIP L.
PIROG. JOSEPH A.JR
PIRONE, JASON R.
POLE Y, CHERYL A,

POLLACK. DAVIO S.

PRICE. ELISA D.
PURCELL. KAREN E,
PUTNAM. ROBERT C,

PUTRIMENT. CRAIG R,
QUI NK

.

CAROL.
OUINTON. TRACY A,

REARDON. JEFFBET R.
REDMAN. JAMES D.
BEGAN. EMILY J.
REINHARDT . PRISCILLA A.

RICHARDS. MARK C.
RIEDEL.LORI A.
RZLEY.MZCHAEL P.

RIVERS. BRUCE A.

ROBERTS. AMY L.
ROBIHSON. ALEXANDRA,
ROSSMANN . WALTER

,

ROTHBARO. STEVEN M.

ROUNDS, CHARLES HAROLD. JR,

RUDICK, KELLY A.

SABOURIN. CHRISTOPHER M,

SALTZBERG. CHERYL A,

SAMMY. MEL INA A,

SAWZCKE . CHERYL L,
SCHAUBER . ERIC M.
SCHIFFMAN . EOWARD R.

SCHMIDT. MICHAEL F.
SCHRAMEK . MINNETTE E,

SCHRODER. OAXACA A.

SCHWAB. MELISSA V.

SCOLL AN. LAURA J.

KLEIN. ELYBA M,

KLEZN. JCFFBCY Z.
KOTLER.JAYME L.
KRELL.STACI R.

KROSIN. DANIEL C.
KUZA.KATHY A,

LACASSE. BRIAN J.

LAFONO. SHARON B.

LAHNI.KARINA A.
LAMERT.JOHN R.

LARCAU. CELESTE A,

LARKZN.VERN 0.
LAMZVEE, CHRISTINE M,

LASCHER. ANOREW L,
LAUZON. JANET L.
LAZAR.JOHN J.
LAZ ARO. DAVID E,
LECMAN. REBECCA A.

LEZDEMAN. JONATHAN S.

LEIFER. SCOTT P.

LEPORE . ANTHONY S.

LEPRI. KRISTIN E.
LEROUX. CHRISTOPHER R.

LESLIE, DAVID S.

LEVIN, MEREDITH S,

LEVINE.ERIC b.
levihe.lEonaro w,

lewenberg.adam s,

lien, david a,

liles. julie a.

liljcsren.kristen m.

linowski. stanley 0.
lipbky. timothy r.
lipson, rebecca,
lockhabt . charles p.
long. elizabeth a.

lonbpre . tracie m.

lopoukhine .peter

.

LUSTZfl. SCOTT M,

MACOOUBALL . TOOO M,
MATFE!. CHRISTOPHER J.
MA8NUSON. LAURIE K,
MAHOHEY. SHEILA M.
MAHOMEY.STEPHEN M.
MALAMUT. STACEY E.

MALOVAHY . SRESO B.
MARA. JOSEPH D.
MARCUCELLA. THOMAS M.

», RACHEL M,
B.MICHELLE L.
_S, MICHAEL A,
L.TIMOTHY 0.

MARTINS. ROCYNf T 0.

SPIZUOCO. JOHN M.JR
STARR. JONATHAN E.
STEVENS. MARK 6.
SULLIVAN. JULIE,
SULLIVAN. MICHAEL A,

SWINDELL . SCOTT R.
TACKE. ANDREW J.
T ARGONS* I, STEPHEN D,

T AURAS I. PAUL M,
TAVARES.DANILO D.
THOMAS. JENNIFER E.
TRAN. HANS T.

TRIMBLE. DEREK L.
T SANG. PETER C.
TUTHILL. RICHARD H,

TWAROG. ELIZABETH M,
TWAROG. PETER J.
ULMER.ERIC P.

VAROSLU.YAVUZ.
VXTALIS. BRIAN P.
VOLIHSKY.OLEG M.

VON DOCMMING. JUSTIN 0,

WANS. LINOA H.

WEBER. MICHELLE L.
WHEL AN, EDWARD J.
WHIPPLE. MICHELLE A,

WHITE. ELLEN P.

WHITE. JONATHAN A.

WIESEN. BENJAMIN J.

WILLIAMS. DEREK X.

WILLIS. KEITH A.
WINTER. DAVID A,
WOODBURN.JOMN C.
WONG. ESTHER.
VANS. JIN.
YOUNG. NICHOLAS B.
YOUNG. SHARON A,
ZAMARRZPA.ANNA M,

SECCARECCI A. VINCENT J.ZU
SELIG. KATHLEEN J,

SHIELDS. ELIZABETH D.

6HTR0MBERG. ELENA.
SIDELEAU. ALICE M,

SIBALOW.RONNI B.

SMALL . JEHNIFER L,
SMITH, JEHNIFER.
SMITH. PATRICIA A,

SMITH. Z ARK A L.
SPAETH. NANCY R,

SPOHR, SHELLEY M,
STALLMAN.KRISTEN C.
STEFANIK. ANTHONY J.

STELMOKA6 , JOHN W.

STOWC. OAVID A,

SULLIVAN. DEBORA L.
TAYLOR. TRACY E.
THOMA, JEFFREY A.
TZVY. CHRISTOPHER R.
TOLEDO. ARIEL.
TOOLAS. PETER B.
TOSCA.DAWN G.
TRAHAN.KIMBERLEE J.
TREMBLAY.JENNIFER A,
TRINKL.ANJA,
TRUE. SCOTT P.
TWAROG. ALAN J,
TWAROG. ERIC G,
URBAHO.TARA C.
URZBE ECHEVARRIA. PAULA F.
VALENTIN. SANDRA N,
VANSLOOTEN. MICHAEL 6.
VAMY.KRISTEN,
VIOMAR. VALERIE L.
VOGEL. KATHLEEN M,
WALSH. BRIDGET J,
WHITE. PETER A.
WILLIAMS. RACHEL M,

WILSON. CHARLENE J,

WILSON. KIP B.
WIRTANEN.RACHAEL M,
WOLFE. KIMBERLY L.
WOZNIAK. STASIA.
YETMAN. KIMBERLY A,
YOLIN, DEBORAH S.
ZABKO. JULIE S,
ZAFISELIS . MELISSA

.

ZARS.ERIK A.
ZATINSKY.SHANA E.
ZDANZS. NANCY MARGARET.
ZELMAN. SUZANNE J.
ZIEGLER. SUSAN E.
ZIMMEI). DAVIO w.

MASSE Y. DARREN E.
MATTHY. DAVID J,
MAY. ABIGAIL N.
MAZZ OLA. JAMES M.
MCAULAY.KAMLYN J,

MCC ABE. ELIZABETH M.

MCCARTHY, RZCHARO J.

MCOERMOTT . TOOO M.

MCMATH. BRETT D.
MZVER.STEPHANZE L.

MCKEEN. KIMBERLY A,
MCOUADE.CHRISTIHE M.

MEIBNER. MATTHEW D.

MELNZCK. OAVID L,
MEMOES. PETER D.

MERCIER. CHRISTINE C.
MERWIN. HEATHER M.

MICALE. MICHAEL 0.

MILASZEWSKI. CARYH E.
MILBEBG.INESSA A.

MILLER. KEVIN D.
MITROOK .MONICA C.

MOFSOWITZ. JODI F,

MOLITO. JOSEPH J,

MOORE. PATRICK G.
MORALES. JUAN C.

MORGANO. MICHELE E.

MORRE ALE. ERIC J.

MORRIS , NICOLE L.
MORRISON. TROY 0.
MOSS. JUOITH A.

MUIR. FRANCISCO.
MULLEN, BRIAN D,
MURPHY. GLEN E,
MURPHY. JILL C.
MURPHY. KELLY A,

MURPHY. KEVIN P,

MUMAY.JEAMNETTE M.
MURRAY. KELL I A.

MAOELL. SHARI A.

MAGLER. HEIDI P.

NAJJAR. DEBORAH M,

NAUGHTON. KELL I A,

HEAL AND. DEBORAH T.

NEMETH, MICHAEL S.
NGUYEN. OUY N,

NICHOLS. NICHOLAS •.
NOBREBA , STEPHAHIE A,
HOLLER. C I NOT B.
NORWOOD. KAREN L.
OAKCS.JOHN M.—».C LEM m.

00.
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ARTS & LIVING
OLDHAM. MCNOAN N.
ONCIL.KATHBVN M.

omXN.DAvxo a.

oan.joscPH l.
osYbosbm.cvntmia m.
OTTosoN.JCMNirca t.

OZTAMMAN. OMOCB A.

OZZOLCK.OXANC II.

MTTEBSON.Br.TN C.
WAM..TAMABA L,

PCKZ.ALEJANORO,
PCaCZ.MARXELA A.

WTCBS. JULIE A.
»MlLLIPt.JCMNIFlB U.

Pi.ACC.RMIN S.

POPLSTCIN.ANOBCA L.

POM**."""* J.
MATMN.KCLUV A.

M>USKIN.MA«C A.
PUOPOLO.MATTHe* T.

PURI . BONINI

.

OUXNOLEV.JANICC C.
OOINT.TAMARA N.
aASXNOWXTZ.LMI C.
R.VCMLES. VIVIAN S.
k»rrtBTY.MATTMt" J.
PUfAUSKAS.OAVID P.

BANK IN. JONATHAN A,

RCSMXCK.PCTCft I-

bobinson. jcrrBCY «.

socfbank v,
ROBALSKI. JAMES U.

EM.STAOCT L.
.EUAN S.—EAU.DAVXD P.

ROSEmAUN. LAURA E.
OSETTI, CHRISTINA D.
ftMOrr.ALAN J.
RCSSETTI. STEPHEN H.

ROVtMDRO.MARLA A.

ROY. ANTHONY R,
ROY. SUSAN 0.

ROZEN.MUPHAR.
RUNSTEZN. ROSIN U.

RYAN.SCRNARO r,
SARCNO.aCIR.
SANA. FRANK P,
tAMCMEZ . PANOA J.
•ANDERSON, HERBERT L.
MTTCRflELD.OEOFrREY 0.

SOUArTEB. SCOTT E.
SCHNEIDER. LTSA R.

SCNULLER.Cl C.

SCULL Y . SUSANNC S.
SELVARSIO. LAURIE A.
SCNOED.MARLA S.
BEUXR.JEFTWY C.
SHAN. DAVID S.
SMCCMTMAN. NEIL II

,

SHEEMAN.LORI s.

tMEKHAN.MAJK J.
SHEEMAN. ME ASHAN P,

AY . CHRISTOPHER A,

SILVERMAN. SHARD. t,
SIRARD.JOMN a.

SJOLUHD. PETER K.

SKOLETSK Y.LISA S.

MAROON. SAMUEL B.

SMITH. JENNIFCB II

.

SHAPE. IAN J.
SOLOMON. MARNI S.

•PARKS. DAVIO S.

SPEAR. ANDREW C.

•T JEAN. SHAWN K,

ST PIERRE . NICOLE R.

BTACMONSItt.JEMHirER "•

STEIN. CINDY 0.
STCINBCR6. HILLARY
STEINMAMN. TRACY L,

STORK. BY AN D.
SULLIVAN. AVID R,

SULLIVAN. OCRALO F,

SULLIVAN. KRISTCN.
SUM.JORSE.

'.ALISON E.

C.

tWINANO.PAUL P.
TANDLCR.«ITM A.
TANMXHBAUM.MARA D,

TAURAS. NINA M.

THACKERAY. JEFfRCY M.
THATTE.ANOANA D.
rMAYER.ANME E.
THORNTON. ELIZABETH J,

TOLPA.MNDT L.
TOUSIBNANT , BAIL M,

TOUSIBMANT, JULIE A,

TRUDEL. MELISSA A.
VALUTKEVICH.MARr S,

VARMOL, LESLIE A.
vAsr.cRAio s.
VERRE.MARC J.
VOML.HEATHEB M.
VOURIOTIS.SPEROS K.II
ALLENSTEIN. DAVID M.

ARREN.MARY E.
ATSON. JENNIFER L.

OCR. JASON Rj
•CHHANN.MEATHKR L.

^.J. JOAN E.
_XSNAN. LAURA E.

StSHOFS?' "NtRrtLLEN.
SCSTOVER. REBECCA C.
MHECLCR. JUDITH H.

MITE . MICHAEL E.

HITMAN. KRISTINA M.

MIDOISON. PAULA C.

XCDCMANN. MICHELLE D.

XLLIAMS.DEANA L.
WILLIAMS. KRISTINE K.
•ZMCHXMBACM. JONATHAN.
OLFS0N.DOU8LAS Z.
OODWOBTH.DCMA A.

•OZ. JENNIFER A.
SlBMT.MONIOUE T.

TACICCR.NARK ».
TA8HARIAN. SCOTT C.
ZMANB.JZMIN J.
ZOHLMAN.AMT J.
ZUMBRUSr I. MICHELLE L.

Within the Veil delivers

an awesome Fear ofGod

Nursing Physical Education

ANTON, NANCY f,
CMAPATE S.DIANE L.
COATES. KRISTIN* L.
DAOOETT . SMCILA M,
DOYLE. CAROLINE M.
FAROUHARSON , LAURIE A,
HARRIS. KERRY M.
HART , CHRISTINE A,
HAYES.ANNMARXE,
HILL. CHRISTINE A,
HUBBARD. LISA 0.
LERALLCN. BELINDA L.

MELIUS. SANDRA K,
MOUL TON. JENNIFER A.
PRECIOUS. KIMWRLCE J.
ROMANO. LORI ANN.
ROSER. JENNIFER I.
SCHWARTZ. LEIOM A.

SEDO. NATALIA C.
SILVERSTEIN. ELIZABETH A.

TALBOT. MAURICE W.
TAZELAAR. JAMES E.
TRZEPACZ. MICHELLE A.
WATROBA.LISA M.
WOHL. JANICE R,

AARONSON.TRACEY J.
AKERS.LEAH B.
ALBERT. DAMN M.
ANDERSEN. LUCILLE B.
AYERS. ROBERT A.
BABBIDBE.KIMBERLY A.
BENNCR. JEFFREY A.
BCRNIER.MARC R.
BOUBMi SUSAN M,
BUJA, WENDY L.
CAMPBELL . PAUL R.
CARET, KATHRYN A,
CARON, CHRISTOPHER E,
CLEMCNTE.OIANA,
COULOMBS . KEVIN 0,
CRICK. PAMELA R.
CRIDER. ANDREW C.
DENTRCMONT. JEFFREY A,

. JR

DICKINSON. CHARLES M.
DOYLE. PAUL J.
EDWARDS. DAVID C.
EOAN.E. LILLI.
FAHIE. CATHERINE A.

FERGUSON. GISELLE M,

FERRARI . JOSEPH L
FLAHERTY. BRIAN F

FULLER . SHARON M,
GAUDETTE. SUSAN M.

GEDACHT. FELICIA J.

BOLDSTEIN, JENNIFER E

ORUNDSTEIN.MICHELE «

HALL. WILLIAM M.
MALL AM. LEIGH B.
HANNULA.CINDY A,

HOPKINS. CHRISTINE E.
ZNBRASSZA.KERZ L.

Public Health

AARONSON.KIMBCRLY A.
ALPCR. SUZANNE B.
BEGLEY. CAROLYN E.
CLAFFEY . OARLCNC E.
DACE Y.MAUREEN P.
DARCY.MCRCOITN J.
OUCHARME . SUZANNE H.
DUNCAN. SAMANTHA J,
ELZAS. DONNA 0.
EVANS. SCOTT M.
FINMCRAN.DENISC A.
GALANTE. MICHELLE U

.

GRANT. aiNOCR D.
HUTCHIHBS. ABIGAIL A.
JOOOIN. JULIE A.
JOHNSTON. MCATHCRANN C.
KELLY. CHRISTINE M.
KEMP. PHILIP A,
KTISTAKIS.CVABCLIA F.

LOGAN. LEANNE M.

LYNCH. JCNNIFCR A.

MANZELLI.LISA A.
MARREC.JOOY L.
METHE.CHCRI R.
MIHALAK . KELLIANNC.
MURPHY. WCNOY C.
NAPACM.ILISSA M.
RAFFERTY.SUSAN J.
RCMILLARO.KRISTXNC M,

RCMILLARO. PAULA J.
SANTOS. KATHLEEN A.
SILVIA . MELISSA L,
SMITH AUOCR . KIMBCRLY A.

SMOLA . AHNCMARIE

.

SOUTMWWRTH. ELIZABETH M.

ST AMFORO. EMILY J.
THOMAS. ROBCMAMZC w.

VCRRXLL.LISA C.
WADEL . CHRISTINE M.

WILENSKY.DEBRA J,

Bachelor's Degree
with Individual

Concentration
BAMROS.EUMEHIO J.
MAUN. JODIE L.
BRUSH. CHERTL R.

CAFFXRTY. JILL M.

CNAN. ALEXANDER.
COUNIMAN. JAMES A,

DAVISON. JENINE L.
ENS. DAVID H.
FAIRBANKS. HILLARY E.

BASHON.PAUL C.
HANSURY.KIM M.
HOLLAND. MAROARCT M.

KINS. KEVIN M.
LANDMAN. EILEEN M.
MANKIHS. SARAH 0.
MAVRCTIC. DAVID.
ROY. CAROLANNE.
VICKERY. TERESA L,
WILLIAMS. CMIL A.

Interdepartmental
and others

Continuing
Education

BARNES. DORCEN E,
BERBER. MICHAEL A.
COON.SHAUN S,
FOSTER. DAVID L,
ORIFFIN. JEANNE.
MASSE Y, SUZANNE C.
MAYHEM. JCANNETTE S,
MCMAHUS. PORTER T,
MURRAY. KATHLEEN A,
TAIRA.NORIKO,

ALPCR.LORCTTA L.
BREEDEN. FREDERICK J.
SUSM. STEPHEN P.
COLE. MICHELLE.
COULTER. AMY.
CROWLEY. DAHIEL V,
EPPICM.RMYS A.
GOLDBERG, OEOFFREY H.

HEHDRICHS, MARTHA A.

KURLCJ, PATRICK J.

LORIHG. MICHAEL P.
MARTIN . RENCE

.

tIBON. LESLIE R.

ORTIZ. MYRIAM J,
PAHCAN. MICHAEL A.

PAPAUTSKT, SHEILA.
PELOSI. LAURENCE K,
PRfLL . CHRISTINA L.
RASAKULASURIAR . ROHINI

.

RODMAN. FRANKLIN H.JR
ROELOFS. DANIEL 6.

SAENZ. NATALIA.
VOSEL.SHAUN P.
WEI. CAR IE A.
WHITE. JOHN A. IV
WITOWSKI. JUDITH II.

YUEN.ANOEL L.

JURKIEWICZ, CAROLYN M.
KEANE. DAVID J,
KEEHE. WILLIAM J,
KING, KIMBCRLY L.
KRAUTHAMER. MICHAEL B,
LAMB. DEBORAH J.
LAMONT. SCOTT A.
LOCHIATTO, JOSEPH.
MACIVER. SCOTT E.

MANANSAL A, CHERRY M.
MANOAN. DOUGLAS B.
MARTEL , BERNADETTE J.
MORRIS, BRETT J,
OCOHNOR.SEAN P.

PALMER , CHRISTOPHCR .

J

PARKS. ARTHUR E.
PEZZOLESZ.MARC" 1

- B.

PICARD. CRAIG B.
PUOLIESE. CATHERINE A,

RODRIGUEZ. CARLOS J.
ROGERS. LISA A.
ROTHLEIN.LIS* A.
SACKS. JEFFREY B.
SALAMOFF.AOAM L.
SALTER. THOMAS J,
SCMAFER.JOMH A.
SHERMAN. HEATHER A.
STERN. DEBORAH A.
STORY. DAVID R.
TRYCHON.ERIC J,
TWER, JOSEPH R,
vARois.JtrmcY p.
WILKIHS. PAULA L.

By DANIELLE DOWLING
Collegian Staff

Within the Veil

Fear of God
Metal Blade/Warner Brothers

I haven't been this excited since I wrap-

ped myself up in Saran Wrap and ran nak-

ed through the Campus Center basement.

Well, I never really did that, but doesn't

it sound like an exciting thing to do?

Anyway, I'm really excited. You see, I

receive a lot of free tapes and CDs. Most

of them are totally useless, and that which

I cannot sell, I either give away to my
friends or enemies (depending on how tru-

ly awful the album sounds) or throw them

in an old shoe box, never to be heard from

again.

But every once in awhile, I receive a tape

or CD that fills me with such joy that I'm

compelled to jump up and down while

praising the music industry (something

which I am not often compelled to do).

When I received the debut release from

Fear ofGod entitled Within the Veil, I ex-

perienced such compulsion.

This album is not for top-40 minded New
Kids on the Block lovers, nor would it suit

sedate or positive, goofy types. This is pure

energy, pure anger, a full frontal attack on

your aural cavities. This is music to ap-

pease the tastes of those who love to whip

their cerebral matter into a fine puree.

Many comparisons could be made here.

Their sound could be likened to Jane's Ad-

diction, Sonic Youth, the 360's, even Slayer

at some points. But making such com-

CONTINUED ON PAGE 16
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Exchange and Honors
ABUSHAHAB.NAOIA L.
ATHC Y.DIANA JANE.
BIRD. ANDREW J.
BRIHDCD.ANNA GABRIELLX.
BRUHDIN.BUNNAR E.
BUTLER. OOMNA M.
CALDWELL. DEBBIE L.
CAMPBELL . GRAEME C.
CARLSON. JCNNIFCR I.
CARNAHAN.MICHAUH M,

COLLINS. JCRCMY W.

COROMCLL.STACCY M.

CORRCNTI . RICHARD J.

DCRCCHAILO . MELISSA

.

FELLCNZ. MARGARET T.

FETTCRHOrr . AMY

.

r RE DEN. ANN* SOFIA.
FUJII. JENNY M.

GARCIA. ANDREA.
GARCIA. JUAN PABLO.
GILBEY . BRYONY JANE.
SZLG.KURT M.
GOULD. RACHCL.
HERHON. CHRISTINA M.
HODGSON . JACOUELINE

.

HUGHES. STACEY.
JONES. JAKE ZACHARY.
JONES. JULIE A.

KATE. CAROLINE J.

LE PCTIT . KATHARINE M,
MADISON. K A THY L.
MAKCKAU.CHERZ A,

MAHBIARACINA , MICHACL B.

MARTIN. RICHARD J.

MASSE Y.LIZZIE.
MA YES. DEMISE A.

MCCANN. KEVIN P.
MERHCSE . MCLISSA A,

MOITXCLASILO. VIVIEN.
WORSCMSTERN.MELANIE.
MORTEMSOM. JESSICA.
MULTER.AOAM.
MURPHY, MICHAEL B.

HCARPASS. KIMBCRLY A.

numphuo. simon a.
PAYNE. ALISON LOUISE.
PEEL. JAYHE LOUISE.
PERCY .

JENNIFER LYNN
PCTCMBCN.HCNBIK HAAM.
PETERSEN. LYOIA.
PMILLXPS.JULM.
PRICE . ANN OUISr
pMZNrC.tT- •**.

RAINBOW. STEVEN P.

RUSSELL. SUSAN J,

trrrsos . imwalmbmb.
SHEXHAH.SRAMXA RACHCL,
SMITH, JANES.
SUSI YAMA . OCHXOE L.
SVARTBORN . LABS FSBX-
THOMPSON. KRISTIN H.

VER. SUSAN T.
VIR.PRAKASH.
WARREN. SUZ AN.
WONC.VONI.
WORSLE Y.ANNA M.

»—>—»

UDM>a
57 North Pleasant Street

Photo courtesy Warner Bros.

Fear of God is (from left to right): drummer Steve Cordova, guitarist

MlchaeVCarlino, vocalist Dawn Crosby and bassist Bla.r Darby.

Tuesday Night is Taco Night!

fj Valentine's Day
^Come in for dinner and each

couple will receive one free dessert

Drinks of the Week:

Absolut Soda & Cranberry

Pain Aid

Beer of the Month:

60 oz Miller, Miller Lite

or Rolling Rock Pitchers

University
Without
Walls

DELISA. REBECCA A.

MESERT. DONNA A.

MARK ARIAH, CAROL S.

WCKEOM.VIROIMIA M.

ScOHHOR. ROBERT F.

TETEMS. DIANA B.
nUOAMB.BUBAN M.

Magical And
/Iovdmg Rde."
-David Ajuen. NEWSWEEK MAGAZINE

KEVIN COSTNER

Fields
Dreams

[pgI^® ®
A UNIVERSAL RELEASE

o um uwaui an jtumoj wc

Wednesday, Feb. 13 5, 7, 9 U 11 P.M.

Campus Center Auditorium 5P.M. - $2.00 7, 9 U 1 1 - $3.00

Sponsored By The Massachusetts Lacrosse Club

T ia» mm. Jg

"Ifyou're ona
tightbudget

here are a couple

thingsyou should
cut out'

TT " " lfc '

' " " " _
SHAPE UP FOR SPRING

.

At Hilltop and Crossan Healthclubs

located in Webster & Gorman dorms

Register 2/4-2/14, Mon-Thurs 7-9pm

._ "rT * b»1 MS

U

$l

Open 24 hrs. a day, 7 days a wk.

$1.00 OFF
i
A Dozen Donuts

Available only at parliu[MiHiR l>unkinl'nmits'

shnp<i Onr intipon pe' I Ultotsei pef »l»l

I May n.n Ho < omb.ne.l with any other coupon

01 premium ofler Shop must retain coupon

U,„nnnn.liKi«l ,,m|t: 2 off«rS I

it*uiorihth*trip Rte 9, H»dley

(naxt to Four 8s*^nsJ.lquor«^

Open 24 hrs. a day, 7 days a wk.

UMASS ARTS COUNCIL
GRANT PROPOSAL DEADLINE

The next deadline for submission

of grant proposals for

• arts-related projects and events:

Friday, February 22

Guidelines and application forms

are available at the Arts Council

office and the Student Activities

Office

Ham and Cheese
Sandwich
When you buy
Ham and Chass*
Sandwich at the

Ragular Price
AvailableonlvaipaiticipaiingOunkin Donuts'

shops One coupon pet customer per *l«l

May not be combined with am other I oupon

or premium oRer Shopniu«t retain coupon

lanes not included

Limit: 1 Offer DUMKIN'
OTUj Good Thru SSSSUTS
Route 9. Htdley its-onii their*.

(nexMo^ujr^eaaona Liquors)
|

UMass Arts Council

209 Hasbrouck Hall, 545-0202

NOTE: This Is the only grant

deadline for spring events.

Heart Shaped Treats

...Edible & Otherwise,^ ^ t

for Your Unique ^ ^ -
'

Valentine.

Coffljlimgntaj

71 N. Pleasant Si. (Ahove CafcDiCsrio)

Amherst 2541551 • Mbb.-SsI. 10-5=30

MC VuaAascx
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Israeli music
can be found
on 91.1 WMUA
By ALISON BUCKHOLTZ
(Vllegian Correspondent

With a flutter of Middle Eastern drums and a shake of

the tambourine, "Zamir," WMUA 91.1 FM's Israeli and

Jewish radio show, began its 16th year of programming

this semester

••Zamir," which means "nightingale" in Hebrew airs

from 10 a.m. to noon every Sunday. It evolved out of stu-

dent interest in both radio and Jewish music, according

to DJ Alisa Berkowitz. and remains one of the longest-

running Jewish or Israeli radio shows on a college cam-

pus in the nation. When Zamir's "on-air" light first shone,

however, it had few models to follow.

•In 1975. there was no specifically Jewish programon

any media in Western Massachusetts," remembered Pro-

fessor Leonard Ehrlich, whose daughter-in-law was

Zamir's first DJ. "But there were many Jewish students

in the area, and a great interest in Israel and Israeli pop

m
AJewish radio show at Temple University sparked the

idea for "our own Israeli and Jewish music program, in-

terspersed with news of the community," Ehrlich said.

"One of the most gratifying things for me after Zamir s

first few Sunday shows was not just the music, but the

comments from local Israelis. It meant a lot to them, and

they were the experts. We knew we had a success on our

hands."
,

... ',

The format proved successful and continues to this day,

according to Berkowitz. "We play both Israeli and Jewish

music in a dual approach to reach the community, she

said. "Jewish music can be Klezmer, which is of Eastern

European origin, or holiday music, among other things.

To keep listeners up-to-date on local community ac-

tivities "I also read from the Hillel calendar or talk about

happenings I've heard of.' she said. "People who call in

tell me that it's both the music and the information they

listen for." ,_ _ , T
..

These "cultural tidbits"' lure Shmuel Bolozky, an Israeli

professor at UMass. to Zamir. "I have a sense of satisfac-

tion that Jewish culture is gaining exposure over the

radio, and also that students are the coordinators, he

The two kinds of music played on Zamir strike different

chords in Bolozky. "As an Israeli it's important to me

because it gives me a touch of home for two hours, he

said. "Not just my own home in Israel, but the heritage

of my parents and grandparents."

Berkowitz agreed that Zamir signifies different things

to its listeners. "Listening to Klezmer may remind so-

meone of the overall culture they grew up in, and listen-

ing to Nurit Galron, Arik Einstein. Yehudit Ravitz and

Matti Caspi (current Israeli pop stars) may remind others

of a summer or year they spent in Israel." she said. "Some

songs remind people of wars Israel has fought, and some

songs celebrate Jewish holidays."

Senior Scott Kleinberger said Zamir's music was both

familiar and different to him. "Familiar because of the

time I spent in Israel and because that's the kind of music

in mv house." but different from other radio shows

because the music is in Hebrew. "It's strange hearing

Hebrew on American radio," he said. "I can't understand

whole songs, but I can pick up words."

Hebrew isn't a problem for DJ Berkowitz, who has spent

many summers in Israel and looks on it as a "second

home." She updates Zamir's music library with each trip

to Israel, which allows her to "find out who's popular there

and bring back the newest records," she said.

"I have a better sense of the Israeli music scene now

because I spent six months there last year," she explain-

ed. "I was able to go to concerts, listen to the radio, and

talk to people about their likes and dislikes. I've tried to

reflect that experience in what I play, and match the

moods of the show to the moods and ages of the Jewish

people," she said.

Zamir's listeners seem to approve. "I've spoken to peo-

ple as far as Springfield who listen to it." Bolozky said.

"It's something people can identify with."

Zamir's appeal also extends outside the Jewish com-

munity "A show like Zamir serves a purpose for not on-

ly someone [Israeli or Jewish], " said WMUA Chairper-

son John Triana, "but for someone like me, to give

background about a music and culture that I otherwise

wouldn't know." mnniM
Nearly all world musics are represented on WMUA,

Triana said, in an attempt for diversity. Zamir is both dif-

ferent from and similar to these other cultural programs.

"It's special concerns really came to light two years

ago," Berkowitz said. "We had always had the Sunday

morning slot until then, when we were programmed in

for Friday afternoon. We lost almost all our listeners

because Friday afternoon is a time that many Jewish peo-

ple are preparing for Shabbat." she explained. Following

an area-wide letter-writing campaign to WMUA, however,

the Sunday slot was eventually reinstated.

For many listeners, Zamir continues to be the same

cause for celebration that it was for Ehrlich those first

few Sundays, and Berkowitz said she keeps that in mind

during every show. "Anyone that wants to listen to Zamir

can, but there's a specific group of P*"^-<lt there tnat

need to listen to it," she said. "That' /£•.%) play for.'
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THE ONLY PLACE YOU WANT

TO BE ON FEBRUARY 12,13

19 AND 20 IS 374 NORTH

PLEASANT ST.

IF YOU CANT BE THERE,

BE HERE.

Going out to the movies is great. But there are

some times when it's impossible. You can't find

a sitter. It's two in the morning. Whatever.

That's the great thing about Dimension's

premium channels. They bring the best movies

into your living room. Uncut, unedited,

commercial-free.

And if you're watching your budget as closely

as most of us, our premium channels have never

looked better.

•.••

Because you'll be bringing all the glitter

and glamour of the silver screen into your home.

From Nicholson to Bogart. Streep to Bacall.

The stars don't shine brighter anywhere else.

Call and order a premium channel today. Be-

cause while nobody wants to stay home every

night, it's nice to be able to

enjoy an evening at the

movies. From the comfort

of your own easy chair. ^^ fa A„^ Y(X1

Call 256-4123 for connection

B IWI Tim^ Mim* ( iMr Tdrvisiiw Im All riphis revcrved

Vomens Issues
Welcome

To all the readers of the Women's

Issues page, we would like to welcome

you back to what we hope will be an ex-

citing and rewarding spring semester.

To start things off correctly, allow us

to introduce ourselves. We are Monique

Michelle Tabon and Rua Kelly, and we

are the editors for the page. We will be

working together to inform both women

of color and women representing the

general population, of concerns direct-

ly affecting you.

Monique: "It is my sincerest desire to

especially allow women of color their op-

portunity to have their voices heard. If

you, women of color, have an opinion or

concern to address, call the Collegian

and you will be referred to me. If you,

women of color, would like to have a lec-

ture covered or ifyou know of some real

news that you think we all should know

about, again, get in contact with me.

Remember, I am here to serve the needs

of the community, your community in

particular, for I am part of your com-

munity."

Rua: "We don't expect you to agree

with either of us; remember, this is

your space. Women's Issues was

created by women, for women. If you

want to be a part of our future, speak

now while you have the opportunity. We
don't have to share the same vision, nor

do we have to understand each other's

pain. As June Jordan tells us, ".
.

.maybe the purpose of being here,

wherever we are, is to increase the

durability and the occasions of love

among and between peoples. I believe

that love is the single, true prosperity

of any moment and that whatever and

whoever impedes, diminishes, ridicules,

opposes the development of loving spirit

is 'wrong' (and) hateful.' This is a time

of war. Now, more than ever, we cannot

be silent while our world is changing

forever."

Lastly, we would like to extend a

warm welcome to all those interested in

writing for us, to please do so. We are

short staffed, and would simply love for

writers and non-writers alike to give us

a helping hand. Remember we are

students too, and for students

worldwide, the universal rule of thumb

is: BOOKS COME FIRST!

UMass games just aren't the same
I'm disturbed. No, I'm not disturbed —

I'm PISSED OFF! Why?
Because this semester, like all others, I

had to pay $74 for something on my
semester bill called the athletic fee. "So

what?" you say, we all had to pay that fee.

Yeah, we all had to pay that fee! And yet,

on Jan. 28 and Feb. 2, I could not get into

a UMass game that I already paid for.

WHY?

Monique Tabon

What's my beef? My beef is that first and

foremost, we the students, have to go in the

BACK door of the Cage. Technically it's the

side door, but when ticket holders are

privileged to enter through the front door

(or main entrance), we are indeed going in

the back door. I have a problem with

repeating the steps of my ancestors who

had to sacrifice their self-respect and in-

tegrity by "going in the back door."

My second beef is not being able to get

into a game that I should have a right to

attend (since I prepaid for it). The ticket

holders should not be allowed in until we

are inside the Cage and only on the basis

of availability of seats left. If that were the

policy in effect now, we would not have had

that catastrophe on Saturday night at Mid-

night Madness (traditionally a student

event), when people were pushing forward,

others fainting, everybody drunk, and in-

capable, egotistical, incompetent, wanna-

be real police officers were in control. (Or

shall I say OUT of control?) Let's not forget

the danger imposed when one of the little

boys in polyester blue could not control his

real live horsey who went berzerk when

his tail was pulled and when the am-

bulance came on the scene.

I don't know about you guys, but I intend

to go to the Temple vs. UMass game. And

if I do not get in this time, UMass, that will

be your third strike which means you're

out! And if and when that happens, UMass

beware.
Students, this is our school. Ifyou aren't

happy going in the back door, if you aren't

happy standing out in the cold until your

toes turn blue (and still not get in!) - if you

aren't happy with the incompetence of

UMass toy soldiers pretending to be in con-

trol . . .then support me and I'll support you

and then maybe all of these problems will

be alleviated with a simple solution. That

solution is us utilizing our power to exer-

cise our rights as students to go in the front

doors at all of OUR GAMES.
Monique Tabon is a Collegian staff

member. This article is the opinion of the

writer and does not necessarily reflect the

views of the Collegian staff.

-Women's Forum
Tuesday, Feb. 12: Lesbian and Bisexual Women's Union

Meeting 413 Student Union (social and support group)

Also on Tuesday. . .Dance to benefit the Reproductive

Freedom Committee 9:30 p.m. North Star Bar, Northamp-

ton. For more information, call 256-8316.

Wednesday, Feb. 13: Judith Black, a well-known

storyteller, will be at Hillel House, 8 p.m. (free bagels serv-

ed from 7 p.m. to 7:30 p.m.).

In addition, the Women's Studies Dept. is sponsoring a

Brown Bag Lunch Wednesday from noon - 1 p.m. in Cam-

pus Center 904. Leslea Newman will be doing a reading

Friday, Feb. 15: Casselberry/Dupree will be at the Iron

Horse in Northampton at 7 p.m. Tickets are $14 in ad-

vance. For more information, call 586-8686.

Saturday, Feb. 23: Urban Bush Women in Praise House,

performing at the Fine Arts Center. Sponsored by New

World Theatre and the FAC.

If you know of any events of interest to women and would

like to see them appear on the page, please bring them

to our attention.

Call our office at 545-3500 or drop an announcement in

the Women's Issues box at the Collegian, first floor Cam

pus Center. Thanks!

And still we wear out uniforms, follow

The cracked cry of the bugles, comb and brush

Our pride and prejudice, doctor the sallow

Initial ardor, wish to keep it fresh.

Still we applaud the Presidents voice and face

Still we remark on patriotism, sing

Salute the flag, thrill heavily, rejoice

For the death of men who loo saluted, sang.

But inward grows a soberness, an awe.

A fear, a deepening hollow through the cold.

For even if we come out standing up How shall we smil

gratulate: and how

Settle in chairs Listen, listen. The step

Of iron feet again And again wild.

- Gwendolyn Brooks

lie. con-

Trip to 'The Black Mecca'
•M. . . i i. •i.ji.u -j Umitorl tn nnlv the Afro-Amer

This past fall semester, I had the pleasure of going on

exchange to Howard University, known affectionately by

Howard students as "The Mecca." Howard Universi£,

located in the Northwest quadrant of Washington IX,,

is the oldest Black college in the United States and the

most elite, with a population of approximately 10,000

students. Howard, as told to me, is referred to as Ihe

Mecca" due to its ability to satisfy every type of college

student with its pride and source for Black ^tory.

Howard has a high-spirited student body a 1 ofwho have

enormous pride to attend such a historically significant

university. The students at Howard are varied in their

characteristics. ir,„kia K«
There are the club heads; they are most identifiable by

their over sized baggy jeans, dreads, and big, black aihoes.

These students are at all the parties, and ready to jam.

There are also the bourgeoise Black st"den^ who at-

tend Howard; they are most recognizable with the prep-

py look, i.e. Ray Ban shades, and often *^«J *"J
parents' professions, or the fun encountered at their last

visit to "The Vineyard." ,

Still to add to the complexity of the studente are the

Malcolm X, Farrakhan and Nation of Islam followers^

These students are serious about, Acentric v*ws.and

the teachings of our past Black leaders and ultmmtely

uplifting the Black race through pride and discipline^

These sfudents are easily recognizee1
by^«£f

suits with the familiar bow tie worn by the Fruit o Tslam

These students can be found distributing literature, sell

ine oils or "dropping knowledge.

Yet another g^ noticeable to the observer _are

Greeks. At Howard they are less noticeable, except for the

occasional bag or pin worn, and of course ^nte*

™

"call across the yard" to another fraternity brother or

sorority sister.

Lastly, there are the groups not solely limited to Howard

University. These include the jocks, the book worms and

the individuals. Because they cannot fit into a neat

category, they have a unique style of their own, and seem

to create new ones, when it appears the previous one has

gotten old. They do this with hats, strips, checkers and

a sense of self.

Camile Tuckei

All of these students have one thing in common

however: their overwhelming pride and attitude about be-

ing a Howard student. You can see it in the stride students

have when walking across the yard, the spirit exuded at

the games, the high powered soulful band which performs

anything from "The Humpty Dance," by Digital

Underground, to "My, My, My," by Johnny Gill. Another

aspect of the band that impressed me beyond their musical

and dance talents is that, before the start of each game

they play "Lift Every Voice and Sing," the Negro National

Anthem Every student raises a fist to the sky symboliz-

ing respect, then "The Star Spangled Banner" follows

thereafter.

The pride ofHoward is not only restricted to the students

however, the faculty seem genuinely dedicated to the

higher education of each student in their class. I felt this

partly because of the small sizes of the classes, so in-

dividual attention and question answering was readily

available. It was also a different climate to have Black

professors, something not too often seen here at UMass^

It was a welcome change to get viewpoints, knowledge and

new ideas from people who look like me. Often times they

have experienced the same things I have. They were not

Wm%

limited to only the Afro-American studies department;

they were in every course of study.

I also enjoyed being in a predominantly Black environ-

ment for the first time. Being that I was bussed to all

White suburban schools for grades one through 12 and

then came to UMass for financial reasons, I really need-

ed the change.

I enjoyed my semester at Howard University thoroughly

as a chance to be in the majority for once, to escape the

fruitful racism that exists here on our campus. I encourage

Black students in search of a break from UMass,

Amherst's small town limitations, or Massachusetts tor

that matter, to take the challenge and do an exchange

to Howard University.

However, be forewarned, you should have a healthy war-

drobe because dressing at Howard is one of the most im-

portant forms of self expression. For both the brothers and

the sisters, hair upkeep and style is emphasized heavily

so do your "do." And lastly, be ready to party; Howard

is no place for sleepers. The weekends begin at El Torito s

on Wednesdays, move to the Famous Five Floor club, and

The Ritz for college night on Thursdays. On Friday nights

its Chapter III in Southeast DC, then Saturdays to Tom-

*my Wongs The Apartment in Georgetown, and to cap it

off on Sundays there's club Chicago's or The Body Box.

Howard University has so much to offer and its prime

location of Washington DC, there's always something to

do and somewhere to go. Don't limit yourself to only go-

ing to Howard's high spirited and family oriented

homecomings, become a student and really experience The

Black Mecca. Undergraduate life is fun but, at Howard,

it's LIVE! M __, ......
Camile Tucker is a UMass student. This article is the

opinion of the writer and does not necessarily reflect the

view of the Collegian staff.

VOrtENS ISSUES NEEDS VPJTERS

come dovn and ask for rtonique or Rua
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Fear of God

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 13

sons does them a great injustice. They have a distinct

flavor that belongs only to them and no one else. There

is an unmistakable feeling, an undeniable emotion that

they have created on this album.

Most of that feeling emits from the banshee wailmgs

of vocalist Dawn Crosby. Her wails, her growls, her moans

fill you with such foreboding dread. As you listen to her

screeching away, there are so many thoughts and ideas

that fill your head leaving you with a feeling of inade-

quacy when you make an attempt at an accurate

description.

There is a fine blend of styles in their sound. It has an

ethereal quality and yet it is grounded by the heavy and

dramatic power of guitarist Mike Carlino's riffs. Just

when you think you can peg this as surreal, psychedelic

college stuff, it comes back around and sticks you in the

bum with a biting, hard edged guitar. And just when you

think it's nothing but chaotic noise, it comes down off the

storm driven cliff to lilt you in a sea of soothing, acoustic

riffs, but still chaotic all the same.

The lyrics only add to the essence of their sound. The

first tune on the album, "All That Remains," begins with

Crosby speaking these lyrics in a deep, soft and eerie voice:

"Powerlines. . . /steel webs confine, violating the brownish

sky/Hard grey smothers, earth like cancer/Cracks reveal-

ing, ground below broken and bleeding/every seed every

stone."

No, this is not a happy album. As I said before, it is ripe

with aggression, hate, anger and negative energy. It is

similar to having a bad trip where everything you see and

experience has a nightmarish quality. As you feel yourself

float above the cess of the world you also feel all the hate

and the anger float away from you and what's cool is that

you would like to remain there until all the hate, all the

confusion, all the negativity, all the things that make your

life a hellish nightmare leave your soul forever.

Sun Ra proves his love for music
By JAMES MOLESWORTH
Collegian Correspondent

Sun Ra
Iron Horse
Saturday, Feb. 9

His Interplanetary Majesty took a brief respite from

his recent recuperation to land at the Iron Horse in

Northampton for a gig this past Saturday night. Less

than two months ago Sun Ra was the victim of a

stroke, yet the 75-year-old musician is a workaholic

to say the least, and even though he had to be wheel-

ed to the stage in a wheelchair, he was still able to

perform.

Yet the evening's performance seemed awkward. I he

opening group of songs was something out of a Duke

Ellington set during the 1940s. Both "Take A Train"

and "It's Only a Paper Moon" were accompanied by

some disappointing vocals, and the Arkestra itself

seemed to be confused as to who was actually taking

the lead. A couple oftimes, soloists were cut offby other

band members as there seemed to be no one willing

to take the reins while Sun Ra sat off stage.

One of the most disappointing parts of the whole

evening was John Gilmore's opening tenor solo — a flat

out dud. Gilmore has been with Sun Ra for over 30

years and is the man credited with teaching John Col-

trane how to "squeal." He bounced back somewhat

later in the evening, though, with some solid clarinet

play.

Along with Gilmore, Marshall Allen on alto has also

been with the group for over 30 years, and is known

for his high pitched tremelos and hellaciously fast

fingered solos. He demonstrated both talents; but his

highlight of the evening came during the closing song,

as he played on clarinet during a rhythmic chant as

the Arkestra walked off stage, a solo that was haun-

Free
Speech.

It vou're an off-campus student,

get theAI&T Calling Card and your first call is free.

There's no better time to speak your mind Because

now when you get your free AT&T Cailitig Card, youll

get your first 15 minute call free*

With your AT&T Cailitig Card,

you can call from almost anywhere

to anywhere. And you can keep

your card, even if you move and

3~
g)b ooo biso mi
»u«r t.i

i..»>7% .. mi i "if. J get a new phone number

•A £00 value (or » coast io coaM Calling (itd call Ajipiies id niMunx-r dialcil calk made during the

AIM Ni«lii' Weekend calling period, llpn) to flam, Sunday through Thursday and llpm Friday through

V" vir.lay >bu may receive more Of less calling time depending on where and when you call

Apfifo atiims musi he received by December 31, 1991

Our Calling Card is part of the AT&TSiudetitSaw
flus program, a whole package of products and services

designedto make a students budget go farther

So look for AT&T Calling Card applications on
campus. Or call us at 1 800 525-7955, Ext. 655.

And let freedom ring.

AI&T. I lelping make college life a little easier.

AT&T
The right choice.

tingly reminiscent of Coltrane. Allen also had some

solid flute solos, but the real surprise of the evening

was the guitar player. Unfortunately, I didn't catch his

name, but his solos, as well as his rhythm work, were

superb, strumming along with a grace and dignity that

helped save the evening.

Sun Ra himself was lifted up on stage halfway

through the gig, and he was able to reel off a few

spheres of notes that circled above the Arkestra's

heads, giving them some new and interesting paths to

traverse. Yet the usual energy and fire was not there,

and I wonder if Sun Ra's stroke has had as much of

an effect on the Arkestra as it had on Sun Ra himself?

While it was saddening to see Sun Ra so obviously

hampered, it was still great to see him play, and the

fact that he is playing only two months after a stroke

is a testimony to the man's great love for his music.

The performance as a whole picked up when Sun Ra

finally came on stage, and aside from the minor

mechanical difficulties with his keyboard and the oc-

casional mistake from the Iron Horse stage crew (mic

feedback, etc.), the gig was a positive one overall. Don't

miss the next chance to see Sun Ra and his Arkestra,

and keep checking out the flood of great jazz shows com

ing to the Valley this month.

THE FAR SIDE
DOONESBURY By GARRY TRUDEAU By GARY LARSON

Photo courtesy A and M Records

Sun Ra

SURPRISLYQUR!

Find the finest in our two

beautiful Galleries...
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Spaces still available!

El Batab/Downtown $409

Laguna/Across Beach $479

Solymar/Beach Econ $509

Las Perlas/Beach Med $529

Conrad Hilton/Super $569

Cancun Playa/Deluxe $599

"Prices based on Quad, occ

Organize a group & get

a free trip!

Local Contact:
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For more info, ca

800.331-6002
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GALVIN AND HOBBES

Aaaaaaa! There goes another batch of eggs, Frank!

... No wonder this nest was such a deal."

By BILL VATTERSON
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QUOTE OF THE DAY

"Is a duck a bird or a

goose?"
— overheard

1

DAILY CROSSVORD PUZZLE
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ACROSS
1 Makes a lace

5 Culinanan

9 Nestling

14 Working

15 Napoleon battle

site

16 Pucker

17 The Forsyte

18 Goddess of

discord

19 Ironclad

20 Very friendly

23 Sitcom actress

Carol —
24 Bee follower

25 Clutch

28 Do a double

stem
30 Throw the dice

34 Peanuts
person

35 Plays Wheel of

Fortune

37 Down, to Dante

38 Somewhat
friendly

41 Exploit

42 Sorry

43 Part of a track

meet
44 Asian holidays

46 AES opponent

47 Raucous
48 Einstein s. The

World — See
It

50 Spud buds

51 Unlnendly

58 1935 Triple

Crown winner

59 Modicum
60 —de-boeut

window
61 Katmandu s

land

62 Ayes
63 The Darling s

dog
64 Daisy

65 Fools

66 What one s

sometimes
out of

DOWN
1 Topgallant

2 Where
Sundance is

3 Chevalier film

4 Jibes

5 — up makes a

bundle

6 Word with work

or saw
7 Rewrite

8 Goby or guppy

9 Shopping binge

10 Archer s sheath

1

1

Twist an arm

12 Salesperson s

caveat

13 Murphy, lor one

21 Type of roll

22 Chilling

25 Inlluence

26 Dye |ob

27 Gore, e g
28 Book part

29 Musical Carole

31 Mean ones

32 Outlines

33 Whole-hearted

35 Lose one s grip

36 Type lead-in

39 Sound
40 Subterfuges

45 Move jauntily

47 Sidestep

49 Marshy area

50 Bar. to the bar

51 Wall St group

abbr

52 Adhesive
strip

53 Speeds
54 The first Mrs

Copperfield

55 Shipshape

56 Prong
57 Put-down

58 Sail — Ship nl

State
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MENU
LUNCH

Ravioli Alfredo

Hamburger

BASICS LUNCH
Falafel Pocket Sandwich

Ravioli Alfredo

DINNER
Honey Pecan Fried Chicken

Shrimp and Scallop Creole

BASICS DINNER
Vegetable Gumbo Caserole

Honev Pecan Fried Chicken

YOUR DAILY HOROSCOPE
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ARIES (March 21-April 19): So-

meone may want to trade on

your reputation today. Stay on

your toes! A wonderful relation-

ship will blossom if you reach

out to a newcomer. Value your

talents as much as others do.

TAURUS (April 20-May 20):

Dig deep to uncover the

source of a misunderstanding.

Better communication is the

key to increasing sales and pro-

fits. A parent-child relationship

receives a welcome boost.

GEMINI (May 21-June 20):

Try to postpone signing legal

documents until next week.

You have a chance to recoup

recent financial losses today.

Read between the lines. Extra

expenses are linked to a

friendship. ^x

CANCIR (June 21-July 22):

Work will keep you hopping to-

day. The rewards will be even

sweeter than you Imagine! Do

not be tantalized by invest-

ment schemes. Postpone sign-

ing important documents. Pass

on romance tonight.

LEO (July 23-Aug. 22): Avoid

taking a financial risk lest you

damage your credit rating. An

uncomplicated diet and

healthy blend of work and play

will leave you feeling fit. Be bold

in romance.
VIROO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22):

Focus on your career goals.

Sustained effort will lead to vic-

tory. A younger person could

tell you how to get more out of

your computer. Keep your pro-

mises to a loved one.

LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct 22):

Making a commitment to so-

meone will turn your life upside

down, but it could lead to a

lasting happiness. Keep your

hopes high; a financial

breakthrough is near. Be more

loving with family.

SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21):

Do favors now and you will be

richly rewarded. Spend part of

the day getting better organiz-

ed at work. Move swiftly where

romance is concerned. Dine

out in elegant surroundings.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.

21): You have remarkable in-

sight and could become a true

pioneer in your field. Act with

authority and you will win new

respect. A novel or television

special gives you fresh insights.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan.

19): Other people admire your

flexibility. Expressing your con-

cerns in a serious yet soothing

way lets a relationship weather

a storm. Social complications

will resolve themselves.

AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18):

A new partnership produces

excellent results today. A stroke

of luck focuses your attention

on something you previously

gave up. Your thoughts about

a relationship become more

down-to-earth.

PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20):

Do not be shy about using your

social contacts to gain new
business. Influential friends are

happy to help. Repay favors

quickly. A close relationship

benefits from more
give-and-take.
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women lead ski team

Collegian photo by Carrie Wyeth

Freshman Ryan Worbel, raced but failed to place in the> top 2C
>
for^the

event. The men finished third as a team at Loon Mt. in New Hampshire

this weekend.

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 20

closer to league-leader Plymouth State and

put them out of reach of third-place BC.

After four meets, Plymouth has 13 points,

UMass is close behind with 14 and BC
trails with 24.

The men's team took second place in the

giant slalom by producing five out of the

top 20 finishers. Amherst College's Steve

Crowley won the race, while UMass got

strong performances from juniors Chuck

Holcombe (5th) and John Donovan (6th),

senior Pete Selkowitz (17th) and juniors

Mike Hannigan (18th) and Paul Robinson

(19th).

The UMass men finished third in the

slalom behind BC and first-place

Plymouth. Dave Sorrell of Plymouth took

first as UMass placed Holcombe (7th),

Donovan (11th), Selkowitz (14th), junior

Josh Cohen (17th) and Hannigan (20th).

In the men's league, BC is in firm com-

mand of first with 12 points, while

Plymouth and UMass are far behind with

20 and 22 points, respectively.

men's hoop
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 20

There is some good news in the UMass

camp: Forward Tony Barbee returned to

action Saturday after sitting out three

games with mononucleosis. Barbee

scored eight points in 22 minutes.

And Williams is on fire. In his last five

games, Williams n£s averaged 20

points, nine rebounds and 3.4 blocks.

Against West Virginia last week,

Williams colleoted a" career-high 17 re-

bounds and scored 23 rpoints. Against

Duquesene, Williams again checked in

with 23 points, hitting 10 of 11 shots

from the floor.

Game Notes The game will be broad-

cast on WMUA 91.1 and WHMP 99.3

FM. . .Rafer Giles has shot 5 for 26 and

has averaged four points a game at the

Coliseum in his career. .
.Three

Minutemen have been named A-10

Player of the Week this season: Barbee

(12/11), Jim McCoy (1/13) and Williams,

who received the honor this week.

American Express

AnnouncesAGreatNew
Travel Program.

Now studentsan get the Card

and get 3 roundtrips On Continental

Airlines, for only $129 or $189 each.

There's only one way to cover a lot of territory without spending

a lot of money And that's by getting the American Express* Card.

It's the only card that offers'an exciting new travel program

exclusively for students -including three roundtrip certificates on

Continental Airlines.

Just look at the map and pick the place you'd like

to visit. If it's on your side of the Mississippi River, you

can use a certificate to fly for only $129 roundtrip. Or,

you can cross the Mississippi for $189 roundtrip.

You have your pick of more than 150 cities in the

48 contiguous states. And you can fly almost anytime-because

there are no blackout dates. But you must make your reservations

within U days of the day you leave. And the maximum stay is

7 days 6 nights and must include a Saturday night.
'

In addition to this great travel program, you'll also enjoy all

the benefits of Cardmembership as well as other exclusive student

privileges. They include a quarterly magazine filled with informa-

tive articles on summer jobs, careers, campus life. Plus valuable

discounts from leading retailers.

But remember, there's only one way to get all this-and that's

by getting the American Express Card. Just call us (have your bank

address and account number on hand). What's more,

with our special student offer, it's easier to get the

Card now while you're still in school than it may
ever be again.

So get the Card. And get ready to cover new
territory on either side of our Great Continental Divide.

Membership Has Its Prinleges*

TRAVEL
RELATED
SERVICES

CALL 1-800-942-AMEX
// you re already a (ardmember, there\ n<> need In (.all Iti/nrmatmri ahnui your certificates will he arrlinifj vmn CONTINENTAL
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SPRING

TRAVH.EAI

men's gymnastics
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 20

"We rested a couple of people for

Southern Conn., so we will be ready," he

said. Southern Conn., averages 250.55

points per meet. However, this does not

worry Johnson as the Minutemen average

256 points per meet.

"The key event will be the pommel
horse," he said. "We have the capability

of [scoring] 44 on it, so it should be close."

UMass lacks the number of meets

necessary to be considered for national

ranking, Johnson explained.

He said individual scores are more even-

ly spread throughout his team because he

has a larger squad than most of his

competitors.

"The trade off is that you don't get your
highest score but the guys don't give up,"

he said. "And with 12 men, you have
outstanding competition.

"The rankings are compiled for teams
competing with nine gymnasts. We usual-

ly use 12, so that's another reason we
aren't ranked," Johnson continued. "We'd
be ahead of Southern Conn., because our

(team] scores are higher."

10 am- 4 pm Thursday FEBRUARY 14

STUDENT UNION BALLROOM
sponsored by TRAVEL & TOURISM RESEARCH ASSOCIATION

and CAMPUS TRAVEL CENTER

Collegian photo by Carrie Wyeth

Junior Will Herndon (34) takes a shot against Rhode Island as

sophomore Harper Williams (31), freshman Damont Collins (30) and
sophomore Carlos Easterling (12) look on.

i

Classifieds
COME TO THE COLLEGIAN OPFICE-CC 113HON -THURS8:3M:30*DEADLINE 2 DAYS PRIOR TO PUBLICATION. CASH INADVANCE, 20</WORD/DAY FOR STUDENTS

ACTIVITIES
ESTABLISH CREDIT

SONY COLOR TV 27". lite time warranty

service trom door to door, one-year old. ex

condition $600 neg Call Ahmed 253-5837

ARE YOU INTERESTED in sitting on a

university-wide committee'' Get involved

Call SGA president at 5454)341 Leave your

name, number

DISCOVER CARDS
No cost to apply

Call Mark 546-4814

Leave message

HELP WANTED

UMASS CHESS CLUB
7-1 1pm m the BluewaH
Ail are welcome

UPC MEETING THIS Tuesday and every

Tuesday* This weeks meeting m 904CC
6 30. Get involved in concert production

Cad 545-2896'

FOR RENT

ANNOUNCEMENTS

AMHERST. 1 BEDROOM AVAILABLE IN 3

BEDROOM. NEW HOUSE ON BUS LINE

FIREPLACE. BEAUTIFUL!! AVAILABLE

NOW CALL 8-4. 665 3326

DOUBLE BEDROOM rNTbe^room Pufl-

lon 340 couple or 255 single, negotiable.

+ utilities Nonsmoking Adam or Lisa

549-0506

BCD AMD BREAKFAST downtown ideal

for visiting parents and friends- 549-0733

$189' The warmth of the

Caribbean or Mexican coast tor a week fVT

Air Sunhrtch + m 212464-2000

DELTA UPSILON WELCOMES all unrver-

et
men to open rush Dates to remember
B 11 12.14.16.19.21£b*

DON T MM* JUDITH BLACK one ol New
Engtonds foremost storytellers tomorrow
night HMet House 8 00 Bagels served

7 00-7 30 FREE

winning Black Art* and
Literature mananne-now accepting submis-

IIS NAM

EARN AS MUCH as $1000 organising while

water ratting trips in Maine and New York

lor Unicorn Expeditions You bring the peo-

ple and we take care of everything else Call

1-800-Umcom for details

THE INDEX YEARBOOK is having a

general meeting tonight in room 805 Com-
pus Center at 6 30PM All invited 545-0848

FRIDGE RENTALS CALL R P 253-9742

LARGE ROOM IN 2 BEDROOM
TOVVNHOUSE GREAT PLACE TO LIVE

ON BUS ROUTE CLOSE TO CAMPUS
CALL 253-4031 LEAVE MESSAGE

c^iajiiTiCEltXiUSETm^m^canvu?
4 acres m backyard. 230 plus utilities, ca"

Debbie 253-5381 .
evenings

SHARE LARGE MC^ERN^mrnTrsThouse

on bus route with other "ob^nts^CVrn

room $290Vmonth 1st months rent FHEt'

5494162

WINTER SPEOAL: 1 month rent 99 cents

with one year lease

2 bedroom- $450
3 bedroom $537
Sunderland. Free bus route laundry

lacilities. swimming pool garden plots,

short term lease available

6653856

FOR SALE

APPLY NOW TO be a tour guide, summer
counselor, student admissions represen-

tative Applications available on concourse

ARE^OUfTJOB^prospects limited?

Need a secondary income?

This business opportunity may be lor you

Call 1(800) 226-5025 EXT 16075-

ASSEMBLERS: EXCELLENT INCOME to

assemble products from your home
508-646-1700 Dept p1307

CAMP COUNSELORS NEEDED for co-ed.

sports oriented camp located in nor-

theastern Pa near New York City We have

openings for general counselors as well as

specialists in both land and water sports

Specialty areas include baseball, tennis,

basketball, soccer lacrosse, hockey, water-

skiing, sailing, scuba. WSI. canoeing, wind-

surfing, gymnastics, archery, fencing, arts

& crafts, piano accompanist, drama, radio

and rocketry. Ptoneenng staff needed for

both land and canoe tnps and tor our ropes

challenge course Other openings may be

available Salaries $10T>200 per week plus

room, board, and travel We will be oonduc-

ung on-campus interviews on March 5th

For information can or write: G Lusttg. 60

W 66th St.. 26A Maw York. NY 10023; tel

212-7240113

EARN $300 to $500 par weak reading

books at home. Call 1-615-473-7440 EXT
B-281

INTELLIGENCE JOBS. Al branches US
Customs. DEA act Now hiring. Call

I -805 962-8000 Ext K-9616

HOW TO REALLY READ
(At the College Level')

3 wk crash course. 6 2hr sessions

From an English Professor

$84 Call 549-6774

IT'S HERE!

TONIGHT- PUT YOUR 4 or more years of

education to good use Help plan the 1991

senior bash Great resume experience Fun!

Meeting tonight Feb 12 at 7pm in CC rm
168 or stop by table on concourse Call

545 2317 for info!

KNOW YOUR RIGHTS!

CO YOU HAVE questions about your

rights? Do you think your civil rights have

been violated 7 Find out! Contact the legal

services cantor. 922 Campus Cantor

545-1995

RESUME SERVICE

PERSONALIZED CONSULTATION or

laser pnnling ol your original 549-0367

RIDE WANTED

WE NEED A ride to Penn Stale and back

on the long weekend. Feb 15-16 We will

pay for the gas Please call ASAP Pal

546-6110 Thanx'

ROOMMATE WANTED

$125 MO Male prel Carl 256 1859
Brittany Manor across from bus-stop

CLUB MED
En|Oy your spring break"

Added value with each booking

Call Rendezvous Travel 1-800-336-1002

LOST

GLASSES M A TOUGH BROWN CASE
$15. CALL G 546-5776

MALE ROOMATE WANTED to ahare fur-

nrsnedBmdy Wn apartment $179/mo heal

included Wimng to negotiate price Call

15945591

ROSES ROSES

ROSES ROSES ROSES Deliveries

available see Chris- Campus Center
Concourse

GLASSES SILVER
leather case Stove 546-3929

FLORIDA S NEWEST
HOT SPOT

Panama City-$139

World's Biggest Beach

Dayton a Beach-$189
Call Enka Julie at 546 2649
or Siobhan + Tern al 546-5079

HE Y THERE S ONLY 30 days left UN spnng

break, book your trip lo Cancun with Col-

lege Tours now Come see us Feb 14 in the

SUB For lurlher info caH Kathy A Jean
253-5140

SPRING BREAK TO OAVTONA!
Travel with Yankee Line Tours via deluxe

motorcoach March 15-24. 1991
• "Campus pick-up & drop-oft'
' 'First class hotel accommodations'
' 'Best location, excellent night lite'

' Only $259 00 (Quad Occ)
For more info contact Scott

i.'^.iC (413) 256-0029
Reserve your spot before it's too late1

SERVICES
GOLD BRAIDED BRACELET very serv

(•mental' Reward call 546-4912

PERSONALS

YOU OUGHTA BE A DIRECTOR
UMTG'S production of Ten Little Indians

Application deadline Feb 25 Call Guild of-

fice 545-0415 NOW'

AEROSMITH BACKSTAGE PASSES tour

1991 .
Call lor details 546-2396 Reasonable

prices

CHEAP! Newluton double frame

Tr,fold/ash $60/8 O 253-7416

NEWSPAPER DELIVERERS NEEDED in

UMASS dorms No car required 7-8am 7

days/week Call 253-7009

$$$ OPPORTUNITY OF a lilelime $$$

Own your own business Set your own
hours Work while in school Interested, call

546-7469

AUDIO/STEREO/VIDEO

USED STEREO components/vcr's/color

tv s We buy. sell & trade quality equipment

all price ranges Detailed list (60 + items)

S/A/V exchange (anytime) 256-0941

AUTO FOR SALE

1984 PLYMOUTH CONQUEST
Black 5 speed

Sunroof. Alpine stereo

Asking $3700
Call 253 0861

1986 ENCORE
Excellent condition

$2500 253 2858

1989 HONDA ACCORD immaculate condi

lion. 1 owner. AM/FM cassetle. 2 £°or

coupe only 9,200 miles must see $9600

or best offer, call Bruce at 256-1215 after

6 PM

fax-SHARP UX 100 6 monlhs old. hardly

"ed aTking $450 Call 1-467-3465 alter 5

GREAT VALENTINE S DAY GIFT

UMASS glow in the dark boxers

Delivered with your personal note

Only $10'

Call 546-0424 lor details

HUGABI E. LOVABLE. HANDMADE teddy

bears Hertect for Valentine s Day' Ask for

Suzan 546-6481

IBM COMPUTER, hard drive graphics

card, with printer $800 253-5734

NEED A COMPUTER? I sell PC's and

Mac s very competitive prices, service,and

individual attention Call Dana 546-3933

SKIS/BOOTS
Lacroix skis with bindings 180 s

Lange boots and Lange heated boots

Very reasonable'

5499932

SMITH CORONA XL2500. 1 year old Spell

checker Corrects mistakes With instruc-

tions $150 or B O Call 6-0733

SMALL VERMONT CAMP lor girls, seeks

commited counselors in horsemanship
wilderness trips, water sports, photography

/video and more Sherry Osborn Camp
Catherine Caspers 25 Shawmul Ave Apt

UM Wayland. MA 01778 (508)650-1866

ANYONE WHO SAW the car accident on
Mass Ave lasl Friday (212) at 9pm. please

contact Carolyn at 549-6460
with any information

ESBITT
- The conditioner is under the sink

Love. Jill

LAUREN DECHAYNE-~HAPPY 20th BIR-

THDAY" May all of your days be filled with

happy memories and lots ol cheerful ducks'

Have a great day!' Love. US

LAUREN- TiTnow you by heart '- A wish lor

you my best friend- May all of your birth-

day dreams come true Happy 20th- Love

Always. Tina

DISCOVER CARDS
No cost to apply

Can Rob 546-1696
Leave message

PREGNANT?
Need a pregnancy test information or sup-

post' Can for tree and confidential services

ALTERNATIVES 33 Main Street Northamp-

ton 586-3000 or Greenfield 774-6010

WAKE-N-SAKE!!! Spnng Break 91"

JaraUdlCancun from $459 00"

A week dlfun and sun' The hottest destma

tiorts3-6$0-426-77l0

'
.
VALENTINE'S GIFT

SEND BOSTON'S BEST COOKIES
to your Valentine ANYWHERE
m the US or have delivered

on campus-Call 1-800-767 2665

Also look for table on concourse

As low as $9 99

INSTRUCTION

EARN CREDIT learn to Scuba Dive Basic

Classes held Monday. Tuesday. Wednes
day and Thursday 7-10PM in Curry Hicks

Pool Open Water II class held during

Spring Break in Key Largo. FLA Advanc
ed Class held in New England in April For

lurther informtion call 549-8401 , or drop by
Curry Hicks starting 2/4/91

GUITAR LESSONS with Doug Hewitt

Rock. Blues. Folk Acoistic or Electric Im-

prov . Theory. Reading. Songwriling. many
new songs plus singing Studio on 3 bus
lines 549 1938

LAUREN - Thanks for being there' Have the

BEST birthday I love you CHRIS

LAUREN You re 20 years old and the PEN
IS blue" HAPPY BIRTHDAY" Love San
dy Jill, and Tina

MICHELLE HOYLE- Happy 21st birthday

and congratulations on becoming the sixth

member ol the LH Club
Love. JJMMK

SINGING VALENTINES

DELIVERED: CLASSES, DORMS, FRATS
INEXPENSIVE
PROFESSIONAL

546-2263

SPRING BREAK

SPRING BREAK PARTY!
Travel to Jamacia. Mexico' And Panama Ci-

ty Fl ' Concerts' Free Parties' Club dis-

counts' And lots more' For into call Denise

5467156

TRAVEL FAIR Feb 14 Student Union

sponsored by TTRA and Campus Travel (on

camping) 545-0500 Music pnres'

TRAVEL

CANT AFFORD SPRING BREAK'
GUARANTEED GREAT PRICES with top

collegiate company' Space available to

Jamaica Cancun. Acapulco and Panama
City Beach Ffonda (the new Daytona

Beach ")' MCA/ISA ARE ACCEPTED' Call

Cmdy al 549-3538 please leave message'

(.ompkfif irrmi ,nd cond..,»m of .lm invrl ..fcr sill iinve w.ih your cftuhiiw Omtincnul Airliiys Horn- is rrspomihlr lor luHllmeni n| <lm .Mn Arm-rum Hpr™ wumn r>. Iuhil.iv ta I ««M*Ul ».H.nr» M«MM B *•) MMM ftMNM Invrl M,.rd Srrvicf, Comp.ny. In.
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Men's hoop hits

road against WVU
By SAM SILVERSTEIN
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts men's basketball

team will try to halt a two-game slide tonight in

Morgantown, W.Va., with its second game in six days

against the West Virginia Mountaineers (Tipoff is 7:30

p.m.).

It won't be easy. The Mountaineers, 12-9 overall and

fourth in the Atlantic 10 at 7-5, have won 10 of 11

games played on their home floor this season. West

Virginia holds a 14-0 mark against UMass at the Col-

iseum, dating back to the first meeting between the

two teams in 1972.

Ravenous fans support Mountaineer basketball and

veteran coach Gale Catlett; more than 8,000 are ex-

pected tonight.

UMass faced West Virginia last Wednesday night in

the Cage, and lost 85-82 in overtime. Freshman Per

vires Greene scored 22 points and senior forward Chris

Brooks had 21, including seven ofWVA's 14 points in

overtime, and grabbed 11 rebounds.

West Virginia took Temple into overtime Sunday

afternoon in Philadelphia before falling short, 88-78.

The Owls hit 16 of 37 3-pointers and guard Vic Carstar-

phen scored 25 points.

The Minutemen saw a seven point lead slip away in

dropping a 68-67 decision to Duquesne Saturday in

Pittsburgh, as John Tate, Will Herndon and Harper

Williams fouled out down the stretch.

CONTINUED ON PAGE 18

Men's gymnastics pummels MIT

Atlantic lO Standings
Overall A-IO

Temple
Rutgers

Perm Stole

West Virginia

George Washington

Duauesne
Massachusetts

SI ^oseptvs

;^e islana

St Bonaventuie

16-6 K>-3

15-7 10-3

15-7 8-5

12-9 7-5

14-8 8-6

9-12 7-6

14-8 7-6

8-14 5-9

9-13 5-9

4-19 0-15

By MICHAEL MORRISSEY
Collegian Correspondent

Competing with only half of their normal team, the

University of Massachusetts men's gymnastics team still

had more than enough energy to soundly defeat the

Massachusetts Institute of Technology, 222.8-143.1

Cof iirdflv

Only six Minutemen (2-1) competed capturing five of the

six events. Sophomore Steve Christensen, returning after

a brief illness, showed a "gutsy" performance in the all-

around, according to UMass coach Roy Johnson.

UMass swept the all-arounds,with sophomore Rob

Thomas taking first with a score of 47.55. Freshman Jason

Braud (43.25), freshman Joe Haran (42.45) and

Christensen (41.45) placed second through fourth,

respectively.

Johnson said he was also impressed with the perfor-

mance of Thomas, who showed a lot ofpromise on the pom-

mel horse and parallel bars. Haran took first in the floor

(9.0) and junior William Sayman placed third on the horse

(7.65).

Senior Andy Sullivan placed first (8.75) in the still rings

but MIT took the event, capturing the remaining places

to win. Johnson said the results were misleading.

"We might have easily won, but we scratched a couple

of guys with sore shoulders, Christensen and Haran, to

rest them for Southern Connecticut," he said. "[Senior

Mitch] Hall, our co-captain, sat out because of LSATs, and

a couple of kids were sick."

The presence of many enthusiastic family and friends

from the nearby Boston hometowns of the gymnasts

helped the team. The UMass fans spoiled whatever home-

gym advantage MIT may have had.

"The stands were about half-filled with UMass fans, and

half MIT," Johnson said. "We have a pretty good follow-

ing of fans."

Tonight the Minutemen travel to New Haven, Conn.,

to take on nationally-ranked Southern Connecticut (No.

14).

Shawn Simpson, ranked ninth in the nation for floor

competition, leads Southern Conn., averaging a score of

9.62 per meet.
CONTINUED ON PAGE V?

Collegian file photo

Senior Andy Sullivan placed first in still rings

for the men's gymnastics team, but MIT swept
the event this weekend. The men are 3-1 and
face Southern Connecticut tonight at 7 in

Boyden.

Female skiers lead the pack
By GEOFF STOKES
Collegian Correspondent

The University of Massachusetts ski

team had a very successful two days on the

slopes in a meet hosted by Brown Univer-

sity at Loon Mt. in Lincoln, N.H., this

weekend.
UMass ski coach Bill MacConnell said

that he had anticipated poor conditions

because of the recent warm weather, but

was pleasantly surprised when the slopes

were perfect for ski racing — hard, icy

snow.
"The conditions were excellent and we

took advantage of it," MacConnell said.

"Both the men and women performed up

to their capabilities and skied as well as

they can ski."

Sophmore J.J. Tanguay won both the

slalom and giant slalom events for the se-

cond time in as many weeks. Tanguay was
untouchable in the slalom on Saturday,

winning the event in 1 minute, 18.45

seconds, a full two seconds ahead of the se-

cond place time of 1:20.54 put up by Boston

College's Kristen Mahill.

UMass won the event handily with six

skiers finishing in the top 14. Junior Mar-

ci Blacker (5th), junior Jan Egan (10th),

sophmore Dana Bresalou (11th), senior

Marti Gilbert (13th) and freshman Beth

Martin (14th) each placed. With a combin-

ed time of 2:45.98, UMass outdistanced se-

cond place Plymouth State (2:53.59) and BC
(2:54.82).

Another victory by Tanguay in the giant

slalom helped the women's team complete

their sweep, taking the event Sunday with

a combined time of 2:29.53.

For UMass, Blacker again finished fifth

followed by sophmore Debbie Adams (12th)

and Gilbert (13th).

According to MacConnell, the women's
victories in both events brought them

CONTINUED ON PAGE 18

Wildcats outlast women 's track
By DAN WETZEL
Collegian Staff

The injury bug hit the University of

Massachusetts women's track team
hard this weekend. And it cost UMass
two contests, to New Hampshire and
Rhode Island.

"I knew that Rhode Island would be

tough but I was certain we could beat

UNH," said UMass coach Julie

LaFreniere. "However, with the injuries

we just couldn't compete."

UMass (11-2) was already without star

Becky Johnson (virus) also had to go

without Lennice Johnson (tendinitis)

and Tana Henderson (flu).

"Losing both Johnsons is too much for

our team to handle," LaFreniere said.

"We are talking about a lot of [meet]

points between them. We don't have the

depth to be able to lose top performers."

URI (62) won followed by UNH (47)

and then UMass (35). Even though they

lost, LaFreniere was pleased with some
performances.

Diane Ozzolek set a new school record

in the 20-pound weight by throwing it

45 feet, 10 inches. Ozzolek placed third

in the event and also qualified for the

Eastern Collegiate Athletic Conference

Championship Meet.

"Each weekend she is getting better

and feeling more comfortable,"

LaFreniere said. "She will just keep im-

proving."

Another thrower who performed well

was Samone Marisseau, who qualified

for ECAC's in the shot put. Marisseau

threw 41-7 1/2, a personal best, and plac-

ed third in the contest.

Lee Ann Ambrose once again lead the

runners by setting two facility records

on the way to winning both events. Am-
brose won the 200-meter run in a time

of 25.5 seconds and shattered the record

in the 600-yard in 1:22.5. The former

record was 1:28.4.

Cathy Crocker came in fourth for

UMass in the 600 and qualified for the

New England Championship Meet by
finishing in 1:29.7.

Kelly Liljeblad was also a double win-

ner. Liljeblad took firsts in the mile

(5:08.5) and the 1,000-yard (2:40.4).

Michelle St. Laurent finished second in

the 1,000 (2:43) and, along with Lil-

jeblad, qualified for the New Englands.

Gymnasts bow to Towson

Collegian photo by Carrie Wyeth

Sophomore Dana Breslau placed 1 1th in the slalom, and the team swept
the event. UMass competed against skiers from 10 other schools at Ixurn

Mt. in New Hampshire this weekend.

By LYNN FRANKEL
Collegian Correspondent

It was a tough weekend for the Univer-
sity of Massachusetts women's gymnastics
team, as Towson State handed the gym-
nasts their first loss of the season.

The Minutewomen weren't able to make
up for mistakes made early in the meet and
lost 187.25-182.

Head coach Alfie Mitchell said he was not
pleased with the way the his team perform-
ed. He cited the lack of concentration and
level of intensity. Mitchell said the women
did not capitalize on the great scoring op-

portunity presented to them this weekend.
Towson swept the bar competition, tak-

ing the top six spots

Tammy Marshall led the Minutewomen,
placing in two events as well as placing se-

cond in the all-around. She won the vault

with a score of 9.6 points and placed second

in floor competition with a 9.55.

In her first collegiate meet on the road,

freshman Margaret Furtado, placed third

on the balance beam (9.1) as well as scored

an impressive 36.7 in the all-around, plac-

ing fourth.

Mitchell said he was also pleased with

the personal bests from some of his other

freshmen. Erica Finkelman did extremely

well on the floor exercise 9. 1 1 and the vault

9.15. Abby May placed second on the

balance beam with a score of 9.3.

The Minutewomen (3-1) will take on

Bridgeport at 7 p.m., Wednesday, in

Boyden. Mitchell said the caliber of the

Bridgeport team is not the same as

previous years, but is not taking the meet
lightly.

He said he looks forward to a win and
hopes to instill more confidence in his

team. He said he expects the Minutewomen
to stick their routines and be more self-

assured Wednesday.
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Chancellor of Board of Regents resigns
By MARK HENSLEY
Collegian Staff

With impending cuts facing an already financially-

strapped higher education budget, Chancellor of the Board

of Regents of Higher Education Randolph Bromery Mon-

day announced his resignation citing "philosophical

disagreements" with Gov. Weld's proposals to restructure

the higher education system.

Terry Zoulas, spokesperson for the Board of Regents,

said after working for 25 years to build the present struc

ture in higher education, Bromery did not want to be

around to see it dismantled by the current administration.

Bromery's resignation comes just weeks after Weld
released a proposal to eliminate the Board ofRegents and

Board of Education and replace them with an appointed

secretary of education.

Bromery, who currently heads the state's 29 campuses,

also disagrees with Weld's proposal to increase tuition by

up to 33 percent as well as transform the $55 million

scholarship fund into a loan fund. According to Zoulas,

Bromery believes both of these measures will restrict

students of lower-income families from higher education.

Bromery, who assumed the chancellorship on April 1,

1990, will leave his post no later than March 31, Zoulas

said.

Bromery has also announced that he will not apply for

secretary of education if the position is approved by the

Legislature.

Zoulas said that an interim-chancellor would probably

be chosen from among the Board of Regents staff although

it all depends on whether or not the Legislature accepts

Weld's proposal.

According to Zoulas, Bromery plans to return to UMass-

Amherst where he hopes to resume teaching geology and

geophysics while becoming a consultant for Weld.

President-Chancellor Duffey yesterday expressed his

regret at Bromery's decision.

"I am sorry he is stepping down for he brought stabili-

ty and strong leadership to the Board of Regents," Duf-

fey said. "But, I'm glad he's coming back to the campus.

He will be working with us on campus on proposals ad-

dressing how to deal with the problems facing higher

education."

Duffey said Bromery was stepping down because of a

"difference in perspective" with Weld regarding higher

education, adding that there was no animosity between

Bromery and Weld.

"The Governor has a lot of respect for Randolph and I'm

sure he is sorry to see him step down," Duffey said.

Zoulas said Bromery has expressed a desire to return

to teaching before he retires.

"[Bromery] is 65 now and is pretty much at the end of

his career but he has always said that he would like to

teach for a couple of years before he retires," he said.

Among other posts held during his career in

Massachusetts higher education, Bromery performed as

chancellor of the UMass-Amherst campus from 1972-1979

and senior vice-president for the office of the President

at the University from 1977-1979.

From 1967 to 1979, he headed and taught in the Univer-

sity's geophysics department while concurrently serving

as a geophysical consultant to several Massachusetts

firms.

Photo courteay of the UMaas preaa office
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Bromery

Administration takes I
Career center picketed

rniltrol of SPA BOG Companies 9 involvement in war protested

By GAYLE LONG
Collegian Staff

Citing the current "unjust structure"

of the Student Government Association,

University administrators yesterday

suspended all powers of the Student

Government Association, Board of

Governors, Area Governments and

House Councils.

Provost Richard O'Brien, Vice-

Chancellor for Student Affairs Dennis

Madson and Vice Chancellor for Ad-

ministration and Finance Paul Page,

said in a statement the administration

would suspend SGA powers as part of

the restructuring of student

government.
"The campus administration has long

supported the relatively autonomous

functioning ofthe Student Government
Association," the letter stated.

"Nonetheless, we have become critical-

ly aware that this autonomy has had the

unanticipated effect of isolating student

government in a way that has hampered

student access to campus decision-

making and policy development."

The request for this action came on

January 30, 1991, after five members of

the SGA leadership asked the ad-

ministration to take control in a

reorganization effort for the entire stu-

dent government system.

Student Trustee Angus McQuilken,

one of the leaders asking for the suspen-

sion of the SGA, said, "This isn't exact-

ly what we asked for. It's better in

regards to the Commission, but we need

average students to get involved."

The administration's statement call-

ed for the forming of a Commission on

Student Governance, which would con-

sist of present SGA leaders, ad-

ministrators from the Student Activities

Office, representative administrators

from other departments, as well as

faculty and six students.

The Commission has been charged by

the administration with forming a new
structure for student government before

May 1. In May, undergraduates will

vote on a referendum question based on

the new governmental structure

developed by the Commission.

During the period between February

12 and May 1, however, the administra-

tion has imposed the following:

• No new Registered Student

Organizations will be registered until

September 1991.

• All RSOs, governmental bodies and

agencies of the student government will

be given the same funding allotted for

various groups in Fiscal Year 1991 will

be given in FY92.
• House Councils and Area Govern-

ments, including Greek and Commuter,

will implement spring programming as

scheduled.

• Space allocation, a function of the

CONTINUED ON PAGE 6

By TAMIR LIPTON
Collegian Staff

Some 20 members of the Anti-War coali-

tion at the University of Massachusetts

picketed in front of the Mather Career

Center in Fraternity/Sorority Park yester-

day protesting the student recruitment ef-

forts by the Raytheon and United

Technologies corporations.

Once the picketing began, University of-

ficials moved the recruitment off campus

to an undisclosed location, according to

Marc Kenen of the Graduate Student

Senate.

"We did not have any intention of

preventing students from recruiting with

these companies," Kenen said. "We wanted

to raise public awareness of how much

these companies are profiting from the

war."

Raytheon is the manufacturer of the

Patriot, Hawk, Sparrow and Sidewinder

missiles and is heavily involved in produc-

tion of the Phoenix, Stinger and Maverick

missiles. These missiles, most notably the

Patriot missile which has been responsible

for shooting down several Iraqi Scud

missiles aimed at Israel and Saudi Arabia,

have been in frequent use during the Per-

sian Gulf war.

According to the Wall Street Journal,

Raytheon's stock rose 10 percent in value

from Jan. 14 to Feb. 5.

United Technologies, which makes the

F-100, J-52 and TF-30 aircraft engines as

well as the Blackhawk, Seahawk and Sea

Stallion helicopters, is a subcontractor for

the Tomahawk Cruise missiles which have

been used in the allied bombardment of

Baghdad.

Neither company will attend today's

Career Fair due to the fear of protest, ac-

cording to Joan Stoia, director of Mather

Career Center.

Edward Corrigan, chairman of Young

Americans For Freedom and the editor of

the Minuieman, said, "I think it's unfor-

tunate when people in an academic en-

vironment who want to further their

careers have this opportunity taken away

from them by these radicals."

Kenen said, "To us, it's no coincidence

that this war happened since many of these

companies were suffering from defense

cuts. We would like to see money spent on

education, health care, food and nutrition

[instead of arms]."

More protesting is scheduled for today at

noon at the Campus Center Concourse at

the Career Fair. The protesting will be aim-

ed at the recruitment by the Exxon, Mobil,

GTE and Lincoln Labs.

Iraqi convoy, missile launchers bombed
DHARAN, Saudi Arabia (AP) — American warplanes

blasted an Iraqi convoy in central Kuwait overnight, and

pilots on "Scud patrol" claimed possible hits on four Ira-

qi missile launchers, U.S. military officials said yesterday.

The Baghdad government had its own claims: that

civilian targets including a maternity hospital and

nursery were hit in the latest round of allied raids.

In an unusual step, Iraq also disclosed nearly 100 air

raids on military targets in southern Iraq and Kuwait.

Normally, such attacks are not mentioned in the military

communiques read on Baghdad radio.

Allied bombing missions have been zeroing in on Iraqi

ground forces and their supply routes, and the hardships

of war are apparently driving more and more seasoned

Iraqi troops to desert.

Yesterday, seven Iraqi soldiers surrendered to an Egyp-

tian armored division after crossing the border from

Kuwait and braving a journey through their own

minefields. „

"Fighting, fighting, fighting and for what? Nothing,

said one. In their overnight forays, U.S. pilots reported

seeing what appeared to be a Scud blowing up on launch.

The raids came as Iraq lobbed more of the rockets at Israel

and Saudi Arabia, causing damage and injuries in both

countries.
, ,

With clear weather as an ally, the coalition s stepped-

up air war caused a skyborne traffic jam on Monday. "It's

like a freeway," one U.S. officer said as U.S. pilots all but

competed for targets.

Yesterday, low cloud cover, hung over northern Saudi

Arabia, but bomb-laden Saudi Tornado air-to-ground

fighters took off into the hazy skies, heading north to Iraq

and occupied Kuwait.

With much of his country in ruins, Saddam Hussein met

with his inner circle for a second time since Sunday. Ira-

CONTINUED ON PAGE 6
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VEATHER
What greenhouse effect!

Bundle up today — temps in the 20s, possible

snow tonight.
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1 60S Main St. Springfield » (413) 747 9922

c

Want your dorm to show it«

true colors?

WELL GETBUSY
ANDRUSHONDOWN TO

KENNEDY
SCREEN GRAPHICS

16 Armory Street

Northampton MA 01060

584-2124

ISURPRISF/QUR

DRIVINH CRYIN Now on sale at

silverscape
designs

264N Pleasant St Amherst 253-3324

1 77 Main St Northampton 584-3324

TtiC

O U D
$10.99 CD
$ 6.99 CT

Meet Drivin' N' Cryin'

In Person At

Q»D»Q»Q

TflC

one1)

159 N. Pleasant St., Amherst
Thursday, February 14th

mem

3 p.m.-4 p.m.

See Drivin' N' Cryin'

Live at Pearl St.,

Northampton
Thursday Night, Feb 14

Q
ISLAND

| STUDENT COMMENCEMENT SPEAKER
Proposals are solicited for consideration as Student Commencement Speaker

Eligibility: Graduating University senior

Format: 3-4 "typed" pages, double-spaced (equivalent of 3-4

minutes speaking time); original and one copy.

Include your name, local address and telephone number on a

separate, attached cover sheet.

LB
SANDWICH SHOP

331 Russell St., Rt. 9, Hadley

(next to Dunkin' Donuts)

Grand Opening Specials

Over 25 sandwiches all under $3.99 such as.,

• Philly Roast Beef Wrangler

• Veggie Delight w/ avacado |£$ 4$..

• Tuna/Hold the Line V
flFREE SANDWICH)
a Buy One Get One Freel!

§• (Lower priced sandwich is free)

I? One coupon per person per order .

Not valid between 12:30-20)jaily g1**1 I

OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK
586-8255

Subject matter:

Selection process:

Deadline:

The text should concern education and be relevant to the

University and your experience(s) here.

Entries will be reviewed by the Student Commencement Speaker

Selection Committee, which consists of students, staff, and

faculty. (Author's name will be removed before being given to

the committee to ensure objectivity.)

Ratings will be assigned and selected authors will be invited to

"audition" before the committee. The committee will make the

final selection.

Thursday, February 21, 1991, not later than 4:30pm

H»M HI t<MMim«»

Submit proposals to: Paul R. Appleby, Director, Disability Services, 231 Whitmore

(545-0892)

jusing • Family • Student Rights

;ivil Rights • J^torkers Righ^
:riminal • Consumer La%
Military and Draft Law

922 Campus Center ....•-'Ii4&1886

Local
MassPIRG gets ready for the upcoming semester
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Collegian photo by K.A. Burke

Bethany Coleman, chairperson of

the Recycling Committee, speaks

at last night's MassPIRG meeting.

By MARK PRESTON
Collegian Correspondent

Nearly 100 students at the University of

Massachusetts helped kick off MassPIRG's

latest round of statewide campaigns aim-

ed at promoting energy efficiency and

teaching local Khool children al ut en-

vironmental issues.

Jen Wood, chairperson of MassPIRG, said

among the issues the group hopes to grap-

ple with this semester, energy conserva-

tion, recycling, hunger and homelessness

will be the primary targets.

Of these four issues, Wood said energy

conservation and recycling are slated for

aggressive statewide campaigns. She said

MassPIRG also hopes to initiate a state

recycling bill.

On the home front, she said the group

will also go into local schools from surroun-

ding communities to promote energy

efficiency.

In order to reach these goals, Wood said

MassPIRG needs endorsements and sup-

BOG called homophobic
By TRYSTAN SKEIGH
Collegian Staff

Editor's note: this is the first of a three-

part series

Many University of Massachusetts ad-

ministrators said the Board of Governor's

News Analysis

move to eliminate the Lesbian, Gay and

Bisexual Alliance seats last semester was

discriminatory and may violate the "Stu-

dent Code of Conduct."

Last semester, furor erupted when the

BOG voted 13-0-1 to eliminate the two ap-

pointed LBGA seats on the board. Many
governors also claimed that all of the

BOG's appointed seats were "illegal." Fif-

teen governors were absent when the vote

took place during the last regular meeting

of the semester in December.

Bill Harris, director of the Campus

Center, for whom the BOG was created to

advise, said he strongly disagrees with the

removal of the LBGA seats, adding that

lesbian, gay and bisexual students have a

significant and legitimate interest in Cam-

pus Center affairs.

"The LBG students have meetings here

every week, they have an office, and many

special programs," Harris said. "They have

a wide range of interests here."

Assistant Dean of Students Eileen

Stewart said the BOG was not designed to

be a democratic board. "It's an advisory

board that depends on appointed seats.

It's not a legislative body," Stewart said.

"It's not illegal to have appointed seats."

Both Stewart and Harris said they believ-

ed homophobia was the real motive behind

the elimination of the LBGA seats, adding

that the vote to remove them was a

discriminatory move against lesbian, gay,

and bisexual students.

i "By singling out one set of appointed

seats, the vote targeted the specific group

that had the seats and deprived them of

something they had originally held,"

Stewart said. "The 'Student Code of Con-

duct' explicitly forbids discrimination bas-

ed on sexual orientation." "I personally

Correction

In yesterday's Collegian, we

misidentified the Registered

Student Organization Universi-

ty Video Channel. We apologize

for any inconvienence.

port from administrators and faculty at

UMass, as well as from local businesses.

MassPIRG representatives plan to pre-

sent the anticipated endorsements to state

officials during the 1991 Student Action

Conference planned for March 1-3 at

UMass, said Janet Dominitz, executive

director of MassPIRG.

Dan Jacobsen, campus coordinator for

MassPIRG, said the group hopes to hold a

"Day of Help" devoted to the campaign

against homelessness and hunger, where

organizers plan to help clean up area

shelters, parks and "do something good for

the community."

Jacobsen also said MassPIRG is working

in conjunction with a nationwide student

group organizing to combat hunger and

homelessness for a "Hunger Clean-up Day"

scheduled for April 13.

Last night was the group's first informa-

tional meeting of the spring semester. By

handing out cards in lecture halls,

MassPIRG organizers said they were able

to contact about 4,000 students.

MassPIRG, a 19-year-old UMass public

interest research group devoted to con

sumer and environmental concerns, is

funded by the student body through a $4

waivable fee. The group has blossomed in-

to 28 chapters located on college campuses

across Massachusetts. The UMass-Amherst

chapter serves as the flagship for the

statewide student organization.

Within the last year and through the

"hard work of students," Dominitz said

MassPIRG was able to help pass the Clean

Air Bill which regulates emissions produc-

ed by automobiles.

As a result of the bill, Massachusetts cur

rently has the second toughest guidelines

regarding automobile emissions standards,

second only to that of California

MassPIRG also helped register 2,000

students to vote in November's state

election.

Anyone interested in obtaining more in-

formation can contact the MassPIRG office

at 545-0199.

and administratively consider the BOG's
actions illegitimate," Harris said. "I would

urge the GLB governors to continue to

come to the meetings and speak."

Harris said there are two reasons "why

it's important" to have a mix of appointed

and elected-at-large seats on the BOG.
"The appointed seats ensure that you

reach the student constituency that uses

your building and has important input," he

continued. "The second reason is that you

want to create a blend of students that will

allow for an educational process to occur

in the exchange."

During the same meeting where the

LBGA seats were eliminated, the board

also voted to add two appointed seats for

the Stockbridge students.

"It was highly inconsistent of them to

argue against appointed seats and then

vote more in," Harris said. "It acts to un-

mask their real motives, which are highly

suspect."

Whether or not the motion was legal

under the rules of parliamentary procedure

is irrelevent, according to Stewart.

"The effect of the vote is outright

discrimination even if they did follow

Robert's Rules of Order," Stewart said.

Governors Ed Corrigan and Ted
Maravelias, co-sponsors of the motion to

eliminate the LBGA seats, last semester

argued that gays had no legitimate in-

terests in the Campus Center.

During the debate to remove the seats,

which occurred last October, Corrigan told

the board, "The issue is why the gays need

seats. . .There is no interest in this building

for gays in particular."

Corrigan, meanwhile, defended the ap-

pointed seats for the Third World Caucus

and Abilities Unlimited saying they "pro-

vide a special service and help students get

involved."

Maravelias contended that all appointed

seats were illegal, claiming that the

elimination of the LBGA seats was
"motivated by legal precedents."

He said the LBGA seats were the first

step to eliminate all appointed seats.

During that same meeting, Maravelias

also voted with the rest of the board to

allow the Stockbridge students two ap-

pointed seat on to the BOG.

Woman assaulted

by ex-boyfriend

A woman in McNamara residence hall

reported that her former boyfriend

assaulted her with a dangerous weapon

last Friday. She is seeking a restraining

order.

In other events:

• A woman in Central Area reported

receiving several telephone calls, one of

which was of a threatening nature.

• A woman in Coolidge residence hall

reported $15 in cash was stolen out of her

open room.

Collegian photo by Paul Langdon

CHOP! CHOP! CHOP! - A brave soul in the Campus Center Barber

Shop has his hair cut between classes.

GOP gays form club
Say democrats don 't represent gay people

«» «•«*••«•
'•W*

MARK HENSLEY

BOSTON (AP) - Gay Republicans, try-

ing to shun the notion that only the

Democratic Party cares about homosexual

concerns, yesterday announced the forma-

tion of the state Log Cabin Club, an

organization dedicated to promoting gay

GOP candidates and issues.

"We're tired of traditional Democratic

approach to gay people, which has essen-

tially been as a special interest group," said

Patrick Ward, president of the organiza-

tion's Massachusetts chapter.

The Log Cabin Club was formed in Los

Angeles and San Francisco in 1977 in op-

position to the Briggs Initiative, legislation

that would have barred homosexuals from

teaching in California's public schools.

Since then, chapters have been formed in

Texas, Illinois, Florida, New York and

Washington D.C., Ward said.

Gay rights activists are pleased with Gov.

William F. Weld 's and Lt. Gov. Paul

Cellucci's commitment to their cause,

Ward said. Boston University President

and unsuccessful Democratic gubernatorial

candidate John Silber was hostile toward

homosexuals, he said. But Ward and

Michael T. Duffy a gay Republican who lost

a state representative race last November,

said the Log Cabin Club would have come

to Massachusetts regardless of Silber and

Weld.
"The problem in the gay community is

its leaders have been Democrats, not

Republicans," he said.

The Log Cabin Club will raise money and

endorse GOP candidates who support gay

and lesbian issues. The organization won't

endorse a Democrat if there isn't an accep-

table Republican candidate. Ward said.

Cellucci, who attended yesterday's news

conference, said the gay Republican group

was proof that the GOP isn't a bastion of

white heterosexual men.

"The Massachusetts Republican Party is

committed to attracting people to its ranks

who are as diverse as the commonwealth

itself," Cellucci said. "Gov. Weld and I are

pleased to have the help of the Log Cabin

Club to enhance this effort
."

Last week Weld appointed Michael T.

Duffy to the Massachusetts Commission

Against Discrimination. Duffy, of Boston,

lost a State house race last yet to Rep.

vBy/ojV Rushing (D Boston).
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RUSH PIKE
THE FRATERNITY WITH A COMMITMENT TO EXCELLENCE

Spring 1991 Open Rush
Feb 13, 14, 19, 20 8-10 p.m.

418 North Pleasant St., 549-4921

ALL UNIVERSITY MEN WELCOME
• LIFE LONG
FRIENSHIPS

• STRONG

ATHLETICS
- OLYMPIC
WEIGHT ROOM

• CONVENIENT
LOCATION

UNPARALLELED
SOCIAL LIFE

STRESSED

ACADEMICS
- Two Computers

- Course Files

• EXCELLENT
MEAL PLAN

Career Fair Today
10:00AM - 3:00PM

Campus Center Auditorium
iii i i

Over 70 employers including Bread & Circus, Worldteach, Springfield

Public Schools and more - all waiting to meet you !

Special Preview!!

University Computerized Alumni Network (UCAN) matching you with alumni for career advice !

rAND at 3:35 PM in Campus Center 165

Confessions of a Procrastinating Senior
Panelists:

Working alumni describe the Matthew Zieper, '90., AT & T
dangers of 'blowing off ': career Nancy McParland, '90, Marriott

services in the senior year Bryan Grenon, '90, Arnold Advertising

The Mather Career Center
Where Careers Take Off!

Call 545-2224 for details

Editorial/Opinion ^^
The opinions on tMs paygS of the individual wnte, or caaooS and do not necessarily reflea the view, 0/ the Colkyan or the Unmnity unless otem* Med

Women victimized by rape

while their attackers go free
_. .... 1 * •/* _— _ ,«l, w ... ,.»- an i\\\

I have a friend who was raped last

February. The trial of the accused rapist

was a few days ago. He got off, and it's not

the first time he has been taken to court

for rape. He has yet to be convicted.

I have watched my friend go through

some incredible changes since she was

raped. She is a warm, outgoing, loving per-

son. When I first met her, I was drawn to

her because she was like a young puppy.

She was trusting, sure of herself and life,

and full of fun. She didn't have any qualms

about meeting life head-on.

Winona Little Robin

I've watched her change since the rape.

She's no longer trusting; she has become

cautious. She's withdrawn into a more

secure lifestyle. She doesn't sparkle the

way she used to. She doesn't revel in the

joy of being young and alive. She's seen

that life can bite, and through someone she

knew and thought was okay, safe,

trustworthy.

It has hurt to see someone I care about

loose their innocence because someone

violated their trust. I know how she feels.

I was raped when I was 17 years old. It was

my first, 'sexual,' encounter. (A mistaken

assumption about rape is that it is all sex-

ual. It's not, it's about power, domination,

and humiliation.)

I was raised in a family that put a high

premium on virginity. Love-making was

something reserved for a special person

with whom one wanted to make a life-long

commitment. The first time was supposed

to be a gift, a once-in-a-lifetime choice. I

have always felt that I was robbed, not on-

ly of the right to make that choice, but of

my validity as a human being.

When I was raped, there were very few

options available to me. I didn't have

counseling to help sort out my feelings. At

that time, rape was something you hid.

There was a pervasive attitude that if a

woman was raped, she must have been ask-

ing for it. Some women externalize their

anger. They may project it towards a

specific person or persons, a place, or an ob-

ject. I internalized the anger, the pain, the

shame — because I had been raped,

somehow I must have been to blame.

I was much like my friend. I had always

been outgoing, in love with life, a bit of a

daredevil. I trusted people. Not after the

rape. I was still outgoing, but inside I

became fearful. I tried to put the rape in

the back of my mind and go on with my life.

At 17, 1 just wanted to forget it had ever

happened. Needless to say, I didn't date

much my senior year.

What I didn't know was how deeply the

experience had scarred me. Because I felt

so badly about myself, I found I only

wanted to be around men who treated me
badly, not physically, but psychologically.

Nice men made me uncomfortable. It

wasn't until I was in my early 30s and

started writing an autobiography for a

class that I realized how much damage had

been done to my life because I had been

raped. I was able to work things through

and realize that I was a valuable human
being. Some women don't, or can't.

My girlfriend had counseling. But, she

had to relive that experience all over again

on the witness stand almost a year after the

rape. Emotionally, I relived the experience

I had been through as well. Because of my
friend's experience, I was amazed at how

many lives were touched and affected

because of this rape.

My friend went through the actual

assault. Her friends and family went

through the emotional and psychological

trauma with her. Everyone who was close

to her was touched in some way. Rape is

not an isolated incident, but one which

touches the very fabric of society, the

hearts and lives of the people.

I hope my friend is okay.

What I don't understand is why our socie-

ty puts so little premium on the value of

their women. The fact that this man walk

ed away scot free again shows the serious

nature of the problem women face in the

United States.

Winona Little Robin is an Amherst

resident

?/
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Amherst College 'Dan Quayles'

should stop stealing from the poor
Last week's pro-war rally at UMass, and

the recent arrest of an anti war protester

in Amherst caught my attention. Both had

a common motif: privileged right wing

Amherst College students. Amherst Col-

lege students figured prominently in both

incidents, as speakers to the masses and as

hecklers of the predominately UMass anti-

war group. It must indeed seem natural for

those from a privileged, moneyed

background to rally those who will serve

as fodder for an unjust war. I challenge

Amherst College to come up with statistics

of volunteers in the Gulf that rival those

of UMass.
There is a class war in the Gulf and at

home. Here in Massachusetts the private

schools continue to maintain a hegemonic

bloc over and against public education. The

so-called, Five College Consortium, is false

advertising. For years, the privates.

foremost among them Amherst College,

have continued to exploit the resources ol

UMass: enrolling in graduate seminars,

taking selected classes, and using the

Tower library's vast collection. Now that

exploitation has taken an even uglier turn

as the elites incite the less-priviledged to

participate in a war they themselves will

never have to fight.

This past year 1 refused Amherst College

students admittance to my graduate

seminars. I will not becomplicit in suppor

ting class privilege in this state. To those

Amherst College students who bear an un-

canny resemblance to the "Dan Quayles of

the world.'* 1 say. "Go Home." Haven't yon

dope enough damage already?

Stay off this campus.
Cathy Schwichtenberg
Assistant Professor of

Communications

Sometimes a scream is better than a thesis.

- Ralph Waldo Emerson (1803-1882)

Jewish and anti-war

In this sad time of war, Jewish Americans who op-

pose the United States in its aggression toward Iraq

are faced with a difficult moral dilemma. With Sad-

dam Hussein's attack on Israel, a dreadful decision

seems necessary. To oppose the war which George Bush

has plunged this country into, can be viewed as in-

dii .ictly supporting Hussein. By supporting Hussein,

one supports his actions as well, and therefore his at-

tack on the Jewish state of Israel. However, by pro-

testing Hussein's attack on the Jewish homeland, one

may also seem to be supporting President Bush in his

unjust and wasteful war. This places Jews who want

to, "do the right thing," between a rock and a hard

place, or so it appears.

If Saddam Hussein had simply attacked Israel for no

reason, or in an attempt to take over the land, then

there would unquestionably be a reason to protest.

Hussein is in a position of disadvantage. He realiz-

ed that by attacking Israel he could divide the Arab

countries supporting the attack on him, and change the

odds in his favor somewhat. Hussein also made his plan

clear to the world, that if he was attacked, his first

retaliation would be directed at Israel.

The destruction of innocent lives and historic

buildings is a terrible thing, but regardless of Hussein's

lack of concern for Israel, or humanity, a greater evil

was committed. President Bush, knowing that the in-

vasion of Iraq would result in an attack on Israel, at-

tacked Iraq anyway.

7 hold President Bush personally responsible for any

destruction that occurs in the Jewish state of Israel.

Without allowing sanctions to work, and without

anything more than a superficial attempt at negotia-

tion, possibly just enough to appease the public, Bush

launched his war on Iraq, despite Hussein s repeated

threat of an attack on Israel.

As an active protester of this war, while at the same

time a religious Jew, I find myself refusing to take

Bush's side, even if Israel is being hurt. I have an at-

tachment to Israel, but in the greater scheme of things,

Bush is causing more destruction to human life and

p,ace8 to Uv. than any other oft^j*£«_
Hampshire College

Europeans discussing the new Europe
Over the last few years there have been a huge increase

in interdependence throughout Europe. Interdependence

in this case applies to integration that (especially over the

last five years) has drawn most European countries closer

to some sort of unity.

Lars Kwijer

Here in the United States most people are, with a good

reason, too busy taking care of their own problems to

notice the big changes going in Europe. But they should.

Last week at a lecture at Amherst College it was said that

the events in Europe could turn out more important than

the Persian Gulf war. If that is true, I do not know, but

there is certainly something to it.

I have never seen a survey on it. but I am sure that it

some college students were asked if they had ever heard

of the European Community, a lot would have to answer

no. To many of us Europeans the EC may soon have a

large influence on our lives, since it is the EC that is bring

ing a United Europe into being. A lot of things are left

out when the politicians are uniting us. Alone among the

12 EC member-countries, nine different languages are

spoken, and the culture differences go far beyond the

language barriers. Surely it would be much harder for a

German to identify himself as a fellow citizen with a Por-

tuguese than it is for a New Englander with a person from

Texas. This is not because they would have problems

talking.

The European Community is still for most part a

economical union. A lot of people claim that it is wrong

that economic interests should decide our desire to become

one people, or at least one country.

I see this "growing together" in a positive light. By be-

ing united we can learn a lot. both cultural and political,

and maybe thereby prevent some of the conflict that big

differences on a small area have created. As the German

foreign minister, Hans Ditrech Genscher said: "Rather

a European Germany than a German Europe."

Now when I speak of a united Europe 1 do not expect

the French to start speaking English or that the Italians

should stop cheering on the Italian national team in the

soccer World Cup. That must never happen. A union that

is to be created must know Us precise limits. To learn from

each other culturally certainly does not mean to adapt

other forms of living. It is important that while together

each state keep their identity.

In opposition to a number of politicians in Bruxelles

(Belgium), I believe now is as good as time as any to ex-

pand the number of member countries in the EC. If we

truly want European unity, the new democracies in

eastern Europe and Norway and Sweden should he ac-

cepted as members shortly.

In an attempt to create an environment of discussion

and understanding of the constant changes in Europe, a

European Club has been created in the Five College Area.

We welcome citizens of all countries (not only Europe) to

attend our meeting general assembly tonight in the

UMass Campus Center

Lars Kroijer is a trasfer student from Denmark and the

vici'-president of the European Club

Collegian ought to keep its opinions to itself

J

I am not a warmonger nor a Republican.

I have no particular desire to see American blood shed

in the gulf. I personally hold no grudges against those

who are protesting the actions of the United States in the

Persian Gulf. They are simply doing what they feel is cor

rect and are within their constitutional rights in doing so.

However, I do have a problem with the way that the Col-

legian is handling its coverage of these events. Time and

time again, I have seen the Collegian and its columnists

take a one-sided view of this issue, that of the anti war

American minority. I feel that as the officially sanction

ed newspaper of the University of Massachusetts, the Col-

legian should equally present both sides ol the issue and

allow each of its readers the opportunity to formulate his

or her own opinion rather than being spoon fed that ol

the Collegian and its columnists.
Mark Tanner

Southwest

[Editor's note - Columnists do not 'cover events. ' They ex-

press their own opinions. All members of the community

are encouraged to submit to the Ed/Op page. We select a

generally representative portion of submissions to be

printed
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administration takes over SGA
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

BOG, will be suspended until a new gover-

nance system is voted upon through

referendum. Any space adjustments will be

considered in the Fall of 1991.

• Elections of all Student Government

Association Officers, except the Student

Trustee, will be postponed until September,

after a referendum has been passed, for

whatever positions are specified in the new

governance structure.

Student senators expressed outrage

yesterday at the idea of a Commission they

say does not represent the students, and at

a leadership they claim has "sold out to the

administration."

"The Commission, with only six

representatives elected by the students,

clearly signifies these seats are pure

tokenism," said Brown Senator Jeff Tur-

co. "The SGA leaders sold out."

"I am shocked and dismayed," said

Johnson Senator Kevin Newnan. "This is

a conscious effort to thwart student

government.
"The SGA voted last Wednesday to

redraft the constitution ourselves, and the

[drafting] Committee made great progress

with the reduction of the size of the

Senate," Newnan said. "We were cleaning

our own house and they had no reason to

do this."

missile launchers hit

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

qi radio, which reported the gathering

yesterday, did not say what was

discussed.

In this fourth week of war, the allies

claim superiority in the sky and seas,

and Iraq has expressed eagerness for a

ground confrontation. It did so again

yesterday.

"Iraq is ready to engage in the land

battle at any time," Deputy Premier

Saadoun Hammadi told reporters in

Algeria.

But President Bush said Monday that

the allies will continue the air assault,

taking "whatever time is necessary" to

lay the groundwork for a land war.

But in central Kuwait, darkness pro

ved to be no cover for an Iraqi convoy

of 25 to 50 vehicles. U.S. aircraft blasted

it, inflicting serious damage, the of-

ficials said. They also said an Iraqi

helicopter was shot down overnight near

Mosul, in northern Iraq. The four Scud

launchers believed destroyed in over-

night attacks were in western Iraq, stag-

ing ground for attacks on Israel. An ur-

ban neighborhood in Israel was hit by

a Scud early yesterday and Israel's ar-

my reported six injuries.

DACK
SCHOOL 101

Prerequisite:

Dock pain A REFERRAL

from your UHS provider

This 3 session program

(classes one week apart)

includes information on exercise,

some anatomy, massage,

treatment options, posture tips

and pain relief methods.

DATES: Tuesdays,
February 26, March 5, & 12 VJ

TIME: 6:00 - 8:00 pm

PLACE: Room 304 University Health Center

Call UHS Health Education for Information

and Registration«549-2671 ext 181

•Pleo»e ooviie your UHS orovider tor the proper referral

ROUTE 9 HADLEY MA 586-6393

LOCATED IN THE HOWARD JOHNSON MOTOR LODGE

VwtfFnski vera Economal l/wu,FmndL

VERY OPEN!
7:00 AM- 10:00 PM

7 DAYS A WEEK

BREAKFAST LUNCH DINNER

\

SHAPE UP FOR SPRING

.

At Hilltop and Crossan Healthclubs i

located in Webster & Gorman dorms \

Register 2/4-2/14, Mon-Thurs 7-9pm

3E Z -— »jmKJt»
iurs 7-9pm I

MBdap

Valentine's Night

Kjl Dance Party
Thursday, February 14

at Pearl Street Nightclub

WIN: FREE Cape Cod Cuddle & Bubble Vacations

at the

(j)nternaUonal CJ/nn
662 MAIN STREET H r'ANNIS, CAPE COD. W\A 02601 (508)775 5600

18 & over

welcome

a
IHCIUDES: A five course prime rib or lobster diner A lavish all you can

'eakfast each morning Cornphmetary ho! and cold hors

ipc Cod s best chili served early evenings in the lounge

A bottle of c'
rsmpagne a mid-nite snack pack and a red rose for her,

delivered to your room Use of al! hotel facilities

Outstanding
Teacher Award
THE COLLEGE OF FOOD AND NATURAL RESOURCES

invites students and faculty to submit
nominations for the 1990-91 award

NOMINATION FORMS DUE MARCH 1

(Available in room 111 Stockbridge Hall
or in departmental offices)

Faculty in the following departments are eligible for nomination:

TM 1988

CUDDLE & BUBBLE
in a Jacuzzi built for 2

Entomology

Food Science

Home Economics

Nutrition

Plant Pathology

Resource Economics

Forestry and Wildlife Management

Hotel, Restaurant and Travel Adminis.

Landscape Architecture and Regional Plan.

Plant and Soil Sciences

Veterinary and Animal Sciences

Third Vorld Affairs
Desert Storm and wise American ways
The tone and substance of many of the opinions that

have been expressed on this page have been frequently

described as overly critical of beliefs and attitudes

prevalent among the populace of the United States of

America. We have been accused of bias and bigotry, in-

gratitude and insolence.

Back in our own countries inflation is running rampant,

debts are mounting and a deep sullen anger seems to be

permeating the air. As Baghdad and Basra burn, we seem

to have entered the spring of our discontent.

It is a new age and a new order. The time has finally

come for some of us to dwell on aspects ofthe United States

experience that we find inspiring and worthy of

emulating. And we will not dwell on the obvious aspects

like the access to advanced ideas and technologies, or the

intellectual resources in the academic and industrial

institutions.

To those that find this praise jarring, turn the page —
these are personal opinions. After all, Doonesbury beckons

on the most widely read page of this pristine publication.

We have much to learn from our American hosts. Opera-

tion Desert Storm for a starter. We should envy the con-

sistency and moral rectitude of the most popular presiden-

cy in recent U.S. history. When the Iraqi Baathists dared

to question the permanence of Euro-colonial boundaries,

the United States revealed its deep commitment to the

New Old Order.

Our host country keeps its word. It swore to expel Iraq

from the twentieth century, and has done so promptly and

absolutely. The punctuality and firmness of purpose evi-

dent in this operation are admirable traits that we must

learn from the Americans. Contrast this with the pro-

mises that our nations make? They have been swearing

to bring our peoples into the twentieth century ever since

the day of my birth.

Say what you will, the American people have nerves of

steel. They can observe television footage of the twisted

and charred corpses of Iraqi women and children, shrug

regretfully, and flip the channel over to cartoons in the

blink of an eyelid. They have the courage to understand

that their greater national interest sometimes means

shedding the blood ofenemy civilians. Contrast this stee-

ly resolve with the qualms shown by many of our popular

movements. So-called terrorist actions by liberation

fighters are conducted by covert organizations that can-

not ever aspire to having the deadly punch that 42,000

sorties by airborne weapons platforms can pack for the

people of Iraq.

The decency with which protest and dissent is conducted

in the United States is an object lesson in democracy for

all of us. Protesters in this country light candles, hold

hands, sing songs, and march in the streets. If anything

does burn, it is an occasional flag or a draft card.

Contrast this with protest and dissent in many of our

countries. Our protestors have a relentless habit of form-

ing militias, donning uniforms, and expressing

displeasure with grenade launchers and AK-47 assault

rifles.

Pratip Dastidai

When Americans do protest, they do so for eminently

sensible reasons. These include an unwillingness to see

their young fellow-citizens hurt in combat, or distaste at

the expenditure of dollars on wars instead of their own
well-being (lip service is duly given to the destruction

wrought on the enemy society, but that is of tertiary im-

portance). In fact, one might dare hazard that these anti-

war activists would find little of truly personal import to

protest about if future American wars could be automated,

and conducted in an economical fashion. Enough said on

this issue here (a future article will dwell on this. . .)

Contrast this with the reasons for which many in our

lands protest. Abstract dreams like nationalism,

resurgence of fundamental values, control over resources,

rebellion against neo-colonial regimes, the validity of col-

onial boundaries, ethnic pride. . We should adopt the

wisdom of the U.S. protesters and only dissent with our

governments when they conduct wars with too many
casualties or spend too many rupees, dinars or pesos on

them.
Most Americans are not protesters. They love their coun-

try, cheer for their troops and wave their flag at every

opportunity.

Contrast this with the practice in many ofour countries,

where the flag only flies on government installations, and
ordinary citizens are obsessed with the bizarre notion that

patriotism is a quiet and personal emotion, reaffirmed by

personal sacrifice, not public display.

The American people respect their media. When the Ira-

qis make scandalous accusations such as the recent claim

that U.S. bombers blasted a milk factory, the U.S. media

assures the world that it was a biological warfare plant.

Most American people honor the media and accept this

plausible explanation.

People in most of our nations love to distrust their

media. Rumors propagate like wildfire, and an easy way
to discredit a story is to cite national television as the

primary source.

The American media respects its people. It never fails

to marvel at their steadfastness in times of hardship, or

their fabled tolerance of dissent. It lauds their generosi-

ty, humor, eccentricity, and work ethic. Even when it criti-

ques a cultural attribute it beckons to the true soul of the

nation that will one day resurge. Compassion and com-

munity, home and hearth. No major national newspaper

would tolerate critiques of the sort that some foreign

students here tend to indulge in. To do so would mean a

slump in sales caused by popular indignation.

Our media will never forget to harp on themes like

endemic corruption and inequity. They rarely ascribe

these sins to an elite coterie. Instead, writers from Lagos

to Lima harp on the failure of society at large.

The people of our host nation are enormously proud of

their culture and way of life. They even go so far as to

see the inevitable triumph of U.S. values when a child

in Amman or Bombay wears Levi jeans. They view a guest

in their land who does not endorse their way of live as

an ingrate (rather than a mercenary). America, love it or

leave it.

People in our nations often seem to express surprise

when foreigners try to adopt our way of life. They

sometimes marvel at why anyone would want to go to such

trouble. A guest in our countries is often expected to find

it hard to accept our ways. Foreigners might not love my
country and will usually leave it. Nonetheless, they are

usually extended due hospitality as long as they are law-

abiding. We need to learn from America.

Some of us do acknowledge that in the past we have

criticized the United States of America. Operation Desert

Storm has been a sobering experience. We hope this arti-

cle will provide a much needed balance.

To the United States ofAmerica. . .Thank you so >tuch.

Pratip Dastidar is Collegian staff.

[Editor's note — This article is the opinion of the u riter

and does not necessarily reflect the views ofthe ColUgian

staff.]

Israel looks to Gulf war to block peace
Against the background of the current hostilities, at

least one irony that will not be lost on independent-minded

people in the Middle East is that the United States is

fighting a war so that Israel can avoid a peace. At the

heart of the Israeli role in the war against Iraq, as

cheerleader, spymaster, and primary beneficiary, is the

plan to retain and colonize the West Bank and Gaza. This

plan is entirely dependent on avoiding the long proposed

international peace conference on Palestine, and the just

peace that could result (i.e. Palestinian statehood).

The agenda is being advanced in two ways. Firstly, by

the wholesale destruction ofIraqi state and society, which

is a long cherished dream of the Israeli government.

Israeli refusal to negotiate with Palestinians and its plans

for further colonization of occupied territory are depen-

dent on regional military supremacy, which Iraq was

beginning to challenge. Before the United States became

directly involved, many Israelis were openly talking about

the need for Israel to attack and destroy this most advanc-

ed of Arab countries for fear of being forced to the dread-

ed international negotiating table. Once the United States

began to consider a war with Iraq, Israelis were among

the chief advocates of an all out attack, not to "free

Kuwait," but to destroy Iraq, and were singularly hor-

rified by any suggestion of a peaceful settlement that

might leave Iraq intact. On the night of the United States

attack on Iraq, Israelis were seen dancing in the streets

of Tel Aviv on CNN, and they continue to gloat. In truth

Hussein Ibish

they have found themselves in a most enviable position,

as one of their major wars is being fought and it is

Americans who will do the dying for them. This is an

astonishing occurrence of a patron state fighting a proxy

war on behalf of its client. Secondly, the Israelis are us-

ing the issue of "restraint" as a primary diplomatic

weapon to defend against the possibility of a peace con-

ference in the future. The fear that the supposedly new-

found closeness between the U.S. and several of the Arab

regimes that it has purchased might lead to U.S. pressure

on Israel to negotiate will be countered by a reference to

"restraint," the display of pictures of Yasser Arafat in the

Facials Are Not Just A
Relaxing Luxury!

A
Proper SKIN CARE is

necessary to PREVENT
premature aging

\and unhealthy skin.

$
SPECIAL SAVINGS

:oo
off 3 Treatment Package

Styles by Deborah
"The Spa For Hair & Skin Care"

. BODY WAXING & WRAPPING • LASH TINTS • MAKEUP CONSULTATIONS

65 University Dr., Amherst • 549-5610

Now's the
time to call...

North Amherst
Motors

71 0M Sundtdand Rd„ Mo.MM
549-2880

Expert Repairs and
Reconditioning

Mo*tUmiorCfditC*x*Accmpfd

company of Saddam, and other emotional manipulation.

Many leading Israelis have openly admitted this to

various organs such as the New York Times [January 27,

1991].

Israeli plans for the West Bank and Gaza are clear and

chilling. The government insists that these lands are and

must remain a part of the Israeli state, but annexation

under current circumstances is politically difficult since

it would involve either the incorporation of 2 million

Arabs or dropping the figleaf of occupation and admitting

to the world that Israel is a full-fledged aparthied state.

The plan is, rather, to use the "miracle" of large scale Rus-

sian immigration to colonize the territories with instant

Israelis. Palestinians will be displaced as usual and quite

possibly expelled altogether. The newest member of the

Israeli cabinet is an outspoken advocate of mass expul-

sion, adding yet another such voice to that remarkable

body. The obscenity of the fact that in 1991 the world may

yet witness the displacement ofhundreds ofthousands of

indigenous people by European colonizers will not be lost

on the people of the region or the Third World as a whole,

but after the fate of Iraq who will dare to intervene?

The final stage in the plan to permanently obliterate

Palestine is the "Palestinization" of Jordan. The hope is

to eventually dispatch King Hussein and to see to the crea-

tion of a government run by the slight majority popula-

tion of refugees from Palestine. Then Israel and its friends

will claim that since it is populated and governed by peo-

ple expelled from Palestine, that therefore, lo and behold,

Jordan is Palestine, and there is no need to let Palesti-

nians actually have anything to do with Palestine itself.

Hey presto, Palestine becomes Israel and Jordan becomes

Palestine. And all made possible by America's war.

As the men and women of the United States pursue the

destruction of Iraq it is conceivable that the price to be

paid in the blood of Americans may increase in the days

ahead and may even reach a rather harsh cost. It may

well be worth reflecting on the fact that the main barrier

to affecting an Iraqi withdrawal of Kuwait without the

shedding of American blood was the refusal of the United

States to join the vast majority of the international com-

munity and endorse a peace conference to address the pro-

blem of the Israeli occupation. There was every indica

tion that the Iraqis were willing to accommodate

American diktats for the sake of Palestine. But, rather

than urge the Israelis to negotiate, the United States

choose to commit its troops to war. Just as the United

States fights a war on Israel's behalf, Israel's refusal to

negotiate a just peace continues to push the United States,

the region, and the world to war.

This article is the opinion of the writer and does not

necessarily reflect the views of the Collegian staff.
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ARTS & LIVING
New guild
emerges from
budget cuts
By LISA CURTIS
Collegian Staff

Yet another student resource seemed about to be

crippled at UMftM, but'the UMass Music Theatre Guild

and the University Players fought back with spirit. As

of January 1991. they are officially merged and collec-

tively known as the UMass Theatre Guild.

"The goal of the new and improved Theatre Guild

is to keep student theater alive," wrote Knstie Tin-

cher. associate Publicity Coordinator for the Guild.

'(The UMass Theatre Guild > is an organization

created to provide a stronger theater resource network

for the Five College student community.' states the

Guild's press release.

The UMass Music Theatre Guild premiered in 1936

with Gilbert and Sullivan's Trial by Jury. Last

semester's productions included Schoolhouse Rock and

Sweet Chanty.

The University Players, originally known as the

Southwest Theater Group, formed in the Spring of 1988

with its focus on non-musical theater. The players then

decided to alternate producing a musical in the Spring

with a non-musical play in the Fall. Their lecent pro-

ductions include Talk Radio and You're a Good Man.

Charlie Broun.
"The Executive Boards of both the Music Theatre

Guild and the University Players mutually decided

that by combining their memberships and talent polls,

they could share, rather than compete for, campus

resources," said the Guild's release.

"Both groups previously shared similar goals, mis-

sion statements, and constitutions, and therefore by

uniting to form one larger, stronger organization, the

UMass Theatre Guild, the memberships could provide

a wider variety of theater experience on campus than

either group was able to alone."

CONTINUED ON PAGE lO

Goldreich talks on Jewish women
and their traditional literary roles

By ALISON BUCKHOLTZ
Collegian Correspondent

"What do writers want of Jewish women?" asked Gloria

Goldreich, rephrasing Freud's famous question during her

lecture on "The Traditional Role of Jewish Women in

Literature" at the Hillel House Monday night.

Speaking as part of the Jewish Arts Festival. Goldreich

outlined an answer both multi-dimensional and far-

reaching, spanning centuries of Western literature,

historv and society.

Its foundation rests on realistic and not so-realistic por

trayals of Jewish women by Jewish and non-Jewish

writers.

The first portrait of a Jewish woman was created by

Shakespeare, in The Merchant of Venice. Shylock's

daughter Jessica, she said, who marries a Christian to

"escape what she sees as 'the onus of Jewishness.' was

created with literary sarcasm and a certain amount of

venom." according to Goldreich.

"But there is no way Shakespeare could have known

any Jewish women at any time in his life." she said, poin-

ting out that Jews had been expelled from England in the

11th century.

Regardless, "this damaging portrait of a Jewish woman

is the first we have in the Anglo literature tradition." she

said.

Reinforcement of this image continued in Sir Walter

Scott's lvanhoe. Rebecca of York, based on Jewish woman

Rebecca Gratz of Philadelphia, is another unrealistic,

though sympathetic, portrayal, Goldreich said.

George Eliot's Daniel Deronda changed this with its

description of working-class and poor Jewish women, she

said. "But although it was a sympathetic portrait, the em-

phasis was still on jewels and the richness of their

clothing. It doesn't delve into the reality of their life," she

said.

Lives of Jewish women were closer to realistic portrayal

after the Haskalah, or Enlightenment, in the 1800s. This

freed Jews to create their own literature, Goldreich said.

Although early Yiddish writers like Sholom Aleichem,

on whose Tevye stories Fiddler on the Roof is based, knew

Jewish life from the inside, the most revolutionary change

occurred when European immigration to the United

States began, she said.

Since Jewish girls in America had to have an education,

most Jewish women learned how to read and write for the

first time.

"Now. Jewish women were written about not by gen

tile men, not by Jewish men, but by Jewish women." she

said.

This leap is epitomized, she said, by Anzia Yezierska.

who immigrated to the United States from Poland in 1901

"Yezierska was the first." Goldreich said. "To write as

she did, to send her stories to the Yiddish papers, to sell

a screen play to Hollywood, was revolutionary, radical.

As the immigrants became "Americanized," she said,

so did the writing, reflecting an evolving place for Jews

in their new society. "Herman Wouk's Marjone Morn

ingstar jumped a long way from Shakespeare's Jessica,

into a portrait of the modern Jewish woman and her strug

gle for liberation," Goldreich said.

Philip Roth continued this tradition, which exists toda\

in various forms. "The rise of the Jewish generational

novel and the Jewish saga is one result," Goldreich said.

"Writers are looking at Jewish women realistically, in a

historical perspective. The rise and redefinition of ethnic

literature in the U.S. also contributed to this new perspec

tive."

Today's Jewish women writers, such as Grace Paley,

Cynthia Ozick and Norma Rosen, contribute to this "vast

.

multi-dimensional picture of Jewish women," Goldreich

added. Rephrasing Freud's question, Goldreich considered

what Jewish women want of the writers who portray

them.

"To be portrayed in all seasons of life as we are: mothers

and sisters, fierce in our dreams, tenacious . . . with joys

to be known and sorrows to be revealed. Above all we ask

to be seen as we are: Jewish women in search of

ourselves," she said.

Apple intn xluces the Macintt >sh LC.
If you thought that finding a color

Macintosh* system you could afford

was just a dream, then the new, affordable Macintosh LC is a dream

come true.

The Macintosh LC is rich in color. Unlike many computers that can display

only 16 colors at once, the Macintosh LC expands your palette to 256 colors.

It also comes with a microphone and new sound-input technology that lets

you personalize your work by adding voice or other sounds.

Like every Macintosh computer, the LC is easy to set up and easy to

master. And if runs thousands of available applications that all work in the

same, consistent way-so once you've learned one program, you're well

on yourway to learning them all. The Macintosh LC even lets you share infor-

mation with someone who uses a different type of computer-thanks to

the versatile Apple* SuperDriver which can read from and write to Macintosh,

MS-DOS, OS 2. and .Apple II floppy disks.

Take a look at the Macintosh LC and see what it gives you. Then pinch

vourself. It's better than a dream-it's a Macintosh.

For farther information please

visit the University Store

Computer Department Campus

Center, 545-2619

f| The p< )wer i< ) be y< >ur best.'
1 1990 Apple Compute. Inc App*. the Appt* logo, and Macintosh am
MS DOS it a ragitterad tradamant of Mieroao". Corporation OS/? •» a r.
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DAILY CROSSVORD PUZZLE
Edited Bv TRUDE MCHEL JAFEE
ACROSS

1 Heavenly

headwear
6 Mideast pel
10 Distort

14 Exclusively

15 Green
in Brest

16 Heard al

Lincoln Center

1 7 Mrs Schwai
jeneggei

18 Per peison

19 William the

toaophilite

?0 Body type

that lends

to tie

tounded
2? Blues stieet in

Memphis
23 Pushe'

puisueis

24 More runo'c

25 As simple as —
26 Mil tank

29 Widen the hole

30 Paiapheinalia

32 Gymnastic leal

37 Duiango
laieweli

39 Small animal

hide

40 Antler parts

41 Designated

again

44 Columbus
caravel

45 Dpsuh
46 Guernsey

grassland

48 Salt

49 Mysteiy

52 Hits like

Stiawherry

54 Staggering

55 Not virtuous

59 Fish organ

60 Hot spot

61 Cathode
partner

62 This, in Toledo

63 Bog luel

64 Scrawny animal

65 Light carriage

66 Young ones
67 Abounds

DOWN
1 Pari ot a

harness

2 Actoi Bates

3 The - is my
shepheid.

4 Teai (eiker 7

5 See 48 Across

6 Far liom raie

7 Harvests

8 Mischievous

9 Certain degiee

10 Conduit, ol a

sort

1

1

Places

12 lunai valley

13 Not as ruddy
?i Killei whale

?2 Beauty s

invei

24 Alas*. . once
25 Gelling agent

?6 Veneiable

historian

27 First lelon

29 Insect sprays

31 Simple song
33 Flussian

village

34 Measurement
standard

35 Actress Ohn
36 Former ruler

38 Redolence
42 Above average

grade

43 OT book
47 Shocked
49 Carries on
50 South Bend

lighters

51 Kmd ol ray or

wing

52 Goll great

53 Subsequently

55 Ins

layer

56 Essence
57 First

lather

58 Certain

drumsticks

60 Choose

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE
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rtENU
LUNCH
Tcu os

Tima i^elt

BASICS LUNCH
Vegetable Taco

Tuna <*\eli

DINNER
tad

Fisherman s Plate

BASICS DINNER
Raiatouille

fisherman's Plate

YOUR DAILY HOROSCOPE
By JEANE DIXON

ARIES (March 21-April 19): The

mail brings good news. Con-

sistency will help you get bet-

ter results in business. Letting

children know what is ex-

pected of them will encourage

them to develop good habits.

TAURUS (April 20-May 20):

Trust your own instincts If a

long-distance romance makes

you feel like an exile, get out

and socialize more Your

creativity is at a peak Look for

new outlets for your talents.

GEMINI (May 21-June 20):

Your influence grows at work.

Use any spare time to com-
plete important paperwork. A
new office or apartment brings

great satisfaction Break out of

a rut. Accept a spur-of-the-

moment invitation.

CANCER (June 21-July 22):

Remain close to your family but

enjoy your freedom. Develop-

ing your skills as a public

speaker will help your career.

Travel is favored. Accept an in-

vitation to visit friends at a

distance.

LEO (July 23-Aug. 22): Review

the pros and cons of a recent

business proposal. Seek ex-

perts' advice before signing.

Let a past love fade away; so-

meone more compatible is on

the horizon. Avoid making

demands
VIRGO (Aug 23-Sept. 22):

Although overseas travel holds

great appeal, postpone it for a

more favorable period. Be sen-

sitive to a child's or parent's

feelings Influential people will

reward your original ideas.

LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22): The

success of a business partner-

ship will banish any financial

worries! Hang tough if others

give you a hard time or at-

tempt to deceive you. A
change of residence or lifestyle

is overdue.

SCORPIO (Oct 23-Nov 21):

An idealistic but focused ap-

proach helps advance your

career Use your influence to

get loans and expand business.

Free-lancers do brilliantly today.

Nurture an ailing relationship.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov 22-Dec

21): Speaking your mind will

clear up a misunderstanding.

You feel energized after enroll-

ing in an exercise or dance pro-

gram. Additional education

boosts your earning power.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan.

19): Spruce up your wardrobe

with carefully chosen ac-

cessories. A contemporary im-

age is a big plus in business.

Check out stock tips proposed

by friends. A prominent in-

dividual plays a major role in

your career

AQUARIUS (Jan 20-Feb 18):

Beware of strangers bearing

gifts. Your snakely ways may
soon get you in trouble Try tan-

ning yourself in the tropics. You

will soon be treated to a night

of fine dining and chic dancing.

PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20):

Admit your mistakes and you

will win big at work or heme.

Your financial instincts are right

on the money Take time out to

recharge your batteries. Lunch

with one of your chums
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UMass Theatre Guild
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The UMass Theatre Guild will be main

taining b«»th complete Executive Boarda

iuriiiK this semester of transition

One of the primary reason.- far the

merge is there tended to be a lot of overlap

>ing of membership in both groups," said

icer Kara Jenkins

Human resources were not the only lack-

nij; factor. The Music Theatre Guild is

funded by the Student Activities Trust

Fund, but the University Players did not

same backing The Guild had over

50 years ofexperience which gave them a

• tiger base to work from, while the

University Players had to struggle for

funds, performance and rehearsal space,

and human resources.

"We are offering more because we've con-

solidated. Less money is spent day to day,"

said Ms. Jenkins,"but because we are in a

transitional period we have only schedul-

ed two productions."

Judy Gagnon, former president of the

Players is advisor for both groups. Marc
Clermonnt is the associate producer of the

new Guild.

The positive effects from the merge are

the creation of teams explained Ms.

Jenkins.

"We now have a publicity team versus

<.ne person putting up flyers for the entire

Five College Area. It will make it easier

for people to be involved. The work loads

will be a little lighter, but it will be a bet-

ter experience."

The two upcoming productions are Into

the Woods and Agatha Christie's Ten Lit-

tle Indians. Into the Woods is derived from

six of the Grimm Fairy Tales and is set to

Stephen Soundheim music. Appearances

are made by Cinderella and Sleeping Beau

ty, but Ms. Jenkins warned, "It's not just

fluff and bubbles. It's got a few neat

messages to be learned."

It will play at Bowker Auditorium March

25-28.

Ten Little Indians auditions will be held

March 3-5. A murder mystery, the play will

be an altogether new type of production for

the Guild, appropriate for their new

beginning.

<C BREAKsPRINC

PANAMA CITY BEACH
FLORIDA

NMfflllU!
'Computerized aerobic machines than any club in the Valley.

Stairmasters • Lifecycles » Gravitron • Biocycle • Treadmills

New 'New New I
\." ' • New New New

Special suspended oak woodfloor • Certified Instructors

• Bench Step • Low Impact • High/Low • Boxercise • Stretch

iauna
~fotal body conditioning plus the skill of selfdefense.

Largest full-time Karate studio in Western Mass.

z

t
t

9

• High quality Deacnironi accommoda-

tions toi 7 eioling nights

• Hound tup chartered motoi coach

• Free oooi oeck parties icirvities. 4

promotions

• inter Campus Programs I D Discount

card

• On location stall tor complete

assistance

• Ail Ml :ip& 4 service charges

included

1
I
?

J

f

fContact
fy

Barbara
549-8156

114 '219

SPRING BREAK
from Boston

Cancun starting at $489

Jamaica starting at $509
Price Includes:

•Round trip airfare &
transfers

• 7 nights accommodation &
hotel taxes

I*>w Student Airfares!

CALL FOR MORE
INFORMATION

79 South Pleasant Street
Amherst, Ma 01002
413-256-1261

America's oldest & largest

Student Travel Agency

EES£&±&£=
=H*H***^tt=

rtC
# •*/,

cy me,\ico

Spaces still available!

El Batab/Downtown $409

Laguna/Across Beach $479

Solymar/Beach Econ $509

Las Perlas/Beach Med $529

Conrad Hilton/Super $569

Cancun Playa/Deluxe $599

*Prices based on Quad, occ

Organize a group & get

a free trip!

Local Contact:

JASON 549-7952

For more info, call

800-331 -6002

**
AMHERST

ATHLETIC
CLUB

460 West St.

KARATE
HEALTH &

South Amherst FITNESS
256-0080 CENTER

STEINBECK COLLISION REPAIR
& AUTOBODY

53 So. Prospect - Amherst Center
256-8157 256-1385

Shop Registration # RS1212

WOKKSCfV

K3S

frfZ2

'•-•-•.•-•.•.•J

i .ii *,..*. m ,...» I
) m i ii iiiiN

HEY YOU!
Director Applications Being

Accepted Until February 25th

for

P* Agatka Christie's

TEN LITTLE INDIANS
A Murder Mystery

Call Tkeater Guild Office

at 545-0415 for an application

V/TKe Next Guild Meeting is February 20
m i i m w m mmmtmtmm m im pi gjmn i

asnr"C(rffcircm
m
"\

Special Phone-in Radio Show with
UMass Basketball Coach John Calipari.

• Imports & other unibody vehicles

are our specialty

• State of art equipment for precision

frame and unibody straightening ( + or - Vi mm)

• Over 90 years staff experience

• Accepted by all insurance companies for

collision repair or glass replacement

• Advanced European Technology Painting and

Refinishing Systems

REMEMBER it's your car and your choice of

repair facilities
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John Tate

The Valley's newest and most
complete weight training facility!

UMass Women Free

on Valentine's Day
in The Price Chopper Mall-

Fitness
Center

r.TOiherst »251-flex

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 12

ty of Massachusetts men's basketball team

huddles before a free throw.

With his work ethic and with his mouth,

Tate, a senior from Penn Hills, Pa., is a

leads this year's young team.

It hasn't always been this way. Tate says

he didn't understand the relationship bet-

ween hard work and success until it smack

ed him in the face his sophomore year,

when first-year coach John Calipari an

chored him at the end of the UMass bench.

When Tate, who starred at Penn Hills

High School before coming to UMass,

mustered the courage to ask why,

Calipari's answer was painfully honest.

"He told me 'you don't play hard and you

stink,* and that's the truth," Tate

remembers.
"My first reaction was 'he's crazy.' Then

I sat down and thought about it and realiz-

ed he's right ... I really can't play the game

that well. In order for me to play at all, I've

got to do all the little things and play

harder than the guy I'm playing against

just to keep up with him."

"I never thought he'd play here. I told

him that," Calipari says. "But his en-

thusiasm, his intensity and the understan-

ding of his own limits is why he's been able

to be such a contributor to this program.

"He's able to play against better players

because he plays with passion."

This season, Tate has contributed 6.5 re-

bounds and four points per game. But the

numbers do not reflect Tate's significance

to this year's 14-8 UMass team.

Tate has been UMass' high-rebounder in

seven games this season, including a three-

game stretch in late January in which he

collected 12 rebounds at Xavier. 14 at Ver-

mont and 12 at Temple.

Tate ranks seventh on the UMass team

in minutes played, second in rebounding

behind Harper Williams, and first in floor

burns and trips through the layup line in

practice.

"1 try to lead by example by diving for

loose balls, taking charges and getting of

fensive rebounds," Tate says. "In practice

after you've just lost and everybody's get-

ting drilled, you step to the front of the line

when everybody else is tired. Or if there's

an odd number of guys you go twice to

make it even.

"It's something Coach Calipari brought

out of me, because I'm naturally probably

the laziest person you'll ever meet . . . Ex-

tra drills or a few bruises from diving on

the floor or taking a charge, I think that's

a small price to pay for being remembered

as a winner."

Tate's not all heart; in the quarterfinals

of the Pennsylvania state tournament his

senior year at Penn Hills high, Tate block-

ed a shot by Allderdice High's athletic star,

Will Herndon.
"[Herndonl turned and tried to shoot it

and I blocked him. I nearly had a stroke

I was so psyched," remembers Tate, who

is now paired with Herndon in UMass'

starting frontcourt while Tony Barbee

recovers from mononucleosis. "I remind

him of that all the time."

Aiter the season ends in March, Tate will

turn his full attention to graduation and

his post-college plans, which he says are

still up in the air. Tate is on track to receive

a degree in history this year.

And though he knows professional

basketball is not an option, Tate promises

the lessons learned on the basketball court

will not be forgotten.

"Coach Cal has showed me two things:

If you work hard you can do anything —
he's 32 and he's head coach of a Division

I program — and there's no easy way.

Shortcuts never really benefit you."

Classifieds
COME TO WE COLLEGIAN OEEIC.E-CC U3M0N- THURS 8:30-3:30 • DEADLINE 2 DA YS PRIOR TO PUBLICA TION . CASH INADVANCE. 20>/WORD/DA Y FOR STUDENTS

ACTIVITIES ESTABLISH CREDIT

CLUB COMMUNICATION • 1st meeting

Thursday. Feb 14, 5 30pm, Machmer E37
Old and new members welcome' Planning

1st fundraiser ot the semester!

DISCOVER CARDS
No cost to apply
Call Mark 546-4814
Leave message

TRAIN WITH US!!
Umass the kwon do meets
Mon & Wed 6:30-8:30pm
Info? Marty. 6-7003

Marie, 6-1622
Beginners welcome

ANNOUNCEMENTS

ARMENIAN CLUB MEETING
Feb 13 7:00pm CC901
First meeting of semester

FOR RENT

1 BEDROOM EFF. Apt on Main St 350 In

elusive. Call 25*0574. Ask for Terry/Leave

msg

amherstTTbedroom^aTlable IN 3

BEDROOM. NEW HOUSE ON BUS LINE,

FIREPLACE. BEAUTIFUL!' AVAILABLE
NOW CALL 8-4, 665-3326

SKIS/BOOTS
Lacroix skis with bindings- 180s
Lange boots and Lange heated boots

Very reasonable'
549-9932

SbFABED.TwiNBED, TABLE/CHAIRS
Desk, Rocker, etc

Call 546-2167
On campus

SONY COLOR TV 27", life lime warranty

service from door to door, one-year old. ex

condition $600 neg Call Ahmed 253-5837

NEWSPAPER DELIVERERS NEEDED in

UMASS dorms No car required 7-8am 1

days/week Call 253-7009

$$$ OPPORTUNITY OF a lifetime $$$

Own your own business Set your own
hours Work while in school Interested, call

546-7469

TONIA
Get super super
psyched for New Englands

Love
SP

RESUME SERVICE

FOUND

BED AND BREAKFAST- downtown ideal

for visiting parents and friends- 549-0733

DOUBLE BEDROOM IN 3 bedroom Puff

ton. 340 couple or 255 single, negotiable,

+ utilities Non-smoking Adam or Lisa

549-0506

BRACELET FOUND UPTOWN this past

weekend Call to describe it Ask for Denise

or leave a message. 549-5458

HELP WANTED

DELTA UPSILON WELCOMES all univer-

sity men to open rush. Dates to remember
FEB 11.12,14,18,19.21

FRIDGE RENTALS CALL R + P 253-9742

DON'T MISS JUDITH BLACK one of New
England's foremost storytellers tonight,

Hillel House 8 00, Bagels served 7:00-7: 30

FREE

LARGE "ROOM IN 2 BEDROOM
TOWNHOUSE GREAT PLACE TO LIVE

ON BUS ROUTE CLOSE TO CAMPUS
CALL 253-4031 LEAVE MESSAGE

APPLY NOW TO be a tour guide, summer
counselor, student admissions represen-

tative Applications available on concourse

DRUM-award winning Black Arts and

Literature magazine-now accepting submis-

sions. 115 NAH

PHI ALPHA THETA - Infl History Honors

Society accepting applications from new

members Info -applications in History office

Herter Deadline 2/28

VIETNAMESE- STUDENT ASSO.
General meeting on Wednesday February

13 at Knowlton Basement. Seven O'clock

SHARE NICE HOUSE 3 miles from campus,

4 acres in backyard. 230 plus utilities, call

Debbie 253-5381, evenings

ARE YOUR JOB prospects limited?

Need a secondary income?
This business opportunity may be for you

Call 1(800) 226-5025 EXT 16075-

SMALL VERMONT CAMP for girls, seeks

commited counselors in horsemanship

wilderness trips, water sports, photography

/video, and more Sherry Osborn, Camp
Catherine Caspers 25 Shawmut Ave Apt

UM Wayland. MA 01778 (508)650-1866

INSTRUCTION

EARN CREDIT learn to Scuba Dive Basic

Classes held Monday, Tuesday, Wednes-
day, and Thursday 7-10PM in Curry Hicks

Pool. Open Water II class held during

Spring Break in Key Largo. FLA Advanc-

ed Class held in New England in Apnl For

furthe. mformtion call 549-8401 . or drop by

Curry Hicks starting 2/4/91

HOW TO REALLY READ
(Al the College Level!)

3 wk crash course, 6 2hr sessions

From an English Professor

$84 Call 549-6774

PERSONALIZED CONSULTATION o.

laser printing ot your original 549-0367

RIDE WANTED

TRAVEL

CAN T AFFORD SPRING BREAK'
GUARANTEED GREAT PRICES with top

collegiate company' Space available to

Jamaica. Cancun. Acapulco and Panama
Citv Beach Florida (the "new Daylona

Beach")' MCA/ISA ARE ACCEPTED' Call

Cindy at 549-3538 please leave message 1

WE NEED A ride to Penn State and back

on the long weekend. Feb 15-18. We will

pay for the gas Please call ASAP Pat

546-6110 Thanx'

CARIBBEAN $189!

The warmth of the Caribbean or Mexican

coast for a week!
R/T air, SUNHITCH + m, 212-864-2000

CLUB MED
Enjoy your spring break!!

Added value with each booking

Call Rendezvous Travel 1-800-336-1002

ROOMMATE WANTED

S12S MO. Male pref Call 256-1859

Brittany Manor across from bus-stop

MALE ROOMATE WANTED to share fur-

nished Brndy Wn apartment $1 79/mo heat

included Willing to negotiate price Call

15945591

FLORIDA S NEWEST
HOT SPOT

Panama City-$ 139

World's Biggest Beach
PARTY

Daytona Beach-$189
Call Erika + Julie at 546-2649

or Siobhan + Tern at 546-5079

ROSES ROSES ROSES

SHARE LARGE MODERN Amherst house

on bus route with other students Own
room. $290/month 1st month's rent FREE!

549-0182

AUDIO/STEREO/VIDEO

USED STEREO components/vcr's/cokx

tv's- We buy, sell & trade quality equipment,

all price ranges Detailed list (60 + items)

S/A/V exchange (anytime) 256-0941

AUTO FOR SALE

WINTER SPECIAL: 1 month rent 99 cents

with one year lease

2 bedroom- $450
3 bedroom- $537
Sunderland. Free bus route, laundry

facilities, swimming pool, garden plots,

short term tease available

665 3856

FOR SALE

1976 CHEVY IMPALA Good cond BO.

586-4437

1981 CITATION Mechanically sound body

damaged parts or flxit $300 253-4057

1HSHONOA ACCORD hnmaculale cx***-

tion. 1 owner, AM/FM cassette, 2 door

coupe, only 9.200 miles, must see, $9600

or best offer, call Bruce at 256-1215 after

6 PM

FUTONS
Metawampe

For all your futon needs

Available anywhere in USA
Great to sleep on with your

sexy valentine

Call to order

1 800-3FUTON1

GREAT VALENTINE'S DAY GIFT

UMASS glow in the dark boxers

Delivered with your personal note

Only $10!

Call 546-0424 for details

HUGABLE, LOVABLE. HANDMADE teddy

bears Perfect for Valentines Day! Ask for

Suzan 546-6481

ENTERTAINMENT

HOUSE HOUSE HOUSE
Dance. Dance. Dance John. DJ 549-5310

IBM COMPUTER, hard drive, graphics

card, with printer $800, 253-5734

NEED A COMPUTER? I «•« PCs and

Mac's very competitive prices, service and

individual attention Call Dana 546-3933

ASSEMBLERS: EXCELLENT INCOME to

assemble products from your home
508-646-1700 Dept p1307

CAMP COUNSELORS NEEDED tor co-ed

sports oriented camp located in nor-

theastern Pa near New York City We have

openings for general counselors as well as

specialists in both land and water sports

Specialty areas include baseball, tennis,

basketball, soccer, lacrosse, hockey, water-

skiing, sailing, scuba, WSI, canoeing, wind-

surfing, gymnastics, archery, fencing, arts

& crafts, piano accompanist, drama, radio

and rocketry. Pioneering staff needed tor

both land and canoe tnps and for our ropes

challenge course Other openings may be

available Salaries $100-200 per week plus

room, board, and travel We will be conduc-

ting on-campus interviews on March 5th

For information call or write: G Lustig. 60

W 66th St., 28A. New York, NY 10023; tel

212-724-0113

DON'T GET A JOB —Get a business! Stu-

dent painters offers highly motivated

students practical experience and earnings

averaging $5,000-7000 for the summer
Please call 1-800-922-5579

EARN $300 to $500 per week reading

books at home. Call 1-615-473-7440 EXT
B-281

HOUSE CLEANING AVAILABLE
By professional, diligent worker

Call Laura 585-8823
References upon request

INTELLIGENCE JOBS. Alt branches US
Customs. OEA act Now hiring Call

1-805 9624JOOO Ext K 9616

LOST

GLASSES SILVER RIMMED in black

leather case Steve 546-3929

POCKETBOOK
Dark green medium sized

Lost Sat Feb 9
Reward if found
Please call Rob 546-3177

PERSONALS

ANYONE WHO SAW the car accident on

Mass Ave last Friday (2/2) at 9pm, please

contact Carolyn at 549-6460 or 549-7947

with any information

ROSES ROSES ROSES Deliveries

available see Chris- Campus Center

Concourse

HEY-THERE'S ONLY 30 days left tHI spring

break, book your trip to Cancun with Col-

lege Tours now. Come see us Feb 14 in the

Sll B For further info call Kathy & Jean

253-5140

SERVICES

DISCOVER CARDS
No cost to apply

Call Rob 546-1696

Leave message

MONTREAL WEEKENDS $89 price in-

cludes round trip motorcoach, 3 days 2

nights hotel suite. Breakfast. FREE admis-

sion to Club Metropolis

Reliable Tours
365 Broadway Rt 1

Lynnfield, MA 01940
617-598-9930

SERVICES

AEROBICS NAUTILUS STAIRMASTERS
Lifecycles. treeweights. treadmill, gravitron,

step-classes, karate

Amherst Athletic Club 256-0080

BORED CLERK, Please meet me in the

Blue Wall tonight 8pm
DIRT CHEAP RESUMES

Counseling, overnight laserpnnting

$20. Lisa or Charlie- 665-2831

SPRING BREAK TO DAYTONA!
Travel with Yankee Line Tours via deluxe

motorcoach March 15-24, 1991
* 'Campus pick-up & drop-off!

"First class hotel accommodations!

•'Best location, excellent night life!

• -Only $259 00 (Quad Occ)

For more info contact Scotl

(413) 256-0029

Reserve your spot before it's too late'

HEY KIM MORIN
Good luck at NE's
Just win baby!
-SP

MARC SCHARF
Happy 22nd Birthday Bro'

Wish I was there to celebrate with you Miss

you lots!

Love Always
Your CHUNKY sister

PREGNANT?
Need a pregnancy test, information or sup-

post7 Call for tree and confidential services

ALTERNATIVES 33 Main Street Northamp-

ton 586-3000 or Greenfield 774-6010

WAKE-N-BAKE!!! Spring Break 91"

Jamaica/Cancun from $459 00"

A week of fun and sun' The hottest destma

tions 1-800-426-7710

SPRING BREAK

MARTY This is one bet I wouldn ! mind los

ing Happy Valentines Day!

-Roxie

SPRING BREAK PARTY!
Travel to Jamacia. Mexico' And Panama Li-

ly Fl ' Concerts! Free Parties! Club dis

counts! And Iota more! For inlo call Denise

546-7156

MIKE ANTUNES,
Happy 21 at

Now you're buying
for the rest of us
Dick

TRAVEL FAIR -Feb 14- Student Union

sponsored by TTRA and Campus Travel (on

campus) 545-0500 Music, prize*!
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Sports
So. Conn, edges men's gymnastics

Collegian file photo

The pommel horse was one bright spot of the
men's gymnastics' team performance as they
fell to Southern Conn., 267-259 last night in New
Haven.

By MICHAEL MORRISSEY
Collegian Correspondent

The University of Massachusetts men's gymnastics

team lost a tough road meet last night to Southern Conn.,

267.05-259.6.

The nationally ranked No. 14 team took five of the six

events, dropping the UMass record to 3-2.

"They chipped away at us all night," said UMass head

coach Roy Johnson. Adding to UMass' demise, Southern

Conn, swept the top four individual all-around scores.

One bright spot for the Minutemen was the pommel

horse, the only event the team won.

Freshman Joe Haran tied with So. Conn.'s Greg Tricola

and Hector Salazar in that event with a score of 8.9.

Haran earned more points for UMass by winning the

horizontal bar with a score of 9.25.

After sitting out the meet against MIT, senior Dave

DiNucci competed in the vault and the horse. Johnson said

he was pleased with DiNucci's performance, although the

gymnast still is not competing at 100 percent.

"Dave only performed in two events tonight, and he's

usually one of the all-arounds," Johnson said. "He is not

at full strength right now."

Southern Conn.'s Salazar scored an impressive 55.05 in

the all-around while teammate Shawn Simpson placed

with a score of 54.0.

Simpson also received a 9.6 on the floor exercise, his best

event.

The Minutemen next host Temple at 1 p.m. on Satur-

day in Boyden. Johnson said he expects a tough meet

against an un-ranked Temple.

Leading the Owls is Bill Roth, who is one of the top five

competitors in both the still rings and the parallel bars.

Women's gymnastics to host Bridgeport
By LYNN FRANKEL
Collegian Correspondent

The University of Massachusetts women's gymnastics

team (3-1) is hoping to up their record Wednesday night

when it hosts Bridgeport at 7:00 p.m. in Boyden.

Head coach Alfie Mitchell said he is looking for a big

win in this dual meet. Although Bridgeport does not pose

the same level of competition as Towson State or Pitt-

sburgh, Mitchell said the win would help boost morale and

give his younger gymnasts more confidence in collegiate

competition.

"The team needs a strong, solid performance," Mitchell

said. He said the team needs to focus on their performance

and not on the other team. Mitchell went on to say that

he wants this team to qualify itself for post season com-

petition. The sooner he sees the full potential of his

atheletes, the better. After senior Kristen Turmail's knee

injury, Mitchell has come to expect great performances

from his vounger gymansts.

Freshman Margaret Furtado, who placed fourth in the

all-around and third on the balance beam against Towson,

is expected to step up and help lead the team this season.

Junior Tammy Marshall, who leads the all-around for

Massachusetts, is a seasoned veteran. Mitchell said he has

confidence in her consistency.

"Her performances are most pleasing to watch," he said.

Mitchell said Marshall is a step above the rest of the com-

petition. He said that Marshall enjoys competition and

her goal of the season is to meet the qualifications of the

National Championships in Alabama. Mitchell said he

also expects an upgraded performance from Kim Grady.

He said she has increased her difficulty on the floor exer-

cise. Mitchell said if she 'hits it now,' she will be on the

right track for the rest of the season.

Minutemen net

A-10 win at WVU
MORGANTOWN, W.Va. (AP) - William Herndon

scored 21 points and sparked a 16-2 second-half run

yesterday to help the University of Massachusetts

men's basketball team beat West Virginia in Atlantic

10 play.

Harper Williams scored 22 points and Jim McCoy
added 23 as Massachusetts (15-8 overall, 8-6 in the

league) avenged last week's 85-82 overtime loss to the

Mountaineers in Amherst.

The second-half surge helped Massachusetts negate

a career-high 37 points by Chris Brooks of West

Virginia ( 12-10, 7-6). Brooks hit 16 of 19 shots from the

floor, and 5 of 13 free throws.

Williams hit for 16 points and McCoy 10 as

Massachusetts shot 68 percent from the field en route

to a 45-42 halftime lead.

West Virgina took a 57-55 lead after Lawrence

Pollard's 3-pointer with 15 minutes left and stretched

the margin to 69-64 over the next five minutes.

But Herndon hit a layup and added a free throw

when West Virginia's Charles Becton grabbed him

from behind and was called for an intentional foul.

Herndon hit a driving layup on the ensuing posses-

sion to tie the score, setting the stage for the game-

clinching run, which turned a 72-71 West Virginia lead

into an 87-74 defecit.

Jeremy Bodkin added 17 points and Pollard tallied

14 for West Virginia.

For UMass, Rafer Giles made 4 of 5 3-pointers,

finishing with 15 points, and Tony Barbee, in his se-

cond game back after missing three games with

mononucleosis, had 14 points.

Massachusetts, 99*89
Massachusetts (••)

Wi*am$ 6-11 6-fl 22, Herndon 8-8 5-8 21. Tate O-O O-O O. G<tes 5-« 1-2 15. McCoy
9-12 5-6 23. Barbee 4-9 6-6 14, Brown 1-3 1-2 3. K Robinson Ol O-O O. Meyer O-O
O-O O C Robinson O-O O-O O Totals 35-52 24-32 98

West Virginia (8°)

Brooks 16-19 5-13 37, Greene 3-7 3-6 lO Bodkin 7-11 3-6 17. Leonard 1-8 4-4 7. Boyd
0-4 1-2 1. Pollord 4-9 4-6 14, Basey 1-5 O-O 3, Becton 0-5 0-2 O Wilson O-O O-O
O Totals 32-68 20-39 89
Haimme UMass 45. WVU 42 Three-point goats Giles 4. Pollard 2. Greene. Bosey

Fouled out Barbee Rebounds UMass 30 (Herndon 11). WVU 23 (Brooks 9) Assists

UMass 15 (Herndon. Borbee 5). WVU 22 (Basey 7) Total touts UMass 23. WVU 23

Technicals WiMiams. Coupon A - 6.091

Ticket Policy
Tickets for Saturday's men's basketball game against

Penn State will be distributed to students at the Cage
Thursday between 12:30 p.m. and 5 p.m.

Remaining student tickets will be distributed Friday

at the Cage, between 2 p.m. and 5 p.m.

One ticket will be given to each student with a valid

student ID.

To guarantee a general admission seat in the stu-

dent section, students with tickets must be at the

Cage Saturday by 6:30 p.m.

Cage doors will open Saturday at 5:30 p.m. Tipoff

is 7 p.m.

War puts athletics in its place
Sports, especially those of the profes-

sional variety, have always been blown

out of proportion in American society.

That is, until something comes along

to put games and diversions back in

their place. Something like war. The
night of January 16, I was upstairs in

my room at home, writing my brother

a letter. It concerned our beloved Buf-

falo Bills and their chances of winning
Super Bowl XXV. At 6:45 p.m. my lit

Gieg Sukiennik

tie brother came upstairs. "Greg, you

have to come down here and see this."

I peeked in the den and looked at the

TV. We were at war with Iraq, live on

national television. Oh, my God.

So much for the Buffalo Bills. Indeed,

so much for watching Connecticut vs.

Syracuse, or North Carolina vs. N.C.

State, both scheduled games that night.

How could I think about college basket-

ball or football or even championship

monster truck racing when my peers

were putting their lives on the line half

a world away? For that matter, how
could anyone think about sports when
a war was on? For the moment,

America's obsession with games had

subsided, but only because something

much more deadly, something real, had

taken their place.

For now, at least, the war has been at

the forefront of our consciousness, and

as usual, sports imitates society. Every

team in virtually every level of sport,

from the pros to the high schools, has

had flag patches sewn on their uniforms.

The National Anthem has taken on new
significance at sporting events, as,

anyone who attended the UMass-Boston

University men's basketball game at

the Cage can attest to. But what hap-

pens when people start getting used to

the war? We forget about the real world

and jump back into fantasy mode, liv-

ing vicariously through the exploits of

Bo Jackson, Mike Greenwell, Ray Bour-

que and the like.

There is nothing wrong with sports by

themselves. Sports mirror some of the

best qualities people can have — dedica-

tion, effort, dealing equally well with

winning and losing and persistance.

Were none of this true, I wouldn't be

writing for sports. I'd be spending my
afternoons studying (now there's a novel

thought) or watching cartoons.

However, while sports have their

place, perhaps we ought to keep them
in their place. I can't help but feel a bit

useless writing about the Bruins while

young women and men are risking

death in some worthless desert.

Indeed, compared to questions of life

and death, what do questions like "Who
will the Patriots draft?" or statistics like

batting average leaders among switch-

hitters batting left-handed on artificial

turf during night games in July mean?

I do care, because I enjoy what I do.

But my priorities are a little straighter

these days.

Greg Sukiennik is a Collegian staff

member

With heart, Tate dives in
By SAM SILVERSTEIN

Collegian Staff

It's John Tate's job to grab rebounds, dive after loose balls

and throw his 6-foot-8, 240-pound body around on defense.

It's also John Tate's job to grab freshmen by the scruff of their

neck when they get out of line, pick up the loose balls after

practice, and throw in his two cents worth when the Universi-

CONTINUED ON PAGE 11
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Man said to confess
to Galligan slaying
Almost 14 months after University of

Massachusetts junior Sharon Galligan

was killed, state police are investigating

a letter written by a Hampshire Coun
ty Jail inmate confessing to the slaying,

the Daily Hampshire Gazette reported

yesterday.

The inmate, William J. Schumann,
reportedly sent the Gazette a letter dated

Jan. 2 which read: "I happened to run

into her on the UMass campus, and I

didn't like her much, but I continued to

talk to her anyway. Then she told me
she was majoring in psychology. That

was enough for me to hear."

Schumann wrote that because
Galligan, 20, was a psychology major,

"she would have grown up to be a tor-

turer and murderer. In fact, she was

already plying her trade while in col-

lege," according to the Gazette.

Schumann is awaiting trial on

charges of setting fire last year to a

building at 88 Pomeroy Terrace, which

housed the Northampton Area Mental

Health Services, according to the

Gazette.

Galligan, of Framingham, had occa-

sionally volunteered to work with men-

tally ill patients. She was stabbed to

death on the night of Dec. 18, 1989 in

the parking lot of the Hampshire Mall

in Hadley.

She was found in her car almost 21

hours later by a shopper. A composite

sketch of the assailant was drawn from

a description by an eyewitness who
underwent hypnosis.

-SARAH DEMASTER

Career fair picketed

Homosexual couples
talk love and marriage
By CHRIS MUTHER
Collegian Staff

Four homosexual couples, all of whom
have been together for more than five

years, spoke last night in a Valentine's Day

panel discussion to dispel stereotypes sur-

rounding gay and lesbian relationships and

show that "Valentine's Day is not only for

heterosexuals."

Joanne Gold and Jody Shapiro, who have

been together for 15 years and were joined

in a "commitment ceremony" three years

ago, said they have been through many

transitions, but said they have managed to

stay together through good

communication.
"A relationship is not a static thing, it's

always changing," Gold said. "Jobs, living

situations, issues of being out — it all re-

quires a lot of talking through."

Shapiro said they have discussed having

children several times but have run into

complications.

"There is a lot of support in this area [for

homosexuals], but step out of this area and

you're in the real world," she said.

CONTINUED ON PAGE 2

By TAMIR LIPTON
Collegian Staff

As job-seeking students passed out

resumes at the annual Career Fair in the

Campus Center yesterday, a small group

of anti-war demonstrators waged a silent

protest against the companies they said are

'profiting from the war.'

About 15 students, faculty and staff held

placards and passed out anti-war literature

to students at the University of

Massachusetts as part of a peaceful protest

against companies such as Mobil Corp.,

American Cynamid, GTE, Eli-Lilly, Lin-

coln Labs at M.I.T., and Exxon Corp.

Raytheon Corp., which manufacturers

the Patriot anti-aircraft missile, and Pratt

and Whitney, a subsidiary of United

Technologies, also a Department of Defense

contractor, did not attend after being in-

formed of the protests 'as a courtesy' by

Mather Career Center Director Joan M.

Stoia.

The fair was interrupted briefly when a

woman with her hands painted red to sym-

bolize blood screamed, "Wash your hands,

wash your hands" as she was carried across

the Campus Center Concourse by a man
wearing an army uniform.

Approximately 50 companies attended

the Career Fair, which provides an oppor-

tunity for graduating seniors to apply and

question representatives of various

companies.
"They got a right to protest," said Joe

O'Brien, a recruiter from Mobil Corp. "I'm

used to this sort of stuff, I went to UMass
back in the 70s."

The protesters did not interrupt the fair,

said Stoia, adding that she supported the

students' right to protest.

"The center is here for all students," she

said. "If they want to protest, that's their

right and its fine with me."

"I think the fair is going great," she said.

"I'm very pleased so far."

One of the protesters, Ferd Wulkan, a

union organizer, said they were there "to

point out that at the same time that we're

in this war, there are parts of this country

that are profiting from the war.

"My goal is not to say to an individual

student not to work for a company." he

said. "It's to inform them of how these com
panies are profiting."

But Mike Mueller, technical manager of

American Cynamid, a corporation which

researches and produces chemicals, said he

was upset about a sheet being passed

around by protesters titled, "What these

companies won't tell you." He said much
of the information regarding his company's

work on certain chemicals was false.

For example, he said, the leaflet said

American Cynamid, "researches and pro-

duces BST, a growth hormone for cows."

The leaflet claimed that Bovine
Somatotrophin, a growth hormone for cows,

causes the animals' immune system to

deteriorate and its use means that small

farmers can no longer compete without the

hormone.
Mueller said his company has stopped

producing BST.
"I would say that nearly every company

in here is making some money off of the

war," Mueller said.

The bottom of the leaflet said: "These

companies are part of the war economy

which makes killing profitable and takes

money from the people at home who real

ly need it. Accepting even an office job

means you too contribute to the killing and

exploitation that goes on in their names.

Is your future a career in killing?"

The Exxon representatives left the fair

before noon, citing bad weather conditions.

Senate fails to reject administration
By MARC ELLIOTT
Collegian Staff

A motion to reject the administration's proposal to

create a commission to restructure the Student Govern-

ment Association failed in the Undergraduate Student

Senate last night after three hours of debate.

The majority of the senators supported the motion, but

at the last minute a roll call vote revealed that the group

was two senators short of the necessary minimum 32 for

the vote to count.

Twenty-three ofthe 30 senators present approved of the

motion, which stated that the senate would not support

the commission but would consider a compromise.

"The Senate rejects, in its current form, the decree hand-

ed down by the administration on Febuary 12, 1991 regar-

ding the status of the Student Government Association,"

read the response.

The response included a possible compromise express-

ed in the form of & memo written by the Student Attorney

General Adam Scales, which would give the Student

Senate considerably more power over the commission.

Some believed that the senators opposed to the motion

left at the last minute to deliberately sabotage the vote.

In a memo sent by Vice Chancellor for Student Affairs

Dennis Madson Tuesday, the administration said it would

create a commission made up of students and faculty to

restructure the SGA. The memo was met with severe

resistance by many senators.

At the beginning of last night's senate meeting, the

director of Student Activities Office, Irene Carew, urged

the student senate to trust the administration.

"What I'm asking you to do is trust even though it looks

awful," Carew said.

Sue Gordon, chairperson ofthe Board of Govenors, ques-

tioned the administration's trustworthiness.

"How can you expect there to be implicit trust between

the student government and the administration, when

there is unarguable precedence for distrust?" Gordon

asked.

Gordon cited the case being pursued against the ad-

ministration by the student government involving allega-

tions that the administration mishandled the Student Ac-

tivities Trust Fund.

"I was briefed on the Trust Fund Interest Suit the other

day where I learned of the interest 'slush' fund, which was

basically mismanaged and abused — being used to enter-

tain, take trips, and fund uneeded positions with no ac-

countability what-so-ever."

Carew admitted that the administration had its pro-

blems but was not malicious.

The SGA officers, who requested that the administra-

tion take action three weeks ago, told the student senate

they had no choice in the matter.

"We are facing an issue of illusion versus reality," said

Student Trustee Angus McQuilken. "We have two options.

We can either ignore the administration's response, walk

around and feel powerful and feel good about ourselves

because we have banged our political weights."

"I suggest that the senate accept the offer that has been

presented, come here next week, sit down, and haggle

about the membership of the commission," he said.

But Sen. Kevin Newnan (Johnson) opposed this view and

said the senate was already in the process of restructur-

ing itself and should be allowed to continue.

Interpretations of Whitmore decision abound

Coltefian photo by Carrie Wyeth

Senior forward John Tate

By GAYLE LONG
Collegian Staff

University administrators said yesterday

they are concerned about incorrect inter-

pretations of plans to restructure the stu-

dent government while students continued

to voice a variety of opinions over the re-

cent developments.

Vice Chancellor for Student Affairs Den-

nis Madson said the formation of a commis-

sion to restructure the Student Govern-

ment Association did not entail a suspen-

sion of powers from the present student

government, but rather initiated a partner-

ship between students and administrators.

"I am hoping to provoke a constructive

and stimulating partnership," Madson

said. "Not only between students, but

faculty and staff as well."

Madson said a commission comprising 23

faculty, students, and staffwould examine

the current structure and make recommen-

dations that would be put up for student

approval through a referendum vote later

in the year.

But some students rejected the ad-

ministration's involvement in student

government, saying the SGA should work

alone.

Student Sen. Kevin Newnan (Johnson)

said the administration's idea of a partner-

ship was a "sugar-coated attempt to side-

step student initiated processes."

News Analysis

"If you want to call what Mikhail

Gorbechev is doing to the Baltic States a

partnership, then I guess it is," said

Newnan.
Meanwhile, student senators expressed

anger with the administration for calling

the commission's forming a "partnership."

Sen. Bob Monahan (Commuters), said the

internal problems ofthe SGA are no reason

for the administration to step in.

"Ifthey want constructive talks with stu-

dent leaders," said Monahan, "they should

sit us down and work it out. They don't

have to take control of the Student Ac-

tivities Trust Fund."

"It's like having management set up the

labor union," said Sen. Rob Witherall

(Moore).

Sen. Ted Chambers (Commuters) said

that in 1979. the students controlled the en-

tire budget of the Trust Find, but that in-

fighting between political factions on the

Senate has made the SGA's goal of student

unionization cloudy.

"There was a line in the sand,"

Chambers said. "And no one ever crossed

it to go over to the administrators. No mat-

ter what anyone's political affiliation back

then, it was students working with each

other and not the administration."

But Madson said the administration had

no interest in 'taking over student govern-

ment."
On Tuesday, the administration an-

nounced the forming of a Commission on

Student Governance, which would work in
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Tim Blake and Rob Ranney, who have been married for

over seven years, said they chose to adopt "conventional"

terms like marriage over "commitment ceremony" and

husband over lover because they thought it was the best

way to describe their situation.

"Husband is much more complete and accurate to

describe our relationship," Blake said. "It [the definition]

doesn't belong to only those sanctioned in a heterosexual

relationship."

After passing around an album filled with wedding

photos, the couple said they altered the "traditional" wed-

ding ceremony to suit their own needs.
^

"Instead of exchanging rings, we exchanged earrings,

Ranney said. "We also realized the concept of best

man/maid ofhonor wouldn't work, so we had best friends."

Blake and Ranney said their relationship is further com-

plicated because they are an interracial couple and there

SGA

are several cultural differences.

"Whatever we are going through as a gay, interracial

couple, I know that other couples have gone through it

worse before," Ranney said.

The couple said they have gained acceptance by each

other's family through persistence.

Pat Griffin and Maryanne Jennings, who have been

together for over eight years, said their relationship evolv

ed differently because they had met when they were both

in their thirties.

"I had been in several relationships before and I decid

ed I wanted this one to work out," Griffin said.

Jennings said one way the couple has been able to make

things work is through common interests and differences.

"We have a lot in common, but we are also two very

different people," Jennings said. "I think that makes for

an interesting mix that keeps things exciting.
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a helpful capacity with students, faculty

and staff.

"We want to work for a stronger student

voice," Madson said. "People have pointed

out both the good and the bad points of stu-

dent government, and we want to connect

students with faculty and staff for this

goal."

Dean of Students Jo Ann Vanin said the

commission might come up with more than

one idea for the SGA which could benefit

the students.

"The commission will review a lot of

things," she said. "The more open to ideas

the commission is at the beginning, the bet-

ter the product we could have."

One problem the commission could face,

however, is if the referendum was voted

down by the students.

"If that happens, we're back to the draw

ing board," she said.

Irene Carew, the director of Student Ac-

tivities Office, said she was optimistic that

the referendum would pass in May.

"I hope we're not being unrealistic with

the May 1 deadline," Carew said. "But I

am positive there will be a structure in

place for September."

"No one wants to see this thing drag on,"

Vanin added.
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Library to receive
more coin copiers

Collegian photo by K.A. Burke

PROTEST — A demonstrator holds anti-war literature outside

the Career Fair in the Campus Center yesterday.

By GAYLE LONG
Collegian Staff

Many students returning to the Univer-

sity libraries this month have had to wait

in long lines to use the photocopiers, prefer-

ring coin-operated machines to the more

abundant copy card-operated models.

The University had been seeking to

modernize the copiers by phasing out the

coin-operated models in favor of 'copy

cards,' where students buy cards with

magnetic strips indicating the number of

copies available on that card.

But Sandra Anderson, assistant director

of administrative affairs for the Universi-

ty Library, said the University will take

a slower approach to changing the system.

Twelve coin-operated machines will be

delivered by the end of this week to

alleviate backups, she said.

"We should have eased into it," said

Anderson. "I didn't think the transition

would be so difficult."

As of today, Anderson said there are on-

ly two coin-operated photocopiers in the

Tower Library. There are no coin-operated

copiers in the other libraries, she said.

Anderson said the new system requires

less work because workers no longer have

to carry, collect and wrap the coins from the

machines.
"Coins are labor-intensive," Anderson

said. "And the new machines provide the

best service for library customers.

The University renewed its contract this

year with Boston Copy Company of

Canton.
Although the library had blue copy cards

in previous semesters which were purchas-

ed at reference desks in the libraries and

at the University Store, Anderson said, this

semester the copy cards are red and are

purchased in vending machines located

near the photocopiers in the libraries.

The automatic copy card dispensers, said

Anderson, accept $5, $10 and $20 bills. If

a library customer would like to write a

check for the copy card, they should go to

the Copy Center, at 151 Whitmore.

Anderson also said people presently

holding blue copy cards with copies still on

it can exchange them for new red ones at

the Copy Center.

"We have a machine which reads the

number of copies on the cards," said Ander-

son. "We will continue to issue replace-

ment cards until March 29."

The minimum amount for a copy card is

$5, said Anderson, which allows for 50

copies. Anderson said this is a competitive

rate for the area.

By next year, Anderson said, library

patrons can expect more card-controlled

copiers than coin machines. But for now,

she said, the libraries will be receiving

more coin machines for peoples'

convienence.

Anderson said in the Tower Library,

there will be eight coin-operated copiers;

two on the main floor, two on the second,

and one on the third, fifth, eighth, sixth

and ninth.

Also, there will be two in the Physical

Sciences Library, and one each in the Mor-

rill Library, School of Management
Library, Music Library and one outside the

Bursar's Office on the second floor of

Whitmore.

New hotline provides information for reservists
. „!\"„„ * "Wp trv to nut them in touch with a counselor in their in the military longer than anticipated, she said

By AMY HENRY
Collegian Staff

A toll-free hotline has been created by the National

Lawyers Guild to provide information to military reserve

officers, their families, or others concerned about the

possibility of a draft.

Called the Desert Shield Military Law Project, the

hotline was formed in December of last year to provide

basic information to people who are trying to escape go-

ing to war, said Karen Moulding, hotline coordinator.

"A lot of reservists didn't have anywhere to turn," she

said. "Seventy percent of the people who call are in some

form of the military reserves. They call us because they

never thought this would happen."

The hotline - 1-800-86-NO-WAR - does not give ad-

vice but instead refers callers to places they can find help,

she said.

"We try to put them in touch with a counselor in their

area who can help them with their particular case,"

Moulding said.

Since its inception the hotline has received a 100 calls

a day, she said. The callers are mostly working people,

relatives of reservists and people in college, she said.

"People are afraid to call from the base because they

might be harassed so they often will have a relative call,"

she said.

Moulding said reservists told her many recruiters told

them they would never see active duty.

"That was said to recruit them," she said. "The military

does do some good things for people like giving them

money for education."

Honorable discharges and other exemptions from active

duty were revoked recently when President Bush passed

a Stop Loss Regulation, forcing men and women to remain

in the military longer than anticipated, she said.

"The regulation was signed by Bush to make it easier

to call up people despite discharges," she said. A lot ot

reservists^e being told to report even if they have a

medical problem."
_A _*

Other people call who are concerned about the draft and

want to be conscientious objectors, she said.

"They want to know how to prepare for the draft now,

she said.

The National Lawyers Guild, which is financed by

private donations, is also involved in projects concerning

women's rights, labor, and other progressive issues,

Moulding said.

Founded in 1937, the National Lawyers Guild is an

association of over 10,000 progressive attorneys, law

students and legal workers in over 200 chapters across

the country.

DeFrantz says gender stereotyping is prevalent in sports television
'fc-r ^/* mmm e/ O DeFrantz explained the research methods involved in

By ADRIEN MATT
Collegian Staff

Subtitled "What's Wrong With This Picture?" by the

president of the Amateur Athletic Foundation, Anita

DeFrantz, the lecture "Gender Stereotyping in Sports

Media" shed some light on the pictures ofwomen in sports

last night at Smith College.

"The first question is are women represented in sports

media?" DeFrantz, the keynote speaker, asked a

predominantly female audience numbering about 75.

She cited the AAF's research results which emcompass-

ed "Gender Stereotyping in Televised Sports" and

"Coverage ofWomen's Sports in Four Daily Newspapers,"

both of which are monographs published by the

Association.

"Out of approximately 264 minutes of total sports

coverage over a six-week period, 244 minutes [92 percent]

covered men's sports, 12 minutes [5 percent] covered

women's sports, and eight minutes [3 percent] covered

gender-neutral topics," according to the monographs

researching television's role.

DeFrantz explained the research methods involved in

compiling the data for both monoliths, the quantitative

description and qualitative description as well as the

analysis and interpretation.

"When we first began [the research], we knew
something was wrong but it wasn't immediately clear

why," DeFrantz said. "But through the study we found

some amazing results."

Comparing the televised coverage of the NCAAs Final

Four (1989) men's and women's basketball tournaments.
CONTINUED ON PAGE 12
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Storyteller spins tales of love, food, politics, and men
By EMILY HAYES
Collegian Correspondent

Storyteller Judith Black weaved political

comment, fitness do's and don'ts, healthy

descriptions of sumptuous desserts and fail-

ed relationships into sad and silly tales at

Hillel House last evening.

The pre-Valentine's Day performance 'A

Hilarious Look at the Insecurities of Single

Life' was the second event of the Jewish

Arts Festival and took place in the Hillel

House Lounge.

Black is a professional storyteller and

educator. A Wheelock College graduate,

she is now a faculty member of Leslie Col-

lege's Art Institute and has been telling

stories for ten years. An educator and stage

performer, she has won Parents Choice

Magazine's 'Gold Medal Award* and

Boston Parents Paper 'Gold Medal Fami-

ly Entertainer of the Year.'

The performer confessed to the audience

her compulsive trips to Stop and Shop to

purchase five pints of Ben and Jerry's ice

cream during low periods of her love life.

She also succumbed to Entenmann's

Pastries and cookies to heal her wounded

heart in times of trial. The materialistic

Brazillian at the parking garage drove her

to binging at Brigham's Ice Cream.

With all the food talk, it was lucky there

were plenty of free bagels and cream cheese

for the audience of about 60 students.

Black urged them to check out the

'smorgasbord' during a ten minute

intermission.

She acted out her relationships with

three men during the show: Randy the

choir director, the Brazillian with a nice

posterior, and Ira, a sophisticated professor

of international relations at Brandeis

University. All three relationships failed

during the performance, which made fun

of the 'potholes on the highway' of Black's

life. The characters are fictional but they

are modeled on real men.'

"Some ofthem come to the performances

and don't recognize themselves," Black

said.

Though she joked about escaping the

'liberation police* to buy an issue of

Cosmopolitan^ to be more attractive to the

stuffy Ira, Black has always been involv-

ed with feminist, environmental, and

human rights issues.

To close the show Black proclaimed, "I

may teeter and fall in the potholes on the

highway of life, but I will always keep my
balance."

Photo by Paul Langdon

Storyteller Judith Black
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UMass gets hip on recycling in the dorms
By DAVID MASSEY
Collegian Staff

Recycling of solid waste in the residence halls is gain-

ing momentum with the start of the Residential Recycl-

ing Program's Blue Box Brigade competition and a new

"pilot project" which collects and recycles glass, metal

cans, cardboard, and clear plastic jugs in selected

residence halls.

Designed by student Laura Gostenhofer for an intern-

ship last fall, this pilot project recycled 1.2 tons of material

from six residence halls last semester. Gostenhofer, with

the help of intern Roger Guzowski, hopes to increase the

amount of materials collected and to include more dorms

in the program.

"Once students iearn that there is a recycling program

in their residence hall and understand the importance of

recycling, collection rates should greatly increase,"

Gostenholfer said.

The education coordinator of the program, Cheryl Brush,

said students should place all metal food and beverage

containers, such as soda and soup cans, glass bottles and

clear plastic jugs in the recycling containers located in

their buildings.

Cardboard, like pizza boxes, can be recycled only after

the paper liners have been removed from the boxes, she

said.

"The Residential Recycling Program would someday

like to expand the number of buildings under the project

as well as expand the variety of the material collected,

but the current fiscal crisis at the University makes this

impossible at the present time," Brush said.

The program has also started the second Blue Box

Brigade competition, in which students compete to

discover which residence hall can recycle the most amount

of paper. ,.

Rochelle Chambless, the promotions coordinator tor tms

OLD
NEW3
PAPERS

project, said recycling newsprint helps the University in

many ways.

"Recycling newspapers in the residence halls helps save

the University money by avoiding fees and fines at the

Amherst landfill," she said. "It is therefore in the students

best interest to recycle as much as possible in their

residence halls. Our program is designed to give them that

opportunity."

In order to raise interest in the competition, the number

of pounds of newspaper collected per person in each

building will be recorded and posted, she said. Currently

in first place is Chadbourne, with 10.418 pounds per

person.

Coming in last is Pierpont with .863 pounds per person.

"As you can see, there is lots of room for improvement."

Chambless said.

Students can recycle their newspapers by placing them

in the blue plastic boxes on their floor. In most cases, these

are located in the trash rooms, but blue boxes have also

been placed in the kitchens or bathrooms on some floors.

Sherrill Baldwin, the program coordinator, said only

newspaper should be placed in the boxes because glossy

advertising inserts or cardboard can contaminate the

newsprint and slow the recycling process.

Volunteers in the recycling program are planning

several events throughout the semester to increase the

newspaper recycling by 25 percent over last year, she said.

"Recycling not only saves energy, reduces pollution, and

helps extend the life of the Amherst landfill - it will save

students money in the long run and it's the law," Brush

said.

Check out the new jHadley Pub
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Friday

Saturday

HADLEY
PUB

Live Squid

Rippopotamus

Live Squid

Feb 14

Feb 15

Feb 16

Drink Special—65c Bosch Draft
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International

Careers
Special Career Week Presentation

Today

4:00 PM
Campus Center Room 917

Panelists:

Lawrence Bill

International Sales Manager, Springfield Wire

Barbara Burn

Director, International Programs , UMass
Richard Hyman

Manager, College Relations, IBM

The Mather Career Center
Where Careers Take Off!

Call 545-4945for details
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Enjoy the long weekend with.
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EXCITING JOBS IN ALASKA
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Mining. Construction. Oil Companies.

Skill«d/Un»killfd Transportation

$600 plus waekly. CALL NOWI
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Koch's
Golden

Anniversary
24-12 oz cans

$8.99
+ dep.

Bacardi Rum
(silver only)

750 ml

$7.99

Pink Passion
(with free

water bottle)
2.0

$4.49

Budweiser
Reg-Light-Dry

12-12 oz. cans

$7.79 +dep.

12-12 oz cans

$4.99

Tele-check tor

your personal check

WE WANT TO BE YOUR FAVORITE LIQUOR STORE!

Plenty of Free Parking*Diagonally Across from UMass Stadium

•Next toThe Laundry Club

6 University Drive

at Newmarket Center, Amherst
Scott's

Gift Certificates

Mass lottery

Season tickets
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^Not responsible lor Typographical "Error; sysssKssyasKKsssKsssa

We now have all

Mass Lottery gamesl

Disagreement abounds

over eliminated GLB seats
By TRYSTAN SKEIGH
Collegian Staff

Some administrators and students fear

the Board of Governors' elimination of two

appointed seats representing the gay, les-

bian, and bisexual community last

semester has discouraged GLB students

from becoming involved in student politics

and believe the administration should step

in.

News Analysis

i

Other students strongly disagree.

Former LBG Governor Laura Silver, who
resigned yesterday after learning that the

BOG has lost its power to allocate space in

the Campus Center, said GLB students are

now reluctant to serve on the BOG because

of the "intense homophobia" there.

"The psychological climate at BOG
meetings really sucked," she said. "In-

dividuals have made derogatory

statements about gays, lesbians and bisex-

uals in these meetings. The only reason I

came back this semester is because no one

else wants my job."

"The treatment the other LBG governor

and I received while on the board last

semester sent a message to GLB students

on this campus that they'd better stay in

the closet and not get politically involved

or they wil? face a severe amount of abuse

and contempt," Silver said. "This is un-

forgivable."

BOG Governor Bill Hewitt said he does

not believe there is homophobia within the

Board. "I don't see any homophobia ex-

isting at all," he said. "I would say there's

a high degree of heterosexism."

Hewitt said administrators and students

have misundertood the reasons why the

seats were eliminated.

After the October debate, some students

argued that the GLB seats were un-

necessary because the community was

represented by the Third World Caucus,

which represents minorities on campus,

Hewitt said. "This argument strongly in-

fluenced my vote against separate GLB
seats," he said.

The BOG power to allocate space was
frozen yesterday by the UMass administra-

tion as part of a plan to restructure student

government. Silver said she had planned

to stay on to ensure that the BOG would

not revoke LBGA office space, but decided

to leave when the administration halted

the board's operation.

Silver and Chris Thomas, the second

GLB governor, said the administration

should have stepped in last semester when
the BOG removed the Beats.

BOG Governor Guy Glodis, who also

voted to remove the seats, said the ad-

ministration should not be involved with

BOG affairs.

Glodis criticized statements made by ad-

ministrators, arguing that they are out of

touch with students. "I think [Campus

Center Director] Bill Harris' position on ap-

pointed seats is way out of line, and [Assis-

tant Dean of Students] Eileen Stewart has

never been to a meeting, so how does she

know how aBOG meeting should be run?"

Glodis said.

Glodis said he voted to eliminate the

seats last semester because he believes ap-

pointed seats are 'wrong,' and not because

of homophobia. "I don't think the GLB
seats should be singled out," he Glodis said.

"I want to see all appointed seats gone."

Chris Macek, a teaching assistant at the

University's Program for Gay, Lesbian,

and Bisexual Concerns, said there is a

serious problem with homophobia within

the BOG.
Macek noted that out of eleven com-

plaints of gay harassment filed with the

Program last semster, seven complaints

were associated with events at BOG
meetings. Macek said some students filed

CONTINUED ON PAGE 11
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The Five College Program
In Peace & World
Security Studies

\
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Presents:

A MISSED OPPORTUNITY?
AN ANALYSIS OF THE POSTPONED

U.S.—SOVIET SUMMIT

with:

A Five College Faculty Panel

ALLAN KRASS, Hampshire College
PETER ROWE, Smith College

WILLIAM TAUBMAN, Amherst College

Thursday, February 14th, 8:00 pm
Converse Hall, Amherst College

This event is free and open to the public. For more

information call PAWSS at 549-4600, ext 519

RUSH PIKE
THE FRATERNITY WITH ACOMMITMENT TO EXCELLENCE

Spring 1991 Open Rush
Feb 13, 14, 19, 20 8-10 p.m.

418 North Pleasant St., 549-4921

ALL UNIVERSITY MEN WELCOME
• LIFE LONG
FRIENSHIPS

• UNPARALLELED
SOCIAL LIFE

•>

*
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• STRONG

ATHLETICS
- OLYMPIC
WEIGHT ROOM

• CONVENIENT
LOCATION

• STRESSED

ACADEMICS
- Two Computers

- Course Files

• EXCELLENT
MEAL PLAN
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From the editor
"There is so much to be said in favor ofmodernjournalism.

By giving us the opinions of the uneducated it keeps us in

touch with the ignorance of the community."
-Oscar Wilde

Recently, concerns have been raised that the Ed/Op sec-

tion of the Collegian has failed to present a fair portion of

sentiment and opinion supportive of the Gulf War. I would

like to take this opportunity to explain the processes that

govern the selection of submissions as it relates to this issue.

' The Ed/Op page receives four to six times the number of

submissions it can actually publish. From this pool I must

attempt to select a 'fair' sample ofour community's opinions

and thoughts. The only reasonable manner in which I can

pursue this goal is to select a roughly proportionate sample

of submissions.
Let me be clear. Submissions have been overwhelmingly

against the war in the gulf. Those in support of the war have

been few and far between. Accordingly, I try to retain this

balance in what gets printed. If there is a bias in this pro-

cess it is in favor of pro-war pieces; insofar as they are a

raritv.

To select submissions any other way would be to distort

the manner in which our community expresses itselfthrough

the Collegian. It would be irresponsible for me to present

a non-representitive sample of submissions.

On one hand, I would ask that people understand that the

Ed/Op page simply reflects the input we receive. We cannot

be held responsible for the variety of opinions expressed by

the community, nor their 'balance.'

On the other hand, like always, I would urge community
members on all sides of the issues to feel encouraged to sub-

mit their thoughts and opinions for public perusal.
In Peace,

Jeremy P. Levinson
Editorial Editor

YELLOW RIBBON ROUNDTHE OLD OAKTREE

This place doesn't really suck

gen

Far be it for me to be responsible for

replacing the silver lining in every cloud,

but Aleathea O'Dell's article ("This Place

Really Sucks," Feb. 8) requires a reply.

In her own sarcastic and condescending

way, Ms. O'Dell contends that the Univer-

sity of Massachusetts at Amherst is

"crumbling" before her eyes, and lists in-

stance after hackneyed instance as proof of

her supposedly infallible theory.

As for Add/Drop maladies and the like,

hers are no different than what any large

university student should expect to deal

with at some point in their four-plus years

in higher education: with numbers come

problems, as any college student

remembers from his or her elementary

math class.

As for tuition increases and combatting

the state administration's lack of regard for

this University's needs, I seriously doubt

that the Chancellor — or Superman, for

that matter — could do very much about

the current fiscal melee in Massachusetts;

ifparochialism is the view of the world that

Ms. O'Dell is striving for, she has certain

ly attained it.

I suggest that a proper remedy to begin

to change the situations that she finds un

workable might be to join the SGA, which

she so detests, so that she, too, may have

the opportunity to change her university,

rather than editorialize her college years

away.
Lastly, let me emphasize my willingness

to embrace Ms. O'Dell's right to express

her opinion, but call to her attention that

she may contribute to the problems of this

university by referring to her adversaries

as "mongoloids." With such blatant misuse

of an outdated and derogatory term for a

group of exceptional people, the campus

very likely won't have the opportunity to

worry about budget and Add/Drop ques

tions, because it will first be forced to ad

dress social issues such as disability

oppression.

Kristin L. Hammerton
Sylvan

Amidst the chaos going on in the world we've lost a friend
I had planned to write a column about love. However,

as so often happens in the world ofjournalism, unplann-

ed events transpire, preempting the efforts of columnists

such as myself. Last Friday night, a tragedy occurred.

While the event was not in the Gulf, Lithuania or New
York, it will affect the entire United States. I am writing,

of course, about the untimely death of Representative

Silvio O. Conte, aged 69.

Congressman Conte, a Pittsfield native, represented the

first district of Massachusetts, all of western
Massachusetts, to the United States House of Represen-

tatives in Washington. He was not a well-known politi-

cian outside of Washington and his district, and while few

residents of eastern Massachusetts have heard of him, his

influence was felt in Boston, Worcester and Cape Cod.

Perhaps the first time you heard about Silvio was when
he died, but if you live in or near Amherst, Northamp-
ton, Springfield, Pittsfield or Greenfield, then he has been

your man in Congress for over thirty years.

Conte was a vital governmental figure, helping the en-

tire country, the commonwealth, his district and even this

University. He was a Republican from a predominantly

Democratic district in a prdominantly Democratic state,

the only Massachusetts Republican in either House of

Congress. He was, however, a liberal Republican, concern-

ed about medical research and the environment. He is best

known, nationally, as an advocate for the poor, but in his

district he is well remembered for his dedication to

education.

Maik B. Adlei

He was the senior Republican on the powerful House
Appropriations Committee, and this seniority is what
gave our district and our state financial and political

respectability. His popularity in western Massachusetts

was phenomenal. Few can recall when he had a strong

opponant in an election, or when an election had a close

margin. His votes in Congress received applause from
such liberal groups as the Americans for Democratic
Action.

However, his dedication to the G.O.P. was evident every

year when he coached his party's congressional baseball

team against the Democrats. His victory poems were read

from the House floor, much to the amusement of all his

colleagues.

Recently, Conte stood out from his party as one of only

three Republicans in the House voting against the War
Resolution, although after hostilities commenced, he gave

his full support to the President. Conte voted with the ma-

jority of the Congressmen in the late 60s, when he gave

his support for the Tonkin Gulf Resolution, authorizing

the Vietnam War. Conte hoped his personal opposition

to military confrontation in Iraq would help to rectify his

initial support for the Vietnam War. In fact, by 1968, his

support turned against Vietnam.
His strong support for education is evident as one walks

across this University campus. The new Polymer Research

Building, still in progress near Marcus Hall, was already

going to be named after him before he died.

Within eighteen weeks, a new Congressman will be

elected from the first district. Whoever receives the vote

will have to work for years to gain the reputation, power

and popularity of Representative Conte. The Com-
monwealth lost a great friend and an effective politician

just as it did when House Speaker Tip O'Neill Jr., a power-

ful Massachusetts Democratic Congressman and personal

friend of Conte, resigned several years ago. Silvio O. Conte

will be fondly remembered and missed for many years.

Mark B. Adler is a Collegian Columnist.

Ad tries to sell women
A recent advertisement for FTD flowers, which ap-

peared in the Collegian, both infuriated and disgusted

us. The ad read, in large letters, "Send early, Stay
late." The not-so-subtle message of the ad was that if

you send a woman flowers early, she may let you 'stay

late.' This type of advertising infers that a woman can

be 'bought' with flowers or a nice dinner, and con-

tributes to the thinking that a woman 'owes' you
something in return. This type of advertising plants

the idea that men are entitled to something in return

for the money spent on flowers or a date — exactly the

mentality that leads to date rape.

We resent the tactic that FTD is using to sell their

flowers. Such an expression of love should be offered

with no strings attached, if it truly is to be an expres-

sion of love. Women must not feel that they are

obligated or indebted to the giver. This 'payback' men-
tality makes many women feel subservient to the giver,

reinforcing unequal relationships in our society. This

type of advertising is irresponsible and deplorable.

Sheila Casey Kelley
Assistant to the Director, Legal Services Office

Two other LSO staff-members signed this lette*

Behind the enemy's mask is our government
Picture for a moment the portrait of the perfect enemy.

An enemy that's a threat to peace, a threat to stability,

a threat to "the new world order" — an enemy that must
be stopped.

This enemy has built up a huge supply of military power
over the last 10 years, including chemical and nuclear
weapons so vast that it is a clear threat to its neighbors,

to world stability, and to the very survival of the planet.

Wouldn't you agree that such a country must be stopped?
This enemy has attacked its neighbors without provoca-

tion and killed hundreds, perhaps thousands of innocent
civilians in the process. Wouldn't you agree that any coun-

try that would do such a horrible thing must be stopped?
This enemy has censored the news its people hears

throughout the Gulf Crisis. Wouldn't you agree that any
country that would attack democratic ideals in this man-
ner must be stopped?

This enemy has been known to slaughter its indigenous
peoples and to ban them to barren lands where survival

is difficult, if not impossible. Wouldn't you agree that any
country that would treat its native peoples in such a way
must be stopped?

If you answered yes to any of these questions, stop for

a moment and look in the mirror. For we have seen the

enemy and he is us. The country I'm describing is the

United States of America.
The U.S. government is guilty of all these acts, and

while so is Iraq, this begs a question: How can the U.S.

sit in judgment of Iraq when our government has been
guilty of the very same acts?

President Bush has used accusations such as these as

moral leverage to justify his war against Iraq. What
makes the U.S. more right or Iraq more wrong?
So think about this — especially if you are in favor of

this war — what if the bombs were dropping on Boston
instead of Baghdad? What if another country chose to

judge us so harshly? Just think about it.

One last point...what would President Bush have done
ifSaddam Hussein (or anyone else, for that matter) form-

ed a coalition and moved 200,000 troops into Costa Rica

after the invasion of Panama? What would he have said

if another country had given the U.S. an ultimatum to

get out by a certain date or face the consequences? What
would the president have done if the world had used the

arguments outlined at the beginning of this article to

justify that the U.S. is an evil force that must be stopped?

Ron Miller

Amherst

Why we need to protest

those who profit from war
Why all the fuss about oil companies and

defense contractors recruiting on campus?
Because one aspect of the war in the Per-

sian Gulf is not being talked about: Who
is profiting from it. It's not you, and it's not

me, and it's certainly not the people of the

Middle East. It's Exxon. And Mobil. And
those making the weapons. Here at home.

Maic Kenen

During the fourth quarter of 1990 (Oct.,

Nov., Dec.,), Exxon's profits were 221 per-

cent higher than those for the same period

in 1989. Mobil's profits rose by 46 percent

in the same time comparison. For Exxon

this translates into a profit of

$1,560,000,000 for the three month period.

For Mobil this translates into a profit of

$651,000,000 for the same three month
period. When people cry, "No blood for oil,"

I guess they got a point.

The Red Cross recently reported that

over 5,000 Iraqi civilians have died in the

bombing raids. Just yesterday, a bomb
made a direct hit on a shelter in Iraq that

reportedly killed 700-1000 women and

children. It was a special kind ofbomb that

doesn't explode until a few seconds after

impact. Just so those being killed can see

what's going to kill them. Maybe it was one

of those 'heat-seeking' bombs that zero in

on a target that is radiating heat. Like the

exhaust from an airplane. Or 1,000

civilians huddled in a shelter.

Who makes these bombs? United States

military contractors. Like the ones

recruiting this week. Why do they make
them? Because the government pays top

dollar for them. There's lots of money in

making weapons. But eventually you have

enough weapons and the government

doesn't need anymore, and the ones already

made haven't been tested in battle yet and

you don't even know if they work. So you

start a war, test them, use them so you can

make some more.

We're in a recession but don't tell these

guys. The military economy is flourishing

once again. Star Wars has a new life. Exx-

on, Mobil and the oil man in the White

House are thriving.

War is good for business.

We hear lots about how Raytheon makes

this wonderful Patriot missile that's sav-

ing Israeli lives. But if we weren't bomb-

ing Iraqi civilians, Israeli lives wouldn't be

in danger. And what about the Hawk, Tri-

dent, AMRAAM, and AEGIS missile

systems that Raytheon produces. Are they

saving lives in the Middle East? Or, are

they destroying them?
United Technologies makes aircraft

engines for the military- If air planes are

going to drop bombs, they need engines.

They also make attack helicopters. In the

ground war, we'll need lots of them. The

smart investor buys stock in United

Technologies. Since the war started on Jan.

16, United Technologies' stock has risen 10

percent. So has Raytheon's. America loves

a good weapon. Soon G.I. Joe will have his

own little plastic Patriot and kids' rooms

across the country will be filled with the

sound of Patriots and Scuds in battle. A

WE'VE BOMBED
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bright future we have.

This campus seems numb from the war.

There are a few who wave the flag and say,

"Support the troops." This one I can't

figure out. How do you support the troops

by sending them to their death? Don't you

support the troops by trying to end the war?

I read about this logic once in a book call-

ed 1984.

There are also a few who are clearly

against the war. They have teach-ins,

tables, and lots of leaflets but seem paralyz-

ed by the sheer magnitude of what is hap-

pening. Meanwhile, the campus ad-

ministration works towards civility. We
even have a 'free-speech area' (since when
is free-speech confined to a lounge for an

hour a day?). They say, "We don't want
anyone to get hurt." I say, "Then stop the

bombing."
Meanwhile America sits transfixed in

front of the television. Just another video

game. Except this time we can't play. We
just watch. And root. We cheer when our

team hits a Scud. Oops, the debris falls in

a neighborhood and destroys a couple hun-

dred of homes. Oh well, have to work on

this game. It still has some glitches in it.

Maybe Exxon and Mobil or a military

contractor at the Career Fair will hire a

few of you. Maybe you can be one of the

lucky ones to have a job. I don't begrudge

you that. Those picketing the Career

Center on Tuesday never had any intention

of preventing students from interviewing

with those companies. There were only 20

of us there. But the companies pulled out.

Why? Because they know they are pro-

fiting from the death and destruction of

civilian lives and homes. And, they were

told that some of us know, too.

And they don't want to be around while

the rest of you find out.

Marc Kenen is a UMass graduate student

military contractors. i^iKe me ones

Given the choice: Critical thought versus blind 'patriotism
... .. .„ .*___,_«_-»«__ *. uuu.u,..,00 „f hi. t™otm0nt nfP n W '« anrUhP kill- If the men who founded the United States followe<

I was shocked to read that someone at Friday's Pro-War

rally said,"...free speech and free expression, are exactly

what we're fighting for in that part of the Middle East."

I'm curious, since our new foreign policy centers around

peace, justice, and freedom, why hasn't the U.S. military

gone into South Africa to crush the Apartheid system, or

moved into countries like China, El Salvador, Israel, and

the U.S.S.R.? We have strong ties to all these countries,

but each one is guilty of restricting freedom and the

murder of civilians. The U.S. doesn't particularly care,

because these countries make us a lot of money. This war

isn't about freedom, it's about the two things that are as

American as apple pie, money and oil!

The U.S. says it will not tolerate naked aggression. A
strange statement to make, when in the last ten years

the U.S. has bombed and invaded countries like Panama,

Grenada, and Libya. The reasons behind the U.S. attacks

on other countries were no more sound than Hussein's

reasons for invading Kuwait. A good sound thrashing

given to a small country by the U.S., however, is just the

thing to take everyone's mind off our domestic problems

for a while.

It's easy to call Saddam Hussein evil, and compare him

to Hitler because of his treatment of P.O.W.'s and the kill-

ing of civilians. Apparently it's even easier to forget that

in Vietnam it was a common practice to throw Viet Cong

P.O.W.s out of high flying helicopters, and to kill and burn

entire villages that were suspected of collaborating with

the en imy. We simply haven't earned the right to pass

judgement on crimes we as a country have committed in

the past.

Kevin Dimock

I grow tired of hearing people say that we have to sup-

port the war in order to support the troops. The best way

to support the men and women serving overseas is to get

them home alive. The ways to do this, are of course to

either settle with Iraq or simply pull out. Sure, it might

bruise the President's massive ego, but does that really

matter? Peace with honor is a nice way of saying, "I'm

too stupid and stubborn to realize when I've made a

mistake."

Sometimes a corpse speaks volumes

IF ONLY THE DEAD COULD SPEAK...

"I hope you know that this (the demonstration) is a very

disturbing sight," says a woman in Northampton, with

a scowl of disapproval.

"Look at them (the dead soldiersKhey just get to sleep

all day," condescends a girl in Amherst standing with

friends, observing with an air of distaste.

Jennifer Segedy

"Mommy, why are there dead people on the sidewalk?"

asks an innocent child.

"Why don't you support our troops?!" a passerby shouts

angrily.

In response to this last one, if those individuals had

taken a short moment to read our signs, or had asked

us what we are about, they would have realized that

we are in full support of our troops. We would like them

to come home alive. Every day we think ofthe countless

lives that could be saved if we would pull out of the

war now. Every time we demonstrate, posing as

soldiers, we think of our troops. Lying on the ground

not moving for up to half an hour with a gas mask and

Tbl^ody outfit on, thoughts of what the men living

through the real experience are feeling continuously

run through my mind. There is a huge misconception

Sat^Pro-Peace and Anti-War advocates are also Anti-

American and Anti-Troops. Is it Anti- American to

want life for all of the people engaged in this senseless

mess?

One of the most difficult things that I have en-

countered while doing our theater is witnessing the

bewildered expressions of young children who pass by.

As I peep up from the ground through my gas mask

I catch the wide-eyed, bewildered stares of small

children being tugged past our demonstration by

parents who are dreading the coming questions. I think

it is disgusting that the attainment of peace in the

world is such a struggle. I do not enjoy displaying such

facets of life to children, or to anyone, but I feel that

our actions are necessary in order to wake people up

and make them think about what is going on

For the woman in Northampton who found our

demonstration to be "disturbing," I feel great pity. She

perfectly represents the large number of Americans

who tune out the war when it starts to upset them.

They view the war's reality as an annoying inconve-

nience to their squeaky-clean American conscience.

How dare we shake up her day by sprinkling unplea-

sant thoughts of war, of death, of reality into her life?!

Pity is also the emotion I hold for the young lady who

cleverly deduced that I was dressed up in a bloody

soldiers outfit and gas mask for a comfortable, relax-

ing street corner nap on the concrete. If that was all

that she was able to grasp, then she is, like many

others, in for some serious trouble in her life. I wish

her luck in surviving reality.

I wanted desperately to enlighten her about the real

world but being a dead soldier, I could not move. Be-

ing a dead soldier, I could not share my knowledge. If

only the sight ofmy dead body had been enough to stir

her If only the countless corpses of past wars were

enough to stir our nation. If only the soldiers already

lost in the desert storm could tell us why they had to

die, and what it is all about. If only the dead could

speak.

Jennifer Segedy is a UMass student

If the men who founded the United States followed

authority as blindly as the Republican Club wants us to,

we would still be a British colony. I don't believe this is

a just war. And, I for one, do not wish to be placed in the

situation where I am forced to kill an Iraqi soldier who
has probably been forced into exactly the same position.

Who would force me into a position like that? In a coun-

try supposedly based on freedom of choice, who would take

away my freedom to choose whether or not I wish to fight?

The gang of rich, White, old men in the White House, of

course. They will reinstate the draft without a second

thought when the death toll begins to mount. And why
wouldn't they? Their sons and daughters will never have

to fight in the war, they can buy their children's way out

of anything. Just let the poor and middle class fight the

war for the rich. That is, after all, the way of the wealthy

in this world.

I may not be as 'patriotic' as the members of the

Republican Club, but at least I've got enough brains in

my head to question what the morons on Capital Hill tell

us is right. If it comes down to a choice between brains

and patriotism, I'll choose brains every time.

Kevin C. Dimock is a UMass student

Words are just tools
Hi. My name is Matthew Willis. I am writing in

response to an article that appeared in the Collegian on

Friday, Febuary 8. The article told those demonstrating

against the war in the Persian Gulf that,"The freedoms

that you are enjoying, free speech and free expression, are

exactly what we're fighting for in that part of the Middle

East."

I agree that in many ways, American citizens are in-

deed, lucky. Our government recognizes some basic

human rights. Free speech is among these. In many places

in the world you cannot simply, "say what you want."

But do you honestly believe we are trying to restore

some sort of freedom to the people of Kuwait? Do you

honestly believe the Kuwaiti people had freedoms that

they previously enjoyed before Iraq invaded its borders?

Kuwait is a feudalistic state! Its leaders had no interest

in democracy or freedom. They were interested in their

oil fields that made them money. Or maybe I'm wrong.

I admit I am no expert on Kuwait. In fact, until it hit the

news this summer, I had never heard of it. Had you?

Do you really think liberating Kuwait was Bush's in-

tention when we started? Restoring Kuwait's budding

democracy? If so, why are we not in South Africa? Why
are we not in China?

No, free speech and expression are not Bush's motives.

Words are propaganda tools to gain public support. There

is clear evidence to support this. I'm not sure why the

president got us into this, but it was not for the protec-

tion of democracy.

If you really believe that,"the freedoms that (we) are

enjoying, free speech and free expression, are exactly what

(we're) fighting for" - support this statement with

evidence. You must explain why we do not have troops

in every other part of the world where the rights of free

speech and expression has been violated by a fascist

government. You must also address why we are actually

allied with many of these governments.

We must understand, not hate, our enemies, if we are

ever to truly achieve peace.
Matthew Willis

Hampshire College
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Center helps rape victims
By HEIDI BABINSKI
Collegian Correspondent

• Twenty-three percent ofwomen on cam-

pus have been victims of rape or attemp-

ted rape.

• One in four women have been or will be

sexually assaulted within a lifetime.

• One in three women will be raped.

• One in four girls are sexually abused

before turning eighteen.

• Every fifteen seconds a woman is

beaten.

These statistics from the Everywoman's

Center's reveal a need for services at the

University of Massachusetts and also cite

that college-age students are the group at

highest risk for date rape.

But only five percent of the above cases

have sought help through the

Everywoman's Center on campus, one of

the third largest in the state in terms of ser-

vices offered, said Deb Levy, Volunteer

Coordinator ofthe Counselor/Advocate Pro-

gram at the center. Assistance is free and

available to people across Hampshire

County.
"All of the volunteers have been trained

to woric with women who have been raped,

battered, sexually assaulted, who are vic-

tims of sexual harassment, victims of in-

cest, victims of child sexual abuse," Levy
said. "So they're trained in crisis interven-

tion and in general counseling skills, as

well as legal and medical advocacy."

Counseling sessions stress positive cop-

ing strategies, sorting out feelings which
develop after experiencing violence, Levy
said. The counselors answer to emergencies
and can accompany victims of violence to

the hospital and if necessary, to court, she
said.

Levy said the center also staffs a con-

fidential, 24-hour hotline, where a

counselor helps victims deal with crises.

"Our philosophy is an empowerment
model, where we help to support victims as

they make decisions for themselves," she

said. "They need to regain a sense of their

own control, because as a victim they've

had power control used over them."

"Our services are not only for victims

who are currently dealing with these

issues, but also for people who have had
these things happen to them in the past

and are presently bothered and need sup-

port," Levy said.

Transportation plan unveiled

Plan 'prepares for next American century

'

WASHINGTON (AP) - President

Bush today unveiled a $105 billion, five-

year program to "prepare for the next

American century" in U.S. transporta-

tion by improving highways and mass
transit systems and revamping
transportation spending.

The plan released by Transportation

Secretary Samuel Skinner includes in-

creases over five years of 39 percent in

highway funding to $20.3 billion; and 25

percent in mass transit to $2.9 billion.

It also increases spending for highway
safety programs by 34 percent, and con-

tains new incentives for private sector

investment in toll roads.

"Today the interstate system is vir-

tually complete and Americans enjoy

unequaled mobility," Bush told an au-

dience of transportation officials. "But
in the years since its construction began
there have been major demographic
shifts and travel changes in our coun-

try. We have a remarkable highway
system. ..but much of it needs improve-

ment. We need to move forward to meet

the transportation needs of future

generations."

The administration wants to get

private enterprise involved in refur-

bishing roads and bridges and use tolls

and user fees to help pay the costs. He
said his plan also will give states and
cities more flexibility in spending

transportation dollars. They will be

allowed to choose whether to spend

federal dollars on highways or mass
transit systems.

The plan also establishes a new na-

tional highway system of 150,000 miles

of road that will include the already ex-

isting interstate system and principal

arterial routes that will be given high

priority for construction and repair.

"We've designed new legislation, the

Surface Transportation Assistance Act

to reform existing highway programs
and increase funding for what works, to

prepare for the next American century,"

Bush said.
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No Coupon Needed
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I Sat: Any Reg Footlong $2.99* I
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| Sun: Buy one get one for 99c*
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and Northampton Stores.

Both Stores Open Late Every Night
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Home Diagnostic Kits

Ur 11 help put your mind at ease

107 Sunderland Road. North Amherst
Open 7 a.m.-10 p.m.

SPEEDWASH
1 1 Pray Si., Amherst

NOW OPEN 24 HOURS!

South Towne Commons Laundromat

479 West St., South Amherst
Open 7 a.m.-10 p.m.

REGION
Court allows LaLonde
custody of daughter

BOSTON (AP) - The Massachusetts Appeals Court
ruled Wednesday a Probate and Family Court judge
acted properly in granting custody of a child to her
father, despite allegations from the mother of sexual
abuse.

In a unanimous ruling, the appeals court held that

Virginia A. LaLonde of Marblehead, wwho was im-

prisoned in 1987 for contempt ofcourt for removing the

child from the state, had failed to prove her allegations

of abuse.

Probate and Family Court Judge Mary C. Fitzpatrick

had granted legal custody of the child to Stephen H.
LaLonde, with physical custody to be shared jointly by

the two parents.

"The mother has appealed, claiming principally that

the judge was clearly wrong in failing to find that the

father sexually abused this daughter," the appeals

court wrote. "We affirm the judgement."

In the divorce decree, custody was granted jointly to

both parents with physical custody to the mother.

Mrs. LaLonde raised her first complaints of sexual

abuse in July 1985 and the child was examined by a

court-appointed psychiatrist and by sexual abuse ex-

perts at North Shore Children's Hospital.

Over a period of 2Vfc years, the appeals court said, a

variety of experts from various medical, psychological,

social service and law enforcement disciplines examin-

ed the child to determine the truth.

"Beginning with the interviews with the North Shore

trauma team, however, the child repeatedly swung bet-

ween total retraction and steadfast affirmation of

allegations of sexual abuse," the court wrote.

The appeals court said some experts, including Dr.

Bruce Eissner, the court-appointed psychiatrist, con-

cluded the child had been caught up in the emotional
turmoil and stress of her parents' divorce, but there

was no concrete evidence of sexual abuse.

In mid- 1986, Mrs. LaLonde fled the state, returning
on March 31, 1987, without the child.

She was held in contempt and jailed.

On Oct. 2, 1987, the child was found and taken into

custody in Durham, N.C., and returned to

Massachusetts.

The child was evaluated by the family crisis team
at Cambridge Hospital, which again found no con-

clusive evidence of sexual abuse, but strong evidence

of emotional trauma.
The case was reopened after mediation failed to set-

tle the dispute between the parents.

At the trial, most witnesses testified there was no
conclusive evidence of sexual abuse, while experts call-

ed by the mother testified the child showed evidence

of abuse.

But the appeals court said, "Most certainly the

psycholigical, psychiatric and gynecological evidence

did not require a finding of sexual abuse and thejudge

was not clearly in error in deciding that the evidence

had failed to establish that the child had been sexual-

ly abused by her father."

The court said the trial judge was within her rights

to modify the custody order because of the events that

took place during the lengthy case.
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INDUSTRY

Fire

RESUMES
CopyCat Print Shop
• Great Service • Great Prices

228 Triangle StJAmherst 549-3840

.Old
Neighborhood
The Hot Dog Expert Hot Dog.

Old Neighborhood, a leading, million-dollar manufacturer

of quality food products, is seeking a professional

individual to fill the following position:

Quality Control

Inspector/Technician

Responsibilities include visual and physical inspection,

sampling, testing of materials and the working

environment to ensure conformance to established

standards Individual will perform microbiological

testing, environmental swabbing, physical and chemical

testing of products during precook, cooking, and

postcooking operations

To be considered, you must have a B.S in food science

with an emphasis on food chemistry, biochemistry

or food sanitation. Familiarity with US DA inspection

procedures a definite plus

Please forward your resume and salary history to:

Karen Channell

Old Neighborhood

37 Waterhlll Street

Lynn, MA 01905

We are an Equal Opportunity Employer

CONTACT LENS CARE

AT THE UNIVERSITY HEALTH
SERVICES

• We take great pride in being able to fit

many people who have had difficulty in

the past wearing contact lenses.

• We offer a broad array of contact lenses

with a large in-house inventory.

• We now offer the new daily wear

disposable contact lenses.

• All fittings are done by our eye doctors

with experience in contact lens care

and solving contact lens problems.

• Emphasis is placed on your ocular

health and professional service.

lit;
EYE CARE PROGRAM

Convenient hours and

convenient on campus location.

For questions or

appointments, call 549-2671

State initiates

fundraising for
Gulf soldiers
By EVE EPSTEIN
Associated Press

BOSTON — The state kicked off fundraising yesterday

to give a bonus to residents who serve during the Persain

Gulf war. One service woman's mother said the fund will

ease her daughter's fears about coming home.

Cynthia Rheault, of Lowell, told those who gathered at

the Statehouse that her daughter Rhonda's biggest fear

is that veterans returning from the Persian Gulf won't

receive a warm welcome.

"I asked her if she was afraid, if she was nervous, or

if she was scared," Rheault said of a conversation she had

with her daughter in January, shortly before the United

Nations deadline for Iraq to leave Kuwait. "She replied,

'My only apprehension is how I will be perceived when

I get home."'

Rhonda Rheault, 25, who signed up for the Army

Reserves, is working as a computer programmer in Saudi

Arabia.

House Speaker Charles Flaherty, D-Cambridge, and

Senate President William Bulger, D-Boston, originally

proposed legislation to appropriate state money to create

the "Hero's Welcome Fund."

The state offered a similiar bonus to returning veterans

after World War II and the Korean and Vietnam wars.

In the spirit of the Weld Administration's en-

treprenuerial approach to government, Treasurer Joseph

Malone suggested that the fund should come from private

donations instead.

"As I travel around the state I find more and more peo-

ple who want to show in a personal way their support for

the volunteerswho are serving America in the Persian

Gulf region," Malone said.

Flaherty, Malone and Gov. Weld banded together to

show bipart ; san suport for the fund. Bulger could not at

tend because he was on his way to the funeral for U.S.

Rep. Silvio O. Conte.

A millitary band added patriotic flourish to the celebra-

tion, playing the "Star-Spangled Banner," and "God Bless

America."

Congressional Medal of Honor winner Tom Hudner, who

served 30 years in the Navy, said the fund is a good way

to show support for the troops.

"We're sure the troops are going to realize that the Com-

monwealth of Massachusetts is proud of and in great sup-

port of all men and women in the Gulf area," he said.

The legislation proposed by Flaherty and Bulger would

have allocated $1.7 milion to pay $300 to any state resi-

dent who serves in the military during the war and $500

to those assigned to the war theatre. State officials have

set $1.7 million as a goal for the private fundraising effort.

Weld pointed out that some in the military are making

great financial sacrifices. In order to compensate them ful-

ly for loss of income, it would cost about $20 million, he

said.

'It's not as though a payment to returning veterans can

ever be a fulll compensation to them and their families

for the hardship and the sacrifices they made," Weld said.

But Weld said the fund carries an important symbolic

message. "This commonweallth is solidly behind our men

and women in the Gulf," he said.

Valentine's Day Special

—SPECIAL—
2 for $19.00
Steak & Chicken
Combination

or

Shrimp & Scallop

Combination

Gift Ceitiricules

Available

Ki 1 10. Sunderland 413 605 3628

OpM Tues. Sat. al 5pm. Sun al 2

Reservations welcomed
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Education board gripes

about on-going problems

Valentines

4jfl
Dance Party
Thursday, February 14

at Pearl Street Nightclub

WIN: FREE Cape Cod Cuddle & Bubble Vacations

at the

Sniemattonal CJ/nn
662 MAIN STREET HYANNIS, CAPE COD. AAA 02601 (508)775-5600

lS*

18 & over

welcome

HCLUDES: A five course prime rib or lobster diner A lavish all you can

eat buffet breakfast each morning Complimetary hot and cold hors

d oeu-es and Cape Cod's best chili served early evenings in the lounge

A bottle of champagne, a mid-nite snack pack and a red rose for her,

delivered to your room. Use of all hotel facilities

CUDDLE 8c BUBBLE
TM 1988

in a Jacuzzi® built for 2

By ROBERT W. TROTT
Associated Press

BOSTON - The Board of Regents for

Higher Education, fighting for its survival,

outlined a five-point doctrine yesterday ad-

dressing the state's higher education pro-

bllems at what could be its last metting.

"There is a death-wish in this state on

public education," said board member

Mary Lou Anderson, bemoaning what she

called a lack of understanding about how

the board operates and Gov. William F.

Weld's proposal to do away with the panel.

The board's creed, titled "Five Principles

of Agreement," agrued that:

"Public higher education has endured

disproportionate budget cuts."

The state's budget for higher education

in fiscal 1991 is $686 million, a 22.6 per

cent drop from 1988's $757 million. The

overall state budget, meanwhile, has in-

creased from $11.7 billion to $13.9 billion

during the same time.

"If everybody had to put up with what

we've had to put up with, we would be in

a situation where the state deficit of $850

milion would in fact be a state surplus of

$4 billion," said Board Chairman Paul

Tsongas.

The Regent's contend that the Weld pain

calls for cutting $74 million in the fiscal

year that starts July 1, a savings

Chancellor Randolph Bromery is predicted

on closing three to five campuses out of the

29 now in the public higher education

system. „
"Politics is toxic to academic excellence,

said Bromery.
Although second on the Regent's list,

keeping politics out of higher education

was the board's main concern yesterday.

Weld has proposed eliminating the board,

along with the chancellor's position and

replacing them, along with the State Board

of Education and the education commis-

sioner, with a cabinet-level education

secretariat.

"We've at least seen a norm that says

that politics has no business on the cam-

puses," Tsongas said. "The great concern

that we have over the proposals that are

forthcoming (is) that we're going to return

to the pre-1980 era when politicians felt

free to roam freely over the campuses...

that prospect should chill every citizen of

Massachusetts."

Regent Ronald M. Alman was more

blunt. If the board was replaced by a

governor-appointed secretariat, he said,

"higher education would be prostituted in

the Commonwealth."
The regents, who draw no state salary,

said laypersons should ovesee the state's

higher education system, a sentiment

echoed by Holyoke Community College

President David Bartley.

"Education is too important to be left to

educators, and too important to be left to

politicians," he said.

"Tuition increases ravage the aspiria-

tions of working-class families," he said.

Tsongas said any increases in fees would

amount to "a tax on working-class

families" that can barely afford the cost of

college tuitions now."

"Access and diversity are the moral basis

of public higher education," he said.

That point was related to the tuition, said

Tsongas.
"There's no equal opportunity ifyou can't

afford it," he said.

Weld is proposing a tuition hike of 33 per-

cent, which the board says would make
Massachusetts the most expensive public

education system in the nation.

The board has opposed closing any col-

lllege campuses, but remains open to

regional consolidation. Anderson said

abolition of the board would jepordize col-

leges and universities.

"No college can close as long as we're sit-

ting here," she said.

Bromery, who announced his retirement

Monday to protest Weld's budget cuts,

received a standing ovation from the board

and other attending the hearing. Bromery

plans to return to his tenured position as

a professor of geophysicas at the Universi-

ty of Massachusetts in Amherst.

UNVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS

HOUSING SERVICES
RESIDENTIAL EDUCATION'S

1991-1992

Resident Assistant Selection Process
Qualifications

-Be a full-time undergraduate
-Have at least a 2.2 GPA
-Be free of disciplinary sanction

-For Prince House: Full time graduate or

4$ semester undergraduate RA
APPLICATIONS AVAILABLE NOW

Applications are available in Area Offices and cluster offices.

Also, look for our information table in the Campus Center

APPLICATION DEADLINE
TODAY

FEBRUARY 14, 1991
Applications can be turned in at any
Area Office between 9 a.m. and 4 p.m.

STUDENTS OF COLOR A INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS ARE ENCOURAGED TO APPLY
The University of Massachusetts at Amherst prohibits discrimination on the basis

of race, color, religion, creed, sex, sexual preference, age, marital status, national

origin, mental or physical disability, political belief or affiliation, membership or
non-membership in any organization, or veteran status, in any aspect of the
admission or treatment of students or in employment.

VOPXD
Permits required for protests in Boston
By TONY ROGERS
The Associated Press

BOSTON — The City Council approved a resolution

yesterday requiring protesters to get permits before

demonstrating on city property, overriding opponets who
argued that the measure trampled on free speech.

Councilor Albert L. "Dapper" O'Neil, an outspoken

champion of a variety of conservative causes, introduced

the resolution after demonstrators blocked traffic in

downtown Boston Jan. 17 to protest the Persian Gulf War.

Noting that protests on that day alone cost the city

$81,000 in police overtime, O'Neil asked his colleagues

on the council: "Who pays the bills for this? How do we

answer the people who were blocked on Storrow Drive?'

O'Neil said the measure merely called for enforcement

of existing statues requiring protesters to get permits from

the city's Real Property and Parks departments.

"It's mandated under the city ordinance that they shall

have to have a permit," O'Neil said before the council

meeting. "My order was just to enforce it. That's what

I've been trying to explain to the leadheads out there."

The measure mandated that police immediately oust

any protesters without permits from city property,

something opponents called a dangerous infringement of

First Amendment rights.

"This will have a chilling effect on people who want to

protest," Councilor Charles Yancey said. "It's Gestapo-

like, something you'd expect out of the Soviet Union in

Lithuania."

Councilor David Scondras said he worried that police

would arrest even small, orderly groups of demonstrators

simply because they might not have a permit.

"This order is mostly symbolic, and when you're mak-

ing a symbolic statement it's important to look at what

you're saying," Scondras told the council. "I will not sup-

port the symbolism of police walking up to say , four peo-

ple and arresting them."

The council removed language from the resolution call-

ing for protesters to pay the costs of damages and over-

time incurred as a result of demonstrations. But O'Neil

said city demonstration permits already required pro-

testers to pay such costs.

O'Neil said he was outraged by the recent rash of pro-

tests, citing one activist group who applied for a permit

to place a 120-foot high inflatable condom at the city's

government center.

"If they were ever given that permit, I would have been

out there with a bow and arrow, and that would have been

the end of that," O'Neil said.

"I'm tired of looking out my window and hearing peo-

ple screeching," he added. "If those [protesters] are young

enough and healthy enough to screech, they can join our

heroes over there in the Gulf."

The council voted 11-2 for the resolution.

"Mr. O'Neil has reduced the First Amendment to

screeching," Scondras said after the vote. "If he doesn't

like screeching, maybe he should get into another line of

work."

BOG
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 5

more than one report.

"We at the Program feel helpless in this

situation because we are not in the division

of the administration responsible for

upholding students' rights within student

government," Macek said. "I'm outraged

and disgusted that the BOG's situation has

gone this far without more direct action by

the administrators who are directly respon-

sible for this."

Pat Corrigan, another BOG governor

who supports the removal of the BOG
seats, does not believe that the meetings

contain gay harassment.

"I think the BOG meetings are run as

professionally as they can be given the cir-

cumstances," Corrigan said. "In a college

as diverse as UMASS you're going to get

some turbulence. I think it's natural."

Corrigan also disagrees with the view

that the BOG is an advisory body. "The

BOG is part advisory and part legislative.

The committees are advisory," Corrigan

said, "but the weekly meetings are

legislative in nature."

Corrigan said he opposed the GLB seats

"because I disagree with the concept of ap-

pointed seats and I think that in particular

the LBGA has the least necessity for ap-

pointed seats."

Bill Harris, director of the Campus

Center, said a memo has been sent to BOG
Chairperson Sue Gordon "requesting the

BOG reconsider and rescind" the decision

to remove the GLB seats. Harris said that

although the issue has not been brought to

the BOG, it has been discussed in BOG ex-

ecutive meetings.

Attempts were made to contact Gordon

for comment but she was not available.

Grant Ingle, director of the University's

Office for Human Relations, believes the

administration's reluctance to become

directly involved in the issue stems from

an attitude that homophobia is not as

serious a problem as other types of

discrimination.

"If this behavior was anti-Semitic or

violated the rights of Black students, it

wouldn't be allowed, but let's face it," In-

gle said, "homophobia is the most socially

acceptable type of bigotry. If analogous

remarks were made against either of these

other groups, that behavior would certainly

be dealt with by the administration."

DOWNHILL
SKIING

JEWISH UNITY and SOLIDARITY
VIGIL

Friday February 15 at 5:30pm

Meet at the Amherst Commons

All 5 College Community Members Are Welcome!

In case of heavy snow...meet at the UMass Hillel House - 5:30pm

For confirmation call - 549-1710 or 549-4131

Come TOGETHER to show

concern and support for ISRAEL!

Sponsored by the 5-College Hillel

Europeans find a home
By LARS KROIJER
Collegian Staff

The new European Club got off to a "very

successful" start with about 70 persons tur-

ning out for the first official general

assembly yesterday in the University of

Massachusetts Campus Center.

According to the club's president, Dimos

Silverstriadis, the turnout was much

higher than even the wildest expectations

of the executive board.

About 34 persons joined the club during

the reception after a session of questions

and discussion.

"Normally if there are more than 30 peo-

ple at your first meeting it is considered a

success," said David Glass, an officer of the

International Student Organization. "So I

suppose this can only be possitive for the

clubs future."

The club's advisor and head of the UMass

political science department, Professor Eric

Einhorn, made a short speech where he

supported the initiative and stressed the

importance of having a non-academic Euro-

pean gathering in the Five College area.

"We will help you out at first, and you

have our full support," he said.

Silverstriadis emphasized the importance

of the apparent support among the people

that attended the meeting. He argued that

this and the potential members in the Five

College area could make the club grow
large and influential in relatively short

time.

Kristel Bohm, a UMass sophomore from
Holland, said the meeting went well

because it was based on a two-way com-

munication where the European Club
leaders asked for input from the audience.

In a speech, Silverstriadis announced

that the Head of the Delegation of the Com-
mission of the European Communities for

the United Nations had accepted a request

by the club to give a lecture at the Univer-

sity this spring.

Because of plans to restructure the Stu-

dent Government Association, it will not

be possible for the European Club to

become a registered organization this

spring. This may cause some economical

difficulties, but according to Mikael Knie,

the treasurer, there will be some fundrais-

ing events to cover the club's expenses.

Students Get A
10% Discount

With any 3, 6, 9 or 12 month Membership
Hurry Supplies are limited.

We have it all!

Pool

D Racquetball

D Sauna
D Massage
D Computerized Bikes

D StairMasters

D Aerobics & Aqua-Aerobics

Nautilus

Tennis

D Jacuzzi

Free Weights
Rowing Machines

5rr;

at Echo HiH Gatehouse Road
Amherst • 256-6446
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women's basketball

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 16

Meanwhile, Hewelt is hoping that the

Minutewomen can find some balance of

their own and record their first win of the

season.

"Lisa and Keyburn give us a one-two

punch in the frontcourt," said Hewelt. "But

we need balance. Having our perimeter

players shoot 4-30 [vs. Duquesne] makes it

difficult for Keyburn and Lisa because the

opposition can key on them."

Hewelt is happy that the Minutewomen
have cut down on their turnover total per

game. But she's hoping that her team can

kick the flu bug that she says is affecting

half the squad, control the tempo to their

liking and get that elusive first win.

"We'll throw everything we have at

them," promised Hewelt.

lecture women's track

Cnltigt— photo by Curia Wyeth

Keyburn McCusker and the UMass basketball team will be hosted
by the Bonnies of St. Bonaventure at 7 p.m. tonight in New York.

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 3

the AAF found the types and levels of

television production as well as the visual

and verbal context of the games' introduc-

tions and halftime shows to be very un-

complimentary of women.
The use of statistics, graphic and verbal,

was less frequent in women's games thus

denying viewers less information about

what they were seeing, she said. There

were fewer camera angles in the women's

productions and most were above court

level and 'looking down or at' the athletes,

whereas the camera angles for men's

games were courtside thus 'looking up' at

the athletes. The average number of ins-

tant replays were higher in men's (43)

games than in women's (34).

DeFrantz cited use of language as an im-

portant factor in stereotyping. Female

players were constantly 'marked' verbal-

ly and visually, and are verbally infantiliz-

ed. She also said male athletes of color

share some of this infantilization.

DeFrantz cited commentator's reference

to athletes by their first name, first and last

name and last name only. Women were

referred to by their first name only 31

times, whereas only the first name was us-

ed to identify men 19 times. However, each

of those 19 times, the athlete was a person

of color, while white basketball players

were never referred to by their first names
only.

"Yes, there is something wrong with this

picture," DeFrantz said in conclusion. "But

we also have a great deal of opportunity to

adjust it."

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 16

Also returning will be Lennice Johnson,

who sat out last week due to tendinitis in

her knee. At Smith, Johnson will run in the

200 and the 500.

"Lennice is still getting some treatment

but she is gradually getting better,"

LaFreniere said. "When she runs on Satur-

day it will hurt some but she will have to

suck it up."

A 'very bad cold' has some team members

suffering. Lee Ann Ambrose, Cathy

Crocker and Tana Henderson have not

practiced since Sunday.

"They all feel lousy but they should be

able to compete," LaFreniere said. 'We are

going to go easy on them."

Ambrose and Henderson will compete in

the 55- and 200-meter dashes. While

Crocker will run the 800.

The UMass throwers will try to continue

their recent run of success on Saturday.

Simone Marisseau and Diane Ozzolek will

both compete in both the 20-pound weight

and the shot put.

Kelly Liljeblad will tune up for

postseason competition when she runs the

1,500-meter. Michele St. Laurent will do

likewise in the 1,000.

"Kelly is ready for the postseason now,"

LaFreniere said. "She is healthy and is

ready to peak. Michelle ran well last week
[qualifying for the New Englands] and this

is just tune up."

"This is a good chance for us to a track

work-out in and get some people ready for

the postseason," she said. "It is a good

natured meet and we will have some fun."

*

*
V^°&Dances

Ballroom DANCING
to the Big Band Sound of:

LEON KRAFF AND HIS 10

PIECE ORCHESTRA

Saturday, February 23
Hadley American Legion Hall

Located on the North side of Highway 9 between Amherst
and Northampton. One block East of stop light in Hadley

8:30-11:30 p.m.
Admission $7.50 at the door-each dance

*
*

*

*
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Ifeitherofthese
makes yourpulse race,

talkto us.Having to get a real job

isn't so bad.

Not when there's a place where the

people get as pumped up about technol-

ogy as you do.

A place where you work on real stuff

right away. And red tape and bureaucracy

are kept away

and produce tomorrow's

products.

We're Involved in electronic design

automation, automatic test equipment,

telecommunications test, and custom

connections. All four of our businesses

are market leaders.

Our work environment is, well, colle-

MLTOM
Ski Area

Of course, tnere is a catch. We only want giate. And among other great benefits,

software and hardware professionals who like we offer an educational assistance plan

to be on the leading edge of high technology. with 100% reimbursement—up front.

That's because our business is help- So talk to us. Or settle for a job that

ing other high tech companies develop may turn out to be just work.

Corporate Headquarters Boston. MA Major Locations: Nashua. NH • Deerfietd. IL • Agoura Hills. CA • Santa Clara. CA • Tokyo • United Kingdom

We'll be on campus: February 22, 1991

STUDENT
DISCOUNTS ! !

Great Skiing .

Day & Night.

100% Snowmaking.
Expert Grooming.

&
So Close You Can See It!

$12.00 Midweek and Nights
$18.00 Weekends and Holidays

Bring Your Student I.D.

Mt. Tom Ski Area
Route 5 Holyoke MA 536-0416

DOONESBURY
By GARRY TRUDEAU

THE FAR SIDE
By GARY LARSON
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In the days before feathers

CALVIN AND HOBBES By BILL VATTERSON
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TANGELO PIE By Tin SNIFFEN

QUOTE Of THE DAY

Happy Valentine's Day"

DAILY CROSSVORD PUZZLE
Edited By TRUDE MCHEL JAFFE
ACROSS

1 Mount —

:

Martinique

volcano

6 O Neill s

Christie

10 '— (or the

Seesaw"
1

3

Author Loos
14 Thin layer

ol ore

15 Flaherty's

Man
ol—

"

16 1974 hit

18 What Jack
carried

19 Simple sugar

20 Even
21 Oner
23 City on

the Aar

24 Seals

25 Watch out!

28 Type of tram

29 Fine steed

30 Hebrew month
31 Accompaniment

ol cakes
34 February time

tor lovers

38 Understand

39 Surrounded by

40 Singer Home
41 Ol sinewy

tissue

42 Stigmatizes

44 We -
amused'

:

Queen
Victoria

46 Joseph s prized

possession
47 Papal garments
48 Pesky kid

49 "For — a )olly

good fellow'

52 Church
calendar

53 Ones beloved

56 Town in cen
Iran known tor

earthenware
57 Corrodes
58 Ooze
59 Japanese

volcanic

mountain

60 Mild expletive

61 Patch up s road

DOWN
1 — Alto

2 Cain's nephew
3 Still burning

4 Hot time,

in Paris

5 Spring

holiday

6 Pallid

7 Requirement
8 Industrialist's

gp
9 Nevadan.

lor one
10 Follow

1

1

Is at hand
12 Sole
15 Eliot's

cruelest

month
1 7 Weary
22 Playing marble

23 — au rhum
24 Ferber novel

25 Lowest male
voice

26 Art Deco great

27 Make sinuous

28 Whom God
has joined

together, —
man..."

30 Stable sound
31 Capital of

Yemen
32 Photography

pioneer Edwin

33 Unfledged bird

35 Singer Frankie

36 Raised in relief

37 Venetian blind

strip

41 Criminal

42 Something
to sail

43 On the contrary

44 Wall hanging

45 Popular

medium
46 Helmet plume
47 Lady Chaplin

48 Gamma's
predecessor

49 Loud.

to Pierre

50 Character in

"Siegfried'

51 Follows young
or old

54 Conflict

55 River to the

English Channel

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZIE:

C|*9I Lm Aat*<« Timet Sywlicaic 2/14/91

ttENU
LUNCH

Chicken Pucks

Rotini

BASICS LUNCH
Chicken Pucks

Rotini & Veggies

DINNER
Egg Roll

Baked Chicken

BASICS DINNER
Egg Roll

baked Chicken

YOUR DAILY HOROSCOPE
By JEANE DIXON

AMES (March 21-AprM 19) Get
ready to take some giant steps

on the career front. The speed
with which you cover ground

ensures a bright future. Em-

phasize an optimistic approach

to romance. Your confidence

is contagiousl

TAURUS (April 20-May 20):

Slow down If you are running on
nervous energy. Sidestep con-

frontations and postpone mak-

ing any major career or finan-

cial changes. Learn from an
older person's experiences.

OfMINI (May 21-June 20):

An honest emotional approach

will reap rich rewards today;

open your heart to someone
who wants to be friends. Go
over a legal contract with a
fine-tooth comb. You cannot

afford to be extravagant.

CANCER (June 21-July 22):

Your efforts to make a strong

impression could produce the

wrong effect today. Make full

use of your friends' talents but

let them share in the profits.

Spend more time on your own
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22): A new

friendship could be the key to

expending your business. Do
not take extra expenses light-

ly. Steer clear of someone's

get-rich-quick scheme.
VIROO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22).

Rely on your intuition where
finances are concerned. Your

Influence in employment affairs

grows. Keep your sources

secret. Catch up on world af-

fairs. Look forward to a roman-

tic evening.

LIRRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22): An
unexpected financial setback

is possible; play It extra safe.

Tackling challenges makes you

a better person. You may have

to make certain concessions to

avoid fireworks on the home
fiont.

SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21):

Break loose from the same old

routines. New places and ex-

periences are a source of

valuable inspiration Check with

experts before making a finan-

cial decision Romance requires

extra caution
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.

21): Any assistance you give

others today will result In

positive reviews. Contact with

vlPs could mean new financial

gains. A request is granted.

Trust your strong inner voice.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan

19): Financial twists and turns

could disrupt your way of life -

do not press your luck. Stop

hemming and hawing when
higher-ups ask for your opinion.

Say what is really on your mind.

AQUARIUS (Jan 20Feb. 18):

Continue seeking prosperity

through your Job. Be willing to

go that extra rr*e. A promotion

or raise will follow. Cupid's ar-

row strikes Its target tonight!

Celebrate a recent victory.

PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20):

Conservative work habits and
financial policies will stand you

In good stead now. Special ser-

vice will bring preferential treat-

ment. Open your mind to

higher ambitions.
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Valentines
•ARAM HOT BUNS) To the sexy, tultry

redhead on fourth floor ciabtree (this I* lor

you Amazon worried) W» you be our Valen-

tine? With tove. every damn guy in the

building

^JONATHAN MVEROV
Soma call you Skunkweed. maaay. L T

But poopie • tha ona that doaa it tor me
For the past 5 montha you've been my man
Making me «o happy every way you can

So this personal I wanted to send to you

To say thanks tor everything and I Love

You!
I hope you have a very Happy Valentine s

Day
Love,

NMMD80N
When you happy
It rike gamara in sun
When you crabby.

It rike godzirra's bum
Merry Varenting Day
Being with you rike rubbing buddha berry

50 time
Rove Richard Vu

BLUE EVES"
-^

Love is not

lust a fairy

tale! Happy
Valentine's Day
Love ya

TO THE HOT BLUE-EYED BABE
I said I'd never go out with.

I'm glad I did because now I'm

the luckiest girl in the world

I love you!
Christine

DEAREST LAURA
-I waa skattered by your refusal, although

Ted's consoling words have eased my pain,

I still tremble for your embrace I weep at

the thought of our unrequited love Please

reconsider my love muffin OG

SUZANNE-
Happy Valentine's Day cutie

Let's make the most of it Love,

Jayaon

TIM GONAD -Since the evening of 1079/87,

I have enioyed endless days and nights of

tun, love and romance! I am looking forward

to many more as we spend the rest of our

lives together Will your be my valentine?

I LOVE YOU -JEN

PURPLEHEAD - U want to wear my boots??

Valentine's is a good lime To say I love U
and for TLSIt! Later later! Grumpy

LANCE CORPORAL BRIAN SNYDER
Valentine greetings to our favorite marine

in the Gull We love you and miss you

Scoobie! Semper Fi- Love, An and Duck

MY SWEET THING
l will follow you to the end ol the earth (or

to Mexico) Happy Valentine's Day! Love,

your Smiley Snuggty Heather

MCNME4-EVER1
HAPPY V-DAY TK

HEY NUMBER 39! Will you be my valen

line? I love you! Love. Renee

JEEPS
When I'm not there, in spirit I H be there

Love. Rupert

SUSAN
Mon Iherie

Vivre pour toi mount pour toi

Ne laisses pas ma vie sans toi

Je t'aimerais toujours

DUC

FUNKY WENCERBEAN.
You stole my heart before I could open my
eyes
To see a world so new I could hardly realize

That with a heart so pure and love so strong

You were the one with whom I wanted to

belong
As we continue to share our lives and our

love
With blessings from the gods in the heavens

above
I hope you know how much you mean to me
And that I shall love you for all of eternity

Happy Valentine's Day! Happy Anniversary!

Love Always,
Care Bear

DIANA. C
Roomy and beet friend, you're very special

to me Happy Valentine's Day
Love Toni

JON.O
Friends forever

always
Love. Toni

I'l do whatever it takes to make you my
prince Anything!
RufRuf

CRAIG
Happy Valentine's Day
I Love You
Love forever and ever

Cindy

DIANE DAVIS: Do you have any idea what

you do to me? -Matt -Happy Valentines Day

SCOTT-
There will never be the need for a fourth

time I'll always love you! Happy Valentine's

Day
All my love.

Anne

GREGG.
It's me from room 124

Just want you to know that

one sure thing is that

I Love You
Have tun in the city this weekend
Happy Valentine's Day
Love, The Sure Thing

LAURIE -Happy Valentine's Day
The past five months have been great and

it gets better every day
I love you very much!
MATT

MARY IN 222 CHADBOURNE: I got

somethin to say. please be my valentine to-

day It would make me so happy, gee \ tvs

is getting sappy I got somethin to say. .et

me be your valentine today It would mane
me so happy, these rhymes go beyond

crappy Oh lovely mary, I direct to you this

query How 'bout dinner next Saturdary?

XXXOOO
Metalhead

Thanks for everything you do. and for

always being there for me
You're the best!

Love, Sue

SOME HANDSOME MAN
I need you 1

-I want you 1 -

I must have you 1 Please?!

Love. S

KAREN ANN DELOREY, You are the love

of my lite My love grows stronger every day

tor you Be my valentine! I love you Love,

Michael Mornssey

DEAR DAMAGE INC.

We have shared so many beautiful

moments in the past 17 months I want to

tell you how much your love means to me
and how much I love you back HAPPY
VALENTINE'S DAY sweetheart-see you at

Seasons tonight Love, Turk

BRIAN, Happy Valentine s Day! Our fourth

one together These years have been the

best of my life I don't want it to ever end

I Love You with all my heart Ingrid

MTSKM
Happy 2nd V-day 1

Concert tickets right?'

Herter lecture Hall?!

I Love You!
-Your Baby

SCOTT -Happy Valentine's Day! -We've

had a great time N Cracker. Key West,

228 and look forward to many more-Love

K

DEAR BRUTUS'
Happy Valentine's Day! Thank you lor the

warmth, kindness, and caring you have

shown me The past ten months have been

the best of my life!

All of my love. "George
PS Remember that I carry your heart

TAMI MY SHAYNA MADEL-
I love you so much I sometimes think my
heart will burst

Happy five months you beautiful woman
Con Todo Mi Corozon. Ah

TO THAT GROOVY STUD MAX
It's time to plow the fields!

Happy Valentine's Day-Boy Toy

MARCELLA TURNER IN BAKER
I hope you have a wonderful Valentine s

Day
-An admiring man in Chadbourne

MICHELE
We hope you're having fun in Spain, but

come home soon 1

Umass isn't the same without you 1

Feliz de los enamorados"
We love you and miss you lots!

Love Robyn and Shells

TAM-
The other one got kinda mushyoops
Wanna stay home tonite? Hehheh Ali

MICHAEL WALL -I saw you in Adolecent

Psych -I think you're hot' Maybe we could

see Ghost tonight and then go to Judies -A

shy redhead-Valentine

TO MY BLOND AND GREY BLUE-EYED
B-MAN

My soul has become contented.

My heart blissfully enraptured.

And my lite more complete since

The day you let me into yours

You make me just plain damn happy!'

Happy first V-day.

All my love,

Julie

TO MY PETITE BALLERINA PRINCESS,
Happy Valentine's Day!

(That makes 3)

I love you baby!
Love.

Your Big Blue-Eyed Boy

MICHELLE B., icses are red violels are

blue, it hasn't taken tang for me to tall in love

with you PETE

HAPPY V-DAY 2 my other half on the

dance floor Let's gnnd aH night, then wake

me in the morning with a smile Positively

entertaining 24/7

The Cat in the Hat

TO MY DIE TECH KING-
Did you think I'd forget you this year?

No way man!!
Out of sight definalely doesn't mean out of

mind!
Happy 4th Valentine's Day'

I Love You (and more, too!!!)

Love, the dream team queen

STONE SWALLOW
Greetings my love

I want you to know that I love you with all

my heart

Happy Valentine's Day
Love. Brian

SHEILA. Happy Valentine 's Day with warm

and loving thoughts

Love. Matt

GEOFFREY Happy Valentine's Day!!

I love you always -Kim

PAPA
We nub new
Happy Valentine's Day
Love,
Scuttle and Tooncee

KATE -Happy Valentine's Day to my
favorite senator -Love you Joe

* CHAD *

HAPPY VALENTINE S DAY
Happy 17 month anniversary! We're stiM

havin fun. and you're still the one' Forget

402. 364 and 444* Tonight you are ail mine'

Be ready by 7pm! Still love me? I love you
A lot' Wendy

HAPPY VALENTINE'S DAY HANKIE! Will

you be mine? Love always. Little Girl

JENNIFER, Happy Vatontine
T
s Day! Your

the greatest thing that has ever happened
to me. I love you so much!.
Chad

DANNY WHITE.
Happy Valentine's Day
I love you always
See you at 8 sharp, my treat

Love, Tracy

RICH CAMPBELL Happy 22nd birthday to

my valentine. It'll be a long 12 days without

you! I'll miss you Love. Robyn

MY SWEETEST JAMLEE,
Happy 10 months
I Love You
-Yours,

-Putty Tat

SAMEER PITU.
You're the best!

Fond of you too

JERRY-
Mush Mush, Woof Woof
Lisa and Sue

SHELLEY RAE. Happy Valentine's Day!
Dinner lor 2 see you at Beardsteys
Love, Rich

I'LL ALWAYS LOVE YOU MATTHEW
GREEN Happy Valentine's Day. Sweetie

I miss you Love. Kath

HAPPY BIRTHDAY WEEK and valentine's

day Joe! Are you gonna keep me? I love

you-Kayla

MJOI We're on our fifth valentine's day

together, and they've only gotten better' I

love you Always. Papey

MIKE MURPHY
Happy Valentine's Day
The times spent with you have been very

special. Thank you.

Love Tracy

POOH
-I LOVE YOU
-BUD

RICH TRAKSER Happy Valentine's Day! I

hope our relationship continues to grow
because you are very special to me Love.

Laura

JOANNE,
To my best friend in the worto-

I miss you! Happy V-day'

Love. Dana

PATRICK.
Happy Valentine's Day!
I love you
Heather

FOUND -eternal bliss with world's most car-

ing, fun-loving, sincere, gentle, and ex

hitoratingly beautiful woman Thank you.

Meredith for all you've been to me Happy
Valentine's Day!

Love, Jerry

HEY GLENN CHAMUEL,
Happy Valentine's Day Babe'

Love Caryn
PS Ted me again.

KELLY.
or should I say STUMP!
Cosby Show Thursday night

What a great way to spend Valentine's Day
Maybe Cupid will make your ultimate wish

come true.

From a Secret Admirer

muffm
These past 1 1 months have been great I

love you more and more every day Happy
Valentine's Day
Love Always,
Tommy

TAMMY, Thank you tor the best 1 year 4

months of my lite Happy Anniversary and

Happy Valentine's Day I love you

Greg

MISS PIGGY,
I Love You!
Oscar

DIANE FONG,
I had a great weekend
Hope to do it again real soon
Call me!
HAPPY VALENTINE'S DAY
JON

SCOTT
There is no one I would want more as a

valentine than you I love you -Vin

CRAIG,
Thanks for a memorable year.

From me to you.

Happy anniu. And Val

I Love You!

SB
Two years ago today

A dozen roses I gave to you.

Ever since, good times and bad
We've seen each other through

Now, all I want to say,

Is that I love you
-Ugh

LUBNER.
I love you muchas'
Happy Valentine's Day
Love. Stack

MARKY SPARKY! Are you ready to go

because our reservation is calling us!

I love you! Elizabeth

PAULUS CAECILIUS MAXIMUS-
Semper ama Buzz et The Selector, quod

semper te amabo -Tua ragazza

JENNG, MICHAELA. SUZANNE I love you

guys You hot babes!'!

LARA D. -Can I tell you. every day with you

is the best day of my life Looking lorward

to many more Happy Valentine s Day I

love you! - Pal

SUNNY! Happy 22nd Birthday 1 May aH your

wishes come true! Love. Mansa. Melissa

Heather, and Elana

SUZANNE BROONEY
Happy Valentine's Day
Looking forward to one year

Miss you -see you soon
Love Bill

OSCAR MATOS
To the spicy latino guy (bow wow) from the

spicy latino woman (meow meow)

BUNNY,
Happy Valentine's Day. Baby'

I Love You.
Tiger

HEY RICO SAUVE
Blame it on the fat penguin'

Happy Stothentine's Day'

HUD PLUMB
Love of my life! Remember 1988'

Hugs-n-Krases!
Snuggles-n-Love!
Forever yours

All my love! Happy Valentine's 1991

Martha

TO JAMIE my one and only huggable one

Happy Valentine's Day and great live

months! I Love You! Your Jessi

MICHAEL BENBENEK -- I Love You!

Got a problem?? 7 What does
The Pub + Mel's(?) Mobil + B52's +

York Beach + July 8th -equal?

beautiful, special, wonderful

year together - one I will always

remember w/ many, many more to come!

Happy Valentine s Day / Anniversary'

Love Always -Ann

TO THE BLUE eyed babe that I met in the

Hatch How about dinner Thursday night?

Later, FM

TO NICOLE,
Happy Valentine's Day
I love you and I'll see you this weekend
Love John (from Bermuda) XO

LENNY LOVER
My favorite valentine for the second time

Love you. Dee

STAC1-JOYE
I Love You!!

Have a very dandy valentine's day'

PPSEE YA. RCK

SONYA HAPPY VALENTINE'S DAYlT~
Let's wiggle it again this weekend!! I'm

eagerly looking forward to another special

moment with you.

With much love. James

ROB Happy Valentine's Day! I love you
Your little Banana

DAVID,
Will you be my valentine?

Love. DANA

ANDREW
You're handsome and sexy and cute and

attractive and charming and I like you a lot

Now you have it in writing and everyone

knows
Happy Valentine's Day

PATlrKEEFE
Happy Valentine' : Day
I Love You So Much!!

Love. Knstine XOXO
DAVID H. CHAIT:
On this second valentine's day together. I

just want to tell you how much I love and
respect you. and how special you are to me
this day and everyday I Love You- KIM

HAPPY"VALENTINE'S DAY to my
sweetheart, Donny
Love. Brenda

Classifieds
COME TO THE COLLEGIAN OFFICE-CC 113 MON -THURS 8:30-3:30 •DEADLINE 2 DAYS PRIOR TO PUBLICATION• CASH INADVANCE, 20*/WORD/DAY FOR STUDENTS

ACTIVITIES

ATTENTION ALL WOMEN:
Make some waves before spring break

Flex your buxom brains at

POWER
Mondays - 7pm CC
All bodies welcome'

FILM SOCIETY MEETING Today CC 165
7:00 Membership meeting aH welcome

MOVIE • GHOST presented by SAFA
Thursday Feb. 14 CCA. $1.50 for 5:00

snowing, $3 00 for 7:30 and 10:00

SIGMA ALPHA MU spring rush

Monday 2/12 BMiards / SW horseshoe 8 00
Tuesday 2/13 Kentucky Fried Chicken Cam-
pus Center 6:00
Sammy knows rush
JUST DO IT"'

ANNOUNCEMENTS

BCD AND BREAKFAST- downtown ideal

for visiting parents and friends- 549-0733

1989 HONDA ACCORD immaculate condi-

tion. 1 owner. AM/FM cassette. 2 door

coupe, only 9.200 miles, must see, $9600
or best offer, call Bruce at 256-1215 after

r PM

ENTERTAINMENT

FOR SALE

HOUSE HOUSE HOUSE
Dance. Dance. Dance John, DJ 549-531 *5

ESTABLISH CREDIT

DISCOVER CARDS
No cost to apply
Call Mark 546-4814
Leave message

FUTONS
Metawampe

For all your futon needs
Available anywhere in U.S.A.

Great to sleep on with your

sexy valentine

Call to order
1-800-3FUTON1

HUGABLE, LOVABLE, HANDMADE teddy

bears Perfect for Valentine's Day! Ask for

Suzan 546-6481

NEED A COMPUTER? I setl PC's and
Mac's very competitive prices, service and
individual attention Call Dana 546-3933

HOUSE CLEANING AVAILABLE
By professional, diligent worker

Call Laura 585 8823
References upon request

RESUME SERVICE

FINAL CALL
SONY 13" COLOR TV, cable-ready, great

picture, perfect for dorm $70/BO 665-2831

DELTA UPSILON WELCOMES all univer-

sity men to open rush. Dates to remember
FEB 11,12.14,18.19,21

ORUM-ewerd winning Black Arts and
Literature magazine-now accepting submis-

sions 115 NAH

FAST FUNDRAIS4NG PROGRAM
$1000 In |us1 onm week.
Earn up to $1000 for your campus organiza-

tion Plus a chance at $5000 more! This pro-

gram works! No investment needed Call

1-800-932-0528 Ext 50

TODAVII TODAVtl todayTT
-

SUB-Spring Break'
Equalities'

10-4

UNION VIDEO CENTER GENERAL
MEETING""

Tonight in the Commuter Lounge at 7:30

Join us a learn marketable skills in video

production

AUOtO/STEREO/VIDEO

USED STEREO components/vcr's/cotor

tvs We buy. sen * trade quality equipment.

aH price ranges Detaeed list (60 items)

S/A/V exchange (anytime) 256-0941

LAST CHANCE TO apply for Tour Guide.

Summer Counselor, and Student Admis-

sions Representative positions. 2/15!

FOR RENT

1 BEDROOM EFF. Apt on Main St. 360 Iri-

dusfve. CaH 253-0574. Ask for Terry/Leave

msg

AMHERST. 1 BEDROOM AVAILABLE IN~3

BEDROOM. NEW HOUSE ON BUS LINE.

FIREPLACE. BEAUTIFUL!! AVAILABLE
NOW CALL 8-4, 665-3326

SONY COLOR TV 27 ", life time warranty

service from door to door, one-year old, ex

condition $600 neg. Call Ahmed 253-5837

FOUND

BRACELET FOUND UPTOWN this past

weekend Call to describe it Ask for Denrse

or leave a message 549-5458

HELP WANTED

DOUBLE BEDROOM IN 3 bedroom Putt

ton, 340 couple or 255 single, negotiable.

utilities Non-smoking. Adam or Lisa

549-0506

FRIDGE RENTALS CALL R + P 253-9742

ARE YOUR JOB prospects limited''

Need a secondary income?
This business opportunity may be for you.

CaH 1(800) 2265025 EXT 16075-

LARGE ROOM IN 2 BEDROOM
TOWNHOUSE GREAT PLACE TO LIVE

ON BUS ROUTE CLOSE TO CAMPUS
CALL 253-4031 LEAVE MESSAGE

AUTO FOR SALE

1870 CHEVY N8PALA Good oond BO.
586-4437

ItSI CITATION Mechanically sound body

damaged parts or Axil $300 253-4057

ROOM FOR RENT: 9 min walk to NoHo
Ctr M/F 175+ 5860769 Eves. Roty or

Porter

SHARE NICE HOUSE 3 miles from campus.
4 acres in backyard. 230 plus utilities, call

Debbie 253-5381 . evenings

SHARE LARGE MOOERN Amherst house

on bus route with other students Own
room $290/month 1st month's rent FREE'
549-0182

WINTER SPEOAL:1 month rent Wcents
with one year lease

2 bedroom $450
3 bedroom- $537
Sunderland. Free bus route, laundry

facilities, swimming pool, garden plots,

short term lease available

886-3856

CAMP COUNSELORS NEEDED for co-ed.

sports oriented camp located in nor-

theastern Pa near New York City We have
openings tor general counselors as well as
specialists in both land and water sports

Specialty areas include baseball, tennis,

basketball, soccer, lacrosse, hockey, water

skiing, sailing, scuba. WSI, canoeing, wind

surting, gymnastics, archery, fencing, arts

$ crafts, piano accompanist, drama, radio

and rocketry Pioneering staff needed for

both land and canoe trips and for our ropes

challenge course Other openings may be
available Salaries $100-200 per week plus

room, board, and travel We wW be conduc
ting orvcampus interviews on March 5th

For information call or write G Lustig. 60

W 66th St . 28A. New York, NY 10023. let

212-724-0113

OON'T GET A JOB -Get a business 1 Stu

dent painters offers highly motivated

students practical experience and earnings

averaging $6,000-7000 for the summer
Please caM 1-800-922-6579

DREAM JOBS NOWTSprkio/Surrtmer want

a paid vacation in paradise? Hawaii. Calif
.

Fla. cruise ships, natl pka and more. 100's

of addresses / let -a guaranteed

CaH 1-900-2262644 $3/min

INTELLIGENCE JOBS. Ml branches. US
Customs, DEA eel Now hiring Call

1-805-962-8000 Ext K 9616

NEWSPAPER DELIVERERS NEEDED in

UMASS dorms. No car required 7-8am 7

days/week CaH 253-7009

SMALL VERMONT CAMP for girts, seeks

commited counselors in horsemanship
wilderness trips, water sports, photography

/video, and more Sherry Osbom, Camp
Catherine Caspers 25 Shawmut Ave. Apt

UM Waytand, MA 01778 (508)650-1866

WORK 6N~CAPE~COD.~Gain valuable ex-

perience teaching children about ocean

ecology, small pets or environmental educa-

tion at a day camp in the Falmouth area

Camp cook also needed to prepare staff

meals Housing available Contact: Ed
Powers, Animal Rescue League, PO Box

285, Boston, MA 02117 or Call

617-426-9170.

INSTRUCTION

EARN CREDIT learn to Scuba Dive Basic

Classes held Monday. Tuesday, Wednes-
day, and Thursday 7-10PM in Curry Hicks

Pool Open Water II class held during

Spring Break In Key Largo. FLA. Advanc-

ed Class held in New England in April. For

lurther inlormtton call 549-6401 . or drop by

Curry Hicks starting 2/4/91

HOW TO REALLY READ
(At the College Level')

3 wk crash course. 6 2hr sessions

From an English Professor

$84 CaH 5496774

* LEGAL HELP *

QUESTIONS ABOUT YOUR
LEASE/SECURITY DEPOSIT DEDUC
TIONS? Questions about subletting/assign-

ing leases? Questions about your new
house or apartment? Contact the Legal Ser

vices Center
922 Campus Center
546-1995

LOST

POCKETBOOK
-

Dark green medium sized

Lost Sat Feb 9
Reward if tound
Please caH Rob 546-3177

PERSONALIZED CONSULTATION or

laser printing of your original 549-0367

RIDE WANTED

WE NEED A ride to Penn State and back

on the long weekend, Feb 1618. We will

pay for the gas Please call ASAP Pat

546-6110 Thanx!

RIDERS WANTED

GOING TO NYC on Fri? Me too. Except I'm

drivin' Want a ride? 5461474

ROOMMATE WANTED

CARIBBEAN - $1891
The warmth of the Caribbean or Mexican
coast for a week!
R/T air. SUNHITCH + m. 212-864-2000

CLUB MED
Enjoy your spring break!!

Added value with each booking
Call RENDEZVOUS TRAVEL

1-800-3361002

FLORIDA'S NEWEST
HOT SPOT

Panama City-$139
• ••••**

World's Biggest Beach
PARTY

Daytona Beach-$189
Call Erika* Julie at 5462649
or Siobhan + Tern at 5465079

S12S MO. Male pref Call 2561859
Brittany Manor across from bus-stop

ROSES ROSES ROSES

ROSES ROSES ROSES Deliveries

available see Chris- Campus Center

Concourse

SERVICES

AEROBICS NAUTILUS STAIRMASTERS
Lifecycles. freeweights, treadmill, gravitron,

step-classes, karate

Amherst Athletic Club 256-0060

DIRT CHEAP RESUMES
Counseling, overnight laserprinting

$20. Lisa or Charlie- 665-2831

PROFESSIONAL CHEF LOOKING tor work

Culinary school graduate with 7 years ex-

perience looking for private catering jobs

and/or fraternity/sorority feeding. Call

Wayne at 6-6292

PREGNANT?
Need a pregnancy test, information or sup-

poet? CaHfor free and confidential services

ALTERNATIVES 33 Main Street Northamp-

ton 5863000 or Greenfield 774-6010

MONTREAL WEEKENDS $89 price in-

cludes round trip motorcoach. 3 days 2

nights hotel suite. Breakfast. FREE admis-

sion to Club Metropolis

Reliable Tours
365 Broadway Rt. 1

Lynnlield. MA 01940
617-5969930

SPmNGTBREAK TO DAYTONA!
Travel with Yankee Line Tours via deluxe

motorcoach March 15-24, 1991

"Campus pick-up $ drop-off'

••First class hotel accommodations!
• "Best location, excellent night life!

• 'Only $259 00 (Quad Occ)
For more into contact Scott

(413) 256-0029
Reserve your spot before it's too late!

UNDER AGE 6 WANT TO DRINK IN THE
SUN? CaM Heather at 253-0925 for spring

break trips to Cancun, Bahamas, Jamaica

WAKE-N-BAKEII1 Spring Break '9111

Jamaica/Cancun from $459.00!!

A week of fun and sun! The hottest destina

lions 1-800-4267710

TYPING

SPRING BREAK

PAPERS WORDPROCESSED and saved

for future editing only $1 75 per page Call

Lisa at 253-0567 Pick up and delivery also

SPRING BREAK PARTVI
Travel to Jamacia. Mexico! And Panama Ci-

ty Fl.l Concerts! Free Parties! Club dis-

counts! And lots more! For into call Denise

546-7156.

TRAVEL FAIR -Feb. 14- Student Union

sponsored by TTRA and Campus Travel (on

15460500campus)

EARN SM0 to $800 per week reading

books at home. CaH 1-815-473-7440 EXT
B-281

REWARDS*
Lost an army green coat at Katina's on Fri

CaH Stephen at 546-2866

PERSONALS

MARTY -Thaila one bet I wouldn't rmnd los-

ing Happy Valentines Day'
-Roxki

Music, prizes!

TRAVEL

WORD PROCESSING SERVICES Will

type papers, manuscripts, etc $1 50 per

page Excellent spelling and grammar
guaranteed References Flexible hours -

evonings-weekends. For information

548-9753

WANTED

CAN'T AFFORD SPRING BREAK?
GUARANTEED GREAT PRICES with top

collegiate company! space available to

Jamaica, Cancun. Acapulco and Panama
City Beach Florida (the "new Daytona

Beach")! MC/VISA ARE ACCEPTED! Call

Cindy at 549-3536pieaae leave massage'

CASH FOR GOLD. Unwanted jewlery?

Necklaces, watches, rings We buy
anything containing gold Call 5463399

Valentines
MIKE CARA VALHO
Thanks for a great dinner and dessert!

Will you be my Valentine?

MICHAEL "Thirty-Two" Happy Valerv

tine's Day Cindy
To the babes in ApH2. Happy Valentine's

Day! Love. Dole

ALANDEAHEmySto,Epoi»»etheart. Itove

you tots Rachel

COLLEEN HAILEY, Will you be my Valen-

tlne? -Your secret admirer

TMII Y. Ttif pat*
*~ **" *•* ""'

more to me than you could possibly im-

agine. And I hope the months to come will

mean even more. If I buy you a candy bar,

will you be my one and only Valentine? I

Love Youlll -Jim

TO THE WOMPERS in the house of sound
and my favorite lodgebunntesl You guys are

the best Keep an eye out for Kathy and

have a Happy Valentine's Day!

Love you all, JJ

TRACY -Here's to our second Valentine's

Day together I know there will be more You

are my sweetheart. Love. Danny

STEPHANIE
You didn't think I would do it but wine and

dine is the way to your heart. Happy Valen-

tine's Day.
Love, Jen

SUG SUG I love you, Happy Valentine's

Day You are the beet Love. Slugurpums

PIANO MAN
Can't dance without music

I miss you!
Truce???

Penelope for your thoughts. .

(Reply Here)

No middle name required

RYAN FERRARA: Happy Valentine's Day
With love from England

INGRID
You're better than triendlie*

Love
Rlcardo

CHERYL -You are the sunshine of my life

-That's why I'll always be around Happy
Valentine's Day 143- Brian

JOHNNY""
I love you sweetheart 1

Hr*opy valentine's Day!
Hugs-n-KIsses

Kim

pam McCarthy
Happy Valentine's Day to my smut-mouthed
housemate You're awesome, kiddo Don't
ever change
XOXOs ADRIEN

JEN BREHM
Happy Valentine's Day! God, do I miss that

California weather We're definalely on the
wrong coast
XOXOs ADRIEN

KATHY T1BBETTS -Happy Valentine's
Day! Happy one year anniversary'

This has been the best year of my life I love

you more than ever!

Hope today and every day is excellent!

Love your Jimmy
PS- Ask me for your surprise today!

KM*- Smack! What did you do that for? You
dig it! Seriously, I dig YOU"
B-MINE
LuvBf
PS-Lets face it I'm pooped!

HAPPY B-OAY CRISTUAI Congrats on

your column. The Valentine's Grinch

TO MY TWO favorite ex-boyfriends in 221

Lewis -Happy V-day!

Love, Your mutual ex in 201

KERRY MALLEY,
-

Since no one is going to send you a Valen-

tine we thought we would
Single lite sucks, huh?
Love,
Est and Aly

Hint Hint Kevin!

TO ALL THE ELIGIBLE
bachelors out there

KERRY MALLEY
is looking for

someone to be her

Valentine
Anyone? Anyone?

SOUTH HOUSE, Vathela. Haven, and all

the rest, a Joyous Valentine's Day for all.

Jacob

DIANE
My wonderful tonight

You have struck my heart,

It is yours. Never forget 2/2/91 until

midnight
Be mine
Love, Mike K.

KRISTER, What do you say we take the

elevator up to the TOC tonight?

Happy Valentine's Day, Michael

HAPPY VALENTINE'S DAY John
VaJdrvietoo Thank you for making my life

so wonderful! I love you so much!
Love, Judy

PATTI ANN HAROOTIAN
Happy Valentine's Day

It will be the best one yet

Love,
Corey

CROTlAN.Itoveouandlwanttothankyou
for everything! (Really!) I will always be there

for you! (Really!) Love Kelly(alias-the mood
swinger)

TO ALL MY FAVORITE LADIES IN THE
CASH OFFICE:

Happy Valentine's Day I hope you all have

a wonderful day.

Love your favorite security gaurd

DARKMAN-
Your mysteriousness intrigues me
And your casualness excites met

WIH you be my Valentine?

Love,
Little Girl

As mere words cannot •oaf^LST l̂
the feelings I hold tor youj w* ahow^my

iove everyday tor tha root of our r—
M

***Lovtog you on Valentine's Day
SEAN

ANDY, ours was tove at first sight,

after a year, It sliH feels like the f

ALI-
Happy Valentine's Day -I tove you very

much!
Hugs A Kisses
Tami

YES SCOTT GAR8TKA, this ad's for you!!

Thanks for all the love and endless support

you've given me over the past 18 months
You're everything I've dreamed of and
more I love you very much! Happy Valen-

tine's Day! Love Me

JILEE
Happy Valentine's Day to my favorite bud-

dy. I love you
Diane

GREG -Thanks for taking me back!

I promise to make up for it all

Happy Valentine's Day Love Jody

JOOV-
Happy Valentine's Day. Honey! I tove you -

-Love Always Deb

MDS
Happy Valentine's Day!

The past five months have meant a lot

Thanks
Love, Denise

DANIELLE -It seems that you might be look

ing to nuzzle into my life I moved some stuff

around and made a place It's clean and

warm and quiet. Can you come in? Promise

I'll keep it nice

Jason

TO ALL THE beautiful woman of Delta

Zeta. have an awesome Valentines Day

JESS AND LISA
Happy Valentine's Day!

From a secret admirer

DEC

Do they have Valentine's Day in Norway?
I still can't believe you cheat in cards. The
six of spades doesn't beat everything'!

Behave yourself tonight. Don't do anything
I wouldn't do

PAT M. Happy Valentine's Day-
Falls on a perfect day. don't you think?

Love you. ME
XOXO

HEY VICTORIA, What's your secret?

(and how can I find out?)

BRENDA
Happy Valentine's

DOGGY
Gracias per hacerme tan feliz Cada dia que

pasa te amo mas y mas. Feliz dia de San
Valentin!

Tu Puppy

ANDREA, my sweetheart in Spain

Wish you were here
I love and miss you
Happy Valentine's Day, Love Rich

JEN -I know that we only met last Saturday

but I wanted to wish you a Happy Valen-

tine's Day anyway, see you this

weekend -Dave

HEY JAZZ -I wanted to send you a personal

(my first one ever) so here H is- hope you

like it. What do our horoscopes say today?

By the way, Happy Valentine's Day - wan-

na go babysitting again sometime? Jeff

BUNNI, On a day set aside for love, it is

great to know I have you for a partner! I tove

you. Happy Valentine's Day. Love. Bunny

LUGH -Man you're In my thoughts and in

my dreams, and only we know what that

means! Ha Ha -Have a happy day and keep

those eyes twinkling

XIAO
Happy Valentines Day
You are the sexiest woman
alive

Love you always

UNCLE STEVE,
Wanna dance with me...

Naked?! I knew you'd corr a through!

Shall we dance? Happy V-uayl

Love-FTyglri

Courtney W.
All my love on Valentine's Day!

I hope you'll be mine
Love one of your

Day and always many admirers Let's make this one more special than our

remember those certain things I say to you

PUMPKIN Happy Valentine's Day

Thanks lor a great 1 1 Vj months I Love You
-Don

TONI,
Tha last 4 months have been the best. You
have made me the happiest guy on cam-
pus You are a very special person and I'm

glad we're together Here's to many more
ILove You
Old Blue Eyes
PS- Happy Valentine's Day

GREGGIEPOO!
Happy first Valentines and congratulations

on making a year I love you only and I'll

never let u go! Love, the one you love the

mostest

NEIL -Just thinking of you The first and last

time we had spoken was the 10.000
Maniacs concert. Just wanted to say hello

Jersey Girl

TO THE GUY in tears 6 bruises

Happy Valentine's Day
Love the girl who eats gum
off the sidewalk!

nicolTmelissa ano OINNY
Happy Valentine's Day
I tove you'-Lon

JANNA,
You are more beautiful than a sunset in

Maine.
Let me share in your happiness.

I will only make it greater

I Love You,
David

HAPPY VALENTINE'S DAY
To 3-tong Mackimmie
Loo and Kack

PETE
Happy Valentine's Day
and S-months together

Thanks for being my
beat friend.

Elephantshoe
Kack

TO RACHEL HOPKINS of Tri Stoma
You have a dirty disgusting mind- that's why
I love you -Happy valentine's Day -Love

Man

TO THE HOT BABES in 25 Townhouse
(you too Peach & Todd!)

Happy Valentine's Day
Love, Spanky

PRINCESS,
I just wanted to wish you a Happy Valen-

tine's Day. I want you to know that I love

you and don't forget. We will have fun Satur-

day night too.

Love Always,
Kire

HEY MIKE MARAI
I LOVE YOU! The last year has been the

best. I hope we have many more, (sorry

about the PDA. -I couldn't resist!)

Love, Cheri(Mara?)

HBN
We've been through a lot this past year and

all I can say is thank you. You ve taught me
so much when it comes to video games.

good restaurants, how to just let loose and

have fun, and most of all STAR TREK!'

Anyway. I LOVE YOU more than you could

ever imagine!! Happy anniversary and Hap-

py Valentine's Day!

Love always, Kathy

JENNY -Thanks for all the memories

Happy Valentine's Day
Love-Andy

CARY M. -Happy Valentine's Day- Craig

HEY WIN -Happy Valentine's Day!

May that special man with the

cheekbones give you flowers.

Love you, Lisa

BOOTS:
You, me and the twishies, 4-eva!

1-4-3! -J.F.

CHRIS- 1 love you very much Thank you lor

everything Happy Valentine's Day -Bear

CHESLEY, you sure is an exquisite valen-

tine! I love you! Lisa(Sparky)

CA. Happy Valentine's Day, Boo. I love you

Bri

LISA PRESS
Delanos: it took us four years to talk and I

didn't want to wait four more years to say

Happy Valentine's Day.

Love, Jeff

KAREN
Hey you are pretty cute

Let s go out some time.

Happy Valentine's Day
Mr Macho in Mktg 425

MEREDITH 6 AMY
Let me show you my new skirt

Happy Val Day, John

BEN
I want to be more than friends

Sincerely, too shy

JOSHUA AMBROSE
Could H have happened onry In Amherst?

I'm glad I've found my soul mate Happy

valentine's Day, dearaatl Love, your room-

matefnot the air freshener)

SILLY
Happy Heart Day
Thinking of you.

Love,
Goofball

BERLS-
Hi Hunny Bunny! I just wanted to let you
know that you mean the world to me Hap-

py Valentine's Day!
I love you
-Jason

JENNY, Thank you tor the most excellent

year of my life JOHN
HAPPY VALENTINE'S DAY

TMCIA, LARA, ANO MB
Hope this personal makes you all smile

Happy Valentine's Day. BRIAN

. , • , *.«T

every time I see you. Love you tots. Jenny

AUBA- STILL WET and wHd after a yaar

and I tove you! Just looking at you i

me want to touch myseH- AlHeon

first

I Love You
Your big hunk

of a man
PS -Happy Anniversary

ED' SVEN, EAGLE IS A SEX GOD -

AND I WANT HIM!

CCJKK
Hope your Valentine's

day is happy!

TED. GREG. TOM, The sexiest guys at

Umass Happy Valentine's Day -Love from

that hot redheaded cowgirl

GINA HUDSON
Your smile brightens my day
Happy Valentine's Day BRIAN

DIANE HOLLAND - Happy Valentine'sDTy

to the nicest and most beautiful girl at

Umass -Love, the boy next door

LORIR
Happy Valentine's Day
Hope everything continues to go well

Love
BD

DEAR BOB
Happy Valentine's Day Sweetie

Je i Adore
Always, Karen

BERN A.K.A. 38
My name is Earl.

I'm lookin' for a girl,

Happy Valentines Day!

I Love You!
Mr Lizard

DEAREST JENNIFER
Roses are flowers.

I hate poems
Happy Valentine's Day!
Love, Todd

TO MARY B.
Happy Valentine's Day
I Love You
OPUS

CB.
Thank you:
For listening

For opening up (when you get a chance)

For understanding
For being willing to work and change

And most of all. for being you!

I Love You,
QTPIE
PS Happy Valentine's Day

MARY IN 222 CHADBOURNE: I got

somethin to say. please be my valentine

today!

Love,
Metalhead (Brian)

HUGH, Thank you for bringing me to your

world, I love it! Bruce, I tove you very much
Please be my valentine just once!

Love. Franny

KATIE will you be my valentine? Now we

can be together to put our best effort into

our future. ILY- Hugh G.

TIM
Happy Valentine's Day!

-HiM-

SUZANNE, We're both crazy people, with

crazy lives But we can make it work. Hap-

Valentine's Day. I love you Micah
py

CARE BEAR, _
Happy Valentine's Day! Thanx for being so

special, caring, and most of all loving!

Everyday with you is valentine's day. I love

you!
Ken

THIS IS OUR 3rd V-day together, so I know

it's going to be the best But Friday will be

even better

I LOVE YOU! —Love Always,

Your Fiancee

JEN SITES
You make my life so special

I hope you will always be my Valentine

I love you
Your big

-Teddy Bear

AOINA ZARCHAN
HAPPY VALENTINE'S DAY! Psyched to

have you back from Israel in one piece Lost

your number, so please call me at my se-

cond home We can swap intercession

adventures XOXOs Adrien

MONIQUE
Evan though it took me an entire semester

to oet you to talk to me, you finalfy did. I

auese my persistence paid oft I think rt must

Rave been the soup. Whatever It was, it

worked and I'm glad It dM.

Welcome' home! I am glad you are back I

missed you last semester and I miss you

even mora now that I am not here!

Happy Valentine's Day
Love BR

DUC VAN LE
Em leu Ann . .

Love Susan B.

HAPPY VALENTINE'S DAY MIKE. I had a

great time Saturday nite Maybe Ted knows
what he's doing Call me if you want to try

something new Love, Lisa

DENISE
HAPPY VALENTINE'S DAY
Love Always
Ouanny

KELLY
Happy Valentine's Day
I love you now and forever

Joe

KAREN,
Your existence fills my every thought You
will ALWAYS be my one and only WOOGIE
Love Always,
ALAN

SWEETNESS
III make you happier than 100 fluffy, while

smihn puppy dogs could

Love Joey

CHAD
It has been 175 awesome days since my
pre-Chad years, sweetie And everyday I

love you more. Happy Valentine's Day.

Love, Jen

JUOY "Hood of my car" G. You are the

love of my life. My world revolves around

you and always will. We've been together

lor so long yet whenever I see you. my heart

still skips a beat. My life is empty when you

are not here
Forever, Chris M

yi^fj MOS
I love you more and more everyday.

HAPPY VALENTINE'S DAY
I'm looking forward to another long

weekend with you 1

Always and forever,

Judy

CLH-
HokJ on my darlin'

To my precious on Valentine's Day
I Love You
•D.

62 TOWNHOUSE
HAPPY VALENTINE'S DAY
LOVE MISSY

GARY LA GOO, make me waffles! I tove

you! Love, The Cute One

JERRY- „
Look, Mummy, the sheep went Baaa.

Baaa!!"
Love you. Buddy.
Lisa Bear

JUF!
I love you perfectly

Always and forever'

Sh-Boom!

D.A.R. -You mean the world to me
Happy Valentine's Day
I love you- G.L R.

MIKE C
Happy Valentine's Day, Honey!

I love you very much!
Love, Jen

LEE Dogger Goldstein
Looking forward to spending Valentine's

Day Eve on the 2nd floor hallway with you!

Love, Tracey

AMY, KELLY, JILL, A STEPHANIE
Hope you guys all have an awesome V-day

Even if it's without your men (not you Aim)

Until another day .

Love. Beth

JAMIE. MEUSSA, JANET: ORUNTER.
KIM, JUDY, RANDEE. LEE. ELENA. AMY.
DEBBIE, CARLA, BIEHL, STEIN, BARRIE,

HAPPY VALENTINE'S DAY!!

LOVE. TRACEY

NICOLE G.
These past two months have been special

I love everything about you, especially your

mud flaps Happy anniversary I love you

Love, Awilder
PS -What color are my eyes?

•LOVE-SHACK III*

Happy Valentine's Day Chris (Topheri.

Kathy (Maicom), Bnan (Ozzy). Paige (Bruins

Babe) and Ed (Love pump, of course)!!! I'm

sure the shack will be shaking tor this

holiday!

Love you - Banks

HEY JULIE,
No hesitation about It

Your my valentine!

Love Rich

D-WOMAN
Last 9 months-Awesome!! Morning breath-

How 'bout a kiss? Nice hair! Guido
Potential- You're beautiful Love you,

Skeeter

BRENDA STONESTREET
Surprise! I just wanted you to know that the

past six months have been the best and I

look forward to our big day. I will love you

forever. Happy Valentine's Day
Love. Brian

PEGS
Your radiance warms my days and burns

in my nights. Compared to your brilliance

the sun is a flickering candle in the sky and

you are the only light in my eye.

I love you
BRAD

KIEV -Perfect tove. Perfect trust - Ariella

MELANIE,
Happy Valentine's Day.

Always remember you are a very special

Keep Irving up to all you expectations

Love, Todd XO

DIANA COHEN,
You are a great friend

Have a Happy Valentine's Day
Love.
Jon

TONICANN.
Thanks tor always being
there tor me. You are a
true friend I LOVE YOU
JON
KATE MCCARTHY -Happy 21stl Not that

things will be any different Partly hard!

-Boner

ED- Let's ride the taco tonight! SUE,

SLOTH
Without you I'm mentally irregular

Yo tove,

The guy who looks like him

HAPPY VALENTINE'S DAY JEFF! Maybe

this will surprise you, if not I still have Fri

night (Sat ?) Thanks tor being my best

friend and the only Jeff I'll ever want Love

always. Tracy

ROB "WOLFY" MARCH
Happy Valentine's Day, Hon! After all this

time, we're together again. It I may be so

bold. I think you are really, really dashing

Have a good day Kathy PS- You're my
favorite engineer.

JEFF, Happy THIRD Valentine's Day!

Thanks for being you and helping me be

me! By the way, you stHI owe me a backrub!

Happy V-day
I LOVE YOUI
Killer

CAROL SENOROWSKI
We have a friendship that won't die but if

we are separated. |ust close your eyes and

I will be there Happy V-day

Love, Jeff

JUAN - - «.
If I were you, I'd invest in a or ol earmutts-

or the phone's gonna be nnging off the hook

this semester 1-800-Jimmy! face it. your

library days are over now that the sexual

dynamo is around! You're a great

"companion"- 1 hope things work out tor us'

HVD "Cutie"!!

Love, Stephana'

HEY DAVE
HAPPY VALENTINE'S DAY!
MY LOVE IS YOURS ALWAYS

LOVE YOU- MICHELLE

TIGER,
Happy Valentine's Day! I'll be moochin for

a smoochin'l
Love always.

Bunny

NIKHIL -I hope we spand lota of Valentine's

Days together! Thanks for always being

there. I tove you. Your Pumpkin

CHRISTINE
-

Wanna play a little

One on one?
Happy Valentine's Day from

Your favorite soap superstar

I Love You!
-Trenton

D.X. LANGLAIS
The poor person from PolSci 1 71 would like

for a certain farmer to get in touch with her

Jenn

TERI 6 JENNY, Always remember that 1

love you Happy Valentine's Day!

Love. Cath

TODD, I tove you says it all. Happy Valen-

tine's Day. May there be many more

Always. Nicole

MICHELLE,
To my little peanut of brittle Happy Valen-

tine's Day. Love Leo

RUFUS SAYS:
"Jusl remember, I do need you

and I always will.

JULIE, You're a breath of fresh air

Your love slave, Herman

HERMAN,
Where is the Beef?
Your Cupcake.

Julie.

KERI,
Meanwhile, the ring comes off its the girts

night out! Of course we will miss you next

year.

Love Always, Sue ft Wendy

TODD,
You rock my world!!

Will you be my valentine?

Love, Wendy

DAVE L,

Glad we made it home safe this time See
you uptown!
Love. Crash

TO THE BEST VALENTINE IN THE
WORLD
Happy Valentine's Day Amy Blake

No boycotting this year

Love, Jeff

TLA Thanks for a wonderful live months

Happy Valentine's Day. Love, Salty

TO KARA K
The lour months
have been wonderful.

Happy Valentine's Day
Love ET
PS- I am taller

BRUCE
Happy Valentine's Day (-4)

I love you so much!
Love Always.

Sharon

shannon]
Happy Valentine's Day -2.

Thanks for everything!

Love. Patrick

CHRIS PISANO
_

I STILL THINK
YOU'RE GORGEOUS

WAX,
Happy Valentine's Day
To the most special

rjrson in my life!!

LOVE YOU!!
XXX, MELISSA

OOPS EN EL espacto infinito de tus pies a

tu frente andando me pasare la vida te amo
19

HAPPY VALENTINES DAY MAUREEN!
You're still stuck with me
Hope there's many more
Love, Craig

CHARLIE
It has only been 5 months

lifetime, but a lifetime

happiness!
Happy Anniversary!

Happy Valentine's Day!

I love you
Love,
Caren

It seems like a

of complete

CINDY
Happy Valentine's Day
Thanks for the b-day

Love, Tom
Abba Rules

When you least expect it, something
wonderful happens...you are my something

wonderful.
Happy Valentine's Day! I Love You!

Love Always, Donna

MIKENEMETH
--

I LOVE YOUI
Wanna make out?
JEN

HAPPY VALENTINE'S DAY
-

To the Goddess
from CREW-MAN

KATIES CAUGHT, Kappa, and McGruff-

"Thrse Arte babes I know so wee!" Happy
V-day! I Love You Guys'

TRI SIGMA OPEN RUSH
Come join the fun

Tuesday 2/19 The roommate game 7-8pm

Wednesday 2/20 Memories 7-8pm
Thursday 2/21 Fun tumblers 7-8pm

Sunday 2/25 Pizza break! 9 30pm-?
Monday 2/26 Surprise! 7-8pm

TRI SIGMA
Happy V-day!!

I'm going to miss you guys
Sigmas are forever

Love, Shula

ALYCIA BRAGA
Happy Birthday

Funny Face
I Love You
•Killsey

JENNIFER LYNN CARTER
Are you embarassed enough?
Just want to show you I care!

Happy Valentines s Day!

Love
Gabe

JEFF MCKENZIE -You are my one and on

ly sweetie and always will be. I'm the

luckiest girt in the world' l love you
Always. Amy

30- It's not

Interested?
HEY MATT ANDERSON! No
the game I go to see. it's you

Good luck Sat night. Happy Valentine's

Day Love, your No 1 Ian

klMA
Remember "In Your Eyes"
I do and wish I still was
Miss Ya! Campwola

MY PILLOW, You mean so much to me,

you wouldn't believe how much I miss you

Happy 20th b-day, Valentine's Day, and 2nd

yr anniversary Wish you were here GUS
BHS'89

HEY MINX!
Je t'aime

•BB
PS The duck does coo

TO CHRIS, The beautiful girl with the crystal

necklace I met last Sat m Gx Brandywine

Lets meet again Steve

VOUVER- Thanks tor sticking with me You
have made a huge difference in my life and

you're very special to me Keep the faith

Babe! Happy Valentine's Day! I Love

You-J.P.

SQUEAKY- Sorry for everything Hope this

will be a good Valentine's (finally) Maybe it'll

happen someday
Love, 1002

NINA -Each day I love you more and more
Here's to something that lasts. SEAN

"Next time I fall in love it will be forever"

Happy Valentine's Day!

Love. YFM

PEACH
Will you be by valentine?

Love. Michelle

TO THETTbIDINOUS MUSCLE MEN
of 2208 JFK:
Happy Valentine's Day
Your Sweethearts in 1017

SUSAN,
I hope this valentine's day will remind us of

what it's like to be in love

Brian

JOEY,
My valentine now and forever

I love you
Thank you for making my life wonderful

Love, Lillian

KOJAK IN 310 BAKER:
Happy Valentine's Day
Where is Michigan anyway?
Love ya

MONKEY
Happy Valentine's Day
I love you
Billy

TO THE AWESOME Phi Sigma Kappa man
who got me water Saturday night when I

Rassed out! Thanx!
egative Tolerance

TO STEVE LARONDE
On what would have been one year-

Have a nice Valentine's Day
and a nice life.

Love, JC

HAPPY VALENTINES DAY
Nadine hope you have a great day
Love you <JR

SWEETIE-
This is our fourth Valentine's Day together.

and to be honest, I love you more than ever,

You're my lover and my best friend

and I promise to love you (HI the end.

Each day I thank God that I have you neer

But stiH sometimes that you'd leave me I

fear

I hope to fW your Valentine's Day with hugs

and kisses.

And to answer all your wishes

I tove you, Stace

TXP Happy Valentine's Day! 831

MATT -The past five months have been ter-

rific. We always made the relationship work

in the rough times I never want to lose you

Happy Anniversary and Valentine's Day! I

love you. D

DAVID BAYUK -These past 2 years have

been the best times of my entire life. Simp-

ly to say 'I love you" is the understatement

of the century. I wish there was a word

strong enough to express how I really feel

about you. You mean more to me than

anything else in this entire world. We've
come so far and been through so much! I'm

looking forward to a wonderful future

together!! Happy Valentine's Day David. "I

LOVE YOU!! -Barbara

ELIZABETH (My Pretty Squaw)
Though my stories are long

And my voice overbearing

You still listen to me
Proving you're caring

Two pats on my head
Makes me feel realty fine

But to make me most happy

BE MY VALENTINE!
I LOVE YOU!!! -Kel (Fats' son)

JUKI 0.
Happy Valentine's Day!

Tha past 4 months have been great'

I find myself toving you more each day

Love Always
PwlCf'iR's''

UOORIAH LOO, I can't pighmta 9 you

Love your Honeydear

ATOOK- Happy Valentine's Day! It's going

to be a great weekend, starting tonight! I

can't wart! I tove you—Coona
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Sports
Women's gymnastics floors Bridgeport at home, 184-175

l-j _„„„„! . Uot okam nf 37 5) in the

Collegian photo by Jeff Holland

UMass sophomore Tammy Marshall springs onto the uneven bars last

night against the University of Bridgeport

By LYNN FRANKEL
Collegian Correspondent

The University of Massachusetts

women's gymnastics team rocked

Bridgeport 183.6-174.8 last night in the

Minutewoman's second home dual meet.

The women crushed Bridgeport in every

event, including the all-around.

Head coach Alfie Mitchell, who had ex-

pressed confidence in his athletes, was met

with hard, well-executed performances

from his team.

"The entire team had a great night," said

Mitchell. He said it was the type of perfor-

mance that he had been looking for all

season.

Mitchell said his team did an excellent

job of taking advantage of the scoring op-

portunities presented them last night.

Mitchell said the team hit all of the

events in this meet, unlike last weekend's

meet at Towson.
Junior Tammy Marshall led the team

with an outstanding performance. Mar-

shall swept the all-around with a score of

37.8. She swept first in floor, balance beam

and vault competition.

Freshman sensation Margaret Furtado

posted a personal; best score of 37.3 in the

all-around.

Furtado also won the uneven parallel

bars and placed second on the beam and

vault.

Erin Kleir also had a banner night, plac-

ing an impressive third in the all-around

with 36.75.

Kleir placed third on the vault, second on

the bars, third on the beam and third on

the floor.

Kim Grady added to UMass domination,

placing fourth in the all-around.

Another personal-best was posted by

freshman Erika Finkelman of 9.3 in the

floor exercise.

Mitchell said the meet was a great boost

of confidence for the team.

He said the experience his younger

athletes are gaining early this season will

certainly help them in later competitions.

"We ain't afraid," has become a familiar

slogan for the gymnasts.

Mitchell said that the team has the self

assurance they need to take on the con-

ference's toughest competition.

They will get a chance to prove their

slogan at Southern Connecticut this

weekend in the team's second away meet.

St. Bonaventure hosts women 's basketball

By GREG SUKIENNIK
Collegian Staff

Pardon me for asking, but just what is a "Bonnie,"

anyway?
Is it an Easter hat? A big fire? Or is she Clyde s

girlfriend?

Whatever a Bonnie is, it's also St. Bonaventure

University's mascot, and the University of

Massachusetts women's basketball team (0-21 overall,

0-13 Atlantic 10 Conference) will be up against a bunch

of them tonight at 7:00 p.m. in Olean, N.Y.

The Bonnies, currently 10-11 overall and 3-9 in the

A- 10, defeated the Minutewomen 78-53 in Amherst on

Jan. 19. However, UMass was without Keyburn

McCusker for that game, and with McCusker back,

coach Kathy Hewelt is confident that UMass can be

competitive tonight — given they do certain things.

"We need to keep the tempo of the game where we're

comfortable on offense and we need to control the

boards," said Hewelt. "Those two things will keep them

from running down our throats."

While the Bonnies prefer an up-tempo style of play

— they average 67 attempts per game from the floor

— they also have potent half-court threats in Sue Shay,

Jodi Urich and Beth Gromolwicz, all ofwhom average

double figures in points.

"If we let them have have 60-80 attmepts it's gon-

ing to be bad news for us," cautioned Hewelt. "And

they're very hard to beat at their place."

St. Bonaventure coach Mary Jane Tetford expects a

different game from the Minutewomen this time

around.

"It won't be an automatic win for us," explained Tet-

ford. "UMass is dangerous. They have to be looking

at beating us as being an attainable goal, and with the

way the season has been for them, you know they'll

be fired up."

Tetford also added that the Bonnies aren't planning

to rely solely on the up-tempo game, especially with

the emergence of freshman Casey Comoroski — six

assists per game — at point guard and with the team's

scoring balance. Urich averages 15.7 points per game,

while Gromlowicz averages 14 and Shay throws in 11.8

PPg
CONTINUED ON PAGE 12

Women's track
preps for Smith

By DAN WETZEL
Collegian Staff

Saturday will be the last chance for the University of

Massachusetts women's track team, the Smith College

'Last Chance' Invitational that is.

The Smith Invitational is a low pressure, non-scoring

meet which gives athletes a last chance to qualify for

either the New England Championships or the Eastern

Collegiate Athletic Conference Championships, according

to UMass coach Julie LaFreniere.

"This meet is a nice luxury for us," LaFreniere said^

"It gives us the opportunity to get some people qualified

and to tune up those that have already made it."

LaFreniere is also looking to get some of her team

healthy again. Becky Johnson, after missing the last two

meets with a virus, will compete in the 200- and 800-meter

runs on Saturday.

"Becky was cleared by the doctors this week and she

is dying to run," LaFreniere said. "She will run some short

races at Smith and hopefully she will be ready next week
CONTINUED ON PAGE 12

Swimming preps for NEWISDAs
By CHRIS MIRACLE
Collegian Staff

Gunning for number one.

That's the the goal for the University of Massachusetts

women's swimming team as they travel to Orono, Maine

to compete in the New England Women's Intercollegiate

Swimming and Diving Association's Individual Cham-

pionships, March 15-17.

The Minutewomen will be going against 17 other swim-

ming programs from around the Northeast region. Top-

ranked Boston College is favored to win the event, but

from the talent on a few other teams, the meet should be

wide open for anyone to win.

"BC is heavily favored," said UMass coach Bob

Newcombe. "Depth plays a big part, though, so overall

team strength will win it."

Besides the Golden Eagles, the Minutewomen will also

have to worry about Connectuicut and Northeastern

University, the second and third ranked teams in the Nor-

theast, respectively. The Minutewomen, compiling a

regular season record of 8-3, was ranked fourth.

"There is going to be a heck of a battle for second place,"

Newcombe said. "Our team needs a superb weekend to

win and the others don't."

The Minutewomen will be stocked with plenty of

weapons in all the events. UMass has qualified 25 out its

27 team members for this postseason meet.

Junior Kiri Binning, New England's top individual

scorer, broke the school records this season in the 100-yard

backstroke (1 minute, 1.77 seconds), 200 back (2:12.10) and

the 200 individual medly relay (2:13.95) and will be com-

peting in all three events this weekend.

Other Minutewomen to watch include freshman Kim

Broad (200, 500, 1,000 freestyle), Denise Reimer (50, 100

free) and Jennifer Jackson (100, 200 fly). Kari Edward-

sen also will give the opposition a run for their money in

the backstroke events, according to Newcombe.

"Our backstrokere should take care of the records

they've already set this year and make some new ones."

he said.

Allison White will be in the spotlight in the one meter

and three-meter diving events as she qualified for this

weekend's meet, the Eastern League Championships, and

the NCAAs Division I Championships at Harvard Univer-

sity in March.
"The women have earned what they've achieved this

year," Newcombe said. "They just need to believe in all

the work that got them here."

The Minutewomen have also waited until this meet to

shave down, something most of the other teams have

already done. Newcombe says it will give the

Minutewomen a psychological boom as well as providing

less drag in the water.

Less drag and faster times is what the Minutewomen
need to have a chance of knocking off BC. Returning win-

ners from last year's Golden Eagle team include Teresa

Holland (100 fly), Rose Marie DeLeo (100, 200 breastroke)

and Linda Peterson (100 back).

Making her first appearance at the New Englands is

Heather Bickle who set a school record last week in the

400 IM with a time of 4:32.20).

BC is not as invincible as last year's team, losing their

top sprinters to graduation. At last year's meet, the"

Golden Eagles set new records in the 200 and 400 relays

which UMass broke later on in the meet.

The UConn Huskies, another team hoping to place high

in this meet, will look to swimmers Jen Lyons
(sprinter/backstroke), Kristen Babcock (distance), Jody

Hull (distance), and Daniel Fisher in the breast. Best times

for Lyons and Fisher are 52.97 (100 free) and 2:24.40 (200

breast), respectively.

Northeastern will also make this meet grueling for the

Minutewomen. Among the Huskies will be the defending

one- and three-meter champ, Dana Kozimor, who scored

550 points in the one-meter at Springfield College this

year. Janet Bishop also will try to reatain her status as

champ in the 500 free and the 100 and 200 fly events.

Other big name teams competing include Providence

College and home favorite, Maine.

Collegian photo by Tonl Sandy*

UMass swimmers travel to Orono, Maine to
compete in the New England Women's Inter-
collegiate Swimming and Diving Association
this weekend.
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An alternative to Bart
By DAN LEARY
Collegian Correspondent

Tonight at Hampden Theater, the Ricky Ford Quartet

will begin this year's Magical Triangle Jazz Concert

series. The group features Ford on tenor saxophone,

George Cables on piano, Reggie Workman on bass, and

Pete "La Roca" Sims on drums.

Ricky Ford began playing tenor saxophone at age 15

after hearing Roland Kirk. He then became so immersed

in his musical interests that within two years he found

himself at the New England Conservatory. Ford has per-

formed with Charles Mingus, the Duke Ellington Or-

chestra (under Mercer Ellington), and Lionel Hamton. He

has recently released Manhattan Blues on Candid Records.

Pianist/composer George Cables studied at Mannes Col-

lege where he formed the Jazz Samaritans with Steve

Grossman and Billy Cobham. He was heavily influenced

by Theolonius Mink and Herbie Hancock. Despite the

• tical acclaim of his duet albums with Art Pepper and

Frank Morgan, Cables is perceived as an accomplished

sideman.
Reggie Workman began his double bass work in 1955

with various rhythm and blues groups. During the six-

ties his creative solos and mastery of either hard bop or

free jazz brought him particular prominence. Reggie has

recorded with John Coletrane, Theolonius Monk, and

Wayne Shorter.

Drummer Pete "La Roca" Sims began his career play-

ing snare drum and timbales in high school. Today he is

seen by the jazz community as one of the most innovative

and advanced drummers ofhis time. He has recorded with

Sonny Rollins, Jackie McLean and John Coletrane. At one

point, having become discouraged by the dominance of

rock and jazz rock he ended his musical career to become

a lawyer but quickly returned to music.

Talent of this caliber is not easy to find, and is even less

easy to find for a low price. So forget about The Simpsons,

check out this happening jazz spectacle instead.

The Ricky Ford Quartet, as part ofthe WMUA sponsored

Magic Triangle Series, will perform at UMass in the

Hampden Theatre at8p.m Tickets are $5 for students and

$7 for the gene :/ public.
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A moving slice of liie
By HEATHER BELL
Collegian Correspondent

Paint of Youth

Smith College

Saturday, Feb. 9

A boarding house in Vienna in 1923

became the stage for a moving drama fill-

ed with black comedy at Smith College this

weekend. Pains of Youth which opened

February 7 is a startling play based on an

excerpt from the lives of seven boarding

house residents, and their difficulty facing

reality. _
Opening with Marie, played by Carrie

Bell, scrubbing the floor for her upcoming

graduation party,' and Desiree (Ada

Matasovski) running off to her doctorate

exam, the play begins with clear introduc-

tions to these characters. Marie is a

mothering young woman who is visibly un-

sure of herself and her relationships with

others. Desiree wants to live in a fantasy

world, and play through life without car-

ing for others.

As the show progresses we are introduc-

ed to Mr. Freder, a suave, sharp tongued

alcoholic played by Micheal Stenger. He

serves to torment the other characters and

bring out the worst in all of them. Freder

is infatuated with women he can control

and succeeds in turning the shy, quiet

housemaid, Lucy (Colleen Kong), into a

harlot by the end of the play.

The play revolves around the breakup of

Petrell (Micheal Andelman) and Marie, and

her difficulties in coping with life after-

ward. Petrell, mockingly called "Little

Boy" by his friends is a naive, seemingly

insensitive young man, who immediately

becomes involved with Irene (Caty Carr),

a cold, cutting redhead. Marie, attempting

to cope with the ending of her two year

relationship is also becoming intertwined

with the unstable Desiree. A voice of

reason throughout the play is Alt (Mike

Wuerthele), an older gentleman, who plays

a fatherly role to all of the characters.

Some of the light changes are a bit ob-

vious, but the actors command the au-

dience to focus on the action.

Many of the actors portray their

characters with strength and vitality.

Marie is exceptional, full of life and ex-

pressing her often violent emotions with

the shock value they are intended for. Her

interaction with Desiree is also comman-

ding as the play progresses. Stenger gives

a performance filled with the quickness

and distance Freder demands. Wuerthele

gives Alt the quiet sturdiness which is

needed to make him useful to the show's

meaning.
Each act is ended with an aggressive

scene which leaves the audience wonder-

ing, shocked, and waiting eagerly for the

next act to begin. The dialogue is complex

and demands complete concentration to

gather all of its meaning. Interspersed

with humor the plot in Pains of Youth is

offset and leaves the viewer with a sense

of reality intact.

Ifyou are up for a walk back to the early

1920's to experience the social conflicts of

the time, or would like to witness a pas-

sionate drama beautifully written, Pains

of Youth will be playing again from

February 14 to 16 at 8 p.m. in Theatre 14

at Smith College. Tickets are $2 for

students and $4 general admission. Reser-

vations may be made in advance by call-

ing: 585-3220 (Monday through Friday, 1

p.m. to 4 p.m.)

clothing close-out

25% to 75%

(mostly 45%)
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Tickets
Register to Win

Four UMass students

display their sculptures
By DANIELLE DOWLING
Collegian Staff

In the midst of the corporate jungle, there

is hcfliitv.

In less melodramatic terms, there is an

art exhibit at the Baystate West Main

atrium, located on 1500 Main St. in

Springfield.

What makes this exhibit special is that

it features scupltures from four Universi-

ty of Massachusetts graduate art students:

-Computerized aerobic machines than any club in the Valley.

Stainnasters • Lifecyclts • Gravitron • Biocycle • Treadmills

New New New MUMMS* ' New New Ne»

JMW
MA

Special suspended oek wood floor • Certified Instructors

• Bench Step • Low Impact • High/Low • Boxercise • S

AMHERST
534 Main St.

256-6414

HADLEY
99 Russell St.

Rte 9
586-6464

yj&t>lt

foudbody conditioning plus the skill ofselfdefense.

Largest full-time Karate studio in Western Mass

Photo courteay of Bayrtate Wert

"Picture Five of These," by

Katheleen Gilrain, is on display at

the Baystate West Main Atrium.

Karen Dolmanisth, Katheleen Gilrain,

Michael Yue Tong and Daniel Zeller. The

exhibit, entitled "Four University of

Massachusetts Sculptors," features works

made of natural materials such as wood

and dirt and man-made materials such as

steel and concrete.

Karen Dolmanisth, who received her

BFA degree at the Parsons School of

Design and the New School of Social

Research, gathers natural materials from

the environment with which she designs

altars or shrines that express transforma-

tion and movement or transition.

Katheleen Gilrain is exhibiting large

hanging forms constructed of paper, steel,

burlap, wax, paint and rope representing

death and the seeds of life. Gilrain says

that "a safe, protected place is needed to

gain strength during periods of great

change in one's life" and adds that the pods

she makes "represent a place where one

can gain strength."

Michael Yue Tong is a 1990 BFA

graduate of State University of New York

at Purchase. Born in China, one of Tong s

works in this show is "As I Unfold," which

he says refers to opening himself to his new

American experiences.

Daniel Zeller, an advocate of en-

vironmental issues, says that the tension

he finds between the comforts ofhuman in-

dustry and the force of life in nature that

is being destroyed by this industry is a driv-

ing force in his work, which consists ot

materials such as wood, concrete, steel and

burlap. , , .

There will be a reception for these four ar-

tists on Thursday from 6 p.m.-8 P"\ Thls

exhibition will be on display until March

1. The atrium hours are Monday-Saturday

9:30 a.m.-5:30 p.m.

^--^- 1
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Mozart's Last Year, a lecture to be given by

Amherst College protessor Henry G. Mishkin, will

take place at Amherst College in Music Center 3

at 12:15 p.m. Admission is tree.

The New German Cinema in Context, a tilm

series featuring the film Warum Lauft Herr R. Amok?

(Why Does Mr. R Run Amok?), will take place at

Amherst College in Merrill II at 4 p.m. and 7:30 p.m.

Admission is free.

Desert Hearts will be shown at UMass in Cam-

pus Center Room 803 at 7 p.m. Admission is free.

3 Mustaphas 3 will play at the Iron Horse in Nor-

thampton at 7 p.m. Tickets are $11 in advance.

Ghost will be shown at UMass in the Campus

Center Auditorium at 5 p.m., 7:30 p.m. and lO p.m.

African Film Series, featuring the film Sam-

bizanga, will take place at Mount Holyoke College

in Dwight lOl at 7:30 p.m. Admission is free.

Art and Artisans: A Celebration of the

Margaret Mead Film Festival will take place at

UMass in Herter 227 at 7:30 p.m.

Five College Early Music Program Concert,

featuring French baroque music for the pardessus

de viole and harpischord, will take place at

Amherst College in Buckley Recital Hall at 8 p.m.

The Ad Hoc Opera Company will perform a

Valentine's Day Concert at the Munson Library

Auditorium in South Amherst at 8 p.m.

The Simpsons will be shown at Twister's Tavern

at 8 p.m. in Amherst followed immediately by live

comedy and then DJ Pure Energy at lO p.m. Ad-

mission is free after 9 p.m.

The Chekov: Visions and Visitations of a

Young Girt will be performed at the American In-

ternational College located on lOOO State St. in

Springfield at 8 p.m. with a repeat performance

on Friday at the same time. Tickets are $10 for

students and senior citizens and $15 for the general

public.

Ricky Ford Quartet, as part of the Magic

Triangle Jazz Series sponsored by WMUA, will play

at UMass in Hampden Theatre at 8 p.m. Admission

is $5 for students and senior citizens and $7 for the

general public.

Pains of Youth, a compelling examination of 7

medical students in Vienna, will be performed at

Smith College Theatre 14 at 8 p.m. Tickets are $2

for students and senior citizens and $4 for the

general public. There will be repeat performances

on Friday and Saturday.

Margaret Mead Film Festival

LIQUORS °**nt

18 Main St. Downtown Amherst^ 253-544

1

Featuring Busch Beer
$10.49 Suitcase

Wurzburger
Octoberfest or Holiday

Only $4.99 6/pk

While they last!!

Glen Ellen
White Zinfandel

750 ml
$3.99

Henri Marchant Champagne
Naturally Fermented in Bot.

750 ml $3.99

Drlvln' N' Cryln', with The Vestryman, will ap-

pear at Pearl Street at 8:30 p.m. Tickets are $6 in

advance and $7 at the door.

Contemporary Cinema Masterpieces Film

Series, featuring the film My Life as a Dog. will take

place at Hampshire College in Adele Simmons Hall,

Ruth Hammen Auditorium at 9 p.m. Admission is

free.

Live Squid will appear at the Hadley Pub.

Minibus Sandwich will perform at Sheehan's

Cafe in Northamptoa

Larry Bell

FRIDAY
Moe, a play to be presented by the newly form

Alternative Theatre Group, will be performed at

UMass on the 13th Floor of the Tower Library at

noon.

Juggling Convention will take place at UMass

in the Campus Center Auditorium and the Student

Union Ballroom from noon-1 a.m. This event will be

repeated on Saturday and Sunday at the same

time.

Casselberry and Dupree will perform at the

Iron Horse in Northampton at 7 p.m. Tickets are $14

in advance.

VALENTINE'S DAY
Dinner for Two

$16.95
Choice of:

• Top Sirloin Steak •

• Blackened Swordfish
• Veggie and Pasta •

Stirfry with Pesto

Chicken Cordon Bleu

All dinners include salad and bread bar

Dinner Served 4: 30-9 30SINCE 19 6 8

IMPlEWlHfflSl

The Maze, in 3-D, will be shown at Hampshire

College at 7 p.m. and 9:30 p.m. Admission is $1.

Senior Recital, teaturing Laura Heyenga on

tlute playing pieces by Bach among others, will

take place at Mount Holyoke College in Pratt

Auditorium at 7:30 p.m. Admission is tree.

Cool Hand Luke, a tilm about a convict who
becomes a legend, will be shown at the Amherst

College Campus Center Theatre at 7:30 p.m. and

lO p.m. The tilm will be shown again on Saturday

at the same time. Admission is $1.50.

Larry Bell will pertorm piano pieces by

Hindemith and Perschetti at UMass in Bezanson

Recital Hall at 8 p.m. Admissbn is $2.50 tor students

and $5 tor the general public.

One Eyed Jake v/ill play at Twister's Tavern in

Amherst at 9:30 p.m. There will be a $2 cover

charge.
Hippopotamus will play at the Hadley Pub.

Physical Graffiti will play at Katina's in Hadley.

SATURDAY
Egberto Olsmonte will perform at the Iron Horse

in Northampton at 7 p.m. Tickets are $11.

Zumbyes Concert will be performed by an

Amherst college men's a capelta group at the col-

lege in Johnson Chapel at 8 p.m.

Country Comer Coffeehouse, featuring the

sounds of Stonewall Bluegrass and Pioneer Valley

Bluegrass, will take place at the congregational

Church Fellowship Hall located on 11 N. Main St. in

S. Hadley Falls. Tickets will be $7.

Stories of Love, featuring stories and songs with

Davis Bates, Rebekka Tippins and John Porcino, will

take place at the Northampton Center for the Arts

at 8 p.m. Admission is $1 for Pioneer Valley Folklore

Society members, $4 for senior citizens and $7 for

the general public.

Business as Usual Dance Party, sponsored by

the Black Mass Communications Project in con-

junction with Def Jam Records, will take place at

UMass in the Malcolm X Center at lO p.m. Free

tapes, CDs and back stage passes to the Rap Ex-

travaganza, featuring Queen Latifah, EPMD, Father

MC and KWAME which will take place on Sunday

at the Springfield Civic Center, will be given away.

Admission is free.

Basketball Party will be held at Twister's Tavern

in Amherst after the basketball game.

Live Squid will play at Hadley Pub.

Chucklehead will play at Katina's in Hadley.

Eight to the Bar will play at Pearl Street in

Northampton.

SUNDAY
Have a Heart Concert, with Rockin' Dave and

the Rent Party, Dertonz, Orchestra Chevere, The

Sighs. Ray Mason Band, Herschler Brothers. Snap

Out of It, Steel Wave and Who's Kiddin' Who, will

take place at Pearl Street starting at 3:30 p.m. All

ages will be admitted before 7 p.m. 21-and-over

only after 7 p.m.

The Secret World of Odlllon Redon, to be

followed by a gallery talk at 3 p.m., will take place

at the Smith College Museum of Art at 230 p.m.

Admission is free.

Aspects of Love, featuring pianists Nigel Coxe

and Estela Olevsky and soprano Paulina Stark in

a special benefit for Amnesty International, will

take place at Amherst College in Buckley Recital

Hall at 3 p.m. Tickets are $6 for students, senior

citizens and children and $8 for the general public.

John Gorka will play at the Iron Horse in Nor-

thampton at 7 p.m. Tickets are $8 in advance.

Chris Smlther, a folk and blues singer and

gutiarist, will perform at the Amherst College Cam-

pus Center Frontroom at 8 p.m. Tickets are $1 for

students with an Amherst College ID and $7 for

those without.

Husbands will be shown at Hampshire College

at 8 p.m. Admission is $1.

Back In Black will play at Katina's in Hadley.

Stories of Love

The Dertonz

MONDAY
Vocal Workshop, with Julie Nelson, will take

place at UMass in The Theatre Department, Room

204 from 5 p.m-7 p.m.

Classic American Comedy Film Series,

featuring te film The General, will take place at

Hampshire College at Adele Simmons Hall. Ruth

Hammen Auditorium at 7 p.m. Admission is free.

The Arcadia Players will perform at the Iron

Horse in Northampton at 7 p.m. Tickets are $10 in

advance.
Male and Female, a film directed by Cecil B.

DeMille, will be shown at Mount Holyoke College

in Gamble Auditorium at 7:30 p.m.
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Local bands Jam out to help the homeless
By PAUL DEGEORGES
Collegian Staff

On February 17, nine local bands will take the role of

social conciousness in music to heart, and to the stage.

This Sunday at Pear) Street in Northampton, at 4 p.m.

Who's Kiddin' Who; 5 p.m. Steel Wave; 6 p.m. Snap

Out of It (formerly Craig Eastman and the Sundogs); 7

p.m. Ray Mason Band; 8 p.m. The Sighs; 9 p.m. The

Herscheler Brothers; 10 p.m. Orchestra Chevere; 11

p.m. The Deronz; and 12 a.m. Rockin' Dave and the

Rent Party will take to the stage on a mammoth fund

raising crusade to raise money for the fight against hous-

ing discrimination and homelessness in the Hampshire

and Hampden counties. All these bands have been

scheduled for a night of great music, for a great cause,

the second annual Have A Heart benefit concert.

Rockin' Dave and the Rent Party headlines the event

and will definitely make sure that the evening ends with

a bang. The band, which has been described as "the

Valley's only indigenous Zydeco band," led by Dave ("I'm

a little guy but the microphone turns me into a monster")

Morrish who is the physical definition of kinetic energy,

puts on one of the most intensely enjoyable shows of any

band, and every time they take the stage one can hardly

help but take to the dance floor.

"We just want people to dance and feel the soul," Dave

claims. This is the Rent Party's second appearance at the

Have a Heart benefit and when midnight rolls around on

Sunday night you can be sure they'll provide enough car-

diovascular energy to keep you rockin' well into the

morning.

Eighty percent ofthe proceeds raised will go to the Hous-

ing Discrimination Project in Holyoke. Due to severe

federal budget cutbacks, the HDP lost over $115,000 in

funding allotment this year alone.

The HDP was created in 1989 and has already helped

over one hundred families through assistance with

"substantiating and resolving discrimination complaints."

Without large-scale fundraising projects such as this, the

HDP would not be able to survive and a valuable social

resource for local communities would be lost.

The other twenty percent of the funds raised will go to

support the homeless fund at the Hampshire Communi-

ty Action Commission, in Northampton. The HCAC,

which has also been severely victimized by federal budget

cuts, provides financial assistance to help prevent evic-

tion, give shelter to homeless families, and "otherwise

assist people living on the street."

This whole day of great music will start at 3:30 p.m. and

will be hosted by such well known local legends as Bill

Morrissey, Amy Fairchild, Dayna Kurtz and Jim Olsen.

This nine band veritable Monsters of Local Music will en-

compass a wide range of irresistible styles from salsa to

swing, folk to blues and just plain old rock.

The show is an all ages event until 7:00 p.m., and after

that the Ray Mason Band kicks off the next five hours

of 21-and-over only entertainment. The day will run from

3:30 p.m. to 1:00 a.m. The cost for tickets is $8 for 21 and

over; $4 for ages 16 to 21; and kids under 16 get in for

free. Tickets are available in advance.

Want to Really

Enjoy Spring BreakTi
Avoid a Sunburnand
START TANNING NOW!!

We Have Several Tanning Packages Such As:

5 Sessions for $20
lO Sessions for $30
1 monfh unlimited for $49

f^
We Also Carry "Australian GolcT-the No. 1 tanning accelerator

CAMPUS PLAZA (next to stop & shop) 253-3334

Heart Shaped Treats

...Edible & Otherwise,

for Your Unique

Valentine.

Photo courtesy of Brian Harrington

Rockin' Dave and the Rent Party will headline the Have A Heart

benefit for the homeless. The show at Pearl Street in Northampton

will go from 3:30 p.m. until 1 a.m.
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71 N. Pleasant St. (Above CafeDiCarlo)

Amherst/ 256-1551 • Mon.-Sat 10-5:30

MC Visa Amex

PANDA EAST
CHINESE

RESTAURANT
We bring Chinatown

to you
Open Hours: Mon-Thurs. 11:30am-1 0:00pm

Fri. & Sat. 1 1 :30am-1 1 :00pm
Sunday 2:00pm-1 0:00pm

Lunch Hours: Mon.-Sat. 1 1 :30am-3:00pm

103 N. Pleasant St. • Amherst, MA 01002

(413) 256-8923 (413) 256-8924
alsaasas^^r^r^^r^tt^^ft=^r^tt^^g^t^

WASHINGTON'S BIRTHDAY

SOUND SALE
10-50% Off Selected Items

• PANASONIC 12 Disc CD Changers
(Many others to choose from!)

• AMPLIFIERS
Ads, Alphasonik, Blaupunct

• SPEAKERS
All at tremendous savings Incl. Pyle & MTX Box Speakers.

There's Too many things to mention, Hurry in for best selection

141 A Damon Rd. Northampton • 586-5258

573 Riverdale St West Springfield • 734-4995

Now Open 7 Days A Week for Sales and Installation

Thursday Nights til 8p.m.

ROUTE 9 HADLEY. MA 586-6393

LOCATED IN THE HOWARD JOHNSON MOTOR LODGE

VERY OPEN!
7:00 AM- 10:00 PM

7 DAYS A WEEK

BREAKFAST LUNCH DINNER

Drivin' N' Cryin' can satisfy a wide variety of appetites

By DAVID KNOCH
Collegian Correspondent

In these days when most rock bands seem

to be hung up on their egos and not too con-

cerned with the world about them, it's

great to see a band that actually has in-

telligent lyrics. Not only lyrics that take

into account the conditions in which we all

live, but lyrics that talk about love and
relationships without the typical rock

egotism. A band that does this with more

than adequate ability is Drivin' N' Cryin'

on their new album Fly Me Courageous.

Formed in 1985 by singer/guitarist Kevn
Kinney and bassist Tim Nielsen, Drivin'

N' Cryin' just recently completed it's full

line-up of band members. In fact Fly Me
Courageous is the first album that Kinney,

Nielsen, guitarist Buren Fowler, and drum-

mer Jeff Sullivan have made that combines

their talents.

And talent is something that this band

has plenty of. Drivin' N' Cryin' offer

something for every listener. There is a

powerful rock and roll feel that will appeal

to your average classic rock fan, while the

aggression tied up in this band coupled

with their intelligence will make this

album a must for smart heavy metal fans.

In addition, the video for the title song

has been featured on MTV's 120 Minutes

indicating that many in the music industry

as well as a number of Drivin' N' Cryin's

fans feel there is an alternative element in

this band.

Last of all, Kinney has recorded an

album of acoustic folk songs entitled Mac-

Dougal Blues and surely Fly Me
Courageous would appeal to some in the

folk/blues audience.

This band is definitely original. They're

not just your typical rock band with a blues

feel to them. They expand into every genre

of music. The title track, "Fly Me
Courageous," is by far their best song. The

instrumental work is excellent and full of

genuine emotion and the lyrics stir up

thoughts that are surely in every

American's mind. "Mother America is

brandishing her weapons / She keeps me
safe and warm by threats and misconcep-

tions."

Rumor has it these guys put on an ex

cellent show. And with the musical abili-

ty they show on Fly Me Courageous I can't

see how this wouldn't be true. Expect a lot

more from this band in the future because

even though they've been around for six

years and made four albums they've just

begun to show their listeners the true

talent they have as a complete band.

Drivin' N' Cryin' will appear with special

guests The Vestrymen at Pearl Street in

Northampton. Doors open at 8:30 p.m.

Tickets are $6 in advance and $7 at the

door.

cbatUe'0
I Pray St , Amherst -549 5403 • Open I lam

7 days a Week
Kitchen open til midnight

Game Room with 2 pool tables

Tonight 10c Beer Steamed Baby Franks

9:00p.m. — 12:00 a.m.
•:-:v:*x*:v:*x*x*>:'Xv:v:-:*:-^^

Beer of the Month: Drink of the Week: :
:
:

g. MOLSON BOTTLES
.%

$185 Sweet Tart $1.75

Photo courtesy of Island Records

Drivin' N' Cryin' is (from left to right) Buren Fowler, Kevn Kinney, Jeff

Sullivan and Tim Nielsen.

LWEWU

Food mveaways
Mon. 10 cent Mozzarella Sticks 9pm- 12am

Tues. 10 cent Buffalo Wings 9pm-12am

Wed. 2 Scent Pizza Slices and 99 cent Nachos 9pm- 12am

Thurs 10 cent Beer Steamed Baby Franks 9pm- 12am

Sunday 10 cent Potato Skins 9pm- 12am

WE ACCEPT MC-VISA-AMEX

tMfunty^^ D I r f\ L> n f^^RECORDS

RECORDS • CASSETTES • COMPACT DISCS

IMPORTED, INDEPENDENT
& DOMESTIC

MON—WED 9:30-6 SUN 12-5

THURS—SAT 9:30-9

213 MAIN ST. NORTHAMPTON
586-5726

COLLECTABLES • USED
MANUFACTURERS OVER—STOCKS
MONDAY—SATURDAY 10-5:30

THURSDAYS 10-9 SUNDAY 12-5

21 STATE ST., NORTHAMPTON
586-1707

f~' J Liauor Store

HAPPY VALENTINE'S DAY

Mlchelob/Michelob Llght/Michelob Dry

12 pk cans

$7.39

Amaretto Dl Saronno Gordon's Gin

750 ml aa^LH 1.75 L

$14.99

Rolling Rock Light

12 pk cans

$13.99

Piels
Draft Style
case 12 oz bots

$8.49

$6.70

Dos Equls Amber Mexican Beer

12 pack bots

$9.99

Cook's Champagne
To enhance the romance

750 ml

$4.39

*]*
IXING

BREAK
TRAVH. EAI

TODAY!

Pink Passion
2 L w/fre

$4.59

Pink Passion Molson

2 L w/free squeeze bottle 12 pack cans

$8.69 $8.49

Sapporo Dry Japanese Beer

case 12 oz bots

$11.99

338 r.r»li»ne St. fRt. 9) Amherst 253-5384

10 am- 4 pm Thursday FEBRUARY 14

STUDENT UNION BALLROOM
sponsored by TRAVEL & TOURISM RESEARCH ASSOCIATIUI

and CAMPUS TRAVEL CENTER
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Chucklehead is as goofy and funky os they want to be
By DANIELLE DOWLING
Collegian Staff

Hip-hop funk with a horn section mixing rap, rock and

soul.

That's an accurate description of Chucklehead, a band

from the Boston area. They have brought their special

blend of styles to many college campuses throughout New.

England as well as clubs in Boston and New York City.

Proclaimed to be at the forefront of hip-hop, the group

consists of eight members. Eb-Tide, guitarist and vocalist,

was once a member of the Smithsonian Guard Ensemble.

Photo courtesy of Chucklehead Production*

Chucklehead will play at Katina's on Saturday

The Quill on Green Street's

II DOTI
Any Book with a Green Dot gets you

50% Off the Quill's Regular Price.

50% Off Most Children's Books

Recent Best Sellers

All Travel Books

Most Hard Bound Books
M0N. • FRI. 8:30AM • 5:30PM SAT.10:00AM • 4:00PM

VISA
QUILL

BOOKSHOP
100 GREEN STREET NORTHAMPTON, MASS

He claims to be a slide show enthusiast who enjoys golf

and processed cheese.

Huck on tenor and baritone sax as well as percussion

duty, likes body building, gravy and glue. His favorite

word is nose. Brainy B, on keyboards and French horn,

has endeared people the world over with his posture. Len-

E-Len, on tenor sax, enjoys counting in groups of two s

and three's.
t>

Ringo Jones just plays bass. John "Scooter Schachter,

on trumpet, is a proud chaperone at the 3-D House of Pan-

cakes. E-Rock, the drummer, can often be found baying

at the moon and eating excrement in broad daylight. And

last, but not least, there's alto sax player Robert W. Nahf

III, who is an Eagle Scout with 73 badges to his name.

The band uses a live rhythm section and live horns as

well as samples from pop culture and everyday life. They

are said to have an enormous stage presence that breaks

the wall between band and audience. Judging from the

biographical descriptions, I would suppose that their

Dresence would be goofy as well.

Chucklehead will play at Katina's on Saturday. Admis-

sion will be$l offfor college students. Katina's is also of-

fering free bus service from the Southwest Horseshoe. A

bus will arrive every hour on the hour from 9 p.m. to 1 a.m.

ee££&£S^
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<l0̂ £*+^ medico
Spaces still available!

ETBatab/Bowntown $409

Laguna/Across Beach $479

Solymar/Beach Econ $509

Las Perlas/Beach Med $529

Conrad Hilton/Super $569

Cancun Playa/Deluxe $599

Prices based on Quad, occ

Organize a group & get

a free trip!

Local Contact:

JASON 549-7952

For more info, cal

800-331-6002 L

Be a

Bartender
Days/Evenings 1 Week.

Spend
Spring Break

With Us!

Placement Assistance

(413) 747-9888
1655 MAIN STREET
SPRINGFIELD, MA

###—»##»»***»#*»»»«***»*»*««***»»*****+*******

BETTY RULES!
February 24

Show starts at 8:00 p.m.

JOHN M. GREENE HALL
Smith College Campus
Doors and Box Office Open at

7:00 p.m.

General Admission
Five College Students $5 On sale at

General Public $8 For the Record.

$10 at the door Amherst
sponsored by Smithg Lesbian-Bisexual Alliance

and Women's Resource Center

jiiiirfrrfffrrrrrr ** «» » »•«•

SELECWCUMON
^0 Electronic Flirtation **
y Dance Party V

PHYSICAL GRAFFITI
The Ultimate in Led Zeppelin

Progressive Dance Party w/

CHUCKLEHEAD
$1 off with college i.d.

BACK-BLACK
An AC?DC jug
Tribute

ng'upcoming*upcoming*upcommg*upco

The Machine Friday, Feb. 22

Material Issue m 8th Route Army all ages ....Sunday, Feb. 24

Max Creek Friday, Mar. 1

Ronnie Earl & the Broadcasters w/ Treat Her Right Friday, Mar. 8

ADVANCE TIX: Katina's, Strawberries, Hilton, Platterpuss,

About Music, Main Music

ROUTE 9, HADLEY • 586-4463

Largest College Daily in New England
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AP photo

SAUDI ARABIA — Pfc. Nolan of Agawam, MA, who is with the U.S. Army's 1st Armored
Division takes a nap on an M1A1 Abrams tank.

Galligan's confessor's letter questioned
By SARAH DEMASTER
Collegian Staff

A Hampshire County Jail inmate's written confession

to the 1989 killing of University of Massachusetts junior

Sharon Galligan is inconsistent with investigators' infor-

mation, State Police Lt. Edward Harrington said

yesterday.

The inmate, William J. Schumann, sent a letter, dated

Jan. 2, to the Daily Hampshire Gazette. Harrington said

the newspaper then forwarded it to the Crime Prevention

and Control Unit of Northwestern District Attorney Judd

Carhart's office, which is conducting the investigation.

Harrington declined to comment on whether in-

vestigators have spoken with Schumann since receiving

the letter.

"[Investigators] are checking out the letter, as they have

checked out all the information we have received," Harr

ington said. "I can't comment in great depth on Schumann

and the content of the letter, but there are some inac-

curacies."

Harrington said, for example, that "Schumann indicates

in the letter that he had prior knowledge Sharon was go-

ing to be at the mall. We know this not to be true because

it was a spontaneous decision on her part [to visit the

mall], and not many people knew about it."

An excerpt of the letter, published yesterday in the

Gazette, read: "I happened to run into her on the UMass
campus, and I didn't like her much, but I continued to talk

to her anyway. Then she told me she was majoring in

psychology. That was enough for me to hear."

Schumann wrote that because Galligan was a

psychology major, "she would have grown up to be a tor-

turer and murderer. In fact, she was already plying her

trade," according to the Gazette.

Galligan, 20, of Framingham, had occasionaly

volunteered to work with mentally ill patients. She was

stabbed to death on the night of Dec. 18 in the parking

lot of the Hampshire Mall in Hadley, and was found

almost 21 hours later in her car by a shopper.

Schumann's description of the assault also differs from

CONTINUED ON PAGE 7

235 bodies
recovered
at bomb site
By EDITH M. LEDERER
The Associated Press

DHAHRAN, SAUDI ARABIA - The allies pressed on

with the air war yesterday, but focused on supply lines

and troop concentrations after Iraq charged that a U.S.

raid on a building in Baghdad killed hundreds of civilians.

Two American airmen were killed in the crash of a U.S.

EF-111A electronic jamming and radar-detection jet. The

Air Force said this is the 27th U.S. warplane lost in the

war. U.S. military officials in Riyadh said it was a com-

bat loss.

In Baghdad, thousands of angry Iraqis marched to a

cemetery to bury fellow civilians killed Wednesday in the

U.S. bombing of a structure where they had taken shelter.

Baghdad officials say the building was a civilian air raid

shelter: the U.S. military says it was an Iraqi command
and control center.

On Wednesday, Iraqi officials claimed 500 civilians were

killed in the raid. Official Baghdad radio said today that

64 bodies had been pulled out from the rubble, but it ap-

parently referred only to those already identified.

The supervisor of the building said that by sundown

Wednesday, 235 bodies had been recovered and hundreds

more were believed buried beneath piles of concrete and

twisted metal.

Associated Press correspondent Salah Nasrawi and

other reporters were escorted to the site of the attack to-

day where they counted at least 40 corpses, many ofthem

decapitated or missing limbs, pulled out between 10:30

a.m. and noon.

As coffins draped in Iraqi flags were lowered into a mass

grave, crowds shouted anti-American slogans. "Bush,

Bush, you will pay for all crimes shedding innocent blood

every day," the mourners pledged.

The issue of civilian casualties was expected to be rais-

ed at a closed-door meeting of the U.N. Security Council

yesterday.

Iraq's information minister, LatifJassim, yesterday call

ed U.N. Secretary General Javier Perez de Cuellar "a

filthy and criminal conspirator" for "maintaining silence

toward the crimes of the Americans and their allies."

A military communique, read on Baghdad radio, called

the killing of civilians a premeditated crime. It said more

than 130 new allied raids had been carried out against

civilian areas, including religious sites.

Iraqi officials said Wednesday night's raids were con-

siderably less intense than those of the previous night,

and targeted mainly the downtown Baghdad telecom-

munications center, inflicting damage to nearby houses

and business centers.

Smith freshman
dies this week
By MARK HENSLEY
Collegian Staff

Kimberly Anne Tyler, a freshman at

Smith College, was found dead from

natural causes on Wednesday in her

room at Comstock House, Smith officials

said yesterday in a press release.

Tyler, who had not been seen for

several days and had not answered her

telephone or door, was found by securi-

ty officers when they unlocked her door

at the requests of her basketball coach

Jim Babyak and her sister Tami Tyler.

As of yesterday afternoon, officials at

Northwestern District Attorney Judd

Carhart's office were classifying the

death as accidental and were awaiting

details from an autopsy.

Tyler was a graduate of Enfield High

School in Conn, and was recruited by

Babyak for the Smith basketball team.

Babyak was unavailable for comment.

Tyler leaves her sister Tami, a junior

at Smith, as well as her parents Marilyn

and Thomas. A reception for Tyler, who

would have been 19 yesterday, will be

held for friends today from 7 p.m. to 9

p.m. at the Leete-Stevens Funeral Home
in Enfield.

CONT|NUEDw PAGE ,

Sanctions on South Africa may be lifted
By RUTH SINAI

The Associated Press

WASHINGTON - If South Africa keeps

its promise to release all political prisoners

by April 30, the Bush administration will

ask Congress to respond by allowing the

resumption of some trade with that coun-

try, U.S. officials say.

Once the prisoners are freed, the officials

said Wednesday, President Bush will cer-

tify that South Africa has met most of the

conditions imposed by Congress for resum-

ing trade and has also made "substantial

progress" toward establishing a non-racial

democracy.

If Congress doesn't object within 30 days,

the administration can lift the sanctions.

The consultation process could begin by

early summer, said one official, who like

others spoke on condition of anonymity.

The administration wants to reward

South African President F.W de Klerk for

his efforts to dismantle apartheid, the

system that allows South Africa's white

minority to dominate the country's black

majority.

But it has also been restrained by ac-

tivists, including the African National Con-

gress, who warn that sanctions should re-

main in place until South Africa's black

majority is granted complete equality, in-

cluding the right to vote.

The administration expects resistance

from some lawmakers, especially those of

the Congressional Black Caucus, the of-

ficials say. A key caucus member, Rep.

Mervyn Dymally (D-Calif) is the new

chairperson of the House n'a on Africa.

Some liberal lawmakers are expected to

dispute the administration's interpretation

of the sanctions law.

Specifically, some have indicated they

would challenge the provision in South

Africa's security laws that allows indefinite

detention of suspects without trial.

"I don't expect we'd lift [the sanctions] all

at once" in an effort to mollify Congress,

said one official.

"Congress has set a checklist of criteria"

for lifting the sanctions, "and we won't

deviate from that," he said.

But freeing the hundreds of political

prisoners would be the last item on the

checklist laid out by Congress when it

banned trade with South Africa in 1986,

said the official.

The administration likely will ask Con-

gress to lift the ban on imports of

agricultural goods from South Africa to

allow U.S. companies already operating in

South Africa to invest new funds in that

country.
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"Peace Corpses" demonstrates

against the wot yesterday in

the Cape Cod Lounge.

Page 5:

Pratip Dastidar comments on

the hypocrisy of pro- and anti-

war supporters.

Page 12:

Men's basketball at home

against Penn State, tomorrow

at 7 pm.

VEATHER
Keep those parkas bandy, chance

of snow flurries today or tonight.

Temps will be 35 to 40 degrees.
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'SENIORS
THERE ARE OPEN TIMES

FOR PORTRAIT SITTINGS

TODAY
FOR THE 1991 YEARBOOK

TIME: 10:00-12:30

PLACE: 177 CAMPUS CENTER

$5 SITTING FEE
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Distinguished Visitors Program
Proudly Presents:

Investigative Journalist and Editor

MARTIN LEE

Author of Acid Dreams: CIA, LSD &

The Sixties Rebellion

Narco Terrorism:

The Politics of International

Drug Trafficking

Tuesday, Feb 19, 1991
8:00 p.m.
Student Union Ballroom
FREE ADMISSION
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LOCAL
Guerilla theater stages forth anti-war skit

By DAVID RIVERA
Collegian Correspondent

Guerrilla theater came to the University of

Massachusetts yesterday when the "Peace Corpses" stag-

ed its fourth anti-war skit for the afternoon crowds in the

Cape Cod Lounge. .

The dozen members, dressed in gas masks and chemical

Collegian photo by Dondi Ahearn

Members of "Peace Corpses" stage die-in in

Cape Cod Lounge.

warfare uniforms, marched into the lounge and proceed

ed with a second parody of a military press conference,

their first being last Saturday in Amherst center

Bill Troper, a UMass graduate student, addressed the

crowd while fellow Peace Corpses members fell to the

ground around him.

"There is no censorship of the press. We're doing what's

best for the American people," replied Troper to the ques-

tion of military censorship.

The crowd in the lounge was at first unsure and silent

in response to what has now been coined, "Death

Theater."

"I think that it's a good way for people to vent their

frustration with the war," said Susan Bowles, a UMass

student who stopped to watch the demonstration.

After the performance began, a Peace Corpses member

dressed as an angel, walked among the "dead" soldiers

and tapped them with a wand, bringing them back to life.

"I joined the Reserves to make a better life for my fami-

ly, and now I'm dead," said a Peace Corpses member when

revived by the angel.

Michelle Martin, a UMass student who confronted the

demonstrators with her own opinion said, "My fiance" is

in the Persian Gulf, and I don't think yelling at each other

is going to help the troops."

"I think you're sending the wrong messages to the

troops. We've committed ourselves, and now we have to

support those who are willing to sacrifice their lives," she

said.

This demonstration, unlike last Saturday's, did not have

a pro-war element. One man, however, who was carrying

an American flag and yelling obscenities and patriotic

slogans appeared to be part of the skit. Peace Corpses

members would not confirm this.

Most of the people in the lounge felt that the demonstra-

tion was good and that such demonstrations make peo

Collegian photo by Dondi Ahearn

Guerrilla theater members protest the war

with masks and fake blood.

pie think about the situation in the Persian Gulf.

"[The war] is not very personal right now, but it will

be if there is a draft," said Christine De Roche, who also

thought the demonstrators were playing a part in the con-

sciousness of the anti-war movement.

"Guerilla theater needs more people, and we re en

couraging people to volunteer and take part in future pro-

ductions," said Troper, who was arrested by Amherst

police on Saturday for a similar demonstration. His

defense is now being sponsored by the American Civil

Liberties Union.

Man arrested

for allegedly

altering I.D.

Compiled by MARK HENSLEY
Collegian Staff

Michael R. Smith, 19, of Harvard was

arrested yesterday for being intoxicated

and allegedly possessing an altered

Massachusetts driver's license.

• A man from Kennedy residence

hall reported on Wednesday that his

watch, camera, and Walkman were

stolen from his room while he was next

door. The total value was $425.

• Staff at Hasbrouck Laboratory

reported the theft of an Ohaus balance

scale on Wednesday valued at $95.

• A Vermont license plate was

reported stolen from Lot 22 on

Wednesday.
• A man reported $40 was stolen

from his wallet in Totman Gymnasium

on Wednesday.
• A Southwest woman reported

yesterday a call of a sexual nature from

a male caller.

• A Southwest woman reported on

Wednesday that she received several

obscene phone calls from a male caller.

• A man reported his passenger door

was kicked in Wednesday while his car

sat in Lot 42. The damage totaled $100.

• Police blamed careless disposal of

smoking materials in a trash can for

causing a fire and an alarm in Baker

Dormitory on yesterday.

1 Film shows child's view of life in Palestine
..~„, «ij MaHi a voune boy who lives in resistance to the occupiers . . .

Intifa

By DAVID RIVERA
Collegian Correspondent

Last night, people saw a view of the

Palestinian struggle from an unusual

source: children.

"Children of Fire," shown in Herter 231,

is a film showing the struggle of the

Palestinians of the occupied territories

through the eyes of its youngest citizens

It ex^ses most people to hard facts about

the situation in the West Bank, and the In-

tifada movement of the occupied lands.

Jean-Khalil Chamoun, a Palestinian who

now lives in the United States, decided to

return to her home village ofNablus in the

West Bank with the goal of making a

documentary about the struggle.

"I do my homework, I clean my plate, I

wash my hands and then I go outside and

throw stones at the soldiers, said five-

By AMY HENRY
Collegian Staff

A constitutional committee was formed

last night at the Board of Governors

meeting to serve as the "think tank" for

the Board in assessing the present constitu-

tion as well as new ideas, said Susan Gor-

dan, chairperson of the Board.

Gordan said the constitutional commit-

tee was formed in response to the Board be-

ing politically on the left until last

semester.

"I would like to depoliticize the Board.

Right now it is 50-50 - 50 percent politics

and 50 percent student issues. This takes

away from our collective power."

year-old Madi, a young boy who lives in

Nablus.
,

The movie showed how the occupation is

destroying the very culture of the people.

"Each time they kill one, they enrage a

hundred," said a young boy whose brother

had been killed by an Israeli soldier.

When the film concluded, Chamoun and

Mai Masri, the director of the film, fielded

questions from the audience. Most of the

audience wanted to address the Palestinian

problem as a whole, but Chamoun and

Masri tried to keep the movie as the main

issue •

"I made this movie in hopes of showing

the world what was really happening in my

homeland. I wanted to show, from the in-

side out, what the children are living

through," replied Chamoun to a question.

"There can be no real solution until peo-

ple start to address creation of a Palesti-

nian state, [and] the Intifada as a form of

Gordon said she wants to get back to its

mission statement which includes focusing

more on the needs of the students in the

Campus Center.

The five members elected to the commit-

tee were Gov. Micah Levy, from the Sylvan

area Gov. Mary Noone, treasurer, Richard

Brown, from the South West area, Gov.

Caroline Ghilani from the South West area

and Ben Preston of the Northeast area.

Preston was voted chairperson of the

committee.

Preston said, "The intentions of the com-

mittee are to design a constitution for the

Board which runs more effectively for

students' needs."

"The committee welcomes all views and

resistance to the occupiers . .
Intifada

means 'to shake off,' and that's what the

people in the occupied lands want to do -

shake free from its occupation," said

Chamoun.

Chamoun and Masri went on to explain

that the family structure has disintegrated,

and children and women have taken

leadership roles, because most older men

spend a great deal of time in detention

prisons.

Chamoun also told of how she and her

film crew were careful to not film anything

that might endanger anyone who was

filmed.

"I was constantly afraid that the film

would be confiscated and might be used to

implicate someone - that was my greatest

fear," said Chamoun. Chamoun also said

the American networks, including FBb,

have refused to broadcast the movie.

I committee
perspectives in the development of a new

constitution," he said. "We would like to

encourage any member of the student body

to attend."

The committee's suggestions are nonbin-

ding, and will be voted on by the Board.

The meeting is next Tuesday at 7 p.m. in

the BOG office. "If anyone cannot attend

the meeting, I invite them to prepare an

idea and put it in the mailboxes of persons

who are on the committee, which are

located in the BOG office."

In other business:

• Gov. Laura Silver resigned from the Les-

bian Gay Bisesxual seat.

• Brendan McCarthy was appointed as a

Stockbridge representative.

Collegian ph *o by Dondi Ahearn

A STROLL - A woman braves the wind and rain yesterday to slosh by the Tower Library
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IMPORTED CARS
Full Service Center

Maintenance, minor & major repairs

and used car sales.

Cm. of lb. «r~ • —t oap»bt« -wrta. ud r.p* r*cll»tto.

German trained mechanic since iwoi

Tune up. • oiJ change. • brake. • shock* • muffler*

. Windthield. (in».iranoe approved), body rtwp

dwacl work and di.gno.lic.

Prompt, Reliable Work At Reasonable Prices

GERMAN AUTOMOTIVE
The foreign car specialist

with emphasis on V.W. & Audi vehicles.

«05 North KIM St. (Rt. 5)
!Ms»rth»s«|it«u

586-1525 ^ tmA
H mil* ootth ol Caldor . Eat.bH»r*di974

!

UMass %ecuc\&rs
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BETTY RULES!
February 24

Show starts at 8:00 p.m.

JOHN M. GREENE HALL
Smith College Campus
Doors and Box Office Open at

7:00 p.m.

On sate at

For the Record,

sponsored by Smithg LMtoiarvBiMxual AJIianca

and Woman s Raaouroa Cmntm

tm—m^mm*—**************************

JEWISH UNITY and SOLIDARITY
VIGIL

Friday February 15 at 5:30pm

Meet at the Amherst Commons

All 5 College Community Members Are Welcome!

In case of heavy snow...meet at the UMass Hillel House - 5:30pm

For confirmation call - 549-1710 or 549-4131

Come TOGETHER to show

concern and support for ISRAEL!
Sponsored by the 5-College Hillel

For more infromation on programs to Israel contact: Israel Action Center USD-AZ4F

110 East 59th St., New York, NY 10022, 3rd floor, 1-800-27-lsrael

SPRING BREAK
from Boston

Cancun starting at $489
Jamaica starting at s509

Price Includes:
• Round trip airfare ft

transfers
• 7 nights accommodation ft

hotel taxes

Low Student Airfares!

Chancellor Joseph Duffey

and

Executive Vice Chancellor &
Provost Richard D. O'Brien

cordially invite

the Campus Community to a reception

in honor of

Dennis L. Madson

Vice Chancellor for Student Affairs

and

Kate J.G. Madson

University Relations & Development

Wednesday, February 20, 1991

4-6 p.m.

Memorial Hall

CALL FOR MORE
INFORMATION

79 South Pleasant Street
Amherst, Ma 01002
413-256-1261

America's oldest & largest

Student Travel Agency

PUBLIC NOTICE
WANTED

MUSICIANS INTERESTED IN QUALITY

MERCHANDISE AT LOWEST PRICES

COME TO NEW ENGLAND'S MUSICAL SALE

SAVE UP TO 70%

The Quill on Green Street's

GIVE—A—WAYS TO FIRST 50
CUSTOMER EACH DAY

RAMADA INN

(former Sheraton West)

1088 Riverdale Street-Rte 5

West Springfield, MA

FALCETTI MUSIC
34th ANNIVERSARY SALE
For more mto.mal.on call 413 538 7970 01 413 543 1002

No dealers oi wholesalers

Any Book with a Green Dot gets you

50% Off the Quill's Regular Price.

50% Off Most Children's Books

Recent Best Sellers

All Travel Books

Most Hard Bound Books
MON. • FRI. 8:30AM - 5:30PM - SAT.10:00AM - 4:00PM

QUILL
BOOKSHOPVISA

Friday-Saturday-Sunday

Sample Our New Menu

Spicy Chicken Nachos
$2.00

8:00 pm - 10:00 pm

100 en en sneer nosihampion. mass

Pitchers of Miller Lite

$4.50

Miller Genuine Draft

12 oz Bots
$1.25

DANCING ALL THREE NIGHTS
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The hypocrisy of regret mm^M
At 4 a.m. on Feb. 13 hundreds of Iraqi

women and children from the middle class

Baghdad neighborhood of Al-Amiriya were

huddled in the Department of Civil

Defence's Public Shelter No. 25. Proud

young Americans were very, very busy this

night. ,

Suddenly, American F-117A Stealth

baftibers swooped out of the night sky like

fighter planes blasting Iraqi Red Crescent

ambulances with crosses painted on their

roof. Only Americans can give you truth.

So why are some of us saying all this?

Well, for a start, let us address the

American supporters of this war. Please

don't nauseate us with Machavelhan con-

cern for dead Arab civilians. Have some

courage, show some fighting spirit. Your
batnbers swooped out ot the nignt sny ii*e courage, snuw »u.».c ••&*—& r" ,.,,

uTbYrds of prey. Laser beams from target country is at war, and this is an inevitable
ugiy H '._ u u„_o mQ^iloc«lv o^««r*>cSflrvasDectofthe greatest aerial
designators on the bombers mercilessly

locked onto the entrance of the building.

Microseconds later a 2,000 pound GBU-27

smart bomb, with the high explosive

Tritinol, slammed into the doors,

detonated, and blocked the exit. The

murderers had ensured that the tomb of

their victims was sealed. Good morning

Baghdad — America calling.

A second GBU-27 bomb wiggled its

aerodynamic fins and streaked into the roof

Piatip Dastidai

and necessary aspect of the greatest aerial

massacre in history. Attempts to claim that

these attacks are mistakes will not con-

vince anyone on the streets of Rabat, Am-

man, or Kuala Lumpur. Support your

troops and trust your generals.

Only in the world of psychological war-

fare do baby food factories become

biological warfare centers, and civilian

shelters become command centers. Five-

star hotels are bunkers, trucks are Scud

launchers. Well, after all, Iraqis are mobile

HSS6tS.

How about those that claim to oppose this

war? Don't weep for the dead of Al-

Amiriya. Hvpocricy is worse than

patriotism. Most ofyou only care about the

lives of Americans (forget the mandatory

lip service to Iraqis - we don't buy it) and

your domestic agenda. You all oppose Sad-

dam Hussein. Thank your army for doing

a job that you would rather have done

through embargo.

How about non-Americans who opposed

the Baathist move into Kuwait on Aug. 2,

without trying to appreciate the complex-
i UiJ •) w'.l.l.,,,-, ._ Iran

of the shelter, cutting through 10 feet of

reinforced concrete like butter. The execu-

tion was merciless as flesh roasted, organs

compressed, and hair sizzled. Over 600 Ira-

qi people were cremated in their macabre

tomb. Some of them may have supported

the invasion of Kuwait. They paid for it

ficsrlv.

Across the once-prospering land of Iraq

this story is being repeated again and

aeain On the same day as the massacre of wiuwui »j;«6 - "r^-"----
,

•

^minya, 60 refuge heading for Jordan ities o rag.ona. H>«s? **»»£»

35SSSSS S£er«s.««

is no water, no gas, no electricity, little

food. The roads are so badly cratered that

the wounded can't reach hospitals. In the

hospitals there are no anaesthetics for the

burn victims.

Iraqi propoganda? This information is

based on the New York Times, and the

testimony of a former U.S. Attorney

Might we dare hazard that they need Ira-

qi doctors to heal them? How about Iraqi

soldiers to man anti-aircraft batteries.

Some Iraqi engineers to devise counter-

measures against laser-guided weapons/

One thing is for sure. They don t need

guilty tears, the bombs endorsed by

American patriots, and the analysis of ex-
... I 3 . ....;..! o/«iaririctc

^eLriOO.OOOcivmanca^so, MgJL^^^g^-
Jordanian press accounts —_

—

-

T »,t month the five officers of the Undergraduate Student Government

AsfociS took it upon themselves to ask the University adminirtra-

don toSve the student government. The administration responded

by dig so and charging a commission to create a new government for

undergrads. .

On Thursday, Feb. 28 the Ed/Op page will run.**%£%«%£P~»

daman press accounts »« ^...^ r

Why I'm pissed off that five bozos

c^a ofnrlonf anvprriment to Whitmore
Jeez Why couldn't Vice Chancellor Dennis Madson

iust leave in peace? Instead we all have to suffer

Through his las" hurrah. He and his fan dub, a^k.a the

student government officers ("Please, call me Denny )

have formed an anti-constitutionalist junta.

From the man who declared that "it is in the best

interests of the campus" that student-funded attorneys

are forbidden to litigate on behalf of their clients, who

listed he was protecting University women by

devastating the Everywomen's Center, we have

another round of DoubleSpeak.

Madson must be drooling at this opportunity to give

student power one last kick in the ass.

He claims that he "wantis) to work for a stronger stu-

dent voice." Dennis will never be known as having

strained his ears to gauge student sentiment. Rather,

Jeiemy P. Levinson

he is renowned for scurrying away in a cold sweat from

students who have something to say.

Our Vice Chancellor wants a 'partnership' between

the students and the administration. Gee, at first this

'soundslike the 'partnership' he wanted with^adnata

students who were poised to unionize. The only partS Denny wants is one in which students are a

Si

Thl language used here has been around as long as

shamefu? automatons like Madson have been running

instTtutions. Sadly, the five officers of the student

government use the same language.

TVipv should know better.

They have been here for years. They have seen Legal

Services shackled by an administration who wanted

,rp < rro. have seei tUi cil lesvcu '
c r^-

to a T. Th .nave*
administration

„ dorms turned^into home^ .^J^
0ne need

,";;'

*
r
i\^ tu^gassatfiate^

UOUttfef.'Jllfc'J''-
1""

and the administration often clash. But, the five SGA

officers still claim that student power depends on help

from Whitmore.
This pretzel logic would have Exxon writing en-

vironmental law and Roman Polanski running Univer-

sity Child Care. . , .

Outside of the fishbowl of the University wordof this

unprecedented action is spreading fast. iTustee

McQuilken finally got national coverage ... but then

so did the Rev. Jim Bakker.
, u «-

There is no basis at all for the actions of the officers

or the administration. The bottom line is nothing more

complex than administrations prefer students to be

seen and not heard. And, the student officers, without

any authority whatsoever, helped guarantee this rela-

tionship. Not even these people themselves could

manufacture justification other than, "We feel like it

I defy them to try. Let's have an open forum, in the

Cape Cod Lounge with the five officers, Madson Duf-

fey and Jo-Anne Vanin, Dean of Students (I won t hold

mv breath). _ „_. .

Does it surprise anyone that the five officers have

been appointed to the commission charged with

recreating the government? Hey, Denny you scratch my

back and I'll scratch yours .

.

. Wait! Thats not my back!

Clearly, the five officers and the rogues gallery ot ad-

ministrators on the commission will act as a bloc

rendering the token student representatives useless.

Trustee McQuilken claimed that his actions were

taken out of responsibility to students who face abuse

discrimination and exclusion. It's swell that this White

Marblehead liberal wants to help those, with, un... .

well less rights than others. He knows damn well that

the administration is concerned with one, and only one

aspect of this issue: Keeping it out of the news. And.

when the make-up of the commission was announced,

it didn't reflect this concern at all. Some might call this

"Se is much more to be said about this disaster

But the new Bottom Line is that the administration

has suspended the rules. Clearly, if they d.srega.d the

rights of students, we can use any means necessary to

put a stop to this. Ifwe don't, all students will feel the

effects - for a very long time.

J.Tcmv P Levinson is a Collegian cnlummxt

We want to help you
On Jan 30, the SGA Officers asked the administration

to suspend the Student Government Association and to

establish a committee to restructure undergraduate stu-

dent government on this campus. We in the administra-

tion seek to respond constructively to the concerns express-

pd bv the elected leaders of the SGA.

The administration has not suspended student govern-

ment but has supported the formation of a commission

Composed primarily of students. Including faculty and

staff in its membership, this commission ensures that all

he resources on campus can be used to develop anew «»

dent government structure that *•£••«**
,

a"

undergraduate students on campus. The product of the

common's work will be placed before the entire stu-

dent body in the form of a referendum, in May, in order

Sail students have an opportunity to vote for or against

the commission's recommendation.

We have asked the commission to include ^ its process

a public forum on governmental issues. In addition all

students are encouraged to submit suggestions and con-

cerns to the commission.

We are interested in being a constructive partner, work-

ingwSStudents to build the best and most effective voice

fof students. Our campus has greater vitality when its

undergraduate student government is strong and effec-

Uve We look forward to working with students to

strengthen the student government organizations on this

camPus Dennis Madson

Vice Chancellor for Student Affairs

Protesting is patriotic

I am writing to address the issues of patriotism, sup-

port for the troops, and the wearing of yellow ribbons If

the word 'patriotism' is used to mean support of the ILb.

government's war policy, I affirm my abhorrence for

patriotism.
, , .,

If the slogan 'support the troops means to support the

troops in their military mission to kill or perhaps be kill-

ed I admit to being guilty of not supporting the troops.

And if wearing a yellow ribbon signifies my suPPP'tof

our troops fulfilling their mission of war in the Middle

East, I abstain from wearing a yellow ribbon. However,

if being patriotic means loving this country and all ol

humanity, and wanting an end to the murderous policies

of war-making, count me aS patriotic.
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ARTS & LIVING
More good jazz musicians at the Horse
By BILL ROSENBLATT
Collegian Staff

Cedar Walton, Ron Carter, Billy Higgins.

Wow, wow, wow. Normally, after last

night's all-star quartet at Hampden

Theatre, we wouldn't expect to see the

same level of jazz talent in the Valley for

some time to come. But the Iron Horse in

Northampton is bringing these three musi-

cians together next Tuesday night.

Each member of this trio is a perfect ex-

ample of the jazz musician who served his

apprenticeship under an acknowledged

master and grew to become a master

himself. The initial band leaders were dif-

ferent: pianist Walton studied at the Art

Blakey University of Hard Bop in the ear-

ly 60s; bassist Carter lit cool fires as part

of the Shorter-Hancock-Carter-Williams

team under Miles Davis in the mid-60s;

drummer Higgins exploded the boundaries

of jazz in the early-60s with the Ornette

Coleman Quartet (along with Don Cherry)

and developed his supreme sensitivity with

Dexter Gordon shortly thereafter.

Since then, the three have developed

musical associates that, taken together,

comprise just about every important musi-

cian in modern jazz. Walton had been a

"house" pianist in the 50s for Prestige, a

label that was known for its numerous

releases of blowing sessions among its all-

star artists under rotating leadership.

After his Blakey association, he finished

out the 60s appearing with, among others,

trumpet titans Lee Morgan, Freddie Hub

bard and Kenny Dorham.

Like many others of his generation,

Walton spent the 70s playing around with

electric instruments and didn't get very far,

but he came back in 1981 with a beautiful

small-label solo piano album. His bold,

rhythmically assertive style came into full

maturity in the 80s; during that decade's

Monk-cover deluge, he became known as

one of the few pianists who could play

Monk's tunes while sounding completely

like himself.

Ron Carter has become one of the un-

disputed all-time greats of the bass. He left

Miles in the late 60s, just before the latter

ushered in the fusion era, and recorded a

few albums for CTI. Carter, always

tasteful, never succumbed to the label's

well-known mushy fuzak excesses. He swit-

ched to the more vital Milestone label in

the mid-70s and produced several ex-

emplars of quiet elegance in small-group

jazz; along the way, he experimented with

electric bass, cello and "piccolo bass,

which is midway between bass and cello.

He also appeared as part of the back-to-

acoustic V.S.O.P. Quintet along with his

Miles bandmates and trumpeter Hubbard.

Carter has probably appeared on hun-

dreds of albums, both as leader and as

sideman. He is a virtuoso technician but,

not an exhibitionist, and is practically the

only bassist who can record solo albums

and get away with it. The solo date All

Alone is among his most recent releases,

as is the evocative Duets with and tenor

saxophonist Houston Person.

That brings us to Billy Higgins, perhaps

the most versatile of the trio - that he jux-

taposed gigs with Ornette Coleman and

Dexter Gordon should give you some idea

of the man's range. Like Carter, Higgins

is a virtuoso of the highest order, yet is

known for taste and subtlety rather than

showing off. It has been said that the man

can power a big band using only brushes.

He has not been active as a leader, but has

sat in with innumerable jazz greats, from

Coltrane to Zoot Sims. He has also reap-

peared with Coleman-associated musicians

from time to time, most recently with the

Don Cherry Quartet on Art Deco.

Stern honored
Robert Stern, distinguished professor

of music at the University of

Massachusetts, has recently been com-

missioned by the Library of Congress

McKim Fund to compose a piece for

violin and piano. The composition will

be performed at the gala to reopen

Coolidge Auditorium, which is now

under renovation.

The Coolidge Auditorium has been the

home of the Juilliard String Quartet for

nearly thirty years. To celebrate the up-

coming restoration of the hall, each

member of the quartet has commission-

ed a composer to write an original piece.

The Juilliard second violinist, Joel Smir

noff, has selected Robert Stern. Smirnoff

has performed Stern's distinctive piece,

Night Scene, and has admired the pro-

fessor's unique musical style.

The commission from the McKim

Fund is the latest bit of recognition that

Stern has earned. Previous

acheivements include awards from the

National Endowment for the Arts and

the New England Composers Orchestra.

_ ANN DARCY
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KEVIN COSTHER
Fri al (5 00 at S3 50)6 30

Sat at 1 15(5 00 at S3 50)8 30

Sun at 1 15(5 00 at S3 50)8 15

MofvThuu at 1:15(8 15)

sleeping with

the enemy
Fri at (4 45 at S3 50)7 30. 10 15

Sat at 1 45(4 45 at S3 50)7 30, 10 15

Sun at 1 45(4 45 at S3 50)7 30, 10 1!

Monlhu.s at 1 45(600 at S3 50)8 45

special sngagement no coupons or passes

jodie foster

lite silence

off Itie lambs
Fn at (4 X « »3 SOI7 15 10 00

Sat at 1 30|4 30 at %3 50)7 15,t0 00

Sun at 1 30(4 30 at S3 50)7 15.10 00
Mon-TXuti at 1 30(5 45 at 13 50)6 30

|T51

liHilliHI

HAMLET
EMOTIONAL...

Fn at (4 30 at S3 5017 is 10 00

Sal at I 30(4 30 at S3 50)7 15.10 00
Sun 11 t .10(4 30 al S3 5017 15 10 00

Man Thurs at 1 45(5 45 al S3 50UJ 30

584-755C

Based On A True Story

AWAKENINGS
Fri at (4 30 at 83.50)7 10, 9 50

Sal at 1 40(4 30 at S3 50)7 10. 9 50
Sun at 1 40(4 30 at S3 50)7 10. 9 50
Mon Thurs at 1 40(5 30 at S3 50)8 10

I M
Sat

TtlF.

NEVERENDING
STORYII rjtg

Frl at (4 50 at S3 50)

al 2:00(4 50 al S3 50
Sun at 7 00(4 50 at S3 50)

Mon Thurs al 2 00(5 50 at S3 50)

apacial engagement no coupons or passes

%

LA STORY
STEVE MARTINmm

Fri at (4 50 at S3 50)7 30, 10:10

Sal at 2 00(4 50 at S3 50)7 30, 10 10

Sun al 2 00(4 50 at S3 50)7 30. 1010
Mon Thurs at 200(5 50 at S3 50)

apactal engagement no coupoot or pastas

,
,HOME

~
OS]

Fri at (4 40 at $3.50)7:20, 10:00

Sat at 1 50(4 40 al 83 50)7 20,10 00
Sun at 1 50(4 40 at S3 50)7 20.10 00
Mon T him at 1 50(5 40 at S3 50)6 20

2
J

^mj- JOHN GOODMAN

&W6 Ralph
Fri at (4 40 at S3 50)7 20. 10 00

Sal at 1 50(4 40 at S3 50)7 20.10 00

Sun at 1 50(4 40 at S3 50)7 20.10 00

Mon Thurs al 1 50(5 40 al S3 50)8 20

Fn at (4 50 at S3 50)7 30.10 10

Sat al J 00 (4 50 at S3 »0)7 30 10 10

SunatJOO'SSOatttSOiaao
Mon Ihurs < 10 lEJtl'l

UK HARD (IBIVMIV,

HOUY HIIN1IP D.

Frl at 7 10. t 50

Sat at 7 tot SO

Sun « 7 10 9 50
Won Thurs at ( 10

Fox Your Information

Mt.TOM
Ski Area

FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 15

Collegian meeting — The Collegian Committee will meet

from 3:30 p.m. to 5 p.m. in the Campus Center 905-09.

SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 16

Coffeehouse and Dance - The Men's Resource Connec-

tion will sponsor a dance and a coffeehouse from 7 p.m.

until midnight at the Unitarian Church in Amherst.

Amazon Rainforest Talk - A talk by Dr. Paul Beaver

will be sponsored by the Massachusetts Audubon Society

at the Arcadia Nature Center and Wildlife Sanctuary in

Easthampton at 2 p.m.

Anti War Rally - An anti-war rally and non-violent

direct action will take place at Westover Airforce Base.

Ralliers will meet at 1 p.m. at Foodmart on Route 33 and

James St. for the march to the main gate. For more infor-

mation please contact Jim Bosman at 665-4055 or Peter

Wagner at 546-2825.

STUDENT
DISCOUNTS ! !

Great Skiing

Day & Night.

100% Snowmaking.
Expert Grooming.

&
So Close You Can See It!

$12.00 Midweek and Nights
$18.00 Weekends and Holidays

Bring Your Student I.D.

Mt. Tom Ski Area

Route 5 Holyoke MA 536-0416

SUNDAY, FEBRUARY 17

Anti War Meeting — An anti-war committee meeting

will be held at 2 p.m. in room 304 of the Student Union.

The purpose of the meeting will be to establish a strong

coalition and define its goals and functions

MONDAY, FEBRUARY 18

Dramatic Reading - "An Evening with Sorjuana Ines

de la Cruz" will be sponsored by the Spanish and Por-

tugese Department at 7:30 p.m. in Seelye Hall 10 of Smith

College.

TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 19

Bible Study Meeting - A Bible Study will be sponsored

by the Smith Christian Fellowship at noon in Seelye Hall

28 of Smith College.

Anti-War Meeting - An open meeting will be held in

the Cape Cod Lounge at 7 p.m. for all those individuals

interested in becoming a part of the anti-war movement

with a group that has a solid base and unified

participation.

Concert - "Take Six" will perform at John M. Greene

Hall of Amherst College at 8 p.m.

WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 20

Feminist Paper Meeting - The Valley Women's Voice

invites all interested women to join at 5 p.m. in Student

Union room 321.

THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 21

Maritime Discussion — "Sea Education Association Pro-

grams' Presentation" on sailing research vessels out of

Woods Hole, MA will be held at 4.15 p.m. at McConnell

Hall B05 of Smith College.

lecture— The English Dept. will sponsor a lecture on

"Why the Movies Were Invented" at 8 p.m. in Seelye Hall

10.

RESTAURANT
Serving in the

same location on
State St. since 1984

DINNER for 2

$13.95 COMPLETE
ENTREES CHANGE DAILY
SUNDAY-THURSDAY

5 P.M. — 9 P.M.

Galligan

45 STATE ST.
NORTHAMPTON, MA

506-6344

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

investigators' accounts, Harrington said.

"We have been aware of Schumann," Harrington said.

"But we obviously don't jump at any confessions that come

up. We're frustrated, but not so desperate [as to charge

Schumann]." _

Schumann is awaiting trial on charges of setting tire,

last year, to a building at 88 Pomeroy Terrace, which hous-

ed the Northampton Area Mental Health Services.

Tyler
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

The funeral is tentatively set for Saturday, Feb. lb, at

either 10 a.m. or 11 a.m., at St. Adalbert's Church on 90

Alden Ave. in Enfield.

An on-campus memorial service will be held, possibly

at the end of the basketball season.

If you thought that finding a color

Macintosh* system you could afford

was just a dream, then the new, affordable Macintosh LC is a dream

come true.

The Macintosh LC is rich in color. Unlike many computers that can display

only 16 colors at once, the Macintosh LC expands your palette to 256 colors.

It also comes with a microphone and new sound-input technology that lets

you personalize your work by adding voice or other sounds.

like every Macintosh computer, the LC is easy to set up and easy to

master. And it runs thousands of available applications that all work in the

same consistent way-so once you've learned one program, you're well

on yourway to learning them all. The Macintosh LC even lets you share infor-

mation with someone who uses a different type of computer-thanks to

the versatile Apple* SuperDriver which can read from and write to Macintosh,

MS-DOS, OS 2, and Apple II floppy disks.

Take a look at the Macintosh LC and see what it gives you.Then pinch

vourself. It's better than a dream-its a Macintosh.
4

For further information please

visit the University Store

Computer DepartmentCampus

Center, 545-2619

fg The power to be your best" =S:^=S=S"S:==':r£:^=.-;

February 19-February 20

perOm. and Th* power to b. your best" »r«r trademsrki ot Apt*. CompulsK Inc

) >
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EVERYTHING IN THE STORE NOW ONSALE!

VIDEO

m\m

ogctherl

/xsyisioN

HkU^
MARIAH
CAREY

7.99

c«%r

12.99

INTNiHURT
01 TM( lOUNO

hurt two

12.99

M

W **&."

10.99

&£?**'
I .W

DEUD ..y'pgg.

NOW
ON
SALE
KATHY
SMITH'S
WORKOUT
SERIES!

10.99
EACH

§ SONY
V-120

VID^O
CASSETTE

3.99

15.99
/"V ; z\

SNAP!
THE POWE

12.99

L2J f|3 :.

fWTTMEVffl
ONVHOI

"

HGX
T-120

HIGH
GRADE!

3.99

THE
ROCKY &

BULLWINKLE
COLLECTION

&TDK
«*«( l.\l I MM

KACKMDIAiwft

iXTKA
HtGMOMADi

I lluiMwVnfci

• EHG
S T-120

9.99 EACH

T-120

EHG
HIGH

GRADE!

3.99

EVERY COMPACT DISC! EVERY TAPE! NOW ON SALE!

FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 15 - MONDAY, FEBRUARY 18

EVERY SINGLE ALBUM TITLE COMPACT DISC ON SALE 10.99 OR LESS!
Some restrictions may apply

DISCWASHER
CD CLEANING KIT

9.99

MAXELL XLII 90
4 PACK

CASE LOGIC CL-1

5

CASSETTE CARRY CASE

5.79
MAXELL UR 90

1 PACK

ALL
ACCESSORIES
NOW ON

w

WITH FREE
CASSETTE

PLUS 1 FREE

9.29 c^no.99

TDK D-90 5 PACK

n"Di<

TDK
SA-90

2 PACK

5.89

^90
i H

SA^^QO'

NAPA VALLEY S-1

2

CASSETTE STORAGE

4.99 3 for 6.99

HADLEY, Russel St. & Route 9 (413)256-3160 _
HOLYOKE, 2275 Northampton St (413)536-2222 dK.

PITTSFIELD, 241 North St (413)499-0357 _
SPRINGFIELD, 1550 Boston Post Rd.... (413)543-1517

W.SPRINGFIELD, Memorial Ave (413)737-4128 BE
ENFIELD, CT.,Rte. 190 Hazard Ave (203)741-3030

DOONESBURY
By GARRY TRUDEAU

THE EAR SIDE
By GARY LARSON

SOHOtfS IT60-
ING.SOLPieR*
POST TRAUMA
cm, I'M
ax&iNe 1

HHA...?
piPieeT
MOVZPA6AIN*
WH&&AM

on me us.s.

h^W/, SPORT!
iwBesTUTne
HOSPITAL SHIP
INTHZ6ULF!

tMGNS&i TXJP TRIPLeR

!

BUTTmQAN6HEF£IN
THeSVRStCALUNIT
CALLM£*HAWK3V£''i

Whoa! Whoa! Whoa! ... You're in my favorite

chair again, Carl."

CALVIN AND HOBBES By BILL VATTERSON

V41TH AAWOY/Mr tfft VANQUISHED,

THE VWWLYWND W*toE* 10CAAS

BACK. TO RESvmt U\S SECRET

10EHT\T<!

TANGELO PIE By Tin SNIEEEN

Folks, you nuajth recall afjouf

a w«K aqo, whc*i Wf said

the uprtA Wm" caustt

Spontaneous combustion.

//^\ I 1 etpk<kd.

SSumEL

Apparently tJi.5 Iheofij /5 a fraud!

Constructed merely kfCfiktWt***t
value I And as foot we'* decorated

ihe drip w//h as mudi com

^ r
ai possible!

SNOORY LANSON By E. VEZINA & R. SHAUGHNESSY

I'D UKt TO noc \7f» WU.

StuDJnT loAW, fLiiAfri-
CMt tAotAr-wr.

THi BftUt HASN'T StMT ybuR

LoAwytr Bur even if ir

CUfcAJ IP IT vd£fcfc

FfceCtSStP- ••

1TTH tov/?UTf K*> A« &>w«j

5o I couLDvi'r Ac.c«.*S iT

AfJD %\I«JVMF I CoOlDAXfc55

ir i'm kjoT QuAMPi£b To
PtproRM TH*TT©WMcf|0^
Bur £»*t(J it= i uxci
(ToAuFlfD TOP«eF^'

uK>t»i-D'v''' Pit i-
L,pt

££«*.*/ If I l»t>

F£tL net »r

H «i
t,urja» BtttA^TiT

Jusr
fiutr ir.

RECORDS-TAPES -CDs -VIDEOS

WHEREVER YOU ARE..WE ARE! WITH A CONVENIENT LOCATION NEAR YOU!

FROTTER By GARRY PORTER

I CAMT UUPOtSlMJO MOW
vou caw srr Armmo ml PAY

MUM MOTHMIt "T6 »0 UJlTH

yooitseiF.

Au cawnM*C >*v _
SCHCDUtC IS MTMff

ruu..
UWicr-S SCNfttNJSD

FOR TIMWeT

ILoiTmcm^
oam«T»*e
libmw/

«y xcKemvf

AMD MNT

vou^rjo

K

'

- Sr^S
«*^jH1 <y^v*^irjtj?/)

—liNMSK
Ik. ^*™

QUOTE OF THE DAY

The length of a film should

be directly related to the en-

durance of the human bladder.'

— Alfred Hitchcock

DAILY CROSSVORD PUZZLE
Edited By TRUDE MCHEL JATFE
ACROSS

1 Fades
SMNhn
9 Dash
13 Krtchan stapta

14 Crete s capital

15 Protuberance

16 Brants'

pursuits?

19 Actor Baatty

20 Came down
21 Catkin

22 Notable cookie

baker

23 Moderate
25 Clubs In the

steeple?

32 Dickens Drood
33 Like good wine

34 New Guinea
port

35 Undiluted

36 Dickens' Oliver

38 Actress

Lollobfigida

39 Cable network*

40 Layer

41 Annulments
Abbr

42 Sow the

publicity?

46 Naturalness

47 Astronaut

Shephard
48 Feeling ot

anxiety

51 F"ositive

52 Goal
55 Drubs a lifeless

Lippizaner?

59 A Gardner
60 Full extent ot

pitch

61 Flull

62 Active one
63 Pilaster

64 Tryst

DOWN
1 Fallow tiller

2 Nastase ol

tennis

3 Canasta term

4 Sward
5 Follower ot a

tormer Chinese

leader

6 MIT or Ft PI

J Meet the bet

8 Indian tribe

9 Opaque

10 Quality lor the

consolation

game
1

1

Arabian Sea
m*

12 FM into

14 Punctuation

mank
17 Street urchin

18 Execrated
22 "— was in the

beginning''

23 Entreats

24 Foster a lelon

25 The Reds'

Johnny
26 Gland: Comb,

torm

27 Ray a ban|o

26 Western
Hispaniola

29 Highland dance

30 South Gate of

Dallas

31 Baker's i

36 Digits

37 Fabric weave
38 Advance
40 Snoots the

breeze
41 Fray

43 Bed canopy
44 Costa del Sol

o*y
45 Dodge
48 Resting

49 Pianist Peter

50 Weather
warning

51 Confined

52 Domingo
53~Seyll —
54 Allot

56 Sky Altar

57 Rowan or

Deaey
58 Of ancient

vintage

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE:

unnnn nnnn nnn
nnnnn nnnn nnnn
nnnnnuniiTii rjnnn
nnn nnnn nnnn

nnnnn
nnn nnnnn nnnn

nnnnn nnpnUn
nnnnnn nnnn

rtENU
LUNCH
Clam roll

Reuben sandwich

BASICS LUNCH
Noodles and pea pods

Clam roll

DINNER
Mandarin chicken

Seafood quiche

BASICS DINNER
Mandarin thicken

Egg and cheddar florenune

YOUR DAILY HOROSCOPE
By JEANE DIXON

ARIES (March 21-April 19):

Understanding your past is the

key to building a better future.

Find time to let your family

know how much you care. Be

upfront in both business deals

and romance. Act optimistic.

TAURUS (April 20-May 20):

Seize a unique opportunity to

cement a new alliance. Work
will progress nicely if you let go
of the past. Try to balance your

career and family respon-

sibilities so that neither is

slighted.

GEMINI (May 21-June 20): Not

a good day for making major

purchases. Buyer beware!
Friends lend their financial sup-

port when you need it most.

Your career ambitions receive

a boost from a former boss.

Show your appreciation.

CANCER (June 21-July 22):

Love or good luck could strike

todayl A stranger or long-

distance conversation is involv-

ed. Tighten your financial belt.

Dance or exercise your cares

away. Romance sizzles.

LEO (July 23-Aug 22): Granting

a favor helps you smooth over

the rough spots in an alliance.

Renegotiate a recent agree-

ment. Romance will keep you

guessing. Flay a waiting game.

Issuing an ultimatum will

backfire

VIROO (Aug 23-Sept 22): You
are a smooth operator, able to

obtain almost anything you
want. Old friends are a source

of Inside infarction use this

channel wisely. Stay close to

home tonight.

LIBRA (Sept 23-Oct 22): Grand
developments could be an-

nounced at a group gathering

today. News from afar helps a

dream come true. Your job

forecast is splendid. Pick up the

tempo in romance. Reveal your

hopes.

SCORPIO (Oct 23-Nov 21): A
promotion or bonus is likely, due
to your excellent job perfor-

mance. Welcome an exciting

business proposition' it could

make you a star! Take a long

look at a rocky relationship.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov 22-Dec 21):

You are a shrewd money
manager. Look for ways to in-

crease your net worth. A sav-

ings plan will help. A phone call

or letter raises your hopes for a
certain relationship.

CAPRICORN (Dec 22-Jan 19):

Greater rapport with your

teammates will boost profits.

There is a logical explanation

for a mystery. Put your nose to

the grindstone. Romance leads

to adventure tonight.

AQUARIUS (Jan 20-Feb 18):

Contact with VIP's will put you

in a position to make more

money. Focus on buying and
selling. You sense who has the

resources you need. You and

your mate are on the same
wavelength.

PISCES (Feb 19-March 20): •If-

fy' financial choices add up to

trouble; verify accuracy and
sleep on the matter for a few
days If possible. A little hustle

helps you beat out the

competition.
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BOSTON
Celtic
Tickets
Register to Win

^AREA

JMH©

££a Cucitta eft

yf* TIHOCCHIO
PIZZA & SUBS
FREE DELIVERY

(limited delivery areal

1177 N. Pleasant Si. N. Amheut
Coupons valid lot delivaty w p*k up only

549-3669

AMHERST
534 Main St.

256-6414

HADLEY
99 Russell St.

Rte9
586-6464

BETTe« ITHAN IXMAS TO '

AMAL1E

I

I

I

I

I.
f
I

I

I

I

I

I"

I

I

I

I

I

L,
I

I

I

I

I

I

any two Calzones
$7.00

One coupon per order - Expires May 31 1991

I

I

I

I

I

.JL.

SI OFF
any Large Pizza

Limii of one coupon per poa»

Coupons lor picl> up 01 delrvery only

Expires May I. '"'

Free can of Soda
with any Large Sub

Limn or one coupon per pizza

Coupon* tor pick-up or rjeavary only

Expires May 1, 1991

I

I

I

I

I

f

$1.50 OFF
any Large Pizza

with 2 toppings
Limit of one coupon per puze

Coupons lor pick-up or delivery only

Expires May 1. 1091

any two Calzones
$7.00

One coupon per order - Expires May 31. 1991

I

I

I

I

I

• Twin Special*

2 Large Cheese Pizzas

$11.00 (plus ux)

Additional iiems SI 20 per puze

Coupons for pick-up or delivery only

Dmit 1 coupon per customer Expires Mey 1. 1991

Free can of Soda
with any Large Sab

LimM of one coupon par pizza

Coupons lor pick-up or cMtrveey onry

ExpirM May 1. 1991

I

I

I

I

I

• Twin Special'*

2 Large Cheese Fizzes

SHeOCu,ex

Additional Items S I 20 mper piaa

Coupons for pickup or delivery only

Limit 1 coupon per customer Expire* Mey I 1 99

1

I

I

I

H
I

I

I

I

I

-.

I

I

I

I

I

-I
I

I

I

I

I

THAN IT

HAS TO BE.
SAE 10W-30 PART NO. 527-6148

FREE 1991

CELTIC CALENDAR

with a purchase of

5 qts of 10-30 or 10-40 Amalie

motor oil

Better than it has to be.

mm
®

...where there's always a parts pro to serve you!
For all your automotive needs foreign and domestic

Hours:
Mon-Frl
8:00-5:30

Sat
8:00-3:00 Offer Expires 2/28/91

GRAND OPENING
OF

COLLEGE NIGHT
at

The Original

NY COMEDY
SHOP

AMERICA'S PREMIER COMEDY CLUB
HEADLINE ACTS DIRECT FROM NEW YORK CITY

YOU'VE SEEN THEM ON HBO-LETTERMAN
AND ARSENIO HALL

NOW SEE THEM LIVE AT THE

NY COMEDY SHOP
YOU WON'T STOP LAUGHING

This Week Feb 15 8c 16

Vinnie Mark
Your headliner! Seen on Rascals

Comedy Hour and Dangerfields in NYC

Wall. Collins
Your feature act! He's appeared on the
Showtime Comedy Club Network, and

Showtime at the Apollo.

Mike Dreina

Your host and emcee! A favorite at
clubs and colleges on the east coast

VIP CARD WILL BE ISSUED TO STUDENTS
AT THE CLUB. VIP CARDS ARE VALID

FOR V* PRICE ADMISSION FOR 1 FULL YEAR.
DON'T MISS THIS EVENT!

Showtime*:
Friday: 9:00

Saturday 9:00 & 10:00
for reservations call

(413) 534-0041

At the Holiday Inn across from Ingleside Mall

Holyoke. Mass

EXCITING JOBS IN ALASKA
HIRING Man • Woman. Summer /Year

Round Fiehing. Canneries', Logging.

Mining. Construction. Oil Companiaa.

Skilled/Unskilled. Transportation

$600 plus weekly CALL NOW!
1 206 736 7000, fat._M£2

mum
SELECXPCUTtON
^0 Electronic Flirtabon •# I

^T Da-ice Parly W

PHYSICAL GRAFFITI
Trie Ultimate in Led Zeppelin

Progress** DsncsPsrtyw/

CHUCKLEHEAD
BEXirn HI

BACK-BLACK
An ACfDC £ff

'he

mm

Uer Creek

tome Ewiirw

..Fnder.Feb.22

mtaaJMr alajes Sunuy-.Fib.24

Friday. Mar 1

Breeamun * rM n.«e« Friday. Mar. 8

AOveHcarn: uwi.

ROUTE 9. HADLEY • 586-4463

-
tintttNt,
at In fcaeaa - m w*a»

# «*aj

"^vtjrHWQCO
Spaces still available!

$409

$479

$509

$529

$569

$599

El Batab/Downtown

Laguna/Across Beach

Solymar/Beach Econ

Las Perlas/Beach Med

Conrad Hilton/Super

Cancun Playa/Deluxe

*Prices based on Quad, occ

Organize a group & get

a free trip!

Local Contact:

JASON 549-7952

r mint' info. c;i

ffff?fffffffffff

* S>a&La9®[fl9
a

Sl^LLLL ¥

Jm* amy®sb eoiLtLasa*

* $2 5
2 IDs to purchase alcohol

DJ: Mobile Music Inc

SALE SALE SALE

CANCUN
BOSTON DEPARTURE

MARCH 09-16 & 16-23

8 DAYS, 7 NIGHTS

$479.00
per person quad occupancy

OASIS or HOLIDAY INN CROWN PLAZA
Deluxe Oceanfront Accomodations

**NO BALONEY, NO HIDDEN CHARGES**

If you missed us at Travel Fair call:

800-659-7377 ext 316

Campus Vacations
(800) 659-7377 Ext. 316

• Cars
. Trucks
. Cargo Vans

Rent by D*y, Week or Uonth

Special Weekly and Weekend Rates

North Amherst
Auto Rental

Rt. 63, 40 Montague Rd.

North Amherst, MA

549-RENT
(549-7368)

Most Mapr
Cieot Cards
Accept*!

On Bus Route

Classifieds
COME TO THE COLLEGIAN OFEICE-CC 113 MON- THURS 8:30-3:30 • DEADLINE 2 DAYS PRIOR TO PUBLICATION• CASH IN ADVANCE. 20>/WORD/DA Y FOR STUDENTS

ACTIVITIES

ATTENTION PAGANS! UMPSO meeting

2; 17 in Campus Center Topic for discus-

sion, Astral Projection

FIRST INVESTMENT CLUB MEETING:
Dean Witter Program. Member Stock Con-

test, bring stock ideas Tuesday. 2/19/91.

SBA108 7pm New members welcome

FOR RENT

1 BEDROOM EFF Apt on Main St 360 In-

clusive. Call 253-0574. Ask for Terry/Leave

msg

AMHERST. 1 BEDROOM AVAILABLE IN 3

BEDROOM NEW HOUSE ON BUS LINE.

FIREPLACE. BEAUTIFUL" AVAILABLE
NOW CALL 8-4. 665-3326

DON T GET A JOB Get a business! Stu

dent painters offers highly motivated

students practical experience and earnings

averaging $5,000-7000 for the summer
Please call 1 -800-922-5579

INTELLIGENCE JOBS. All branches US
Customs. DEA ect. Now hiring Call

1 -805-962-8000 Ext K-9616

HAPPY VALENTINES DAY
I Love You Christine

Dan
PLEDGE DELTA CHI

JUGGLING
EXTRAVAGANZA

The Third Annual UMass Juggling Conven
lion is this weekend in the SUB 1

FREE ,

Show Saturday. 8pm, in the CCA!

SIGMA ALPHA MU spring rush

Monday 2/12 Billiards / SW horseshoe 8 00

Tuesday 2/13 Kentucky Fried Chicken Cam-
pus Center 600
Sammy knows rush

JUST DO IT"'

THINK SPRING!"
Start getting in shape to

RUN (or walk) FOR RUNAWAYS -on

April 6
Interested in staff? Call 549-8044

AMHERST. 1 BEDROOM available in two

bedroom apartment, 10 minute walk to

UMass. $200 immediate opening

NEWSPAPER DELIVERERS NEEDED .n

UMASS dorms No car required 7-8am 7

days/week Call 253-7009

JACK
Why love em and leave em
When you can kill em and landfill em
Digger

JENNIFER MAYCOCK
Happy 19th Birthday Have an awesome
day 69 DUDE
Love,
Jill, Jen, Alison, Beth, Kim. Haleh and

Monica

DOUBLE BEDROOM IN 3 bedroom Puff-

ton. 340 couple or 255 single, negotiable.

+ utilities Non-smoking Adam or Lisa

549-0506

LARGE ROOM IN 2 BEDROOM
TOWNHOUSE GREAT PLACE TO LIVE

ON BUS ROUTE CLOSE TO CAMPUS
CALL 253-4031 LEAVE MESSAGE

INSTRUCTION

EARN CREDIT learn to Scuba Dive Basic

Classes held Monday, Tuesday. Wednes-

day, and Thursday 7-10PM m Curry Hicks

Pool Open Water II class held during

Spring Break in Key Largo, FLA Advanc-

ed Class held in New England in April For

further informtion call 549-8401 .
or drop by

Curry Hicks starting 2/4/91

JOSH MARCHETTE -Be my valentine!

-An Admirer

kim"oonle~
Happy 21st Birthday!

Awesuum Excelleent Party Time'

Love, Kim. Marcie. Jen. Mike

ROOM FOR RENT: 5 min. walk to NoHo
Ctr. M/F 175+ 586-0766 Eves, Roly or

Porter

ANNOUNCEMENTS

ALPHA
-
PHI OMEGA ^NaiionaTService

Fraternity Co-ed experience different from

the other greeks -Rush Feb 18-27 New
Africa House 2/19 6 30

SHARE NICE HOUSE 3 miles from campus,

4 acres in backyard. 230 plus utilities, call

Debbie 253-5381. evenings

HOW TO REALLY READ
(At the College Level')

3 wk crash course. 6 2hr sessions

From an English Professor

$84 Call 549-6774

LOST

KRISSY CLOUTIER -Happy 21st Birthday

We'll join you soon 1 Love you roomies

MA PETITE FLEUR
In the past six months I have found hap-

piness I did not know existed thanks to you

I Love You so much and look forward to

celebrating this day for a long long time

Love Always,
The man who wears the hat

TOP 10 REASONS TO PLEDGE DELTA
CHI
10 Because we live closest to the largest

population of women with big hair

9 Large back yard makes spotting of ap-

proaching scud missiles easier

8 UMass hoop team sometimes mistakes

our basketball court for the Cage
7 Brothers never say you break it. you

buy it

."

6 After you eat our meal plan, you don t

have to run to the bathroom

5 Direct hotline to George Bush
4. Long standing relationship with

respected bailbondsmen
3 Home of the Neil Diamond Music

Marathon
2 Just never know when Bob Hope will

drop in.

1 . If the whole house banded together, we
could easily destroy the New Kids on the

Block, including Ringo
Barbecue Friday

430-6 00pm
Call 549-6505 tor more information

FLORIDA S NEWEST
HOT SPOT

Panama City-$139

World's Biggest Beach
PARTY

Daylona Beach-$189
Call Enka + Juhe at 546-2649

or Siobhan + Tern at 546-5079

FLYING SOMEWHERE ON Spring Break?

Make your reservations on Northwest

Airlines I'll give you $50 toward your flight'

Call Je« collect at 508-369-5993 -evenings,

and let me book you flight

GET SOME!!
Spring Break 1991!'

Jamaica
Cancun
Bahamas

Call Butlermaker
I'll make you a deal"

253-901 5 or 549-0076

RESUME SERVICE

PERSONALIZED CONSULTATION or

laser printing of your original 549-0367

MONTREAL WEEKENDS $89 price in

eludes round trip motorcoach. 3 days 2

nights hotel suite. Breakfast. FREE admis-

sion to Club Metropolis

Reliable Tours

365 Broadway Rt 1

Lynnfield. MA 01940
617-598-9930

SINGLE ROOM IN Sunderland At bus stop

Move in immediately No money due till

March 1st $170/month- negotiable

665-2848

GOLD BEAD BRACELET lost near or in

Whitmore Please call 253-0418

BED AND BREAKFAST- downtown ideal

tor visiting parents and friends- 549-0733

DELTA UPSILON WELCOMES all univer'

sity men to open rush Dates to remember
FEB 11.12,14.18,19.21

DRUM-award winning Black Arts and

Literature magazine-now accepting submis-

sions 115 NAH

WINTER SPECIAL: 1 month rent .99 cents

with one year lease

2 bedroom- $450
3 bedroom- $537
Sunderland. Free bus route, laundry

facilities, swimming pool, garden plots,

short term lease available

665-3856

HP 15-C CALCULATOR lost either Elab or

Worcester DC Please call 6-6187 Thanks

MARTY -This is one bet I wouldn't mind los-

ing Happy Valentines Day!

-Roxie

I LOST MY WATCH!!
12/12 in Boyden women's locker room

Black leather strap, black face w/gold

If found please call 549-8028

MELISSA M.
Have a great birthday Sat

Thanks for being the

best friend ever

Love ya,

Ginny

ROOMMATE WANTED

$125 MO. Male pref Calf256-1 859
Brittany Manor across from bus-stop

WAKE-N-BAKE!!! Spring Break 91"

Jamaica from $429 00
Cancun from $399 00
A week of fun and sun' The hottest distma-

tions 1-800-426-7710

REWARD$$
Lost an army green coat at Katina s on Fri

Call Stephen at 546-2855

OIL CO-OP Join OCHO OIL CO-OP and

save money Register at 428 Student Union

or call 545-0865

PHI ALPHA TMETA - Int'l History Honors
Society accepting applicaions from new
members Info-applications in History office

Herter Deadline 2/28

AEROSMITH
TOUR 1991

Call for details 546-2396

Reasonable prices

FOR SALE

BACKSTAGE PASSES

PAM BOYD
You say it's your birthday Your the best

roomie ever. Happy Birthday Sweetie

Love Jennifer

PERSONALS

VALLEY WOMEN'S VOICE, monthly
feminist paper, invites interested women to

join meeting Wednesday Feb 20 5pm SU
321

AUDIO/STEREO/VIDEO

FUTONS
Metawampe

For all your futon needs

Available anywhere in US A
Great to sleep on with your

sexy valentine

Call to order
1-800-3FUTON1

BETH, , _
Here's to our first of many Valentine s Days

together
I Love You
Daryl

PAUL
HAPPY ANNIVERSARY AND

HAPPY V-DAY
YOUR THE BEST BABY
I LOVE YOU SO MUCH

HEIDI

ROOMMATE NEEDED FOR one open

bedroom in Squire Village lownhouse Male

or female tor $165/month On bus route

Call Stephanie or Lesley anytime at

665-4090

SERVICES

AEROBICS NAUTILUS STAIRMASTERS
Lifecycles. freeweights, treadmill, gravitron,

step-classes, karate

Amherst Athletic Club 256-0080

DIRT CHEAP RESUMES
Counseling, overnight laserprinting

$20. Lisa or Charlie- 665-2831

TYPING

PAPERS WORDPROCESSED and saved

for future editing only $1 75 per page Call

Lisa at 253-0567 Pick up and delivery also

WANTED

CASH FOR GOLD. Unwanted jewlery?

Necklaces, watches, rings We buy
anything containing gold Call 546-3399

BILL OF COINS 102 I lent you my note

book in the library Can we meet again? D

SONY 13" COLOR TV. cable-ready, great

picture, perfect for dorm $70/BO 665-2831

COLLEEN O BRIEN
Hey Blondie Happy 19th Babe'

It is babe isn't it?

Get ready to party

Love ya'

Steph, Annie * Carmen

SCOTTY:
Happy belated valentine! and Happy An-

niversary' The past 4 months have been

great Have fun in Vermont and I hope we

get to celebrate sometime in the near future

Love. KIWI

LEGAL QUESTIONS? The Legal Services

Center offers free legal assistance to fee-

paying students Contact us at 922 Campus
Center. 545-1995

USED STEREO components/vcr s/color

tv's: We buy. sell & trade quality equipment,

all price ranges Detailed list (60 + items)

S/A/V exchange (anytime) 256-0941

FOUND

AUTO FOR SALE

FOUND: CAMERA & SHOES
Call 546-5838 Eves

HELP WANTED

DEAR LESLIE.
Have a wonderful birthday'

From all of your friends

1976 CHEVY IMPALA Good cond BO,

586-4437

1981 CITATION Mechanically sound body

damaged parts or fixit $300 253-4057

1989 HONDA ACCORO immaculate condi

lion. 1 owner, AM/FM cassette, 2 door

coupe only 9.200 miles, must see. $9600

or best offer, call Bruce at 256-1215 after

6 PM

ESTABLISH CREDIT

DISCOVER CARDS
No cost to apply
Call Mark 546-4814
Leave message

FINAL CALL

LAST CHANCE TO apply for Tour Guide

Summer Counselor, and Student Admis

sions Representative positions 2/15'

ARE YOUR JOB prospects limited''

Need a secondary income?

This business opportunity may be for you

Call 1(800) 226-5025 EXT 16075-

CAMP COUNSELORS NEEDED
PMAC Northeastern Pa near New York Ci-

ty We have openings for general

counselors as well as specialists in both

land and water sports Specialty areas in-

clude baseball, tennis, basketball, soccer

lacrosse, hockey, waterskiing. sailing,

scuba, WSI, canoeing, windsurfing, gym-

nastics, archery, fencing, arts & cratls

p,ano accompanist, drama radio and

rocketry Pioneering staff needed for both

land and canoe trips and for our ropes

challenge course Other openings may be

available Salaries $100-200 per week plus

room, board, and travel We will be conduc-

ting on-campus interviews on March bin

FoT information call or write" G Lustig 60

W 66th St . 28A. New York. N Y 10023. lei

212 724-0113

DOUGIE.
HAPPY BIRTHDAY!
Want some pork?

Present please'

Totts in styrofoam cups tonight

ALLRIGHT""
Love you. Sue

THUMPER
A day late on Valentine's but have a happy

21 si b-day!!' See ya in a few days Then

we'll celebrate

Love. BAMBI

TO WALTER with lots of affection Can't

wait to give you your, urn present Miss-

ed you. glad you're here Remember. "If

you are lucky someday he may buy you a

ring" Screw Jeftrey-or actually -not! Hap-

py St V. day'

Luv. Jason

PREGNANT?
Need a pregnancy test, information or sup-

post? Call for free and confidential services

ALTERNATIVES 33 Main Street Northamp-

ton 586-3000 or Greenfield 774-6010

SERVICES/WORDPROCESSING

DISSERTATIONS, CASES. PAPERS.
On-campus pickup Fast' Accurate'

Mac/Laser. Spellcheck

Nancy 584-7924

EILEEN-BRENDA
A year from today Barcy's won t even be

able to harass you' Happy 20th'

Love. Patrick

FAT PIAZZON
Happy Birthday Your an awesome friend

It's been great getting to know you Now to

celebrate our b-days lets pull some
TRICKSTAS cause we are to cool

SLICKSTAS
HAMSTER

GREG, You are very special to me Thanks

for always being there for me You make me
happy Happy belated valentine's day' I

Love You. Beth

HAPPY BIRTHDAY LISA CAVALIERE!!
(2 days early) Too bad this is only 19, Love

ya anyways' Andrea

VARSITY WOMEN'S CREW
Walk tall, be confident, and erg until you

drop at the crash-b sprints

No regrets'

SPRING BREAK

WAX
Happy 2 1st Birthday"

Get ready for a night

you'll never forget"

I Love You Always
XXX. MELISSA

SPRING BREAK PARTY!
Travel to Jamacia. Mexico' And Panama Ci-

ty Fl ' Concerts' Free Parties' Club dis-

counts' And lots more! For info call Denise

546-7156

TRAVEL

CAN T AFFORD SPRING BREAK'
GUARANTEED GREAT PRICES with top

collegiate company' Space available to

Jamaica, Cancun. Acapulco and Panama
City Beach Florida (the "new Daylona

Beach")' MCA/ISA ARE ACCEPTEO' Call

Cindy at 549-3538-please leave message'

CARIBBEAN - SIWT
The warmth of the Caribbean or Mexican

coast for a week'
R/T air. SUNHITCH* m. 212-864-2000
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Bonnies stave off second-half rally
Women 's basketball produces best offensive stats yet

By GREG SUKIENNIK
Collegian Staff

Not even an unprecedented second-half offense could

save the University of Massachusetts women's basketball

team from their first-half turnovers (21) as they learned

in Olean, N.Y., last night against St. Bonaventure, los-

ing 83-63.

Although the Minutewomen outscored the Bonnies

38-33 in a second half that coach Kathy Hewelt called "our

best half of the year," the Minutewomen — now 0-22 and

0-14 in the Atlantic-10 Conference - could not recover

from the combination of sloppy play and a balanced Bon-

nie attack which featured both half-court and fast-break

basketball.

The Bonnies (11-11 overall, 4-9 A- 10) built first-half

leads of 29-16 and 42-23 as Carrie Bordas and Sue Shay

did the bulk of the scoring. Bordas hit for 14 first-half

points, mostly on short jumpers according to Hewelt, while

Shay chipped in with 1 1 points on shots near the basket.

As Hewelt explained, UMass' first-half turnovers came

not from foul-court pressure, but from tough half-court

man-to-man defense that made running an offense dif-

ficult for the Minutewomen.
"We got through their press, but we had trouble ex-

ecuting our offense," she said. "They put pressure on the

wings and we started rushing."

Despite poor play in the first half, in the second half

UMass cut down on turnovers, had better control of re-

bounds and saw improved play by point guard Jessica

Schusler.

"We were able to control the boards in the second half,

and that both slowed them down and gave us a running

game of our own," noted Hewelt.

While Lisa Ireland, Kim Kristofik and Keyburn

McCusker were spearheading the rebound effort, Schusler

was distributing the ball well and taking charge in

general, according to Hewelt.

McCusker and Ireland tied for the team lead in points

with 16 each, most of which came in the second half.

Ireland and Kristofik teamed up for 21 rebounds.

St. Bonaventure, 83-63
MatsachuMtH (63) ..»*»•.**
i.eiana M3 6-8 Kb Kmtat* 3-7 0-3 6 McCusxer 6-12 a-i 16: Vatentme 1-3 O-O 2 Muza

1-4 O-O 2 hessei 1-3 O-O 2. Schusler 2-4 4-8 9. Nevorez M 2 Moran 2-8 2-2 6 Richard

O-O O-O O Pemberton 1-2 O-O 2 Totals 23-57 16-25 63

It. ior>av»ntur« (S3) .«-.«»•. ^
Shay 7-13 1-3 15 Unch 3-10 3-3 9 Marquis 3-5 O-O 6, Gromolwicz 7-14 2-3 16, Com-

oros* 3-6 O-O 8 McGhee 2-4 O-O 4. Bordas 6-16 6-6 18. Manly O-l O-O O
Hergenroeder 2-6 O-O 5. Pencola 0-2 O-O O. Paugh O-O O-O O. Geismar O-l 2-4

2 Totals 33- '8 14-19 83 .. .__>. ,. >
Halftime Massachusetts 25 St Bonaventure 50 Thre« point goal* Comoroski 2.

Hergenroeaer Schusie- Foul«d out Manly Rebounds JMass 43 (Ireland 11). SBU 44

n3fon-.ciw.cz 8) Assists UMass lO (Schusler 5). SBU 21 (Hergenroeder 7) Total tout*

UMass 14 SBU 20 A - 167

Meanwhile, Hewelt praised Schusler's take-charge at-

titude at the point position during the second half.

"Jessica Schusler established herself as a leader

tonight," beamed Hewelt. "She took charge on the floor,

she was vocal, and that's what you expect from your point

guard." Schusler finished with nine points and five assists.

While the Minutewomen did lose, Hewelt was by no

means disappointed in her teams' effort.

"St. Bonaventure is a good team, and a 25 point deficit

is a pretty big margin to lose," she said. "But I'm proud

of our kids. They really dug in in the second [half] when

they could've packed it in. I think that says a lot about

this team." ^
Team to host Penn State
By GREG SUKIENNIK
Collegian Staff

How good is Penn State University's women's basket-

Kg]] t,G«UTl

Ask their opponents - Penn State's average margin of

victory this year is 28.85 points per game.

They are currently 21-1 overall, lead the Atlantic-10

Conference at 12-1, and are ranked second in the nation

behind Virginia. Their starting forward, Susan Robinson,

was recently named Windex Women's College Player of

the Month.
In short, the Nittany Lions are one tall order for the

University of Massachusetts women's basketball team,

who will face Penn State tomorrow at 2:00 p.m. When
these two teams last met in January, Penn State was just

coming off their first and only loss of the year, and took

it out on UMass in a 91-27 pasting.

"Penn State is without question one of the top teams

in the country," said UMass coach Kathy Hewelt.

Hewelt spoke about the prospect of a mismatch between

the top-ranked Nittany Lions and the winless

Minutewomen realistically, but also noted the positive ef-

fects of playing such a tough team.

"We don't match up with them at any position. We've

got a young team going up against a veteran team. But

it'll be a great experience to play there because the place

will be wild," she said.

"You don't get an opportunity to play a team that good

very often, so I think our kids do benefit from the ex-

perience," Hewelt said. "But without question it's one of

the toughest games we play on our schedule."

Another calling card of the Nittany Lions is team depth.

Against UMass, Penn State substituted freely and got

good production from all 11 players.

"They're talented all the way down the bench, which

helps to keep their starters fresh," said Hewelt.

Men's hoop sees

A-10 foe Penn St.

• Seniors to be honored
By SAM SILVERSTEIN
Collegian Staff

Seniors Matt Anderson, Rafer Giles, Ben Grodski and

John Tate will be honored with flowers and hugs from

friends and visiting family before Saturday night's

University of Massachusetts-Penn State men's basket-

ball game at 7 p.m. in the Cage.

Then they'll turn their attention to the second game

of UMass' 'second season': a five-game stint with four

of the top five teams in the Atlantic 10 before the

league tournament next month.

The Minutemen got off on the right foot Tuesday

night with an uplifting 98-89 win at West Virginia in

which they snapped a two-game losing streak (and a

19-year drought in Morgantown, W.Va.) and shattered

the school record by shooting 67 percent from the floor.

"It was a good win for us because it was on the road

and because we played with a lot of enthusiasm," coach

John Calipari said. "Down the stretch we had a chance

to fold and we didn't."

Calipari concedes the Minutemen (fifth in the A-10

at 8-6, 15-8 overall) are no longer playing to finish first

in the league, but that "every game for us from here

on out is just another chance to prepare us for the

[Atlantic 10] tournament."

Penn State is in much the same position. After drop-

ping a 69-59 game to Temple Wednesday night in Col-

lege Park, Pa., the Nittany Lions are fourth in the A 10

and have an identical 8-6, 15-8 record.

Penn State plays a physical, deliberate game that

revolves around its strong frontcourt — 6-foot-7 James
Barnes, 6-foot-9 Dave Degitz and last year's A-10

Freshman of the Year, 6-foot-6 DeRon Hayes - and

steady backcourt.

"They work inside and try to beat you up. Ifyou play

cool, you lose," Calipari said.

UMass lost 65-64 at College Park, Pa., in January,

as James Barnes hit a pair of free throws with :04 left

and a similar foul against PSU went uncalled at the

other end of the court at the buzzer.

Game Notes: Harper Williams has finished with 20

points or more in four consecutive games. In his last

six games, Williams is averaging 20.5 points, 8 3 re-

bounds and three blocks.

Gymnasts face nationally-ranked teams, stiff competition
• Southern Connecticut to host women • Men welcome Temple Owls to Boyden
Southern Connecticut will host the

University of Massachusetts women's gym-

nastics team at 2 p.m. Saturday in New
Haven, Conn.
UMass (4-1) is looking to improve its

standings in the conference. They are com-

ing off a powerful win against Bridgeport.

The win Wednesday night prepared the

team mentally for stronger upcoming com-

petition with the likes of Rutgers and arch

rival New Hampshire still to come.

Southern Connecticut, a gymnastics pro-

gram known for its strength, will in-

evitably offer UMass some stiff

competition.

Head coach Alfie Mitchell, is once again

looking to junior Tammy Marshall to lead

the Minutewomen. Marshall has perform

ed well in the all-around and her floor ex-

ercise has the style and difficulty that war-

rant superior scores from the judges, accor-

ding to Mitchell.

Freshman powerhouse Margaret Furtado

has stunned crowds, coaches and judges on
the way to producing personal best scores.

Mitchell said he expects great things from

the young 'dynamo' this weekend, as well

as for the rest of the season.

Erin Kleir, Kim Grady and Erika

Finkelman will also be contributing to the

competition. Mitchell said he expects his

young team to continue to "hit" their

marks and produce hard, consistent

exercises.

LYNN FRANKEL

The University of Massachusetts mens'

gymnastics team battles a powerful Tem-
ple team at 1 p.m. Saturday in Boyden.

The Owls (4-1) feature two NCAA Ail-

Americans, juniors Bill Roth and Jim Van
de Zilver.

While the UMass team (2-2) realizes what

they are up against, they are in no way con-

ceding the match.

"The key to us doing well is to hit all of

the routines," said UMass co-captain Bill

Sayman. He said it will take a near-perfect

performance combined with a mediocre

showing by Temple to be victorious.

Coach Roy Johnson pointed out that the

Owls average 270 points per meet while

the Minutemen have not broken 260 yet

this year. Temple beat UMass last year in

Philadelphia, 273.8-255.65.

Johnson surmised this meet will be the

toughest for the Minutemen this year.

He said he thinks the team can take the

floor routine and pommel horse if all goes

well.

Freshman Adam Gould will perform on

the horse and the high bar, as he hopes to

break the nine point barrier in scoring on

these events.

Johnson said the first 100 fans entering

the Boyden gym will receive a free slice of

pizza, courtesy of Pizza Hut. He said he

hopes for a large turnout.
- MICHAEL MORRISEY

Big Green to host men's track
By KEITH BENNETT
Collegian Correspondent

Intensity will play a predominant role in

the Dartmouth Invitational this weekend

when the University of Massachusetts

men's track team faces Dartmouth and

McGill.

UMass coach Ken O'Brien hopes his

team can continue to do what they have

done successfully all season, which is to ex-

hibit a high level of intensity in the meet.

"The one thing you always can control

in athletics is the level of intensity that you

maintain," O'Brien said. "One thing that

this team has done very well this season

has been that they have competed man for

man in every event against every team

we've competed against."

One example of his teams competitive in-

tensity, was his teams solid third place

finish, out of 12 scoring teams in the

Eastern Conference Meet last weekend.

The Minutemen nearly upset Southern

Connecticut for second place, losing only in

the final event.

O'Brien does not expect his team will

have much of a chance at an upset this

weekend, however. Dartmouth has been

one of the strongest teams in New England
for the past several years, winning the New
England titles in outdoor track the past two

years, and the heptagonal championships,

both indoors and out.

O'Brien said he is hoping for a split in

the meet with a victory against McGill, a

team which he admits knowing little about.

In their meeting last year, Dartmouth won
with 108 points. UMass was second with

50 and McGill finished third with 25.

O'Brien said he anticipates similar results

in this years meet.

In individual events, O'Brien said he ex-

pects that UMass can match up fairly well

with Dartmouth in the jumping events, the

sprints and the hurdles, but he believes

Dartmouth will maintain a big edge in the

throwing events and the middle-distance

and distance events.

"We'll be focusing on just doing the best

we can," O'Brien added. "Hopefully we can

narrow the gap some from last year."

Sports Notice
Remaining student tickets for

Saturday's men's basketball

game against Penn State will be
distributed Friday at the Cage,
between 2 p.m. and 5 p.m. One
ticket will be given to each stu-

dent with a valid student ID. To
guarantee a general admission

seat in the student section,

students with tickets must be at

the Cage Saturday by 6:30 p.m.

Cage doors will open Saturday
at 5:30 p.m. Tipoff is 7 p.m.

Congratulations to the win-

ner of the women's swimming
team raffle. She won a
snowboard courtesy of Peloton
Sports. The swim team would like

to thank all those who par-

ticipated in the raffle for their

support.

enjoy
mt. advantage
The homecourt advantage swings in

favor of the University of Massachusetts

ski team when Amherst College hosts this

weekend's competition at Berkshire East

in Charlemont.

The meet, which will include over 180

skiers from 10 women's and 9 men's teams,

will be a homecoming for UMass.
Berkshire East is the team's home
mountain.

"Both the men and women are in tight

races and skiing on our mountain should

give us the edge," said UMass ski coach

Bill MacConnell. He said skiing on the

familiar mountain will give the UMass
skiers a distinct advantage over their

competition.

The Minutewomen will be competing

against first-place Plymouth State, who is

just one point ahead of UMass in the

Eastern College Ski Conference.
- GEOFF STOKES

,
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Man sets himself on fire in Amherst
By MEREDITH O'BRIEN
Collegian Staff

A man holding a sign saying "Peace" died yesterday

afternoon after setting himself on fire on the Amherst

Town Common.
At approximately 1:53 p.m., the man, described by

Amherst police as in his 20s, reportedly poured two one-

gallon containers of paint thinner on himself, lit a match

which went out, then lit a second one which resulted in

a fireball engulfing his body.

A police officer was on the scene immediately and put

the flames out with a fire extinguisher, after several

witnesses on the common had attempted to put out the

flames with their coats.

Police said the witnesses were too far away from the

man to prevent him from lighting the second match.

Two coats were found on top of the body and a charred

denim jacket, which had been used to try and put out the

fire, was lying a few feet away, police said.

All witness statements indicate the man acted alone,

police reported, adding they had no information whether

the man belonged to any peace organization protesting

the war in the Gulf.

Although the man did tape his Massachusetts driver's

license to the "Peace" sign, police would not comment on

the protester's identity, saying his name will be released

as soon as the next of kin are contacted.

Police do not believe the man was a student.

The man reportedly purchased the paint thinner at

Aubachon's Hardware Store in Hadley some 20 minutes

before he immolated himself on the common.
Pamela Jeffreys, an Amherst resident, was arrested for

trespassing almost an hour after the incident when she

crossed the police line, which encircled the scene, and tried

to lay an evergreen wreath at the site of the body.

Jeffreys' daughter Tanya said her mother "ran out of

the house" as soon as she was told about the incident on

the common.

Witnesses said Jeffreys shouted, "This is a symbol of

love and life," as she tried to lay the wreath down.

One onlooker reportedly placed a white Buddha figurine

near the body, which police had covered with a sheet.

Jonah Gelbach, a sophomore UMass student, arrived at

the scene a few minutes after the flames had been doused.

"It blew my mind seeing someone light themselves on

fire," he said. "It puts things into perspective. It makes

rallying look insignificant."

Bill Vieira, UMass student and employee at the Lord

Jeffery Amherst Inn, located across the street from the

common, said as soon as he saw the smoke, he ran out-

side with a group of coworkers.

"We could see smoke when we were coming out of the

Jeffery and people were trying to put it [the fire] out with

their coats," Vieira said. "He [the protester] was on his

knees in the fetal position."

Elisa Campbell, chairperson of the Amherst Select

Board, said this will have an enormous impact on the

Amherst community, a community which has been a

haven for peace protesters rallying against the war in the

Persian Gulf.

"It is really appalling and distressing that someone felt

the need to do this," Campbell said. "If this was for the

cause of peace, I don't understand it."

A handful of people began gathering at the site about

an hour after the incident, some praying and singing in

a "spontaneous peace vigil." Early last night, students

and area residents laid candles on the ground in memory

of the man who gave his life, in what many believe, was

a plea for the end of the Gulf war.

An autopsy will be performed tomorrow at the

Springfield Municipal Hospital.

On Dec. 9, a 48-year-old Vietnam veteran died after im

molating himself in Isleton, California, protesting U.S.

military policy in the Persian Gulf.

Collegian staff member Gayle Long and correspondent

David Rivera contributed to this article

Collegian photo by Jeff Holland

SELF-IMMOLATION - Police officers lift the

tarp covering the remains of a man who set

himself on fire on the Amherst Common
yesterday.

House blaze takes life of student
Lit cigarette kills UM senior; housemate in critical condition

Collegian photo by Yana Dlugy

HOUSE FIRE - Lt. Bob Cook (left) and Rus-

ty Thornton, both on-call firefighters for the

Town of Amherst, finally rest in front of the

house which burned down on No. Pleasant St.

early Sunday morning.

By SAM SILVERSTEIN
Collegian Staff

One 22-year-old student was killed and another resident

seriously injured when a fire burned the top story and at-

tic of a wood-frame house at 284 No. Pleasant St. early

Sunday morning.

Joseph Pirog, from Arlington, died apparently of smoke

inhalation, Trooper Jay Bowman of the state fire mar-

shals office told the Hampshire Gazette yesterday. Pirog

was a senior at the University of Massachusetts.

Fire department personnel resuscitated Matthew Peter-

son, 22, of Framingham at the scene.

Peterson, a former UMass student, is listed in critical

condition in intensive care at Baystate Medical Center

in Springfield, suffering from second and third degree

burns over 42 percent of his body.

Two other people who were in the house at the time of

the fire escaped, one by jumping out a second-story win-

dow into the arms of two Amherst police officers, accor-

ding to Amherst Fire Chief Victor Zumbruski.

The fire started when a cigarette ignited a chair in the

second-floor living room at about 6:20 a.m., Bowman said.

Twenty-seven firefighters battled the blaze, which did an

estimated $100,000 worth of damage.

The exact number of people living in the home is

unclear.

According to resident Benn Vernadakis, there were no

smoke detectors in the house. "Our landlord was too cheap

to put in a fire detector. That might have saved a life,"

Vernadakis said.

"We'd asked him a couple times about it and he said

if we wanted one, we should pay for it."

The landlord, George Ray of Middlebury, Ct., had until

May of this year to install smoke detectors under a bylaw

approved at Amherst Town Meeting in 1990, according

to an official with the Amherst Fire Department.

Peace talks do not stop ground attack plans
By PETE YOST
Associated Press

WASHINGTON (AP) - The allies are

preparing to wage a ground attack against

Iraq and will not suspend their war plans

while Soviets and Iraqis talk of a possible

peace, top Bush administration officials

say. N
"There is nothing to be lost by talking

'

if it will result in an immediate pullout

from Kuwait, Secretary of State James

Baker III said Sunday.

But there will be no "pause or ceasefire"

that would permit Iraq to "reposition, to

dig in further, to strengthen its military

position on the ground," Baker said on

CNN's "Newsmaker Sunday" television

program.
President Bush refused to discuss his

timetable for a ground attack, but

predicted Sunday that Iraq's takeover of

Kuwait will end "very, very soon."

National security adviser Brent

Scowcroft said the allies "have a certain

tempo to our military operations now

and we're not going to break that tempo"

unless Saddam Hussein pulls his troops out

of Kuwait now." Scowcroft was appearing

on CBS' "Face the Nation."

Iraqi Foreign Minister Tariq Aziz was in

Moscow yesterday to meet with Soviet

President Mikhail Gorbachev in a last-

ditch effort to avert a full-scale ground war.

In Paris, French Foreign Minister Roland

Dumas said a date had been set for an at-

tack and that the Persian Gulf was on the

eve, or pre-eve of an offensive.

The Soviets and the United States are

trying to achieve the same goal in the war

against Iraq, Bush said in Kennebunkport,

Maine, where he was concluding a four-day

stay.

The Soviets seek an end to the conflict

"within the mandate of the United Nations

resolutions. And that's the key point," said

Bush.
Gorbachev "knows very well that the ob-

jectives spelled out by the United Nations

... must be met in their entirety," Bush

said.

The president's day was punctuated by

a war protester who disrupted a church ser-

vice that Bush was attending.

The man stood and demanded that the

United States "stop this bombing" of Iraq.

He quieted down when police entered the

church, but was dragged out half an hour

later following a second outburst.

Nothing short of an immediate, uncondi-

tional pullout of Iraqi troops will halt the

allied serial bombardment or plans for a

ground war, administration officials said.

"The only thing we can really believe is

action," said Defense Secretary Richard

Cheney on ABC's "This Week with David

Brinkley" TV show. "We have to see him

pull out of Kuwait."

"If the Soviets can get the Iraqis to pull

out of Kuwait unconditionally, rapidly,

totally, more power to them," said Baker.

But "the campaign plan ... is going to be

carried out in accordance with its original

terms," he said.

A quick start to the ground war is becom-

ing more and more likely, said House In-

telligence Committee Chairman Dave

McCurdy.
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Peace vigil — everyday at 12 p.m. on the Student Union

steps.

Lecture — Noam Chomsky will give a lecture titled

"Force and Opinion," at 8:15 at LeFrak Gymnasium at

Amherst College.

Caucus Election — The Town of Amherst is sponsoring

a causus election from 7 p.m. to 8 p.m.

Writers needed — Spectrum magazine, the literary

magazine at the University of Massachusetts is accepting

submissions of poetry, photography, art and written

works. Please send submissions to Spectrum, 406E Stu-

dent Union or call 545-2240.

Meeting — of the University Relations and Development

Council of Faculty Senate, will be at 4 p.m. in the Whit-

more Boardroom.
Meeting — The first meeting of the Investment Club will

be at 7 p.m. in the School of Business Administration,

room 108.

Information Session — The national Student Exchange

will have an information session at 4 p.m. in Campus

Center 803.

Lecture - "Prostitution, AIDS, Political Repression: The

Impact of U.S. Military Bases on Women's Lives," at 7:30

p.m. in the Main Lecture Hall of Franklin Patterson Hall,

Hampshire College.

Information Meeting - For students interested in the

UMass/Boston - Paris Study Program, the meeting is in

the 3rd floor lounge of Herter Hall at 12 p.m.

WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 20

Schlock Rock Concert - Rock n* Roll with Jewish themes

in the Campus Center Auditorium ,
sponsored by the

Jewish Arts Festival at 8 p.m. There is an admission fee.

Information Meeting - For all Early Childhood Educa-

tion students planning on student teaching in Fall 1991

semester at 6 p.m. in Room 22, Furcolo Hall.

Day ofEducation - A Gulf War Day of Education willl

be in the Cape Cod Lounge from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. Spon

sored by the Faculty and Staff for Peace and Justice in

the Middle East.

Volunteer Fair — From 11 a.m. to 2:30 p.m. in CC 163,

sponsored by VIBES, the Undergraduate Business Club,

the Mather Career Center and Human Kindness

Outreach.

Brown Bag Lunch Series - "Picturing the past: Study

ing Clothing through Portrayals," in CC 904-908 at 12:15

p.m. Sponsored by the Women's Studies department.
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College Pizza
Spring Special
Small C.ieese Pizza $3.50

Large Chees Pizza $5.99

2 Toppings $1.00 extra
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Dates and Times
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Skit promotes
'recycling
awareness*
By DAVID MASSEY
Collegian Correspondent

As four members of the Residential

Recycling Program darted into the dining

commons on Friday to promote the Blue

Box Brigade competition, lunchgoers fell

silent as a lumberjack, a tree, the earth and

a Blue (recycling) Box performed a one-

minute skit promoting recycling

awareness.

Karen McClure, a volunteer in the pro-

gram who represented a tree, said the ob-

jective of this "guerrilla theatre" was "to

add a little promotion to the Blue Box

Brigade competition."

"This is a competition to discover which

residence hall can recycle the greatest

amount of newspaper and to increase the

amount of materials that are being recycl-

ed," McClure said.

In the skit, the tree was cut by a lumber-

jack, played by Rochelle Chambless,

representing the destruction of the forests.

The four members then shouted a slogan

to remind the onlookers recycling is an

easy way to help preserve the earth's

resources.

Farrah Sadiq played the role of the Blue

Box, representing the blue boxes found in

residence halls in which newspaper can be

placed to be recycled. Sadiq then collected

newspapers from onlookers for recycling.

The earth was played by Etsuko

Yamanaka.
"Recycling is important and if we can

come and communicate with these

(students), then maybe we can help," she

said.

The Blue Box Competition is a project to

determine which residence hall can recy-

cle the most paper goods. The winner is

determined how many pounds are collected

versus how many people live in each hall.

Collegian photo by Yana Dlutfy

PROTESTORS - People standing on the sidewalk of the road to Westover Air Force Base in Chicopee

Saturday afternoon. A couple of hundred anti-war protestors braved the freezing temperatures to hold

a two-and-a-half-hour rally in front of the entrance of the base.

Local Jewish students hold twilight vigil
By ALISON BUCKHOLTZ
Collegian Correspondent

Holding signs saying "Israel you are not

alone," "We stand with Israel," and "We
are one," dozens of students from the Five-

College area gathered on the Amherst
Common Friday in a twilight vigil pro-

claiming Jewish unity and solidarity.

"Our aim is for Jewish students who feel

alienated from the peace movement to

come together and show support for Israel

and the Israelis, who are living day-by-day

under constant threat," said senior Alexis

Levitt, an organizer of the event.

Jewish students with familial or spiritual

ties to Israel may find themselves with dif-

ferent views of the Gulf war issue than

their non-Jewish friends, Levitt said.

Even within the Jewish community, op-

posing views called for "a place that we can

come together with our different opinions,"

according to Levitt.

"It was a shock when I first heard Israel

was bombed," said Hampshire College

freshman Jonathan Miller, explaining why

he chose to attend the vigil. "We need

Israel as a state. Hussein can't get away

with bombing Tel Aviv, or Haifa, or

anywhere else."

"It's very 'politically correct' these days

to be against Israel," said Smith College

sophomore Beth Janus. ,

"With the war on, I feel alienated. Peo-

ple don't realize you can support Israel

without supporting all of its policies,"

Janus said.

"There are a lot of complex issues involv

ed" in the war and Israel's place in it, said

Amherst College Hillel president Richan

Rudenstein. "People tend to simplify them

and to stereotype Jews for things they mav

or may not believe."

"It's hard to come out of the closet as

Jews, but people shouldn't assume certain

things once we do," said LBGA president

Amy Lesen. "We need to say, 'I'm Jewish.

Get to know me for who 1 am.' We have a

responsibility to challenge stereotypes."

Stressing the need for Jews to speak

"openly and honestly" among themselves,

Lesen said, "We all have different opinions,

and we all need to have a voice."

CONTINUED ON PAGE 6

Harassment a double-edged sword
Homosexuals, conservative governors, both claim disruptions

Editor's note: This is the third of a three-part series

detailing thi removal ofthe Lesbian, Bisexual and Gay

Alliance appointed seats from the Board of Governors.

By TRYSTAN SKEIGH
Collegian Staff

After the Board of Governors' voted to remove Les-

bian, Bisexual and Gay Alliance seats last semester,

both homosexual students and BOG members claim

they have been harassed; the former for being homosex-

News Analysis

ual and the latter for supporting the removal ofLBGA
seats.

Jason McDonald, an 18-year-old gay freshman at the

University, says he believes he received harassing

phone calls, including a death threat, because of his

involvement with a Queer Nation kiss-in in the

Republican Club office.

Lesbian, gay and bisexual students formed a campus

chapter of Queer Nation, a national militant gay-rights

organization to protest the removal of the LBGA seats.

McDonald's photo appeared in the Collegian with his

name after the kiss-in.

McDonald said because his face and name was

associated with Queer Nation, students made him a

target for anti-gay harassment.

"After my photo was in the Collegian, and I took part

in a silent vigil at the Student Government Associa-

tion's office, the phone calls began," McDonald said.

McDonald also said his name was chalked on

sidewalks around campus. "It was horrible walking

through campus to finals," McDonald said. "I would

walk to an exam and I would see 'Jason McDonald

R.I.P.' chalked on the sidewalk."

McDonald said his Resident Assistant became con-

cerned after he received the death threat, arranging

to have him "hidden" at the Campus Center Hotel for

a couple of days.

"This whole situation made studying for finals im-

possible," he said. "I felt overwhelmed by the hatred

I felt on campus."

According to Amy Lesen, LGBA spokesperson, the

Queer Nation kiss-in also resulted in a backlash

against the LBGA Office.

"The LBGA office received a bomb threat," Lesen

said, "I believe it was in response to the Queer Nation

kiss-in."

Lesen stressed Queer Nation was not part of the

LBGA. "There's no official link between Queer Nation

and the LBGA, but obviously Queer Nation acted in

response to the removal of the LBGA seats. We knew

there would be repercussions."

Republican Club member and BOG governor Bill

Hewitt says he was harassed by gays after the removal

of the LBGA seats.

"I returned home one night and posted on my front

door was a photo of two naked men and a message,

'Safe sex brought to you by Queer Nation'," Hewitt

said.

Hewitt says he also received threatening phone calls,

including one death threat, aimed at himself and other

governors.

"I personally received three harassing phone calls,"

Hewitt said, "two on my answering machine and one

in person."

Hewitt said the threats created tension for him and

his housemates. "We started locking our doors, and we

previously hadn't. There was a certain degree of fear,

it was a bit of a shock when it came home through the

phone calls and the poster."

Hewitt said he feels the kiss-in was also harassment.

"They tore posters down and drew on the walls with

markers," Hewitt said. "If the Republican Club had

done that to the LBGA Office, the administration

would have come down hard on us."

Both Hewitt and Lesen agree both sides need to try

to understand and respect each other.

Lesen said she believes education is the key to

alleviating homophobia on campus, and she says

students need to realize what types of things gays con-

sider harassment.
"The administration hasn't really made it very

clear," Lesen said. "It's been an on-going issue for some

time."

Hewitt said it is wrong for gays to make a public issue

of their sexual orientation. "When gays ask for more

because they're gay it's not fair," Hewitt said.

"I think people need to accept each other as people,"

Hewitt said. "If gay students treat me with respect as

a person, then I will treat them the same way."

New president
of Columbia
fights violence
By STEVEN GUTKIN
Associated Press

BOGOTA, Colombia (AP) - When Cesar Gaviria

became Colombia's president six months ago, he faced the

daunting, some say impossible, task of controlling both

a murderous drug cartel and a violent leftist insurgency.

But few could have predicted the price Gaviria would
pay in his search for peace. His strategy of leniency has

seemed to bring only more bloodshed.

The last two months have been among the most violent

in the history of this nation of 32 million people.

On Saturday, 22 people died and 140 were injured in

the explosion of a 450-pound bomb outside a bullring in

Medellin, Colombia's second-largest city and home to the

nation's most notorious drug cartel of the same name.

Earlier this month, the Medellin cartel shot an elderly

woman six times in the face and killed a prominent

magazine publisher. The victims, Marina Montoya and

Diana Turbay, had been taken hostage by the cartel to

pressure the government into granting more concessions.

And broad offensives by Colombia's two remaining rebel

groups, the National Liberation Army and the Revolu-

tionary Armed Forces of Colombia have left at least 350

people dead this year. Guerrillas have said they were

retaliating for the army's bombing and capture in

December of a rebel jungle headquarters.

Some leftist rebels have traded peace for amnesty and

a role in rewriting the constitution.

But the president's critics say Colombia is sacrificing

its principles by making deals with drug smugglers and

granting rebels amnesty, only to face more slayings, kid-

nappings and bombings.

"The image being portrayed to the world is that of a

state which is accommodating legislation to the demands

of delinquents," said a recent article in Colombia's leading

magazine, Semana.
Gaviria's strategy of accommodation hasn't stopped the

violence any more than the tough tactics of his

predecessor.
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Spaces still available 1
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El Batab/Downtown $409

LagunaAcross Beach $479

Soivmar/Beach Econ $509

Las PerlasBeach Med $529

Conrad Hilton/Super $569

fancun PlayaDeluxe $599

"Prices based on Quad, occ

Organize a group & get

a free trip!

Local Contact:

JASON 549-7952

For more info, call

800-331-6002

Chancellor Joseph Duffey

and

Executive Vice Chancellor &
Provost Richard D. O'Brien

cordially invite

the Campus Community to a reception

in honor of

Dennis L. Madson

Vice Chancellor for Student Affairs

and

Kate J.G. Madson

University Relations & Development

Wednesday, February 20, 1991

4 - 6 p.m.

Memorial Hall

Managing Multiple

Job Offers

Ethical Dilemmas in the Job Search Process

Special Career Week Presentation

Today

3:35 PM
Campus Center Room 905

Panelists:

Janice Dickstein

College Relations Representative, CIGNA
Deborah Nordstrom, '90

Engineer, Underwater Research Center

Richard Fein

Director, School ofManagement, UMass

The Mather Career Center
Where Careers Take Off!
Call 545-4945 for details.

I
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U.S. Concepts, a New York Based

Marketing Firm, is hiring Daytona-

bound students to work at

Springfest'91, March 18-22,1 991.

To qualify you must be 1 8 years or

older and Daytona-bound. You'll

get $6/hour and discounted

lodging.

If you like the beach and making

money, attend a meeting at:

Campus Center, Room 901

Thursday, February 21, 1991

2 — 4 pm
Bring a snapshot of yourself and

.sign up NOW!

Cooperative Education Job Fair

Your entrance to summer & semesterjobs!

-AH Majors-

Thursday, February 21 10:00AM - 3:30 PM
Campus Center Auditorium

Meet representatives from more than 50 employers

* Workshops * Field Experience Planning SessionsEmployer interviews
AETNA LIFE AND CASUALTY *

AGWAY **

AMERICAN EXPRESS SHAREHOLDERS
AUTOMATIC DATA PROCESSING
BOSTON GLOBE
CAMP DRESSER & MC KEE *

CATERAIR INTERNATIONAL *

COMIC CORPORATION **

CHIPCOM
CHUBB AND SON, INC.

DELOITE & TOUCHE
DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORP.

HILLCREST EDUCATIONAL CENTERS
IBM BURLINGTON **

IBM CAMBRIDGE

IBM CREDIT **

IBM FISHKILL **

IBM MANASSAS **

IBM MID-HUDSON
IBM SOUTHBURY **

IBMTARRYTOWN**
IBM WATSON RESEARCH CENTER **

INTERNATIONAL FOUNDATION OF
EMPLOYEE BENEFITS **

JC PENNEY CATALOG *

KEYSTONE PROVIDENT LIFE

LIBERTY MUTUAL INSURANCE *

MASS MUTUAL INSURANCE *

MASS WATER RESOURCE AUTHORITY *

METCALF & EDDY

* Interviewing February 21 at the Campus Center

** Interviewing February 22 at the Mather Career Center

MONSANTO
NESTLE/WESTRECO
ORTHO PHARMACEUTICAL CO.

RED ROOF INNS *

SONOCO PRODUCTS
STRATUS COMPUTER *

THE TRAVELERS
US DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
US DEPARTMENT OF LABOR OSHA
US FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE

US FOOD AND DRUG ADMINISTRATION
US OFFICE OF PERSONNEL MANAGEMENT
UNIROYAL CHEMICAL COMPANY
UNITED PARCEL SERVICE
UNITED STATES POSTAL SERVICE **

WINEGARDNER AND HAMMONS *

The Mather Career Center
Where Careers Take Off!

Call the Field Experience Office at 545-6265 for more information

Editorial/Opinion
The prions on this me are those of the individual mite, or cMooS and do not necessarily reflect the views of the Colleyan o, the University unless otherwtse noted

Reflections on watching a man set himself on fire for peace
. . . . , . _j _.i_- i u_j .</-k *; rk»»„«* c*™.™" ««.;*. on the other hand, is our purported saint; yet he

We were driving back to UMass from Amherst when

we saw the fire on the Commons. We saw two huge

flames in the middle of the grass; people ran toward

them and started trying to extinguish the fire with

their coats. My first thought was, "Are these people

crazy? They could get hurt." I thought this was just

any old fire.

Then it occurred to me that someone was on fire. A
living, breathing human being was engulfed in flames.

We parked and ran to the Commons just as the police

doused the flames with a fire extinguisher. As the mass

of smoke clouded the scene, we walked around. The

smoke dissipated; a big heap and two cans of turpen-

tine were all that remained. I looked closer and saw

two charred legs jutting out from the heap. Next to the

scene, a woman sobbed. As we began to walk away,

other people began to cry, with still others just star-

ing blankly, trying to comprehend.

What psychosis is it that allows our government to

brag about dropping more tons of bombs in less than

a month than it dropped in all of World War II? And

what psychosis allows it to label the deaths ofhuman

beings "collateral damage?" I saw t-shirts for sale this

weekend which had "Operation Desert Storm" writ-

ten across them, under which U.S. war planes were

depicted in all their murderous splendor. What kind

of society steps over the homeless in its own streets

while it spends $500,000,000 a day in a war which kills,

maims and makes homeless hundreds of thousands

more? Is this kind or gentle? This is brutality, and sad

ly, it's run of the mill for this country.

Jonah Gelback

And yet some people talk of principle: "We're fighting

this war for freedom. We're fighting this war for self

determination. We're fighting this war now because

ifwe don't, we'll just have to fight it later." The reason-

ing behind these claims rests on the picture of Presi-

dent Hussein of Iraq as a madman who cares nothing

for humanity or the above principles. Yet the United

States armed him and the United States told him to

go ahead and invade Kuwait. Hussein is a murderous

tyrant, yet he manages to offer peace initiatives. Bush,

on the other hand, is our purported saint; yet he

plunges the world, against its wishes, into holocaust

without so much as considering peace.

I saw the fire one hour ago, and as I write I don't

know who the person was — male or female; student

or not — or why he or she did it. But there is massive

symbolism here. People rushed to help, and my first

thought was, "They'll get hurt! What can they do?"

This is the mindset that allows each individual to wait

for the group to act, to wait for leaders — to wait for

the police to come and put out the fire.

There are fires raging all over the world, and people

are dying in them. There are fires raging all over the

world, and our government — the police we're waiting

for — is starting them and fanning their flames. There

are fires consuming humanity, while I think, "What

can I do? I might get hurt!" I drink my soda while flesh

crackles and smokes. I hope this changes me. I hope

the tears and blank stares yield to action. Because

when everyone follows, no one leads, and as long as

there is holocaust, smoke will cloud our vision. It's time

to put out the fire.

Jonah Gelbach is a UMass rtttjtenj

Smashing the romance of war: No one should have to die
^^

. ... ,, Wnmon'a fWths are not exDected because

Maybe I missed it somewhere, something

I just never caught or comprehended.

Maybe everyone else knows it and ac-

cepts it, but never really talks about it.

But now that the war is here, we have

to face it and come to terms with reality

because we're going to see a lot more of it.

Men's lives are not as important as the

lives of women or children.

I guess I never really thought about it un-

til I read the Boston Globe on Friday. A
front-page article about the reaction of U.S.

soldiers stationed in Saudi Arabia to the

recent bombing of an Iraqi bunker contain-

ing hundreds of civilians finally made me
realize the gruesome fact that men are

disposable.

The lead read:

"What it came down to yesterday was

this: Nobody had looked for the women and

children. And that, more than anything,

was what stunned the people running this

war against Iraq

I re-read the lead a couple oftimes, shook

my head and moved on. Later in the same

article there were more references to the

deaths of civilian women and children.

Other articles on the same bombing also

stated that people were angry about the

loss of the "women and children" killed in

the attack.

Meredith O'Brien

It was a very odd realization — consider-

ing the Globe reported that among the

bodies found in the bunker's rubble, Iraqi

officials identified 55 men, 48 women and

91 children. More male civilians had died

than female civilians, yet it was the women
and children's lives our attention was
drawn to.

But the more and more I thought about

it, the more it made sense. All the sense

in the world.

Of course the loss of men's lives is unfor-

tunate, but men are tough and we should

not mourn for them. They were there in

that bunker either valiantly protecting

their womenfolk or cowardly hiding when

they should have been out fighting. We
should not pity them. But we should pity

the defenseless women and children whose

lives were ruthlessly taken away.

I mulled the term "women and children"

over in my mind, trying to remember

where it was I heard it last. Maybe it was

on television, a news bulletin about some

tragedy where lives were lost, including

those of women and children. As the body

count escalates, the tragedy grows only if

more dead women or two-year-olds are

uncovered.

It was something, I realized, I had been

brought up with my entire life.

Men fought for their country, so their

deaths were expected and honored.

Women's deaths are not expected because

they are the ones who must stay home to

care for the children, so their deaths are

devastating and wasteful. Men defend their

country. Women defend their children.

Men are strong and virile. Women are

weak and defenseless, though not quite as

defenseless as their children.

So only when women and children die, I

finally realized, has a human tragedy oc-

curred. I should seethe and intensify my
anger when women and children are kill-

ed, for only a coward would kill them in-

stead of another man, another equal.

As of Friday, 55 men were found dead in

that bunker's rubble. Normally, I would

mourn for all of those found the wreckage,

not just the women and children. I thought

the loss of life was a loss of life, something

to mourn and pray for. I didn't think sex

came into play.

But I guess I was mistaken.

Meredith O'Brien is a Collegian

columnist

Au contraire: Amherst is anti-war
In light of the recent articles published

in the Collegian, we would like to correct

a misconception of the Amherst College

community's stance toward the Gulf war.

After reading the top article in Monday's

issue ("Grad student arrested in anti-war

protest" Feb. 11), it would seem that all

Amherst students and faculty agree with

the few who have vocally supported the

war. Nothing could be further from the

truth.

Well over 100 Amherst students pro-

tested the U.S. military actions on the

Amherst Town Common, Westover Air

Force Base and Washington D.C. Amherst

students are organizing for the Interna-

tional Day of Student Protest with a Five-

College walkout on Feb. 21. The Amherst

College faculty is considering a two-day

moratorium on classes in early March for

a teach-in.

We realize that because of the racist and

classist aspects of this war, many Amherst

students will not experience the most

severe of its consequences. However, great

numbers of us are horrified by George

Bush's actions throughout the crisis, and

will continue to do everything in order to

stop it. Anyone with humanity and com-

mon sense has a duty to stop the war, and

the Amherst College community takes on

this obligation with pride, hope and energy.

Anthony Wright
Amherst College

38 people signed this letter — Eds.

On Thursday, Feb. 21, this section will be dedicated to events and issues sur-

rounding the destruction of student government. This effects all of us and we'd

like to know what you think. Please have all submissions to the Collegian by Tues-

day night. Thank you for your support. ^____________

To the victimizer from the victim
To the one who didn't care —
What was it that you wanted from me?

Two minutes of pleasure? When you look-

ed at me, did you see a toy for you to play

with? Did you not see another human be-

ing? A person with hopes, fears and emo-

tion just like yourself?

You violated that person.

You went where you had no business go-

ing. You used your strength against so-

meone who was no match for it. Does that

make you the winner?

You are an animal. You are a slave to

your primal instincts.

I am the victim. You took my pride. You

made me hollow. Where the power of love

should have been, you entered me with

selfish disregard. Who are you to rob

another person of their humanity?

If only you knew what it feels like to be

powerless, powerless as someone stabs deep

inside you, powerless as the tears well up

in your eyes, powerless as you are left

there, aching and empty. The scars never

heal, you know.
Jane Doe

UMass

Working for the simple "right" to hold hands
Imagine, if you will, this situation: You are in the

Campus Center (or any equally public place) some

weekday afternoon. The Concourse is bustling with ac-

tivity as people rush about to their respective destina-

tions. Next to you a couple embraces with a prolonged

kiss and separates, each person heading off to go about

their business.

Okay, now let's see a show of hands. How many ol

you (be honest now) visualize this as a heterosexual

couple? Those of you without your hands up are, un-

fortunately, living in a fantasy world.

If the above couple was indeed a heterosexual one,

as is most likely, the greatest reaction might be one

of annoyance that these people stopped in your way.

Beyond that there would be no public outcry, no sense

of outrage, no perception of the act as indecent, im-

moral, or wrong. In fact it would probably be viewed

as cute or romantic.

If, on the other hand, it were a gay or lesbian cou-

ple there is no doubt in my mind that they would be

assaulted, at least in a verbal manner, by passers-by.

And for no other reason than demonstrating their af-

fections in a way that is accepted, even expected, from

heterosexuals.

Don't get me wrong. I'm not a prude who feels that

all physical signs of affection should be kept behind

closed doors. Quite the opposite, in fact. I would like

nothing more than for everyone to be able to express

their feelings publicly. But I do not think that it is fair

for one portion of the population to blatantly exercise

priviledges denied to others.

Unfortunately it is going to take quite a bit of work

to turn this society into one where all can love freely

and without fear of attack. People must learn,

whatever their own religious or personal beliefs, to

respect the rights and lifestyles of others (Isn't that one

ofthe principles this country was founded on, anyway?).

With thousands of years of conditioning behind social

hangups, this goal will be difficult indeed, but I do not

feel it is unattainable. Only a few decades ago, a

heterosexual couple kissing in public was considered

indecent, immoral and wrong, yet today it is quite com-

mon. Perhaps this is a sign that there is hope of even

further change.

Heterosexual public displays of affection (Are there,

with few. exceptions, any other kind?) are painful to

those who cannot do the same without harassment.

Making this world one where people can express their

feelings must begin with the individual. I simply ask

that the heterosexual community remember that this

priviledge, which is taken for granted, is denied to over

a 10th of the population, and act accordingly. What's

so wrong about a world where everyone is free to love

without fear?
Christopher D. Tatro

Orchard Hill

Register and vote in

Amherst's elections
As one of the 14 UMass students running for a seat in

the Amherst town meeting, I would like to address a very

serious issue concerning the students of this community.

The town of Amherst is facing a multi-million dollar

budget deficit and as a result is planning to eliminate the

rent control board. The Housing Review Board is of vital

interest to the students of this community because it keeps

rents reasonable and protects us from rent gouging by

Amherst landlords.

At a time when students are facing a $1,000 tuition and

fee increase for the next semester, the elimination of the

Housing Review Board will mean. massive increases in

our rents at a time when we can least afford it.

Our only hope for saving the Board is to vote in the town

elections on March 26, and in the override vote of Pro-

position 2 1/2 on May 14.

Students are the economic backbone of this communi-

ty. We spend $110 million a year in the Pioneer Valley,

and the University employs nearly 25 percent of the adults

in this town.

Don't let the town government eliminate the one ser-

vice that it provides for students.

Register to vote in Amherst on Wednesday and Thurs-

day in the Student Union Ballroom.
Jen Wood
Northeast
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vigil

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 3

To junior Danny Cohen, being Jewish means "we must

take part in history — to not let history be made, but to

make it ourselves."

After the vigil, participants marched to the UMass
Hillel House, where they sang "Hatikvah," ("Hope' )

Israel's national anthem.
"This is a hard time to be Jewish, and it's a little bit

scary," said Rudenstein. "Being together makes it a lit-

tle easier."

The most important aspect of the vigil, according to

senior Hillary Fairbanks, is "to see Jewish people com-

ing together, saying 'we're here, we're visible.'"

"This is a dangerous time," she said. "We're often

alienated from mainstream thought, and I fear our opi-

nions will be overlooked." Fairbanks asked for a moment
of silence "to realize why we're here tonight, and what

it means to be Jewish."

• Sponsor health projects

• Represent student health care concerns

• Review UHS budget

• Sert* on UHS Search Committees — _

• Meet other students interested in health careW
COME SEE WHAT IT'S ALL ABOUT

Meeting: Wednesday, February 20, 1991

Where: UHS Room 302
Time: 5:00 pm

*Student Health Advisory Board (est. 1971)

University Health Services

Now's the
time to call...

North Amherst
Motors

7S Old Sundwtmd Rd„ No. Amherst

549-2880

Expert Repairs and
Reconditioning

Most Major Credit Cards Accepted

Photo by AlUa Berkowiti

VIGIL — A Jewish student holds a sign in sup-

port of Israel at a vigil of Five College students

this weekend.

If you core,take thetime to listen.

I

Are you looking for a challenging, rewarding profession?

You'll find it, and more, while learning to help people with speech,

language and hearing disorders.
Boston-Bouve College at Northeastern University offers

two exciting master of science programs in Speech-Language Pathology

or Audiology (the only one of its kind in the Boston area). Both

programs are accredited by the American Speech-Language-Hearing

Association.
You'll have the opportunity to gain practical experience in

our on-campus speech clinic. In addition, both programs include

clinical practice in many of Boston's prestigious medical institutions.

Graduate assistantships and other financial aid are available.

Call (617) 437-2708, or write Graduate School, Boston-Bouve

College of Human Professions, 106 Dockser Hall, Northeastern University,

Boston, MA 021 15. Because some people's problems are worth listening to.

Rj

Boston-Bouve

College

Northeastern

University

An equal opportunity/affirmative

action university.

1991
Student Travel

Catalog!
Everything you need to

krov/ about:

Student Travel

• Air Fares

* Kail Passes

« Or Rental/Leasing

• Work Abroad
•Study Abroad

•Int'l Student & Teacher ID

& MUCH MORE!!!

CALL for your FREE copyl

Council Travel
79 So. Pieasant St.

Amherst
41 3-256-1 &61

I STUDENT COMMENCEMENT SPEAKER 1

Proposals are solicited for consideration as Student Commencement Speaker

Eligibility:

Format:

Subject matter:

Selection process:

Deadline:

Graduating University senior

3-4 "typed" pages, double-spaced (equivalent of 3-4

minutes speaking time); original and one ropy.

Include your name, local address and telephone number on a

separate, attached cover sheet.

The text should concern education and be relevant to the

University and your experience(s) here.

Entries will be reviewed by the Student Commencement Speaker

Selection Committee, which consists of students, staff, and

faculty. (Author's name will be removed before being given to

the committee to ensure objectivity.)

Ratings will be assigned and selected authors will be invited to

"audition" before the committee. The committee will make the

final selection.

Thursday, February 21, 1991, not later than 4:30pm

i

I

1

TAKE
IT ONE
STEP FURTHER

Submit proposals to: Paul R. Appleby, Director, Disability Services, 231 Whitmore

(545-0892)

IT you am Interested In a RETAIL MANAGEMENT
career take the first step and meet Osco Orugl

We will be on campus:

INFORMATION SESSION
Tueeday, February 26, 1991

7:00 pm - 8:00 pm
Mather Career Center

INTERVIEWS:
Wednesday, February 27, 1991

Interviews will be held at the Career Canter

and the School of Management

You wW find that people with motivation and

Initiative— those who take that extra step— are

rewarded at Osco Drug.

As one of the largest retail drug chains In the

country, there Is plenty of room to edvanct .
With

our ongoing training program, we are behind you

every step of the way. You will learn all aspects of

the business: buying, merchandising, as wall as

hiring, training and motivating people to succeed.

We offer a competitive starting salary and a

complete, comprehensive benefit package

Including a health care plan, profit sharing (401 K).

merchandise discount, paid vacations and much

more. Once you are promoted from a management

trainee, you also participate in our lucrative bonus

program

Take that tlrst step now and meet Osco Orug on

campus If you are unable to attend, we would still

late to hear from you. Send your resume to: Oaco

Drug, Recruiting Department, 1818 Swift Drive,

Oa* Brook, IL 60521 ; or call 1 -800-323-7257

AMERICAN DRUG STORES

S**3tV ,,,/ ^4 OscoDrug

We are an equal opportunity employer.

Multicultural Affairs
Asian Americans and ethnic treachery!t
There are those in our Asian American student com-

munity whom, through no fault of their own, suffer from

Ken and Barbie syndrome and idolize the current

coverperson of Vogue and GQ. They live an identity that

has been created by the majority community rather than

their own history. Through their frivolous activities in stu-

dent organizations, which are anything but organized,

they misrepresent our community.

It is most unfortunate that these so-called student

leaders are recognized as the spokesperson for Asian

Americans. Their misrepresentations of all things Asian

are obscene, despicable and it is, indeed, ethnic treachery.

They have thus formed a Banana Republic.

They identify as Asian Americans through their social

clubs because ethnicity has become very trendy in the

United States. But close scrutiny reveals nothing Asian

in this mentality.

Alexander Nguyen

Could they answer or even ask a few fundamental ques-

tions about their root country's past or present?

What did Chinese Americans do when Tiananmen

erupted? What did Korean Americans do when all the

democracy riots broke out? What are Indian Americans

doing as the religious conflicts explode? What are

Japanese Americans doing about the 16-hour workdays?

They were chillin' with their babes in their stylin'

threads sagging all over their bodies at their hip dances

bopping up and down and all around to that three-hour-

long redundant monotonous club song with intermittent

injections of the month's top 40 number one only to mess

up their hair which they spent so much time teasing and

curling and sweating all over that expensive provocative

fragrance as they demonstrate their miraculous dancing

skills which consists of two steps of which one is a ver-

tical jump which was all they could remember from Club

MTV as they contemplate whether or not they're ready

to take the stage and expose themselves in hope of some

recognition but first they have to run to the lavatory to

fix their hair and fart.

They are the ones who jump on the bandwagon of com-

paring Saddam Hussein to Hitler and yet know not the

name Pol Pot let alone his real name. They practically

fell out of their seats laughing and cheering the movies

Good Morning Vietnam and Rambo but what do they

know about Viet-Nam.

This unfortunately is the extent of their student ac-

tivism with the occasional traditional fashion and art

thrown in to justify being Asian American. They complain

that anything more would be too political. What political

statement does this kind of behavior make?

"Oh Asian students are quiet and passive. They never

cause any problems. Its all right to decrease funding

because they never say anything anyway. Asian students

are so good — they are our model minority.

"

They have done an immense disservice to the peoples

of Asia but not only that they have disgraced their own

history, the history of Asian Americans, by partaking in

this ethnic treachery. The pressures and circumstances

of racist America have displaced them from their people.

The Reagan era, materialism and the American way

have shaped their dreams. They aspire to be like those

European Americans the media portrays as successful,

those in movies, on magazines and on television.

As these are their heroes they deny being victims of

racism and at times turn around and act racist towards

others in and outside the community.

Perhaps a brief overview of our history may be

enlightening. Perhaps it might expose the reality of their

America and deconstruct their dreams and values.

This is the story of our mothers and fathers and their

parents and grandparents. People who left their homes

in search of a better life. This is what they found.

Asian migration to the United States began in the

mid-19th century with the first Japanese in 1843 and the

first Chinese in 1848. For the duration of the century

many more came including Filipino, Korean and Indian

immigrants who were predominantly men.

Most came as indentured servants to work on sugar cane

plantations in Hawaii. Others worked in mines and on

railroads in the West. The few women that came also

worked in these industries but most did housework and

many turned to prostitution. Many of the prostitutes had

been kidnapped, bought and sold and had no control over

their destinies.

These first Asian Americans struggled to the bones in

a land which did not welcome them and excluded them
because they were Asians. As the Asian population in-

creased so did anti-Asian sentiment. There are many
recorded cases of lynchings and beatings of Asians. Men
were looked upon as heathen second-class people and

women as erotic Orientals who were sexually subservient.

Asian people were spat upon, molested, abused physical-

ly and psychologically, exploited for cheap capitalist labor

and denied entry into American society. This is not simply

the history of Asian Americans, it is, in part, the history

of America.
This vicious racist climate was articulated through

government policies against Asians. The California

Supreme Court, in 1854, in People v. Hall ruled testimony

against whites by Asians, blacks, mulattos and Native

Americans invalid. In 1882, the Chinese Exclusion Act,

the first federal exclusion law isolating race was passed

prohibiting Chinese to become American citizens. There

followed a series of similar policies.

Ozawa v. United States (1922), excluded Japanese

citizenship. United States v. Thind (1923), excluded In-

dians. Morrison v. California (1934), excluded Filipinos.

Citizenship through naturalization was denied to all

Asians from 1924 until 1943. It took 100 years since the

first immigrant until Asians could become citizens.

Not only were Asians denied citizenship, further entry

of Asians was similarly denied. The 1907 Gentlemen's

Agreement Act against Japanese and Koreans, the 1917

Act against Indians, the 1924 Oriental Exclusion Act

against all mainland Asians and the 1934 Tydings-

McDuffie Act against Filipinos. This immigration exclu-

sion based on race was not terminated until 1965.

There were other anti-Asian practices such as an-

timiscegenation laws, low wages, the Alien Land Law and

segregated housing. The list of such crimes continues. And

then in 1942 President Roosevelt passed Executive Order

9066 incarcerating 120,000 Japanese Americans in ten

concentration camps on the West Coast for three years.

Due to the violent environment opportunities were ex-

tremely scarce. Asians were pushed into China-Korea-

Manila-Tokyo-towns where they had to create their own

employment opportunities in order to survive. It was hard

for the men to find jobs and most never made it out of their

entry level jobs as laborers, factory workers and so on.

Women faced the same story plus added hardships of

being women of color. Most worked inside the home or

family business taking in additional laundry, sewing,

cooking, raising beansprouts and other vegetables in

bathtubs and raising chickens. They raised the children

and kept the family unit alive. Their work was endless

from laboring all day and family all night never taking

any time off.

The necessity of feeding the family prevented Asians

from learning English which was the key for advancing

in the work force. They spent their entire lives doing

medial work but their dreams fueled their strength thus

they survived all hardships and injustices.

This is the story ofour ancestors who out of their digni-

ty, pride and strength we were bom. Of course there were

highlights in Asian American history but good times come

and go whereas hard times come and scar.

The hardships our families endured and the countless

sacrifices they made must not be forgotten or ignored.

Everything they worked for was for their dream— a bet

ter life for the children, for us.

And now some of those children have disgraced this

history of struggle and honor. For all the overworked

hours, tears shed and blood spilled these students only

have their social activities to show for. This attitude must

change because the stories from history continue today

as new Asians are resettling here.

Though there are no longer such blatant laws against

Asians, racism is still an obstacle as social, political and

economical barriers are resistant to change.

Today many Asian Americans are still trapped in semi-

skilled jobs as maids, waitresses, shop clerks, assembly

lines, cooks, cashiers and so on. The necessity for a

paycheck still prevents Asians from learning English and

leaving their entry-level jobs. As for the student genera

tion who are destined for professional careers there ex-

ists the same racism which preset boundaries of mobility.

The student generation is the embodiment of this history

of hopes and dreams. Yet these students continually

perpetuate the model minority myth, the passive Asian

woman and silent minority stereotype because they don't

want to be political.

They claim to be rebellious against family traditions and

Asian ways. This rebellion is a product of America's

pressure to fit in with the crowd. Little do they realize

that their ancestors were the revolution. They were the

true rebels for they defiantly survived in this hostile en-

vironment. Their pure survival is revolution. Now the

torch has been handed down and the outlook is dim

because these students have not fulfilled the

responsibility.

As then actions reflect one culture their

mirrors reflect another.

As they are extremely capable they do still suffer from

a massive identity crisis. As their actions reflect one

culture their mirrors reflect another. It is difficult to be

multicultural especially in a society that allows little room

for it. But Asian American history proves it possible.

These students have succumbed to the mainstream

which one day will turn around and oppress them. As
Ward Churchill once said, "Its the most advanced state

of colonialism — when you get people to do it to their

own." And indeed these students are doing it to us.

These Asian Americans of the Banana Republic are but

lost souls with energetic and creative minds waiting to

blossom. It is not of their fault and they can change. They

can learn to respect their history and reconstruct their

views to carry on the story of a viable Asian America.

There still lie many obstacles ahead such as racism in

the workplace, in education and everywhere else. There

is coalition building to be done with other oppressed

groups. There is the problem of refugees and numerous
international problems facing Asia. But rest assured, as

we tackle these, society will create new ones.

It is debatable whether we are responsible for our past

but we are definitely responsible for our future. We must

carry out this responsibility with pride, honor and

courage. And our first and foremost obstacle are these

students. Down with the Banana Republic's ethnic

treachery!

Alexander Nguyen is Collegian staff. This article is the

opinion of the writer and does not necessarily reflect the

views of the Collegian staff.

Black Sheep Brian and the iconograpghy of empire
Valley residents are strongly en-

couraged to make the pilgrimage to the

Black Sheep Deli in Northampton to ex-

amine first hand a profound and

singular example of the iconography of

imperialism. As you enter the building

on the corner of Pleasant and Main

streets cast your wandering eye onto the

back wall directly facing you. There,

underneath the obligatory large and

Hussein Ibish

billowing yellow ribbon hangs an

enlarged laser copy of a color

photograph.

A smiling American face beams out at

you reassuringly. The solider in his com-

bat camouflage stands erect, proudly

dominating the desert landscape, a

stark and hostile contrast of barren

earth and icy blue sky. Looming in the

background is a dark and brooding

bedouin, mounted comfortably on his

camel which peers seriously toward the

camera. On the upper margins of the

copy are the words "Brian" and "Saudi

Arabia."

To most who see it this appears as a

perfectly ordinary and predictable snap-

shot of a man "just doing his job" and

is probably regarded as a kind of rarified

travel photo. And yet summed up in this

archetypal image is a cultural mindset,

a mentality that gave birth to and sus-

tains the imperial enterprise. It is an

image so replete with the symbolism of

colonialism that it echoes through the

centuries of European expansion and

reverbarates across the continents of the

colonized.

What we see in its most modern incar-

nation is the central fantasy of col-

onialists, the wise and powerful military

Westerner who dispenses justice and

order to the chaotic and exotic East. He
stands in all his intrepid glory in the

remorseless alien landscape of the

heathen, ably assisted by his faithful

native complete with exotic animal. He
may even be commanding a company of

loyal natives (in this case the "good

Arabs") but he will certainly be waging

war against the rebellious ones (in this

case the "bad Arabs"). His role is to

tame the wild ways of those forces of

disorder that would question the rule of

the civilized over the savage. He is the

master of the foreign land, conqueror of

both man and nature.

Many will be tempted to ask why this

is being taken so seriously. After all,

they will say. it's just a picture. Of

course it shows the desert and a camel,

he's in "Saudi," what do you expect to

see him standing in front of, the Eiffle

Tower? The imagery of colonial

mythology is so deeply ingrained in

Europe and its settler-colonial offshoots

that most people here cannot recognize

what is actually being expressed in sym-

bolic language.

The legend of the White man's burden

as the bringer of order to chaos and

civilization to the primitive, as the bas-

tion of rationality and learning, has

been expounded by such writers as

Joseph Conrad and Rudyard Kippling.

The power of the myth has extended

almost unatenuated into the present

day. President Bush has enthused about

the noble "sacrifice" that the United

States is making in fighting a war from

which, he claims, it will not benefit. It

can be heard in the concept of "the

policeman of the world," read on the

pages of the New York Times and seen

in the imagery hanging in the Black

Sheep. This modern day T. E. Lawrence,

this "Brian of Arabia," is the successor

of all the Fusliers and gunnery-sargents

of the British Raj in India or the foreign

legionaires of the French empire in

Africa.

Hussein Ibish is a Collegian staff

member. This article is the opinion ofthe

writer and does not necessarily reflect the

views of the Collegian staff.
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Nationally ranked Temple tumbles men's gymnastics
By MICHAEL MORRISSEY
Collegian Correspondent

The University of Massachusetts men's gymnastics

team lost big to a superior Temple team Saturday,

272.9256.55.

Temple took control early in the meet and never look-

ed back, as they swept every event.

The Owls were led by juniors Bill Roth, who won the

all-around competition with a score of 57.90, and Jim Van

de Zilver, who posted a 54.55.

Roth's 9.85 on the parallel bars was the high score of

the match. Coach Roy Johnson called Roth "an outstan-

ding athlete, an outstanding gymnast."

Haran, a freshman, had solid routines on the rings (9.0),

parallel bars (9.05) and horizontal bar (9.2).

Senior Bill Sayman performed well on the parallel bars,

scoring a 9.0. Freshman Jason Braud had a nice floor

routine (9.15), and senior Dave DiNucci, performing with

an injured back, scored a 9.25 on the vault.

One controversy early in the mateh was the inconsisten-

cy of the judges' scores. Johnson said that some of the

scores baffled him.

"I was real dissatisfied with the scores [on the horsej,

he said. "[Some of them] just didn't make sense."

UMass could not overcome a large deficit after falter-

ing in the pommel horse. The Minutemen scored only a

38.9 as a team in the meet's second event, while Temple

scored a 45.

Distinguished Visitors Program
Proudly Presents:

Investigative Journalist and Editor

MARTIN LEE

Author of Acid Dreams: CIA, LSD &

The Sixties Rebellion

Narco Terrorism:

The Politics of International

Drug Trafficking

\*ii

Tuesday, Feb 19, 1991

8:00 p.m.
Student Union Ballroom
FREE ADMISSION Visitors pfo^am

N N S \ V S. S NNN^NVVXN

Jusr Because
You SkiAllW^ek
Doesn'tMean
YouLlTUrn Into
APoorStudent

ROUtS
SANDWICH SHOP

331 Russell St., Rt. 9, Hadley

(next to Dunkin' Donuts)

Grand Opening Specials

Over 25 sandwiches all under $3.99 such as..

• Philly Roast Beef • Wrangler

• Veggie Delight w/ avacado

• Tuna/Hold the Line

f*
Buy One Get One Free!!

9 (Lower priced sandwich is free) -§

? One coupon per person per order *?

! Not valid between iMteWfcto WfrMW \

586-8255

f t i augici

«*V*-

H~ee~san5wTchJ

Cooking at your table

$10 College Discount
Stratton has a lower price for anyone pursuing a higher education. $22 midweek

$28 on weekends and holidays. So you can save $10 any day and every day with

a current college ID And you get 92 exciting trails, W ^J^,A *#JI_1L
a 1 2-passenger gondola, plus all the extracurricular \j&fi[wfftfuW Oli
fun vou can handle. Now, how s that for financial aicPX^*VM %*%%^r W W

3 VERMONT

Gifl 1-800443-6867 or 1-802-297-2200.

SPECIAL
Tue8.-Wed.-Thur8.Pri.
& all day Sunday

Two Dinners for 915
Steak & chicken combo
Two Dinners for $18

Shrimp & Scallop Combo
Bntli include soup, salad.

vegetables, noodles, slcumcd
rice, lea, & ice cream

Full liar • I'.xotic Specialties

Rt 1 10. Sunderland 4 13 605 3628
Open Tues Sal al 6pin. Sun at 2

Reservations welcomed

DOONESBURY
By GARRY TRUDEAU

THE FAR SIDE

By GARY LARSON

TH&£FWftf ASLCN6AS
AREAUOW& THtYPONT
TDBAN6AMY &XCeePTH£
INFRONTOF itSAUUMtT
THEWHI7&H0US& 0F6OPBCI-
OMANPNI6HT* BZLZ

THE PRUMMING STARTED WITH
ANOJlEHdA TRIBAL CBRtMOW
lASTPFOM&eR. OTHcRAHTl-
MRPPCT&WRSHAV5
K5PTTTUPZV5R
StNCfr. \

YOU KNOW HOUj

MUCH MAIL-THOSe
80Z056ET? H£Y,

TPUKBAFANOY
APOBOX.,TOO,0LfT

NOOO-I>A
CJVIUAN 1

, I' ' A

T&B /2>LcArt^.

CALVIN AND HOBBES

Andy looked up in horror. Right in front of Sally, a

worm was emerging from his forehead — and he felt

himself turning even redder.

Bv BILL VATTERSON

I Tfc\ED To MIL M SHOW
P&KT5 OFF, BUT I FORGOT TO

Tj\K£ WW BOOTS Off FIRST, SO

THOSE GOT STUCK , AND TWEN

THE rWS GOT AU_ TWSTtD,
SOI fEU-O^Efc, ahofiumlm
Wi TIKUF.R. HND TO CALLTYtO

GlSToWWS TC <5tT VL CX)"*-

FROTTER

y|cU-.«»»*W''
n* OX?***

cuvsifieos.

By GARRY PORTER

LiOtAl THfSGN6,'fWrTER,

SfcEKS SWF «* TOSSIBtE 5 **
*." ui*rr ootS

nur mW?

Qt»r yooic,\iow A»»f>«w«?

"THAT MftOi *8tUMI**> VtMB

SAUi fit* J60S St\U£I>

V*)«w€ HAH FOX HMlOte

V»U tWVC TO

UARU TH6 UW6ft ^T
I fOUWO A 3$3

iwrr requires

TWO f4€N...

SNOOKY LANSON By E. VEZINA & R. SHAUGHNESSY

QUOTE OF THE DAY

"In the first place. Cod made

idiots. That was for practice.

Then he made school boards."

— Mark Twain

DAILY CROSSVORD PUZZLE
Edited By TRUDE rtlCHEL JAffE
ACROSS

t Weaver s Irame

5 Energy

10 Shootout shout

14 Hautboy
15 Poplar

16 Danielle s

dream
17 Joan Leslie

Robert Alda

Mm 1946

20 Recliner teature

21 Ernie

22 Procession

23 Zeros

24 Glue

27 Svvilt hero

31 Fabulist

32 Tale

34 Boy m
Barcelona

35 Stir

36 Dawn deity

37 Cashevw

38 Simple

40 Raia s lady

42 Whirlybird

43 Grimm heroine

45 Tradesperson
47 Speaking style

48 Phone
49 Demur
52 Erodes
56 Grimm

do-gooders

58 Pay lo play

59 Keen
60 Islands oil New

Guinea
61 14 Across is

one
62 t

iUS

DOWN

.j tut

-

MM

TANGELO PIE
By Tin SNIFfEN

ROOMMATE PUM

@ u,jMl MARQJ5

Stepl: AUdiicrttr-

moment^borrow* your

roommate's library <**

Sfep 3- Convince some.

Libr-Ar-ian uour roowimate

is severely III t *&.
you to fake books 0l4^

for h/m. _ __

JZ nS «f 'M'Krf He loots

Sfep 3: Buru Tne books m
a dlisfanf filld your

roomm&k. has never

heard oi. Ask we w
five weeks.

\

Shfp^SifbacM,
anffcipa+e tint jpahnos.

8 House addition

9 Without delay

10 Visits

unexpectedly

1

1

General at Bull

Run
12 State

13 — Point

18 Green land

19 Take shape

23 Nightingale e g
24 Metai holder

25 Downy duck

26 New Zealand

native

27 Hoodlums
28 Common

polymer

29 Harden
30 Aircralt blade

33 Rib

39 Crossed the

threshold

40 Changed one s

mind

41 Masthead
listings

42 Noblest knight

44 Buffalo Bill

46 Orient

48 Tonteyn and
Markova

49 Yonder

50 Sugar source

51 Specify

52 Advantage
c.3 The Way Wo

54 Copper center

of Venezuela
55 Belgian

river

57 Bireme biado

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE

i§$l |#«j urtyttn (km** *»*ndi. #**• 2,19/91

MENU
LUNCH

( hu Ken ISumiii

luiKj.tium Noodle l*>.lkr

BASICS LUNCH
Chh Kff\ fturnto

lunqarian Noodle bakt

I)I»ER
Bet ; ^rv
i|lki\ I>l\.\l\

BASICS DINNER
Greek Style Skilln

1 Ulkr\ 1 >l\ till

YOUR DAILY HOROSCOPE
By JEANE DIXON

ARIES (March 21-April 19)

Taking on aaditional respon-

sibilities increases your chances
for professional advancement
A short trip will provide great

pleasure if a delightful compa-
nion accompanies you! Keep
spending down.

TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
Shake off vague worries and
get caught up on your book-

keeping. An older relative

could require extra attention -

give it lovingly A member of

the opposite sex provides the

reassurance you need.

GEMINI (May 21-June 20):

Catch up on your professional

reading. Family relationships will

improve if fewer demands are

made. Greater cooperation

and patience are essential. A
wonderful evening for enter-

taining at home

CANCER (June 21-July 22): In-

vestments require careful

handling. A creative project

could turn into a real bonanza.

Share your hopes and dreams

with someone close to your

heart. Romance is sweet.

LEO (July 23-Aug. 22) Your

hunch is right on target Chaos

could prevail if you undertake

new ventures today, leave

things as they are. Travel leads

to refreshing amusements
tonight Keep spending within

your budget.

VIRGO (Aug 23-Sept 22):

You are more persuasive than

ever. People in high places can

be brought around to your way

of thinking. Financial gams will

result Romance moves into

high gear.

LIBRA (Sept 23-Oct 22):

Conditions are turbulent m
business and finance Go slowly

instead of plunging ahead.

Sensitivity to other's needs is

vital now. Share good news
with loved ones. They deserve

to know 1

SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov 21):

An agreement may have been
premature. Many alliances are

under strain Lie low but keep
abreast of new developments
in your field Family members
are very supportive.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov 22-Dec.

21): Your efforts to please VIPs

will make them sit up and take

notice your talents. Handle

routine tasks with dispatch.

New plans are being made -

get involved. Romance takes

on a rosy glow.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan.

19). Communications and travel

will spin the wheels of progress

today. Place business pursuits

ahead of pleasure and success

is assured Promoting new
techniques could earn you ex-

tra cash.

AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)

Be wary of schemes that pro-

mise instant fame and power.

Certain data could be
misleading Special

achievements on the job put a
new feather in your cap. Go
after that new promotion you

want
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)

Your colleagues' actions could

make you look bad. Bev are of

guilt by association To keep
your ship afloat emphasize

moderation and self-

sufficiency. Save money for in-

vestment purposes
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ARTS & LIVING
A wacky Valentine show
By JOHN PURIN
Collegian Staff

3 MuHlaphas 3

Iron Horse Cafe
Thursday, Feb. 14

Last Thursday, the Iron Horse was the

scene of one of the strangest Valentine's

celebrations, with an appearance by

worldbeat wackos 3 Mustaphas 3. After

a night like that, to quote Steely Dan, "You

don't ever wanna do it without a fez on."

For those of you unfamiliar with the

legend that is Mustapha, the band is a six

piece combo who claim to be from the

highly obscure Balkan land of Szegerely.

All six minstrels go by the surname

Mustapha, which I guess makes them sort

Of a Slavic Ramones. The band was tour-

ing to support of their new Rykodisc CD
Soup of the Century, their third major

release since forming in 1982. This show

was the marathon three-hour finale of a

five-week tour which, according to pianist

Kemo Mustapha, took them to "pretty

much the five corners" of the United

States.

The bands repertoire consists mainly of

Eastern European folk music, but is ar-

ranged in such a way as to highlight the

twisted sensibilities of the brothers

Mustapha. All members of the sextet are

both linguistic and musical virtuosos, swit-

ching styles, dialects, and axes with equal

finesse. They sang songs in at least a half-

dozen tongues, with between song banter

in a couple more. Hijaz Mustapha
positively wails on bouzouki, and their

sound is further textured by such exotic in-

struments as the Kaval and the Zurna.

This naturally produces a rich sonic stew

which incorporated everything from Alba-

nian funk, to Zydeco, and at times they

created what can on'. * be described as surf

music from the Black Sea. Comparable to

any one from John Coltrane to Jethro Tull,

these Szegerelyan swingers move in a

groove all their own.

The festivities began with a song whose

Turkish title is translated as "Put Yogurt

in the Fridge on Television." It featured an

exotic melody hooked to a dance beat wor-

thy of Club MTV.

Soon afterwards, on "Selvar," Sabah
Habas Mustapha proved himself a fiery

crooner in the Sinatra class, while drum-

mer Houzam cranked out percussive

pyrotechnics that would make Keith Moon
proud. Actually, the Who are a good band
to mention in this context, since many
numbers featured some demonic fiddle

reminiscent of "Baba O'Reilley."

Perhaps the most accessible tune of the

evening was "The Soba Song," a tribute to

a type of Japanese noodle which Hijaz

described as "like your linguini, or your

telegraph wire." In addition to its familiar

country-western backbeat, it was also the

only song to contain lyrics in English.

Among their other attributes, the

Mustaphas proved themselves masters of

the segue, switching rapidly from bass

throbbing rock n'roll to an ethereal drone

that would make good mood music for an

opium den, and from a spastic sax solo to

a mellow, sparkling a capella.

The music transcended both political and

stylistic borders. The Balkan region was

long influenced by Muslim culture, and

much of the show had a marked Arabic

quality. It was nice to be reminded that the

Near East produces sounds a lot more plea-

sant than air raid sirens or Patriot missiles.

After this is all over, when the rubble set-

tles, and if this much-hyped New World

Order really emerges, we can only hope it

sounds like 3 Mustaphas 3.

DELTA UPSILON
Welcomes all University Men to

OPEN RUSH

RUSH PATES LOCATION
B"EB 1 1 V E>M Pizza Night DELTA UPSILON HOUSEFEB 1 2 V E>M Buffalo Wings

IS LOCATED ONEEB 1 4 8 PM Featuring the

"NEW MACHINE"

band 778 NORTH PLEASANT STREET,

ACROSS FROM TOTMAN GYM.EEB 1 8 7 E>M Pizza Night

F*EB 1 9 1 E>M Buffalo Wings

EEB 2 1 8 FM OPEN RUSH

An unforgettable gig
By JAMES MOLESWORTH
Collegian Correspondent

Ricky Ford Quartet
Hampden Theater
Thursday, Feb. 14

Whew! What a start to the second an-

nual Magic Triangle Jazz Series. Ricky

Ford led the quartet with George Cables

on piano, Pete "LaRoca" Sims on drums
and Leon Malson filling in for Reggie

Workman on bass who had to cancel at

the last minute.

Collectively, these four do not work as

a "regular" group. Ford and Sims have

worked together with Mai Waldron in

New York. Ford is also familiar with

Cables and obviously knew Malson well

enough to grab him for the gig at the

last minute. Sims, swamped with paper

work from his law practice, plays infre-

quently. Cables is constantly touring

the country with Frank Morgan. Yet

they put in the kind ofperformance that

is rarely seen, or heard. Playing over

two hours, and composing music
backstage during intermission, these

guys worked really hard.

Ford blew so strong and hard on

"Rhythm-a-ning" that he nearly doubl-

ed over from lack of breath. Cable need-

ed some ice for his fingers in between

sets and after the show Sims looked like

he had run a marathon. On top of it all,

all four musicians had to leave town
that night for other gigs!

They started with a full 10 minute
version of Fats Wallers' "Jitterbug

Waltz." After that, they rounded out the

first set with a collection of Ricky Ford

originals which will be released on his

next album. Among them were "Setting

Sun Blues," (named for the Sunset jazz

club in Paris which is one of Ford's

favorites) a tune which left the crowd

buzzing with anticipation for the start

of the second set. No one was
disappointed.

The second set consisted of the kind

of playing which makes you hum and

snap your fingers as you walk to work

the next day. Cables had ripped some

solid solos in the first set and Malson

made people forget the loss ofWorkman
with a couple of velvety smooth parts.

Yet Sims had seemed locked in a cage,

providing implications of single and

double time through his weaving arms

and legs. He looked like an octopus

sleepwalking through a feeding frenzy,

and when he finally took a solo in the

second set, the audience breathed a col-

lective sigh of relief as they sat on the

edge of their seats. No, Mr. Sims show-

ed no signs of rust, as he pounded out

one of his signature solos, and as he

finished, a wry smile of pure happiness

moved across his face.

For an encore, Ford played "Red,

Crack and Blue," a tune of his own bas-

ed on a retrograde inversion (or played

forwards and then backwards) of the

first four bars of the national anthem.

The evening was a complete success,

and the sampling of tunes from Ricky

Ford's upcoming album should have

people waiting in line at record stores.

The crowd was hip (a packed house), and

the artists were on a higher plane ofex-

istence, definitely a once in a lifetime

gig. Further evidence that jazz here in

the valley is on the rise, and only get-

ting better.

Tuesday Night's Taco Night
Wednesday Night is Buffalo Bill

Lookalike Night
Free Buffalo Wings 9-???

$50 Gift Certificate to winner!
. Drinks of the Week *

Rum and Coke $1.75 \

Kamikaze $2.00 j

Beer of the Month.

60 oz pitcher of Rolling Rock,

Miller. Miller Lite, and Miller

Genuine Draft
^< X ZPt ^ fx ** **

$4.50
I

Minutemen win
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 12

"[McCoy] is playing outstanding," Calipari said. "He
carried us in the middle of the game when we needed it.

That was the Jim McCoy we'd seen before, but hadn't seen

yet this year."

Down the stretch the Minutemen beat Penn State with

several hard blows and one knockout punch.

A pair of McCoy jumpers carried UMass' lead to 55-47

midway through the second half. A fast break feed from

Harper Williams led to a McCoy dunk at the 4:40 mark.

The Minutemen spread the floor to kill the clock and

Tony Barbee found a seam, racing in for a tomohawk dunk

that left UMass up 65-57, with 1:22 left.

Freddie Barnes kept Penn State afloat momentarily,

canning a pair of free throws, tipping in a missed layup,

and hitting a 3-pointer to close the Nittany Lions within

three, at 67-64.

But Rafer Giles padded UMass" lead to 69-64 with a pair

of free throws with :25 to play, and the clincher was a

Herndon strip that led to a one hand-behind-the-head, Dee

Brown-style dunk by Barbee with :12 left.

"Herndon's strip, Anton Brown's strip. . .that's what I

mean about 'stepping up,'" Calipari said. "Getting

through this win and making key free throws down the

stretch will help us."

McCoy paced four Minutemen in double figures; Hern-

don added 14, Harper Williams 11 and Barbee 10. Barnes

scored 18 to lead Penn State.

si ^S

J

RUSH
ZETA PSI
ALL UNIVERSITY MEN WELCOME

All Events 7-9 PM

EXCEPT

CONDOM NITE

6--30 -9PM

TUESDAY FEB. 12 MEET THE BROTHERSNITE

WEDNESDAY FEB. 13 CHIP N' DIP NITE

THURSDAY FEB. 14BURGERNITE

TUESDAY FEB. 19PIZZA NITE

WEDNESDAY FEB. 20 CHIP N' DIP NITE

THURSDAY FEB. 21 CONDOM NITE

HOXTH PLEA&MT STBEET

seniors
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 12

He's

ZETA PSI

23 PHILLIPS ST.

256-6845

tjm^mim^jm^

"He's improved every year," Calipari said,

been an integral part of our team."

Anderson, an economics major, is unsure of his plans

after he graduates, but said they might include

graduate school. "I think I'll find a beach," he said.

"It's been a long four years."

John Tate, who spends most of his court time lean-

ing on opponents under the basket, huddling his team-

mates or consoling the referees, has been an important

part in the resurgence of UMass basketball.

Tate has been one of the team's top rebounders since

he began coming off the bench his sophomore year. He
has led the Minutemen in rebounds eight times this

season and had a career-high 14 at Vermont.

"I never expected John to be a good player," Calipari

said. "But, I didn't get a chance to measure his heart.

He plays with a lot of enthusiasm, and a lot of emo-

tion."

"I really didn't have any expectations basketball-

wise," said Tate, a Pittsburgh native. "I just wanted

to play."

Tate, a history major, doesn't have any definite plans

after receiving his diploma, but said he may attend

graduate school.

Grodski, an occasional starter his first two seasons,

saw his playing time reduced because of a hip injury

last year. Grodski said he has learned to accept his sup-

porting role.

"I don't feel less important because I wasn't

statistically a factor," said the Riverhead, NY. native.

"I still feel important in other roles and that's all that

really matters."

"Ben has been such a great leader," Calipari said.

"And I think the other guys look up to him for his work

ethic."

Grodski, a pre-med major, has been busy applying

to medical schools and is also considering teaching.

Giles is a crowd favorite for his timely threes and

court control. Giles' 3-pointer at the buzzer in overtime

against Rhode Island a few weeks ago was the game-

winner and made him the 18th Minuteman to eclipse

the 1,000-point mark.

"Rafer's really done so much for the program as far

as his attitude and courage on the floor," Calipari said.

"Just his demeanor around campus has been a positive

thing for our program."

"UMass is what he needed to make him a better per-

son," said Giles' mother, Edith, who flew up from her

Richmond, Va. home to attend Saturdays game.

Giles said he hopes to take his sport management

degree to law school.

"Since I've been here it's been fun," he said. "I hate

to leave it, but I think I'm ready to go home, too
"

Classifieds
COME TO THE COLLEGIAN OFF1CE-CC 113 MON - THURS 8:30-3:30 • DEADLINE 2 DA YS PRIOR TO PUBUCATION • CASH IN ADVANCE, 20*1'WORD/DA Y FOR STUDENTS

ACTIVITIES

FIRST INVESTMENT CLUB MEETING:
Dean Witter Program. Member Stock Con-

test, bring stock ideas. Tuesday. 2/19/91.

SBA10B 7pm, New members welcome

LECTURE NARCO-TERRORISM: The

Politics of International Drug Trafficking

Martin Lee Author of ACID DREAMS
Tues Feb 19 at 8 00 SUB

RUSH THETA CHI
Best on cmpus location, best in house

meals by our chef Jim. pool

table/fooz/hoops/volleyball. cheaper than

dorms- Univ. approved housing, recently

remodeled entire house, large electronic

entertainment center, sun deck, antlion

renderings by Wellman<a National Merit

Scholar), lightest brotherhood on campus,

lifelong friends, stop by to see what you've

been missing 1

RUSH THETA CHI DATES
Tue Feb 12 Pinnochio's Pizza Night

Thu Feb 14 Buffalo Wings Night

Tue Feb 19 Billiards and Fooz Night

Thu Feb 21 Mexican Night

All events in house 7:30-9:00

496 No Pleasant St (right next to Newman
Ctr.)

UMASS" TRIATHLON CLUB meeting

tonight, Boyden 249. 630 Race news,

workout schedule All are welcome 6-3324

for info.

TRI-SIGMA OPEN RUSH
Tuesday 2/19 through 2/25

Call 549-3811 for information 11

SHLOCK ROCK CONCERT tomorrow night

sponsored by Hillel, popular rock'n'roll

music with Jewish themes Be there or be

square 1 CCA 8:00 Admission

VALLEY WOMEN'S VOICE, monlhiy

feminist paper, invites interested women to

join meeting Wednesday Feb 20 5pm SU
321

SONY 13" COLOR TV, cable-ready, great

picture, perfect for dorm S70/BO 665-2831

FOUND

CD~b1SC. Call MJ or leave a message
665-7336

FbUNDTCAMERA * SHOES
Call 546-5838 Eves

LOST
At Career Day

Black Leather Coat
Reward

Call 546-3942

RESUME SERVICE

WINTER PARKER
Light blue Brand name Gerry. Last seen

Boyden Rm 251 Please call 6-1937

PERSONALIZED CONSULTATION or

laser printing ot your original 549-0367

RIDE WANTED

CLUB MED
Enjoy your spring break"

Added value with each booking

Call RENDEZVOUS TRAVEL
1-800-336-1002

PERSONALS

AUTO FOR SALE

1981 CITATION Mechanically sound body

damaged parts or fixit $150 253-4057

HAT
At Haigus Mall

Call Matthew 253-7699

ESTABLISH CREDIT

DISCOVER CARDS
No cost to apply

Call Mark 546-4814

Leave message

FOR RENT

AMHERST, 1 BEDROOM AVAILABLE IN 3

BEDROOM. NEW HOUSE ON BUS LINE

FIREPLACE, BEAUTIFUL!! AVAILABLE

NOW CALL 8-4, 665-3326

ANNOUNCEMENTS

AMHERST, 1 BEDROOM available in two

bedroom apartment, 10 minute walk to

UMass, $200 immediate opening

549-8273

200 EXTRAS NEEDED
For Union Video Center art video called

Right Through the Wall. Shoot will happen

Sunday March 3rd. Sign up through Union

Video Center (545-1336) or Tracy at

586-4318 If you believe in dreams, we need

you.

BEO AND BREAKFAST- downtown ideal

for visiting parents and friends- 549-0733

DELTA UPSlLON WELCOMES all univer

sity men to open rush Dates to remember

FEB 11,12,14,18,19,21

AMHERST CENTER, quiet room, bus, walk

UMass -$275- laundry, utilities included

549-0484

FRIDGE RENTALS CALL R + P 253-9742

WINTER SPECIAL: 1 month rent 99 cents

with one year lease

2 bedroom- $450
3 bedroom- $537
Sunderland, Free bus route, laundry

facilities, swimming pool, garden plots,

short term lease available

665-3856

HELP WANTED

DON'T GET A JOB —Get a business! Stu-

dent painters offers highly motivated

students practical experience and earnings

averaging $5,000-7000 for the summer
Please call 1-800-922-5579

EARN $300 to $500 per week reading

books at home -Call 1-615-473-7440 Ext

B-281

INTELLIGENCE JOBS. All branches. US
Customs. DEA ect. Now hiring. Call

1-805-962-8000 Ext. K-9616

NEWSPAPER DELIVERERS NEEDED in

UMASS dorms. No car required. 7-8am 7

days/week. Call 253-7009

ON-CAMPUS FUNDRAISER
Needed: Organized and Industrious frater-

nity, sorority, or student group to earn hun-

dreds of dollars for an on-campus marketing

protect.

CALL 1 -800-NOW-POST

DAVID F.

Thank you very much lor being the best

brother in the world I hope you enjoyed

UMass Please visit again!

Love, Stephanie

DEBBY S- Hey woman, hope you had a

great birthday

Love you.

The Lawyer. The Twin, and The Roommate

FREE TANK OF GASI Ride to Fitchburg

Stale on Rt 2 needed any Friday of this

semester Greg 253-9949

ROOMMATE WANTED

R60MMAfE~NEEDED FOR one open
bedroom in Squire Village townhouse Male

or female for $165/month On bus route

Call Stephanie or Lesley anytime at

665-4090

SERVICES

SPRING BREAK TO DAYTONA!
Travel with YANKEE LINE TOURS via

deluxe motorcoach March 15-24, 1991
' "Campus pick-up and drop-off!

"First class hotel accommodations!
""Best location, excellent nightlife'

" "Only $259 00 (quad occ)
For more info contact Scott

(413) 256-0029
Reserve your spot before it's too late*

HAPPY 21st BIRTHDAY MARGOt Get

ready to celebrate your real birthday' We'll

show the bimbos at Barsie's how to really

party! Love Ya -Nicole

JILL
I heard Jordans was having a sale Teracota

-buy 1 get 8 free' You're psyched

Love, Esbitt

K- HAPPY 21«lll -Squirrel PS I hope

you've recovered from Saturday!

AEROBICS NAUTILUS STAIRMASTERS
Lifecycles. freewekjhts. treadmill, gravitron.

step-classes, karate

Amherst Athletic Club 256-0080

FLORIDA S NEWEST
HOT SPOT

Panama City-$139

World's Biggest Beach
PARTY

Daytona Beach-$189
Call Erika + Julie at 546-2649
or Siobhan + Tern at 546-5079

SMALL VERMONT CAMP for girls seeks

committed counselors in horsemanship,

wilderness trips, watersports. photography

/video, and more Sherry Osborn, Camp
Catherine Caspers 25 Shawmut Ave Apt

UM Wayland MA 01778 (508)650-1866

INSTRUCTION

KARA NICHOLS:
The countdown is finally over -so shut up

and drink. BIMBO' Happy 21st' We love

you!
-KKSN

PEEJ
~

VOUVRAY! This is late! How unlike me-

NOT! One more try? I didn't know how

much I loved you Happy V-day Babe and

thank you
The Wooksler
PS Happy Birthday -Again'

DIRT CHEAP RESUMES
Counseling, overnight laserprintmg

$20. Lisa or Charlie- 665-2831

PREGNANT?
Need a pregnancy test, information or sup
post' Call for free and confidential services

ALTERNATIVES 33 Main Street Northamp
ton 586-3000 or Greenfield 774-6010

PROFESSIONAL CHEF LOOKING FOR
WORK

Culinary school graduate with 7 years ex-

perience looking tor pnvate catering and/or

fraternity/sorority feeding Call Wayne at

6-6292

SK7TUNES~
Wax Ptex
Only $5 for both

Call 546-7212 Rob

VOUCHER TWA Book before Feb 22 $400-

for $200 -Tel 535-2306

WAKE^N-BAKEliT Spring Break '91!!

Jamaica from $429 00
Cancun from $399 00
A week of tun and sun' The hottest distma-

tions 1-800-426-7710

TYPING

CHEAP RATES, fast, accurate, depen-

dable, campus pickup and delivery Adam
253-9117

WOROPROCESSING, FAST, $1 45/page
-549-0484

WANTED

DRUM-award winning Black Arts and

Literature magazine-now accepting submis-

sions 115 NAH

EARN AS MUCH as $1000 organizing white

water rafting trips in Maine and New York

for Unicorn Expeditions You bring the peo-

ple and we take care of everything else Call

1-800-Unlcorn for details

PHI ALPHA THETA Inl'l History Honors

Society accepting applications from new

members Info-applications in History office

Herter Deadline 2/28

an *c^.. XX X A^ X Jg
TRI-SIGMA OPEN RUSHI
Tuesday 2/19 through Monday 2/25

Call 549-381 1 for information or come by

387 N Pleasant St

FOR SALE

AEROSMITH BACKSTAGE PASSES
TOUR 1991

Call for delails 546-2396

Reasonable prices

BABY IGUANA EASY care complete set up

-Cheap 253-3904

FUTONS
Metawampe

For all your futon needs
Available anywhere in USA
Great to sleep on with your

sexy valentine

Call to order
1^O0-3FUTON1

EARN CREDIT learn to Scuba Dive Basic

Classes held Monday, Tuesday, Wednes-

day, and Thursday 7-10PM in Curry Hicks

Pool. Open Water II class held during

Spring Break in Key Largo. FLA Advanc-

ed Class held in New England in April For

further informtion call 549-8401 . or drop by

Curry Hicks starting 2/4/91

LOST

HP 15-C CALCULATOR lost either Elab or

Worcester DC Please call 6-6187 Thanks

I LOST MY WATCH!!
12/12 in Boyden women's locker room
Black leather strap, black face w/gold

It found please call 549-8028

SCOTT-Well you should pat yourself on the

back for putting up with me for 3 whole

years! I know I haven't exactly been the

easiest person to gel along with and I ap-

preciate your patience, (although you

haven't been an angel either!) I'm looking

forward to many more years of bickering1

Happy Anniversary!

Love, Mere

TO ALL OF you who made my 20th birth-

day awesome-Thank You! You guys are

the best-Love Always Lauren

CASH FOR GOLD. Unwanted
Necklaces, watches, rings

anything containing gold Call 546-3399

jewlery?

We buy

TIMBER LAKE CAMPS located in NY's
Catskill Mountains seek General
Counselors. Athletic Instructors, and WSI's
On-campus interviews Top salaries/travel

allowance 800-828-CAMP (9-4 30
Weekdays)

WE WANT TO take over your house lease

for next year starting in June or August Call

549-7133

TURK
Happy belated birthday, belated Valentine s

Day. and belated Chinese New Year. I'm

sorry, I'm a bum, but you love me anyway,

and I love you.

Damage Inc
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Sports
UMass hits stride, 73-64

Collegian photo by Carrie Wyeth

Jim McCoy (20), whosejumper has returned to

form in UMass' last two games, scored 25 points

in UMass' 73-64 win over Penn State Saturday at

the Cage.

By SAM SILVERSTEIN
Collegian Staff

With Saturday's 73-64 defeat of Penn State at the Cage,

the University of Massachusetts men's basketball team
is on a genuine roll heading into Thursday's Temple game.

The win was UMass' second straight in the Atlantic 10

and raised the Minutemen above the logjam in the mid-

dle of the A-10 standings into third place at 16-8 (9-6 in

the league.)

The Minutemen held Penn State to 39 percent shooting

in the second half, hung on at game's end as the Nittany
Lions stayed within range, and got an extraordinary per-

formance from Jim McCoy.
"(The last two games] might be the first full team ef-

forts we've had all year," John Tate said. "It was fun. I

think teams are in trouble now. We're all looking forward

to Temple."
"The guys are accepting their roles and coming together

as a team," coach John Calipari said. "If we can continue

to do that we'll be fine."

McCoy made 12 of 15 shots — including 10 straight from

the end of the first half into the second — and finished

with a game-high 25 points.

In his last two games, including UMass' 98-89 win at

West Virginia last week, McCoy has made 21 of 27 shots

(77.7 percent) and scored 48 points.

McCoy said his father noticed a few flaws in his shot

after last weekend's Duquesne game in hometown
Pittsburgh.

"I wasn't holding my follow through and I was jump-
ing too high. I've worked on controlling my jump, and it

has worked," explained McCoy, who was weakend by a

virus early in the season said he just recently began feel-

ing "a lot better."
CONTINUED ON PAGE 11

Women swim to third in NE
By CHRIS MIRACLE
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts
women's swimming team hoped for a

better performance, but is happy
finishing third at this past weekend's

New England Women's Intercollegiate

Swimming and Diving Associations In-

dividual Championships at Orono,

Maine.
Boston College lived up to as the team

to beat, winning with 597 points. Nor-

theastern University (436.5) edged the

Minutewomen for second (428).

"Whoever finished second gained the

moral victory," UMass coach Bob
Newcomb said.

The Minutewomen, besides placing

third, also achieved some personal bests

and two school records during the three-

day event.

Among the standards broken were
freshman Allison White in the one-

meter dive with 525.5 points and
freshman Kim Broad in the 400 in-

dividual medley (4:42.24).

"We didn't swim awesome, but we
didn't swim poorly either," Newcomb
said. "If we swam awesome, we would
have placed second."

Highlights from the first day ofevents

include a third place by the

Minutewomen in the 200-yard freestyle

relay. The team of Keira Cruz, Beth

Wadick, Kim Morin, and Denise Reimer

combined for a time of 1:40.36.

In the 500 freestyle, Kim Broad plac-

ed fourth (5:12.93) while Jen Jackson

finished ninth in 5:13.88. In the 200 in-

dividual medley relay, Kiri Binning

posted a time of 2:11.80 and Laurie

Schwarz took 16th in 2:18.88.

The three-meter dive was a bright spot

for the Minutewomen as White placed

second, accumulating 372.80 points.

"Allison dove great," Newcomb said.

"She proved how good she can be."

On Saturday, the Minutewomen
swam well enough to take third in the

200 medley relay (1:53.64). Jen
Saunders finished sixth (4:50.87).

In the 100 backstroke, Barbara Banks
finished sixth with a time of 1:02.48.

Hoop seniors bid

Cage fond farewell
By BRETT MORRIS
Collegian Correspondent

A capacity Curry Hicks Cage crowd gave a standing

ovation sendoff to the four graduating seniors of the

University of Massachusetts men's basketball team

before Saturday night's UMass-Penn State game.

John Tate, Rafer Giles, Matt Anderson and Ben Grod-

ski will play their last home game in a Minuteman
uniform Thursday against Temple. Each was honored

Saturday night by their teammates, coaches, relatives

and fans as they exchanged flowers, gifts and hugs at

center court.

The celebration didn't end with the pre-game

ceremony. Coach John Calipari rewarded all four

seniors with a starting spot, again bringing the zealous

crowd to its feet.

The four, along with Will Herndon, played more than

three minutes together and built a 5-0 lead.

Each displayed the individual talents they've

developed during their four years in Amherst. In those

three minutes, Anderson's aggressive play, Grodski's

hustle, Tate's enforcement of the paint and Giles'

coolness and control were all apparent.

Anderson, a key reserve throughout his four years,

will leave Amherst known for his assertive play and

dauntless attitude. Anderson, with his game-face on,

took the first shot Saturday night and played four solid

minutes.

"I'm happy with the program and I'm glad I had
something to do with it," said the Brewster, N.Y.

native. "I hope I've contributed by making someone
else better. I think I've made it as far as I could."

CONTINUED ON PAGE 11

Minutewomen gain in loss

Women's gymnastics routs S.Conn.
By LYNN FRANKEL
Collegian Correspondent

In its second road trip of the season, the

University of Massachusetts women's gym-

nastics team crushed Southern Connecticut

183.45 to 179.65 Saturday.

"It was a big win," said Mitchell, whose

Temple tix
Student tickets for Thurs-

day's UMass-Temple men's
basketball game will be
distributed today at the
Cage between 12:30 p.m.

ana 5 p.m. One ticket will be
given to each student with a
valid student ID.

To guarantee a general
admission seat in the student

section, students with tickets

must be at the Cage Thurs-

day by 7 p.m. Cage doors will

open at 5:30 p.m. Tipoff is

7:30 p.m.
Students will need to show

their student ID with their

ticket to enter the Cage.

team won all the events. Mitchell said

UMass performed with confidence and ap-

pears to be ready for this weekend's big

meet with Temple.

Sophomore Tammy Marshall tied the
UMass record in the all-around with a
38.35.

Marshall also grabbed a first on the vault

with a 9.6, bars (9.45), beam (9.7) and floor

(9.6).

Freshman Margaret Furtado placed se-

cond in the all-around with a 37.05. Fur-

tado also finished behind Marshall on the

bars with a 9.25, and placed third on the

beam with a 9.4.

Furtado tied for third with teammate

Erin Kleir on the floor with a 9.4.

Kleir also placed third in the all-around

with a 36.4. Sophomore Lisa Beth Cronen

added points to the team's all-around score

with her performance on the vault, bars,

and floor exercise.

The Minutewomen will host Atlantic 10

rival Temple and Northeastern Sunday,

Feb. 24 at Boyden. The meet will start at

1 p.m.

By GREG SUKIENNIK
Collegian Staff

The lopsided score was expected, and

results weren't entirely disastrous.

Though the University of Massachusetts

women's basketball team (0-23 overall,

0-15 Atlantic-10 Conference) was drubbed

9445 by Penn State 23-1 (14-1 in the Atlan-

tic 10), it realized some positive goals that

will carry the Minutewomen into tonight's

game at Rhode Island (7:30 p.m.) with a

chance to pick up that still-elusive first win

of the season.

"We felt good about the things we were

able to get done on the floor," said coach

Cathy Hewelt. "We were playing the No.

2 team in the country on the road, and we
jumped out to an 8-2 lead and forced them
to call a time-out. That's not a regular oc-

curence when Penn State plays

Massachusetts in women's basketball."

Indeed, UMass stunned the 3,212 Nit-

tany Lion fans assembled for the team's

last home game by leaping out to a six-

point lead in the first three minutes.

Maleeka Valentine started the ball rolling

with a drive to the hoop. Kim Kristofik

chipped in two consecutive lay-ups, and
Keyburn McCusker added a layup for good

measure to make the score 8-2.

Then Penn State showed up for work,

taking the lead back and, according to

Hewelt, slapping on a full-court man-to-

man press that shook up the

Minutewomen.
"Their press gave us some difficulty in

the first half, and that allowed them the

chance to get into their offensive rhythm,"

Hewelt said.

UMass stayed within 10 points until late

in the first half, when Penn State's Dana
Eikenberg nailed two three-pointers to

push the lead to 14. A Jenny Kretchmar
3-point heave with 20 seconds left closed

the first half scoring at 50-26, Nittany

Lions.

Penn State pulled away in the second

half, blowing a 24-point lead into a 40-point

lead in the first 10 minutes. Kathy Phillips

and Susan Robinson scored 14 points dur-

ing a 22-6 Nittany Lion run that erased all

doubt about the outcome.

However, Hewelt noted that the team did

accomplish its goals of holding Penn State

under 100 points, scoring more than 40,

and generally not being intimidated by a

team with the potential to win a national

championship.

"We were bound and determined not to

be intimidated by this team as we were the

first time we played them, and we came out

guns-a-blazing," Hewelt said. McCusker
led UMass with 20 points.

Which leads to tonight's matchup in

Kingston, R.I., against Rhode Island. The
WRams (yes, their real name) have had a

season which roughly parallels UMass',

posting a record of 5-18 (1-13 in the A-10).

IfUMass is to beat a team this year, this

is the team to beat.

"The key for us is to keep our com-

posure," Hewelt said. The WRams will dou-

ble and triple-team the Minutewomen to

counter UMass' height advantage, she

said.

"We'll try to get good ball movement and

try to be patient on offense — that's key for

us," Hewelt said. "They know our strength

is inside and they'll be trying to take that

away from us, so what we have to do is not

settle for the outside jumper."

After tonight's game in Kingston R.I., the

Minutewomen will face Temple and Rhode
Island at home.

Collegian file photo

In holding nationally-ranked Penn
State under 100 points, the UMass
women's hoop grabbed some
encouragement.
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Body of protester identified
Man who set himselfon fire son of Globe columnists

By MEREDITH O'BRIEN
Collegian Staff

Springfield medical examiners yesterday used den-

tal records to confirm the identity ofa 30-year-old man
who died Monday afternoon after setting himself on

fire at the Amherst Town Common.
Gregory D. Levey, a former University of

Massachusetts student, held a "Peace" sign as he dous-

ed himself with paint thinner and twice tried to light

himself on fire. Although Levey taped his

Massachusetts driver's license to the sign, police said

they wanted to wait until completion of the autopsy

and for the next of kin to be contacted before releas-

ing his identity.

Levey was the son of Boston Globe restaurant

reviewer Robert Levey, and the stepson of Pulitzer

Prize winning columnist Ellen Goodman, both of

Brookline.

The parents could not be reached, but Globe

spokesperson Richard Gulla said, "We at the Globe ex-

tend our deepest sympathies to Robert Levey and Ellen

Goodman."
Levey, who graduated from UMass in 1984 with a

Bachelor's degree in English, lived alone in Amherst.

Police said he worked as a substitute teacher at the

South Hadley branch of the Hampshire Educational

Collaborative. No one could be reached for comment

from the Collaborative at press time.

Police said they are still trying to find evidence to

link him to any peace or anti-war organizations.

Amherst Detective Michael Kent said police found

"nothing noteworthy" in the search of Levey's home,

at 33 Kendrick Place, linking him to any peace groups.

Lt. Edward Harrington, who heads the Northamp-

ton Crime Prevention and Control Unit, said he is

treating the situation as a suicide, adding that he will

continue the investigation and try to determine why

Levey immolated himself.

At approximately 1:53 p.m. Monday, Levey poured

two one-gallon containers of paint thinner on himself,

lit a match, which went out, then lit a second one which

resulted in a fireball engulfing his body.

A police officer was on the scene immediately and

put the flames out with a fire extinguisher, after

several witnesses on the common had attempted to put

out the flames with their coats.

Police said the witnesses were too far away from

Levey to prevent him from lighting the second match.

University of Massachusetts students reacted with

shock at news of the immolation.

"Why? I just don't understand," said Julie Ostrobin-

ski, a junior management major. "I think it was a bold

statement, too bold. It's very sad. It's horrible."

Eric Long, junior Hotel Restaurant Travel Ad-

ministration major said he thought Levey went too far

with his political statement. "Someone doesn't have

to die to get his point across."

Collegian staffmember Tamir Lipton contributed to

this article.

People hold
vigil in honor
ofprotestor
While flags on the Amherst Town Common flew at half

staff, approximately 100 people holding candles gathered

yesterday for a silent vigil at the site of Gregory Levey's

death.

Holding a "Peace" sign, Levey doused himself with two

one-gallon containers of paint thinner and set himself on

fire Monday afternoon on the Amherst Town Common.
Jennifer Cannon, a University of Massachusetts junior

who honored Levey's death by spending Monday night on

the common with three other students, tried to emphasize

the importance of Levy's sacrifice.

"He made a statement in favor of peace," she said, "I

believe his life was not wasted. I have seen all sorts of

community members dialoging about this, people are

finally feeling the war on an emotional level." At one

point, the silence of the vigil was interrupted by a man
who asked the crowd what Levey's sacrifice meant to

them. His question sparked pro and anti-war sentiments

among people in the crowd, although many told him the

vigil was not the place to discuss political issues.

Darren Shupe, an Amherst College junior who also

spent Monday night on the common, expressed his regret

that the vigil became politicized.

"We are holding this vigil to foster an awareness of what

happened here," Shupe said. "We don't want people to

get embroiled over issues, there are more appropriate

forums for that."
- MARK HENSLEY

Chomsky raps Cold War, thought control at series

• U.S. blamed for Cold War
By ELIZABETH BUTTS
Collegian Correspondent

Noam Chomsky, a leading radical commentator on U.S.

foreign policy, spoke Monday night on "The Cold War:

Fact and Fancy," at the LeFrak Gymanasium at Amherst

College.

Chomsky, saying the dominant understanding of the

Cold War is one of a confrontation between the United

States and the Soviet Union, outlined two approaches and

understandings of the Cold War.

In this confrontation between two superpowers, Chom-

sky said Soviet aggression is contained by the United

States while the Soviet Union is viewed as a "nightmare"

and the United States is the "container of freedom."

According to this argument, "The very existence of the

Soviet Union represents aggression," Chomsky said,

rendering all U.S. action inherently defensive.

This dualistic, good-bad, noble-evil (U.S.-Soviet) opposi-

tion, Chomsky said, "has the childlike simplicity of a fairy

tale."

In the face of these dualities, argued Chomsky, "fact is

an irrelevance," and behind these dualities is the idea that

coexistence with other countries is implausible. The

United States must have complete control, Chomsky said.

One approach to the Cold War holds that the United

States has a history of worldwide aggression and state ter-

rorism pursued out of a need to protect and promote U.S.

trade, Chomsky said. This trade is threatened by other

countries' nationalism, he added.

Chomsky said that, regardless of differences throughout

Collegian photo by K.A. Burke

Noam Chomsky

the U.S. political system, which he called "miniscule,"

political powers, regardless of party, have pursued a

foreign policy which deliberately failed to reduce the

threat of superpower conflict in order to enhance national

security.

He cited as evidence Soviet reductions in arms in 1960

CONTINUED ON PAGE 4

• 'Public kept in its place

'

By MADANMOHAN RAO
Collegian Staff

Renowned linguist and critic of U.S. foreign policy Noam
Chomsky, professor at Massachusetts Institute of

Technology, addressed nearly 400 people last night at

Amherst College, during the second of a two-part Corliss

Lamont series of lectures.

Chomsky, in his talk entitled "Force and Opinion, ex-

pounded on thought control in free societies like the

United States. "American society is probably the freest

society in the world," Chomsky said. "We have a literal

commitment to the freedom of speech."

However, the control of thought is more important for

free and popular governments than for despotic govern-

ments, Chomsky said.

"The public must be kept in its place. If the state lacks

force, and the public makes its voice heard, then it must

be ensured that the public says the right thing," Chom-

sky said. "The ignorant masses need to be prevented from

interfering in public affairs. Rights and freedoms can be

granted to people — but within reason."

The revival of political life and political thought in the

1960s was perceived by the privileged elite as an excess

of democracy, and therefore an impending crisis of

democracy, Chomsky explained.

"The rabble could not be allowed to fall victim to their

own depraved judgements and thus get control of the com-

munity," he said. "This attitude of keeping the rascal

CONTINUED ON PAGE 4
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U.S. rejects Soviet peace proposal
By NEIL MACFARQUHAR
Associated Press Writer

DHAHRAN, Saudi Arabia - As the

allies marshaled land, sea and air forces for

a possible all-out assault on Iraqi forces,

President Bush yesterday declared that a

Soviet plan for ending the Persian Gulf

War fell short of U.S. expectations.

The Soviets said it was not up to Bush

to accept or reject the peace plan because

it was offered to Iraq.

There was no pause in the air war yester-

day, and concern grew over Iraqi mines in

northern gulf after it was disclosed that a

mine blast had disabled a billion-dollar

warship, the biggest U.S. material loss of

the war.

The U.S. military reported yesterday that

another American warplane was lost in

combat. Marine Brig. Gen. Richard Neal

said the fate of the pilot of the A-10 attack

plane was not known.

Baghdad came under repeated bombard-

ment overnight, the heaviest onslaught in

several days, AP correspondent John Rice

reported from the Iraqi capital. Black

clouds of smoke drifted over the city, and

streaks of red-and-white anti-aircraft fire

illuminated the night sky, he said.

Iraqi Foreign Minister Tariq Aziz took

the Soviet peace plan home to Baghdad

yesterday from Moscow, where Soviet

President Mikhail S. Gorbachev offered the

proposal Monday. The Soviet plan is said

to include a guarantee that Saddam Hus-

sein can stay in power if he pulls his ar-

mies out of Kuwait now.

Iraq offered Friday to pull out of Kuwait,

but the offer was rejected by the allies

because of conditions attached.

Bush, at a picture-taking session in the

White House yesterday, appeared to reject

the Soviet peace proposal.

"As far as I'm concerned, there are no

negotiations, no concessions," the president

said, adding he had conveyed his opinions

of the plan to Gorbachev.

Bush noted Gorbachev had asked him to

keep details of the plan confidential and

said, "I'm going to do that."

"I will respect that request in the in-

terests of thoroughly exploring the in-

itiative," the president said. "But, very

candidly. . .while expressing appreciation

for sending it to us, it falls well short of

what would be required."

In London, British Prime Minister John

Major echoed Bush's sentiments, telling

Parliament "nothing has yet happened

which would incline us to agree to a cease-

fire or pause in the conflict."

Soviet Foreign Minister Alexander

Bessmertnykh said in Moscow it was not

up to Bush to reject the Kremlin peace

initiative.

"That plan was addressed to the Iraqi

leadership, so he rejected the plan which

did not belong to him," Bessmertnykh told

reporters.

The Soviet foreign minister, in an ad-

dress to lawmakers, said the situation was

"too delicate" to detail the Kremlin peace

plan. However, he indicated the proposal
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: For Your Information

WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 20

Schlock Rock Concert - A rock 'n roll with Jewish

themes concert will be held in the Campus Center

Auditorium at 8 p.m. The concert is sponsored by the

Jewish Arts Festival. Admission is free.

Information Meeting - An informational meeting for

all Early Childhood Education students planning on stu-

dent teaching in Fall 1991 semester is scheduled for 6 p.m.

in Room 22, Furcolo Hall.

Day ofEducation - A Gulf War Day of Education will

be held in the Cape Cod Lounge from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m.

The day is sponsored by the Faculty and Staff for Peace

and Justice in the Middle East.

Volunteer Fair — A volunteer fair will be held from 11

a.m. to 2:30 p.m. in CC 163. The fair is sponsored by

VIBES, the Undergraduate Business Club, the Mather

Career Center and Human Kindness Outreach.

Brown Bag Lunch Series - "Picturing the past: Study-

ing Clothing through Portrayals" will be discussed in the

Brown Bag Lunch series in CC 904-908 at 12:15 p.m. The

series is sponsored by the Women's Studies department.

Panel Discussion — A panel discussion, "An update on

the Persian Gulf Crisis," will be held at 8 p.m. in Thomp

son 102. The discussion is sponsored by the Five College

Program in Peace and World Security Studies.

Information Meeting — The summer studies program to

Dijon, France will have a questions session at 5 p.m. in

Herter 301.

THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 21

Forum — The Research Council will have a Forum on

Current Research Issues, co-sponsored by the Advanced

Study in the Humanities from 4-6 p.m. in CC 917.

Soviet peace plan nixed

Recycling Program — Residential Recycling education

volunteers will meet at 6:30 p.m. in CC 902, and promo-

tion volunteers will meet in CV 902 at 8 p.m.

Coffee House - An informal reading of various poetry

and prose will take place in the first floor of Field dorm

at 8 p.m.

Information Session - For students interested in spen-

ding a summer in Oxford, England, there will be an im-

portant information session at 7:30 p.m. in Bartlett 206.

Students can earn up to eight credits while living at Trini-

ty College in Oxford.

SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 23

Read-out — Writers and Artists for Peace in the Middle

East are sponsoring a "Read out against the war" event

at the Grace Episcopal Church, 16 Spring Street, Amherst

from 2-5 p.m.

March - A march for peace will take place from the

Hampshire College bus stop to Westover Air Force Base.

Marchers will meet at 9 a.m. at the Hampshire College

bus stop.

SUNDAY, FEBRUARY 24

Peace Vigil — A vigil for peace in the Middle East on

the Amherst Common from 12-1 p.m.

Informal reception — An informal reception for women

of African, Asian, Latino and Native American decent will

be at 5 p.m. in the Van Meter Lounge. R.S.V.P. 5454209

or 549-1224. There will be good food, music, a mime per-

formance, and networking for a new group.

Workshop — A workshop on Interfaith Marriage and

Relationships will be led by Rabbi Rachel Cowan from 2-5

p.m. in the Neilson Library Browsing Room of Smith

College.
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called for a withdrawal of Iraqi troops.

Bessmertnykh did not directly link settling the war with

Israeli withdrawal from the occupied territories - as Iraq

has demanded - but he told lawmakers: "The events in

the Persian Gulf give a serious impulse for quickening

the tempo for solving all Middle Eastern problems. There

is a change in the psychological mood."

Kuwaiti Foreign Minister Sheik Sabah al-Ahmed was

quoted as saying his government will not negotiate with

Iraq even if Saddam's forces withdraw. "We will not hold

talks or negotiations after withdrawal, neither with the

present nor with a new Iraqi leadership," Al-Ittihad,a

newspaper in the United Arab Emirates, quoted the

Kuwaiti minister as saying.

At a Red Crescent distribution center in Baghdad yester-

day, thousands of people crowded around five trucks that

brought pita bread from Jordan. Dr. Ibrahim al-Noun,

head of the Iraqi Red Crescent, appealed for more inter-

national aid, saying medicine and food are in extremely

short supply.

An Iraqi military communique broadcast by Baghdad

radio said allied air raids hit 65 civilian targets and 179

military targets in the past 24 hours. It said the "barbaric

raids" had not demoralized the Iraqi public.

In the war zone, allied forces worked on land, sea and

air to strip Iraqi forces of the will and the means to fight.

In northern Saudi Arabia, U.S. troops repositioned

themselves, seeking to keep the Iraqis guessing.
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LOCAL
Fire takes second victim,

dies of thermal injuries
By TAMIR LIPTON
Collegian Staff

A second victim in the fire that swept

through the top story and attic of a house

Sunday on North Pleasant Street died

yesterday of thermal injuries with com-

plications, said a spokesperson from the

Suffolk Medical Examiner's office.

Matthew Peterson, 22, a Framingham
resident and a former University of

Massachusetts student, was pronounced

dead early yesterday morning at the Bay

State Medical Center in Springfield.

Peterson was found in a second floor

bedroom by firefighters at the two-alarm

blaze Sunday morning. The Northampton

Ambulance and Critical Response In-

tervention Team resuscitated him en route

to Cooley Dickenson Hospital after he was

removed from the house.

Joseph Pirog, 22, a University of

Massachusetts chemistry student from Arl-

ington, died in the fire "apparently of

smoke inhalation," according to Trooper

Jay Bowman of the State Fire Marshall's

office.

Two other residents were treated for

smoke inhalation at local hospitals.

The fire started when a cigarette ignited

a chair in the second-floor living room at

about 6:20 a.m., Bowman said.

The building contained no smoke detec-

tors, according to fire officials.

The Town of Amherst recently passed a

fire code requiring smoke detectors in

apartment buildings. However, owners are

not required to comply until May of this

year.

The landlord of the building, George Ray

of Middlebury, Conn., could not be reach-

ed for comment yesterday.

Al Wynne, a UMass Analytical

Chemistry professor, called Pirog's death

a tragedy.

"He was a good student and a nice guy,"

Wynne said.

Amherst Fire Chief Victor Zumbruski

said one firefighter pulled a muscle in his

back during the fire.

Politicians differ on how
to save Mass. economy
By JOHN DIAMOND
Associated Press Writer

WASHINGTON - Call it the hangover

of the Massachusetts miracle.

Public officials here and in

Massachusetts — Democratic and
Republican, liberal and conservative — are

engaged in a debate over how much govern-

ment can do to revive the slumping Bay
State economy.
Elected officials have proposed legisla-

tion, lobbied Bush administration officials,

sought pork-barrel spending and convened

economic summit meetings.

But in between the speeches and the

press releases some are saying: Don't ex-

pect government to solve all the state's

problems.
"We can help but it's not the major piece

of it," said Rep. Barney Frank (D-Mass).

"Government didn't bring about the pro-

sperity and government didn't bring about

the downturn."
In Boston, Republican Gov. William

Weld criticizes his predecessor, Michael

Dukakis for "communicating in a number
of ways — anti-business, anti-investment,

anti-growth attitudes." Weld's "en-

trepreneurial government" philosophy, he

said in a recent interview with the

Associated Press, is to "get out of the way."

Even Rep. Joseph Moakley (D-Mass.), a

liberal in the tradition of former House

Speaker Thomas P. "Tip" O'Neill, warns

Bay Staters not to expect the federal

government to rescue the Northeast.

"The problem is the whole country is in

the same kind of economic problems,"

Moakley said. "We were doing well when
the rest of the country wasn't doing well."

Former Massachusetts Sen. Paul

Tsongas said the philosophy of the

economic policy swings with the economy.

"We're like this wild pendulum. We
swing between the minimalist Reaganite

view, which has allowed the Japanese to

devour us on the one hand and then we

swing wildly to the Democrats' view that

government does everything, an approach

which is equally non-productive," Tsongas

said.

Beleaguered business leaders appear to

be ready for government action. John

Gould, head of Associated Industries of

Massachusetts, echoed Tsonga's words

when he said, "Anybody who says that

government action is not a crucial factor

in the operation of the economy is not be-

ing realistic."

Nicholas Koskores, president of the New
England Council, a regional business

group, agreed.

"Business and government certainly

must cooperate where they can to improve

economic conditions here," Koskores said

Collegian photo by Paul Langdon

REFLECTIONS - Dance major Erika Trubounis practices her

routines at the Old Chapel. ___^___

Mail found opened in trash room
Compiled by MARK HENSLEY
Collegian Staff

Sixty pieces of opened U.S. mail, mostly

Valentine's Day cards were found in the

trash room ofMcNamara residence hall on

Friday. Police said an undetermined

amount of money was stolen and the mat-

ter is being investigated.

Arrests

• Richard J Shurick, 23, of Oxford, was ar-

rested on Saturday in Lot 43 for allegedly

operating under the influence of alcohol

and was also cited for operating a vehicle

with a cracked windshield.

• Robert M. Ryan, 21, of Attleboro, was

arrested on Commonwealth Ave. Friday for

allegedly operating an uninspected motor

vehicle on an expired driver's license.

• Christian J. Theriault, 19, of Amherst,
was arrested on Saturday for allegedly

operating under the influence of alcohol

and was cited for failing to stay within

marked lanes and for operating a motor

vehicle with defective equipment.

• Joseph J. Tabaka, 25, of Easthampton,

was arrested on Saturday for allegedly

operating an unregistered and uninspected

motor vehicle and attaching number plates

assigned to another vehicle.

• John M. Gilmore, 24, of Allston was ar-

rested on Sunday for allegedly driving on

an expired license and was cited for

operating a vehicle with defective

equipment.

Thefts

• A man reported on Sunday that someone

entered his vehicle while it was parked in

Lot 49 and took cassettes and two compact
disks valued at $100.

• Two women from Cance residence hall

reported on Monday that their room had
been broken into but nothing was stolen.

UMass students
to run for Amherst
Town Meeting
By ALEX DERING
Collegian Staff

Nine of the 14 University of Massachusetts students

who intend to run for the Amherst Town Meeting at-

tended a meeting last night at the Student Government

Association office to map out a strategy for the best

ways to urge students to register to vote in the town

elections on March 26.

"The town of Amherst is facing a deficit of about $3.5

million," said Commuter Area President Ted

Chambers, who organized the meeting. "Because of

this deficit the town is planning to eliminate the Rent

Control Board, which costs approximately $5,000 a

year to run. The Rent Control Board exists to protect

students from rent gouging by landowners."

"As it is now, if a landowner's mortgage goes up, he

or she cannot pass that additional cost onto renters,"

Chambers continued. "The Rent Control Board would

prevent it." „
The Rent Control Board, according to Chambers, .

.has the most direct, non-abstract benefit to students.

We benefit from some of the town's other services, but

the removal of this particular one could lead to massive

rent increases in the future."

Chambers added that it is "absolutely crucial for

CONTINUED ON PAGE 4

Feminists criticize army's impact on women
By ANNA REGINA SANTIAGO
Collegian Staff

United States military bases around the world depend

on women for their very existence, according to three

feminists speaking last night at Hampshire College on

the impact of these U.S. bases on women's lives.

Cynthia Enloe, a well-known feminist theorist and

writer, discussed "notions of masculinity and feminini-

ty" as the foundation of these military bases.

"U.S. bases don't live in isolation," Enloe said. Their

existence depends mostly on the work of women living on

and around those particular bases, she said.

However, a bigger problem created by these bases has

been the growth of an "entertainment industry," resulting

in the exploitation of women in those areas, Enloe said.

The Saudi Arabian government has denied Rest and

Recreation ("R and R") to American soldiers based there,

prohibiting alcohol and the types of entertainment usually

associated with "R and R." This has caused concern within

the American administration because it would then set

a precedent for "R and R" at all U.S. bases, she said.

Enloe said the American government has consistently

denied the existence of formal policies on prostitution with

countries hosting U.S. military bases. According to Enloe,

it is apparent that the United States must now, after these

negotiations with Saudi Arabia, admit to having these

"formal, written" agreements with their host countries.

According to Ninotchka Rosea, a former political

prisoner of the Marcos regime and the national coor-

dinator of the Gabriela Network, a U.S.-Philippines

women's solidarity organization, one of the countries most

in need of such a policy is the Philippines, which is home

to Clark Air Base and Subic Naval Base, the largest

military installations outside the United States. Both of

these military facilities, along with four smaller ones, are

currently the focus of negotiations between Washington

and Manila concerning their leases, which expire in the

next year.

Rosea said the United States has aligned itself "with

the most backward class, the ruling elite of the Philip-

pines" in order to keep control of the vast land on which

their bases are located.

"We need our land back to feed our people," Rosea said,

referring to the Philippines' rapidly growing population

and the control of the majority of its resources by the

United States. "We would be happy to get rid of [the

United States]."

Jean Grossholtz, feminist peace activist and politics pro-

fessor at Mt. Holyoke College, read a letter written by a

Filipina feminist who reiterated that "the history of the

United States is inextricably bound to ours," and stress-

ed the role of the United States in the oppression of Third

World women, in particular.

Enloe highlighted her lecture by showing a sample of

the 1991 Operation Desert Storm calendar, currently on

sale at the Pentagon bookstore. The calendar, which the

Pentagon claims is "for the morale ofour men and women

fighting in the Gulf," depicts White females scantily clad

in camouflage.
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Chomsky raps Cold War ideologies

CONTINUED PROM PAGE 1

and 1963 that were confirmed by in-

telligence and ignored by the U.S.

government.
Chomsky also said that Soviet military

spending leveled off in the 1970s while the

American public was told the exact op-

posite. Despite this leveling off, President

Carter proposed increased military spen-

ding, which was put into practice by Presi-

dent Reagan.
In relation to Third World countries,

Chomsky said the policy of the United

States is that of supporting anyone whose

policies are moderate in relation to the

United States, however monstrous a

regime may be. Chomsky cited the initial

U.S. support for Mussolini and Hitler and

U.S. policies in Latin America, as

testimony to the lengths the United States

would go to support their policies.

He quoted Franklin D. Roosevelt, who at

one point called Mussolini "that admirable

Italian gentleman."

Under the cover of U.S. aid, the develop-

ment of Third World countries is

moderated by the United States and any

challenges are crushed, Chomsky said.

"The United States shows [Third World

countries] that if they act independently,

they will not only be humiliated, they will

be destroyed," Chomsky said.

This idea has contemporary applications

in the Persian Gulf, he said. The United

States and Britain, Chomsky said, are for-

cing the Gulf confrontation in order to en-

sure control over oil — essentially, to en

force economic support of them by Third

World countries.

Chomsky also pointed out that the use of

force by the United States is more feasible

than ever before. "Until now, there was

always the danger that a U.S. confronta-

tion could blow up into a conflict with the

Soviets. . this deterrence no longer exists."

Chomsky is Amherst's 1990-91 Corliss

Lamont Lecturer for a Peaceful World.

Chomsky, an Institute Professor at the

Massachusetts Institute of Technology, has

written hundreds of essays and over a

dozen books on international affairs. Some

of his publications include: Necessary Illu-

sions (1989), Manufacturing Consent (with

Edward S. Herman, 1988), The Culture of

Terrorism (1988), On Power and Ideology:

The Managua Lectures (1987), Pirates and

Emperors: International Terrorism in the

Real World (1986), Turning the Tide: U.S.

Intervention in Central America and the

Struggle for Peace (1985), and The Fateful

Triangle: The U.S., Israel, and the

Palestinians.

dissent in U.S. society discussed

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

multitude under the control of the

privileged few has actually been present

from 1650 to the present day."

Quoting Political Scientist Harold

Glaswell, Chomsky said, "Propaganda

must be used to control the masses for

their own good." For the masses to ask

too many questions is not acceptable, he

added.

"The tasks of a system of indoctrina-

tion are two-fold: to keep the masses

stupid and ignorant and deprive them

of organizational structure, and to have

the educated articulate minorities share

necessary illusions and internalize the

necessary values," he said.

Whether all this indoctrination does

work, is an interesting question, Chom-

sky explained. "It is highly successful

for the elite, but much less so for the

masses."

By way of illustration, Chomsky

pointed out that during the Vietnam

War era, "The reasons the elite were op-

posed to the war were either pragmatic,

the war was not working, or moral,

there was too much napalming of Viet-

namese children, but not ideological

grounds, i.e. aggression was not con-

sidered wrong."
"Two-thirds of the public, on the other

hand, were opposed to the war," Chom-

sky continued, "because it was fun-

damentally wrong and immoral." Thus,

there was a clear disparity, he said.

The same phenomenon was repeated

during the Reagan years, Chomsky said.

"More people were in favor of welfare

funding. Whereas the elites, on the

other hand, were intent on spending

benefits for the rich. The principle of

liberal democracy is to keep the masses

out of the political system."

While the United States is ap-

proaching the limit of free speech,

Chomsky said, there is also, a poverty

of political life.

"There is essentially one business par

ty with two factions," he said. "Elec-

tions are a mere ritual, and there are no

substantive divisions in presidential

campaigns. There is a clear vacuity in

the political system."

Chomsky also said that terrorism ad-

vocated by the United States is perceiv-

ed to be acceptable if it meets govern

mental interests, as is the case with ter-

rorism against Nicaragua and Cuba.
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Students bid for Town Meeting
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students to register to vote in Amherst so

a student voice will be on the Town

Meeting.

A Voter Registration Drive is scheduled

for Feb. 20-21, from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. in the

Student Union Ballroom.

In each of the 10 precincts, eight seats are

being vyed for. There are 240 members of

the Town Meeting. Each year, 80 seats

come up for re-election.

The Precinct 2 student candidates are:

Owen Broadhurst, Hollis Crowley, Mar-

jorie Decker, Paul Dionne, and Matthew

Pavesi.

Precinct 3 candidates are: Kevin

Newnan, Richard Rigney, and Jen Wood.

The Precinct 4 candidates are: Dennis

Crowley, Sharon Lang, Rob Murray, and

Rob Witherall.

Precinct 9 candidates are: Ken Kaplan

and Rich Sugarman.
There will be two write-in student can-

didates in Precinct 10.

A high student registration is especially

important now for the first district congres-

sional seat, which was left empty follow-

ing the death of Rep. Silvio Conte (D-

Pittsfield), Chambers said.

"Obviously, whoever wins that seat will

have considerable power," Chambers said.

"It would be in the best interests of

students if someone who is sympathetic to

our needs was elected to fill it."

The primary for that election will be

April 30.
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78 Old Sundwland Rd.. No. Amhtrst

549-2880

Expert Repairs and
Reconditioning

Most Major Credit Cards Accepted
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AMHERST COLLEGE IS SEEKING CANDIDATES EOF(TWO FULL

TIME AND ONE HALF-TIME NINE AND A HALF MONTH AREA

COOHD^R POSITIONS BEGINNING ON AUGUST 15 19*,,

tucv uvti I RF RESPONSIBLE FOR THE TRAINING AND SUPEH-

™S©NO^ PLUS A RANGE °F
o
S
c
U^R

A
VlloRV?ASS!* AND ADMINISTRATIVE RWJ^*
nt iictpr OF RESIDENCE HALLS THE FULL TIME POblUUNa

SlL ALSO INCLUDE SPECIFIC PROGRAM-WIDE RESPON-

SriuTIFS COORDINATING CULTURAL/EDUCATIONAL PRO-

GRAMS AnS STAFF SELECTION OF SIX SOCIAL ACTIVITIES

rSuNCILS QUALIFICATIONS: BACHELOR'S DEGREE BY MAY,

?SV ABIUTY TO RELATE WELL TO STUDENTS; AND ORGANIZA-

tSnAL A^D cSuNSELING SKILLS PREVIOUS EXPERIENCE IN

RESIDENTIAL LIFE AND/OR RELATED MASTERS DEGREE

PREFERRED COMPENSATION: FULL TIME POSITION-

APPROXIMATELY $13 000 PLUS BENEFITS; HALF-TIME

TOsmON-W 300 ALL POSITIONS INCLUDE ROOM AND BOARD

S? RESUME COVER LETTER STATING INTEREST AND

QUALIF,CATf0N
M
S
E
AND THREE LETTERS^ OF REFERNCE TO

rwARRl BOYKIN-EAST ASSISTANT DEAN OF STUDENTS. BOX

K& JLIhERST COLLEGE. AMHERST. MA 01002 BY MARCH 1 1

,

1991

EQUAL OPPORTUNITY/AFFIRMATIVE ACTION EMPLOYER

Saturday, March 2 9 AM - 3 PM
Northeastern University, Boston

EU Student Center

Independent Schools all over New England are

seeking people of color including African

Americans, Latino Americans, Asian Americans

and American Indians for teaching positions and

internship programs. The Fair will include

presentations on independent school job

opportunities and workshops on job interviewing

and rcsumd preparation. Representatives from 50

independent schools will be available.

The Fair is free to all

For registration information,

call (617) 849-3080

Co-sponsored by Channels for Educational

Choices and the Independent School

Association of Massachusetts

REACH FOR Til K I'OWI K.ll U 11!!!

fyuHftU* &Utt Oft
107 Sunderland Road. North Amh«rst

Open 7 a.m.-lO p.m.

SPEEDWASH
1 1 Pray St. . Amherst

NOW OPEN 24 HOURS!

South Towne Commons Laundromat

479 West St., South Amherst

Open 7 a.m.-10 p.m.

Finding meaning in the ugly world we've been given

The tears sting my eyes as I spit out the words in

a sorrowful rage. After I saw the flames engulfing a

person that used to walk, and talk, and laugh, I didn't

want to cry. I didn't want to pity him. And most of all,

I didn't want to feel the same way that someone did

when they decided to die.

But it wasn't an accident, nor an act of self-pity. It

was a final cry for peace from a man who died so that

others may live. People on campus may debate his

motives, but all we can presume to know is what he

told us in his final word to the world: Peace.

So, he died because he didn't want to live in a world

where we rejoice in the killing of a people who we have

never known. He wanted to die because he knew that

the blood of a protester speaks louder than words, ban

ners, or slogans in a society desensitized to its own

wrong-doings. He believed it was better to die and

make a statement than to cry worthless tears over an

individual's inability to make a change in this

democracy we live in.

I dread waking up every day to be greeted by

technologically advanced societies giving way to the

most ancient and base urge of humanity — to kill

another human being. The knot in my stomach never

stops aching for my country that "fears its enemies

more than it loves its children." I fear for the future.

I'm 19 years-old and my youthful idealism has fallen

away in the face of a world gone mad with a passion

for blood.

Rua Kelly

A close friend of mine has a pin that says, "They're

Lying." I'm so sick from the lies that fill my ears every

waking moment.
Do people really believe the numbers calmly read to

us by newscasters, or the battle plans laid out to us

by General Schwarzkopf? What are people thinking

when one Indiana congressman calmly suggests the use

of nuclear weapons in place of a ground war and the

Bush administration refuses comment?

Part of my fear stems from the realization that the

burning body that I witnessed Monday was the first

truth in the war. It was the first thing that we

bystanders could almost touch, smell, and taste. The

death was the first cold reality that came in contact

with real people — with real American citizens. I hear

a lot about the raping and pillaging of the Kuwaiti peo-

ple, but what about the American people who feel deep-

ly about the war?
Bush is concerned about troop morale, but what

about ours? hat about the morale of a young person,

promised a beautiful world of opportunity by their

family and their government, crushed by the realiza

tion that all that matters is power, money and

strength? What about the morale of a young person,

taught to be trusting and loving and to care about their

brothers and sisters, and then told that you can't trust

anyone? What about the morale of a young person who

doesn't know what to believe anymore?

Maybe what I saw Monday showed me all of the pain

that I've been feeling about the war, and put a face on

it. If we still can, we have to stop the war. So work for

peace — for those of us who are still here, and for the

one who isn't.

Rua Kelly is a Collegian staff member

I wear a yellow ribbon to show my hope for life, not war
There has been a great deal of discussion

about what a yellow ribbon means. To

those people who insist that anyone who

wears or displays a yellow ribbon is pro-war

and pro-policy:

How dare you.

If I choose to wear a yellow ribbon, there

is a definite reason. Don't tell me I'm a

stupid foolish White girl with no concept

of what is going on. Don't condescend to

me.
I don't agree with people making money

with their "Desert Storm" t-shirts. People

making money off death is despicable.

So don't tell me I'm pro-war. Maybe your

"brothers and sisters in arms" are fighting

this war. So are mine. These are the peo-

ple I grew up with, people I knew, people

I care about.

So don't tell me I don't care about the peo-

ple over there.

Now perhaps, comes the question, "Don't

you care about the civilians in Iraq, Kuwait

and Israel who are being bombed every-

day? Or do you only care about the im-

perialistic pigs in the U.S. military?"

This is two-fold: one, I too lose sleep

thinking about the people losing their

families and friends. They have lost their

homes, their property and most of all, their

pride and dignity.

Gayle Long

I hope and pray that the "One True God"

looks out for them until the leaders of the

world — the ones who have really caused

this war — get their act together and stop

this lunacy.

But to say all the people in the military

are imperialistic, materialistic and stupid

is ridiculous. You say they are all gung-ho

Rambo types with no emotion.

Who are you to judge other people? Have

you met these people? All of them? If you

could find ONE soldier who cries at night

scared that it could be the last time she lies

down to sleep — ONE pilot who wakes up

in a cold sweat, wondering if civilians were

killed by a bomb he dropped.

Interestingly enough, this argument ap-

plies to both "sides."

Back to the yellow ribbon. Is it really pro-

war to wear one?

Is it pro-war to want the people in the war

to come home?
Of course it is, because military people

perpetuate hate and war. They don't care

about anyone. They don't have families at

home waiting for them, praying they come

home. Of course not.

It's stupid to wear a yellow ribbon

because who would think that a citizen of

the United States would care about

anything but themselves. They don't care

about the civilians of Iraq, they don't care

about missiles falling on schoolchildren in

Israel.

Let's face it: Americans don't care about

the situation in the Gulf, and their military

personnel is unimportant, right? Wrong.

I've got news for you.

Some of the people in the United States

do care about the people in the Gulf — no

matter what their nationality, race or

creed. Some people want the fighting to

stop, and everybody to live in peace. Maybe

a poor, naive thought. But at least it's

hopeful. Everytime that I see a yellow rib-

bon, I will think of the people I know who
have left to go to war. I will think of the

civilians who have lost everything, and the

people who live in constant fear of death.

I will wear a yellow ribbon for the

thought of life and peace in the Middle East

and the rest of the world.

So don't tell me I'm pro-war. Call it

pro-hope.

Gayle Long is a Collegian columnist

Vote for yourself
Unless you have been walking around

with your eyes closed for the last few

days, you have probably noticed the

plethora of posters hanging around cam-

pus telling you to register to vote in

Amherst today and tomorrow at the

voter registration drive being held in

the Student Union Ballroom*. As one of

the 14 UMass students running for a

seat in the Amherst Town Meeting, I

would like to fill you in on what is go-

ing on.

Kevin Newnan

The town of Amherst is facing a multi-

million dollar budget deficit, and the

town manager has come up with a list

of programs and services to be

eliminated to make up for the shortfall,

unless the town passes an override of

Prop. 2% on May 14.

None of this would mean much to

students if one of the services slated to

be axed is the rent control board, also

known as the Housing Review Board.

By regulating rents in the town, the

board protect students from rent goug-

ing, and prevents landlords from pass-

ing on mortgage payments to students.

If it is eliminated, students will be forc-

ed to pay massive rent increases at a

time when we can least afford it.

The cost ofattending UMass has gone

up nearly 70 percent in the last three

years, and next semester we can all look

forward to a $1,000 tuition increase. The

elimination of the Housing Review

Board would not be such an outrage if

the permanent Amherst residents did

not have one of the highest standards

of living in the state because of us.

About 25 percent of the town is

employed by the University, and UMass
students spend $110 million a year here.

And rental properties housing UMass
students account for about 20 percent of

Amherst's yearly property tax revenue.

Most people think students don't have

a right to participate in Amherst town

government because they assume

students don't pay property taxes here.

But they are wrong. The rental market

in Amherst is regulated by the Housing

Review board, and the board's regula-

tions allow landlords to raise rente if

their taxes go up. So students do pay

property taxes.

About $2.1 million of the town's an-

nual tax revenue is paid by students.

How much we get back for every dollar

we put in is difficult to determine, and

is the subject of ongoing debate.

Some people in the town would argue

that we get a whopping seven cents on

the dollar. They say that the students

benefit from the town's ambulance ser-

vices and child care facilities. They also

include the costs of hiring additional

police to keep the the town's permanent

residents safe from unruly students.

The truth is that the only program in

town which primarily benefits the stu-

dent community is the Review board,"

which has an annual budget of $5,000.

Out of a total budget of $32 million a

year, Amherst town spends less than

one-tenth of one percent to protect in-

terests of the students who they com-

pletely depend upon.

UMass is often referred to as the

''sleeping giant" because of the poten-

tial impact that students here could

have ifwe were organized. If halfofthe

undergraduates registered in Amherst

not only could we save the board, but we

could make the difference in the upcom-

ing. Congressional election.

Kevin Newnan is a UMass student

Protesting death profits hits the mark
. .i v i _^* *-* «fT: nrtWn \A7ai1 f/\ iViat

I think that the Career Fair protest

organized by Faculty and Staff for Peace

and Justice in the Middle East was one of

the most useful anti-war actions taken

either this semester or last. This action

struck right to the heart of the American

military-industrial complex. Why is it that

some companies are making a great profit

while Americans are dying and our

economy nose-dives?

Some might have called the protest in-

appropriate because only representatives

of the companies were due to come — not

the chief executive officers. Well, to that

I respond that if any of the representatives

were disturbed by the reality of our protest,

or if they were swayed by our arguments,

then it is their turn to pass their concerns

onto superiors.

Public pressure is the only way to force

our government and our society to change

its priorities. Again, I thank the organizers

of the protest for their insight and

planning.
Peter Wagner

Central

Support peace by supporting war
As someone who wholeheartedly sup-

ports Operation Desert Storm, I wish to ad-

dress those who label this war an "oil war."

While oil is one reason that the United

States is at war, it by no means the major

reason. The main reason we are at war is

to liberate Kuwait. However, I would like

to address the issue of oil. First, whether

you agree or disagree, oil is the substance

that fuels world industry. I am a proponent

of implementing alternative energy

sources, especially nuclear power.

However, for the time being, the world

depends on oil. Protesting the war on the

grounds that it is an oil war will not change

that fact.

Secondly, if Saddam Hussein marched

through Kuwait into Saudi Arabia, like

many feared he would, he would control 70

percent of the world's oil reserves (accor-

ding to former Secretary of State, Henry

Kissinger). No doubt Saddam would drive

up the price of oil, thus reaping great pro-

fits. Now, with these increased revenues,

does anyone truly believe that Saddam

Hussein will reinvest in the Iraqi people?

Ofcourse not. This ruthless killer will fur-

ther increase his already-developed

chemical arsenal as well as nuclear

weapons research. People claim the Cold

War is over. Therefore, do we want to

jeopardize this new relationship with the

Soviet Union by allowing Saddam Hussein

to throw off this balance of power?

Finally, I just want to address the college

students who are protesting this war on the

grounds that it is an oil war. If Saddam
Hussein is allowed to gain control of these

oil resources, it will drive the world into a

situation of unemployment and recession.

Translation: The already dismal job

market for graduating college students will

become only grimmer because companies

will have to devote money to oil, thus they

will inevitably have to cut back on

personnel.

The United States and the allies are on

the right side of this issue. They are try-

ing to free a sovereign nation and promote

stability in the most unstable part of the

world. The enemy in this war is Saddam
Hussein, not the oil companies and certain-

ly not George Bush. Support peace. Support

the war. God bless America.
Glen Caroline

President, UMass Republican Club

Todau is the last day to submit columns and letters for our extra-special flash-

bang edition dealing with events surrounding student government. Please type

and double-space your submissions and be sure to include a phone number. Bring

'em to the Collegian in 113 Campus Center basement.
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ARTS & LIVING
L.A. Storu disappoints as it wallows in shallowness

t a tn iUt> nthprwifie lacking sbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbP^ ^l^MI
By MEREDITH O'BRIEN
Collegian Staff

and SCOTT WEISS
Collegian Correspondent

Set in the trendy city of Los Angeles, L.A. Story is a

romantic comedy about a confused weatherman, Harris

K. Telemacher (Steve Martin) who falls in love with an

English journalist, Sara McDowel (Victoria Tennant).

WEISS: This movie, written by Steve Martin, has a

whacked view of love and relationships, with a heavy

pinch of sarcasm about life in L.A. What can be, and

sometimes is, a funny, satirical look at L.A, often gets

lost in surrealism and shallow characterizations.

O'BRIEN: Being a big Steve Martin fan myself, I was

really disappointed after seeing this movie. It lacked a

consistent theme and focus. From satirizing the phony and

plastic L.A. lifestyle, the film wildly veers to Martin's ill-

fated job as a bizarre weatherman, to his shallow rela-

tionship with Trudi (Marilu Henner), to a freeway sign

that gives him sage advice and to a carefree clothing store

clerk (Sarah Jessica Parker) who has the hots for Martin.

WEISS: I have to agree that I too expected more from a

Steve Martin film, and as a while, this movie was a let-

down. However, the underlying symbolism that continual-

ly satirizes L.A. gives life to the otherwise lacking

characters and plot. Martin purposely creates shallow

characters to typify the traditional stereotypes for an LA.

Story - the only place where it would be expected that

electronic freeway signs would carry the word of God, and

still want cable TV.
O'BRIEN: Martin further capitalizes on L.A. stereotypes

with Parker's character, SanDeE*, the classic be-bopping

L.A. gigglechick who has a perpetual tan, long blonde hair

and says "like" all of the time, though Martin gives a uni-

que angle to her beach bimbo personality. When Martin

goes shopping in the ultra-hip store that the spacey

SanDeE* works at, they become attracted and kindle a

brief affair, one that lands Martin in some "difficult"

situations including a visit to an institute offering lunch-

time enemas.
WEISS: Yes, the California Colonic Institute had an ann.

. .interesting affect on people. . .but the few snappy Steve

Martin one-liners throughout the movie proved the most

humorous to me. His takeoff of "Hamlet's" graveyard

scene, with a cameo appearance by Rick Moranis, also pro-

vided some amusement. However, many other attempts

at getting some laughter out of the crowd appeared too

set up, too forced, and simply fell short.

O'BRIEN: Yes, despite some clever scenes that got the

audience laughing, as a whole, this movie attempts to

tackle too many things at once. The major plot of the

movie, the love story between Telemacher and McDowel

(Martin's real-life wife), is too rushed and artificial, com-

pletely overwhelmed by the wisecracks and satire of L.A.

Though a seemingly good-faith effort by Martin to use L.A.

CONTINUED ON PAGE 7

Tribute band satisfies Zep fans
By KEN KIE
Collegian Correspondent

Physical Graffiti

Katina's
Friday, Feb. 15

While rumors of a possible Led Zeppelin reunion

abound, Zep Heads can quench their thirst with Physical

Graffiti

The Zep tribute band put on a fantastic show Friday

night at Katina's in Hadley. Authenticity wasn't lacking,

as both the look and sound was reminiscent of Led Zep-

pelin at the height of their success, circa 1971-1975. The

clothes, equipment, Jimmy page's wild dancing, and

Robert Plant's animated hand gestures added nicely to

the illusion.

A crowd of about 200 sang along throughout the entire

show.

at times even drowning out the band. It's not that the band

wasn't loud enough — my ears were ringing — but the

crowd was even louder. Somewhat surprisingly, a good

portion ofthe audience knew the lyrics to the more obscure

songs such as "Hots on for Nowhere," and "Your Time

is Gonna Come." Of course, everyone knew the words to

such classics as "Black Dog," "Good Times, Bad Times,"

"The Song Remains the Same" and the "Whole Lotta

Love/Rock and Roll" medley.

The acoustic "Going to California" provided a nice

change of pace from the hard rocking, wall shaking

decibels of the rest of the show. One of the night's

highlights was the instrumental of "Moby Dick," featur-

ing a ten minute drum solo that, while technically very

CONTINUED ON PAGE 7

Mt.TOM
Ski Area

STUDENT
DISCOUNTS ! !

Great Skiing

Day & Night.

100% Snowmaking.

Expert Grooming.

&

So Close You Can See It!

RESUMES
CopyCat Print Shop
• Great Service • Great Prices

228 Triangle SUAmherst 549-3840JI
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I RUSH I

f
ALPHA EPSILON PI. I

S WED. fEB. 20: MOVIE NIGHT I

I "STRANGE BREW"
g

1 9:00
=

JJTHURS. FEB. 21: LATE NIGHT I

I 8:30 at AEII

$12.00 Midweek and Nights

$18.00 Weekends and Holidays

Bring Your Student I.D.

Mt. Tom Ski Area

Route 5 Holyoke MA 536-0416

AE1T.

ALL YOU NEED.)
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Photo courtesy of Tri-SUr Pictures

Steve Martin sucks face with Victoria Ten-

nant in the comedy L.A. Story.

Schlock-n-Roll
(To the the tune of "American Pie") "And their sing-

ing bye, bye Miss American Knish."

That is akin to just one of the possible popular rock

n-roll tunes that the group Schlock Rock may play

tonight at the Campus Center Auditorium.

Schlock Rock is a ten piece group that takes popular

tunes and refurbishes the lyrics words that deliver a

message or feature a Jewish theme. The group also per-

forms original tunes penned by the band's leader, Len-

ny Solomon.
Solomon stated that the band's main goal is to foster

Jewish awareness and pride. "We want to make

Judaism less stiff, less threatening. It's kind of a com-

bination between Weird Al Yankovic and Jewish tradi-

tion."

The group will perform tonight in the Campus Center

Auditorium at UMass as a part of the Jewish Arts

Festival. The show will start at 8 p.m. Admission is

$2 for students and $4 for the general public.

- DANIELLE DOWLING

DIS. DENMARK'S INTERNATIONAL STUDY PROGRAM
affiliated with ttx> University of Copenhagen

4iSt

SIUDY EUROPE IN COPENHAGEN
TAUGHT IN ENGLISH BY DANISH FACULTY

OLiberal Arts (social sciences, Humanities, Arts)

O international Business O Architecture

Information Meeting
Wednesday, February 20

301 Herter Hall
3:00 p.m. to 4:00 p.m.

Application Deadline: March 1, 1991

To (imp the ewnts while you study them

is incredibly stimulating

1

Nleote Rstts. Mount Horyoks Colls<s:
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haar*i! T he loci llfctl Ilk' IcihIiiih) ri m Wmili'Ji is a ilifmlc »Wn>

Mlk* Whrtton, Th« American University:
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Oamlan Gslstksmpsr, University of Illinois at

Urbana-Champal**:
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DIS, Denmark's International Study Program, is one of
Europe's oldest, largest and moat highly esteemed
etudy abroad programs recognised and supported by
the Danish government.

For further Information contact:

DIS Coordinator

International Programs, University ol Massachusetts Amherst
WilhamS Clark Int Center (413)545-2710

The voice of Fela cries out from the Third World
. .. • i .as.*] • I U-. „.. ..U..m.^.r r>r mil if arv rocrimPH

By MADANMOHAN RAO
Collegian Staff

ODOO
Fela Anlkulapo Kuti

Shanachie

Nigeria's King of Juju, Fela Anikulapo

Kuti, and his 26 piece band, Egypt 80,

unleash two new, scathingly brilliant

political indictments on their latest album

(on Shanachie), ODOO. One of Africa's

most controversial musicians and protests

artists, Fela vehemently assails corrupt,

repressive and abusive political systems, on

both half-hour long tracks on this album.

Fela Ransome Kuti was born to middle

class Yoruba parents in Abeokuta, Nigeria,

on October 15, 1938. Sent to London to

study medicine in 1958, Fela instead

enrolled at the Trinity College of Music.

His primary interest was not conventional

European music, but the jazz of the Lon-

don club scene where he led his own band,

Koola Lobitos.

Returning to Nigeria in 1963, Fela incor-

porated Nigerian and Ghanian influences

in his music. He renamed his jazz band

Afrika 70 and founded a communal com-

pound and a nightclub. Because he sang in

Physical Graffiti

"Afrikanized" English rather than in

Yoruba, his records were understandable

in several other countries as well. By 1972,

Fela was one of the biggest names in West

Africa.

Fela sang about the problems and harass-

ment of the urban poor, and denounced the

ruling classes and their oppressive regimes.

His caustic, pithy, yet amusing commen-

tary applied to societies throughout the

Third World, and thus widened the appeal

of his music. He also changed his middle

name from Ransome (which he regarded as

a slave name) to Anikulapo.

Growing irritated by his message, the

Nigerian government sent police and army

forces to attack and destroy Fela's recor-

ding studio and commune in 1974 and

again in 1977. Soldiers fractured his skill

and broke several of his bones. They threw

his 82 year old mother from an upstairs

window, resulting in wounds which even-

tually lead to her death.

During the next several years, Fela was

exiled, deported arrested, tortured, and

released on numerous occasions, with each

change of civilian and military govern

ments. In the 80s, Fela and his band, now

named Egypt 80, toured and recorded at

prolific rate, always aligning with the poor

and exploited people of Nigeria and, by ex

tension, Africa and the rest of the world.

His tumultuous wealth of experience is

superbly blended with biting political

satire, musical skill and arrangement in

his albums Army Arrangement, Black

President, Teacher Don't Teach Me
Nonsense, Beasts ofNo Nation, and Live in

Amsterdam.
The latest album, ODDO, is an acronym

for OVERTAKE DON OVERTAKE
OVERTAKE, and roughly translates as

"the thing passing has been passed by

another passer." The title track is a

brilliant masterpiece. It has all the

qualities of a a Fela classic — slowly

building percussive introduction, complex

layers of keyboard and guitar rhythms, and

jazz-oriented solos on saxaphone and

guitar.

Fela then launches into his hallmark

call-and-response vocals and cutting lyrics.

"Nigeria calls its government 'Federal

Military Governemnt,' Libya calls its own
government 'Liberation Council,' and

Liberia gives its regime the name 'Redemp-

tion Council,'" Fela explains. These may
be different names, but the correct name

is "Soldier Go, Soldier Come," i.e. changes

of government mean little more than the

shuffling of military regimes.

The reality for the common man remains

the same. Fela says:

repression and economic hardship

("Everything come expensive; even water

become expensive," "Him come understand

his life, enjoyment can never come him

way"). Fela's wry narration of some unfor

tunate realities, such as the ordeal of try-

ing to save for and buy something even as

simple as a fan (thanks to continually ris-

ing prices), or of travel in an overcrowded

bus ("Forty-nine seating, ninety-nine stan-

ding"), immediately strikes a chord among

those who have experienced the hardships

of the Third World.

The second track on the album, "Confu-

sion Break Bones," is a complex, sinuous

piece that at first does not engage the

listener as well as the scintillating title

track does.

There is much more to Fela's perfor-

mance than just music — his shows have

proven to be a grand theatrical extravagan

zas of African culture. He has toured the

Valley in the past, so if his entourage

passes through again, DONT MISS IT! Un-

til then, ODOO hopefully whet your

appetite.

Fela is back! And Fela rules.

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 6

impressive, seemed to drag bit.

One of the biggest surprises of the 21 -song, two hour

set was the tune played after a half-hour break — "Travel-

ing Riverside Blues." It had never been released until this

past fall, on the Led Zeppelin boxed set, yet it got the most

enthusiastic response of the night. Zeppelin's 1973 ver-

sion of the Robert Johnson blues classic finally made the

Billboard singles chart near the end of 1990.

The band played a fairly wide selection of tunes from

Led Zeppelin's twelve year career. The best represented

album was 1969's Led Zeppelin 11, with five of its nine

songs making an appearance. There were four songs from

Houses of Holy, and three songs from Presence and the

untitled fourth album. Two songs each from Zep's self titl-

ed debut album and Physical Graffiti, the set opener, "In

the Evening," the long selection from In Through the Out

Door finish off the list.

The first encore, "Trampled Underfoot," was dedicated

"to Mr. Saddam Hussein." How the crowd sang along with

this one is beyond me as the lyrics are almost totally in-

coherent, to me anyway. The second encore, "Heart-

breaker" was highlighted by some excellent guitar work,

approaching the quality of the original version.

The show wasn't without its problems, however. The se-

cond half was marred by microphone trouble, and the

singer missed a couple of lyrics, including singing the

same verse twice during "What is and What never Should

Be." A tip of the hat should be given to the well-behaved

crowd. As densely packed as they were, there were no

disturbances as far as I could see which made security's

job much easier.

Many people who have seen Physical Graffiti before

have told me that they put on a great show, and now I

must agree with them.

I'll be eagerly awaiting their next visit to the area, and

I suggest that my fellow Zep Heads do the same. These

guys are not to be missed.

L.A. Story
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 6
as the zany backdrop for an unlikely relationship, LA.

Story falls flat. Thumbs down.

WEISS: Although I don't think LA. Story is a

miserable failure, it gets too confused with seriousness,

satire and humor and just wasn't that funny. It might

be better to see this one drunk, or wait for it to come

out on video. Thumbs down.

Hey, check out the

The UMass Theatre Guild's second

GENERAL MEMBERSHIP MEETING
Wednesday. February 20th

7:00 p.m. room 168 Campus Center

lome find out how YOU can get involved with

the Woods

and

Ten Little Indians)
\|

Negotiating

Your Salary

How much will I get?

How much will I need after graduation?

Special Career Week Presentation

Today

3:35 PM
Campus Center Room 168 C

Speakers:
Mary Scott

President, M E Scott & Co.

Karen Gardiner, '91

Lechmere

The Mather Career Center
Where Careers Take Off!

Call 545-4945 for details

Save,,;$100
ti&Kk* There's nothing like Legend and

Lady Legend! The most unique

college rings ever designed-

only available from ArtCarved.

This popular professional look

offers more ways to person-

alize your college ring.

Don't delay- visit your

ArtCarved represen-

tative during this

special sales event

to see Legend and

the many other

styles available.

/IRTC/IRVED
Date: Feb 18-22 ONLY Time: 9:30-3:30

Place: Bookstore _. .

Last time for guaranteed graduation delivery!
Sptcul Piymrni PI—' *»«il«bt« ssll

!
u

Ready £or the D
The Legal Services Center, in

cooperation with both the

undergraduate and graduate student

associations, presents this workshop

of vital information for everyone

who woqU^affected by thedraft,

or is interi

infoi

CfcMtft
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Focus
Experts say breastfeeding is best
By CHRIS MUTHER
Collegian Staff

Shelia Montegomery was startled when

she was breastfeeding her baby at a Hadley

restaurant and felt a tap on her shoulder.

"The manager told me some people in the

restaurant thought I was making a scene,"

she said. "My baby was feeding under a

shawl I was wearing so I didn't understand

what the problem was. He told me they

said the baby was making too much noise."

Montegomery said the incident is typical

of what she has encountered since she

started breastfeeding her son James after

his birth in July.

"I hate to have to feed him in a bathroom,

so I usually have a shawl or light blanket

to cover-up with, but I still run into pro-

blems," she said.

She said she has gotten looks of "disgust"

and rude comments as well.

"One women was watching as I finished

feeding James and was burping him and

was kind enough to inform me that he was

too old to be breastfeeding and if I kept it

up I would have serious problems with

him," she said.

Montegomery said she has received mix-

ed messages from the medical field and

from society about breastfeeding.

"My doctor and nurses were all very en-

couraging about breastfeeding, but it's

definitely been a struggle," she said.

According to Cynthia Dugan, a certified

lactation consultant who teaches classes

and provides home and hospital consulta-

tions for breastfeeding mothers,

Montegomery's situation is not that

uncommon.
She said if people are not familiar with

breastfeeding or have preconceived

stereotypes about breastfeeding they tend

to get uncomfortable.

"If people can only equate breasts with

sexual objects, then they get turned off,"

she said. "Babies need to eat too, and the

bathroom is not a place to have a meal."

Dugan, who lives in Belchertown, said

although breastfeeding is the best thing for

a newborn, "the act of breastfeeding got

lost."

"Women can't ask their mothers how to

breastfeed like they once did — during the

50s and 60s women were encouraged to bot-

tle feed, so that generation really can't help

today's mothers," she said.

Dugan said the percentage of mothers

who were breastfeeding in the late 60s and

early 70s was as low as 17 percent. Accor-

ding to a World Health Organization study,

the numbers are up, but slipping again.

The study found in 1984, the upward

trend peaked at 63 percent of mothers

breastfeeding when leaving the hospital,

and has been dropping steadily since. In

1987, 57 percent of mothers were
breastfeeding and 50 percent in 1990.

Dugan said there are pockets where more

breastfeeding takes place in the United

States, including Western Massachusetts,

where she estimates the percentage of

mothers breastfeeding at 85-90 percent.

She said other areas of high breastfeeding

include California and the mid-West.

The profession of lactation consultant is

young, Dugan said, because when women
had questions about breastfeeding 50 years

ago they could ask their mother, friends or

family members.
"That support is no longer there," she

said.

She said when baby formula was in-

troduced, it was thought to be better for

babies because it was "scientific," now
studies have proven that breast milk is bet-

ter for infants and this is one of the things

she teaches new mothers.

"There are clear advantages in

breastfeeding children, but women have

been told otherwise almost all their lives,"

she said. "We grew up with baby dolls that

had bottles."

Dugan said it is important for the new
mother to be in a supportive environment

to successfully breastfeed. She said she en-

courages fathers to join their wives in at-

tending classes.

"Classes are funny," she said. "Years ago

there wasn't a need for a breastfeeding

class, hopefully some day I'll be out of a

job."

for babies
3>

Formula ads hook new mothers
By CHRIS MUTHER
Collegian Staff

Paula, who lives in Hadley and asked

that her last name not be used, said she

chose not to breastfeed after her baby

seemed more interested in a bottle than

her breast.

"I kept trying, and he never seemed

interested, and I"khew he had to eat

eventually, so he was bottle fed," she

said.

Paula said she checked with a

pediatrician before she began bottle

feeding to make sure she was getting

the right kind of formula for her baby.

She said bottle feeding made it more

convenient for her to return to work
when her maternity leave was finished.

"I was unable to breastfeed, but

everything turned out fine," she said.

Cynthia Dugan, a certified lactation

consultant, said this is one of the

primary reasons why women no longer

breastfeed. She said many women doubt

their ability to breastfeed and fall back

on bottle feeding.

"Formula companies plant the seeds

of doubt in women," she said. "It may
look like they're pushing for

breastfeeding, but they make
breastfeeding sound undependable in

their ads," she said.

According to Douglas Clemmets, a

researcher for Action for Corporate Ac-

countability, a consumer advocacy

group in Minneapolis, formula adver-

tisers give a "nod of superiority" to

breastfeeding, but word the adver-

tisements in a way that leaves the

mother with doubts about her ability to

breastfeed.

"Breastfeeding is a physiology and

psychological act," he said. "If she's wor-

ried about her ability to breastfeed, it

will impede on her ability."

He said advertisements in the Third

World and the United States encourage

self-doubt in women's ability to

breastfeed which eventually becomes a

"self-fulfilling prophecy."

"No successful company works for the

competition," he said. "These companies

know that breastfeeding is best, so they

try other tactics to get women to use

their products."

Clemment8 said formula companies

also win over new mothers by giving

free samples of their products to

hospitals and giving "freebies" to health

care providers.

In 1981, the World Health Organiza-

tion and UNICEF adopted a global

marketing code to ban promotion of in-

fant formula and feeding products,

especially in Third World nations.

The International Code of Marketing

of Breast-milk Substitutes was adopted

by health care providers in 118 nations.

But Clemments said that the code is

still consistently broken in almost all of

the nations that adopted it.

Dugan said hospitals are under great

pressure from formula companies to

push bottle feeding.

"The hospital may give a woman a

free sample of formula, so she will begin

to bottle feed, then her breast milk will

dry-up and her baby is hooked," she

said. "It perpetuates itself."

Representatives from Nestle and Ross

Laboratories, two major manufacturers

of infant formula, refused to comment

on their company's advertising

campaigns.

A coloring book for kids "Helping
Catano with drawings by Marianne
International Childbirth Education

According to Jeanne Rose, president of

the International Childbirth Education

Association, Inc., an organization based in

Minneapolis, there are a variety of reasons

why women are not breastfeeding at the

same rate they did before formula was sold.

Rose said in 1990, 55 percent of women
with children were working outside the

home, and now with a recession, that

number will likely rise.

Although she stressed that it is still possi-

ble to go back to work and breastfeed, Rose

said many women do not get the support

they need to do so.

"Women often don't get the support they

need from their mothers or their husbands,

who many times don't realize how impor-

tant it is that women continue to

breastfeed," she said.

Dugan said many women also feel "tied

down" when they are breastfeeding an in-

fant or might feel too modest to breastfeed,

even with friends and family.

According to Betty Crase, reference

librarian in the Center for Breastfeeding

Information at the LaLeche League Inter-

national, the world's largest breastfeeding

support network, breastfeeding a baby is

better in every way than bottle feeding.

"It is known that formula companies

come out strongly for breastfeeding," she

said. "Subtle or not so subtle, the message

they get out is that if you can't breastfeed

it's okay, because their formulas are

always there."

She said the goal of LaLeche League In-

ternational is for babies to have the best

— which is breast milk.

"It's estimated if you're bottle feeding an

infant it will cost you $4 a day," she said.

"Here's an opportunity to give the best to

baby, and it's free."

According to a LaLeche League Interna-

tional fact sheet on breastfeeding, it is ad-

vantageous to both mother and child.

• Breastfeeding protects babies against

illness.

It has been proven that breastfeeding can

protect against ear infection, respiratory

tract illnesses and gastrointestinal il-

lnesses. It has also been found that

breatfeed babies tend to be generally more
healthy. Breast milk also can protect

babies against allergies.

• Breast milk provides all the nutrition

a baby needs for at least the first six

months of life.

Breast milk is specifically produced for

babies and as a result is a vital fluid that

changes to adapt for the baby's digestive

system and nutritional needs.

• Mother's "immunize" their babies

through breast milk.

Mothers send important antibodies to

newborns through breast milk that helps

protect the baby against illnesses.

• Breastfeeding enhances development.

In addition to mental development,

Mommy Breastfeed" by Janis Wood
Brorup-Weston, is published by the

Association.

breastfeeding also enhances facial muscle

development.
• Breastfeeding has health benefits for the

mother.
Women who breastfeed have a decreas-

ed risk of ovarian and breast cancer. It also

has been found to help women through

postpartum depression.

According to John- Kippley, president of

the Couple to Couple League, a natural

family planning support group in Cincin-

nati, breastfeeding has an added bonus, it

sometimes works as a fertility suppressant.

He said breastfeeding is the world's

oldest form of birth control and is still the

most widely practiced form ofbirth control.

Kippley said there are two types of

breastfeeding. Cultural breastfeeding,

which is widely practiced in Western

cultures, and "ecological" breastfeeding, a

term Kippley said he and his wife coined

in 1968.

"Ecological breastfeeding is different

from cultural breastfeeding," he said.

"With ecological breastfeeding, the mother

keeps the baby with her constantly, and the

baby nurses as often as he wants."

He said studies have proven that the con-

stant mother-baby togetherness can delay

the return of fertility for an average of 14.5

months after birth.

"This is especially important in develop-

ing nations where overpopulation is a pro-

blem," he said.

He said in addition to having the baby

with her at all times, in ecological

breastfeeding, the mother is encouraged to

let the baby breastfeed to an age when the

baby decides to stop.

"There isn't much support for ecological

breastfeeding [in Western culture] because

the older the baby gets, the more people

feel the woman should stop breastfeeding,"

he added.
Dugan said there are also physiological

advantages for women who are

breastfeeding.

"Breastfeeding can help empower women
with low self-esteem," she said. "Women
get a feeling of pride knowing they are nur-

turing their baby with their own body."

She said breastfeeding can also help

mothers who have been through a difficult

birth. She said it helps them overcome a

feeling of failure they may have.

Dugan added that breastfeeding helps to

relax and calm the mother because high

levels of a chemical called prolactin are

released in the body when breastfeeding oc-

curs, which has a calming effect.

Montegomery said she was aware
breastfeeding was advantageous, but said

it was not until she discussed breastfeeding

with her doctor that she was ready to do it.

"It has been worth.getting up at all hours

and putting up with looks and comments
to be able to breastfeed," she said. "I'm
glad I'm doing it."
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By GARRY TRUDEAU
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QUOTE OF THE DAY
Laugh and the world laughs

with you. snore and you sleep

alone."
— Anthony Burgess

DAILY GROSSVORD PUZZLE
Edited By TRUDE MGHEL JAFFE

ACROSS
1 Yesterday's

roast today

5 American coast

9 Play a mandolin

14 Inter — : among
other things

15 Machu Picchu

Inhabitant

16 Prefix meaning
sacred

17 Misfortunes

18 Hoodlum
19 Encore
20 Famous (light

site

22 Famous race

horse of 60 s

23 Oust
24 Craggy peak

25 Complainer

29 Judy's daughter

33 Ivan of tennis

37 Caroline's

daughter

38 Article

39 Impression

40 Malicious

41 Kind of bloomer
42 Asparagus, tor

one
43 Concerning
44 Poet Thomas
45 Crushed
46 Fencing parry

48 Sunset

50 Stars, in

kindergarten

55 Physicist

Nikola —
58 Sneak
61 Benefit

62 Site of Bryce
Canyon

63 Old Norse
poem

64 Chinese tea

65 "Venerable"

historian

66 Stravinsky

67 Regarding
68 Expel

69 Seafowt

DOWN
1 Japanese poem
2 Exhausted

3 Obstructs, as a

channel, with

"up'

4 Dispatch

5 Junior High

grade
6 Dwarf buffalo

7 Tub
8 Think —
9 Military hat

10 Peter Pan s

friend

1

1

Bona fide

12 "Exodus
author

1

3

Salty lake

in California

21 Jolly boat

24 Three-spotted

card

26 Shiraz native

27 — Dame de
Paris

28 Chemical
compound

30 Certain type,

for short

31 After epsilon

32 - Ra
33 Revoke
34 Hessian stream

35 Pianist Peter

36 Lawn intruder

40 Summon
44 Moist

47 Nut
49 Hotel employee
51 Powerful demon

of Arabian myth

52 Baton — , La
53 Patron

54 Violinist Isaac

55 Bark cloth

56 Uniform

57 Rice drink

58 Saloons, in

Soho
59 Umv on the

Rio Grande
60 Marquis de —

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE

2/21/91

rtENU
LUNCH

Pizza

Mam on Eye

BASICS LUNCH
Pizza

fteart rkiger

DINNER
Burger

Jalapeno Shrimp

BASICS DINNER
Stuffed Pepper

Jalapeno Shrimp

YOUR DAILY HOROSCOPE
By JEANE DIXON

ARIES (March 21-April

19):Unforeseen complications

could mar an alliance or your

public image. Do not insist on
applause. You should take

some time out to recharge

your batteries.

TAURUS (April 20-May 20):

Your captivating personality

helps you persuade others to

follow your example. A private

meeting will be very successful.

Give your body the care it

deserves. Exercise regularly.

GEMINI (May 21-June 20):

Friends and money are not a
good mix now. It is a mistake to

act on a whim. Dress to impress

at a social event. No the unex-

pected for someone who is in

CANCER (June 21-July ): A
small gamble could pay off

handsomely. Let go of the past.

Forget an unsatisfying long-

distance romance. Build

something special with so-

meone who wants to take

care of you.

LEO (July 23-Aug 22): It may
be difficult to finalize property

transactions or domestic ar-

rangements today. Do some
writing or illustrating on spec

You could be your own best

salesperson! Dine at home
tonight.

VIROO (Aug 23-Sept 22);

Financial planning will bring

greater peace of mind. Goals

that have eluded you are

within easy reach Concentrate

on one project at a time.

Welcome people willing to

speak their minds.

LIBRA (Sept 23-Oct 22): Pay

more attention to your diet.

Younger family members will

follow your example. Use your

financial shrewdness to solve a
problem before it becomes
serious. Your faith in loved one
is justified.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov 22-Dec

21): Innovative ideas will boost

your career. Make wise in-

vestments now and you will en-

joy abundant financial success.

Recycle old ideas to sve

money. Romance looks

especially enticing tonight.

CAPRICORN (Dec 22-Jan

19): Your well-organized ap-

proach and emotional maturi-

ty let you rise above both minor

problems and petty people

Short trips, extra chores and
written communicatios fill your

day.

AQUARIUS (Jan 20-Feb 18):

You are an expert at getting

your way. Refuse to be drawn
into other people's sqabbles.

You feel closer than ever to a
parent or sibling. A favorite wish

will soon come true.

PISCES (Feb 19-March 20):

Your strong faith in your abilities

helps you make the right

career choice. Evaluate your

eating patterns before em-
barking on a diet. Even small

changes will make you feel and
took better
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STUDENTS: REGISTER TO VOTE
IK AMHERST

VOTER REGISTRATION TODAY AMD
TOMORROW FROM 10 am - 2 pm

in the S.U.B.

\ The town of Amherst is facing a multi-million dollar budget deficit and

:

: as a result is planning to eliminate the rent control board. The Housing

:

: Review Board is of vital interest to the students of this community I

I because it protects us from rent gouging by Amherst landlords. Its:

I elimination will mean massive increases in our rents at a time when we I

I can least afford it. Our only hope for saving The Board is to vote in the I

I town elections on March 26 and in the override vote ofProp 2
lA on May

*

: 14. Don't let the town ofAmherst eliminate the one service that it pro- \

I vides to students.Register and vote. :

Any Questions

call Ted Chambers

253-0462 or 5-2145

Meldrim leads UMass at Smith
By DAN WETZEL
Collegian Staff

While many UMass students went home to Boston this

weekend, a member of the women's track team won
herself a trip there next weekend. Maureen Meldrim per-

formed well enough at the Smith College Invitational to

qualify for the New England Championships, which will

be held this Saturday at Boston University.

Meldrim, along with her teammates, had to only travel

down route 9 last Saturday in order to tune up for the post

season.

"We had some really good performances on Saturday,

but Mo Meldrim's was the biggest." coach Julie

LaFreniere said.

The sophomore won the 5000-meter race in a time of

18:04.2, well under the 18:40 needed to qualify for New
Englands. Her previous best was 18:52, set in December

at the Harvard Invitational.

"I was very surprised by her performance," Lafreniere

said. "The way she had been running 1 felt it would be

a long shot that she would even qualify, let alone run

18:04. Mo is now the seventh seed in New England — she

just shattered what I expected."

Diane Ozzolek also did some shattering this weekend.

The junior, while winning the 20-pound weight, broke the

school record by throwing 46 feet, 9 lA inches. The previous

mark was 45-11 1/4.

"Diane did great. She is looking good going into the

postseason," LaFreniere said.

Lennice Johnson returned from tendinitis of the knee

to qualify for the Eastern Collegiate Athletic Conference

Championships. The sophomore was nipped at the line to

finish second in the 500 with a time of 76.8.

"Lennice had not run hard for two weeks and still she

performs this well," LaFreniere said. "She was just too

determined to let her knee bother her. I was expecting

her to be in some pain but she looked great."

Michelle St. Laurent won the 1000-meter race in a time

3:01.3. "Michelle was already qualified and this weekend

she looked strong and appears to be in top form,"

LaFreniere said.

"We have 10 people ready to go to Boston and I am just

hoping that they are all healthy when we go," LaFreniere

said. "If they are, then this weekend should fun."

utacrprco'ffCH'cm:"\
Special Phone-in Radio Show with

UMass Basketball Coach John Calipari.

A SubGenius
Bedtime Story
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sit back, relax and let

The SubGenius

crawl around

inside

your lucky, lucky skull.

M,
TONIGHT LIVE!
6:15pm - 7:OOpm
584-9900

1-800-628-5191

Walters sets

new record at

Dartmouth
By KEITH BENNETT
Collegian Correspondent

Sprinter Kevin Walters established a school record

in the 200 meters and also won the 55-meter dash in

leading the University of Massachusettswnen's track

team in its dual meet against Dartmouth University

on Saturday.

Dartmouth, the defending New England champions

in outdoor track, won the meet with 111 points. UMass
scored 60 points to finish ahead of McGill University

(20), who competed only against Dartmouth. The

Minutemen finished with a 3-4 record in dual meet

competition.

The junior broke the tape in the 55 at 6.64 seconds

and then set the record of 22.50 in a second place ef

fort in the 200. Walters was one of five Minutemen who
won their respective events.

Steve Brown concluded an undefeated dual-meet

season in the 500 by winning the event in 1:05.03,

which was good enough to qualify him for the IC4As.

Seniors Jon Corso and Gerry Squires grabbed the top

two spots in the 3000. Corso won the event in a time

of 8:34.95 and Squires finished in 8:45.95.

Jeff White and Paul Doyle also finished first and se-

cond in their event. White won the 55 hurdles in 8.01,

just ahead of Doyle, who ran 8.22.

Junior Pat Ryan was the only other first place

finisher for the Minutemen. He captured the 5000 in

15:19.4.

Several athletes scored in more than one event for

UMass. Brian Bednarek placed second in the highjump

with a leap of 6 feet, 2 inches. He also tied for third

in the pole-vault, along with teammate Dave Borges,

with a clearance of 13 feet. Borges also finished in a

tie for third in the high-jump (6-2) and placed fourth

in the long jump with a leap of 20-7 1/2.

A number of athletes turned in their best perfor

mances of the season on Saturday. Among those per-

formances were Matt Simon's second place in the 1000

in 2:30.7, Tom Hooper's third in the 800 (1:59.8) and

Mike Grey's third in the 400 in 52.43.

Classifieds
COME TO THE COLLEGIAN OFFICE-CC 113 MON- THURS 8:30-3:WDEADLINE 2 DAYS PRIOR TO PUBUCATIONm CASHINADVANCE, 20*/WORD/DAY FOR STUDENTS

ACTIVITIES

SOUTH ASIAN CLUB
Elections tonight

7pm-Rm 911CC
All are welcome

ULTIMATE FRISBEE PRACTICES open to

everyone! Indoors, Tuesday and Thursday

evenings For info call Jed at 256-6799 or

Jason 549-4260!

ANNOUNCEMENTS

VOLUNTEER FAIR!!! TODAY!
11am-2:30 Volunteer coordinators from

local community service agencies will be

there. Don't miss out!!!

200 EXTRAS NEEDED
For Union Video Center art video called

Right Through the Wall Shoot will happen
Sunday March 3rd Sign up through Union

Video Center (545-1336) or Tracy at

586-4318 If you believe in dreams, we need

you.

•AXO'
Come open rush Alpha Chi

Join us for dinner two nights this weeK • find

out what we are all about!

5:15 Wednesday 2/20
5:15 Thursday 2/21

ALPHA PHI OMEGA -The National Service

Fraternity- RUSH, 2/20 Hampden- So side

room. 2/21 Cashin, all meetings 6:30

BED AND BREAKFAST- downtown ideal

for visiting parents and friends- 549-0733

AUTO FOR SALE

1901 CITATION Mechanicailysound body

damaged parts or fixit $150 253-4057

ESTABLISH CREDIT

DISCOVER CARDS
No cost to apply

Call Mark 546-4814

Leave message

FOR RENT

AMHERST, 1 BEDROOM AVAILABLE IN 3

BEDROOM, NEW HOUSE ON BUS LINE

FIREPLACE, BEAUTIFUL!! AVAILABLE

NOW CALL 8-4. 665-3326

BOLTWOOD PROJECT
Fun, friends, credit Become a friend to a

person with special needs Last meeting

TONIGHT! Rm 804-806 7:00pm

DELTA ZETA invites all University Women
to open ruth. Parlies will begin at 6pm on

Wednesday. Thursday 4 Friday

DRAFT INFORMATION SESSION -AlTyou

want to know & more! Lewis basement Sun

day February 24th 7pm -sponsored by

AFSC & NE/Sytvan Area

DRUM-award winning Black Arts and

Literature magazine-now accepting submis

sions 115 NAH

AMHERST CENTER, quiet room, bus, walk

UMass $275- laundry, utilities included

-549-0484

FRIDGE RENTALS CALL R + P 253-9/42

HIPPEST HOUSE in the world wants

housemate -Hatfield, rustic, 5 mm from

Noho 230 + 247-5248

WINTER SPECIAL: 1 month rent .99 cents

with one year lease.

2 bedroom- $450

3 bedroom- $537
Sunderland, Free bus route laundry

facilities, swimming pool, garden plots,

short term lease available

665 3856

SONY 13" COLOR TV, cable-ready, great

picture, perfect for dorm. $70/BO 665-2831

WHY WAIT IN LINE? Two Temple tickets

665-7426. Leave Message

ZENITH 248 PERSONAL COMPUTER,
IBM compatible. 5.25" dual disk drive,

Monochrome monitor, Logitech mouse,
Hundreds of dollars worth of software in-

cluding Word 5.0. Paint/Write, and Lotus
1-2-3 Asking $850 negotiable.

Call Cindy 665-8020

FOUND

HAT
At Haigus Mall

Call Matthew 253-7699

HELP WANTED

DON'T GET A JOB —Get a business! Stu-

dent painters offers highly motivated
students practical experience and earnings

averaging $5,000-7000 for the summer
Please call 1-800-922-5579

EARN $300 to $500 per week reading

books at home -Call 1-615-473-7440 Ext

B-281

GREAT SUMMER OPPORTUNITY
Jewish co-ed residential camp seeks
counselors and specialists Capdol Camps,
located in the beautiful Catoctin Mountains,

one hour from Washington DC offers ten-

nis, water sports, natuve, arts, video, gym-
nastics, radio, drama, journalism, etc If you
are interested in the challenges and excite-

ment of working with campers in grades
3-10. we want you on our team. Good
salaries, great fun! Our director will be at

the camp fak on March 5 For more infor-

mation and an appointment, call

1 800-783-2208

INSTRUCTION

EARN CREDIT learn to Scuba Dive Basic

Classes held Monday, Tuesday, Wednes-
day, and Thursday 7-10PM in Curry Hicks

Pool. Open Water II class held during

Spring Break in Key Largo. FLA Advanc-

ed Class held in New England in April. For

further informtion call 549-8401 , or drop by
Curry Hicks starting 2/4/91

LOST

I LOST MY WATCH!!
12/12 in Boyden women's locker room
Black leather strap, black face w/gold

If found please call 549-8028

DIRT CHEAP RESUMES
Counseling, overnight laserprinting

$20, Lisa or Charlie- 665-2831

PREGNANT?
Need a pregnancy test, information or sup-

post? Call for free and confidential services

ALTERNATIVES 33 Main Street Northamp-
ton 586-3000 or Greenfield 774-6010

SERVICES/WOROPROCESSING

DISSERTATIONS, CASES, PAPERS.
On-campus pickup. Fast! Accurate!
Mac/Laser. Spellcheck
Nancy 584-7924

FLORIDA'S NEWEST
HOT SPOT

Panama City-$139

World's Biggest Beach
PARTY

Daytona Beach $189
Call Erika + Julie at 546-2649
or Siobhan + Terrt at 546-5079

SPRING BREAK

PERSONALS

CONGRATS TO THE BETAS of Alpha Ep-

silon Phi We love you all Love the Alphas

JVi
Sorry it had to be this way but I only did

what's best. I hope I didn't spoil everything

Happy belated V-day
-Marc

SPRING BREAK PARTY!
Travel to Jamacia. Mexico! And Panama Ci-

ty Fl! Concerts! Free Parties' Club dis-

counts! And lots more! For info call Denise

546-7156

SUBLET

PHI ALPHA THETA Int'l History Honors

Society accepting applications from new

members. Info-applications in History office

Herter Deadline 2/28

FOR SALE

SHLOCK ROCK CONCERT tonight 8 00

Campus Center Auditorium sponsored by

HHtel -Don't miss the sneak preview on con-

course today

5 STRING BANJO Bluegrass style $125

247-5248

COUCH (queen sire bed) $70 665-3974

TRISrOMA OPEN RUSH!
Tuesday 2/19 through Monday 2/25

Call 549-3811 for information or come by

387 N Pleasant St

FUTONS
Metawampe

For all your futon needs

Available anywhere in USA
Great to sleisp on with your

sexy valentine

Call to order
1400-3FUTON1

INTELLIGENCE JOBS. All branches US
Customs, DEA ect. Now hiring. Call

1405-962-8000 Ext K-9816

NEWSPAPER DELIVERERS NEEDED in

UMASS dorms No car required 7 8am 7

days/week Call 253-7009

SMALL VERMONT CAMP for girls seeks
committed counselors in horsemanship,
wilderness trips, watersports, photography
/video, and more Sherry Osborn. Camp
Catherine Caspers 25 Shawmut Ave Apt.

UM Wayland MA 01778 (508)650-1866

* JENNIFER JACKSON *

Happy Birthday - you sexy
goddess you!!! Have a

fantastic 19th!

Love, Monica and Jen C.

RESUME SERVICE

PERSONALIZED CONSULTATION or

laser printing ol your original. 549-0367

ROOMMATE WANTED

ROOMMATE NEEDED FOR one open
bedroom in Squire Village townhouse. Male

or female for $165/month On bus route.

Call Stephanie or Lesley anytime at

665 4090

SERVICES

GREAT APARTMENT 2 mi. off campus -

North Amherst -Big yard, storage, perfect

for two people Available now! Call 549-6027

TRAVEL

CARIBBEAN • $1891
The warmth of the Caribbean or Mexican

coast tor a week!
R/T air, SUNHITCH + m, 212464-2000

VOUCHER TWA -Book before Feb 22 $400-

for $200 -Tel 535-2306

WAKE-N-BAKEII! Spring Break '91!!

Jamaica from $429 00
Cancun from $399 00
A week of tun and sun! The hottest distina-

tions 1-800-426-7710

TYPING

CHEAP RATES, fast, accurate, depen-

dable. campus pickup and delivery Adam
253-9117

WORDPROCESsTnG, FAST, $1.45/page
-549-0484

WANTED

CASH FOR GOLD. Unwanted jewlery?

Necklaces, watches, rings. We buy
anything containing gold Call 546-3399

WE WANT TO lake over your house lease

for next year starting in June or August Call

549-7133

AEROBICS NAUTILUS STAIRMASTERS
Lifecydes, freeweights. treadmill, gravitron,

step-classes, karate

Amherst Athletic Club 256-0080

MONTREAL WEEKENDS $89 Price in-

cludes round trip motorcoach 3 days 2

nights Hotel Suite. Breakfast FREE admis-

sion to Club Metropolis

Reliable Tours
365 Broadway Rt 1

Lynnfield, MA 01940
617-598-9930

SPRING BREAK TO DAYTONA!
Travel with YANKEE LINE TOURS via

deluxe motorcoach March 15-24, 1991

"Campus pick-up and drop-off!
* * First class hotel accommodations!
• "Best location, excellent nightlife!

' 'Only $259 00 (quad occ)

For more info contact Scott

(413) 256-0029
Reserve your spot before it's too late 1
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Sports
Rhode Island denies Minutewomen
Despite 25points from McCusker, comeback falls short, 67-55

By GREG SUKIENNIK
Collegian Staff

Despite a second half comeback attempt and 25 points

from Keyburn McCusker, the University of Massachusetts

women's basketball team was unable to overcome a 4 1-26

halflime deficit, losing 67-55 to the University of Rhode

Island last night in Kingston. R.I.

The WRams, now 6-18 overall and 2-13 in the

Atlantie-10 , beefited from 26 UMass turnovers. Three

three-point goals from Kathy Greenberg, two of which

helped the WRams build their halftime advantage, also

helped to keep the Minutewomen at bay. UMass falls to

24 overall and 0-16 in the A-10.

The Minutewomen had closed the gap to five, 49-44, with

eight minutes left by way of an 18-8 run. But Rhody's

Mellisa Udicious nailed a 15 - foot jumpshot to end the

run and help the WRams regain control of the game.

McCusker, who played the entire contest, kept UMass

close in the first half by shooting 9 for 12 from the field.

She finished at 12 for 18 from the field on the game, and

her 25 points led all scorers. Greenberg led Rhody with

23 points.

Rhode Island, 67-55
.„ochu»»ltt (55)

Ireland 5-lO O-O 11 Knstofik 5-15 O-O O. McCusket 12-W 1-2 25 Valentine 2-5 2-2

6. Schuster 1-4 1-2 t Mofan 0-3 O-O O Hessei O-O O-O O Muza O-O O-O O.

Nevarez O-O O-O O lotah 25-55 4-6 55

Shod* Island (67)

Games 1-4 3-5 5 Kelsen 3-12 3-4 9: Vaughn 7-12 1-3 15. Barnes 02 3-4 3 Greenoer

g

10-17 Ol 23. Webster 0-2 O-O O; Uacious 1-2 O-O 2 Malone 5-9 O-O lO Totals

27-60 K>17 67

HoMtme Massachusetts 26. Rhode Island 41 Three poM aoato Greenberg (3).

Ireland Rebound* Massachusetts 36 (Knstofik 9), Rhode island 33 (Garnes lO).

AMista Massachusetts 12 (Schuster 5} Rhode Island 14 (Greenberg 5) Total I

Massachusetts 16. Rhode island 9 Fouled out none A - 15Q

However, 26 turnovers, including 18 in the first half,

hurt UMass' bid to claim their first win of the season.

Also, UMass only visited the foul line six times, while

Rhody got 17 chances from the foul line.

Another problem for UMass was offensive balance.

While McCusker was posting all - Conference calibre

numbers, her teammates were shooting at combined 14

for 37, 37.8 percent clip. The WRams shot 45 percent as

a team.

Greenberg, who moved into tenth place on Rhode

Island's all-time women's scoring list with her 23 point

effort, also added five assists six steals from her guard

position to spur on the WRams to their second A-10 win

of the year.

Lisa Ireland and Kim Kristofik also turned in double

— figure scoring nights for the Minutewomen. Ireland

scored 11 points, including a three — point basket, while

Kristofik added ten points and grabbed a team-high nine

rebounds.

For the WRams, Jen Vaughn was the only player

besides Greenberg to hit double — figures. She scored 15

points and hauled down nine rebounds. Teammate Monica

Garnes led all players with 10 boards.

While the Minutewomen did come as close to winning

as they have all year, they return home with two more

regular — season chances to come out on the top end of

the score. Those chances include Temple, on February

23rd, and Rhode Island once more on March 2nd. UMass
will then most likely hit the road for the opening round

of the Atlantic- 10 tournament. Opening round games are

played at the site of the higher — seeded team.

Collegian photo by Eric Goldman

Freshman point guard Jessica Schusler at-

tempts to beat a St. Joseph's defender in an

earlier A-10 game at the Cage.

Macon to grace the Cage one last time

Mark Macon

By SAM SILVERSTEIN
Collegian Staff

Lots of basketball players are graced with

a nice touch. Few are touched with grace.

Temple senior guard Mark Macon, who
will make his last Cage appearance at

Thursday night's University of

Massachusetts-Temple men's basketball

game, is one of those few.

Macon is Temple's all-time leading scorer

(2,458 points entering last night's game
with Rhode Island), and ranks 14th in

NCAA history in steals. He has started

every game Temple has played in the last

four years, spanning 120 games.

After a freshman season that saw the

Owls ranked No. 1 in the nation for much
of February and into March, Macon was
one of 11 finalists for the Wooden award,

given annually to the best college player

in the United States.

Double and triple-teams and a void at

point guard hurt his numbers slightly in

his sophomore and junior years, and some
fair- weather fans jumped off the

bandwagon.
This winter Macon has returned, if he

ever left. With Vic Carstarphen anchoring

the point guard spot and forward Mik
Kilgore shooting well enough to absorb

some defensive attention, Macon has hit 44

percent of his shots from the floor and an
Atlantic 10-best 41 percent from three-

point land.

Shooting statistics aside, Macon is a

precious example of the complete basket-

ball package; he is defensively skilled and

smart, poised and passionate about the

game.
"His preparation for what you end up see-

ing on TV is on a constant level, and that's

a big part of his success," Temple Assistant

Coach Dean Demopoulos describes. "He

has done that for a large portion of his life.

That along with great natural skills has

allowed him to reach the level he has

attained.

"His first day at practice he was down

among the big guys, which I coach. The

next thing I knew, and I was looking direct-

ly at him, he was on the other side of the

lane, and I didn't see him get there. It was

the first time that ever happened to me and

I knew then he was something different."

Demopoulos, who has seen Macon in

practice and on the team bus, defends him

to those who read 'aloofness' in his frozen,

focused game-face.

"He doesn't get into what outsiders feel,"

Demopoulos says. "He knows that what he

senses and what the coaching staff asks

him is all he should care about. He doesn't

care about other people's opinions."

Says teammate Michael Harden, who
entered Temple with the 6-foot-5,

185-pound McDonald's All-American out of

Buena Vista High School in Saginaw,

Mich, "He's gotten wiser. He's above a lot

of what people think of him.

"People can't really see how great how
he is. He does little things that people don't

see. His overall presence . . . when he's on

the floor, you know he can explode at any

time.

"Just having to guard him [in practice]

every day, you can feel how good he is. You
cannot relax. When the ball's away from

him, he'll find it. My sophomore year I had

to guard him every day and it was an ex-

perience."

Macon has averaged 21.5 points in eight

ga??????the-ages at the Cage.

"People can't really see in the stands how

smart a ballplayer he is," says UMass for-

ward Jim McCoy. "When he goes to the

pros, people are going to see a guy who can

play three positions. I think he's proven to

everybody this year that he is a first round

[NBA] draft pick."

Macon has been known to post the occa-

sional 5 for 21 boxscore, as he did in this

season's first UMass-Temple meeting in

Philadelphia. On those nights, those parts

of his game that do not show up in the

paper come to the surface.

"He cares. He's not boisterous. He just

like to go out and kick your butt every

night, and he'll do anything he can to do

that," McCoy says. "If you play against

him and feel his hits, you know he doesn't

like to lose."

All 2,400 student tickets for Thursday's

game were handed out without incident

yesterday afternoon at the Cage yesterday,

according to Acting Athletic Ticket

Manager Thorr Bjorn. The tickets were

distributed in less than two hours, with the

line stretching from the Cage to the Whit-

more parking lot at its longest.

Seniors to lead UM to fifth New England title
n.. TunMAQ a nirnpnF incr rarps Newton, he saysnis options are limitless after his graduaBy THOMAS A. GEORGE
Collegian Correspondent

Pound for pound, the University of Massachusetts men's

swim program holds a winning percentage that is, to be

modest, good.

Over the past five seasons, the program has compiled

an astounding 56-4 record. This can be greatly attributed

to the gang of nine seniors who will be entering the last

postseason of their collegiate careers on Thursday in the

New England Championships at University of Rhode

Island.

The team is gunning for the fifth New England Cham-
pionship in as many years. All seven senior swimmers will

be competing.

Tri-captains Evan Gwilliam, Pete Reich and Jim Robert-

son will be leading the pack to success.

Gwilliam, an English major from Seekonk, MA, is the

butterfly specialist on the squad, swimming the 100- and

200-yard sprints. He hopes to attend graduate school in

the Washington D.C. area. Gwilliam is considered the

mouth of the team, as he colorfully points out, "Human
beings have eyebrows to keep the sweat away from the

eyes." He promises to shave his eyebrows for the upcom-

ing races.

In competitive swimming there is a psychological edge

that a swimmer can achieve by shaving down and

sloughing off the hair and first layer of skin, exposing the

nerves. When the swimmer hits the water, the sensation

is similar to a turbo charger. Also, shaving reduces drag,

and with top level competition wins separated by fractions

of seconds, the effect of shaved and tapered troops can

make a difference between first and second place.

Reich, a 6-foot-3, 180-pounder, swims the middle

distance and sprints in the freestyle. A zoology major from

Branford, CT, this dental school hopeful says his goals are

to qualify for the Eastern Seaboard Conference meet in

the 200 freestyle.

The Easterns are to be held on February 28 in Princeton,

NJ. It is the equivalent to ECAC competition in other

sports, but is tailored for Ivy league competitors. Con-

troversy surrounds the Easterns because all other schools

need to post higher scores, and lower times than that of

their Ivy league adversaries, according to UMass coach

Russ Yarworth.
Robertson, the senior tri-captain, is shooting to finish

within the top four in New England. A freestyler from

Newton, he says nis options are limitless after his gradua-

tion from UMass. At 6-foot-2 and 185 pounds, Robertson

completes the trio nicely.

Senior Scott Milbert knows that the swimming program
will be close to his family, at least for the next four years.

In fact, not only will there be another Milbert swimming
for UMass, there will probably be another Reich and
Robertson as well. All three seniors have younger brothers

that have verbally committed to the University.

Milbert, who hails from Bridgewater, is an engineering

major who plans on some international travel after May.
A distance freestyler, his goals include a 1.41:55 in the

200 free, and a shot at the Easterns.
Frank Sampson, a physical education major from

Melrose, is the individual medley and backstroke star.

After hoping to reach his goal of top three in New
England, Sampson envisions teaching high school or

returning for graduate work.
There are two senior divers who will go to work on the

one- and three-meter boards. Bill Rozen and Rich Dockery
will look to haul down some points away from the Maine
divers, who have a small juggernaut rising. Rozen is look

ing for a personal best of over 242 in the three-meter

event.
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Levey described as 'gentle'
Friend, former teacher remember intense man, eloquent writer

By MEREDITH O'BRIEN
Collegian Staff

To many people, Gregory Levey's death is beyond

comprehension.

Levey, 30, an Amherst resident and 1984 Universi-

ty of Massachusetts graduate, has been called a

"wacko" and "insane" for dousing himself with two

gallons of paint thinner and setting himself on fire

Monday afternoon on the Amherst Town Common —
apparently to protest the Persian Gulf War. Minutes

earlier, Levey had set down a sign saying "Peace."

To one of his closest friends, this misperception about

Gregory Levey "the person" was too much to bear.

"I think a lot of people who do things like this are

wacko, but not this kid; he was right there. He is just

misconstrued to be crazy," said Charles F. Carroll, who
met Levey at UMass 10 years ago.

"He deserves credit for what he did," said Carroll,

an Amherst resident and UMass Ph.D candidate in

communications. "He put his life on the line for

something he believed in. I don't think I would be

strong enough to do something like this."

The last conversation Carroll had with Levey was on

Dec. 22. Among the topics they discussed were the

military build-up in the Persian Gulf, the impending

war and the self-immolation of Buddhists who pro-

tested the Vietnam War.
"I remember talking with him about the value of life

and really discussing the pros and cons of this act [self-

immolation]," Carroll said. "He knew all about the im

plications of this type of act. The Vietnam monks made

a profound impression on him for their integrity."

During the Vietnam War, several Buddhists in Viet-

nam set themselves on fire in protest of the war. Car

roll said both he and Levey were Buddhists.

He said they had talked for at least an hour about

the Middle East situation, which he said profoundly

affected Levey.

"He was absolutely clear about the imminent inva-

sion," Carroll said. "He was just horrified, I know he

used the word heinous' to describe the whole war

theater. He had some of the deepest anti-war feelings

I've ever seen. But I had no idea he was considering

this."

Described as a quiet, eloquent, intense and gentle

man, Levey was the son of Boston Globe food critic

Robert Levey and stepson of Pulitzer Prize winning col

umnist Ellen Goodman. He lived alone in Amherst and

worked as a substitute teacher at the South Hadley

branch of the Hampshire Educational Collaborative.

CONTINUED ON PAGE 3

UM provost
a candidate
at Arizona
By MARK HENSLEY
Collegian Staff

University of Massachusetts Provost Richard D. O'Brien

confirmed yesterday that he is one of several hundred can-

didates nominated for the presidency of the University

of Arizona in Tuscon.

O'Brien said his candidacy was not significant at this

point and that it was normal for administrators to receive

two or three nominations a year.

"If I worried about every nomination Chancellor Duf-

fey received, I wouldn't get much sleep at night," he said.

O'Brien did say, however, that he was "keeping all doors

open" and if the right opportunity arose he would con-

sider leaving UMass because of the financial problems and

the "flux" in higher education.

Officials from the Arizona Board of Regents would not

confirm or deny his candidacy but said the list of nominees

CONTINUED ON PAGE 2

War discussed during 'Day of Education'
By TAMIR LIPTON
Collegian Staff

As the U.S. military continued to prepare

for a ground offensive against Iraqi forces

yesterday, several University of

Massachusetts faculty members held a

seven-hour lecture series in the Cape Cod
Lounge about the war and its far-reaching

effects.

Called a "Day of Education," the

speeches ranged from economics to the

"linkage" of the Palestinian issue to the

war. Other topics were media coverage of

the war, President Bush's motives, and

racism and sexism in the Gulf and at home.

"The goal is to inform people about the

war," said Robert Wolff, a professor in the

philosophy department. "I view this as a

time when citizens talk about the day's

events. This is an attempt to make things
less puzzling."

Students shuffled in and out throughout

the day, leaving the room always filled to

capacity. After each speaker, there was a

question and answer period.

"It's pointless to predict what's going to

happen," Wolff said. "We'll know what
happens in a matter of days or weeks.

"It's more important for us to understand

what is happening," he said. "Bush very

much wants a ground war and therefore

it's almost certain that we'll have one."

Communications Professor Sut Jhally

said, "A ground war is not going to be as

clean," as the American government

thinks, and cautioned students to view

television coverage critically.

"We need to rethink what television is

all about," Jhally said. "Its not a free

press. The media are institutions that

operate by selling advertisements to us."

Justin Lewis, also a professor of com-

munications, said the war reflects the

United States' desire to gain control of the

oil regions in the Middle East.

"I guarantee that when the wir is over,

the U.S. military does not leave," he said.

"This is r >t just a war about the 'iberat'on

of Kuwait, it's a war about conditions and
linkage. Even if Iraq agreed to the Soviet

proposal, the war will only end when Iraq

is demoralized."

Senate tries and fails to remove speaker and treasurer
By MARC ELLIOTT
Collegian Staff

The Undergraduate Student Senate tried to expel

Senate Speaker Dan Chesnicka and Treasurer Karen

Talbot from their positions last night but failed because

there were not enough senators present to make the vote

count.

The failure marks the second week in a row that a vote

has failed in the senate because of a lack of 'quorum,'

which dictates that more than half of the senate must be

present for a vote to count.

Several senators said the failure was not caused by a

lack of interest, but by a political strategy led by Student

Trustee Angus McQuilken to block progress in the senate.

McQuilken admitted that the failure to meet quorum

was a deliberate act by the motion's opponents.

"Yes, I am trying to break quorum," McQuilken said.

"A 35-member senate is an unnacceptable injustice."

"People call this a side-stepping ofdemocracy," he said.

"A prerequisite of democracy is that those who make the

decisions must represent someone, and be accountable to

someone. This does not describe our 'Senate' and every

student on this campus knows it."

There were 67 senators as of last night, a number that

changes frequently because senators are dropped after

three absences, said Sen. Jeff Turco (Brown).

Last night 22 of the 41 who attended voted in favor of

the motion. During the 45-minute debate before the vote,

several senators left the room to break quorum.

Many senators said they were angered and frustrated

by the action and viewed it as an attack on democracy.

"I find it distressing when people who had committed

themselves to representing their fellow undergraduates

in a democratically elected body chose to shirk their du

ty and disrupt the democratic institution which they have

sworn to serve, as did the senate speaker and treasurer,"

said Sen. Ken Parker (Commuters).

Had the meeting continued, the removal of SGA Presi-

dent Natasha Diephuis would have been the next item

on the agenda.

Diephuis spoke briefly during the debate and repeated

her reasoning behind the officers' actions three weeks ago

when they requested that the UMass administration step

in and restructure the student government.

"I was elected by the student body of this campus and

I represent the students of this campus when I say that

the Senate and the Board of Governors, as they are now

structured, do not work for students," she said. "We need

to restructure, and the senate can't accept that."

SGA Registrar Rebecca Rudko, who was among the of

ficers who asked the administration to step in, voted on

the motion and refused to leave and break quorum.

"I feel it's my duty to continue to stick to it to the end,"

she said. "I've made it to the end of every meeting."

Sen. Patricia Donoghue (Cashin) and Sen. David Gagne

(McNamara) distributed a petition asking Gov. Weld to

remove McQuilken after discovering that the senate did

not have the authority to do it themselves.

Temple bounces into Cage
starless for tonight's game

Collegian photo by .left Holland

Will Herndon, junior forward,

reaches for the basket

By SAM SILVERSTEIN
Collegian Staff

Temple University star Mark Macon
turned an ankle in the final seconds of the

Owls' stunning 63-62 loss to Rhode Island

Tuesday night at McGonigle Hall in

Philadelphia, and is "definitely" out of

tonight's 7:30 p.m. Temple-University of

Massachusetts men's basketball game at

the Cage, Temple officials said last night.

Macon left the arena on crutches and was

X-rayed at Temple University Hospital

yesterday; the ankle was found to be

"significantly" sprained. Macon, who has

started 120 consecutive games dating back

to his first day in a Temple uniform, has

been outfitted with a cast and will be

evaluated "day to day," according to the

Temple Sports Information office.

With or without Macon however, Temple

is still Temple, whom the Minutemen have

never beaten in 19 attempts dating back

to 1982. The last three meetings between

these two teams have been decided by a

total of five points, including last

February's intense triple-overtime circus

at the Cage.

"We've never beaten them with or

without Macon," said UMass coach John

Calipari, who is taking an I'll-believe-it-

when-I-see-it approach to the injury.

"They've got three terrific players in

[Mark] Strickland, [Donald] Hodge, and

[Mik] Kilgore, and [Vic] Carstarphen will

try to take the game into his hands.

"They're going to be playing mean and

mad and a little bit cornered because of

that injury. They're going to come out

fighting," he said.

The Owls, 18-7 overall and 11-4 in the

Atlantic 10, trail first-place Rutgers in the

A-10 race by a game.
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had been narrowed to 48. It is not known whether O'Brien

is still in the running because the officials said they would

not release names until the interviews begin next month.

The current president, Henry Koffler was chancellor

of the UMass/Amherst campus from 1979 to 1982 before

leaving for Arizona.

Koffler underwent a quadruple bypass nine days ago

the student newspaper, the Arizona Daily WiMca£

reported. He apparently wants to resign m order to teach

for a few years before retiring, the newspaper said.

About 36,000 undergraduate and graduate students at-

tend the university, which has an annual budget of about

$350 million. ... ,«- it-

Like UMass, Arizona has been having budget difficulties

because of the faltering economy.
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LOCAL
Profs try to put war into historical perspective
By JASON GEORGE
Collegian Staff

While many eyes focus on the possibili

ty of a United States ground attack against

Iraqi forces and the viability of the Soviet

peace initiative, three Five College facul-

ty members last night cautioned students

to see the current developments from a

broader historical perspective.

Professors Robert Haddad of Smith Col

lege. Mary Wilson of University of

Massachusetts, and Jonathon Berkey of

Mount Holyoke College addressed a crowd

of about 50 in Thompson Hall as part of the

Five College Program in Peace and World

Security Studies' "Update on the Persian

Gulf Crisis."

Haddad, of Smith's history department,

opened his talk by warning that all of the

information pertaining to the war will not

be fully available for another 50 years or

so.

Nonetheless, Haddad was able to offer his

views on the crisis, which were openly

critical of the way the United States

stumbled" into the Persian Gulf War.

'i don't see the political objectives to be

gained by the U.S in this war," Haddad

said.

Haddad asserted that the United States

is trying to get rid of Iraqi President Sad-

dam Hussein, who is seen as a "threat to

the Middle East which was familiar to the

U.S."

He said the "familiar" Middle East,

primarily Kuwait and Saudi Arabia, was

a region where the United States was able

to exert indirect control over oil.

Both Wilson, a history professor, and

Berkey, a professor of religion, focused on

the history leading up to the current crisis.

"Not only do the symptoms of this crisis,

but also the causes, need to be addressed,"

Wilson said.

She cited the Palestinian and other Arab-

Israeli conflicts, the unequal distribution

of wealth in the Middle East, the spread of

democracy in the region, and regional

disarmament as issues which must be ad-

dressed to ensure lasting stability.

Berkey pointed to the "struggle to find

rollt-Rian photo h> .l«'fT tlolli«nil

Smith College Professor Robert Haddad makes a point during last

night's lecture.

a legitimate form of government in the

Arab world" as the key issue in the war

and surrounding events.

"This struggle has politicized the region

to a very high degree," Berkey said. "The

U.S. has emerged to assist anachronistic

perception of the United States as an

enemy of the forces of democracy in the

region.

At the start of the panel, the director ot

the program. Tom Riddell conducted a mo

ment of silence for those who have suffered

and oligarchical regimes," leading to the from the war.
nd ongarcnicai regimes, icaun^ iu ure •" -

Oxford program praised

for its tutorial emphasis

STRIKE A POSE - Art major

outside the Fine Arts Center.

Collegian photo by Paul Langdon

Kevin McCabe watches for a friend

By AMY HENRY
Collegian Staff

Touted as the oldest summer program of-

fered in Oxford, England, the summer

seminar at Trinity College provides a more

intimate alternative to a large university

as well as the opportunity to meet students

from around the world, a student who at-

tended the program last summer said.

"I went there because I couldn't get other

courses at UMass," said Tim Bucciarelli,

a student who attended the seminar last

summer and plans to return this summer.

"I had six or seven students in my classes."

Normand Berlin, the acting director of

the program, said the University is accep-

ting applications until March 29 for the

program, which runs from June 27 to Aug.

7 The cost is $2,600 for UMass students

and $2,950 for others. Ten $500 scholar-

ships are available.

An information session will be held at

7:30 tonight in room 206 of Bartlett Hall.

Berlin said small classes at Trinity help

students and professors form a tightly-knit

community. Through the seminar, students

participate in 'tutorials,' in which students

confer with professors one-on-one outside

of class and often dine together.

"In the tutorial system students can

guide the professor in the course of study

not the other way around," he said, adding

that students are usually required to write

a paper a week.

Bucciarelli said the tutorial system great

ly enhanced his experience.

"The tutor acted more like a peer than

a professor," he said. "The tutor even

brought out a lot of quiet students."

To balance academics, Bucciarelli said

students can go to pubs, the beer cellar at

the school, and sample the 27 types of ale

at the Ale Fest also held at Trinity

Once a week the High Table tradition is

held where a distinguished speaker ad

dresses the students. Students dress up and

eat a sumptuous meal, Bucciarelli said, ad

ding, "This is a very special event and

everyone looks so good dressed up."

To participate in the program, students

must take a minimum of one major four-

credit course. The curriculum has a wide

range, but Bucciarelli said most courses

touch on the British culture.

For example, in one course 'itled,

"British Art: Theatre Painting," students

learn about theater painting in Great Bri

tain in the 18th and 19th centuries, he said.

Author: CIA used LSD extensively gfg
By DAVID RIVERA
Collegian Correspondent

Martin A Lee, an investigative journalist, research

director and author said Tuesday that LSD and other il-

legal hallucinogens were discovered and used by United

States government agencies long before Tim Leary and

Woodstock.

Lee, author of Acid Dreams: the CIA, LSD, and the Six-

ties Rebellion, said his research has shown that the U.b.

government used LSD and other hallucinogens for covert

activities and interrogation purposes.

Lee currently the research director of Fairness and Ac-

curacy in Reporting, a New York-based media wateh

group, said the Office of Strategic Services, the CIA s

predecessor, discovered LSD and implemented it in its

research after World War II.

"In the beginning they got so excited, because they

thought they had found the perfect truth drug, but they

soon found out that sometimes it did what they wanted

and other times the subjects they were experimenting on

Correction

In Monday's Collegian, Amy Usen teas tmmr******

.ntdShei* a member of the steering committee of the

Usbian Bisexual and Gay Alliance. We apologue for

any inconvience.

would freak out and have a bad trip, Lee said

He said that in the mid-fifties the CIA and its branch

agencies were in search of the "perfect truth serum and

turned to LSD - lysergic acid diethylamide - as their

new drug.

Lee said that after the CIA's initial testing, they realized

LSD wasn't the truth serum they had hoped for and look-

ed for other ways to use it.

"One use was to give it to actual CIA agents to see how

they would fare under the influence of a hallucinogen,

he said. "Things down at CIA headquarters began turn-

ing weird, to say the least."

Lee said his research showed that the CIA used LSD

in covert operations to discredit and overthrow enemy

leaders and politicians.

"In the case of Fidel Castro, [the CIA] wanted to target

him this way, so they tried to coat his cigar with LbU,

he said. "Needless to say the plan failed, but I ve seen

documents that show this technique was used in Africa

during the sixties in which leaders were overthrown

because of the CIA's covert LSD use."

On March 28, Lee will speak on the Persian Gulf War

at Hampshire College.

Lee came to UMass as part of the lecture series given

by the Distinguished Visitors Program. On March 26, the

program will host former model Ann Simonton, who will

lecture on sex, power and the media.

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

Authorities are still investigating the incident.

His death shocked area residents, as well as those

close to him.

"I was in a state of shock and horror, said one ot

Levey's former English professors, Jules Chametzky

who also taught Levey's father. "I have no doubt that

this was the result of the bombing of the [Iraqi] bunker

and the war. This must have affected him deeply^

He said although Levey, an English major had a

hard time speaking in class, when he did speak he was

"quite eloquent," especially when discussing injustice

and suffering.

"His final paper for the class was late, typical ot Greg,

always late," Chametzky laughed. "But it was elo

quent, clear and well-written. It was very feeling about

social realism and oppression."

Carroll said Levey was very intense when it came

to discussing religion and politics, subjects he tackled

often "He was very well-pronounced in his arguments,

especially about the complacency of America allowing

an anti-democratic war to go on," he said.

Carroll said Levey wrote many short stories devoted

to peace and humanity. "I imagine that his writings

would show an extraordinary commitment to the

human existence."

Carroll said it was only in the last couple of years

that Levey finally opened up to him and began shar

ing his feelings.

"Greg was a very quiet person, but he was very

deep," he said. J
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Sorry, no sale
For several years, the undergraduate Student Government

Association has been plagued by almost complete ir-

relevance. Several weeks ago, the five current officers, in

apparent frustration, asked the University administration

to dissolve the student government and create a commis-

sion charged with creating a new student government.

On many different levels, these events impact very

negatively on our community. Setting aside the fact that

these officers had no right whatsoever to do what they have

done, this unprecedented move is a major blow to student

empowerment.
. .

Firstly, condescending rhetoric aside, the administration

has a long and rich history of doing what it can to avoid stu-

dent input. In the creation of a new government, it cannot

but be expected to serve its own interests, not the students'.

Secondly, the five officers have sent a message to all cor-

ners of the nation: Students cannot do for themselves and,

thus, student empowerment is an impossible goal.

Also, these developments have even further alienated

undergrads, if that's possible, from their government. In-

stead of inspiring students with leadership and reform, these

student 'leaders' have reaffirmed the irrelevance of student

government to students' lives.

Most importantly, students must realize that an associa-

tion, dedicated to their interests, is not only a necessity but

a possibility. A functional student government can positively

impact on our community's life. This will not happen until

a student leadership emerges that is willing to work with

students to build such an association.

We urge all students to reject the selling out of student

government and to politely say "No thank-you" to the

University's paternalistic offer of "Help."

If current student leadership is unable or unwilling to

work with students in building an association, let them step

aside so that those who would work for students' needs may

emerge.

Of life and death
The waves of shock still reverberate in our community.

Several days ago, a young man took his own life in an an-

cient expression of protest and hope. It seems clear that the

young man who set himself on fire did so as the only means

he knew to reject the carnage of war.

His sign said simply, 'Peace.' His real message was that

of sacrifice. Giving one's life on behalf of others is the highest

form of human interaction. There is little doubt that his

death has awakened many across the nation and world.

Also, this man gave of himself in another way. He took

upon himself the conscience of our national community and

he, on our behalf, rebuked the slaughter that now goes on.

Most of us have been fairly inactive in working for peace.

Now, let us take his sacrifice to heart. Let his death inspire

us to do what we can to end the slaughter in the Middle East.

A good way to start is to attend today's 'Day of Protest

for Peace.' On this day, millions of people across the world

will interrupt their daily routine to unite for peace. We have

no doubt that this young man's spirit will be with us.

Unsigned editorials reflect the majority opinion ofthe Board

of Editors

War debate shouldn't be a war

The students must lead
Now is the time for action. After a steady

decline in student power that lasted near-

ly a decade, the administration has final

ly seized the last strands of power from us,

the students of the University. If we do not

act soon, we will lose all hope of having in

put into the making decisions that deter

mine our academic fates.

The administrative 'Commission on the

Restructuring of Student Government'

threatens to take away even the token

representation on University-wide Com

mittees' allowed to students under the cur

rent system. Which is not to belittle stu

dent participation in these committees—

they have allowed for student input into

any one of a number of the University's

policies and actions.

Ken Paikei

The problem is that when push comes to

shove these committees have no power —

the Chancellor, or even the Vice

Chancellors can overrule them on a whim.

The existence of the Status ofWomen Com-

mittee, for example, did not prevent the

Vice-Chancellor for Student Affairs from

making drastic cuts to the Everywoman's

Center.

Similarly, last fall in response to budget

cuts, the administration made its decision

to cut even academic departments and

eliminate there without any student input

whatsoever.

The administration's takeover of student

government, though invited by student

'leaders,' has no more legitimacy than

students give it. The problem that student

government has been so weak in the past

that the administration is able to argue

that it is in the best interest of students to

let it restructure the SGA.
Student government's deterioration,

though partially due to a conscious effort

on the part of the administration to erode

its power, is primarily due to the SGA's

failure to involve the vast majority of the

students of the University in the gover

nance of the campus.

What does this deterioration mean for

you? It means that if you're bothered by

'Alarmnetics' or are concerned by the poor

course selection in your major or the high

cost of books at the Textbook Annex, the

only way you can express your views is to

write a letter to the administration. And

what do you suppose that would do?

Student government, when it works, ad-

vocates for student issues. It researches, ar

ranges meetings and discussions, plans pro-

tests and forums, and gets results. SGA
press conferences should demand justice foi-

students. not hand over the keys of student

government to the administration.

Student versus student conflicts have

bogged down the SGA. Now some student

have chosen to ally themselves with the ad

ministration to stifle their fellow students

who oppose them. This undemocratic in

volvement of the administration cannot be

tolerated. The time has come for students

on this campus to take a leadership role in

determining the future path of the

University.

But for student concerns to be addressed

on this campus three things need to hap-

pen: V students like you must get involv

ed in the governance of the University; 21

student government must restructure itself

so as to focus on research and advocacy, not

playing with the Student Activities Trust

Fund; and 3) a Campus Council must be

formed with representatives from the

undergraduate and graduate student

governments and the Faculty Senate to

serve as an advisor/policy-making body

that works with the Chancellor, under the

Board of Trustees, to govern the campus.

Before either item two or three can hap

pen, the students of this campus must

begin to look at student government, not

as a 'joke' or waste of time, but as our last,

best shot at having input into the ad

ministrative decisions that so deeply im

pact our lives. We must unite against the

repressive tendencies of the University ad

ministration, focusing our energy on the

issues which most deeply impact our lives.

Student empowerment doesn't mean

students will push the administration

around or hurt the campus' other const

i

tuencies: it means increased student par

ticipation, involvement, and sharing of

ideas. It means a better run school,

something we desperately need in these dif-

ficult economic times. In fact, if we, the

students of the University, do not act soon

to lead the University onto a more

democratic course, there might not be any

University left to lead.

Ken Parker is an SGA senator

We're just trying to do our best

We are concerned about increasing

hostility in campus debate about how to

achieve peace in the Middle East. We

recognize that the issues concerning this

war are complex, entailing a confuting ar

ray of explanations for why we entered it

and proposals for how peace is to be achiev

ed. Some of us have reached definite con

elusions about the origins of this war and

the means to peace, but others of us are less

certain.

Meanwhile, as the war continues, emo-

tions concerning events in the Persian Gulf

will intensify It is important that as a com

munity we grapple intellir-'i'ly with our

feelings and engage in civil discourse over

the issues the war poses.

Let us remember that diversity of

thoughts and freedom of speech do not

mean the right to restrict and hurt others

with opposing views. It will be hard for

those who have strong emotions and con

victions to pause and realize that such ex

pressions may appear belligerent and ag

gressive to those with opposing views. In

the midst of our distress, let us not make

war on each other.

David Schimmel
Joyce Berkman

Co-chairs, Chancellor's Commission on
Civilitv

I am going to try to explain things one

more time. From the people I have talked

to, the general consensus is that students

are bored with the Senate's problems. I

have been told to try and fix all the pro-

blems that it currently has. So that is ex-

actly what the other four officers, and

myself, have done. I agree that asking the

Administration to suspend Student

Government without a vote was extreme-

ly undemocratic, and we did it realizing we

wouldn't have the full support of the

Senate, but our hopes were to build a

stronger, workable, structure.

You notice I don't use the word govern-

ment for our future plans, we don't need

a government, we need an advocacy body.

One that will let the student's voice be

heard, without getting wrapped up in all

of the politics that we so frequently do.

None of us woke up on Wednesday mor-

ning and decided to screw over the senate.

We have put lots of thought and ideas into

this. We don't have only our ideas either,

we listen to others talk, and take note of

their ideas. I can sincerely say that I

believe in what I did and I think I can

speak for the other four as well. We have

put so much energy into this project,

energy that could have gone into

academics, socializing, or changing Student

Government from within, but the latter

cannot be done. We took a huge step in our

actions and our reputations are clearly on

the line, we wouldn't have self inflicted

these wounds if we didn't really believe our

actions would have a positive, lasting

effect.

The Senate body has now spent the last

three weeks doing exactly what we are try

ing to prevent. They haven't kept quorum,

they voted to disapprove the actions of "the

gang of five," and called each other names.

How do these three things benefit the stu-

dent population on the whole? They don't,

but that is what we are supposed to be do-

ing. The body did elect seven men to a con-

stitutional drafting committee, I won't

belittle that at all, the seven, along with

much outside help, has made some

necessary, but obvious changes. The pro-

blem with this committee is it has no

legitimate ties to the University. The com-

mission that Dennis Madson has set up

does have that tie. If we could all put our

energy into this commission, it really can

work. We have to put aside our political

and personal feelings, sit down together

and write a constitution. I realize this is dif-

ficult, and it is also difficult to swallow the

amount of administration/faculty members

on it, but it is a very competent and

knowledgeable group. I don't think I am be-

ing naive in my statement that everyone

on this commission is working for the

students. I have two more years on this

campus and I have no intentions of putting

the SGA on top of a mountain that can't

be climbed. I will continue to put all my
energy into this, as will the four officers.

Rebecca Rudko
SGA Registrar

"All newspaper editorial writers < »r do is come down from the hills when the

battle is over and shoot the wounaed.
"

—Anonymous

Administration take-over of student government

Partnership or paternalism?

Whitebread
'We know what is best for you. dear. Honestly. You

may not see it that way now, but one day, you'll thank

us."

Now who could have an attitude like that? Parents?

No. I don't know about yours, but mine aren't quite

so patronizing. They just gave the old "because I said

so, that's why." Mussolini? Doubt it. I don't see him

killing himself to give an excuse, no matter how lame,

for anything. Communist Russia? Oh, please. Ditto.

Whitmore? Wait, we may just have something here...

Once, we had one of the most powerful and effective

student governments in the country. We controlled how

our money was spent. We had a voice. We fought

against the administration if they started to work

against students. Now, we've sold out to them.

Actually, we haven't. Five selected students - Angus

McQuilken, Dan Chesnicka, Natasha Diephius, Rebec-

ca Rudko, and Karen Talbot - have handed us over

to Whitmore, since they don't want to give up their

Wednesday nights. God forbid, they might miss Night

Court. The SGA isn't working, too many people are

arguing and debating. Instead of being happy there is

debate (a quaint trait of democracy >, they are irritated.

How dare someone argue with them.

So what thev did is offer us up as a sacrifice to Whit

more. They, of course, are spared. In fact, they will be

working with the administration on a commission to

rule - uh, I mean to help out - the students. They are

going to restructure. Sure. Five people get to tell 25,000

students how our government should be run. That's

democratic.

Pamela McCarthy

Sorry, folks, but this whole thing reeks 1 wonder if

the the three words "cutting a deal" is in these jokers'

vocabulary It should be. I don't think it's at all a coin

cidence that they effectively demolish student em-

powerment, get their Wednesday nights off, and still

maintain their power. One thing is for sure, they are

learning to be "real" politicians - in the fine tradi

tion of Richard Nixon and Ronald Reagan.

Granted, since the SGA has no officially recognized

power, the administration could have taken it over any

time it wanted to. But there is a fundamental difference

between that and what happened.

We were sold out by people we elected. The big lie

we are being force fed is that the only way to fix stu-

dent government is to trash it. All in order to achieve

peace, harmony, and happiness at UMass.

Without our permission, of course.

How is taking away our voice going to help us? It

won't. It will help the administration - we won't be

a thorn in their side for long. It will help the Chesnicka

five; they can keep some power, a title for their

resumes, and get some letters of recommendation. But

it won't help us They seem to think we are only lowly

grunts who don't know how to think for ourselves.

How are five White, middle class students along with

a White, middle-class administration going to restruc-

ture student government to meet the needs of all the

students? Believe it or not. many of the students are

not White. Many of the students come from working

class hackgound's. Do the members of this commission

honestly think they can decide what all the students

u ant? Do they really believe they know about the pro

blems that students of color and working-class students

face? I doubt it. Speaking as a White, middle class

woman, I don't see any of the Five representing my
interests or concerns. My student senator was suppos

ed to do that. But that wasn't good enough for five

people.

When we ask why, we'll get the "it's in your best in

terests" routine. Translated, that means: Because we

say so, that's why.

Pamela McCarthy is a Collegian columnist

Administration take-over hinders change in student government
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There has been much talk recently over

what the SGA has done, is doing, and will

do. The answer is that the SGA has done

little, is doing even less now, and if the cur-

rent ongoings continue, will do no more.

This is sad but true.

In my three years as a UMass student I

saw co-candidates run and win the SGA
presidency, never to be ratified by the

Senate. I saw someone embezzle $1200, and

I saw a historic harassment case. But none

of these events meant anything to the

average student. The Senate was on a track

of its own, and clearly one that was not for

student empowerment. Without a doubt a

change was needed and necessary to em-

power students.

This year, that change was recognized by

the Senate. The Senate voted to move into

a constitutional convention, to rewrite its

constitution and restructure itself. Our

Speaker Dan Chesnicka never even gave

it a chance. The Senate never had a chance

to move into a convention. So, instead of

trying and working with the people who

elected him (the Senate), he went and sold

out to the administration. With him was

the Registrar, President, Trustee and

Treasurer.

David Gagne

It is because of this very act of selling out

to the administration that the SGA will do

even less for students. Why would the ad-

ministration want students to have a

stronger voice? This is not the first time the

'leaders' have screwed up. Over the past

year, each one of them has taken turns

either trying to get rid of the Greeks, Area

Governments, or dismantle the National

Honor Societies. Our Trustee was trying to

replace an electea chairman with someone

else. Why was a Trustee, elected to watch

over tuition and fees, getting involved with

trying to covertly unseat a chairman? And

lastly, our Treasurer misappropriated over

$17,000 of students' money. Yet, these five

people still call themselves student leaders.

Although a large discussion cannot be

entertained here about the following, real

student leaders are pursuing a lawsuit

against the administration where a possi-

ble 18 million dollars may have been il-

legally used. This is, or rather was,

students' money. Yet the same administra-

tion wants us to trust them. Maybe these

five people will, but I certainly cannot.

The Senate has responded to the actions

taken by these 'leaders.' We voted over

whelmingly 30 13 to disapprove of them.

The Senate has its own committee restruc-

turing the SGA now to advocate for

students. But this has been overlooked by

the administration; namely D.L. Madson.

I have spoken to him many times. Each

time I have asked for one condition to be

met: allow the Senate to continue to

restructure itself and if by May 1 we have

nothing, let the administration do its thing

in September. Each time he said no; the ad

ministration must be involved. The ad

ministration's proposal is definitely and

student. The five 'leaders' get an automat ic

berth on the commission, even though » hey

no longer represent the students. The ad

ministration has 8 seats, the 'leaders' B and

the Senate 3. In fact, the administration

also opened 3 seats for people who are not

officers in any organization. Irene Carew.

Director of Student Activities, said if the

work is not done by May I, the administra-

tion will do it over the summer. The truth

is the administration doesn't want a strong

student voice. Look what the administia

tion did with the Legal Services Office, and

Madson took control of our Trust Find in

1985. I could go on but the point is clear:

let the administration worry about the

Faculty Senate, let the students worry

about the Student Senate.

David Gagne is an SGA senator and lice

president of Sylran Area Government
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If people really want a voice for students, unionization is the only way
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One way of getting power is through pro-

perty. As students, we generally have no

property, and thereby no power. The pro-

blem with restructuring the SGA is that

even if it is arranged so that it operates ef-

ficiently and with the involvement of the

student body, it still operates solely in the

fantasy realm of the campus. The real

world is seldom entered by students, unless

they're protesting or buying things.

Students exist in a state of limbo, they're

no longer kids, vet not quite adults. They

participate in a world which loves to con-

trol them, as it is so easy to do, and most

of the time the students aren't aware that

it is happening. When organized, however,

students can be extremely powerful. This

was demonstrated in the protests against

Vietnam in the '60s, and more recently in

Tienanmen Square at that protest.

A couple of weeks ago, I attended a

meeting which discussed plans to get

students elected in town council. During

this meeting it was mentioned that

students in other countries had organized

themselves into student unions, run

separately from the universities. These stu-

dent unions are actual unions, much like

the worker's unions which sprung about

during the industrial revolution. These

students have much more power than the

SGA ever will, restructured or not. If

students in this country organized, on their

own bought or rented property, and not on

state-owned or university-owned property,

they could begin to feel how much power

they can manipulate for themselves.

Instead of restructuring the SGA, why

not abolish it altogether. Let the Univer-

sity decide on what to spend the money we

give it. In the meantime, we should

organize off campus, and gain some tangi-

ble clout which the administration could

really feel. Imagine what the threat of a

student strike could do. It's about time

students organized and pushed their opi

nions and desires with real economic and

political power, and not just what we are

given.

Why not take advantage of this time

when the SGA is in such a rut, and the

state needs to be reminded about the large

group of people it so easily exploits, but

never listens to. Let's end the cutbacks on

education, the only non-violent asset this

state seems to have. It is time for student

mobilization. Instead of letting others use

the power we have, let's try using it for

ourselves.

Yves Grant
Webster

Ed/Op page, like usual, will be irrelevant
The title of th£ Pa£ is ^dito'nal/Opmion." So far ^ f.^nd^-«ejm^nt enough * write

this semester, all that I have seen are the opinions of ^J^J^^ZsOA office™ in their at-

the page's Editor, Mr. Jeremy Levinsom Mr. Levineon

a

J"
* ^?' ^StTmore responsible and effective

abuse, his unimpeded access, to the editorial page is

n̂̂

n^"^ructure fo

P
r undergraduates on

a disservice to the integrity and legitimacy of the Col- student governance »ruu

legion, and to the quality of discourse on your page.

Your advertisement for this very specially designated

page on, as you termed it, the "destruction of student

governmenf'is an indication of your lack of dedication

to journalistic ethics. The purpose of an editorial page

We have before us an unprecedented mechanism for

change. We are pulling together a commission from all

areas of campus, to explore the problems with the old,

and come up with a structure for the new. Student

to journalistic ethics. The purpose oi an emtoria. page ^ ;™ ;-
thJg us has for too iong existed

is to provide a forum for discourse among; members of ^rnment on t„_ camp
^^^^ ^^

the community, not to fulfill the egotistical political

agenda of its editor.

In regards to the restructuring effort towards the fc>tu

dent Government Association, I expect that this page

contains no surprises. I expect we will see the same

old opinions from the same old people who have the

same old ideas. As I have stated before, as soon as I

see a criticism from someone that I don't already know,

I will perhaps question the path that we have chosen.

Your editorial page has been a source of great support

and inspiration to me over the past few weeks due to

the very lack of substantive criticism that I have seen

there. If no one but Mr. Levinson and two others have

as a game, as a big joke, as a debate club. We have

before us an opportunity to change all that, to create

an organization which will work for the interests of

undergraduate students. It is not an issue of lost power,

we don't have any real power, it is a question of lost

potential. Our strength is in our numbers, in our in-

telligence, and in our dedication to what we know is

right. Until we have a structure which can accom

modate that, we are forfeiting our potential to have our

voices heard, from Whitmore, to the Amherst Select-

board, to Beacon Hill.

Angus G. McQuilken
Student Trustee

Angus/Administration
right to stop 'children'

I would like to begin this article by thanking Trustee

McQuilken, the man who has saved this university from

the antics of an immature student government. Jeremy

Levinson's whiny article is just another example of the

grossly distorted views that breed on this campus. I

seriously doubt that Dennis Madson is "drooling at this

opportunity to give student power one last kick in the ass."

Throughout the four years that I have been at this

University, the student government association has

deteriorated into nothing but power hungry children,

slandering anyone in their path to power, shoving

misguided and misrepresented views down our throats.

McQuilken should be congratulated for taking the

necessary steps to help the entire student body. The ad

ministration should also be thanked for their patience in

previous matters and for stepping in only when asked. I

lost faith in the student government long ago, and I speak

for the silent majority. Perhaps the good and bad in our

government can be distinguished. McQuilken is definite

ly one of the good guys; Thank You Angus!
Jennifer Rego

Amherst
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Ready £or the
The Legal Services Center, in

cooperation with both the

undergraduate and graduate student

associations, presents this workshop

of vital information for everyone

who would be affected by the draft,

or is interested in military discharge

information.

Summer
Housing

in

New
York

City

Will you be working, doing an internship,

or enjoying a summer in New York? You can

live in the heart of Greenwich Village as an

NYU Associate or take a course in our exciting

summer sessions if you wish.

• Minutes from New York's business and

cultural centers

• Apartment-style and traditional residences;

single and double occupancy

• Outstanding sports-recreation facility

• Includes the New York Experience, an

enjoyable noncredit program exploring

careers and culture in New York City

February Z**t

Campus €1^ 1&&

Over 1,000

undergraduate,

graduate, and

professional

courses offered

day and evening

Housing available

May 19-August 10

For more information

and an application,

call toll tree

1-800-282-4NYU
Ext. 840
New York University is an

affirmative action/equal

opportunity employer.

at

New
Yoik .

University

thiN week.
coming.

next week.
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NYU Summer Housing

14-A Washington Place

New York. NT. 10003
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Selection, Service, & Value you can depend on!

WINE is! LIQUORS
Prices do not include depovt

• Cars
. Trucks
. Cargo Vans

C00RS, $4499
COORSUTE ,+0EP

^UCOORS GOLD »<££&.

BALLANTINE »* $799
BEER

2-12 pk. - -

cans f + DEP

GALLO $029 v __
WHITE ZINFANDEL W worn, pa--

12 pack bottles'

SAM ADAMS $^99 ffa
DOUBLE BOCK *»^J^6 pk. bottles

August Sebastian

t

PROPRIETORS
.> JL WHITE ZINFANDEL WHITE. RED. BLUSH.

< \ FR COLOUBARD. CHENIN BLANC.
» ' A WHT GRENACHE. CAMAY BEAUJOLAIS

$C49W 1.5L

BALLANTINEM1ANT1NE $0 4 go»
SCOTCH fc » i.7»L/Ji

BALLAT0RE $099
GRAN SPUMANTE W 750 ml

ST0LICHNAYA$iQ99
VODKA 1 O ,75L

Rent by Diy.W-k or Month

Spatial Weekly and Weekend Rates

North Amherst
Auto Rental
RL 63, 40 Montague Rd.

North Amherst, MA

549-RENT
(549-7368)

On But Routt

MMtM^H
Ct«*tCard<

E. GUIGAL
- COTES DU RHONE

» * «

PEPSI $C99^Or DEP.
case of 24

12 oz. cans

COUSINO-MACUL
CHARDONNAY

$099W 750ML

FLEISCHMANN'S
GIN

SALE 11.99

MAIL-IN-REBATE -3.00

SPRING

PANAMA CITY BEACH
FLORIDA

#

not responsible for

typographical error*

CANADIAN L.T.D. $Q99&
SALE 12.99 W 1.751 Ifm*

MAIL-IN REBATE -3.00 AFTER REBATE /
***>

SALE PRICES
THURS. 2-21-91 THRU

WED. 2-27-91

HADLEY
9am to 1 1 pm Campus Plaza/Route 9
Monday thru Saturday 253-9344

TWO .

LOCATIONS
HOLYOKE
30 Lincoln St.

534-4555 TeleCheck
1 r

I
I
•I

t

• High quality Deachtront accommoda

inns tor 7 encumg nights fOf

• Hound inp chartered motor coach 1

• Free pool oeck parlies. MM * fX
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• wef Campus Programs I /Discount -c
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Black Affairs
African Americans and the War?
African Americans will once again show their loyalty

for a country that has repeatedly disrespected them.

Statictics show that African Americans make up a great

portion of the soldiers in the Middle East compared to the

amount of African Americans in this country.

America will financially prosper from it's immoral in-

vasion in the Middle East. Wall Street has already shown

the effects of a seemingly successful war, but no matter

how much blood of the African Americans is spilled, and

it will be spilled, the only people to receive the financial

gains of the war will be the European American males

and his female counterparts.

After the war is over, and the African American soldier

comes home and realizes that the majority of the soldiers

who died were their own friends and family of the same

color skin, the ticking will undoubtedly begin!

When the African American soldiers come home and

realize that their children or they themselves can not af-

ford to go to school because the avalibility of student loans

has been cut by the very same president who sent them

to fight. The ticking will continue!

When the African American soldiers wake up and

realize that the president who sent them into war

ACROSS THE WORLD, refused to sign a civil rights bill,

and wanted to eradicate minority scholarships, the tick-

ing will get louder!

Kinally, when the war is over and these soldiers realize

that the true benefactors of the war are the power elite,

and that the president has been lying to them then THE
BOMB MIGHT JUST EXPLODE! This country has us

ed and abused its people of color and continues to get away

with it (history speaks for itself).

Douglas Greer

This country has dealt, except in a few cases, with the

so-called scholastic intellectual African Americans, the

ones who would cry out from the pulpit not to hate the

people who are hating you. These are the ones who always

talk over the bargain table, the ones who would cry out

that nonviolence is the way. No matter how much

physical, and mental punishment your children, your

wives and yourself are subjected to.

This country has always been on the edge of a major

armed uprising. The African American leadership is in

transition and the new generation of African American

youth is somewhat lost.

Maybe these soldiers, who will come home to face the

injustices will become the new leaders.

These new leaders will not be as forgiving as their

forefathers in their fight against oppression. They will be

trained to kill first and talk later. If these new leaders

ignite this new generation, like the previous leaders lg

nited theirs, the president of the United States will have

more than he can handle.

This generation of African Americans is fnghteningly

violent. If united as one, they will be the most powerful

militant opposition this country has ever faced.

So, Mr. Bush, be careful. The injustices that you are

slowly incorporating into police for the future of America,

could be the very same police to bring America down.

If these soldiers don't get their just dues, this country

will have more than demonstrations to worry about.

Believe me, when that time comes, I'm going to TAKE
TEN!
Douglas Greer is a University of Massachusetts student.

How do you feel about the war in the Persian Gulf?

k
Kenley H. Obas, sophomore

"I wish that when Uncle Sam tries to play police

in another country I hope he realizes that blood will

be shed and lives will be lost. This is something men

and women of color cannot afford."

Angela Mccray
"I feel that this war is just another step in the con-

spiracy to get rid of our African American men. I

oppose this war whole heartly especially when our

men and women have to die for a country that does

not give total equality."

„ High Tech Dating ^
Game ^^

MACHINE
A TRIBUTE TO PINK FLOYD

Progressive Dance Party w/
WMUAs Christina Rosetti

donee contest • prizes

Polygram recoiling arlst

MATERIAL ISSUE
\Dave Sharp of *• Alarm

||
&8th Route Army
FREE admission • prizes * food

New Music Cocktail Party

new music from Jesus Jones Wednesday, Mar 6

Maggie's Dream
29 Palms

Ronnie Earl & the Broadcaster with Treat Her Right

... Friday, March 8

ADVANCE TIX: KatlnaVs, Str«wb«rrto«, HHIon, Ptanarpuss,

About Music, Main Music

ROUTE 9, HADLEY • 586-446:

Do not Read!
By SONDRA SUTTON
Collegian Staff

Ladies, are you tired ofBrothers trying to front on

you, and Brothers, are you fed up with Sisters who

juice you for everything you have? Well, the Black

Affairs page wants to know. Ifyou have anyproblems

dealing with school, relationships or life in general,

send them to the Black Affairs page. Questions will

be answered by three different mystery writers. Ques-

tions may be submitted anonymously. You may drop

off your questions in the Black Affairs box located

in 113 Campus Center in the Collegian. Keep in mind

that questions will only appear on the page if room

allows. Address the questions to 'Tales From the

Black Side.'

Malcolm X
Today we remember the death of one of the

greatest black activitists, Malcolm X. On Feburary

21, 1965 Malcolm spoke his last words, but now
in the year 1991 his thoughts still exist in the Black

community. Due to Black Americans like Malcolm

X we have the oppurtunity to voice our opinions

without dodging a hose, or running from a dog.

Looking at America now, much has changed, but

our job has just begun. We have killed the dogs,

but we must now destroy the drugs. I would like

to thank Malcolm X for his accomplishments and

his inspiration.
-KENLEY H. OBAS

James A. Jemison
"I'm adamantly against the war in the gulf The

freedoms America claims to be fighting for have

always been hollow for African Americans, lne

freeedom to be killed in Bensahurst or Howard

Beach, that's not freedom. Americas idea about

freedom ,
justice , and equality have included

slavery incarceration of the Japanese and a myriad

of other crimes against humanity If Am
t
e
T

r
l,
ca

u
can

not develop the values it professes in the U.b., how

can they possibly fight for such thing abroad.

"There is more to this war than just getting Saddam

out of Kuwait. This war is definitely a racial war, because

Africans Americans are the prime targets for this white-

American conflict."
— Leah Mcgowen

"What Bush needs to do is take care of unemployment,

homeless, and racism before worring about anyone else's

problems. Worry about your own burning house before you

worrry about anyone else's house."
— Keith Campbell, junior

"I care about all my friends amd friend's families who

are in the war. I am praying for their safe return."

— Virgil Hickman, sophomore

"I'm opposed to it and I feel for the families who have

relatives over there, and I also feel that the U.S. should

take care of their own problems at home before anyone

else s — Michelle Alleyne

"The war is something that could have been avoided.

This is somthing which our congress does not agree with.

They will however start to realize that maybe extra

measures for peace should have been taken once the bodies

of young men and women start comming home."
— Sondra Sutton, sophomore
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Vr Dances
Ballroom DANCING

to the Big Band Sound of:

LEONKRAFFTANDHIS10
PIECE ORCHESTRA

Saturday, February 23
Hadley American Legion Hall

Located on the North side of Highway 9 between Amherst
and Northampton. One block East of stop light in Hadley

8:30-11:30 p.m.
Admission $7.50 at the door-each dance

********

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

K*»»SS*«$*$$*$SJSSK**SS>^^^

Save, Save, $ave
...at Scott's Liquors!
gaga Sauza Gold

kT-L*j
Te<iui|a

i ",a
l 750 ml

$8.99

*an
Koch's
Golden&&*$&*

2 - Anniversary
fy 12-12 oz cans

n $3.99
dep

Miller Genuine
Draft

12-12 oz. cans

$7.89
-dep.

aw

ft

Tele-check for

your personal check

WE WANT TO BE YOUR FAVORITE LIQUOR STORE!

Plenty of Free Parking'Diagonally Across from UMass Stadium

•Next to The Laundry Club

6 University Drive

at Newmarket Center, Amherst
Scott's

Gift Certificates
Season tickets

Zarkoff 6

Vodka ^

$5.99
fy—s ^8

Captain z
Morgan *
Spiced

750 m , Rum %
$7.99 g

We Have It

We now have all

Mass Lottery games!

^^& $K*QK*Q**K***K* Not responsible for Typographical Error^ ^^s^^ssss^^^s^ =55555

91 Days to @G5&E»U0@K]
Sunday Night, Feb 24

Celebration at

91c Draughts-Miller Genuine Draft

91c Mauie Wowie Shots

$
Dance Music all night

Free Peanuts

30 Boltwood Walk, Downstairs, Amherst 253-2663

...service,

...people,

...prices.

a!! under one roof.

Close to Brittany Manor
and Riverglade

? I _) PACKAGE
! STORE

505 West St.

AMHERST 253-9742

Cruise Ship Jobs
HIRING Men Women Summer/
Year Round PHOTOGRAPHERS

TOUR GUIDES RECREATION PERSONAL
f iceiient nay plus FREE navel Caribbean

Hawaii Bahamas South Pacific. Memco

CALL NOWI Call refundable

1 206-736 7000. Ent.«QQW1

I

Problem Skin?

come to

Aesthetics
For an alternative

skin care treatment

Deep pore cleansing facials

Lash and brow tinting

Hair removal with wax

lip, brow, bikini, legs, etc

34 Main St. • 253-9879

NONONONONO
COVER -

Thurs 21

8:00 Simpsons on
the BIG SCREEN

8:30 All New Live

COMEDY-Open Mic

Post Game UMASS
Basketball party

with D.J. W.D.

Fri 22

NO COVER
Setty and the

Acoustic Wave

Sat 23

NO COVER

Juke Box Dance
Party

X t

30 Boltwood Walk

Amherst, MA

DOONESBURY
By GARRY TRUDEAU

THE FAR SIDE
By GARY LARSON

TAKE n HcrrpmN !

UMONT' A SOLO'
INSTITUTE
FOR THE
STUM °F ^
(MIGRAINE. *

HEADACHESt

MHATTHt MYV£ADP£P
HGLLJS ABfit&PlAl- -

THAT? ER, 5IR. -

B B B

B © B

B B B

B B B Q 9

!

9 »

a a

3Q

oa

ms
SCHOOL FOR
MARCHING
BANDS

T
b e b

B 6 B

R B B

SI

UD

CALVIN AND HOBBES Bv BILL VATTERSON

MN ESSM \SEKT\TLED.

"&FTER. SCHOOL AT W
UOOSE." ...AWEVL.

' ITS NOT THAT I MIND

BEING CHMHED IN TVC
BASEMEUT, \fs JUST TUM"

WHEN THE HEAT \S TH9DWN

DOWN, THE RATS HiVfc. THE

AW-NNTAGE Of NWKflRS,
WOTHFC.."

VWAT, Wl\SS

\NORW\WO00?

\

ANOTHER PARENT- TEASER
COMEE.RENCE V

Bv E. VEZINA & R SHAUGHNESSY

^ouK First duty

\S TO GO GiX

HI A CZATt

OF HO*"

POGS.

|UGREDierJT5":

STKlW(r,FiBER&i-A5S

f?lBOFLAViW,CARAfn

COLOK,GAlVAt*lZFb

RUBBER, SPITTLE,

GlJARGUrl.FRA&KANCE

FD.C nagevta *4,
NATURAL AMD
ART1FICA.L BEEF

FMVORJN&.

Dosage should

not exceed

Two C«) IN AN/

IWENTV-FOUR
HOUR PffRWD.

Keep out op
BE/KH OF

cCHlLDREX

ajx»

TANGELO PIE
Bv TIM SNIEFEN

-PLEASE! »UV£ G0T To

MMiniENDU HAVE,

MOSTMM 6M XS!

-r V? *W

FROTTER
By GARRY PORTER

QUOTE Of THE DAY

" Understand that vc don't

vant to fight. Understand vc are

much too yoting to die. Unders-

tand no one will survive.'"

- Thiy
SfiflBBQflJ !

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Edited Bv TRUDE niCHEL JAFFE
ACROSS

1 Enpys Ihe sun

6 Embrace
1 1 Corn on the —
14 Garret

15 Western
1

6

- m the

Tamily

1 7 Block oil

author

Irving''

19 Marvin or Grant

20 Three match

2\ Musical symbol

?? Unhealthy

looking

?4 Ship shaped
Ck>ck

25 PnliiiilumiK

name
26 tn.llMil M

e»pertam
lathei

27 High i"

ntvptilo'
'

?9 Post tub

garment

32 Pliant

34 Comedian
35 Path starP

3B l i Hi i

39 African river

4

1

Musical aptitude

42 Attractive to a

buyer

44 Stilt part

47 Way to a man s

heart

50 Nosh
r>^ Violinist

Kavalian

52 Fleet VIP

54 Censure
56 Table sciaps

57 Grant I d

Asner role

58 Hack
59 Shove Red?
62 Bachelor s tmal

words
63 Iter spy s bell

town
64 A Foul

65 Morning mist

66 on Sunday
67 Civet ol the Far

[ .ist

DOWN
1 P.irtnei ol eggs

HAPPEN. "Oft OOP » -TRTING
r WlUC* TMOOfiKr rr MM*t> -y

td ArrwtCT gaVS to -rue

rfifv/.

U*-MUH

i cau't etueuf rr. 2 wcam t
-ntouGirT- vjt •*.*£ suPftsED tb

Bt -mi SOUP CONSECv/rTivtS. THt

REPWSfeMTurivtS or -rrytpiT/oark.

AMBKIC4M WLUtS.

I uum rr ***** J**?Lt
I -m/MCiivfe wt'« Atl 6AYr

BwrwHrW- Wt'U «A« SU«

5-njrrY, callous, su-fieemuG

tLtTlSTS.

c+>, «tct /
-fAy^rs

w<rr so BAt>. V

2 Made amends
3 Use a

machine gun
4 Relatives

5 Movie script

6 — Rica

7 Recent

8 From Z

9 Peiceived by
teelmgs

10 Take to the

pulpit

11 Phone
Lesley Arme 1

12 Table spread

13 Extinguished

candles

IB Wanders

23 Celtic Neptune
26 South American

pi, 111!

?8 Whitney or

NMMft
.'9 Piop.ves eggs

30 Pinse

SI c (>u, fii

33 Wont with Ml
B plug

35 Collection

36 Henley

participant

37 Conlront Clara 1

39 Nunnery
40 the fields

we go
42 Isolate

43 African

language group

45 Actress

Merkel

46 One ol the

Marianas

48 Eagle s

weapons

49 Aphiodite

beloved

51 Michigan s

Ann'
53 louvre, lor

54 Etcher s ne

55 Radio s

Vic and

56 Strauss s

Fr»u —
Schatten

60 Part ol S A
61 La la lead i

>ne

id

'.e

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZ i

2/20/91

] r i r-s—ht 7— r-w—ir-MTr-Tr-w

B" 1: -
tt- IT m t

ma mm"
™

w Jit jpb

-Hii' fin
pp BE dE
* W ' \m—^n

i
^"

nENU
LUNCH

CiilKil I'huKiix S.uwlvivh

l>Ot kJOit^l

5ASICS LUNCH
L.nlliil I'hiiKch S,\i\tlvnl\

I.i|t|pl.\ni I'.iunuiuiniv

DINNER
l.uo>

I thipl.iiM I >.\iu\u|i.m.\

BASICS DINNER
\ tin l.il»lc liuo

k>im N \ciH|ic I'll.il

YOUR DAILY HOROSCOPE
By JEANE DIXON

ARIES (March 21-April 19).

Discuss your long-range plans

with family. If buying a new
home, make certain you take

your spouse's preferences into

consideration This is no time to

take unecessary financial risks.

TAURUS (April 20-May 20):

Smooth over any problems

with relatives by extending an

invitation to them. An attractive

member of the opposite sex

could ask you out tonight. Stay

home if you are not interested.

GEMINI (May 21-June 20):

Diplomacy helps you avoid

embarrassment. Perform more

services for yourself to hold

down family expenses A pro-

fessional relationship takes an

interesting turn.

CANCER (June 21 -July 22): A
positive attitude helps you get

through difficult financial

negotiations today Do not sug-

gest major changes Romance
will make an about-face if you

become more attentive

LEO (July 23-Aug. 22) Do not

be afraid to speak your mind to

those in authority today You

could find a romantic partner

especially demanding this

evening. Plan to spend some
time alone.

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept 22): Do
not expect too much from your

co-workers now An older per-

son helps you cut through red

tape Show your gratitude!

Write to or seek out friends who
want to hear from you

LltRA (Sept. 23-Oct 22)

Trouble may be brewing on the

nome front Avoid a confronta-

tion by exercising more
diplomacy. An influential per

son appreciates your no

nonsense attitude. Financial

speculation should be avoided

Practice makes perfect!

SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov 21):

Your self-confidence is on the

rise, helping you handle more
work than usual. Teamwork is

the key to even faster progress.

Confide m a closemouthed pal

if you need to let off steam

SAGITTARIUS (Nov 22-Dec

21). Your business associates

are more cooperative than in

the recent past Do not gam
ble with jointly owned funds

Give your loved one an unex

pected treat this evening.

CAPRICORN (Dec 22-Jan

19): Beat your competitors to

the punch! Originality counts

big with prominent people. Let

common sense be your guide

if trying to sort out a romantic

problem An impulsive promise

will not be kept

AQUARIUS (Jan 20-Feb 18):

Your friends rally around you

Do not worry about asking

them for favors Make full use

of the telephone and mail in-

stead of taking expensive

business trips Set new personal

goals

PISCES (Feb 19-March 2G).

Today will be a very special

day Expect a lot of attention

and good-natured ego
crushing Be especially kind to

co-workers, particularity those

you are indebted to
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GRAND OPENING
OF

COLLEGE NIGHT
at

The Original

NY COMEDY
SHOP

AMERICA'S PREMIER COMEDY CLUB
HEADLINE ACTS DIRECT FROM NEW YORK CITY

\

YOUVE SEEN THEM ON HBO-LETTERMAN
AND ARSENIO HALL

NOW SEE THEM LIVE AT THE

NY COMEDY SHOP
YOU WON'T STOP LAUGHING

This Week

Nick Dipaolo

MTV Half Hour Comedy Hour, Evening

at the Improv, NYC

Diane Jones

A Favorite at clubs and colleges along

the East Coast

Mick Lazinski

Rascals Comedy Hour, VH1 Stand Up
Spotlight

VIP CARD WILL BE ISSUED TO STUDENTS
AT THE

S
CLUB. VIP CARDS ARE VALID

FOR /: PRICE ADMISSION FOR 1 FULL YEAR.

DON'T MISS THIS EVENT!

Showtimes:
Friday: 9:00

Saturday 8:00 * 10:00
for reservations call

(413) 534-0041

At the Holiday Inn across from Ingleside Mall

Holyoke, Mass.

e
e
e
•

•
e
e
e
e
e
e
e
e
e
e
e
e

•
e
e
e
•

•
e
e
e
•
e

e

Date: Feb 18-22 ONLY
Place: Bookstore

*

Last time for guaranteed graduation delivery!
Sp*cul Pjymtm PImu AvuUbk M*

AREA COORDINATORS

AMHERST COLLEGE IS SEEKING CANDIDATES FOR TWO FULL

TIME AND ONE HALF-TIME NINE AND A HALF MONTH AREA

COORDINATOR POSITIONS BEGINNING ON AUGUST 15, 1991,

THEY WILL BE RESPONSIBLE FOR THE TRAINING AND SUPER-

VISION OF RESIDENT COUNSELORS PLUS A RANGE OF SUPER-

VISORY ADVISING AND ADMINISTRATIVE FUNCTIONS FOR A

CLUSTER OF RESIDENCE HALLS THE FULL TIME POSITIONS

WILL ALSO INCLUDE SPECIFIC PROGRAM-WIDE RESPON-

SIBILITIES COORDINATING CULTURAL/EDUCATIONAL PRO-

GRAMS AND STAFF SELECTION OF SIX SOCIAL ACTIVITIES

COUNCILS QUALIFICATIONS BACHELOR'S DEGREE BY MAY,

1991 ABILITY TO RELATE WELL TO STUDENTS, AND ORGANIZA-

TIONAL AND COUNSELING SKILLS. PREVIOUS EXPERIENCE IN

RESIDENTIAL LIFE AND/OR RELATED MASTERS DEGREE
PREFERRED COMPENSATION FULL TIME POSITION-
APPROXIMATELY S1 3.000 PLUS BEIMEFITS; HALF-TIME
POSITION-$4,300. ALL POSITIONS INCLUDE ROOM AND BOARD
SUBMIT RESUME, COVER LETTER STATING INTEREST AND
QUALIFICATIONS. ANO THREE LETTERS OF REFERNCE TO:

CHARRI BOYKIN—EAST, ASSISTANT DEAN OF STUDENTS. BOX
2206. AMHERST COLLEGE, AMHERST. MA 01002 BY MARCH 11,

1991

I Every Tuesday in February
J

FREE Footlong Sub
! with purchase of another*;?

footlong sub

Reg Footlong OnlyA
No Coupon Needed

Also other great specials:
_ ^^ ^m^p imt m̂ im ^m mm§ wm Mi

I Sat: Any Reg Footlong $2.99* I

C with purchase ot a soda I

rj Sun: Buy one get one for 99** |

Good only at Rt 9 Hadley

and Northampton Stores.

Both Stores Open Late Every Night

•Higher price prevails/Reg Footlong only

*SUBWfiV*

j$writ%ws
^W^ ~J Liquor Store

Sapporo Dry Japanese Beer
case 12 oz bots

$11.99

Wurzburger Hofbrau-Octoberfest or Holiday Beer

case 12 oz bots

$18.79
Samuel Adams
case 12 oz bots

$18.79 ^
Miller Genuine Draft

case 12 oz bots

$12.99

Jagermeister Liquer
375 ml

$7.99

C4Ht&

Koch's Golden
Anniversary Beer

case 16oz bots $9.49
Gordon's Citrus Vodka

750 ml

$6.49

Gordon's Gin
175 L m

$13.99jL

Crystal Creek White Zinfandel
750 ml ^^ _ A

$3.69 2 for $6.99
Purple Passion

2 l $4.49

338 College St., Rt. 9, Amherst 253-5384

basketball

2 People Will Be Sent to:

PHILADELPHIA for the

Atlantic 10

Championship Playoffs.
includes:

- transportation

- overnight accommodations

- tickets ^t*z&£»«*S

- spending money

Master Card and

Visa accepted

THE PUB-15 East Pleasant St, Amherst
JOE'S CAFE-33 Market Street, Northampton

Hurry!-Deadline is February 24, 1991

COLLEGIAN THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 21, 1991
PAGE 11

mm
SANDWICH SHOP

331 Russell St., Rt. 9, Hadley

(next to Dunkin' Donuts)

Grand Opening Specials

Over 25 sandwiches all under $3.99 such as...

• Philly Roast Beef • Wrangler

• Veggie Delight w/ avacado kjtf)
ft
c\ ...

• Tuna/Hold the Line W**'

fWEE'SANDwfCHJ
c Buy One Get One Free!! a

s (Lower priced sandwich ig free) -g

? One coupon per pereon per order '

Not valid between 12:30-2:00 daily exp.2-28-91 |

OPEN" DAYS A WEEK
586-8255

^ Li r jf» r\ to r\ r»^*1^RECORDS

RECORDS • CASSETTES • COMPACT DISCS

IMPORTED, INDEPENDENT
& DOMESTIC

MON—WED 9:30-6 SUN 12-5

THURS -SAT 9:30-9

213 MAIN ST. NORTHAMPTON
586-5726

COLLECTABLES • USED
MANUFACTURER S OVER-STOCKS
MONDAY—SATURDAY 10-5:30

THURSDAYS 10-9 SUNDAY 12-5

21 STATE ST., NORTHAMPTON
586-1707

T
THEATE*

27 Pleasant St.

Northampton
586-0935

5 Academy Award Nominations

tftsto
LIQUORS c°unt

18 Main St. Downtown Amherst 253-5441

/Golden\Featuring Busch
$10.49 Suitcase

Wurzburger
Octoberfest or Holiday]

Only $4.99 6/pk

While they last!!

Anniversary
Beer

cse/cans

$7.99

Sutter Home
White Zinfandel
750 ml $3.99
Kendell Jackson
Sauvingnon Blanc

750 ml was 8.99

now 6*. .9.9

Many More In Store Specials

(especially on wines)

Classifieds
com, ronggMKMggj?*^^

ACTIVITIES
AMHERST CENTER quiet room, bus. walk

UMass $275- laundry, utilities included

549-0484

FREE INTRODUCTORY LECTURE Thur

730 lor those struggling with eating

disorders For a 10 week class run by a

psychologist and a nutritionist

48 IM Pleasant St Room 205

FRIDGE RENTALS CALL R + P 253-9742

UMASS FILM SOCIETY meeting tonight

7 00 CC174- All Welcome'

ANNOUNCEMENTS

HIPPEST HOUSE in the world wants

housemate Hatfield, rustic. 5 min from

Noho 230 + 247-5248

STUDIO IN AMHERST $460 w/utils Call

Scott 253-0820 After 6pm

INSTRUCTION

EARN CREDIT learn to Scuba Dive Basic

Classes held Monday Tuesday. Wednes-

day, and Thursday 7-10PM in Curry Hicks

Pool Open Water II class held during

Spring Break in Key Largo. FLA Advanc-

ed Class held in New England in April For

further mlormtion call 549-8401 .
or drop by

Curry Hicks starting 2/4/91

FOR SALE

•AXO*
Come open rush Alpha Chi

Join us lor dinner two nights this week • find

out what we are all about!

5:15 Wednesday 2/20

5 15 Thursday 2/21

5 STRING BANJO Bluegrass style $125

247-5248

BED AND BREAKFAST- downtown ideal

tor visiting parents and friends 549-0733

COME OVER fOGreenough Snack Bar to

chow great food, listen to groovy tunes, and

rap with that special someone

COUCH (queen size bed) $70 665,3974

ZENITH 248 PERSONAL COMPUTER.
IBM compatible. 5 25" dual disk drive.

Monochrome monrter. Logitech mouse.

Hundreds of dollars worth ol software in-

cluding Word 5 0. Paint/Write, and Lotus

1-2-3 Asking $850 negotiable

Call Cindy 665-8020

LOST

BROWN~ LEATHER ~JACKEf~Saturday
night probably Irom JQA Will identity

Please call Mike 546-1355

DIAMOND RING $ WEDDING BAND in a

purse 545-2703 eves 253-9431

LITTLE BRITCHES. You've got a deal

Besides. I couldn't go to Little Italy with

anyone else Let's talk Tigger

LIZ, SUE, PAULA, MELINDA
Thanks tor always being here. You guys are

awesome' SQUIGGLY' I love ya'

Thumper

MY SECRET ADMIRER
Who are you? Loved the poem'

Call me The one you admire

Joe F

ON FEBRUARY 18. 1991

A person lit himself on fire

in the name of

Please think about that today

SERVICES/WORDPROCESSING

DiSSERTATiONS, CASES. PAPERS.

On-campus pickup Fast' Accurate'

Mac/Laser, Spellcheck

Nancy 584-7924

SKI THIS SPRING BREAK!

KILLINGTON FROM $199
Park City. Utah and Breckenndge Co
From $699
For info Call Jon at 549-4226

SPRING BREAK

PERSONALS

DRAFT INFORMATION SESSION All you

want to know & more! Lewis basement Sun-

day February 24th 7pm sponsored by

AFSC & NE/Sylvan Area

DRUM-award winning Black Arts and

Literature magazine-now accepting submis-

sions 115 NAH

"FAST FUNDRAisiNG~PROGRAM
$1000 in just one week

Earn up to $1000 for your campus organiza-

tion. Plus a chance at $5000 more' This pro-

gram works! No investment needed Call

1-800-932-0528 Ext 50

TRI-SiGMA OPEN RUSH!
Tuesday 2/19 through Monday 2/25

Call 549-381 1 for information or come by

387 N Pleasant St

HELP WANTED

CAPE SUMMER COD CAMP COED
Need enthusiastic, dedicated people to

work/live with kids. Beautiful location, ex-

cellent program, competitive salanes Loads

of fun.

Call Doug/Chad at 546-2527 for more info

and application

DREAM JOBS NOW! Spring/Summer want

a paid vacation in paradise? Hawaii. Calif
,

Fla, cruise ships, natl pks and more. 100 s

of address/tel -s guaranteed

Call 1-900 226-2644 $3/min

BRENDAN.
Thanks for making my Valentine's Day ex-

tra special I don t know what it was that

made me talk to you, but the soup defmately

helped'
Love. Monique

SUSAN
Happy Belated Birthday 1

From. The Crew

SUZANNE!
Welcome to Sigma Kappa!

I'm very happy to be your big sister'

Love. Ginny

SPRING BREAK PARTY!
Travel to Jamacia, Mexico' And Panama&
ty Fl ' Concerts' Free Parties! Club dis-

counts' And lots more' For info call Denise

546-7156

SUBLET

CHRIS GROVE
Happy 21st!'

Love
Your favorite twin sis

CONGRATULATIONS TO CHI OMEGA S
newest pledges' Amy, Traci, Rachael,

Laura, Jacqui, Jess, Janet, C C, Beth, Col-

leen. Debbie, Shan, Andrea, Emily. Dolores.

Julie. Jodi M . and JodiS!!!

TIFFANY. KELLIE. AND SARAH- Your

hard work and long hours payed oft Thanks

for a great rush! Love, the sisters ot Sigma

Delta Tau

TO NEIL??; the good looking guy or
i

crut-

ches who bought a rose at Stop and Shop

Wish it had been for me' Hope you come

in again soon

TO THE ADMIRING man in Chadbourne

(Pete)- Thanks for the rose, it made my

V-day'
A flattered woman in Baker

GREAT APARTMENT 2 mi off campus

North Amherst -Big yard, storage perfect

for two people Available now' Can 549-6027

TIFFANY A AMY

THANKS FOR THE VALENTINE!

You guys are the best'

Love, your "KID"

MONTREAL WEEKENDS $89 Price

eludes round trip motorcoach 3 days

nights Hotel Suite. Breakfast FREE adm
sion to Club Metropolis

Reliable Tours
365 Broadway Rt 1

Lynntield. MA 01940
617-598-9930

SPRING BREAK TO DAYTONA!
Travel with YANKEE LINE TOURS v

deluxe motorcoach March 15-24, 1991
' "Campus pick-up and drop-off'

"First class hotel accommodations'

"Best location, excellent nightlife!

• "Only $259 00 (quad occ)

For more info contact Scott

(413) 256-0029

Reserve your spot before it's too late'

~ • • • * • «

FLORIDA'S NEWEST
HOT SPOT

Panama City $]39

World's Biggest Beach
PARTY

Daylona Beach-$189
Call Erika* Julie at 546-2649

or Siobhan + Tern at 546-5079

WAKE-N-BAKEJt! Spring Break '91!'

Jamaica from $429 00
Cancun from $399 00

A week ot fun and sun' The hottest distina

lions 1-800-426-7710

TRAVEL

EARN $300 to $500 per week reading

books at home -Call 1-615-473-7440 Ext

B-281

DIGGER
If it doesn't kill me
It will make me stronger

Jack

Right?

WANTED: BANDS
For southwest week
Contact Michelle

Or Sharon at

SWAG
545-0960

Deadline April 15th

AUTO FOR SALE

$300 1976 BUICK CENTURY runs great

$400 1981 Dodge Colt runs great 253-3908

FOR RENT

1 BEDROOM APT in Putfton Take over

lease in March Option to renew Steve

549-6203

AMHERST, 1 BEDROOM AVAILABLE IN 3

BEDROOM. NEW HOUSE ON BUS LINE

FIREPLACE. BEAUTIFUL" AVAILABLE
NOW CALL 8-4, 665-3326

EASY WORK! fr .cedent Pay'

Assemble products at home
Call for information

504-641-8003 Ext 598

HELP WANTED FulTor part time Apply in

person Copycat Print Shop 228 Triangle

Street Amherst

FIDILA
Happy 19th Birthday!

Watch-out all you tall, green-eyed, Italian

men
Love Jim

RESUME SERVICE

PERSONALIZED CONSULTATION or

laser printing of your original 549-0367

ROOMMATE WANTED

HAPPY BIRTHDAY KATIt Olive hue
Violets can't be for off now'

INTELLIGENCE JOBS. All branches US
Customs, DEA ect Now hiring Call

1805-962 8000 Ext K9616

SMALL VERMONT CAMP for girls seeks

committed counselors in horsemanship,

wilderness trips, watersports. photography

/video and more Sherry Osborn. Camp
Catherine Caspars 25 Shawmut Ave Apt

UM Wayland MA 01778 (508)650 1866

KAREN KITSON
Happy 21st Birthday!

Vic is back and he's

smoother than ever

Take it! —Love,
Kristen & Kristen

ROOMMATE NEEDED FOR one open

bedroom in Squire Village townhouse Male

or female for $165/month On bus route

Call Stephanie or Lesley anytime at

6654090

SERVICES

KELLIE CASSIDY Congrats! Best of luck

with our new pledges Love, the sisters of

Sigma Delta Tau

KENNEDY
Was assassinated

But
COOLIDGE
Bled more'

Congrats on the

Blood drive

PREGNANT?
Need a pregnancy test, information or sup-

pose Call for free and confidential services

ALTERNATIVES 33 Main Street Northamp

ton 58&3000 or Greenfield 774-6010

PROFESSIONAL CHEF LOOKING FOR
WORK

Cuknary school graduate with 7 years of ex-

perience looking for private catering |Obs

and/or fraternity/sorority feeding Call

Wayne at 6-6292

CAN T AFFORD SPRING BREAK?
Guaranteed great prices' Space availab e

to Jamaica, Mexico and Panama City

Beach. Florida (the "new Daytona Beach )

MCA/ISA are accepted' Call Cindy at

549-3538 please leave a message'

CARIBBEAN - $189!

The warmth ot the Caribbean or Mexican

coast tor a week' _

R/T air. SUNHITCH + m. 212-864-2000

CLUB MED
Enjoy your spring break!'

Added value with each booking^

Call RENDEZVOUS TRAVEL
1-800-336-1002

FLYING SOMEWHERE ON SPRING
BREAK'
Make your reservations on Northwes

Airlines I'll give you $50 toward youi flight'

Call Jeff collect at 508-369 5993 evenings,

and let me book your flight

TYPING

CHEAP RATES, fast, accurate, depei

dable campus pickup and delivery Ada-r

253-9117

WORDPROCESSING, FAST, $1 45/page

549-0484

WORD PROCESSING SERVICES Will

type papers, manuscripts, etc $1 50 pe:

page Excellent spelling and gramma'

guaranteed Reterences Flexible hours

evenings -weekends For information

5489753

GET SOME! I

Spring Break 1991"
Jamaica
Cancun
Bahamas

Call Buttermaker

I'll make you a deal"

253-9015 or549-0076

WANTED

CASH FOR GOLD. Unwanted Mwtan/

Necklaces, watches, rings We bu

anything containing gold Call 546-3399

TIMBER LAKE CAMPS located in NV >

Catskill Mountains seek General

Counselors. Athletic intructors. and WSl s

On-campus interviews Top salaries/trav->

allowance 800 828 CAMP (9 4 S

Weekdays)

WE WANT TO take over your house lease

lor next year starting in June or August Call

549^7133
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Sports
When needed, Williams steps up scoring

By BRETT MORRIS
Collegian Correspondent

At the beginning of February. The University of

Massachusetts men's basketball team learned that its No.

2 scorer, Tony Barbee, would be out for some time with

mononucleosis. The Minutemen needed someone to im-

mediately fill the scoring void caused by Barbee's absence.

Enter 6-foot-7 sophomore forward Harper Williams.

Collegian photo by Jeff Holland

Harper Williams

"When Tony Barbee went out we went to [Williams] and

said 'Harp, you're going to have to score more,'" coach

John Calipari said.

And Williams did.

Starting three weeks ago, when Barbee first went out,

Williams has been on fire. In the last six games, he has

averaged 19.3 points and has scored 20 or more points four

times, including two consecutive games with 23.

'You can attribute it to the fact that Tony got hurt and

we needed someone to step up," Williams said. "The

previous games I wasn't really thinking of offense. I

wasn't aggressive."

"We've been told to look for him more," guard Anton

Brown said. "He's shown everybody that he can score."

Williams has also elevated the other facets of his game.

In the last six games he has averaged 7.8 rebounds and

three blocked shots. In the same span, he broke his own

UMass single game record with nine blocks against Rhode

Island and had a career-high 17 rebounds against West

Virginia.

He ranks second in the Atlantic 10 in blocks (1.92) and

third in rebounding (8.0), and was named the USAir

Atlantic 10 player of the week of Feb. 10.

"We're just saving, 'Let's go to him, let's jump on his

back,'" Calipari"said. "He's scoring, hitting free throws

and rebounding. He's our best player right now."

Williams' recent scoring surge has opened up the court

for UMass' other shooters, including Barbee, who returned

last week against Duquesne.

Jim McCov scored 25 points against Penn State last

Saturday and 23 against West Virginia the game before

In addition, Rafer Giles has averaged 15 points and Will

Herndon 14.5 in UMass' last six games.

"He's taking the heat off Jim," Calipari said. "He's no

longer the only guy to score.

"The kind of games he had last year as a freshman .

. this is the kind of player we thought he could be,"

Calipari said.

Williams, a native of Bridgeport, Conn., averaged 8.7

points and 5.2 rebounds a game as a starter his freshman

season. He led UMass in rebounding in nine games and

scored in double figures in 10 games. He was also named

to the Atlantic 10 All-Freshman team.

"I think he's one of the top five players in the league,"

Calipari said. "His biggest attribute is not his shooting

skills, his running skills or his hands, it's just that he is

a competitor.

"As his skills catch up to his heart, he s going to be

great. His mental approach to the game is what winners

are all about."

Women's swimming faces best in East
By CHRIS MIRACLE
Collegian Staff

Last weekend's competition included the best of New
England. Starting today at Princeton, N.J., the best in

the East will begin to make waves at the Eastern
Women's Swim League Championships.
Ihe University of Massachusetts women's swimming

team hopes to be one of those teams shining at the top

after this weekend's competition.

Allison White, who set a school record in the three-meter

dive at the New England Championships (425.50), has

qualified for the Eastern Championships in the one-meter

dive. At the New Englands, White finished second in this

event.

Barbara Banks qualified last weekend for the Easterns

in the backstroke with a time of 1:02.48.

"Barbara shocked me in last week's meet in qualify-

ing/'UMass coach Bob Newcombe said.

The Minutewomen will have to perform to the best of

their ability in order to keep their heads above water in

trying to match up to the other Eastern teams.

Penn State, last year's champion, will be ready to make
a defense of their title as the Lady Lions are currently

ranked 15th in the nation. Kristen Lilly will provide some

leadership for Penn., relying on her experience from last

year when she won five events; two individuals and three

relays.

Grace Cornelius will have the comfort of the home crowd

behind her as she competes for Princeton University in

her two best events, the 100 butterfly and the 200

freestyle. Cornelius has also qualified for the NCAA's in

March.

A strong contingent of Big East teams, including Pitt-

sburg, Villanova and Syracuse will also be showcasing

their talents at the Easterns.

Villanova, ranked nationally for the first time in school

history, notched the 25th spot in this year's final rankings.

Swimming for the Wildcats, who finished second behind

Pitt in the Big East tournament, are freshman Lisa Flood

and sophomore Mary Dowling. Flood has already qualified

for the NCAA's in the 100 and 200 breastroke events.

Dowling, competing this weekend in the 500 freestyle,

won three events (200,500,and 1650 free) at the Big East

tourney.

The Orangemen, who finished third in the Big East,

have a gaggle of swimmers who all have a shot at quali-

fying for the NCAA's. Among them are Lisa Bock, the

school's 100 freestyle record holder, Michelle Ciesienski,

100 breastroke school record holder, Laurie Casch (1650

free), and Jennifer Patterson (100, 200 backstroke).

Boston University will be the only other team represen-

ting the Bay State at this weekend's meet.

Also swimming for the Tigers is sophomore Michelle

Temple
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

Macon takes with him 22 points and five-rebounds

a game, along with a long list on intangiblea. In his

place, coach John Chaney will start senior Michael

Harden, who has logged less than 10 minutes a game

this season with the arrival of Carstarphen

Seldom-used senior Shoun Randolph is the likely can-

didate to step into Chaney's seven-man rotation; Tem-

ple's five usual starters average more than 30 minutes

d

What the Owls lack in quantity, however, they make

up for in quality. Hodge, a seven-foot junior, Strickland

and Kilgore are rated by Calipari as future NBA draft

picks, and Carstarphen has contributed 10 points and

3 8 assists per game since transferring from Cincinnati

into Temple's starting point guard spot this winter.

In his last four games, Cartarphen has notched an

astonishing six assists to every one turnover he has

committed within Temple's patented walk it up

3

By pushing the ball after missed baskets and apply-

ing a full court press, the Minutemen will try to lure

the Owls into a running game, according to senior for-

ward John Tate.

"You're not going to get them to run with you all the

time, but it's important they run some of the time.

We've just got to keep attacking them," Tate said.

The Minutemen enter at 16-8 overall and in third

place in the Atlantic 10 at 9-6. Bolstered by Tony

Barbee's return from mononucleosis and Jim McCoy s

return to form offensively, the Minutemen have played

their best basketball of the season in winning two

straight.

After tonight, UMass wraps up its regular season on

the road against Rutgers Sunday, and Rhode Island

next Wednesday. The Atlantic 10 tournament begins

Saturday, March 2.
,, 7wTTA

Game Notes: The game will be broadcast on WMUA
91.1 FM and WHMP 99.3 FM.

Collegian file photo

Jim McCoy, who has hit 21 of his last 27

shots, and the UMass Minutemen will try to

snap a 19-game losing streak tonight against

Temple.

Russell in the 50 and 100 backstroke. Russell holds her

school record in the 100 back.

Brown, Columbia, Dartmouth and Cornell will be sen-

ding at least one swimmer to represent their teams at this

weekend's event.

Sports notice

Temple Tix are sold out. To guarantee a general

admission seat in the student section, students with

tickets must be at the Cage tonight by 7 p.m. Doors

will open at 5.30 p.m. Tipoff is 7:30 p.m.

Students will need to show their student ID with their

ticket to enter the Cage.

The UMass Rugby Football Club is holding a

general information meeting Tonight at 7 p.m. in

Boyden (room to be announced - check bulletin

board in Boyden by men's lockers.) All University men
are welcome to attend.

Lobo breaks high school scoring mark
LUDLOW (AP) - Southwick High School senior Rebec-

ca Lobo has captured the state high school basketball

career scoring record — for girls and boys — with three

games yet to go in the regular season. The 6-foot-4 center's

55 points against Ludlow High School Tuesday night gave

her 2,565 career points and Southwick an 85-34 league

victory over Ludlow High School.

The previous career mark had been held by Bryan Ed

wards, who amassed 2,563 points before he graduated

from Cohasset High School in 1988. The girl's record of

2,562 points had been held by Sarah Behn, who graduated

from Foxboro High School in 1989.

Lobo came out of the game for good to a standing ova-

tion after scoring the record-setting basket with 4 minutes

and 52 seconds remaining to play.

"I don't think this will really hit me while I'm still play-

ing," Lobo said after cutting down the net.

"I just wanted to get it over with, so that now the focus

can be on the team — like it should be," she said. "I didn't

expect to do it this soon, though. I thought it would take

all three games this week and maybe the first tournament

game as well."

Lobo hit 26 of 38 shots from the field and all three

freethrow attempts. She also collected 28 rebounds, block-

ed two shots and had seven assists as Southwick raised

its record to 16-3.

On Monday night, the honor student, who is headed to

the University of Connecticut, scored 62 points in

Southwick's victory over Hampshire Regional High
School.

-J
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Vill this play challenge

your belie! in Christianity?
By HEATHER &LXL

Collegian Correspondent

Out of the culture shock between Eastern and Western

religion. Richard Ballon has created an engaging new

drama. In the Name of God delicately intertwines past and

present modes of thinking about Christian religion while

re-examining traditional views. A powerful and moving

piece, the play also sharply focuses guestions regarding

the Christian faith. One should be cautioned, however,

to keep an open mind while viewing In the Name of God.

because just as it can raise guestions about faith, it can

strengthen faith as well.

ballon, a graduate student at the University of

Massachusetts, spent three years in Asia teaching

English. The play was inspired from his experiences and

need to communicate the differences between Buddhism

and Christianity. One of his most important experiences

while in Thailand came when speaking to a man who had

been a Buddhist monk for ten years. He was told. "You

truly understand a culture when you are able to look back

at your own culture and realize they are very much the

same."

According to Ballon the play was directly woven from

a poem he wrote beginning with the line: Would you

trust a father who sacrificed his son?" Ballon hopes the

show will provoke the audience, to guestion Christianity.

to strengthen faith and "open a new light on religion.

After five revisions Ballon has developed a very modern

piece on religion with a pro-humanist perspective.

Under the capable and sure direction of Ballon and

stage manager Cathy Bloch. an energetic and solid cast

promises to give a commanding performance. Bloch

would like the audience to walk away with a "sympatnetR

view of Jesus. " The dialogue demands the audience's

>. concentration and understanding of the Judeo-Chnstian

Bible

The geometric modular set has been designed by Ken

Hammonds, a professor at the UMass nutrition depart-

ment. With different configurations of the various plat-

forms, the play moves guickly and easily through space

and time. Drew Flint, a recent graduate of UMass Is the

lighting designer, and Francessca Werenko. a current stu-

dent, is the costume designer. The cast of 10 includes

about two-thirds UMass students who come from a variety

of backgrounds and majors.

Combining religion, faith, the social reality of man and

modern commercialism. Ballon's work treats each of

these issues with respect and a sense of realism threading

a string of dark comedy throughout the play.

The first act involves a talk show interview with Mary,

the mother of God. The act moves through a series of

events exposing Jesus to the modem world. Act two con-

tinues to explore various interpretations of Christian

religion since Jesus' death and Jesus considers his se-

cond coming.

By interspersing the play with humorous points, Ballon

lets the audience digest all of the messages he is sen-

ding without uprooting ingrained Christianity and yet pos-

ing important guestions. If you are up for an evening ot

thought provoking, guality entertainment, you won't want

to miss this one.

In the Name of God will be performed Feb. 21-23 at 8 p.m.

in Hampden Theatre at UMass. Tickets are $3 for students and

$5 foi the general public. Reservations can be made by calling

545-2511.
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The magic ol Floyd
recreated at Katina's
By KEN KIE
Collegian Correspondent

Pink Floyd fans get ready to welcome

The Machine to Katina's Friday night.

Although they play exclusively Pink

Floyd, don't give them a "tribute band"

label. Guitarist and lead singer Joe

Pascarell prefers the term "cover band,"

because, for one thing, they don't try to

look like Pink Floyd. "They don't real-

ly even have a look," he explains. "The

music is the main thing with them.

That's what I liked about them. We just

go up there in street clothes and play

music, just the way they are." Another

reason is that, rather than offering up

straight copies of Floyd songs, The

Machine provides its own
interpretations.

There are, of course, exceptions to that

rule. Some aspects of Pink Floyd's music

can't be changed to a great extent. Take,

for instance, guitar solos. "They're a

pretty guitar heavy band," explains

Pascarell. "Some of them you have to

play the same, just like you have to sing

the lyrics. They're just that good."

The Machine is pretty good, too. Last

year, The Boston Globe said of

Pascarell, "he sings like Roger Waters

and plays like David Gilmour." That's

high praise even for someone not doing

Pink Floyd.

The Machine — Pascarell, bassist

Adam Price, drummer Todd Cohen, and

keyboardist Sarah Gardener — started

out about three years ago in Rockland

County, New York. They've been doing

strictly Pink Floyd for a little over a

year now; before that, the other stuff

they played was greeted with a "C'mon,

let's hear some more Floyd" reaction

from the crowd. The band responded,

and so has their ever-growing following.

"We do all the obvious Pink Floyd,

which is a lot of material, and then we

do lot of the obscure stuff, too," says

Pascarell. One of the "obvious" Floyd

tunes you won't be hearing is the song

from which the band takes its name:

"Welcome to the Machine." Pink Floyd

used as many as eleven people to per-

form that one live, so, when the four

members of The Machine try it "it just

doesn't sound that great," according to

Pascarell.

Although they have but four

members, they also have a digital

sampler to provide such key effects as

the helicopter in "Another Brick in the

Wall" and the cash register from

"Money." After all, a Pink Floyd show

without that would be like Gone With

the Wind without the "Frankly my
dear, I don't give a damn" line.

"Most bands are posers but we're real-

ly sincere," says Pascarell. "We don't

have any gimmicks and there's no B.S.

involved with our music."

If you're looking for music with no

B.S. or any other artificial ingredients,

check out The Machine. And if you're

a Pink Floyd fan, don't even consider

missing out on this great cover band (not

tribute band) this time, or the next time

they come to town.

The Machine will play at Katina's in

Hadley on Friday. The show will start

at 8 p.m. Tickets are $6 for those 21 and
over and $8 for those 18, 19 and 20.

An esoteric Journey
By ANGIE LANDRY
Collegian Correspondent

Shall I compare thee to a Summer's day?

Golden fruit, candelabras, and Ez-

myreldan birds set a simple yet elegant

scene for the Hampshire Shakespeare Com-

pany's performance of Love's Journey, play-

ing at the Grace Church Parish Hall on the

common in Amherst. This play, based on

Shakespeare's sonnets, was conceived and

adapted by Brian Marsh and Timothy

Holcomb and was first performed at the

Bookmill in Montague last Spring.

Although the dialogue was taken from 31

of the sonnets, it still tells a compelling

story. Beginning with the courting, flat-

tery, and seduction, then moving on to lust,

jealousy, and arguments, and finishing

with the reunion and love, the three actors,

Kay Lyons, John Gould, and Timothy

Holcom bring the audience through the

stages of a romantic relationship.

As a rule, Shakespearean drama is not

for everyone, and Love's Journey is no ex-

ception. Due to the lack of action and abun

dance of script, much of the dialogue is dif-

ficult to understand, and monotonous. And

although the performance lasted less than

an hour, it came close to reaching the

attention-span-overload-limit. A

background in the sonnets is a definite

bonus to an audience member.

"My mistress' eyes are nothing like the

sun " but then again, neither is this pro-

duction. It does not dazzle, but it is a good

way to spend an evening. Seating is

limited, so get there early and bring a

friend. At worst, you can both wonder why

anyone would take the time to paint

pineapples and dead birds gold.

Love's Journey will be performed at Grace

Church Parish Hall on Feb. 22-23.

Survival Tips

for the First Year

on the Job

Speaker: Douglas Willett

Vice President Travelers Insurance

Special Career Week Presentation

Today
4:00 PM

Campus Center Room 176

The Mather Career Center
Where Careers Take Off!

Call 545-4945for details

UMASS SKI CLUB

SKI KILLINGTONH

with the UMass Ski Club

on Saturday, February 23.

Sign up on the Concourse

or in the Ski Club Office

430 Student Union

Only $35

'̂£<*?

fWi

DON'T
FORGET!!

430 Student Union 545-3437

The Priority Deadline
to file the Financial
Aid Form (FAF) is

March 1 st. It is very
important to file

on time

\

THURSDAY
Mozart's Last Year, 1791, a lecture by Henry G.

Mushkin. will be given at 12:15 in Amherst College

Music Center 3. Admission is free.

Everything's For You, a film by Abraham Ravett

of Hampshire College, will be shown at the Smith

College Mendenhall Center for the Arts' Green

Room at 3:30 p.m.

The New German Cinema in Context film

series will present Fassbinder's Chinese Roulette at

Amherst College in Merrill II at 4 p.m. andn 7:30

p.m. Admission is free.

A Japanese Tea Ceremony will be held at

Mount Holyoke College in Eliot House from 7 p.m.

to 8:30 p.m. Reservations are required. Call Nobue

Socho Yamashita at 538-2054.

The Fire THIS Time: Politics and Fiction a lec-

ture by acclaimed novelist John Wideman

(Philadelphia Fire) will take place at Hampshire Col-

lege's Adele Simmons Hall at 7 p.m. Admission is

free

The African Film Series will present La Vie est

Belle at Dwight lOl, Mount Holyoke College. Show-

ing at 7:30 p.m. Admission is free.

Making Sense Out of Suffering a lecture by

Peter Craft of Boston College will be presented at

the Smith College Nielson Library Browsing Room,

7:30 p.m. A question and answer session will follow.

Admission is free.

Mount Holyoke College Student Dance Con-

cert will feature a wide range of dance forms

choreographed and danced by students. The

concert will take place at 8 p.m. at Mount Holyoke

College's Kendall Hall Studio Theatre with repeat

performances on Friday and Saturday. Tickets are

$3 for adults; $4 for students; $1 for children and

elders. Advance ticket purchase recommended.

Why the Movies Were Invented a lecture by

Louis Menand of Queens College and the

Graduate Center at CUNY will be held at Smith

College in Seeley Hall lO at 8 p.m. Admission is free.

Asian Studies, Canons and Translation:

Thoughts of a Working Translator a lecture by

Richard H. Minear, professor of History at UMass, will

examine aspects of translation. The lecture will be

held at Memorial Hall at 8 p.m. with a reception

by UMass President/Chancellor Joseph Duffey.

Admission is free.

In the Name of God, a play by Richard Ballon,

is a startling comedy that takes a look at the Judo-

Christian influence in America on both a

psychological and commercial level. The play will

be shown at UMass Hampden Theatre at 8 p.m.

with repeat performances on Friday and Saturday.

Tickets are $5; $3 for students /elders. For info call:

546-2511.

Speed the Plow, a play by David Mammet,

directed by Douglas Anderson, takes a humorously

satirical look at the business of Hollywood. The

show will take place at Amherst College's

Fayerweather Studio Theatre at 8 p.m. with repeat

performances on Friday and Saturday. Admission

is free but reservations are required; call 542-2277

for info.

The Conformist, a film by Italian director Bernar-

do Bertolucci, will be shown at Hampshire College's

Adele Simmons Hall, Ruth Hammen Auditorium at

9 p.m. Admission is free.

Cordelia's Dad with Sad Cafe, will perform at

Pearl Street, Northampton. This is an 18 and over

show.

The Tony Rice Unit will take to the stage at the

Iron Horse Cafe, Northampton, at 7 p.m. Tickets are

$11 in advance.

Post Game Basketball will take place at

Twisters Tavern in Amherst after the UMass-Temple

game. Rah-rah. At 8 p.m.. The Simpsons will be

shown and following the Simpsons there will be

comedy routines from 8:30-9:30 p.m. No cover.

FRIDAY
Mo, a play written by John Guilderson and

directed by Sean Kelly, will be performed by the

Alternative Theatre Group at UMass on the steps

of the Student Union Building at 12:15 p.m.

Concert to Honor Konrad Wolff, in memory of

the pianist and teacher, will take place at 8 p.m.

at Smith College's Sage Hall, Room 2. The perfor-

mance will feature compositions by Wolff, and

selections by Mozart and Beethoven. The event

is free and open to the public. The Falcon and

the Snowman will be shown at the Amherst Col-

lege Campus Center Theatre at 7:30 p.m. and lO

p.m. with repeat showings on Saturday and Sun-

day. Admission is $1.50

Really Rosie, by Maurice Sendak, a play where

a little girl casts her friends for an imaginary movie,

will be performed at Smith College's Helen Hills Hills

Chapel at 8 p.m. with repeat performances on

Sunday at 8 p.m. and 2 p.m. Tickets are $1 to $3.

Call Kate for advanced reservations: 585-7332.

Sara Hlckman/Cllff Eberhart will perform at

the Iron Horse Cafe, Northampton, at 7 p.m. Tickets

are $7 in advance.

Hippopotamus plays at Pearl Street with D.J.

Job.

The Machine will perform at Katina's.

Settle and the Acoustic Wayz will play at

Twisters in Amherst at 9 p.m. No cover.

SATURDAY
Weaving Tales with John Porcino - in the mor-

ning a benefit performance of imagination and

music for all those who love to hear stories. In the

afternoon, a hands-on workshop for all who would

like to tell stories. Performance starts at 10:30 a.m.;

workshop at 1 p.m. at the UMass Bezanson Recital

Hall For registration information call: 545-0519.

WMUA's Anti-Censorship Benefit features rap,

R-n-B performers doing their stuff in the UMass Stu-

dent Union Ballroom form 8 p.m. to 1 a.m. For infor-

mation call Christina Rosetti at 545-2876. Tickets

are available at Tix Unlimited.

Urban Bush Women perform Praise House, a

multi-discipi.nary piece examining the revelatory

experiences of southern African American women

artists Inspired by the life of folk artist Minnie Evans,

the show will be performed at Umass Bowker

Auditorium at 8 p.m. Tickets are $22 $20; Half price

for students; lO per cent off for elders. For info call:

545-2511.

Benjamin Verdery, classical guitarist, will per-

form at Amherst College's Buckley Recital Hall for

the Annual Amherst guitar festival at 8:15 p.m.

Louis C.K. will provide wacky, screwball stand-

up comedy in the Amherst College Campus

Center Frontroom at 9 p.m. Tickets are $5; $1 with

an Amherst College I.D.

The Oyster Band with June Tabor will perform

at 7 p.m. at The Iron Horse Cafe, Northampton.

Tickets are $10 in advance.

Progressive Dance Night takes place at

Katina's Nightclub. Dancing with D.J. Job, gets

groovy at Pearl Street, Northampton.

Sophomore Speakeasy Party - suds and

swing at Mount Holyoke College's Chapin

Auditorium from lO p.m. to 2 a.m. All are invited

to come and celebrate the 20's in style.

SUNDAY
The Annual Latke vs. Hamantashen Debate

follows a brunch at 11 a.m. at the UMass Hillel House

Lounge. For info call: 549-1710.

Mount Holyoke College Faculty Recital,

featuring Melinda Spratlan and Gary Steigerwalt,

and music by Handel, Purcell, Charles Ives, Brahms

and Debussy, will take place at Pratt Auditorium

from 4 p.m. to 5:30 p.m.

Shawn Covin, folk music great and Columbia

recording artist performs in Amherst College's

Buckley Recital Hall at 8 p.m. Tickets are $10; S3

with an Amherst I.D. For info call: 542-5770 or

542-5773.

Dr. John, the ambassador of New Orleans music

is in - this time with a group, and will perform at

the Iron Horse at 7 p.m. and lO p.m. Tickets are $15

in advance.
Material Issue plays back-to-basics Rock and

Roll at Katina's Nightclub. Easthampton's own 8th

Route Army opens the all ages show.

Material Issue

Five College Choral Festival, featuring choirs

from each of the five colleges, will perform music

ranging from Rennaissance to contemporary. The

festival, which will include a combined perfor-

mance of all fourteen participating choirs, will be

held at Smith College's John M. Greene Hall at 7:30

p.m. Admission is free.

91 Days Before Graduation Party will take

place at Twisters Tavern in Amherst.

Cordelia's Dad

The 14th Annual
PROFESSIONAL AGRICULTURE CONVENTION

Student
Displays

Industrial

Exhibits

Guest Speakers

Free AdmissionMeadow
Muffin

Contest
Monday

FEBRUARY 25, 1991

10 am - 4 pm
UMASS CAMPUS CENTER AUDITORIUM

Sponsored by:

STOCKBRIDGE SCHOOL OF AGRICULTURE
Guest Speakers:
RM 163 C

Free Admission
10:30 Dave Swendsen

"Natural Resource Law Enforcement"

12:30 Dan Beaudette
' 'Agriculture Financing

'

'

2:00 Paul Millette

"Today's Farmer Complying with Todays Environmental Laws''
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Irban BushWomen to perform Praise Home
asn^^^^^^^^^H^^H

m Saturday night, Urban Bush Women will perform

•lise House in Bowker Auditorium at the University of

' .ssachusetts. Urban Bush Women was established in

484 by Artistic Director Jawole Willa Jo Zollar as a vehi-

far the exploration of cross-cultural diversity and

n 'atncal constants.

Jsing contemporary idioms and interdisciplinary forms,

company presents dance/theater works rooted in the

•V klore and religious traditions of African Americans

:roughout the diaspora.

Through the immediacy of live music, the drama and

, it of the spoken word, a cappella vocalizations based on

PeW hollers and chants, and most especially the force and

spirit of movement, the company explores the struggle,

growth and transformation of the human spirit.

The performers take us from the particular — a birthing

! ?remony, a teenage pajama party, a rural church, a hot

-i mmer night — to the universal, a sisterhood forged in

v mt, the dignity found through suffering, the joy wrested

h m survival. They create a sense ofcommunity on stage,

&j ging and dancing for all of us about our common

.. manity.

^raise House examines the relevatory experiences oi

. uthern Black women artists. In particular, it is inspired

by the life of folk artist Minnie Evans, who found her call-

ing through a vision in which she was commanded to

"paint or die."

A character modeled on her is the central figure whose

visionary path unfolds in a series of scenes synthesizing

text, song and movement. Other characters accompany-

ing her on her sublime and sometimes terrifying journey

of the spirit are her mother and grandmother, an itinerant

street preacher and a chorus of angels.

The work is a collaboration involving Jawole Willa Jo

Zollar as director-choreographer, co-choreographer Pat

Hall-Smith, composer Carl Riley, writer Angelyn DeBord

and visual artist Leni Schwendinger.

This performance is presented by The Fine Arts Center

and New WORLD Theater.

New WORLD Theater is also scheduled to present two

more plays this spring, both by women artists. Sisters, by

Marsha Jackson, on Sunday, March 3, and Letters to a Stu-

dent Revolutionary, by Elizabeth Wong, on Thur.-Sat.,

March 28-30 and Thur.-Sat., April 4-6. Letters to a Stu-

dent Revolutionary is a New WORLD Theater original

production.

Urban Bush Women will perform Praise House on beb.

23 at 8 p.m. Tickets are $22 and $20.

The Urban Bush Women will perform Praise

House, a play inspired by the life of folk artist

Minnie Evans.

LAST CHANCE FOR EXCHANGE

FOR FALL 91/SPRING 92

WITH ROOTS HERE
|

AT UMASS, STUDENTS CAN

BRANCH OUT TO ONE OF

OVER 90 COLLEGESAND

UNIVERSITIESACROSS THE

UNITED STATES THROUGH

TrlF. NATTONA T STUDENT

PCHAMfflB EBQBBAM

FREE ICE WITH KEGS

INTERESTED!?! PLEASE ATTEND ONE OF THIS MONTH'S INFORMATION SESSIONS, FROM

4-5 PM:

THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 21, CC 803

WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 27, CC 803

Sam Adams Double Bock 6
Bud, Bud Lite & Dry Case
Busch & Busch Lite 12 pk
Rolling Rock 12 pk
Popov Vodka 1.75 L
Seagrams V.O. 750 ml
Seagrams 7 750 ml
Jim Beam 750 ml
Kahlua 1.75 L

pk$4.99*
$13.69*
$5.69*
$6.89*
$10.49
$9.89
$7.69
$6.99

$28.99

*Plus Deposit

FOUR SEASONS
333 Russel St.

Hadley, MA 01035
l"A New Family Owned Business"

Sf 0C*S*L —
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Union Program Council and the

Duke Ellington Committee
Present

AN EVENING OFJAZZ WITH

Bradford
Marsalis

(recently seen with Sting &
f

the Grateful Dead)

Thvrs. Feb.2S
atOpm

in the VMass FineArt Center

TIX available at the box office

$9UMass students, $12 Others
charge at 545-2511

After the UMASS-Temple Game

Genuine Draft Long Neck 12 oz.

$1.25
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Saddam accepts Sovietplan; Bush skeptical
MOSCOW (AP) - Iraq and the Soviet

Union have agreed on steps that could lead

to an Iraqi withdrawal from Kuwait and

an end to the Persian Gulf War, a Kremlin

spokesperson said early this morning.

The Kremlin spokesperson, Vitaly Ig-

natenko, made the announcement after

more than two hours of talks between

President Mikhail S. Gorbachev and Iraq's

foreign minister, Tariq Aziz, on the terms

of a Soviet peace plan proposed earlier this

week.

He said the two sides agreed on eight

points, starting with an Iraqi agreement to

a full and unconditional withdrawal from

Kuwait.

The pullout would be monitored by the

United Nations, he said.

The White House expressed "serious con-

cern" about the plan, but said it would con-

sult with coalition partners about the in

itiative that would result in an Iraqi

withdrawal from Kuwait.

Spokesperson Marlin Fitzwater said, in

the meantime, the U.S. and its allies will

"continue to prosecute the war."

Fitzwater said President Bush had not

decided whether to begin a ground war.

Bush himself went to the theater and was
not available to comment.
Gorbachev called Bush last night to brief

him on details of the plan. The president

thanked him for his efforts, "but raised

serious concerns about several points in the

plan," Fitzwater said.

"The president has indicated there could

well be some difficulties here," Fitzwater

said. It was far from a rejection, but the

White House resisted questions about

whether there was anything positive in the

proposal.

"I don't want to give it any characteriza-

tion," Fitzwater said. "The war itself con-

tinues. We will continue to seek compliance

with the U.N. resolutions and the president

will make decisions concerning the ground

war as appropriate."

In the administration's view, the Soviet

plan deals primarily with an Iraqi

withdrawal from Kuwait and an assurance

that Saddam's troops will not be attacked

as they leave.

The 12 U.N. Security Council resolutions

go much further imposing an economic

boycott against Iraq. "They were imposed

for a purpose, and lifting them requires

more than just a pullout," said an official,

who spoke on condition of anonymity.

The administration believes the sanc-

tions should be kept in force even after com-

plete withdrawal, he said.

"It sounds like this may be what we're

looking for, Saddam getting out without

condition," said Sen. Trent Lott (B-Miss.).

200 anti-war demonstrators hold peace rally
1 of 400 held yesterday in U.S.
By CHRIS MUTHER
Collegian Staff

Before the rally on the Amherst Common, some 200

UMass students rallied on the Student Union Steps for

peace. The UMass Coalition for Peace and Non-

intervention in the Middle East, the organizers of the

12:30 p.m. rally, urged students to walkout of classes at

noon.

"Some of us have classes, all of us have a war," rally

organizers shouted to students.

Rally organizer Jennifer Cannon, a junior Women's

Studies major, said over 400 colleges and universities

around the country were staging similar protests

yesterday.

Eyad kishawi, a UMass graduate from Lebanon who
spoke at the rally, said the U.S. bombing of Baghdad is

equivalent to the bombing of Hiroshima.

"A whole area is devastated in minutes. People are

blocked in by rubble," he said. "They have no access to

food or medical care. Four hundred people have died

because of U.S. Smart Bombs."

He added the cluster bombs used by the U.S., that have

been declared illegal by the United Nations, make it im-

possible to rescue injured civilians.

"The U.S. is not after peace, the U.S. is after oil, and

this is what we need to recognize," he said.

Kishawi also praised Gregory Levey, the 30-year-old

man and UMass graduate who set himself on fire Mon-

day afternoon on the Amherst Town Common, as a "mar-

tyr for peace."

Amy Finklestein, a sophomore English major, said Bush

is using the war as a cover to escape from other issues.

"George Bush is using the war to hide from other im-

portant issues like the environment and economic pro-

blems," she said.

Finklestein also urged students not only to wear yellow

ribbons to support the troops, but red ribbons as well to

show support for nonviolence against women.

James Arthur Jemison from the Black Mass Com-

munications Project said there is a fundamental hypocrisy

in the way African-Americans are treated by the United

States government.

"We've fought in every American war, and died in large

numbers," he said. "What freedom do we have? We were

given rights that should have been ours long ago."

Jemison added that 12 percent of the population in the

United States is African-American, but 30 percent ofthose

CONTINUED ON PAGP 4

Collegian photo by Yana Dlugy

Protesters block traffic yesterday at Amherst

Town Common.

Collegian photo by Dondi Ahearn

A protester is restrained by a police officer

yesterday at the Amherst Town Common.

43peace protesters arrested
By MEREDITH O'BRIEN
-Collegian Staff

Forty-three peace protesters were arrested yesterday

afternoon after they blocked intersections in the Amherst

center for over an hour.

The arrests followed an anti-Gulf war rally of nearly 600

students and area residents on the Amherst Town Com-

mon — the site of Gregory Levey's death.

Monday afternoon, Levey died after dousing himself

with paint thinner and setting himself on fire in an ap-

parent protest to the war in the Gulf. The site of the self-

immolation was covered with candles, yellow flowers,

yellow ribbons, roses and peace poems. Two makeshift

tents had been erected at the site where people have been

holding 24-hour vigils since his death.

After the rally, the 600 protesters, carrying signs say-

ing "Smart bombs don't kill children, stupid leaders do,"

marched to the North Pleasant St.-Main St. and North

Pleasant St.-Route 9 intersections, clogging the entire

downtown Amherst area for nearly an hour.

Jessica Bernstein, one of the 40 "peace keepers" who

tried to keep protesters organized, said the group decid-

ed to block traffic to "make people do things to stop the

Persian Gulf War."
"There should be no business as usual," Bernstein, 20,

a Hampshire College junior said. "This war has become

a part of our daily lives. People should be up in arms over

this."

Amherst Police Chief Donald Maia, flanked by 11

badgeless troopers dressed in riot gear, warned the pro-

testers, at the Main St. intersection, to either move out

of the street or be arrested.

Angry motorists tooted their horns and shouted at pro-

testers standing in front of the cars. A full Peter Pan bus

was trapped between the two sets of protesters for at least

a half hour.

After a heated verbal exchange with police, the pro-

testers on the Main St. corner joined those on the Route

9 intersection.

Before a taunting group screaming, "People united will

never be defeated," Maia arrested the protesters block-

ing the road and escorted them to a waiting mini-bus.

As the bus pulled away, protesters encircled it with a

human chain and followed it down North Pleasant St. and

College St. The bus full of protesters was forced to stop

several times because people sat down in front of it. It took

the bus nearly an hour to travel less than a half mile to

CONTINUED ON PAGE 4

Vanin named interim vice chancellor
By MARK HENSLEY
Collegian Staff

Jo-Anne Vanin, currently dean of

students and associate vice-chancellor for

Student Affairs, was named interim vice

chancellor for Student Affairs, yesterday,

by President-Chancellor Duffey and Pro-

vost Richard O'Brien.

Vanin is taking over for Dennis Madson,

who after 12 years as vice chancellor for

Student Affairs, is leaving in March to

become vice president for Student Affairs

at Lewis and Clark College in Portland,

Ore.

"I am delighted to turn my respon-

sibilities over to Dr. Jo-Anne Vanin," Mad-

son said in a press release yesterday.

"Dean Vanin is a person of great integrity

and presence. She has dedicated her career

to the service of college students, and I am

certain the Student Affairs division will

benefit from her strong leadership."

Vanin's appointment will be effective on

Feb. 24 and will run 15 months to June

1992.

In the press release, Duffey expressed his

pleasure at Vanin's appointment.

"Jo-Anne is a strong educational leader

and marvelous advocate for students and

their concerns," Duffey said. "She has

worked very well with both students and

administrators and I am extremely pleas-

ed that she accepted the appointment."

Since 1989, when Vanin became dean of

students, she has dealt with some tough

problems including the extensive protests

launched by students and community

members against the University's defense-

related research.

"I am delighted and honored by this op-

portunity to serve as vice chancellor,"

Vanin said in the press release. "I look for-

ward to helping sustain the excellence of

the University throughout the 90s."

Vanin added that despite the "challenges

of these fiscally constrained times," she has

confidence in the Student Affairs staff and

would "strive to continue the strong com-

mitment to access and quality programs

and services for all students . .
."

O'Brien, in the press release, expressed

his confidence in Vanine.

"Jo-Anne Vanin is dynamic and

dedicated, and I am very pleased that she

has agreed to step in to a position that is

so central to the well-being of the students

here," he said. "She has contributed much

already as dean of students, and we look

forward to her continued clear thinking

and direction."

In Dec. 1990, Vanin was promoted to

associate vice chancellor of Student Affairs,

replacing William Weitzer. who left for a

CONTINUED ON PAGE 4
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Rep. Stanley Rosenberg offers

alternative to Gov. Weld's

furlough plan.
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Michael Savio says shorter

grace period for fire alarm in-

stallations could have saved

lives.

Page 12:

UMass men's basketball falls

to Temple, 80-70.

VEATHER
Jack Frost is still nipping us in

the but, it's going to be mild to-

day — around 50 degrees.
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—For Your Information
FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 22

Coffee Social - Sponsored by the Lesbian, Bisexual, Gay

Alliance. 3 p.m. to 6 p.m., 803 Campus Center. All

welcome.
Dance — "Everybody dance now . .

." Sponsored by the

LBGA. 9 p.m. to 1 a.m., 10th floor Campus Center, $3

donation. Play - "In the Name of God" by Richard

Ballon. Hampden Theatre, Southwest, UMass 8 p.m.

Workshop — Dance workshop, "Approaches to Perfor

mance,"with Urban Bush women. Scott Gym, Smith.

10:30 a.m.- noon, limited to 25.

SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 23

Read-out - Writers and Artists for Peace in the Middle

East are sponsoring a "Read out against the war" event

at the Grace Episcopal Church, 16 Spring Street, Amherst

from 2-5 p.m.

March - A march for peace will take place from the

Hampshire College bus stop to Westover Air Force Base.

Marchers will meet at 9 a.m. at the Hampshire College

bus stop.

SUNDAY, FEBRUARY 24

Peace Vigil — A vigil for peace in the Middle East on

the Amherst Common from 12-1 p.m.

Informal reception — An informal reception for women

of African, Asian, Latino and Native American decent will

be at 5 p.m. in the Van Meter Lounge. R.S.V.P. 545-4209

or 549-1224. There will be good food, music, a mime per-

formance, and networking for a new group.

Workshop - A workshop on Interfaith Marriage and

Relationships will be led by Rabbi Rachel Cowan from 2-5

p.m. in the Neilson Library Browsing Room of Smith

College. ___

You are the eyes and ears

of the Collegian.

If you see anything you think should be
covered in the Collegian please call the paper

at 545-35CO

• Cars
• Truck*
.Cargo Vans

Spwal Weekly and Weekend Rates

Morth Amherst
Auto Rental
RL 63, 40 Montigu* Rd.

North Amherst, MA

549-RENT
(549-7368)

On But Rout*

MottM^or
CrtdlCaidt

ENJOY
THE

REWARDS OF
RESEARCH:

RESTAURANT
Serving in the

same location on
State St. since 1984

If you plan to start a research career

upon graduation, start your job

search at 1\jfts University. Boston

Campus. T\ifts' Boston Campus is

comprised of the Medical. Dental and

Veterinary Schools, the Sackler School

of Biomedical Sciences, and the

U.S.D.A.Human Nutrition Research

Center on Aging. We have an ongoing

need for science graduates in a variety

of exciting medical science research

areas including. Biochemistry, Pathol-

ogy. Anatomy and Cellular Biology,

Molecular Biology. Physiology, and

Neuroscience.

TAifts offers an excellent salary and

benefits package including tuition

assistance. Our Representative will be

on campus soon - check Career Serv-

ices Office for the date - or call or

write to 1\ifts University, Ilene

Granstein, for information, 200 Harrison

Ave.. Boston. MA 02111. 1617)

956-6600. An Affirmative Action/

Equal Opportunity Employer.

Friday and Saturday
Sample Our New Menu
Vegetarian Nachos

$2.00
8:00 pm - 10:00 pm

Pitcher of Miller Lite

$4.50

rf&2ik»

,

TUFTS
I UNIVERSITY

^VrrW

Absolut Jello Shots

$1.00
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15EASTPLEASANTAMHERSI

ADVOCATEBEST
Of THE

VALLEY
1989

5fuK«M (§arden

^edtaurant
MANDARIN/SZECHUAN CUISINE met-

The Best Chinese Buffet «J««J»
Buffet Served 5-8 PM Sun-Thurs Brunch Served

"^JjJfcJXS'
P"

Szechuan Spiced CMeMn

ALL YOU CAN EAT g«£; *£•
#T* g" ^%£% (4) Fried Wontons

Children TTfc— S-jSlJ (5) Pan Fried Ravl0,li

Under 10 ^^^^ U ^* ^*
(6) Beef with Snow Peas

S3. 00

(8) Sweet and Sour Chicken

(9) Roast Pork Fried Rice

(10) Vegatable Fried Noodles

(11) Chinese BBQ Pork

(12) Broccolli in Oyster Sauce

BETTY RULES! «

February 24

Show starts at 8:00 p.m.

JOHN M. GREENE HALL
Smith College Campus
Doors and Box Office Open at

7:00 p.m.

Q«n«ral Admission _
Flvo College Student. $5 On sale at

Q.;.r.l Pub.lc S8 ^Kerir*
'

$10 at the door Amherst
sponsored Oy Srruthg Lesbian-Bisexual Alliance

and Women's Resource Center

II
< i

j

; 'jjnjfffrffrrrfrr m<#—«**#*»i
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We Deliver in Amherst 5-10:00 PM-Everyday

Minimum $15 plus $2 Delivery Charge

TAKE OUT SERVICE • FULL COCKTAIL MENU
10 BELCHERTOWN RD, AT RTE, 9, AMHERST, MA 256-0251, 256-0252

RESUMES
CopyCat Print Shop
• Great Service • Great Prices

228 Triangle StMrnherst 549-3840
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LOCAL
House proposes deferred
payment for state workers

Poll finds SGA
70% ofstudents agree

request popular
with restructuring SGA

By MARK HENSLEY
Collegian Staff

The House of Representatives has propos-

ed a deferred payment plan as an alter-

native to Gov. Weld's plan to furlough all

state employees, Rep. Stanley Rosenberg

(D-Amherst) said yesterday.

The plan calls for state employees to

work a certain number of days this year

without pay in return for compensation

when they retire or stop working for the

state.

The deferment plan, which would replace

Weld's 10-day furlough plan, is aimed at

saving $94 million in state wages, and if

approved would be a part of state govern-

ment's attempt to close this year's $850

million budget deficit.

The number of days employees would

work with deferred pay would be propor-

tional to their salary, according to

Rosenberg.

All state employees who earn less than

$20,000 would work one or two days this

year with deferred pay, with the number
of days increasing proportionately with

salary to a maximum of 15 days.

Senator John W. Olver (D-Amherst) said

the plan was an improvement, but said it

still placed the burden of the state's deficit

on the shoulders of state workers.

"It removes a portion of the sting, but for

people to lose any pay when they have gone

without raises for several years is really a

heavy burden," Olver said

Olver added the proposal seemed

especially unfair in light of the raises Weld

has given to some of his "top managers."

Rosenberg has similar objections to the

plan and said he is working on some

alternatives.

"I consider [the deferment plan] some pro-

gress, but not satisfactory," he said. "It is

in effect a loan from the employees of the

state to the Commonwealth."
In place of the deferment plan, Rosenberg

is advocating a plan calling for the public

sale of "special-issue-mini-bonds" which he

said would spread "the responsibility and

the opportunity of solving the state's pro-

blems throughout the Commonwealth."

Critics of his plan, however, feel it is un-

wise to take out long-term loans to finance

current operating expenses, Rosenberg

said.

Along with the deferment plan,

Democrats are working on a counter-

proposal for Weld's plan to make state

employees pay 25 percent instead of 10 per-

cent of their health insurance.

According to Rosenberg, finding a

workable health-insurance alternative will

be difficult, but he emphasized that the

unions' right to collective bargaining

should be honored in the negotiating

process.

Rosenberg said, as it now stands, the

Weld's budget-cutting proposals would af-

fect all state employees regardless of union

membership.

By MARC ELLIOTT
Collegian Staff

Almost 70 percent of the student

body agreed with the Undergraduate
Student Senate officers' request that

the administration step in and restruc-

ture student government, according to

a survey conducted by Project Pulse.

The survey was taken at Vice

Chancellor Dennis Madson's request

one week after the Senate officers

made their request, and five days

before he issued a memo on Feb. 1 1 an-

nouncing his decision to suspend the

Student Government Association.

Question 21 on the survey asked

students if they supported the Senate

officers' actions.

"Given that the constitutional con

vention could not occur within the

Senate," read the question, "to what
extent do you agree with the actions

of the student leaders in calling for a

suspension?"

Ten percent said they strongly

agreed with the actions, while 57 per-

cent said they somewhat agreed.

The survey also said only 1 1 percent

of the student body know who their

student senator is, and 77 percent do

not think their opinions are

represented by their student senator.

The questions were written by Mad-
son with the help of Project Pulse ad-

ministrator Julie Lam, said Mary
Ellen Sailer of the Student Affairs

Research and Evaluation Office.

President of Commuter Area

Government Ted Chambers said he did

not believe the results are accurate

because of the wording of the

questions.

"I question the legitimacy of this

survey considering that it was written

by the Vice Chancellor of Student Af-

fairs," he said. "I am not surprised that

the administration released the results

of a survey showing that the students

support their actions. It is pure pro-

paganda."
Director of Student Activities Irene

Carew defended the wording of Ques-

tion 21, saying the Student Senate

could not write its own constitution

despite the creation of its own drafting

committee three weeks ago.

"Once they brought a proposal back

to the Senate, they would debate and

send it back, and it would go back and

forth like that," said Carew.

Student Trustee Angus McQuilken

said he believed the survey was valid.

"Question 21 makes an assumption

that the Senate is not capable of

restructuring the whole Student

Government Association [itself]," said

McQuilken. "I believe that, given the

results on the other 25 questions, this

is a fair, logical, and above all, accurate

assumption."

Orchard Hill President Jeff Markuns

criticized what he termed Madson's

"apparent ignorance of the SGA,"

referring to Question 19 which asks

CONTINUED ON PAGE 6

Israeli representative; war changes Middle East dynamics
.. . . . , , • i > i ju„... ua " ho aairl "Knt none of them condemned the misv.le

By ALISON BUCKHOLTZ
Collegian Correspondent

Israelis recognize that, although the United States and

allied forces now support their position in the Gulf, this

war has changed the dynamics of the Middle East and will

alter the course of world diplomacy, said Micha Balf, an

Israeli representative for the kibbutz movement.

In his discussion, "Israeli Perspectives on the Persian

Gulf Crisis," at the Hillel House on Wednesday night, Balf

focused on postwar dynamics.

"The U.S. will have a lot more leverage in the Middle

East, but other countries will also have leverage on the

U.S.," he said. "Linkage [of the Israeli-Palestinian con-

flict] could come out of the USSR's involvement, and it's

clear that the U.S. will move to put pressure on all policies

in the Middle East after the war, including Israel's.

"Israel, in turn, is also going to have leverage for refrain-

ing from striking back," he said.

Within Israel, internal dynamics have also changed how

ordinary citizens view a solution to the Palestinian situa-

tion, said Balf.

"People in Israel think that after the war will be a good

time for a solution to the conflict," and there will be cor-

responding pressure from outside of Israel, he said.

Willingness of the Arab states to talk to Israel will deter-

mine the success of these talks. "The Israeli public is not

as intransigent as it is made to appear," Balf said. "Before

Egypt sat down at the table with Israel, no one in Israel

thought there was a chance for peace with them. But after

the talks, people were rejoicing," he remembered.

"Israel is very interested in sitting down with Syria, but

there is no indication that either Syria or Saudi Arabia

will talk to Israel right now," he said.

The new leadership that might emerge out of the

Palestine Liberation Organization will also help deter-

mine a solution to the postwar situation, he said. "Many

PLO supporters talk on a consistent basis with the Israeli

STAR GAZING -
Collegian photo by Dondi Ahearn

Amherst local Chris Johnson waits for a friend on Route 9 last night.

left," he said, "but none of them condemned the misv.le

attacks on Tel Aviv. Dialogue is less comfortable given

this reaction. It has forced people to re-examine the pur-

pose of talks."

"Some on the Israeli left feel like we're in a bottleneck,"

he said. Regardless of a possible crisis in official dialogue,

"the general feeling among Israelis is that we can't

demonize Palestinians," Balf said.

Arguments and counter-arguments about the war are

as prevalent in Israel as they are in every other country,

but Israel is unique because "the peace movement is com-

posed entirely of soldiers," he said, alluding to the fact

that every citizen must serve in the army.

"The peace movement in Israel came out in favor of this

war and challenged the anti-war movement in the U.S.

to re-examine its position — how can you oppose a war

against a despot who attempts to destroy only civilian

targets?" he asked.

BOG to allocate

space despite
administration ban
By AMY HENRY
Collegian Staff

Despite the recent letter from the administration tothe

community, relinquishing the Board of Governor's abili-

ty to allocate space, Chairperson Sue Gordon said the BOG
will continue to serve this function.

Gordon presented a letter stating the BOG could not

have this power revoked "until such time as either side

wishes to alter it by opening timely and open negotiations

in good faith." The letter, written April 4, 1985, was sign-

ed by Vice Chancellor for Student Affairs Dennis Mad-

son and Provost Richard O'Brien, the same administrators

who signed the letter to the community.

Gordon said because the BOG has not been asked to be

on the commission, nor did discussion take place on the

state of the BOG before they were told their power to

allocate space was rescinded, the current letter is not

binding.

"There's no hole in my argument. They have breached

a contract," she said. "If the administration is not going

to take this document seriously then we will not take their

letter seriously."

In addition, Gordon said a letter contradicting the tirst

letter was written to the Collegian by Dennis Madson on

Feb 15. 1991 stating, "The administration has not

suspended student government but has supported the for-

mation of a commission composed primarily of students.

CONTINUED ON PAGE 4
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fighting in the Persian Gulf are African-American.

Eric Thompson, a representative from the "Peace Cor-

pses," a UMass anti-war theater group, said many peo-

ple support the war because they do not have enough in-

formation to understand it.

"There is a difference between those who support the

war because they don't understand it and those who sup-

port it because they want to kick some ass," he said. "We

need to get information to those who don't understand and

get their voices heard."

Bridget Hynes, an international relations graduate stu-

dent and a rally organizer said the rally was held in an

effort to further educate students about the war.

She said her organization is "miffed" that the United

States seems reluctant to negotiate a peace agreement

"If the Soviets can negotiate a settlement, why should

we continue the killings?" she said.

protesters block traffic

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

the police station on Main St. due to protester blockage.

Police roughly pushed protesters out of the way, grabb-

ing the ones sitting on the ground and shoving them

toward the sidewalk. At several points, protesters rolled

logs and threw tree branches into the bus' way chanting,

"The whole world is watching."

Several of the protesters blocking the bus were arrested.

When the bus was at Seeyle St., one street over from

the police station, protesters effectively stopped the bus

for over 10 minutes, prompting Maia to call in 10 more

riot police.

Several people were arrested for writing on the police

station with chalk and magic marker. One woman was

chased up Main St. by two police after she scrawled, "Stop

the killing" on the side of the building.

Michael Berry, a 21-year-old Amherst College senior and

protest organizer said although the protesters were not

expecting the "world to stop" because they blocked traf-

fic, he did expect people to think more about the war.

"People can't just go about their business and ignore

that thousands are dying," he said.

A group of about 20 Amherst College students, holding

a "Stomp Iraq" sign, and 10 Amherst high school

students, held up American flags and tossed eggs at the

protesters. Small groups of counter-demonstrators verbal-

ly clashed with peace protesters.
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Jo-Anne Vanin
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position at Weslyan University in Conn, on Jan. 4.

When she first came to UMass, Vanin replaced

William Field who had served for nearly four decades

as the first dean of students.

Collegian file photo

Jo-Anne Vanin, interim vice chancellor for

Student Affairs

BOG
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 3

Other Business:

• Michelle Joseph resigned from the Third World Caucus

and Rochelle Josiah has been appointed in her place.

• A motion to reappoint two seats to the Lesbian Bisex-

ual Gay community was amended and tabled.

• Monday, Feb. 25, at 4:30 p.m. the constitutional com-

mittee of the BOG will hold a meeting in the Campus
Center to discuss membership.

r.o • •T ;*f
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Who decides what is called news
What is news? On first thought, this may seem to most

people to be a ridiculous question. After all, most of us

read the newspaper, or at least watch the nightly news

now and then. But how often do we ask ourselves,"What

is news?" Or perhaps, more appropriately,"Who deter-

mines what is news?"

For example, if a well-respected member of Congress

were to officially propose a resolution calling for the im-

peachment of President Bush, would most of us consider

this newsworthy? If such a congressperson deemed the

President guilty of "high crimes and misdemeanors,"

would we want to know, even if we believed the charges

were frivolous? ^^^^^__

Steve Mooie

How many members of our well-informed University

community are aware that exactly this has recently oc-

curred? Although you would not know it from reading

your daily paper, or by watching the network news, House

Resolution 34 was officially introduced to Congress on Jan.

16 of this year.

This resolution called for the impeachment of President

George Bush for committing high crimes and misde-

meanors, conditions set forth in Article 2, Section 44 of

the U.S. Constitution for removal of the president from

office. The resolution cited five articles of impeachment.

It was submitted to Congress by Henry Gonzalez of Texas,

who was first elected to the House of Representatives in

1961, and has served continuously since.

Gonzalez is perhaps best known as an advocate for the

rights of Hispanic U.S. citizens. While he may be con-

sidered one of the more liberal members of the House, he

is by no means a fringe figure. He is a well-respected

member in good standing.

While it is clear that many Americans would consider

House Resolution 34 to be irresponsible, surely it is news.

The American people should know that at least one of its

elected members of Congress deems President Bush deser-

ving of impeachment. Why have we not been informed?

This question, and others like it, are especially impor-

tant in these days of press censorship by the military. We

hear the right shouting their well-worn battle cry, "The

media is biased!" Yes, ... but toward whom? NBC is own-

ed by Westinghouse. And this just scratches the surface.

The government slant of the media is becoming increas-

ingly evident, as witnessed by the network coverage of

the Jan. 26 peace rally in Washington D.C. This

demonstration drew an estimated 350,000 war protestors,

and a couple of thousand war supporters. ABC evening

news began its coverage that evening with a two to three

minute story about the "thousands of supporters" then

about 10 seconds to the "several thousand anti-war

demonstrators." The picture painted for the American

public was of a large pro-war rally marred by a small

group of miscreants. It was truly Orwellian.

While polls show that the majority of the Amencan peo-

ple support greater constraints upon media coverage of

the war, it needs to be pointed out that there is already

just one story coming through the mainstream media; that

is the point of view of the government, filtered through

the perspectives of the various media organizations.

In essence, the mainstream media has become a fourth

arm of the government. This is a recipe for fascism. If re-

cent polls speak the truth, one might reasonably fear that

the "majority" of Americans will be cheering their ap-

proval and support as we are herded into a state of mar-

tial law. We need to start asking ourselves "What is

news," and "Who is creating it?" And why?

Steve Moore is a UMass student

The second casualty of war: Youth
_..._... ^ i i- _>_ i-. „* rn.^,,^A Fnv^ac IroaH' tank Hrivprs t're

The front page photo in Friday's Collegian framed

Private First Class Nolan sun bathing on an M1A1

Abrams tank in Saudi Arabia.

I wondered why "M1A1 Abrams" was familiar. While

rummaging through papers, I came across a Christmas

card from a friend at West Point. I looked at the picture

he sent of himself in uniform in his dorm-like room. Then

I noticed it. He had an M1A1 Abrams poster on the in-

side of his door, no doubt extolling the features of the tank.

The backside of the photo read: "Sometime in October,

1990." U.S. troops were already in Saudi by then. I wonder

how iong the M1A1 has been in use, and what percentage

of Army personnel is qualified to operate the tank.

Adiien Matt

The connection between soil here and sand over there

hits home with me because I, like many of you, know guys

that are there. .

Pat and I go back a couple of years. His older sister and

I are close friends. She was married in August, and in

August, the last thing on Pat's mind was his sister s wed-

ding. Pat was stationed at Fort Knox.

Pat told me about the tanks he drove, how high-tech

they had become in a short span of time, and how much

he enjoyed his job. Secretary of Defense Dick Cheney s

dismantling of Army ground forces put Pat out of a job

at Fort Knox. In July he got word he would be in Ger-

many in December, driving tanks over there.

In August Pat spoke of "that huge ashtray - of how

the halls were getting more and more empty as President

George Bush called on the professional soldiers, the na-

tion's finest ground forces (read: tank drivers from Fort

Knox).

The day the bombing started a Cable News Network

field reporter broadcast that the United States' newest

ground forces were in place, "fresh from Germany." She

said it so matter-of-factly I almost didn't catch her words.

I halted midway through the room upon hearing "ground

troops fresh in from Germany." My heart skipped a beat

_ Pat's there. Wow. He's only 22. That's so young.

Two weeks prior I had heard that my father's girlfriend's

son was in Saudi Arabia. We went to high school together.

An Air Force pilot, he was given leave for Christmas. His

mother Carol said she wondered if it was the last time

she would see him. I'm sure his wife is wondering the

same - and he's only 20.

They say the first casualty of war is the truth. It truth

is the first, youth is a tight second. That kind of experience

has got to age you. I know my father returned from Viet-

nam with more than calendar years behind him.

I was in Los Angeles on Jan. 16. Even in California it

was hard not to stay in and watch the news. I looked at

CNN for the first hours of the bombing - completely

mesmerized - thinking "We're at war."

Plans to drive down to San Diego, the country's largest

Naval Base, were delayed as I stared at the TV, agape.

Somehow I got on Interstate 5 and leaned forward to catch

every word on a National Public Radio station. I watch-

ed the moderate traffic and its drivers, wondering if they

knew we were at war.
. ^ ,.

As the burnt orange sun was setting over the Pacific

Ocean to my left, it happened upon the silhouettes of U.S.

Naval ships off the coast, and all I could think was,
'
My

country's at war."

Adrien Matt is a Collegian staff member

«AT LEAST NOWWE KNOW WHERE THE PRESIDENT STANDS ON CIVIL RIGHTS/"

This tragedy should

have been prevented
This past Sunday I decided to get up early to study.

My ambition was shattered, however, when I learned

from my roommate that his brother's apartment had

burned down and a friend, Joseph Pirog, had died in

the fire. I was stunned. I had seen Jay two days earlier

at the coffee shop. I was further stunned to learn that

a second person, Matthew Peterson, was injured in the

fire and was in critical condition. Sadly, he died of his

injuries early Tuesday morning. The most tragic aspect

of this fire is that it may have been avoided if there

had been just one smoke detector in the house.

When the well-intentioned Amherst Town Meeting

approved the the smoke detector bylaw last May, I

questioned why landlords were given up to 12 months

to comply. I can understand the need for a grace period

in order to install the smoke detectors, but why not

make it for 90 days? Or even 180 days? Certainly this

would give landlords sufficient time to install the

detectors.

I remember thinking how horrible it would be if a

death occurred during the 12 month grace period due

to the lack of a smoke detector. I suppose that I could

have written a letter to the Collegian or to an Amherst

newspaper, but I figured "What good would it do?"

Perhaps if I had not been so apathetic I would have

made a difference this past Sunday. Perhaps I could

be havng a beer with Jay at the Amherst Social Club

today instead of attending his funeral.

There is a simple lesson here, and it took this tragedy

to make me realize it: One person can make a dif-

ference. It is true that I would never have seen the fruit

of my effort, but Jay or Matt might be alive today

because of it.

As a non-resident of Amherst, I appeal to the

townspeople to call a special session of the Town

Meeting to discuss the immediate implementation of

the smoke detector bylaw. If need be, give landlords

seven days to comply. This may seem like a short period

of time, but they've already had nine months to comply.

I think it's sad that it took two deaths to motivate

me into writing this letter. It shouldn't have had to

come to this. Everybody seems-to be trying to find some

good in all this tragedy. For me, I hope it's this letter.

I know it can't bring them back, but perhaps it will

help avert this kind of tragedy in the future.

Michael Savio
Amherst

The other occupation:

Remember Palestine
"They are burying us alive. They are burying our

childhood." These are the words of Hana, a young girl liv-

ing in the city of Neblus, a city on Palestine's occupied

West Bank. The matter of which she speaks is the Israeli

invasion and the subsequent abuse of Palestinians, young

and old alike, by the Israeli Army. The quote itself is

taken from a documentary, "Children of Fire," recently

shown here at UMass. The film focuses on the effects of

the Occupation through the eyes of the children. The

children of Palestine feel their homeland slipping away

from them, being stolen away from them, and with this

loss of homeland comes the feeling of a loss of childhood

and innocence. These are children who were forced to

become adults far ahead of their time in the face of

machine gunfire, beatings, and all of the violence

associated with an occupation.

The documentary depicts scenes ofsmall school children

throwing stones at the Israeli soldiers in the only kind

of self-defense they know. They dream of someday becom-

ing soldiers and of driving the Israeli Army out of their

land and restoring peace and unity to Palestine.

How many of us have forgotten the Intifada and its

struggle for freedom? Or for that matter, how many of us

even knew, understood, or cared from the start? To be fair,

no one can blame us, the American people, for we are

limited to what the mass media choose to reveal to us,

and, in the wake of the current Gulf War, many other

world events, such as the Baltic fight for freedom, as well

as the Intifada, have been overshadowed.

I support the United States government, our govern-

ment in all its endeavors, yet I ask of them, is it fair to

immediately respond to the plight of Kuwaitis while ig-

noring the injustices being incurred by the Palestinians

of the West Bank? The United States government has ex-

pressed displeasure towards Israeli policy, and the United

Nations has admonished their policies, as well.

Displeasure is not enough. The government must stand

behind its words, and we in turn must stand behind our

government and work for peace in Palestine. End the In-

tifada: End the Occupation.
Darcey L. Francis

Amherst

"Patriotism is the veneration of real estate above prin-

ciples."

— George Jean Nathan
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SGA
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students if they were aware that the SGA has no

constitution.

"I am appalled at the lack of knowledge Vice Chancellor

Dennis Madson has shown about the SGA, and his

deliberate attempts to force certain answers," he said.

"He was unaware that the SGA constitution exists,

shown by Question 19. He stated that the Senate could

not draft a new constitution itself, reading Questional,

and he did not ask if any students knew, or felt comfor-

table approaching the SGA officers," continued Markuns.

Sen Dave Gagne also said the survey was inaccurate

"In talking to manv students, they are unsure as to what

has really happened," said Gagne. "Without the

knowledge of the SGA or its background, it is hard to

make any sound judgement. That is why the SAREO poll,

I feel, is not an adequate response."

***********************************************************

• Early Bird Specials 3 months $80

j • Pro-Rated
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Marines scare
Iraqi intruders
NEAR THE KUWAIT BORDER (AP) - Marines

guarding their camp got a lesson in how close the war

really is when a dozen figures appeared about 200

yards out in the darkness.

A sentry shouted "Halt!" and the figures hit the

ground. The jumpy Marines grabbed their guns and

locked and loaded. The unexpected guests jumped up

and ran.

The Marines believe the men were "line-walkers,"

or Iraqi deserters coming across the border to give

themselves up, said Capt. Doug Simmang, 31, of

Dallas, Texas, commanding officer of the 2nd Marine

Division infantry company.

'We scared them off, but we learned our lesson," Sim-

mang said. Since then, leaflets with a list of simple

commands in Arabic - "Hands up," "Surrender,"

"Stop or I'll shoot" are a few - have been distributed

to the troops in hopes of easing communication

problems.

ROUTE 9. HAOLEY • S86-4463
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Buy ANY Large Pizza l Buv ANY-F

0°™°!^ GET A SMALL
Am

o
ei

St

ffif
y !l-'TEM PIZZA

South Hadley

535-1111

i

i

i

i

i

i

i

i

.30c

Expires 3 30-91

1 coupon per order

Buv ANY-Pizza

Get a 2nd of

equal or lesser

value for only

$1.99

i

expires 3-30-91

1 coupon per order

Buy ANY-Large

Pizza for the

PRICE OF A
SMALL PIZZA

1
expires 3-30-91

not good with

any other oiler

AREA COORDINATORS

AMHERST COLLEGE IS SEEKING CANDIDATES FOR TWO FULL

TIME AND ONE HALF-TIME NINE AND A HALF MONTH AREA

COORDINATOR POSITIONS BEGINNING ON AUGUST 15, 1991.

THEY WILL BE RESPONSIBLE FOR THE TRAINING AND SUPER-

VISION OF RESIDENT COUNSELORS PLUS A RANGE OF SUPER-

VISORY ADVISING AND ADMINISTRATIVE FUNCTIONS FOR A

CLUSTER OF RESIDENCE HALLS THE FULL TIME POSITIONS

WILL ALSO INCLUDE SPECIFIC PROGRAM-WIDE RESPON-

SIBILITIES COORDINATING CULTURAL/EDUCATIONAL PRO-

GRAMS AND STAFF SELECTION OF SIX SOCIAL ACTIVITIES

COUNCILS QUALIFICATIONS: BACHELOR'S DEGREE BY MAY

1991 ABILITY TO RELATE WELL TO STUDENTS; AND ORGANIZA-

TIONAL AND COUNSELING SKILLS PREVIOUS EXPERIENCE IN

RESIDENTIAL LIFE AND/OR RELATED MASTERS DEGREE
PREFERRED COMPENSATION: FULL TIME POSITION-
APPROXIMATELY $13,000 PLUS BENEFITS HALF-TIME
POSITION—$4 300 ALL POSITIONS INCLUDE ROOM AND BOARD
SUBMIT RESUME. COVER LETTER STATING INTEREST AND
QUALIFICATIONS. AND THREE LETTERS OF REFERNCE TO

CHARRI BOYKIN—EAST, ASSISTANT DEAN OF STUDENTS, BOX
2206. AMHERST COLLEGE. AMHERST, MA 01002 BY MARCH 1 1

.

1991

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITYfAFFIRMATIVE ACTION EMPLOYER

UHtA-

basketball

2 People Will Be Sent to:

PHILADELPHIA for the

Atlantic 10

Championship Playoffs,
includes:

- transportation

- overnight accommodations
- tickets ##fc?i*?:cr?!»?c*f

- spending money

DON'T
FORGET!!

fofl

The Priority Deadline
to file the Financial
Aid Form (FAF) is

March 1st. It is very
important to file

on time

THE PUB-15 East Pleasant St, Amherst
JOE'S CAFE-33 Market Street, Northampton

Hurryl-Deadline is February 24, 1991

ARTS & LIVING
Origin of and debate
over the word "jazz"
By BILL ROSENBLATT
Collegian Staff

The word "jazz" is part of our English

vocabulary as well as that of many other

languages by adoption. But where did the

word come from? What does it mean? The

answers are not widely known and are par-

ticularly relevant during African-

American History Month.

The Harvard Dictionary ofMusic claims

that the word came into usage around

1917, and that its origins are unknown.

Well, maybe unknown to the Harvard

folks. "Jazz," like the music it has come to

denote, comes from the same place as all

other Black cultural elements: Africa. It is

derived from the West African word

"jasm," meaning "sex."

Substitute a different vowel and you may
get the idea. You'll also understand one of

the reasons why some African-Americans

object to the term. The music's connection

with sex comes from the fact that it was

played at brothels in New Orleans early in

this century. Presumably, "jasm" was a

word much used there, and the White

clientele chose to identify it with the music.

It was known initially as "music to jazz

by," or more simply "jazz music."

You may already know that the Blues,

another major African-American musical

idiom, are rife with sexual innuendo. "I'm

the Honeydripper," "Shake Your

Moneymaker," "Wang Dang Doodle" and

many other songs would have mortified the

Tipper Gores of the 30s through 50s if the

entertainment industry weren't so

segregated. "Rock 'n' roll," which evolved

from the Blues, was also a euphemism for

sex.

But "jazz" was different in a very impor-

tant way: the term was coined by Whites,

who controlled the music business (still do)

— not by the African-American musicians

themselves, who coined the term "rock 'n'

roll" and titled their own Blues songs. To

"jazz" musicians, the music probably didn't

have a label, but was simply the music they

created on Western instruments since the

White slavemasters banned their tradi-

tional African drums.
This is the main reason why some feel

that "jazz" is a racist term; sometimes the

same is said about names for sub-genres of

the music such as "Dixieland," "swing"

and "bebop." All were invented by White

musicians or critics.

Of course, there are other objections to

the word "jazz." Jazz musicians are artists,

and few true artists like having their work

pigeonholed with a word or phrase. Just

ask Pat Metheny how he likes being call-

ed a "fusion guitarist" or REM how they

like being called "college pop."

In any case, various people have propos-

ed alternatives to "jazz." All have their

CONTINUED ON PAGE 8

There "s nothing like Legend and

Lady Legend! The most unique

college rings ever designed-

only available from ArtCarved.

This popular professional look

offers more ways to person-

alize your college ring.

Don't delay- visit your

ArtCarved represen-

tative during this

special sales event

to see Legend and

the many other

styles available.

/IRTC/1RVED
Date: Feb 18-22 ONLY Time: 9:30-3:30

Place: Bookstore .

Last time for guaranteed graduation delivery!
Sprcul Payment H«"» Avalabk

j

The 14th Annual
PROFESSIONAL AGRICULTURE CONVENTION

Student
Displays

Industrial

Exhibits

Guest Speakers

Free AdmissionMeadow
Muffin

Contest
Monday

FEBRUARY 25, 1991

10 am - 4 pm
UMASS CAMPUS CENTER AUDITORIUM

Sponsored by:

STOCKBRIDGE SCHOOL OF AGRICULTURE
Guest Speakers:
RM 163 C

Free Admission
10:30 Dave Swendsen

"Natural Resource Law Enforcement"
12:30 Dan Beaudette

"Agriculture Financing"

2:00 Paul Millette

"Today's Farmer Complying with Todays Environmental Laws"

Jones
9 display is more

than it appears to be
By LEAH ARINIELLO
Collegian Staff

Afro Am 110 and Women's Studies

187 aren't the only ways to get a crash

course in culture. In celebration of Black

History Month and International

Women's Week, become enlightened

through art.

Behind the red and green doors of the

New Africa House, in the Augusta

Savage Gallery, is a collection of art that

gives insight into the human condition

that words in textbooks find hard to

Art Review

relay. The artist, Brenda Jones, displays

what seem to be ordinary portraits of

black men and women. But the colors,

shading and details bring out emotions

from a troubled past.

"The Storyteller," a series of three

portraits charged with bright red and

green oils, depicts a man in a rocking

chair. In a somber suit he rocks back

and forth while his hands passionately

try to be the voice of his tales. What
could he be trying to say?

"Do Not Go Gentle Into the Good
Night," the name of another series, and

also the title of a poem by Dylan

Thomas, continues the theme of the

storyteller's tales. One portrait uses

reds and yellows to convey the tiredness

and agony of an old woman. Why is

there so much pain wrinkled into her

face? In a separate painting, "Dancers,"

there is a young woman dancing in a

washed out background. She has no

harsh crevices on her face because she

has no expression. Where are her eyes,

her nose... her smile?

"1 Know Why The Caged Bird Sings"

is a collection of collages and drawings.

Pastels form a girl with a puzzled ex

pression desperately peering from

behind the bars of a cage. Why is she in

there?

The storyteller might be trying to say

that even in all her pain, the old woman
still grabs on to her last breath, the

woman with all her sadness continues

to dance and the young girl trapped still

sings. The storyteller says never give up

life for death.

"Do not go gentle into that Good Night;

Rage, rage against the dying light"—

Thomas.
Brenda Jones' exhibit is up until

March 7. Who knows whose cage you

might open with your new knowledge.

Summer!
Make it the Best
Work with us at Thompson's Clam Bar,

the finest seaside restaurant on Cape Cod.

We currently have outstanding opportunities

for talented individuals to join our team.

Candidates should call Cheryl at (508) 432-1000

to arrange an interview.

* Porters
* Bus Persons
* Dining Room WaitstafF

* Cocktail Waitstaff

* Dishwashers
* Prep Cooks
* Line Cooks CLAM BAR

Snow Inn Road • Harwichport, MA 02646 • 508-432-1000

Summer!
Make it the Best
Work with us at the Wychmere Harbor

Hotel and Beach Club, the finest seaside

resort on Cape Cod. We currently have

outstanding opportunities for talented individuals

to join our team. Candidates should call Cheryl at

(508) 432-1000 to arrange an interview.

* Breakfast Cook
* Cold Prep
* Line Cooks
* Assistant Night Line

Supervisor

* Dishwashers

Waitstaff (Full and Part Time)

Night Security

Commissary

Beach Attendants

Receptionists

Snack Bar

Busing

Porters

Bellhops

Front Desk Staff

Cashiers

Laundry

Snow Inn Road • Harwichport, MA 02646 • 508-432-1000

WYCHMERE HARBOR
HotefandBead) Club
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Carter, Higgins and Walton are a Tight trio
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By JAMES MOLESWORTH
Collegian Correspondent

Cedar Walton, Billy Higgins and Ron
Carter
Iron Horse
February 19

Ceder Walton, Billy Higgins and Ron

Carter, a trio? No, more like an oligarchy

of the jazz world with their performance the

other night cementing that title. By the

end of the evening however, it seemed more

like the Ron Carter/Billy Higgins Duo.

with accompaniment from Cedar Walton.

PAD offers courses
Performing Arts Department Study

Discounts, available from the UMass
Arts Council, for study in music and

dance are available for eight weeks of

group study in ballet, popular guitar,

violin and piano. These courses are set

to begin the first week in March.

The courses that will be offered are:

ballet for beginners, on Monday and

Wednesday mornings; violin for teens

and adults, on Thursday evening; two

afternoon piano classes for beginners, on

Tuesdays and Thursdays; and popular

guitar for beginners, on Thursday

evenings.

Private instruction is also available in

voice, guitar, piano and band and or-

chestra instruments. Registration will

take place through Thursday, Feb. 28 at

the PAD office in the Old Chapel on

UMass.
- DANIELLE DOWLING

And while it may have been Ron Carter's

group, the night belonged to Billy Higgins.

Billy Higgins is truly a master. His brush

work is unparalleled. His entire drum set

would transform into a deep warm, red

glowing fire, and his brushes were the mar-

shmallows, held in the flame just long

enough so that they turned the perfect

shade of brown, just the way you liked

them as a kid.

Standing tall as his bass, Ron Carter let

sail the kind of notes that should make all

bass players green with envy. Then he'd

cruise through his signature "glisses," that

should make all bass players even greener.

Near the end of the second set, Ron Carter

and Billy Higgins played a duo piece which

I'll be humming for weeks, as they chang-

ed tempos and went through long series of

individualistic chord progressions, yet

always returned to the melody perfectly in

sync.

As for Cedar Walton, he put in a fine per-

formance, yet seemed to be satisfied with

staying in the background. He didn't take

a solo all evening. His right hand tinkled

over the ivories like five little butterflies,

but he only teased with his left, keeping the

way clear for the Java like warmth of

Carter's bass play.

This group is tight, with a capital "T."

Their chord punctuations, as a group,

would hit you like a sip of scotch, a slight

bite at first, then mellowing into a warm
glow that engulfs your entire body. The

"trio" exhibited the highest level of play

that you can find, and to borrow from the

popular beer advertisement:

"It doesn't get any better than this.

jazz

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 7

merits, but none of them seem ideal.

"Black Classical" is heard perhaps most

often. This term attempts to put jazz on the

same level as "European Classical" (or

what most of us know as just "classical"),

and this is certainly deserved. But to me,

"classical" implies "dead" and "wax

museum," i.e., the purely Western notion

of art for art's sake. Yet jazz is very much
alive and partially non-Western.

Archie Shepp, UMass Afro-Am professor

and musical giant, uses the term "Afro-

American Instrumental." This term suc-

ceeds in avoiding being value-laden, but it

ignores the fact that some of the music is

vocal, and that most great jazz instrumen-

talists are said to achieve "vocal quality"

on their axes.

Living drumming legend and UMass ad-

junct music faculty member Max Roach

prefers "America's Classical Music," as

does Dr. Fred Tillis, music professor and

Fine Arts Center Director. Jazz is this

country's most important musical-cultural

product, but the term obscures its African

heritage, and in any case I still have pro-

blems with the connotations of "classical."

There have been others, and I have tried

several out myself, but I keep coming back

to "jazz." It is easier to say, it is used by

most musicians nowadays, and the vast

majority of the public is unaware of its

unflattering origins. No one thinks ofNew
Orleans whorehouses in the context of

Duke Ellington or John Coltrane, while in

contrast, "n*gg*r" evokes immediate im-

ages of slavery and blatant cracker racism.

Shorn of its origins, "jazz" is a non-

committal word. It avoids the challenge of

trying to be purely factual by not trying at

all; it describes by not describing, in a Zen

sort of way. It's flexible enough to allow for

the often healthy debate on what is and

isn't jazz. And now that you've read this

column, at least you are aware that some

people don't consider it harmless. Today,

"jazz" stands as a positive word for a

positive music. It may not be perfect, but

it's . . . well . . . close enough for jazz.
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This Sunday, February 24th

the
LOUNGE

will open at 4 PM

so you don't miss any of the

action when
UMass takes on Rutgers

THIS FRIDAY 2-6 PM

THE TOC
SEAFOOD BAR

PEEL 'N' EAT
SHRIMP

$ 4.25/HALF DOZ

FRESH
STEAMERS

$ 4.50/'BUCKET'

I

AND 12 OZ DRAFTS
MICHELOB $ 1.15

SAM ADAMS $1.45
(BOSTON ALE)

ONLY AT THE TOC LOUNGE
11th FLOOR CAMPUS CENTER

DOONESBURY
By GARRY TRUDEAU

THE EAR SIDE
By GARY LARSON
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PEST COrf

CALVIN AND HOBBES

OK, ma'am — it's dead. In the future, however, it's

always a good idea to check your shoe each time

you and the kids return home."

By BILL VATTERSON
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CALVIN AND HOBBES By BILL VATTERSON
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NOTICE
Mandatory Staff

meeting today at 2 p.m.

in the newsroom

DAILY CROSSVORD PUZZLE
Edited By TRUDE MCHEL JAFFE
ACROSS

1 Please, in a

way
5 Demolished, in

Devon
10 Short-billed

swamp bird

14 Twist

15 Venerate

16 Ended
17 Diva S lorte

18 Extreme (right

19 Give up
20 Bettor's

stamping
grounds

23 A Turner

24 Educators gp
25 Very small

28 Submission to

destiny

33 Solo

34 Seethes

35 Nero s 151

36 Writer Lardner

37 Member ol the

birch lamily

38 Prejudice

39 Airline abbr

40 Adjust

components
41 Mountain crest

42 Representative

44 Trapper

45 Able seaman
46 Like — of

bricks

47 Slot machines

55 Seaweed
56 Perfect 10'

57 Concerning

58 Get up
59 Light lunch

60 Put away
61 Malt drinks

62 Armored
vehicles

63 Coal containers

DOWN
1 Party line?

2 Radiance

3 Cut a bit

4 Making possible

5 Plunder

6 Turkish city

7 Ditty

8 Leif s father

9 Wine bottle

10 Kind of climber

11 Baker s need

12 Renovate
13 God of war
21 Tardy

22 Blue waters

25 Reduced
26 The best

27 Like a musical

sound
28 Sweet treat

29 That last word

30 Colder

31 Blackboard

32 Penny pincher

34 Dart to and fro

37 Scaremonger
38 Wave a weapon

about

40 Culture medium
41 Shortly

43 Old time

storehouses

44 Hunts
46 Toward the

rear

47 Green
vegetable

48 Diamond or

Armstrong

49 Otherwise

50 Author

Ferber

51 Cult hero

James
52 Concerned

with

53 Walked
54 Stitches

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE:
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rtENU
LUNCH

Fish munchies

American chop suey

BASICS LUNCH
Fish muiuhies

.Macaroni and tomatoes

DINNER
N. E. scrod

Chicken fajita

BASICS DINNER
Potato mushroom delight

Chicken fajita

YOUR DAILY HOROSCOPE
By JEANE DIXON

ARIES (March 21-April 19): Do
more than is required if hoping

to impress higher-ups. New
alliances are benificial. Seek ex-

perts' advice on investments.

Community events hold special

interest for seniors.

TAURUS (April 20-May 20): A
clash of wills is sure to bring

issues forward. You will win big

if you make intelligent conces-

sions. An older person offers in-

valuable advice; follow it to the

letter.

GEMINI (May 21-June 20):

Conduct your own research.

Other people are only too hap-

py to follow your lead. Your self-

confidence grows by leaps

and bounds. Romance looks

wonderful! Develop a dormant
talent.

CANCER (June 21-Jully 22): A
teen-ager responds to en-

couragement not lectures, Be

a good listener. Get together

with old friends for some inex-

pensive fun. A potluck supper

or dessert party holds appeal.

LEO (July 23-Aug 22): Subsritue

telephone marketing for ex-

pensive travel. Your romantic

feelings for someone are

reciprocated. A prized relation-

ship becomes even more
meaningful. Wear your heart on

your sleeve.

VIROO (Aug 23-Sept 22):

Tighten your financial belt and
enlist family's cooperation.

Complete Important paper-

work before leaving the office.

A chance social encounter

could lead to new romance.

Go slow.

LIBRA (Sept 23-Oct 22): A
financial gamble will pay off!

Put extra profits back into the

business. A well-timed career

move will bring new prestige.

Many people want to climb

aboard your success train. Be

choosy.

SCORPIO (Oct 23-Nov 21): The

work scene will be lively today.

Make decisions about in-

vestments, savings and in-

surance based on facts not

hunches. Your investigative skill

is a major asset, use it wisely.

SAGITATARIUS (Nov 22-Dec

21): Your appearance tells

others a great deal about you.

Buy high quality clothes when
they go on sale. Someone from

your past asks a special favor

Cooperate if it does not involve

money.

CAPRICORN (Dec 22-Jan 19):

Make allowances for your part-

ner's occasional mistakes. Big

gains are possible in family rela-

tions if you put yourself on the

line. Show your children your

tender side.

AQUARIUS (Jan 20-Feb 18):

Have the courage of your con-

victions. Higher-ups will be im-

pressed with your

perseverance. Look for

bargains in electronics, fashion

and cars. Retail at home this

evening.

PISCES (Feb 19-March 20): By

being truthful you will improve

a close relationship. Investigate

stocks and real estate as possi-

ble investments. An older per-

son's advice is right on target.
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Women's track Men's track

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 12

Mo Meldrim qualified for the New
Englands last week with a stellar perfor-

mance and now she would like to keep the

momentum going in the 5000 meter race.

According to LaFreniere, Lennice

Johnson will compete in the 600-yard race

and should perform well.

The UMass throwers will also make an

appearance at B U.. LaFreniere will look

to Samone Marissua in the shot put and

Diane Ozzolek in the 20-lb weight.

In the 4x800-meter relay, LaFreniere will

send out a formidable foursome in Becky

Johnson, Crocker, Liljeblad and Ambrose.

"If Cathy Crocker feels okay, then our

relay should be strong," LaFreniere said.

"There is no way we will beat Providence,

but we could finish 2nd or 3rd."

"Overall I would like the team to finish

anywhere in the top ten. That will be nice,

but it will be tough," LaFreniere said. "We
will need our sick people to get better and
have the rest of the team perform to their

abilities."

Laigest College Daily in New England

THE MASSACHUSETTS Established in 1890

Daily Collegian
113 Campus Center

STAFF MEETING
TODAY
at 2:30

IN THE NEVSROOrt
Business, News and Graphics must attend.

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 12

performances from the individuals on the

team they could finish as high as fifth or

sixth in the competition.

All of the other UMass athletes will be

competing in the trial heats in their events

on Friday. The top finishers from the Fri-

day trials will advance to the finals, which

will be run on Saturday.

Kevin Walters will compete in two events

for the Minutemen. He will be looking to

advance to the finals both in the 55 and the

200.

"Walters is a solid bet to pick up some

points in both events," O'Brien said.

Steve Brown, coming off of an undefeated

dual meet season and a second place finish

in the Eastern Conference Meet, should ad

vance to the finals in the 400. He enters

the meet seeded third.

O'Brien also hopes to advance Matt

Simon in the 1500. He is seeded eighth in

the meet.

Also competing for the Minutemen will

be Bill Wallace and Ben Nichols in the

1000, Jeff White in the 55 hurdles, Pat

Ryan in the 5000 and the 4 x 400 and 4 x

800 relay teams.

gymnastics
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 12

Mitchell said that being at home is cer-

tainly an advantage.

The crowd plays a key role and the athletes

expect a certain course of events. UMass'

strongest event is the floor exercise and

Mitchell says his team can extend their

lead or make up for lost points during this

last event.

A strong performance is expected from

Tammy Marshall and freshman Margaret

Furtado. Also competing in the all-around

will be Erin Kleir and Kim Grady.

Everyone who comes up has to come

through,' said Mitchell.

There is also the possibility of seeing a

new face on the balance beam Sunday.

Transfer student Dayna Curran, formally

of the University of New Mexico is

awaiting the Assistant coach's decision as

to whether or not she will make the line-

up for Sunday's meet.

Mitchell said the team must do what they

are capable of and not have many breaks.

He said that breaks in a meet at this level

of competition could be very costly

UMass to host

fencing tourney
If you didn't understand why your

mother told you not to play with sharp

objects, perhaps Boyden Field House is

the place for you to be tomorrow

afternoon.

The University of Massachusetts Fen-

cing Club will be hosting the men's New
England Collegiate Fencing Champion-

ship. The tournament is to be held on

Saturday, February 23, from 11 a.m. to

7 p.m. in the Boyden Gymnasium.

Among the schools to attend are Har-

vard, Brown, MIT, Trinity and the

University of Connecticut.

UMass fencing club president Edward

Roaf, Jr. said that both men's and

women's teams from UMass will be com-

peting. He noted that both teams have

a good chance to do well.

The UMass fencing club currently has

a record of 3-1. They have defeated

teams from the Univerrsity of Connec-

ticut, Trinity College and Fairfield

University.
-GREG SUKIENNIK
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5 Academy Award Nominations

"MAGNIFICENT AND MOVING"
*t« T'MfvlOUlNGlIGM

C Y rA N O

A Mm by JEAN-PAUL RATTENEAU

Starts Friday
Cyrano de Bergerac

weekdays and Friday at 8:15 and 8:50 pm/Sat and Sun at

3:30, 8:15 and 8:50

D E B G E R A C

Texanville
weekdays at 6:50 and 8:15 pm/Fri, Sat and Sun at 4:25, 6:50

and 9:15 pm
••First Show on Fri, Sat and Sun is $3.50 admission**

••No discount on Friday first show/Sat and Hun flrat show 13.50
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Men 's hoop
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throws and finished with a game-high 20 points. Mik
Kilgore scored 16 points and grabbed 1 1 rebounds and Vic

Carstarphen made four of six three-pointers to add 16.

The win, coupled with Duquesne's upset win over

Rutgers last night, elevated the Owls (19-7, 12-4 in the

Atlantic 10) to a tie for first place in the league. UMass
dropped to 16-9, 9-7.

"We wondered all along how we'd shape up without

(Macon)," said Temple coach John Chaney. "I figured we
had a chance if Mik Kilgore played well ... I said to my
players "forget about Mark Macon. Be yourself and give

us what we need.'"

Macon sprained his right ankle Tuesday night against

Rhode Island and did not make the trip to Amherst. He
is expected to miss at least one more game.

The Owls never missed a beat. After Jim McCoy scored

the first two times he touched the ball and Will Herndon

pogoed over Temple's James Spears for a one-handed dunk

on an offensive rebound, Temple took a 20-8 lead with a

13-2 run that featured two consecutive three-point bombs

from Carstarphen.
Spears hit a soft-touch baseline jumper that pushed

Temple's lead to 13 points with 4:25 in the first half and

earned a kiss from Chaney.

UMass came alive thereafter, stretching a 154 run over

the last four minutes of the first half into the the early

minutes of the second and taking a 41-39 lead on a Barbee

jumper.

Rafer Giles, playing his last home game, kept the

Minutemen even with three three-pointers in a six minute

span midway through the half, the last of which left

UMass within a point, at 59-58, with 6:10 to play.

But that was as close as the Minutemen would come.

With Hodgp-leading the way, the Owls dominated from

there on out.

UMass now turns its attention to Sunday's date at

Rutgers. The Scarlet Knights have won 10 of their last

1 1 — the lone loss coming at the hands of the No. 1 team

in the country, UNLV — before last night's Duquesne mat-

chup. Forward Keith Hughes is making a run at A- 10

Player of the Year honors, averaging 20.7 points and 9.7

rebounds a game. December in the Cage, Mike Jones hit

a 10-foot jump shot with two seconds left to lift Rutgers

to a 67-65 win.

Temple, 80-70

Strickland 4-5 O-O 8, Kilgore 4-11 6-11 16; Carstarphen 4-7 4-8 16. Harden

3-5 3-6 lO; Spears 4-6 2-2 lO. Randolph O-O O-O O Totals 23-42 27-41

80
Massachusetts (70) .-,»*,
Williams 3-6 3-4 9. Herndon 2-6 O-O 4; Tate 2-2 O-O 4; Giles 4-12 O-O

12. McCoy 7-18 4-4 18: Barbee 6-18 3-6 17; Brown 2-5 2-3 6, Meyer O-O

O-O O Totals 26-67 12-17 70
Harttime Temple 39. Massachusetts 37 Three point goals Cartar-

phen 4. Kilgore 2. Harden. Giles 4. Barbee 2 Rebounds Temple 33

(Kilgore 11). Massachusetts 37 (Barbee 6) Assists Temple 7 (Kilgore

3). Massachusetts 12 (Barbee Brown 4) Total fouls Temple 16.

Massachusetts 25 Fouled out Williams. A - 4.058

Collegian photo by Carrie Wyeth

Jim McCoy led the UMass basketball team with 18 points last night, but

Temple put five players in double - figures in their win over the

Minutemen last night at the Cage.

Wtimcn* Shoo, (. Imhmv & An.'cv*>»K7>

/jnru • IM7 NiKih Pleasant Street • AmhetM

4IV2SV3903

Classifieds
COME TO THE COLLEGIAN OEfiCE-CC nmON THimsmJ:30.DEADUNE2DAnmOKTOPVBL,CAT!QN.CASH ,NADVANCE, 2WWQRLVDAYE0RSTUDENTS

ACTIVITIES

25 * CLUB: General meeting/social

Discuss activities, elections, socialize

Thursday, 2/28. Campus Center room 917.

7:30pm Dues $3 to vote

AMHERST. 1 BEDROOM AVAILABLE IN 3

BEDROOM, NEW HOUSE ON BUS LINE.

FIREPLACE. BEAUTIFUL!' AVAILABLE

NOW CALL 8-4, 665-3326

AMHERST CENTER, quiet 'com. bus, walk

UMass $275- laundry, utilities included

549-0484

ATTENTION PAGANS! UMPSO meeting

Sunday 7 00 in the Campus Cent

805-809 Topic
Projection

lor discussion: Astral

HIPPEST HOUSE in the world wants

housemate -Hatfield, rustic, 5 min from

Noho 230 + 247-5248

BLUEWALL DANCE, cash bar. first titty

free -February, Friday 22. 9-1am -I S A

STUDIO IN AMHERST $460 w/utite Call

Scott 253-0820 After 6pm

COME JOIN US at Friday night services

with Julius and Carolyn Lester Feb 22

-7pm in the Hillel House Lounge.

THE KINGDOM OF
rGOOisXCELEBRA-

TION! Come experience it! Inter Varsity

Christian Fellowship meeting tonight

7 30pm Campus Center rm 162

WINTER SPECIAL: 1 month rent 99 cents

with one year lease

2 Bedroom- $450
3 Bedroom- $537
Sunderland, free bus route, laundry

facilities, swimming pool, garden plots,

short term lease available 665-3856

HELP WANTED

GREAT SUMMER OPPORTUNITY
Jewish co-ed residential camp seeks

counselors and specialists Captiol Camps,

located in the beautiful Catoctin Mountains,

one hour from Washington DC offers ten-

nis, water sports, natuve, arts, video, gym-

nastics, radio, drama, journalism, etc It you

are interested in the challenges and excite-

ment of working with campers in grades

3-10, we want you on our team. Good
salaries, great fun 1 Our director will be at

the camp fair on March 5 For more infor-

mation and an appointment, call

1-800-783-2208

HELP WANTEDFull or part time Apply in

person Copycat Print Shop. 228 Triangle

Street Amherst

CONGRATULATIONS TO THE new
pledges ol Kappa Kappa Gamma: Jen,

Monica, Kim, Joanne, Karla, Heather, Jill.

Suzanne, Sharon, Knsten. Jen, Lisa, Nicole,

Michelle, Alexis. Michelle. Emily, Melanie

Love the sisters of KKG

CONGRATULATIONS TO THE new

pledges of Sigma Kappa!

Paige Sarah, Tracy, Suzanne, Candace,

Knsten. Elizabeth, Darcie. Susan, Dana.

Jeanne, Jennie, Tami, Davina, Jamie. Kel-

ly, Kathy, Laura, Jodi, Suzanne and Jen

We are so proud!

Love, the sisters ot Sigma Kappa

ON FEBRUARY 18, 1991
A person lit himself on fire

in the name of

Peace
Please think about that today

TO THE ADMIRING man in Chadboume
(Pete)- Thanks for the rose, it made my
V-day!
A flattered woman in Baker

SUBLET

GREAT APARTMENT 2 mi off campus -

North Amherst -Big yard, storage, perfect

for two people Available now! Call 549-6027

TRAVEL

RESUME SERVICE

PERSONALIZED CONSULTATION or

laser printing of your original 549-0367

DIGGER
Love is for poets!

Oops, I'm a poet #*©/§
Jack

ROOMMATE WANTED

INTELLIGENCE JOBS. All branches US
Customs, DEA ect Now hiring. Call

1-805-962-8000 Ext K-9616

GET INTO THE MUSIC...

It'll set you free HOUSE -DJ John

549-5316 eves

RUN FOR RUNAWAYS 10K
Saturday April 6'

Staff meeting tor all

interested -Sunday. Feb.24

815 pm -Newman Center.

Classroom One

FOR SALE

5 STRING BANJO -Bluegrass style $125

247-5248

INSTRUCTION

HAPPY BIRTHDAY BILLY C.I Remember,

you created an agency 1 Love. Nancy

LG SUNNY SINGLE in beautiful Noho apt.

Great location 233 & Elec 584-4078

WOMAN WANTED FOR 3-bdrm. apt. in

Noho: 1 large bedroom, newly painted,

bright place. Available now! Call Jess at

584-2750

ACT NOW! ? one way plane tickets to LA

$200 for both Fly on Tues. Feb 26 -call now

549-1632

ANNOUNCEMENTS

ATTENTION ALPHA CHI sisters and

pledges
Roses are red

Lillies are white

I hope you have a date

Because your date party is tonight!

Love Arleigh and Stacey

BED AND BREAKFAST- do^nVown ideal

tor visiting parents and Irlends- 549-0us

OlLCaCPTjWOCHOOiiC^ and save

money Register at 428 Student Union or

call 545-0865

MAC 512KE & extra drive

$600 00/BO call 548-9334

Software

COUCH (queen size bed) $70 665-3974

EARN CREDIT learn to Scuba Dive Basic

Classes held Monday. Tuesday, Wednes-

day, and Thursday 7-10PM in Curry Hicks

Pool Open Water II class held during

Spring Break in Key Largo, FLA Advanc-

ed Class held in New England in April. For

further informtion call 549-8401 .
or drop by

Curry Hicks starting 2/4/91

^HAPPY BIRTHDAY HEATHERANN!
Love, The Cool Club 17

HEY SARA! Happy Birthday! Celebrate the

big 21 in style Your Twin

SERVICES

CANT AFFORD SPRING BREAK?
Guaranteed great prices' Space available

to Jamaica, Mexico and Panama City

Beach, Florida (the "new Daytona Beach")!

MCA/ISA are accepted! Call Cindy at

549-3538 -please leave a message'

CARIBBEAN -$189T
The warmth of the Caribbean or Mexican

coast for a week!
R/T air. SUNHITCH + m, 212-864-2000

MONTREAL WEEKENDS $89 Price in-

cludes round trip motorcoach 3 days 2

nights Hotel Suite, Breakfast FREE admis-

sion to Club Metropolis

Reliable Tours
365 Broadway Rt.1

Lynnfield. MA 01940
617-598-9930

PHI ALPHA THETA -Int'l History Honors

Society accepting applications frominew

members Info-applications in History Office

Herter Deadline 2/28

TRI-SIGMA OPEN RUSH!
Tuesday 2/19 through Monday Z/«»

Call 549-381 1 tor information or come by

387 N Pleasant St

SOFABED -EXCELLENT- CONDITION
On campus
Beige mixed

Asking $150 00
549-3574 Marie

ZENITH 248 PERSONAL COMPUTER,
IBM compatible, 5 25" dual disk drive,

Monochrome monitor, Logitech mouse,

Hundreds of dollars worth of software in-

cluding Word 5 0. Paint/Write, and Lotus

1-2-3 Asking $850 negotiable.

Call Cindy 665-8020

LOST

BROWN LEATHER JACKET Saturday

night probably from JQA Will identify

Please call Mike 546-1355

KENNEDY
Was assassinated

But
COOLIDGE
Bled more'

Congrats on the

Blood drive

LEGAL QUESTIONS? The Legal Services

Center offers free legal assistance to fee-

paying students Contact us at 922 Campus
Center, 545-1995

PREGNANT''
Need a pregnancy test, information or sup-

posf Call for free and confidential services

ALTERNATIVES 33 Main Street Northamp-

ton 586-3000 or Greenfield 774-6010

MARSHWEED HAPPY 21 »t. Save tonight

for me I love you Garbanzo

DIAMOND RING & WEDDING BAND in a

purse 545-2703 eves 253-9431

GOLD FEATHER/LEAF EARRING
Between Campus Center and Sylvan

2/18p m Heidi 6-5995

MELISSA AND RACHEL-
Happy Birthday!

Let's go crazy 1

Always beware of scalp

Love from the nuts on 3rd floor Melville!

SERVICES/WORDPROCESSING

DISSERTATIONS, CASESTP^ERST"
On-campus pickup Fast! Accurate!

Mac/Laser, Spellcheck

Nancy 584-7924

FLORIOA'S NEWEST
HOT SPOT

Panama City-S 139

World's Biggest Beach
PARTY

Daytona Beach-$189
Call Enka + Julie at 546-2649

or Siobhan + Terri at 546-5079

TYPING

CHEAP RATES, fast, accurate, flepen

dable. campus pickup and delivery Adam
253-9117

FREE BRUNO'S PIZZA

BOOK A HOUSE/DORM party with

RACKADISC and have free food -Call

586-9900 tor details (limited to UMass &

Amherst College)

LOST GREY BACKPACK with important

documents! $Reward 546-3682

PERSONALS

22nd FLOOR JQA-
You guys are the best- thanks for being

there! I love you! Love, Alissa

ME SO JEN
Call me at 10pm please

Jason

SKI THIS SPRING BREAKI

MICHELLE
It's been a' great three weeks' Hope for

more to come! I'm not sure how it all hap-

pened, but who cares let it happen.

Love, Snippy

KILLINGTON FROM $19*
Park City, Utah and Breckenndge Co
From $699
For info Call Jon at 549-4226

FAST. ACCURATE TYPING w/ spellcheck

and boldface. $1 45/pg CaH Greg 546-0259

RESUMES, PAPERS, anything typed or

typeset Fast, professional service Affor-

dable rates KCommunications, 256-6373

WORDPROCESSING, FAST, $1 45/page

-549-0484

SPRING BREAK WANTED

FOR RENT

1 BEDROOM APT in Puffton Take over

lease In March Oplion to renew Steve

549-6203

CHRIS GROVE
Happy 21st!!

Love
Your favorite twin sis

TRACY LIBUCHA IS TURNING 22!

Happy birthday you old bat

MY SECRET ADMIRER
Who are you? Loved the poem!

Call me The one you admire

Joe F

SPRING BREAK PARTYI
Travel to Jamacia. Mexico' And Panama Ci-

ty Ft! Concerts! Free Parties! Club dis-

counts! And lots more! For into call Denise

546-7156

NEED MONEY?? Sell your answering

machine to me. Adam 256-6696

WE WANT TO take over your house lease

tor next year starting in June or August Call

549-7133
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Sports
Temple claws to

20th straight, 80-70

Collegian photo by Carrie Wyeth

The men's gymnastics team will host teams from Army and Air

Force tomorrow at 1 p.m. at Boyden Gymnasium.

By SAM SILVERSTEIN
Collegain Staff

Without its best player, Temple could

have played like a lamb fattened for the

kill. Instead, the Owls played like a cor-

nered lion.

The Owls stretched their all-time record

against the University of Massachusetts

men's basketball team to 20-0 with an

80-70 Mark-Maconless win last night at the

Cage.

Temple raced to a 13-point first half lead,

lost it all to a furious UMass rush midway
through the game, then commandeered the

win down the stretch with an 11-2 run that

left the Minutemen trailing 70-60, with

1:35 to play.

The Owls missed six of 14 free throws

from there on out, but the Minutemen were

already spent. An after-the-fact three-

pointer by Tony Barbee spared UMass its

worst loss of the season.

"I wasn't real happy with the way we
ended the game," UMass coach John

Calipari said. "[Temple] missed all those

free throws and we just did not make a play

to get back into it.

"That team was inspired, and we just

didn't pick our game up a notch. We had

every player out there get beat to loose

balls."

Said UMass' Jim McCoy of the last six

minutes of the game: "We went cold. They

took all good shots. They worked the clock

down and got the ball inside, and it work-

ed."

Center Donald Hodge made 12 of 14 free

CONTINUED ON PAGE 11

r Carrie Wyeth

Will Herndon (34) was held to just

four points in Temple's 80-70 win
over UMass last night.

Track teams striving for top ten finishes at New England
• Women rely onpeople who got them there • Men's coach expects tough competition

By DAN WETZEL
Collegian Staff

This weekend the University of

Massachusetts women's track team will

head to Boston University to compete in

the New England Championships. UMass
(12-2) will be looking for strong perfor-

mances from the people who got them
there.

Lee Ann Ambrose is one of those people.

The junior will defend her New England

Championship in the 400-meter race. She

is the favorite in that race.

"Lee Ann should be able to defend her ti-

tle in the 400," head coach Julie

LaFreniere said. "She is is very strong

right now and it will be tough for anyone

to beat her."

UMass' other New England champion,

Becky Johnson, will attempt to shake a late

season virus to once again take top honors

in the 1000-yard race.

"Becky is feeling a lot better, but

realistically I can't say she will win,"

LaFreniere said. "She has lost so much con-

ditioning, her performance will depend on

how fresh she feels."

Michelle St. Laurent will also compete in

the 1000 and, according to LaFreniere,

should be a factor.

"The way Michelle has been running, I

wouldn't put anything past her,"

LaFreniere said. "She is sharp enough and

therefore has a good chance to place."

This will be freshman Kelly Liljeblad's

first post season race, but that shouldn't

keep her from challenging to place in the

mile.

"Kelly will be running against some

tough competition and that will hopefully

bring out her best," LaFreniere said.

Cathy Crocker, who has been ill all week,

will try to perform up to par in the

800-meters.

CONTINUED ON PAGE lO

By KEITH BENNETT
Collegian Correspondent

The University of Massachusetts men's

track team has qualified 14 individuals and

three relay teams to compete in the New
England Championships at Boston Univer-

sity this weekend. The meet will feature

the top track and field athletes from 32 col-

leges and universities across New England.

UMass head coach Ken O'Brien is hop-

ing that the Minutemen can finish

somewhere between sixth and tenth place

in the meet.

O'Brien expects a two way battle for the

top spot between BU and Northeastern

University. The next three spots, he says,

should be divided between Rhode Island,

Connecticut and Boston College.

After those five teams, O'Brien expects

his team to be very competitive for one of

the next five spots. He expects the

Minutemen's competition for the sixth

place to come mainly from the University

of New Hampshire and Southern
Connecticut.

The competition begins Friday night and

O'Brien hopes to score some points in the

meets first event, the pentathlon. Dave
Borges, Joe Kourafas, Brian Bednarek,

Paul Doyle and Jeff Peterson will all repre-

sent UMass in this five-event competition.

Each athlete competes in the 55-meter

hurdles, the longjump, the high jump, the

shot put and the 1000.

O'Brien also hopes to get some points

from seniors Jon Corso and Gerry Squires

on Friday. They are the fourth and fifth

seeded runners in the 5000.

The only other final which the

Minutemen will be involved in on Friday

is the distance-medley relay. The UMass
relay team is not among the seeded teams

and O'Brien called the squad a longshot to

place, but said that with some outstanding

CONTINUED ON PAGE lO

Minutewomen home to face Temple
By GREG SUKIENNIK
Collegian Staff

They may not have won yet, but the University of

Massachusetts women's basketball team keeps improv-

ing. They're hoping that their improvement will translate

into a win this weekend.

The Minutewomen, 0-24 overall and 0-16 in the

Atlantic- 10 Conference, return to Curry Hicks Cage for

an afternoon game tomorrow, against Atlantic- 10 Con-

ference rivals Temple University. Tipoff is at 2 p.m.

UMass coach, Kathy Hewelt, is cautiously optimistic

about the Minutewomen's chances of knocking off the

Owls largely because of their improvement in handling

the basketball against pressure defenses. However,

Hewelt points out that other aspects of UMass' game have

to be sharp if they hope to be competitive against the 11-13

overall, 8-6 A- 10 Owls.

"Rhode Island's press didn't bother us," noted Hewelt

of the Minutewomen's 67-55 loss to the WRrams this past

week. "We learned something from that first-half ex-

perience, and chipped the lead down to five."

"But," continued Hewelt, "when you have a young team

like we do, and you're not used to making decisions in a

tight ballgame, you make mistakes, and that's what we

did."

While the Minutewomen are turning the ball over less

frequently and are coming closer to the opposition, score-

wise, they will have to deal with a Temple team that

features frontcourt players like Tonya Koel and Sonya

Perry, and a backcourt that gave UMass fits with pressure

defense.

"There's no doubt it's going to be a tough, physical

game," said Hewelt. "They're going to come right out and

press us, and we'll see just how well we've learned to deal

with pressure."

Offensively, UMass needs to regain some offensive

balance to keep the Owls from keying in on Keyburn

McCusker. McCusker has been playing well of late, in-

cluding a 25-point outburst against Rhody, but the rest

of the Minutewomen need to step up if they're to be com-

petitive, as Hewelt explained.

"The keys for us are tempo and ball-movement," she

said. "We did well moving the ball around, but we miss-

ed the open jumpers. When [Temple] is doubling down on

Keyburn — which they will do — we need to get that ball

movement and hit the open shots."

Meanwhile, point guard Cherrie Muza suffered a hyper-

extended knee last week and saw limited time against

Rhody. Her status is listed as day-to-day.

"I think Temple is a beatable basketball team, but we

need to deal with their pressure and move the ball well,"

Hewelt said.

Gymnasts to

hold meet at
Boyden Sunday
By LYNN FRANKEL
Collegian Correspondent

The University of Massachusetts will play host to

Temple University and Northeastern this weekend in

the Minutewoman's first home tri-meet of the season.

The meet is scheduled for 1 p.m. Sunday in Boyden,

and is being sponsored by Pizza Hut. The first 100 peo-

ple to arrive at the gym will receive free pizza.

Head coach Alfie Mitchell is expecting a tough meet.

Although he doesn't know much about the caliber of

the Temple team, he said they have had a strong pro-

gram throughout the years. Northeastern will be the

team to beat Mitchell said. He said that Northeastern

is the stronger of the two and expects them to be tough

in the all-around and the floor exercise.

"We can't blow any event," said Mitchell. He said

his team must be on all the way through the meet in

order to ensure a win.
CONTINUED ON PAGE lO
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Allies begin ground offensive
Troop casualties light, US general says

AP Photo

Kuwaiti soldiers pause to pray inside their homeland as a Kuwaiti ar-

mored column, rear, heads north toward Kuwait City Sunday morning,

as the ground war gets underway.

Most adjusting to door
alarms but some irritated

By MORT ROSENBLUM
AP Special Correspondent

DHAHRAN, Saudi Arabia (AP) -
American and allied troops stormed

Kuwait by land, sea and air early Sunday

and wrested pieces of the emirate from Ira

qi forces. By day's end, U.S. paratroopers

were reported holding outer edges of

Kuwait City.

The huge Desert Storm offensive, strik

ing along a 300 mile front, also swept up

into southern Iraq in the largest American

led invasion since World War II.

Allied casualties were "remarkably

light," and 5,500 Iraqi prisoners were

taken by late afternoon, said overall com

mander Gen. H. Norman Schwarzkopf. He
gave no figures for U.S. dead and wounded.

Led by hundreds of tanks, troops from 1

1

nations raced across the desert battlefield,

at times under pounding rain. Aircraft

screamed in low, attacking through greasy

black smoke from 200 oilfield fires. Some

defenders tried to hold their positions —
"They're fighting, they're resisting." said

a Marine colonel — but Schwarzkopf hail-

ed the first day as a "dramatic success." No
information was available on Iraqi

casualties.

One column of Saudi and Kuwaiti troops

who punched 20 miles into Kuwait was

"moving like a knife through butter,"

Associated Press photographer Laurent

Rebours reported from the front. But a U.S.

military source cautioned that the cam-

paign could take "a good several days of

heavy fighting."

By KATHERINE T. LAMOTHE
Collegian Staff

In the month since Housing Services ac-

tivated the door alarm system in the

residence halls, many University of

Massachusetts students have adjusted to

the system and are only using the

designated doors, according to Housing and

Student Security officials.

However, some students say the new-

system is a waste of money and that doors

are still being illegally used, particularly

in the early hours of the morning. Others

are angry because they had no input as to

which doors could or could not be used.

Chris Fenton, a sophomore living in

Crabtree Residence Hall, said he agreed

with the policy ofonly using one designated

door, but feels that it should be enforced

with staff as well as students.

"I feel it's basically a good idea," he said,

"but it's still annoying that the

maintenance people use the doors." He add-
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ed while the staff members do have keys

when they use the doors in the morning,

the alarm still goes off.

In a notice given to University

employees, vendors and contractors, Joseph

Zannini, executive director of Housing Ser

vices, explained the keys were only effec-

tive to delay the alarm for 15 seconds.

For student security receptionists and

supervisors, the alarms have made the

work of catching students using the wrong

doors much easier, Carol Radzik, director

of student security said. Before the alarms

were activated, she said, "we had no idea

if people were propping up doors. Now we

know where people are violating security

procedures."

The propping of doors has been a problem

for receptionists, according to Chris

Demers, who works in Crabtree. "We check

doors every 45 minutes," he said, "but so

much can happen between checks."

Pierce Parker, a junior who works as a

receptionist in Brooks Residence Hall, said

the new policy is "an excellent idea."

"If the purpose of the alarm is to keep

people outside of the dorm," except by us

ing the front door, he said, "it serves its

purpose by deterring people."

Some students, such as senior Dominick

Vene, said they feel that in a time of fiscal

crisis for the University, the alarm system

is too costly.

"I think it's an incredible waste of money

at a time when money could be spent

elsewhere," he said. He added that the

alarms, along with the new telecom-

munications system and cable television,

is coming at a time when the student

population is declining.

Fenton said students in his residence hall

were upset because they had no input as

to which door would be the designated ac

cess door. "It would have been nice if they

had consulted us about what door to use,"

he said.

Zannini said he has met with students,

individually and in groups, to discuss com

plaints about the system. After explaining

to them the reasoning behind the system,

he said, "they come to understand [Hous

ing'sl concern for safety."

Hours after the invasion jumped off about

4 a.m. Sunday (8 p.m. KST Saturday), Sad

dam Hussein went on official Iraqi radio

to urge his troops on "Fight them and

show no mercy," the Iraqi president said.

Iraqi military communiques later

asserted that the offensive "has so far fail

ed utterly," and claimed to have "wiped

out" paratroopers dropped behind Iraqi

lines in western Kuwait.

President Bush, in a television address

late Saturday in Washington, announced

he had ordered the attack in the 'right and

just cause" of freeing Kuwait from Iraqi oc

cupation. Bush adviser Brent Scowcroft

spoke of a further objective Sunday:

eliminating Iraq's offensive military

power.

The long expected ground assault came
just eight hours after a deadline set by the

Desert Storm allies for Iraq to begin a

pullout from Kuwait.

The Iraqis dismissed that ultimatum as

"shameful." The Bush administration at

the same time rejected a Soviet sponsored

plan for a slower paced withdrawal.

A Soviet spokesman said Sunday that a

"very real chance" at a negotiated peace

had been missed, and that Bush had acted

with the instinct for a military solution.

The offensive climaxed a 7 month old

crisis that began with Iraq's invasion of

Kuwait last Aug. 2. intensified with the

buildup of more than a half million troops

on each side, and exploded into warfare

Jan. 17 when the anti Iraq coalition laun

ched a devastating air campaign against

targets in Kuwait and Iraq.

Levey vigil continues
Amherst residents upset by 24-hour vigil

By MEREDITH O'BRIEN
Collegian Staff

Almost a week after Gregory Levey

set himself on fire on the Amherst Town
Common in protest to the Persian Gulf

war, a continuous 24 hour vigil honor

ing his death has caused heated con-

troversy among Amherst residents.

In two three-feet-tall makeshift plastic

tents - filled with sleeping bags, ther

moses, food, books and gold-painted

Buddha figurines — members of the

Leverett Peace Pagoda, as well as other

area residents, had camped out on the

common since Levey's death Monday
afternoon.

The muddy site where Levey doused

himself with two gallons of paint thin-

ner and set himself on fire, has been

completely enshrined. The area has

been ringed by small stones, and

covered by dozens of candles, incense,

yellow flowers, yellow ribbons, roses and

peace poems. Pieces of plywood and

cardboard boxes have also been laid

next to the site for people to kneel on.

Hattie Nestel, of the Leverett Peace

Pagoda, said she had been on the com

mon since she got out of jail last Tues-

day. She had been serving time for her

action during an anti-war protest at

Westover Air Force Base in Chicopee.

Nestel, sitting cross-legged in one of

the tents Thursday, said she had been

constantly praying for Levey's spirit and

courageous act of peaceful protest.

On Friday, the Amherst Select Board

voted to have the two tents removed

from the common and to allow the

symbol laden site to remain until March

18 — one month after Levey's death.

Select Board Chairperson Elisa Camp
bell said the board voted to have the

tents removed as a safety precaution.

"There have been a lot of threatening

calls made to the Town Hall." Campbell

said. "There are many in town who are

angry that someone did this on their

common."
She said people have called saying if

the tents were not removed people

"would get rid of them."

"Clearly people are genuinely con

cerned about this," Campbell said. "Peo-

ple may see this mourning of a suicide

as saying self immolation is okay, think

ing it encourages people to do something

similar. They consider it dangerous to

other's mental health."

While both tents were supposed to be

down Saturday, only one was taken

down yesterday morning. The other

came down early yesterday afternoon.

A handful of people, gathered next to

several pick up trucks covered with

"Desert Storm" stickers, stood next to

the common yesterday holding large

American flags in support of the Persian

Gulf war.

Campbell said similar groups of peo

pie have verbally clashed with the peace

protesters since the 24 hour vigils

began.

During Thursday's anti-war protest,

where 43 people were arrested for block

ing traffic in Amherst center, members

of the ad hoc committee coordinating the

peace vigils, were soliciting donations to

build a monument on the common for

Levey.
Campbell said before anything could

be built on the common, it would have

to be voted on, but, she added, a monu

ment to Levey would create huge con

troversy. "Let's not start a war on he

Amherst Town Common over pea.e,"

she said.

—Clarification
The Collegian reported Friday that

Town of Amherst Police estimated that

600 anti war protesters attended the

Thursday rally and action downtown.

Police later revised the figure to 1,200

persons.
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AREA COORDINATORS

AMHERST COLLEGE IS SEEKING CANDIDATES FOR TWO FULL

TIME AND ONE HALF-TIME NINE AND A HALF MONTH AREA

COORDINATOR POSITIONS BEGINNING ON AUGUST 15. 1991

THEY WILL BE RESPONSIBLE FOR THE TRAINING AND SUPER-

VISION OF RESIDENT COUNSELORS PLUS A RANGE OF SUPER-

VISORY ADVISING AND ADMINISTRATIVE FUNCTIONS FOR A

CLUSTER OF RESIDENCE HALLS. THE FULL TIME POSITIONS

WILL ALSO INCLUDE SPECIFIC PROGRAM-WIDE RESPON-

SIBILITIES COORDINATING CULTURAUEDUCATIONAL PRO-

GRAMS AND STAFF SELECTION OF SIX SOCIAL ACTIVITIES

COUNCILS QUALIFICATIONS: BACHELORS DEGREE BY MAY,

1991 ABILITY TO RELATE WELL TO STUDENTS; AND ORGANIZA-

TIONAL AND COUNSELING SKILLS PREVIOUS EXPERIENCE IN

RESIDENTIAL LIFE AND/OR RELATED MASTERS DEGREE

PREFERRED COMPENSATION: FULL TIME POSITION-
APPROXIMATELY $13,000 PLUS BE'.MtXTS HALF-TIME
POSITION—$4 300 ALL POSITIONS INCLUDE ROOM AND BOARD

SUBMIT RESUME. COVER LETTER STATING INTEREST AND
QUALIFICATIONS, AND THREE LETTERS OF REFERNCE TO:

CHARRI BOYKIN-EAST, ASSISTANT DEAN OF STUDENTS, BOX
2206, AMHERST COLLEGE, AMHERST. MA 01002 BY MARCH 11.

1991

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY/AFFIRMATIVE ACTION EMPLOYER

Want your dorm to show its

true colors?

WELL GETBUSY
ANDRUSHONDOWN TO

KENNEDY
SCREEN GRAPHICS

16 Armory Street

Northampton MA 01060

584-2124

(^

HAIRCUTS

$10
A HAIR SPACE

25 N. Pleasant Street • Amherst 256-0733

• Early Bird Specials 3 months $80

SPRING BREAK
from Boston

Cancun suiting at $489

Jamaica starting at $509
Price Includes:

•Round trip airfare &
transfers

• 7 nights accommodation &
hotel taxes

low Student Airfares!

CALL FOR MORE
INFORMATION

• Pro-Rated
Semester Special

Call for details

in The Price Chopper Mall-

79 South Pleasant Street
Amherst, Ma 01002
413-256-1261

America's oldest & largest

Student Travel Agency

*

Lvt

SUN & FUN * KIDS & CAMPING
• * SWIMMING & BOATING * *

• OUTDOOR LIVING * *

Timber trails, a 9 week resident Girl Scout
camp in the Berkshires, is looking for staff...

UNIT LEADERS * RIDING INSTRUCTORS
SMALLCRAFT & WATERFRONT INSTRUCTORS

COUNSELORS * * REGISTERED NURSES
COOKS * * * * KITCHEN STAFF

Call or write: Eric R. Munson, Jr., Timber Trails

Camp, HC 68 Box 158, Tolland, MA 01034 ^u
(413)258-4592 ^T

The 14th Annual
PROFESSIONAL AGRICULTURE CONVENTION

Student
Displays

Industrial

Exhibits

Guest Speakers

Free AdmissionMeadow
Muffin

Contest
Monday

FEBRUARY 25, 1991

10 am - 4 pm
UMASS CAMPUS CENTER AUDITORIUM

Sponsored by:

STOCKBRIDGE SCHOOL OF AGRICULTURE
Guest Speakers:
RM 163 C

Free Admission
10:30 Dave Swendsen

''Natural Resource Law Enforcement"
12:30 Dan Beaudette

"Agriculture Financing"

2:00 Paul Millette

"Today's Farmer Complying with Todays Environmental Laws"

university

Fitness
Center
mherst *253-FLEX

Summer!
Make it the Best
Work with us at Thompson's Clam Bar,

the finest seaside restaurant on Cape Cod.

We currently have outstanding opportunities

for talented individuals to join our team.

Candidates should call Cheryl at (508) 432-1000

to arrange an interview.

* Porters
* Bus Persons
* Dining Room Waitstaff

* Cocktail Waitstaff

* Dishwashers
* Prep Cooks
* Line Cooks CLAM BAR

Snow Inn Road • Harwichport, MA 02646 • 508-432-1000

Summer!
Make it the Best
Work with us at the Wychmere Harbor

Hotel and Beach Club, the finest seaside

resort on Cape Cod. We currently have

outstanding opportunities for talented individuals

to join our team. Candidates should call Cheryl at

(508) 432-1000 to arrange an interview.

Waitstaff (Full and Part Time) * Breakfast Cook
* Cold Prep
* Line Cooks
* Assistant Night Line

Supervisor

* Dishwashers

Night Security

Commissary

Beach Attendants

Receptionists

Snack Bar

Busing

Porters

Bellhops

Front Desk Staff

Cashiers

Laundry

Snow Inn Road • Harwichport, MA 02646 • 508-432-1000

WYCHMERE HARBOR
HxiTandBtadi Club

LOCAL
Levey found 'disoriented'

two days before his death
Two days before he set himself on fire

on the Amherst Town Common in pro-

test of the Persian Gulf war, Gregory

Levey appeared at an area resident's

home disoriented and freezing cold.

According to Lieutenant Edward Har-

rington, who heads the Northampton

Crime Prevention and Control Unit,

Levey appeared at the home of Skinner

State Park Caretaker Karen Mead last

Saturday at 4 a.m. after having spent an

undetermined amount of time atop Skin-

ner Mountain, located on Route 116.

Levey had no recollection of how he

got to the mountain or why he was

there, Harrington said.

Harrington said Levey was

transported by ambulance to Northamp-

ton's Cooley Dickinson Hospital, where

he was reportedly treated and released

for hypothermia, a subnormal lowering

of the body temperature.

Mead told the Union-News last week

Levey had appeared at her house, which

is on the side of Skinner Mountain, car-

rying a bag with a blanket and a but-

cher knife inside.

While authorities said there were no

traces of alcohol or drugs in Levey's

blood, they refused comment on his

psychiatric state or mental history.

Sources close to Levey said he was a

recovering alcoholic.

Last Monday afternoon, Levey doused

himself with two gallons of paint thin-

ner and set himself on fire. He had set

down a sign saying "Peace" next to him.

Levey, an Amherst resident and 1984

University of Massachusetts graduate,

was the son of Boston Globe food critic

Robert Levey and the stepson of Pulitzer

Prize winning columnist Ellen

Goodman.
While Levey had no formal ties to any

peace organizations, police said they are

still investigating the incident.

- MEREDITH O'BRIEN

Collegian photo by K.A. Burke

The 24-hour vigil at the site where Gregory Levey set himself on

fire on the Amherst Common last week.

Chabad House, Hillel plan campus Purim celebrations
V^lldUClVl. IXVWaVj aaa**^/ 2* MT

Dersecutors throughout time. It celebrates the Jewish

By LISA GLASSMAN
Collegian Correspondent

On Wednesday night the Chabad House will sponsor a

celebration of Purim, a commemoration of a Jewish vic-

tory thousands of years ago, according to a Chabad House

rabbi.

According to Rabbi Chaim Adelman, Purim com-

memorates the defeat of Haman, whose goal it was to

massacre the Jewish people, according to Rabbi Chaim

Adelman of the Chabad House.

"Purim is the celebration of our victory in the Persian

Gulf - that is, the Jews survived to see the downfall of

Haman 2,346 years ago in ancient Persia," Adelman said.

According to Rabbi Saul Perlmutter of the Hillel House,

this ancient story occurred when Mordechai, a Jew in the

town of Shushan, heard about Haman's desire to massacre

the Jews.

"He told his cousin Queen Esther of these plans, and

she in turn told King Achasueros. The king became

furious and had Haman killed - thus saving the Jewish

people," Perlmutter said.

Since then, said Perlmutter, "the Jews commemorate

their victory over the tyrant Haman during Purim.

Purim, he said, "has come to represent the Jews' long

history of strength and resistance against their

persecutors throughout time. It celebrates the Jewish

identity, spirit, and unity."

There will be a number of activities in the coming week

to celebrate Purim, Perlmutter said.

On Wednesday at the Hillel House will be the Megillan

reading at 7 p.m., followed at 8 p.m. by the Purim Car-

nival, complete with games, costumes, contest prizes, food

and fun, Perlmutter said.

The Chabad House at 30 N. Hadley Road is also spon-

soring several celebrations on Wednesday, beginning at

630 p m.with a Purim party, Adelman said. On Thurs

day at 4:45 p.m., the Chabad House will continue rejoic-

ing with a "traditional Purim feast and megillan

reading," he said.

Gulf - that is, the Jews survived to see tne aowmmi ui »««», - - »— - _^ • /» 1 llj

Over 100 students attend Volunteer Fair for chanties
By FARRAH SADIQ
Collegian Correspondent

A fair to recruit student volunteers and

match them to organizations attracted over

100 students on Wednesday, said to a fair

organizer.

The fair, which was held in the Campus

Center, was sponsored by the Volunteer In-

itiative Blending and Education Service,

the Undergraduate Business Club, the

Mather Career Center, and Human Kind-

ness Outreach, the Volunteer Fair was held

in response to the success of last semester's

fair, Heidi Nagler, a staff member from

VIBES, said.

The aim of the fair was to recruit

students who wished to donate their time

for community service, she said.

Nagler said prospective volunteers were

offered many diverse opportunities to

usefully employ their time and skills. She

said some volunteer options included the

Northampton Survival Center Center, the

Residential Recycling Program or a United

Way Service.

Students were also offered the chance to

become a Big Brother or Sister to

youngsters in the Hampshire County area,

plan activities for the elderly through the

Salvation Army, or provide care and com-

panionship for chronically ill, developmen-

tal^ delayed children at the Northampton

Pediatric Unit.

Jean Akers of the Salvation Army said

her organization was looking for students

to visit area nursing homes on the weekend

of March 9 and 10, and "brighten up an

elder's day".

The Northampton Pediatric Unit will be

starting its second semester Volunteer Pro-

gram on February 27. Margaret Johnson

of the Unit described the program as a

seven week "course" designed especially

for students.

"Students feel more comfortable when

they come in as a group of volunteers,"

Johnson explained. "The idea was very suc-

cesful last semester. They make friends

with the residents, organize activities for

them like going swimming, or on a picnic."

Other organizations recruiting included:

Sojourn, Jessie's House, the Northampton

Pediatric unit, the Boy Scouts and the In-

ternational Language Institute.

Nagler, a VIBES staff member, explain-

ed her service helps students find volunteer

positions that fit their schedules.

"VIBES is a sort of middle man," she

said. "What we're shooting for is to match

the needs of the services with the students

who can provide them.'

Nagler added those students who could

not make it to the fair could contact the

VIBES office in Room 100 of the School of

Business Administration at 549-5590.

Area artists share war feelings

in Amherst 'read-out' Saturday

Poets, musicians talk ofwar through craft

By MICHAEL MANGIARACINA
Collegian Correspondent

Over 100 community members and

students filled the Grace Episcopal

Church parish hall in Amherst on

Saturday to take part in a "read-out"

against the war. The event was organiz-

ed by Writers and Artists for Peace in

the Middle East, a newly formed anti-

war group.

Organizer Bella Halstead said she was

happy with the standing room only at-

tendance and hoped that the event

would provide an outlet for members ol

the art community who oppose the war.

"Poetry speaks to the emotions that

we feel, rather than to the head," she

said, citing her inspiration for

establishing Writers and Artists for

P(?flCG

Halstead has drawn on the resources

of several local peace groups to give sup-

port to her group's cause. She hopes in

the future, the work of painters,

sculptors, and actors may be incor-

porated into similar events.

Over 50 participants addressed the au-

dience with poems, prose and songs in

the three-hour event. Mostly original

material by valley writers was read, in-

terspersed with the work of such

authors as Stephen Crane, Emily

Dickinson, and Mark Twain.

The majority of the readings were not

about the Gulf War specifically, but con-

centrated instead on the effects of war

historically.

The works ranged from a Civil War

song, to tales of World War II, Vietnam,

and the current war in the Gulf. Several

pieces were also read about Greg Levey,

the Amherst man who set himself on

fire last week. The afternoon concluded

with the entire audience joining in a

South African "freedom song."

For Your Information
MONDAY FEBRUARY 25

Meeting - The first meeting of Omicron

Delta Epsilon, the economics honor socie-

ty, will be at 6 p.m. in Machmer E-16. All

are welcome.

Meeting — Clean Water Action is spon-

soring a general meeting at 7 p.m. on 98

Main St. in Northampton.

Lecture - The School of Management's

Production and Operations Management

Program will sponsor the appearance of

Vaugh Beals, the chairman of Harley-

Davidson Motorcycle Company at 7:30 p.m.

in the Student Union Ballroom.

Math Anxiety Workshop - Conducted in

Lederle Graduate Research Tower 1634

from 4:30 p.m. - 6 p.m.

Speaker - Author Leonard Fein will lec-

ture at the Neilson Library at Smith Col-

lege at 4:15 p.m. and at Amherst College's

Octogon Buiding in the Babbot Room at 8

p.m.

TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 26

Meeting - A meeting of the Black/Jewish

Coalition, for Movie Night, will be in New

Africa House at 7 p.m.

Brown Bag Discussion - Sponsored by

Counseling and Advising for Older

Students. Bring lunch to discuss problems

with the changes in learning in Machmer

Peace Action Meeting - Sponsored by the

Committee on the Middle East will meet

at Bangs Community Center in Amherst

at 7:30 p.m.

WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 27

Brown Bag Lunch Series -
"Multiculturalism: A German Perspective"

in Campus Center 904-908 at 12:15 p.m.

Sponsored by the Women's Studies

Department
Time Management Workshop — "The

Time of Your Life," a video and presenta

tion workshop from Phi Beta Sigma in 803

CC at 7 p.m.

Information Meeting - The National Stu-

dent Exchange will hold an information

from 4 p.m. - 5 p.m. in CC 803.

Purim Celebration - The Chabad House

will host a Purim Party at 6:30 p.m.. The

event is free and open to Jews of all

backgrounds and affiliations.

FRIDAY, MARCH 1

Jumaa Salat - Sponsored by the Muslim

Student Association at 12:30 p.m. in CC

805.
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STEINBECK COLLISION REPAIR
& AUTOBODY

53 So. Prospect — Amherst Center
256-8157 256-1385

• Accepted by all insurance companies for

collision repair or glass replacement

• Imports & other unibody vehicles

are our specialty

REMEMBER it's your car and your choice of

repair facilities

mm

!

AUDITIONS
AUDITIONS

Agatka Ckristie's Murder Mystery

N LITTLE INDIANS
MarcK 3 and MarcK 4

7 pm
Campus Center Rm 101

| |
A Production of UMASS Theatre Guild

J

American Express

AnnouncesA GreatNew
Travel Program.

Now students can get the Card

and get 3 roundtrips on Continental

Airlines, for only $129 or $189 each.

There's only one way to cover a lot of territory without spending

a lot of money And that's by getting the American Express* Card.

It's the only card that offers an exciting new travel program

exclusively for students-including three roundtrip certificates on

Continental Airlines.

Just look at the map and pick the place you'd like

to visit. If it's on your side of the Mississippi River, you

can use a certificate to fly for only $129 roundtrip. Or,

you can cross the Mississippi for $189 roundtrip.

You have your pick of more than 150 cities in the

48 contiguous states. And you can fly almost anytime—because
there are no blackout dates. But you must make your reservations

within 14 days of the day you leave. And the maximum stay is

7 days 6 nights and must include a Saturday night.

In addition to this great travel program, you'll also enjoy all

the benefits of Cardmembership as well as other exclusive student

privileges. They include a quarterly magazine filled with informa-

tive articles on summer jobs, careers, campus life. Plus valuable

discounts from leading retailers.

But remember, there's only one way to get all this—and that's

by getting the American Express Card. Just call us (have your bank
address and account number on hand). What's more,

with our special student offer, it's easier to get the

Card now while you're still in school than it may
ever be again.

So get the Card. And get ready to cover new
territory on either side of our Great Continental Divide.

Membership Has lis Privileges*

TRAVEL
RELATED
SERVICES

*r Iraxv Ivnt ayrcmry

CALL 1-800-942-AMEX
// you're already a Cardmember. tberes no need to call Information about your certificates wtll be arriving soon

£
CONTINENTAL

Editorial/Opinion
The opinions on this page are those of the individual writer or cartoonist and do not necessarily reflect the views of the Collegian or the University unless otherwise noted

Gregory Levey was no 'wacko'
When I first heard last Monday so-

meone had set himself on fire on the

Amherst Town Common to protest the

war, it seemed so incredible to me that I

could hardly respond. My mind was ig-

nited with images and memories from

twenty years ago during the Vietnam

War when a number of Buddhist monks
immolated themselves in Saigon. I am
Buddhist and these monks, not unlike

Christ or other Christian martyrs, are

like patron saints to me. But there were

several attempted self-immolations in

America at the time, and in contrast to

the stoic and serene monks, some of these

other acts seemed inchoate and chaotic,

leading many to believe that they were

merely suicidal acts by troubled souls

rather than the ultimate protest. I assum-

ed that this terrible deed done earlier this

day was the act of a disturbed mind.

Then I learned the name of the young

man who committed this extreme act and

realized that he had been a friend of mine

off and on for more than ten years. I can

attest to the fact that he was a deeply

religious man with a profound conscience

and a great love for other people. I last

saw him over Christmas when we rode

the bus to Boston together. We spent the

entire trip talking about religion and

politics, family and friends. He had

recently become more and more involv-

ed with Eastern religion and I have been

Buddhist for a long time. His mind im

pressed me very much. I remember think-

ing how much he had matured since the

last time we had talked, how much more

refined his thinking had become, how

composed his emotions were, how respect

ful his attitude was, and how committed

he was to his principles, even if he was,

at times, intense. Although I hadn't seen

him in a month, I can assure you this was

not a desperate act by an unstable man.

If he was a troubled man, it was the

threat of war which troubled him, for the

impending war on Iraq was the main

topic of our conversation.

C. F. Carroll

What then is the meaning behind my
friend's extraordinary sacrifice, if we can-

not dismiss it simply as instability or in-

sanity? I cannot say specifically for I do

not know his specific intentions, but I

would like to speak to the spirit of his

deed. As with Christianity, death has

always played a primary role in Bud-

dhism: symbolically, psychologically and

actually. Despite the fact that Buddhists

are pledged against killing, they have

historically assumed many risks in at-

tempting to resolve injustice. The
supreme sacrifice for a Buddhist is self-

immolation, since it is an act that goes

beyond the self to protest the inhumani-

ty inflicted on others. Some would say

that it is difficult for Western culture to

understand because we put such a high

value on life. We are the "Now Genera

tion." Our motto is "Live for Today!" But

there is another side to living for today

which is often ignored or understated, and

that is that not everyone survives until

tomorrow. Among youth, murder and

suicide are the highest causes of death.

Drugs and alcohol also take very heavy

tolls. And now the war adds a whole new
dimension of violent death to our lives.

When we say that we do not understand

death as symbolic protest, does it not im-

ply that we are somehow resigned to the

meaningless death that we live every

day?
For the monk, self-immolation is an

ethical act, but it is only ethical when it

is committed as a result of the purest and

noblest effort. In Buddhism, right mind
must always precede right action. That

is why some, not all, of the attempts at

self immolation have failed. The well

meaning, but misguided soul does not

have the moral strength to overcome the

horrible consequences of the act and ends

up screaming and running wildly around

in pain. But for the monk, there are no

screams. Only peace. This is because it is

a selfless act even though it is an act of

self-immolation, the monk is already in

heaven.

That is why the Buddhist monks in

Vietnam sat so peacefully in the midst of

the scorching flames. It is the same

reason that my friend was also able to

succeed in his quest. It was just.

Henry David Thoreau once advised to

make an extreme statement in order to

make an emphatic one. But it was also

Thoreau who said that "we begin to die

not in our senses or extremities, but in

our divine faculties." Greg Levey died in

a blaze so that others can live and, in so

doing, he became alive. He took the high

road. This is the slow road to death, the

road of unlived life, the road to purgatory

and hell. Could it be that Greg's death

means that we stop and ask ourselves the

question. "What road am I on?"

C. F.

student

Carroll is a UMass graduate

Death gives birth to discussion of war CORRECTION-

A week ago today, Greg Levey poured paint thinner over

himself and lit a match. Before he did it, he stapled his

license to a sign he made that said, "Peace."

My first thought was, "Geez, that's not what I'd call a

peaceful way to go." Then I thought, "What can he do for

the peace movement now? He's dead."

I was wrong.

Greg Levey, be he insane and in dire need of help or

a devout Buddhist who honestly felt that he had to shun

the evil of the war, did something that no other person

in Amherst. Massachusetts, or America was able to do

Pamela McCarthy

Greg Levey got us to think about the war.

Greg Levey made us face some embarrasing facts.

We don't really think about the war. We'll spout

platitudes and cliches about the war. We'll be good little

protesters, who would rather march, be seen in our tie-

dyes, and play guitar instead of doing any real organiz-

ing. We'll weep and wring our hands over the soldiers who

are fighting and the civilians who are being maimed and

killed from our bombs. But we will also happily drive our

cars, crank our heat up high, and shrug our shoulders

when funding for alternative energy gets cut. We're in

a very comfortable position. We get the best of both worlds

— we are not only morally superior to everyone else, but

we are fed, clothed and housed at the expense of the peo-

ple we claim to want peace with.

Why do you think we are in the middle of this war?

Justice? Peace? We are in it to gain control over the

region's resources, so we can continue to drive our cars,

crank our heat up high, and shrug our shoulders when

no one will even think about alternate energy sources.

Has anyone given anything up to stop the war? Has

anyone done anything besides protest and chant? Write

letters to our representatives, perhaps? Flood the White

House with phone calls? Even accept the fact that we may

have to give up some of our luxuries if we truly want

peace?

So many peace protesters have been angry about what

Levey did. How dare he kill himself. Who did he think

he was, anyway? The general attitude is that this guy got

more attention for doing something they stick you in a

rubber room for, and the peace protesters can't share in

the glory.

Right-wingers have called Levey anti-American, un-

patriotic, and a radical. I look at these people, and I just

want to laugh. It's easy for them to support the war. They

aren't the ones ducking bullets. They aren't the ones who

have to dig trenches in the desert and fight another na-

tion over oil. To all of you good American citizens, why

don't you show some real support for the war, if that's

what you truly believe? Sign up. I hear the Army, Navy,

Air Force, and Marines are looking for a few good people.

If you aren't going to sign up, then shut up.

Greg Levey has been called selfish for what he did.

That's hilarious. He died in the most painful, agonizing,

brutal way anyone could die. Who are we to call Greg

Levey selfish? What have we given up? Granted, I'm not

going to kill myself over the war. There is still a lot of

debate over whether he was genuine or just plain sick.

But he did make us face up to one thing: we haven't done

anything to stop what is happening. Anything at all.

We just can't stand facing the fact that we aren't the

pure and moral beings we claim to be. Underneath it all,

we aren't really willing to fight for what we believe in.

Pamela McCarthy is a Collegian columnist

Last Friday, in "Who decides what is called news," we

misidentified the owner ofNBC TV. That network is own-

ed by General Electric. Westinghouse owns a major af-

filiate of ABC.
We regret any confusion.

Bloody, yellow ribbons
Gayle Long's editorial, "I wear a yellow ribbon to show

my hope for life, not war." only shows her naivete about

the symbolism of war and American politics, and ultimate-

ly about war itself. v

Long overlooks the fact that symbols are communal acts:

how the viewer of a symbol interprets it is as important

as what is meant by its wearer. Anyone can wear a sym-

bol and claim to have a private meaning for it. as Long

does. I could wear a peace symbol and intend it to mean

I'm pro-war, or wear a swastika and claim to love all

humanity. But of course, everyone who saw these images

would interpret them far differently.

For Long, her yellow ribbon may mean she's, "for the

thought of life and peace in the Middle East and the rest

of the world." But most will interpret her ribbon as sup

port for United States soldiers. And for most who bear rib-

bons, support for the troops necessarily means supporting

the soldiers' duty: To enforce American political policy.

Most feel that the best way to ensure the soldiers' safety

is to, "get the job done and bring them home." Doing the

job boils down to one primary thing: killing.

When I see a yellow ribbon I see only red, for there is

innocent blood on it, on the hands of every American

soldier, and on the hands of every citizen who supports

the war. Life? Peace? You've got to be kidding, Gayle.

Linda Babcock
Northampton

Believe the lies - It's your patriotic duty
Last Thursday, our conscience came kicking and

screaming into existence. Millions interrupted their

lives to take a stand against the massacre in the Per-

sian Gulf. In Amherst, 1,200 people, according to police,

gathered on the Town Common.
A young Palestinian reminded us that what

Americans call Desert Storm, he and his people call

genocide - "Support your troops on your own soil." Dur-

ing the day, dedicated to murdered Black leader

Malcolm X, people reminded each other that no govern-

ment can totally destroy the spirit of its people. An
enclave was carved out of Amherst. It was a place to

escape the Nobody-Gets-Killed, Extra-Guy-Every-

25,000 Corpses War.
When folks decide to challenge the tide ofblood-thirst

and flag waving that is sweeping the nation, they do

it together. In this rally, hundreds took to the street,

blocking the main intersections in town (If you were

irked - it's time to rethink your priorities.) The theme

was simple: As tens ofthousands are murdered in our

name, there can be no Business as Usual.

Eggs were thrown from an Amherst College building-

Young children, mothers and their babies moved to the

other side ofthe crowd and the eggs were ignored. Said

one cop, "If you don't wanna get hit by eggs, get the

hell out of the street."

"Send George Bush, Send Dan Quayle, Send Neil

Bush when he gets out ofjail!" Protesters talked about

what the media refuses to: The over-representation of

African Americans in the Armed Forces and their con-

centration in the most dangerous jobs. (The Secretary

of Defense is 'proud to be able to offer these oppor-

tunities to young African-Americans." Gasp.) Vietnam

vets told their younger confederates of the nightmare

that battle makes of the rest of your life - "Veterans

were disrespected by those who refused to listen to the

reality of war."

Jeremy Levinson

The police filmed the whole thing. Then they left,

returning in force clad in riot gear. They came in on

the side of Business as Usual.

Amherst's finest loaded a bus with prisoners. It took

over an hour to travel the quarter mile to the police

station. The street wouldn't give way. Cops pushed and

hit people out of their way. Log barricades had to be

removed - a little gasoline might've helped. Scores of

bodies formed a wall in front of the bus and it ground

to a halt for a white - some large nails would've been

useful. If the police wanted to stifle the community's

conscience, they'd have to work at it. And that they

did: Shame! Shame! Shame! the fingers were pointed

at the cops. Who was enforcing the law, anway - the

cops or the protesters?

Finally in front of the shiny new $11 million police

station, the prisoners were unloaded. A young women
drew a chalk peace sign outside ofthe station. She was
chased for a block before being tackled and lead away.

In all, 43 people were hauled away for standing their

ground.

The crowd provided its own soundtrack: "Peace Now!

Negotiate Now!" Some cried. Some laughed. It's a feel-

ing like no other to be fighting for what's right. It's

hard to escape a society that licks its chops with every

dead enemy.
There were all sorts ofpeople there. Each gave what

they could. Some volunteered to be arrested. Some

stayed out of the cops' way. They all stayed together,

one cell in a global organism demanding peace.

I'll never forget what one middle-aged women said

to me: "I really wish I could grab a flag and join the

war's cheerleading section. It'd be a lot easier..! just

can't."

It seems that the United States does have some war-

riors to be proud of. Warriors fighting for peace and

justice - in our own backyard.

Jeremy P. Levinson « a Collegian columnist
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DOONESBURY
By GARRY TRUDEAU

THE FAR SIDE

By GARY LARSON
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"Walt, wait, wait ... I'm confused. Bob, you're the

one who's claiming your Siamese twin, Frank,

changes into a werewolf every full moon?"

CALVIN AND HOBBES By BILL VATTERSON
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QUOTE OF THE DAY

"I'm too shy to express my
sexual feelings, except over the

phone to people I don't know.''

— Garry Shandling

DAILY CROSSVORD PUZZLE
Edited By TRUDE MCHEL JAFFE

ACROSS
1 Weighing
instrument

6 Enfant terrible

10 Hence
14 Amused

responses

15 Rocky, to

Stallone

16 Semester
17 Second

Commanderin
Chief

18 Particle

19 Inter —
20 Speak rapidly

and loolishly

22 Embarrassed
24 Egyptian cross

26 Short operatic

solo

27 Jamboree
attendee

31 Tax agcy
32 Hot under the

collar

33 Jar

35 Past

36 River valley

39 Actor Wallace

40 Scheme
41 Weather dir

42 Scottish poet

Robert

43 Excuse
44 Lovey-dovey

sound
45 Opinionated

47 Struts

51 High time

52 Watertall

54 Golf club

58 Author Leon
59 Yannick — of

tennis fame
61 Unsophisticated

62 — up: study

63 American Indian

64 Becomes weary

65 Emmets
66 Shout

67 Sound of

contempt

DOWN
1 Lively dance
2 Muslim judge

3 Captain of the

"Pequod"

4 Thrash

5 Being

6 Bikini top

7 Decays
8 Waikiki

welcome
9 Gall

10 Warehouses
1

1

Ignited again

12 — lor the mill

resources

13 Nebraska
livestock center

21 Film company
abbr

23 Green land

25 More immense
27 Await

28 Algerian

seaport

29 Connecticut

university

30 Prevailing

tendency

34 Malicious

burning

35 Disembarked
36 Mongolian

desert

37 Auricular

39 Liveliness

40 Banana s

relative

42 Hog
43 Quantities

44 Goes after

46 Rep parly

47 Diving acronym

48 Burr or

Copland

49 Be
parsimonious

50 Cross the goal

line

53 Chinese
coin

55 Novice

56 Always
57 Take it easy

60 Underworld

goddess

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE:

IWI Im An**lM lime* S)n4ir»lr 2/25/91

MENU

SORRY,
NO MENU

YOUR DAILY HOROSCOPE
Bv JEANE DIXON

ARIES (March 21-April 19):

Unusual support comes from a

former employer. Do not close

out your career options; they

may look more enticing later

on! Play it smart; hide your am-
bition when around your

co-workers.

TAURUS (April 20-May 20):

Romance is lively. Let friends

and family know how much
they mean to you. Using im-

practical sales techniques

could prove costly. Choose
business confidants with

greater care.

GEMINI (May 21-June 20):

You will make powerful con-

tacts today, use them
judiciously. Career demands
could collide with social

engagements. Your recent ef-

forts will be royally rewarded
with a bonus or promotion.

CANCER (June 21-July 22):

Staying busy while you are on
the sidelines will produce hand-

some profits. Be more money-
minded than usual. Although

traveling on impulse can be
fun. it could also prove expen-

sive. Use common sense.

LEO (July 23-Aug. 22): A good
day to catch up on paying

your bills and balancing your

checkbook. Certain domestic

arrangements could need an
overhaul. Seek family

members' cooperation. A
Diatonic relationship intensifies

VIRGO (Aug 23-Sept 22):

Take care of any financial pro-

blems early in the day Seek ex-

pert advice. Get your priorities

right; do not let underlying con-

flicts interfere with what must

be done. Romance has to wait.

LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22): Do
not try to escape from your

responsibilities. By focusing on
one project at a time, you will

accomplish more. Team effort

can boost profits. A job offer

sounds attractive; investigate!

SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21): A
new admirer may not be all

you hope. Do not wear your

heart on your sleeve. Socially,

your life is opening up in all

kinds of ways. Be especially at-

tentive to family.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.

21): Call in your markers, collect

an old debt and demand the

best from your associates. In-

fluential people see you in a
different light. If you know your

fuse is short, lie low.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan.

19): You feel tempted to veer

oft in several directions. Take
your work hour-by-hour. Shake
off your insecurity. Go to a par-

ty and be pleasant. Concen-
trate on putting others at ease.

AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18):

Step back from the rat race
and look objectively at those

who have supported you. Treat

them with respect and they will

give even more. Recycle old

projects to earn new projects.

PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20):

Handle financial matters
adroitly. Personnel questions

also demand finesse. Do not

go overboard in romance un-

til you have tested the emo-
tional waters! Music or art

could be a second source of

income.
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ARTS & LIVING
The raw, live Celtic-punk is much better than the canned
By KEN KIE
Collegian Correspondent

Cordelia '« Dad
Pearl Street

February 21

Amherst's favorite Celtic-punk band, Cordelia's Dad,

played to a packed house Thursday night at Pearl Street.

Sad Cafe, the opening band, warmed up the crowd nice-

ly with some very strange stuff. They distributed fruit and

toys to various audience members and Bradford, the

guitarist/lead singer sang through a walkie talkie and .

. . a traffic cone? Yep, and it was one of the more original

things I've seen at a live concert. I couldn't help but think

that they are to music what the Flying Karamazov

Brothers are to juggling - great at what they do, using

props, and, at times, hilarious. It wasn't hard to tell they

were having a ball up there.

Cordelia's Dad played about half of their superb, self

titled album, including such crowd favorites as "Poor

Man's Labor," "Banks of the Lee," and "Will the Circle

Will be Unbroken," the last with Bradford form Sad Cafe

singing harmony.
Early in the show, bassist/lead singer Tim Eriksen an-

nounced that this would be their last Pearl Street perfor

mance. Guitarist Tom King explained, "We've been

traveling all over New England, and, you'd be surprised,

but there are a lot of nice people in the music business.

But right here in Northampton is one place that isn't."

Working around the clock^
tonight? Discover Kinko's.

For most of us, there Just aren't

enough hours In a 9 to 5 day to

get some of our Important

projects done on time. And that's

why we're open 24 hours. Every

day. So no matter when you
need a helping hand and a

friendly face, you'll And them
at Kinko's.

ii

Study in

London,

England

*
r
i

i

i

i

i

i

i

i

i

3' Late Night Copies!
Come Into Kinko's between 10p.m. and 6a.m. and get

great servlre and great copies. Just 3' each forslngle-

slded. self serve 8i n x 1
1
" black & white copies on 20 lb.

while bond. Good at listed location through 6/30/91 . One
coupon per customer. Not valid with any oilier offer.

Open 24 Hours*
253-2543
220 N. Pleasant St.

« (Across from Carriage Shops)

l * Closrd Snt. mldnlfilit - Sun. noon

L

kinko's
the copy center

University of

Wisconsin

Platteville

Liberal Arts

International

Business

Criminal Justice

Mainstream classes with British

students, plus specially designed

courses for American students.

All courses approved by UW-
Platteville and validated on an

official UW-Platteville transcript.

$4,325 per semester for

Wisconsin and Minnesota

residents.

$4,675 per semester for

non-residents.

Costs include:

Tuition and fees

Home-stay accommodations

with meals

Fieldtrips

Financial aid applies.

Summer Program also available.

For further information contact:

Study Abroad Programs

308 Warner Hall

University of Wisconsin-

Platteville

1 University Plaza

Platteville, Wl 53818-3099

(608)342-1726

It seemed that the rough feel of a live show suits their

music much better than the polished studio sound of their

album. Besides, on the album, you don't get any of their

comical betweensong banter. "Dude, get high off our ex-

cellent folk-noise music," said King in the night's anti

drug message. "It's great," he said later, "your sitting

there, drinking coffee, the waitress comes over to take

your order. I love the Iron Horse." Cordelia's Dad will be

playing at the Iron Horse in April.

A good-sized portion of the audience slam dances though

the show, making viewing difficult for those of us sitting

and taking notes. It was a much better reaction than they

got last April opening for The Dead Milkmen at the S.U.B.

At that show most of the crowd didn't pay them much at-

tention; they have come a long way in less than a year.

For the encore, they jammed with Sad Cafe through a

truly bizarre version of "Que Sera Sera." I kid you not.

Their album, which came out last spring, was the best

selling local album for over seven months and is available

on CD. Twelve of the thirteen songs are traditional folk

songs. The one exception, "My Frozen Hedgehog," was

penned by a King. A wide range of musical styles is

represented here; from the hardcore "My Pretty Little

Pink," to the a capella version of the hymn idumea," here

called "When sorrows encompass me 'round." Every

aspect of the album is great — King's guitar, Peter Irvine's

drums — but Eriksen's voice is the true standout.

These guys are just too good to not make it really big

sometime soon, so try to catch them while they are still

well known just in this area. Those of you who like any

good music, and those of us who consider ourselves fans

of the best band in the area will be sure to catch them

in April.

Classifieds
:OME TO THE COLLEGIAN OFFICE-CC 113 MON - THURS 8:30-3:30 •DEADLINE 2 DAYS PRIOR TO PUBLICATION •CASH INADVANCE, 20*/WORD/DAY FOR STUDENTS

ACTIVITIES

25 + CLUB: General meeting/social.

Discuss activities, elections, socialize

Thursday. 2/28, Campus Center room 917

7:30pm Dues $3 to vote

TONIGHT SPECTRUM General meelmg
6:00pm Room 803 CC -Be there! 1

TRAIN WITH USD
UMass Tae Kwon Do
Every Mon & Wed 6 30-8:30pm
Marty 6-7003. Marie 6-1622

Beginners Welcome

AMHERST, ONE BEDROOM in a two

bedroom apartment
Call now -549-8273

EMERGENCY SITUATION! Looking tor 1

person to take over my lease ASAP
$250/mos -546-7037/leave message

HIPPEST HOUSE in the world wants

housemate -Hatfield, rustic, 5 min from

Noho 230 + 247-5248

STUDIO IN AMHERST $460 w/utils Call

Scott 253-0820 After 6pm

FREE BRUNO'S PIZZA PERSONALS SERVICES

BOOK A HOUSE/DORM party with

RACKADISC and have free food -Call

586-9900 for details (limited to UMass &
Amherst College)

FOUND

ZAPI KAPOWI BANGI
Now that we have your attention

UMass Outing Club
General Meeting

Tonight, 7:00 P M
CC162

Everyone Welcome!

ANNOUNCEMENTS

BED AND BREAKFAST- downtown ideal

for visiting parents and friends- 549-0733

CONGRATS TO THE 16 new Delta Teta

pledges' Get psyched for an amazing

semester Love the sisters of DZ

WINTER SPECIAL: 1 month rent 99 cents

with one year lease.

2 Bedroom- $450
3 Bedroom- $537
Sunderland, free bus route, laundry

facilities, swimming pool, garden plots,

short term lease available 665-3856

FOR SALE

S STRING BANJO -Bluegrass style $125
247-5248

ACT NOW! 2 one way plane tickets to LA
$200 for both Fly on Tues Feb. 26 -call now
549-1632

FOUND: Red/brown glasses in the Fine Arts

Center on 2/21. 546-0736

GUESS WHO'S 21?

ON CAMPUS FUNDRAISER
Needed Organized and industrious frater-

nity, sorority, or student group to earn hun-

dreds of dollars for an on-campus marketing

protect.

Call 1-800-NOW-POST

PHI ALPHA THETA Int'l History Honors

Society accepting applications from new
members Info-applications in History Office

Herter Deadline 2/28

ENTERTAINMENT

RACK-A-OISC » still the beat for DJ's and

live entertainment Call anytime 586-9900.

ask about our specials

"BIANCHI BIKE"
In great condition

Color: Black
Quick release wheels, toe clips, leather

seat, steel frame
$260 or Best Offer

Call

Maria
546-0923

FUTONS
Metawampe
Top quality gold bond futons

Delivery anywhere in USA
Sleep with us and save!

1 800-3FUTON1

DIANE KAKRIDAS is legal today so stay off

the roads- Happy Birthday to the hot Greek

chick from Winchester
Love, bill

HELP WANTED

EARN $300 to $500 per week reading

books at home Call 1-615-473-7440 Ext

B-281

HELPWANTED Full or part time Apply in

person Copycat Print Shop 228 Triangle

Street Amherst

INTELLIGENCE JOBS. All branches US
Customs, DEA ect Now hiring Call

1-805-962-8000 Ext. K-9616

BABY DEE!!!
HAPPY 21ST-SICK!
GIMME SOME PAW
WERE BASHIN-UNHH UHH
GUESS WHO

BRIAN,
Thanks for the best Valentine's Day ever

I feel like I've fallen in love with you all over

again.

Love. Brenda

DEAR JENN:
Happy Birthday!!!

Roses are red

Violets are blue

You're twenty today

And I'm not

I Love You.
Todd

DIANE KAKRIDAS
Happy 21st -get ready for tonight

Love, Sherri & Tama

PREGNANT?
Need a pregnancy test, information or sup-

post? Call for free and confidential services

ALTERNATIVES 33 Main Street Northamp-
ton 586-3000 or Greenfield 774-6010

SERVICES/WORDPROCESSING

DISSERTATIONS. CASES, PAPERS,
On-campus pickup Fast! Accurate!
Mac/Laser. Spellcheck
Nancy 584-7924

SKl THIS SPRING BREAK)

KILLINGTON FROM S19S
Park City, Utah and Breckenndge Co
From $699
For info Call Jon at 549-4226

SPRING BREAK

FLORIDA S NEWEST HOT SPOT
Panama City-$139

World's biggest beach party

Daytona Beach-$189

Call Erica or Julie- 546-2649 or

Siobhan or Tern- 546-5079
March 8 deadline -March 8 deadline

HEY UMASS!
I kicked Corey's P.'s butt yesterday

That'll be 20 bucks buddy boy

INSTRUCTION

MAC 512KE 4 extra drive

$600 00/BO call 548-9334
Software

EARN CREDIT learn to Scuba Dive Basic

Classes held Monday. Tuesday, Wednes-
day, and Thursday 7- 10PM in Curry Hicks

Pool Open Water II class held during

Spring Break in Key Largo. FLA Advanc-

ed Class held in New England in April For

further intormtion call 549-8401 , or drop by

Curry Hicks starting 2/4/91

LOST

ON FEBRUARY 18, 1991
A person lit himself on fire

in the name of

Please think about that today

ROBI- (My life)

~

Happy 21st Birthday

Luv. Shelly- (Your life)

TRI SIGMA welcomes their newesl pledges

Suzanne, Valerie and Rachel
Congratulations 1

RIDE WANTED

FOR RENT

1 BEDROOM APT in Puffton Take over

lease in March Option to renew Steve

549-6203

AMHERST, 1 BEDROOM AVAILABLE IN 3

BEDROOM. NEW HOUSE ON BUS LINE,

FIREPLACE. BEAUTIFUL" AVAILABLE
NOW CALL 8-4, 665-3326

NEED A COMPUTER? I sell PC's and

Mac's -Very competitive prices Service.

and individual attention Call Dana 546-3933

SIMS BLADE SNOWBOARD
New!

Retail: —359
Selling for 22S

Interested? Call Kim 549-5594

DIAMOND RING A WEDOING BAND in a

purse 545-2703 eves 253-9431

EMBROIDERED JEAN JACKET Nov90
Bring to Campus Center Info Desk ASAP

L08T~GREY BACKPACK with important

documents' $Reward 546-3682

NARDELI'S OR SUNSET COURT)
Were you there on Fn 2/15?

I lost my camera -Pentax IQ zoom
Reward tor information leading to its return

Contact Joanna 6-7207

RIDE NEEDED TO CORNELL 3/1

return UMass 3/3

Call Julie 6-6364

ROOMMATE WANTEO

LG SUNNY SINGLE m beautiful Noho apt

Great location 233 « Elec 584-4078

WOMAN WANTED"roR 3-bdmv apt in

Noho 1 large bedroom, newly painted,

bright place Available now! Call Jess at

584-2750

SPRING BREAK PARTY!
Travel to Jamacia. Mexico! And Panama Ci-

ty Fl! Concerts' Free Parties! Club dis-

counts! And lots more! For into call Denise
546-7156 .

SUBLET

GREAT APARTMENT 2 mi. off campus •

North Amherst -Big yard, storage, perfect

for two people Available now' Call 549-6027

TRAVEL

CAN'T AFFORD SPRING BREAK?
Guaranteed great prices' Space available

to Jamaica, Mexico and Panama City

Beach. Florida (the "new Daytona Beach") 1

MC/VISA are accepted 1 Call Cindy at

549-3538 -please leave a message!

~CARWBEAN - 81891
The warmth of the Caribbean or Mexican
coast for a week'
R/T air, SUNHITCH + m. 212-864-2000

CLUB MED
Enjoy your spring break!'

Added value with each booking
Call RENDEZVOUS TRAVEL

1 800-336-1002

MONTRAEL WEEKENDS $89 includes
round trip motor coach 3 days 2 nights Hotel

Suite, Breakfast. FREE admission to Club
Metropolis

Reliable Tours
365 Broadway Rt. 1

LynnfiekJ MA 01940
617-598-9930

TYPING

CHEAP RATES, fast, accurate, depen-
dable, campus pickup and delivery Adam
253-9117

FAST, ACCURATE TYPING wl spellcheck
and boldface $1 45/pg Call Greg 5464259

RESUMES, PAPERS, anything typed or

typeset Fast, professional service Affor-

dable rates KCommunications, 256-6373

WORDPROCESSING, FAST, $1 45/page
-549-0484

WANTEO

WANTED: GO spring tour tickets

Looking to buy, sell, trade Landover.
Albany, and Nassau Call 546-2396

TIMBER LAKE CAMPS -located in NY's
Catskill Mountains seek General
Counselors. Athletic Instructors, and WSl'S
On-campus interviews Top salaries/travel

allowance 800-828 CAMP (9-4 30
weekdays)
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Sports
Overtime technical buries UMass in 103-96 defeat
By SAM SILVERSTEIN
Collegian Staff

Referee Len Wirtz' decision to slap Coach John Calipari

with a technical foul 30 seconds into overtime buried the

University of Massachusetts mens basketball team in a

five point hole from which they never escaped, dropping

a 103-96 Atlantic 10 game to Rutgers yesterday.

Rutgers" guard Earl Dunan hit a free throw and con-

verted a layup and foul into a 3-point play following the

technical giving Rutgers a 85-80 lead.

•When thev called that T on coach Cal, that changed

the course of the game." Will Herndon said. "We didn't

Rutgers, 103-96 OT
- ; -B'C*r3-3 O-O 6 C !?ob.nson O-O O-O O McCov "-18 7-8 30

9awe 9 "i 5-6 23 Anaetson O-O O-O O Williams o-9 MO W Hernaon 2-3 1-2

labraon 1-2 O-O 2 Tote 2-2 O-O 4 Totals 36-64 22 28 96

Butgett (lOJ)

-^urvar S-tt T1-T3 22 Cart* 1-2 5-6 7 jones 3-4 3-4 9. Lamomeu. 1-2 O-O 2 Stores

O-O O-O O Hughes 13-26 S-U 33 Smith 5-8 5-6 15. Dru'v O-O Ol O. Lumpkin O-O

O-O O Dodds 5-11 4-7 16 Totals 33-71 33-48 103

Motftim. Mass 40 Woe's 44 •gutatton UMass 40 r?u 36 Overtime JMass

Fou»ed Out 8>own Baroee W*oms Tate Jones DaDDs Reoounas JMass

it , Ht M f?o 40 (Hughes 'c *»«!•»» UMass 15 (Giles 5) W 20 (auncan

Total Foult UMaii Jl. »0 It Techincoli Canpof. (JMass coach) A 7484

1

"\ke bad news was in store for the Minutemen. Anton

Brown had fouled out just three seconds prior to the

technical and teammates Harper Williams. John Tate and

Tony Barbee soon followed suit

"I did not swear." Calipari said. "I said Call it down

the other end' ... do you believe they'd call a T in a one-

point game in overtime? Why take it out of the players

hands?"

Jim McCoy added a pair of athletic 17-foot jumpers im

mediately after the call, but Rutgers (18-8 overall. 13-4

A-10) won a battle of free throws down the stretch mak

ing 15 of 21 in overtime.

Keith Hughes scored a game-high 33 points - 22 in the

first half- and Duncan added 22, including 9 in overtime.

UMass trailed by 2 with nine seconds left in regulation

but forced overtime when Barbee took a pass from Brown,

lost the handle momentarily, then found Herdon for an

uncontested layup at the buzzer.

"That was an outstanding basketball game," Calipari

said. "This was probably the first time we got a little down

and fought to get back into it. We had been playing

without anv intensity. Today we picked it up."

UMass held a 5-point lead at 5:09 after Mike Jones pick

ed up his final foul and left the game. Barbee posted up

Duncan for a 10-foot jumper and strung together four free

throws with McCoy to put UMass up 74 69

Jones tormented McCoy on defense in the first half as

the Scarlet Knights surged to a 15-2 lead. Twice Jones

stripped McCoy, aiding Rutgers' fast-breaks.

While Jones was off the floor, UMass cut the score to

17-10 but Hughes scored 12 of Rutgers" next 20 points

as the Scarlet Knights rebuilt a 37-22 lead.

Hughes-and-Companv went cold in the final 7:30

minutes as UMass closed it to 44-40 at halftime with an

18 7 run that included three consecutive 14-foot jumpers

by McCoy and a Barbee double clutch layup over Brent

Dabbs.

As the Atlantic 10 Tournament begins Saturday. March

2 the Minutemen (16 10 overall. 9 8 in the A-10> are one

of five teams jockeying to stay out of seventh place. The

A 10's bottom bracket is cornered into a back-to-back

game situation and UMass would benefit from a day rest

heading into Sunday's play.

"I wanted to prepare our team for the [A-10] Tourna

ment," Calipari said of the play against Rutgers. "This

game shows we can play with any team in the League if

we play with intensity because that's the best team in the

League."
UMass plays its final game of the regular season

Wednesday at Rhode Island.

Temple thwarts comeback bid, 55-41

Second-halfcharge falls short, but Hewelt sees improvement
n » »» * J a. 1 1 11 ...i tltAif navt nncctic.

Bv GREG SUKIENNIK
Collegian Staff

A few clutch baskets can spell the difference between

a win and a loss in the game of basketball.

Temple University, suffering from 34 percent shooting

and confronted with a resurgent second-half effort from

the University of Massachusetts women's basketball

team, got crucial baskets from Wendee Booher and Jane

Catanzaro in the final two minutes, enabling them to

defeat the Minutewomen, 55-41 on Saturday afternoon.

The Minutewomen. now 0-25 overall and 0-17 in the

Atlantic-10 Conference, came storming back from a dismal

first half to shoot 56.5 percent in the second half and draw

within nine points of the Owls, 48-39. with two minutes

left.

At that point, UMass coach Kathy Hewelt decided to

let her defense try and stop the Owls instead of attemp-

ting to get the ball back by fouling and hoped Temple

missed their foul shots.

"Temple is a pretty good foul-shooting team, and we felt

that it was important for us to play good position defense

and go for the legitimate steal rather than foul," explained

Hewelt.

Temple, 55-41

KKS-9 3-4 7 Perry ,-4 4-5 6. Koel 4-12 4-6 \Z Booher 1-1 O-i 2 Catanzaro

2-5 2-2 7 dark 2-2 1-3 5 Rougher 0-2 2-4 2 Copelond O-l O-O O. Inzano 1-2 O-O

»es 2 6 2-2 6 Morns 2-6 2-2 6 Totals 17-50 20-29 55

£!s

,

"T
h"^2<

teiana 3-5 O-O 6. McCusker 5-12 6-TO 16 Valentine O-O O-O

O Schuster O-l O-O O Muzo 3-7 1-2 7 Nevarez 1-1 O-O 2 Moran 1-3 O-l 2 Hessel

3-4 O-O 6 Totals 17-36 7-13 41

HaNHme Temple 26 Massachusetts 12 Three-point goals Catanzaro Rebounds

Temple 34 ,H,!aeDrand. Koel 6) JMass 30 (McCusker 5) As»lrt« Temple 12

(Catanzaro 3) JMass 11 (Muza 3) Total toul« Temple 18 UMass 22 Fouled out

Perry Ireland A - K)5

But UMass turned the ball over on their next posses-

sion, and Booher hit a running jumpshot with 1:20 to go.

And when Catanzaro nailed a three-point goal with 0:41

left. Temple had effectively ended the game.

Hewelt added that with her team's depth problems and

the personnel she had on the floor at the end of the game,

UMass couldn't pressure the Owls as she would have lik-

ed to.

"In the second half, we changed our line-up and iound

some chemistry," she said. "But it wasn't a pressing line-

up. We needed to come out and press and we were unable

to do that."

The first half was a genuinely ugly display of basket-

ball for both teams. UMass attempted a mere 13 shots

from the field in the half, hit four and turned the ball over

20 times. Temple shot just as poorly as UMass did (10 for

31) and had problems getting their offense to work

properly.

"I wasn't pleased at all with our offense," noted Tem-

ple coach Charlene Curtis. "I felt we did a good job defen-

sively in the first half, but we didn't do a good job on the

offensive end." Temple employed a one-three-one halfcourt

trap that gave UMass fits in the first half.

"It was a pretty disasterous half for us, no question,"

said Hewelt. "But if you look at the turnaround, you see

there is some potential on this team."

The Minutewomen stayed even with the Owls in the se-

cond half, scoring as many points [29] and handling the

Owls' pressure defense better. Seven second-half points

from Cherrie Muza and six from Trish Hessel com-

plemented Keyburn McCusker's team-high 16 points and

provided some scoring balance for the Minutewomen.

"I'm proud of our kids," praised Hewelt. "We turned

this into a real ballgame in spite of the first half, and it's

great to be in that position. It shows that we're capable

of that, and that says a lot for these kids at this point of

the season."

Collegian photo hy Yann IHuffy

Minutewoman Maleeka Valentine drive to the

basket against Temple Saturday. The team was

within 10 points of the Owls with two minutes re-

maining in the game, but came up short, losing

55-41.

Men's gymnastics turns
service academies red

( oll< -Ki.in pholo by Vana l)luK>

Although the still rings was not the gymnastic team's strongest perfor-

mance, the Minutemen outshined both Army and Air Force this Satur-

day at Boyden scoring 266.5 points.

By MICHAEL MORRISSEY
Collegian Correspondent

In the most thrilling meet of the year, the

University of Massachusetts men's gym-

nastics team rose to their own high expec-

tations and defeated two of the United

States service academies Saturday, scoring

266.5 points. Army placed second with

264.9 and Air Force scored 259.15.

UMass (4-3) hit almost every routine in

what could only be described as a perfect

team victory. The Minutemen won three

events outright and tied for the lead in the

floor exercise.

Sophomore Steve Christensen led the

way for UMass, finishing first in the all-

around competition with a score of 54.4.

Christensen's rings (9.5) and pommel horse

(9.6) routines carried UMass early and set

the tone for what was to come.

The big test for the Minutemen was the

horse, which has been the weakest event

for the team this year.

The team took the event with a score of

43.65, as co-captain Mitch Hall explained:

"We knew horse was the event we had to

hit. We really concentrated on it hard, and

it worked out. Everyone just raised it a

level."

The Minutemen went neck and neck with

Army down to the final event, the high bar.

Army kept close with team spirit and a

solid all-around by Pat Dominigue.

"When we went into the final event

leading by point one [.10], we were just

pumped," Hall said.

UMass finished strong, as freshman Joe

Haran placed first (9.3) and finished with

an all-around score of 54.1.

Glenn Stubbs and Mitch Hall followed

suit by placing third (9.0) and fourth (9.05)

in the high bar.

UMass won the vault with superb

routines by freshman Jason Braud (9.35)

and senior Dave DiNucci (9.25) who plac-

ed first and second.

"This is definitely our best meet to date.

Absolutely," DiNucci said. "Everybody hit,

pretty much, and we did a hell of a job."

"We're gonna enjoy this victory and

we're gonna use it in practice to help us go

against Syracuse [next Saturday],"

Johnson said.
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Bush reacts to report of Iraqi withdrawal
White House reacts coldly to troop withdrawal proposal;

Fitzwater claims there's been no official contact with U.N.
Compiled from AP wire reports

The White House reacted icily yesterday to a Baghdad
radio dispatch that Saddam Hussein had ordered his

troops to withdraw from Kuwait. "The war goes on,"

President Bush's spokesman declared.

White House press secretary Marlin Fitzwater said,

"We've heard the radio reports. There's been no contact

with our government. No authoritative contact with the

U.N. that we're aware of, so that really we don't consider

there being anything to respond to."

One senior military officer in the Pentagon derided the

Baghdad report and said, "They want us to pause. They

want us to stop." The official, who demanded anonymity,

noted that the report came just a short time after a Scud

launch into Dhahran killed at least a dozen U.S.

servicemen.

Over the last 48 hours, the administration has harden-

ed its war aims, expressing a desire not only to drive Iraq

out of Kuwait but also to break Saddam's military

machine and undermine his rule.

The administration appeared intent on making Saddam

bow to every U.S. demand before considering a halt to the

war. Bush had insisted that any Iraqi withdrawal be com-

pleted within a week and that Saddam's willingness to

withdraw must be expressed "publicly and authoritative-

ly" to the United Nations.

Saddam's order, in line with a Soviet peace plan, was

announced as his troops were being pummeled on the bat-

tlefield and were surrendering by the thousands.

A Soviet plan last week was rejected by Washington,

but the Soviets yesterday presented undisclosed new pro-

posals at a closed U.N. meeting in New York. The Soviets

had said Iraq should complete a pullout within three

weeks; the allies had said it should be done within a week.

The broadcast interrupted regular programming at 1:35

a.m. Baghdad local time (5:35 p.m. EST) to announce the

development, 48 hours after the allies had launched a

massive ground offensive to liberate Kuwait.

It said Foreign Minister Tariq Aziz has conveyed this

decision to the Soviet leadership, but did not say how the

contact was made.

"The (Iraqi) leadership had stressed its acceptance to

withdraw in accordance with U.N. Security Council

resolution 660 when it agreed to the Soviet peace pro-

posal," the Iraqi announcement said.

"In compliance with this decision, orders were issued

to the armed forces for an organized withdrawal to the

positions in which they were before the first of August

1990," the radio said, quoting an official spokesman,

whom it did not identify.

No specific date for a withdrawal was given.

National security advisor Brent Scowcroft called Bush

with news of the Baghdad radio report while the presi-

dent was playing racquetball on Capitol Hill in the House

gymnasium. Bush returned to the White House, going

directly to the living quarters rather than to the Oval

Office.

U.S. officials said there were "flurries of speculation"

during the day that the Soviets might present a rework-

ed version of their peace initiative at the United Nations,

but a Monday afternoon session ended with no concrete

results.

The report of the withdrawal order came as the coali-

tion was marking remarkable success in its ground

assault to oust Iraqi occupiers from Kuwait. Bush called

Gen. Norman Schwarzkopf, the Desert Storm commander,

to praise the early battleground victories.

President Bush said earlier that allied forces were ad-

vancing decisively against Iraqi forces. "The news is

good," Bush said of the battlefield successes.

Desert Storm forces yesterday smashed scores of Iraqi

tanks and scooped up thousands more prisoners, the U.S.

command reported. Military officials said American units

were having "tremendous success" in their first battle

with the tough Republican Guard.

Before the deadly Scud attack, the command reported

U.S. losses so far as "extremely light." It also reported

the loss of four U.S aircraft, three of whose pilots were

rescued.

The command said 18,000 Iraqi troops were taken

prisoner in the first two days of the all-out ground offen-

sive to free Kuwait of Iraq's control.

Marines and U.S. paratroopers tightened their grip

around Kuwait City. But one U.S. official said "it's go-

ing to be a while" before the Americans or allied Arab

troops fight house to house to retake the capital.

Saudi commander Lt. Gen. Khalid bin Sultan said the

Iraqis continued a reported terror campaign of "rape,

murder and torture" in the city, and warned they would

be "held responsible before an international court."

In bomb-battered Baghdad, military communiques

claimed unbroken triumphs for Iraq's troops.

The ruling party's newspaper urged Iraqi soldiers to

"strike with all your force to salvage the nation from the

abyss of slavery."

The Desert Storm offensive was launched early Sunday

along a 300-mile front stretching from the Persian Gulf

coast deep into the western desert.

Under cover of fighter bombers, columns of tanks and

troops from the United States, Saudi Arabia, France, Bri-

tain and seven other nations rumbled across the Saudi

border, kicking up billowing clouds of dust as they rolled

up mile after mile of Iraqi-held territory.

The unfolding strategy appeared aimed at pinning down

the Iraqis in Kuwait City with marines and Saudi and

Kuwaiti forces, while sending powerful allied armored

forces through Iraq to loop around Kuwait's western

borders and confront the Republican Guard units dug in

along its norther frontier.

U.S. airborne troops leapfrogged by helicopter at least

50 miles into Iraq on Sunday to establish a forward sup-

AP photo

A member of the U.S. Marines Second Division
50 miles into Iraq on Sunday to estamisn a iorwaru suF- « "«"»"

„_:«,„.,«,. „on*n™A in Kuwait
port base. Military sources said Army units had punched guards an Iraqi prisoner captured in Kuwait

more than 70 miles into Iraq. Sunday on the first day of the ground war.

Man collapses

atBoyden Gym
By MARK HENSLEY
Collegian Staff

Richard J. Roger, 35, of Mattapan, col-

lapsed and died Sunday night after play-

ing a pick-up basketball game at Boyden

Gym, University police said.

Roger died of an apparent heart attack

and probably had a heart condition for

several weeks, Springfield medical ex-

aminer Dr. Loren Mednick said. Med-

nick said there were no signs ofdrug use

and he added that Roger's death was of

natural causes.

Roger apparently had no affiliation

with UMass and police said he was

visiting a friend in Amherst.

University police arrived at the scene

at 5:49 p.m. and were assisted by the

Amherst Fire Department personnel.

Roger was taken to Cooley Dickinson

hospital in Northampton and was pro-

nounced dead at 6:35 p.m. by Dr. Donald

Rogers.

State employees face 'deferred salary plan'
By MARK HENSLEY
Collegian Staff

Amid outrage and frustration among
state employees and politicians, the

Massachusetts House will debate today a

series of budget-cutting proposals including

a deferred salary plan for state employees.

The proposal calls for state employees to

work up to 10 days this year but receive

payment for these days only when they

retire or stop working for the state.

The plan, which is seen by many as an

improvement over Gov. Weld's original

plan to furlough all state employees, is still

receiving heavy criticism from state

employees and politicians.

Massachusetts Society of Professors

President John Cole called the proposal a

"breach of faith and possibly illegal."

Cole said the MSP, which is still reeling

from the state's refusal to fund negotiated

pay raises for the faculty and librarian

union, is lobbying heavily against the

proposal.

Sara Lennox, a professor in the Ger-

mananic Language and Literature Depart-

ment and the chairperson of the Social

Thought and Political Economy major at

the University of Massachusetts said if the

deferred payment plan is instituted, many

professors she has spoken to say they will

refuse to work.

"If they don't pay us, we don't work," she

said.

Lennox said many faculty members feel

if the state can't pay them now and hasn't

been able to give them a raise in the last

three years, there is no reason to believe

that they would be paid in the future.

"It's hard for me to believe that we're

ever going to see that money again," she

said.

Lennox said it is unfair for state

employees to shoulder the burden of a

statewide problem and added it would have

serious implications for students.

"Their courses won't be completed," she

said. "That's a terrible thing for the state

to do to both the employees and students

of state universities in the middle of the

semester."

Among other proposals being debated to-

day is one which calls for state employees

to pay 25 percent instead of 10 percent of

their health insurance costs.

This proposal, combined with the defer-

ment plan and the lack of raises for facul-

ty in the last three years, is seen by facul-

ty members as one more way in which the

state is reducing their real income, Lennox

said.

Representative Stanley Rosenberg (D-

Amherst) has proposed selling "special-

issue-mini-bonds" in place of the deferment

plan and said if the state is forced to bor-

row it should borrow enough to pay state

employees their full salaries for this year.
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COLLEGIAN

MONDAY, FEBRUARY 25 *

Meeting - The first meeting of Omicron Delta Lpsilon,

the economics honor society, will be at 6 p.m. in Machmer

E-16. All are welcome.

Meeting - Clean Water Action is sponsoring a general

meeting at 7 p.m. on 98 Main St. in Northampton.

Lecture - The School of Management's Production and

Operations Management Program will sponsor the ap-

pearance of Vaugh Beals, the chairman of Harley-

Davidson Motorcycle Company at 7:30 p.m. in the Stu-

dent Union Ballroom.

Math Anxiety Workshop - Conducted in Lederle

Graduate Research Tower 1634 from 4:30 p.m. 6 p.m.

Speaker - Author Leonard Fein will lecture at the

Neilson Library at Smith College at 4:15 p.m. and at

Amherst College's Octogon Buiding in the Babbot Room

at 8 p.m.

Judge dismisses
against Harvard
CAMBRIDGE (AP) - A judge has dismissed a suit fil-

ed by Harvard Law School students charging that the col-

lege had failed to hir* minorities, women and homosex-

uals to tenured faculty positions.

In a ruling issued yesterday, Middlesex Superior Court

Judge Patrick Brady upheld the school's argument that

under state law, people who can bring suits for employ-

ment discrimination are employees, or rejected employees

or would-be employees who were deterred.

Brady said the student group, as an unincorporated

association, could not be a party to a lawsuit.

Law school students, in a suit filed Nov. 20, 1990, charg-

ed that the University had for years excluded women and

minorities. The students, who formed a group called the

Harvard Coalition for Civil Rights, alleged that the

resulting lack of diversity harmed their education
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1 College Pizza

| Spring Special
Small Cheese Pizza $3.50

Large Chees Pizza $5.99

2 Toppings $1.00 extra

M549-6098
Must mention this ad= no coupons with the special
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RESUMES
CopyCat Print Shop
• Great Service • Great Prices

228 Triangle SUAmherst 549-3840

Union Program Council and the

Duke Ellington Committee
Present:

AN EVENING OFJAZZ WITH

Bradford
Marsalis

(recently seen with Sting &
the Grateful Dead)

Thurs. Feb.28
atOpm

in the VMass FineArt Center

TIX available at the box office

$9VMass students, $12 Others
charge at 5452511

TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 26

Meeting - A meeting of the Black/Jewish Coalition, for

Movie Night, will be in New Africa House at 7 p.m.

Brown Bag Discussion - Sponsored by Counseling and

Advising for Older Students. Bring lunch to discuss pro-

blems with the changes in learning in Machmer E 21.

Peace Action Meeting - Sponsored by the Committee

on the Middle East will meet at Bangs Community Center

in Amherst at 7:30 p.m.

WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 27

Brown Bag Lunch Series - "Multiculturahsm: A Ger

man Perspective" in Campus Center 904-908 at 12:15 p.m.

Sponsored by the Women's Studies Department

Time Management Workshop - "The Time of Your

Life," a video and presentation workshop from Phi Beta

Sigma in 803 CC at 7 p.m.

Information Meeting - The National Student Exchange

will hold an information from 4 p.m. - 5 p.m. in CC 803.

students' suit

Law School
Harvard had filed a motion to dismiss the suit Feb. 11.

School officials said the students painted an inaccurate

picture of the law school's recent hiring history, and were

not in a position to bring the suit.

The law school has 61 tenured professors, including

three Black males.

According to the student coalition, about 8 percent of

the law school's 65 tenured and tenure-track faculty are

women, compared with a 23.7 percent average at law

schools around the country approved by the American Bar

Association.

But while Harvard currently has five female professors,

10 of the 55 faculty members hired in the last 20 years

have been women, according to University officials.

Of the 26 professors hired in the last 10 years, four of

them, or 15 percent, have been Black, the school said.

This Is

No Way To

Take Your

i tl LSAT.
If you've set your sights on law school, there's no better LSAT

preparation than Stanley H Kaplan.

Our LSAF prrp will open your eyes with score- raising strategies

and techniques Well help you master everything from Analytical

Reasoning to Reading Comprehension

Our classes ate live -and lively. All our class and study material

is based on the "new" LSAT. And you can review lessons, and get

additional help as needed in our TEST-N-TAPE* lab. open days,

evenings and weekends for your convenience.

Visit our Center today and see for yourself.

And watch the scales tip in your favor

£STANLEY H. KAPLAN
lake Kaplan OrTakeYour Chances

Free Information Seminar
March 5 7:00pm

RSVP 549-5780

358 N. Pleasant Street

Amherst, MA 01002
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LOCAL
The ups and downs of making motorcycles

Collegian photo by Jeff Holland

Vaughn Beals

By MIKE LINSKEY
Collegian Correspondent

"I haven't been this busy in months. . .I'm supposed to

be retired, although some prefer to say I'm unemployed,"

said Vaughn Beals, Chairman of Harley-Davidson Motor

cycle Company in a light moment during a speech about

the success of his company before a full Student Union

Ballroom last night.

Beals can afford to joke now, but his outlook was not

nearly so jovial a mere six years ago.

In 1985 the Harley Davidson Motorcycle Company was

in shambles, losing customers and profits to Honda, its

major Japanese competitor, and flirting with bankrupt

cy as a result of considerable fiscal mismanagement.

Beals, though, took the reins of the company and sue

cessfully persuaded the International Trade Commission

to give Harley-Davidson tariff relief from Japanese com

petitors, who were essentially selling high-quality Harley-

Davidson clones for 50 percent less than their American

rivals.

The Japanese eventually found ways around the tariff,

but Beals said its passage "gave Harley-Davidson some

much needed psychological aid."

The most important factor in Harley Davidson's tur-

naround was "realizing the problem was with us. . not

the Japanese," Beals said. "All parts of a company must

function well and together. It takes complete, irrevocable

management commitment to succeed."

By maintaining a "close to the customer" philosophy,

overseeing the complete modernization and redesigning

of his company's product line, and borrowing three

business programs successfully instituted by Japanese

rivals, Beals soon reversed the company's woeful fiscal

trends.

Implementing a system called the "materials as need

ed" approach — where warehouse space and money are

saved by building merchandise as it is ordered rather than

overstocking — Beals watched inventory fall by 75 per

cent in only three years. Beals allowed worker input into

shop-floor decision making "because the front line workers

know more about what has to be done than management

ever could," and provided workers with statistical train

ing to better monitor their own work quality.

As a result, productivity rose by 50 percent and war-

ranty claims decreased some 70 percent by 1988.

Harley-Davidson's profits are up in essentially every

area, Beals said, and its owners now look forward to sue

eess throughout the nineties and beyond. By remaining

loyal to its customer base - and by improving its overall

business performance - Harley-Davidson has risen from

the depths of near fiscal disaster to re-establish itself as

one of the premier motorcycle companies in both America

and the world.

Index tackles censorship creatively
By HEIDI McCANN
Collegian Correspondent

Editors of the yearbook at the University of

Massachusetts, have chosen an unusual approach to the

sensitive issue of censorship in one focus of the 1990-91

Index.

Two pages will include four or five photographs of art,

cited in the past as obscene, such as Michaelangelo's

"David" and the Mapplethorpe works.

Accompanying these controversial and previously cen-

sored images will be both a note from the staff and stickers

allowing the reader to censor as they wish.

Index Managing Editor Kristin Bruno said the editors

chose this subject since censorship was a big issue in the

past year both nationally and internationally.

"We're not in the business of glamourizing," she said.

"This is an attempt to show both the good and the bad

of the year."

Feedback from students in response to the feature has

been "overall positive" said Bruno, although she admits

some see it "as a gimmick."

Bruno said that the Index staff is "in the business of

news" and coverage of this issue comes in light of con-

troversies of the past year such as the arrest of the rap

act 2 Live Crew and funding for the National Endowment

for the Arts.

So far Bruno has not encountered red tape involving the

concept, and the Index's publishing company, Walsworth,

has given the green light.

Bruno said the yearbook picked the idea for the focus

from the Associated Collegiate Press/College Media Ad-

visors Journalism Convention held in Washington, D.C.,

which Index editors attended last November. She said the

convention's theme was anti-censorship and the First

Amendment.

SGA Senators fight for public higher ed.
By AMY HENRY
Collegian Staff

University of Massachusetts Student Government

Association Senators stressed the need for access to quali-

ty public higher education to members of the House and

Senate yesterday morning at the Statehouse.

Commuter Area Senator Ken Parker, project coor-

dinator for the Statehouse Action Project, said, "I feel we

have a pretty good core of people who support higher

education and hopefully we can draw in more supporters

to this group."

If Gov. Weld's plan to change grants into loans and have

sliding tuition is ratified, students of a lower economic

status would be prevented from attending public institu-

tions of higher education, according to a proposal to

"rescue" higher education submitted by the Statehouse

Action Project.

Student Senators proposed a "guaranteed student ac-

cess" plan that would set up separate financial aid ac-

counts to insure access to all students.

To insure quality, SGA Senators proposed pay cuts for

public employees and closing one or two state colleges in

geographically dense areas.

Restructuring options discussed included giving cam

puses autonomy, shifting authority away from the Board

of Regents, having Board of Trustee representatives nam-

ed at individual campuses and not appointed by the gover-

nor, and authorizing student governments to investigate

waste in their campus administrations.

Parker said he and other Senators are preparing a four-

part plan to help students address budget cuts and the

future of higher education. The plan will include presen-

tations to State legislators, one-on-one meetings between

students and legislators representing their town, and a

mail and phone lobbying campaign.

All interested students in this project should call the

Student Government Association office at 545-0341.

Prospective
law students:

apply early
By PRESTON P. FORMAN
Collegian Staff

Like gangster Al Capone's plea to the electorate "to

vote early and vote often," K. Dori McCracken recom-

mends much the same advice to prospective law school

students.

McCracken, the University's prelaw advisor, said

starting the process of applying to law school early is

one of the foremost suggestions she gives to the 400

or so University of Massachusetts students and

graduates who visit her every year.

"Students who come in early their junior year we can

help out a lot more [than students who are rushing to

complete applications]," said McCracken, who has been

the advisor for 12 years. "Too many come in their

senior year when all they want to know is 'Where can

I get in?'"

She said students interested in pursuing of law

should register with the Prelaw Advising Office and

speak with her early in their undergraduate careers.

She said although there is no prescribed undergraduate

course of study for the field, a strong background in

writing and analyzing skills prepares students well for

the rigors of law school.

In addition to taking a broad range of liberal arts

courses, McCracken also recommends students take ac

counting courses, which are highly valued by law

schools.

After getting a base in the liberal arts, students

should sometime their junior year begin to research

potential law schools using books such as The Official

Guide to U.S. Law Schools, which is available in her

CONTINUED ON PAGE 4

$225 worth of liquor, beer stolen

Collegian photo by .IrfT Holland

BACK TO THE BARN — Stockbridge students lead Marietta from

the Agricultural Fair in the Campus Center Auditorium yesterday.

Compiled by MARK HENSLEY
Collegian Staff

Beer and whiskey valued at $225 was

discovered stolen Saturday morning from

the Faculty Club in Stockbridge House in

what police officials said was the second

break-in there in six months.

Police, who are still investigating, said

a rear window had been broken and 10 bot-

tles of liquor and two six-packs of beer had

been stolen.

Arrests
• Christopher Billington, 20, of Amherst
and Steven Petrillo, 21, of Lawrence were

arrested early Saturday morning for

allegedly being disorderly after UMass
police assisted Amherst Police with a fight

in progress near the center of town.

• Alex Bruce Macdonald, 56, of Amherst
was arrested early Saturday morning for

allegedly operating under the influence of

alcohol and was cited for failing to stay

within marked lanes.

• Matthew H. Guidera, 20, of Amherst

was arrested early Saturday morning for

alleged disorderly and annoying behavior.

• Jeffrey A. Kurash, 20, of Wakefield and

Kevin Dussault, 19, of Wakefield were ar-

rested Saturday night for allegedly being

minors in possession of alcohol.

• Steven M. Rothbard. 21. of Clark, N.J.,

was arrested early Sunday morning for

allegedly operating under the influence of

alcohol.

Vandalism
• A man kicked in a glass door in the lob-

by of Field residence hall Friday night. He
was identified by Student Security from a

sign-in sheet, was located by police, and
agreed to pay for the window.
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law school
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 3

office. The book describes the almost 180

law schools in the country and also nig-

gests otlwr books that give insight into the

activities of the typical attorney.

'This is important especially for

underclassmen because it tells the student

what it's like to be a lawyer," she said.

"Too many have this 'L.A. Law' attitude

about the profession."

Last year, 454 University students ap-

plied to law schools and 272 students

received one or more acceptances; a 60 per

cent acceptance rate, which is slightly

above the national average, McCracken

said.

'The competition is very keen and ap-

plications to law schools are increasing

every year," she said. "People who don't

get in anywhere either have a profile that

didn't fit with the schools in which they ap-

plied or they applied to a school way out

of their league."

McCracken said students should apply to

eight law schools: two schools which seem

to out of reach, four schools with criteria

which are similar to your own and two

"just for love." By "spreading" applications

over the spectrum, students better their

chances for acceptance letters, she said.

And the dreaded LSAT? "If you have no

difficulties with standardized exams and

you are disciplined then you probably don't

need a law preparation course like

Kaplan's." she said. "If you suffer from test

anxiety or you know you won't study for

the exam, then it's perhaps worth the $700

course to you."

Above all, start the process early, she

said. "Even if you later decide not to go to

law school, it's not wasted time because the

skills necessary for a legal career will help

you in any job."

***********
Amherst Fire Dept.

is now recruiting for

VOLUNTEER FIRE FIGHTERS
rvK/ty-;, *^yv

V„tf^

jk Join the student force £

Engine Company 3 |

Gain Valuable Experience

Serve your Community
For information see our table in the Campus Center Concourse

call 256-4080

ATTENTION!!

Student Applications are now being ac-

cepted for the Commission Student Gover-

nance. Pick up and return applications to the

receptionist in 420 Student Union Building by

Friday, March 1st at 4:OOp.m. Any and all

undergraduates are encouraged to apply.

Criteria:

1) Applicants should be aware that this will

be a significant time commitment
through May 1st.

2) Applicants should be commited to the

task of restructuring undergraduate

student governance.

3) Applicants should come in with an

open mind, innovative ideas, and a

willingness to listen.

Collegian photo by Jeff Holland

CUED UP - Senior geology mtuor George Stevens lines up a shot

at the Student Union game room last night.
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Coping With Our Feelings About The War
by:

Lynn Bcchtel and Kent Poey,

Mental Health,

University Health Services

Fran Deats,

Employee Assistance Program

University Health Services

All of us--faculty, staff, and students-

are touched in some way by the war

in the Persian Gulf. Many people

have friends and relatives who are

serving in the Armed Forces in the

Gulf or who are on active alert as

reservists. Many of us wonder if a

draft could be reinstated. Some of us

have family and friends who reside in

the Middle East. For some, the

Middle East is home. Since most

news reports are accompanied by

statements about censorship from

both sides, none of us has a clear

sense of what's going on and no one

knows what's going to happen next.

While some of us hold strong

opinions in favor of or opposed to

the war, many of us aren't sure how

to think about our involvement and

our opinions change from moment to

moment based on the latest uncertain

news. Whether we think being at

war is good or bad, it is a big deal,

and most of us experience a wide and

sometimes painful range of feelings

about the war. We might feel anxiety

and fear. Sometimes we'll feel sad.

Or we might experience confusion,

helplessness and anger.

It's crucial for our individual and

community health that we find ways

to address and cope with our feelings.

The first step in coping is recognizing

that these feelings exist and that

they're a normal response to a very

high stress situation. Beyond that

each of you will, of course, find your

own ways to cope, but here arc some

suggestions:
,

1. Find safe people to talk with

about your feelings, but do talk about

it.

2. Find a balance between watching

the news all the time and constantly

discussing the war, and completely

avoiding all news and discussion.

3. Find some way to take action.

This can range from writing letters to

people in the Gulf, to speaking out in

a public way or to taking political

action of some kind.

4. If you speak out about the war try

to do so with respect for differing

opinions. As tension about the war

increases, the tolerance for opposing

views seems to decrease which then

creates even greater tension.

Remember that violence begets

violence.

5. Nourish friendships and

community.

If feelings about the war become

greatly distressing or overwhelming,

you may want to talk with a

professional counselor.

The Mental Health Division of UHS
provides short-term individual

counseling for students and Kaiser

members whose site is UHS. For

information or to make an

appointment call 545-2337 between

8 - 5 weekdays. For problems

requiring immediate attention there is

an Urgent Care Clinic, Monday-

Friday from 1 - 3 pm at 127 Hills

North.

The Employee Assistance Program

provides brief individual counseling

and support for all University faculty

and staff as well as referrals to other

community supports and resources.

For more information or to make an

appointment call 545-0350.

Editorial/Opinion
The opinions on this page are those of the individual writer or cartoonist and do not necessarily reflect the views of the Colkyan or the University unlessM__ noted

The war against free press goes on
Every day on page two of the Boston Globe there is a

little gray box in the lower left-hand corner. It reads:

"Press restrictions imposed by the U.S.-led military com-

mand in Saudi Arabia require journalists to work under

military escort and to submit their reports to military cen-

sors.

Whenever CNN or another network broadcasts footage

from the Gulf, there's a disclaimer at the bottom of the

screen saying, "Cleared by the U.S. [Saudi, Israel or Ira

qi] military."

When Today show anchorperson Faith Daniels was talk

ing live via telephone to an NBC correspondent station-

ed in Saudi Arabia recently, she asked him if a military

censor was standing next him. (His report had been given

rather stiffly.) He said, "Yes."

Meredith O'Brien

Since the war started, dozens ofjournalists working on

asssignments have been detained by the military, in some

instances, detained even after producing their press

credentials. A Time magazine photographer was held by

U.S. military police in Saudi Arabia for more than 30

hours, after he was blindfolded, searched and asked to

name the governor of New York.

Saturday night, after President Bush made his extreme-

ly brief statement as to why the United States so stupid

ly dashed a chance at peace to rush into a ground war that

will cost hundreds of unnecessary deaths, Secretary of

Defense Dick Cheney announced the suspension of press

Levey died for peace,

could have lived for it

I am shocked and disgusted at your recent editorial

condoning and even honoring the self-immolation of

Gregory Levey.

There is no telling what kind of good a dedicated per-

son like Levey could have done had he decided to band

together with others to spend a lifetime working for

peace. He chose to die for peace instead of living for

it. How can you accept public suicide as a substitute

for long-term activism?

From the articles in your paper, I have learned that

Levey was an intelligent and honorable man who

sincerely believed his death could improve the world.

This does not change my opinion. Levey's death was

a foolish and unnecessary act.

Mark Daly
Hampshire College

Self-immolation a

true act of sacrifice
Gregory Levey's tragic self-immolation has provoked a

variety of responses. One of these is the denial of the ef-

fect his act had on his purpose: what he did was unimpor-

tant to his cause, peace. He could have acted otherwise

and produced "better" results.

Levey's act was that of a courageous supreme sacrifice,

a painful suicide, as a demonstration of protest against

violence and for peace. This is one of the most intense

forms of protest imaginable.

A sign at the vigil, at the site of his statement, bears

repeating: "These are many causes for which I will die,

but none for which I will kill." This is pacifism at its best,

doing Gregory Levey honor, and it, along with Levey s

statment, is not to be trivialized or denied

Thomas Hutcheson
Northampton

Unpatriotic radicals

should burn as well
I'm sure by now everyone has heard about the live

inferno that recently occurred for all the world to see.

I was not able to enjoy the festivities as I am taking

the present semester off to take part in the Co-op pro

gram. I am writing to let UMass in on how the real

world feels about this particular person's act.

Guess what. . .NOBODY CARES! To every person

I have spoken to, not one person has expressed any bit

of sorrow for what occurred. The general reaction is

that he was a crazy idiot. The anti-war sentiment is

fine and acceptable. Most people accept the minority

opinion in regards to the United States stance. But if

someone thinks that committing a public suicide is the

way to gain support for a cause, he or she is sadly

mistaken. Most people just don't care. If he had men-

tal problems, that would be another story.

I'm sure there are going to be people that disagree

with me. But no one has to die like he did. And if there

are other unpatriotic. anti-American radicals who feel

they must die to stand up for the anti-war sentiment,

then let them all burn on the Common, .maybe they

can get paint thinner at a bulk rate.
* F Timothy Rondeau

Keyport Life Insurance Company

briefings "until further notice."

(The very next day Desert Storm Commander General
H. Norman Schwarzkopf, and other military briefers gave
the press information on the ground war, though even less

than was given during the air war.)

But that was it. No more real info — a virtual press

black-out.

The Persian Gulf war has now moved into another, more
deadly phase of ground fighting. But we really won't find

out what is really happening, we won't know the real

story, maybe until it's all over, when it's too late to do
anything about it.

The military claims it has to restrict the press for

reasons of "national security." They claim that without
restrictions the media would run rampant and disclose

all kinds of information — including the locations of U.S.

troops in combat, their progress and their military

strategy, with the media taking every U.S. military secret

they could find and handing it over to Iraqi President Sad-

dam Hussein on a silver, bullet-proof platter.

Members of that arrogant group of so-called profes-

sionals, they say, need a leash. Reporters and
photographers shouldn't be allowed to roam around and
find stories without military escorts, the government pro-

claims. For if the press were allowed to find their own
stories, who knows what they could say?

Does the Bush administration honestly believe that jour-

nalists would willingly disclose information that would
endanger the lives of Americans in combat? Did
uninhibited press access to combat raids during the Viet-

nam War cost American lives? Or is there something
we're not supposed to know, tactics or targets the military

Invasion of lounge
makes me very unhappy

On Wednesday, Feb. 20, the established left of the

University of Massachusetts held a "Day of Education"'

in the Cape Cod Lounge in order to discuss the war in the

Persian Gulf. The Cape Cod Lounge (CCL) is an inap-

propriate place to hold such a forum. For me, the CCL is

a comfortable room in which I relax between classes. It's

a sanctuary from the pressures of school and campus

politics. It's a place to be light.

Last Wednesday, the room I feel most comfortable in

was changed. It was crowded as usual, many familiar faces

as well as others who had come to listen to the forum. No
light conversation was acceptable. The air was heavy. I

didn't want to listen to any more war rehash: Right, left,

middle, whatever. Feeling uncomfortable, I left. I walk-

ed past an empty Student Union Ballroom and kept go-

ing. I was very unhappy.

Many of the people "participating" in the "Day of

Education," wanted to relax and feel comfortable, but in-

stead were forced to listen to more war. Not that the war

or what people had to say was unimportant. It's just that

the lounge is not the place. Any one of the empty rooms

in the Campus Center would have been more appropriate.

I hope that the reason that the CCL was chosen as the

event's site wasn't born from a fear of low attendance.

Michael Hazzard
Northampton

Don't make a hero

out of selfishness
After reading countless articles and editorials in

countless newspapers during the last several days, I find

it impossible not to respond with my own opinion. I feel

that it may be somewhat more valid than most because

I work at the hardware store where Greg Levey bought

two gallons of paint thinner last Monday, so from the

beginning I have been directly involved. I have not slept

well since Monday, not because I'm upset by an un-

necessary death, but because this man is being made in-

to a hero for his actions.

An emotionally disturbed man committed suicide in

downtown Amherst on Monday. He is not a hero, he is

not a martyr, he was not courageous, he didn't make a

sacrifice, he made a spectacle. No cause is furthered by

his action, and he threw away the only life he had here.

He died in a very unnecessary and selfish way and, in my
opinion, did nothing more than add one more lifeless body

to the accumulating count.

The fact that people are making him appear as a hero

absolutely repulses me and seems to be telling the world

that what he did was good. That is warped and disturb-

ing, and I am afraid for anyone who believes that suicide

is an acceptable means of making a point.

My brother is in Saudi Arabia right now and if he dies,

it will be a tragedy. He may not want to be there, but at

this point he will choose to defend his life rather than die

thousands of miles from home. He would never commit

suicide, he has a cause for which to live. I may not respect

the war or its results, but I have the highest respect for

my brother and the rest of the troops there.

It is much more effective to live for a cause than to die

for one, especially at your own hand.
Thomas Fons

Amherst
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has selected that could possibly be objectionable to the

public that could turn the tide of public opinion over

toward the peace protesters?

Even though our country is at war, martial law was

never declared. Never was it announced that the civil

rights of Americans, including the media, had been

suspended until further notice.

Why aren't more people up in arms about this? Why
aren't the people protesting for an end to the Gulf war

protesting the limitations placed upon the media to pro-

vide them with accurate and uncensored news reports?

We are in the dark. We really have no idea what is go-

ing on over there. The government is asking us to trust

them and their propaganda, while disregarding Iraqi

government statements.

If we are, as Bush so often spews, truly fighting for

freedom over there in the desert, why is one of our most

integral freedoms being trampled?

Meredith O'Brien is a Collegian columnist.

'Civility' is phony
I must take issue with the Feb. 21 letter to the Col-

legian that urged those who debate about the war in

the Persian Gulf to practice, "civility."

Although the writers are no doubt well-intentioned,

I

the term serves to cloud the brutality in which our

country is currently engaged. We witness on CNN, for

example, British generals, appearing to be the epitome

of "civility" and politeness, speaking with refined, im

peccable, upper-class diction about the human lives

they destroy as they bomb bunkers. Meanwhile, human

flesh burns in the center of Amherst, concretely remin-

ding us of the 20,000 Iraqi people reported killed, and

the future victims of chemical warfare for whom the

U.S. hospitals are preparing with a sense of

inevitability.

Under these circumstances, perhaps it is in fact "un-

civil" to mute our protest with civility. Certainly, we

must retain basic human dignity as we discuss these

political issues, but a posture of "civility" can be a cruel

and hypocritical gesture in the face of the anti-human

behavior of those who wage this war.

Ellen McCracken
Department of Comparative Literature

Wrong message sent
On February 18, 1991 a man immolated himself on

Amherst Town Common. Some are calling him a hero, and

some are calling him a martyr. They say he gave his life

for peace. I say he was a selfish man who took his life for

no good reason. The men and women in the Gulf do not

want to die. Everyday they wake up wondering if they

will make it to sunset. This man knew when and where

he was going to die, he took no risks. The taking of his

life benefited no one.

The fact that he chose to make a public spectacle of his

violent death does not make him a hero, but shows that

he was emotionally unstable. The only heroes in this war

are our brave soldiers.

I am sure I speak for everyone when I say we want the

soldiers to come home, but they are doing an important

job and I, at least, will support them 100 percent. I wear

a yellow ribbon to remind myself and others of the soldiers

everyday while we safely proceed through our everyday

lives. We, at home, have no idea what they are going

through each day. So to dress up in camouflage, splatter

yourself with blood and pretend to be a dead soldier is

nothing less than an insult to the men and women in our

military forces.

I ask all the anti-war demonstrators, "Can you not find

any better way to show that you want the troops home,

than to condone public suicide?"

On Thursday, Feb. 21, 1991, a group of anti-war pro-

testers blocked off traffic on Route 9 in Amherst. Does

preventing decent, hard-working people from getting to

and from work aid in expediting the return of the soldiers?

Does preventing buses from carrying students, who de

pend on them for transportation to and from school, bring

the soldiers home any quicker? I do not know about you,

but I came to this University to study and learn, not to

make a nuisance of myself to the people who live here.

So, to the anti-war protesters, if you think you are get-

ting a message across to the people of Amherst, it may

not be the one you expected.
Donna Sanford

Amherst
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Underqrads enlighten students on environment issues
**

. , . , u :„„ . ..WpH campus and in the community for more environmenta

By KATHRYN CRAWFORD
Collegian Correspondent

Two University undergraduates are sharing their en-

thusiasm for the environment by teaching "Recycling

Education," an environmental studies seminar covering

issues from global politics to personal energy conservation.

Kathleen Osowski, a senior political science and en-

vironmental studies major, and Jim McCombe, a senior

education major with a concentration in environmental

education, are instructing this course as the conclusion

of their education at the University of Massachusetts.

Originally developed by Sherill Baldwin, director of the

Housing Services Residential Recycling Program, this

three-credit course has been offered for four semesters

through the School of Education.

Osowksi and McCombe, under the supervision of facul-

ty sponsors, have developed their own curriculum mvolv^

ing field trips, guest speakers, individual projects and

assigned readings.

For field trips, the class will visit the Northampton land-

fill and the University's waste water treatment facility

in Hadley, where it will see state-of-the-art disposal of wet

and dry waste. The class also plans to visit Springfield's

MERF plant, where both the University and the Town

of Amherst process recyclables.

Osowski and McCombe have invited several interest

groups and companies active in environmental issues to

speak to the class.

UMass' Environmental Health and Safety Department

will talk about the treatment of hazardous waste on

campus. .

A representative of Plastics Again, in Leominster, will

discuss recycling Styrofoam. Clean Water Action will talk

about environmentally-friendly consumerism.

As part of the Recycling Program, students are respon-
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sible for recording, weighing and bagging accumulated

newspapers and recyclable waste in the residence halls

and the municipal plant once a week.

Students are also encouraged to do a final project

targeting local environmental abuses such as the use ot

styrofoam plates and cups at the Newman Center. Other

projects range from convincing the University to use

recycled paper in the hundreds of copy machines on cam-

pus to devising a means of composting food waste in the

DCs.

Trash Trivia

"Did you know," asked McCombe, dumping a garbage

bag full of trash over the floor during class, "that the

average person produces three to four pounds of trash a

day** That UMass generates 12 PVTA buses full of trash

daily? That the United States can fill the Houston

Astrodome twice a day with the garbage it produces.'

These numbers have been increasing dramatically in

the last 15 years because of the increase of convenience

packaging, said McCombe.
. M . a .. .

Using hand-drawn posters, McCombe demonstrated that

in 1960, Americans produced 2.65 pounds of trash per day,

and 3.58 pounds in 1986.

McCombe said that residents of New York City,

"representatives of America's Throwaway Society, pro-

duced an estimated five pounds of trash per day in 1990.

Approximately 60 percent of that garbage is packaging.

With increased awareness of environmentally safe shop-

ping and careful recycling and composting, the problem

could be reduced by 85-90 percent, Osowski said.

Osowski and McCombe led an animated discussion on

"The Three R's Solution"- Reduce, Re-Use, and Recycle

or compost - and how people on a local level can help

alleviate the global problem.

Students from communities all over the United btates

and international locations described in class how their

hometowns were or were not promoting recycling and

energy conservation projects.

"Did you know that 1.6 billion ball-point pens and Z

billion disposable razors are thrown out each year? Or did

you know that enough steel is disposed of in a year to com-

pletely rebuild Manhattan?" asked McCombe.

This seminar is no easy A. The assigned book is The

Recycler's handbook; Simple Things You Can Do, by The

Earth Works Group. With homework assignments, a mid-

term and a final, weekly "runs" and the final project,

Osowski and McCombe's students work hard to make a

difference. , ..

"We had to turn away people who wanted to take tne

class," said Osowski, reflecting on the obvious need on

campus and in the community for more environmental

education.

"I took the class because it is socially and environmen-

tally relevant," said junior Peter King. "I've always been

interested in recycling," said freshaman French major

Elizabeth Roberts. "I wanted to help out."

Environmental Facilitators

Osowski became interested in teaching students about

environmental issues her sophomore year while she was

involved with TEAMS, teaching English as a second

language to junior high students from Cambodia and Laos.

In an independent study her junior year, she talked to

school systems here in the Valley and in her hometown

of Wilmington, Del., about different ways of presenting

environmental issues to children. She talked to more than

2 000 students in Wilmington about global warming acid

rain, the rain forests and the importance of recycling. Last

semester she taught a one-credit colloquium with

McCombe called "One Person's Impact.

Osowski plans to keep teaching environmental studies

at other universities or school systems for the next cou-

ple of years after graduation. She plans ultimately to be

an environmental lawyer.

McCombe began actively pursuing his interest in en-

vironmental issues his junior year when he became in-

volved in the Recycing Program. He was offered a posi^

tion as educational coordinator for the program, and did

an independent study teaching a one-hour workshop in

the dorms on recycling. After a summer as the nature

director at a camp in southern Massachusetts for homeless

and foster kids, he began teaching "One Person's Impact

with Osowski.

"With all those problems out there, Kathleen and 1 got

together and decided to do something about them.
.
.1 don't

think of myself as a teacher, but as a facilitator," he said.

McCombe plans to continue his interest in environmen-

tal education and nature appreciation for children after

he graduates. Ultimately, he would like to work with

school systems, helping schools implement environmen-

tal studies into the curriculum.
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WOMEN'S Issues
Whose freedom of speech?
Women who act or speak out against the

brutality of the pornography industry are

constantly getting bad press. We've been

called "Nazis," "anti-sex," and most com-

monly "pro-censorship." Nothing could be

further from the truth. The "truth" is that

the public and the media have not been

listening to what anti-porn activists are

saying, promoting and proposing. Many
women advocate the implementation of a

Civil Rights ordinance such as the one

drafted by Andrea Dworkin and Katherine

McKinnon. Under this ordinance women

can file a suit against nomographers that

demonstrates the way in which a specific

piece of pornography has violated her

freedom of speech, choice, right to privacy,

etc. Are you listening? There is no Prior

Restraint. There is no censorship. Each

specific piece is viewed, evaluated and judg-

ed on an individual basis.

Margaret Magnet

EWC: A success story?

The Freedom of Speech is not written in

the Constitution as an "active" freedom.

It states what people cannot do, what Con-

gress cannot do, ways we cannot restrict

others' speech or freedom of expression. So

for people who have a voice, they must be

allowed to sound it. White, heterosexual

men have a voice. Women are silent. Peo-

ple of color are silent. The assumption

made by the (Great White) Founding

Fathers of our nation was that everyone

would have a voice, or at least everyone

who should have one, already did. Women
must create that right for themselves

because the Freedom of Speech only applies

to those who have speech, it clearly does not

offer expression for those who are silenced

by racism, poverty, patriarchy and

homophobia.
Another myth about the anti-porn ac-

tivist is that it is an issue concerning only

White, middle-class women. Women of col-

or are targets of pornocrats — lynchings,

foot-binding and savage-taming are

popular racist themes using women of col-

or to depict the ultimate in sexual subor-

dination.

Middle-class women view pornography as

Playboy's "College Campus" issue and

have a Smith College student speak for all

women in saying that she was treated well.

The majority of pornography is not at all

like that Playboy spread but are, in fact,

brutal rapes, maiming, bondage and

murder all in the name of kinky lust.

Herein lies yet another myth, the notion

that the majority of pornography out there

is soft-porn, and can't be that harmful.

Granted, Playboy has to regulate its

material to appease its advertisers. Playboy

is also losing money. More and more men

are turning to the more violent, hard-core

porn as their sex-translated-to-violence ap-

petites increase. The evidence is there, its

simply being ignored. Is it any wonder that

we don't hear about this in Newsweek or

Time magazine — their distributing com-

pany is owned by pornocrats. The studies

have been done, they're simply being sup-

pressed. Is it any wonder we don't question

the effects of pornography - the U.S.

government is the number one producer of

pornography. This is what gets "our

boys"in the mood to kill while overseas,

and you had better believe that Desert

Storm is also being fought with the weapon

of our bodies, our humiliation and pain be-

ing exploited to invoke "fighting spirit" in

our troops. . .and it's not the Playboy "Col-

lege Campus" issue that they're showing.

Women who fight against pornography

are fighting for their voice, their freedom,

their speech. The Civil Rights Ordinance

is not censorship (can we all say it together

now - NO PRIOR RESTRAINT). We ex-

pect to get trashed and threatened by the

porn-loving pigs of this community, but not

by so-called "liberal" men and especially

by other women. A recent popular trend in

pornography seems to be a practice in

which a woman is abducted, raped and

videotaped — the tape being sold to por-

nographers. This could be you — be careful,

pornography hurts us all.

Maggie Magner is a UMass student. This

article is the opinion ofthe writer and does

not necessarily reflect the views of the Col-

legian staff.

An ALANA celebration
A celebration party for women of African,

Latina, Asian and Native American des-

cent took place Sunday, Feb. 24 in Van

Meter's recreation room. An early evening

dinner reception, the event was "organiz-

ed for one night so that women of color

could get together and enjoy each other's

culture and enjoy each other's company,"

says the coordinator of the function.

To liven things up a bit, Motoko Dworkin

from the department of Asian studies here

at UMass, did a mime performance.

Originally from Japan, Motoko performed

"Self Introduction," "Caliban," and "A

Mother."
When asked about "Caliban," Motoko

reminisced with the audience about a story

she read as a child that had inspired her

performance as both an opressor and as the

oppressed.

The event attracted a variety of women,

including some stents from the Five Col-

Women's Forum

GROUND FLOOR STUDENT UNION

Wednesday, February 27: Francine

Jobatey will be speaking on

"Multiculturalism — A German
Perspective" in the Campus Center

from 12 p.m. to 1 p.m. Sponsored by the

Women's Studies Department.

Also on Wednesday: May Stevens, ar-

tist, speaks on "Whose Agenda? False

Dichotomies and Uneven Ground" at

Hampshire College. The event will be

held in Franklin Patterson Auditorium

at 7 p.m.

Friday, March 1: Deadline for applica-

tions to teach at the Free Women's

School in Northampton. For more infor-

mation, call 584-5164.

Wednesday, March 6: Norma Dana

and Nancy Fish speak on the topic of

"Welfare Mothers and Education" in

the Campus Center from 12 p.m.-l p.m.

This event is part of the Women's

Studies Brown Bag Lunch Series.

Thursday, March 7: Susan Day on

"Women's Roles in Judaism from a

Feminist Perspective" at the Hillel

House Lounge, 7:30 p.m. Sponsored by

Hillel.

Friday, March 8: Women's Pentagon

Action presents its Annual Interna-

tional Women's Day Celebration at the

Unitarian Society Meeting House at 220

Main Street in Northampton. Call

665-4307 or 586-9809 for more

information.

Saturday, March 9: FUGAZI plays

UMass to benefit

Necessites/Necessidades (battered

women's shelter in Northampton) as

part of Violence Against Women week.

Stop by the POWER office on the third

floor of the Student Union for more

information.

51

lege area. Mount Holyoke College student

Andrea Calderon, offers, "Women of color

have always needed to unite, to have a

space to meet and enjoy each other's com-

pany." She further adds, "This is the basis

for coalition building, ideas spring out of

events like this. I would like to see things

like this happen more."

Mount Holyoke College student, Bina

Fernandez believes/'Women of color in the

valley need to get together." At the close

of the event, Bina handed out flyers for a

conference dedicated to "Celebration of

Women of Color." The conference will take

place March 1-10 1991 at Mount Holyoke

College.

When asked for a final comment about

the celebration as a whole, Umass senior

Ramani Sripada said of the turnout,

"There was lots of diversity; I think it went

really well." „
MONIQUE TABON

By RUA KELLY
Collegian Staff

Over the last few years, students at

UMass have become de-sensitized to the

cold reality of budget cuts. We have

stood in longer lines for classes, paid

more money every semester, and ac-

cepted that we must "grin and bear it."

However, there came a time during the

fall of 1990 when women on this cam-

pus could not be silent any more. The

Everywoman's Center, UMass' facility

for women in crisis with a national

reputation, was disproportionately cut

by Vice-Chancellor Dennis Madson.

One-quarter of its budget was sliced,

cutting more "frilly" positions such as

publicity and outreach as well as the

crucial counseling service. This 25 per-

cent cut was administered despite the

fact that Madson only had to cut his

budget by 4.7 percent. n

The Everywoman's Center had always

offered support groups and individual

counseling on issues such as bulimia

and anorexia, incest, or coming out as

a lesbian or bisexual — all offered

through the counseling program. In ad-

dition, it provided "short-term personal

and couples counseling, referrals to

private therapists and counseling call-

in hours." When this service was

eliminated by Madson, undergraduate

and graduate women organized a high

publicity campaign asking for the

counseling program to be restored. It

was unsuccessful - but the goal was not

forgotten by the Center.

Since the budget crisis began,

Everywoman's Center has increasingly

relied on outside funding from private

individuals, government grants and fun-

draising events. This campaign blossom-

ed with the media coverage gained, and

now the counseling position is going to

be restored for the spring semester.

Money came from many sources, but the

most generous donation was from the

other four colleges - to the tune of

$10,000.

According to the head of the Center,

Carol Wallace, "The Everywoman's

Center has made a decision that our

number one priority was counseling.

(Our) Advisory Board has assisted us

with the administration to get their sup-

port for working to restore this posi-

tion."

Wallace noted that the support of both

Dennis Madson and Joanne Vanin, the

Dean of Students, was crucial.

News Analysis

Wallace attributes the success of the

Center to much hard work by their staff,

as well as "students this fall (who) did

a lot of work in letting administration

know how important counseling was.

The administration heard loud and

clear that these are services students de-

pend on and it really made a difference."

So, can we call the struggle of the

Everywoman's Center a success story?

For the thousands ofwomen who depend

on its services, it is certainly a victory

— but a bittersweet one.

What a sad realization it is that

women's survival in today's world fill

ed with violence against them is in no

way guaranteed by the government.

That alternative sources of funding

were available to the Everywoman's

Center is exciting, but the fact that an

organization as crucial as the EWC had

to provide a large chunk of its own fun-

ding is disturbing. We can only be

grateful that women victimized by

eating disorders, rape, or battering can

still get help.

Sex trade in the Philippines
We have all heard stories about some of

the restful and relaxing activities many

soldiers engage in. While acknowledging

that some "love relationships" form

abroad, we find more which are economic

in nature. This prostituting of native

women is found to be acceptable by many.

Some even see these women's choice to

become prostitutes as part of their culture.

The popular myth of the subservient Asian

woman supports this thinking. However,

when the beliefs about prostitution are

matched with reality, the sale of sex

becomes increasingly disturbing.

Renee Caruso

Prostitution is said to be the world's

oldest profession. However, the logistics of

this "profession" vary greatly between

regions. A woman in the United States,

before resorting to the sale of her body, may

collect unemployment checks or other like

payments. Many other countries have no

such nets. One of these countries is the

Philippines.

Life is wretched for many men and

women in the Philippines. However, it is

harder for women to obtain both an educa-

tion and a regular job. For many women

in the Philippines, prostitution is the only

way to gain enough income to survive.

Thus, these women are slaves to a social

and economic system. This system is one

which the United States has helped to

create and sustain. After many years of

domination, the United States finally gave

the Philippines their freedom. However,

the presence of the United States is still

most surely felt. Remaining on the ar-

chipelego are six U.S. military bases. The

largest of these are Subic Naval Base and

Clark Air Base. And as often happens, the

thousands of soldiers housed on and around

these bases provide a strong demand for

headquarters for the Subic Naval Base,

there are an estimated 7,000 prostitutes

who work the city's 500 bars nightclubs

and hotels. Birth control is often not in use.

Within this dynamic, many women bear

Amerasian children, one per day in

Olongapo. Having little or no money,

women are forced to abandon their

children, in the hope that they will be

recovered. Often times the children who

are picked up are sold into labor, or into

prostitution themselves, at a rate of $250

per child. Some prostitutes are as young as

seven-years-old. There are 3,000 such street

children in Olongapo City alone.

Other problems have also arisen due to

the Military Bases' link with the sex trade.

In a Federal Report it was shown that

AIDS arrived to the Philippines through

the bases. Though the percentage of peo-

ple tested HIV positive doubles every six

months, clinics around the bases refuse to

care for those infected. Such necessary

health care is also not taken care of by the

government of the Philippines. Though the

government receives $450 million in "aid"

(or rent) from the United States, the United

States dictates the allocation of this money.

Consequently, $400 million of it goes into

the upkeep of the bases. The remaining $50

million goes towards infrastructure (roads,

etc.) surrounding them. In the end, there

is no money left for basic human needs.

Though the situation is dire, 150

women's groups have united under one

heading to battle this oppression. They call

themselves the Gabriela Network and are

fighting for the removal of all U.S. Bases

from the Philippines. Like soldiers

everywhere, they are fighting for their

lives.

To find out more about women's strug-

gles in the Philippines, contact;

The GABRIELA Network

P.O. Box 343, New York, NY 10018

Renee Caruso is a UMass student. This

article is the opinion ofthe writer and does

not necessarily reflect the views of the Col-

legian staff.prostitution. In Olongapo City, the R&R

The Women 's Issues Page needs an army ofwomen to cover the issues and events

JnnrnZLmen on tZcampus and the Five College Area. A*-~W*~*»
To write, come down to the Collegian, CC 113 (the basement) and talk to Momque

or Rua.
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ARTS & LIVING
Exuberance and energy
abound in Really Rosie
By DANIEL JOKELSON
Collegian Correspondent

Really Rosie

Smith College

Saturday, Feb. 23

Imagine a lazy, warmer-than-it-should-

be 'cause-it's-February kind of afternoon,

you're inside a bright white chapel jamm-

ed with four to seven-year-olds and their

glaring moms and dads, surrounded by

clotheslines with laundry, when suddenly

there's this spunky little girl with a black

boa and her shlumpy pals singing, dancing

and basically exploding all over the pulpit.

This was the scene I was surrounded by

Saturday afternoon as Maurice Sendak's

Realh Rosie burst onto the stage at the

Helen Hills Chapel in Northampton for a

three performance run last weekend.

Really Rosie is a musical with the script

and lyrics by Sendak and music by Carol

King, and it first came out in the 70s as

an animated movie. It is the story of a

slightly vain but sweet young girl, Rosie,

who with her brother Chicken Soup and

their neighborhood friends — Kathy,

Alligator, Johnny, Pierre and others — go

through the process of "filming" a movie.

The real focus, though, of the musical is on

the kids, their view of the world, which is

an infinitely joyful and vibrant one.

Rosie is the "director," who throughout

the course of the play (about a day) tries

to keep her friends' attention by luring

them with dreams of Hollywood stardom

and with juicy plots that they can all help

become realities by acting in them. The

play includes "screen tests" done by some

of the kids that come from Maurice Sen-

dak's Nutshell Library, including Chicken

Soup With Rice, Pierre, One Was Johnny

and Alligators All Around, interspersed

with shrieks from their Brooklyn Jewish

mothers, interjections of "I don't care!!"

from a sulky Pierre (a terrific performance

by Kelsey Flynn), tidbits of useless

knowledge from the nerdy Johnny (well

acted by Katy Smith) and the continuous

shouts, stunts, cries and cheers from the

whole gang. The play finishes with an in-

credible finale, "Chicken Soup With Rice,"

which culminates an hour of amazing

energy and creativity pretty perfectly.

Probably the most wonderful and hard-

to-believe aspect of this production was the

ability of the actors, all Smith College first

and second year students, to create an at-

mosphere of eight-year-old pals. I mean,

these women became kids. Their faces con-

torted to all extremes and they really went

with the current of their emotions. 1 along

with the rest of the audience, was cap-

tivated by their innocence, emotions, ex-

pressions, and how much fun they were

having. I didn't think about the fact that

women were playing boys, or that Rosie (a

strong performance by Alexandra Ornitz)

was just a little tall for a 10-year-old. Chris-

ty DeRoche, an audience member, said, "I

didn't realize until I looked at the program

partway into it that the actors surrounding

Rosie were college students."

"I loved it — it was great! It was better

than €01811" said Mark Federman, a

UMass junior who plans to teach and write

children's literature after college.

It was the ensemble that gave Really

Rosie its energetic, kid-like feel. Every cast

member participated in creating the situa-

tions in songs like "The Ballad of Chicken

Soup" and "Screaming and Yelling," with

CONTINUED ON PAGE lO

57 North Pleasant Street

Tuesday Night's Taco Night 9-??? ^
Wednesday Night is Liz Taylor Lookalike n^/

Night, Free Buffalo Wings 9-7??

$50 gilt certificate to winner

All free to Delano's customeis only

LIVE" The 4 Plays 50s and 60s music Starting March 2

F.verv Sundav! 9-???

Drink oi the Week

r^

Captain Morgan 8c Coke
Shooter oi the Week

$2.00

Jagermeister
$2,50

Beer oi the Month

60 oz. Miller, Miler Lite $450

Miiw tannine, and Rolling Pock Pitchers

All-Stai Doorman Pat "The Poser" Southwick Fn, and Sal, Nights J

Connells to provide

pop at Pearl Street
By ANDREW BROADHEAD
Collegian Staff

With The Connells in town tonight,

true fans of romantic guitar pop should

have no doubts about where to spend the

evening. When this North Carolina

combo takes the stage at Pearl Street,

in support of their fourth album One
Simple Word, the guitars will jangle and

the introspective lyrics will flow.

Released late last fall, the Hugh

Jones-produced album has been on the

Rockpool and CMJ album charts for 14

weeks. It's an eclectic collection of songs

of all sorts. There are wistful rockers

like "Stone Cold Yesterday" and "One

Simple Word" but there are also melan-

cholic ballads like the aching "Waiting

My Turn."

CONTINUED ON PAGE lO

Photo courtesy TVT

The Connells will appear at Pearl Street tonight.

ITS NOT TOO LATE!

MENTAL HEALTH DIVISION GROUPS
SPRING 1991

Joining a group at Mental Health Services may be one of the best

decisions you make this semester. Groups give you the opportunity

to discuss your concerns with other people who confront the same

difficulties.

The following groups are currently accepting members

TUESDAY — —
Decision-Making for

Problem Drinkers

Bi-sexual Support Group
Advanced ACOA Group

(Unstructured)

Exploring Lesbian, Gay,

Bi-sexual Identities

WEDNESDAY

1:00 - 2:30 pm
2:00 - 3:30 pm

3:00 - 4:30 pm

7:00 - 8:30 pm

ACOA (Structured)

Self-Exploration Group
(Short-term Personal Growth)

9:00 -10:30 am

3:30 - 5:00 pm

THURSDAY

Women In Transition (Over 25,

in process of separation/divorce)

Chronic Medical Illness

Support Group

12:45 - 2:15 pm

3.30 - 5:00 pm

All groups require a pre-group interview, which gives you a

chance to ask some questions and figure out if the group will be

helpful. For information, or to schedule an appointment, call

545-2337. Groups begin early to mid-March, so call soon

DOONESBURY
By GARRY TRUDEAU

THE FAR SIDE

By GARY LARSON
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Make a note of this, Muldoon.

to be caused by bird shot

. The wounds seem

big bird shot."

CALVIN AND HOBBES By BILL VATTERSON
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QUOTE OF THE DAY

"If Wade boggs were hit-

ting ahead of Wade Boggs.

Wade Boggs would have 30
home runs.' _ w*u Boggs

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Edited By TRUDE rtlCHEL JAFEE
ACROSS

1 Sweetener
6 Quarrel

10 Fool part

14 Phantoms
haunt'

15 Napoleonic isle

16 Rocky Ml state

1

7

Warning to the

untalented. with

66 Across

19 Collar lor a

scholar

20 Poker pot

21 In the chair

23 Gl s

entertaining

I rlend

24 Use a

wheelbarrow

25 Case or class

Starter

27 St'ong liber

31 Coastal refuge

"^}4 Combat /ones

36 Lite force Abbr

37 Lady Chaplin

40 Exteriors

42 Snared
44 Chem

compound
45 Mod speech or

sound
47 Make bundles

48 Mid-length story

51 Firth of Clyde

isle

52 Club for a

golfer

54 — at an
index

Goldsmith

56 She. objectively

57 Ancient harp

60 Turner

64 Toward the

mouth
66 See 1 7 Across

68 Tire anagram
69 Gen Robert

70 Have a yen lor

71 Villainous

visage

72 Marquis de —
73 Where the

Alamo stands

DOWN
1 Pop

Bv GARRY PORTER

SNOOKY LANSON By E. VEZINA & R. SHAUGHNESSY

CANT DO IT !

won't conr&M&t.
(ty MtAi. STWDA fcD-S

siamt & A stupid

L

2 Once — •
time

3 Swell bloke

4 Comic Johnson

5 Joplin opus
6 Cuts
7 Folded

8 Adpin
9 Kind of

measure
10 Surface for

Gretzky

1 1 Cause of

comment at 17

Across
12 Shut

1

3

Give homage
18 A rose —

rose

22 Batman and
Robin, e g

24 Dressed
26 Fitting

27 limp s call

28 Neighbor of

Turkey

29 See 1 1 Down
30 Likeness

32 6-iegged

carpenter

33 Golf goals

35 Withered

38 Leningrad s

river

39 Yemen s capital

41 Memorable
Maglie

43 Fictional whaler

46 Cursed
49 Ex G I

50 Renee of silents

52 Fingerprint

feature

ANSWER TO

53 Peculiarly

Strange

55 Also

58 Kinds of breads

59 SE Kansas city

60 Old Greek
instrument

61 Trojan War hero

62 Exploding star

63 Lincoln et ai

65 — Alte

67 Play section

1 T—J— i ;

ii

iJ

70
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rtENU

Sorry,
no menu

YOUR DAILY HOROSCOPE
By JEANE DIXON

ARIES (March 21-April 19):

Domestic affairs may test your

patience Chose your words

carefully, especially in conver-

sations with those in authority.

Handle routine matters yourself.

A parent-child relationship

improves.

TAURUS (April 20-May 20):

Your special talents will be

praised and rewarded today.

Rely on high technology to

save yourself time and effort.

Home life could become com-

plicated later this afternoon.

GEMINI (May 21-June 20):

Keep an appointment with

your doctor of dentist. Neglec-

ting your hearth would be a big

mistake! Your dedication to

your work attracts favorable

notice from someone
influential.

CANCER (June 21-July 22): Be

more specific when dealing

with facts and figures

Carelessness could cause

financial hardship. Your

popularity increases when a

member of the opposite sex

seeks you out.

LEO (July 23-Aug. 22): Refrain

from making casual promises

you will not want to keep. A

family member's mood im-

proves, reducing domestic ten-

sion. You're able to cut through

some government red tape.

Reward loyal subordinates

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept, 22):

Your energy level may be

lower than usual. Avoid scatter-

ing your forces. A family quar-

rel can be resolved if you con-

trol you temper. Rely on your

sense of humor!

LIBRA (Sept 23-Oct. 22).

Postpone making any major

financial moves. A pet can be

a joy if you provide good care

Think twice before allowing un-

foreseen events to change
your long-term plans. Family ties

are strengthened.

SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov 21):

Guard your financial resources.

Unrewarding projects can be

eliminated if you are willing to

change your routine. A desire

to travel grows stronger The

time is not right. Wait a little

while longer

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.

21): Young parents need more

time alone. The cost of a

reliable babysitter is a good in-

vestment. A neighbor or friend

may ignore your advice. Keep

in touch with the folks at home.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan.

19): Your associates may be un-

willing to endorse your ideas

Play a waiting game Romance
holds great promise. Admitting

that a problem exists could

remove an obstacle to your

love relationship.

AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)

You may be asked to write

something today. Do not try

too hard to sound witty. The

mail is likely to bring good news

Take better care of your health

eat rather lightly

PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20) A

good day to mend some emo-
tional fences. Careful hanc ling

of mutual funds could lecd to

higher profits. Avoid contacting

someone from your past while

m a nostalgic mood. Share

secrets with loved ones.
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Not one ofWoody Allen's best films, but still good
By DAN LEARY
Collegian Correspondent

In Woody Allen's latest film, Alice. Mia

Farrow plays the title role as a woman who

exchanged her youthf"! dreams for the

stability and security of a husband. Now,

after 16 years of marriage, Alice's unfulfill

ed dreams return to haunt her in the form

of back pain. She goes to an acupuncturist,

a Dr. Yang, who prescribes for her a

number of herbal remedies that have

magical results designed to help Alice over-

come her affliction.

Film Review

The film deals with basic human conflict

of active versus passive existence in life.

In order to reach self-fulfillment a person

must undergo emotional and physical hard-

ship which amounts to taking chances and

leaving oneself open to failure.

The Connells

Alice's mother, a failed actress, stressed

the necessity of having a stable husband

and not to take risks. So Alice followed her

mother's advice and married into a world

of wealth and a safe and easy path through

life. Through her combined experiences

with Dr. Yang and a lover, played by Joe

Mantegna, Alice comes to recognize her

spiritual needs for a life of substance and

action.

In her last meeting with Yang, Alice con-

fesses her fear in embarking on a new less

stable life and momentarily longs for her

secure happy life. Dr. Yang explains to her

that her former life had only "the illusion

of happiness" and upon closer inspection

she found herself to be unfulfilled and

therefore unhappy.

Woody Allen borrows elements from

Alice's Adientures in Wonderland to

authenticate this modern day fairy tale.

The first time Dr. Yang appears he's wad-

dling across his office checking his watch

in a manner that it is suggestive of the

White Rabbit.

Yang's herbal prescriptions take the

place of the "eat me" and "drink me"

charms from the original tale but still re

tain the same magical effects.

As well as providing many of the movie's

funniest moments the herbs allow Alice to

become invisible, communicate with

Muses, and summon the spirit of her

former boyfriend played brilliantly by Alec

Baldwin.

In one of the best scenes in the movie,

Alice dreams that she and her sister walk

through time back in to their childhood.

This is a sequence that Allen has used in

other films such as Annie Hall and Crimes

and Misdemeanors whereby instead of

thinking about a scene in the past, a

character will physically enter the past and

either watch the scene in progress or con

verse with the people of the past. The great

thing about these sequences is that they

give the audience a clear and honest idea

of what the character thinks about the

memory. In Alice this scene shows the

schism between the sisters; Alice, in her

naivety, idolizes her parents seeing them

as a naval hero and a movie star, and her

sister, a crushing realist, sees them as

phony and boring. Revealing as the scene

was, it didn't explain enough of Alice's

relationship with her mother.

Alice contains a handful of wonderful

performances including William Hurt's,

who in his usual dullness plays Mia Far-

row's aloof and patronizing husband. Joe

Mantegna gives an equally strong perfor-

mance as Alice's lover whose first ap-

pearance marks the beginning of her

spiritual change.

Although Alice may not be among the

best of Woody Allen's films, it is still a

great movie. This is a movie that you can

watch from start to finish and never find

yourself distracted by any poor acting or

lapses in the story The spell Alice casts is

a captivating one. See this movie. Or don't,

and lead a hollow life.

^oNYINUED FROM PAGE 8

The album builds on the solid reputa

t.un established by their previous albums. 1986 saw the

release of their debut album Darker Days, 1987's Boylan

Heights enhanced what Trouser Press called, "A fragile,

vaguely Celtic, melodic sense." Their watershed album

Fun and Games, stayed in college radio top 10 charts for

a long while in 1989.

The Connells were formed by guitarist and bassist

brothers Mike and David Connell in 1984. With Peele

Wimberly on drums and Doug MacMillan on lead vocals,

the band started gigging in the Carolinas area. George

Huntley joined in on guitar and keyboards as the band

began to firmly establish itself as a prominent band in

the South.

With each album their fan base has slowly spread across

the country. A U.K. release on Elvis Costello's Demon
Records assured them of popular acceptance in England.

Each recording session has seen them working with a dif-

ferent prominent producer.

Smithereens/R.E.M. producer Don Dixon helped make

THE CONNELLS
The Vestrymen

Tuesday, February 26

8:00pm 18-

Advance Tix available at Pearl St.

For the Record in Amherst.

Strawberries Record Stores.

Ticketron (800) 382-8080

IQPeifiRLSl. NORTHRmPlON.mn

Working aroundthe clock
tonight? Discover Kinko's.̂

For most of us, there just aren't

enough hours In a 9 to 5 day to

get some of our Important

projects done on time. And that's

why we're open 24 hours. Every

day. So no matter when you

need a helping hand and a

friendly face, you'll find them
at Kinko's.

<i

X
r~

3' Late Night Copies!
Come Into KliikoshrUvwn 10pm and 6a.m. awl get

Krrnt srivlf and filial copies. hisl 8* eadl for *lnRk

skk-d.sHf RPTvrRi^x 1
1" bine krt while copies on 20 lb.

white bond. Good at listed location through 6/30/91 One
coi ipon per customer Not valid with any other offer.

Open 24 Hours*
253-2543
220 N. Hcasnnt St.

(Arrow* from Carriage Shops)

• ( Iniwd Snl mlrintfgit • Sim. noon

kinko's
the copy center

Really Rosie

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 8

hand motions, gestures and vociferous reactions to the

turn of events in each song, and the leads, all strong and

consistently boiling over with spirit, still blended in easily.

The leads were Ornitz, Flynn, Smith, Gael Levin as the

exuberant, hopeful Alligator, Charlotte Fuller as Rosie's

"secretary" and the vampire's wife in the coming attrac-

tions for Rosie's flick, and Gabriel Flynn as Rosie's kick-

ed out little brother Chicken Soup who's disappearance

is the source of Rosie's creative screenplay.

By the time the show ended, with Chicken Soup covered

in tinsel, wearing a soup bowl hat, surrounded by shouting

kids and the joyful piano playing of Sharon Choffman, we
were all back in our own childhood neighborhoods.

J> #
^-•^

® GLOBAL TICKET
w- m (413)747-9923

INXS 2/26 Hartford STING 3/8 Hartford

PAUL SIMON 3/6 Hartford

I

GRATEFUL DEAD Aibony 3/2325

~RED SOX— BRUINS— WHALERS & CELTIC ticket*.

All concerts— sports ft theater tickets

1605 Main St. Springfield » (413) 747-9*22

i

FREE POOL
Tuesday Night

Ladies Night

Your choice

of tables

ALL DAY
EVERYDAY

21 and

over

ROLLING ROCK BOTTLES
$1.75

• 9ft. Championship Tables -

• Six Large Screen TVs with your^k

favorite sports action

• Full Bar

• Drafts in ice cold mugs

• 25 cent hot dogs

• Pizza and burritos

• Full appetizer menu

• Weekly giveaways

• Great for couples

Open:
Mon-Sat Noon-lam sun ipm-iam

HOo/
Urn

*>»ent

MICHAEI/
Billiard Room
And Sports Bar

Rt. 9, Amherst, 256-8284

(Next to Hunan Garden)

Darker Days a driving folk-pop delight. Let's Active front-

man Mitch Easter saw them on their first U.S. tour and

eagerly offered to produce Boylan Heights, garnering

praise from such mainstream press as Rolling Stone and

Musician. Gary Smith (Pixies/Throwing Muses) produc-

ed their third album, Fun and Games, which was critically

and popularly praised.

The Connells are a charming thinking man's pop band

that combine words and melodies to moving effect. It pro-

mises to be a neat show.

Photo courtesy UMass Department of Music and Dance

Salvatore Macchia will perform tonight

with the New England Camerata at 8 p.m. in

Bezanson Hall, UMass.

DID YOU KNOW...

...That Comprehensive Dental

Services Are Available to You
Through the University Health

Services?

Examinations and consultations are

covered by your health fee.

Routine dental care, including

cosmetic bonding and root canals, is

available at reasonable rates.

Convenient On Campus Location

Ground Floor of University Health Services

uhs
For Appointments or

Questions Call: 545-2400

Monday - Friday 8:00 AM - 5:00 PM

Collegian photo by Carrie Wyeth

QUICK TURNS PAID OFF - Junior Mar-

ci Blacker placed 28th out of 66 with a time

of :41.72 and first among UMass female skiers

at the NCAA's Eastern Championship this

weekend. The team took the Eastern College

Ski Conference title last weekend, bettering

Boston University and Plymouth State.

men's swimming
CONTINUED FPOM PAGE 12

tribute to the sophomore class.

"The only way you can win is by having 17 or 18 swim-

mers go and place," he said in reference to qualifying

swimmers for higher competition. "Its just a showing of

the tremendous depth that we've got."

Next on the agenda is the Eastern Seaboard conference

meet in Princeton, N.J. on Thursday. UMass has qualified

in the 100 and 200 back as well as the 800 free relay.

Darwin throws in

Red Sox bullpen
By DAVE O'HARA
The Associated Press

WINTER HAVEN, Fla. (AP) - At 35, right-hander Dan-

ny Darwin is beginning a new chapter in a major league

career that started with the Texas Rangers in 1978.

"Here I am, back in the American League," Darwin said

yesterday after his first workout with the Boston Red Sox.

Darwin, who missed the first two workouts as he

honored a Little League commitment in Houston, threw

from the bullpen mound for about 10 minutes, quickly pro-

ving that he's on par or ahead of other pitchers.

"He was impressive," manager Joe Morgan said. "He

must have thrown 40 straight strikes, keeping the ball

down both on the inside and down and out. That's what

pitching is all about."

"I've been working out in Houston and I'm anxious to

get going here," said Darwin, who led the NL with a 2.21

ERA in 1990. "I feel that for the first time I'm on a team

with a chance to go to the World Series, and I want to

do my share."

Darwin earned a steady job with Texas during the 1979

season and spent the next five years with the Rangers.

Traded to Milwaukee, he was with the Brewers less than

two years before being dealt to Houston on Aug. 15, 1986.

Now, after compiling a 44-33 record for the Astros, in-

cluding 11-4 in each of the last two seasons, he's return-

ing to the AL. He struck it rich in the free agency market,

signing a four-year contract for a guaranteed $11.8

million.

"I'm happy to be here, but there's really not much dif-

ference pitching in the American and National leagues,"

he said. "The National League may have more speed, but

baseball is baseball wherever it is played."

Darwin has pitched in 488 major league games — 280

in relief and 208 as a starter.

He has offered to do whatever the Red Sox want, but

Morgan emphasized that Darwin is being counted upon

only as a starter. He is expected to replace 17-game win-

ner Mike Boddicker, who signed with Kansas City.

"It really doesn't make much difference to me," Dar-

win said. "It seems my entire career has been divided bet-

ween starting and relieving except two years ago, when

I pitched in 68 games without a start. I've been blessed

with the type of arm that can handle either relief or

starting.

"I'm ready to do whatever I'm asked. I have only one

goal. All I want to do is win."

In Houston last year, Darwin made his first 31 ap-

pearances in relief, posting a 2-1 record with two saves

and a 2.40 ERA.
He then became a starter and went 9-3 with a 2.14 ERA

in his last 17 games.

In addition to ERA, he led the NL with a .786 winning

percentage and the fewest walks (1.7) per nine innings.

women 's gymnastics

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 12

bars and "never let up."

Mitchell said he was pleased with the way his team

handled the small breaks in the competition.

"We did not let the breaks snowball," he said. "I'm

very proud of them."

Marshall rocked Boyden gym as she also won the

vault (9.75), bars (9.45), balance beam (9.65) and floor

(9.6).

Sophomore Kim Grady also hit a personal best in the

all-around with a 37.45. Grady also scored an im

pressive 9.3 on the vault and a 9.3 on the bars.

Mitchell said the women are "really pulling together

as a team."

The team looks forward to tough competition from

Springfield and Rhode Island at 7 p.m. Wednesday in

Boyden.

Collegian photo by Jeff Holland

Sophomore Tammy Marshall performs an

arch-over during the Northeastern-Temple

meet. The women soundly defeated the

schools they hosted on Sunday in Boyden.

Classifieds
COME TO THE COILED OFEICE-CC 1 13 MON- THURS 8:30-3:30 • DEADUNE 2 DA YS PRIOR TO PUBUCAT,ON. CASH ,N ADVANCE. 20-/WORD/DA Y FOR STUPED

ACTIVITIES FOR RENT

25 CLUB: General meetingKOoal

Discuss activities, elections, socialize

Thursday. 2/28. Campus Center room 917

7 30pm Dues $3 to vote

1 BEDROOM APT in Puffton Take over

lease in March Option to renew Steve

549-6203

BENEFIT:
For Necessities/Necessidades

FUGAZI
The Brood

Zu-Zu's Petals

TRI-PRODUCTION OF UPC POWER AMC
March 9. 7pm SUB

AMHERST, 1 BEDROOM AVAILABLE IN 3

BEDROOM. NEW HOUSE ON BUS LINE.

FIREPLACE BEAUTIFUL!! AVAILABLE
NOW CALL 8-4. 665-3326

SANYO AM/FM TWO BAND STEREO
Stereo integrated amplifier, semi-automatic,

turn table, double-cassette deck with high

speed dubbing, continuous play, syn-

chronous dubbing, automatic level control

system, counter, CD-outlet GREAT
STEREO!!!

MUST SELL - Model GXT707
$90

Please call Theresa at 6-0923

PRESTIGIOUS NORTHEAST SUMMER
camps near NYC seek specialists in sports,

art, theatre, dance, music, magic, circus,

science, waterfront, horsemanship. On
campus interviews 3-5-91 Call

800-869-6083 or write French Woods, P.O.

Box 800. Pomona, NY 10970

INSTRUCTION

ON FEBRUARY 18, 1991

A person lit himself on fire

in the name of

Peace
Please think about that today

SUBLET

POKIE, Happy one year anniversary 1

I Love You 1 Always, Poochie

GREAT APARTMENT 2 mi off campus
North Amherst -Big yard, slorage. perfect

for two people Available now 1 Call 549-6027

TRAVEL

SELINA- I can't find you Please- another

phone message- Tim

AMHERST. ONE BEDROOM in a two

bedroom apartment

Call now -549-8273

FREE BRUNO S PIZZA

HUNGRY???
Sweets N More can fix that

Delicious ice cream, subs, cookies,

brownies, and much more 1

Open nightly -Field House

INDEX YEARBOOK General meeting

tonight at 6 30 CC103 New members

always welcome Call 545-0848 for info

EMERGENCY SITUATION! Looking for 1

person to take over my lease ASAP
$250/mos -546-7037/leave message

BOOK A HOUSE/DORM party with

RACKADISC and have tree food -Call

586-9900 for details (limited to UMass &

Amherst College)

UMASS CHESS CLUB
7-1 1pm in the Bluewall (tuesdays)

All are welcome

ANNOUNCEMENTS

BED AND BREAKFAST- downtown ideal

for visiting parents and friends- 549-0733

'CHI OMEGA'
Open rush is on'! Call 549-6460

Monday 2/25 - Dinner at 5pm

Tuesday 2/26 Movies & Popcorn at 8pm

And Wednesday 2/27 - Dinner at 5pm

Come get to know the sister and pledges

of CHI-O'!

FREE TEDDY BEARS!!
Just come into the Ustore computer dept

and let an IBM rep. give you a 5 minute

demo (while supplies last)

ON CAMPUS FUNDRAISER
Needed Organized and industrious frater

nity sorority, or student group to earn hun^

dreds of dollars lor an on-campus marketing

protect _„
Call 1 BOO-NOW POST

UPC MEETING TONIGHT 6,30 904 Cam-

pus Center New r

welcome! Get
production 1

HIPPEST HOUSE m the world wants

housemate -Hatfield, rustic, 5 min from

Noho 230 2475248

STUDIO IN AMHERST $460 w/utils Call

Scott 253-0820 After 6pm

WINTER SPECIALM month rent 99 cents

with one year lease

2 Bedroom- $450
3 Bedroom- $537
Sunderland, free bus route, laundry

facilities, swimming pool, garden plots,

short term lease available 665-3856

HELP WANTED

EARN CREDIT learn to Scuba Dive Basic

Classes held Monday. Tuesday. Wednes-
day, and Thursday 7-10PM in Curry Hicks

Pool Open Water II class held during

Spring Break in Key Largo, FLA Advanc-

ed Class held in New England in April. For

further informtion call 549-8401 . or drop by

Curry Hicks starting 2/4/91

LOST

TO MISS K.O.W.
Happy birthday to you

Thinking ol you today

And always
Love, C B A of JQA

RIDE WANTED

FOR SALE

AMUSEMENT PARKS, holiday resorts.

Disneyland. 6 Flags, are hiring. Great fun

and get paid too 1 Reserve position by call-

ing 1-805-682-7555 Ext K-1370

CAPE SUMMER COD CAMP COED
~

Need enthusiastic, dedicated people to

work/live with kids. Beautiful location, ex-

cellent program, competitive salaries Loads

of tun.

Call Doug/Chad at 546-2527 tor more info

and application

CHRISTMAS, spring break, summer travel

FREE Air couriers needed and cruise-ship

jobs Call 1-805-682-7555 ext. F-1426

DIAMOND RING * WEDDING BAND in a

purse 545-2703 eves 253-9431

EMBROIDERED JEAN JACKET Nov90
Bring to Campus Center Info Desk ASAP

RIDE NEEDED TO CORNELL 3/1

return UMass 3/3

Call Julie 6-6364

ROOMMATE WANTED

CANT AFFORD SPRING BREAK?
Guaranteed great prices' Space available

to Jamaica. Mexico and Panama City

Beach. Florida (the new Daytona Beach )!

MC/VISA are accepted 1 Call Cindy at

549-3538 -please leave a message 1

CARIBBEAN - $189!

The warmth of the Caribbean or Mexican

coast for a week'
R/T air SUNHITCH + m. 212-864-2000

5 STRING BANJO Bluegrass style $125

247-5248

ACT NOW! 2 one way plane tickets lo LA

$200 for both Fly on Tues Feb 26 -call now

549-1632

EARN $300 to $500 per week reading

books at home Call 1-615-473-7440 Ext

B-281

BIANCHI BIKE"
In great condition

Color: Black

Quick release wheels, toe clips, leather

seat, steel frame
$260 or Best Offer

Call

Maria
546-0923

involved in concert

FUTONS
Metawampe
Top quality gold bond futons

Delivery anywhere in U S A
Sleep with us and save'

1-800-3FUTON1

GREAT SUMMER OPPORTUNITY
Jewish co-ed residential camp seeks

counselors and specialists Capitol Camps,
located in the beautiful Catoctin Mountains,

one hour from Washington DC offers ten-

nis, water sports, natuve. arts, video, gym
nasties, radio, drama, journalism, etc If you

are interested in the challenges and excite-

ment of working with campers in grades
3-10 we want you on our team Good
salaries, great tun' Our director will be at

the camp fair on March 5 For more infor-

mation and an appointment, call

1 800-783-2208

LOST GREY BACKPACK with important

documents! $Reward 546-3682

REWAROSSS
Black & gold onyx earing lost Thursday

night outside, near Washington 2-21-91

Please call 546-2426
Sentimental Value!!!

SILVER CHARM. Resembles flattened

nickel Very sentimental Please call

253-2282 -Reward

PERSONALS

LG SUNNY SINGLE in beautiful Noho apt

Great location 233 S Elec 584-4078

WOMAN WANTED FOR 3-bdrm apt in

Noho 1 large bedroom, newly painted

bright place Available now 1 Call Jess at

584-2750

SERVICES

PREGNANT?
Need a pregnancy test, information or sup

posf Call for tree and confidential services

ALTERNATIVES 33 Main Street Northamp-

ton 586-3000 or Greenfield 774-6010

DENISE NINI ' HENRY
It's your birthday and I |ust wanted to say
- Have A Day'
Lots of love. Faries

HEY Dl!!

Happy 21st B-day'
Sorry we're late, but

That's normal tor us 1

It's time to party with the gals'

We love you. Oh sick Di

Mabin 8 Rorni

SERVICES/WORDPROCESSING

DISSERTATIONS. CASES. PAPERS.
On-campus pickup Fast 1 Accurate'

Mac/Laser. Spetlcheck

Nancy 584-7924

SKI THIS SPRING BREAK!

FLORIDA'S NEWEST HOT SPOT
Panama City-$1 39

World's biggest beach party

Daytona Beach-$1B9

Call Erica or Julie- 546-2649 or

Siobhan or Tern- 546-5079

March 8 deadline March 8 deadline

MONTREAL WEEKENDS $89 includes

round trip motor coach 3 days 2 nights Hotel

Suite, Breakfast FREE admission to Club

Metropolis
Reliable Tours

365 Broadway Rt 1

Lynnfield MA 01940
617-598-9930

SAVE $100 Spring break in Cancun' From

Boston $379 -Call Now Jean/Kathy

-253-5140

TYPING

CAMPUS PICKUP AND DELIVERY, fast

cheap- accurate work Lisa 256-6695

RESUMES. PAPERS, anything typed or

typeset Fast, professional service Aftor

dable rates KCommunicalions, 256-6373

ENTERTAINMENT

RACK-A-DISC ,s still Ihe beartor OJ sand

live entertainment Call anytime 586 swuu

ask about our specials

,'* -'* t -•-'*'

MAC 512KE & extra drive Software

$600 00/8O call 548-9334

NEED A COMPUTER? I sell PC's and

Mac's -Very competitive prices Service,

and individual attention Call Dana 546-3933

» f t •„• •• 1

HELP WANTED Full or part time Apply in

person Copycat Print Shop 228 Triangle

Street Amherst

INTELLIGENCE JOBS-AII branches US
Customs. DEA ect Now hiring Call

1-805-962 8000 Ext K 9616

'il'.M'

His name Is RUSS. it isn't Guss
In the morning he runs for the bus
And if there's two people he hates, it's got-

ta be us But today is his birthday and we
won't let him down So Happy Birthday to

Krusty the Clowni Love S & S

MEREDITH
Happy 201h B-day'

Have a great day
Love. -Lori, Holli. Julie,

Laura. Stacey. Julie, and Missy
— — «

a-» a-«-ara * • - * * * *•'*

KILLINGTON FROM $199
Park City, Utah and Breckenndge Co
From $699
For info Call Jon at 549-4226

SPRING BREAK

SPRING BREAK PARTY!
Travel to Jamacia. Mexico' And Panama Ci

ty Fl ' Concerts' Free Parties' Club dis-

counts! And lots more' For into call Denise

546-7156

WANTED

TIMBER LAKE CAMPS located in NY s

Catskill Mountains seek General

Counselors. Athletic Instructors and WSI S

On-campus interviews Top salaries/travel

allowance 800-828-CAMP (9-4 30

weekdays)
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SPORTS
Indoor track teams place in top 10 at New Englands
• Ambrose, Crocker finish races, endure medical complications • Men end postseason

By DAN WETZEL
Collegian Staff

University of Massachusetts women's track coach Julie

LaFreniere has "mixed feelings" over her team's perfor-

mance at the New England Championships this weekend.

UMass scored 13 points finishing them 10th among 34

"It was a tough weekend for us," LaFreniere said. "I

couldn't have asked for a better effort from the kids but

it seemed the world was against us."

UMass was beset with bad luck from the start as star

Lee Ann Ambrose, after winning the trials and being seed-

ed first, was unable to defend her Championship in the

400-meter race because of a severe asthma problem.

"It was so bad that Lee Ann couldn't breathe,"

LaFreniere said. "When she ran the trial she went out

fast and held her breath for the first 200 meters. She was

dead at the end of the race but she wouldn't let anyone

pass her. It was one of the gutsiest performances that I

have ever witnessed. Lee Ann ran a 56-second 400,

without being able to breathe.

"After the race we took her to the hospital and she miss-

ed the finals the next day. Now she is at home in Gard

ner."

Ambrose was not the only UMass athlete to receive

medical care, Cathy Crocker also went to the infirmary

due to a chest cold. Crocker finished seventh in the finals

of the 800-meter and was sent home early by LaFreniere

due to the illness.

"Cathy just wouldn't stop coughing," LaFreniere said.

"She had been sick all week but you can't keep a senior

out of this meet because of a cold. The coughing just got

out of control."

On the bright side Mo Meldrim continued her hot streak

by finishing third in the 5,000 with a time of 17:38.49.

Meldrim's time is down by 1:15 from December and next

week she will compete at the Eastern Collegiate Athletic

Conference Championships.

"Mo was the highlight of the meet," LaFreniere said.

"I was happy when she made New Englands and now I

am ecstatic that she is going to ECAC's. She is very, very

happy and so am I."

In the 600-vard Lennice Johnson placed fourth with a

time of 1:28.27.

In the 1,000-meter defending champion Becky Johnson

finished fifth with a time of 2:42.97. Johnson had been

out a month with a virus.

"She ran with a lot of heart but she just didn't have the

conditioning," LaFreniere said. "Missing that month has

really killed her chances this season.

"The team couldn't have worked harder. We just got

stuck with some hard luck or else I feel we could have

finished seventh. Losing Lee Ann is devastating but we

had to send her home. However, I am very proud of my
team. No one was afraid to run hard."

By KEITH BENNETT
Collegian Correspondent

The University of Massachusetts men's track team

finished ninth in the New England Championships this

weekend at Boston University.

Northeastern University scored 125 points to edge the

host Terrier's, who scored 115, for the team title. Rhode

Island was third with 108 and Boston College was a dis

tant fourth with 49.

"I had hoped for a finish somewhere between sixth and

10th place," said UMass head coach Ken O'Brien.

"Although it would have been nice to have placed higher

among the second five teams, I think that the kids per

formed very well."

Steve Brown was one of four athletes who brought home

medals for UMass. He accounted for six of the

Minutemen's 16 points with a third place finish in the

400-meter run with a time of 49.23 seconds.

Matt Simon, Bill Wallace, Brian King and John Raach

combined to run the two-mile in 7:49.90, placing fourth.

Joe Kourafas rounded out the scoring for UMass with

a fifth place in the pentathlon, scoring 3,306 points.

"Although there were four or five additional places we

could have scored in, I think that the team, on the whole,

performed better than they have all season," O'Brien said.

"Overall, it was a real good championship meet for the

team."

Swimmers, divers make
• Men take fifth straight championship title

waves in postseason
• Binning, Broad break school records

By THOMAS A. GEORGE
Collegian Correspondent

The University of Massachusetts men's

swimming team captured its fifth New
England Championship title this weekend.

The Mlnutemen topped the field, by over

100 points in a scoring fete hosted by Rhode

Island.

With a total score of 671.5, the

Minutemen shot down the Boston College

Eagles who placed a far second with an

even 457. Also in the top five were URI
with 393, Maine 331.5 and Providence Col-

lege 319.5.

Numerous New England as well as

UMass varsity records were shattered. Pla-

ques bearing the name, event and time

were taken down as new records were made

above the pool in Boyden.

"One of the longest-standing UMass var-

sity records was broken, it will be good to

see that one come down." said coach Russ

Yarworth.
With a time of six minutes, 51.29

seconds, the 800-yard freestyle relay record

fell. Swimmers Curt Sawin, Pete Reich, Joe

Morris and Chris Barrett scored nicely to

drive the team further ahead.

Freshman Mark Stoelting also made

history in the 100 and 200 backstroke. This

backstroke superstar set New England

records with times of 52.01 in the 100 and

1:54.14 in the 200.

Sophomore Jay Peluso lead the team in

scoring, placing first in the 200 individual

medley in 1:54.04, a personal best.

He placed third and second in the 100 and

200 breast with times of 59.29 and 2:09.47,

scoring 53 points, the second highest scorer

in the meet.

"Jay contributed greatly to the victory,"

Yarworth said. "He was definitely a very

important part of the meet."

Yarworth was quick to point out that

most of his high scorers were sophomores.

"Truly a significant accomplishment

when you consider that we graduated 13

seniors last year," he said. "It's a real

CONTINUED ON PAGE 11

By CHRIS MIRACLE
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts

women's swimming team finished fifth out

of 34 teams at the Eastern Championships

held at Princeton University this weekend

Seven swimmers from the 27-member

roster qualified to compete at Easterns, and

in doing so, established school records for

UMass.

Kiri Binning broke her own record in the

200-yard backstroke, finishing in two

minutes, 9.63 seconds.

Kim Broad bettered her time by 12

seconds, posting 17:30.18 in the 1,650

freestyle, placing 16th. Broad set her

former record at the New England Cham-

pionships one week earlier. She also im-

proved her time in the 500 freestyle (5:10.0)

by two seconds.

"Kim went nuts this weekend," UMass
coach Bob Newcomb said. "She swam ex-

ceptionally well. Kiri also made a great ef-

fort this weekend."
Freshman Allison White proved she

belonged among the best divers in the East,

placing 16th in the three-meter dive. White

qualified to compete at the N.C.A.A. Divi-

sion I Zone A Diving Championships at

Harvard Unuiversity on March 8, in the

one-meter dive.

"Allison was a little intimidated at first,

but she made a good effort," Newcomb said.

"She's young and still learning.

"Everyone swam well, "Newcombe
said."It was a big accomplishment to score

out of the 34 teams. The team had an ex-

ceptional year."

White will be the only Minutewoman to

continue postseason competition. UMass
will be lose Binning, an exchange student

from Australia (back, individual medley),

Leslie Cromwell (IM, breast), Maureen
Murphy (fly, free), Reimer (free), Angie Ng
(fly) and Tonia Stafford (free) to graduation.

Gymnasts
remain
undefeated
By LYNN FRANKEL
Collegian Correspondent

The University of Massachusetts

women's gymnastics team defeated both

the Northeastern Huskies and the Temple

Owls in its first tri-meet of the season to

better their record to 7-1.

The team swept all events, and boasted

184.80 total points to Northeastern's

181.50 and Temple's 179.0.

Sophomore sensation Tammy Marshall

broke the school record with a score of

38.45 in the all-around. The previous score

stood at 38.05.

Head coach Alfie Mitchell said he was

pleased with everyone's performances. Mit-

chell said the team was ahead after the

first two events, vault and uneven parallel

CONTINUED ON PAGE 11

< ollr|ftan photo by Carrie Wyeth

For the fifth consecutive year, the men's swimming team returned to Amherst with the New England Cham-
pionship title. The team belittled Boston College, Rhode Island, Maine and Providence College.

Sports Notice
Interested Spikers. The Certs/Tri

dent SpikeFest '91 will be held March
9 and 10 in Boyden Gym. This single-

elimination co-rec tournament is open

to registered UMass undergrads
without varsity volleyball experience.

Rosters are due Monday. March 4. A
mandatory team captain meeting will

be held at 5:30 p.m. on Wednesday,
March 6. Call the intramural office for

more details at 545-2693/0022.
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U.S. soldier wounded in Iraq
Weapons make 24-hour bombing a reality;

military maps out strategy to further invade

Compiled from Associated Press pool

reports

ON THE IRAQI BORDER - The lone

U.S. casualty during the 18th Airborne

Corps' thrust into Iraq was a soldier

wounded on reconnaissance patrol deep in

enemy territory.

The commando was sightly hurt in a brief

fire fight that was monitored over radios

along the front. The patrol was dropped in

to Iraq on Sunday.
Shortly after arriving, they were sur-

rounded by Iraqi troops and gunfire quickly

erupted. The three commandos put in a call

for help.

Troops listening to the urgent call for

assistance could hear gunfire over the

shouting voices.

When the commandos came back on the

air it was to yell "I've got one down," mean-

ing a soldier had been hit. He called for air

strikes.

Moments later, a call went out to the

commandos saying, "There are two F-14s.

make that four F-14s on their way."

The radio went silent for a while until

commandos called back.

"Thank you very much," said the calm

voice. "Iraqis are flying everywhere."

The commandos were later safely pick-

ed up and the soldier's wound was describ-

ed as minor.

In Northern Saudi Arabia, trailing the

forces advancing into Iraq and Kuwait are

the U.S. Army's Civil Affairs units, which

help deal with civilians caught up in the

war.
Civil affairs specialists moving into Iraq

expect an entirely different reception than

their counterparts in Kuwait.

"On the one hand, we will be viewed

primarily as liberators, and on the other

as invaders," said Lt. Col. Dwayne Aaron,

the XVIII Corps' head of Civil Military

Affairs.

The XVIII Corps' thrust, launched Sun-

day, moved into southern Iraq, a vast,

largely unoccupied desert.

"We plan to try to maneuver our opera

tions to avoid those places" that are in-

habited, Aaron said.

Working under Aaron is Lt. Col. Ken
Biser, who says the main job of the units

initially is "to prevent civilians from in-

terfering with the military operation, and

then to stabilize population."

If the operation passes through a

populated area, civil affairs personnel

locate local government officials and ad-

ministrators, if there are any around.

The XVIII Corps has indications that

much of the civilian populations has left

southern Iraq.

For those who remain, "We hope they

stay home," said Biser

Meanwhile on an air base in the Persian

Gulf — F 16 pilots have been flying after

dark in planes equipped to turn night into

day, the commander of the 421st tactical

fighter squadron said.

Two F 16 squadrons based here are ex-

clusively using planes equipped with the

Low Altitude Navigation and Targeting in-

frared for Night (LANITIRN) system for

night flying, said Lt. Col. Thomas Rackley,

whose squadron is from Hill Air Force Base

in Utah.
The system has three features: an in-

frared sensor that creates a picture of the

target on the ground, one that creates a pic-

ture of the terrain ahead, and radar that

enables the pilot to follow the terrain.

The F-16s, not originally designed for

night operations, can now blast the enemy
24 hours a day, preventing the Iraqis from

using darkness for cover.

The F-16s join some of the all-weather,

day-night F-15E Strike Eagle fighter-

bombers that also have been using the

technology since the start of the air war

Jan. 17.

The U.S. military has released some

videotapes showing the clarity the LAN-
TIRN pods produce in following smart

bombs and missiles to their targets.

AP photo

Amman, Jordan — A Jordanian yesterday listened closely to the
broadcast on Baghdad radio by Iraqi leader Saddam Hussein when
he announced he would withdraw troops from Kuwait.

U.S. disregards Iraqi retreat
'War goes on ' despite apparent withdrawal
By WILLIAM M. WELCH
Associated Press Writer

WASHINGTON - The White House
yesterday blasted Saddam Hussein's broad-

cast statement of withdrawal from Kuwait,

saying it "contains the same diatribe as his

previous comments, with no commitment

to comply with the 12 United Nations

resolutions."

Said spokesman Marl in Fitzwater, "The

war goes on."

The Pentagon reacted warily to Iraqi

troop movements from Kuwait, viewing it

as a retreat under fire. "We must continue

to prosecute the campaign until we are ab-

solutely sure that any withdrawal is true

both in letter and in spirit," said one

military source.

The White House reacted cooly to the Ira-

qi withdrawal statements from the begin-

ning, seeing no sign that Saddam was
ready to meet coalition conditions. Late

Monday night, President Bush tightened

the terms for a cease-fire, saying that Sad-

dam must "personally" announce an un-

conditional withdrawal and agree that Iraq

will pay war reparations and renounce its

annexation of Kuwait.
CONTINUED ON PAGE 4

Mass. House rejects Weld's proposed budget plans

Lt. Gov. Paul Cellucci
AP photo

Man who
By MARK HENSLEY
Collegian Staff

The man who died at the Boyden Gym while playing

basketball Sunday was misidentified by the Springfield

medical examiner and University police, authorities said

yesterday.

His real identity is Craemen J. Gethers, 40, whose last

known address was New York City, NY, police said.

Gethers died Sunday evening from an apparent heart

attack after playing a pick-up basketball game at Boyden

Gym.
He was originally misidentified because at the time of

his death, he was carrying a false Massachusetts driver's

license which had his picture on it but listed his name

as Richard J. Roger, 35, of Mattapan, Springfield medical

examiner Dr. Loren Mednick said.

Gethers' true identity was discovered when Lt. Michael

By MARK HENSLEY
Collegian Staff

The Massachusetts House rejected late Monday even-

ing the proposed deferred salary plan, Gov. Weld's

furlough plan, and a proposal to raise the share of health

insurance paid by state employees from 10 percent to 25

percent, Rep. Stanley Rosenberg (D-Amherst) said

yesterday.

In place of the furlough and deferred payment plan, the

House has proposed to borrow the needed money from the

Annuity Fund.

The Annuity Fund is an investment fund made up of

voluntary contributions by state employees who share in

the profits of the fund.

As of yesterday evening, it was not clear how much

money would be borrowed, but Rosenberg said the fund

had plenty of money to cover the $90 million which would

have been saved by the deferred salary plan or the

furlough plan.

According to Rosenberg, all of the state employee

in Boyden misidentified
Grabiec, of the UMass Police Department, recognized

Gethers from police files and confirmed his identity us-

ing fingerprints, Mednick said.

Gethers was a mathematics major at the University

from the spring of 1972 to the spring of 1975 and again

during the fall of 1980.

Gethers was reportedly visiting a friend in Amherst,

police said on Monday. As he went for a shot while play-

ing basketball, he called a time-out and then collapsed.

He was taken to Northampton's Cooley-Dickinson

Hospital where he was pronounced dead at 6:35 p.m. by

Dr. Donald Rogers.

According to Mednick, Gethers had probably been suf

fering from a heart condition for several weeks and should

not have been exerting himself.

Mednick added that there were no signs of drug use and

that the cause of death was natural.

unions, who lobbied heavily against the furlough and

deferred payment plans,

appeared to be in favor of the Annuity Fund plan.

Weld's original plan to furlough state employees for 10

days received heavy criticism. As a counterproposal.

House Democrats suggested a deferred payment plan in

which state employees would work between two and 15

days between April 15 and June 30 but would be paid for

those days only when they retired or stopped working for

the state.

State employees rejected a separate proposal to borrow

the $90 million from the state pension fund because they

"are understandably skittish about people tapping into

[it]," Rosenberg said.

For the last 40 years, the state was supposed to match

one-for-one every dollar which was put into the pension

fund by state workers every month, but has not done so.

Still under debate yesterday were alternatives to the

health insurance plan, one of which called for state

employees who earn over $25,000 to pay an increased por-

tion of their health insurance.

INSIDE:
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Page 3: UMass residents gripe about the

hassles of the single sex bathroom

policy.

Page 8: Twin Peaks fans asked to write

letters to save the show.

Page 12: Men's hoop gears up for "hunch

time" tonight at URL

VEATHER
Clouds and flurries expected all day with

temps only reaching the 30s.
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For Your Information
WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 27

Punm Celebration — The Chabad House will host a

Purim party at 6:30 p.m. Admission is free and open to

Jews of all backgrounds and affiliations. The house is

located at 30 N. Hadley Rd. For more information cal

549-4094.

Brown Bag Lunch Series — "Multiculturalism: A Ger-

man Perspective" in Campus Center 904-908 at 12:15 p.m.

Sponsored by the Women's Studies Department

Time Management Workshop — "The Time of Your

Life," a video and presentation workshop from Phi Beta

Sigma in CC 803 at 7 p.m.

Information Meeting - The National Student Exchange

will hold an information from 4 p.m. - 5 p.m. in CC 803.

Peace Prayers — In the Newman Center Chapel from

1 p.m. - 5 p.m.

THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 28

Purim celebration - The Chabad House will hold a late

megilla reading at 4:45 p.m. All are welcome, no charge.

Meeting - The ALANA Honor Society will sponsor a

meeting of the semester in the library of the New Africa

House at 5:30 p.m. All interested are welcome.

Membership Meeting - The Graduate Employee

Organization will hold a membership meeting in the Cam-

pus Center Auditorium from 5 p.m. to 7 p.m.

FRIDAY, MARCH 1

Jumaa Salat - Sponsored by the Muslim Student

Organization in CC 805 at 12:30 p.m.

SATURDAY, MARCH 2

Relationship Seminar - At the College Church in Nor-

thampton will begin at 8:30 a.m. For more information,

please call the church office at 586-0057.

Games Tournament and College Bowl - UMass wil host

the 1991 Northeast Regional Games Tournament and Col-

lege Bowl through Sunday in the Campus Center Base-

ment and the Student Union Ballroom. Admission is free.

March and Rally - in Springfield at Mason Square at

11 am For more information, please call 584-8975.

Gay Lesbian, and Bisexual Cafe - Featuring

singer/songwriter Erica Wheeler, at Hampden Theatre at

8 p.m. For more information, call 545-4824.

Student Empowerment Workshop - Sponsored by the

Commuter Area Government from 12 p.m. 6 p.m. Check

the information desk in the CC for room number.

SUNDAY. MARCH 3

Five College Gulf Coalition Meeting — at 7:30 p.m. in

the East Lecture Hall at Hampshire College. For infor

mation, please call 549-4625.

Auditions — Open call for the UMass Theatre Guild pro-

duction of Agatha Christie's Ten Little Indians will be at

7 p.m. in CC 101. Call 545-0415 for more information.

$12.00 Midweek and Nights

$18.00 Weekends and Holidays

Bring Your Student I.D.

Mt. Tom Ski Area

Route 5 Holyoke MA 536-0416

UKltaCH

ITS NOT TOO LATE!

MENTAL HEALTH DIVISION GROUPS
SPRING 1991

Joining a group at Mental Health Services may be one of the best

decisions you make this semester. Groups give you the opportunity

to discuss your concerns with other people who confront the same

difficulties.

The following groups are currently accepting members:

TUESDAY

Decision-Making for

Problem Drinkers

Bi-sexual Support Group
Advanced ACOA Group

(Unstructured)

Exploring Lesbian, Gay,

Bi-sexual Identities

WEDNESDAY

ACOA (Structured)

Self-Exploration Group
(Short-term Personal Growth)

»*'—- ^

1:00 - 2:30 pm
2:00 - 3:30 pm

3:00 - 4:30 pm

7:00 - 8:30 pm

9:00 -10:30 am

3:30 - 5:00 pm

THURSDAY

Women In Transition (Over 25,

in process of separation/divorce)

Chronic Medical Illness

Support Group

12:45 - 2:15 pm

3:30 - 5:00 pm

Now's the

time to call...

North Amherst
Motors

78 Old Sundwtand Rd .. No. Amhersi

549-2880

Expert Repairs and
Reconditioning

Most Maior Credit Cards Accepted

"

All groups require a pre-group interview, which gives you a

chance to ask some questions and figure out if the group will be

helpful. For information, or to schedule an appointment, call

545-2337. Groups begin early to mid-March, so call soon.

SPRING BREAK
from Boston

CanCUn starting at $489

Jamaica starting at $509
Price includes:

•Round trip airfare &
transfers

• 7 nights accommodation &
hotel taxes

low Student Airfares!

CALL FOR MORE
INFORMATION

79 South Pleasant Street
Amherst, Ma 01002
413-256-1261

America's oldest & largest

Student Travel Agency

3-lunan garden
^eAtaurant
I^IANDARIN/SZECHUAN CUISINE _^__

The Best Chinese Buffet A™™™s

Buffet Served 5-8 PM Sun-Thurs Brunch Served Sun. 1 1 :30 AM-3:00 PM
(1) Hot and Sour Soup (7) Szechuan SpicedunicKen

(2) Chicken Fingers

(3) Chicken Wings

^•fe *«•* %<« m*M <
4

)
Fried Wontons

ynilaren ^p^m ^m^m
(5) pan Ff|ed Ravl0llj

ndetJ° (6) Beef with Snow Peas
$3.00

ALL YOU CAN EAT

$5.99
(8) Sweet and Sour Chicken

(9) Roast Pork Fried Rice

(10) Vegatable Fried Noodles

(11) Chinese BBQ Pork

(12) Broccolli in Oyster Sauce

We Deliver in Amherst 5-10:00 PM-Everyday
Minimum $15 plus $2 Delivery Charge

TAKE OUT SERVICE • FULL COCKTAIL MENU
10 BELCHERTOWN RD, AT RTE. 9, AMHERST, MA 256-0251, 256-0252

LOCAL
Author discusses effects ofwar on Israelis
By JASON GEORGE
Collegian Staff

Noted Jewish author, educator, and activist Leonard

Fein shared his impressions of how the Persian Gulf war

has transformed Israel's view of the United States and

its own global role in a presentation yesterday at Smith

College yesterday.

Fein, who spent most of last week in Israel, particular-

ly in Tel Aviv and Jerusalem, spoke of the paradox in

Israeli society resulting from the threat ofSCUD missile

attacks by Iraq.

Since the onset of the war, Israel has suffered repeated

Iraqi SCUD missile attacks. Although many buildings

have been damaged, few Israelis have been killed.

"When there is no place where you can be safe," Fein

said, "it creates a level of fear such as Israelis have not

experienced hitherto."

Conversely, Fein also mentioned that many people he

met in Tel Aviv seemed more concerned about the details

of the television show thirtysomething than about the

danger of SCUD attacks.

"The human system is capable of terrific adaptation,"

Fein explained. "Eventually, the gas mask becomes

something you just lug around."

Fein offered four major Israeli perceptions which he said

have been altered as a result of the current Persian Gulf

war.
Two points which Fein linked closely together are the

changing Israeli perceptions of the United States' military

capability and its "political will" to carry out the war to

a decisive finish.

While claiming not to offer a judgement of the "morali

ty and wisdom" of the war, Fein said the United States

is "fighting less Saddam Hussein than the ghosts of Viet-

nam."

"President Bush's stubbornness [in carrying out the

warl is based on the understanding that this war won't

make sense unless the U.S. has a clear, decisive victory,"

Fein said.

"Many Israelis thought that the United States would

not have the will and competence to stay the course of the

war," he added.

Fein also referred to what he called the "incipient

revolution in military doctrine." Although Iraq's SCUD
missile attacks on Israel have been largely ineffective,

Fein noted that other potential Israeli rivals in the Mid-

dle East, particularly Syria, have more technologically

advanced weapons.

"The antidote will not always arrive in time for the

poison," Fein said, referring to his belief that Israel will

need more advanced technological aid from the United

States in the future.

Fein added that the war has only created a greater level

of mistrust between Israelis and Palestinians.

Fein said he believes Jews in Israel must be either for

the transfer of Palestinians out of the occupied territories

of the West Bank and the Gaza Strip or for the creation

of separate Palestinian state.
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Hilson sends UMass troops in Gulf care packages
Although it will probably take many

months to arrive, University of

Massachusetts students who are serving in

the Persian Gulf will be able to read cam-

pus news, courtesy of the efforts of Arthur

Hilson.

The Collegian, along with notes from

home and UMass mementos, are being sent

to the 24 troops in Saudi Arabia and on

ships in the Persian Gulf, said Hilson,

director of Public Safety and Veteran's

office.

"This will let them know that we still

care about them and that they are impor-

tant to us," he said.

He said the packages, which are sent

once a week to the 23 men and one woman
in Gulf, contain words of encouragement

from him and letters from members in the

community.
Hilson said he is launching a letter

writing campaign in support of a bill

recently introduced in the House of

Representatives which calls for additional

economic and educational rights for those

assigned to the Persian Gulf.

Hilson, who served two tours of duty in

Vietnam, said he is glad there is a "dif-

ferent mindset" in the public concerning

soldiers.

"People during Vietnam confused the

war with the warrior. And no one deplores

war more than someone who served in

one," he said. "We have right now a large

outpouring of support totally unlike what
we experienced in Vietnam. I'm pleased to

see this kind of support for the men and

women now there."
- PRESTON P. FORMAN

Bathroom policy unpopular
A A. 1 L„iL«^/>lVl T IllflJ

By AMY PRENDERGAST
Collegian Correspondent

Students and administrators disagree

over the single-sex bathroom policy

which has been heavily enforced over

the past two semesters. Some students

contend the policy is unnecessary, while

residential staff members insist that

the policy is for safety and privacy.

In Orchard Hill, there is one male and

one female bathroom per floor, each

located on the two separate wings of

each building.

Mary Beckwith, residential director of

the Dickinson and Webster Residential

halls said, "We enforce single-sex

bathrooms here. Although at first there

was resistance, I've only had a handful

of residents documented for it this year.

It has been a gradual process, and this

is the first year it is not an issue."

Before the fall semester of 1989, the

single-sex bathroom policy was rarely

enforced, with male and female

residents sharing the bathroom located

on their floor with their hallmates.

Freshman Craig Simpson, who lives

directly across from the women's

bathroom on the sixth floor of Webster

said, "I really think the bathrooms

should be coed because I know that no

one on this floor would object. There

should at least be certain hours during

the day that we can use the bathroom,

like late at night or early in the morn-

ing" _. , .

Freshman Hollis Crowley, Dickinson

resident, said, "I think the majority of

people either don't care one way or the

other about the bathrooms, or enjoy the

privacy of single-sex."

In Northeast and in the towers of

Southwest, there is only one bathroom

per floor, and the opposite gender has

to either go upstairs of downstairs to use

the facilities.

Paul Vasconcellos, residential director

of the Thatcher, Johnson, and Lewis

Residence halls said, "People really

respect the single-sex bathroom policy

here in Northeast. I have only seen one

person this whole year for a violation of

the policy."

Although some Northeast residents

called it a "pain" to walk up or down the

stairs to use the bathroom, Lewis

Residential Assistant Kelly Garrett's

main concern is the safety of women.

"I believe that having single-sex

bathrooms and enforcing policy, which

I tend to do, makes it more difficult for

a man to isolate a woman or get her in

an isolated position."

Sophomore Heidi Nadel of John

Adams disagrees, "If someone is going

to commit a rape, they are going to do

it whether its a coed bathroom or not."

Vivian Ostrowski, residential director

of John Adams said, "We are fighting

a whole history and culture that never

paid attention to the bathroom policy.

I think that single-sex bathrooms are a

positive thing for the floor community.

We do enforce the policy here, although

I haven't seen a huge amount of viola-

tions."

Many students are finding it difficult

to adjust to the newly-enforced policy,

because they are accustomed to the le-

nient attitudes of the past when both

sexes frequently used the same

bathrooms.
Senior Lenny Burd, who lives on the

21st floor of John Adams for his fourth

year said, "Freshman and Sophomore

year, no one even talked about a

bathroom policy. Junior year it was

mentioned, and now my senior year it

is hell. I was written up four times last

semester because of it."

Safety is an issue particularly in the

Southwest towers because there is only

one bathroom per floor, according to

residential assistants. Residents walk

up or down closed and often secluded,

stairwells late at night.

Frustration is common among
residents who encounter inconsistency

among the residential assistants when

enforcing the policy.

Sophomore Moira Konig of John

Adams said, "What is the use of going

up or downstairs when there are guys

from those two floors in the bathrooms?

If this policy is for my safety, then

wouldn't I be safer in a bathroom with

guys I know and live with?"

Konig says each floor should be able

to vote on the policy. "If no one on the

floor objects to a coed bathroom, then we

should be able to keep it that way."

Collegian photo by Jeff Holland

Public Safety Director Arthur Hilson

A peace group with Vision'
20/20 project grapples with issues ofpeace

By DAVID MASSEY
Collegian Correspondent

People don't mind being a pebble as long

as they know they are part ofan avalanche.

— Eric Kolbel, an activist minister from
New York

Saving the world — many citizens would

love to assist in this daunting venture but

often do not have the time to sort through

the maze of complicated issues facing the

nation in the 90s.

But Lois Barber has given them an outlet

for activism. Some call her organization

"McPeace." Others label it "instant ac-

tivism," or cite it as an example of

democracy in action. With over 10,000

subscribers in 34 states, the program 20/20

Vision is steadily becoming a strong voice

for peace all over the country.

Barber, the mastermind behind this five-

year-old organization based in Amherst,

formed the group 20/20 Vision in order to

"engage citizens in effective communica-

tion with policy-makers, to redefine

American priorities and shift spending

from military defense to defense of the en-

vironment and human needs."

She points out that serious problems are

present in today's society. We live with the

constant threat of nuclear war, she said.

while catastrophic environmental damage

looms closer.

Barber, a former Amherst citizen

organizer and educator, said she "could see

in my friends and neighbors that they

cared deeply about these issues, but they

didn't know what to do." This organization

gives citizens a way to spark change, she

said.

For a fee of $20 dollars a year, once a

month, 20/20 will send a subscriber, who

requests information, the most "vitally im-

portant" 20-minute recommended action to

influence key policy makers on issues

relating to military and environmental

policy.

This month's national recommended ac-

tion deals with the role of the media in the

Persian Gulf war, offering background and

essential action that needs to be taken. It

urges the subscriber to contact the five ma-

jor national news directors and offers ad-

vice for topics to discuss concerning the

Photo courtesy of the 20/20 Vision project

Lois Barber

poor coverage of the war. Names, ad-

dresses, and phone numbers are provided.

Ralph Nader, a well-renowned en-

vironmental activist, said "20/20 Vision

focuses the time and energy ofbusy citizens

where it counts — influencing legislators

and policy makers, when it counts — right

before critical votes."

The organization contains 75 local

district projects in 150 Congressional

districts of the 435 that exist in the United

States. They are run by volunteers who

work with legislative specialists and

researchers in order to come up with the

most effective action one person could take

in 20 minutes to help cut military spending

and shift it over to humanitarian and en-

vironmental needs.

Each local volunteer group makes an in-

dependent action recommendation for

subscribers regarding local concerns. This

peace organization, which has recently

become international, has expanded its pro-

gram into British Columbia Canada and

has formed an affiliate in England. Rapid

ly gaining in numbers, Barber said she

hopes to double the amount of subscribers

by 1991.

20/20 also has an "at large" program for

those living in Congressional districts not

CONTINUED ON PAGE 4
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ground war continues

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

Fitzwater had lain the ground work for the military's

obligations during the uncertain Iraqi withdrawal.

•We will not attack unarmed soldiers in retreat. But

we will consider retreating combat units as a movement

in war," he said Monday night. Army Lt. Col. Steve Roy,

a Pentagon spokesman, elaborated this morning:

"We can pursue the enemy, fight toward the ground ob-

jective, engage the enemy at every opportunity, take

prisoners, destroy the enemies' personnel, equipment,

This Is

No Way To

Take Your

i \\ LSAT
If you vc sri your sights on law school, there's no better LSAT

preparation than Stanley II. Kaplan

Our LSAT prep will open your eyes with score- raising strategies

and techniques We II help you master everything from Analytical

Reasoning to Reading Comprehension

Our classes are live -and lively All our class and study material

is based on ihe "neW LSAT. And you can review lessons, and get

additional help as needed in our TEST-N-TAPff lab. open days,

evenings and weekends for your convenience.

Visit our Center today and see for yourself

And watch the scales tip in your favor.

2STANLEY H. KAPLAN
JL Take Kaplan OrTake Your Chances

Free Information Seminar

March 5 7:00pm

RSVP 549-5780

358 N. Pleasant Street

Amherst, MA 01002

vehicles, lines 01 communication, bridges, supply depots

and continue to encircle the enemy to obtain his destruc-

tion or surrender or both."

The British said yesterday that Saddam s forces must

retreat without their weapons. Fitzwater had recommend-

ed that Iraqis should simply "lay down their arms and

leave." ,,

Said Roy: "By laying down their weapons we mean all

fighting gear from pistols and knives on up to air defenses

and tanks. The soldiers can keep their survival gear such

as gas masks, chemical weapons protection, knapsacks

and canteens, but that's it."

Fitzwater said President Bush called the White House

Situation Room at 5:20 a.m. and learned of yesterday s

radio speech by Saddam. He reviewed a text of the address

and then met with key advisers.

Among other things, Saddam said: "Dear brothers, I ap-

plaud your victory. . .you have faced 30 countries and the

evil they brought here. Good will triumph over evil. Brave

Iraqis, you have won, you are victorious."

It didn't look anything like that from Washington,

where military reports indicated that coalition forces were

moving quickly throughout the battlefields of Iraq and

Kuwait. Reports from Kuwait City were of retreating Ira-

qi troops.
.

20120 Vision project
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organized yet, Barber said.

Birber a "frustrated" peace activist, said she felt the

existing' peace organizations had not provided

volunteers with quick, significant actions they could

take. She also said many peace movements only tem-

porarily rally around issues.

"When the crisis disappears, so does all the energy

and people " Barber said.

Longtime 20/20 volunteer Scottie Faerber said the

program is designed for busy people who still want to

become active in political issues.

"It appeals specifically to really busy people and it

gives them a very precise, focused task that they can

do," she said. F

This project deals with interconnected issues of

military and environmental policy, ranging from at-

tempting to stop nuclear testing to strengthening the

United Nations. It attempts to untangle some ol the

complicated issues, confusing legislative processes, and

gives subscribers a voice to bring about change.

In Wisconsin, local 20/20 subscribers successfully got

their senator to reject Victor Stello Jr.'s appointment

as head of clean-up for all nuclear weapons plants in

America, Barber said. Several years ago, Stello alleged^

ly covered up key facts regarding the Three Mile Island

nuclear power plant accident.

On a national level, Barber said she, can t help but

ask if 20/20 had had a million subscribers wejrmght

not be in ground war with Iraq. The war in the Middle

East has spurred Barber and her team of volunteers

to work even harder to find solutions to conflicts.

Detractors have called 20/20 "superficial and

"trivial" - it's too easy, they charge. Barber answers

her critics by saying, "It works. Easy or not

"It's very important for people to do what they can,

for people to take the first step," she continued. "Most

people don't write persistently to their elected represen-

tatives, so getting people to write or make a phone call

for 20 minutes a month is actually a very big step lor

a lot of people," but this project is only one of many

means of causing change, Barber said.

What do elected officials feel about this organization.-'

According to Barber, most elected representatives re-

ly on their well-informed constituents as an aid in mak

ing major policy decisions.

And Bob Edgar, a six-term Congressman from Fenn-

sylvania said that this project "produces exactly the

kind of citizen input that Congress both needs and

responds to."
.

..

Those intererested in joining 20/20 Vision can call

549-4470 or write 30 Cottage St., Amherst 01002.

STEINBECK COLLISION REPAIR
& AUTOBODY

53 So. Prospect — Amherst Center

256-8157 256-1385

Shop Registration # RS1212

University of Massachusetts

1991-1992 Year in Paris Program

.»:•:•:•»,**%rcsss safi

•»:•::•:•*
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vviy r»»l

uJPf

• Imports & other unibody vehicles

are our specialty

• State of art equipment for precision

frame and unibody straightening! + or - V2 mm)|

• Over 90 years staff experience

• Accepted by all insurance companies for

collision repair or glass replacement

• Advanced European Technology Painting and

Refinishing Systems

************************
REMEMBER it's your car and your choice of

repair facilities

Accepting immediate applications for study in Paris

from student with a minimum of college intermediate

proficiency in French and from majors in most

departments.

FINANCIAL AID AVAILABLE
For further information, please contact the Director of

the Program, Professor Gerald Volpe, in the French

Department at the University of Massachusetts in

Boston at (617) 287-7560. Brochures and application

forms may be picked up in the French Department Of-

fice at UMASS/Amherst or at the William Clark Inter-

national Center.
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Editorial/Opinion
The opinions on this page are those of the individual writer or cartoonist and do not necessarily reflect the views of the Collegian or the University unless olherw,se noted

Victory is not good enough?
If this war ain't about morality (which it

ain't), then it must be about killing for the

sake of assurance that the United States

will be allowed to kill at some future date.

Despite Saddam Hussein's announce-

ment two days ago to withdraw from

Kuwait, in compliance with UN Resolution

660, the Bush administration is bent on

continuing the war. After all, Gen. Stor-

min' Norman Schwarzkopf is just tickled

pink with reports of "extremely light"'

allied casualties. The New York Times

yesterday could only marvel at the allies'

"tremendous successes" with text and pic-

tures, lots of them.

A.R. Santiago

George Bush, of course, is unconvinced

and won't call off the war just because Sad-

dam's doing what the allies had insisted he

do a long time ago. It's too late, after all

Saddam already missed his Saturday

deadline. Bush says he wants public

assurance from the Iraqi president. This

whole thing isn't really that much different

from fisticuffs in grammar school, is it?

"Do you give up?" a little bully asks his

opponent, as he holds the poor tyke in an

arm lock that only a professional contor-

tionist could successfully accomplish

without inflicting excruciating pain on

himself.

"No!" the idiot answers.

"Oh no? What if I do this?" referring to

the bully's second maneuver, of grabbing

the tyke's tongue and twisting it into a

ball.

"Okay, maybe."
"No, that's not good enough. Apologize

to me."
"Why? You're the bigger guy. You knew

I couldn't possibly overpower your strong,

muscular physique. Of course, the tongue

hold did help your cause."

"So, are you going to say you're sorry?"

"I'm not fighting you. I guess I must be."

"Uh-uh. That's not good enough. Fall on

your knees and scream your apology out

loud so the entire playground can hear."

"Isn't that a little beneath you? Do you

have to flaunt it and humiliate me, to make

you and your peons happy? Everyone

knows already anyway. It'll probably be on

the front page of the school newspaper, if

we had one."

"Don't you understand? I have an image

to protect. What will it take for you to say

a simple apology? Do I have to pull your

entire tongue out?"

Well, you know the rest. Inevitably, the

tyke apologizes profusely for fear of losing

the other half of this tongue and the bully

is appeased, until his next puny victim

comes along.

George Bush wants nothing short of Sad-

dam Hussein falling on his knees in defeat,

in abject humiliation, for all the world to

see. And if he doesn't, the Iraqi people, as

well as the other nationalities currently liv-

ing in that country, will be continually

bombed, killed or maimed until he does

give in.

If the United States had professed right

at the start of this war that its aim was to

take Saddam himself by the tongue, step

on it and insist for an apology, maybe then

there would be an excuse for Bush's stub-

born reluctance to end the war. This sup

posed war of protecting morality and

freedom and democracy isn't all it was

cracked up to be, is it, when Bush has the

audacity to say that he is willing to bomb,

kill and maim simply because he hasn't

heard an apology from Saddam. Human
lives, the ones he supposedly wants to pro-

tect, could be saved if he were to actually

use his brain.

To speculate whether or not Saddam
Hussein will say "I'm sorry" and concede

to the Americans and their coalition part

ners seems hardly appropriate when there

are thousands of lives at stake. You could

say it is immoral for George Bush and his

coterie of military advisers to suggest that

a public humiliation of Saddam Hussein is

the only way to end this war, IF they had

any morals at all in the first place. They

would rather sacrifice some more lives just

to see the look on Saddam Hussein's face

when he publicly gives up.

Hello in there, Georgie. You don't really

have to try that hard at being the next

Hitler yourself. You're getting there.

A.R. Santiago is a Collegian columnist

Patriotism for profit: A stroll through the mall

While walking through the Hampshire Mall for the first

time since the war's eruption, I was overcome by the ar-

ray of pro-war sweatshirts on sale in various stores. I notic-

ed also that a simulated Stealth bomber has been install-

ed as a kiddie ride.

I've been struggling for a concrete definition of

"patriotism." My visit to the mall enabled me to formulate

and answer: Patriotism, as a social phenomenon triggered

by the Gulf Crisis, could be defined as a highly marketable

commodity.

One sweatshirt in particular caught my intrest. Ihe

words "Desert Storm" were printed on it, along with an

American flag displaying the peace symbol. If I may point

out the glaring semantic absurdity, the words "war" and

"peace are antonyms. They simply cannot coexist. For

those who agree with this statement yet still believe this

war to be a means of future peace, I would just like to say

that a gasoline fire cannot be stopped by pouring more

gasoline on it.

As a father, and as a human being, I consider this war

to be an ethical abomination. Attempts to further

glamorize it and make money from it are equally

bankrupt acts. I intend to boycott offending stores, in the

mall and elsewhere, and I sincerely hope that many others

will do the same.

Kevin Smith
Amherst

"Television is democracy at its ugliest."

— Paddy Chayevsky1

Join a frat and the 'chicks' will fall all over you
It wasn't even necessary to read the words on the poster

because the picture said it all. While sitting in Hasbrouck

134, my eyes fell upon an Alpha Epsilon Pi flyer hanging

in the front of the room. From high up on the wall, they

stared down at me. It was a "cozy" threesome.

The male was dressed in a sweatshirt and sweatpants

which displayed the Greek insignia, and flanked on his

sides, like pieces of meat, hung two buxom babes. The two

long-legged, full-figured women were scantily clad. Dress-

ed in the traditional UMass February attire of tank-tops,

high-heels and mini skirts, this is male depiction ofwomen

as shallow at its best. This profane and distorted version

of gender roles both repulsed and infuriated me.

It is an utter disgrace that the degradation of women

is used as a recruitment technique to reel in potential

members to an organization. How is it possible that the

men who are to join automatically become masters of the

opposite sex? I highly doubt that these are the little "sex

kittens" that your pledges would be encountering every

weekend, as you have advertised.

Everyday, we are bombarded with stereotypes. Soap

operas, advertisements, television shows and upbringing

all play a part in the formulation of our perspective. Alpha

Epsilon Pi is not alone in its serious misrepresentation

and distortion of women's roles in society. If this rush

poster is an accurate reflection of the disrespect towards

women that these men possess, I challenge them to do

some serious self-reflection and prove to the campus com-

munity that my accusations are unfounded.

Marie-Elena Grant
Amherst

Editor's note two other people signed this letter.

Weld's budget makes the wrong people pay

Well the University is about to undergo heavy seda-

tion and go under the knife again. The surgeon: Gover-

nor William Weld. The problem: The state did not take

enough income to cover expenses. The proposed solu-

tion- Cut expenses that assist the working-class, the

middle-class and the poor while giving Weld's cronies

in Boston big pay raises. The effect: Governor Weld s

budget plan is going to be disastrous for the Conv

monwealth. University students, faculty and classified

employees have had to deal with these shortcomings

in a rather diverse way: Students don't get the classes

thev need; the faculty has to deal with either consolida

tion of some departments or the closing of others; and,

lastly the classified staff gets to lose paid holidays pay

more for health care and possibly lose our tuition

waiver and/or get laid off.

Governor Weld wants to furlough 63^000 state

employees, at no pay, for 10 working days. That effects

our vacation pay and sick pay. Further, he wants us

to increase our health insurance premiums by 150 per-

cent. If this goes through, the average state worker will

igh up $2,000-3,000 out of our already low pay. We

have not had a pay-raise in almost three years (Last

time, we took less money so we could keep our medical,

holidays, tuition waivers, etc.).

The effect of these changes, in our contract and in

our lives, is immense! State workers and students in

the Commonwealth are again scapegoats for a wasteful

government that throws away millions of dollars on

foolishness, on consultants, and on over-paid ad-

ministrators. Meanwhile, Weld wants to eliminate the

tax, passed last year, on consulting fees. . .the kind that

fat-cat lawyers get or fancy consultants get for doing

who-knows what. Whose side is this guy on anyway?

Four of the unions at the University have presented

ratified contracts to the governor, and all it takes is

a stroke from Wild Bill's pen to make them law. But

you know this guy. . money for nothing and you work

for free.

If you are with me on this one, place a call to a

representative or senator and maybe together we can

do something about it.

Scott Labonte

Member, AFSCME -1776

c< ui ^T

Everyone seems to

forget the other tragedy
Two tragedies visited Amherst this weekend. The town

suffered the deaths of Gregory Levey, who set himself on

fire in an alleged anti-war protest, and of Jay Pirog and

Matt Peterson, who died when their house on North Plea-

sant street burned down. The latter two deaths, at least

in the press, don't seem to be as important as the former,

since they weren't for "the cause."

Why is it that someone lights himself on fire next to a

sign with a slogan on it, he is suddenly a hero? Why is

it that a suicide gets front-page coverage in the Collegian

and the Hampshire edition of the Union News, along with

touching editorials and candlelight vigils? Where are the

vigils for Jay and Matt?

According to newspaper interviews with people at the

vigil, Mr. Levey is a martyr. He died to stop the killing

of the war with Iraq. If he is so against killing, why did

he kill himself? This guy wants to die, so he's a hero, but

Jay and Matt, who wanted to live and had bright futures

ahead of them, are relegated to page 3 of last Wednesday's

[Feb. 20] Collegian. Their deaths don't count because

they're not politically correct? Is that it?

The peculiar irony of the situation is that nobody knows

for sure if Mr. Levey was even involved in the anti-war

movement. According to interviews with his neighbors

and movement leaders conducted by the Union News, Mr.

Levey had nothing to do with protesting the war. But lit-

tle details like that somehow always seem to slip by this

town's political activists.

My older brother lived in that house with Jay and Matt

and their friends. If my brother had stayed home that

night, he might be on page 15 of the Union News now,

overshadowed by an unstable person who decided to go

out with maximum press coverage. What would the

Amherst pseudo-intellectuals say if there was a sign on

the front lawn of my brother's house that said "Peace"?

Would Jay and Matt then be heroes? Then would their

lives be as important as someone who kills himself public-

ly? Is that all it takes to have the Collegian glorify suicide?

A slogan? _
Tim Farrar

Orchard Hill

Editor's note: 15 people signed this letter.

The cops did good
Commendations to Amherst Police Chief Donald Maia

and his officers. Proffesional self-restraint largely mark-

ed the conduct of the police in their handling of the stu_

dent peace protesters last Thursday [in the center of

Amherst]. Chief Maia's responsible leadership of his of-

ficers reflected sensitivity and intelligence, qualities that

are especially necessary in de-ling with peaceful civil

disobedience. „Mark Will

Amherst
i * a s
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KalKan

1. Mars, Incorporated is ...

A. A privately owned, multi-billion

dollar, global company

Uncle Ben's, Inc

B. #1 worldwide in confectionery

products, pet food and rice

Ethel- M C. Producer of five of the top ten

confectionery products in the U.S.

D. Looking for bright, motivated

individuals, interested in another

way of doing business

© All of the above

INTERNATIONAL

Information Services Internationa/

~-irtJesutafa*rtcus~

Information Session - March 7, 1991

featuring Guest Speaker Ron Bixler

discussing "R&D Opportunities in Chocolate"

Interviews - March 8, 1991

with Steve Rizk and Rosemary Gover

Check your Placement Office for more details

Thipd Vopld Affairs
The U.N. Emperors have no clothes on

- ,..,*_ */_.. u -a~_j ..nnmm.n^>mni: annrovine the budget roeance. Smaller states will also r

JAN. 13, BAGHDAD, IRAQ SADDAM
HUSSEIN: [The U.N. resolutions] are

American resolutions. This is an American

age. What America wants today is what

happens and not what the Security Coun-

cil wants.

PEREZ DE CUELLAR: 1 agree with you as

far as the issue concerns me.

The transcript of this conversation bet

ween Saddam Hussein and the Secretary

General of the United Nations has been

condemned by the United Nations as a

breach of diplomatic faith. The United

States has declined to comment. No one

refutes the transcript.

Pratip Dastidai

EiVen as you read this article, American,

French and British youth stride through

the villages of Iraq. Women, children and

old men are steeling themselves for the

humiliation of colonial rule.

Euro-American tanks rumble past mosques

and an entire generation of Iraqi youth is

in stunned captivity or smouldering

bunkers. A dark shadow seems to be settl-

ing over the South.

Enough serious talk.

Meanwhile in the Empire all is well. This

is the delightful world of yellow ribbons

and Coca-Cola, funky music and pizza.

American centrists tell us that the United

Nations has ushered in a New World Order

and call Saddam a tyrant. American

rightists say the United Nations is finally

coming to its senses (but warn of com-

placence. . .) and call Saddam a gangster.

American leftists bask in the hope of a new

age of internationalism championed by the

United Nations (not perfect, but the best

there is. . .) and call Saddam a cuckoo-head.

All in the name of the United Nations.

So what is this august body in New York

that does so much to re-distribute the

wealth of the planet and protect the weak?

Permit some more pontification of the sort

that this annoying page delights in (you

can call for sanctions against us whenever

you care to. . .).

The United Nations has six principal

organs — the most representative one is the

General Assembly of 160-odd countries.

This organ is a pseudonym for the rest of

the planet.

The heart of U.N. power goes by the

ironic name of the Security Council.

Secretive and all-powerful, this is the

United Nations. Welcome aboard and

buckle your safety belts. You have entered

the bizarre world of Insecurity.

"The Republic of China, France, the

Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, the

United Kingdom of Great Britain and Nor

them Ireland, and the United States of

Anu'rica shall be permanent members of

the Security Council." from Article 23,

U.N. Charter.

TRANSLATION: The five august perma-

nent members mentioned above own and

control the farce that they created at a

Georgetown estate called Dumbarton Oaks

in 1944 over port and sherry.

Simultaneously, the same schemers hatch

ed a plot to control the global financial

system through multilateral banks.

The criterion for membership to the

world of the Insecurity Council is control

over vast numbers of nuclear warheads and

hegemonic power. In the case of the not-so-

great Britain and the pretentious French,

the status of colonial grandfather suffices.

"Decisions of the Security Council on pro-

cedural matters shall be made by an affir

mative vote of nine members.

Decisions of the Security Council on all

other matters shall be made by an affir-

mative vote of nine members including the

concurring votes of the permanent

members," from Article 27, U.N. Charter

TRANSLATION: To make the Insecuri-

ty Council more palatable, 10 nations are

permitted as non-permanent members with

a two-year term. They may then ineffec-

tually blather and bleat before the

Emperors. Those who embarrass the

Emperors shall be duly whipped into place

(as Yemen and Cuba will soon be for dar-

ing to vote against the glorious Superpower

onslaught on Iraq). The term concurring

vote is Insecurity slang for the veto. This

is the remarkable power bestowed on club

members (the aforementioned Emperors)

whereby they can insolently defy the en-

tire world with a yawn and the thump of

a clenched fist.

"While the Security Council is exercis-

ing in respect of any dispute or situation

the functions assigned to it in the present

Charter, the General Assembly shall not

make any recommendation with regard to

that dispute or situation unless the Securi-

ty Council so requests," from Article 12,

U.N. Charter.

TRANSLATION: The General Assembly

(i

.

e .
— the world) shall speak only when

spoken to. Its other functions include

reading the minutes of the Insecurity

Council, proposing endless studies and

FREE RENT OPTION

mm
Brandywine offers Country

Living with convenience

• On UMass Bus Route • Nearby Shopping • Situated

on well landscaped acres with pond.

• One and two bedroom apartments include fully equipped

kitchen and wall to wall carpeting.

• Swimming pool, laundry facilities, responsive

management.
• Stop and we'll show you what we have to otter.

• Affordable rents include gas, utilities (heat, hot water

and stove).

BRANDYWINE AT AMHERST
16 Brandywine Drive, Amherst

Rental Office Open Daily 10-4

Limited Time Offer - 549-0600

recommendations, approving the budget

(controlled by the Emperors, needless to

say i and endlessly debating non-issues

So what do the delegates of the General

Assembly that are co-operative with the

Empire do? Surprise, surprise, they en

joy life in the Big Apple, and throw chic

parties where they marvel at Iraqi

Baathists or Cuban internationalists over

champagne with words like: "Such silly

behavior. ..they really should grow up."

Occasionally an earnest delegate pro-

poses in the United Nations that countries

of the South should exchange media infor-

mation directly without relying on Reuters

or the Associated Press. Such silly

behavior. The unfortunate delegate in

question was promptly forced to resign and

the guilty United Nations Educational

Scientific and Cultural Organization was

sanctioned.

So why do countries of the South par

ticipate in this elaborate farce? The answer

is tragically simple. In an age of imperial

darkness pragmatism is preferable to an-

nihilation. It is wise to send ambassadors

to the court of the Emperors to pay tribute

rather than risk their displeasure.

Remember that the credit ratings of

Southern countries and their access to

loans is linked to good behavior in the

court.

However, this humiliating status quo

was acceptable as long as the Emperors

argued among themselves. The Big powers

neutralized the beast called the United Na-

tions because they could not cooperate on

the enjoyable practice of thrashing so-

called Third World countries. This tenden-

cy to disagree was the last hope for Iraqi

defiance as is evident from Saddam's con-

versation with the Secretary General.

The destruction of Iraq has exposed the

farce. The Emperors have no clothes on. It

will not be long before emerging powers

like India and Brazil question their ar-

rogance. Smaller states will also realize

that the bizarre logic of economic

strangulation and high tech bombardment

can be meted out at the will of the

Emperors and legitimized in pompous U.N.

resolutions.

There are alternatives beyond the im-

agination of the befuddled Euro-American

Left or Right. We have our own regional

bodies, devoid of vetoes and colonial

masters. They go by acronyms such as the

South Asian SAARC, the African OAS, the

Latin American OAU, the South-East

Asian ASEAN. . .

In 1955, a movement called the Non-

aligned Movement was born in Bandung,

Indonesia. A framework for a future

assembly of the South lies latent, awaiting

rebirth.

Many in the South recognize the danger

of the United Nations farce. A United Na-

tions without a veto can never exist. Never

forget the fact that the Emperors refused

to sanction the creation of this body unless

they had the veto.

Naive idealists who believe in reforming

this illusion exhibit historical amnesia.

The foundation of the skyscraper in New
York where the Emperors hold court is

built on the veto, as Bush, Major, Gor-

bachev, Mitterand and Deng know only too

well.

A day will come when the Emperors will

gloat in the halls of the United Nations at

delegates from the South, who will duly

nod in respect. Simultaneously, the real

business of the South will be conducted in

bilateral, regional, and pan-Southern

bodies. Till then we will continue to recite:

"We the peoples of the United Nations

determined to save succeeding generations

from the scourge of war...[ad nauseumj"

Pratip Dastidar is a Collegian staff

member. This article is the opinion of the

writer and does not necessarily reflect the

views of the Collegian staff.

A Requiem for the U.S. Left
The American Left has a very confused

ideology vis-a-vis the Third World. Unlike

most informed conservatives in the United

States, they are unable to articulate a clear

and consistent opinion on the subject.

The informed American conservatives

view the Third World strictly in terms of

national interest. People in the Third

World have a healthy respect for such

views because they make no false pretenses

of being concerned with the welfare of the

people of the Third World. Hence, the Third

World can set clearer policy objectives and

can indeed negotiate with the

conservatives.

Rabi Dutta

The Left (insofar as it exists in the United

States), on the other hand, endeavors to

speak on behalf of the people of the Third

World. The 4 billion dispossessed people of

the Third World could survive without the

fashionable screamings and crocodile tears

of the luxury-ensconced American Left.

The the omniscient Left truly bears the

burden of civilizing the so-called un-

cultured people of the Third World, who

know not what is good for them.

The best among the American Left (e.g.

Noam Chomsky) rage with messianic zeal

about imperialism, and then mesmerize the

sycophantic audience by advocating con-

flict resolution by the hallowed veto-

empowered oligarchy of the United

Nations.

This article about the American Left

would not have been written if they were

not dangerous to the people of the Third

World. They are dangerous because a fair

number of honorable semi-expatriate

scholars of the Third World are so feeble-

minded that they cannot see through their

agenda.
These honorable semi-expatriate scholars

in the social sciences undergo the brain-

washing of liberal institutions like our

esteemed University and metamorphose

into showpiece mouthpieces of the non-

conformist dissent movements of America.

Their manufactured writings then

reverberate through the American Left and

create a catch-22 situation, where the

American Left in all its wisdom thinks that

these scholars who got their doctorates in

the Unites States are indeed the epitome

of the thoughts of Third World people.

Their foreign accents rather than being a

handicap provide them with an unwar-

ranted credibility. Indeed it is a brave new

world for these honorable men and women.

The American Left should do well to con-

fine itself to the problems within American

society and avoid being a spokesperson for

the people of the Third World. The people

of the Third World may be poor, but they

are not deaf and dumb.

In any case, if poverty is the criterion of

social awareness then the Helmsleys,

Trumps, and Icahns are indeed more pro-

gressive than the American Left. There are

enough people in the Third World to speak

for themselves. The Left can hear their ut-

terances when the leaders and people of

these nations speak.

Yes, there are tyrants and money-

grabbing leaders in the Third World, but

that is the problem of the people of those

countries, not the problem of the American

Left. The people of the Third World very

rarely oblige the people of the United

States with lessons in economics and

history. As a matter of professional eti-

quette, if not for anything else, the intellec-

tuals of the Left should reciprocate this

courtesy by sharply limiting their patroniz-

ing attitude towards the Third World.

Whenever people of one nation have

decided to speak righteously about the con-

duct and aspirations of the people of other

nations, they have usually done so under

the garb of some kind of uniform

framework — be it democracy, interna-

tional communism, Christianity, or Islam.

They have tended to forget that cultures

and nations are different and just as in-

dividuals solve their problems in their own

peculiar way, so do nations.

Most truly sovereign Third World states

feel more comfortable seeing the world in

terms of the legitimate (or for that matter

illegitimate) interests of nations than

through the astigmatic vision of the

American Left.

Rabi Dutta is a UMass student. This ar-

ticle is the opinion of the writer and does

not necessarily reflect the views of the Col-

legian staff.
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ARTS & LIVING
Don't lynch
Twin Peaks
By JODY GABIN
Collegian Staff

It's Saturday night, you're at home

moping because you can't seem to find

anything to do or anyone to do it with.

Homework's too boring and you feel

lame doing work on a Saturday night

anyway. The clock ticks on. .8 p.m., 9

p.m.. 10 p.m. Suddenly you think,

"Wait! Twin Peaksl Maybe Agent

Cooper will get together with Audrey

this W66K.

You turn to ABC. [You know, that net-

work that's been getting all that good

press lately about being so "inventive?"]

You sit through half-a-dozen commer-

cials, anxiously awaiting sight of that

familiar robin perched in a tree.

"And now," the announcer cries,

"welcome back to the ABC Saturday

Night Movie:' You gasp. You squint at

the TV. Tears well up in your eyes.

That's not Dale Cooper. That's not

Frankenleo chasing Shelley around

with a hatchet. It's a lame Arnold

Schwarzenegger flick. . . .

ABC has recently decided to put Twin

Peaks on hiatus. David Lynch and Mark

Frost, creators of the off-beat nighttime

soap, are pleading with fans to help keep

the show on the air.

"We feel that there are people out

there that really love the show," Lynch

told reporters. "We're in trouble and we

need their help."

Over the summer, ABC executives

decided to move the show from Thurs-

day to the Saturday night "death" slot.

Lynch and Frost are asking fans write

CONTINUED ON PAGE 10

Better than a pack of Fruit Stripe
By MARK ANDERSON
Collegian Correspondent

Material Issue

Katina's
Sunday, Feb 24

Power Pop /pa'wer pop/ n (probably

some hack rock critic made it up I 1 . ( 1970

)

The hybrid of traditional 4-chord rock, bub-

blegum, and 60's Byrds-y guitar pop. Prac-

ticed by such bands as Cheap Trick,

Raspberries, the Beat (not to be mistaken

for the English Beat), Sweet, the Knack,

the Records, Shoes.

2. (1991) Material Issue.

The band Material Issue played at

Katina's recently and as their album title

indicates, it was an International Pop Over-

throw. With an emphasis on Pop. The trio

were on stage for a little over an hour and

performed a tight set with many songs

from their major label debut (I. P.O.) in ad-

dition to material from various indie

releases in the last few years.

Produced by Jeff Murphy of the arguably

best power pop combo from the above list

(Shoes), Int'l Pop Overthrow contains some

real popular music gems. The band makes

no claim to offer more than just good, hum-

mable pop tunes, and for what it's worth,

they come through in spades. As the cover

sticker on I.P.O. proudly proclaims, "This

ain't no British, Techno-Pop, Rap, Disco,

Skinny Butt, Mall Band . . . this is Material

Issue." (For my money, that woulda made

a damn good album title too.)

Pleasing as a pack of Fruit Stripe Gum,
the songs "Diane," "Very First Lie,"

"Chance of a Lifetime," "There Was A
Few" and the title track could all be singles

in their own right. Their current single

"Valerie Loves Me" can be seen on MTV
and I wouldn't be too surprised if we see

these lads surfacing on Letterman or Satur-

day Night Live sometime in the next few

years.

Originally from Chicago, Jim Ellison,

Mike Zelenko and Ted Ansani grew up on

soups like Cheap Trick and Sweet and less

known acts like Zion Illinois' Shoes. They

began playing in 1985 and in 1990 earned

the distinction of best unsigned mand on

the indie scene (according to Cashbox

magazine, at least). They inked with

Polygram within the last six months and

"Now," in Jim's words, "we wanna throw

pop back in people's faces."

And throw they did. On Sunday night,

Material Issue performed for some fifty-odd

eager popsters and Katina's regulars.

Although Mr. Ellison's hammy stage an-

tics looked a little contrived and often times

outright goofy, their delivery was down and

those hooks were making all but the most

resistant lend an ear. In the same odd way

that British vocalists seem to drop their ac-

cent once the first note is sung, Jim

Ellison's vocals had a strange Cockney

flavor, adding either some extra kick or

some extra pretentiousness depending on

your disposition. In addition to their

originals, Jim et al treated the crowd to

Sweet's "Blockbuster" and breathed life in-

to a tired, nearly cliches cover - the Byrds'

"Rock and Roll Star."

In their own words, "whenever I just

can't go on, I turn the radio on. It's a good

thing. It's a good thing." And when the day

comes that I hear Material Issue on the

radio it will be a good thing.

Photo courtesy Mercury Records

Material Issue is (from left to right) Mike Zelenko, Jim Ellison and Ted

Ansani.

AUDITIONS

TEN LITTLE INDIANS

An Agatka Christie Murder Mystery

March 3 & March 4

Campus Center Rm 101

CALLBACKS:
7 pm SHOW DATES:

arcK 5 May 6, 7, 8

DOONESBURY
By GARRY TRUDEAU

THE FAR SIDE

By GARY LARSON

CALVIN AND HOBBES

The birth of head-hunting

By BILL VATTERSON
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SNOOKY LANSON By E. VEZINA & R. SHAUGHNESSY

QUOTE OF THE DAY

"It's better to be wanted for

murder than not be wanted at

all."

— Marty Winch

L

DAILY CROSSVORD PUZZLE
Edited Bv TRUDE MCHEL JAff

E

'-'-'^^

ACROSS
1 — spumante
5 Lowers the

lights

9 "— silly

question

1

3

Put on weight

14 Currency

15 Eng or Chang
16 Tchaikovsky

ballet, with

The'

18 Mountain lake

19 Beseech
20 Oberon s

spouse

22 Bando or Mmeo
23 L A problem

25 Seed coating

26 Sonora Indian

28 Border

30 Maternally

related

33 With little

assurance

36 Explanation

37 Britisher ol yore

40 Member of a

pool

41 River m Zaire

42 Brouhaha
43 Shortest routes

45 Slip

47 Seaport ol NW
Morocco

48 Page
51 Gasp lor breath

53 Needle case

55 Partner of tuck

57 Was a party to

60 Remove the

harness

62 Elizabeth or

Robert

63 Stravinsky

ballet

65 Rose s love

66 Singer Mills and

namesakes
67 Sniggler s catch

68 Complain

69 Historic periods

70 Hook s sidekick

DOWN
1 Choreographer

de Mille

2 Finnish baths

3 lota

4 Enlarge Abbr

5 Advanced
degrees

6 Pen filler

7 Contest

6 Mideast nation

9 leach
10 Tchaikovsky

ballet

11 Oiva Te Kanawa
12 Pavlova

14 Distaff title

17 Copal or amber

21 Low card

24 Adolphe Adam
ballet

27 Groove
29 Certain

chocolates

31 Aviv lead-in

32 Scan
34 Japan or Siam

ender

35 Actor Chaney
37 — Joey

38 Actress Lupmo

39 Deiibes ballet

41 Function

43 Twisted

44 Notable Root

46 Shiny labr'C

49 Hymn of praise

50 Capricious

52 Plains Indian s

home

54 Madrid ones
56 Aspect

57 Hrst person

58 Forties pitcher

Newsom
59 Earl — BKjgers

Chan creator

51 Chills

64 Pablo s aunt
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LUNCH
Processed Slop

Beei Flavored Slop

BASICS LUNCH
Tolu Flavored Slop

Soy ftean Slop

DINNER
Chicken Flavored Slop

Slop ftuniers

5ASICS DINNER
Organic Slop

Tolu Slop pHirorrs

YOUR DAILY HOROSCOPE
By JEANE DIXON

TROTTER By GARRY PORTER

-nur wc «i/sr esctff- rnc

coirmur fvatcur/t* or^'"
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IT WILL VUOKK f

ARIES (March 21-Apnl 19):

Long-sought-after goals will

move within reach if you are

persistent. Handle money mat-

ters with special care and read

the fine print A favorite hobby

helps you relax.

TAURUS (April 20-May 20)

Relying too heavily on other

people could lead to inertia

and laziness. Clear your

schedule to concentrate on

top-priority projects. Learn to

delegate. Romance is on a roll.

GEMINI (May 21-June 20):

Help a friend or relative who is

having an emotional crisis. Trust

your hunches at work. Organize

your desk and files. Travel will

fulfill your desire for adventure,

plan a weekend getaway.

CANCER (June 21-July 22):

Take advantage of your ac-

cess to privileged information.

Self-improvement courses may
be the key to quicker career

advancement. Mate or partner

is in a cooperative mood.

LEO (July 23-Aug. 22) Your

home life becomes happier,

especially if you are married to

a Capricorn. You feel more

secure than in the recent past

Avoid bragging about your ac-

complishments. A great even-

ing to dine out.

VIRGO (Aug 23-Sept. 22):

Career or business affairs move
ahead nicely. Contact influen-

tial people in your profession.

Innovative ideas receive a fair

hearing. Complete joint finan-

cial arrangements.

LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22):

Prepare to see a cherished

dream come true! A new ally

makes a thrilling proposal Do
not be afraid to take risks, you

have everything to gam Put

your cards on the table.

SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21):

Reassess your values and ad-

just your sights before you land

in hot water. Quiet meditation

proves helpful Talk things over

with trusted associates, but

follow your own instincts

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.

21): Guara against falling victim

to seasonal ailments. If you can

afford it. take a vacation in a

warmer climate. Mate or part-

ner asks for a special favor, do
your best to comply.
CAPRICORN (Dec 22-Jan.

19): Your humanitarian instincts

come to the fore, bringing im-

provements where needed. Be

fair when handling family

finances. Give a loved one the

benefit of the doubt; you may
not have all the facts.

AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb 18):

Curb a tendency to indulge in

gloomy thoughts. You have

more going for you than you

realize! A special Introduction

adds glamour to your social life

PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20):

Keep your business deals to

yourself until they come to frui-

tion. Romance could blossom in

a most unlikely place! Do not

be afraid to show your feelings.

Discuss your ideas with loyal

friends.
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Twin Peaks
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 8

ABC Entertainment president Robert Iger, demanding the

l iow return to a weeknight.

The address is: Robert Iger, Entertainment Presi-

dent, ABC, 2040 Avenue of the Stars, Los Angeles,

CA 90067
And remember, "The owls are not what they seem."

Luij(e\i College Daily in New Inland

THE MASSACHUSETTS Established in 1890

Get Involyed!»»» ?

udth campus health issues isAjfrn^'l-

SHAB*
with campus health issues $r&}l'r4L

• Sponsor health projects

• Represent student health care concerns

• Review UHS budget

• Serve on UHS Search Committees w _
• Meet other students interested in health care flH

COME SEE WHAT IT'S ALL ABOUT
Meeting: Thursday, February 28, 1991

Where: UHS Room 302
Time: 5:00 pm

^Student Health Advisory Hoard (est. 1971)

University Health Services

Daily Collegian
113 Campus Center

CORRESPONDENTS
MEETING

Thursday, February 2&
6:00 p.m.

IN THE NEVSROOtt
All correspondents must attend.

• Early Bird Specials 3 months $80

• Pro-Rated
Semester Special

Call for details

in The Price Chopper Mall-

Fitness
Center

mtierst *253-flex

> i «

What's

the Latest!

Guest Speaker

David Shumsky '88

MIT Lincoln Labs

Resumes and Interview Techniques By

the People Who Do the Hiring

TODAY
1:25 PM

Curry Hicks Room 16

Interested in a co-op? Listen to your peers' frank

appraisal of their recent co-op positions!

!

Engineering

TODAY
4:00 PM
E-LAB 304

Management
TOMORROW

4:00 PM
SOM 109

AU students welcome! Refreshments will be served.

The Mather Career Center
Career Planning and Placement • Cooperative Education • Internships

Fraternity/Sorcruy Part - on the Orchard Hill but route. (4 1 3)545-2224.

Where Careers Take Off!

Stockbridge Deans List, Fall '90

The following students achieved a 3.5 GPA or bet-

ter with at least 1 2 graded credits last semester.

Animal Atficaltart: Amy L Roberts Arboricttlttire and Park Management: Robert E Aldrich,

George T Clancy, Kelvin C. Mustard, Patrick I. Parker, James D. Redman, Charles H. Rounds,

Jr. Equine Industries: Gretchen R. Foster, Tracy E. Taylor Florlcaltare: Karen J. Larson, Janet

A. Mason Fruit and Vegetable Crops: Douglas J. Coldwell Landscape Contracting: Harry E.

Hasey, James S. Norcross, Craig R. Putriment, Kip B. Wilson Tnrfgrass Management: Paul An-

toniazzi, David W. Cranmer-Gordon, Ronald P. Dobosz Jr., Thomas A. Edmundson, Robert

T. Fenton, Mark J. Kuchera, Richard T. Lawlor, Michael T. Marshall. John W. Merkl, Mark

C. Richards, Anthony J. Stefanik, David A. Stowe, Christopher R. Tivy, Michael G. van Slooten,

Peter A. White, Eric A. Zars.

In the Dean's List published on February 12, The Collegian erroneously printed that Stockbridge

Dean's List students had achieved a 3.25 GPA. The Collegian regrets this error.

Amherst Fire Dept.

is now recruiting for

VOLUNTEER FIRE FIGHTERS

^Z52$s£# Jo jn the student force £%^$foik

| Engine Company 3 f^B^Jb
# *i||Jg^

^w*-^
Gajn valuable Experienced^

Serve your Community
For information see our table in the Campus Center Concourse

February 27-March 1

or call 253-9237

CELEBRATE, ITS PURIM

7:00pm MegMah Reading

8:00pm Party, Carnival, Food,

Dancing Costume Contest with Prizes

-\
I Wednesday, fehruary 2 7
UMass Hillel House
\388N. Pleasant St

COME IN COSTUME!
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Red Sox warming up in Florida

• Greenwell suits up • Clemens at 100%

AP photo

WE'RE GONNA MISS YA, MIKE -- Kansas City Royal Mike Bod-

dicker stretches out during practice yesterday at the Baseball City

Stadium in Haines City, Fla. Boddicker, newly acquired by the Royals

as a free agent, is a former Boston Red Sox.

By DAVE O'HARA
The Associated Press

WINTER HAVEN, Fla. - Mike
Greenwell, a new member of baseball's $3

million a year club, suited up a couple of

days early and got in some hitting at the

fourth day of training for the Boston Red
Sox yesterday at Chain O'Lakes Park.

After Roger Clemens and several other

pitchers threw in the first live batting prac-

tice, Greenwell did some hitting against

the coaches.

He knocked several shots over the right-

field fence, including one drive that sound-

ed like a gunshot and brought people out

of their condos beyond.

Facing batting coach Richie Hebner

shortly after noon, Greenwell hit a curv-

ing line drive down the right-field line. It

cleared the fence and a culvert, then

smashed through a side window of a van

rented by WHDH-TV, Channel 7, of

Boston.

"I heard it," Greenwell said of his glass-

shattering shot more than 400 feet from the

plate. "I knew it hit something besides the

fence."

Channel 7 sports director John Dennis

said, "I'm certainly glad I wasn't in there.

It's going to be a little breezy taking our

film to the airport, though."

Cecilio Guante, a veteran right-hander

signed to a minor league contract for a trial

with Boston, remained the only absentee

among 24 pitchers on the training roster.

Guante is being delayed by a visa problem

in the Dominican Republic.

In addition to Greenwell, the pitchers and

catchers were joined in the workouts by

Ellis Burks, Scott Cooper, Tim Naehring,

Carlos Quintana and Jody Reed.

General manager Lou Gorman announc-

ed that right-hander Eric Hetzel, who has

divided the last two years between Boston

and Pawtucket of the International

League, had agreed to a one-year contract.

By DAVE O'HARA
The Associated Press

WINTER HAVEN, Fla. - Five months

ago he was battling back from a severe case

of tendinitis in his right shoulder.

Sidelined for three weeks in September,

Roger Clemens returned to help the Boston

Red Sox win the American League East

championship, finishing with a 21-6 record

and a major league-leading 1.93 earned run

average.

Now the big right-hander, a three-time

20-game winner and two-time Cy Young
Award choice since 1986, is 100 percent

healthy again and chomping at the bit.

Working from the mound for the fourth

consecutive day, Clemens became the first

pitcher to throw live batting practice in the

Red Sox training camp Tuesday.

He was scheduled to throw for 10

minutes, but went a couple more. He threw

a total of 59 pitches — 25 to John Marzano,

31 to Ellis Burks, then finished with three

to Mike Greenwell. That amounted to

about half a regular season game.

"I feel good, not as tired as I thought I

might be after throwing four days in a

row," Clemens said. "But batting practice

is for the hitters. I'm ready to start pit

ching."

Clemens, who has struck out 1,424 bat

ters in less than seven major league

seasons, said he was "pretty close to full

speed." But he emphasized that he is not

going to overextend himself.

"I probably threw consistently around 84

miles an hour today, and I pumped a few

in around 87," he said. "I think I could get

it up to 90 right now, but throwing batting

practice is kind of tough because you try

to make things comfortable for the hitters."

"Roger just put that ball right in there,"

Manager Joe Morgan said after watching

Clemens mix a few sliders and forkballs

with his fastball. "It's not surprising. He's

been working out at home and there's no

reason he shouldn't be throwing well."

Classifieds
COME TO THE COLLEGIAN OFF1CE-CC 113 MON- THURS 8:30-3:30• DEADLINE 2 DA YS PRIOR TO PUBUCA T10N• CASH IN ADVANCE. ?0</WORD/DAY FOR STUDENTS

ACTIVITIES AUDIO/VIDEO/TV FOR SALE

EARN $300 to $500 per week reading

books at home Call 1-615-473-7440 Ext

B-281

25 + CLUB: General meeting/social

Discuss activities, elections, socialize

Thursday. 2/28, Campus Center room 917

7:30pm Dues $3 to vote

AHORA OUR FIRST general meeting wiH

be today at 7:00pm in Wilder Hall (BCP)

Nominations will be taken tor election

USED STEREO ComponentsA/CRr's/Color

TV's We buy. sell & trade everything from

budget systems to high end separates

Detailed list. 80 + Hems Call anytime S/A/V

Exchange 256-0941

ATTENTION
Accounting Association meeting

Tonight 7 00 SOM Lobby

AUTO FOR SALE

5 STRING BANJO Bluegrass style $125

2475248

APPLE 2C COMPATIBLE computer with

monitor, software and modem $300 or BO
-call 546-3946

DIGITECH GSP-5 Signal processor analog

dist stereo effects $300/BO -Mike 6-4806

HELP WANTED Full or part time Apply in

person Copycat Print Shop 228 Triangle

Street Amherst

BLONDE TECHY
We met at a general meeting

I'd like to see you again

Please respond
The Follower

SERVICES/WORDPROCESSING

INTELLIGENCE JOBS. All branches US
Customs. DEA ect Now hiring Call

1-805-962-8000 Ext K-9616

HAPPY BIRTHDAY BILLY!
Have fun uptown, but watch out for those

big hairs'

I Love You!
Gin

DISSERTATIONS. CASES. PAPERS,
On-campus pickup. Fast! Accurate 1

Mac/Laser. Spellcheck

Nancy 584-7924

SPRING BREAK

FUN-FILLED NIGHT lor Purim at the Hillel

House, tonight February 27 Megillah

reading at 7 00, Purim Carnival at 8 00

LOOKING FOR ANALTERNATIVE
to the usual Fiday night'

Central Area Govt presents

a Bluewall Coffeehouse for

all UMass students on Friday

March 1st 8pm- 12pm Tickets

sold at the door $2 Central

residents. $3 all others

Stop by for a most excellent

time

ANNOUNCEMENTS

MORTAR BOARDATTENTION
MEMBERS-
Meeting tonight at 7 00pm in the lobby of

SOM All are urged to attend

BED AND BREAKFAST- downtown idea!

for visiting parents and friends- 549-0733

•CHI OMEGA'
Open rush is on" Call 549-6460

Monday 2/25 - Dinner at 5pm
Tuesday 2/26 - Movies & Popcorn at 8pm
And Wednesday 2/27 - Dinner at 5pm
Come get to know the sisters and pledges

of CHI-O"

freeTIddybearsiT
Just come into the Ustore computer dept

and let an IBM rep give you a 5 minute

demo (while supplies last)

1975 SPITFIRE, Rebuilt motor, good body,

free parts car. $900 -323-9470

f987~JEEP WRANGLER V-6 automatic

47 000 miles, med blue w/ black lop and

interior Much more $7595 -546-3142

BUICK $300 Do you want a reliable car or

don't you' 253-3908

A VERY SPECIAL BIRTHDAY

LAST TIME I wrote a rhyme, but on this

day I have a little more from myself to

say Jen you are the best thing that has

been in my lite I can't stand being away

from you Everytime I see or hear you. I

smile Very happy I've been with you and

I know I'll be for a very very long time

HAPPY BIRTHDAY' I Love You Jen 1

Dave

FUTONS
Metawampe
Top quality gold bond futons

Delivery anywhere in U S A
Sleep with us and save 1

1-800-3FUTON1

INSTRUCTION

HEY CRAIG YOU SLUG!
Sorry so late, but I was afraid you'd say no

so Will you be my Valentine?

Love. ESPY

MAC 512KE & extra drive

$600 00/BO call 548-9334
Software

ENTERTAINMENT

GREEK HONOR SOCIETY
Attention Order of

Omega members,
important meeting Wed
Feb27 at 9PM -AEP
(food/fun)

LAST CHANCE TO rush Alpha Phi Omega'

National Service Fraternity the ultimate

coed college experience Wed 2/27 SUB
415 7 30

ON CAMPUS FUNDRAISER
Needed Organized and industrious frater

nity. sorority, or student group to earn hun-

dreds of dollars lor an on-campus marketing

project.

Call 1-800-NOW-POST

WORKSHOP ON VIOLENCE AGAINST
WOMEN- this Thursday at 6pm Campus
Center rm 903
Sponsored by SWE

LIVE FROM BOSTON Hear the hard driv-

ing alternative sound ol The Many Live at

the Hatch Thur Feb 28th

RACK-A-DISC is still the best tor DJ's and

live entertainment Call anytime 586-9900.

ask about our specials

FOR RENT

1 BEDROOM~A>T~inl5uff1on Take over

lease in March Option to renew Steve

549-6203

AMHERST 1 BEDROOM AVAILABLE IN 3

BEDROOM .
NEWHOUSE ON BUS LINE

FIREPLACE, BEAUTIFUL" AVAILABLE

NOW CALL 8-4. 665-3326

EMERGENCY SITUATION! Looking tor 1

person to take over my lease ASAP

$250/mos 546-7037/leave message

HIPPEST HOUSE m the world wants

housemate -Hatfield, rustic. 5 mm from

Noho 230 + 247-5248

STUDIO IN AMHERST $460 Wuls7 Call

Scott 253-0820 After 6pm

WINTER SPECIAL: 1 month rent 99 cents

with one year lease

2 Bedroom $450

3 Bedroom- $537
Sunderland, tree bus route^ laundry

tacilit.es. swimming pool, garden
i

plots,

short term lease available 665 38bb

NEED A COMPUTER? I sell PC's and

Mac's -Very competitive prices Service,

and individual attention Call Dana 546-3933

SANYO AM/FM TWO BAND STEREO
Stereo integrated amplifier, semi-automatic

turn table, double-cassette deck with high

speed dubbing, continuous play, syn-

chronous dubbing, automatic level control

system, counter. C D -outlet GREAT
STEREO" 1

MUST SELL - Model GXT707
$90

Please call Theresa at 6-0923

SEGA GENESIS WITH 6 games $250 -Call

546-3946

EARN CREDIT learn to Scuba Dive Basic

Classes held Monday. Tuesday. Wednes-
day, and Thursday 7-10PM in Curry Hicks

Pool Open Water II class held during

Spring Break in Key Largo. FLA Advanc-

ed Class held in New England in April For

further inlormtion call 549-8401 ,
or drop by

Curry Hicks starting 2/4/91

IGU WELCOMES NEW PLEDGES: Heather

Ann. Amy. Chanora, Erin, Devra. Amy,

Erica, and Melissa

SPRING BREAK PARTY!
Travel to Jamacia, Mexico! And Panama Ci-

ty Fl ,' Concerts' Free Parties! Club dis-

counts! And lots more' For into call Denise

546-7156

SUBLET

KNOW YOUR RIGHTS!

DO YOU HAVE questions about your

rights? Do you think your civil rights have

been violated 7 Find out' Contact the Legal

Services Center. 922 Campus Center,

545-1995

MECKY.
This is an outrage'

I saw Bush on TV but something else was
entirely unrepresented'

HAPPY BIRTHDAY'
-Maria and Andrea

GREAT APARTMENT 2 mi off campus

North Amherst -Big yard, storage, perfect

for two people Available now! Call 549-6027

TRAVEL

ON FEBRUARY 18. 1991

A person lit himself on fire

in the name of

Peace
Please think about that today

CATTTllkFFORD SPRING BREAK'
Guaranteed great prices' Space available

to Jamaica, Mexico and Panama City

Beach, Florida (the "new Daytona Beach )'

MC/VISA are accepted! Call Cindy at

549-3538 -please leave a message'

LOST

SUNDAY RIVER
Lift tix

Two all-day reduced
549-7279

BLACK-RIMMED EYEGLASSES m red

case -Call Debbi at 546-2411

DIAMOND RING t, WEDDING BAND in a

purse 545-2703 eves 253-9431

POINT
You might not look it.

but your finally 18
Happy birthday!

Love. Merry

CARIBBEAN - $189!

The warmth of the Caribbean or Mexican

coast for a week!
R/T air, SUNHITCH + m, 212-864-2000

SELINA- I can't find you Please- another

phone message- Tim

EMBROIDERED JEAN JACKET Nov90 -

Bring to Campus Center Info Desk ASAP

USED 125PD TOURING bike for $95

Good condition Call 6-2571

HEAVY SILVER BRACELET lost on 2/23

near 149 Brittney II found please call

Knsten 253-5474

TRACEY BROMLEY
Happy 21st Birthday'

We love ya'

Shell Deb

FLORIDA'S NEWEST HOT SPOT
Panama City-$1 39

World's biggest beach party

Dayiona Beach-$189

Call Erica or Julie- 546-2649 or

Siobhan or Terri- 546-5079

March 8 deadline -March 8 deadline

PIZZA

FREE BRUNO S PIZZA

BOOK A HOUSE/DORM party with

RACKADISC and have free food -Call

586-9900 for details (limited to UMass &

Amherst College)

FOUND

BRACELET, 2/22 in Student Union Call

665 2227 to describe Leava message

KEYS ON HALF the world key chain

Please call Andrea 256-6695

REWARD$$$
Black & gold onyx earing lost Thursday

night outside, near Washington 2-21-91

Please call 546-2426
Sentimental Value"'

COLLEGE PIZZA
"Subs * Salads ' Spaghetti

-

Spring Special

Large cheese $599
Small cheese $350

2 toppings only $1 more
Must mention this ad
549-6098 549-6073

TYPING

CAMPUS PICKUP AND DELIVERY, lis'

cheap- accurate work Lisa 256-6695

CHEAP RATES!, Fast'. Accurate'. Depen

dable!, Campus pickup and delivery Adam
253-9117

SILVER CHARM. Resembles flattened

nickel Very sentimental Please call

253-2282 Reward
RIDE WANTED

FAST, ACCURATE TYPING with

spellcheck and boldface $1 45/pg Call

Greg -546-0259

PERSONALS

RIDE NEEDED TO CORNELL 3/1

return UMass 3/3

Call Julie 6-6364

RESUMES, PAPERS, anything typed or

typeset Fast, professional service Aftor

dable rates KCommunications. 256-6373

HELP WANTED

CAPE SUMMER COO CAMP COED
Need enthusiastic, dedicated people to

work/live with kids Beautiful location, ex-

cellent program, competitive salaries Loads

ol tun
Call Doug/Chad at 546-2527 tor more info

and application

AMOLS
Rooftops, MJ, DH. Sandbed.
mahonhighway. dcheese. awesome-4some.
mowgrass, strip, Olivers, KD. Chris.

Thanks' Happy 21'

Love, Audra

ROOMMATE WANTED

N. AMHERST, 5 minutes to UMass Female

to share 2 bedroom apt ,
$195 549-4721

WANTED

ATTENTION ALL UMASS MEN-
Watch out for Jean M on her 21st

And keep your clothes on!

Love the LHS

WOMAN WANTED FOR 3-bdrm apt in

Noho 1 large bedroom, newly painled,

bright place Available now' Call Jess at

5842750

AXO WELCOMES
All their newst pledges'

Here's to a great

semester Good Luck'

Love the sister ol

AXO

SERVICES

CASH FOR GOLD. Unwanted jewelry'

Necklaces, watches, rings We buy

anything containing gold Call 546-3399

TIMBER LAKE CAMPS -located in NY s

Catskill Mountains seek General

Counselors, Athletic Instructors, and WSI b

On-campus interviews Top salaries/travel

allowance 800-828-CAMP (9-4 30

weekdays)

PREGNANT?
Need a pregnancy test, information or sup-

post? Call for free and confidential services

ALTERNATIVES 33 Main Street Northamp

ton 586-3000 or Greenfield 774-6010
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Sports
'Krunch time' in Kingston
By SAM SILVERSTE1N
Collegian Staff

For the University of Massachusetts men's basketball

team, tonight's game is a monster.

One loss separates five teams, including UMass, bun-

ched in the middle of the Atlantic 10 men's basketball

standings.

Every team in the league has one game left before this

weekend's A-10 tournament at the Palestra in

Philadelphia.

When all possible combinations and permutations are

run through the computer, one thing becomes clear: If

UMass looses to Rhode Island tonight in Kingston (7:30

p.m.), the Minutemen will join the bottom three teams in

the league for Saturday's dreaded first-round tournament

'play-in.'

Since the league expanded to 10 teams and added an

extra round to its postseason tournament in 1983, just one

first round team, St. Bonaventure in 1984, has advanced

as far as the final round. No team seeded lower than fifth

has ever won the championship.

UMass is currently 16-10 overall and tied with George

Washington for sixth in the league at 9-8.

"It's as big a game for us as we've had all year," coach

John Calipari said.

IB Sunday's 103-96 loss at Rutgers, and last week s

game against Temple, UMass fell behind by double digits

to start the game. The Owls held a 20-8 lead midway

through the first half, and Rutgers raced to a 15-2 lead

in less than four minutes Sunday.

The trend could force some changes in UMass' starting

lineup tonight, according to Calipari. John Tate could step

into Will Herndon's spot, and Anton Brown may start for

Rafer Giles, Calipari said.

"Ifwe play [tonight] like we started against Rutgers and

Temple, we'll come back 9-9. We were just tentative,

Atlantic lO Standings
I Rutgers

2. Temple
3. West Virginia

4. Duquesne
5. Penn State

6. Massachusetts
7. George Washington
8. St. Joseph's

9. Rhode Island

10. St. Bonaventure

which is another word for playing scared."

For Rutgers, Scarlet Knights star Keith Hughes scored

33 points and grabbed 16 rebounds and Earl Duncan

scored nine of his 22 points in overtime.

Jim McCoy scored 30 points for UMass, and Tony

Barbee added 23. Harper Williams scored 19 points and

blocked three shots.

The previous meeting between UMass and URI Feb. 1

provided one of the most memorable moments of the

season, when Rafer Giles floated home a three pointer at

the buzzer in overtime to carry the Minutemen to a 70-67

win at the Cage.

With the shot, Giles also became the 18th player in

school history to score 1,000 career points. Giles and

McCoy scored 17 apiece and Herndon had 15 points and

nine rebounds.

The Minutemen were outrebounded 46-33, and trailed

for much of the game.

"They outplayed us and we ended up winning on a three-

point shot," Calipari said.

Rhode Island (11-15, 6-11) rocked Temple with a 63-62

win last week at McGonigle Hall in Philadelphia, where

the Owls had not lost in more than four years. The Rams

returned to earth Saturday with a 78-76 loss to St. Joe's.

Leading scorer Eric Leslie missed most of the past three

weeks with an injured shooting hand, then returned

Saturday and scored six points in 15 minutes off the bench.

Leslie is the No. 3 scorer in the A-10 with 19.9 points a

game.
Freshman Carlos Cofield emerged offensively in Leslies

absence, scoring in double figures in six of his last seven

games. Cofield scored a career-best 22 points against St.

Joe's.

Junior center Jeff Kent ranks second in the A-10 in re-

bounding at 8.5 per game.

Game notes: The game will be broadcast on WMUA
91.1 FM and WHMP 99.3 FM.

A-IO
rec.

13-4

12-5

10-7

10-7

10-7
9-8
9-8

6-11

6-11

Q-17

pet.

0.765
0.706
0.588
0.588
0.588
0.529
0.529
0.353
0.353
O.OOO

Overall
rec.

18-8

19-8

17-9

13-13

15-11

16-10

16-10

10-16

11-15

5-21

pet.

0.692
0.704
0.654
0.500
0.577

0.615
0.615

0.385
0.423
0.192

Collegian photo by Carrie Wyeth

Tony Barbee, shown shooting against Boston

University, and the Minutemen face Rhode
Island in Kingston at 7:30 tonight in their final

regular season game.

Gymnasts prepared to perform against Springfield, URI
By ADRIEN MATT
Collegian Staff

All Alfie Mitchell expects is consistency.

The coach of the University of

Massachusetts women's gymanstics team

will not ask for more, just more of the same

when it hosts Springfield College and

Rhode Island at 7 p.m. in Boyden gym.

In its third tri-meet of the season, the 7-1

Minutewomen can be expected to score in

the 183 to 184 point range, according to

Mitchell, "with a few good all-arounds."

Sophomore Tammy Marshall and junior

Kim Grady will compete in the all-around.

Marshall has posted the highest team

average with 37.79 points and Grady

boasts a 36.2 average.

"I'm expecting her to come up," said Mit-

chell of junior Erin Kleir who averages

36.45 points in the all-around. "She hasn't

hit every event yet and she's capable of do-

ing it."

Margaret Furtado will also compete in

the all-around.

"When she's on, she's great," Mitchell

said of the freshman who averages 36.34.

Furtado is averaging 9.5 on the uneven

parallel bars, 9.4 on the balance beam and

9.3 on both the vault and floor.

Rhode Island, traditionally tough com-

petition, has been scoring in the 180 to 185

team-point range this season and is back-

ed by a seasoned coach, Charlie Connery.

"We've beaten them [for the past two

years], but not by a wide margin," Mitchell

said cautiously.

Competing in the all-around will be

seniors Vicki Hughes and Lan Incardon.

Incardon has qualified for the New
England Regional meet for the past two

years, according to Mitchell.

Like UMass, the Rams will also compete

with a sophomore-laden team.

Springfield, however, boasts more
veterans than UMass and URI combined.

The team, coached by 11-year veteran

Cheryl Raymond, has been scoring team

points in the 170-181 range. UMass has

won the past three meets against

Springfield.

UMass competitors will include:

sophomore Abby May on beam (9.55 per-

sonal best score), sophomore Lisa Beth

Cronen (9.15) on bars, freshman Erica

Finkelman (9.3) on floor, freshman Angela

Jent on both vault and bars and junior

Dana Curren, a transfer from New Mexico,

on the beam.

Collegian photAs by Jeff Holland

CAL IN ACTION - Just a few of

the many game faces UMass men's
basketball coach John Calipari

displays for the players, referees

and fans.

Bush declares cease-fire
By TERENCE HUNT
Associated Press

WASHINGTON - President Bush an-

nounced last night that "Kuwait is

liberated. Iraq's army is defeated." He said

that at midnight "all United States and

coalition forces will suspend offensive com-

bat operations."

In an Oval Office address, Bush said the

allied forces would implement a permanent

cease fire when Iraq releases all coalition

prisoners of war, hostages of third-country

nations and the remains of all those who

have been killed in action.

He also said Baghdad must comply with

all United Nations resolutions. Iraqi of-

ficials said earlier in the day that they are

ready to comply with some, but not all of

the resolutions.

- He also said the suspension of combat

operations was dependent upon Iraqi forces

not firing on coalition troops and no more

Scud missile attacks.

After 100 hours of ground war, Bush said,

"The Kuwaiti flag flies above the capital

of a free and sovereign nation and the

American flag flies above the embassy" in

Kuwait City.

"This war is now behind us," Bush said.

"Ahead of us is the task of achieving a

potentially historic peace" in the Middle

East.

Bush made his dramatic announcement

on the 42nd day of the war with Iraq.

The cease-fire came after a tank battle

in southern Iraq ended any serious threat

from Iraq's ballyhooed Republican Guard.

"It is up to Iraq whether the suspension

on the part of the coalition becomes a per-

manent cease-fire," Bush said, adding

later: "If Iraq violates these terms, coali-

tion forces will be free to resume military

operations."

Bush said it was not time for gloating or

euphoria, but for pride in the troops of the

coalition.

The president spoke as commander in

chief of 537,000 American forces in the

Gulf, and the head of an unprecendented

international coalition marshalled to

counter Saddam Hussein's invasion of

Kuwait on Aug. 2.

Seven months ago, Bush said, the nation

drew a line in the sand and said Iraq's ag-

CONTINUED ON PAGE 2

AP photo

An American special forces soldier is mobbed by jubilant Kuwait City

residents Tuesday night as the city was liberated from Iraqi forces.
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Deaths lead
about smoke
By TAMIR LIPTON
Collegian Staff

A "political decision"in Amherst may

have cost two people their lives.

No one will ever know, but if the

house at 284 North Pleasant St., which

burned down Feb. 17, had been equip-

ped with smoke detectors, the lives of

Joseph Pirog and Matthew Peterson,

both 22, may have been saved.

The house contained no smoke detec-

tors and, according to a law adopted last

spring by the town, was not required to

have any until April 28 of this year, said

Paul Lalonde, assistant fire chief for the

town of Amherst.

Last April, Town Meeting members

decided to adopt section 26E, chapter

148 of Massachusetts General Law,

which mandates that all residential

areas must be furnished with smoke

detectors. The law was enacted by the

state on Feb. 15, 1990, but Town

Meeting members gave landlords one

year from the adoption date in April to

install detectors.

But a fire official from the state fire

marshal's office in Boston said Town

Meeting members misinterpreted the

law and had the authority to allow

landlords less time to install the

detectors.

"I don't think the law sets a date by

which towns [that adopt the law] must

give a certain amount of time," said Fire

Safety Code Engineer Philip O'Sullivan,

to questions
detector law
from the fire prevention department at

the state fire marshal's office in Boston.

"It's up to the town to determine what

the compliance date is."

The town's attorney, Robert Ritchie,

confirmed yesterday that it would have

been legal to require less time.

"It was a political decision to give

landlords one year," Ritchie said. "It

would have been legal if they had made

it less than a year."

But Lalonde said landlords were given

a year to install smoke detectors

because "that's the way the law was

regulated by the legislature. The town

had to give them a year."

O'Sullivan said this confusion stems

from a well-intentioned but poorly writ-

ten law.

"Everyone I've talked to is confused

about it," he said. "The reason towns

think they have to give a year to comp-

ly is because of what it says in section

four."

Section four says that buildings

regulated by this act must be equipped

with smoke detectors "no later than one

year, from the effective date of this act,"

in towns with a population of 50,000 or

less.

"It says, 'and no later than one year,

from the effective date of this act,'"

O'Sullivan said. "Well, the effective

date of the act is Feb. 15, 1990."

Lalonde said he was confused by this

interpretation ofthe law, saying "it says

CONTINUED ON PAGE 7

Victims ' friends recall

life before tragedy
By MARIA SACCHETTI
Collegian Staff

The second week in March would have

brought a double celebration to 284 North

Pleasant St. this year, as Jay Pirog and

Matt Peterson both turned 23.

But their closest friends said yesterday

the days will only add to the memory oftwo

hopeful lives taken too soon.

Joseph Pirog of Arlington died early Sun-

day Feb. 17, as fire swept the two story

white Colonial he shared with five friends.

Matthew Peterson of Framingham died

Tuesday, Feb. 19 from burns sustained in

the fire.

"We miss them severely," said their

housemate, Timothy Corely, yesterday.

Corley sustained minor injuries in the fire.

The housemates and friends have band-

ed together for support while living in scat-

tered apartments until they can find a

place of their own.

They are tired and grieving, and over-

whelmed by the outpouring of help from

the community. The Laundry Club took the

soot out oftheir clothes, Seasons restaurant

donated food, Ritz camera donated film for

memorial pictures, and Mike's Westview

provided relief.

But they cannot stop wondering if things

would be different today ifthe shrill scream

of a smoke alarm had ripped through the

house instead of silence and flames.

Benn Vemadakis said he asked his

landlord three times over the last year and

a half to install smoke alarms. The smoke
alarms never came, but a searing fire did,

gutting the house. Amherst fire in-

vestigators blame a lit cigarette for the fire.

"He said if we wanted them we should

put them in," said Vemadakis of his

landlord, George A. Ray, co-owner with

Charles E. Ray, both of Middlebury, Conn.

"We never foresaw anything like this hap-

pening."

Gcoi ge A. Ray has told the Collegian that

he refuses to comment.
For now, the housemates say, they are

picking up the pieces. They are remember-

ing the 'family' that lived together, some

who had been friends for five years. And
the party they planned for Matt, born on

March 10, and for Jay, born four days later.

On their last night together, Pirog, Peter-

son, Vemadakis, Corley, and some friends

gathered to "sit around and drink a few

beers and listen to music," Corley said.

"We had the best night with both of them.

They were both so happy."

"Jay was my best friend," Vemadakis
said, adding that they had planned to drive

their motorcycles West for the summer.

"He had, out of anyone I knew, everything

together. He would party with the best of

us, but he got a 4.0 in his last semester."

Pirog was a UMass senior studying

chemistry and animal science. He played

the trumpet and dreamed of going to

University of Colorado at Boulder, where

he could continue his studies and the ac-

CONTINUED ON PAGE 8
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House approves budget package
By MARK HENSLEY
Collegian Staff

The Massachusetts House of Representatives approved

a $150 million budget balancing package yesterday as a

part of its effort to cut $850 million from the state budget

by June 30, Rep. Stanley Rosenberg (D-Amherst) said.

The most controversial aspect of the package is a pro-

posal to borrow $90 million from the Annuity Fund, an

investment fund made up of voluntary contributions from

state employees. The loan would be taken out in the form

of state bonds sold to the Annuity Fund as an investment.

The loan replaces Gov. Weld's plan to furlough all state

employees for 10 days. Weld, who has said non-essential

parts of state government would have to be shut down

should borrowing become necessary, is adamantly against

the Annuity Fund proposal.

"I take [Weld's] comments as a reminder that we have

a deadline and that we have to act," Rosenberg said.

Rosenberg approved of the Annuity Fund proposal but

had originally proposed to sell the bonds to the general

public in order to spread the burden of the deficit.

Walter A. DeFillipi (R-W. Springfield) said the loan plan

"stinks," and that Massachusetts already spends approx-

imately eight percent of its budget paying off debts and

has the worst bond rating in the country

DeFillipi criticized the entire budget package saying

that "no cuts with any validity" had been made and that

an opportunity to make state government more efficient

was lost.

DeFillipi said companies across the country were fin-

ding ways to cut back and become more efficient while

Massachusetts continued to find ways to avoid cutting

back.

"Businesses are disenchanted with the Com-

CONTINUED ON PAGE 6
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For Your Information

THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 28

Purim celebration - The Chabad House will hold a late

Megillah reading at 4:45 p.m. All are welcome, no charge.

Meeting - The ALANA Honor Society will sponsor a

meeting of the semester in the library of the New Africa

House at 5:30 p.m. All interested are welcome.

Film Series - The Program for Gay, Lesbian and Bisex-

ual Concerns will sponsor a film, "Law of Desire" at 7

p m. in Campus Center room 803. Free.

Lecture - Sponsored by Western Massachusetts

Solidarity, there will be an educational forum at the

Unitarian Society in Northampton from 7 p.m.-9 p.m.

There will be a dance following from 10 p.m.-l a.m.

FRIDAY, MARCH 1

Jumaa Salat - Sponsored by the Muslim btudent

Organization in CC 805 at 12:30 p.m.

SATURDAY, MARCH 2

Games Tournament and College Bowl - UMass will host

the 1991 Northeast Regional Games Tournament and Col-

lege Bowl through Sunday in the Campus Center Base-

ment and the Student Union Ballroom. Admission is free.

Gay, Lesbian, and Bisexual Cafe - Featuring

singer/songwriter Erica Wheeler, at Hampden Theatre at

8 p.m. For more information, call 545-4824.

Student Empowerment Workshop - Sponsored by the

Commuter Area Government from 12 p.m. -6 p.m. Check

the information desk in the CC for room number.

Run a

$3 million

business sooner

thanyou think.

war ends
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

gression would not stand.

"America and the world have kept their word," he said.

Bush said he has asked Secretary of State James Baker

to work with the United Stations Security Council on "the

necessary arrangements for this war to be ended"

formally.

"At every opportunity, I have said to the people of Iraq

that our quarrel was not with them but instead with their

leadership," Bush said. "This remains the case. You the

people of Iraq are not the enemy. We do not seek your

destruction. We have treated your POWs with kindness.

"We must now begin to look beyond victory in war. We
must meet the challenge of securing peace."

$3 million. It's a lot of responsibility. It's a lot of chal-

lenge. And it's where you can be in just 3-5 years with

Walgreens. That's the average time it lakes for our

Management Trainees to be running their own operation

with 25-30 employees and approaching $4 million in sales.

And that's just the start because there are plenty of ongoing

opportunities available.

We're the nation's largest retail drugstore chain—a $6

billion company and an American retail success story. Over

the last 5 years we've added 562 new stores and averaged

over 16% annual growth. And our rapid p*ce of expansion

continues unabated

Take our growth, award winning management, plus an

outstanding in-depth training program, and you've got the

beginnings of a great future.

We're looking for talented individuals to become

Management Trainees with opportunities nationwide.

CAMPUS INTERVIEWS
March 1st

See your placement office for sign-up

information

If unable to see us on campus, send a resume or letter to

our corporate headquarters: Don Moseley Management

Recruiter. Walgreen Co., 200 Wilmot Road, Deerfield, IL

60015. Equal Opportunity Employer.

lVa£#x&&K> Cb.
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where applicable.
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valid with any other offer. Limited

delivery areas to ensure safe driving

Customer pays sales tax where
applicable. Drivers carry less than $20

Pick-Up Or Delivery

Large Cheese &
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Offer Expires 3/31/91
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Complete party week includes:

R T airfare (from select cities) airport/hotel transfers. 7

nights hotel accommodations at selected hotel, three hour

advance get aquainted party cruise, beach parties, free

admission into select nightclubs, all hotel taxes & gratuities

included and advanced travel tour hosts on location
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18 Main St. Downtown Amherst 253-5441
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LOCAL
Senate removes officers,

tries to impeach president
By MARC ELLIOTT
Collegian Staff

The Undergraduate Student Senate

removed Speaker Dan Chesnicka and

Treasurer Karen Talbot from their posi-

tions and began impeachment proceedings

against President Natasha Diephuis last

night.

The SGA president must be tried by the

Student Supreme Court and convicted by

a two thirds senate majority to be offically

impeached.
President Diephuis questioned the

senate's ability to represent the students.

"In my opinion the senate doesn't repre-

sent the student voice," she said. "A stu-

dent came up to me last night in the Hatch,

who I didn't know, and told me that she

supported the officers' request for a com-

mission and told me that she felt that the

senate had never represented her or the

other students and those are the people I'm

representing."

The senate elected Sen. Jeffery Turco as

interim speaker and Patricia Donoghue as

interm treasurer, after they ran unopposed.

The motion to remove Chesnicka and

Talbot from their positions was presented

by Sen. David Gagne (McNamara) and

passed 26 to 12 with two abstentions.

Board of Governors Chairperson Susan

Gordon spoke in favor of the removal, de-

nouncing the officers' actions on Jan. 30

when they asked the University of

Massachusetts administration to step in

and restructure the SGA.

"It was my intention tonight, as a stu-

dent leader to encourage the senate to take

the proper principled stand on the issue,"

she said. "That is, to send a message to the

campus community that the Senate will

not break apart, that the officers have

abused their positions, abandoned their

mission and otherwise, done a great disser-

vice to the student body."

Chesnicka said that his removal did not

concern him very much.

"I only wish the senate spent as much

time correcting its shortcomings as it does

trying to figure out who to blame,"

Chesnicka said. "I believe my energy is far

better utilized working on the commission

to build a more effective SGA than it is

swinging a gavel in anarchy."

Karen Talbot was unavailable for

comment.
Toward the end of the meeting the

number of senators dwindled and the

senate did not have the required number

present needed to officially respond to the

administration's role in restructuring stu-

dent government.

The commission, which is holding its first

meeting at 4:30 p.m. today in room 803 of

the Campus Center, will proceed without

senate input unless the senate elects six

students to sit on the commission by 5 p.m.

Friday, according to the director of student

activities, Irene Carew. If no one is elected

by that time, Carew said, President

Diephuis will pick the student represen-

tatives to the commission.

Student Attorney General Adam Scales

expressed regret that the senate was not

able to pass any response to the administra-

tion's decree of Feb. 12, which created the

commission.
"Although we took care of some vitally

important housekeeping details, we have

failed utterly to fulfill our responsibility to

the students of this campus by representing

them on the commission, or rather, the

'syndicate' as I like to say," he said.

Many senators now question the validi-

ty of Talbot and Chesnicka's positions on

the commission now that they have been

removed.
Carew said that they would remain on

the commission and will still be recogniz-

ed by the administration as the treasurer

and speaker.

Sen. Kevin Newnan (Johnson) made fun

of the administration's stance. "It's like

saying that Nicolae Ceausescu is still

recognized as the leader of Romania, even

though he was ousted and executed,"

Newnan said.

Photo by Heather Norfleet

CAPPUCINO UNDER CLOUDS - Lisa Ginsburg takes a break

from schoolwork to relax downtown and sip a cup of cappucino.

Doctors give compulsive eating and bulimia workshop^ x.nnLin: ..,„;„u* i™ c r^crrama basic commonalities," Kahn said.

By ALEXANDER NGUYEN
Collegian Staff

"The statistics on eating disorders are startling, and

reflect the tyranny of societal standards of beauty and the

pressure to be thin," said last night Dr. Amy Kahn, a

licensed psychologist based in Northampton.

Kahn, who has 15 years of experience in group facilita-

tion and psychotherapy, and Arleen Thomson, a nutri-

tionist registered with the American Dietetic*£%&*
with 17 years of experience, are providing The Eating

Disorders Recovery Program focusing on treatment tor

compulsive eating and bulimia.

The program is giving a free introductory workshop

tonight at 48 North Pleasant St. in room 205 at 7-30_The

free workshop is being given to inform people of the

10-week program offering a psychological, nutritional and

fitness approach for the recovery from eating disorders

"Last year 60 million Americans, of which 90 percent

were women, spent $30 billion on weight loss programs

and 90 percent of them regained the weight," Thomson

said.

"Some of the goals for participants are to reduce preoc-

cupation with food, body image improvement, break the

binge-purge/binge-starvation cycle, achieve healthy eating

behavior and establish ongoing post-group support," she

said.

Some of the program's methods will be to give presen-

tations on the psychology and physiology of compulsive

eating and bulimia, relaxation techniques such as medita-

tion and guided imagery and guidance on exercise for

weight control and stress reduction, Thomson said.

"Compulsive eating, anorexia nervosa and bulimia are

the three major eating disorders that are pervasive and

growing among women in the United States as well as

most Western countries. While they are distinct syn-

dromes that differ in the degree of psychopathology and

in the physical presentation of the patients, they have

basic commonalities," Kahn said.

Kahn said that dieting leads to weight gain and a cycle

of binging and starvation and binging and purging

through laxatives and/or self-induced vomiting.

"These eating disorders damage the body and can be

life threatening," Kahn said. "Many average weight or

slightly above average weight people, predominantly

women, attempt to lose ten pounds through calorie restric-

ting diets only to rebound and gain 30 plus back," she said.

Laxative abuse damages the colon and may lead to the

need for a colostomy, she said. Vomiting damages the

teeth, stomach, throat and esophagus, and can cause

dehydration which in turn can cause an electrolyte im-

balance leading to arrhythmia and cardiac arrest. Both

laxative abuse and self-induced vomiting become addic-

tive, she said.

More information concerning the Program and tree

workshop can be acquired from Arleen Thomson,

548-9385, or Amy Kahn, 548-9477.

Students raise money for Israel

Hillel to send funds to aid sites hit by Scuds

By TAMARA SILBERMAN
Collegian Staff

Operation HOPE, a fundraising drive

for the hundreds of people in Israel

whose property was damaged by Iraqi

Scud missiles, is being run by students

at HilleL n L « hi
The drive is named after the Hatikya

neighborhood in southern Tel Aviv,

which was the first neighborhood to be

bombed. 'Hatikva" means hope, accor-

ding to Esther Mattes, head of the raf-

fle committee for Hillel, the largest

Jewish student group on campus.

"We hope to raise over a thousand

dollars," Mattes said.

Operation HOPE will hold a raffle and

is planning to give away a remote-

control compact disc player as first prize.

Parents and relatives of Operation

HOPE committee members have

donated money for the disc player and

many local businesses have donated

smaller prizes, she said.

Rabbi Saul Perlmutter said he was

pleased that UMass students have found

a way to get involved.

"Many people have felt powerless to

do anything about this terrible situa-

tion," he said. "Operation HOPE is not

only to benefit those unfortunate

families in the Hatikva neighborhood

whose homes have been destroyed, but

also to give us a concrete way to be in-

volved. This is a wonderful way to show

we care."

According to Yehudit Heller, program

director ofUMass Hillel, similar groups

at the University of Pennsylvania and

Brandeis University have already rais-

ed several thousand dollars.

Raffle tickets will be on sale next

week. The drawing will be at the

Bluewall Cafeteria dance on April 6,

Mattes said.

Students to go to Washington
to lobby for increased financial aid

By THOMAS A. GEORGE
Collegian Correspondent

Fifty University of Massachusetts

students are preparing to leave Saturday

for the nation's capitol to lobby members

of the U.S. Congress for increased financial

aid.

SAFA, Students Advocating Financial

Aid, is a Registered Student Organization

formed in 1979 to allow interested students

to view the inner workings of government.

In the fall SAFA recruits new members,

develops specific lobbying goals and

targets, and raises funds. Over the past

three weeks, SAFA members have attend-

ed 10 hours of training on financial aid pro-

grams, congressional procedures, and lob-

bying techniques.

Gerry Grady, former UMass business

manager as well as a one-time Congres

sional candidate, is the advisor to SAFA.

He has be?n at the University since 1959.

"Gerry is a mentor to all of us at SAFA,"

said member Jeff Cronin. "Listening to his

political war stories is one of the best parts

of the trip."

The students divide into teams of three

or four and each team is assigned certain

legislators to interview. Special interest is

paid to members of the education,

legislative and appropriations committees,

and the Massachusetts delegation.

Students hope to convince legislators that

federal appropriations for needy and

qualified students in higher education

should not be reduced and that financial

aid funds should not be used to finance new

educational programs, according to the of-

ficial 1991 SAFA policy.

Proposals providing for income con-

tingent aid, block grants, and direct loans,

require futher study and testing, and

CONTINUED ON PAGE 6
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Will all the 'good' Americans please stand up

I saw a peacenik bumper sticker

yesterday whose slogan, "Peace is

Patriotic" led me to write this column.

I began to wonder what precisely is

patriotism and why the war protesters

continually have to reaffirm their

allegiance to this country. Simply,

'patriotism' is a love of, or at least a

dedication to, one's nation, or one's

'fatherland' - as the root of the word im-

plies. What does it mean for something

or someone to be 'American?' We are not

discussing residents of Chile, Panama

or Canada; rather, we limit ourselves to

the United States when we refer to

America.
The Young Americans for Freedom

say that someone is a 'Good American'

if he or she promotes traditional conser-

vative values, whatever those values

might be. Good Americans support the

War. ('Good' Egyptians support the war

too, and many of them hate America.)

This leads us to consider xenophobia.

A blind hatred, or fear, of foreigners is

American. Nativism and blind emotions

without rationale are typically

American. "Love it or leave it" is

American. 1 always said that "Love it

or change it" is American. "Patriotism

is the last refuge of a scoundrel," is a

great quote to throw at someone who

wraps themselves up in the flag and

calls people 'UnAmerican.' Try it

sometime and watch the ensuing confu-

sion. (Lisa Simpson said that 'Prayer' is

the last refuge of the scoundrel. Perhaps

there is a connection here for someone

else to explore.) To sum up these folks,

Mark B. Adler

anything or anyone who agrees with

them is 'American,' and all else is

treason: Liking vodka, driving a Hon
da or speaking Spanish.

The issue of Puerto Rican statehood

has been in the news recently. Some
Congressional Republicans are trying to

kill a referendum because they know

that the Puerto Rican Congressional

delegation would be strongly

Democratic. Instead of admitting to

their partisan antics - a tactic that is

very American - they chose to be racist

instead, wondering if Puerto Ricans

could assimilate well into 'our' culture.

These closed-minded men seem to forget

that 'our' culture is based on a con-

glomeration of other cultures.

Freedom is American. However,

freedom of speech is not. The ACLU is

dedicated to preserving the natural and

civil rights upon which this country has

thrived, yet Michael Dukakis's

patriotism was questioned upon his

membership in the ACLU. When the

Young Communists League held a na-

tional convention here on campus three

years ago, the Young Republicans mar-

ched outside the Student Union singing

the National Anthem. While the Young

Republicans believed that Communism
is not American, the Young Com-

munists joined in the singing.

Burning the flag is UnAmerican. For

the protestor, their demonstration

displays an anger, frustration and

hatred for a governmental system that

doesn't work for them. And yet, that

very system, however, told them that

their protest was acceptable: The

Supreme Court upheld flag burning and

the Congress refused to adopt an amend-

ment prohibiting it. Flag burners are

not UnAmerican, they are merely

annoying.

A P.O.W. in Vietnam was being tor-

tured by his captors. They showed him

T.V. footage of protesters burning the

flag. The Communist interrogators ask-

ed, "How can you love a country where

the people burn their own flag?" His

reply was that he loved his country

because people were allowed to burn

their own flag. That veteran was very

patriotic and he was a good American.

Yes, protesting war is patriotic. Pro-

testing itself is patriotic. These people

are good Americans. They may or may

not be good people, but their dedication

to this country can not be questioned.

Frankly, I do support the war (with

reservations) but people who think the

war has anything to do with patriotism

are sick.

They are bad Americans.

Mark B. Adler is an Collegian

Columnist.

Standing behind war, Israel

As an American Jew, I feel that what

George Bush is doing is the right thing.

First off, I believe that he did not directly

plunge into the war. After a considerable

amount of attempts of negotiation with

Iraq, he finally gave an ultimatum. He
gave this ultimatum because he wanted

Saddam Hussein to know that the United

States is serious about getting Iraq out of

Kuwait. Why? Because Hussein was going

into Kuwait and killing innocent people

and taking away their freedom. If the

United States did not interfere with these

wrongful doings, there would be the

possibility of Hussein turning into another

Adolph Hitler. Once he conquered Kuwait,

he might have attempted to spread his

power and continue killing innocent peo-

ple, and eventually attack the Jewish state

of Israel. Of course we cannot be sure of

what the future would have held if the U.S.

did not interfere, yet the chance that

something could have happened was too

dangerous.

I believe that Bush knew exactly what

he was getting into. Ifwe had waited longer

to do something about it, the losses would

already have been accumulating. Personal-

ly, I have two grandparents, several aunts

and many cousins that are living in Israel.

Most of them live in the suburbs of Tel

Aviv, while my grandparents live in Tel

Aviv. One of the Scud missiles that were

launched against Israel, approximately

three weeks ago, landed on my grand-

parents street. Luckily, they were not hurt,

but they did have to move to my aunts

house for safety. My grandfather also had

opportunity to leave the country before the

war started, free of charge. However he

chose not to. The point that I am trying to

make is that the people of Israel also know

what is happening to them. They are well

aware of the consequences that they are

facing, yet they choose to stay in their

homeland and give support for their coun-

try. I believe that they are also giving the

U.S. support. I'll always remember the

time that my grandmother explained to me
the pride that the Israelis have in serving

their country. If for some reason they can-

not serve their country, they feel as though

they have no loyalty and that they are left

out. I believe that this is a main reason why

Israel is so strong.

As a supporter of the war, I do not want

to see Israel diminished or destroyed. And
in the long term effects, I believe that this

is what we are also preventing.

Mark Todtenkopf
Orchard Hill

Seven other people also signed this letter.

- Eds.

"If I had a rocket-launcher, some son of a bitch

would pay." — Bruce Cockburn

Action outweighs inconvenience

As one of those who took part in last

Thursday's actions in Amherst center, I

want it known that I am not proud of such

actions or the fact that I participated. But,

I approve of these types of actions. I ap-

prove because it is quite clear that a ma-

jority of Americans are apathetic to our

situation — a war in a foreign land and

economic disaster at home. Our govern-

ment spends a billion dollars a day to

destroy lives in a foreign land while spen-

ding at home is slashed and hacked; we

thus destroy ourselves. The actions on

Thursday were purposely designed to

disrupt the average apathetic American go-

ing about their normal daily business. It

is too damn bad that we may have upset

your routine lives for a few minutes or

hours. Think about what our involvement

in the Gulf is doing to the lives of the peo-

ple in that region and beyond. What you

experienced is insignificant compared to

what the people in Israel and it occupied

territories, Jordan, Saudi Arabia, Kuwait,

Iraq, Egypt, Syria and its occupied ter-

ritory, Qatar, the UAE, Yemen, etc. are ex-

periencing all day, every day.

Next time a jet flies over your head try-

to imagine what you would feel if it was

dropping bombs on you. It is far too easy

for Americans to go to war in foreign lands

while we remain safe and unaffected at

home. The apathy must end. Think about

what we are doing.

Wake up, America. I would point out that

our press is censored. This means that you

only get to see and hear what our military

allows you to see and hear. By censorship,

they control your mind, they form your opi-

nions, and in fact they tell you how you

should react to what they present -how free

are you under censorship?

I would like to thank and praise the

Amherst police for maintaining their

restraint in last Thursday's events. They

conducted themselves with great profes-

sionalism and kept the events from turn-

ing ugly.

Kevin McCann
Leverett

Turning the 'ideology of White women' into power for all women
Minu Sebastian's column (Feb. 11, "The ideology of the

'White woman') attacked me where I am almost certain

there was no intent.

I work for the Valley Women's Voice and this 12-13 year

old newsjournal is about to die. She dies because there

aren't 10 women/people willing to work 10 hours per week.

It's not always 10 hours — and it's not hard work — in

general it's projects.

Projects like balancing the books, taking the advertis-

ing folders out of the drawer and finding out who owes

us money. Call them up, send them a bill. Prepare a

balance sheet. Like advertising, or outreach, or editorial

board.

The reason the paper is dying is because the 'White

feminist' ofUMass aren't empowered enough to run it and

the 'peoples of color' don't choose to be woman-identified.

The catch 22 is that the paper empowers and it can be

woman anything: Womanist, woman/man, The Valley Peo-

ple's Voice, The Valley Women People's Voice, The Valley

Rainbow-colored Voice — anything.

The purpose of the VVW, broadly, was to allow a space

for articles by and for women. Without exception, the

women with whom I've worked were the most conscious

of race, class and gender issues of any people I've met.

I was proud to engage with women who fought over the
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FBI agents help local residents to a recent opinion poll.

inclusion of sensitive language. It's not 'low-class;' it is

'poor-class.'

When it came to the war on/in Iraq, these women/peo-

ple gave the most uniform voice I've heard since Jan 16,

1991. Not one woman/person questioned any of the strong,

angry words of protest, shame and misery against the

United States' invasion of Iraq.

In spring, 1990, if I had had time, I would have written

an article for the VWV on women people in the military

and it would have mentioned the gender-based disparities

in pay. At the time, I couldn't forget the absurdity of

women people in combat situations in Panama not get-

ting combat pay.

Minu Sebastian is correct; that isn't the point. The First

World is waging a war against the Third World over

hegemony and all I can do in protest is immolate myself

on the Amherst Town Common, commit acts of terrorism

and violence or prepare to turn in my citizenship. All three

acts are meaningless, shallow, sincere and loaded with

practical problems. I'll be dead; I'll go to jail; I'll be

Danish?
The VFW fought First World hegemony. It provided a

place for woman people to meet and exchange ideas and

to expose some of those generally radical ideas to a

generally hostile public. In the space of that place, we

worked on modeling collective-building and consensus.

Today at the VWV there are money and advertisers and

submissions but no office manager or bookkeeper. I wish

we could have lured the women/people of UMass,

women/people like Minu Sebastian, to us. Why we failed

is complicated: But, it wasn't our ideology. The ideology

was in the clear.

Amy Sandridge

Member, Valley Women's Voice collective

Circumvent gov't

war censorship
Currently there is a lot of talk about the government's

censorship of the news in the Persian Gulf. While I agree

that there are limits being put upon the press, in many

ways the press has only itself to blame for the poor

coverage given to the crisis.

True, the press can blame the government for the poor

coverage because they simply have no room to maneuver.

Reporters cannot work individually but in pools, the

military decides where the pools can go, and where they

may investigate. Furthermore, every bit of writing and

photography must be passed through military censors

before it is published. While these are horrendous condi-

tions for a 'free' press to be operating in, what has the

press done to change the situation?

NOT CLEARED BY MILITARY CENSORS

Robert Keane

If history has taught us anything, it's that the govern-

ment isn't going to just let the press stroll in and get the

news: it has to be pursued. William Kovach, curator of

the Nieman Foundation at Harvard, blames the jour-

nalists for not fighting for more journalistic freedom. "Yes,

we are controlled, but it is our own fault," he says. "We
are ill-prepared, we are ill-trained, and we didn't raise hell

when these rules first came down."

This problem is only the beginning, however. Sensa-

tionalism and downright laziness have also crippled the

press' effectiveness in the Middle East. Throughout the

war (and for weeks before it), the press has force-fed the

public gagging amounts of the following subjects: retired

generals trying to predict the future, protesters flooding

the streets, and families in the United States wishing their

loved ones a safe return. Now don't get me wrong. These

are very important topics and they should be covered, but

my point is that this is all we are getting, and after a while

it becomes monotonous and bland. Even the sight of a

teary-eyed mother sitting alone begins to loose its emo-

tional effect, we have simply become numb to it.

The solution? Simple: have the press begin reporting on

different topics pertaining to the war, topics not subject

to government censorship. What kind of topics? Well,

there are huge gaps in the war coverage, not only in its

progress, but also its past. What is the history of the Iraq-

Kuwait conflict? Where are the articles pertaining to Sad

dam Hussein's rise to power? When was the last time you

read an article that dealt with the never ending fighting

between the Arabs and the Israelis? These are extremely

important topics pertaining to the crisis, and are not

necessary to have knowledge of to get a more comprehen-

sive view of the situation. This information is not off-

limits, and would be perfectly legal to print (to be fair,

I will admit that such articles have been published, but

you have to dig for them).

This lack of information by the press is sad, but it isn't

surprising. It's always been easier for the media to get

ratings by pulling emotional strings rather than educate

the public. Come on now, which would you rather see, a

long boring article on the history of an oil feud, or a

reporter thrusting a microphone in the faces of of some

hapless parents asking,"How do you feel, knowing that

your son may well be dead?" It's a lot easier for the press

to manipulate people emotionally than it is to clue them

in on how we got into this mess in the first place.

Yes, the government is censoring what could be impor-

tant news to the public. Yes, the press is fighting with

one hand tied behind its back. It is the duty of the press,

however, to tell the people the whole story. It isn't enough

to ignore the past, go for the cheap tear-jerker to get

ratings, and when the coverage is of poor-quality, say,

well, it's all the government's fault. The press can do bet-

ter. The people deserve it.

Robert Keane is a UMass student

Conservative arguments don't hold up in Board of Govs.
Interviewing faculty, staff, students and

reviewing A-V tapes about the controver-

sy that occurred last semester with the

removal of the appointed Lesbian, Bisex-

ual, and Gay Alliance seats from the Cam-

pus Center Board of Governors has reveal-

ed the possibility of two different, though

equally suspect motives on the part of the

conservative governors who engineered

their removal.

Ed Corrigan, in his speech introducing

the motion for debate last October, said

that the main issue was "why the gays

need seats." Corrigan argued that gays

have no interest in campus center

operations.

Ted Maravelias, co-sponsor of the motion

to eliminate the seats, offered a different

argument. Maravelias argued against all

appointed seats, saying they are

undemocratic. Maravelias said that the

LBGA seats were only the first of a number

of appointed seats he had targeted for

elimination.

Later, a third argument evolved that,

because Third World Caucus appointed

seats are supposed to represent all oppress-

ed minorities on campus, GLB students did

not need their own seats.

The views expressed by Maravelias and

Corrigan were refuted by students, ad-

ministrators, and most notedly, Bill Har-

ris, Director of the Campus Center. The

BOG serves as an advisory board to his

office.

Trystan Skeigh

Harris said that gays have a variety of

interests in the campus center, and he also

believes the BOG's structure should in-

clude a mix of appointed and elected seats

in order to ensure that his office receives

feedback from a variety of student

interests.

Former LBGA governor Laura Silver

also addressed the argument that the

LBGA should not have appointed seats,

arguing that gay students need to be pro-

tected from the possibly dangerous and

traumatic experience of having to reveal

their sexual orientation to the whole cam-

pus in an open election.

Clearly, upon examining the arguments

presented by both sides, the inconsistencies

evident in the conservative position are

The original argument that gays have no

interest in the Campus Center virtually

disappeared in the face of strong refutation

and was replaced with the newer idea that

gays could be represented by the Third

World Caucus, a group that, historically,

has never served as a voice for gays.

Maravelias' argument about democracy

and the legality of appointed seats is a

legitimate conservative position. Yet this

argument appears fraudulent when one

remembers that Maravelias voted, the

same night he presented this argument, for

the inclusion of an additional appointed

seat for Stockbridge School, as did every

other conservative governor present that

night.

Obviously, there are unspoken motives

on the part of the conservative governors.

Frankly, homophobia is the first

possibility that comes to my mind.

However, to be fair, there is another

possibility.

Within student government there is cur-

rently a stand-off between liberals and
conservatives.

Although it is true there are gay

republicans, for the most part, GLB
students on this campus tend to be liberals.

It is possible that the conservative gover-

nors focused on the GLB seats because

those were the most vulnerable liberal

positions.

However, regardless of whether the con-

servatives eliminated those seats out of

conservatism or homophobia, it was still a

shameful action. Recalling the derogatory

marks about gays that I heard while

visiting a BOG meeting, it is painfully

clear that the conservative governors

capitalized on homophobia to achieve what

may have been, ultimately, a conservative

gain.

Trystan Skeigh is a Collegian staff

member

The president has lost my support

When the conflict in the Gulf began

and American troops were deployed in

the region, the most compelling argu-

ment that the Bush administration put

forth to justify this deployment was that

a multi-national force had been pulled

together and, following United Nations

guidelines, was countering the aggres-

sion of one well-armed and conquest-

minded dictator. Despite objections, I

supported Bush's policy.

That is, until now!

The Soviet Peace Plan was a good

start toward ending this war and Bush

ignored it. By doing so he has pointless-

ly endangered the lives of the allied

soldiers and shattered the already

shaky moral high ground that the war

effort stood on. Now that I have made

my position clear, I would like to ad-

dress arguments that propose to justify

a continued offensive against Iraq, in

particular, the initiation of a ground

war.
.

Many have said that the Soviet plan s

timetable was too slow or that it left Ira-

qi troops too much leniency as to where

they could withdraw to. This objection

that the Soviet plan was flawed in some

way is the most convincing one, but still,

it is flawed mainly because of Bush's

own words. He said,"we will set the

timetable as to when the ground offen-

sive will begin."

If this vere true, then Bush could

have gr n the Soviets a few days to

hammer out the details, a luxury that

the Soviets asked for and Bush denied

when he set his own timetable of noon

on Saturday. In fact, by doing so, Bush

allowed himself to be rushed into a

ground war, something he claimed he

would not allow to happen.

Another line of thinking about conti-

nuing the war is that the U.S. would

look bd. That is, that we would do all the

work, and the Soviets would get all the

credit. Not so. It seems to me that the

U.S. would accomplish its objective of

liberating Kuwait with virtually no

U.S. casualties, and Bush could have

proclaimed the New World Order a suc-

cess with the U.S. and the Soviets work-

ing a sort of good cop/bad cop deal.

Lastly, to those who object to ending

this war with Hussein still in control of

his military machine, I would respond

that we beat him once and we could do

it again. Furthermore, most of his

military infrastructure has been

decimated, and if we don't sell him the

stuff to rebuild (like we did last time),

where is he going to get it? The Allies

can keep a close eye on Hussein and, if

we are really lucky, his own people will

get rid of him. Most importantly, a

United Nations force will have united

to stop unprovoked aggression and

averted a long and bloody war.

David Martin
UMass

Column is insulting and dangerous
I am writing in response to the

editorial/opinion that you wrote for the

February 25, 1991 Collegian. I feel that it

is important to stand up for what you

believe in. I believe that protesting may be

effective. I also believe that writing to the

Collegian is a responsible way of telling

many people how you feel. However, what

you have written has insulted me and

many other people on this campus.

You wrote, 'When the folks decide to

challenge the tide of blood-thirst and flag

waving that is sweeping the nation, they

do it together.' Are you trying to say that

because I believe that this war is necessary,

I am blood thirsty?

You wrote in anger "The Secretary of

Defense is 'proud to be able to offer these

opportunities to young African-Americans.'

"
I believe that if that quote had been taken

in context, your readers would understand

that he was saying that African-Americans

can now defend there country equally. I

don't think that the well respected Colin

Powell, would overrepresent the Black

population or concentrate them in the most

dangerous jobs seeing how he himself is

Black. When all young people, including

the young African-Americans, sign up for

the G.I. Bill they made a commitment; a

commitment to serve in place for an oppor-

tunity to go to college. When they signed

to receive the money and education, they

decided on their future. They knew that if

there was to be war. they could be called

up to fight and they know that when they

decided which division oi lie services to

join thev were deciding how they preferred

to fight. They received the opportunity of

an education, and now, unfortunately, they

have to pay for it. If they want to be

respected Americans, then they must

follow through with their duties!

You then write "The police filmed the

whole thing. Then they left, returning in

force clad in riot gear. They came in on the

side of Business as Usual." Was there not

a riot? What side should the police come in

on? Is it not their job to defend the public

and maintain peace? What right do the pro-

testers have to infringe on the public's

rights? You wrote that in order to take the

prisoners to the police station "Log bar-

ricades had to be removed — a little

gasoline might have helped. Scores of

bodies formed a wall in front of the bus and

it ground to a halt for a while — some large

nails would've been useful." Is this what

you want — riots, and war at home as well

as in the Middle East?

You quoted a veteran in the middle ofthe

editorial/opinion saying, "Veterans were

disrespected by those who refused to listen

to the reality of war." At the end of your

writing you wrote "It seems that the

United States does have some warriors to

be proud of. Warriors fighting for peace and

justice- in our own back yard." Mr. Levin-

son, are you first trying to imply that it is

sad that the Vietnam Veterans were not

respected and then suggesting that we

should only be proud of the warriors at

home?

Daniel Gordon
Sylvan
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budget
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

monwealth," he 8aid. "We're never going to turn around

this thing until we stimulate the business industry.'

Included in the package is a proposal to form a commis-

sion to study ways to cut spending on state-employee

health insurance.
. . , ,.

Rosenberg said there is the possiblity for ' appreciable

savings in health insurance without placing the burden

on state employees.

One solution might be to switch from a multi-provider

system to a single-provider system but Rosenberg said

there are many possibilities which the commission will

The package, which is now in the Senate and should be

on Weld's desk by March 6, includes a provision to allow

towns and cities to raise excise taxes on automobiles as

well as some modifications to Proposition 2 1/2.

The House rejected the deferred salary plan, which

would have asked state employees to work between two

and 15 days without pay in return for compensation when

they retired or left state service, was defeated partly

because such a large loss of income would have hurt local

economies, he said.

SAFA
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 3

should be considered as part of the reauthorization pro-

cess, according to the policy.

Merit awards should not be considered as part of the

financial aid programs and new definitions of the in-

dependent student status should not result in needy

and qualified students being denied an educational op-

portunity, the policy says.

SAFA, as well as higher education suffered a loss

recently with the death of Congressman Silvio O.

C
"Conte was not only a great friend of the Universi-

ty, he was a great friend of student financial aid

Cronin said. "Each year he not only met with SAFA

members but was a big help in making arrangements

in Washington."

AUDITIONS

'yCSftfrqftfrc^foCEfrq?^ Gflfrcgfrcfts cftatCft

r
Latfttt Cotkft Daly « > IniknJ

THf MASSACHUSETTS
httblisied in IS*)

Daily Collegian
113 Campus Ctniei

CORRESPONDENTS
MEETING

TODAY
6:00 p.m.

IN THE NEVSROOM I

All correspondents must attend. I

TEN LITTLE INDIANS

An Agatha Christie Murder Mystery

A Production of UMASS Tkeatre Guild

March 3 & March 4

Campus Center Rm 101

CALLBACKS:
arch 5

7 pm SHOW DATES:
May 6, 7, 8

Amherst Fire Dept.

is now recruiting for

VOLUNTEER FIRE FIGHTERS
^"^ ^^?

Engine Company 3

*§£&*
Gajn Va |uabie Experience

Serve your Community
For information see our table in the Campus Center Concourse

February 27-March 1

call 25&4080

Experimental Prototype Gallery of Tommorow

an installation by

cbarUe'0
1 Pray St. Amherst-549-5403 • Open 1 lam

7 days a Week
Kitchen open til midnight

Game Room with 2 pool tables

Tonight 10c Beer Steamed Baby Franks

9:00p.m. — 12:00 a.m.

Beer of the Month: Drink of the Week:

iiJMOLSON BOTTLES $ 1 .85 Liquorice Shots $ 1 50

j

PEARSON/POST INDUSTRIES
at

THE STUDENT UNION ART GALLERY

Food Giveaways

Mon 10 cent Mozzarella Sticks 9pm-12am

Tues 10 cent Buffalo Wings 9pm-12am

Wed 25cent Pizza Slices and 99 cent Nachos 9pm-12am

Thurs 10 cent Beer Steamed Baby Franks 9pm- 12am

Sunday 10 cent Potato Skins 9pm- 12am

WE ACCEPT MC-VISA-AMEX

February 28-March 21

OPENING NIGHT

Performance and Reception
Feb 28 7-9 pm

Sponsored in part by the UMass Arts Council
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smoke detectors

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 2

specifically, and no later than one year, from the effec-

tive date of this act. That means one year from when the

town adopted the law."

According to a census taken in 1985, Amherst had a

population of 35,827, not including students who live on

campus. Therefore, basing their decision on section four,

Town Meeting gave building owners a one year com-

pliance time.

"Go ahead and criticize the decision to allow landlords

a year to comply with the regulation," Ritchie said.

"That's the power of the First Amendment.
"To its credit, Amherst accepted this statute," he said.

"There are a lot of towns that haven't even accepted this

statute."

This confusion, however, has left many residents

wondering whether a mistake has been made, and if so,

whether the tragedy at 284 North Pleasant St. could have

been avoided.

"We researched it with the town attorney and that is

the advice we were given," Lalonde said.

Ritchie said: "If you're asking me if I remember talk

ing about this, I don't recall what I said. I'd have to go

back and look at my records."

"I believe that a year is required," according to the law,

by the state statute," said Nancy Board, administrative

assistant to the town of Amherst select board.

O'Sullivan said: "It makes sense to give a compliance

date. It's my understanding that they could have set that

date at any time which they felt appropriate."

ALL AGES—ALL SHOWS
AT THE

COMEDY ZONE
FRIDAY & SATURDAY 8:30 pm
When you want the BEST*

Fried Rice • Spare Ribs • Buffet

•Live Comedy*
•Advocate 'Bert of the Valley' reader poll 1990

Mon-Thurs 5pm-8pm

ALL YOU CAN EAT
BUFFET
$5.99

11:30am-3pm

ALL YOU CAN EAT
SUNDAY BRUNCH

$6.99

20%
OFF DINNER for Comedy Patrons

Comedy info & reservations 585-8615

PEKING GARDEN
Mendarin/Szechuen Cuisine

Open lunch & dinner- 7 days a week

Home e-AusMll St. Hadtey 566-1202

Mt.TOM
Ski Area

TQWEBLV*"*
THE VILLAGE COMMONS • SOUTH HADLEY • 533 2663

hTHE SEASON'S HAPPIEST SURPRISE!
'GREEN CARD' reinvents the romantic

comedy and beautifully too.

'

lt\ funny, romantic and charming.

The perfect love story. :

,»«|6I

STUDENT
DISCOUNTS ! !

Great Skiing

Day & Night.

100% Snowmaking.

Expert Grooming.

&

So Close You Can See It!

$12.00 Midweek and Nights

$18.00 Weekends and Holidays

Bring Your Student I.D.

Mt. Tom Ski Area

Route 5 Holyoke MA 536-0416

FREE POOL
Tuesdoy Night

Ladies Night

Your choice

ot tables

ALL DAY
EVERYDAY

21 and

over

C4Shf
R/
?£S

ROLLING ROCK BOTTLES
$1.75

• 9ft. Championship Tables

• Six Large Screen TVs with your

favorite sports action

• Full Bar

• Drafts in ice cold mugs

• 25 cent hot dogs

• Pizza and burritos

• Full appetizer menu

• Weekly giveaways

• Great for couples

Open:
Mon-Sat Noon-lam sun ipm-iam

MICHAEL^
Billiard Room
And Sports Bar

Rt. 9, Amherst, 258-8284

(Next to Hunan Garden)

GREEN
CARD

From the Director of "Dl\D POETS SOCIETY

I - C»S- rv N E* YtWK. Dt»» t muni

| - MQMV SO YORK. P* I oW"

'Kvti: Mm . mm\ tiuni mm
...„ KlHIilJlpKL^ :W\m •-"'.rrllBH

m
m . . i • \ • • ..MM

Green Card

weekdays at 3, 7 and 915/Friday, Sat and Sun at 2:30,

4 45, 7 and 9:15

Dances with Wolves
Daily at 2, 5:15 and 8:30 pm midnight Friday

S&ECROCUTfOA/
¥f Electronic Flirtation ft#AA

e* noo^Q Par*/ •# mm^3V Dance Party

MaxCreek 1

March

Progressive Dance Party w/
WMUA's Christina Bosettl

dnnce contest • prizes

March

2
All Aq«« Wetoome

Plastic X w/

Senslis Klllln

March

3
ng'iipcommtf'upcoming- ufjcommg'iifjco

March 6 Cocktail Party 6-7:30

March 8 Ronnie Earl 8, the Broadcasters

w/Treat Her Right

ADVANCE TIX: Katlne'e, Strawberries, HUlon, Ptetterpu—

,

About Music. Main Musk:

ROUTE 9, HADLEY • 586-4463

IT'S SKINFREE!

Maple St., Rt 9, Hadley

next to the Hampshire Mall

586-5723

for $2.69
Meals include

2 pes. of Chicken,
Garden Salad,

Mashed
I Potatoes with Gravy
land Multi-Grain Roll

I

BARWA!
Southern African Choral Group

Freedom and Liberation Songs

(performed for Nelson Mandela at his Boston visit)

will be performed at

The Ark Episcopal Chaplancy at

UMASS
This Sunday, March 3rd, 7:00pm

AH Welcome!

758 N. Pleasant St.

549-5929
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housemates mourn deaths

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

tivities he loved, like skiing and hiking,

Vernadakis said.

"He told me one day that the reason he

was going to pursue chemistry instead of

animal science was because he wanted to

go out in the world to cure disease," Cor

ley said. A fan of the music groups Yes

and Phish, Pirog also exceled at yoyo

tricks.

As much as Pirog was gregarious, Peter-

son was quiet, preferring to observe those

around him. "He was very bright," Corley

said. "He didn't speak until absolutely

necessary, but when he spoke he was right

on the money."
Peterson, a former UMass student major-

ing in philosophy, dropped out two years

ago to 'live his life,' Corley said. "He felt

like he didn't want to go at such a young

age," he said. "He hung out and did

whatever he wanted. He was a free spirit."

When Peterson wasn't working as a

mechanic at Sunoco, he read books, played

the guitar and chess, Corley said. Also an

avid Phish fan, Peterson often talked about

moving West, said his girlfriend, Marybeth

Molignano, a UMass sophomore.

A memorial service for Matt Peterson

will be held at 3 p.m. Saturday at the

Ashland Federation Church in Ashland.

Services were held last week for Pirog in

Framingham.

THERE ARE THINGS

KNOWN AND

THINGS UNKNOWN

AND IN BETWEEN

ARE THE DOORS

JIM MORPISON
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*cs* «*. COMING MARCH 1

*

"~V,IS

FREE ICE WITH KEGS

Sam Adams Double Bock 6 pk$4.99*
Bud, Bud Lite & Dry 12-pk $6.69*
Coors, Coors Lt & Gold 12 pk$6.69*
Nathan Hale 6 pk $4.99*
Sutter Home 750 ml $3.99
Seagrams V.O. 750 ml $9.89
Seagrams 7 750 ml $7.69
Vodka 1.75 ml $9.29
Gin 1.75 L $9.29

*Plus Deposit

FOUR SEASONS
333 Russel St.

Hadley, MA 01035

"A New Family Owned Business"

Sf 0C<S*t —

—

easpns
ROUTE 0. HADLEY, Bitween Borfer King and Dunkin Donuti • 584-811

I <|IM 14 4B'.»

SENIORS i\
tand Super Seniors!)

the Yearly Countdown Begins

11811181
[party, party, party, party, party, party

Monday, March 11, 75 Days to (S^oaGtoffl

CELEBRATION-.75C Specials

l!

>v

J>Ko

Sat, April 6, §® ©s^/s tt®

.50c Specials, ooohhh...

Wed May 1 1 25 Days to (gcscataifcoD

.25c Specials, Wow!

Thurs, May 16, 1]® ©sysBSBS

Drink and Food Specials

Proper I.D. & Attitude Required

30 Boltwood Walk, Downstairs, Amherst 253-2663

NONONONONO
COVER -

Tonight 28

9-10 Comedy
with Larry Sullivan

& Julie Wagner

Dance All Night

with D.J.-W.D.

Fri 1

JUKEBOX PARTY

Sat 2
TRIBAL ETIKIT

Sun 3
UMASS Basketball

on the Big Screen
A- 10 Playoffs

Drink Specials:

Miller Genuine
Draft Pitchers

$4.50
Rolling Rock & GD

91c
Mauie Wowie

.91c

111
'

.
"" ' !

30 Boltwood Walk

Amherst, MA

mm
Student Travel

Catalog!
Everything you need to

krov/ about:

^Student Travel

• Air Fares

* Rail Passes

• Car Rental/Leasing

••Work Abroad

•Study Abroad

•Int'l Student & Teacher ID

& MUCH MORE!?!

CALL for your FREE copy!

Council Travel
79 So. Pleasant St.

Amherst
413-236-1261

DOONESBURY
By GARRY TRUDEAU

THE FAR SIDE

By GARY LARSON

I'M MAJOR
E:BUZ?fOG6.
rvejusTss-
corjbpina
PR&&poa ...

YOUR LIEUTENANT 7&IS MB
YOU'VE- 0EEN AROUND, KNOW
THE PRILL, E7C, SO I'D LIKE

YOU TOBE THE PE^C'NATEP
MP FOR THE REPORTERS.

MP? WHY
IMOU'M TH5Y
NEEPA ...

I

MEPlA P/6E0N.

JU5T65E-H/HIZ.

£M UNTIL THE
BUS&TSSWCK.

Giraffe tough guys

CALVIN AND HOBBES By BILL VATTERSON

YtUAT HAME VOU GOV
TO SM FOR iOWRttf ?
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MWWHG
I'M LOOKING

FOR CUJGS
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CASE NT NUJ SUE JUST YIKHT0)

A. WsTSI TO P\K TUE CR\V\E ON !

I DIWT LUCE

TUE m "WIS

STOB.H WAS
SWAPIUG UP, So

I 0EC\DED TO
Y1RITE A NEW
EH0\HG VIlTtt

ft .45 AUTOMATIC

AS.QD-AUTU0R.
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TROTTER By GARRY PORTER
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By E. VEZINA & R. SHAUGHNESSY
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TANGELO PIE
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QUOTE OF THE DAY

"I don't want to become immor-

tal through my work; I want to

become immortal by not dying.'*

— Woody Allen

DAILY CROSSVORD PUZZLE
Edited By TRUDE MCHEL JAFFE

ACROSS
I Name lot a

highland laddie

6 Nonsense'
9 Soliloquy

starters

13 Brag
14 Drivel

16 Western Indians

17 Peter,

pumpkin —
18 Crater contents

19 The moon
alfects this

20 Movie starring

Sean Conner y

23 Fr hol» woman
24 Forty winks

25 Where to order

a Manhattan

28 Ten Prefix

31 LuPone s Tony

winner

36 Midori of the

ice

37 Actress Miles

38 Forbidden Iruits

39 Movie starring

Arnold

Schwarz-
enegger

43 Kind of

statesman

44 Physicist Niels

45 Pub quaff

46 Tempest
47 Movie starring

Treat Williams

48 Ukraine or

Georgia Abbr

49 Actress Balm

51 Regatta

implement

54 Movie starring

Paul Newman
62 Mare s baby

63 Sailor s

direction

64 Help

65 Attack

66 "King Lear

role

67 Poe sublets

68 The King and

I' role

69 Parisian

possessive

70 Fence-hopping
steps

DOWN
1 Assist the

perpetrator

By TIM SNIFFEN

2 Biblical

shipbuilder

3 Admission
receipts

4 Employers

5 Emulate the

drum major

6 Containers

Abbr

7 Jai —
8 Movie starring

Robert Redtord

9 Skirl tor

Coppeha
10 Skinner of the

theater

11 Eliot s Adam
12 Compass pt

1 5 Response to a

|Oke

21 Passover

feast

22 Letter —
25 Two-wheelers

26 Inclined

27 Certain

composition

29 Energy unit

30 Shrine

in Mecca
32 Otto —

Bismarck

33 Indians of Peru

34 Useful items

35 Part of a piaster

37 Household
pests

40 —
Rosenkavalier

41 King of France

42 Pulsate

47 Movie starring

Mel Gibson

50 Neighbor of

Minn

52 Natives of

Yemen

53 Engross
54 Groan s

companion
55 — Man
56 Alan of

tilmdom

57 Name (of

Monsieur

58 Tennis units

59 Spanish
surrealist

60 Four HukJ

ounces
61 Otherwise

62 Angelico

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE

2/28,91
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MENU
LUNCH

Pizza

Hot Beef Sandwich

BASICS LUNCH
Pizza

Cauliflower F-qqplant Cass.

DINNER
Chicken Cutlet

.Macaroni and Cheese

BASICS DINNER
Chicken Cutlet

,*\ac & Cheese

L

YOUR DAILY HOROSCOPE
By JEANE DIXON

VIROO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22):

Heed your own instincts. Your

ability to foresee future trends

serves you well in business to-

day. Accept a relationship for

what it is. Love blossoms anew!

LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22): You

may be able to wield more
authority than you realize.

However, play things safe by

going about your business

quietly. Let your intuition furnish

the answers in romance.

SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21): A

genial, open-minded approach

will win people over to your

side. Go after something impor-

tant to your future. Your

relatives and friends are very

supportive. Repay favors as

soon as you can.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec

21): World events have an

ominous ring. Rely on your intui-

tion when making travel deci-

sions. As financial problems

begin to subside, a close rela-

tionship heats up.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan.

19): Showcase your special

talents and you will impress

those who really count A raise

or promotion could be in the

works. Ignore stockmarket tips

from well-intentioned friends;

trust the experts!

AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18).

Adopt a give-and-take ap-

proach to sensitive people and

situations Loyal friends and

associates do a lot to boost

your spirits.

PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20):

Use your tremendous expertise

in business or science today

Others are happy to follow your

lead. Express your gratitude to

someone who has stood by

you for years.

ARIES (March 21-April 19):

Your business interests benefit

from advertising. Be aware of

your instinctive resistance to

authority. You will be happiest

working on your own. Pay

closer attention to legal

matters.

TAURUS (April 20-May 20):

Do not keep your feelings bottl-

ed up inside. Stick to a healthy

diet and regular exercise. You

may not be getting enough

rest.

GEMINI (May 21-June 20):

Do everything possible to con-

solidate recent gains and joint

ventures. Expensive plans merit

further scrutiny. A new friend-

ship deepens.

CANCER (June 21-July 22)

Startling changes lead to a

positive new attitude Although

domestic commitments could

put a crimp in your social life,

the sacrifices you make will be

very worthwhile.

LEO (July 23-Aug 22): An

older person could play havoc

with your personal plans. Enjoy

a social event without getting

involved with a member of the

opposite sex. Give a younger

person a helping hand.
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liquors]
Budweiser

24-12 oz cans

(2-12 pks)

$12.99
+dep

v^s$55$555^^SSK***<S>^SS<^^

Variety and Value,
Scott's Liquors of Course!

Anniversary
24-12 oz cans

$8.19

Southern
Comfort

750 ml

$8.49

Coors
Reg-Light-
Extra Gold

12-12 oz bots

$6.99

1.0 L

iVodka g
Zarkoff &

dep
+ dep.

Sun Country
Wine Collers

All Flavors
2.0 L

$3.99

COLLEGIAN

• Cars i

. Truck*

.Cargo Vans

NorthAmherst

Auto Rental
Rt 63, 40 Montagu* Rd.

North Amherst, MA
549-RENT

(549-7368)

$5.99K

Tele-check for

ty your personal check

2

WE WANT TO BE YOUR FAVORITE LIQUOR STORE!

Plenty of Free Parking'Diagonally Across from UMass Stadium

•Next to The Laundry Club

6 University Drive

at Newmarket Center, Amherst

<JL We Have II Y

Scott's

Gift Certificates
Season tickets We now have a

Mass Lottery games

355^5SS*iS?^
!!'

| Not responsible for Typographical Err^S^sssss*sa**»s*ssa5w

...service,

...people,

...prices.

all under one roof.

Close to Brittany Manor
and Riverglade
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Sox' newly-aquired Marshall: I've got nowhere toplay

Ba _J PACKAGE
STORE

SSS&? 253-9742

Get Involved!way?
with campus health issues •*& ^ h

SHAB*
• Sponsor health projects

• Represent student health care concerns

• Review (JHS budget

• Serve on UHS Search Committees

• Meet other students interested in health care

COME SEE WHAT IT'S ALL ABOUT
Meeting: Thursday, February 28, 1991

Where: UHS Room 302
Time: 5:00 pm

*Student Health Advisory Board (est. 1971)

University Health Services

n Interested in a Career

in Book Publishing?

A representative from the University of Denver Publishing

Institute will give an information session at Mather Career

Center on March 5 at 7:00 P.M. All seniors and graduate

students with an interest in a book publishing career are

encouraged to attend. For more information, contact the

Career Center.

^piriMfatt*
'^V W ~J Liquor Store

Red Tail Ale-Mendocino, California

six pack
$8b69

Labatt's Blue-
12-pk 12 oz bots

$7.99

Busch Beer

12-pk cans

$5.99

Canadian Mist Whisky
1.75 L

$13.99

St. Pauli Girl

case

$14.99

Rolling Rock
case 1 2oz bar bots

$12.49

Smirnoff Vodka

IF YOU ARE OVER 18
BE A BARTENDER!
LOCAL/NATIONAL PLACEMENT

ASSISTANCE

DAY/EVENING ONE WEEK

Spend Spring Break with Us!

747-9888
655 MAIN ST, SUITE 202. SPRINGFIELD,MA 01108

FREE RENT OPTION

80°
750 ml

$7.49

Gllbey's Gin

w/free Schweppes 1 L tonic water

$6.99

Early Times Bourbon

1.75 l $13.49

338 College St. (Rt. 9) Amherst 253-5384

Brandywine offers Country

Living with convenience

• On UMass Bus Route • Nearby Shopping • Situated

on well landscaped acres with pond.

• One and two bedroom apartments include fully equipped

kitchen and wall to wall carpeting.

• Swimming pool, laundry facilities, responsive

management.
• Stop and we'll show you what we have to offer.

• Affordable rents include gas, utilities (heat, hot water

and stove).

BRANDYWINE AT AMHERST
16 Brandywine Drive, Amherst

Rental Office Open Daily 10-4

Limited Time Offer - 5490600

CLARK CONNECTS - Boston Red Sox batter Jack Clark connects to

drives the ball to right field during a morning practice at Chain O' Lakes

Stadium in Winter haven, Fla., yesterday. Clark was signed as a free agent

during the off season from the San Diego Padres.

By DAVE O'HARA
The Associated Press

WINTER HAVEN, Fla. - Mike Mar-

shall is a baseball millionaire. He's also

frustrated and puzzled heading into his

10th major-league season.

"They've had five months to trade me,

and I'm kinda surprised and a little disap-

pointed that I'm here right now," Marshall

said yesterday after his first workout at the

Boston Red Sox training camp.

Aquired from the New York Mets late

last July, Marshall, a left fielder, right

fielder and first baseman, said he's feels

there's no way he can win a regular job.

And he said, "I'm not a bench player. I'm

not a pinch hitter."

Marshall said he has "really enjoyed

playing for the red Sox, I love the city and

I like the ballpark," but there's no place

for him with the team.

He pointed out that Boston has signed

left fielder Mike Greenwell for $12.25

million, right fielder Tom Brunansky to a

contract that could total more than $8

million and free agent Jack Clark for a

guaranteed $8.7 million.

"They've fortified left field and right field

and the DH position, and they have two

first basemen [Carlos Quintana and rookie

Mo Vaughn], so why am I here?" Marshall

said. "I'm not going to play left. They gave

a big contract there. I'm not going to play

right. They gave a big contract there. And

I'm not going to DH. They gave a big con-

tract there.

"And they've got two young first

basemen, one a right-handed hitter and the

other a left-handed hitter, and they didn't

trade either of those guys during the

winter. So where am I going to play?"

Marshall, 31, said he has not demanded

a trade.

But he said that, after talking with

manager Joe Morgan and general manager

Lou Gorman after the 1990 season, "I

would have though the situation would be

rectified. But it's not."

"Time will tell," Morgan said when ask-

ed about Marshall's situation. "Things like

that have a way of taking care of

themselves."

"If we can trade him, we'll trade him,

Gorman said. "And I've told him that five

times."

Marshall, who is on the final year of a

contract that will pay hin. more than $1

million this year, has a major-league

average of .270 with 147 homers and 511

runs batted in in a career marked by in-

juries. He has been on the disabled list

seven times, five times with the Los

Angeles Dodgers and twice with the Mets

after being traded in December, 1989.

He said he fully recovered from an old

back ailment and an upper gastrointestinal

inflammation that sidelined him when he

was with the Mets and then with Boston

last season.

"I worked the hardest I ever have this

winter and I'm probably in the best shape

I've ever been in," he said. "There's no

question in my mind that I should be star-

ting here or starting somewhere. But that's

not going to happen here, so there's really

no reason for me to be here. I really don't

plan on being here long."

Marshall said that with the Red Sox he's

concerned about not getting enough play-

ing time to prepare for the regular season.

"When the games start, I certainly can't

get into shape to start the season by com

ing in in the seventh inning and getting

one at bat, or going on road trips and just

taking batting practice," he said. "That

just can't happen."

Of a trade he said, "there's clubs that can

use me." But he said any trade would not

be, "some blockbuster deal," because the

Red Sox got him for a couple of minor-

league players.

"I'm very motivated, but right now my
career is out of my hands," Marshall said.

"I want to go someplace where I can get

ready for the season."

He said he would also consider playing

in Japan, adding: "If I went there for a cou

pie of years, I'd come back at 33 years and

still be able to make an impact in the big

leagues. But if I sit around here for a cou-

ple of years, where would I be?"

COME TO THE COLLEGIAN

Classifieds
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ACTIVITIES FOR RENT

25 + CLUB: General meeting/social

Discuss activities, elections, socialize

Thursday. 2/28. Campus Center room 917

7 30pm Dues $3 to vote

BRANFORD MARSALIS TONIQHTI
Fine Arts Center 8pm
Call UPC for info 545-2892

MEETINGCLUB COMMUNICATION

5 30pm.' Machmer-E37 All new members

welcome!

LooTo^FOTWAlTEmiATivT
-

to the usual Fiday night?

Central Area Govt presents

a Bluewall Coffeehouse for

all UMass students on Friday

March 1st 8pm-12pm Tickets

sold at the door $2 Central

residents. $3 all others

Slop by for a most excellent

time

1 BEDROOM APT in Puttton Take over

lease in March Option to renew Steve

549-6203

AUMFRST 1 BEDROOM AVAILABLETn 3

SeDROOM NEW HOUSE ON BUS LINE.

FIREPLACE BEAUTIFUL" AVAILABLE

NOW CALL 8-4. 665-3326

WlfJ^ERSPECIAL: 1 month rent 99 cents

with one year lease

2 Bedroom- $450

3 Bedroom- $537
,. .._-<,„

Sunderland, free bus route laundry

facilities, swimming pool jK[d£n,J),0,s '

short term lease available 665-3856

CAPE SUMMER COO CAMP COED
Need enthusiastic, dedicated people to

work/live with kids. Beautiful location, ex-

cellent program, competitive salanes Loads

of fun

Call Doug/Chad at 546-2527 for more info

and application

CHRISTMAS, SPRING BREAK, summer

travel FREE Air couriers needed and

cruise-ship |Obs Call 1-805-682-7555 Ext

F-1426

LOST CAT gray shorthaired white paws

chest belly neutered male -665-4416

DTAMOND~RiNG * WEDDINCTbaND in a

purse 545-2703 eves 253-9431

ON FEBRUARY 18, 1991

A person lit himself on fire

in the name of

Please think about that today.

SUBLET

EMBROIDERED JEAN JACKET NovSO^
Bring to Campus Center Into Desk ASAP

HEAVY SILVER BRACELET lost on 2/23

near 149 Brittney If found please call

Kristen 253-5474

PAIGE HOOKWAY -Happy Birthday! Get

ready to celebrate on Friday Love. Your Big

Sis.

GREAT APARTMENT 2 mi off campus

North Amherst -Big yard, storage perfect

for two people Available now! Call 549-6027

TRAVEL

DREAM JOBS NOW! Spring/Summer wan!

a paid vacation in paradise'' Hawaii. Calif

Fla Cruise ships. Natl parks and more,

100s of address/tel -s guaranteed Call

1 -900-226-2644 $3/min.

OAKLEY SUNGLASSES: orange mirror w/

sentimental value

Please call 546-0845

Lost lower Central area

PAM LEVINE!
Happy Birthday Rocksteady

The waffle cup sundae is on me!

Love Amy

PETE KLEINMANN~-Happy Birthday! Tone

down those grandma eyes; it's collage time!

CAITt^AFFORD SPRING BREAK?
Guaranteed great prices! Space available

to Jamaica, Mexico and Panama City

Beach, Florida (the "new Daytona Beach V

MC/VISA are accepted! Call Cindy at

549-3538 -please leave a message 1

ANNOUNCEMENTS

ETHNICASIAN AMERICAN
TREACHERY'

Come express your thoughts

Concerning the

Multicultural Affairs Article

Thursday. February 28

7:00 PM
Knowtton B-52

BED AND BREAl^STTdoWtwn ideal

lor visiting parents and friends 549-07JJ

AUDIO/VIDEO/TV

USED STEREO ComponentsATCRr's/Color

TVs We buy, sell 8 trade everything from

budget systems to high end separates

Detailed list. 80 + items Call anytime S/A/V

Exchange 256-0941

AUTO FOR SALE

1975 SPITFIRE, Rebuilt motor. g<x>d body

tree parts car, $900 -323-9470

1983MONOA ACCOROVspeechven'flood

condition AM/FM tape stereo $2000 or BU

Eve 549-8035

1987 JEEP WRANGLER V6 automatic

4? 000 miles, med blue W black top and

interior Much more $7695 -546-314*;

FOR SALE

DIGITECH GSP-5 Signal processor analog

5,st stereo effects &0/BO^M*eMB06

FUTONS
Metawampe
Top quality gold bond futons

Delivery anywhere in U S A

Sleep with us and save 1

1-800-3FUTON1

MAC 512KE • exua drive Software

$600 00/BO call 548-9334

NEED SCWA'EQUTPMENf CHEAP?"

Call Amy at 256-1172 ^^^^
SANYO AM/FM TWO BAND STEREO

SteVeo integrated amplifier, semi-automatic

?um?ab"rdouble-ca
P
ssette deck with high

sneed dubbing, continuous play, syn

system, counter, CD -outlet GREAT

STEREO!" ... rYT7n7
MUST SELL - Model GXT707

$90

Please call Theresa at 6-0923

SUNDAYRiVET
Lift tix

Two all-day reduced

5497279

0SEDT2SPO TOURING bike for $95

Good condition Call 6-2571

EARN $300 to $500 pe.-week reading

books at home Call 1-615-473-7440 Ext

B-281

POLO GLASSES Call 6-1259 Reward

EXCELLENT PAY making money with your

personal computer. Free details. Call

1-803-739-0789 ext 23

GREAT SUMMER OPPORTUNITY
Jewish co-ed residential camp seeks

counselors and specialists Capitol Camps,

located in the beautiful Catoctm Mountains

one hour from Washington DC offers ten-

nis water sports, natuve. arts, video, gym

nasties, radio, drama, journalism, etc If you

are interested in the challenges and excite

ment of working with campers in grades

3-10 we want you on our team Good

salaries great fun! Our director will be at

the camp fair on March 5 For more infor-

mation and an appointment, call

1-800-783-2208

INTELLIGENCE JOBS. All branches US
Customs, DEA ect Now hiring Call

1-805-962-8000 Ext. K-9616

PRESTIGIOUS NORTHEAST SUMMER
CAMPS near NYC seeks specialists in

sports, art. theatre, dance, music, magic.

circus, science, waterfront, horsemanship

On campus interviews 3/5/91 Call

800-869 6083 or write French Woods. P O.

Box 800, Pomona, NY 10970

REWARO$$$
Black & gold onyx earing lost Thursday

night outside, near Washington 2-21-91

Please call 546-2426
Sentimental Value!!!

RICCO
Roses are red

Violets are blue

Sorry about last year.

but here's to 22!

Happy B-day -Love Koney

CLUB MED
Enjoy your spring break 11

Added value with each booking

Call RENDEZVOUS TRAVEL
1-800-336-1002

SILVER CHARM. Resembles flattened

nickel Very sentimental Please call

253-2282 -Reward

PERSONALS

SELINA- I can't find you Please- another

phone message- Tim

fOMV TALLTdARK MAN
Thanks for a wonderful weekend 1

Your tiny dancer

PS I Love You!

^FLORIDA'S NEWEST HOT SPOT
Panama Crty-SJ 39

World's biggest beach party

Daytona Beach-$1_89

Call Erica or Julie- 546-2649 or

Siobhan or Tern- 546-5079

March 8 deadline -March 8 deadline

AMY
Good luck & congratulations

I'm proud of you and always

knew you could do it

I Miss You
I Love You
Happy 4th on the 10th

-Saemus

TO SIGMA KAPPA
Sisters and pledges

Only one more day

until we do the

hula Get psyched

for the date party 1

SAVE $100 Spring break in Cancun!

From Boston $379 -Call now Jean or Kathy

253-5140

ATTENTION ALL PACKAGE STORES Ed

M is now 21 and Chris C will be raging

because he's 19 Happy B-day

Your Delta Chi Bros

DIGGER
Happy 21 st Burntoday

Enjoy it with octupi in equador

Love from Large Woody Debris

and the Snake Women

ROOMMATE WANTED

N. AMHERSTTsminutes toUMass-Female

to share 2 bedroom apt . $195 549-4721

WOMAN WANTED FOR 3-bdrm apTln

Noho 1 large bedroom, newly painted,

bright place Available now 1 Call Jess at

584-2750

SERVICES

INSTRUCTION

HAPPY BIRTHDAY SUSAN! Hope its

great! Never forget the posse Love your

Favorite roommate, Jenn

FREE BRUNO'S PIZ2A

ENTERTAINMENT

i iwf FROM BOSTON Hear the hard dnv

!ng «lte?na'!!ve sound of The Many Live a.

the Hatch Thur Feb 28th.

RACK-A-DISC .5 still the best for_DJJ«g!
live entertainment Call anylime 586-99W.

ask about our specials

BOOK A HOUSE/DORM^ party with

n/ir-tfAnisr and have free food -can

S»M00 tor details (limited to UMass *

Amherst College)

FOUNO

macelET 2/2Tm~»udent Union Call

665 2227 to describe Leave message

EARN CREDIT learn to Scuba Dive Basic

Classes held Monday, Tuesday. Wednes-

day, and Thursday 7-10PM in Curry Hicks

Pool Open Water II class held dunng
Spring Break in Key Largo. FLA Advanc

ed Class held in New England in April For

further intormtion call 549-8401 ,
or drop by

Curry Hicks starling 2/4/91

HEY GEEKI
Thanks for the toothbrush and soft pretzel

You kill me 1
I know everything will be

peachy, eventually

Love, your favorite redhead

PREGNANT?
Need a pregnancy test, information or sup-

pose Call for tree and confidential services

ALTERNATIVES 33 Main Street Northamp-

ton 586-3000 or Greenfield 774-6010

TYPING

CAMPUS PICKUP AND DELIVERY tast-

cheap- accurate work -Lisa 256-6695

CHEAP RATESTFast!, Accurate!. Depen-

dable 1

. Campus pickup and delivery Adam

253-9117

RESUMES, PAPERS, anything typed or

typeset Fast, professional service Affor-

dable rates KCommunications, 2566373

WORD PROCESSING SERVIICES wltype

papers, manuscripts, etc $1 50 per page

Excellent spelling and grammar

Guaranteed References Flexible hours -

evenings -weakends For information

-548-9753

WANTED

HEY HEATHER WORDEN -Happy 20th

Birthday

Love Pam -1

HELP WANTED

AMUSEMENT PARKS. Holiday Resorts,

SSneyTand 6 Flags, are hiring Great tun

and oe Paid too! Reserve position by call-

?ng 1-805-682-755S Ext K-1370

"LEGAL HELP*

QUESTIONS ABOUT YOUR lease/secun

ty deposit deductions? Questions about

subletting/assigning leases? Questions

about the condition of your new house or

apartment'' Contact the Legal Services

Center. 922 Campus Center. 545-1995

LOST

•JENNIFER CARBONE*
Happy 19th Birthday! 1

Love,
Monica and Jen

SERVICES/WOROPROCESSING

DTSSERTAtTONS, CASES, PAPERS,
.

On-campus pickup Fast' Accurate'

Mac/Laser, Spellcheck

Nancy 584-7924

SPRING BREAK

JQA JILL Here's your personal -get my
number from Kim

LARA -Congratulations on getting

pinned- Your sisters love you

AXOXOXOXO

SPRING BREAK PARTY!
Travel to Jamacia. Mexico! And Panama Ci-

tv Fl ' Concerts! Free Parties! Club dis-

counts! And lots more! For info call Denise

546-7156

CASH FOR GOLD. Unwanted |ewelry

-

Necklaces, watches, rings We buy

anything containing gold Call 546-3399

TIMBER LAKE CAMPS -tocated in NY's

Catskill Mountains seek General

Counselors, Athletic Instructors, and WSI S

On-campus interviews Top salaries/travel

allowance 800-828-CAMP (9-4:30

weekdays)

BLACK-RIMMED EYEGLASSES in red

case -Call Debbi at 546-241

1

•MATT MILLER-
Happy -21

LoveRach
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Sports
Minutemen win m
Second-half effort demise of URI, 82-70

Collegian photo Jeff Holland

Jim McCoy (20) and the Minutemen return to Amherst with a win over

Rhode Island (82-70) and a sixth-place seed in the Atlantic 10 Basketball uMara Coring recorT "I think It was the
Tournament to be held in Philadelphia this weekend.

By SAM SILVEKSTEIN
Collegian Staff

KINGSTON, R.I. - A 28-point night

from Jim McCoy and a furious second-half

team effort carried the University of

Massachusetts men's basketball team to an

82-70 win over Rhode Island last night.

The win guaranteed UMass at least a

sixth place finish in the Atlantic 10 Con-

ference and a date in Sunday's quater final

round at the Tournament in Philadelphia.

The Minutemen exploded out of the

locker room at halftime with a 15-5 run

punctuated twice by Will Herndon dunks.

UMass paused for a pair of URI baskets

then reeled off an 8-2 streak sealed by a

Rafer Gile three-pointer and Harper

Williams layup over Jeff Kent.

When the dust settled, UMass held a

56-43 lead with 9 minutes to play. The
Minutmen quieted URI's attempts to get

back into the game. McCoy answered a pair

of Eric Leslie free throws and a Mike
Brown three-pointer with a 17-foot jumper.

After another Brown three-pointer,

Williams posted up Kent for a three-point

play. Williams scored 19 points, grabbed 9

rebounds and blocked 4 shots for UMass.

Herdon had 13 points and 8 rebounds. An-

dre Samuel scored 20 for Rhode Island.

"This is the first team in a long time we
put away when we had them down,"

UMass coach John Calipari said. "We
played great defense. ..it seems like we're

coming together as a team."

Said McCoy, who closed within 26 points

of breaking Lorrenzo Sutton's all-time

best we've played this year."

UMass worked into an 18-10 lead in the

first 8 minutes, 30 seconds, behind 7 points

from McCoy and some defensive work by
Williams. The Rams then rode a 15-6 swell

capped by a Leslie (15pts) three-point play
that tied it and a Samuel layup that gave
URI its first lead of the game, 25-23, at

4:57. URI lead 32 29 at the half.

Game Notes The Minutemen were

without Jeff Meyer (knee) and Ben Grod-

ski (flu). Meyers is expected to be out

through this weekend.

Tournament Notice The athletic

development office is arranging charter bus

service to the Atlantic 10 Basketball Tour-

nament in Philadelphia. Busses will leave

from campus. Round-trip fare is $34 with

checks made payable to Athletic Develop-

ment. Payment must be made in person in

Boyden room 225B BY 2 P.M. TODAY.

UMass, 82-70
Massachusetts (82)
Barbee 4-9 2-4 TO. WHIiams 6-13 7-6 19, Tate 1-4 1-4

3, ABrown 0-2 O-O O. McCoy 9-19 10-12 28.

Williams 6-8 1-2 13. Giles 3-4 O-O 9. Totals 29-59

21-30 82.

Rhode Island (72)

M.Brown 5-13 O-O 14. Collins 0-2 0-2 O. Kent 6-13

O-l 13, Easterling 0-3 O-O O, Leslie 6-14 3-3 15.

Samuel 7-11 6-6 20 Moten 1-2 6-8 8, Keebler O-O
O-O O. Totals 25-58 15-20 70.

HaWtlme Massachusetts 29, Rhode Islana 32. Foul-

ed Out none Three-point Goals Giles 3. M.Brown
4, Kent Rebounds UMass 40 (Williams 9). URI 32
M Brown 9). Assists UMass 17 (McCoy, Giles 4), URI

14 (Easterling 6). Total Fouls UMass 18, URI 21. A -

2,665.

Brown rose above doubt, racism to reign as dunk king
Last year, Boston Celtic rookie Dee Brown was lying

facedown on a Wellesley sidewalk, held at gunpoint by

Wellesley police who, in their ignorant racism, mistook

him for a bank robbery suspect because he was black.

They questioned him, frisked him, and detained him for

questioning without legal counsel until realizing who he

was. They searched and questioned his wife as well.

Now Dee Brown is Dee Brown, 1991 Slam Dunk Cham-
pion. His arrival in the Boston backcourt gave the Celtics

much-needed speed and explosiveness, and is a major

reason the Celts are on top of the National Basketball

Association's Atlantic Division and battling for the top

spot in the Eastern Conference.

As Johnny Most was fond of saying, "Justice prevails."

When the Celtics made Brown their first-round draft

pick last year, I was among many who were skeptical

about what he could do for a team that desperately need-

ed capable guards. The scouts said he was quick, but could

he score against NBA defenses?

"Look," I said to my friends, "Who did he play for in

college? Jacksonville? There's no competition in the Sun
Belt Conference. Why are the Celtics drafting him when
they have Charles Smith, who proved himself against bet-

ter competition? Why not draft an outside shooter? Why
not draft a ballhandler?"

Brown disproved the cynics, including me. His defen-

sive skills and athletic abilities have turned a slow, plod-

ding club into an efficient running machine. And one can't

help but be amazed at how well Brown gets up for a

6-foot-2 man.

Sports Commentary

Does he ever get up. He proved that long before the slam-

dunk contest, as CNN's and ESPN's highlight reels show

ed. I recall one sequence in which he, on an offensive re-

bound, came out of nowhere, reached up with one hand

and slammed the ball through the rim. I was stunned. I

was also pleasantly surprised.

Brown showed just how simple it was for him to "get

up" two weekends ago at the NBA All-Star Game's Slam

Dunk and three-point shot contest. While established

leapers like Kenny Smith, Rex Chapman and Otis Thorpe

were falling by the wayside or choking under pressure,

this rookie was demonstrating a combination of hang-time,

power, finesse and creativity.

I was floored when Brown stuck a basketball on the back

of the rim and lept up with a second ball, attempting to

slam both. While he didn't get both cleanly, it was im-

pressive. As good as that was, his last dunk — a "no-look"

special in which he covered his eyes with his forearm

while throwing the ball down through the rim — shook

the crowded room in which I was watching the contest.

"Holy shit, did you see that?!" exclaimed the man
behind me as the rest of the room let out a collective

"Woahhh!" "I can't believe a Boston Celtic is going to win

the dunk title," he continued. "Celtics aren't even sup-

posed to be able to dunk. They're slow. They don't jump."

Conventional wisdom says that Derrick Coleman ofNew
Jersey will win the NBA's Rookie of the Year Award. Col-

eman should win the award, to be certain, but were Col-

eman not a rookie, Brown would be a shoo-in. In reality,

Brown will probably finish second in the balloting.

But considering what "Wellesley's Finest" did to Brown,

one can't help but feel good for him. Justice prevails,

indeed.

Greg Sukiennik is a Collegian staff member

Gymnasts sweep Springfield, URI but lose Marshall
By MICHAEL MORRISSEY
Collegian Correspondent

The University of Massachusetts womens' gymnastics

team doubled up on Rhode Island and Springfield College

last night, winning the meet but losing one of their best

gymnasts.

The Minutewomen swept every event and scored 185.25

points, however, sophomore Tammy Marshall sprained

her left ankle during the end of her floor routine.

Marshall placed third in the all-around (37.15 points)

and won both the vault (9.6) and the beam (9.55). Mar-

shall received a score of 9.35 for her routine. She is out

indefinitely and is expected to miss the final home meet

on Saturday against Rutgers.

The injury occurred three and a half weeks after senior

Kristen Turmail sprained her knee against Pittsburgh

and was lost for the year.

"I think she's going to be off of it for a while," coach

Alfie Mitchell A Marshall. "We can rest her for

[Rutgers]. I thin' >< strong enough to take them."

Junior Kim Grady ied UMass, placing first in the all-

around competition with a 37.55. Grady won the floor ex-

ercise, posting a 9.55. Freshman Margaret Furtado plac-

ed second on the bars with a 9.35 for her routine.

Mitchell said he saw a great deal of improvement and

was pleased with his team's performance.

"We did better on the vault," he said. "On the bars we
did better, too, and on the beam. We had problems lately,

but we hit our routines."

The competitive URI squad scored 182.45 points and

kept the match close. They were led by Shannon Erwin,

who finished second in the all-around (37.3) and Jodi

Aliberto who won the uneven bars (9.4).

Springfield College coach Cheryl Raymond said she also

was pleased with her team's performance, despite

finishing third (177.75).

"I am proud of all of the gymnasts, every one of them,"

she said. Raymond added that her team broke their team-

high record last night.

Coilrgian photo by JrfT Holland

Sophomore Tammy Marshall scored a 9.55 on the balance beam and placed third in the all-around

competition against Springfield and URI last night. After her floor routine, Marshall limped off

the mat with an injured left ankle. She will sit out the team's final home match Saturday against

Rutgers.

Mo' better Marsalis
By DANIELLE DOWLING
Collegian Staff

Mo' better or mo' hype?

This question, if it pertains to Branford Marsalis, is a valid one when taking

into consideration that he is everywhere.

Hey look! There's Branford jamming with the Grateful Dead. Hey look! There's

Branford in the latest Spike Lee project. Hey look! There's Branford playing that

saxophone on the top of the Empire State Building with nothing but his under-

shorts on.

Jazz purists may bemoan the fact that Branford Marsalis is everywhere. They

may charge that he is a jazz prodigy who would rather trapse about with the

likes of Sting rather than concentrate on the traditions of the music.

On the other side of this argument, one could point out that the fact that he

has played with so many other musicians outside ofthe jazz world is good in itself.

So what if he has a commercial appeal, at least he doesn't have a broom stick

up his bum. And there is no denying that the man has been involved in many

projects and made many contributions for the duration of his career. That at least

deserves some respect.

Marsalis was born in August 26, 1960 to a prominent New Orleans musical

family. His first instrument was the piano at age four, then he moved on to the

clarinet after two or three years so that he could be part of the school band. At

15, he made yet another move to the alto saxophone because his father considered

it to be the hardest sax to play.

Marsalis studied at Southern University under clarinetist Alvin Batiste and

at the Berklee School of Music in Boston. At Berklee, he secured a long-term

gig with the Clark Terry band. After leaving the band, he survived the summer

of 1981 in New York City on $10 a day. Just as he was about to give up and

go back to his hometown of New Orleans, he was offered a job with Art Blakey.

In August, he was off with his brother Wynton on tour with the Herbie Hancock

Quartet.

Branford's debut LP, Scenes in the City was released in April of 1984. That

was the same year that he recorded with the Irish alternative/pop quintet,

Hothouse Flowers. In 1985, Branford reached the commercial arena when he join-

ed with Sting to record Dream ofthe Blue Turtles. Subsequently, he toured with

Sting along with Kenny Kirkland, bassist Daryl "Munch" Jones and drummer

Omar Hakim. It was on this tour that he recorded his first classical LP for CBS

Masterworks entitled, Rofnances For Saxophone, which was released in April

of 1986. Branford's stint with Sting would go on to last four years.

Besides his work with his brother Wynton, Herbie Hancock and Sting, he is

also known for his numerous grammy nominations, his occasional apperances

on Letterman as well as appearances in films such as Throw Momma From the

Train and Spike Lee's School Daze. Mo' recently, Branford and his quartet of

keyboardist Kirkland, bassist Bob Hurst, drummer Jeff Watts and trumpeter

Terence Blanchard, recorded the soundtrack for the recent Lee project, Mo' Bet-

ter Blues. The quartet also concurrently released Crazy People Music, Branford's

eighth release to date.

"In high school I played in funk bands and wanted to be a media superstar.

But the more I practiced and listened to records and tapes, the more I got into

jazz. It's much more of a challenge to do what Bird did than to do what Chuck

Berry did When I realized how much of a contribution jazz music and jazz musi-

cians have made in the world, that's when I decided I really wanted to be a jazz

musician," Marsalis was once quoted as saying. This quote could raise the

eyebrows of Branford's detractors, since the man is everywhere.

The Duke Ellington Committee is pleased to present an evening with Branford

Marsalis in conjunction with the Union Program Council. The show will tale place

tonight at 8 p.m. at UMass in the Fine Arts Center. Tickets are $9 for UMass

students and $12 for the general public and are available through the Fine Arts

Center Box Office.
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Ladysmith Black Mambazo to bring a vision of peace
By PAUL DEGEORGES
Collegian Staff

Not long ago Ladysmith Black Mambazo released

their third major album, Two Worlds One Heart and

Joseph Shabalala is excited.

From the very start of the South African vocal group

in the early sixties, Ladysmith Black Mambazo has found

success in their home country. However, it was not until

the advent of the group's highly lauded collaboration with

Paul Simon on his 1986 hit album Graceland, that the

whole world became familiar with their irresitable har-

monies and inspiring presence. Of the tremendous positive

response by both critics and fans for a sound which is at

once traditional Zulu but at the same time completely

original, Shabalala exclaims, "This is wonderful!

Ladysmith Black Mambazo took its name from

Shabalala's home town, and means "the Black Axe of

Ladysmith," an epithet they earned thanks to the local

singing competitions they used to compete in - and

always win. They were so much in a class by themselves

that they were eventually forbidden to even enter the

competitions.

Still, Shabalala says "I felt that there was something

missing. I tried to teach (the group) the music that I felt,

but I failed until 1964 when a dream came to me. I always

heard the harmony from the dream and I said, 'this is the

harmony that I want.' " It was his belief in the message

of the dream and persistent search for the unachieved har-

monies which eventually gave way to the tremendous suc-

cess of the group.

They found domestic success throughout the 70s and

80s. Then in 1985 Paul Simon approached the band with

an idea to incorporate the "isicathamiya" sound (the tradi-

tional work songs of black South African miners) on a new

project which, Shabalala claims, "opened the gate" for the

band. Their work with Simon took them on tour to sup-

port Graceland and aside from unexpectedly creating a

huge following, Shabalala says, "We have discovered

many things outside of our homeland. We (travelled) all

around the world and everywhere we go there is music

- and the music is about the traditions that make people

love their homes. It is something inside every one of us.

I realized there are two worlds, but we share the same

heart."

His observations on the Graceland tour inspired their

latest work Two Worlds One Heart which sings of many

worlds - a South African rave up called "Township Jive,"

a gospel collaboration with The Winans and an ex-

perimental Zulu-funk/rap with George Clinton, and, of

course, the traditional a cappella song forms that have

made Ladysmith Black Mambazo the "South African am-

bassadors of peace around the world — both of them."

Now the group is once again gracing our shores, and

their latest concert tour brings a message of peace,

delivered as usual with their absolutely mesmerizing har-

monies. A show so full of positively wonderful music and

so laden with Ladysmith Black Mamabazo's vision of uni

ty and peace, promises to be a truly inspirational event.

Ladysmith Black Mambazo will be appearing at Pearl

Street on Friday, March 1st. Doors open at 7:00 p.m.

Tickets are $13 in advance, $15 at the door.
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HADLEY
9am to 11pm Campus Plaza/Route 9

Monday thru Saturday 253-9344

TWO
LOCATIONS

HOLYOKE
30 Lincoln St.

534-4555

SALE PRICES
THURS. 2-28-91 THRU

WED. 3-06-91

t

TeleCheck

Union Program Council and the

Duke Ellington Committee
Present:

AN EVENING OFJAZZ WITH

Branford
Marsalis

(recently seen with Sting &
the Grateful Dead)

Thurs. Feb.2S
atOpm

in the UMass FineArt Center

TIX available at the box office

$9UMass students, $12 Others
charge at 5452511

RESUMES
CopyCat Print Shop
• Great Service • Great Prices

228 Triangle SUAmherst 549-3840
|

j

J

107 Sunderland Road. North Amherst

Open 7 a.m.-lO p.m.

SPEEDWASH
11 Pray St.. Amherst

NOW OPEN 24 HOURS!

South Towne Commons Laundromat

479 West St., South Amherst
Open 7 a.m.-10 p.m.

Clutch Weekend Stuff
THURSDAY

Mozart's Last Year, a lecture by Henry G
Mushkin will be given at 12:15 in the Amherst Col-

lege Music Center 3.

Admission is free.

The New German Cinema in Context series

will present Aguirre der lorn Gottes (Aguirre Wrath

of God), a film directed by Werner Herzog. at

Amherst College in Merrill 11 at 4 p.m. and 7:30 p.m.

Admission is free.

Zen Poetry In Translation, a lecture by poet,

translator and essayist, Sam Hamill, will be given

at Amherst College in the Campus Center Fron-

troom at 4 p.m.

Contemporary Cinema Masterpieces Film

Series will present Man of Marble, a Polish film on

wide screen video projection, at Hampshire Col-

lege in Adele Simmons Hall at 7 p.m.

The African Film Series will present Mapantulsa.

a South African film, at Mount Holyoke College in

Dwight lOl. Admission is free.

Art and Artisans: A Celebration of the

Margaret Mead Film Festival, the last of a four

part series, will be shown at UMass in Herter Hall

227 at 7:30 p.m. Admission is free.

Emily Dickinson's Mount Holyoke, a lecture

given by Christopher Benfey of MHC, will be given

as part of the Historic Deerfield 1991 Winter Lec-

ture Series at White Church Community Center on

Memorial Street in Old Deerfield at 8 p.m. Admis-

sion is free.

UMass Student Dance Concert

Directing Studio Projects, The Vise and The

Lover, directed by Amy Stevens and Tim Beittel

respectively of Theater 46 at Amherst College, will

be presented at Amherst College in Fayerweather

Studio Theater at 8 p.m. with a repeat perfor-

mance on Friday. Admission is free but reservations

are necessary. Call 542-2277 in the afternoon.

An Evening With Branford Marsalis can be

shared by all who purchase tickets, $12 for the

general public; $9 UMass students, at UMass in the

Fine Arts Center Concert Hall at 8 p.m.

Malcom Bllson will perform Mozart's piano

sonatas in conjunction with the Mozart Spring

Festival at Amherst College's Buckley Recital Hall

at 8:15 p.m. Tickets $13 and $10 for the general

public; $11 and $8 for students /elders. Reservations

542-2195.

Dance Party for ages eighteen and over at

Pearl Street in Northampton.

The Many, a four piece alternative pop-rock

group, will be performing at UMass in the Hatch

this evening for a free, all ages show.

Who's Kiddin' Who play tonight at the Hadley

Pub at 9 p.m. $3 admission. 21 and over.

The Shockers will be playing at Sheehan's in

Northampton. ^^

The Vestrymen will be playing at the Davis Stu-

dent Center at Smith College at lO p.m. Admis-

sion is Free and so are the "drinks and munchies."

Rockin' Dave and the Rent Party will play the

Iron Horse Music Hall in Northampton as a part of

the Nu-Wave Cafe series. This all-ages show will

be opened by the band From Good Homes.

Student Dance Concert, Alive With Dance, will

feature new works by UMass dance department

students. Tickets are $5; $3 students, and are

available at the UMass Fine Arts Center Box Of-

fice. The concert will be in Bowker Auditorium at

8 p.m. with repeat performances on Friday and

Saturday.

The Golem, a play based on Jewish folktale,

directed by Moira Cutler will be presented at

Hampshire College in the Mainstage Theater at 8

p.m. with repeat performances on Friday and

Saturday. Tickets cost $3 for the general public and

$2.50 for students.

Blood Wedding, Frederico Garcia Lorca's dark

and poetic drama about passion and vengeance

in a small Spanish village, directed by Anna Dolan,

will be presented at the UMass Fine Arts Center

Curtain Theater at 8 p.m. with repeat perfor-

mances and Friday and Saturday at the same

time and a matinee at 2 p.m. on Saturday. Tickets

can be purchased the FAC Box Office. $5 for the

general public; $3 students/elders.

1991 SUMMER EMPLOYMENT
Camp Young Judea, Amherst, New Hampshire

(Resident, Co-ed, 1 hour from Boston)

Office Mgr., Department Directors, plus Activity

Specialists Camp Counselors in:

Athletics, Archery, Riflery, Tennis, Arts and

Crafts, Canoeing, Sailing, Wind Surfing,

Water Skiing, Swim Inst. (WSI), Israeli Folk Song,

Dramatica, Israeli Dance, Jewish Education,

Radio Station, Computers, Nature/Ecology,

Project Adventure, Nurse (RN), Photographer,

Office Staff.
, P

Excellent salary and fringe benefits.

CYJ will be represented at Camp Employment Day

at UMass. Tuesdav March 5 ,.. ._
Please Contact: Dr. Charles B. Rotman, Director

81 Kingsburv St.. WeltajevMA 02181

fil 7.937.9AM or 508-8774? a

Wedding

FRIDAY
Mo, a travelling extravaganza presented by the

UMass Alterantive Theatre Group, will be perform-

ed at 12:15 p.m. at UMass in front of the Student

Union Building.

Ladysmith Black Mambazo, acclaimed for

their work with Paul Simon, now bring their

message of peace and their vocal harmonies

from South Africa to Pearl Street in Northampton.

Doors open at 7 p.m. Tickets are $13 in advance,

$15 at the door.

MFA Thesis Concert, choreographed by Tim

Lewis and Marc Strauss, will be performed in the

Scott Dance Studio at Smith College at 8 p.m. with

a repeat performance on Saturday.

UMASS ARTS COUNCIL

BLOCK GRANT PROPOSAL DEADLINE
The next deadline for submission

of grant proposals for

Block Grants :

Friday, March 29

Guidelines and application forms

are available at the Arts Council

Office

UMass Arts Council

209 Hasbrouck Hall, 545-0202

Sara Cytron brings her unique brand of "out"

comedy to the Northampton Center for the Arts

at 8 p.m.

Dream the Monkey Mountain, a play by Derek

Walcott, directed by Cecile Simon, will be

presented in Theater 14 at Smith College at 8 p.m.

Admission is free.

Bom Losers, the first Billy Jack film, will be shown

at Hampshire College at 7 p.m. and 9.30 p.m. Ad-

mission is $1.
.

The Fringe, plus Human Feel, will perform at rught

of Neanderthal jazz for the patrons of the Iron

Horse in Northampton. Doors open at 7 p.m. Tickets

are $9.50 in advance.

Borderland will play the Hadley Pub at 9 p.m.

Max Creek will play at Katina's in Hadley.

SATURDAY
The Equalites. a favorite local reggae band, will

be releasing their new record at Pearl Street in

Northampton.

Fool's Cafe, a production of the Unitarian Socie-

ty of Northampton, will feature Greg Adams and

Love Minus Zero. Open Mike sign up by 7:30 p.m.

All donations go to the Unitarian Homeless Fund.

Show starts at 8 p.m.

Edutainment...The Lecture, to be given by rap

artist KRS-ONE, will take place at UMass in the Fine

Arts Center at 8 p.m. This is a presentation of the

Black Mass Communications Project in continua-

tion of African American History Month. Tickets are

$3 and are available through the Fine Arts Center

Box Office.

Aztec Two Step will play at the Iron Horse in Nor-

thampton. Doors open at 7 p.m. $10 at the door.

SUNDAY
Ape Weekend starts at 1 p.m. at Hampshire Col-

lege. Four Planet of the Apes films. Planet of the

Apes. Beneath the Planet of the Apes. Escape from

the Planet of the Apes and Conquest of the Planet

of the Apes, will be featured. Admission is $1.

Arts Unlimited will provide multidiscipilinary

lessons, evaluations and conferences at the Old

Chapel at UMass.

Call 545-0519 to pre-register for the 3 p.m. sessions.

Sisters, a play written by Martha Jackson, will

be presented by New WORLD Theater at UMass

Bowker Auditorium at 8 p.m. The play is an insightful

character study of two women. Tickets will cost

$5 for the general public and $3 for students and

senior citizens.

Auditions for Agatha Christie's Ten Little Indians

will be held at the UMass Campus Center lOl at

7 p.m.

Gay, Lesbian and Bisexual Cafe, the third and

final performance featuring singer/songwriter

Erica Wheeler as well as theater and new poetry,

will take place at UMass in the Hampden Theater

at 8 p.m. Admission is free.

Rosenshontz will be giving a concert at 3 p.m.

at the Fine Arts Center to benefit UMass Hillel and

the Jewish Community of Amherst. Tickets are $8

and $6.

Plastic X/Senlis Kiliin will play at Katina's in

Hadley.

Joe Keenan and the Crows will play at the Iron

Horse in Northampton. Doors open at 7 p.m. $5 at

the door.

****************
i £* WE ARE COMING!

* Camps Pembroke, Tel Noar and J
T Tevya will be conducting £
¥ interviews for counselor positions*

¥ at the UMASS Camps Day on *
i Tuesday, March 5th «
«k Wonderful summer opportunities^
C await you at these leading NE ij

Z Jewish camps. Call ahead collect^

C to: (508) 881-1002 to set up an J
J appointment. Join the fun in 91 J
J***************^
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Listen up maggots, Pearson Post

to attack Student Union gallery
By LISA CURTIS
Collegian Staff

Tonight, at 17:00 hours E.S.T. in the Student Union Art

Gallery Pearson Post Industries will be giving a brief-

ing pertaining to recent actions as a part of Operation

Desert Cloud. No, that is not a typo. Desert Cloud.

Pearson Post Industries, a Rhode Island based video art

studio, is the brainchild of Joshua Pearson and Gardener

°My partner and I both went to the Rhode Island School

of Design and graduated in 1982. We were inspired by

(America's) awesome military technology. We ve been col-

laborating since 1985," Pearson said.

Photo courtesy of Pearson Po«t Industries

Pearson Post will launch an attack against

your funny bone tonight at UMass in the Stu-

dent Union Art Gallery

"The show is a display of our three defense entertain-

ment devices; it's a multi-media extravaganza. We've

spent four or five years working on this," he added.

According to their press release, Pearson Post is offer-

ing, "Entertainment that combines the visual power of

military technology with the explosive impact of live per-

formance and the content of historical documentation."

In 1990, the Storefront for Art and Architecture, a non-

profit gallery, sponsored a competition seeking

hypothetical suggestions for reusing 12 obsolete

underground Atlas-missile silos located in upstate New

York and northwestern Vermont. One of the 27 winning

proposals belonged to Pearson Post Industries who created

the idea for a "Nuclear Heritage Park" to link the 12 sites.

A description of their proposal was found an issue of New

Yorker magazine. "This mutant Disney World would of-

fer, according to its kaleidoscopic video description,

displays of weapons systems 'collected from around the

world;' missile rides 'up, up and away, for a spectacular

splash down in Lake Champlain!;' and a night club replica

of the Pentagon's War Room."

"It was like watching CNN news on acid heavily laced

with speed," claimed an article by Liam Liffey describ-

ing the Pearson Post Industries in action. "A curious

melding of revival meeting and the 50's nuclear instruc-

tion film Duck and Cover, wouldn't be to far off the mark."

There will be a live performance by the duo featuring

their systems: the Telepodium Launcher; the

MMABS/Patriot Jr.; and the Gulfbag Recreational Air

Defense System.

Pearson was hesitant to leak further details about the

operation.
.

The Pearson Post Industries will perform tonight from

5p.m.-7p.m. at UMass in the Student Union Art Gallery.

Admission is free. ________^_

HELP SURVIVAL
Get a $10 Haircut

All proceeds go to the

Amherst Survival Center

John Dellaria Studios
26 Main St., Amherst
Sunday, March 3rd

from 10-4 pm

sponsored by the

Panhellenic Council

GRAND OPENING
OF

COLLEGE NIGHT
at

The Original

NY COMEDY
SHOP

AMERICA'S PREMIER COMEDY CLUB
HEADLINE ACTS DIRECT FROM NEW YORK CITY

YOU'VE SEEN THEM ON HBO-LETTERMAN
AND ARSENIO HALL

NOW SEE THEM LIVE AT THE

NY COMEDY SHOP
YOU WON'T STOP LAUGHING

This Week

Joey Kola
As seen on: Evening at the Improv,

Showtime Comedy Club Network

Jesse Emmett
A regular at Catch a Rising Star

NYC

Mike Jackson
A regular at: Dangerfields

VIP CARD WILL BE ISSUED TO STUDENTS
AT THE CLUB. VIP CARDS ARE VALID

FOR ¥t PRICE ADMISSION FOR 1 FULL YEAR.

DON'T MISS THIS EVENT!

Showtimes:
Friday: 9:00

Saturday 8:00 ft 10:00
for reservations call

(413) 534-0041

At the Holiday Inn across from Ingleside Mall

Holyoke, Mass.
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• Ample Free Parking
• Major Credit Cards Accepted
• Full Liquor License

• Open 7 Days A Week
• Take-Out Service Available
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585-0202 261 King St., Northampton, MA &
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UN sets about the task of securing peace
BAGHDAD <AP> With word of the Diplomats at the United Nations were

cease-fire, volleys of celebratory rifle and setting about that task yesterday. The

anti-aircraft fire split the smoke-filled skies Security Council met yesterday morning,

over Baghdad.

Kuwaitis tempered their rejoicing as they

surveyed the ruins of their reclaimed

country

'it's a catastrophe. It's indescribable,"

said Fahd el-Muhammed as he gazed at

Kuwait City's waterfront, disfigured by

twisted barbed wire and Iraqi fortification*.

On ships in the Persian Gulf, on sprawl

ing air bases and in desert camps, more

than a half-million U.S. troops - the big-

gest U.S. deployment since Vietnam —

heard word of the halt to fighting.

The soldiers expressed elation and voic

ed a common wish.

"I'm anxious to get back to my life,*'

said Staff Sgt. Jesse Cruz, 24, of Detroit,

a reservist working in Air Force medical

supply in Saudi Arabia.

White House spokesperson Marlin Fitz

water said the first withdrawal of

American troops could begin within a mat-

ter of days. But Bush said a permanent

cease-fire depends on Iraq's actions.

"This war is now behind us," Bush said

Wednesday night. "Ahead of us is the dif-

ficult task of securing a potentially historic

peace."

after the late-night drama of Iraq's agree

ment to abide by the council's resolutions

on Kuwait.

The dozen Security Council resolutions

passed after Iraq's Aug. 2 invasion of

Kuwait include provisions on reparations

and human rights violations, an arms em-

bargo and the renunciation of Iraqi claims

to Kuwait.

Iraq's promise to abide by the resolutions

came in a letter addressed to the Security

Council and signed by Iraqi Foreign

Minister Tariq Aziz.

"The government of Iraq agrees to fully

comply with U.N. Resolution 660 and all

the other Security Council resolutions," it

read in part.

Whatever the long-tern postwar picture,

the immediate terms of peace were being

dictated by the victors on the battlefield.

At the stroke of midnight Wednesday in

Iraq, EST 8 a.m.. allied forces ceased land

sea, and air attacks.

To help make sure the Iraqis knew of the

cease-fire, the allies dropped leaflets on Ira

qi troops and blasted the news over

loudspeakers in Arabic.

AP photo

KUWAIT CITY — An Iraqi soldier lies dead in a sandy ditch on the out-

skirts of Kuwait City this week, after being killed as coalition forces mov-

ed in to liberate the city.

The Iraqis released few figures about

casualties, but an Iraqi government official

said 20,000 Iraqis had been killed and

60,000 wounded in first 26 days of the war,

without specifying whether they were

civilians or combatants or both

Prince Bandar bin Sultan, the Saudi am

bassador to the United States, was quoted

by the Washington Pnst today saying Saudi

military officers estimate Iraqi war dead

and wounded at 85,000 to 100,000. At least

80,000 Iraqi troops were taken prisoner.

SGA decides it

won't impeach
Pres. Diephuis
By MARC ELLIOTT
Collegian Staff

Impeachment charges will not be filed against Stu-

dent President Natasha Diephuis, as voted by the

Undergraduate Student Senate Wednesday night,

because the vote did not meet the requirements man

dated by the Student Government Association's con

stitution. Attorney General Adam Scales said.

After Wednesday night's meeting. Scales discovered

that for the Senate to bring impeachment charges to

the Student Supreme Court the motion must pass with

an "absolute majority." Originally, the Senate

thought the motion would require a two-thirds majority

of the senators present and voted to proceed with im

peachment, 27 to nine with one abstention

Scales said he is still studying the problem, but he

believes that "absolute majority" means a majority,

or 34 of the 66 existing senators, must support the

motion.

President Diephuis said the move for impeachment

did not worry her.

"I didn't really consider it a threat anyway, she said.

Sen. David Gagne (McNamara) said he would not

waste the Senate's time on another impeachment at-

tempt on a president with only a few weeks left in

office.

"I would like to go through with it, he said.

"However, the time might be better spent working on

an issue for students."

The removal of Dan Chesnicka as the speaker and

Karen Talbot as the treasurer is still valid. Director

of Student Activities Irene Carew said the administra-

tion will not recognize Chesnicka and Talbot as SGA

officers as reported in yesterday's Collegian, but both

will still be on the Commission on Undergraduate

Governance.
This commission, which has been charged by the ad-

ministration to restructure the student government,

met for the first time yesterday at 4 p.m., 15 minutes

after the Student Senate Coordinating Committee

chose three senators to represent the student body to

the commission.

The remaining three student seats will be chosen by

the committee today at 5 p.m. in the SGA office.

The coordinating committee selected senators Kevin

Newnan (Johnson), David Gagne (McNamara), and Bob

Monaghan (Moore) despite pleas by senators and com-

mittee members to elect a diverse representation.

Sen Anthony Hines (Third World Caucus) encourag-

ed the committee to include a minority voice^

"I'm sorry that the Senate was unable to elect a non-

partisan diverse group," he^J^™^

Heart attack victim subject of controversy

Racism claimed factor of arrest in 1975 Hadley robbery

By MARK HENSLEY
Collegian Staff

The man who died Sunday after playing basketball in

Boyden Gym, and who was misidentified by police and

medical examiners, was convicted of armed robbery in

1975 in a contoversial trial regarding a McDonald's on

Route 9 in Hadley. _ . .

Craeman J Gethers, originally misidentified as Richard

J Roger, was found guilty of the robbery along with

another Black University of Massachusetts student, in a

trial which many said was tainted with racism, according

to reports of local newspapers during that year.

Gethers was subsequently sentenced to eight to 12 years

in prison, but was released early on parole.

In August 1974, Gethers and star UMass football player

Robert Earl Brown were arrested for the robbery, in which

witnesses said three Black men entered McDonald's, one

of them with a shotgun, and robbed the restaurant of

$1,100. „ . .

According to Collegian reports, Gethers was arrested

after a witness identified him in a store. However, many

people on campus felt that he had only been accused

because he was Black.

As the Brown Gether trial progressed, students and

faculty held on campus praftMfci to proclaim the students

innocence.

Gethers. who witnesses said leapt over a counter dur

ing the robbery*, was reported to have had medical records

which proved he was on crutches with an injured ankle

at the time of the incident.

In addition, police said they found a green turtleneck

and a black overcoat, which HUUIMM who identified

Gethers said he was wearing during the robbery, in an

abandoned car, along with the shotgun used in the

robbery.

Police had said earlier that at the time of Gethers' ar

rest, a green turtleneck and a black overcoat were found

in his room.

Gethers, who at the time of his death was wanted for

parole violations, was carrying a false Massachusetts

driver's license.

Police also said that he had been holding a job in New

York City under his assumed name of Richard J. Roger.

According to Springfield medical examiner Dr. Loren

Mednick, Gethers died of a heart attack. He said no foul

play was suspected and there were no signs of drug use.

BOG angered by lack of representation;

chairperson wants seat on commission
By AMY HENRY
Collegian Staff

The commission set up by the administration to restruc-

ture the Student Government Association was lambasted

at last night's Board of Governor's meeting for not in

eluding a representative from the Board.

Chairperson Sue Gordon said she would do everything

in her power to get a seat on the commission.

"At the recent commission meeting they mentioned the

Campus Center and the Student Union, but there's no one

from the Board on the commission," she said. "Some of

us have been here for years and have expertise on issues

concerning the complex."

Gordon said there is clear intent by the commission to

do something to the Board and Student Union without

the Board's input. "The Board is a legitimate 'very

recognized' body on campus," she said.

Gov. Bill Hewitt said, "Maybe we should have no part

of it. We're not going to have any real power. If we are

on it we'll be associated with whatever decision they

make. Administrators often make their own decisions on

student issues regardless of what students think."

Vice Chairperson Ed Corrigan said, "I don't think

there's anyway we can procedurally fight this. We have

no power."

In other business:

• The motion to reappoint the Lesbian Bisexual Gay

seats with voting privileges to the Board was tabled.

• William Anheim was appointed to the Board from the

Southwest area.

• A motion to place a lottery machine in the Campus

Center was tabled to the Building Operations Committee.

• The Third World Caucus was given $200 last week to

bring a speaker; Guy Glodis was given $200 for a

talkshow.
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For Four Information

^^-"^nsored * the **. Student

Organization in CC 805 at 12:30 p.m.

SATURDAY, MARCH 2

Orian^/iolfl/ M«f«n* - All Registered Student

Organizations should send representatives to an organ^

tional meeting for the RSO Council at 12 p.m. Check the

information desk for room number

Relationship Seminar - At the College Church in Nor-

thampton. Will begin at 8:30 a.m. For more information,

please call the church office at 586-0057.
P
Gomes Tournament and College Bowl - UMass will host

the 1991 Northeast Regional Games Tournament and Co -

lege Bowl through Sunday in CC Basement and the btu

dent Union Ballroom. Admission is free.

March and Rally - in Springfield at Maaon Square at

11 a.m. For more information, please call 584 8975.

Gay. Lesbian, and Bisexual Cafe - Featuring

singer/songwriter Erica Wheeler, at Hampden Theatre at

8 p.m. For more information, call 545-4824.

Student Empowerment Workshop- Sponsored by the

Commuter Area Government from 12 p.m. to 6 p.m. Check

the information desk in the CC for room number.

SUNDAY, MARCH 3 „„ .

Five College Gulf Coalition Meeting - at 7:30 p.m_in

the East Lecture Hall at Hampshire College. For infor

mation, please call 549-4625.

Auditions - Open call for the UMass Theatre Guid pro-

duction of Agatha Christie's Ten Little Indians will be at

7 p.m. in CC 101 Call 545-0415 for more information.

Announcement
A story in yesterday's Collegian incorrectly named

the day ofa memorial service for Matthew P^sonjhe

service will be held at 3 p.m. on Sunday at the Ashland

Federation Church in Ashland.
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LOCAL
MassPIRG to
hold action
conference

By AMY HENRY
Collegian Staff

Students throughout the state are expected to come

to the University of Massachusetts this weekend to

learn how to turn their concern for the environment

into action through the MassPIRG "Student Action

Conference," said a MassPIRG spokesperson.

"This is the highlight of the year," said MassPIRG

Treasurer Aaron Rome. "We are focusing on teaching

skills so that students can learn how to work more ef

fectively on campaigns."

Rome said he expects 170 students from all over

Massachusetts plus 40 students from UMass to par-

ticipate in the two-day conference.

"This is a great event because you'll have a lot of fun,

meet different activists from across the state and learn

about skills and issues from full-time staffpersons," he

said.

Rome said this conference teaches students skills

helpful in fighting any social cause, not just en

vironmental issues.

"You can learn skills to help recycle on campus, or

solve social inequality in the world, or share what you

know about these issues," he said.

Some workshop titles are "Solid Waste Reduction,"

and "Pesticide Control." Skills sessions include "Plan

ning Successful Campaigns," and "Lobbying Decision-

makers."
MassPIRG is currently working on a campaign to

gain support from businesses for the statewide recycl-

ing bill, he said.

Another campaign, the greenhouse reduction bill, in

volves students collecting signatures from science and

economic professors statewide. Signatures for the bill

will be presented to Sen. John Olver (D-Amherst), a

sponsor, at 1:30 p.m. on Saturday.

The conference is March 1 to 3. Students can register

today from 5 to 8 p.m. in Campus Center 163. The

registration fee is $15 or $10 if you provide lodging for

a student.

$74 million to be cut from Higher Ed.
Gov. Weld creates commission to study closing ofcolleges

BOSTON (AP) — Gov. William F. Weld has created an

11-member commission to study closing some of the state's

public colleges to cut an anticipated budget deficit. Some

educators question how much will be saved initially.

The Weld administration has said it will cut $74 million

from the higher education budget for the next fiscal year,

some from increasing tuition, converting scholarships into

loans and administrative reorganization, but most of it

from closing as many as five colleges.

The commission, created by executive order Monday,

will be given 60 to 90 days to make recommendations,

Weld's special assistant, Stephen Tocco, said.

"We're not trying to be uncooperative about this, but

our studies indicate that in the very first year, the sav-

ings from closing a campus would be relatively minimal,"

said Peter Mitchell, the Board of Regents' vice chancellor

for policy and planning.

There will be costs in laying off unionized faculty and

administrators, Mitchell said.

Veteran tenured faculty must be given one year's notice

or be compensated under their contract agreement.

Employees who agree to retire must be paid pensions,

and many administrators and faculty can collect compen

sation for unused vacation and sick time.

Skeletal staffs will be needed to maintain closed cam

puses and keep them secure, and the state will have to

pay outstanding bond obligations on dormitories and other

facilities, he said.

There could also be long and costly suits over college

closings, he said.

Tocco said the costs of closings have been taken into con

sideration and the administration's goal is realistic.

GLB Foium
FRIDAY, MARCH 1

Coffee Social - Sponsored by the Lesbian, Bisexual, Gay

Alliance. 3 p.m. to 6 p.m., Campus Center 803.

SATURDAY, MARCH 2

Cafe - Sponsored by the GLB. the final cafe will feature

singer/songwriter Erica Wheeler, and include perfor-

mances by keyboardist and vocalist Kate Messmer, an

original poetry reading by Chaia Heller, and an original

performance piece by Amy Ford. 8 p.m., Hampden Theatre

at UMass.

SUNDAY, MARCH 3

Poetry — "Performing Poetry" by Olga Broumas and

CheryfClarke, 8 p.m., Wright Hall Auditorium at Smith

MONDAY, MARCH 4

Discussion - A talk on "Domestic Partnership, by

Paula Ettelbrick, 4 p.m., Neilson Library, at Smith.

TUESDAY, MARCH 5

Workshop — A discussion on "Being out in the world

of work," by Smith alumnae, 4:30 p.m. to 6 p.m., Neilson

Library Browsing Room at Smith.

Discussion - A talk on religious issues with represen

tatives from Dignity and Am Tikvah. Seelye Hall 10,

Smith
Film — A movie "Longtime Companion," 7 p.m., Wright

Hall Auditorium, at Smith.

WEDNESDAY, MARCH 6

Workshop - 'Fun with Latex: Workshop on Safe Sex

in the Age of Aids," by She Viera, 4 p.m. to 6 p.m., Seek.

Hall 10 at Smith
Theater — "Performing A Gender: Lesbian and (

>

Theater," bv Kendall, 7 p.m. at Campus Center 165. at

UMASS.
Forum - "Domestic Partners," 8 p.m.. Wright Hall

Auditorium at Smith

THURSDAY, MARCH 7

Lecture — "Addressing Homophobia on Campus" with

Jean and Jim Genasci ofP FLAG, 4 p.m. to 6 p.m., Hillyer

117, at Smith.

Fi7m — A comedy film, "By Design," 7 p.m.. Campus
Center 803 at UMASS.
Performance — Rachel Alpert. 10 p.m., Davis Ballroom

at Smith.

Professor dedicates life to Holocaust studies
By ALISON BUCKHOLTZ
Collegian Correspondent

When Professor James Young leaves his

Bartlett Hall classroom for home, he

ambles past the Robsham Center, through

lot 34, past the sororities on Nutting

Avenue, and turns left on Phillips Street.

He checks for his keys and his mail and lets

himself into his Amherst home: the

University of Massachusetts Hillel House.

Young is the Five College Hillel scholar-

in-residence, and when he goes home he

becomes a different kind of teacher - and,

once again, a student.

In "real life," Young lives in New York

City. He taught at New York University

for four years, and he now commutes to

Amherst once a week to teach his Monday

and Wednesday classes. During that

period, he lives in the Hillel House, taking

part in activities in the Jewish community.

Living among students in the Hillel

House "is exactly as I remember my stu-

dent life," he said. "Even down to the

music. The nice part of being a scholar-in-

residence is that dialogues on campus can

get carried back home."

The arrangement is mutually beneficial,

according to Hillel Rabbi Saul Perlmutter.

"[Young] has been a wonderful addition to

the House," he said. "I was thrilled to of-

fer it to him."

Young, a professor in the English and

Judaic Studies departments, specializes in

representations of the Holocaust, the

Jewish-American novel, and literary

theory. He uses his own campus days as an

undergraduate at the University of Califor-

nia at Santa Cruz as a model for his posi

tion in the Hillel House.

UCSC's "preceptors," based on Oxford s

tutorial system, live with students in the

dorms "and would invite us down for cof-

fee or political discussions. We didn't, have

to distinguish between living and teaching

and learning," he remembered. "That

system is really important. For four years

every student has this chance to read and

write and learn - they have the rest of

their lives to make a living."

But studying representations of the

Holocaust in 1974, when Young began

graduate school in English at Berkeley,

seemed the least pragmatic way to earn a

living at the time. "There was one slim

book out on Holocaust literature then, and

maybe one course on it at Brandeis," he

said. "But I wanted to understand how this

history was passed down to us. Because I

was born after the war, I was dependent on

the views of others - of Holocaust sur-

vivors, of army soldiers — to shape my
own."
Young wanted to discover his own truths.

But when he left Berkeley for Europe to

"learn everything I could" about the

Holocaust, picking up French and German,

reading everything within reach, and dig-

ging through archives, he soon faced a

similar realization. "What is remembered

of the Holocaust depends on how it is

remembered, and how events are

remembered depends in turn on the text

now giving it form," he stated in his first

book, Writing and Rewriting the Holocaust.

Narrative subjectivity, he found, extend-

ed in every direction. "Even where you

study the Holocaust is important," he said.

"How I learned about it in Israel is dif-

ferent than in Europe. I found a different

Holocaust in every country: at the Yivo In-

stitute in New York, at Yad Vashem in

Israel, in Berlin. I found a range of

Holocaust memory, and sometimes no

Holocaust at all."

Each location had a very narrow national

perspective, he remembered. "But instead

of negating these perspectives, I decided to

incorporate them into my work."

Indeed, these different perspectives of the

Holocaust became the core of his work,

which has rewarded him with Fulbright,

Guggenheim, and Rothschild Fellowships.

It also introduced Young into an endless

game of truth and consequences.

From the start, he found that the literary

and historical truths of the Holocaust are

inseparable. Though the facts may be ob-

jective, he said, narrative isn't; just the

same, variations in the telling lead to solid

consequences in the real world.

These consequences of education and

understanding are important to Young,

who pursues a theory of literary

historiography because it considers the im-

plications of interpretation in a post-

Holocaust world.

Subjectivity of narrative truth, as well as

the immediacy of its consequences, in his

view produce world-altering results: "Inter

preted versions of the Holocaust in its texts

now lead us to our actions in the world in

light of the Holocaust," he wrote. This

belief has impelled his Holocaust study

since Berkeley, which has taken him across

Israel and Europe many times, for years at

a stretch.

During the early years in Europe, "my

aim was to see what I could learn on my

own, since no one was able to direct me. I

came back with a plan: to write on

Holocaust literature." Back at Santa Cruz,

Young studied with historical theorists,

and during a year-long fellowship at the

Yivo Institute, began formulating his

dissertation. He received a Fulbright grant

to study and teach at Hebrew University

in Israel, where he remained from

1981 1983, and returned to live in 1988 and

1989.

"I felt very comfortable to be doing work

in Israel," he remembered. "Holocaust

studies in the U.S. tend to be done by con

servatives, but in Israel it's more 'lefty,'

aligned with the Labour party. Scholars

there are doing it because they're

humanists, they want to know how and

why this can happen."

Living in Israel during the time of the

Lebanon war impelled his work with the

gravity of current events. "My dissertation

was punctuated by the hourly news beeps,"

he said. "There's a link in what I wrote to

what was happening at the time. It led me,

in turn, to write the chapter about anti-war

poetry in Israel, showing how Israel thinks

of itself after the Holocaust. Which is to

say, not always as the victim."

CONTINUED ON PAGF 4

James Young, scholar-in-residence Photo *-* A""" B*rk»w"»
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James Young

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 3

In addition to the seminars at Hebrew

University, Young also instructed at Yad

Vashem's summer course for Holocaust in

structors. "I taught how to teach Holocaust

literature." he said, while constantly re

evaluating and revising his own study and

discovering "different Holocausts."

"I taught mostly in English, but when I

lectured to the soldiers in Hebrew, discuss

ed the Holocaust in Hebrew, I found I was

uncovering a different Holocaust." he said.

As survivors in Israel die and knowledge

no longer passed down firsthand, a dif-

ferent view of the tragedy comes into be

ing, he believes.

Young Israeli soldiers were the least pa-

tient with the Holocaust; they don't unders

tand a time when Jews couldn't defend

themselves. About 70 percent of the

younger generation in Israel are not

children of survivors." he estimated, "and

only understand the Holocaust as it is pass-

ed down to them at places like Yad

Vashem."
In Israel, the importance of remembering

the Holocaust, and its emphasis on how it

is remembered, has escalated since the

country's first years. "For a long time, the

Holocaust was not discussed in Israel at

all." he said. "Some of the earliest politi-

cians, like Ben-Gurion. felt a certain shame

- they didn't want past events infecting

their new. proud nation."

A still-significant population of Holocaust

survivors in Israel has changed how it is

remembered and how its images can be us-

ed - and misused. "There is a critical con

sciousness of using Holocaust metaphors in

el. and when they're wrong, lots of peo-

ple are around to correct them," he said.

Writing and Rewriting the Holocaust, M
well as Young's upcoming book about

Holocaust memorials. The Texture of

vplores these metaphors, tropes,

and archetypes of the Holocaust through

diaries, memoirs, firsthand survivor

stories, documentary fiction and theater,

video and cinematographic testimony, and

every other possible narrative form. But

what may seem straightforward, he warns,

rarely so.

"There is a conflict between making the

information accessible and representing it

in all of its complex details. We have to

allow for this struggle for balance," he said.

By the end of his UMass course,

"Representing the Holocaust," students

"understand these contradictions," he said.

"Often in a course like this, they come in

to have questions answered, but for every

question I answer I probably ask three

more. I try to provide a critical framework

for these questions and answers."

The course "is not a matter of looking at

the same Holocaust," according to Young,

"but sensitizes people toward all suffering:

the genocide of Jews, African-Americans.

Native Americans, Armenians. The

transmission of conflict has a cultural

burden we must be aware of"

Present action, rather than past

jealousies, guide Young's views of history.

"We don't have to measure one catastrophe

against another, but there are real conse-

quences now in how we respond to the pre-

sent in light of the past," he explained.

Although each student responds to the in

formation differently, "it's inevitable that

people see others' suffering in light of their

own. It makes it real in our lives," he said.

Young remembered how one Native

American student in the course at UMass,

"became aware of how his own peoples

genocide had been related to him. He ask^

ed himself how he had learned it. inquired

into his own memory and talked to his

parents and grandparents."

Although many find Holocaust material

emotionally upsetting. Young emphasizes

the academic approach in his studies and

teaching. "The emotionalization of the

Holocaust interferes with learning about

it." he said. "If a memorial just moves peo-

ple without moving them to do something,

it's illegitimate. I am against the emotional

exploitation of the Holocaust for any cause.

Its potent material; it doesn't need to be

inflamed or exaggerated. As the museum

curators say. Hot material demands a cool

treatment."'

Working with the Holocaust every day.

nonetheless, necessitates certain "mm

vival" tactics for one's own well-being.

"People that work at Yad Vashem often

have a very dark sense of humor as a sur-

vival method,'' Young remembered. "My

academic emphasis allows me to keep it at

arm's length even as I study it. It's my way

of protecting myself."

Another outlet is his study of Jewish-

American writers, a course he hopes to

teach next year. His favorites Henry Roth,

Anzia Yezierska, Grace Paley, Cynthia

Ozick, and Philip Roth, exceed the boun-

daries of categorization to become truly

great American writers. They're American

precisely for the way they interrogate their

own tradition," he said.

"American literature, as immigrant

literature, wrestles with its ethnic tradi-

tion, tries to define it," he said. "The most

American of all books are those by people

like James Baldwin, Maya Angelou, Saul

Bellow. They interrogate their own past:

"What does it mean to be American and

Jewish? American and Italian? American

and Black?'"

These definitions spark controversy and

re-examination just as "[Holocaust

material] passed down to us allows us to

understand current conflicts," Young said

Truth and consequence are constantly

struggling in these narrative studies, for

cing him to ask, rather than answer, ques

lions which assume a supreme importance

in day-to-day life.

"There are consequences to how we in

terpret texts and the world around us," he

stressed "Representations of the world

lead us to act, and we need to know how

they do it."

2 Student Government Association

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

been counted.

Sen Jen Lewis (Van Meter), who was

the first to be nominated to the commis-

sion, said she felt the coordinating com-

mittee lacked the authority to make the

dec i son.

"I don't feel I was judged by my

peers," she said.

The Student Senate will either ap

prove or invalidate the decisions made

by the coordinating committee at the

next Senate meeting on Wednesday

UtiflF*
IT'S SKINFREE!

Maple St.. Rt 9. Hadley

next to the Hampshire Mall

586-5723

for $2.69
Meals include
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land Multi-Grain Roll
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57 North Pleasant Street

253-5141

Proper Identification a Must

Come celebrate the month of March with us-

Sunday monday

DRINK
SPECIALS
WEEKLY

tuesday

FOOD
SPECIALS
WEEKLY

Wednesday

Beer of the

Month 60 oz

Miller, Miller Lite

Rolling Rock
$4.50 pitchers

50s ana 60s
a cappella music
Live

THE 4 PLAYS 9-?

lO
LIVE

THE 4 PLAYS
9-?

17

Taco Tuesday
9-?

free taco bar

thursday friday

i

Friday Inflation

Fighters

Franks & Beans

$1.99

Saturday

ii
i?

Taco Tuesday
9-?

free taco bar

13

18 19

LIVE!!

9-7??

The 4 Plays

24

SPR

I

I

I

I

LIVE
9.9??

The 4 Plays

25

ING

20

14

St. Patrick's Day
Party free prizes

and more

Green Miller Lite

$1.50

8

Meatball

Sandwich
$199

15

LET'S

HAVE

21

Hot Open Faced
turkey sandwich
with mashed
potatos & gravy

$1.99

16

FUN

26

Taco Tuesday
9-?

free taco bar

BR EAK
27

Welcome Back
Beach Party

Prizes for best tan

9-??

28

22

Grilled Cheese
sandwich and
cup of soup
$1,99

23

SPRING

29

Fish & Chips $1.99

30
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Editorial/Opinion
The opinions on this page are those of the individual writer or cartoonist and do not necessarily reflect the views of the Collegian or the University unless otherwise noted

Again, the U.S.

brings justice
This has been America's finest hour since the storming

of the beaches at Normandy and the resulting liberation

of Europe in World War II. Once again, we answered the

cries of a desperate and innocent people who were violent

ly stripped of their freedom and dignity as human beings.

To them we gave it back. For seven months they suffered

untold and horrendous tragedies wrought upon them by

someone who, as General Norman Schwarzkopf put it ex

;u tly, does not belong in the same human race as we do.

The hell that the Kuwaitis experienced, they never should

have. The threat that hung over the world, like the blade

of a guillotine, never should have either. But it did. Due

to our steadfastness to what was right, and that of many

of our coalition partners, the chances of history repeating

itself again have been greatly reduced.

Bob Freeman

To every American man and woman who participated

in Operation Desert Storm, America and the world will

forever be indebted to you. Your valiant actions and

sacrifices are nothing less than the marks of heroes. And

make no mistake about it, in the minds and hearts of

America, you all are our heroes. To you we owe more than

a thank-you and a congratulations; we owe you the highest

respect, honor, and gratitude possible, for you did not just

free the people of Kuwait. More importantly, you put an

aggressor and a ruthless tyrant, who threatened the

freedom and welfare of America and the world, in his

place. God bless you all.

There is not one American who wanted it to turn out

as it did. especially you. We did all that was possible to

avoid war without forfeiting anything we should not have.

For we were not the cause; we knew what was right and

never wavered. Those who were in the wrong knew so,

and had more than ample time to admit it. They did not

heed the warnings and listen to the voices of reason. They

failed to calculate correctly American will and determina-

tion to the cause of justice. They thought we would just

talk tough and stand by while they murdered, pillaged,

and raped Kuwait; while they taunted the rest of the

world. They were mistaken. Push finally came to shove

and the world turned to the brave men and women who

so honorably served America. Because of them, tomorrow

morning people everywhere will awaken to a sun shin

ing brighter than it has since Aug. 2, 1990 - to a safer

world. You have made us even prouder of being

Americans. We salute you.

This victorious and historic accomplishment did not

come without a tragic and high cost. Those who ought to

be revered the most an. ' ° Americans who lost their lives

£X9?i

ViMrfttv

in the name of freedom. In the coming weeks and months,

we will be overcome with joy and jubilation at seeing our

brothers and sisters, sons and daughters, husbands and

wives, setting foot on the soil of the United States once

more. But let us all stop and remember those Americans

who died for you and me. It is for them we grieve. Let us

share in the pain and sorrow many are experiencing over

the loss of loved ones. To the families, we offer you our

sympathies and prayers. For the servicemen and women

who lost their lives, we offer prayers and shed our tears.

We know that you are in Gods house as He is with your

families in their time of need.

Bob Freeman is a UMass student

We can't forget the civilian dead
We can all rejoice that the Gulf War is

over — a war that was unnecessary in the

first place. If President Bush had not been

intent on waging a punitive war against

Saddam Hussein's invasion of Kuwait,

diplomatic efforts or economic sanctions

would have produced a peaceful alternative

to war. In that case, no lives on either side

would have been lost.

The punitive war caused an outrageous-

ly high number of civilian casualties on the

Iraqi side. According to Ramsey Clark,

former Attorney General of the United

States, who visited Iraq in early February

to observe the war damage, as of Feb. 6

there had occurred 6,000 to 7,000 civilian

deaths from bombing, and another 6,000

deaths in hospitals from contaminated

water, lack of medicine, or insufficient sup-

plies of infant formula. These figures do not

include casualties suffered in the last three

weeks of the war. The figures were quoted

to Clark by Dr. Ibrahim al-Nouri, president

of the Iraqui Red Crescent (see Nation,

March 11, 1991).

The mainstream press in the United

States, kowtowing to the administration

and enamored of the high-tech U.S.

military weapons, have given little

coverage to this grim side of the war. They

have not publicized the fact that, according

to Clark, the U.S. Air Force repeatedly

bombed civilian areas lacking military

targets. Clark noted that in small and large

cities, central squares and adjoining shops

and apartment houses had been hit, caus-

ing many civilian casualties.

In this postwar phase, the role of the

media in presenting distorted reports on

the war needs to be reviewed, evaluated,

and criticized. Even the Daily Collegian is

guilty. The lead headline in the Feb. 27

issue is "U.S. soldier wounded in Iraq."

Need one say more about that, or "surgical

strikes" and "collateral damage?"
Gerard Braunthal

Professor Emeritus of Political Science

"All governments are run by liars and nothing they say should

be believed."
- IF. Stone

'What luck for rulers that men do not think.
Adolph Hitler

j

What have Americans died for?
Why did Saddam Hussein think he could

get away with invading Kuwait?

We knew that Iraq was having a border

dispute with Kuwait, and on July 25. 1990.

according to the Jan. 16 Seattle Times, Am-

bassador April Glaspie received the follow-

ing written instructions from the secretary

of state, approved by the president, to

deliver the following message to Saddam

Hussein: "We will not become involved in

your border dispute with Kuwait and we

take no position on this dispute." According

to Ohio Rep. Mary Rose Oakar, Am-

bassador Glaspie is now incommunicado.

Why did President Bush give the green

light to Hussein in July and then a few

weeks later start calling him "a Hitler"?

Was Hussein set up by Bush?

Now President Bush wants the Emir of

Kuwait restored to power (status quo ante I.

The Emir does not represent the American

way of life — 70 wives, seven personal 747s.

sole owner of Kuwaiti Oil Company with

half of the oil money going into his own

pocket. Are America's sons and daughters

to be sacrificed for a guy like this?

Alan Rhodes
Willoughby, Ohio

Notes from the Campus Center Basement
Peace is at hand. At least; 1,000 Iraqis are dead for

each American — excluding probably tens ofthousands

of civilians. Regardless of the lies used to justify his

war, George Bush has masterfully led the nation

through what can only be described as cutting butter

with a chainsaw.

Who is going to be the first to tell the American

public that no money is left to deal with domestic pro-

blems? No, I'm not talking about the mythological

Peace Dividend. I'm talking about the federal budget.

George Bush's lips will no doubt be called into ques-

tion again as poor, working and middle-class

Americans are asked to foot the federal bill.

* *
* * *

The word is not to expect* "line in the sand*' for

Israel anytime soon. While the Kuwaitis who fought

against Iraqi rule are Resistance fighters, those who

struggle for the freedom of Palestine are terrorists. It's

interesting how wealth and power can make the dif-

ference "What ifKuwait's main product were broccoli

Jeremy P. Levinson

Wednesday night the undergraduate Senate manag-

ed to fire several of their officers. You know — the ones

who asked the outgoing University administrators to

take over student government. Student Affairs Office

Director Irene Carew declared that the University

would still consider them student government officers.

Look Rene, you can declare the moon to be made of

cheese if you want, but . . . Someone should probably

tell her that she's out of the running for Denny Mad-

son's job, so she can relax.

Said one ofthe SGA officers, "What they (the Senate)

don't realize is that HI be here for two years. And, right

now the administration loves me."

* * *

It's been so long since the federal government has

had to deal with domestic problems. While
i

freelancing

for colonial monarchies, the Bush Administration has

tended to forget the 250 million of us here, at home.

Concerned for 1.8 million former y expatriated

Kuwaitis, he neglected 4 million homeless Americans.

* * *

I guess, however, that in the last analysis, we can

hold our bloodied hands in the air , survey the devasta-

tion of Iraq and Kuwait and in unison exclaim: God

bless the United States of America.

* * *

Provost Richard O'Brienjoins the long list ofUniver-

sity brass to investigate alternatives to employment

at UMass. It's hard to take these folks seriously. At

least it's amusing to watch them try «nd act

authoritative as they pack their bags.

* * *

* * *

Perhaps the most recent, amusing machination by

that serpent Dennis Madson was the poll he authored

that found 70 percent of undergrade in favor ofthe ad-

ministration take-over. The question was, "Given that

the constitutional convention could not occur within

the Senate, do you agree with . . . This wording is

analogous to asking: "Given that the Vice Chancellor

ofStudent Affairs is incompetent and dishonest, should

he be granted a raise?"

Even as you leave, Denny, you've got no self-respect

Jeremy P. Levinson is a Collegian columnist
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Appearing Now At:

Umass Campus Center Room 101
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ARTS & LIVING
Fringing on success

By BILL ROSENBLATT
Collegian Staff

The Fringe, a local trio from Boston,

is coming to the Iron Horse in Nor-

thampton tonight. Now I know that

many of you see the word "local" in this

context and immediately lose interest.

But take my word for it: this is an ex-

ception. If these guys weren't so in-

terested in their families and day jobs,

they would be famous in the jazz world.

The Fringe is a sax/bass/drums trio

that explores as much musical territory

as possible with that small lineup, in the

tradition of Henry Threadgill's band Air

and Sonny Rollins' classic Freedom

Suite. However, instead of Air's

Valley
Jazz

historical homages and more delicate

sensibilities, the Fringe emphasizes con-

trolled tension and raw energy. And in

stead of Rollins' trio leading virtuosics,

the Fringe is definitely a cooperative

band.

Most of the Fringe's music is totally

improvised, relying on almost telepathic

communication among the band

members rather than pre-arranged

tunes. Their incredible sensitivity is the

result of playing together regularly for

almost two decades.

The group was founded in 1972 by

tenor saxophonist George Garzone and

drummer Bob Gulotti, who were

students at Boston's Berklee College of

Music. They quickly became one of the

few glorious exceptions to that school's

reputation for turning out session hacks

and fusion techno-robots. They got

themselves a regular Wednesday night

gig at the Willow Jazz Club in Sommer-

ville in 1981 and have been playing

there ever since. John Lockwood joined

the group on bass in 1985, replacing

original bassist Richard Appelman.

The group has released only five

albums to date, all on their own small

label. The latest, and by far the best, is

The Return ofthe Neanderthal Man, the

only Fringe album so far that comes

close to capturing the experience of see-

ing the band live. The album became

very popular in the Boston area; it spent

several weeks in Boston Tower Records'

jazz top ten.

In concert, The Fringe are capable of

working the audience into a frenzy.

They typically begin their improvised

pieces in a pensive mood, and then they

slowly build up the tension. They build

it, and build it, and build it until the

energy reaches majestic, cathartic pro-

portions. The audience is totally drawn

into the experience.

All three musicians are excellent, but

I can't resist singling out Garzone as so-

meone who has totally developed his

own sound. He occupies roughly the

same "free" area as Archie Shepp,

Pharoah Sanders or post-1960 Coltrane,

but his tone is smoother, more like

Lester Young or Stan Getz. He has an
CONTINUED ON PAGE 8

Need some edutainment
By MARK ANDERSON
Collegian Correspondent

You Must Learn.

Granted, this pedagogical statement is

hardly profound, especially within the con-

fines of academia. But taken in the context

of tommorrow's speech by guest lecturer,

Kris Parker (aka KRS-ONE), those three

words also embody the mindset and main

priority of many in the new generation of

rap. KRS-ONE - rapper, poet, philosopher

and teacher — is considered by many to be

the leader and spokesperson for the move-

ment. And if you listen on Saturday night.

You Will Learn.

Mr. Parker's words can be read on the

New York Times' editorial page (9/9/89)

and heard in the ivy-covered lecture halls

of Harvard and Yale and on the not-so-ivy-

covered set of the Arsenio Hall Show. The

25 year-old KRS-ONE and his band, Boogie

Down Productions have recorded four

albums (and a host of singles) since they

unleashed their first record, South Bronx

to a young, mostly New York rap audience

in October, 1986. The group's most recent

release, last year's EDUtainment is their

best effort to date, although insightful and

thought-provoking material abounds

throughout their catalog.

Parker's life has not always been this

ideal. From a homeless adolescence (a

CONTINUED ON PAGE 8

Photo courtesy of the Iron Hor«

The Fringe will play at the Iron Horse tonight. Doors open at 7 p.m.

Tickets are $9.50 in advance.

THIS FRIDAY 2-6 PM

THE TOC
SEAFOOD BAR

PEEL N' EAT
SHRIMP

$ 4.25/HALF DOZ

FRESH
STEAMERS

$ 4.50/BUCKET'

AND 12 OZ DRAFTS
MICHELOB $1.15

SAM ADAMS $ 1.45

(BOSTON ALE)

ONLY AT THE TOC LOUNGE
11th FLOOR CAMPUS CENTER

Short-term credit. Earn credit in one, two, three, four, six,

seven or eight weeks this summer.

Oil I-80MWDS NU (In Illinois, oil 7«/49t-ttM> or mail Ibis coupon

Northwestern University

Summer Session 91

Think or swim.

I'm thinking, tad me I free copy of the Summer

Session '91 catalog with financial aid and registration

information (available in April).

Please send the catalog to my home.

my school

Northwestern I niversitv Summer Session '91

2003 Sheridan Road Kvanston, Illinois MJ208-265O

I Itanium

silverscape
designs

264 N Pleasant St Amherst 253 3324

177 Mom St . Noclrompton 584 3324

Goldsmith* • Gem Gallery
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By JENNIFER SAARINEN
Collegian Correspondent

Impressive and creative works by

photographer Susan Eve Jahoda and

sculptor Nancy Frommer La Point two

acultv members of the University of

lassachusetts, are on exhibit in the Hamp-

eo Gallerv

Jahoda diapUyi part of her on-going

-enes of manipulated, blow-up photos en

,led -Familv Picture." She compliments

looking colorized photographs with

, ing stories, faring down old myths

-urrounding the family unit.

All the photographs depict member s ot

.Jahoda's own family and the prose

originate from her journal entries written

over a period of 18 years. Together the>

errata a mood which is both personal and

disturbing at the same time^

One picture, representing the breakdown

unity communication, presents Jahoda

,,and.ng next to her father. Both are gaz-

ing past each other although they <-re

aware of the others presence. She has a

look of dispair, he has a look of mistrust.

The photo itself is colorized except for the

iaces. which are sickly grey. In the

background is what looks like a snake skin,

perhaps representing the residue of the

Jast which hangs above and between

father and daughter.

Quoting the accompanying passage, "She

could see his face pressed up against the

window. It looked grey and distorted."

On a lighter note, LaPoint's clay

sculptures are definitely worth a look.

There is incredible detail in her work.

From the inscriptions on her "Time

Towers," to the rhinos and bears on her

boat sculptures, to the tiny carvings on her

boxes, you can tell the enormous amount

of time she put into these pieces.

Her sculptures, which are richly colored

and textured, draw from folk traditions and

have an antique, almost metallic look

about them. Some of her pieces even have

a life-like qualities.

One such work is a box entitled Pretty

Jaws," which gives the impression of a

brightly colored, smiling creature. The

teeth hold the bottom of the box together

in an upward swing which makes you want

to rock it.

All of her work looks like it serves an an-

cient purpose, like a container, a toy, or in

the case of her towers, a way to tell time_

One set of her towers has the two hands of

a clock, and the other has little clay pieces

which move along a wire, resembling an

abacus. ,

Jahoda's photographs and LaPoint s

sculpture are both excellent groups of

work, which show a great amount of time

and thought. LaPoint's sculpture is amaz-

ing in its technique and detail. Jahoda s

personal connection to her photoffapha

make them powerful, as we can relate them

to our own experiences

The exhibition will be on display until

March 8 in the Hampden Gallery located

in the Southwest Residential Area ot

UMass.

DOONESBURY
By GARRY TRUDEAU

THE EAR SIDE

By GARY LARSON

Jahoda's photograph of her and her father.
Photo rourtrov of Rrsidrntial ArU

The Fringe
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The Fringe's music has been called "avant-garde, "and

that term carries an unfortunate connotation of nobody-

can understand it." But the members ofThe Fringe know

how to react to an audience as well as to each other.

Go and see them, and you will find yourself drawn into

the music. Before you know what's going on your hands

will be red and sore from drumming on the table, and your

voice will be hoarse from screaming.

Opening up for the Fringe tonight will be Human Feel

another Boston based band that turned heads a couple of

vears ago with its own small-label debut. The band is a

quintet of youngsters, some of whom have studied with

members of the Fringe. As the Boston Phoenix put it thew

music is "challenging enough for, say, the typical Art

Ensemble of Chicago devotee; it's also perfect for the more

timid listener who fears squealing saxophones but has a

hankering for something that bends a few rules^ It should

be a great evening of music tonight at the Horse

KRS-ONE
SS-^ISn.~ in and out of New York shelters

for six years) to the tragic murder of his best friend

(BDP's DJ Scott LaRock), the young Kris learned many

of the harsh lessons that Reagan's America was (and

is) so eager to teach its inner city children. He insists

he is not bitter, but at the same time he is not about

to forget his roots. One listen to any BDP album will

PF
But it will not be KRS-ONE (acronym for 'Knowledge

Reigns Supreme Over Nearly Everyone) the sell

proclaimed Hip-Hop Blastmaster on the mic
.

(, .e no

dopejamz. sorry.) Instead, it will be Kris Parker, the

intellectual and self-educated philosopher/orator who

will address the Fine Arts' Center crowd tomorrow

evening.^wmmi_____——

To borrow from George Clinton, the Hip Hop world

is truly One Nation Under A Groove. And with so

meone like Kris Parker at the helm, her course is far

from determinate. However, even as acts like Vanill.i

Ice and MC Hammer continue to dilute and disfigure

the potency and strength of Real Hip-Hop. individuals

like KRS-ONE will (I hopei continue to educate as well

as be educated, speak as well as listen and create as

well as dispel. As long as there are Kris Parker s n

the rap industry. I know at least this Hip Hop fan * »U

continue to find the movement among the most exciting

and innovative in modern music.

Kris Parker (KRS-ONE> will Hire a lecture at UMass

in the Fine Arts Center at 8 p.m. on Saturday. Tickets

are $3. _^____________

_

Correction
The GLB Cafe was listed in Calendar under Sun-

day events. Unfortunately, this event will take place

Saturday at 8 p.m. at I Mass in Hampden Theatre

We are sorry. We are not malicious beast tes, just

wicked scatterbrains.

£% ._ a Not »•**'"
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friendly
delivery
256-8911
Hadley
535-1111
S. Hadley
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Pick-Up Or Delivery ]

2 Medium Pizzas

n & 2 Toppings

I $9.99
Order 2 medium Domino's

Pizzas with 2 toppings and
pay only $9.99. Sales tax

where applicable.

Valid at participating stores only. Not

valid with any other offer. Limited

delivery areas to ensure safe driving

Customer pays sales tax where

applicable. Drivers carry less than $20

|
Pick-Up Or Delivery

Large Cheese &
1-Topping Pizza

Only $5.99
One Coupon Per Person

Offer Expires 3/31/91

DELIVERED IN
30 MIN. OR LESS

NOT GOOD WITH AN\
OTHER OFFER SC

Sample Our New Menu

Chicken Skewers

$2.00

Friday and Saturday

8:00pm — 10:00pm

Pitchers of Miller Lite

$4.50

Genuine Draft 12 oz. bottles

$1.25

Jello Shots $1.00

SINCE 9 6 8

15 EAST PLEASANT AMHERST

INTERVIEW WITH SUCCESS
JC Penney

Ingleside Mall

Career Clothing Sale

Saturday, March 2, 1991

FOR WOMEN:
Large selection of women's dresses-50% OFF!

Originally $80-120.00 Now $39.99-59.99
Women's suits-Now 2 for $179.99. Regularly $99.99

each
FOR MEN:

Stafford Executive Suits-Now 2 for $325.00.
Regularly $325.00 each. Save 50% OFF original price!

"Come in before 12:00 pm and receive free gifts:**

For Women: Free Strand of pearls, free suit pin,

and a free blouse.
For Men: A free Stafford tie.
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QUOTE OF THE DAY

Ve must believe in luck. For

hov else can ve explain the suc-

cess of those we don't like?

Jean Cocteau

DAILY CROSSVORD PUZZLE

Edited By TRUDE MICHEL JAffE

ACROSS
1 Mak« fun ot

5 Moms mom
9 Kind ol apt

bmtdtng

14 Russian rang*

15 Hindu princess

16 — ol

star cross d

lovers

1

7

Restrain

18 Stopovers

19 Settle an IOU
20 Type ot

Protestant

church

23 Memorable
Arden

24 Compass
letters

25 Toil teOousty

28 — crow
recanted

30 Flamboyance

34 Steps m a

tence

35 Like lemon juice

37 Ark bulkier Var

38 Feeling contrary

41 Lonely number

42 Bacchanalian

cries

43 Cannon King

ot Essen
44 School segment

46 Stop
47 Ladies

m

waiting7

48 Bern s nve'

50 Han style

51 Rightful or

refreshing

59 God ot islam

60 Regimen
61 Minute opening

62 A Keaton

63 Alencon s

department

64 Sicilian resort

65 Schwarzen-

egger
rote

66 Regan s lather

67 Chuckwagon
chief

DOWN
1 Playwright

Connelly

2 Butter

substitute

3 Second man
4 Monarch
5 Mourn
6 Milieu tor

67 Across
7 Tolstoi s

Karerwna

8 Heavy dew
9 Actress Leslie

10 Undid
1

1

California wine

valley

12 Clock pan
13 Place of or for

Sutti*

21 Midnight rider

22 Motionless

25 —faced grave

26 Floating hotel

27 TV alien

28 Took a part

29 Afternoon

socials

31 Invalidate

32 Daytime viewing

33 Hired hand

34 Man from

Aberdeen

35 After a bat

36 Marshall Islands

atoll

39 Out m the open

40 Hockey great

45 By-and-by. m
Barcelona

47 Ram drain

49 White faced

50 — Vista Park

Yosemite

51 Muse ot history

52 The Good
Earth heroine

53 Pedestal

occupant

54 Fatigue

55 Cartel letters

56 Words to

Nanette

57 Florence s river

58 Unwitting

disclosure

59 Gen s helper

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE
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BASICS LUNCH
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DINNER
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SavOf) t>.ikoi v l\k ken

BASICS DINNER
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YOUR DAILY HOROSCOPE
By JEANE DIXON

SNOOKY LANSON By E. VEZINA & R. SHAUGHNESSY
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ARIES (March 21-April 19): If a

business venture turns sour, grin

and bear it Recycling an old

project will bring new profits A

family reunion provides a terrific

opportunity to see former

friends Write overdue letters.

TAURUS (April 20-May 20)

Sort out fact from fiction before

reaching a final decision. Do

not be tempted to slack off on

the job. You will only have to

redouble your efforts later! Plan

a romantic outing.

GEMINI (May 21-June 20): Your

instincts may not be as good as

usual now. Go slow. Respect

the judgement of your loved

ones and close associates

Finishing an important assign-

ment on time should be your

top priority.

CANCER (June 21-July 22): You

gain in prestige by participating

in community projects. A

member of the opposite sex

may be involved. Share your

creative resources Higher-ups

are receptive to new ideas.

LEO (July 23-Aug 22): Do not try

to force issues! Delay will work ,

in your favor. Stop thinking that

you are always right and the

other person wrong. Get back

on track with your exercise

program.

VIROO (Aug 23-Sept 22): A re-

cent decision may no longer

seem practical. Take the in-

itiative in getting things done at

work. Steer clear of hazy

business deals. Do not try to

rush things in romance!

LIBRA (Sept 23-Oct 22) A

clever career move wins you

new admiration and clout.

Begin a longterm relationship

on honest footing An older

person continues to play an im-

portant role m your success.

SCORPIO (Oct 23-Nov 21):

Finish what you start and you

will develop a better

understanding with those in

authority A former employee

can help you cut through red

tape A humanitarian project

will improve your image

SAOITARIUS (Nov 22-Dec 21):

A new approach brings the

desired result Your position is

stronger than you thought. A
festive social gathering puts

you in touch with a fascinating

member of the opposite sex.

CAPRICORN (dec 22-Jan 19):

Follow through on a hunch. At-

tend important meetings, but

play a less visible role in

decision-making. Loved ones

provide the emotional support

you need. Avoid confiding in

outsiders.

AQARIUS (Jan 20-Feb 18): You

can play a major role in chang-

ing certain domestic ar-

rangements A new residence

could be involved. Tactful

queries will bring the desired

answers. You feel much more

finorQfitic

PISCES (Feb 19-March 20): Be

prepared for a sudden Wing of

restrictions. The pace at work

accelerates A partner's need

could outweigh your own
desires. Adjust your schedule in

order to lend a helping hand.
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M women's track
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 12

qualified for the meet just last week.

Juniors Samone Marrisua and Diane

Ozzolek will compete in the the shot and

the 20-pound weight, respectively.

Overall, LaFreniere said she does not

see UMass scoring in events, but instead

making the finals.

"To make the finals, my kids will have

to run and throw for personal bests,"

LaFreniere said. "Without Lee Ann we

probably won't score, but you never

know. This is a young team and they are

not afraid to run with people they

shouldn't be running with."

M women's hoop
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 12

Defensively, UMass will have to con

tend with URI's up-tempo style. Fast

break teams have wreaked havoc on the

Minutewomen all season, but McCleary

says that UMass will respond, this time,

with defensive pressure of their own.

Meanwhile, McCusker is hopeful that

this, her last home game at the Cage,

can result in a victory.

"1 guess it won't hit me until well

after it's over that this is my last home

game," the 6-foot 2 McCusker reflected.

"It's been such a major part of my life

for four years. This is a major reality

check for me."

"First and foremost, I'd like to win

this game," said the senior from Pitt

sfield. "It would make this season worth

Gymnasts face Flames, Orangemen

it.

Sports Notice
1991 Northeast Regional Games

Tournament and College Bowl Com-

petition The Association of College

Unions is sponsoring this year's com-

petition in billiards, bowling, backgam-

mon, table soccer, table tennis and

chess. Events will be held on Saturday

afternoon and Sunday morning, March

2 and 8 in the Campus Center Basement

and Student Union Ballroom. Campus

Center Director William Harris and

Games Room Manager Martin Fallon

are co-hosting the event. Admission |l

FREE and the campus community is

invited. .^____

By MICHAEL MORRISSEY
Collegian Correspondent

For the second time in three weeks, the

University of Massachusetts mens' gym-

nastics team will face off against

nationally-ranked competition, hoping to

pull off an upset.

This Saturday, they face both Syracuse

(No. 23) and Illinois-Chicago (No. 15) at 7

p.m. in Boyden Gym. Circumstances are

different this time around. UMass is peak

ing, and is coming off a huge double vic-

tory against Army and Air Force, in which

they broke many team and personal

records.

Sophomore Steve Christensen broke his

personal record on the all-around, with a

score of 54.4, and he broke the team's pom-

mel horse record with a 9.6. In addition, Joe

Haran set the new freshman record on the

all-around with a 54.1.

The Minutemen concede they are under-

dogs, but they still feel they can beat both

teams, according to head coach Roy

Johnson.

This meet may be more difficult without

Christensen, however. Christensen missed

practice yesterday and has been sick for

almost two months. He is the team's top all-

around gymnast.

Syracuse is probably the favorite of the

three, although they are below Illinois

Chicago in the national rankings. The

Orangemen (5 1) have averaged 270.5

points in their last two meets, beating

Navy and Southern Connecticut. They

have a five-meet winning streak.

Syracuse's Chris Kirby is eighth in the

country in the individual all-around. The

sophomore averages 55.72 points and is

undefeated this year. Another top Syracuse

gymnast is Steve Radt. whose still rings

routine (9.6 avg.) has earned him the No.

9 spot in the nation.

Illinois Chicago may be slipping. The

Flames (6-5), who average 272.87 points per

meet, scored only 265 against Kent State.

They have lost four meets in a row.

Nevertheless, they are led by the nation's

No. 1 all-around gymnast, sophomore

Barry McDonald. McDonald, originally

from Dublin, Ireland, averages 56.82 points

per meet, and is fourth in the country on

the parallel bars (9.65 avg.).

< ollrgian photo h\ .l«-ff Hollan
v ...i^n.™.. r

Senior Bill Sayman will perform on the horizontal bars against Illinois-

Chicago and Syracuse this weekend. This will be the second time in three

weeks the team has faced nationally-ranked competition.
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ACTIVITIES

BRANFORO MARSALIS TONIGHT-

Fine Arts Center 8pm
Call UPC for into 545 2892

CELEBRATE INTERNATIONAL
WOMEN S DAY
Friday March 8th <n the Cape Cot) Lounge

9am 1pm Food art. music and peotry

JOIN UPC. the concert production company

of UMass Leam how to produce concerts

& make great friends Meetings every Tues

at 6 30
Call 545-2898 lor into

NEED A DATE?
Call the dating game every Friday from o- /

Listen to Wf/UA 91 1 FM and fall m love

LOOKING FOR AN ALTERNATIVE

to the usual Fiday night 7

Central Area Govl presents

a Bluewall Coffeehouse for

all UMass students on Friday

March 1st 8pm- 12pm Tickets

sold at the door $2 Central

residents, $3 all others

Slop by for a most excellent

time

PAGEN STUDENTS meeting Sunday at

7 00 in Campus Center room 805-809 All

are welcome

PLASTER POSTER PARTY!

Join the UMass Juggling Club as we cover

the Valley with flyers' Meet on the CC con-

course. 3 00

• -RUN FOR RUNAWAYS!""
-

Next staff meeting-

Sunday. March 3, 8 15pm

Newman Center Classroom One

(only 5 weeks til race day)

STUDENT EMPOWERMENT WORKSHOP
Saturday, March 2 in the Campus Cente

from 12*pm Check at the info desk for

room number .

Sport Management P'^il 2^28 Lc**
FM Festival will lake place April»^
for registration materia* *«£,<»

(un
9

month and prepare »«j|
weekena u

friends, food and basketball!

OCHO «HI be closed Monday March 4 after

^rnand all day on Tuesday March 5 Sorry

for the inconvenience

OIL CO-OP Jom OCHO OIL CO-OP and

"ave money Register at 428 Student Union

or c«H 545 0865

HELP AMHERST SURVIVAL CENTER-

SI haircuts Sunday 3/3 at John Dellaria

Amherst. 10-4pm Sponsored by the

Panhellenic Council

AUDIO/VIDEO/TV

USED STEREO Components/VCRr s/Cotor

TV's We buy sell ft trade everything from

budget systems to high end separates

Detailed 1st, 80 * items Call anytime S/A/V

Exchange 256-0941

AUTO FOR SALE

1975 SPITFIRE. Rebuilt motor, good body

free parts car, $900 323-9470

1983 HONDA ACCORD 5-speecMJen,
good

condition -AM/FM tape stereo $2000 or BO

Eve 549-8035

1987 JEEP WRANGLER V6 automatic

47.000 miles med blue*/ black_lop_and

interior Much more $7595 546-3142

IBM COMPATIBLE XT10 COMPUTER: In

dudes 1 floppy drive 33 Meg hard drive

monitor keyboard, lots of software includ-

ed Can Prm at 2S3-7157 Make me an offer

MAC 512KE * extra drive Software

$600 00/BO call 548 9334

SANYO AM/FM TWO BAND STEREO
Stereo integrated amplifier, semi-automat^

turn table double-cassette deck with high

speed dubbing, continuous play, syn-

chronous dubbing automatic level control

system, counter. C D -outlet GREAT
STEREO"' rvT707MUST SELL - Model GXT707

$90

Please call Theresa at 6-0923

USED 12SPD TOURING bike for $95

Good condition Call 6-2571

FREE BRUNO S PIZZA

BOOK A HOUSE/DORM party with

RACKADISC and have free food ^CaH

586 9900 for details (limited to UMass &

Amherst College)

DRUMMERS

HARD WORKING COMPETENT drummer

needed ASAP for working,

band
I

We have

all the necessities Call 253-zn,;

ENTERTAINMENT

RACK-A-DISC is still the be/t for DJ sand

live entertainment Call anytime 586-99W

ask about our specials

ANNOUNCEMENTS

BENEFIT

For Necessities/Necessidades

Featuring
Fugazi

The Brood
Zu-Zu's Petals

„

)A .._

Trioroction by Power/UPC/AMC
P
March 9 SUB 800pm

BED AND BBEAKFA^ downtown ide

3
a.

tor visiting parents and trienos ?

GOLDEN KEY MEMBERS
General meeting MondayMarch 4

Room 904 906 CC 7 30

A very important meeting

Refreshments too

FOR RENT

4 or 5 Bedroom Apt. in N'ton Off South

St 15 mm walk to town Parking garage op

hon quiet neighborhood Avail now

585^5745 or 508 840-3460 $790/month

AMHERST 1 BEDROOM AVAILABLE IN 3

REDROOM NEW HOUSE ON BUS LINE

FIREPLACE, BEAUTIFUL!! AVAILABLE

NOW CALL 8-4, 665-3326

WINTER SPECIALTTmontn rent J99 cents

with one year lease

2 Bedroom- $450

3 Bedroom- $537
Sunderland, free bus route laundn

facilities, swimming pool, garden plots

short term lease available 665 3Bbo

HELP WANTED

CAPE SUMMER COD CAMP COED
"

Need enthusiastic, dedicated people to

work/live with kids Beautiful locat'on-ex-

cedent program, competitive salaries Loaos

Caimoug/Chad at 546-2527 for more info

and application

EARN $300 to $500 per week reading

books at home Call 1-615-473-7440 Ext

B-281 ___
EXCELLENT PAY making money with your

personal computer Free details Call

1-803-739-0789 ext 23

GREAT SUMMER OPPbRfUNlTY "
~~

Jewish co-ed residential camp seeks

counselors and specialists Capitol Camps,

located in the beautiful Catoctin Mountains,

one hour from Washington DC offers ten-

nis water sports, natuve, arts, video, gym-

nastics, radio, drama, journalism, etc If you

are interested in the challenges and excite-

ment of working with campers in grades

3-10 we want you on our team Good

salaries, great fun! Our director will be at

the camp fair on March 5 For more infor-

mation and an appointment, call

1 -800-783-2208

INTELLIGENCE JOBS. All branches US

Customs. DEA eel Now hiring Call

1805-962 8000 Ext K-9616

WORK STUDY STUDENT- Needed Tu ft

Th am for SOM Coffee Shop in SBA -Karen

549-3677

LOST

GOLD HOOP EARRING. Possibly near

Melville Please help 1 Sentimental value

546-6770

HELP I LOST my keys 2/27 -Hasbrook

20/134 Stew 253-0964

LOST CAT gray shorthaired white paws

chest belly neutered male -665-4416

DIAMOND RING & WEDDING BAND S a

purse 545-2703 jves 253-9431

HEAVY SILVER BRACELET lost on 2/23

near 149 Bnttney If found please call

Knsten 253-5474

OAKLEY SUNGLASSES: orange mirror w/

sentimental value

Please call 546-0845

Lost lower Central area

POLO GLASSESCali 6-1259 Reward

REWARD$$$
Black ft gold onyx earing lost Thursday

night outside, near Washington 2-21-91

Please call 546-2426
Sentimental Value!"

YSL SUNGLASSES somewhere between

the Hatch and Franklin DC -$Reward$

please please call 6-2131 Jenya

JEESUS
It's Tim Valas B day

You're wierd and your

friends are wierd

Love Always

Your Neighbors

JIM
Thanks for a great year

Love Donna

PAUL
You have fitted the last year with happiness

Happy Anniversay'

I LOVE YOU'
KIM

SUBLET

GREAT APARTMENT 2 mi off campus

North Amherst B-g yard «£YJ»**!
tor two people Available now' Call 549*02

PERSONALS

^^•ALPHA CHI OMEQA
-Sisters and Pledges -

Happy Hera Day'

Let's show our pride'

Sometimes the pm does make the chick

Love. Margo

daveeT"
Seen you around-

Would like to meet you

-SA

HAPPY BIRTHDAY KIKI!!

Have an awesome time

The pledges of Chi Omega

ON FEBRUARY 18. 1991

A person lit himself on fire

in the name of

Peace
Please think about that today

SELINA- I can t find you Please another

phone message- Tim

SWM seeks SSF. Arrogant, moody, caring

sensitive genius with interests in music

Merature. ethics, the martial arts massage

and science desires attractive, mature in-

nocent, intelligent woman for intensely emo-

„onal and physically expenmen alive e,a_

nonship Ability to converse at length a

muT&tho..c.sm ar^ unpronouncable sur-

names will by tolerated MJZ-Bfri

TO THE BIG Boobie in Emerson

Happy 22nd Birthday 1

From the little boobies ^___
TRI-SIGMA proudly welcomes its newest

Ledoaa Paige Val. Jeamne. Melissa,

Sand Tammie Congratulations'

Love -The Sisters

WEIRD LEGS AND BOOFET
Thank you for the card

We had a great time too'

Laura and Wendy

TRAVEL

CAN T AFFORD SPRING BREAK'
Guaranteed great prices' Space available

to Jamaica. Mexico and Panama City

Beach Florida (the new Davtona Beach ,

MC/VISA are accepted- Call Cindy a)

549-3538 please leave a message

CLUB MED
Enjoy your spring break"

Added value with each booking

Call RENDEZVOUS TRAVEL
1800 336 1002

FLORIDA S NEWEST HOT SPOT
Panama City-$139

World's biggest beach party

Daytona Beach-$189

Call Erica or Julie- 546-2649 or

Siobhan or Tern 546-5079

March 8 deadline -March 8 deadline

ROOMMATE WANTED

N. AMHERST. 5 ™~'« to"^S^
to share 2 bedroom apt i

FOR SALE

DIGITECH GSP-5 Signal processor anakx

dist sfereo effects &0/BO Mike 6-480?

INSTRUCTION

FUTONS
Metawampe
Top quality gold bond futons

Delivery anywhere in USA
Sleep with us and save'

1-800-3FUTON1

BEGINNING GUITAR LESSONS
Call Steve 546-4493

EARN CREDIT learn to Scuba Dive Basic

Classes held Monday. Tuesday. Wednes

day and Thursday 7- 10PM in Curry Hicks

Pool Open Water II class held during

Spring Break in Key Largo, FLA Adyanc^

ed Class held in New England in April For

further intormtion call 549-8401 .
or drop by

Curry Hicks starting 2/4/91

HAPPY BIRTHDAY Stacey and Timbo!!^

HEY BLUlWALL BOT^rnd of the

maroon sweater'

HEY CRAIG

it's been a year since urn that night How

artiutdoinmt again' I know the stadium is

fn^rfec condrtion for it Anyway, thanks

Xmg there especially when, need |OU

-I just warned to let you know I LOVE THEE.

™EE ™E
H
E
APPY 1 YEAR7!?

-ME

HEY GEOLOGY GEORGE !!!

You looked good playing pool in Tuesday s

^e?^ you can chalk me up some

daV | will look tor you in Morrill!

' -Chrissy

mfy- Tn Stoma's and their dates- G*I

ready

TJf^ roll '!?lne hay" tomorrow' Get Psych-

ed! Have a Wast'

SERVICES

LEGAL QUESTIONS? The Legal Services

Center offers free legal assistance to fee-

paying s°u*n,s Contact us a. 922 Campus

Center, 545-1995

SERVICES/WORDPROCESSING

DISSERTATIONS, CASES PAPERS,

On-campus pickup Fast' Accurate

Mac/Laser, Spellcheck

Nancy 584-7924

TYPING

CAMPUS PICKUP AND DELIVERY fas,

cheap- accurate work Lisa 256669b

CHEAP RATES!. Fast', Accurate' Deperv

dable'. Campus pickup and delivery Adam

253-91 1 7

FAST, ACCURATE TYPINGi«' •£**•£
and boldface $i 45/pg call Grog 546-0259

RESUMES. PAPERS, anything typec
I
or

typeset Fast, professional service Affor-

dable rates KCommunications. 256-63'J

WANTED

r*SH FOR GOLD. Unwanted jewelry'

Spaces. "•*"•». 'W» M»
anything containing gold Call 546-3399

GRATEFUL DEAD TICKETS

We have 4 tix for Nassau on 3-29 Fn Look-

ing to trade for Sat or Sun Albany Call

2533904

WANTED TO "ENT

LOOKING FOR A 3 Bdrm Apt in Puffton for

thefal, We'll take your lease Contact Lisa

546-5765 or Beth 546-3494

SPRING BREAK

SSSBBSBmSa^^
n Fl ' Concerts' Free Parties' Club dis-

counts' And lots more' For info call Denise

546-7156
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Sports
Minutemen eye prize at wide-open tourney«•*--• WfcWW-—

•

%/ M. mm . „ u;ni;„mc o„^ Will H.mHnn hlnck-

CollegUn photo by C»rri* Wyrth

Minutemen [from far leftl Jim McCoy, Harper
Williams, Tony Barbee and Will Herndon (34)

discuss game play in Keaney Gymnasium dur-

ing Wednesday night's match against Rhode
Island.

By SAM SILVERSTEIN
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts men's basketball team

will face George Washington in the Quarterfinals of the

Atlantic 10 Tournament Sunday in Philadelphia. Tipoff

is 3:30 p.m.

The Minutemen drew the fifth seed in the tournament;

the Colonials are seeded fourth. Both teams finished the

regular season 17 10 overall, 10-8 in the A-10.

UMass and GW split their two regular-season dates,

with the Minutemen taking an 82-70 win in early

December, and George Washington coming from behind

to post a 61-59 win in Washington, DC, Jan. 26.

The Minutemen were seeded fifth last year as well, then

streaked to the Championship game with a pair of wins

and came within a bucket of upsetting Temple and steal-

ing an automatic NCAA berth.

And, as was the case last year, the Minutemen have

played their best basketball of a peek-a-boo season in the

last two weeks. UMass blew out Rhode Island in the

regular season finale Wednesday night with a devastating

second-half performance in which every UMass player

played a role.

When URI overplayed hot handed Jim McCoy. Harper

Williams posted up inside and Rafer Giles canned a pair

of 3-pointers. Harper Williams and Will Herndon block-

ed four shots each. UMass players flopped on the floor

after loose balls and outrebounded the Rams 18-11.

"I think we're in the right frame of mind," said John

Tate. "If we had gotten that kind of effort all season we'd

be in first place in the conference."

"That showed that when we play with aggressiveness,

we can compete with anybody," Herndon said.

There are a slew of teams in the A-10 this season that

can make the same claim.

Top-seeded Rutgers won 12 of its last 14 games. No. 2

Temple will have Mark Macon back after a two-week

layoff with a gimpy ankle. Duquesne swept Rutgers and

beat Temple in the regular season. Penn State has an ex-

perienced backcourt in the league. West Virginia has

Chris Brooks and talented freshmen who now have 30

games under their belt . .

McCoy heads to Philadelphia 26 points shy of break

ing Lorenzo Sutton's all-time school scoring mark, a feat

that seemed out of reach this season as recently as early

February. McCoy has caught fire since, however, hitting

more than 60 percent of his shots and averaging almost

25 points in his last five games.

Game Notes: Sunday's game will be broadcast on

WMUA 91.1 FM and VVHMP 99.3 FM

ATLANTIC 10 TOURNAMENT SCHEDULE

First Round
March 2. 1991

Palestra

Quarterfinals

March 3. 1991

Palestra

Semifinals

March 4. 1991

Palestra

Championship

March 7. 1991

Highest-Seeded

Remaining Team

17-
West Virginia

St. Bonaventure
10-

#2-
Temple

#3-
Penn State

#6-
Duquesne

*m

George Washington

#8

#9

$4

13

St. Joseph's

Massachusetts

Rutgers

.

Rhode Island

Track goes to ECACs
By DAN WETZEL
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts
women's track team will be without its top

runner when traveling to Yale for the

Eastern Collegiate Athletic Conference

Championships.

Junior star Lee Ann Ambrose has been

scratched from the meet due to a severe

asthma problem and an infection in her

bronchial tube, according to coach Julie

LaFreniere. Ambrose was forced to miss

the finals of the 400-meter race last week
at the New England Championships. Am-
brose had been the defending champion.

"Losing Lee Ann is very disappointing,

but it is the best thing for her," LaFreniere

said. "She just returned to Amherst (yester-

day] and she is barely able to breathe nor

mally. She is on all sorts of medications so

we are trying to get her better for the out-

doors. Lee Ann is devastated, but it is for

her own good."

LaFreniere will send four other runners

and two throwers down to New Haven,
,

Conn., on Saturday. Leading the way will

be sophomore Becky Johnson, who will run

in the 800-meters.

"Becky is still recovering from a virus

that held her out a month, but she is get-

ting sharper and the shorter distance (from

the 1,000-meters] will help her out.

Lennice Johnson will, according to

LaFreniere, also benefit from a shorter

race, the 500-meter. Johnson ran the 600

last week.

"Lennice has also been out (tendinitis]

and last week she was in second [place] un-

til the last 50 meters and then people

started passing her," LaFreniere said.

"This week, with a shorter distance, maybe

she can hold on."

Freshman Kelly Liljeblad will run the

mile this week. Last week Liljeblad ran

well but did not score due to an extremely

talented field of runners. This week should

be the same.

"The field may not be as strong as last

week's, but it is still very tough,"

LaFreniere said.

In the 5,000-meters LaFreniere is look

ing to sophmore Mo Meldrim, who

CONTINUED ON PAGE 11

A-IO Champion

Women 's hoop faces Rutgers
By GREG SUKIENNIK
Collegian Staff

Saturday afternoon means two things

to the University of Massachusetts

women's basketball team.

Firstly, it's the Minutewomen's last

chance for a regular-season win. It's also

senior Keyburn McCusker's last home
game. A win would be really nice.

Both scenarios could actually come
true tomorrow. The Minutewomen, 0-25

overall and 0-16 in the Atlantic- 10 Con-

ference are looking at their best chance

to pick up that elusive first win.

URI, currently 6-20 overall and 2-15

in the Atlantic- 10 Conference, are the

team UMass came closest to defeating

all season, and with that in mind, the

Minutewomen are looking forward to

tomorrow afternoon's contest.

On Feb. 19, in Kingston, R.I., UMass
came back from a 41-26 halftime deficit

and was down by only five points with

eight minutes to go before faltering.

Keyburn McCusker owned URI all

night, scoring 25 points on 12 of 18

shooting from the field, and assistant

coach Louise McCleary noted that

McCusker will again be UMass'
primary offensive weapon in her last-

ever appearance at the Cage.

"Keyburn has been playing well of

late," noted McCleary, "and we need to

get her the ball and exploit Rhode
Island's lack of height. We didn't go to

her enough the first time (against

URI]."

Another area of improvement for

UMass as of late has been point produc-

tion from their perimeter players. Both

Cherrie Muza and Trish Hessel seem to

have found their shooting touch, and

McCleary hopes that can translate into

scoring balance for the Minutewomen
come Saturday.

"When Rhody tries to close off our in-

side game, we need to be able to stick

the open jumper," McCleary said. "If we
get good ball movement, that jumper

will be open for us and Trish and Cher-

rie have really picked up their scoring

for us recently."

CONTINUED ON PAGE 11
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Duffey accepts American U. post

Collegian Mr photo

President-Chancellor Joseph Duffey

By MARK HENSLEY
Collegian Staff

After months of speculation regarding his Candida

University of Massachusetts President-Chancellor Joseph

Duffey was named Friday as the new president of

American University in Washington DC. and is expected

assume that position in July

Duffey, who is returning from Washington today, said

he was leaving UMass "with some sadness" and that dur-

ing his eight and a half years at the I'rm.rsin he had

built up a "great affection" for the school

"UMass is an excellent school and a wonderful plac

Duffey said but added that the presidency at American
was "an excellent opportunity to -tart I new chapter "

According to an American University press release, Kd
ward R. Carr, chair of the Board of Trustees at American

University, made the announcement at the board's

regularly scheduled spring meeting.

"The appointment of Joseph Duffey commence- a bright

and exciting future at The American University ." Can
said. "In just two years we will be celebrating the un:

sity's centennial. We are delighted that a man of Joseph

Duffey s stature and demonstrated intellect and ad

ministrative capabilities will be at the helm during such

an inspiring time in our hi-t< I

As of yesterday, it was unknown who would replace Duf

hut a UMass press official said a replacement would

be found or an interim chancellor named before Duffey

leaves.

Former interim chancellor of the Massachusetts Board

of Regents and former UMass Chancellor Randolph

Bromery has said he would consider one or both of the

positions if it is offered to him. Provost Richard O'Brien

and Thomas O'Brien, dean of the School of Management

have also been said to be candidates for the job.

Provost O'Brien termed Duffey's appointmes np

ly "our loss and their gain."

Duffev. who was appointed chancellor of IM
Amherst in 1982, currently heads the entire I'M

tern which includes the Amherst campus, the Boston

campus and the health and medical center in Woi

Duffey, who will be the twelth president at American,

will replace Richard Berendzen, who resigned last April

alter pleading guilty to misdemenor charges of making

obscene phone calls from his university offt

Dllffey >aid he was pleased to be moving to Washington

not only because his wife. Anne Wexler. i- there but also

because he has many friends th>

American wsn established in 1809 and now eonsisl

500 full time faculty. TOOadjucnt faculty, 11*500 Btudenti

and has an operating budget of $149 million.

During hi fley has held main top level p<

tions in higher education. In 1974 he became the chief

administrator for the American Association of l'niv.r-i

t\ Professors.

Duffey jumps ship,
UMass left floating
By PRESTON P FORMA

N

Collegian Staff

The trial balloons floated by President

Chancellor Joseph Duffey the past few

years finally took off last week.

It came as a surprise to few. Last -pring

Duffey was mentioned as one of the top can-

didates for the presidency of the Univ.

tv ofMaryland. He took his name out of the

running for that post and soon after was
appointed president of the three Uni\ l

tv ofMassachusetts schools in addition to

his chancellorship here. He would call "an

experiment" at the time.

News Analysis

Then late last semester the official

University of Massachusetts rumor mill,

comprised of administrators and student

leaden in-the-know, started working «ver

time. No one knew what school he wus jum-

ping ship to but all agreed that March 1

was the day.

During a summer interview with a Col-

legian reporter, Duffey was asked if he

would be available for a similar interview

next summer and, indeed, if he would still

be chancellor of the University of

Massachusetts next July.

In his usual fashion when asked a ques-

tion by the press that he does not want to

address, he replied vaguely, "Well, all op-

tions need to be open, am I right?" Well,

after July 1 the question is mute.

Many administrators contacted by the

Collegian said Duffey was blessed by good

fortune when he took over the reigns of the

University in 1982. The University and the

state were growing, applications were
booming and the University ranked high

on national academic polls.

Then the budget cuts began. Provost

Richard O'Brien, the second in command
at the University and a likely candidate for

the interim chancellor post, said yesterday

that the dramatic changes wrought by

on turned a campus on the uprise into

one foundering in disillusionment.

Ricardo Townes, associate dean of

academic support services, echoed this

thought. "In many ways this was the rise

and fall of the university." he said. "He
tasted both success and failure."

Townes said that like a winning coach

Duffey deserves credit for the change in at

mosphere he brought to the University. He
said this charged environment drew top

quality professors and administrators like

Thomas O'Brien, the dean of the School of

Managament and biologist Lynn Margulis.

But there were failures. Notably, the

failure to address many issues like the

unresolved crisis in the Student Govern-

ment Association which has lingered for

years, Townes cited. Other administrators

said that problems — especially racial —
were often ignored until it was too late such

as the 1986 World Series brawl in

Southwest.

Townes said the University has lost a

statewide voice. "He tried to stop the

bleeding."

AP photo

PRAY AT MASS GRAVES - Two Kuwaitis pray at a marker in the

area of mass graves near Kuwait City Sunday. The markers locate

where the groups of people who died during the Iraqi occupation

are buried.

INSIDE:
MONDAY, MARCH 4, 1991

Page 3: The next Oprahl Guy Glodis

takes to the mic at his own talk

show tomorrow.

Page 5: Pamela McCarthy says sex sells.

Page 12: UMass' Jim McCoy broke Lorenzo

Sutton's all-time scoring record in

a bittersweet overtime loss to

George Washington, 84-83.

VEATHER
Lightning strikes again. It will windy, rainy

and warm with temperatures in the 50s.

Berkeley ethnic historian begins series

J

By ALEXANDER NGUYEN
Collegian Staff

The five-college community will have four opportunities

this week to hear University of California at Berkeley pro-

fessor Ronald Takaki. one of the United States' premier

ethnic historians, speak on issues concerning Americans

of Asian descent.

Takaki is scheduled to give four lectures beginning at

7:30 p.m. tonight at Amherst College in the Babbott Room

on "The Roots of Asian American Identity."

On Tuesday, Takaki will speak at 7 p.m. in the Univer-

sity of Massachusetts Campus Center about "The Myth of

the Model Minority" followed by a book signing reception

for his most recent hook, Strangers From a Different Shore:

A History <rfAsian Americans, which has been nominated

for the Pulitzer Prize.

"Japan Bashing and It's Impact on Asian Americans"

is the subject of Wednesday's discussion in Hampshire Col

lege's West Lecture Hall at 7 p.m. Takaki will finish his

tour day lecture series discussing "After Iron Cages" on

Thursday at Smith College in Seelye Hall at 8 p.m.

Takaki is also giving a discussion for faculty membera

on Tuesday at 10:30 a.m. in the UMass Campus Center

about diversifying the curriculum in American education.

Takaki is currently the graduate advisor of Berkeley's

New Ethnic Studies program which is the first of its kind

in the country. In the early seventies he taught the Univer

sity of California at Los Angeles' first Black history course.

In 1987 Takaki was invited by the Academy of Sciences

of the Soviet Union to Armenia to present a paper compar

ing race and ethnicity in the United States and the Soviet

Union. In 1988 he was awarded the Goldwin Smith Univer-

sity Lectureship at Cornell University. He has also been

honored with the Distinguished Teaching Award by the

Berkeley faculty.

Some of Takaki's earlier works include Iron Cages and

A Pro-Slavery Crusade.
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MONDAY, MARCH 4

Spirit wngs - A process of using voice for self-expression

and healing. From 7 p.m. • 10 p.m. at Hampshire Centron

Gallery.

Papers Reception — Emma Goldman will be honored at

a papers reception at 5 p.m. at Collacott Room Neilson

Library.

Anti-Administration Rally - Sponsored by the

Republican Club, Young Americans for Freedom, The

Minuteman, and New Americans. On the Student Union

Steps from 12 p.m. - 1 p.m.

Auditions — "Ten Little Indians," sponsored by the

UMass Theater Guild in Campus Center 165-69 from 7

p.m - 1 a.m.

Lecture — "Catholic Jewish Relations." sponsored by

the Newman Students Association at Amherst College.

The lecture will by at 7:30 p.m. in the red Room of Con-

verse Hall at Amherst College.

Public Talk - "What Does It Mean to Be Myself will

be given at the First Churches of Northampton at the cor

ner of Main and Center Streets at 8 p.m. Sponsored by

the Pioneer Valey Society for Continuous Education.

LtCbtrt - Professor Ronald Takaki, in the Babbott Room

ot the Octogon Building at 7:30 p.m. Sponsored by the

in Student- .\-->>ciation.

Tl ESDAY, MARCH 5

Auditions - The University of Massachusetts Theater

Department is presenting "The Black Women's Survival
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For Your Information
Kit". Auditions for the roles of six women, a multicultural

cast, will be from 7 p.m. 1 1 p.m. in Room 206 Fine Arts

Cfinttf

Talk Show - The Guy Glodis Talk Show will be in the

Camous Center Auditorium, sponsored by the Republican

Club, from 7 p.m. - 9 p.m.. Admission is free.

Workshop — Date Rape workshop is being offered by the

educator/advocates of the Everywoman's Center on the

4th floor of Cance from 7 p.m. - 9 p.m.

Rally - "Support the Troops," sponsored by the

Republican Club and Young Americans for Freedom on

the steps of the Student Union at 12 p.m.

WEDNESDAY, MARCH 6

Forum — "Domestic Partner Benefits: Know What

You're Not Getting." Sponsored by rhe Faculty/Staff

Group for Gay, Lesbian, and Bisexual Concerns, The Of-

fice of Human Relations, and the Everywoman's Center

from 7 p.m. - 8:30 p.m. in CC 165.

Lecture — Professor Ibrahim Abu Lughod will present

"The Future of the Middle East" in the Johnston Chapel

at Amherst College at 8 p.m. Sposored by PAWSS.
AMMfilwmm and SelfDefense Training - For women

in the East Lecture hall at Hampshire College from 7 p.m.

9 p.m.

Speaker - Sponsored by the Center for Jewish Stud;

Howard Adelman, speaking on "Women and Men in

Jewish History.' at 12:30 p.m. in the Hillel House Con-

ference Room.
Lecture — The School of Nursing presents Karen Zander

in CC 904 908 from 4p.m. 6p.m.

Broun Bag Lunch Scries - The Women's Stud

Department sponsor Norma Dana and Nancy Fish,

"Welfare Mothers and Education." in CC 904-908 at 12:15

p.m.

Rally - "Pro-Life Rally." sponsored by the Republican

Club and the Young Americans for Freedom on the steps

of the Student Union from 12 p.m. 1p.m.

THURSDAY. MARCH 7

lecture — "Orthodox Feminism in Israel: Reflections on

Advancements and restraints'" with Leah Shakdiel at 4:15

p.m. in the Red Room in Converse Hall at Amherst

College.

Film - "Leila and the Wolves," sponsored by the UMass

History Department at 7 p.m. in Herter 231. Followed by

PROFESSIONAL STAFF
rrmototi Lori oi.uk

lomem tajeroviki

lM\ Evans

discussion.

Speaker - Hillel and UMass POWER present Susan

Day, speaking on "Women's Roles on Judaism from a

Feminist Perspective."

Lecture - "Jewish Emancipation, Apostasy, Espionage,

and the Idea of Arab Nationalism," by Professor Benjamin

Braude will be at 4:15 p.m. in the Neilson Browsing Room

at Smith College. Sponsored by the Program in Jewish

Studies.

Residential Recycling — Education Volunteers will meet

at 6:30 p.m. in CC 903 and promotion volunteers will meet

at 8 p.m. in the same room.

Casino Night - Sponsored by the Program Council of

the Board of Governors from 8 p.m. - 1 a.m. The cost is $5.

Rally — "Straight Pride" rally sponsored in conjunction

with Conservative Awareness Week at 12 p.m. on the

steps of the Student Union.

FRIDAY, MARCH 8

Forum — An International Women's Day Forum spon

sored by the Central American Working Group of the

American Friends Service Committee at 7:30 p.m. in S*od

dard Auditorium at Smith College.

International Womrn's Day Celebration - Sponsored by

the Women's Penatgon Action presents a celebration at

the Unitarian Society Meeting House at 220 Main Street

Northampton at 5:30 p.m. Supper will be served; the

is $3.50. Childcare available Call 586 9809 for more

information.

Play _ -The Hobbit" will be performed by the Childr-

Magical Mystical Theater at the Munson Memorial Hall

on the South Amherst Common at 10:30 a.m. For more

information please call 256-4095.

SATURDAY, MARCH 9

Benefit — For Nece— it MM NoeaaakUOBO, B shelter for bat

tered women. Featuring FUGAZI. THE BROOD and ZU
ZU'S PETALS. Sponsored by POWER, University Produc

tion Center and AMC in the Student Union Ballroom at

8 p.m.

SUNDAY, MARCH 10

Auction - The Abortion Rights Fund of Western

Massachusetts will hold it's second annual art and ser

vice auction at 2 p.m. at the East Street Dance Studio in

Hadley.

Correction

In the GLB Schedule published in Friday's Collegimn,

an error was made concerning events scheduled for

Tuesday, March 5 and Wednesday, March 6.

On Tuesdav there will be a presentation "Beyond

Positive Images: Theorizing TV's representation of Laa

bians and (Jays" by Sasha Torres, Mendenhall Fellow,

at Seelye 16. Smith College, 4:30 6 p.m.

On Wednesday at Smith College there will be a

presentation "Why Can't Sharon Kowalski Come

Home" by Karen Thompson at 8 p.m. at Wright Hall

auditorium.

Also on Wednesday at 7 p.m. at in the Campus

Center 803 there will be a forum on "Domestic I

nan" which will include a discussion about legal finan

rial uuncerna facing those in same-sex relationships.
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Committee choice
causes controversy

CnlU-fpan photo by Y»n» IHugv

COLOR BY NUMBERS - Sign painters for the Springfield Adver-

tising Co. brave new heights to finish a billboard in Hadley last week,

"it's a big people's coloring book," according to Johnathan

Bronsberg (the one holding the ladder).

By MARC ELLIOTT
Collegian Staff"

On*, of three applicants chosen by the

Student Senate's Coordinating Commit

Friday to be on the administration's Com
mission on Undergraduate Governance

WSJ a>ked to resign from his position

Senate Budgets Committee Chairman

three yean ago for misusing student funds.

Student Government in " n Coor-

dinating Committee asked Gil Penchina to

.:n in the fall of 1988 as Budgets Com
mitteee Chairman after he issued them a

Statemenl detailing how I
abb- to

misuse Student Activity Trust Fund

monies during the summer of 1988 without

being caught.

ichina said that he misused the fund-

to prove to the Student Activitie

that it could be done

"It's |U8t the point that nobody check

Penchina told the Collegian short

the scandal surfaced "People can .

round doing little things, pilfering."

Penchina said he got away with putting

extra hours on hi p. buying an un-

needed lamp and electric -tapbr tor the

Budget- office, and using student mom-

for the personal use of a photocopier

"This whole issue is shout four dollars of

photocopies.'' he said, "the Student .V

tivities Office denied that the extra hours

and equipment were a violation to avoid

responsibility for their continuing pract ice

of fiscal mismanagment."

i was on such a mission when I WS

freshman." said Penchina, who is now a

senior. "I was going to save the system."

Director of SAO, Irene Carew, said that

Penchina acted irresponsibly.

"When you have a leadership position

such as Budget's chair, you have to be

responsible," she said. "Gil's actions were

irresponsible ."

The Coordinating Committee selected

Penchina by secret ballot after reviewing

.pplication in a closed meeting Friday

evening. He was choosen to represent the

student body to the Commission on

Undergraduate Governance which has

been charged by the administration with

the task of restructuring student

government.
Interim Senate Speaker Jeffrey Tip

said that someone on the committee knew

of rumor- ot IVnchina's past but nothing

else.

Turin went on to say that IVnchina may

have been falsely sccu

"He was sleeted OO the merits of his ap

plication and what we ware told by people

thai knew him." Turco said

Daniel Cohen (Third World Cau-

said that the < -dinating < ornmittee had

no know ledge of Penchina- controversial

past when they picked him
None of US knew about it when ere

voted." explained Cohen, "but if WC did

maybe the vote would have been different

Penchina may not be on the ( lommission

long enough to attend a -ingle meeting ac

cording to Sen Kenneth Park'

(Commute:
"The decisions made by the Coordinating

Committee on Thursdav and Knda\ are

subject to the senate '- approval' Parker

said. "I SUSpeCt that the senate w ill be ask

ed not to approve."

Also elected to the commission fndav

were Sen. Gretchen White (Commuters)

and interim Senate Speaker .Jeffery Tun

Turco, as the interim speaker, is al><>

chairman of the coordinating committee,

the same committee that voted to put him

on the commission. Parker and Cohen, both

committee members, were also applying for

CONTINUED ON PAGE A

Solid waste problem gets messy in the United States
*

, . j.^^ww svstems and high-tech construction techniques that

Editor's Note: This is the first ofa three-part scries examin-

ing the solid waste Cfil

By DAVID MASSEY
Collegian Correspondent

American- are beginning to drown in their own garbage.

The "throwawav" mentality is taking its toll on the

already fragile environment, according to solid waste

experts

As landfills across the country reach capacity and the

prospect of burning all our waste becomes more and more

unreasonable, a solid waste crisis is emminant.

The United States produces more garbage than anyone

else on Earth. As every year passes, Americans throw out

7 6 billion tons of industrial waste and 160 to 180 million

tons of municipal solid waste. A flyer from MassPIRG said

Americans make up 5 percent of the world's population

but contribute half of all the world's waste.

The amount of solid waste produced has grown by about

80 percent since 1960 and is expected to rise another 20

percent in the next 10 years. Garbage has become serious

business as we usher in the twenty first century.

Natural resources in America are steadily being depleted

as a result of this crisis. For example, in her book Ear-

thRight, H. Patricia Hynes said Americans use 50 million

ton< of paper every vear, which translates into the death

of over 850 million trees annually. An aluminum can on

the ground will stav there for another 500 years, while a

glass bottle might still be littering the area in the year

Modern, technologically-advanced landfills accept all

forms of solid waste; however, we are running out of sites

to construct more landfills. In a 1988 survey by Neitsdax.

2,991 landfills out of this country's 8,802 have closed in

the past five years due to environmental or space reasons.

Space is tight so disposal fees have risen. There is also

fear of groundwater contamination. Methane, a flammable

gas is an unwelcome by-product of older landfills that do

not have proper ventilation. Despite the new monitoring

lyatems and high tech construction techniques that

modern landfills utilize, there is just little space left.

Trash incinerators are a major source of one of the most

carcinogenic substances known, dioxin.

Cynthia Pollock wrote in a "Worldwatch" paper entitl

ed Mining Urban Wastes: The Potential for Recycling that

such toxic materials "are implicated in weakening the im

mune system, thereby making the body more susceptible

to carcinogens and they have been shown to affect fetal

development and cause chloracne, a skin disorder.

Pollack also notes that at this time, the United States

has no federal guidelines for permissible dioxin levels. In

addition, the toxic ash that incinerators produce still re-

quires proper disposal.

The third method of managing solid waste that is increas-

ingly gaining strong support from both legislators and en-

vironmentalists is recycling. This method converts wastes

into useful products while reducing related air, land and

water pollution. Recycling saves energy and money while

CONTINUED ON PAGE A

MassPIRG in support of Olver bill

Over 500 professors back Greenhouse Reduction bill
i i

—

;„~ nnarrrtr iccnoc t.n the forefront

By AMY HENRY
Collegian Staff

Some 150 students gathered at the MassPIRG "student

action" conference on Saturday for the presentation of

over 500 signatures of economics and science professors

collected by students for the support of the Greenhouse

Reduction bill to a main sponsor. Senator John Olver

'

'

!

' wTth this bill we'll all be able to breathe a little easier

ae ,t would be reducing gases that create the greenhouse

effect " Olver said.

MassPIRG is a non-profit, student-directed organization

that educates and writes legislation on environmental and

C

°ArNogTe.'ogram director of MassPlRG's energy

pohcy said the academic signatures vvere ejected to show
polio sawvn

understand the bill support it.

th

AtSng^oD n Sullivan, a member of the MassPIRG
Accormng

Directors unanimously

r„. hundred ondorM-nunls areju* the first step in a com

prehen-. campaign plan to increase pubhc awareness,

and bring energy issues to the forefront of the

Massachusetts legislative agenda."

Students came from 28 MassPIRG chapters statewide

to participate in several workshops on skills and issues

including "Planning Successful Campaigns," "Pollution

Prevention," "Recycling," "Developing leadership skills.

and "Building Strong Coalitions."

Nogee said the main tenets of the bill include reducing

the sales tax on new cars and light trucks which get above-

average fuel efficiency to as low as zero percent, while rais-

ing the tax on gas-guzzlers.

According to Olver, the tax on gas guzzler's is the most

controversial part of the bill. "Car dealers are worried that

there will be a decrease in the sales of domestic cars. A

requirement of the tax is that it stay in the 0-10 percent

range."

"The bill would also provide developers of large new

energy efficient buildings with bonuses, financed by

assessments in inefficient new buildings," Nogee said.

"Energy security is best obtained from increased effi

ciency, and reduced dependance on oil imports, not from

increased drilling, which temporarily feeds our addiction.

CONTINUED ON PAGE 4

Glodis talk show:
'Right ' meets 'left

'

By AMY HENRY
Collegian Staff

Student leader Guv Glodis will host a talk show-

featuring University of Massachusetts student leaders

from the "right" and "left" of politics tomorrow night.

According to Glodis. topics of discussion will include

the removal of the Lesbian, Bisexual, and Gay Alliance

seats from the Board of Governors, the Persian Gulf

war and the restructuring of the Student Government

Association.

Glodis said he is a Democrat despite his conservative

stance on manv issues and membership in the

Republican club and Minuteman. Formerly a senator

in the Student Government Association. Glodis is cur-

rently a Governor on the Board of Governors.

Glodis said, he wanted to have the talk show to have

a place for students to discuss pertinent issues facing

the student body.

"I believe since I've been at UMass the SGA has

greatly deteriorated. I believe student leaders are on-

CONTINUED ON PAGE 4
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committee choice
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 3

a seat on the commission.

There were allowances made for a possible conflict of

interest, including having committee members leave the

room when their applications were being discussed.

'There was open discussion on each application then a

vote was taken, no member of coordinating was given

special privileges. I think that the process was as fair as

it could have been and I feel that the senate will approve

the six appointments."

However, they did have the opportunity to vote for

tl.omselves and no allowances were made for that, accor-

ding to Turco. .

A Coordinating Committee member who wished to re-

main anonymous said that the committee was supposed

to vote on the basis of the applications and nothing else.

"This, of course, did not happen because we elected peo-

ple to this commission who had horrible applications, the

source said. "(Applicant's name], who's application was

filled out quickly and hardly and had little information

to say that [the applicant) was qualified. [The app icantl

kind of took it as a joke. I think that [the applicant! knew

he was going to get on this commission ahead of time.

waste problem
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 3

contributing to a cleaner environment.

On the average, it costs $30 per ton to recycle. $50 per

ton to landfill waste and $65 to $75 per ton to incinerate.

The bottom line is that recycling is the most cost effective

and productive means of handling waste "Whereat raw

materials are usually imported, recycling promotes local

siomic development," Pollack wrote

i recycling ethos replaces America* throwaway men-

talil ling may become an accepted, regular part of

our everyday lives promoting a new environmental

consc iousnee».

cording to a Worldwatch Institute Report estim

the United States spent $303 billion in 1990 protecting the

country from military threats compared to $14 billion in

protecting it from environmental threats.

Tens of billions of dollars are spent every year dispos-

ing solid wastes and cleaning up the environment which

has been damaged by abusive consumption habits in the

United States Pollack said "in a capital-short world, fac-

ed with increasingly apparent natural limits, recycling pro-

vides immediate benefits and offers far greater potential."

She continues "the countries that successfully make the

transition to a recycling society will have the healthiest

environments and the strongest economies. Linking these

national efforts will help to curb the processes now

threatening the earth
"

MassPIRG
CONTINUED FROM PAOf

hut leaves permanent D our environment," Olver

said

He added. "Electric utilities understand this, husm

understands this, and environmentally a -rtainly and

tand this The million dollar question facing UJ I

whv doesn't the White HoOM understand this as well."

Olver said that the money being saved by the bill could

be used for social programs that are currently being cut.

"I have high hope- aboul getting the bill on the gover

desk this year to sign," he said.

I
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talk show
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 3

ly concerned about their own personal agenda, " he

said. "I'm trying to show that students not the SGA
leaders will have control of their University."

According to Glodis, the talk show will allow the

"silent majority that's been supressed by radical, one

sided leaders to have a voice."

"I don't think the majority of students care about the

Lesbian, Bisexual and Gay seats and the Radical Stu

dent Union agenda," he said. "I think that what peo

pie do in their bedroom should be private but I think

that elected leaders such as Barney Frank and Gerry

Studds have proven that gays can get elected and don't

need appointed seats."

In addition another purpose of the show is to

highlight candidates for the fall SGA elections, Glodis

said.

Featured guests on the show will include Student

Trustee Angus McQuilken, Gov. Ted Maravelias,

former Gov. Laura Silver, Gov. Edward Corrigan, Gov.

Danny Cohen, Senator Jeff Turco and many others

Glodis said he plans to divide up students from the

"right" and "left" to discuss the three issues.

"There will be different opinions, all walks of life,

for a showdown which could result in pandemonium,"

ba said. This has the potential to be more fun than

Monster Truck

The talk show will take place at 7 p.m. in the Cam
pus Center Auditorium.

If you vr set your sights on Inw school, there's no belter LSAT

preparation than Stanley II Kaplan.

Our LSAt prrp will open your eyes with score-raising strategies

and techniques We II help you master everything from Analytical

Reasoning to Reading Comprehension

Our classes are live -and lively. All our class and study material

is based on the new" LSAT. And you can review lessons, and get

additional help as needed in our TfiST-N-TAPE' lab. open days,

evenings and weekends for your convenience

Visit our (enter today and see for yourself.

And watch the scales tip in your favor

fSTANUEY H. KAPLAN
lake Kaplan OrTakeYour Chances

Free Information Seminar
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358 N. Pleasant Street

Amherst, MA 01002

Editorial/Opinion
The opinions on this page are those of the individual writer or cartoonist and do not necessarily reflect the views of the Collegian or the University unless otherwise noted

A victory for the American people
We murdered 200,000 Iraqi people.

Now, what?
Rally, protest, hold a vigil, have a teach-in, or write an

editorial? None of it made a difference. Was it supposed

to make a difference?

Maybe some of us are so full ofourselves that we thought

we could make a difference by having an "intellectual"

discussion of the facts, by criticizing the media, President

Bush and the Pentagon. In the end it was all double-speak.

We are hypocrites.

Dozens of

hot babes
ON SALE NOW!!

Picture this. A shapely woman in a tinfoil minidress

— so short that the hemline just grazes her chin. She s

jumping in the air, I guess out of joy for something.

Picture this: A man opens up a bottle in the desert.

A pool, an umbrella, and a babe in a thin strip of lycra

appear.

Picture this: A man talks to his friend about what

a great deal his new car is as they see a woman in a

skintight minidress and spike heels swing her way to

the car.

These are advertisements. One is for vodka, the other

is for beer, and the last one is for a car.

These are advertisements. Advertisements are sup

posed to sell an object. But that's not all they sell.

Every time I see an ad, there's a good chance it will

use a scantily-dressed woman in it to sell something

When she is fully clothed, she is still supposed to be

seductive, no matter what the product may be.

Pamela McCarthy

We are not objects. We are not things. We are peo-

ple, not ornaments. But it seems that advertisers, and

the morons who advocate and make excuses for such

ads, don't believe this one, simple fact. We are the trim

and decoration for ads. We are the trophies for men

in these ads. We are works of art for men to gaze at,

admire, and own. But we are not people.

Every time someone complains about it, she is told

one of several things: "Hey, it's what sells. It's terri-

ble and I don't agree with it, but it works dust

because some ads have women wear next to nothing

doesn't mean they are sexist." "Come on. what's your

problem? Where's your sense ofhumor?" And of course,

my favorite, (simply because you need the IQ of a dead

frog to come up with it): "You're just jealous because

vou don't measure up to the women in these ads."

Give me a break First of all, the reason why I gel

ready to pummel Madison Avenue and the slime that

makes these ads so successful (sorry guys, I'm not go

ing to put all of the blame on corporate Americans that

this is all I ever see. Magazines, billboards, television,

and newspapers are infested with this crap. Hasn't it

ever occurred to anyone that some women are fed up

with it? It's not just a few ads. It's everywhere.

Women are consumers too. We drink beer. We like

vodka. We drive cars Yet, the ads for these products

used us as ornaments, and assumed that only men

would want to buy any of this stuff. Only men matter.

Men are the only people that advertisers want to reach.

This is strange, if advertisers want to make money. If

they reached women, they may sell more. It can't just

be the system, as messed up as it is. It's more than just

that. It's attitudes.

When all you see are women in skimpy clothes and

seductive poses, something is wrong. You can't tell me

it's not sexist and expect me not to laugh in your face.

Any system controlled by men, and made for men,

showing women as ditzy bimbos is sexist. There is

nothing funny or appealing about it to many of us. But

I suppose that doesn't matter. This is, after all a man's

world. It shouldn't matter to us that after fighting to

get where we are today (second instead of third-class

citizenship) we are yet again slapped in the face. Ads

like this tell me that it doesn't matter what I've done,

how hard I work, or how smart I am. All I could ever

amount to is that ornament in the ad.

I have one thing to say to the mental giants who

believe that most of us are just jealous of the models

in ads- Give it up. Dream on. There is nothing I want

to do more than starve, myself, pile on ten tons of

makeup, and attain a pathological worry about my ap-

pearance. Please. Don't flatter yourselves.

Ads are supposed to give you a reason to buy the pro-

duct They Bl* supposed to tell you why the product

is worth your money. They sell, and it's not just pro-

ducts that are sold.

Women are sold, also.

Pamela McCarthy is a Collegian columnist

How does participating in the "right to dissent" in our

system of democracy change anything? The system in

herently stays the same. It fact we actually helped the

system to work because we proved that dissent is tolerated

by protesting, having teach-ins and writing editorials.

Are those of us who dissented somehow morally superior

to everyone else?

Enough is enough.

Let's leave Bush, the Pentagon and the media alone.

In the end we believe in and support their principles

anyway.
Saddam Hussein is a dictator and deserves to die. right

?

Third World people do not know what is best for their

countries and themselves, right?

The United Nations should solve all international con-

flict, right''

Minu Sebastian

All Third World countries should be disarmed, right?

President Bush has served the interests of the American

people. He has destroyed the military of our enemy. He

has shown the rest of the world that if anyone dares to

challenge the status quo. they will be destroyed. Now we

can peacefully drive our cars, turn up our heat and "in-

tellectual ize" about the rest of the world.

One of the most revealing aspects ofthe war is that there

is no distinction between the corporate executive, pro-

fessor, student, media critic, and the rest of the "non

military" masses. We are all American citizens who

benefit and support the system by participating in it.

Take the example of advertising executives and pro-

fessors.

Advertising executives are sometimes criticized because

they supposedly are ruthless and spend their time

manipulating people.

On the other hand professors are intellectuals who teach

us to look at ourselves critically. We learn to read, write

and think through these people. What is different about

these two types of people?

Nothing. Neither threaten the system. The advertising

executive spends his/her time thinking of ways to out-

manouver competitors. The professor thinks of ways to

critically analyze the world.

In the larger scheme of things, both people are the same

because neither one has the power to stop anything this

country decides to do. In fact it would not be in the in

terest of professors or advertising executives to alter the

system too much because then they de legitimize

themselves.

Soldiers and military officers are different because they

risk their lives for us

Some us supported the soldiers by wearing yellow-

ribbons

Some of us supported the soldiers by whining about how-

terrible the system is

Some of us supported the soldiers without doing or N
ing anything.

In the end we all believe in our country and stand by

its principles

It's time for all Americans everywhere to recognize who

they are, stand with pride and remember that we can and

will destroy anyone who challenges us.

We won the war.

Minu Sebastian is a Collegian columnist

Administration goofs
The new security system is for our own protection - ac-

cording to the administration and Housing Services. Those

annoying noises that I hear in at 8 a.m around Orchard

Hill are warnings that persons are illegally exiting their

dorms. Posted on these doors are small insignificant red

signs which warn any possible wrong-doer that he or she

will be dealt with through the Student Code of Conduct

after exiting through the door. I understand that the ad-

ministration is looking out for out welfare and is trying

to do so by what they believe is best. I, too, was concern-

ed that so many unlocked doors might increase the poten-

tial for someone to commit a grievous act. Someone might

feel obliged to steal the computer which I'm using right

now.
My major complaint is that while the administration

enforces this policy of conventional lock-out which disables

many would-be thieves and attackers from entering the

dorm, they neglect to put security on, or lock the main

entrance of Webster dorm. Is it not just as easy to steal,

rape or maim from the unlocked front door as it is from

locked back-door which someone left open?

Of course I've gotten used to the alarms going off at any

time of the day. Why would a criminal want to disrupt

anyone by sounding the alarm when he or she could just

waltz through the front door at 9 p.m. or any time during

a weekday.
I don't mind actions as long as there is reason and in-

telligence behind it. I believe that the administration has

come up short of both. While the alarms still blare at all

times of the day, criminals come through the front door,

I'll be thinking of my future. There's an interesting

possibility here for a job.

Matthew Deloia
Orchard Hill

Paying for

Israeli brutality
I watched CNN today and my heart was relieved to

see an end to the insane bombing of Arab civilians —
led by the US and its proxy allies. For most Americans,

a cease-fire is declared and the war is supposedly over.

For Arabs, another war has just begun, war against

humiliation, occupation, and imposition of economic

and cultural Western hegemony.

The new world order is clearly established in the Mid-

dle East; an order dictated by the West, where any

signs of protest are suppressed. It is an order of unjust

internal policy centered around national debt to the

American controlled World Bank. The only reliable,

independent ally of the US must be of European

heritage. The US needed to destroy Iraq's military

capability because Arabs cannot be trusted. The U.S.

also wanted to "sit" on the oil.

Eyad Kishawi

While the U.S. is working ambitiously to reestablish

its domination of the region, there is another country

working for the same goals. It is Israel. Throughout

its young history, Israel has been nourished by projec-

ting itself into the image of the victim. I do not have

to go into historical details to show who the victim is

and who the aggressor is, but bear in mind the Israeli

led massacres, occupations and invasions of surroun-

ding countries over the past three decades.

Since the war broke out, all media and international

attention have been focused on the Gulf and on the

Scud missiles landing on Israel. About 15 Scuds land-

ed there. Apparently, for every Scud, Israel receives

one billion dollars in economic and military aid to con-

tinue its brutal occupation of Palestine and Southern

Lebanon. The U.S. even sent one billion for the Scud

that landed on Palestinians in the West Bank. (It was

no coincidence that this Scud was not intercepted with

a Patriot. In fact, no Patriots were fired on that day.)

While attention was diverted, Israel's brutality and

racism has also been nourished. One day before the

war, a curfew of23 hours per day was imposed. Accor

ding to the Red Crescent society, there have been

reports of Israeli soldiers opening fire on civilians

without warning, shooting tear gas even into homes

under curfew, beatings and torture, random arrests,

collective punishment, and more use of WWII-style con-

centration camps. The object of this curfew was two-

fold: firstly, to start a systematic campaign of starva-

tion of the Palestinians as a means of punishment for

resistance, and secondly to destroy the Intifadah. There

are further reports that Israel had raised the fine for

breaking curfew to $15,000, even in dire emergencies.

There is a shortage of staple items such as flour, sugar,

salt, vegetables and baby milk.

It is clearly evident that the $15 billion given to Israel

was to support its starvation campaign against the

Palestinians. This tactic is part of a greater strategy

using coercion and intimidation in order to achieve the

final goal of expulsion. The money given will be used

to establish more settlements to support the influx of

Soviet Jewry into the country, and the displacement

of more Palestinians.

While the Palestinians are forgotten, and the Iraqis

are massacred, Israel's supporters are holding a

"humanitarian raffle," - not to aid the families of the

112,000 Iraqi civilians killed, 60 percent ofwhom were

children, nor to aid the Palestinians in their strive

toward survival under the Israeli regime — but to sup-

port Israel's "Quest for Hope" (the name of the Scud

relief campaign). In reality they are raising money for

Operation Exodus (Soviet Jewry immigration), under

the pretext of rebuilding several homes destroyed by

Scuds.

So remember that Israel's supporters are working

hard to relieve Israel from peace. The country is still

shifting to the right. Advocates of Palestinian expul-

sion are being appointed to the Knesset, and Shamir's

"peace plan" still states that there is no need for a

Palestinian state, self-determination, or even talks

with the Palestinian Liberation Organization. Mean-

while, Hillel is trying to funnel support for Israeli and

American policy in the Middle East through the in-

nocently raising ofmoney for peaceful rebuilding ofan

obscure neighborhood in Israel This neighborhood hap-

pens to be "clean" of Arabs. It was built on top of a

Palestinian village whose people had been expelled or

killed,

Eyad Kishawi is a UMass student

WE BEG YOUR PARDON
A previous editorial ("Turning the 'ideology of the White

woman' into power for all women," Feb. 28) contained an

error. It should have stated that "the Valley Women's

Voice fought First World hegemony."
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ARTS & LIVING
Strong family ties and a passion for traditional art

By STEVE CLARK
Collegian Correspondent

Margaret Mead Film Festival

Herter Hall, Room 227

Thursday, Feb. 28

An important and moving series of films

concluded Thursday night in Herter Hall.

Art and Artisans: A Celebration of the

Margaret Mead Film Festival finished off

with three short, effective documentaries

that focused on women and their craft I

The first, Sabine Sanchez: The Art ofEm-

broidery, examines a Mexican woman's

lifestyle. s<> much of which involves her em-

broidery craft. The richness of the em-

broidery itself is essential to the tone of the

film. The final shot of the artist picking

flowers is a recreation of the embroidei u>

visual pow

Tradition plays an important role in this

film. Sanchez fears that "If I die. who will

do this quality work . . there is no one

left!' A- related in the film. Sanchez learn-

ed her - m her grandmother at the

ft, and she i> now the only one

in the village who can embroider this way.

There is a feeling that the traditions are

wearing down, and that the embroidered

bloi. Sanchez'- JPOUOfK fmn will

III Ml' uldated

In Munni: Childhood and Art in Mithila,

tradition is far from extinct in northeastern

India. The subject of the film is Munni, an

eleven year-old girl from the village of Jit

warpur. Her young aunt teaches her pain-

ting, which is a variation on the older tradi-

tion of painting ceremonial designs on

walls and floors. This has always been a

craft for the women.
The central scene in the film shows Mun

ni and her elder female relatives creating

a giant ceremonial design in preparation

for the festival of Sama-Chakeba. The

designs are made with ground rice and

water, and small amounts of red-powder.

Munni is allowed to learn more about her

culture and future craft by participating in

the actual design. Her grandmother snaps

when she doesn't apply the red powder cor

rectly to the giant design on the floor, but

shows patience in a more general sense,

aware that Munni will carry on the

cultural tradition.

The first two films show how strong fami-

ly tie- an- in the two cultures; Sabina San-

chez has learned her life's work from her

ndmother, just as Munni was doing

The relationship brtween family and sin

vival of tradition is strong.

This point is made further in Quilt* in

Women's Lv <> Six Portraits, in which six

American women describe how quilts have

made their lives meanigful, some so impor

tant that they have a near-religious

meaning.
Several of these women mention their

grandmothers who are indeed responsible

for the continuing the tradition of quilt

making in many cases. Two older women,
Christine and Hortense Miller, carry- on the

tradition together. Their bond as sister- n
an incredibly close one. It is the final act

in a series of vignettes emphasizing the im

portance of close relationships.

In each documentary, the viewer gets a

-ease that the artists on the screen are try

ing to create a meaning or a design in their

works. The most profound images in this

film come from the bonds between people,

and the art that comes from that bond.

The people in these films are brought to

life. When the lights come up, you feel like

you're old friends with the gifted artist-

Penis designs by Koki
By NOA BEN YEHUDA
Collegian Staff

Kokigami: The Intimate Art of the Little

Paper Costume
Burton Silver

Ten Speed Press

With Valentine s day a mere 347 days

away, it is a good thing that Ten Sp

Press sent us a copy of Burton Silver's char

ming, artfully illustrated sex toy book for

our review. This will give you plenty of

time to send away for your very own copy.

Kokigami: The Intimate Art of the Little

Paper Costume is the first definitive in-

structional guide to the practice of dress-

ing up the male organ in the Japanese

tradition of Tsutsumi. According to Ten

Speed Press, upper-class Japanese men of

the eighth century would spend "much

time with fine silks and ribbons, wrapping

their organs before retiring. The present

would be later unwrapped with much time

and pleasure taken in the undoing."

Silver and his partner, Heather Busch,

both from New Zealand, have compiled this

\ to use guide with the aim "to change

the way the male relates to the dominant

physical ity of his organ."

the pages are made of heavy stock, each

featuring a different character which can

be cut out. assembled and used. Basicallv

a Koki is a hybrid of origami, condoms and

paper dolls.

Each Koki comes with a little poetic,

spicy dialogue to help readers get the hand

of this liberating tradition. Ika, the inky

squid "gentle, graceful and quick," for ex-

ample, says, "Come to me little fishy. Let

my strong sensitive tentacles gently stroke

and enfold your quivering body!"

The suggested reply: "Your tentacles

dance most beautifully but they have many

suckers and I wonder what they are for.'

Silver goes on to describe "the play" or

the dance which the wearer of the little

paper costume should perform. It involves

waving fingers and pulsating hips.

Buta, the pig costume, calls, "Oink! Oink!

How about a bit of juicy swill?"

CONTINUED ON PAGE 8

Photo courtly of th4- Ammran Fr<»rr«tion of An- Kilm Impartmen!

A sample of one of the films shown at the Margaret Mead Film Festival.

pr

Attention Graduating Seniors!

Would you like

to be a teacher?

Start this summer.
We offer an intensive Secondary Education

Teacher Certification Program for College Graduates.

Franklin Pierce College,

R indge, New Hampshire

Secondary Certification Areas:

Anthropology - Art* - Biology - English

French - History - Mathematics

Psychology - Sociology - Spanish

^Certification for Kindergarten - 12)

Certification can be completed with a summer of

coursework and a semester of Student Teaching.

(800) 437-0048 or in NH (603) 899-4055

* SUN & FUN * KIDS a CAMPING * Qfe
• * SWIMMING & BOATING * * '*

* OUTDOOR LIVING * *

Timber trails, a 9 week resident Girl Scout
camp in the Berkshires, is looking for staff...

UNIT LEADERS * RIDING INSTRUCTORS
SMALLCRAFT & WATERFRONT INSTRUCTORS

COUNSELORS * * REGISTERED NURSES
COOKS * * * * KITCHEN STAFF

Call or write: Eric R. Munson, Jr., Timber Trails

Camp, HC 68 Box 158, Tolland, MA 01034
(413)258-4592

STEINBECK COLLISION REPAIR
& AUTOBODY

53 So. Prospect - Amherst Center

256-8157 256-1385

• Accepted by all insurance companies for

collision repair or glass replacement

• Imports & other unibody vehicles

are our specialty

REMEMBER it's your car and your choice of

repair facilities
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Fishing through Green Mind to find its gems™ "
. .. * tim* around, mostly because of the mesmonzmg th

By SAAD HOPKINS
Collegian Staff

Dinosaur Jr.

Green Mind
Sire/ Blanco Y Negro

Upon reading the liner notes I couldn't help but notice

that J. Mascis played virtually all the instruments, in-

cluding most of the drums, on the album's ten tracks. Oc-

casionally guest musicians such as Jay Spiegel, and Don

Fleming (big surprise!) amongst others, contribute a guitar

lick here, or a tambourine solo there. Murph, who has un-

til now been a key figure in the Dinosaur Jr. experience,

only drums on three songs this time around.

In all honesty, I'm surprised that this album even got

finished in the'first place. After all. J. has had the worst

luck getting a band together since he ousted Lou Barlow

a year or so ago. We all know about J's rather

lackadaisical attitude towards everything, but when he

eventually gets in a studio to put out a product, he usual-

ly doesn't slack off too much.
'

But Green Mind is a bit too lackadaisical. It's certainly

not as heavy as their tliree previous albums, but I expected

that What I didn't expect was not being able to listen to

the whole thing in one sitting. Usually their albums have

a hypnotic flow to keep you interested for 40 minutes

si raight. I suppose under the circumstances it's not as half-

d M it could've been, however it is uneven, notably

over produced, and at times quite boring. But at the same

time if you try really hard you can fish what is good out

rubble, which makes it worth lending an ear.

The Wagon," remixed better than on the original Sub

Pop seven inch, generates enough enthusiasm to suggest

a more interesting shift from the "same old shit" formula^

It's just as vivacious and poppy as "Freak Scene off ot

Bug in 1988, in fact in some ways even a bit better.

Although when "Puke And Cry" kicks off suddenly

something goes wrong. J's playing is unique, and his

talent to arrange songs, is better than what most people

are dishing out to the public on the "College radio" cir-

cuit. However here it sounds like he's an amature fresh

off the Bachman Turner Overdrive school of "brave new

world" guitar playing in a failed and lame attempt to

sound like themselves. It's a bit harsh, but true indeed.

The evidence is in your ear.

"How'd You Pin That One On Me" is also pretty dull.

Apart from it's clever, going nowhere lyrics ("My move

or do I chuck it?/ Stare it in the face or duck it?">, the

musical content doesn't match up to the overall mood of

the song. "Thumb" is even worse. The last thing I an

ticipated was to hear a flute on a Dinosaur record, and

here it's awful! It doesn't work, and is happens to be the

most generic song he's ever written. On the same note,

"Muck" is a disco attempt of sorts, with vocals so

sleepyheaded that I thought maybe Kenny Rogers has

sung it. Sadly the songs were flat out embarrassing, and

their addition to an otherwise passible product just makes

it all the more unexciting.

Not all is lost. "Water" is a rippin' tune that echoes older

Dinosaur. "Blowing It," and "I Live For That Look" are

impressive. They blend accoustics with distorted elec

tronics sucessfully enough to carry the song through. And

I really got into the title cut, "Green Mind," the second

time around, mostly because of the mesmorizing thrash

bass line.

What makes this album different from Dinosaur records

past is he's not turning the sound levels up. Not that he

shouldn't attempt something different than what was

done on say their classic You're Living All Over Me, but

perhaps extra volume would make it all the more convin-

cing Each album gets better in musical quality, but with

each LP also comes a more belittled product. Rolling Stone

should love this! It caters to the perfect harmless indie-

pop sound that "older hip rockers" waste ink on.

Undoubtedly J. is a whizz at what he does, but this is

just a bit too subtle. Everything on this album seems like

it has been conveniently toned down to conform to daytime

MTV (subtetandards. He's the only one who can use such

blatant simplicity and pass it off as being intricate. Maybe

if Lou were still in the band their arguments would spawn

enough tension to allow Green Mind the kind of effect

it seems to scream out for, which is the least we could've

expected from these guys. But J has ditched so much all

in the name of change that he seems to have lost it all

together. You'll notice he's traded a significant amount

of electronics for accoustics. and he's done away with the

wah wah peddle all together. Where have all of those neat

little sound bites and noises gone that made his material

~n good?

This LP is good, but not what I would expect of J. and

Murph. This major label debut is marginally rt'eommt-n

dable to old Dinosaur fans. It makes a nice introduction

if you've n. v.r heard them before. But all in all. suffice

it to say that this record is weird r.-ally weird!

QoidcnJ^x
National Honor"Sod

ATTENTION
GOLDEN KEY MEMBERS
MANDATORY MEETING

Today March 4

Campus Center Room 904-908
at 7:30 p.m.

] Koki
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 7

The reply: "Here Piggy Wiggy* Lots of

lo\ely warm slops just for you!"

Silver does not indicate whether the

translations of the dialogue are taken from

traditional Japanese scripts or if he made

them up himself. He does say that "it was

natural that in male-dominated Japanese

society the gift [of the penis] was pero i\

ed to be the most important of all. the giver

of life."

The gift giving ceremony was infused

with restrained elegance. The switch ofem
phasis from purely physical pleasures is it

tributed to the advent of Buddhism in the

sixth century. Shinto priests, "strongly in-

fluenced by Buddhism . . sought ways of

transcending the physical center of their

being by exploring it in greater depth."

Thi> llIMflmtenni of the physical, carnal

might just bring the experience t<>

unbelievable new heights Or maybe

might find yourself wearing a piece of

paper on your peter with your partner in

hysterics.

This critique really isn't tongue in di
enough to match the subject but spai

limited and so's my patience so let me end

with one last dialogue and be done with it

The call: "Come fuzzy bee and taste ni>

pearly nectar! Feel my soft petals against

your tiny cheeks!"

The reply: "Buzzzz, hold still sweet

scented beauty and let my long tongue pro

be your honey hole."

$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$
$

$ Need Summer Money? $
$ ,« of *****S*21m

t 4 1991

Summer Employment
Tuesday, March 5

10 a.m. — 5 p.m.

$
$
$

$
$

$
$
$

Featuring:

55 Camps
from the Northeast

& Alaska
Massachusetts*New York •Maine

Connecticut*New Hampshire

New JerseY #Boston»PennsYlvania

WILL BE INTERVIEWING FOR
SUMMER EMPLOYMENT

Further Information Contact:

The Student Employment Office

243 Whitmore — Walk-ins welcome

$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$

roftpnt
OftD

DOONESBURY
By GARRY TRUDEAU

THE EAR SIDE

Bv GARY LARSON

POtfT STRAIN Y0UR-
SUf! MA.HA! I'M
£N6t6NTRJPTRlPl£R,
MORAL* OFflCZR H£R3
ON THE "MZRCY'i \

K3UR5URGBON TEU$M£ YOUR.

OPERATION HM&A HUM0N6OUS
SUCCP&' 5HESAYSY0UM&fT
5V&l0eABl£1CR£TURNTO
¥0UR UNHA1 THE FFOMT!

Oh, man! You must be looking for Apartment 3-G,'

Mary Worth' or one of those other serious'

cartoons."

CALVIN AND HOBBES Bv BILL VATTERSON

Wto V* NWWHG POLS

B1 GOU-i, IW GQAUS TO

SNOOKY LANSON By E. VEZINA & R. SHAUGHNESSY

TANGELO PIE
By Tin SNIFFEN

MENTION! 1 WOULD lltf

TO ANNOUNCE THAT I A*

NOW CURRENTLY ACccPTO

OrTEtf fOR FfMALt

QUOTE OF THE DAY

"You sofa-crevice fondler!"'

— Peter De Vries

DAILY GROSSVORD PUZZLE

Edited By TRUDE MCHEL JAFFE

ACROSS
1 Pufsu*

6 Completes

1 Columnist Van

Buren
14 Actress Linda

15 Asian

nursemaid

16 Musical group

17 Take Me —
1

8

Optimistic

19 Couple

20 Late arrivals

22 Jessica ot

Toots*

23 PenoOs
24 Florida exports

26 Male swan
29 USO visitors

30 Waistcoat

31 Suoside

33 Washington

power house 7

37 Composer
Bartok

30 Pack animal

40 Painter s

subiect

41 Pastoral or

Patnenque

43 Memorable
Canadian
physician

44 Exploit

45 Rainbow
47 Country club

official, for

short

48 Ancient

European
kingdom

51 Specks

53 Major Turkisn

city

54 X-ray science

59 Fluffy mineral

60 Formal dance

61 Actress

Prentiss

62 Feverisriness

63 S-curve

64 Racer Al or

Bobby
65 Sly look

66 Dandekon for

example

FR0TTER

, AM.^AHOUStoriUttWTE.
1 A TA»lbW oew or LOST.

THf. fjefMKO CWWf*!

OF rVlSTU> rUCAl

By GARRY PORTER

^TOORf^lr/TTjSAve ^^N
SoMfc sow.*?

, „ ^
HOLD oU, I'uC I

HU*CKT GOT TUB.

DOWN
1 The McGregors

2 US. Open
champ Irwm

3 Swear
4 inasmuch as

5 Swallow

6 Touch gently

7 Love. Latin

style

8 Jewish spring

holiday

9 Bashful

1 Braves or

Falcons

11 Convey
12 Spree

13 Harnesses

21 Merry month

Parrs

22 Final

25 Nevada resort

26 Hansoms
27 Give ear to

28 Ointment

32 Horn Cotes or

Gregory Hmes

33 Snoop
34 Swig down
35 Frankfurt s -ver

36 Pianist

Peter

38 Dutch -African

39 Minor

42 Wife of Zeus

43 Reef oeni/en

45 Confused

46 King, m Pans

48 South African

province

49 Saying

50 Worth

52 Inclination

55 Out of the wind

56 Yorkshire river

57 Mirth

58 Word with navy

or barn

60 Salaam

ANSWER TO.PREVIOUS PUZZLE.

67 Bucephalus 'or

•ID

rtENU
LUNCH

Dm hess rteal Pie

lnrk<-\ Sandwich

6ASICS LUNCH
Tiirk<-\ Sandwich

fonato Egg Sandwich

DINNER
5«imI < lui Ken

Glased Haw

5ASICS DINNER
Eggplant Pttraiglana

1V\mI ( hnken

YOUR DAILY HOROSCOPE
By JEANE DIXON

ARIES (March 21-Apol 19) Your

charm is a great asset now Nurture

your personal relationships ana

clear up any misunderstandings

Romance will improve when you

tone down your language Follow

through on an investment hunch

TAURUS (April 20-May 20) The im-

pulsive purchase of a luxury item

could cause a misunderstanaing

with a loved one Put work before

pleasure Realize that certain social

activities are more trouble than

they are worth

GEMINI (May 21-June 20) Take off

those rose-colorea glasses and see

things as they really are Paperwork

and business errands could leave

you feeling pressured Discuss

mutual concerns with potential

allies

CANCER (June 21-July 22) Your

determination helps you find

challenging new work assignments

You feel encouraged bv a change

in personnel Be more open to in-

tuitive hunches A friendship could

turn romantic

LEO (July 23-Aug. 22) Proceed with

caution where financial ventures in-

volving your friends are concerned

Find out more abouf the possible

mutual benefits Your mate en-

courages you to look beyond sur-

face appearances
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept 22). You gam

new insights from a heart-to-heart

talk with your partner A budget

revision will reduce domestic ten-

sion. Your patience is richly reward-

ed by a loved one's change m
attitude

LIIRA (Sept 23-Oct 22) Refuse to

go along with the crowO today

Afternoon is the best time for socia.

activities, humanitarian endeavors

and shopping Catch up on your

reading this evening

SCORPIO (Oct 23-Nov 21) Travel

prospects are excellent if you per-

sonally check all details Final sale"

merchandise deserves careful

scrutiny A neighborly gesture puts

you in a contented mood
SAGITTARIUS (Nov 22-Dec. 21):

Look for changes in the views of

your friends and allies You may not

know someone as well as you think

you do Stick to talking about things

you know
CAPRICORN (Dec 22-Jan 19)

Volunteer to help your mate or

partner with a difficult task Joining

forces with other people can be a

smart move this week Someone

you admire shows interest in your

efforts

AQUARIUS (Jan. 2G-Feb 18) Long

term arrangements are m the

spotlight You could become the

favorite of someone in authority A

new agreement brings peace of

mind. Your humility impresses those

who really count

PISCES (Feb 19-March 2C) Act

auickly and decisively in financial af

fairs What you buy for someone

could seal an alliance. A secret

meeting takes place Express your

views with authority

TODAY S STAFF
Night Editor Chris nu.hr.

Copv Editor Preslon P. lor.n.m

Photo Technician. Carrie Vyeih

Production Supervisor Camille Pansevk /

Terr) Starmei

.nikr Atkins. Susan Tomashi.

I raci'Ann WSalvatore

Typesetter.

Production
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men's basketball

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 12

( iillrgian photo by C arrir Wxrth

McCoy entered yesterday's A-10 quarterfinal

against George Washington 26 points shy of

breaking Lorenzo Sutton's all-time UMass scor-

ing record.

The Colonials will play Temple at 7 p.m. tonight at the

P3 l(*st rii

Through the first three minutes, the Minutemen pick

ed up where thev left off last week while demolishing

Rhode Island. UMass put the Colonials in a 10-2 hole as

McCoy hit a pair ofjumpers and Williams and Herndon

had a block apiece

The game then took a disasterous turn against the

Minutemen.
Holland posted up for a 10-foot jumper, raced up court

to block Williams, then wheeled for an identical jumper

to draw the Colonials within 22-21.

A Rodnev Paterson three pointer gave the Colonials its

first lead at 84-22, and after a Brown to Herndon alley

oop. CiW built a 33-26 lead with a six point trip up the

court

On a Patteron jumper, referee Murph Shapiro whistled

Barbee. who was lostling for position under the hoop

When Barbee slammed the ball in protest. Shapiro call-

ed a technical foul.

McKennie hit four of six fireethrowa and suddenly the

Minutemen were in a -even point hole at 33-26.

By halftone the Minutemen had been called tor 18 fouls,

including two technical*

Atlantic 10 Tournament Note* McCoy, boepit <

hv a virtu in Novemt" one of three l'm\-

Massachusetts men- basketball players named to the

Atlantk 1" All Conference Team Friday

Tbi- WSJ the second consecutive year McCoj WSJ nam

ed first-team All Atlantic 10 Barbee WSJ named to the

A-10 second team and William third-team bona

The junior guard got off to a doe -tart this season and

med a long shot to repeal a- an all pick <»-

• nth a- late -lanuar. However h. returned to all

conference form in early February In I Mi-- la.-t five

games he has averaged 24. s point- per game

Hi' finished third in the league m scoring md

ninth in field goal percentage Williams led the league

in blocked shots (2.5 per game' .md was fourth in rehoun

ding at 8 1 per game Both Barbse and William- were A 10

AH Freshman Team picks la.-t

Named with McCov to the A 10 first team: Keith

Hughes i Rutgers i. Chris Brook< (West Virginia), Mark

Macon i Temple' and DeRon Ha in State).

STAMP YOUR
FUTURE WITH

SUCCESS...
WORK IN JAPAN THIS SUMMER
Knhancc your career by experiencing the business side

of a successful Japanese company in action!

Join forces with Recruit Co., Ltd., Japan's largest

publishing and information services company, and learn

about the different components of J business

organisation

.

Apply now for this challenging, all expenses paid,

Summer Internship Program and take advantage of a

unique opportunity to put the stamp of success on your

plans for the future

Recruits rapid growth began with the diversification of

its unique "information maga/.ine" concept, which links

people with information in an interactive magazine

format. Today, the company publishes magazines on a

vancty of topic areas including employment, education,

real estate, automobiles, travel and computer software.

Building on its entrepreneurial Strength and its

foundation in information management, the company's

interests now encompass other information related

fields such as telecommunications, advanced high-tech

remote computing services, global information network

services, and supercomputing research.

Recruit: A distinctive company with a Summer

Internship Program tli3t promises you something very

special to write home about.

< RECRUIT

What: Three week, all expenses paid

Summer Internship Program

Week 1 -Orientation, lectures and seminars

on Japanese business

Week 2-Hands on work experience

Week 3-Group project and presentation

WHEN: Sat., June 29 - Sun., July 21

Whkrk: Recruit Co., Ltd., Japan

Who: Those that have completed at least their

Sophomore year as of September 1, 1990.

All areas of study arc welcome.

Required language Skill: Intermediate to

advanced conversational Japanese

How: Send:

• Resume- must be in English

• Utter of intent English or Japanese

• Recommendation* -English or Japanese

• Official transcript*

Recruit U.S.A.

1 1 1 1'avonia Ave.

Jersey City, NJ 07310
ATTN: ICM 1NT-4

Please indicate phone numbers where you can

be reached during the months of March and April

(including Spring Break). A telephone interview

in Japanese will be conducted upon our receiving

your resume.

• Transcripts and recommendations may be

sent after the application deadline

DlADUNK Post marked by March IS, 1991

Questions: Call 1 800 288-USAl-Dcpt. ICM INT 4

It is a policy of this company to comply with ill applicable laws

prohibiting discrimination in employment This program may be

cancelled at anytime at the sole discretion of Recruit Go ,
lid

remembering Gathers

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 12

tournament, before falling to the eventual national

champion, Nevada Las Vegas.

But for me it was different.

I was already a diehard Loyola fan and Gathers was

my favorite college player. I admit that as of two years

ago I couldn't even tell you where Loyola-Marymount

was but after watching Loyola score 130 points on an

ESPN midnight game. I fell in love with the team.

That year Gathers led the nation in scoring and re

bounding, hem truly incredible. I soon was given

more incentive to root for them.

Out in California, my cousin became a member of the

Loyola checrieading squad last year, as I became the

most diehard Loyola fan this side of the Rocky Moun-

tains Now, I vear later. Gathers is gone

According to mv cousin, the campus ifl tight lipped

about the Gathers incident Rather than remembering

Gathers as a gifted athlete, all that remains is lawsuit*

The Gathers family filed a $32 million wrongful

death suit against former COOCh fall W.-thead and 11

others, and thi> >uit is Mill going on.

But it get- WW
Hank had collapsed three month* earlier in a game

and was found to have an irregular hearth-

tors prescribed medication but Gathers claimed it slow

ed him down Team dcx-tors cut the dosage of the

medication at (iatl I and the (lathers tami

lv h the blame for hil death on W.

TJk ., Bruce Fagel. said in a p'

COnfi held -J. bul tor the actions ot Paul

W.sthead. in a week be! hers' death,

Hank would he alive tod

This led Westhead. now the coach of the Nl

Denver Nu file an $11 million d.t. mi.it mil >uit

• gel. These suits may go on for v.-.ti -

Th nock of playing ball without Gather* hai

-truck everyone OH la-t \. on. Bo Kimble, who

dedicated the rest of hi- ba-ketball life to his b< -t

friend, rarely gets off the bench for the bottom rung

1 A Clipp
Westhead- Nttggetl ,uv mired near the bottom ot the

NBA as th. incorporate the Loyola offense in

the pi

One day I hope to announce big time college game-

- I'm glad I had the opportunity to watch (lathers end

I will be able to look back and reflect on what he did

for the game, and what he meant to me as a hard

working role model

I will never forget you: bivola Marymount Lions* -44

— Hank the Bank Thanks for the memon.

tt+++++++++JfJfJfJfJfJ*

WE ARE COMING!

Camps Pembroke, Tel Noar and £
Tevya will be conducting £

t* interviews for counselor positions^

M at the UMASS Camps Day on +C

^C Tuesday, March 5th +c

^C Wonderful summer opportunities ^
^ await you at these leading NE ^
±, Jewish camps. Call ahead collectT
£ to: (508) 881-1002 to set up an £r appointment. Join the fun in'91 T*

256-1 616 /

\'so< off i

ANY CALZONE
I exp 8/30/9 1 - one coupon per Calzone - Delivery Only

'TOooffI
ANY 2 CALZONES

I exp 8/30/91 - one coupon per 2 Calzones - Delivery Only I

Ask about our NEW Calzones!

Women lose season final to URI, face postseason play
By GREG SUKIENNIK
Collegian Staff

Having finished their regular season with a 66-54 loss

to Rhode Island on Saturday afternoon at Curry Hicks
Cage, the University of Massachusetts women's basket
ball team will visit St. Bonaventure University tonight

in the first round of the Atlantic-10 Conference tourna
ment in Olean, N.Y.
The Minutewomen, who finished the regular campaign

with an 0-26 overall, 0-18 A-10 record, come into tonight's

game as the 10th seed in the A-10 tournament.
The Bonnies, 13-14 overall and 6-12 in the A-10, are

seeded seventh. (All first and second-round games are

played at the home site of the higher-seeded team.)

Saturday, in senior Keyburn McCusker's last home
game, UMass played nip and tuck with the WRams from
Rhode Island in the first 10 minutes of the contest.

The Minutewomen were dealing well with Rhody's con-

stant full-court defensive pressure, and had the score tied

10-10 with 11 minutes to go in the first half.

At that point, URI's pressure began to take its toll, as

the WRams built a 32-20 lead resulting from efficient half

court offense as well as points resulting directly from

Rhode Island, 66-54
Rhode Island (66) Keisen 2 2 2-3 6. Games 4-6 2 4 K> Vaughn 5-9 2 4

12 Barnes reenbefg 5-16 3-4 15 DaHev O-O 2-2 2 Jefferson O-l

Webster 2-212 5 Morrone O-OOOO Maione 3-6O-O 6 CvetVovc

O-O O-O O Uchcious 1-3 2-2 4 Totals 23-46 18-29 66
Massachusetts (54) - I

' * 4 7 2-3 K>, irefcma 7-902 14 McCusker 4-14

2-3 KD. Muza 14 O-O 2. Hesset 0-2 O-O O. Nevarez O-O O-O O, Mcxan
1-4 O-l 2 Schuster 0-3 O-O O: Valentine 3-3 O-O 6 Pemberton 5-KD O-O
KD Totals 25-56 4 lO 54
Maritime ThoOe isiana 39. Massachusetts 26 Fouled out «

r

Stof* Ireland,

McCusker Three point goals Greenberg 2 Rebounds JRI 35 (Vaughn

8). UMass 30 -etana 6) Assists UW 15 (Keisen. Greenberg 4).

UMass 14 (iretana. McCusker 5) Total fouls URi 15 UMass 28 A - 175

men 's gymnastics

UMass turnovers.

The WRams took a 36-29 lead into halftime. The
Minutewomen cut the lead down to nine points (41-32) at

the start of the second, but the Minutewomen's height ad-

vantage got into collective foul trouble, helping URI pick

up the win.

Both Kim Kristofik and Jenny Moran picked up their

third foul before the end of the first half, and Lisa Ireland

and McCusker both fouled out in the second.

Not only did URI not have to deal with UMass' height

advantage, they were able to go to the foul line 29 times,

17 alone in the second.

Ireland led the Minutewomen with 14 points, while

Kristofik, McCusker, and Shawna Pemberton added ten

points apiece.

While the Minutewomen are winless, there is an

historical precident which gives UMass hope against the

Bonnies in tonight's A-10 first round game.

Last year, the Minutewomen went to Olean, N.Y., under

similar circumstances and pulled off a big upset, winn-

ing 77-72 with only seven available players on their roster.

Senior captain McCusker would like to see history

repeat itself.

"We did it last year, maybe we can do it again," offered

McCusker. "We can compete with them."

The Bonnies fared well against UMass in the two teams'

regular season match ups, winning 78-53 in the first game
at the Cage in January and 83-63 in the second, held Feb.

14 in Olean.

In the second meeting, UMaM was down 50-25 at

halftini' bowed their potential by outscorintf the

Bonnies 38-33 in the second half.

For the Minutewomen to have any hope of winning, they

must put together two halves like that second half.

Specifically, this means UMass must stop SBU's balanc

ed scoring attack and take good care of the basketball.

Should UMass upset the Bonnies, they would then face

Rutgers in New Jersey on Wednesday, March 6.

I ••II* tfian pht>i<> h> Vann l>lutf>

Lisa Ireland takes a shot against Rhode
Island during Saturday's game. The women lost

their final regular season game and will head
to Olean, N.Y., for the first round of the A-10

Tournament.

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1?

sophomore Steve Christensen, who was
hampered by the flu. Christensen, UMass'
top all-around gymnast, said he currently

a 48-hour flu but has been afflicted by

an unnammed illness for about two

months. Health Service personnel have fail-

ed to identify the nature of the illne-

either Chn-t en.-en or his coach Roy

Johnson.

However. UMass picked up the slack for

Christensen. Freshman Joe Haran finish

ed third in the all around with 64.5 points,

and freshman Jason Braud won the vault

with md finished fourth in the floor

i9A
In addition, three UMaSfl senior- -aid

good-bye to Boyden gymnasium with nice

perforin Dave DiNucci's veult (9.0),

Mitch Hall's high bar (9.25) and Andy-

Sullivan's rings (9.2i were responsible for

UM. ihowing. The large turnout

on a Saturday night made the up-

men feel appreciated.

"We did a hell of a job today.'' DiXucci

-aid "We RSl a new school record."

"I think the big motivation was that we

had two excellent teams that we wanted to

perform up to," Johnson said. "When you

meet better teams, you're not always gon-

na pick up the easy Ws." Johnson added

that the 270-point mark might be broken

in the New Englands, if Christensen

returns.

The Minutemen lost their second-place

lead after the rings, but made a strong

turge at SyraraoR in the final two events

The team beat the Orangemen in the

parallel bars, cutting the lead to 1.65

points.

UMass also took advantage of falls hv

Syracuse on the high bar, beating them

45.9.
r
) 4-4 7 It wasn t -trong enough to over-

take IllinoisChicago, which WOO the com-

petition with 47.2 pomt-

•I had my best score ever.'' said Braud.

happy with his floor exercise. "I hit m\

but they had some guys doing some pretty

hig tricks, so they beat me out."

Unfortunately, that result was

characteristic of UMass' team effort

urday

Women's gymnastics surprises
By LYNN FRANKEL
Collegian Correspondent

Despite the loss of the team's only

senior, Kristen Turmail tkneei. and
-ophomore powerhouse Tammy Mar-

shall (anklet, the University of

Massachusetts women's gymnastics

im successfully defeated Rutp
University Saturday 181.90-176

Head coach Alfie Mitchell said he MM
pleasantly surprised by freshmen

pei formain

"Those who came up, really came
through," said Mitchell referring to t lu-

showing his young team mad
He said he was especially impn

by Erika Finkleman's routines on the

balance beam (9.25), a personal be-

and floor (9.2"

Junior Kim Grady led the team in the

all-around scoring 57.15 points. (Iradv

won the vault competition with a 9.35,

the floor with a 9.5. and tied teammate

Beth Kronanfor first with on the

uneven parallel bars with a 9.1

rain Kleir won the balance beam with

a 9.5, and tied teammates Margaret

Furtado and Ann Klosik for third on the

vault with a 9.0.

Freshman Margaret Furtado pi.

>

third in the all-around with a :i»i 4 and
third on the uneven ban with R

Mitchell said his team was "p-vi hed"

with the win. He said the team eras tired

from the ueek's hard schedule, and the

win was a great boost for team morale.

Mitchell said the team was ahi.

really concentrate on cleaning up pro

Mem area- and focusing on individual

performam I

The team heads to Durham. N.H.. this

Weekend tO take OO the arch rivalled

New Hampshire squad.

Mitchell said he anticipate- a healthy

Tammy Marshall and continued consis

tent performances from his athlet

Classifieds
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ACTIVITIES

BRANFORD MARSALIS TONIGHT!
Fine Arts Center 8pm
Call UPC for info 545-2892

JOIN UPC, the concert production company
of UMass -Learn how to produce concerts

A make great friends Meetings every Tues

at 6 30
Call 545-2898 for 'nfo

1988 HONDA CRX 5sp silver -good condi

Hon $5500 BO 253-9660 MarK

EMMY RESUME SERVICE

RESUME SERVICE- We will provide you

with an award winning resume Don t Gam-

ble with you future- Go with the best- Call

545 3647 betweei. 9 and 5 Also be sure to

stop by our table on the concourse Tues-

day and Wednesday of this week

PAIR OF 125 WATT hid digital acoustic

Fisher loud speakers 12 inch woofer. 2

tweeters and 1 midrange tweeter $150 or

B O Call 546-4602 -Brian

LOST

FREE BRUNO'S PIZZA

BLACK COTTON SWEATER lost at LBGA
dance m the Campus Center on Feb 22

The brand is Basix Call 546-3682

PLEASE 1

ON FEBRUARY 18. 1991

A person lit himself on tire

in the name of

Peace
Please think about that today

BOOK A HOUSE/DORM party with

RACKADISC and have free food -Call

586-9900 for details (limited to UMass *
Amherst College)

FLUID MECHANICS TEXT in Bluewall on

Wednesday Marty Barret autograph on in-

side page $$ 6S5-3370

PETE
A year and a half ago I didn t know that to-

day's the only day of the year that s a com-

mand I'd be so incomplete without vou 1

Me-

FLORIOA S NEWEST HOT SPOT
Panama City $139

World s biggest beach party

Daytona Beach $189

Call Erica or Julie- 546-2649 or

Siobhan or Tern- 546-5079

March 8 deadline -March 8 deadline

TYPING

PLASTER POSTER PARTY!
Join the UMass Juggling Club as we cover

the Valley with flyers' Meet on the CC Con-

course. 3 00

UMASS TRIATHLON CLUB MEETING.
Tues 3/5 6 30 Boyden 249 Lots of stuff to

do All welcome 546-3324 for info

HAIGIS HOOPLA IS COMING
Get some friends together and start prac_

ticing for Haigis Hoopla, an out door 3-on 3

basketball festival sponsored by the UMass

Sport Management Program and WHMF
FM Festival will take place April 26-28 Look

for registration materials in the coming

month and prepare to a weekend of fun.

friends, food and basketball!

ANNOUNCEMENTS

BED AND BREAKFAST- downtown ideal

for visiting parents and friends 549-0mj

OCHO will be closed Monday. March 4 after

1 pm and all day on Tuesday March 5 Sorry

for the inconvenience

ENTERTAINMENT

RACK-ATbBCis still the best for DJ sand

live entertainment Call anytime 586-9900.

ask about our specials

HELP WANTED

KEYCHAIN 2/27 Leather Dooney & Bourke

w/ dorm key If found call 6-4027 please

EXCELLENT PAY making money with your

personal computer Free details Call

1803-739-0789 ext 23

FOR RENT
INTELLIGENCE JOBS. All branches US
Customs. DEA ect Now hiring Call

1-805-962-8000 Ext K-9616

YSL SUNGLASSES somewhere between
the Hatch and Franklin DC -$Reward$
please please call 6-2131 Jenya

NO QUESTIONS ASKED!

THANK YOU St Jude tor prayers answered

KGG

ROOMMATE WANTED

1 BEDROOM available immediately in

house -walk to UMass Fireplace/porch

$230 mo util -549-1393 -leave message

CAMPUS PICKUP AND DELIVERY, fast

cheap- accurate work -Lisa 256-6695

CHEAP RATES!. Fast 1
. Accurate 1 Depen-

dable 1

. Campus pickup and delivery Adam
253-9117

4 or 5 Bedroom Apt. in N'ton Off South

St 15min walk to town Parking garage op-

tion quiet neighborhood Avail now

585-5745 or 508-840-3460 $790/month

AMHERST. 1 BEDROOM AVAILABLEiN"3

BEDROOM. NEW HOUSE ON BUS LINE

FIREPLACE. BEAUTIFUL" AVAILABLE

NOW CALL 8-4. 665-3326

WINTER SPECIAL: 1 month rent 99 cents

with one year lease

2 Bedroom- $450
3 Bedroom- $537 -
Sunderland, free bus route, laundry

facilities, swimming pool, garden plots,

short term lease available 665-3856

NANNIES NEEDED. Wonderful families

Great agency provides guidance, network-

ing One on one. Inc 93 Main St Andover.

MA 01810 (800)688-6269

PRESTIGIOUS NORTHEAST SUMMER
camps near NYC seeks specialists in

sports, art, theatre, dance, music, magic

circus, science, waterfront, horsemanship

On campus interviews 3-5-91 Call

800 869-6083 or write French Woods, P

Box 800, Pomona, NY 10970

TO THE PERSON who took my ring from

third floor Brett please return it It is very im-

portant to me Leave it in the Cluster Office

Thank you

PERSONALS

SERVICES/WORDPROCESSING

DISSERTATIONS. CASES, PAPERS.
On-campus pickup Fast 1 Accurate 1

Mac/Laser. Speilcheck

Nancy 584 7924

HAPPY 21 at BIRTHDAY Bonne Hills 4 An

drew Madden!' You guys are great' Love.

Rose

RESUMES, PAPERS, anything typed or

typeset Fast, professional service Affor

dable rates KCommunications. 256-6373

WANTED

CASH FOR GOLD. Unwanted lewelry?

Necklaces, watches, rings We buy
anything containing gold Call 546-3399

AUDIO/VIDEO/TV

USED STEREO Components/VCRr's/Color

TVs We buy, sell « trade everything from

budget systems to high end separates

Dotailed list, 80 + items Call anytime S/A/v

Exchange 256-0941

FOR SALE

SMALL VERMONT CAMP for girls, seeks

committed counselors in horsemanship,

wilderness trips. water sports,

photography/video, and more Sherry

Osborn. Camp Catherine Caspers 25

Shawmut Ave . Apt UM Wayland. MA
01778(508)650 1866

HAPPY BIRTHDAY BILL BLAKE
Don't worry, you're not getting old

We luv ya!

Anna and Pamela

HEY IDA- Strike up the band' it's your bir-

thday -Luv Hero and Sage

SPRING BREAK

TRIPS TO PANAMA CITY. FL!

Cancun! Jamaica' Selling out

fast' Special deals on Cancun
If you call now' Free parties'

Concerts' Call now'
STS UMass Rep Denise 546-7156

TIMBER LAKE CAMPS located in NY's

Catskill Mountains seek General

Counselors Athletic Instructors, and WSI's

On-campus interviews Top salaries/travel

allowance 800-828-CAMP (9-4 30

weekdays)

SUBLET

FUTONS
Metawampe
Top quality gold bond futons

Delivery anywhere in USA
Sleep with us and save'

1 800-3FUTON1

INSTRUCTION

IN SEARCH OF
Beautiful blonde girl I saw coming past

Whitmore at 1 1 o'clock Wed Feb 27 I was

in a red prelude Hope we get a chance to

talk real soon
Reply back in the personals

GREAT APARTMENT 2 mi off campus -

North Amherst -Big yard, storage, perfect

for two people Available now' Call 549*02-"

WANTED FOR RENT

LOOKING FOR A 3 Bdrm Apt in Puffton for

the fall We'll take your lease Contact Lisa

546-5765 or Beth 546-3494

BEGINNING GUITAR LESSONS
Call Steve 546-4493

TRAVEL

AUTO FOR SALE

1983 HONDA ACCORD 5-speed -very good

condition -AM/FM tape stereo $2000 or BU
Eve 549-8035

1987 JEEP WRANGLER V6 automatic,

47 000 miles, med blue w/ black top and

interior Much more $7596 -546-3142

IBM COMPATIBLE XT10 COMPUTER: In

eludes 1 floppy drive, 33 Meg hard drive,

monitor, keyboard, lots of software includ-

ed Call Phil at 253-7157 Make me an offer

FOR SALE
Sony discman -B O
Large dorm refrig -B O
549-0920

JEANINE-
Pray to smug baby
He will save you

'INTERNSHIP INFO"**

*.FALL 1991 INTERNSHIP INFORMATION
^ with the Legal Services Center. Get fiands-

^ on experience working directly with at

lorneys and clients Representatives from

*. the Internship Program and Legal Services

^ will be on hand Wednesday. March 6 and
^Thursday, March 14 at 3 30pm. in the

UMass Campus Center Check for the room

)+ number by the elevators 545-1995

ON FEBRUARY 17, 1991

Two men died in a house fire

Smoke detectors could have saved them

Please think about it

CAN T AFFORD SPRING BREAK?
Guaranteed great prices' Space available

to Jamaica, Mexico and Panama City

Beach, Florida (the new Daytona Beach ')'

MC/VISA are accepted* Call Cindy at

549 3538 please leave a message'

V ***•••*••*•••*•"
>'.•« A * » A »
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Sports
Minutemen ushered to early tourney exit
By SAM SILVERSTEIN
Collegian Staff

PHILADELPHIA — For three months. University of

Massachusetts men's hoop coach John Calipari has

challenged, encouraged and begged his team to step up

to the obstacles it faces.

Yesterday, in a bittersweet 84-83 overtime loss to

George Washington University in the Atlantic 10 Tour

nament quarterfinals, Calipari got his wish.

In the face of catastrophic foul trouble — by halftime

Tony Barbee, Harper Williams and Will Herndon had

three fouls each and John Tate had four - the Minutemen

w«l«n't cooked until two potential game winning shots

were blocked by GW center Byron Hopkins in the final

>nd- of overtime.

The kids never quit. The way this game was called,

they had plenty of chances to just pack in the tents and

they didn't." Calipari said. ••Every late game situation,

we performed. That's what bothers me most about this

game and how it was decided."

Twice in the second half and once in overtime the Col-

onials delivered what appeared to be the knock-out punch,

only to see the Minutemen rally in an astonishing fashion.

While Herndon sat on the bench with four fouls and

Williams held the court with four. UMass fell hehind 66-58

with six minutes left in regulation.

George Washington, 84-83 OT
Ma»«oehut»tt» (S3) Barbee 5-14 8-KD 18. Tate O-O O-O O. Wiioms 2-5

4-6 8 Brown 4-4 4-4 13 McCoy 9-17 8-8 26. Giles 3-6 1-2 7. Herndon 4-6 1-3

dCmhsoo 1-2 O-O 2 Anderson O-O O-O O Totals 28-54 26-33 83

George Washington (M) McKenme 4-8 7-K)15. Holland 8-14 4 12 22.

Hopkins 3-6 1-2 7 Suries 2-4 O-O 4. Pearson 2-7 1-2 5. Sitney 5-11 6-7 16. Pat-

terson 3-3 2-2 K> Young 1-1 O-O 3 Karver O-l 2-2 2 Totals 28-55 25-37 84

Maritime Massachusetts 35 George Washington 43 Regulation jMass

Overtime ;Mass 6 GWU 7 Fouled Out Tate. Wi*oms. Hern-

oon McKenme Rebound* UMass 38 (Barbee 9). GWU 33 (Sitney 9) Assists

UMass 17 (Baroee 6). GWU lO (McKennie) Total Fouls UMass 29 GWU 25

Technicals Cofcpari (UMass coach). Barbee A - not available at presstme

Herdon returned and hit a layup, and McCoy and

Barbee combined to hit six consecutive freethrows as the

Minutemen drew within two at 70-68 with 4:06 to play.

GW again appeared to wrap it up in the closing minutes

of regulation, edging to a 75-71 lead with 2:19 to play on

a Glen Sitney drive and a pair of Ellis McKennie

freethrows.

Again UMass responded. UMass forced overtime with

a 6-1 run centered around a 45-second defensive stand,

a McCoy 18-footer and a clutch Anton Brown

three-pointer.

Rafer Giles hit one of two freethrows with two seconds

left to knot it at 77.

In overtime, Sonni Holland drew fifth fouls from Tate

and Williams within a 33 second span, and the Colonials

lead 84-81 with 1:40 left.

When McCoy drilled a baseline jumper, and Sitney

travelled on an inbounds play following a timeout, the

Minutemen had one last p on to try and reach to

day's semifinal round.

Hopkins rejected Barbee in the low post with RU seconds

left, then smothered McCoy as he tried to launch a last.

desperate shot.

"I caught it, [Hopkins] bodied me a little, and I just m
ed the .-hot." Barbee said.

UMaRs' tat.- now lies in the hands of the National In-

vitation Tournament selection committee, which will an

nounce its picks next Sunday night.

"Wf'n an MI" team because we're playing good basket-

ball right now . . . These guys daaanra it," Cal said of his

17-12 squad.

The good news/bad news afternoon in a nutshell: McCoy
finished with 26 points, moving past Lorenzo Sutton into

place on the all time school scoring list.

id rather not have scored the points and won the

game," McCoy said.

Barbee added 18 points and Brown had a season-high

13 points for UlfaRR Holland scored 22 to lead GW

Collririan ph<i

Will Herndon put one to Rhode Island during

Wednesday's game in Providence. The team
returns from the quarterfinals of the A-10 Tour-

nament winless.

ATLANTIC lO TOURNAMENT SCHEDULE
First Round Quarterfinals Semifinals

March 2, 1991 March 3, 1991 March 4, "1991

Palestra Palestra Palestra

Championship
March 7, 1991

Highest-Seeded
Remaining Team

W«Rt Virginia

$7
West Virginia

St. ionaventuro Temple

#10

#2

11

#<

1

f

St. Joseph's

Temple

Penn Stale

1

Duquesne

Penn State

George Washington i

A-IO Champion
1

Massachusetts

George Washington

Rutgers

1

St. Joseph's

#8
St. Joseph's

Rhode Island

Gymnasts drop final home meet
B> MICHAEL MORRISSEY
Collegian Correspondent

Ever wonder what it would he like to ex-

perience the thrill of victory and the agony
of defeat?

The University of Massachusetts mens'

gymnastics team found out Saturday night

in Boyden, where they set a school record

for team points in the team's final home
meet, scoring 269.6 points yet losing to both

Illinois Chicago (275.65) and Syracuse

University (270).

UIC dominated the match, as they won

five ol six events. Barry McDonald led the

Flames with a first place parallel bars

routine (9.55) and tied for first on the floor

(9.55). Syracuse's Jason Hebert tied

McDonald for first in the floor exercise with

a 9.55 score and placed second on the vault

(9.45).

McDonald also placed first in the all-

around, with a score of 56.05. Dave
Heltmach helped out UIC with a first place

tie on the pommel horse (9.6) and a second

e all-around finish (66.15).

UMass saw limited action from

CONTINUED ON PAGE 11

Remembering Loyola's Gathers
By STEPHEN KATSOULIS
Collegian Correspondent

One year ago today, the sports world
took a shot of reality when Loyola-
Marymount's Hank Gathers collapsed

and died following a dunk against the
University of Portland.

At the time, Gathers was putting on
the kind of show that would make him
a certain NBA first round pick. Then,
suddenly, he collapsed, going into con-

vulsions before passing out. He died

minutes later while being rushed to the

hospital.

Everyone who knows this story

Sports Commentary

couldn't help but tojump on the Loyola

bandwagon as they made their

Cinderella march through the NCAA
CONTINUE*) FROM PAGE lO
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Rally kicks off Conservative Awareness Week
[ rrMPi

I*

A

FAC1ST

Conservative students denounce student government leaders

( ..|l»-tfinn phittn by K.A Hurkr

Student Trustee Angus McQuilken stands by
while New Americans Club founder Ted
Maravelis speaks at yesterday's rally kicking off

Conservative Awareness Week.

By TAMIR LIPTON
Collegian Staff

A rally on the Student Union steps "denouncing the sell

out of the five student government officers" kicked offCon

servative Awareness Week yesterday at noon, in front ol

a sparse crowd.

In a rally sponsored by the Republican Club and Young

Americans for Freedom, Ted Maravelis, founder of the

UMass New Americans Club, gave two speeches bashing

Student Trustee Angus McQuilken and the UMass
administration.

"This man [McQuilken] should be in jail," Maravelis

said. "He stole $2 million from us

On Feb. 12, University administrators created a Com-
mission on Student Governance, which took budgetary

powers from the Student Government Association and

space allocation powers from the Board of Governors.

McQuilken paraded in front of the podium in the rain

holding a sign that read, "You can't defend democracy

by acting like a facist (sicl"

"I'd like to see the students have more control of their

money but we need to show that we are responsible

enough [to have that control)." McQuilken said.

Maravelis said, "We would bring it ($2 million] back

under the control of the SGA where it had been for the

last 50 years. The students have a right to use their money
the way they want to. To deny that iw ifl not only a breach

of written contract, but it's also a deprivation of their Pfaral

Amendment rights.

"It's really sad that [Senate Speaker] Dan Chesnicka.

[Treasurer] Karen Talbot and Angus McQuilken have

sold-out student government to [PresidentChancellor

Joseph] Duffey and the administration," Maravelis said

Chesnicka and Talbot were both impeached Feb 27 by

the Undergraduate Student Senate after they Raked the

UMass administration to step in and restructure the S( \

on Jan. 30.

Edward Corrigan, vice-chairperson of the BOG and

editor of the Minuteman said, "Angus, you are perhaps

the worst student trustee ever Everything that [you]

have worked for is against student right-

"The only thing that he's worked for is Legal Services

K'enter], and he's failed miserably Perhaps half of the

money you've spent is to promote homosexuaiit\ .'" he Raid.

Jon Aronson, a writer for the Minuteman said. Men
like you [McQuilken] don't belong on this campus Angus

you are scum."

Maravelis continued his speech in the rain saving, "All

you people of Southwest, come find out what's going on

with your money Ifyou didn't have to pay $1 12 (activities

fee] per year, you'd have more drinking money."

Guy Glodis, a member of YAFF. used the rail

opportuniU to promote his "talk show" tonight in the

BOOR Center Auditorium.

"Pandemonium and cha<>- in h. du. Glodis tall

don't miss it." Glodis Raid "Radicals, homo- \u.il- COOl

munists and the most powerful student government

leaders will be there

"I'll be giving away a trip to Daytona over Spring hi

to the hottest looking bain he -aid.

'92 election on the horizon
"Focus on domestic issues, "Democrats say
BOSTON (AP) - Now that the Persian

Gulf War is drawing to a close, America

needs to focus its attention to domestic

issues and presidential politics, officials

from the moderate Democratic Leadership

council said yesterday.

"After the concentration and focus on the

war has subsided, economic issues will

become paramount," said U.S. Rep. David

McCurdy, D Oklahoma. "I don't see 1992

as necessarily a losing effort."

U.S. Sen. Sam Nunn, D-Georgia. told

reporters he is not interested in a presiden

tial run, but wants to help shape the 1992

debate.

"I'm not running, I have no plans to run,"

said one of the most talked about potential

Democratic contenders. "I never said that

it would be impossible. . .at some point in

my career I may catch that disease."

And even as Nunn asserted he wanted to

talk issues and not politics, McCurdy and

other prominent mainstream Democrats

were actively promoting the head of the

Senate Armed Services Committee.

"Senator Nunn has a 20-year record in

the Senate," said Al From, head of the

council. "I don't think there's an American

alive who knows more about national

security policy."

From said at least five men are consider-

ing challenging Bush: Nunn, Texas Sen.

Lloyd Bentsen, Missouri Rep. Richard

Gephardt, Tennessee Sen. Albert Gore Jr.,

and Arkansas Gov. William Clinton. From

puts Nunn and Bentsen at the top of his

short list of contenders, noting they have

lengthy resumes and political bases from

which to build.

McCurdy. who co sponsored legislation

allowing Bush to use force in the gulf,

nevertheless defended Nunn for opposing

the bill.

"Sen. Nunn is not vulnerable on ques-

tions of national security and defense," said

McCurdy, new head of the House In

telligence Committee.

Nunn and the other Democrats who form

ed the council "out of the rubble of the 1984

debacle," said this series of issues forums

around the country will produce a viable

candidate.

"Our first task is to take care of the

message and the messenger will take care

of himself or herself," Nunn said.

Political observers note that this election

season lags far behind the 1988 race. By

February 1987, several candidates had

made their intentions known and were

campaigning heavily in Iowa and New

Hampshire, home to the first caucuses and

primary respectively.

Vote may soften U.S.S.R.'s

opposition to Baltic independence

By BRIAN FRIEDMAN
Associated Press Writer

RIGA. U.S.S.R. - The overwhelming

vote for independence in the Baltic

republics should persuade the Soviet

Union to soften its opposition to their

secession, the Latvian president said

yesterday.

In Sunday's plebiscites in Latvia and

Estonia, independence was favored by

more than three fourths of voters. The

referendums carry no legal weight but

represent a challenge to President

Mikhail S. Gorbachev.

Voters in Lithuania voted in favor of

secession on Feb. 9.

Anatolijs Gorbunovs, president of the

Latvian parliament, said the plebiscite

would be an "additional argument" for

the Kremlin to "correct its policy on the

Baltic issue."

'T would like to express the hope that

the presidium of the Supreme Soviet or

its president by the end of March or the

beginning of April would have a new

conception in regard to the Baltic issue,"

Gorbunovs said.

Ethnic Russians in the two republics

joined ethnic Latvians and Estonians in

urging secession, despite warnings from

Moscow that the non indigenous popula

tion would be second-class citizens if in-

dependence were approved.

The votes were little more than a

public opinion poll, but officials had

hoped for a strong pro-independence

vote so the three Baltic republics could

march in step away from the Soviet

Union.

The Baltics a year ago began their

struggle to reverse the Kremlin's fore

ed annexation of Estonia, Latvia and

Lithuania in 1940. The three republics

were independent between the wars

The referendums also represented a

strong challenge to Gorbachev, who has

branded illegal independence declara

tions last year by the Baltic republics.

Gorbachev has scheduled a nation

wide referendum for March 17 on

holding together the 15 Soviet republics.

Leaders for the Baltics, as well as of the

republics of Armenia, Georgia and

Moldavia, have said they won't

participate.

UM student injured

in two-car accident
A UMass junior who was involved in a two-car acci-

dent on Route 116 in Amherst Saturday night was

listed in critical condition yesterday at Bay State

Medical Center in Springfield, police said.

Nancy Anton, 20, of Sudbury, was traveling north

on Route 116 just south of Sunderland Road when, ac

cording to police, witnesses saw her swerve to avoid

an opossum and cross into the southbound lane where

she was hit broadside by an oncoming car.

Anton was first taken to Cooley Dickinson Hospital

in Northampton and was transferred later to Bay State

Medical Center in critical condition.

The driver of the other car, Julie Lehrman, age

unknown, of Sunderland, was treated at Cooley Dickin

son for minor injuries and released P'^^
— MARK HENSLLY

Troops welcomed
at Westover Air Base
By TRUDY TYNAN
Associated Press Writer

CHICOPEE - They unfurled the American flag and

broke out the beer here yesterday as Westover Air Force

Base staged the first of what promises to be many
"Welcome Home" celebrations for U.S. troops returning

from the Persian Gulf.

"It's great to be back," said Sgt. Emilio Rivera, a

member of the Uth Air Defense Artillery Brigade out of

Fort Bliss, Texas, who was the first of 20 men and women
through the door, bedecked with yellow streamers.

Brig. Gen. Frederick Walker offered each soldier a cold

beer as they stepped into the hangar.

"We will give everyone returning from the sands a

CONTINUED ON PAGE 2
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Page 3: Solid waste crisis threatens to

bury Massachusetts.

Pages 7-11: Hungry? Check out the Col-

legian Dining Guide.

Page 12: Ric Oliviera on Canadian

"tyranny" from the Mohawk

perspective.

VEATHER
Gradual clearing today, high near 45.

Chilly tonight. Partly cloudy tomorrow.
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troops return

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

hero's welcome whether the flights come in at 2 a.m. or

5 p.m.," Walker Mid.

A cheer echoed through the cavernous cargo hangar

decked with flags and signs reading "Welcome Home" as

the first troops arrived. A line of colonels and other senior

officers waved small American flags and Red Cross

volunteers pinned small yellow wreaths on each soldier's

lapel.
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Chief Master Sgt. Charles Fusco, the top enlisted man

at the base, flipped hot dogs and hamburgers at a portable

barbecue grill and passed out baseball hats from major

league teams.

Most of the men and women in this first wave of

returnees were sent home early on emergency leave,

Walker said.

"And I won't be going back," said Sgt. Stacey Costello

of New Washington, Ohio, a big grin splitting her face.

"This sure tastes good after a couple of months," said

Costello, 20, who "drove truck" in Saudi Arabia for her

National Guard unit based in New Ashland, Ohio, as she

swigged from one bottle of wine cooler and clutched a

second.
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MAGIC LANTERN
LADIES ONLY

Wed Night: March 6th

FEATURING
The Dance Group

'BAD BOYS FROM BOSTON'
Starring: +NICKO

•Students with college ID.

FREE ADMISSION
Take Rt 9 to Belchertown to Rt 181

to Rt 20 West-Palmer, MA
283-9275

"Some women went out and bought me a four-pack after

I said I really don't like beer," she said. "Everyone has

been so wonderful."

"This really makes you feel appreciated, said Sgt. Jim-

my Jemison of the 7778th Maintenance Unit of the

Alabama National Guard, heading for home in Jackson,

Ala
Sgt Albert Noble from the 1st Cavalry stationed at Fort

Hood Texas, said he flew over the battlefield on his way

out "It was just a blackened jungle of destroyed tanks,"

he recalled. Now, he said, his thoughts were turning to

home and "pizza and popcorn."

"This is just great," said Sgt. Steve Choy, a paratrooper

stationed in Fort Bragg, N.C., who said he was stunned

by the welcome after traveling for more than 25 hours

from his unit in Iraq. And he said it helped ease the dif-

ficulty of being called home by a death in the family.

The first thing Choy said he planned to do in when time

permitted was "get a Christmas for my kids." He said he

has two children, a boy and a girl.

"We are going to have Christmas and Thanksgiving all

wrapped into one," he said.

The welcome was hastily assembled on a half-hour s

notice after the C-5A cargo jet, originally scheduled to fly

into Dover Air Force Base in Delaware, was diverted to

Westover, according to pilot David Nelson, of Kelly Air

Force Base in San Antonio, Texas.

Correction

In yesterday's Collegian, Guy Glodis was misidentified.

He is not a member of the Republican Club or the

Minuteman. The Collegian apologizes for this mistake.

DISCOUNT SURPLUS

New & Used furniture • Office

equiment • Stationary • General

merchandise

200 Russel St (Rt9) 586-7202

Hadley. MA

FREE RENT OPTION
**#

• Sir.**

"IMS
^ **"

SSffST*EET-
m ]T^ \. • **^ To Buscn Gardens that is. Florida s

\J~ most excit.ng adventure park Fluff up your feathers Show us your

own special brand of talent Spotlight your style and make us sm.le. sm.le. smile'

r- AUDITIONS & INTERVIEWS
Monday, March 25, 1991 • |«2zJK5
THE HYATT REGENCY • CAMBRIDGE

575 Memorial Drive • Cambridge

Brandywine offers Country

Living with convenience

• On UMass Bus Route • Nearby Shopping • Situated

on well landscaped acres with pond.

One and two bedroom apartments include fully equipped

kitchen and wall to wall carpeting.

Swimming pool, laundry facilities, responsive

management.

Stop and we'll show you what we have to offer.

Affordable rents include gas, utilities (heat, hot water

and stove).

BRANDYWINE AT AMHERST
16 Brandywine Drive, Amherst

Rental Office Open Daily 10-4

Limited Time Offer - 5490600

]
ESr^comic mo****! rnmu.es long of appropriate material ^u may be requested to per-

forman improvisation Efhrnc d.alects are helpful and may also be requested

Sineers and Dancers

satrirty Singers be prepared to dance and dancers be prepared to sing

Cne^c*^ ** *» should Prepafe «" Sh° rt Se,6C,K>nS

Technical Personnel
Lookinq for expenenced stage managers, skilled sound and lighting techncans, stage hands seam-

stresses and dressers. Bo sure to bring your current resume

FREE POOL
Tuesday Night

Ladies Night

Your choice

of tables

ALL DAY
EVERYDAY

21 and

over

^Busch
Gardens

TAMPA BAY, FLORIDA

cqu». Opportunity Employe' M/F/ha/

t

BUD LIGHT BOTTLES
$175

• 9ft. Championship Tables -

• Six Large Screen TVs with your^k

favorite sports action

• Full Bar

• Drafts in ice cold mugs

• 25 cent hot dogs

• Pizza and burritos

• Full appetizer menu

• Weekly giveaways

• Great for couples

Open:
Mon-Sat Noon-lam Sun lpm-iam

dable

Elegant

MIQIAE1/
Billiard Room
And Sports Bar

Rt. 9, Amherst, 256-8284

(Next to Hunan Garden)

I lUllHHIl

E*mnff

silverscape
designs

264 N Pleasant St , Amherst 253 3324

177 Mom St . Northampton 584 3324

GoidsmMht • Gam Gollary

•

LOCAL
Handling solid waste is not that easy anymore
By DAVID MASSEY
Collegian Correspondent

Second in a series examining the solid waste crisis

Massachusetts annually produces 6.5 million tons of gar-

bage and buries and burns 90 percent of it, noted Dan

Jacobson, the regional coordinator for MassPirg, in a

telephone interview.

Considering the fact that 85 percent of all the landfills

in the state will close in five to seven years and the toxic

byproducts from incineration still must be landfilled, the

question of how to handle solid waste is not so simple

anymore.
Placing our trash in landfills is no longer a viable alter-

native because toxic substances can contaminate the

ground water, Jacobson said.

"We've had quite a number of towns in the state that

have lost their drinking water due to this kind of toxic

contamination," he said.

In addition, landfilling trash is a waste of a precious

resource, according to Marc Fournier, acting director of

solid waste management at UMass.

"We are taking all these extremely valuable resources

and throwing them in a hole. Someday, they aren't going

to be around anymore. You are going to be wishing that

you had used more of those recyclable materials rather

than throwing them away," Fournier said.

Burning trash releases toxins in the air, Jacobson said,

and leaves behind highly toxic ashes. This ash also must

be landfilled in a state where few sites remain for the con-

struction of new landfills and older ones are reaching their

full capacity.

"We produce far too much trash and our ways of dispos-

ing it cost [Massachusetts] a lot of money and they are

just very dangerous for the environment," Jacobson said.

Though many observers view recycling as the only feasi-

ble solution to the solid waste crisis in Massachusetts, the

state recycles only about 7 to 10 percent of its trash, ac-

cording to Jacobson. Many environmentalists believe close

to 90 percent of our waste can be recycled.

The first step in waste management — reducing the

amount of solid waste that enters the waste stream — is

the key to handling solid waste in this state, Jacobson

said. He cited an MIT study that discovered the optimum

method for reducing garbage is to reduce the amount of

packaging industries use in their products.

In 1960, there were 24 million tons of packaging in the

municipal waste stream, according to Garbage Magazine.

In 1990, this figure skyrocketed to 45.4 million and is pro-

jected to reach the 50 million mark by the beginning of

Collegian photo by Dondi Ahearn

LOOK OUT ANY WINDOW - Mel Nutting, a comparative literature graduate student, looks

out her office window in South College.

TUESDAY, MARCH 5

Auditions - The University of Massachusetts Theater

Department is presenting The Black Women's Survival

Kit Auditions for the roles of six women, a multicultural

cast, will be from 7 p.m. - 11 p.m. in Room 206 Fine Arts

Center
Talk Show - The Guy Glodis Talk Show will be in the

Campus Center Auditorium, sponsored by the Republican

Club, from 7 p.m. - 9 p.m. Admission is free.

Workshop - Date Rape workshop is being offered by the

educator/advocates of the Everywoman's Center on the

fourth floor of Cance from 7 p.m. - 9 p.m.

Rally - "Support the Troops," sponsored by the

Republican Club and Young Americans for Freedom on

the steps of the Student Union at 12 p.m.

WEDNESDAY, MARCH 6

Forum - "Domestic Partner Benefits: Know What

You're Not Getting." Sponsored by the Faculty/Staff

Group for Gay, Lesbian and Bisexual Concerns, The Ot-

fice of Human Relations, and the Everywoman s Center

from 7 p.m. - 8:30 p.m. in CC 165.

Information Session - The Legal Services Center is hav

ing an information session at 3:30 p.m. about internships

in the Campus Center. Check schedule near elevator for

r^u«
m
- Profeaaor Ibrahim Abu-Lughod will present

"The Future of the Middle East" in the Johnston Chapel

at Amherst College at 8 p.m. Sponsored by JAW13S.

Assertiveness and Self Defense Training - Forjromen

in the East Lecture Hall at Hampshire College from 7 p.m.

------ ',,»»»»••«•*

For Your Information
9 p.m.

Speaker — Sponsored by the Center for Jewish Studies,

Howard Adelman, speaking on "Women and Men in

Jewish History," at 12:30 p.m. in the Hillel House Con-

ference Room.
Lecture — The School of Nursing presents Karen Zander

in CC 904-908 from 4p.m. - 6p.m.

Brown Bag Lunch Series — The Women's Studies

Department sponsor Norma Dana and Nancy Fish,

"Welfare Mothers and Education," in CC 904-908 at 12:15

p.m.

Rally — "Pro-Life Rally," sponsored by the Republican

Club and the Young Americans for Freedom on the steps

of the Student Union from 12 p.m. - 1p.m.

Travel, Study, Work — Opportunities in Israel. Speak

with national representatives from volunteers from Israel

on campus concourse all day.

THURSDAY, MARCH 7

Lecture — "Orthodox Feminism in Israel: Reflections on

Advancements and restraints" with Leah Shakdiel at 4:15

p.m. in the Red Room in Converse Hall at Amherst

College.

Film - "Leila and the Wolves," sponsored by the UMass

History Department at 7 p.m. in Herter 231. Followed by

discussion.
,

Speaker - Hillel and UMass POWER present "Women s

Roles on Judaism from a Feminist Perspective."

Lecture — "Jewish Emancipation, Apostasy, Espionage,

and the Idea of Arab Nationalism," by Professor Benjamin

Braude will be at 4:15 p.m. in the Neilson Browsing Room

the 21st century.

One-third of all the solid waste in Massachusetts con-

sists of packaging, much of which is unnecessary, accor-

ding to MassPirg.

The Recycling Initiative, a bill that is under considera-

tion in the House, states that by 1996 all packaging used

in Massachusetts must be re-used or made of recycled or

recyclable materials. The aims of the initiative are to

create a market for recycled materials, reduce the amount

of garbage produced, and save energy and natural

resources.

Initiated by MassPirg and written by Massachusetts lob-

byists, the Recyling Initiative faces major opposition from

the plastics industries, said Bethany Coleman, a junior

at UMass who is on internship with MassPirg and is the

project coordinator for the Recycling Initiative.

According to MassPirg, these companies make and sell

$1.7 billion in packaging each year in the Commonwealth
and will put up a tough fight.

Though the exact same initiative was defeated by a

large margin in Oregon in November, Coleman said she

is hoping "Massachusetts sets the trend."

Tomorrow, the Collegian will analyze what UMass has

done to deal with the huge amount of solid waste it pro-

duces and what is in store for the future.

Police stop car
for possible

assault violation
Compiled by MARK HENSLEY
Collegian Staff

Police stopped a car on East Pleasant St. Friday that

allegedly had been involved in an assault in which a

weapon had been shown. After identifying the occupants

of the car, police confiscated a plastic gun which will be

turned over to the Hadley police department.

Arrests

• Yong Ying Deng, 19. ofQuincy was arrested Friday

for allegedly operating an uninsured, uninspected,

unregistered motor vehicle after his right to operate had

been suspended.

• Christopher L. Monteiro. 22, of Sunderland was ar-

rested Friday for alleged simple assault.

• Phillip S. Lasker, 18, and Brian Vincent. 18, both

of Waltham, were arrested Friday at John Adams

residence hall for allegedly being minors in the poMM

sion of alcohol. Also arrested was Kathleen M Reilly, 19.

of East Weymouth for allegedly being a minor in posses

sion of alcohol and being in possession of an ID card of

another.

• Timothy M. Sullivan, 20. of Plymouth was arrested

on Infirmary Way Saturday for allegedly operating after

his license was suspended. He was stopped by police for

driving the wrong way down a one way street and is

allegedly wanted on a Plymouth police department

warrant.
• John C. Lencinioni, 19. of Concord was arrested

Saturday on the Southwest Mall for allegedly being a

minor in possession of alcohol.

at Smith College. Sponsored by the Program in Jewish

Studies. ... .

Residential Recycling - Education Volunteers wi meet

at 6:30 p.m. in CC 903 and promotion volunteers will meet

at 8 p.m. in the same room.

Casino Night - Sponsored by the Program Council ot

the Board of Governors from 8 p.m. - 1 a.m. The cost is $5.

Rally - "Straight Pride" rally sponsored by the

Republican Club at 12 p.m. on Student Union steps.

FRIDAY, MARCH 8

Forum - An International Women s Day Forum spon-

sored by the Central American Working Group of the

American Friends Service Committee at 7:30 p.m. in Stod-

dard Auditorium at Smith College.

International Women's Day Celebration - Sponsored by

the Women's Penatgon Action presents a celebration at

the Unitarian Society Meeting House at 220 Main St. Nor-

thampton at 5:30 p.m. Supper will be served; the cost is

$3.50 Childcare available. Call 586-9809 for more

information.

SATURDAY, MARCH 9

Benefit - For Necessities/Necessidades, a shelter tor bat-

tered women. Featuring FUGAZI, THE BROOD and ZU-

ZU'S PETALS. Sponsored by POWER, the Union Pro

gram Council and the Hampshire College Alternative

Music Collective in the Student Union Ballroom at 8 p.m.

Play - The Hobbit will be performed by the Children s

Magical Mystical Theater at the Munson Memorial Hall

on the South Amherst Common at 10:30 a.m. For more

information please call 256-4095.
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The Break You've Been Waiting For...

1 % off storewide
Thursday, March 7—Sunday, March 10

J-RICH
CLOTHING FOR MEN

£^^340^22MaMrtC St . Northampton 586-6336 OPEN 7 Days!

If you love college life,

make a career of it.

DEAN
Of

STUDENTS

Nr

B«»M,>M Bouv*CoDeiP.«tNortheMternlJ|iventtj

in Boston istheonly Institution Ineastern Massa

chusetts that offersa Masters Degree program in the

area ofstudent personnel sen lees in highereducs

tion Bystresstngboth counselingand administrative

skills the program trainsyou to effective!) provide

students with vital support sen ices. Twoconcentra

.H^an.-.fhT.ci c (>ixKt;KsrrnKvn>K^^L
WORK and ACADEMIC ASSISTAN< E< (H NSEUNG
Thecouraework andtheatudenl sen lees pracucum

ma\ be completed in one year of full tune study or

ona part-time basts Many ofthe full thne students

are awarded graduate assistantships that are

related to the programand which provide partial or

full tuition remission and a stipend Someoj the

assistantships also include free room and board.

For more information caU (617)437-2708, or write

Graduate School, Boston Bouve College ol Human

Development Professions, 107 DockserHaU,

Northeastern University, Boston, MA02115.

Rl

Boston-Bouw
College

Northeastern

University
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This Is

No Way To

Take Your

LSAT.
If WW •« id WHH Mglus «»n hw achool. ihrres no belter LSAT

prcp.ir.mon ilut) Manlcy II Kjplan

Our LSAI ptrp will open voui r\c< with <i ore raising MMMgia

and ifchniqurs Wr II Ittlp you maMcr even thing from Analytical

Reasoning to Reading t omprehension

Our daises .lie live -and lively All our class and smdy material

is based on tlie new" LSAT And you can review lessons, and get

additional lirlp .is needed in our 1FST N-TAPE* lab. open days.

evenings and weekends (or your convenience.

Visit our ( enter today and see (or youiseU

And watcli the scales up in vour favor

f
STANLEY H. KAPLAN
lake Kaplan Or lake Your Chances

Free Information Seminar

TODAY at 7:00 pm
RSVP 549-5780

358 N. Pleasant Street

Amherst, MA 01002
I

$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$
$

$ Need Summer Monev?^$

4 t 1991

Summer Employment
Tuesday, March 5

10 a.m. — 5 p.m.

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

Featuring:

55 Camps
from the Northeast

& Alaska
Massachusetts*New York»Maine

Connecticut*New Hampshire

New JerseY # Boston»PennsYlvania

Will be interviewing for
summer employment

Further Information Contact:

The Student Employment Office

243 Whitmore — Walk-ins welcome

$$$$$$$$$*$*$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$

GROUND FLOOR STUDENT UNION

Editorial/Opinion __^
The opinions on this page are those of the mdividual writer or cartoonist and do not necessanly reflect the views of the CoUepan or the Unmrs.ty unless otherw.se noted.

We must begin to teach ourselves alternatives to violence
Across town and across this state I have

noticed huge numbers of adults and

children wearing Desert Storm t-shirts.

When I inquire about their popularity the

general response is, 'Why, I never gave it

much thought. I just picked one up at the

local Quik-Mart."

Just a harmless fad, it would seem, like

Batman or Simpsons t-shirts. Upon closer

inspection, however, we can find that a

dangerous lesson is being laid on our

children and reinforced in ourselves. The

lesson is violence, that old dear friend we

just can't seem to get away from.

Christopher Mattera

Desert Storm t shirts are just one exam-

ple of this lesson our kids get every day.

It is also reinforced in fairy tales, cartoons,

storybooks, movies and the almighty televi-

sion. G.I. Joe, one of the top selling toys of

the 80s, is perhaps my favorite example of

my least favorite lesson: violence. Not just

a doll any longer. G.I. Joe is a collection of

over than 100 action figures with an entire

arsenal of weapons, including bomber jets

and aircraft carriers. The G.L Joe cartoon

which is seen dailv across the country

averages 43 acts of violence per hour. Joes

routinely fight 'communists" and

"foreigners" - this at a time when cultural

and ideological understanding is of the ut

most importance.

Every study done on children and

violence, from Bandura three decades ago

through the present, concludes that

violence is learned, not inherent. War toys,

in whatever form and however culturally

accepted, lead to increased aggression and

violence.

By purchasing our children a Desert

Storm t-shirt, or any number of violent toys

available on the market, we are teaching

them that violence is the answer, and

that militarism is not only legitimate but

desirable. We are teaching them to say, as

we have said, to hell with supporting a

system where diplomacy and reason settle

disputes. The totalitarian rule of the Iron

Fist, it seems, is what we wish fcoinstill in

our children.

In such a might-makes-right atmosphere,

an atmosphere that Desert Storm t-shirts

and war toys certainly help foster, I wonder

why we send our children to school at all.

Intellect and reason, the very goals of

education, are of no use to a child in an at

mosphere of violence. Six hours a day at

Gold's gym, instead of school, would be

time better spent. . because we teach

children that it is the muscle behind the

clenched fist, and not the transcendental

mind, that is the judge, jury and ultimate-

ly, the executioner.

If you have children of your own, or

younger brothers and sisters, nieces and

nephews, or any children special in your

life, then I urge you to purchase and share

with them the following selections of

children's literature. These are big, color

ful, and friendly books designed to in

troduce peace and non-violence as a

legitimate problem solver. The past need

not keep repeating itself. Teaching peace

is as easy as teaching violence. Let's turn

the table now before it's too late.

Tools for peace: My Hiroshima by J.

Morimoto (Viking, $12.95. ages seven and

up i offers the young reader a first hand ac-

count of war from a survivor. The Big Book

For Peace (Dutton, $15.95, ages nine and

up), a collection of poems, stories and il-

lustrations by many of the masters of

children's literature. Number The Stars, by

L. Lowry (Houghton Mifflin, $12.95, ages

12 and up), an easy and fun fictional look

at the Danish resistance to save the Jewish

population of Denmark during WWII. The

Box's War: Confederate and Union Soldiers

Talk About The Civil War, by J. Murphy

(Clarion, $15.95. ages nine-14). first hand

accounts of the "homeland war'' with

photographs and illustrations. Peace and

War: A Collection of Poems, edited by M
Harrison and C. Stuart Clark (Oxford

Univ. Press, $17.95, ages 12 and upi. .«

cross cultural view of war and peace and

what it means to children and young

adults Peace Begins With You. by K.

Scholes (Sierra ClubLittle, Brown. $10.95,

ages seven and up) illuminates the pure

and beautiful philosophy of pacifism and

non-violence.

Christopher Mattera is a UMass student

il'Mt HU

JumDine on the bandwagon: Patriotism and style in the post war era

Have you been down in the dumps because your patriotic

duds are old and outdated? Do you feel the overwhelm

ing urge to deck yourself out in those mighty colons of red,

white and blue and tell the whole world you're proud to

be an American? Is your abode sadly lacking in the area

of flags, bumper stickers, yellow ribbons - the general

American paraphenalia? *

Well you're not alone. Across the country Old Glory has

come back into fashion. Youean buy almost anything from

nylons, leather coats, bath towels, underwear and jewelry

with that truly American insignia, the American flag, pro-

"Nottnly^hat, but those popular yellow ribbons can be

found everywhere. You can easily find tons of t-shirtivurn

brellas. stickers and pins all proudly displaying that

yellow ribbon.

And, lest we forget about those "Desert Storm" t-shirts

and pins - soon to be a collector's item - which would

bring a hearty smile to any American's face.

Even with this much fashion merchandise available,

some may find that this g# doesn't exactly suit their

tastes - doesn't fully express bow the United States has

won the war, how we beat fJraq with our superior air

power, superior technology, superior military and superior

tr

M^ny who don't care to don our noble colors have chosen

other ways to express their pride and joy in the great

American victory. They've adopted theme songs like.

Bette Milder's "From n Distance" and "Voices that Care,

performed bv Hollywood's notables, as testimony to their

hopeful and victorious sentiments. Droves have gone to

record stores to buy Tony Orlando's re-release of "Tie
_

a

Yellow Ribbon" and Whitney Houston's version of "The

Star Spangled Banner" to fill their ears with joy

Meredith O'Brien

No matter where you go nowadays, you can never escape

these ostentatious exhibits of patriotism from fashion and

decorations, to music. Nearly every home, store, lamp post

and car also tote their own U.S.A. sentiments with digni-

ty and pride.

Theiilare only a few places however, too many for the

tastes" for true red-blooded Americans, where those

distasteful, utt-patriotfc, heinous, so-called peace pro-

testers lurk, ready to destroy all of our patriotic symbols

with tneir jibberish. You know the kind, the kind espous-

ing peace and wimpy sanctions, the kind who think we

should pay to rebuild Iraq's war damages after Saddam

Hussein threatened our national security, as well as the

freedom of the whole entire world.

While the tin-American heathens continue their quest

to tarnish ev^thingthis country stands for in our mo-

ment of victory, in the face ofour hot selling ribbons and

flags. I've decided to add to the popular patriotic materia!

and put my two cents worth in by re-writing the ords

to the Beatles' "Revolution" tune:

You say you want a cease-fir- ire. well, ya know/Old

Glory's been unfurled. I

You tell me that we beat a liar. well, ya know/ We re on

top of the whole world.

But when you talk about destruction, don t ya know/We

really knocked them out —
Ya know it's gonna be all right, all right, all right.

You say you gotta a real solution, well, ya know/The Ira-

kis up and ran.

You ask me for a contribution, well, ya know/We already

got our plan. , ...

But if they want money A> rebuild what we bombed/All

I can tell you is brotfier yoWre really wrong -

Well, ya know it's gonna be all right, all right, all

You say you'll ditch the Constitution, well, ya know/We

don't need it anyhow.

You say just trust the institution, well, ya know/Bush s

got the power now.

But ifyou go carrying pictures ofpeacenik goons/You bet-

ter get outta this country really soon —

But ya know it's gonna be ail right. . .all right. .
all right.

Meredith O'Brien is a Collegian columnist

TV.ova are millions of us working to heal a sick world
1 nere are miiiiuiib ui u& w"^A j ^ i^ ^ though m
People are overwhelming. Sometimes, when I begin

thinking about all the problems in our world, I try to

put my thoughts down on paper. I usually find myself

not knowing where to begin - or where to end, or what

to discuss. It's all a swirling mess inside my head.

There is so much to believe in, to advocate and fight

for yet so much to disagree with, to stand and fight

against. This sequence is repeated often; my confusion,

my anger, my sadness, and it usually leads me to feel-

ing like I do now - useless.

There are so many things wrong with our society,

hundreds more than one could possibly discuss in a

single essay. Discussing simply the ones that affect me

daily are enough for an entire week of debate. I m con-

stantly a victim or witness of all types of prejudice:

racism sexism, heterosexism, ableism, classism

ageism. I read in the paper constantly about war and

murder, always over issues that have peaceful solu-

tions I see the poor people on the street, much poorer

han I have ever been, lacking a home, or the oppor-

tunity to earn enough money to obtain one. These are

real problems. They're not just happening in Ethiopia

or he Soviet Union, they're happening^
ngh .here

under all our noses. I'm only one person, though. One

plagle per century, please! Here's that swirling£«.
Lain T'r, feeling overwhelmed, useless. Somehow,

though, I inow "hat I must help to defeat all this hate

One of the easiest ways I found to get involved was

by belonging to various organizations that champion-

ed the causes that I believed in. I became a member

of Amnesty International at my high school. I joined

Greenpeace and People for the Ethical Treatment of

Animals. I participated in events like "The Dance for

Peace" and "The Walk for Hunger." Even with all that

I was involved with, I still would often feel that I was

not helping as much as I could. But what else could

I do? I was giving up close to all ofmy spare time after

school at meetings, and was often spending weekends

attending write-a-thons and conventions for the

organizations I belonged to. It was then that I began

to realize that more important than what I was doing

was what I was thinking.

Adam Myerson

My involvement with the organizations I belonged

to helped many creatures in many ways. From all the

letters I wrote to foreign governments, condemning the

torture of their political prisoners, to my careful choice

of the things I purchased so as not to support any com

pany that still had ties to South Africa, I'm sure that

I have helped to make a difference, in whatever small

way. What I came to believe, though, was that above

all, the activism I was involved in was not as impor-

tant as the simple fact that I had these ideas in my

head, and that I was sharing them with the people

around me. I had come at this point to the realization

that society would never overcome all of the social

plagues in the world, but by simply thinking I was

making a difference; I felt more fulfilled. Simply by

sharing my ideas and love for humanity with others,

maybe I could help one person to feel the same. This

was change, a direct result of my actions, and it was

sfltisiying.

I still feel useless from time to time. Not everyone

is interested in how I feel and what I have to say, and

the ones who are interested already share many ofmy

opinions. However ineffective I may be on a globa

scale, I must fight to change what I see around me^ All

over the Earth, I know that there are others who think

as I do. People in Iraq, in South Africa, in Afghanistan,

in Northern Ireland, everywhere that there is injustice

among men, I know that there will be people who will

disagree with what they see around them. There will

be people who will rise up and overcome, through

education and understanding. I know, and I will do my

share.

Adam Myerson is a UMass student
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ARTS & LIVING
A fine introduction to jazz
By BILL ROSENBLATT
Collegian Staff

Branford Marsalis

Fine Arts Center
Thursday, Feb. 28

Last Thursday night's Branford Marsalis

show at the Fine Arts Center Concert Hall

was an excellent introduction to jazz for

well over 1,000 people. The Duke Ellington

Committee and the Union Program Coun

cil deserve much credit for bringing in an

artist who can draw a crowd without com-

promising his music.

Branford's career progress ought to be

the envy of many of his fellow young jazz

prodigies — including his even more-

famous younger brother. He plays music

that is totally steeped in the jazz tradition,

showing unimpeachable technique, impec

cable influences, and plenty, plenty soul.

At the same time, he has considerable en-

trepreneurial skills and a "hip" image that

makes him seem more vital and relevant

than his more didactic peers.

The best thing about Thursday's concert

was that the large crowd obviously enjoyed

themselves; they gave the band a standing

ovation. Hopefully, many of the newcomers

to jazz in the audience will now support the

music more Through Branford. they were

indirectly introduced to many past

masters, such as John Coltrane. Ornette

Coleman and Sidney Bechet. and perhaps

they will be interested in exploring the

music of these giants as well.

The show did have a few problems, most

of which related to the fact that the pianist

did not show up. That left Branford to carry

the show himself, along with the rhythm

section of Bob Hurst on bass and Jeff

"Tain" Watts on drums. Very few sax-

ophonists in jazz history have been capable

of sustaining sufficient interest throughout

a set by themselves, and frankly, Branford

is not yet among them. Some of his solos

meandered and failed to catch fire. Hurst's

occasional bass solos would have taken the

heat off Branford, but the FAC's sound

system made him difficult to hear.

Another disappointing factor was that

Branford stuck almost exclusively to

soprano sax, picking up his more usual

tenor only once. His soprano sound was

sweet and clean a la Bechet rather than

"dirty" and penetrating like Coltrane. The

soprano/bass/drums combination produced

a sleek, spare sound that was effective on

standards such as "Royal Garden Blues."

The trio format places more responsibili

ty on each musician, but also allows for

more experimentation, and all three musi

cians exploited this opportuj ty. Watts was

an inventive dynamo on drums; he has

taken influences from Max Roach. Art

Blakey and Elvin Jones and carved out his

own powerful style. Branford himself pro-

duced an impromptu version of

"Cherokee." which was astounding: he

took each note of the melody and replaced

it with a rapid arpeggio, resulting in a

Coltrane-like "sheets of sound" fusillade.

The breakneck tempo eventually proved

too fast for him, but he got his menage
across.

Other tunes in the set included Ornette

Coleman's "The Blessing," which was the

first tune Coltrane ever recorded on the

soprano sax. They also played

"Roustabout," a new tune by Hurst

dedicated to Charlie Rouse, Thelonious

Monk's longtime saxophonist. Tenor

players are just beginning to assimilate.

Rouse's sly, understated approach into

their own styles, and Branford's treatment

of the tune evoked Rouse effectively.

Silence chills and thrills
By MEREDITH O'BRIEN

Collegian Staff

and SCOTT WEISS
Collegian Correspondent

The SUence of the Lambs is a chilling

suspense thriller about a young FBI agent

iJodie Foster) who seeks the aide of a can

nibalistic, incarcerated killer (Anthony

Hopkins* to nab a serial murderer.

'*jjf
^9

O'BRIEN I left the theater with a knot in

my stomach after seeing this one. Not your

typical slice-and-dice movie, this film scares

the hell out of you by playing sophisticated

mind games. Hopkins, who plays Dr. Han

nibal "The Cannibal" Lecter, is one of the

most terrifying characters I've ever seen on

film. A psychiatrist who fancies eating his pa

tients, among other tasty people. Lecter is a

genius who plays games with young Clarice

Starling's mind (Foster).

WEISS: My sentiments exactly. This film

succeeds extraordinarily well in a genre

where many movies typically fail. This

thriller, based on a book by Thomas Harris,

is superbly transformed to the screen by direc-

tor Jonathan Demme The frequent use of in

tense close-ups constantly keeps the mind rac

ing and the heart pounding. Especially those

close-ups of Dr. Lecter . . You can almost feel

him toying with your own mind

O'BRIEN: I know I definitely squirmed every

time the camera zoomed in on Lecter's icy

blue eyes, but I also think the way the movie

deals with the gory details of the plot - track

* ^*

ing down a killer who skins his female vic-

tims after keeping them in a hole to starve

for three days (while stitching together a gar-

ment made out of human skin) — was very

clever.

WEISS: Clever is an understatement. I think

Harris must either have an incredible im

agination or be quite insane himself to come

up with this plot. There are so many in

tricacies and excellent characterizations that

you are constantly wondering what will hap

pen next. . There are also periods in the

movie when I wondered who was actually the

real "villain." Virtually all of the characters

are concerned with their own self-serving

needs. (Some, however, are a little more

psychotic than others. ) Starling needs to catch

the current serial killer Buffalo Bill, to sup-

press her own insecurities; Dr. Chilton,

Lecter's psychological warden, needs to con

quer Lecter's mind to feel like the superior

intellect; Buffalo Bill needs to kill women for

their skin to satisfy his transvestite needs and

Lecter, basically, needs to eat human flesh.

O'BRIEN: Why don't you be a little more

long winded. I didn't really think it was

that difficult to tell who the real 'villain" is,

although there are a lot of sick people in this

movie It is pretty clear who the villains are,

although before Buffalo Bill's face was shown.

I had other thoughts on who the current killer

was. But there are several points in this

movie (the ones that left my knuckles chalk

white from clenching the seat) when you are

not sure who is after whom, or who might

come "out of the shadow" and seize his next

victim

WEISS: Well, whoever is jumping around in

the shadows (besides you, of course) this

movie is definitely no slacker. A vigorous

thumbs up.

O'BRIEN. I agree. A terrifying thumbs up

Tonight and Tonight only!

THE
IGUYGLODIS!
I TALK SHOW I

LBGA destruction

The Persian Gulf War
SGA Sellout

iPANDEMONIUM & CHAOS GUARANTEED
pannelists include:

campus celebreties, student leaders, rock stars,

"Watch out Wrestlemania"

Tonight: Campus Center Auditorium 7:00

Now's the

time to call. .

.

North Amherst
Motors

71 2'1 Sund«rt-n<J Rd„ No. Amherst

549-2880

Expert Repairs and
Reconditioning

Most Ma/oi Credit Cards Accepted

1991
Student Travel

Catalog!
Everything you need to

know about:

•Student Travel

• Air Fares

» Rail Passes

• Car Rcntal/Lessing

•Work Abroad

•Study Abroad

•Int'l Student & Teacher ID

& MUCH MORE!!!

CALL for your FREE copy!

Council Travd
79 So. Pleasant St.

Amherst
413-256-tfri>1 J

l V \ . >. - -
r t i I ) ;

Amherst Delicatessen

233 N. Pleasant St.

Amherst, 549-6314

Bell's Pizza house

65 University Dr.

Amherst, 253-9051

Cafe Ashley

Rt 9

Hadley, 586-6393

Cafe DiCarlo

71 N. Pleasant St.

Amherst, 253-9300

Carmelina's

96 Russell St., Rt.9

Hadley, 584-8000

China Garden

13 N. Pleasant St.

Amherst, 253-4280, 253-4281

Daisy's

1185 N. Pleasant St.

Amherst, 549-6643

Delano's

57 N. Pleasant St.

Amherst, 253-5141

Dominos Pizza

Rt 9

Hadley, 256-891

1

Goten of Japan

Old Amherst Rd., Rt. 116

Sunderland, 665-3628

Herrell's

Thornes Marketplace

Northampton, 586-9700

Directory

Munan Gourmet

261 King St.

Northampton, 585-0202

India house

45 State St.

Northampton, 586-6344

La Cazuela

7 Old South St.

Northampton, 586-0400

James h. McManus

Rt. 9, Campus Shopping Center

Hadley, 256-6889

Myer's Eatery

88 Pleasant St.

Northampton, 584-4145

Northampton Bowl—Alley Oops

525 Pleasant St.

Northampton, 584-4830

Panda East

103 N. Pleasant St.

Amherst, 256-8923 256-8924

The Sub

33 E. Pleasant St.

Amherst, 549-5160

TJ.'s Restaurant and Sports Bar

1 Bridge St.

Northampton, 586-1726

Top of the Campus Restaurant and Lounge

Eleventh Floor, Campus Center

Amherst, 545-3216

Twister's Tavern

30 Boltwood Walk

Amherst, 253-2663
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Amherst Delicatessen

quells the evening munchies
It's 1 a.m.. you're suffering from a

chocolate attack, one ofyour roommates

is having nicotine fit, and the other

one reallv wants a kosher dill pickle.

What do you do? Call Amherst Deli, of

com
Until 2 a.m. Thursday, Friday or

Saturday night, you can satisfy those

late night munchies with the pizza alter-

native.

Amherst Deli delivers everything from

potato knishes. to foot long subs, to pints

of Ben and Jerry's, and even cigarettes,

to anvwhere in the Amherst area.

The Amherst Delicatessen, the 1989

recipient of the Advocate's Best of the

Valley Readers Poll, 'Best Place to

Ord S indwich" award, is tucked

awav in the Carnage Shops adjacent to

the Pub They have been serving high

qualitv deli food for the lowest possible

prices' since 1975. The atmosphere is

lal. quiet and cozy It's almost like

walking into your own kitchen.

The menu is extensive. The Deli otlei -

;ds. bagels, all types of deli meat-.

knishes, delicious dusui ts, »'id

features an on premise liquor lie

For about $5. you can buy a sizable

amount of tin lr gourmet coffee, choos-

ing from flavors like kaluha and cream,

and southern pecan. Or you can come in

and help yourself to the specialty coffee

of the day. Hot cider is also now

available.

Starting at 9 a.m. Monday through

Saturday, the Deli serves their

breakfast egg sandwiches, complete

with Black Forest ham and bulkie roll,

for only $2. It's as quick as fast food,

minus the grease. Breakfast is served

from 9 a.m.-ll a.m.. and can also be

ordered for late night delivery. Subs and

sandwiches are available from opening

until closing.

The deli is open from 9 a.m. -8 p.m.

Monday through Wednesday. 9 a.m. 1

a.m. Thursday through Saturday, and

Sunday 11 a.m. -7 p.m. Anything on the

menu can be delivered starting at 4 p.m.

Monday through Saturday, ending at 8

p.m. Monday through Wednesday and

at 2 a.m. Thursday through Saturday

Delivery service is available through

business hours on Sunday

So if your in the mood for a hot reu

buen sandwich, a fresh from scratch

oatmeal fudge brownie, and some rich

hazlenut coffee - all for about $5. go

visit the Amherst Deli at 233 North

Pleasant Street It's high quality,

homestyle deli food, without the

attitude.
- AI.ISA HABIB

HERE
at the
TOP

WE SERVE ...

Lunch 1 1 :30-2:00 Mon.-Fri.

Dinner 5:00-9:00 Tues.-Sat.
~T

WITH

AND
a

JO
I DL

PLUS ..

I

I

JO.

TOP

A 15% student discount

on dinner entrees.

A special dinner exchange
program for students on

the meal plan.

Appetizers, munchies,

bigger burgers, and a great

line-up of sandwiches in

the Lounge until 11:30 pm
Tues.-Sat.

or the CAMPUS
RESTAURANT & LOUNGE
Lounge hours: Mon -Fn. 1 1 30 am-1 2 30 am

Sat & Sun 5:00 pm-1 2:30 am

For reservations/information call 545-3216

11TH FLOOR • CAMPUS CENTER
UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS
AT AMHERST

A feast within reach
What do you mean there's a restaurant

on the 11th floor of the Campus Center?

Believe it or not, the Top of the Campus

Restaurant is probably the most accessible

to students and staffon the UMass campus.

Located on the top floor of the Campus

Center, the view from the T.O.C. is just one

of the appetizing features the T.O.C. offers.

With a brand new menu, the selection

and the price range is a feast for the eyes;

and for students, the $5 off entrees is a nice

safe feeling in the pocket.

[Entrees are made to order, and there is

always enough to keep your stomach, as

well as your wallet.]

The luncheon menu has a wide variety

of sandwiches, and the luncheon buffet is

ready to serve the lunch-on-the-go types.

For dinner, the T.O.C. prepares great ap

petizers (especially the nachos) large por-

tions of stir fry and pastas, as well as suc-

culent cuts of meats for the hearty eaters.

The T.O.C. is a hidden jewel just over the

heads of the people who stroll through the

Campus Center everyday. The T.O.C. is a

pleasant escape for a large group of friends

ready to hit the town on a Friday night or

for that romantic evening when the

transportation is the PVTA or those tired

two feet.

The new menu is the reason to try the

T.O.C. Try it again, for the first time.

- GAYLE LONG

iWft
sT^fliSfcfltft

mx&
LUNCH and DINNER

*„.„>«• DINNER SERVED 'TIL 10:00
London Broil Chicken Stir Fry Best Burger in To„n

Cuervo Chicken Fish and Chips

Drink Specials:

Rolling Rock # 60 91c Mauie Wowie Shots 91c

I.D. and Attitude Required

GOOD FOOD, CHEAP BEER, FREE LOVE
30 Bottwood Walk, Downstairs, Amherst 253-2663

HUNAN GOURMET
CHINESE

RESTAURANT
The aroma, sound & taste Of

authentic Chinese cuisine prepared

Hunan, Szechuan. Mandarin or

&J

• Ample Free Parking
• Major Credit Cards Accepted
• Full Liquor License

• Oppi 7 Days A Week
• Take-Out Service Available

• Nc MSQ

585-0202 261 King St., Northampton, MA

Escape from the Routine

For the Finest Italian Cuisine

Carmelina's
AT THE COMMONS

A Taste of Italy ... in The Valley

JOIN US TONIGHT!

96 Russell St., Rt. 9, Hadley MA
584-8000

OpervTues-Sun
5pm-10pm
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Charlie's: casual charm, cheap eats

Drop the formalities and bring your appetite: Charlie's

Tavern stands out from the slew of bars in Amherst center.

This bar/restaurant has character — no fancy frozen drink

specials or top 40 music, just lots of regulars and lots of

Walk in the front door, and you are surrounded by

heirlooms reminiscent of your basic local's bar — pool

tables, trophies and a juke box. The walls are scattered

with pictures of bearded regulars with drunken smiles.

The dress is casual, very casual. And the atmosphere can

only be described as comfortable.

Over the past 13 years, Charlie's, located next to the

Pub, has become less of a locals hang out and more of a

college night spot. Nevertheless, the clientele remains

diverse. As one patron put it: it's a place where yuppies,

preppies, and townies all mix."

Charlie's keeps an edge on the competition by offering

nightly food specials. On Monday night it's mozzarella

sticks, Tuesday night, chicken wings, Thursday night, hot

dogs and Sunday night, potato skins. Everything is a

dime. Wednesday, homemade pizza is a quarter a slice and

nachos are 99 cents. All food is available until midnight.

Starting at 4 p.m., a full menu is offered with munchies.

cheeseburgers and sandwiches. Prices are in the $4 range.

Late night orders can be taken off the full menu on Fri

day and Saturday nights. Drafts are $1 every night and

there is always a weekly drink special. The food specials

bring lines to the door on weekday nights, but business

is slower on the weekends.

Charlie's leaves room to be yourself. When asked to

describe what makes the tavern stand apart, a smiling

bartender replied, "I know most people that come in are

on a first name basis, that's nice. It's a nice feeling."

-ALISA HABIB

China Garden is delightful
B) DANIELLE DOWUNG
Collegian Staff

Even George Bush would eat the broccoli at China

(iarden.

Well nun be not, but at least my friend Dave would He

my faithful and trusty companion as I ventured forth

to sample the cuisine at China Garden.

You know, most cooked broccoli is mushy and gross,"

he said, a speck of d hanging from his mouth He

went to stab yet another helpless stalk lying on my plate

u know. 1 usually don't eat broccoli hut this is reallv

good. It - st.amed just right."

I am not one given to feasting on veggies that remind

me of trees, so I just trusted Dave's judgement

"The flowers are nice.
-

' Dave said pointing at the flower

pots hanging from the ceiling I had to agree. It added

to the cozy ambiance of the place. It was the kind of am

hiance that would be nice for a night out with someone

you love, or at least lust

But I neither loved nor lusted after Dave I just wanted

to sample some of his beef with garlic sauce which Vtt

rgasmic M my chicken with garlic sauce. The food

.ally good and hell, the prices are reasonable.

The luncheon special, which runs from 11:30 am -3

p.m. daily, offers my favorite plate (chicken with garlic

sauce » at the low price of $3 75. Your choice of white M

brown rice and hot n sour, wonton or egg drop soup is in

eluded You can't beat that, not even with a stick.

But that just go. bow that the folks at China

Garden are dedicated to the customer The service 1 1
t.i-t

and friendly and even the dinner prices are reasonable

Located on the corner of N. Pleasant Street and Mam.

the China Garden was once the Lotus Blossom. After

seven months of redecorating and installing I new kit

chen. China Garden debuted on Feb. 21. Owner Ge.

Yeo says that business is slow right now, but he hope-

that it will pick up in the near future. As well it should

since China Garden will be offering free delivery on Fn

day, Saturday and Sunday beginning next week

SALADS SUBMARINES SYRIANS

THE
SUB

HOURS: SUN-THURS 7om-3pm

FRI SAT '2am Upm/lOprr. Jam

Homemade Soups, Muffins. I

Specials

Daily Specials Offei'd

Take Out Welcome

88 Pleasant St.

584-4145

RESTAURANT
Serving in the

same location on
State St. since 1984

45 STATE ST.

NORTHAMPTON, MA
586-6344

ROUTE 9 HADLEY MA 586-6393

LOCATED IN THE HOWARD JOHNSON MOTOR LODGE

VERY OPEN!
7:00 AM- 10:00 PM

7 DAYS A WEEK
BREAKFAST LUNCH DINNER

Righteous burritos

at a reasonable
price at La Cazuela

By PAMELA McCARTHY
Collegian Staff

La Cazuela managed to make me happy That in

itself is hard, even if I'm eating for free, since I am a

card carrying member of Picky Eaters Anonymous.

And when I have to keep cash in mind, forget it - I'm

never happy. Well, almost never. But this place did it

Usually, when I go out to eat (which is almost never,

since I am a poor student t, I like to eat a lot of food.

I mean a lot. I hate restaurants that give you two strips

of mystery meat in reddish sauce and a few lettuce

is for roughage. I especially hate restaurants that

charge you for the trendiness of the place.

Don't m in > about any of that stuff at La Cazuela.

You can stuff your face for a reasonable price. (That

in itself is a good reason to go. Hav. any of you seen

the prim at some of the slop shops around here late

lv'i You won't feel like you're just not trendy enough

to eat there. And best of all, the food is good - I rariu

.. coltefi here most ofthe n-staurant OWMTI

honestly believe tha dining common- food.

students will gratefully pay tor toxu

The burrito- were pretty righteous, not to mention

filling This dot! NOl mean they sat in mv

-tomach like a lead boulder, like some food that chums

to be "filling." 1 wt MtfcAed, and left with a grin on

mv face.

t r-Bttl

NA GARDEN
(formcilv lol

k

jrstT

N I

£*» 9« wrr »»iin

purchase of $12, >

ShEF*^ i coupon j
Enjoy a Taste of Real Chinese Food

Sun-Thurs 11:30 a.m.—9:45 p.m.

Fri-Sai 11:30 a.m.-10:45p.m.
Lunch Hour 11:30 a.m.—3:30 p.m.

o Reopening with

new Interior

remodeling

FREE Delivery Service

minimum order $JO

Fri, Sat, Sun
5—lO p.m.

o 7 days a week
o Take out

o Luncheon special*
$3.75-$4.55

2534280

New Menu Coming Soon
now servir>g wine and beer

the Valley's best burgers

homemade desserts

Soups and Salads

Monday - Saturday 7am to lOpm
Sunday Brunch 7am to 3pm

1-S8 N. Pleasan* St.. Amherst. MA 253-2291

ONE GET ONE FREE

i

i

i

i

i

i

L*

Two Large Eggs, 2 Strips of Bacon,

2 Sausage Links, & 2 Pancakes.

Buy a Big Breakfast and get
anotherjust fike it!

ITEM I Chicken Pot Pie

TWO I With Salad
(

I

I

I

I

I

MUST BE PRESENTED AT TIME OF ORDER

Cannot be used with any other offer or discount coupon.

Valid 7 days a week.

Coupon good for all persons in party. Limit t coupon per purchase.

s^urs Eating Place *•*m—*
I

I

NEXT TO SUPER STOP £ SHOP PM. 9 HADLEY/AMHEPST 2564889
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College Pizza

j Spring Special
Small Cheese Pizza $3.50

Large Cheese Pizza $5.99

2 Toppings $100 extra

^549-6098
a . _. . .

Must mention this ad
no coupons with the special

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiir"
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PANDA EAST
CHINESE

RESTAURANT^"^T*/
We bring Chinatown

to you

Open Hours: Mon-Thurs. 11:30am-l 0:00pm

Fri. & Sat. 1 1 :30am-1 1 :00pm

Sunday 2:00pm-1 0:00pm

Lunch Hours: Mon.-Sat. 1 1 :30am-3:00pm

103 N. Pleasant St.

(413) 256-8923
Amherst, MA 01002
(41 3) 256-8924

ADVOCAII-!
* BEST*

Good Food!
Good Sports!

1 Bridge Street
Northampton, MA

Good Times!
All the Time!

PIZZA, PIZZA, PIZZA, PIZZA, PIZZA
16 OZ Draft 80{ March Special

HalfPrice Every Monday fii Tuesday
More Than A Great Sport's Bar!

Tuesday
Munch n' Bowl

9p.m. • Close

$5.00 per person

includes

3 Games &
Shoe Rental

Hot Dog & 16oz. Coke

Open

Bowling

Super

Specials

Thursday
COLLEGE
SPECIALS
$5.00 per person

includes:
3 Games &
Shoe Rental

8:45 p.m.-Closing

Friday

per Game
Noon - 5:00 p.m.

9:00 a.m. - Noon

9:00 p.m. - Close

Home off Alley Oop's Lounge
NORTHAMPTON BOWL 584-4830

525 Pleasant St., Northampton, MA

Szechuan
to satisfy at

Panda East
By P.P. FORMAN
Collegian Staff

This is an area not particularly renown for its fine

dining. There is expensive and lousy (certain downtown

inns) cheap and lousy (sleazy roadside establishments)

and not much in the median.

And the Chinese restaurants in the area are not

much better either. But there is an exception: Panda

East.

I live to eat at Panda East. It's just that simple.

Friends come to visit, I bring them to the Panda.

Younger brother came to visit, took him to the Panda.

If I could go to one restaurant in the Happy Valley,

it would be Panda East over and over and over again.

Located on North Pleasant Street behind Bart's

(which, of course, is where you go for dessert), Panda

East has an enormous menu of chicken, seafood, pork.

beef and vegetarian dishes. There are also special en

trees available every day.

Panda East is not cheap — a two entree dinner will

set you back $20 or more. But like much in life you

get what you pay for - and in this case it means a ter

rific meal.

The best entrees are the ones marked in red —

Szechuan, hot and spicy. Like most Chinese

.urunts which serve Szechuan. Panda East can

make the entree spicy to your taste. If you say nothing,

however, you get a meal that won't kill, but definitely

will remind you that this is Szechuan.

Perhaps the best chicken dish is the Szechuan style

Chicken in Tea Sauce - delicate strips of chicken in

a spicy sauce with Oriental vegetables. The Chicken

with Cashews is also very tasty. The Chinese

restaurant standard Beef with Broccoli is unusually

good with large, fresh spears of the Bush Presidency

vegetable of choice.

For those able to imbibe. Panda East has a full li

quor license.

Panda East has a sister restaurant in Northampton

called Panda Garden .

*******

Sandwiches, Foot Long Subs, Baglcs &
Lox, Soups & Salads, Outrageous

Brownies, Ben & Jerry's

Delivery until 2 a.m. Th-Sat

549-6314

57 North Pleasant Street

2S3-5141
Proper Identification a Must

Tonight-Taco Tuesday
FREE Taco Bar Night 9-???

Wednesday is Buffalo Wing Night 9-???
Sunday Night-The 4 Plays LIVE 9-???

Don't Forget

Everyday 4-6 FREE Munchies Tray
Fridays 4-6 FREE Hot Munchies

# Drink of the Week *
Vodka & Tonic/Soda $1.50

¥r Shooter of the Week
Woo Woo

Beer of the Month
$1.75

*
60 oz. Rolling Rock, Miller

Miller Lite Pitchers $4.50
Miller Genuine, and Rolling Rock Pitchers

Good food and cold beer
can be found at TJ's
By BRIAN HARRINGTON
Collegian Staff

Okay, now pay attention boys and

girls, we're talking about food here.

More specifically we're talking about

TJ's Restaurant and Sports Bar. Now
where the heck is this place you ask?

TJ's is located at 1 Bridge Street in

beautiful downtown Northampton, but

in simpler terms it can be found right

next to the big railroad trestle that

crosses Main St. as you come into Nor

thampton on Route 9. Why should you

care? Because the food is damn good, the

beer is cold and the prices are

inexpensive.

The first thing one notices upon enter

ing TJ's is the plethora of sports

memorabilia hanging about the walls

and filling every nook of space. The

place itself is divided neatly into a din-

ing area and bar. Make no mistake

about it, the theme and focus is on sports

in this establishment. The last time this

writer counted there were seven or eight

color television sets dispersed about the

bar and dining area, all tuned into

various sports channels that offered a

variety of games and events. This is

where I went to catch the televised

UMass basketball games this year.

The atmosphere is warm, and the

bartenders, waitpersons and patrons are

always congenial and friendly This is

a place where anyone can feel at ease

and groups can enjoy themselves and

have a good time.

The menu features traditional

American fare along with bar munchies.

pizza and calzones, as well as daily lun

cheon and dinner specials. The mun
chies consist of wings, mushroom caps,

chicken fingers and mozzarella sticks to

name just a few and they all generally

can be had for under $5 There is an ex

tensive sandwich and burger selection

which are all reasonably priced. I recom-

mend the John Boy's Delight or the Pep-

per Steak Club. Most of the sandwich

selections include a heaping pile of

french fries. The soups are homemade
and my favorite -is the clam chowder
which is thick and spicy.

TJ's also features a fine menu of din

ner entrees which include steak,

chicken and seafood selections. Also

highly recommended are the daily

specials, especially the seafood, which
not only vary from the regular menu but

are often priced lower than the standard

fare. The pizza is tasty and certainly

ranks with the best of the other pizza

joints in the Valley. What I like most is

that the pizza can be ordered by the slice

as well.

Did I mention that the portions are

generous? You won't leave hungry and
if you can't finish they'll wrap it up for

you to take home. Dieters and
vegetarians take note; I counted eight

salad plates on the menu.

TJ's features a full service bar. where

you can order from the menu, and they

feature occasional drink specials such as

the 16oz. glass of cold Carling lager for

only 80 cents this month. Now that's

worth a visit to TJ's in itself If you're

under age not to worry because you can

still enter and enjoy the menu and at

mosphere with soft drinks. TJ's is a

great place to unwind and grab a bite

to eat after a day of shopping in Noho.

to include with the club scene or to catch

the big game on the color screen. It's ac-

cessible from any of the campuses in the

Five College area by PVTA bus. They

do accept most major credit cards and

it's one of the best places around to

celebrate the upcoming St. Patrick's

Dav

Delano's: food fun found
before party begins
By DENA HASELKORN
Collegian Staff

As I sat down for lunch in Delano's,

located at 57 North Pleasant Street,

downtown Amherst, I have to admit, I was

a little skeptical. Although I had enjoyed

a Delano's award-winning, "Best in the

Valley" hamburger once or twice before. I

had not ever experienced a full-fledged

Delano's meal.

I was encouraged by my lunch compa
nion. and manager of Delano's. Jason

Holland, to start with a variety of ap

petizers. He assured me that all items are

fried in cholesterol free oil.

Our prompt and friendly waitress first

served us mozzarella garlic bread, which

was baked to perfection.

The kitchen manager, Patrick Berkley,

prepared a special platter for us which in

eluded mozzarella sticks, potato skins.

chicken tenders, and not too spicy and not

too mild buffalo wings. All were delicious

With anticipation, I ordered my entree.

I had trouble deciding between the

"11 -year-old lasagna recipe" dish and the

grilled basil chicken with linguine. I wasn't

in the mood for pasta, so the chicken it \v. •-

As I was contemplating between the two.

I noticed that all the entrees were

reasonably priced, ranging from
$5.50-$7.25. Each entree include

vegetable, a starch side, and a house salad

with a choice of homemade dressing I

opted for the avocado vinaigrette, which

the kitchen manager said, "people travel

miles for." After tasting it. I could und-

tand why.
Jason ordered his entree, shrimp scam

pi. from the specials page. This page

changes weekly and includes sandwich

specials, such as grilled cajun catfish or

stacked roast beef, entree specials, and sin

ful desserts ranging from ice cream to ear

rot cake.

Our entrees arrived steaming hot and

smelling outrageous. But the taste, how did

it taste Delicious! The chicken was moist

and the seasonings just right. My lunch

companion smiled as he told me how ta>t\

his lunch v%

Both portions were very generous and

topped off nicely with a side of garlic bread

The extensive menu also includes

homemade soups, creative salads, special

i\ -andwiches, and build your own ham
burgers and omeletts with anvthing from

mushrooms to peanut butter

Many venture into this establishment

every evening for a cold beer or a relaxing

drink. How about dinner at Delano' before

a night uptown, or lunch with a friend in

between classes*' Whatever you choose, you

will definitely agree that Delanos has. as

Chick Delano says, "just good food"

Delectable dinners at The Sub

CAft
DICARLO

f
The Ultimate In

Casual Italian Dining

Open Daily @ 11:30 a.m.

Who's been making Amherst's

finest pizza since 1967?

Attention steak and cheese sub fans

satisfy your appetites with the delectable

gyro, a tangy alternative to the steak and

cheese sub. Gyro (meaning round) is |

Greek pita, and softer and puffier than

regular pita bread. It was deliriously

prepared for me with lots of beef, tomatoes

and tzatzaki sauce (cucumber, garlic, sour

cream, yogurt, spices and olive oil) and

served in five minutes.

The Sub's steak and cheese sub is their

biggest seller, drawing customers from

Connecticut and faithful regulars from the

Amherst area. It is really no surprise, as

the Sub is a high quality shop with

estimated prices of 75 cents less than

leading competitors In addition, the Sub

MM amazingly fresh vegetables and top

quality meats that many others do not use

Mr. Kafides. the owner, cuts the meat

himself and won't serve anything but the

v. ia best MKfl meats, top shell salad- and

soups. The Sub's menu is extensive, offer

inn pastrami to eggplant.

Very popular for their quality and

vice, they have a long established rapport

with the Amherst community. The Sub is

located at 33 N. Pleasant St. and oprn un

til 2 a.m. For all of you with voracious ap

petites after a night uptown, the Sub is

ready to serve.
- LAUREN DOYLE

ELL'

izza

71 N. Pleasant St.

Amherst, MA
253-9300

Yes, it's our 24th year!

Bell's Pizza House
549-1311 253-9051

65 University Drive, Amherst

* * * * ** * * • * • * •••• +

YOU CAN ENJOY
ANYTHING AT HERRELL'S

*£Bb

it Great soft-frozen yogurt In HerreUs own,

unique flavors!

Our natlonally-reknown premium tee creamsl

HerrelTs Light! - 2/3 less fat 1/3 ^calories

than our top line! Surprisingly delicious!

Herrells No-Moo, non dairy soy based treats

that actually still taste good!

Thoines Marketplace

Old South St Enuance
Northampton

586-9700

* * TT"* »**++*+ »

Cooking at your table

—special,—
Tues Wed. Thin s. Fri.

& all dny Sunday
Two Dinners for $15

Steak & chicken oombo
Two Dinners for $18

Shrimp &, Scallop Combo
Hold include soup, salad,

vegetables, noodles, stwunud
toe, tea, & u e erenm

r

Gift Certificates

Availnhlc

OF JAPAN

Rl 1 10. Sunderland 413 605 3628

Ojx-n Tues Sat at 5|>m, Sun at 2

Reservations welcomed

HOURS
MON-FRI 5 am - 2 pm
SAT es) SUN 5 am - 3 pm
1185 North Pleasant St.,

Amherst

AT THE NORTH
AMHERST LIGHTS

A Great Breakfast of

Homemade Bread e) Pastries

V ON THE BUS ROUTE PAST QUO TOWER
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MnTTIflilTHPAL AFFAIRS
History department conceals Native1113WAJ ^.^/J-r ^^

i8 a perfect sad example of a tactic which can only

. . ..: j_ *u„ -.;*„ nf MAntrpal. a one Mohawk sen- Inis is a penetv »« v
Natives in Canada

Just outside the city of Montreal, a lone Mohawkgen-

try stands afront a blazing fire. To his right, a C.B To

h?s eft, a spotlight. An arctic breeze blows across the

h hways. causing the formation of a moving funneL The

Warrior looks up and says: "No, I'm not working. I m pro-

tecting my country from a Quebec invasion.
teC

^on"y thing Inconceivable about Canada.starting a

war so some of its ruling class can play golf is that it is

^TvSte. Canada, led by its Prime Sinister is.burro-

mg upon tyranny as it tries in any way that t can o

ehmtnate its responsibilities which it owes by treaty to

Us Native peopleXanada has 365 land claims cases with

he Nltlve^Quebec. In its history it has tried to orce

he evaporation of culture from the Native population.

Ric Oliveiia

A forced assimilation with the goal being no more In-

dians no more land claims." Since the first shot of tear

tsup^n Mohawk people by the Quebec police on July

f th^Mohawks have been battling for the..urvivaU

their future generations^ Canada called the Wamor

thucs and stated that the Warriors did not represent

eXnate Native land claims. It also denies the recogni-

on^Mohawk sovereignty. Canada is able to perform

uch a dishonorable rape because most people,
no* know

anything about the Native Nations scattered throughout

North America.

This is a perfect sad example of a tactic which can only

be^k^n as Historical Genocide. Natives in Canada

wereheX say more than once: "Our words have fallen

uZ deaf ears." The simple reasoning is that we do not

SdeThem in our history. We know very little^about

he first constitution drafted upon this coalmen ^know
little of the significant contributions which the Nature

Culture influenced upon our Founding Fathers. UMass

own n^departmer: has no Native American professor

or even a recognized course in the major.*^^ *»*

Earie to the Albany Pact and in our Constitution there

Lema^r signs of the civilizations that inhabited this cor,

this University's history department should symbolize

how herfNative people will have to fight before they are

St wfth in hon*or? With the world in the middle of

a maioTwar, Canada has been able to impose severe Civil

Rights vToTations upon its Native people. Canada on its

parVhas sent 1.400 troops to the Gulf. To deal with the

Mohawks, who it calls terrorists, it sent 4,500.

In 1763 Jeffery Amherst, the Northern British com-

mander, asked the Mohawks of Kahnawake for assistance

against the French in Montreal. The Mohawks gave it to

him and led the British over the Lachine rapids and into

the humbled Montreal. Afterward he had this to say: You

will be well advised to infect the Indian with sheets upon

which smallpox patients have been lying, or by any other

means to exterminate this accursed race.

And presently, as Quebec attempts its final revenge

American history
noon the Mohawks who were known as the prayingM
%Z ttuMase/AnAerathUtorydenartmenUnamUn*

it., Ho service A historical perspective of400 years oi nara

^history One which allows its students to pass through

wilh nou^derstanding of the thousands of years ofh^ry

^^SSSSti. One cannot^^"£^S
for this situation; one can only hope that the system win

see fts blatant assimilation tactic and make a correction

^ttucTal^hat in a country founded upon native

Lght. Abusurd
?
^^J^ZV^ZeSXSS^ 270 will retire lea.

Fn^xpos^toThe Native world at UMass crippled, s

Stoask the department which is responsibk,

forfuture historians to allow its students to learn from

^VnTutRkes of the past? Or is this the plan?

native cries for justice, when you see the Warriors forced

to oicl up weapons and defend their people, ask yourself

why?TheOTor a department in this UniversU).which

Ts not aiding Historical Genocide and learn about it

I8

j£c OtiJra lS Collegian Staff This^ti^th^
man of the writer and does not necessarily reflect the vtews

of the Collegian staff.

Cultural Center, tel. 545-184 J.

proposed to governor Weld that Asian

available at the UMass United Asia

Hanrine out "dirty laundry" divides Asian communitynanging out mn^ *««
_
j _ ^^*™>*»^~&:i?*z&

In Alexander Nguyen's effort to attack the Asian

American community, he failed to point out numerous

things that any educated person should be aware of One

cannot even begin to generalize any component of the

Asian American communities on campus. The Asian

Americans on this campus are derived from many dif

fer-pnt backgrounds. Some are international students,

some are from adopted families and some are the result

of miscegenation.

Kevin McKinney

Mr Nguyen is kidding himself if he honestly thinks he

can attack an entire ethnic group on the basis of ethnic

ignorance. True, some of the groups on this campus are

politically oriented. But do they have to be? Did someone

write into the Resident Student Organization constitution

that an Asian American organization had to be political

or it would be deemed unjust? I don t think so. If the

leaders of these organizations felt the need for more

political action to accurately represent the community,

then it would be done. If the members of the groups don t

agree, then they have the right to remove the leader.

This is what happened within the Asian American Stu-

dent Association group a while back. The people within

the organization did not agree with the president so he

was removed. There's nothing wrong with an Asian

organization who just get together to have a good time

or do things together. The thing that is missing here is

that most of the student organizations don't accurately

reflect the entire Asian community on campus only a

small part. Most of the Asians know what AASA and

Korean Student Association are all about. That is the

reason for the poor membership in these ^ouP8

Most Asian Americans in this country spend half their

lives trying to be "American." It's the pressure to fit in

and the effort to break away from the old generational

ties. Maybe you never ran into these feelings from your

background, but most Asians are aware of the fact that

they do look different. Because of this, they will always

experience resentment and racism. This effort to escape

society's cruelty causes many Asians to disregard their

ancestral language and history. This is a fact of growing

up in American society. Many Asians try so hard to fi

into mainstream society that they are willing to reject

their heritage. It's completely normal for people to feel

this way early on. When a semblance of awareness ap

pears, it's not that easy for Asians to learn anything about

their heritage. Everything taught in the United States

is taught from a Eurocentric point of view. There aren t

many classes that cater to educating the American peo

pie about Black, Latino, or Asian topics. In my high school

U S history class, which was considered to be among the

top 100 in the state, the topic of the Japanese internment

took one paragraph in the text. For three years 120,000

Japanese lived in concentration camps; this was not even

made a topic to talk about in my high school.

When the focus of classes taught in the United States

is primarily the European races, it's relatively easy for

the Asian Americans and other ethnicities to become com

placent within the White-dominated^^ F" A»™
this kind of complacency has given ™.

^

h« m«™
minority myth. Even at the University, which has prid

e^Sf on multicultural.sm, does not offer too much ,n

the wty of Asian American topics, other than language^

n the last 50 years, the United States has been invo ved

m, itarily with Vietnam and Korea, yet either are not ex-

™mTcourses which cover those eras. It's extremely dif-

HcuU for an Asian American to recover lost roots m the

present education system. The Asians whobudt this courv

trv are just not included in the curriculum. But to think

SeX Asian community is guilty of ethnic treachery

is harsh and ignorant, there are those who do like to waste

;hei^im"infhree-hour dance parties, and those whose

sole purpose in life is to look good - so what.'

You cannot disregard those who are aware of their

backgrounds, or those who are actively trying to overcome

their ignorance. Mr. Nguyen, you are not taking into ac-

count the whole population. There are people who have

been adopted and only recently have been exposed to their

heritage, and there are people who are part Asian. These

people have identity crises and are trying to make amends

for lost time. What they do not need is someone of their

own community to show such blatant disregard and

disrespect. This hanging out of "dirty laundry is not the

way to change the thinking of this "Banana Republic

that is supposed to exist. This will only inspire anger and

resentment and further divide the Asian community

Kevin McKinney is a UMass student. This article is the

opinion of the writer and does not necessarily reflect the

views of the Collegian staff.

The attorned at your Legal Services €enter

can answer fee-paying UMass student'se

questidfts on a wide variety of legal problems,

including:

Hosing, Criminal, University-related, Civil Rights,

Consumer, Labor, Family, Personal Injury, and more

"Do <T Need a Lawyer?"

L

The LSG is your first source of law-related^

assistance^ Located in room 922 of the Campus
Center, the LSC is open Monday through Friday,

9am to 5pm. Please call 545-1995 or drop by to

make an appointment.
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HADLEY TIRE & AUTO CENTERCooper
^ TIRES ,

ROUTE 9 • 439 RUSSELL ST • HADLEY, MA 01035 •

Students: Attention!

Tire Sale for you Only

P155/80R13
P165/80R13
P175/80R13
P185/80R13
P185/75R14

P195/75R14
P205/75R14
P205/75R15
P215/75R15

P225/75R15
P235/75R15

Parkwcy 88O All Season
(mode by Michelin)

40,000 Mile Tire

All Season Tread
FREE Mounting!!!

Lowest Price

15 Minute Mounting

Hadley Tin A Auto Center

Rt9 439 Russell St.

Hadley, MA 01035

(across from Pizza Hut)

253-9911 or 253-9054

WITH AD ONLY!!

253-9054 253-9911

D00NESBURY
5v GARRY TRUDEAU

THE EAR SIDE
Bv GARY LARSON

SOHOUJPOyOULIKB
THE HIGH SEAS. RAy*
sure beats life in

the trenches',

lvesntm

P0N7 GET ME LURONG—A
SAILOR'S LOT IS PANGEROUS <

BUT ILL TAKE IT OVERCRAWL-
ING AROUNPIN THEMUP
ANY PAY'

MOL'MAN IAJASNA.
ANP HE USEP TO TBU- ME
ALL- THE TIME, *SON, IF

YOURNUMBERS UP, IN

THE NAVY AT LEAST
YOL> PIE CLEAN" \

V0LJ0INEP
THE NAVY

FOR Ht&mt
REASONS 7

YEAH.THAT
PLUS
BEU-BCTTOMS

You just take your victim, slip 'em into the flex-

o-tube, flip the switch, and the Mr. Coils o Death

takes over."

C ALVIN AND HOBBES Bv BILL VATTERSON

I J0ST SW A CowMEK^L

*», COKt W£ DOHT EVtfc

GO OHNACATtOHS UKE.TMM?

VAOKHc*iS KRt ALL JUST

A MATTER OT CDHWkfcASOH

.

V€ SPLND A V4EEIC IK CDU),

VHC0KfOfcT>fi\Jt TtNTS EACH

MEAR SD ll\ll»4G HERB THE

R£ST OT TUE TME SE£KS

| LIKE. A L0X0RS CRUISE if

i WWR TR\PS Afi£ UUPLEf&AHT

X0UR WHOLE Uf£ IS K
VACATION .'

TANGELO PIE Bv TLn SNIffEN

Arui you irtid yau kw 0t\

opfWq for m dtNef? .

(Jup, Stt ^u rntfri
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QUOTE Of THE DAY

"The cynics are right nine times

out of ten."'

— HI. Mencken

DAILY CROSSVORD PUZZLE
Edited Bv TRUDE ttlCHEL JAEFE
ACROSS

I Mine deposits

6 Desert

cove<ups
10 Perform

1 1 Pennsylvania

Dutch
14 liims pfide

15 En lai

\
" \ tiess toien

1B Pitcl<er

HfMshiset

ks the soil

23 Afternoon

s<

?4 Cli

5 Rattled

6 Pedro l love

7 Displayed

8 Close Py

9 Once m a while

10 Most s.«e

1

1

Piano piece

12 Dtgits

16 Se»vice org
21 Suppcwts

25 Bud holder

26 Toiif tooted

trends
?/' Lets up
28 Takes

' :m

?9 Ttie Ah-

.-.<t\an

3\ I t-a^es roliing

ud
1" tteparding

40 Make payment
43 lout

45 Italian port

4 7 Dey and Saint

James
49 European sea

51 Thud
52 Maria —

"

54 Evergrc

55 Swelled ne^

57 British

response

58 P* con'

59 Lab dish

60 Namesakes
a Grant

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZL
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r il{
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0.1 Ci

P.A U I

u;n s t

S T E E

11 A' •..-,

45 Type Of tei' er

4fi nevue turns

48 Diplon •

residence

50 Mite
kng tor den

ot men
nen

56 Type ot '

61 Rhythm
62 Malt dunks

63 Mediocre
64 British poet

Nicholas

65 /ota herexne

66 Senseless

67 Madrid Mr

68 Collar insert

It drinks

DOWN
1 twe s otlspnnq

2 General Bradley

i Disastrous

4 Manois
|i»| I ,.» Vngit.x timr* **»imIh»Ii 3 S 91

ftENU
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I »i<ik i>n a ISmv

( Itu Kt t\ ( nihi

BASICS LUNCH
I l«il I'm .1.1

t In. Ki n i HlM

I>IS.SKW
I'.iii Mn>lt Ki l>.il'

N|».U|I»« "|

RtSICS DINNIvW

SihturH*tti

YOUR DAILY HOROSCOPE
Bv JEANE DIXON

ARIES (March 21-Apnl 19) Your

social life is on the upswing now

Strengthen the ties of friendship by

being more affectionate Your cap-

tivating ways draw admirers from all

walks of life Take a friend to iunch

TAURUS (April 20-May 20) Spen-

ding some time alone m pleasant

surroundings nourishes your creatrvi

ty You have a better head for

finance than you realize Invest in

real estate or the stock market

Socialize tonight

OfMINI (May 21-June 20) Friends

or business allies at a distance can

help you achieve an important

goal Place more emphasis on in-

teraction and team play, new finan

cial rewards will soon follow

CANCIR (June 21-July 22) A lot is

at stake where jointly held funds are

concerned You are in a position to

make an impressive and convincing

claim Make sure you have the

latest available financial figures

LEO (July 23-Aug. 22): Be careful

not to get so wrapped up in other

people's affairs that you neglect

your own Work the phone lines

write letters and do what must be
done Make new friends

VIROO (Aug 23-Sept 22) Some

of the decisions you make today

may not be practical; seek more in-

put from your allies Dress your best

when in the public eye Share the

limelight with the deserving

LISRA (Sept 23 Oct 22

financial matters with your n

but rety on your mstnets wher

ing final decisions A conversation

with a young person proves il-

luminating A friendship ts a source

of contentment
SCORWO(Oct 23-Nov 21) Work

ing guietly behind the scenes is the

best way to gam respect within the

community Call in the experts for

assistance in setting up new finan

cial or business procedures

SAOITTARIUS (Nov 22-Dec 21)

Someone who has been an-

tagonistic in the past may now ex-

tend the olive branch Accept this

person's overtures with good grace

but keep your guard up Think things

through
CAPRICORN (Dec 22-Jan 19) A

romantic relationship could be the

source of uncertainty now Avoid

doing anything that might make
loved ones doubt your good inten

tions Assert yourself when attending

a public meeting
AQUARIUS (Jan 20-Feb 18) You

are more alert than usual today

Capitalize on a rare opportunity

that involves love as well as money
You are in the right place at the

right time 1 Romance slowly

intensifies

PISCES (Feb 19-March 20) Your

eating or drinking could affect

career advancement Do not let a

lack of will power stand in the way
of a promotion Romance may be
influenced by certain financial

considerations
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I «iS L Northhwnplon

friendly
delivery
256-8911
Hadley
535-1111
S. Hadley
(Fim n«liv«n> «• Ml Holynkc)

Pick-Up Or Delivery

2 Medium Pizzas

Qfm & 2 Toppings
all $9.99

Order 2 medium Domino's
Pizzas with 2 toppings and
pay only $9.99. Sales tax

where applicable.

\ alitl at participating Mores only. Not

valid with any other offer. Limited

delivery arras to ensure safe driving

Customer pnys sales tax where

applicable. Drivers carry less than $20

Pick-Up Or Delivery

Large Cheese &
1-Topping Pizza

Only $5.99
One Coupon Per Person

Offer Expires 3/31/91

DELIVERED IN

30 MIN. OK LESS

NOT GOOD WITH ANY
OTHER OFFER so

N. Y. Daily News
may fold March 15
NEW YORK (AP) - The Daily News plans to cease

publication March 15 unless a "binding agreement" to

sell the tabloid is reached by that date, publisher James

Hoge announced yesterday.

The newspaper's striking unions were notified of the

deadline that could mean a shutdown of the 71-year-old

newspaper.

Hoge said on Jan. 16 that the News would be sold or

closed if agreements could not be reached with its nine

striking unions. Federally-required notices sent to

employees set an end date of March 20.

Representatives of British media baron Robert Maxwell

have been trying to piece together the outline of a deal

with financial advisers for the News.

Hoge gave Maxwell the go-ahead to begin negotiating

with the striking unions last Thursday and George

McDonald, president of the unions' umbrella group, said

he hopes to meet soon.

American Express

AnnouncesA GreatNew
Travel Program.

Now studentsan get the Card

and get 3 roundtrips on Continental

Airlines, for only $129 or $189 each.

There's only one way to cover a lot of territory without spending

a lot of monev. And that's by getting the American Express* Card.

It's the only card that offers an exciting new travel program

exclusively for students -including three roundtrip certificates on

Continental Airlines. rJ*m

Just look at the map and pick the place you'd like

to visit. If it's on your side of the Mississippi River, you

can use a certificate to fly for only $129 roundtrip. Or,

vou can cross the Mississippi for $189 roundtrip.

You have your pick of more than 150 cities in the V*l';m*r

Membership

rw£

48 contiguous states. And you can fly almost anytime—because
there are no blackout dates. But you must make your reservations

within 14 days of the day you leave. And the maximum stay is

7 days/6 nights and must include a Saturday night.

In addition to this great travel program, you'll also enjoy all

the benefits of Cardmembership as well as other exclusive student

privileges. They include a quarterly magazine filled with informa-

tive articles on summer jobs, careers, campus life. Plus valuable

discounts from leading retailers.

But remember, there's only one way to get all this-and that's

by getting the American Express Card. Just call us (have your bank
address and account number on hand). What's more,
with our special student offer, it's easier to get the

Card now while you're still in school than it may
ever be again.

So get the Card. And get ready to cover new
territory on either side of our Great Continental Divide.

Wfa&sS'

i$9&

Has Its Privileges*

TRAVEL
RELATED
SERVICES

CALL 1-800-942-AMEX
(fyou'n jfrwrf) * C0tthmmlM% itwre\ no nmdiocsll htformatton about yourcerttfh otn wtUbemrrMng toon

CONTINENTAL

Collegian photo by Jeff Holland

SHE ALWAYS WEARS A SMILE -
Sophomore Tammy Marshall, although cur-

rently out of commission with an ankle injury,

smiles for judges during a floor exercise at a
meet against Springfield and Rhode Island.

STAMP YOUR
FUTURE WITH

SUCCESS...
WORK IN JAPAN THIS SUMMER

Eating Disorder Programs
sponsored Dy University Health Services

All Single Session — Spring 1991

Eating Disorder Single Session
Drop-in Group — starts Feb. 7 — once a month

1st Thursday. 5: 30-6: 30 pm
University Health Services. Room 304

Open to anyone. Confidentiality assurec

No advanced sign ud needed.

Eating Disorder Treatment Program
For individuals — with Nutritionists.

Mental Health Clinician. Physician

and/or Nurse Practitioner

Monday or Tuesday — beginning February 4

university Health Services

Call 549-2671. Clinic IV

Confidentiality assured.

Food and Feelings Workshop

Led by Peer Health Educators

To Schedule for vour Residence Hall

— call 549-2671x181

Enhance your career by experiencing the business side

of a successful Japanese company in action!

Join forces with Recruit Co., Ltd., Japan's largest

publishing and informauon services company, and learn

about the different components of a business

organization.

Apply now for this challenging, all expenses patd,

Summer Internship Program and take advantage of a

unique opportunity to put the stamp of success on your

plans for the future.

Recruit's rapid growth began with the diversification of

its unique "information magazine" concept, which links

people with information in an interactive magazine

format. Today, the company publishes magazines on a

variety of topic areas including employment, education,

real estate, automobiles, travel and computer software.

Building on its entrepreneurial strength and its

foundation in information management, the company's

interests now encompass other information related

fields such as telecommunications, advanced high-tech

remote computing services, global information network

services, and supcrcomputing research.

Recruit. A distinctive company with a Summer

Internship Program that promises you something very

special to write home about.

4> RECRUIT

What: Three week, all expenses paid

Summer Internship Program

Week 1 Orientation, lectures and seminars

on Japanese business

Week 2 Hands on work experience

Week 3 Group project and presentation

WHEN: Sat, June 29 Sun., July 21

Where: Recruit Co., Ltd., Japan

WHO: Those that have completed at least their

Sophomore year as of September 1, 1990.

All areas of study are welcome.

Required language Skill: Intermediate to

advanced conversational Japanese

How: Send:

• Resume must be in English

• Ixttcr of intent English or Japanese

• Recommendation* English or Japanese

• Official transcript*

Recruit U.S.A.

Ill Pavonia Ave

Jersey City, N J 07310

ATTN. ICM INT-4

Please indicate phone numbers where you can

be reached during the months of March and April

(including Spring Break). A telephone interview

in Japanese will be conducted upon our receiving

your resume.

• Transcripts and recommendations may be

sent after the application deadline

Deadline: Postmarked by March 15, 1991

Questions: Call 1 800 288 USAl-Dcpt. ICM INT-4

It is a policy of this company to comply with all applicable laws

prohibiting discrimination in employment This program may be

cancelled at anytime at the sole discretion of Recruit Co., Ud

Classifieds
COME TO THE COLLEGIAN nmCF-CC 113 MON-THURS 8:30-3:30. FRI 8:30-2. 30 • DEADLINE 2 DA YS PRIOR TO PUBLICATION •CASH IN ADVANCE, 20" WORD DAY FOR STUDENT*

ACTIVITIES

LIKE ANIMALS? Show in Livestock Class*

sign ups on concourse March 5-6 -No Ex

penence Necessary 1

PLASTER POSTER PARTV!
Join the UMass Juggling Club as we cover

the Valley with dyers' Meet on the CC Con-

course. 3 00

UMASS TRIATHLON CLUB MEETING.
Tues 3/5 6 30 Boyden 249 Lots of sluft to

do All welcome 546-3324 tor into

HAIGIS HOOPLA IS COMING Gel soom
friends together and start practicing for

Haigis Hoopla, an out of doors 3 on 3

basketball festivel sponsored by the UMass
Sport Management Program and WHMP
FM Festival will lake place April 26 28 Look

for registration materials in the coming

month and prepare for a weekend of tun.

friends, food, and basketball

SONG FILLED AFTERNOON! Shabbat

singing continuation for Friday Night Ser-

vice, All Welcome! Today. 3/5, 3 45pm at

the Hillel House

ANNOUNCEMENTS

LESBIAN BISEXUAL GAY ALLIANCE
General meeting Tuesday March 5

6 15pm CC Check schedule by elevators

for room-ideas, elections, community'

OCHO will be closed Monday March 4 after

1pm and all day on Tuesday March 5 Sorry

for the inconvenience

AUTO FOR SALE

1981 MAZDA GLC Station Wagon Stan

dard 5 speed, runs For parts, only $100 00

-253-3908

WINTER SPECIAL: 1 month rent 99 cents

with one year lease

2 Bedroom- $450

3 Bedroom- $537
Sunderland, free bus route laundry

facilities, swimming pool, garden plots

short term lease available 665-3856

FOR SALE

SUMMER 6/24-8/25: The Association for

the Help of Retarded Children needs male

and female students to work at it's summer

sleep-away camp in the Catskill Mountains

for developmental^ disabled children and

adults Paid positions available for cabin

counselors program instructors. WSl's, of-

fice staff Write CAMP LOYALTOWN,
AHRC 189 Wheatly Road. Brookville. NY
11545 or call 516-626-1000. Mon Fn

HAIGIS HOOPLA IS COMING
Get some friends together and start prac-

ticing tor Haigis Hoopla, an out door 3-on-3

basketball festival sponsored by the UMass

Sport Management Program and WHMP
FM Festival will take place April 26-28 Look

for registration matenals in the coming

month and prepare for a weekend of fun.

friends, food and basketball'

TRAVEL

1 983 HONDA ACCORD 5-speed very good

condition AM/FM tape stereo $2000 or BO
Eve 549-8035

FUTONS
Metawampe
Top quality gold bond futons

Delivery anywhere in U S A

Sleep with us and save'

1 800-3FUTON1

INSTRUCTION

BEGINNING GUITAR LESSONS
Call Steve 546-4493

JESSICA JACKSON
Happy 21st

We love you'"
Jenni and Cate
• •Bmo"

1987 JEEP WRANGLER V-6 automatic.

47 000 miles, med blue w/ black top and

interior Much more $7595 -546-3142

1988 HONDA CRX 5sp silver -good condi

lion $5500 BO - 253-9660. Mark

FOR SALE
Sony discman -B O
Large dorm refrig -B O
549-0920

PAUL SIMON TICKETS
Worcester Centrum Good seats

3-29-91

665-7426 Leave message

ANYONE WHO RECEIVED a Mortar Board

application, the deadline has been extend-

ed until Friday, March 8
Questions? Call Annmane 253-2432

CAR FOR SALE
1983 Chevett Scootter

Needs reverse lights & blinker

Runs fine

Sell to you for parts

$250 or Best offer

Dan 665-4391

FREE BRUNO'S PIZZA

BOOK A HOUSE/DORM parly with

RACKADISC and have free food -Call

586 9900 for details (limited to UMass &

Amherst College)

• • • 'INTERNSHIP INFO' '
*

'

-. ***•***•••*****
*FALL 1991 INTERNSHIP INFORMATION +
*with the Legal Services Center Gel hands-

^on experience working directly with at- **

^.torneys and clients Representatives from *
^the Internship Program and Legal Services ,*,

*will be on hand Wednesday, March 6 and

Thursday. March 14 at 3 30pm. in the*
^.UMass Campus Center Check for the room 4-

LOST

ON FEBRUARY 18. 1991

A person hi himself on fire

m the name of

PG3CG
Please think about thai today

TODAY IS GARY (CHUCK) MAHER S

2 1st Birthday

Wish him a happy b-day'

CAN T AFFORD SPRING BREAK'
Guaranteed great prices' Space available

to Jamaica. Mexico and Panama City

Beach. Florida (the new Daylona Beach )'

MC/VISA are accepted' Call Cindy ai

549-3538 -please leave a message'

FLORIDA S NEWEST HOT SPOT
Panama City $139

World's biggest beach party

Daylona Beach$l89

Call Erica or Julie- 546-2649 or

Siobhan or Tern- 546-5079

March 8 deadline -March 8 deadline

TYPING/WORDPROCESSING

CHEAP RATES!. Fast'. Accurate'. Depen

dable1 ,
Campus pickup and delivery Adam

253-9117

RIDE NEEDED

ANYWHERE NEAR INDIANA! 586 9558

Greatly Appreciated

Will share expenses

RESUMES. PAPERS, anything typed or

typeset Fasl. professional service Affor

dable rates KCommunicalions. 256-6373

WANTED

ARMENIAN CLUB MEETING
Come see the brilliant film

BACK TO ARARAT
March 7, 7:00pm Campus Center Room
911-15
All welcome'

BED AND BREAKFAST- downtown ideal

for visiting parents and friends 549-0733

DEAD TIXS
Need to trade
3/25 for 3/23-24

Call 253-3515

EMMY RESUME SERVICE

RESUME SERVICE- We will provide you

with an award winning resume -Don I Gam-

ble with you future Go with the bust- L-an

545 3647 between 9 and 5 Also be sure to

stop by our table on the concourse Tues-

day and Wednesday of this week

ENTERTAINMENT

HELP WANTEO

BLACK COTTON SWEATER lost at LBGA
dance in the Campus Center on Feb 22

The brand is Basix" Call 546 3682

PLEASE!

ROOMMATE WANTED

AMUSEMENT PARKS, Holiday Resorts,

Disneyland. 6 Flags, are hiring Great fun

and get paid too' Reserve position by call-

ing 1-805-682-7555 Ext K-1370

CHRISTMAS, SPRING BREAK, summer
travel FREE Air couriers needed and
cruise-ship jobs Call 1-805-682-7555 Ext

F 1426

KEYCHAIN 2/27 -Leather Dooney & Bourke

w/ dorm key If found call 6-4027 please

YSL SUNGLASSES somewhere between

the Hatch and Franklin DC -$Reward$

please please call 6-2131 Jenya

NO QUESTIONS ASKED!

1 BEDROOM available immediately in

house -walk to UMass Fireplace/porch

$230 mo + util -549-1393 leave message

SERVICES/WORDPROCESSING

DISSERTATIONS. CASES. PAPERS,
On-campus pickup Fast! Accurate'

Mac/Laser, Spellcheck

Nancy 584-7924

CASH FOR GOLD. Unwanted jewelry

?

Necklaces, watches, rings We buy

anything containing gold Call 546-3399

TIMBER LAKE CAMPS located in NY s

Catskill Mountains seek General

Counselors. Athletic Instructors, and WSl's

On-campus interviews Top salaries/travel

allowance 800-828-CAMP (9-4 30

weekdays)

WANTED FOR RENT

WOCH RADIO general meeting Tuesday

night 8 30pm Webster Lounge New people

welcome The allernative alternative

AUDIO/VIDEO/TV

USED STEREO Components/VCRrs/Color

TV's We buy. sell * trade everything from

budget systems to high end separates

Detailed M. 80 + items Call anytime S/A/V

Exchange 256-0941

BENEFIT
For Necessities/Necessidades

Featuring:
Fugazi

The Brood
Zu-Zu's Petals

Tri-production by Power/UPC/AMC
March 9 SUB 8 00

RACK-A-DISC is still the best for DJ's and

live entertainment Call anytime 586-9900;

ask about our specials

FOR RENT

EXCELLENT PAY making money with your

personal computer Free details Call

1-803-739-0789 exl 23

FAST FUNDRAISING PROGRAM
$1000 in |usl one week
Earn up to $1000 for your campus organiza-

tion Plus a chance at $5000 more 1 This pro-

gram works' No investment needed Call

1-800-932-0528 Ext 50

TO THE PERSON who look my ring from

third floor Brett please return it It is very im-

portant to me Leave it m the Cluster Office

Thank you

SPRING BREAK

INTELLIGENCE JOBS. All branches US
Customs. DEA ect Now hiring Call

1-805 962-8000 Ext K-9616

AMHERST, 1 BEDROOM AVAILABLE IN 3

BFDROOM. NEW HOUSE ON BUS LINE,

FIREPLACE. BEAUTIFUL" AVAILABLE

NOW CALL 8-4, 665-3326

Omplete terms and conditions of this travel offer will irrivr with vour lertifKaies Conunrntil Airlines alone is responsible lor fulfillment of rhis offer Amer«an Express WHIM rto liability In Continental Airlines performance G 1991 American Express Travel Related Services Company, Inc

SMALL VERMONT CAMP for girls, seeks
committed counselors in horsemanship,
wilderness trips. water sports,

photography/video, and more Sherry

Osborn. Camp Catherine Caspers 25
Shawmul Ave. Apt UM Wayland, MA
01778 (508)650-1866

PERSONALS

CONGRATULATIONS TO THE new

pledges of Iota Gamma Upsilon Carolyn,

Karen, Kim. Liz, Jill, Rachel, Laura, Jen-

nifer, Melissa, Erin, Erica. Devra. Chandra,

Amy H . Heather-Ann. Amy P '

Love- The sisters of Iota Gamma Upsilon

HAPPY BIRTHDAY
Old gooba
Love your.

Nestihng gooba

TRIPS TO PANAMA CITY, FLI

Cancun' Jamaica' Selling out

fast' Special deals on Cancun
If you call now! Free parties'

Concerts! Call now'

STS UMass Rep Denise 546-7156

LOOKING FOR A 3 Bdrm Apt in Puffton for

the fall We'll lake your lease Contact Lisa

546-5765 or Beth 546-3494

SUBLET

GREAT APARTMENT 2 mi off campus

North Amherst -Big yard, storage, perfec'

for two people Available now' Call 549*027

NORTHAMPTON APARTMENT all or part

of summer -price neg 585-0540
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Sports
THE MASSACHUSETTS Established in 1890

Track wraps up
• Women return scoreless,

postseason with pleasant surprises

Johnsons post strong times • Men place at IC4As

By DAN WETZEL
Collegian Staff

Although the University of Massachusetts women's

track team did not score any points at the Eastern Col-

legiate Athletic Conference Championships, coach Julie

LaFreniere does not view the trip as a waste of time.

"We got some good performances, and although I would

have liked to see us score, the kids did a fine job,"

LaFreniere said of the team's last meet of the year held

in New Haven, Conn.

The main reason UMass stayed off the scoreboard was

Lee Ann Ambrose missed the meet due to severe asthma

and an infection in her bronchial tube.

"Ifwe had Lee, we would have scored." LaFreniere said.

i just couldn't see anyone beating her in either the 400-

or 500-meters. She is just much better than anyone else

out there
"

Of the athletes that did compete for LaFreniere. Becky

.Johnson performed the beat.

Johnson finished eighth overall in the 800 in two

minutes. 15 82 seconds.

"Becky ran a good race," LaFreniere said "It was a big

improvement over last week. I am pleased with her pro-

gress since being ill and now we are getting her ready for

the outdooors."

Also running well for UMass was Lennice Johnson who,

according to LaFreniere, just missed qualifying for the

finals in the 500. Johnson finished the race in a time of

1:17.7.

"Lennice went out faster than she ever has, LaFreniere

said. "She was not afraid to go for the win."

Kelly Liljeblad ran the mile for UMass in 5:00.0.

"Kelly looked a little tired." LaFreniere said. "She ran

well but she was disappointed in her performance,

however she was running with some of the best kids in

the country.

"I am resting her this week so she will be fresh in the

spring," she said.

Mo Meldrim ran the 5.000 for UMass and, according to

LaFreniere, "did not run well at all."

In field events Diane Ozzolek threw the 20-pound weight

44 feet. 94 inches to end up 13th overall.

Samone Marrisua threw the shot put 39'6 1/2".

"Our throwers have been good all year but there was

just too much talent out there this weekend." LaFreniere

said.

"Overall, the team did well," she said. "Although they

may not be happy. I couldn't have asked for much more

out of them."

By KEITH BENNETT
Collegian Correspondent

Seniors Jon Corso and Gerry Squires wrapped up sue

cessful winter track seasons by finishing eighth and 12th.

respectively, for the University of Massachusetts men s

track team in the 5,000-meter race at the Intercollegiate

Association of Amateur Athletes of America Champion

ships this weekend.

More than 1,200 athletes from 96 schools competed in

the meet, which was held at Princeton University.

Corso and Squires were the lone representatives for

UMass at the meet and head coach Ken O'Brien said he

was very pleased with their performances.

"They" both ran very competitive races," O'Brien said.

"Going into the meet, neither one of them was seeded as

high as they finished. They beat a lot of people who had

had better performances than them during the year.

The top six finishers in each event earned All-East

honors and O'Brien said that Corso's time of 14 minutes

47.3 seconds was only three seconds slower than sixth

place. Squires completed the race in 15:01.8.

Junior Steve Brown had qualified to compete in the

500-meter race but was unable due to a strained hamstr

ing sustained in the New England Championships.

Atlantic 10 Notebook

Late surge leaves McCoy on top

Collegian photo by (arrir Wyoth

Junior forward Jim McCoy broke Lorenzo Sutton's all-time scoring

record with 1,719 points while playing against George Washington in

Philadelphia

By SAM SILVERSTE1N
Collegian Staff

Jim McCoy broke Lorenzo Sutton's school

scoring record on a trademark 15-foot

jumper along the nght baseline in the final

minute of Sunday's overtime loss to George

Washington in the Atlantic 10 Tourna-

ment in Philadelphia.

McCoy, who finished with 26 points and

has now scored 1,719 in his career, was not

in the mood to celebrate immediately after

the game.

"Losing took a lot out of it," McCoy said

in the Palestra press room Sunday. "I'd

rather not have scored the points and won

the game."

In the big picture, however, McCoy's

weekend was a major success. Friday,

McCoy was named first team All-Atlantic

10 for the second season in a row. And Sun

day, McCoy was on top of his game in front

of some 19 NBA scouts on hand to eye A-10

talent. San Antonio Spurs scout Ed Mann-

ing described McCoy as "certainly" a NBA
prospect.

McCoy, who has another full year to pad

his scoring record, said he knows he must

concentrate on other skills — ball handl-

ing in particular — if he is going to have

a chance to make the enormous leap to the

NBA.

In more ways than one, McCoy's career

has followed in the footsteps of his father,

Jim, who played in the NBA and is current-

ly a probation administrator in Pittsburgh.

McCoy is studying criminal law at UMass.

"When you're a freshman, you tend not

to have your priorities straight. It was

basketball first, then school. Now it's

school, then basketball, then life after that.

I have to get my degree That would tit-

an accomplishment
"

St. Joseph's upset win over Rutg«rx

Sunday night may have sabotaged UMass'

NIT Tournament hop-

Assuming the Scarlet Knights were a

questionable NCAA Tournament team

entering the game, and assuming the loss

bumped them down to the NIT ranks, and

assuming three Atlantic 10 teams at most

will be NIT selections, the 17-11

Minutemen may have lost their spot.

But that's assuming a lot.

A year ago UMass finished with a 15-13

regular-season mark, then beat West

Virginia and Penn State in the A- 10 Tour-

nament and came within three points of

upsetting Temple in the Championship

game. The late-season run earned UMass

its first NIT bid since 1977.

Though the Minutemen won 17 regular-

season games this year, and again played

their best basketball late in the season,

three of UMass' final four games were

losses.

The 32-team NIT field we be announced

Sunday evening.

Notes from the Palestra Basement: At

Friday night's Atlantic 10 awards banquet,

Rutgers forward Keith Hughes copped

Player of the Year honors, Duquesne's

John Carroll was tabbed Coach of the Year,

St. Joe's guard Bernard Blunt won

Freshman of the Year, and Virginia

transfer Brent Dabbs, a senior center at

Rutgers, was the Newcomer of the Year

honoree.

UMass sophomore Kennard Robinson

was a lock for the banquet's mythical best-

dressed team. . Faces in the crowd: "Clown

Prince of Baseball" Max Patkin, and Elvis,

er, referee Eric Geldart.
rnuaaeipnia.

Bonnies light up scoreboard, leave UMass winless 91-64
By GREG SUKIENNIK
Collegian Staff

What could best be described as a difficult season for

the University of Massachusetts women's basketball team
came to a difficult end last night in Olean N.Y., as St.

Bonaventure bounced the Minutewomen from the

Atlantic-10 Conference Tournament, 91-64.

The Bonnies, now 14-14 overall, were on fire on the of-

fensive end, shooting 51.4 percent from the field and 70

percent from the line in a balanced attack which saw six

players reach double figures. If that weren't enough, the

Bonnies scored an unheard-of 22 points in five minutes
at the start of the second half.

"Their field-goal percentage does not reflect just how
well they shot," offered assistant coach Mary Vail. "They
just hit everything they put up, and we couldn't get our

shots to drop." While SBU scored 27 points in the first

part of the second half, UMass scored only six.

UMass also suffered from a glaring disparity at the foul

line. While the Bonnies capitalized on 16 of 20 freebies,

the Minutewomen only visited the line four times, hitting

two.

"We weren't getting any calls all night long," said Vail.

"That and the fact we were missing a lot of easy shots

hurt us."

The Bonnies jumped out to an early 24-6 lead in the first

half and never looked back. That margin was helped by

a 13-0 SBU run.

Vail added that while UMass did do a good job overall

on offense, the Minutewomen's lack of defense and reboun

ding were problems for the,team.

"Our transition game was working well for us," she said,

"but we did not play good team defense, and their reboun-

ding edge hurt us." SBU out-rebounded UMass 42-33, as

Sue Shay hauled down 12 boards to lead the way for the

Bonnies.

Jodi Urich scored a game-high 20 points to lead the Bon-

nie onslaught, including 12 in the first half. Shay added

16 for SBU, who advance to the second round to face

Rutgers on Wednesday.

UMass was led by Keyburn McCusker, who, playing in

her last-ever college game, scored 18 points before foul-

ing out with five minutes to play. Shawna Pemberton, who

was seldomly used during the regular season, added 14

points for UMass.

Bonnies, 91-64
Massachusetts (64)
Ireland 4-11 0-2 8. Kristofik 6 13 OO 12. McCusker 9 14 OO 18, Muza

0-2 O-O O; Valentine O 1 OO O; MoranOO O O O. Schuster 4-72-2

lO; Pemberton 7 15 OO 14 Hessel 12 OO 2 Totals 31 65 2 4 64

St. Bonaventure (91)

Shay 7 14 2-4 16. Urich 8 IO 4 6 TO: Marquis 4 7 4 4 12; Gromlowicz 5 15

O O lO; Comoroski 6 8 O O 13. McGhee O 2 OO O. Bordas 4 6 2 2

IO, Manly 3 4 2 ? 8. Hergenroeder 1 2 O -1 2. Paugh O 1 1 0. Pencola

O 5 OO O Totals 38 74 14 20 91

Halttim* Massachusetts 34, St Bonaventure SO Three point goals

Comoroski Rebounds UMass 33 (Ireland IO), SBU 42 (Shay 12) Astltts

UMass 16 (Schusler, Pemberton 3). SBU 25 (Gromlowicz 7) Total fouls

UMass 17, SBU 9 Fouled out McCusker A 320
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Takaki dispels myth of 'Model Minority'
By ALEXANDER NGUYEN
Collegian Staff

and AMY CHEE
Collegian Correspondent

The celebration of the success of Asian Americans as

being the "model minority" is an attack on affirmative

action, according to Berkeley professor Ronald Takaki,

who lectured last night to a standing room audience at

the University of Massachusetts.

In his lecture dispelling the "Myth of the Model Minori-

ty," Takaki stated the elevation of Asian Americans to

the "model minority" status had nothing to do with their

questionable success, rather it has to do with Blacks and

Chicanos.

Takaki said that although the myth emerged in the

1980's, historical evidence shows images of "successful

Asians" have been used since the 1860's to discipline

Blacks and Chicanos by asking why they are not hard

working, industrious and so on, like Asians.

"The beginning of the 'model minority myth* is located

in the ashes of the Watts riots in 1965 and 1966," Takaki

said. "The media has consistently published Asian

American success since Watts. . .One publication at-

tributed Asian American success due to hard work rather

than rioting," he said.

Takaki gave a recent example of this by quoting Mike

Wallace of CBS's 60 Minutes asking a school teacher,

"Why can't Blacks and Chicanos be like Asians?" in

reference to Asian American success in education. This

comparison, he said, is used as an attack on affirmative

action by asserting that if Asians can "make it" without

affirmative action so can Blacks and Chicanos.

"The myth suggests that Asians have made it and been

accepted [into the mainstream] but the evidence is con-

tradictory," Takaki said. Students still feel left out of the

curriculum which is predominantly Eurocentric, he said.

Attributing high family income to the success of Asians,

which is measured by the number of workers per family,

does not take into account the fact that Asian families

have the highest number of workers, he said. He also

noted that 25 percent of New York's Chinatown families

live below the poverty line.

Takaki noted the rise of anti-Asian racism, most of

which is directed towards women. "Statistics show

violence against Asian Americans higher than any other

ethnic group," Takaki said. It can be seen on walls and

in bathrooms of college campuses across the country, he

said.

He cited the University of Connecticut's recent racial

incident where a White male student spit on an Asian

American female student. When she filed complaint to

UConn's dean he replied, "Boys will be boys."

Takaki pointed out that Asian Americans are

underepresented in the social sciences due to lack of role

models in those areas. He urged students to demand,

through various means, diversification of the curriculum

to include Asian American studies.

Takaki also urged Asian Americans themselves to dispel

the "model minority myth" by speaking out against it and

not allowing themselves to be used against other ethnic

groups.

Controversy-filled 'talk show' debates war, LBG, SGA
By AMY HENRY
and GAYLE LONG
Collegian Staff

"No one said it was fair or objective It -

Guy Glodis.'

Glodis, strutting onto the Campus Center

Auditorium's stage to the tune of Van

Halen's "Running With the Devil," arm

around a blonde-haired woman in a short

black dress, announced, "And so the adven-

ture begins."

Glodis said the "talk show" was organiz-

ed to discuss three issues: the controversial

removal of the Lesbian. Bisexual Gay

Alliance seats from the Board of Governors,

the Persian Gulf War, and the "sellout of

the Student Government Association."

However, the majority of the discussion

dealth with the removal of the LBGA seats.

"Ladies and gentlemen, it's show time,"

Glodis said to a crowd of about 200.

The lively redhead began the evening by

introducing the controversial issue sur-

rounding the removal of the LBGA seats

from the Board of Governors in Dec 1990.

The two LBGA governors, Laura Silver,

and Chris Thomas, sat with Student

Trustee Angus McQuilken, in opposition of

the seats' removal.

Sitting to the right of Glodis were three

conservative governors, Ted Maravelis, Ed-

ward Corrigan and Bill Hewitt - all of

whom had voted for the motion to remove

the seats.

Silver said the seats were targeted for

removal because the group represents the

LGB community, and not because they are

appointed instead of elected seats.

"It was a horrendous act of homophobia

and it made a lot of people on this campus

feel alienated from student government.

Silver said.

During the discussion. Glodis referred to

Silver as "queen ofthe jizz-bizz," and com-

mented, "I wouldn't mind spending the

night with Laura Silver."

Marevelis, saying "sodomy" was illegal

in Massachusetts, said if he were governor

wt would not have allowed the LGBA to

have office space.

"Politically appointed seats are illegal in

the United States." said Maravelis. "We
need to return to Judeo-Christian values,

and protect the Constitution of the United

State:-

Smoking several cigarettes, Glodis refer-

red to panelists as "the bad guys on the

Left" while telling many to, "Get out of

here."

The next issue on Glodis' agenda was the

war in the Persian Gulf. He invited

Republican Club President Glen Caroline,

Brown Senator Jeff Turco, Senator Ken

Parker and other student leaders to deter-

mine the rights and wrongs of the Gulf

war.

Corrigan said Americans should have

supported their country during the war, in-

stead of protesting.

Cottoffian photo by K.A. Burkr

Conservative Guy Glodis, flanked by representatives from "the Left,"

moderates his talk show last night in the Campus Center Auditorium.

ifyou don't like it here, get the f— out,"

Corrigan shouted.

Parker, joined by others in the audience,

pointed out that there were a tremendous

number of civilians killed during the war,

and said Americans should not be proud of

the "conquest."

"Now the Pentagon will want to restock

their arsenal and no one will say 'no,'" he

said.

Glodis. a registered Democrat, said the

Democratic party is the best political par

ty because it represents the working class

of America. "But the party has been in-

filtrated by radical Left organizations

which started with the nomination of

George McGovern in 1969,'' he said.

"Get out of my party, you liberals,"

Glodis said. "Go form your own party!"

Guy ended with the show with the SGA
"sellout," as McQuilken got up and left

because he said he is a student.

"I have homework to do," McQuilken

said.

'Coming out' causes work trials
By MARIA SACCHETTI
Collegian Staff

NORTHAMPTON - In 1973, Ann Gibson graduated

from Smith College and decided to make it on her own

as an artist.

After 11 years of self-employment, things started sliding

and she began looking for a job. But for Gibson, this meant

more than sending resumes.

Gibson, who "came out" as a lesbian in 1978, said job

hunting meant finding a "safe" place to work. This place

took the form of a social services agency. She says she was

lucky. ^_^^^_^_^-_^_^—^_-_-.

INSIDE:
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Page 3: The SGA to defy the administra-

tion and hold elections.

Pages 5: Gayle Long raps Gov. Weld for

dismantling pubUc higher

education.

Page 7: Women struggle for their place in

history, for jobs and at home.

VEATHER
It will be sunny and dry today with an ever-

so-pleasant breeze. Temps will reach the balmy

80s.

"My immediate boss was about as 'out' a lesbian as you

could find," she told about 30 students and staff members

yesterday at Smith College. "It was really an eye-opener

for me to be in that kind of atmosphere where the whole

agency was a celebration of the diversity of the world."

Gibson, 39, was one of three Smith College alumnae and

two local professionals who sat on a panel to discuss les-

bians' roles in the workplace. The event was part of a

Smith College awareness week to educate the communi-

ty about homosexual issues.

Now a self-employed graphic artist, Gibson said she

never had a negative experience in previous jobs, which

included serving as executive director of the National

Association for Mediation in Education, based at UMass.

But Gibson's case may not reflect reality in Corporate

America, cautioned Gail White, a 1978 Smith graduate

who works at IDX Corp., a computer software manufac-

turer in Boston.

"It cannot be until we are completely out in society that

lesbians will be able to be completely out at work," White

said.

One woman from the audience, who asked that her

name not be used, told the panel she was fired because

she was a lesbian.

"I think there is a strong reality about people not be-

ing safe in the workplace," she said. "I was out and I

thought that would be protection, and it wasn't."

To protect themselves in the workplace, the panelists

said, lesbians need to carefully choose their confidants and

form a network of support among their colleagues. This

could mean holding staff development workshops or in-

forming the person in charge in anticipation of harass-

ment, they said.

If harassment occurs, or if a lesbian is fired because ot

CONTINUED ON PAGE ?

Gays' image
'ambivalent'

By SARAH DEMASTER
Collegian Staff

NORTHAMPTON - News of the episode spread

quickly throughout the gay community.

The popular NBC television program LA. Law last

month introduced a situation not commonly seen on

prime time: a lesbian kissing a heterosexual woman.

The storyline has kept many in the gay community

on the edge of their seats, said a group of about 15 peo-

ple who attended a talk at Smith College yesterday titl-

ed, "Beyond 'Positive Images': Theorizing TV's

Representation of Lesbians and Gays."

In the episode, a new lawyer named C.J. kisses one

of the main characters, Abby, another lawyer. The next

day, Abby discusses her feelings about the incident

with C.J., and the show ends with them being just'

friends.

LA. Law is not alone in its attempt to grapple with

issues of homosexuality. Three years ago, ABC aired

about 20 episodes of a show called Heartbeat, whose

the main character was a lesbian nurse practitioner.

ABC also ran an episode of its series thirtysomething

last season in which two gay men are shown in bed

after havinj? sex.

However, while more television programs have

featured lesbian and gay characters in the past few

years, producers have maintained an ambivalent at-

titude toward homosexuals by emphasizing their

CONTINUED ON PAGE 2
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Forum - "Domestic Partner Benefits. Know What

You re Not Getting." Sponsored by the Facult^Stafl

Grouo for Gay, Lesbian and Bisexual Concerns The Of-

fice of Huma^ Relations, and the Everywoman's Center

frnm 7 d m - 8:30 p.m. in CC 165.

'TformZn SeJn - The Legal Services Ce^teris ha.

ins an information session at 3:30 p.m. about internships

in

g
t^CampTs Center. Check schedule near elevator for

X^rXfessor Ibrahim Abu-Lughod will present

• ^e Future of the Middle East' in the^hnston^apel

at Amherst College at 8 p.m. Sponsored by PAW^
Assertweness and Self Defense Training - For women

inlhe East Lecture Hall at Hampshire College from 7 p.m.

sESker - Sponsored by the Center for Jewish Studies

HowTd Adelman. speaking on "Women and Men in

JeZh History." at 12:30 p.m. in the Hillel House Con-

feSrf- ?lie School of Nursing present, Karen Zander

'"£*?£[34^6P
-
m
The Women's Studies

Departmen^sponsor Norma Dana and Nancy Fish

•Welfare Mothers and Education, in CC 904 908 at lz. 10

P
talh - 'Pro-Life Rally," sponsored by the R^blican

Club and the Young Americans for Freedom on the steps

Foi Yom Information

°TS^^ Speak

wSSp-tati volunteers from Israel

on campus concourse all day.

T^DA^Mh^ox F^inism m^****~?m
Advancements and restraints" with Leah Shakdiel a j4*5

p.m. in the Red Room in Converse Hall at Amherst

C
°F!/T-"I*ilaand^^

History Department at 7 p.m. in Herter 231. Followed by

di

S^atr- Hillel and UMass POWER present "Women's

RoleTon Judaism from a Feminist Perspective.

LectZ - "Jewish Emancipation, Apostasy, Espionage,

and he Idea of Arab Nationalism," by Professor Benjamin

Braude will be at 4:15 p.m. in the Neilson Browsing Room

at Sm^CoUege. Sponsored by the Program in Jewish

^tUntial Recycling - Education Volunteers will meet

at 6:30 p.m. in CC 903 and promotion volunteers will meet

at 8 o m. in the same room. _

Calino Night - Sponsored by the Program Counal of

the Board of Governors from 8 p.m. 1 a.m. The cost is $fv

Ralh- "Straight Pride" rally sponsored by the

Republican Club at 12 p.m. on Student Union steps.

FTn£S^-^n-ed by the Muslim Student

Association in CC 805 at 12:30 p.m.

F^im- An International Women's Day Forum spon-

soreTb" the Central American Working Group of the

American Friends Service Committee at 7:30 p.m. in Stod-

dard Auditorium at Smith College.

International Women's Day Celebration - Sponsored by

the Women's Penatgon Action presents a celebration^

the Unitarian Society Meeting House at 220 Mam St No

thamoton at 5:30 p.m. Supper will be served, the cost is

SchUdcare available. Call 586-9809 for more

information.

SATURDAY, MARCH 9

Benefit - For Necesaities/Nec*ssidades, a shelter for ba

Jed women. Featuring FUGAZI. THE BROOD and ZU

ZITS PETALS. Sponsored by POWER, the Union Pro-

gram Council and the Hampshire College Alternative

Music Collective in the Student_Union Ballroom at 8p.m.

Play - The Hobbit will be performed by the Children s

Magical Mystical Theater at the Munson Memorial Hall

onX South Amherst Common at 10:30 a.m. For more

information please call 256-4095.

%°P?ReJing Course - Sponsored by the Departmen

of Continuing Education, sign up before Saturday. The

course will be from 9 a.m. - 1 p.m. Please call 545-0587

for more information.

lesbians talk
(" ONTINUtO FROM PAGE 1 .. ....

.he should document the incidents

and take legal action. sa,d Smith graduate Maggie

Calsella now an attorney based m Hartford, Conn.

Ma^chusetts has a law which prohibits job discrimina-

tion based on sexual orientation

Finallv. the panelists said, protection might mean fin-

A,na a ioh where vou feel safe.

An audience member told the panel that she was angr>-

because her heterosexual colleagues did not have the same

pressure to reveal their personal lives.

RpnliPd Gibson "The assumption is that we are an

stSh^ar^U normal' If we are to be taken for who

we are. then we have to say who we are

TVportrayals
*

.

•

.

similarities to heterosexuals and d^P^^CoTleee
ferences, according to Sasha Torres, a Smith College

professor of American studies

"To show lesbians on television, you must be abU to

tell the difference [from heterosexual characters]. Tin

action is that lesbian sexuality is so different from

heterosexual.ty as to be unrepresentable, Torres said

"Intimacy is limited to eye contact and an occasional

h
A Mendenhall Fellow. Torres spoke as part of Gayla

Week a series of lectures sponsored by the Lesbian

Bisexual Alliance and the Subcommittee on Lesb.an,

Gav. and Bisexual Concerns.

Heartbeat, the first show to feature a lesbian as a

reguL character, was "one of the repre-ntetion^on

television which poked the least punches. Torres saicL

HowTver she added the character, Marilyn depicted

a "made-to^order" image of the lesbian lifestyle: an out

oftheclo^woman who is well-liked, happy and good

at her job. and in a steady relationship.

Wh\\e Heartbeat drew little attention from the public.

thTep sode on thirtysomethmg received attention of a

differenTsort - ABC lost $1.5 million in advertising

revenues,^nd the episode was not shown during sum

Tor7esTa!d viewers who want to see more of these

images should call the stations

Patrick & Co.
m m

Introduces Jessica
Our newest member

Jessica specializes in all facets

of hair and beauty as we I as

long hair styling

tin e,t CJitft Htih m *** I"l 1***

riif vuwmntm

Daily Collegian
771 "jimpu-

Jessica's March
Introductory Special

Perm & Hair Cut M*
Hair Cut

* 14 -

See why OUR perms are the best 1

Pat rick & Co,
, Mo»tN*^S '" "•" » »on«,

DON'T DELAY!

Look your best

for Spring Break.

104 Russell Street, Hadley • 586-7477

located next to Carbur s

WORKSHOP
JEVISH

OPPRESSION
Friday. March 6

3-3 p.m.

IN THE NEWSROOM
All business, news and graphics

staff are welcome to attend.

Now's the

time to call. .

.

North Amherst'
Motors

78 J J SundtrUod M-. No. Amherst

549-2880

Expert Repairs and
Reconditioning

Most Ma/or Credit Cams Accepted

Want your dorm to show its

true colors?

WELL GETBUSY
ANDRUSHONDOWNW

KENNEDY
SCREEN GRAPHICS

16 Armory Street

Northampton MA 01060

584-2124

Walley I
[Motorsports
IV 1 584-7303
I 1-800-649-9965

216 N King St.. Rte 5

Northampton. MA

Motorcycles Scooters

ATV's Generators

Lawn Mower Snow Blowers

Jet Skis Jetmate

Snowmobiles

AWASA

YAMAHA

ANDYS SECRETARIAL SERVICE

Reports Term Papers

Typing and Quality Word Processing

Resume Consultation

Temporary Help For Any Office

Fast Affordable Service

241 King St. Northampton 584-1000

I
I

I. *» „. * Not valtd In

I clS I Northhampton

a
B friendly
delivery

_ S. HadleyI ffr~ Delivery to Mi Ho'yke)

Pick-up Or Delivery

2 Medium Pizzas

ffl
& 2 Toppings

ffl $9.99
Order 2 medium Domino's

Pizzas with 2 toppings and

pay only $9.99. Sales tax

where applicable.

Valid nt pnrtiripating stores only. Not

vnlict with nny other offer. Limited

delivery nrens to ensure safe driving

Customer pays sales tax where

applicable. Drixers enrry less than $20

|_Pilck-Up Or Delivery

Large Cheese with
1-Topping Pizza

Only $5.99 ;

One Coupon Per Person
(

Offer ^:xpires 3/31/91

DELIVERED IN >

80 MIN. OH LESS
,

NOT GOOD WITH ANY
OTHER OFFER 8C I

MAGIC LANTERN
LADIES ONLY

Wed Night: March 6th

FEATURING
The Dance Group

BAD BOYS FROM BOSTON'
Starring: +NICKO

•Students with college I.D.

FREE ADMISSION
Take Rt 9 to Belchertown to Rt 181

to Rt 20 West-Palmer, MA
283-9275

LOCAL
Victory rally turns into anti-war debate

j- i- a,oa the "<rrp»tpst militarv victory you can »^ - -

By TAMIR LIPTON
Collegian Staff

What started out yesterday as a rally

celebrating "America's victory in the

Gulf," ended in a heated debate on the Stu-

dent Union steps between those who sup

ported and protested the Persian Gulf War.

A Vietnam veteran who had been listen-

ing to speeches made by conservative

students sponsoring the rally, as part of

Conservative Awareness Week, approach

ed a student wearing a gas mask and

fatigues covered with red paint and

shouted, "It's people like you that are the

problem.''

Approaching the anti-war protester,

UMass student Peter Wagner, the veteran

continued, "I went through this lexpletivel

years ago during Vietnam. You don't know

[expletive) about being in a war."

Edward Corrigan, vice-chairperson of the

Board of Governors and the editor of the

Minuteman was confronted by angry on

lookers about why a victory rally was held

'What are we celebrating?" shouted one

man from the crowd. "We didn't win

anything."

"I think it's important to ask the radicals

why they're protesting," Corrigan said to

the crowd of nearly 150. "The war is over.

This is a victory celebration. Stop pro-

testing."

A man in the audience yelled to Corrigan

that he would buy him a ticket to Iraq to

"go die."

"That's to be expected at any rally," Cor-

rigan replied. "There are people who are

obviously afraid of war, the people who pro-

test probably don't want to do their

homework."
Pat Sitaraman, organizes for the Citizens

for a Free Kuwait said, "I don't understand

why they're wearing gas masks No one is

shooting chemical weapons. Are they

afraid to show their faces?

'Anyone who opposes this war would

have supported Hitler," he said.

The debate became so intense that

Lieutenant Michael Grabiec, of UMass

department of Public Safety, stood right

next to the two combatants serving as a

deterrent so that a fight would not break

out.

Ted Maravelis, founder of the UMass

New Americans Club, said the Gulf war

was the "greatest military victory you can

have."

"I personally disagree with President

Bush's decision to stop at Kuwait. .
.
Go all

the way and get rid of that Muslim infidel

[Saddam Hussein]," Maravelis said.

As Corrigan retook the microphone,

Wagner was lifted by a woman in the au-

dience and placed on his back on the

ground, signifying death.

"If morons like that want to lie on the

ground and pretend that they're dead,

that's fine," Corrigan said "That's what

America's all about."

Another person in the crowd asked Cor-

rigan why the Minuteman printed anti-

homosexuality articles which he said were

offensive.

Paul McGonnigal, a former editor of the

Minuteman answered saying, "It's con-

structive for both sides to exchange ideas

without a podium separating them.

However, it's almost impossible to change

someone's ideas [about such sensitive sub-

jects]."

The rally was sponsored by the

Republican Club and Young Americans for

Freedom.

Minuteman
Corrigan

Collegian photo by K.A. Burke

Editor in Chief Ed

Minuteman denied
temporary funds

. . „-~, Tkn rontar will resume snons
By MARC ELLIOTT
Collegian Staff

The Student Activities Office last

week asked the Student Government

Association's Finance Committee to

reconsider its allocation of $499 which

would go to rescue the Minuteman from

its budget crisis.

SAO Business Manager Allen

Brainard said the request for funds was

denied because he wanted to see why

the committee was granting the funds

before giving them the money for the

next Minuteman issue.

"I had some concerns with their [SGA

Finance Committee] most recent alloca-

tions and some questions about the

criteria they were using, especially since

it was a brand new committee," he said.

"I wanted to make sure I shared those

concerns with them."

Brainard also said if the Finance Com-

mittee decides to go ahead with the

allocation, he will wait to "review what

their criteria are" before he decides

whether or not to release the funds.

The Minuteman was forced to ask the

SGA for student monies after its chiei

^nsor, the Madison Center for Educa-

£nal Affairs, delayed its fundmgThe

Madison Center, a conservative think^

tank based in Washington D.C which

sponsors such publications such M,The
Dartmouth Review and the Arnherst

Spectator, stopped .*P°n80£
n* '*!

Minuteman because it was frustrated

w\th the paper's inability to operate

independently

The Center will resume sponsoring

the Minuteman but the grant will not

arrive until after spring break, too late

to pay for the next issue which they hope

to get out as soon as possible, according

to Minuteman business manager Josh

Slomich.

Finance Committee Chairperson

Sharon Lang said that SAO had no pro

blem with funding other Registered Stu

dent Organizations whose funding were

judged on the exact same criteria as the

Minuteman's.

"SAO said the criteria the committee

used was not appropriate," she said. "If

this is true, then all the other RSO's

that have petitioned Finance for money,

such as Students Advocating Financial

Aid, the Newman Center Association,

and the Fencing Club, should not have

been funded, but they were and SAO

had no problems with accepting our

decisions."

An organization must have attempted

to raise funds on their own, have some

impact on campus life, and have their

paperwork up-to-date to qualify for SGA

funding, according to Lang.

Minuteman Editor in Chief Edward T.

Corrigan accused SAO of discrimina-

tion, despite the fact that the Racquet-

ball Club's request for $468 to cover

hotel costs for their trip to Tuscon,

Arizona was also denied.

"The only thing that is new is that the

Minuteman has never asked for money

before," Corrigan said. "Just to look

legitimate, the Racquetball Club got it

too. Two groups are paying the price for

one man's discriminatory actions
"

Cancer benefit to be held
'Casino night' to aid brain tumor research

By MARK HENSLEY
Collegian Staff

The second annual Casino Night, being

held tomorrow between 8 p.m. and 1 a.m.

in the Campus Center Auditorium, is ex-

pected to be another successful and "upbeat

activity," Director of the Campus Center

Bill Harris said yesterday.

Casino Night, which is sponsored by the

Board of Governors Programs Council to

benefit the Brain Tumor Society of Boston,

is a genuine cash casino in which par

ticipants play with real cash. Programs

Council Coordinator Sean Lmnane^saia\

Last year, Casino Night raised $10 000

to benefit the Brain Tumor Society which

Harris said is the most money ever raised

by a student organization in one night

According to Linnane, who organized the

event over 40 students have volunteered

as dealers, pit-bosses, and cocktail waiters

and waitresses and live big band jazz music

will be provided by The Jeff Holmes Band.

Linnane, who is expecting an "extreme

ly" successful night this year, said the

event will "provide a fun environment as

well as educating students about the

seriousness of cancer and the value of

cancer research."

Casino Night started last year as a part

of the Campuses Against Cancer Program

which along with UMass, includes schools

such as Harvard, Syracuse, TuRs, Dart

mouth, and Weslyan.

Jeff Glassman who currently co

coordinates Campuses Against Cancer and

who organized last year's event, said

Casino Night is different from any other

event on campus.

"Casino Night is a chance for students

to spend a little money for a good cause

while getting their money's worth,"

Glassman said "Between the band, the

refreshments and the fun and games,

everyone has a great time."

The BOG encourages everyone to come

down and contribute to a good cause, Lin-

nane said.

There will be a $5 dollar entrance fee

which does not include individual wages

made at the betting tables, Linnane said.

Accident victim critical
The University of Massachusetts junior

who was injured in an accident of Route

116 in Amherst Saturday night remained

in critical condition yesterday at Bay State

Medical Center in Springfield, hospital of-

ficials said.

Nancy Anton, 20, of Sudbury was travell-

ing north on Rt. 116, just south of

Sunderland Road, when she swerved to

avoid an oppossum and collided with a

southbound car, Amherst police said.

Anton was first taken to Cooley Dickin

son Hospital in Northampton but was later

transferred to Bay State in critical

condition.

The driver of the other car, Julie

Lehrman, 21, of Sunderland was treated

and released for minor injuries at Cooley

Dickinson.

Police said that no citations had been

issued.
- MARK HENSLEY

independently. • —
#

.

Student leaders give green light to eleetions for.preside^ trustee

By ALEX DERING
Collegian Staff

Student leaders plan to hold elections for the offices of

Student President and Student
f

^™J^»'£Z*£
official administrative statements that only the Trustee

election will be held this semester.

In a letter released to the "Campus Community," dated

Feb 11, Executive Vice Chancellor Richard O'Brien and

vice Chancellors Dennis Madson and *««» ^»?Vd *«*
the administration, responding to a request from the SGA

leadership, decided to implement certain procedures ...in

order to support the task of restructuring student govern-

^^^alf^S^ent Aviation of

ficers except for the Student Trustee position will be

^ned until September. At*^£%%£
be held for whatever offices areR*"££iKJwi5
nance structure. The election for the Student Trustee win

ThaulX in accordancewith*££*£*^
this position. Current SGA officers will retain their post

tions through this semester."

Alan Van Tassel, chair of the Government Affiura Com-

mittee, which is responsible for running student elections,

explained why student government is opposed to item

96
"After the [student government leadership] asked the

administration to take charge, we, the student Senate,

voted 30-13 against that decision," he said.

The impeachment of several student government officers

took place soon after that action.

"We Vecalled [Speaker Dan] Chesnicka and [Treasurer

Karen] Talbot," said Van Tassel. "And [President

Natasha] Diephius managed to hang on by the skin ot her

teeth
"

He also said student government, although willing to

comply with some portions of the administration s letter

of Feb. 11, is adamant about holding the election for both

offices on April 9.

"We sent people to the Commission on Undergraduate

Student Governance, which was formed by the Feb. 11

letter, even though we are completely against this restruc-

turing of student government by the administration, said

Van Tassel.

He stressed the student government is "definitely m
favor of restructuring itself, but by the students, without

the administration's interference."

He also said the Senate voted unanimously to hold the

Student President/Student Trustee elections on April 9.

"The fact that every person in the Senate agreed to the

same thing is unusual enough to show that this is

something all of us feel very strongly about, he said

Citing that the Student Senate is not frozen from all

of its powers, Van Tassel said, "[The administration] has

no right to stop the election. It is not their decision to

make. This election belongs to the students.

Van Tassel voiced concern that the administration could

possibly attempt to weaken or completely eliminate stu-

dent government during the summer.

Irene Carew, director of the Student Activities Office,

said, "The decision concerning student elections stands

as put forth in the Feb. 11 letter."

As of 4 p.m., March 5, three people had taken out can-

didate papers for the office of Student Trustee: Manuel

Bento, Kevin Newnan, and Ken Parker.

Only one person had taken out nomination papers for

the office of Student President: David Gagne.

MM'a '
i f
^

'
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MANOARIN/SZECHUAN CUISINE _=_- ,„„
The Best Chinese Buffet «•«•«

Buffet Served 5-8 PM Sun-Thurs Brunch Served *^™*££* P"
Szechuan Sp.cOCh^en

ALL YOU CAN EAT gSSSSS*
Children

Under 10

$3.00

$5.99 (4) Fried Wontons

(5) Pan Fried Raviolli

(6) Beef with Snow Peas

(8) Sweet and Sour ChicKen

(9) Roast Pork Fried Rice

(10) Vegatable Fried Noodles

(11) Chinese BBQ Pork

(12) Broccolli in Oyster Sauce

We Deliver in Amherst 5-10:00 PM-Everyday

Minimum $15 plus $2 Delivery Charge

TAKE OUT SERVICE • FULL COCKTAIL MENU

10 BELCHERTOWN RP, AT RTE. 9, AMHERSTJUA 256-0251, 256-0252

NEW MUSIC

PRIZES

FREE ADMISSION

FREE PIZZA

SEX!'.!

Come check out the music of three HOT

new bands: Jesus Jones, Maggies

Dream, and 29 Palms! The party's from

6pm-8pm Wednesday March 6th at

Katina's, Route 9 in Hadley. There'll be

free CD's, cassettes, posters, and free

pizza! Everyone who comes will receive

a free gift!

WtLCOMC

lap I...four out of fv« itnl bad)

Wt. MOKT NOW
AL.MAL

STEINBECK COLLISION REPAIR
& AUTOBODY Vt »

While there f
s

STILL TIME...

53 So. Prospect - Amherst Center

256-8157 256-1385

Shop Registration # RS1212

Guest Speaker

Ralph Hylton

Recruiting Consultant

i

RAHBV"*
M«V.V.»

:
::-:vWx-y-wv*"J

Ul'JJJ.'.*

Lv.y.j

Resumes and Interview Techniques By the

People Who Do the Hiring

TODAY
1:25 PM

|

Curry Hicks Room 16
|

UM05l>»

• Imports & other unibody vehicles

are our specialty

• State of art equipment for precision

frame and unibody straightening ( + or -
lA mm)|

• Over 90 years staff experience

• Accepted by all insurance companies for

collision repair or glass replacement

• Advanced European Technology Painting and

Refinishing Systems

************************
K^MEMBER it's your car and your choice ot

repair facilities

Interviews are still available for ...

Phoenix Mutual Insurance

School Systems in Windsor, CT; Providence, RI;

Newton, MA
SeerTechnologies

Jackson Laboratory

Lady Foot Locker

Data General

Ford Motor Credit

American Frozen Foods

Electronic Data Systems

US Navy Officer Programs

Enterprise Rent-a-Car

For information visit Room 200 in the Mather Career Center

The Mather Career Center
Career Planning and Placement • Cooperative Education • Internships

Fniemity/Sorority P«rk - on the Orchard Hill bus route. (4 13)545-2224.

Where Careers Take Off!
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Editorial/Opinion
The opinions on this page are those of the individual writer or cmtoonTt and do not necessarily reflect the news of the CoUegian or the Umvermy unless otherwise noted.

With a touch of sarcasm, a student expounds upon war
..... .... . . - .. ——!! mi tliln.iviui Irnrm- <nmwinf wil 1 cnt icize

CELEBRATE! Unipolar hegemony has

been achieved. We battered the Third

World into submission. The United Nations

is working now. We no longer need an

energy policy. George Bush is not a wimp.

Off-shore drilling is beautiful. More nukes

are good nukes. Vietnam's a bad dream.

Patriotism is "in" again. Our cars are great

again. The Pentagon is fat again. Kuwait's

"White slaves" are home again. Cheers!

Owen Broadhurst

All of Iraq's oil is Kuwait's now. They
should have let it happen in the first place.

We can starve her children to death with

reason now. We'll just let the great Inter

national Monetary Fund demand it. We'll

hang Saddam as a war criminal now — but

still ignore the case of General
tmoreland. Forget about ending the

war — the war's been renamed
"reparations".

Take pride in Iraqi war dead. Pol Pot

would have been proud. Smile as you beat

Iraq's face in. She deserves it. after all.

Watch while TV shows the beatings which

follow. Strange how the beatings of Palesti-

nians in Kuwait are news now. This is not

so new to them, but they're not the spec

tators. We need a little fun.

The press has never seen these beatings

SO MUCH P0RTH£ WIHSROPALLBATflSS'.'

before, but before they were not so public.

Never mind how the Palestinians had their

passports stolen, were spat on, and forced

to work at slave wages. They supported

Saddam. They deserve it. Who really needs

a face, anyway? Scar tissue will do fine. We
can put them beside the charred bodies

when we're done watching.

Civilian bunker? No, that's a command
and control center. Couldn't you tell by the

dead babies? We don't use body bags,

they're human remains pouches. Missiles

are shields, you know. War paves the path

to peace. Night is day. Bad is good. Orwell

was only seven years off. Necrophiliacs run

the war machine, but we praise them for

their humanity. Generals condemn
atrocities.

"Support our soldiers" means "kill a com

mie for mommy." Strikebreakers at

Alliant Techsystems (weapons makers) are

patriotic. Who cares about a livable wage

when there's bombs to be made. Pinko fag

gots, we need to defend our freedom! Next

thing you know, someone will criticize the

government — and what will become of

democracy then? It might exist!

Sado-sexual imagery has been exploited

all throughout the conflict — from the

homophobic slurs of homegrown fascists to

the homophobic slurs of a president who

can't even pronounce a world leader's name

right. With the Patriot missile, the prover

bial rape of the Third World and its people

are for the good of the nation. One can even

picture four-star generals masturbating to

the growing Iraqi body count, ejaculating

over photos of bodies

Troops are withdrawn" or "pulled out."

Policies are "castrated.'' Missiles

"penetrate." Bombs and sirens "molest"

the night. Kuwait is "sodomized Pundits

are wrong to suggest that the New World

Order lacks a domestic policy. The New
World Order has presented, in especially

colorful language, a fabulous domestic

policy — the maintenance of a woman
hating, race-baiting, heterosexist reality

Why should we be forced to kill ourselves

and each other so that we might construct

a convenient, if false and hypocritical,

psychic reality? Cannibalism is not a solu

tion to the world's problems We do not

make them disintegrate by creating more
— nor can we re-affirm our humanity by

loving life less. Or do you really believe

that some lives are wo»-th losing, that

humans are basically w iced - t specially

you
Owtn Broadhurst is a UMass student

Zionist organization

defends fund-raising

We, Hillel Council, would like to thank Eyad

Kishawi for publicizing our project, "Quest for Hope"

in a recent Collegian column (March 4, "Paying for

Israeli brutality"). The editorial was, of course, based

on false, made-up facts, but it was publicity

nonetheless. We're not quite sure why Project Hope is

so confusing to him. It seems like it should make sense

that since Jewish people have historically supported

and worked for the benefit of other minority groups,

that when Jews are in trouble, they should try and help

themselves, too.

Kishawi implies that he knows what Hillel is really

doing. It's funny, though, because none of us can

remember ever seeing him at a Hillel meeting. In fact,

he seems to know so much about the motives ofJewish

people that he probably believes that Israel encourag-

ed Saddam Hussein to bomb homes and civilians

whenever he felt like it. In fact, let's go all the way

with his line of thinking: Israel must have created Sad-

dam Hussein so that he could terrify Israelis with

sporadic bombings and the constant threat of war, so

that UMass Hillel, and others who believe that a

Jewish state should exist, could pretend to send money

to the victims of Saddam's terror, all as a front for

displacing Palestinians. Okay, as long as your think-

ing logically.

We're pleased that others are paying so much atten-

tion to Hillel's fundraising drive.

Orna Sonnenschein
Hillel President

Editor's note —13 other people signed this letter.

Weld is going to destroy higher ed
Here's a couple words I'd like to define for you this week,

in case you feel your vocabulary is on the down swing.

Tuition Increase — This equals 33 percent for next year.

That is, according to our esteemed Governor William

F. Weld. All students in state higher public education

could be paying 33 percent the amount they are paying

now. Sounds like fun, huh?

Governor Weld believes people who can pay to come here

now can afford this tiny raise. Weld thinks people who

go to state institutions can handle this; if they have to

take out a loan or something - too bad.

Gayle Long

Let's face it — this man made no commitment to state

higher education before he got into office.

Silber was no demigod by any means, but at least he

told us up front what the case was - he wanted everyone

to go to Boston University.

yes-Man — Weld has this super neat proposal to ditch

the Board of Regents. Weld, I think, had this crazy no-

tion the Regents got paid.

They don't. But Weld also probably doesn't like the fact

these supporters of higher education don't agree with him

on many of his plans to make the state fiscally sound.

Probably because Weld's ideas on higher educa-

tion would make us the worst state for public higher

education in the country.

What Weld would rather do is add an "education czar"

to his cabinet. I think - maybe I'm wrong - this person

would get paid.

Obviously, Weld cares less about the students in state

universities and colleges than he is in giving a political

friend a job with a high salary.

Why try to save one course section, the funding for one

graduate teaching assistant or one untenured professor,

right Billy?

Ol' Billy Boy wants some nice Republican to sit in in

office in the Statehouse, send hisher children to some

fancy-schmancy private school in the Harvard Square

vicinity, and forget the people in the middle class might

want to get an education.

Closing State Schools — Right now, smaller state schools

are on the endangered list. Massachusetts Maritime

Academy, Worcester State. North Adams State and a few

community colleges are being picked apart and Weld is

the man with the golden touch.

Imagine telling professors in four state schools their ser-

vices are no longer needed. "You may go now, James

It's like the butler. Once he's done his job. send him pack

ing. It is, of course, the only civilized way.

"Sorry, your hometown community college has been

wiped out? What? Don't have the SAT score to get into

the University? I guess you'll have to skip out on the

education. Too bad. My daughter goes to Radcliffe —
what's it to ya?" says the new education czar to a dazed

and crazed high school senior.

"I want to be a teacher. I want to teach English, just

like my mom. I love English, and I love school. But the

SAT's don't reflect my ability. I can't believe I can't go

to college. You work for the state. Why is your daughter

in a private school?"

"Because I want her to get a good education — I mean

I want her to go to a small school with a lot of private

instruction."

"Well, if you ever think of telling Weld that maybe if

you and he put some thought into it, higher education

could be good. And, instead of tearing it to shreds, your

daughter and I could go to school together."

"Hey, he slumped to the floor. HELP!, the education czar

has fainted! What did I say?"

Gayle Long is a Collegian columnist.

Rather than blame, learn a lesson from fire

I would like to comments on the Collegian's recent

smoke detector article (Feb. 28, "Deaths lead to questions

about smoke detector law").

It is truly unfortunate, although almost certain, that

a fatality must occur before a change is made to our state s

fire codes and statutes. Following such tragedies, the ques-

tion "why?" is, understandably, often asked.

Unfortunately, Tamir Lipton's article seems to place the

blame on local officials for not enforcing the local option

smoke detector statute sooner, thus averting this loss ot

life

First I would like to point out that none of the Com-

monwealth's "local option" fire laws would be on the books

today without the relentless efforts ofthe fire service. Only

as a result of their actions can we lay claim to have the

first high-rise sprinkler law in the nation, several residen-

Fm a racist. Vm a biggot. I

discriminate
— Guy Glodis

(taken out of context)

tial smoke detector laws, a local option sprinkler law for

new multi-family dwellings, and a proven boarding house

sprinkler law (also adopted by the town of Amherst) which

was enacted only after the deadly Elliot Chamber fire in

Beverly which claimed 15 lives.

Until recently, the only requirement for mandating the

installation of smoke detectors in existing one and two

family dwellings was upon the sale or transfer of proper-

ty. It is disheartening that the importance of installing

a $10 life-safety device has taken a back seat to questions

of legal interpretation of this new statute. I believe to lay

the blame on the Amherst Fire department for not acting

quickly enough in enforcing the law is not only unfound-

ed but serves no purpose other than to stir emotions.

Check your smoke detector. If you don't have one, buy

one. The fire service urges their use and maintenance not

only during National Fire Prevention Week but

throughout the year.

To the credit of Chief Zumbruski and the members of

the Amherst Fire department, I commend the town of

Amherst for having the insight in adopting this new

smoke detector law and, most importantly, both residen-

tial sprinkler statutes.

Philip J. O'Sullivan

State Fire Safety Code Engineer
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ARTS & LIVING
Blood Wedding moves slow, but kicks by the end

By ANGIE LANDRY
Collegian Correspondent

Blood Wedding
Curtain Theatre
Thursday, Feb. 28

Though painfully slow in starting, once

the UMass Theater Department of produc-

tion of Blood Wedding kicks in after inter

mission, it becomes the heart wrenching

tragedy that Garcia Lorca wrote it to be.

Directed bv Anna Dotan, Blood Wedding

is a tale of romance, lust, and revenge set

,n a village in Spain that will put you at

the end of vour seat.

Although outstanding performances are

put in by Viviana Bianchi as the mother,

Marissa Matrone as the maid, and Edward

Jewett as the beggar, the truly remarkable

part of this play was the visual effect Ruth

Cooke has once again designed an incredi-

ble set of costumes. From an elegant black

wedding dress to the beggar's hideous robes

and features to the moon's mystic

garments, Cooke has set the eerie and

deathly mood of the action through her

costumes.

The lighting enhanced the set, which

gave the audience the feeling of chaos and

heat during the forest scenes. It almost

seemed that if someone were to touch the

stone platforms, they would feel the

warmth of the Spanish sun radiating on

them. The dense vines which dangled

precariously above the audience brought

the viewers closer to the actors, making

them feel as if they were part of the scene.

Blood Wedding runs through March 9,

but unfortunately it is completely sold out.

For those ofyou who were lucky enough to

get tickets, a bit of advice - be patient and

sit through the first half of the show, the

second half is more than worth the wait.

Blood Wedding will be performed tonight

through Saturday night at UMass in the

Curtain Theatre at 8 p.m. Admission is $3

for students and senior citizens and $5 for

the general public, but it doesn't really mas-

ter because the shoic is sold out anyway.

A mystically rich play
By THOMAS SCULLY
Collegian Staff

Dream on Monkey Mountain

Theatre 14, Smith College

Friday, March 1

Derek Wolcott's mythic dream song,

Dream on Monkey Mountain, recounts

the journey of a poor black man, a char

coal maker of West India, who is taken

by fits on Monkey Mountain and thinks

himself the king of Africa. This hero-

beggar, bewildered, poetic, epic in pro-

portion, both African lion and Catholic

Christ, is ignorant even of his own ig-

norance, which is no excuse before the

"Roman Law" — as the scornful Cor-

poral Lestrade tells him when he is

thrown in jail. For the law does not pro-

tect "who from what," only "what from

who." Yet he alone is able to see again,

whether by white mist or wisdom, a pas-

sion of self-determination which strikes

awe into his enemies and friends alike,

even as they plot to turn miracles into

money and freedom into depotism.

CONTINUED ON PAGE 8
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The Five College Program
in Peace & World
Security Studies

presents:

The Future of the Middle East

with:

IBRAHIM ADU LUGHOD
Professor of Political Science,

Northwestern University

Member of Palestine National Counsel

Wednesday, march 6, 8:00pm

Johnson Chapel

Amherst College

This event is free and open to the public. For more

information call PAWSS at 549-4600, ext 519

rf .... JJJ .ju^ .MJJiii.MHIJJiJi B

Photo court«> of the I'Man* Theatre Department

Katia Lynn Anderson (left) plays the reluctant bride ofTone Nunes (right)

in Blood Wedding

HOUSING
EXEMPTION

APPLICATIONS
Freshman, Sophomores and Stockbridge students who wish

to live off-campus for the Fall 1991 semester should apply

for an exemption from the Board of Trustees regulation

governing on-campus living.

APPLICATIONS are now available in the Housing Assign-

ment Office, 235 Whitmore. Exemption applications are due

no later than WEDNESDAY, MARCH 27, 1991. Pleasae sub-

mit all applications to the Housing Assignment Office.

IMPORTANT NOTICE

PLEASE READ CAREFULLY

•-THE EXEMPTION COMMITTEE WILL MEET ONLY ONCE. THIS

IS THE ONLY OPPORTUNITY YOU WILL HAVE TO APPLY FOR

OFF-CAMPUS PERMISSION FOR THE FALL 1991 SEMESTER.

PLEASE MAKE SURE YOU APPLY IN TIME.

^Signing a lease is not valid grounds for receiving an ex-

emption DO NOT SIGN A LEASE UNTIL YOU RECEIVE AN

EXEMPTION. Any student who signs a lease without prior

C approval from the Exemption Committee and the Housing

CAssignment Office is responsible for all on-campus fees and

"will be required to reside on campus. Thank you.

Focus
A week of reflection on women's history
Bands gather for Necessities benefit prQf ^iscusses

struggle for

women's history

By CHRISTINE DUMAS
Collegian Correspondent

In Massachusetts a woman is killed every 22 days. Bat-

tering is the leading cause of injury to women in the

United States and the leading cause of birth defects in

infants. Battered women's programs in Massachusetts

receive approximately 60,000 calls a year.

These are the realities which a Northampton women's

shelter must deal with daily.

Necessities/Necessidades, a Hampshire county battered

women's shelter, like much of the state has been facing

difficult financial times. With the help of friends in the

Valley, staffmembers of Necessities hope to bridge a gap

in funding this weekend at a benefit concert at 8 p.m.

Saturday in the Student Union Ballroom.

Featuring Fugazi, The Brood, and ZuZu's Petals, the

concert is sponsored by Progressive Organization for

Women's Rights, Union Program Council and the Hamp-

shire College Alternative Music Collective.

Necessities/Necessidades was incorporated in 1979 as

a cooperative organization which would serve and support

battered women and their children. In 1990 alone.

Necessities sheltered 103 womer *nd children, received

over 2,000 hotline calls and served over 400 women.

The services Necessities provides include shelter, bil-

ingual counseling, peer support sessions, legal and welfare

advocacy as well as community education.

The staff at Necessities consist* of four full-time and two

part-time members. Working as a collective, none of the

staff acts as the director. Instead they all serve as coor-

dinator of a different aspect of the organization.

With only six paid staff members. Necessities relies

heavily on volunteers. Over 60 volunteers take part in

every aspect of the shelter's services from answering

hotline calls to taking the children ofbattered women out

to an occasional movie.

Without the assistance of these volunteers, Necessities

could not survive, said Cathie LeBlanc, administrative

coordinator.

This Saturday's benefit concert is one of the many tun-

draising events Necessities will be holding this year.

LeBlanc said the shelter hopes to raise $35,000 this year

for the shelter. Necessities has been hit hard by the fiscal

crisis currently occurring in Massachusetts, she said. Over

60 percent of Necessities' budget comes from the

Massachusetts Department of Social Services, the prime

sponsor of community action programs in the state.

In the past two years, Necessities has lost almost

$17,000 of their operating budget, nearly 10 percent.

LeBlanc said this loss of funding has drastically reduced

the services Necessities can provide for battered women.

Because of the funding crisis, the shelter has had to cut

back community education and housing advocacy pro-

grams. The group has abandoned plans for a much-needed

child advocacy program.

Another crisis facing Necessities this spring is the loss

of their house in Northampton. Necessities has been

located in a house at 16 Center Street which has been

available to them rent free.

The house has served as a safe and comfortable shelter

for hundreds of women and children, LeBlanc said.

Necessities is now searching for another house that could

be donated or rented to them at a discounted rate, so when

their June 1 move out date arrives, they may continue

to shelter the battered women in the area.

For the past 12 years, Necessities has been a safe haven

where battered women and their children could find both

support and help. With the decline in funding and the loss

of their rent-free house, now more than ever they will have

to depend on contributions and fundraising to support

their organization, LeBlanc said.

Photo courtesy of the Union Program Council

Fugazi will play a benefit concert in the Student Union Ballroom Saturday night.

International Women's Week events detailed

By AMY HENRY
Collegian Staff

For poor women who worked in the garment industry

and went on strike against squalid working conditions in

New York City, March 8, 1909 was a day of protest Now

this day is called International Women's Day - a day to

celebrate women's accomplishments all over the globe in

the past and to share their hopes for the future.

According to University of Massachusetts history pro-

fessor Joyce Berkman the day was named by the Socialist

Party to honor working women.

Gina Gombar, president of the Progressive Organiza-

tion for Women's Rights said, International Women s Day

is a time for women to come together and celebrate dif-

ferent experiences and cultures."

Swati Joshi, chairperson of the group said, "I hope the

day will create an awareness of what it means to be a

woman all over the world. International Women s Day is

good for now and hopefully one day we won t need it

Michelle Rapp, a graduate student in "tV***"*}
development and an intern in the Student Activities Of

SShe planned a poetry reading featuring women

reading poems written by women from all over the world.

International Women's Day is important to draw at-

tention to women's issues, international women and to

give women a chance to celebrate," Rapp said.

The reading, which will occur from 9 a.m.-l p.m. this

Friday will also feature international coffees and teas.

The craft shop will provide a muriel ofthe globe for women

to place women symbols and write on, buttons can be made

and international women's music will be played from

WMUA
"This even helps people know that it is International

Women's Day, they can have fun, and think about women

all over the world," she said. POWER has planned

several events for the day. On Thursday, poetry readings

will be held called "Women's Lives," from 1-4 p.m. in the

Campus Center. Also on Thursday, Susan Day will speak

on "Traditional Roles of Women and Judaism from a

Feminist Perspective," at 7:30 p^mji Hillel House

Lounge, sponsored by Hillel and POWER.

On Friday, a spaghetti dinner program and dance with

a sliding scale fee of $3-4 will start at 5:30 p.m. at the

Unitarian Church in Northampton. This event is spon-

sored by Women's Pentagon Action. On Sunday, a woman

only contra dance will occur from 7-10 p.m. at the Red

Barn at Hampshire College. This is sponsored by the

Hampshire College Women's Center.

By RUA KELLY
Collegian Staff

When most of us think of women's history, figures

such as Florence Nightingale, Mate Hari or Eleanor

Roosevelt pop into our heads. For Joyce Berkman, a

professor of history at the University of Massachusetts,

women's history is much more than Betsy R°ss

Berkman was involved in the struggle to establish

a Women's Studies department at UMass and taught

its first women's history course during the mid 1970s^

The first few courses focused on American and British

women, and were part of a new "reclamation of history

that involved more than the suffrage movement."

"There was a skepticism of the legitimacy of women s

history by a minority of professors within the depart-

ment who thought it was a passing fad," she said. But

Berkman also said the marginalization of women's

history has largely dissipated in the history depart-

ment here.

Berkman's early interests were in race, ethnicity and

class issues, although the "nature of the field of

women's history reflected the predominantly middle

class White interests of students of history."

Berkman lauded early Women's Studies students for

a call for diversity in the curriculum. "It took students

to demand that we become sensitive to sexual

preference - student initiative really made a dif

ference. Recently, we have begun to incorporate

differently-abled women, but it remains a problem.

What can a student, particularly a woman, discover

from studying women's history? For Berkman, it was

the discovery "that the categories of history and the

generalizations of history . are wrong. The basic

categories had to be re-evaluated based on what we

learned from women's history." She cited the com

mon historical myth that the 19th century saw a steady

improvement in medical care of Americans. Students

of women's history discovered that female and infant

mortality stayed the same during the century - and

that women who were healers and midwives were

"systematically purged. All this had been erased and

obscured. . . ignoring women's lives."

What role does the study of women serve for

historians?

Berkman explained that "one central contribution ot

women's history is the role of problematizing gender

The discipline added to the underscoring of the

historical context in which people gain selfhood [as well

as] the construction of difference which is historically

created^
For Berkman, a course in women's history does not

simply tell you what other women did. One can gain

".
. a sense of possibility. By having your past denied

to you, you suffer from a form of amnesia.

"But the daily struggle of women to resist second-

class status - to deal with exploitation and

marginalization - is an extraordinary record. She

noted in particular the struggles of African-American

and Native American women as "an inspiring record

of human possibilities for women and men. We don't

know the human depths of resilience and creativity.

Through the study of women, both famous and

anonymous, Berkman said we can learn "the dynamics

of power, and how these power relationships are

gendered, providing us with a framework m our daily

lives."

One final question remained, which Berkman

answered with a smile: How can men benefit from a

course in women's history? She said men can "grow

to understand how construction of male identity is ent-

wined with the nature of women's political and social

situation."

After all, she asks us, where is there another course

in which men are going to study "how they as men

define things?" Berkman points out, "Men are also vic-

timized by patriarchal assumptions and rigid defini-

tions of masculinity."

At the University, students are fortunate to have a

sizable number of faculty members with concentrations

in women's history-
, ,

. M .....

These range from Yvonne Haddad and Mary Wilson

(Middle Eastern women's history) to Joye Bowman

(African woman's history) to Kathy Peiss (American

woman's history). However, Berkman also notes that

there are noticeable gaps in areas of women's history

at UMass, such as Asian women or Latin American

women.
, , , ,

Joyce Berkman's words convey both the her passion

for her field and the sincerity of her belief in women s

potential. For her, history is not just a topic, but a

challenge.
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Borderland pays dues in the Valley
By KEN KIE
Collegian Staff

Take a singer who sounds like Robbie Robertson. Give

him three guitars and two other guys to play them. Add

a kevboardist. a drummer, a bassist, one of the best har-

monica plavers vou'll ever hear. Now have them serve up

Photo courte«> of Shm» Concrrtu

Pianist Peter Orth will perform Beethoven

and Brahms accompanied by the Franciscan

String Quartet tonight at UMass in Bowker

Auditorium at 8 p.m. Tickets are $20 and $18.

great Zappa/Stones/Mayall/Little Feat/Neil

Young Allman Brothers music. Voila! Youve got

Amherst's own Borderland.

Dave Spagone (lead vocals/guitar), his brother Mark

(guitar), Jason Buhl (vocals, guitar), Chris Houston (vocals,

bass), David Wedge (keyboards), John Gibney (harmonica),

and Corey Smaller (drums), have been playing together

as Borderland for about a year and a half now. They play

pretty much any gig they can - Katina's, Pearl Street,

Twister's, high schools, private parties - you name it.

As about half the band is comprised of UMass students,

they have a lot of ties to the area, as evidenced by the

above list of venues. Over the past two months or so,

they've been plaving about there shows per weekend,

sometimes two in one day. They're slowing down now

averaging only two show per weekend. The only real

publicity thev get is by word of mouth and posters the

band members themselves plaster everywhere they can.

Their music is best describes as blues/rock in the tradi-

tion of the aforementioned bands. They play some long

tunes, too. Seven or eight minutes per song is not unusual,

and five is short. When asked why they do such long songs,

guitarist Mark Spagone replied that they really like to

do extended jams. They just love to do the Blues.

They play mostly original material in concert; last

Thursday at Pearl Street they played ten songs, six of

them, originals. Their writing sessions have been describ-

ed as "free-for-alls." where one band member shares a

song idea with the other guys, and everybody jumps in

and goes nuts with it until they come up with something

good. After hearing them only once, I'd say that result

is the usual one.

They have had an EP out for a couple of months, which

can be heard occasionally during the Blues block, 3-6 p.m.

Monday through Friday on WMUA.
This Friday thev can be heard at The Hadley Pub. On

Saturday they'll be doing a benefit show for the preser-

vation society at the Montegue Town Hall. Appearing

CONTINUED ON PAGE lO

Free
Speech.

If vou're an off-campus student,

set theAIXT Calling Card and your first call is free.

There s no better time to speak your mind. Because

now when you get your free AT&T (Ming Card you 11

get vour first 15 -minute call free!

With your AT&T (Ming Card,

you can call from almost anywhere

to anywhere. And you can keep

vour card, even if you move and

get a new phone number.

Ji/otf

83b QOO >/!8C

Kill 111 OH •'•» 1

•\ POO value for a i oast 10 I (M ' afltafl ' -mi ' all Applies to customer dialed ( alls _____\ the

ATST N*ht W-ekend i allif* period llpm '" *am, ^unuav throu^ Thursdav and 11pm hndav through

jpni Sunday You ma I tea i allin« time depending on where and when vou i all

Applications mus- woember^ WI

Our Qlling Card is pan of the AT&T Student Saver

Has program, a whole package of products and services

designed to make a student's budget go farther

So look for AT&T (Ming r>W applications on

campus. Or call us at 1 800 525-7955, Ext. 655.

And let freedom ring.

XI&T. Helping make college life a little easier.

AT&T
The right choice.
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Dream
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 6 .

Terrence La Monte Williams, always

a formidable presence, delivered a thoroughly con-

nected, dynamic performance of the main role, made

difficult by the metamorphosis between drunkard and

messiah. The representative White Man is a deceptive-

ly shallow role, well balanced between the utter repul

sion of whiney righteousness and a kind of smoking

club wit, played, in an interesting choice of

duplicitousness, by an Asian female, Helen B. S>uh.

Some secondary actors were also right on target. Celes

tiina Owusu as Tigrc the fellow conspirator, for exam

pie, had just the right measure of oppressed virtue and

cynicism. If there was a weak link it was the cabinet

maker Death who stood about through the whole play

about as menacing as a maypole. There was some

weakness in the stage combat sequences and group

dancing, but on the whole a good ensemble spirit per

vaded the company and even the smallest characters

were well-rounded.

Dream on Monkey Mountain is rich and thought pro

yoking on many levels, but remains an extremely dit

ficult play for actor, director and audience. The per

formance was three hours long and almost unbearably

exhausting, though there were seldom any points

where one could say it was boring or irrelevant. The

script has to be understood primarily as philosophic

poetry, comparable to Shakespeare, and hanging on a

not very-fast moving plot. One of the admirable things

about this production, particularly for a college, is the

consistency of the West Indian accents, however, that

may have been the very thing that bogged it down and

set road blocks for the audience. An ambitious direc

tor and cast chose a really wonderful piece and simply

reached a little higher than they could grasp. No

dishonor in that.

Writer/director Derek Wolcott is premienng a new

musical play, Steal, at the American Repertory Theatre

in Cambridge, Massachusetts this spring.

RESUMES
CopyCat Print Shop
• Great Service • Great Prices

228 Triangle SUAmherst 549-3840

(jqWERM)

TONIGHT:
ONE EYED JAKE!

THURS.:
Comedy with Duke Doodes &

Joseph Doretti; DJ afterwards

6

~7

FRI. 8

SETTIE AND THE
ACOUSTIC WAVE

SAT.:

RIPP0P0TAMUS

30 Boltwood Walk • Amherst, MA 01002
253-2663

jvn j} :*vn t rvto

107 Sunderland Rend. North Amherst

Open 7 a.m.- 10 p.m.

SPEEDWASH
1 l Pray St.. Amheist

NOW OPEN 24 HOURS!

South Towne Commons Laundromat

479 West St., South Amherst

Open 7 a.m. -10 p.m.

DOONESBURY
By GARRY TRUDEAU
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QUOTE OF THE DAY

"I would have made a good pope."

— Richard Nixon
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CALVIN AND HOBBES By BILL VATTERSON
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ACROSS
1 Collection ot

anecdotes
4 imprint

9 Applaud

13 Writer Jarfe

15 Minor propnet

16 Plane starter

17 Ruthless

19 Distress

20 Snakes >n trie

grass 7

21 Actress Weto

23 One ot tne

Amers
24 — the

avenues ot 'W
Emerson

25 Purvey

28 — capita

29 Alt

3i Blue nag

32 Actress

Ullmann

33 Parts ol plays

35 Sawtwcfc

36 Elaborate

spectacle

38 intelligence org

39 Clamored
41 Iniet

42 Coo s

companion
43 Food ft»h

44 German spa.

with 63 Across

45 Kmd of alarm

46 Where me
Jordan flows

48 Boo me bait

49 Bring bach

51 Owens
55 Commetka dell

56 Rainbow trout

58 Factory

59 Song ot trie

past

60 Mattress

support

61 Red Baron
et ai

62 Signs ot me
times

63 See 44 Across

DOWN
1 Dry

2 Ibsen s —
Heimer

3 Shortly

4 Button-down
item

5 Fling

6 Bermuda s time

abbr
7 Greeter

8 City W ot

Venice

9 Form tor a pill

10 Test takers

implement

1

1

Solo tor Scotto

12 Shetland —
1 4 Fishes tor trout

18 Oread

22 Choose
24 Fewer than

many
25 The Big

Apple is one

26 Neighborhoods

27 Small tipple

ttute

28 Sty tenant

30 Covers up
32 Youth

33 Snow m
Scotland

34 Clearance event

36 San — .
Cant

37 Samaritan s

specialty

40 Delicate shades

42 Infants

44 Ladybug. e g

45 Porgy or putter

47 Fiery crim*

48 Takes out

49 Hindu deity

50 Clapton of rock

51 Control

52 Dingie

53 Cheese from

Holland

54 JFK sights

57 Tokyo formerly
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Culled CMck Peas

YOUR DAILY HOROSCOPE
By JEANE DIXON

FROTTER By GARRY PORTER
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REX ROCRETT
By IRA SHERAR

AMIS (March 2VAprt Y9). The

err^hasls now is on trie furflment of

hopes, wishes and dreams. You

could get a second chance at

business Romance holds a

deignttul surprise for those w*ng to

forgive and forget

TAUtUf (Aprl 2CMvtay 20> Curb

a tendency to shy away from peo-

ple with Influence There Is a bt they

can do to heto you Keep up with

Important correspondence. Share

secrets onry with your loved ones

OfMINI (May 21-June 20): Legal

marten and pubtshlng controcts

ore m the spotlght. If you feel am-

bivalent about something, seek

solitude and think things out

Monetary gains are «Ve«V later In the

week.

CANCfl (June 2VJuV 22> Face

up to heavier famty responstoaties.

A legal problem can be successful-

ly resolved. Romance is exdtlng but

may not lost. You may have to

revise your evening plans.

LfO (July 23-Aug. 22} Get caught

up on your work and you wi moke
Important point* with higher-ups.

Focus your attention on your pro-

perty Improvements, and other

changes are Ucety The social scene

looks Ively tonight

VIMO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22): The

emphasis today Is on advertising,

pubtclty and literary efforts. Make

contact with your stoHngs. You op-

timism Is contaglousl You reach a

major decision about your proper-

ty or career.

LIMA (Sept 23-Oct 22) Have an

alternate plan ready If major or

minor changes occur. A dramatic

Incident makes romance even

more exciting. A kind word or

thoughtful present wi help you

mend some emotional fences.

SCOtMO (Oct. 23-Nov 21): A
humorttarlan project captures your

attention Finish what has been

hanging Are and move on to new
opportunrtles. Spend the evening

reading and relaxing at home.

SAOOTARIUS (Nov 22-Oec. 21):

Get m touch with VIPs and then

branch out. Consider the financial

cost of pubidzlng a recent effort

Do your homework before focign

those who will ask probing

auesttons.

CAMHCOtN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19):

Your Innovative Ideas wi be wet-

received by Influential people

Keep the romantic side of your Ite

under wraps. Spending shouta" be

held to a minimum. Postpone pur-

chasing non-essentials.

AAUARIUS (Jon 20-Feb. 18):

Seek the guidance of experts and

give credit to those who wi help

you Romantic partner wi respond

enthustastlcalry to a trip. Be honest

with someone you hope will

become your aHy

ntCft (Feb. 19-March 20} Set-

tle your debts and curtal spending

Your opotlmlsm rubs off on those

closest to you. Discourage so-

meone you love from ruining your

budget! The phone me wi hum
tonight.
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Patkin, Trace) Rkhnruin
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Cafe in Butter
Butterfield Dining Commons will host ResidentialW Beat Cafe tonight at 8 p.m. Admission wi be

$1 with a valid student I.D. and refreshments will be

served. One can enter through the back door of the din

me commons.
The Beat Cafe has evolved into a forum of expres

s,on which incorporates social, political and cu tura

..sues. The second round of auditions for the next Beat

Cafe will be on April 7, at 8 p.m. again in Butterfield

Dining Commons. Writers, poets, performance artists,

dancers, actors and singers are welcome. Each piece

should be no longer than four minutes in lengthy For

audition information call Terry Jenoure at 546-4851.

The Beat Cafe is sponsored in part by J^sArtS;

[ Mass Arts Council and the Student Affairs Cultural

Knrichment Fund.

A free-for-all
If you'd like to be fed, lavished with gifts and turned

on to three bands on the brink of like, really, really big

success because they're so good, Katinas would be the

place to hang from 6 p.m. to 8 p.m. tonight.

Male's Dream, 29 Palms and Jesus Jones, number one

on the alternative music charts last week each have

distinct and evocative new sounds. Danceable Maggie s

Dream psycho-funk has been featured on radio stations

in the area since this fall.

Jesus Jones is a little more industrial, a little more loud,

but equally interesting.

Pizza, posters, CDs and cassettes will be given out in

the spirit of band promotion. Everyone who comes will

receive a free gift of some sort. Why not milk corporate

Z ah^^'^Katina's, tonight, and fill your pockets

i„ the spirit <*«~.~"gj^ BEN YEHUDA

Borderland
British media baron moves to buy New York Daily News

«r»~*u narfma hav» invited him to come in and save the

CONTINUED FROM PAGF 8

with them will be their usual billing partners, Minibus

Sandwich. This concert will be filmed by Continents

Cablevision, and will premiere sometime in late April

or early May. The band's very excited about this, as

their music will now be available to a much larger au-

dience. Maybe they will get the respect they greatly

deserve, and won't have to resort to hours of poster

hanging anymore. One last note - Borderland will be

doing a 70s theme night at Hadley Pub on March 28,

so if you go home for Spring Break, remember to bring

back your bell bottoms, platform shoes, chest

medallions and the like. Or go as you are if you wish.

Bon Voyage!

Screw the Grateful Dead, check outNRBQ instead
OV/i ^ V

... ... ^ .^Htn^rs to follow around the conn- MeCdT.****** -P-**»***«*

By MARK ANDERSON
tegiaa Canmpauimi

Peek-ABoo, The Best of SRHi}

(1969-I9H9)

NRBQ
Rhino Records

Got the car from Massachusetts, not the

RADIO ON
_ J0NATHAN RICHMAN

NRBQ keep the world of rock and roll

honest Or rather, the world of rock and roll

keeps NRBQ honest Maybe both. In any

the New Rhvthm and Blues Quart, t

and at times in their MrfOTJ guintetihave

been consistently turning out snappy b;

.1 pop songs since their inception over

twentv vears ago.

This compilation. like most Rhino comps.

v contains some of the band's best

-rial with nar. -tod track. The

ihntv-odd selections in Pcck-A-Bo<> manage

i.. put a smile on the face .md thirty-odd

hv melodies in the head The liner

Klingtoo.WhilelwouW

recommend Groot M in Orbit or At

- idium especially to those who

,-. thi- nicker about does it all.

Within the two CI *«
find a playground i

and to°

h fun t. rgirl. Granted, the

world do ••rt and stop on cat

popt ng». If that were the -RBQ
ahs But Mnce it isn't, the

lust a damn good time.

NRBQ origineii extol many of the finer

t rappings of American Life: "RC Cola and

a Moon Pie" is just as sweet as ttfl

namesake. "Captain Lou" contains a

hilarious gueel vocal by wrestler ex-

trodinaire Captain Lou Albano. "Ridin in

My Car' is. well, the American past time.

right? This or "Me and the Boys" or "Green

Light" make as good a driving anthem as

any (see above).

The liner notes claim the Mass Pike pro

vided inspiration for the rest-stop blues in

Howard Johnson's Got His HoJo Work

mg " And who could ever forget those all

important Silly Love Songs. Tracks like

•Mona," "Never Take The Place Of You

and "Things To You" make one wonder

why our heroes have not enjoyed greater

popular recognition

Covers are also part of the NRBQ equa

tion - 1989's "Whistle While You Work"

(from an A&M compilation of Disney songs'

be found in Peek-ABoo as well as

Johnnv Cash's "Get Rhythm" and the

blues standard "Rocket In My Pocket.

Live, the band have been known to cover

nearlv anvthing and they've even record-

ed a few of these infamous covers < including

an Alvin and the Chipmunks song, unfor-

tunat.lv not included in this compilation).

Cover- nt NRBQ material abound as well.

For example, Bonnie Raitt and Dave r,d

munds have both recorded version of

Terrv s Me And The Boys." (In fact. Bon

me Raitt'fl version is on her album Green

Light- vet another tip of the hat to the

So screw the Grateful Dead, these four

are the hipsters to follow around the coun

try. Now, this article ain't about the Dead

per se; I'm not going to pontificate about

how Mr. Garcia and his troupe are over

rated (although I think they are). But for

a band with similar musical roots as the

Dead ('60s country/blues), Terry, Al, Joe

and Tom have certainly aged as graceful

ly as some would argue Garcia, Hart and

Co have. Aw, shucks, and I'd trade Dead

tickets any day just to hear Joey and

Skeeter Davis harmonize like they do in

"Things To You."

Since Bob Dylan's Biograph, it seems

that everv huckster who recorded more

than one "album has released their own

voluminous retrospective. (We're all

waiting for Eddie Money's or C.W.

McCalls Bwfjraph to signal the dying cry

of this wasteful trend.) And Peek-A-B<H>

comes toot in close to the here's everything-

we-ever recorded school of compilations.

The beauty of Peek-A-Boo, though, is that

it works I'd even advise plunking down the

extra few dollars for a CD version, as it con

tains some of the best material in the set

. 'RC Cola And A Moon Pie', 'Mona', How

Can I Make You Love Me' and the happy

little Christmas Wish'!.

So when preparing for The Nutty Spring

Break in your tropical location of choice,

remember the sunscreen and always keep

in mind the Q ian philosophy: "Me and my

buddies just like to go, we havin fun

everybody know. We don't fuss and we

never fight. We just groove takin' in the

sights " Me and the boys.

Photo rourteey of Virgin h>< ord-

NRBQ will play at Pearl Street in Northampton on Friday night with

the Blood Oranges. The show will start at 8 p.m.
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Brandywine offers Country

Living with convenience

• On UMass Bus Route • Nearby Shopping • Situated

on well landscaped acres with pond.

• One and two bedroom apartments include fully equipped

kitchen and wall to wall carpeting.

• Swimming pool, laundry facilities, responsive

management.
• Stop and we'll show you what we have to otter.

• Affordable rents include gas, utilities (heat, hot water

and stove).

BRANDYWINE AT AMHERST
16 Brandywine Drive, Amherst

Rental Office Open Daily 10-4

Limited Time Offer - 549-0600

By PETER ALAN HARPER
The Associated Press

NEW YORK - Robert Maxwell signed a letter of in-

tent yesterday to buy the Daily News and announced he

will meet with striking unions this week.

TtenewB announced the letter of***^«^""
after Maxwell and the unions said they would meet Thurs-

dav Term were not announced.

Maxwell's move to purchase the News came one da^

after the paper announced it would close March 15 unless

aMndfng agreement is reached with a buyer - and more

than four months into a violent, bitter strike.

If Maxwell is to acquire the News, once the nation s

largest paper, he has to come to terms with both the pre-

sent owners and the unions.

"Obviously, I am very pleased at this development^ 1

wish both parties well," said Publisher James Hoge, who

declined to disclose any of the terms of the agreement

The News' statement said it would not negotiate with

any other potential buyers while Maxwell is involved^

Tom Clarke, a spokesman for Maxwell in London, said

in a telephone interview that "If all parties are serious

it shouldn't take to long" to reach a settlement.

WELD COMMENTS - Massachusetts Gov. William££^^^^"^
his office yesterday, as debate£«*"»*"[^i^d^^^S^ Weld ad-

services.The new tax is scheduled to go into effect Tuesday nignt

vised businesses to collect the tax if it went into effect.

"Both parties have invited him to come in and save the

paper from extinction," Clarke said. "A paper like this

would be a great loss to New York."

While neither the news nor Clarke would reveal what

was in the letter, it could look similar to a deal abandon

ed by another party who has negotiated with the News_

Mortimer Zuckerman, a real estate developer and

publisher of U.S. News and World Report, was offered a

deal where he would assume about $105 million in

liabilities, a source close to Zuckerman told the Associated

Press

Additionally Zuckerman would have picked up the

operating costs while the News would have given him $60

million, said the source, who spoke on the condition ot

anonymity. - ,

The source said the deal fell apart when Zuckerman ask

ed for $82.5 million and the News would not budge^

"They said that $60 million was absolutely as far as they

were willing to go, " the source said. "Maxwell must have

agreed with the $60 million."

Maxwell was to leave Great Britain yesterday and begin

the talks tomorrow morning in Manhattan, said George

McDonald, president of the Allied Printing Trades Coun

cil, the striking unions' umbrella group

The British publisher is looking to settle by March 1

and will negotiate personally with the nine Allied

presidents who will come with one aid each

The agreement to negotiate came in a Tuesday morn^

ing trans-Atlantic telephone call between Maxwell and

McDonald. ,

"He's [Maxwell] accomplished in six minutes on UN

phone today what usually takes three weeks to ac

complish, " McDonald said referring to how long it can

take to set up a meeting.

The talks between the News and unions fell apart last

week after 13 months. The paper has sought contracts that

would give it control of staffing levels and other conces

sions that the unions said were attempts to break them

It was not known what kind of deal Maxwell might try

to strike with the unions, which had offered to cut labor

costs at the News but did not want to surrender their con

trol of many work rules.

Maxwell's holdings include the Daily Mirror, Britain

second-largest newspaper, The European, the recently

launched English-language paper for Europe; and Collier

Encyclopedia. ,

Any buyer would be looking at a newspaper that n..

taken tremendous losses in recent months.

The strike began Oct. 25 and since then the major adver

tisers have deserted the tabloid. Circulation has droppe-

from 1.09 million to what the paper says is now 600 00^

In addition, the paper says it lost $114.5 million in 1990.

$69 3 million of that in the last quarter. Hoge said Mon

day the paper is losing $700,000 a day.

The paper has been published throughout the strike us

ing management, replacement workers and News

employees who worked despite the strike.

McDonald said of the Thursday meetingwith Maxwell.

"He really wants a paper in New York. That s why he I

coming over.'

OASSiriEps
COME TO THE COLLEGIAN OFFICE-CC » n »nN-WURS 8M30. FRlH^W DEADLINE 2 DA YS PRIOR TO PUBLICA TION • CASH IN ADVANCE. 20' WORD/DAY FOR STUDENTS

ACTIVITIES

ASIAN AMERICAN STUDENTS
ASSOCIATION

meeting
Wednesday
March 6th

7 00 PM
All members and prospective

members are urged

to attend!

UPC PRESENTS
24-7 SPYZ 4 LEMONHEADS
Friday March B SUB 8pm
Call UPC for more into 545-2892

AUTO FOR SALE

1980 TOYOTA COROLLA runs great no

rust $900 or BO 549-4865

1983 ACCORD excellent condi needs

body wort $1000 or BO 549-6651

HAIGIS HOOPLA IS COMING Get some

friends together and start practicing tor

Haiqis Hoopla, an out of doors 3 on 3

basketball festivel sponsored by the UMass

Sport Management Program and WHMH
FM Festival will take place Apnl 26-28 Look

tor registration matenals in the coming

month and prepare tor a weekend of fun.

friends, food, and basketball

1987 FORD ESCORT. 76k. 4 door. AC
auto AM/FM. new tires Excellent condition

$2400/8 O 586-3727

1987 JEEP WRANGLER V-6 automatic.

47.000 miles, med. blue w/ black top and

interior Much more $7595 546-3142

FOR RENT

AMHERST 1 BEDROOM AVAILABLE IN 3

Sf^ROOM NEW HOUSE ON BUS LINE

FIREPLACE BEAUTIFUL" AVAILABLE

NOW CALL 8-4. 665-3326

PLEASE TAKE OVER my lease>of one

bedroom in Puffton Village I |ust got mar

ned and I'm moving to V«yn« *va rfabia

now Call Blanca Good offer 1 549-6432

WiNTER SPECIAL:m month rent 99 cents

with one year lease

2 Bedroom- $450

3 Bedroom- $537 -

Sunderland, free bus route laundry

tacilit.es. swimming pool, 9^ P,0,s '

short term lease available 665-38bb

SMALL VERMONT CAMP tor girls, seeks

committed counselors in horsemanship

wilderness trips. water sports

photography/video, and more Sherry

Osborn, Camp Catherine Caspars 25

Shawmut Ave . Apt UM Wayland, MA
01778 (508)650-1866

HAS ANYONE SEEN MY DONKEY"'

SID

IN MEMORY OF JESSETTEWMAN:
Happy Birthday. Dad'

I Love You Sondra

SPRING BREAK

INSTRUCTION

BEGINNING GUITAR LESSONS
Call Steve 546-4493

ENGLISH AS A SECOND LANGUAGE
Classes begin April 1. 1991

Intensive day, part-time evening, and

TOEFL Preparation -Three levels

Register before March 22

Language Pacifica 256-4065

JOSE AND T-DOG
Word to Big Bird' Doper than dope'

Hammer

MELANIE. BETH. AND COURTNEY:

Thank you for making my 22nd birthday a

verv memorable one

Its been a great semester, looking forward

to continuing "seniontis '

Love the "oldest one

Lara

1988 HONDA CRX 5sp silver -good condi

tion $5500 BO 253-9660. Mark

FOB SALE •INTERNSHIP INFO"

SIGMA ALPHA MU

Meet downstairs in Munchys in Southwest

at 6 00
Billiards with the brothers

ANNOUNCEMENTS

CAR FOR SALE
1983 Chevett Scootter

Needs reverse lights & blinker

Runs fine

Sell to you for parts

$250 or Best offer

Dan 665-4391

ANYONE WHO RECEIVED a Mortar Board

application, the deadline has bean extend-

ed until Friday, March 8.

Questions? Call Annmane 253-2432

BED AND BRE^kFA^-^ntownideal
for visiting parents and friends 549-0733

CONGRATULATIONS TO Agatha

Christie's Ten Talented Little lndians_The

best of fun and luck UMass Theatre Guild

Board

FUTONS
Metawampe
Top quality gold bond utons

Delivery anywhere in USA.
Sleep with us and save!

1-800-3FUTON1

NEED SCUBA EQUIPMENT CHEATS Fins,

slwkel. and mask Call Amy at 256-1172

J FALL 1991 INTERNSHIP INFORMATION^.
w

with the Legal Services Center Get hands

on experience working directly w

MICHEAL E

There are three tests

one must pass to be a hero'

You've met your monsterlcomlit)

So before you search for the

underworld

search tor me
-A modern inanna

TRIPS TO PANAMA CITY. FL!

Cancun 1 Jamaica' Selling out

fast' Special deals on Cancun
If you call now' Free parties'

Concerts' Call now' .„,.,,„
STS 'JMass Rep Denise 546-7156

SUBLET

GREAT APARTMENT 2 mi off campus

North Amherst Big yard, storage^ perfect

for two people Available now 1 Call 549-60^/

NORTHAMPTON APARTMENT all or part

ot summer price neg 585-0540

"* On ORUWWIIVO mv.ni..w w..~ . ,
-

j+torneys and clients Representatives from*,

.athe Internship Program and Legal Services^

T will be on hand Wednesday. March 6 and7_

Thursday, March 14 at 3:30pm. in the*

4- UMass Campus Center Check for the room *.

ON FEBRUARY 18, 1991

A person lit himself on fire

in the name of

Please think about that today

CASINO NtOHT .

COME TO CASINO NIGHT!! Come a en

jov a genuine cash casino, Thursday

£o0p m to 1a.m. in the Campus Center

Auditorium. All profits benefit the Brain

Tumor Society Sponsored by the Board erf

Governors Program Council There will be

a $5 admission fee
„h,,i««hi»

Come 4 gamble, have fun, * be charitable

pTSjTsTmON TICKETS
Worcester Centrum Good seats

3-29-91

665-7426 Leave message

m UMass umpusoww u""."""" «*- .—
#222tfiHSUailSfc** RIDE NEEDED

LOST

FOUND

I FOUND 2 KEYS in lot 22 Saturday night

If yours, call Eric 6-0344

ENTERTAINMENT

DEAD TIXS
Need to trade

3/25 tor 3/23-24

Call 253-3515

FUGAZI!!!
The Brood!'

Lu Luz Petals!

A benefit on Sat Mar 9

8pm SUB , , —M
Call UPC for more info 545-289*!

ROCK N ROLL MOVIES
5pm Heavy Metal

7pm Rock n' Roll High School

9pm Spinal Tap
11pm Pump Up the Volume

$2 per movie $6 all tour SUB
Call UPC for more info 545-zbs<;

TRISKJMA will be selling balloonagrams to-

day and tomorrow on the concourse^AII p o-

ceeds benefit play therapy programs for

hospitalized children

IT'S A SCREAMING ORGASM
House music and dancing

John, dj 549-5316 eves

LOUIS PARKING LOT 2/26

SPSS-PC + manual and diskette

Call after 3/4 256-3A9S

FREE BRUNO'S PIZZA

DENIM JACKET- Near Orchard Hill, Friday

3/1 If found, please call 546-2868

LOST: Silver rimmed glasses in Mahar on

Tuesday 2/26 REWARD Glenn 546-4055

YSL SUNGLASSES somewhere between

the Hatch and Franklin DC -$Reward$ -

please please call 6-2131 Jenya

PERSONALS

RACk-A-DISC^s still the best for DJ'sand

live entertainment. Call anytime 586-9900:

ask about our specials

BOOK A HOUSE/DORM party with

RACKADISC and have tree food -Call

586-9900 for details (limited to UMass a

Amherst College)

FOOF

MAM SEEKS SBWFW/NO cheese 2 knees

4 fun w/water pressure and sandblasting

GErwickEDMEQASUPEFI PSYCHED
Congratulations to the new brothers of Beta

Theta Beta from the new sisters of Kappa

Theta Nu Nu lota Epsilon We are so really

super psyched Wicked Wicked Psyched

TOTHE BROTHERS OF
Lambda Beta Gamma Alpha-

Congratulations to the select 10 percent

who have met our strict requirements! Get

psyched, pretty in pinki

HELP WANTED

DELIVERY PERSONS WANTED, need

your own car. apply in person at D P Dough

downtown Amherst

EASY MONEY. Sell custom 4**9™*J.

shirts around campus Call Brian 546-3879

EXCELLENT PAY making money with your

personal computer Free details Call

1-803-739-0789 ext 23

IN-reLLKliNCE^^JOWTATi^ncharUS
Customs, DEA act Now hiring. Call

1-805-962-8000 Ext K-9616

AVANT-GARDE MUSHROOMHEAD- 1
am

holding a bag of pistachio nuts hostage

Your phone call may save them-Bootsie

BIG DAVE _
Thanks for having a Happy Birthday

When one Dave has a Happy Birthday,

the Daves have a Happy Birthday

The Dave Continuum has spoken

ANYWHERE NEAR INDIANA! 586 9558

Greatly Appreciated

Will share expenses

NEED RIDE TO Pittsfield. MA on Mondays

between 12 and 1 15 (return between 5:15

S5T" lo 5-college-area) Hemnch

549-8104 (leave message)

ROOMMATE WANTED

i BEDROOM available immediately in

house walk to UMass Fireplace/porch

$230 mo -util -549-1393 -leave message

3 to 4 NONSMOKING ROOMMATES
wanted to share 4 bedroom/2bath house

p
a step away from campus' Call AbAr

253-2448

TRAVEL

CAN T AFFORD SPRING BREAK?
Guaranteed great prices' Space availab e

to Jamaica. Mexico and Panama City

Beach, Florida (the new Daytona Beach )

MCA/ISA are accepted' Call Cindy at

549-3538 -please leave a message'

FLORIDA'S NEWEST HOT SPOT
Panama City-_$1 39

World's biggest beach party

Daytona Beach-$189

Call Erica or Julie- 546-2649 or

Siobhan or Tern- 546-5079

March 8 deadline -March 8 deadline

TYPING/WOROPROCESSING

FAST ACCURATE TYPING w/ spellcheck

and boldface $1 *5/pg Call Greg 546-2548

RESUMES. PAPERS, anything typed or

typeset Fast, professional s*™1?™?.'-
dable rates KCommunications. 256-6^3

all

BROTHER a PLEDGES ot APO Conclave

was great -so will be this semester

LFS Sarah

EVER WAKE UP NAKED, alone, on your

own bed, on top of the covers after a sober

night and wonder why?
Eunice knows

HAPPY BIRTHDAY KELSTER-
Late as usual

Love Ystar

SERVICES

LEGAL QUESTIONS? The Legal Services

renter offers free legal assistance to fee

paymg stunts Contact us at 922 Campus

Center. 545-1995

SERVICES/WORDPROCESSING

DISSERTATIONS CASES PAPERS

On campus pickup Fast' Accurate

Mac/Laser. Spellcheck

Nancy 584 7924

WANTED

FREE MONEY! I II pay $15 'ora good set

of Mgmt 260 notes- Melissa 256-0198

GOING AWAY tor June August We would

like to sublet your apartment or house s-t

Must be near bus route Call 5466394 at

night- ask for Eric or Deb

WANTED FOR RENT

LOOKING FOR A 3 Bdrm Apt in Putfton for

the fall Well take your lease Contact Lisa

546-5765 or Beth 546-3494
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Sports
Setting Records

Work ethic, perseverance pay off for sprinter

By KEITH BENNETT
Collegian Correspondent

Junior Kevin Walters has always enjoyed running fast

and that is exactly what he has been doing for the past

two and a half years for the University of Massachusetts

men's track team , ,

Competing in both the 55-meter dash and the

200-meters run this season, Walters was the second

leading point scorer on the team and he broke the indoor

record inthe 200 twice. He attributes much of his suc-

cess this season to the work of his assistant coaches.

"I eive a lot of credit to assistant coach Bonnie Ocuen),

he said. "She put me through some real quality fall

workouts this year. Bonnie's work has ^proved myjen-

durance and conditioning. Yuen said that Walters

workouts this fall were designed to build up
.

huien-

durance. Repeat miles, repeat quarter miles and hill work

were added to his agenda. Longer runs were not

something with which Walters was accustomed I was

surprised that he did the workouts without a lot of com-

plaints." Yuen said, its not the kind of workouts that

sprinters usually enjoy." _^
Walters also credits the work of assistant coach Jim

Giroux. who is in charge of the strength and condition-

ing program for the team.

"The weight training has really improved my strength

and explosiveness." Walters said. "This year I m a lot

more conditioned and stronger mmmm m

Giroux agrees that the weight program helped Walters

this season. He said that Walters spent the past summer

in Amherst and followed a weight program which Giroux

e,

'He did a lot of work this summer," said Giroux. "Most

of the gains that he made came in the summer. I think

that the base that he laid this summer was critical to his

being able to do his workouts this fall."

Walters began competing in track when he was grow-

ing up in Spauldings, Jamaica. He and his older brother,

Fvon competed at the Junior National level there.

( ollrgian photo by K.V Rurkr

Kevin Walters

"He was always infatuated with the sprints, since he

was in primary school," Evon said of his brother.

The Walters family moved to Wilmington, Deleware

when he was in high-school and he continued competing

on the track team at Concord High School. HeWWdhg
medalist in both the 100- and 200-meter events in the 1988

Deleware state high school championships.

His decision to attend UMass was influenced by the fact

First Round
March 2, 1990

Palestra

#7 West

Quartaffinals

March 3, 1990

Palestra

Semifinals

March 4, 1991

Pelestrs

Championship
March 7, 1991

Highest-Seeded Remaining Team

1:00 p.m.

#10 St. Bonaventure]

Wett Vlrglnlo

7:00 p.m.

#2 Temple

#3 Penn State

Temple

1:30 p.m.

#8 Duquesne

7:00 p.m.

Penn State

1 Penn State

#4 George Washington

3:30 p.m.

#5 Massachusetts

#1 Rutgers

»8 St. Joseph's 9:00 p.m.

George Washington

3:00 p.m.

#9 Rhode Island

St. Joseph's

9:00 p.m.

St. Joseph's

George
Washington

.hat his brother and his cousin, Garheld Vaughn were

both students at the university. They were also on the

track team and helped Walters with running when he first

arrived at the university. . .»

"My freshman year I got a lot of push from my brother

and cousin," he said. "They inspired me to run and gave

me a lot of constructive criticism. They told me where I

needed to brush up on my sprints and also made me train

h
Evon recalls his brother's first year at UMass: "His

freshman year I didn't think he was fo™^ ™«h
^

didn't think he trained hard enough. I supported him 100

percent, but I know that people usually respond if you

show them their shortcomings to their faces_

Walters did respond, as his fast times and his coaches

praise will attest to.

"A lot of his success has to do with his competitiveness

and confidence," UMass head coach Ken O'Brien saul

"He's also got a strong work ethic. He spends a lot of time

over the summer getting in shape for the season. Conse-

quently, He doesn't get worn down oyer the course of the

season because he's well prepared.

When he is not running for the track team, Walters is

active in the Alpha Phi Alpha fraternif* on campus.

Walters has been a member of the fraternity for the past

two VCflLTS

The Sports Management major said his long-range

future plans include law school.

In the immediate future, however, Walters willconcen-

trate on running better. Although he plans to do some

400 meter races this spring to improve his conditioning,

faster times in shorter races is his goal.

"This spring, if I'm healthy, I'd like to concentrate on

lowering
P
some records outdoors." he added. "I'd like to

focus on both the 100 and the 200. Athletically, I d just

like to fully develop my athletic potential.

"In the race at the New Englands, I felt real comfor-

table
" he said of the race in which he established the

200-meter record at 22.37 seconds. "I know that I can go

faster than that."

A-10 CHAMPION

Collegian photo by Carrie Wyeth

Minutemen Harper Williams (left) and Will

Herdon Block out Rhode Island.

County commission adopts proposal to keep Sox on site

WINTER HAVEN. F\a. <AP) - The Polk

County Commission adopted Tuesday a

proposal that could lead to renewed

negotiations to keep the Boston Red Sox'

training site at Chain O' Lakes Park.

Meeting in Bartow, the commission voted

to hold in abeyance a $1 million grant

voted by its Tourist Council to the city of

Winter Haven as part of a $3.5 million plan

for major renovations to the baseball

complex.

The commission acted on a proposal to

delay the county funds to give Winter

Haven officials to explore renewing talks

with the Red Sox, who have announced

plans to move to an undetermined site.

The Red Sox declared null and void an

extension of their original lease through

the year 2000. The city has been

negotiating since last September with the

Pittsburgh Pirates, who plan to move from

Bradenton next year. An agreement bet-

ween the club and the city reportedly is

close.

The Winter Haven city commission call-

ed for a meeting for tomorrow to discuss the

county action. The grant is from funds rais-

ed from a special tourist tax on motel and

hotel rooms.

John Donovan, a vice president and legal

counsel for the Red Sox, said he was sur-

prised by the county commission action. He

added that anything he said "would be

premature until I see the proposal and the

posture of the city."

"We would entertain any solid proposal

by the city, but any proposals would have

to come from people with authority in the

city and it must be made to (club] owner-

ship," Donovan said.
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Arab perspective obscured by war, prof says
By MADANMOHAN RAO
Collegian Staff

The "dismal" future of the Middle East, issues about

the Gulf War that have been obscured, and the lack of

Arab perspectives in the mainstream media were among
the topics discussed by Northwestern University Professor

Ibrahim Abu Lughod at Amherst College last night.

"We have witnessed the destruction of Iraq," Abu-

Lughod, a political science professor and a member of the

Palestine National Council, told an audience of about 150.

"But there has been no serious discussion about Iraq

or its ancient history," he said. He pointed out that the

height of the Arab empire was reached in Baghdad in the

eighth century.

Historically, the Middle East has always challenged

Europe with ideas, culture, and power, Abu Lughod said.

Every world conqueror has aspired and worked for the con-

trol of the Middle East — right from Alexander, through

Napoleon, down to the British and the French, and now
the United States, he said.

Baathist ideology (which marks the current regimes of

Syria and Iraq) is characterized by three visions, Abu-

Lughod said: freedom from foreign control, Arab unity,

and economic development through socialism. One of the

most concrete realizations of this ideology has been in

Iraq, through equitable income distribution and extensive

educational facilities.

While Egypt was an important power in the Arab world,

it lost this status by signing the Camp David accord with

Israel in 1977, Abu-Lughod explained. Since then, Iraq

has hoped to play the same role that Egypt had played

in the Arab world, he said.

In fact, in an Encyclopedia Brittanica entry on Iraq in

1970, Abu-Lughod said he wrote that "given stability, Iraq

has the best future of any Arab country." However, all

this has been destroyed by the war, he said.

The U.S. forces had actually been designed for poten-

tial combat against the Soviet Union, he said, but all of

these forces were arrayed against Iraq — a country of on-

ly 18 million people.

"All Middle Eastern frontiers have been carved out by

the forces of European imperialism," he said. "The Mid-

dle East has been undergoing a process of state forma-

tion which is still incomplete."

"While there are commonalities and distinctions bet-

ween the Arab people," Abu-Lughod said, "the only divi-
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Professor Ibrahim Abu-Lughod

37 journalists reported missing in southern Iraq
By DAVID CRARY
The Associated Press

DHARAN, Saudi Arabia — At least nine

more foreign journalists were reported

missing yesterday in southern Iraq, rais-

ing the unofficial total to 37.

Unconfirmed accounts from Iraqi opposi-

tion groups and correspondents in the area

indicated many of the missing, who were

attempting to gather information on anti-

government uprisings in southern Iraq,

might be in the custody of government

forces.

The latest to be reported missing includ-

ed five journalists working for American

publications — Todd Buchanan of The

Philadelphia Inquirer, Chris Morris and

Tony Suau ofTime Magazine, and John A.

Giordano, and Ron Jacques, free-lance

photographers from Saba Press Photos who

were on assignment for U.S. News & World
Report. Morris, Giordano and Jacques are

New York City residents.

Two Norwegians and two Brazilian

newspaper reporters also were newly
reported missing.

An Iraqi exile in Geneva, Abdullah al-

Bakri, told a news conference the "Iraqi op-

position army" was protecting most of the

missing journalists. His claims could not

be confirmed independently.

The Soviet Union announced that its

representatives in Iraq would seek the jour-

nalists' release, and a U.S. military

spokesman, Marine Gen. Richard I. Neal,

said front-line allied units in southern Iraq

have been alerted to watch for reporters.

"It reinforces the security demands that

we have levied upon the press," Neal said.

"The battlefield is not a safe place."

The U.S. Central Command and news

organizations had previously counted 28

journalists missing.

In Syria, Bayan Jabr, spokesman for Ira-

qi Shiite Moslems opposed to President

Saddam Hussein, said his group was told

five foreign journalists were seen being led

out of Basra, southern Iraq, Monday. He
said they were headed toward Abul-

Khaseeb, which is controlled by the

Republican Guard, forces most loyal to

Hussein.

"They were escorted by plainclothes

security men and two soldiers," Jabr said

in a statement. "One of the soldiers had a

broken camera in his hand. The other

security men were also carrying cameras."

Jabr said his informants could not deter-

mine the journalists' nationalities.

French Foreign Minister Roland Dumas
said he asked Iran to use its influence to

help ensure the release of more than a

dozen missing French journalists. He said

Iran may have influence if captors turn out

to be Shiites.

Sergei Grigonev, deputy spokesman for

President Mikhail S. Gorbachev, said in

Moscow that Soviet officials were in

structed to "facilitate by all means the loca-

tion and if necessary the release" of the

journalists.

The International Committee of the Red
Crosf- said in Geneva it had no word on the

journ \liits, although a few of those who
had been unaccounted for called their

bosses to report they were safe.

Southern Iraq has been the site of intense

fighting between Hussein's Republican

Guard and opposition forces, according to

reports from refugees, opposition leaders

and Iran's Islamic Republic News Agency.

Retraction
On yesterday's Editorial/Opinion page, Guy Glodis

was quoted as saying at his Tuesday night talk show:

"I'm a racist. I'm a biggot. I discriminate." Underneath

the quote read "(taken out of context)."

The statement was incorrect and should not have

been printed. The Collegian regrets the error.

Protesters clash at abortion rally
Shouting matches erupt betweenpro-choice, pro-life supporters

Rosenberg prepares
to serve, fight

on Weld commission
By MARK HENSLEY
Collegian Staff

State Rep. Stan Rosenberg (D-Amherst) said yesterday

he has been appointed to Gov. Weld's special commission

to study the possible closing or consolidation of public col-

leges and universities in Massachusetts.

Although he and one other Democratic legislator, who

is yet to be appointed, will be outnumbered by supporters

of Weld's plan, Rosenberg said he will try to change the

focus from closing campuses to making public higher

education more efficient.

Weld created the commission last week to review the

state's 29 public colleges and universities and to draft a

"specific plan for the consolidation and closure of state

colleges and universities."

He said however, that Weld is "naive" to think that clos-

ing three to five campuses this year will save the state

$90 million during the next fiscal year, which starts Ju-

ly 1.

Rosenberg said closing a college campus does not begin

to save money until at least two years after it is closed.

The legal costs of going through the collective bargain-

ing process with the unions coupled with unemployment

benefits for employees could easily offset any savings in

the first year, he said.

Weld, who claims Massachusetts public higher educa-

tion is "often duplicative, under-utilized, and excessive-

ly costly," is looking in the wrong areas for answers to

the budget crisis, Rosenberg said.

"The question should not be how many campuses we

should close," Rosenberg said. "The question should be

CONTINUED ON PAGE 2

By KATHERINE T. LAMOTHE
Collegian Staff

An anti-abortion rally turned into an angry confronta-

tion yesterday as more than 150 pro-life and pro-choice

activists clashed on the steps of the Student Union.

The rally, held as part of "Conservative Awareness

Week," was marked by pushing and shoving, angry

shouts, and a minor scuffle. University of Massachusetts

police kept order on the scene and no one was injured.

Many of the people who attended were pro-choice ac-

tivists. Some carried signs reading: "Not every ejacula-

tion deserves a name" and '"Pro-life' [equals] DEATH by

illegal abortion."

Others were verbal, occasionally shouting down

speeches by members of the Conservative Alliance, which

sponsored the event, and guest speakers.

Responding to counter-protesters' comments, such as

"What about the Iraqis?" and "Let's talk about the sanc-

tity of life after we bombed the Iraqis," Ted Maravelias,

founder of the New Americans and a member ofthe Board

of Governors, said: "Did you know that there have been

more deaths since 1973 than all the wars combined?"

Maravelias also referred to abortion as "the ultimate

form of racism," and compared the pro-choice movement

to slavery and Nazism.

"Isn't this what Adolf Hitler did to the Jews?" he said.

"Didn't he kill them because they were non-persons? The

abortionists are just like Hitler."

Maravelias said the media addresses the issue with a

pro-choice bias. "They're a bunch of screwballs who hate

this country," he said.

At one point, a member of the crowd put a wire coat

hanger, a symbol of illegal, back-alley abortions, on the

American flag. Maravelias and the protester scuffled, and

were separated by campus police. No one was injured.

Michelle Colitsas, a student at Mount Holyoke College

who is president ofCollegians for Life, called abortion "the

most heinous of all forms ofchild abuse," and said women
had no constitutional right to choose to abort a child.

"The [aborted] child will never have the same amount

ofchoices as his mother," she said. "There are some things

about which there should not be a choice."

Maravelias said: "Ifwe have the right to kill a baby then

we have the right to choose slavery," promptingjeers from

the crowd.

Jeffrey Halfond, a conservative activist from Springfield,

said the government should rule abortion illegal.

"Abortion is nothing less than murder," he said. "The

function of government is to stop murder. It should use

all of its resources to stop murder."

Ed Corrigan, vice-chairperson of the Board of Governors,

which oversees the Campus Center, and editor in chief

of the Minuteman, said: "I'm not going to go out and sup-

port the murder of a human life."

Rape is not reason enough to have an abortion, Colit-

sas said. "Violence should not beget violence," she said.

Maravelias added that pro-choice activists relied too

heavily on rape reasons to keeping abortion legal, par-

ticularly since relatively few women become pregnant as

a result of rape.

One student, who was not identified, told the audience

he and his girlfriend chose to keep their child. "I'm glad

I did it," he said.

Maravelias accused various counterprotesters and the

Student Activities Office of trying to prevent him from

expressing his views.

Earlier in the rally, when counter-protesters shouted

down his presentation, he shouted: "You Nazis, you

fascists, you militant lesbians — I've had it with you."
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For Your Information

THURSDAY, MARCH 7

Lecture - "Orthodox Feminism in Israel: Reflections on

Advancements and restraints" with Leah Shakdiel at 4:15

p.m. in the Red Room in Converse Hall at Amherst

College. ,. . __M
Film - "Leila and the Wolves," sponsored by the UMass

History Department at 7 p.m. in Herter 231. Followed by

discussion.

Speaker - Hillel and UMass POWER present 'Women s

Roles on Judaism from a Feminist Perspective."

Lecture - "Jewish Emancipation, Apostasy, Espionage,

and the Idea of Arab Nationalism," by Professor Benjamin

Braude will be at 4:15 p.m. in the Neilson Browsing Room

at Smith College. Sponsored by the Program in Jewish

Studies.

Residential Recycling - Education Volunteers will meet

at 6:30 p.m. in Campus Center room 903 and promotion

volunteers will meet at 8 p.m. in the same room.

Casino Night - Sponsored by the Program Council of

the Board ofGovernors from 8 p.m. - 1 a.m. The cost is $5.

Rally - "Straight Pride" rally sponsored by the

Republican Club at noon on the steps of the Student

Union.

FRIDAY, MARCH 8

Jumaa Salat - Sponsored by the Muslim Student

Association, in CC 805 at 12:30 p.m.

Forum - An International Women's Day Forum spon-

sored by the Central American Working Group of the

American Friends Service Committee at 7:30 p.m. in Stod-

dard Auditorium at Smith College.

International Women's Day Celebration - Sponsored by

the Women's Penatgon Action presents a celebration at

the Unitarian Society Meeting House at 220 Mam bt. Nor

thampton at 5:30 p.m. Supper will be served; the cost is

$3.50 Childcare available. Call 586-9809 for more

information.

SATURDAY, MARCH 9

Benefit - At 8 p.m. in the Student Union ballroom to

benefit Necessities/Necessidades, a shelterfor battered

women Featured are: FUGAZI, ™E BROOD and ZU-

ZU'S PETALS. The event is sponsored by fUWi-K, tne

Union Program Council and the Hampshire College Alter

native Music Collective.

Play - The Hohbit will be performed by the Children s

Magical Mystical Theater at the Munson Memorial Hall

on the South Amherst Common at 10:30 a.m. For infor

mation call 2564095.

Speed Reading Course - Sponsored by the Department

of Continuing Education, sign up before Saturday. The

course will be from 9 a.m. 1 p.m. Call 545-0587 for more

information.

Weld commission
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

how many colleges and universities should be open to

meet the labor market in the coming years to keep the

state vital and viable." ..„.„, . ....

"The overwhelming majority of Massachusetts

workers who attended college, attended a

Massachusetts campus, he said.

Reviewing the higher education system makes sense

and that consolidating some administrative services

and programs could reduce costs, but closing campuses

will not solve the state's fiscal problems, he said.

He added that he was worried that the government

might to try to close another three to five colleges next

year if the state's financial woes continue.

YOUR ALMA MATER DOESN'T MATTER.

There's one exam even the

best of colleges can't prepare

you for.

Last year alone, America's

businesses lost more than $60

billion to drugs.

So this year, most of the

Fortune 500 will be adminis-

tering drug tests. Failing the

test means you won't be

considered for employment.

And that's a matter of fact.

WERE PUTTING DRUGS OUT OF
.11,'MJt,

Partnership for a Drug- Free America

1991 SUMMER EMPLOYMENT
Camp Young Judea, Amherst, New Hampshire

(Resident, Co-ed, 1 hour from Boston)

is in need of:

Administrators-Head Counselors, Program Director,

Office Mgr., Department Directors, plus Activity

Specialists Camp Counselors in:

Athletics, Archery, Riflery, Tennis, Arts and

Crafts, Canoeing, Sailing, Wind Surfing,

Water Skiing, Swim Inst. (WSI), Israeli Folk Song,

Dramatica, Israeli Dance, Jewish Education,

Radio Station, Computers, Nature/Ecology,

Project Adventure, Nurse (RN), Photographer,

Office Staff.

Excellent salary and fringe benefits.

CYJ will be represented at Camp Employment Day

at UMass. Tuesdav March 5

Please Contact: Dr. Charles B. Rotman, Director

81 Kinesburv St.. Welleslev MA 02181

617237-9410 or 508-877-6190

UMASS ARTS COUNCIL

BLOCK GRANT PROPOSAL DEADLINE

The next deadline for submission

of grant proposals for

Block Grants :

Friday, March 29

Guidelines and application forms

are available at the Arts Council

Office

UMass Arts Council

209 Hasbrouck Hall, 545-0202
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LOCAL
Spring in full bloom at Smith College bulb show

Coltagian photo by K-A. Burkr

Up-close examples of the flower show at Smith College, which runs

until March 10.

By K.A. BURKE
Collegian Staff

NORTHAMPTON - Spring has sprung

at Smith College.

Upon walking into the greenhouse area

of the Lyman Plant House at Smith Col-

lege, the first impression one receives is the

amazing blend of fragrances which form

the perfect smell of spring.

This week marks the Annual Spring

Bulb Show at Smith College.

There are 100 different varieties of tulips

and daffodils, and 2,500 bulbs in total, in-

cluding crocus, hyacinths snowdrops,

squills, and enemones.

Roger Graves, foreman of the Lyman

Plant House, said the show may have

started as early as the 1930s by William

P. Campbell, the former director of the

Botanical Gardens, "for the education of

Botanical and Horiculture students at

Smith College and in the Five College

area."

Financed by Smith College and supervis

ed by the staff of the botanical facility, the

work for the show begins in October, when

horticulture students at Smith plant the

bulbs as part of a class assignment, he said.

The care of the bulbs is then supervised

by the staff of the Lyman plant house,

which consists of three full-time employees,

he said.

The planted bulbs are later brought down

to the bulb cellar of the plant house where

they are stored until the winter, Graves

said.

"We bring the late [blooming] flowers up

early, then the middle bloomers, then the

earliest last so they all flower at the same

time," Graves said.

According to the director of the plant

house, Dick Munson, the reason for the

show's continued popularity is its timing.

The show it held at the end of the winter

because people "need something to lift

their spirits," he said.

The show takes place annually, beginn-

.

ing the first full weekend of March. This

year, the show runs through Sunday,

March 10.

The plant house is open from 11 a.m. to

4 p.m. daily and the staff is on hand to

answer any questions about the flowers.

Woman tells ofhomophobia in court battle to be with lover
n.,» <> Kittar fiouM MwM>n Thnmnson and Kowalski s

By TRYSTAN SKEIGH
Collegian Staff

"Why Can't Sharon Kowalski Come Home?" was the

question posed by Karen Thompson during her presenta-

tion at Smith College last night. The answer Thompson

gave was complex, but could be narrowed down to two

issues: discrimination against disabled people and

homophobia.
Kowalski and Thompson had been closeted lovers snar

ing a home in Minnesota for four years when Sharon

Kowalski was paralyzed in a car accident in November

of 1983. , . . .

On that day Thompson ran head on into a social and

legal system that forced her to come out of the closet and

fight for the rest of the decade for her right to be with

her partner, who was severely disabled and unable to

speak or walk. .

In the first year after the accident, Thompson, a physical

therapist, said she helped Kowalski with her rehabilita

tion They "worked out a communication system typing

with heT right index finger. We learned to laugh and joke

together again."

CoOagUn photo by Tryataii Sk«i«lf

Karen Thompson

But a bitter feud between Thompson and Kowalski's

part nts, who refused to acknowledge their daughter's rela-

tionship, resulted in a legal battle and Thompson being

"barred" from Kowalski's life.

In July of 1986, the Minnesota State Court ruled that

the conflict was injurious to Kowalski's recovery and

granted full guardianship to Sharon's father, Donald.

Although Kowalski was fully communicative, the court

refused to allow her to testify about her own competence

during the hearing.

"Twenty four hours after the decision was read, Donald

Kowalski o-dered me out of her life," Thompson said.

But Thomp.»o i refused to give in. In January of 1989.

after 19 court appeals, the Minnesota State Court respond

ed to the pressures of Thompson's legaj efforts and civil

liberties groups.

It ordered Kowalski moved from the nursing home into

a rehabilitation center in Robbinsdale and transferred

responsibility for her care to the center's medical team.

A month later, Thompson received her first invitation

to visit her lover in four years. After another year of *trug

eles between the medical team and the judge, Thompson
B CONTINUED ON PAGE 8

Old controversy stirs senate
Student rejected for SGA commission

By MARC ELLIOTT
Collegian Staff

The Undergraduate Student Senate last

night, in a 19-13 vote,

chose not to send Gil Penchina, a former

budgets committee chairman, to represent

the student body on the administration's

commission to restructure the Student

Government Association.

In September of 1988, Penchina came for-

ward with a written statement admitting

that he misused monies from the Student

Activities trust fund during that summer.

He said he put extra hours on his pay

slip, bought a lamp and a stapler for the

budgets office and made personal

photocopies using trust fund monies as part

of a "test" to prove that the Student Ac-

tivities Office was mismanaging funds.

He resigned his post in September after

the senate's coordinating committee ask-

ed him to.

The senate resurrected the old controver-

sy after Penchina was selected Friday to

be on the commission. Penchina said he

was not guilty of wrongdoing and resign-

ed because of lack of cooperation by senate

leaders after the affair was made public.

"If I'm going to be convicted for allega-

tions, that's just the way it goes," he said

"But in my defense, if I were a crook, would

I be giving out press releases telling what

I was doing?" He was referring to the writ-

ten statement he produced revealing the

^commission to restructure student

Government, which began meeting last

wTkTas created by the adminis ration

X 'the senate leadership*£££
ministration to step m and restructure stu

dent government.

Arguing before the senate against Pen-

china's appointment, Student Attorney

General Adam Scales said Penchina's ac-

tions "disgusted" him.

"I was disgusted three years ago when

I read the Collegian accounts," Scales said,

"and I am disgusted now that my memory

has been refreshed."

Scales also criticized Penchina's claim

that the misuse was a test.

In other business:

• The senate named intermin Speaker

Jeffery Turco to the commission although

he is the chairman of the coordinating com-

mittee, the same body that nominated him.

Coordinating committee members Daniel

Cohen (Third World Cauces) and Kenneth

Parker (Commuters) also applied for the

student seats on the commission but were

denied.

Sen. Paul Dionne (Field), who objected to

not only Turco's nomination but all the

nominations made by the coordinating

committee, said he did not know that the

committee was going to meet and make

any decision on who would be on the

commission.

"They didn't make any effort to inform

anyone of the meeting," he said.

Dionne also objected to the fact that three

applicants were allowed to vote for

themselves.

The senate chose interim Treasurer

Patricia Donoghue over former governor

Laura Silver 19 votes to 18 to replace Pen

china on the commission.

The senate went on to approve the ap-

pointments of senators David Gagne

(McNamara), Kevin Newnan (Johnson),

Robert Monaghan (Commuters), and Gret-

chen White (Commuters).

Panel: Gay couples denied

many UMass work benefits

By PAMELA McCARTHY
Collegian Staff

Among its benefits for its employees

and their spouses, the University of

Massachusetts provides health care,

dental, sick leave, long-term disability

insurance, and tuition waivers.

Live-in partners of unmarried

employees receive none of these.

Gay and lesbian couples, who are par-

ticularly affected by these and other

policies, need to know what work

benefits they are not getting, a panel of

five speakers told an audience of about

25 last night at the Campus Center.

Live-in couples also do not receive

athletic privileges and UMass health in-

surance if their spouse dies, according

to a report by the UMass benefits sub-

committee ofthe Faculty StaffGroup for

Gay, Lesbian and Bisexual Concerns.

Both unmarried and married couples

receive family housing access, library

cards, limited survivor benefits for ac-

cidental death, basic life insurance, sick

leave, and bereavement leave, according

to the report.

Heterosexual partners who are

students receive University health care

but same sex partners do not.

Sandy Anderson, a member of the

benefits subcommittee, said: "At the

bottom of [weekly employment postings

at the University] is an affirmative ac-

tion, equal opportunity statement. So,

keep that in mind."

Ofthe various benefits, which total 15,

married couples receive 14. Domestic

partners get eight out of 15 benefits. Out

of these eight benefits, five come with

conditions.

The situation at the University is

similar at other businesses and institu-

tions, said Janine Cutting, a field

worker for the Service Employees Inter-

national Union Local -509.

Mary Bonano, a staff attorney for

GLAD, a legal services organization for

gays and lesbians, said that because the

model for a family is the traditional

nuclear family, domestic partner

benefits is a family law issue. "In 1988

census data showed only 27 percent of

the families fit into this model," she

said.

Panelist Kathy Reep was not a part

of this model. Reep, who moved from

Cambridge to Northampton with her

partner, was unable to get unemploy-

ment benefits even though she had liv-

ed with the same man for 13 years.

Last May, Reep won a lawsuit against

the state Department of Employment

and Training and received the benefits.

She said the department plans to

appeal.

Bonano advised workers to get a

clause prohibiting sexual orientation

discrimination in their contracts. She

also said to look for a clause prohibiting

marital status discrimination.

Cutting said the best way for domestic

partners to protect themselves is to

organize. "Get into your locals and

organize your committees," she said.

"You need to get people from these com

mittees on the bargaining teams."
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Student senators upset at losing toy

The attempt of the (former) SGA officers to restructure

student government is backfiring. February 27 the SGA

voted to eject the Speaker and Treasurer from their posi-

tions, and elected new, "interim" officers in their place.

The Senate also voted to begin impeachment hearings on

the SGA President.

When the request from the SGA leadership for the ad-

ministration to disband and aid in restructuring student

government became public, I was wary. I was even more

wary when I went to the first SGA meeting ofthe semester

and witnessed the intense conversation in the SGA office

that followed the leadership's announcement. I was hor-

rified when I heard senators talking about a betrayal of

students, about having "their student government taken

away I could only ask: How many of them talk to their

constituents, the people who voted for them? How many

of them know, or care, what they want? How many ot

them think that their constituents will be upset about the

restructuring of the SGA? Yes, they should fear for the

future of their student government, because it is theirs,

not ours, not the students' of this University. They are

pathetically out of touch.

Amy Lesen

I am now an SGA Senator for the Third World Caucus.

I joined the Senate three weeks ago. I joined to cast a vote

to make sure that multicultural students and students

from other traditionally oppressed groups would be on the

administration's committee to reform student govern

ment. Three weeks ago, a motion was presented at Senate

to have a campus wide referendum, a vote of the whole

student body, on what to do about student government.

It was a chance to finally see how the students really feel

about this issue. The Senate voted the motion down! I join

ed the SGA to stand witness to the goings-on at SGA

meetings, to inject some non-reactionary, progressive

energy into the SGA. This is a losing battle. I say this

because the SGA is not about representation, but domina

tion. A representative body exists so that a multiplicity

of voices may be heard. I hear only one voice - that of

those already in power.

You see, there is a good reason that the majority of the

SGA has reacted so bitterly to the threats of reform of stu-

dent government. The reason is that it was working -

for them. The SGA and the BOG were the perfect vehicles

for filibustering, furthering personal political agendas,

promoting prejudice, using the system to oppress, and

generally maintaining the status quo. Why <w«Wn' a

group of mostly white men want to leave things just he

way they are? They only have ground to gain by refusing

to change, by refusing to accept that their government

was and is a stagnant bureaucratic machine that never

gets anything done. By filibustering, and by voting to say

the Pledge of Allegiance at BOG meetings, the people in

power on student government, the ones who have squawk-

ed the loudest at the prospect of change, are successfully

maintaining the status quo and making damn sure that

no one but them gets any of the pie.
^

After impeaching or beginning the impeachment pro-

cess for three of the SGA officers, the SGA elected an in-

terim Speaker and an interim Treasurer. The interim

Speaker is Jeff Turco, one of the mainstays of conservative

politics on this campus. My fellow liberals and I on the

SGA sat unable to do anything while these proceedings

went on. We, of course, had voted to keep whatever

semblance of unity student goverment had left, and voted

against impeachment of the officers. We, of course, were

m
The\eas?n I may have objected to the SGA leadership's

decision to restructure was not that it was a betrayal of

students; quite the contrary. I thought it was one of the

only options left in a stagnant student government.

However, I objected because that first SGA meeting show-

ed me that the maintainers of the status quo were going

to take this for all it was worth. They were going to scream

and shout democracy, betrayal, impeachment, and play

off of the apathy and ignorance that most students on this

campus have for the SGA. And amidst the din, the same

filthied hands hold the reins of power. This is a scary time.

For not only may student government never really get

reformed, but the people in government who benefit form

seeing it remain in its present form, who are interested

in stopping all semblance of progressivism and change,

are going to take this opportunity to take us all for a ride.

"ConservativeAwareness Week" is coming up. This is not

an accident. , .

I am pleading. Do not be taken in by senators shouting

about betrayal of students; those same senators betray you

at every SGA meeting. For all those students who care,

for all of you who do not benefit from having the op

pressive government stay that way, I beg: let your senator

know how you feel. Join the SGA. Get involved in cam

palms. Inject an atmosphere of progress, of change, into

student government. For if we don't start working, our

campus will not only fail to move forward, but it will move

three steps back, right back to the McCarthy era. See you

at Conservative Awareness Week.

Amy Lesen is a UMass student

Betrayed! Traitors

sell students out
As most of you know, the five SGA officers, namely

Angus McQuilken, Natasha Diephus, Dan Chesnicka,

Karen Talbot, and Rebecca Rudko, have sold out stu

dent government. . . .

These people, who were elected to serve the students

have done just that. Only problem is, they've served

us on a silver platter to the administration. Now, the

administration feels that it can come in and take over

student government.

A commission has been formed, and has already had

one meeting, with the intent of restructuring student

aovernment. This does not just include the student

senate It includes the graduate student senate and the

Board of Governors, which oversees the running of the

Campus Center/Student Union complex.

It should be known that the BOG is not even

represented on this commission. As if not allowing a

group that will be restructured representation is bad

enough, this commission is recognizing people who

have no interest in the matter.

On Feb 27, the student senate voted to remove two

of the officers that sold out SGA: Dan Chesnicka and

Karen Talbot. However, the administration continues

to recognize them and has kept them on this committee.

This is absolutely absurd. Just think about it

logically. _
These people were elected to represent us. They

betrayed us, and now the administration is telling us

that they are our representation on this committee to

draft a new constitution. Do they think that we are

that dumb? They think that we should just blindly

trust these people.

We shouldn't

We can't.

The future of students on this campus is left to ad

ministrators and traitors. Don't let it happen. Call the

chancellor, the vice-chancellors, the director of the Stu

dent Activities Office, and tell them that the students

should control their own fate.

It's your campus. The administration is here for the

students, not the other way around. Don't let them con

trol you.
Jon Aronson

Sylvan

promoting prejudice, using the system to oppress, anu -j
*
J 1 X*

The commission on student government can t even run itselt
—

.
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In recent weeks, I'm sure you've all seen

the war of words between those who want

student government, those who think it

doesn't work, those who want it restruc-

tured, etc. This story is the end all.

The Committee to Reconstruct Student

Government, which is comprised of

members of the current pseudo-SGA, is

supposed to meet to decide on who will be

appointed to the three "at large"

undergraduate committee seats. Applica-

tions were submitted. The meeting,

scheduled for 5:00 p.m., doesn't start until

after 5:30 because half the committee is

late and therefore there is no quorum.

The meeting finally starts.

Guess what. Almost no one has review-

ed the applications.

Guess what. A debate ensues on how to

review the applications.

Finally it is decided that the committee

should meet in exclusive session to decide

who gets the seats, but get this — most of

the people who applied for the three seats

are actually on the committee! Is it just me,

or does this sound like a huge pile?

James Moleswoith

HELLO! Is anyone awake here? You

already have seats on the Chancellor's

Commmittee! Shouldn't these three at

large seats be going to undergraduate

students who have no ties to the SGA? Who

wants to see effective student empower

ment? Who wants allocation of student

funds to student groups by students?

These seats need to be given to students

who are devoid of walking out, quitting, im-

peaching, and name-calling, things the

SGA is plagued with.

It's not that the SGA's structure is bad.

Its "leaders" are incompetent. They can't

even show up to an important meeting on

time and prepared.

Attention students!

Pay attention to who you vote for in the

future (if there is a government to vote for).

Otherwise this problem is never going to

go away, no matter what system you im-

plement. A3 the Manager of a large RSO,

I feel it is imperative to have effective stu-

dent government, particularly when it

comes to appropriating OUR SATF money.

Unfortunately, it seems that those peo-

ple whome we have elected need a lesson

in real life. This is not a game we are play

ing. The administration is not fooling

around.

It's time to wake up and smell the pro-

verbial coffee, because at this rate, not on-

ly will every officer wind up impeached, but

the very basis of student empowerment will

be lost to the catacombs of Whitmore. Ifyou

want to bulk up uour resume, go manage
a store in the mall, don't work for student

government, because you're only ruining

it for the people that do care.

James Molesworth is a Collegian staff

member

Back to basics: Thoughts on student government
Usually in March the frat-rush posters come down

to be replaced by an environmental and political atroci-

ty: the SGA presidential campaign poster. My belief

in the existence of God was reaffirmed when I

discovered that this year we might be deprived ofsuch

heinous foliage. Sadly, the atrocity might only be

postponed.

This year the SGA is undergoing some restructur-

ing. While I am encouraged to hear that finally

something is being done to fix the SGA, I must inform

your that the inherent difficulty in reforming the SGA
lies with the reformers themselves. The system can-

not be changed from the inside because it if the very

system of change in the SGA that needs to be chang-

ed. If this seems like a Catch-22, then you are follow-

ing me perfectly. Do not, however, give up hope.

Miracles may happen and a new SGA may be reborn

from the smoldering embers of its own funeral pyre.

I have worked in several branches of the SGA in-

cluding two house councils, an area government, the

Board of Governors, and several RSOs, and would like

to think that my opinion could be helpful to the restruc-

turing commission and maybe before they swear their

own Tennis Court Oath (look that up yourself), the com-

mission might like to consider a few thoughts on basic

___. •

governmental structure. Since I was not selected (by

divine providence) to be on the commission (boo-hoo)

perhaps I can serve here as an amicus curiae.

The basic problem with theSGA is its name: It is not

a government, it never was, never could be and never

should be. The doom ofthe SGA and the BOG was their

attempts to function like the U.S. Congress. While the

SGA and the U.S. Congress both can grant themselves

pay raises, the two bodies are intrinsically different.

Mark B. Adlei

The BOG is like a corporate board and the SGA is a

union . . . hence the name 'Student Union.' As members

of the union, we, the students, all pay our dues: The

Activities Fee. The union negotiates with the ad-

ministration but it never has carte blanche control. The

union can only activate the powers delegated to it by

the administration, and even these powers are

regulated by the Student Activities Office. 8ince the

constitution of the SGA will never be approved by the

administration, we are like workers laboring without

a contract. There is nothing wrong with keeping the

SGA in union form as long as we admit that it can't

be run like a government.

Representatives to our union should not be

geographically distinct; they should come from the

various facets of university life, namely the academic

majors. After all, we identify more with our educational

field than with our dorms. At last the SGA might have

more than just History or PoliSci majors.

Ifwe want to make the SGA into a government, then

we must establish three basic pillars of government

which are necessary to enable, support and sustain it:

1) The people must trust and support the government;

2) The governmental delegates must respect their posi-

tion and be primarily concerned with advancing the

needs of their constituents and 3) the government must

have some sovereignty and be able to enforce its

policies. In retrospect, we see that the SGA never had

any of these qualities.

The goal, therefore, ofthe commission is to get their

heads out ofthe clouds and back in the interests ofthe

students (remember them?). Let's admit it: Nobody

really cares about this SGA stuff anyway and if the

students actually rose up against their internal op-

pressors, they might actually abolish the SATF and

save themselves some money. God Forbid.

Afar* B. Adler is a Collegian Columnist

Bush's energy plan is more recycled garbage
„ _ . , , A. „^~i .- ;n ^knnlnov i. available and the increas- profits ofthe oil industry. 1

President Bush has presented a "new"

energy plan that demonstrates the anti-

environmental, pro "business as usual"

philosophy of his administration. The

plan sounds as if it is from the 1950s.

Bush's plan calls for "responsible" oil

drilling in the Arctic National Wildlife

Refuge, easing of regulatory barriers for

new construction of nuclear power

plants and the disposal of their waste,

streamlining of regulations for construc-

tion of new natural gas pipelines and

deregulation of the electric utility in-

dustry to increase competition. A better

pro-production plan would be hard to

develop.

The plan includes few incentives for

energy conservation. There is no re-

quirement to increase the fuel economy

of new automobiles. Only token

measures are included for the use of

alternate motor fuels and improving

home energy efficiency. Where is the

"environmental president" we elected?

This plan should be rejected as ill

conceived and shortsighted. It does lit-

tle to reduce our country's dependence

on foreign energy sources. It assumes no

growth in the number of vehicles on the

road in the future and pulls the ugly

three-headed nuclear monster out of its

cage. The plan also would wreak havoc

on pristine areas on land and offshore.

Henry LaVigne

Haven't we had enough environmental

destruction lately? The Bush ad

ministration is the finest bedfellow the

oil and automobile industries have had

since Reagan.

A more realistic plan for our future

must be based on conservation. We need

a constant increase in the efficiency of

new vehicles, homes and industries. The

technology is available and the increas-

ed costs to the consumer would easily be

recouped through decreased fuel expen-

ditures. An increase of 0.5 miles per

gallon for cars and light trucks per year

would seem realistic. We must continue

to educate the public about the

technologies available to increase home

energy efficiency, many available from

their electric utility. The nuclear

monster should remain caged until we

can safely treat the by-products. Last-

ly, we must protect our coasts and

pristine nature areas from the in-

evitable destruction brought by oil drill-

ing. Our quality of life depends on it.

To those who would argue that this

proposed policy would hurt the economy

causing unemployment, I say this need

not be the case. Many jobs could be

created to clean up our current mess and

in the engineering and manufacturing

of new energy efficient products. I don't

believe many would grieve over the lost

profits ofthe oil industry. Envision a tax

system that used monies collected from

incentive taxes, say from gasoline, to

help small businesses purchase the

equipment needed to meet EPA regula-

tions. What a fine cycle that would be.

Let's get real out there. We can't go

on guzzling energy as we have in the

past. The reality is that with 6 percent

of the world's population the United

States uses 30 percent of the world's

energy with its resulting pollution. We
also have the lowest gasoline prices and

taxes of any of the world's industrializ-

ed countries. Three to five dollars a

gallon is the norm in Europe. Let's not

be in the hypocritical position ofwasting

energy due to complacency while con-

demning the tin despots created by the

monies we spend on these energies.

Remember, money is power, and sand

doesn't get much on the market these

days.

Henry R. LaVigne is a UMass student

Call it what you will, the Glodis show is organized bigotry
...... «_* I " ..... ko oohosliilarl anrl t.plf»vised. Ob

The Guy Glodis Talk Show was a gross exhibition of

homophobia, sexism and just plain rudeness. It was an

insult to every student on this campus. The fact that it

was allowed to happen by the Campus Center administra-

tion and the University administration is very disturb-

ing. The fact that it was well attended by students who

cheered every time gays and women were insulted is even

more disturbing.

It is obvious that a number of UMass students do not

respect the Affirmative Action policy of this University,

nor do they respect the principles contained within the

Code of Student Conduct. It is also evident that the ad

ministration does not give a damn.

Laura Silver and Chris Thomas, LBGA appointed gover-

nors to the BOG, sat on a stage for an hour and endured

repeated slanderous assaults because they were gay.

Laura Silver was singled out and especially targeted for

humiliation, with Glodis suggesting that she sleeps with

animals, uses sexual paraphenalia, and engages in group

aex, while Chris Thomas was read scripture and the

Massachusetts criminal code on sodomy by Ted

Maravelias. Thomas was also told by Maravehas that if

he (Ted) were governor of Massachusetts, Thomas would

never be allowed to serve on any political board,

anywhere, because of the law against "sodomites.

It is true that Silver and Thomas accepted an invite

tion to appear on the 'talk show.' It is true that they didnt

expect it to be easy. But they didn't volunteer to be

shooting ducks for hate-filled disrespect and cruelty.

None of the 'non-conservatives' who spoke that night

were allowed to speak without interruption, and if they

were making a particularly good argument, they were

drowned out by Glodis shouting into his mike. Glodis' in-

terruptions frequently included insults intended to in-

timidate the speaker.

Why was this talk show allowed to continue when it

quickly developed into a gay-bashing session intermmgl

ed with personal attacks against Angus McQuilkenJ?

Trystan Skeigh

What few intelligent points were made by the conser-

vatives were lost in the heated exchanges of insults and

Glodis' temper tantrums.

If Blacks had been the minority on stage, and bigots had

been reading passages from the Bible about Black in

feriority - you know, the stuff about the race of Cain that

Southern bigots used for years to justify slavery - would

that have been allowed to continue? If the Republican

Club, which by the way, most of the true student

Republicans I know wouldn't touch with a ten-foot pole,

had scheduled a 'talk show* to bash Blacks, Jews or

women, would the administration have allowed that

assembly? I don't think so. Would the group have been

allowed to use university equipment to film the traves-

ty? I doubt it.

none ui «-««; mwm-»~—*-- -

'Straight-pride' is another excuse to bash gays

Last year, at about this time, the Conservative Alliance

organized its First Annual Straight Pride Rally. At first

the UMass community, the Gay, Lesbian, and Bisexual

community in particular, were alarmed and concerned.

Would this rally be a homophobic response to our own Gay

Pride Rally that we hold at least once a semester? It was

impossible to know ahead of time, and many people chose

to give them the benefit of the doubt. I feel, as do many

others, that everyone should take pride in their identity.

Some of my best friends are straight and I support them

in their heterosexuality wholeheartedly. However, we

were soon to discover that there was an ulterior motive

to the Straight Pride Rally.

The rally confirmed the fears of many people in the

UMass community. It turned into a public forum for bla

tent verbal gaybashing, with little, if anything, said about

heterosexual pride. Lies, misconceptions, and stereotypes

about homosexual and bisexual lifestyles were be lowed

into the crowd and to passers-by on their way to classes

The virulent tone used can only be described as verbal

harrassment.

Today, March 7, 1991, the Second Annual Straight Pride

Rally will be held at noon on the front steps of the Stu

dent Union. The community is no longer fooled. We

understand that these people are a threat not only to our

pride and to our lifestyles, but to our very lives. I urge

anyone who embraces the values of civility and human

kindness to show your outrage at these forms of harass-

ment by attending the rally in protest and by writing to

the UMass administration demanding that action be

taken in support of the Gay, Lesbian, and Bisexual

community. n
And to those who felt the need to organize such a rally,

I offer these thoughts to meditate upon. The point of our

Gay Pride Rally is to show people that we are proud of

our identities despite the oppression of heterosexism (the

reverse of which is not suffered by the straight communi-

ty, leaving little need for a Straight Pride Rally). We strive

for inclusion and acceptance. We don't seek to harm,

separate, or oppress anyone.
Tj.oy Cascia
Northampton

Conservative awareness: A week-long oxymoron
Conservative Awareness Week: What a fantastically

brilliant idea! I find it unfortunate that so often the con-

servative movement slips by unnoticed. But, just as I was

beginning to fear that all the pinko, liberal, flag-burning,

long-haired, wire-rimmed glasses hippies were going to

take over the country, spouting about peace and human

rtghte aid all that wimpy stuff, the Young Republicans

hfve come to my rescue. Thankfully, they haverestored

my S that there are still W» ft» «g»gg
American citizens at UMass who are determined to make

A^ericTa safe place for moral peoples everywhere!

(SL in my exaltations of Conservative Awareness

Week I hardly know where to begin! One ofmy personal

favors has always been the "straight pride" theme. I

tavontes nas ,
e ^ fme upgtanding

T.L j^^foil nf civilization as we know it! Wny do tney

E%w&*Z^l« the
>;
kn™ l

aw
iTeveSone's business with whom you choose to share

3XdlS. not forget the ever popular "pro-life" issue!

And let now » WOmen just use birth

22a»&\t£ff**Sm * 8Uch a fun variety of

control? It s so easy. rtU"
identallv. gals, t is now

contraceptives to choose from! (Incidentally, g*«,

considered socially acceptable to buy a condom for your

man! Isn't that wonderful?) Further, we all know that

»

major part of a woman's responsibility as a fine upstan-

ding American is to bear the young of the species.How

dare women repudiate that duty! What do women think,

that their bodies are their own?!

Speaking of "pro life," I also want to thank the Young

Republicans for taking the honorable stance of being pro

war'" If it weren't for our peace loving, pro-life President

and the 99.9^of fine upstanding Americans
standing (up)

behind him, there might have been no one brave enough

to accept the mission of taking our country to war and

killing thousands of dangerous Iraqi "ttzens!

Whew! Thanks, Young Republicans! With the help of

fine upstanding American citizens like you, soon our coun-

try will be what the founding forefathers originally in-

tended, one of ... urn .. . let's see ... was tha£ er urn

. . . liberty and justice for all? No, urn .>»/***!*»
liberty, and the pursuit of happiness! No, that doesn t

smTnd right ... urn ... gee ... all men (women too?) are

created cSqual? Golly . . . hmm . . . I'll have to get back

to you boys on that one . . . ^^ Woodward

member, Graduate Employee Organization

Yet gay-bashing can be scheduled and televised. Ob-

viously, the little words in the University's Affirmative

Action Policy, you know, the ones found in that little

paragraph we all read when we enroll here, about no

discrimination based on sex, race, religion, or sexual onen

tetion, doesn't mean a whole hell of a lot at UMass, to

students or administrators.

And, then there are the conservatives on this campus

who aren't narrow-minded, rude, judgmental bigots. I

think they may be the true 'silent majority' Glodis refers

to. And they're silent because they're embarrassed. They

were hurt by the Conservative Awareness Week's Guy

Glodis Talk Show' as well. At UMass, political conser

vatism has come to mean narrow-minded, anti intellectual

bigotry, and that is an injustice to true political conser

vatism, which has an intellectually sound, philosophically

profound basis that does not include a platform of hatred

toward oppressed minorities.

And that hurts us all. The image of our university was

severely damaged last night. The reverberations of that

forum for hatred and bigotry will travel out to incoming

students, other schools, and members of our local com-

munity. A message has been sent that bigotry will be

tolerated here if an outspoken student group wishes to

express and practice it.

Who knows what this holds for the future. UMass is

changing. The way things are moving, maybe our next

Chancellor will be David Duke. It would certainly fit the

trend of the times here at UMass.

Trystan Skeigh is a Collegian staff member

Quotation is the last

refuge ofthe scoundrel

Conservative, n. A statesman who is

enamored of existing evils, as

distinguished from the liberal who wants

to replace them with others.
— Ambrose Bierce

a
»>

Don't burn the flag; wash it.'

— Norman Thomas

"Liberals feel unworthy of their posses-

sions. Conservatives feel they deserve

everything they've stolen.
>»

_ Mort Sahl

"A conservative is a man who wants

the rules changed so that no one can

make a pile the way he did."
— Gregory Nunn

A conservative doesn't want anything

to happen for the first time; a liberal feels

it should happen, but not now."
— Mort Sahl

"Patriotism is a pernicious,

psychopathic form of idiocy."
F J _ George Bernard Shaw
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UMass hoi
By DAVID MASSEY
Collegian Correspondent

This is the third in a three-part series on the

solid waste crisis.

Implementing a master plan to recycle this in.*eworst ec<

nnd reduce the garbage at the UniversUy eve, ta .mag.^
of Massachusetts is no easy task consider-

ing it has 150 buildings, 5,500 staff

members, 26,000 students and produces

5,000 tons of trash a year.

Marc Fournier, the acting director of

solid waste management at UMass, is try-

ing to do just that.

It took Fournier months of research

before he submitted the "Recycling Master

Plan" to the town of Amherst on Dec. 1,

1990. -

"I feel that this piogiam will be a

model once it gets up and miming. Of

course, you must iemembei that I'm do-

ing this in the worst economic time that

could evei be imagined"

- Marc Fournier, acting director of solid waste

manaxement at UMass

The plan, which has been accepted by the

town, details strategies for establishing an

extensive recycling program at the Univer

sity and describes current recycling

^Th^rTp'ort says that if the University in-

stalls an organized, highly visible recycl-

ing program, it "will save considerable

dollars in avoided tip fees at the Amherst

landfill, recycle valuable resources, take in

revenue for the sale of recyclable materials,

and comply with town and state man

Fournier estimated that 10 percent of

UMass waste is now being recycled.

With a new plan, he said UMass could

become a model for other institutions.

"I feel that this program will be a model

once it gets up and running," he said. Ut

course, you must remember that I m doing

this in the worst economic time that could

ter be imagined."

For the University, it is evident that

recycling its solid waste will provide

economic benefits as well as the obvious en-

vironmental ones, he said. Reducing and

reusing resources rather than burning or

putting the waste in landfills saves enerp

and reduces disposal-related pollution, he

5a

Also, by recycling, UMass will avoid the

rising costs of waste disposal, widely

known as "tip fees."

According to the UMass Recycling Study,

the University spent $76,000 on waste

disposal at the Amherst landfill in 1985,

$314 $422 in 1989, and for fiscal year

1990,' UMass spent $376,538 disposing over

5,000 tons of garbage.

Tipping fees have risen because space at

the Amherst landfill is reaching capacity,

6

In five to six years, the landfill will be

full, said Melinda McCall, the solid waste

coordinator for the Department of Public

Works in Amherst.

"I don't think it even has that long,

Fournier said. "They don't have a lot of

space lea." He said the University gives

the Amherst landfill 25 percent of its

waste, much of which is recyclable^ By

recycling, UMass will be avoiding these

costly tip fees.

"It would be much more financially pru

dent to recycle," he said.

Beginning April 1, recycling will be man

»M<ltai ••«•««• ••* *—* «•«»«••» 'in MHOTI Laiewtftj •• MiMrtumUj

ttMM Sanaa (IM*I

up, reuse its garbage
datory for businesses ^.."W [̂ ^J^S^Tl^Recycling Progress

housing in Amherst In addition haulers ^^^^^ ofnewspaper

who bring loads which cany a certa n P« ^ ^ mmlgm from par .

percentage of recyclables to landfills will ^ ^ residence hali8 .

be fined. m* «riii hpnefit The Bluewall Cafeteria and the UMass
McCall said the environment will benetit ^^^^ ^^ ^ MunjJ0n Hall have

greatly from this program.
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GMAT, LSAT,
and GRE

Review Courses
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for the June, 1991 exams!

• Each course is led by Western New England

College faculty or professional consultants

contracted through the College's Extended

Education Division
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include in-class practice tests

• Courses to be held at Western New England

College

• Fee: $350.00 for either the GMAT, LSAT,

or GRE prep course

For further information call:

(413) 782-1473

or 782-1234

sponsored by

The Extended Education Division

Western New England College
Springfield, Massachusetts
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BLACK AFFAIRS
Words from a member of the human race

By SONDRA SUTTON
Collegian Staff

On March 2, 1991 at the Fine Arts

Center, the University of Massachusetts

was graced by the apperance of Kris

Parker, better known as KRS-ONE
(Knowledge Reigns Superior Over Nearly

Everyone).

Parker's lecture primarily dealt with

what he called "sick and barbaric ideas of

America." Parker also clarified on who

"America" was by saying "America isn t

Black people or White people. America is

the Fortune 500 and big businesses.

Parker further stated that this America

is not prejudice, and that White people who

are not a part of this America would be the

next to feel its destructive hand of America

and the next to be destroyed by it. "My

White brother and sisters, the very

America that yod praise so much, will be

the same America to bring you down," said

Parker.

KRS-ONE also discussed his views on the

educational system. He felt that the educa-

tional system is not based on intellectual

thinking, but rather it focuses on memory.

During a brief interview with Parker he

said that he was kept back twice in the

eighth and ninth grade, then dropped out

in the tenth grade.

After living on the streets of New York

for thirteen years, he acquired his G.E.D.

Parker now lectures at universities all over

the United States.

Other topics discussed by Parker were

that of African Americans calling

themselves African Americans, Black

fraternities calling themselves Greeks, and

the American flag.

Parker stated that African Americans

should not call themselves Americans

because they are not Americans. They are

of the human race with an African

heritage, he said. "If a cat has her kittens

in an oven, you don't call them muffins, you

call them kittens," said Parker.

In reference to the Black fraternities,

Parker said that he could not understand

why they were calling themselves Greeks,

when Greece robbed and helped destroy

Africa

Parker seemed to have very strong feel

ings of disgust for the American flag and

what it represents. To KRS-ONE the flag

was a symbol of a sick and hateful society.

Parker explained how millions of

Africans and Native Americans were

murdered under the American flag.

Therefore the flag represenU nothing but

murder and robbery, said Parker.

When asked of how he classified himself,

Parker stated, "Human, with an African

heritage, that's it."

A thinking theme
The Black Mass Communications Pro-

ject, BMCP, should be applauded for their

choice in lecturers.

The appearance of Kris Parker, better

known as KRS-ONE was a refreshing

break from the monotonous tone this cam-

pus has become accustomed to.

Douglas Greer

If this lecture were to become a course of-

fered here at the University of

Massachusetts it would be listed as Black

101, with a description to teach African

persons living in America what they should

know.
To say that you agree with what KRS-

ONE said is to say that ypu agree with a

long line of African leaders from Marcus

Garvey to Louis Farrakhan, who have been

condemned by America.

With his witty use of the English

language, KRS-ONE attacked everyone in

eluding African fraternities and European

attitudes.

He did this without hurting feelings, but

rather as if he were teaching fact, in

regards to the roles that one respectively

acts upon in America.

In reality, what effect does KRS-ONE, or

any other lecturer for that matter, have on

the minds of the people who attend.

Hopefully one would think that it would

have some effect, but realistically there is

very little effect. This is because those who

attend the lectures already have their own

idea of what AMERTKKKA, is all about^

Wouldn't it be great if in the middle of

a Hispanic dance, or a Cape Verdean. or a

Asian dance, the door would lock and so-

meone would put on a tape of KRS-ONE's

lecture. Maybe this would make them

realize that their skin has color in it too.

Whether you agree or disagree with

Parker's attack on Christianity, his attack

on AMERIKKKA, or his attack on the

educational system, we must all agree as

a whole, and this includes the African com

munity, the European community and also

the Puerto Rican, Cape Verdean, and

Asian communities, with Parker's mam
theme.

Coltrane; A love supreme
Editor's Note: This is the first in a two-

part series about John Coltrane's music, his

convictions and his culture.

September 23, 1926, John William Col-

trane was bcrn. By the time he was in his

early twenties, he was beginning to make

some noise in the music world. A few years

later he was playing with the great Miles

Davis group of the fifties. In 1967 he under

went a great spiritual change, becoming

deeply religious, a vegetarian, giving up

alcohol and drugs. In fact, his only "vice"

was the occasional cigar or pipe which he

would indulge in. During the early and

middle sixties, Trane forced the edge of the

envelope of the jazz world. He sent the

music in countless new directions, while in-

fluencing saxophonists from Cannonball

Adderly to Pharoah Sanders.

fames Molesworth

Yet these are only brief encapsulates of

highlights on the life of a man whose in-

fluence was not only felt in music, but in

the people who played with him, and heard

him play. Of all these "highlights," the one

that perhaps is the most important, is his

music of the sixties.

'During the year 1957, I experienced, by

the grace of God, a spiritual awakening

which was to lead me to a richer, fuller,

more productive life. At that time, in

Sisters not only for sisters

GMAT GRE LSAT GMAT GRE LSAT GMAT GRE LSAT

By MONIQUE TABON
Collegian Staff

This past Sunday evening Jomandi Pro-

ductions Inc., of Atlanta brought to the

UMass campus a professional production

called SISTERS, written by Marsha

Jackson. An exhilerating account of two

women's struggle to overcome their per-

sonal biases and class differences,

SISTERS appealed to the masses of people

through its parlor-room style of explicitly

frank "girl talk."

The mixed audience ofmen and women,

Black and White alike; they seemed to

have identified with this comedy that dared

to testify to the many strengths and

s^crtffces of the modern Black woman and

cnTcTby X;53-^%
hnma™ to African-American history. For

Sf historical survival "techniques"

Snt from Ma'dear, her dead grandmother.

Sharlene Ross as Miss Olivia Delphine

Williams, is the unfortunate recipient of

both Cassie's and Ma'dear's advice. Miss

Olivia, "a chocolate covered mint," accor

ding to Cassie, is a corporate American

woman, or rather, so she thought. Reality

and gut-wrenching truth was a bitter dou

ble dose that Miss Olivia, could not, and for

a time, would not accept. Her missed op-

portunity at a view from "the top of the

tower" had Olivia trapped between who

she thought she was; an accountant ex-

ecutive, and who she actually was; a Black

woman. .

Triumph and defeat intertwine to form

a coiled story of sisters' endurance in

American society that somehow always

seem to have a yard or so of loose ends.

Whether those loose ends include personal

struggles or politics, they ^TOgS^
step in the way of progress. In Slblkrto,

Olivia'a loose ends happen to promote

escapism, weakness, and being a

workaholic. For sassy Cassie, her loose

ends were her lost dreams and low self

esteem that kept her from being all that

she could be.

Photo by J*

Above is a photo of Krfc Parker, better known, aa
"gj^fliil

He appeared at the Universities Fine Arta Center on March 2, 1991.

gratitude, I humbly asked to be given the

means and priviledge to make others hap-

py through music.
1

Music is an understatement. African-

American music is unique, not only

because of its reliance on improvisation,

nor because it is America's only truly in-

digenous art form, but because of its func-

tion. ALL "jazz" music serves a purpose,

every single note. The music was spawned

out of the wretched conditions imposed on

the African-American during slavery. A

time which many would not have been able

to survive were it not for the music which

they sang and created while being forced

from their homeland by the slave traders

of the West.

The Trane is the embodiment of African-

American music. While the music of the

18th and 19th centuries served to ease the

suffering of a people, Trane's music also

served a purpose. It provided a haven to a

people whose destiny was changing at a

furious rate. It still does. Trane's music is

functional, for the human spirit, much the

way the earlier spirituals and work songs

were.

True, there are others who make fine ex-

amples of the greatness of African-

American music. Lester Young, who after

spending several debilitating months in

the army in 1944, could play notes that

would weigh even the lightest of hearts.

Yet during Young's time, the status of the

African-American did not change, it re-

mained steadfastly despondent. Trane liv-

ed amd played through one of the most

dynamic and tumultuous times in the

history of the African American, the Civil

Rights movement of the sixties.

James Molesworth is a Collegian staff

member.

Especially for You

Hahcaie &) Beauty Boutiqu

specializing in Afro-American

Hair Care and Beauty Products

206 Russell Si., Rt. 9

Hadley; 586-6622

Free Delivery

within

5 College Area
i
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Professor Ibrahim^

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

sion the U.S. looked at was whether they

Llf-determination or their "ght^hoose

their own representatives. I doubt it tne

U S i^omg to negotiate with anyone on

this issue," he saidLHe was very skept^ca

of the success of Secretary of State James

Baker's planned peace-seeking mission to

thId^^e role of the Intifada, the

Palestinian uprising in the occupied ter-

ritories, he said it has been enormously suc-

cessful. Its most important achievement

have been the articulation of the move-

ment's vision and ideology.

"It has made a significant difference to

the lives of the Palestinians he said. 1

has also exposed Israel for what it is. It has

shown that Israel is not a benign power.

Thompson
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Abu-Lughod

Israel has not been successful in suppress

ing the Intifada."

As for Syria, Abu-Lughod said President

Hafez Al-Assad was worried about its safe-

ty. "It is possible that Syria will sign a

Camp David-type agreement with Israel,"

he said. ... ,

Abu-Lughod also addressed the issue of

expatriate Palestinians and Middle East

experts who have denied the linkage bet

ween the Palestinian movement for self

determination and the Iraqi Baathist par

ty's attempt to break hegemonic control in

the region. "Iraq has historically supported

the Palestinian movement even before Sad

dam Hussein was born," Abu-Lughod said

"Saddam did not invent this linkage."

Addressing the future of the Middle East

as a whole, he said there are two possible

future models: the Latin American model

of exploitation and domination, or the

African model of underdevelopment and

dismemberment.

AH-CHOO - An admirer examines the results of 2,500 bulbs planted

1 forthis year's flower show at Smith College. Story, page 3.
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1S now allowed to bring Kowalski home two

weekends every month, and Kowalski i

parents have finally withdrawn from the

case, she said.

Thompson urged everyone to assign a

"durable power of attorney," which she

said allows a person to name a guardian

while competent for any possible future

situation where one might become

incompetent.

She bitterly criticized the Minnesota

court system and said homophobia hurt

Kowalski's recovery process. After the

court awarded guardianship to Kowalski s

parents, she was moved from a rehabilita-

tion center in Duluth to a nursing home

near her parents, where Thompson

her rehabilitation stopped.

"After being at the home for two and .1

half years her legs could not be straighten

ed beyond a ninety-degree angle and her

feet were curled into cramped little balls,

she said.

Thompson says if she and Kowalski had

been out' from the beginning, this entire

court battle might not have happened.

"People have to understand the isms in

this case," she said. "This case was not

about a bitter lesbian who lost her lover.

It was about a differently-abled being

denied all her rights, being put away and

allowed to deteriorate against her will."

ONE GET ONE FREE
Two Large Eggs, 2 Strips of Bacon,

2 Sausage links, & 2 Pancakes.

Buy a Big Breakfast and get
anotherjust Ske it!

I

Chicken Pot Pie

TWO With Salad
MUST BE PRESENTED AT TIME OF ORDER

Cannot be used with anv other offer or discountcoupon.

Valid 7 days a week. Expires March 15, lOTl

Coupon good for all persons in party. Umit 1 coupon per purchase

OPEN i"
Sun-Thurs | A ...»| II_1I^ .1 25?„

Citizen

Discount
10% anytime

Eating Place ** "•*~uponl
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pon good tor an persons in pany. ww i wmw v*

Fri & Sat
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24 HOURS
NEXT TO SUPER STOP & SHOP RTE. 9 HADLEY/AMHEPST 25G48BS

I

I

I

I

I

I

joouJ art*

charlie'0
l Pray St., Amherst- 549-5403 • Open l lam

7 days a Wee'

Kitchen open til midnight

Game Room with 2 pool tables

Tonight 10c Beer Steamed Baby Franks
9:00p.m. — 12:00 a.m.

:
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Beer of the Month: Drink of the Week: |
! MOLSON BOTTLES $ 1 .85 Hawaiian Punch $ 1 .50 g

Food Giveaways
Mon. 10 cent Mozzarella Sticks 9pm- 12am

Tues. 10 cent Buffalo Wings 9pm- 12am
Wed 25cent Pizza Slices and 99 cent Nachos 9pm- 12am

Thurs 10 cent Beer Steamed Baby Franks 9pm- 12am
Sunday 10 cent Potato Skins 9pm- 12am
WE ACCEPT MC-VISA-AMEX

More POWs released,

rebellions flare in Iraq
By LAURA KING
The Associated Press

Thirty-five allied prisoners of war, in-

cluding 15 Americans, arrived yesterday in

Saudi Arabia from Iraq. Saddam Hussein's

security forces struggled to put down

rebellions flaring in the north and south.

The allies also freed the first Iraqi POWs

yesterday, about 300 out of more than

63,000 held by coalition forces. They left

northern Saudi Arabia for Baghdad aboard

two planes, the U.S. military said.

The turmoil in Iraq was underscored

yesterday by word from Baghdad radio that

Saddam had fired his interior minister and

Flight surgeon Maj. Rhonda Cor-

num

appointed a cousin to the post.

The new minister, Ali Hassan al-Majid,

crushed a rebellion by Kurdish separatists

in the north two years ago in which govern-

ment forces used chemical weapons. He

also served as governor of Iraq's former

"19th province" — Kuwait.

Saddam also sought to make sure his

most loyal troops stay loyal. Baghdad radio

said soldiers of the Republican Guards

would be given a $300-a-month pay raise.

It said that was in recognition of their

"heroic stands in the mother of all battles."

In the confrontation with allied forces,

the Republican Guard was routed.

The allied POWs arrived at an air base

in the Saudi capital, Riyadh, aboard a

chartered Red Cross plane, where they

were greeted by allied Commander Gen. H.

Norman Schwarzkopf and other officials.

The POWs were turned over to the Red

Cross in Baghdad on Tuesday, but high

winds and poor visibility delayed their

departure from Iraq.

Yesterday, under the supervision of Red

Cross representatives, they left their

Baghdad hotel and boarded a bus for the

airport. All were clad in yellow jumpsuits

emblazoned with the letters PW, and all

appeared in generally good condition.

In addition to the 15 Americans, the freed

captives included nine Britons, nine

Saudis, an Italian and a Kuwaiti. The

release of the prisoners was among peace

terms laid down by the victorious allies.

Date rape discussed
Prevention explained at workshop

By AMY PRENDERGAST
Collegian Correspondent

Date rape is not only a women's issue,

according to two educator/advocates

from the Everywoman's Center, who

gave a date rape workshop Tuesday in

Cance Residence Hall. ^^
"Date rape is not sex. It is a violent

crime and against the law. Women

have control over theii own bodies,

and this needs to be made public.

"

— Kay Pfeiffa, educator/'advocate at the

Everywoman's Center

Educator/advocates Debbie Butler and

Kay Pfeiffer discussed the definition of

date rape, issues of responsibility, and

prevention with about 20 persons.

A handout distributed by the

Everywoman's Center said date rape is

defined as forced, manipulated, or coerc

ed sexual intercourse by a friend or an

acquaintance.

According to the FBI, date rape is the

most common act of violence against

college-age women. One in five college

women will be raped in her college

career, and 57 percent of those rapes

will be in dating situations, according

to the brochure.

"Date rape is not sex," Pfeiffer said.

"It is a violent crime and against the

law. Women have control over their own

bodies, and this needs to be made

public."

Butler said, "Men have to take respon-

sibility for their actions and learn to

respect a 'no' at face value."

The workshop covered several preven-

tion strategies. Butler and Pfeiffer urg-

ed women to communicate what they

want, and set clear limits for sexual

behavior. Women should also establish

the identity of a person before going out

with him, and trust their instincts if

uncertain about someone, they said.

"If you have reported a rape, you do

not necessarily have to file charges. We
urge all victims of rape to call our

24-hour hotline." The hotline number is:

545-0800."

FREE RENT OPTION

Brandywine offers Country

Living with convenience

• On UMass Bus Route • Nearby Shopping • Situated

on well landscaped acres with pond.

• One and two bedroom apartments include fully equipped
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• Swimming pool, laundry facilities, responsive

management.
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and stove).

BRANDYWINE AT AMHERST
16 Brandywine Drive, Amherst

Rental Office Open Daily 104

Limited Time Offer - 549-0600

Room, with a view. More than 300 courses; 3,000 students;

and 50,000 square feet of beach.
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Indian prime minister resigns
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By VIJAY JOSH!
The Associated Press

NEW DELHI, India - Prime Minister Chandra

Shekhar resigned yesterday, saying he can no longer run

his minority government because of manipulation by

former Indian leader Rajiv Gandhi.

Chandra Shekhar's dramatic declaration in Parliament

touched off an immediate political uproar. Even some op-

position politicians who had criticized the prime minister

in the past yesterday upbraided Gandhi's Congress Par

ty, India's largest.

Gandhi has made a series of ill-disguised power plays

in recent weeks. His party boycotted Parliament on Tues

day and yesterday over alleged police surveillance of his

official residence in the outskirts of the capital.

Chandra Shekhar said he asked President Ramaswamy

Venkataraman, who accepted his resignation, to arrange

for new elections, instead of trying to patch together

another minority government. The prime minister said

he would continue in office until new arrangements are

made.
"The president has assured me that he will take a deci-

sion within 24 hours," Chandra Shekhar told reporters

outside the presidential palace.

Chandra Shekhar, 63, took office Nov. 10 after helping

to engineer the downfall of V.P. Singh, the prime minister

from the Janata Dal party who succeeded Gandhi.

In his minority coalition government, Chandra Shekhar

needed the support of the Congress Party to remain in

power. Without that backing, Chandra Shekhar's Janata

Dai-Socialist party, a faction of Janata Dal, was given no

chance of passing any legislation in Parliament.

"This house cannot continue as an honest legislature,

Chandra Shekhar said as he announced his resignation

with his voice cracking. "I cannot run the government in

keeping with their [the Congress Party's] behavior. Be-

ing betrayed is not bad, but to betray is bad."

Chandra Shekhar said he could understand when his

actions were criticized by opposition parties, but he call

AP photo

Rajiv Gandhi

ed the Congress Party's actions "irresponsible.

Before his announcement, opposition members bitterly

criticized him for running a "puppet" government con

trolled by "puppeteer" Gandhi. Afterward, some opposi

tion members echoed his sentiments.

Mon.-Frl.: 1130 am-12.30 am
Sat * Sun : 50C pm-12.30 am

INFORMATION DATABANK

Do you have questions?

We have answers!

The goal of the Information Data Bank (IDB) is to make a sometimes

seemingly complex institution easier to comprehend and negotiate.

IDB isa walk-in and telephone referral service which maintains information on

UNve^admhistrative and academic policies and procedures; schedules

(e a bus °brary, athletic); listings of campus events (e.g., lectures, seminars.

coLrtmoS weather reports; health and public safety issues; housing

anS foodTeS information; student organizations and activities; and a

variety of other topics.

If you don't know how to get there from here call the

Information Data Bank.

IDB is

L

Last year IDB served more than 8.000 individuals.

located in Whitmore, in the lobby at the top of the ramp (north side)

Telephone 545- 1555

V,W^W/^//^/^/^WMA^«^.VXV.'.WAV
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- GLB Fomm z

THURSDAY, MARCH 7
r^mmis" will

Workshop - "Addressing Homophobm^ Camp^8^
hP nresented by Jean and Jim Genasci ofP FLAG (tyems

atd^Tenlsof Lesbians and Gays) from 4-6 p.m. at Smith

C
tl

e
-
n Wtl^ a comedy, will be show* by The

Pr^am for Gay, iTbian and Biserual Concerns at 7 p.m.

in the UMass Campus Center 803.
_

Performance - Singer/Songwriter Rachel Alpert will

perform at 10 p.m. at Smith College in the Davis

Ballroom.

FRIDAY, MARCH 8 .. „ ... __M Pav
Coffee Social - The Lesbian Bisexual and Gay

Alliance's weekly coffee social will be held from 3-6 p.m.

in Campus Center room 803.

Saturday, March 9

SlflUnDRV

^ 8 am-11 pm • 7 days

Dance _ A dance sponsored by SAGA for GLB students

will be held at 10 p.m. at Hampshire College in the Din-

ing Commons. Admission is $2-$3.

MONDAY, MARCH 11

Committee - The Committee to discuss Awareness

Week events will be meeting at 4:30 p.m. in the LBGA

office.

TUESDAY, MARCH 12

Potluck - There will be a potluck for GLB students at

6 p.m. in Dakin House Living Room at Hampshire

C
°Ra^

e

Ses8ion - The Lesbian and Bisexual Women's

Union will have their weekly discussion at 8:30 p.m. in

Student Union room 413.

• Coin Operated Washers and Dryers

• State of the Art Machines

• Snack Bar

• Big Screen T.V.

• Pool Table and Video Games
COUPOH

,UUtwil — .^^aaaiBaai•^bT
$1.00 OFF any size

washer

Limit 1 coupon per visit

expires April 1, 1991

$2.50 OFF
Drop Off Service

Wash, Dry and Fold

12 lbs. minimum
Limit 1 coupon per visit

expires April 1, 1991 j

6 UnhrersUv Drive-Next to Louis Foods-Amherst (413) 549-2640

CoU*«Ub photo by Sata Kay*

IN THE CAMERA EYE - Brett Jenkins of

classic rock band Dangerous Papers cranks

out a tune last Saturday night at a house par-

ty in Amherst-

Board of Governors-

PRESENTS

CASINC NIGHT
TO BENEFIT

Thursday. March 7. 1991

8:00 PM-100 AM

Campus Center Auditorium

$5.00 Admission - Does not

include individual wagers at

betting tables.

Black Jack
Roulette

Wheel of Fortune

Craps
Chuck-A-Luck

'V' W ~J Liquor Store

Natural Light

case 1 2 oz cans

$9.99

Millar Genuine Draft

suitcase cans

$12.79

LIVE ENTERTAINMENT

REFRESHMENTS 8c HORS D'OEUVRFS

WILL BE SERVED

WINNINGS AWARDED
IN CASH

PROPER DRESS REQUESTED

Jamason
Irish Whiskey
750 ml

$12.99

Samual Adama
Boston Lager
case 12oz bottles

$17.79

Gordon's Vodka
1 L

$7.99

Coor's Ught
12 pack bottles

$6.99

SAMUELADAMS

Koch's Golden
Anniversary Boar
case 16 oz bottles

Clan McGregor Scotch
1.75 L

CO-SPONSORED BY

COLLEGIAN

PRODUCED BY SEAN Llr NAN

irm»li*l»Wi>ii

SPHINGFIllD *tSt SPWNOHflO

$15.49
$9.49

Sapporo Dry Japanese Beer Jgff**
0,n

case12 oz bottles
750ml

$11.99 $11-99

,v.....v>>.^;.^'^^^
^

338 College St. (Rt. 9) Amherst 253-5384 ^ J
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THE FAR SIDE

By GARY LARSON

NO, MAN, I rMnt .

/ 0N£i v

ray?
My
HI6H

I'M CHARUJTB PETERS,

YE3, THeOVPmPILOTMW
MA'AM 1 Ft£WrOUH0&.HOWW

MAX/NO
OUT9

REAL 6009.
captain, rrs

NI&OFXXJ
T0O€CK

ANYTHING
ICANDO
FOR.Y0U*

I

Y&, MA'AM.
COULQYOU
PROPTre
MORAieom-
GRFFOMA
&SA1H&GH1*

mi. ITS
A0AIN5T
REGULA-
TIONS'. BUT...

I OKAY. OKAY,

ICAN
TAK5A
HINT 1

QUOTE OF THE DAY
"

. . .while photographs may not

lie. liars may photograph."

- Lewis Wickes Hine, photographer

DAILY CROSSVORD PUZZLE
Edited By TRUDE rtlCHEL JAfFE

p^?~Z,j,d.UL "Hey, look . . . you knew when you married me

that I was a non-working breed."

CALVIN AND HOBBES By BILL VATTERSON

*K OftDlNAM CUCtTKU CM4

WH OfcR. GO IAVUS AJK HOUR

k UvJH*U OH UMIDLS DO k

^^^_ QoMHIR Of TW,

.

H
t>0 MKK CATS

AQ£ SO GREW/
NEIL H0MMIS
DOK^ AW5ET0
BE SO FKST Ofc

SOSVRCNG
BECAVJSE KK
SoKvKM5JW«7B?

I

IF CATS Afct SO GREAT. HOVl

CO*t JV£i 0OKT HAMt OfiS,

OR. ROCVETS, OR- BoABS,

OR. H0CIEAR...0M.. REACTORS/

OR ..OR... I WEAK...

\

M) NE CAH SEE S\% TIMES

BETTER tf" NIGHT TVAN ^00

_ ,CAU' S\+ TIKES'

•£Tr\\ AND iEM, TAUC

ACROSS
1 Geological fault

5 Clear soup

10 Beach of

Springs

14 Steinbeck

character

15 River of

forgetfuiness

16 Taiwan Strait

island

17 Jim Farley was
one

19 Construction

piece

20 Competitors

<u Tomorrow in

Toledo

23 Unwi*-

vessels

24 Disney et a!

25 Late night rerun

27 Bareloot role

for Ava

30 H"ps !>'

31 Bart or Belie

33
ordeals

14 Sw.ne

36 Viscous mud
38 Where to find

P»erre Abbr

39 Musical set m
Argentina

4 1 One of the

Philippines

43 Approves
informally

44 Took offense

46 Regard with

'ev«*rer>ce

48 Suspicious

49 Disregard

50 Ancient capital

ot Laconia

52 Life is painting

— . not doing •

sum
56 Wee on

57 Men of great

power
59 D'irik lor the

Pinafore crew

60 Type of velvet

61 Took off

62 At this point

63 Side lac.inq a

64 East ot the

Urals

DOWN
1 1948 Hitchcock

movie

2 Sacred picture

3 Pugilist s

weapon
4 Group of tour

ceils

5 Afghans

6 Takes a

breather

7 Giant Mel and
family

8 Common title

Starter

9 George — Ruth

10 Arp and Ernst

1

1

Embassy
resident

12 Bank business

13

Breckinridge

Vidai novel

18 Mantle s

teammate
22 Ctioir vorce

24 Like some
wood

25 Shade of green

26 Senator

27 Lamented
28 Quench

29 Petitions

30 Copycat
32 Kirstie of

Cheers

35 Lowly lodgings

al sea

37 Light cotton

fabrics

40 Dill

of yore

42 Command
45 Musical Maria

and her brood

47 Canadian
capital

49 PGA events

50 Sound o»

relief

51 Minute opening

52 — time never

53 Native

Americans

54 Artist Gutdo —
55 tComo —

1

58 Morsel for a

Morgan

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE
HC L A P

A.E R

P A I

i r~ !
'

1

1

rir-'i • p 1
T- li IJ TT

14

|

H '

11

R T M

H

7i

|ji
T^

I kpjnr

r
|ii 1 i

"
1

in 1 II

nr

FROTTER
By GARRY PORTER

Hi PARUU&- HCU0

H£'S GOT SUCH

^D MIS &V6S

Ate so
BeAUDFUL.

MENU
LUNCH

Chicken burrito

Tri-county fair sandwich

5ASICS LUNCH
Garden .sandwich

Chicken burrito

DINNER
Roast pork

.Vatloaf

5AS1CS DINNER
Cheese nut loaf

Tomato/cauliflover <. asserole

YOUR DAILY HOROSCOPE
By JEANE DIXON

TANGELO PIE
By Tin SNIffEN

r. f{{ fcrfi tot MS

| tWf to, (jod5aid:
t

be birds, I *£: \.m

kvA ksr bur «# kasr, God said, Leh

m H7A briverallotiso****™ ft*
.

bus after it's pulled away nom me
J

SNOORY LANSON
A O^^ By E. VEZINA & R. SHAUGHNESSY

AMIS (March 21-AprH 19): Look

forward to an upbeat dayl By even-

ing, you wi know the satisfaction of

having won an Important battle of

wits. Domestic affairs reaulre pa-

tience. Be wining to compromise

TAURUS (Apr* 20-May 20): A

member of the opposite sex Is the

major factor In apersonal decision

you make today. A career choice

Is involved. You resolve to forge an

Important aionce. Repay old debts

and favors.

OfMINI (May 21-June 20): Seek

the advice of your old friends. They

may be able to shed new Ught on

how you should proceed. Good
luck Is your secret any. Beneficial

changes are In the wind.

CANCIR (June 21-Junly 22):

Unexpected developments can

slow progress. Stick to the trled-

and-true. Someone you hhave long

admired wi contact you. Count on

close friends to go to bat for you.

HO (July 23-Aug 22): A decision

could be taken out of your hands

An Influential associate wi be sym-

pathetic. Concentrate on taking

care of a family obligation Preven-

tive safety measures are worth the

cost.

VIROO (Aug 23-Sept 22): Exercise

special caution when handling

money. Temporary problems with

your mate can be easily resolved If

you are toctfuL Wart a wnle before

trying to contact a prominent

friend.

LIMA (Sept 23-Oct 22): You may

have to pinch pennies now.

especially where household pur-

chases are concerned Your

creative Juices wi flow freety this

afternoon You make a dynamic

impression on someone special.

SCORPIO (Oct 23-Nov 21): New

trends denote a welcome financial

development. Travel could give you

the opportunity to accomplish

several alms at one time Be a

goodwill ambassador to your

associates. Spend more auanty

Mme with offspring

CAPRICORN (Dec 22-Jan 19):

Shifting priorities cause changes m

your basic plan. This Is a highly sen-

sitive time for romance; be conser-

vative. Sebe an opportunity to sow

seeds for future financial security.

AQUARIUS (Jan 20-Feb 18): Pro-

gressive projects are favored at

work. Make long-range plans adn

put any extra money Into a savings

account. A yen for exciting

romance could lead you in a new

direction. Be careful

PISCCS (Feb 19-March 20): Do

not let fear of failure prevent you

from trying new things. Take any

setbacks In stride. Your day is com-

ing! A friend tries to wangle an in-

vitation to a special event

JO v^

A <*&
1*1

^"U V\>.. \*J A ~~*

V"\*
\J"

TODAYS STAFF
Niqht Editor rtari0 S^' 1" 1 "

Copy Editor V«M Dkw
Photo Technician

"'"'

Production Supervisor SeftMwinIa

Typesetter
him Insuw

Production Si* Tlcketless. Bonin >. AB

Crafflx. .-^ik. UtihV BeeWe. Terr. Su-phcu l-iilwn
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With exhibition games on the horizon, money talks loom
,. . ,_.. * *i „,u.ua <iW «,wirwil treatments and anti-inflamatory drugs.

By RONALD BLUM
The Associated Press

Jack Armstrong and Joe Oliver of the Cincinnati Reds

and Texas Rangers' pitchers Kevin Brown and Kenny

Rogers didn't like their contracts, so they picked up and

left spring training on Tuesday.

The significance of the walkouts will not be clear until

Wednesday, the mandatory reporting date under the col-

lective bargaining agreement. That also is the date

American League MVP Rickey Henderson is expected to

report to the Oakland Athletics.

As teams prepared for exhibition openers on Thursday

and Friday, the offseason money battles went on. The

players, all of whom fall short of arbitration eligibility,

were renewed at salaries of their team's choosing

"I don't want to start playing for the money," said Arm

strong, renewed for A$215,00.

•Tm not happy with the treatment I've gotten, Oliver

said. "I just wanted to make a statement.*'

Brown had his contract renewed by Texas for *327,5UU,

a 50.2 percent raise. Rogers was renewed at $287,500, a

105.4 percent raise.

"This is not the way to build a relationship for the

future
" Brown said. 'I'm not demanding all the money

in the world. I don't think that way. I just wanted a chance

for the market to show what a fair number would be.

If the players fail to return on Wednesday, they can be

fined. _ , T

its not the right approach," Reds manager Lou

Piniella said, "but then they have to make their own deci-

sions."

In other spring training news:

Players on the Athletics are taking up a collection for

Henderson, who thinks he's underpaid at $12 million for

four years and wants to renegotiate.

A collection bottle was placed near the entrance to the

trainer's room and it was full of greenbacks of varying

denominations by the end of Tuesday's workout

On the bottle was a handwritten message: "Rickey Ap-

preciation Fund. Not Tax Deductible."

The San Francisco Giants agreed to a five-year leaseto

continue training at Scottsdale, Ariz., through l^The
city will build a new $7 million, 10,000 seat stadium

which will open next year. The current stadium was built

in 1956 and seats 5,000.

Don Robinson threw 15 minutes of batting practice after

learning he has an inflamed rotator cuff. He will seek a

second opinion.

"I threw and everything felt normal, Robinson said.

"The MRI revealed the inflammation, but Dr. Richard Col-

lins said it was difficult to interpret the results because

of all the previous work on my shoulder."

Philadelphia Phillies pitcher Ken Howell appears to

have a bone spur in his pitching shoulder and may miss

four-to-six weeks if X-rays confirm the preliminary

diagnosis.

Howell, who was disabled last Aug 1 and missed the re-

mainder ofthe season, reported pain while throwing Mon

day and was sent to a nearby radiology clinic.

Atlanta Braves outfielder Tommy Gregg, who led the

major leagues in pinch hits last season with 18, missed

practice with a strained lower back he aggravated dur-

ing stretching exercises.

Trainer Dave Pursley said Gregg will miss three days

to a week with the injury. He has prescribed rest,

whirlpool treatments and anti-inflamatory drugs.

Jeff Robinson, obtained from the Detroit Tigers on Jan.

12 for catcher Mickey Tettleton, was told by Baltimore

manager Frank Robinson that he's virtually locked up a

spot in the Baltimore Orioles' rotation. Jeff Robinson pit

ched two inning in Tuesday's intersquad game, a day after

he had arm spasms, which were found not to be serious.

World Series MVP Jose Mjo participated in full drills

for the first time since having two wisdom teeth extracted

last week. He threw 10 minutes ofbatting practice wear-

ing a black mask.

Infielder Randy Velande and the New York Yankees

are clashing over $20,000. The team is offering $155,000

and he says: "It's a slap in the face."

AP photo

SHOWING HIS STUFF - Boston Red Sox pitcher DanaDlMM^ds^ough
a delivery as manager Joe Morgan looks on during practice at Chain O Lakes Stadium

in Winter Haven, Florida. _^____^_

%xg^M*^mlM
The Break You've Been Waiting For...

1 % off storewide
Thursday, March 7—Sunday, March 10

J'RICH
CLOTHING FOR MEN

N. Pleatonl St . Amhersf/253-2013 • 22 Masonic St . Northompton/S86~6336 OPEN 7 Da

Multiply Your $winf$...Jt Liquors a

WINE i LIQUORS
- 1< : 3 "ioi ocljii :e;cs>

f^^^BUD $i9"
^f§ DRY '* M

case of 24
1?oz. carts

GALLO 2 "fcS**
CLASSICS Tj. OR

MIX OR MATCH *fcj^ '2
l

GUINNESS GOLD $ i Q99
CAl V PMITJ? 1ft <N ' 5?^lP._SAL* PRICE 183*

VWL-IN-REBATE S.00

CHABUS. RHINE, BURGUN0T.HNHO4A8IJS,
CH.CHENNM
ICOCMBAM)

RED ROSE, BLUSHCHEMN BLANC,

AnaROME
case of 24-12 oz. bottles I

CINZANO
AST! SPUMANTE

ase oi m-u oz. ponies
|

HARP LAGER $13?l'
SALElBJi AFTER *BaTEHMM 5J» cased 24-12 oz.twtttes

PIELS DRAFT «jg*
loose cans4 LIGHT

$Q49
%J t DEP

$fi99W790ML

JAMESON IRISH

WHISKEY
$10991

I 4fc750WL

LANGUAGE

$099
V50ML

C0USIN0-MACUL $999
CHARDOHNAY W750ML

KNICKERBOCKER
case of 2416 oz.

export bottles

99
+ DEP.

FRANZIA $
BAGINAB0X ^
BUSHmmaiMACHf

RON ROBERTO
RUM $099W 1.75L

'$**$%<** $24?£

or MASSACHUsrm

Englsri as

a Second language
Intensive Day Classes

Part Time Eve. Classes

TOEFL Preparation

Classes begin 4/1/91

Registration 3/6-3/22/91

Amherst Creamery Bkjg.

ISO Fearing St. Ste. 29
256-4065

ScagrantsT $Q99
II SALE 12.99 w 175L;SALE 12.99

IAAIL4M-REBATE -3J0Q

-01 respsnjizie 'cr

lypoj'tp*-!:*! errors

9am to 11pm
Monday thru Saturday

$8

i mimec aa
HADLEY

Campus Plaza Poute 9

253-9344

<* TWO
LOCATIONS

HOLYOKE
3D Lincoln St.

534-4555

AFTER REBATE

SALE PRICES
VJRS 3.07-sl THTJ

/.'ED 3-13-91

TeieCheck

Student Uravel
Catalog!

Everything you need to

know about:

•Student Travel

• Air Fares

* Rail Passes

• Car Rental/Leasing

•Work Abroad

•Study Abroad

•Int'l Student & Teacher ID

A MUCH MORE!!!

CALL for your FREE copyl

Council Travel
79 So. Pleasant St.

Amherst
413-236-1&61
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Red Sox scrimmage benefits local youth
WINTER HAVEN, Fla. (AP) - Wade

Boggs and Tony Pena homered and Tim

Naehring lined a two-run double as the

Bernardinos beat the Brumbrys 5-3 in six

innings Wednesday in the Boston Red Sox'

only intrasquad game of the training

s6dson.

Boggs led off the game against rookie

Derek Livernois by hitting a 1-1 pitch into

a Jetstream wind, the ball carrying far over

the fence to the right of the 420-foot mark

in dead center.

Pena who singled and scored on Naehr-

ing's double in the second broke a 3-3 tie

with a long homerun over the fence near

the 380-foot mark in left-center off rookie

left-hander Tom Fischer in the fourth. It

was the only hit off Fischer in two im-

pressive innings, but he was the loser.

With one out in the second, Phil Plantier

walker and took second on Pena's infield

hit. Naehring followed with a line double

to left-center, scoring Plantier and Pena.

Coach Dick Bernardino's squad added an

insurance against Josias Manzanillo in the

fifth. With two outs, Mike Brumley walk-

ed and scored on Jack Clark's line double

to left-center.

Coach Al Bubmry's squad scored two

runs in the first on a walk, a double down

the left-field line by Jody Reed and a pair

of infield grounders by Mike Greenwell and

Mike Marshall against rookie Scott Taylor.

The Brumbry's tied the score in the se-

cond when two walks and a single by Louis

Rivera loaded the bases and John Moses hit

a pop fly single to right-center. Jeff Plymp-

triathalon club

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 16

the National Championships and the

Iron Man competitions taking place in

October. The reason for the later start

for triathlons is because the first leg of

the competitions usually involve swim-

ming in either lakes or oceans and the

water and air temperatures are too cold

for the activity any earlier.

The club is looking forward to sue

cessful year of competition, which

members hop to include qualifying as

many athletes as possible for the Na
tional Championships, according to

Schwankert.
Member Peter Vananburgh qualified

for the National Biathlon Champion

ships last year and Michael Stebe

qualified for the National Triathlon

Championships. Schwankert hopes that

more athletes from the club will qualify

this year.

I expect that the guys who qualified

last year will go again this year,"

Schwankert said. "Hopefully MOM other

athletes will qualify also."

ton replaced Taylor and retired Reed and

Greenwell with the bases loaded. Plymp

ton, a rookie right-hander from the Univer

sity of Maine, allowed just one hit in the

next two innings to earn the victory.

Veteran Tony Fossas, signed to a minor

league contract for a trial with Boston, pro-

tected the lead with two perfect innings, in-

cluding two strikeouts.

AP pboto

CREATIVE CARRYING - Boston Red Sox pitcher Greg Harris watches

JSZEEnPardon throw while his glove rests cover**^ head dur-

ing practice at Chain O' Lakes Stadium in Winter Haven, Florida.

SONY • JVC • TECHNICS • AIWA • PANASONIC • iKARP • TDK • MAXELL

STEREO BLUES?
UNDERGROUND SOUND

CAN HELP
UNDERGROUND SOUND has been an expert, cost effective

repair service ?or home audio, car audio, video components

and musical instrument amplifiers since 1981. We also sell

new and used components and install car audio sys-ems at

competitive rates. Stop Procrastinating—Get it Fixed—Listen

To Music— Be Happy.

UNDERGROUND SOUND • 103 NORTH PLEASANT STREET. AMHERST. MA • 253-9507

WE ARE LOCATED BENEATH PANDA EAST RESTAURANT

Classifieds
C0Ms rom oou*™

^~^™*™<«*™-»™>™™"™™™-™m^" WORD/DAY FOR STUDENTS

ACTIVITIES

CELEBRATE INTERNATIONAL
WOMEN'S DAY

Frtday. March 8th in th* Cape Cod lounge

9am- 1pm Food, art, moalc, and poetry

HAKSIS HOOPLA B COMING Gat some
friends together and atari practicing for

Haigis Hoopla, an out of doom 3 on 3

basketball t**trv*l sponsored by the UMass
Sport Management Program and WHMP
FM Festival win take place April 26-28 Lor*

for registration material* In th* coming

month and prepare for a weekend of fun,

friends, food, and basketball

THE RACQUETBALL TEAM w« be holding

a mealing In tha baeement of Wheeler

tonight at 8:30pm New m^1"?!"! are
,

•"

couriged to extendi CM Bob 8-2788 or John

8-4811 for information

iSTjEEP WRANOLERV6 *utomat.c

MofiSm. mad blue*, W^cktop and

interior Much more $7595 -546-314Z

19M HONOA CRX 5apsNver good condi-

tSrmSBO 253-9880, Mart

condrtiorv 2 door co^AM/FM cMsefte

onty 9900 mites- 1 <»^?^S2%£
beat ofler CM Bruce at 258-1215 after 6pm

carTorsale
1983 Chevett Scootter

Needs reverse lights * Winker

Runs fine

Sell to you for parts

$260 or Best offer

Dan 665-4391

ROSSIGNOL 858 QUANTUM SKIS -180*

with solomon 547 bindings

Excellent condition - Barely used

$180 or BO Lynn 540-8102

STEREO: AM/FM, due) caaaetta, turntable

(needs minor repair), two Ig i£*«ker* Ex

nt condition $50 Lon 665-3718

ENGLISH AS A SECON0 LANGUAGE
Classes begin April I, 1991

Intensive day. part-time evening

TOEFL Preparation -Three I

Register before March 22

Language Pacifica 256^065

THEOWL ON my bus Sunday at MHC You

didn't give me your name or number wm
I see you next week?
-Abaolutery Intrigued

SUBLET

TO JIM THE RA. Why ia there no menu on

our floor? -A concerned citizen

LOST

FOUNO

I FOUND 2 KEYS in lot 22 Saturday night

II yours, call Eric 6-0344

LOUIS>ARWt40Tofl/2«
_

SPSS-PC manual and diskette

Call after 3/4 256-3495

DENIM JACKET- Near Orchard H». Friday

3/1 If found, please call 546-2866

TOMYFAVORtTE ASIAN

Happy B<1ay honey

I love you
Chria

QMEAT APARTMENT 2 mi oft campus
t

North Amhersi -Bw yard, stprega^perfect

fortwopeopk. Avaaaila now- CM 54*6027

TRAVEL

LOST: Silver rimmed glasees in Mahar on

Tuesday 2/26 REWARD Glenn 546-4055

Y8L SUNGLASSES somewhere between

the Hatch and Franklin DC -SRewardS -

please please call 6-2131 Jenya

TO THE BEST B ba» BpOrl OK campus

Happy Vi way to 50! Sorry it's late, but what

it was a good one-even better than

Jagermetsteri

CANT AFFORD SPRING «"^
Guaranteed great prices' Space available

to Jamaica. Mexico and PanamaiCrty

Beach. Florida (the new Daytona Beach

MC/VISA are accepted! Can Cindy at

549-3538 -please leave a message 1

CASINO NKJHT
FREE BRUNO'S PIZZA NEED**

RIDERS WANTED

ANNOUNCEMENTS

BED AND BREAKFAST- dowrrtowr. Kteal

for visiting parenta and friend* 549-0733

FUQAZIIII
The Brood!!

Lu Luz PetaJe!

A benefit on Sat Mar 9
Bprn SUB _M
CaJI UPC for more info 545-2892

COMETO CASINO NKamTTCome «erv

ST? genuine cash cajMno. Thursday

?b0o m to lam. In tha Campua Center

A^orium AH profits benefit the Bram

Governors Program Council There wMI be

a $5 admission tee.
_»,-rtt«hk*

Come ft gamble, have tun. abecharttaM*

ENTERTAINMENT

BOOK A HOUSE/DORM party with

RACKADISC and have free food -CM
5884900 for details (limited to UMass 4

Amherst College)

NEED ENTHUSIASTIC SALES P*0P*»»°
sell (eweiery on 20-p*rc*nt commialon!

Looks excellent on resume! Quick

Heather 549-4861

RIDE OFFERED SYRACUSE or area 3m
3/10 Renee 8-5796

CaH

"FLORIDA'S NEWEST HOT SPOT
PanamaCrty4l3»

#>

World's biggest beach party

Daytona B*acMM89

CaH Erica or Julie- 546-2649 or

Stobhan or Tarn- 546-5079

March 8 deadline -March 8 deadline

HELP WANTED PERSONALS

GREEK HONOR SOCIETY
Attention order of Omega
members, new officer

elections, short meeting

& food tonight 8:30pm Lamdi

Chi (Thursday)

RALLY: Join Young *"j»Tican ", !°,[

Freedom as they rally target the U S out

of the United Nations"- SUB steps 3/14

raCK-aSiSC is stll the beail*^W^
live entertainment Call anytime 586-9900.

ask about our specials

FOR RENT

ROCK N ROLL MOVIES
5pm Heavy Metal

7pm Rock n' Roll High School

9pm Spinal Tap
1 1pm Pump Up th* Volume

$2 per movie »6 all four SUB
Call UPC for more info 545 289?

rtawgHST 1 BEDROOM AVATLABIeIN 3

Sf^RCOM N^VHOUSE ON BUS LINE

FIREPLACE BEAUTIFUL!! AVAILABLE

NOW CALL B4. 665^
WINTER SPECIAL: 1 month rent 99 cent*

with one year leaae

2 Bedroom- *450

SuS^ee »™%JrS32
facilities, swimming pool, flg^KMplot*,

short term lease available 665-3K«

FOR SALE

UPC PRESENTS _„.„
24-7 SPYZ t LEMONHEADS
Friday March 8 SUB 8pm
Call UPC for more info 545-289<?

'

\ , f '( I - v J- a -

AUTO FOR SALE

1M0~TOVOTA~COROLLA ruroTgreaTno

rust S900 or BO 5494866

IBM ACCORD «ce«^
c
conox needs

body work 81000 or BO 5494661

llB7FOl»^8CClrr.>8^do^AG
auto AM/FM, new tk** Excellent condition

$2400/BO 586-3727

FUTONS
Metawampe
Top quality gold bond futons

Delivery anywhere In U.S.A.

Sleep with us and save!

1-800-3PUTON1

AMUSEMENT PARKS. Holiday Resorts,

Disneyland. 6 Flags, are hiring Great fun

and get peU too' Reaerve position by call-

ing l505-682-7555 Ext. K-1370

CAMP BAUERCREST NEEDS swimming,

boating, photo and arts couneetors Over

night sports/cultural camp near

Newburyport, MA. Sixty y**' history, great

summer job. Contact Steve Rothenbero

(617) 244-4365

CHRISTMAS, SPRING BREAK, summer

travel FREE. Air couriers needed and

cruise-ship tobs CaH 1-805-682-7555 *xt

F-1426

EASY MONEY. Sell ci»torrTde*ignedT

9hirts around campus. Call Brian 546-3679

INTELLIGENCE JOBS. All branch** US
Customs, DEA eel Now hiring Call

1-805-962-8000 Ext K-9616

LOOKING FOR RACQUETlitringerswith

own machine to do contract stringing Begin

immediately Contact John 584-0151 or Art

549-4644

INSTRUCTION

CONGRATULATIONS aMOOtlrW* are pro-

ud of you! Love Dian* and Don

ROOMMATE WANTED

1 BEDROOM available immadiatefyln

house -walk to UMass Fireplace/porch

$230 mo +utH -549-1 393 -l**v* m**aage

TYWNOyWOROPROCESSING

CAMPUS PICKUP and delivery, cheap,

fast, accurate. Adam 253-9117

DAVE FREDMAN
Exams, debits and credits don t apply to

your 2lst -Relax, have soma fun.

Happy B-day- The kid on the couch

OEEPlN THE HEART of Andrew B there

is true happiness This happiness is caH*d

Lisa. I love you and care about you v*ry

much.

3 to 4 NONSMOIUNG ROOMMATES
wanted to share 4 bedroom/2bath house -

a stop away from campus! Call ASAP
253-2448

ROOMMATE NEEDED. $193 75 Vi March

r*nt fr** Call Kevin (508)256^982

SERVICES

resumes, PAPERS, anything tYP»°
1
?r

Sable rates KCommunications. 256-6373

type papers, manuscripts, *tc *1 50 per

rJaoe Excellent spelling and grammar

guaranteed References Flexible hours

evenings -weekends For information-

548-9753

FREAKS OF THE INDUSTRY: Where's the

comedy? He toat fair and smooch- 1
mean

square.

HAVE YOU BEEN R*PPED-OFF by a

retailer? Contact The Legal Service* Center

regarding your right* as a consumer 922

Campus Center, 545-1995

WANTED

HAPPY 21N BIRTHDAY
Scott Bras*!

Enjoy it!

Luv Always.
Jill

SEHVICES/WOROPROCESSING

HAPPY 21M BIRTHDAY to my sweetest

Jamil! I love you!

Lov*. Tlku

DISSERTATIONS, CASES. PAPERS,
On-campua pickup Fast! Accurate!

Mac/Laser, Spellcheck

Nancy 584-7924

-PETE-
So. you're about an

I still say "BI"- Lynn

SPRING BREAK

A?"

BEGINNING GUITAR LESSONS
Call P"»ve 546-4493

MOTORCYCLE FOjlSALE: WJMon*
CB400T -400 B O. 56B0786 -2 h**n*ts md

Paul simon Tica«T»
Worcester Centrum Good

866-7426 L**V* m****B*

ON FEBRUARY 18, 1991

A psrson lit himaelf on fire

in the name of

Peace.
i think about that today

TRIPS TO PANAMA CTTY, FLI

Cancun! Jamaica! Selling out

fast! Special deals on Cancun
If you cad now! Free parties!

Concerts! Call now!

STS UMass R*p Denise 546-7156

FREE MONEYlTll pay $15 for a good set

TSgmt 260 MBBsHmMMM 2S645l98^

QOMG AWAY for Jun* : August We would

like to sublet your apartment or ^use sit

Must be near bus route Call 54»*»« ai

night- ask for Eric or Deb

TMBKR LAKE CAMPS ><*i*l£W*
Catakin Mountains seek General

Counselors, Athletic Instructors, and WSI s

On-campus interviews Top salaneVtravel

allowance 800-828-CAMP (9-4.30

weekdays)

BFANKY-Why no reply? Ptoaae anawer!
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Sports
Women's track finishes strong

By DAN WETZEL
Collegian Staff

Although her team was beset with much illness and bad

luck throughout the season, the University of

Massachusetts women's track coach Julie LaFreniere

looks at the past season positively.

"The one thing that you have to remember about this

team is that we didn't have many athletes," LaFreniere

said. "However, we may not have quanity but we do have

quality. Everyone of these girls worked hard and they all

had great attitudes."

UMass, which went 11-2 in the dual meet season,

definitely had some quality performers. Leading the pack

was junior Lee Ann Ambrose, who posted a team-high 46

points.

Ambrose set two school records this season, in the 2UU-

and 500-meter. Ambrose actually tied her own record in

the 200, running 25.35 seconds at the Smith College In-

vitational in February. She shattered her old record of

76.26 in the 500, running 74.35.

"Lee Ann is an extremely talented athlete," LaFreniere

said. "In the 200 she pulled up the last 20 meters with

a buckled knee or else she would have had a better time.

In the 500 she was just dominant.

"Lee Ann ran in the 200- , 400-, 500- ,
600- and the

800-meter for us — often doubling up - and she anchored

our relay teams," LaFreniere said.

"Not only that, but she qualified for the [Eastern Col-

legiate Athletic Conference Championships] in every one

of those distances, her coach added. "She is also a person

who leads by example and is very pleasant to have

around."
Ambrose was neither able to defend her New England

400-meter title nor compete at the ECAC's due to an

asthma problem.

Another stand-out, according to LaFreniere, was

sophmore Lennice Johnson. Johnson scored 35.75joints

for UMass while running the 55-meter hurdles, 400 and

500-meter runs and competing in the relays.

"Lennice really stepped up and did it all for^us this

season," LaFreniere said. "In the 500 she ran 76.8, which

just missed the old school record. She has run the third

fastest time ever at UMass.

"Lennice is a very versitile athlete and she did a great

job even after missing two weeks with a twisted knee,

LaFreniere said.

Freshman Kelly Liljeblad, who was MVP of the cross

country team, kept her momentum going this winter. Lal-

jeblad scored 34.75 points for UMass and competed in the

800- , 1,000-, 1,500- and 3,000-meter as well as the mile^

Liljeblad was extremely close to setting a couple of

school records: She ran the mile in 4:56.03 yet the record

stands at 4:55.03; and she missed the record in the 1.500

by four one hundreths of a second. Both records are over

1 1 years old.

Sophmore Mo Meldrim came alive towards the end of

the year and ran the 5,000 at the ECAC's. She ran a per

sonal best 17:38 to finish third at the New Englands.

Senior captain Cathy Crocker also had a good season,

often tripling up in the 800 , 1,000- and 4x800 meter relay.

"Cathy is running better than she has in the four years

that I have known her," LaFreniere said.

"Kelly is a versatile kid, she doubled up for us this

season in every meet," LaFreniere said. "She just miss

ed those records but she is only a freshman and still has

plenty of time to set them."

In the field events Diane Ozzolek and Samone Marrisua

showed strength all year. Ozzolek set a school record in

the 20-pound weight, throwing 46 feet, 9K inches.

"We had some very good performances throughtout the

season," LaFreniere said. "We had a few bad breaks along

the way but this was a successful season for us."

Female skiers tame Eastern slopes
By CARRIE WYETH
Collegian Staff

The ski team had both a strong and consistent season

this year that ended at the Middlebury College Snow Bowl

on February 23.
, „ r> u

The women snatched first place in the Eastern College

Ski Conference, dominating both Boston College and

Plymouth State with victories in their last four races. 1 he

men were not quite as successful, finishing third out of

nine men's teams in the league.

"We skied the best we have in three years, but we would

have liked to win," junior skier Rob Umstead said. But

we'll win next year." ... • A ^ •

The season started off aggressively during winter train-

ing as coach Bill MacConnell explained: "I felt that winter

camp was the best it's been in the 28 years that I have

been ski coach.

"Everyone improved in a very substantial way, and that

helped us through the whole season," he said.

The season witnessed especially dynamic skiing from

J J Tanguay. She won six out of the 10 league races, with

each race hosting 10 colleges and about 80 women.

MacConnell said the consistant skiing of junior Josh

Cohen made him the most valued skier yet results from

all participants enabled the team to participate in the

NCAA Eastern College Ski Championships at Middlebury

College. .

"(At Middlebury] the competition is much more inten-

sive and only championship teams race there." he said

Considering the competition they were up against,

places of eighth for the women and 11th for the men were

impressive. MacConnell described the 18 East Coast com-

petitors as 'snow-country schools.'

The strong season will see the departures of captain

Marti Gilbert, Peter Selkowitz and Scott Levine.

Gilbert finished her fourth year of skiing with a very

steady performance, and tranfer Selkowitz was one of the

more valuable skiers on the team, according to

MacConnell.

Levine will continue his engineering studies at the

University but will not compete as he has used up his

eligibility.

Club encourages
endurance, training
By KEITH BENNETT
Collegian Correspondent

While many athletes may swim a mile or take a

25-mile bike ride or run 10-kilometers in an afternoon,

members of the UMass Triathlon Club frequently do

all three.
. m

. _. . .

The club, which was founded by a group of students

in the spring of 1989, currently includes 26 members

and prepares for its third year of competition.

In preparation for the season, the club will compete

in several local road races this spring, beginning with

the Run For Runaways Road Race held in Amherst on

April 6. The first triathlon for many members will be

held May 5 in Marlboro.

Steven Schwankert, president of the club, said that

the purpose of the club is to provide a means for en-

durance athletes to get together and share ideas and

information about upcoming races. The club also holds

group workouts.

"I've always found that training with other people

and talking with other people helps in your racing,"

Schwankert said.

Collegian photo by Carrie Wyeth

Dana Breslau and senior captain Marti Gilbert ride the chairlift to the race course at the NCAA

Eastern Championships held at the Middlebury College Snow Bowl.

The club is made up of two types of members, accor

ding to Schwankert, those who are just starting to train

and compete in triathlons, and the more experienced

athletes who have won age-group titles or have had sue

cess in races.

Schwankert said that a typical week of training for

the more experienced athletes might include 150- to

200-miles of bicycling, 45-miles of running and nine

to 10-miles of swimming. These triathletes typically

need to work out twice a day in order to fit in the two

to three hours of training daily which this schedule

demands.
The sport of triathloning is fairly new. The competi-

tions, which combine the sports of swimming, bicycl-

ing and running all into one race, began to gain

widespread popularity in the early 1980s. Schwankert

said he believes that the sport is still growing in

popularity.

"They called triathlons the sport of the '80s but I

don't think there'll be a reduction in the number of

races or in the number of competitors in the '90s,"

Schwankert said.

Indeed, triathlons may even see a growth in populari-

ty in the '90s as an exhibition triathlon will be staged

in the 1992 Summer Olympics in Barcelona, Spain.

Schwankert said that triathlons range in size from

the sprint variety to Iron Man competitions. A sprint

competition typically includes a quarter-mile swim, a

12-mile bike ride and a 3.5-mile run. In contrast, the

Iron Man is a gruelling test of endurance where

athletes complete 2.4-miles ofswimming, 112-miles of

bicycling and a 26.2-mile run.

The international distances for the event, which will

be used in the Olympics, are one-mile (1500-meters) of

swimming, 25 miles (40-km) of bicycling and 6.2-miles

(10-km) of running.

One of Schwankert'8 goals as president has been to

try to increase the club's membership and its visibili-

ty on campus.
"We've tried to make ourselves more known to the

University," Schwankert added. "I put up posters

around the school and run ads in the Collegian inviting

people who are interested in learning more about the

club to our meetings, which we hold every other Tues-

day night."

He said that many of the athletes in the club, in-

cluding himself, like to compete in road races in the

spring in order to assess their level of training and to

accustom their bodies to competition again after the

long winter.

"I like to run 10-Ks and five-mile races in the spring

just to get out there and run fast," Schwankert said.

Some club members also compete in biathlon races

early in the year. These races, in which athletes com-

pete in only the bicycling and running events, usually

begin in April and run until October.

Triathlons are held from June until September, with

CONTINUED ON PAGE 15
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ThelpYztobringnewllne-up to the SUB

By DANIELLE DOWLING
Collegian Staff

"I usually say it's like listening to a radio station
"

baiist Rick Skatore said in relating ho.^ he wou d

describe his band, 24-7 Spyz, to someone who has never

^outow yt° get your favorites on one channel then

you tu^n to the next channel. That's what you do wUh

"our £dio and that's how you can look at oui ™**jj£
added. "First you'll go to hip-hop, then you 11 turn to funk

^l^Kyles they created „jtheir last rdj-

Gumbo Mullemum, can be best compared with aBW«

s

salad bar of ska, funk, punk, hard core, thrash, R-n-B and

whatever the hell else they decide to throw in.

"People say, How can you do that on the same album?

Din'? thaThold you back?^J^J^SSS
difficult to market?'" Skatore said. It s hard to mjrkrt.

but there's so much involved in our stuff^t it makes

it that much more enjoyable. On the market, they play

so much stuff that you want to hear and then you get the

aZm home and it's sounds fucking wack, because^eres

onlv one or two songs on the album that you like and the

there's nothing that's ever going to be quite th
IJ-JJ.

Skatore claimed that he was pleased^J*£~£
on Gumbo, but was somewhat *MPP°^™th **SS

"I think it could have gone a lot further, he said. But

nn nroblem. there will be others."

Unfortunately Skatore's relaxed attitude was not shared

by foVmXnd
y
mates, vocalist Peter Fluid and drummer

Anthony Johnson. Skatore pointed to financial expecta-

Sons that were not met as being a major factor in the

departure of those two members.
_M«M

Fluid plans to start his own solo career in the reggae

scene while Johnson has decided to go back to school. The

£TCTLn replaced by vocalist Jeff Broadnax and

drummer Joel Maitoza. . n^.i.
^They found Broadnax at a club in Virginia Beaclv

Broadnax came up to Skatore and presented him with a

video tape of his band, the Funk Junkies. A vear later

when Fluid announced his resignation, Skatore remebered

the euv and his superb voice.

Makoza was picked out of several drummers. Spyz

guTtarfst Jimi Hazel went out to the Concrete Convention

mLosAngeles, where he met Maitoza, who said that he

wou^ do anything to get out to New Yor ;
to <lud tion for

the group. Their managers flew him to New York, where

he practiced with the group for three days. They went on

to do show8 in New York, Washington, DC, Providence

^It was SSg. I couldn't believe it." Skatore said of

the shows. "In the short amount of time that we had to

rehearse, just to get these guys back into the swing of

hing^ as well as ourselves. They were very on it, very

good^ntertainers, very good players. I like this band a

l0

Skato
e

re

n
c°irimed that the new members will have more

of a souTful influence on the sound. "It will be a combina-

ln of soulful rock-n-roll," he added. But never fear they

will keep a thrash feel, but there will be more of a twist

^Sp^probably start preparing for a new album

in April or May with a possible September or October

release. Expect the Spyz to showcase three new songs in

th

rt
l

^Vs^z will play at USiass in the Student Unum

BoTltoom SaTurday night Opening for them will be the

Veldt and the Lemonhead*. Tickets are $7 for UMass

Students and $9 for the general public. The show will start

at 8 p.m.

Photo courteay of In-Effect Record*

i. c „ „ *v*o mudent Union Ballroom on Friday night. Drummer Anthony

We'd like to show you a path

that often holdsthe greatest
reward.

.
•-

Rewarding careers for people

who care- . .

Down the road a few years from now,

y. >u>e going to be glad you chose a »

career path today that's right in the heart

of Boston Its Northeastern University s

Boston-Bouve College of Human Devel-

opment Professions -the smart choice

that leads to a greater reward for people

who really care

The graduate programs offered by

Boston-Bouve College provide you with

a wMe range of career opportunities in

health sport, and leisure studies, rehabil

itation. counseling, communication
dis

orders, and education

t )ur faculty have received national and

mtemational recognition for their research,

teaching and service tort hen and to

their profession Boston-Bouve < ottege

has well-established clinical affiliations

with some tA Boston's tending medical,

.-durational and research facilities

Studj mav lead to a master 8 degree.

certificate (if aclvan. red graduate study

(CAGS), or doctoral degree
Most pro

grams are offered on a part-time as well

as full-time basis, combining classroom

theory with practical hands-on experi-

ence Courses meet in the late afternoon

and early evening so students can con-

tinue to work. .. ..

Graduate programs are offered in the

following areas.

Audiology

Clinical Exercise Physiology

College Student Personnel Work

& Counseling

Consulting Teacher of Reading

Counseling Psychology

Curriculum a Instruction

Educational Research

Human Development

Human Resource Counseling

Human Services Specialist

Recreation, Sport & Fitness

Management

Rehabilitation Counseling

School Counseling

School Adjustment Counseling

School Psychology

Speech-Language Pathology

Special Education

Teacher Preparation

Call (617) 437-2708, or write Graduate

School, Boston-Bouve College of Human

Development Professions, 107 Dockser

Hall Northeastern University, Boston,

MA 021 15. Because some of life s greatest

rewards come to those who care.

Boston-Bouve

College

Rl
Northeastern

University

An "loal ..pix.rlumty/afurm.tiv.- actum university

TOWE& Th*g»*
THE VILLAGE COMMONS • SOUTH HADLEY • 533-2663

-THE SEASON'S HAPPIEST SURPRISE!

•GREEN CARD' reinvents the romantic

comedt and beautifully too.

'

It's funny, romantic and charming

1 he perfect love story.

GREEN
CARD.

From the Director ot"DW)to bOOETT

MVRW

Reports Term Papers

Typing and Quality Word Processing

Resume Consultation

Temporary Help For Any Office

Fast Affordable Service

241 King St. Northampton 584-1000

ALL AGES—ALL SHOWS
AT THE

COMEDY ZONE
FRIDAY & SATURDAY 8:30 pm
When you want the BEST*

Fried Rice • Spare Ribs • Buffet

•Live Comedy*
•Advocate Best of the Valley' reader poll 1990

ANDY'S SECRETARIAL SERVICE

Mon-Thurs 5pm-8pm

ALL YOU CAN EAT
BUFFET
$5.99

1 1 :30am-3pm

ALL YOU CAN EAT
SUNDAY BRUNCH

$6.99

20%
OFF DINNER for Comedy Patrons

Comedy Info & reservations 585-8615

ikx% If)

PEKING GARDEN
Mandarin/Szechuen Cuisine

Open lunch 4 dinner- 7 day* week

Home b-HubmII St Hadley 586 1202
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Robert Rivest and Ken Glickmantoent^^
By JOY EVANS
Collegian Correspondent

Jay Leno, Steven Wright and Ken
Glickman. While many people may have

never heard of that last name, many peo-

ple will never hear him.

On Friday night, the Hands Sign

Language and Deaf Culture Club will pre-

sent Ken Glickman, a deaf humorist, as

part of the Mount Holyoke College Deaf

Awareness series.

Author of two humorous DEAFinitions

books and designer of a DEAFinitions

poster, Glickman presents a comedy perfor-

mance based on these books and presents

it in a crash course in "Deafology 101."

Bom completely deaf, Glickman provides

humorous insight into the deaf culture as

seen through his eyes and offers new words

and phrases for the sometimes hilarious,

sometimes awkward situations that the

deaf encounter on a daily basis. In doing

so, Glickman gives a new voice to the deaf

experience and opens up the world to the

hearing audience.

On Saturday night, another show will be

presented as part of the Deaf Awareness

series. It will be a double feature of "The

Great Mime" with Robert Rivest and the

deaf acting troupe, "The Return of Charlie

Chaplin." In a show that uses no speaking

and no music, Robert Rivest constructs his

act around his ability to act out scenes us-

ing his body, combining an actors grace,

strength and control with an added sense

of realism.

The Hands Sign Language and Deaf

Culture Club will present Ken Glickman at

Mount Holyoke College in Blanchard Cam-

pus Center at 9 p.m. Friday night Admis-

sion is free. "The Great Mime" with Robert

Rivest and "The Return of Charlie

Chaplin" will perform at the same college

in Pratt Auditorium at 8 p.m Saturday

night Admission is $4 for students and $6

for the general public.

CELEBRATE
SPRING BREAK 'i

m FT. LAUDERDALE at

MM6& on the beach

FT. LAUDERDALE'S PREMIERE
CONCERT AND DANCE CLUB
18 YEARS AND OLDER ADMTTTED

10 A.M. to 6 P.M. POOLSIDE PARTIES
UVB DJ EHCEZim POOLSIDE COrTTTST • WATER VOLLET**"*

TOUJWAMEWT • niEE T SHIRT RELAYS . JJ**^™*?*"***AW CLIMAX THE DAT WTTH SUMMERS FAMOUS

O-STRWG BOOM COIflEST • CASH PRIZES • FREE T SHORTS

AND OTHER GIVXAWATS

7 P.M. TO 8:30 P.M.

COLLEGE HAPPY HOUR
U MASS PARTt * MONDAY. MARCH 18

FREE SJ-RWG BREAK ">»l T SHIRT WTTH PAD) WttaOOH FOR AROVE

COLLEGE 3TL-DEWTS BETRTEH 7 ft S:30PM WTTH PROPERCOIXEOELD.

ALL BAR DRINKS AND DRAFT BEER 7S«

COMPETE IN CONTESTS FOR PRIZES!

EVENINGS
SUMMERS ON THE BEACH PRESENTS .,. .JTUKl
^rLMJDCRDALFS FINEST ROCK WaOLLBAHD
lUGHTLY PUUiyO THE BEST DANCE MUSIC...

PLUS 8 BARS TO SERVE TOUT

'CUP • SAVE—»————"""""""""""

U MASS PARTY * MONDAY. MARCH 18

ONE FREE BAR DRINK OR DRAFT OR SOFT DRDIK

GOOD FROM 7-8:30 P.M. NIGHTLY^^
lUMrTONIfW Cl.'STOMERI ^^

.__ . • m & n^ na f\t nn 1bTk3_XjOIb\jv
ADMISSION POUCT: I • TSARS OR OLDER -^

SPRING BREAK f91

MICHAEL J.

fOX
AS HOLLYWOOD'S

MOST SPOILED

MOVIE STAR.

THERE'S ONLY ONE

WAY THESE TWO

ARE GOING TO

GET ALONG...

Pholo aSSRSMf o' «h» «<*"< Riv",« Mimr Th*mtrr

• arasAv* Robert Rivest will perform at Mount Holyoke College in Pratt

Auditorium as part of the Deaf Awareness series.

WWW5355XSSS

AS NEW YORK'S

ANGRIEST

COP

HARVARD
Summer School

June 24-August 16, 1991

firf

arvard Summer School

offers open enrollment in

courses. The curriculum in-

cludes courses that fulfill

personal and professional

development.

Our international student

body has access to Harvard's

outstanding libraries, muse-

ums, laboratories, and cul-

tural activities.

^r-Vli'l'M

We feature a college-level

program for secondary

a Dance Center, and special

programs in Drama, Writing.

Ukrainian Studies, fourteen

English as a i^

guage.

I or itior, information, rvlur.it iht

coupon /'</"'• or mil f <W 7/ 495-

24'U 1 24 hours). Allow 4-l> wvvks

ior dvlhvry. 'aJmissum requin <l

_Pte«e send the 1991 Harvtxd Summer

School catalogue. Also send «n tpplicanoti

form «nd information about:

Name

Addresi

SMMnhry Sdwol Prearam

Kr*itih m m Second Ungual*

Dane* Crater

Ukrainian Studl**

City, State, Zip

Harvard UNivER^iTY_SyMMER_ScHppL
D^nnJT20Garden Street, Cambridge, MA 02138

Dept. 608
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Jaw-ll-Llke-lt a workshop including a lecture

and performance ctinic lead by one of the best jazz

pianists, will be given at Amherst College in the

Buckley Recital Hall from 3:30 p.m. to 5 p.m. Admis-

sion is free.

The New German Cinema In Context Film

Series presents Werner Herzog's Stroszek. There wHI

be screenings at 4 p.m. and 7 p.m. at Amherst Col-

lege in Merrill 2. Admission is free.

Peter Cherchet will do a cool perfor-

mance/reading at Amherst College in Babbot

Room at 4:30 p.m.

Metal Music Film Fest will be held at the UMass

Student Union Ballroom. Heavy Metal will be shown

mat 5 p.m.. Rock 'n' Roll High School at 7 p.m.. This

is Spinal Tap at 9 p.m., and Pump Up the Volume at

11 p.m. Admission is $2 for any one movie; $6 for a

full evening of wall-to-wall sound.

Contemporary Cinema Masterpieces presents

Akira Kurosawa's Ran in Hammen Auditorium at

Hampshire College's Adete Simmons Hall. Showing

at 7 p.m.

African Film Series at Mount Holyoke College

in Dwight lOl presents Finzan (Mali) Showing is at

7 p.m. and admission is free.

Ma Rose, by Cassandra Medley; directed by

Rochelle Calhoun, a compelling play about the

family struggle among three generations of African-

American women will be performed in Mount

Holyoke College's Lab Theatre at 8 p.m. with repeat

performances on Friday. Saturday (with an addi-

tional 2 p.m. showing), and Sunday. Admission is $4;

$2 for students /elders.

Maenner. a 1986 film by director Doris Dorrie, will

be shown at Mount Holyoke College in Hooker

Auditorium. Showings at 7:30 p.m. and lO p.m.

Magic Triangle Jaxx Series. The Renee Rosnes

Quintet - featuring Renee Rosnes, piano; Steve

Wilson and Walt Weiskopf. saxophones; James

Genus, bass; Tony Reedus, drums. Admission is $7;

$5 for students/eiders. For Info call 545-2804; for ad-

vance tickets call 545-2511. The performance is at

8 p.m. in Hampden Theatre at Umass.

A Public Devil, an adaptation of Henrik Ibsen's

En Folkefiend, directed by Marck Morrison, is an ab-

surdly tragic romance that explores the issues of

ecology versus economy and one man's serf delud-

ed defence of the truth. 8 p.m. at the Northamp-

ton Center for the Arts. There will be repeat per-

formances on Friday and Saturday. Admission is

$7.50.

CLUTCH WEEKEND STUFF
Come Sack to the 5 and Dime, Jimmy Dean,

Jimmy Dean - a play by Ed Graczylc directed by

Lynne Bond will be performed at 8 p.m in Smith Col-

lege's Hallie Flanagan Studio Theatre with repeat

performances on Friday and Saturday. In a small-

town dime store in West Texas, the disciples of

James Dean gather for their 20th reunkm Tickets

are $4; $2 for students /elders. For reservations call:

585-3220.

Alex De Orassi the extraordinary guitarist will

perform at the Iron Horse. Show starts at 7 p.m. and

is $10 in advance.

Stood Wedding, tense drama that takes place

on a young man's wedding day in a small Spanish

village and pits love and honor against passion and

vengeance. The performance is at 8 p.m. with

repeat showings on Friday and Saturday. Admission

is $5; $3 for students/elders at the Curtain Theatre

at UMass.

Orthodox Feminism In Israel: Reflections on ad-

vancements and restraints. A lecture by Leah

Shakdiel, Israeli feminist and activist, who gained in-

ternational attention as the first woman elected to

her home town's religious council. At Smith College

in the Wright Hall Common Room at 8 p.m. Admis-

sion is free.

Thursday Night dub presents Rachel Alpert, an

accomplished singer /songwriter who has opened

for the Indigo Girls and Kenny G. The performance

will be at lO p.m. in Davis Center at Smith College,

and is free.

The Golem a play based on a Jewish fairy tale,

directed by Marcy L. Wang, will be performedat 8

p.m. in the Mainstage Theatre. Emily Dickinson Hall

at Hampshire College. Repeat performances on Fri-

day and Saturday. Tickets are $a $2.50 for students.

Comedy at Twisters Tavern will feature come

diens Duke Doods and Joe Doretti, with DJ Bob. A

veritable laugh riot!

MFA Thesis Dance Concert. Anastasia

McGlothlin and Karen Murphy present their

choreographed works as performed by

undergraduate students. At the Scott Gymnasium

Dance Studio at Smith College. Performance time

is 8 p.m. with repeat performances on Friday and

Saturday. Admission is $3; $2 for students /elders. For

reservations call 585-3232.

Babushka Blues - a glimpse into Soviet life; two

Soviet one-act plays performed for the first time in

the U.S. 8 p.m. at the Amherst College Campus
Center Frontroom with a repeat performance on

Friday. Admission is free.

The Toasters, internationally acclaimed ska

band, take to the stage at Pearl Street at 8:30 p.m.

The show is 18-and-over and $6 in advance.

FRIDAY

Evan Dando of the Lemonheads

24-7 Spyi, with special guests the Lemonheads

and the Veldt, will play at UMass in the Student

Union Ballroom. The show will start at 8 p.m. Tickets

are $7 for UMass Students and $9 for the general

public.

Black Widow, a suspensful mystery film with

Debra Winger, will be shown at Mount Holyoke Col-

lege, Gamble Auditorium. Admission is $2.50, with

showings at 7 p.m. and 9 p.m.

Black and White and Color: U.S.. a film series,

will present three short movies by Black and Asian

women, at Smith College's Wright Hall Auditorium

Showings at 7 p.m. and 9 p.m. Free.

Creature from the Black Lagoon, the 1954 sci-fi

classic in which scientists encounter a fearful

creature who is half man. half fish! Showings at 7:30

p.m. and lO p.m. at Amherst College, Campus
Center Theatre, with repeat screenings on Satur-

day. Admission is $1.50.
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SPECIALS THIS WEEK!
FREE ICE WITH KEGS
Bud, Bud Light, Bud Dry

12 pk $6.69*

Miller, Lite, & Draft

case $13.69*

Coor's, Coor's Light, Coor's Gold
12-pk $6.69*

Vodka 1.75 L
$9.29

Gin 1.75 L I^T
$9.29 '

m
Captain Morgan 750 ml $7.69

A New Family Owned Business"t <

S 0CL/*L
Plus Deposit

Ronnie Earl

Ronnie Earl and the broadcasters, with very

special guests Treat Her Right, will play at Katina's

in Hadley. Doors open at 8 p.m.

Women and Political Struggle, activist women
from the U.S. and throughout the world discuss their

work. Lecture begins a\ 7:30 p.m. at Smith College.

Stoddard Auditorium. For information call 584-8975.

Wind Ensemble/Symphony land, with

Malcolm W. Rowell, Jr.. conductor, will take place

at the UMass Fine Arts Center Concert Hall. 8 p.m.

Admission is $6; $3 for students/elders.

Senior Honors Jazz Piano Recital, a perfor-

mance by Matthew Butterfleld. will include Ger-

shwin's Concerto in F. Show starts at 8:15 p.m. at

Amherst College, Buckley Recital Hall. Admission is

free.

Blood Oranges

NRBQ will play at Pearl Street Nightclub with

special guests The Blood Oranges. Show starts at

7 p.m.

Confirmation Theory and Absolute Space - a

lecture by Sam Mitchell will take place at UMass

in Bartlett 301 at 3:30 p.m.

Buddhism and Nationalism in Tibet, c lecture

by Ron Schwartz, will be given at Amherst College.

Alumni House at 7:30 p.m. Admission is free.

Ken Gllclcman: How Definitely True - educa-

tional as well as entertaining, this program is an

enlightening venture into the world of the deaf. The

program will take place at Mount Holyoke College,

Blanchard Campus Center, at 9 p.m. Admission is

free.

Richard Thompson will perform at the Iron Horse.

The wonder of Thompson's eccentric guitar work

is you never know what the next note will be. But,

like his songs, you know it will be chilling. Shows at

7 pm. and lO p.m. Tickets are $16.50 in advance.

Nashville, a one dollar film, will be shown at

Hampshire College.

Borderland will play at the Hadley Pub at 9 p.m.

SATURDAY
Zoe Lewis and Julie Wheeler perform folk

music, free at Smith College, Davis Center, starting

at 3:30 p.m.

Presumed Innocent, starring Harrison Ford, pro-

vides suspense and surprises for $2.50 at Mount

Horyoke College, Gamble Auditorium. Showings at

7 pm. and 9 p.m.

f
Spring
Break o>'«»>

Optician*
os

30% off

w/sights on the sun

come by Call Options for:

• Vaurnet • Ray Ban
• Bolle • Serengeti

178 N. Pleasant St.

Amherst, MA

Roomful of Blues

Roomful of Blues will play at Pearl Street. The

show starts at 8:30 p.m. and tickets are $10.

Bob Mould has made a remarkable journey from

the emotional, urgent, jagged edge of Minneapolis

speed-punk to an incredibly raw, distilled, but now

altogether "accessible" solo accoustic perfor-

mance, and It all starts at 7 pm. Tickets are $10.50

in advance.
Hippopotamus will rock the house at Twisters.

Borderland, with special guests Minibus Sand-

wich, will perform a benefit concert for the Sawmill

Preservation Society at the Montague Town Hall at

8:30 pm
Fugazl, with special guests Zu Zu's Petals and The

Brood, will play at UMass in the Student Un.on

Ballroom. The show will start at 8 p.m. Tickets are $5.

Rockln* Dave and the Rent Party will play

Sheehan's Cafe in Northampton.

Public Observing, see the sky as you've never

seen it before! Observing only if mostly cloudless,

free at the Mount Holyoke College Observatory

from 730 p.m. to 9 p.m.

The Greatest Show on Campus: A double

feature with The Great Mime anf the Return of

Charlie Chaplin - Rob Rivest and Dave Frank are

joined by the Deaf Acting Troupe. The event is voice

interpreted and will take place at the Pratt

Auditorium, Mount Holyoke College. Admission is $6

and the show starts at 8 p.m.

Lllrm's Legs, directed by Yanira Castro and Julie

Wyman. is the third in a series of performance

pieces about women and the body The show starts

at 8 p.m. at Amherst College, in The Cage. There

will be a repeat performance on Sunday. Admis-

sion is free but reservations are suggested; call

542-2277.

Tony Powell, a narrative comedian, will perform

at Amherst College, Campus Center Frontroom at

9 pm. Admission is $5c $1 with an Amherst College ID.

SUNDAY
Semester Trip to Brooklyn - visit with the

Lubavftcher Rebbe, tour of Passover shmurah mat-

zah bakery. $20 includes lunch. For info caH:

549-4094.

Top Hat, Fred Astalre pursues Ginger Rogers from

London to the Riviera. Free at Smith College, Wright

Hall Auditorium. Showings at 2 p.m. and 4 p.m.

Verdi: Requiem will be performed by soloists

Sharon Hayes. Elizabeth Mannion. Gregory Hopkins.

Charles Nelson; the MHC Glee Club, UMass

Chamber Choir, Harvard University Glee Club and

the Five College Orchestra. Free at the UMass Fine

Arts Center Auditorium from 3 p.m. to 5 p.m.

Casselberry Dupree will play a concert at

Mount Horyoke College. Mary Wooley Hall. Chapin

Auditorium al 3 p.m. Tickets are $6 in advance; $8

at the door.

Joseph Wright of Derby, an illustrated lecture by

Judy Egerton, former Assistant Keeper of the British

Collection, Tate Gallery, London will take place at

Smith College, Graham Hall at 3 p.m.

Northern Ireland Film Series, will present Off Our

Knees, Mother Ireland and The Funeral of Larry

Marley, two films which explore the struggle of

women in Northern Ireland, and state attacks on

IRA funerals. At Hampshire College, Adele Simmons

Hall, Hammen Auditorium. Showing at 7 p.m.

Robin and Linda Williams - a folk music duo,

will perform at Amherst College. Campus Center

Theatre at 8 p.m. Tickets are $8; $1 with Amherst ID.

Ann Nadeau, pianist and Manketo University

faculty member performs works by Bach,

Beethoven. Schumann and Chopin. Free at Mount

Holyoke College, Pratt Auditorium 8 p.m. to 9:30

p.m.

Asparagus Valley Contemporary Music

Ensemble will perform at Amherst College, Buckley

Recital Hall at 8:15 p.m. Admission is free.

Maura O'Connell. plus Kimberly McCarver; the

good material doesn't hurt, but this Irish chanteuse

has a voice to die for. Show starts at 7 p.m. at the

Iron Horse. Tickets are $12.50 in advance.

Arcadia Music Players will perform at Pearl

Street Nightclub.

McCabe and Mrs. Miller, another $1 film, will be

shown at Hampshire college at 8 p.m.
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Magic jazz with Renee Rosnes
^ .... ~v„..__,. n,>-, ;„ Raalcat^hewan. Canada, Rosnes received fo

The second installment of this year's Magic Triangle

Jazz Concert Series, sponsored by WMUA 91.1 FM, will

take place tonight at the Hampden Theatre. Performing

will be a quintet, led by one of the brightest young stars

on the scene today, CanadianDianist Renee Rosnes.

Born in Saskatchewan, Canada, Rosnes received formal

training in classical music, but then fell in love with jazz

She has since moved to New York where she finds herself

in high demand. M
She has released two albums of her own on Blue Note

as well as recording with the group Out of the Blue and

Joe Henderson. She has also toured with such luminaries

as Wayne Shorter and Herbie Hancock Her albums are

split between her own compositions and bright new in-

terpretations of well known pieces by such greats as

Thelonious Monk. *„_„__.
The rest of the quintet are also a large part of the new

wave of fresh and interesting young talent hitting the jazz

world. Saxophonists Steve Wilson and Walt Weiskopf

have recorded solid albums under their own leadership

and are regulars in the Renee Rosnes group.

Bassist James Genus may be best known for his regular

work with the Don Pullen trio and can be heard on that

group's latest release, Random Thoughts. Rounding out

the rhythm section is versatile drummer Tony Reedus.

Rosnes, Genus and Reedus will also be teaching a master

class at Amherst College this afternoon.

The Renee Rosnes Quintet will perform tonight at UMass

in the Hampden Theatre at 8 p.m. Tickets are $5 for

students and $7 for the general public and on sale at the

Fine Arts Center Bo, Office
_^^ MOLESWORTH

Photo courlny of WMt'A

A quintet led by Renee Rosnes will play the

second series of the Magic Triangle Jazz series.

LIQUORS 'SCOtr

18 Main St. Downtown Amherst 253-5441

Featuring Busch Beer
$10.49 Suitcase

Harpoon Winter Warmer
$4.99 61pk

Meister Brau Kegs
§36 on

G,
°c4

<E***"**h
Csv

*/•

*r#9

*fc_
s

Sutter Home
White Zinfandel

750 ml $3.99
Leroux Schnapps
Many Flavors

750 ml (close out)

$3.99
Many More In-Store Specials

(especially on wines)

ah Beers plus deposit Delivery Available
*

*>*,
o/y-

7
<t*,

$S#9
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Working aroundthe clock

tonight? DiscoverKinko's

Zt^

For most of us. there Just aren't

enough hours in a 9 to 5 day to

get some of our important

projects done on time. And that's

why we're open 24 hours. Every

day. So no matter when you

need a helping hand and a

friendly face, you'll find them

at Kinko's.

ii

*

3* Late Night Copies!
Coin- Into Ktako- between 10pm. and 6a.m.andgrt

grrnt servkr and Rrrat copies. Just 3' each (or single

skied, self serve 81 n x 1

1
" black ft white copies on 20 lb.

while bond. Good at listed location through 6/30/91 One

coupon per customer. Not valid with any other offer.

Open 24 Hours*
253-2543
220 N. Plcasnnl SI.

(Across from Carriage Sliopsl

tl «wt roktnlRjil _—i 'X" "Tin*

kinko's
the copy center

l_.

FREE POOL
Tuesday Night

Ladies Night

Your choice

of tables

ALL DAY
EVERYDAY

21 and

over

BUD LIGHT BOTTLES
$175

• 9ft. Championship Tables -

• Six Large Screen TVs with your^^

favorite sports action

• Full Bar

• Drafts in ice cold mugs

• 25 cent hot dogs

• Pizza and burritos

• Full appetizer menu

• Weekly giveaways

• Great for couples

Open:
Mon-Sat Noon-lam pm-iam

MICHAEL/
Billiard Room
And Sports Bar

Rt. 9, Amhertt, 256-8284

(Next to Hunan Garden)

|
liquors]

Kahlua Liquer

For Variety and Value,
Shop Scott's.

Zarkoff

750 ml

$11.99

YA 9<^> Koch's

8U*<! /Golden
Anniversary

24-16 oz bots

$9.49
dep

Bacardi Rum
750 ml

$7.99

Vodka K
1.75 L

^
LH,l$ $8.9 9»v

Tele-check for

your personal check

WE WANT T0 BE your FAVORITE LIQUOR STORE!

Plenty of Free Parking*Diagonally Across from UMass Stadium

•Next to The Laundry Club

6 University Drive

at Newmarket Center, Amherst
- "——————— u^^^fcM

Scott's

Gift Certificates

Mass lottery

Season tickets

^58_-_-S2_SS_^__--i
._ _ M _ » »

responsible lor Typographical Errs^*ssssss*ss**ss*«sssa

Ballantine
Beer

12-12 oz cans

$3.99

We Havej

Lfi
We now have all \y^

Mass Lottery qamu;<
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BotTMould to play an acoustic set at the Horse
By JODY GABLN
Collegia-! Staff

There are certain people who have the

ability to channel their angst through pro-

se. In their barest form, their words speak

volumes; it's writing born from passion and

loss; created by intense, white pure

emotions.

They're the emotions Bob Mould songs

axe made of.

Mould, formerly of the melodic hardcore

trio Husker Du,

secluded himself on his Minnesota farm

following his band's break up during the

mid-808. What evolved was Mould's first

solo album, the meticulously crafted

Workbook — an introspective effort that

paired themes of betrayal, isolation and

disillusionment, with mesmerizing, ex-

plosive guitar riffs. Mould followed up the

release of Workbook with months of tour-

ing that enthralled both audiences and

critics alike. Mould's 1990 album Black

Sheets of Rain, was a response to the ex-

hilaration of these shows, which followed

a two-year hiatus from live performances.

"Seeing how people reacted to Workbook

live and the things that charged them up

got me going in that direction," Mould

says. "When you're writing songs, you go

with where you're at at the time. If you're

feeling loud, that's what you should write.

It just seemed appropriate to be more ag-

gressive." ______
As was with Workbook, Mould melded his

talent with drummer Anton Fier (Golden

Palominos) and bassist Tony Maimone

(Pere Ubu), to arrive at a sound that rings

with the same sense of tension and urgen-

cy that drove Husker Du's Warehouse:

Songs and Stories.

"There's no point in not pushing

yourself," Mould says, and taking that

tenet, he burst headlong into breathtaking

sonic territory.

In support ofthe album, Mould, Fier ana

Maimone toured throughout 1990,

blanketing audiences with an incessant

onslaught of of guitar-stimulated violence

and white noise.

This weekend, Mould leaves the violence

at home and returns to the Valley to bear

his soul in a solo-acoustic show, higlighting

his skills as a purveyor of stripped down,

distilled, emotionally potent acoustic

guitar work.

Bob Mould will be performing at the Iron

Horse on Saturday, March 9, at 7 p.m.

Ticket* are $10.50 in advance.

Photo courtesy of Virgin Record-

Bob Mould will perform an acoustic set at the Iron Horse in

Northampton Saturday night.

Cash for College

Over 3 Million Students Will

Qualify for College Grants &
Scholarships

• Learn the quickest & easiest ways you can get

both scholarships and financial aid awards

• Learn how to improve your chances for a Fell

Grant. _

• Learn how to increase the amount of your

Guaranteed Student Loan.

. Learn how much money you are eligible to

receive so you can choose the schools that best

suit your true financial need.

For more information and a FREE copry of

10 Ways To Stretch Your

Scholarship Chances

fill out and mail the attached coupon TODAY!

or call (800) 475-2288 Ext. 2078

Name
Address

City

Phone
Mail to

.State .Zip.

(.
J

"every

C & B Student Financia^

Planning Services

4 South London Dr.

Nashua NH 0306-

/STUOEHT THAT
N

USES OUR

m
SERVICE
RECEIVE
AWARD!

WILL
AN

COMPLETE OPTOMETRY EXAMS

AT THE UNIVERSITY HEALTH
SERVICES

We offer...

... quality, comprehensive vision care at

a reasonable cost.

... courteous, friendly, professional staff

... reduced rates on eye glasses at

participating opticians with a complete

optometric examination at the University

Health Services for Student Plan

members.

utts
EYE CARE PROGRAM

Convenient hours and
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their hardcore fans satisfied. As a result of their massive

sound and tight musicianship. Fugazi has become a word

of mouth legend in the underground music scene, draw

ing sellout crowds and a faithful following. Furthermore,

they have gained the respect of their peers by refuting

the norms of today's music industry. The band refuse to

play shows for a ticket price of more than five dollars and

continue to act as their own booking agency.

Guitarist/Vocalist G. Picciotto and drummer Brendan

Canty are both veterans of the influential Washington

D C band Rites of Spring. VocalistA-uitarist Ian Mackaye

helped form the legendary D.C. punk band, Minor Threat,

a band largely responsible for shaping the DC. hardcore

scene Mackaye and ex-Minor Threat drummer Jeff

Nelson confounded the independent record label. Dischord.

Fugazi is Ian Mackaye (guitars, vocals), G. Picciotta

(guitars, vocals), Joe Lally (bass guitar), and Brendan Can

ty (drums). —

Although their most recent album, Repeater, sold over

100 000 copies, they do not want a place in the corporate

rock world. Says Mackaye, 'The only thing major labels

can offer is distribution ... the fact that we can't get our

records in every 7-Eleven across the country is just not

important ... the goal and ambition of Fugazi is to be

a band, and we've succeeded in that."

Mackaye's consistency and integrity is especially

refreshing in light of certain other bald-headed rock stars

who inflict us with their pompous denouncements of the

false and destructive materialistic values of the music m-

dustry" as they rake in the benefits ofmoney and publicity

that come from being on a major record label.

The Union Program Council the Alternative Music Col-

lective and the UMass chapter of POWER, will present

Fugazi on Saturday, March 9, at 8 p.m. in the Student

Union Ballroom on the UMass campus. Appearing with

Fugazi will be special guests, The Brood, and Zu-Zu

Petals. Tickets are $5.
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The Toasters could bring their ska blend to the forefront

By PAUL DEGEORGES
Collegian Staff

When people talk about the Sixties, a

topic that inevitably conies up is the

musical revolution that took place. Unfor-

tunately, the first thing that pops into most

people's heads is the birth of that crap we

now so ironically call "Classic Rock." What
makes it "classic," I'm not exactly sure of,

but perhaps it has to do with the fact that

it has stood as the inspirational archetype

The Toasters will play their ska blend at Pearl Street tonight.
Photo rourtrny of Moon Record*

for most of the equally useless stuff that

now abounds on commercial radio. But

please excuse my cynicism, I'm not trying

to say that no good came ofthe decade that

is responsible for unleashing Led Zeppelin

on us, in fact one perfectly wonderful ex-

ample is the creation of ska.

Ska came before Reggae and introduced

the world to an irresistible sound full of off-

rhythms and heavy horns. Actually it was

born in the late-50s and quickly spread

from its birthplace of Jamaica to the West

Indies and on to the rest of the world.

Though ska has consistently been a strong

force in the music industry, it has oddly re-

mained a largely esoteric genre.

The Toasters could change all of that.

They've been called "the best kept secret

in the music business," but this New York

City-based make it clear at every show that

they don't expect to stay that way. The

Toasters combine ska and reggae with a

unique and exhilarating fusion of calypso,

jazz and blues, House, and Hip-Hop.

Basically, they just take every kind of

music that feeds the part of the brain that

controls your resistance to rhythm, and

mix it up into a irresistibly tasty ska

,

gumbo.
They've played from Broadway to Berlin,

and consistently garnered rave reviews.

Their stage presence has been described as

"stunning" and they have no trouble whip-

ping danceteria crowd into a skanking fren-

zy. "For me, that's the whole attraction of

the music," says Rob Hingley, guitarist for

the group, "It does reach out to people. It

doesn't really have that Brechtian aliena-

tion — we are the artists and you are the

admiring public. It definitely brings peo-

ple in, and I think that's why it has a big

attraction for younger kids — who may not

be the biggest music critics in the world,

but they know what fun is when they're

having it."

The Toasters, with special guests The

Mighty, Mighty Bosstones, will perform

tonight at Pearl Street in Northampton The

show will start at 8:30 p. m. Tickets are $6

in advance.
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600 students protest 'Straight Pride' rally
By MEREDITH O'BRIEN
Collegian Staff

More than 600 angry students yesterday defiantly pro-

tested the "Straight Pride" rally held on the Student

Union Steps at the University of Massachusetts, drown-

ing out rally organizers with chants, whistles and music.

Albany and Boston chapters of Queer Nation joined its

UMass contingent to show support for gays, lesbians and

bisexuals, while members of the Lesbian Bisexual Gay
Alliance, as well as many other supporters, came out in

full force. About 20 people, wearing buttons with blue

squares — symbolizing heterosexual pride — showed their

support for "straight pride."

Protesters, toting signs reading "Hot Queer Sexy" and

wearing stickers saying "Dyke" and "Fag," jeered

speakers while chanting "Nazis" at many of them. When
some of the rally's organizers tried to speak they were

drowned out by protesters yelling and playing music

through portable radios.

Amy Lesen, UMass sophomore and LBGA member, said

people decided to protest because the rally was "not real-

ly about 'straight pride*

"This rally isn't about pride, it's about hate," she said.

"Gay bashing went up on this campus after last year's

'Straight Pride' rally and we're not going to take it

anymore."
Glen Caroline, president of the Republican Club, said

the purpose of holding a "Straight Pride" rally was to

reassert heterosexuality, which he said was being trampl

ed and disregarded by the University administration.

"I'm not homophobic because that implies that I'm

afraid of homosexuality," Caroline said. "I'm fighting to

make them equal, but if you want to be equal you have

to go through the system, not get special privileges."

Ted Maravelias, founder of the New American Club and

senior editor of the Minuteman, told a screaming crowd

that "militant" homosexuality threatens the existence of

a "moral" United States.

"Ifyou guystgays, lesbians and homosexuals] take over

the country, your country will slip into a totalitarian die

tatorship," Maravelias said pointing to the crowd. "All

Christians will be killed. You have all lost your respect

for your country and have spit on the Constitution . . .

You're a bunch of godless freaks."

One Hampshire College student attending the rally fil-

ed assault charges against a man who punched him in

the face.

Philip Zaia, a second year Hampshire College student

Collegian photo by Jeff Holland

Protesters hold signs at the "Straight Pride" rally, part of "Conservative Awareness Week.'

and member of Queer Nation, filed charges with UMass
police after he was hit by a man, believed to be a UMass

student.

Zaia said while he was handing out Queer Nation

literature, a man who refused to take one of the pamphlets

began calling him a "faggot.'' He said the man then grabb-

ed his arm and began pushing him in the shoulder.

"I knew this was a completely stupid situation, so I back

ed away," Zaia said. "I just said, 'Back ofT,' but then he

started swinging at me and started punching me across

the face. I was blocking some of the punches with my

hands."
Director of Public Safety Arthur Hilson said UMass

police have spoken to witnesses, have positively identified

the assailant, and are actively investigating the issue

Zaia was looked at by physicians at the Hampshire Col-

lege infirmary, but was not treated for any serious

injuries.

Bill Hewitt, member of the Board of Governors and the

UMass Republican Club, said, "I pray to God that this

is not held as a representative action of the Republican

Club. We want no part of that — we do not advocate

violence."

Hewitt said he was also considering filing charges of

assault against two women who had reached through the

Republican Club office window, destroying property and

grabbing his arm.

After the emotional and bitter rally, conservative

organizers, surrounded by UMass police, fled to the

CONTINUED ON PAGE 4

Carew works to end dispute
SAO director attempts to bridge gap
By JEFF CLEARY
Collegian Correspondent

By creating a partnership between

students and staff of the Student Ac-

tivities Office, the director ofSAO said

recently she has tried to end the

disagreement between the Student

Government Association and the

University administration.

Dr. Irene Carew holds a University of

Massachusetts degree in counselor

education and has worked at UMass

since 1969. Carew replaced the late

Randy Donant, whom she described as

a "great educator."

"This organization was in a lot of con-

flict [when Donant was director] — and

still is now," Carew said.

The SAO and the students did not

have a good relationship when she

became director, Carew said. Com-

munication with the Registered Student

Organizations was "great" but there

was no dialogue with the SGA, she said.

Carew said the SGA's main purpose

is to appropriate money from the Stu-

dent Activities Trust Fund to RSOs. The

mandatory Student Activity Fee of$112

on every undergraduate's semester bill

goes to the SATF.

Part of the conflict with SAO is "Stu-

dent government wants to manage the

SATF, [the SGA] wants to manage us,"

Carew said.

In 1986, a commission of ad-

ministrators and students was formed

to oversee the SATF, Carew said. The

commission, similar to the current

Restructuring Commission, created the

SAO Council and the Student Planning

Committee to bring students and staff

together to manage the SATF budget,

Carew said.

Students filed suit against the Univer-

sity over handling of the SATF interest

in 1987 and the case is still pending, ac-

cording to a student senator.

Salaries for SAO staff, which total

about $500,000 out of a $2 million

budget, are drawn from the SATF, said

Johnson Senator Kevin Newnan.

"I think we're a little unusual in that

all [SAO] monies are paid for out of the

SATF. If we could get SAO paid out of

state monies, it would clarify some of

those relationship problems," Carew

said.

SAO has always been seen as an ad-

ministration office by the trustees,

because "through the trustees comes

the authority for the SATF," Carew

said.

The SPC is made up ofSAO staff and

the student-elected SGA leadership. "I

think the SGA leadership is very much

in touch with the students," Carew said.

"What runs smoothly are those

students that get informed, have

dialogue with SAO staff . . . [those

students] build together from student

and staff perspective goals. One exam-

ple is Chapter 9," Carew said.

Chapter 9, a motion which failed in

the SGA last semester, would have set

new regulations on RSOs, according to

Sen. Newnan.
Those regulations include an advisor

for each RSO, which could override

members of an RSO and only be appeal

ed to the SAO Council, not the Senate.

CONTINUED ON PAGE 3

UM accident victim dies
By MARK HENSLEY
Collegian Staff

Nancy S. Anton, 20, a University of

Massachusetts junior, died Wednesday,

March 6 at Bay State Medical Center in

Springfield of injuries received this

weekend from a car accident on Route 116

in Amherst, hospital officials said.

Anton, who was a nursing major at

UMass, leaves her parents Michael and

Barbara, and her sisters Beth and Judy, of

Sudbury.
Anton lived at Townhouse Apartment

Complex in Amherst and also leaves her

roommates Gail Girasella and Robin

Hennessy.
Anton worked with the elderly at Hamp-

shire County Health Care in Northampton,

and volunteered at Emerson Hospital in

Judaism offers

women active

role in religion
By ALISON BUCKHOLTZ
Collegian Staff

Traditional Judaism presents many more

examples for modern Jewish women to

take an active role in religion than general-

ly thought, according to Susan Day, the

director of Student Affairs at University of

Pennsylvania Hillel, during her discussion,

'Traditional Judaism and Women's Roles

in the 1990s: The New Challenges" last

night in the Hillel House.

Day, who enjoys "trying to integrate

Judaism into day-to-day life," takes a

special interest in intertwining Judaism

and feminism. "I'm often asked, 'How can

someone who considers herself Orthodox

also be feminist?' " she said. Her own in-

vestigation into women's roles in biblical

history and contemporary Jewish life have

CONTINUED ON PAGE A

Concord and a shelter in Boston for

homeless women.
She also worked last semester at Shriners

Hospital for Children in Springfield. "She

was so interested and so excited about the

possibilities of what could be done [for the

children], even in their difficult situations

of being hospitalized," said Susan Sheridan,

dean of the School of Nursing.

Visiting hours will be Sunday, March 11

between 2 p.m. and 4 p.m. and 7 p.m. and

9 p.m. at the William R. Duckett Funeral

Home at 656 Boston Post Road in Sudbury.

The service will be held Monday, March

12 at St. Elizabeth Episcopal Church on

Concord and Morse Roads in Sudbury. In-

stead of flowers, contributions can be sent

to the Nancy S. Anton Memorial Scholar-

ship, P.O. Box 862 Sudbury, MA 01776.
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LOCAL
Representatives attend
LBGA conference in Va.
By ALI WOOLWICH
Collegian Staff

Six representatives from the University

of Massachusetts Lesbian Bisexual Gay

Alliance attended the eighth annual North

East Lesbian and Gay Student Association

Conference, held in Williamsburg, Va. last

weekend.
Students from colleges as far west as

Ohio and as far south as Virginia conven-

ed for three days of workshops and lectures

addressing issues pertinent to the gay, les-

bian and bisexual community.

Mandy Carter, a lesbian activist from

North Carolina, facilitated "Involving

Gay/Lesbian/Bisexual People of Color in

the Battle for GLB Rights." Students

discussed creating a space in student

organizations that would welcome African-

American, Latina/o, Asian, and Native

American peoples.

Ideas and suggestions discussed, includ-

ed restructuring committees to achieve

White/alana parity, building trust between

communities, and holding meetings in new

places to start a new dialogue. Participants

pointed out how the single available

mainstream media image - the White,

middle-class, male homosexual — separates

members of the GLB community from each

other by denying the fact that sexual orien

tation cuts across lines of gender,

race/ethnicity, class, and religion.

Stuart Campbell, a youth representative

from the Human Rights Campaign Fund,

spoke at the conference luncheon about the

group's recent activities on the national

level. In 1990, HRCF worked for the

passage of the Women's Health Care Act,

Republican incumbant Jesse Helms.

Another afternoon presentation address-

ed the legalization of gay marriages. Craig

Dean and Patrick Gill of Washington DC,
recent guests on the Oprah Winfrey Show
and Donahue, discussed their efforts to get

their relationship legally recognized.

Despite the fact that DC. marriage laws

do not specify what the gender of married

couples should be and do not legally pro-

hibit same sex marriage, Dean and Gill's

application for a marriage license was

denied by the District. They filed suit

against the District of Columbia under the

DC. Human Rights Act, which prohibits

discrimination based upon sexual orienta

tion and guarantees that every individual

shall have an equal opportunity to par-

ticipate in all aspects of life.

Dean discussed what gay couples are

denied without legal recognition of their

relationships. Same gender spouses cannot

share health and life insurance, couples

cannot have co-guardianship of children,

and foster parent programs, in most states,

favor married couples — thereby excluding

gay couples. Same gender spouses cannot

claim each other on federal or state tax

forms, and are not recognized as a person's

next-of-kin in case of hospitalization or

death, unless a durable power of attorney

were legally filed prior to the incident.

One of the final workshops addressed

bisexual ity. Self-identified bisexuals and

those who chose not to label themselves

discussed their views on gender, on attrac

tion, and wanting to be included or

recognized as part of the gay community

and gay movement. Bisexuals asserted that

the myth of "half straight, half gay" is

Photo by Troy (aacia

K Robins, wearing the "Nobody knows I'm Gay" t-shirt, lectures at a

workshop on building student organizations.

which will fund breast and cervical cancer

screening for low income women, the Peo-

ple with AIDS Non-Discrimination Act,

and the Hate Crimes Statistics Act, the

first piece of federal legislation to include

sexual orientation.

Carter held a presentation in the after-

noon entitled, "Gays, Lesbians and Bisex-

uals in Electoral Politics: The Helms vs.

Gantt Senate Race in North Carolina."

Carter and a group of activists started an

Independent Expenditure Campaign to

back Harvey Gantt, the Democratic party

pro-gay rights candidate for Senator, who

was running against arch-conservative

Susan Day

Other workshops included gay spirituali-

ty, stress reduction, building student GLB
undergraduate and alumni organizations,

becoming a gay foster parent, feelings con-

cerning masturbation, GLB students

within the fraternity/sorority system,

female impersonation as a career track,

tapping creativity, gay music, a survey of

the 20th century gay novel, safe sex in the

age of AIDS, combatting homophobia, gay

relationships, women's issues, women in

the leather and S/M communities,

operating a gay-owned business, and being

or staying out of the closet.

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

proved there is a place for strong women,

she said.

One of the most important women in

Jewish tradition is Chana, who created the

three main mitzvot, or laws, for men and

women in prayer, according to Day. Since

creation, women have also taken important

roles in writing prayers, "although it was

thought for a long time that women didn t

pray."

These prayers, known as techinot, were

"about the things women worried about.

Characteristically, these prayers are like

a conversation Setween the woman and

God " Day sain The language and focus

is very different than in men's prayers -

very empowering. There's no language of

God the warrior There's no man sitting on

a chair in the sky. It's very nature based

Women have also recently re-discovered

and re-interpreted the holiday of Rosh

Chodesh, taking it back as their own, Day

said. "Rosh Chodesh celebrates the begin-

ning of the new moon, and in its most

original form it is a woman's holiday. Since

creation, Jewish literature has associated

women and the moon."

In the last fifteen years, Day estimated,

women's Rosh Chodesh groups have

sprung up around the country. In the Or-

thodox community, women's prayer groups

have also become popular as "a place for

religious women to come together."

Today's Jewish women, unlike their

predecessors, also have more professional

options allowing them to play a stronger

role in religion. "In many cases, modern

women committed to traditional roles in

Judaism take a strong role in the teaching

professions — d teachers are just one step

away from being Rabbis," Day said.

< ollrfian photo by Dondi Ahaarn

THE MISTS OF APPLE-ON - Fog surrounds apple trees in an

orchard at Hampshire College.
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Recruitment Drive - The University

Democrats are launching a spring recruit

ment drive. Interested students can sign up

in room 423B of the Student Union, or call

545-0199.

Lecture - Jumaa Salat, sponsored by the

Muslim Student Association, in CC 805 at

12:30 p.m.

Forum - An International Women s Day

Forum sponsored by the Central American

Working Group of the American Friends

Service Committee at 7:30 p.m. in Stoddard

Auditorium at Smith College.

International Women's Day Celebration

- A celebration at the Unitarian Society

Meeting House, sponsored by the Women's

Penatagon Action. At 220 Main St. in Nor-

thampton at 5:30 p.m. Supper will be serv

ed; the cost is $3.50. Childcare available.

Call 586-9809 for more information,

Coffee Social - Sponsored by the Les-

bian, Bisexual, Gay Alliance, 3 p.m. to 6

p.m., Campus Center 803.

SATURDAY, MARCH 9

Play - The Hobbit will be performed by

the Children's Magical Mystical Theater at

the Munson Memorial Hall on the South

Amherst Common at 10:30 a.m. For infor

mation call 256-4095.

Speed Reading Course - Sponsored by

the Department of Continuing Education.

Register before Saturday. The course will

be from 9 a.m. to 1 p.m. Call 545 0587 he

more information. ^^^r, ,

Benefit - FUGAZI. THE BROOD and

ZU-ZU'S PETALS. The event will benefit

Necessities/Necessidades, a shelter for bat-

tered women. Sponsored by POWER, the

Union Program Council and the Hamp

shire College Alternative Music Collective.

At 8 p.m. in the Student Union Ballroom

SUNDAY, MARCH 10

Auction - The Abortion Rights Fund of

Western Massachusetts will hold its second

annual art and service auction at 2 p.m. at

the East Street Dance Studio in Hadley.

MONDAY, MARCH 11

lecture — Talk by James Cowan on the

"Mysteries of the Dreaming: Anthropology,

Literature, and the Australian Aborigine."

At 4:15 p.m., Seelye Hall 10, Smith

College. ^^^^^

Carew
CONIINUED FROM PAGE 1

They also might have been able to

eliminate such athletic RSOs as the

Crew and Rugby teams because of

liability, Newnan said.

"For those students working with the

staff and were informed, it was a

wonderful relationship, but [Chapter 9]

could never get by the SGA. The Senate

never really got informed," Carew said.

Carew stated the SAO Council and

SPC are outside of the SGA, and are a

structural problem.

"If you were going to make the cur-

rent SGA work - and I have strong

doubts on that because the SGA is so

large and it's hard to inform that many

people - I don't think you need 118

senators in a central governing body,"

Carew said.

"One constant goal is for students to

get together with their peers over issues

of interest, including getting to know

each other," she said.

A basic problem RSOs had when she

started was they no longer followed

their constitutions or purpose and were

not passing on any kind of history,

Carew said.

"Organizational development is one

way to enter i system and build a

strong organization, to transfer leader

ship," Carew said.

She points to the LBGA and the

Theater Guild as examples of improv-

ed organization and stronger

leadership.

Carew defined SAO's mission as sup-

porting student businesses and

organizations, scheduling events, and

accessing money from groups' accounts

in the SATF.

"SAO tries to get people to work

together and pull out the best from

them," Carew said.

"A lot of campuses have students

make decisions on their SATFs," Carew

said. She said the California State

Legislation provides for students to in-

corporate themselves, hire their own

staff, and be entirely separate from the

school finances.

"Our state has no such provisions and

the Student Activities Fee is mandated

by the trustees and therefore not entire

ly student-controlled," Carew said.

Many students and administrators

remember student government in the

'70s as the strongest in the country,

sources said.

"I hope we get a shot at it," Carew

said, in reference to solving the pro-

blems of the urrent SGA and SAO.
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"Straight Pride" rally

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

Republican C\\xbfYAFIMinuteman office in the Student

Union. A group of about 30 protesters followed them,

demanding applications to join the Republican Club.

Police guarding the door to the office were helping club

members distribute applications when two women, wear

ing pink triangles on their shirts - which symbolize gay,

lesbian and bisexual alliance - reached into the open win-

dow of the office, grabbed and ripped some papers, tossed

books out the window and threw a framed picture of

Abraham Lincoln to the ground where the glass frame

shattered.

Three minutes after the police secured the club members

in the office, Hewitt said: "Two women appeared at the

window and started calling me. 'Nazi' and 'homophobe.'

They grabbed the 2 feet by 5 feet bookcase [next to the

window sill] and tipped it over knocking its contents out.

Then they grabbed my arm ."

PmlbrDtf.WMk of Month

North Amherst
Auto Rental
Rt 63, 40 Montigut Rd.

North Amhmt, MA

549-RENT
(S49-73M)

CiadtCMOi

IF YOU ARE OVER 18
BE A BARTENDER!
LOCAL/NATIONAL PLACEMENT

ASSISTANCE

DAY/EVENING ONE WEEK

|Spend Spring Break with Us!

747-9888
Il655 MAIN ST- SUITE 202. SPRINGFIELD,MA 01103

On But ffouff

LearnGerman
ThisSummer
atURI
June 23 August 2, 1991

The Elerentb Annual German Summer School

of the Atlantic at the I nttersity of Rhode Island

in cm-operation with the Goethe Institute Boston.

i.irnun will he the sole language of communication, and

( ,t rnian lik and culture the heart nf this six week residency

pntgram <if intensive language stiuh

Y«*j nu\ earn up to nine undergraduate or graduate credits

while living in the beautiful surniundings o« our count r\

i ampus inst minutes jwav from Rhode Islands magnificent

bathe* and hiMoric Newport

l"his program is idealh suited lor anyone wishing to enroll in

beginning, intermediate or advanced Ccrman Take advantage

<rt this rare opportunity to participate in this total (ierman

language expencrk i

( untact:

l)r lohn Orandin and

I)r Otto Dornherg ( o Directors

IKpt ot languages IRI

Kingston Rl OlHH\

Or call: (401) 792-5911

Confidence.
nl *******two*man ityti.
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'
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-
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MARINES ..
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Marines
There*. Ihil'mud. Jhc Marines.

ItfSftz
See Captain Powell at the Mather Career Center,

10 am - 2 pm, Tuesday, March 12

or call 1-800-537-USMC or 1-800-255-USMC.
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THIS FRIDAY 2-6 PM

THE TOC
SEAFOOD BAR

PEEL 'N' EAT
SHRIMP

$ 4.25/HALF DOZ

FRlDAy, marchOatxipm

in thE S.uB. uwa$

I«$2H$92ig?.
s3-r-. I > \ L i vA% • .. C-t- (Lx

FRESH
STEAMERS

$ 4.50/BUCKET'

1

AND 12 OZ DRAFTS
MICHELOB $ 1.15

SAM ADAMS $145
(BOSTON ALE)

ONLY AT THE TOC LOUNGE
11th FLOOR CAMPUS CENTER

Editorial/Opinion
t

The opinions on this pay are those of the individual writer or cmooSSi and do not necessarily reflect the views of the Collegian or the University unless otherwise noted

Why 'Conservative Awareness Week' should cause alarm
I just wanted to say a little bit about the

seeming revival in the confidence of the

ultra right wing, reactionary, neofascist —
call it what you will — 'movement* here on

the UMas8 campus. The new 'movement'

includes the Young Republicans, Young
Americans for 'Freedom,' etc. It's the grow

ing number of rightist editorials by these

people in the Collegian, along with this

'Conservative Awareness Week' crap that's

prompted me to write this.

There will be certain students, as well as

student leaders, who will tend to waver

back and forth between their liberalism

and the oh-so-popular ail-American ideal of

'tolerance' in the face of the ever-more

vocal right-wing. That is, they'll say things

like, "I may not agree with all they (the

right-wingers) say, but they definitely have

the right to say it," etc.

Tolerance is great, when it really means

tolerance.

Unfortunately, this word 'tolerance' has

come to mean acceptance and sometimes

respect for those who espouse racist, sex-

ist, and homophobic remarks in the name

of 'freedom' and 'democracy' etc.

The reactionaries' 'straight pride' rally is

nothing of the sort: It's an anti-gay tirade;

the 'pro-life' rally is also an inversion: It's

an anti-woman diatribe; and of course the

'support the troops' rally has nothing to do

with 'supporting the troops': It's a pro-

imperialist (i.e., pro-Raytheon, pro-Mobil,

but anti-you and I) crusade. In its desire to

avoid all bloodshed, American and Iraqi

alike, the antiwar movement was the true

supporter of the troops, of the workers in

uniform, of the victims of the 'economic

draft.'

But of course, our campus reactionaries

will ignore the 100,000 or so Iraqis killed

in the fighting because they have to:

Arab lives simply aren't as important for

them. Let's forget all about 100,000 dead

Iraqis and 'string up Saddam,' right? In

fact, it's no mistake that the American peo-

ple didn't know about the large number of

Iraqi lives lost until after Iraq had been

brutally crushed, or doubtless the anti-war

movement would have been even larger.

Rogei Long

In short, the corporate press did a damn
good job of systematically covering up the

truth behind a facade of troop movements

and Defense Department press releases,

just like they always do. Just like they did

in Panama (five to 10,000 dead), Libya, and

Grenada. But Iraq was different: At no

time in U.S. history has an antiwar move-

ment been as large as this one was before

the war actually started. Neither did the

antiwar movement lose its momentum
after combat began. It grew.

This frightens the reactionaries, and with

good reason. So what do our UMass reac

tionaries do? They, like the 'liberal press,'

delight in denouncing. They cover up the

100,000 Iraqi dead with dangerous (yes,

dangerous) appeals to 'String Up Saddam,'

etc., etc., etc. This makes them racist as

well. In their defense, however, I doubt if

they always consciously neglect to mention

this huge number of dead. They simply

take it for granted that the lives of non-

Whites are less important. What a pack of

idiots.

What about this question of tolerance,

then? Should we 'tolerate' our campus reac-

tionaries? A certain British university that

I know of, as well as the British Labour

Party itself, has what they call a 'No Plat-

form' policy. This means that no public

time (or newspaper space) is given to racist,

sexist, and/or homophobic remarks. And no

matter how they paint it, how they try and

hide it with appeals to 'freedom' and

'democracy,' this is exactly what the Young

Americans for Freedom' and their buddies

are spouting: Racism, sexism, homophobia.

In short, intolerance, suppression, and

HATRED
It's common fascist strategy, and it's

what both Hitler and Mussolini did: In a

nutshell, take people's minds off more

pressing concerns (like paying the rent and

buying food) and get them to hate each

other. Sometimes it can be done with cer

tain individuals if they're dejected,

frustrated, and have nowhere else to turn.

They use hatred to political advantage and

ertain racial and ethnic groups and certain

ways of life as scapegoats. Sound familiar?

Kind of like David Dukes' National

Association for the Advancement of White

People,' or the UMass' reactionaries'

Straight Pride' rally?

You know the rest, and while its unlike-

ly that someone like Hitler will come to

power today in exactly the same way that

Hitler himself did, the danger of ultra-right

reaction nowadays is very real indeed. But

people in the '90s won't fall as easily for

such blatantly fascist propaganda. We're

more sophisticated, and the memory of

Hitler is still fresh in our minds — for ex-

ample, Bush evoking the notion of Hussein,

the leader of a nation (formerly) with the

economic output of Kentucky, as the new

'Hitler.' The tactics used to discredit

Noriega were very similar.

The lesson to this is that it's more

politically wise in modernity to couch

repression and injustice in terms of

freedom and democracy, especially in the

United States. Hence, Young Americans

for 'Freedom.' We've only begun witness-

ing some of it here at UMass with 'Conser-

vative Awareness Week."

My point? Don't ignore these people;

don't think they'll go away by themselves,

because they won't. It's vitally important

to let them know that there are those who

will stand up to them and expose them for

what they are: cowards and liars

Tolerance? Of racism, sexism,

homophobia, classism? Sanctioning the use

of public property (the Student Union steps)

for this crap? Using the Campus Center

auditorium for UMass' version ofthe Mor

ton Downey Show? I don't think so.

The slogan of the British coalminers is

'Eternal Vigilance is the Price of Freedom/

Today, in the face of the United States'

economic decline and its resort to

militarism to prevent it, nothing could be

more true.

Roger Long is a GEO member

Carew leads charge against students
So who made Rene Carew God?

Was it Dennis Madson, Jo-Anne Vanin, Joe Duffey or

maybe one of the five student leaders' (termed loosely)?

As Director of the Student Activities Office, Dr. Irene

Carew has refused to recognize the senate-elected interim

speaker and treasurer. She has illegally practiced political

censorship by blocking the Finance Committee's transfer

of funds to the Minuteman. She has proposed the elimina-

tion of the Greek Area, Area Governments, and House

Councils in last semester's 'budget exercise.'

Rob Witherell

The senate speaker and treasurer are elected by the

senate and serve at the pleasure of the senate. Although

the senate may have elected Dan Chesnicka and Karen

Talbot last year, the senate also impeached them on Feb.

27. An interim speaker and treasurer were then elected;

Jeff Turco as speaker and Patti Donoghue as treasurer.

Carew has said that their elections will not be recogniz-

ed. She has NO right to decide who shall or shall not be

recognized. The administration has said it will respect ac-

tions taken by the senate - why can't she?

The SGA's Budget Committee is charged with allocating

the $2.1 million Student Activities Trust Fund. The Stu-

dent Activities Office is funded in this manner. The ad-

ministration is attempting to prevent this budget process

from occurring, moving to level fund all organizations for

fiscal year '92. The problem with this is that through level

funding we will run a $200,000 deficit, which is poor fiscal

management.
Patricia Donohue, interim treasurer, asked Carew what

the rationale behind the move for level funding was. She

responded by saying that the $200,000 would be well

worth avoiding a "battle with the Budgets Committee."

Battle with the Budgets Committee? Donoghue asked

what Carew's basis for anticipating this 'battle' was,

whereas Carew had cancelled the only two meetings that

Patti had scheduled with her. Carew felt that the memo

sent out to all professional and classified staff asking for

input on Trust Fund concerns by the Budgets Committee

was sufficient grounds for her conclusion. A sincere at-

tempt on the part of the Budgets Committee to open the

channels ofcommunication between the students and staff

was deliberately thwarted by Carew. Who incited this

'battle?'

Have you ever noticed the new SAO office furniture?

Where did that money come from and how much did it

cost? SAO will not make that information available. SAO

currently recieves nearly $500,000 yearly for payroll

alone! There is no money for new office furniture.

The administration and SAO walk all over students and

student organizations. Any constitution put forth by the

administration's commission is most definitely not going

to be pro-students or work toward student empowerment.

With public education facing hard times, students need

a strong voice. DEMAND IT!

Rob Witherell is an SGA Senator

Two other student leaders signed this column - Eds.

Clarification
Timothy Rondeau, the writer of an earlier letter (Feb.

26, "Unpatriotic radicals should bum as well") apparent

ly did not intend to associate his place of employment

with his writing of the letter or the opinions expressed

I

therein. He was writing as an individual human being.

"First, the administration came for the Trust Fund, but

I didn't speak up, for I didn't require money.

Then they came for the SGA elections, but I didn't speak

up, for I was not running for office.

Then they came for the Minuteman, but I did not speak

up. for I was not a conservative.

Then they came for the SGA interim officers, but I did

not speak up, for I was not such an officer.

Then, the administration came for me — only. By that

time there was no one left to speak up for me."

Adam Scales is a member of the Board of Governors

Comics reek of sexism
I am sick and tired of sexism on the Collegian comics page!

Most of the characters are male and those that are female

are not given major "speaking roles." For example, on

March 4 the comics page contained 185 words "spoken" by

male characters and only 22 words "spoken" by female

characters. On March 5 there were 271 words "spoken" by

male characters, 23 "spoken" by one of Gary Larson's

animals of undetermined gender and no "speaking" role

for any clearly female character. This gives readers the

message that women aren't as important as men.
Geoffery Feldman

Amherst

Notes from the Campus Center Basement
Better tell my favorite President-Chancellor Joseph

Duffey's story before it's too late.

In Spring 1989, people were taking over various cam-

pus buildings to protest Department of Defense fund-

ed research at the University (back in those giddy days,

people protested when the government gave UMass

moneyX Duffey called an open meeting in the Cape Cod

Lounge to clear the air.

One protester who was arrested at a Graduate Tower

takeover, and who was apparently shocked to find get-

ting arrested to be an unpleasant experience, pointed

her finger at Duffey and said something along the lines

of "you need to learn about the teachings of Gandhi,

Martin Luther King, Jr. and the principles of Cml
T)imihcdience >

Duffey, who studied sociology and ethics at Yale and

earned a doctorate degree from the Hartford Seminary

Foundation, pointed a finger back and said something

along the lines of "You should know something about

the people you accuse of being ignorant."

Word.
It says here, Duffey's decision to move on is an enor-

mous loss for the University of Massachusetts. He was

at the helm during UMass' most prosperous years in

the early to mid '80s, and has since been a level-headed

leader during chaotic times.

* * *

shield wiper on my car. I looked around the parking

lot and saw hundreds of cars with similar pieces of

paper on their windshields. The pavement was strewn

with paper flyers.

Senior marketing majors looking for work, please

give Super Stop and Shop a ring. They need some help.

Sam Silveistein
* * <

I don't have a problem with supporting the troops.

I do have a problem with someone telling me to sup-

port the troops, inking the slogan on signs and t-shirts

and waving it in my face every time I turn on televi-

sion. The implied subject of "Support our Troops" is

"You," as in, " You support our troops like /obviously

support our troops by wearing this t-shirt."

* * *

I walked out of Super Stop and Shop recently to find

a piece of paper advertising the Earth Preserver cot-

ton canvas re-usable shopping bag under the wind-

Oxymoron of the week: "Conservative Awareness"

. . . Moron of the Week: Naw, he's already got enough

material for a lawsuit as it is . . . Jason Talerman, of

Collegian "Yeasthead" fame, directed the Buffalo Tom

video now being aired on MTV. The video is full of

"Yeasthead" imagery, including bare feet stepping on

eggs and a cat being thrown out of a tree and landing

on its feet. Buffalo Tom is a UMass-born hardcore band

. Again, from the Undergraduate Rights and Respon

sibilities handbook, "No student shall be denied admis-

sion to a University class because of personal groom-

ing or attire unless such restrictions are clearly related

to legitimate purposes of health and safety."

Sam Silverstein is a Collegian Staff member
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DAILY CROSSVORD PUZZLE

Edited By TRUDE MICHEL JAFFE

ACROSS
i Mas*
5 C<»y on the

Rhone
10 From — to

riches

14 Japanese
native

15 Lariat

16 Earthen ,ai

1

7

Small splotch

18 Evil spirit

19 Lamb lor one

20 Couple ot

na comics

23 Dashes
24 Lineman

25 Type ol (omt

28 Like an old |Oke

30 Director-author

-an

31 Fortification

32 Serpent

35 Three ring duo
39 Jotnei ol a sort

40 Leasee
41 Coward ol note

42 Phonograph
records

43 The Tiber to

Romans
45 Trojan hero

48 Brogan
49 Paw ot gun men
54 Quote
55 Skirt panels

56 Smew
58 Brewery

products

59 Dodge
60 River to the

Seine

61 Sassy
62 IMse men
63 Routine

DOWN

2 n .

4 N' '

a '

5 Fervent

6 Lively dances
7 Tibetan priest

8 School near

Windsor Castle

9 Beach dwelling

crustacean

10 Gypsy
11 Keen
1

2

Open space in

a tor est

13 Woodland deity

21 Regret

22 Hair rinse

25 Singer McEntKe
26 Ark in or Alda

27 Before dog or

bath

28 Coppers

29 10 to 1 lor

example
e s

companion

32 Cosmetic plant

33 Prophet

34 Memorable
columnist Ernie

Meep

37 Communiques
38 Securities buyer

42 Abhor
43 Research

papers
44 Goddess ol

dawn
45 Composers

org

46 Author Zola

47 Saltpeter

48 Stockholm
native

50 Exploding star

51 Haul

52 Buckeye stale

53 Aerie

57 Tiny

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE

rtENU
LUNCH

dmcrtcan chop mq
Gritted i heesc Mfldvtdi

BASICS LUNCH
Macaroni & tomatoes

' .rilled cheese orv vheatbrrrv

DINNER
fried shrimp

Chnken Me*

BASICS DINNER
Roman lice and beans

( hu km Mrv.

YOUR DAILY HOROSCOPE
By JEANE DIXON

ARIES (March 21-April 19) Enjoy the

limelight and the extra attention

you get now Share your hopes for

the future with someone who
needs reassurance A last minute

schedule change allows you to run

an important errand.

TAURUS (April 20-May 20) So-

meone who has shunnea you in the

past now wants to do business. Your

Dopularity rises when you par-

ticipate in group activities

Welcome a golden opportunity to

make new friends.

GEMINI (May 21-June 20): Events

at a distance could bring you new
hope of personal fulfillment. Loved

one makes a surprising decision

Other people give freely to you. An

old romance Is rekindled.

CANCER (June 2VJuly 22): Murky or

uncharted waters lie ahead. Pro-

ceed straight ahead. You will find

the answers or financial backing

you need. Family members are your

strongest allies. Show more
appreciation.

LEO (July 23-Aug 22): You reach a

turning point where you loved ones

and mutual funds are concerned

Your foresight pays off. A younger

relative expresses admiration for

your ability to plan ahead.

VIROO (Sept. 23-Oct. 22): A closed-

door conference may be part of

the day's plan. Fnlsh old business

before starting new projects. A

phone call or message contains a

vaUd hint Keep your friends by

refusnlg to gossip

LIIRA (Aug 23-Sept 22)

spotlight is on your relationship with

an older person. Your sense of

humor rescues you from a ticklish

situation A family member will be
very supportive this weekend

SCORPIO (Oct 23-Nov 21) Family

members' request deserves a
diplomatic response Real estate

could be the source of a second in-

come. A marital relationship profits

from a candid chat Avoid Indulg-

ing in serf pity.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov 22-Dec 21)

Contact an Influential associate So-

meone Is ready to make a deal

Discuss educational matters and
purchase books. A new aquairv

tance adds glamour to your social

We.

CAPRICORN (Dec 22-Jan 19) A

personal relationship aemands kid

glove' handling now. Your efforts wi
be richly rewarded Welcome a uni-

que financial opportunity. Spend

some time on your own this

weekend

AQUARIUS (Jan 20-Feb 18) Com-
plete old business before moving

on to new enterprises. A financial

situation can be stabilized. You find

more good will In a negotiation

than anticipated. Plan a special

treat for your offspring

PISCES (Feb 19-March 20) Adhere

to a business schedule. Romance
may be clouded In the morning but

will turn happy by evening. A loan

should be repaid without further

delay. Invest any extra money
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ARTS & LIVING
Singing the praises of the unsung women in jazz
By BILL ROSENBLATT
Collegian Staff

It should go without saying that there aren't too many
women in jazz. As a rough gauge, of the approximately

500 artists listed in The Rolling Stone Jazz Record Guid>:

50 are women or woman led groups. It is considered "ac

ceptable" for women to be jazz singers or, to a lesser ex-

tent, pianists; accordingly, of the 50 in the Guide, two-

thirds are singers, while most of the remaining third are

pianists or keyboard players.

Clearly there is something going on there, other than

the usual myth of male superiority at skills. Why piano

over other instruments? British musician and feminist

historian Lindsay Cooper provides an answer: "Piano

playing for women was closely tied up with social and

marital ambitions It had to be piano, of course, because

the physical movements required for other instruments

would excite "unhealthy passions." Cooper was writing

about mid- 19th century England, but such attitudes die

hard. I would add that horns like trumpets and sax

ophones also have strong phallic implications.

In recent decades things have slowly begun to improve

for women in jazz. Although they are still mostly singers

and pianists, there has been more acceptance of women

as serious artists rather than entertainers. The following

are some important female jazz instrumentalists, in rough

chronological order. They are personal favorites, and the

list is not even close to exhaustive.

Ill Hardin Armstrong - the first important female

jazz instrumentalist was Louis' pianist wife. She figured

heavily in his Hot Fives and Hot Sevens, the most impor

tant small groups of jazz' early decades.

Mary Lou Williams - pianist who arranged, compos

ed and generally took complete control over her music.

Her style has constantly progressed since the beginning

of her recorded career, in the 40s; she even had the temeri-

ty to recorded an album of duets with Cecil Taylor.

Melba Listen — trombonist who eventually became bet-

ter known as a composer and innovative big band ar-

ranger for the likes of Ellington and Basie. Her best-

known work was in collaboration with pianist Randy

Weston in the 70s.

Shirley Scott — swinging organist in the Jimmy Smith

mold. "Scottie" had a promising career in the 60s. but end-

ed up hibernating in her native Philadelphia Last year

she was rediscovered by Muse Records and is coming back

as strong as ever.

Toshiko Akiyoshi - Japanese born pianist who ap

prenticed under Charles Mingus, and went on to lead one

of the few big bands that extended (rather than imitated)

the Ellington tradition.

Alice Coltrane — John Coltrane's widow, a keyboar

dist and harpist, continued Trane's infatuation with

Eastern philosophies and recorded lots of music in the 70s

that was highly conceptualized and sometimes downright

weird.

Carla Bley - keyboardist/composer/bandleader who

was active in the avant-garde and artists' collective scenes

of the 60s and 70s. Known for her taste for the bizarre,

tongue-in-cheek humor and profound compositional in-

fluence on the European jazz scene.

Emily Render - hard swinging young guitarist right

out of Wes Montgomery. Was hampered by the novelty

aspect of a woman playing straight-ahead guitar; her re-

cent, premature death was a tragic loss.

Jane Ira Bloom - soprano saxophonist (finally) and

composer with an innovative concept involving live elec-

tronics, but essentially a solid, tradition based player.

Marilyn Crispell - high-energy pianist, influenced by

Cecil Taylor. A mainstay on the adventurous, now-defunct

India Navigation label in the early 80s. Recently heard

in stunning duet with drummer Andrew Cyrille on the

Live at the Knitting Factory, Vol. 4 compilation.

Geri Allen — one of the brightest hopes of the young

prodigies (of either gender), a truly unique pianist and

composer, and a member of Brooklyn's M-BASE Collec-

tive. Her recent Blue Note release. The Nurturer, shows

her in extremely strong light.
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ACTIVITIES

COME TO FRIOAY night scrvicM special

guest Larry Fine speaking on Kabbalah,

sexuality, and shabbat " 7pm, tonight, Hillel

House Lounge

FINANCE CLUB MEETINQ -Investment

challenge awards, Merrill Lynch program

bnng stock ideas New members welcome
Tues 3/12/91 7pm SBA 106

HAIQIS HOOPLA IS COMING Get some
triends together and start practicing for

Haigis Hoopla, an out ot doors 3 on 3

basketball festtvel sponsored by the UMass
Sport Management Program and WHMP
FM. Festival wHI take place Apnl 26-28 Look

for registration materials in the coming

month and prepare for a weekend of fun,

friends, food, and basketball

TAROT READINGS today on Campus
Center Concourse, sponsored by UMass
Pagan Student Organization $2 donation

YO CHRIS-HANS! INTER-VARSITY
CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP is going to

L'Abrl, in Southboro, MA. tonight! Everyone

welcome, meet outside the Bluewall,

5:45pm

UPC PRESENTS
24-7 SPYZ a LEMONHEAOS
Friday March 8 SUB 8pm
Call UPC for more info 545-2892

AUTO FOR SALE

1983 ACCORD excellent condi .
needs

body work $1000 or BO 549-6651

19S7 FORD ESCORT,^ 76kT4"door, AC.

auto AM/FM. new tires Excellent condition

S2400/BO 586-3727

FUTONS
Metawampe
Top quality gold bond futons

Delivery anywhere in U S A
Sleep with us and save'

1-800-3FUTON1

MOTORCYCLE FOR SALE : 1978 Honda
CB400T-400BO 586-0766 -2 helmets incl

SILVER CHARM. Resembles flattened

coin Please call Andrea at 253-2282

REWARD

NEEDS*

••* TO SOME RANDOM NPSC
MEMBERS:

Thanks for a great Tuesday night Let's do
it again sometime 1

-Some Random Women

1988 HONDA CRX '.sp Silver good condi

tion $5500 BO 253-9660. Mark

1MB HONDA ACCORD -Excellent

condition- 2 door coupe- AM/FM cassette-

only 9900 miles- 1 owner gold- $9500 or

best offer Call Bruce at 256-1215 after 6pm

PURCHASING A USED CAF^Havincryour

care repaired? Do you know your rights?

Contact the Legal Services Center. 922

Campus Center, 545-1995

ENTERTAINMENT

ANNOUNCEMENTS

RACK-A-DISC is still the best for DJ s and

live entertainment. Call anytime 586-9900,

ask about our specials

ATTENTION WEBSTER
If you're not part of the

solution, then you're part

of the problem^ i

House council meetings

Tuesday 10:00 P.M.

FOR RENT

AUDITIONS tor Student Valley Productions'

Bill and Karen" March 11th and 12th room

02 FAC 7:00 Open call

3 BEDROOM and 1Vj bath in Salem Place

Sunny deck, washer, dryer and dishwasher

Nice and affordable

On bus route

Call 256-3437

BED AND BREAKFAST- downtown ideal

tor visiting parents and friends 549-0733

DANCE WITH A.A.S.A.

At the Bluewall on March 8th, 9-1 am
Music will be spun by Perfect Mix

Productions
All are welcomed

WINTER SPECIAL: 1 month rent 99 cents

with one year lease

2 Bedroom- $450

3 Bedroom $537
Sunderland, free bus route, laundry

facilities, swimming pool. Ofrden plots,

short term lease available 665-3856

FOR SALE

GOING AWAY FOR spring break? Don t

carry cash Get your travelers' cheques at

the UMass Student Federal Credit Union!

1 WAY TICKET to Ireland tor March

Cheap call fr0457

FUOAZIIII
The Brood!!

Lu Luz Petals!

A benefit on Sat Mar 9

8pm SUB
Call UPC for more into 545-289P

BEER ANO LIQUOR accesories for sale!

Mirrors, lighted signs, mugs, shot glasses.

t-shirts, posters..

Cheap!!! Call Dave 253-4061

RUN FOR RUNAWAYS 10K RACE
Registration starts on concourse after

spring break! Next staff meeting March 10.

8 1 5pm Newman Center -All are welcome

PAUL SIMON TICKETS
Worcester Centrum Good seats

3-29-91

665-7426 Leave message

FOUND

SILVER BRACELET found near BCF
Contact at 6-2381

FREE BRUNO'S PIZZA

BOOK A HOUSE/DORM party with

RACKADISC and have free food Call

586-9900 for details (limited to UMass &
Amherst College)

HELP WANTED

ASSEMBLERS: Excellent income to

assemble products from your home
504-646-1700 Dept P1307

CAMPBAUERCREST NEEDSswimming,
boating, photo and arts counselors Over-

night sports/cultural camp near
Newburyport, MA Sixty year history, great

summer job Contact Steve Rothenberg

(617)244-4355

INTELLIGENCE JOBS. All branches US
Customs, DEA act. Now hiring Call

1-805-962-8000 Ext K-9616

LC<>KINGFOR RACQUET stringers with

own machine to do contract stringing Begin

immediately Contact John 564-0151 or Art

549-4644

INSTRUCTION

ENGLISH AS A SECOND LANGUAGE
Classes begin April 1. 1991
Intensive day. part-time evening, and
TOEFL Preparation -Three levels

Register before March 22
Language Pacifies 256-4065

LOST

IF YOU FOUND a pin of a ship with small

keys on it please call 6-2376

LOST: Silver rimmed glasses in Mahar on

Tuesday 2/26 REWARD Glenn 546-4055

NEED ENTHUSIASTIC SALES people to

sell jewelery on 20-percent commision 1

Looks excellent on resume' Quick' Call

Heather 549-4861

TO THE NEW Sig Delt pledges Holly

Susan. Lauren. Denise. Gail. Kara. Belin-

da. Jen. Karen, Ketty. Kimberty, Lon,

Alteon, and Joy- Congrats and Best of Luck'

Love, the sisters of Sigma Delta Tau

SPRING BREAK

TRIPS TO PANAMA CITY. FLr
Cancun! Jamaica! Selling out

fast' Special deals on Cancun
If you call now' Free parties'

Concerts' Call now'

STS UMass Rep Denise 546-7156

PERSONALS

ANGIE.
Through good times and bad

It's been a great 6 months

I'll always love you.

Mark

BETH
I hope you are feeling better, because I want

to give you my own checkup!

The Doc

ERIN BARRETT
Ik hou van joie en ioie

faatwassmachma No matter what

HAPPY ONE YEAR!

HAPPY BIRTHDAY DAN GLENNON
I love you. sweetheart

You are my knight

Mein Klein Kartoffel

Love always.

Beautiful (e/a)

MARTHA
Happy 21st B-day

Lou this is your mother'

Have a great weekend
Pam

TO THE NORTHSTAR bound SDTs:
Remember Wild women do. but they don't

drink on the bus!

Love, Pam a Julia

TERRY* JEN
Hope you both had a great birthday!

Love the pledges

TRACEY STAPEL - Happy 21st birthday

Have a wicked fun time Love your Sistah

TURCO - COME reclaim your long hard

thing! We're getting bored with it'

LANG/WYNN

RIDE WANTED

I NEED TTriDE anywhere in Pennsylvania

preferably Philadelphia

Will share costs

546-6886

WILL SHARE EXPENSES! Ride needed to

Rochester NY area, Friday March 15 (spnng

break) Call Becky 6-0158

SUMMER SUBLET

Beautiful room In large house, two blocks

from campus, June-August. Ask for Tara

549-5244

TRAVEL

CANT AFFORD SPRING BREAK 7

Guaranteed great prices' Space available

to Jamaica. Mexico and Panama City

Beach, Florida (the "new Daytona Beach ")!

MC/VISA are accepted' Call Cindy at

549-3538 -please leave a message'

FLORIDA S NEWEST HOT SPOT
Panama City-$139

World's biggest beach party

Daytona Beach $189

Call Erica or Julie- 546-2649 or

Siobhan or Terri- 546-5079

March 8 deadline -March 8 deadline

TYPING/WOROPROCESSING

NANCY ALPERT
Is a very beautiful and very, very special

woman!!

PAMIE HAPPY 22nd love your twin paila

PHI -NOMINAL JOB!

Debbie, Michelle P., Stephanie. Jenni, Ron.

Michelle M , Wendi. Gayle, a Meredith

All our love

the women of AEPHI

ROOMMATE WANTED

3 to 4 NONSMOKING ROOMMATES
wanted to share 4 bedroom/2bath house

a step away from campus! Call ASAP
253-2448

ROOMMATE NEEDED $19375 '/i March

rent free Call Kevin (508)256-3982

SERVICES

CAMPUS PICKUP and delivery, cheap,

fast, accurate, Adam 253-9117

FAST. ACCURATE TYPING w/spellcheck

and boldface $1 45/pg call Grec 546-2548

RESUMJS. PAPERS, anything typed or

typeset Fast, professional service Affor-

dable rates KCommunications, 256-6373

WANTED

ROCKIN' DAVE ANO THE RENT PARTY
at Sheehans Cafe in downtown Northamp-

ton tomorrow night Dig that wild accordion

baby!

PREGNANT?
Need a pregnancy teat, information or sup-

port? Call tor free and confidential services

ALTERNATIVES 33 Main St Northampton

586-3000 or Greenfield 774-6010

GOING AWAY tor June - August We would

like to sublet your apartment or house sit

Must be near bus route Call 546-6394 at

night- ask for Eric or Deb

THANK- you St Jude
Love Ethan

THE QJRL 0¥n^uVsJnday at MHC You

didn't give me your name or number Will

I saw you next weak?
Absolutely Intrigued

SERVICES/WORDPROCESSING

DISSERTAffONS, CASES, PAPERS,
On campus pickup. Fast! Accurate'

Mac/Laser. Spellcheck

Nancy 584-7924

WOLFY MARCH

WHAT? You're still here after a month'

Here's to making our friends sick tor many
months to come I love you Love, Your lit

tie butterfly
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Sports
Track finishes with bettered times
By KEITH BENNETT
Collegian Correspondent

The University of Massachusetts men's track team's

winter season featured some strong individual performers

and added depth in the jumping events, according to head

coach Ken O'Brien.

The team finished with a 4-4 record in dual meets and

followed that with strong performances in the champion-

ship meets. UMass finished third in the Eastern Con

ference Championships, ninth in the New England Cham

pionships and qualified three runners to compete in the

Intercollegiate Association of Amateur Athletes ot

America Championships.

"I can certainly feel satisfied with the overall perfor

mance of the team." O'Brien said. "We had some in^

dividual performers on the team that carried a heavy load

over the course of the season. There were a lot of outstan-

ding individual performances."

Junior Steve Brown finished as the team's leading point

scorer He was undefeated in dual meet races, competing

in the 400-, 500- and 800-meters. He also placed second

in the 400 at Easterns and third in the 400 at New

Englands with a season-best time of 49.23 seconds.

Against Dartmouth, his time of 1:05.03 in the 500 was

good enough not only to win the event, but to qualify him

for the IC4As. He was unable to run. however, due to a

strained hamstring.

Junior Kevin Walters finished the season as the second

leading scorer. Competing in both the 55- and 200-meter

races, Walters had some of his fastest times late in the

season

At the Easterns, Walters placed second in the 55 and

third in the 200. He followed that performance with a

school-record time of 22.50 in the 200 against Dartmouth,

then shattered that record with a 22.37 at New Englands

the next weekend. ,

"Walters handled the bulk of the work in the sprints,

O'Brien said.
. ^ _ .

However, Jon Corso, Matt Simon and Gerry Squires car-

ried the middle-distance and distance range events.

Corso won races ranging from 1,500-5,000 meters dur

ing the season. He won the 3,000 at the Easternsin a

season-best of 8:31.78 and placed fourth in the 5,000 at

New Englands in 14.29.33. He qualified to compete in the

IC4As and finished eigth in the 5,000.

Simon competed in the 1,000 and 1,500 for the

Minutemen. He placed second in the 1,500 at Easterns

and was a member of the 4x800 relay team which finish

ed fourth at New Englands.
lRnn , nftn

Squires also placed in races ranging from 1,500-5,000

meters during the season. He placed second in the 3,000

at Easterns in 8:37.4 and also qualified to compete in the

5,000 at IC4A's, where he finished 12th.

O'Brien said that one of the main reasons for the sue

cess of the team was a solid jumping crew. The nucleus

of the group comprised of Dave Borges, Brian Bednarek,

Joe Kourafas, Jeff Peterson and Kristian DiMatteo.

"The improvement of the jumping events was the

largest area of improvement over the past years, and that

really helped us in the dual meets," O'Brien added. "(The

athlete's) versatility was the key. They all competed in

two or three events for the team."

O'Brien credited Jeff White and Paul Doyle for balanc

ing out the 55 meter hurdles and was especially pleased

with the performances of the younger runners on the

team.
"We have a real balanced and deep group ofyoung kids

who are freshmen and sophomores," he said. "This shows

real promise for outdoors and for next season."

Female gymnasts
take on UNH

By LYNN FRANKEL
Collegian Correspondent

The University of Massachusetts women's gym-

nastics team heads to Durham, N.H., this Saturday to

take on long time rival UNH.
Coach Alfie Mitchell expects a tough meet.

"Everything has to work, and there can be no

mistakes," said Mitchell.

He said he expects stiff competition from the New

Hampshire squad on all the events except the balance

beam. Mitchell said UNH, has really put together a

strong program this year, and his athletes will be fac-

ing their toughest competitors of the season this

weekend.

A healthy Tammy Marshall will return to help lead

the UMass team.

Marshall will compete in the all-around with team-

mates Erin Klier, Kim Grady and freshman Margaret

Furtado. .

Mitchell said he is expecting the same strong, intense

consistency from his freshmen team members.

Erika Finkleman and Angela Jent will be expected

to come up and contribute to the team's overall score

on the balance beam and the floor exercise.

The team, 10-1, no longer faces any 'easy wins. UNH
and next weekend's challenge, West Virginia, stand

in UMass* way of getting qualified for the Atlantic 10

and National Championships.

Mitchell said he wants to come back from the

weekend 11 1. He said he feels his team has the

capability of beating any team as long as their routines

are flawless and their confidence levels are high.

Male gymnasts
look for revenge

in post-season

By MICHAEL MORRISSEY
Collegian Correspondent

Revenge is on the minds of many
University of Massachusetts gymnasts

as they hope to right past wrongs done

them during the regular season.

The Eastern Collegiate Athletic Con-

ference and New England Champion

ships in Burlington, Vt., this weekend,

will give them the chance to do so.

The mens' gymnastics team will get

a second chance to face Southern Con

necticut, Springfield College, Vermont,

Dartmouth and the Massachusetts In

stitute of Technology at New Englands

on Sunday.
Saturday's ECAC meet, however, pro-

vides the opportunity for individuals to

showcase their talents, according to

Coach Roy Johnson.

UMass is looking to get back at

Southern Conn., who defeated the

Minutemen earlier this year by 6.5

points. Some gymnasts said they feel the

judges' scoring was slanted toward the

home team.

"They were overscored," said

sophomore Steve Christensen in

reference to Southern Conn. "We
definitely want some payback."

"We want to humiliate them," senior

Andrew Sullivan said of Southern Conn.

"Our main goal is to kick Southern's

ass, then go to the [Eastern Inter-

collegiate Gymnastics League Cham-

pionships] and kick everyone's ass that

beat us."

UMass averages the highest team

score of the teams competing at New
Englands, according to Johnson. He said

he thinks UMass is the favorite.

"We've been New England Champs
three out of the last four years,"

Johnson said. He said he would like this

good fortune to continue.

Johnson said he thinks Rob Thomas

and freshman Jason Braud have a

chance to place in the floor exercises. He
added that freshman Joe Haran and

Christensen have chances to garner

medals on the all-around.

Tammy Marshall shines all around
By TOM QUINN
Collegian Staff

The women's gymnastics coach Alfie Mit-

chell was in an uncomfortable predica-

ment: The team's only senior, Kristen Tur-

mail, was out with a career-ending knee

injury.

Who could equal Turmail's dominant

performances?

The answer this year has been sophomore

Tammy Marshall.

Mitchell said one of the wisest moves he

made as coach was getting Marshall.

"Tammy is irreplaceable," said Mitchell.

"She almost always is a top scorer and she

always comes to compete in meets and in

practices."

Marshall is a determined and focused

competitor whose positive attitude is

reflected in her routines. She competes in

every event, the all-around, and is regular-

ly at the top of the scoring charts.

In a meet against Bridgeport, Marshall

won three of four events and swept the all-

around with authority. Marshall claims

her weakest event is the uneven bars,

however, she consistently scores high in

the event.

"I just started to hit my routines on the

uneven bars," she said, "but it's still

something I have to work at."

Mitchell says his hope is that all his

athletes will shoot for Marshall's

consistency.

"We all want the same thing," he said.

"She gives it everything — day in and day

out."

Marshall credits her coaches and team-

mates for getting her through the rigors of

preseason and intersession training.

"Leticia Selk [assistant coach] has done

so much for me," Marshall beamed. "She's

a great motivator and she always knows

what to say to you before a tough routine."

Gymnastics isn't always as graceful and

easy as it looks, those beautiful twists and

fluent flips take hours of drudgery in

Boyden — and a little help from some

friends.

"Gymnastics is an individual sport, but

I rely on the team for so many little

things," Marshall said. "It just wouldn't

work without their support."
* * *

In high school Marshall competed as an

elite gymnast for a Olympic-level team in

Long Island as she fought her way back

from ligament and cartilage trouble en

dured during her sophomore year in high

school.

"My knee feels fine now," she said with

a room-glowing grin. "I had to work hard

at getting back to the national level."

Her knee didn't stop her from becoming

an All-American in the vault nor qualify

ing for Nationals as a freshman in college.

She entered as an alternate in the all-

around competition at Nationals last year

and left the competition hungry to make

Nationals, but not just in one event.

"My goal this year is to qualify for Na

tionals in the all-around," said a determin

ed Marshall.

Although a consistent winner in the

regular season, Marshall relishes

postseason competition.

"We've been working hard in the gym
since September and I'm looking forward

to Championships," she said with a sigh of

relief. "The tough part of the season is over.

Now comes the fun part of the season."

Last year UMass was seeded second go-

ing into Regionals, but finished with a

disappointing third-place finish. Marshall

was the only member of the team to qualify

for Nationals.

Marshall is confident that her team will

make Regional's.

"Our goal is to make Regionals," she said

with conviction. "My goal is to win the all-

around."

Collegian photo by JefT Holland

Sophomore Tammy Marshall stepped up to the challenge of trying to

replace the team's only senior when she was sidelined with a season-

ending injury. Marshall has more than proven herself, both in and out

of the gym.
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Asian activist analyzes Black/Asian history
Friend oflate MalcolmX speaks on racism ofthe Japanese

By ALEXANDER NGUYEN
Collegian Stall'

Yuri Kochivama condemmed the iwnt "blatant racist"

remarks about African Americans by Japanese cabinet

members and re told the history of Asian and Black

solidarity to a packed lecture hall last Thursday at Hamp-

shire College.

Kochivama is a longtime community activist trom

Harlem and a friend of the late Malcolm X

Kochivama cited the Japanese cabinet members

remarks as racist. "The intelligence level in the United

States is lower because of the considerable number ot

Blacks. Puerto Ricans and Mexicans" 1 1986>. "American

Blacks have few qualms about going bankrupt..." 1 1988*.

Last ve.u the Japanese Ju-t ice Minister drew parallels

between the effect! of foreign prostitutes on Japans

dential districts and the night of United States

homeowner- forced out because Blacks moved m and

"ruined the atmosphere.

"

Kochivama ftttKI noted various Japanese products which

portrayed Blacks in "stereotypical and degrading light

including wide eyed Black dolls with red lipped grins.

"This reveals either utter uncarrinKm'ss or total know

nothingness." she said.

Japan seems deaf, dumb and blind to the greatness of

the human spirit, the beauty and strength of people who

have defied humiliation and oppression and have sustain

.d themselves as have the Blacks. Puerto Ricans.

Chicanos and Native Americans, challenging the likes ot

Japan's cabinet members, both here and abroad, fighting

on the front lines against racism, inequity, poverty, distor

Hon and hvproensv." Kochivama said.

She said it was beneficial that both Asians and Blacks

are "seriously trying to grapple with the reasons, cai.

and motivations behind these biased, prejudicial acts,

thoughts or behaviors" which in the last ten or M years

have created conflicts between the communities both

overseas and domestically.

"I think this is healthy and needed rather than allow

ing conditions and relationships to deteriorate or to look

the other \s.iv .i- it nothing happened." she said.

Kochivama told stories of Asian and Black interact ion>.

both negative and positive She reminded the audience

of the international incident three years back where

Chinese students at a Chinese universit\ attacked African

Btudentafor escorting Chinese women to a dance and also

of the segregated bars for Black and White American

soldiers in Okinawa during the Vietnam war

Kochivama praised Mohandas Gandhi for organizing

the Indian Red Cross unit of stretcher bearers m South

Africa which operated during World War I She praised

Vietnam's Ho Chi Minh for speaking out in support of

African and African American struggles

"Ho. an Asian internationalist, lived in solidarity with

Africans, she told.

Collrfian photo by Dondi Ahram

Yuri Kochiyama

Kochivama then spoke of her friend and colleague

Malcolm X. whom she referred to as the "most maligned

and derogated Black leader of his tune " She told iIw.moia

Of When Malcolm X came to Harlem to meet the atom

bomb survivors of Japan and give them Ins solid. nils

"Malcolm said that the Vietnamese people's struggle

is the struggle of the whole Third World." she told

That Malcolm would come to a stranger's ttpnrtmenl

at a dangerous tune for him to meet Asians > something

I'll never forget." Kotlmama said

Campus officials testify against Weld's higher ed plans

By MARC ELLIOTT
Collegian Staff

The Massachusetts Joint Committee on

Education last week heard testimony on

Gov. William Weld a proposals for sliding

scale tuition, turning grants into loans and

replacing the Board of Regents with a

secretary of education.

Citing the fact that Massachusetts has

cut public higher education by 22 percent

in the last three years alone, President

Chancellor Joseph Duffey accused the state

of backing away from its commitment to

higher education and using it as a "cash

cow in a time of financial need.

"Yes, this is Massachusetts, the educa-

tion state," Duffey said, "retreating from

its proud heritage and commitment like an

Iraqi tank column in full flight."

Weld reiterated his proposal that tuition

be put on a sliding scale, meaning that the

amount of tuition charged would depend on

a student's ability to pay, and that state

give loans instead of grants to students in

financial need.

Weld also proposed replacing the Board

of Regents with an education secretary who

would have all the powers the Board of

Regents, including the ability to raise or

lower tuition.

Duffey, in his testimony before the com

mittee, criticized Weld's proposals, calling

them "111 informed, hastily drawn, panic

driven efforts to cut public funding for the

resource most important to the future of

the Commonwealth, the education to the

young men and women whose skills and

knowledge will drive our economy and

guide our civic life in the decades ahead."

Duffey said that tuition should be raised

but the state should provide scholarship

support and tuition waivers to those who

cannot afford that increase. The power held

by the Board of Regents should be placed

in the hands of the campus' administrators

and Boards of Trustees, he said.

Student Trustee Angus McQuilken and

Student Government Association Senator

Kenneth Parker (Commuters) also criticiz

ed the state's education cuts.

"According to the U.S. Department of

Education, our tuition and fees combined

are now 80 percent above the national

average for a four-year public university,"

McQuilken said.

He said after his testimony that those

called to testify before the committee were

overwhelmingly supportive of the state's

students and the committee itself was very

critical of Weld's proposals.

"The committee was clearly more on the

students' side than the governor's,"

McQuilken said. "They want evidence that

the low-income student isn't going to be

hurt and there isn't any.

"Weld's people, as of yet, haven't provid

ed any information to the committee or the

public about what this is going to do for the

students," McQuilken continued. "My feel-

ing is that they don't care."

McQuilken and Parker also spoke in sup

port of Rep. Stan Rosenburg's(D-AmherM I

alternative reorganization proposal to give

schools autonomy in the administration of

their campuses with the education

secretary serving as a link between the

campuses and the state.

"What public higher education needs in

a secretary of education is an advocate for

state resources and financial aid."

McQuilken said.

"Each campus has different

characteristics and different re

quirements," Parker said. "A secretary of

education would be just as poorly equipped

to make the specific decisions needed to

govern these diverse schools as are the

Regents currently. The way to make our

state's higher education system efficient

and flexible is to give the Boards of

Trustees of the various institutions increas

ed autonomy."

a student's ability to pay, and tnat state a ..u ^=.«o «. *.-
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A year later: UM still looking for elevator safeguards

J modified hut a comoletion date has not been set, Lawler

By PRESTON P. FORMAN
Collegian Staff

It was a year ago today that an 18-year-old University

of Massachusetts freshman plummented to his death in

an elevator shaft in Kennedy Residence Hall. Now in

separate efforts, University of Massachusetts Housing Ser-

vices and Physical Plant officials are trying to avert a

similar tragedy. . .

Director of Housing Services Joseph A. Zannini said

recently the safety mechanisms that Joel B. Mangion and

an unidentified friend defeated have been re-engineered

to prevent access to elevator tops, yet still allow emergen

cy personnel to extract persons trapped in a broken
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Mangion and a friend, a non-University student, were

apparently "elevator surfing," or riding on top of an

elevator as the car traveled between floors. He died of

multiple injuries after he fell off the eighth-floor cross

beam between two elevators.

Authorities believe that Mangion and his friend were

jumping from the roof ofone elevator to the top of another

elevator as the two cars moved through the shaft.

Paul Lawler, elevator maintenance supervisor at the

Physical Plant, said in his 25 years at the University that

it has been a battle to build devices to keep students off

the tops of elevators and to prevent damage to elevators.

"It is like warfare - attack and counter-attack, he said.

"Whatever we do to the elevators, the students try to un-

j_ >>

An elevator mechanic for over 30 years, Lawler said in

the two decades since Southwest was constructed,

refinements have been made continually as students

break or defeat safety mechanisms and gain access to the

tops of the elevators. He cited the "escape hatch in he

ceiling, which now can only be opened from outside the

elevator car by elevator or emergency personnel

Lawler said several devices were tested that would have

automatically shut down the elevator if a safety

mechanism was tampered with, but all were deemed

^safcTaevices were installed in the Kennedy and

Washington towers several weeks ago that will hopeful

ly prevent the misuse of safety features. The three remain

ing towers should be completed by the end of the month,

^'iSuVt promise that this will work," he said. "We can

^The^levators in the Sylvan Residential Area which

share a common elevator shaft will also be also be

modified but a completion date has not been set, Lawler

said.
.

Lawler said the construction of the devices, the design

ing of the system as well as the state elevator inspection

that is required, has delayed final implementation of the

safety devices for the past year.

"I care enough about these kids to try and do something.

It's outrageous that I even have to attempt to keep kids

off the tops of elevators," he said. "I defy anyone to go

to [an elevator manufacturer] and find someone there who

can prevent this from happening."

On the education side, Housing Services plans to show

the New York City Housing Authority film, "Children Are

Too Young to Die," which chronicles elevator accidents

which claimed the lives of several children in that city's

housing projects.

Meanwhile, residence assistants will continue to discuss

the dangers of elevator "surfing" at the beginning of each

semester, Zannini said. However, there are no formal

educational programs set up at this time.

"We are always going to have someone who plays with

the elevator," Zannini said. "What we need to have are

people who see this to tell us that this is happening. It

is just stupid to be on top of an elevator - that's the bot

torn line."

Since Mangion's death there have been no other con

firmed "elevator surfing" incidents. However, police dur-

ing spring break last year investigated a report of "surf-

ing" in Coolidge. There have been rumors that "surfing

continues in Southwest, particularly in the "supervator,"

the one elevator in each tower that is able to stop at each

floor. _

Zannini said he had no knowledge of any surfing since

the death of Mangion. "While it is possible and con

ceivable that there has been elevator surfing since
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STEINBECK COLLISION REPAIR
& AUTOBODY

53 So. Prospect — Amherst Center

256-8157 256-1385

• Accepted by all insurance companies for

collision repair or glass replacement

• Imports & other unibody vehicles

are our specialty

coming this week

i

sr w
,<s

REMEMBFaR it's your car and your choice of

repair facilities

SIXTH ANNUAL
MATH COMPETITION

To be held in Room 1634 Lederle Graduate Center,

April 2, 1991 at 7:30 p.m.

The Competition is open to all Freshman and Sophomores currently

enrolled at Umass Amherst. Continuing Education Student, previous

1st place winners and relatives of Math/Stat faculty are not eligible.

FIRST PRIZE: $1500 in cash from United

Technologies

SECOND PRIZE: $800 in cash from Electronics Data Systems

THIRD PRIZE: $300 in cash from the Mathematics/Statistics

Department

SIGN—UP in Room 1623-D by March 29 and bring I.D. on April 2
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Flying Tigers take-off
Women, children learn the art ofself-defense
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Two women urge passers-by to try their luck at the money wheel

Thursday at Casino Night.

400 roll for cancer
By TAMIR LIPTON
Collegian Staff

Some 400 people, decked out in formal

attire, filled the Campus Center

Auditorium on Thursday night for

Casino Night to raise money for the

Brain Tumor Society.

Sponsored by the Board of Governors

Program Council, Casino Night raised

approximately $6,400, according to

Sean Linnane, the producer of the whole

event.

A permit was obtained from the state

which legalized gambling for the night.

In return for the permit, the state was

paid a percentage of the total earnings,

with the rest going to charity.

The Jeff Holmes Jazz Band perform-

ed throughout the night until the 1 a.m.

closing.

"I think the whole night went very

well," Linnane said. "Everyone seemed

to know why they were there, and the

students who were working did a great

job and had a great time."

All guests were charged $5 for admis-

sion. Once inside, people were free to bet

as much and as often as they wanted.

"I think this is great," said Daniel

Menitoff, a UMass student. "You can go

out and drink at the bars any night, but

one night a year, you can feel like you

are in Atlantic City or Las Vegas."

The Black Jack tables had very few

empty seats throughout the night.

There were tables of $2 and $5

minimum bets. Roulette and Craps were

big attractions, while Wheel of Fortune

was not crowded.

Students who volunteered their time,

dressed in tuxedos and acted as dealers

and pit bosses.

"Other than the small problems which

occur at every casino, there were no pro-

blems," Linnane said. "The students

who worked dealt with everything, they

deserve a lot of credit."

"I think it's great that the money that

I've lost here tonight is going to a wor-

thy charity," said Peter Resnick, a

Board of Governors representative from

the Greek area. "I just wish I could have

won some money instead of losing," he

said.

The Collegian, 99.3 WHMP FM and

Mr. Tux co-sponsored the event.

By TRYSTAN SKEIGH
Collegian Staff

Thirty women and children kicked, chop-

ped and thrust in Greenfield on Sunday

afternoon during an open house celebrating

the newly-opened Flying Tiger Martial

Arts School for Women.
The Flying Tigers, taught by Jamie Shea

and Chris Wings, train women in self

defense and Shuri Ryu Karate, an

Okinawan martial arts form.

The Flying Tigers started in Greenfield

in September 1990, Shea explained, and

moved to their present location at 3V4

Osgood St. on February 1 of this year.

"We've had a lot of support from all kinds

of different people," Wings said. "They

have helped us find space, someone donated

a telephone, others have given funds. Our

students have all been incredibly suppor-

tive."

Shea and Wings said they obtained their

black belt degrees in Suri Ryu Karate at

the Valley Women's Martial Arts School

in Easthampton under teachers Janet

Aalfs and Beth Holt.

"We still have close connections with

VWMA although we are an independent

organization," Wings said. Some of the

martial arts demonstrations performed

during the afternoon included a mix of Fly-

ing Tiger and VWMA students, because,

Wings explained, "most of our students are

just starting and still white belts. So we've

asked some VWMA students to come down

and help us demonstate some of the upper

levels."

The first demonstration was by the Fly-

ing Tiger students, and included a variety

of basic moves included in the first Kata,

or level of Shuri Ryu. A dozen white-belted

students twisted, thrust, and kicked in

unison, led by the barked commands of

Shea and Wings.

Later demonstrations included "Wunsu
Kata," which translates as "strong-armed

dumping form," which is the second level

of Shuri Ryu, practiced by Yellow belts.

The name evolved from a technique for lif-

ting assailants and throwing them.

The last event was a short self-defense

workshop, led by Shea and Wings. Wings

explained that their self-defense course

teaches women about four primary targets

on an assailants body — the knees,

throat, nose, and eyes. Shea led Flying

Tiger students who demonstrated direct

blows at the bridge of the nose, grabbing,

clutching blows at the throat, kicks to the

front of the knee and fingers-first thrusts

at the eyes.

"The techniques we teach focus on these

vulnerable spots on the assailent's body,"

Shea said. "They don't require strength, so

they're techniques any woman can use."

Wings said the Flying Tigers courses are

open to all women and girls twelve years-

old and up. The Karate Course can be join

ed at any time, with an option of once or

twice-a-week classes. The next Self Defense

course will begin on March 19 and will last

for 6 weeks, one class per week. The Self

Defense course costs $35. Wings said in

terested women can call the new Flying

Tigers Training Center at 773-3002
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[Mangion's death], I can say I haven't

received any reports."

However, he said, "There is a difference

in having knowledge and attempting to

follow up." He refused to clarify his

statement.

Mangion, who was from from West

Newton, had an blood-alcohol level of .165

percent when he fell to his death — the

equivalent of a case of beer, the medical ex-

aminer's office in Springfield said when it

released its findings last April.

In November 1973, an 18-year-old non-

University student also died in a 15-story

fall from an elevator in Washington.

Collegian photo by Tryetan Skeigh

Flying Tiger students Pat Dawn and Denise Lockard demonstrate Shuri

Ryu karate at the open house in Greenfield yesterday.
mangion, "»« ™»~
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By THOMAS A. GEORGE
Collegian Correspondent

Registered University of Massachusetts student

organization, Students Advocating Financial Aid com-

pleted a "historic" junket to Washington D.C on behalf

of all student financial aid recipients last weekend lob-

bying to over 250 congressional offices, according to a

^Thfs represents the highest number of lobbying appoint-

ments in the group's history, according to SAFA Co-

pres dent Mary Jo Bazarian. She said the trip was con-

cerned with the up-coming re-authorization of expiring

fl

SAFAfc" pwam which educates students on finan-

cial aid issues and teaches students lobbying techniques,

9h
OnWav the second of four days the group spent in

WashSn^the group was adressed by UMass alum and
Washington l *£ Si ivia Gaudette, as well as Ken

SLrn^^tm^ National Association of Student

Financed Administrators. Gaudette said he is now

working with the Senate Committee on Agriculture,

Forestry, and Nutrition.

"After the trip, you will know more about the inner

workings of government than a great deal of the coun-

try," Gaudette said.

Ken McKinerny who said he received his post secondary

education at Northeastern University, said the mission

of the students is very important.

"During the meetings, show how important [financial

aid] is to you. It is a great help to see some faces, and get

some heart into [the presentation]," he said.

NASFAA operates as the representative for the more

than 3,100 member institutions, which include public and

private four year schools as well as two year and trade

schools according to Dallas Martin, president of the

organization. NASFAA is instrumental in providing hard

information for SAFA, and SAFA provides the ' ands on

expiriences for NASFAA to evaluate their progress by,

he added.

Sophomore Cassandra Welch, who had six lobbying ap-

pointments Monday morning, said "I was really nervous

at first, but once the first interviews were over, I felt much

more confident and at ease with the Congressmen.

Bazarian and member Christine Thibodo said they met

and were able to speak briefly with District of Columbia

"shadow" Senator Jesse Jackson. Junior Laurel Collins,

senior Celeste Poulin, and exchange student Manu Gulati

said they rode on an elevator with Senator Jesse Helms

(R-North Carolina).

Junior Kate Chamberlin said she rode with Senator

John Kerry (D-Massachusetts) to the filming of a public

service announcement.

"Senator Kerry was receptive and very professional. He

said he doesn't want to see five colleges cut, and now is

certainly not the time to cut education," she said.

SAFA plans to continue lobbying efforts on the state

level, later on in the spring. Bazarian said she testified

last Thursday on behalf of SAFA at a Joint Committee

meeting on Education in the state house in Boston.

"It was really dissappointing to see the lack of student

support at the hearing, this year especially with the pro-

posed changes in funding." she said.
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Arts & living

A ketid of bone crushing alternative i&usic at the Sty

;o»'*'

("ollrgian photo by Aaron Web«t*r

From left to right:

Fugazi

A serious mosh at Fugazi.

Jeff Broadnax, lead singer of 24-7 Spyz

byJ«"HoM.

T.-.'.'J i

The Five College Program
in Peace & World
Security Studies fe&Stf fi&BE'ffSCa®

(before Spring

BT63K)

presents:

The Persian Gulf War and After

with:

JAMES AKINS
Former Ambassador to Saudi Arabia

Monday, March 1 1 ,
8:00pm

Johnson Chapel

Amherst College

This event is free and open to the public.

For more information call PAWSS at 549-4600 x 519.
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TAg opinions on this page are

Editorial/Opinion
Who's flag anyway? A critical look at right-wingers

I would like to address some of the

weapons used against the non-conservatives

during this past week of puerile antics. First

there is the United States Constitution. We
need to consider the fact that the constitu

tion was written in 1789. Since then our

society has changed drastically, to say the

least. For instance, slavery is no longer

technically legal in this country, and women

have been allowed to enter the world out

side of the home (although they are still

unable to leave the home). Butjust because

women and people of color have received

nominal rights doesn't mean that they are

not still oppressed. There are still many pro-

blems with the way our society is set up, and

some of the laws of our country need to be

changed. __^^_^^^^__

Jessame Hannus

So, we can't go quoting the laws put down

by our forefathers as though they are the in-

fallible guidelines for our country until the

end of time. And don't tell me I'm un-

patriotic because I find fault with our coun

try. Our constitution was set up to allow for

a changing society. We pride ourselves on

freedom and equality, so I shouldn't be call

ed unpatriotic for demanding my rights. I

have the right to find fault with our govern

ment and to attempt to change it. That right

is theoretically what this country is all

about. Of course, who am I to talk about my
rights? The constitution was not written

with women in mind. Nor was it written for

people of color, or even poor white men and

women. This is why we cannot take what

was written two centuries ago as absolute

law. And yes, there is a law in this state

against sodomy, the definition of which in-

cludes oral sex. Sorry, no blow-jobs for you

guys! And there is also a law against sex

IF FOUND PLEASE RETURN

ual intercourse before marriage. And how but I find that I just can t ignore this issue,

many of us have broken either one or both The Bible is nothing more than ajet of rules

Ttnese laws? And how many people would drawn up by acult-^^
like to see these laws enforced? ago. The rules and beliefs of the Bible were

AnotheT weapon used against those who set up by the men who were ,n power at the

do not rant aTrave against the rights of time, just like the constitution. Also, people

others was the Bible. I am actually rather seem to forget that there was a human

nervous abVut discussing the Bible because civilization before the Bible wasjmtten

Ixnow that it invokes very strong feelings, Even in reading Genesis I discovered much

that could very well have been propaganda

against an existing and acceptable way of

life. I also have a question for people. Do you

honestly believe all that the Bible tells us

about women's role in society? If so, then

you must not believe that women ought to

have the right to vote, or to work outside of

the home. You must believe that it is

women's God-given duty to bear children

and obey her husband in all things. You

must believe that women are not real

human beings, never mind equal citizens.

Not many people would argue that women

ought not be equal to men in society. They

would most definitely loose the argument.

I also find it odd that there is so much con-

troversy about the separation ofchurch and

state. It seems odd to me for two reasons.

One is that our country tells us that we are

free to worship or not to worship as we

please. If all children were forced to learn

the teachings of the Bible in school, it would

be a violation of their rights The second

reason that I find this controversy odd is

that the church is basically a state of its

own, with its own political structure, and

the idea that all children of the United

States should be taught to live by the laws

of another state is totally ludicrous.

I have noticed a trend in the argumen-

tative tactics of people in power when they

feel that their position is threatened by the

rabble of the day. They often argue that

since things are the way they are, that is

the way they ought to be. They are not

dumb. People are easily impressed by

weighty words full of pomp and ceremony,

such as are used in the Bible and the con-

stitution. I can only hope that people will

learn to question what they are told, and

abandon the belief that anything that has

survived the years is right simply for that

reason. We must evolve in order to survive.

Jessame Hannus is a Collegian staff

member.

guys! And there is also a law against sex- I know that it invoKes very strong .„„»,.. —
#

What's acceptable in the US is an outrage in Beltast
*

. * 41. i. It's ironic that while so many Irish-Amen

The kid was approached by the cops. "What are you do-

ing out here, kid? What have you been up to? they

demanded. They kept asking him if he knew anything

about a crime that happened in his neighborhood. Then,

they searched him.

Pamela McCarthy

Another kid was arrested. The cop thought he was be-

ing too flip, so he beat him up.

The new family in the neighborhood had problems, big

problems. They were harassed. Their daughter was curs-

ed at os her way to school. They were told to go back

with their own kind."

So, where do you suppose these things happen? Belfast.

Derry? Try Mission Hill, in Boston. Try the South Bronx

in New York City. Try Suburbia, U.S.A.

This Sunday is Saint Patrick's Day. Every year, Irish

Americans get together, get drunk and lament the pro-

blems the Irish have in Ulster. "Give Ireland back to the

Irish" is the common battle cry of the day. We hate the

British colonizers, who took away the sovereignty of

Ireland. (Even if our relatives did move to a land that was

also colonized by the British.)

We try to remember what our ancestors went through

at the hands of the British. I was told how much my great-

grandparents hated the English. I learned how they had

to watch their backs in parts of Boston, since all of the

WASPs would think that beating them up was a fun way

to spend an afternoon. I was told that the slur for that part

of my ancestry is 'mick.'

Every year, I see at least one article on the injustices

of stop and searches in Belfast, the police harassment of

Irish boys, and the terror inflicted on the Irish people by

the British.

Charles Stuart murdered his wife Carol, and blamed it

on a Black man. No one wept when innocent Black men

were stopped on the streets of Mission Hill and searched.

(You know, just like what happens in Belfast.) Hey, after

all, they could be murderers. They could be gang members.

They could be drug pushers.

Forget the Constitution. That's only for White people.

When someone complains of job discrimination, or

racism, or poverty, or all three, no one wants to hear it.

Instead, you'll hear about how someone's immigrant

grandparents came here and were laughed at for their ac-

cent and name. I keep hearing about the "No Irish Need

Apply" signs that were plastered on the doors
i

of

businesses. "We got ahead. We got out of the rut. Why

can't these people?" say many second and third-generation

Irish-Americans

It's ironic that while so many Irish-Americans self-

righteously scream over the fact that the Irish in Ulster

are subject to abuse, many of us are outdoing the British.

Let's face it. We are not the most progressive people in

America. We make excuses for our bigotry. We think that

because Ireland was colonized and land was taken from

our ancestors, we have instant empathy with the horrors

the Irish in Ulster now experience. Let's forget that our

country (yes, we are Americans now) is guilty of the same

thing. This place was not empty when the first Europeans

got here. But it's easy for us to forget that.

We think that because our grandparents, or our great-

grandparents were used as doormats and kickbags for the

WASPs, we are excused from judgement. We can do what

we want.

Sure we can. Most of us are doing well now. We live in

the suburbs. We are very middle-class. We have money

security, and social standing now In New England at

least, Irish-Americans are common. It s a comfortable and

easy existence.

So do me a favor. Shut up about the poor, oppressed peo-

ple in Northern Ireland. We are not oppressed. We don t

live there. We're Yankees now, and like most White

Yanks, we are spoiled rotten. We are the colonizers. This

time, we are the oppressors.

Pamela McCarthy is a Collegian columnist

Keep off: Right-wingers
The legalization of a safe, easily ac-

cessible abortion has been one ofthe big-

gest triumphs in the movement to end

the oppression of women. The pro-life

people at yesterday's rally showed not

only that they are for the continued op-

pression ofwomen but also against basic

human rights as well. There has been

a ludicrous assumption taken among

the pro-life movement that the majori-

ty ofwomen having abortions would be

able to support their children if forced

to do so. However, the common trend

shows that the majority of American

people living below the poverty line are

single women with children. Tell me

please, Mr. Marvelias, are you willing

to pay extra taxes to support these

women and children?

In her speech at Wednesday s rally,

Michelle Colitsas, of Collegians for Life

at Mount Holyoke College, said that

women had no constitutional right to

choose to abort a child. As was shown

by the rejection of the ERA in 1982,

women are not guaranteed any of the

It is these

who have
rights of the Constitution.

right wing conservatives

prevented the passing of this amend-

ment and kept women form achieving

equality in every social aspect of society.

It was also indicated at the rally by a

local conservative that the function of

our government is to use all our

resources to stop murder. This state-

ment is completely out of line in light

of the fact that our country has just

spent 45 days putting all of our

resources into the countless murders of

Iraqi people.

We feel that the legalization of abor-

tion and the availability ofbirth control

have accounted for the major advances

in the women's rights movement. To

take away either of these advances

would be to plung women back into the

oppressive domestic roles we have

fought so hard to escape.

Sarah Sargent
UMass

Seven other people signed this letter -

Eds.

Just say 'No!' to bigotry
I can't concentrate. I want to be

somewhere else - namely the front steps

of the Student Union. My usual response

to such gatherings of protestors is to walk

around. For one thing, I find taking sides

to be ridiculous. For another, seeing the

same faces at all the rallies year after year

leads me to think it's the rally that s im-

portant, not the issue.

There have been too many times in the

I needed to do something, but what? I

called around campus and thought of

writing to the Collegian, but I question the

effectiveness of writing. I've already seen

the response of the offending parties to opi-

nions they dislike. When I heard the com-

motion at the Student Union, I expected to

see a handful of freedom advocates rally-

ing against a gang of sexist, homophobic,

and conservatives. When saw the

aJkSEl have ZkeS a„d7ud^Tt m^ibers of people on this campus, «. and

fifnnwTreity XnThave felt offended, straight, who refused to let hateful bigotry

IT fluted and alienated. After and harassment Blide by unnoticed, I was
annoyed, insulted and anena

overwhe imed with gratitude that there is

XuUhe^tafksW nefdThe night before, still a community here that I can feel a part

I became outragedland, for the first time, of.
Cheryl Sesser

to veriHcMon. Letter, *h«uld be no^^^JS^SSSaSS or ,„bmi,„:n,
m„,t not eteeei TOa^m* X^»£fc*r53fc-I«. Utt*. -ni
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THE FAR SIDE

By GARY LARSON
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QUOTE OF THE DAY

"Love is a dangerous drug."

— Euiythmics

TODAY'S STAFF
Night Editor Chris Luther

Copy Editor Preston Forman

Photo Technician Carrie Vyeth

Production Supervisor t amille Pansevicz

Typesetter Danielle Dovling

Production Trad Ann DiSalv adore, .like

Atkins. Susan Tomaski

DAILY CROSSVORD PUZZLE

Edited Bv TRUDE niCHEL JAFFE

ACROSS
1 Be
5 Grinder

10 Takes me stage

14 Mm man
15 Alphas

oppovte
16 Part of GBS
1

7

irwshnxye *

>siand group

18 Potter s Raotxt

19 Survive

20 Sta

22 Umpire t

relative

24 Asian capital

25 Dormant

26 Angers

29 King or queen
31 Most soring

34 Agamemnon s

son
38 — League

39 Take to the

slopes

40 Ship-shaped

dock
41 Before, to a

t>ard

42 Sea cow
44 Chivalrous

46 Beetles

47 Hodgepodge
48 Lucifer

51 Receded
55 Food
56 Agile

60 Special

performance

61 Rowed
63 Journey

64 So be it

65 Bridge material

66 Wtfim Prefix

67 Ilk

68 Le — Fr

seaport

69 Musical sign

DOWN
1 Shatter

2 Magna —
3 Once more
4 Cook s cover

5 Have tne oiues

6 Warning sign

7 Tennis term

8 Ripener

9 Unusuat
10 Rises

11 Job
12 Candle
13 — Sixteen

21 Ruooer tire tsar

23 Lightning Dugs

27 Glacial ridge

28 Pg pens
29 Cen African

river

30 Of • certam

region

31 Tanes a — view

32 G/ape
33 waterfall m

Scotland

35 Beverage

36 Sea eagle

37 Clique

43 Unyielding

itwn

48 Legends ^6 S'

49 Texas s'

50 Doorkeeper 58 Villain s sneer

52 ;arrwd 59 In nam

53 Eiects 62 Motor sound

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE
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MENU
LUNCH DINNER

Pizza ( .\\i\ielli Supreme

Sweet and Sour Pork Chicken Tender

BASICS LUNCH BASICS DINNER
Pizza Split Pen Soup

Svcci and Sour Toiu Cftfc ken Tenders

YOUR DAILY HOROSCOPE
By JEANE DIXON

AMIt (March 21-Apm 19): Business

negotiations go well now. and
romance looks promising. Share

your exuberance with those cbsest

to your heart. Ptunge into a favorite

hobby or social octMty thte evening.

TAURUS (April 20-May 20): A
romantic adventure could lead to

a permanent partnership. Travel is

favored, yet you may teel reluctant

about It. A change of scenery will

give you a bright new perspective.

Profits rise.

OfMINI (May 21-June 20): Be
careful If you are contemplating

domestic changes Moving too

swiftly could cause setbacks. Lov-

ed on may not agree with you on
expenditures. Make intelligent

concessions

CANCER (June 21-July 22):

Strengthen an alliance with so-

meone at a distance Financial

details must be kept confidential.

Be patient with a young person

Something that Is said In jest could

be taken seriously

LIO (July 23-Aug. 22): Organize

your time better to Increase pro-

ductivity. See things as they really

are and you wHI minimize your

chances of being disappointed

Frustration turns to )oy.

VIROO (Aug 23-Sept. 22): Keep
your ideas under wraps while lear-

ning how to operate from behind
the scenes Your differences with

mate or partner are not as serious

as they appear; compromise

LIMA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22): Tap an
unusual talent or source of informa-

tion An expert's financial advice

could increase your holdings An old

grievance is apt to be settled in

your favor. Crystal-clear com-
munication enhances romance.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21): Finan-

cial matters continue to merit your

close scrutiny. Weigh all the pros

and cons before making a long

term decision. Your social Hfe ac-

celerates and so does romance

SAGITTARIUS (Nov 22-Dec. 21):

Talk a business matter over with

close associates. Allow plenty of

latitude for divergent opinions

Friends may encourage you to

publish your ideas. Consult an
expert

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19).

Although new methods must be
adopted to keep abreast of the

times. It Is wise to retain some of

your conservative poBcles. An unex-

pected windfall allows you to ex

pand your business operation

AOUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18): Let

yourself go when In the mood to

utilize your talents Someone needs

an escape from the dally routine.

Extravagant gestures could put

quite a dent In your budget.

1SCIS (Feb. 19-March 20): Know
where you stand professionally

Meet with higher-ups behind clos-

ed doors A new partnership or job

offer is In the works A fun evening

wHI be the icing on the cake

Sports Notice

Intramurals Today is the deadline to submit rosters tor

sottball (men's, women's and co-rec), soccer (co-rec)

and volleyball (co-rec). The starting dates for these

events are March 27 for both sottball and soccer, and

April 1 for volleyball Meetings for captains will be an-

nounced after spring break. For more information call

545-0O22

TONIGHT!

OPEN

STUDENT FORUM

Featuring. . .Distinguished UMass

Alumna

UNITA BLACKWELL

Mayor of Mayersville, Mississippi

President of National Council

of Black Mayors

6:30pm - 8:30pm

Tuesday, March 12, 1991

New Africa House

Second Floor Lounge

SENIORS:
TONIGHT!

.7.

(and SUPER SENIORS) >fc

,

The 75 Days to GRADUATION
CELEBRATION %i^^

•Snifi:

•9
Tonight At:

liMSIfciff
.75c Drink and Food Specials

Proper I.D. and Attitude Required

30 Boltwood Walk»Amherst»253-2663

IfYou'reTakingOne
OfOur Competitor's

LSAT PrepCourses,
YouCouldBe

LastYears
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S STANLEY H. KAPLAN
ct lake Kaplan Or 1akcVmr( lunas

Classes begin March 25-April 23 Tel. No. 549-5780

Classifieds
COME TO THE COLLEGIAN OFF1CE-CC 113 MON-THURS 8:30-3 30. FR1 8:30-2:30 • DEADLINE 2 DA YS PRIOR TO PUBL1CA TION • CASH IN ADVANCE. 20" WORD DA Y FOR STUDENTS

ACTIVITIES

ATTENTION: Pre med public health nur

sing and all other studems interested m
health care issues Stop by the Student

Health Advisory Board s next meeting

March 12. 1991(Tuesday) in room 302 at the

Health Center 4 45pm Get involved

HAIGIS HOOPLA IS COMING Get some

friends together and start practicing (or

Haigis Hoopla, an out of doors 3 on 3

basketball testivel sponsored by the UMass

Sport Management Program and WHMP
FM Festival will take place April 2fr 28 Look

tor registration materials in the coming

month and prepare for a weekend of fun

friends, food, and basketball

PHYSICS CLUB MEETING
Tonight
630

Hasbrouck 137

Check us out 1

Have fun'

Make new friends'

RESUME / WRITING
Workshop

Tonight at 5 00 SBA 108

Presented by the Accounting Association

SHHHHH! AEPHI is sponsoring a no talk

a thon Stop by Wed Newman Center

12-9pm

UMASS OUTING CLUB
General meeting every Monday night

7 00 Campus Center Basement
Tonight 168

Trips, slides, and more
Everyone Welcome"

ANNOUNCEMENTS

AUDITIONS for Student Valley Productions'

Bill and Karen March 1 1th and 12th room

02 FAC 7 00 Open call

BED AND BREAKFAST- downtown ideal

for visiting parents and friends 5490733

DEAD TIXS
Need to trade

3/25 for 3/23-24

Call 253 3515

FEDERAL JOBS- $16 500 $62 000 per

year Now hiring' Ama/ing recorded

message reveals details 213A964 1808 e»t

228

GOING AWAY FOR spring break' Don t

carry cash Get your travelers' cheques at

the UMass Student Federal Credit Union'

MOSAIC: The five college Jewish magazine

will have a staff meeting for its premier issue

Wednesday March 13 7 30pm at the UMass
Hillel House All five college area students

welcome Applicatoins accepted for e»

penenced writers, copy editors, advertising

reps, artists, and typists For further info

contact 549-1710

AUTO FOR SALE

1988 HONDA CRX 5sp silver -good condi

lion $5500 BO 253-9660. Mark

1989 HONDA ACCORD Excellent

condition 2 door coupe AM/FM cassette

only 9900 miles- 1 owner gold $9500 or

best offer Call Bruce at 256 1215 after 6pm

TRUCK FOR SALE
1981 CHEVY C 10. 8' bed with cap runs

great, no rust, 4 spd .
6-cyl. PS $1950 Call

?53 9803 evenings

FOR SALE
HAF*Y BIRTHDAY

ENTERTAINMENT

RACK A-DISC is still the best for DJ s and

live entertainment Call anytime 586 9900

ask about our specials

FOR RENT

ROOMMATE WANTED IMMEDIATELY
$125 month first last required 256 1859

TAKE OVER OUR beautiful ranch house tor

next year' Call now' 549-6951

WINTER SPECIAL: 1 month rent 99 cents

with one year lease

2 Bedroom $450
3 Bedroom- $537
Sunderland, free bus route, laundry

facilities, swimming pool, garden plots,

short term lease available 665 3856

1 WAY TICKET to Ireland for March

Cheap call 6 0457

BEER AND LIQUOR accesones for sale'

Mirrors, lighted signs mugs shot glasses.

I shirts, posters

Cheap" 1 Call Dave 253 4061

BRIOGESTONE MB-5
One season old Suntour XCE
Ritchy head/stem speciali/ed headset

$300 or best Call Mike at 6 5475

FUTONS
Metawampe
Top quality gold bond futons

Delivery anywhere in U S A
Sleep with us and save'

1 800 3FUTON1

MOTORCYCLE FOR SALE: 1978 Honda

CB400T 400 B O 586 0766 2 helmets incl

PAUL SIMON TICKETS
Worcester Centrum Good seats

32991
665 7426 Leave message

ROSSIGNOL 858 QUANTUM skis 180s

with Solomon 547 bindings

Excellent condition Rarely used

$180 or BO Lynn 549-6102

SPRING IN AUSTIN! (Tx) on the 21sl ol

March
Fly from Hartford (one way)

90$ tel 665 7105

FOUND

ONE RIGHT HAND fencing glove outside

Hasbrouck Color, grey suede
Call 5 0359 and name the initials on it

SILVER BRACELET found near BCF
Contact at 6 2381

FREE BRUNO'S PIZZA

BOOK A HOUSE/DORM party with

RACKADISC and have tree lood Call

586 9900 for details (limited to UMass »

Amherst College)

H«epy Birthday Chrtaayl Just becauM
vou'rs otd doaan t mtttn you can't go out and

have fun anymore Lova your clammy room-

mata — Tarry

HELP WANTED

ASSEMBLERS: Excellent income to

assemble products from your home

504 646 1 700 Dept P 1 307

BABYSITTER WANTED one/two evenings

wk one child Own transportation needed

Call Lois 253 7273

CAMP BAUERCREST NEEDS swimming

boating, photo and arts counselors Over

night sports/cultural camp near

Newburyport. MA Sixty year history, great

summer |Ob Contact Steve Rothenberg

(617) 244 4355

INTELLIGENCE JOBS. All branches US
Customs, DEA ect Now hinng Call

1805 962 8000 Ext K9616

LOOKING FOR RACQUET stringers with

own machine to do contract stringing Begin

immediately Contact John 584 0151 or Art

549 4644

INSTRUCTION

ENGLISH AS A SECOND LANGUAGE
Classes begin April 1 1991

Intensive day. part time evening, and

TOEFL Preparation Three levels

Register before March 22

Language Pacilica 256 4065

LOST

RADAR DETECTOR in black case lost

in/near lot 43 Northeast please call 6 3979

if found REWARD

SILVER CHARM. Resembles flattened

coin Please call Andrea at 253 2282

REWARD

PERSONALS

ACADEMIC COMPANIONS is a private,

simple to use. singles network for people,

mainly in academe, who have serious in

tellectuaj and/or artistic interests National,

with local listings cost is $10 for information

packet Write Academic Companions P O
Box 346 Clinton NY 13323

CONGRATULATIONS
Jeff

So you are leaving all of us tor the

BIG APPLE'
Well •>'•'• We don't like it.

but good luck anyway'

You've been a tun neighbor and I

Inend It s definitely NYC s gain our loss'

We will miss you' Love your favorite

neighbors LARA MELANIE BETH and

COURTNEY

CRUNCH CRUNCH CRUNCH CRUNCH
CRUNCH CRUNCH CRUNCH CRUNCH
CRUNCH CRUNCH IF IT GETS BLOODY
DIAL 911

TO THE BEAUTIFUL BLONOE Alpha Chi

lormerly of Dwight Northeast |usl isn I the

same without you you hot babe

Love your Admirer

SPRING BREAK

M*% TO PANAMA CITY, FLI

Cancunl Jamaica! Sailing out

faat! Special deale on Cancun
If you call now 1 Free parties'

Concertai Call now'

STS UMasa Rep Denlee 546-7156

SUMMER SUBLET

In leroe

June-Aufrom campus. June-Auguet. Ask for Tars

549-5244

ROE WANTED

I NEED A RtOC anywhere in Pennsylvania

preferably Philadelphia

Will share costs

546-6886

WILL SHARE EXPENSES! Ride needed to

Rochester NY area Friday March 15 (spnng

break) Call Becky 8-0158

TRANSACTIONS

BOSTON (AL): Red Sox signed Dan L to

a one year contract to be Lou G gopher and

jurior assistant technical advisor to the Bat

Boy

Congratulations Dan!

TRAVEL

CAN'T AF^6b6~TPRING BREAK?
Guaranteed great prices! Space available

to Jamaica. Mexico and Panama City

Beach, Florida (the new Daytona Beach )'

MCA/ISA are acceptedl Cell Cindy st

540-3538 -please leava a message!

ROOMMATE WANTED

PUFFERS PONO
Msture female wanted to shsre apt

room 5 mln. from UMass Busline

+ util Avail April 1st

Call Jerts 540-0103

-Quiet

$225

TVPtNO/WORDPROCESSING

CAMPUS PICKUP and delivery, cheap

fast, sccurate, Adam 253-9117

ROOMMATE NEEDEO $1«/5J*
M>reh

rant free Call Kevin (508)256-3062

FAST. ACCURATE TYPING w/ spellcheck

and boldface $1 45/pg CaH Greg 546-2546

RESUMES, PAPERS, anything typed or

typeset Faat. profeeslonal service^ Affor

dable rates KCommonicatlons, 256-6373

SERVICES WANTED

PREGNANT?
Need a pregnancy teel. Information or sup

port? Can for free and confidential services

ALTERNATIVES 33 Main St Northampton

566-3000 or Greenfield 774-6010

aOMO AWAY for June -August Ws would

tlks to subkft your apartment or house sit

Must be near bus route Call 546-6394 at

night ask for Eric or Dab

SERVICESWOROPROCESSING

DISSERTATIONS, CASES. PAPERS.
On-campus pickup Fasti Accurate'

Mec/Laeer . Spellcheck

Nancy 584-7024

TIMBER LAKE CAMPS located in NY's

Catsklll Mountains seek General

Cwnaekxa, Athletic Instructors, and WSI •

Orvcampua intervtewe Top salaries/travel

allowance 800-628-CAMP (0-4 30

weekdaya)
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Sports
After 0-27 season, Minutewomen look to improve next year

By GREG SUKIENNIK
Collegian Staff

A cursory glance at the University of Massachusetts

women's basketball team's final statistics «WjrtM
season of disappointment. However, they don t tell the en

tire story about a team that never stopped trying.

The Minutewomen did not win a single game all season

long, finishing 0-27 overall and 0-18 in Atlantic-lC
I
Con-

ference play. The numbers say that UMass only hit 37

percent of their shots from the field, were outscored by

an average 7446 margin and turned the ball over 29 times

However, while those are actual numbers, they don't

tell the whole story, as coach Kathy Hewelt explains.

•The unfortunate thing is that its hard to see the team s

improvement because of the bottom line.' said Hewelt

In particular. Hewelt stressed the improvement that the

Minutewomen made at the season's end on offense and

over the course of the year in the area of maturity.

While the Minutewomen did improve offensively at the

end of the season - a 64 point. 47.7 percent field goal

percentage outburst against St. Bonaventure in the A- 10

tournament - they did suffer difficulties in putting points

on the scoreboard.

Only center Keyburn McCusker averaged over ten

points a game - she led the team with 15.2 points per

game - and no player besides McCusker shot over 40 per

cent from the field.

Thirty seven percent is certainly not acceptable at this

level
" admitted Hewelt. However, she noted the loss of

Patty Robak [who left the team] and Trish Riley [injury]

the team's starting guards as a partial explanation for

those numbers. . ..__

if our one. two and three spots [point guard, shooting

guard and small forward respectively] were settled, we

would have had more balance. We had no outside scoring

and that allowed the opposition to drop down inside on

Keyburn and Lisa [Ireland]."

More important, perhaps, was the manner in which a

team comprised mainly of freshmen and sophomores

underwent "baptism by fire," a common Hewelt phrase

during the season. Despite the lack of wins, the

Minutewomen did improve, according to Hewelt.

"Our young kids grew up and took a step forward,

pointed out the third-year coach. "It's overlooked that we

played pretty good defense because ofthe scoring margins.

We held Rutgers to 62 points at their place, and they

finished in the top four."

"It was a strength of ours that in a horrendous year

we were up and ready to play 95 percent of the time, and

that's pretty damned high," Hewelt continued. "At times

you would have expected us fold our cards, but we didn t.

These kids want to win."

Looking to the future, the Minutewomen return all but

McCusker, who will graduate with the fourth-best scor

ing mark in UMass women's history.

McCusker and Hewelt were both confident that the ex

perience the Minutewomen gained will help the team

'""Uee a lot of good things in the future," said McCusker

"A lot of our young players got experience that most other

young players don't get their first or second year. There

is some talent on this team...every player can work on that

over the summer."
Hewelt hopes that her team can remember this season

and by doing so, put it behind them.

"It can be a great motivator, because no one wants to

go through this again," she said. "Our kids will not

forget."

Coll*«Un photo by \mmM W5»

Keyburn McCusker scored her 1,000th career

point for the University of Massachusetts

women's basketball team this year,.

II our one, iwo anu mice o|#wm> ii~»"* »- «» »

Men's gymnasts take fourth New England title in five years
—V—I—IK By MICHAEL MORRISSEY ^rhri^pnaens pommel horse routine

Collegian File Photo

Steve Christiansen won the pommel horse with a score of 9.55, helping

the University of Massachusetts men's gymnastics team to the New

England championships this past weekend.

By MICHAEL MORRISSEY
Collegian Correspondent

While the University of Massachusetts

men's gymnastics team may not have ac

complished all of its' goals, they still won

their fourth New England Championship

in five years on Sunday in Burlington. VT.

The Minutemen were true to their word,

as they scored 263.1 points and beat

Southern Connecticut (259.4), the team

they sought revenge against for an early

season loss. Springfield College finished

third, with a score of 257.55.

Sophomore Steve Christensen had an ex-

cellent weekend, as he compiled an second

place all around score of 54.4 on Sunday.

His 54.15 all-around at the Eastern Col-

legiate Atheletic Conference Champion

ships on Saturday was good enough for se-

cond place.

"Everybody showed some bright spots,

said Coach Roy Johnson, who was pleased

with his team's performance this weekend.

The team swept four of six events in the

New Englands. UMass took the floor exer

cise, rings, pommel horse and parallel bars,

and missed winning the vault by just .05

points.

Christensens pommel horse routine

(9.55) was good enough for first, and almost

good enough for a team record. Freshman

Joe Haran also had a good meet, as he

scored a 53.15 on the all around. Haran

tied for first place on the rings (9.0).and

finished third in the horse, with a score of

9.3.

In addition, Jason Braud finished fourth

in the vault, scoring a 9.0. Braud also plac-

ed on the floor routine with a score of 9.4.

Bill Sayman earned third place on the

paralell bars (9.1).

Although they did not compile the 270

points they had hoped to, Johnson said he

thought his team did well.

"We got off to a good start," he said. "But

we didn't do real well on the vault, and onlv

okay on the parallel bars."

Johnson said he was sure his team would

not let down next week against Cortland,

the last warm-up before the Eastern Inter-

collegiate Gymnastics League

Championships.
"We usually have our best meet of the

year against Cortland — we want to get 270

[points]," he said.

UMass gets NIT
bid, will host game
Friday, vs. LaSalle
The University of Massachusetts men's basketball

team will host LaSalle at the Cage Friday night in the

first round of the National Invitational Tournament,

the NIT Selection Committee announced yesterday.

"I'm happy for the seniors more than anything,"

UMass coach John Calipari said. "It's amazing they

get to play another game in front of their home crowd

I know spring break starts this weekend. I'm begg-

ing for the students to leave after the game. We need

that kind of support."

News of the home date was a pleasant surprise for

the 17-11 Minutemen, who spent last week wondering

if they'd receive a bid at all, no less at the Cage.

"It means the NIT Committee was impressed with

our fan support," Calipari said. The Minutemen sold

out 10 of 12 games at the Cage this season.

LaSalle, 19-9, is a member of the Metro Atlantic Con-

ference. The Explorers' top player is senior guard Doug

Overton, who is projected as a possible first round pick

in the upcoming NBA draft.

The game will mark the second NIT appearance in

two years for the Minutemen (17-11). Ticket informa-

tion game time and other details will be announced

.ater in the week.
_^ S]LVERSTEIN

Uneven bars do in

Women's gymnastics
By LYNN FRANKEL
Collegian Correspondent

The University of Massachusetts women's gymnastics

team won three out of the four events this weekend

against top-ranked University ofNew Hampshire. Unfor-

tunately, one event, the uneven parallel bars, stood in the

way of a UMass victory, as the Wildcats prevailed,

186.9-184.45.

The bars, the first event of the meet last Saturday, was

a complete 'disaster' for the Minutewomen.

Coach Alfie Mitchell described the event as "weird." He

said his athletes hit all of their big tricks and that the

breaks, or falls, came during the easy portions of their

routines.

"I was impressed with the way our team salvaged the

meet," said Mitchell. UMass defeated the UNH squad on

the vault [47.15 points], the floor exercise [46.65] and the

balance beam [47.0].

"The only negative of the meet was the loss," said

Mitchell.

Tammy Marshall led the team once again. Marshall

scored an impressive 9.7 on the beam and established a

new school record in the floor exercise with a 9.7. Abby

May scored a personal best on the balance beam with a

9.55, placing second behind Marshall.

The team, currently ranked seventh in the Northeast,

is looking to improve their standing this weekend as they

take on West Virginia and UNH once again. Mitchell is

hoping that high scores will improve their ranking in the

Northeast as well as in the Atlantic- 10 Conference.
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Baker cancels trip to Eastern Jerusalem
US to push for concessions on territories

By BARRY SCHWE1D
,\F Diplomatic Writer

CAIRO. Egypt - An outbreak ot violent-t-

in Jerusalem forced Secretary of State

.James A Baker. Ill to cancel a planned

visit to the predominantly Arab but Israel-

occupied Eastern sector of the city

Baker met hen- \e-terday with Egyptian

President Hon Mubarak after saying he

will not ask Arabs to make gestures for

peace until he knows how far Israel is

prepared to no in matching them.

He was heading yesterday afternoon to

Jerusalem, where his call for unspecified

concessions h\ brad already is causing

problems.

In canceling his scheduled visit to East

Jerusalem as part of his 10 day tour of the

Middle East, Baker denounced Sunday^

fatal Cabbing Of four women in mostly

Jew ish West Jerusalem as tragic and ap-

palling acts."

Nonetheless. Baker's spokesperson.

Margaret D Tutwiler. said he would follow

through with plans to meet today with I

group of Palestinian Arab- at the home of

the U.S. consul general in West Jerusalem.

Arab participants in the planned meeting

are listed onlv hy occupation. U.S. officials

maintained they do not know whether

delegation members have ties with the

Palestine Liberation Organization.

The Bush administration suspended

talks with the PLO last June saying fac-

tions had engaged in terrorist acts despite

a pledge by PLO Chairman Yasser Arafat

to abandon such tactics.

If Baker meets with Palestinians endors

ed by Arafat, it could effectively renew the

dialogue and put pressure on Israel to yield

parts or all of the West Bank and Gaza.

Israeli troops early yesterday shot dead

six Arab gunmen attempting a cross border

raid from Jordan. And three Israeli soldiers

were wounded in the clash near a farming

collective m northern Israel.

In Jerusalem, the alleged assailant, an

Arab from occupied Gaza, said he was

delivering "a message for Baker" with

Sunday's stabbings Israeli police wound

ed and captured him. After the attack,

angry Israelis shouted "Baker go home!"

and anti-Arab slogans.

Baker was beginning his first visit to

Israel yesterday afternoon in an effort to

promote peace talks with Arab nations as

well as an Israeli Palestinian dialogue.

Bakers spokesperson expressed his con-

dolences to the families of the stabbing

victims.

"He was very deeply saddened by the

senseless and tragic acts of violence," Tut-

wiler said. "It is obviously inappropriate

to visit sites «in East Jerusalem) on the

heels of this tragic and appalling act ol

violence," Tutwiler said.

"But we must not let these rejectionists

define what is possible," she added. "They

reject hope and reconciliation."

The mostly Arab old city fell to Israeli

troops in the 1967 Six-Day War. ending 19

years of Jordanian occupation. President

Bush has called the Israelis occupiers, put

ting East Jerusalem in the same occupa

tion category as West Bank and Gaza.

Al> ph.. I..

JERUSALEM - Secretary of State James Baker, flanked by two U.S.

Marines, yesterday set down a wreath in the memorial hall of Yad Vashem.

a Holocaust memorial and museum.

Collegian FUe Photo

Commission
makes headway
on SGA disputes
By JEFF CLEARY
Collegian Correspondent

The Commission on Student Governance met again

last Saturday for over eight hours, agreeing that the

main source of most of the problems center on a lack

of communication and trust between administrators

and student leaders.

The commission, composed of administrators, facul

ty and students, was designed to restructure the stu-

dent government. It focuses on the problems of the cur-

rent Student Government Association structure.

John Hunt, associate University of Massachusetts

English professor and member of the commission, said

there seemed to be an improper balance toward the vice

chancellor of Student Affairs and away from the

students. When administrators and staff have problems

with students, Hunt said, they go to the vice chancellor

instead of dealing with student leaders.

Hunt, also a Faculty Senate member, said the Facul-

ty Senate has great influence over other groups on cam-

pus because they have the best access to administrators

- more than student leaders could have.

Previously, he said, the Senate used its influence to

stop the sale of cigarettes on campus, against some stu-

dent objection.

Marc Kenen, vice president of the Graduate btudent

Senate, said the GSS runs relatively smoothly because,

"We have an unspoken rule that we do not bring things

to the GSS to divide it."

Jeff Turco, SGA speaker and member of the

Republican Club, said more staff members need to be

in positions to help students.

Members of the commission also expressed a desire

to more clearly define the roles of each segment of the

SGA.
At the meeting, three new undergraduates were add

ed to the commission: Manuel Bento from the OffCam

pus Housing Office, James Molesworth ofWMUA and

Laura Silver of the Lesbian Gay Bisexual Alliance.

The commission also defined the goal of the SGA as

one of responsibility "for representing students in

finance and quality of life decisions on campus, ac-

cording to Dan Chesnicka, former speaker of the SGA

Saddam's troops shelled by rebels;

Iraq reports control of Karbala
NICOSIA, Cyprus (AP) - Saddam Hussein's troops

shelled Shiite Muslim rebels in mosques in the besieged

holy city of Karbala, and defected by the tens of thousands

elsewhere, opposition leaders reported yesterday.

They said the Shiite fighters, as well as civilians trap

ped in the crossfire, were being slaughtered, and that 500

have been killed or wounded since Friday.

Government officials in Baghdad claimed Republican

Guard troops have re-established control of the city, 100

miles south of the Iraqi capital, afler several days of fierce

combat.
They gave no details, but Saddams forces appear to

have been isolating centers of resistance, such as Karbala

and the southern port of Basra, and pounding them with

artillery and tanks.

Karbala, famed for its mosques, is revered by bhntes

as the burial place of Imam Hussein, grandson of the Pro-

phet Mohammed and one of the sect's principal saints.

It has a population of about 120,000.

Exile leaders met in Beirut to coordinate their campaign

to oust Saddam. Ayatollah Taqi al -Mudaressi, leader of

the Shiite Islamic Labor Organization, told reporters that

Republican Guardsmen were "ruthlessly and in-

discriminately shelling the holy city of Karbala."

"They're massacring the people there," he said. "I have

sent letters to the world's religious leaders, including the

pope, to prevent Saddam's criminal regime from massacr

ing the Iraqi people."

There was no independent confirmation of the reports

on the rebellions by the Shiites in the south and by Kurd_

snin the north Rasra and low-income Shiite suburbs of

Baghdad.
The Kurds have claimed major advances since the upris-

ing began March 1, following Saddam's crushing military

defeat by the U.S.-led coalition force that liberated

Kuwait. mnnn
Mudaressi said two army brigades, about 1U.UUU

soldiers, "have joined the popular uprising" in the south

since Sunday. He claimed the Shiites have captured 42

helicopter gunships and 11 surface-to-surface missiles

since the revolt began.

Jalal Talabani, leader of the Patriotic Union of Kur

distan, claimed in Beirut that at least three Iraqi Army

divisions - 30,000 to 36,000 men - have "joined the peo

pie along with their tanks, artillery batteries and other

weapons."
Kurdish officials said the Patriotic Union and its ally,

the Kurdistan Democratic Party, have seized large areas

of the northern provinces and were poind tn attack tin-

key oil center of Kirkuk. 100 miles north of Baghdad

The Kurds have battled for years for autonomy for their

mountainous homeland, which includes parts of Turkey.

Iran, Syria and the Soviet Union.

They make up about 20 percent of Iraq l 17 million

population. The Shiites, who live mainly in the south,

form a 55 percent majority. Saddam's ruling elite is over

whelmingly Sunni Muslim, a sect that totals about 40 per

cent of Iraq's people, including most Kurds.

Talabani and Mesut Barzani of the Kurdish Democratic

Party met secretly last week with Turkish officials,

Turkey announced yesterday.

The meeting apparently represented a change in

Turkey's policv of trying to block Kurdish autonomy in

northern Iraq." Turkey has feared that a Kurdish state

would encourage Kurdish separatists in Turkey.

Talabani said the opposition forces meeting in Beirut

agreed on a goal of establishing a "democratic, federal

Baghdad's state run newspapers acknowledged the op-

position meeting. Al-Thawra, the Baath mouthpiece,

declared in an editorial: "They want to bring down the

government and replace it with stooges who receive their

instruction from foreign ambassadors."
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TUESDAY, MARCH 12

Lecture - A lecture on "Sexual Assault and All Terms

of Abuse in Heterosexual and Lesbian Relationships will

be given at 7:30 p.m. in Wright Hall Cannon Room at

Smith College.

Debate - Women's Voters League mil sponsor a can-

didates debate at 7:30 p.m. at Amherst Junior High

School. , . »

Blood Drive - A blood drive, sponsored by American

Red Cross, will be held in CC 163C from 11 a.m.4 p.m.

Meeting - The Finance Investment Club and Collegiate

Investment Challenge Awards, Merrill Lynch Program

wm hold at meeting at 7 p.m. in the School of Business

Administration room 108. Bring stock ideas for member

3tW>

-Tpanel discussion on "Women in Occupied Ter-

ritories: An International Panel Discussion will be held

from 4 p.m.-6 p.m. in the CC 174-176.

Forum - A forum on "The United States and the Mid

die East at the Crossroads" will be held at 7 p.m. in

Memorial Hall.

WEDNESDAY, MARCH 13

Brown Bag Lecture Series - A ^ure^nes sponsored

by the Women's Studies department, will be held at 12.15

p m. in CC 904-908. Donna Hebert speaks on Kude

Women's Music."

Discussion - A discussion on "Video Dreamworlds,"

concerning the portrayals of women in music videos is

scheduled for 7 p.m.-lO p.m. in the Campus toterXom-

munication Professor Sut Jhally is scheduled to speak

Check the information schedule near elevators for room

nX

Uc7ure - A lecture, "Violence, Suffering and Evil: Is

God Involved?" will be held in CC 811-815 at 7:30 p.m.

It is sponsored by the United Christian Foundation.

Book Signing - Suzanne Gordon, freelance journalist

and author, will sign copies of her new book. Prisoners

of Men's Dreams: Striking Out For a New Feminine

Future, will hold a book signing in the Campus Center

from 4 p.m.-6 p.m. Sponsored by tU School of Nursing

and the Donahue Institute for Governmental Service.

Conference - The Second Annual Participative

Research Conference will be at the Hotel Northampton

in Northampton and will be from 8:14 a.m-4:45.p.m.

Lecture - Professor Edward M. Arnett, of Duke Univer-

3ity, will speak on "Electron Transfer: The Bridge Bet-

ween Heterosis and Homolysis Energies in Lederle

Graduate Research Tower room 1633 at 11:15 a.m. Spon-

sored by the Department of Chemistry.

Student/Faculty Cocktail Hour - The political science

honor society, Pi Sigma Alpha, will have a cocktail hour

from 4 p m. 6 p.m. in CC 1001. All political science ma-

jors and Pi Sigma Alpha members are invited.

Speaker - Dr. George Wade of the psychology depart-

ment will speak on "Nutrition-Reproduction Interactions

^Hamster?" at 4 p.m. in South Morrill 203. The speech

is sponsored by the Neuroscience and Behavior Program.

THURSDAY, MARCH 14

Lecture - A lecture on "Rights In Conflict sponsored

by the Family Planning Council of Western

Massachusetts, will feature a panel on the right to privacy

concerning AIDS patients at 7:30 p.m. at the Unitarian

Society of Northampton, 200 Main St., Northampton.

Meeting - Union Video Center will have a general

meeting at 7:30 p.m. in the Commuter Lounge

Workshop - A workshop on pornography will be held

in the 3rd floor lounge of Grayson Residential Hall from

7 n.m.-9 p.m. _ _ — a
Film - A film will be show in CC 803 from 7 p.m. 9

p.m.. sponsored by the LBGA. Admission is free.

Meeting - The Palestine Solidarity Committee will have

a new members meeting at 7:30 p.m. in CC 805

FRIDAY, MARCH 15 __ .. -. .__
Jumaa Salat - Sponsored by the Muslim Students

Association in CC 805 at 12:30 p.m.

Coffee Social - A coffee social, sponsored by the LBUA,

will be held in CC 803 from 3 p.m.-6 p.m. Admission is

free.

&&&%&

ANDY'S SECRETARIAL SERVICE

Reports Term Papers

I yping and Quality Wor4 Processing

Resume Consultation

Temporary Help For Any Office

fust Affordable Service

241 King Si. Northampton 584-1000

Now Open in Town! 3LW*]

f
e Restaurant

Accept Vim MC
limn- Accepted

28 Main Street, Northampton, MA
584-4892

^ * 1991
Student Ttavcl

Catalog!
Everything you need to

know about:

•Student Travel

• Air Fares

• Rail Passes

• Car Rental/leasing

•Work Abroad

•Study Abroad

•Int'l Student & Teacher id

& MUCH MORE!!!

CALL for your fREE copy!

Council Travel
79 So. Pieasant St.

Amherst
413-g56-1fc*i

%$&%&$©<S®*&&%?>

10P€ARIST
tumnn

Now's the

time to call...

North Amherst I

Motors
7B 0'J SundwWnJ Rd., No. Amherct

549-2880

Expert Repairs and
Reconditioning

Moss Ma/or Credit Cards Accepted

ALEKA'S ATTIC
I >;iturmu River Phoenix

With LLlK'Sl -

N DOLPHIN
Tues., March 12-8:00 pm

'18* $4 at the door

* *
LearnGerman
ThisSummer
atURI

\$$\ June 23 - August 2, 1991

The Eleventh Annual German Summer School

of the Atlantic at the University of Rhode Island

in co-operation with the Goethe Institute Boston,

German will be- the sole language of communication, and

German life and culture the heart of this six week residency

program of intensive language study

You mav earn up to nine undergraduate or graduate credits

while living in the beautiful surroundings of our country

campus, just minutes away from Rhode Islands magnificent

beaches and historic Newport

Ibis program is ideally suited for anyone wishing to enroll in

beginning, .ntcrmediate, or advanced (ierman Take advantage

„f this rare opportunity to participate in this total (,crman

language experience

Contact:

Dr John Grandin and

Dr. OHO Dornbcrg. ( <» Dim tors

Dept of languages. I Rl

Kingston, Rl 02881

Or call: (401) 792 5911

iTCouYeTriangOne
OfOur Competitor's

LSAT Prep Courses,
YouCouldBe

LastYears
If vou're not taking s.anlev H Kaplan to pr.-parr lor the n.-w LSAl j«U I ould be

wwtMyowawstudyrmgforanownthatsalrtadvouidWBd

That s be aim uniiltt rw* M p«p comptnia «t research Jepartmrn. kb on

dortothmevtnkiw*. I with Kaplan, youj benefit tow

fexpcrtence.flliaiciHwaiid«ipenoireaching methods

tfhenitoomesto ' *** with the one wtpetp

i

thai dways d •<- itshomework

gSTANLEY H. KAPLAN
oh lake Kaplan Or lakeYour Chances

Classes begin March 25-April 23 Tel. No. 549-5780
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LOCAL
Volunteers f~i

help bring
lambs to life
By DANIEL J. LYONS
Collegian Correspondent

Almost 200 lambs were born during

February at the Hampshire College Farm

Center under the watchful eyes of 60

volunteer workers, according to the pro-

gram's director.

Roberta Myers, director of the Farm

Center, said the center is not a "real" farm

in the strictest sense, but rather an educa-

tional institution.

"Our product isn't lambs, or money, or

crops really, it's education," she said. "If

I were running this farm strictly for pro-

fit, it would be done very differently. I pro-

bably wouldn't be so hospitable to

volunteers. . .But since this is an educa-

tional institution, we feel we have a duty

of education people."

Myers said the center program "is not

always open to anyone, unless we have

something that n-*ds a lot of people."

The primary times when volunteers are

needed, she said, are in February during

the height of the Lambwatch program.

During Lambwatch, volunteers help

monitor pregnant ewes.

Volunteers are also needed when the

sheep are being sorted, she said.

Myers said people are motivated to

volunteer for the Center "from whatever

comes from inside them."

"It's an opportunity that's available and

people put into it what they want to, and

they get out of it something that's of in-

terest," she said. "And it's fun, if you do

something that's really mental, it's really

fun to do something that's physical."

People interested in volunteering to work

for the Farm Center should write a letter,

including a method of contact and an area

of interest, to Roberta Myers at the Hamp-

shire College Farm Center. All inquiries

will be placed on a list for notification when

volunteer positions arise

BB|^HMeT__r^ ( olirfian photo hv John K l^wi-

KEEP ON TRUCKIN* - A Northampton resident pulls along his bicycle while doing a little window shop-

ping^
,

„
•

UM worker struck by paint pellet outside DC
By MARK HENSLEY
Collegian Staff

An employee dumping trash outside the

Hampden Dining Commons on Saturday,

reported being struck by a paint pellet

which was shot from the lower Coolidge

Residence Hall area. Six other shots land-

ed on the ground near him and the man
received a bruise on his back.

A man was struck in the face Saturday

morning at Lincoln Apts. after he chased

two subjects who he allegedly saw kick in

a window.

Arrests

• Lewis J. Newell, 20, of Stoneham, was

arrested Friday night on University Drive

for allegedly being underaged in the posses-

sion of alcohol, operating an uninspected

motor vehicle, drinking from an open

alcoholic container, and was cited for

operating without headlights.

• Peter Z. Ribeiro, 20, ofNew Haven, CT,

was arrested early Saturday morning at

the Worcester Dining Commons for alleg

ed disorderly conduct.

• Phillip S. Halperin, 20, of Stoughton,

was arrested Saturday evening at Lot 50

for allegedly being underaged in the posses

sion of alcohol.

• Martin W. Gatrost, 21, of Waban, was

arrested at the Student Union Saturday

night for two counts of alleged possession

of a dangerous weapon. In the same inci

dent, Kerry A. Mauey. 19, of Brighton, was

arrested for alleged disorderly conduct.

• Jouhn Charles Vincent Casilli Jr., 19,

of Somerset, was arrested Saturday at the

Southwest "Horseshoe" for allegedly being

underaged in the possession of alcohol.

• John S. Ziemba, 22, of Ludlow, was ar

rested early Sunday morning for alleged

ly operating under the influence of alcohol

and was cited for speeding.

volunteer positions arise. a winnow.

Jewish students at Hampshire struggle for acceptance
. .

* u_ U—* - " The invests- pression is seen as the least important, if it ,s considered

By ALISON BUCKHOLTZ
Collegian Staff

Hampshire College is small, and the group ofHampshire

students who gathered for a meeting on a rainy evening

are wary because of its small size.

Their views are unpopular on campus, and until recent

ly, unspoken- Some hesitate to give their names^Phrases

like "feeling reined in" and "not belonging dot their

speech, along with "coming out" - not as gays, but as

Jewish students on a campus thought to be open to a diver-

sity of cultures.

"For me, the idea of 'coming out as a Jew' is perfect^t

Hampshire
" said Hampshire College junior Michael

Sr "Here there is an environment where Jewish
iden-

tity • is something you keep hidden.

Some Jewish students at Hampshire, concerned their

rukural experience is being systematically ignored and

hatlmkaTopinion against Israel has crossed the boun-

dary^nto anti-Semitism, have gathered to address these

"ad'/stream of anti-Semitic graffiti, Hampshire's

denial of Judaism's cultural legitimacy, and other

tdents' willingness to negatively label Wtij. c^set

Jews formed the group's new agenda, members say.

Hampshire's ad hoc Jewish Student group claims no

uSpSlttical ideology, so we can be open to all Jewish

students here," Seltzer says.

Their largest meeting to date gathered last spring, after

the phrase ''Kill the Jews" was smeared in butter on the

windows of the faculty lounge.

Last semester the tension intensified when the Kill the

Jews" and "Destroy Israel" were scrawled m library

Soonis across campus, in Franklin Patterson Hall and

ErSyVkinson Hall, according to freshman Brooke

^menever racist, homophobic, or anti-Semitic graffiti

is Sd the administration sends out a tetter saying

therms an investigation, but you never hear beyond that,

Leviton said.

As a result some Jewish students feel "angry and

sc^d" she said. "You don't know who's writing it, or

Pven who you could be talking to anymore

m fart according to Hampshire's Director-ifPublic Safe-

ty^imtyoX^e student has bjj.^J^~
pus" in a tenuous connection with the graffiti, but no

criminal charges have been brought up." The investiga-

tions are still "semi-active," he said.

Unlike the situation at other area colleges where the

Jewish student communities are larger, formally organiz

ed, and most readily self-identify as Jews, Jewish students

who are "out" at Hampshire often end up feeling more

isolated and alone after anti-Semitic incidents that remain

unresolved, according to Seltzer.

"This makes it more complicated to maintain your iden^

tity as a Jew," he said. "On your own, you have to find

other people 'out' as Jews to share the experience with

Jou Eleven if you're 'out' your identification as a Jew

still isn't acknowledged by others at Hampshire

Cultural acknowledgement is the main goal that

members of the Jewish Student group seek.

"Son is not cool at Hampshire, and people here see

Judaism only as a religion, not a culture," said sophomore

Isaac Bromberg.

"We're politically isolated very quickly," said senior

Steve Deuteh, "but we're also culturally isolated because

Judaism 'isn't a culture,' so all we're left with is religion

_ which means that we're left with nothing since this

is Hampshire. Maybe that's why we're afraid because

we're discounted. We're nothing in the eyes of other peo-

P
In Rebecca Gutterman's experience, others "aren't open

to hearing the whole story." „

"Judaism isn't just my religion, it's my backgrouncl

she said. "There's a lack of understanding that goes

beyond political viewpoints."

Unfortunately, members say, personal opinion and pre-

judice on campus interferes with institutional prc^esse^

When Hampshire "writes us off as being part of the larger

Whtte majority," according to Bromberg, "it's the Jewish

Student Group that suffers.

"We're always having to prove a valid reason for [the

group's] existence. . .people question why we need a chunk

of the budget, what this group can do that others can t,

why we need a certain space to have meetings, Bromberg

recalled. "But money and distribution of resources should

be proportionate for all groups."

Since Judaism's legitimacy is questioned at Hampshire,

however, so is the group's legitimacy. But what s worse,

members say, is that informal anti-Semitism is not ques

tioned "There is a tendency at Hampshire toward a

hierarchy of oppression," Seltzer said, adding Jewish op-

pression is seen as the least important, if it is considered

at all-
. ~ .l i

"In one 'ism' class, the professor left it up to the Jews

in the class to prove there was Jewish oppression, " Seltzer

"In another class, when people said offensive things

about Jews, the professor and other students let it go

he said. "Things that affect other groups, that would be

an affront to other groups, are consciously ignored for us.

We are consciously asked to look at our own racism, sex

ism, homophobia, but anti-Semitism isn't included in that.

Why7"

Because anti-Semitism isn't seen as "real," according

to Deuteh, "We're left to stand up for ourselves, do things

on our own. We all see the anti-Semitism on campus, but

we don't know how to make people aware of it because

they want to ignore it."

The solution, according to freshman Jonathan Miller,

is "more, and more open, discourse. .That's what Hamp-

shire is supposed to be about."

The recent teach-in's about the Persian Gulf War, and

the constant parade of opinion on the UMass Student

Union steps only serves to highlight what Miller sees as

Hampshire's lack of dialogue on current events and its

unquestioning "blanket liberal, anti-conservative" stance.

"I love Hampshire, but it has its problems," Seltzer

agreed, alluding to what he said is an intolerance of a dif-

ferent opinion.

"A lot of issues aren't addressed," he said. There is no

discourse, for example, regarding the issues we're bring-

ing up. Zero."

One positive step, he suggests, would be for the ad-

ministration to acknowledge "a Jewish cultural communi-

ty at this college, and treat us as such. There also needs

to be a program during Holocaust Awareness Week.

There's a tremendous amount of insensitivity about the

Holocaust at Hampshire, to the point where people

trivialize it." .

Other improvements would follow if non-Jewish

students made it easier for Jews at Hampshire to 'come

out," members say, by realizing that Jews do not act or

think as a political mass.

"As a Jew here, I'm somehow condemned for everything

[that goes on in the Middle East]," Leviton said. "I'm made

responsible for everything. When people find out I'm

Jewish, they confront me with, 'What about Israel?

CONTINUED ON PAGE 4
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The assumptions follow, whether or not

one identifies a political stance, often

frustrates the "coming-out' process. "Ifyou

apologize for an Israeli policy, it's demean-

ing, but people assume certain things about

you if you don't have a disclaimer," she

said.

"There's a look of surprise. If it happens

more than once, I start to wonder, 'Should

I say [that I'm Jewishl?"* she said.

Differing opinions about Israel, according

to Seltzer, have nothing to do with the real

issue ofbeing accepted as an ethnic group.

"It's not about political expression - it s

our experience of who we are as Jewish

Americans," he said. "We want to present

our identity and be proud of it, and have

others acknowledge it."

As the situation stands now, the

automatic labels given to Jews who iden-

tify as such "take on their own personali-

ty, and stereotype you," Bromberg said.

"You find that you thought you were in

a place that people thought openly, but it's

not really different from anyplace else. I

don't want to be judged by people without

them knowing me," Bromberg said.

Working in such small numbers against

a potential backlash ofopinion "makes you

realize what's important to you," Gutter-

man said. "You don't know it's there until

you're faced with it. It is difficult here, but

hopefully if you feel good about your

Judaism you can be proud."

Judaism, according to Seltzer, is the most

basic bond members of the Jewish Student

group share, though they may be at odds

on political and social issues. To him, that

is enough.
"We don't represent the Jewish com

munity at Hampshire," he said. "We don't

even agree with each other half the time.

But we share a common identity, and we

want that identity to be acknowledged and

treated with the same sensitivity and

respect as any other."

'
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Tfve fUN Doesn't End [Just

Because Spring fireakDoes

THE \X1\A%% 7HZA7UE dUTLD
PA£S£NTS

I9&0 <DtE 'WOO'DS
by Stephen Sondfvetm & ]ames Lapin*

TlASlCH 25-28, 1991 8:00 p.m.

HOWJCEJl ylUDXTOfcXUn
Tickets Available, NOW at the

TAC Box Office 545-2511.

Largest College Daily in New England

THE MASSACHUSETTS
Established in 1890

Daily Collegian
? Campus Center

HEADLINE WRITING
WORKSHOP

Given by In Feorino of the Union News

Thursday. Aarch 14.

6 p.m.

IN THE NEWSROOM
Mandatory for all Night and Copy Editors.

All staff and correspondents are welcome to attend.

*

Proper Idenlification A Musi

57 NORTH PLEASANT ST • 253-51

St. Patricks Day Celebration

Thursday Might 9-???

Green Miller lite Bottles $ 1 .50

Pitchers of Green Beer $4.50

Green Jello Shots $1.00 *

*
Drink of tho Week

Vodka & Tonic/Soda
Shooter ol the Week

Irish Blarney Stone
Boer ol the Month

$1.50

$2.00

*
60 oz. Rolling Rock, Miller

Miller Lite Pitchers $4.50

Miller Genuine, & Rolling Rock Pitchers

^S^uNNVsn*
To Busch Gardens that is. Florida's

K^ *"" most exciting adventure park Fluff up your feathers Show us your

own special brand of talent Spotlight your style and make us smile, smile, smile'

r- AUDITIONS & INTERVIEWS -|
Monday, March 25, 1991 • 9am—6pm
THE HYATT REGENCY • CAMBRIDGE

575 Memorial Drive • Cambridge

Don't Forget-TONIGHT
FREE Taco Bar 9-close

FREE RENT OPTION

Comic Actors
Prepare a comic monologue. 2 minutes long of appropnate material You may be requested to per-

form an improvisation Ethnic dialects are helpful and may also be requested

Singers and Dancers
We re searching tor maJe and female feature dancers, and for strong angers who also danceweH

Smgers shouldprepare two short setectons (ballad and uptempo) Bnng sheet rnus*£™«w™
background cassette .n your best key Accompamst and cassette recorder provided Dancers should

bnngaance attire and have a 2 minute prepared choreographed piece showing movement and ver-

satility Singers be prepared to dance and dancers be prepared to sing

Musicians
We seek Pianists with vocal abilities and a repertoire to consist of standards show tunes and pop

musicians who play pnmary and secondary instruments, marching band players (brass instruments

oreterredt-pius Accordian players. Tuba. Percussion and Brass players, also musicians who are

experienced in dance movement, marching band style You should prepare two short selections

Technical Personnel
Looking for experienced stage managers skilled sound and lighting technicians, stage hands seam-

stresses and dressers Bo sure to bring your current resume

^Busch
Gardens

TAMPA BAY, FLORIDA

r aua. opportunity Employe' M/F/M/v

»

Brandywine offers Country

Living with convenience

• On UMass Bus Route • Nearby Shopping • Situated

on well landscaped acres with pond.

One and two bedroom apartments include fully equipped

kitchen and wall to wall carpeting.

Swimming pool, laundry facilities, responsive

management.

Stop and we'll show you what we have to offer.

Affordable rents include gas, utilities (heat, hot water

and stove).

BRANDYWINE AT AMHERST
16 Brandywine Drive, Amherst

Rental Office Open Daily 10-4

Limited Time Offer - 549-0600
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Where are the Democrats?
You'd think we'd already be rolling our

eyes by now. You'd think that family

members and friends would already be

arguing over the best people for the job, the

best topics for mudslinging.

But we're not.

It's March 1991. The presidential election

is a mere 16 months away and no one from

the Democratic party has come out and

made an official bid for that esteemed

position.

Meiedith O'Brien

In March 1987, we already knew who

was running for president, and could make

a pretty accurate guess at who was gain

ing popularity with the general public. The

primary campaigns were gearing into full

swing and everyone was excited. With

Reagan out of the picture, it would be a real

race.

But not this year.

It seems as though the Democrats are

afraid to announce anyone as a potential

candidate. They emerged from the meeting

of the head Democratic honchos last week

without so much as a whimper. Gone was

the vigor, intensity and ambition that

heralded their 1987 strategy meeting. The

1991 Democrats were hardly raring to go,

to put up their best people against the

Republican candidate.

The Congressional votes, cast in January,

to back economic sanctions instead of

military action, is what is stopping them,

along with an astronomically high

popularity for Bush in the aftermath of a

highly successful American military

excursion.

Watching the thousands of Americans

across the country waving their flags, sing-

ing patriotic songs and praising the

military, Bush seems invincible, un-

touchable. The public backs him, feels he

did the right thing defending "Kuwaiti

freedom," defending "democracy." They

feel proud to be Americans.

Meanwhile, the majority of the public

looks at the Democrats and remembers

that they voted against use of troops to

trounce Iraq's Saddam Hussein. They

wanted to use more peaceful sanctions.

Now who's going to look like the wimp?

Democrats were seen as unpatriotic and

lacking in support of the troops. Ted Ken-

nedy (D-Mass.), a leading liberal, was ig-

nored and booed in late January when he

went to bid a small group of soldiers leav

ing for the Gulf farewell. The perception

that his vote was not against war, but

against the troops extends to most

Democrats
But it's not as though we really want to

see a dirty, mudslinging campaign devoid

of issues and substance. Long, drawn-out

campaigns are an atrocious waste of time

and money anyway. The problem with the

Democrats lying so low, not putting forth

any potential candidates (or sending out

the proverbial "feelers" to the voters to see

what type of reception candidates would

get), is that their inaction makes Bush

seem stronger and more righteous in

everything he does and says.

They're virtually giving Bush his re-

election on a shiny, silver platter - no com-

plaints, no competition

If they can't put out a single candidate

who can avoid the seemingly deadly war

issue and prod Bush in vulnerable areas

they might as well give up now.

Since Aug. 2, when Iraq invaded Kuwait,

Bush has completely ignored domestic

issues (not that he was paying much mind

to them before the Gulf crisis). While

unemployment continues to escalate, the

S and L crisis still looms and the recession

still haunts, Bush can only talk about vic-

tory and "kicking Saddam Hussein's ass."

Granted, many welcomed the ditching of

politics to unify the country, but while we

were waving the flags, Americans are los-

ing their jobs and their bank accounts.

Their taxes are being increased to compen

sate for poor fiscal planning and govern

mental debacles costing them millions of

dollars.

And yet the Democrats remain silent.

Silent because they are afraid. But the

longer they remain silent, the more we can

all anxiously place our bets on what neato

duds Dan will wear to the inaugural ball.

Meredith O'Brien is a Collegian

columnist

Conservatives are

anything but that
This editorial comes in response to the ignorance of

the Conservative Alliance.

I have always thought that the conservatives were

farther "right" on the political scale, while the liberals

were farther "left." To give a very general outline

which excludes most political philosophies, I would

create this arrangement: Socialist, Democrat,

Republican, Libertarian. On the left of the scale, the

government is the main institution; everything is

government-owned and government-regulated. Moving

farther right, the government stays away from in

dividual affairs. Democrats, for instance, concern

themselves more with issues such as social security,

welfare, and taxes than do Republicans.

Republicans are often referred to as conservatives

while Democrats are considered liberals or at least

more liberal than Republicans. This makes no sense

to me. _. .
,

, .,

I am Libertarian, which is even farther right on the

political scale than are Republicans. You would call

me an ultra-conservative. I would say that I am an

ultra-liberal. .

The laissez-faire attitude of the Republican party is

even more a concern for the Libertarian. (For those of

you who do not know what a laissez-faire attitude is:

Don't worry. Ignorance is strength.) I want the govern-

ment to LEAVE ME ALONE. No taxes, no programs

- just me working for myself in order to survive.

But wait. The Conservative (Republican) Alliance is

PRO-LIFE! The conservative, laissez-faire, hands-off at-

titude wants to take away a person's right to choose.

You as Republicans should respect the right of in-

dividual choice. But you step on it. I ask you to stop

giving the Republican party a bad name. You are mak-

ing me out to be a fascist. Re-read your doctrines.

And Mr. [Ted] Marvelias, violence is not the answer.

Nor is name-calling. Grow up, man. This is not high

school, nor is it a game of Risk. This is life. Do what

you want with it. But don't affect mine. You make me

embarrassed to say that I am a Libertarian. Ifyou are

what represents the Republican party, then the world

is surely doomed to a future of socialism.
J

Richard Resmck
Central

Jesus wasn't that kind of conservative
__ m ._ i «»r rr> 1 *a._.J D., A W«-vw-4 i tf-tr

How sad it is that many people on this campus are

careless enough to take UMass conservative's word for

anything, let alone for Christianity or its values. Does Guy

Glodis strike you as someone you'd team up with if you

were truly interested in protecting Judeo-Christian

values? It is unlikely that Jesus would give his stamp of

approval to someone who is so obviously full of himself.

It is truly lamentable that many otherwise righteous

values are devoured and defamed by this reactionary

trend.

Alan Wilcox

I wanted to participate in the pro-life rally last Wednes

day because the abortion industry, which kills over

164,000 children every day, is a greater atrocity than even

the Holocaust. It's like wiping out over seven times the

student population of this University every single day.

Since 1973, over 25 million have been slaughtered in the

United States alone, amounting to about 10 percent of the

U.S. population today. Furthermore, they were most y

from low income and minority households, who rarely

have a choice; economic and social factors usually force

their decisions, but middle- and upper-class women have

freedom of choice! Pretty convenient for those ofyou who

favor sterilizing minorities. Unfortunately, this "pro-life

rally was sponsored by a bunch of loudmouth neander

thals who seem to think "straight pride" more important

than straight humility, and that past policies and systems

are somehow inherently good. The pro-choice groups have

taken advantage of this, consistently portraying pro-lifers

as chauvinistic bigots, while ignoring groups such as

Feminists For Life and Women Exploited By Abortion,

as well as "liberal" advocates for life such as Nat Hen

toff (columnist for the Village Voice) and the Sojourners

community.

Then there's the "straight pride" rally. Celebrating

straightness only acknowledges and afFirms homosexuali-

ty as a legitimate sexual orientation when, in reality, no

one is truly homosexual. There are many who. damaged

by family and peer relationships or lack of relationships,

believe themselves to be naturally oriented towards their

own sex. Is straightness something to flaunt and take

pride in? Do injured soldiers in battle flaunt the fact that

they weren't injured in front of those who were? The

shameful bombing of Iraq was more compassionate than

Young Americans For Freedom is. Furthermore,

everybody has injuries in one form or another. Sometimes

they can lead a person to believe that they are different,

and attracted to their own sex. Or they can make one

believe that fascism is biblical. Everyone is affected. Jesus

has both the power and the desire to break this bondage,

and to heal and restore the homosexual, bigot, thief, witch,

you and I, whoever.

Men and women are helpless to pull themselves out of

their morally-depraved situation. Each individual

desperately needs to be reconciled to Jesus Christ, and

can be changed by a loving relationship with his or her

creator. I believe that the Bible is the infallible word of

God. Unfortunately, many seem to think that Jesus wore

a suit and tie, generally oppressed women, and was pro-

ud of his straightness. Maybe he would join Young

Americans For Freedom. Maybe he would join the Klu

Klux Klan. I don't think so.

Alan Wilcox is a UMass student

More Hitlers than we know what to do with

"Life is a God-damned, stinking, treacherous

game and nine hundred and ninety-nine men

out of a thousand are bastards."

- Theodore Dreiser, quoting an unnamed and

very wise newspaper editor

Hitler, Hitler, who's got the Hitler? There's a new game

sweeping the nation and it's called "Hitler tag. It s all

the rage from the White House to the Student Union. The

object is to call somebody who opposes you "Hitler before

they can say or do something you don't like.

The elections of last fall saw numerous accusations of

Naziism by candidates on both sides. While Chet Atkins

was trying to fit Republican John McGovern with a pair

of jack boots for the Congressional race, political car

toonists had Democrat John Silber goose-stepping down

the gubernatorial campaign trail. Hardly an issue could

be heard over the furor.

In the recent GulfWar there was a veritable torrent of

Hitlers. Some said Saddam Hussein was Hitler. Some said

it was Bush. Der Fuhrer himself, maintaining his impar-

tiality on the issue, remained notably silent.

Just last week a new gang joined in the antics. Our own

Teddy Marvelias and his band of juvenile delinquents

spent most of their Annoyance Week calling anyone who

disagreed with them supporters of Hitler. During his anti-

abortion rally Teddy likened pro-choice supporters to

Nazis Then he railed against "Nazi lesbians. At another

rally one of his cronies creatively compared the peace pro-

testers to Hitler's supporters.

What could be the motivation for this radical

posthumous flip-flop? What possessed the ReichFuhrer

to gainsay every position of Teddy Marvelous? Why has

Hitler suddenly become so darned liberal? I say it I pro-

fessional jealousy. When world leaders toss the title

around, that's one thing. But when any flag-waving yahoo

can vie for the position of figurehead of fascism, what can

a self-respecting ubermensch do but switch sides?

Personally, I'm not buying it. I have my opinion as to

who's side he's really on. And with shenanigans like we

had last week, we are sure to have a real springtime tor

Hitler
Chris Collins

Northeast
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ARTS & LIVING
Pearson Post's artistic response to the military excess
By LISA CURTIS
Collegian Staff

The Experimental Prototype Gallery of

Tomorrow opened on Feb. 28 at the Student

Union Art Gallery. It features two large in-

stallations by Pearson Post Industries, a

Rhode Island based video art studio found-

ed by Joshua Pearson and Gardner Post.

Both Rhode Island School of Design

graduates were on hand to give a briefing

and a launching.

Pearson Post Industries criticizes what

they perceive to be excessive militarism of

the United States. They create issue art

whcich is art that primarily focuses on

political and social issues.

"In 1987 we formed as a coherent

response to the massive military build-up

over the past 50 years in the United

States," Joshua Pearson stated in his

briefing.

At the crowded opening people were pinn-

ed up against the wall, held hostage by

their fascination with the choppy imagery

on the many television screens. Food was

passed down along the line in a basket for

the viewers. As the crowd watched, an

unobtrusive man filmed them from the

other side of the installation. Some people

plunked down on the floor to watch the

videos while others began dancing to the
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RM 101

music, 'the loud volume and endless bar-

rage of military abbreviations were dizzy-

ing and boring.

The exhibit is divided into three rooms.

CONTINUED ON PAGE 7
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BELIEVE IT OR NOT - It's rather strange, but true. River Phoenix has his own band

with his sister Rain (she's to the left of Phoenix who is in the center). The group is called

Aleka's Attic. Up 'til now, the only recorded work they have done u a song that can

be found on the Tame Yourselfcompilation on Rhino Records entitled "Across the Way

The proceeds from that album were donated to People for the Ethical Treatment of

Animal, and also featured the B-52's, K.D. Lang and the Indigo Girls. The group has

been described as a throwback to 60s nostalgia, but check it out for yourself tonight

at Pearl Street. Show starts at 8 p.m.

Photo court«-ny KMI Record*

The King Singers, a highly acclaimed English six-piece vocal group,

will perform tonight at UMass in the Fine Arts Center at 8 p.m. Tickets

are $27, $25 and $23. Half-price for Five College students.

Free
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Our Calling Card is part of the AT&T Student Saivr

Plus program, a whole package of products and services

designed to make a student's budget go farther

So look for AT&T Calling Cardapplications on

campus. Or call us at 1 800 525-7955, Ext. 655.

And let freedom ring.

AT&T. Helping make college life a little easier.
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Pearson Post
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 6

The first room is completely stark white with a car in the

center. An American flag, a television, and a missile are

the only other splashes of color.

The actual installation is the large white object in the

shape of a station wagon. It has four televisions stacked

at a 45 degree angle off its roof. At the end of the televi-

sions, a replica of a rocket points at the ceiling. A long

antenna towers above the bumper with a large yellowed

flag at its tip.

Clips shown on the televisions attached to the MMABS
(mobile multiple audio/visual broadcast system) ranged

from detailed history of Pearson Post Industry to footage

of their scaled replica of the Titanic (which generated huge

laughs from the crowd when it burst into flames on the

Pearson Post likes to call what it creates "high cutting

defense entertainment technology." Their music videos

contain alternating explosions set to a funky beat These

also grabbed appreciative laughs from the crowd. A
rotating presidential seal floated across the screen with

the words, "it is awesome," resounding in the background.

The videos had "guest appearances" from previous

presidents and our current president saying such hip

things as "get down."

Pearson Post referred to their defense music television

videos as, "massive doses of cathode ray entertainment."

Such witty manipulation of defense lingo the highlight

the exhibit.

Cute clips like repeated "uh-uh"s from Tom Brokaw add

humor and a nice break from the military jargon

The second room is completely black with a large eagle

in relief on the wall. A window was cut out in the middle

of the same wall where the audience can peer in at the

Telepodium Launcher. A set of four headphones allowed

the viewer to tune into the television screens embedded

in the telepodium. Mumurings from onlookers included

"It's bizarre," and, "It's a history of fires."

These videos incorporate parts of GI Joe episodes and

a bikini clad woman firing an automatic weapon. There

is a parade of politicians in their crisp, white shirts, red

ties and blue blazers.

The telepodium can transform itself into a missile laun

cher in case of attack and then it will resume showing

enjoyable music videos.

Pearson Post's wit was evidenced when Joshua Pear-

son announced that their podium is designed to "inter-

face with the human speaker."

Information sheets set out at the exhibition posed some

interesting questions and provided some interesting

answers. "What does music television have in common

with multiple independently targetable reentry vehicles?

They're both supported by multi-billion dollar industries

that incorporate state ofthe art technology to create spec

tacular products which are used to dominate and pacify

large populations and they are both paid for by the

American people."

At the end of the briefing, the audience was assembled

outside the Student Union Gallery to witness a demonstra

tion of Pearson Post's Gulfbag Launcher equipped with

its "ground to air to ground" missile. As the small rocket

veered off to the left and landed in an unimpressive clump

in the grass, Mr. Post grinned, "and that's an anti-chmatic

climax."

m.+ *-¥•-¥¥ *

Vvbmen's Shoes, Clothing & Accessories

Zanna • 187 North Pleasant Street • Amherst

413.253.2563
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<avc/_the inside stuff

Easy getaways all over the country

for spring and summer

TravelUSA: SCrattbn

trips by car

\/PRMONT

Women 's Forum
TUESDAY, MARCH 12

Discussion — A discussion and forum on

\ual Assault and All Forms of Abuse
in Heterosexual and Lesbian Relation-

ships" is schduled for 7:30 p.m. at Smith
College in the Wright Hall Common room.

This is coordinated by the Women's
Resource Center.

Panel Discussion — A discussion on

Women in Occupied Territories: an inter-

national panel discussion" will be held

from 4 p.m. -6 p.m. in Campus Center
174-176. The discussion includes women
from Northern Ireland and other countries.

WEDNESDAY. MARCH 13

Broun Bag lunch series — As part of the

Women's Studies Brown Bag lunch series,

Donna Hebert presents, "Rude Women's

Music" from 12 p.m. 1 p.m. in the Campus

Center (room will be posted).

Video presentation — UMass Com-

munications professor Sut Jhally presents

"Video Dreamworlds," concerning the por-

trayal of women in music videos, at 7 p.m.

in the Campus Center.

THURSDAY, MARCH 14

Pornography workshop — A Pornography

workshop, presented by the Educator/Ad-

vocates of the Everywoman's Center, will

be held from 7 p.m. -9:30 p.m. in Grayson

Dorm on the 3rd floor lounge.

FORT LAUDERDALE
THE CARIBBEAN
21 SMdsh: H
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Spring Break

Attention all travelers:

Not everyone is on vacation

I Maca, FL: Pastel Art Deco hotels

and bnght nightlife make this a hot spot

By RUA KELLY
Collegian Staff

Spring break. . .the words conjure up im-

ages of surf, sand and fun for most college

students. For me, they conjure up the im-

age ofmy remote control. My spring break

experience has pretty much been limited

to the Natick Mall and bad late-night TV
— mostly due to lack of motivation rather

than lack of funds.

News Analysis

Feminism and motherhood
Some attributes of womanhood are hard

to ignore. A pregnant woman will often

show at five months. Though not pregnant,

I am reminded daily of my capacity for

childbirth, thanks to my ever-widening

hips. As in the past, I greet this biological

fact with ambivalence.

Renee Caruso

I, at 12, upon seeing a mother with an in-

fant, would shake my head in wonder.

Why, I mused, would she want to spend

time with someone so needy? Being an on-

ly child, I had decided early on that babies

were a nuisance and an impediment to

freedom.

At 18-years-old, I had not strayed much
from my beliefs. If anything, college rein-

forced my attitudes about motherhood.

Women's biology, I learned, is often used

as an agent of repression, along with the

washing machine and the toaster oven. I

assured myself that I would never he

domesticated. I would not marry, and I cer-

tainly would not bear children.

That was before I went to camp. I had at-

tended summer camp as a child, but never

before as a counselor. Looking back, I find

it incredible that I spent two months of my
life tying shoelaces — since even now I

forget to tie my own. And yet, I enjoyed this

task, as well as others. I truly liked many
of the children and wanted to see them safe

and happy.

I now find myself bridging a gap between

prospective lite choices. Because ofmy for-

mal education and other privileges, I have

the capability to support myself. I wonder

if I will achieve this goal. I wonder also how

I will express my needs for love and com-

panionship, and if it is possible to have both

a family and a self.

I never want to lose the identity and

autonomy I feel I now possess. Yet, my still

ambivalent views of Motherhood are

changing. My recent attitudes have been

shaped in part by a lecture I attended two

weeks ago. The Orchard Hill/Central Area

Women's Center brought a licensed mid

wife to speak on campus. Vicki Elson, also

a Certified Childbirth educator, showed

slides of home births and answered

numerous questions. She spoke of her own

childbirth experiences eloquently and of

her children with love.

In a world where women are often refus-

ed power because oftheir gender, Vicki was

affirming hers. By thinking of motherhood

solely as a role forced upon women by a

limiting society, I had denied myself and

others respect. Biology, I realize now, does

not always have to be destiny. Thus, I am
increasingly proud ofmy biology. For many
women, childbirth, as well as motherhood,

is both beautiful and empowering.

As Vicki said, while relating her own
childbirth experiences, "I'm so much
stronger than I thought I was."

Renee Caruso is a Collegian correspon-

dent. This article is the opinion ofthe writer,

and does not necessarily reflect the views of

the Collegian staff.

But for some college students, spring

break may not be too relaxing. Many of

your classmates will not be watching

General Hospital, but will be working a

40-hour week in order to insure that their

study habits are not impaired by their elec-

tricity being shut-off, or by having "mac

and cheese" every night for a month.

I talked about spring break with my
friend Kathy, who will be spending hers in

Goodell.

"Do you resent having to work over

break?," I inquired. She told me "no," since

growing up with a tight budget meant

never going on family trips around the

world - thus, she didn't feel disappointed.

Kathy did express frustration with so

many college students who take their ex-

travagant lifestyle for granted.

"I was standing on the bus to Northamp-

ton, and this woman was complaining to

her friend, saying '.
. .so you know, last

year I went to the south of France, and it

was a real letdown. This one had better be

good,'" Kathy said. "Again, I'm really not

angry about going away, but those who do

don't seem to appreciate that college is so

easy. It's a really spoiled attitude. Seven

weeks of classes is not so hard that you

need nine days off."

I wondered if there was anything to be

gained from spending the break at work,

even if the job was not necessarily very

glamorous. She said that she believed,

"The best thing to do over break is work

because it gives you perspective on school

versus work. While we theorize, there is a

working world out there (where) people's

biggest problem is not a midterm, but

whether or not they can heat their home.

. .and these people are at UMass."

We began to discuss this in terms of a

feminist perspective.

How did her experience in the office af-

fect her views as a Women's Studies ma-

jor? She talked about feeling very

frustrated in the classroom:

"We sit and decide what would be best

for working-class women, (but) it seems

very rare that we ever walk up to the

women whom we discuss. We
underestimate these women, looking down

on them — not asking them what they

want, but just going ahead with our revolu-

tion."

Finally, I asked her what she would do

if she didn't have to work - or what she

would say to those people on spring break.

She said if she had time she would ". .

.do volunteer work in the community. I

think students could also learn a lot from

getting a job for a few hours a week and

learning about working-class people."

For those on vacation, she hoped that ".

. .they would not feel guilty vacationing,

but simply be aware of those who do. .

.There is a waitress waiting on you at the

bar, there is a maid cleaning your hotel

room, and there is someone picking up cans

at the beach after you leave. . .It is very

tiring to be on your feet. I'm not saying

'don't go to Bermuda and be destitute,' but

remember that there will be an imbalance

in society if you're always taking and not

giving."

The Women 's Issues editors would like to wish all UMass and Five Col-

lege area students a wonderful spring break. . .hope to see ya soon.
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QUOTE OF THE DAY

If voting changed anything.

they'd make it illegal."

— Unknown

DAILY GROSSVORD PUZZLE
Edited by TRUDE MGHEL JAFFE

ACROSS
1 Mimicked

5 Short pubkoty

notice

10 Hurried

14 Method
1

5

Not as common
16 Dad
1

7

Elba et al

IB Lizard genus

19 Extremely dry

20 Feme
22 Candy flavoring

?4 Certain young

peop<e
2« VWiiams end

Turner

21 Lett

31 Tolerance

35 Leaves out

36 Titles

38 Nigerian

39 River at Cairo

40 AHow to enter

41 ShrpbuMer S

wood
42 Corrida cheer

43 Beginning

44 Not true

45 Withdraw from

a rob
' 47 Midden away
49 Anthropologist

Margaret

51 Photographed
52 Applied pamt

56 Those having

possession

60 Beaut
61 Cotder

63 Corrupt

64 British gun

65 Column base

66 — precedent

67 Sum. — . lui

66 Arduous
(ourneys

69 Ginger cookie

DOWN
1 Arabian ruler

2 Warsaw citizen

3 Paradise

4 Forlorn

5 Willy ol

Germany

6 Fax behind

7 Caspian Sea

6 Make payment
9 Arm bangle

10 Thmry

populated

11 Equal Prefix

12 Heroc
1

3

Florida county

21 — ot the

Roses
23 Lyne poems
25 Dispatches

27 Provider

28 Author Zola

29 Lots and lots

30 Maggie Smith

and Barbara

Cantand

32 Use power

33 Degrade

34 Linked as oien
37 Tmy insects

40 Historian

41 Amount ot

tension

43 Wavy
molding

44 Ebb and —
46 Resistant to

48 0dd(Obs
50 Stage scenery

52 Otherwise

53 Cashews
54 Matt drinks

55 Cut mio

cubes
57 Equal

58 Actress Moreno
59 insult

62 Anttered beast

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE
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rtENU
LUNCH

Pizza

Sweet and Sour Pork

DINNER
("avatelli Supreme

5readed Chicken Tenders

5ASICS LUNCH
Pizza

Sweet and Sour Tofu

BASICS DINNER
Split Pea Vegetable Stew

ftreaded Chicken Tenders

YOUR DAILY HOROSCOPE
bv JEANE DIXON

ARIES (March 21-Apnl 19) The

spotlight is on joint finances Intrigu-

ing investment opportunities arise

Do not waste valuable time argu-

ing about trivial matters Give a

romantic relationship time to

aeveiop
TAURUS (April 20-May 20) Be

careful not to overlook an impor-

tant task or health matter Real

estate transactions enjoy highly

favorable influences Consult a

lawyer before signing agreements

Romance is in bloom!

GEMINI (May 21-June 20) Come
to grips with what is happening at

your place of work. Focus on what

needs to be done immediately A

promotion or raise could be in the

works Take a calculated risk

CANCER (June 21-July 22) Clear

up an old misunderstanding with

your mate or business partner At-

tention to minute aetail is the secret

to your success People ana places

at a distance could be in the

spotlight

LEO (July 23-Aug 22) Move
ahead with an interesting new plan

Influential people will be impressed

by your enthusiasm. Be careful not

to overlook something important

An excellent evening for socializing

VIROO (Aug. 23-Sept 22)

to your strong inner voic«

Luck is on your side in both b

and romance A conflict

develop on the home front

meone insists on constantly bringing

up the past

•ten

3dy

less

,ould

if so-

LIIRA (Sept 23-Oct 22)

enterprising attitude helps you

make sweeping improvements at

home A aecorating pro'ect is just

one possibility Protect your credit

rating Be sure to pay your bills on

time

SCORPIO (Oct 23-Nov 21) You

can make fantastic progress on a

new project today Job interviews

will go well Return telephone calls

promptly and write important let

ters A hobby could become a
source of income
SAGITTARIUS (Nov 22-Dec. 21)

Long-term plans take preceOence

now A move to another city or

business location is a real possibiii

ty Consult family before making a

final decision Community work

brings you deep satisfaction

CAPRICORN (Dec 22-Jan 19)

Emotionally and creatively, it's al!

happening now Be ready to move
when a golden opportumt/

presents itself Previous endeavors

begin to pay off

AQUARIUS (Jan 20-feb 18) Pro-

jects that are in the preparatory

stage may provide more pleasure

than the actual launching Travel

could boost your earning potential

In romance speak from the heart

PISCES (Feb 19-March 20)
Great real estate news puts you in

a positive frame of mind Working

hara now will pay huge dividenas

down the road When accepting

an honor, share the limelight with

your loved ones
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The Hard Way is a cute little action flick

By EMILY HAYES
Collegian Correspondent

The highest praise I can bestow on the

movie The Hard Way, is to say it is cute.

An amusing action-comedy, it owes much

of its charm to Michael J. Fox who co-stars

with James Woods as an actor venturing

into the real life work of a tough cop to

train for a big movie role.

Film Review

The plot is in no way fresh; it left me
thinking "deja vu" as the credits rolled.

The odd couple contrast of a spoiled pretty

boy and a tough man is a familiar theme.

Set in New York City, the film is about

two characters who have nothing in com

mon. Nick Lang (Fox) is from LA. and

has grown tired of Hollywood's commerical

penchant for typecasting and regurgitating

movies as sequels. He seeks out John Moss

(Woods), a chain-smoking fearless cop

whose every other word is a curse, to give

him a crash course in machismo.

Lang's goal is to snatch the part in an up-

coming flick away from Mel Gibson who is

the preferred actor for the role.

Moss has a different agenda — to ap-

prehend the "Party Crasher," a mammoth

sized psychopathic killer with bleach blond

hair and a positively evil disposition.

A big fan of Nick Lang, Moss' boss forces

him to accept his new alter ego, room mate

and partner on the job for two weeks, Lang

drives Moss crazy by analyzing and im

itating his every move. And when the foul

mouthed cop explodes in a fury and verbal

ly chews him to bits, the young actor is

even more awed by him.

"You are like the Yoda among cops,"

says Lang to Moss.

Moss calls Lang a "cop groupie" who

comes from Never-Never Land.

There is a romantic twist in the plot with

the character ofSusan played by Annabel la

Sciarra, who single-handedly turns tough

guy Moss to mush.

Though somewhat predictable, the film

has some funny scenes and a lot of fights

and car chases.

The Hard Way did not fare badly at the

ticket booth at Hampshire Six Theaters

either, taking second place for numbers of

movie goers. 370 people attended the open-

ing show on Friday, compared to LA. Story

and Shipwrecked, which had draws of

about 200 according to Ingrid Warner, the

manager. Of course The Doors was by far

the number one flick with 600 tickets sold.

The movie is worth seeing for Michael J.

Fox fans and those who enjoy cute comedies

won't be disappointed.

Mozart
Symposium
One who finds splendor in the musical

creations of Mozart will find absolute

pleasure in "Mozart's Nature, Mozart's

World," a National Bicenntenary

Humanities Symposium which will be

presented at Amherst College in three

sessions. The first session will take place

today in Buckley Recital Hall at 4 p.m.

The session will feature two lectures

and a round-table discussion. The sym-

posium is being held in conjunction with

Amherst College's Mozart Spring

Festival and will delve into Mozart's

own human nature, the nature of his

world and the nature of his music. Ad

mission is free and open to the public.

L

American Express

AnnouncesA GreatNew
Travel Program.

Now students can get the Card

and get 3 roundtrips on Continental

Airlines, for only $129 or $189 each.

There's only one way to cover a lot of territory without spending

a lot of money And that's by getting the American Express* Card.

It s the only card that offers an i-xciiing new travel program

exclusively for students including three roundtrip certificates on

Continental Airline^

Just look at the map and pick the place you'd like

to visit If it's on your side of the Mississippi River, you

can use a certificate to fly for only $129 roundtrip. Or,

you can cross the Mississippi for $189 roundtrip.

You have your pick of more than 150 cities in the ft W« ra«*r

Membership Has Its Prit ileges*

48 contiguous states. And you can fly almost anytime-because

there are no blackout dates. But you must make your reservations

within 14 days of the day you leave. And the maximum stay is

7 davs/6 nights and must include a Saturday night.
'

In addition to this great travel program, you'll also enjoy all

the benefits of Cardmembership as well as other exclusive student

privileges. They include a quarterly magazine filled with informa

tive articles on summer jobs, careers, campus life. Plus valuable

discounts from leading retailers

Hut remember, there's only one way to get all this and that's

bv getting the American Express Card. Just call us (have your bank

address and account number on hand). What's more,

with our special student offer, its easier to get the

Card now while you're still in sch(K)l than it may
ever be again.

So get the Card. And get ready to cover new
territory on either side of our Great Continental Divide

TKAVEL
RELATED

*bmmeeem SERVICES
An A*n«rcan!«

CALL 1-800-942-AMEX
If you re already a (ardmemher, there's no need to call Information ahout your certificates will he arriving soon CONTINENTAL
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32 teams ready
for NIT action
By GREG SUKIENNIK
Collegian Staff

When the University of Massachusetts faces La Salle

Friday night at the Cage, it will be one of 32 teams
participating in first-round action in the National In-

vitational Tournament. Here are the pairings of all 16

first-round contests, with records in parenthesis.

Wednesday, March 13: James Madison (19-9) at

Providence (17-12); Ball State (21-9) at Cincinnati

(17-11); Bowling Green (17-12) at Wisconsin (14-14);

Michigan (14-14) at Colorado (15-13); Southern Illinois

(16-13) at Boise State (18-10); Houston (18-10) at Stan-

ford (15-13).

Thursday, March 14: Fairleigh Dickenson (22-8) at

Siena (23-9); Fordham (24-7) at South Florida (19-10);

Coppin State (19-10) at Southwest Missouri State

(21-11); Alabama-Birmingham (18-12) at Memphis
State (1614); Rice (16-13) at Arkansas State (21-8);

Tulsa (18-11) at Olklahoma (16-14).

Friday, March 15: Furman (20-8) at West Virginia

(16-13); George Washington (19-11) at South Carolina

(19-12); La Salle (19-9) at Massachusetts (17-11);

Butler (18-10) at Wyoming (19-11).

Unlike the NCAA Tournament, which places par-

ticipating teams in brackets, the NIT re-seeds the re-

maining teams between the first and second rounds.

What this means is that nobody knows who the

Minutemen would play in the second round ifthey were

to best La Salle on Friday. Nobody knows who anyone

will play in the second round.

Games will be played at the home site of the higher-

seeded team in the fust round, second round and

quarterfinal round. The semi-finals and finals will be

played in Madison Square Garden in New York City

on March 25-26.

I'holn b> XmlrtH Mi|tliH«»i

I Miss Cyclists Gregory Putnam (left) and Adam Howes (right) training for the upcoming

season in a recent road race. The team is aiming for a fourth straight Eastern Collegiate

Championship. ^__________

cev^&p <z£^<xr*3S£ <5ccy^a&3 c^p-c^css*c^y

\ Spring Break Special (

free sitting ^
I
?two black & white 8x10s and A

two 5x7s for $50 *

illlllllllllllllllllilllllllllllilllllllllllllll|IIJ

1 College Pizza

I Spring Special
Small Cheese Pizza $3.50

Large Cheese Pizza $5.99

2 Toppings $100 extra

m549-6098 ^^
Must mention this ad
no coupons with the special

iiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiir

5

I

I

if
I

I

FREE POOL
Tuesday Night

Ladies Night

Your choice

of tables

ALL DAY
EVERYDAY

21 and

over

BUD LIGHT BOTTLES
$1.75

15 Call^L4at 549-5454
2>^5=S &FCz*J»^2ft &5C*JX>^FS eSC*J&^t!Z7d tffts^C

9ft Championship Tables

Six Large Screen TVs with your

favorite sports action

Full Bar

Drafts in ice cold mugs

50 cent hot dogs

Pizza and burritos

Full appetizer menu

Happy Hours 4pm—6pm
Free munchies and 25c hot dogs

C*SH PRlZEl
r-fJQI

T
°"rnament

kl

Tnursday
Night-

Open Mon-Sat noon-1am
Sun 1pm-1am

t&f
MICHAEL'S

Billiard Room—
J And Sports Bar

t^5 m 9 -
Amherst, 256-8284

^^ (Next to Hunan Garden)

Classifieds
ami TO OH COUBGUNOmCB PC I M MON THURS SM,l,W. m lUO^lO.OEADUNE 2m ys ro«» 70 WKUCA HQNtCASH IN ADVANCE. 20 WORD MY FOR STUDENTS

ACTIVITIES

1f^HOf«ACRJC5spsllvsr^goodcondi-

tion 46500 BO 253*660. Mar*

IBM COMPATSJLS COMPUTER. pnnter

uptrM Phs/Rlch 253-7157

ATTENTION: Pre-med, puW* hMWvnur-

sing and all other students IWMfMBMj

«

hearth care issues.. Stop by the Student

Health Advisory Board s next .meeting

March 12, 199l(Tueeday) in room 302 at me

Health Center 4:45pm Get involved

FINANCE CLUB MEEIBtU Investment

Challenge Awards. Merrill Lynch PfOfl™":

bring stock Ideas New members welcome!

3/12/91 7pm SBA108

INTERNATIONAL STUDENT.
_

ASSOCIATION
General meeting tonight

7pm
Campus Center 803
ELECTIONSI

SHHHHHt AEDHTrtTepolwo7ing a no-talk-

a-thon. Stop by Wed. Newman Center

12-9pm

IMS HONDA ACCORO -EMjMjrrt

condition- 2 door coupe- AM/FM caseette-

onty 9900 mllee- 1 owner- gold- *S600or

beat offer Call Bruce* 286-1215 after 6pm

TRUCK POM SALE
1961 CHEVY C-10, 8' bed with cap -runs

greet, no rust. 4-epd . Ktf, PS $19*0 -Can

253-9803 evenings

MAXON RO-XL RADAR DETECTOR -

detects X. K. pulse radar $50 -Chris

546-2467

MOTORCYCLE FOR SALE: 1978 Honda
CB400T -400 BO. 566-07B6 -2 helmets met

CAM* SAUERCREST NEEDS L_
boating, photo and arts couneelors Over

night sports/cultural camp near

Newburyport. MA Sixty year history, great

summer Job. Contact Steve Rothenberg

(ei7)244-*355

ENTERTAINMENT

RACK-A-DISC Is still the beetjor rj^eand

live entertainment Call anytime 568-wwu.

ask about our specials

FOR RENT

ANNOUNCEMENTS

AFTER SPRIHO'BREAra ^
Jnejun^

come have tun in the w^LT ŵ
UM"?t

Theatre Guild preaenta Into The Woods

M™h 26-28. at 8T^ in Becker Audrtonum

Tickets available NOW at the FAC Box

Otficel

BCD AND SREAKFASt^ntownldeal
for vlaltlng parents and friends 5494733

DELTA lJWILO¥ielponeortng a
i

date rape

welcome to attend

BMuWriRTERviiw
-

WORKSHOP
Wedneeday 11 et 5:00

i
In SBA108

Presented by the Accounting Association

THE UNIVERSITY DEMOCRATS eraTaun-

chlng a Spring Recruitment lvs_

interested students ahoukJ sign up in room

423B or call 5454199

2 BEDROOM APT for rent stfrtnoJune
\

.n Amherst center very reaaonable 2534446

ROOMMATE WANTTO" IMMEDIATELY

$125 month -first last required 256-1869

TAKE OVER OUR beauwul ranch houeekx

next yearl Call now! 5494961

WINTER SPECIAL: 1 month rent 99 cents

with one yee/ lease.

? Bedroom- $450

3 Bedroom- S537
Sunderland, free bus rout^laundry

facilities, swimming pool. j?f*EJ**
8

short term lease available. 665-3856

PAUL SIMON TICKETS
Worcester Centrum Good seats

3-2841
865-7426. Leave message

SPRING IN AUBTtNl (Tx) on the 21 at of

March
Ry from Hartford (one way)

90$ tel 866-7105

FOUND

OMERrOHT HAND fencing atove outside

Haebrouck -Color; grey suede

Can 5-0369 and name the Initials on It.

CHRISTMAS, SPRWIQ BREAK, summer

travel FREE. Air couriers needed and

crutaMMp jobs Call 1406-682-7555 exl

F-1426

FREE BRUNO'S PIZZA

BOOK A HOUSE/DORM party with

RACKADISC and have free food -Call

586-9900 for details (limited to UMass 6
Amherst College)

HELP WANTED

FOR SALE

SUMMER EMPLOYMENT
. earn $5,000 + /month Free

treneoortatkxi! Room and board! Over 6,000

openings No experience necessary Male

ALASKA
Fiaharies

i WAV nCKET to Ireland for March

Cheap call 6-0457

openings No experience necessary,

or female For 68-page employment
manual, send $8 95 to MSL Research, Box

84006. Seattle. WA 98124
-Satisfaction Guaranteed

Complm ifrsu >nd cond.iion. of ilm inwl otw will irr.vf wuh your crmfc.ia Continents! Airtmn ikmr .5 rfsponsibk- for (ullllmen. of <rm ofer Americ.n Expreis ii«imo no MS*) for CrM.nm.il Airl.net performance C 1991 Amer^in Eipreu Tr.vel Relsted Sm.ce. U»pin» Inc

187S BMW 4.
BO Call 586-1710

AUTO FOR SALE

iTaunrooT, needs work

One season old Suntour XCE

Rrtchy head/stem arjeciallzed headset

$300 or beet -CaK Mike at 6-5475

futons"
Metawampe
Top quality gold bond futons

Delivery anywhere in USA
Sleep with us and save!

1-806-3FUTON1

AMUSEMENT PARKS. Holiday Resorts.

Disneyland, 6 Flags, are hiring Great fun

and gat paid tool Reserve position by cell-

ing 1406482-7555 ext K-1370

ASSEMBLERS: Excellent Income to

assemble products from your home
504-646-1700 Oept P1307

BABYSITTER WANTED one/two evenings

wk -one chHd Own transportation needed
Call Lois 253-7273

SUMMER S/S44/3S: The Association for

the Help of Retarded Children needs male

and female students to *0rt«* »'S«»mnr*e

sleep-swsy camp In ths CsttkM Mountains

tySvetopm^Sy dtosbtod cftsdrsn and

adults Paid posfttons 'jW i *****
counselors ,

program Ir^njotora, VVSIajBj-

flos staff. Wrfc CAMP, VPJ^E^v
AHRC, 189 Wneatty Road, Brookvme. NY
11546 or CaK 516426-1000, Mon-Frl

SUMMER JOSS TO SAVE THE
~

ENVIRONMENT
EARN $250043600

National campaign poeltlone to stop toxic

pollution, promote oompreherielve recycling

and sue the nations worst polluters

Campus Intvs 3/13 & 3/14

CaK Jamls 1400-75-EARTH.

INSTRUCTION

ENGLISH AS A SECOND LANGUAGE
Classes begin April 1, 1991

Intensive day, part-time evening, and
TOEFL Preparation -Three levels

Register before March 22
Language Pacmcs 256-4065

LOST

BOOK GRADED SPANISH GRAMMAR
REVIEW - Please Please return -REWARD
5494250 Cats

RADAR DETECTOR in Mack case lost

In/near lot 43 Northeast -please call 6-3979

If found -REWARD

PERSONALS

DEAR THRASY AZERRSPLAT~
You now have the sense of s tlsrm of squir-

rels You're 20, so bs a guyl

Love, Sundog and Thigpen

OAYLE AND SARA
Would you like to touch my monkey
Detter

HEY RIDICULOUSLY STUPID PERSON!*
You made it

Happy 21
Love you Lots

Goofy
PS. Sorry It's late

JOAN/JUANtfA
-

Happy B-dey
You old cowl
We love ys
From cowboys and Indiana

PS stop spilling your beer

KATStA'S 2/22, -Ths machine was playing

the opening song, you 2 were at the bar. we
ware getting drinks, ws wanted to talk more,

but we're shy Interested, reply here

KERJN -Get sups sups psyched -almost 6

SERVICES/WOROPROCESSING

DISSERTATIONS, CASES. PAPERS.
On-csmpus pickup Fast! Accurate!

Mac/Laser. Speiicheck

Nency 564-7924

SPRING BREAK

TRIPS TO PANAMA CITY, FLI

Cancunl Jamaica! Selling out

fast! Special deals on Cancun

If you call now! Free parties!

Concerts! Call now!

STS UMass Rep Denies 546-7156

SUMMER SUBLET

SUBLET START JUNE 1

One bedroom Colonial Village

Fall option 253-2475

SHMAPPY SMMRTHDAY SHMAD
Hope your 21st la greet!

Love the girls from l05Rsn<iF

TRAVEL

RIDE WANTED

CAN'T AFFORD SPRING BREAK?
Guaranteed great prices! Space available

to Jamaica. Mexico and Panama City

Beach. Florida (the new Daytcna Beech") 1

MC/VISA are accepted! Call Cindy at

549-3636 -please lesvs s messsgs!

I NEED A RIDE anywhere in Pennsylvania

preferably Philadelphia

WIN share costs

TYPINO/WOROPROCESSING

5464886

ROOMMATE WANTED

PUFFERS POND
Msture femsle wanted to share spt -Outet

room 5 mln. from UMass Busline $225

util Avail. April 1st

Call Jerls 5494193

CAMPUS PICKUP and delivery, cheap

fast, accurate Adam 253-9117

FAST, ACCURTTeTyPING w/ speiicheck
- $1 45/pg Call Greg 546-2548

RESUMES. PAPERS, anything typed or

typeset Fast, professional service Affor

debte rates KCommunications, 256-6373

ROOMMATE NEEDED. $193 75 S March

rent free CaK Kevin (506)25*3962

SERVICES

PREGNANT?
Need a pregnancy test Information or sup-

nort? Call for free and confidential services

ALTERNATIVES 33 Main St Northampton

586-3000 or Greenfield 7744010

WANTED

QOBM AWAY for June^AugusTWe would

like to sublet your apartment or house sit

Must be near bus route Call 546-6394 at

night- aak for Eric or Deb

TIMBER LAKE CAMPS' located^ NY s

Catsklll Mountains seek General

Couneelors, Athletic Instructors, and WSi s

On-csmpus Interviews Top salaries/travel

i^lcWce 800-828-CAMP (9-4:30

weekdays)
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Sports
It's time again for March Madness
By MICHAEL MORRISSEY
Collegian Correspondent

March Madness has finally arrived, and for many sports

fans, this is as close as they will ever get to Nirvana. With

much hoopla and hype, CBS Sports announced the

64-team field, sponsored by Pizza Hut, of course.

Bank on this: UNLV will NOT repeat as the champs

of college hoop. The reason: their bracket is too difficult.

Of course, April 1, the date of the championship game.

is Jerry Tarkanian's favorite day of the year.

Another laughter for any UMass student came when

Bill Cosby proclaimed on ESPN that Temple, his alma

mater, will face UNLV in the finals. For this fan, at least

a Temple win over Syracuse in the second round would

be greatlv appreciated. The Orangemen have to be the

number one example of how not to build a basketball pro

gram. Nice mascot!

You have to look deep for a real contender after the Run-

nin' Rebels. Arkansas may have motivation for a title,

even if they don't have a cake walk. Pundit Predicts: Todd

Day and Lee Mayberry will come out of March like lions.

Ohio State, on the decline recently, may have gotten the

wake-up call they needed, and the seed they wanted. Jim-

my Jackson is just sick in clutch situations, and he's all

the experience that team needs.

Arizona may be the team to win this year, especially

with the front line combo of Chris Mills and Brian

Williams. If this happens, bandwagon prognosticators will

come out of the woodwork like Charlestown rats, saying,

"I knew it all along."

The North Carolina Tar Heels look like my team to win

the big dance. They have the senior leadership in center

Pete Chilcutt, forward Rick Fox and guard King Rice.

They have the best freshmen class in the country, and the

world's best basketball coach, Dean Smith. If they avoid

Princeton, they're a lock for the final four, at least.

With the possible exception of Syracuse, all of the other

Big East teams will scrub out, just like last year. Some

of *he possible second round games involving number one

seeds look interesting, notably UNLV-Georgetown and

UNC-Princeton.
New Mexico, Southern Mississippi, East Tennessee

State and Missisippi State may be some teams with

designs on wearing Cinderella's slipper. Teams ripe for

a big fall include Seton Hall (Did they impress you?),

Syracuse, Oklahoma State (Will the last Sutton to leave

that place please turn off the lights?) and Wake Forest.

Of course, once the band starts playing, everything goes

out the window. It's a case ofwho has it, and who doesn t.

If UNLV proves me wrong, they'll secure their rightful

place in history among the best teams ever. They would

certainly deserve the comparison, but until then, there

are 63 other teams with some chance.

My Final Four right now stands: North Carolina, Ohio

State, Arizona and Arkansas. I see a match up of Arizona

and UNC, with a close game down to the wire. Hubert

Davis will hit a trey to give the Tar Heels a National

Championship

HoopContest V Rules
Welcome to the fifth annual NCAA men's hoop contest,

or HoopContest V. sponsored by Sound and Music in

Northampton. As in basketball, the one with the most

points wins.

Read on because you could win a $200, $100 or $50 gift

certificate from Sound and Music. The points earned will

be broken down by rounds: wins in round one will be worth

one point; round two, two points, round three, three points;

round four, four points; round five, five points; finals,

seven points. Thus the total possible points adds up to 121.

In case of a tie, prizes will be split.

Fill in the teams you think will win. using this form

or a xerox of this and bring the filled form down to the

Collegian during working hours by 1 1 a.m. Thursday.

You can also fax us a copy of your entry (413-545 1592)

or mail it ( 1 13 Campus Center, Amherst. MA 01003 >.
Be

sure to include your name, address and phone

number on the entry form

NIT Ticket Info
Tickets for Friday's National Invitational Tournament

game between the University of Massachusetts and

LaSalle at the Coge are on sale at the Athletic Ticket

Office in Boyden room 256.

The office wHI be open today between 8:30 a.m.

and 6 p.m. Tickets cost $4 for students with a valid

undergraduate student ID. and $K> dollars for adults

Tickets may be paid for with check. Visa and Master-

card, or cash.

All seats for Friday's game will be reserved, there will

be no general admission student section

The Curry Hicks Coge win open its doors at 6 p.m.

Tipoff is 7:30 p.m.

( i>ll.(t>"»n Photo l« (arm- U\rlh

University of Massachusetts forward Tony

Barber (22) will join the Minutemen on Fri-

day at 7:30 p.m. in the first round of the NIT

at the Cage. UMass will host the La Salle

Explorers. __
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SAO may have influenced SGA restructuring
By MARC ELLIOTT
Collegian Staff

The Student Activities Office was aware of, and may
have influenced, the Undergraduate Student Senate of-

ficers' plans to ask the administration to suspend and

restructure UMass' student government well before the

officers made the request public Jan. 30, according to a

confidential document obtained by the Collegian.

The 13 page memo, written by SAO Director Irene Carew

sometime in January, includes a proposed timeline for the

restructuring of the Student Government Association.

The memo suggested that on Feb. 6 "Student leaders

hold an on-campus press conference to state their concerns

about SGA structure, call for the suspension of the SGA,

and call for the establishment of a Study Committee."

Carew recommended in the memo that Vice Chancellor

for Student Affairs Dennis Madson, now at Lewis and

Clark University in Portland, Ore., and President

Chancellor Joseph Duffey make a formal announcement

on Feb. 11 suspending the SGA and establishing a study

committee for the restructuring of student government.

That the SAO knew about the officers' request in ad

vance raises fears that the administration somehow in

fluenced the officers' decision to ask for the administra

tion's intervention, according to Patricia Donaghue.

Donaghue has been elected interim Treasurer by the Stu-

dent Sentate, but has not been recognized by the ad-

ministration as the new treasurer.

"By developing a relationship that was far too intimate

with the officers, Dr. Carew deliberately manipulated the

minds of our student government," she said.

Said Northeast Area President Alan Van Tassel, "We've

had concerns for some time that the SAO was playing more

than a support role for the SGA leadership."

Carew said the officers' request was their own idea and

she had no part of the decision-making process, despite the

fact that she knew prior to Jan. 30 that it would happen

"I did not orchestrate this," Carew said. "This was in-

itiated and thought out by the student leaders and it's real-

ly undermining to the student leaders not to give them

credit for their ability to analyze and to develop strategies

for addressing problems."

Carew said she wrote the memo for her own benefit and

that many scenarios were considered. She conceded,

however, that she did not write any other memos with dif-

ferent scenarios.

Carew refused to say whether or not the memo had been

sent to either President-Chancellor Duffey or the former

Vice-Chancellor of Student Affairs Madson, saying the

document was confidential.

AP photo

RETURNED - Leonard E. Miller, center, of Bowler, Wis., receives one-half of the two-volume

King James Bible in Stockbridge Monday. The Stockbridge-Munsee Tribe, containing the

last remnants of the Mohicans, had negotiated for the return of the 245-year-old bible.

Angus McQuilken and Daniel Chesnicka, two of the of-

ficers who made the request, denied that the administra

tion was^ny influence on their decision.

McQuilken said the memo looked more like a proposal

to the administration than a plan written by the ad-

ministration to be followed to the letter McQuilken cited

as evidence the fact that events did not happen exactly as

detailed in the time-line.

"This time-line, in that it didn't happen as it is laid out,

clearly wasn't the time-line of the administration,"

McQuilken said.

Chesnicka. who was removed from his position as Stu-

dent Speaker two weeks ago by the Student Senate, said

that the administration did not know "exactly" what the

officers were going to do, and that the officers themselves

did not know exactly what they were going to ask the ad

ministration until two days before the press conference.

Chesnicka acknowledged, however, that the administra-

tion knew the officers would ask for the suspension of the

SGA and the creation of a commission charged with the

restructuring of student government.

"The administration knew on a lot of levels that we were

going to do a press conference, that we were going to a>k

for a suspension of the SGA on some level, and that we

would would hope that they would work with us in form

ing a new stronger student government," Chesnicka said.

Student arrested
for assault
A University of Massachusetts student was arrested

Monday morning in Holdsworth Hall and charged with two

counts of alleged indecent assault and battery on a per-

son over 14 and two counts of alleged assault and battel v

John Richard Murphy, 20, of Easton, was arrsstsd for

the alleged incidents which occurred in the past three

months in Central Residential Area at UMass. police said.

The matter is still under investigation.

Arrest*.

• Marc M. Bessler-Fromm, 20. of Hartford, Conn., and

Nathan J. Robinson, 20. of Glenns Falls. NY, were ar-

rested Tuesday in Lot 44 for allegedly being minors car-

rying alcohol

Theft

• A man reported Monday his car window had been

broken in Lot 44 and his stereo valued at $200 stolen.

• A man reported Monday his telephone valued at $94

was stolen from Kennedy residence hall.

- Compiled by MARK HENSLEY

Expert: Middle East bloodshed caught some by surprise
By EMILY HAYES
Collegian Correspondent

Most experts did not believe there was go-

ing to be a war in the Persian Gulf, said

a former ambassador to Saudi Arabia last

night at Amherst College.

Former Ambassador James Akins said

most experts, including himself, thought

there would be no battles in the gulf on the

premise either Saddam Hussein or George

Bush would back down from their positions

before the Jan. 15 deadline for withdrawal.

"Most of the people here in this room

thought there would be a war in November

but those who knew most about the Mid-

dle East — the experts — did not," Akins

said.

"I know the CIA, and I know how really

incompetent they are. This is not an ex-

traordinarily elaborate Machiavellian plot.

Bush, Baker and Cheney aren't that

clever."

Ambassador Akins served in Saudi

Arabia from 1973-76 and while in the

Foreign Service served in Naples, Paris,

Strasbourg, Damascus, Beirut, Kuwait and

Baghdad. He was appointed Director of the

Office of Fuels and Energy in the Depart-

ment of State in 1968.

Akins discussed the political conditions

that preceded Iraq's Aug. 2 invasion of

Kuwait. He said April Glaspie, U.S. Am-

bassador in Iraq, has become Secretary of

State James Baker's "scapegoat," blamed

for causing the invasion.

"She [Glaspie] is an ex-colleague of mine.

She is extremely intelligent and profes-

sional and acted under orders," he said.

Glaspie has not been in contact with her

colleagues since she returned to the United

States. There will be an investigation into

her part in the Gulf War, and Akins said

the question of whether she will testify

could reach the Supreme Court.

Akins asked, "Did Kuwait take action on

its own or was it provoked by the United

States to insure an invasion and provide

an excuse to bring the United States into

Saudi Arabia?"

He said the administration was more

likely to be called stupid and incompetent

than capable of such a conspiracy.

"Those who were trying to prevent war

never had a chance.

Congress members who opposed it said

they did so to give Bush the OK the show

of support he needed to show Saddam Hus-

sein," he said.

Destruction of Baghdad, shown by the

media to be "neat and bloodless as a

Nintendo game" should not be taken light

ly, he said.

For example, the Defense Department's

figures about the bombing of the country's

bridges are startling. There were 750 sor-

ties targeted against 60 bridges. Of the

3,000 bombs dropped only 120 were need-

ed to destroy the bridges, leaving 2,880 ex-

tra hits.

The destruction of water purification

plants, oil refineries and drainage systems

for irrigation will have severe environmen-

tal repercussions in Iraq, he said. An in-

crease in infantile dysentery, typhoid, and

CONTINUED ON PAGE 4

Author calls Australian Aborigines 'role models'
Says Aborigine 'visionary ' view of Earth is key to future

By HEIDI McCANN
Collegian Correspondent

Speaking to a filled lecture hall at Smith

College Monday afternoon, Australian an-

thropologist, author and poet James
Cowan, presented the Aborigines of

Australia as role models for a world "which

must begin to take heed of the Earth's

messages."

His illustrated presentation entitled

"Mysteries of the Dreaming: An-

thropology, Literature, and the Australian

Aborigine" focused on Cowan's 15-year

study of the Aborigine's spiritual beliefs

and metaphysical view of the Australian

landscape.

Cowan, author of Letters from a Wild

State, and The River People, was introduc-

ed by former Smith College president Jill

Ker Conway as both a friend and "a man

hard to characterize as anthropologist,

author, or philosopher."

Such broad fields of interest helped

Cowan study the Aborigines and "how

they believe."

By submerging himself in this "mytho-

poetic universe of the Aborigines" was he

able to put aside "the European perspec

tive and enter the philosophic framework

of these traditional peoples."

He offered this vantage point to the au-

dience, and asked them to view the Earth

as the "embodiment of myth," Modern

society must begin to "look upon landscape

in visionary terms," Cowan said.

Cowan suggested the key to the world's

survival is found in the Aborigine and

other "classic cultures," that use myths to

"link the past closely with the present."

In tracing the history of Western contact

with Africa, South America and Australia,

racism was described by Cowan as a by-

product of European influence and the

result of the consequential destruction of

native peoples' culture and lands

What Cowan sees as a cure for this

disregard of non-Western lands lies in "vi-

sionary geography," the essential emo-

tional catalyst needed to heighten en-

vironmental awareness worldwide.
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Brown Bag Lecture Series - A lecture series, sponsored

by the Women's Studies department, will be held at 12:15

p.m. in CC 904 908. Donna Hebert speaks on "Rude

Women's Music"

Discussion - A discussion on "Video Dreamworlds,"

concerning the portrayals of women in music videos is

scheduled for 7 p.m. 10 p.m. in the Campus Center. Com-

munication Professor Sut Jhally is scheduled to speak.

Check the information schedule near elevators for room

number.

Discussion - A lecture, "Violence, Suffering and Evil:

Is God Involved?" will be held in CC 81 1-815 at 7:30 p.m.

It is sponsored by the United Christian Foundation.

Book Signing - Suzanne Gordon, freelance journalist

and author, will sign copies of her new book, Prisoners

of Men's Dreams: Striking Out For a New Feminine

Future, will hold a book signing in the Campus Center

from 4 p.m.-6 p.m. Sponsored by the School of Nursing

and the Donahue Institute for Governmental Service.

For Youi Information
Conference - The Second Annual Participative

Research Conference will be at the Hotel Northampton

in Northampton and will be from 8:14 a.m.-4:45 p.m.

Student Faculty Cocktail Hour - The political science

honor society, Pi Sigma Alpha, will have a cocktail hour

from 4 m. 6 p.m. in CC 1001. All political science ma-

jors and Pi Sigma Alpha members are invited.

Speaker - Dr. George Wade of the psychology depart

ment will speak on "Nutrition-Reproduction Interactions

in Hamsters," at 4 p.m. in South Morrill 203. The speech

is sponsored by the Neuroscience and Behavior Program.

THURSDAY, MARCH 14

Lecture — A lecture on "Rights In Conflict," sponsored

by the Family Planning Council of Western

Massachusetts, will feature a panel on the right to privacy

concerning AIDS patients at 7:30 p.m. at the Unitarian

Society of Northampton, 200 Main St., Northampton.

Meeting - Union Video Center will have a general

meeting at 7:30 p.m. in the Commuter Lounge.

Workshop - A workshop on pornography will be held

ANDYS SECRETARIAL SERVICE

Reports Term Papers

Typing mid Quality Word Procetiinfi

Resume Consultation

Temporary Help For Any Office

hist A\\ordable Service

241 King SI. Northampton 584-1000

DISTINGUISHED FACULTY
LECTURE SERIES

Peter K. Hepler

Department of Botany

"Dynamics of Motility in Cell Division"

Memorial Hall, March 14, 1991 8 pjn.

Reception Immediately Following

Sponsored by contributions from alumni and the

Office of the Chancellor of the University of Massachusetts

at Amherst

ADVOCATE

OF tMC

VALLEY
1989

3{unan (^arde*

MANDARIN/GZECHUAN CUISINE

The Best Chinese Buffet A™™™3

Buffet Served S-8 PM Sun-Thurs Brunch Served ^"J^*^ P"
Sjechuan Sp.ceaCh.cken

ALL YOU CAN EAT

$5.99Children

Under 10

S3 00

(2) Chicken Fingers

,3) Chicken Wings

(4) Fried Wontons

(5) Pan Fried Ravioili

(6) Beef with Snow Peas

We Deliver in Amherst 5-10:00 PM-Everyday

Minimum $15 plus $2 Delivery Charge

(8) Sweet and Sour Chicken

(9) Roast Pork Fried Rice

(10) Vegatable Fried Noodles

(11) Chinese 8BQ Pork

(12) Broccoli) m Oyster Sauce I

TAKE OUT SERVICE • FULL COCKTAIL MENU
10 BELCHERTOWN RD, AT RTE. 9, AMHERST, MA 256-0251, 256-0252
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CABLE
CHANNEL

2

3

4

5

6

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

IS

16

17

18

19

NETWORK
WF.DH

WHDH
VBZ

\B
WLVI

ttTSB

WTIC
WWLP
ACT
WGBY
WGGB
WSBK
Nickelodeon

A&E

MTV

TBS

Cinemax

The Disney
Channel

Showtwne

21

23

HBO

The Movie Channel

NESN

24 SportsChannel

AMC/VH1

PROGRAMMING
Ch 2-4. PBS Hartford. CT

Ch " CBS Boston

Ch i NBC Boston

Ch. 5. ABC Boston

Ch 56, Ind Boston

Ch 3. CBS Hartford, CT

Ch 61. Fox Hartford. CT

Ch 11. NBC Springfield

Local Access Amherst

Ch 5" PBS Springfield

Ch 40. ABC Springfield

Ch 38, Ind Boston

Programming for

young people

Comedy, drama, documen-

taries, performing arts.

24 hour music videos, music

news and artist interviews.

Atlanta Superstition—Movies,

live sports, specials and series.

Top quality movies

The most movies on pay TV

Qualitv family entertainment,

original seres, classic Disney

programs jnJ movies.

Exclusive movies, original

comedy series, music specials

and family programming

Hit movies, original films,

comedy, championship box-

ing, and familv programming.

The only national 24-hour all

movie premium channel

New England regional sports

network, including the Red

Sox and Bruins

A regionally distributed pay

television sports network,

featuring Celtics and Whalers

The greatest films of Holly-

woods Golden Ycars./24-hour

contemporary and classic

music videos and programs.

CABLE
CHANNEL

26

r
28

NETWORK
HSN
C-Span II

The Weather Channel

29 C-Span

30

31

32

33

34

35

36

37

CNN

USA Network

TNT

Headline News

The Discovery

Channel

ESPN

Lifetime

Dimension

PROGRAMMING
Home shopping channel

Congress & government action
f

Live 24-hour broadcast of »

national and local weather *

Live telecasts of the US House *•

of Representatives, plus !* *
hour public affairs programs *•

24-hour in-depth news.

business, sports and special

interest coverage. *

All entertainment network. ^
featuring action series, sports ^
original movies and family ^.

programming ^
The finest motion pictures. +
made-for-cable movies, sports. *
children s programs, and +
dramatic series. +

Top news coverage every *
30 minutes

Non-fiction entertainment

exploring nature, science,

history and technology
J

24-hour sports programming, ^
including NFL Football and ^
Major League Baseball ^
Information and entertain- *
ment for today's woman 4
Cable System Information *

in the 3rd floor lounge of Grayson Residential Hall from

7 p.m. -9 p.m. - -m n
Film - A film will be show in CC 803 from 7 p.m. - 9

p.m., sponsored by the LBGA. Admission is free.

Meeting - The Palestine Solidarity Committee will have

a new members meeting at 7:30 p.m. in CC 805.

Lecture - Professor Edward M. Arnett, of Duke Univer

sity, will speak on "Electron Transfer: The Bridge Bet-

ween Heterolysis and Hemolysis Energies m Lederle

Graduate Research Tower room 1633 at 11:15 a.m. Spon

sored by the Department of Chemistry.

Meeting - World Watch will sponsor a meeting and

documentary film at 8:30 p.m. in the Webster Main

Lounge in Orchard Hill.

FRIDAY, MARCH 15

Jumaa Salat - Sponsored by the Muslim Students

Association in CC 805 at 12:30 p.m.

Coffee Social - A coffee social, sponsored by the LBUA,

will be held in CC 803 from 3 p.m. 6 p.m. Admission is

free.

Want your dorm to show its

true colors?

WELL GET BUSY
AND RUSH ON DOWN TO

KENNEDY
SCREEN GRAPHICS

16 Armory Street

Northampton MA 01060

584-2124

c<»"^i» St£^ar*3£&scwcj&p c^-o^csiP zcry

) Spring Break Special \

\ free sitting \

ft two black & white 8x 1 0s and 1

I two 5x7s for $50 I

i s

Isn't it time you got
Dimension Cable?

Something for All of You *

256-4123 :

29 Channels~$1 7.95/month J
j***************************************************** ********

I
CaM^cJ- at 549-5454
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There exists no 'right' to

make people live in fear
Last Thursday's counter-demonstration

against the "straight-pride rally," was not

a stand-off by gays against straights. It was

a collective group that included gays,

straights, bisexuals and even some conser-

vatives (yes, I know at least two who
counter-demonstrated), of different races,

religions and nationalities, who stood

together and raised a collective voice in a

powerful condemnation of bigotry and an

equally powerful affirmation ofdiversity on

this campus.

Tiystan Skeigh

How can a gay student, or any student

with a sensitive heart and an open mind,

possibly study after hearing or reading

about a student group on campus actively

campaigning against homosexual students'

rights to exist as equal human beings? I

couldn't sleep after listening to the conser-

vatives at the "talk show" brand homosex-

uals as "sexual deviants" unfit to serve in

government, "criminals" who should be

barred from society.

A resident assistant in Brett reported

that the night after the talk show a resi-

dent on her floor awakened from

nightmares of "conservatives" attacking

her and her friends with baseball bats.

An Assistant Dean of Students express-

ed the official view that everyone is free to

speak their opinions. I asked if this meant

the Ku Klux Klan would be allowed to hold

rallies on campus. She said "probably."

Then she went on to explain that until

UMass was sure it couldn't be sued, the ad-

ministration was hesitant to enforce any

kind of "hate speech" guidelines.

Shouldn't a university with a clear Af-

firmative Action policy and a clear Student

Code of Conduct that prohibits discrimina-

tion and harassment on the basis of sex,

race, religion and sexual orientation be a

leader in the legal battle to provide

guarantees to minority students that their

campus will be kept a safe place for them

to study?

Does anyone really believe that the First

Amendment protects the rights of a student

organization to actively campaign, and

legislate against the rights, opportunities,

and peaceful existence of other students?

Of course it doesn't.

Yet the administration has ignored a

clear pattern of homophobic discrimination

perpetuated by the Republican Club. And

the record of their motives and intent over

the course of this year has been painfully

clear:

During a public Citizens for Limited Tax-

ation debate, Ted Marvelias, club

spokesman, argued that UMass* $100,000

spending allotment on gay, lesbian, and

bisexual issues "was a glaring example of

spending waste." Marvelias went on to ask,

"Where is it in the state constitution that

public universities should financially sup-

port filth and immorality?"

Marvelias and Ed Corrigan, both staunch

Republican Club members, fought to have

the non-discrimination statement remov

ed from the Campus Center Board of

Governor's handbook last semester. Then,

they cleverly maneuvered to remove the

two LBGA seats.

Marvelias argued at the Guy Glodis Talk

Show that if Massachusetts Law was en-

forced on this campus, no gay student could

hold an position in studertt government

because gay men are all "sodomites" and

therefore "criminals."

It has been no secret to students on this

campus that the small group of men who

compose the Republican Club don't like

gays. If Republican Club President Glen

Caroline really believes otherwise, as he

asserted at the "Straight Pride Rally,"

then it is up to him to rid his club of its

homophobic elements, or at least speak out

against the views of his homophobic club

members.
If the Republican Club had kept their

dislike limited to statements of opinion,

perhaps their behavior would not be so ob-

jectionable. But they have actively work

ed, in student political arenas, to take away

funding, representation and legal rights for

gay students.

I believe this administration has a moral,

legal, and financial obligation to step in

soon and say "Stop" to organized bigotry

on this campus, and take steps to protect

the right of gay, lesbian, and bisexual

students to live and study on this campus

without fear.

To the Repunlican club - I'm sorry boys,

but your "right" to hate gay students ends

where our right to live and study in peace

begins.

Trystan Skeigh is a Collegian staff

member

Don't rightists have rights?
"The First Amendment was not In

tended to Protect Gay Bashers." This

was a sign carried by one of the

numerous counter-protesters at last

week's now-famous "Straight Pride"

rally. Judging by the response of the

campus community it seems that most

would agree to that sentiment.

Christopher Woods

"Congress shall make no law respec

ting an establishment of religion, or pro-

hibiting the free exercise thereof, or

abridging the freedom of speech, or the

press, or the right of the people

peaceably to assemble, and to petition

the government for a redress of

grievances."

This is the First Amendment as it ap

pears in the Constitution of the United

States. Again, judging by the response

of the campus community, it seems that

most would agree to this sentiment.

On the surface, these are two ideals

that are purported to be the cornerstone

of liberal ideology are fairly convincing,

and rather difficult to argue with. That

is, if one is to ignore logic and peaceful

ly go about the business of becoming

liberally indoctrinated.

It is truly frightening that few in this

community recognize the inherent con-

tradiction in these two statements and

in much of all liberal philosophy, "The

First Amendment was not Intended to

Protect Gay Bashers." At the risk of be

ing labeled as a homophone (as the

liberal contingent is quick to do with

those who refuse to follow theirtho

teachings blindly) the logical, sentient

being is compelled to disagree.

The First Amendment was created so

that ALL ideas may be voiced in our

society. As distasteful as it may be to

many of us, it is truly the only safeguard

in our society to protect us from the "Big

Brother" that so many liberals regard

as the "Boogey-Man." Without the

freedom to express ideas, we condemn

ourselves to perpetual lemming status.

To suggest that only certain, careful

ly screened, politically correct

statements are protected by the First

Amendment is patently absurd. The

authors of the U.S. Constitution granted

such freedoms on the premise that in the

heat of public debate only such ideas

that were truly in the best interest of

the people could long stand.

While many may not support the ideas

that were presented at the "Straight

Pride" rally, it was quite decidedly pro-

tected as an act of free speech. The in-

dividual bearing the aforementioned

sign was exercising the same rights as

well. Nonetheless, the individual carry-

ing the sign purports to decide for socie-

ty just what it may and may not say.

Admittedly this editorial is con-

structed to intentionally use some

rather over-used and rather trite liberal

arguments to show the contradictions

and inadequacies inherent in much of

left-wing theory. Yet it is important for

society to recognize that such persuasive

and politically correct arguments are ac

tually a much greater hazard to liberty

and personal freedom than merely a few

individuals freely speaking their minds

in public.

Christopher Woods is a member of the

UMass Republican Club
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Tock-tick: It's high time to address UMass' clock woes
° ... . wr_._„ *„n,;«„ ^l ac« Snmphndv has taken the fun out of thinki

When it's 7:30 at Machmer's east wing, it's around 6:00

at its west and approximately 4:45 at Health Services.

Bartlett 109, the journalism computer lab, has a clock that

once it reaches 9:05 turns BACKWARD. Just yesterday

I discovered that there's actually a clock on the Campus

Center Concourse. But don't bother checking it out. It

doesn't work, either.

From the weight-driven ones of the 14th century to to-

day's electric ones, clocks have provided the most depen

dable form of measuring time. We have come a long way

from those days of having to stare at the Sun, Moon and

the stars just to figure out the time. Little did the ancient

Babylonians and Egyptians know that centuries later the

idea of having separate instruments for telling time in

the daytime and at night would be laughable. Have you

overheard someone asking, "Could you look at your sun-

dial and see what time it is?" lately? Didn't think so.

Our old reliable clocks at UMass are beginning to show

signs of a slow and painful death. A brief call to the

Physical Plant provided little encouragement. The clocks

are apparently operated by some Master Clock somewhere

that dictates whether they should run counterclockwise

one day and clockwise the other or if every hour will last

for 65 minutes. No more waiting around for some frail

old man to wind them, one by one. No, no. We're talking

high-tech here.

Because our clocks do use electric current as their power

source, they are, needless to say, entirely dependent upon

the stability of that source. Because these UMass clocks

are subject to frequent power shutdowns, they get a little

confused. If you happen to see movement where there

wasn't before, it means that the clock is merely trying

to recuperate. It doesn't mean that the darn thing has u

mind of its own; just that it's still a little dazed. If someone

pulled your plug every time they felt like it, wouldn't you

be, too?

A.R. Santiago

Still that's no excuse. Most of the clocks on this cam-

pus don't tell the right time, which leads me to the con-

clusion that, uh, they're pretty useless. This has presented

a nagging dilemma. It is now virtually impossible to sit

in class and count down to the end of the class, which is

in many cases just about the most stimulating part of the

class. Somebody has taken the fun out of thinking of

creative ways to make time pass quicker. Now, we have

to sit in class and stare at a motionless clock. Nothing

could be more deoressing.

Get a watch then, vou say? C'mon. Wouldn t you rather

have the right time staring right at you, in big bold

numbers, than having to roll up your bulky sleeves every

two minutes?
.

And another thing. The PVTA must be relying on the

same Master Clock. I will gladly sacrifice all my remain-

ing Saturday nights on this Earth just to never have tx>

sit and wait for my bus to get off its ass and leave its Puff-

ton Village stop on time.

The Physical Plant says the clocks will "eventually

catch up" with the right time. In any case, we have to

wait. Like most things at the university these days, first

things first. ARer all, there are more important repairs

to be done, and unsynchronized clocks are the last thing

on their minds.

If you frequent the Collegian, Bluewall, Morrill SM,

Hasbrouck 134 or the Physical Plant -just about the on-

ly places on campus that do tell the right time - you

should feel so lucky.

A.R. Santiago is a Collegian columnist

The Bible actually commands equality

I was disturbed upon reading Jessame

Hannus' column ("Who's Flag

Anyway?" March 11) by her negative

and narrow minded criticism of the Bi-

ble. One of her claims is that if you

believe the Bible, "you must believe

that women are not real human beings,

never mind equal citizens." This claim

is nowhere in the Bible nor is it a logical

conclusion of what the Bible teaches.

Although there are texts by appeal to

which some have rationalized their ex-

ploitation ofwomen, this should not lead

one to ignore the fact that the meaning

and implications of these texts are still

being debated. Nor should it blind one

to the fact that there are texts which

clearly depict women and men as

equals. For example, the apostle Paul

wrote, "There is neither Jew nor Greek,

slave nor free, male nor female, for you

are all one in Christ Jesus." (Galatians

3:28)

Contrary to what Ms. Hannus thinks,

the Bible challenges me to take women

seriously. Before I became a Christian,

the dominating force in my life was my

sex drive, and women to me were mere-

ly a means to an orgasm. I used to play

the "sensitive guy," even though I

wasn't at the time, just to have sex. The

Bible, however, gives me good reasons

to keep my sex drive under control and

to treat people with respect and honesty.

Perhaps the Bible has more insight

regarding these issues than Ms. Hannus

gives it credit for. Maybe she should

rethink her views.

John Eck
Chi Rho House

This letter was signed by six other

students — Eds.
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THE MASSACHUSETTS
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? Campus Center

HEADLINE VRITING
VORKSHOP

Given by Lu Feorino of the Union News

Thursday, ttarch 14.

6 p.m.

IN THE NEWSROOtt
Mandatory for all Night and Copy Editors.

All staff and correspondents are welcome to attend.

Middle East

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

cholera could result from damage to water

purification plants, he said.

In the aftermath of the war, other en-

vironmental issues will be at the front,

such as which kinds of measures the US
should impose to reduce the dependency on

Arab oil.

Akins said though our imports could be

reduced by 50-70 percent in 10 years, a

more likely scenario is to forgo belt-

tightening measures" in favor of a short-

term alternative of getting the Saudis to

sell oil cheaper," he said.

After the cheap oil is enjoyed and

political order in the region changes Akins

said, "prepare for a nasty war for

resources."

FREE RENT OPTION

Five College Program m
Peace and World
Security Studies

CANCELS
JANICE

g GROSS-STEIN
For Wed., March 13, 1991

To be rescheduled in the Fall

For information call PAWSS 549-4600 ext. 519

Brandywine offers Country

Living with convenience

• On UMass Bus Route • Nearby Shopping • Situated

on well landscaped acres with pond.

One and two bedroom apartments include fully equipped

kitchen and wall to wall carpeting.

Swimming pool, laundry facilities, responsive

management.

Stop and we'll show you what we have to offer.

Affordable rents include gas, utilities (heat, hot water

and stove).

BRANDYWINE AT AMHERST
16 Brandywine Drive, Amherst

Rental Office Open Daily 104

Limited Time Offer - 549-0600

Patrick & Co.
Introduces Jessica

Our newest member
Jessica specializes in all facets

of hair and beauty as well as
long hair styling

Jessica's March
Introductory Special

Perm & Hair Cut M0.
Hair Cut > 13 -

See why OUR perms are the best!

Patrick & Co DON'T DELAY!

Look your best

for Spring Break.

104 Russell Street, Hadley • 586-7477
located next to Carbur's

What's There to Do ATTEH
Spring Break?

THE UMylSS THEATRE aUXLD
Pfi.£S£NTS

I9^TO TtifL <WOO<VS
by Stephen Sondfcetm & 3*mes L»Pine

TIAUCH 25-28, 1991 8:00 p.m.

BOW1CER AUDXTOUXUrt
Ttcfeets $5.00 general admission

,

$3.00 students 8e seniors

Tickets Available NOW at the

fylC Box Office 545-2511
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DOONESBURY
By GARRY TRUDEAU

wuam to oub scupi im
PUKE, XXJR HOSTANPFVRMER
US. PROCONSUL WPANAMA.
BEHINVME IS YOUR BAR&lfZl

FOR THE EVENING. HBRNfite IS

dursHE

THE EAR SIDE

By GARY LARSON

tETMEJUSTAWHOWPROUP
WEAP£ OFAU OFW YOU'RE

A MAGNIFICENT0UNCHOFWAR
RJORS! I CANT mi WUWHAT
an honor it istohopyou
cateRATt imuB-A
ERATION OF KUWAIT!
ANYQUESTIONS*

K$. SIR. APFWKm**?'
WHY'PiOU THE COUNTRY'S
1&AVE IN RUINS 1

fUNAMA*

QUOTE OF THE DAY

"Someday we'll look back on this

moment and plow into a parked car.'*

— Evan Davis

DAILY CROSSVORD PUZZLE

Edited By TRUDE MICHEL JAEEE

CALVIN AND HOBBES

"Listen, Morrison! . . . Its OK - those are

jungle triangles'"

Bv BILL VATTERSON

«Wr?<

ACROSS
1 Balaam s mount

4 Parte piece

9 Give tne eye

13 Than** —
14 And you Miss

— lady

Rhetl Butter

15 Sanaran

16 Keyboard
instruments

18 Weiies role

19 Moslem prince

20 1*

21 Privy to

22 Situated near

me mck
24 united

26 Forty winks

28 California s

BKJ-
29 Sigma s

follower

32 Stiffness

37 British Prime

Minister and

family

39 Heron s *m
40 Face the target

42 They re often

proper

43 Seaweed genus

45 Toady
47 Play on words

48 Letter from

Greece
50 — the season

to be tony

51 Ridicule

54 ADete

59 — fixe

61 Vincent Lopez s

theme song

63 Bete —
64 Ransack

65 Bridge coups

67 — buco
68 Stow, to Softi

69 Shp or granny

70 Oriental weight

71 A Cantor

72 Bern s river

DOWN
1 Texas shnne

2 Adtective tor a

fudge
3 Eye afflictions

4 C based org

5 Levin and
Gershwn

6 asd s weapon
7 Segovia

8 Cure-aii

9 Jacn of old

movies
1 Certain visit to

Europe
11 Typesetting

machine 'or

short

1

2

First place

13 Under the

covers

1 7 Opera house

section

23 Love Story

composer
25 Family

memoers
2? Harper Valley

30 Judith

composer
31 u N member

32 Harvest

33 lode bwit tor

two7

34 Imposing

35 Comparative

ending

36 Bar*

38 — College

student

41 Gym piece

44 Excited

46 Partner Of

tucx

49 Put on a

pedestal

ANSWER TO

A P E D|B
1r

52 Praise

53 Antelope

55 Lively dance

56 Jungle <me
5' Ma>i

58 Remainder

59 Author s

concoction

60 PonseHe of

opera fame

62 Oppositionist

66 John or Jane

PREVIOUS PUZZLE

L u r'b|s p.e.o.
PAPA

_[a'r I

|'C R I

C

3/13/11

^rrjr-rr-r-rj-ri. r
" |

m

m
—
""Lr* H^'

L"P"™!fe pppp,

°~ "
iiVi—1—

1

~~
~"^H^ liBfl

TANGELO PIE
By Tin SNIEFEN

m\dmil MOUfflM

MENU
LUNCH

I. ii OS

Turtrt rVJb

BASICS LUNCH
\ LtftuMr Teoo

Tnrto rteta

DINNER
l^vtst bed

Chicken rqjkaa

BASICS DINNER
Raiatoette

Chicken rejftaa

YOUR DAILY HOROSCOPE
By JEANE DIXON

SNOOKY LANSON By E. VEZINA & R. SHAUGHNESSY

(-TrUS'lST^

PULL OV*& -

H\Ci JQ&KlM'VOUJUST
HOPlh Lfc CAPTUWL
The notorious
•*HltT-RHlK£* KlLl£fc"/

flft

TO

FROTTER By GARRY PORTER

emv. rna got
you too.

'FR.W S0.

-TO *ET)f£, TH€H rut

w/tS ^/S6D. WHATPIP
IhtY EXrtCT IA€ TDPO?

n 6err vemRATZ
mv w choice

Goes.

/

WELL, SrVlB ^

ST/U5T W66'A/6'

ARIES (March 2VApril 19) Stay

close to your business base today

A creative enterprise could cost

you more than you bargained for

Postpone signing any papers until

you con consult your partner or

legal counsel

TAURUS (April 20-May 20)

Other people are ready to lend a

hand, yet you hesitate to accept

their assistance. Perhaps you are

more accustomed to giving than

receiving Give a friend the oppor-

tunity to repay a favor

OEMINI (May 21-June 20) You

are elected to an important post

Your associates are impressed by

your ability to handle several dto

jects at one time. Mate is concern-

ed that you are pushing yourself

too hard.

CANCER (June 21-July 22) Your

patience will be tested today

Keep cool and sign nothing. A

message brings good news So-

meone from your past reappears

Let others do as they please

LEO (July 23-Aug 22): A personal

relationship Is easier to understand

now Put your thinking cap on and

devise new ways to save money. A
family member shows interest in

your credit rating. Put romance on

hold.

VIRGO (Aug 23-Sept 22): So-

meone's stubbornness can work to

your advantage. An influential

associate is impressed by your style

There is new emphasis on the abili-

ty to work well when under

pressure.

LIRRA (Sept 23-Oct 22) Now is

the time to conquer any financial

worries. Choose your advisers with

care Loved ones are supportive

You make the correct dRCfclori

regarding a tTust or security A

dream could come true!

SCORPIO (Oct 23-Nov 21) Your

natural good taste wm guide you in

the righr direction now The key

word is mcxieration." Your mate or

partner may become embroitea in

a family argument Refuse to be

the mediator
SAGITTARIUS (Nov 22-Dec 21)

Move with the times A tendency to

cling to the past will slow financial

growth To prevent future embar

rassment. check all business details,

no matter how small Romance

looks rosy

CAPRICORN (Dec 22-Jan 19) A

missing paper or document comes

to light. Romance may have to

take a temporary backseat to your

career. Do not let loved ones

distract you during work hours

Curb spending.

AQUARIUS (Jan 20-Feb 18) Any

extra funds should be invested for

your family's welfare Previous

endeavors begin to pay oft It is sur-

prising how much can be achiev-

ed through talks and travel today

Go all out!

PISCES (Feb 19-March 20) Con-

ditions are favorable for you to

enhance your reputation today

Meet with influential people A

deteriorating relationship can be

salvaged by careful nurturing

TODAY S STAFF
Night Editor ^™ Silvmtoin

Copy Editor jodv ^hin

Photo Technician & A bmkv

Production Supervisor HUw Carvolho

Typesetter Terry Stormei

Production Nark Sturm. Jen IcUkin.

Traccy Vchnan
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What is a

Textbook
Buyback?

Three times during each semester the Textbook Annex

brines in a wholesaler to buy textbooks from students.

Wholesalers are in the business of selling used books to

colleges and universities across the country. Therefore, in

determining how much they will pay a student for a book

they must consider the demand for that book as well as

the shipping and handling costs involved in processing and

reselling the book. This is why prices vary and indeed

change frequently.

The best time to sell books is at the end of the semester.

At that time the Annex will pay 50% of the new price for

a book if we have an order for that book for the follow-

ing semester. If we do not, the wholesaler may make you

an offer.

We also realize that for a variety of reasons some students

want to sell books at times other than the end of the

semester. That is why we sponsor buybacks at the be-

ginning and middle of the semester.

If you have questions please ask the people doing the

buyback or the Annex staff. They will be more than happy

to answer your questions and give you any tips that may

be applicable to your situation.

When is the

next Textbook

Buyback?

The next Textbook Buyback to be held at the TEXTBOOK

ANNEX, is:

March 1 3 & 1 4:

9:00 am-4:00 pm

March 15:

9:00 am-2:00 pm

AVOID PROBLEMS —
BUY YOUR BOOKS NOW!!

To avoid problems with getting the books that you

need for the rest of the semester buy them now. This

will give us time to order books that may be sold

out, so that you have them before you need them.

Also, the return of unsold boc!.s will begin March 25

STEINBECK COLLISION REPAIR
& AUTOBODY

53 So. Prospect - Amherst Center

256-8157 256-1385

M
Hi/e**&

.>>>*

^1

• Imports & other unibody vehicles

are our specialty

• State of art equipment for precision

frame and unibody straightening ( + or - % mm>|

• Over 90 years staff experience

• Accepted by all insurance companies for

collision repair or glass replacement

• Advanced European Technology Painting and

Refinishing Systems

REMEMBER it's your car and your choice ot

repair facilities

?

Developing a

Curriculum Vitae

A Workshop for Graduate Students

Instructor: Kevin Grennan

Areview of several kinds of C.V.s along with
adiscus-

sion of length, ways to highlight areas of expertise,

and what academic personnel committees expect.

Today

10:10AM
Curry Hicks Room 16

ALSO

Resumes

and

Interview Techniques

Today

1:25PM
Curry Hicks Room 16

J L

The Mather Career Center
Career Planning and Placement • Cooperative Education • Internships

Fraternity/Sorority Park - on the Orchard Hill but rout*. (4 13)545-2224.

Where Careers Take Off! J
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Arts & Living
imily entertainment

By MARK STURM
Collegian Staff

and PHIL STRAUB
Collegian Correspondent

When Spring Break hits, wandering lust

will no doubt drag all you music addicts in-

to the deep seductive caverns of record em-

poriums. While there, move your sorry

asses over to the misunderstood section and

relieve the bins of the heftiest slab o' vinyl

to be released in quite some time. Of course

I'm talking about Last Home, a noise

onslaught by Peter Brotzmann and his son,

Caspar. If you can't bring yourself to kill

for these succulent beauties, then I suggest

you at least pick up recordings by Last Ex-

it, an ensemble to which he lends his tasty

saxophone licks. Brotzmann, Jr. also leads

his own group, a guitar-based t' io under

the aegis of Massaker.
Together they pound out a massive wall

of musical cacophony that will send your

neighbors running for the hills. And with

each solo working so well against the other,

adding to and then moving beyond, you

might wonder if they weren't just

genetically linked, but physically.

Members of Chrystalized Movements

and Love Child have recently got together

and produced a love child of their own, the

hairy and grotesque Vermonster. This

puppyll leave any pop hungry wimp yelp

ing as seemingly listenable spurts ot indie

rock rapidly depart from the sound. The

aforementionjo fan will no doubt feel teas

ed for a moment before hurriedly exiting

the room. Types like that never did have

the stomach for a serious guitar overlay.

They no doubt would also have severe dif

ficulties enjoying the extremely satisfying

new single from the Reverb Mother-

fuckers entitled "LSD. 25." All you

parental types out there can rest assured,

at the beginning of the record a voice cau-

tions that enjoyment will not be maximu

ed by the ingestion of illicit drugs while

listening, but will be most enjoyed if the

drugs are ingested "prior to listening."

It is a matter of deep importance to me

that I am able to recommend records that

parents and teens or college students can

enjoy together. This week I suggest you

pick up the latest single from easy listen

inn greats the Strangulated Beatoffs It's

called Practicing Hard to be a Doctor and

may be just the boost your brat requires to

pu h him, her, or it over the edge of

academic mediocrity and into the potential-

ly lucrative field of pre medical studies.

While they are studying anatomy or

physiology you might encourage them by

playing auto-suggestive recordings for

them, either of the two new singles from

Skullflower, Slaves and Rift. If your kid

doesn't learn body parts quicker with these

in it's headphones, I advise you to resort

to the latest seven inch from the Dwarves,

Satan's Crank.

Noise veteran from the 70s unknown new

wave disco band Red Transistor Rudolph

Grey, has recently teamed up with

reputable Jazz percussionist Rashied AH.

and the result is nothing short of a barbed

wire enema twixt the cavities of excellence.

Rashied Ali fans and jazz purists may find

Grey's twisted six string rambhngs to be

a bit disconcerting, but who cares? The rest

of us are eating -his single up like vinyl

was going out of style. Vinyl is going the

way of the affordable glass of beer, so snag

all this stuff up before you get another

damned "post modern" compact disc

rammed down your consumer throat.

A showcase of great young talent

Jake in

WCCC
contest

The local band One Eyed Jake will

appear on Wednesday, March 13, at the

club Goodnight Hartford in Hartford,

CN., as a part of a competition spon

sored by WCCC 106 9 FM.
The group submitted a tape to the

radio station and was chosen as one of

15 finalists out of 100 applicants. The

five piece pop blues band was the win

ner of the 1989 UMass Southwest Bat

tie of the Bands by unanimous decision

and were also selected as runners-up in

the national Daytona Beach Contest

over the summer.
The competiton started last week and

now it's One Eyed Jake's turn to go up

against two other competing groups. If

th«-v win, they will rock on to the next

round of competition with the final five

bands.
- PAUL DEGEORGES

By JAMES MOLESWORTH
Collegian Staff

Renee Ronnes Quintet

Hampden Theatre
Thursday. March 7

You can't judge a book by its cover" is perhaps the best

thing to say about Renee Rosnes. You might think that

someone classically trained at the piano with no real for

mal training in jazz wouldn't be too hot. Wrong. Renee

Rosnes put out music with a vibrancy and inte ligence

that defies all stereotypes of how jazz musicians learn to

play. Reeling off swirls of notes, Rosnes showed the way

for the rest of her quintet, as they played a cohesive and

exiting night of music.

Steve Wilson on alto and soprano saxes was a monster,

with solos that made you think. "Why isn t this guy

famous?" Tony Reedus on drums traded fours with

everyone throughout the night, with a graceful strength

that pushed his counterparts to search for new things,

while at the same time, allowing them to play just what

thev felt.

.1 :nes Genus on bass. What can you say? He s only been

play ng bass for five vears has played with Don Pullen.

and is about ta tour overseas with Roy Haynes. Yet he

plays with the experience and confidence of an old master,

floating through solos with the ease of one lying in the

sun Not overconfident, but emitting a feeling of know

ing one's ability, and stopping before getting sunburned

Genus* future is as bright as that sun he is lying in.

Walt Weiskopf on tenor also displayed some abilities

that you might not be able to hear when he is doing his

regular gig as fourth tenor in Toshiko Akiyoshi's big band.

Teamed with Steve Wilson. Weiskopf looked truly at ease,

and helped to give some fine voicings at the head* of tunes.

It was a solid evening; a super opportunity to see some

great young talent in the kind of setting, where if all goes

well for their future, you may not be able to see them in

again.

or MAJSAOtwrrn

Enghh as

a Second Languooe
intensive *>jy Classes

Port Time Eve. Classes

TOER. Preparation

Classes begin 4/1/91

Registration 3/6-3/22/91

Amherst Creamary Brig.

t50 Fearing St. St* 29
256-4065

Now's the
time to call...

North Amhers
Motors

7» 014 Sundtctand Rd„ Mo. Amrw*

549-2880

Expert Repairs and
Reconditioning

Mosf Mm/or Omit Cards Acc90tml

Classifieds
COME TO THE COLLEGIAN OFFICE- CC 113 MON-THURS 8:30 3 JO. FRI 8.30-2:30 •DEADLINE 2 DAYS PRIOR TO PUBLICATION •CASH IN ADVANCE. 20"WORD DAY FOR STUDENTS

ACTIVITIES
DRUMMERS

CLUB COMMUNICATION MEETING, Wed
March 13 5 30pm in room E-37 Machmer

Come sign up lor trip to the Boston Globe

COMPETENT HARD WORKING
established rock band -caM 253-2712

for

SHHHHH! AEPHI is sponsoring a no-talk

a-thon Stop by Wed Newman Center

12 9pm

ENTERTAINMENT

SPRING IN AUSTIN! (T«) on tha 21st of

March
Fly from Harttovd (one way)

90S tel 665 7105

FOUND

LOST

SPECTRUM GENERAL MEETING tonight

March 13 6 30 in rm 802CC -Be there"

RACK A-DISC is still the best lor DJ's and

live entertainment Call anytime 586-9900

ask about our specials

DRIVING KEYS on red chain

near Worcester DC on 3/9. Sat

It missing contact 6-6146

BLUE FRAMED GLASSES in blue caaa

Call Caray 546-0779

BOOK GRADED SPANISH GRAMMAR
REVIEW - Please Please return -REWARD
549-8250 Cate

RAOAR DETECTOR m black case tost

n/near tot 43 Northeast please call 6-3979

if found -REWARD

LEA STERN-I stink It's your birthday' Have

a wicked great day' Love, your ex roomie

• 'MARCO* * Wow 1

It s your first personal

Are you psyched
-" Don 1 miss me too much

while I m in Call"

Pumpkinhead's Aunt

SUMMER RENTAL

CAPE COO- Dennoport. five bedroom

house May Sept $5 000 00 plus depos.t

1-508-362 9629 or 1 508 362 2891

FOR RENT
FREE BRUNO S PIZZA

UMASS FILM SOCIETY
Meeting 4 Screening

Tonight

7 00 - CC165
All Welcome

ANNOUNCEMENTS

2 BEDROOM APT for rent starting June 1

in Amherst center very reasonable 253-9445

ROOMMATE WANTEO IMMEDIATELY
$125 month first last required 256-1859

TAKE OVER OUR beautiful ranch house for

ner i y»*-i rail now' ^49-6951

BOOK A HOUSE/OORM party with

RACKADISC and have free food -Call

586 9900 for details (limited to UMass &

Amherst College)

WHITE CONTACT LENS CASE
With light blue hard contacts inside

If found, please cad 546-7482

HELP WANTED

AFTER SPRING BREAK fun in the sun,

come have fun in the woods' The UMass
Theatre Guild presents Into The Woods -

March 25-28 at 8pm in Bowker Auditorium

Tickets available NOW at the FAC Box

Office'

BED AND BREAKFAST- downtown ideal

for visiting parents and friends 549-0733

CONGRATULATIONS ~ALPHA PHI

OMEGA pledges -Biggest pledge class on

campus!!' Best of luck guys! LFS. Your big

brothers

WINTER SPECIAL: 1 month rent 99 cents

with one year lease

2 Bedroom- $450
3 Bedroom $537
Sunderland, free bus route, laundry

facilities, swimming pool, garden plots,

short term lease available 665-3856

FOR SALE

1 WAY TICKET to Ireland for March
Cheap call 6-0457

DELTA UPSILON is sponsoring a date rape

seminar to be held on Sunday March 24,

Irom 6-8pm at DU All UMass students are

welcome to attend

EXPERIENCED HOUSESITTER NEEDS
accommodation for spring break

Mature & resposible w/ car

Call Raymond 546-5565

GET PSYCHED! Theatre Guild meeting!

7 00PM tonite room 168' It s just going to

be loads of tun Get wicked psyched!"

2 ALL DAY ski passes for sugarbush

Good during spg brk 4 wknd -Cheap

Liz 6-5752

BRIDGESTONE MB-5
One season old Suntour XCE
Ritchy head/stem specialized headset

$300 or best -Call Mike at 6-5475

ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYMENT
Fisheries earn $5,000 + /month Free

transportation' Room and borird' Over 8.000

oppnings No experience necessary Male

or female For 68 page employment
manual, send $8 95 to Mil Research. Box

84008, Seattle, WA 98124
-Satisfaction Guaranteed

ASSEMBLERS: Excellent income to

assemble products from your home
504-646-1700 Dept P1307

CAMP BAUERCREST NEEDS swimming

boating, photo and arts counselors Over-

night sports/cultural camp near

Newburyport, MA Sixty year history, great

summer |ob Contact Steve Rothenberg

(617) 244-4355

'!!FANTASTIC MONEYMAKING OPPOR-
TUNITY!!! No such thing as easy money''

Guess again' Call/413-549-5894

PERSONALS

ATTENTION SJG EP, Zeta Psi. and Theta

Chi- Beware of the second annual crazy

night

love, the 38 Nutting Ave Social Club

REBECCA
Take the llama to the dentist so I can come

home
-Koosh

STUDLIGHT. CHUIE. NAH, Ouanny.

Denise BC. GUoe. Nhung. TNT. Mr Lee.

Nancy. Mike. Marko Howie. Jeff, and my

U
THANKS FOR EVERYTHING"

You guys are the best

Love always.

MSG

SUMMER SUBLET

SUBLET START JUNE 1

One bedroom Colonial Village Apt

Fall option 253 2475

TRAVEL

TO THE JOHN who looks great in a skirt

Thanks for the popcorn'

Meredith & Amy

•••CHRISTINE. CHERYL, a KATHV'
Get psyched 'or break' We are going to

have ok ar'/enlure aft£ •
another' Clear-

water will raver be the same

RIDE WANTED

CAN T AFFORD SPRING BREAKS
Guaranteed great prices' Space available

to Jamaica. Mexico and Panama City

Beach Florida (the new Daytona Beach") 1

MCA/ISA are accepted 1 Call Cindy at

5493538 -please leave a message 1

PLANE TICKET. Fort Lauderdale $200

Leaves Hartford 3/18/91 (April return)

549 1157

HAPPY 20th WOOWEE!'
For you some SSV chips,

a flash from Jen,

and an apartment for all"

The Woowee Roomies-

I NEED A RIDE anywhere in Pennsylvania

preferably Philadelphia

Will share costs

546-6886

TYPING/WOROPROCESSING

CAMPUS PICKUP and delivery, cheap

last, accurate Adam 253-9117

HAPPY BIRTHDAY MICHELLE I

Don't worry about next year,

your tan puppies are on

their way 1-4-3 John

HEY REBECCA
Happy 20th

Get ready for the best week eva

Love Caz

FUTONS
Metawampe
Top quality gold bond futons

Delivery anywhere in U S A
Sleep with us and save 1

1-8O0-3FUTON1

AUTO FOR SALE

1979 BMW 4 speed, sunroof, needs work

BO Call 586-1710

1988 HONDA CRX 5sp silver -good condi-

tion $5500 BO 253-9660. Mark

1989 HONDA ACCORD **£%£
condition- 2 door coupe- AM/FM cassette

only 9900 miles 1 owner gold $9500 or

S offer Call Bruce at 256-1 21 5 after Gpm

TRUCK FOR SALE
1981 CHEVY C-10. 8' bed with cap-runs

great, no rust, 4-spd .
6-cyl. PS $1050 -Call

253-9803 evenings

IBM COMPATIBLE COMPUTER, printer

separate Phil/Rich 253-7157

MAXON HD-XL RADAR DETECTOR
detects X, K, pulse radar $50 -Chris

546^2457

GET A TAN this summer Work as a house
painter in yoJi area lo experience

necessary Call now. po:. tions limited

1 800-346-4649

SUMMER JOBS TO SAVE THE
ENVIRONMENT

EARN $25O0-$35O0

National campaign positions to stop toxic

pollution, promote comprehensive recycling

and sue the nations worst polluters

Campus intvs 3/13 & 3/14

Coil Jamie 1-800-75-EARTH

HEY UMASS
It's Mia Frezzo's

19th Birthday

And along with all her friends

I hope she has a great day

Love. Erik

JENNIFER O NEILL
Happy birthday to the best cook in 23

Clownehouse
Stop burning our pots!

Love your roomies,

Heather. Andrea 4 Bern

ROOMMATE WANTEO

PUFFERS POND
Ma! jre female wanted to share apt Quiet

room 5 mm from UMass Busline $225

+ util Avail April 1st

Call Jens 549-0193

ROOMMATE NEEDED. $193 75 Vt March

rent free Call Kevin (508)256-3982

SERVICES

PREGNANT?
Need a pregnancy test, information or sup-

port'' Call tor free and confidential services

ALTERNATIVES 33 Main St Northampton

586 3000 or Greenfield 774-6010

RESUMES. PAPERS, anything typed or

typeset Fast, professional service Affor

dable rates KCommunications 256-6373

WORDPROCESSING. fast $1 45/page

549-0484

UMASS SWEATSHIRTS

GOING FAST! Only $1 7 50 Take on spring

break and show your school spirit -Call

584-1307 and place order for immed

delivery to your dorm or apt

WANTED

PAUL SIMON
The Worcester Centrum- 3/29

Interested in tickets?

Call 546-0505

INSTRUCTION

PAUL SIMON TICKETS
Worcester Centrum Good seats

3-29-91

665 7426 Leave message

ENGLISH AS A SECOND LANGUAGE
Classes begin April 1, 1991

Intensive day. part-time evening, and

TOEFL Preparation -Three levels

Register before March 22

language Picifica 256-4065

KATHRINE VIRGINIA LEWIECKI!!!

Today is your 22nd birthday, boy are you

getting old! I hope you have a very happy

birthday and it's full of surprises (And nak

ed men!) HAHA!! Have a good one!

Love, Cindy. Rosie. and Hobbes

SERVICES/WORDPROCESSING

DISSERTATIONS, CASES. PAPERS.
On-campus pickup Fast 1 Accurate'

Mac/Laser, Spellcheck

Nancy 584-7924

$5 FOR NOTES- Hist 364 397A

Call mary 6-6386 Will

return the same day as borrowed

GOING AWAY tor June August We would

like to sublet your apartment or house sit

Must be near bus route Call 546-6394 at

night- ask for Eric or Deb

SPRING BREAK

KEVIN
Tenderness and kindness are not signs of

weakness and despair, but manifestations

of strength and resolution" I Love You-

TRIPS TO PANAMA CITY, FL!

Cancun' Jamaica' Selling out

fast' Special deals on Cancun

If you call now' Free parties'

Concerts' Call iw' „.,.„
STS UMass Rep Denise 546-7156

WANTED TO RENT

WE WANT YOUR LEASE! 5 8 people 6/1

or 9/1 pret close to campus -Call Mo 4 Sue

6 2615, Liz 6-3503 or Becky 6 5624
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Sports
Men's swimming wraps up yet another dominant season

C' ..r, » ^rnnrr Freshman Mark Stoeltim* who qualified

ll«W

The University of Massachusetts men's swim team, with the help of Cur-

Hi Sawin (above*, left their rivals in the wading pool as they captured thei-

fifth consecutive New England Championship.

By THOMAS A. GEORGE
Collegian Correspondent

Male swimmers thought they had gain-

ed some breathing space in New England

with the graduation of four University of

Massachusetts speed demons.

Get some oxygen, the field is now scream-

ing for air.

Five consecutive New England Cham
pionships and a 56-4 record later, the most

promising aspect of the team's future is the

strength of the underclassmen. After the

depth of the squad secured the New

England title, a group of qualifiers in

eluding three underclassmen went on the

compete in the Eastern Seaboard Con

foresee Championship, held in Princeton,

N.J.

Swimming in its brand new competition

pool. Princeton University won the meet,

as the heavy favorite.

In the 800 yard fret-style relay, seniors

Pete Reich and Jim Robertson with

sophonv at Sawin and Chris Barrett

nearly duplicated their New England

Championship performance, finishing at

six minutes, 51.78 seconds earning a 15th

place, only four days later.

Split times of 1:41.59 from and

1:42.8 from I >!>• rtson ream nl personal

be>

"I was extremely pleased to eat Jim

[R,. personal hest in his

last collegiate ran aiid coach Ron
Yarworth

Freshman Mark Stocking, who qualified

in both the 100 and 200 backstroke, failed

to place. Stoelting has been plagued by in

juries throughout his career.

"Mark was not in as good a shape

possible for the events, [due to the proximi

ty of the New Englands) he was simply ex-

hausted," said Yarworth.

Stoelting's New England times would

have equated to top 10 in the Eastern

Seabord Conference meet.

"There was a lot of pressure, being the

favorite," Yarworth said. "They swam to

their potential, and I'm proud to say I'm

their coach."

Yarworth stressed the need for the team

to be able to swim unrtsted, when cham

pionship time rolls around.

We need to be able to develop a killer

instinct throughout the season, especially

in practices. My role now as a coach is to

replenish some of the depth that we will be

losing this year through recruiting," he

said.

Yarworth said he has had difficulty in

ticing prospective swimmers. "The budget

cuts hurt, but I can't understand why any

student would choose tO attend anywhere

else." he said.

the future of the competition, Univer

lity of Rhode Island will be fielding a

strong team nasi •" a»the Bm
ami of Providence College, b>

College and the Univ. 'icut

•i "> si « ' rth.

NIT notebook

La Salle's Overton
has NBA potential

3AM 80A ERSTEIN
Coll<

The be ill players in Philadelphia would

play pickup in t hi (Just inr I ition center, late

the night

Lionel Simmons. Bo Kimble. Howard Evans, Pooh

Richardson, the lata Hank (.athers, St Joseph -

James "Brui>er' Flint, and a young point guard nam-

ed Doug Overton: a once in a lifetime collection of

talent that, in the five or so y- BOB, has gone on

to college and NBA fame, or in Gathers rsgk

ith

Friday night'l University of Massachusetts-La Salle

National Invitational Tournament game at the Ca.

will reunite Flint, now an assistant coach for UM
and Overton, a senior point guard for the Exploi

The garni I little intense at times There

a lot talking, that 's for -ure," remembers Flint. "But

• ton! held his own. You knew he was going to be

a great plsyer because he had the work ethic."

erton is projected SI :ble first round pick in

NBA draft He is La Salle's all-time leader

in a I, and has been ranked among the

r Lion's top scorers for most of the reason.

Overton averages 22.5 points and five rebounds

game for the 19 9 Explorers, paired with with junior

off guard Randy Woods<21 4 points per game) in what

t he Sf»>rtinK Newt described as the third -best backcourt

in college I all.

Four of La Mine losses came when one or the

other was out of the lineup Woods was suspended by

coach Speedy Morn, for breaking a team rule early in

the season and missed several games, and a sprained

ankle sidelined Overton for the final two weeks of the

regular season.

We've never played against guards like these two.

They shoot the ball from anywhere on the floor," Flint

:d.

In .. 133-118 win over Loyola-Marymouni in late

imber, Woods rang up a high 46 points, and

d 45.

There are less than 900 tickets remaining for In

day's game, according to Acting Athletic Ticket

Manager Thorr Bjorn. Ticket- are on sale at the

Athletic Ticket Office, Boyden room 255.

The office will be open today between 8:30 a.m. and

6 p.m. Tick. M for students and $10 for adults

Tickets may be paid for with check, Visa and Master

card, or cash.

All seats for Friday's game will be

will be no general admission student section.

Cage doors will open at 6 p.m. Tipoff is 7.30 p.m.

Near-misses, unlucky teams fill NIT ranks
By GREG SUKIENNIK
Collegian Staff

Who are these guys, anyway?

That is the question many University of Maasschuaetta

mens basketball fans might be asking as the National

Invitational Tournament gets underway tonight with six

first-round game-
Sure, the Minutemen faithful know all about Atlantic-10

( onference rivals West Virginia and George Washington.

They are familiar with other local teams like Siena and

Providence, or big name schools like Michigan and Mem-

phis State.

But Butler? Fairleigh Dickenson? Unless one reads

Street and Smith s. Dick Vitales Basketball and Eastern

Basketball regularly, one's know ledge of some of the teams

in the 32 team field may be a little hazy.

With that in mind, here's a look at some of the lesser-

known teams in the NIT, and why they mrde it to the

NIT instead of the NCAA, or for that matter to the NIT

instead of the golf con

There are two distinct categories of teams in the NIT.

Some teams get in by the skin of their nose, while others

re snubbed by the NCAA for various reasons. The se-

cond group tends to be the larger one - which is somewhat

surprising, given that the NCAA gives out 64 invitations

to their party.

A lot has to do with the strength of a team's conference.

You could have 20 wins, but if you beat up on patsies all

ison long in a poorly regarded conference and you got

upset in the conference tournament, the NCAA has no

pity for you.

That's what happened to Siena and La Salle, all of the

Metro Atlantic Athletic Conference. Both did well in

league play; Siena won 23 games while La Salle won 19.

However, neither won the MAAC conference tournament

and the automatic NCAA bid that goes with it. Because

the MAAC is not as strong a conference as the Big East

or the Atlantic Coast Conference, it's NIT time for both

of these schools.

Ditto for Southern Illinois, Southwest Missouri State

and Tulsa. Those teams hail from the Missouri Valley

Conference, which apparently didn't cut the mustard in

the NCAA selection committee's view — tournament

champion Crieghton i I
MVC's lone NCAA

representitive.

Fairleigh Dickenson won 22 games, but they play in the

ultra-weak Northeast Conference and didn't win their

tournament. The same holds true for Coppin State, who

failed to win the Mid-Eastern Athletic Conference (known

as the MEAC, aptly pronounced "meek"). But both made

the NIT.
Another way to make it to the NIT is to be a decent

id: better than mediocre, but not by much) team from

an outstanding confi rence. Michigan and Wisconsin are

both 14-14, but because they play in the rugged Big Ten,

they get respect, and therefore were invited to the NIT.

The same holds true for Stanford, Memphis State, Col-

orado, Oklahoma and Rice.

Of the 32 teams in the NIT, a quick look at overall

records and conference affiliation suggests that Pro-

vidence, Stanford. Houston, SW Missouri State, Michigan

and Alabama Birmingham are among the teams to beat.

Teams with strong home court advantages have the In*

nde track as well, since the NTT plays all but the last two

rounds at horn. Wyoming. West Vug,

and Wisconsin all fit this mold. Only Strang mad U

will survive against these squads.

Collegian Photo Nj Carrie Wyeth

Anton Brown (11) will be taking the floor for

the UMass Minutemen on Friday as they host

La Salle in the first round of the NIT. Tickets

for the game, which starts at 7:30 p.m., are still

available.
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Baker meets with Assad, discusses hostages
By BARRY S( HWEID
The Associated Pr»

DAMASCUS, Syria — Secretary of State James A.

Baker III held extended talks last night with Syrian Presi-

dent Hafez Assad on a U.S. formula to bring peace to the

Middle East, by having Israel give up territory in ex-

change for Arab recognition

Nearing the end of a five nation trip to the Middle East,

Baker also discussed with Assad a flurry of rumors regar-

ding American hostages in Lebanon and a burgeoning

plan to guard the Persian Gulf oil fields with an alliance

of Egyptian, Syrian and American troops.

The session in Assad's office completed Baker's consulta

tions with the key figures in the Arab-Israeli dispute.

Me added Lebanese Foreign Minister Fares Bouez to his

schedule on Thursday morning, before flying to Moscow
to measure the situation in the restive Soviet Union.

The American and other Western hostages are believ-

ed to be held in Lebanon by Hezbollah, an Iranian-backed

group, and Baker wants to get the latest word from the

Beirut government on the situation.

He also appealed to Assad for help, but U.S officials said

Syria's intervention may not be enough to gain the

hostages' freedom. Iran, they said, holds the key.

The Unites States has no direct relations with Tehran

and depends largely on intermediaries such as Assad on

behalf of the hostages.

The officials, who spoke on condition of anonymity, said

they had no evidence of the break in the situation, but

President Bush and Baker have vowed to persist, hoping

the postwar climate in the region might produce results.

There was no immediate information on possible pro-

I from the Baker-Assad meeting.

"I think that the secretary feels that the climate is now
better than it has been in a long time for making progress"

in the region. Bush said in Ottawa. Canada, first stop on

a diplomatic journey to discuss the postwar gulf with the

leaders of Canada, France and Britain.

"I haven't seen anything pessimistic coming out of the

Baker reports," Bush said. "There is some kind of

change," he said, following the war in which the army
of one of Israel's most threatening enemies was
vanquished.

Bush said it was "impossible to have normalized rela-

tions" with Iraq as long as Saddam Hussein remained in

power. Still, he said, he was concerned about instability

in the region because of internal unrest in Iraq.

Bush also cautioned Iran against trying to take any Ira-

qi territory.

A day before Baker's arrival in Moscow. Soviet Foreign

Ministry spokesperson Vitaly Churkin said that Gor-

bachev had sent messages to Arab leaders outlining Soviet

views on security in the Persian Gulf and soliciting then

views. Churkin said the messages were st-nt to a "wide

range of Arab states." but he would not list them nor

whether Saddam was among them.

Harvard boss speaks out
Bok sides with First Amendment in flag fracas

By EVE EPS! I

ociated Press

I AlfBRIDGE AC Harvard
University's president hacked free

peed) ovsi i'ii-orship in a campus
brouhaha over display- <>i < oiifederate

flags and a swastika, but urged volun

moval of the symbol-* yesterday
I • lei the Supreme Court's rulings.

n id them, the display of swastik

or Confederate flags clearly falls within

the protection of the...clause of the First

Amendment and cannot be forbidden

simply because it offends the feelings of

many members of the community,"

ident Derek Bok said.

In I two-page letter, entitled

"Freedom of Speech in the Harvard

Community. Bok said it is more

dangerous to oanaor offensive expres-

sions than to allow such displays. He
ud the best way to protest such

displays is to ignore them.

His advice came too late. Ever since

the first ( onfederate flag was displayed

two weeks ago, those who found the

flags offensive have raised protests.

One Black student found the Con-

federate flag so distasteful that she

hung a swastika out her window in pro

test, to make the point that the Con-

federate flag was as offensive to her as

a swastika is to Jews.

Bok made it clear he disapproved of

the displays.

"The fact that free speech is protected

by the First Amendment does not

necessarily mean that it is right, proper

or civil," Bok said in his letter.

He also said it is unclear whether full

free speech protections extend to private

institutions like Harvard, but added

that the University stands behind the

concept

"By the nature of their mission, all

universities should be at least as con

cerned with protecting freedom of ex

pression as the rest of society." he said.

The debate at the Ivy League school

began when 21 year-old Bridget K<

rigan. of Virginia, hung a Confederate

flag outside her window Since then, two
other students have also hung Con
federate flags

•Luanda Townsend, 19, a Black -tvi

dent from Kentucky, responded by-

hanging a swastika. She removed the

Nazi symbol last week, because she

feared it might cause conflict between

Black and Jewish students

"I didn't really like what he had to say

because I feel as a private institution,

they could do more to protect the

students," Townsend said. "I can't ig

nore the blazing rebel flag. It's a sym

bol of physical violence."

Dianne M. Reeder, who said she put

up a Confederate flag as a symbol of free

speech and not of Southern pride, said

Bok's statement was ambiguous.

"The flag has become a symbol of

freedom of speech in this past few

weeks," Reeder said. "How can you say

'I support this, and I'm not going to take

it down, but I think you should take it

down.' That's a contradiction."

Kerrigan, who first hung the Con-

federate flag, said it is an expression of

her heritage. She said Bok's statement

should have stopped with a discussion

of First Amendment rights.

"His disapproval of the content of my
flag is totally inappropriate," Kerrigan

said.

Senate dissolves itself

after three senators resign
By MARC ELLIOTT
Collegian Staff

The Undergraduate Student Senate

lived itselflast night, relinquishing all

ot Itspower to its coordinating committee,

after three senators resigned, leaving the

body with 58 senators, two short of the total

required to operate

The Senate may not act if the total

number of senators on the roll drops below

60. the number needed to put quorum at

31, according to the Student Government
K.iation constitution.

I nder no circumstances may the Senate

conduct business if quorum is less than
31." reads the constitution "Exempted
from this rule is the coordinating commit

tee which will act as it normally does when
the Senate is not in session and the Senate

itself when ratifying election results."

The coordinating committee, which is

composed of committee chairpersons, the

speaker, the treasurer, the president, and

appointments of the coordinating subcom

mittee, met immediately after interim

Speaker JeffTurco adjourned the Senate.

The committee then passed a motion to

recommend the Senate, when it

reconvenes, to delete the section of the con

stitution which demanded the Senate's

suspension last night.

Former senators Richard Sugarman

(Wheeler), Kathy Flaherty (Gorman), and

Christine Lawler (Commuter Area) resign-

ed in order to shut down the Senate and

make a statement about the Senate's claim

to represent the student body.

"The [Senate] tonight does not represent

the student body but instead represents in-

dividual goals," Sugarman said. "I resign-

ed in the hopes that what comes out of this

will be more representative of the student

body, things will be accomplished, and the

infighting will

Turco, who has not been recognized as

the speaker by the administration, refus

ed to accept the resignations of sena'

Anthony Hein and Amy Lesen (Third

World Caucusi, which were handed to him
by Sen. Daniel Cohen (Third World

Caucus), unless he was provided with pro

of that the senators had actually written

the resignations.

"I believe Danny Cohen wrote them up
himself without the knowledge of the

senators." he said.

Hein, however, arrived later in the

meeting to confirm his resignation, bring-

ing the total number of senators down to

57.

"The letters are written in the hand and
signed by the very individuals that resign-

ed and I question [Turco's] judgment in

such matters," Cohen said. "I consider Jeff

Turco's comments to be slander, proven by

the arrival of Anthony Hein."

Cohen applauded the resignations and

said the Senate is not representative of

students and should be "shut down."

Lawler said it is a "shame that the SGA
can't work for students on student issues

and that they waste their Wednesday

nights fighting among themselves."

Turco accused the resigning senators of

working for the administration's interests

and not the students'. He also announced

that the coordinating committee will meet

at 7 p.m. on the first Wednesday after

spring break and take Senate appoint

ments from house councils to fill the seats

needed for the Senate to meet again.

Student Attorney General Adam Scales

said he thought the resigning senators

were playing political games.

Women decry lack offreedom in occupied territories
•^ ...,., i r*u~ D„i„of;„;o« tpn out " and the need for the future, or children, to be

By BRETT MORRIS
Collegian Staff

Women who live in occupied territories cannot be free,

said a female resident of Northern Ireland who address-

ed a group of about 60 people at a panel discussion this

Week at the University of Massachusetts.

"Women can't have any true liberty, true freedom in

any country that is occupied," said Chrissie McCauley.

McCauley, along with South Africa native Sabi

Mthewcu and a Palestinian woman from the West Bank,

who asked to not be named, led an international panel

talk in the Campus Center titled, "Women in Occupied

Territories."

Each woman discussed her separate nation's history of

occupation and its affect on the female gender. Each said

they have an inner desire to combat the occupation and

discussed women's past, present and future role in the

"struggle."

The Palestinian woman is in the United States to ob-

tain a degree in Early Childhood Education from UMass.

She described the past position ofwomen in the resistance

against Israeli occupation as, "traditional. ..providing

meals for the man." However, she said, since the mid-

dle of the century, education has been a high priority

Palestinian women's lives.

Today, she explained, women are educating the im-

prisoned, are the leading decisionmakers in the Palesti-

nian struggle and are key supporters of the Palestinian

Liberation Organization.

"Women are an active agent in everything," she said.

Mthewcu has been in the United States for n~ore than

one year and is presently a graduate student at American

International University at Springfield. She stated that

Black women constitute the majority of the people in

South Africa and described them as the "breadwinners"

in a society where the husband works in hard labor.

Nonetheless, she said. Black women remain at the "bot-

tom rung of the social, economic ladder."

Black women are oppressed by the White government

as well as Black males, she said. "They don't want women

to be educated, to drive cars, have better jobs or to raise

children."

Regardless, she said, women are now the majority in

universities, and are filling positions in Black movement

groups.

"Women have risen above a level and are taking leading

roles inside and outside the home," she said.

McCauley is a founding member of the woman's depart-

ment of Sien-Fein, a Republican party for the national

liberation of Ireland from British occupation. She extend-

ed her belief that the woman's future lies in addressing

and combatting the problems of British interrogation

through "passive" torture.

Her specific concern within Sien-Fein is the battle

against censorship, as women's history has been "writ-

ten out," and the need for the future, or children, to be

knowledgeable about the past.

"It's time these issues were addressed, once and for all

so we can move forward as a nation for the first time in

our history," she said.
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For Your Information
THURSDAY, MARCH 14

Lecture - A lecture on "Rights In Conflict, sponsored

bv the Family Planning Council of Western

Massachusetts, will feature a panel on the right to privacy

concerning AIDS patients at 7:30 p.m. at the Unitarian

tety of Northampton, 200 Main St., Northampton.

Meeting - Union Video Center will have a general

meeting at 7:30 p.m. in the Commuter Lounge.

Workshop - A workshop on pornography will be held

in the 3rd floor lounge of Grayson Residential Hall from

7 p.m. to 9 p.m.

Film - A film will be shown in CC 803 from 7 p.ir^ to

9 p.m., sponsored by the LBGA. Admission is free.

Meeting - The Palestine Solidarity Committee will have

I new members meeting at 7:30 p.m. in CC 805.

Lecture - Professor Edward II Arnett, of Duke Uni\

sit v. will speak on "Electron Transfer: The Bridge Bet

ween Heterolysii and Hemolysis Energies" in Lederle

Graduate Research Tower room 1633 at 1 1:15 a.m. Spon

red bv the Department of Chemistry

Meeting - World Watch will sponsor a meeting and

documentary film at 8:30 p.m. in the Webster Main

Lounge in Orchard Hill.

FRIDAY. MARCH 15

Jumaa Salt* - Sponsored by the Muslim Students

Association in CC 805 at 12:30 p.m.

Social - A coffee social, sponsored by the LBGA,

will be held in CC 803 from 3 p.m. to 6 p.m. Admi-

ree.

Cruise Ship Jobs
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Public schools
burdened by
bogus students
BOSTON (AP) - It may be flattering, but school of

ficials say they can't afford to take students from other

school districts.

The recent suspension of a Eoston principal who

allegedly helped the student illegally attend the

prestigious Boston Latin School illustrates the pro-

blem, school officials say.

They say parents often lie about their addi •

their children can get into the best schools, mainly in

the Boston suburb

Some parents, for example, make legal guardians for

their children out of friends and relatives who live in

Newton or Brookline, thereby making the students

eligible to attend the prestigious suburban systems

it's a compliment to the Newton public school-

cept we cannot afford the compliment." said

superintendent Irwin Blumer.

If we had the space, it would be wonderful to take

them all. but we don't have the space or the moi

The arrest of a Rindge and Latin student in con nee-

tion with a shooting in Attleboro recently was doubly

embarrassing to school officials, who learned the youth

w i dent of Boston, not Cambrid;

* good number of kids get on the bus in Boston and

get off in front ofCambridge Rindge and Utin," Jam.-

Rat 1 Cambridge school committee member, told

the Boston Oiobe.

.James Walsh. Brookline superintendent, mid about

tudents i year are rooted out there because it is

discovered that their families don't really live in

feline

The principal of the Martin Luther King Middle

School in Eft iC I.e. maid, has been suspend

ed without pay for helping another school empl<>-

tier 1 1 year-Old daughter considered for admi

to the Boston Latin School.

The girl actually lived in Brockton, but Leonard

allegedly signed a document so .student

at the King school.

©
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Daily Collegian
? Campus Center

HEADLINE VRITING
VORKSHOP

Given by Lu Feorino of the Union News

TODAY
6 p.m.

IN THE NEV5ROOA
Mandatory for all Night and Copy Editors.

AH staff and correspondents are welcome to attend.

X i »•
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tonight...

Thurs.. March 14—8:30pm 18

BOP HARVEY

CHUCKLEHEAD

*><
*Jr^+>

18 Dancing with

DJ Dennis

this weekend

Fn March 15—8 30pm

THE BREAKDOWN
Sat March 16— 8 30pm

WHO'S KIDDIN WHO
Sunk in the Funk

next week.

Mon Marchl8— 8 00pm 18

England's No 1 Reggae Band

ASWAD
The Equal

I
March 22-7 00pm

KID CREOLE &

THE COCONUTS
Al Fulle> Band

Downstairs—8 30pm

* SLEEPY LA BEEF
Yankee Rhythm Band

Thurs March 28—8 30pm 18 •

BIM SKALA BIM

Thur.. April 4—8:30pm 18

NEW POTATO CABOOSE

Pearl Street is open upstairs for dancing

every Wed ((jay Night) Ihurs (18 ). f-n.

and Sat (Top 40'House with DJ Job)

Advance Tix Available at Strawberries

Record Stores Ticketron (800) 382-8080.

and For The Record in Amherst

9,3 5847771

nO P€RRL ST. NORTHRITIPTON, mfi

Quench
K)ur Thirst For
Education
Embrace the Environment of the 90's

lis America becomes your campus!
When y<hi take .1 seal in the Audubon Rxpcdi

t ion Institute's traveling, outdoor classroom,

you will journe) to .1 myriad of ecosystems and

experience the diverse cultures that make up our

nation. Here, the Farth becomes your tt'.ulut .is

you share in the creation of .1 vision. Wc offer

fifty accredited courses in one and two year

programs that lead to I h^li School, B.S. and

M.S fnvironment.il Education degrees.

Enliven your spun .is you make your educa

tion 1 real adventure. Write toda) for yout free

(..It.llo^.

n~ 1
1 Name . — —

Address.

City

State Zip.I State '-'P _l
National Audubon Soctet)

Expedition Institute

P.O. Box 67 Dept. UM
Ml. Vernon, Maine 04352

(207)685 .Mil

1

Local
'Coming out' manuscripts
sought for anthology
By TRYSTAN SKEIGH
Collegian Staff

Three University of Massachusetts

undergraduate women are soliciting

manuscripts from the gay, lesbian, and

xual community for an anthology of

poems, essays, and 'coming out" stories

Their project is part of an independent

study for the Women's Studies

Department.
one Fisher, Sarah Getoff, and Jackie

Griffith said they hope to publish the an

thology to provide gay students with a

record of their personal experiences.

"As an out lesbian/bisexual, or BYKE
woman on this campus, I have an interest

in hearing the stories of my peers," Getoff

said. "As a creative writer and GLB ac

tivist, making an anthology would give us

all a voice for our life stor

Griffith, who is Venezualan, says the an

thology will include works in Spanish and

English.

"There are quite a few gay Latino

students here. Our first language is

nsh." Griffith said. "It's best to tell

your own story in your own language.

I think the LBGA on this campus is not

representative of all of the GLB communi

ty." Griffith said. "For instance, Latinos

and people of color aren't well represented

there
"

The anthology will offer a more diverse

view of the UMass gay community, Grif-

fith said.

Submissions will be accepted through 5

p m Wednesday, April 24. They may be

dropped off or mailed to the LBGA Office,

413 B Student Union. UMass. Submissions

may be submitted anonymously

Collegian photo by Chri» Brocknwyrr

GOTTA HAND IT TO YA - Shadowy fingers reach across the sky

to touch the treetops.

ill a voice lor our mc biui icb. ...— , — -

Local towns tag kegs to help identify underage drinkers
. • * 1. f > — n * l_ ..— *' ,-.»..! Tt.wtrl T bm intalf a

By KURT MOFFETT
Collegian Correspondent

As of April 1. 1991, the towns of Nor

thampton, Southampton, Easthampton,

Huntington. Cummington, Granby. and

Amherst will have put a keg tag law into

effect.

There has been some hesitation,

however by Amherst and Granby police to

enforce such a law unless neighboring

Hadley and South Hadley obtain the law

I well.

According to Chief Donald Maia of the

Amherst Police Department, the seven

communities "want to do it all together so

that the area will be consistent."

Maia said the keg tag law "will identify

when' the problems are and help prevent

underage drinking."

The tag law refers to an extra $50 refun

dable deposit which is put on the purchase

of all kegs. The consumer must also pay the

liquor stores' regular deposit.

A tag is placed on each keg sold. The con

sumer must then fill out an information

sheet, connecting the purchaser to the sold

keg. This system aids the tracking down

of a keg, if necessary.

Consumers can only have their deposit

returned with the return of an empty keg,

he said.

Only the person who purchased the keg

can return it and get his or her money

back. If liquor stores do not comply with the

tag law then they chance losing their liquor

licenses, Maia said.

The purpose of the tag law is to help pre

vent serving alcohol to minors at large par

said Maia. If the police break up a par

ty in which minors are drinking beer from

kegs, then the police can check the tag on

the keg and track it back to the supplier.

The vendor is then responsible, he said.

Several students on the UMass campus

feel the police are just trying to find so

meone to put the blame on for underage

drinking.

Although many students feel that while

the number of kegs sold will be reduced, it

will not prevent minors from drinking.

"It's just a silly theory. It's like they're

trying to be Big Brother," said David Den

ny, a resident of Sylvan.

Christopher Johnson, from the Delta Up
silon fraternity said. "The tag law is not

a good idea. Kegs are expensive enough as

it is. Maybe in the long run after some peo

pie get caught, it will help prevent

underage drinking. But I don't think one

person should be held responsible."

However. Carl Rossow, of the Alpha Ep

silon Pi fraternity, who attended a meeting

regarding the tag law policy, said since

UMass prohibits kegs on campus anyway,

the law emphasizes preventing high school

keg parties.

However, Debbie Fuckney, the social

chair at the Sigma Kappa sorority, had dif

ferent concerns. She worried that "hot

alcohol (vodka and grain alcohol] is more

dangerous." She said when members of her

sorority attend a party at a fraternity, they

are often served drinks from a punch bowl

and at times are not told correctly what the

punch contains.

In other words, they prefer beer because

they can more easily control their alcohol

intake.

In the case of the local liquor store

owners, the attitude has been alcohol con-

sumers that are 21 or older should have the

right to choose what they want to buy

without worrying about a tag law.

Those who are old enough should be

responsible for their own actions, they said.

Some liquor store managers, like Pat

Kelly of Scott's Liquors and Matt Quinlan

of Spirit Haus, both in Amherst, said they

are not worried about the tag law affecting

their businesses. Most students will decide

to purchase cases of beer rather than kegs,

because they will want to avoid the respon-

sibility and hassle of the tag law, they said.

Since cases of beer generally cost more

than kegs, they hope that their profits will

rise.

Steve Snover, the manager of Liquors 44

in Hadley, said the law apparently will not

be implemented in that town. He said he

1- not aware of a problem" with selling

and serving to minors.

Maia. however, said Hadley will even-

tually pass the tag law as well.

umer musi men nu uui an umwwwwi — .. _

Candidate Collins criticizes 'destruction' of higher ed.
^^"^ .... l_ • ulai finnru'Lt rofnrTTl hill

By JOHN SUTTON
Collegian Correspondent

James G. Collins, former Democratic state represen

tative from Amherst, said the state has done next to

nothing to do away with educational disadvantage.

Collins is seeking the Democratic nomination for the

vacant congressional seat which was held by the late U.S.

Rep. Silvio O. Conte (R-Pittsfield).

"Over the past four years, this state has been downright

destructive to public education," Collins said. "As a very

proud graduate of the University of Massachusetts at

Amherst, I am angry at the ongoing destruction of this

campus.'

Photo l»llrtlrt> of Ron steo,e Photography

James G. Collins

Collins, 45. an attorney with an Amherst partnership,

said he wants to be the first UMass alumnus to represent

the Western Massachusetts district in the U.S. Cong. •

Through 1986, UMass was on its way to becoming one

of the world's greatest universities, according to Collins,

who was chairperson of the Joint Committee on Educa-

tion when he was in the state Legislature.

He graduated from UMass-Amherst in 1968, where he

served as president of the Student Government

Association

He went on to serve terms in the state legislature, from

1973 until the summer of 1986, when he resigned his seat

in order to serve as chancellor of the Board of Regents of

Higher Education.

Since 1989, the state has cut the University s funds by

25 percent, depriving UMass of $42 million. At the same

time, student tuition and fees have gone up 52 percent

"The whole approach to tuition retention, which I used

to kill in the legislature every year, is an absolute rip-off

for students because it forces students that are already

working and on financial aid to have to pay for the state s

unwillingness to fund education," he said.

"I believe the state's most important duty is to supply

everyone with a quality public education from preschool

right through college, and on throughout a man and a

woman's worklife, because our future is going to be in a

knowledge-based economy," Collins said.

Collins praised Conte's leadership, and said he was

always a gentleman, who kept a sense of humor and didn t

take himself too seriously, but also managed to be in touch

with the people he represented.

"The people [Conte] represented knew he would fight

for them," he said. "If he got knocked down five times,

he would get right back up. That is the spirit and trad>

tion I would like to continue in Congress. It's the way I

practiced the art of politics when I was in public Hfe.

We are talking about letting people become part of the

American Dream. That is worth fighting for, in Conte s

tradition of scrapping and fighting. The next congressman

or congresswoman from this district must be willing to

engage in honorable battle for this University in this

district and be satisfied with nothing less than success.

That is the great legacy," he said.

Collins said he intends to raise $200,000 for the cam-

paign's primary which is April 30. After the primary,

Democratic and Republican parties would pour in

$400,000 to $500,000 for the final election. If he wins the

seat in Congress, he said he will first put his name on the

campaign finance reform bill.

Collins was removed from his three-week position as

chancellor by a group of new members to the Board of

Regents, who Collins said were acting on behalf of Gov.

Michael Dukakis.

Collins said he and the governor did not see eye-to-eye

on recent tuition raises Dukakis instituted.

Collins said in 1985 he dounced on the floor of the House

Dukakis' public education program as a "charade" and

a "fraud." In 1984. Collins refused to compromise on an

education bill, which was supposed to add $400 million

to public education for kindergarten through 12th grade

and higher education.

"As a congressman, I am going to be a fighter, he said.

"I'm not going to make compromises with people who

want to destroy opportunities and I'm not going to appease

those who want to cut federal and state money to this

University."

In 1986, when Regents Chancellor John Duff resigned,

the board searched for a replacement. After six months

of the search, supporters decided to put Collins' name in-

to consideration.

According to Collins the board vote on the four can-

didates was deadlocked. The board then added two others,

among them, Collins. Collins won with eight of the total

16 votes.

Many people incorrectly perceive Collins educational

interest as an end in itself, according to Jon Hite, direc-

tor of the Northampton Housing Authority.

"He comes from a working class background. He

understands that keeping tuition at a reasonable level

translates into educational opportunity, which leads to

a successful economic future for individuals and

Massachusetts, " Hite said.

"He has the independence to fight against enormous

odds " he said, referring to Collins" bid to remain as

chancellor against the political pressure of the Dukakis

administration.

"In politics so often, it seems candidates are only in-

terested in votes and targeting groups. He shows a real

sense of caring for all people and students in the town,

said Eric Nakajima, formerly Gov. Dukakis policy coor

dinator for K-12 educational affairs and a former student

trustee at UMass-Amherst.

"He's able to take problems and concerns and transfer

that into what's going on in day-to-day politics without

losing the human element of what's going on, Nakajima

said.
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Lesbians with 'feminine touch ' find a group j^fc*
Ujocuet

Bv AMY HENRY
Staff

Peeling tepccwd by the lesbian com

munitv for wanting to have stylish hair, or

sp or a skirt'
1 Do you want to

th other women who feel this

;an Lad

bian and Bisexual women aims to creaU

-pace lor vou.

a freelance writer and

computer consultant, said she felt sh«

ng repressed by the lesbian community

its and makeup and decid

: ni a >H'oup t» accommodate other

She had an

article published in the Washington Blade,

ty newspaper, discussing the issue She

aid She gOl several positive respon-es. and

i„ unded the society in Silver

Springs. Maryland.

Iv experience is that feminine lesbians

are discriminated against in the lesbian

community as dupes of the patriarchy \S e

our feminity is an expression ofoar be-

• reely chosen We have the right

to define ourselves as both lesbians and

feminine." Yockey said. "There's no si

ment that expresses more hatred for

women and more misunderstanding then

that statement.

think that! b women are

* £S Summer
~7cS PROGRAMS
Session I* May 20-June 28 Session Ik July 1-August 9

NYU s summer programs in Arts 4 Science include comprehensive otfer.ngsin

anthropology the sciences (including premedical studies), economics. English,

fine arts, foreign languages. Judaic studies, history, journalism, math, mus.c.

philosophy, politics, psychology, religion, and sociology-and study abroad

programs in England. France. Prague, and Spain.

Enjoy the ease and convenience of living and studying in Greenwich Village at an

amazingly affordable price Rates for NYU dormitories start as low as $100 per

session . S200 tor the entire summer.

To receive the Summer Bulletin and for further information send this coupon to:

New York University

Arts & Science Summer Programs

6 Washington Square North

New York New York 10003 or call (212) 998W0

Zip code

Name

Address

City

State

Telephone —
Area ol interest:

Undergraduate study Graduate study

Htm t¥i Ui»wr»rr» U »« llfctnUnrt KtiO« Mill uwilWfr**** MAS

*

*

creators of feminity, to say they aren t is

to sav they have no self-authority at all.

The society is a social dub that provides

a place for Lesbians to -(tress up" in a non-

alcoholic and non-smoking environment.

Women who attend meetings are required

t„ wear a skirt or dress, its the

create a feminine atmosphere

without getting into arguments about

what's feminine and what isn't. The

skirt dress rule applies only to our

meetings and we don't care what you wear

any other time."

The group const- I members and

has a mailing list of 240. They meet

a month and are required to pay a men

ship fee of $12 a sear t<- pay for direction-

and announcements of the meetn

The meetings do not always surround

>f repression of being feminine

d Yockey "We talk about what

tig with at tl

ted being made to

or not being femmin

when they were growing up. "I believe this

n iation makes lesbian* reject feminity

and therefore find it hard to believ

woman could be a lesbian and no4

feminity." she said.

Yockej -aid she includes bisexual* in her

group b. bey may have com*' to this

identification out of I

minine" women in th<

community
.,me women who are m the group h

t
.un „ ;ot married bee

i hey didn'l

re masculine women.'

his music has liken

him on a sometimes
swerving path from

austin to nashvillo to

london along the way.

he has earned acclaim

for his soto work
("endearing and
genuine" cmj). as

well as his col-

laboration with boo
hewerdine (" 'evidence'

captures tho oxhilara

tion of two young song
writers coming into

their power" rolliuq

slone) "trouble no
more" succeeds In

capturing his con
stantly unfolding talent

and experience as a

songwriter and p»-r

former.

darden smith

trouble no more"
his new album, featuring

midnight train

on Columbia.

Album pio4i*r#*1 by M*r*"> !*•'•*•

M«r.«9*m«A* Shannon Vim !m Mnron/VtM Man«9»fn«n«

<to.Hi U, I V 1 1» 0" ».. .,.•••*• « I

Appearing 3/16 at the Iron Horse

Available at: Main St. Records, Northampton

Brandywine offers Country

Living with convenience

• On UMass Bus Route • Nearby Shopping • Situated

on well landscaped acres with pond.

• One and two bedroom apartments include fully equipped

kitchen and wall to wall carpeting.

• Swimming pool, laundry facilities, responsive

management.
• Stop and we'll show you what we have to offer.

• Affordable rents include gas, utilities (heat, hot water

and stove).

BRANDYWINE AT AMHERST
18 Brandywine Drive. Amrv

Rental Office Open Daily 10-4

Limited Time Offer - 549-0600

SPECIALS THIS WEEK!

Coch's Golden Anniversary Beer cse
$8.29*

Bud, Bud light, Bud Dry....l2-pk$6.69*

Coors: Light & Golden...12-pk $6.69*

Captain Morgan 750 ml $7.49

Vodka 1.75 ml $9.29

Gin 1.75 ml $929

FREE ICE WITH KEGS
*F»lias Deposit

Sf c/<xs~z. —

—
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men 's gymnastics
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 12

.Junior Bill Sayman also said his next performance on

the parallel bars would have to be spectacular to qualify.

Interestingly enough, the UMass gymnast with possibly

the best chance of making the Regionals said he does not

want to go.

"I don't want to go to regionals really, said sophomore

Steve Christensen "It'tjllft an individual meet and it

doesn't mean that much.''

The Eastern Intercollegiate Gymnastics League C ham

pionships means a whole lot for the UMass team. The

three dav meet (April 22-24) at Rutgers determines who

wins the league title - something the team has worked

hard for. . .

The team said thev don't really mind the fact that they

ha'. m Amherst over spring break, instead aTnoe

far off, exotic destination in the sun with their follow

studen .,

•I don't mind not having a real vacation, said Dave

DiNucci "It's just part of college gymnastics.

When vou're growing up you learn that college gym

nasts just'don't get breaks," said freshman Adam Gould

One reason UMass has a good shot at the EIGLs is Tern

pie's loss ofjunior Bill Roth. Roth, an all-American, blew

out his knee in a meet against Cortland, according to

Johnson. Roth, rated as the top all-around gymnast in the

country, is also on the U.S. team.

•It's too bad. Temple was clearly favored in the L.l.G.L

championships." Johnson said. "Without [Roth], any of

the six teams Temple, Syracuse, us. Navy, Army or

Southern Connecticut could win."

"I thought a big blow was dealt to U.S. gymnast

DiNucci said. "We need people like that in our sport ...but

injuries are just a fact of gymnastu

"I think it's a shame because the Olympics are coming

up,"Christen>en said. it would be tough for (Temple I
to

pick up the slack, but they're gonna try like hell."

The Minutemen have been on a roll lately, and with the

final meet coming up. they look to prove why they should

be champs.
Tf everybody goes in and hits their routines clean, then

11 win [the E.I.G.Ls]." DiNucci said.

It we put it all together and come together, Sullivan

,id T think we can win."

@4*HfiU& (fa* Oft
107 Sundeilartd Road. North Amherst

Open 7 a. in. -10 pm

SPEEDWASH
11 ptay *"><

•
**•«•>

NOW OPEN 24 HOURS!

a&&*&*w&8*)&*i&§&
South Towne Commons Laundromat

479 West St., South Amherst

Open 7 a.m. -10 p.m.

•

IF YOU ARE OVER 18
BE A BARTENDER!
LOCAL/NATIONAL PLACEMENT

ASSISTANCE

DAY/EVENING ONE WEEK

Spend Spring Break with Us!

747-9888
MAIN ST.. SUrTE 202. SPRINGFIELD.MA 01103

tMfunty
RtCORDS

RECORDS • CASSETTES • COMPACT DISCS

IMPORTED. INDEPENDENT
& DOMESTIC

MON-WED 9:30-6 SUN 12 5

THURS—SAT 9:30 9

213 MAIN ST. NORTHAMPTON
586-5726

COLLECTABLES • USED
MANUFACTURER S OVER-STOCKS

MONDAY-SATURDAY 10-5:30

THURSDAYS 10-9 SUNDAY 12-5

21 STATE ST., NORTHAMPTON
586-1707

Charlie's
I I'tay St .

Ami.- * " ,lam

7 days a Week
Kitchen open til midnight

Game Room with 2 pool tables

Tonight 10c Beer Steamed Baby Franks

9:00pm. — 12:00 a.m.
•.•.•.•-•-«

Beer of the Month:
+MOLSON BOTTLES S 1 85

Drink of the Week:

Scotch & Mixer S 1 75

HUNAN GOURMET

ooa vjiveaways

Mon. 10 cent Mozzarella Sticks 9pm- 12am

Tues. 10 cent Buffalo Wings 9pm- 12am

Wed. 25cent Pizza Slices and 99 cent Nachos 9pm- 12am

Thurs 10 cent Beer Steamed Baby Franks 9pm- 12am

Sunday 10 cent Potato Skins 9pm- 12am

WE ACCEPT MC-VISA-AMEX

CHINESE
RESTAURANT

The aroma, sound A taste pi

authentic Chinese cuisine prepared

Hunan. Szechuan. Wandann or

Cantonese style—espeCtofly (or you!

to

• Ample Free Parking

• Major Credit Cards Acceptrfd

• Full Liquor License

• ODP'i 7 Days A Week
• Take-Out Service Available

• Nc MSQ

585-0202

ALL AGES - ALL SHOWS
at the

COMEDY ZONE
Friday and Saturday 8:30pm

then after the show

LATE NIGHT (10:30pm - 1:00am)

KARAOKE
PARTY

$5.00 per person

Drink Specials: Soda ... $1.UU

Beer ... $1.80

When You Want

THE BEST CHINESE FOOD*
. Best of the Valle>' render poll

M| ft)

PEKING GARDEN
Mandarin Szeehuen Cuisine

261 King St., Northampton, MA

jfii

NHL
at the

TOC

BEYOND HOPE

Christian Science Talk

by

MARIO TOSTO

TV CHANNEL 40

MIDNIGHT, THURSDAY, MARCH 14TH

AND 5:30 AM, Friday, March 15th

Mon. • Thurs. 5pm - 8pm

ALL YOU CAN EAT
BUFFET

$5.99

11:30 3pm

ALL YOU CAN EAT
SUNDAY BRUNCH

$6.99

20%
OFF DINNER for Comedy Patrons

Comedy info & reservstions 585-8615

Open lunch and dinner 7 days a week

Route 9 - Russell St., Hadley 586 1202

Don't miss the action!

Montreal Canadiens

at Boston
Tonight at 7:30 pm

TOP1vr
of the

CAMPUS
LOUNGE

11th Floor • Campus Center

UMass at Amherst

Mon.-Fri.: 11.30 «m-12:30 am
Sat. & Sun.: 5:00 pm-12 30 am

TOWEE Theater
4

THE VILLAGE COMMONS • SOUTH HADLEY •

-THE SEASON'S HAPPIEST SURPRISE!

'(JREEN CARD' reinvents the romantic

comedy and heautifully too.

'

It's fui.ny. romantic and charming.

The perfect love story.

GREEN
CARD.

From the Director of 'DBD POfTS SOCIETY"

l-( »VTV vf» W**. Own* * *am* m
: .. \M*rv M»M*fc.P* l <><•*•m J;n« • .«» £"" !

.I!"!L

Green Card

eekdays at 3. 7 and 9 15/Fnday. Sal and Sun at 2 30.

tft
'""'--IS

wkdays at 3*7pm
Fn at 5 35*8 45

SatiSun at 2 30

5 35, 8 45pm
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The opinions on this page aie

Editorial/Opinion
,"ME^^To^'o no, necessary^ * *», of rt, Colk^ « ,* llm^ unless oO,em,se^

Arrogance has its price
What has been the response to the end

of the war?

Eighty nine percent \ Newsweek poll,

week of March 1 1 1 of the American people

support President Bush.

Life is back to 'normal' for most people.

For MOM it is a relief that the 'war' is over

and we do not have to think about it

anymore But the war has not ended It's

going on even as I write this column.

It- 1 battle of the minds, for life and for

feeling. What has happened to u>

American people? How is it that we can so

gard the Iraqis who have died.

We bombed them for 44 daysl Yet mo-

ws do not know how many have died. V\ U
this war worth it?

Minu Sebastian

Some will wonder why they should think

about the Iraqis who have died or the

destruction of Iraq. At least not many

Americans died, it could have been much

worse for us. right'' This attitude is so per

ve — this inability to think about <>r

reflect upon the experiences of another

person.

Why don't we care? Why are we so ar

rogant? Why is it that we can't feel

anything unless it is our own people, our

own homes or our own country?

Many of us do not feel for someone unless

that person is defined under our term- If

we can relate to the experier i e >f another

person, then » • feel for them. Otherv

forget it.

Mod of us have limit d knowledge of

history, geography, math and science. Yet

we have the arrogance to believe that we

kn. vthing and that we are right.

How can we believe in the actions of our

government when we do not know what is

going on'

The leaders of our government are

generally well educated. Many of them

know the history of this country, geography

and much about the outside world. Thev

have strategic reasons for the decisions

thev make.

But what are the rest of the masses of us

basing our judgments on9 How can we so

easilv dehumanize Saddam Hussein and

the Iraqi people'.' What do we really know

about Saddam Hussein, Iraq or the Middle

• » How can we BO willingly accept that

he is like Hitler and will take over the

world?

What are we - stupid?

Who is the dominant force that shap

controls and dominates the wealth of this

world'' Who has the most powerful mil:

capability
'

The United States of America.

But it's our home, it's where we and our

families live, it's where we play baseball,

eat pizza and drink beer. Tl nerica

and if ANYONE dares to question it. that

portOO i> inhuman, irrational and craz\

Who cares about history ? Who cares about

understanding what is behind our wealth

'

Who cares about what is behind our

-tence?

Where are our minds'' Where is our feel

ing? Why can't we THINK? Think about

someone else's reality and why that reali

tv is different from our experience*.

r those few Americans who dare to

question, dare to think and dare to feel, it

must be recognized that our people are not

behind us.

There is only one thing which can

challenge the Statu* quo.

Military Technology.

The battle lives on Which side do you

represent?

Minu Sebastian is a Collegian columnist

Exploding myths about

women in the Arab world
1 have had it up to here with ignorant

individuals in this part of the world

sounding off about their misconceptions

of wha* the way of life in the Middle

East b like.

I refer specifically to those who do not

take the trouble to certify what comes

out of their mouths, carelessly splatter

it on paper, and then send it off to the

Collegian to add to the barrage of

boo J rumors already afloat

I am sick of reading claims that the

Kuw «1 family is not worth sav-

ing because The Emir has 70 wives and

nil 747s Other equally

ridiculous notions include the belief that

women in Arab cultures are oppressed

and mistreated.

Fanah Sadiq

Let me tell all of you who consider

themselves the 'champions' of Arab

women and worshippers of the

American way of life that I have grown

up in an Arab country and that I loved

every moment of it. Everywhere I went.

I was treated with respect and honor I

was rightfully treated to exactly the

same education and opportunities as the

men in my family. Nothing ever made

me feel as if I was in am hi

port ant <>r wonderful than any male. On

the other hand. I was made to feel

special: My brothers could always be

depended on to help me should the need

arise, and even perfect strangers would

treat me as if I were their own sister.

Rape, battering, and other crimes

against women were never anything

more than words in •

newspapers to me.

As for the myths about multiple

wives, allow me to clarify that this is the

exception and not the rule Only men

whose wives are unable to have children

may marrv another woman, WITH
PERMISSION OF THE FIRST WIFE
Remarriage is also allowed if a man

finds a woman unable **>

ual desires; instead of having an ex

tramarital affair, he is alowed to legal

ly have more than one woman. And no

man may marry more than four women

Remarriage is also forbidden if the

man is not absolutely sure he is going

M h wife exactly the same, even

down to the time he spends with each

woman.
The obvious question is why women

aren't given the same opportunity to

remarry Traditionally, the death r

men has been considerably higher

than that of women, due to wars and the

nature of work men used to do That left

many widows or unmarried young

women in the community. As an act of

kindness not only to these women but

also their children, surviving men were

permitted to marry them and give them

a family atmosphere and financial

eecunty hi nee there is a reduced dif

ference in the number of men and

women nowadays, this phenomenon no

longer applies. Hence, the decline of this

tradition

The final issue I want to address is the

pet peeve of many who think that main

Ai filthy rich. If you look at a

tiny nation like Kuwait, the national

gross product per capita is inevitably go-

ing to be immense, since there I

people to spread the BOO

Farri.h Sadiq
correspondent

is ,, Collegian

government when we do not know what i> mmmommm—« » .

Collegian article misrepresents status of Jews at Hampshire College
O . urL„. n-^Kot-.r in Ann't Inst more than a vear or tv

Alison Buckholtz's article. •Jewish

Student- At Hampshire Struggle For Ac

ince" (March 12, 1991), should have

been titled: 'Members Of Student Jee

(.roup At Hampshire Bellow, In Unison

h Everv Other Group On Campus.

About The Lack Of Attention And Respect

Thev Get."

Buckholtz consistently quotes student

Michael Seltzer throughout her article, but

manages to put his most pertinent state-

ment <"We don't represent the Jewish com-

munity at Hampshire"' in her last

paragraph. Instead, she chose to highlight

such insecure and absurd statements as

"We're nothing in the eyes of other people"

and "There's a tremendous amount of in-

sensitivity about the Holocaust at Hamp-

shire, to the point where people trivialize

We have been at Hampshire for four

years and we have never >vvn ant i Semitic

graffiti. This is not to >a\ that it doesn t

exist but that it doesn't exist to the extent

which Buckholtz suggests. First year stu-

dent Brooke Leviton claims that "Kill the

Jews" and 'Destroy Israel" were scrawl-

ed in bathrooms across campus. Well,

either we didn't urinate for four months or

Hampshire students wanted another cause

for which to martyr.

Second year student Isaac Bromberg com-

plains that "We're always having to pro-

ve a valid reason for (the group s) ex

istence...what this group can do that others

can't why we need a certain space to have

meetings." He feels that "money and

distribution of resources should be propor-

tionate for all groups ." What Bromberg lg

nores, Buckholtz neglects to ask, and ex

chairperson for Hampshire's Community

Council Finance Committee Stephan Jost

points out is that those questions must be

answered bv every group who requests fun

ding. Each student group must sit for hours

at a time and haggle over the legitimacy

of their own cause and the limited funds

that are available. The Jewish Student

Group on this campus is no exception.

Buckholtz also suggests that the views of

.Jewish students at Hampshire "(were) un-

til recently, unspoken." However, this

Jewish group has been together for two

and there have been other Jewish

groups in the past. Jost explains that "in

the fine tradition of Hampshire organiza

tions, not Jewish organizations, they often

don't last more than a year or fee

On a campus of 1,200 students, where

about :*0 percent are Jewish, Buckholtz

managed to find and focus on the very fee

who feel unaccepted and attacked for their

culture and religion. Ci D the Judeo-

Christian tradition and even on the

Holocaust are taught each year. Seders and

Shabbat gatherings are well publicized.

The anti Semitic graffiti is an aberration

on a campus that is no less sensitive to the

Jewish students than to any other cultural,

religious, or political group that \\>

specialised attention.

Tally Goldstein

Hampshire College

One other Hampshire student §igiud this

letter

PARADE

w^i'n Tus^lly young pmon who -xrtcft afUUud m, ml, ocata nonoiotou* ";' oto* «•" f******
Hippie n a tuuauj "> h

i
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Against tunnel-vision
So do me a favor. Shut up about the poor, oppressed people

in Northern Ireland. We don't live there. We're Yankees now,

and like most White Yanks, we are spoiled rotten. We are the

colonizers. This time we are the oppressors."

The above quote is taken from Pamela McCarthy s editorial

("What's acceptable in the US is an outrage in Belfast. March

1) While reading this editorial, a question came to mind that

I would like to pose to Ms. McCarthy: Black people are being

oppressed in South Africa, Chinese students who want

democracy are being oppressed in China, Syrian President

Assad is gassing people to death in Lebanon, the Soviet Union

has attacked innocent citizens in Lithuania; should I shut up

about, these people because I do not reside where they do. Ut

course not. Ms. McCarthy is in dire need of a history lesson:

Ignorance/apathy yields oppression and even death; remember

the Holocaust? . ,

Ms McCarthy is using the Belfast issue as a springboard to

complain about the double standard between foreign and

domestic issues in the United States. While I agree that there

is a lack of emphasis on our domestic issues, the advocation of

ignoring foreign issues will only breed ignorance in domestic

affairs. If someone is told "not to worry about what happens

over there" because they don't live there, what happens when

the "over there" is a local city, town or even a nearby

neighborhood?

Americans must not only concern themselves with America,

but also with the rest of the world. What Ms. McCarthy is ad

vocating is isolationism, which will lead to ignorance. Ignorance

breeds bigotry and false perceptions. Apparently, Ms. McCar-

thy is the victim of her own erroneous philosophy.

Matthew McDonough
Southwest

Beyond the 1st Amendment
For the past several years institutions

like this University have been trying to

find a way to legally suppress racist,

misogynist, anti gay and anti-semitic

speech. 'Conservative Awareness WT

eek'

seems to have brought the issue to a head.

Some think that the gay-bashing that

went on under the guise of "Straight pride"

should have been suppressed by the

University administration. And, the bigots

that took part in the weeklong hate session

claim that their rights' were violated by

the angry mob that out shouted their

speaker^ at rallies. ^^^^^^^^^^^^

Jeremy P. Levinson

1> hate filled speech protected by the

often invoked First Amendment? Is speech

that is c learlv designed only to offend pro

You faggot!' a political state-

ment? Does offensive' really convey the

problems with oft. .peech?

Th»- issue> here are complex. For exam-

ple. I
t Amendment only states that

'Congress shall make no law' abridging

freedom of expression. Some take this to

mean that people can do anything they like

in public as long as no one gets physically

damaged Others say that constitution

protections do not extend to what i>

euphemistically called 'offensive speech.'

In reality, most folks seem to think that all

eX( tl
_ except that which offends

them — is protected.

And. there lies the rub No one, especial

ly progressives, should want to empower

the government or the administration to

suppress any expression — not because of

some abstract legal principle, but because

the government has shown that it con

rues as offensive that expression which

threatens it The government cannot be ex-

pected to decide what 'obscene' is, or what

Offensive'

Moreover, laws and codes of conduct have

never been able to suppress speech. Univer

smes around the nation are bending over

backwards to find bureaucratic/legal istk

ways to suppress certain expression. And,

thev always fail - shot down by the courts

or simply ignored by bigots. The search for

properly worded policy goes on as if sup-

pression by any other name were not

on.

This discussion of 'rights' is a

non-discussion.

One problem is that we use words

without fully knowing what they mean or

what they are supposed to mean. Do we

reallv think that a gay person will merely

feel 'offended' when they hear "Fags are

all sick!" screamed at a public forum? Are

swastikas and burning crosses merely 'of

fensive?' No. They are symbols and speech

designed to threaten people and make

them feel outside of the community. And,

they do their job well.

So, the question becomes, "Do people

have a right to live without fear, to feel a

part of the community without having to

be on guard all the time?" Clearly, the

answer is yes.

How do we go about protecting that right

without violating freedom of expression9

The government - no government - has

ever been able to do it. The UMass ad-

ministration can't do it.

You can't legislate community standards

- look at the plethora of pornography that

came out of Victorian England. Communi

tv standards are just that; standards of

behavior and conduct that arise informal

ly. They even affect the way we think

Remember, 'nigger' has gone out of style

as community standards have been chang

ed through struggle. Community standards

are the only important ones - they cant

be written down yet they have much more

force than law.

That's why everyone who turned out to

shout down bigotry last week deserves a

hand. I say with great pride that I live in

a community that will not accept bigotry,

that will beat it back so that all people

might feel safe and at home here.

And, for you traditionalists - this isn't

tyranny of the majority. The majority

doesn't want the government or the ad-

ministration to suppress the minority.

Rather, people will directly fight for

everyone's right to live unthreatened.

The University didn't have to stop last

week's hate-session. Our community did

the job. If enough people feel strong enough

to put themselves on the line for justice, it s

not censorship - it's democracy. Real

democracy.

So to the few bigots among us: Say your

piece. But, don't be surprised if a pissed

off mob shuts you down. It doesn't mean

that your rights have been violated - it

means you asked a question and the peo

pie responded.

Jeremy Levinson is a Collegian columnist

Into the UMass morass
New Registered Student Organizations

are not being registered until next fall. By

that time, there should be even more

groups ready to join the swollen ranks of

the RSOs. Here are my suggestions for

RSOs that aren't, but should be:

The Political Clubs:

• The / don't rare what you say about me

as long as you spell my name right club:

You can hate them and say the most evil

things about them. You accuse them (right

ly) of being total bigots. They don't care,

because it's all a big joke to us and please

mention their names in the newspaper

preferably, the Times. The president is Ted

Maravelias. See Ted! There's your name in

print again!

• The Moderates Club: Everyone on cam-

pus is welcome to join. In fact, the 90 per-

cent of the students who are sick of hear-

ing about rallies would probably join. We
would campaign for no rallies, the disban-

ding of political clubs (except ours) and the

elimination of the SATF. I'm the president.

• The Official Gaybashers Club: Let s be

honest. Not all of the homophobes are

Young Republicans. Fear and ignorance

transcend all political boundaries. Let's

give those idiots official status, so we can

really be angry at someone specific.

Mark B. Adlei

The Support Networks:

• The Hassled Columnists Support Group:

We get no respect from the UMass com

munity and few of you folks even admit to

reading the Collegian. Well, clearly you do

because here you are and if you don't like

what you read here, then you do better,

damn it!

• Students for Respectable Religion: The

SRR would try to restore respect for

religion after all the notoriety that many

radical fringe religious groups have given

us. You may join our group which meets

Mondays at 6 a.m. at the Hillel House and

Fridays at 10 p.m. at the Newman Center.

The Nouvelle Athletics:

• Skateboard Punks to End the War:

Thank you, brother
While the bombs were landing on in-

nocent civilians in Iraq, and while the

Palestinians were being starved during

the harsh curfew imposed on them as a

result of the American led re

colonization campaign every effort was

made on campus to organize against this

war.

Most students showed incredible

apathy despite the fact that they were

directly involved in supporting this war

with their tax dollars. Others showed

concern from a moral or intellectual

viewpoint. Thus they went to lectures

and teach ins in order to engage in

endless discourse Only a minority came

out opposing the war, trying to utilize

every channel possible to voice a clear

protest, sending a message of anger and

disapproval of the government's action

Surprisingly, this minority was mostly

White.

Eyad Kishawi

When Israeli and American gringos

were invading Beirut in the early '80s,

brothers and sisters from all over the

Third World came to the defense of the

Palestinians and Lebanese living there

Beirut was filled with Arabs from all

over the Arab world, as well as Cubans.

Nicaraguans, Salvadorans, Eritrians,

Zambians, and South Africans. They

realized that such a massive attack had

to be deterred by guerilla resistance

from different parts of the world, even

if it meant abandoning their struggles

and offering their lives. We all knew

that the fall of Beirut into either Israeli

or American hands meant more

colonialism.

During this past invasion, while

everyone knew that 40 percent of the

frontline troops were Blacks. Latinos,

and other people of color, people com

plained that this war was racist. Of

course it wasn't racist because 100,000

innocent Iraqi civilians were killed, nor

was it racist because there were approx

imately half a million casualties; it was

racist only because the percentage of the

ethnic composition in the army was

unrepresentative of the Amercian

population. These minorities, mostly

Black, were standing shoulder to

shoulder with the gringos aiming at the

Iraqi troops and participating

thusiastically in the air campaign No

matter what the conditions or reasons

were that made them join the U.S. arm

ed forces, they collaborated with the

system, and to us, they are traitors

Meanwhile, on the UMass campus,

the African-American community was

watching all of this in just as much

apathv as most Whites.

When racist attacks were on the rise

at UMass, as they have always been,

almost every Third World er. mostly

foreign, including myself, stopped the

lip service and came to New Africa

House to participate in a takeover.

Then, I was called the Palestinian

brother. I didn't go there to jeopardize

my life by creating an FBI file for

mvself, nor to get on the TV screen I

went there because I felt strongly that

the Black struggle of de-colonization is

my struggle. The history is not the

>ame, but it is similar, and the colonizer

is one.

During the last invasion, racism

against all Ar OB the rise, in-

cluding FBI harassment and lib-

threatening situations. Our people w.

being slaughtered back home, and we

refused to collaborate or watch silently.

Meanwhile, the African-Americans at

Ulfssi SSSfS -till calling me the Palest i-

nian brother, and listening to rap and

revolution songs Music and dogma

don't mean anything Three formal in-

vitations came out of the anti war coali

tion to all organizations on campus to

|oin the leadership as well as the con

-tituency Not even one African

American showed up Most organiza

tions I contacted said they could not

take a political stand against this war

Mnce thev were cultural organizations

Please teach us what culture and

politics are. as if we are in a situation

where our culture is so unthreatened

and untouched that it is divorced from

our politics. To me. that was White

culture. For the past two years, 1 ve

been listening to brother dogma and

male bonding and I'm sick of it

Remember Malcolm X. who came in

support of Abdul Nasser in Egypt, and

other struggling Third World leader-

At the event commemorating hi»

a^sassination for taking action agar

the war there were hardly any Umass

Black students He is probably turning

in his grave. There is more to my StTUSJ

gle and culture than Iwurgeois univer

sitv 'ife and rap music.

/ uo-i't want to he \otir brother My
brothers and sisters are people who are

consistently and actively resisting every

White racist action. I believe in Malcolm

X. and this is why my true brothers are

not racist.

Eyad Kishawi
Northampton

is a resident of

SPEW is actually a coalition f teenagers

who menace FAC passers-by along with

radical antiwar protesters who only want

to remind you that even though the war is

over, it's still nasty and everything is

George Bush's fault. Their motto is

'Skateboarding is not a crime. War is."

• The Arcade Lovers Club: You've seen us.

You know who we are. Make it official, join

us We meet from 10 a.m. to midnight

EVERY DAMN DAY OF THE YEAR.

Dues are only $10 a day, in quarters only.

• HOOP— The Basketball Fanatics Club:

Members include all those guys with

painted faces who cheer better than the

cheerleaders and know exactly how to

humiliate the opponents and refs. Well, you

may not know it, but they practice three

times a week during the fall just to get

ready for the season. Hopefully you will see

an encore performance tomorrow at the Na-

tional Invitational Tournament.

Other Groups:

* The Bookworms: These outcasts of socie-

tv would only encourage reading, studying,

writing, and other academics. Their

membership is critically low right now, but

maybe you could join them and double it.

They meet every Friday and Saturday

night in my room.

• The Mainstream Vigilantes Against

Political Correctness: We don't advocate

destroying the environment, being op-

pressive or loving war. We are just tired of

those hypocrites who don't use plastic bags

at Stop & Shop because they don't

biodegrade. Kiddos, where do you think

paper bags come from? Our motto: 'Save

the Humans.'

Mark B. Adler is a Collegian Columnist

UMass should bring 'civility' to the bargaining table
U1V1C1&& &11UU1U- ^*Ai6 ''„,.„,,.„„.,,.,,,„ «ion process in such a case, as s/he could for any oth.

February was African-American History Month, a

time dedicated to remembering the history of African-

Americans and their many contributions to American

society Several events took place on campus to com

memorate this history and these contributions.

However, support for these events by the Universi-

ty's administration has been inconsistent with its

actions.

Take for a most recent example, University manage^

ment's' current refusal to allow professional staff

members who are discriminated against to use the

grievance and arbitration procedures of their union

C

°The
a
professional staff union, affiliated with Local 509

of the Service Employees International Union, has pro-

posed contract language regarding equal opportunity

and affirmative action which incorporates in large part

existing federal and state laws.

These laws were the product of years of struggle by

African-Americans and others, and are a central part

of the historical legacy which we were supposedly

celebrating last month.

Fine, says management, we'll agree to include this

language, but violations of these provisions are not en-

forceable as contract violations!

This would mean that if someone were discriminated

against regarding a promotion or transfer, or the

University failed to implement its own affirmative ac-

tion policies, the employee's only option would be to

hire an attorney and engage in lengthy, expensive

litigation which might last for years while the illegal

discrimination continued.

You and I know that this is an effort to discourage

employees from enforcing their rights when they are

violated.

If an employee could use the grievance and arbitra-

tion process in such a case, as s/he could for any other

contract violation, s/he could be represented by the

union at no cost. Also, if the case is resolved during

the grievance process, it would only take a few weeks

or months; and even if it went to full arbitration, it

would only take a little more than a year, at far less

cost to the employee and the University.

Fair and effective enforcement of these policies is in

the interest of not only employees, but the University

as a whole. When employees cannot afford to protect

their rights to fair and equal treatment in the

workplace, these rights do not effectively exist.

We urge the University's negotiators to change their

position on this issue, and allow UMass professionals

the opportunity to efficiently and effectively enforce

their civil rights in the workplace.
Michael Lucey

Local 509. SEIU
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The Coord.nat.ng Dean of Arts and Scences. Dr Frederick Byron Jr and

Nu Chapter of Phi Beta Kappa are pleased to announce new membersLXt Jun,or and
P
S
P
en,or c.asses™,

Kappa , thejo.dest

and most prest.g.ous Amencan honor soc.ety in^'^-^^^
ed at the College of William and Mary on December 5. 1 776 Yale s chapter

was formed n 1780. Harvard's .n 1781. Dur.ng the next century additional

^apterTof Phi Beta Kappa were added and in 1883 a national orgamza-

Sn called he United Chapters of Ph, Beta Kappa was create* At present

on^v 237 liberal arts colleges or universities have been accredited by the

nationa^anlt^and^permitted to form chapters In New England only

six public institutions are so recognized

CanCda.es do no,^^Z^t^Z^X^^^^

CLASS OF 1992

I May Bacon SOCIOLOGYCarl

Todd C Bates

Ann T Bramlage

David H Chan
Sean J Desilets

Robert R Dinozzi

Nita J George
Margaret M Ho'land

Danica A Holoviak

James M Hurley

James E Ide

Joan A Kelieher

Amy T Kreiger

Joanne L Lipman

Julie C McCarthy

Amy K McKay
Mary E Muckenthaler

Paul J Mulligan

Lisa B Nelson

Laune A O'Neiii

Shawn B Parsons

Kira L Sanbonmatsu

Lisa A Scott

Christine G Solt

Jill P Wasserman
Miriam Zy'oerman

CLASSICS
ZOOLOGY-DH

COINS-CH
ENGLISH

COMM STUD
ZOOLOGY-CH

BDIC
ZOOLOGY-CH

MICRO-DH
ECON

SPANISH-HR
LEGAL STUD
ZOOLOGY

LEGAL STUD
CHEMISTRY

MATH-CH
ENGLISH-DH
STEPEC-DH

ZOOLOGY-CH
PSYCH-IH

POLSCI-UH
SOCIOLOGY

HOLSCI
ECON

POLSCI

Alison Burkholtz

Anne M Canfield

Joseph H Chaitin

Theresa Chehade
Rhonda B Cohen

Beth A Collamore

ENGLISH-HR
STPEC-DH

POLSCI
ENGLISH
ECON-HR
ZOOLOGY

Michele L Companion SOCIOLOGY-DH

Deborah R Connolly

Robert L Connors

Kimberly J Dahowsk

Joe D Dansky
Lansa R Diephuis

James F Garten

Paul G Gehnng

WOST
ZOOLOGY

ANTHRO-UH
POLSCI
PSYCH

MATH-CH
BDIC

Kimberly D Goodman LEGAL STUD-DH

CASS OF 19?1

Anore* S fi
'

Morgan P Alexander

James L Altien

Christopher S Andrews

Jason G Barnett

Alisa G Berkowitz

Brenda Sue Bezuka

WHtitt l M Piake

Katie ne R Bowden
Came A Bowen
James M Brenn©

Deborah L Brown

CHINESE
GERMAN
ENGLISH
ECON-HR
POLSCI

JUDAIC STUD
ZOOLOGY

LEGAL STUD
POLSCI
PSYCH

HISTORY
PSYCH-HR

Bruce J Grossman
Julie A Guglielmetti

Gail M Guidara

Laura P Gulla

Vipul Gupta
Betzi Lynn Hanc

Sharon M Herbert

Lester L Hoiberg

Jonathan B Holmes

Terr/ Hynd
Marguerethe A Jaede SOCIOLOGY-DH

Noelle R James PSYCH

Margaret R Jones CLASSICS

Mark J Kalash.an SPANISH

Christopher A Kennedy ZOOLOGY

ZOOLOGY
ZOOLOGY

PSYCH
PSYCH
COINS

ENGLISH-UH
ENGLISH

COMM STUD
PSYCH

CHINESE

Karen E Klaiber

Kelly B Lane

Celeste J Leblanc

Carol E Lecompte

Alexis F Levitt

Matthew S Lipper

Nicole S Mace
Barak G Maidenbaum
Anne E Matthews

Cynthia L McGiH

Stephen R Merther

CLASSICS
COMMSTUD-DH

PSYCH-UH
ENGLISH
PSYCH-IH

STPEC
SPANISH

ENGLISH-HR
PSYCH-HR

ENGLISH-HR
PSYCH-HR

UMass/Boston
Summer
Programs in

England and
Germany,
Northern Ireland,

and Mexico

Political Culture

and Economy—
The European Community:

Field Study in England

and Germany

June 6-July 12

Nine credits

Irish History:

Field Study in Derry

June 14-July 12

Six credits

Spanish Language

Instruction in

Cuernavaca, Mexico

May 30-July 3

Up to six credits

These programs emphasize firsthand learning through guided group

activities and intensive individual study. Each program provides room,

board, and local transportation.

Application deadline: April 19, 1991

For details, please write

or call:

Division of Continuing

Education

International Programs

University of Massachusetts

at Boston

Harbor Campus
Boston, MA 02125-3393

617 287-7900

This advertisement appears at

no cost to the Commonwealth

WSHSSb

PHI BETA KAPPA
Nu Chapter of Massachusetts

University of Massachusetts at Amherst

quirements set by the national organization. Approximately 3% of Seniors

with the strongest academic records are elected each year, one half of 1%

of Juniors are selected

For information on Phi Beta Kappa and its chapter at the University of

Massachusetts-Amherst, visit the Phi Beta Kappa display near the card

catalogue in the Tower Library

Kathleen A Murray

Isabel D Muzzio

Rebecca H Nelson

Erie W Oierholm

Sharon H Park

Lisa G Pearlman

Melissa S Penn
Kenneth J Perry

Linda J P'eston

Lynley A Rappaport

Sara A Rauscher

Michael D Riseberg

Lynn Robertson

Victoria A Robinson

Rachel B Rubin

Adam F Scales

Christine Scomavacca

Sarah P Scott

Fern R Setden

Meredith H Shorter

Bonnie L Slone

Abraham E Smith

Ann M Sobolewski

Matthew J Sullivan

Noreen A Sullivan

Michael D T bin

Anya F Treitler

Laura G Verrette

Amy M Vigeant

Amy C Vignah

Tara L Waskom
Melame J Wells

Todd S Welsh

Suzanne L Wones
Shira B Yoffe

Kathleen A Zumbruski

LING-CHINESE
PSYCH
POLSCI

ENGLISH
WOST-UH

PSYCH
PSYCH

HISTORY
ZOOLOGY
WOST-DH

GEOGRAPHY
ECONCH
PSYCH-DH

HISTORY-UH
HISTORY

LEGAL STUD
ART HIST-HR

ZOOLOGY
ENGLISH

JUDAIC STUD
PSYCH

POLSCI-HR
COMM STUD-HR

ECON
ENGLISH-CH

HISTORY
ENGLISH-DH

PSYCH
SOCIOLOGY
ENGLISH-DH

LEGAL STUD-UH
SOCIOLOGY
PSYCH-UH

HISTORY-UH
HISTORY-HR

PSYCH

CLASS OF 1990

Mark A Amos HISTORY-HR

Susan E Arakelian ECON

Tali Bar-Han ECON

Robert Bobala

James N Butera

Michael J Charves

William D Colman

Theresa H Doyle

Matthew J Fleming

AnneW Gisleson

Kirsten E Hanks

Jonathan E Hartl

Rene P Houie

Virginia A Hunt

Heidi A Jacobs

Naomi Kassel

Keiley C Keane
Michael M Kolbrener

Susan E Konop

Susan B Leibowitz

Andrea J Levine

Lauren M Levine

Alison A Lux

Harry F. McCandless

Emliy S Macmms
Christine R Martell

Scott A Morehouse

Melissa A Morgan

Emliy Nare
Alexis A Neiame
Elizabeth L Nelson

Leslie A Player

Ronald M Potvm

Suzahne M Riendea

Pamela J Sadoski

Christine A Schultz

Dayna L Shafer

James P Sheeny

Elizabeth M Smith

Richard R Wyatt

Amy c Yeostros

ENGLISH-DH
ZOOLOGY

ECON
LEGAL STUD

ANTHRO
COMM STUD

COMPLIT
GERMAN
COINS-UH
PSYCH-HR

COMM STUD-HR
PSYCH-UH
CLASSICS
HISTORY

POLSCI-UH
CHINESE-UH
ENGLISH-HR

WOST
GERMAN-UH

BIOCHEM
ENGLISH

PSYCH-DH
MATH-HR
ECON-HR

PSYCH
PSYCH

ENGLISH-HR
ENGLISH-HR
ENGLISH-HR

HISTORY
j ANTHRO-UH

PSYCH-DH
COMM STUD

SPANISH
PSYCH

COMPUT-HR
COMM STUD
HISTORY-UH

FISHBONE

WITH SPECIALGUEST

MAGGIES DREAM
WEDNESDAY
MARCH 27, 1991

8 pm
STUDENT UNION BALLROOM

UMASS
TICKETS

AVAILABLEAT MAIN STRECORDS,
FOR THE RECORDAND

TIX UNLIMITED
$12 UMASS STUDENTS $15 ALL OTHERS

yet another U.P.C. production

COLLEGIAN
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QUOTE OF THE DAY

Is there anyone in the vorid more

obnoxious than Vanilla Ice?

- Wednesday night Collegian staff

DAILY CROSSVORD PUZZLE

Edited Bv TRUDE MICHEL JAfFE

CALVIN AND HOBBES

. what dya know! .../ma follower, too!

Bv BILL VATTERSON

I'M HOT
GOW4S TO

9CU00L
TODM.

H3TC! I'HSVMWG \

WMl MAO WNKHIUGJU
TtLtY\S\OU

ACROSS
1 Sfto* contempt

5 Floor m a

maison

10 First tame'

14 Zaire rive

15 Bogs c

16 Timber wort

• 7 f a>i to get tne

19 Actc Mis:na

20 Tats of

Blueberry M*
2t Oectara'

begmnmg
23 - •

25 F'r'

26 Means of

protection

30 Passover
dinners

33 Troutxes

34 Goooe
discord

36 Moo'

'

in Wyoming.

37 - Khan
38 Having

sca«oped edge*

40 Desert wear

41 Port I

B<.

43 Uy o« Utan

44 Leap over

45 Hindu religious

retreat

47 Prair* txrds

49 wnite-ta<iec

eagles

51 Pete' tne

pay

52 Secret places

55 Conne
59 Venezuelan

copp*'

60 Satisfy

62 Compose
Sua-

63 HaMuate va-

64 Suave
65 Cuts ott

66 Prevent

67 Source of

unseed oil

DOWN
1 Actor H

2 Saarmen the

arcr

3 P-rs.ar1

pfovince

4 Does an

eiecTican s ;oc

5 Rehet des^ner

6 Sesame
1 Not care —
8 Type ot pemting

9 aaoai ridges

10 Words on a

menu
n Delayed

reaction ot a

sor*

12 Son o* 1C

Across

less

18 t- a *r»»e

22Mounta

:a.iCi'"e' "'«*

27 Pitigeraw et ai

28 Scram
29 Trigonometric

functions

31 hooC ot legend

32 Ginger cookies

35 Scientist Carl

38 Tnoai divisions

39 Simultaneously

42 Overdue debts

44 Morris West S

me

46 Entangled

48 La*

50 Notre Da

52 ScoW
53 Hence
54 T.c«e' Dart

56 Tree ot me
Pmiippmes

57 Lopei meme
song

68 Rive- o>

ANSWER TO

A S S«D
A I'o'tl*
B A B T G R

E M I i R

DO R S A'<
l

t G R.E.T

L.» R •

P R.l.X
LOOT
O.S.S.O
' A E L

PREVI0US_PUZZLE

I V A

m
3 14 91

TANGELO PIE
Bv Tin SNIFEEN

Hello, PM Hwdqutfto*?

babe 6uj«m. Rfmfwber

-Hi«-f quy iw ^omt of tot

bus? Ufk T l^^,n
\

on.. . ritfjoc you don't

AMliW0U,r<5flPm«illJ1f!

^4- fir<> bwf upon closer

mpcthon , he seem*™

be <n Bisoplc of Sattn...

-«*<k he Iceep^ TnlrriMfl

about The 'Sm ffbm the

Doric Mo&krhhq*
tV 5lauahT€r.'.l

4hought \j0tA 6houi4

IqueiS Ijus^fefl safer

rXhowinq MM W$ otft

here. This is babe, ou-

dklwji took or fhAT

6ohr eclipse'

|<HI |j>% Aotrlr^ limr- >s>n4i<Ji'

nENU

3 14 91

LUNCH
HOI l'irt\r\

v
;

M« h

pjottni

1SASKS LUNCH
Mot i nrkc\ Sandvh l\

RoUni

DINNER

I>,hK ( hops and Staffing

BASK S DINNER
K'cqqto E«M W

Lentil t'hili

YOUR DAILY HOROSCOPE
By JEANE DIXON

SNOOKY LANSON Bv E. VEZINA & R. SHAUGHNESSY

CIS* 15^w CO»STf.vcnK(,

ffeoM <**SbS >KA^ f«

\ -rTtot&HT y^
HA-EP WAItHIAfcSr

Mr you

CHAWrt

lA5TTH£.

FROTTER
By GARRY PORTER

£* G0W»IA &X MYSELF

BACK iKfTDSMnTr. iAl

muz am Ttf 5Pm>iX-

of twit mwuNrr/.
p-nte, suffBversrw/-

t\js GOT
SOME" OH, fJO

^

I

ARIES (March 21- April 19); Double-

check facts ana figures to prevent

costly mistakes Influential oeopte

help vou make headway with a

financial deal Look for romance m

unexpected places

TAURUS (April 20-May 20) Steer

clear of a tension-generating situa-

tion at work You are ready to take

on new projects now Be wary of an

alliance that could damage your

credibility Send someone a love

note T .

GEMINI (May 21-June 20) The

financial news is more encouraging

than m the recent past Buckle

down to work Higher-up^ discuss

advancement opportunities Be as

tactful as possible with the people

you love

CANCER (June 21-July 22) A new

feeling of self-confidence is yours

today Educational affairs and

banking matters deserve careful

attention. Check personnel matters

and expense accounts. Long-

awaited good news arrives

LEO (July 23-Aug 22) Your ex-

cellent rapport with a co-worker

heightens your creativity Learn to

delegate more authority A young

person is eager to prove his worth

Extravagance could make a dent

in voir savings

VIRGO (Aug. 2^ S»p1

Welcome a golden opportune/ to

demonstrate your flexibility Collect

old debts Dress comfortably but

conservatively if you attend an

after-hours function with your

co-workers.

LIMA (Sept 23-Oct 22) Your

associates are influenced by your

commonsense approach Show

true compassion toward a friend in

need Do what you can to help

without asking personal questions

A blind date looks promising, but

you must practice

SCORPIO (.Oct 23-Nov 21) Be

certain you catch the drift of what

is really going on. Serf-improvement

projects boost your ego and m
come An unusual assignment

means an opportunity to learn new

skills

SAGITTARIUS (Nov 22-Dec 21)

Creative endeavors mean higher

earnings Listen to what your col-

leagues have to say; much can be

learneO from pooling your ideas A

promotion rests on your ability to

speak up
CAPRICORN (Dec 22-Jan 19);

Steer clear of joint ventures Both

time and money are at stake, and

you cannot afford to lose either

right now Your romantic partner

feels that you underestimate

yourself Take a few risks

AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb 18)

Avoid saying anything that smacks

of envy or hard feelings today Your

associates look to you for leader

ship. A community campaign could

introduce you to some interesting

new people

PISCES (Feb 19-March

Greater teamwork will boost jfrti

considerably Take care of routine

coruspondence Sincerity and

loyalty count big with your roman-

tic partner Take Penn State over

UCLA

TODAY S STAFF
Night Editor Sftiah Dcrtastci

Copy Editor Yaiw Wugy. $4$ SilvcrMcin

Photo Technician Jeff Holland

Production Supervisor Sc* Kau

Typesetter kxiruw Quimb)

Production Teity Si.umor Stephen Lohan.

Lisa Jezovskt. AH Voolvuh
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apts & Living
Babies at the Horse
Bv AMIK FINKKLSTKIN
Collegian Staff

If you missed them last semester, ma

vou didn't know who they were The>

one of the fastest -moving chart busters on

the CMJ chart They are the Boston trio.

The Blake Babies

The Blake Babies are John. Freda and

Juliana, playing guitar, drums and b

respectively. Bloomington. Indiana

whare John and Freda called home until

1985 when they headed for Boston and hap

pened upon Juliana, then attending the

Berklee School of Music In late 87 the

Blakes released an EP. called Nicely, ft

lx on their own label.

They then hooked up with Boston pro

ducer Garv Smith in 1988. who played a

Blake demo for Billy Bragg and recorded

seven songs to be their first European

release. Slow Learner on Bragg's Utility

label.

Signed to Mammoth Records in 1989. the

Blakes recorded their album Earwig

featuring such twang tunes M "Take Your

Head Off My Shoulder." "Don't Suck M>

Breath." and Cesspool." Earwig attracted

national attention upon its release draw

ing enthusiastic raves from Rolling St.

Melody Maker, Toner Pulse, and solid com-

mercial alternative and college airplay.

and lots of people began humming the

Blake's brand of subtly ironic and biting

The Blake Babies spent the first half of

1990 touring extensively and moonlighting

on various projects ranging from training

for the Boston Marathon to guesting on

Susannah HofiV.

The Lemonheads'. and Giant Sand s

newest records.

The summer of 1990 brought the third

American release. Sunburn, also on Mam-

moth, which showcases twelve new songs

and in support of the Sunburn tour, the

fabulous Blake Babies will be appearing

live tonight at the Ironhorse with Atlan

tic recording artists Eleventh Dream Day

The Blake Babies mil play at the Iron

Horse in Northampton tonight at 8:30 p m.

Photo by C'hrw Brochm»>er

A scene from A Public Devil. Marck Morrison's adaptation of Henry

Ibsen's play. An Enemy of the People. The play will be performed at

the Northampton Center of the Arts tonight through Sunday.

Into the

Woods
Deidre McCalla brings warmth
and humor to political issues

By DANIEL JOKELSc
Collegian Correspondent

Into the Woods is a personal piece of musical theater,

and the ensemble of young and old faces in the I, Mass

Theater Guilds production of this tragicomic musical

will evoke an intimate response from each audience

member This is tb» I ~ of director Nicole Chi

20 cast members, and tne U .m of organizers and

designer* f« the UMass Theater Guild's premier pro-

duction this Spring In all. over 70 students from the

Five-College area have merged, submerged for the last

month and a half, and hope to emerge * ah a challeng

ing, poignant and hysterically funny version of this dif-

ficult Stephen Sondheim musical.

The musical is a mix of many Grimm fairy tales, in

eluding Cinderella. Rapunzel. Little Red Riding Hood,

and Jack and the Beanstalk In the first act everyone

happilv marries and the future looks rosy for them all,

lust like we've all been told by our parents as children.

However, the second act proves to be a more even mix

of laughter, brutality and disappointment, as the

characters deal with responsibility and experience

boredom, married life and death. The shew maintains

ita humor throughout, but hopes to bring a clear

message: "Be careful what you say, for children will

listen" - a lyric from the show. "What a parent says

to a child will always stay with them," says Chiasson,

"and it's up to us to decide what [of what we've been

told] applies, and in turn what as good parents to say

to our own children."

Some musical highlights are "Agony (sung by

Rapunzel and Cinderella's princes), a satirical lament

about married life, "Hello Little Girl" 'The Wolf to Lit-

tle Red Riding Hood), and "Stay With Me" (The Witch

and Rapunzel). The characters have twists that will

surprise and inject some realism into fairyland. Little

Red Riding Hood, for instance, is as Chiasson puts it,

"a Wood-thirsty, sarcastic, Bart Simpsonish character.

No one character carries this show. It is an ensem-

ble piece and because all 20 actors are putting in then-

complete energy and vision, the show is able to pick

up the tempo after intermission and build the second

half of the show into the focal point of the audience s

hopes, realizations, and memories.

Into the Woods will be performed March 25-28 in

Bowker Auditorium, UMass. $5 for the general public

$3 students/elders.

Bv DAVID B MASSEY
Collegian Staff

Deidre McCalla

Iron Horse
Monday, March 11

Transcending traditional musical boundaries, the

self-identified "lesbian-feminist" folk singer Deidre

McCalla brought her vibrant and emotional show to the

Iron Horse Music Hall Monday night.

In an uplifting hour and a half of "acoustically-based

pop music," McCalla. armed solely with a guitar and a

mighty singing voice, performed to a primarily female au

dience of about 40. She played songs from her first two

albums on Olivia Records, Don 'I Doubt It and With a Lit-

tle Luck, as well as some new son^ McCalla hopes will

be recorded next year.

Currently on tour celebrating the release of her highly-

praised second album With a Little Luck, McCalla master

fully blended beautiful lyrics, a sharp sense of humor, and

inspiring vocals.

Some of her songs addressed the problems of society

while others were about love and loss, i sing about the

times in which we live, both emotionally and politically."

she said.

"Some people feel that my shows are not that overtly

political. I regard everything we do as political," McCalla

said.

"How we relate to each other as human beings, as

friends, as lovers is really a microcosm of how we relate

to each other in terms of the government, in terms of other

countries, and such. So I think a love song is political,"

she added.

McCalla's most powerful songs included the unnerving

"Oh the Earth" which warns of an imminent environmen

tal catasrophe:"Oh the Earth she angry I feel 1her trem

hie And blood is boiling/ Deep inside her eyes. The Earth

she angry She's gonna stop us/ And save herselfM
she die-

Other songs dealt with the problems of homeli

and government inaction.

McCalla's vim, enthusiastically received by her au_

dience. are based upon her feminist .deology "I call my sell

a feminist because I have an analysis of the world that

I believe it is set up on a system of dominance and sul.

mission, that men have systematically oppressed woman,

she said.

She said she feels her music can't spur such chan

in the present situation but can "affirm that such a change

is happening It is mostly a change that needs to take place

in peoples minds I'm not really sure that art so much

causes change, but reflects that change is happening.

McCalla said.

In between songs. McCalla often inserted her own social

commentary. She spoke of the stress that the Persian Gulf

war has placed on people and blamed the war on the

"masculine mentality." During this war, she said,

domestic issues have been utterly ignored.

McCalla's set also included light-hearted songs such as

"All Day Always:" All day and all ways, we celebrate/

each day, all ways/ all day, all night.

Fusing touches of pop, rock and soul, McCalla explored

global issues and personal ones with equal honesty and

skill.

Tuesday Night

Ladies Night

Your choice

of tables

ALL DAY
EVERYDAY

n
21 and

over

BUD LIGHT BOTTLES
$1.75

1991 SUMMER EMPLOYMENT
Camp Young Judea. Amherst, New Hampshire

(Resident. Co-ed, 1 hour from Boston)

i n need of: _ .. . .

Administrators-Head Counselor*, Program Director,

Office Mgr.. Department Directors, plus Activity

Specialists Camp Counselors in:

Athletic-. Archery. Riflery. Tennis. Arts and

Crafts, Canoeing. Sailing. Wind Surfing,

Water Skiing. Swim Inst. (WSI), Israeli Folk Song,

Dramatica, Israeli Dance. Jewish Education.

Radio Station, Computers, Nature Ecolof

Project Adventure. Nurse (RN), Photographer,

Office Staff.

Excellent salary and fringe benefit-..

Please Contact: Dr. Charles B Rotman. Director

81 Kingsburv St.. Welleslev MA 02181

617 2'}? 9410 or 508-877-6190

9ft. Championship Tables

Six Large Screen TVs with your

favorite sports action

Full Bar

Drafts in ice cold mugs

50 cent hot dogs

Pizza and burritos

Full appetizer menu

Happy Hours 4pm—6pm

Free munchies and 25c hot dogs

CASH PRIZES

'ourn

t^ght

}rnarrient

ursday

Open Mon-Sat noon-1am

Sun 1pm-1am

Billiard Room
And Sports Bar

Rt. 9, Amherst, 256-8284

(Next to Hunan Garden)

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
AT CAESARS

EXPERIENCE OUR EMPIRE

I, CAfSAB, hav« cr»o*«n KM
students ot th« Untv«r»rty ol Mom. to

loin mo tor ttte chonco ot a Itfotlmo.

Caaian Tahoo win bo on compui

rocrulttng tor co-ops, intorn«hlp» and

toosonal •mptoymont.

IPs a chonco to work and loam from

tho promior Bo*ort/Ca»ino/Motol In

tno Sierra Nevada'* Caosars T?hoe l«

located on the shores ot beautiful Lafco

Tahoe, Nevada

MARCH 25 and 76

PRESENTATION ON MARCH 23

at 7:00 P.M.

The presentation will be conducted

in the Mather Career Center from 7:00

pm • 9:00 pm. The interviews will be

scheduled the evening ot the

presentation tor the following day,

March 26 from 8:00 a.m.-4-.OO p.m.

Don t let this opportunity escape youl

For more information contact Ellen

Woolf in the Field Sxperienco Program

at the Mather Career Center.

T A H O E
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Softball
CONUNUm FROM PAGF 12

"Against those odds, it's no surprise we fell [in the rank-

ings]." Sortino said. "But I'd rather be number 13 than

157."

She said that on a national level, East Coast teams are

neither respected nor revered because they are perennially

viewed as weak competitors. The high ranking came as

a pleasant surprise to her.

"My dream is to take a team to the College World Series

and this is one gigantic step towards getting there," she

said. "But what matters is what's there in the end."

She said she has the usual concerns about the team stay-

ing healthy but with three starters, including two pit

chers, out already, she has reason to be cautious.

Pitcher Jen Devlin is out for the season with an entrap

ped nerve in her right elbow and Kendall Hodson will

undergo knee surgery within the week. Her status has

yet to be assessed.

Tracey Duest, a freshman shortstop from Portland,

Maine, is out with a dislocated left shoulder. She may see

a redshirt or limited action late in the season.

Aside from those rather severe injuries, the team looks

healthy, according to Sortino.

Pitchers who will see a lot of play are junior right hander

Holy Aprile and sophomore righty Darlene Claasey.

"They're a good one-two punch for us," Sortino said of

tin tandem. Apnie has accumulated respected honors in

her two years at UMass, including Atlantic 10 Rookie of

the Year and Player of the Year.

A veteran infield includes senior Bonnie Schilling at

first base, senior Jen Miller at second, junior transfer

[Onodaga CC, NY] Barbara Marean at shortstop and

sophomore Laurie Dondarski at third. Sophomores Amy

Cockley. Tiffanv Hodson, Stacey Nichols and freshman

Rachel Lawson'will serve as infield backup. Lawson, a

Montana native, is also a reserve catcher.

Senior Cherie DellAnno will start behind the plate back

ed up by last year's A 10 Rookie of the Year Sherri

Kuchinskas and junior Beth Fultcher.

Senior Chris Collins will see limited action due to her

physical condition. She dilocated her left shoulder

year which was fully reconstructed then dislocated her

right this summer.
,

"She's a great bat." Sortino said of her captain BB

got good leadership qualiti.

It is hard to tell who is more eager to get to California,

10 challenge West Coast competition, the coach or the

players. „ ~
"We're sick of practicing. I'm sick of practicing, &or

tino said. "It's time to play."

Last year the st, "* returned from California 5-9. But

that was a much dv nt team, according to Sortino. She

said at the time the te n had nine returning players and

11 new players. This year only three new members have

joins the ranks. And that can make all the differnce in

the world.

•It's their mental maturity," Sortino said. I can see

it technically, as a team. They've very intense. We re

ready to jump out and start.

Competition in sunny San Jose, California, will not be

as pleasant as it may seem. A double header against Santa

Clara will be backed against a double header against BL

Mary's followed by another double header with Fresno and

Missouri.

"Teams like Santa Clara and St. Mary's - it would be

like playing Temple here," Sortino said. "The level of play

is going to be high."

The team has also been invited to Bud Lite's National

Invitational Tournament in San Jose March 21-22 where

they will face Arizona State, Kansas and Sacramento

State.

The remaining schedule is challenging and the team

will not get much breathing space this season.

"There are no easy wins on our schedule," Sortino said

of the tough shedule ahead but added, "We've got a lot

to live up to."

men's basketball
•JIINUED FROM PAGE \l

Unclaimed team tickets will be sold to the general

public todav at the Athletic Ticket Office. Bo vden room

265 Ticket* coal H for students and $10 for adults.

All seats will he reserved; there will he no general ad

mission student section.

iga doors will open at 6 p.m. lipoff is T&B p m
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Game

• Cars
. Trucks
. Cargo Vans
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Special ¥te*V ** *•*••* Ra*s

North Amherst

Auto Rental
Rt 61 40 Montague Rd

North Amherst. MA

549-RENT
(549-7368)

On But Route

MottMajo'
CiaOtCanJt
A

1991
Student Ttavel

Catalog!
Everything you need to

know about:

•Student Travel

• Air Fares

• Rail Passes

• Car Rental/Leasing

•Work Abroad

•Study Abroad

•Int'l Student & Teacher ID

& MUCH MORE!!!

CALL for your FREE copy!

Council Travel
79 So. Pleasant St.

Amherst
413-256-1561

JOHN VALBY
Ireland's own, Atlantic recording aiss

an emotional fish

•f »Ta »{• with ST. CYR

THE DOLLS
with CYCIONE TfMPU and

RAPID SYMPHONY

I MAX CREEK
MAR

20
ng-upcoming'upcoming'upcoming'upco

Vice

Prong

The Fools

Friday. Mar 22

Sunday. Mar 24

Friday. Mar 29

ADVANCE TIX Katinas, Strawbamas. Hilton, Platlarposs,

About Music, Main Music

ROUTE 9, HADLEY • 586-4463

Classifieds
COME TO THE mufCAN OEHCE-CC U3 MON-THU1S 8.103:30. ffi, UQ.2.3Q.DEADUNE 2 DAYS WO* TO PUBLICAN . CASH ,W ADVANCE. 20' tORDWAV H» STUDENTS

ACTIVITIES

FISHBONE! * special guest MAGGIES

DREAM Weds March 27 8pm T.x at Ti»

Unltd Fc rhe Record Mam St Records Vet

another UPC Production

ANNOUNCEMENTS

ATTENTION BANDS
We are accepting

applications 'or

Southwest Wee"
Contact Mic or Sha

549-0960
Deadline April 12

BED AND BREAKFAST- downtown ideal

tor visiting parents and friends 5490733

ENDLESS SUMMER! Alaska |Obs

Women/men. to $600/wK Airfare plus

room/board tree Canneries hiring now' In-

lorma'.ion 1(900)988-5152 Ext 170

$3/minule (4 mm max /refundable)

KAPPA KAPPA GAMMA welcomes its

newest pledges Kara and Jen

Love the sisters and pledges ot kkl>

MUSICIANS WANTED AT EARTHFOODS
Play an hour get a free meal

Interested"' Come on down
Acoustic please

THE BROTHERS OF Lambda Chi Alpha

fraternity would like to wish the entire

UMass community a safe and happy spring

break

AMHERST 5 bedroom house for summer
with fall option $1295mo 253 3604

WINTER SPECIAL: 1 month rent 99 cents

with one year lease

2 Bedroom J450
3 Bedroom- $537
Sunderland, free bus route, laundry

facilities swimming pool, garden plots

short term lease available 665 3856

FOR SALE

1 WAV TICKET to Ireland for March

Cheap call 6-0457

EASY WORK! Excellent pay'

Assemble products at home
Call tor information

504-641-8003 Ext 598

!!!FANTAST»C MONEV-MAKING OPPOR
TUNITY!!! No such thing as easy money 7

Guess again 1 Call/413-549 5894

GET A TAN this summer' Work as a house

painter in your area Kj experience

necessary Call now positions limited

1 800-346-4649

BRIAN ANDERSON
Is turning 21 tomte at midnight

Good luck UMass

BUCKWHEAT
I wish I could find the words to say how

much I love you Happy birthday from your

big brother Love Always, Steve

ON MARCH 14th, 1991

The men from 25 Townhouse will leave

Amherst m the search of Dayiona FLA

Please think about that today"

FUTONS
Metawampe
Top quality gold bond futons

Delivery anywhere in U S A

Sleep with us and save 1

1800-3FUTON1

MAXON RD-XL RADAR DETECTOR
detects X K. pulse radar $50 Chris

546-2457

INSTRUCTION

ENGLISH AS A SECOND LANGUAGE
Classes begin April 1, 1991

intensive day. part-time evening, and

TOEFL Preparation -Three levels

Register before March 22

Language Paofica 256-4065

PAUL SIMON
The Worcester Centrum- 3/29

Interested in tickets7

Call 546-0505

PAUL SIMON TICKETS
Worcester Centrum Good seats

3-29-91

665 7426 Leave message

SPRING IN AUSTIN! (Tx) on the 21st of

March

Fly from Hartford (one way)

90$tel 665-7105

UNION VIDEO CENTER
General meeting

Tonight at 7 30

In the commuter lounge

Learn about video 1

Communications majors.

bolster your resumes'

AUTO FOR SALE

1 979 BMW 4 speed, sunroof, needs work

BO Call 586-1710

1988 HONDA CRX 5sp silver good condi

Hon $5500 BO 253-9660, Mark

1989 HONDA ACCORD Excellent

condition- 2 door coupe AM/FM cassette-

only 9900 miles- 1 owner- gold- $9500 or

best offer Call Bruce at 256-1215 after 6pm

FOUND

DRIVING KEYS on red chain

near Worcester DC on 3/9. Sat

If missing contact 6-6146

FREE BRUNO S PIZZA

BOOK A HOUSE/DORM parly with

RACKADISC and have tree food -Call

586 9900 for details (limited to UMass a

Amherst College)

••'INTERNSHIP INFO'"

• FALL INTERNSHIP INFORMATION '

SESSION
•with the Legal Service:, Center 1 TODAY.'
'March 14th. at 3 30pm in room 81 1 of the'

' Campus Center Work directly with at
'

'torneys & clients For more information
'

call 545-1995

LOST

BLUE FRAMED GLASSES in blue case

Call Carey 546 0779

CREAM SILK SCARF on or near campus
last week Please call 253-7962

LOST BEIGE WALLET. If found please call

Liz at 6-2657

WHITE CONTACT LENS CASE
With light blue hard contacts inside

If found, please call 546-7482

WOMENS GOLD WATCH. Lost 3 8 around

Herter Hall Please call if found- Kayla

253-7817

LUXURY LIVING

TRUCK FOR SALE
1981 CHEVY C-10, 8' bed with cap -runs

great, no rust, 4-spd ,
6-cyl, PS $1950 Call

253-9H03 evenings

ENTERTAINMENT

RACK-A-DISC is snll the best 'or DJ'sand

live entertainment Call anytime 586 990U.

ask about our specials

FOR RENT

2 BEDROOM APT for rent starting June

1

,n Amherst center very reasonable 253-9445

HELP WANTEO

ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYMENT
Fisheries earn $5,000 - /month Free

transportation' Room and board' Over 8.000

openings No experience necessary Male

of female For 68-page employment

manual, send $8 95 to M&L Research. Box

84008, Seattle. WA 98124

Satisfaction Guaranteed

AMUSEMENT PARKS, HOLIDAY
RESORTS, Disneyland. 6 Flags, are hiring

Great fun and get paid lop 1 Reserve posh

lion by calling 1-805-682-7555 Ext K-1370

ASSEMBLERS: Excellent income to

assemble products from your home

504-646-1700 Dept P1307

CHRISTMAS, SPRING BREAK summer

travel FREE Air couriers needed and

cruise-ship |Obs Call 1 805-682-7555

exlF-1426

2. 3. * 4 BEDROOM APARTMENTS
AVAILABLE

'Fully Applianced

'Heat * Hot Water Included

'Two Full Baths
•Mountain Views

• Day Care on Premises
*24 Hour Maintenance

Come and see why we have the best to

offer in the Amherst area'

MILL VALLEY ESTATES
253 7377 EHO

CHUMSAE
Happy 21st'

We miss you in Wheeler

Love Denise 4 Suzanne

DIANE HOLLAND- Happy one month an

niversary to the nicest and most beautiful

girl l know 1 Have an awesome time in

Florida I'll be waiting in tropical

Amherst See ya tonight-Love. Paul

HAPPY BIRTHDAY PAUL MULLIGAN:

Mully Here's hoping you have !he best bir

thday yet' Didn't think we'd forget you

because it falls during spring break did ya7

Have a blast' Your bestest friends

Lara. Melanie. Courtney, and Beth

HAPPY BIRTHDAY STRETCH GRETCH
I'm just sitting in the dark

of the day
Guess Who

HECTOR, The Love God
Meet me 9 30 TOC Thurs

I'll be wearing a hat

Be There"

HEIDI HAPPY 20th BIRTHDAY
I love you lots'

Fern

HEY ALL YOU GREAT Chi Omega

pledges' The pledge class of Sigma Kappa

wishes you all a happy and safe spring

break and the best of luck with pledging

HEY INMATES!
It's been great cheering for you these three

semesters Schater, P J .
Greg. Noobs and

everyone else we watched • We II miss you'

-Two fans in the stands

I WAS IN ON THURSDAY 3/7 putting in a

classified when I saw you Your red hair set

me on fire I come down every day looking

for you but I'm too shy to speak I really real

lv want to get to know you better because

I like what I see so far Please contact me

here in the personals where we first met

Love, Hopelessly devoted to you

JOANNE
Joie de Vivre

Nicole

LAURA LAURAMEISTER turnin 19

Laurarama Happy Birthday 1

Love,
Heather

SKYE
HEY HEY MY MY
13 words is all I could buy

Bn

SNUGGLEBUM
Good luck in Conneticut'

I'll miss you'"

I love you want you. need you

Love Forever and Always'

Fuzzy

THANKS FOR EVERYTHING"
You guys are the best

Love always.

MSG

TO THE SISTERS AND
pledges of Sigma Kappa

Have a great spring break'

TRACIE Happy 201h birthday

l hope you have an awesome birthday'

Love, your pal Chuck

ROOMMATE WANTED

LOTS OF LIGHT, carpel new dishwasher

S fridge Rt 1 16 on bus route female, non-

smoker. 3/24 272 50 inclusive. 665-8544

Kim

SUGAR ON SNOW

THE NORTH HAOLEY Congregational

Church is holding its annual Sugar on Snow

dinner this Saturday. March 16th, at 5 00pm
(first sitting) and 6 30pm (second situng)

For reservations please call 549 5478 or

253-3850
We hope to see you there'

SUMMER RENTAL

CAPE COO- Dennisport. five bedroom

house May Sept $5 000 00 plus deposit

1 S08 362 9629 or 1-508 362 2891

SUMMER SUBLET

SUBLET START JUNE 1

One bedroom Colonial Village Apt

Fall option 253-2475

Quiet
$225

PUFFERS POND
Mature female wanted to share apt

room 5 mm from UMass Busline

+ util Avail April 1st

Call Jens 549-0193

ROOMMATE NEEDED. $193 75 ' ? March

rent tree Call Kevin (508)256-3982

SERVICES

PREGNANT?
Need a pregnancy test, information or sup

port7 Call for free and confidential services

ALTERNATIVES 33 Mam St Northampton

586-3000 or Greenfield 774-6010

SERVICES/WORDPROCESSING

DISSERTATIONS, CASES. PAPERS.
On campus pickup Fast' Accurate'

Mac/Laser, Spellcheck

Nancy 584-7924

TRAVEL

PLANE TICKET. Fort Lauderdale. $200

Leaves Hartford 3/18/91 (April return)

549-1157

TYPING/WORDPROCESSING

FAST. ACCURATE TYPING w/ spellcheck

and boldface $1 45/pg call Greg 546-2548

RESUMES. PAPERS, anything typed or

typeset Fast professional service^ Affor

dable rates KCommunications, 256-6373

WORDPROCESSING, fast $1 45/page

549-0484

WORD PROCESSING SERVICES Will type

papers manuscripts, etc $1 50 per page

Excellent spelling and grammar
guaranteed References Flexible hours

evenings weekends For information

5489753

UMASS SWEATSHIRTS

GOING FAST! Only $1 7 50 Take on spring

break and show your school spirit Call

584-1307 and place order for immed

delivery to your dorm or apt

PERSONALS

BETH
Happy Birthday!!

I hope your 20th makes you

as happy as you always make me!""
We're gonna have a BLAST in San Fran'

I LOVE YOU'
Greg

MADAME ZULA to Vera V wishes to bond

emotionally sometime in this life Look to

feel your presence soon Devoted bpike

•••NIKKI'"
Happy (early) birthday

Are you ready for tonight?

Love, Bonnie and Sandy

SPRING BREAK

TRIPS TO PANAMA CITY, FL!

Cancun' Jamaica' Selling out

fast' Special deals on Cancun
II you call now 1 Free parties'

Concerts' Call now'

STS UMass Rep Denise 546-7156

vV
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Softball faces

sunny skies,

tough teams
By ADRIEN MATT
Collegian Staff

Already they're setting records and they haven't even

plaved outside vet

The Universitv of Massachusetts softball team began

preseason ranked 13th in the nation. Let me repeat

that: The softball team was ranked No. 13 - in the

nation.

No softball team at I'Mass ha- ever been ranked that

high, according to head coach Elaine Sortino.

'I felt like I had died and gone to heaven.'' she said

of the preseason ranking. Unfortunately, the ranking

is past tense and the team has dropped to 19th since

I have begun their pre-eason

schedul-

The softball cradle lies in California where UM
will compete during spring break against such national

powerhouses as Santa Clara. St Marys, rresno.

imento State and Arizona State. Because the]

able warm weather, most <>f these

- have 26 gam i under their belts aire

, -

'E ]1

Gymnasts look to

set school record
By MICHAEL MORR1SSEY
Collegian Correapondenj

the mens gvmnasncs year winds down, ca, a pur-

suit of a Umv *** —d tm '

chance to win a league title keep the fire burning.

Pe, ,,,nng 270 points, thu-setum *hool

Aim Cortland could add fuel to that fire. Ac

cording U) coach Rov Johnson, the Minutemen could get

thei r best chance to so on Saturday at 1 p.m. Cortland cur

rentlj I 250 points and will pose a challenge to

I think they're I good enough team that they'll keep

ooi up there and hopefully we can go 270. said

sophomore Rob Thomas, "but I don't think they re gon-

na b '! big challenge for us."

I think we can hit 270." freshman Tim Sullivan said.

• We usuallv score pretty well th-

One huge challenge for a number of gymnasts will be

to perform well enough for the Eastern Regional meet at

Ohio State on April 5. Thomas said he hopes for a couple

Of great scores on the floor exercise to qualify as one Of

the best in the East.
CONTINUED ON PAGE 5

HoopContest V
Rules

Welcome to the fifth annual

NCAA men's hoop contest, or

HoopContest V, sponsored by

Sound and Music in Northampton.

As in basketball, the one with the

most points wins.

Read on because you could win

a $200, SlOO or $50 gift certificate

from Sound ond Music. Thft points

earned will ,e broken aown by

rounds: wins in round one will be

worth one point; round two, two

points; round three, three points;

round four, four points; round five,

five points; finals, seven points. Thus

the total possible points adds up to

121. In case of a tie, prizes will be split.

Fill in the teams you think will win,

using this form or a xerox of this and

bring the filled form down to the

Collegian during working hours by

11 a.m. Thursday. You can also fax

us a copy of your entry

(413-545-1592) or mail it (113 Campus
Center, Amherst, MA 01003) Be

sure to include your name, ad-

dress and phone number on the

entry form
All prizes can be claimed at the

( tolUgian and redeemed at Sound

and Music in Noho. Every now and

then, you'll be updated as to who

is ahead and by how many points.

Please don't call to find out how

many points you have - we get a

zillion entries and it's hard to keep

track of them as it is. Good luck and

keep shootin'

1st Roumi:
14-15
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LaSalle explores the Cage, NIT
By SAM SILVERSTEIN
Collegian Staff

When the National Invitational Tournament sent the

Universitv of Massachusetts men's basketball team to face

Maryland one year ago the Minutemen were, in the words

of senior John Tate, "a little scared. ,~ ont
The second time around, Tate said, will be a different

storv The Minuteman squad that will take the court

against La Salle Friday night at the Cage "knows what

it takes to win," Tate said.

TiDoff is 7:30 p.m. „ . .

-Last year it was 'whoa, we're in the NIT, remembered

guard Anton Brown ofUMass' 91-81 loss in College Park,

Md. "This vear it's 'let's win the whole thing.

The Minutemen, 17-11, last played March 3, when

George Washington bounced them from the Atlantic 10

Tournament. After a week in limbo, UMass learned Sun-

day night its season had been extended by at least one

more game by the NIT Selection Committee.

•We've got a home game this year because of our fan

support." UMass coach John Caliper! said. "I think the

reaped were receiving nationally should be a source of

pride for the University
"

,.
(

,

I -i Salle 19 9, finished the regular season t:ed lor 1

1

Metro Atlantic Athletic Conference crown. A 57-50 loss

[, ,'s in the MAAC Tournament last weekend am-

bushed the Explorers NCAA Tourney hopes

1 a Salle features senior point guard Doug Overton and

,unior off-guard Randy Woods, rated by the Sporting Sens

aa the third best backcourt in the country.

Together Overton and Woods launched 15 3-point.

. ,,;d accounted for more than half of the Explore-

81 points per game this season. The Explorers average

almost 24 3-point attempts per game.

if [Overton and Woods] are making them, we ,e in trou

hie
" Calipan said. "Our fans will be oohing and aahing

watching them play. I hope not too much...."

However. Overton and Woods couldn t be better than

some of the competition UMass has faced already this

season. Tate said. «»__«.

nev're good, but they're not any better than Mark

Macon' I'm not taking anything away from them, but

we've played against some great guards.

Forward Jack Hurd and 6 foot 9 center Milko Lieverst

are the Explorers' principle big men

UMass and La Salle played two common opponents this

season - St. Josephs and Temple. The Owls dropped a

91-86 loss on the Explorers in early January, and a month

ago, St. Joe's beat La Salle 82-73.

Game notes: The game will be broadcast by WMUA
91 1 FM and WHMP 99.3 FM . . UMass and La Salle

have met once before, an 82-75 Explorer win in 1971.

La Salle was coached bv Paul Westhead. Jack Leaman

was at the UMass helm. Rick Pitino scored two points

in seven minutes off the bench for the Minutemen.

CONTINUED ON PAGE 11

Will

< nlli'KiHii file photo

Herndon posts up an inside jumper

against Boston University. The Minutemen will

host LaSalle in the first round of the

Teams will reseed after each round.

NIT.

\ra MEN'S BASKETBALL CHAMPIONSHIP 1991
Rsglonats

2nd Round
MsrcMft-17

Regional* Indianapolis

March 30

Morxaay. Aori Indianapolis

March 30

WEST

)

1LUN.LY.

16) Montana

B).Gaorgatawn

gLVanoarttl...

iJMMKuH
12).W'.*..Urtar)B»y

«LU*h
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JaUIJMl
!.1).Cf»!flW!n.
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i*L.Pf»Wfcnf
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ifljaJhnmdfcu

1
Tucson. Arizona
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Sasnia, Washington
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Utah
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2nd Round:

March 16-17
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lejQwwsonSt

.)Gff*H*.Tf!*..

91$*?*t
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,

«
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m

i

i

i

i

i

i

i

i
Usyton,OWo
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I Ponttac. Michigan

March 22 6 24

March 14-16

T

Syracuaa. Maw Yortt
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East Buthartort, hU.

March 22 A 24

I

I
Collsga Part, Maryland

March 14-16

f

1 at Round:
March 14-15

1) N. Carolina

.1

I
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' |?}Vflanoya

.
51M**!WPP1

.?!:.-

4)UCLA„

Tl3)PannS««

6) N. C. Stata

r
"1.^11 Southarn Miss.

3}pwahomaSl

''l.l*l?*W.M.a»fio..

7) Purdoa _

''I^Tampla „...

2j[Syncuaa.

'Jl5JLf^.hnwnd _.._

SOUTHEAST
1) Artcanaaa
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Atlanta, Oaorgla

March 15-17

Chartotta. N.C.
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.
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!
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-| 13) Murray St

6) Pittsburgh

"11.11.QWHW
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"J 10) Southern CaMomia

2) incSana _..

1 151 Coastal.Carolina...
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AIDS hits home: Valley confronts epidemic
%* reaction to AIDS link,* to racism UMassstutont tell, oftus"«*-«»"™
By CHRIS MUTHER
Collegian Staff

NORTHAMPTON - The general

public's unwillingnesss to confront the

AIDS epidemic reflects issues of racism,

classism and sexism, a panel of medical and

legal experts said last night at the

Unitarian Society.

Rosemarie Henson, the HIV program

drug use or programs where users are

given clean needles to prevent sharing

have been almost ignored because it ail

mainly the urban poor.

"Twenty-nine percent of AIDS cases of

the total'AIDS cases are a result of in

travenous drug use," he said. "In the cities

this disproportionately affects the poor, and

the African American and Hispanic com

munities. We've turned our backs on th<»»-

( ollrfpan photo h> < hn» Mutrwr

Last night's panel, (from left) Moderator Janet Rifkin, Larry Gostin,

Allan Brandt, and Rosemarie Henson, discuss A1D&.

manager at the Center for Disease C< ntrol

in Atlanta, said AIDS is becoming a

leading death factor in young women,

especially women of color.

"Although 19 percent of the women in

the United States are of color. 72 percent

of the women with AIDS in this country are

from that group," she said.

She said the risk of AIDS in children i-

also increasing. According to the CDC, ar.

estimated 2,000 infants across the nation

are infected with HIV, and most will die

by their third birthday.

The estimated 4,000 children born each

year to HIV-infected women will be or-

phans in five years, Henson said.

The CDC is currently developing a

guideline for prenatal care for women with

AIDS, Henson said, but they are finding it

difficult to establish a guideline without

targeting women based on their ethnic or

racial background.

"We don't want to perpetuate a view that

might send the wrong message to wome i

who are at risk," she said.

Larry Gostin, executive director of the

American Society of Law and Medicine in

Boston, said prevention of intravenous

groups.

He said AIDS has focused attention on

the inadequacies of the medical system

because of its inability to help those who

are poor and infected with AIDS.

The three panelists agreed that the AIDS

epidemic can be compared to the syphilis

and gonorrhea epidemics of the late nine

teenth and early twentieth centuries.

Allan Brandt, an associate professor in

the department of social medicine at the

University of North Carolina at Chapel

Hill, said many people blamed immigrants

coming into the United States for carrying

and spreading syphilis and gonorrhea,

much like the blame placed on minorities

and immigrants for the spread of the AIDS

virus today.

"It was a that sign the Victorian age of

atxual restraint was coming to a close, peo

pie were looking for someone to blame, as

if there were 'guilty' victims of syphillis,"

he said.

He said instead of pushing condom use

and starting clean needle programs to help

prevent the spread of AIDS, there is a per

vasive misconception that people can

change others' moral behaviors and halt

the disease.

By CHRIS MUTHER
Collegian Staff

Editor's Mbte This is the first of a series

detailing the AIDS epidemie in the Pioneer

Valley. The names m this artule hare been

ehanged in the interests of pru a< v

James, a 20-year-old junior, sits in hi-

dorm room listening to music and doing

homework like 24.000 other students at the

University of Massachusetts do every day.

James is also infected with the AIDS

virus, like another estimated 35.000 college

studenti m the United Btatei

"I just wish 1 would die and get this hell

.r with." he said angrily, -taring down

at the floor

He is from the Boston area, major- m
English, has .. -mall frame, light brown

hair and likes music, tennis and baseball.

lb- said he had heard about Acquired 1m

mune Deficiency Syndrome, but had ne-

given it much thought, until he became in

ted with the d

Hi- blui loud with tears when he

talks about the night he became infected

with HIV
"It was a July night thn-. sJO, he

said. "Mv friend had managed to get DM

a fake ID and I wanted to go to a PQ I

because, of com -e. I'd never been to one

before."

He said he had been struggling with his

xual identity for about two years and

wanted to "try out being gay" for a night

"I was terrified when I walked into the

bar, I was so afraid they'd find out I \c

only 17 and throw me out. but 1 made it

in," he seid. "Now I wish they had caught

me.
"I still remember the thrill of walking in.

the music was loud, everybody looked so

good."

James said he went up to another man

in the bar and asked him to dance and

eventually went home with him.

i never even thought to use a condom

when we had sex. I was so caught up in this

new, exciting lifestyle." he said. "It ju t

never crossed my mind.

TV later, when he got tested for

AIDS, it crossed his mind

"It just kills me. one night, that's all. one

night, and now I have to pay for the real

of my life." he said. "I've sat up nights, just

thinking if it never happened

"At first I wanted to sleep with every

man. woman and child, I didn't think it

was fair that I should be the one who has

to die, but I began to realize I wasn't the

only one in the world with AIDS."

James said the worst part about having

AIDS is living without the help and sup

port of others that he was able to fall back

on before.

"I've only told a few people that 1 m in-

fected, mv mother, a couple of cousins and

my best friend." he said "If I told my father

or mv brother, well, fir-t they'd kill me

becaUM I'm gay. forget about having

AID
He laid he k afraid that if hi- floormai

in his dormitory find out they will make

his life unbearable

"Feopk have a lot of weird id »U1

how AIDS i- spread," bo said 1"

they would make my life hell until I mov

ed off their floor."

James ha- been diagnosed .«- having full

blown AIDS, but -aid he leel- fortunate- to

have remained healthy so Gar Ho al

tribute- hi- health to a complex vitamin

treat m» nt I natural healer" prescribed for

him and his participation in sports

J want to be able to graduate and ha\ t

a normal tin like everybody ebo U college

gets to have." he said, resting his head in

his hand- "l feel like I've been singled out

to die
"

Sharon, his best friend since high KbOOl,

-.aid das ha- noticed a "complete tin

naround" in James since he found out he

has AIDS.
"He used to be happy a lot He would talk

Constantly about how he was going to be

a famous author and his books would be

made into movies." she said

She said there have been nights when she

has had to talk James out of committing

suicide and many more nights whin she

has silt up late with him, holding him while

he cried uncontrollably.

"James i- extremely special and impor

tant to me." she said. "I don't know what

I'll do if he die

Like hundred- of thousand ofOther AIDS

patients around the world. James con

tinues to wait for a cure for the disease that

he said has ruined his life and "removed

my trust in the world."

"Ever since I've been infected I haven't

been able to look at things the same." he

1 "All I can think is Will this be the

last time I see my mother?' or Will I ever

be in this class again?' It's an unsettling

thought."

Film links explicit videos with violence

Photo by Paul Langdon

NOT EXACTLY JULIA CHILDS - John

Lovering tosses dough for pizza as he

prepares dinner last week in John F. Ken-

nedy Residence Hall in Southwest.

By FARRAH SADIQ
Collegian Correspondent

A beautiful blonde with endless legs is dancing intimate-

ly with a man in a predominantly male-occupied bar She

giggles as his hands wander suggestively over her body.

He lifts up her tight miniskirt. She giggles again but a

little nervously this time. She wriggles uncomfortably and

tries to stop his hands, which are now pawing her all over.

He is out of control, though. With sudden violence, he

lifts her bodily off the ground and sprawls her onto a pm-

ball machine. She begins to struggle vigorously but it is

useless. He pins her, his hands tightening around her

throat. Her eyes bulge out of her head as he slobbers

brutishly all over her face.

Two men leap forward and restrain her flailing arms

as her assailant pulls off his pants. Tears streaming down

her twisted face, she cries out. Her voice is drowned by

the loud music and the cheers of the men watching. To

a chilling chorus of cheers, the man plunges repeatedly

into her.

Suddenlv Billy Idol's leering face appears on the screen

while women crawl in the steamy background Another

shot shows a scene from a rock video where bikini-clad,

bronzed women are sliding up and down microphone

stands. Instead of blaring music, though, the cries of the

woman being attacked fill the room.

The screen then returns to the rape scene, where each

of the men in the room is cheered and jeered into raping

the woman.
,

With this video, which juxtaposes scenes from popular

rock videos with footage from the movie "The Accused,

communications Professor Sut Jhally tries to show how

women's portrayal in rock videos, among other mediums,

contributes to rape and other violence against women

Titled, "Dreamworlds: Desire/Sex/Power in Rock

videos " the video addresses issues such as the depiction

of women as stereotypical sex toys in rock videos and how

this portrayal can occur in the actual behavior ot the

audience. _ ... , , .,

The video, shown in the Campus Center Wednesday

night by the Progressive Organization for Women s Rights

and the Everywoman's Center, said videos serve as adver

tisements for records and are therefore created with a

specific audience in mind. Rock videos target male

adolescents and cater to them by putting their forbidden

fantasies to music.

While the video stresses that rock videos are not the sole

contributors towards violence against women, it says the
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Video shows stereotypes

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

images they portray support the mentality many men

have regarding women.

The way the women in videos dress, the techniques us-

ed to photograph them, and the way these women behave

are all realizations of men's fantasies about women, the

video said.

"The women of rock videos are shown as nym-
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phomaniacs," Jhally said. "They constantly need to have

sex with any man or object available. They are shown

fighting over men, hunting men in groups, and being total-

ly consumed by their lust. In fact, if they can't be with

their men, they go insane."

The video goes on to say that these women feel the need

to take off their clothes given the slightest excuse. They

dress using the minimal amount and most suggestive type

of clothing possible and they are often pictured shower-

ing or standing in cascading rain.

While discussing techniques of photographing women,

the video said that women are portrayed as being robotic

clones, void of individual thought or personalities. They

are often filmed from underneath, or only certain body

parts are shown, with the face being the least important

attribute, the video said. It also said women are seen as

being passive towards violence, inviting sex.

After seeing women as constantly in need of sexual

sustenance, seeing them being grabbed, blindfolded and

tied up by their favorite rock stars, the young people who

watch the videos come away seriously misled, the video

said They see in videos that women really mean yes

when they mean "no," that women can't live without men

and that they welcome the sexual violence being inflicted

upon them, the video said.

The film provides statistics which show the effects these

baseball
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 8
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Richard Graham is the fifth of those hurlers.

However, UMass' youth is experienced. Meaney turn-

ed in team-best numbers in his freshman year, going 6-0

in 12 games with a 2.52 earned run average.

Meanwhile, sophomore infielder Steve Corradi led the

team in runs with 45 and stole a team-high 20 bases on

22 attempts - all in his first year.

The one concern Stone has about all this youth is how

consistently it will play. Consistency was a question mark

last year for the Minutemen and, according to Stone, it

will play a large role in how well the team does this

sciison

"We have nine pitchers who we've seen pitch extreme-

ly well for us at times," Stone explained. "We'd like to

see that all the time, not only from our pitchers but across

the board."

Offensively, the Minutemen return eight starters who

hit .300 or better last season, including catcher

Derek Dana (.338, 49 hits) and right fielder Brian Bright,

who led the team with 36 runs batted in and 10 home runs.

"But that was last year," Stone pointed out. "We have

a good bunch of people who work hard, but now it's time

to find out what they're made of."

On the defensive side of the field, Corradi will move from

the outfield to third base, where he was a Cape Cod

League All-Star this past summer. Ian Torres will move

to first base, while John Carelli will inherit second base.

Glen DiSarcina remains at shortstop and Dana will catch.

In the outfield, Bright and Mike Tobin return to their

right and center field positions, respectively. Senior Dave

Edwards, junior Joe Riggi and freshman Justin Howard

will compete for the left field slot. Lou Olivieri, in addi-

tion to backing up Dana as catcher, will be the designated

hitter.
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Waited Up • Feel Us Shaking
Ocean Of War and more

ROUTE 9. HADLEY • 586-4463

images have on their viewers: one in every six college

women is raped; one in four women is raped m her

lifetime; a large majority ofwomen know their attackers

and a large percentage of rapes occur on dates.

Sixty percent of men think they have the right to rape

a woman if she asks them out or if they spend money on

the date and 40 percent of women agree, the video said.

One-third of all men believe "it would do some women

some good to be raped."

In an informal discussion at the end of the
s
film one

woman said, "I feel threatened and unsettled. Why do they

have to portray women like that?"

A man who introduced himself as a graduate student

related how his male classmates' behavior on a recent

night made him uncomfortable.

"They told me to lighten up and 'be one of the guys,'

" he said. "It's the way we've been trained to think."

The discussion also raised questions of why women are

depicted as being powerless and easy to exploit, and what

effect these images have on the young females watching

the videos. The issues of racism and sexism in videos were

also discussed.

Several people mentioned that they were seeing the

video for the second or third time and that it still shock

ed and moved them very deeply.

Collegian file photo

John Russell will be one of UMass' starting

pitchers this season. The team's version of

spring training will be in Southern Florida.
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more. Better every year. Since ve learn-
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See The Samples at The Iron House

on March 25

The Samples and The Hollow Men
are available at

For The Record • Amherst

Main Street Records • North Hampton

© 1991 Arista Record*, Inc., a Bertelsmann Musk; Group Company

SUMMER SPARKLES
at UMass
Over 300 credit and noncredit courses and work-

shops will bedazzle you in the UMass Summer Set

sion. A glittering lineup of classes is conveniently

offered both day and evening in two, six-week ses

sions. First session runs June 4-July 12;

second session runs July 16-August 22.

Register—by mail, by telephone, by FAX, or in person

April 16 for the course or workshop of your chofc <•

For more information or a free course catalog, call

Continuing Education at 545-2414.

Universityof

Massachusetts

atAmherst

Summer
1991

-beginning

the Division of

Former POWs talk

about their ordeal

AP photo

POISON PREVENTION — Barbara Bush makes a face at Elizabeth

Newberg, 3, during a ceremony for National Poison Prevention Week.

WASHINGTON (AP) - Seven former

prisoners of war told stories of fear,

loneliness and mistreatment yesterday in

their first meeting with reporters since

returning from captivity in Iraq. Two of the

former POWs said the statements they

made on Iraqi television were given

against their will.

"About 90 percent of the time you felt

you were in danger of losing your life,"

Navy Lt. Jeffrey N. Zaun of Cherry Hill,

N.J., said at a suburban Washington

hospital.

Zaun, Navy Lt. Lawrence R. Slade and

five Marines appeared on an auditorium

stage at the Bethesda Naval Medical

Center where they are undergoing

treatment,.

Marine Corps Lt. Clifford M. Acree said

that statements made by the POWs on

videos for broadcast by the Iraqis were

made under duress, but he declined to go

into details.

Zaun, describing the making of the

videos said: "They took me to a TV studio

and sat me next to the big guy and then

told me what questions they were going to

ask and they told me what my answers

were going to be."

He said he tried to 'screw up' his answers

but he didn't think it made any difference

because they were translated into Arabic

anyway.

In the Iraqi TV broadcast, Zaun spoke in

a slow monotone and said: "I think our

leaders and our people have wrongly at-

tacked the peaceful people of Iraq."

At yesterday's news conference, Zaun

said he was apprehensive that Iraqi leader

Saddam Hussein might use the videos to

convince his people that they were winn

ing the war, but he didn't worry about the

reaction of Americans.

"I had enough faith in Americans to

know that anybody who saw this was go-

ing to say, 'This is ridiculous, ' " he said.

Zaun, whose badly bruised face was wide-

ly pictured in the United States after the

video, said about 90 percent of his facial in-

juries occurred during his ejection from his

airplane and "maybe a little bit of it was

getting slapped around."

He said he also 'banged my nose' in the

hope that he could disfigure himself so that

he would not be shown on television.

Capt. Russell Sanborn of the Marines

described captivity as a 'terrifying ex-

perience' in which the prisoners were kept

in solitary confinement.

"There was some mistreatment and the

food was less than adequate," Sanborn

said. He described the medical treatment

as 'minimal.'

Marine Corps Capt. Michael C. Ber-

ryman of Yuma, Ariz., said: "It was very

difficult coping with the interrogation." He

said he was helped by his religious faith.

McDonald's adds new low-fat hamburger to its menu
... t i /" II -_.„11 I— m f*-»*-v*J nn*4 koirararro analuat urith

CHICAGO (AP) - McDonald's is breaking away from

the fast-food pack with its new, low-fat hamburger, but

so far it's finding no followers.

The national debut of the McLean Deluxe, the latest ef-

fort to appeal to hungry and hurried health-conscious con-

sumers, was announced Wednesday.

The burger, already tested in five cities, will be offered

beginning next month at all 8,500 U.S. outlets and all 625

Canadian outlets.

"It'll be on the menu for as long as consumers like it,

and I expect that'll be at least a couple of years," said Ed

Rensi, president of McDonald's U.S. outlets.

The burger contains 9 percent fat by weight, less than

half the fat in McDonald's other hamburgers. The key in-

gredient is carrageenan, a seaweed derivative.

Officials at Burger King, Wendy's and Hardee's, all ma-

jor competitors, said they had no immediate plans to in-

troduce a similar low-fat burger

Hardee's even knocked McDonald's new offering.

"McDonald's may be on a dangerous course," said John

Merrit, a spokesman for the Hardee's Food Systems, Inc.,

based in Rocky Mount, N.C. "[The McLean Deluxe] is not

a hamburger. It's a carrageenan pie."

The hamburger is part of a larger trend in the fast-food

business toward cutting fat and calories.

This month Dunkin' Donuts introduced a cholesterol

free doughnut, continuing a direction taken when it add-

ed oat-bran muffins a few years ago.

Kentucky Fried Chicken recently began offering, in the

Northeast, skinless fried chicken, which has less fat, fewer

calories and less cholesterol.

Other chains offer salad bars, baked potatoes, low-fat

milkshakes and grilled or broiled meat and chicken. Most

use vegetable oil rather than lard for frying.

McDonald's has little to lose with its low-fat burger, said

John C. Maxwell, Jr., a food and beverage analyst with

Wheat Butcher and Singer in Richmond, Va. People are

moving away from red meat to other foods, and 'this is

a response to that movement,' Maxwell said. "They've

been fiddling around for some time with tacos, pizza and

fish, and I'm sure some of this will come to fruition." •

The suggested price for the McLean Deluxe is $1.79. The

3.75-ounce patty comes with lettuce, tomato, mustard, ket-

chup and pickles. With trimmings, it contains 310 calories

and derives 29 of its calories from fat By comparison, the

Quarter Pounder has 230 calories, 44 percent of them from

fat.

When the McLean was test marketed last year in Penn

sylvania, customers interviewed gave it mixed reviews.

Martha Hoak from Camp Hill thought the McLean was

delicious. "It tasted very good to me," she said. But Joan

Mullis of Shiremanstown said, "It wasn't as tasty as a

regular burger. It was kind of blah."

troduce a similar low-tat Durger. —» • "1 • J

Panel: Media lost war against the military
By MICHAEL LINSKEY
Collegian Correspondent

The American media did not adequately

inform the public about the Persian Gulf

War and need to reassess their strategies

for gathering information in light of

government control, a panel of four editors

and a media watch group member said

Wednesday.
The panelists, Stephen Aubin, editor of

The Defense Journalism Review, Mitchell

Levitas editorial editor of The New York

Times, Micah Sifrey, assistant editor of The

Nation, Randolph Ryan, who writes a col-

umn for The Boston Globe, and Ada San-

chez, a member of a local media watch

group, each spoke briefly and then took

questions from the standing-room-only au-

dience in Memorial Hall.

Aubin, also a research fellow at the

Center for Defense Journalism at Boston

University, said, contrary to other panel

members' opinions, that there was little

evidence of press censorship during the

war.

"The only things they couldn't report

were the numbers of troops and equipment,

their locations, and information regarding

future operations," Aubin said. "There was

no universal censorship, as members of the

press would have us believe.

"What took place in the Gulf," he said,

referring to the military's control of infor-

mation, "was not only reasonable, but ful-

ly justified."

But Levitas said press censorship was far

more pervasive.

"Press control was nearly total," he said,

noting that reporters who were caught

breaking military press rules "were

threatened with expulsion and withdrawal

of their credentials."

Citing the early 1980s examples of

Grenada and Panama as evidence, Levitas

said that military control over the media

is not a new concept. He also expressed con-

cern over the apparent public acceptance

of military censorship.

"What we have now is a war being

reviewed under total control of the Pen-

tagon with intentions that are honorable,

but which serve their own means," he said.

"I hope this behavior is never repeated

again."

Sifrey, also a specialist on the Middle

East for The Nation, criticized the

military's exclusion of Nation reporters,

among others, from the media pools cover-

ing the war.

Because of this, several media outlets are

suing the U.S. Department of Defense for

allegedly violating their Constitutional

rights to free press and equal access to

information.

Sifrey said that the Pentagon withheld

certain facts and released only what they

wanted the public to know, thereby con-

trolling the news. "The same people who

brought you the presidential campaigns of

1984 and 1988 have brought you the Per-

sian Gulf War," he said.

Ryan said reporters imposed the censor

ship on themselves by deleting from their

reports any material which Pentagon of

ficials might deem inappropriate.

"The most important controlling of the

war news was not done by the Pentagon,"

he said. "Rather, the controlling was done

by the American press."

The press must accept some blame for the

exl ence ofwar censorship, Ryan said, but

added that the Defense Department was

guilty as well.

Ryan said he suspects that Pentagon

estimates of 40,000 to 50,000 Iraqi

casualites are low and that 150,000 dead

is probably a more accurate estimate. "The

huge Pentagon cover-up now is that they

don't want to talk about Iraqi casualties,"

he said.

Finally, Ada Sanchez, a member of

Fairness and Accuracy in Reporting (FAIR)

at Hampshire College, denounced the

reporting found primarily on television

CONTINUED ON PAGE 4

UMASS BY NIGHT _ The UMass library and four of the five residence hall towers in Southwest light up the night on campus.
Collrgian photo by Dondi Ahoarn
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ARTS & LIVING
A blessed relieffrom the cheesiness of St. Paddy's Day
By JOHN PURIN
Collegian Staff

The Lament for Arthur Cleary

Curtain Theatre
Wednesday, March 13

This time of the year, we traditionally become over-

whelmed by the nauseating amount of shamrocks,

leprechauns and miles of cheesy green ribbon. Yes, the

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
AT CAESARS

EXPERIENCE OUR EMPIRE

I, CAESAR, hov* cho*#n the

sfudajnfs of tti« University of Mass. to

join mo tor ths chanco of a llfotrmo.

Caesars Tanoo will bo on campus
recruiting tor co-ops, intemsJMps and
seasonal employment

If s a chance to work and loom from

the premier Rssorf /Cos no, Motel In

the Sierra Nevada's Caesura Tattoo Is

located on the shores of beautiful Lake
Tahoe, Nevada

MARCH 25 and 26

PRESENTATION ON MARCH 25
at TOO P.M.

The presentation win be conducted
in the Mather Career Confer from 7:00
pm 9 OO pm. The interviews wffl be

scheduled the evening of the

presentation tor the following day,

March 26 from s:00 a.m.-4:00 pjn.

Oont let this opportunity escape youl

For more information contact Men
Wootf in the Field Experience Program

at the Mather Career Comer.

lAHAJLi
TAHOE

Feis na Padraig is rapidly approaching and the current

production at the Curtain Theatre is a welcome relief from

the overly sentimental Hibernomania which is seething

all around. Dermot Bolger's 77ie Lament for Arthur

Cleary, presented by Aer Lingus and the Five College

department of Irish Studies, shows us a vision of Ireland

as a complex, modern nation with modern problems.

Not the least of these problems is the chronic unemploy-

ment which forces millions of Irish youths to leave the

country in search of a livelihood. To quote the play's open-

ing scene, "Young people are to Ireland what champagne

is to France . . . plucked for export." Arthur Cleary, played

by Brendan Laird, is one such Irishman who returns after

"15 years of limbo" working in the factories of continen-

tal Europe. Out of nostaglia, he decides to visit a nightclub

where he had danced in earlier days. This gives us a

realistic view of Dublin nightlife, complete with obnox

ious doormen, exorbitant cover charges and lots of fun.

Of course, none of Arthur's old crowd are around, but

he does meet up with Cathy (Hilary Fannin), a girl who

is 17 years younger than he is. Cathy's father mistrusts

Cleary, deriding him as a "fly-by ... a knacker in a leather

jacket." However, love prevails and the couple eventual-

ly share a flat in a low-income estate.

Their life together proves to be tragic, because they are

looking for different things. Cathy is attracted to Arthur's

worldly sense of romance and sees him as a way to escape

the dead ends of Irish life. She pines for the "freedom of

some city, where if you walked down the longest street,

no one would know your name." Cleary however is tired

of the exile's life. He wants to establish a real home in

his homeland. Unfortunately, he finds that this is no easy

war

task. The Ireland he returns to "with just myself, and a

bottle of brandy, and the stubble of three days travel,"

is still a place where the line at the dole office is best for

reminiscing with old friends. As the situations gets more

and more desperate, Arthur is offered a job working for

his childhood nemesis, Dingham, a loan shark and heroin

dealer. Cleary then faces a growing crisis.

Unfortunately, at the opening nights performance, Ar-

thur's character never quite developed to the point where

he was completely believable or worthy of our sympathy.

This may be a flaw in the script for Laird seems to be a

solid and competant actor. In any case, he was perhaps

doomed to be overshadowed by Fannin's Cathy. Her

transformation from a shy girl at a disco to a strong young

woman was portrayed with fire and passion, as well as

humor The three other members of the cast did a good

job with a variety of supporting roles. Throughout, the

players spoke, not with the corny brogue we'd find in a

Lucky Charms commercial, but in a genuine dialect of

Dublin's working class.

Murky, but effective lighting worked well with a set that

was simple but powerful. This created an atmosphere

which was somewhat bleak, yet gritty and realistic. In

fact, throughout the play, director David Byrne (no, not

that David Byrne) employed a minimalist aesthestic that

dispensed all the usual Irish paraphenalia except for the

characters' poetic spirits and the will to survive.

The Lament for Arthur Cleary will be performed Friday

night at 3 p.m. and 8 p.m. If you're still here, check it out.

Tickets are $5 for students and $10 for the general public.

For more information, call: 545-2511.

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 3

news broadcasts.

"One of the most distressing aspects of

it was the euphoria at the beginning, dur

ing, and after the war," she said, referring

to network coverage. "Reporters essential

any discussion of peace was the real

enemy."

The symposium was co-sponsored by the

journalism department and the American

studies program and was moderated by
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I just want to live in peace:

Life in the UMass dormitories
Noisy stereos at 3:00 a.m., inconsiderate

floonnates who throw up on the bathroom

floor, Cluster Offices that are unexpected-

ly closed, forcing residents to wait a few

days before claiming their packages ... Do

any of these situations sound familiar?

For a lucky few, problems in residence

halls are nominal and sporadic.

Unfortunately, many people I know have

found living conditions to be so intolerable

that they dream of off-campus apartments

long before their junior year.

Johanna Chapin

I am one of those sophomore dreamers.

Last semester, my roommate and I were

forced to change residence halls due to the

noise problems we encountered. Our next

door neighbors flagrantly disregarded quiet

hours. We would ask them politely to be

quieter (a reasonable request at 3:00 a.m.)

only to be laughed at.

We brought the problem to our RA, who

arranged a "settle our differences"

meeting. My roommate and I proposed stu-

dying elsewhere in the early evenings so

they could socialize before 11:00 p.m. in

return for their silence at 3:00 a.m. This

proposal was responded to with the senti-

ment that they had paid for their room and

therefore were under no obligation to

change their lifestyle.

We then talked to our RD, who, while

sympathetic, was entirely ineffective.

The noise continued until, in desperation,

we moved off campus for the month of

December. Yes, in addition to residence

hall fees we paid apartment rent to ensure

that our rest during finals was not jeopar-

dized. Our floormate on the other side of

our neighbors' room was even more in-

convenienced; she had to commute from

her hometown (40 miles away) during

finals, as she could not rest or study in her

room.

This experience has completely soured

me on the subject of campus housing.

While landlords, rent prices, and grocery

shopping can certainly pose problems,

nothing could possibly be worse than the

trials I endured. After being treated so

shabbily, I refuse to support the residence

hall system next fall when I will have the

option of living off campus.

Housing staff, I hope you are not dismiss-

ing this as the work of a complaining,

egotistical student. I was once involved in

residence hall activities and looked forward

to spending most ofmy undergraduate life

living on campus. After this experience,

however, nothing could convince me to

come back, not even Voice Mail,

Microfridges, or cable TV. If free room ser-

vice and Jacuzzis were available, even that

would not entice me.

I would advise Housing staff to handle

future residence hall complaints more ef-

fectively than mine were dealt with.

Insufferable experiences such as mine are

exactly what line the pockets of Amherst

landlords.

Johanna Chapin is a UMass student

Let me tell you something about straight pride

I am writing this letter to inform the campus about what

the straight pride rally was truly about. Trystan Skeigh's

article on Wednesday, March 13 ("There exists no right

to make people live in fear") did not actually portray what

this rally was all about.
t

In the past I had great respect for Ms. Skeigh s objec-

tive articles concerning the conservative movement at

UMass.
However, with this article Ms. Skeigh has proven that

she is no better than the rest of her Collegian cronies. Her

assumption that the Republican Club's position against

gay rights is synonymous with the notion of gay rights

so gays can live as equal human beings is ludicrous! The

operative word in this sentence is EQUAL.
If Ms. Skeigh acted maturely enough during the straight

pride rally instead of exhibiting her overt heterophobia,

she quite possibly could have learned something. Name-

ly, what straight pride is all about.

The aims of straight pride were two fold. First,

heterosexuals on this campus sought to show their pride

in their sexuality (like the homosexuals do) since we feel

our rights as heterosexuals are trampled on daily at

UMass.

Second, and of equal importance, was the Republican

Club's commitment to ensure that homosexuals are

treated equally. However, homosexuals will never achieve

this equality if they continue to accept special privileges

such as appointed seats to the BOG and their own sec-

tion in the Collegian. These privileges are granted solely

on sexual orientation, not on merit. Does this not go direct-

ly against what the homosexuals desire? That is, to be

treated equally, regardless of sexual orientation?

As is the case with many other liberal organizations,

the LBGA's position is one of hypocrisy. Equality means

just that - equality. Therefore, by accepting these special

benefits on campus solely because of their sexual orien-

tation does not promote equality. In fact, it makes

homosexuals "super-equals".

Believe it or not, the conservatives and the Republican

Club are the ones striving for true equality for

EVERYONE! Those other groups are trying to use their

sexuality to gain unfair political perks at the expense of

the rest of the UMass student body.

Glen Caroline

President, Republican Club
UMass. _^^

Greek and gay: Breaking stereotypes
One goal ofour university is to dispel stereotypes. Many

of those stereotypes are about Blacks, women, gays, les-

bians and bisexuals — to name a few.

I would argue that the Greek area has also been unjustly

stereotyped, but in a different way. Greeks choose to rush

and pledge and they are free to de-affiliate ifthey choose;

whereas one cannot de-afilliate from one's gender, race

or sexual orientation.

However, stereotypes plague the Greek community. It

is not my goal to educate those who are uninformed about

Raj/Ojerholm

ail of the Greek's accomplishments as far as philanthropy

projects and the like. I am more concerned with discuss-

ing the image and attitude of the Greek area.

When people, unfamiliar with the Greek system

brainstorm the words "fraternity/sorority" the following

words may come to mind: Keg, beer, bimbo, homophob c

police, drugs, noise, exclusive, hazing, elitist, parties, girls,

etc...

My experience would add words to this list: Friendship,

respLt^acceptance, leadership, commumtyjjomce,

tolerance, support and (surprising to some) diversity.

Perhaps it has been taboo to discussW^^e Greek

area, bu? so much for that. There are£***£* -J
bisexuals in the Greek Community (as there are

everywhere). Some, for whatever reason, choose to be

invisible.

One might ask, why would a gay person join a fraterni-

ty? There are many answers:

Return to your fraternity house ten years later and you

will find you are not forgotten. The paint is different, but

your picture is still there. New faces inhabit the house,

but you are part of the brotherhood. Go back to J.A. and

find that your floor has sunk to ground level under the

weight of vomit.

The gay community is made up of many classes, races,

interests, ideals, etc. The myth that gay people only en-

joy the company of other gay people is absurd. Actually,

the Greek community can offer more than homophobia

to gays.
,

The image of the Greek area has been unfairly trashed

at this University.

People should rethink their prejudices about the Greeks

p.nd perhaps think before they speak. It is essentially a

diverse group with many different interests, and should

not be stereotyped. Once the biases are removed, maybe

then we can appreciate all the good services and ac-

complishments the Greeks have done and will continue

to do.

As for the Greeks, if you believe that there are no gay,

lesbian, or bisexual brothers or sisters in your house, I d

have to say you are fooling yourself. Ifyou think that you

can ignore the issue, you're probably right (for now). But

if you can face up to your gay brothers and sisters and

deal with them, I'd say you deserve all the credit I have

Jon Raj and Eric Ojerholm are UMass students

Genocide is no joke
The other day a student asked if I wanted to hear

any of her "Iraqi jokes." In my experience, such jokes

serve the dual purpose of denigrating the "other," who

is already suffering, while reinforcing the illusion of

the "great self."

Unfortunately, one such joke was forced upon me on

the front page of the Collegian. President-Chancellor

Duffey was criticizing the "great" state of

Massachusetts for not fulfilling its commitment to

higher education.

"Yes, this is Massachusetts, the education state,

Duffey is quoted in the Collegian, "retreating from its

proud heritage and commitment like an Iraqi tank col-

umn in full flight."

Surely Herr Duffey realizes that supporting the

military-industrial complex is a higher priority for the

government of this state, and this nation, than is educa-

tion. Why? Because this society is built more on the

exploitation of resources, labor and technology from

"Third World" peoples than it is on Yankee ingenui-

ty. Since Yankee ingenuity, which is not exactly

bursting at its seams, is not being promoted, the United

States has obviously decided to guarantee its continued

access, by force, to "Third World" resources.

Obviously Bwana Duffey is not sincere about pro-

viding universal quality education or he would not be

promoting the same ideology that allows a nation with

five percent of the world's population to consume over

a third of the world's resources and destroy anyone who

stands in its way. Then again, why would he want to

change a system that pays him over $100,000 a year,

plus benefits, for making remarks that are, at best,

insensitive. . „

As another student said, "Genocide is no joke.

Nathan Krystall

Amherst

Hey! What about us?
Dear Chancellor Duffy:

You were sent and presumably recieved well over 70

letters asking you to respond to the issue of the proposed

elimination of the Community Health Education. None

of us who wrote to you recieved a response.

Again I would like to reiterate the vital need in our

society today for specialists in the CHE field of public

health. Numerous graduates from this Universtity - and

the Community Health Education program specifically

- hold down jobs directly aiding the people of the

Commonwealth.
We ask you to retain the Community Health Education

Program. _ , ^ T .

Catherine Butler Nash
School of Public Health

Fifteen other people signed this letter — Eds.
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QUOTE OF THE DAY

Use a condom— don't come back

with more than a tan.

Happy Spring Break from tonight's staff

DAILY CROSSVORD PUZZLE

Edited By TRUDE MCHEL JAFEE
ACROSS

1 Paper quantity

5 Obstacle

9 Edible nut

14 Lot unit

15 — Me
Madam

16 Ascended
17 Smudge
18 Where the

Gobi is

19 Spotted equme
20 SmaH piano tor

Grole s Suite''

23 Type type

24 Ghoulish

25 — Sylphides

27 Part of ERA. in

baseball

32 Change
36 Woodwind
39 Jot

40 Food columnist

makes cooking

easy?
43 Slippery — eel

44 Seep
45 Astronaut

Armstrongs
namesakes

46 Conduct a new
trial

48 North ol Cal

50 — B nth

53 Melodious, m
music

58 Englishman

plays the vioim?

63 Miss Omsmore
64 Lindstrom and

Zadora

65 Copyread
66 52 Down

and others

67 Mata —
68 Measure, with

up
69 TVs Twin —
70 Yemeni capital

7

1

Young adult

DOWN
1 Clergyman

2 Fanfare

3 Dutch island

near Venezuela

4 Actress Streep

5 — as hen s

teeth

6 Space acronym

7 Bring into focus

8 Clearing in a

forest

9 Tropical

melonlike fruit

10 — go bragh

1

1

Rabbit fur

12 In re

13 Gassy sign

21 Rita Hayworth

role 1945

22 Belief

26 Part of NYC
28 Ready for

picking

29 — me tangere

30 inclusive term

31 Word with salad

or dog
32 Partly open
33 Erato, lo' one

34 Biblical king

35 Ennead
37 Show ender

38 Margarine

41 Copia lead

m

42 Mortimer, the

dummy

47 Convent
superior

49 Hansberry s A
— m the Sun

51 Greek tetter

52 Homer
classic

54 That is Lai

55 Popular song,

often golden

56 Confiscate

57 East, to a

Berliner

58 General

purpose vehicle

59 Wine jug

60 First Chinese

dynasty

61 In the — of

time

62 Cabby s

passenger

I
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MENU
LUNCH
Clam roll

Reuben sandwich

5ASICS LUNCH
Sesame noodles A P. pods

Clam roll

DINNER
Chicken hoagie

Quarter pounder

BASICS DINNER
Chicken hoagie

Tempeh burger

YOUR DAILY HOROSCOPE
By JEANE DIXON

By TIM SNIFFEN
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REX ROCKETT By IRA SHERAK

ARIES (March 21-AprM 19): Some

unexpected financial luck helps you

shrug off the Indifference of other

people. A career problem Is best

dealt with behind the scenes. Your

afternoon looks pleasurable. Don't

overspend.
TAURUS (Aprl 20-May 20): Fami-

ty arrangements - especially those

Involving offspring - are of special

concern. Take your time when

making up your mind about con-

fidential matters. Group activities

are favored tonight

OIMINI (May 21-June 20). The

self-employed enioy a string of

good luck. A friend may offer In-

vestment suggestions. Rely on the

advice of experts only. Double-

check weekend arrangementi so-

meone's wires may be crossed.

CANCER (June 21-July 22) Be

cautious about dealing with so-

meone In your neighborhood.

Check travel schedules. Someone

who Is usually reliable may have

had an "off" day. Romance proves

sweeter the second time around!

LEO (Jury 23-Aug. 22): Determina-

tion and enthusiasm will get you

what you want. You stir other peo-

ple Into taking action. A com-

promise may be necessary If

romance Is to flourish. It pays to

make the first move.

VIROO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22): So-

meone's tendency to seesaw on

policy matters may cause tension.

Changes that come about In a

natural way wi bring financial relet

Follow yc-" own intuition when It

comes to romance

LIMA (Sept 23-Oct 22): Money
must be wisely budgeted. Read the

smal print on controcts and consult

a lawyer If you sti have questions

Your relationship with an older per-

son receives new crttentlon

SCORffO (Oct 23-Nov. 21): A

romantic hope could be realized.

Have farfN Your pals are more

dependable and dbcreet than you

think. A conversation with a family

friend could lead to a financial

windfall. Show your appreciation.

SAQITTARIUS (Nov 22-Dec. 21):

You now have an opportunity to

regain lost ground with your loved

ones. Forget foolish pride Taking a

back door approach helps you

reach an Important objective.

Romance deepens.

CAPRICORN (Dec 22-Jan. 19): A

long-distance telephone call will

make this a Joyous day. You feel

more at peace In the company of

old friends. The evening could

feature a truly grand reunion. Dress

to Impress.

AOUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18):

Mutual Interests must be given top

priority now - your good name or

domestic happiness depends on It.

Initiate changes vital to financial

progress. Accept people as they

are, focusing on their strengths

PISCES (Feb 19-March 20): You

may have to suggest that your

mate or partner odopt a better

budget. Be tactful. Set the needed

example Business entertaining

should go well tonight Pay more

compliments.
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women's swimming lacrosse

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 8

three years.

At the Eastern Collegiate Athletic Conference Cham-
pionships, held at the University ofBuffalo, March 2-3,

Causamore scored 501 points in the one-meter and

582.7 in the three-meter.

Also planning to make a run for the top is the Univer

sity of Pittsburgh's Donna Flatch, last year's Big East

Conference's Most Oustanding Diver.

At the Eastern Swim League Championships held

at Princeton University in February, Flatch placed

sixth in the one-meter (365.80) and 11th in the three-

meter (389.55). She will be looking to duplicate her last

season's qualifying for the nationals.

Watch out for a contingent of divers from Penn-

sylvania. Participating for Penn St. will be Lara von

Seelen and Amy Schmidt.

CONdNUFD FROM PAGE 8

Carmean C87) and Tim Soudan C90) return to the Univer-

sity as assistant coaches. Glenn Mailer also returns as a

part time coach. Aaron Jones was a '87 Cornell grad and

is a graduate assistant.

The team is heavily experienced with seniors and 15

returning lettermen. Senior tri-captain Jim McAleavey

mobilizes the attack supported by senior Bill Begien and

junior Mike Cain. Junior Rob Falvey, sophomore Mark

Millon and sophomore Mario Guaglianone are also posi-

tioned at attack for the Gorillas.

Seniors Rich Senatore (tri-captain), Vin D'Angelo and

Francis Pepe return at midfield as do juniors Matt Garber,

Ed O'Callahan, and John Schlipf. Sophomores Carl Faust

and John Villali also return.

Junior tri-captain Rick Mullins marshalls the defense,

backed by returning lettermen senior JeffSuskin, senior

Hugh O'Callahan, junior Corey Cronin and junior Mario

Lopez. Other returning players include senior Tom Brown

Jusr Because
You SkiAllW^ek
Doesn'tMean

YouIlTLjrn Into
APoorStudent

and sophomores Gary Wood, Kenny Randazzo, Jim Panet-

a and David Ray.

In goal are three seasoned Gorillas: senior Ted Keller-

man, junior Ray Suris and sophomore Todd Ackerman.

There are 14 new faces on the team, most of whom are

freshmen. Junior midi Kevin O'Connor transferred from

a New York community college and hails from Yorktown

Heights, NY.

"The strength of the team is experience," Garber said.

"We still need to work on stick work, going inside to out-

side ... our fundamentals have to be tuned. It'll be good

to get outside."

Garber said he hoped to find nicer weather down in

Baltimore, but upon calling a coach at Towson to check

the forecast, he found it was snowing in Baltimore too.

If it continues to snow he has backup plans for the team:

"We'll go to Sea World or something, practice man-up in

an aquarium."

M women s gymnastics
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 3

come together in the past week and showed him that they

really want to come out on top this weekend.

Mitchell said his team has a score to settle with the

•UNH Wildcats. The team handed the Minutewomen a

crushing loss last weekend and his team wants to avenge

that loss.

He said the major goals of the weekend include break

ing the school's total team points record which stands at

186.45 and to qualify the entire team for postseason

competition.

The Minutewomen already have qualified individuals

for Regionals and Nationals. Freshman Margaret Furtado

(No. 10) and Kim Grady (No.8) will join Marshall in

postseason meets.

Mitchell said that he is anticipating a flawless rotation

from his athletes. He said he expects high scores and hopes

that his team can accumulate a score that will enable

them to continue their season.

ave you kissed the Blarney 5tone7\

Have you kissed the girl

of your dreams?

$10 College Discount
I !-• I ' -

-J - - til mi<-llkm,

Stratton has a lower price for anyone pursuing a higher education. $22 midweek.

$28 on weekends and holidays. So you can save $10 any day and every day with

a current college ID And you get 92 exciting trails.^^OJ^fcJtW#%
a 12-passenger gondola, plus all the extracurricular VRfTVl
fun you can handle. Now. how's that for financial aid? A^ ^r ^r wmmrir w w

Call 1-800-843-6867 or 1-802-297-2200.
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Come do both this weekend

Fn Nite Band: PARIS

Sat Nite:

"The Wearing of the Green Party"-DJ

Landmark Lounge

Interaction of: Rts 9 & 202. Belckertown 3239636

Classifieds
COME 10 THE COLLEGIAN OFFICE CC 113 MON-THURS 8:30-3:30. FRI *:30-2:.10* DEADLINE 2 DAYS PRIOR TO PUBLICATION* CASH IN ADVANCE, 20'/WORD DAY FOR STUDENTS

ACTIVITIES

FISHBONE! w special guest MAGGIES
DREAM Weds March 27 8pm Tix at Tix

Unltd For the Record Main St Records Yet

another UPC Production

FOR RENT

FOR SALE

19S0 VW RABBIT, runs well. $800 or B O
Desk bought for $80 now $40 586-4128

INSTRUCTION

ENGLISH AS A SECOND LANGUAGE
Classes begin April 1. 1991

Intensive day. part-time evening, and

TOEFL Preparation -Three levels

Register belore March 22

Language Pacifica 256-4065

HAPPY BIRTHDAY JULES!' Here's to

many years of a long lasting friendship One
more year and we can legally'' toast to it

1

Love. Chnssy-Jeanne

HAPPY BIRTHDAY STEVO
Balls to the walls

Love Pumpkin

TO OUR BELLE of Amherst on her 20th txr

thday Mom Dad. and Eric 91 SERVICES/WORDPROCESSING

TURK
Sorry we won't be together for our

18-month Have a great break in Memphis
I love you
Damage Inc

ANNOUNCEMENTS

BED AND BREAKFAST- downtown ideal

for visiting parents and friends 549-0733

ENDLESS SUMMER! Alaska |Obs

Women/men. to $600/wk Airfare plus

room/board free Canneries hiring now 1 In-

formation 1(900)988-5152 Ext 170

$3/minute (4 min max /refundable)

FUTONS
Metawampe
Top quality gold bond futons

Delivery anywhere in U S A

Sleep with us and save 1

1-800-3FUTON1

LOST

MAXON RD-XL RADAR DETECTOR
detects X, K, pulse radar $50 -Chris

546-2457

3/9/91 1/4 KARAT Cubic Zirconia earring

Worcester area- If found PLEASE call

6-0439

FEDERAL JOBS- $16.500-$62.000 per

year Now Hiring 1 Amazing recorded

message reveals details 213/964-1808 ext

228

PAUL SIMON TICKETS
Worcester Centrum Good seats

3-29-91

665-7426 Leave message

LEATHER JACKET with much sentimental

value from Zeta Psi on 3-9-91 Name on in-

side Please call Colleen at 6-0190 No
questions asked'

HEY YA BIG DONUT!
Have a happy 19th in NBPT' Love Elvis

(PS- so it's early, so what 1

)

jEPFY-POP Hope you like surprises Hap

py what-theheck day' (Betch don t notice

this') Did anyone ever tell you ' Just

curious Wanna go explore chapel again

sometime? -Jazz

MOVIES DEALING WITH ASIAN ISSUES
SHOWN

Every Tues & Wed at 7 45pm
At the

United Asia Cultural Center

Bl Knowlton
Info - call 5-1844

SMOkYDifECT6n8~fof^a1e at OCHO
$5 00 each includes battery. Off Campus
Housing Office 428 Student Union

FREE BRUNO S PIZZA

BOOK A HOUSE/DORM party with

RACKADISC and have free food -Call

586-9900 for details (limited to UMass &

Amherst College)

LOST Macroeconomics by Gordon in

Machmer W-13 Please contact Kelly at

6-6987 if found

RED CB COAT outside Boyden Rm 251

ID and key inside

Please call Bob 6-3030

PERSONALS

AUTO FOR SALE

1988 HONDA CRX 5sp silver -good condi-

tion -$5500 BO 253-9660. Mark

TRUCK FOR SALE
1981 CHEVY C-10. 8' bed with cap -runs

great, no rust. 4-spd .
6-cyt. PS $1950 -Call

253-9803 evenings

HELP WANTED

ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYMENT
Fisheries earn $5.000 + /month Free

transportation 1 Room and board' Over 8,000

openings No experience necessary Male

or female For 68-page employment

manual, send $8 95 to M4L Research, Box

84008. Seattle, WA 98124
-Satisfaction Guaranteed

'BOBBY C*
It's going to be a long 10 days I hope you

win big a AC! Have fun at Myrtle Beach"

Love Always, -E

DAVE
Get ready for a week of fun and

fantasy

Love. Michelle

KEVIN MOCKLIN
Hope you and junior have a great

birthday over spring break'

Let's do dinner and if you're

good. I'll buy you a helmet'

Love ya!

Christy

MARIA
Get psyched' We will be the

sexiest ziggers m Nassau'
Love,

Michelle

MERCY,
Like a ray of sunshine
on the darkest days,
Your warmth and beauty
will always bring a smile to my face

I love you
Rob

VOUVER- It's been 16 months and now you

are 21' What a weekend' Happy birthday

and happy anniversary' l love you baby'

•JP

IIWOODYtl
Happy belated birthday you gorgeous var-

sity crew man you' Even though you're not

a teenager anymore you're still a big

bonehead Have a great time in Tenn
Love.
A secret" admirer (not')

TO THE BLUE HOUSE
Congratulations'"

Thanks tor all of the great memories

and all of the food' 1 School won't

be the same without you guys
Miss A Love You lots

Shari

DISSERTATIONS. CASES, PAPERS.
Oncampus pickup Fast' Accurate'

Mac/Laser. Spellcheck

Nancy 584-7924

SPRING BREAK

TRIPS TO PANAMA CITY. FL!

Cancun' Jamaica' Selling out

fast' Special deals on Cancun
If you call now' Free parties'

Concerts' Call now'

STS UMass Rep Denise 546-7156

SUGAR ON SNOW

THE NORTH HADLEY Congregational

Church is holding its annual Sugar on Snow
dinner this Saturday, March 16th. at 5 00pm
(first sitting) and 6 30pm (second sitting)

For reservations please call 549-5478 or

253-3850
We hope to see you there 1

SUMMER RENTAL

ROOMMATE WANTED

LOTS OF LIGHT, carpel no* dishwasher

& fridge Rt 1 16 on bus route, female, non-

smoker. 3/24. 272 50 inclusive, 665-8544.

Kim

CAPE COD- Dennisport, five '>edroom

house May-Sept $5,000 00 plus deposit

1 508-362 9629 or 1-508-362 2891

ASSEMBLERS: Excellent income to

assemble products from your home
504-646-1700 Dept P1307

DAVID-
Happy six months to my knight in shining

armor' I'll miss you over break!!

Love, your princess

ENTERTAINMENT

RACK-A-DISC is still the best for DJ's and

live entertainment Call anytime 586 9900,

ask about our specials

ENTREPRENEURS. Be your own boss

Make big bucks selling sunglasses No inv

req Write P O Box 70 Tualatin OR 97062

!!!FANTASTIC MONEY-MAKING OPPOR
TUNITYII! No such thing as easy money'

Guess again! Call/413-549-5894

DINA
Hope your spring break is great

I'll miss you 1

Love Danny

GEEK
I told you you'd get a personal before you

graduted! Happy 8,760 hrs

I love you!

•Loser

MISHY-
We'll be sitting in the bright, yellow sun play-

ing Uno and drinkin daiquiris soon' Thanx
for making it happen'
Love,
Munch

MISSY! Happy 21rst birthday' Ohhhh, now
we feel bad about ourselves Wishing you
nothing but the best'

Love King & Lizzie

SHARON
Happy mutual St Patrick's

Day Birthday' I can't wait
, ,

for the paradise'

Love ya.

Heather

PUFFERS POND
Mature female wanted to share apt Quiet

room 5 min from UMass Busline $225

+ util Avail April 1st

Call Jeris 549-0193

ROOMMATE NEEDED. $193 75 V, March

rent free Call Kevin (508)256-3982

SERVICES

PREGNANT?
Need a pregnancy test, information or sup-

port' Call for free and confidential services

ALTERNATIVES 33 Main St Northampton

586 3000 or Greenfield 774-6010

TYPING/WOROPROCESSING

PAPERS, DISSERTATIONS. RESUMES,
graphs, laser printing Rosemary -call

259-1786

RESUMES, PAPERS, anything typed or

typeset Fast, professional service Affor-

dable rates KCommunications, 256-6373

WORDPROCESSING, fast $1 45/page

549-0484

WANTED

DEAD TICKETS TO TRADE
Have 2 Albany 3/25

Need either 3/23 or Nassau
Help -I need a miracle"

Call Scott at 5490470
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Sports
Lacrosse in search ofbetter weather, strong opponents

By ADRIEN MATT
Collegian Staff

Every coach has nightmares of a snow-coyered field on

opening dav - at least in New England And although

this year the March snow came, they re outta here.

They're going South. Well, at toast as far south as

Baltimore ... . .
. „ .

California and Florida aside, the lacrosse team is get-

ting down to business as they head to lacrosse hotbeds

- Long Island and Baltimore - for their version of spring

The team will face up against the Long Island Hemp-

stead Mt. Washington and Latshaw Lacrosse Clubs, play-

ing in both New York and Maryland

Ted Garber. In his first year at the helm of UMass

lacrosse, is optimistic - barring the snow, of course -

about the spring trip and the upcoming season.

•Even coaching wise you get tired of being indoors. You

just want to get out." said Garber. Wednesday the weather

was permitting and the team practiced outside. Yester-

day, however, the snow began to fall and practice was

m
ThTlacrosse clubs are traditionally tough competitors

because- they are older and more savvy stickhandlers. Of

the field of spring break competitors. UMass will face one

of the premiere clubs. Mt. Washington.

•They plav in a nice big stadium it gives you that

big time sense when you're on the field," Garber said. If

we can play well against them, then we 11 be ready for

the season." , , ,

Included in the rosters of some of the lacrosse clubs the

Gorillas will face are some UMass grads - Rob Codignotto

and Scott Hiller - who play for the Long Island LC.

The coaching staff has a mix of ne^and olds^Tom Garber's Gorillas will fine tune their stick skills

break.

t'ollrgian file photo

on Long Island and in Baltimore during spring

Diver White competes in NCAAs

Colleirian 1'e photo

A UMass swimmer adjusts her goggles in

preparation of a race.

By CHRIS MIRACLE
Collegian Staff

The swimming season is not over yet for the Universi-

ty of Massachusetts women's team - thanks to freshman

Allison White.
. ,

White, an Arlington, Mass. native, is the only

Minutewoman to qualify for the NCAA Division I Zone

A Diving Championships held at Harvard University to-

day and tomorrow. White will be competing in both the

one-meter and three-meter events.

"This is an honor for Allison to be at this meet as a

freshman," coach Bob Newcombe said. "At the beginn

ing of the season I thought she would make it. That's why

we recruited her."

Looking ahead, White would have to finish in the top

three at this meet in order to continue her postseason

march. Newcombe said placing that high is a little

unrealistic at this point in White's young career.

"This meet is to prepare for the future and to get ex-

posure in front of the judges," Newcombe said. "I don't

see a problem, though, that in a year or so, for Allison

going to [the NCAAs]."
White, sick for the last week, has not made any changes

in her routine of dives. In the three-meter, among the

eleven dives required for the event, White will perform

a front two-and-a-half somersault pike and a front one-

and-a-half somersault twist.

During the one-meter competition, White plans to do a

reverse one-and-a-half tuck, an inward one-and-a-half

somersault, and a back somersault with a one-and-a-half

twist. The degree of difficulty of her dives ranges from

1.3 to 2.5.

Many of the divers competing already know what

pressure to expect.

Northeastern University's Dana Causamore, one of the

top divers in the region and favored to make the top three,

has qualified for the Zone Championships for the past

CONTINUED ON PAGE 7

Baseball warms up
against So. Florida
By GREG SUKIENNIK
Collegian Staff

Last year, the University of Massachusetts baseball

team was one inning away from the final game^ofthe

Atlantic-10 Tournament - a chance at the NCAA Divi-

sion I baseball tournament.

That chance slipped away, as Rutgers erupted tor

three runs to force extra innings before winning m 14

innings, 8-7. That loss took the wind out of UMass

sails, as they lost their next game to West Virginia,

8-1, ending their season at 26-20.

Seventeen lettermen remember that experience. And

returning UMass players are poised to make another

run at the A-10 Northern Division, as well as the con-

ference tourney and a potential NCAA bid.

"We had a chance to win the whole thing, and it

crumbled in our hands," said fourth-year coach Mike

Stone "I think everybody remembers that - hopeful-

ly, we'll get back to that point so we can change the

outcome." . _,

UMass' season gets underway tonight in Jampa,

Fla , when they face the University of South Florida

at 7 p.m. UMass will play 10 games in 10 days, in-

cluding a contest against the University of Florida,

ranked 21st in a recent Baseball America poll.

"We'll have our hands full with the teams on our

Florida trip," said Stone. "They're all very strong pro-

grams."
.

The Minutemen are best characterized as a young

team. Twenty-two of 33 players on the roster are

underclassmen, including much of the pitching staff.

Four of the five pitchers Stone named as possible

starters - Scott Meaney, Daryle Corriveau, Jim

Teleheder and John Russell - are sophomores. Junior

CONTINUED ON PAGE 2

WVK
By LYNN FRANKEL
Collegian Correspondent

They aren't headed down south to

bask in the sun or hang out on the

beach.

The University of Massachusetts

women's gymnastics team has some

tough competition to contend with as

they face West Virginia and New Hamp
shire for the second time this season.

The Minutewoman (10-2) are ranked

third in the Atlantic 10 and seventh in

the Northeast going into their last

weekend of regular season competition.

In addition, sophomore Tammy Mar-

shall holds the No. 1 position in New
England in the all-around.

"it's time we put it all together,"

coach Alfie Mitchell said. He said that

in the past there have been minor faults

that have posed problems to his team.

He said he feels that the team has come
CONTINUED ON PAGE 7

Trinity whacks JV lax

NIT tickets
LaSalle returned 150 tickets, accor-

ding to Thorr Bjorn acting ticket

manager.
Those tickets for the Massachusetts-

LaSalle National Invitational Tourna-

ment game Friday night will be on sale

from 8:30 a.m. to 5 p.m. tomorrow at

225 Boyden. The game will be held at

the Curry Hicks Cage and will start at

7:30 p.m.

By THOMAS A. GEORGE
Collegian Correspondent

Sometimes taking on Goliath just isn't

that fun.

Sometimes you win, sometimes you get

abused.

The University of Massachusetts jayvee

level lacrosse club left Trinity College after

a 15-4 loss Wednesday. The Division III

varsity program established in Hartford

simply proved too well-established for the

fledgling UMass club.

This moves the club to a 1-2 record go-

ing into spring break.

The Bantams ran off five unanswered

points before the mini gorillas rippled the

net.

UMass' Mike White got the team on the

board, assisted by face-off specialist Chris

Boarman. Other UMass tallies came from

Reid Russell, John Fitzgerald (unassisted)

and a first career goal for Brendan Mann-

ing from Bill Robison.

"The Trinity 'box on the break' was very

effective," said coach Judy Dietel. The

UMass squad was plagued by turnovers

she added.

"I may be a damn fool for scheduling

such tough competition, but you get to see

what you can do, and what you need to do,"

said Dietel.

The man-down defense held Trinity on

three of four occasions.

Prior to the Hartford game, the team lost

to Holy Cross in Worcester and won

against Brown JV on the roof at Pro-

vidence. The team is set to face Wesleyan

in Middletown March 25 and Syracuse

Club on Coine field March 30.
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UMass
We beat 3 teams in hoop tourney

Collegian photo by Jeff Holland

Fans and teammates surround Jim McCoy after the buzzer sounds in

overtime vs. Siena.

By SAM SILVERSTEIN
Collegian Staff

They had the best spring break of any

University of Massachusetts men's basket

ball team in school history.

Two days in the Bronx. A couple more in

Albany. The rest in rainy, deserted

Amherst . . . And three warm, sunny NIT
wins, over LaSalle (93-90), Fordham (78-74)

and Siena, (82-20 in overtime).

As a result, the 20-11 Minutemen face

Stanford in the NIT semifinals tonight at

Madison Square Garden in New York Ci-

ty. The winner will play either Oklahoma

or Colorado in the Championship game
Wednesday night.

So it wasn't Dtytooa Nobody in the pro-

gram seems kfl mind. In the words of

sophomore center Harper Williams, "I

came to school with the attitude that I don't

have a spring break. If I'm still playing

during spring break that means I'm a win

ner."

Barbee bite "shot of the century" vs. Siena

Thursday night, with 2.9 seconds on the

clock and the Minutemen in possession of

the ball, down by three points, a full-court's

length away from any hope of a game-tying

three pointer, coach John Calipari thought

the season was over.

"I thought to myself '19-12, that's not too

bad.'"

Senior John Tate thought his career was

over.

"I saw the end. I was thinking 'well, we

had a great year.'"

Knickerbocker Arena public address an-

nouncer Bob I awson thought the game was

over.

"Travel to Madison Square Garden with

the Siena Saints," Lawson announced over

the arena's loudspeakers. "Tickets to the

NIT Final Four will go on sale tomorrow

Tony Barbee thought differently.

From the far baseline, Barbee threw a

one-hop pass to Anton Brown at midcourt,

where Brown called timeout with 2.3

seconds left in the game. On the ensuing

play, Barbee caught the inbounds pass 22

feet from the basket, wheeled, and lofted

a shot over two oncoming Siena defenders

and down through the hoop, forcing

overtime.

Jim McCoy scored the only basket of the

overtime period, a wide-open 12-foot

jumper with :50 left, and the Minutemen
had a 82-80 win and the school's first ever

berth in the NIT Final Four.

"Tony Barbee made the shot of maybe
the century for the University of

Massachusetts," Calipari said. "He came
back and caught it and stuck it."

Siena coach Mike Dean said "That was

a bitter defeat, a game we had won and let

slip away. Obviously, there's a subtle bit

of good fortune the way the game ended.

We had [Barbee] surrounded and he made
a big shot . . . everything went right except

the damn thing went in."

Said Lawson, who calmly defended his

decision to make the soon-to-be-famous an

nouncement: "Two seconds on the board,

Siena up by three, I had to make a judge

ment call. Obviously, I made the wrong

call."

The Minutemen overcame a 15-point first

half performance by Siena's Marc
"Showbiz" Brown to hold a 41 37 lead at

intermission.

After a Will Herndon (20 points. 15 re-

bounds) dunk stretched the lead to 43-39

to open the second half, the wheels came

off UMass' wagon temporan y. With seven

foot center Steve Downey having his way

inside, the Saints built a 10-point lead,

56-46, with 14 minutes to play.

McCoy (19 points) heated up and the

Minutemen parlayed a technical foul on

Downey _ who fired the ball at Herndon 'l

back in frustration after Herndon drove on

him for a layup; the ball hit Rafer Giles,

six feet to Herndon's left — into a six-point

trip up the court during a 10-0 UMass run

that knotted the score at 56.

The game was tied at 72, 74 and 76,

before the Saints opened what appeared to

be an insurmountable three-point lead on

a pair of Downey free throws with :2.9 left,

setting the stage for Barbee's

shot-for-the-ages.

CONTINUED ON PAGE 8

Learning extended beyond classroom
Women 's studies majors organize forums on women and war

By AMY HENRY
Collegian Staff

Senior women's studies majors in this semester's

women's studies senior seminar are putting theory into

practice by planning their own forums on different aspects

of women and war.

The students chose their own groups and panel topics,

then began searching the Five College area and beyond

for speakers for little or no fee. So far students have

brought speakers to lecture on women and militarization

and women in occupied territories.

INSIDE:
MONDAY, MARCH 25, 1991

Page 3: Stiange bedfellows: Alio Guthrie

bids adieu to friend Rep. Conte.

Page 5: Andy Sirulnik says anti-Zionism

equals anti-Semitism.

Page 8: More men's hoop and ticket in-

formation for tonight's game

against Stanford.

VEATHER
Spring is still taking a break. Today will be

mostly cloudy, high 40 degrees.

The last of the three panels, titled "Face Reality, There

are Women Political Prisoners in the U.S.," features five

lecturers and a video titled, "The Resistance Conspiracy

Case," about male and female political prisoners. The

forum is scheduled for tomorrow at 4 p.m. in Campus
Center 165-169.

Associate Professor ofwomen's studies Joy James, who
teaches the seminar, said she wanted students to plan

their own forums in order to extend the definition of

students to include teachers and activists.

"Activism is part of the learning process. Planning these

forums allows students to take knowledge out ofthe limit

of test and textbook," James said.

Lorian Tonna-Lamuniere, one member of the 12-person

group, said the main purpose of this forum is to bring an

awareness of the reasons women are currently in jail.

"Many acts done by women, such as a battered women
killing her abuser, are defined as criminal actions when
what they're really trying to do is resist and fight the con-

ditions of their lives," she said.

Gail Kielson, direct service coordinator at

Necessities/Necessidades, a battered women's center in

Northampton, will speak about battered women who kill

their husbands and are incarcerated.

Malika Adams, a former Black Panther and political

prisoner will discuss her experiences. Shelly Miller, a

grand jury resister and ex-political prisoner who currently

works for "Freedom Now," a group that strives for amnes-

ty of political prisoners in the United States, will speak.

Pat Levasseur, formerly of the Ohio 7, a group of anti-

imperialist activists, will speak. Barbara Zeller, who
worked on the Lexington campaign and with Assata

Shakur, an ex-political prisoner, will also speak. The cam-

paign was aimed at shutting down a prison which held

political prisoners.

For Minutemen,
Stanford squad
a tall order
By SAM SILVERSTEIN
Collegian Staff

This Energizer bunny of a basketball season finds the

University of Massachusetts in New York City's

historic Madison Square Garden tonight against Stan-

ford, in the semifinals of the NIT (7 p.m., ESPN).

The winner will play the Oklahoma-Colorado victor

in the NIT Championship Game Wednesday night at

the Garden. The loser plays in Wednesday's consola-

tion game.

The Minutemen, still buzzing from Thursday s thrill-

ing win over Siena, will be making their first NIT

semifinal showing and their second appearance of the

season on national TV.

"Can you believe we're going to New York City? This

is unbelievable," coach John Calipari gushed after the

Siena game. "We might never get back here. You have

to be a little bit lucky to get this far. We've been pret-

ty good, but we've also been lucky."

Said Will Herndon, "This will be a thrill ... It shows

the people around the country we have a good team

regardless of what happened at the Atlantic 10 tour-

nament."
After three consecutive games against good teams

from mediocre conferences, the Minutemen now face

a middle-of-the-pack squad from a great conference: the

PAC 10.

The Cardinal, 18-13 overall, finished the regular

CONTINUED ON PAGE *
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DANCE OF ANGER
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Strengthening & Healing
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Summer atBrandeisUniversity

Session I: June 3 - July 5 Session II: July 8 • August 9

• Premedical Sciences

• Foreign Languages: intensive, on-campus

and overseas

• Comprehensive Theater Arts Programs

• Chamber Music Workshop

• Liberal Arts & Economics

•Over 100 Courses In All Areas

•
.ill Hates Taught B\ ftrwkis Faculty

This WeekOnly-TONIGHT through Thursday

the UMass Theatre Guild presents

INTO THE WOODS

8:OOpm in Bowker Auditorium — UMass

Tickets- $3 Students <Sf Senior Citizens, $5 general admission

Available at the FAC Box Office, 545-251 1 & at the door

And they All Lived Happy Ever After!

(Maybe.)

P.O BO.9110 • Wrtttiam. MA 02254-9110 • (61^)736-3424

ME-DI ATE (Med-e-at)

To intervene between

two or more disputing

parties in orderto effect

an agreement.

To settle or reconcile

differences.

Find out how your degree and skills can be put

to work as a Peace Corps volunteer. Majors in

math, science, agriculture, education business

natural resources, civil engineering, and health are

encouraged to attend the following seminar:

FILM SEMINAR & DISCUSSION
*>**%, 7:30 pm Wednesday, MARCH 27

^im^ 124 Draper Hall

VUc^or contact the UMass Peace Corps Office,

^^3r 545-2105, 12 Draper Hall

STUDENTS — Learn to be a mediator.

Free 31 hour mediation training for students offered

by the Dean of Students Office this semester. The

training is designed to give participants specific

techniques and skills to deal with interpersonal

conflict; practical straightfoward principles of

MEDIATION that you can put into practice right

away.

INFORMATIONAL MEETING

March 26 at 7pm in the

Campus Center

Room 81 1-815

For more information call the Dean of

Students Office 545-2684

REGION
Guthrie bids farewell to Rep. Conte
By JOHN DIAMOND
The Associated Press

WASHINGTON - When there was something folk

singer Arlo Guthrie couldn't get at Alice's Restaurant,

he went to Rep. Silvio Conte.

Six weeks after the death of the Massachusetts

Republican, Guthrie took time out from a West Coast tour

to talk about the most unlikely offriendships between the

leftist hero of the Vietnam era and the jowly Republican

from Western Massachusetts.

The acquaintance actually dates back to well before

Guthrie became famous with his 1967 Newport Folk

Festival performance of the "Alice's Restaurant

Massacree," a tale of littering, the law and the military

draft set in Stockbridge, Mass., in the heart of Conte's 1st

District.

In the early 1960s, Guthrie's mother, Marjorie Mazia

Guthrie, became involved in fund-raising to help victims

of Huntington's Disease, a degenerative ailment that

claimed the life of her husband, the legendary folk singer

Woody Guthrie.

Mrs. Guthrie, who lived in New York, enlisted Conte

in the fight. It was an early involvement for Conte in what

was to become a career-long interest in health-care issues.

"I met him I think through my mother's work and I real

ly came to like him on a personal level," Guthrie said in

a telephone interview from Southern California, where

he is touring with his son Abe. "I had no idea what his

politics were. Essentially, I was a kid."

With the success of "Alice's Restaurant," Guthrie

bought a farm in the Berkshire region where the story

is set and became a constituent of Conte's.

"During the next election (1968) I got a call from Silvio's

office saying 'Would you do some fund-raising for us?' ]

said 'Sure' because this man had been wonderfully heipful

with my Mom.

"He was the only Republican I ever did anything for,

much to the chagrin of a lot of people for whom politics

becomes a way of life and who could not understand how

a young folk singer could be supporting a Republican can-

didate — especially in the late '60s and early 70s."

But Guthrie brushed off the criticism. He had simply

come to like Conte and he disdained the "blind ideology"

of the left that subjected him to criticism.

It did not hurt that Conte was no typical Republican.

By the late 1960s Conte had come out against the Viet-

nam War and throughout his career he bucked the GOP
rank-and-file by voting for spending programs for health

care, housing, scholarship funding and home heating

assistance.

"The counterculture had their own agenda, and suppor

ting Republican candidates was not part of that agenda,

no matter what their record was," Guthrie said.

Guthrie did some radio spots for the Conte campaign

and dropped in on the Congressman regularly whenever

he had a performance in Washington.

Soon it was Guthrie who was turning to Conte for help.

True to his description, the friendship was more of a you-

scratch-my-back I'll-scratch-yours relationship typical of

local politics than an ideological bond.

Collegian photo by Jeff Holland

Tony Barbee looks inside to pass as Doug
Overton plays defense, in Minutemen win
over LaSalle last week at the Cage (93-90).

They face Stanford tonight

.

BU plans memorial for 2 students killed in van accident
^~ .*m. * ••___ II :_.. iL« Vf siaan (*\\ rarvc^l TKi» cort'irki .till <*i ifM 1 1 1 m>

BOSTON (AP) - As students expressed

outrage yesterday about heavy traffic near

the Boston University campus, others

planned a memorial for two women killed

by a van allegedly driven by a Boston

Celtics player.

Sara Barber, a senior from Williston. Vt..

said "people drive wild" on Commonwealth
Avenue, which cuts across the sprawling ur

ban campus.
"Some of the drivers swerve to try to hit

us," Barber. 21, told the Boston Sunday

Globe. "You have to be really careful cross-

ing, especially at night."

An Trinh, 21, of Placentia, Calif, and

Michelle Dartley, 20. of Ridgewood, N.J.,

died Friday after being struck as they cross

ed Commonwealth Avenue about 1:30 a.m.

Investigators said the two women were

struck as they returned to their dormitories

following a trip to an all-night convenience

store. Several people witnessed the accident

and another driver followed the van a short

distance.

Police arrested Boston Celtics guard

Charles Smith about a mile away on

Massachusetts Avenue.

Smith. 23, pleaded innocent in Roxbury

District Court Friday to two counts of

vehicular homicide, and one count each of

driving under the influence of alcohol,

operating recklessly or negligently, failure

to yield to pedestrians, and leaving the

scene of an accident. He was freed on

$100,000 personal recognizance.

Ralph Hingson. chairman of the social

and behavioral sciences department at BU's

School of Public Health, said more than a

third of Boston's traffic deaths involve

pedestrians.

"In terms of the proportion of traffic

deaths that are pedestrian deaths, it is 15

percent nationally, 20 percent in

Massachusetts and around 40 percent in

Boston," he told the Globe.

Meanwhile, the women's friends con

tinued planning a memorial service,

scheduled for 4 p.m. Thursday at BU's

Marsh Chapel. The service *ill combine
Buddhist. Catholic and Protestant

elements, organizers said.

Interviewed on campus Friday. Dart I •

parents said they were moved by the

tributes they have received from their

daughter's friends.

Dartley. a sophomore in the school's Col

lege of Basic Studies, was described as a

creative writer who loved horseback riding

Trinh, her best friend, was a student in

the College of Liberal Arts. Born in Viet

nam, she mowd to the United States as a

child. The school's Vietnamese Students

Association is helping organize memoriai

activities.

MONDAY, MARCH 26

Theater Production — "Into the Woods" sponsored by

the UMass Theater Guild, at 8 p.m. in Bowker

Auditorium. Tickets are $5 for general public and $3 for

students and senior citizens.

Senior Portraits — Sponsored by the Index in Campus

Center Room 177-178 from 9 a.m. - 6 p.m. The cost is $5

per sitting.

Rally and Protest - The Unviersity Staff Association

will be holding a protest at Haigis Mall at 12 p.m.

Meeting — The Young Communist League will be view-

ing a video about racism and rape in CC168C at 6 p.m.

TUESDAY, MARCH 26

Theater Production - "Into the Woods" sponsored by

the UMass Theater Guild, at 8 p.m. in Bowker

Auditorium. Tickets are $5 for general public and $3 for

students and senior citizens.

Meeting — The Economics honor society, Omicron Delta

For Your Information
Epsilon, will have a meeting in the economics conference

room on the ninth floor of Thompson at 7 p.m. Members

and those interested in participating are welcome.

Movie - "Three Man and A Little Lady," sponsored by

Cashin House, in the CC Auditorium. The price for the

first show, at 5 p.m., is $2. The other shows, at 7 p.m.,

9 p.m., and 11 p.m., will cost $3.

Lecture - "Sex, Power and Media," sponsored by the

Distinguished Visitors Program in the Student Union

Ballroom from 8 p.m. - 10:30 p.m. Admission is free.

Senior Portraits — Sponsored by the Index in CC 177-78

from 9 a.m. - 6 p.m. The cost is $5 per sitting.

Study in Jerusalem - A meeting will be held in the

Hillel House Lounge, 388 North Pleasant Street, with the

National Representative of Hebrew University at 7 p.m.

Lunch Talk - "Artists Perception of the Connecticut

River Valley," at 12:15 p.m. at Historic Northampton, 46

Bridge St. For information, call 584-6011.

lecture— "Post-War Prospects for a Regional Peace in

the Middle East," by Edward Kaufman. The lecture is

sponsored by the Five College Program in Peace and

World Security Studies, and will be at 8 p.m. in the Main

Lecture Hall of Franklin Patterson Building at Hamp

shire College.

WEDNESDAY, MARCH 27

Theater Production - "Into the Woods," sponsored by

the UMass Theater Guild, at 8 p.m. in Bowker

Auditorium. Tickets are $5 for general public and $3 for

students and senior citizens.

Senior Portraits — Sponsored by the Indt;x in CC 177-178

from 9 a.m. - 6 p.m. The cost is $5 per sitting.

Meeting - The University Democrats on Wednesday,

March 27 in 7 p.m. in Student Union 423B.

Lecture - Chuck Lacy, the president and chief operating

officer of Ben and Jerry's Homemade, Inc., will speak on

the topic of "Alternative Entrepreneurship," at 8:15 p.m.

in the Center Frontroom at Amherst College.

• SAME DAY SERVICE

• BILLED DIRECTLY

TO INSURANCE COMPANY

.WINDSHIELDS REPLACED

North Amherst
Motors

78 Old Sund«nand Rd

North Amhtwt, MA,

549-2880

Mo*i Majof frwtt Can* Aooap-^

CORRECTION

TELEPHONE NUMBERS

The correct office telephone number for

Professor Monroe S. Rabin

Dept. of Physics and Astronomy

is

545-0424

The correct telephone number for the

Gorman/Wheeler Cluster Office

is

545-2745

(Student Affairs Special Services)
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SUMMER SPARKLES
at UMass
Over 300 Credit and noncredit courses and work

shops will bedazzle you in the I'Mass Summer Sea

sion. A glittering lineup of classes is conveniently

offered both day and evening in two. six week ses-

sions. First session runs June 4-July 12;

second session runs July 16-August 22.

Register—by mail, by telephone, by FAX, or in person-

April 16 for the course or workshop of your choice

For more information or a free course catalog, call

Continuing Education at 545-24 14.

Universityof

Massachusetts

at Amherst

Summer
1991

-beginning

the Division of
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ARTS & LIVING
The Samples deliver awareness with a danceable beat

-* . J J fU„;„,r nklu tr\ illicit tVll«

By PAUL DEGEORGES
Collegian Staff

The latest trend in the music world seems to be that per

sistent force of the social consciousness. The causes seem

to come and go. A few years back we had the whole famine

relief business of Band Aid and USA for Africa, the 1988

Rock the Vote campaign, and much more recently it was

the AIDS awareness kick that many politically correct

rockers picked up on in the form of the Red, Hot and Blue

compilation. One cause that seems to have stuck though

is the environment. Maybe because the problem simply

will not go away even if we dump lots of money on it.

Whatever the specific problem, there seems always to

be someone out there readv to grab on to it, like Sting

and the endangered rain forests. Whatever the cause, the

high profile endorsements for action are, at the very least,

a great help to raise awareness of the problem hand.

"If it's fashionable to be concerned about the environ

ment, then there couldn't be a better cause in style," says

Sean Kelly, lead singer/songwriter/guitarist of The

Samples, a quintet from Boulder, Colorado hell-bent on

using their music as a powerful medium for the message

of environmental concern.

From the mournful "African Ivory," a song calling at

tention to the senseless slaughter of elephants, to "Close

to the Fires," a haunting treatise fired by the band's pas

sionate response to the series of oil spills off the coast of

California, The Samples first album on Arista is a bla

tant call to arms to defend the fragile earth. Kelley is op

timistic about the group's odds of being able to illicit this

desired response. ._m_ c 1

The reason is, quite simply, one can t resist the Samples

music. So while you're grooving to a highly danceable

World Beat^eo-Reggae beat with lush acoustic guitars

and entrancing keyboards, you're also being inundated

with an overwhelming sense of concern and urgent plea

for action. The Samples are the proverbial spoonful of

sugar that helps the medicine go down.

"We don't want to be martyrs," Kelley emphasizes. Of

the music, which often sounds like a long-lost B-side to

any old Police song (Kelley, at times, sounds incredibly

similar to Sting, but in a respectful and highly original

way), Kelley claims, "We don't plan to get stuck doing

the same thing over and over. Even this first album has

a sense of humor, as well as a love song or two on it.

Though the sole purpose of The Samples is to encourage

and inspire something greater than themselves, don t let

that aspiration lead you to think you can second guess

Over the past two years, the band has toured consistant

ly and appeared with such notable acts as The Wallers

and Jimmy Cliff. As they get ready to take the stage, they

look forward to performing songs from their self-titled

album, as well as some new material that they have been

working on. .

The Samples will play tonight at the Iron Horse in Nor-

thampton at 8:30 p.m.

Photo courtrny of Ariula R«-cord*

The Samples will play the Iron Horse tonight. The show will start at 8:30 p.m.

ANDY'S SECRETARIAL SERVICE

Reports Term Papers

I yping ii"d Quality \\ onl Processing

Resume ( Onsultation

Temporary Help For Any Of jice

Fast Alfordahle Service

241 King SI. Northampton 584-1000

Summer Jobs in Amherst
TOWN OF AMHERST

ISSE-
|^^^^^/ r Leisure Services and

^B^/ Supplemental Education

Adventure Playground Day Camp
(for 7-12 year olds)

Art Director ($5.16-$6.90/hour)

Counselors ($4.70-$5.99/hour)

Special Needs Coordinator ($6.53-$7.94/hour)

Special Needs Counselors ($5.17-$6.28/hour)

Leaders-in-Training ($4.28-$4.49/hour)

Early Adventures Day Camp
(for 5-6 year olds)

Assistant Director ($5.41-$6.57/hour)

Counselors ($4.70-$5.99/hour)

Special Needs Counselors ($5.17-$6.28/hour)

Leaders-in-Training ($4.28-$4.49/hour)

Adventure Tots Day Camp
(for 3-4 year olds)

Director ($6.53-$7.56/hour)

Counselors ($4.70-$5.99/hour)

Leaders-in-Training ($4.28-$4.49/hour)

Aquatics Program
Pool Manager ($6.85-$8.33/hr)

Asst Pool Manager ($5.68-$6.90/hr)

Instructor/Lifeguard ($5.1 9-$6.01 /hr)

Lifeguard/Water Safety Asst ($4.70-$5.45/hr)

Cashier ($4.27-$4.94/hr)

Pool Maintenance Worker ($5.68/hr)

Adult Softball. League

Softball Fields Maintenance Worker ($5.00-$6.007hr)

Job information and applications available at Amherst Leisure Services,

70 Boltwood Walk, Amherst or at Summer Jobs Information Table on

the UMass Concourse on March 27 and March 28. Preferred

application deadline is April 12.

GOOD JOBS GOOD TIMES GOOD FRIENDS GOOD MONEY

Please Buy Your
Textbooks Now!

We will begin returning surplus

Spring semester textbooks to

the publisher on Mar. 25, 1991.

To be sure that you have the books

you need, please buy them now!

SUN MON

MARCH 1991
TUE WED THU

1

FBI

2
SAT

5 6 7 8 9
12 13 14 15 16
19 20 21 22 23
26 27 28 29 30

TEXTBOOK ANNEX

Editorial/Opinion
^•f i j __. J.. .„/;„„# *Un m'/m«. n( tho PrJlooinn nr thp I Jni

The opinions on this page are those of the individual writer or cartoonist

Editorial Policy

and do not necessarily reflect the views of the Collegian or the University unless otherwise noted

| To assail Zionism is to

assail the Jewish people
>»

"Sometimes a scream is better than a thesis.

— Ralph Waldo Emerson

The Editorial/Opinion page welcomes columns, letters and car-

toons from the University of Massachusetts and the rest of the Five

College area.

The Editorial staff reserves the right to editjetters and columns

for grammar, clarity and length.

Submissions must bear your name, local address and phone

number. This information is subject to verification.

Submissions will be printed anonymously at the editors' discre-

tion. Letters or columns written under a pseudonym will NOT be

considered for publication.

Letters should be no longer than 50 double-spaced, typed lines.

Columns must not exceed 70 double-spaced, typed lines. Untyped

submissions or submissions of obscene and unreasonable length

will NOT be considered for publication.

Letters and columns written in response to a previously published

letter will NOT be printed. Responses to or criticism of columns

or articles must be restricted to letter form. Any exceptions will

be determined solely by the editors.

The Editorial staff is not required to and simply cannot print

all submitted material. Submissions become the property of the

Collegian and will not be returned.

The opinions expressed on this page are those of the individual

writer or cartoonist and might not reflect the views of the Collegian

or the Editorial staff.

The Editorial staff is trying its best to honor the above-mentioned

policies. Furthermore, we exist only to serve you, the Collegian-

reading public. We do our best to facilitate a healthy community

discussion of the issues. But, without you, this discussion doesn t

happen. So get writing . . . 19,000 people are waiting to find out

what you think.

Clip this handy policy statement and put it on your fridge.

When people criticize the Zionists, they

mean Jews. You're talking anti-Semitism.

— Martin Luther King, Jr.

There is a rationale, fashionable among
"progressives," that Zionism is simply an

ideology, while Judaism is a religion. To

them, it's more than just not anti-Semitic

to slam "The Zionists," it's really quite

"PC.' These people are wrong, and their

ignorance of Jewish history is dangerous

to the Jewish people.

Andy Sirulnik

Yo! Read my lip service

This is the Happy Valley. We love

everybody. We respect and revere dif

ference. We encourage diversity.

Who else is ready to either throw up or

laugh?
This campus has a lot of pride. So many

people here are proud they are straight.

Some held a rally to confirm they are

straight in what they see as an increasing

ly "heterophobic" world.

Am I hearing these folks right?

Pamela McCarthy

MON-FRI: 9 AM-4 PM 545-3570

On one hand, we have a lot of guilty

liberals telling us that of course UMass

isn't homophobic, ofcourse gays, lesbians,

and bisexuals rights are respected, and of

course people here have an open mind.

Why, look at the gay pride rallies and

Gay/Lesbian/Bisexual Awareness Week.

This campus is aware.

On the other hand, we have a bunch of

rabid right-wingers who say gays, lesbians,

and bisexuals are disgusting, unnatural,

"queer," or, at best, psychologically

disturbed. I'll hand it to these psuedo-

primates, I don't agree with them, but at

leasl they are honest - more so than the

people who give only lip service to the gay

community.

So many people fall prey to the myth that

if you're not a member of the Republican

Club, you're not homophobic. Well, here's

a news-flash for you. This is not a good

place to be gay. I don't care how many

politically correct activists, students, or ad-

ministrators say it is. Most people ignore

the gay community. Lip service hasn't

changed a thing.

It doesn't stop the fact that many gays

are threatened and harassed. It doesn t

stop the fact that even among many

liberals, homosexuality is derided; lesbians

are seen as women with a Freudian com-

plex who want to be men.

Bisexuals get grief from every communi-

ty. They are indecisive, they are fence-

sitters. They are afraid to admit they are

gay. They are afraid to admit they are

straight. After getting a load of this at

titude, they are probably more afraid to ad-

mit they are bisexual. The sole blame for

AIDS is placed on them, not on the foolish

and stupid habits of all people (promiscuous

heterosexuals included). People assume

that bisexuals must sleep with anything

that moves, since they are attracted to both

sexes (I suppose self-control and selectivi-

ty is something only heterosexuals have).

I constantly see couples kissing and

holding hands on campus. But I have never

seen two women or two men even hold

hands. I'm not talking about any hot and

heavy public foreplay shows. That gets an-

noying no matter who does it. Just simply

holding hands is something we won't see

a same-sex couple do, unless they have a

masochistic desire to be assaulted.

We never see gays, lesbians, or bisexuals

in ads, in television shows, or in movies —

unless, of course, there is an issue to be

brought up from doing it. But as a group,

the gay community is invisible. Does

anyone care, or notice? Of course not. Who
said anyone should go beyond lip service?

How many of you would be surprised to

find out one of your friends, your sister or

your brother, your housemate, or your pro

fessor were gay? Would you act the same

way towards them? Would you disown

them? Would you accept them? Think

about it. You'd be surprised at how many

people - very possibly people you know -

are gay. I'm not talking about hot air and

lip service. Big deal. Most people here

would never admit they would have a pro-

blem with it. That's not the politically cor-

rect thing to do.

What people usually do is preach about

how we should never gay-bash. Then they

participate in the most subtle form of gay

-

bashing of all.

They refuse to admit gays exist.

Large populations of Jews lived in the

land of Israel from Biblical times until the

seventh century, when the Roman Army

finally destroyed the last Jewish presence

there (the Romans named it Palestine). The

Jews who had managed to escape this and

earlier assaults survived as a people only

through their faith in God. The prophesy

that someday, a messiah will lead them

back to Israel, gave the Jews strength to

survive being enslaved, tortured, raped and

butchered throughout the dark and middle

ages.

The pogroms of the 1800s - the killing

and expulsion of millions of Jewish

peasants in Eastern Europe - were un

precedented in scale if not brutality. Some

Jews felt that, in order to survive as a peo

pie, they must return to Israel. Jewish set-

tlements in Israel developed slowly at first,

and then rapidly as more Jews fled from

first the Tzar's Army and then from Nazi

Europe. Arab resentment grew as more

refugees arrived, and the attacks upon

Jews that began in the 1920s escalated

quickly.

Are you sick of hearing about the

Holocaust? You had better not be sick of it

around me. - Andrea Dworkin

The Germans destroyed six out of the 12

million Jews on Earth. Previously, there

had been a religious debate among Jews as

to when to return to Israel; afterward, the

question seemed absurd.

As Hitler rose to power, the United

States refused asylum to Jewish refugees,

and whole shiploads of Jews were sent back

to Europe to die. Roosevelt ignored for

years intelligence reports of the slaughter,

and when the bombing of Pearl Harbor

forced him to enter the war, the United

States refused to "waste" bombs on the

train tracks to the death camps. Henry

Ford, a supporter of the Nazi party and

anti-Semitism, received from Hitler the

highest civilian award; Hitler kept a photo

of Ford in his office.

The "Allies" had been complicit in the

genocide. Jews understood they could never

again count on the "good will" of others for

their survival. Jewish refugees trying to

enter Jewish settlements in Palestine after

the war (as well as before) were tear gass

ed and imprisoned by British soldiers, who

sent them back to the Europe which had

just barely failed to kill them. Forced to

recognize a trend in their history toward

their own extinction, Jews looked toward

their ancient homeland.

At the end of the war, the newly formed

United Nations partitioned the Palestine

territory. Within hours, the armies of

Israel's Arab neighbors attacked, pledging

to eliminate the Jews. But with the deter

mination of a brutalized people casting off

two millennia of pacifism - and with God's

help — Israel prevailed.

The wars of 1956, 1967 and 1973 were

essentially three battles of a continuous

war to eliminate all Jews in the region. The

Palestinians are among the victims of this

war, manipulated and mistreated by Arab

states, and sometimes by Israel as well.

Some charges of Israeli human rights

abuses are true; some are exaggerated; and

some are anti-Semitic lies. Regardless, the

Jews in Israel have been under armed siege

by their neighbors for 50 years, and their

fea$ must be understood in this light.

You're making a shande (disgrace) before

the Gentiles. " - Abbie Hoffman, to the also-

Jewish Chicago Seven trial judge

"Anti-Zionists" are quick to point out

that some Jews oppose Zionism. A Jew

alienated from his or her people — like the

infamous Chicago Seven judge's ruthless

display of allegiance to the non-Jewish ma-

jority — is an archetypal phenomenon aris-

ing from Jewish culture and collective

history. The Jewish people's survival

depends upon Israel and "anti Zionists"

don't speak for most Jews.

Incidentally, the next time you read a

diatribe against 'Israel" or "the Zionists,"

try replacing those words with the words,

"the Jews." You'll be intrigued by the

effect.

Andy Sirulnik is a UMass student

"I've always relied on the strangeness of kinder"

— Overheard at an Amherst social club

This is the deal with student gov't

It is vitally important for the campus that

the work of restructuring undergraduate

student governance has begun. Since I

began my tenure as interim Vice

Chancellor four weeks ago, I have had a

number of conversations with a wide range

of students on governance issues. These

conversations have underscored the

recognition that the current governance

structure is not to anyone's satisfaction.

The Commission on Undergraduate Stu-

dent Governance, initiated by Vice

Chancellor Madson, has begun its work,

and has already met twice. I encourage

members ofour campus community to sup-

port the work of the Commission by sub-

mitting suggestions and recommendations

on issues ofgovernance directly to the Com-

mission. A mailbox has been designated in

the Student Activities Office for that

purpose.

Some students have asked for clarifica-

tion regarding "administrative recogni-

tion" of student leaders. The administra-

tion will continue to work with President

Natasha Diephuis, Trustee Angus

McQuilken, Dan Chesnicka, Karen Talbot,

and Rebecca Rudko. This is consistent with

the Feb. 11, 1991 memorandum to the cam-

pus community by Vice Chancellors Page,

O'Brien and Madson. A second point which

has required reiteration relates to elec-

tions. The only election which will be

recognized by the administration will be for

Student Trustee in May.

The recommendations of the Commission

on Undergraduate Student Governance

will be presented to undergraduates for

their approval/disapproval by referendum

vote in May. Clearly, the student body

must first decide on a form of student

government before elections can be held for

positions within the new governance

structure.

The dedication and hard work of the

members of the Commission on

Undergraduate Student Governance is

commendable. I urge you to support their

continued efforts.

Jo-Anne Thomas Vanin

Interim Vice Chancellor for Student
Affairs

Pamela
columnist

McCarthy is a Collegian

Farewell, thanks from the Pirogs
We would like to thank you; the facul-

ty, for the mountain of knowledge

shared with Jay, that he so enjoyed, his

friends, for the mountains of friendship

and memories shared. Last, but not

least, a fond farewell to the serenity of

the mountains that he loved.

The Pirog Family
Arlington

Jay Pirog was a UMass student uho

died last month as the result ofa fire in

Amherst — Eds. ____^_^^^^_
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THE FAR SIDE

by GARY LARSON
QUOTE OF THE DAY
Tve only met four perfect people in

my life and I didn't like any of them."

— Unknown

DAILY CROSSVORD PUZZLE

Edited By TRUDE MICHEL JAFFE

Amoebas at war

CALVIN AND HOBBES Bv BILL VATTERSON

TO V10&\C ON Wf

ISNT TH(S TVk UFt? WE. SET

TO DO WUMW*- *£ WMT
VW\Lt 90O0M TWO SWOL*- KWE

DOES ML "WE WO»K ' HE

WEf-W E>ftN<3*A.PLMH?

Hi DOESHY C0W9LWK. BV)Y

W\S $ELJ-*\GHYiOUSHiSS

SUBt GETS CM NV*, UEENES

ACROSS
1 Commotion
5 Pmst >n •

mosque
rattle and

roil

14 Scartett s hom«
15 Snankar

setact'on

16 Belief

17 he*' —
drop

18 Verve

19 Redo a garment

20 Star ol TV s

Alice

23 kieme

Nachlmus*
24 Cenoiotc or

Mbsokxc
25 Discoverer of

me Phrtppmes

27 Bacnaoer or

LoMobngida

2S Garment
openmg

32 Rock musical ol

1968

35 Mil award

37 Hit on the head

38 Michaelmas
daisy

40 I aw or saw
loMower

42 Church council

43 Did an usher s

K*
45 Do/*
47 - does it'

48 Senses ol last*

50 Gershwin and

Lr-vin

52 Teuton* history

by Tacitus

54 Ocean
57 Na/nnova

60 Star ol

Qroadwav s

Peter

Pun
62 New Zealand

native

64 Primitive

65 Southern
constellation

66 Riyadh natives

67 Shi lit

68 Variegated

69 South Pacific

island group

70 Stales

71 Vetch

DOWN
I Past its prime

2Hogs
cousin

3 One ol

Chekhov s

Three
Sisters

4 South
African

gold com
5 Where the

Shannon
Hows

6 island

republic

m the

Indian

Ocean
7 Century plant

8 Paper or

envelope

9 Terminus, lor

short

10 Star ol

Broadways
Victoria

Regma
I I Agamsl
12 Sharp

13 Raison I

21 Friend m
France

22 Fed reg agcy

26 Ed I eon. or

lowa city

27 Star ol

Ninotchka

29 Broadway
choreographer

30 Carn*o and
Durocher

31 Whirlpool

32 Hinged lastener

33 Out ol port

34 Type Ol type,

lor Short

36 100 ys
39 Neural network

41 What to save

tor

skm
46 Early reade'S

49 Slmgs
51 Drivers org

53 Is'and near

Venezuela

54 Grooves

55 Swiss alp

56 Posrhve

electrode

57 Amo. — .
arnat

58 Zruvago s

love

59 Rich so*

61 Entranced

63 London —
man s town

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE

r— j—r-r-i

iT
-

IT"

JJ
-

r
vr

TANGELO PIE
By Tin SNIFFEN

/Jfc// ho* am I
[Supposed had to

J

ttENU
LUNCH
Hamburger

, ishburger

BASICS LUNCH
bean com ToaatoCasaqolc

hshburqci

DINNER
i htokcn MrujiTs

Spaghetti

BASICS DINNER
Chicken inuicrs

spaghetti

YOUR DAILY HOROSCOPE
By JEANE DIXON

SNOOKY LANSON

f^iBl ^Fli&HT Si*- Six-

Six. TO MIAMI

fJOW SOARING

by E. VEZINA & R. SHAUGHNESSY

H^wVjyv^v-vs/V-/

\ UOST KV PLAUfc TtCKfcT".

you lost y<M 0MtTHlN&^ ,Jc^

(

FROTTER By GARRY PORTER

TWC £K7AWS VL\£U>?G>

S/S7B*, TK «a^^s ^

/WTFICATE WWA/rWrKS #T

1/eKSrl/UCS.

T&JtHJOWbi ALL

HIT, m^C^% ur **
tell *xj- rr aWS THt

/4rV)eyt/0*A/3...

WHC KtttCTtb INS
Oft - TAP-

\ ( fez vuuz

ARliS (March 21-April 19) Forging

a new friendship or professional

liateon wi brighten your future. Give

serious consideration to joining a

club. A business colleague could be

a wiseguy Curb your impatience

TAURUS (Apri 20-May 20> Pool-

ing resources can reward you in a

big way now You are smart to

move auickly regarding a loan or

purchase Seek favors, put in re-

quests Listen sympathetically to a

loved one's laments

OfMINI (May 2' June 20) A job

assignment could be more

lucrative than you expected. Strive

for mutual gains; you are poised to

make big strides Beware of money

people - they could say one thing

and do another!

CANCIR (June 21-July 22): Work

harder to showcase your special

talents. See yourself as an artist and

you will become one! Behind-the-

scenes maneuvers will boost your

financial fortunes. Put a romantic

relationship on hold

LEO (July 23-Aug 22): You could

surprise yourself by becoming

romantically attracted to someone

you have overlooked Diversify

business Investments. Postpone

making crucial decisions until more

information Is available.

VIROO (Aug. 23-Sept 22): A sud-

den confidential proposal gives you

a competitive edge Your love of

adventure brings you new hap-

piness Move ahead quickly with

the knowledge that success is close

at hand.

LIRRA (Sept 23-Oct 22) Tap a

new talent to improve the bottom

line in business A conversation that

takes place today is part of a chain

of events that will boost your

career Redouble your efforts

SCORPIO (Oct 23-Nov 21) Keep

abreast of new financial

developments Take aH the time

you need to write an important let-

ter The ability to communicate

your thoughts clearly and concise-

ly is a great business asset

SAGITTARIUS (Nov 22-Dec 21)

Open your heart to loved one Tend

to family obligations before

business affairs Someone close to

you needs extra encouragement

Watch your step if you decide to

play matchmaker!
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan 19):

Rapid career progress is a real

possibility now Conditions are ex-

cellent for enhancing your reputa-

tion by dealing with VIPs. Enroll in

high-tech courses and weekend

seminars

AQUARIUS (Jan 20-Feb 18):

Look forward to a day of bright pro-

spects The emphasis is on long-

term career and financial oppor-

tunrtles. Time is of the essence. Con-

serve energy by doing less talking

and more thinking.

PISCES (Feb 19-March 20):

Check your ego at the door when
entering someone else's domain.

Stressing your own achievements

would be a tactical mistake. Ask in-

telligent questions and then listen

attentively

TODAY S STAFF
Night Editor S<uah DertaMei

Copy Editor Preston lorman

Photo Technician WI Holland

Production Supervisor (arnillc PansevtCl

Typesetter Terry Stoma

Production Twi Ann DiSalvmlorc. Jaaon

Torla. Susan Tomaski
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CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
AT CAESARS

Looking

for a gift for

a Friend?

Pearl

Earrings

starling

at $20.

silverscape
designs

;

?&4N P*»ojcr>iSi ****** 2W 1324
l

1 77 Mar St No»l»iCimp*on 564*12*
\

Gol4«mi«fc« • G«m Gallvry

EXPERIENCE OUR EMPIRE

I, CAESAR, hay* chosen tri«

students at mm Urov«nH*Y ol Moss, to

join m» for tho chonc* ol a UteMmo.

Caesars Tanoo wi« b* on campus
recruiting tor co-ops, mtorrohlps and
seasonal employment

rfs a chance to work and loam from

tho premier Bosort/Ccsma/Molol In

tho Sierra Nevada's Cos son Taho* Is

located on tho snores of beautiful Last*

Tahoe, Nevada

MARCH 25 and 26

PRESENTATION ON MARCH 25
at 7:00 P.M.

The presentatton w* be conducted

In the Mather Career Center from 7:00
pm 9:00 pm. The interviews w* be

scheduled tho evenmq ol the

presentation lor the following day,

March 2* from 1:00 0jn.-d:OO pjn.

Oont lot fhrs oppofhjnrtv escape yo»d

*or more information contact IHon

Wootf in the Hold Ixpenence Program

at the Mather Career Censor.

CAESARS
TAHOE

STEINBECK COLLISION
REPAIR

& AUTOBODY

53 So. Prospect — Amherst Center

256-8157 256-1385

• Accepted by all insurance companies for

collision repair or glass replacement

• Imports & other unibody vehicles

are our specialty

REMEMBER it's your car and your choice

of repair facilities ^

INTERNS HIPS
LONDON
PARIS
WASHINGTON
SEMESTER/ SUMMER
ACADEMIC YEAR PROGRAMS

GRENOBLE
HAIFA
MADRID
NIGER
OXFORD

CORTONA
LONDON
MONACO
PARIS
USSR/E. EUROPE

PADUA
For program details complete the coupon below and mail it to :

Boston University

International Programs

232 Bay State Road

Boston, MA 02215

(617)353-9888

Namo

Address

City _
Phone

internship Programs

London
Paris

Washington

Semester Academic Year

Grenoble

Haifa

College/University

_Summer _Fall _Spring 19.
Oxford

Padua

BOSTON UNIVERSITY

CYPRUS
MADRID
PADUA

Classifieds
com! to rm ™« • >™T . ™ "> «"" "am »»*» fri »-*2,wdeadune 2 days PRIOR TO PUBLICAHON • CASH IN ADVANCE. 20' WORD DAY FOR STWENTS

ROOMMATE WANTED TRAVEL ACTIVITIES

ROOMMATE NEEDED. $193 75 Vi March

rent free Call Kevin (508)256-3982

SERVICES

~PR!G»iANtT
Need a pregnancy test, information or sup-

port? Call foe free and confiderual services

ALTERNATIVES 33 Main St Northampton

5803000 or Greenfield 774-6010

SUBLET

CALIFORNIA OR BUSTI

Make all the right moves. For

information about our resource

guides write to: California

Information Services Suite 1 14

858 Third Ave Chula Vista, CA
91911

FISHBONE) w special guest MAGGIES
CREAM Weds March 27 8pm. Tix at Tix

Unttd -For the Record Main St Records Yet

another UPC Production

LOOKING FOR COMMUNITY SERVICE?

Coordinating Earth Day activities

Amherst Common-Sunday 4/21 Noon til 5

Into Randy 259-1664

TYPING/WORDPROCESSING

OUTING CLUB MEETING!
Tonight! CC romm 163C
Slideshow, trip announcements, more'

Everyone welcome. Join the funnest

RSO on campus.

MOVIES DEALING WITH ASIAN ISSUES
SHOWN

Every Tues & Wed at 7:45pm

At the

United Asia Cultural Center

Bl Knowtton
Info - call 5-1844

FUTONS
Metawampe
Top quality gold bond futons

Delivery anywhere in USA
Sleep with us and save!

1-800-3FUTON1

•INTERNSHIPS*

PAUL SIMON TICKETS
Worcester Centrum Good seats

3-29-91

665-7426 Leave message

FALL 1991 INTERNSHIPS with the Legal

Services Center, get hands-on experience

in the legal field-work directly with attorneys

and clients Earn up to 15 undergraduate

credits No experience necessary -training

provided Apply early' Contact Legal Ser

vices today 545-1995, 922 Campus Center

Start the application process NOW!

GREAT HOUSE TO SUBLET for the sum

mer with lease option House is on bus line

5 minute walk to campus, quiet

neighborhood, screened in porch parking

and more! Call now! 549*508 Leave a

message

SUMMER W/ FALL OPTIONTlirge room

in S. Amherst condo. Pool, central A/C

washer/dryer, parking On bus route Cool

roomies, perfect summer place! Can Joe

OC1 OAOA

AREYOU SICK OF TYPING?

Fast and accurate
typing/wordprocessing

F>ee Taserprinting

CALL BECCA 549-4600 »433

WOCH RADIO Tuesday 8:30 Webster

Lounge
Hey! Just do it

AUTO FOR SALE
HELP WANTED LOST

19M HONDA CRX 5sp silver -good condi-

tion -$5500 BO - 253*660, Mark

PAPERS, DISSERTATIONS, RESUMES,

graphs, laser printing Roeemary -call

259- 1 786

RESUMES^ PAPERS""anything typed or

tvoeset Fast, professional service Atfor

dffratef k£ommunications. 258*373

WORDPROCESSlNG, fast, $1 4Vpage,

5490484

ANNOUNCEMENTS

BED AND BREAKFAST- downtown ideal

for visiting parents and friends. 549-0733

ENDLESS SUMMERI Alaska jobs.

Women/men. to SSOOVwk Airfare plus

room/board free Canneries hiring now 1 In

formation: 1(900)988-5152 Ext. 170

$3/minute (4 min. max/refundable)

ENTERTAINMENT

RACK-A-DISC is still the best for.DJ'sand

live entertainment Call anytime 586-9900.

ask about our specials

FOR RENT

ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYMENT
Fisheries earn $5,000 + /month Free

transportation! Room and board! Over 8,000

openings No experience necessary Male

or female For 68-page employment

manual, send $8 95 to M4L Research, Box

84008. Seattle, WA 98124
-Satisfaction Guaranteed

riIr7U?n^K:nilK)r«Y^AklNG OPPOfl-

TUNITYIII No such thing as easy money''

Guess again! Call/413-549-5894

3/9/91 1/4 KARAT Cubic Zirconia earring

Worcester area- If found PLEASE call

6-0439

RED CB COAT outside Boyden Rm. 251

ID and key inside

Please call Bob 6-3030

PERSONALS

SUMMER RENTAL

CAPE CCD- Dennisport, ''*« bedroom

house May-Sept $5,000 00 plus deposit

1 508-362 9629 o, 1-508-362-2891

WANTED

CASH >OR GOLD. Unwanted or broken

jewelry? Call 253-9626

WANTED FOR RENT

HEADING FOR EUROPE this summer? Jet

there anytime for $160 with AIRHITCH (r)

(Reported In NY Tiroes and Let's Go!)

AIRHITCH (r) 212-864-2000

AMHERST- 8 BEDROOM house for sum-

mer with fall option. $1295mo 253-3604

RAPIDLY FXPANOiNG MARKETING FIRM

now hiring. No experience necessary!

Call 253-7456

ATTENTION UMASS
Kara Clark is 22 years old today'

Happy birthday you old bag!

Love. Your Roomies

WE WANT YOUR LEASE! 6 8 peoplfi Fall

Pref near campus 6-2615 6-5624

INTO THE WOODS- Tonight through
Thura.

8pm Bowker Auditorium

Student tickets only $3 00 at:

FAC Box Office and at the door

FOR SALE

1»SO"VWrUBBTt77u7i^wejT$8Wor BO
Desk bought for $80 now $40 586-4128

INSTRUCTION

ENGLISH AS A SECOND LANGUAGE
Classes begin April 1. 1991

intensive day, part-time evening, and

TOEFL Preparation -Three levels

Register before March 22

Language Paciflca 256-4065

HEY KLEPSTER-
Pm glad you're here

Because now the Arian

twins can continue

their adventures!

Love The Nicster
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Sports
Minutemen to

face Stanford
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

season in a five-way tie for fifth place in the PAC 10 with

an 8-10 record, then reached New York via NIT wins over

Houston, Wisconsin and Southern Illinois.

Stanford lives and dies with a punishing front line built

around 6 foot-9, 230 pound junior center Adam Keefe -

also an Olympic-calibre volleyball player - and 6 foot-7,

225 pound senior forward Andrew Vlahov.

Keefe described by Calipari as the best post player the

Minutemen have faced this year, has had some monstrous

names against more-heralded PAC 10 big men, including

a 30 point, nine-rebound night vs. UCLA's Don Maclean

and a 29-point. 13-rebound performance amid Arizona s

Brian Williams-Sean Rooks-Ed Stokes triumvirate of

seven-footei -
r

Vlahov is a bruiser who does more damage away trom

the ball than with it in his hands.

They're big and strong like Penn State, only much bet-

ter
" Calipari said. "[Vlahov] is like the glue of the team.

He
:

s mean and strong He's not the greatest athlete but

he's a player." .

Said John Tate, "[Keefe] will be in the pros. He 11 be in

the Olympics. You've got to see that as a challenge and

consider yourself lucky to have the chance to play against

Herndon said, "One of the two will get his points. The

thing is to not let both get 25."

Stanford lacks a Mr. Outside, however, to take some ot

the burden off their inside strength; The Cardinal like to

walk the ball up on offense, spread everybody into a dif-

ferent corner of the gym and jam the ball to Keefe under

the basket.

The Cardinal's two three-point threats, guards Kenny

Ammann and John Patrick, shoot 46 and 40 percent

respectively and have made only 106 treys between them

tHis scHson

When Keefe and Vlahov have their way, however, the

Cardinal can compete with the best in the land. Stanford

beat UCLA at Pauley Pavilion in January, and lost close

games to North Carolina (71-60) and Arizona (78-76). Stan

ford out rebounded both North Carolina and Arizona by

double-digit margins.

The Minutemen, who have been at the very top of their

game for nearly a month now, dating back to the second

half of the George Washington loss in the Atlantic 10

Collegian phod. h\ -l«-ff Holland

UMass guard Anton Brown (11) gets off a

jump shot over Siena's Doremus Bennerman in

the quarterfinals of the NIT. The Minutemen

sent the Saints marching home in a thrilling

82-80 overtime win.

Tournament, hope to lure the Cardinal into an up and

down the floor running game. To that end, the Minutemen

will have four extra television timeouts in reserve to help

water the horses.

Game notes. Herndon turned his right ankle in prac

tice Saturday, but is expected to be ok. by gametime

tonight The Minutemen have earned six technical fouls

in their last four games, with Calipari Rawing three

Stanford and UMass have met once before, in 1986-8/,

a 57-51 Cardinal victory.

UMass wins 3

over break
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

Clutch free throws clinch Fordham win

Back-to-back Barbee three-pointers midway through the

second half had the Minutemen pointed toward a blowou

win over Fordham at Rose Hill Gym Tuesday night. But

in the end, UMass had to sweat for it.

UMass led 64-50 with four minutes to play, then saw

the Rams ride a hyperactive full court press to within two,

at 74-72, with :25 lea.

The Minutemen, tempered this season by 15 games

decided by six points or less or in overtime, remained cairn.

Williams buried a pair of free throws with 24 seconds left

and Anton Brown added two more with 12 seconds to play

to clinch a 78 74 win.

UMass hit 14 of 19 free throws in the final three

minutes, staring down tournament pressure and a raucous

Rose Hill sellout crowd along the way. (and riding a wall

of noise from the 500 or so UMass fans who made the trip).

The Rams were 12-0 on their home court this season.

Williams finished with a game high 23 points and nine

rebounds and held Patriot League Player of the year

Damon Lopez to a painless nine points and eight rebounds

"Their athleticism just bothered us when you can t

score it becomes a very difficult game to play," Fordham

coach Nick Macarchuk said. "We never could make them

P
McCoy (18 points) said, "I wasn't worried because all

of us were hitting free throws and I knew they had to foul

us."
Minutemen beat LaSalle at its own game

Giles countered the snapshooting antics of LaSalle's

Randy Woods and Doug Overton with a three-pointer of

his own with 54 seconds to play, boosting the Minutemen

to a 93 90 win at the Cage March 15.

Woods finished with five three-pointers and 26 points,

and Overton had three treys and 19 points, but it wa«

Giles' three-point bomb that proved to be the gamewmner

The Explorers hail led by as many as eight, at 61 53

with six minutes to play, but UMass drew even at 77 and

pulled away down the stretch behind Giles and some

clutch free throw shooting.

Williams led the Minutemen with 22 points and 11 re-

bounds. McCoy had 19 points and Herndon 16 points and

nine rebounds.

half of the George Washington loss in the Atlantic iv a oi-oi v,«uu«.»i j.

• • • O 1

White's first dive into NCAA competition is successiul
?T llll/V O AXAk^v ^ „....« :__ .;._ ;„ u„ tin* »t the tannine Tonia Stafford, the Minutewomen will re

By CHRIS MIRACLE
Collegian Staff

Tuck this story into your long term-

memories folks, because more will be heard

from freshman diver Allison White.

White's competition in the NCAA.
Division I Zone A Diving Championships

on March 15, 16 at Harvard University put

a close to the University of Massachusetts

women's swimming team's season.

Facing pressure and intimidation on the

first day of diving, White placed 22nd in

the three-meter event(341.10), but bounc

ed back in the one-meter dive accumulating

325 points to notch the 15th spot.

"Allison was a little intimidated, but she

came back and proved she could dive with

the others," UMass coach Bob Newcombe

said. "She was very impressive."

Northeastern University's Dana

Kozimor won the spots coveted by all the

divers taking first in both the one and

three-meter events. Penn State's Lara von

Seelen finished second in the three-meter

while George Washington University's

Bobby Ferraro followed Kozimor in the

one-meter.

"The difference between Allison and the

top eight divers" is the degree of difficulty

of her dives," Newcombe said. "She has all

the talent they do, but Allison's problem

is that she doesn't throw the hard dives in

competition."

White's degree of difficulty of her dives

ranged from 1.3 to 2.5 at the Zone Cham-

pionships, but she has been working on

tougher dives in practice. Newcombe ex-

pects White to employ these more challeng-

ing dives in her routine at the beginning

of next season.

"I don't know if next year is quite the

year she will make the NCAA's, but her

work should pay off. I think finishing in the

top eight at Easterns is a good possibility."

White's work has already provided her

with setting the school record in the three-

meter when she scored 425.50 points at the

New England Women's Intercollegiate

Swimming and Diving Association Cham-

pionships in February.

Besides White, next year's Minutewomen

team will return a solid line-up, strong

enough to make another run at New
Englands.

With six UMass swimmers graduating:

Kiri Binning, Leslie Cromwell, Maureen

Murphy, Angie Ng, Denise Reimer, and

Tonia Stafford, the Minutewomen will re

ly on a total team effort from the new

seniors as well as the incoming freshmen.

"I'm pleased with the people coming

back. They train well together," Newcombe

said. "There won't be one standout stellar

star."

"In regards to recruiting, there are some

good prospects, but I'm not going to men-

tion names because I'm superstitious,"

Newcombe said.

While Newcombe was pleased by
finishing third behind first place Boston

College and Northeastern at New
Englands, he said that with a good year the

Minutewomen can move up next season.

"I think we are right where we belong,"

Newcombe said. "With a good year, B.C.

is not out of reach."

NIT tickets are on
|

sale at Boyden
The loud and loyal horde that trailed

the Minutemen over spring break has

two last chances to see UMass in ac-

tion, tonight against Stanford and

Wednesday night in either the NIT

Championship or consolation game.

Both games will be played in Madison

Square Garden in New York City.

UMass coach John Calipari said his

team's postseason charge has been

fueled by the fan support the

Minutemen have received.

"We're the only eastern school (in

the semifinals) and if the fans come out

like the fans we've had, ifs like a home
tournament," Calipari said.

Tickets for tonight's game are on sale

in the Athletic Ticket Office in 255

Boyden until 1 p.m. today. Tickets are $9

for students and $16 and $20 for adults.

The Athletic Ticket Office is also

organizing buses to New York City.

Seats are on sale for $15. Buses win leave

from Alumni Stadium this afternoon at

T.30 p.m.

Boston continues dominance over Caps
LANDOVER, Md. (AP) The Washington

Capitals have not beaten the Boston Bruins

at the Capital centre since 1987. So under

the circumstances, they were more than

happy simply not to lose on Sunday.

And they didn't, rallying from two goals

down midway through the third period to

escape with a 3-3 tie. The tie moved

Washington, which is 7-2-2 in its last 11

games, one point ahead of the New Jersey

Devils into sole posession of third place in

the Patrick Division and, coupled with

Philadelphia's 6-2 loss to Buffalo on Sun-

day, put the Capitals two points ahead of

the fifth-place Flyers with four games

remaining.

"That was a tremendous point for us, to

come back and tie the game against a team

as good as the Boston Bruins," said

Capitals coach Terry Murry, whose team

is 0-5-2 in its last seven home games

against the Bruins, including two loses in

last year's Prince of Wales finals sweep.

"The pressure's on everyone [in the

Patrick Division] right now, but it's been

on us for the last 20 games or so," Miller

said. "Every game is a must game and

we've played well, even today. We've step-

ped up to the challenge, now we have to

keep it going."

The Caps were in trouble early in the

third after Boston broke a 1-1 tie early in

the third period on goals by Ray Bourque

and Ron Hoover only 56 seconds apart.

But Washington, seeking its ninth

straight playoff appearance, got within 3-2

when Pivonka flipped the puck over fallen

Bruins goalie Andy Moog with 12:23 re-

maining in the game, giving his team a

badly needed wake up call.

The Caps kept the pressure on Moog, and

tied the score with 9:46 remaining on Kel-

ly Miller's team-leading 24th goal of the

season.

Beaupre preserved the deadlock with less

than two minutes left in regulation, stop-

ping Ken Hodge on a low slap shot from the

left circle, then robbing Glen Wesley with

a tough stick save on the rebound.

The Caps outshot the Bruins 4-2 in over-

time, but Moog remained steady in help-

ing Boston remain unbeaten (5-0-12) in

overtime games this season.

"Ifyou look at the standings, you'd think

they would have come out and played a

solid game for two periods, but I didn't see

that to tell you the truth," said Moog. "Un-

til we took the lead, they really didn't come

at us in the third period.

"You know what kind of team the

Capitals are," Moog said. "Once they get

a goal, they get rallying. From that point

on, it really looked like they wanted to win

the game."

Pivonka had given Washington a 1-0 lead

at 14:40 of the first period when he tipped

in Sabourin's shot from the left point only

seconds after a Cap's power play had

expired.

Washington had the opportunity to ex-

tend the lead early in second period when

the Bruins' second-leading goal scorer,

Dave Christian, was given a game miscon-

duct and a major penalty for high-sticking.

The Caps failed to take advantage,

however, managing just shots on Moog dur-

ing the five-minute power play.

The Bruins tied the score later in the

period on Cam Neely's power play goal [his

48th goal of the year] at 17:38.
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Minutemen out of NIT contention
By SAM SILVERSTEIN
Collegian Staff

NEW YORK - Adam Keefe usually gets

all the ink and double-teams.

But last night in Madison Square Garden

it was Andrew Vlahov who pounded the

coffin nails in the University of

Massachusetts men's basketball team's

National Invitational Tournament title

hopes.

With John Tate doing a heroic defensive

job on Keefe, Vlahov, a 59 percent free

throw shooter, sank 12 of 12 free throws -
six in the final four minutes of the game
— en route to a 73 71 Stanford win.

Vlahov, a six foot-seven senior forward

from Perth, Australia, finished with 20

points and 11 rebounds.

"In terms of having a guy whose hands

you want the ball in and making decisions

late in the game. Vlahov's the guy." Stan

ford coach Mike Montgomery said. "We felt

if we continued to go to our big people,

sooner or later we'd make something hap-

pen."

Said UMass coach John Ca'ipari, "He's

a 59 percent free throw shooter who goes

12 for 12. . .mavbe it just wasn't meant to

be

Keefe had a game high 24 points and 10

rebounds, but did most of his work in the

game's opening minutes and early in the

second half.

Through the first 10 minutes of the game.

the Cardinal seemed headed toward a blow-

out win, building a 24 8 lead.

With Tate bounding off the bench to

check Keefe, the Minutemen settled in on

defense, and the game turned in their

favor.

Rafer Giles scored 13 points in the next

9Vi minutes, sparking a 23 1 1 run that

brought the Minutemen to within four at

1 olligiatn filr photo

WHAT A SEASON - William Herndon and the Minutemen s bid for the

NIT Tournament ended last night with a 73-71 loss to the Stanford Car-

dinal. The Minutemen, who had an exciting season, recorded a record ot

20-12.

Police departments in U.S. spotlight

LAPD motorist beatingprompts examination ofpolice brutality

35-31, by halftime.

"We had a chance to give up early but

we didn't quit," Calipari said.

UMass' surge was slowed by horrible free

throw shooting; the Minutemen missed

seven of 11 free throws in the half.

The Cardinal, with Keefe leading the

way, again asserted itself in the early go-

ings of the second half. Keefe scored 1

1

points, including an all net three pointer,

as the Cardinal rebuilt a nine point lead,

52-43. with 14 minutes to play.

And again the game turned in UMais'

favor midway.
A Tony Barbee layup. Jim McCoy five

footer, and Will Herndon dunk trailing a

fast break were part of a 12 4 UMass run

that brought the Minutemen within one.

56-55, with 6:44 to play.

UMass led briefly, at 59 58 on a pair of

Harper Williams free throws with 5:38 to

play.

Vlahov then shouldered the Cardinal.

Vlahov got a pair of free throws off a steal,

collected a Deshon Wingate airball for a

pair more, then snatched a Kenny Am
mann airball and scored a layup to give the

Cardinal a 69 66 lead with :47 to pi

The Minutemen missed three three-point

tries in their next possession, and t he Car

dinal made all its free throws down the

stretch, including a pair by Vlahov with <>r>

left that iced it

Williams finished with 18 potota to 1. ad

UMass. which placed five players in dou-

ble figures. McCoy, who suffered through

atwo-for-seven. five-point first half, finish

ed with 16.

The 20-12 Minutemen now turn then at

tention to Wednesday night' consolat.on

game against the Colorado Bull a i

"We got 20 wins and 2'0 wins is a big

plateau when you're the University of

Massachusetts." Calipari said.

LOS ANGELES (AP) - The videotaped beating of a Los

Angeles motorist has put police departments in the

spotlight around the nation and prompted a new examina-

tion of some old questions:

How common is police brutality? How many officers are

punished? Which cities have the most rogue cops?

The answer is: it's hard to say.

There are few reliable nationwide figures on police

brutality, and an Associated Press survey of selected U.S.

cities shows no real pattern in the rate of complaints

against police over the past five years.

The most striking thing about the statistics may be how

much they vary, suggesting the colossal proportions of the

task facing the U.S. Justice Department. The agency was

ordered by the Attorney General Dick Thornburgh in the

wake of the Los Angeles incident to review the use of force

by police nationwide.

"There are so many darn variables. I don't think there

is a nationwide standard," said Gerard Williams, police

chief of Aurora, Colorado. Williams is president of the

Police Executive Research Forum, a national organiza-

tion of police brass.

The FBI does have national statistics on the number ot

police brutality cases it has handled over the past few

years - 2,501 cases in fiscal 1988, 2,556 in 1989 and 2,427

in 1990.

But those represent only a fraction of all complaints.
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VEATHER
Light on the horizon of a wet world.

It will be sunny with highs in the 50s.

In general, the FBI gets involved in only the most serious

I" t St'S

The figures that have been available from local law in

forcement agencies for the past five years only prove the

futility ofjumping to any conclusion about trends in police

brutality.

There has been a rising number of complaints by

residents of Cincinnati, Honolulu, Chicago, and Rochester.

N.Y. There have been fewer complaints in San Francisco

and New York. And the number has fluctuated or held

steady in Miami, Minneapolis, New Orleans, Pittsburgh,

Baltimore, Richmond. Va., Oklahoma City and Boise,

Idaho. ,

The Rodney King beating, captured on videotape by an

amateur, instantly made police brutality a national issue,

and police beatings elsewhere in the past few weeks have

received far more attention than they might have

otherwise. -..«.*. IT

In Columbus, Ohio, the American Civil Liberties Union

said it has been getting double its usual number of com-

plaints about police since the videotape first aired. Atlan-

ta's ACLU said complaints rose from two or three a week

to two or three a day after the tape was broadcast.

In some parts of the country, however, police brutality

was a high-profile issue before the King incident

In Miami, violent confrontations between police officers

and civilians have been blamed for race riots five times

in the last 11 years. The worst occurred in 1980, when

the aquital of five officers in the beating death of a Black

motorcyclist set off three days of rioting in which 18 peo-

ple were killed.

Tampa, Fla., was the scene of the two days of rioting

in 1987 when a black assault suspect died after officers

used a controversial chokehold on him.

Two months earlier, New York Mets pitcher Dwight

Gooden, who is Black, was beaten by Tampa officers dur-

ing a scuffle that broke out after a traffic stop.

Gooden pleaded no contest to resisting arrest and was

put on probation. But a police report on the incident said

it might have been avoided if a black police officer had

been present.

In West Virginia, a state Supreme Court committee call

ed for a police brutality investigation in December after

a 17-year-old boy who allegedly was beaten and shocked

with a stun gun.

In Minneapolis, a coalition of 37 groups called the btop

the Violence Committee formed in response to the Dec.

1 shooting of a 17-year-old boy who allegedly pointed a

gun at a police officer.

UMass staff

rallies against
state furloughs
By MARK HENSLEY
Collegian Staff

Burning their monthly bills and chanting "We're

mad as hell and we're not gonna take it," University

staff rallied yesterday at the Fine Arts Center to pro-

test Gov. Weld's signing of a bill to furlough state

employees for up to 15 days while giving his cabinet

members raises.

The protesters, members and supporters of the

University Staff Association and the Massachusetts

Teacher Association, justified their bill burning, say

ing if the state can ignore the bills it had to pay, so

could they.

Sheila Griffith, president of USA summarized the

reasons behind the protest.

"We're here because we're tired of having the budget

balanced on the backs of state employees, because we're

disgusted with the decimating of public higher educa

tion and because we're infuriated with the impairment

of our contracts," she said.

Last Friday, Weld signed a deficit reduction bill

which forces state workers to work between two and

15 days without pay, with the amount of days

graduated according to salary.

The furlough plan would save an estimated $92

million and would exempt workers with salaries under

$20,000. .

The bill also gives state workers three choices; they

can take time off without pay; work for vacation days

next year or work now but only receive payment for

those days when they leave state service.

Griffith called Weld's actions "short-sighted" and ac-

cused him of failing to "look at the ramifications off

what his cuts will do."
,

"The future of this state is in higher education, she

said. "He has got to stop looking at state employees

and higher education as a basis for cuts."

The protesters, who haven't received a raise in nearly

three years, carried a dummy of Gov. Weld labeled

"The Ax Man" as well as posters with slogans such

as "Slavery went out with Lincoln" and "Why are we

paving for Weld's staffs raises?"

CONTINUFD ON PAGE 3
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College Pizza m
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|

Now's the

time to call...

North Amherst
Motors

Tg Old Sundtrtand Rd, Mo. Amhtret

I

549-2880

Expert Repairs and
Reconditioning

Spring Special
Small Cheese Pizza $3-50

Large Cheese Pizza $5.99

2 Toppings $100 extra
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no coupons with the special
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designs
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Brandywine offers Country

Living with convenience

• On UMass Bus Route • Nearby Shopping • Situated

on well landscaped acres with pond.

One and two bedroom apartments include fully equipped

kitchen and wall to wall carpeting.

Swimming pool, laundry facilities, responsive

management.

Stop and we'll show you what we have to otter.

Affordable rents include gas, utilities (heat, hot water

and stove).

BRANDYWINE AT AMHERST
16 Brandywine Drive, Amherst

Rental Office Open Daily 10-4

Limited Time Offer - 549-0600

Summer Jobs in Amherst
TOWN OF AMHERST

USE-
^^^^^/ r\ Leisure Services and

^•l^/l Supplemental Education

Adventure Playground Day Camp
(for 7-12 year olds)

Art Director ($5.16-$6.90/hour)

Counselors ($4.70-$5.99/hour)

Special Needs Coordinator ($6.53-$7.94/hour)

Special Needs Counselors ($5.17-$6.28/hour)

Leaders-in-Training($4.28-$4.49/hour)

Early Adventures Day Camp
(for 5-6 year olds)

Assistant Director ($5.41-$6.57/hour)

Counselors ($4.70-$5.99/hour)

Special Needs Counselors ($5.17-$6.28/hour)

Leaders-in-Training($4.28-$4.49/hour)

Adventure Tots Day Camp
(for 3-4 year olds)

Director ($6.53-$7.56/hour)

Counselors ($4.70-$5.99/r\pur)

Leaders-in-Training($4.28-$4.49/hour)

Aquatics Program

Pool Manager ($6.85-$8.33/hr)

Asst Pool Manager ($5.68-$6.90/hr)

Instructor/Lifeguard ($5.19-$6.01/hr)

Lifeguard/Water Safety Asst ($4.70-$5.45/hr)

Cashier ($4.27-$4.94/hr)

Pool Maintenance Worker ($5.68/hr)

Adult Softball League

Softball Fields Maintenance Worker ($5.00-$6.00/hr)

loh information and applications available at Amherst Leisure Services.

7 BoS Walk, Amherst or at Summer Jobs Information Table on
70 B

tne UMass Concourse on March 27 and March 28. Preferred

application deadline is April 12.

GOOD JOBS GOOD TIMES GOOD FRIENDS GOOD MONEY

APRIL SHOWERS ofARTS

Six Weeks of Music, Theatre, Dance begin

April 2-6

Classes in BALLET, POINTE, TAP DANCE, PIANO, ARTS

FOR PARENTS AND TODDLERS, VIOLIN AND ACTING

Special classes in African American Dance and
Classical Dance of India

UMASS ARTS COUNCIL HALF PRICE DISCOUNTS FOR STUDENTS

Contact: PERFORMING ARTS DIVISION in OLD CHAPEL 545-0519
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12 students
run for seats

at Town Meeting
By ALEX DERING
Collegian Staff

Twelve students, representing students from Orchard

Hill Sylvan, Northeast and Southwest, are running m

today s election for seats to the Amherst Town Meeting.

Commuter Area President Ted Chambers stated it ,s im-

perative for registered students to vote

•Students definitely need representation in the Town

Meeting," said Chambers. 'Our interests have never truly

been represented bv their forum."

Citing the economic troubles of the region, Chambers

said the town must be made aware students are the

lifeblood of the community. ,

•Students bring over $100 million into the town each

year," he said. "And the closing of the local businesses

that catered to non-student centered needs is indicative

of the economic woes that Amherst would face without

the students' financial support."

He stressed this lack of attention by the town to stu-

dent issues was not a conspiracy, but a casewhere the

town is just completely unaware of our needs and con

Tmong those concerns was the possible elimination of

the RenfControl Board, which Chambers called the on-

ly service of any consequence that the town provides to

8t

The
n
Rent Control Board is set up by the town to protect

students from unfair rent pricing policies by landowners.

M
Tha

h
t

a
teaTd

r

costs about $15,000 a year for the town to

operate," he said. Considering that the students account

foV5 Vof the towns population, there should be more ^han

$15 000 out of a $32 million budget allocated for them.

Chambers also expressed concern over the state of

disrepair of some of the off-campus buildings which

students live in.
,

"Some of the buildings are really awful. They are not

Coalition promote
By ALEX DERING
Collegian Staff

A local group of activists known as the Coalition for

Awareneefin Justice are seeking to promote the reform

of state statutes concerned with reproductive r.ghta

The Coalition, which ,s comprised of students and area

Jidents wishes to see legal exemption from child sup^

p„ri7,bligatio„ provided for unmarried men who do not

want to participate in raising a child.
nltlwilll,i.

One member, UMass senior Jim .B"^«"^^
current laws provide for women having the legal means

to evade eighteen years of child rearing, there is no

a^heZ^
tion when she becomes pregnant he «:,d. .

f afather

wants the child and the mother doesn t she may ter

minate the pregnancy, regardless of what t e the

wants. But when the mother wants the child and tne

^na?^idtr^-et expect men to

2r
.T,T,,y>h. responsibility for a choice only women

r AN TFT THERE FROM HERE - the buses headed to Madison Square Garden line up

waiting^
™E

loy

E
alTsketb^ fans outside McGlurk Stadmm yesterday. J

safe places to live in by any means. Joseph Pirog might

st U be alive if his apartment had had a*™^T '

he saTd referring to the Feb. 19 fire which killed Joseph

Piroc and Matthew Peterson.

'Ku "like that one which the students need to have

addressed and corrected through the town meeting, said

C
ThTrTare five students: Owen Broadhurst Hollis

Crowley Marjorie Decker, Paul Dionne and Matt Paves,,

running for seats ,n Precinct Two. which represents Or-

CHTW are three students. Kevin Newnan. Rich Rigney

and Jenn Wood, running for seats in Precinct Three, which

There are four students. Dennis Crowley, Sharon Lang,

Rob Murray and Rob Witherall. running for seats in

Precinct Four, which represents Southwest.

sTuaents from Orchard Hill can vote at the fire station

^orttXtan'residents can vote at the Immanuel

Lutheran Church on North Pleasant St.

Southwest residents can vote at Ban* I Commun.ty

Center on Boltwood Walk

Candidates from Central did not return their nomina-

tion papers in time to be entered onto the ballot

TC students Iwho get .lacteal will do more in one

nigM at the town meeting than they could accomplish all

year through the SGA." he said

represents Northeast and Sylvan. ^d-^4-,^d-^C3

s reformation of reproductive statutes

ToaSn^mtrs held this exempt status should not

be available to men who initially chose to
,

pjjrtjip. e in

rearing a child and subsequently changed their :
minds.

Barbara Marean, also a UMass student, said this was

no^ to provide a faiher with a legal way to abandon his

^fcel that when two people agree to share the respon^

ih 1*v o rlTnl children neither should he perm.tted

J?£n ^^S^said "Also. I think that the parents, d

u?marned shou have equal opportun.ty in chojjdng

whTthe^hey want to take on the burden of raising0—

^sltral said in today's society, it is not unusual for

wot:no voluntarily assume™*2-**g££&
care. Women who utilize sperm banks were cited as

most obvious example. ^„<Tht
UMass sophomore Sean Manseau saic even i^ught

after reforms are made, the man would still not have tne

notion the woman does of raising the child independent^

ly unless the woman was willing to cooperate by bearing

the child.

•The fact women must endure the year or soof inconve-

nience associated w,th pregnancy is the basis upon which

the countermined that women may not be compelled

o Ko full term." said Manseau. 'Even .f the father ,s
.

w, 1-

!ng to burden himself with nearly twenty years of sole

resDonsibility for the child.'

rTwen on to sav this is unl.kely to change as ,t is an

.nevitab^! consequence of biology on.v ...men are able to

C<

cClene Whenman. a senior ,n legal studies said th,

aim. of the Coal.t.on INN in no wav contrarv to U

°f

.FeTirm." she -aid, 1> a dootnne espousing^
ngh^egardiess of gender A privileged status for -men

undermines this ideal as much as a privileged tatOi for

"codXa spokesperson William Wilson sajd^his .ssue

.s one of several of intem* to the group Mam turn

ouTrulings reflecting change ,n social values hav, gi ven

rise to unforeseen and unjust side effects hf >auT

•Peri^d.c refinement of those laws is inevitable and

necessary."

furloughs

' /. r

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

USA member senior technician in the

plant soil and sciences department John

Tristan said the cuts were "destroying

the morale of state workers and quali-

ty was going to suffer."

Tristan said he could not believe

Weld's hypocrisy in giving his senior

cabinet members raises while imposing

furloughs, a sentiment echoed by Rep.

Stan Rosenberg (D-Amherst) in a

telephone interview.

"It is outrageous that the Governor

would try to save the pay raises of his

highest paid cabinet members while

asking state employees to take pay

cuts," Rosenberg said.

Myra Madigan, a technical assistant

with the property office said the

furlough meant state workers were not

going to able to pay their bills and
I
state

workers were "literally losing faith with

in a last ditch effort to dissuade Weld

rom signing the bill, sent a teegramo

the State House expressing his

Hisnleasure at the furlough plan.

OBrTn called the bill a ''ferocious _ _.„...„

cut" which would "wreak havoc on our employee8 protest state-

finest. encourage them to leave, and mandated furloughs which Weld

have excessively severe effects on all
initiated>

r.niliv and stafffaculty and staff'

6 necessary.

Keith Carver appointed

interim engineering dean
j ..^«„ v.ie rosnonsibilities."

Collegian photo by K.A. Burke

THE TAX MAN - an effigy of

Gov. Weld hangs next to a stack

of burning bills as UMass

By TAMIR LIPTON

Collegian Staff

When James John, the Dean of Engineer-

ing announced he was leaving in July for

Flint, Michigan to become president ot the

General Motors Incorporated Engineering

and Management Institute, the Universi-

ty of Massachusetts had a position to till.

The school needed to find a replacement

for Dean John. That is where Keith Carver

comes in. Carver was the chairman of the

department of Electrical and Computer

Engineering at UMass.

Now, Carver is the interim dean of the

school of engineering, a position which he

gladly accepts, knowing that he has the

support of his peers.

"Keith has been an integral part of our

school since his arrival," said Dean John.

"He has assisted me greatly in making

sure our new research facility is built pro

perly and will meet our needs."

Chancellor Joseph Duffey said, Dr.

Carver has contributed greatly to the

engineering school already and I am deep

ly appreciative of his commitment to ex-

pand upon his responsibilities."

The search for a permanent dean is

scheduled to begin in the fall of 1991, ac-

cording to Carver, and the new dean should

be in place by the fall semester of 1992^

As for the department of Electrical and

Computer Engineering, an acting chair-

man will be identified in the upcoming

weeks, according to Carver.

As chairman, Carver worked with facul-

ty to underwrite research laboratory

facilities and to update undergraduate and

graduate research in the curricula.

Carver came to UMass in 1984 from New

Mexico State University where he served

as director of the Engineering Research

Center and was a professor of electrical and

computer engineering.

He has also been active on National

Aeronautics and Space Administration

committees. He was involved with the

earth observing station, a project that has

been in the planning stages for a few years,

has recently received funding in the cur-

rent fiscal year.

In 1983, Carver received a Public bervice

Medal from NASA.
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WHY RECYCLE?
lM deans up the environs. ™^ JESFZmlm

„,«, crea.es jobs. «£ »*« ^J^ ;ZJS ^urrounains
increase in lanes. NVith the e%er mcreasms h .. , h law
Town of Amherst has passed an ord.nance. making recycling

member of the campus community you can help.

sj\e landfill

Id mean an

the AFRICAN
AMERICANS

Today's

PEACE CORPS

Has Something

for You

.

Find out how your degree and skills can be put to work as a

Peace Corps volunteer. Majors in math, science, agriculture.

education, business, natural resources, civil engineering, and

health are encouraged to attend the following seminar:

FILM SEMINAR & DISCUSSION
7:30 pm Wednesday, March 27

124 Draper Hall

or contact the UMASS Peace Corps Office, 545-2105, 12 Draper Hall
|

The Five College Program
in Peace & World
Security Studies

i

presents:

Post-War Prospects for a Regional Peace
in the Middle East

with:

EDWARD KAUFMAN
Professor of Political Science,

Hebrew University,Jerusalem

Director, Harry S. Truman Research Institute for the

Advancement of Peace, Jerusalem

Tuesday, March 26th, 8:00pm

Main Lecture Hall, Franklin Patterson Building

Hampshire College

This event is free and open to the public.

For more information call PAWSS at 549-4600 x 519.

Tf f r 'i-' ;," l|JJ •fu±ii&

SUMMER EMPLOYMENT
Summer Conference Housing coordinates dormitory

housing for 8,000 - 10,000 conferees during June, July

and August. Employment with SCH provides work

experience in an academic setting, an introduction to

the hospitality industry and an opportunity to earn

money.

OVER FIFTY POSITIONS AVAILABLE!!

The job titles include:

Registrar

Operations Co-Supervisor

Accommodations Supervisor

Operations Crew Member

Office Manager
Key Control Supervisor

Desk Clerk

Salary Range: $5.25 - $7.00 Per Hour

Work Schedules: Part & full time openings available,

including all shifts, weekdays and weekends

APPLICATIONS AND
GENERAL INFORMATION AVAILABLE

FROM MARCH 27, 1991 - APRIL 10, 1991

AT
The University Conference Services Office

918 Campus Center (Ninth Floor)

APPLICATIONS ACCEPTED UNTIL:

4 p.m., Wednesday, April 10, 1991

The University of Massachusetts Is an Affirmative Action/Equal Opportunity Employer
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Editorial/Opinion
The opinions on this page aieZTfe individual mite, or cartooliTt and do not necessarily reflect the news of the Collegian or the Umversity unless otherwse noted.

Surprise ruling still doesn't make for safe workplaces

All I can say is that I was really sur-

prised. It was totally unexpected, .and

no, I'm not talking about the UMass
basketball team's trip to Madison Square

Garden. . .

Last week, a conservative Supreme

Court unanimously struck down "fetal

protection" policies aimed at excluding

fertile women from working in

establishments that could potentially

harm their future children.

I never expected such a sexually

liberating decision from this right wing

"gang of nine." What is even more sur

prising than the court making move-

protect women's rights - considering

recent decisions thwarting abortion

rights liberties - is that it rendered a

decision that leaned in the anti bit:

buiin— direction. Amazing.

In this suit, a group of women were su

ing a slew of major corporations, in

eluding General Electric and Monsanto,

for policies which required them to pro-

their companies, or advancing up their

corporate ladders. The policie- governed

jobs that could contaminate a woman's

body and possibly mutate some of her

eggs. If women did not become surgical-

ly sterilized, or prove they had already

gone through menopause, they were dis-

counted for employment7advancement.

Meredith O'Brien

The benevolent companies claimed

they were just protecting "the family"

and the babies that these women could

bear. They did not want the responsibili-

ty of being held liable for mutated babies.

They were just protecting those help!'

•f«
• from their uncaring mothers

who chose to work in places that could

damage them.
Well, these women - and the court

said these policies were ludicrous and a

blatant violation of civil rights legi

tion forbidding discrimination based on

race or gender. These policies were

lumped into the same category as the so-

called protective policies which outlined

exactly what jobs women could hold and

how long they could work. These policies

were rendered unconstitutional.

Yet the court did not stride as far as it

could have, in fact, a few justices wrote

rather disturbing concurring opinions

saying while this policy which singled

out fertile women was inherently unfair,

a policy forbidding both fertile males and

females could be reasonable to protect the

unborn.

The court took one of the arguments

put forth by the plaintiffs and disastrous

ly warped it — if working in a lead fac

ton is dangerous to a woman's reproduc

tive potential, what happens to a man's'1

Their sperm could sustain just as much

damage as eggs, both resulting in disabl-

ed children.

The court left the door open for com-

pat ivoid the most logical solution

to the situation - a safe workplace - to

on- in let the busiiv iust

-criminate instead of (god forbidi spend

anv money to help solve the matter.

[fthe«C u<»rk plac dangerous,

why isn't it the company's responsibili

tv to make them safe and workable? And

if the products being made can do such

irreparable damage to one's eggs and

sperm, what could it damage once it is

bought, used and disposed of? If it's not

good for you when you make it, it certain

ly is not going to be good for you when

you put it in a dump somewhere. Then

what are they going to do, restrict where

you live so dump proprietors won't have

to worry about contaminating area eggs

and sperm?
And what about those sterile people left

behind to do the job? Surely if the

material they are dealing with is so

dangerous that it could hurt their fertile

co-workers, its damaging effects must not

be limited to just reproductm cells

Well, for once. White males will be in

the same discriminatory boat en

They will see what it is til

tim of discrimination bated OB MX and

biology. I guarantee not many men will

have to lose their )oba before this policy

is challenged.

Meredith
columnist

O'Brien u « Collegian

Palestine power play: Talk to the PLO
In the aftermath of the Gulf war there has been much

discussion of the future role of the Palestine Liberation

Organization in the issue of Palestine and the supposed

opportunity to pursue peace without its participation. This

dangerous" nonsense is based on a series of misrepresen-

tations and misapprehensions that the PLO supported the

Iraqi occupation of Kuwait, that this undermines Palesti

nian claims, and that this invalidates the PLO as their

national representative.

Hussein Ibish

The PLO did not support the invasion or occupation of

Kuwait and worked tirelessly to implement an Arab

diplomatic solution to what was an internal Arab problem.

However when it came to the United States effort to

destroy Iraq, like all Arab national ists. the PLO supported

Iraq in its resistance. Nonetheless, it never advocated the

annexation of Kuwait. This is a common lie.

Even if thev had, this would not undermine the

moral/legal Palestinian claim to self-determination and

opposition to Zionist colonialism.

The definitive distinction between inter-Arab disputes

and those between the Arab world and outsiders is the

key Simply put, inter-Arab disputes must be the sole con-

cern of the Arab people and not fodder of the ravenous

appetites of foreign powers, particularly colonial ones. Per-

sonally, the only thing that I would like to see less than

the continuation of the brutal occupation of Lebanon, of

which I am a citizen, by Syria, is the intervention of a

non-Arab power to end it. The calling in of imperialists

is the most unacceptable act possible.

Further, there is an obvious but seldom articulated dif-

ference between wars advancing and sustaining col-

onialism, as opposed to wars designed to combat its

depredations, particularly in the case of ongoing economic

and resource exploitation (read theft), as in Kuwait. Many

have mistakenly drawn a false moral equivalence, sug-

gesting that the United States was in no position to con-

demn Iraq since it had committed a similar action in

Panama. There is no analogy between the two, the

American action in Panama being one to perpetuate col-

onial rule and economic exploitation and the Iraqi one to

fight the same. Rather they are opposite, as any good con

servative will tell you in a different code. IfColombia were

tc attack United Stales occupation forces in Panama, to

take back territory seized from it unjustly by the colonial

power, then we might have an analogy. Just imagine the

consequences. In a world defined by the fundamental op-

position of, and radical distinction between, colonial ex-

ploiters and collaborators on the one hand, and the op

pressed peoples of the Third World on the other, this sort

of moral equivalence is inadmissible. Therefore, support

for wars of national liberation or economic nationalism

against neocolonialism in no way undermines opposition

to the expansion and maintenance of colonialism, in

Palestine or elsewhere.

Palestinian human rights, including the right to self-

determination, are independent of all extraneous factors.

They are inviolable and cannot be forfeited by acts of omis-

sion or commission. The past and present disregard of

these rights is one of the gravest miscarriages of justice

in this misbegotten century. The continuation of this

outrage cannot be mitigated by any excuses.

Finally, all that is left to do is to point out that which

everyone who is familiar with the modern politics of the

Levant is fully well aware, that the PLO is the sole

legitimate representative of the Palestinian people. It is

the liberation movement of the Palestinian nation and its

expression of identity. The concept of an alternative

leadership posits the existence of a group of prominent

Palestinians with popular legitimacy who will repudiate

the PLO and, presumably, the rights of diaspora Palesti-

nians, and will negotiate alone. There is not even a single

such individual as everyone, now including James Baker,

knows perfectly well.

There can and will be no peace without the PLO. bince

everyone involved knows this, rejection of a role for the

PLO is effectively a rejection of negotiations as such.

There is no alternative. Peace.

Hussein Ibish is a member of the Arab Council for

Change

VOCABULARY BUILDER

Titillate n. 1. To tickle. 2. To excite

agreeably

If I can interrupt the

rhetoric for a second
Let me tell you what it means to be a liberal. Contem

porary American liberal thought is based on a strong

mitment to civil liberties. They prottn I
one; coneer

vatives, communists, minorities and majorities alike. The

liberal ideology is based on a belief that the government

is the best tool to use - in some cases - to solve national

social and economic problems. In MMa - not in all.

Liberal thought acknowledges the fact that we live in the

greatest, most powerful nation on Earth. It also recogn

the inherent dangers in ethnocentneity. attempts to deal

effectively with these dangers.

To be a liberal is not to be a communist. I am firmly

committed to the ideals of capitalism that have made

America great. It is not a perfect system, but it is the best

W€? n3VC.

The Lesbian/Bisexual/Gay Alliance is not a liberal

organization. Taken in the context of the world outside

UMass, they are a radical organization. The Young

Americans for Freedom is also a radical organization. Any

group that opposes the constitutional right to privacy and

constitutional guarantees of freedom of speech and

peaceable assembly is a fringe group indeed.

The above-mentioned rights are ours only because of

liberals on the Supreme Court. Social security, labor

unions, and financial aid are all benefits of past liberal

accomplishments. It is indeed difficult to find true liberals

and conservatives at UMass due to the political polanza

tion of this campus - But please don't mistake reactionary

fringe groups for the real thing. Thank you.

David Keating
Amherst

We must act now
to save education

Now is the time to speak out in strong opposition to

the massive cuts that the University has taken, the

furloughs and the tuition increases. We can't sit by any

longer. „ _

We all mobilized fantastically to oppose Question

Three last fall. Let's make the same effort now.

If we don't do it, no one else will. I urge all students,

all faculty and staff and all residents of the Pioneer

Valley to do everything you can think of to make the

Governor and the Legislature understand the impact

of the cuts and tuition increases and the unfairness of

furloughs. ... *

Tell them why public education is so important.

Please write or call Governor Weld and your

legislators, talk to people in other parts of the state

over spring break, and rally at the State House.

Write to Governor William Weld, The State House,

Boston MA 02133. State senators and representatives

can be reached at the same address. We must act now

to save our University! ^ ft^
Amherst

mi

NEW WORLD ORDER
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Only 3 More Chances to See:

INTO THE WOODS

presented by the UMASS Theatre Guild

TONIGHT through Thursday at 8 p.m.

Bowker Auditorium

Tickets: $3.00 Students & Senior Citizens. S5.CO General Admission

available at the FAC Box Office 545-2511 & at the door.

Legal Assistants Wanted-Jr
Leeal Services ha£positions available for legal assistant interns for the Fall

•911 semester, this program offers a challenging opportunity ..for students

from a varieVof majors and disciplines to gain valuable legaT expenence.

Intern responsibilities include:

• Client interviewing;

• Qpmposing documents;
• Guying advice and referrals;

• rVteintaining a continuing caseload; and

• Investigations and research. «^

Up to 15 credits may be earned. Apply earty Contact Legal Services, 922

Campus Center^ 545-1995. Start the application process touayl

Legal Assistants Wanted

ARTS & LIVING

ft

I

Guilty by Suspicion looks at the effects ofMcCarthyism
By MEREDITH O'BRIEN
Collegian Staff

and SCOTT WEISS
Collegian Correspondent

Guilty by Suspicion is a compelling drama about film

director David Merril. played by Robert DeNiro, who

becomes blacklisted after his name is linked to com

munists during the government sponsored Red Scare in

the 1950s.

WEISS: This is a very moving film in which the effects

of the McCarthy era are portrayed on a very personal

basis. . .something most of us were not around to ex

perience for ourselves. To see this movie, knowing that

these events were occurring 40 years ago in this country,

is very disturbing. And the movie uses these facts to its

advantage. The film focuses more on the "facts" than the

characters themselves.

<3

Photo courtesy Wurner Brother*

Robert De Niro stars as filmmaker David Mer-

rill in Guilty by Suspicion.

O'BRIEN: I think you are wrong to say this film does not

focus on characters and only gives the audience "facts"

about the McCarthy era and the effect it had on suspected

communists and their families. This movie gave me a per

sonal look into the true tragedies invoked by this cruel

crusade, spearheaded by the House Un American Ac

tivities Committee investigation into •subversive' ac-

tivities. Until this movie, the term the 'Hollywood 10

was just a historical term to me. After seeing what being

charged a communist really did to people in the 50s, I feel

I can put some human emotions into the dry history.

WEISS: I already said that this movie gives a personal

view, but there is just too much happening to develop

characters and relationships deeply and get out of the

theater in two hours. I think this movie does an excellent

Free
Speech.

American Express

AnnouncesA GreatNew
Travel Program.

Now students can get the Card

and get 3 roundtrips on Continental

Airiines, for only $129 or $189 each.

There's onlv one wav to cover a lot of territory without spending

a lot of money And that's by getting the American Express Card.

Its the i >nlv card that offers an exciting new travel program

exclusively for students including three roundtrip certificates on

Continental Airlines.

Just look at the map and pick the place youd like

to visit If it's on vour side of the Mississippi River, you

can use a certificate to fly for only $129 roundtrip. Or,

you can cross the Mississippi for $189 roundtrip.

You have your pick of more than 150 cities in the . tit f»ott

Membership Has Its Prix ileges

48 contiguous states. And you can fly almost anytime-because

there are no blackout dates. But you must make your reservations

within 14 days of the day you leave. And the maximum stay is

7 days/6 nights and must include a Saturday night.

'

In addition to this great travel program, you'll also enjoy all

the benefits of Cardmembership as well as other exclusive student

privileges Thev include a quarterly magazine filled with informa-

tive articles on summer jobs, careers, campus life. Plus valuable

discounts from leading retailers.

But remember, there's i >nly one way to get all this-and tnats

by getting the American Express Card. Just call us (have your bank

address and account number on hand). What's more,

withour special student offer, it's easier to get the

Card now while you're still in school than it may

ever be again.

S< > get t he ( !a rd . And get ready to cover new

territory on either side of our Great Continental Divide.

TRAVEL
RELATED.m SERVOS

CALL 1-800-942-AMEX m
CONTINENTAL

If vou're an off-campus student,

get theAKT CallingCard and yo
There's no better time to speak your mind. Because

now when you get your free AT&T Calling Card, you'll

get vour first 15-minute call freer

With your AT&T Calling Card,

you can call from almost anywhere

to anvwhere. And you can keep

your card, even if you move and

get a new phone number.
.

83b a00 b'190 UiX

OTTN#im«tand^l U«l*nod. 1 Ipm ,o **SuKg*™gJ™S? aXVn£ call

Spni Sunday Ifau rrav reonw more or less caUmg une aepenainK

Applications mast he rmiwii hv rx-oemher M. Wl
^

Our Calling Card is part of the AT&T Student Saver

Plus program, a whole package of products and services

designed to make a student's budget go farther

So look for AT&T(Ming Card applications on

campus. Or call us at 1 800 5257955, Ext. 655.

And let freedom ring

ATO Helping make college life a little easier.

AT&T
The right choice.

job of showing the frustration and helplessness of Merril

and of others in the entertainment business. He is forced

into either lving about his best friends to save his skin

or risk being blacklisted or even receiving a jail sentence.

With or without deep characters, this movie provides a

much-needed reminder about what is possible, even in this

free country.

O'BRIEN: I must admit, there were times in the movie

where you were left with unanswered questions about

Merril's personal life, background and personality. For

instance, there were constant mentions that Merril s

whole life was film directing, that he would sacrifice

anything for it. His best friend, his ex-wife, even his ac

quaintances all said they thought he would testify before

the committee and sell out his friends as communists all

in order to be able to continue making movies. We are

never really given a real in-depth look into Merril the

man, but if it came down to looking at his personal life

or the issue at hand. I wouldn't change a thing in this

movie. „
WEISS That's mv point exactly! We are really given no

reason to think that Merril cares only for his work His

actions during the movie are not self centered at all but

everyone acts as though they are Also, his supposed best

friend Robert 'Bunny' Baxter (George Wendt. aka

\orm Peterson) is hardly ever there for Men ll Merril and

his ex-wife, Ruth. (Annette Beningi are implied to not jet

along all that well but they seem to hit it off pretty well

for most of the movie In general, it is difficult to unders

tand the characters' motivation because of the lack of

character development. Other than that, however, the film

is excellent with a meaningful purpose, definitely worth

seeing. Thumbs up.

O'BRIEN: For a splendidly emotional and human look

at the treacherous communist hunt of the 50s, (kilty by

Suspicion is a must-see. Thumbs up.

( ompKif trrrm and <

, pwm. ro . all infofmaunn atom your cert0catet trill be arming soon "
1

//V rtWl aUlrdmi"^^^

Amherst Sunshine

CAR WASH
381 College St.

(Rte 9 East)

AUTOMATIC WASH/WAX
Open Dally 8 a.m. to 5 p.m.

Self-Service Beys
Opmn 24 hr%.

Soap/Rlnse/Wax • Bubble Brush

Tire Cleaner • Engine De-Greaser
' t* * *SM Changer

Vacuum Cleaners

NEED A JOB?
NEED A CREDIT?

Enroll in the

CASIAC
Student

Counselor

Training Program

Sign up in CASIAC E-20

Machmer Today

First Meeting

Tonight
at 6:30 p.m.

in E-20 Machmer

For more information call:

5-2191

«I»k*» .rf ilm u,vel ofo ».ll .rnw ««h »» (ni.kiie« f.oni.nfn..! MUM ikmr M r«p
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Third Vorld Affairs
More than oil, sand and words

• *._ ii

Well, the deed is done. United States objectives have

been met, Iraq has been bombed out of this century, its

infrastructure is now that of a pre industrial society, and

the whole country is racked with disease, devastation and

insurrection.

But then, that was an unfortunate side effect. With the

help of some "good" Arabs, the "unruly" Arabs had to

be taught a lesson. What t.se would one do m the savage

tribal culture of warring brigands, harem girls, camels,

-md and oases, and so on?

The use of such demeaning stereotyping to justify the

genocide of "undesirables" should come as no surprise,

tspecially in this empire. And so. from the "bad mjuns

md "red savages" to the "slant eyes" and "gooks, and

now the "towel-heads" and "camel kissers." the pattern

humanize, and then destroy.

Today we hw wil th * destruction of Iraq.

However, before it is banished from memory, a few words

.ut a region and a people who have given the world

much more than iust oil.

before in history had an empire grown as \

md as rapidlv as when the force of Arab Islam surged

h from the Arabian Peninsula in the seventh century

nturv. its imperial realm rivaled that of Rome

at its peak

I'nlike the Mongols who left little but ruin and destruc

D in their wake, Arab conq:. re made in the path

I fed, to create a new and permanent Islamic social

I nlike the Europeans, who imposed their culture

on subjects, the Arabs integrated into their own cultural

. • ancient heritage of learning, which in-

cluded Greek philosophy and science. Persian literary and

political wisdom, and Indian medicine and math

Thi rise of the Abbasid dynasty in 750 marked the

g .lden and silver ages of Islamic civilization. Its capital,

^hdad. was bin H in 762 by the Caliph Abu Jafar Ab-

dallah al Mansur
Basra was the first city founded by the Arab conquerors;

Baghdad became the great center of medieval Islam.

Arabic literature blossomed due to the sophistication

and clarity of the language, which lends itself to rhyme,

rhythm and harmonious patterns. This makes it exact and

musical at the same time, and hence one of the world's

least translatable language::.

The Arabs also made considerable innovation in

ceramics, metalworks, and motifs, borrowed heavily by

the West. Europeans even use the term arabesque to mean

intricate design.

Indian. Persian, and Greek mathematical treatises were

vastly enriched. Trigonometry became an independent

branch of pure mathematics.

Madanmohan Rao

Modern numerals are of Arabic origin "Algebra" comes

from the Arabic al-jabr, and "algorithm." a fundamental

concept in computer science, is named after the

mathematician Al Khwarizmi.

Knowledgeable, influential I
- on clinical, nv

nal. and psychiatric medicine and therapeutic* • ere writ

ten It was in Islam, under the Arab caliphs, that the pro-

totype of the modern hospital mj ftrtt established - an

institution providing health care, profeowmal training,

and health related information.

Muslim surgeons were among the first to UM narcotic

and >edative drUfi In operations. Advance- made in

ophthamology were not surpassed by the Europeans un

til several centuries later

Pharmacy, under Arab patronage, became an indepen

dent science. It was in ninth century Baghdad that the

first privately owned and managed pharmaceutical stores

were opened.

Remarkable progress was also made in navigation and

agronomy through the use of observational and computa

tional instruments.

Hundreds of the stars in the night sky still have the

Arabic names given to them by Middle Eastern

astronomers - Mintaka, Alnilam and Almtak in Orion

(which form the hunter's belt), Aldebaran in Taurus, and

Altair in Aquila, to name but a few.

The Arab empire dominated land and sea routes from

Spain to China. The first paper mill in Baghdad was built

with Chinese technology around 800. By contrast, it was

not till the 12th century that the first European paper

mills were established.

The Arabs also excelled in the texti'e industry, com

merce, and maritime navigation. This is evinced in the

number of English words derived from Arabic referring

to cloth (gauze, chiffon, satin, mohair, muslin), commerce

(traffic, tariff, almanac, caliber, coffer, cipher, nadir,

zenith), and the maritime profession (admiral, sloopi.

Yet another seminal Arab contribution was the preser-

vation and enrichment of classical learnings, and their

subsequent translation into Latin during the 12th

century
For almost 500 years, during Europe s dark ages, the

Arabs >erved as custodians of this vast compendium of

knov which brought Europe out of its squalor and

This debt of Western culture to the Arabs has been

conveniently forgotten.

From the 13th century onwards, the Arab empire went

into a perod of relative decline, a process ited by

Mongol invasions Subsequent developments included the

of the Ottoman Turks, whose empire was then

dismantled by the Europeans.

-ecure control of oil and trade routes, boundai

wire drawn and states created to keep the people of the

region divided and weak Attempts by countries like Iraq

to redreea such wrongs and promote equity have I

ruthlessly crushed.

The Arab world entered its own "dark age" in the 16th

century, but is now entering the darkest of dark ages.

Madanmohan Rao is a Collegian staffmember This ar-

ticle is the opinion of the writer ami does not necessarily

represent the cieus of the Collegian staff.

?reat center ot medieval isiam. uuimiw » .mv — — —

Democracy and the Third World
_» t :* r..„;..„^-.il fr.mcKico rtamorraticallv ft

Quite often, the gracious behavior of the

countries of the North towards the South

uhe so-called "Third World" » are justified

in the name of democracy. There i

heterodox schools characterized 'in

alphabetical order > by anarchists, com-

munists, feminists, greens, liberals,

minority-movements, socialists and zebra-

hunters who supposedly say that

democracy is not an issue when the North

B0 graciously try for the upliftment of the

South.

However, they have been singularly un-

successful in making a dent in the

mainstream thought of the North. We shall

not condescend to discourse with these

heterodox views. Nor shall we challenge

the integrity of the noble defenders of

democracy in the South. We shall challenge

the premise of democracy itself

Ivatury/Dutta

Democracy is more often than not the

politics of trivial issues. Not surprisingly

so because the vox populi, even if it were

willing, is incapable of articulating objec-

tive opinions on complex issues. Hence

democracy devolves into a telegenic

pageant of demagogues
The illusion of choice on the other hand

gives legitimacy to the notion of

democracy. People are easily indoctrinated

to consider the government to be their

Summer Session 1991

Everything From AtoZ

government In spite of universal franchise,

democracy is a government of the

Pharaohs, by the plebians, for the

patricians.

Power is wielded from the barrel of a

Kalashnikov and the wallet of an emir. For

a moment, though, let us abandon the real

world and enter the arena of a Utopian

democracy
Why is this concept of majority rule of

numbers such a nice one? If there are is no

consensus of opinion in a society, why

should the majority voice prevail? Why
should the minority be subjected to the

tyranny of the majority?

Even the very covenant which ensures

the establishment of a "constitutional

democracy" is in itself a tyranny of the ma-

jority. Constitutional democracy just en-

sures that unpopular opinions will not be

heard (for example the opinions expressed

here), but ignored.

If, in spite of our arguments, the Nor

thern interests still believe that democracy

is indeed the best system for mankind, then

indeed a patent is urged on this intellec

tual property right. It is obviously not in

the interest of the North to have a

democratically resurgent Sooth without

the payment of royalties.

In fact, if there are fundamental dif

ferences between the interests ofthe North

and South, then Utopian democratic

systems in the South might just exacerbate

world tensions because the people would

have a stake in their state and want then

government to carry out their interests

vigorously.

For once, though (with apologies for our

naivete in the world of real politik), if we

ignore cold reason and look at the problem

in terms of ethics we see that by the very

principles of liberty, people ir. any society

have the right to choose whatever system

they see fit for themselves.

If they wish to have a chimpanzee to rule

over them or a computer program to con

trol their money supply in their economy,

that is their prerogative. Any coercive ex

ternal encouragement to benefit such poor

souls is obviously well meant but

unethical.

Shyamala Ivatury and Rabi Dutta are

UMass students. This article is the opinion

of the writer and does not necessarily reflect

the views of the Collegian staff.

Round Seven

At University of New Hampshire

Summer Session, you get more than

wide lawns and classes in the open

air. What you will get is academic

excellence, over 400 undergraduate

and graduate courses to choose from,

and four different terms to make it

easier to plan your summer.

FOUR TERMS
June 3-July 3 5 Weeks

June 3-August 9 10 Weeks

July 1 -August 9 6 Weeks

July 8-August 9 5 Weeks

You'll find what you need,

from Administration to Zoology,

at UNH Summer Session.

Round 1.

The Iroquois. Hopi. Cherokee. Apache.

Shawnee. Cheyenne. Sioux. Navajo.

Commanche.
Congratulations.

To order your 1991 Summer Session Catalog,

call (603) 862-4234, or return the form below.

r
University of

New Hampshire

(Mail to UNH Summer Session,

I 24 Rosemary Lane, Durham, Nl I 03824;

or call (603) 862-4234.) (UM/A)

I Send me the UNH Summer Catalog.

Name _
| Address

Durham, New Hampshire 03824 i City.

I

State Zip

Round 2.

The Trade Triangle.

The Southwest.

Puerto Rico. Guam.
Phillipines.

Congratulations.

Hawaii. The

Round 3.

European megalomaniacs.

Fat Man. Little Boy.

Congratulations.

To print the

NY TIMES
Sunday Edition

USES 75,000 Trees

every week

Round 4.

Mossadegh. Arbenz. Allende.

NSC-68.
My-Lai 4.

Congratulations.

Round 5.

The machine. The North. The UN. The

New World Order.

And the traitors, proxies, and sell-outs.

Al-Amariya.

The mother of all battles.

Congratulations.

Round 6.

Brazil? India? China?

Good luck.

Madanmohan Rao is a Collegian staff

member.
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THE EAR SIDE

By GARY LARSON
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QUOTE Of THE DAY

'1 don't make jokes. Ijusl vatchthe

government and report the huts."

- Will Rogers
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Saving on transportation costs, some pioneers were

known to head west on covered skates.
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31 Get sleepy

34 Turkish coins

36 Quanei ot tour

37 Pedestal pari

41 Comprehensive
insurance plans

44 Forwarded

45 Blemish

46 E«changes
47 Eye woe
50 Carmen or

Arfta

51 French sokMr
54 Actor Ark in

56 Possess

57 Part ot M C
60 Dishes

64 Spirit

66 Tunes on paper

68 Bin ot tare

69 Seaweed
70 Sports spot

71 Let stand

72 Speaks

73 Basque cap

DOWN
1 Opera wear

2 What GW could

not tell

3 Popover

4 Simply
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9 So be it'
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1
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1

3

Author Thomas
18 1812 event

22 My country —
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26 Potter

27 Sci work

places

28 Capn e g
29 Bridge

30 Hearty soup

32 Yofco

33 Bruise

35 Tiuck type

38 de camp
39 Hooted animai

40 Greek mountain

42 Do handwork
43 Word v.

maiden or man
48 Jamaican

e«port

49 Snoozes
51 Sonnets

52 Young bird

53 Sidy

55 Buchwald
58 Inquires

59 Met s

60 Restore to

health

61 Employer
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YOUR DAILY HOROSCOPE
By JEANE DIXON

By GARRY PORTER
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ARIES (March 21-Apnl 19)

Delegate mote authority now and

you win soon share m increased pro-

fits A new romance is a blessing for

someone stuck m a rut Your op-

timism is justified where vocational

challenges are concernea

TAURUS (April 20-Mav 20) Your

mind is crystal clear today You

know precisely what to begin or

complete Clean up your own act

before playing amateur

psychologist Domestic affairs go

extremely well Have fun this

evening
GEMINI (May 21-June 20) To en-

sure contmuea success, you may

have to make certain sacrifices on

the pb Reopen the lines of com-

munication with erstwhile business

associates it is time to forgive and

forget

CANCER (June 21- July 22) Finan-

cial gams can be made through

confidential channels today

Postpone signing contracts You

sense what needs to be changed

and the best way to proceed

Home life begins to feel right again

LEO (July 23-Aug. 22): You can

shine on the job today Do not let

silly doubts hold you back Have pa

tience with higher-ups. keeping any

irritation you feel under wraps Go

your merry way after office hours

LIMA (Aug 23-Sept 22): You can

cultivate a valuable alliance behind

closed doors today Private talks

prove very enlightening Socializing

with your colleagues is fine so long

as you do not spend too much

VIROO (Sept 23-Oct 22) Go with

the flow at work Other people will

assist you. even financially' Cultivate

a calm manner to offset any wor-

ries about a romantc partner Keep

in close touch with parents

SCORPIO (Oct 23-Nov 21) New
financial gams are possible today

Keep business negotiations strictly

confidential Make overdue

changes in your work environment

Romance holds several pleasant

surprises

SAGITTARIUS (Nov 22-Dec 21)

Turbulent forces are at work, it

would be unwise to make a hasty

decision about a relationship Em-

phasize your desire for stability

Business people express admiration

for your expertise

CAPRICORN (Dec 22-Jan 19)

Retain your enthusiasm for an idea,

do not give up easily To win sup-

port, you moY have to take people

aside and turn on the charm An

older person offers valuable finan-

cial advice.

AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb 18)

Romance looks rosy Give loved a

well-deserved pat on the back

Domestic tensions fade Greater

diplomacy is the key to getting

along with difficult work associates

PISCES (Feb 19-March 20) Ef-

forts to beautify your home will in-

crease its value while giving you a

sense of deep satisfaction Face

any domestic problems head-on

"Playing ostrich" will only add to

feelings of tension

TODAY S STAFF
Coylc l.oiui

.Joih Cabin
Night Editor

Copv Editor

Photo Technician * A ,MirK<

Production Supervisor Tetty St mm >

Typesetter Beth Clark

Production Pwl Speeht TanWi Ivany.

rVarqaret I rudeil
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ME-DI ATE (Med-e-at)

To intervene between

two or more disputing

parties in orderto effect

an agreement.

To settle or reconcile

differences.

STUDENTS -- Learn to be a mediator.

Free 31 hour mediation training for students offered

by the Dean of Students Office this semester. The

training is designed to give participants specific

techniques and skills to deal with interpersonal

conflict; practical, straightfoward principles of

MEDIATION that you can put into practice right

away.

INFORMATIONAL MEETING

March 26 at 7pm in the

Campus Center

Room 81 1-815

For more information call the Dean of

Students Office 545-2684

March 27 at 9 PM

featuring

JOHN GROFF
performed on

Comic Strip Live,

ABC Goodtime Cafe &
CBS Morning Show

aiso appearing

GRANT TYLER
seen on

The Showtime
Comedy Network &

Star Search '91

Tuesday, March 26 9:00 pm
$1.00 cover

NEW W
Fresh. Energetic. Joyous Music

Wed. Mar. 27
3-6 PM

Enjoy an

,
afternoon of

music with

JAZZ
NOTES

2nd Annual

STUDENT

TALENT SEARCH

i 1991-92

V&HOWCA&E
\a *

*JK Thursday, w
JJL March 28th ^V * 9:00 PM ^4 +

^ Admission $1.00^
Cash Prizes

GROUND FLOOR STUDENT UNION

FISHBONE

WITH SPECIALGUEOT

MAGGIE'S DREAM
WEDNESDAY
MARCH 27, 1991

8 pm

^

1STUDENT UNION BALLROOM |

!

UMASS
TICKETS

AVAILABLEAT MAIN STRECORDS,
FOR THE RECORDAND

TIX UNLIMITED
$12 UMASS STUDENTS $15 ALL OTHERS

yet another U.P.C. production

Distinguished Visitors Program
Proudly Presents:

distinguished

Visitors progum

ex-model

ANN SIMONTON
to speak on

SEX POWER and
the MEDIA

Rethinking the myth of America's

Dream Girl

Tuesday

8:00 p.m.

March 26, 1991

Student Union Ballroom

distinguished

Visitors program

FREE ADMISSION
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Latshaw (Md.) L.C. was rained out.

The team returns home 0-0 because the

games are viewed as scrimmages.

"They were very aggressive," Jones said

of the play during the scrimmages. "We
have a very tenacious mental attitude

toward our game. The players showed good

poise."

"We're playing much more like a team,"

assistant coach Tom Carmean said of the

week's work. "We're not dependent on one

player to have a good day in order to win."

This year's tri-captains offer a blend of

talent, experience and maturity. Senior at-

tackman Jim McAleavey psyches the team

for good play and strong competition while

senior midfielder Rick Senatore helps the

players keep things in perspective and

sophomore Rick Mullins sets the example.

"They're willing to make more sacrifices

for the team," assistant coach Glenn

Mailer said of the players. "Maybe this

year that'll be enough to take them further

than in past seasons. They're a very

cohesive group."

"I see more of a team effort [as compared

to previous years]," Jones reflected. "They

listen and they want to learn."

The rosters holds 12 seniors, seven of

which are returning lettermen. The

coaches agree the players are in better

physical shape than in the past and at

tribute it to their commitment.

"I've been very pleased," Jones said.

"They're diligent about sticking to a pro-

gram."
"They understand the team concept,

Carmean said. "We were able to dissolve

an 'independent' team."

Part of dissolving that independance re-

quired moving some players around.

Sophomore Mark Millon has moved from

attack to midfield, a move which evens out

a heady offense.

"It benefits everyone," Carmean said of

the switch. "We didn't want to overload our

attack. We needed to spread out the

talent."

"The offense looks great and always

will," Mailer said. "They're a determined

group."

The Gorillas face Jones' alma mater, Cor-

nell, in Ithaca, N.Y., Wednesday for their

season opener.

Students Get A
10% Discount

We have it all!

Pool

Racquetball

j Sauna

D Massage
Computerized Bikes

C Treadmill

Yoga
Stairmasters

D Aerobics

D Aqua aerobics

D Stretch & strengthen

Nautilus

Tennis

Jacuzzi

D Free Weights

Rowing Machines

No hidden costs, No court fees,

Free exercise tech. appointments
uuKrs

a, EC,,™Gatehouse Road

Amherst • 256-6446

Proper Identification A Musi

57 NORTH PLEASANT ST • 253-5141

WELCOME BACK!!
Wednesday Night is Spring

Kickoff Beach party

9-?

Prizes for the Best Tan (lines)

Grand Prize-FREE Tanning Sessions

Tropical Drink Specials

FREE Buffalo Wings

$4.50 pitchers-Molson Light

Miller Light

Rolling Rock
Miller Genuine Draft

Don't forget/Tuesday Night is TACO NIGHT

Classifieds
com ic the eouBCUN oma- cciluwn wiirshmm. FRis.w-2wnEAnuNE2i>A YS mOR TO rilBUCATlOVCASH IS ADVANCE. 2C. WOW /M

)
'< « -W

I
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ACTIVITIES

FISHBONE! w special guest MAGGIES
DREAM Weds March 27 8pm TixatTix

Unltd For the Record Mam St Records Yet

another UPC Production

PROFESSIONAL ENGINEERING PANEL:

March 28. 1991 -Thursday

6pm
Campus Center 1 74

Panel will answer questions about your

future

VOLUNTEERS NEEDED! The Literacy Pro-

iect needs volunteers tor the week of April

1 Spare some time and help someone learn

to read! Parti 549-7198

WOCH RADIO. The Alternative Meeting

tonight 8:30 in Webster Lounge New peo-

ple welcome, as always

ARTS. FOR RENT

SPRING SPECIAL 99 cents one month

rent with one year lease 2BR $450. 3BR

$537 in Sunderland Free bus route, laun-

dry facilities, pool, garden plots Short term

leases available 665-3856

AUTO FOR SALE

1988 HONDA CRX 5sp silver -good condi-

tion $5500 BO 253-9660. Mark

CAMPUS VACATIONS

HELP WANTED

ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYMENT
Fisheries earn $5,000 + /month. Free

transportation" Room and board 1 Over 8.000

openings No expenence necessary Male

or female For 68-page employment

manual, send $8 95 to M«L Research. Box

84008. Seattle, WA 98124
-Satisfaction Guaranteed

INSTRUCTION

ENGLISH AS A SECOND LANGUAGE
Classes begin April 1. 1991

Intensive day. part-time evening, and

TOEFL Preparation -Three levels

Register before March 22

Language Pacifica 256-4065

Brian McGivern

Happy Birthday! I bet you can t guess

whai's in store for you tonight

Love
Brenda

SUMMER SUBLET

BEAUTIFUL LARGE SUNNY room in

spacious house, two blocks from campus.

June August CaH Tara 549-5244

•INTERNSHIPS"

AMUSEMENT PARKS, Holiday Resorts.

Disneyland. 6 Flags, are hiring Great fun

and get paid too' Reserve position by call-

ing 1-805-682-7555 Ext K-1370

PLEASE STOP BY Campus Travel at your

earliest convenience We need your feed-

back on trip for further action Thank you.

Laurae Lyster, 545-0500

CHRISTMAS. SPRING BREAK, summer

travel FREE Air couriers needed and

cruise- ship jobs Call 1-805-682-7555 ext

F 1426

FALL 1991 INTERNSHIPS with the Legal

Services Center, get hands-on experience

in the legal field-work directly with attorneys

and clients Earn up to 15 undergraduate

credits No experience necessary -training

provided Apply early 1 Contact Legal Ser

vices today 545-1995. 922 Campus Center

Start the application process NOW'

TOMMY BRYANT.
Get those squinty eyes 4 perma-smile re

day cuz 23 Clownebouse is gonna get you

uptown'
Happy 21 st Birthday 1

Love,
Andrea. Bernice. Heather, 4 Jen

TO MY FAVORITE GUY ON THE PLANET-

I'm not very eloquent either, but what I have

to say is lust as simple You're pretty ex

cedent yourself With affection and other

nasties, I remain, your little Vixen

TRAVEL

ANNOUNCEMENTS

DISTINGUISHED VISITORS PROGRAM
presents:

Ann Simonton

"Sex Power, and the Media

Tonight- Student Union Ballroom

8pm
FREE Admission

ENDLESS SUMMER! Alaska |0t>s

Women/men, to $600/wk Airfare plus

room/board free Canneries hiring now! In-

formation 1(9°°>98851" E
K*',

17°

$3/minute (4 mm max /refundable)

HEADING FOR EUROPE '^SgEfRM
there anytime for $160 with AIRHITCH (

(Reported in NY Times ami Lets Go')

AIRHITCH (r) 212-864-2000

INTO THE WOODS- Tonight through

Thura.

8pm Bowker Auditorium

Student tickets only $3 00

FAC Box Office and at the door

THE UNIVERSITY DEMOCRATS will be

meeting Wednesday 3/27 at 7.00 .n Rnv

423B of the Student Un.on -Call 545-0199

for information

ENTERTAINMENT

RACK-A-DISC is still the best for DJ's and

live entertainment. Call anytime 586-9900:

ask about our specials

FOR RENT

AMHERST- 5 BEDROOM house for sum-

mer with fall option $1295mo 253-3604

FOR SALE

1980 VW RABBIT, runs well. $800 or BO
Desk bought for $80 now $40 586-4128

. i.FANTASTIC MONEY-MAKING OPPOR-
TUNITY!!! No such thing as easy money'

Guess again! Call/413-549-5894

FAST FUNDRAISING PROGRAM
$1000 in )ust one week
Earn up to $1000 for your campus organiza-

tion Plus a chance at $5000 more' This pro-

gram works! No investment needed. Call

1-800-932-0528 Ext. 50

LOOKING FOR RESPONSIBLE, loving

person to provide childcare for our 7 year

old son, through the summer and next year

Some overnights in our home in Leverett

We can work around school schedules

Need transportation Call 548-9057

LOST
ROOMMATE WANTED

3/9/91 1/« KARAT Cubic Zirconia earring

Worcester area- If found PLEASE call

6-0439

PERSONALS

OUR ROOMMATES LEFT US (one to

Texas one to his girlfriends) Now we have

a double in Puftton $230 for one person or

$170 ea for 2 roommates OR -if you want

kick us out and take over the whole lease

Call Adam 549-0506

-—CALIFORNIA OR BUST!
Make all the right moves For

information about our resource

guides write to California

Information Services Suite 114

858 Third Ave Chula Vista, CA
91911

TYPING/WOROPROCESSING

ARE YOU SICK OF TYPING?
Fast and Accurate
Typing/Woroprocessing

Free Laserpnnting

CALL BECCA 549-4600 x433

PAPERS, DISSERTATIONS. RESUMES,
graphs, laser printing Rosemary -call

259-1786

FUTONS
Metawampe
Top quality gold bond futons

Delivery anywhere in USA
Sleep with us and save'

1 800-3FUTON1

RAPIDLY EXPANDING MARKETING FIRM

now hiring No experience necessary'

Call 253-7456

PAUL SIMON TICKETS
Worcester Centrum Good seats

3-29-91

665-7426 Leave message

SUMMER 6/24-8/25 : The Association for

the Help of Retarded Children needs male

and female students to work at its summer

sleep-away camp in the Catskill Mountains

for developmental^ disabled children and

adults PAID POSITIONS available for cabin

counselors, program instructors, WSI's, of-

fice staff Write CAMP LOYALTOWN,
AHRC, 189 Wheatly Road. Brookville. NY
11545 or call 516-626-1000. Mon-Fri

00 YOU HAVE questions about your

PROFESSIONAL ENGINEERING PANEL

MARCH 28 Thursday

6pm
Campus Center rm 174

INWTHE^C^S^astTnd Crew

Golly didn't we have a ball over spring

break' Well- Good luck this week at Bowker

Auditorium
March 25 - 28 at 8:00 pm
Thanks for everything'

You guys are great!

ROOMMA1 E NEEDED. $193 75 V* March

rent free Call Kevin (508)256-3982

RESUMES, PAPERS, anything typed or

typeset Fast, professional service_Af

dable rates KCommumcations 256-6373

SERVICES WANTED

PREGNANT?
Need a pregnancy lest, information or sup-

port? Call for free and confidential services

ALTERNATIVES 33 Main St Ncthampton

586 3000 or Greenfield 774-6010

FOUNO

JEN-
Happy Birthday! We all love you 1

Love, Tri-Sigma

ON MARCH74 1991 : __
5 men from 7406 Mill Valley Estates got ex-

tremely inebriated

This is just an ordinary day

Please think about that today

10 SPEED Mens bicycle Vicinity Mt

Farms Mall- Saturday- March 16- Call 9-5

at- 586-7408

STINKY MONKEY
Happy Birthday

My Dreams Are Now Reality

Love
Boo-Boo

SUBLET

GREAT HOUSE TO SUBLET for the sum

mer with lease option House is on bus line

5 minute walk to campus, quiet

neiqhborhood, screened in porch, parkmcj

and more! Call now' 549-6508 Leave I

message

SUMMERW FALL OPTION. Large room

in S Amherst condo Pool, central A/.C

washer/dryer, parking. On bua route Cool

roomies, perfect summer place! Call Joe

253-2696

CASH FOR GOLD. Unwanted or broken

jewelry' Call 253-9626

WANTED FOR RENT

WE WANT YOUR LEASE! 5 8 people- Fall

Prpl near campus 6-2615 6-5624

SUMMER RENTAL

CAPE COO - Group summer rentals - water

front houses Falmouth area 508-477^000
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SPORTS
Celtic signee is former Minuteman
By THOMAS A. GEORGE
Collegian Correspondent

and The Associated Press

Through a twisted chain of events, Arthur J. (A.J.)

Wynder finally made the big time.

the Boston Celtics signed former University of

Massachusetts guard A.J. Wynder yesterday to a 10-day

contract.

Wynder replaces Charles Smith, who is the Celtics

player charged in the hit-and-run deaths of two Boston

University students

Smith was arraigned Friday on charges of vehicular

homicide, driving under the influence of alcohol and other

charges in connection with the deaths of two Boston

University students An Trinh. 21, and Michelle Dartley,

20. died at the site on Commonwealth Avenue, in the

heart of that campus.

As a freshman, Wvnder played a scant 14 minutes

played and contributed four rebounds. He left UMass in

1982 for Fairfield University, where he graduated.

The 6-2. 180-pound guard was not drafted by an NBA
team He plaved in 54 games for the Wyoming Wildcat

ten in 1987-88, averaging 7.9 points. The following

HOD, he played in 54 games for Cedar Rapids Oowi

averaging 12.6 points

He played in 53 games for the Continental Basketball

Leagues's Cedar Rapids Silver Bullets and the Quad Ci

ty Thunder this season. Wynder played for St. Etienne

(France) before going back to the Cedar Rapids team.

Celtics spokesman Jeff Twiss said Wynder's contract

was 'loosely' connected to Smith's alleged involvement in

the homicide.

"I can't answer that. I don't know," Twiss said, in

reference to the connection between Wynder and Smith.

"Mv hunch is that one didn't precipitate the other."

While a student at UMass, Wynder was stabbed Dec.

6, 1982, in the area of John F Kennedy Residence Hall

on Massachusetts Avenue, after which he never return-

ed to the court as a Minuteman.

According to police reports, the stabbing was a result

of a discussion about a woman." Micoyan N. Von Dyke,

the alleged assailant, was not a student at the time.

The woman was a mutual friend of Wynder and Von

Dyke. The two went on a walk, apparently to discuss each

others involvement with the woman in question, accor-

ding to the assigned prosecuting attorney David Angier.

Wynder, former resident of Mackimmie Residence Hall.

m is stabbed in the lower abdomen When admitted to

Cooley Dickinson Hospital his condition was listed as

serious. Due to a heavy loss of blood, Wynder underwent

surgery to determine if permanent damage had been done,

according to Arthur Wynder Sr.

Wynder. of New York City, began practicing with the

Celtics Monday. He will wear number 12.

Gymnasts land in fourth at Easterns
By MICHAEL MORRISSEY
Collegian Correspondent

The University of Massachw>. ft- men's gymnastics

team ended their season with a fourth place finish in the

Eastern Intercollegiate Gymnastics League Champion-

ships last Saturday at Rutgers University

UU >red JH4 points, but could not compete with

first place Temple, who scored 276 points even without

their best gymnast. All-American Bill Roth.

'The\ .nbeuevable." said coach Roy Johnson

• mished second with 268 points and Army plac-

ed third with 267 points.

Fortunately, the season ended with a few bright

for some individual gymnasts Sophomore Steve

Ch • n broke the long standing UMass individual

all around record March 16 with a score of 55.1 against

Cortland. The former record was 55.05 established by

Gene Whalen in 1974

In the EIGL meet, Christensen came in third on the

pommel horse and senior Dave DiNucci placed fifth in the

vault with a score of 8.8. Freshman Joe Haran had a big

day, taking fifth in the horizontal bar (9.1 ) and capturing

fourth on the floor exercise with a 9.05.

For some gymnasts, the year might not be over. The

NCAA Eastern Regional Championship meet combines

top performers from many schools to recognize their year

long excellence in each event

The team will find out on Wednesday just who will com-

pete as the selection process is not complete. Steve

Christensen's horse routine. Haran's vault and DiNuc

high bar may all be promising enough to merit invita

tions, according to Johnson.

With the regular season over, Johnson said he is pleas-

ed with many of his team's accomplishments, but he said

he still feels there is work to be done.

"We broke a team record for points and we beat the

three service academies also," Johnson said. "Besides, we

finished fifth in the EIGLs last year, so we're getting

better.

We're going to be stronger next year, with a good

recruiting class," he said.
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Gorillas hungry for real competition
hut. i i _ i :„r OT.,.mA r,t nf montnl lansp in the firsl

By ADRIEN MATT
Collegian Staff

Pale and eager.

Although this year's spring trip didn't entail warmer

climes, it allowed the lacrosse team to face some of the

tougher competition this nation offers.

Ted Garber's Gorillas competed against New York and

Maryland lacrosse clubs, tolerating miserable weather

conditions. The team suffered only one loss — to the Long

Island Lacrosse Club (12-11).

"We had a brief moment of mental lapse in the first

half," assistant coach Aaron Jones said refering to a four-

goal stretch. "But on the whole, I saw smart play.

Defensively, the team has matured. Sophomores and

juniors have seen playoff berths and seem eager to repeat

sucessful seasons.

"I've been very impressed with the defense, he said.

"They played very well all three games."

The Gorillas went on to beat North Hempstead L.C. 14-8

and Mt. Washington L.C. 13-8. A game scheduled with

CONTINUED ON PAGE 11

Baseball goes
3-8 on Florida trip

vs. strong schedule
By GREG SUKIENNIK
Collegian Staff

Undoubtedly the University of Massachusetts

baseball team was hoping for better than a 3 8 record

on their annual Florida spring break road trip. But con_

sidering the circumstances - namely, the strength of

opposition like Florida and South Florida and the fact

that those teams have played far more games this

season than the Minutemen - the results aren t so

disappointing.

UMass pulled out three wins, including I 9 8 come

from-behind effort against Michigan State, a 6-2 win

over Rollins behind a strong outing from pitcher Jim

Telgheder, and a 21 14 pasting of Lowell. On the down

side South Florida took all three games from the

Minutemen, and both Florida and Rollins won two

games apiece.

UMass coach Mike Stone said that although he

hoping the Minutemen could pull out a few more wins

against some of Florida's tougher competition, he saw

signs of potential in the team.

Collegian File Photo

Having completed a spring break schedule against some of the best club lacrosse teams in the

nation, UMass heads to Ithaca, N.Y. to face Cornell on Wednesday in their first regular season

game.

Collegian File Photo

Minuteman pitcher John Russell is one of

four Sophomores whom coach Mike Stone is

planning to use as starters this season. The

baseball team faces UConn at Lorden field

Wednesday at 3 pm.

"We have the talent to play at that level," asserted

Stone. "We felt we could stay with those strong teams

and knock a few of them off, but we lacked consisten

cy at times, particularly on the mound but overall as

well."

Telgheder was among the bright spots on the trip.

He accounted for two ofUMaas' three wins, going near-

ly the distance in both games. Telgheder went eight

and two-thirds innings in the Rollins win, and over-

came a shaky start against Lowell to pitch into the

ninth inning.

Stone was also impressed with the play of catcher

Derek Dana.

"Derek really shined behind the plate," he said. "He

was throwing out runners and handling our pitching

staff well. He's shown a lot of improvement."

Center fielder Mike Tobin and shotstop Glen DiSar-

cina were players whom Stone pointed out as having

played well during the trip.

"Tobin caught everything that was hit at him, and

DiSarcina played excellent defense at short," he said.

Pitcher Rob Graziano also stood out, striking out nine

Michigan State Spartans in four innings of relief en

route to UMass' 9-8 comeback victory. Graziano pick

ed up the win in relief of freshman Peter Ferrari.

"We saw some excellent pitchers and some good hit-

ters, but we weren't intimidated — we played right

with them," noted Stone. "We'd like to see these teams

again - hopefully we'll get far enough [in post-season

play] that we'll have the chance."

UConn game is tomorrow: UMass' home opener

against Connecticut has been postponed until Wednes-

day afternoon at 3 p.m. due to swamp-like conditions

at Earl E. Lorden field. Since construction of Mullins

Arena has blocked the main access to Lorden field, use

the left field entrance from lot 25.
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UMass to test phone pre-registration system
By TAMIR LIPTON
Collegian Staff

If you are an Engineering, Sociology, Animal Science,

Hotel Restaurant and Travel Administration, Economics

or Mathematics major, you won't be pre-registering for

classes next fall the way you used to. No, you won't have

to deal with the hassle of filling in the bubbles. Why?

Because the Undergraduate and Graduate Registrars'

Offices will be conducting a pilot of the University of

Massachusetts' new $90,000, 32 telephone, touchtone pre

registration system. The Registrar's Office will be testing

the system's effectiveness and efficiency.

Undergraduates in the pilot departments will receive

a Personal Identification Number, which will allow them

to access the pre-registration system using a touchtone

phone. Graduate students will not be issued PINs.

It is important to remember this is only a substitution

to the old pre-registration ways, said Registrar Nancy Fitz

patrick, who is involved in the coming together of this pro-

ject. It does not mean students automatically receive all

the classes they hav^ registered for, she stressed.

Students will still receive their schedules in August and

will probably still have to go through the aggravating

add/drop process.

The time at which students pre-register, and the method

the students use to pre-register, will not affect whether

they will get certain courses, according to Fitzpatrick.

With the new pre-registration system, students will get

immediate feedback so they can make sure they have

entered their course requests correctly.

One of the concerns that the Registrar's Office has with

this system is how long it will take students to get through

on the 32 phone system.

However, according to Fitzpatrick, they have consulted

Penn State and Ohio State who both have the same system

with the same number of phones and with 50,000 students

and each school is happy with the way the system is

working.

Students in the pilot groups will be asked to answer a

questionnaire when they are finished pre-registering.

Among the questions they will be answering is how many
times the phone was busy when they tried to get through.

All PINs are registered in the computer through the

Registrar's Office, and will be changed each semester to

protect each student's identity and to ensure students con-

tinue to go to their departments (where they pick up their

PIN) and meet with guidance counselors if it is required

by the department.

The pilot pre-registration is the first step in automating

the University's entire registration process, making it

easier and more convenient for students, said Fitzpatrick

The next step will be to make pre registration available

through touchtone telephones for all student* Eventual-

ly, add/drop will be conducted over the phone too.

The system speaks instructions to students, who use the

keypad on their touchtone phones to enter their course

transactions.

Former Sports Illustrated model trashes porn, pageants
By THOMAS A. GEORGK
Collegian Correspondent

Pornography dispenses enormou-

jnotmta of women hating images, making

the feminist the enemy, according to a

former Sports Illustrated model turned

feminist activist

Ann Simonton, speaking in the Student

Union Ballroom last night said it is por-

nography producers who don't like "power

ful women."
'When I was a model, a wide grin was

what they (photographers) were after, now
it is getting toward the sei mus or victimiz

ed look. "she said.

.simonton was the 1974 cover model i"i

Sports Illustrated'* swimsu.it issue.

She has also appeared on the cover of

nteen as well as in the pages of

Clamour, Vogue, Cosmopolitan, Women's

l>a\. and Bride magazines.

In a graphic slide presentation, Simon-

ton portrayed the uses of racial stereotyp-

ing, passivity, violence, fear and bondage

idvertising vehicle

Simonton said she has been involved in

the destruction of numerous copies of

magazines in stores.

She said she has been arrested 1 1 tim. m

Simonton addressed the prevelance of the

symbols of gang rape in pornography, a ten-

hillion dollar industry.

Slides were shown of a portion of a

Hustler magazine piece that featured a

gang style rape on a pool table.

The piece ran three months previous to

the rape at Big Dan's Bar in New Bedford,

Mass., according to Simonton. The Big

Dan's case drew national attention after

the movie The Accused was released, por-

traying the course of events at the New-

Bedford bar.

Simonton is the coordinator of Media

Watch, opponent to the Miss America Pro

gram. The Miss America Pageant in the

largest educational scholarship available

to woman in the world, she said.

Simonton, as a quasi-trade mark, prote t-

this event in a dress made of meat and

meat products.

One of these dresses would contain as

much as thirty pounds of sliced bologna and
CONTINUED ON PAGE 2
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Property crime declines,

violent crime increases
WASHINGTON (AP) Crimes against

people and property dropped almost 3

percent last year, but some violent

crimes increased, including assaults

that caused injuries, new government

figures show.

Overall, completed and attempted per-

sonal and household crimes, excluding

homicide, declined by i million to 34.8

million, according to preliminary

estimates from the National Crime

Survey released Sunday.

But of that 1 million, nearly 937,000

were larcenies that did not include any

contact with the victim. The total of

such crimes declined to 11.6 million.

The rate dropped 8.4 percent so that last

year, 56.9 of every 1,000 people were vic-

tims of such a crime.

"No one should look at today's figures

which do not even include the murder

count and believe that the epidemic of

crime in America has been broken,"

said Sen Joseph R. Biden Jr.m D-Del.,

chairman of the Senate Judiciary

Committee.
"Larceny without contact would be

bicycle thefts, other relatively minor

thefts, whereas the issues of greater con-

cern are moving up," added Alfred

Blumstein, dean of the School ofUrban

and Public Affairs at Carnegie Mellon

University in Pittsburgh.

Crimes that showed increases in both

number and rate in 1990 were assaults

completed with injury, attempted rob-

beries and completed personal larcenies

that involved contact with the victim.

Although the survey found a decline in

the number of rapes, the figures are in

dispute.

The findings are based on Census

Bureau interviews with 97,000 people

aged 12 and older in 48,000 homes who
were questioned about rape, robbery

and personal theft declined by 4.1 per-

cent to 18.9 million. That translates to

a rate of nearly 93 per 1,000 people a

decline from almost 98 the previous

year.

Steven D. Dillingham, director of the

Justice Department's Bureau of Justice

Statistics, which released the figures,

noted that personal thefts without con-

tact with the victim comprise about 66

percent of all crimes against

individuals.

"Obviously, any (overall) statistic is

dominated by the numerically largest,

which tends to be the least serious,"

Blumstein said.

Meanwhile, completed and attempted

household crimes including burglary,

larceny and motor vehicle theft decreas-

ed 1.4 percent to 15.9 million, a rate of

166 per 1,000 households. The rate was
almost 170 in 1989.

Of the personal crimes, the number of

completed violent crimes rose 3.4 per-

cent to 2.3 million. That increase was
reflected in a 2.4 percent rise in the rate,

which meant 11.2 of every 1,000 people

were victims of a completed, violent

crime.

That includes almost 6 percent more

aggravated and simple assaults that in-

jured victims, with some 1.5 million

such victims last year. The rate of the

two types of assault with injuries in-

creased from 7 victims per 1,000 people

in 1989 to 7.3 last year.

Homicides, which hit a record ofmore

than 23,000 last year, are not included

because only the survey includes only

information provided by victims.

The survey's rape figures showed the

number declining 18.3 percent to

110,660 last year- a 19.1 percent rate

drop to 0.5 per 1,000 people. But the

figures are in dispute and Dillingham

of the statistics bureau has told Con-

gress the survey is being redesigned to

get more accurate rape data.

METCO students shot
School administrators voice shock, outrage

BOSTON (AP) School officials at a subur-

ban high school said today they were shock

ed to learn that two girls who attend the

school through the METCO program were

shot while waiting for a bus after roller

skating.

Kim Johnson, 16, and Sherel Darget, 15,

both of Boston, were waiting for a bus

about 6:15 p.m. after an afternoon of roller

skating at the nearby Chez Vous rink Sun-

day when the shooting erupted on Blue Hill

Avenue in the Mattapen section.

A spokeswoman at Boston City Hospital

said Johnson was in stable condition

yesterday with a bullet wound in her groin.

Darget was released after treatment for a

shoulder wound. The teens, both METCO
students at the Concord-Carlisle High

School were struck by shots fired by a small

group of teen-age youths. Police said it was

unclear today whether the shots were in-

tended for the girls or for several teen-age

boys standing nearby.

Elaine DiCiccio, principal at Concord-

Carlisle High School, said both girls are

"very well-liked and very popular with

their friends."

Counselors and teachers today have been

busy today helping students deal with the

tragedy.

"We've been working very hard with

their friends and with all of the students

in the METCO program in particular,"

DiCiccio said.

"It's just something that is very hard to

understand, to comprehend, to talk about

with students. But our counselors are

listening."

Police Lt. Thomas Lydon said officers

heard the shots and ran into the street, but

the youths ran away without being ap-

prehended. He said up to ten shots were

fired from more than one gun.

Because there were many people in the

area, Lydon said it was a miracle that

others were not injured in the attack.

Both students attend the high school

north of Boston under the Metropolitan

Council for Educational Opportunities, Inc.

of Roxbury. Founded in 1966, the program

allows urban minority students to attend

suburban high schools.

The two girls were among about 3,200

students in Boston and 300 in Springfield

who participate in the private, non-profit

program, METCO director Jean McGuire

said.

"I know them from weekend parties"

METCO gives for its students, METCO
staff member Mark Jackson said. "They've

both attended in the past. They usually at

tend."

Concord-Carlisle has participated in

METCO for at least 20 years, she said. Cur-

rently, about 10 percent of the school's 850

students are from METCO.
The case remained under investigation

Tuesday, police spokesman Vin Loporchio

said.
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DID YOU KNOW...

...That Comprehensive Dental

Services Are Available to You

Through the University Health

Services?

Examinations and consultations are

covered by your health fee.

Routine dental care, including

cosmetic bonding and root canals, is

available at reasonable rates.

Convenient On Campus Location

Ground Floor of University Health Services

lite
For Appointments or

Questions Call: 545-2400

Monday - Friday 8:00 AM - 5:00 PM
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for a gift for

a Friend?
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MANDARIN/SZECHUAN CUISINE

The Best Chinese Buffet A™™^s

Buffet Served 5-8 PM Sun-Thurs Brunch Served Sun. 11:30 AM-3.00 PM
(1) Hot and Sour Soup (7) House Spiced onicKen

ALL VOL/ CAN EAT (2) Chicken Fingers (8) Sweet ana Sour Chicken
ML.L. VJ\J V**i !-+>

(3) Chicken Wings (9) Roast Pork Fried Rice

(4) Fried Wontons (10) Vegatabie Fried Noodles

Children

Under 10

$3.00

$5.99 (5) Pan Fried Raviolli (11) Chinese BBQ Pork

(6) Beef with Green Pepper (12) Broccolli m Oyster Sauce

We Deliver in Amherst 5-10:00 PM-Everyday
Minimum $15 plus $2 Delivery Charge

TAKE OUT SERVICE • FULL COCKTAIL MENU
10 BELCHERTOWN RD, AT RTE. 9, AMHERST, MA 256-0251, 256-0252

"Easier Sunday "Brunch
-BRUNCH BUFFET-

OVfarcfi 31, 1991

11:00 am to 4:00 prrt

$10.95 Mulis

$5.50 Children (10 and under)

Top of the Campus
Restaurant & Lounge

1 1 tfi
(}Xoor Campos Center

University of fttassachusetts

at Amherst

Call today to reserve a

table for your

entire family

545-3216

Validated

parking

FREE RENT OPTION
.i->

* i«.

"

* ->v

* :
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Brandywine offers Country

Living with convenience

• On UMass Bus Route • Nearby Shopping • Situated

on well landscaped acres with pond.
• One and two bedroom apartments include fully equipped

kitchen and wall to wall carpeting.
• Swimming pool, laundry facilities, responsive

management.
• Stop and we'll show you what we have to offer.

• Affordable rents include gas, utilities (heat, hot water
and stove).

BRANDYWINE AT AMHERST
16 Brandywine Drive, Amherst

Rental Office Open Daily 10-4

Limited Time Offer - 549-0600
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LOCAL
Professor: prospects of Middle East peace unlikely

By JASON GEORGE
Collegian Staff

Although the recent Persian Gulf war

has effected great changes in the Middle

East, post-war diplomacy will be unable to

produce a lasting peace settlement for the

region.

This analysis was offered by Edward

Kaufman, a political science professor at

Hebrew University in Jerusalem, speaking

at Hampshire college last night on "Post-

War Prospects for a Regional Peace in the

Middle East."

"The most likely scenario is that nothing

new will occur," Kaufman said. He based

this statement on an examination of past

conflicts in the region.

"Coming from the land of prophets, the

best way to predict the future is to look to

the past," Kaufman said.

Kaufman offered a framework to ex-

amine potential changes in the Middle

East, noting the war's effects both on Israel

and on the Arab states in the region.

Kaufman noted the war created a "com-

monality of fate" between Israel and other

Arab nations, particularly Syria, Egypt,

and Saudi Arabia. This will not necessari-

ly be a foundation for future regional

cooperation, however, according to

Kaufman.
"If you follow the logic that 'the enemy

ofmy enemy is my friend,'" Kaufman said,

"then if there is no enemy, there may be

no friend, either."

Kaufman presented five possibilities for

the region, none of which he thought would

succeed.

Both the idea of an United Nations inter-

national peace conference and of holding

elections in the West Bank and the Gaza

Strip are outmoded ideas, according to

Kaufman.
"In Israel there is normally a wide

mistrust of the United Nations," Kaufman
said, referring to the large number of U.N.

resolutions condemning Israeli actions.

A third option would involve bilateral

negotiations between Israel and neighbor-

ing Arab states, along the lines of the

Israeli-Egyptian talks that produced the

Camp David Accords in 1979.

Kaufman stated this outcome is unlike-

ly to produce long-term improvement,

either, particularly in light of Israeli-

Syrian relations.

The major sticking point in Israeli-Syrian

negotiations is the Golan Heights. This is

an area between the two nations which

Israel occupied in 1967 and annexed of-

ficially in 1981.

"Under [Prime Minister Yitzhak

Shamir's] term of office, there will be no

concessions on the Golan Heights," Kauf-

man said. "Shamir has no constituency in

the Heights."

A fourth possibility would be a "two-

track" solution involving parallel talks bet-

ween Israel and the Arab states in the

region and Palestinians in the occupied

territories.

Kaufman noted it would be very difficult

to get all the groups involved to agree to

the necessary preconditions for negotiation.

Similarly, Kaufman proposed a com-

prehensive conference where Israel,

Palestinians, and Arab states could sit

down to address issues necessary to achieve

regional peace. These include the regional

arms race, border disputes, and economic

development.

"I'm not sure that this will fly in

anywhere except in academia," Kaufman

said.

( cillrtfuin pholo l>> IKinrlv Ahrarn

SOLITUDE - A lone UMass student walks toward the Student

Union in the rain. __

Panel discusses plight of women political prisoners

By AHVA DAVIS
Collegian Correspondent

A panel compiled of former women political prisoners

spoke yesterday about their experiences in prison, and the

suppression of battered women.

The forum began with a short film of men and women

who have been arrested and convicted of conspiracy

against the United States.

Most of the people were serving sentences of more than

ten years without probation in a maximum security facili

ty. Many were not directly involved, but were known to

have involvement with resistance groups.

Pat LeVasseur, one of the Ohio Seven, spent three and

a half years in jail for harboring her husband during a

sedition conspiracy. She, like many others, continue to

fight for the release of political prisoners.

"We have to remain enraged," said LeVasseur.

During a trial the people being charged are often "be-

ing looked at as a traitor" said Shelly Miller, who was

arrested for refusing to testify before a political grand jury.

Women who are in jail for killing their abuser are now

also considered political prisoners.

"Every 15 days a man kills the woman that he loves,"

said Gail Kielson of Necessities/Necessidades. Women are

being punished for trying to save theirs, as well as their

childrens', lives. Kielson continued to say we live in "a

society that punishes women for fighting back."

Barbra Zeller. a woman who is not a political prisoner,

works with Freedom Now. and the Puerto Rican

Resistance to help free prisoners.

"When movements are developed enough, people can

be freed," said Zeller.

"You really can change things if you work together to

do it," said Miller.

Collegian photo by K.A.

Pat LeVasseur
Burke

UMass students win 8 Town Meeting seats

By ALEX DERING
Collegian Staff

According to early results from precincts in which

students were candidates for Amherst Town Meeting

seats, at least eight of the twelve University of

Massachusetts student-candidates were elected last night.

According to unofficial results, which do not include

write-in votes or absentee ballots, two students, Hollis

Crowley and Marjorie Decker, were elected from Precinct

2, which represents Orchard Hill.

In Precinct 3, which had three student-candidates, two

students, Richard Rigney and Kevin Newnan were

elected. m ___.
Precinct 4, which had four students running for seats

WEDNESDAY, MARCH 27

Theater Production - "Into the Woods," sponsored by

the UMass Theater Guild, at 8 p.m. in Bowker

Auditorium. Tickets are $5 for general public and $3 for

students and senior citizens.

Meeting - The University Democrats on Wednesday,

March 27 in 7 p.m. in Student Union 423B.

Lecture- Chuck Lacy, the president and chief operating

officer of Ben and Jerry's Homemade, Inc., will speak on

the topic of "Alternative Entrepreneurship, at 8:15 p.m.

in the Center Frontroom at Amherst College.

Seder Sign-Ups - Today is the last day to dign up for

Passover Seders. Sign up in Franklin Dining Commons.

The Seders will take place in Hamden Dining Commons.

at the Town Meeting, had at least two student winners,

Dennis Crowley and Robert Murray.

Two other students, Robert Witherall and Sharon Lang

were elected to two vacated seats. Their terms will only

last two years, instead of the regular three.

According to Commuter Area Government President

Ted Chambers, this is a major victory for students.

"Better than 25 percent of the students who were eligi-

ble to vote in Orchard Hill did so," said Chambers. "Bet-

ween 6 p.m. - 8 p.m. we drove over 70 people to the polls."

Chambers said such a turn out for a relatively unadver

tised election was phenomenal.

"There are 240 members in the Amherst Town

Meeting," said Chambers. "So having only eight or nine

For Your Information
THURSDAY, MARCH 28

Movie - "Young Guns II," sponsored by Cape Verdean

Students in the CCA. The first show, at 5 p.m., will cost

$1.50. The other showings, at 7 p.m., 9 p.m. and 11 p.m.

will cost $2.

Theater Performance - "Into the Woods," sponsored by

the UMass Theater Guild, at 8 p.m. in Bowker

Auditoruim. Tickets are $5 for general public and $3 for

students and senior citizens.

Panel Discussion - Sponsored by the Society ofWomen

Engineers in CC 174-176 from 6 p.m. - 8 p.m. Admission

is free.

Film - Sponsored by the LBGA in CC 803 from 7 p.m.

- 9 p.m. Admission is free.

students doesn't seem like much, but there's a lot that

they can do."

Chambers went on to say too often students believe

there is a conspiracy in the town to keep them out of town

government. He said this was not the case.

"Instead," he said, "what happens is that people in the

town don't take students seriously because they think the

only things we care about are drinking and fornicating."

He expressed optimism students will continue to have

a positive impact.

"This proves that student apathy is a myth," Chambers

said. "A small group of organized students have shown

that they are capable of having a serious impact on issues

concerning students."

FRIDAY, MARCH 29

Jumaa Salat - Sponsored by the Muslim Students

Association at 12:30 p.m. Please check the Campus Center

Schedule near the elevators for the room.

Community Passover Seder and Service - Sponsoredby

the Chabad House, please call and make reservations. The

cost is $8. All are welcome.

Coffee Social - Sponsored by the LBGA in CC 803 from

3 p.m. - 6 p.m. Admission is free.

SATURDAY, MARCH 30

Community Passover Seder and Service - Sponsoredby

the Chabad House, please call and make reservation. The

cost is $8. All are welcome.

Sabado de Gloria- At the Northampton Center for the

Arte, a Brazilian celebration at 8 p.m. The cost is $11. For

more information call 586-7282.
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APRIL SHOWERS ofARTS

Six Weeks of Music, Theatre, Dance begin

April 2-6

WKfi^S^SSffSSSS

Special classes in African American Dance and

Classical Dance of India

UMASS ARTS COUNCIL HALF PRICE DISCOUNTS FOR STUDENTS

Contact PERFORMING ARTS DIVISION in OLD CHAPEL 545-0519

vnn YOUR tisjpokmaTION

There are some religious holidays

coming up at the end of this week.

According to section VI of Academic

Regulations in the publication Student's

Ri ghts and Rp^ponsibilities 1990-1991:

Faculty may not give quizes, tests or exams on^major

religious holidays, as recognized in the University sOfftcial

C„tndar:GoodFriday,thefirstdayofPassover,RoshHas>u,nah

and Yom Kivpur. ,

State law requires that the University excuseany student

z
,hoisunabletoattendclassorparticiP

ateinanyexam,nation,

study or work requirement because of religious observance,

'students have the right to make up examinations, study or

work requirements that they miss because of religious obser-

vance without any adverse or prejudicial effects.

If you have any further questions or

problems, call the

Information Data Bank at:

545-1555

IDB is a service of the Dean of Students Office and is

located in Whitmore in the lobby at the top of the ramp

(north side) .

Have you ever wanted
to

check
here

SHOOT
ROOMMATE

your:

THE
EDWIN M. ROSSMAN

ALUMNI CAREER FORUMS

DEPARTMENT OF MICROBIOLOGY

& DEPARTMENT OF BIOCHEMISTRY

BOYFRIEND

DATE:
TIME:

LOCATION:

GIRLFRIEND

] NEIGHBOR

THURSDAY, MARCH 28, 1991

8:00 PM

CAMPUS CENTER 163

SPONSORED BY:

PROFESSOR

WELL, HERE'S YOUR CHANCE!
PICTURE THIS: 48 HOURS ATUMASS

Wednesday, March 27, The 1991 IndexYearbook will be distributing

film to capture 2 days in your life at UMASS

Stop by our table for film and rules on Wednesday

You will receive $5 off the 1991 edition if your photo is selected

MATHER CAREER CENTER
ALUMNI ASSOCIATION

DEPT. OF MICROBIOLOGY
and DEPT. OF BIOCHEMISTRY

This is an opportunity to meet with alumni

and discuss their experiences in the working

world. Don't miss this important panel

discussion!

OPEN TO ALL STUDENTS
IN THE BIOSCIENCES

COLLEGIAN
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Editorial/Opinion
. .

TZ.7Sl5 .._.„. -—JflT, «nH dn mt necessarily reflect the views of the Collegian or the Um
The opinions on this pagem those of the individual writer or cartoonist and do not necessarily refl,

Commie profs

ruin our minds

University unless otherwise noted.

The dismantling of the Berlin Wall was not so much a

victory of West over East, but rather a victory of one

ideology over another. In one definitive action, the peo-

ple ofGermany exorcised the spectre that had been haun-

ting Europe for almost a century.
.

The far left has since lost its primary icon, the boviet

Union, whose streets it turns out were paved with fool s

gold after all. , _ „
With the twin pantheon of the U.S.S.R. and The Peo

pie's Republic thus desecrated, today's radical movement

is reduced to the college intellectual in his ivory keep. The

draft-card burning revolutionary of the sixties is now a

full professor, replete with tweed jacket and briar pipe

These 'tenured radicals' are the final and most stubborn

vestiges of Marx's legacy - a rear-guard of seasoned

political activists committed to raising a new generation

of extremists. ^^^,____^___

Stefan Gross

Why should the politics of our lecturer matter when he

pontificates on the Treaty of Augsburg or the

Reformation? .
_ .«,.

We should care because he adulterates the very things

he is entrusted to commute to the future and thereby robs

us of our intellectual birthright. When he skews his

presentation to present one opinion or school of thought

as being the only •correct' interpretation and derides those

with a differing mien, when he forgoes his objective

responsibility of the academician in favor of the soapbox

of the ideologue, he ceases to enlighten the minds in.his

care and begins to program them. brave new World that

would have such people in it!
.

The most common incidence of such proselytizing is the

restriction of the curriculum to the moral relativist and

revisionist history epistemologies while umulti^uBly

discarding the traditional, proven course of study as be

ine 'insignificant' or 'biased.'

In fact it is this 'PC' mode of thought - the winnowing

of acceptable knowledge from a large body of metaphysical

chaff -that is by definition misrepresentative and reduc

tionLt in nature. The extent to which some professors

quTh Anting opinions should be disturbing to all

students, be they in agreement or not. ^^^
I do not advocate a Silberesque purging of all political

leanings in the University, but rather a cessation
,

of ito

use as the consummate precept for instruction - an en-

couragement of open polemic is an obvious coronary

Education must be objective in nature; when a specific

school of thought is introduced, it should btptatafrj*»
Sled as such and properly balanced through contrast and

^S^an mind is at its quintessence eristic and

synaesthetic. To restrict its explorations to fashionableS, of thought is reprehensible; to entrust its develop-

ment to the whim of the tendenite is criminal.

Stefan Gross is a UMass student

Glib adj Speaking or spoken with

careless ease. See: cutsie

IT WOULDN'T BE ST. PATRICK'S PAY WITHOUT THE LITTLEPEOPLE/
11

Curbing free-speech isn't an answer
41 —;j niaoir inatpari of African American, are tl

Slowly but surely, college administrators are taking

away our right to free speech.

The plague hasn't hit UMass yet, but considering our

record, I have a feeling we're not far behind.

A Brown University student was expelled for yelling out

racist epithets. A UConn student was banned from cam

pus cafeterias and dormitories because of a homophobic

sign on her door. . .

I'm not downplaying or condoning these acts of ig-

norance. It makes me sick.

Gayle Long

Instead of another chancellor,

let's bring democracy to UMass
. . 1 tit o m „„„U.,o.^*»e iircrintr nPODle n(

But administrators on these campuses and others are

feeling the need to institute "speech codes on campus,

to suppress ignorant or hateful language.

But they seem to forget one thing. This is the United

States of America.

There's this quirky little clause m the First Amend

ment, need I remind them, which allows for freedom of

Administrators, in a token attempt to make like easier

for minority students (exactly what else have they done?)

have thought up a great way of ridding their campus of

racism and other discriminatory sentiment. BAIN 11.

Make it grounds for expulsion, purge them from the

society

Sorry, but this isn't Lord ofthe Flies. Because someone

isn't socially responsible does not mean they should be

thrown to the dogs.

This attitude on campus, political correctness, is a well-

intentioned idea to promote the equality of all peoples.

Unfortunately, it has turned into more of a White guilt

trip than anything else.

If a person knows they're not a racist - they re not. 1

they said Black instead of African American, are they

racist? I doubt it.

Speech codes on campus are an extreme example ot the

politically correct crowd's view on society. "If someone

can't be nice to oppressed people, then they should be shut

up — by law."

You just can't do that.

Listen, no matter how ignorant, stupid, narrow-minded

or plain egotistical people sound - making them be quiet

or denying them an education doesn't change their opi-

nions about peoples.

Education is the only way. To deny them an education

on the grounds they are ignorant is ignorant

Sure we can get rid of all the "troublemakers who say

discriminatory things, and say "our campus is racism

free," or we can accept reality.

The reality is - people aren't always playing with a full

deck. Sometimes they listen to an older, less accepting

society. Sometimes, they are simply hateful.

These two students are two very different examples.

The man from Brown will probably never get an educa

tion. Maybe he doesn't deserve one. But education is the

road to enlightenment, is it not?

The woman from UConn, still allowed to go to classes,

has been banned from going into cafeterias and dor

mitories - centers for social interaction on campus. Was

there a chance she could learn from her peers about equali

ty and become aware of her ignorance?

We will never know.

Speech codes will only isolate people, divide them from

society, and maybe incite their hatred even more.

Remember that saying, "I don't agree with one word

you are saying, but will fight to the death for your right

Those rights are still ours. They will always be ours.

Educate — don't isolate.

Gayle Long is a Collegian columnist

The University is about to be without a

Chancellor. Let me suggest this provides

us with an opportunity to run the Univer-

sity in a much better way. Forget about

O'Brien or Broniery or Bartley. We don t

need a Chancellor!

This is an ideal time to put democracy in-

to action. Let's set up a council made up

of equal representatives of students,

workers, and faculty to make decisions and

run the University. These are the people

who care about this place and who, m fact,

are sticking around. Why should we let ad-

ministrators continue to run it into the

ground - they're the ones abandoning it

like a sinking ship.

We don't need another Chancellor who

will simply cave in to the Gover-

nor/Legislature/Regents in their bumbl-

ing/reactionary ways of dealing with the

state's crises. We don't even need another

Chancellor who will do a better job at lob-

bying. We need leadership that can really

lead- lead UMass to take action that will

show our importance and our power.

Workers, students, and faculty already

run this place. Without us there would be

no university. Let us acknowledge this

power and use it. At Greenfield Communi-

ty College, staff voted to support economic

sanction; • *g%h*f * fh* '
^ate of

Massachusetts, urging people not to buy

anything produced or sold in the state. We

could elaborate on this idea - how about

encouraging graduating students to seek

work out of state as long as the state keeps

slashing higher education and beating up

on state workers? How about cutting those

UMass programs that the state really

wants, rather than those that allow equal

access to working class and minority

students? .,, n
Unless the University is accessible to all

capable students, it perpetuates the current

balance of class forces in our society- no

education for the poor- so in other words,

the rich get richer and you know the rest.

The University should, even in hard times,

in fact especially in hard times, work to em-

power the less privileged in this state.

Whatever the tactics, let's take this time

to reexamine our priorities and our struc-

ture. Forget about who's to be a Chancellor.

Give the power to thbse people who have

a real investment in the University - those

of us who make the University run. I am

confident that workers, faculty, and

students would make decisions truly in the

interests of accessible public higher

education.
Ferd Wulkan

' • ' Organizer with Local 509, SEIU

A fight gone begging: Budget cuts

OK guys, I think it's time for a reali-

ty check . The war in the Gulf is over-

thank God. So, now, maybe we can con-

centrate on something else that is vital-

ly important to our futures. I'm not talk-

ing about the various political issues

that normally drive this campus crazy.

In case no one's been paying attention,

our illustrious Governor, William "of

course I support public higher educa-

tion" Weld wants to cut another $92

million from the state higher education

budget. We're already paying more for

less, and I didn't think it was possible

to get any worse. I guess I forgot where

I was, because it has. We're in a mess

of trouble. Actually, most of us know

about this already. We know what

Citizens for Limited Taxation almost

did to us, and that the strike didn't do,

which was get legislators to listen, and

understand how grave the situation

was. So we're screwed. This is nothing

AMjf

I guess what bugs the hell out of me

is that we just seem to be resigned to

this latest round of cuts. Not even one

lousy petition. Come on, this is UMass.

We protest anything, anywhere, at the

drop of a hat, and we can't fight for

ourselves? I'm not looking to the SGA

for help, especially because there isn't

one. But, while they bicker about who s

going to control the Student Activities

Trust Fund, I wonder if there's even go-

ing to be one in a few years. While we

all try to get on with our lives, the Fine

Arts Center will continue to sink into

disrepair. And the senate is fighting

with Angus over student

empowerment?
I've seen student empowerment work

on this campus, and it can happen

again, but somebody's gotta do

something. I'm graduating in May, so

I theoretically shouldn't care what hap-

pens to this place after I leave, but I do.

UMass is the third most expensive

public university in the country. Do you

want to be number one?

There were a lot of people at that

"straight pride" rally. If only a fraction

of that number would start screaming

about budget cuts again, even if it seems

like a lost battle. Out of sight, out of

mind- if we don't remind Governor

Weld and his cronies that we're here,

they will forget. Then, it won't matter

if there's homophobia on this campus,

because there will be no campus. And

there will be no rallies, because no one

will be around to listen.

Michelle Weinstock
Amherst

Ll
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TONIGHT and TOMORROW ONLY!

the UMASS Theatre Guild presents

INTO THE WOODS \

8 p.m. in Bowker Auditorium

Tickets: $3.00 Students & Senior Citizens,

$5.00 General Admission

available at tke FAC Box Office 545-251

1

and at tke door.

mMmmmwimmmmm
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SIMMER SPARKLES
at I Mass

rt-dit and noncredtl courses and work

ihopswitlb ou in the UMass Summei

A glittering lineupo mvenientrj

rt-d both -la;, and ex-erring in two, in w

I ir»t KMtoa runs Jum l-Jul> 12:

viuind session runsjuh 16* August 22.

Register—b) mail, b) telephone, by FAX. or in person

April 16 • theo itrse or workshop of your choice

I <>r more information ma free course catalog, call

Continuing Education at 545*2 tl4.

Universityof

Massachusetts

at Amherst

Summer
1991

In-ginning

the Division of

1*4 *<

i%
^v

\Mr KK \NN ha>e a proud tradition of people

htitoinu people — .« tradition vou tan share in tht

t mted Mans Peace Corp?. You'll live and work

for two vears in one ol more than 70 countries
... . i. .. :ll n ... i, tit hark

wonuwiur. »H«J. »"— r - •

< (insider these competitive henefits.

• S5.400 in the hank" after trainins and serMie

• housing & living expenses

• student loan deferment, partial Perk.ns loan

cancellation, and academic credit proRrams

• transportation overseas & hack, vacation &

travel, and medical care

Find out how your degree and skills can be put

to work as a Peace Corps volunteer. Majors in

math, science, agriculture, education, business,

natural resources, civil engineering, and health are

encouraged to attend the following seminar:

FILM SEMINAR & DISCUSSION
7:30 pm Wednesday, MARCH 27

124 Draper Hall

or contact the UMass Peace Corps Office,

545-2105, 12 Draper Hall

FISHBONE 1

WITH SPECIALGUEST

MAGGIES DREAM
WEDNESDAY
MARCH 27, 1991

8 pm
1STUDENT UNION BALLROOM|^ UMASS

TICKETS
AVAILABLEAT MAIN STRECORDS,

FOR THE RECORDAND
TIX UNLIMITED

$12 UMASS STUDENTS $15 ALL OTHERS

yet another U.P.C. production

STEINBECK COLLISION REPAIR
& AUTOBODY

53 So. Prospect — Amherst Center

256-8157 256-1385

Shop Registration # RS1212

ft.

o\X&t

^.-pkjc&ex

w

• Imports & other unibody vehicles

are our specialty

• State of art equipment for precision

frame and unibody straightening ( + or - Vi mm)

• Over 90 years staff experience

• Accepted by all insurance companies for

collision repair or glass replacement

• Advanced European Technology Painting and

Refinishing Systems

************************
REMEMBER it's your car and your choice ot

repairfacilities^^^^^^^^^^

ARTS & LIVING
Funk-a-delic madness tonight at the SUB
* *" M *m ^^ _ ,_m *u~ •-- iK^on„,*t 9 for UMass students and $15

By MARK ANDERSON
Collegian Correspondent

You may have heard them. Their rock-

hard soul sounds are a favorite of college

radio. You may have seen them. They've

appeared in such flicks as Back to the

Beach, Tape Heads, and Keenan Ivory

Wayans' I'm Gonna Git You, Suckaf They

even tore it up last weekend as musical

guests on Saturday Night Live.

Yep. That's right. Fishbone's comin.

Known and loved for their rip-roarin in-

yer-face performances, Fishbone will be

playing at the Student Union Ballroom

tonight at 8 p.m. New York folk-rockin'

funksters Maggie's Dream will open. And

it promises to be a show not to be missed.

On their last official album tour, (1988's

Truth and Soul) Fishbone played medium-

sized clubs with stadium-sized results

(although this fun-seeker missed their 1988

tour, one colleague who did catch their

show remains convinced to this day that it

was the best live show he's ever seen).

This time around, a sure-to-be packed

Student Union will greet their Amherst

stop. Barring divine intervention, acts of

Photo court*»y of Columbia Record*

Fishbone, who expect to release a new album in April on Columbia, will

rock the Student Union Ballroom tonight.

Vffitt^&X&E^

Congress or power failure, the evening

should be nonstop fonk'n good times.

So go, okay?

On record, the seven from L.A. have been

throwin' down since 1985 when their

critically acclaimed EP Party At Ground

Zero kept us asking for more. The horns,

the bass, the rhythm of it all can also be

found in 1986's In Your Face, 1987's It's A
Wonderful Life (a Christmas release, no

less) and their most recent (and probably

best) LP release Truth and Soul.

Last November they ended their 2-year

silence by pressing an EP of remixes and

several new songs ("In The Name of

Swing," "Love and Bullshit" and "Hide

Behind My Glasses")

And finally, a new Fishbone album will

be hitting the racks within a month. To be

released April 23, Fishbone's Reality ofMy
Surroundings should be a lively and heavy

LP, judging from last Saturdays set. For

those who can't wait, they also have a

CD/Cass single out entitled "Sunless

Saturday."
Maggie's Dream's self titled debut

touches on current topics (AIDS, drug

abuse, etc.) with an admittedly Sly Stone

sound. Touring recently with L.A. poppies

Jellyfish, the band has been hyped by

many fanzines and should set the stage up

right for an evening of booty-shakin' and

hard-rockin'. Got to be funky.

Fishbone with special guests Maggie's

Dream will play at UMass in the Student

Union Ballroom. .Show starts at 8 p.m.

Tickets are $12 for UMass students and $15

for the general public.

Photo oourteny of Capitol Record*

Maggie's Dream, the opening

band tonight, is (from left to right):

Danny Palomo, Tony James,

Robert Rosa, Lonnie Hillyer and

Raf.
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Minority Student Stress

Getting Through the University

On Wednesdays in April from 4:00-4:45 pm Lynette Bloise

and E. Bruce Taub-Bynum from University Health Services

will be holding a group entitled "Minority Student Stress:

Getting Through the University" Topics will include:

4/3/91 Racism in the Academic Setting

4/10/91 Dealing with Non-Minority

Relationships

4/17/91 Intergroup Relationships: Sex,

Peers and Being Your Own Self

4/24/91 Open Discussion

The group will meet in the New Africa House Please check

with the office (5-0031) about the room location.

Tj=rpTj^ r̂ r̂
r=^r=Jr=ir=Jr

MAKE THE GRADE AT

it

Papa Qinds
PIZZA, PASTA & MORE

THURSDAY
IS

COLLEGE DAY
Present your college I.D. to the

cashier when you place your order

and receive a 10% discount off your

entire order.

Offer valid only at the regular menu price.

Not good on specials.

JJNr

•f
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FOCUS
Examining the Mohawk-Canadian crisis

Mohawks say similarprotests could erupt

By RIC OLIVEIRA
Collegian Staff

Editor's Note: Ric Oliveira was an intern

on the Kahnawake Reserve in Canada dur-

ing the recent Mohawk-Canada crisis. He

helped begin a literary magazine at the

reserve high school. Oliveira was the only

outside reporter on the Kahnawake Reserve

during the crisis.

It was over 300 years ago the first French

ship sailed down the St. Lawrence River

and landed upon the island of Montreal. On

the island the French made contact with

a small village of Mohawks, the native in

habitants of the area. The French ignored

the Mohawk territory and planted their

Hag.

News Analysis

The French infuriated the Mohawks, a

part of the Iroquois Confederacy, and

entered into a lengthy battle which almost

proved their demise. The Confederacy

which the French and the English en-

countered was one of five Nations whose

territory spreads from lower modern day

Quebec to southern Pennsylvania. The

Confederacy has a constitution protected

by 4,000 warriors.

In 1703, the Iroquois Confederacy and

the French reached peace. In 1763, after

many small skirmishes between the

French and the Mohawks, the Mohawks
sided with the English which led to the

defeat of the French. In 1765, the Iroquois,

the French and the English all entered in

to an agreement called the Turo Wampum
Treaty.

Michael, who asked not to be identified,

a Warrior Society member said, "This trea

ty stated each of our Nations would travel

in the river of life. In each of our vessels

we would have our laws and our culture.

Each of our Nations would never interfere

with the path or voyage of the other."

On July 11, 1990 the Quebec police laun-

ched a military attack upon Mohawk men,

women and children who were protesting

the expansion of a golf course onto land

which they claim is theirs. The Quebec

government calls the modern day Warriors

"terrorists" and "thugs."

Many in the Mohawk Nation feel

differently.

Michael said, "The Warrior Society as we

know it exists to defend what is rightfully

the peoples'. This means their customs,

laws, history and cultural heritage. It also

stands for defending your Nation when it

is under attack. That attack in today's

terms can come in several forms: economic,

forced assimilation and education."

Throughout the summer of 1990, two dif-

ferent Mohawk communities felt the lm

pact of standing up against Canada. Both

territories where surrounded by 4,500 ar-

my troops and hundreds of Quebec police

officers who subjugated them to

psychological and physical warfare.

At this time 100 Mohawks were arrested

and charged by the Canadian Courts for

their actions between July 11 and

September 26. During August the federal

government ofCanada agreed to purchase

the disputed land for the Mohawks. The

Mohawks retorted,

"You cannot give us what is already ours."

In February, it was discovered Ottawa had

purchased the wrong tract of land because

the land in question had never been

surveyed prior to this summer's
altercations.

Presently, the Quebec police has 45 war-

rants for missing Mohawk citizens. Two
Quebec police forces patrol the Reserves

Highways and the Merrier Bridge which

the Mohawks of Kahnawake blockaded on

July 11, in what they call an act of solidari-

ty with the Oka (Kahnesatake) Mohawks.

The Quebec police forces continue to patrol

the Mohawk with what Chief Joe Norton

calls, "Nazi tactics." Mohawks say they are

capable of patroling with their own force

known as the Peacekeepers.

On January 8, 1990 the Mohawks,

Quebec police and the Royal Canadian

Collegian photo by Kic Oliveira

An armored personnel carrier equipped with a 50mm cannon on patrol

in the Kahnawake Reserve.

a Newman Center V
7 472 No. Pleasant St. (corner of Mass. Ave. and No. Pleasant St.)

HOLY WEEK SERVICES
Holy Thursday

Mass of the Lord's Supper - 7:30p.m.

Good Friday

Celebration of the Lord's Passion - 3:00pm

Day of fast and abstinence for all Roman Catholics

Stations of the Cross - 7:30p.m.

Holy Saturday

Vigil of the Lord's Resurrection - 7:30p.m.

Fast and abstinence recommended

No scheduled confessions today

Easter Sunday
Mass of the Resurrection - 8a.m., 9:30a.m., 11a.m.,

12:30p.m., 4:30p.m. & 7p.m.

Colleffian photo b> Ric Oli\rir.i

Entering the Kahnawake Reserve in Canada, visitors see a silent pro-

test between the Mohawks and Canadians. The road pictured is Rt. 132

which leads into the reserve.

Mountain Police, clashed again. More than

15 police and two Mohawks were injured.

Chief Joe Norton of Kahnawake said,

"This will happen again. The people will

never stand for the Quebec police or the

RCMP and their foreign law. This is a

volatile situation, I go to bed every night

wondering if I will get a phone call in the

middle of the night saying that somebody

got killed or shot because that is the .

police's style."

With the summer approaching, Canada's

natives may be preparing for another

defensive. Quebec plans to flood thousands

of acres of Cree and lnuit lands to the

North for the HydroQuebec James Bay

two, a dam project. The Cree say this would

destroy their lands and the ecosystem

They say they will never allow the expan

sion of the project to commence under the

present plans. Quebec seems to be ignor-

ing the 20,000 Cree who are saying 'no.'

The Cree say they will take up arms just

as the Mohawk Warriors have done.

Some natives in Canada are uncomfor-

table with the concept of taking up arms.

The Warrior Society spokesman who differs

in his opinion said, "Why is it wrong? If we

were whales, people would run to save us.

The number of whales left in the world to-

day is a larger population than ours left in

the world. They won't run for us, they want

us assimilated because we have been

thought of as savages since Columbus and

contact. They have a holiday to celebrate

the man who killed 30,000 of our Arawak
brothers."

Currently, one lawyer is defending the

Warriors Society. Many lawyers have drop-

ped their cases due to lack of payment by

the Mohawks. From across Canada dona-

tions from other Nations trickle in. In

Geneva the Mohawks have established a

Nation office to insure that the United Na-

tions does not forget it's duty to protect

aboriginal rights.

Mohawks are optimistic when the world

hears of over 60 cases of police harrassment

and beatings, the dozens of human civil

rights violations, and the invasion of

Mohawk sovereignty that the United Na
tions will act.

Alex McComber, a Mohawk moderate

said, "Native people are sovereign, they do

not come into Quebec Jurisdiction. We
never lost our lands in conflict. They were

stolen from us. Maybe the thought is then

to kill us all off."

"There is no way that Mohawk people

will live under a Quebec or Canadian dic-

tatorship. We are fed up with being op

pressed and treated as second class citizens

in a land that belongs to us. We were never

invited to become a part ofCanada. Citizen

ship is an offer we care not to take up

because we are not Canadians but Mohawk
citizens, members of the Iroquios Nation,"

McComber said.

Last month, the Canadian press reported

that Quebec's provincial police are attemp-

ting to purchase two German made
Leopard tanks. The tanks are equipped

with a machine gun and cannon which are

at an estimated cost of $2.5 million.

Considering all that has happened and

may happen it seems after 300 years of con-

tact very little has changed. The native

people and their right to control land are

still not beaing dealt with fairly.

Benjamin Franklin said it best in his

diary, "The care and labor of providing for

artificial and fashionable wants, the sight

of so many rich wallowing in superfluous

plenty — whereby so many are kept poor

and distressed for want. The insolence of

office and the restraints of custom all con

tinue to disgust the Indian with what we
call civil society."

Want your dorm to show its

true colors?

WELL GET BUSY
AND RUSH ON DOWN TO

KENNEDY
SCREEN GRAPHICS

16 Armory Street

Northampton MA 01060

584-2124

Reports Term Papers

Typing and Quality Word Processing

Resume Consultation

Temporary Help For Any Office

Fast Affordable Service

241 King St. Northampton 584 1000

Now's the

time to call.

North Amherst I

Motors
78 Old Sund«riand Rd_ No. Amherst

549-2880

Expert Repairs and
Reconditioning

Most Ma/or Credt Cards Accepted

DOONESBURY
By GARRY TRUDEAU

THE EAR SIDE

By GARY LARSON
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ujhy? because thewesternpress

has been tewno the truth-
about the chaos.the lackof
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human rj6hts
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U.S. ARMY UNITS FOR HANDOUTS'

Mf&S! DEVILS.
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CALVIN AND HOBBES

"Well, it's a delicate situation, sir. ... Sophisticated

firing system, hair-trigger mechanisms, and Bob's wife

just left him last night, so you know his mind's

not into this."

By BILL VATTERSON
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QUOTE OF THE DAY

*I think it would be a good idea."

Mahatma Gandhi when asked what he

thought of Western Civilization

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Edited By TRUDE MICHEL JAFFE

ACROSS
1 Intimidate

4 Improvise

9 So long

in Soho
1 3 Leningrad S

rive'

t5 let us —
make men tree

t6 Redolence

1

7

Ttwd largest

USSR city

18 Uses a strop

19 To laugh in

Lyons

20 Song from a

Lanza Mm
23 Beme s stream

24 Clamps

25 Royal residence

28 Nicene

31 Mishmashes
32 Bird on a

Canadian $ coin

illy •.< ar (

i based on a

Hemingway

40 Mood s e*it

4

1

Ron otfoce biggy

42 Lope* trom

DaHas

43 Depth sounder

45 Provincial

dialed

46 Guest or Poe

49 Sludge

50 Film based on a

Roth novel

57 Cross

58 Swashbuckling

f lynn

59 River ol 2a«e
(>0 F"St word m

Massac
m I

61 Socrates

shopped there

62 Rational

63 Han -id ot ne
comtcs

64 Cowboy at

rp<"t feature

DOWN
1 Musical Paul

By IRA SHERAK

2 Dam
3 Before glade

o» green

4 Stick

5 Electron tube

6 Unaspirated

7 Way tor Caesar

8 Autumn pear

9 Realty hot

10 So k>ng. in

Sevilla

1

1

Muscat Mel

12 Regions
14 VWey Post.

tor one
21 Ravel s La —
22 - Got a

Secret

25 Anthra

26 Code word
lor a

27 Where Anna
taught

28 Use a crayon

29 Rock s partner

30 Tolkien fe*>

32 Helen of Troy s

mother

33 Spirit 46 Plumed btrd

34 Atlanta arena 47 Lorna of fiction

35 Sale stipulation 48 Gander

37 Take the blue 49 Roger or Henry

ribbon 51 Birthday interval

38 Hokkaido port 52 Therefore

39 Humorist 53 Farmer s

Ward concern

43 Depress 54 Lima or soy

44 Sphere 55 Arm bone

45 Column 58 Ooze

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS

IWI \m \nitlt* lim** -<»4k»i» 3 27 91

rtENU
LUNCH
(.hop Sue \

IKun Crimki

BASICS LUNCH
tountaiand SpiwK Sandwich

iv<vn 5uqen

DINNER
( Kfc ken sieu

V.\i I.im!

BASICS DINNER
( l\u ken Sie%

Greek Siyle *skill«-»

YOUR DAILY HOROSCOPE
Bv JEANE DIXON

ARKS (March 21-AprH T9): Fomly

members volunteer to shoulder

more responsibilities. Fofcow your

hunches. Something that appears

to be a long shot could pay off big

Do not gtoss over the details.

TAURUS (April 20-May 20)

Make thte a day of discoveries. Be

open to new people and ex-

periences. Dress elegantly to make

a favorable and lasting Impression

Loved one's comments give you

helpful Insights.

OfMINI (May 21-June 20): Home
and health matters en|oy favorable

Influences. Do-lt-yourseif projects

save money whle gMng you a new

sense of accomplishment. A
younger relative Is wtUng to lend a

helping hand.

CANCIR (June 21-July 22): Make
full use of your public relations skHls

to further your career. An influential

person may be taking a second

look at what you have to offer Do

not neglect routine tasks

HO (July 23-Aug. 22): A great

day for affairs of the heart) The em-

phasis Is on tracking down the

elusive. Loopholes for fit will save

both time and money. Utize the ex-

pertise of lawyers, accountants

VIROO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22): Con-

centrate on projects already under

way and avoid becoming involved

in any secret transactions So

meone you meet on a business trip

could be of great assistance In the

near future. Keep in touch.

URRA (Sept 23-Oct. 22): Creative

and artistic projects continue to oc-

ajpy your time. Pay bis promptly

An old friend could reveal a new,

more sensitive side Know what you

realty want from a long-term

romantic relationship.

SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov 21): A
financial Irivestlgatlon could give

you cause for concern. Heed that

strong Inner voice. You are wise to

be discreet about the extent of

your ambitions. Show more Inrtlattve

In a romantic relationship.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21).

Prestige and fame are coming your

way. Team up in pairs for social af-

fairs. Make the most of contoct with

VIPs- they wi be easy to please

now. Begin large-scale projects with

confidence.
CAPRICORN (Dec 22-Jan 19):

Avoid plunging into controversial

subjects now; doing so could lead

to a sea of problems. Try to remain

cheerful- even when someone

gives you a real earful.'

AQUARIUS (Jan 20-Feb 18): You

are a whiz at analyzing business

situations. Go with the flow After-

noon should be superb for compa
ntonsNp. In the event of a health

problem, investigate unusual

remedies or treatments.

PISCES (Feb 19-March 20): Now
that your popularity is on the rise.

your financial prospects look

fighter. Other people will give you

what you ask Keep a high profile

Look for new ways to promote

teamwork.

TODAY S STAFF
Night Editor ^X,e Lom>

Copy Editor P™ McCarthy

Photo Technician K A Burke

Production Supervisor Nike Cnrvalho

Typesetter D™ie,le ^'^
Production nark Sturm. Jen Fatkin. Seth

Kaye
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Mi Holyokf

Not \ .tim in

Northampton

Pick-Up Or Delivery

2 Medium Pizzas
Qffl & 2 Toppings

$9.99
Order 2 medium Domino's

Pizzas with -' loppings and

pay only $9.99. Sales tax

w here applicable.

Valid M p.i.n. ip.itm^ > - >'»!>. N«»t|

Vil lid with iin> "the" »«• •
Limili-tl

riVlivrrx iK-.i-. m « 'iwnr -•'•' ilrivinjs

Cu-tnim-i |i!i> - *ii'« ,s '- ,x "'"'"

uppliciihlc. Drixfi-Hfarn l»-*Hihan*20

Pick-Up Or Delivery

Large Cheese with

1-Topping Pizza

Only $5.99

One Coupon Per Person

Offer expires 5-30-91

DEUVKRKI) IN

.{(I MIN. OK LESS

NOT tiOOD WITH ANY
OTHER OFFER

Patterns? v
QdlUMass Student Legal Servicel

pausing • Family • Student Rigtts

:ivil Rights • Workers Rightf*

:rinunal • Consumer La%
Military and Draft Law

922 Campus Center 545-1995

i

41 OUT OF 50

STATES

HAVE OPTIONAL
RETIREMENT

PLANS.

WHY NOT

Optional Retirement Plans (ORPs)

are an accepted part of American

public higher education. Together

they form a nationwide, portable

pension system, allowing academic

mobility— which enriches experi-

ences, fosters the exchange of ideas

and learning, and promotes the cul-

tural and ethnic diversity of our

institutions and their communities.

Massachusetts needs a portable

pension sy stem in order to compete with other states for high-

quality faculty and administrators during the current financial

crisis and in the future. A strong public university system is

essential for Massachusetts' long-term economic health.

WHY NOT HAVE AN OPTIONAL RETIREMENT PLAN

IN MASSACHUSETTS?

The proposed Optional Retirement Plan is carefully designed so

that it will not increase pension costs for the Commonwealth of

Massachusetts or its citizens. It will not have an adverse effect

on the Massachusetts Retirement System, nor will it require

additional administrative personnel.

TIAA-CREF is working with sponsors of legislation that

would allow the Board of Regents to establish an Optional

Retirement Plan in Massachusetts. In the last year alone, five

states have implemented ORPs, and California is in the process

of doing so now Currently, ORP-type plans are offered in 41 out

of 50 states. And TIAA-CREF is the only organization chosen

in all 41 of those states.

TIAA-CREF:

THE POPULAR CHOICE
TIAA-CREF is building a sound

financial future for more than

1 ,000,000 people at over 4,500

institutions of higher education and

research. And over 200,000 retir-

ees are now enjoying the benefits of

their TIAA-CREF annuities. People

just like you. Here are a few good

reasons why:

Expertise-TIAA and CREF are

nonprofit organizations focused

exclusively on the education and

MASSACHUSETTS?

research community. We pioneered

pensions for your profession and

we have been leading the way

ever since.

Full Investment Choices -Sound

retirement investing requires both

security and growth: security, so

the resources are sure to be there

when the time comes: and growth,
:====^i,

so your retirement income will be

sufficient for the kind of retirement you want. TIAA-CREF

provides you with all of the investment choices you need -for

growth, diversification and safety.

Performance- The CREF Stock Account outperformed the

mutual fund industry averages for the last one-, five-, and ten-

year periods. The CREF Money Market Account has shown

excellent returns since its inception, outperforming the industry

average since May of 1988.*

Security— Your future is protected by the largest retirement

system in the world. We currently manage over $84 billion in

pension assets. Because of its stability, sound investments, and

overallfinancial strength, TIAA has received the highest possi-

ble ratingsfrom all three of the industry s leading independent

rating agencies: A+ (Superior)from A.M. Best Co., Aaafrom

Moody's, and AAAfrom Standard & Poor's.

DON'T LEAVE MASSACHUSETTS OUT OF THE PICTURE

Support ORP legislation. Join a

broad-based group of supporters in-

cluding academics, business people

and legislators who are monitoring

the Massachusetts ORP legislation's

progress. For more information,

call or write:

TIAA-CREF
100 Oliver Street, Suite 3200

Boston, MA 021 10

1 800 842-2004

Ensuring thefuture

for those who shape /f.
SM

© 1991 TIAA-CREF
n ,k i-..~k *nA funeral Fauitics Funds Averages, ending 12/31/90. Donoghues Money Fund Averages/ All Taxable.

U^^ S.,v>„ -..^!^=^^^^^^f^^ a ^pecus. Rea, ,ke prosperc^iH^^™« *——
For more complete information, including charges and expenses, call I H(X) MZ *f*J, ext. jju j i / r*-n _

Stanford Summer Session
This summer, discover the perfect climate tor

learning. Stanford's Summer Session offers open

enrollment in more than 300 day and evening

courses, institutes, workshops, and professional

programs. All are taught by distinguished

Stanford faculty and visiting professors.

A diverse, international student body has

access not only to the University's world-class

academic resources, but also the abundant

recreational and entertainment opportunities

o{ the San Francisco Bay Area. Pacific Ocean

beaches, towering redwood groves, and multi-

cultural activities all are within an hour's drive.

This summer, go West to Stanford. You'll find

that the best summer vacation can be a great

education.

Baseball
r-AHVWtb rf>OM pas? B
while the Huskies fell to MSU, 3-2.

The Minutemen will start left-hander Ron Villone

on the mound. UMass football fans will recognize

Villone, who split playing time with Bill Durkin at

tight end for the Yankee Conference champions. Stone

had penciled in Villone as UMass' top closer in the

bullpen, making the start somewhat of a surprise.

"Ron Villone is one of our hardest throwers," Stone

noted before the team left for Florida. "We're looking

for him to fill Gerry Creamer's role as stopper out of

the bullpen."

Potential starters for the Huskies appear to be Kevin

Gormley and David Fradkin, both of whom have 4.70

earned run averages.

Around the Horn: UMass and UConn have met 1 15

times since 1900, back when your great, great grand-

parents went to what was then called Mass Aggie.

UMass leads the series 58-56-1.

TOP of
the CAMPUS

OUNGE

Classifieds
coke TO THE COLLECIAN OFFICt CCU3MON THUKS 8,30-3:30, FRI 8.102W DEADLINE 2 DAYS PRIOR TO PUBLICATION •CASH IN ADVANCE. 20 : WORD DAYIOR SWDENH

ACTIVITIES

ALPHA CHI OMEGA is sponsoring- The
Easier Treat Sale on the Campus Con
course Wed 3/27 & Thurs 3/28

The profits will go to Welcome House
Adoption Services

Send an easter treat to a tnend on or ofl

campus and also save a child 1

VOLUNTEERS NEEDED! The Literacy Pro-

ject needs volunteers tor the week of April

1 Spare some time and help someone learn

to read 1 Pani 549-7196

ANNOUNCEMENTS

ENTERTAINMENT

RACK-A-OISC is still the best for DJ s and

live entertainment Call anytime 586-9900

ask about our specials

COME JOIN US m a cookie baking (est 1

Wednesday March 27 at 7 30 PM at the

Hillel House

FISHBONE! w special guest MAGGIES
DREAM Weds March 27 8pm Tix at Tix

Unltd For the Record Main St Records Yet

another UPC Production

FIVE COLLEGE EUROPEAN CLUB
Next meeting Wednesday March 27 7pm
UMass Campus Center Room 174

All students are welcome

BED AND BREAKFAST- downtown Ideal

for visiting parents and friends- 5490733

BUY MOM A PLANT for Easter and help

save the Earth' Support Greenpeace

Wednesday through Fnday on the Campus
Concourse

ENDLESS SUMMER! Alaska |Obs

Women/men. to $600/wk Airfare plus

room/board free Canneries hiring now 1 In

formation 1(900)986-5152 Ext 170

$3/minute (4 mm max /refundable)

FOR RENT

AMHERST- 5 BEDROOM house for sum
mer with fall option $1295mo 253-3604

FOR SALE

FUTONS
Metawampe
Top quality gold bond futons

Delivery anywhere in U S A
Sleep with us and save 1

1-800-3FUTON1

LOOKING FOR RESPONSIBLE, loving

person to provide childcare for our 7 year

old son, through the summer and next year

Some overnights in our home in Leverett

We can work around school schedules

Need transportation Call 546-9057

RAPIDLY EXPANDING MARKETING FIRM

now hiring No experience necessary 1

Call 253-7456

WANTED: female student to babysit 2

children this summer in exchange tor room

and board in Wellfleet Cape Cod home
349-6392

TO MY PALS (you know who you arel

Thanks tor taking time out to

celebrate my B-day'

The cakes were yummy 1

I had 3 to be exact 1

Love Amy

UMASS TROOPER PHILLIP J C-l GOT
OFF EASY. Was it really worth if

SUMMER SUBLET

SUMMER SUBLET
Starts June 1 Nice spacious 2 bedroom
Townhouse Need 2 roommates Located at

19 Salem Place in Amherst off Main Street

Call 253 3576

SUMMER SUBLET tan option $400/month

one bedroom apt Colonial Village -253-2475

RIDE NEEDED

I NEED A RIDE to Vassar College

Poughkipsie, NY on Friday. 3/29 Will
i

gas Call 546 3682 please'

or

pay

TRAVEL

•INTERNSHIPS*

FOOD A FEELINGS WORKSHOP tonight

at Bpm in Van Meter Classroom All are

welcome

HEADING FOR EUROPE this summer' Jet

there anytime for $160 with AIRHITCH (r)

(Reported in NY Times and Lets Go 1

)

AIRHITCH (r) 212-864-2000

IBM COMPATABLE COMPUTER. Great

price -is negotiable Phil 253-7157

INTERESTED IN HUMANE EDUCATION
and helping abandoned cats on campus 7

Call UMass pets 546-2191 -546-5777

INTO THE WOODS- Tonight through
Thurs.

Bpm Bowker Auditorium

Student tickets only $3 00 at

FAC Box Office and at the door

JESUS JONES WITH SOHOtof Hippychick

fame) Sun April 21 8pm in the Student

Union Ballroom Tix on sale TODAY -$7

UMass students $9 others At Tix Unlimited.

For the Record, Main St Records A UPC
Production.

•$19.91-

MOVIE GOODFELLAS
Thursday March 28
Mahar 108
6pm $2 00 -9«12pm $2 50
Sponsored by IEEE

SPRING BREAKERS!
Bring a photo of yourself on spring break

raffle for $19 91 prize Campus Travel

545-0500 on campus!

PAUL SIMON TICKETS
Worcester Centrum Good seats

3 29-91
665-7426 Leave message

SHOGUN 400 12 SPEED good condition

$100 or BO call 256-1082 -Ask tor Keith

ZENITH 248 PERSONAL COMPUTER.
IBM compatable Asking $850 Negotiable

Call Cindy 665-8020

FOUNO

FALL 1991 INTERNSHIPS with the Legal

Services Center, gel hands-on experience

in the legal field-work directly with attorneys

and clients Earn up to 15 undergraduate

credits No experience necessary -training

provided VP'y early 1 Contact Legal Ser-

vices today 545-1995. 922 Campus Center

Start the application process NOW 1

ROOMMATE WANTED

OUR ROOMMATES LEFT US (one to

Texas, one to his girlfriends) Now we have

a double in Puftton $230 for one person or

$170 ea tor 2 roommates OR -it you want

kick us out and take over the whole lease

Call Adam 549-0506

CALIFORNIA OR BUST!
Make all the right moves For

information about our resource

guides write to California

Information Services Suite 114

858 Third Ave Chula Vista. CA
91911

PERSONALS

DEANNA MARIE SCHIAPPA
Happy 19th Birthday

Love. Ana and Linda

DENA
Happy 21 sl We'll party all night and you II

never have to sneak into Twisters again

G

ROOMMATE NEEDED. $193 75 Vi March

rent free Call Kevin (508)256-3982

YARMOUTH- looking tor two responsible

females to share house -Call 6-0263 or

60982

SERVICES

APTS. FOR RENT

MUSICIANS WANTED AT EARTHFOOOS
Play an hour get a free meal
Interested? Come on down, and play

Acoustic please

SPRING SPECIAL .99 cents one month

rent with one year lease 2BR $450, 3BR

$537, in Sunderland Free bus route, laun-

dry facilities, pool, garden plots Short term

leases available 665-3856

10 SPEED -Mens bicycle Vicinity Mt

Farms Mall- Saturday- March 16- Call 9-5

at- 586-7408

HELP WANTED

NEVILLE BROTHERS w/ Ivan Neville

Tues April 1 6 8pm SUB $ 1 1 - UMass $ 1

3

other Tix on sale NOW at Tix Unlimited, For

the Record, Main St Records! A UPC
Production

AUTO FOR SALE

RACQUETBALL TEAM
Info about joining a winning

team
Call Bob at 546-2768 or

John at 546-4611

1972 CHEVROLET C-10 Pickup 3-sp

manual, 305 cid runs good/$250/BO
549-1786

1980 PONTIAC PHEONIX
Runs well, stereo

$400 549-1897 evenings

ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYMENT
Fisheries earn $5,000 + /month Free

transportation' Room and board' Over 8.000

openings No expertence necessary Male

or female. For 68-page employment

manual, send $8 95 to M&L Research. Box

84008, Seattle. WA 98124
-Satisfaction Guaranteed

EASY WORK! Excellent Pay 1

Assemble products at home
Call for information- 504-641-8003 Ext 598

DO YOU HmVE questions about your

future?
PROFESSIONAL ENGINEERING PANEL
MARCH 28 Thursday
6pm
Campus Center rm 174

EDDY
Your the greatest brother'

Thanks for everything'

I had a great 19th!

Love your sister

HAPPVBELATED BIRTHOAYllEN
Sorry! We forgot about the break

We know you'll have a great day anyway
Keep smiling. Oh! No'

Sunflower & Daisy

PREGNANT?
Need a pregnancy test, information or sup-

port' Call for free and confidential services

ALTERNATIVES 33 Main St Northampton

586-3000 or Greenfield 774-6010

TYPING/WORDPROCESSING

ARE YOU SICK OF TYPING?
Fast and Accurate
Typing/Wordprocessing
Free Laserprinling

CALL BECCA 549-4600 x433

FAST, ACCURATE TYPING w' spellcheck

and boldface $1 45/pg Call Greg 546-2548

CAMPUS PICKUP- Delivery fast cheap ac

curate -Lisa 256-6695 CAN LEAVE
MESSAGE

PAPERS, DISSERTATIONS. RESUMES.
graphs, laser printing Rosemary -call

259 1786

SUBLET

CNTR OF AMHERST, 1BDR Apt
,
Wall 2

Wall -Move in now' No rent until 6/1
.
425mo

& util. fall opt. 538-3025

RESUMES, PAPERS, anything typed or

typeset Fast, professional service Affor-

dable rates KCommunications, 256-6373

WANTED

GREAT HOUSE TO SUBLET for the sum
mer with lease option House is on bus line,

5 minute walk to campus, quiet

neighborhood, screened in porch, parking

and more' Call now' 549-6508 Leave a

message

1988 HONDA CRX 5sp silver good condi-

lion $5500 BO - 253-9660. Mark

RUN FOR RUNAWAYS!!
Saturday. April 6

Register on the concourse
this week or next 1

10K-6 2 miles
Important staff meeting,

Tonight -7 30

TURN YOUR DREAMS OF FLIGHT INTO
reality with the UMass Hangglidlng

Club'

General meeting tonight

at 7 30
Room 802 Campus Center

CAMPUS VACATIONS

PLEASE STOP BY Campus Travel at your

earliest convenience We need your feed-

back on trip tor further action Thank you,

Laurae Lyster. 545-0500

INTELLIGENCE JOBS. All branches

US Customs, DEA etc Now hiring

Call (1) 805 962 8000 Ext K 9616

UVE-IN, ? |Ob openings begin mid May to

Nov 1 1 or longer, cleaning rooms/waiting

tables in lovely 200 year old inn in Southern

Vermont Work hard/excellent salary^ must

be energetic, happy and pleasant Call or

send information- Elaine Murray. Box 180

Jamaica, VT 05343 (802-874-4140)

INTO THE WOODS Cast and Crew
Golly, didn't we have a ball over spring

break? Well- Good luck this week at Bowker

Auditorium
March 25 - 28 at 8:00 pm
Thanks for everything!

You guys are great 1

SUMMER W/ FALL OPTION. Large room

in S Amherst condo Pool, central A/C

washer/dryer, parking On bus route Cool

roomies, perfect summer place' Call Joe

253-2696

JOANNIE
Happy 19th Birthday!

Hope your dreamhoy wish comes true'

Love Amy

SUMMER RENTAL

CAPE COD -'Group summer rentals water

front houses Falmouth area 508-477-6000

CASH FOR GOLD. Unwanted or broken

lewelry? Call 253-9626

WANTED FOR RENT

WE WANT TO TAKE OVER your house

lease starting in June or September Prefer

rably a large house in Amherst Call

549-7133

WE WANT YOUR LEASE! 5 8 people- Fall-

Pref near campus 6-2615 6-5624

YOUR PUFFTON LEASE 2 or 3 bedroom
$REWARD$ Call 546-3017

STEVE, recognized you from

Changes/Cance, danced at LaVela Stop by

sometime and say hi
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Lacrosse faces Big Red challenge to open campaign | ^^^ f^ today at Moscow protest
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By ADRIEN MATT
Collegian Staff

ITHACA, NY. - Although the forecast

is clear with temperatures in the low 60s.

the University of Massachusetts lacrosse

team could see more Snow than they'd care

to when they face off against Cornell today

at 3:30 p.m.

Senior John Snow leads the Big Red with

10 points and rounds out the offensive trio

of sophomore John Busse and junior Kevin

McCarthy, a transfer from SUNY

Farmingdale.

Senior defensemen Tony Morgan and Pat

Leahy return for Cornell supported by

classmates Scott Burnam. Chris Reynolds

and John Tillman.

Senior Tim Shea has been consistent in

goal and finished last season with the

third-best save percentage in the Ivy

League. Senior Mike Cross has started

some scrimmages in goal and freshman

Ted Lynch faced up against Perm State, but

neither will be seeing much playing time,

according to head coach Richie Moran.

"We're still a question mark." Moran

said of this years team. "Consistency will

be key.

"We want to make sure everything is in

focus."

Moran did not release the starting lineup

for today's match and reports no injuries.

The Big Red edged out the Gorillas 16-15

at Schoellkopf Field last year and leads the

series 14-4. The 1989 season saw another

loss for UMass (12-11) at home, but the '88

season provided a thrilling five-overtime

victory for UMass in Ithaca.

"They look very aggressive, nothing fan-

cy," said UMass coach Ted Garber. "They

played four games that have counted and

we haven't."

Cornell has beat out Cortland, Harvard,

Hofstra. and Army (in overtime), thus com-

ing into today's match 4-0.

Senior Ted Kellerman will start in goal

for UMass surrounded by sophomore Gary

Wood and juniors Corey Cronin and Rick

Mullins. Senior Vin D'Angelo will face off

with junior Mario Lopez and senior Jim

Kushner flanking him at midfield.

Senior Jim McAleavey, junior Mike Cam,

and sophomore Mario Guaglianone will

start at attack for the Gorillas.

"They are extremely well-balanced every

year." Moran said. "They execute ballplay

well."

With the team so heavily laden with

seniors, Garber said he doesn't sense any

nervousness among the team.

"Three quarters of the team have been

,n the playoffs," he said. "They've had to

deal with big games to get there."

Garber said the team will need to play

unselfishly and defensively - snags in the

game plan that have hampered them in

past seasons.

"I tell them experience doesn't matter

unless you use it," Garber said.

The game will be broadcast on WMUA
911 FM

( ollr(fi»n Kile Phot.,

UMass' Jim McAleavey leads the Gorillas into their first regular season

game this afternoon against Cornell at Ithaca, N.Y. The game marks Ted

Garner's first outing as UMass head coach.

Baseball opens at

home vs. Huskies
By GREG SUKIENNIK
Collegian Staff

What better way is there to open the regular season?

The forecast calls for highs in the 50's. It's the

University of Massachusetts baseball team's first home

game. Those rivals from the south, the University of

Connecticut, are the opposition. UMass has a motive

to win - the Huskies swept the Minutemen last season,

embarrassing UMass 16-0 on opening day in Amherst

and squeaking out an 8-7 comeback win at Storrs Ct

That's the scenario surrounding today's game, which

starts at 3 p.m. at Earl E. Lorden field. The 3-8

Minutemen, fresh off their annual Florida swing, are

hoping to start the regular season on the right foot at

the expense of their rivals from the Big East.

"Connecticut always has a strong team, and it s a

traditional rivalry, so it should be a good game," said

UMass coach Mike Stone.

The Huskies, last season's Big East tournament

champions, are 6-8 overall and 2-1 in the Big East, in-

cluding two wins over Villanova. As a team, the

Huskies are averaging five runs a game both offensive-

ly and defensively. Shortstop Paul Funk leads the team

with a .390 batting average.

The two teams have one common opponent in

Michigan State. UMass beat the Spartans 9-8 behind

Rob Graziano's four inning, nine strikeout relief effort,

CONTINUED ON PAGE V

UMass, Buffs vie for third place

By SAM SILVERSTEIN
Collegian Staff

Will Herndon dunked the first time he touched a basket

ball while wearing a University of Massachusetts

uniform, fifteen months ago against Colorado in the Mile

High Classic tournament in Denver.

Ironically, Herndon may be playing his last^game for

the Minutemen (20-12) tonight against Colorado ( 18-14

^

in the NTT consolation game at Madison Square Garden

in New York (7 p.m.)

Herndon signed a letter of intent to attend Richmond

out of high school and appeared in seven games for the

Spiders. He transferred to UMass in December of 1988

sJt out a year in accordance with NCAA rules, and

debuted against Colorado in December, 1989.

By transferring halfway through his freshman year

Herndon violated the rules that govern the letter of in

tent, forfeiting a second year of eligibility. Herndon, who

savs he was never informed of the consequences of his deci-

sion to transfer by Richmond coach Dick Tarrant, will ap

peal for an extra year this summer.

"After the season, then we'll see," Herndon said before

UMass' 73-71 semifinal loss to Stanford Monday. "Ifwe d

had a losing season obviously I'd be down. But we've had

two great years since I've been here. I have a lot to be

happy about."

For now, there's still some basketball to be played.

At the Mile High Classic last season, UMass posted a

coming-of-age 78-71 over the Buffs on their home court.

Jim McCoy scored 30 points and Herndon added 1 1
points

and six rebcnds.

"Its going to be a grudge match because we beat them

last vear on their court and they can't be too happy about

that," McCoy said. "Everybody wants to finish the year

on a high note." , , f

Colorado led Oklahoma by 14 points in the first halt,

then wound up on the loosing end a 88 78 score in Mon^

day's semifinal. Senior center Shaun Vandiver scored

31 points and grabbed 1 1 rebounds for the Buffalos. Van-

diver has scored in double figures in 91 consecutive games

and averaged 10 rebounds - tops in the Big Eight - and

21 points a game for the Buffs this season. Senior guard

Stevie Wise also averages 20 a game. „r%„ T A

Game notes: The game will be broadcast on WMUA
91 1 FM and WHMP 99.3 FM ... A welcome-home rally

for the Minutemen is in the works for Thursday at 1 1:45

a m. at the Cage . . . Calipari said he will try to find some

playing time for native New Yorkers Chris and Kennard

Robinson . . . Buffalo forward House Guest was a member

of CU's national championship football team and is a

perennial all-name team pick. ^^^^^^^

Tickets for tonight's mens basketball game are on

sale in the Athletic Ticket Office in 255 Boyden until

1 p.m. today. Tickets are $9 for students and $16 and

$20 for adults.

The Athletic Ticket Office is also organizing buses to

New York City. Seats are on sale for $15. Buses will leave

from Alumni Stadium this afternoon at 1:30 p.m

.„.„
. -
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Clark Clemens are keys for Red Sox to repeat as AL East champs
l^iarK, V^lCIliciia ai^^ J

team with nine (9!) 8tolen ba8e8 . Mik(

By BEN WALKER
Associated Press

Slowly, the American League East is cat-

ching on.

For years, the division thumbed its nose

at the West, considering the farm system

nothing more than fodder for trades. After

all, the big money was in the East, and if

it needed a player, it could just buy a free

agent or two.

So while the East aged ungracefully, ad-

ding more tired veterans along the way, the

West went about its home-grown business.

First Jose Canseco, Wally Joyner and

Ruben Sierra popped up, then some sprouts

in Kansas City, then Ken Griffey, Jr. grew

in Seattle and finally a new crop in

Chicago.

Now that the West is far and away the

best, the East is showing some signs of life.

Ben McDonald and Gregg Olson are

established. Kevin Maas, Alex Cole and

John Olerud made an impact. Gary Shef

field helped Milwaukee, Mo Vaughn and

Tim Naehring are on the way in Boston

and Milt Cuvler might be in Detroit.

That said, the Red Sox aren't taking any

chances. They shelled out millions during

the winter for free agents Jack Clark, Dan-

ny Darwin and Matt Young and it likely

will pay off with their fourth division cham-

pionship in six years.

Baltimore could challenge and so might

Toronto. Detroit is right in the middle,

followed by Cleveland, New York and

M i 1wauK.C6

.

Boston Red Sox: The last time we saw

the Red Sox, Roger Clemens was being

dragged off the mound and Boston was los-

ing its 10th straight postseason game.

Since then, in no particular order, Clemens

was suspended, got into an altercation with

Houston police and received a $21.5 million

contract: some Red Sox questioned

manager Joe Morgan's ability, and the

front office spent a ton for free agents.

Boston needed a bopper, so it got Clark

(25 HRs). It wanted starting pitchers, so it

signed Darwin (114, National League

leading 2.21 ERA) and Young (8-18, decent

3.51 ERA in Seattle). What the Red Sox

really need is relief- their bullpen had a

4.62 ERA, worst in the league, while their

starters' 3.32 ERA was best in the majors.

Boston led the majors in batting average

for the fourth straight year, the longest

streak in history. But, as further evidence

of why teams should be ranked by scoring

in the weekly stats, the Red Sox were only

seventh in AL runs.

Wade Boggs (.302) failed to net 200 hits

for the first time in eight years and lost six

points on his career average, down to .346.

He's still selective, swinging on the first

pitch only 4 percent of the time, but

nothing works for him against Bob Welch

(0-for-18 lifetime).

Ellis Burks (.296, 21 HR, 89 RBIs) led the

team with nine (9!) stolen bases. Mike

Greenwell (.297, 14 HR, 73 RBIs) overcame

a slow start and 2B Jody Reed (45 doubles)

contributed, although IB Carlos Quintana

did not duplicate Nick Esasky's 30-homer,

100-RBI season.

Clemens (21-6, 1.93 ERA) led the majors

in ERA and joined Luis Tiant as the only

Red Sox starters in 75 years to give up

fewer than two runners per game. Imagine

how great he'd be without Dave Stewart,

to whom he's lost in eight consecutive head-

to-head meetings. Mike Boddicker (17-8)

left for Kansas City as a free agent, though

Dana Kiecker (8-9, 3.97 ERA) and Greg

Harris (13-9, 4.00 ERA) will be more ready

for a full season of starting.

Jeff Reardon, 35, led with 21 saves, but

is slowing down. Rob Murphy (0-6, 6.32

ERA) became the first major leaguer to last

more than 60 innings with a 6.00-plus

ERA.

By ANN IMSE
.K-iated Press Writer

MOSCOW - Police were cordoning off

Red Square and two dozen armored person

iu'1 earners ware sighted yesterday at a

military base near the center of Moscow on

the eve of a planned pro reform

demonstration.

Manv fear the protest will be broken up

by force Pedestrians were barred yester

day from the protest site on Manezh

Square, on the other side of the Kremlin

from Red Square

Vin President Gennady Yanaev. KGB
chief Vladimir Krvuchkov and Interior

Minister Boris Pugo yesterday summoned

., Moscow Citj founcil official and two

organiser! of the march to warn them the

demonstration could lead to "possible

public disorder." the official Tas- B*WS

agency said.

\ uxiety over the prospect of a major con

frontation had been raised by the

Kremlin's announcement Monday that it

was banning all rallies until mid April and

by President Mikhail B Gorbachev's

transfer of the authority of the city police

force to the national Interior Ministry on

Tueedaj
Meanwhile, hard liners increased the

pressure for a crackdown

Tass said yesterday that the Soyu/ group

of legislators had demanded that Gor

bachev use rmergency powers to end the

country's political and economic crisis

The anti Communist Democratic Russia

coalition said it expects 500,000 people to

turn out for today's demonstration to pro

test attempts to oust Gorbachev's political

rival. Boris N Yeltsin, from the chairman

ship of the Russian republic's parliament

Democratic Russia said protestors would

gather at two locations and march toward

Manezh Square. If blocked by police, they

will turn back rather than provoke a con

frontation. said Igor Khanchev. a member

of the group's coordinating council.

Moscow's reform minded city leaders,

who have given permission for the rally,

appealed to the nation's Constitutional

Oversight Committee to rule the Kremlin

ban on demonstrations unconstitutional

The armored vehicles arrived ov.r the

weekend at a military bast- three miles

Iron the Kremlin and the planned protest

site, official- -aid Associated Press

photographer I.iu Heung Shing said thj

personnel earners wars dearly visible from

the street

Th«- Moscow City Council's newspaper.

Kuranty. quoted the base commander as

saying the unit was merely passing

through MOSCOW and would soon le.t\«

What a strange explanation!" it sml.

noting that most trucks and heavy vehicles

.in banned from the city center

"Don't shoot, brothers, we are of the same

blood!" Kuranty said.

The Trud labor newspaper quoted Gen
Gennady Kashuba of the Defense Ministry

as saying the armored vehicles were in

Moscow because their drivers need practice

driving on city streets for parades

\r ,.i„. i.

Soviet soldiers ready some of the 24 armored personnel carriers vfejbile

at a military base about three miles from the Kremlin in Moscow

yesterday.The ant 1 I ommunist Democratic nussia driving on cu> siret-is m p.u .«< j-°- .-•

High court rules phone directories not protected» JE^ „r .!,„ I—,- ,..<, ,„ ,*o>nd coovruiht protection O'Connor, agreeing that Feist leek a substantial amount

By RICHARD CARELLI
ksaodated Press Writer

WASHINGTON - Telephone directories generally are

not protected by federal copyright law. the Supreme Court

ruled unanimously yesterday.

The court, saving most white pages listings "lack the

requisite originality" to have copyright protection, threw

out a $6,000 award against a company that copied a com

petitors version of a Kansas telephone directory.

Much higher financial stakes - perhaps tens of millions

of dollars could be at issue in numerous related copyright

disputes involving publication of other factual

compilations.

"Friend-of the court" briefs had been submitted by.

among others, the Association of American Publishers

the Direct Marketing Association. GTE Corporation and

the Computer and Software Services Industry Association^

Writing for the court. Justice Sandra Day O'Connor said

some lower courts were wrong when they adopted a

"sweat of the brow" test to extend copyright protection

beyond selection and arrangement to the factual material

contained in a compilation.

"Copyright rewards originality, not effort. O ( onnor

aia\ , ...

"Facts, whether alone or as part of a compilation, are

not original and therefore may not be copyrighted."

O'Connor said. "A factual compilation is eligible for

copyright if it features an original selection or arrange

ment of facts, but the copyright is limited to the particular

selection or arrangement."

Feist Publications Inc. unsuccessfully tried to buy white

pages information from Rural Telephone Service Co.

which has customers in northwest Kansas.

Feist then edited the Rural directory, relisting the

names by towns in a 15<ounty region that included the

area served by Rural.

A federal judge and the 10th U.S. Circuit C ourt of Ap

peals ruled that Feist had violated copyright law. and

awarded Rural $6,000 plus attorney fees

O'Connor, agreeing that Feist leak a substantial amount

ot information from Rural's directory, said no copyright

violation occurred

"There is nothing remotely creative alw>ut arranging

names alphabetically in white pages dint-tones." she said

"It is an age old practice, firmly rooted m Iradition Thin

time-honored tradition does not possess the minimal

creative spark required bv the Copyright Act and the Con

stitution."

The decision did not discuss directory yellow pages,

which contain both listings and advert isements. The nil

ing apparently affects yellow -pages listings, but not (lie

business advertising they cany

The Constitution gives Congress the power Mo promote

the progress of science and useful arts by securing for

limited times to authors and inventors the exclusive right

to their respective writings and discoveries

<) Connor said. -Because Rural's white pages lack the

requisite originality. Feist's use of the listings cannot con

stitute infringement."

Student organization

fights against hunger
By AMY HENRY
Collegian Staff

Every 40 seconds a person dies from

hunger related causes, according to a

student group publicizing the 7th an-

nual Hunger and Homelessness

Cleanup to be held April 13.

To call attention to the plight of the

three million homeless persons nation-

wide. Students Pushing for Legislative

Action Stopping Hunger are taking

donations and asking students to

volunteer three hours each day of the

cleanup working in a local homeless

shelter.

Andra Curtis, coordinator of SPLASH,

a subcommittee of the Massachusetts

Public Interest Research Group, said

she hopes to recruit about 100

volunteers to make repairs, clean or pro

vide other services at area shelters.

"We are asking people in the com

munity, UMass and high school

students, to help out for the day," she

said. "Volunteering makes you feel good

about yourself and benefits others.'

MASSpirg will provide buses to

transport volunteers to the shelters, she

said. The shelters that will be visited

have not yet been decided, she said.

Volunteers are asked to find sponsors

to donate money for each hour worked,

she said. Fifty percent of the proceeds

will go to local shelters and survival

centers, she said, adding that the group

hopes to raise at least $1,000.

To publicize their cause the group has

an information table on the Campus

Center concourse this week where

students may sign up for the hunger

cleanup and write letters to members of

Congress to demand funding for the

federal McKinney Homeless Assistance

Act.

The act, passed on Oct. 26, 1990, ex-

pands existing programs and authorizes

outreach and primary health care ser

vices for homeless children and family

support centers. The act has $680

million in funding but the money will

not be allotted until the new federal

budget year, which starts Oct. 1.

"It is important that people write let

ters because although there is funding

for this I am afraid there will not be

enough funding unless Congresspersons

see support," Curtis said.

The group is also asking people to drop

two cents into the jar which symbolizes

the amount SPLASH feels should be

taken out of every tax dollar for hunger

and homelessness.

:torney tees. — "

—

Colorado center nets 34

as UMass season ends
By SAM SILVERSTEIN
Collegian Staff

With shopping bags full of precious post-

season tournament experience, the Univer-

sity of Massachusetts men's basketball

team returns from New York City today.

A welcome-home rally is scheduled for noon

at the Cage.

UMass' season ended last night with a

98-91 loss to Shaun Vandiver, 34 points,

and the Colorado Buffaloes, in the National

Invitational Tournament consolation game

at Madison Square Garden.

"The only three teams that are going to

end their seasons this year with a win are

UNLV, [last night's NTT championship

game winner] and Colorado. I was hoping

it would be us," said UMass coach John

Calipari, who found playing time for every

Minuteman on the roster.

"It was very important that everybody

had a chance to experience this. We've all

worked very hard to get to this point. It's

a great experience. . this is the most

famous basketball arena in the world and

we played two games on it," Calipari said.

Behind Vandiver, a 6-foot-10 240-pound

senior, the Buffs bullied to an 11 point lead

5746, in the opening minutes of the second

half.

Refer Giles, playing his last game in a

UMass uniform, kept the Minutemen in

the game with a three point flurry, the

Minutemen were within one, 60-59, with

12:51 to play.

Vandiver scored 11 of the Buffs next ZA

CONTINUED ON PAGI I?
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A new program offers students

an alternative to the streets.

This Weekend:

Cop Shoot Cop, Unsane, and

Surgery to blister the ears of

the Happy Valley.

Page 7:

The Black Affairs page previews

Les Brown's presentation at the

Malcolm X Center April 3.

VEATHER
It's wet in the a.m. but warm

this afternoon with highs 65-70!

More rain tomorrow though. Drip.
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The Giraffe Cafe

York

City

T©WEE T**#rt

THf WttX6£ COMMONS • SOUTH HADLEY • 533 2663

Will you be working, doing an internship,

or enjoving a summer in New York'.' You can

live in the heart of Greenwich Village as an

NYU Associate or take a course in our exciting

summer sessions if you wish.

• Minutes from New York's business and

cultural centers

• Apartment-style and traditional residences;

single and double occupancy

• Outstanding sports-recreation facility

• Includes the New York Experience, ar

enjoyable noncredit program exploring

careers and culture in New York Ciiy

• Over LOW
undergraduate,

graduate, and

professional

courses offered

day and evening

Housing available

May 19-August 10

For more information

and an application,

call toll free

1-800-282-4NYU
Ext. 840
Ne» York (.'Diversity i» ••"

affirmative action equal

opportunity employer

NYU Summer Hooting

14 A Washington Race

New York. NY. 10003
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Fn at 4:45. 7. 9:15

Sat & Sun a ;
2 30 4 45.7.9:15

wkdays & Fn. Sat & Sun at

7. 9:05

NeverEnding Story II

wkdays at 330:

Fri Sat & Sun at

1.30.3.25.5:15

I; fast

j!
friendly

\ delivery

> 256-8911
l'
M

Hadley

:
: 535-1111

J S. Hadley
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Pick-Up Or Delivery

2 SMALL Pizzas

2 toppings

ONLY $9.99

Valid iii |i.ii m i|).iImik -ion— only N<>l|

\iilid with ;tn\ mini oiler. Limited

delivci'N areas li> tii-.un sute driving

Customer |>ji\> sales t.i\ where

:ii)i)li( ilili |)ri\ «•!••» eari> le«.* thiin $2<1

N«»i \ iilid m
Northampton

Pick-Up Or Delivery

Large Cheese with
1 -Topping Pizza

Only $5.99
2nd pizza only $5

One Coupon 1V» Person

Offer expires 5-30-91

DEUVERKD IN

M) MIN. <>K I KSS

\'<>T (.

IK OFFKK

EARj
\' $1,000'S!<!

Runnli g v 5ui own pointing bu*ln«s

Imttucd'. i4 /Ideo guide telli All

Include* CuntMCts. r.Mlm*tlng ihrrti

'/.Cxi lap* th*' «how» and lells all!

Hi loi only tl9 95 . i SO OJi
Don I Pay SI OOO » lot ft«nchl«ng Cou»'

,N%»ii tw MM 4* for i«l« u»l
vuu cjieJ> or money ordei to

P:oor*t Pioducttom
PO tx>« 1006
Normn»mplon MA OI06I
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This summer,

take a quarter off.

Save 25 percent on three courses,

20 percent on two.

Call I-800FINDS SI' (in Illinois, call "08. 191-4114) or mail this coupon

Name

School Addtw

. Cars

. Trucks
. Cargo Vans

Rent by 0*y, **•* °' Uor"h

SpeaaiWeeU,ar*J Weekend Rates

North Amherst

Auto Rental
Rt. 63, 40 Montague Rd.

North Amherst, MA
549-RENT

(549-7368)

Zip

Momr \ddrrs>.

Z.p

Northwestern University

Summer Session '91

Think or swim.

I'm thinking. Scud mi I free copi of the Summei

session '01 catalog With fui.nn uil aid and regtsmlM

mlormaiion (available in April)

lease send the catalog to im home

im sihoiil

Wthwt'sirni I m\crsil\ Summer Session 01

J<KH Sheridan Road Evanston. Illinois 602OB-26MJ

LOCAL
Noho teenagers find refuge from the streets
By MARK PRESTON
Collegian Correspondent

Although it was raining outside there were rays of sun-

shine throughout the Durfee Conservatory at the Univer-

sity of Massachusetts yesterday.

Inside eight youths aged 10 to 15 spent the afternoon

weaving Easter baskets as part of the Alcohol and Drug

Abuse Prevention Team, a program which offers an alter-

native to the streets.

Joe Rapoza, who graduated from UMass last May, and

co-coordinator, John Tristan, director of the conservatory,

created this program for underprivileged youths in

Northampton.
"I became involved with the program after having read

some of John's work on Horticulture Therapy," Rapoza

said. "I jumped at the chance to come back to UMASS and

work with these children."

Horticultural Therapy, started in 1978 by Tristan,

helped troubled children through rough emotional times

with the aid of nature. Durfee Conservatory, part of the

UMass Department of Plant and Soil Sciences, is a 10,000

square foot greenhouse that includes more than 500

species of plants.

In the ADAPT program, the youths meet once a week

for twelve weeks, and are assigned an activity. During

holidays, the children are given a theme associated with

the holiday.

The program's philosophy is "education through enter

tainment." Rapoza said, and the coordinators hope to im

prove the youths' self images as well as expose them to

new idt

For example, the Easter baskets were made of synthetic

grass the children had planted weeks before. Tristan said.

"This helps to build the self esteem of the child by be

ing able to see the finished project they themselves

created," Tristan said.

Tristan said the success rate of this type of therapy is

evident, as many of the children formerly involved with

the program are now students or employees of the Univer

sity, or have other connections to the community

To start the program, Rapoza went on a field trip and

explained to the kids what the program was all about. He

< <>llc|fi«n photo b> Jeff Hollum!

Students (from left), Raul Lopez, grade 5, Jose Mercado, grade 6, Danny Dias grade 5, Robert

Rodriguez, grade 7, Corissa Colon, grade 7, Laura Ortiz, grade 7, and Cathy Robles. grade 6, hold

Easter baskets they weaved as part of a project to build youths' self esteem.

took those who had a positive response and introduced

them to the greenhouse.

Right now there are about 30 children who are involv-

ed. Julio and Raul Martinez age 16 and 10 respectively,

said they both looked forward to coming each week to the

greenhouse.

Julio said he would encourage his friends to become in

volved in the program.

A smile came across Tristan's face Then kids v

bringing back a smile to a repressed environment when
smiles are far and few between.

explained to the kids what the program was an aooiu. ne greenhouse. a>

Just like starting over: Senate meets again
By MARC ELLIOTT
Collegian Staff

The Undergraduate Student Senate was

resurrected last night after the senate's

coordinating committee appointed six new

senators to push the number of senators

over the minimum required for the senate

to operate.

The senate coordinating committee,

which comprises the top officers of the Stu

dent Government Association, took over

when the senate dissolved two weeks ago

because there were not enough members.

The most recent Student Government

Association constitution, dated July 1990,

requires that the senate have at least 60

members to operate. Last night's action

brought the number to 62.

The committee started recruiting

replacements immediately after Sens. An

thony Hine (Third World Caucus), Kathy

Flaherty (Gorman), and Amy Lesen (TWO
resigned two weeks ago, claiming the

senate was not representative of students

and forcing the number of senators below

the minimum.
Several people, including SGA President

Natasha Diephuis and former Senate

Speaker Dan Chesnicka, questioned the

committee's authority to appoint senators.

"The coordinating committee wants to

appoint more people to the senate, but

those appointments must be approved by

the senate as a whole with quorum above

31," Diephuis said. "The appointments of

the coordinating committee are invalid.'

The senate speaker, who runs the

meetings, cannot convene a meeting unless

there is quorum, which means that half of

the senators plus one are in attendance.

But Governmental Affairs Chairman

Alan Van Tassel said that the constitu

tion's by-laws clearly state that the coor

dinating committee has the power to "ap

prove appointments in the absence of the

senate."

Diephuis and Chesnicka were among the

top SGA officers who said the SGA was in-

effective and on Jan. 30 asked the UMass

administration to step in and help them

restructure the body. The administration

agreed to form a Commission on

Undergraduate Governance, comprising

students and administrators who have

started meeting each week.

Anti-nepotism rule to cover

'significant others' in town
By TRUDY TYNAN
Associated Press Writer

AMHERST - Contending that a

"significant other" isn't just another tax-

payer, selectmen in this college town

have voted to extend the state's anti-

nepotism laws to their friends and

lovers.

In a 3-1 vote Monday night, selectmen

adopted a policy barring the appoint-

ment of members of selectmen's families

or their "significant others" to town

boards and committees.

"We've never heard of anything like

this before," Kim Herndon, a

spokeswoman for the state attorney

general's office, said yesterday.

Some in Amherst wished they didn't.

Selectman Harry Oldham Brooks cast

a lone vote against the po^y. Last

month his fiancee Margot Parrot public-

ly broke their engagement, maintaining

she had failed to gain appointment to the

Finance Committee because of her

romance with Brooks.

"This is totally absurd," said resident

Mary Wentworth, who added it is

already hard enough to get volunteers

to work in town government.

"You are going to have to take it

back," she warned the board before its

vote. "So please don't do it."

But Selectman Carolyn Holstein said

a policy that dealt only with the spouses

and immediate family members did not

"adequately reflect the diverse nature of

relationships in Amherst or in the 20th

century."

The policy defines a "significant other"

as "the person or persons that, in the

view of each individual board member,

shares an intimate or romantic relation-

ship with the board member, and/or with

whom the board member shares a close

personal relationship or confidences."

Elisa K. Campbell, who chairs the

board and describes herself as bisexual,

said the policy was an attempt to limit

close connection between selectmen, the

town's executive leadership and other

policy making boards.

"I don't think we're delving into

anybody's private life," she said.

Before approving the policy, the board

removed a proposed requirement that

would have forced selectmen to publicly

file a list of up to five "significant

others."

GLB Forum
WEDNESDAY, APRIL 3

Performance and Talk - Los Angeles

performance artist Tim Miller will give a

brief performance and talk at noon in Cam-

pus Center room 174-76. The event, spon-

sored by the Program for Lesbian Bisexual

and Gay Concerns is free and open to the

public.

THURSDAY, APRIL 4

Film - "The Killing of Sister Gorge' will

be shown by the GLBC the Lesbian Bisex-

ual and Gay Alliance at 7 p.m. in the CC

803.

SATURDAY, APRIL 6

Concert — The Flirtations will play at 8

p.m. in the Student Union Ballroom.

Tickets are $5 for UMass students and $7

for the general public.

WEDNESDAY, APRIL 10

Talk - The Women's Studies Brown Bag

Lunch Series will feature Felice Yeskel on

"Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual Issues" at noon in

CC 904.

Meeting - The Faculty/Staff Group for

GLB Concerns Meeting will be held at 3:30

p.m. in the campus center.

Forum - A Reserve Officers Training

Corps forum on Lesbian and Gay concerns

will be held from 4:30 - 6 p.m. in CC 162-75.

The forum is sponsored by the GLB
Concerns.

Get-together - A Five College Facul-

ty/Staff Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual Get

together will be held at the UMass Pro-

gram for GLB Concerns in Crampton

Residence Hall from 4 - 6 pm.

-For Your Information
THURSDAY, MARCH 28

Movie - "Young Guns II," sponsored by

the Cape Verdean student group in the

Campus Center Auditorium. Matinee: 5

p.m., $1.50. Evening: 7 p.m., 9 p.m. and 11

p.m., $2.

Reception - The Augusta Savage Gallery

of the New Africa House will have an open-

ing reception for the exhibit "Glimpses of

Israel," with artist Alisa Berkowitz. The

reception is from 5 p.m. to 7 p.m. The ex-

hibit will be held through April 11.

Theater Performance - "Into the Woods,"

sponsored by the UMass Theater Guild, at

8 p.m. in Bowker Auditorium. General

public: $5. Students and senior citizens: $3.

Panel Discussion - - Sponsored by the

Society ofWomen Engineers from 6 - 8 p.m.

in Campus Center room 174-176. Free.

Film — Sponsored by the Lesbian Bisex-

ual and Gay Alliance in CC 803 from 7 -

9 p.m. Free.

FRIDAY, MARCH 29

Jumaa Salat - Sponsored by the Muslim

Students Association at 12:30 p.m. Check

the schedule at the Campus Center infor-

mation desk or near the elevators for the

room.
Community Passover Seder and Service

- Sponsored by the Chabad House. Reser

vations mandatory. Admission: $8.
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S^Ips of justice or the sound ot boots? Injustice for all

r the past several weeks, a home video

of Los Angeles police pummeling a helpless

motorist has been beamed into our living

rooms. A couple of times a week we get to

watcfa three of a crowd of a dozen cops ad-

minister with their clubs, fists and boots

more than fifty blows to a man lying face

down in the street, begging for mercy. All

this came after the cops had disabled the

poor guv with a Taser - a high-tech

weapon that shoots electricity through peo-

ple's bodies.

New York. A couple of weeks ago, five

cops dragged Frederico Pereira out of a car

and strangled him to death. The accused,

as it were, claim that the victim smashed

his head against the street until he died

Witnesses and an autopsy say that Pereira

was strangled. After being indicted for

murder they were sent back to work at

other precincts.

Jeremy P. Levinson

Everyone is disgusted. Especially with

the Los" Angeles beating - Federico Periera

wasn't luckv enough to have been filmed.

Even George Bush was "sickened;" he, who

had onlv a week prior proclaimed the

L.a.P.D' the finest in the nation. Los

Angeles police Chief Daryl Gates has been

weathering a storm of demands for his

resignation. The man who has a history of

musing about the effects of violent

restraint on Black men called the latest in

;ring of L.A.P.D horrors "an aberra-

tion

After this video tape hit national TV. we

find out that the Justice Department is in-

vestigating 15.000 such "aberrations

reported over the past six years. And, this

represents onlv a fraction of actual police

violence - if vou don't get a badge number

or a name, vou've got no case; it not

counted. So. if vou're being beaten and you

don't get a chance to note badge numbers

and names, and no one with a video camera

is around - vou're out of luck.

This all comes in the wake - what little

wake there was - of a recent report by The

Sentencing Project. Analyzing Justice

Department statistics for the 1980s, they

discovered some horrifying facts about

justice' in the United Stati-

on a per capita basis, our nation im-

prisons more human beings than any other

on the planet. More than the Soviet Union,

more than The People's Republic of China.

And. ves more than Iraq. The Land of the

Free boasts a prison population of over one

million. 426 of every 100.000 of us live or

have lived in a cage.

For Black America, another story -

3,109 of every 100.000 African-Americans

are victims of American justice. In South

Africa, under the apartheid regime. 729

Blacks are jailed per 100.000. And

remember. South Africa's Black majority

doesn't enjoy the constitutional protec

tions' that we do in the U.S.

Apparentlv. the flash of a badge obscures

the Bill of Rights

Not wanting to be outdone by other bran

ches of the justice system, the Supreme

Court several days ago ruled that "involun

tarv statements or confessions'' may be us-

WHITE AMERICA
DISCOVERS POLICE

BRUTALITY...

WMpflf-
ed against the accused in court. License to

force a confession - "Now we have ways

to make vou talk." Though, apparentlv

cops took this route long before the recent

decision, they can now use the results in

court.

Has doubling the number of caged

citizens yielded a more livable America.

When we don't "tie cops' hands" do they

do a better job? Think again.

The United States is a world leader - in

the commission of violent crime. It seems

that the harder we try to stop it. the more

people break the law.

We find force appealing. What happens

when urban crime becomes a hot topic?

(ops are issued new guns, bigger and bet

ter guns. 'Urban assault vehicles'

enlisted in the war on crime. But it never

seems to get better. More prisons, longer

terms, obscene sentencing guidelines, etc

ad nauseum.

Violence begets violence, they say We

meet the rising tide of crime with legions

of killer cops, more cages for criminals and

brutality in the courtrooms. In fact, it's pro

bablv safe to say that we destroy more Uvea

in fighting crime than crime does itself.

There something wrong here.

Jeremy P Levi*** it a Col/wan -•

member

Let's spruce for springtime at UMass
What with Spring Break over and the cold and flu

-,.n behind us. the UMass masses, en masse amass

another disease in massive proportions: Spring Fever.

Spring Break is alwavs the great watershed for student

life at UMass Before break, we are tortured by an

unrelenting winter; after break, one can feel spring. My

friend Jav. said that it's not officially spring until you hear

Zeppelin coming from an open window in lower Central.

Well. I heard "Dazed and Confused" on Tuesday and 1

knew it was time.

What does spring mean to students at UMass: bun, 1

shirts, rain, skipping classes, bicycles, picnics, mud. ex-

ams, naps. Abbey Road, skipping classes, taxes, pastels,

frisbees. taking long walks, skipping classes, birds, lots

of holidays, and most of all. b-e-a-u-t-i-f-u-1 weather.

Mark Adler

As the temperature rises and the skies clear, we are ir-

resistibly drawn to skipping our classes and lying (or in

some cases laving) in the sun. A favorite locale for the

human sacrifice to Helios is the lawn between the library

and the Pond as well as the south "terrace" of the Stu^

dent Union. For those of you who can't tell directions and

don't know Southwest from Northeast, the south side of

the Student Union is where all those neo-hippies con-

gregate. Many of the ducks have left the pond and

migrated east for spring. Every year Daffy and Co. make

the trek up to Orchard Hill to eat, drink and get it on.

I don't know why my residential area is most favorable

to duck-mating, but nevertheless there they are. going at

it for all of us in the D.C. to watch while we eat our chicken

pucks. Yum! But I digress...

Having finally escaped the narrow confines of the dorms,

we notice, perhaps for the first time all year, what our

campus looks like. Sadly we discover the abundance of

mud and that the entire outdoors could use a face lift. I

hope to provide a few ideas for general campus improve

ment. suggested by my neighbors, Kristen and Sandra,

and bv me.

Get rid of the mud. Not as impossible as it sounds. Put

asphalt on the paths that get trodden regularly and

elsewhere plant some grass seed in the muddy areas.

Grass seed is ruined if trampled and more adequate bar

ners are necessary to protect the virgin seed.

Provide better directions on campus. For example, put

up some street signs so we can tell people where to turn

left. Leave up the dorm banners all year round. They look

nice and I still can't tell which dorm is which in

Sou th wpst

Fill up the FAC reflecting pools. I only see water in there

during graduation. It looks beautiful and it helps to

minimize the 'cement-look' of the FAC. The pools would

also get rid of the skateboarders.

Fix up the Isle of View. That's the little island in the

pond next to the FAC. Freshman year the stone bridge

was set up and we could walk over the island to the other

bank of the pond. Very nice.

Provide more benches. Those in front of the Student

Union need severe rebuilding and more could be install-

ed near the pond.

Improve pedestrian safety. Like the town of Amherst,

UMass could place signs in the crosswalks informing

drivers that ours is a pedestrian campus and we'd like

to live, thank you very much.

Some of these improvements could be provided free,

gratis, and for nothing, through support of student

organizations, including the classes, honor societies and

Greeks. The Greeks are looking to upgrade their status

at UMass and the best way to improve their image on cam

pus is to improve the image of the campus.

Mark B. Adler is a Collegian columnist.
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I just want my cappucino!

— Someone interrupting a debate on the

Persian Gulf War at Bonducci's Cafe in

Amherst.

"Censorship sucks!"
— Jeremy Levinson

Quality, affordable education is a right
^~ * ..,.,, t ii j^.niotroinro nrnfpasnrs narents. and l

When I first came to UMass as a freshman in the fall

of 1989, I came out of a decade plagued by student

apathy I was thrilled to see that in that semester

faTnS 2 years ago) that when Gov. Dukakis cut public

higher education budgets and raised tuition, the

students of UMass and other state colleges banded

together, rallied, and said, "no more!

We went as one voice - almost 12,000 students -

from UMass and all over the state to stand up for our

school, ourselves.

At that massive demonstration at the statehouse,

some students spoke to Paul Tsongas. He said that we

need to keen the pressure on state government.

Now, I am afraid that we are changing the 90s from

a decade of activism to a decade of giving up. As a group

we are a powerful entity in society.

WE DESERVE A GOOD EDUCATION AT A

REASONABLE PRICE.

I call on administrators, professors, parents, and most

of all we, the students, to band together once again and

focus on saving our school and fighting for ourselves.

We must tell Gov. Weld that he cannot put a price on

education. We must hold another demonstration at the

statehouse this spring and demand action on our

behalf. We must tell Gov. Weld in no uncertain terms

that he will not brush us aside and relegate us to an

education advisor that never attended a public school

in his life. .

We must get back to basics and mobilize now in order

to catch the media's eye if our message is to be heard

as strongly as the last time a governor told us that we

did not matter. We must tell our "public servants" that

we will not stand for their waiting until summer when

we are disbanded, and cut us to pieces even further.

Let us unite, stand tall, and fight for our rights!

Jessica S. Broomfield
Central

New members should

not repeat the past

As I read Alex Dering's article ("UMass students win

8 Town Meeting seats," Mar. 27), I felt a sense of Deja V u.

Two years ago, the Greek Area students felt that town

government was not serving them properly. They wen

able to get two of their members elected. Great!

When the Town Meeting convened to discuss issues per

taining to the town in general and student housing in par

ticu'.ar, the Greek area members were notably absent

Telephone calls to them resulted in tales of "No time

"Exam " and even "There was a Town Meeting?

I would encourage my fellow student Town Meeting

members to take an interest in their position, find out the

concerns of their constituency (student and non-student I

and to participate. Only then will we have shown that stu

dent apathy is a myth.
Stephen Robbins

Precinct 5 Town Meeting member

News prioritization

poor at the Collegian

On Monday, March 24, the front page of the Collegian

showed a good example of what is happening to the men

tality of the world. The lead story was about the UMass

basketball team winning another game while a forum on

women political prisoners in the United States received

a lower position on the page. Which article was the more

important story to the future of the human race? Which

should have received the headlines? Wasn't the story

about women who have been incarcerated for their serious

political actions to free us from militaristic ignorance the

more serious story deserving our full attention? And the

story about the basketball game reinforced the repressive

"educational" system which mindlessly entertains us

while the ecosystem is collapsing?

Is the Collegian working for the enlightenment of the

masses or to keep the masses slaves to the games in the

Colosseum?
Libby Hubbard

Amherst

State Rep. speaks to

the dangers facing higher ed.

[

The colleges and universities in our state

are some of the best in the country,

representing a $12 billion a year industry

that feeds and builds the Massachusetts

economy. A tremendous volume of student-

related spending nets the state a return of

six dollars for every one spent on higher

education. When they graduate,

Massachusetts students drive every aspect

of the professional and industrial world, a

primary reason so many cutting-edge

businesses have developed and located

here. Because of its commitment to higher

education, Massachusetts has throughout

its history been a leading economic and

social force.

Stan Rosenberg

Two higher education systems, one public

and one private, have kindled our success.

There are more private colleges per capita

here than in any other state. These cam-

puses attract students from throughout the

nation and the world; in fact, most of the

students who attend our private colleges

aren't from Massachusetts. Those who stay

contribute greatly to our economy and

quality of life, but most leave

Massachusetts when they graduate. It's

our public colleges and universities which

are charged with providing a quality, af-

fordable education to Massachusetts

residents — those who will live, work, and

pay taxes here throughout their lives.

These are the campuses which must

prepare Massachusetts for the decade of the

90s.

In the last few years, every state in the

country has increased funding for public

colleges and universities — except

Massachusetts. While higher education

spending rose by an average of 1 1 .6 percent

nationally, Massachusetts' support for

higher education fell by 20 percent. We've

cut funding for public higher education by

more than $175 million. Now, Governor

Weld proposes cutting another $74 million.

We're the only state in the nation about to

cut college and university budgets for the

fourth year in a row.

In a state which relies on knowledge and

human enterprise for its economic survival,

this is an unexplainable and uncons-

cionable course of action. It's time to come

to our senses. We are in the middle of a

recession. Preventing thousands of

students from earning an education will on-

ly worsen our economic problems.

In addition to slashing college and

university budgets again, the governor has

put two major financing proposals on the

table. Both would send higher education in

exactly the wrong direction. The governor

wants to raise tuition dramatically and, for

public and private college students alike,

he wants to eliminate state-funded scholar-

ships, replacing them with loans.

Our state universities are now the third

most expensive in the country. Our com-

munity colleges are the fourth most expen-

sive and our state colleges are the seventh.

Tuition increased by 50 percent in the last

three years. Raising tuition again, even

modestly, will likely make Massachusetts*

public colleges and universities the most

expensive in the country.

More recently, the governor called for a

system of sliding-scale tuitions, based on

each student's ability to pay. Sliding-scale

tuition is difficult and costly to implement.

In adopting a sliding-scale tuition policy,

Massachusetts would risk losing valuable

federal aid. Campuses would feel pressured

to recruit more and more upper-income

students, displacing lower income students

who might otherwise attend. A sliding-

scale tuition policy policy goes against a

basic principle of public higher education:

the subsidy should come from the public

treasury, not from other students and their

families.

With student costs rising so dramatical

ly, scholarships have become more essen

tial than ever. For many qualified but poor

students, scholarships make the difference

between getting a college education or go

ing without. Forty percent of the students

receiving state scholarships come from

families with an average annual income of

less than $13,000. The experience at the

federal level during the 1980s clearly

demonstrated that replacing scholarships

with loans will significantly lower the

number of low-income students who go to

colle*e , J __* A
What the governor needs to understand

is that the entire public higher education

budget is, in fact, a revolving loan fund -

and a profitable one at that. For every stu-

dent educated at a public campus, the

average cost to the state is about $4,800 a

year. For the small number of students who

Editor's note
It would be an understatement to say that some took offense to

yesterday's cartoon. The cartoon, drawn by syndicated columnist

Doug Marlette, depicted a St. Patrick's Day parade scene along

with a group of leprechauns toting bigoted picket-signs. The cap-

tion read: "What would St. Patrick's Day be without the little peo-

ple?" Lots of folks took this to be a general assault on the Irish

and their traditions.

Some things need to be said.

In the weeks preceding St. Patrick's day, there was great con-

troversy surrounding the New York St. Patrick's Day parade. There

was some question as to whether or not an Irish gay organization

and a group of handicapped children would be allowed to march.

After a lot of politicking and anger, both groups were included.

They marched with a group politicians, including the mayor ofNew

York and the governor of the state. Along the parade route, some

members of the crowd hurled epithets and cans of beer at the mar-

chers. Parade organizers turned their backs when the gay con-

tingent passed.

This was clearly what Marlette, a New Yorker, had in mind when

he drew the cartoon. Not a nationality. Not tradition. Rather, he

was editorializing about a particular event in which some shameful

actions took place.

My mistake, in choosing to publish the cartoon, was the assump-

tion that news of the widely, indeed nationally reported New York

controversy had drifted as far as western Massachusetts. Apparent-

ly I was wrong.

I apologize for the any anger that may have resulted from this

misunderstanding.
In Brotherly/Sisterly Love

Jeremy P. Levinson, Editor

receive scholarships, the typical award is

less than $1,500 a year. Over a four year

period, Massachusetts might "loan" a stu-

dent $25,200. But by gaining a college

education, studies have shown that

students increase their lifetime earning

power by as much as $600,000. The 5 per

cent income tax on these increases earn-

ings alone will net the state $30,000, more

than covering its investment. In addition,

the increased sales, excise, meals, and

capital gains taxes college-educated

workers will pay can only further supple-

ment the state's treasury. State scholar-

ships and public college subsidiaries are a

rock-solid investment. Public higher educa-

tion is entrepreneurial government at

work.

Deep and repeated budget cuts, higher

and higher tuition and fees, and the

elimination of scholarships are all signs

that Massachusetts has lost sight of the

role and importance of higher education.

We must renew our historic commitment

to a strong, internationally — competitive

economy and we must build it — through

a creative, thinking, and well trained work

force that only a top-notch higher edu-a-

tion system can provide. The time tor

tinkering and short-sightedness is over. It's

time once again for Massachusetts to invest

in the power of knowledge.

Rep. Stan Rosenberg (D-Amherst) is a

member of the House Ways and Means

Committee

to our senses. We are in the middle ot a year. ru. ...c o«»» _

We all really should take George Bush more seriously
•*

, ,„ »_J Q ,roi„at R..sh mav well have succeeded in ending the Vi

In a sense, those who say that George Bush lacks a "vi-

sion thing" are mistaken. Bush certainly does have a vi-

sion - a vision of American hegemony in international

relations coupled with expanded Presidential power and

prestige. . ,

President Bush desires to put the new-found power and

prestige which he has gained from the war to impose a

new moral order on the U.S. This order stresses patriotism

and ostracizes those who dissent from the current ad-

ministration's goals and policies.

Bush's rhetoric, both during and after the recent Per-

sian Gulf War, points distinctly to his grand design. While

many scoff at Bush's use of the phrase "new world order,

history reveals that the last president to employ that

phrase held similar designs.

Woodrow Wilson saw the post-World War I era as an

opportunity to bring America into a leadership position

in the world community through membership in the

League of Nations and through an expansionists U.S.

foreign policy. ,

Wilson also planned to use a strong America to expand

his own power and influence. As Michael Rogin writes of

Wilson "American leadership meant presidential leader-

ship-presidential power, moreover, would not be confin-

ed to foreign affairs."

More than seventy years later, George Bush is doing

what Wilson attempted to do then, albeit with far more

success than Wilson ever had. Bush's expansion of

presidential power is easily seen in his unilateral doubl-

ing of troops in Saudi Arabia last Nov. 12 This clearly

changed the U.S. role from a defensive role to an offen-

sive one, presenting Congress with a virtual fait accompli

with regard to going to war to drive Iraq out of Kuwait.

Bush's "success" in foreign policy is rapidly infiltrating

American domestic life in a way which puts a high

premium on conformity and strongly discourages dissent

and even meaningful debate.

First, by glorifying America's role in defeating a Third

World nation, Bush has claimed to end America s so-called

"Vietnam Syndrome," or reluctance to use armed force.

Part of ending the Vietnam Syndrome involved quieting

what a recent Boston Globe article called the "adversarial

culture" of liberals, radicals, members * academia, and

anvone else critical of U.S. policies and actions. Bush has

taken the U.S. victory over Iraq and his exceptionally high

approval ratings as a mandate to squelch this type of

d
What Bush is attempting seems remarkably

successful.

Before the war, for example, 47 senators voted against

the use of American troops in the Persian Gulf. Now.

however, it seems that every member of the Senate is

engaging in a mad rush to issue the most ringing endorse-

ment possible for the recent war.

Jason George

John Kerry of Massachusetts was one of those 47,

though one would never know it after hearing his com-

ments to a group of U.S. soldiers in Kuwait after the

fighting ended. Kerry said: "a lot of us who served m Viet-

nam found a new breath of air in your courage and op-

timism" and added that he was "delighted by the outcome

of the war." ,. 4 i«*iu-
If that is the tone taken by opposition politicians in this

country, the future of meaningful political debate in the

U.S. may be severely clouded.

Bush may well have succeeded in ending the Vietnam

Syndrome and quelling the adversarial culture in this

country. Before claiming too much from the U.S. victory

over Iraq, however, Bush should consider two points.

First a lot of what the adversarial culture talked about

in this country - the 37 million people in this country

who have no health insurance, the roughly 1 in 5 children

who live in poverty, and the fact that U.S. foreign policy

has contributed to instability and bloodshed throughout

the world - is true. Making dissent unpopular will not

make these problems disappear.

Secondly, has it ever occurred to Bush and the other

hard-liners in the administration that the crux of the Viet-

nam Syndrome, a reluctance to use military force, may

not have been such a bad thing after all?

It is sad commentary on this country when a reaffirma-

tion of America's killing capacity is cause for national

celebration.

Jason George is a Collegian staff member

All it look was a whisper
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Do you have questions?

WE
HAVE

ANSWERS!

The goal of the

Information Data Bank
is to make a sometimes seemingly

complex institution easier to comprehend

and negotiate.

IDB is a walk-in and telephone referral service which

maintains information on University administrative and

academic policies and procedures; schedules (e.g., bus,

library, athletic); health and public safety issues; housing

and food services information; student organizations

and activities; and a variety of other topics.

If you don't know how to get there from

here call the

Information Data Bank at

...service,

...people,

...prices.

all under one roof.

Close to Brittany Manor

and Rlverglade

[flAGARDEN
(formerly lolm IHrmom)

- JrV purchase of $12

U -4lM"4 i°
r more wlth thls

?

Enjoy a Taste of Real Chinese Food

Sun-Thurs 11:30 a.m.—9:45 p.m.

Fri-Sat 11:30 a.m.-10:45P-m.

Lunch Hour 11:30 a.m.—3:30 p.m.

o Reopening with

tT3 PACKAGE
STORE

AMHERST' Z53'974»c| \ 13 N Pieosant St.. Amherst

FREE Delivery Service

minimum order $K)

Fri, Sat, Sun
5-9 p.m.

new Interior

remodeling
o 7 days a week
o Take out

o Luncheon specials
$3.75-$4-55

2534280

545-1555
IDB is a service of the Dean of Students Office and is

located in Whitmore in the lobby at the top of the ramp

(north side)

THE
EDWIN M. ROSSMAN

ALUMNI CAREER FORUMS

DEPARTMENT OF MICROBIOLOGY
& DEPARTMENT OF BIOCHEMISTRY

DATE:
TIME:

LOCATION:

THURSDAY, MARCH 28, 1991

8:00 PM
CAMPUS CENTER 163

SPONSORED BY:

MATHER CAREER CENTER
ALUMNI ASSOCIATION

DEPT. OF MICROBIOLOGY
and DEPT. OF BIOCHEMISTRY

This is an opportunity to meet with alumni

and discuss their experiences in the working

worid. Don't miss this important panel

discussion!

OPEN TO ALL STUDENTS
IN THE BIOSCIENCES

t
- .r. ,r ,_ ,

-"-,-^ ,- ,-,- -—.—r-n-r- .r-J.-J—

.

.
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Minority Student Stress

Getting Through the University

On Wednesdays in April from 4:00-4:45 pm Lynette Bloise

and E Bruce Taub-Bynum from University Health Services

will be holding a group entitled "Minority Student Stress:

Getting Through the University" Topics will include:

4/3/91

4/10/91

4/17/91

Racism in the Academic Setting

Dealing with Non-Minority

Relationships

Intergroup Relationships: Sex,

Peers and Being Your Own Self

4/24/91 Open Discussion

The group will meet in the New Africa House Please check

with the office (5-0031) about the room location.

%^^^nS i
r
=*'=t'=i'=>r^t=if=it=*F=>r='r='t='i='<=Ji=^

UMass/Boston
Summer
Programs in

England and
Germany,
Northern Ireland,

and Mexico

Political Culture

and Economy

—

The European Community:

Field Study in England

and Germany

June 6-July 12

Nine crjdits

Irish History:

Field Study in Derry

Juno 14-July 12

Six credits

Spanish Language

Instruction in

Cuernavaca, Mexico

May 30-July 3

Up to six credits

These programs emphasize firsthand learning through guided group

activities and intensive individual study. Each program provides room,

board, and local transport ction.

Application deadline: April 19, 1991

For details, please write

or call:

^?

Division of Continuing

Education

International Programs

University of Massachusetts

at Boston

Harbor Campus
Boston. MA 02125-3393

617 287-7900

This advertisement appears at

no cost to the Commonwealth

BLACK AFFAIRS
Welcome,
Mr. Brown
The Third World Caucus proudly presents Les Brown,

an African American motivational speaker.

Les Brown has been developing techniques that help

people reach deep down inside themselves to grasp their

unrealized potential.

Brown has been recognized by Esquire, Ebony and

Essence magazines. He has also been praised for his

outstanding work by the Reverend Jesse Jackson.

Preview

Les Brown, a former three time seater in the Ohio

legislation, has reached national acclaim by being the reci-

pient of over eighty awards for his outstanding community

service as well as for being an advocate for the rights and

opportunities for those persons are repeatedly ignored in

our community. ,

The University of Massachusetts community has the

unique opportunity of hearing this man speak.

On April 3,1991 Les Brown will appear at the Malcolm

X center from 4 p.m. 5 p.m. and in the Student Union

Ballroom from 7 p.m.- 9 p.m..

Brothers and sisters, this is a great opportunity, this

is a program you do not want to miss. He is inspirational,

motivational and black.

Remember, support our organizations if we don t who

else will. See you there!
_DQVGLAS GREER

Photo courtesy of Student Activities

Les Brown

It 's Delta Sigma Thetai
. ~~n~ . _ii__ *. :»*_J Jlo^oocionJ nnr. to do SO in S W8V

t

By EDES MCCRAY
Collegian Correspondent

The Pi Iota chapter of Delta Sigma Theta Sorority Inc.

celebrates "Delta Week 1991, Black Love" April 1-7.

Delta Sigma Theta Sorority Inc. was founded at Howard

University by 22 women on January 13, 1913. The sororr

ty is based on the ideals of public services, scholarships and

have sponsored STD (sexually transmitted diseases) and por

nography workshops. Pi Iota also has annual spaghetti din

ners, Beach parties and Benefit Variety Shows.

PI Iota Chapter chose the theme of black love this year

because they feel that in order for black people to achieve

and accomplish we need to love ourselves and our communi

ty All the programs next week will evolve around tni:

theme of love and community. For example, the Womens

to do so in a way that builds unity instead of destroying it.

Delta Week will not be limited to women issues. On

Wednesday April 3rd at 7:00 in the Campus Center Pi Iota

will be having an open discussion on black men titled

"Black Men Rescue. 91 1." a discussion on issues facing the

African American man and possible practical solutions.

Tm really excited about this, because its going to be a
omplish we need to love ourselves ana our cumiuum- .., m reauy exCited about tnis, Decause u s guiuB w ^ »

the programs next week will evolve around this
gl of black men taking about issues that they are fac-

~r i ~ ~~a ™™rr,iinitv For examDle. the Womens . . Uaxra canu.A i hnnp the audience will be both men
ty is based on the ideals of public services, scnoiarsn,ph anu «.«»*

:

„. .«

~

.
Shabazz House at Mount

od. The local undergraduate chapter of Delta Sigma »^^Ze^^iaava* on emotional and

psychological and physical well-being.Theta Sorority Inc. Pi Iota, was founded in June 2, 1985.

Since its oJv vt"* r existence here in Wester
six year existence here in

Massachusetts, the women of Pi Iota Chapter have beer,

strongly dedicated to public services. They have participated

in the ABC walk, Amherst Harvest Fest, and have super

vised child care at the Holyoke Community Center. The

Chapter has also conducted study sessions in the valley, and

Pi Iota will be having a discussion at Smith College on

building unity among black women.

Pascale Benard, a member of Delta Sigma Theta Sorori

ty Inc , feels that this disscusion is important for sisters to

be able to sit down and talk frankly with each other but,

ing and have faced. I hope the audience will be both men

and women who are willing to discuss and share their ex

periences"said Benard.

During Delta Week Pi Iota will be having it s 4th annual

Beach Party on April 6th in the Southside Room at the

Soutwest Munchies. Beach wear if you. ..DARE.

"We really hope that the community will come out and

help us explore these issues and build bridges of understan

ding"said Benard.

Chapter hL also conducted study sessions m the valley, and be able to sit down andta.K rranx.y w-— —
-
— |. A

Europeans.the problem or solution/
Ma ** *_ • _ ^ MnuruFPF tw where! Instead you have people wearing stalled political European males wh

When is this going to sTop? Once again the European com- NOWHERE, that where! Instead you have people wearing

n^iSLVtr-. colors and feelings toward the »»^^
"gSt^rgfe witnessed£££» j^^u^
tack by some members ofthe^^^ S/ pt ELed, non-intoxicated African-

on an African-American, Rodney King. What was aone Dealing
^
uF

what-so-ever, while eleven other

about this attack? The answer is little or nothing, at least America, for^no Reason*£»£ who^ during or

"
Instead we get excuses for the police officers rather than before this act approved of their actions.

opposition for them. This incident is a prime example of the

hypocrisy that Europeans cloak themselves m.

This incident is not any different from the Central Park

atrocity. As a matter of fact, this incident that occurred over

a speeding violation.

These are people who are sworn to protect us. These are

people who children are supposed to look up to.
r r . .. , . O tirU„-« orn Ikn

Douglas Gieei

A reasonable deduction would be that every police officer

at the scene of the crime should be held accountable for what

so-called political European males who make all of this

money. Then they turn around and miseducate, and

economically and politically oppress every person of color.

Yet the rest of the European community sits back and lets

this happen. Therefore another reasonable deduction would

be that all Europeans are racist as well.

To the European community, please do not be surprised

when I tell you that this is not a unique example of what

African-Americans experience in this country. This is the

norm. So, do not wonder why African-Americans are

cautious of you and why we do not like this country.

The least that the European community can do is take

responsibility for the wrongs done by your people, hell we

are always held accountable for ours.

If you are not apart of the solution, you are apart of the

problem, wake up before we do.

Douglas Greer is a UMass student. This article is the opi-

nion of the writer and does not necessarily reflect the views

of the Collegian staff.

u „fflooro Birf stacev Coon, left and Timothy Wind, be-

infb°r
V
o
e
u
a

gnt£ for TJrli^U^e beating of Rodney King .

Especially for You

Haircare e) Beauty Boutiqu

specializing in Aim-American

Hair Care and Beauty Products

206 Russell St., Rt. 9

Hadley; 586-6622

Free Delivery

within

5 College Area
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Cape Verdean Student Alliance

The most wanted men in America

are back!

r- V

7

YOUNG GUNS II

Date: Thursday, March 28

Admission: 5 o'clock show $1.50

7, 9, 11 p.m. $2.00

Place: Campus Center Auditorium

SUMMER EMPLOYMENT
Summer Conference Housing coordinates dormitory

housing for 8,000 - 10,000 conferees during June, July

and August, Employment with SCH provides work

experience in an academic setting, an introduction to

the hospitality industry and an opportunity to earn

money.

OVER FIFTY POSITIONS AVAILABLE!!

The job titles include:

Registrar

Operations Co-Supervisor

Accommodations Supervisor

Operations Crew Member

Office Manager
Key Control Supervisor

Desk Clerk

Salary Range: $5.25 - $7.00 Per Hour

Work Schedules: Part & full time openings available,

Including all shifts, weekdays and weekends

APPLICATIONS AND
GENERAL INFORMATION AVAILABLE

FROM MARCH 27, 1991 - APRIL 10, 1991

AT
The University Conference Services Office

918 Campus Center (Ninth Floor)

APPLICATIONS ACCEPTED UNTIL:

4 p.m., Wednesday, April 10, 1991

The University or Massachusetts is an Affirmative Acboo/Equal Opportunity Employe* J

This is a

a momentous time in

Israeli history. Thousands

of Soviet and Ethiopian immigrants

are making Israel their new home. YQU

can join a huge contingent of college

students & graduates who will

participate in history by spending

a summery
semester, oryeaj^

touring, working, or

studying in...

To participate in

one of these exciting

Israel programs, contact:

USD/AZYF-
The Israel Action Center

110 E. 59th St., 3rd Floor,

New York, NY 10022

800-27-ISRAE(L)
212-339-6002

I

Sponsored by Hillel

Come and join A.I.R., the Israel group on campus, Tuesday evenings at 6:OOpm
at the Hillel House, 388 N. Pleasant St.
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QUOTE Of THE DAY

1 know all about exploitation. Ivc

boon exploited all mv life."

— Elwood Blues

DAILY CROSSVORD PUZZLE
Edited Bv TRUDE fUCHEL JAFfE

ACROSS
lUki eg
4 Blend anew
9 Ursula

AnJress
role

12 Yeatn

13 Parsley

family

meinbei

14 Morn sound
15 Seasonal

delicacy

1 7 Moss or Gary

18 Just One ol

Those
19 Eveilaslmg

once
21 Classic lead in

22 OI.1 GrttfK ciMn

25 Part o! trie U K

27 Popular name
in Oslo

26 Compass pt«nt

31 Mattress

luppod
J4 Melville opus

36 CharkXte

St Thomas
37 Anchored

30 Actor Lloyd

39 Type ol

31 Across

42 Dispatched

43 Vale et al

44 Lours or Carrie

45 Plains Indians

homes
47 Main course

49 Don Giovanni

role

52 investigator

55 O Casey or

Conner y

56 Baker s pan
60 Emulated Aprde

MiUo

61 Kind ol bear

62 Ring decisions

Abtx

63 Poets
preposition

64 Robert

IVveieux Earl

ol

65 Oral! org

DOWN
1 Frosh. later

2 Arkansas city

3 Queen ol

France

By E. VEZINA & R. SHAUGHNESSY

FESTIVE SGENE

3o Vou want re, rMft

F(XTH£ TOLLMAN

Do you ha« any *3 w*T.«r

iN HAViKt|A DECENT

y^~\ M660 Tj 5C S

OF -oji?se NOT -

VOUXF at una^s.

/

*7EuC0Mt «UA<^.

4 Riches

preceder

5 Like a epi

6 Farrow

ol dims

7 Doctrine

8 Three masted
vessel

9 Take flight

10 Cornet or

trumpet

11 Maior
lutower

12 Presidential

monogram
14 Stan ol

a Hardy

title

16 Vietnamese
statesman
Dmh
Diem

JO You re

Cole Porter

song
.v 6th amtutf

dale

21 Japanese epic

Mm
24 Rep east ol

Iran

25 Abbaot
Israel

26 Nautilus captain

et ai

87 Pitchblende or

bauxite

29 Atrtcan gazelles

30 Minute

3? Inclining

33 Betrayal

playwright

35 Rim
37 Graduate deg
39 Busy insect

40 Corrida cry

41 Fraternity

letters

46 Sticky stull

•».' Noiyhtv
Para

48 Artists PJOS

49 K> be in

ancient Rome
50 Edward or

Norman
51 Wirnsey s

Harriet

bJ Hill near the

Acropoks
53 Greek Cupid

54 Apt segments

57 Footkke pail

58 Cousins ol sis

59 Chem siitti>

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE

MENU
LUNCH DINNLK

L.nllnl i l\u Km Nim.Iv.Ii l\

IS,. I l>oi DiVVsl

BASICS LUNCH
L.iillr.l I l\uk« l\ S.iU.IuhI\

^t ,iiix>,l 1

1
-tin*, mi

l>i//.i

S( .tliHHl l« Hill MM

BASICS DINNEK
P1//.1

L>i«« ^ \ n|i|l« I'll'-I

YOUR DAILY HOROSCOPE
By JEANE DIXON

By ALI VOOLVICH

LIMA (Sept 23-Oct u) I en peo-

ple what Is on your mind You w*

make an excelent Impression It you

have done your nomework Co-

workers are ready to be convinc-

ed Put your money where your

mouth Is.

SCORPIO (Oct 23-Nov. 21)

Tackle unanswered marl A prompt

reply will let an influential person

know you are on the ball. A show

of Initiative could net you a special

bonus as well as compliments

aalore

fAOITTARIUS (Nov 22-Dec 21)

Stick to trled-ond-true methods

now Deal with the practical Issues

in a relationship. Important benefits

come from havtna. a sense of roots

Wanderers should return home to

their loved ones.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. lv>

Check the condition of any real

estate you own. Home Im-

provements wM Increase Its value

A loved one may be feeling

neglected. Find a better way to

show your affection.

AQUARIUS (Jan 20-Feb 18): The

spotlight Is on current relationship

problems, especially If your home

life Is Involved Sort out your friends

from your fair-weather acaualrv

tances. Accept a last-minute

Invitation. ^ .

RISCIS (Feb. 19-March 20): It

may be time to distance yourself

from a stressful relationship. Minor

fluctuations In you finances are not

cause for alarm Business affairs

deserve extra scrutiny.

ARIIS (March 21-Aprl 19): High

energy comes you through this busy

day You are In the driver's seat at

work. Start a ma)or protect with

confidence Your parents or

children need extra

encouragement
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)

Great things lie ahead for your

social Ifel Blending newcomers and

old friends at a party could lead to

powerful connections Regular ex-

ercise helps you ward off

depression.

OtMINI (May 21-June 20) You

feel less tolerant of other peoples

foibles now Knowing this, choose

your companions and octMtles with

extra care today Tact and com-

promise will ease a difficult family

situation.

CANCIR (June 21-July 22) A ter-

rific day for you and a partner to

firm up your plans. Funds may arrive

from someone at a distance Your

path Is clear - carry on. Transform

doubt Into confidence.

UO (Jury 23-Aug 22): Give your

Imagination free rein and you win

land a rewarding Interview or )ob

Evening Is the best time for a

romantic Interlude. Savvy slgnles wi

seek companions who share their

values

VIROO (Aug. 23-Sept 22) Keep

In close touch with those In authori-

ty today and key support should

come your way. The time Is ripe for

Implementing an ambitious plan

Unleash your Imagination.

TODAY S STAFF
Night Editor ^aria Sacchctti

Copy Editor Yana Dluqy

Photo Technician tefl Holland

Production Supervisor Seth Kaye

Typesetter Terry Slarmcr

Production Lisa Jezowski. Ali Woolwich.

Nicole Dumas
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Yale School of Medicine

Join the best
minds in medicine.

Jmptapnrfrt ijjwfiiiftfirt .if Me- Unirersitu .1 Iff iff t»

umcdn <»/ and i'thc tn u-ntihi resean h ijfn .1 wide rmgf

Udwahny retearrh eppvrlunities. Her*, recent

gmduatescan incrtme that incarledge devHcf

that talent* <""' enrich their experience in <»

ftmndatinft state of-th+art research eminm-

meni \\\ haw immediate opening

Research Assistants

Research Associates

A b.H iVIor' in biological or physical

M tern t <t 1- required, laboratory experience

is ,\ plus

In addition tt> many on-campus

cultural and athletic hi llities such

MOW fullv equipped g\m, 31 tennis

courts, and a regulation golf COW
Vile University provides competitive

salaries and outstanding benefits

iih hiding 22 vacation days. 4 personal

da\s O holiday rei ess da\s and 12 MCfc

da\s all paid tuition reimbursement at

mdualC programs in the area and

audit opportunities at >a!e also exist

For immediate consideration, send

your resume in confidence to:

C. Mason, Dept. of Human Resources,

\*\e School of Medicine, P.O. Box

Q168ME, New Haven, CT 06532-0168;

lax (203) 785-3165; Telephone (203) 785-3838.

Employment office located at

l^l College Street in New Haven.

Yale University
sy Y»le L'nivervty li an iffirminvf »ctmn

•_»3 equal opportunity employe

r

^J r yj Liquor Store

Lowenbrau
12-pk bots

$7.99

Rolling Rock
12-pk cans

$6.70

SPECIALS THIS WEEK!

Koch's Goldn Annv Beer.xse $8.29*

Busch cse $10.99*

Rolling Rock 12-pk $6.69*

Captain Morgan 750 ml $7.49

Vodka 175 L $8.99

Gin 175L $8.99

Gallo Classic Wines 1.5 L $3.99

FREE ICE WITH KEGS
•Plus Deposit

Sf'aas^. .
——

-

It's the Last Performance

Don't Miss-Tonifiht ONLY!

INTO THE WOODS
8 p.m. in Bowker Auditorium

Tickets available at the FAC Box Office

545-2511 and at the door

$3.00 Students & Senior Citizens, $5.00

General Admission

fuses
I

Ficls

Busch
suitcase

$10.99

Captain Morgan Spiced Rum
750 ml $7.49

PiePs
case 1 2 oz bots

$8.49

Popov Vodka
1.75 L

$10.69

Crystal Creek White Zlnfandel

750 ml

2 for $6.99

iwBs

Canada Dry Ginger Ale

2 Liter

\£jk
79c with this ad ^Bfl:

iM M
338 College St. (Rt. 9) Amherst 253-5384

this week..

.
March 28-8 30pm 18

BIM SKALA BIM

Sunk in the Funk

18 Dancing

Upsatiars with DJ Dennis

Fn March i iOpm

RIPPOPOTAMUS
Gyp

irch 30 8 30pm

THE SIGHS
The Farmhi

next week..

Thur April 1 R 30pm 18 •

NEW POTATO CABOOSE

Fn April 5- 8.30pm

PAJAMA SLAVE DANCERS
Sat .

March 6 -8 30pm
MITCH RYDER

King Cod & the Blue Sharks

coming...

Sun .
April 7 --6 00pm 18 WRNX

Amherst Fire Victims Benefit

WHO'S KIDDIN WHO
THE EQUALITES

THE SIGHS
ED VADAS & the Fabulous

Heavyweights
RIPPOPOTAMUS
BORDERLAND
March 9- 8 00pm

THE HORSE FLIES

The Cowlicks

Pearl Street is open upstairs tor dancing

every Wed ((jay Niqht) I hurl (18 ). FTl.

and Sat (Top 40/House with DJ Job)

Advance Tix Available at Strawberries

Record Stores. Ticketron (800) 382-8080.

Dynamite Records. Pearl St..

and For The Record in Amherst

mmnn
llO P€RRL ST. NORTHfllTlPTON, ITIfl

tfisco LIQUORS 'scon

18 Main St. Downtown Amherst 253-5441
Featuring Busch Beer

$10.99 Suitcase

Wurzburger Octoberfest

$4.99 6/pk

Busch Kegs
$41.95

Poggio Del Lupo
Italian White Dry Wine

3 bots for $5.99

Kosher Wines for Passover

Manaschewitz, Carmel,
Baren Herzog

Many More In-Store Specials

(especially on wines)
plus deposit * Delivery Available

&»Z

ALL AGES - ALL SHOWS
at the

COMEDY ZONE
Friday and Saturday 8:30pffl

then after the show

LATE NIGHT 1 10:30pm 1 :00am

»

KARAOKE
PARTY

$5.00 per person

Drink Specials: Soda

Beer .

When You Want

THK BEST-CHINESE FOOD

$1.00

$1.80

%
m

grif. ft)

' PKKING GARDEN
1111 t"

Mon. Thurs. 5pm 8pm

ALL Y()l (AN BAT
BUFFET
$5.99

11:30 3pm

ALL YOU CAN KM
SUNDAY BRUNCH

$fi.99

20%
OFF DINNER for Comedy Patrons

Comedy info & reservstions 585-8615

Open lunch and dinner 7 davs a week

Route 9 Ku.vvll St . Hadl.y 6M IM

Classifieds
WE TV WE COLLEGIAN OFFICE CC 113 Afrvv IWW s w .1 w. FR! * w: V DEADUNE 2 DA YS PRIOR TO WBIICA /7(W< VIA// !\ .l/n-.n. 7. .v>' »>W /H> "* ^'VIMs

ACTIVITIES

ALPHA CHI OMEGA iponeonng- The

on the Campus Con

course Wed 3/27 ft Thurs 3/28

The profits will 90 lo Welcome House

Adoption Services
Send an easier treat to a friend on or oft

campus and also save a child'

ATTENTION!! Mandatory meeting tor the

UMass Marketing Club" All are welcome

Be there April 2nd at 5 30 p m

INTERESTED IN HUMANE EDUCATION
and helping abandoned cats on campus 1

Call UMass pets 546-2191 546 5777

JESUS JONES WITH SOHOot HippychicK

fame) Sun April 21 8pm in the Student

Union Ballroom Tin on sale TODAY J

UMass students $9 others At Tix Unlimited

For the Record Main St Records A UPC
Production

MOVIE GOOOFELLAS
Thursday March 28
Mahar 108
6pm $2 00 94 12pm $2 50

Sponsored by IEEE

NEVILLE BROTHERS w/ Ivan Neville

Tues April 16 8pm SUB $11 UMass $13

other Tix on sale NOW at Tin Unlimited, For

the Record Mam St Records' A UPC
Production

SKYDIVE: Anyone interested lumping out

of an airplane there will be a meeting Thurs

day at 7pm room 168 Campus Center

VOLUNTEERS NEEDED! The Literacy Pro

ject needs volunteers for the week of April

1 Spare some time and help someone learn

to read' Patti 549-7198

YOUNG GUNS TWO movie playing
i

March

28 at 5 tor $1 50 and 7,9 .1 1 tor $2 00

Campus Center Auditorium

ANNOUNCEMENTS

ATTENTION BANDS:
We are accepting

applications for

Southwest Week
Contact Mic or Sha

545-0960
Deadline April 12

BED AND BREAKFAST- downtown Ideal

for visiting parents and friends 549-u/JJ

ENDLESS SUMMER! Alaska |0bs

Women/men, to $600/wk Airfare plus

room/board free Canneries hiring now In

formation 1(900)988-5152 Ext 170

$3/minute (4 mm max /refundable)

HEADING FOR EUROPE (rus wmmer? Jet

there anytime for $160 with AIRHTCH (r

(Reported in NY Times and Lei s Go

)

AIRHITCH(r) 212 864 2000

LOOKING FOR COMMUNITY SERVICE'

Coordinating Earth Day activities

Amherst Common Sunday 4/21 IW

Info Randy 259 1664

TONIGHT'
The UMass Theatre Quito pre*

The final performance ot

Into The Wi

8pm in Bowker Auditorium

Student tix $3 00

UNION
VIDEO
CENTER

General M>
Tonight at 7 00

in the

Commuter Lounge
Come learn about

Video Production'

New Members W>

APTS FOR RENT

SPRING SPECIAL 99 cents one month

rent with one year lease 2BR $450 3BR

$537. in Sunderland Free bus route laun

dry facilities, pool, garden plots Short term

leases available 665-3856

AUTO FOR SALE

1972 CHEVROLET C-10 Pickup 3-sp

manual, 305 od runs good/$250/BO

549 1786

1980 PONTIAC PHEONIX
Buns well stereo

$400 549 1897 evenm

1984 TOYOTA COROLLA Automatic 4

door sedan good condition AM/FM tape

$1800 Call 508 544 3861 After 5pm

1988 HONDA CRX 5sp silver good condi

tion $5500 BO 253 9660. Mark

ENTERTAINMENT

RACK-A-DISC is still the best tor DJ s and

live entertainment Call anylime 586-9900

ask about our specials

ENVIRONMENTALIST

GREENPEACE ACTION is seeking in

dividuals who want to work to create an

energy policy that makes sense not just

dollars If you're not acting for the solution

you're part of the problem Equal Opportum

ty Employer Call John at 549-0507

FOR RENT

AMHERST 5 BEDROOM house for sum

mer with fall option $129Smo 253-3604

AVAILABLE IMMEDIATELY, large room in

Mill Valley Private bathroom nice kitchen

and sunny living room Rent is $350 plus

electricity (negotiable) Parking, laundry and

more 1 Call soon -Jocelyn 256 0662

OUR BEAUTIFUL RANCH HOUSE is still

available lor rent for next year Call now

549 6951

FOR SALE

10 SPEED BIKE
$100 or BO call

Lisa 549-4324

CUBE REFRIGERATOR. $30 00 delivered

>>69

FUTONS
Motawampe
Top quality gold bond futons

Delivery anywhere in U S A

Sleep with us and save 1

1 800 3FUTON1

IBM COMPATABLE COMPUTER Great

prce is negotiable Ptrl 253 7157

SHOGUN 400 12 SPEED )ixx3 condition

$100 o< BO call 2S6 1082 Ask for Keith

ZENITH 248 PERSONAL COMPUTER
IBM compatable Asking $850 Negotiable

Call Cindy 665 8020

HELP WANTED

ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYMENT
Fisheries earn $5 000 /month Free

transportation' Room and board' Over 8,000

openings No experience necessary Male

in female For 68 page employment

manual, send $8 95 to MSL Research. Box

84008 Seattle WA 98124
Satisfaction Guaranteed

AMERICAN SCHOLARSHIP is seeking a

campus rep no selling 6 hours a week Ex

cedent pay Call George at 1-800 542 5174

AMUSEMENT PARKS. Holiday Resorts

Disneyland, 6 Flags, are hiring Great tun

and get paid loo' Reserve position by call

ing 1-805 682 7555 Ext K 1370

ARE YOU ENTHUSIASTIC and depen

dable"? Would you enjoy working in

marketing or management with a company

that truly appreciates its slatf

(617) 237 5520

BECOME A PART ot this young company

spread the word about this exclusive ser

vice sign up new members, and you can

increase your monthly income and produce

increasing future income Make your own

hours Call 413-442 5328 or 413 774-6202

CHRISTMAS. SPRING BREAK, summer

travel FREE Air couriers needed and

cruise-ship |Obs Call 1 805-682 7555 ext

F 1426

DREAM JOBS NOW!!
Jobs open in paradise

Hawaii. California. Florida

Cruise-ships. National Parks

A more for spring & summer
100s of addresses
Tel -s guaranteed
Call 1 900-226-2644

Telephone charges $3/mm

EARN BIG MONEY. No prior experience

necessary Call 413-568 1913

ELIO S RISTORANTE waiters waitresses

cooks apply in person Routes 5 and 10, S
Deerfield at Motel 6

INTELLIGENCE JOBS. All branches

US Customs. DEA etc Now hiring

Call (1) 805-962 8000 Ext K-9616

LOOKING FOR RESPONSIBLE, loving

person to provide childcare for our 7 year

old son. through the summer and next year

Some overnights in our home in Leverett

We can work around school schedules

Need transportation Call 548 9057

PART-TIME truck driving positions'

$7 50 to $10 00 per hour no experience

necessary (617) 23/5520

RAPIDLY EXPANOING MARKF TING FIRM

now hiring No experience

Call 253-7456

INTERNSHIPS

FALL 1991 INTERNSHIPS MMl MM

••s Center get hands-on experience

m the legal field-work directly with attorneys

and clients Earn up to 15 undergraduate

credits No experience necessary training

provided Apply early' Contact Legal Ser

vices today 545 1995 922 Campus Center

Start the application process NOW'

LOST

A 14KT GOLD NECKLACE a.irrucilix has

.pntimental value IftoMfld! Call

63793

CITIZEN WATCH has been milling *

found contact Tony 6 4805 Reward is a

must

LUXURY LIVING

2 3 ft 4 BEDROOM APARTMENTS
AVAILABLE

"Fully Applianced
• Heat & Hot Water Included

•Two Full Baths
"Mountain Views

"Day Care on Premises
•24 Hour Maintenance

ASK ABOUT OUR MAY/JUNE SPECIALS'

Come and see why we have the best to

offer in the Amherst area 1

MILL VALLEY ESTATES
253 7377 EHO

JACQUELINE '.ippy belated twrttxi

.143

INTO THE WOODS I i ' »
ilidn t we have
Well Goon

Auditorium

Mafdi 29 M .it 8 00 pm
ling'

You guys are great'

••MARY-KATHLEEN SHEA"
Happy birthday1 Congratulations You final

ly made it to the big 21' Have a great time

tonight" Love The Green and While House

ON MARCH 28. 1969
Salami m^n w<is born

I think about that everyday

UMASS WOMEN'
Tony Bonanno is now 2t

He II be appearing soon at a bar ne

P S He's Cute'"

Happy Birthday. Your pal M

WATCH OUT ZOO-MASS"
He s legal"

He s Max '

And we've let him out ot his

Thatcher Cage to cnMl
and par lay

-OJ

RIDE NEEDED

I NEED A RIDE to Vassar College or

Pouahkipsie NY on Friday 3/29 Will pay

gas Call 546 3682 please'

RIDE NEEDED TO PROVIDENCE
day afternoon Call Nessa 549 8250

PERSONALS

CONGRATULATIONS TO EVERYONE
dom' Into the Woods ' I'm still Kara

Jenkins and you're the best' Break a leg'

DO YOU HAVE questions about your

future7

PROFESSIONAL ENGINEERING PANEL
MARCH 28 Thursday
6pm
Campus Center rm 174

GOOSE
Thank you tor being there lor me You mean

so much to me I will love you always

-Me

HAPPY BIRTHDAY JILL JORDAN! The

season is over now so ditch that tall dorky

kid and let's get together'

Love. M A

HELLO. DAD? I m in jail ' Congrats to all

the chocolate milk bunnies trom spring

break' Break a leg' Love Kara

HOLA HOLA HOLA HOLA
Ticket to ride ticket to fly

Alex will gel you high

Its Batman in CANCUN"
Did you really think we were gonna

strip" Drink for being Mike

To the guys that made it th>

spring break ever Bob Guz Adam Mike

and Tony Gracias mi amigos

ROOMMATE WANTED

YARMOUTH- looking lor two responsible

females to share house Call 6 0263 ot

60982

SERVICES

LOOKING FOR A JOB?
Obtain a listing ot over

300 Boston area employers

on adhesive labels lor

$19 95 send check to the

Employment Assist Center

8 Douglas Road Dept 22
Lexington MA 02173

PREGNANT?
Need a pregnancy test, information or sup

port7 Call for free and confidential sei

ALTERNATIVES 33 Mam St Northampton

586 3000 or Greenfield V4 6010

SUBLET

AVOID THE RUSH
Summer witn fall option

Large room for one or two

In Presiiiential Apt

On bus loute Mm to campus
Call Beth 549 4035

CNTR OF AMHERST, 1BDR Apt

Wall Move in now' No rent until 6/1 425mo

& util fall opt, 538 3025

GREAT HOUSE TO SUBLET I

SUMMER W FALL OPTION
in S *

king On bu

*96

SUMMER RENTAL

CAPE COO
18 477 6000

SUMMER SUBLET

BEAUTIFUL LARGE SUNNY ROOM

June August Cm Tfl-

ONE BEDROOM IN BRITTANY :• i

A/C $250Vmonth m

SUMMER SUBLET iiii option MOO
one bedroom apt Colonial Village 253-2475

TRAVEL

CALIFORNIA OR BUST
Make all the right moves For

information about our resource

guides write to California

Information Services Suite 1 14

858 Third Ave Chula Vista. CA
91911

TYPING WORDPROCESSING

ARE YOU SICK OF TYPING 7

Fast and Accurate

T ypmg/Wordprocessing
F ree Laserprmting

CALL BECCA 549 4600 x433

CAMPUS PICKUP- Delivery last ch.

-LiM 256 6695 CAN IE AVE

MESSAGE

PAPERS. DISSERTATIONS. RESUMES.
graphs laser printing Rosema",

259 1786

RESUMES. PAPERS, anythmq !.:

typeset Fast, protessi *"' '

16-6373

WANTED

CASH FOR GOLD 1

1

WANTED FOR RENT

WE WANT TO TAKE OVER

WE WANT YOUPLEASf
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basketball

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

points as CU recaptured an 11 point lead,

81-70, with 6:21 to play.

UMass fouled on nearly every possession

thereafter, closing to within two, at 92-90,

with :31 to play, but CU made 12 of 14 free

throws in the last minute :07, to hold the

Minutemen at arms length.

Jim McCoy scored 27 to lead the

Minutemen. Harper Williams, who again

held his own against a nationally renown-

ed big man, scored 20 points and grabbed

five rebounds. Giles finished with 13

points.

Vandiver made 10 or 12 free throws and

12 of 18 field goal attempts on his way to

34 points. Vandiver also grabbed seven

rebounds.

"I wanted to play well today because they

always remember your last game," Van-

diver said.

As was the case against Stanford Mon-

day night, the Minutemen sleepwalked

through the first few minutes of the game

falling behind by double digits.

At the 11 minute mark, the Minutemen

picked up the pace fueled by three hoops

by Williams and a pair more from McCoy;

the Minutemen closed within 28-26 with

5:46 to plav, as the Buffs went seven

minutes without a bucket.

CU again went into a funk at the tail end

of the first half and Anton Brown took ad-

vantage with a transition jumper, steal,

and pretty feed to McCoy and another

jumper, to give UMass its first lead of the

game, 35-33.

The Buffs knotted the score at 38 at

halftime on a Princeton basketball back

door layup by Cody Walters with :08 left.

Colorado, 98-91

:cnusetts

Baftx* "K300 1-5 1-2 3 WiHoms 9-11 2-2

20 Brown 6-8 O-O 13 McCov 8-18 11-12 G<k?

O-0 18 Tate 1-1 O-l 3 Pace O-O O-C O Anderson

• Robinson O-l O-O O. Grodski O-O

O-O O C RoDtnson O-O O-O O Mever O-O O-O

Colorado (••)

Guest 4-7 5-8 13 Munte' 3-6 3-6 H \ana<\.e< 12-w

•J .Vse5 83-515 La* i

tottn-

,00 } 4 O-O 4 Terrell O-O O-O

O Ak 0-5 ' O-O O. Mann O-O

O-O O Er 0** 30-53 33-45 98

Three-point goal* I .4) Brown Hun'.

Rebound* M "'e McCov 6) Colorado

34 (Guest g Assists JMass 16 ,,Brown T) Cotoroao

18 (Hm
' fouls I Mass 28 Cdcfado 18 Fouled

out *n

r.ilW^i.in photo n» CSSlt* W>tth

University of Massachusetts forward William Herndon (34) may have

played his last game last night as Colorado beat UMass 98-91.

Gorillas drop opener at Cornell, 16-7

By ADRIEN MATT
Collegian Staff

ITHACA. N.Y. — This is a tough one to learn from.

The University of Massachusetts lacrosse team suffered

through their season opener, losing to Cornell Universi-

tv. 16-7. „ .
"

This was Cornell's fn\h victory for the season, all ot

which were played at home. UMass contines it's season

The Big Red came on strong and never let up, allowing

only 30 shots on goal compared to their 37. For a team

like UMass, which usually dishes out 45 shots, that s a

shutdown. ...

"To be honest. I didn't think they could do anything like

that." said goalie Ray Suris. "It's like we had stepped

back. We were in slow motion today."

The midfield scored all UMass points as the attack of

Jim McAleavey, Mike Cain, and Mario Guaglianone were

restrained. Cornell's Steve Gray ran away with a game

high six goals and one assist. John Snow contributed two

goals and John Gaensbauer netted two Big Red goals and

offfered one assist.

Mark Millon showed the most points for UMass with

one goal and three assists. Jim Kushner netted one in the

first, then another in the last 30 seconds of the game to

end the scoring at 17-6. ...
"We didn't really counter-atack them with anything,

said coach Ted Garber. "We'd get the ball back then go

to the freakin' net."

Cornell initiated the scoring ten seconds into the game

and set the pace. UMass answered three minutes later

with a Cain -Millon combination.

The tit for tat went into the second quarter but Cornell

continued to rack up the points. The Big Red held UMass

scoreless for 13 in the second quarter, rounding out the

half at 9-4.

"We didn't play any game," said tri-captain Rick

Senatore. "They controlled the tempo of the game for the

whole game." Kushner and Hugh O'Callahan scored with

Millon assists and Ed O'Callahan combined with

freshman Pete Cuda early in the second quarter.

Suris replaced Ted Kellerman in goal for the second half.

"Teddy didn't get a lot of support in the first half, and

maybe putting in a new goalie would shake people a lit-

tle bit," said Garber. Kellerman finished with six saves.

The defense stepped up only slightly in the second half,

but the attack lay dormant, as Cornell kept UMass

scoreless again for 27 minutes.

"People were spreading themselves out. We told them

to protect the corners," said Garber. "We just lose our

heads out there."

It was difficult for UMass to keep it's head as the bar-

rage of shots kept coming. Cornell approached the net as

aggressively in the fourth quarter as in the first.

Women go 11-3
The University of Massachusetts women's gymnastics

team placed third in the Atlantic 10 Conference tourna

ment this past weekend, behind Penn State and West

Virginia. The effort gave the Minutewomen a final record

of 11-3. .

The Minutewonum grabbed 185.25 team points, enough

to defeat teams like Rutgers, Rhode Island, Temple, and

George Washington.

Lisa Beth Kronan set a personal best with a 9.35 on the

balance beam. Abby May scored an impressive fifth on

the beam, and Erika Finkleman scored a 9.25 in the event

to add to the team's score and win a bet with head coach

Alfie Mitchell.

The entire team will not be heading to New Hampshire

for the regional competition, as they placed eighth in New

England and only the top seven teams are eligible. Tarn

my Marshall and Kim Grady will however be competing

individually.

Tammy Marshall, who defended her all-around title, and

Kim Grady, who holds the number three slot in the all-

around in New England, will continue on to the National

Championships at the University of Alabama.

Mitchell said he was impressed with how his team per

formed at the meet, and their consistent performance this

season.
- LYNN FRANKEL

Leagues against

pro sports wagering
By ROBERT W. TROTT
Associated Press Writer

BOSTON (AP) — Lawyers from the NFL and the

NBA vehemently protested a sports betting bill before

the legislature on Tuesday, saying state-sanctioned

wagering on professional sports would tarnish the im-

age of the state.

"I see it as another big problem for coaches, for

players, and most importantly for the game of football

itself," said Dick MacPherson, the new coach of the

New England Patriots.

[MacPherson was head football coach at the Univer-

sity of Massachusetts from 1972-1977.]

"I think there's enough pressure on the New England

Patriots without sports betting," he said.

MacPherson and representatives from the National

Football League and the National Basketball Associa-

tion said state-run sports betting would transform pro-

fessional sports into shady operations where fans don't

know if a player is giving his all to win or simply do-

ing a bookie's bidding.

The bill filed by Rep. Larry F. Giordano and Sen.

James P. Jajuga, both Methuan Democrats, would

authorize the state Lottery Commision to oversee

sports gambling. A similar bill died last session.

David Cornwell, assistant counsel for the NFL, said

the NFL already has its hands full contending with il

legal betting and odds dictated by Las Vegas. He also

said published injury reports helped gamblers, but was

required so opposing teams could prepare game plans.

He said the NFL monitered Las Vegas odds weekly

to check for a "pattern of misconduct"

Cornwell said state-backed betting would create a

"new class of bettors" who don't wager on sports now

Softball trip yields 3-7 mark
By DAN WETZEL
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts softball team's annual

trip to California did not produce the success that many

were hoping for. UMass finished the 10 game road swing

with only three wins.

UMass started off the trip on a high note by sweeping

Santa Clara University in a double header. In the season

opener, Holly Aprile pitched the entire game as the

Minutewomen broke a 2-2 tie in the top of the eigth to

win in extra innings. In the second game Darlene Claf-

fey pitched a complete game shutout and the UMass bats

clubbed in 11 runs.

After Santa Clara the UMass hitters were not heard

from for a while, producing only 1 run in their next four

games. The UMass offense was totally shut down by some

stingy pitching as they suffered back-to-back shutout loses

to Missouri (6-0) and Fresno State (10-0), getting only 2

Game moved
due to weather
Yesterday's scheduled baseball game between the

University of Massachusetts and the University of Con-

necticut has been postponed and moved due to soggy con-

ditions at Earl E. Lorden field, UMass coach Mike Stone

confirmed.

Stone said that the game will either be played today at

J. O. Christian field on UConn's Storrs, Ct. campus.

Gametime is 3 pm. The Minutemen, 3-8, will then travel

to Kingston R.I. to play two doubleheaders against Rhode

Island in Atlantic- 10 Conference play on March 29 and

30. Saturday's games start at 1:00 pm, and Sunday's con-

tests start at 12 noon.
- GREG SUKIENNIK

and 1 hits respectively.

The Minutewomen then moved on to the National In-

vitational Tournament in San Jose, California but were

only able to muster one run in a loss to Arizona State (7-1)

and then were shutout by Kansas (5-0). In the tourney

finale against Sacramento State, UMass' play improved

but they lost in extra innings 4-2.

UMass rebounded against Adelphi, breaking out offen-

sively as they scored 7 runs on 10 hits, winning their third

game of the year, 7-0.

UMass then got a rematch with Sacramento State but

again wound up on the losing side of the decision, dropp-

ing the game 7-3. In the final game of the road trip Cen-

tral Michigan pounded out 11 hits and won 6-3.

The team, which was ranked 13th in the country in a

preseason poll, now looks to improve their record by

hosting the UMass Invitational Tournament on March 9th

and 30th. Other teams competing in the tournament in-

clude Army, Maine and Vermont.

Sports notices

There are a limited number of intramural soft-

ball, soccer and volleyball entries remaining. Stop

by Boyden 215 for further details, or dial 645-2693.

• • •

All sports staff members, correspondents and

interseted writers are asked to attend a man-

datory staff meeting today at 4 pm. at the

sports desk in the Collegian office. New writers are

welcome.

L
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By DANIELLE DOWLING
Collegian Staff

Ever get that not so tresh feeling?

Well, what better way to purge yourself than to deluge yourself in some I

'absolute, glorious noise extravaganza? If you are given to such desires"Hi absolute, glorious noise extravaganza? If you are given to such desires .-. .;.., v .

;
....

. .

-. .........-•; v.\\\v.\.\.\vj

•\>-YV '•.••V- V •'•"'•'
•• .;..'....•..• /..'then you may be so inclined to go see Unsane, Cop Shoot Cop and ;.\\;.. S#r££;A^

VV.;:\: '.;.;•,•:•:,•:•• ••; ;*•-.:
Sur?cry,three truly sick and intense bands that will be attacking the auraU;.;\.-.

v
•/ .^^

.. ;. ..... .-.'•;
• ! cavities of the Happy Valley this Friday night.
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.%ji*mAUL . i inwnp k a nnkp trio from New York City consisting of Chris Spencer I fek^,-. .....
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Unsane is a noise trio from New York City consisting of Chris Spencer I

. on guitar and vocals, Peter Shore on bass and Charlie Ondras on drums.

I They released their first seven-inch single in 1989 on Treehouse entitled

"This Town" b/w "Urge to Kill." This was simultaneously released with

a song called "Burn" on a Treehouse compilation entitled Scumbait. Their'

most recent efforts are a hard-to-find seven-inch on Glitterhouse and

another seven-inch on Sub Pop entitled "Vandal-X" b/w "Streetsweeper."

Last summer, they were suppose to release an LP on Circuit. It is possi-

| ble that LP may stili be released but its future is still uncertain. When not

'

i together as a trio, bassist Peter Shore and drummer Charlie Ondras i

moonlight as the rhythm section of Boss Hog, a New York underground

[project. Also, Ondras, a Northampton native, used to be a part of the.

Gracefully Aging Hippie Soloists with Fountains Turned Backward, a duo

he formed with present Sebadoh member Eric Gaffney.

Cop Shoot Cop, a noise group also based in New York City, rose from

the ashes of Dig Dat Hole, a thrashin' band from the lower East Side.

Adding a sampler and keyboards, the group went on to release a cut on

a Japanese seven-inch. That was followed by a seven-inch on Vertical, a •..

label owned and operated by three current UMass students and WMUA
jyj

|
staff members and two UMass and WMUA alumni, entitled Piece Man EP.

In 1990, they released their first LP on Circuit which received a men-

|

tion in Spin's Buzz Bin. Described as being extremely tight and incredibly

noisy in live performance, they are far from a typical noise rock group

with two bass players, one playing high-end and the other playing low-

end bass, and a drummer who plays on bits of sheet metal.

Surgery is also far from typical considering that on their last release,

Nationwide on Amphetamine-Reptile, they had two drummers perform on

the track "Highway 109" instead of way-too-normal one. Consisting of

bassist John Lachapelle, vocalist Sean McDonnell, guitarist Scott Kleberand

•••

..•:
•:.

loud and intense, attend this show. It will only expand your horizons.

Unsane, Surgery and Cop Shoot Cop, a show sponsored by W0ZQ 91.9 FM

will play Friday at Smith College in the Davis Student Center. Doors open at 9

p.m. Admission is $5

\ ' •
# \ ' . ' I
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FlorDeCana: serious dance music without the cheese CLUTCH WEEKEND STUEE
By PAUL DEGEORGES
Collegian Staff

Their music is best described as "Pan
American World Beat" because it usually

makes anyone who listens to it get up and

dance. Flor de Cana is a Latin American

dance band with cultural roots in Puerto

Rico, Argentina, Uruguay and the United

States and musical influences ranging from

Dominican merenge to Andean huayno,

Uruguayan candombe to Puerto Rican

bomba, West Indian zouk and Venezualan

vols.

"Candombe and zouk? Wait a minute! He
said dance music!" Yup, not a hint of House

or Disco here kids. . this is serious dance

music. But what's even better is that it's

real (none ofthat cheesy canned club stuff.)

This is music that comes to you straight

from a group that has shared the stage

with the likes of Grammy award winner

Ruben Blades, legendary Latin jazz star

Tito Puente and folk maestros Pete Seeger

and John McCutcheon. According to the

Boston Globe it is "music that stirs the soul

and awakens the feet."

Flor de Cana was formed in 1984 and is

based in Cambridge, MA. They fuse their

contemporary and traditional Central,

South American and Carribean rhythms

and original compositions with lyrics that

speak of the need for social change and a

message of hope for a better world.

^N^d i r n d n c^^RECORDS

RECORDS • CASSETTES • COMPACT DISCS

IMPORTED, INDEPENDENT
& DOMESTIC

MON-WED 930-6 SUN 12-5

THURS—SAT 9:30 9

213 MAIN ST. NORTHAMPTON
586-5726

COLLECTABLES • USED
MANUFACTURER S OVER-STOCKS
MONDAY—SATURDAY 10-5:30

THURSDAYS 10-9 SUNDAY 12-5

21 STATE ST., NORTHAMPTON
586-1707

Available at your local bookstore

ST. MARTI N'S PRESS l

"Easier Sunday Crunch
-BRUNCH BUFFET-

OVfarcfi 31, 1991

11:00 am to 4:00 prrt

$10.95 Muhs
$5.50 Children (10 and under)

lop of the Campus
Restaurant & Lounge

1 1 tfi [floor Campus Center

University of fyiassachusetts

at Ainfierst

Cati today to reserve a

tabie for your

entire family

545-3216

Validated

parking

With a range of South American string

ed and wind instruments, Carribean per-

cussion, bass, guitars, saxophone,

keyboards and the group's trademark —
their exquisitely rich in harmony vocals —
Flor de Cana takes its audiences on a

veritable rhythmic journey.

In 1988, Flor de Cana recorded their first

album on Flying Fish Records entitled

Muevete/Move It, which received critical ac-

claim around the globe and was called "a

rousing fiesta for the soul." Just recently,

the group finished recording material for

a second album which is due sometime this

summer.
So, you want to dance? Drum machines

• and synthesizers give you a migraine?

Then go see Flor de Cana.

Flor de Cana will perform on Friday,

March 29 at the Iron Horse. The show starts

at 7 p.m. and tickets are $8.
Photo MMrtMJI Flor De Cana

Flor De Cana will bring their

latin rhythms to the Iron Horse Fri-

day night.

\
STYLES BY DEBORAHJ

J"$3
300 off

"J

""

$5 .00 "off
|
$1 0.00 off

jj

| Professional I any i
TANNING

;

> Consultations i PERM, FACIAL P ie of 10 ^

9 STYIE CUT i or HIGHLIGHTS
\

cliarlie'0
I Pray Si Arnli. I 5403 • Open I l«n

7 days a Week
Kitchen open til midnight

Game Room with 2 pool tables

Tonight 1 0c Beer Steamed Baby Franks

9:00p.m. — 12:00 a.m.

Beer of the Month:
*MOLSON BOTTLES $ 1 85

Drink of the Week:

Scotch & Mixer $ 1.75

»:•:•:•;•..« •.•.•.•-•.•.•••.

iveaways

Mon. 10 cent Mozzarella Sticks 9pm- 12am

Tues. 10 cent Buffalo Wings 9pm- 12am

Wed. 25cent Pizza Slices and 99 cent Nachos 9pm- 12am

Thurs 10 cent Beer Steamed Baby Franks 9pm- 12am
Sunday 10 cent Potato Skins 9pm- 12am
WE ACCEPT MC-VISA-AMEX

FREE RENT OPTION

Brandywine offers Country

Living with convenience

• On UMass Bus Route • Nearby Shopping • Situated

on well landscaped acres with pond.

• One and two bedroom apartments include fully equipped

kitchen and wall to wall carpeting.

• Swimming pool, laundry facilities, responsive

management.
• Stop and we'll show you what we have to offer.

• Affordable rents include gas, utilities (heat, hot water

and stove).

BRANDYWINE AT AMHERST
16 Brandywine Drive, Amherst

Rental Office Open Daily 10 4

Limited Time Offer - 549-0600

THURSDAY
Into The Woods, Stephen Sondeim's Tony

Award winning musical will be presented by

the UMass Theater Guild tonight at 8 p.m. in

Bowker Auditorium. Tickets are available at

the Fine Arts Center Box Office. $5; $3 students

and seniors.

Letters to a Student Revolutionary, will be
performed by the New WORLD Theater

Ensemble from New York City, tonight through

Sunday in Hampden Theater. The play uses

contemporary China as a background for

posing the question, "what is Freedom?"
Showtime is 8 p.m. and tickets can be pur-

chased at the Fine Arts Center Box Office. $5;

$3 students and seniors.

The Billy Taylor Trio and Turtle Island

String Quartet will present a unique program

tonight at 8 p.m. in the Concert Hall. The

ensemble combines jazz, blues, rock pop and

classical influences with strong rhythmic inten-

sity. Tickets are available at the Fine Arts

Center Box Office. $27, $25, $23; Five College

Students half price.

Live Comedy at Twisters tonight at 9

p.m.-lO p.m. preceeded by Tho Foreplays at

7 p.m. on the terrace weather permitting.

Goodfellas will be projected onto a screen

in Manor Audrtorium at 6 p.m. for $2 and again

at 9 p.m. and 12 a.m. for $2.50. Sponsored by

IEEE.

Claim To Fame, a one man show by Barry

Weil, will be presented at Hampshire College's

main studio tonight through Sunday night at

8 p.m. Advanced tickets are available at the

Hampshire College Library for $1.50 or at the

door for $2.50. Call 549-0979 for more info.

A Vodou Initiation, an exhibition of

photographs and ceremonial objects from

the land of Haiti by Kathy Sue Grey, will be up
in Wheeler Gallery from today until April 12. The

opening reception and slide presentation are

tonight from 5 p.m. to 8 p.m.

Blm Skala Blm, local ska favorites, will per-

form at Pearl Street Night Club tonight for an

18# show.
Oakland Ballet perform John Butler's Car-

mina Burnana and Fokine's Les Sylphides at

the UMass Fine Arts Center at 8 p.m. $27, $25,

$23; $6 children 12 and under half price for five

college students.

Opening Reception for Jeanette Cole's Oil

Painting will be at Hampden Gallery at 5 D.m.

Mozart's Concertos will be performed by

Malcom Bilson at Amherst College Buckley

Recital Hall at 4 p.m. Free.

Dor Amerikanlsche Freund a German film

will be shown at Amherst College at 4 and 7

p.m. in Merrill II.

Up the Flihladder and Into Cathode Ray

an experimental three act play written by

students about love, art, television and fish will

be presented at MHC at 8 p.m. with repeat

performances on Friday and Saturday. Free.

George Adams: Tho Blue Brass Connec-

tion featuring Georgia bom Tenor Sax Adams,

an integral part of the 70s experimental

movement in jazz will be at the Iron Horse

tonight at 7 p.m. $10.50 .

FRIDAY
GAS-S-S-S a film, will be projected in

Franklin Patterson Hall at Hampshire College

at 7 p.m. and 9:30 p.m.

Knock on Wood, a Danny Kaye film, will be

shown in Gamble Auditorium at Mount

Holyoke at 7 & 9 p.m. $2.50

Drugstore Cowboy, a film that set a new
standard for authenticity in drug related

movies, will be shown at Amherst College in

the Campus Center at 7:30 p.m. and 9 p.m.

with repeat showings on Friday and Saturday

at the same times. Tickets $1.50.

Joker's Wild: Stories Celebrating April

Fools will be told by three area storytellers at

the Northampton Center for the Arts. Tickets

are $8.

The Fools wil have "everyone their feet" at

Katina's Nightclub tonight. Show starts at 8

p.m. 18 #.

WAR: The mini-Series or How I watched

the War, a work in progress by the Sleeveless

Theater will be presented at East Street

Studios at 8 p.m. Tickets are $5.

Unsane/Cop Shoot Cop/Surgery will play

at Smith College in the Davis Student Center.

Doors open at 9 p.m. $5 cover charge. Beer

available with proper ID.

Mo: Morientatlon, directed by Mike Lom-

bard, will be performed by the UMass Alteran-

tive Theatre Group in the Campus Center

basement by the bank machines at 12:15 p.m.

The Sighs will perform at Pearl Street

Nightclub.

Flor de Cana a wonderful panorama of

Latin Music at the Iron Horse tonight at 7 p.m.

$8.50 advanced ticket purchase.

SATURDAY
The Shockers bring their brand of original

roots, folk, and rock to the Hadley Pub tonight.

$2.

Tribal Etlket will play their Psychedelic Funk-

Rock at the very Lovely Montegue Book Mill

tonight at 9 p.m. $2.

Postcards From The Edge, with Merryl

Streep and Shirley Maclaine, will be shown at

MHC Gamble auditorium at 7 p.m. and 9 p.m.

$2.50.

Allison Krauss and Union Station, the hot-

test Fiddler around, will be at the Iron Horse

tonight at 7 p.m. $10.50.

Settl and the Acoustic Wave at Twisters

tonight.

SUNDAY
Comedy Open Stage which used to be

held at Peking Gardens is being moved to the

Hadley Pub. Every last Sunday of the month,

would-be comedians can sign up by 7:15 p.m.

The show begins at 7:30. For more info call

586-2634.

Rory Block and Vance Gilbert, the high

priestess of acoustic blues meets a songwriter

with a voice of gold at the Iron Horse tonight

at 7 p.m. $9.50.

Music for an Easter Sunday Afternoon the

annual concert at Smith College will take

place today at 3 p.m. in the Smith College

Museum of Art. The music featured will be
from the German Baroque period. Free but

limited seating.

The Throbs will play hard rock ai Katina's

Nightclub tonight with Mono Lisa and Livewire.

All ages.

Claim To Fame, a one man show by Barry

Weil, will be performed in the Main Dance

Studio at Hampshire College.

Advance tickets $1.50; $2.50 atthe door.

Irish Ways and Death on the Rock, a film

summarizing the current war in Northern

Ireland, will be shown at Hampshire College

in Adele Simmons Hall at 7 p.m.

We 're Blooming with Bargains}

WINE i LIQUORS i

SAM
^0&ADAMS Xt DEP

*B«ff«!» BOSTON UkGER "££&%?

KNICKERBOCKER $Q49
case of M2pk. cans W+DEP

Labaffs $1451
BEER & ALE caseot 2-12 pik Denies

a*'

Nettefd
NATURAL $Q29

case of 2-1 2 pk. cans

BACARDI $449
(&?&fflr' ripp«*l,fW>,l«ie:Beny||

INGLENOOK
WHITE GREMACHE
nBtCHCOLOMBAKOl
RHINE. BUKjUICV.WXE.
CHA8LE. BLANC OE BUNG. BLUSH CHEN* BLANC

$699

BERINGER
MUTE

ZINFANDEL
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BlACKBFttRY
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KENDALL JACKSON $Q99
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GIN ' "*

I
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CUVEE RED X WHITE ^ 151
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Monday t* r u Saturday 253-9344
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534-4555
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Guild goes Into the Woods and lives happily ever after
™

. . j •_ 4i._:_ n.„A w> tntnl Hams ffo bv. Cameo appearances by E<

By DANIEL JOKELSON
Collegian Correspondent

Into the Woods
Bowker Auditorium
Tuesday. March 26

For those of vou still bleary eyed and sun-soaked trom

the break, a verv hot show began the Monday we got back

and performs its last hurrah Thursday - don't miss it!

It's the UMass Theatre Guild's premiere production, In-

to the Woods, and when I left the theater, I was red-eyed,

and I laughed and babbled all the way home to my

typewriter.
*

Into the Woods was a rollercoaster ride that alternated

between hysterical characterizations, beautiful love rela

tionships, "and the real pain and sadness from the destruc

tion that takes place in the second act. Fairy tales were

@<UttfUi& (?<MH Oft
107 Sundeiland R« od. North Amherst

Open 7 a.m.-10 p.m.

SPEEDWASH
1 1 Pray ^< Ainheisl

NOW OPEN 24 HOURS!

South Towne Commons Laundromat

479 West St., South Amherst

Open 7 a.m. -10 p.m.

fleshed out and we were completely wrapped up in their

stories. The show ended with a powerful bang as the en-

tire cast gathered at the edge of the stage and sang direct-

ly out to us about how important it is to be honest with

children, to be careful not to mislead them by making

them believe that the world works like a fairy tale.

I found myself torn by the losses of the characters, and

angry at the cowardly, selfish way that some characters

reacted when the giant started trampling their land, in

spite of the voice in my head that kept saying, "Relax!

They're just fairy tales!" The singing of all the actors was

terrific, adding to the emotional impact, and the highlight

was the Baker's "No More" in the second act.

Bill Larkin is the Baker who, mostly by the aid of his

wife, brings together all of the characters, and his rendi-

tion of "No More," a lament, was heart-wrenching. Jen-

nifer Costello as the Baker's Wife gave a terrific perfor-

mance, dealing with the whirlwind changes in her life in

a great song, "Moments in the Woods," and her singing

was wonderful.

The ensemble blended together to communicate their

message without letting opportunities to steal moments

1991 SUMMER EMPLOYMENT
Camp Young Judea, Amherst, New Hampshire

(Resident, Co-ed, 1 hour from Boston)

is in need of:

Administrators—Head Counselors, Program Director,

Office Mgr., Department Directors, plus Activity

Specialists Camp Counselors in:

Athletics, Archery. Riflery, Tennis, Arts and

Crafts, Canoeing, Sailing, Wind Surfing.

Water Skiing, Swim Inst. iWSI), Israeli Folk Song,

Dramatica. Israeli Dance, Jewish Education,

Radio Station, Computers, Nature Ecology,

Project Adventure. Nurse (RN), Photographer,

Office Staff

Excellent salary and fringe benefits

Please Contact: Dr. Charles B. Rotman, Director

81 Kinesburv St.. Welleslev MA 02181
617-237-9410 or 508-877-6190

advocai y

* BEST*

and be total hams go by. Cameo appearances by Ed

McCarthy as Cinderella's fuddy-duddy of a father, Chris

Itrato as the Mysterious Man and Marc Clermont's Big

Bad Wolf were hysterical, as were the dashing, dripping-

with-sap performances of Micah Hollingsworth and Todd

Robinson as Rapunzel and Cinderella's princes (their duet,

"Agony " was one of the best schticks of the night.)

Kelley Hine's Little Red Riding Hood had the audience

laughing all night long, as did Meg Pryor and Joyce

Avitables portrayals of Cinderella's cut up stepsisters.

Ceit McCaleb was convincing as the hard-working, fed

up and graceful Cinderella, and Alan Maki was very com-

pelling as the virtuous but extremely simple-minded Jack

(of beanstalk fame. ) And of course, there was Laura Dun

can's Witch, a powerful, sinister and sad portrayal of a

potent sorceress who gives up her spells for youth and

beauty, and becomes a frustrated, hard woman. Duncan

gave several riveting musical performances, including her

"rap" in the prologue, and "The Last Midnight." Her per-

formance, as was every actor's performance in this piece,

very strong and consistent.

Their energy was amazing — they were able to sustain

and then actually build it right up to the awesome finale.

Into the Woods will be performed tonight at 8 p.m. in

Bowker Auditorium. Tickets are $6; $3 for students/elders.

S&£CTfcOCUTfO/\l

^^ High Tech Dating

Game

MAR

MAR
THE FOOLS
with MODERN JESTER

2nd week of Dance Contest
|\/|AR

Progressive Dance Party w/
WMUA's Christina Rosetti

prizes

Good Food!
Good Sports!

1 Bridge Street

Northampton, MA
Good Times!

All the Time!

PIZZA, PIZZA, PIZZA, PIZZA, PIZZA
16 oz. Draft 80 cents March and April Special

HalfPrice EZvery Monday 31 Tuesday
More Than A Great Sport 9s Bar!

MONA LISA
& LIVE WIRE

Soecial Wednesday Show.'

PHYSICAL GRAFFITI
The Ultimate in Led Zeppelin

ng'upcommg'iipcoming'upcoming'upco

AC/DC Tribute

BACK IN BLACK Friday Aprils

MCA recording artist

THE TRAGICALLY HIP Saturday, April 6

Thrash Nite

OUTPATIENTS & DOOM PATROL Sunday, April 7

ADVANCE TtX: Katina's, For the Record, Strawberries,

Hilton, Platterpuss, About Music, Main Music

ROUTE 9, HADLEY • 586-4463

S3

zSave, Save, Save..at Scott's

p

Smirnoff
1I.IQIJORS ]

Heineken
(reg only)

6-12 oz bots

$5.69
+ dep.

Kahlua Liquer
750 ml

$11.99

Vodka 80° J
fo

I
750 ml

$7.99

Koch's Golden
Anniversary

24-16 oz botsV 1 1 .U 24-16 oz Dots

1
Tele-check for

your personal check

dep

Natural Light

12-12 oz cans

$4.99
-dep.

Seagram's
Wine Coolers
(All flavors)*!

4 pk |yj|

$3.69

WE WANT TO BE YOUR FAVORITE LIQUOR STORE!

Plenty of Free Parking'Diagonally Across from UMass Stadium

•Next toThe Laundry Club

6 University Drive

at Newmarket Center, Amherst
Scott's

Git* Certificates

Mass lottery

Season tickets

We Have H

We now have all

Mass Lottery games!

Problem Skin?

come to

Aesthetics
For an alternative

skin care treatment

Deep port cleansing facials

Lash end brow tinting

Hair removal with wan
Up. brow, bikini, lags, ate

34 Main St. • 253-9879

ySS*ps\S?&?^ responsible for Typographical Error^^^^^^^!»»5«S^5!^«
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IS SPRING FINALLY HERE? - UMass sophomore Cathy Chaput takes advantage of yester-

day's nice weather in a Hadley barn.

Queer Nation urges Southwest eat-in

Organizers hope to increase residents' awareness ofgays

By TRYSTAN SKEIGH
Collegian staff

Monday thru Friday of Next week the Uuivcrwtj ot

M—M ImwMl chapter of Queer nation is encouraging gav

students and their allies to eat dinner at Hampshire Din

ing Commons in the Southwest residential area to make

resident! more aware that gay itudenti ere everywl*

rd.ng to Sean Sullivan. Queer Nation spokesperson.

"In various conservative publications and statements,

conservative students have claimed Southwest as then-

own.- Sullivan said. "Some have -aid things like

Southwest if to,- normal people' and that all the freaks

live elsewhere Were trying to show that gay students

live everywhere, including Southwest"

Sullivan said Queer Nation hopes to challenge the

prevalent Southwest attitude with "nonviolent humor and

creativity
" "Queer Nation UMass has staged physically

harmless and quite humorous demonstrations." Sullivan

said "We are basically a non-violent group - we make

our points through humor and creativity, like the kiss

in" at the Republican Club office and the vogue in at the

Straight Pride rally."

Sullivan said Queer Nation chose to eat at a dining com

mons because "that's a major social congregating spot for

students" » H
"We want to challenge the Southwest stereotype,

Sullivan said. "Right now people think GLB students

hang out at Worcester dining commons and straights have

a separate 'oasis' at Southwest."

Sullivan said there are gays who live in Southwest and

he hopes they will come to the dining commons ami eat

w ith other gay students "Were going to congregate, eat

.

and enjoy each other's company." Sullivan said

Hopefully, straight students will not feel displaced and

will stay and eat with the gay contingent. Sullivan said

"We're not trying to displace people - we just want to

increase the level of awareness -it Southwest

Andrew Hill. bisexual resident assistant in Southwi

said he currently eatl at Worcester dining commons

lUSC there are more gay students there

Hill said he feels that many Southwest residents use

.pathy to avoid dealing with their homophobia.

"Southwest is verv much like the re;d world." Hill said

"I mean, we have 5,000 residents here Individuality is

really de emphasized 1 think this is a key factor in the

widespread disinterest here in diversity isSW

Chris Hayward. another Southwest resident, agreed

that most Southwest residents probably will not show I

lot of interest in the Queer Nation presence.

"I think Southwest residents will probably just see it

as a nuisance type thing. I mean, I go there to get my food.

eat. and get out. I don't think anybody really cares

whether gav students eat there."

Although Hill said he thinks apathy is widespread, he

also acknowledged that homophobia does occur at

Southwest. He said last semester the entire complex was

plastered with Bart Simpson posters opposing Queer Na

tion after the kiss-in.

Panel says
Gulf War
was inhuman
Bv MADANMOHAN RA< >

Collegian Staff

The nature of the recent Cult War. regional challenge*

in the Middle East, and prospects for peace wen- disctMS

ed by a panel last night at Smith College's Nielsen Brow -

me. Room.
Three area professors addressed an audience, which in

eluded Five College students, community members, Slid

former United States ambassador to Saudi Arabia. -John

Akin-
Ahmed Dallal. a visiting scholar in the Historv oi

Sciences deportment at Smith College, began bv discuss

ing the nature of the Cult Wai

"Fact! and developments are only now coining to lie,ht

after the- war is over and when few are following the

coverage," he said During the war the military claim,

ed nearly 100 percent accuracj in their air campaign, bul

ore now admitting that 70 percent of all bombs mowed

their target

"The claim that several hundred Kuwaiti liable- died

when the- Iraqis stole their incubators has no. Im-oii Known

to he false." Dallal continued

tn eight mile convoy of mostly civilian vehicle-, f\t

ing Kuwait City was trapped and bombed for MX hours,

he said "They were cdearly withdrawing and posed no

military threat whatsoevet Vet, the) were killed Uithe

last one This killing is a war crime bv an\ standards."

Dallal said, and the criminals should be brought to

justice
."

Speaking of Arab Israeli peace-. Dallal said. Tin I 8

needs to bring Israel to the negotiating table Ke

quirementS for regional disarmament should apply to not

onl\ the Arabs, but the Israelis as well.

"There is a basic racist argument that Arabs cannot.

but Europeans and Israelis can. possess weapons of RBSSS

destruction even though it has been the West that has

used weapons of mass destruction in an essenl iall>

Western war." he said.

Hormoz Shahdadi, professor ofInternational Relations

at Mount Hol.voke College, said. "The use of gum: ho

militarism has been good only for the psyche of the I

people This war was not heroic It was a miserably in

human war The war v\ as already won by the- disparity

in technology between Iraq and the U S over the past 20

years.

"Both the US. and Israel share the idea that only force

works with Third World people, particularly with the

Arab people," Shahdadi said, as now seen in the

Lebanonizahon of Iraq.

Speaking on the role of Iran in the region. Shahdadi

said. "Iran represents a powerful social force, the Shute

tradition, which advocates a return to Islam as a dignified

alternative to Western civilization

"The type of wars fought in the region prove that the

facade of Western civihzat ion with its claims of democracy

are a disguise for efficient use of force when desired," he

said. "The Gul War has proved the utter worthlessness

of the package called Western civilization

"This war has intensified how much Ayatollah Kho

CONTINUED ON PAGE 2

I separate 'oasis at Soutnwesi. ill 1

200 fans welcome basketball team home
*™ ^^ ^"^ .. . I i ..jit 1 «._ J it:. ........... tr. » i,,,m " ho u

By MEREDITH O'BRIEN
Collegian Staff

The record-breaking University of

Massachusetts men's basketball team, on

the heels of Wednesday night's 98-91 loss

to Colorado University in the National In-

vitational Tournament's Final Four,

yesterday came home to a rousing show of

support at the Curry Hicks Cage.

Nearly 200 students, administrators and

area residents clapped and cheered as they

converged on the team's bus while it pull-

ed up to the Cage. As the players got off

the bus, they walked through a corridor of

fans, greeted by handshakes and pats on

the back.

Monday night over 14 buses and 1,400

UMass fans trekked to New York City's

Madison Square Garden to see the

Minutemen play Stanford University in

the NIT semifinals. The team lost in the

last minutes of the game 73-71.

In spite of the team's losses to Stanford

and Colorado, fans gathered at the Cage

praised the team for an "extraordinary"

season.

"It was a thrilling season. I had a heart

attack at every one of their games they

were so exciting," said graduate student

Charles Tamulonis who said he attended

nearly every home game.

Tamulonis said the team accomplished a

lot more than people expected this year. "I

was very excited that they went as far as

they did. They made me proud to wear my

UMass sweatshirt."

The 1990-91 season marked the

Minutemen's first appearance in the NIT's

Final Four. Rising from the lower ranks of

the NCAA Division I, the Minutemen also

gained national recognition this year with

two nationally-televised games and ended

their season with a 20-13 record.

UMass Assistant Dean of Students Ricar

do Townes, a self-proclaimed "die-hard

UMass basketball fan" who attended every

home game, said the team can be proud of

the excitement it provided the University

during its period of low morale and

debilitating economic woes.

"These young men have done wonders for

the campus community, they have given us

something to be happy about, something to

rally around," Townes said.

After a brief word of thanks to the fans,

Head Coach John Calipari spoke fondly

about the team, especially its four seniors.

"We devoted this season to them," he said.

Senior Guard Rafer Giles told fans they

helped give him a special four years at

UMass. "You should be proud of these guys

right here," he said pointing to his team-

mates. "I've had special years with these

guys. I love 'em and I love you all."

Senior Forward John Tate, who teared up

when he thanked the UMass coaching staff

for four years of support, said UMass fans

has always been good to the team. "My

sophomore year we only won 10 games but

we still had fan support. And the fan sup-

port got better and better as we got better

and better."

Junior Guard Jim McCoy, who this year

broke the school's all-time leading scorer's

record, said, while the crowd support this

season has been outstanding, it has not

always been that way.

"Since my freshman year, we had to beg

people to come to the games, but right now

people are begging us for tickets," McCoy

said.

"Crowd support has been great this

year," Giles said. "Since the first couple of

years we haven't had too many fans, but

now everybody's a fanatic and that's

great."
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VEATHER
Cloudy with light rain developing

this afternoon. Highs around 50.

Foggy and cold tonight.
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Fishbone fans see

more than expected
Compiled by MARK HENSLEY Collegian Staff

Angelo Moore, 25, lead singer of the rock group

Fishbone was arrested last night for alleged indecent

exposure during the bands performance Wednesday

night at the Student Union, a Union Programs Coun

cil official said yesterday.

According to police, Moore will have to appear for a

^how-cause hearing, although no date has yet been set.

teach-in

HAIRCUTS
ALWAYS

$10
A HAIR SPACE

25 N. Pleasant Street • Amherst • 256-0733

Amherst Chinese Food
Homcstylc Cooking

Fresh vegetables from our own farm

DO NOT USt MSG

253-2813
62 Main Street

253-7835
Amherst

!********+**•**** *************

Got a Hot

Wanna Find a Hot Bod?

M\0*°

LANDMARK LOUNGE
Intersection of Rts 9 and 202

Belchertown 323-9636

Q9\Ht**
s

?\&*

HOT BODY CONTEST

Drink Special: Sexton the Beach
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meini was right - that a return to Islam ,
indepenedence

and dignitv is better than being parasitic on Western

civilization," Shahdadi said. "Islam is on the rise, and will

be on the rise
"

"When Arab nationalism speaks again, and it will, it

will be in Sunni Islam," he said. "Egypt will be most

vulnerable. In the long run, there will be more turmoil,

more conflict and more revolutions."

Speaking of the Non-Aligned Movement, Shahdadi was

very skeptical of its potential role. "The case of Iraq pro-

ves that no ideology can stand up against the technological

power of the U.S.," he said.

Addressing the role of U.S. public opinion in this war.

Shahdadi said, "The public does not ask questions. They

have been healed from the Vietnam syndrome. The only

check on the U.S. could come from the public - but the

U.S. public rejoices, and does not ask how many have been

killed or whether the killing was justified."

Peter Rowe, professor in the department of government

at Smith College, said that the question of oil would con

tinue to be an important one.

"Regionalism is the key to a new world order, rather

than a universal agent like the United Nations," he said.

"Despite its clear military victory, the U.S. cannot dic-

tate peace."
,

"Both the issues of Palestinian self-determination and

Israel's security concerns need to be addressed." he said.

Rowe stronglv disagreed with Shahdadi's assertion that

there is no compassion among the US people. Ambassador

Akins too said. "We are compassionate people.
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FROM THE DESK OF DONALD KLUMP

DATE I 29 91 TO: Yvanna

RE: Cafe Ashley Route 9 in Hadley

Y\ mna Darling:

In tight of our recent marital problems I feel it is

necessary that for the children's sake we act as a

tohfove unit and try Is remain friends.

Could 1 suggest that we meet for the fabulous

breakfast buffet at Cafe Ashley in Hadley on either

irdnv or Sundny morning, between 8 and l
9

They feature an extensive array of delicious home

made b«-lgian waffles, omlets. fresh baked pastries.

ikfast meats and many other choices.

nklv. tight now it's not only my favorite

;mrant. I.tit npn I can sttli afford to eat there

Love,

nCMiTTj *0«
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Stanford Summer Session
This summer, discover the perfect climate tor

leaming. Stanford's Summer Session offers open

enrollment in more than 300 day and evening

courses, institutes, workshops, and professional

programs. All are taught by distinguished

Stanford faculty and visiting professors.

A diverse, international student body has

access not only to the University's world-class

academic resources, hut also the abundant

recreational and entertainment opportunities

of the San Francisco Bay Area. Pacific Ocean

beaches, towering redwcxxJ groves, and multi-

cultural activities all are within an hour's drive.

This summer, go West to Stanford. You'll find

that the best summer vacation can be a great

education.

********+*++******•*•**•»»»++:

Stanford Summer Session

June 24-August 1

7

Stanford University, Summer Session

Bldg. 1, Stanford, CA 94305

(415)723-3109, FAX 725-4248

Please send me a catalogue and application for

the 1991 Stanford Summer Session.
I

l

I

l

I

State

I

Name _

Address

City

Zip
MASS
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Good ice cream with a good conscience
By K.A BURKE
Collegian Staff

One of the most important things that Ben and Jen

Homemade ice cream has done is "given other businesses

the opportunity to take a stand." according to Chuck Lacy,

president and chief executive officer of Ben and Jerry s.

Speaking Wednesday night at Amherst College. Lacy,

a 1980 Amherst College graduate said Ben and Jerry s.

besides being famous for their premium quality ice cream.

is known for their dedication to social concerns.

Acts of philanthropy include employing a bakery in New

York state, which hires mostly homeless people, to bake

brownies for Chocholate Fudge Brownie ice cream_

Also. Lacv said the company buys Brazil nuts from

Brazilian rain forests for the Rain Forest Crunch ice

cream, making it profitable for the people living in the

region to leave the rain forests standing

Lacv explained the history of Ben and Jerry's, starting

when founders Ben Cohen and Jerry Greenfield were in

nth grade.

The two wanted to start a bagel business in \ ermont.

but did not have enough capital They could, howeve*

ford the materials necessary to start up an ice cream

business

Thev almost sold the business in the early B0i because

it was not what thev expected, but then they met someone

who turned them on to the idea they could be a busmen

with a social conscience

An important thing about doing business in this era is

"challenging convention." he said Ben and Jerry s did

this when Pilsburv. makers of Haggen Daz ice cream, told

retailers in Boston thev would no longer do business with

them it" thev stocked Ben and Jerry"- ThiJ could have

sued Pilsburv for anti-trust violation.

Instead. Ben and Jerrvs launched their HMM1VC

•What's the doughbov afraid of campaign, which con

titled of
' Bilboards. bumper stickers, an BOO number, and

I one man picket by Jerry Greenfield outside the Pilsburv

corporate offices in Minnesota." Lacy said

•They didn't know what they were up against, and Ben

and Jerrvs therefore infiltrated the Boston market, he

said. . .

Ben and Jerrvs is committed to what he calls a. social

mission." The first part of this mission starts with the pro

duct, which supports the Vermont dairy industry. They

buy their dairy products from a cooperative creamery

which is owned by 500 Vermont family farmers.

The second part is the economic social mission, which

includes profits for the shareholders, mostly Vermont

residents, and, through a profit sharing program, for the

employees
The third part includes working with organizations such

M One Percent for Peace, founded by Ben and Jerry's,

which lobbies for the "allocation of one percent of the

defense budget of $3 billion to peace through understan

ding programs." such as U.S. and Soviet citizen

exchanges
They have taken a stand against outrageous corporate

salaries by making raises "start at the bottom and work

their way up."

The corporation also gives 7 and one half percent of their

pre tax profits to "charities dedicated to helping people

getting power over their li\<

One of the things which Ben and Jerry's will be doing

IB the near future is starting I business in the Soviet

Union I.ac\ >aid one of hi> dreams is to use the profits

from this venture to fund citizen exchanges between

youths from Vermont and their sister state in the Soviet

Union the province in which this business will be located

The six foot, seven inch bearded Lacy handed out Ben

and Jerrvs brownie sandwiches to the audience, asking

them to inspect the packaging, then the product, which

he said is what he is most concerned with in his job

He encouraged the students in the audience to not be

cynical about business He said, "hundreds of companies

are doing what Ben and Jerry's is doing
"

He nleo mid the company is far from perfect and that

one of the things they are actively looking to improve is

their minoritv recruitment.

He encouraged voung people to seek the>e companies

out. and -aid the "difference is having the courage to do

« .ilU'ifinri photo l»\ K \ HurW.

It

They're ready
LBG Counseling Collective

to talk
offers support

By SARAH DEMASTER
Collegian Staff

The desire to give back to the com

munity is a common theme expressed by

members of the Lesbian, Bisexual and

Cay Counseling Collective at the

University of Massachusetts.

"I came out after coming to UM
and being exposed to the gay communi-

ty, and when I came out I really didn't

know who to talk to." said Ali Caplan,

a UMass student. The help she receiv-

ed from a collective member inspired

her to become a counselor.

The group, composed of seven lesbian,

bisexual, and gay men and women, of-

fers confidential counseling, a library,

information, and referrals to both

homosexual and heterosexual members

of the Five College community as well

as non students. The collective also

holds "rap groups" every Monday at 8

p.m. in the LBGA office. Bisexuality

will be discussed April 1.

Jeff Soares. also a UMass student, said

he became a counselor "because I got a

lot of support and help in coming out

and I felt like giving something in

return."

To prepare for the job, counselors

undergo an eight-hour training session

with the collective's advisor, Lydia

Rackenberg of UMass Mental Health

Services. Counselors also hold weekly

meetings together with Rackenberg to

discuss issues they have been, or might

be faced with, in the course of

counseling.

Michael, a resident assistant who

wished to withhold his last name, said

some people call for information, and

"for some people it's issues they have

with friends, be they gay or straight

Either friends have trouble with their

sexualitv, or thev had a fight [for exam

plel"
Caplan said. "A lot of time people

have added problems with the stigma -

problems with parents or friends in the

coming out process."

While acknowledging that

homophobia exists in the Five College

area, Michael said. "My perspective

about the negative is that this is the

fourth or fifth campus I've lived on. Pve

been on campuses where gay, lesbian,

bisexual organizations or counseling col

lectives didn't even exist.

"The way I look at it here at UMass,

the gay population is lucky to have a

program office or a counseling collective

because some places don't even have

that."

The collective, a Registered Student

Organization funded by the Student Ac

tivities Office, was formed in the late

1970s. Located in 406G Student Union,

the collective can be reached at

545-2645. Hours are Monday 11:30 a.m.

to 7:30 p.m., Tuesday 12:15 p.m. to 2:15

p.m., Wednesday 11:30 a.m. to 2:15 p.m.,

Thursday 1:30 p.m. to 5:30 p.m., and Fri

day 11:30 a.m. to 3:30 D.m.

President and Chief Executive Officer of Hen

and Jerry's. Chock Lac y.

Lecturer speaks out
against Nelson Mandela
By SONORA SUTTON
Collegian Staff

The former mavor of Ibhav, (Port Elizabeth*. Tamsa,H,a Linda, gave bis s,„ne..mes con

tro^rs.al opinions on Nelson Mandela, the Afruan NaUonal Congress, and othe, sub

^t^akfnl' at the University of Mas.sachus.-tts. Lmda sa.d Afncan Americans do not know

what suffering in South Africa is like.

"African Americans have not suffered here in America, he sai.f

The p'sentluum was sponsored by the New American Club, the Young Amencans for

VreeHom the ReDublican Club and the WnutemOH.

The has, fSs lecture focused on his v.ews aU.ut Nelson Mandela and t he^fncan

National Congress. Linda sa.d the only thing that Mandela was doing m South Africa

^SC^^en, said they supported Linda's views, some sa.d

^^r
'

U£?M well as the crowd, made me feel VOT, uneasy I sat there and thought

to mvsel whv in the world ,s one Afncan man calling another African man, atumd,

bov/ and racist.' I feel Mr. Lmda has a lot of soul searC ing to do. sa.d Aurel.a Bran-

rhe' t Sorintrfield resident who attended the lecture.

Ted Ma vefias of the New American Club, sa J, "His appearance is .mportant because

he touredThe same time that Nelson Mandela was in the United States He provides •

vfewpomt c!fManila and the ANC that is not being told It ,s important to know both

S,

Mter the lecture, in response to L.nda's remarks. Marvel.as sa.d. "America must know

this"

Representatives from the "left"

and the "right"debate the War
*, i^miuin and "Heartsonu.

CollFginn photo by Chrla Muther

Counseling Collective member Jeff Soares helps a student talk out

his problems.

By AMY HENRY
Collegian Staff

Some 50 students came to listen to eight

students from the "right" and "left" clash

last night over the Persian Gulf War.

Marika Marllis, a Social Thought and

Political Economy and Journalism major,

who did not claim to speak for the newly

formed 10-person discussion group, said,

"This was formed to prove we can have an

intelligent debate on campus. It was not a

win or lose debate. We thought it was .m

portant to hear both sides."

Each panelist gave a two minute state-

ment on the Gulf War followed by ques-

tions that were asked by both sides, clos-

ing remarks and questions from the

audience
Panelists included, on the "right" Glen

Caroline, the president of the Republican

Club, Steve Harrington, Christopher

Woods and Paul McGonnigal who are all

members of the Republican Club.

Representing the "left" were Jason

Rabinowitz, coordinator of the Communist

League, Kira Sanbonmatsu, James Arthur

Jemison and "Heartsong.

"The United States can't stand by as

thousands of Kuwaitis are raped, killed,

and tortured bv Saddam Hussein." Mction-

nigal said. "He is the modern day

equivalent of Hitler
."

According to Sanbonmatsu. it was easier

for President George Bush to go to war

then design an energy policy.

Caroline said, "This war was most impor-

tantly about liberating people. Blood for

freedom."
Jamison said, "The U.S. is a gang of peo

pie who have committed crimes such as the

genocide of the Native Americans and

slavery of Africans and they are in no posi

tion to be moralizing on what kind of per

son Hussein is. Economic sanctions would

have worked." •

Woods said, "Sanctions wouldn t work.

The Ir-atp people boosted their own produc

tion. Whether Jordan wants to admit it

they lent a hand to Iraq
"

Jamison said, "Why do we have time to

wait for sanctions in other occupied ter

ritories such as South Africa and Northern

Ireland and not Iraq?"
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• Cars ^
. Trucks
. Cargo Vans

North Amherst

Auto Rental
Rt 63. 40 Montagut Rd

North Amhmt, MA
549-RENT

(S49-7368)

On But "«Jf»

Most Uqe<
Cr«*tC*d»

J

ANDY'S SECRETARIAL SERVICE

Report* Term Papers

Typing and (Jimlity H ord Processing

Resume Consultation

Temporary Help For Any Office

Fast Affordable Service

241 King St. Northampton 584-1000

NOW
RENTING

CLIFFSIDE
APARTMENTS

Affordable. Quiet &
Convenient

1 & 2 Bedrooms
from $400/month

ALL UTILITIES

INCLUDED
5 miles to UMASS
On Sunderland Bus

Route

Pool. Tennis & More

Furnished Apartments

also available

Accepting applications

for September

Ask about our free rent

special

248 Amherst Rd .
(Rte 116)

Sunderland 665-3958

Legal Assistants Wanted
Legal Services ha^positions available for legal assistant interns for the Fall

'91 semeste. "^is program offers a challenging opportunity for students

from a varie^of majors and disciplines to gain valuable legaT expenence.

Intern responsibilities include:
O

RESTAURANT
Serving in the

same location on
State St. since 1984

45 STATE ST.

NORTHAMPTON, MA
586-6344

• Client interviewing;

• Composing documents;
• Gjying advice and referrals;

• Maintaining a continuing caseload; and

• Instigations and research.

A
»

*

IF YOU ARE OVER 18

BE A BARTENDER!
LOCAL/NATIONAL PLACEMENT

ASSISTANCE

DAY/EVENING ONE WEEK

747-9888
1655 MUmtt gnrrPtttt. SPRINGFIELD.MA 01103

THIS FRIDAY 2-6 PM

THE TOC
SEAFOOD BAR

PEEL 'N' EAT
SHRIMP

$ 4.25/HALF DOZ

FRESH
STEAMERS

$ 4.507'BUCKET

OYSTERS
ON THE HALF SHELL

$4.50/HALF DOZ

ONLY AT THE TOC LOUNGE
11th FLOOR CAMPUS CENTER

Up to 15 cri& may be earned. Apply eaHyl Contact legal |>eWes 922

Campus Center. 545-1995. Start the application process t6day<

Legal Assistants Wanted
*

U I V I S I o s

SUMMER SPARKLES
at I Mass

University of

Massachusetts

at Amherst

Summer
1991

Over ItOO credit ami iMkivdil courses .nit! work

shops will Ix-daz/W you m the I'Maw Suaimei Scs

lion A glittering lineup »t classes is ivnvenk'nth

offered both il.n and evenmjt in two. six week *rs

sion- Fir*.! stssiim runs June l-.lulv 12:

1 land st'sMnn runs.lulv Hi- \ugu-i 12.

KegisWr—b\ mail. In telephone.!* FAX. HTM person In ginning

April Hi lor the course or workshop ot VOW COOKY

h,„ MM information o, o fiee eom M> aitalou. roll the Dinsion of

Continuing Edmalion at • > /.)•- / / /

THE STUDENT UNION ART GALLERY

AT THE UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS
IS SPONSORING AN

OPEN JURIED SHOW FOR

FIRST PRIZE $100

.JURORS:

.\;iik'\ Lal'mntf. I ei amies I

.JeanetU' Cole. Painting I)(

Mas>PIR(i Represent;

ALL 2D, 3D, AND VIDEO
ARTWORK WITH A
GLOBAL THEME

WELCOME

DROPOFF •> APRIL 7. 1 Inm & APRIL s, 11am 1pm

SHOW ol'FN'S

FOR KNTRY (it'IDKLINKS CALL THK STl'DKNT I'NION AR"

GALLKRY. UVOT^ OR PI< K LP KNTRY FORM A'l TI1F.

GALLERY MONDAY FRIDAY. llam-4pm.

ne oo:n,ons on Uusme«Z?£L»**» m <J»
gjj *g |£gg»±2 '* =2= J± C°"C*'"" '" '""'"" """'"^ """''

We can really

hurt each other
Homophobia comes in many shapes, sizes, and forms

It is easv for gay rights activists to spot when it is

packaged in a •straight pride rally" or a "talk show-

hosted bv conservatives who are blatantly bigoted. It

is much harder for "open minded" people to see and

exorcise the homophobia that resides within

themselves

This is painfully true for many homosexuals and

bisexual* who battle inner waves of self hatred on a

daily basis.

Nearly all GLB students have been to gay bars and

dances and heard, or even made comments like "he s

such I name." or "god. she's so butch." or "the reason

1 don't join the LBGA is because they're all so weird

Trystan Skeigh

These remarks reflect the problems that we. as gays.

still have in accepting ourselves and other gays in our

communities Coming-out means the beginning of a

long road toward self acceptance and self love. Some

of us have twenty or thirty years of imprinted fear and

disgust from which we must recover.

Its a sad fact that many of the injuries gays sustain,

individually and as a community, are self inflicted.

Here at UMass there is a recent, tragic example.

Jason McDonald is a UMass freshman who

courageously chose to begin his collegiate career as an

openly gay man. Jason has worked tirelessly for gay

rights and has received a great deal of criticism and

harassment because of his openness. Jason received

death threats after he was involved in the Queer Na

tion kissin in the Republican Club office last

December.

Ironically, the most devastating blow to Jason has

not come at the hands ofcampus conservatives. Jason

has also been harassed within his own gay community.

jMOfl was "outed" to his parents last week by a group

of individuals who live on Jason's dorm floor in Brett,

which is a diversity corridor that stresses tolerance for

alternative lifestyles The group, which included

straight, bisexual and homosexual students

anonvmouslv sent Jason's parents a packet ot

documents, including newspaper articles, disclosing

.l.son's sexual orientation. This act has had immediate,

disastrous results for Jason.

His parents did not know that he was gay

.Jason depends on his parent's financial support for

'Vision's father has cut him off financially, which

means Jason can't come back to school next year

A spokesperson for this group, who called me re

questing that he remain anonymous, explained that

Jason was outed because people on his floor are mad

at him He said Jason has been insensitive and

paranoid, a charge echoed by a second member of the

group, who also requested anonymity, and they both

said that they felt Jason has become egotistical and

self righteous. They said people felt that Jason should

be punished. . .

The point is. for whatever reasons, these individuals

out of anger and resentment, (and a great deal o

hypocrisy), retaliated by focusing on Jason s personal

vulnerability as a homosexual, in order to cause him

an enormous amount of pain and difficulty.

This is homophobia in its most extreme form.

It is another bitter irony that the viciousness of this

direct, personal assault on Jason McDonald far

ou^eighs most of the gaybashing, verbal, and

physical, that has been attributed to conservatives this

year. I guess maybe gay community members just

know how to hurt gays the most.

It is a sad fact that gay students who are closeted
I
to

their parents, risk this sort of malicious attack. What

s especially grievous is that it often involves more than

heTstruction of students' relationships with their

families. Because of financial dependency, it can also

cost gay students their education

And that's just the tip of the iceberg. Coming out to

one's parents is the most emotionally difficult and

traumatic experience most homosexuals will ever en-

dure An i^e of us don t endure, which is why stride

among gay teenagers is so much higher than the na-

Saverage. It's also why alcoholism and drug abuse

is disproportionately high among gay adults.

It's hard enough when a gay individual chooses the

time and place to tell his/her family. When one is for-

cibly, maliciously outed by others, the trauma can

reach unimaginable levels.

That this crime was perpetuated by people supposed-

ly committed to sexual diversity on this campus only

compounds the tragedy of this event

t also serves as a harsh reminder that we who are

battling homophobia must first deal with it in

ourselves.

Trystan Skeigh is a Collegian columnist

Let's bring democracy to elections
. „. ......„«_ ^;^..t..snv..i*10 million -ten tunes as much as;

I am writing to introduce you to the Pioneer Valley Pro

Democracy's Fair Elections Pledge We are going to be

asking all candidates for the late Congressman Silvio Con

te's seat to sign the pledge

Pledge signers will agree to limit their campaign spen

ding to $250,000. including no more than $10,000 of then-

personal funds. Thev will also agree to accept no conti ibu

(km* over $250 and to raise at least 80 of their hinds from

sources within the district, accepting no out ofd.str.ct

Political Action Committee contributions In addition,

pledge signers agree to make Federal Election Conun.s

s.on campaign finance reports available to the public and

media upon request and to participate in at least one

public debate that includes all the other candidates

lames Karis

The second part ot the pledge is aimed at the winning

candidate, requiring him or her to actively support pro

democracy legislation which n provides public financing

for all federal election campaigns and prohibits candidates

who accept public financing from receiving private eon

ti ibutions. 2) provides free media Opportunities for all can

didates. and ;P establishes universal voter registration for

all voting age citizens

Candidates far political office seek large contributions

because it is so incredibly expensive to campaign and the

biggest costs are for advertising. The average cost ol run

ring for I House seat in 1988 was $;195.(XK); for the Senate.

$3 million. While it is impossible to determine exactly how

much Money goes into TV advertising fees, we do know

that in 1990 campaigns spent $*j&31&300 on TV ads.

according to the Television Bureau of Advertising 1 his

involved a 36 percent increase over 1986. the most recent

year for a national election without a presidential contest

To pay these phenomenal campaign bills, politicians

everywhere are turning to Political Actum Committees

especially to the corporate PACs with their seemingly

limitless resources. In the 1985 90 election cycles, the oil

and gas industry PACs gave winning Congressional can

didates over $10 million - ten tunes as much as all alter

native energv PACscomb.ned In that same time period,

military industries poured over $:12 million into successful

Congressional campaigns

These kinds of contributions cannot help but put the

politicians in the debt of then contributors. This fart is

not lost on the general public. 70 percent of whom leel

Congressmen and women care more about special in

tereatsthnn they do about the average citi/en. according

to a 1985 ABC News IVaaftfagfcMI Post poll

And yet. despite this pervasive cv nuism. people do want

to be involved in the democratic process In the 1990

gubernatorial election in Florida. Law ton Chiles limited

his campaign contributions to $KM) per person He rais

ed r25 million from 39.000 people and brat the memo

bent, always n challenge

Congressional iiu-umlients ore even harder to defeat,

supported as thev are by three quate.s ol all PAC eon

tnbutions In the 1990 Semite rare. Paul Wollstofie <l>

Minnesota) was the only challenger to unseat on ineum

bent Wollstonoioutspont 8 to t during the campaign* has

promised to shun individual campaign • out. .but ions ol

over $100 far the next four vears once his campaign debt

is retired. He has also refused to accept all PAC money

Chiles and Wellstone are part ofvvhat Pioneer Vallev

Pro Demacrncy seeaaathe beginningofa national imn-e

meat a movement to give the political power hack to

the people. We hope the current campaign in the Kirst

Cong.oss.onal District will serve as a model for the rest

Of the country an example of what can happen « hen

the people, not the moniod interests, lontrol the el.rl ions

, To encourage citizens to In-come involved m I he cam

• paign and in the electoral prmess in general, we a.v en

dilating the Voters' Fan Fleet urn Pledge Voters signing

this document premise la inane I he candidates resp.mneH

to the Fair Flections Pledge a key factor in determining

how thev vote

dames Kons ,s a Member of th, /V,k/>, mo.ro, v

Campaign
For more mfonnatno,. tent,- the l',on,;r \ alley I to-

ntmmraey Campaign, ft) ftu 741, Amfrerst AM WWW
nr call 4i:l-MU'-!7tW. Kth

and gas industry PACs gave w inning Congressional can .„...,...

End the baseball salary feeding-frenzy
_.».: .. i...i.. milium imn hero.'

Major league hasoball salaries are getting a little

revolting. I hadn't really thought about it much until

Roger Clemens signed a contract extension which pays

him over $5 million per year Well. I thought, he may well

DC the best player in baseball - at least it's debatable

And. since Jose Canseco of the arch rival Oakland A's is

making $4 million plus a year, surely the Red Sox could

justify "The Rocket's" raise. But then I got to thinking.

Barry Wadsworth

Clemens is getting $5 million for pitching in a maximum

of 35 games, which works out to $14:1.000 an appearance.

Whether or not he. or any other athlete for that matter,

deserves SUCh an astronomical salary is irrelevant. Wha

il important is that his pot of gold is a dangerous forecast

of baseball's impending demise

Player comparisons and free market capitalism have

fused' into a never ending salary spiral. Superstars do

mand. and receive, salaries commensurate with their

neers The owners, exercising their right under basehall s

free agency system, risk large amounts of money on

mediocre players, skewing the basis of comparison higher

and higher. Just in the past year we witnessed the sign

ing of New York's Don Mattingly for $3.7 million a year,

which prompted Jose Canseco's $4 million deal which in

turn pushed Clemens' market value through the ceiling.

And now New York's Dwight Gooden is asking for a con

tract comparable to Clemens', and the numbers seem to

support him: He's had more wins in the past four yeara.

and he's three years younger. Do we have the real $b

Minuteman 'jeers'

a mark of prestige
JEERS!
In fact, double jeers!

, ,.„
Jeers to the writers of the Minuteman for neglecting to

include me in the "Cheers and Jeers" section of then-

issue I was two for two in the way of Jeers and loving

it I'm not sure what qualified me to receive the two jeers

in the previous editions, but the response was great.

Strangers who would hear my name in the DC. won d

shake my hand and congratulate me. "Hey they would

acknowledge,"you've been jeered. Alright! Never have

I felt more acceptance and support from my peers as I did

in the days immediately following my lashing at the hands

of the campus conservatives.

Getting jeered is as enviable as a position as starting

quarterback on the football team. So lets let Ted

Marvelias play and let's keep the jeers coming, rfimW

Orchard Hill

'"in ordeMo Mm\ competitive ball club, owners must

have high revenues, and this depends on the team leo'v,

s,on market. The big ct.es pay their clubs upward of $50

million a year for the rights la telev.se the games n,

teams like New York and Boston, which have ,-normous

population bases, can pay higher and higher sa ar.es

However, ce.1a.ii teams are being priced out ol the players

"sweepstakes."

With the National League's two top players last year

and a showing in the plav offs. the ^^f *"«<«

HcrmU taluvve a brightTuture But«^^J^
tone* and fan support. the Pira.es simply cmUafford Ui

pay what the market is offering their J^^.^'J
Television revenues are only a fraction o New \ ark a. «nd

for an extra $2 million a year National League MVPn ill

soon be wearing a new uniform
ui.

This pattern is creating an unbalance I hos,- teams w.th

th .larger Z tropolitan bases are at a clear advantage

we, hose such as Pittsburgh and Minnesota II this spiral

Z„ inues the talent will be po.an.ed. ^'^^B

teams unable to compete, which will destroy the gam.

Perhaps baseball needs to establish a league wide salary

cap such as the NBA. which would limit the amount ol

money any one team could spend. Playe, salar.es

themselves could be restricted into categories based on

performance. Maybe federal legislation will be needed

when the average fan can no longer afford to go see a game

or when ct.es start losing franch.sos Baseball has seen

ed reluctant to regulate itself, and it is headed lor sell

destruction. The spiral has to stop.

Barry Wadsworth is a UMass student

'Phallic powers'

control toilet access
The positioning of the restrooms in the (had Towers

is sexist! All graduate students of nuclear physics have

offices closer to the men's room than to the women s

room. This gives female graduate students ol nuclear

physics the subtle message that they are not welcome

This setup is obviously the result of a conspiracy ol

the male phallic worshiping powers that be

We must fight this oppression!

Geoffrey Feldman
Amherst

You can lead a horse to water, but you

can't make it drink.

If at first you don't succeed, try, try

again.
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DO0NES5URY
Bv GARRY TRUDEAU

THE FAR SIDE

By GARY LARSON

QUOTE Of THE DAY

'How did sex come to be thought

of as dirty in the first place? Cod

must have been a Republican.
Will Duist

1

DAILY GROSSVORD PUZZLE

Edited By TRUDE MCHEL JAFf

E

Oh the whole flower bed is still in shock! He was

such a quiet butterfly - kept to himself mostly/

CALVIN AND HOBBES Bv BILL VATTERSON

NEW W^™ ; i GET fc\D Of SU»M
6l«LS auB.' NW «tPVJTM\0K.'

(t GOT TO STOP H

r\cmt now ' eve,

*T 0*5.1 SET

/ ^00 COWVE. HtRt

AfiMH MA L"U_

ACROSS
i Three-hand

card game

S More
competent

10 A«J a telon

14 Alleviate

15 B»ott>e'

to Bret

16 Scope starter

1

7

Fefcnes lo»

actress Sue

19 Actress Moran

20 University

M NYC
21 A straphanger

is one

23 Mascot lor

20 Across

24 Disposes of

25 Dwen
29 Coastal

region m
SW India

Mp
substitute

33 Wnter Ni"

35 Anger

36 Popular papal

name
37 Boston iceman

dreu

kneeling bench

39 Feeling po
40 Malicious

person
4t Robert Frances

and Alan

42 Autocrats

44 A street m
Munich

46 Posted

47 Layer

46 Suppress
resentment

51 Nonconformist

55 - Street

56 Pay Nhl

comic Martha

58 Tennessee born

author

59 Daughter ol

Tantalus

60 Creative

61 Mam pomi

62 Sideslips

63 Mam Street

MM

DOWN
1 Ego
2 M*e Tyson S

punch

3 Ancient

stringed

instrument

4 Grapevine
gnppers

5 Bummg
6 Part ol

a derby

7 Tolstoy

8 Shore buds

9 HcMd bacK

10 Schedule
' 1 Penguins seen

by an eKprorer

12 Empire Stale

canal

13 Phone sound

1 8 Nuance
22 Feels rocky

25 Part ol RFM
26 f tench author

Zola

27 Fish lor TV
actor David

28 Takes a chance

29 Yum-Yum and

li lends

30 Songs lor divas

31 Musical Delia

34 Sister

37 Small herons

38 Banana s

relative

40 Affectionate

41 Towards the

back

43 BB
45 Dissertations

48 Window
treatment

49 Figures in a

creche

50 Marsh dweller

51 Baby
to Bardot

52 Brood Ol

pheasants

53 Lake kt

Lombardy
54 English actor of

old. Edmund —
57 II - Knew

Susie

ANSWERJO previousrjzzle

S SRmm

TANGELO PIE

\Ae\\, tonps me bill,

stW. Go crazy.

Trttnte. In all

provided toe von*
Service Tve ever

encountered. ^ .

Ah. uouwu^ be one of

thole tWs toat aoes

around iasnwq outat

others to compensate n

tour obvious setual

inexperience.

W

Bv Tin SNIFFEN

Yowflealia, —«"5*«
OfCOU^^OMr- f^tlt

fip /5 qomb toiAj«/ds a

tofcf ' txHer
microscopic. haircut

MENU
LUNCH

1 ish BUM* hrVrt

I m 09

BASICS LUNCH
I Ish nuw Mrs

\ i*uctabk" uuo

DINNLtt
I .i.ipl.MM |uHini.|i.M\a

ftandarin i hickrn

BASICS DINNER
l ggptani parmkibtfvi

x
\.tn.l.\in\ i Imi Ki n

YOUR DAILY HOROSGOPE
Bv JEANE DIXON

SNOORY LANSON By E. VEZINA & R. SHAUGHNESSY

>&

n
<--<l

REX ROGRETT
By IRA SHERAK

]B®@M

ARIES (March 21 -April 19) Com-

peting with your partner will only

lead to heartache A close friend

shares a life experience, giving you

a fresh perspective Listen atten-

tively to your teenager

TAURUS (April 20 May 20) Self-

doubt vanishes when you receive

a promotion! A more experienced

person gives you wonderful advice

You are beginning to realize how

much time and effort it takes to

build financial stability

GEMINI (May 21 June 20) Do not

let other people's expectations pre

vent you from achieving your goals

Career pressures lessen when you

get better organized A friendship

will last through thick and thin

CANCER (June 21- July 22): Seize

any opportunity to advance your

career but resist the temptation to

gamble financially An old debt

could suddenly be repaid Keep

close tabs on investments People

make a fuss over you

LEO (July 23-Aug 22) A shorter

financial plan works out better than

expected Take health concerns

more seriously As friends become
more like family, you become pro-

tective toward them

VIROO (Aug 23 Sept 22). A new
research project could be part of

the picture. Stick to tested methods

and proven procedures Evening is

a great time for social activities. A
candid conversation gives you

food for thought

LIMA (Sept 23 Oct 22) Travel re-

quires extra caution now Valuable

confidential data can be obtained

from a friend who works behind the

scenes Guard any secrets you may

learn today Romance keeps you

guessing

SCORPIO (Oct 23- Nov 21) Apart

nership could make it difficult for

you to advance certain personal

plans A willingness to compromise

helps you solve any domestic pro

blems Romance thrives on trust

Give loved one more space

SAGITTARIUS (Nov 22 Dec 21)

You get an excellent opportunity to

air the plans you have been

developing. Your colleagues should

be receptive Look for an angle

that will win more cooperation from

others

CAPRICORN (Dec 22-Jan 19) Dis-

quieting news may be part of the

picture An old problem could resur

face Do not shy away from a face

to-face meeting. Laying your cards

on the table wins you new respect

AQUARIUS (Jan 20-Feb 18) The

career and financial advice you

receive from VIPs comes in very

handy Learn from an experienced

older person who continues to play

a major role in your life. Romance

sparkles.

PISCES (Feb 19 March 20) Keep

your wits about you when in the

spotlight The little things you say

and do could be magnified

Faraway places and people buoy

your spirits A whirl wind romance is

possible!
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ARTS & LIVING
Critic comes clean and trashes neo-traditionalism

* *. cii;.wr*nn Par-lror- nr Tnltranp. in almost 25

By BILL ROSENBLATT
Collegian Staff

Astute regular readers of this column will have notic-

ed my occasional polite derogations of the current move-

ment in jazz that has been called neo-traditionalist, neo-

conservative or, in the words of Francis Davis in Wire

magazine, "Neo-phobic Youth." Now it is time to get

specific. / resent the neo-traditionalist movement.

The movement began about a decade ago on the premise

that jazz had been shunted into two camps roughly call-

ed avant-garde and fusion. The former was too abstruse

and elitist, the latter was too superficial and commercial,

and neither were tapped into the music's great tradition.

A principal articulator of this premise has been Stanley

Crouch, a Village Voice columnist and liner-note writer.

Crouch came to New York in the early 70s as a radical

Black poet and drummer who participated in the decidedly

avant garde Soho loft scene. Now he spends his column

inches bashing the avant-garde as well as fusion and pro-

gressive African-American leaders like Amiri Baraka and

Louis Farrakhan. So much for Stanley the Grouch.

However. I do agree with him and others that jazz had

TOWER w***
THE VILLAGE COMMONS • SOUTH HADLEY • 533 2663

become dissolute during the 70s; it was indeed necessary

to reestablish the music's continuum. The neo-

traditionalists have done this to some degree by

perpetuating the styles - mostly of the hard bop variety

as epitomized by Art Blakey - that predated the avant-

garde. Some of these youngsters (Christopher Hollyday,

Joey DeFrancesco, Harry Connick Jr.) sound like 2D card

board reductions of the real thing, though others (Roy

Hargrove, Ralph Moore, Branford Marsalis) have begun

to show significant musical personalities of their own.

But the neo-traditionalists have missed out on one

crucial aspect of the jazz tradition: innovation. "Dotting

Bird's i's and crossing Dizzy's t's," as Down Beat critic

Gene Santoro put it, is what passes for innovation among

the young players (if even that). Wynton Marsalis may

be a fine trumpeter, but when I see a list consisting of

"Miles, Monk and Marsalis,'' as in a recent Down Beat

letter, I get angry.

Various intelligent observers have admitted that the

music is in the creative doldrums nowadays, but they add

that the current scene is laying the groundwork for a

period of innovation to come. I agree up to a point. For

one thing, African American music (in general) U in

novative now and will continue to be so; it's just that no*

of the innovation is taking place outside the boundaries

of jazz.

Furthermore, these observers usually note that jazz

hasn't had a dominant creative force, on the order of an

Armstrong, Ellington, Parker or Coltrane, in almost 25

years; the music just needs another one in order to move

ahead. This is certainly true.

However, many fans of neo-traditionalism claim that

the next Louis/Trane already exists in the person of Wyn-

ton/Branford.

Baloney. The former musicians were geniuses, not only

because of the way they played, but because they thought

of it in the first place. Will the "Next Picasso'* paint in

the Cubist style? Of course not. Similarly, the "Next

Trane" may have roots in the original one but otherwise

will sound new and different. Branford is actually in a

good position to become the next Coltrane in a few years,

but he isn't now.

The other- major problem I have with the neo-

traditionalist movement is that it is taking so goddamn

long to pass by. It has been ten years; they have made

their point. Former avant-garde and fusion players art-

jumping on the bandwagon by the dozens Enough,

already. Let's move on. Unfortunately, most jazz record

labels are too busy looking for Wynton and Branford

clones to notice the real, innovative new talent that is out

there and starving. Mavbe soon the public will finally get

tired of formula albums by conservatory t rained robots

with one Duke cover, one Monk cover, three or lour stan

dards and two excuses for originals that sound like second

year composition class exercises.
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ACTIVITIES

INTERESTED IN HUMANE EDUCATION
and helping abandoned cats on campus 7

Call UMass pets 546-2191 546-5777

ANNOUNCEMENTS

BEO AND BREAKFAST- downtown Ideal

(or visiting parents and friends- 549-0733

ENDLESS SUMMER! Alaska |Obs

Women/men. to $600/wK Airfare plus

room/board free Canneries hiring now 1 In-

formation 1(900)988-5152 Ext 170

$3/minute (4 mm max /refundable)

HEADING FOR EUROPE Ites* 1™;^
there anytime for $160 with AIRHITCH (r

(Reported in NY Times and Lets Go 1

)

AIRHITCH (r) 212-864-2000

IF YOU RE SHOOTING 48 hrs don't forget

to return film today by the Hatch'

THROW UP WITH STYLEI

The UMass Juggling Club meets

today from 3-6 in the SUB Please

bring your own cantelopes

ENVIRONMENTALIST

GREENPEACE ACTION is seekrng m

d.v.duals who want to work to create an

enerav policy that makes sense not |ust

dollars If you're not acting for the solution

you re part of the problem Equal Opportuni-

tyEmployer Call John at 549-0507

FOR RENT

AMHERST. 5 BEDROOM house^forsum-

mer with fall option $1295mo 253-3604

AVAILABLE IMMEDIATELY, large room ,n

Mill Valley Private bathroom, nice kitchen

and sunny living room Rent is $350 plus

electricity (negotiable) Parkj^gJaundry and

more! Call soon -Jocelyn 256-0662

OUR BEAUTIFUL RANCH HOUSE * still

available for rent for next year Call now

549-6951

INTELLIGENCE JOBS All branches

US Customs. DEA etc Now hiring

Call (1)805-962-8000 Ext K-9616

LOOKING FOR RESPONSIBLE, loving

person to provide childcare for our 7 year

old son through the summer and next year

Some overnights in our home in Leverett

We can work around school schedules

Need transportation Call 548-9057

PART-TIME truck driving positions7

$7 50 to $10 00 per hour- no experience

necessary (617) 237-5520

HV
Happy Birthday

Chns
Hope 19 is great year

Bill

WENDI L MORNER! Have you guessed

who your bis sister is yef> I'm so glad you

made Aephi your house and I m even hap

pier to have been made your big sister

X0X0. 7 PS Phi love you 1

•INTERNSHIPS*

JENNY P.

I'm psyched that your

my little sister

We'll have a blast

Love.
A Phi'

KAPPA KAPPA GAMMA
Hope you had a great spring break 1 Good

luck with the rest of the year 1

From the Chi Omega Pledges

SERVICES

Legal que»lk>n»? The ~egal Services

Center offers free legal assistance to fee

paying students Contact us at 922 Campus

Center. 545-1995

FALL 1991 INTERNSHIPS with the Legal

Services Center, get hands-on experience

in the legal field-work directty with attorneys

and clients Earn up to 15 undergraduate

credits No experience necessary- training

provided Apply early' Contact Legal Ser

vices today 545-1995. 922 Campus Center

Start the application process NOW 1

FOR SALE

10 SPEED BIKE
$100 or BO -call

Lisa 549-4324

LOST

A 14KT GOLD NECKLACE w/ a crucifix has

great sentimental value $$Rewardl Call

6-3793

KIM D.
Happy Anniversary, hope there are many

more to come'!
More than words
Love, Joe

MAfTlN BLUE UNC SHIRT
at Newman 3-26

Loved your savage tan

and intriguing eyes
Who are you7 Respond here'

LOOKING FOR A JOB?
Obtain a listing of over

300 Boston area employers

on adhesive labels for

$19 95. send check to the

Employment Assist Center

8 Douglas Road. Dept 22
Lexington. MA 02173

WORD/DAY FOR STUDENTS

ONE BEDROOM IN BRITTANY, bus route.

A/C $250/month neg Call 253^194 Leave

message

YET ANOTHER SUBLET: 1 or 2 rooms in

6 brm hse Logtown rd on bus 290'mo

flexible Jun-Augopt to renew Comet**'

253-9949 Greg/Kristin

TRAVEL

AIRLINE TICKET female o w to Honolulu

Irom Boston via San Fran Apr 11

$150/8 O Todd 548-8024

--CALIFORNIA OR BUSTI
Make all the right moves For

information about our resource

guides write to California

Information Services Suite 114

858 Third Ave Chula Vista. CA
91911

APTS. FOR RENT

SPRING SPECIAL .99 cent, onemonth

rent with one year lease 2BR $450. 3BH

$537 in Sunderland Free bus route, laun

dry facilities, pool, garden plots Short term

leases available 665-3856

CUBE REFRIGERATOR. $30 00 delivered

542-2569

FUTONS
Metawampe
Top quality gold bond futons

Delivery anywhere in USA
Sleep with us and save'

1 800-3FUTON1

CITIZEN WATCH has been missing -if

found contact Tony 6-4805 -Reward is a

must

LOST BROWN LEATHER WALLET
TUESDAY 3/26

Big Reward
If found please call Peter

549-6642

MEREDITH
You'll find out soon' Guess who7

With Phi love.

Your big sister

PREGNANT?
Need a pregnancy test, information or sup-

port? Call for free and confidential services

ALTERNATIVES 33 Main St Northampton

586-3000 or Greenfield 774-6010

SUBLET

TYPING/WOROPROCESSING

MICHELLE M.

I'm totally honored and psyched"

PHI LOVE.
Your big sister

AVOID THE RUSH
Summer with fall option

Large room tor one or two

In Presidential Apt

On bus route Mm to campus

Call Beth 549-4035

AUTO FOR SALE

1980 PONTIAC PHEONIX
Runs well, stereo

$400 549-1897 evenings

1984 TOVOTTTCOROLLA Automatic 4

door sedan good condition AM/f-M tape

$1800 -Call 508-544-3861 After 5pm

1988 HONDA CRX 5sp silver -good condi

tion $5500 BO 253-9660. Mark

DObGE"DART300 00/Plymouth Valiant

500 00 Both negotiable or trade tor

mtnbike. both run great Call bheiia

2539869. 256-1261 M-F 9-5

YAMAHA MOW SPEAKERS for $150 or

BO Technics 50W receiver Digital tuner.

To presets, etc $125 or BO 6-2801

ZENITH 248 PERSONAL COMPUTER.

IBM compatable Asking $850 Negotiable-

Call Cindy 665-8020

PAIR OF CONTACTS.
Light blue in a white case

If found, please call Rodger
546-7482

RORI
Can't wait til

you find out'

Your big sis

STEPH TOMASKY -Happy 20th birthday a

day early" May all your craziest dreams

come true! Peace, love, and happiness- Kan

CNTR OF AMHERST. 1BDR Apt
.
Wall 2

Wall -Move in now! No rent until 6/1
,
425mo

& util. fall opt, 538-3025

PERSONALS

ENTERTAINMENT

RACK-A-OMC is sl.ll the best 'o' DJ'sand

live entertainment Call anytime 5B6-99W.

ask about our specials

HELP WANTED

ALASKA ~iUMMBr EMPLOYMENT
Fisheries earn $5.000 + /month Free

transportation' Room and board' Over 8 000

openings No experience necessary Male

oriemale For 68-page employment

manual, send $8 95 to M4L Research. Box

84008. Seattle. WA 98124

-Satisfaction Guaranteed

ARE YOU ENTHUSIASTIC and depen

dable 7 Would you enjoy working in

marketing or management with a company

that truly appreciates its staff?

(617)237-5520

COUNTRY FREAK
GARLIC BREATH
BIG ITCHY BUM

UNSHOWERED JELLOW SHOTS
STRANGLAS 21

."

TIPPY

STEPHANIE.
Soon you will phmally see

What a great phimaly we will be'

With Phi love.

Your big sis

GAYLE 0.

Congratulations

To the best

little sister'

With Phi love.

Guess who?

TO MY NO 1 AEPHI LITTLE SIS

Michelle P.

Your "Phi'tastic "Phi nominal

"Phi"nally mine'

Phi love, your big sis???

GREAT HOUSE TO SUBLET for the sum

mer with lease option House is on bus line

5 minute walk to campus, quiet

neighborhood, screened in porch, parking

and more' Call now! 549-6508 Leave a

message

SUMMER W/ FALL OPTION. Large room

in S Amherst condo Pool, central A/C.

washer/dryer, parking On bus route Cool

roomies, perfect summer place! Call Joe

253-2696

ARE YOU SICK OF TYPING?
Fast and Accurate
Typmg/Wordprocessing
Free Laserprmting

CALL BECCA 549-4600 x433

CAMPUS PICKUP- Delivery fast cheap ac-

curate -Lisa 256-6695 -CAN LEAVE
MESSAGE

FAST, ACCURATE TYPING w/ spellcheck

and boldface $1 45/pgCall Greg 546-2548

PAPERS, DISSERTATIONS, RESUMES.
graphs, laser printing Rosemary call

259-1786

RESUMES. PAPERS, anything typed or

typeset Fast, professional service Affor_

dable rates KCommunications. 256-6373

WANTED

CASH FOR GOLD. Unwanted or broken

(ewelry7 Call 253-9626

and SUMMER SUBLET

HI DEBBIE M.
Get psyched'
Soon you'll know
Phi love

Your big sis

"'TRACY L.LOMKER'-'
Happy 22nd birthday Don't think of it as

getting older, |ust getting better So take the

wrinkle cream off get out of your flannel

nightgown, and brush your hair and then go

out and stay out past 10 00 (what a rebel)

And il you are really feeling energetic, wear

red boots"

BRANDYWINE APARTMENT
Spacious, clean 2 bedroom apartment.

$l88/month per person, includes everything

but electricity On bus route. A/C, pool

Please call 549-8092

Debbie/Erica

WANTED FOR RENT

HELP! We need a 3 bdrm apartment in

Puffton We'll take your lease Call Lisa

546-5765 or Beth 546-3494

WE WANT TO TAKE OVER your house

lease starting in June or September Prefer

rably a large house in Amherst uaii

549 7133

WE WANT YOUR LEASEI 5 8 people Fall

Pref near campus 6-2615 6-5624
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Sports
Softball hosts tourney
By THOMAS A GEORGE
Collegian Correspondent

Throw on a UMaM ball cap

Today i* opening day at Totman

The University of Maatachuaetti soft ball

team will host Army. Maine and Vermont

for the two-day UMatfl Invitation

Tournament.

The I'Ma— team hosts its first game

r spring break in California.

The team played double head) nst

Santa Clara and St Man's It also faced

a State. Kansas and Sacramento

•e in the National Invitational

Tournament

-It was a rock*.
' rniaV' ^aid

head coach Elaine Sortino. "We were not

ilthy Its tough when we've

dived

'

and thr x ed thir-

ty."

Darlene Claffey will be on the hill for the

e at 3 p.m. Maine and

mont are "alwayl ready, alwayi

fightm. - pwted hitter

Cn,
captain hail*

eld.

UMaM has yet to play Army, but Sortino

has her share of expectations: "One thing

you can always count on. is that they'll be

in shape."

Nursing nagging injuries and recovering

from the trip topped Sortino's priority list.

The team may need to start new players

at third bate and short stop post ions, she

said

The tourney will kick off at 1 p.m. when

Army takes on Vermont I'Mass Maine

starts at 3 p.m.

Saturday. I'Maine will face Vermont at

m .. followed by Maine-Army at 11 a.m.

UMaM will then take the field against Ar

my at 1 p.m.. followed by the UMaM UVM
game '3 p m. '.

Although not in the Atlantic 10 Con

\i:ny. Maine and Vermont are

Division I teams.

This weekend's tournament opens a

-n home gam. B, balanced by

eight on the road

A -ci ,. - of quick wins could prove to he

a big boo>t for thil UMaM team

It'll be a tough tournament, no two h

out it." Sortino said

smart STFAI ING - The baseball team faced Connecticut last

nS^r^OTw rained out in Amherst on Tuesday. F.na

"cores crc not available at press time. The M.nutemen see the

Hams in Rhode Island tomorrow and Saturday for back-to-back dou-

IZ ZZ.r, for their first Atlantic-10 games of the season.

Courtside Cager:

a bench with a view
By FELICE COHEN
Collegian Correspondent

It's more than just water.

home games, sweaty towels, dehydrated players.

iming fans, close calls, bad calls, high fives, alli-

l, three-pointers, broken records, fouls, free throws.

Cage waves, ref chants We want Elvis.' but for the

most part, it's pure, clean excitement.

I live for Minutemen basketball.

The aura within the cage, the intensity, the heat.

How many times have we been witness to this scenario:

The Minutemen down by 15. Suddenly, a Rafer Giles

three-pointer. Anton Brown Will Herndon reverse alii

oop slam dunk. Then a Jim McCoy baseline jumper.

Score is tied. Overtime. Tony Barbee lets one sink with

nine seconds left to win the game. The crowd roars, the

fans pour out onto the fV

Th never let up. And although they can be

tough on themselves, they work together to the end.

And proof Making it to the Final Four of the NTT And

once there, they gave it their best shot.

Men's hoop: making school history
I'M U„„ U.*A in Ittmm Inni' time We .U

By SAM SI1.YF.RSTKIN

Collegian Staff

John Calipan spent November in the unusual position

of trving to convince people that his University of

MaMachllMtti mens basketball team was not going to

win the Atlantic 10 or make the NCAA Tournament

The Minutemen had four barters returning from an

NTT calibre team and hopes were running unprecedented

Iv high.
*

Four months and 33 games later. Cal.pari has been pro-

ven a prophet. The Minutemen finished tied for third place

in the league and seeded fifth m the£10 Tournament

where their NCAA hopes were dashed by (.eorge

Washington in the semifinals

When measured bv a more realistic yardstick, however,

this season sizes up with the very best in school history

The Minutemen finished 20-13 - winning 20 games for

the first time since the 1976-77 season - were undefeated

against nine New England area teams, and capped the

-on with a three win sprint to the Final Four of the

NTT.

"You can't reallv take too much away from this season."

Mid Jim McCoy, who broke the school's all time scoring

mark against GW in the A-10 tourney ' t's In-en the besi

MO I'Mass has had in a long, long time W«
complished a lot that a lot of teams in the past havener*!

accomplished . . There were not a lot of teams that were

still playing when we were playing.''

Among the seasons highlights: the emergence of

sophomore center Harper Williams as one of the marq

big men in the A 10; the continued brilliance of McC

who overcame a preseason virus to repeat as a first team

All A-10 honoree; memorable game breaking shots by

Raler Giles (vs. Boston College and Rhode Island) and

Tony Bat bee against Siena in the NITH and the late-

season resurgence of point guard Anton Brown.

Starters Williams. McCoy. Barbee and Brown will all

return next IIM0I1 — possibly joined by Will Herndon.

whose eligibility will be determined during the offseason

- along with a five player recruiting class regarded -

among the best in the Atlantic 10. Giles and John Tat.'

are the only seniors who saw significant playing time this

year.

The future's so bright, even Calipan. a habitual doom

and gloomer. said he expects the program to improve upon

this Maeon'l accomplishments next wint

if we get Will back, we've got the whole team back."

he said "And with the recruits we're bringing in. we

should he better next year. We should be older and we

should be more experienced in close games
."

Crew to face Crimson on Charles
For manv UMass Minutemen followers. Madison

Square Garden was only a short bus trip away. Soon,

we UMass suburbanites from farm country were mingl-

ing amongst New Yorkers and not even batting an

eyelash in downtown Manhattan during rush hour.

Holding our heads high and waving signs, we walked

proudly into the Garden.

The excitement level was there, the support, the

energy. These fans were ready. Sparked by the fans,

this kind of energy is what really makes the

Minutemen tick. But let the truth be told. If these guys

weren't being refueled with water, their beats would

be off.

This is where I come in.

For me, home games are a little different than for

the average Minuteman fan. A die-hard hoop player

since I can remember, it seems only natural for me to

be involved as more than just a spectator. So I found

my place among them ... on the bench.

During the home games I sat perched at the end of

the bench waiting for the players to be subbed or for

a time out to be called. As soon as I heard the buzzer,

I was off and running. Darting the first row of spec-

tators, I shuffled towels and cups of water to quench

the thirsts of these sweaty men.

As far as this being a job - well, I never heard of

a job that requires you to go to basketball games, sit

on the bench (with the players), get into the game

through the locker room 'without the hassle of waiting

in the rain for tickets!, then celebrate afterwards with

the team.

Being a part of the UMass Minutemen basketball

team is an experience I'll never forget. These guys pro-

vided the excitement that college sports are all about.

These late night excursions added spice to an other-

wise despondent evening of homework

It's going to be a long time till we catch another home

game at the Cage, so until then ... I wonder if the Red

Sox will be needing some one in their dugout to hand

out Gatorade .

R> LYNN FRANK EL
Collegian Correspondent

Rowing on the Charles River in Boston is a thrilling ex-

perience for all rowers. Unfortunately, because the

Universitv of Massachusetts crew team is a Dad Vail Divi-

sion school and not a sprint school, rowing the Charles

doesn't happen very often.

It does happen though ... and this weekend, the men s

varsity, junior varsity and novice crews will head to the

famed Charles to take on perhaps the best crew in the

countrv . . . Harvard.

It is no surprise that head coach Dave Trond anticipates

an extremely tough race. The Harvard team consists of

the top-recruited prep school rowers from around the coun-

try. The Harvard crew will certainly challenge the ex-

perienced UMass squad.

Trond said he is looking for a strong, controlled row from

his team as they face the poised Harvard team.

He said he is hoping that this weekend's race will

prepare the team physically and mentally for the upcom-

ing spring season. Teams like Wesleyan and the Coast

( iuard Academy loom in the future and have traditional-

ly challenged the Minutemen.

Trond said he expects a polished performance from his

varsity crew.

Rich Scannell, Dave Ring, Nat Delmanzo and Chris

Marino, have rowed for UMass for four years. Michael

Rademacher and Jeff Vohr have rowed for three. Brian

Jewett and Kieth Burgoyne have returned after a novice

season to round out the eight.

Mary Lockyer's four years of experience as a coxswain

also plays an important role in the speed of the shell.

The team returns to the water after a three-month train-

ing period indoors and comes off a week of intense spring

break training in Oak Ridge, Tennessee.

Sox' Marshall walks, is fined $250
/-i :i 4„J *U™* Ur> V.no tr\\A Mdrchnll WVPra'

By DAVE O'HARA
The Associated Press

WINTER HAVEN, Fla. - Mike Marshall, unhappy

with a utility role and the failure of the Boston Red Sox

to trade him, was fined $250 and threatened with stiffer

penalties yesterday for walking out of training camp.

General Manager Lou Gorman said that Marshall was

fined for his unauthorized walkout Wednesday.

Marshall did not show up for yesterday's game with

Detroit and Gorman said that if he does not return within

24 hours, he will be subject to a fine of $1,000 a day in

accordance with Rule Five of the Uniform Player

Contract.

Earlier, Gorman said the Red Sox were considering

disciplinary options, including fines, a suspension or plac-

ing Marshall on the disqualified list.

Marshall, a 31-year old first baseman/outfielder, is

guaranteed a reported $1.2 million in 1991 for the final

season on a multi -year contract.

"We're looking at our options," Gorman said.

Gorman reiterated that he has told Marshall several

times he is trying to trade him, but there is little interest

by other clubs. If Marshall is not traded, Gorman said,

he will remain a member of the Red Sox.

"He is absolutely AWOL," manager Joe Morgan said

Wednesday night. "He came to see me today and said he

was thinking about leaving camp. I told him not to do it,

that if he did, it would be insubordination."

Marshall, who has a .270 average in nearly nine major

league seasons, walked out less than 24 hours after go-

ing 4-for-4 with a pair of doubles in a game with Cincin

nati at Plant City.

He was not available for comment, leaving after talk-

ing with Morgan and noting he was not in the starting

lineup. He went back to being a reserve with the return

of regular right-fielder Tom Brunansky from the injured

ranks.

Marshall, acquired from the New York Mets last July,

became expendable when the Red Sox signed slugger Jack

Clark as a free agent and signed Brunansky. All three

are right handed hitters.
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Easter celebrations recall GulfWar victory
By PATRICIA CALHOUN BIBBY
Associated Press

Worshippers across the United States

celebrated the renewing message of Easter

on Sunday - a poignant lesson for some in

Georgia and Illinois who are rebuilding

their homes and their lives devastated by

a spate of tornadoes.

Others revels in the traditional Spring

rites of Easter egg hunts, sunrise church

ices and bunny appearances. And New
York City pedestrians out in their bonnets

— with all the frills - for an annual Fifth

Avenue stroll.

More than 1,000 soldiers in Fort Camp
bell. Ky.. had special reason to savor this

Easter. They returned home Sunday and

were greeted by a colorful crown of family

and friends awash in yellow, red, white and

blue.

In New York, gauwkers outnumbered

the bonnet bearing in the traditional walk.

The Easter Parade, really just a casual

mingling in which city dwellers enjoyed the

opportunity to stare at each other without

reprisal, drew several thousand people,

police said.

Hats ranged from a photo collage and

paper mache tribute to the victory in the

Gulf War to a headdress touting

vegetarianism and bonnets celebrating

bunnies.

The altar of St. Patrick's Cathedral was

adorned with a magnificent display of

cherry blossoms, lilies and azeleas. Car-

dinal John O'Connor told about 3,000 peo

pie that Easter doesn't mean "strolling

down Fifth Avenue, as delightful as that

may be."

Instead the dat otfered Christians a

chance to renew their faith and "reject

Satan."

The joy of the Biblical tale of Jesus

Christ's resurrection was tempered with

sadness in parts of Georgia as residents

tried to recoup from tornadoes that ripped

through the state last week

In Cobb and Douglas counties, where a

string of tornadoes left millions of dollars

worth of damage, residents picked through

debris for their belongings.

The storms left LeRoy and Hazel Anders

of Douglasville in the same condition they

were in when they married 57 years ago

— with no belongings.

"We've got to start over again," Anders

said, tears rolling downs his cheeks.

In Lemont, 111., southwest of Chicago,

many residents also spent the day clean

ing up from a tornado that destroyed 25 to

35 houses Wednesday.

AH photo

Members of the U.S. Army's 3rd Armored Division chase a camel in the

Iraqi desert as a form of Easter amusement.

The Rev. Charles Maxwell Harris of the

Lemont United Methodist Church told

about 400 people that God could rebuild

their lives, just as Christ was resurrected.

"The poor od response to the tronado has

been even more powerful than the tornado

itself," he said after the Easter service. "As

the cleanup continues, it gets demoraliz

ing."

In Fort Campbell, returning soldiers in

the 101st Airborne Division were welcom-

ed by a crowd wearing Easter bonnets

swathed in yellow ribbon and waving

American flags.

Outing Ruins' UMass freshman, shocks gay community
By CHRIS MUTHER
Collegian Staff

On a campus that is noted nation wide for dealing with

homophobia, one group has continued to perpetuate it to

a University of Massachusetts freshman — homosexuals.

Jason McDonald, 18, said he was "outed" to his parents

by gay activists on campus last week.

"They've ruined my life," McDonald said. "I'm really

shaken up by this. You'd think gay people would be more

understanding of parental issues. They've destroyed me."

The gay activists sent McDonald's parents a package

of materials that, McDonald said, "clearly spelled out"

that he is gay.

"My mom thought it was great, she was showing off ar-

ticles that my name was used in or that I was quoted in,"

he said.

His father's reaction was quite different.

"My father hit the roof," he said. "He told me to stop

being politically active in 'that program'. He couldn't even

bring himself to say the word 'gay'."

"He asked me to 'try out being straight' for a year,

'

McDonald said. "He told me 'those' kind of people only

work at K-Mart and don't get anywhere."

McDonald said as a result of the outing, his parents cut

him off financially. He said this might mean the end of

his education.

"All I want to do is go to school," McDonald said. "And

because of what they've done they've put that in danger."

He said he has no idea where he will live when the

semester is over. "My worst nightmare has come true."

McDonald has been active in the UMass gay communi-

ty since coming out last semester. He was a co-founder

of the UMass chapter of the group Queer Nation. He said

he is a member of the Lesbian, Bisexual and Gay Alliance

Steering Committee as well.

As a result of his activity, McDonald said he began to

receive death threats at the end of last semester. The

harassment became so severe that McDonald was put up

in the Campus Center Hotel.

"After my picture was on the front page of the Collegian,

I began to get phone calls, I even saw my name written

in chalk in a death threat in the Campus Center," he said.

McDonald added that he has contacted lawyers and is

planning to sue the activists for invasion of privacy.

A member of the gay community, who wished not to be

identified, said there was talk within the gay communi-

ty for several months about outing McDonald to his

parents. She said she was unable to help prevent the

outing because of personal problems.

"No one deserves to have this happen, " she said "I feel

a loss of safe space in the community."

Lydia Rackenberg, a therapist in Mental Health Ser

vices, said she sees the outing as "an appalling invasion

of privacy, no one has the right to make that choice for

someone else."
.

"I think people assume a certain level of trust within

the GLB community," she said. "(If McDonald was outed

by someone in the gay community) it seems Lke an even

deeper hurt and betrayal."

Rackenberg said the process ofcoming out is a very sen

sitive and therefore is something that the individual

should do only when they feel ready.

"When someone decides they're ready to come out, they

ne , d to be ready to deal with the ramifications that may

result," she said.

Jailed students
confined for a cause

By JOE O'CONNOR
Collegian Correspondent

The University of Massachusets Divi-

sion of Public Safety and Auxiliary Ser

vices is holding a mock "lock-up" tomor

row, in the Campus Concourse from 10

a.m. to 2 p.m., according to Raymond

Babb, a sergeant in the UMass police

department.
"Prisoners" will try to raise ' bail

money. The money raised will go to pur-

chasing a van for the escort service.

Although the escort service has been

increasingly popular, from nearly 1,000

Collrtfan photo by Carrie Wyeth

The "jail" in the Campus
Center Concourse.

students in 1985 to over 7,000 in 1990,

it has never owned a van, according to

Babb.
Until now, Housing Services has lent

the Escort Service a van and a police

cruiser has also been used. Now that

may change.

There will be no minimum amount set

for "bailing" someone out, but Babb said

UMass police have set a goal of $10,000.

"If anyone appreciates what the escort

service has done, please come by and

contribute," he said.

Prisoners may "turn themselves in"

on the Concourse, or, if they choose, be

"arrested" where they work. Anyone in

the mock cell might meet Joseph Duf-

fey, President-Chancellor of UMass, or

Jo-Anne Vanin, the Dean of Students,

Babb said.

They also might meet some members

of the UMass basketball or football

team, he said.

According to Jim Weaver of Public

Safety, this will not be the only fund

raiser. Local popular student bars will

be contributing a portion of their pro-

ceeds on a certain date to the Division.

At press time, Twisters, Charlie's, and

Delano's expressed interest, while it is

certain that next Wednsday, from 9 p.m.

until closing , "The Spoke will be

donating some of their receipts to the

cause," according to Weaver.

Maine gay civil rights

bill makes it to House
By TRYSTAN SKEIGH
Collegian Staff

Friday, Maine's gay civil rights bill, L.D.

340, won the approval of the Judiciary

Committee by a one vote margin in a 7-6

squeaker on its way to the Legislature's

floor.

According to Peggy Reinsch, a legislative

analyst for the Judiciary Committee, if the

Judiciary Committee had not sent the bill

on to the House with its blessing it would

still have been brought up and debated

because it has many supporters within the

legislature.

Reinsch said the Maine legislature

debates a gay civil rights bill about "every

two years," and she said "the past few

times it has passed in one house and then

been killed in the other."

Michael Burts, a gay African-American

LBGA member, said for him, a Maine civil

rights law "would be a victory and a defeat,

because they have approved a bill for my
orientation but not for my color."

Burts said Maine's African-American

population is less than 1 percent, and that

bigotry toward Blacks is widespread.

"If I would travel to Maine and get off a

bus I would have a police cruiser following

me everywhere, wondering what I was do-

ing there. For a White, this probably

wouldn't be the case," he said.

Burts said Black gays in Maine are

almost "non-existent," and explained it is

difficult for Black gays to find a niche in

the "mostly White gay community" there.

"So to me, the possibility that Maine may

get a gay civil rights bill is only a very

small victory." Burts said.

Lucas McNeill, another LBGA member,

said the possibity of the Garden State gain-
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-For Your Information
MONDAY, APRIL 1

Japanese Arr - Contemporary and Modern Japanese

art at Hampden Theater, beginning at 7:15 p.m. The cost

is $2 at the door. Japan Week is sponsored by Academic

Support Services, Student Government Association,

Western Massachusetts Japanese Association, the Com-

muter Area Government and the Japan America Club.

Lecture - "Vietnam: The Past and the Present will be

presented by Professor Keith Taylor at 3:30 p.m. in Cam-

pus Center 174-176. Sponsored by the Vietnamese

Students' Association.

Rap Group - The Lesbian, Gay and Bisexual Counsel-

ing Collective is sponsoring a rap group on Bisexuality

at 8 p.m. in the LGBA Office, 413 Student Union.

Panel Discussion - Omicron Delta Epsilon, the

Economics honor society, will be hosting a panel discus

sion on Recession and Recovery" in 904 908 CC at 7 p.m.

TUESDAY, APRIL 2

Lecture - "Local Business Ties with Japan, a panel

discussion with Japanese and American Businessman at

7:30 p.m. in CC 168. .

Poetry Reading - Doug Anderson, poet and playwright,

will read from his work at the Northampton Center for

the Arts at 8 p.m.

Speaker - Ana Carcedo Cabanas will speak on

"Feminism and the Environment in Central America,

at 4 p m. in CC 905-909. The program is sponsored by the

Luce Food Program at Hampshire College, Feminist Aid

to Central America and the UMass Social Thought and

Political Economy program.

WEDNESDAY. APRIL 3

Black Men: Rescue 91 1 - Panel and open dl» n on

the issues being African American man and practical

lible solutions. Sponsored by Delta Sigma Theta

rarity Inc. inCC 904-908 at 7 p.m.

Lecture - "The New World Order Economic and

Military Perspectives." will be in Hashn.uk 20 at UW
at 7:30 p.m Sponsored by the Five College Program for

tee and World Security Studi.

Lesbian Support Group - An eight-week support group

will meet from 12 p.m. 1:30 p.m. in the Everywoman I

Center, on the second floor of Wilder Hall. For more In-

formation call 545-0883.

Speaker - Les Brown, a personal development training

program director, will speak in the SUB at 7 p.m. Spon

sored as part of the Martin Luther King Jr. Memorial Pro-

gram. The program is free to the public.

Discussion - "Everything You Wanted to Know About

Religion But Never Had the Chance to Ask," is sponsored

by the United Christian Foundation at 7:30 p.m.

Lecture - "Revolutionary Perspectives on Caribbean

Unity," with Einstein Louison, the deputy leader of the

Maurice Bishop Patriotic Movement of Grenada, is spon
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sored by the Five College Black Studies at 4 p.m. in the

Shirley Graham DuBois Library, second floor of the New

Africa House.

THURSDAY, APRIL 4

Meeting - The Residential Recycling education

volunteers will meet in CC 805 at 6:30 p.m. and promo-

tion volunteers will meet at 8 p.m. in the same room.

Meeting — A campus-wide discussion of action surroun-

ding Gov. Weld's higher education proposals will be at

8 p.m. in the Student Union Ballroom. State Represen-

tative Stan Rosenberg and John Cole, President of the

Massachusetts Society of Professors will be speaking. Free

to the public. „
Lecture - "Japan on the Verge of a Changing World,

with Deputy Consulate General Tadahiro Abe.

FRIDAY, APRIL 5

Lesbo-a-gogo — At the Northampton Center for the Arts

at 8 p.m. Eight dollars in advance and $10 at the door.

Lecture - "Viewing Video as Art: An Overview of the

Youngest Art Form," will be shown in the Collins Print

Room of the Mead Art Museum at Amherst College from

April 5 to May 12. Free. Hours: Monday Friday 10 a.m.

- 4:30 p.m., weekends from 1 p.m. 5 p.m.

Film — "Surname Viet, Given Name Nam," at 8 p.m.

in Thompson 102, is sponsored by the Vietnamese

Students' Association.

Bnnvnbag Seminars - Sponsored by the UMass AIDS

Research Unit, from 12 p.m. - 1 p.m. in 136 Arnold Ho

r\xi>Wbiti - The Eighth Annual Traditional Indian

Pow Wow i- tyunootod by Dr. Josephine White Eagle,

American Indian Cultural Center: The Five College In

dian Studies Program. The Pow-Wow begins at 1 1:30 am
at the Curry Huks ("age.

Sophomort Chemistry Seminar - "Robotics -

Automated Dissolution Totting in the Pharmaceutical In-

dustry." will be presented by the Chemistry department

in conjunction with Dr. Len Kostrk t'li/.r Central

h of Gronton. CT. The program will be at 1:25 p.m.

m LGRT 101.

SATURDAY, APRIL 6

Tag Sale - The Amherst Family Center will have it*

fifth annual tag sale at the North Congregational Church

at North Pleasant and Pine Streets. The sale features

children's clothing and toys priced from 25 cents to $2.

All proceeds benefit the Amherst Family Center.

(,l!o Performance — By Ken Matsuda at 8 p.m. in

Bezanson Recital Hall. Admission is free.

SUNDAY, APRIL 7

Support Group - Female partners of Bisexual Men will

meet at the Everywoman's Center in Wilder Hall. Con

fidentiality assured. For more information, please call

545-0883.
. ,

KFC
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5 pieces of Original Recipe or Tasty Crispy
J

2 Buttermilk Biscuits
j

2 Small Mashed Potato's «

I

Kentucky Fried Chicken at the

Mountain Farms Mall

Rt 9 Hadley

Open Sun-Thurs 10:30 am-ll:00 p.m.
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LOCAL
Basketball tournament
to come to Haigis Mall

( <>lli-Kmn photo by Currie W\»Mh

MAYBE A LITTLE LIGHTER ON THE EYE LINER, WADE - Bat-

ting champion Wade Boggs prepares for another season during train-

ing in Winter Haven, Florida last week.

Waltham fire kills one
WALTHAM (AP) - Authorities believe

the careless disposal of a cigarette caused

a weekend fire that killed a 53-year-old

man and injured six other people — five of

them firefighters.

Robert Arsenault. 53, died from burns

and smoke inhalation at Waltham Hospital

after the two-alarm fire late Saturday at

his home.
Another resident, Stanley Bubier, 39.

was in stable condition yesterday with

second- and third-degree burns at Brigham

and Women's Hospital in Boston.

Five firefighters also were injured in the

two-alarm blaze, which broke out around

5:30 p.m. Saturday at 171 Willow Street.

Deputy Fire Chief Paul Connolly said.

One firefighter was in stable condition at

Waltham Hospital, one was tended to for

smoke inhalation at Newton-Wellesley

Hospital and released, and the three others

were slightly injured and did not need to

be hospitalized.

The fire broke out in an upstairs room of

the two-story brick structure, Connolly

said. Five people live in the building.

The cause of the fire remained under in-

vestigation, but fire officials believe it was

caused by the careless disposal of a

cigarette, Connolly said.

By TAMIR LIPTON
Collegian Staff

It's being billed as Haigis Hoopla: The
biggest basketball bonanza ever to take

place in Western Massachusetts. And it is

coming to Haigis Mall, April 26 28.

The Hoopla part is a 3-on 3 basketball

tournament in which teams of four from all

over Western Massachusetts will compete

against one another for various prizes.

Some 12 Baskets will be set up at Haigis

Mall. If it rains, the event will be pushed

back to the following weekend.

Professor Glenn Wong, the head of the

Sport Management Program at UMass had

been thinking about offering a class in

Event Management for a long time. Wong's

problem was that he did not know what

kind of event to present.

"I had the idea of having some kind of

event and I've had all kinds of ideas," he

said "I've thought of running two pro ten

nis players and two celebrities and having

them play doubles, I've thought of having

boxing matches... and even bringing the

[Harleml Globetrotters to UMass."

Wong settled on basketball at the sugges-

tion of professor Peter Thomsen. professor

of the Event Management course.

"I knew Glenn was thinking about some

type of event management course."

Thomsen said. "The idea intrigued me and

I went to Glenn and asked him what he

thought about basketball. He said yes. and

here we are."

But putting together a festival of thi*

magnitude has been difficult, according to

Thomsen.
In the beginning, it was hard for the class

to get sponsors, but when the group inked

The Princeton Review and M&M Mars,

sponsors started to "snowball."

Since then. Coca Cola, Stop and Shop,

d'angelo, Silver Screen Design. Kinkos.

Cape Cod, Spalding, the National Basket

ball Association and the Town of Amherst

Leisure Services and Supplemental Educa

tion have all agreed to sponsor Haigis

Hoopla.

The biggest sponsor however, is WHMP
99.3 FM which has agreed to give up 150

spots of advertising time to advertise the

event and broadcast live from Haigis Mall,

the weekend of the festival.

According to Thomsen, the value of

WHMP's contribution is close to $4,000.

"Once M&M and the Princeton Review

agreed to sponsor us, things began to

snowball," said Bruce Cook, a student in

the class.

Wong said, "This whole thing was real-

ly started from scratch which I think is the

best learning experience for the students.'

The students were divided into groups.

some are in charge of advertising, others

publicity, sponsorship, etc.

"The class is great," Cook said. "It's more

like a business meeting than a regular

class."

Thomsen said, "It's been much more than

a typical class. It's always been fun and I'm

learning more as a teacher.

M&M Mars has donated 50 cases ofTwix
bars, Cape Cod has given 60 cases of potato

chips. Spalding has contributed 12 basket-

balls for prizes, the NBA is giving 36 hats,

there are t-shirts, sweat shirts, food. etc.

Teams will be charged $40 to compete

and each player will receive a bag full of

goodies, including a T-Shirt.

All proceeds will go to a scholarship fund

for a high school student in one of the thr.

counties.

"We talked about a lot of chariti.

Wong said. "I very much wanted
something in UMa—

i felt given the financial situation, that

this was where we might be able to help

out... and at least raise awareness of the

(financial) problem." he said.

The students meet with an advisory

board composed of nine faculty member-

from different parts of the school Th.-

board includes Wong and eight others. It

mtv.'s as a committee which oflbn -na-
tions and oversees much of the work which

is going on, according to Thomsen.

"The biggest concern I
now] is getting peo-

ple to sign up to play.'' Thomsen said. "Our
biggest challenge is to convince the

students that this is a big event

In fact, they are projecting 200 to 250

teams and 3,000 spectators

Wong said, "We are not calling th;

3-on-3 basketball tournament. thi> il

festival, we want to create a festive at

mosphere, we want people to come out and

have a good time.

"As you can see, we timed this event with

UMass doing well in basketball," he said

jokingly.

The fun starts Friday night with a pre-

event Registration Party featuring

members of the UMass basketball team. In

eluded will be an exhibition of thunderous

dunks and long range shooting.

No definite decision nas been made as to

whether the class will be offered again next

year, according to Wong.

gay rights
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

ing a gay civil rights law "would be a step

in the right direction, if it actually passes,"

although he said he is pretty pessimistic

that New Jersey will actually become the

third state to pass a gay civil rights law.

Currently only Massachusetts and

Wisconsin have passed gay civil rights

legislation.

Student victories

highlight Amherst
Town Elections
By ALEX DERING
Collegian Staff

The final results for the Amherst Town Elections have

been tabulated.

Francesca Maltese will serve a one-year term as

Moderator.

Incumbent Elisa K. Campbell was re-elected to serve

a three year term on the Select Board.

The two seats for School Committee, each of which has

a three year term, were won by incumbents Doris P. Cruz

and Katherine Vorwerk Feldman.

Vincent O'Connor and Allen Torrey each won a Hamp-

shire County Commission seat.

Running unopposed were Margaret Roberts, who will

remain at the Redevelopment Authority for another five

years, and Rosemary Sprague. who will serve as Oliver

Smith Will Elector for another year.

The complete list of students who won three year seats

on the Town Meeting is:

Precinct 2: Matthew C. Pavesi, Marjone C. Decker and

Hollis ¥,. Crowley.

Precinct 3- Kevin W. Newnan and Richard B. Rigney.

Precinct 1 I M I rowley III and Robert S. Murray

Sharon Ung lO»d Robert W. Witherall. two students

from Precinct 1 each won a one year term on the Town

Meeting.

Collf-*pan photo by Jeff Holland

FISHBONE FATALITY - Police escort an

overly zelous fan out of Thursday night's

Fishbone concert.

Irish Easter
Rebellion recalled

at memorial service
By JON MARCUS
Assoriatci Press Writer

BOSTON (AP) - Patrick Vaughan stood quietly as the

names of friends dead for three-quarters of a century were

read aloud beneath the flag of Ireland.

Vaughan, 91, survived the Irish Easter Rebellion of

1916. His brother John and 33 other men died. They were

remembered yesterday by the hoisting of the Irish flag

at Boston's City Hall.

"I'm pleased that this was done," said Vaughan, who

wore two faded medals on his chest. "I'm sorry that it

wasn't done a while back, that more ofmy buddies weren't

here.
,

"Too many people don't remember," he said. ' They ve

left it to us old-timers and we're dying out."

The rebellion was begun outside the General Post Of-

fice in Dublin on the Monday after Easter. 1916. It WAl

crushed within a week by British troops.

"Thus began modern Ireland," said Irish General Con-

sul Liam Canniffe. "We owe a lasting debt to the memory

of those 1916 men and women. Their sacrifice led to

change."
Canniffe. Vaughan and Boston Mayor Raymond Y lynn

helped raise the Irish flag over City Hall Plaza, where

it was to fly beside the city and U.S. flags for the ne<t

week.
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RESIDENTIAL EDUCATION/HOUSING SERVICES

IMPORTANT ROOM CHOOSING INFORMATION

spEc,Aic8raftSi
us,NC

Do you see yourself here?

Special interest housing communities have been

created by students and staff to enrich your on-campus

living experience through cultural, educational and socia

activities. They are an effective way for students to meet

people who share certain common interests and concerns.

Many special interest programs, or communities, otter

courses in the residence hall lounge, or at a nearby class-

room, and all offer the possibility of close relationships, and

shared activities.

If you elect to live in a special interest community,

vou of course retain all your rights and opportunities to

participate in all-hall and all-campus activities and pro-

gram.

Interested in applying?

Important! Filling out a specially stamped Housing

Preference Form requesting the specific program is essen-

tial. The Housing Preference Form (HPF) is made avail-

able at information meetings. If you miss the information

meeting, pick up your specially stamped HPF at the Hous-

ing Assignment Office, 235 Whitmore Administration

Building (545-2100), duringRoom Choosing- April 17-26.

Curious? Want more information?

Come to a scheduled information session, contact the

Cluster Office where the community that interests you is

located, or call Sally Majewski, Student Development

Coordinator, 545-0422.

Health f/ Fitness Programs

Two programs, located in John Adams and Dwight House, provide for students

interested in health, fitness, nutrition and/or -wellness' to live and work together in settings

which promote these common goals as a means toward healthy lifestyles.

JQA. Southwest Area, 545-1927.

Dwight Mouse, Northeast, 545-0888.

Tl.tirv. April 4 8:00 p.m. 19th floor JA

Tues., April 1 2 7:00 p.m. Dwlj-hl Rec Room

Butterflcld Dining Community

At nutterfield, mealtimes offer a unique opportunity for residen's to get to know

the approximately 130 other residents of this hall. That's because the hall is the only

residence on campus to operate its own kitchen and dining room. With the exception of

the chef, this dining arrangement is entirely student managed and staffed.

Butterfield. Central Area, 545-4209.

Thurs., April 1 1 7:00 p.m. Main lounge

International Program

Through living in a hall with other students from around the world, the Program

promotes and encourages American-International student relationships. Participants are

required to take a one credit colloquium on cultures. Thatcher House will

provide housing from September through May including Thanksgiving,

Intercession and Spring Break.

Thatcher House, Northeast Area, 545-2034.

Thurs., April 4 6:30 p.m. Thatcher Lounge

Wellness Program
The naker/Chadbournc/Greenough Wellness Program corridor is an alcohol and

drug free living option. Its purpose is to provide students who have made the choice not

to use alcohol or other mood altering substances (for any reason, including light or

occasional use), a supportive place to live. Students can also live off the corridor and be

part of the Wellness Program which includes support groups and student organized social

and educational activities.

Greenough House, Central Arca.545-4215

Tues., April 2 7 p.m. Greenough Lounge 1st floor

L.I.F.E. (Leadership Is A FUNdamental Experience)

The goal of the L.I.F.E. Program is to guide students toward successful

leadership, and the consideration of leadership, in a variety of contexts: the

classroom, the residence hall, and the campus community. Participation in a

one credit colloquium is required.

Coolidge, Southwest, 545-0368.

Wed., April 3 6:00 p.m. 5th floor Coolidge.

Progressive Eduction Project (PEP)

The Progressive Education Project (PEP), relies on active IJ^.^^J
students to extend the* own educational priorities into their residential |,v« PEP

orovides a supportive environment attuned to the needs of students partaking in altema-

SSetcafSEpin. (BDIC, Inquiry Program. STPEC. etc.) as we., as othersinterested

•n progressive education . Weekly discussions, lectures and workshops will be planned by

PEP students.

Cashin House, Sylvan Area, 545-0621.

Mon., AprllS 7 p.m. Cashin Lounge

Social Diversity Program

The Social Diversity Program provides a safe but challenging living environment to

educationally explore ,ssu« of drvercity (e.g.:^
sion disability oppression, anti-semitism. etc.). Programming events and actmties occur

throughout theTmester. Students can choose to enrol, in EDUC 290A: Social Drversity

in Education which is offered in Brett and fulfills a Gen Ed requirement.

Brett House, Central Area, 545-4218.

Mon, April I 7:00 p.m. Brett 4th lounge

Study-Intensive Communities

Located in John Ouincy Adam, snd Brook. House, both of these ~"""un
^
,es

provide a noise free (24 hour quiet) living environment. -^n <*«'™ 1

<

J™*^ "

social as well as academic - to enhance serious achievement while at the University.

CASLE Commitment of Academic Success Living Environment,

John Ouincy Adams Tower, Southwest, 545-3510

Study Intensive Community, Brooks House, Central Area, 545-4218

Wed.. April 3 *:30p.m. JQA 22nd floor lounge

Wed, April 10 7:00 p.m. Brooks 4lh floor lounge

*<5T~

Suite Group Housing

This living option is designed to assist students who wish to live ,n.rlose ?™™*l
to friends and associates who share similar interests. In the suites of the Sylvan residential

area students, m groups of 4 to 8. register with the Housing Assignments Office pnor to

the start of Room Choosing. „- llmn„ R„iid-
For more information, contact the Housing Assignment Office, 235 Whitmore Build-

ing. 545-2100.

The Hlchele Coeuz*o Human Kindness Pro|eett

sn\?Jm Helping Others Through Service' What does it mean to help others through service? In Lewis

kv A House this community explores and involves students in that idea^

1 V Residents participate in volunteer projects in the Amherst area and

I promote the spirit of human kindness through sponsorship of films.

programs, and discussions in the residence halls. Participation in a three credit seminar

is required.

Northeast Area, 545-2034.

Wed., April3 8:30 p.m. 117 Lewis

Multicultural Living Communities

The goal of these two programs, which are communities of ethnically integrated

floors, is to address social, academic, and cultural issues ind
I
needs of students of color

while they attend a predominantly white university. At ALANA emphasis is placed on

fosteringskills which lead to excellence academically, socially.and^B«»» *P^°" a
':

ly. The NUANCE Program emphasizes leadership and involvement in hall programs and

activities.

ALANA, Grayson/Field, Orchard Hill, 545^205

NUANCE, Gorman, Central Area, 545-2745 aV •

ALANA: April 3 7:00 p.m. Field Lounge

NUANCE: To Be Announced, call 545-2745

French, German, Japanese V Spanish Language Suites

This living/learning credited experience in Brown House provides an opportunity to

speak a foreign language and learn the culture. Two credit required course meets weekly

inthe suite Students at all levels of language skill are encouraged to participate.

Sponsored by Residential Academic Programs.

Brown House/Syrvan 545-0737; 545-2882.

Thurs., April 4 7:30 p.m. Brown House lounge.

The WorldWatch Program

This living option, designed by students, provides residents the op-

portunity to explore current environmental issues on both a global and local

level. There are three main components to the Worldwatch Project »

community service, community education, and an academic course. Par-

ticipation in a one credit colloquium is offered.

Webster House, Orchard Hill Area, 545^208

Thurs., April 4 9 p.m. Webster main lounge.

Non-Traditional Age Programs

There are three places in the residence hall system which provide older students the

opportunity to live and study with other undergraduates who are 23 »"<> £tr. in.a quieter

more mature environment. Each program has its own unique"P^d«^«n ' ™
'^

needs of those living in that particular residence hall community. The programs vary in

size snd residential locations.

McNamara House, Sylvan Area, 545-4255

Pierpont House, Southwest, 545-0890

Wheeler House, Central Area, 545-2745

Tues., April 2 8:00 p.m. Pierpont Lounge

Thurs., April 4 7:00 p.m. McNamara Rec Room

Wheeler To Be Announced, 545-2745

*3+

Editorial/Opinion
The opinions on this page are those of the individual writer or cartoonist and do not necessarily reflect the views of the Colleen or the Umversuy unless otherwise noted

George Bush is our shepard and we his flock of sheep
1992 is ever creeping near, and the ap-

proaching presidential election is gearing

down to be little more than a formality. The

electorate loves President Bush, and un-

naturally massive numbers support his

every move. There is talk of erecting

temples and shrines in his honor. Not even

Thomas Jefferson could beat him now, let

alone Jack Kennedy.

George Herbert Walker Bush — the

guiltiest man in American politics today —
will steal the show come election day. Flags

will flap in the breeze as the band wails

Hail To The Chief. The only person lea con

fused by the whole thing will be Dan

Quayle who will be out of a job, replaced

by weapons expert Colin Powell.

True lovers of liberty and justice will

shudder ... and shit in their pants. Once

again we will bear witness to the ignorance

and apathy which paralyzes the American

electorate, and ensures our own doom in

the process.

Along with his boys (North, Poindexter,

et al), George Bush is wanted by the Costa

Rican Democratic Republic for multiple

counts of drug dealing and illegal weapons

handling. And it was Bush's CIA that put

Noriega on the US payroll, in a position

Noriega used to further a cocaine and

money laundering business. As the brain

trust for the Contra arms felony, George

Bush was responsible for the death of over

260 U.S. Marines when Iran bombed a US
base in Lebanon with an American-made

warhead; one weapon of many sold to Iran

for money which Bush and then-President

Reagan used to finance an illegal war in

Central America.

The Bushman was also responsible for

ordering the illegal invasion of Panama.

Under General Bush's command, it was the

United States that broke Geneva Conven

tion rules by using unnaturally high fire

power in a residential neighborhood of

downtown Panama City.

Christopher Mattera

All these criminal acts of self indulgence

fall into shadow when compared with

Bush's latest atrocity, waging war in the

Middle East. With over one hundred thou-

sand Iraqis dead, most of whom were

civilians, this time should be one of na-

tional mourning and reflection. Instead,

President Bush calls for celebration and

speaks of Americans everywhere as

"heroes." And at a billion dollars a day,

Bush has bankrupted this nation.

Ethnocentric and immoral foreign policy,

coupled with economic ineptitude and

downright self righteous zeal is sure to be

a losing combination in a healthy

democracy...but in this country the elec-

torate is ill, and the case seems to be

terminal.

George Bush has a brilliant political

mind. The truth is, you can almost hear the

gears in his head grinding away when he

is asked a difficult question. Just like a cor-

rupt political computer, his brain is pro

grammed to churn out the right answer in

most situations. Not morally right ... just

Right. What ever answer will further his

cause, and semantics be damned. Even in

the infancy of career in public service Bush

had cultivated the proper mindset for his

business ... and the lessons he later learn

ed from Ronald Reagan - in the fine art

of image maintenance and holding an au

dience - promoted Bush to "Super Politi

cian" status. Never mind that he is a

greedy little bastard with a heart full of

hate. Never mind his personal agenda of

fascism guaranteed to whip this country

back well into the Dark Ages.

President Reagan, Bush's latter day men

tor and spiritual guru, is another brilliant

ly clear example of the electorate's dulled

senses at the polls. He won landslide vie

tories and enjoyed enormous popularity

despite his disregard for all that the flag

stood for ... yet it was in those same Stars

and Stripes in which Dutch wrapped

himself up, and proclaimed himself and his

people Holy. President bar-none. Reagan

sank America into economic disaster. He

ignored the Constitution, increased the na-

tion's oil dependence, decreased conserva-

tion efforts started by Jimmy Carter, and

pulled the financing of vital environmen

tal action.

Also, Mr. Reagan financed death squads

in El Salvador, Nicaragua, and Guatemala,

hailed corporate and governmental

criminals as heroes, invaded and lied about

invading Grenada, cracked jokes about

nuking Moscow, remained oblivious to the

rip-off at Housing and Urban Development,

traded weapons for hostages, ignored the

savings and loan scandal, and oversaw an

explosion of poverty and homelessness and

violence on this nation's streets. Yet

Ronald Reagan rode off into the sunset a

rich and comfortable man, surrounded by

a halo of denial.

The fact that the grounds for impeach-

ment and imprisonment were overlooked

is clearly the electorate's failing. In both

instances these two cheap-jack punks gave

us ample evidence, and plenty of time. But

they are heroes now. They are white men

who ran totally amok because they could,

because nobody, or at least not enough of

us, bothered to take the time to get outrag

ed. The nation sat stoned on the carefully

constructed images and PR bullshit of

these two cowboys. Rather, than shake off

the stupor of indifference and ignorance,

we are the electorate that gives the nod to

the highest approval rating of any

American President in the last century.

When George Bush wins reelection to four

more years of Gestapo ism, we all might as

well give up on this country until the year

3000 ... if he doesn't blow up the planet by

then.

Christopher Mattera is a UMass alumnus

Don't fool youself:

No talks with the PLO
This letter is in response to Hussein Ibish's article

("Palestine Power Play: Talk to the PLO," Mar. 26)

I hope you understand that during the Gulf Crisis,

without moving a soldier or firing a shot, Israel witness-

ed humiliation from her two worst enemies, Iraq and the

Palestine Liberation Organization. I am wnting this let-

ter so you will understand why Israel will not bow to

anybody, including her ally the United States.

If you think that articles can liberate Palestine then

start writing about the liberation of your own country,

Lebanon, which is under occupation by Syria, and leave

the issues of Palestinians and Israelis to themselves.

You forgot to mention in your articles from last semester

and this semester that Israel is not to be blamed for the

Palestinian situation. Palestinians could have had a state

larger than Israel if they had only accepted the 1947

United Nations partition plan. Instead they opted for a

war which they couldn't win. Having reached out for

everything, they were left with nothing. Hussein Ibisn,

don't be blind to the reality of history.

I doubt if there is a leader in history who has brought

so many calamities upon his unfortunate people as Yassar

A
Israel cannot deal with Arafat, the leader of the PLO,

because he has not really led, but has followed the whims

and caprices of his people. Instead of confronting them

with reality, he has fostered their capacity for illusions^

The Palestinians are drunk on words. When Saddam

Hussein threatened to destroy half of Israel they already

saw Tel Aviv in flames. When he invaded Kuwait and

defied successive UN resolutions they cheered him to the

echo, and it was Arafat who led the cheers.

Ibish, in politics you look for good friends, not tyrants

like Saddam Hussein, so next time tell us about the Kurds

who have been gassed. Since you are Phoeno-Arab what

are your feelings towards the Kurdish cause? Has Israel

gassed the Palestinians?

Let me tell you that few politicians are prepared to let

principle stand in the way of expediency but here was

a happy instance where principle and self-interest could

have been combined, 'if the PLO had sided with the UN,

the Palestinians would hot only have allied themselves

with legality, but with their own most consistent friends,

Kuwait and Saudi Arabia. ..._.__

I would suggest that the Palestinians in the territories

negotiate peace with Israel instead of Arafat, since they

have lost an opportunity to back a loser. Where they could

have been on the side of the victors, they are on the side

of the vanquished. Palestinians must come in touch with

reality. If they do, Israel is willing to talk peace. Land

is not negotiable.
William Landford

UMass

There's a killer in the road

His brain is squirming like a toad.

— J. Morrison

Whitmore here to help or hinder?
I have a dispute with Whitmore. I'm sure over the

course of your college career you've had or will have

a dispute with the place whose nickname - Whitless

- is an accurate description. My dispute involves the

Housing Assignment Office and its so-called Variable

Rate System. I'm living on campus in a double-single,

an unfortunate oxymoron in this case.

Joseph Montagna

It just so happens that my roommate last semester

chose to move out (thank God) leaving me alone. I

didn't ask for this arrangen ent but I didn't complain

about it. What I am complaining about is the Housing

Assignment Office forcing me to pay a $150 surcharge

because my former rommate disappeared and the ad-

ministration was unable to reassign another student

to my room. It's either that or move out. That's the

message I received in a notice that implied coughing

up the extra $150 was the best option.

I don't like it. I don't think that it's a reasonable

policy when students must pay for a convenience they

didn't request. I'm sure many would agree with me.

especially those who are victims of the VRS. It's either

pay of move with the VRS system - unfair but legal.

Even the sound of that abbreviation spells doom for

students. Well, what if you can't afford to pay yet

another fee and moving halfway through a semester

is nothing less than a major inconvenience?

I hate to whimper, but this brings up once again the

treatment of students by the administration. In my

nearly four years at UMass I haven't heard one good

word about Whitmore* less). In fact, I've heard some

awful things about it.

The lines, the fees the angry grimaces from students

and employers, just the whole condescending attitude

toward students makes traveling up that ramp to the

building unpleasant to say the least. I don't know,

maybe the higher-ups there are trying hard, and I

realize the difficulty of administrating a school this

size, but all I know is that dealing with Whitmore has

been one of the worst things for me personally and pro-

bably for most of us students here.

The last few generations of college students in this

country have sometimes felt oppressed by an

authoritarian, factory-style university system that's on-

ly interested in churning out students and making

money.
Often student have tried to make some changes by

working together. Some of that spirit is still with

students today and the VRS policy is an example why.

This could bring in a larger questioning of what the

higher education system in this country is really about

and how students are viewed by it. But that's another

story.
.

I do realize that there are other more important

things to complain about in the world. I also know that

we as students are fortunate to be here at this still fine

university. Don't get me wrong, I still think UMass

is a great school. But, as with everything, there are

drawbacks here; at UMass the biggest drawback is

Whitmore.
Joseph Montagna is a UMass student

HAPPY

From the Weld administration

"From your families to ows."

This Is not • P»W dvartlaamant
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Great selection

of books — all at
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VALLEY BOOKS
199 N. Pleasant Street

Downtown Amherst

Mon.-Fri. 10:30-5:30 256-1508
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NCAA talk

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 12

run there. For Greg Anthony, Anderson Hunt, Larry

Johnson and Stacey Augmon: Good luck men, you'll have

visions of dollar signs in your heads at night until the

NBA draft. I hope none of you have to take pay cuts,

though. «

No NCAA recap is complete without a mention ot

arachnophobia, which explained the Syracuse first round

choke to Richmond. The Spiders get my nomination for

the first annual 'Put garbage in its place' award. Please,

Billy Owens, declare hardship and enter the draft so we

can all remember how you left a loser.

For all you Temple haters, bear with me, cuz the Owls

showing in the NCAAs put a good light on the Atlantic

10. Remember how they didn't win the regular season ti

tie or the post-season tourney either, and yet they get to

the final eight? Congrats to Mark Macon! Good things

await you after graduation. You're a class act in my col-

umn. Just don't freakin' cross the Mass. state line.

Maybe you're wondering who I like in tonight's game.

and maybe you don't give a crap. Well at any rate, here

goes nothing. Kansas started slow, almost losing to Pitt,

but kicked butt against Indiana, Arkansas and North

Carolina. Alonzo Jamison could become the big star

against Duke tonight. Ya gotta love Adonis Jordan just

for his name.

On the other hand, there's the giant killers - Duke -

with Christian Laettner and Bobby Hurley. Hurley's been

effective when he hasn't been crying for his bottle. Laett-

ner should be a lock on this year's all-tournament team.

Don't just pencil in the Blue Devils as champs cuz they

beat UNLV.

I see a game of defense, but if Duke can use their height

advantage with Laettner, they can win. These teams are

pretty evenly matched, believe it or not. Look for Kansas

to hang very tough and beat the spread, but lose as the

Blue Devils become champs and non-chokers. In a year

when Dean Smith gets thrown out of a Final Four game

and UNLV loses, anything can happen.

41 OUT OF 50

STATES

HAVE OPTIONAL
RETIREMENT

Optional Retirement Plans (ORPs)

are an accepted part of American

public higher education Together

they form a nationwide, portable

pension system, allowing academic

mobility— which enriches experi-

ences, fosters the exchange of ideas

and learning, and promotes the cul-

tural and ethnic diversity of our

institutions and their communities.

Massachusetts needs a portable

pension system in order to compete with other states for high-

quality faculty and administrators during the current financial

crisis and in the future. A strong public university system is

essential for Massachusetts' long-term economic health.

WHY NOT HAVE AN OPTIONAL RETIREMENT PLAN
IN MASSACHUSETTS?

The proposed Optional Retirement Plan is carefully designed so

that it will not increase pension costs for the Commonwealth of

Massachusetts or its citizens. It will not have an adverse effect

on the Massachusetts Retirement System, nor will it require

additional administrative personnel.

TIAA-CREF is working with sponsors of legislation that

would allow the Board of Regents to establish an Optional

Retirement Plan in Massachusetts. In the last year alone, five

states have implemented ORPs, and California is in the process

of doing so now. Currently, ORP-type plans are offered in 41 out

of 50 states. And TIAA-CREF is the only organization chosen

in all 41 of those states.

PLANS.

WHY NOT
MASSACHUSETTS?

1

research community. We pioneered

pensions for your profession and

we have been leading the way

ever since.

Full Investment Choices— Sound

retirement investing requires both

security and growth: security, so

the resources are sure to be there

when the time comes; and growth,

so your retirement income will be

sufficient for the kind of retirement you want. TIAA-CREF

provides you with all of the investment choices you need— for

growth, diversification and safety.

Performance— The CREF Stock Account outperformed the

mutual fund industry averages for the last one-, five-, and ten-

year periods. The CREF Money Market Account has shown

excellent returns since its inception, outperforming the industry

average since May of 1988.*

Security— Your future is protected by the largest retirement

system in the world. We currently manage over $84 billion in

pension assets. Because of its stability, sound investments, and

overallfinancial strength, TIAA has received the highest possi-

ble ratingsfrom all three ofthe industry's leading independent

rating agencies: A+ (Superior)from A.M. Best Co. , Aaafrom

Moody's, and AAAfrom Standard & Poors.

DON'T LEAVE MASSACHUSETTS OUT OF THE PICTURE
Support ORP legislation. Join a

broad-based group of supporters in-

cluding academics, business people

and legislators who are monitoring

the Massachusetts ORP legislations

progress. For more information,

call or write:

TIAA-CREF:

THE POPULAR CHOICE
TIAA-CREF is building a sound

financial future for more than

1 ,000,000 people at over 4,500

institutions of higher education and

research. And over 200,000 retir-

ees are now enjoying the benefits of

their TIAA-CREF annuities. People

just like you. Here are a few good

reasons why:

Expertise-TIAA and CREF are

nonprofit organizations focused

exclusively on the education and

•Lippcr Analytical Services. Inc., Mutual Fund Performance Analysis Reports Growth Funds and General Equities Funds Averages, ending 12/31/90. Donoghue's Money Fund Averages/All Taxable.

For more complete information, including charges and expenses, call 1 800 842-2733, ext. 5509 far a prospectus. Read the prospectus carefully before you invest or send money.

•**>

o
* With ORP-Type Plans Without ORP-Type Plans

ORP legislation enacted in 1990; implementation pending.

TIAA-CREF
100 Oliver Street, Suite 3200

Boston, MA 021 10

1 800 842-2004

Ensuring thefuture

for those who shape it:

© 1991 TIAA-CREF

ARTS & LIVING
The trouble
with Jack
LOS ANGELES (AP) — Death and destruction accom-

panying the drug-gang movie, New Jack City has put the

movie maker on the defensive.

Shootings and rioting arrived with the release of the

Warner Brothers film, based on the life of Harlem Drug

lord, Nickie Barnes. A man was killed in New York and

disturbances erupted in Chicago, New Jersey, Nevada and

Los Angeles.

Warner Brothers spokesman Robert Friedman said na

tionwide only one cinema pulled the movie.

"Ninety-nine percent of the American theaters have no

problems whatsoever," he said. "Unfortunately, where

youths get together, there are often problems."

New Jack City placed second in the weekend box office

tally with an impressive $7 million plus in receipts on only

862 screens. But the film probably won't go into expand

ed release.

"Films like this have a limited market. It won't go any

wider," said John Krier of Exhibitor Relations Co., which

monitors motion picture performance.

The film stars Wesley Snipes as a flashy, ruthless crack

dealer. Rap artist Ice-T, Judd Nelson and director Mario

Van Peebles play policemen out to destroy his drug em-

pire. The dealer is eventually brought to justice, but is

not punished. Instead a citizen takes the law into his own

hands.

Peebles insisted that the film doesn't incite violence and

is in fact an anti-gang movie.

Controlled cacophony kills crowd
By DANIELLE DOWLING
Collegian Staff

and PHIL STRAUB
Collegian Correspondent

Surgery, Cop Shoot Cop, Unsane
Davis Student Center
Friday, March 29

God made distortion, and it was good.

That's what I thought to myself as I stood there in

the Davis Student Center at Smith College Friday

night privy to the pulverizing sounds of Unsane, Cop
Shoot Cop and Surgery It was a true orgy of noise,

distortion and feedback.

Unsane was the first band up with an in-your-face

approach that viciously attacked the senses with an

immense wall of distortion. Their mosh-inducing

rhythm section coupled with a guitarist that played

way too fast and way too hard could have been easily

accepted by any good thrash audience near you.

In fact, the guitarist played his instrument so hard

that he broke a string twice, at one point leaving the

rhythm section to show their wares. One can see why

they are a highly-touted rhythm section on the lower

East side of New York City. One can't help but think

that these guys will make themselves known to

households across the country in the near future. They

deserve to.

CONTINUED ON PAGE 8

CoUrcian photo by Aaron Webator

Todd Ashley ofCop Shoot Cop at the Davis

Student Center Friday night.

What's alright for Goodfellas is not alright for Jack
a m. m 11 *t 1 * 1_ -a. a, 1 _&Mn«/*nn /tUnir (lpn t UarU

By MARK ANDERSON
Collegian Correspondent

"I didn't like New Jack City because I

thought it glamourized [gang violence] .

. I think Goodfellas deserves to win the

Oscar for best picture." — film critic Gene
Siskel on Late Night With David Letter

man, Thursday, March 14.

I used to think Siskel had a clue. I'd ex

pect this kind of colorized hypocrisy from

an industry Yes-Boy like Rex Reed or Joel

Siegel. But THIS from a man who hyped
Roger and Me and Do the Right Thing last

year when both went virtually unnoticed

at the Oscars? I'm disappointed.

As some might be inclined to say, DONT
BELIEVE THE HYPE!
The recently-released Mario Van Peebles

picture New Jack City begins with the

dubious claim (courtesy of a crew straight

outa Compton) "You are now about to

witness the strength of street knowledge."

Rather surprisingly, it delivers. Not always

a pretty sight, but it delivers.

And it's a credit to the writers (Thomas

Lee Wright and Barry Michael Cooper) and

Mr. Van Peebles that this movie doesn't

shortchange its subject by presenting us

with another Beverly Hills Schlock. A few

dopey Hollywood scenes notwithstanding,

the reels contain hard-as-hell material that

isn't about to compromise its gangsta lean

for the It's-Okay-For-Italians-But Not-

Africans suckers like Siskel.

Overall, this picture is a fine piece of

celluloid with some great performances by

Wesley Snipes and rapper/social critic Ice

T. Having not seen Goodfellas, I can't com

ment on its worthiness for the industry's

best picture award. I'm sure it was good

too. The biggest downer about this whole

incident on Letterman, though is that it

reads like a weathermap.

(To borrow from the recent lecturer Kris

Parker) Sleep Techniques like the above

quote will keep the masses away from New
Jack City and keep the Godfather sequels

and look-alikes coming straight outa

Hollywood. I hope I'm wrong. But I have

a hunch that the messages (they are there)

will scarcely make it out of the inner city

environs they were filmed in.

It's a pity too, because like most of Ice

Ts work, behind all the bragging, violence

and gutterspeak, lies some of the strongest

anti-drug and anti gang messages around.

Of course, the media will continue to focus

on the packaging and disregard entirely

the package contained therein.

And as for glamourizing the gangsta

lifestyle, even disregarding the above

hypocracies, (once again) DONT BELIEVE
THE MUH FUHN HYPE! Certainly,

violence is all over the place and New Jack

City more than earns its R rating. (I'

wonder such a potentially controversial

film wasn't slapped with an NC-17

albatross.) But this movie glamourizes

gang violence like Jams glamourized

swimming.
So go see New Jack City. See it expecting

to be affected by the graphic violence and

snapshots of street-life. Then remembei

that was exactly the film's intent. And

don't forget these frightening images tht

next time you hear your nightly news pro

gram tally "just another gang murder"

Judd Nelson (left) and Ice-T star in New Jack City.

Photo courtrny Warner Bro».

•***•*•****:

r^r^r^r=Jr=^r=ir=^r^r^r=^r=Jr=^^

Minority Student Stress

Getting Through the University

On Wednesdays in April from 4:00-4:45 pm Lynette Bloise

and E. Bruce Taub-Bynum from University Health Services

will be holding a group entitled "Minority Student Stress:

Getting Through the University". Topics will include:

4/3/91 Racism in the Academic Setting

4/10/91 Dealing with Non-Minority

Relationships

4/17/91 Intergroup Relationships: Sex,

Peers and Being Your Own Self

4/24/91 Open Discussion

The group will meet in the New Africa House. Please check

with the office (5-0031) about the room location.

B
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India Print Mm9sL»Tl) y*< Chinese

Bedspreads
| xg f Chains Shoes

Good Things

For 18 Years and Were Still Here

Blouses Skirts Dresses

RumsH o$> (8)tItM t Ea rr l n a s aj^ALI

SSL JS& C'°thing
-_ Br..t Gifts & C«rd»

^Mercantile
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Sim 12-3
Daily 10-6

Northampton- 18 Center St.

Amherxt-Carriage Shops

SO to 50
off select.
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Surgery, Cop Shoot Cop and Unsane
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 7

Cop Shoot Cop's set was more of a premeditated assault

on the crowd. Whereas Unsane had more free-form

embellishments in their live performance, it seemed as

if Cop Shoot Cop knew what they wanted to do to the

crowd before they had even begun. The drummer's kit,

consisting of a snare drum, pots and pans and something

that looked like a very large cheese grater, gave their

otherwise tight sound a urban immediacy.

It took the first four or five songs for Cop Shoot Cop to

achieve the intensity worthy of the audience's attention.

At this point, it was as if something just snapped and they

suddenly spewed forth unto the crowd a variety of entran

cing rhythms and mind-blowing samples.

Surgery was the last on the bill as well as being the most

accessible group of the night. They had a straightforward

indie-rock sound that seemed to please the crowd. The

handful of people that were moshing about for Cop Shoot

Cop and Unsane were joined by many others when

Sponsored|
by the
Underg raduate
Business
Club

A
NEW

DAY IN...

lYORK CITlY!!

RADIO
CITY

Trump
Tower

Date
Cost:
$25

Friday, April 19th

$20 for members
for non-members

Surgery played. There was no stage diving, however as

the half-foot platform used as a stage would not allow for

Surgery's set seemed to lack a certain intensity that was

prevalent with Cop Shoot Cop's and Unsane's. Maybe it s

because they seemed too practiced to hit the crowd with

an spontaneous outburst of insanity, but admittedly some

malaise during Surgery's set could be attributed to the

lack of beer for as they went on, the concession stand ran

out Nevertheless, the privleged few who attended left the

show pleasantly intoxicated by the overflow of distorted

noise that so gracefully enveloped the Davis Center.

D00NES5URY
By GARRY TRUDEAU

THE FAR SIDE

By GARY LARSON

Tickets will be on sale

April 1-12!

For tickets and more info

check the bulletin board
in the S.B.A. Lobby

PIP YOU HEAR lA/EMIGHT
NOWR STUCKH5RB UNTIL,

LABORCW*
I SUCKS. POTTIT?

AN0THER9MMR
tNTHPOW

ITS BOOPSie I'M W0RRJ5P
ABOUT. SH&S60TTA 8ZG0IN'
NUT5! I'M JUSTGLAP SHCS IN
A MIUTARY FAMILY SUPPORT

/ GROUP.

MILITARY
FAMM SUPPORT
GROUP? IN

MAUBU*

...ANPUHAT
IfHeCOMtS
HOMHINTHZ
MlPPteOP
PILOT SCASON*

I

VEAH,
ttfHAVB
UV&NOW!

OKAY,
SBTTIS
POWN/

CALVIN AND HOBBES

"It's Mrs. Griffin across the hall. ... Seems a giant

tentacle smashed her door in today, grabbed her little

shih tzu, and dragged It away. ... She called the

Harrisons, but their squid is over at the par*!"

By BILL VATTERSON

Collegian photo by Aaron Webstei

Angelo Moore of Fishbone crawls across

the crowd in the Student Union Ballroom

Wednesday night. It was quite a night indeed

with Moore's indecent exposure and the

crowd's exposure to some new tunes off of

the group's anxiously-awaited album, which

will be released in April on Columbia.
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If you don't know how to get

there from here call the...

INFORMATION
DATA
BANK

IDB is a walk-in and telephone referral service which

maintains information on University administrative and

academic policies and procedures; schedules (e.g., bus,

library, athletic); health and public safety issues; housing

and food services information; student organizations

and activities; and a variety of other topics.

The goal of IDB

is to make a sometimes seemingly

complex institution easier to comprehend

and negotiate.

Call the Information Data

Bank at:

Summer Conference Housing

REX ROCKETT By IRA SHERAK

SUMMER EMPLOYMENT
Summer Conference Housing coordinates dormitory

housing for 8,000 - 1 0,000 conferees during June, July

and August. Employment with SCH provides work

experience in an academic setting, an introduction to

the hospitality industry and an opportunity to earn

money.

OVER FIFTY POSITIONS AVAILABLE!!
The job titles include:

Registrar

Operations Co-Supervisor

Accommodations Supervisor

Operations Crew Member

Office Manager
Key Control Supervisor

Desk Clerk

TANGELO PIE

*JL^

By Tin SNIFFEN

545-1555

Salary Range: $5.25 - $7.00 Per Hour
Work Schedules: Part & full time openings available,

including all shifts, weekdays and weekends

APPLICATIONS AND
GENERAL INFORMATION AVAILABLE

FROM MARCH 27, 1991 - APRIL 10, 1991

AT
The University Conference Services Office

918 Campus Center (Ninth Floor)

APPLICATIONS ACCEPTED UNTIL:

4 p.m., Wednesday, April 10, 1991

Tha University of Massachusetts Is an Affirmative Action/Equal Opportunity Employer
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IDB is a service of the Dean of Students Office and is

located in Whitmore in the lobby at the top of the ramp

(north side)
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YOUR DAILY HOROSCOPE
By JEANE DIXON

ARIES (March 21-April 19) Pay at-

tention to other peoples good
ideas A joint investment opportuni-

ty may arise Express your thoughts

clearty to avoid misunderstandings

Postpone a shopping trip

TAURUS (April 20-May 20) A

great day for finalizing business

negotiations. Those who have

taken positive steps will soon see

their incomes rise Any trips you plan

now could be delayed Stay close

to home base
OEMINI (May 21-June 20) Back

off for a while and others will come
to you. Do things that are in your

best interest. Sign papers after con-

fferring with lawyers Surround

yourself with familiar faces this

evening
CANCER (June 21-July 22) Con-

centrate on getting joint financial

affairs in order Two heads are bet-

ter than one when ^looking for

ways to reduce expenses, increase

savings Believe in yourself and suc-

cess will swiftly follow 1

LEO (July 23-Aug. 22): Simplifying

your day-to-day schedule will

reduce tension. Continue to

develop the spiritual side of your

personality Those who have

doubted you in the past will do a

complete turnaround

VIROO (Aug 23-Sept 22) Draw

on your experiences and you will

stay on the right track in business

What you feel, what you can ex-

press - an to attentive audience.

Look beyond appearances when

you meet someone new
LIMA (Sept 23-Oct 22) You

benefit by doing something for a
humanitarian cause The public s

response to your ideas wiU delight

you. Anticipate possible setbacks

and have alternatives in mind

SCORPIO (Oct 23-Nov 21) New
creative and emotional fulfilment

are Kkety now Share your newfound

happiness with someone special

Lavish love on a child and watch

the trust between you grow
stronger

SAGITTARIUS (Nov 22-Dec 21)

Be receptive to new ideas and sug-

gestions, even if some of them

seem a bit risky Only by consider-

ing all of your options can you be
certain of making the right decision

CAPRICORN (Dec 22-Jan 19)

Your ability to adapt to unusual cir-

cumstances is heightened today A

love relationship reinforces your

idealism Mull over complicated

policy matters before taking a

public stand

AQUARIUS (Jan 20-Feb. 18) A
new friendship could bring many
benefits. Working from behind the

scenes gives you certain advan-

tages You will have greater suc-

cess in romance if you quit wearing

your heart on your sleeve

PISCES (Feb 19-March 20) Your

career recieves a welcome boost,

thanks to someone else's actions.

Set a good example by getting the

day off to an energetic start Old

loyalites could be tested

QUOTE OF THE DAY

"The reason people sweat is so they

won't catch fire when making love

— Don Rose
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•
lacrosse wins first ofseason at St. John 's

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 12

quarter.

The defensive line up of tri-captain Rick Mulhns, Cor-

ey Cronin and Gary Wood refrained St. John's attack to

eight shots on goal in the third quarter. A John Salerno-

Bolger combination was the only goal allowed by Ted

Kellerman. Kellerman finished the game with 15 saves.

With five minutes remaining in the third, St. John's was

called for its first penalty of the game. But UMass was

unable to capitalize on any of the three man-ups allowed

in the second half.

Millon again exploded to the net three minutes into the

fourth, unassisted. Salerno answered unassisted with the

ninth and final goal for St. John's at 9:39.

Millon netted his fifth and final goal for UMass soon

after, followed by Guaglianone-McAleavey and

McAleavey-Kushner combinations.

McAleavey is just seven points shy of breaking Jeff

Spooner's 077) career assists record of 141 points.

^ legal Assistants Wanted^
Legal Services hJfpositions available for legal assistant interns for the Fall

*91 semester, this program offers a challenging opportunityJpr students

from a varie^of majors and disciplines to gain valuable legal experience.

Intern responsibilities include:

• Qient interviewing;

• Qpmposing documents;
• Giving acrvice and referrals;

• ^Maintaining a continuing caseload; and

• Investigations and research. ^

Up to 15 crelfemay be earned. Apply earry! Contact Legal,£eWes, 922

Campus Center, 545-1995. Start the application process today?

Legal Assistants Wanted

STEINBECK COLLISION
REPAIR

& AUTOBODY

53 So. Prospect — Amherst Center
256-8157 256-1385

S

•

I

• Accepted by all insurance companies for

collision repair or glass replacement

• Imports & other unibody vehicles

are our specialty

REMEMBER it's your car and your choice

of repair facilities

CLIFFSIDE
APARTMENTS

Affordable, Quiet &
Convenient

1 & 2 Bedrooms
from $400/month

ALL UTILITIES
INCLUDED

5 miles to UMASS
On Sunderland Bus

Route

Pool, Tennis & More

Furnished Apartments

also available

Accepting applications

for September

Ask about our tree rent

special

?m Amherst Rd (Rte 116)

Sunderland 665-3958

COLLEGIAN MONDAY, APRIL 1,1991
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baseball faces URI today

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 12

tributed to UMass' demise. URI's Ralph Cerato, the Rams'

number eight hitter, led his team with three hits and two

runs scored.

In the second game against the Rams, which will be

finished today, Jim Telgheder fell into the same traps

which Stone said are holding back the UMass pitching

staff.

"We have to pitch more aggressively," Stone said. "Our

pitchers have been throwing tentatively, throwing high

and falling behind in the count. That leads to our defense

playing tentatively as well."

UMass managed to jump back into the game and take

the lead, sparked by Bright's second homer of the trip.

And while Graziano was on the mound with two outs and

none on in the seventh, a win looked imminent. But a

walk and a home run later, it was a tie ballgame, and

that's where the Rams and Minutemen will pick it up

today. ^ ____

ANDY'S SECRETARIAL SERVICE

April 2nd • 7 p.m.
Universe-Matt Dufresne

on Training Back
Members FREE Non member $6

Fitness
Center
mherst ^^flex

Report* Term Papers

Typing and Quality Word Processing

Resume Consultation

Temporary Help For Any Office

Fast Affordable Service

241 King St. Northampton 584-1000

^JJJI IMf • •• *'* ' *

v 256-1616 '

ersCa'

fast

friendly

delivery
256-8911

> Hadley

•i 535-1111
•: S. Hadley

Pick-Up Or Delivery

2 SMALL Pizzas

2 toppings

ONLY $9.99
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Piek-Ul> <>> Delivei v

Large Cheese with

l -Topping Pizza

Only $5.99
2nd pizza only $5

One Coupon Per Person

Offer expires 5-30-91

DKMVKKKD IN

:I0 MIN. OH I.KSS

NO I tiOOl) Willi WY
til III i; OKKKH

50C OFF
ANY CALZONE

r 8/30/91 - one coupon per Colzone - Delivery Only

"
$VIoo OFF

=1
»

ANY 2 CALZONES
i exp 8/30/91 - one coupon per 2 Colzone* - Delivery Only I I
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ACTIVITIES

AN EXHILARATING Whitewater rafting trip

inexpensive weekend getaway Meghan
253*459

INTERESTED IN HUMANE EDUCATION
and helping abandoned cats on campus 9

Call UMass pets 546-2191 -546-5777

MONDAY 6PM IN CAMPUS CENTER.
Angela Davis film and refreshments Join

in the fun 1

SUMMER FUN! Professional experience

and academic credit Student Conservation

Association learn more Wednesday April

3rd 7 00pm Hills North 101

FOR RENT

1 BEDROOM. Colonial Village

Take over lease Start June 1

Last month rent free $400/month

Contact 253-7643

4 BEDROOM APT FOR RENT
Off Mam St -on bus route

Starting 6/1 •BBOmo Heat included

Call 256-4236

EARN $300/$500 PER WEEK
Reading books at home
1*15-473-7440 Ext B281

Call

HEY MR SENSITIVE
Smile & Happy Belated Birthday

Love, your one and only

THE UNION
VIDEO
CENTER

Trains students in

all aspects of

video production

Stop by our
offices by the

Commuter Lounge

OUR BEAUTIFUL RANCH HOUSE is still

available for rent for next year Call now

549*951

TAKE OVER OUR LEASE^ Large^ one

bedroom apartment in Brandywine $480.

heat included 549-0434

FOR SALE

10 SPEED BIKE
$100 or BO -caH

Lisa 549-4324

CUBE REFRIGERATOR. $30 00 delivered

542 2569

ANNOUNCEMENTS

BED AND BREAKFAST- downtown Ideal

for visiting parents and friends- 549-0733

ENDLESS SUMMERI Alaska jobs

Women/men. to $600/wk Airfare plus

room/board free Canneries hiring now! In-

formation: 1(900)968-5152 Ext 170

$3/mmute (4 min max/refundable)

HEADING FOR EUROPE this summer? Jet

there anytime for $160 with AIRHITCH (r)

(Reported in NY Times and Let's Go!)

AIRHITCH (r) 212-864-2000

APTS. FOR RENT

FUTONS
Metawampe
Top quality gold bond futons

Delivery anywhere in U S A

Sleep with us and save 1

1-800-3FUTON1

NEED A COMPUTER? I sell PC's and

Macs very competitive
f"«- •?2**"3d

individual attention Call Dana 54*3933

SCUBA GEAR fins mask snorkel BO

rSSS* s"* •tec,nc H" 58M973

YAMAHA 140W W—*-»»-*'* «
BO Technics 50W receiver Digital tuner.

To presets, etc $125 or BO 6-2801

EASY WORK! Excellent pay' Assemble

products at home Call for information

504 641*003 Ext 596

INTELLIGENCE JOBS. All branches

US Customs. DEA etc Now hiring

Call (1)805-962-8000 Ext K 9616

NANNIES NEEDED. Wonderful families

Great agency provides guidance, network

moi
Oneon One. Inc 93 Mam St Andover

MA 01810 (800) 686*269

PART-TIME truck driving positions''

$7 50 to $10 00 per hour- no experience

necessary (617) 237-5520

RAPIOLY EXPANOUG ORGANIZATION.
seeking FT and PT energetic people 1-3K

PT 3-5K FT possible Students are en-

couraged to inquire Set your own hours

and pay for school
203-749-1755
413-549*107

RECYCLING PROGRAM ASST NEEDED
Start June. July or August full-time and work

part-time during school year Call Shenll

545-1153

CONGRATULATIONS KARLAI
You finally got it (How many karats7 )

TO THE GUV with curly brown hair carry

mg the keyboard in the AC Campus Center

on 3/26 - Our eyes met I was intrigued If

you were. too. Ill be there again tomorrow

night The girl m the red sweater

HEYIII
It was RUSSEL SEETO S birthday Friday

so say happy belated b-day if you see
GUS

l-N-T-E-R-E-S-T-l-NG

SUMMER W/ FALL OPTION Large room

in S Amherst condo Pool, central A/C

washer/dryer parking On bus route Cool

roomies, perfect summer pt*ce' Call Joe

253-2696

TAKE OVER OUR LEASE. JuneAugust

Fall option Colonial Village 2 bedroom

apartment $475 montii plus utilities Call

256-4167

YOUR CHOICE
1 bedroom Brandywine apt available for

June-August reasonable rent all utilities in-

cluded except electric

OR
2 bedroom in Townehouse Apts available

tor 1-4 people, very reasonable rent Fan op-

tion available for 1 or 2 spots

Call Nicole al 549*001 after 6pm

UPTOWN ABOVE BUFFALO BILLS

Summer w/ fall oplon

One bedroom, hardwood floors

Rent negotiable cal Mark 549*328

TRAVEL

AIRLINE TICKET female o w to Honolulu

from Boston via San Fran Apr 11

$150VBO Todd 548*024

SUMMER SUBLET

ROOMMATE WANTED
2 BEDROOM PUFFTON APT. available

June 1st with tad option Great for 34 room

mates' CaH evenings 549-5990 ASAP

AMITY PLACE
2 females. 1 bedroom w/ private bath

Nonsmoking, quiet house, wash/dryer

Furn LR/DR Sept-Jun 275 ea

54H379

•INTERNSHIPS-

HOUSEMATES: summer wi tall option m/1

1 5 mm to Amherst, modem apt in country

setting Call Becky 1*24-3200

LOOKING FOR 2 FEMALES for 1 roonTin

Brandywine Furnished Util mcl Take over

June 1 CaH Becky 549*715

"AVAILABLE"
Summer Sublet at

Mill Valley Estates

Beautiful Apt

2 bedroom. 2 bathroom

CaH 253*861 or 253-2178

—CALIFORNIA OR BUST!
Make all the nght moves For

information about our resource

guides write to California

Information Services Suite 1 14

858 Third Ave Chula Vista. CA
91911

FALL 1991 INTERNSHIPS with the Legal

Services Center, get hands-on experience

in the legal field-work directly with attorneys

and clients Earn up to 15 undergraduate

credits No experience necessary-training

provided Apply early' Contact Legal Ser-

vices today 54il995. 922 Campus Center

Start the application process NOW'

BRANOYWINE APT
Looking tor one or more to take

over lease (June. July. August)

$130 00/mo
Incl Pool, Air Cond

Close to two bus routes

Call Matt 549-3762 -leave message

TYPING/WOROPROCESSING

ARE YOU SICK Of TYPING?
-

Fast and Accurate
Typing/Wordprocessing
Free Laserprinting

549-4600:CALL BECCA 549 433

CAMPUS PICKUP- Delivery -last cheap ac-

curate -Lisa 256*695 -CAN LEAVE
MESSAGE

SERVICES

LEGAL QUESTIONS? The Legal Services

Center offers free legal assistance to tee-

paying students Contact uset 922 Campus
Center. 545-1995

BRANOYWINE APARTMENT
Spadous dean 2 bedroom apartment.

$ 1 BSMwnth per person, includesf^T^y
but etectifLity On bus route. A/C, pool

Please caH 549*092
Debbie/Enca

FAST, ACCURATE TYPING w/ spellcheck

and boldface $1 45/pg CaH Greg 546-2548

PAPERS, $1 50/pg Resumes laser printed

Fast, professional, affordable

KCOMMUNrCATIONS. 256*373

•LAST CHANCE INTERNSHIPS-

SPRING SPECIAL .99 cent* one month
rent with one year lease 2BR $450. 3BR
$537, in Sunderland Free bus route, laun

dry facilities, pool, garden plots Short term

leases available 665-3856

FOUND

FOUND: Stiver pm with centre stone Phone

546 3662

AUDIO/VIDEO ENTERTAINMENT

THIS FRIDAY, APR*. FIFTH
~

is the last day to contact the Legal Ser-

vices Center about a fall 1991 internship'

Get hands-on experience in the legal field

Work directly with attorneys and clients

Earn up to 15 undergraduate credits No ex-

perience m the legal profession required-

training is provided Contact Legal Services

today 545-1995, 922 Campus Center

LOOKING FOR A JOB?
Obtain a lifting of cmr

300 Boston srea employers

on adhesive labels for

$19 95, send check to the

Employment Assist Center

8 Douglas Road. Dept 22
Lexington. MA 02173

PREGNANT?
Need a pregnancy test, information or sup-

port'' CaH tor free and confidential services

ALTERNATIVES 33 Main St. Northampton

586-3000 or Greenfield 774*010

USED STEREO COM-
PONENTS/VCRSrTVS: We buy. sell *

trade quality equipment, all price ranges

Call anytime for complete list S/A/V Ex-

change 256-0941

AUTO FOR SALE

1980 PONTIAC PHEONIX
Runs well, stereo
$400 549-1897 evenings

1984 TOYOTA COROLLA Automatic 4

door sedan good condition AM/FM tape

$1800 -Call 508-544-3861 After 5pm

DODGE DART 300 00/Plymouth Valiant

500 00 Both negotiable or trade for

mtnbike, both run great Call Sheila

253 9869, 256 1261 M-F 9-5

ENTERTAINMENT

RACK A DISC is still the best lor DJ sand
live entertainment Call anytime 586 9900.

ask about our specials

BOOK YOUR PRIVATE PARTIES at

Twisters Call 253-2663

HELP WANTED

ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYMENT
Fisheries «*rn ** °° *

'"TrJL oSS
transportation! Room and board' Over 8 000

openngs No experience necessary Male

oTtomal. For 68 p»ge employment

manual, send $8 95 to M«L Research, Box

84008. Seattle, WA 98124

Satisfaction Guaranteed

ARE YOU ENTHUSIASTIC and depen-

dable? Would you enjoy working in

marketing or management with a company

that truly appreciates its staff?

(617) 237 5520

COUNSELORS, coed camp in Bershires

(220 campers/85 staff) has openings for

head and assistant instructors in Water

Iront(WSI). head lakefront(small crafts),

video'filmaking. tennis, arts 4 crafts, com

puters. hiking, drama, canoeing a'chery

gymnastics, piano accompanist hwseback

ndinq(wostern), and bunk unit heads for

male groups Good salaries Friendly a

mosphere June 17 August 18 Contact

Barry M 665 2977

LOST SUBLET

$10 REWARO for gold leaf earring Call

545-4389

LOST BROWN LEATHER WALLET
TUESDAY 3/26

Big Reward
If found please call Peter

549*642

AVOID THE RUSH
Summer with fall option

Large room for one or two

In Presidential Apt

On bus route Min to campus
CaH Beth 549-4035

ONE BEDROOM IN BRITTANY, bus route

A/C $2S0/month neg CaH 253-4194 Leave

message

pfKJFESSkjftATwOMEN SEEKSTsurnrner

sublet in Amherst or environs Must be

clean and comfortable Price negotiable

Contact Jacqueline M 902 1 1th Ave No 3

HumingtonW V 25701 304-523-5404

PUFTTON VILLAGE. 1 bdrm"tvail 2 bdrm

apt Low rent w/ util incl

Female only w/ fall option

CaH 549-7406

SUBLET OUR SPACIOUS 3-BEDROOM
Apartment from June-August

In Hadley
On busline

Call Martin Laura or Roz 586*823

PAPERS, DISSERTATIONS, RESUMES.
graphs, laser printing Rosemary -caH

25*1786

WANTED

MOTORCYCLE

CNTR Of AMHERST, 1BDR Apt .

WaH. -Move in now' No rent until 6/1

& util. fall opt. 538-3025

Wall 2
425mo

HONDA INTERCEPTOR
VF500F 1985 ex cond

Well maint 1500/BO
Sean 253-7178

PERSONALS

CARRIATHIN,
What better day than

today for six months with

s tool? I'll love you

always, even during schmegies'

Goofy Boy

GREAT HOUSE TO SUBLET with lease op-

tion 4 bedroom house, wall to wall carpet,

dishwasher, on bus route, cheap furniture

Call now 253-3189

GREAT HOUSE TOSUBLET for the sum-

mer with lease option House is on bus line,

5 minute walk to campus, quiet

neighborhood, screened in porch, parking

and more! CaH now' 549*508 Leave a

message

SUMMER SUBLET
1 bedroom apt

Crestview
Call 549*503

SUMMER SUBLET
2-3 people fail option

Mill Valley Apts

2 bedrooms available

2V4 bath on bus route

Call 256-1202

ADULTS WITH HEARING LOSS needed to

participate in a listening study You will be

paid for your time Please call Kevin at

545-0298

WANTED FOR RENT

HELP! We need a 3 bdrm apartment in

Puftton We'll take your lease Call Lisa

546-5765 or Beth 546-3494

WE WANT TO TAKE OVER your house

lease starting in June or September Prefer

rably a large house in Amherst Call

549-7133

WE WANT TO TAKE OVER your lease 1

Looking for a 4 bedroom house very close

to campus Please give us a call and leave

a message 253 0999

SUMMER SUBLET tall option 1 bedroom

apt 515/mo Presidential Apts 549-8397

YET ANOTHER SUBLET: 1 or 2 rooms in

6 brm hse Logtown rd on bus 290/mo

flexible Jun-Aug opt to renew Come see 1

253-9949 Greg/Kristin
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Sports
Claffey throws no-hitter, softball takes own tournament
By THOMAS A. GEORGE
Collegian Correspondent

Few things are as painful as catching a flaming soft-

hall with a cold hand, on a cold day, in a cold glove.

One of them is facing Darlene Claffey.

Claffey led the University of Massachusetts softball

team to a clean sweep of the UMass Invitational Tourna-

ment against Maine, the United States Military Academy

and Vermont.

The sophomore hurler earned a no hitter in the team I

home opener against Maine, driving the team to a 6-0 win.

She put one runner on bast- and had six strikeout.- in the

outing H. n pitching record stands at 6-3.

its nice to start that way. when you get home, she

said.
,

•She did a great job." said head coach Elaine bortino.

"I can't even tell vou how tough it is to pitch in that cold."

The young Bears field a crew of seven freshman and six

sophomores on a squad of 18.

The UMass scoring effort was aided by senior Barbara

Marean who hit a triple in two at bats. Sophomore Sherri

Kuchinskas contributed a single and triple in three at

bats. Junior Peggy Bush and senior Christine Collins each

hit a single and a double, and sophomore Amy Cockley

hit two singles. .

Claffey again took the mound in the UMass West Point

contest/as junior Holly Aprile finished the 3-2 win. This

moves Aprile to a 2-4 record this season.

On Saturdav. UMass faced West Point for the first time

ever, and shut them out of the ballgame until the bottom

of the sixth inning.

Army connected four consecutive hits and at 2-1. bor-

tino made a change.

She pulled Claffey and brought then center-fielder

Aprile to the mound, into a bases-loaded situation.

With two quick outs on infield hits, the hurler from Af-

Collrgian Mr phot<.

The softball team spanked Vermont 11-1, squeaked by Army 3-2 and silenced Maine 6-0, sweep-

ing their Invitational Tournament this weekend at Totman Field.

ton, NY., was given a little breathing space. Aprile look

ed as though she was out of the situation, but a routine

grounder was mishandled at first, and a runner scored.

A second runner was thrown out crossing the plate, en-

ding the inning tied at 2.

At the top of the seventh, a lead-off double from senior

Cherie DellAnno was called back. She batted out of order

and created a team out.

DellAnno singled. Marean then hit a shallow fly to

centerfield and as Army's shortstop and centerfielder col

lided, DellAnno crossed the plate to score the winning run.

"The Army team was about as tough and mentally ag-

gressive team as we will see all year." Sortino said. "(The

win) wasn't pretty, but we got it done."

Like UMass, the Vermont team had beaten both Army

and Maine. Yet the two undefeated teams completed the

most lopsided rout of the tournament.

Aprile remained on the mound for a 11-1 lambasting

of Vermont.
UMass connected with 14 hits for 11 runs, with one

error. .

Aprile went 4 for 4 with a double, a triple and two KrJIs

DellAnno had a double and a triple, with three RBIs

Rachael Lawson contributed three RBIs behind two hits

and freshman Heather Dorsey banged out two hits with

one RBI to cap the effort.

UMass plays a double header against Rhode Island at

3 p.m.. Tuesday at Totman Field.

Duke's gain
is bettors' loss
By MICHAEL MORRISSEY
Collegian Correspondent

A funny thing happened in college

basketball this weekend: my Tar Heels

lost! Oh, and in that anti-climatic second

game, the Duke Blue Devils beat UNLV,

proving this writer correct.

First things first: For all of you people

foolish enough to risk it all on the Runnin'

Rebels, I pity you. Granted, there were

enough people jumping on the bandwagon

to make anyone lose their sense of reality.

Commentary

Lax shames Redmen, 17-9

However, in the future, make sure you

look up in your sports history books the let-

ters V (Villanova, baby, 78/from the field),

C (Cincinnati Reds, see also Los Angeles

Dodgers), and of course, D (Douglas, James

'Buster'). These will cure anyone of their

gambling habit.

Next up, an All Points Bulletin for

University of North Carolina senior for-

ward Rick Fox. Where were you man, you

pulled one of the biggest disappearing acts

in NCAA history! Four for 22? Pass the

rock to a non-choker, like Hubert Davis.

You had a couple of chances to pull the Tar

Heels ahead, and you did a New England

(in your case, N. Carolina) Brickmaster

imitation.

Anyway, Ricky my man, I bought you a

one way ticket to Italy. I hear Spain is look-

ing for an American player, too. Don't

sweat it, we'll find something. There's no

sense waiting for the NBA draft in June.

The sooner you leave, the better. I hear Tar

Heel fans are real forgiving after the first

10 years or so.

Next item: How in the world do the Blue

Devils make it to the Final Four almost

every year and, at the same time, you've

got these slime bucket coaches with in-

vestigations pending complaining about

'The System,' Prop. 48, the unfairness of

it all? If it seems like I'm making Mike

Krzyzewski and his program holier-than

thou, it's because they are. Hey Tark, hey

Jimmy Boeheim, look up 'student-athelete'

for me!
I've got to give credit where credit is due,

and UNLV certainly had a hell of a long

By ADRIEN MATT
Collegian Staff

JAMAICA, N.Y. - Mark Millon and

Kevin O'Connor racked up over 50 per-

cent of the University of Massachusetts

lacrosse team's goals against St. John's,

enjoying a 17-9 victory.

The Gorillas (1-1) tucked away their

first victory of the season against the 1-5

Redmen. St. John's endured losses

against Delaware (22-7). Yale (13-8),

Syracuse (24-5), Hofstra (13-12) and

C.W. Post (15-8), their only win against

Mt. St. Mary's (19-6).

Millon scored the first of UMass' goals

three minutes into the game and con-

tinued to feed the net throughout the

afternoon. He finished the game with

five goals and no assists.

St. John's Andy Bolger retaliated

almost one minute later unassisted.

Redman Chris Johnston combined with

Bolger two minutes later. UMass' tri-

captain Rick Senatore answered

unassisted, tying the score at 2.

O'Connor then won the faceoff and

went straight to the net, a move that

became his trademark for the remainder

of the game.

The Redmen's Gerard Mule and Brian

Bugge tied the score at three then put

away two more goals to end the first

quarter at 5-3.

O'Connor again won the faceoff and

again went to the net five seconds into

the second quarter. UMass staved off St

John's for more than five minutes while

netting two more. A Hugh O'Callaghan-

Jim Kushner combination followed a

Kushner-Mario Guaglianone goal.

Bugge answered unassisted, after

which no Redmen netted a goal for over

seven minutes.

UMass put away five goals in that

time, scored by tri-captain Jim

McAleavey, Ed O'Callaghan

(McAleavey assist), Mario Lopez, O'Con-

nor and Millon (McAleavey assist).

Although Johnston and Bugge com-

bined at 2:39, the Gorillas remained un-

daunted, exemplified by Millon's

unassisted goal 30 seconds later.

The score stood at 12-7 to the half, St.

John's capitalizing on only one of four

man-up opportunities.

"I can't believe they haven't had a

penalty yet," said UMass coach Ted

Garber at the half. UMass had been call-

ed for eight penalties, while St. John's

had none. Garber said the UMass team

he saw in the second quarter looked like

the team he saw during spring break.

Twenty-two seconds into the second

half, O'Connor again drove straight to

the net after winning the faceoff, but it

would be the only UMass goal for the

CONTINUED ON PAGE 11
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Matt Garber (36) and the UMass midfield showed St. John's their

shooting prowess as they scored nine goals in the second quarter, finishing

off the Redmen 17-9 Saturday.

UM drops 1,

ties another
By GREG SUKIENNIK
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts

baseball team has some unfinished

business to take care of.

That's why by the time you pick up this

paper, the Minutemen will be coming to

bat in the top of the eighth inning in

Kingston, R.I., against Rhode Island, with

the score tied 7-7.

The occasion is the continuation of the se-

cond of four scheduled games against the

Rams, who defeated UMass 7-5 in the

opener.

The Minutemen (3-9-1) will then play two

more seven-inning contests against the

Rams in Atlantic- 10 Conference play. Play

gets underway at 11:30 a.m.

This weekend's action started with a 6-6

tie against Connecticut. The deadlock was

called after nine innings due to darkness,

in a game that UMass coach Mike Stone

said slipped away.

"We got two quick outs in the last inn-

ing and gave it away," Stone explained.

"We had a couple of errors in the late go-

ing that really cost us."

The game will be recorded as a tie.

UMass led the Huskies in the early go-

ing, thanks to a home run barrage. Mike

Tobin and Steve Corradi both hit solo shots

early on, while Brian Bright smacked a

two-run homer.

The Huskies did most of their damage in

the third, parlaying two hits and two walks

into four runs. Sal Tinnerello and Sean Irey

had two hits and two runs each to pace the

Huskies.

With UMass up 6-5 in the ninth, Stone

brought in Rob Graziano for starter Ron

Villone, whose effort Stone characterized

as 'strong.' But a crucial error in the ninth

spoiled Graziano's save opportunity and

left the two teams tied in the darkness.

Saturday against URI, UMass started off

on the wrong foot, falling behind 4-0.

Minuteman starting pitcher Scott Meaney

went five and one-thirds innings in what

Stone termed an 'uncharacteristic' perfor-

mance for Meaney.

"It was not up to Scott's usual level," said

Stone. "He was struggling, throwing

strikes and throwing high."

The Rams benefitted from 10 hits and

five UMass errors, which Stone said all con-

CONTINUED ON PAGE 11
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TUNE IN, TURN ON, FREAK OUT

The real reason you read the paper

It's your horoscope— because who wants to read the news ?

ARIES (March 21-Apnl 19) Stop worrying about your looks,

no one really cares about that gigantic growth torming

on the end of your nose. Be happy that you are good
at being ugly Spend some money on yourself - do some
laundry We're begging you.

TAURUS (April 20-May 20) What is seen as painstaking

caution by you is seen as neurosis by your friends Oh.

sorry, we mean those poor saps you pay to hang around

you. Give them a raise. Go shopping - buy some clothes

that were made after the 70s

GEMINI (May 21-June 20): You feel sweet and gentle to-

day - but don't worry, that's only temporary Start that

biker commune you always dreamed about Invite a

Taurus to join you - we hear they pay well Strong drugs

help ward off depression

CANCER (June 21-July 22): A terrific day for you and your

partner to firm up Please do it. it's a disgusting sight to

see you two m shorts Those of you without a partner,

count your blessings You'd only attract a Capricorn.

LEO (July 23-Aug 22) You have a remarkable capacity

to gather all the local gossip. Too bad it's so boring. Make

life exciting - spread a rumor. You have that feeling of

wanderlust - oops, we meant lust Take a cold shower

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept 22): Cut down on expenses today

Stop calling those 9CO numbers Say 1* to someone

special Say hi' to someone you don't know. Smile and

say hi' to everyone on the street It'll make you friends

No, really, it will Honest.

LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22): Entertain someone Go to con-

fession, and entertain a Priest After all of the recent

festivities, they need a good laugh anyway Read

something besides these horoscopses. they are a scam,

anyway. Remember, Hemingway drank beer, too.

SCORPIO (Oct 23-Nov 21) Do not reproduce You are

in line for an active night - check your bedspnngs and

apologize to your roommate Lysol your home. Lysol your

friends' homes. Take a bath - that's what's causing the

smell in your home

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec 21): Relax Skip a class Don't

do your homework today Stay away from Taurus friends,

they are short on cash this week Hit the bars tonight

Maybe you'll get lucky. Or maybe you'll get hives

CAPRICORN (Dec 22-Jan 19) You want to please

everyone today Stop being such a jellyfish Take up a

new hobby. Bungee-jumping is supposed to be nice at

this time of year No matter what, keep smiling. You're

good at it

AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb 18): You are feeling ambitious

today Be a backstabbing pud. you're good at it Bring

out the old saccharine grin, it'll get you places. Like jail

Avoid people with guns. They have reason to use them

on you

PISCES (Feb 19-March 20): It may be time to distance

yourself from a stressful environnment Move to the

backwoods in a shack Then go fishing Try your hand at

spontaneous bullfighting. Bo knows bullfighting I like your

socks.

APpaJlin* Photo

Press Secretary Marlin Fitzwater, an Aries

and the ugliest man in the White House,

reacts as reporters read his Collegian hor-

rorscope. He told reporters that he is "well-

aware" of his nose problem

'We screwed up!
9 Library

supposed to be horizonal

Places to go to come

By DAVE LASSIE
Collegian Staff Mutt

The Tower Library, known to many
onlookers at the University of

Massachusetts as a giant, imposing, ver

tical monolith, was supposed to have

been built horizontally, according to

sources close to the project.

Built in 1983 for over $2 million, the

28-floor building has been constantly

fighting waves of controversy regarding

its construction. With this recent allega-

tion, the Massachusetts Construction

Corporation, the original contractors

hired by the University to build the

Tower, held a brief press conference

yesterday at the University Press Office

demanding the library was properly con-

ceived and constructed.

"We built the Tower with exact

specifications in mind. We always knew

it was to be a vertical building. We knew

that all along," said Steven Colt, MCC
president.

When asked if he ever considered con

structing the Tower on its side, Colt

simply said, "Absolutely not."

But an MCC worker, Keith Loop, one

of 540 workers who helped build the

Tower, stated in a telephone interview

with the Collegian that he always knew

the Tower was intended to be a horizon-

tal structure. He never raised this point

for fear of losing his job.

"The Tower was a horizontal construc-

tion. I saw the original blueprints

myself and knew it was true. MCC
decided to build it vertically so they

would make more money. When they

did that, the project took longer and

MCC took in a much greater profit,"

Loop said.

Loop also said that raising questions

regarding the nature of the Tower pro-

ject was dangerous.

"They [MCC] would get rid of you in

a minute if you asked any questions.

Bang, they would fire you. Many of the

guys got the boot," Loop declared, "for

arguing in favor of following the

original construction plans."

Another MCC construction worker

who worked on the original Tower con-

struction project, Howard Fleggum, said

that everyone knew the library was in-

tended to be a horizontal job.

"It became kind of like an inside com-

pany joke. We all knew we were

building the Tower the wrong way. But

there was nothing we could really do

and no one wanted to cause any trou-

ble," Fleggum said.

The MCC has denied these allegations

and has refused access to the original

blueprints. At the press conference, Colt

said the University administrators and

Physical Plant officials who oversee all

new construction projects, were well

aware of the vertical nature of the

Tower Library. Colt also laughed at

CONTINUED ON PAGE 3
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The true plan of the Tower Library is revealed.

By COMING UP SHORT
Collegian Gossip

The Campus Center/Student Union Com-

plex, a place for students to congregate and

study, has turned into a hot-spot for those

interested in a little, as Bob Eubanks would

say, "Whoopee."
Certain places have been rumored to be

known for the more lusty and horny to "let

it all hang out." One such place is a certain

office on the eighth floor of the Campus

Center, where the members of the Board of

Governors do a lot more than "con-

gregating" on Thursday nights.

"Girl, you know it's true," said a flushed

but satisfied Head Corrigan, vice chairper

son of the Board, "everybody thinks we're

discriminating, but actually we're too busy

fornicating."

The office of the somewhat-SGA treasurer

Phalli Donut is the site of what the student

governors have been calling the "Chess

Club," but rumor has it there's more than

"castling" and "capturing rooks," involved.

"My favorite part is when my playing

companion kings me," said Jerkmeoff Turn-

meon, another senator involved in the club.

The media, it should be said, is no excep-

tion from the trends oftawdry sex and heavy

romance. In the crevices of the Campus

Center Basement, in the offices of this very

We Beg Your Pardon

The Collegian forgot to make any digs at

Guy "I'm such a man, my parents named

me one" Glodis (epiglotis) last week. Since

we've done it so many times this semester

anyways, Guy is not a member of the

Republican Club. The Collegian regrets the

error.

The Collegian incorrectly reported last

week that President-Chancellor Duffey was

arrested for punching out Student Trustee

Angus McQuilken. He wanted to punch

him in the mouth, he said yesterday, but

refrained. There was no arrest.

University of Massachusetts Police said

that the report of a horse of many colors

in Friday's edition was incorrect. Police

said the student who reported the incident

was tripping.

The Collegian regrets that it did not

make any veiled references to the intellect

of the reader last week. To make up for his

transgression, Editor in Chief Terry

Starmer said in a press release, "The Col-

legian hopes you fuck off, you hopeless

wonder."

newspaper, there are deeds done which

rumor has it "is hot on and off the presses."

An anonymous source said more than

stories have come off on the Associated

Press wire machine.

"Listen, the darkroom is where it really

develops," said a frustrated and lonely staf

fer. "The editors' meetings are always

closed-door, too. Why do they get to have all

the fun?"

Some disgrutled, and perhaps left out,

RSO members are visibly upset at what

they deem to be "unprofessional behavior."

Said one of the "marshals of morality":

"These people are disgusting. They disrupt

the work atmosphere I've tried so hard to

maintain. It spreads bad vibes and bad

germs around the office. It's my job to break

up this crap."

Also at the top of the list for those

secretive and cliquey interludes are:

The Minuteman — which is about how

long the action lasts, is known for its stan-

dard "Me-Tarzan You-Jane" line, which at-

tracts all those women looking for a life of

their own.
WMUA - who listens at 3 a.m. anyway.'

The DJs are up to a lot more than "spinn

ing the hits."

People's Market - Where the produce

and bagels are always fresh. The people of

People's are into the "all-natural."

INSIDE:
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Page 2:

UMass offered up to SWAT
team.

Page 3:

David Duke marries Whoopi

Goldberg. The Crassifieds are

pretty decent too.

Page 4:

Celibate Pride sizzles at UMass.

VEATHER
Who are you trying to kid! This

is New England. The weather peo-

ple say sun which means we'll

probably get a blizzard,
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^Foi Your Fucking Information
MONDAY, APRIL 1

Lecture - A lecture on "How to pick up

younger men," sponsored by the League of

Female Prisoners will feature special guest

lecturess, Pam Smart, in the Maximum

Security wing of Morrill Science Building

at 7:30 p.m. No cameras or biased juries

will be allowed.

Workshop - "Lefty" McGoohan will

discuss wavs not to handle chainsaws in

the front lobby of Health Services at 7:45

p.m.

TUESDAY, APRIL 2

Workshop - Jack "The Izan. a

former LAPD sergeant, will be

demonstrating more effective wayi for

l'Ma-s finest to rough up students and get

v with it. at high noon in the Boyden

i Machismo and bullets are required

Rails. March and RUM - Yes. the

Republican Club has something planned

for
. id watch television

Muting - World Watch will ha*

meeting in the Webster classroom on

Wa\ B to conserve things you never though

you "could." at 2:30 p.m. Please bring

ething biodegradable.

DISCLAIMER
Vo bom-brads - in case you hadn't

noticed, this is the April Fools Issue.

THIS IS ALL A JOKE. Sort of like what

administrators mean on this campus. Do

not get upset, it's not worth it.

But if any of you don't feel like spen-

ding your hard-earned cash on the 900

number Isee page 2], these are the peo-

ple you should abuse: Pamela McCar-

thy. Preston P. Forman. Gayle Long,

Sam Silverstein, Jody Cabin. Terry

Starmer. Sondra Sutton, Alex Dering,

David Massey, Kathy Lamothe, Seth

Kaye and Mike Carvalho. The Collegian

thanks you for your psychological abuse.

WEDNESDAY, APRIL 3

Miracle — Euphemia Uberrauschen from

the Economics department will explain

economics in Bartlett 65 at 1 p.m. without

boring everyone in the audience into tiny

bits. , .„

Lecture - Ralph Whitehead will recount

amusing snippets from his past lives in the

Earthfoods Cafeteria at 3p.m. Shirley

MacLaine will not be admitted.

Workshop - A workshop will be offered

to all RAs on ways "To waffle more effec

tively." at 4.45 p.m. in SUB. 108. Check

spines at the door.

THURSDAY. APRIL 4

Discussion - The topic of whether Car

Will be hotly debated on the

fourth floor of Butterfield at 7:30 p.m.

Workshop - The Financial Aid Office

will hold a workshop on "How to be even

more difficult with studeiv 2 p.m. at

the Financial Aid Office in Whitle-

Lecture - Michael S. Dukakis will talk

about what he did wrong, all day at the

T.O.C bar Just sit down and buy him one.

Film and Lecture - David Duke will be

showing some selections from his home

movies in Herter 227 at 11:30 p.m. White

pillowcases are not required. After the film

Duke will speak about how he got to be so

stupid.

FRIDAY. APRIL 5

Anarchy - "Students For The Complete

Destruction Of All Ordered Systems

(SFTCDOAOS)" will be meeting

somewhere, at some time. To say more

would be against the cause. Long live the

revolution.

Dental Checkup - Have you had yours?

Remember, tooth decay never rests.

Brought to you by the fun people at the

American Dental Association and Univer-

sity Health Services (and for goodness sake

always use a condom — for just about

anything).

1
THE INDISTINGUISHED VISITORS PROGRAM

presents

in a joint lecture

STEPHEN HAWKING
astrophysicist

JERRY GARCIA
musician

t < Black Holes and Sugar Magnolias
»»

scheduled topics include

Are Brent and Pig Pen on Alpha Centauri?

The Anthopic Principle and LSD Connection

China Cat Supernova

Terrapin Spacestation

Electron in a Bucket

plus Jerry will perform "Dark Star"

with Stephen programming all MIDI'S

indbtinMBhed
tfrtors pnxpam

ColU-gian rip-«>ff

"GOT TO DO WHAT YOU GOT TO DO'-President Bush and

Secretary of State James R. Baker III engage in a rousing game of

Docket pool outside of the White House. Marhn "Yes, I know I ve
pocket pool .

got one huge schnoz" Fitzwater had no comment.

SGA taken over again

'What a bunch of dorks/ SWAT leader sez

By A. NELL RETENTIVE
Collegian Staff Inmate

After citing "horrible betrayal and hear-

tache at the hands of an uncaring ad

ministration," the Student Government

A—<>ciation implemented yet another

drastic change yesterday when all of the

senators resigned, and requested SWAT
teams to oversee the student body.

"I can't believe it.
" said Spew Master

Dan Checkmeout. "We trusted these guys

to clean up our mess, and what do they do?

They leave. We need some kind of leader

ship."

"We figured we had enough material for

our resumes, said Checkmeout, explaining

his original move to hand over the SGA to

the administration. "I mean really, why

else do you think we got involved in this

joke at all? I finally woke up and realized

I needed a letter of recommendation, so me

and five of my buddies decided to suck up

to the Administration."

Checkmeout admitted that the recent

defection of many of the key administrators

he "sucked up" to put a damper on his plan,

which is why the senate resorted to the

SWAT team tactic. He also said he felt

betrayed by the administrations actions.

"How was I supposed to know they were

gonna bug out on us? Geez, you just can't

trust anyone anymore, ya know that? So,

we decided to call in the SWAT team. It's

not like anyone would notice a big change.

Hell, someone's gotta take the admini-

tions place, and no one's gonna laugh at

these boys. Oh, no. They have guns."

Checkmeout and his cohorts have been

exalted by an unlikely group — the UM
conservatives.

I.M. Anazi, the leading UMass con

vative, commended the senate's act ion -

"Finally," he said, "a conservative govern

ment. And these guys have guns. Why

can't we have guns? No one would laugh

at us then," he said, echoing Checkmeout -

entimeate. "Every student should

allowed to bear arms — unless they

pinko commie hippies."

Anazi went on to express delight with the

senate. "It's good to know that underneath

it all, the senate is made up of good all

American patriots," he said, taking a twig

of Coors Lite.

When asked if the senate would try to re

tain any authority over the SWAT team,

Anazi replied, "Hey, look dude. Me and my

buddy Checkmeout are gonna head up to

the TOC, drink some lightweight beer, and

belch real loud - something we shoulda

been doing all along. Time to celebrate

with my man Dan!!!" President

Chancellor Joe Duffey said he was happy

with the arrangement. "They are doing

what I never had the guts to admit I

wanted to do," he said. "Golly, I'll miss the

show."
Les Stompem, the regional director of the

SWAT team, had only this to say: "What

a bunch of dorks. They should get a life"

VEGISEXUALS
UNITE!

"I call all the time."

Divine

Tired of reading opinions that aren't

your own?

CALL 1-900-EGO-TRIP

harass a Collegian staff member
in the privacy of your

own home.

rA I I
-s^Speak with any of

v-ALL N, our egotistical

1 -900-VEGA-SEX^v ™d tircd

staff,
have your sex and eat it too

Talk with cucumbers,

zucchini or some nice squash
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LOCAL-YOKEL
Joe and Dick slug it out

< ollcgian Red pholo »*rvlce

MOSCOW - Soviet Defense Minister Larry Yazov, KGB chairman

Moe Kruchkov and Foreign Affairs Minister Curly Besmertnykn

react to an episode of the "The Simpsonevs."

By MARK BEDSALOT
Collegian Staff

President-Chancellor Joseph Duffey and

Provost Richard O'Brien were arrested Fri

day in front of Whitless Administration

Building on charges of disorderly conduct

and assault and battery after a fight in

which O'Brien received a broken nose.

According to witnesses, O'Brien and Duf

fey were on their way to a meeting to

discuss the reorganization of higher educa

tion when O'Brien tried to park in Dufl.

personal parking space outside the home

of UMass bureaucracy.

Calling O'Brien a "slimy Brit' and •reus-

ing him of trying to take his job before he

left. Duffev rammed O'Brien's car and then

got out and punched him m the face.

O'Brien, who swung wildly but couldn t

land a punch, sputtered through tears that

Duffey was nothing but a •spoiled, s.-lt

serving West Virginian hick."

AfU'r p^ung bail with money from the

Scholarship Fund, a pouting Duffey pro

claimed he "was leaving and never coming

back,'' and left for American University.

O'Brien, who could't find anyone to bail

him out, spent the night in jail.

ARRESTS
• Angelo Moore, lead singer for the rock

group Fishbone, was found not guilty of in

decently exposing himself at last week's

UMass concert. His defense lawyers argued

that he really had nothing to expose and

after a show-cause hearing, the judge

agreed.

• Amy Henry and Dr. Abel, the Universi-

.pecialist on STDs and their preven-

tion, were arrested Friday at Health Ser-

s on charges of indecent harrassme nt

with a profilactu

Observers said that despite repeated I

nings from patients and Health S
employees, Abel and Henry could not n

from "gleefully" ihootingCOndoSM at them

like rubber bands.

Police said llcnrv .md Abel were Upper)

and difficult to apprehend beceu

re wearing his personally designed,

latex, nonoxynon 9-lubricated body condom

which Abel hope- to Mil to DuPonl Abel

and H. ire being psychintrically

analyzed.

e Guy (ilodis. Bd Corrigan, and Ted

Maravelias were TWJetsd, but who car.-

• Board of Governors Program Council

coordinator Sean Linnane wafl arrest. -d at

last week's Comedy Night for allegedly

embezzling $3,000 from the piuceedl "t

:no Night which he organized in sup

port of the Brain Tumor Society As police

dragged Linnane away he shouted

Schwarzenegger like. "It's not a tumah!"

TOWER?

Duke to wed Whoopi
By JOHN BIRCH
KKK correspondent

On April 16, leading American redneck

David Duke will be married to actress and

comedianne Whoopi Goldberg. This

somewhat pitiful event will occurr on the

steps of the White House.

There will be an estimated number of

about 300 people in attendance.

Some of those expected to attend are:

Editor-in-Goon of the MiniMan Ted

Marblehead, sellout Tassholeage Linda,

and the New York city Saint Patrick's Day

parade organizers.

When asked why she would marry such

a poor excuse of a human being, Whoopi

replyed "I wanted to know what being mar-

ried to a bigot was like. Besides, I don't

have anything to do that day I want to see

how his fellow facist buddies react.''

Duke was reported in saying, "I can not

wait until we are married because I want

Whoopi to tell me how terrible of a person

I really am. Then I will not feel so bad

when I act like the asshole that I really am.

Anyone who would like tickets to the

wedding can reserve them by calling

1-800-TEACH THE BASTARD SOME
MORALS WHOOPI.

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

"It was built on end by the MCC,"

Cluckis charged, "so Steven Colt made

$500,000 more than he would have, had he

followed the original plans we all came up

with."

Cluckis said that he had his hands tied

in the situation since he had no authority

to alter the construction schedule of the

MCC once the building of the Tower had

begun in 1983.

"I could only watch in horror, Cluckis

said.
.

All the leading Physical Plant officials

in charge of the project at the time could

not be reached for comment, except for Pell

Goosty, who was head of building

maintenance from 1980-1984, when he

retired for unknown reasons.

Goosty said, "I don't know anything."

charges that original construction plans

were ignored so MCC would rake in more

money.
"Everyone knew it was to be built

straight up in the the air. We had the ap

proval of all important officials and it was

the best way to build the Tower on the cam

pus. We all agreed that this method (ver-

tical construction] was the best," Colt said.

He also demanded that there was no foul

play in the construction of the library. Colt

said "we knew exactly what we were do

ing. And so did everyone else."

The UMass official in charge of construe

tion at the time the Tower was built was

Paul Cluckis. He admitted that the lbrary

was built on its side in order to be more

efficient, cheaper to maintain, and more

aesthetically pleasing.

1. There must be a on* w«
notice must be in the ff.rm o

nent information regarding

2. The proposal must M »u

CLASSIFIEDS
ACTIVITIES

PAGAN CLUB will have a Tarot

reading card table on the Con-

course today 9 a.m. to 3 p.m.

Stop by and find out all the rot-

ten things that are gonna hap-

pen to you so we can laugh.

DUCK HUNT Not just a video

game anymore. Pick up a permit

at the Information Desk to hunt

the Campus Pond next week.

Bag limit is three ducks.

BAD SPELLERS OF THE
WORLD — UNTIE! Meet tonight

and learn the truth behind

"Facism'

c^AvTeTHEPINE WEASEL

ErwiN^RRWGTniDENTSwill

be freaking out soon since finals

are only 'bout eight weeks away.

The administration and Univer-

sity Health Services warns all

students to make clear of

students shouting, muttering or

bawling, "I've got so much work

to do and only — days to do it.

ENTERTAINMENT FOR SALE

UPC CONCERTS Let our bands

expose themselves to you We
book the best ones in town. Jim

Morrison our bands aren't, but

they give the good of college try

(and get arrested for it. too).

FUTONS Wanna ruin your back

at age 20? Like sleeping on the

floor, but too bourgeois to buy a

sleeping bag? Buy a futon. Call

1-800-NOTWORHTIT.

WE NEED HELP Writing,

EDITING, research, PR and

beer swilling. We need someone

with talent. We need someone

with a pulse. We need someone

with no self-respect. Send all in-

quiries to the Minuteman.

SAVE THE PINE WEASEL

SORORITY SISTERS

FOR RENT

AUTO FOR SALE

•79 CITATION It's still holding

together. It even runs once in a

while. Needs a little work. Okay,

it needs a LOT of work.

NEWSPAPER FOR SALE

ATTENTION

ATTENTION SCIENCE FIC-

TION CLUB: The black-rimmed

glasses, plastic pencil pocket

protectors and blow-up rubber

dolls have arrived.

TO ALL OF THE UMASS AD-

MINISTRATORS on the way out

U-Haul is offering special rates

for those special people UMass

can't wait to be rid of.

Chancellors ride free.

LOCAL COLLEGE DAILY

Cheap. 19,000 copies, five days

a week during the school year.

Burnt-out writers and editors op-

tional. Dated computer system,

furniture from the 1960s (except

the business office) and piles

and piles of newspapers, letters,

press releases and assorted shit

also available. Ad reps tossed in

for pennies on the dollar. Asking

$1.29 or BO.

APARTMENT FOR RENT
Beautiful, cozy apartment in

Swill Hall. Features include

tissue-thin walls (no screamers,

please), bad plumbing, peeling

linoleum and free with every

apartment your own pet mice —
you catch "em! Please, take this

soon. I can't stand living here

anymore.

STUDENT GOVERNMENT
Barely used for other than per-

sonal reasons. WHI exchange for

good job or a little ego stroke.

Call the Student Activities Office

and ask for Irene or Angus. Ad-

ministrators fly free!

LOST

Like didn't we have a wicked

great time in Florida? Hey

Michelle watch out for those fly-

ing cars. Hey, Kimmy. Jenny,

Wendy, Lindy, Debby and Tracy

get psyched

MY MIND.
destroy.

If found, please

TYPING/WORD PROCESSING

HELP WANTED

ECONOMY AND AD REVENUE.

If found please return to Susan

George at the Collegian or any

of the other papers in the Valley.

Thank$.

BEAUTIFUL STUDIO — central

location, right in campus, cozy,

avant-garde cinderblock decor,

communal bathrooms, com-

munal lounge with bright orange

couches with cement padding,

and lots and lots of noise every

night. (Screamers welcome, and

even encouraged.) Call UMass

Housing Services. Ask for Joe Z.

MassPIRG Make up to $1500 a

day. Annoy people door-to-door

spouting off about enviornmen-

tal issues, while you make

enough cash to maintain a gas-

guzzling ozone-deteriorating

automobile. Get experience beg-

ging for after your college years.

PERSONALS

ATTENTION UMASS WOMEN
Joe Grunt turns 21 today. If I

were you, I'd either carry some

Lysol or avoid the bars.

SAVE THE PINE WEASEL

iNTELUGENCE JOBS All bran-

ches. Wanna wear mirrored

sunglasses, steel-toed boots,

hurt a lot of innocent people,

flash a badge and feel impor-

tant? Free gun when you pur-

chase one uniform.

THANKS Editors of the Col-

legian thank MassPIRG for not

sending anyone down to pester

us with press releases since

Spring Break. Keep up the good

work.

ArTyOU SICK OF TYPING?

Are you sick of school?

Are you sick of people hawking

typing services (ya see your

mother and English teachers

were right: learn how to type in

high school, you loser). To get

me to do it for you, call

5-STUPID and get ripped off.

FASlT^ACCliRATE^rYPING
w/spellcheck. Big deal - your a

geek with a word processor.

How about writing the thing also.
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Collegian phi>l«> by Jeff HolUndaine

"AND GLAD THEY ARE GOING, TOO" - University of Massachusetts at Amherst ad-

minstrators flee out of the Whitless Administration Building behind President-Chancellor

Duffey and (hopefully) Provost Richard O'Brien.

We saw a real good movie
'Take your hand off of my knee.

'

Bv MEREDITH O'BRIENNE doesn'tBy MEREDITH OBRIENNE
Collegian Staff Puritan

and SCOTT WEISS
Who We've Never Heard of Either

Hoosiers is a compelling drama about a basketball

team, played by actors, which overcomes inscrutiblyidea-

tional odds to win the Indiana state high school

tournament.

O'BRIENNE: I found this movie to be very entertaining

and realistic, especially the portrayal of the cheerleaders.

Their cheers were enthusiastic and loud, and their

costumes were very appropriate. This gave me a feeling

about the movie that I can say it was something that I

enjoyed as a movie feeling that I liked it very much

overall.

WEISS: I liked the movie very much too. It had many

scenes, which, in a row all together, produced the overall

effect of being a movie very effectively. I especially "lik-

ed" the scene at the "end" when the Hickory High School

"team" won the basketball "game" on a last-second

"shot."

O'BRIENNE: I disagree. Just because that shot gave

Hickory High School more points than the other team

doesn't mean it "won" the game. There were lots of things

in the movie that helped the team win, including the

WEISS: That is my point exactly! There were lots of things

in the movie, which I already said is made of lots of dif

ferent things all put together into one big thing, which

is a movie that I thought was very effective and accurate.

O'BRIENNE: I must admit, there were times in this movie

when you had to say that the audience thought this movie

was very enjoyable and effective and realistic. The

violence was a little bit too much in some scenes, however.

When the coach got mad at his team and slammed the

locker room door, I thought that was unnecessary. And

I think I didn't like it when I sat in the theater and I saw

in the movie I am talking about one of the players take

off his shirt. That was unnecessary too. But other than

the unnecessary violence and people taking their shirts

off, I think I believe I'd say this movie is definitely worth

seeing. Thumbs up.

WEISS: I think I already said I disagree and that's my

point exactly! The player took off his shirt because that's

what the director of this effective and realistic movie told

him to do, and I don't think it was the actor's fault

inparticularlessly

.

O'BRIENNE: Stop agreeing or disagreeing with

everything I say. It's obnoxious.

WEISS: Then stop saying things that I either agree or

disagree with. And take your hand off my knee.

O'BRIENNE: I disagree. I think it is the actor's fault that

he took his shirt off. And if you don't like it you can go

stick your thumbs up your ....

Urn, next week, Meredith and Scott will review Kramer

vs. Kramer.

Student's face freezes

Students come
to *Celibate
Pride' rally
By SEXUAL
Collegian Staff Prude

Over 5,000 students, some screaming, some doing the

lambada, others ripping off their clothes, came out in

droves to the Student Union steps to protest Ted "Repent

now ... please?" Maravelias' latest rally, the "Celibate

Pride" Rally.

"You know, there wouldn't be such a thing as AIDS,

pregnancy or abortion if we just stopped having

Maravelias said, his voice barely audible over the shouts

of the counterprotestors, known as Sexy Nation "Why do

you all have to be so promiscuous?"

Maravelias was the only student speaking at the rally.

In contrast, manv of his conservative colleagues, including

Governors Bill Hewitt, Guy Glodis and BOG Vice Chair

man Ed Corrigan, were counterprotesting, and Glodis was

seen doing the lambada with SAO Director Rene Carew.

whom he is scheduled to marry this week.

Hewitt, who was seen wearing a sticker saying "Hot and

Sexy," said, "Ted's gone too far this time. It's one thing

to condemn homosexuality, but to condemn sexuality as

a whole —that's ludicrou

Corrigan said, "Ted has no right to tell me what to do

with my life. I'm going to have sex whenever the hell I

please. He'snot my mother, for crying out loud." He was

seen wearing a pin that said "Straight and Sexy."

Sexy Nation was started by members of Queer Nation

and the Republican Club as a response to Maravelias

repeated calls for campus-wide chastity. As Glen Caroline,

president of the Republican Club and co-founder of the

group with former LBGA Gov. Laura Silver, "gays, \m

bians, bisexuals and straights all agree that we just want

to have sex. It's so much more fun than going to conser-

vative meetings or even drinking. This is how we survive,

you know."
Another speaker at the rally, Sister John Francis of the

Cross from the Order of Sisters of Perpetual Chastity, said

that sex is wrong because it takes people away from God.

"You young people should dedicate your lives to serv-

ing God, not to searching for pleasures of the flesh," she

said, noting that sex and pregnancies have kept otherwise

talented men and women from becoming priests and nuns.

She was met with shouts such as "Get a life, Sister," and

"Get some real clothes."

Maravelias said, "Don't worry, Sister, they're just

jealous because we're going to heaven for our sacrifices,

while those heathen are going straight to hell." He was

hit with a flurry of pocket-sized Gideon's Bibles.

Silver, who was dancing with various staff members of

the Minuteman, said she was glad to see such a high tur

nout. "It's great to see that people - even Ted's girlfriend

— are tired of Ted's garbage," she said.

There was some pushing when Maravelias spotted his

girlfriend in the crowd and tried to drag her to his side

of the steps. "Leave her alone, you fascist!" said Trustee

Angus McQuilken, wearing a "Sexy" sticker and danc

ing in the crowd with former Senate Speaker Dan

Chesnicka.

By SPAMELA SWILLHED
Collegian Staff Mutant

A University of Massachusetts student didn't heed his

mother's warning and got a face full of trouble yesterday.

Egor Scowl's face froze when he contorted his face into

a grotesque frown. Scowl's mouth is pulled down to the

right side of his face, and his eyes are permanently

crossed.

"I warned him, but he wouldn't listen to me," said his

mother Lotta Scowl. "I said to him at least a hundred

times, 'Egor, if you make that face, it'll freeze like that.'

And now it has. But I suppose Mr. Big College Man knows

more than his own mother."

Dr. Ima Quack, resident plastic surgeon at Cooley-

Dickinson Hospital in Northampton, said Scowl's face may
never relax. "His muscles just froze. They may never go

back into place again, I'm afraid. Because of the way his

mouth is set, he may never talk properly again."

Quack went on to say that it was important to heed the

advice to never make faces. "It's the hidden problem in

America," he said. "So many kids today just won't listen,

thinking it's a mere scare tactic, and not a genuine, heart-

felt warning. At least 500 kids a year have permanently

frozen faces."

Egor Scowl, ignoring his doctor's advice that it would

be useless to speak, expressed some dismay and irritation

at the turn of events. "AAggghhrg. Auuuuucht. Ra hed

ot ooo ooo it ut ahh i i aaaay."

Amidst the chimes of "I told you so" from his mother,

Scowl grudgingly wrote his comments down.

"Ma had told me not to do it, but I did it anyway. This

is gonna kill any chance I have of ever becoming Mr.

Universe."

"This is a damn inconvenience," he continued. "How
am I supposed to drink or eat? And shaving! How am I

gonna shave? The only bright spot to that is that I may
be able to hide my face with my beard."

Quack said that Scowl will be kept under observation

at Cooley-Dickinson.

"For God's sake, will you put on some clean underwear

this timo?" his mother said, as she left.

Collegian photo by Jody Mayonaiw

This is another men's basketball photo.

Junior guard Anton Brown (11) looks like he
has a head growing out of his stomach,
doesn't he?
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Education Committee
to explore merger plan

Photo by Christopher Bm-kmrypr

SUNNY SUNDAY — UMass students David Hayes, David Ben-

nett and Leila Shlosser enjoy a sunny Easter Sunday on the Con-

necticut River.

By TAMIR LIPTON
Collegian Staff

Proposed legislation that would merge

the state's three public universities into

one should be completed by the end of this

week, according to John Brazil, president

of Southeastern Massachusetts University.

Once completed, the proposal will be for-

warded to the Legislature's Joint Commit

tee on Education, where it will be discuss-

ed sometime in the future.

The proposal would combine the Univer-

sity of Lowell and Southeastern

Massachusetts University with UMass'

three campuses, n Amherst, Worcester and

Boston. In addition, the plan redefines the

roles of the Board of Regents and the Board

of Trustees.

If passed by the Legislature, it would pre-

bably become effective by the end of this

fiscal year, Brazil said.

The plan to merge the five schools as one

stems from a commission created three

years ago by David Saxon, former president

of the University of California.

"We are using most of the provisions of

the Saxon plan, but it is being modified,"

Brazil said.

University spokesperson Karin Sherbin

said, "The proposal has not been finalized.

It is being revised continuously. It comes

from the Saxon plan, but only in concept

and nothing is definite."

President-Chancellor Duffey could not be

reached for comment yesterday.

A Statehouse spokesperson said the Joint

Committee on Education would be discuss

ing the proposal to merge the five campuses

today.

However, a member of the Committee on

Education, who asked not to be quoted, said

she was unaware of any such meeting. She

further said she did not know what the ex

act proposal was.

The committee will also consider Gover

nor Weld's proposal to replace the Board

of Regents with an education secretary,

who would assume the Regents' role of

overseeing public higher education.

However, Weld's proposal goes against

the Saxon Commission's suggestion that

the Board of Regents' role be a very impor

tant one. Weld's proposal would abolish the

Board entirely.

The Saxon Commission states that, "The

Board of Regents of Higher Education

should retain all coordinating authority for

the system of public higher education. In

addition, the Regents should assume new

responsibilities in the area of formula

based budgeting for the public institu

tions."

"By coming together with one Board (of

Regents], we can maximize our resources

and not duplicate them," Brazil said.

This does not mean that academic pro^

grams would necessarily be cut just

because the* are offered on the other cam

puses, according to Brazil.

Trustees from both Lowell and SMU
voted to support the merger last week.

"Collectively we are more formidable

politically than if we acted as one," Brazil

said.

Weld's proposed budget of $471 million

for higher education in fiscal year 1992

falls short of the 1988 budget which was

approximately $750 million, according to

a report in the Daily Hampshire Gazette.

Weld's budget examined
Officials say budget only touches on downsizing state government

By EVE EPSTEIN
Associated Press Writer

BOSTON - Gov. William F. Weld's 1992 budget comes

up for debate soon, but administration officials

acknowledge it only begins to address the governor's pro-

mise to downsize state government.

"One of the frustrations of the whole process is that a

lot of things that the governor wants to accomplish can-

not be accomplished until the state is on sounder finan-

cial footing," said Dominic Slowey, a spokesman for the

secretary of administration and finance.

Weld submitted an 18-month plan to trim $2.7 billion

in late January, but the plan was designed to address the

short-term need for cuts to erase the deficit and convince

Wall Street the state is on the road to fiscal recovery.

The 18-month plan shifted some government agency

functions - moving the Department of Corrections to

Public Safety, for example. It also called for some one-time

cost saving measures, like state worker furloughs to save

money in fiscal 1991
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Chance of scattered showers this afternoon,

with a high neat SO degrees. Sunny tomorrow,

with temps climbing back into the high 50s.

But the governor's proposal did not eliminate whole pro-

grams or agencies on a large scale. That's because the new

administration has been busy trying to handle more im-

mediate problems.

"When you're in such a crisis atmosphere, it's difficult

to get a sense as to the direction that you want to move

the state," Slowey said.

Eventually, the administration will begin to look at shif-

ting some functions to the private sector and eliminating

other programs altogether. Those are the kinds of cuts

Weld talked about during the campaign.

"You would hope that by 1993, the economic situation

is turned around and that it gives you some breathing

room to actually sit back and think, and think in terms

of perspective of what you want state government to look

like when you leave," Slowey said.

For now, the administration is busy running numbers

- trying to figure outjust how much it costs to run govern-

ment under the current system, and how much cuts and

restructuring would save.

"I think that in order to define what you want govern-

ment to do, you just need more time," Slowey said. "You

also need to have the freedom to think about what things

you want government to do rather than trying to stop a

hemorrhage."

People who are already fighting cuts say they have lit-

tle faith the governor can make substantial changes

without hurting the poor, the elderly, the mentally retard-

ed and others who rely on government services.

Deborah Weinstein, executive director of the Human

Services Coalition, said the term "restructuring" has

become a buzzword for cuts that harm the needy.

"I'm getting really sick of restructuring as a word,"

Weinstein said. "During the campaign, that was a way

of saying, 'I'm cutting one person's area but not yours."

Weinstein said she is willing to look at proposals for sav-

ing money, but doubts they can be achieved without reduc-

ing services.

Slowey said he doesn't know what programs face deeper

cuts, reorganization or outright elimination in the future.

But he said more downsizing is sure to come.

SGA leaders

face threats,

harassment
By MARC ELLIOTT
Collegian Staff

Frustration concerning the restructuring of the Stu-

dent Government Association reached an all time high

yesterday when SGA President Natasha Diephuis

reported to University Police that a can of flammable

liquid with a note telling her to "draw her own con

elusions" was found in her mailbox in the SGA office

Governmental Affairs Chairman Alan Van Tassel

later admitted to placing the can of Trichloro-ethane

in Deiphuis' mailbox as part of a practical joke.

Diephuis decided not to press charges.

Student Trustee Angus McQuilken found the can

yesterday morning with a note attached that read

"Draw your own conclusions."

The Trichloro-ethane, a highly flammable solvent us-

ed for cleaning typewriter parts, was supposedly meant

to represent lighter fluid, the substance used by

Gregory Levy to burn himself on the Amherst Com-

mon five weeks ago.

"I think it's really sick," said Diephuis after being

shown the note and 'lighter fluid.' "I know that some

people think it was a really silly thing to do on the town

common, but I took it really seriously."

Van Tassel said that the note and "lighter fluid was

not an attempt to torment Diephuis.

"I was just teasing her and - my God - I did not

mean to emotionally torment Natasha," Van Tassel

said.

Van Tassel went on to say that he has been trying

to get in touch with Diephuis so that he can apologize.

"I'm not going to pretend that it wasn't pretty tacky

because it was," he said.

Diephuis said that she thought she was being harass-

CONT1NUED ON PAGE 6
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Lecture - "Local Business Ties with Japan, a panel

discussion with Japanese and American Businessman at

7:30 p.m. in CC 168.
.

Poetry Reading - Doug Anderson, poet and playwright,

will read from his work at the Northampton Center for

the Arts at 8 p.m.

Meeting - A UMass Chris Hani Coalition is forming

to organize the visit of Chris Hani, a leader in the African

National Conference, at 7 p.m. in the Cape Cod Lounge.

All campus groups are urge to attend.

Speaker - Ana Carcedo Cabanas will speak on

"Feminism and the Environment in Central America,"

at 4 p.m. in CC 905-909. The program is sponsored by the

Luce Food Program at Hampshire College, Feminist Aid

to Central America and the UMass Social Thought and

Political Economy program.

WEDNESDAY, APRIL 3

Black Men: Rescue 91 1 - Panel and open discussion on

the issues facing African American man and practical

possible solutions. Sponsored by Delta Sigma Theta

Sororitv Inc. in CC 904-908 at 7 p.m.

Lecture - 'The New World Order: Economic and

Military Perspectives." will be in Hasbrouk 20 at UMass

at 7:30 p.m. Sponsored by the Five College Program for

Peace and World Security Studi'

Lesbian Support Group - An eight-week support group

will meet from 12 p.m. - 1:30 p.m. in the Everywoman s

Center, on the second floor of Wilder Hall. For more in

formation call 545-0883.

Speaker - Les Brown, a personal development training

program director, will speak in the SUB at 7 p.m. Spon

sored as part of the Martin Luther King Jr. Memorial Pro-

gram. The program is free to the public.

Organizational Meeting - For the end of the semester

food-clothing-carpet drive, will be in Thoreau Conference

Room, Southwest, from 4 p.m. 5 p.m.

Discussion - "Everything You Wanted to Know About

Religion But Never Had the Chance to Ask." is sponsored

by the United Christian Foundation at 7:30 p.m.

Lecture - "Revolutionary Perspectives on Caribbean

Unity," with Einstein Louison. the deputy leader of the

PIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIM

ege
1 Spring Special

Small Cheese Pizza $3.50

Large Cheese Pizza $5.99

2 Toppings $1.00 extra

=549-6098 . . .
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no coupons with the special
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Maurice Bishop Patriotic Movement of Grenada, is spon-

sored by the Five College Black Studies at 4 p.m in the

Shirley Graham DuBois Library, second floor of the New

Africa House.

THURSDAY, APRIL 4

Meeting - The Residential Recycling education

volunteers will meet in CC 805 at 6:30 p.m. and promo-

tion volunteers will meet at 8 p.m. in the same room.

Meeting - A campus-wide discussion of action surroun

dine Gov Weld's higher education proposals will be at

8 p m in the Student Union Ballroom. State Represen

tative Stan Rosenberg and John Cole, President of the

Massachusetts Society of Professors will be speaking. Free

to the public.
, , „

Lecture - "Japan on the Verge of a Changing World.

with Deputy Consulate General Tadahiro Abe.

Organizational Meeting - For the end of the semester

food-clothing-carpet drive. Sponsored by the Human Kind

ness Outreach Program, will be in the Lewis Basement

of Northeast from 4 p.m. 5 p.m.

FRIDAY, APRIL 5

Lesbo-a-gogo - At the Northampton Center for the Arts

at 8 p m. $8 in advance and $10 at the door.

Lecture - "Viewing Video as Art: An Overview of the

Youngest Art Form," will be shown in the Collins Print

Room of the Mead Art Museum at Amherst College from

April 5 to May 12. Free. Hours: Monday Friday 10 am
4 30 p.m., weekends from 1 p.m. 5 p.m.

Film - Surname Viet. Given Name Nam at 8 p.m in

Thompson 102, is sponsored by the Vietnamese Students

Association. A ir»c
Brounbag Seminars - Sponsored by the UMass AIDS

Research Unit, from 12 p.m. - 1 p.m. in 136 Arnold Hou.se

Pow-Wow - The Eighth Annual Traditional Indian

Pow Wow is sponsored by Dr. Josephine White Eagle.

American Indian Cultural Center: The Five College In

dian Studies Program. The Pow Wow begins at 1 1:30 am
at the Curry Hicks Cage.

Sophomore Chemistry Seminar - "Robotics -

Automated Dissolution Testing in the Pharmaceutical In

dustry " will be presented by the Chemistry department

in conjunction with Dr. Len Kostek, Pfizer Central

research of Gronton, CT. The program will be at 1:25 p.m

in LGRT 101.

SATURDAY, APRIL 6

Tag Sale - The Amherst Family Center will have its

fifth annual tag sale at the North Congregational Church

at North Pleasant and Pine Streets. The sale features

children's clothing and toys priced from 25 cents to U
All proceeds benefit the Amherst Family Center.

Pow-Wow - The eighth annual Indian Pow Wow will

take place in the Curry Hicks Cage from 10 a.m. - 1 1 p.m

Admission is free. There will be Indian singing, dancing,

food and crafts. Cello Performance - By Ken Matsuda

at 8 p.m. in Bezanson Recital Hall. Admission is free.

SUNDAY, APRIL 7

Support Group - Female partners of Bisexual Men will

meet at the Everywoman's Center in Wilder Hall. Con-

fidentiality assured. For more information, please call

545-0883.

Recycle this newspaper

Summer Session 1991

Everything From AtoZ

At University of New Hampshire

Summer Session, you get more than

wide lawns and classes in the open

air. What you will get is academic

excellence, over 400 undergraduate

and graduate courses to choose from,

and four different terms to make it

easier to plan your summer.

FOUR TERMS
June 3-July 3 5 Weeks

June 3-August 9 10 Weeks

Julyl-August9 6 Weeks

July 8-August 9 5 Weeks

You'll find what you need,

from Administration to Zoology,

at UNH Summer Session.

GROUND FLOOR STUDENT UNION

To order your 1991 Summer Session Catalog,

call (603) 862-4234, or return the form below.

r
University of

New Hampshire

(Mail to UNH Summer Session,

I
24 Rosemary Lane, Durham, NH 03824;

or call (603) 862-4234.) (UM/A)

I Send me the UNH Summer Catalog.

|Name_

|
Address —

Durham, New Hampshire 03824 | City.

State

"T i i:

Zip_
r i.

LOCAL
Jewish students celebrate 'journey' of Passover
By RORY EVANS
Collegian Staff

Rabbi Saul Perlmutter loves Passoyer.

'Passover is such a great holiday," he

said. "I could talk about it all day."

Perlmutter led one of two Seder dinners

conducted Friday night at Hamden's

kosher dining commons. Students led the

second.

i found the Seder thoroughly enjoyable.

We had good singing and good paiticipa

tion,'' Perlmutter said.

This v.ar. the celebrants tried new

customs at the dinner, Perlmutter said

"There is a point in the service when a

matzoh is broken into three pieces and the

largest piece is hidden. This year, before

we hid it, we did a Sephardic Jewish tradi

tion which is to place matzoh on one per

won** shoulder and everyone at the table

got up and followed this person for a walk

around the room and then back to the

table," he said.

This ritual is the symbolic reenactment

of Jews placing their bread-kneading

troughs on their shoulders and leaving

their lives of slavp*-v in Egypt, Perlmutter

said.

During the recitation of the 10 plagues,

another non-customary tradition was

practised.

According to Perlmutter, the 10 plagues

are the 10 bad things that happened to the

Egyptians each time they denied the Jtm -

their right to freedom from slavery.

"This year, everyone blew up a balloon

and said something that's plaguing them

now. Then all of the balloons were popped.

This was symbolic of getting rid of things

that plague us today," Perlmutter said.

Perlmutter said although Passover is a

biblical and historical holiday, each year

it gives its celebrants a chance for new per

sonal freedoms.

"Passover seems to have an enduring

relevance. Passover is about taking a

journey - us getting up and moving from

places where we've been oppressed to

places where we can realize our potential."

he said.

"Passover starts in spring, a time of birth

and a time for our own rebirth It's a time

to think about getting up to move to

greater freedom, greater fullness of living."

Perlmutter said a custom at the Seder

had a contemporary slant this year, with

regard to the war in the Persian Gulf.

The custom is to take a drop of wine out

of a glass of wine to commemorate each of

Egypt's plagues. Perlmutter explained that

in the Judaic faith, wine is a symbol ofjoy,

and in removing those 10 drops of wine, the

drinker feels sympathy for the pain of

others, even enemies.

"This custom is important today —
wherever we stand on what should have

been done in Iraq. We don't rejoice in our

enemies' suffering. We hope our liberation

comes without the pain of others."

There will be a passover service Friday-

night at 7 p.m. at the Hillel House on

North Pleasant St., and this week there

will be a table on the Campus Center Con

course selling food for students celebrating

l
,a»over.

Next week will be Holocaust Memorial

Week, and a number of events are

scheduled.

Tonight, Paulina Stark, a soprano in the

nunc department, will perform Robert

Stern's compositions inspired by the

Holocaust Leopold Teraspulsky will ac

companv on the cello. The performance will

be at Bezanson Recital Hall in the Fine

Arts Center at 8 p.m.

Professors
address
economic growth
By JASON GEORGE
Collegian Staff

The struggles that many college students and others are

having finding jobs seems to have made people think more

about the Massachusetts and United States economies^

These topics were addressed by University of

Massachusetts economics professors Andrew Brimmer and

Leonard Rapping in a panel on "Recession and Recovery

in the Campus Center last night.

Both panelists agreed on a cautious scenario of modest

economic growth in the near future, but disagreed on the

means of achieving an end to the current recession.

"Recessions are inherent in the [U.S. economic! system,

Rapping said."The essence of the debate in

macroeconomics is whether or not there is anything we

can do about them."

Rapping was referring to the question of whether or not

the government should actively intervene when economic

problems arise. A , „

"In this case, the best thing to do is probably nothing.

Rapping said. "Any interference would probably make

things worse." . ,
.

Rapping put his ideas about a role for the government

in the context of the Massachusetts economy, where he

feels state government will be unable to find ways to in-

crease the growth of production and reduce

unemployment. . . .

"Probably what we have to do is retrench the state

government, as it got bloated in the 1980s." Rapping said.

"We're not talking about fine-tuning here, but cutting

with a meat cleaver."

Though Rapping's approach sounds drastic, he believes

it is the only way to end Massachusetts' economic woes.

"The rationalization process [in government] ends up

being just a series of cuts across the board," Rapping said.

"We might then reach the position where the state is seen

as more pro-business and as a facilitator for industry.

Brimmer, who sees the current recession as a result of

the rise in oil prices following Iraq's invasion of Kuwait

Aug. 2, felt the government should take a more active role

in ending the economic downturn.

"The Federal Reserve waited too long to undergo a

vigorous easing of monetary policy," Brimmer said. They

should have recognized that interest rates were restric-

ting the amount of available credit

When the Federal Reserve keeps the interest rates for

borrowing money high, businesses and consumers borrow

less and investment and consumer buying suffer as a

result. CONTINUED ON PAGE 6
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HIT THE BOOKS - Junior business major Ton Navin en route to the Tower Library.

Run benefits homeless, abused kids
..o _r^l ..„..„« nonnlo finrl thpmsplv'€»S Wlthoil

By DAVID RIVERA
Collegian Correspondent

The 10K "Run for Runaways" road race to benefit

homeless and abused children will take place Saturday,

Sponsored and organized by the Newman Student

Association, the 12th annual fundraiser donates all its pro-

ceeds to The Covenant House. The organizers hope to raise

$10,000, most of which will come from sponsors.

The Covenant House organization, founded in New York

City's lower east side in 1968, provides food, clothing and

shelter to teens who have become homeless or have

runaway because of abuses at home.

"The race began 12-years-ago, and we had only about

20 runners. Two-years-ago we had as many as 520, so it's

become very successful over the years. Last year we rais-

ed $7,000 which all went to the covenant house," said

Sister Millie of the Newman Center.

The organizers of the race want people to know about

the crisis concerning homeless and abused teens

Some of these voung people find themselves without

any shelter and some fall prey to drug pushers and pimps

because thev have no one else to turn to. The Covenant

House program provides the basics as well as counsell

ing to help them get on the right road." Sister Millie said.

Celeste Poulin and Beth Pollard, both student

organizers, said the race has become a UMass tradition

and that teams from school organizations, such as the Air

Force R.O.T.C. and fraternities, have created a com

petitive spirit that helps with getting more sponsors for

the cause.

"It has become both competitive and fun. we get serious

runners and we get people who just walk the route. We

encourage anyone who wants to participate to do just that;

you don't have to be a runner," Poulin said.

The race will start at 9:30 a.m. for walkers and 10 a.m.

for runners, from the Boyden side of the Alumni Stadium

track. Prizes, donated by local merchants, will be award-

ed to the top three winners in five age categories. Registra-

tion tables will be set up on the Campus Center Concourse

throughout the week, and on-sight registration will also

take place before the race.
Lilt: ^,1 lOU w»»*-^» *•-£, --w.—— -

Students organize 'higher education day

to protest Welds proposed education cuts

Collegian photo by K.A. Burke

Leonard Rapping

Students are organizing a higher education day at the

Statehouse in Boston on April 17 to protest Governor

Weld's proposed education cuts.

The event, which has the theme "Business Needs

Higher Education in Massachusetts," will kick off with

a 10 a m press conference on the Statehouse steps, ac-

cording to Student Trustee and rally organizer Angus

McQuilken.

"We're trying to get the presidents and CEO's of Boston

companies to denounce Weld's proposals," McQuilken

said.

After the press conference, students will go to the

Statehouse to lobby for their representatives' support.

Speakers scheduled to be at the press conference so far

are the chairman of the Massachusetts House of Represen

. , . .».*wt rAtr.MWt .v.

tatives' Education Committee and the president of the

Fall River Chamber of Commerce Mark Montigny.

An organizational meeting will be held Thursday at 8

p.m. in the Student Union Ballroom. Students, faculty,

and staff are encouraged to attend.

"The purpose of the meeting on Thursday ll to get as

many students, faculty, and staff there as possible to hear

out what Weld's proposals are and figure out how we re

going to respond to them and to plan for the 17th m
Boston," McQuilken said.

State Representative Stan Rosenberg (D-Amherst),

President of the Faculty Union John Cole, and McQuilken

will speak at Thursday's organizational meeting. Student

Government Association President Natasha Diephuis will

be master of ceremonies.
- MARC ELLIOTT
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4:00 p-m
Program :

wrtven : wiaere : pacutty.:

Animal Science/Pre-Veterinary

Consumer & Family Economics
Entomology
Environmental Design
Environmental Sciences

Family & Community Services

Fashion Marketing
Food Science
Forestry
Hotel, Restaurant & Travel

Landscape Architecture

Leisure Studies & Resources
Resource Economics
Natural Resource Studies

Nutrition
Plant Pathology
Plant & Soil Sciences
Resource Economics
Wildlife & Fisheries Biology

Wood Science & Technology

Tues April 2

Tues April 2

Wed April 3

Wed April 3

Wed April 3

Tues April 2

Tues April 2

Wed April 3

Wed April 3

Wed April 3

Wed April 3

Wed April 3

Wed April 3

Wed April 3

Wed April 3

Wed April 3

Wed April 3

Wed April 3

Wed April 3

Wed April 3

216 Paige

Skinner Lounge

202A Fernald

Hills N. Lounge

205 French

Skinner Lounge

Skinner Lounge

236 Chenoweth

227 Holdsworth

107 Flint

Hills N. Lounge

Hills N. Lounge

227 Draper

227 Holdsworth

210A Chenoweth

209 Fernald

205 French

227 Draper

227 Holdsworth

227 Holdsworth

G. Howe
S. Mammen
M. Peters

J. Ahem
R. Walker

W. Schumacher

M. Moran

P. Chinachoti

J. Mawson
S. Fletcher

N. Dines

L. Klar

D. Storey

C. Carlozzi

N. Rodriguez

M. Mount
N.Garrabrani

D. Storey

Ross & Fuller

P. Fisette

Stop by to tatft about courses , minors, majors

NOW
RENTING

CLIFFSIDE
APARTMENTS

Affordable, Quiet &
Convenient

1 & 2 Bedrooms
from $400/month

ALL UTILITIES
INCLUDED

5 miles to UMASS
On Sunderland Bus

Route

Pool, Tennis & More

Furnished Apartments

also available

Accepting applications

for September

Ask about our free rent

special

'248 Amherst Rd. (Rte 116)

Sunderland 665-3958

The Third World Caucus proudly presents:

The Martin Luther King, Jr. Memorial Program
with special guest speaker

Les Brown

Goals for the '90s
Les Brown is a motivational speaker and personal development trainer. His specialities in-

clude organizational goal-setting, stress management, and communication skills.

Gospel Choir—Voices of Jubilation of Springfield

under the direction of David Jackson

Wednesday, April 3, 1991

Malcolm X Center Student Union Ballroom

4-5pm 7-9pm

Refreshments will be served at the S.U.B.

SPONSORS- The Office of Third World Affairs. The Division of Academic Support Services, Student Affairs Cultural

Enrichment Fund, Graduate Student Senate, Board of Governors

Editorial/Opinion ^^
The opinions on thrs page are those of the individual wnter or cartooZt and do not necessarily reflect the views of the Collegian or .he University unless otherwise noted.

Arab blood isn't enough;

the US wants Arab wealth
Editorial Policy

"Sometimes a scream is better than a thesis."

— Ralph Waldo Bmewon

''The world is fa&W apart What are yo* going totk> oto*f*^

The Edrt«Ha#0|fo^
UMass and the rtsft ©f «* *ive Collage *"?3^^^^H|
TheEdi^8^%emithe right*^$k?*!##?*«*

for grammar, clarity and length. * WV --

Submissions must bear your name, local address and phone

number. This infotmation is subject to verification.

Submissions will be printed anonymously at the editor's discre-

tion. Letters or columns written under a pseudonym or without

a name will NOT be considered.

Letters should be no longer than 50 double-spaced, typed lines.

Columns must not exceed 70 double-spaced, typed lines. Untyped

submissions or submissions of obscene and unreasonable length

will NOT be considered for publication.

Letters and columns written in response to a previously publish-

ed letter will NOT be printed. Responses to or criticism ofcolumns

or articles must be restricted to letter form. Any exceptions will

be determined solely by the editors.

The Editorial staff is not required to print all submitted

material. Submissions become the property of the Collegian and

will not be returned.

The opinions expressed on this page are those of the individual

writer or cartoonist and might not reflect the views of the Col-

legian or the Editorial staff.

The Editorial staff is trying its best to honor the above-

mentioned policies.

Furthermore, we exist only to serve you, the Collegmnreadmg

public. We do our best to facilitate a healthy community discus-

sion of the issues. But, without you, this discussion doesn't hap-

pen. So get writing. . .19,000 people are waiting to find out what

you think.

Clip this handy policy statement and put it on your triage.

Now that the dust has settled on

America's Desert Storm, and the collective

mind of the United States returns to its

usual resting place - the wallet — the

bloodhound brained media has set off on

the money trail. We are being treated to

a barrage of blather about "Saddam's

Billions," a preposterous argument being

advanced by agents of the Al-Sabah fami

ly and other pirates, and being swallowed

whole by the credulous press and public

alike.

Hussein Ibish

The simple and obvious trick of this

amateurish propaganda is to use the term

"Saddam" in most of the general discussion

of the money in question, but to convenient-

ly switch to the term "Iraq" or "Iraqi

government" when making any specific

allegations of ownership, investment, or

property rights (as on 60 Minutes).

Simply put. the money in question does

exist, and all or the vast majority of it is

in the overt and covert investment opera

tions of the Iraqi Republic. Most of tL

put into place to facilitate the acquisi

tion of technology that is denied to many

Third World nations to keep them

defenseless. Such acquisitions are entire

ly legitimate and proper. To identify Iraqi

foreign investments as the personal fortune

of President Saddam is a deliberate and

cynical manipulation of the ignorance of

the public. Its function is as a pretext for

the looting of Iraqi assets, which is, after

all, the name of the game

The United States, where the govern-

ment is heavily implicated in the greatest

theft of all time (the S&L scandal i. is

naturally the end of the real money trail

All such roads lead to the new Rome. Like

its imperial predecessors, the United States

is pleased to extract from its subjects boo

t\ . tribute, and taxes. The war was firstly

for the enforcement of dominance. But,

economic greed was a close second to power

lust and military sadism. Kuwait as a par

ticularly profitable neocolonial outpost and

placid petrol pump is a small but not unim

portant rock in the mountain of interna

tional inequities that form the basis of the

"American way of life."

The United States has consolidated its

control over the Gulf which contains no less

than 80 percent of global oil reserves.

States like the United Arab Emirates,

Saudi Arabia, and of course good old

Kuwait, can be relied upon not only to keep

oil prices down and supplies flowing, but

to in effect give much of it for free.

These states, especially Kuwait, make a

habit of investing most of their petrodollars

in the west. Thus, the west buys oil with

cash that often never leaves their

economies, and only nominally changes

hands. It may be bought on an individual

or corporate basis, but at the national level,

it is taken. One thing is for sure, the Arab

world will never see most of that money.

Iraq is to be looted by "reparations" (ex-

tortion) payments. United States interests

will take most of the contacts to rebuild

Kuwait
Further, the only area of United Sta'

industrial supremacy, the weapons in

dustry, was threatened by budget cutback-

The war has served as a high tech weapons

commercial on international TV, promoted

even absurd systems men a> the laughable

Patriot, renewed interest in the "Sp,i

Defense Initiative." and secured large con

tracts at home and abroad. For example,

the Al Sauds will be spending $21 billion

on US arms in the next two years alone

(known as the "manna from Saudi'), plus

about 10 more on maintenance.

The single most direct form in which tin-

tribute is made i- in the distribution of the

cost of the war. Almost all sources have the

United State- looking at a huge profit

when the monetary cost benefit ratio is

calculated. It has spent, at most. $48 billion

but is pledged, and will certainly receive,

at least $55 billion for this hideous war, the

triumph of "Entrepreneurial Imperialism
."

Quite clearly, the real stor\ is Uncle

Sam's, not Saddam's. Billions (and

Trillions). Recent United States behavior

in the war and at the GATT talks

demonstrate as invigorated tendency to

loot and coerce, rather than compete

without bullying. The true kingpins of in-

ternational larceny conduct their sordid af-

fairs out of palatial offices, not in Baghdad,

but Wall Street and Washington.

Hussein Ibish U a member of the Arab

Council for Change

A rock 'em sock 'em hoop season when we needed one
«-,» *-* :iL,...t n ,l,,.,l.t e\r Iw.-it tt l

Bittersweet. Nerve-wracking. Thrilling. For fans of the

UMass men's basketball team, this season left them pro-

ud and exhausted.

A year with a 20-13 record, a new all time high scorer,

a bid in the National Invitational Tournament's Final

Four and a trip to Madison Square Garden, can hardly

be called an ordinary one.

Meredith O'Brien

The proverbial underdogs went farther than anyone

ever anticipated this year and, despite that loss to George

Washington which knocked them out of the Atlantic 10

finals, snagged them their first-time-ever NIT Final Four

hid. We won't (tht refs were biased) discuss (the refs were

biased) the GW game for fear (the refs were biased) that

those overly emotional UMass fans (the refs were biased'

will get as riled up as Red Sox fans do when they hear

the name - Bill Buckner.

But during a time when the University budget had been

severly slashed, a war had erupted in the Gulf and Vic-

tor Kiam's mouth had again ignorantly flapped in the

wind, we needed something to boost our morale. The

basketball team fit the bill.

I'm sure most fans did not go to games simply to escape

the anxietv and doldrums of the economy and General

Schwarzkopf. Most people I saw at the games were peo-

ple I had seen at the Cage since I'd started going to games

my sophomore year. But for many people, on campus and

off, the newly-found pleasure of going to basketball game-

was uplifting and a gloriously heart wrenching

experience.

The number of fans who became wrapped up in

"Minuteman Mania" did not increase dramatically only

because the team started winning, .although many did

jump on the bandwagon, embracing the "starting seven"

as the greatest thing since Dr. J. It was not just the

numbers piling up in the win column that lured the hordes

there.

This year's team played with heart. They, almost always,

predicted to lose by 10, never gave up and proved that

when UMass was down, a little scrappiness would help

them fight their way to the top. Their successes, alongside

their close losses (losing eight games by a total of 12 points

or in OT), provided a good example of what can be ac-

complished when the chips are down.

The most exciting moments of the season were brilliant

illustrations of the team's tenacity which, while it didn't

bring them to the NCAA's, got them farther than any

UMass team that came before them:

Rafer Giles' 1,000th point (a three-point) shot, netted

in the last seconds of overtime, beat Rhode Island by one;

the Will "I can jump over cars" Herndon dunks constantly

roused the crowd to their feet when the team needed a

boost; and, of course, there's the "shot of the century" at

the thrilling OT-Siena game in Albany which advanced

them to the NIT's Final Four.

The Siena game, was, without a doubt or hesitation, the

game of the year - testimony to an entire season where

neither the fans nor the team gave up.

Outnumbered by 13,000 Siena fans (who had the poten-

tial to grossly out-yell us but sat on their hands all night),

the 1,000 diehard UMass fans collectively lost their voices

with frantic yelling, successful in outdoing the lame Siena

people. Even when the team was down by three with 2.9

seconds on the clock - the Siena announcers telling

everyone that tickets to the Siena semifinal game would

be available at the ticket office after the game - the

UMass fans were still loud and confident.

The team reflected that fervor with its own intensity

as Tony Barbee sunk the three-pointer with 2.3 seconds

on the clock, securing an overtime Then the UMass

defense, coupled with Jim McCoy's lone shot, secured the

Minutemen's slot in the Final Four.

While the team was narrowly defeated (73 71 )
by Stan-

ford at Madison Square Garden in front of the thousands

of UMass fans who faithfully followed them to New York

City, and suffered another loss to Colorado in the NIT con-

solation game, more than 200 people still showed up to

welcome them home last week.

The fans said they still cared, were still proud of the

team that had provided them not only entertainment, but

something to believe in. But in the back of everyone's

minds, was that haunting thought, move over UConn.

Meredith O'Brien is a Collegian columnist
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SGA harassment
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

ed because of her decision Friday to veto

the appointments of six new senators to the

student senate, which is felt violated the

SGA constitution. The senate's coor

dinating committee appointed the six

senators in an attempt to revive the body

which was forced to dissolve three weeks

ago because there were not enough

members.
Diephuis is one of the five SGA officers

who asked the administration to step in

and restructure what they claim is an in-

effective student government at the begin-

ning of this semester.

This incident was preceded by a history

of harassment which has been directed at

the SGA officers since they made the re-

quest Jan. 30, according to former

Treasurer Daniel Chesnicka and Registrar

Rebecca Rudko.

"My tires were slashed, my car was

rammed three times; that's about $2,000

worth of damage," Chesnicka said. "I

FREE RENT OPTION

Situated

Brandywine offers Country

Living with convenience

• On UMass Bus Route • Nearby Shopping

on well landscaped acres with pond.

One and two bedroom apartments include fully equipped

kitchen and wall to wall carpeting.

Swimming pool, laundry facilities, responsive

management.

Stop and we'll show you what we have to offer.

Affordable rents include gas, utilities (heat, hot water

and stove).

BRANDYWINE AT AMHERST
16 Brandywine Drive. Amherst

Rental Office Open Daily 10-4

Limited Time Offer - 549-0600

3
CO

^
^•rtllV

at UMass/Boston means
one of the most popular summer pro-

grams in New England

a distinguished faculty and fine facilities

daytime and evening classes

over 400 course sections

convenient locations

sessions starting May 28 and July 15

mail, phone, fax, or walk-in registration

and affordable costs

To learn more, ^
send in the coupon or call 617 287-7904. \

\
Name \
Address \

received threatening phone calls on a con

tinual basis, the Minuteman printed my

home phone number. When I was still

speaker, people went into my desk and

copied personal materials and put them in

other people's mail boxes."

Registrar Rebecca Rudko said she has

been getting obscene phone calls that name

student government figures. She said that

former Treasurer Karen Talbot has also

been getting phone calls and that

McQuilken gets death threats on a regular

basis.

"If they think they can scare us into sub-

mission they are horribly mistaken,"

Chesnicka said. "The issue is the effec-

tiveness of student government. These acts

prove that those who oppose restructuring

student government would rather harass

people than address the issue. Who is sell-

ing out now?"

economy
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 3

"We will live through this episode,"

said Brimmer, who expects the national

economy to begin expanding in the sum-
mer of 1991.

"However, I see no boom on the

horizon," he continued. "And conse-

quently there will be no rapid expansion

of job opportunities."

The panel was sponsored by the

UMass chapter of Omicron Delta Ep-

silon, an international economics honor
society.

****-¥•**-*-¥*-¥-*

Friends of Children Benefit

STEVEN WRIGHT
IN CONCERT

and Special Guest
Saturday, April 20, 1991

8:00pm
John M. Greene Hall

Smith College, Northampton

Advance Tickets: $16.00

Day of show: $18.00

Special VIP preferred seating $25.00

availablefrom Friends of Children Office. Northampton

Tide* ovofcWe:Ua*m Oop*W38^ • fa*«^
Amherst • Broods* Books, Northompior • Odyssey Book. S.H«^« Wo*

Eye Books (*eeoW»S»rwben«Re(Ortk,ois^^

Proceeds will benefit Friends ol Children, Inc a

local agency that operates the Children s

Advocacy Center, providing a variety ot

advocacy services to children and families

For more information or tickets sales call

Friends ol Children

413-584-7120 or 586 0011
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SUMMER SPARKLES
at UMass
Over :*00 credit and noncredit O0UTMI and work

shops will bedazzle you in the I'Mass Summer Set

sion. A glittering lineup of classes is conveniently

offered both day and evening in two. six week i

MM First session runs June 4-July 12;

second session runs July 16-August 22. '

Register—by mail, by telephone, by FAX, or in person

April 16 for the course or workshop of your choice.

For more information or a free course catalog, call

Continuing Education at 545-2' / 1 I.

Universityof

Massachusetts

at Amherst

Summer
1991

-beginning

the Division of

City, State. Zip \

Return to

Division of Continuing Education

University of Massachusetts at Boston

Harbor Campus

Boston, MA 02125-3393 /
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Women's Shoes, Clothing & Accessories

Zanna • 1 87 North Pleasant Street • Amherst

413.253.2563

A Commonwealth

of Learning

3393 I ©
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VOrtENS ISSUES
'Right to Know' is Wrong Note from the Editors
By JASON GEORGE
Collegian Staff

At a time when it appears increasing

ly inevitable that the United States

Supreme Court will overturn its 1973

decision Roe vs. Wade, the struggle over

abortion rights is becoming increasing-

ly more focused at the state level.

In few places is this trend more ap

parent and more disturbing than

Michigan, where abortion rights op-

ponents are pushing for congressional

passage of a so-called "Women's Right

to Know" bill.

This law would stipulate that a

woman be presented with six different

forms of information at least 24 hours

before an abortion. This information in-

cludes the gestational age of the fetus

and a description of its development at

the time, a "medically accurate" photo

of the fetus at its gestational age, the

type of abortion procedure to be used

and any possible physical risks to the

woman.
Also, women are to be apprised of pro

cedures which would follow if complica-

tions arose, plus alternatives to abortion

such as adoption.

The problems with this bill, which are

many, begin with its name. The use hv

abortion rights foes of the name
Woman > Rit,'ht to Know" obscures the

fact that there is no positive right to

anything for a woman choosing to seek

.in abortion Tin- bill stipulates that a

woman must be forced to see things

which are intended to influence her

against having an abortion. In fact, the

law would be better called the

"Woman's Obligation to Know."

Ed Rivet, the legislative director of

Right to Life in Michigan, summed up

his view of the law's intention in a re-

cent Wall Street Journal article.

"She's going to have to see what it is

that she's about to abort," Rivet said.

"We want to have these women decide

whether they still want to have an abor

tion after they've seen that."

Rivet and others seem to make little

attempt to hide their intention of brain

washing women who have already

entered into the terribly difficult choice

of whether or not to have an abortion.

Attempting to make women feel guil-

ty by forcing them to see the fetus that

they are carrying, in addition to vastly

complicating the choice that they are

making, also simplifies abortion far

beyond many of the issues that a woman
must consider.

Why, for example, shouldn't women

be forced to read statistics and see films

about child abuse or poverty among

children, or other problems resulting

from unwanted births?

Abortion rights foes seeking to appeal

to a woman's sense of guilt to prevent

an abortion should perhaps be forced to

read columns such as that of Derrick

Jackson's in Sunday's Boston Globe.

Jackson writes of a one-day old baby

with its umbilical cord still attached and

covered with birth fluids which was

found in Dorchester with a smashed

skull.

The editors regret to inform the community that we are resigning effective today

for a variety of personal reasons. It is with much sadness, though our UFA. s

will undoubtedly thank us at the end of the semester.

We encourage readers with an interest in women's issues to apply for the posts.

You do not need experience to apply. Please consider it, for the Women s Issues

page is vital in ensuring that women have a voice in the UMass arena.
F * — Monique Tahon and Rua Kelly

EWC Announcements
EVERYWOMAN'S CENTER NEWS

• The Counseling Program at the

Everywoman's Center has been restored.

Funding has been guaranteed through the

spring of 1991. A major effort is underway

to restore the program on a permanent

basis. Your support and encouragement is

appreciated. Walk in hours at the

Everywoman's Center are Tuesday and

Friday from noon-1.30 p.m. A counselor is

available by phone Monday, Tuesday,

Thursday and Friday mornings from 10

a.m. -11 a.m. Counseling appointments are

available by appointment. Due to the time-

limited nature of our current funding,

counseling will be short-term with an em-

phasis on assessment and referral. Call the

Everywoman's Center at 545-0883 for

details.

• Do It Yourself (Pro-Se) Divorce

Workshop. April 22. Divorce can be an

emotionally difficult and financially cost

ly process, and many women are unable to

afford the high cost of obtaining legal

representation. In many cases, self-

representation may be a viable alternative.

Everywoman's Center and the Legal Ser-

vices Office will co-sponsor an introductory

workshop on the do-it-yourself or "pro-se"

divorce process. Jenny Daniell, staff at-

torney at the Legal Services Office, will

present information about pro-se divorce

and will also be available to respond to

questions and facilitate discussion. This

event will be at the Bangs Community

Center in Amherst from 7 p.m.-8:30 p.m.

This event is free of charge and is open to

University and community women. Pre-

registration for this workshop is requested

and childcare will be provided on a limited

basis. For additional information, contact

the EWC.

• Female Partners of Bisexual Men Sup-

port Group, a free, monthly support group

for female partners of bisexual men, will

meet Sunday, April 7. at the

Everywoman's Center, Wilder Hall,

UMass. Issues to be discussed include in-

visibility, relationship management,

monogamy non-monogamy, marriage,

AIDS, safe sex, homophobia and anything

else that members wish to address. Con

fidentiality is assured.

Women's Forum
Tuesday, April 2

Ana Carcedo Cabanas, founder and presi

dent of CEFEMINA (a women's network),

speaks on "Feminism and the Environ-

ment in Central America" in CC 905 909.

Sponsored by Women's Studies, STPEC,

the Luce Food Program, and Feminist Aid

to Central America.

Wednesday, April 3

"Latina Women of Smith Speak."

Students will discuss what it means to be

a Latina and what their different ex-

periences have been at Smith. Part of

Latina Week, sponsored by Nosotras.

4:15 p.m., Seelye Hall room 15.

Friday, April 5

Abortion Speakout: Women will share

their abortion experiences. Noon, Smith

College Library steps on main campus.

National Conference on Reproductive

Rights at Hampshire College begins. Con-

tact Marlene Fried at Hampshire College

for more information. (Conference lasts

through Sunday April 7.)

Saturday, April 6

Sojourn, Inc. is holding a Bowl-A-Thon

for fun and non-profit at Northampton

Bowl, on Pleasant Street, Northampton.

This fundraiser will benefit Sojourn's

counseling, high school equivalency, and

daycare service. Childcare free to par

ticipants. For more information and to

register, call Sojourn at 586-6807.

Monday, April 8

Fausto Amador will be speaking on

"Militarization and the U.S. Arms Buildup

in Central America" in CC803 at 4 p.m.

Amador is the executive director of

COPAN, a non-profit organization of social

and community development groups in

Central America. The talk is sponsored by

Women's Studies, STPEC, Luce Food Pro-

gram, and Feminist Aid to Central

America.

Wednesday, April 10

Class and the American Dream: a panel

discussion with Benjamin DeMott and

UMass professors Sut Jhally and Justin

Lewis. DeMott is the recent author of The

Imperial Middle- Why Americans Can't

Think Straight About Class and is a retired

Amherst College professor. The discussion

'vill be from noon-1 p.m. in CC 163.

ALSO. . .
Necessities/Necesidades, a bat-

tered women's service organization serving

women and children of Northampton and

surrounding areas needs to find donated or

low-rent residential/office space for its of-

fices by 5/31/91. If you have information

concerning this, call N/N office at 586-1 125

Monday to Friday from 9 a.m-5 p.m.

AP photo

These are photos of two female casualties of the Gulf War - Christine

Hayes and Beverly Clark, both in their twenties and both dead after a

SCUD missile attack. We send our sympathy to their families and the

families of every soldier and civilian killed in the war, and hope for peace

"/ see the world gradually being turned into a wilderness. I hear the

ever-approaching thunder, which will destroy us too. I can feel the suf-

fering,'of millions and yet, if I look up into the heavens '^inkjhat

it will all come right, that this cruelty too will end, and that peace and

tranquility will return again.
"

_ ^^ ^^

If you can't afford to get sick. . .

Perhaps one of the greatest challenges facing women

in the 1990s is America's deteriorating health care

system. In a time of single motherhood and tremendous

economic discrimination against women, many of our

sisters literally cannot afford to get sick.

Rua Kelly

Many women also cannot afford to get pregnant, as

Massachusetts' government officials declared last week.

A recent Boston Globe editorial repeated the conclusions

of state officials, stating that ". . .
nearly three times as

many African-American babies die before the age of one

than White babies. The percentage of African-American

women who receive adequate prenatal rare has dropped

in two years from 60 to 54 percent." Black women, in par-

ticular, are doubly victimized by a system which cannot

provide for them or for their children and simultaneous-

ly denies them reproductive rights via sterilization abuse

and stringent abortion laws.

However, a bill recently introduced in the U.S. Senate

by Senator Edward Kennedy (D-Mass) may begin to ad-

dress women's needs on a national level. The "Comprehen-

sive Prenatal and Early Childhood Health Care Act" is

an initiative that provides funding for the development

of community health centers in impoverished areas, both

urban and rural.

If the bill passes, more money will be allotted for vac-

cines to the states, and both substance abuse preven-

tion/treatment programs and smoking cessation in

pregnancy programs will receive dollars for education,

training, and technical assistance. New health centers will

be established in areas urgently needing them, specifically

targeting young mothers and pregnant women through

outreach programs.

A spokesperson for Senator Kennedy described the bill s

chances of passing as "very good" despite our nation's

fiscal problems, and cited the bill as part of Kennedy s

ongoing struggle to raise the status of women in our

communities.

The Act, however, may run into some opposition from

the Bush administration, who have put forth their own

plan. However, they target only 10 cities, and obtain the

funding by cutting into other areas' infant mortality

programs.

Every day in America, ".
. 107 infants die (and) 700

more babies are born with a birthweight so low that they

are 40 times more likely to die in the first month of life,"

yet we spend our money on missiles, not people. With the

passage of this bill, perhaps we could look towards a bet

ter future for America.
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Look to the indie labels for good British pop
IjiJCJlV LVJ 1/J.l^ 111WV

uf Jk , the Sarah Records label, based mBnstol. For three or so

Two other smKles I've encountered in the feedback pop the Sarah Records la
,

tentl releasing

By DAVE GERVA1S
Collegian Correspondent

Ifyou are like me (which you probably are not) all these

Rides My Bloody Valentines and Lushes can get a bit bor

mg after listening to them for the one thousandth time.

These davs, however, there is plenty of great British pop

out there, and I am not referring to the spoon fed major

label junk. Independent British labels are putting out

music that is, in my opinion, of equal or greater value to

the Rides you've been taking.

For instance, if you are into the feedback psychedelic

pop thing, a new record by Boo Radley will interest you.

It's entitled Kaleidoscope, and consists of four songs on

Rough Trade UK. There are plenty of distant vocals, and

the feedback is nicely contrasted by an acoustic guitar in

the foreground.

Two other singles I've encountered in the feedback pop

category come to mind. The first in by Creation Records

The Telescopes. It's a seven-inch single with a song call-

ed "Celeste" on the Aside. The powerful bass line on this

excellent cut will have you unconsciously humming

"Celeste" for days after you hear it. Starting to get the

P
Ttesecond single that comes to mind is by a band call^

ed The Lavender Faction At first this group reminded

me of the Wedding Present so much that I started sing

ing "My Favorite Dress." But I quickly found that there

is a lot more to this Lust Record band than some silly

dress and the mercilessly sloppy guitar work won me

over, especially on the title track, "In My Mind " Check

out this superb seven-inch single, but do so soon since all

Lust records are limited editions of 1000.

Pure, more refined pop is always nicely represented by

the Sarah Records label, based in Bristol. For three or so

years this small label has been consistently releasing

great seven-inches by bands like the Field Mice the

Sweetest Ache, and the Orchids. Two new sevens have

recently been released, one by The Field Mice and one

by a band called Tramway. The new Field Mice record

is more of the same: light, Rickenbacker guitar work with

catchy drum beats on "September's Not So Far Away,

and interesting added male/female vocals on the mellow

B side, "Between Hello and Goodbye." The Tramway

record is not one of Sarah's best, but the title cut of this

seven-inch EP, Maritime City, combines catchy lyrics with

drum machine rhythm and an instigating guitar. You

ought to check it out at least.

So give your Ride/MBV/whatever records a break. I he

really great pop is on import seven inch singles these days,

and the major labels won't miss your business, I promise.

School children learn

to admire the art ofpoetry

By NOA CHRISTINE BEN YEHUDA
Collegian Staff

Ask your average University student to

recite a little William Blake and you might

come up with a blank. But ask one of

students in Chris Soucy's Common School

class of 10 to 12-year-olds and you could be

impressed.

Is it a ghost or a fire? A ringed lake or

a graveyard?

Picking through the clues given by

Richard Wilbur, Soucy's class is trying to

decipher Riddle Poem. Josh Zacharias and

Gregg Rundle take sides - the ghost and

the fire respectively - and argue their

points with eloquence.

"Well this part. . i have no thoughts ..I

buried bones; for I am bodiless and bright

. .makes me think it might be a ghost.

says Gregg. -

"But it's obviously a fire! Bodiless and

bright' is like fire and the part where far

in the forest 1 am laid in a place ringed by

toow' im-ans a campfire!" argues Josh

Unlike many cla>ses you might attend in

CoUegt, every one of the students seems to

have something to say. One boy falls

backwards out of his chair in his excite-

ment, others simply squirm, arms raised

awaiting their turn to interpret. After

much haggling. Soucy finally comes clean,

"Congratulations .Josh," he says, "it was

a campfire."

An admirer of William Carlos Williams
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|>h..i.. wmm*m mkm Department of Mumc and Dance

o i» „u«.. «5*«rk will sine works composed by pianist Robert

*e?nZZe
PZr of^HoTocaus^tonight at 8 p'm. at UMass in Benzan-

r/,„ SeSS HSl Members of the New England Camerata, cellist.Leopold

TeraspuIskv and Stern himself on piano will also ^
rfo™.^»'J^

free concert is one of several activities during the April Holocaust

Memorial Week.
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THE MASSACHUSETTS
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LEAD VRITING VORKSHOP
Given by Steve Zkotaka

of the Daily Hampshire Gazette

April 4
6 p.m.

IN THE NEWSROOM

Newsroom Staff And Correspondents Must Attend!!

Behind the locked door

Behind the never ending forest

Behind the night sky

There lies the land of hope

My imagination leaps

My heart longs to go there

It represents so many things 1 cannot do

And cannot see.

Behind the eyes of innocence

There is a mystery

A mystery of life and death

Wanting, needing the fulfillment.

The old man is often seen

So humpbacked in his age.

Slipping in the water

But never near the edge.

Who is this manl

I do not know.

He's never touched the land

With leg or even Toe.

- Keren Goderez

— Larissa Chernock

Quick as a wink,

Up I jump

Warmer than I started.

Push me down

And I pop back up.

By then you may not want me.

Josh Berman and Josh Zacharias

fast

friendly

256-8911
Hadley

535-1111
S. Hadley

Pick-Up Or Delivery

2 SMALL Pizzas

2 toppings

ONLY $9.99

In \|i H<>l\ <>U

ii

\ ,ili.l .il

-..I ili

i \ \\ Ik

Pick-Up Or Delivery

Large Cheese with

1-Topping Pizza

Only $5.99
2nd pizza only $5

One (Oupon Per Person

Oiler expires 5-.J0-91

Dll l\ I \i\ I) IN

;,) M|\ <>|{ I.K.SS

i
1 1 i

I.*

ENGINEERS!
GRADUATING IN 1991?

<£g£^ BE PREPARED....

BY SUBSCRIBING TO THE ENGINEERING JOB PAGES!

EIP a a co«nirelKi»iv« bv weekly publication lutmj tht tm* op-io-eUtc enj«wenn«

potituni open m toe 5 New Enjland Siaus. Wt ui hundred! of ioorc«» to provide

job with the compenow tdrinuft you need m todiyi job mirteL EJP wall provide

you with nearly til p»bli»hed regionil duiified pontic™. aeorta of nnpnbliahed

entry-level job* (federu, mie, rnuncfMl, pnvtte) md peranmt nticlea m yonf

dnxipline. So act now md get the ad vintage!

3-month subscription now only $19 99

j 6-Month subscription just $32.99

D Month by Month rate $10.00

Send check, or money order along with order form me

ENGINEERING JOB PAGES

PO Box 1323

Westboro, MA 01581

Money back goaranter if not completely aaoafied.

NAME:
ADDRESS:

PHONE:

COLLEGE:
GRADUATION DATE:

YOUR ENG.

DISCIPLINE:

DOONESBURY
By GARRY TRUDEAU

THE EAR SIDE

By GARY LARSON

Every hour on the hour, a huge truck, made entirely

of pressed ham, lumbers its way across Dog Heaven

— and all the car chasers can decide lor themselves

whether or not to participate.

CALVIN AND HOBBES Bv BILL VATTERSON

AMOTVEH \
CASOrVLTI

OF WPUED

HN ETUKrVTOR.

WCUIHE MU5TVE

HAD A BUILT- IK

WORK COMWOW*
SPKTWkL REIEASV;

PUrVNTXSWkTaDH

'

I'M fV GEHWJS.'

TANGELO PIE Bv TI n SNIFFEN

Hi. 4di6 16 -Hric Adwiim-

ifrabon. Ju5r our or

ctwosiru-- OoyowhvWc*

am ideorot whir were
up nj.

./

WA/4AHAHAW.'

- And tAarcaS wonder*
wriu I can't- qe+h

sleep ai- vuc^d-.

By Jin

to l€<*** ^°r

Torvj W-»k*up-

$t€*e was vj*tcV\-

**1\»$ FrvitUef*
r.-ejKtoutof tK«

p^t fV\©$€ uii"Hv

#**>»

REX ROCKETT By IRA SHERAK

1 J^TlUGOtujb

3B@®M

QUOTE OF THE DAY

"I can't believe were consoling her

for being prom queen.''

— Overheard

DAILY CROSSVORD PUZZLE
Edited Bv TRUDE MCHEL JAFFE

ACROSS
1 Benny ol

comedy
S German

industrial regton

9 Bug preceder

12 Vionrties

14 Vtobntst Stern

16 Pubquatf
17 Precarious

existence

19 Compass <*r

20 CM Chde s range

21 Kept me eyes
upon

23 Editor s note

25 Singer M<H
and km

26Bks
29 Stats for Doc

and Orel

31 French triend

32 Mime
34 Mixologist

38 Contest

39 Skirt features

40 Tom ol cage

2 Ba'kley ol

boxing

3 Furnish

4 Burdens

5 Edge
6 Clubs for Gl s

7 — monde Ngh
society

8 Drumming
sounds

9 Article of used
doming

10 Forearm bones
1

1

Track events

1 3 One out ot 50
15 Auto trimming

18 Nonpareil

22 txegh

24 Verboten

26 McCkjre of

Superman
27 Emulate Tyson

28 Indirect

30 Writer — Anne

36 Loser to

S Grant

37 Throw a fit

39 Most wonderful

42 Addison s

partner

46 "Marching ' coin

47 Sidestep

49 The Louvre, per

exemple

50 Actress Susan

52'

54 dare to -
peach?" Ekot

55 A Barn/more

57 Stoned spy

58 What t —
tor me'

59 Greek WW II

resistance gp
62 Conn or Rl.

eg

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE:

rannnn nnnn nnn
inn nnnn nnnn

nnnn nnnn
[Mfllilll
• iDaTeU ft T I

innnnnnn nnn
innnn innnn ni

nrin nnnnn nnn
nnn nnnnnnn

33 Owe*
35 Decorated

41 Intersection

43 Author Wister

44 Hoiywoods
NaM

45 Word m a

children s game
46 0<te of a Jersey

five

49 TV tootbafl

analyst John
51 Prima donna
53 Ignored

56 Number five

ron
60 RR stop

61 American iunst

1872 1961

63 Many, many
years

64 Lauder ol

cosmetics

65 Spooky
66 Goal

57 Shooters

68 Is m session

DOWN
1 Sound of

laughter

T H LI Ol A
i a t olftltHra

nnnn nnnn nnnnn
ami nnnni
nnn nni

1S4I I* \r«rk« limr» S>n4kal« 4/2/91

rtENU
LUNCH

l>i//a

HOI 1 'I I kt\ Silluiv.!* I\

BASICS LUNCH
Pizza

Iloi lmkc\ Sandwich

DINNER
s, rod \. I'mmI v.,iriu Sauce

Spa9hrtU/i*\catbaih

BASICS DINNER
Carder. /Villi \ < asscrok:

Hi-Proicin SpatjhctU

i OUR DAILY HOROSCOPE
Bv JEANE DIXON

AIRiS (March 21 -April 19) Be

receptive to new ideas Other peo-

ple could come up with some ex-

cellent business suggestions Do

more serious thought about a com-

plicated personal relationship it

may be time to set the date 1

TAURUS (April 20-May 20)

Romance is a source of real delight

now You could find yourself on a

public event or community project

Resist the temptation to take pro-

mises at face value Get the facts

OEMINI (May 21-June 20) Seize

an opportunity to air the plans you

have been developing your col-

leagues should be highly receptive

Listening to classical music with a

loved one will be soothing to you

both

CANCER (June 21-July 22): It is

time to apply the brakes. Both

money and a friendship could be

lost if you are not careful now

Avoid sounding secretive - it could

turn others off. Romance sizzles

tonight!

LEO (July 23-Aug 22) The at-

mosphere could turn combative to-

day Avoid getting involved in risky

business of any kind. A love or pro-

fessional relationship could become
quite stormy Take the initiative and

make peace
VIROO (Aug 23- Sept 22): Be cer-

tain you show team spirit today. It

is very important that you not ap-

pear standoffish or unconcerned

Be more nurturing in a romantic

relationship

LIMA (Sept 23-Oct 22) Expect

the unexpected and be prepared

to roll with the punches Changing

conditions favor your efforts in the

area of finance Follow conser

vative methods to ensure your

financial security Wonderdog
Weiderman lurks.

SCORPIO (Oct 23-Nov 21) Keep

your wits about you when m the

spotlight today It is the little things

you say and do that reflect heavily

on you Try a new hairstyle and up-

date your wardrobe
SAGITTARIUS (Nov 22 Dec 21)

You could make an important

discovery or connection in an unex-

pected way Be open to new trains

of thought and unusual oppor-

tunities Work carefully to avoid

making costly mistakes

CAPRICORN (Dec 22-Jan 19): A

raise or promotion may be in the

works Draw close to people in high

places A message from afar sheds

light on an important matter Give

parents, children and pets extra

,-ving

AQUARIUS (Jan 20-Feb 18)

Count on an interesting pal to add
spice to your day! You will not be
idle Someone who works with you

could be the best companion of all

today Get out and socialize

PISCES (Feb 19-March 20) You

will have an opportunity to shine in

the public eye today Be cheerful

and cooperative and you will at-

tract favorable attention This could

be an opportune time to negotiate

a new contract

TODAY S STAFF
Niqht Editor Sam Silvcratein

Copy Editor Wy Cabin

Photo Technician !v v &°*e

Production Supervisor ^'^ v °

Typesetter Beti. dark

Production Tanla Ivany. TXmqoki lmuVH.

Sam SHvcretein
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poetry
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 8

himself, Soucy is pleased when, as the

children discuss the favorite and least

favorite poets they have encountered

since the beginning of the poetry sec

tion, one boy pipes up with. "William

Carlos Williams was cool."

Other favorites are Maya Angelou.

T S Eliot. Edgar Allen Poe and Robert

Frost. A number of the children singl-

ed out their fellow classmates as well.

The kids have been lead by Soucy and

a teaching intern into the world of

poetrv bv subject rather than by period

or genre. Each week a new subject is in-

troduced, 'snow," "moon" or "animals

for example. New poets and poems are

then introduced and discussed in the

comfortable casual setting of the Com-

mon School. The students later trv their

hand composing. Initially this project

was met with some dread.

"At first I thought it was going to be

boring," said one student, "but now I

find it really interesting."

Having a subject to focus on helped to

direct the students in their writing

endeavors. Sitting in an informal circle

they talk about their techniques and

tricks for writing. "I just had to sit quiet-

ly for a long time before I could get into

it." says one boy.

Most striking about this experiment

in education is in the discovery that the

feelings and frustrations felt by fifth and

sixth graders is no different than what

older students or writers face when it

come- to comprehending and creating

poetrv

In search of Fame

++++++*+*++**+*+**+++***

Claim to Fame
Hampshire College

Sunday, Mar. 31

Last night, Barry Weil presented eight

characters in search of a celebrity, all

played by himself, in his new play Claim

to Fame, presented by the Hampshire In-

dependent Productions. Each ne're to-do

well tells his or her own story about a brief

but cataclysmic brush with a famous per

son, from Jesus to Lee Harvey Oswald.

Each storv explores the awe that shallow

mediocrities feel for those who are truly ac

eumplished and simultaneously IlipiMM the

human weakness of those who pretend to

power. Perhaps the author patronizes his

characters, but he also has affection for

them and this failure to fully work out the

recognized contradiction makes the show

dynamic, but also unconclusivt-

The first couple ot acts were the weakest

and I regret to say that Barry is less con

vincing as himself than any of his other

characters. I'm not sure how his sbow need

ed any introduction, but the one we got was

too forced, too insincere, or should I say too

self-consciously sincere.

Interestingly enough, the three women

whom Barry created, acquainted with

Adolf Hitler, Marilyn Monroe and Janice

Joplin, were the most developed, believable

and witty of the eight. The staging tried to

fill up the huge dance studio space by mov

ing characters from one area to another,

but Weil was at his best in the intimate mo
ment and probably would have been just

as powerful with a chair and a spotlight.

A master story teller, the unassuming

Barry Weil, who will graduate from Hamp
shire this Spring, is more likely to go on

to become a celebrity himself than one of

their groupies
_ THOMAS SCULLY

American Express

AnnouncesAGreatNew
Travel Program.

Now students can get the Card

and get 3 roundtrips on Continental

Airlines, for only $129 or $189 each.

There's only one wav to cover a lot of territory without spending

a lot of monev. And that's bv getting the American Express Card.

It's the onlv card that offers an exciting new travel program

exclusively for students -including three roundtrip certificateson

Continental Airlines.

Just look at the map and pick the place youd like

to visit If its on vour side of the Mississippi River, you

can use a certificate to fly for only $129 roundtrip. Or,

vou can cross the Mississippi for $189 roundtrip.

You have your pick ofmore than 150 cities in the t&j&JWMWV**-

48 contiguous states. And you can fly almost anytime-because

there are no blackout dates. But you must make your reservations

within 14 days of the day you leave. And the maximum stay is

7 days/6 nights and must include a Saturday night

In addition to this great travel program, you 11 also enjoy all

the benefits of Cardmembership as well as other exclusive student

privileges. They include a quarterly magazine filled with informa-

tive articles on summer jobs, careers, campus life. Plus valuable

discounts from leading retailers.

But remember, there's only one way to get all this-and that s

by getting the American Express Card. Just call us (have your bank

address and account number on hand). What's more,

with our special student offer, its easier to get the

Card now while you're still in school than it may

ever be again.

So get the Card. And get ready to cover new

territory on either side of our Great Continental Divide.

Membership Has Its Privileges

TRAVEL
RELATED

^SERVICES
k>M«urf

CALL 1-800-942-AMEX
If you're already a Cardmember, there's no need to call Information about your certify ates util he arriving soon

c
CONTINENTAL

Lptm «n» ,nd condH.cn, of .h.. .,ml ofer will arrivr ».! vou, «,..*.,« Lont.nrm,! Airl.r*, .to* - ™pomibk- for fullllawnt of th.» ofcf American EipKM >«o«m no liability hi f.onnnrm.l Airl.nr-/ prrf<*man< r C 1991 American E«pi«» TravH telatrd Setvkea Company 1nc
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NHL
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 12

geographical market? Two expansion teams that puzzle

me are San Jose and Tampa. When I think of hockey,

these two cities pop right into my mind. A southern ex

pansion team didn't work before, so what makes you think

it is going to work this time?

Remember the Atlanta Flames? They are now the

Calgary Flames. What about the California Golden Seals?

They no longer exist. If it weren't for superstar Wayne
Gretzky, Los Angeles would still be leading the league

in lowest attendance.

Mr. Ziegler, presently there isn't one NHL team south

of the Mason-Dixon Line. With the decrease in television

coverage how do you expect to sell hockey in the South?

If I were sun bathing in 80 degree weather on a warm

beach, my mind would not be on an evening hockey game.

The icing on the cake happened three years ago in

Boston during the Stanley Cup Finals, when the Boston

Bruins played the Edmonton Oilers. A funny thing hap

pened that night in Boston Garden, the lights went out.

Some important decisions needed to be made about the

situation, but the President was nowhere to be found.

Where were you? Oh, I remember now, you were on vaca

tion. Probably a much-deserved vacation at that. Hey,

what's more important - your leisure time of your

league's image? Not a smart move.

In 1989 Pete Roselle retired as Commissioner of the Na
tional Football League after 30 years of service. He left

a league that flourished under his guidance with revenues

at an all-time high. He knew when it was time to leave

and let some new ideas be created. Mr. Ziegler, the NHL
has not flourished under your guidance. Instead of pro

gressing, it is regressing. For all of us hockey fans, please

do us a favor — retire. If you needed to take a vacation

during the Stanley Cup Finals, maybe you need to take

a permanent vacation away from hockey!

Bill Keene is a UMass student

HAIRCUTS
ALWAYS

$io

\,L/

HAIR SPACE

25 N. Pleasant Street • Amherst • 256 0733

7T\
INTERNSHIPS

LONDON
PARIS
WASHINGTON

Eating Disorder Programs
sponsored Dv universitv Health Services

All Single Session — Spring 1991

SEMESTER/ SUMMER
ACADEMIC YEAR PROGRAMS

Now's the
time to call. .

.

North Amherst
Motors

71 Old Sunderland Rd, No. Amherst

549-2880

Expert Repairs and
Reconditioning

Most UMfor Oeoif Cants Accepted

Eating Disorder Single Session

Drop-m Group — starts Feb. 7 — once a month

1st Thursday. 5:30-6:30 pm
University Health Services. Room 304

Open to anvone. Confidentiality assured.

\o advanced sign up needed.

Eating Disorder Treatment Program

For individuals — with Nutritionists.

Mental Health Clinician. Physician

and/or Nurse Practitioner

Monday or Tuesday — beginning February 4

University Health Services

Call 549-2671. Clinic IV

Confidentiality assured.

Food and Feelings Workshop

Led by Peer Health Educators

To Schedule for your Residence Hall

— call 549-2671x181

CORTONA
LONDON
MONACO
PARIS

USSR/E. EUROPE

CYPRUS
MADRID
PADUA

GRENOBLE
HAIFA
MADRID
NIGER
OXFORD
PADUA
For program details complete the coupon below and mail it to

Boston University

International Programs

232 Bay State Road

Boston, MA 02215

(617) 353-9888
ktti?

'Stzi.'M

Name

Address

CKy

Phone

I CoHege/UnrversJty

Summer _Fa« _Spring 19.

Internship Programs Summer Programs

London Cortona

Parrs Cyprus

Washington London

Semester'Academic Year Madnd

Grenoble Monaco

Haifa Padua

Madrid Pans

Niger USSRE Europe

Oxford

Padua

J BOSTON UNIVERSITY

Classifieds
COME TO THE COLUMN OEHCE-CC U3 MON-THVRS 8:30-3 30,MMM 3Q.DEADUNE 2 DAYS PR,0* TO PVBUCAVON.CASH ,N ADVANCE. 20-/WORD/DA Y FOR STUDENTS

ACTIVITIES FOR RENT

25 CLUB BUSINESS MEETING Tues-

day. 4/2 7pm. CC801 Party Friday. 8pm.

Wheeler dormitory (bring UMass i d )

ATTENTION!! Mandatory meeting tor the

UMass Marketing Club" All are welcome-

Be there April 2nd at 5 30 p m

INTERESTED IN HUMANE EDUCATION
and helping abandoned cats on campus ?

Call UMasS pets 546-2191 -546-5777

1 BEDROOM Colonial Village

Take over lease Start June 1

Last month rent free $400/month

Contact 253-7843

4 BEDROOM APT FOB RENT
Off Main St -on bus route

Starting 6/1 $980mo Heat included

Call 256-4238

FAST FUNDRAISING PROGRAM
$1000 in just one week
Earn up to $1000 tor your campus organua

tion Plus a chance at $5000 more' This pro-

gram works' No investment needed Call

1-800-932-0528 Ext 50

INTELLIGENCE JOBS. All branches

US Customs. DEA etc Now hiring

Call (1)805 962-8000 Ext K-9616

MOTORCYCLE

HONOA INTERCEPTOR
VF500F 1985 ex cond
Well mamt 1500/BO
Sean 253-7178

PERSONALS

TAKE OVER OUR LEASE. Large, one

bedroom apartment in Brandywine $480.

heat included 549-0434

ANNOUNCEMENTS

BED ANO BREAKFAST- downtown Ideal

tor visiting parents and triends- 549-0733

ENDLESS SUMMER! Alaska jobs

Women/men, to $800/wk Airfare plus

room/board free Canneries hiring now' in-

formation 1(900)988 5152 Ext 170

$3/minute (4 rmn max /refundable)

FOR SALE

10 SPEED BIKE
$100 or BO -call

Lisa 549-4324

CUBE REFRIGERATOR. $30 00 delivered

542 2569

HEADING FOR EUROPE this summer'Jrt

there anytime for $160 with AIRHITCH (r

(Reported in NY Times and Lets Go!)

AIRHITCH (r) 212-884-2000

LESBIAN BISEXUAL GAY ALLIANCE
General meeting Tuesday April 2 6 15pm

-Check schedule by CC elevators for room

Catch the news!

FUTONS
Metawampe
Top quality gold bond futons

Delivery anywhere in U.S.A.

Sleep with us and save'

1-800-3FUTON1

APTS. FOR RENT

SPRING SPECIAL .•• cent* one month

rent with one year lease 2BR $450, JBM

$537 in Sunderland Free bus route, laun

dry facilities, pool, garden plots Short term

leases available 665-3856

MOPED - BATAVUS Runs fine $150 Call

253-5434

NEED A COMPUTER? 7 sell PC'S and

Macs very competitive prices, service and

individual attention Call Dana 546-3933

PART-TIME truck driving positions''

$7 50 to $10 00 per hour- no experience

necessary (617) 237-5520

HAPlOLY KPANDING ORGANIZATION\»

seeking FT and PT energetic people 1-3K

f*T 3-5K FT possible Students are en-

couraged to inquire Set your own hours

and pay tor school
203-749-1756
413-549-8107

RECYCLING PROGRAM ASST NEEDED

Start June. July or August fuH-time and work

part-time during school year- Call Shenll

545-1153

SUMMER 6/24-«/25 :The Asaocmtiof
i
for

the Help of Retarded Children needs MALE

and FEMALE students to work al n
:

a
i

sum-

mer sleep-away camp in the Catskill Moun-

tains for developmentally disabled children

and adults Paid positions available tor

cabin couselors. program instructors

WSl's. office staff Write CAMP
LOYALTOWN, AHRC, 189 Wheatly Road.

Brookville, NY 1 1 545 or call 5166261000.

Mon -Fri

AMY! Happy 21st Love Labrynth Sassy

Says Best Wishes Too!

BRENDAN SALTER
Lost a bet because he couldn I control his

lips

Think about that today

GREG, HAPPY 21st Birthday 1 Have tun

tonight Dnnk an "Old Nek" for me' I LOVE

YOU!! — Beth

GREAT HOUSE TO SUBLET with lease op-

tion 4 bedroom house, wall to wall carpet

dishwasher on bus route, cheap furniture

Call now 253-3169

GREAT HOUSE TO SUBLET tor the sum

mer with lease option House is on bus line

5 minute walk to campus, quiet

neighborhood screened in porch, parking

and more 1 Call now' 5496508 Leave a

message

SUMMER W/ FALL OPTION. Large room

in S Amherst condo Pool, central A/C

washer/dryer, parking On bus route Cool

roomies, perfect summer place' Call Joe

253-2696

TAKE OVER OUR LEASE. June-August

Fall option Colonial Village 2 bedroom

apartment $475 month plus utilities Call

256-4167

SUMMER SUBLET
2-3 people fall option

Mill Valley Apts

2 bedrooms available

2%- bath on bus route

Call 2561202

SUMMER SUBLET fall option 1 bedroom

apt 515/mo Presidential Apts 549-8397

YET ANOTHER SUBLET: 1 or 2 rooms in

6 brm hse Logtown rd on bus 290/mo

flexible JunAugopt to renew Come see'

253-9949 Greg/Kristin

YOUR CHOICE:
1 bedroom Brandywine apt available for

June-August, reasonable rent, alt utilities m-

eluded except electric

OR
2 bedroom in Townehouse Apts available

for 1-4 people, very reasonable rent Fan op-

tion available tor 1 or 2 spots

Call Nicole at 549-8001 after 6pm

HAPPY 22nd to the woman of my dreams

So tefl my honey, how does it feel to date

a younger man!?
Love,
Baku

UPTOWN ABOVE BUFFALO BULLS
Summer w/ fall option

One bedroom, hardwood floors

Rent negotiable can Mark 549-6328

TRAVEL

JENNIFER KOVAL
It's a personal!

Yeah! Happy 22nd
Old lady! Have a

great day
Love, Mary

SUMMER RENTAL

AIRLINE TICKET female o w to Honolulu

from Boston via San Fran Apr 11

$150/B O Todd 5466024

•MARTHA'S VINVAHO. Steps from The

Ocean Harbor Landing Harborside Inn

Rent daily, weekends, weekly April through

September Very reasonable prices -Call

54&0221

ROOMMATE WANTED
CAPE COO -Group summer rentals water

front houses Falmouth area 506-4776000

—CALIFORNIA OR BUST!
Make all the right moves For

information about our resource

fiuides write to California

nformation Services Suite 114

858 Third Ave Chula Vista. CA
91911

ENTERTAINMENT

TELEMARKETERS. Afternoon* * even-

ings Great earnings Experienced only

548-9554

BOOK YOUP PRIVATE PARTIES at

Twisters Call 253-2663 •INTERNSHIPS'"

AUDIO/VIDEO
HELP WANTED

USED STEREO COM-
PONENTS/VCR S/TV'S: We buy. sell &

trade quality equipment, all price ranges

Call anytime for complete list S/A/V Ex-

change 256-0941

AUTO FOR SALE

1960 PONTIAC PHEONIX
Runs well, stereo

$400 549 1897 evenings

1984 TOYOTA COROLLA Automatic 4

door sedan good condition -AM/FM tape

$1800 -Call 508-544-3861 After 5pm

DODGE DART 300 00/Plymouth Valiant

500 00 Both negotiable or trade for

mtnbike. both run great Call Sheila

253 9869. 256 1261 M-F 9 5

ARE YOU ENTHUSIASTIC and depen

dable? Would you enjoy working in

marketing or management with a company

that truly appreciates its staff?

(617) 237-5520

CHRISTMAS, SPRING BREAK, summer

travel FREE Air couriers needed and

cruise-ship |Obs Call 1-805-682-7555

extF-1426

FALL 1991 INTERNSHIPS with the Legal

Services Center, get hands-on experience

in the legal field-work directly with attorneys

and clients. Earn up to 15 undergraduate

credits No experience necessary- training

provided Apply early! Contact Legal Ser-

vices today: 545-1995. 922 Campus Center

Start the application process NOW!

AMITY PLACE -K..K
2 females, 1 bedroom w/ pnvate bath

Nonsmoking, quiet house, wash/dryer

Furn LR/DH- Sept-Jun 275 ea +

549-1379

HOUSEMATESfaumfner w/ taN option, m/f

15min to Amherst, modern apt in country

setting Call Becky 1624-3200

LOdklNGTOR 2FEMALESfor1 room in

Brandywine. Furnished Util incl Takeover

June 1 Call Becky 549-8715

SUMMER SUBLET

2 BEDROOM PUFFTON APT. available

June 1st with fall option Greattor ^room-

mates' CaM evenings 549-5990 ASAP

TREVOR G.

HEY TREVOR 111 hold- your Big One* any

M* (MDOoSt* that is )
Hows ma tor

a personal? Thank you again tor the ride!

(TojjChoojJ

TYPING/WORDPROCESSING

•'AVAILABLE'

"

Summer Sublet at

Mill Valley Estates

Beautiful Apt

2 bedroom, 2 bathroom

Call 253-0861 or 253-2178

SERVICES

•LAST CHANCE INTERNSHIPS'

ENTERTAINMENT

RACK-A-OISC is still the best tor DJsand

live entertainment Call anytime 586-sww.

ask about our specials

COUNSELORS, coed camp in Bershires

(220 campers/85 staff) has openings for

head and assistant instructors in Water

front(WSI). head lakefront(small crafts),

video/filmakmg, tennis, arts » crafts, com-

puters hiking, drama, canoeing, archery,

gymnastics, piano accompanist, horseback

ndinq(western), and bunk unit heads for

male groups Good salaries Friendly at

mosphere June 17 - August 16 Contact

Barry M 665 2977

THIS FRIDAY, APRIL FIFTH

is the last day to contact the Legal Ser

vices Center about a fall 1991 internship'

Get hands on experience in the legal field

Work directly with attorneys and clients

Earn up to 15 undergraduate credits No ex

penence in the legal profession required

training is provided Contact Legal Services

today 545 1995, 922 Campus Center

EARN $30O/$500 PER WEEK
Reading books at home
1-615-473-7440 Ext B281

Call

LOST

$10 REWAROlorgoid leaf earring Call

545 4389

LOOKING FOR A JOB?
Obtain a listing of over

300 Boston area employers

on adhesive labels for

$19 95, send check to the

Employment Assist Center

8 Douglas Road, Dept 22

Lexington, MA 02173

PREGNANT?
Need a pregnancy test, information or sup-

port? Call for free and confidential services

ALTERNATIVES 33 Main St Northampton

586 3000 or Greenfield 774-6010

SUBLET

CNTR OF AMHERST, 1BDR Apt Wall 2

Wall -Move in now' No rent until 6/1
.

425mo

A util, fall opt, 5363025

BRANDYWINE APT
Looking for one or more to take

over lease (June, July. August)

$13O.00/mo

Incl Pool, Air Cond
Close to two bus routes

Call Matt 549-3762 leave message

ONE BEDROOM IN BRITTANY, bus route,

A/C $250/monthiwg.CaH 253-4194 Leave

message

PROFESSIONAL WOMEN SEEKS summer

sublet m Amherst or environs Musi oe

clean and comfortable Price negotiable

Contact Jacqueline M 902 1 1th Ave No 3

Huntington W V 25701 304-523-5404^

tHlFFT6¥viLLAQXTbdrm avail 2 bdrm

apt Low rent w/ util incl.

Female only w/ fall option

Call 549^7408

ARE VOU SICK OF TYPING?
Fast and Accurate
Typing/Wordprocessing

Free Laserpnnting

CALL BECCA 549-4600 x433

CAMPUS PICKUP-:™w-ji«*»*> •=•

curate -Lisa 256-6695 -CAN LEAVE

MESSAGE

PAPERS. $1 50/pg Resumes laser printed

Fast professional, affordable

KCOMMUNICATIONS, 2568373

PAPERS^ DISSERTATIONS, RESUMES,

iraphs, laser printing Rosemary -call

'59-17l» —
WANTED FOR RENT

HELP! wT need"aTbdrm apartment in

Pulfton We'll lake your lease Call Lisa

546-5765 or Beth 5463494

WE WANT TO TAKE OVER your house

*L starting In June « September Prefer

rabiy a large house in Amherst oaii

549-7133

WE WANT TO TAKE OVER your lease'

^1^ tor a 4 bedroom house very close

to campus Pleaseoiye us a call and leave

a message 253-0999

I
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Softball hosts struggling Rams, UMass leads series
By CHRIS MIRACLE
Collegian Staff

After winning their own Invitational

Tournament this past weekend, the

University of Massachusetts softball team

is tuned up for today's double header

against Rhode Island. Game one begins at

3 p.m. at Totman Field.

It will be the first Atlantic 10 Conference

meeting of the year for both clubs, but

these games will not count towards the con-

ference standings. That matchup will be

played at URI, April 16.

"They are a tough team," UMass coach

Elaine Sortino said. "Both teams are

strong regional components and since

they're so close, it makes sense to play

them twice."

The struggling Lady Rams come to

UMass sporting a 1-11 overall record. Their

latest lost came at the hands of Yale, 3-0.

Surprisingly, the Rams' only victory

resulted in splitting a double-header with

Connecticut.

URI lost the first game 1-0, but recharg-

ed itself, shutting out the Lady Huskies

5-0. Megan O'Neil, a junior righthander

with a 3.71 ERA, chalked up the W in the

late game.
"If you beat UConn 5-0 at UConn, you

are doing something right," Sortino said.

UMass certainly wants to do the right

thing and the same thing as last year

against the Rams when the Minutewomen

defeated URI 1-0, 3 2 in a doubleheader

held last May.
"We have close games every season with

URI," Sortino said. "These games come

Collegian photo by Jeff Holland

Softball hosts the struggling URI Rams at 3 p.m. today on Totman Field.

The Rams enter the contest 1-1 1 and UMass enters with a three-game win

streak.

Salary cap would keep the bill low
"Here we are at beautiful Fenway Park on opening day.

The Red Sox $5 million pitcher. Roger Clemens, has just

thrown his first career no-hitter. Roger, you sure had your

gc>d stuff out there today. You struck out the Oakland A '$

$4 nullum first baseman, their $3 million third baseman,

and their $6 million rtghtfielder three times each. Let me

uhcrc is my calculator? Oh. nccer mind, just carry the

unc and add the three. . Why. you just earned

$2,391,111 11 per strikeout. How do you feel?"

"I feel great, could you excuse me for just one second'1

1 have to get my agent on the phone so he can call Lou Gor-

man to get my contract renegotiated. This must be worth

at least an extra couple of grand per year. What a day!"

Baseball players should not have contracts on a day-to

day basis. If players have a big game, they try to swing

a new deal to get themselves a couple extra mil a year.

Baseball salaries have gone through the roof. It is beyond

down to a player doing something wrong.

So we hope to do more right."

Freshman Kathy Regan, a right hander

with a 0-2 record (1.81 ERA) and

sophomore Jennifer Ahpanowicz (0-5, 2.66)

round out the top of URI's rotation.

Top hitters for the Rams include

Christine Hilla, an infielder and junior

Julie Moreau. Hilla leads the Rams in bat

ting, standing at .250 right now. Moreau,

with two doubles and a triple on the year

has her slugging percentage at .300.

No hitting streaks nor base stealing

records are on the verge of being broken by

the Rams thus far this season. Their only

streak, not one to proud of, is losing their

first nine games at the start of the year

after competing against schools in the

South during their spring break. In the

North the Rams are 1-2.

Holly Aprile (34, 2.60) and Darlene Claf-

fey (3-3, 2.50) will split the pitching duties

this afternoon. Claffey has six shutouts on

the year, including the 6-0 victory over

Maine last Friday. Claffey has pitched 50

innings this season while Aprile has hurl

ed for 38. Sortino said she was still uncer

tain as to who would pitch the first game.

Amy Cockley, outfielder/firstbase, leads

the Minutewomen in batting percentage

(.500). Shortstop Barbara Marean is right

behind her teammate at .439 while leading

the team with a .659 slugging percentage.

Marean is tied with catcher Cherie DelLAn

no for most runs scored at 10 a piece.

Riding a three game winning streak, the

Minutewomen still are not 100 percent in

the injury category as some players are still

hurting from their trip to California.

Russell Spielman

the humorous stage when the fans can laugh at th

astronomical wages these athletes are earning. Major

League Baseball must institute a salary cap before players

start coming out of retirement to earn these millions of

dollars.

The NFL has instituted a sharing program of television

revenue. Under this system the teams in the small

markets can compete with the teams in the small markets

can compete with the teams in the larger markets

Baseball has no such deal. How are teams in the smalU

Baseball sweeps
The University of Massachusetts baseball team put

itself near the top of the Atlantic 10 Conference by win

ning three games against Rhode Island yesterday

afternoon.

Those three wins - an 11-8 extra-inning affair, a 4-3

victory and a come-from-behind 6-5 win — give UMass
a three-game win streak going into today's 3 p.m., con-

test with Holy Ooss in Worcester.

The victories were spearheaded by pitcher Ron

Villone (2-0), who got the win in games one and three.

( Jary DiSarcina batted in two runs to cement the first

win for the 6-9-1 Minutemen, according to URI coach

Dave Morris. [The first UConn game was officially call

ed a tie.)

"Both of the second two games were close," said Mor
ris. In the second game, UMass broke a 2-2 deadlock

with two homeruns by Ian Torres and Derek Dana,

then withheld a Ram rally which saw the tying run

thrown out at the plate. Morris said he disagreed with

the call at home. Rich Grayham won that outing.

The Mi.iut.emen, up 4 3 in the third game before fall

ing behind 5-4, plated two in the top of the seventh to

complete the sweep.
- GREG SUKIENNIK

media markets expected to compete with the likes of the

Los Angeles Dodgers, the New York Yankees and the

Atlanta Braves in the free-agent market? Baseball is a

true capitalist society in which every team fends for itself.

There is a problem with this. The Milwaukee Brewers and

the Seattle Mariners do not own their own stadium, they

do not won their own cable network, and they cannot

swing a $50 million cable deal. Salaries have gotten so

high that the small media-market teams are being muscl-

ed out by the big media-market teams. The only way to

give all the teams a fair shot at free agents is to institute

a reasonable limit on player salaries.

The owners keep guaranteeing the players huge salaries

and the burden will inevitable be absorbed by the fan. The

owners will shrewdly conceal the increases to the fans at

first. Initially, the fan might still pay the same on the

ticket prices but there are many other areas for the owners

to recoup their losses. At the stadium it costs $6 to receive

a cold pretzel and a warm beer. These prices are bound

to go up. A parking spot in the same county as the stadium

can cost the fan $10 a game. The owners cannot raise the

prices any more. Who knows what it will cost when

Clemens pitches his first perfect game and heaven forbid

he wins another Cy Young. Following the recent decision

of collusion cases, the owners are down $280 million to

the players. How long can the owners continue to

guarantee these astronomical salaries?

Baseball needs to put itself in perspective. How can a

man look himself in the mirror and honestly feel he is

worth $5 million a year? Of course he is going to take it;

he would be a fool not to. However, these professional

athletes do not deserve to earn millions of dollars a year

for playing a kid's game. The President, who is guiding

this nation in a time of war, earns $200,000 a year.

Pascual Perez, a career .500 pitcher, is frequently injured

and has a history ofdrug problems, yet he earns $2 million

a year. What is wrong with this picture?

What ever happened to playing for the love of the game?

The pioneers of modern baseball had to work during the

off-season in order to support themselves. They were true

fans of the game and money was not a factor.

Some believe a salary cap on baseball restricts the free

market, but baseball should look towards the NBA. The

NBA is one of the most successful and well-run leagues

and uses the salary cap very effectively. They even have

players offering to give up a portion of their salary to stay

within the salary cap. This sort of act of unselfishness is

hardly seen in Major League Baseball.

The players feel that someone should make the money,

so why not them? All the revenue is generated by the fans.

The owners should not receive all the profits and neither

should the players. The money should stay in the pockets

of the fans. The salary cap would help keep the money
in the pockets of the fans.

A salary cap is necessary for baseball to maintain the

diminishing shreds of integrity the game is desperately

trying to clutch to. The skyrocketing salaries are caus-

ing this nation's pastime to become a farce. With a salary

cap in place, the baseball salaries can be curtailed before

they reach the level of the national debt.

Russell Spielman' is a UMass student

Ziegler offsides,

out of bounds
You hold a very powerful position Mr John J. Ziegler.

Being President of the National Hockey League (NHL)

for over 20 years, the league has sought your guidance

countless times and countless times you have come

through for them. But your recent decisions have really

baffled me. As a true "hockey fan, I am really worried

about the direction in which you are taking hockey

Could it be time to step aside?

Mr. Ziegler, why are you trying to hold on to outdated

ideas? In the early 1970s, you and the NHL Board of

Governors came up with a brilliant idea — to have a

super series between the Soviet Union and NHL All

Stars. The series was a huge success, but give most of

the credit to the Cold War.

Bill Keene

With tensions between the countries on the rise,

slogans such as "The Russians are Coming" and "The

Superpowers Collide" were catchy phrases to get the

attention of the public. Let's face it, Mr. Ziegler, the

Cold War is over! The rivalry between us just isn't

there. Glasnost has hit home with many Soviet players

playing in the NHL today.

When the Soviets toured this past season, your au-

diences got a great look at the up-and-coming stars of

the NHL, namely the minor leagues. You see Mr.

Ziegler, the Soviets weren't playing in the NHL; they

were playing the minor leagues. Why? Because the

NHL clubs got smart. Why risk hurting your starting

players when you can bring up minor players to play

in this meaningless exhibition with seats half-filled?

I didn't see the Boston Bruins play the Soviets; I saw

their minor league team, the Maine Mariners.

Mr. Ziegler, why are you inept at selling your own

product? What were you thinking when you signed the

television rights of the NHL over to SportsChannel

America (SCA)? Of the four major sports (baseball, foot-

ball, basketball and hockey), the NHL ranks dead last

in media coverage. As a matter of fact, you haven't had

a major network contract since NBC and Peter Puck

came across our screens in the mid-70s.

A few years ago, ESPN had the rights to your games.

Reaching over 50 million households, the broadcast

crews did a superb job of bringing hockey back into peo-

ple's homes. The NHL was on the right course in get-

ting a contract with a major network!

Along comes SCA with an offer you apparently

couldn't refuse. With a viewing audience of seven

million households, SCA will pay you $51 million over

the next three years to broadcast the NHL games.

ESPN only offfered $32 million over the same time

period. Was the extra $19 million worth losing the 43

million households? I don't think so!

Mr. Ziegler, why are you expanding in the wrong

CONTINUED ON PAGE J1
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Duffev to speak on student aid before Senate
•^ _ ^ . j- _ r_j i „.„!«», i«o« nrnoram^ be broadened.

By TAM1R LIPTON
Collegian Staff

President-Chancellor Duffey is scheduled to present a

proposal for increased student federal funding to the

United States Senate Committee on Labor and Human
Resources Thursday morning at Springfield College.

"Legislation has tilted," Duffey said yesterday. "They're

less considerate of middle-income families and indepen-

dent students.

'I'm suggesting that they strengthen the base grant,

provide more work study and provide new provisions of

loan repayment," he continued.

Duffey's prepared testimony will outline four points:

• Funding for basic grants;

• Greater Congressional support for federal campus-

based student aid programs;

State work force cut 1,600;

400 more layoffs by April 15

- Extending federal student loan programs;

• Greater attention to the needs of dependent students

of college-age from working families.

Duffey's testimony will urge the committee to make in-

creased funding for Pell Grants, the basic building block

of student aid.

In 1986, an increase in Pell Grants of up to $3,100 was

appropriated for the 1991-92 school year, however, the

maximum award being given is $2,400.

In 1978, Congress cited an annual income of $25,000

as that level at which a student should be eligible for a

basic Pell Grant. Today, a family with an income of

$49,615 would be eligible for the minimum award.

However, grants are only being given to families who

earn below $35,000. In addition, families who earn over

$28,000 are only receiving the minimum grant of $200.

Duffey will also be proposing that eligibilty for loans

be broadened.

"It's great that student* are becoming independent, but

the funds for those students are diminishing." he said.

'The levels of loan capital available to students and their

families is today far too limited and eligibility re

quirements are too restrictive."

Duffey said he would like to see new mechanisms for

student loan repayment over an extended period using the

federal income tax system.

"Students should have to pay back loans yearly band

upon their salaries," he said.

Duffey was asked by Senator Edward Kennedy to at

tend the hearing and present testimony

Kennedy's office could not be reached for comment
• erday.

BOSTON <APi - The Weld administr.i

tion has reduced the state work force by

1,600 positions, but still must cut 400 more

to meet a self imposed deadline of 2.000 by

April 15.

Figures released Monday showed 900

workers either had been laid offsince G<>\

Weld took over in January or had he. n

notified u of Mondaj that they would be

let go

An additional 709 position were

eliminated through resignations,

retirements or deaths.

"These numbers show we're on target to

accomplish our work force reduction target

,,( 2,000,' said Dominic Slowey, pn

i.tarv Ul Secretary of Administration

and Pinence Bati r NeeeBtt.

But Slowey also said some key agencies

Within the executive branch will not meet

targets set for them for this month.

During his campaign for the Republican

nomination for governor last year, Weld

nkl 10.00(1 BtaU employees could be

eliminated without hurting services.

He ordered 2.000 jobs cut by April 15, an

additional 1,000 by June 30 and an addi

tional 4.000 during the fiscal year beginn-

ing July 1.

The job cuts are part of Weld's plan to

reduce the anticipated budget deficit The

cuts are expected to save about $60 million

during the full fiscal year beginning July 1.

The health and human services

secretariat was told to eliminate 1,155 jobs

by April 15. It has moved to drop 956

employees bv that date, but 315 of them are

not certain to be off the payroll by then

because they work for the Department of

Mental Retardation where staffing levels

dictated by court orders

The Weld administration is negotiating

ise the requirement-

Health and Human Services spokesman

ph I.andolfi said the goal of 1,155 will

not be reached by April 15, but officials

think thev will cut the payroll by 1,200 jobs

by June 30, some through layoffs, others

through attrition.

The departments of Revenue and Educa-

tion and the Executive Office of Labor also

failed to meet their targets, Slowey saul

He said it was decided to cut 123 instead

of 173 Department of Revenue jobs so tax

collections would not be jeopardized.

The Department of Education will reach

its goal of 101 layoffs, but more than half

will be later than April 15, said Edward

Melikian. a spokesman.

Officials said the Board of Regents of

Higher Education and the Department of

Public Safety exceeded their goals.

Slowey said the Legislature s payroll has

grown by six employees, from 934 to 940

since Jan. 3.

"Us clear we are moving in the right

direction while the Legislature continues

to move in the opposite direction,' he said.

But there were 969 employees on the

legislative staff late last year, and the

number may have been artificially low in

early January because workers for a

number of outgoing legislators were no

longer employed

Collegian photo by .Jordan Mrn«"W

LET ME IN'! - A lonesome campus pond duck waits by a Cam-

pus Center door in hopes of an intellectual conversation.

Bromery,
Collins to rally

for higher ed
Randolph Bromery, the former chancellor of the

Board of Regents of Higher Education, and congres

sional candidate James Collins are expected to visit the

University of Massachusetts at Amherst campus today

as part of a campaign tour to the state colleges and

universities.

According to Commuter Area Government President

Ted Chambers, Bromery and Collins will speak at a

noon rallv on the south steps of the Student Union,

followed by an open forum from 12:30 p.m. to 1 p.m.

at the Student Government Association office, 420 Stu-

dent Union.

Bromery, who was also UMass chancellor from iy/y

to 1982, and Collins will speak about the current status

of public higher education, Chambers said.

Collins, a former state representative who also serv-

ed as chancellor of the Board of Regents, is running

for the 1st Congressional District seat vacated by the

death of Silvio Conte six weeks ago.

Chambers said the fact that Collins graduated from

UMass should make him accessible to student voters.

About 3,000 UMass students have registered to vote

in the district.

"He's got the best overall record for the students -

protecting the interests of students," Chambers said.

Both Chambers and Commuters Vice President Sue

Church encouraged students to attend the rally and

participate in the special election.

"(The rally) is the opportunity for students to come

out and decide for themselves" Chambers said.

_ KATHERINE T LAMOTl

Prop. 2% 'strangling' cities and towns
Proponents seek to raise tax cap as state local aid dries up

By EVE EPSTEIN
Associated Press Writer

BOSTON (AP) - The Proposition 2Vz tax cap is strangl-

ing cities and towns, those who favor raising the limit told

a legislative panel yesterday, but backers of the limit

warned against change.

Those supporting change endorsed a number ot pro-

posals that would allow the limit to rise at the rate of in-

flation, which would mean doubling the 2Vfe percent pro-

perty tax growth limit that has been in place for 10 years.

"Towns and cities across this commonwealth are hav-

ing a fiscal crisis," said Frank LeBart, chairman of a group

called the Suburban Coalition, who supports allowing the

levy limit to rise at the rate of inflation.

LeBart, a retired businessman, said he originally sup-

ported the Proposition 2W. limit, but believes it is time

to loosen the financial restrictions the cap imposed on

communities.

Local aid reductions have also hurt cities and towns, he

said. The Weld administration has proposed reducing local

aid by $270 million for 1992.

Supporters of the change said the realize they are

fighting an uphill battle, since the House rejected proposed

changes to Proposition 2% last month during debate on

a deficit reduction plan. The changes had been proposed

as a way to offset the local aid cut.

Rep. Stanley Rosenberg (D-Amherst) who spoke in favor

of raising the tax limit, noted the past defeat, but said

he would push ahead. "If at first you don't succeed, try,

try again," he said.

But Barbara Anderson, of Citizens for Limited Taxation,

disputed the notion that citizens and towns have been

choked for funds because of Proposition 2 1/2.

"I really fail to see what is broken here that needs to

be fixed, " Anderson said.

Under the present system , voters can override the tax

cap to pay for specified projects. Anderson said override

measures pass about half the time they are placed on the

ballot.

"People will vote to raise their own taxes if they think

there is a need for it and if they can pay for it," she said.

INSIDE:
WEDNESDAY, APRIL 3, 1991

Page 3: Disabled students struggle with

inaccessible buildings while the

University tries to help.

Page 8: Area residents debate the implica-

tions of India's next election.

Page 12: Women's softball trounces URI in

a shut-out double-header.

VEATHER
It will be sunny today with temps reaching

into the upperSOs.
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Want your dorm to show its

true colors?

WELL GET BUSY
AND RUSH ON DOWN TO

KENNEDY
SCREEN GRAPHICS

16 Armory Street

Northampton MA 01060

584-2124

A1

J
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ENGINEERS!
GRADUATING IN 1991?

BE PREPARED....

BY SUBSCRIBING TO THE ENGINEERING JOB PAGES!

ejp .
.
t<^"*MZ* ^JTi^iwt mm B—U-. *rmmm » J"*""

cnB7-le«cl job. (Mm, —*.»»*• I*™*' "* '"' "™

daoptu* So «etno» *!«»« ">««'

Q 3-month subscription now only $19 99

Q 6- Month subscription just $32 99

Month by Month rate $10 00

Seal check, or moor, via ik>o» w.di«A« torn w
ENGINEERING JOB PAGES

PO Box 1323

Westboro, MA 01581

Moarj but tune** il at* cat***J »>***
____

GET FAT & DIRTY

The '91 VnitWESTonE Fat

Tire Bikes Are Here!

offlho
NAME:
ADDRESS:

COLLEGE:
GRADUATION DATE

YOUR ENG.

BICYCLE
EST 1971

319 Pleasant Street

Northampton. MA

586-3810
800464-3810

%

ANDYS SECRB1 ARIAL SERVICE

Report' Term Papers

Typing and Quality Word Processing

Resume Consultation

Temporary Help For Any Office

Fast Affordable Service

241 King St. Northampton 584-1000

Now's the

time to call. .

.

North Amherst
Motors

78 Old Sunderland Rd, No. Amherst

549-2880

Expert Repairs and
Reconditioning

Most Maior Croat Carts Acceoted

HARVARD
Summer School

Sandwich Buffet Starting at 9:00 p.m.

Make Your own sandwich

come see Brains playoff games on a

Big Screen TV

Miller Lite Pitchers $4.50

Bottles $1-50

FREE Hats and T-Shirts

June 24-August 16, 1991

7iTi\

FREE RENT OPTION
s>

'

arvard Summer School

offers open enrollment in

hundreds of day and evening

courses. The curriculum in-

cludes courses that fulfill

personal and professional

development.

Our international student
i

outstanding libraries, muse-

ums, laboratories, and cul-

tural activities.

We feature a college-level

program for secondary

school juniors and seniors.*

a Dance Center, and special

programs in Drama, Writing.

English as a Second Lan-

guage.

I „r <n»it injonnalion, return tin-

coupon In-low or cult (617) 495-

24't4 (24 tioan). Alton- 4-0 weeks

for iltlivi ry. 'admission required

iHhiiSk

_Ptease send the 1991 Harvard Summer

School catalogue. Also «nd an »ppLicaUorj

form and information *bout:

_Ei«Ltoh a* 8«eond Languaa*

Dwk> C.nur

Ukrainian StudlM

Name

Addreii

:. j", State. Zip

Harvard UNIVERSITY SUMMER SCHOOL

Dept. 619, 20 Garden Street, Cambridge, MA 02138

Dcpt. 608 I

Brandywine offers Country

Living with convenience

• On UMass Bus Route • Nearby Shopping • Situated

on well landscaped acres with pond.

• One and two bedroom apartments include fully equipped

kitchen and wall to wall carpeting.

• Swimming pool, laundry facilities, responsive

management.
• Stop and we'll show you what we have to offer.

• Affordable rents include gas, utilities (heat, hot water

and stove).

BRANDYWINE AT AMHERST
16 Brandywine Drive, Amherst

Rental Office Open Daily 10-4

Limited Time Offer - 549-0600

LOCAL
Disabled students grapple with accessibility
By AHVA DAVIS
Collegian Correspondent

For many students here at the University of

Massachusetts, walking to classes, getting lunch, taking

a test or going to the bathroom is no problem.

For others, that is not the case.

Janna Sorge of Abilities Unlimited said the most an

r.oying thing about this campus is that "you can't just get

into buildings." ...
Sorge who is in a wheelchair, said it is hard to get

around 'on the sidewalks in front of Morrill Science

Building because of the poor conditions of the sidewalk.

Sorge is not alone in her complaints. Many other disabl-

ed students, while finding accessing certain buildings dit

ficult, also find taking notes in class, reading a book or

making a phone call are equally as difficult.

However, University officials have vowed to try to rec-

tify these problems.

Paul R Appleby, director of Disability Services said a

van service is one of the many resources available at

Peace activist

pulls out of race
NORTHAMPTON <AP) - Northampton peace ac-

tivist Lisa Baskin said yesU-rdav IOC was pulling out

of the Democratic primary race for the 1st Congres

sional District M«l Left vacant by the death of Silvio

Conn- ... r

Baskin issued a statement saying the shortni-

the race precluded a |p—TOOU campaign and she was

having difficulty raising the mom-y needed for extcn

sive advertising

Although her name will remain on the ballet, her

departure leaves nine people still actively campaign

inn for the Democratic nomination and three leaking

the Republican nod.

The primary elections for the seat held by ( onte, a

Pittsfield Republican, are scheduled for April 30. The

general election will be -June 4.

The remaining Democrat., include si - -l«>nn

Olver of Amherst and Linda Melconinan, who in

to West Springfield to run Stat,. Rep Christopher

HodgkinsofLeeand former State Reps -lames* oilins

of \mhers1 and Sherwood Guernsey of W Uliainstown.

Plus Hampden County Commissioner Leonard ( .»1

lam, thampton attorney -John Arden; Amherst

psychologist Stephen Bloomfield. and Smith College

professor Donald Robinson of Ashfield are also in the

running for the Democratic nod.

Running in the Republican primary are former

Westfield State Rep Steven Pierce, who was defeated

by William Weld in bet vears gubernatorial primary;

Clarksburg broadcasting executive Donald Thurston.

and Pittsfield lawyer Jane Patashnik.

Pierce, who quit his job as Weld's secretary of Conv

munities and Development to run, has the backing ot

the top party officials, while Conte's widow, Corrine.

has endorsed Thurston.

UMass to aid disabled students in accessing buildings.

Ramps have been installed along with at least one ac-

cessible bathroom in each building. But there are some

buildings without accessible facilities, such as Machmer,

and the Curry Hicks Cage, because the structures are too

<>ld - *, u •

When Sorge recently had an appointment in Machmer s

CASIAC office, she said she had "to call to meet

somewhere else because Machmer is not accessible.
'

Lack of funds is sited as the main problem for the slow

renovations. "If more money was available, then more

could be done," Appleby said.

Another complaint many disabled students have with

the lack of accessible buildings at the University is its

housing arrangements. There are a limited number of

dorms with disabled accessibility located mainly in the

Central and Northeast residence areas. Some students say

this does not give them much of a selection of where to

live. .

"(Disabled students) deserve the same living options

that other students have." Applebv said.

Conway fisherman
falls into pond
By MARK HENSLEY
Collegian Staff

A Conway man was rescued Saturday morning from

Cranberry Pond by Sunderland Fire personnel, two

University of Massachusetts police officers and two other

men after he fell from his canoe while fishing.

Mark J. Fortier, 30, was taken to Cooley Dickinson

Hospital in Northampton by ambulance where he was

treated and released. According to police, another fisher

man heard Fortier's cries for help and summoned pol»ce

and fire personnel who rescued him with a canoe and

motorboat. Environmental Police are investigating the

incident.

ARRESTS
• Michael (1 Michalski. 18, of Holyoke, and Lance M

Brown 1H. of Datum, were arrested Saturday morning at

Draper Hall OB charges of allegedly breaking and enter-

ing with the intent to commit a misdemeanor, larceny and

malicious damage.
• William J. Phair. 19, of Lawrence, was arrested Satur

day at Coolidge Residence Hall for allegedly being a minor

in the possession of alcohol.

THEFTS
a A man reported Saturday the theft of a Klein 12-speed

racing vicvele from the roof rack on his vehicle which WM
parked in lot 31. Estimated value $2,000.

FIRE
a Two dumpster fires, one in Lot 42 and one at the

Boyden Gymnasium were extinguished by fire personnel

on Saturday morning. According to police, the Boyden fire

was intentionally set but police are not sure that the iires

are connected.

Sheymaya Laurel, an activist ior accessmility, said she

gained an interest in disabilities by working with han

dicapped people who made her more aware, until she

herself became disabled.

"There are groups at all level that lobby for government

funding to support places such as the Stavron Center for

Independent Living which is run by disabled students, for

the physically impaired," Laurel said.

A Telecommunication Device for the Deaf, which works

like a computer modem, is available at the University to

allow hearing impaired students to talk to with each

°
For students who are visually impaired, reading aides,

books on cassettes and note takers are available. For the

blind, a mobility instructor is available to help a student

get around and learn the campus.

Sign language interpreters who translate what pro

fessors say, as well as note takers and tutors are also ser

vices provided by the University.

"There's still a lot more that can be done, that needs

to be done, and that should be done." said Appleby

WEDNESDAY, APRIL 3

Black Men: Rescue 911 -A panel and open discussion

on the issues facing African-American man and practical

possible solutions will be held in CC 904-908 at 7 p.m.

Sponsored by Delta Sigma Theta Sorority, Inc.

Lecture - The lecture "The New World Order: Economic

and Military Perspectives" will be held in Hasbrouk 20

at 7:30 p.m.* Sponsored by the Five College Program for

Peace and World Security Studies.

Lesbian Support Group - An eight -week support group

will meet from 12 p.m,l:30 p.m. in the Everywoman s

Center, on the second floor of Wilder Hall. For more in-

formation call 545-0883.

Speaker Les Brown, a personal development training

program director, will speak in the SUB at 7 p.m. Spon-

sored as part Ofthe Martin Luther King -Jr. Memorial Pro-

gram. The program is free to the public.

Organizational Meeting - An organizational meeting

for the end of the semester food-clothing-carpet drive will

he held in Thoreau Conference Room, Southwest, from 4

p.m. -5 p.m.

Lecture - The lecture "Revolutionary Perspectives on

Caribbean Unity," with Einstein Louison the deputy

leadpr of the Maurice Bishop Patriotic Movement of

Grenada, will be held at 4 p.m. in the Shirley Graham

DuBois Library on the second floor of the New Africa

House. The lecture is sponsored by the Five College Black

Studies.

THURSDAY, APRIL 4

Meeting - The Residential Recycling education

volunteers will meet in CC 805 at 6:30 p.m. Promotion

volunteers will meet at 8 p.m. in the same room.

Meeting - A campus-wide discussion of action surroun

ding Gov. Weld's higher education proposals will be at

8 p.m. in the Student Union Ballroom. State Rep. Stan

Rosenberg and John Cole, president of the Massachusetts

Society of Professors will be speaking. Free to the public.

Organizational Meeting - An organizational meeting

for the end of the semester food-clothing-carpet drive will

be held from 4 p.m.-5 p.m.in the Lewis Basement of Nor-

theast. Sponsored by the Human Kindness Outreach

Program.

FRIDAY, APRIL 5

Lesboa-gogo - A dance will be held at the Northamp-

ton Center for the Arts at 8 p.m. Admission is $8. advance

tickets, or $10 at the door.

Exhibit - The exhibit "Viewing Video as Art: An Over-

view of the Youngest Art Form" will be shown in the Col-

lins Print Room of the Mead Art Museum at Amherst Col-

lege from April 5 to May 12. Free. Hours: Monday-Friday

10 a.m.-4:30 p.m., weekends from 1 p.m. -5 p.m.

Film - The movie Surname Viet, Given Name Nam will

be held at 8 p.m. in Thompson 102. The event is sponsored

by the Vietnamese Students' Association.

Brownbag Seminar - A brownbag lunch seminar, spon-

sored by the UMass AIDS Research Unit, will be held from

= For Your Information

Collegian pholn b\ Y»n» l>tun\

YOU HANG IT ON YOUR EAR - An
Amherst street vendor last week found an in-

terested buyer for her vast array of colorful

earrings.

12 p.m.-l p.m. in 136 Arnold House.

Pou-Woic - The Eighth Annual Traditional Indian

Pow-Wow will be held at 11:30 a.m. at the Curry Hicks

Cage. The Pow-Wow is sponsored by Dr. Josephine White

Eagle. American Indian Cultural Center. The Five Col-

lege Indian Studies Program. Admission is free. There will

be Indian singing, dancing, food and crafts. The Pow-Wow

runs through Saturday, April 6.

Sophomore Chemistry Seminar - "Robotics -

Automated Dissolution Testing in the Pharmaceutical In-

dustry
"
will be presented by the Chemistry department

in conjunction with Dr. Len Kostek, Pfizer Central

research of Groton, CT at 1:25 p.m. in LGR1 101

SATURDAY, APRIL 6

Tag Sale - The Amherst 1 amily Center will have its

fifth annual tag sale at the North Congregational Church

at North Pleasant and Pint Streets. The sale feature*

children's clothing and toys priced from 26 cents to $2.

All proceeds benefit the Amherst Family Center

Cello Performance - A cello performance, by Ken Mat

suda, will be held at 8 p.m. in Bezanson Recital Hall. Ad-

mission is free.

SUNDAY, APRIL 7

SuPPi>rt Group - Female partners of Bisexual Men will

meet at the Everywoman's Center in Wilder Hall. Con-

fidentiality assured. For more information, please call

545-0883.
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laitest College Daily m Sew England

THE MASSACHUSETTS
Established in 18%

SHAPE UP FOR
SUMMER!

Daily Collegian
113 Campus Center

Join the Club Where Fitness is Fun!

Pool

Racquetball

Sauna

Massage
Computerized Bikes

Treadmill

Yoga
Stairmasters

Aerobics

Aqua aerobics

Stretch & strengthen

Nautilus

Tennis

Jacuzzi

Free Weights

Rowing Machines

LEAD WRITING WORKSHOP
Given by Steve Zkotaka

of the Daily Hampshire Gazette

April 4
6 p.m.

IN THE NEWSROOM

Newsroom Staff And Correspondents Must Attend!!

Step aerobics coming soon!

ASK ABOUT OUR $99

SEMESTER SPECIAL

Students bring a guest for FREE

every Friday in April!

at Echo miGatehouse Road

Amherst • 256-6446
--*- -

The Five College Program in

Peace and World Security
Studies

presents:
''The New World Order: Economic and

Militar Perspectives"

A Five College Faculty Panel

with:

SAM BOWLES, Professor of Economics
University of Massachusetts

JIM CROTTY, Professor of Economics
University of Massachusetts

MICHAEL KLARE, Five College Professor of

Peace and World Security Studies

Wednesday, April 3rd 7:30pm

Hasbrouk 20, University of Massachusetts

This event is free and open to the public.

For more information call PAWSS at 549-4600 x 519.

mmr'U f ,f
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CAFE ASHLEY
401 RUSSELL STREET,

ROUTE 9 HADLEY
586-6393

NOW OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK
7:00 AM to 10:00 PM

FEATURING:
AWESOME DESSERTS

OUTRAGEOUS MUNCHIES
DAZZLING DINNERS

ALL AT PRICES YOU WONT BELIEVE!

BAR & LOUNGE COMING SOON!!

EARN $I.OOOS!'!

Rum* g wjw Own
- guide IHH A*

i.«luO« Cuno«rt» iMVrwOng Wwr«»

M* tfutf «*w»» «l I* «M'

tit km only » 19 94 • I *> »».*

Oonl P«y M OOO i lot liancMUftg Cx/»«»"

iMw rr» «CK1 S* k» »»•»

. ™«»y utdo K>
r-ma,. rlu«v

TO boa 1006
%u»twwn«Xan MA OlObt -.

STEINBECK COLLISION REPAIR
& AUTOBODY

53 So. Prospect — Amherst Center

256-8157 256-1385

Shop Registration n RS1212

L%
*s.y;

VT3

~M3>

fc^vi

• Imports & other unibody vehicles

are our specialty

• State of art equipment for precision

frame and unibody straightening ( + or - \'i mm)

• Over 90 years staff experience

• Accepted by all insurance companies for

collision repair or glass replacement

• Advanced European Technology Painting and

Refinishing Systems

************************
REMEMBER it's your car and your choice of

repair facilities

Editorial/Opinion
The opinions on this page are those of the individual writer or cartoonist and do not necessarily reflect the views of the Collegian or the University unless otherwise noted.

J^

$§i^L
Know thy enemy: AIDS
can and does touch us

After having read Chn* Muther s inter

view with "James" (March 15) a fellow

UMass student who is HIV infected, my

reaction VM fierce. I VH shocked and

could share his frustrations. Although I am

not HIV positive myself, the present

political climate called for me to have com

plete sympathy for people who feel there

is no hope*' because they may be infected

with a virus that, in their minds, is

• lethal" or "an automatic death xntence."

Saad Hopkins

The sad thing is the majority of the

population doesn't even know a fraction H
much about AIDS ARC HIV as they think.

To understand the disease is to have com

prehensive knowledge of the immune

system itself, and to understand how HI\

attacks. It is important t«> understand how

the virus may change affording to personal

biochemistry, and what one can do to avoid

or survive it.

Al much as I hate saying the "govern

ment" is "behind'' it all 'even though they

usually aiv. I must say the reason why the

majority of AIDS eases eventually die U

because of the government's lack of respon

sibility in terms of dealing with the issue

There is so little information regarding *ur

viral and coping with this epidemic that

persons like James think there is as

pouibiiity of getting through it. And. it is

these same people who will face trial even

tually when (and I DO hope I'm wrong!) it

has been discovered that there was a cure

all along, but the intention was to kill off

as many "faggots." junkies and poor peo-

ple as absolutely possible. Pretty sad folk>!

Some of you out there are heterosexual,

and among you there is still this myth that

you are not at risk I've decided to help and

counsel James because he feels as if he has

no one else to absolve him of his pain and

mental suffering Having AIDS, or any

derivation sucks and it's hard to be op

timistic when you're feeling like shit. What

if one of your brother*. Of Mara, con

traded it'-' The emuaii a—man* is hell

enough, should they decide to tell you It's

not like cancer, where the sympathy and

the buckets of tears, mixed with the lo\.

and care, roll in by the truck full. The f.-.u

ofbeing rejected and hated, the friends who

stop calling, then w ho were intimate then

don't "know"' you, 1- a nightmare oi which

none of us could dream of facing

If this happened to you. and you reacted

lustly. how could you live with yourself

Any moron who understood boa HI\ is

contracted knows that you can't get it from

talking, hugging or having someone erj Of)

your shoulder Who knows, perhaps the OOC

you're sharing your bed with is HIV

pCOUive and doesn't even know it.

In short, study your enemy' Head, ami get

the facts about AIDS, get involved m it's

prevention, and medical development -

And for those who may know a loved one

who is infected with HIV. Off has full blown

AIDS, don't fear them, for now is the time

that they need vou most' ACT IT' and Tight

AIDS, not people w ith AIDS. As for me. I'd

gladly give up my time to help a stranger

when no one else will. How many ot vou

would do that?

Saiui Hopkins is a Collegian ttafl member

You have an opinion. Wed like to know what it is. Write it. Draw it Bring

it in. Operator* are standing by at the Collegian s ofTice in the basement of the

Campus Center.
|

Campus Center. ^ • • i

Ifwe looked past the hype, we would all become feminists
X

.. ~ _—*_ - ™nv women on welfare? Why am constantly attacked for being angry.

"I am not a feminist because feminists hate men. Oh

So what does that make me? I am definitely a feminist,

but I sure as hell do like men. The definition of feminism

as provided by the American Heritage Dictionary is the,

"advocacy of the political, social, and economic equality

of men and women." Nowhere is it said that feminists hate

men In fact, who says a man can't be feminist himself

Interestingly enough, the woman who made the statement

quoted above went on to complain about problems she has

dealing with sexism.

I am worried by this fear of feminism. How can we ever

expect to realize the "American Dream" when so many

people in this country are openly opposed to equality for

women? Too many people are afraid of change. And who

can blame them? If the system works for them, of course

they wouldn't want it to change. But the system does not

work for everyone, and I cannot sit back and let the op-

pression in our society go by unchallenged.

Some ofyou may say that I am making a big deal about

nothing. After all, women can go to college, women can

have careers that were formally restricted to men. But

Why to vote for Parker
I'm writing to tell you one reason I'm running [or Stu-

dent Trustee: The impact of the budget crisis on UMass

Our University is being dismembered. Gov. Weld has

proposed cutting Mass. public higher education by $18J

million, $93 million from the state allocation for public

higher education, and $90 million by eliminating finan-

cial aid (changing grants to loans).

It's been my job, as Statehouse Action Project Coor-

dinator for the SGA to organize the student lobbying ef-

fort on Beacon Hill. I've organized meetings at the

Statehouse between students from UMass and members

of the legislature at which we've pointed out to represen-

tatives that Massachusetts invests less in its public higher

education system than any other state in the union.

Th? weak level of investment has had consequences:

it has made UMass the third most expensive public in-

dention in the nation, nearly four times the cost of at-

end ng the University of Texas at Austin. It has also

meant that the quality of the education provided a

Massachusetts' colleges has declined significantly. This

decrease means larger class sizes, fewer available courses,

and » lower duality of life on campus.

As S udentTrustee, I will fight to hold the line on tui-

tion and" fees and the state's allocation forpublic higher

education, to preserve financial aid.*f*™*™*^
tog to guarantee the rights of the ^udents^UMass^

Candidate for Student Trustee

I ask you, why are there so many women on welfare? Why

are so many women's children forced to grow up without

the advantages that their more wealthy peers regard as

basic rights? Why can I not watch TV, read a magazine,

see a movie without getting the message that I am inferior

and less important to society? I can assure you that it is

not due to any fault of character on our part. Our culture

is just completely oriented toward men.

Jessame Hannus

I was demonstrating a rather angry version of a song

the other day and the man I was singing to asked me

where I got my anger from. I grimaced at him and laugh

ed I get my anger from the culture I live in. My anger

comes from the constant reminder that I can never let my

guard down. I am angry because I am sick and tired of

fighting all the time. I am sick and tired of the constant

struggle for self-affirmation. And I am angry because I

am constantly attacked for being angry

These attacks bother me more than anything else. How

dare someone attempt to tell me that I have no right to

be angrv, and nothing to be angry about? I hate the fact

that people find it so easy to disregard the arguments of

feminists. I also resent the fact that people assume that

because I am angry about how this society^treats women

I must obviously hate both men and the United States.

As though any attack on our society is an attack on

democracy and the United States, and standing up against

the oppression ofwomen automatically entails the oppres-

S,

My°problem is that I can think of many explanations

for society's treatment of women and reaction to feminists,

but I cannot think of any way to change these problems.

When I encounter sexism in daily life I often don t know

what to do. It is hard to know what tactics to oatJjrhen

I am often attacked for simply trying to discuss things

like a reasonable human being. Perhaps someday the

human race will find better ways to communicate.

Jessame Hannus is a Collegian staff member

1C IU1 o«_.i _
-
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rGlimpses of Israel' stirs community rage

We the undersigned Afrikan-American and other

Third World students and community members wish

to take a clear position opposing the showing of the

"Glimpses of Israel" photo exhibit in the Augusta

Savage Gallery of the New Africa House. We wish also

to dissociate ourselves from those few individuals who

would represent themselves as "the New Africa House"

and thus claim to represent the entire Afrikan-

American community.

We oppose the showing of this exhibit in the New

Africa House for the following reasons:

• The exhibit is one-sided and ahistorical in that it

does nothing to represent either the Palestinians who

make up a large proportion of Israel's population nor

does it make any reference to their heroic struggle for

their land in the face of brutal repression by the Israeli

state

• We want to make clear that we, as Afrikan-

American students on this campus, are in solidarity

with our Palestinian sisters and brothers in their strug-

gle and that we do not support the policies of a state

which, while claiming to represent an oppressed

minority, perpetuates murder and brutal repression

against another people and their legitimate liberation

struggle.

a We wish to make clear that no single person or tiny

group of people can represent or legitimately claim to

represent the New Africa House.

The New Africa House, along with the Malcolm X

Center, is the geographical and spiritual heart of the

Afrikan community on this campus. It was created

through the struggle of students and has been main-

tained by students who have had to fight twice in two

decades to keep it. It is we, if anyone, who will speak

in the name of the New Africa House.

We recognize and empathize with the historic oppres-

sion of the Jewish people and will continue to oppose

the intolerance and harassment of Jews as well as the

ideology and practice of anti-Semitism. However, our

solidarity with the plight of the Jewish people does not

extend to giving uncritical support to the policies of

a state which over the course of history has repeated-

ly and continuously acted as the agent of repression

in relation to the Palestinian people, and which has

aided and abetted the racist apartheid state of South

Africa in its oppression of our fellow Afrikan people.

This letter was signed by 29 African-American,

Third World students and community members
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ARTS & LIVING
A photographic journey to Israel

Pholo by Alios B«rkowiU

This photo, entitled "The Jewish Quarter/; is

just one of many on display at the New Africa

House.

By ALISON BUCKHOLTZ
Collegian Staff

Notwithstanding the rock bottom cost of international

airline travel nowadays, the cheapest way tor I M

students to get to Israel H the photography exhibit

"Glimpses of Israel: A Visual Travelogue" at the Augusta

Savage Gallery of the New Africa House until April 11.

The nearly 50 photos, taken by senior Alisa Berkowitz,

"aim to reach students' emotions as well as their in-

tellect,'' she said. In an effort to illustrate the wholeness

of Israeli experience, she has combined both the mundane

and the momentous, from the bureaucracy of an absorp

tion center queue to thousand year old archeological sites.

Each glimpse is exactly that: a momentary peek at a

different aspect of Israel. In the time a shutter clicks, we

see a sunrisVat Masada; the doorway of a Druze village;

a lush, reforested Mt. Carmel; a lone sailboat floating

through the Gulf of Aqaba.

Modern life is juxtaposed with surprising ease against

this ancient backdrop. A young girl dressed up as Queen

Esther for Purim leans casually against an old stone foun

tain a close up of the spaces between rocks in the Wail-

ing Wall reveals a handwritten note praying for peace.

Attention to detail, even in photos that span a skyline,

draw viewers into each scene.

Subtle narratives threading through the exhibit also

link the photographs together. In "New Israelis," for ex

ample, young Ethiopian and Russian immigrants glance

shyly at each other, and then around the land, as if to con-

firm their new nationality. In "Maimonides' Tomb,"

Hasidic students with black hats and long coats stare

down dozens of steps at the uncommon sight of a secular

woman. Other pictures tell their own stories, combining

sight with insight to produce the most fascinating glimp-

ses of Israel this side of an El Al fligh

Photo courte»y Hrmi Art W»y»

Tim Miller, a performance artist, will show

his wares tonight at the Northampton Center

of the Arts. Miller was one of four artists

whose grants were vetoed in 1990 by Na-

tional Endowment for the Arts Chairman

John Frohnmayer. He will perform his new

work entitled "Sex/Love/Stories," tonight at

the Center starting at 7:30 p.m. Tickets are

$8 for students, $13 in advance and $15 at the

door.
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"Ministering to the Abused as

Scripture Calls Us"

The United Christian Foundation

Sexual Ahuse Seminar

SPEAKER - Dr. Dayl H. Hufford

SATURDAY, APRIL 6

First Baptist Church Amherst

for information and registration contact:

Jan Cromack 549-3596 or 586-4352

Cards For All

Occasions!
Whatever the occasion

Hallmark probably has just

the right card

to celebrate it.

In just your style.

Hallmark.

When you care

enough to send
the very best.

A.J. Hastings
45 S. Pleasant St.

Amherst 253-2840

NAVY NURSE CORPS.
WE WANT TO START YOU ON YOUR WAY.
A good foundation is important for a

successful career.

That's where the Naw Nurse Corps can

help

I he Navy provides financial assistant c Ml

meet tuition costs of bachelor and advanced

nursing degrees. This sets vou on vour way to

.i stir ( r-ssfiil ( areer in the Naw and

tomorrow's high-let h world

Naw nurses experience the lines! in

personal, professional and financial rewards

including comparable pay. 30 davs paid

vacation earned each year, and worldwide

travel.

If your choice is to move up and out in

the world, we invite you to consider the Naw
Nurse Corps.

For more information on the Navy Nurse

Corps, visit your Navy Nurse Corps represen-

tative or call:

Visit your Placement Office on April 3, 1991.

1-800-444-7134

NAVY NURSE KS S£2!»E££

Exhibit uncovers the ancient African tradition ofVodou
By LEAH AR1NIELLO
Collegian Staff

Ever have one of those days when you

wish you knew just a little black magic?

How convenient it would be ifyou could put

that tramp who stole your boyfriend into

perpetual pain using pins and a lock of

hair. This Hollywood inspired definition of

Voodoo (or Vodou) is far from the African

religion and art.

As an African beat drifts outside, its

magical incantations draw you into the

Wheeler gallery, home of "Vodou Initia-

tion." A replica of an altar topped with

blessed water, stones, candles and food of-

ferings, greets you. Elaborate chalk draw

ings are sketched on rugs and painted in

gold on the walls. Photographs of altars, in-

itiations, possessions and pilgrimages sur-

round the room.

One photo, of an altar consecrated to the

Lord of the Dead shows three human skulls

and one dog skull placed on a symbolic

mini-coffin. An inscription reads, "The

powders in the altar may be used to induce

zombification, a carefully control sanction

reserved for murderers, rapists, thieves and

other criminals."

It all seems a bit creepy at first, but the

creator of the exhibit, Kathy Sue Grey,

assures "Vodou isn't satanic and doesn't in

volve devil worship or bloody orgies." Grey,

who has a Masters degree from UMass,

became a Vodou priestess while in Haiti.

Grey says "many misconceptions about

Vodou are shaped by the media and press."

Other photos portray life in Haiti. The

shacks in one picture have ten people to a

room. Grey also explains, two million peo-

ple live without clean water, sewage

removal or trash disposal. "You have to

sleep with the boss," Grey says to get a job

from an American company like Spalding,

to earn a measly two dollars a day. "There

is a terrible grinding struggle to simply

keep flesh on the bones," she adds.

The peoples' faith in their religion is ap-

parently what keeps them going. She

describes initiation as being a social occa

sion, "with the level of sound as loud as a

Reggae concert," as much as a time to serve

the loa or divinities.

Several of the photographs depict Vodou

followers being possessed by a "divinity

Grey explains once the body is taken over,

the subject dances or sings and sometimes

performs supernatural feats. Some people

can actually dance on hot coals or in the

fire and flesh remains unharmed. Grey

herself became possessed during initiation

and claims "it is not demonic but divine,

it is expected and very desirable." Grey

says all the festivities of Vodou, including

initiation "are a time to remember tradi-

tional music and traditional dance."

Get a taste of Vodou tradition on exhibit

until April 12.

AT NORTHEASTERN UNIVERSITY,

SUMMER 1991 IS BURSTING WITH POSSIBILITIES!
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Northeastern University's spectacular part-time

undergraduate summer program features over 850

courses in Business Administration, Health

Professions and Sciences. Liberal Arts, Criminal

.Justice and Security, and Kngineering Technology.

(lasses are offered at six convenient locations.

Main Boston. Liberty Square. Burlington, Dedham.

Framingham, and Weymouth, on 10-week. 5-week

and 4-week schedules starting June 17.

Pi Northeastern University
" %J Part-arm' I ndrrgraduaU- PrrtgTHTn.-

Northeastern University's part time undergraduate

summer program sounds spectacular!

Lounge Hours

Mon-Fn 11 30 am- 12 30 am

Sat & Sun 5 00 pm- 12 30 am

Hot and spicy
chicken wings

$100 per order
9-11:00 PM

ADDKKSS

For a FREK Information Kit. s«-nd this coupon to Northeastern

Univemtv. I'nivcrsitv ColieR* P<> Box 154. Boston. MA
ttU741M,ar<alltl7-437-SMQ uma

j
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11th Floor Campus Center • (413) 549-6000 e*1 7634

University ot Massachusetts at Amherst

r
If you don't know how to get

there from here call the...

Information

Data Bank ^
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IDB is a walk-in and telephone referral service which

maintains information on University administrative and

academic policies and procedures; schedules (e.g., bus,

library, athletic); health and public safety issues; housing

and food services information; student organizations

and activities; and a variety of other topics.

The goal of IDB

is to make a sometimes seemingly

complex institution easier to comprehend

and negotiate.

Call the Information Data

Bank at:

545-1555

Summer Conference Housing

SUMMER EMPLOYMENT
Summer Conference Housing coordinates dormitory

housing for 8,000 - 10,000 conferees during June, July

and August. Employment with SCH provides work

experience in an academic setting, an introduction to

the hospitality industry and an opportunity to earn

money.

OVER FIFTY POSITIONS AVAILABLE!!

The job titles include:

K

IDB is a service of the Dean of Students Office and is

located in Whitmore in the lobby at the top of the ramp

(north side)

Registrar

Operations Co-Supervisor

Accommodations Supervisor

Operations Crew Member

Office Manager
Key Control Supervisor

Desk Clerk

Salary Range: $5.25 - $7.00 Per Hour

Work Schedules: Part & full time openings available,

Including all shifts, weekdays and weekends

APPLICATIONS AND
GENERAL INFORMATION AVAILABLE

FROM MARCH 27, 1991 - APRIL 10, 1991

AT
The University Conference Services Office

918 Campus Center (Ninth Floor)

APPLICATIONS ACCEPTED UNTIL:

4 p.m., Wednesday, April 10, 1991

The University of Maaaachuaetts l» an Affirmative Action/Equal Opportunity Employer
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Third vorld Affairs
From the 'quail shoot' to the 'turkey shoot'

A : J„J ..„...„,^-^H„n^nnnnd shells were atCulatingan.Corregidor.Ca^^

The first battle [with the Filipinos] was so one-sided that

[United States! troop jokingly referred (0 it as a -quail

shoot" The Phillipines Reader." South End Press.)

Then WO* almost no enemy fire. It was like a turkey

tkooi 'US. pilots, after a raid on an Iraqi column.)

From the forcible acquisition of the Phillipines and Puer

to Rico in 1898. to Iraq's catastrophic decimation, rule of

the V S military ruggernart has been firmly established

Having i illlliaanl the United States' latest imperial

onslaught, it would be instructive to step back and n
amine some of its initial GVOT6M exploits

In 1565. Spanish marauders had colonized the Phillipine

archipelago. For three centuries, the Filipinos rose in arm

ed uprisings and finally in revolution against their

inisfa upnn iiPf and domestic collaborator- In 1898.

the Filipin. eded in driving the Spaniards off the

islands, except f«f small pocket IB Manila On June 12

that vear. thev declared them- m independent

republic and drafted then own constitution But I cruel

-troke of fate -natched victorv from their hand

HalfWaj around the world, the Spaniards had also col-

onized the island of Puerto Rico The majority of the

population was decimated by warfare and from smallpox

demies brought by the Europeans

Hera, loo, the people rose in rebellion. The Gnto de L
insurrection in 1868 proclaimed I Republic of Puerto RJCO

But just at the independence movement gained momen-

tum". new development changed the -ceiiai i«> fori

POT both the Phillipines and Puerto Rico, a new colonial

ruler appeared OB the scene: the United States

The United State- a Bf emerging as an industrial, com

mercial and economic giant For three centuries, the Euro

MM had been greedily carving up the Third World into

colonie- for ran materials and new market-, while at the

OW time spreading European "civilization

BagW to grab portion of the colonial loot, the United

decided to seize the colonies of the declining

iniah empire War was declared on Spain, and expedi-

tions were -ent to MM the Phillipines, Cuba and Puerto

Rico In the ensuing Treaty of Paris, Spain ceded these

territories to the United Stat

Modern U.S. -Phillipine relatione began with the

pnofidol conquest and colonization of the Phillipines.

From the verv beginning, superior U.S. firepower ensured

a one sided "quail shoot."' Five hundred pound shells were

fired into the Filipino trenches at point blank range.

To counter the guerrilla warfare, the U.S. campaign

then entered its second, chilling phase: the genocide of

the Filipino people. As General Shafter said in 1899: it

mav be necessarv to kill half of the Filipinos in order that

the remaining half may be advanced to a higher plane

of life than their present semi barbarous state affords."

Rao/Ledesma/Iranzo-Berrocal

\ tight U.S. naval blockade drastically crippled their

arms supply. Veterans of the Native American genocide

were dispatched. For three and a half years, villages were

burnt, crops destroyed, and whole populations of several

islands were exterminated in concentration camps.

n-orship ensured that few such reports trickled

home The war was declared to be over in 1902. Between

6( 10 000 and one million Filipinos died at the hands of the

occupation forces. "The warfare has been conducted

u ith marked humanity and magnanimity on the part of

the US * the War Department boasted.

In Puerto Rico the United States met little resistance.

hu t did not re-.. it to draconic measures to crush it.

After the initial military occupation, the United Stat. -

then sent in its second army of occupation - teachei

-

Education was used as a colonial tool to inculcate Matt

of White superiority and the glory of "free trade.

The U.S. invaders were portrayed as benevolent allies,

aad the reaJBtBBCa fighters were depicted as brigands. For

generation* of Filipinos and Puerto Ricans, their vision

of the future became distorted and their nationalism

undermined.

In 1946 the United Slates granted the Phillipine-

nominal independence. Through bogus pacts and treaties,

it ensured that economic and military control essentially

remained in U.S. hands

\ string of puppet regimes followed - Roxas, yuirino.

Mat ircia -
Macpi^al. Marcos, and now Aquino.

Lip service was paid to nationalism, but no one broke the

colonial and feudal chains that bound the Filipino people.

Insurrections were brutally suppressed, by massacres

at Culatingan. Corregidor, Capas, Mendiola, and Tarlac,

to name but a few. As in other Third World countries, the

United States deployed counter-revolutionary agencies

like the CIA and propaganda agents like the U.S. Infor-

mation Service and the Peace Corps.

While Puerto Rico was never granted independence, a

strong nationalist movement did take root for about 30

years. Figures like Pedro Albizu Campos established ma-

jor followings. But here too, political repression, execu-

tions and incarcerations broke the back of the movement.

Counter-insurgency operations like the FBI I

COINTELPRO have prevented the pro independence

movement from staging a significant comeback.

The economic infrastructure was also drastically altered

to ensure complete dependence on the United States. Puer-

to Rico is now a captive nation. Political independence no

longer seems to constitute a viable reality.

There was yet another reason another why the United

States had to control the Phillipines and Puerto Rico -

its military bases.

The Clark Air Base and Subic Naval Base in the

Phillipines were used to project U.S. firepower to China

(to put down the nationalist Boxer Rebellion in 1900).

Korea (during the Korean Wan. Indonesia (to support the

rightist rebellion in 1958). Vietnam (during the Vietnam

War) and, most recently. Iraq.

The U.S. naval base in Puerto Rico was used against

the Dominican Republic. Granada. Haiti. Guatemala and

Cuba, to name but a few instances. It also has otratogk

importance with respect to the Panama Canal.

But the nationalist and democratic aspirations of the

Filipinos have not been crushed. This past Februar

massive rally was staged to protest moves towards I

military bases agreement. Undoubtedly, the United S;

and its clients will respond as they always have - with

force. The same pattern continues

And so it is that from the "quail shoot * to the "turkey

shoot," U.S. intervention to further its economic and

military interests in the Third World, under the

benevolent pretext of upholding democracy, continues

Madanmohan Rao. Jose Udesmu and Cuillermo lrun;<*

Berrocal are UMass students. This article is the opinion

of the writers and does not netcssanly reflect the itews ft/

the Collegian staff.

North and South
It is unfortunate that many do not

understand the United States' interests in

the South (so-called "Third World"). U.S.

interest implies that the overall policies of

the United States should benefit its people.

Otherwise, the government would indeed

be worthy of contempt.

There are, of course, limits to power. If

a magic wand could turn capital -scarce

China with a fifth of the world's population

sovereign, then U.S. corporations could live

happily ever after.

However, in the absence of a magic wand,

accomplishment of the above goal risks

nuclear confrontation. This is unacceptable

for self-preservation. Cost-effective in

tervention for furthering national interest

is prudent. It is hypocritical to enjoy the

benefits and then feel moral qualms about

intervention.

Rabi Dutta

The above example in a somewhat roun-

dabout way implies that the relationship

between North and South lies in economics

and the mechanics of power. Some, like the

Brandt Commission, assume a perfect

world and conclude that a symbiotic and

reciprocally altruistic relationship is possi-

ble through trade.

Unfortunately, in an imperfect world

trade is intimately connected with national

-e<,-urity. The North cannot trade its ad-

vanced technology to the South for grant

and peanuts. If they did so before they

developed new technologies, the South

would catch up and give them a hard time

economically and possibly militarily. On
the other hand, the North cannot sell

things which the South already produces.

One solution is to control intellectual pro-

perty rights. Monopolization of profits from

medicine, record albums and books can go

a long way. Some recalcitrant countries

like India might of course demand royalties

for the concept of zero in mathematics.

Multilateral forums like GATT could be us-

ed to curb such pernicious trends.

A parallel solution is to control capital

investment. Unfortunately, most of the

South realizes that foreign corporations

want to buy up existing businesses and set

up fast food chains, toothpaste plants and

unsophisticated assembly stations. Never-

theless, the capital-starved South can be

made to realize that half a loaf is better

than no loaf— that is to say, some capital

investment is better than none.

Strangely enough, even investing in low

technology is full of pitfalls. When a coun

try invests abroad it must have the

necessary power to prevent expropriation

of its investments. This can be achieved

either through military power or through

enormous economic clout in the world.

Expropriation can also be prevented to a

certain extent by manufacturing the key

components elsewhere. Nevertheless, even

with restrictions, technology has a nasty

habit of percolating relatively easily in the

information age. This puts the onus very

strongly on residuary military capacity.

One might counter that the South is ir-

relevant to the North because intra-North

trade is monetarily worth a lot more than

North-South trade. Monetary

measurements are somewhat deceptive

because the value of an item can be easily

changed by the formation of cartels. Hence

it is dangerous to allow such cartels or

monopolies to emerge as an alternate

source of power.

It must be stressed that a fundamental

conflict exists between the North and

South. It cannot be whitewashed by pious

statements of well-meaning intellectuals.

The North has roughly 15 percent of the

world's population, and the South has 70

percent.

It is obvious that the North must main-

tain the existing gap either humanely

through further technological development

or through the exercise of power. In the con-

text of national interest it is preposterous

to think otherwise.

It is indeed possible to compromise on

one's interests. However, once nations

define them in terms of subjective moral

principles, it becomes much harder to com

promise. Unfortunately, for mankind (and

mankind undoubtedly includes the North,

although the tendency remains to form a

brand of super-mankind) the North seems

to be indulging in the dangerous game of

offering moral arguments to justify actions

in their national interest.

For the South, there is no panacea. In the

context of the fundamental conflict of in-

terest, the only solution that lies for the

South is the long hard way of economic and

military reconstruction to retain flexibili-

ty in ah spheres of sovereign nationhood.

Rabi Dutta is a UMass student. This ar-

ticle is the opinion of the writer and does

not necessarily reflect the views of the Col-

legian staff

Reactions to collapse, future
By MADANMOHAN RAO
Collegian Staff

Last month, India's coalition govern-

ment led by Prime Minister Chandra

Shekhar collapsed.

S. Mayiladutarai, a UMass engineer-

ing junior who just returned from a visit

to New Delhi, said, "During the recent

Gulf War, the sentiments of the Indian

people were with the people of Iraq,

because they perceived the United

States-led attack as an unfair and un-

just show of imperial might against

Iraq, a country which was India's closest

Muslim ally.

"However, the Chandra Shekhar ad-

ministration, for its own reasons, secret-

ly allowed U.S. planes and ships to

refuel in Indian territory. This created

a tremendous outrage, especially since

India has traditionally been a non-

aligned country. This was exploited by

rival parties for their own ends, and

eventually led to the downfall of the

government,'' Mayiladutarai continued.

"For the upcoming elections [in mid

May], each contending party is promis-

ing to solve one of the many problems

racking the nation," he said. "The Con-

gress party [led by former Prime

Minister Rajiv Gandhi] has promised

the Indian people stability.

"The Janata Dal [People's Party, led

by former Prime Minister V.P. Singh]

is promising more affirmative action for

the lower castes. The Bharatiya Janata

Party [Indian People's Party, led by L.K.

Advani], says it will ensure that the in-

terests of the country's Hindu majority

are fulfilled.

Radharani Ray, a Mount Holyoke Col-

lege economics sophomore from Calcut-

ta, said, "U.S. interference in a Middle

East issue was uncalled for, and India's

support for the U.S. needed to be

condemned.
"It would be desirable for a leftist

government to come to power. It is also

important for younger Indians in the

U.S. to return to India, where their

skills are most needed."

M. Subhash, a UMass student from

Calcutta, said, "The decision to allow

U.S. planes to refuel was motivated by

a number of reasons: non-alignment in

a unipolar, U.S.-dominated world is no

longer useful, U.S. aid had to be

facilitated, and an influential minister

was on the payroll of a foreign in

telligence agency."

Anuradha Iyengar, a Smith College

economics and computer science senior

from New Delhi, said, "It looks as if peo-

ple will buy the Congress party's pro-

mises of stability. It is extremely distur

bing and potentially disastrous that in

secular India the BJP is exploiting Hin

du fundamentalist sentiments."

Ahmad Ali Nawaz, a Hampshire Col-

lege computer science student from

Calcutta, said, "Even though the Con-

gress party may win, it will collapse

soon. The pursuit of religious fundamen-

talism, either Hindu or Muslim, by any

party is pointless."

Avinash Varma, a Sunderland resi-

dent from Indore said, "It is unlikely

that any one party will win a clear ma-

jority in the upcoming elections. It is

also an alarming trend that the army

is being increasingly called in to restore

stability in political crises. Hopefully, an

army strongman won't be tempted to

seize power, although that is unlikely

in the immediate future."

Varma was also disappointed at the

lack of adequate local media coverage

on developments in India, the world's

largest democracy and second most

populous nation.

Athena Kashyap, a Mount Holyoke

College history senior from Bombay,

said, "As far as political instability and

internal strife are concerned, we are at

the worst juncture in our history.

"Allowing foreign companies to move
in and invest in India is not a good move

in improving India's economy,"
Kashyap said. "It has been consistent-

ly observed that foreign companies

mostly profit only the parent country,

and not the host country."

D.K. Pradhan, an Amherst resident

from Cuttack, however, said, "India

should now pursue an aggressive policy

for attracting foreign investment, and

abandon the public sector economy as

much as possible. To achieve this

economic goal, India probably needs a

pro-Western policy."

Barun Kar, a UMass electrical

engineering student from Kharagpur,

said, "India should build more ties with

the West, while at the same time not in-

dulging in total Westernization.
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YOUR DAILY HOROSCOPE
Bv JEANE DIXON

By E. VEZINA & R. SHAUGHNESSY

ARIES (March 21-Apnl 19) Home

is where security generally can be

found Strangers who offer the most

for the least often manage to take

everything ana give nothing in

return Do not be swayed by peer

pressure

TAURUS (April 20-May 20) Your

visionary iaeas have considerable

appeal toaav Be outgoing and

others will want to jump on you'

bandwagon Tend to routine mat-

ters before beginning new protects

Romance looks mostly rosy

GEMINI (May 21- June 20) Dis-

quieting news mav arrive today If

an old problem resurfaces tackle N

head-on Solving a difficult situation

once and for all will be worth the ef-

fort Escape mto an adventure film

tonight

CANCER (June 21-Julv 22)

Business trips - short or long - mav

be taxing toaay Concentrate on

routine chores to clear the deck for

a new project Do not let an incon

stderate partner ruffle voui feathers

LEO (July 23-Aug 22) Keep your

plans under wraps today The less

said or written, the better Build

bridge of friendship to your cc

workers and neighbors Curl up with

a good book tonight

VIRGO (Aug 23- Sept 22) Com-

ion shoppers should examine

merchanaise carefully It may not

be a bargain Communications

aDCut your intentions are best

avoided Be discreet Proceed slow

ly in a romantic situation.

LIIRA (Sept 23-Oct 22) Positive

thinking will help you advance your

business interests toaay A change

of employment residence or part

ners may be necessary Show more

enthusiasm over a loved ones

accomplishments
SCORPIO (Oct 23-Nov 21) Your

imagination could lana you in hot

water if you are unable to separate

fact from fantasy Old freinds are

hopng to hear the latest news

Look forward to a lively evening

SAGITTARIUS (Nov 22-Dec 21)

Your co-workers are sensitive to

your moods Avoid taking advan-

tage of their good nature if vou

have allowea yourself to fall behind

at work, catch up
CAPRICORN (Dec 22 Jan 19) A

journey you haa to postpone can

now be undertaken with successful

results You profit from keeping cer

tain plans under wraps A loved

one's special needs may require

your making new concessions

AQUARIUS (Jan 20 Fe:

superior work skills a
evidence Other people I

lor answers txpect a ra

motion in the r.<-jr futu

ups are impressed • M .

target judgeme-

'

PUCH (F«b 19-Morch 20) -

you say or do today can nelp set

the stage for important family deci-

sions and business developments

Speak candidly but avoid bickering

Your social life is on the upswing Do

some entertaining
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ifTONE GET ONE FREE

!

SI MMER SPARKLES
at I Mass

Universityof

Massachusetts

at Amherst
Over 300 credit and noncmM mines and work

Bhopa will teduzfe you in thr Uftfass Summer 5a

.urn Aslntrnn^lirH-upolcIa^M-i-o.nx.nifntlx

Offend both dav and tuning in two, MXm •

BOM First sissiim runs Juru 4-July 12:

second sissum runs Jul> ltf-AuKuM 22.

Kf«,sti-r-b> mad. by telephone, by FAX « in ,HTM,n-beKinnin«

April 16 tor the C >urs,. or workshop of vour CT*

Fur more information or a fret course catalog, call the Division of

Summer
1991

Two Large Eggs, 2 Strips of Bacon,

2 Sausage links, & 2 Pancakes.

Buy a Big Breakfast and get
anotherjust like it!

I ITEM I Chicken Pot Pie

I TWO I With Salad
c

Continuing Education at 343-2 til

L

MUST BE PRESENTED AT TIME Of ORDER

Cannot be used with anv nth*r offer or discount coupon

Valid 7 days a week, expi res 4 15-9

1

Coupon good tor all persons in party. Umrt 1 coupon per purchase.

m*hSum Eating Place **•*—*

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

rVEXT TO SUPER STOP fi SHOP RTE. 9 HADLEY/AMHERST 2564883

ftyunan garden

MANDARIN/SZECHUAN CUISINE

The Best Chinese Buffet

ADVOCATE

or tmc

VALLEY
1989

AND PRICES
IN TOWN

Buffet Served 5-8 PM Sun-Thurs Brunch Served Su"J1*0^:00
(7) House sp.ee. CMM*

ALL YOU CAN EAT «— 55- %&£&£„
4 Fned Wontons (10) VegataDie Fned Noodles

» Pan Fned Raviolli '11) Ch.nese 8BQ Pork

S! Beet w.th Green Pepper (12) Broccolli hi Oyster SauceChildren

Under 10

S3 00

$5.99
We Deliver in Amherst 5-10:00 PM-Everyday

Minimum $15 plus $2 Delivery Charge

TAKE OUT SERVICE • FULL COCKTAJL MENU
10 BELCHERTOWN RD, AT RTE. 9, AMHERST, MA 256-0251, 256-0252

,

—^——^i^^—r^—n••— •illlllllllll

(?<IUKfiU& &U*t Oft
107 Sunderland Ri.-ad. North Amherst

Open 7 a. in.-10 p.m.

SPEEDWASH
1 1 Pray si faafcenM

NOW OPEN 24 HOURS!

South Towne Commons Laundromat

479 West St., South Amherst
Open 7 a.m. -10 p.m.

^rrrnprrrrrrrrrrrprrrrrrr-rrrrnrrrrrrPPP

ARMENIAN RELIEF SOCIETY

NINETEENTH
SUMMER
STUDI

JUNE 9-29, 1991
Amherst College, Amherst, Mass.

Stepan Astourian, Director

A three-week intensive program of Armenian

Studies for College-level students

For application and information call or write to:

A.R.S. of North America, Inc.

80 Bigelow Ave., Watenown, MA 02172

Telephone: (617) 926-3801

Application Deadline: May 23, 1991
All institute expenses including room and board are funded by the A.R.S.

Applicants jre required to pay a non -refundable registration fee of Si 50 only.
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EDWIN M. ROSSMAN
ALUMNI CAREER FORUMS

BDIC
Thursday, April 4, 1991

8:00pm
Campus Center 904-908

Sponsored by:

MATHER CAREER CENTER
ALUMNI ASSOCIATION
BACHELOR'S DEGREE
WITH INDIVIDUAL
CONCENTRATION

This is an opportunity to meet with alumni and discuss their

experiences in the working world. Don't miss this important

panel discussion!

ALUMNI PANELISTS:

MICHELLE ANDERSON '84

"Industrial Psychology"

| MARIAN WARD LENT *81

"Management Communications"

I

«•£=

STEPHANIE RADOCHIA '87

"Human Factors Engineering"

DAVID SPROGIS '89

"Computer Graphics'

Clinical Program Coordinator

Continuum ot Care
New Haven, CT

Director of Sales Promotion

WFXT Fox 25 - Fox Network

Dedham, MA

Sales Applications Specialist

Electronic Securities Systems

Polaroid Corp.

Cambridge, MA

Technical Staff Member
TASC. The Analytic Sciences Corp.

Reading, MA
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JV lacrosse
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 12

Dietel said she was greeted graciously by current NCAA
Champion coach Rov Simmons.

"We looked sharp," Dietel said. "But to play them under

the lights on their home turf- it was a real show of men-

tal toughni

The next match up is against the Naval Academy Prep

school, in Newport, R.I.. Saturday

=munDRV
CLUB^ & 8 am-11 pm • 7 days

HoopContest V
update

Thank you tor your outstanding interest in Hoop-

Contest V, our annual NCAA tournament contest. We
are still digging through the veritable mountain of en-

tries, counting up points to find the lucky winners.

The big announcement will be made in Friday's Col-

legian as to just who those lucky winners are. We know

you're curious, but please, refrain from calling the Col-

legian office to ask, "Did I win?" Your patience is

appreciated

COUPON

• Coin Operated Washers and Dryers

• State of the Art Machines
• Snack Bar

* Big Screen T.V.

* Pool Table and Video Games
• Senior Citizen Discount

i $1.00 OFF any size
i

i

i

i

i

i

i

washer

Limit 1 coupon per visit

Expires May 1, 1991

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

1

10% OFF
Dry Cleaning

Limit 1 coupon per visit

expires May 1. 1991

COUPON

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

P
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cvision
Opowcasc2 36 State*.

Vwibume rath

Your new glasses are ready

and your second pair is...

TREE!
Buy one pair of prescription

eyeglasses at our regular

price and get the second pair

of the same prescription

from our spec'al selection...

absolutely fRf I.

SANE DAY StRVICr
mt>v prescription*

Choose from Hundreds ot high

qujiiU frames in ail ot the late' t

sly lei colon shapes and sues

In (uk oa premises bv l><

Robert t Drlaney Independent
Doctor ot Optometry 58* tSHHM

Hampshire lain • 625 2370
urne fallsi

WITH THIS COL PO*

FREE 55?S EYEGLASSES
Buy one par ot glasses 41 our regular once jnd rjrt trie second paw of the

same prescription iromM special selection sKSOUTtlt HKC

irv ludes first ijuihrv •r.imrs jrxl urxye hvkwi near uncoated I st and 2nd

-• udrs prrs io»is Jivounts

rtaMpMurr lal

.arrow mm » l*n

llafley m
VB4 »M« •

\j5bC\\Ci\S£j -!r

VfcMaUSL

ar flVMy oinomm i

rtaftrl*
b25'

I 6 University Drive-Next to Louis Foods-Amherst (413) 549-2640

Coupon expires 4-27-91

Classifieds
-,

I() ill I- t 'tmHMNnma a: /H M(»: IWJRS « :uu M FRI H.M-2M DEADLINE 2 DAYS PRIOR TO PUBLICATION • CASH IN AD\ AM I. 20' WORD DAY TOR si I VI NTS

ACTIVITIES ENTERTAINMENT

FILM SOCIETY MEETING and screening

tonight CC 165 7 00 All welcome

INTERESTED IN HUMANE EDUCATION

and helping abandoned cats on campus

Call UMass pets 546-2191 546 5777

INTERESTED IN PARTICIPATING tn a cot-

fee house hosted by People s and Ear

thtoods April 1 1' Call Pat by 10th 253-9469

• RUN FOR RUNAWAYS ,#

There's still time to

register for Saturdays

10K walk or run" Stop

by concourse table

JUST DO IT"

UNIVERSITY DEMOCRATS are meeting

Wednesday 7 00 m Rm 423B to discuss 1 sf

Congressional Election Frontlash activities

and CDA Convention

RACK.A.DISC is still the best for^DJ sand

l.ve entertainment Call anytime 586-9900

ask about our specials

FOR RENT

l BEDROOM. Colonial Village

Take over lease Start June 1

Last month rent free $400/month

Contact 253-7843

ANNOUNCEMENTS

BED AND BREAKFAST- downtown Ideal

tor visiting parents and friends- 549-UM.s

ENDLESS SUMMER! Alaska jobs

Women/men, to $600/wk Airfare plus

room/board tree Canneries hiring now' in-

formation 1(900)988-5152 Ext 170

$3/minute (4 mm max /refundable)

HEADING FOR EUROPE mwwrwjHjr? J«t

there anytime for $160 with AIRHITCH (r

(Reported in NY Times and Lets Go')

AIRHITCH (r) 212-864-2000

UMASS THEATRE GUILD meeting tonite

at 7 00pm This is extremely important

Gerardo will be there to sing '
Rico Suave

Room 174-76'

APTS FOR RENT

SPRING SPECIAL .99 cent* one month

rent with one year lease 2BR $450. 3BH

$537, in Sunderland Free bus route laun-

dry facilities, pool, garden plots Short term

leases available 665 3856

4 BEDROOM APT FOR RENT
OH Mam St -on bus route

Starting 6/1 $980mo Heat included

Call 256-4238

HOUSE IN AMHERST tor sublet and/or fall

On busline ideal for a large group o peo-

ple looking for off campus housing Wood

stove pool, tennis court, skylights,

carpeting -Call Rich 253-9170

LG. 5 BEDROOM APT for rent or.Main St

Take over lease June 1 Call 2b6-o\u»

SUMMER SUBLET W/ FALL OPTION

One bedroom apt In downtown Amherst

Furnished, available June 1st I pay $480--

negotiable Call 256-4927 Sun-Wed after

7pm

SUMMER WITH FALL OPTION

, furnished bdrm ,n 2bdrm apt. 2 minutes

from 7/11. ATM, laundry, bus rte -Call Wia

6-4185

SUMMER SUBLET with fall option 4BR

apt on bus route Call Dave or Bill 253-4193

TAKE OVER OUR LEASE. Large, one

bedroom apartment in Brandywine $480,

heat included 549-0434

TAKE OVER OUR LEASE at Gilreath

Call now 549-6901

TAKE OVER OUR LEASE or sublet for the

summer 3 bdrm 549-4195

HELP WANTED

ARE YOU ENTHUSIASTIC and depen

dabie 9 Would you enjoy working m
marketing or management with a company

that truly appreciates its staff

(617) 237-5520

COUNSELORS, coed camp in Bershires

(220 campers/85 staff) has openings fc

h«-ad and assistant instructors in Water

frrit(WSI). head lakefront(small crafts)

video/filmaking. tennis, arts 4 crafts, com

puters hiking, drama, canoeing, archery

gymnastics, piano accompanist horseback

ndmgfwestern), and bunk unit heads for

male groups Good salaries Friendly at

mosphere June 17 August 16 Contact

Barry M 665-2977

MOTORCYCLE

HONDA INTERCEPTOR
VF500F 1985 ex cond

Weil mamt 1500/BO
Sean 253 7178

PERSONALS

BRENDAN S
Does the name
anything to you 7

Super Garl mean

bilmguals needed for
EARN $6/HOUR
Spanish/English
reading study

Jeanette 585-8749

INTELLIGENCE JOBS. All branches

US Customs. DEA etc Now hiring

Call (1)805-962-8000 Ext K-9616

PART-TIME truck driving positions 7

$7 50 to $10 00 per hour no experience

necessary (617) 237-5520

RAPIDLY EXPANDING ORGANIZATION
I

is

seeking FT and PT energetic people 1-3K

PT 3-5K FT possible Students are en

couraged to inquire Set your own hours

and pay tor schoolV y
203-749-1755
413-549-8107

RECYCLING PROGRAM ASST NEEDED

Start June. July or August full-time and work

part-time during school year- Call Sher.ll

545-1153

TELEMARKETERS. Afternoons 4 even-

ings Great earnings Experienced only

548-9554

Do you like e'est la viefnot Gloria Vander

bilt) or me"

IN MEMORY OF LEE *TW*TER
Chairman of Republican National Commit

tee our thoughts and prayers go with you

UMass Republican Club

JOHNY UPTOWN
Congratulations

on your 21st birthday'

Wanta dance? -K

SUBLET

4 BDRM APT
Summer w/ option tor fall

On bus route

Reasonable rent/utilities included

Call 253-0436

GREAT HOUSE TO SUBLET with lease op-

tion 4 bedroom house wall to wall carpet

dishwasher on bus route cheap furniture

Call now 253-3169

GREAT HOUSE TO SUBLET for the sum
mer with lease option House is on bus line.

5 minute walk to campus quiet

neighborhood screened m porch parking

and more' Call now' 549-6508 Leave a

message

SUMMER W/ FALL OPTION. Large room

m S Amherst condo Pool central A/C

washer/dryer parking On bus route Cool

roomies, perfect summer place' Call Joe

253-2696

LOOK FOR UNC MAN at Newman on

4/8/91

Don't be shy!

MAUREEN LANE Happy Birthday- or .s it

the firth7 Just kidding' Love. Sacha

SETH
Wow' Big wow 1

Again sometime 7

Love ya Calvin'

M

ROOMMATE WANTED

AMITY PLACE
2 lemales. 1 bedroom w/ private bath

Nonsmoking quiet house, wash/dryer

Furn LR/DR- Sept-Jun 275 ea *

549-1379

•INTERNSHIPS-

AUDIO/VIDEO

USED STEREO COM-
PONENTS/VCR'S/TVS: We buy sell 4

trade quality equipment, al price ranges

Call anytime for complete list S/A/V Ex-

change 256-0941

AUTO FOR SALE

1984 TOYOTA COROLLA Automatic 4

door sedan good condition AM/FM tape

$1800 -Call 506-544 3861 After 5pm

1988 DAYTONA .

Red with grey interior 5 speed A/C low

highway miles, oil undercoated Excellent

condition asking $6250 -774 6474

Greenfield

DODGE DART 300 W/Plymouth^alian,

n great Call Sheila

1 fvfF

FOR SALE

10 SPEED BIKE
$100 or BO -call

Lisa 549-4324

CASIO KEYBOARD PMP 400 Barely used

S250/BO Call 549-1504

CUBE REFRIGERATOR. $30 00 delivered

542-2569

FUTONS
Metawampe
Top quality gold bond utons

Delivery anywhere in U S A

Sleep with us and save 1

1 800-3FUTON1

MOPED - BATAVUS Runs fine $150 Call

253-5434

NEED A COMPUTER? I sell PC's and

Macs very competitive P/'ce^servicei
and

individual attention Call Dana 546-3933

FALL 1991 INTERNSHIPS with the Legal

Services Center, get hands-on experience

,n the legal field-work directly with attorneys

and clients Earn up to 15 undergraduate

credits No experience necessary -training

provided Apply early 1 Contact Legal Ser

vices today 545-1995, 922 Campus Center

Start the application process NOW 1

• • -LAST CHANCE INTERNSHIPS' '

'

THIS FRIDAY. APRIL FIFTH

is the last day to contact the Legal Ser

vices Center about a fall 1991 in'ernship'

Get hands-on expenence in the lega field

Work directly with attorneys and clients

Earn up to 15 undergraduate credits No ex

oenence in the legal profession required

training is provided Contact Legal Services

today 545-1996. 922 Campus Center

HOUSEMATES: summer w/ fall option, m/f

15 mm to Amherst, modern apt in country

setting Call Becky 1-624-3200

LOOKING FOR 2 FEMALES for 1 room in

Brandywine Furnished Util mcl Take over

June 1 Call Becky 549-8715

SERVICES

TAKE OVER OUR LEASE. June August

Fall option Colonial Village 2 bedroom

apartment $475 month plus utilities Call

256-4167

SUMMER RENTAL

•MARTHA S VINYARD. Steps from The

Ocean Harbor Landing Harborside Inn

Rent daily weekends, weekly April through

September Very reasonable prices -Call

549-0221

CAPE COO -Group summer rentals water

front houses Falmouth area 508-477 6000

SUMMER SUBLET

2 BEDROOM PUFFTON APT. available

June 1st with tall option Great tor 3-4 room

mates' Call evenings 549-5990 ASAP

••AVAILABLE*'
Summer Sublet al

Mill Valley Estates

Beautiful Apt

2 bedroom. 2 bathroom

Call 253-0861 or 253-2178

ONE BEDROOM COLONIAL VILLAGE

APT
$400/month fall option -starts June 1

2532475

SUMMER SUBLET fall option 1 bedroom

apt 515'mo Presidential Apts 549-8397

SUMMER SUBLET: Single bedroom at the

Brook m Amherst Rent negotiable Call

Jody at 253-0420 or 545-3500

SUMMER SUBLET WITH FALL OPTION
Two bedroom Brandywine apartment Par

tially furnished Near two busstops Heat

hotwater included m rent Great location 1

Call 549 5862

SWISS VILLAGE
Summer sublet/tall option

4bedroom/r jbath

Utilities included

Free furniture

On bus route

Call 253 5249

YOUR CHOICE
1 bedroom Brandywine apt available tor

June-August reasonable 'ent all utilities in-

cluded except eiectnc
OR

2 bedroom m Townehouse Apts available

tor 1-4 people very reasonable rent Fall op-

tion available for i or 2 spots

Call Nicole at 549-8001 after 6pm

TRAVEL

AIRLINE TICKET female o w to Honolulu

(rom Boston via San Fran Apr 11

$150/BO Todd 548-8024

CALIFORNIA OR BUST!-

—

Make all the right moves For

information about our resource

guides write to California

Information Services Suite 114

858 Third Ave Chula Vista CA
91911

TYPING/WORDPROCESSING

FAST ACCURATE TYPING w/ spellcheck

and boldface $1 45/pg Call Greg 546-2548

PAPERS. $1 50/pg Resumes laser printed

Fast professional, affordable

KCOMMUNICATIONS, 256-6373

PAPERS. DISSERTATIONS. RESUMES.
graphs, laser printing Rosemary -call

259-1786

LOOKING FOR A JOB?
Obtain a listing of over

300 Boston area employers

on adhesive labels for

$19 95, send check to the

Employment Assist Center

8 Douglas Road. Dept 22
Lexington. MA 02173

PREGNANT?
Need a pregnancy test, information or sup

port7 Call for free and confidential services

ALTERNATIVES 33 Main St Northampton

586-3000 or Greenfield 774-6010

ONE BEDROOM IN BRITTANY, bus route.

A/C $250/month neg Call 253-4194 Leave

message

PROFESSIONAL WOMEN SEEKS summer

sublet in Amherst or environs Must be

clean and comfortable Price negotiable

Contact Jacqueline M 902 11th Ave No 3

Huntington W V 25701 304-523-5404

PUFFTON VILLAGE. 1 bdrm avail 2 bdrm

apt Low rent w/ util incl

Female only w/ fall option

Call 549-7408

WANTED

ADULTS WITH HEARING LOSS needed to

participate in a listening study You will be

paid for your time Please call Kevin at

545-0298

^•llllllllllltlltlllllll>l>t>"*l"'* li1iaiaiiailtiailS11 |||||||||||||||||||IIIIUtlllllllllllltlllllllltlllMlllllllllltlllllllltIllllltlll«T

500 00
mtnbike, both

2539869

Both negotiable c trade

at

256 1261 M-F 9-5
run

"LEGAL HELP"

QUESTIONS ABOUT YOUR lease/securi-

ty deposit deductions7 Questions about

subletting/assigning leases7 Questions

about the condition of your new house or

apartment 7 Contact the Legal Services

Center 922 Campus Center 545-1995

STUOY ABROAD

EARN 7 CREDITS ol Polish language and

culture in Krakow 1 7/4-8/4 UConn study

abroad For info /applications call

(203)486-5022

SUMMER SUBLET
1 Br apartment
Crestview
Call 549-0503

SUMMER SUBLET
2-3 people fall option

Mill Valley Apts

2 bedrooms available

2V» bath on bus route

Call 256-1202

WANTE0 FOR RENT

WE WANT TO TAKE OVER youf house

lease starting in June or September Prefer

rably a large house in Amherst can

549 7133

WE WANJ TO TAKE OVER youf lease 1

Looking for a 4 bedroom house very close

to campus Please give us a call and leave

a message 253-0999
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Sports
Softball sweeps past Rhode Island with two shutouts

By FELICE COHEN
Collegian Correspondent

There may be a new show on television called "The

Flash,' but if vou were down at Totman Field yesterday

afternoon, vou would have been witness to another flash,

the University Of Massachusetts softball team.

"UMass clocked us." said URI coach Sue Tougas •'They

didn't make am mistake

Crushing Rhode Island 4-0, 9-0 in a double-header, the

Minutewomen exhibited lightening bats accompanied by

thunderous cheers as they increased their record to 8-7,

while URI dropped to 1-13.

"I was very' pleased with how the defense was holding

up in the first game.'' said Umass coach Elaine Sortino.

•They did a good job in all three areas: pitching, defend

and hitting

Taking the lead in the first game. UMass scored three

runs in the first inning, forcing the URI pitching staff to

adjust CRI's starting pitcher Kathleen Regan faced just

before being replaced by rel ief -Jen Papanowicz

in the first inning.

Junior Holly Aprile pitched for UlfflM, running her

record to 4-4 on the season, striking out four on the

"Hollv did a nice job."' said Sortino, "She got herself out

of some tough situations, no one got around on

her." True. URI had only two hits in the fi fst game, both

bv Rams" first baseman Barbara Arel. who went 2 for 8

with two singi-

Big hitters for UMass m the fii St game were shortstop

Barbara Marean. who went 2 for 3 with two angles, first

baseman Bonnie Schilling, who went 2 for 2 with

RBIs. outfielder Peggv Bush, who went 2 for 3 and Shei r\

Kuchinskas who went 1 for 2. with one double and two

In the second game UMass jumped out quickly

s*ain Bv the middle of the third inning. UMass lead 6-0.

Sealmg the game in the fifth inning, tbe Minutewomen

went on a hitting frenzy adding three more runs.

UMass batters were getting more conn^ions than an

AT&T telephone operator. Outfielder CJiene DellAnno

went 3 for 5. had two singles, one double and one RBI;

econd baseman Jen Miller, went 3 for 3 with three

singles: centerfielder Aprile, went 2 for 3, with two singles

and one RBI; thirdbaseman Rachel Lawson went 2 for 4,

wl one single, one double and two ^Is and Marean

went 1 for 2, with a big triple that gave her two RBIs.

•We were hitting the ball pretty well." said Sortino who

added she was very pleased with her team s all-around

performance on the day.

On the mound. Darlene ClafTey won the second game

pushing her record to 4-3. She had six strike outs and

walked only one.

•Darlene plaved very well." Sortino said.

But for the Rams, their pitching was the only thing mov-

ing on the field. Junior hurler Megan O'Neill started on

the mound for the Rams, but was replaced in the third

inning bv Papanowicz. after the Minutewomen started hit-

ting everything in sight Then in the fifth, as the

Minutewomen continued to crank out hits, bringing the

>. Regan stepped back up to the mound for the

.nd time that day

Kir pitching was extremelv lr.adaquate. and we didn t

hit the ball at all." said Tougas The Ranis were hitleaa

,n t
• nd game. Putting the situation in a new light

Tougas added. Tt was just I bad day at the ofl

The Minutewomen be at Hartford for a double header

at 3 p.m. Thursday

< olle|fi«n phot.. b\ Yana l>lu«>

UMass pitcher Holly Aprille won the first of

two games yesterday, as the Minutewomen

.wept Rhode Island, 4-0, 94) at Totman field.

The softball team improved to 8-7.

Kuchinskas who went 1 for 2. with one double and two at 3 p.imThursday
% i*f\ /^ ~ .«^ .*<• *rw -fs» /l

NHL playoffs: Blues, Bruins headed for '70 Cup rematch
* **

ljMMjlkMi ,h.. Patrick, the NH1. -not The Tmlight Dave (Chucky) Manson is as scary as they come

By GREG SUKIEXNIK
Collegian Staff

How do I know that spring is here?

1- it the abundance of mud on campus lawns '
r request

sightings of copulating ducks Sunbathes at the

Southwest Horseshoe?

No no. no. I'm certain that spring has sprung when the

National Hockex League play-offs have begun. You can

have your ice cream and suntan lotian - give me a pair

ofak Zamboni machine and an arena organist who

plaj Will Rock You" during face-offs.

[f vou think like me. then here is a quick look at the

1991 NHL play-off picture, along with a few predictions

as to who will skate off with the cherished Stanley Cup.

Adams Division - Last year, the Hartford W halers

made Boston Bruins' fans squirm before succumbing in

seven games (thank vou. Ray BourqueL Gang Green won t

be so luckv this time, thanks to Whaler management, who

traded Ron Francis and Ulf Samuelson to Pittsburgh.

Hell what did thev need their team leader and best

defenseman for anyway? Take heart. Bruins fans; you

wont be hearing much of that stupid Whaler fight song

this spring.

The Bruins will then face the Montreal Canadiens, who

should easily dispatch the underacheiving Buffalo Sabres

i what a disappointment they were).

The Bruins have owned Montreal all season long, but

if the inconsistancies that have dogged the Bruins pop up,

there could be trouble. But I don't think so . .
Bruins

in six.

Patrick Division - Take four teams, drop them in a

hat and pick one. That's what happens every time the

plavoffs hit the Patrick, the NHL'l version of The Twilight

Pittsburgh looks like the class of the Patrick, even

with top scorer Mark Recchi's season in doubt with an

injured knee. The addition of Francis and Samuelson.

along with The Magnificent One himself. Main. U-mieux.

make the Pens prohibitive favorites to make the Wales

Conference finals for the first time ever.

Commentary

But don't bet vour lunch money on the Pens just yet

Either New Jorse) or Washington could easily rise up and

Burpi ryone. The New York Rangers have enough

firepower and goaltending to knock off Pittsburgh as well,

if they can pull out of their recent nosedive

However, the Capitals have been surging as of late -

if the Penguins choke, look for Washington to "Capita!

and return to the Wales finals

Norris Division - St. Louis and Chicago, Chicago and

St Louis. All year these two rivals have been slugging

it out for supremacy in the Norris. Unless Detriot can sur

prise the Blues, or Minnesota catches the Black Hawks

napping, there will be at least four more grudge matches

between these two teams.

A potential Blues-Black Hawks series should have

hockey fans drooling. Do you like scorers? St. Louis' Brett

Hull. Adam Oates and Paul Cavelinni and Chicago's

Steve Larmer and Jeremy Roenick should provide plen-

ty of fireworks.
p

If you admire great goaltending, check out Chicago s Ed-

die Belfour, who has been unstoppable all season long.

How about intimidating, bone-crushing hockey? Chicago's

(Chucky) Manson is as scry as thev come

I must admit, though, that as much as I respect the

Black Hawks. I dislike them. They re a bunch of goo m-

who would rather beat you down than beat vou Mean

wh.le. the Blues are a more talented, skill oriented teanv

If thev can Stay focused and disciplined in the face of

Chicago's hit squad, they should prevail in SSSMI awesome

*
Sm^the Division - Three of four teams in the Smythe

plavoffs - Los Angeles. Calgary and Edmonton - have

Witimate shots at making the Campbell Conference

finals. Vancouver barely squeaked into the plavoffs and

peeea Utile threat Which leaves the Kings to face the

Calgary, who should beat en Oiler team that has been

mconsistant all vear Because Wayne Gretzky finally has

a supporting CUSt in Tony Granato and Steve Duchesne

and because it's hard to root against am team with Jaj

Miller, the Kings will finally wear the Smythe crown

Now for the conference finals. The Bruins have more

playoff experience than the Penguins, better goaltending

and home ice, so take the B's in six
m. mmM

On the left coast, assuming that St. Louis will get past

Chicago, Hull and Gretzky will get all the media atten-

tion while the Blues' supporting cast quietly steals the

show with superior depth, beating the Kings in seven

ga
And

S

the Stanley Cup? In 1970, a defenseman named

Bobby Orr carried Boston past St. Louis.

Twenty-one years later, a defenseman named Bourque

will repeat the feat, giving the Black and Gold the Cup

that evaded them in 1988 and 1990. Brett Hull may get

his 100-point season, but the Bruins will get the parade.

See you in downtown Boston in May
hat and pick one. inai s wnai nappeua <=»,=. j ~_~ w.v. ._.*. - o> -

^

Lacrosse team dons some patriotism
1 m i »:„,. tU..t tU« laxrni

Collegian file photo

Senior tri-captain Rick Senatore leads the 1-1 Gorillas into lacrosse ac-

tion today against Brown on Boyden Hill. The game, UMass' first home

game of the season, starts at 3 p.m.

Today you may notice that the lacrosse

team is donning American flags on their

helmets.

Jumping on the patriotism bandwagon,

tri-captain Rick Mullins bought the

stickers when the team was in Baltimore

during spring break. The general consen-

sus of the team was to support the

American troops in the Persian Gulf by

wearing the flags on their helmets.

Like most Americans who have been per

sonally touched by the war, Mullins said

he felt it especially important for the team

to don the flag. His brother-in-law-to-be is

still in Saudi Arabia, and when he returns,

he and his sister will marry

"I wanted to show my support for the

troops and so did the guys on the team,"

he said. "It's not to show we support the

war, but the troops' efforts there."

Coach Ted Garber said he noticed most

college teams across the country had

American flags somewhere on their

uniforms and supported the team's effort.

"It's just a nice gesture," he said. "We're

all touched by this thing somehow."

- ADRIEN MATT

JV lax wins
at Syracuse

By THOMAS A. GEORGE
Collegian Correspondent

Syracuse's B-Team got peeled, as the

Orangemen lost to the University of

Massachusetts JV-Club, 10-5.

Midfielders Paul Cronin and Sean
Dacus snaggled hat tricks to lead the JV
Gorilla squad to a 2-3 record.

The game was played on the

Orangemen's Coyne Field under the

lights. The temperature hovered around

freezing, creating miserable conditions

said head coach Judy Dietel.

"We came out revved, rocked and roll-

ed, and put it away," she said.

UMass was up 1-0 at the end of the

first, 2-1 at the half and 8 4 at the end

of the third.

The man-down team went three for

four, and freshman Chris Boorman cap-

tured 13 of the 15 faceoffs.

The rest of the scoring came from at-

tack Mike White (2 goals, 1 assist); mid-

fielder Bill Robinson (1 goal, 2 assists);

attack Shane Carter (1 goal); and mid-

fielder Reid Russel (1 assist).

CONTINUED ON PAGE 11
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Toda) promises to be sunny with highs

in the upper 50

That's spring weath

Toda) the University ol Massa< husi

lacrosse team hosts Brown tt 3 p m <»n the

Hill.

Now that's a sprint i! ' Mass

UMass enters the game at a tentative

1 l And although they faced the likes ol

Long Island. North Hempstead and Ml

hingtonLaci ' lubs during spring

! each Ted Garber said he

didn't witness the same caliber ofplay from

the team until the second quarter ofth

John's gam*- last Saturday

The team returned from Long Maud and

Baltimore knowing they 1h-at North Hemp
.,! H4-8 and Ml Wasl

dropping only one ol h gatw

Long Wand (12-11 1.

The) returned north U

\ squad whi< fiveofl

il home A squad which had a si

.tract to play at I'M i n.

but "' ,,!
i'

Amherst w as too tough on the d<

[\ y League

John's took on I'M heir home,

oTurf field Th<

-lump and they la I on th<

•turned from Long Island 1 1

Browi l"

side Five ol thoa games hav< count*

five of those results were w il

The Bruins began theii

. ! M and in the pi

Boston Collegt

Adelphi IS 10 Provider

squeaked b) Lo)

Those are tough numb
vour first home game ol the

•Id rather pla\ teams that have won

ones than lost." said Garber It means

more when you beat them

irber, in hjs first year at the helm ol

the lacrosse program, coached lai ind

soccer at Nen Hampshire prior to pickin

up where his lather. Dick, left off Din-

ing the regular season match against

Brown last . her clinched his

300th career win, the ninth college coach

to ,| ( , M the onl) coach to <lo bo with

strictly collegiate wins

p l
the older Garber had hem

referred to as The Goose," and upon an

ticipating the win, the victorious team

distributed and wore T-shirts reading

"Happ) 300th, Goose" on the front with

"Brown Went Down" on the back

The final result of the teams' -econd

meeting that year was no cause forcelebra

tion. The team lost to Brown in the first

round of the NCAA Division I Playi

Which team faces off against Brown to

day remains to be seen

The attack is lead by senior Jim

McAIeavey, who is a mere seven points

away from breaking a UMass career assists

record that has stood since 1977. The tri-

captain i- 56 points Bhy of breaking the

career points mark.

McAIeavey, besides feeding the net

behind the goal, feeds the pockets of senior

Bill Hegien, junior Mike Caine, junior Rob

Falvey, sophomore Mario Guaglianone and

sophomore Mark Millon.

The midfield consists of senior tri-captain

Rick Senatore. senior -Jim Kushner, senior

Francis Pepe, senior Ed O'Callaghar and

junior Malt Garber

Junior transfer from Herkimer ( '< ,

Kevin O'Connor, will face off For the

Gorillas, as senior Vin D'Angelo is out in

definately due to a ruptured disk in Ins

lower back

-Junior midfielder John Schlipt is recover

ingfrom the only other reported injur) on

the team, a broken tarsal in his left hand

Junior tri captain Rick Mullins marshals

the defense along with junior Core)

Cronin, sophomore Gary Wood, junior

Mario Lope/, senior Hugh O'Callaghan

and sophomore Jim Panetta.

Both senior Ted Kellerman and junior

Ray Suns have soon time in goal thus tar

t his season, against the lacrosse clubs, ( 'or

noil and St. John's.

•We've got to play with confidence,

Garber said ••[Brown has] great sticks,

they're good athletes

CONTINUED ON BACK COVER
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SUPPORTS UMASS 1991

LACROSSE TEAM

30
CATCH THE THRILL

ON THE HILL

and join us afterwards!

Amher J-514

§ rjemno I I B

TUESDAY thursdaT1[fr^
MUNCH 'n BOWL

S5 per person

includes: ,/

^ames & ^
e Rentai

°9 &
wi7&o

COLLEGE
SPECIALS
$5 per person

includes:

3 Games &
Shoe Rental

845pm - Close

99 cents

per Game
Noon - 5pm

NORTHAMPTON BOWL
525 Pleasant Street

584-4830
for Reservations

Dance Club/Gameroom
Bar & Grill

owner
Tim Driscoll

HRTA Alumnae
sponsor

Northampton Lacrosse Club

1 Pearl St. Northampton

ADVOCATEBEST
VALLEY

READERS POLL

1 9 9

FIRST PLACE

ADVOCATE
PEST

Of IHI

VALLEY

19 6 9
FIRST PLACE

Good Food!

Good Sports

586-1726
586-9631

•^^^T^W^ Good Times!

All the Time!

1 Bridge Street

Northampton

PIZZA,PIZZA,PIZZA,PIZZA,PIZZA

Half Price Every Monday & Tuesday

16 oz Draft 80 4 March & April Specia

The University of Massachusetts

Men's Lacrosse Roster

No Name
1 Mano Guaglianone

2 Richard Mullms' •

3 Mark Millon

3 Vincent D'Angelo*

5 Gary Wood*

6 Joseph Cahill

7 Wes Depp

8 John Schhpf

9 Mike Orton

10 Ted Kellerman*

1

1

Pete Cuda

12 Kevin O'Connor

14 Mano Lopez"

15 Kenny Randazzo

16 James Kushner'

17 Chris Nentwich

18 Thomas Brown

19 Francis Pepe'

20 Corey Cronm

21 Rich Senatore* •

22 Raymond Suns'

23 Sam Joseph

24 James Panetta

25 Adam Kohart

26 Don Avena

27 Hugh O'Callahan

28 Robert Falvey*

29 Carl Faust

30 Jim McAleavey" •

31 Bill Begien*

32 Michael Cam*

33 Michael Noonan

34 David ray

35 John Villah

36 Mather Garber*

37 Brad Fitts

39 Todd Ackerman

40 Pete Lopoukhme

41 Michael Webb
42 Anthony DeLucia

43 Michael Grossman

44 Edward O'Callaghan

45 Dave Welker

46 Rip Correnti

Pos
A
D
A
M
D
A
A
M
A

G
M
M
D
D
M
M
D
M
D
M
G
M
D
D
A

D
A

M
A

A

A

M
D

M
M
D
G
M
M
D
D
M
G
G

Class Major

So ENGIN
Jr COMM
So CAS
Sr FIN

Jr ECON
Fr ENGIN
Fr SPORTS MAN
Jr CAS
Fr CAS
Sr POLSCI

Fr CAS
Jr HIS

Jr ANSCI

So SPORTS MAN
Sr SOC
Fr MATH
Sr SOC
Sr SPORTS MAN
Jr CAS
Sr ECON
Jr LEG STU
Fr BUS MGT
So CAS
Fr SPORTS MAN
So CAS
Sr SPORTS MAN
Jr ECON
So CAS
Sr. SPORTS MAN
Sr SPORTS MAN
Jr LEG STU
Fr ECON
So EX SCI

So. ENGIN
Sr FASHION MKTNG

Jr SPORTS MAN
So CAS
Fr BUS. MAN
So CAS
Fr CAS
Fr BUS. MAN
Sr COMM
Fr CHINESE
Fr CAS

Hometown
Harrison NY
Concord MA
Huntington NY
Lmdenhurst NY
Exeter NH
Yorktown Hts NY
Garden City NY
Merrick NY
Stony Brook NY
Manhasset NY

Vestal NY
Yorktown Hts NY
Amherst MA
Levittown NY

N Merrick NY
Holbrook NY
Stony Brook NY
Oceanside NY
Babylon NY
Lmdenhurst NY

North Port NY

Long Beach NY

Glen Cove NY

Garden City NY
Manhasset NY

Merrick NY
Hmgham MA
Binghamton NY

Stewart Manor NY
Manchester MA
Concord MA
Port Washington NY
Auburn ME
Camillus NY
Rosemont PA

Sudbury MA
Weston MA
Nyack NY
Nashua NH
S Setauket NY
Clark NJ

Merrick NY
Longmeadow MA
Ithaca NY

* Letterman Captain

Head Coach: Ted Garber

Assistant Coaches: Glen Mailer, Tom Carmean, Aaron Jones, Tim

Soudan

racruzana
3

1 Free Medium Coke with purchase fk
\

of Burrito

The Best Burritos in the Valley

[Open 7 Days • 44 Main St. • 586-7181 {

If You're Taking One
Of Our Competitor's

LSAT Prep Courses,

You Could Be
Studying For

Last Year's Exam

GO GORILLAS!

Choose one.

*o? /

* STANLEY KAPLAN
apl Cham

The choice that's

right on the money

JESJ
Call Dimension Cable.

Amherst 256-4123

Order now and receive a free

upgrade installation'

OfooptmAr-

Brown University

Men's Lacrosse Roster

No. Name
1 Neil Munro

2 Rob Shields

3 Andy Shuckra

4 Jerry Swope

5 Jeff Iserson

6 Andrew Gautrau

8 Phil Maletta

9 Brendan Lynch

10 Sean Stalford

1

1

Ohver Marti

12 Darren Lowe

13 Rahsan Lindsay

14 Pat Flynn

15 Gary Nelson

16 Sam Jackson

19 Jay Stalford

20 Rob Gutheil

21 Steve Gresalfi

22 Kris Bayer

23 Jay McMahon
24 Tom Peters

25 Rob Rhoads

26 Dan Johnson

27 Matt O'Connor

28 Rich Levi

29 Jay Rice

30 Jim Strub

31 Chris Owens
32 John Sheehan

33 Maike Gannon

34 Konrad Tree

35 Kim McGovern

36 John Murphy

37 Emio Zizza

38 Andrew Firman

39 Craig Vachris

40 Ron Daghesh

41 Carter Trudel

42 Harvey Smith

44 Andrew Towers

Pos
A
A
A
A
A

M
M
G
M
A
A
M
G
M
M
G
M
M
M
M
M
M
D
M
M
D
M
D
M
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
M

Class

Jr

So
Fr

So
Fr

Fr

So
Jr

Sr

So
Jr

Fr

Jr

Fr

Jr

Fr

Fr

Sr

Fr

Sr

So
Fr

So
So
So
So
Jr

Fr

Jr

Sr

So
Fr

Fr

Sr

So
Sr

Sr

Jr

So
Jr

Hometown
Providence Rl

Concord MA
Webster NY
Ambler PA
Huntington NY
Stamford CT
Centereach NY
Avon CT
Charlottesille VA
Richmond BC
Williston Park NY
Baltimore MD
Baltimore MD
Elmont NY
Ambler PA
Charlottesville VA
Ossming NY
East Rockawey NY
Webster NY
Garden City NY
Katonah NY
Charlottesville VA
Suffern NY
Wantagh NY
Randallstown MD
Canton OH
Farmingdale NY
N Massapequa NY
Princeton NJ

Baldwin NY
New York NY
West Ishp NY
Convent Sta NY
Syracuse NY
Canton NY
Manhasset NY
Annapolis MD
Phoenixville PA
Marcellus NY
New Canaan CT

PANDA EAST
CHINESE J^n,

RESTAURAINT
We bring Chinatown

to you

Open Hours:Mon.-Thurs. 11 :30am-1 0:00pm

Fri. & Sat. 11:30am-1 1:00pm

Sunday 2:00pm-10:00pm

LUNCH HOURS: Mon.-Sat. 11:30am-3:00pm

103 N Pleasant St. • Amherst, MA 01002

(41 3)256-8923 (41 3)256-8924
£-rw;~;

Head Coach: Dom Starsia
Uftnnar

Assistant Coaches: Peter Lasagna and Paul Hopper

Sat: 9-9

Sun: 12-5

GRAND OPENING
APRIL 6th & 7th

PHANTASIA
MAGICAL SUPPLIES

. - , Smudge Sticfcs.

Huge Variety of Cand.es ^ a|| JJJ ^ Woi((J
Essential O.ls

,EavDi,on musH Indian Palchouly
(Pa.chouly. Jam,™ (Egypnon m )

. Sandlewood etc)

Suck Powder & Cone Incense

^&

Buy 2 Oet 1 FREE
(Oils, Candle)* and Incansas)

THE

Buy a Pandant of $18 Valua

or mora and gat FREE a

Starling Sllwar Chalntrom a

•pedal group

20*» Oft All Books

1-800-527-4180

a block and a

from Thome's Mkt

VISA
9

Sorry. No personal checks

MasterCard

SHOPS Diagonally

across from

Northampton
Brewery on
Hampton Av.

"What A Great Experience!
rr

Learning the I angu

Meeting People < oming f.K i to

face with Iroton art and an hi

, ulhire lood iiiul fun

IMYIKSin STUDIES
ABROAD CONSORT!! \1

Small i las* IVrsi nlion

I ulh ,. n IH<

lun Frr I hool W(

pro\ kie i;nMt . liissi^ in i

language Imton anlhnipuli

,,,i |.ii ,ni, i ,
, nnoniii

si ICIl, <

,md more

l niversit) Studies

Mmo.hI ( nnsoitiiiin

I ibrary m
University of Nevada

Reno, Nevada (W5S7-CKW.1

(702) 784-6Sn*»

&JFFAUO
J2JOS

Jdelivery^p,
express

i

V

1f- --' -« AMHERST
CHINESE E00d

'M ill
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( HINt SE
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BURCCR
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TACOtfuA
MIXILANKIMU KANI

WE DELIVER!!!
Sun-Thurs 5 pm-12 midnight

Fri-Sat 5 pm-l:45

TO ORDER CALL 253-3999
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Brum junior Darren Lowe return*, with l.
r
> goals and

tway Healaoboasts 17 i pom*.
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TOC Lounge
On-campus sports bar serving

munchies till 11:30 most nights.

Weekdays: 11:30 am-12:30 am;

Weekends: 5 pm-12:20 am

TOC Restaurant
For good times & good food

before or after the game!

Lunch served weekdays: 11:30 am-2 pm
Dinner served Tues.-Sat.: 5-9 pm
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Trustees raise next semester's fees by $79
a. r e r _„ "The University has to keep running itself." he said

By TAMIR LIPTON
Collegian Staff

Undergraduates at the University of Massachusetts will

pay $79 more in fees next semester, the Board of Trustees

voted yesterday at a meeting in Boston.

"These fees were arrived at in an attempt to keep the

increases as low as possible." said President-Chancellor

.Joseph Duffey, who will leave UMass after this semester

to be president of American University in Washington

DC.
The increase breaks down as follov.

• $35 for building inspection

• $18 for health ears

• $5 for fine arts

• $1 in student activities fee

• $20 athletic fee

"The difficult thing about the present time is that we

don't know much about next year's budget." Duffey said.

T hope the Legislature will provide a more adequate

budget for next year."

The housing fee will increase by $104 but that will be

offset bv the elimination of the $174 telecommunications

fee, including the fee for voice mail, which Will now be

free. Students will now pay for phones through the hom-

ing fee at a rate of $15 per month.

"The housing fee going up is actually a bargain, when

you look at what is being taken away.* said Student

Trustee Angus McQuilken, referring to the elimination

"The University has to keep running itself," he said.

"Students shouldn't be too upset about that increase."

A committee was selected to choose a new chancellor,

said McQuilken. The committee will meet April 8 on cam

pus with different groups. A formal recommendation for

an interim chancellor will be made in Boston on April 22.

Also yesterday, the state Board of Regents, which

oversees the state's 29 colleges and universities, said a

Weld administration report calling for higher college tui

tions and the merger of five campuses is the "first posit rw

sign" on education from the governor.

But Paul Marks, the boards interim cahncelloi and

Regents Chairman Paul Tsongas said even after educa-

tion reorganization, the state still needs the board of

citizens, which Weld has recommended abolishing

NOW seeks equal benefits

for non-traditional families
By DAVID RIVERA
Collegian Correspondent

NORTHAMPTON - The Northampton

chapter of the National Organization for

Women held an open forum Tuesday night

to discuss creating an ordinace that would

assure benefits and rights for non-

traditional families.

Twenty percent of Americans live in

traditional families, a married heterosex-

ual couple with children, according to

statistics provided by NOW
representatives.

A domestic partnership ordinance would

assure that the other 80 percent, which in

eludes homosexual, bisexual and unmar

ried heterosexual couples, would receive

the rights and benefits denied to them

because of marriage laws, said Catherine

French, chairperson of Boston NOW's les

bian rights task force.

"Gay and lesbian couples have been

denied visitation rights in an emergency

trauma situation because they are not inv

mediate family; such an ordinance would

guarantee that wouldn't happen," said Lin

da Osten, co-coordinator for the Northamp

ton NOW chapter.

French spoke to about 25 people from

Northampton. The Boston NOW chapter

has introduced a domestic partnership or-

dinance which has been titled, "Family

Protection Act."

"We had a hard time with the actual wor-

ding of our ordinance because we had to

redefine the word family, and just when we

thought we had the perfect definition, so-

meone would bring up an other family

situation and we would have to re write the

whole thing, ' French said.

Osten said Northampton NOW is in the

begininn stagM of such an ordinance and

that they are trying to gather a coalition

of groups to meet the needs of the Nor

thampton area.

"Right now we're creating a base, we

don't have any real time schedule, but we

have all the ordinances that have passed

around the country, and we're going over

strategies," Osten said.

One of the 25 people who attended one

person said she doubted that the Nor-

thampton city council would pass such an

ordinance because of possible negative

reaction during the election year.

Insurance companies might also be an

obstacle for the ordinance because they

have the power to set the guidelines for

benefits, French said.

"Even if you get support for an ordinace,

some insurance companies will not want to

provide benefits," French said. "In that

case you might have to think about self in-

surance."

If the Boston ordinance passes it would

not only protect gay and lesbian couples,

but also family members who have lived

together, such as brothers and sisters,

Osten said.

"This ordinance would benefit all non-

traditional families, heterosexual,

homosexual, and bisexual," she said. "I

don't know what people will feel. We see

it as a civil rights issue and I hope that it's

seen as that."

Secrecy shrouds rape
charge at Kennedy home

...^T. ,.., i i .„;_ m„„o«<,r «f thp Palm
SANDRA WALEWSK1

The Associated Pr>

PALM BEACH, Fla. - Palm Beach is

abuzz over a woman's allegations that

she was raped at the Kennedy family

compound.
"I think it's kind of unfair, all of this

innuendo, without any facts as to what

happened." George Preston, who lives

down the street from the walled Ken

nedy estate, said Tuesday. "We don't

even know that this is true."

Police have filed no charges and have

refused to say whether anyone

associated with the Kennedy family is

a suspect in the alleged rape Saturday.

"It's deja vu for the family. I'm en

thralled with them and everything that

happens to them." said Ruth Kane,

visiting from nearby Boca Raton. "I find

them fascinating. .not always ad

mirable."

A spokesman for U.S. Sen. Edward

Kennedy issued a statement Monday

saying the Massachusetts Democrat

spent the Easter weekend with his fami

ly at the Palm Beach estate, but was not

involved in the incident.

"We haven't made public any par

ticular name as ruled out or in," said

police spokesman Craig Gunkel. "It's a

delicate case when you talk about sex

ual battery — you don't want to release

something that could hinder your in-

vestigation."

Gunkel said alcohol was involved, but

he would not elaborate.

Local newspapers quoted Stuart

Lichenstein. manager of the Palm

Beach Lounge Au Bar. ng Ken

nedv. son Patrick and nephew William

Kennedy Smith were at the nightspot

Friday night.

Patrick Kennedy, a 24 year old Rhode

Island state representative, said he

knew nothing about the incident and

was asleep at the time of the alleged

rape
"The girl is not someone I know. She

was not a guest of mine. I assume she

was a guest of one of my cousins," he

said.

Smith, 30, a student at Georgetown

University School of Medicine, could not

immediately be reached for comment.

He stayed with friends Tuesday night,

the landlord at his Washington DC. car

riage house told the Palm Beach Post.

Smith is the son of Ted Kennedy's

older sister Jean Kennedy Smith and

the late Stephen Smith.

Police ChiefJoe Terlizzese said he was

not satisfied that investigators have

been able to question all members of the

Kennedy family who might have infor

mation on the case.

The woman, identified as a 30-year-old

resident of Palm Beach County, said she

was raped about 4 a.m. Saturday. She

contacted police about 2 p.m.

Investigators sent to the estate that

afternoon found that the man accused

had left town, Terlizzese said.

Terlizzese said the woman told in

vestigators she met the senator and his

party for drinks and later went to have

'a couple of cocktails' at the estate.

Brown relishes sudden death, 13-12

Colletfan photo by Carrie Wyeth

James Kushner, a UMass senior sociology

major, plays in yesterday's game.

By ADRIEN MATT
Collegian Staff

In just over one minute Andy Towers and Oliver Marti

decided the sudden death situation in the University of

Massachusetts-Brown lacrosse game, and the 13-1Z deci

sion wasn't a popular one for the home team.

Along with other rule changes, sudden death was im-

plemented this year to settle ties at the collegiate level.

It consists of two four-minute halves

"UMass could've beat us today," said midfielder Towers.

"We're fortunate we pulled it out."

The game was capped by two of Brown s most con-

tributory players, Towers and Vacouver College transfer

attackman Marti. Towers dominated UMass midi Kevin

O'Connor in faceoffs, winning 21 of 28, and contributed

one goal in regulation. Marti finished the game with a

team-high five goals and one assist

"It was a complete team effort," said the humble Cana

dian Gorilla Jim Kushner boasted a game-high six goals

_ all of which were unassisted - and one assist. He and

Mark Millon set the pace for a quick, offensive game by

scoring three goals in the first quarter, the only shots net-

ted in that quarter. „

"They were very smart with the ball, very patient, said

Brown coach Dom Starsia. "After beating Loyola (14-13),

it would have been easy for us to be complacent but we

always expect a good game when its Brown-UMass.

"We can play well," said UMass coach Ted Garber. I

think we proved that today."

The UMass offense was completely shut ofi in the se-

cond quarter, as the defense allowed six Brown goals. Jay

McMahon scored twice in the second but wasn t heard

from for the remainder of the game. The half ended at b-6,

in Brown's favor. ,

"Today we were patient," Starsia said. "Towers was the

key to a string of six [goals] in a row. But then we knew

they were gonna make a run for it m the second halt

And try they did. Tri-captain Rick Senatore netted the

first goal of the second half within one minute of the whis-

tle Kushner follwed his lead 30 seconds later. Brown

responded with a Marti-Gutheil combination, answered

by two consecutive Mike Caine goals, both unassisted.

With under four minutes remaining in the quarter,

Kushner netted another to pull UMass ahead for the first

time since the first quarter at 8-7. Brown immediately

reacted as Marti and Jim Strub each scored unassistea

and ended the third quarter at an 9-8 Brown clip.

A Marti-Lowe combination was answered by a Kushner

goal, then a Jim McAleavey-Kushner combo which tied

it up to 10. Sam Jackson scored unassisted and Lowe
H CONTINUED ON PAGE lO
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Bush shunning questions on Iraq
The Associated Press

BOSTON - Soon after President Bush arrived for his

Florida Keys vacation, he was plunged into total darkness.

The power failure seemed to mirror the murkiness cloak-

ing his postwar intentions in the Persian Gulf.

When the lights went out, Secret Service agents grabb-

ed for flashlights and held them aloft long enough for the

presidential party to find candles and matches, according

to White House aides. The power was restored in about

an hour and the Bushes in the meantime enjoyed a

candlelit dinner. ,,,,..
Yet administration officials have shed little light in re-

cent days on U.S. policy now that Iraqi President Saddam

Hussein's government is ruthlessly putting down civil

rebellions. And Bush, the one time head ofthe CIA, seems

to have no qualms about keeping the nation in the dark.

"I feel no reason to answer anybody, relaxing here,"

Bush shot back at reporters who, as he golfed Tuesday,

asked if he wanted an opportunity to comment on a sug

gestion by Senate Majority Leader George Mitchell (D

Maine) that U.S. forces be allowed to shoot down Iraqi

helicopters.

It was the third day in a row that Bush had rebuffed

questions on Iraq.

The president and his advisers have been vague and

even sometimes mysterious on the subject of what's next

in that rebellion-torn nation.

For instance, the administration did not announce, nor

would officials at first discuss, national security adviser

Brent Scowcroft's trip last week to the Middle East. A

British newspaper reported he had met with Iranian oi

ficials to discuss, among other things, U.S. hostages be-

ing held in Lebanon. .

Later, administration officials confirmed the trip but

suggested it was a mission to Saudi Arabia to confer with

Saudi officials on the U.S. position of neutrality.

Bush on Tuesday refused to say whether Scowcroft had

visited other countries. Still, he said the general s

Tuesday-Thursday trip had been "very tiring.

It was not the first time Scowcroft had been dispatched

on a secret mission. In 1989 he made two secret and con-

troversial trips to China despite a ban imposed by Bush

on top-level US-Chinese contacts.

The administration's apparent lack ofclear focus on Iraq

may reflect the fact that, while the administration had

elaborate plans for getting into the Gulf War, there wasn t

much advance planning on getting out of it.
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The Commission on Undergraduate Student

Governance is meeting at the Hadley Farm

on Saturday and Sunday, April 6 and 7, from

9:00 to 5:00 each day.

If you are interested in observing the Com-

mission's work, and you need a ride,

members of the Commission will provide

transportation at 8:45 in front of Whitmore

(Hagius Mall).

M
ftS

SUMMER SESSIONS
1991

eorgetown
UNIVERSITY
Schoolfor Summer and
ContinuingEducation

Please send more information on:

ftiyia abroad

_ tatWCfp. Belgium 'ml I

_ China-Chinese Language

Program \ at Croryftovn

_ Over200graduate and

undergraduate courses

_ I'ublii Ufairs Internships

_ HighSehixill'rograms

Interiultural Training

Interpretation and

Translation Institute

Language Courses

Theologs Conference

_ l.iteran. Criticism ( kmfcftnCC

_ Institute tor II S Teachers

_ Institute on S,u red Scripture

Munini* College

_ Lnglish as j Foreign

Language

Helping I jmilicsCope;

Ethical and I'astoraK ^re-

issues in (icnetn s

Sessions
Prc-Mav20-June 14

Pint-June tO-July 12

8-Week Cross Session

June IO-AugU9t2

Second JuK I5-Aurusi 16

rade

and Culture

_ Tours. Trance-Language

and Culture

_ Tiesole. Itals Italian

_ Creeec-Hiimanities

_ Oxford, Kngland Comparative

Business ( undergraduate I

_ Oxford. England International

Management (graduate)

_ Quito, Ecuador Spanish

Tner. Germany-German

_ Middle last II S leathers

_ Leningrad. CSSK Russian

Language aml( iulture

_ Hong Kong Intl. Business

_ Leicester. England Shakespeare

C«ll(202)687-5942orm«il»:

ss( T. -Georgetown l tm ersits

Wolntcrculuiral Center

Washington, D.C, 20057

I KX: (202)687-8954
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Bring a healthy
appetite ...

s* _

All this for just

The Top of the Campus is

located on the 11th floor of

the Campus Center.

The TOC Specialty

Buffet is just one
reason to stop at

the Top for

Lunch!

$5.95
HOURS: Lunch served Monday-Friday, 11:30 am-2:00 pm

Dinner served Tuesday-Saturday, 5:00 pm-9:00 pm

$8.99
$7.49
$3.99

1

OwaaMM I nnmifv n an n/nal nppot Htniry tffnmatnr mtmn MMM
in emphimrnt anil m/mmian-

SPECIALS THIS WEEK!
Busch & Busch Lte cse $10.99*

Koch's Golden Anniv....cse $8.29*

Rolling Rock. 12-pk $6.69*

Michelob 12-pk $6.99*

Four Season's Vodka 1.75 L
$8.99

Four Season's Gin 1.75 L
Capt. Morgan 750 ml
Purple & Pink Passion 2'L

Kegs Starting At $24.99*

CBuPSFT
j 1 Bag Free Ice with $10.00 purchase or more

]

12 Bags Free Ice with $20.00 purchase or more .

FOURJEASOM8_ J
'Plus Deposit

"A New Family Owned Business"

Sf 0C(S<Leasons
ROUTE 9, HAOUY. Bttwctn Burger King md Ounk.n Donuti • 584 8174

LOCAL
Recycling program
grows on campus
By DAVID MASSEY
Collegian Staff

It appears that students at the Universi-

ty (it Massachu ., beginning to put

their newspapers where they belong — in

the blue recycling boxst on each floor of

ill.

\- .
' M tudents in Field

Hail in the Orchard Hill

idential Area were winning the Blur

Boi Brigade recycling competition.
.• tge of 4.39

pounds per
|

according to the results

Webster, also in Orchard Hill, came in

ud with 3 541 pounds per person, and

Chadbourne, IB Centra!, clinched the third

spot with 3.4 pounds per person.

Overall. Orchard Hill leads the way.

followed by Northeast, ( Vntral, South •

•h. Sylvan, and in last place. South'.

South, organizers said

This competition, sponsored by the

UMass Housing Services Residential

Recycling Program, is designed to deter-

mine which residence hall on campus can

recycle the greatest amount of newsprint

Organizers said the low number of

recyclers in Southwest may be due to the

higher concentration of freshmen there

who may not be SS aware of environmen-

tal issues as their a The

ption ha-s been Prince, a residence hall

ilder students. Residents there have col

lected about 2 74 pounds per person,

organ ud.

lease prove us wrong, we know that

Southwest residents care.' said Rochelle

Chambless, promotions coordinator for the

recycling project.

van held second place consistently last

year, and Larry Boyer, recycling coor

dinator for the Northeast and Sylvan

residence areas, the drop is 'unexplained."

The recycling rate is computed by

CONTINUED ON PAGE 6

< ..ll.-^mn photo by Alexandra Ki//n

ANONYMOUS EXHIBIT - This photograph, depicting a struggle

inside Israel, was one of several photos placed by an unknown per-

son beside a more positive exhibit on Israel. The exhibit, called

'Glimpses of Israel,' has been on display in the New Africa House and

has generated protests from people who say the exhibit should not

be on display there. ___«

Contaminated water in

Belchertown schools
The Associated Press

BELCHERTOWN - Environmental

officials ordered a state institution for

the retarded and two elementary schools

to keep people away from drinking

•rater yesterday after it was con

taminated by an overdose of treatment

chemicals.

•John Higgins. regional director for the

state Department of Environmental

Protection, issued the ban on drinking

and washing in the water after finding

it had been contaminated with an over

dose of potassium permanganate. The

bleaching agent, which can cause burns

in high concentrations, is used in low

concentrations to remove iron and

manganese from the water system, he

said.

•Right now, we don't know how high

the concentrations are or the possible

hazard," Higgins said. But. he said, the

concentration was enough to turn the

water pink and alert officials at the

Belchertown State School, who called

his office yesterday morning. "We

haven't had any reports of injuries," he

said.

Affected were the state school, which

has about 200 retarded residents, the

700-student Chestnut Hill Elementary

School, across the street, which shares

the same water supply, a smaller

elementary school on the state school

property and a day nursery, he said.

Collins gets endorsement
Bromery praises the 'strident

9 UMass grad

By JEFF CLEARY
Collegian Correspondent

The former chancellor of public higher

education, Dr. Randolph Bromery. endur-

ed James G. Collins yesterday for Congl

in a speech to about 100 people on the Stu

dent Union steps.

Collins, a 1968 UMass graduate, is run

ning for the 1st Congressional District seat

formerly held by the late Silvio O. Conte.

From 1972 to 1986, Collins represented

the 3rd Hampshire District in the state

House of Representatives He resigned to

serve as chancellor of higher education but

u.is ousted by the state Board of Regents

two months later after former Gov. Michael

Dukakis criticized the search process.

Bromery, who served as chancellor from

April 1990 to March 31, 1991, described

Collins as "strident" during his tenure in

the House and said that Collins' desire to

fight for higher education is needed at the

federal level. He said Collins also would

serve as a much needed advocate for

minority students.

We need a lot more vocal representation

of minorities who are misconstrued in

Boston," he said. Bromery also served SS

chancellor of the Amherst campus from

1971 to 1979 and continues to serve as

Commonwealth professor of geophysics.

Collins opposes current federal legisla-

tion that would repeal affirmative action

scholarships and cut back on a number of

other federal funds which he said will pre

vent 1.1 million students from returning

to school next fall.

He also opposes the state's tuition reten-

tion policy and Weld's job furlough plan.

"I'm happy to rock the boat." Collins

said. "When I go into a battle, I go in to

win CONTINUED ON PAGE 6
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Film - 'Henry and June' will be shown at 7 p.m. in Cam-

pus Center room 803.

Hillel LBG - Discussion group: homophobia in the Jewish

community and anti semitism in the lesbian, bisexual and

gay community. To be held at 7 p.m. in the Hillel house.

FRIDAY, APRIL 5

Coffer social - A coffee social will be held from 3 to 6 p.m.

in Campus Center room 803.

Dance - Bill T. Jones. Arnie Zane in Last Supper at Un-

cle Tom's Cabin,' will be shown at 8 p.m. in the Fine Arts

Center. Call for tickets

SATURDAY, APRIL 6

Health issues - Lesbian Health Issues workshop will be

held from 8:30 to 3 p.m. in Hartford. Call 203-236-1959

for information.

THURSDAY, APRIL 4

Meeting - The Residential Recycling Education

volunteers will meet at 6:30 p.m. in Campus Center room

805. Promotion volunteers will meet at 8 p.m. in the same

room.

Meeting - A campuswide discussion of action surroun-

ding Gov. Weld's higher education proposals will be held

at 8 p m in the Student Union Ballroom. State Rep. Stan

Rosenberg and John Cole, president of the Massachusetts

Society of Professors, will speak. Free.

Organizational Meeting - An organizational meeting

for the end of the semester food-clothing-carpet drive will

be held from 4 p.m.-5 p.m.in the Lewis Basement of Nor-

theast. Sponsored hy the Human Kindness Outreach

Program.

FRIDAY, APRIL 5

Lesbo-a-gogo - A dance will be held at 8 p.m. at the Nor

thampton Center for the Arts. $8 in advance. $10 at the

*£WW - The exhibit, "Viewing Video as Art: An Over-

view of the Youngest Art Form," will be shown in the Col-

Flirtations - The multi-racial, gay-male acapella group

will perform in the Student Union ballroom at 8 p.m.

Tickets $5 with UMass id. $7 general admission

SUNDAY, APRIL 7

Bagel brunch — A bagel brunch for Jewish LBGs will be

held at 10:30 a.m. in the social hall of the JCA on Main

St. in Amherst. Call 256-1235.

Queerobics — This will be held from 2-4 p.m. in the base

ment of the Noho Unitarian Church. $1 to $10 sliding

scale to benefit Queer Nation.

TUESDAY, APRIL 9

Meeting - The LBWU will hold a meeting at 8:30 p.m.

in room 413 of the Student Union.

WEDNESDAY, APRIL 10

Brownbag lunch — The women's studies department will

For Your Information
lins Print Room of the Mead Art Museum at Amherst Col-

lege from April 5 to May 12. Free. Hours: Monday-Friday

10 a.m.-4:30 p.m., weekends from 1 p.m. -5 p.m.

film _ The movie, Surname Viet, Given Name Nam,

will be held at 8 p.m. in Thompson 102. The event is spon-

sored by the Vietnamese Students' Association.

Brownbag Seminar - A brownbag lunch seminar, spon-

sored by the UMass AIDS Research Unit, will be held from

noon-1 p.m. in 136 Arnold House.

Pow-Wow — The Eighth Annual Traditional Indian

Pow-Wow will be held at 11:30 a.m. at the Curry Hicks

Cage. Sponsored by Dr. Josephine White Eagle, the

American Indian Cultural Center, The Five College In-

dian Studies Program. Free. There will be Indian sing-

ing, dancing, food and crafts. The Pow-Wow runs through

Saturday.

Sophomore Chemistry Seminar - "Robotics -

Automated Dissolution Testing in the Pharmaceutical In

dustry," will be presented at 1:25 p.m. in room 101 of the

host a brown bag lunch at noon in CC room 904 focusing

on lesbian, bisexual and gay issues.

Faculty Staff group - The group will meet at 3:30 p.m

in the Campus Center.

ROTC - A forum on LBG discrimination in the military

will be held at 4:30 p.m. in CC 162.

THURSDAY, APRIL 11

Pntluck - Bring vour own food < to share) to a potluck sup

per at 6 p.m. in the Dakin House living room in Hamp-

shire College.

Film _ The film, 'Maurice, ' will be shown at 7 p.m. in

CC 803.

FRIDAY, APRIL 12

Coffee social - A coffee social will be held from 3 to 6 p.m.

in CC 803.

Lederle Graduate Research Center. Held by the chemistry

department in conjunction with Dr. Len Kostek. Pfizer

of Central research of Groton, CT.

SATURDAY, APRIL 6

Tag Sale - The Amherst Family Center will have its

fifth annual tag sale at the North Congregational Church

at North Pleasant and Pine Streets. The sale features

children's clothing and toys priced from 25 cents to $2.

All proceeds benefit the Amherst Family Center.

Cello Performance - A cello performance, by Ken Mat-

suda, will be held at 8 p.m. in Bezanson Recital Hall. Free.

Benefit — Meet soap opera stars from Days ofOur Lues

and help benefit the National Scoliosis Foundation at the

Boston Park Plaza Hotel and Towers from noon-5 p.m.

Tickets are $45. Includes lunch. There will be a fashion

show as well. For more information call (617) 926 0397.

SUNDAY, APRIL 7

Support Group — Female partners of bisexual men will

meet at the Everywoman's Center in Wilder Hall. Con-

fidentiality assured. For more information, please call

545-0883.

4 a • «
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We have it good. And bad.
tm *— aavVti^Vk mantr t\i lie n aDon't use The New Africa

House to advertise Israel
Some people would have others

believe that the photographs of Glimp

ses of Israel' are harmless and non

political. It is true that the exhibit is

similar to the type of pictures presented

in brochures and travel sections of a

newspaper, intended to increase visits

to these countries. To achieve this pur-

pose, such photos are necessarily

selected to depict only harmony, beau

ty, and peace. Indeed Glimpses' would

succeed in such a purpose, at least for

certain unthinking individuals at whom

it is targeted. This is evidenced by these

remarks made concerning the exhibit -

Asha Mehriing-Alexander

'Your work is a potpourri of all the

beautiful places, and faces of the Mid

die East:" "Unbelievable pictures, I

can't wait to go!" These comments in-

dicate that we should indeed hop on the

next El Al flight.

Okay, so the country is beautiful. So

is South Africa. But not for everyone

there. People would be up in arms if an

exhibit "Glimpses of South Africa" was

shown, particularly in the New Africa

House, depicting only the gorgeous

countryside and prosperous children, en

tirely ignoring the turmoil of the coun

rv, and the brutalization of the people.

The point is that, if indeed this is an

entirelv nonpolitical exhibit, it does not

belongin New Africa House. The New
Africa House was obtained for Third

World Students politically in order to

provide a place to dialogue about Third

World issues, to convene with other

Third World students; a place, as one

student puts it. to breathe.' An exhibit

in The New Africa House is inherently

political. It portrays views/art which

have not been and should be seen.

Hence the scenes in this exhibits photos

are perceived as those which should be

seen. These are the scenes which are im

portant enough to be shown - by exten

sion, the others are not. And, all of us

in this country know how effectively

issues can be controlled by simply not

allowing them to be seen.

One cannot divorce the exhibit from

realitv. Today when one hears 'Israel,'

one thinks "instantly of the Israeli-

Palestinian conflict which is being con-

tinued by the state. The advertisement

for this exhibit mistakenly indicated

that it was sponsored by Hillel and The

New Africa House. Intentional or not.

this gives the Five College community

the impression that Third World

students support the policies of the state

of Israel.

While the Third World community is

by no means unified in its views or in

its stand on Israel — as evidenced in the

media — the community would be

foolish to allow their apparent endorse-

ment of the state of Israel, through the

use of The New Africa House, to go

unchallenged.

The stated goal of 'Glimpses of Israel'

is to 'reach students' emotions as well

as their intellect ' Again, the goal, for

those who look at the exhibit with a

critical mind, has been achieved, the ex-

hibit not only reaches, but offends our

emotional, and intellectual sensibilities.

Asha Mehriing-Alexander is a UMass

student

Last week the UMass gay community

was rocked by the news that Jason

McDonald, a gay freshman, was outed to

his father bv other gay rights activists.

It was not a pol itical "°"ting" hke thos
*:

we've read about concerning closeted

Hollywood stars and homophobic politi-

cians. Rather, it was a malicious act

perpetuated by three people who had a

grudge against McDonald and wanted to

h it him where it hurt

Trystan Skeigh

The news has had a humbling effect on

us all. As a community, gays on this cam

pus have been forced to re group and re

examine our priorities and our goals It is

evident that there are internal problem^

that must not be ignored

And frankly. I believe that this is the bed

thing that could ever happen to the OLB
community on this campi.

For gays, unlike other groups, it is crucial

that we support each other For many <>t us.

our friends have become our family.

because • eve been disowned at home \

one LBGA member expressed so eloquent

lv. "I was born with my biological family,

but I chose the members of my gay family."

The internalized homophobia that

manifested itself in this outing if jiurt

another a.-pect of the oppression gays strim

gle with in this society. It is a simple I

of gajn absorbing social judgments from

outside and allowing them to attack us

from within.

,v> live m a world that tells us we

wrong, that we're sick, sinful, evil, akin to

•child-mole led Maravelias put it

in The Mmuteman.
These words, which many on this earn

pus believe individuals have a Fn-i

Amendment right to utter with impunity.

can wreak havoc on the emotional and

psychological well-being of gay people.

These words, which many of us have

heard all of our lives, often leave negative

imprints deep within us that cause a great

deal of anguish when we discover that we

are homosexual. In my home state of

Kansas, the buckle of the midwestern Bi-

ble Belt, self-hatred was painfully evident

within my college gay community six years

ago.

Most of the gay students I knew came

from Christian families, and most believ

ed they were going to hell because they

were gay. And most had attempted suicide

at least once because they couldn't shake

the guilt that had been imposed on them

b\ their upbringing and the judgmental

societv in which they lived. Imagin-

these folks lived in a world filled with Ted

Maraveliases, a world with BO

ministrative support for gay students, no

LBGA, no university nondiscrimination

code

.

In that world, if a Jason McDonald had

been outed, he would have been expelled

i campus by the administration, as well

as disowned.

The fact that here at UMass the LH<

has rallied in support of Jason McDonald.

and that he has received offers of financial,

and emotional support from many within

this university, including staff, faculty, and

students, has reminded me once again how

lucky gavs are to have a strong GLB com

munitv at UMass. and how important it is

that we work to protect and strengthen it

I hope that the GLB community is will-

ing to work on iSMM of internalized

homophobia within the community, and I

also hope the GLB community can use the

mm provided by the betrayal of J

McDonald to help us renew and deepen our

commitment to each other as out ga\

students If we support each other, with

tolerance, love, and forgiven,

withstand anything this homophobic -

tv throws our way
*

Trystan Sketch is a Collegian columnist
* psycnoiogicai rvuwuii m b«v h^k-v. i i • 1 "l 1

The following types of people should be found and killed
X11V -i.^"v-r p J JT MT X

sidewalks to prevent trucks from driving on the lawn.

Recently, a friend told me that my columns contained

too many suggestions and not enough opinion. I pointed

out that the Collegian published columns on what I hate

and what I like. I received ridicule from friends for simp-

ly writing about myself. I switched to trying to solve pro-

blems instead of venting anger. However, I am temporarily

out of good ideas for my Thursday collumn and so I scraped

this piece together.

Frankly, boys and girls, pals and gals, society is definite

ly sliding downhill. As American morality disintegrates

at an alarming rate, crime has taken on a bizarre new

twist. My subscription to the Times has exposed me to a

most intriguing facet of the wide world of crime. Instead

of reading about simple muggings and indecent exposure,

I discovered the story of a man who tried to steal a car.

It was a police car and the cop was still inside (The thief

was caught). Last week I read about a teen mother who

abandoned her child in a trash compacter. That's sick.

Above and beyond this general trend of degrading evil

that pervades our society, it seems that some folks want

to reinstate the death penalty. To them I responded: Oy

vev. like that would solve anything? Murdering murderers

is still murder.

"Oh no, sir," replied the petitioners. "We don't want

to execute murderers, per se. We have other societal

criminals in mind." As these loonies continued their

discourse and their plans unfolded. I was draw n to their

group. A partial list of capital offenders is listed below:

Mark B. Adlei

The prime offenders are the bicyclists who ride their

bikes on the sidewalk and zip past you from behind, miss-

ing you by an inch. As you walk past Herter Hall, you

suddenly hear that noise coming from behind. If you turn

to look you may get in their way so all you can do is pray.

These dudes are nasty and they enjoy watching the hair

on the back ofyou neck stand up. Their kind is the reason

for the death penalty. In their case, electrocution.

Speaking of sidewalks, those UMass delivery trucks that

drive on the walkways frighten me. They creep up behind

me and follow me until I get out of their way. Pedestrians

are expected to move for trucks on the sidewalk. Great

big boulders have been wisely placed by the side of the

sidewalks to prevent trucks from driving on the lawn

Damn good idea. Those drivers should be shot.

I hate people who devalue good causes. An imbalance

in the ratio of women to men in any given situation il

not coterminus with sexism. If you don't like rap, that

doesn't make you racist. If you gag on gefilte fish, you're

not necessarily anti Semitic. These wacked-out charges

are not only slanderous, but they also degrade real charge*

of racism, sexism and the like.

Hypocritical dorm residents would be the next to fO

when the revolution comes. So many students gripe that

they are not treated like adults; and yet, before they finish

speaking, they behave like children. Nobody would notice

if we poisoned their food ...

The litter on campus has become more visible during

Spring: gum wrappers, dead pens, beer bottles, old con

doms, and especially cigarette butts. Every day is Earth

Day. Burying litterers alive would serve justice.

Okay, I hear you. The death penalty is a bit drastic, and

I'm as guilty as everybody else. I have had a bad week.

Eight grad schools have rejected me so far, and I'm down

to my to safety schools. Off with their collective heads.

Mark B. Adler is a Collegian columnist

vev. like that would solve anything.' Murdering murderers uiguuumc^.a^-v —., r .

What if state workers made ends meet the way Governor Weld does/
t «._..:. ._i.. u: j u„a ^.icmnc 9nH avoir! dealine me to do whatever I please (present laws notwithstam

An open letter to Governor Weld, State Senators, and

State Representatives

We have collected questions from several state

employees who are experiencing problems. Because you

and your staff of experts have experienced similar pro-

blems and arrived at solutions, we would like to utilize

your expertise in solving their problems. We would ap-

preciate your responses to the following questions at your

earliest convenience.

• I'm having financial problems. Which laws do you

recommend that I override to balance my personal budget?

• I have contractual obligations about which I've changed

my mind. In what way can I alter my existing contract

to implement changes beneficial to myself?

• Because I have mismanaged my affairs I find myself

in an economic crisis. Which minority group do you recom-

mend that I force to compensate for my situation?

• I have an employee for who I have implemented a

private pension fund. What would be the most effective

way to borrow from this fund without her permission?

• I am a member of a group responsible for making ma

jor decisions based upon *'-<• needs of many people. How

can I effectively hide my bad decisions and avoid dealing me to do whatever I please (present laws notwithstanding)

with controversial issues? without regard to any consequences?

• For the past several years things have not been going

my way. How can I best implement a policy which allows

Thank you for your consideration?

Walt Smolenski Jr. and Jim Hill

Supporting education takes more than taxes
"No more pencils, no more books, no more teacher's dir-

ty looks!"

This may be the chant of UMass students this spring

as non-vital state employees are required to take a two-

week furlough.

Apparently, the government feels that educators are

non vital. What an outrageous idea! "How can the govern-

ment do this," I thought when I heard the news.

Then I got to wondering. This is America, where govern-

ment follows the lead of the people. Can it be that people

in general feel that education is non-vital? Now, before

you all jump up and down shouting "Of course we think

it's vital! What do you think we've been rallying for all

this time?" I want to you to ask yourself these simple

questions.

• How much rOtpoct do you think educators deserve?

• How much do you give them?

• Have you ever considered becoming an educator? Why
or why not?

• What are your attitude- towards people who take their

education seriously?

• How do you react to the phrase "love of learning.

• How many classes do you skip and why?
• Do you encourage others to stay in or go to school.

• Would you volunteer time and/or money to your town s

school system whether or not you have children in the

system?

I ask these questions because supporting education is

more than just paying your taxes and voting for the right

candidates. It also includes your attitudes towards educa-

tion itself and your willingness to give a little back to the

system you probably grew up under. If enough people sup

port education in these ways, then no government sh°u}®

be able to do what ours is doing. The leaders would be

forced to recognize that we the people believe that ed"ca
„

tion is vital and should be strengthened for the sake ot

future generations of students.
Jen Boucher

.

Northeast
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Field leads competition

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 3

dividing the total number of pounds col-

lected by the total number of students in

each residence building. This method ac

counts for differences in student occupan-

cy rates in the buildings.

In other recycling news, the University

wide recycling pilot project has collected

more than one ton of paper, bottles, cans.

cardboard, and plastic milk jugs from

eleven residence halls since the beginning

of the semester.

Mary Lyon, in Northeast, has recycled

the most bottles and cans per person.

Chambless said she hopes to collect two

tons of recyclable materials by the end of

the semster. That amount is almost twice

the 1.2 tons collected last semester.

Bromery endorses Collins

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 3

"Boston and Washington have tried to

bring this school to its knees," Collins said.

'I will not allow Bush to get away with cut-

ting the money that puts students in

school."

Part of Collins' plan to raise funds for

education include shifting some of the

resources available in Congress and mak
ing the rich "pay their share" in taxes.

"I think it is just abhorrent that Congress

can vote to raise their own pay by $35,000

while making cuts to higher education,"

Collins said.

Collins now practices law in Amherst.

While at UMass, he served as president of

the Student Government Association. After

graduating, he ?pent three years in the Up-

ward Bound program, which helps under-

privileged students from Pittsfield and

Holyoke attend college.

The fraternity Iota Phi Theta sponsored

the speech.

25+ Club Party*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
jtFriday. April 5, S p.m.
2 Wheeler Dorm Basement
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EDWIN M. ROSSMAN
ALUMNI CAREER FORUMS

-rO
& BDIC <fc^Thursday, April 4, 1991

8:00pm
Campus Center 904-908

Sponsored by:

MATHER CAREER CENTER
ALUMNI ASSOCIATION
BACHELOR'S DEGREE
WITH INDIVIDUAL
CONCENTRATION

This is an opportunity to meet with alumni and discuss their

experiences in the working world. Don't miss this important

panel discussion!

ALUMNI PANELISTS:

I

MICHELLE ANDERSON '84

"Industrial Psychology"

MARIAN WARD LENT '81

"Management Communications"

STEPHANIE RADOCHIA 87

"Human Factors Engineering"

DAVID SPROGIS 89

"Computer Graphics'

Clinical Program Coordinator

Continuum of Care
New Haven, CT

Director of Sales Promotion
WFXT Fox 25 - Fox Network

Dedham, MA

Sales Applications Specialist

Electronic Securities Systems

Polaroid Corp.

Cambridge. MA

Technical Staff Member
TASC, The Analytic Sciences Corp.

Reading, MA

Senate fails to reach quorum
The Undergraduate Student Senate

did not meet as scheduled last night

because there were not enough senators

in attendance to hold a meeting.

The Student Government Associa-

tion's constitution demands that at least

one more than half of all existing

senators be present for the senate to

hold a meeting. To hold a meeting, at

least 32 senators are required to be pre

sent because there are 62 senators on

the roll.

Several speculated that senators in

stead attended the Amherst Town
Meeting, to which several were elected

last week.

MARC ELLIOTT

J For Older Undergraduates *

¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥

Bring UMass ID^C
$1 Contribution Requested^

*************************
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FREE RENT OPTION

:mm
"H^ l»4l

mIRU

Brandywine offers Country

Living with convenience

• On UMass Bus Route • Nearby Shopping • Situated

on well landscaped acres with pond.

One and two bedroom apartments include fully equipped

kitchen and wall to wall carpeting.

Swimming pool laundry facilities, responsive

management.

Stop and we'll show you what we have to offer.

Affordable rents include gas, utilities (heat, hot water

and stove).

BRANDYWINE AT AMHERST
16 Brandywine Drive. Amherst

Rental Office Open Daily 104

Limited Time Offer - 5490600

i
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*^ rj Liquor Store

Miller Genuine Draft Light (New!) Rolling Rock
Miller Genuine Draft and Miller Lite 12-pk bots *\iv r^w*r^
12 "pkbots —J^= $6" w/fi /'

'

Genuine

.

•Egg!—

*

$6.99 m&fr n fl

I >V I v*\

Michelob Michelob Light

Michelob Dry

12-pk cans

$7.39

Beck's Beer
6 pack

$4.99

Cockspur Five Star

Barbados Rum
86 proof, 750 ml

$9.99
ft*

Seagram's Gin
1.75 L

$14.49

NED OSB
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Harpoon Ale and Golden Lager
6 pack

SS.49

Olympla Beer

$4.99 12-pk, $8.99 case 12-oz cans

338 College St. (Rt. 9) Amherst 253-5384

Southern Comfort
80 proof
750 ml

$7.49

Multicultural Affairs
Symposiums to examine images of Asians
By ALEXANDER NGUYEN
Collegian Staff

In addition to their current production of "Letters to a

Student Revolutionary", the University of Massachusetts'

New WORLD Theater is scheduled to present three sym
posiums concerning issues raised from Letters.

Letters, which begins its last weekend tonight at UMass'

Hampden Theater, explores the issues within Chinese and

Chinese American cultures and societies with the 1989

Tiananmen Square demonstrations as its backdrop.

According to New WORLD director Roberta Uno, the

play itself raises issues of images of Asian and Asian

American women, the power and influence of the media

in setting cultural stereotypes and the events of

Tiananmen Square.

The first symposium, tonight at 6 in Hampden Theater,

will address the negative powers of the arts in portray-

ing images of people of color.

This subject will be discussed following a screening of

Slaying the Dragon, a film about the media images of

Asian women. The discussion will be presented by Let-

ters playwright Elizabeth Wong, Letters director Nefer-

titi Burton and Uno.

The second symposium, at 1 p.m. Saturday, April 6, in

Hampden Theater, will be presented by three UMass

graduate students from China. They will discuss the

events ofTiananmen Square from the 1989 as well as con

temporary perspectives and provide a peer dialogue bet

ween students which was not available from the media.

The final symposium, to follow at 3 p.m., will address

the changing images of Asian American women.

UMass student Sharon Park will discuss the colloquium

which she developed and taught about Asian American

Women's Experiences. Some of the topics from her course

include the history of Asian women immigrants, the

origins of Asian women's stereotypes and issues of sex

ual violence.

Hampshire College student El Chan will screen her film

Chink Chicks, which she wrote directed and produced,

about the images and stereotypes of Asian women.

And Hampshire College student Leilani Chan, who is

a founding member of the Multicultural Theater Collec-

tive, will perform "The Epic Poem" about Asian women
coming into consciousness with their cultural and gender

identity.

Uno said that these last two symposiums will be

presented to students by students. "We have students in

the Five-college community who are doing exemplary

work on these issues." Uno encourages the Five College

community to attend these symposiums and see students

who take active roles in their academic work.

They have achieved work of tremendous quality in

redefining the images of Asian Women which are

thoughtful, critical and affirming," she said.

Uno said that the New WORLD Theater does work

which serves as a catalyst for discussion on larger issues.

These symposiums, she said, are intended to both

disseminate information and bring people together into

dialogue.

Takaki confronts issues behind recent Japan bashings
By STONE HAN
Collegian Correspondent

On March 6, Ronald Takaki spoke at Hampshire Col-

lege on the subject of Japan bashing. Takaki, an ethnic

studies professor at the University of California at

Berkeley, began the lecture by telling the audience that

he had a theory about why the phenomenon of Japan

bashing is taking place in the United States. However,

this theory is unpublished.

Thus, instead of giving a lecture. Takaki proposed that

the audience would pretend that they were in a classroom,

that he is the teacher and they the students, and that he

would present his theory of Japan bashing to the class.

titer the presentation, the class would evaluate his theory

and tell him what they thought about it. The class en-

thusiastically agreed.

Takaki began his presentation by citing incidents of

Japan bashing. Among several things, he noted that

Japanese were still called "the Japs" by politicians, and

he recounted the killing of Vincent Chin in Detroit by two

automobile industry workers who thought Chin was

Japanese and beat him to death as they shouted racial

slurs.

He noted the recent article titled "Containing the

Japanese" by Phallis that made reference to the article

written forty-four years ago titled "Containing Com-

munism" by Kennan. The implication by Phallis is clear:

Forty years ago the threat is Soviet Communism.

Today it's Japanese economic imperialism. Japan

bashing also took place in the entertainment industry.

The example Takaki gave was the recent movie Black

Rain' starring Michael Douglas. The movie appealed to

the fear of the American citizens by having Douglas roam-

ing all over Japan and killing 'bad guys.' The reason for

the 'badness' of the Japanese was given in the film: The

Japanese are taking on economic revenge against the

Americans for the dropping of the atomic bomb.

Takaki then asked the question: In view of Japan

bashing by the United States, the basis for this bashing

being the economic warfare waged on the United States

by the Japanese, we have to ask, "Does Japan in reality

represent an economic threat to the United States?" In

Collripan phot.. b> -Irff Holland

UC Berkeley professor Ronald Takaki

answer to this question, Takaki stated that it was a myth

that Japanese does not buy American goods and that

Japanese is responsible for the U.S. trade deficit. In fact,

Japan buys more goods from the U.S. than any other

foreign country except Canada, and in fact, even if the

U.S. trade deficit resulting from trading with Japan is

zero, the U.S. would still have an enormous deficit. So it

seemed that Japan is not the problem.

The factors that in reality, Takaki contended, con-

tributed to the decline of the U.S. economy which led to

a backlash against Japan were rampant stock market

speculation, lack of long term goals by CEOs, and a third

factor which Takaki refused to reveal until the fourth lec-

ture that was to be given at Smith the following day.

However, the point made by Takaki was that the decline

of the US economy was not caused by the so-called

'Japanese warfare' against the US. If the problem is not

Japan, then why the bashing of Japan?

Takaki then stated that in looking at the basis of Japan

thrashing, we have to not only look at the economic

substructure of the United States, but also the cultural

superstructure. In this superstructure, he explained, we

found memories, memories of Japan bashing again and

again. These memories consisted of WWII and Pearl Har

bor. The term 'economic war' is referring to the war bet

ween Japan and the US. Takaki pointed out further,

however, that these memories went beyond WWII It went

all the back when the Japanese first came to the United

States in the late 1800s. when anti-Japanese movement

took place across the country. In this superstructure wi-i «•

found memories of racism.

In view of this American history of Japan bashing,

Takaki asked, "Why now? Why now the bashing ofJapan?

Whv are the Japanese singled out?" This was where

Takaki's own theory came in. Takaki held that the fac

tor that brought Japan bashing into society today had v«-i \

little to do with the economic substructure or with Japan

itself. That factor lies in the cultural superstructure. That

factor is race.

Takaki noticed that today there was growing anti- Asian

sentiment. This was evident in increasing anti-Asian

violence and discrimination. He noticed that then

growing fear of the Asian American population in the

United States. This fear is supported by the statistics that

came in from the U.S. Census of 1990. Asian Americans

are the fastest growing 'minorities' in the United States.

And Asian Americans are not only growing in numbers,

but also spreading out. However, it is not simply the

growth of the Asian American population that is causing

this fear that leads to Japan bashing. It is the growth of

the minoritity population in general.

This is the thesis of Takaki's presentation: Japan

bashing has its basis in the fear of the white Americans

that very soon in the future they won't be the majority.

The increasing visibility of minorities- Asian American.

African Americans, Latin Americans, Indian Americans,

etc. — generates nervousness among the white population

that translated into Japan bashing. Takaki held that

white America today is facing a cultural identity crisis

which is forcing white Americans to realize that the

American society is a diverse society and forcing them to

ask, "Who are Americans?"

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS DEPARTMENT OF

Theater
JUA1\

BY TlRSO DE MOLINA

RAND THEATER
APRIL 4-6 AND 10-13 AT 8 P.M.

WAS DON JUAN A GREAT LOVER OR

A HEARTLESS MANIPULATOR? DRIVEN BY

A LEGENDARY APPETITE FOR CONQUEST,

HE JUMPS FROM TRYST TO TRYST,

HEEDLESS OF THE CONSEQUENCES.

TICKETS: FINE ARTS CENTER
BOX OFFICE, 545-25 1 1

ADMISSION: $5 GENERAL PUBLIC.

$3 STUDENTS AND SENIOR CITIZENS.

ANC leader Hani to visit
When African National Congress leader

Nelson Mandela made his triumphant tour

of the United States last summer, millions

came out to see and cheer him, inspired by

his courage, determination and decency, as

well as the ANC's universal message of

racial equality, human rights and

democracy.

Today, as the struggle to end apartheid

and racism continues, ever closer to victory,

we at the University of Massachusetts are

extraordinarily fortunate to have the op-

portunity to welcome Chris Hani to cam-

pus on May 1.

Hani is a central figure in the leadership

of the ANC. He is Chief of Staff ofUmkhon

to we Sizwe, the ANC's military wing, and

a member of the ANC National Executive

Committee since 1973. One of the most

popular leaders in South Africa, he is seen

by many as a future successor to Mandela.

Hani will be touring the U.S. in celebra-

tion of the one-year anniversary of the

ANC, and its fraternal organization, the

South African Communist Party, of which

he is also a leader. Hani's tour is sponsored

by the People's Weekly World newspaper,

and has been endorsed by a broad commit-

tee of leading progressive activists.

A UMass Chris Hani Coalition has been

formed to organize his visit and will hold

their next scheduled meeting this Monday

night, April 8, at 7:00 p.m. in the Central

American Student Association office of the

Student Union Building, Room 423A. All

campus groups and interested students are

urged to attend.

Hani's visit to UMass is particularly

significant coming on May Day, the inter-

national workers' holiday, and a day on

which campus workers and students will

be celebrating labor history with a whole

series of events. The ANC's contributions

to the struggles of South African labor are

well known, as are the contributions of the

U.S. labor movement to the international

struggle to end apartheid. This creates the

potential for perhaps the most memorable

and successful May Day celebration ever

seen on this campus.

It is also significant that Hani will be

visiting a campus with a history of racist

incidents, and student anti-racist struggle.

His visit here, as Mandela's did national-

ly, can help raise anti-racist consciousness,

inspire and unite students to take on cam-

pus racism, as well as other important and

related issues, like the budget cuts and tui-

tion hikes.

Bringing a speaker of Chris Hani s

stature to campus on such short notice will

take quite a bit of effort. Needed will be a

great amount of publicity and fund-raising

to make the event a success. Every campus

group is therefore needed to get involved

by coming to the Monday night meeting!

Guy St. Rose

UMass Chris Hani Coalitioti
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LEAD VRITING WORKSHOP
Given by Steve Zkotaka

of the Daily Hampshire Gazette

April 4
O p.m.

IN THE NEWSROOM

Newsroom Staff And Correspondents Mast Attend"
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LEAD VRITING WORKSHOP
Given by Steve Zkotaka

of the Daily Hampshire Gazette

April 4
6 p.m.
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Newsroom Staff And Correspondents Must Attend 1
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LEAD VRITING WORKSHOP
G/Veo by Steve Zkotaka

of the Daily Hampshire Gazette

April 4
6 p.m.

IN THE NEWSROOM

Newsroom Staff And Correspondents Must Attend!!
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LEAD VRITING WORKSHOP
Gj'v«d by Steve Zkotaka

of the Daily Hampshire Gazette

April 4
6 p.m.

ZN THE NEWSROOM

Newsroom Staff And Correspondents Must Attend"

Bloomin' Good Bargains!

Prices do MX include

WINF I IOUORS
™SCH-.BUSCH

y IU :;

LIGHT case c' 24 12 02 cans

COORS, COORS LIGHT
COORS GOLD

99
nco

ti
*-* milNTRY Y i YWCHBURG LEMOM

case of 2

12 pk bottles s11

-DEP
case of M2pk bottles

COCKTAILS
' LYNCHBURG LEMONADE

TENNESSEE TEA
DOWNHOME PUNCH

FRANZIA
BAG-IN-A-BOX

$749CHABl S -- '•£

BUPGl V01 SLUSH
£ S^EMCHE

BECKS $1799 I WALNUT CREST $fi49
Dr-r-n I ~ DEP IMPORTED FROM CHILE ..** 15

L5L
4U VARIETIES

CLAN MacGREGOR
SCOTCH Si 099
ALE 15.99 I £1 1 75 LSALE

MAIL-IN-REBATE -3.00 AFTER REBATE

BURNETT'S $ii 99
GIN ' ' 175L

fi0
s,a««»ssio49
SALE 11.99

MAIL-IN-REBATE -1.50
AFTER REBATE

=11 » ia>

*s 2
: tii

KOCH'S GOLDEN $799
ANNIVERSARY a"' v » -

et^ *^^k ^m arm I » — \
. I fl •« «i •* 3l »* LI L !_**•*¥

case of 24-12 02. cans
IZINFANDEL

REBATE

COKE&
DIET COKE

not rtiponubt* tor

typographical »crors

HADLEY
9am to 11pm Campus Plaza/Route 9
Monday thru Saturday 253-9344

TWO
LOCATIONS

HOLYOKE
30 Lincoln St.

5344555

SALE PRICES

THURS. 40491 THRU
WED. 410-91

TeleCheck

•IT'

{IIIIJjB

i

c 3S«JI-0 eeJfi

5"

rBW<W ,lfMl,mn.inn1nwra 1w l n,™,H«,HIB., vmmmmmmmmmmmm* i < i «* ' - "' « '<""" "» " '*' '• « "'">" »' '
' ""''

|

NEW YORK CITY!!!

FOR ONLY $15
OVERNIGHT* * * * * *

5
—

i

I
r

************** * * * » » • ********* ****** 3

$20 FOR NON-COMMUTER STUDENTS
SATURDAY AND SUNDAY - APRIL 20-21 st

I

JLM.rr mm; »••»•» mil ***»**» »**********

I

Overnight stay in the YWCA across from the United Nations

Saturday leave Haigus Mall 8:00a.m., Sunday leave NYC at 4:00p.m.

$20 for non-commuter students, bring a piece of mail and an ID to prove your existence as a commuter

UMass students and their children only, discounts for children

Tickets available 9:00a.m. either on the concourse or in front of the Hatch

Don't delay - these tickets will sell like hot potatoes!!!!

^lllllWIMMllNIWllllllllltlWllllM

"Sponsored by the commuter area government, questions call 545-2145

1
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DOONESBURY
Bv GARRY TRUDEAU

THE FAR SIDE

Bv GARY LARSON

CALVIN AND HOBBES

Remember this guy, Zelda? Stumbled into the den

one day and |ust plain went nuts! ... Count those

fang marks, everyone!"

Bv BILL VATTERSON

TANGELO PIE
Bv TL*l SNIffEN

CULmLmHlh

SP0WNO 5-COU£6£

* STUDB/TSOA/ 7t

OTHER CAMPUSES

Holtjokc: Cautious.

^>$*S

L

You kfwu, Tm

/

&£g£$Q8i
Uffl&fflWtuii' Hmpshire:

mt

LibrarV*^,
fn<HcH-'
of )ntft

khL
mt

Disillusioned.

*Z7f OQQ a

\/l

Ml

Mount rloluokc ok

UMa55: BelifrW.
'. .,.

SpV

SNOORY LANSON By E. VEZINA & R. SHAUGHNESSY

aA HA HA HA HA HA
VA HA HAz, HA

Ha
m

SMOOTrWJAtfOri

A SiMPL£ CoiCcGt

bwu&HT H^ WA5 „

H£AD£D P«^ A \
LAXlKJG-VACAnoMKLAXl

...30T UN<KJovJtNGL>/ U/AND£IW>
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K TWt5r£I> lAWPLD OF R&RUM5
(?ON-£

... A WOR.Ut> 3eTT^R KMOWN

^® ^®
l® ©@®M

WAT'S ninnis
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'
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Lead writing workshop today at 0:00

pm. All staff and correspondents

must attend.

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Edited By TRUDE MICHEL JAff

E

1 BfiC«

—

9 Rous*
13 SuMr'S p«rtn*(

UCitMnlwd
15 Opponent

17 RibbW) t*
tabrK

19 What was
asked lor Red
ChieC

21 Pen

22 European food

fish

23 Wheat Dunch

25 Harnessed

27 Opportune

29 Ankle al times

32 Cherub
34 Northern

European

35 important man
39 Extreme

40 Fencing swords

42 — -dwu hneeter

43 it was the best

at -
Ockens

45 Covenant
46 Story

47 Feudal lord,

of a sort

50 Adherent

51 Inter

54 Line a whistle?

55 CV - XXXV
*7 Poker tee

60 Voung bird

63 'confinement

Cb Rows of seats

67 Singer James
68 Broadway sign

69 American

actios Jams
1689 1956

70 Indifferently

71 Vice prm

72 Monster s loch

DOWN
1 Mario S Drink'

2 Deluge eg
3 Break out m —

4 Dugouts

5 Jo March s

sister

6 Does wrong
7 Tumult

8 lago to Otheeo

9 Needlefish

10 Walking —
1

1

There is —
12 Ate m style

13Spon
18 The —

Hornet

20 Toronto — Leat

24 Fountain treat

26 Accommodate
27 Bygone
28 Rene s Help'

30 a partridge

in — tree

31 Medicine

cabinet staple

33 Singer Delta

36 inane

37 Van Gogh
used these

38 Borscht
ingredient

41 WaUckmbing
steps

44 Flattery

48 Seragko

49 Set m order

51 Buenos —
52 Be stationary

with the bow to

the wind

53 Sets lorth

55 Keen and kvery

58 Ascots

59 Baseball s

Slaughter

61 Ares twm
62 Cats

librettists

ruts

64 Right way of

Me. m China

65 Origin ol a

big bang?

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE:

rtENU
LUNCH DINNER

I raw t\ I)i|> ShuIukIi

daki-il Chicken

5ASICS LUNCH
HllaTsttS \hx k< i

baked Chicken

Si afood I'ih k«-t

Shelb and * heese

5ASICS DINNER
>< afood Pix k< i

Shrlh «uwl ( !heesc

YOUR DAILY HOROSCOPE
Bv JEANE DIXON

ARIES (March 21-Aprd 19) Your vi-

sionary ideas have great appeal

today Influential people will make
a money offer Your social life may
be too hectic Be honest with other

people and they will follow your

leaa

TAURUS (April 20-May 20) So-

meone's facts and figures could be

in disarray Avoid taking anything at

face value By acting independent-

ly, you will score a major victory Do

not crow or you could lose

admirers

GEMINI (May 21-June 20) Keep

a low profile until you see how th

eland lies Communicating your

longterm plans is not a good idea

A shopping trip could prove timely

if you can afford to buy in bulk

CANCER (June 21-July 22) Make

sure you show team spirit today

Success is assured if you do your

share A candid chat with your col-

leagues leads to new rapport Lov-

ed ones will share their secrets Be

supportive

LEO (July 23-Aug 22) You have a

flair for decorating. Use your artist's

eye to choose lively colors to

brighten your living auarters Forge

ahead with party plans Your friends

are eager to see you

VIROO (Aug 23-Sept 22) Go
ahead and shop but avoid running

up credit card bills Timely cor-

respondence is the key to improv-

ed profits Visits will put you where

you want to be Romance blossoms

anew

LIBRA (Sept 23-Oct 22) A private

conversation with an influential per

son gives you an entirely different

perspective Financial support is

available for a pet project Loved

one makes things happen Show

your gratitude 1

SCORPIO (Oct 23-Nov 21) Be

alert to unusual financial offers ana

shopping values today Your ver-

satility lets you accomplish great

things at work A voice from the

past reminds you of a lost love Get

m touch!

SAGITTARIUS (Nov 22-Dec 21).

Any service you provide today

could bring startling results. Be con-

scientious Seniors can find new per

sonal fulfillment through commun-
tiy work A teenager will make you

proud
CAPRICORN (Dec 22-Jan 19)

Keep your emotions in check when
conducting business and negotia-

tions Work the phone lines and

write letters. A friendship provides a

healing balm if your ego has been

wounded
AGUARIUS (Jan 20-Feb 18) Self-

reliance is essential now; do not

count on receiving assistance Your

colleagues could offer valuable

tips, however Reflect carefully

before making a romantic

commitment
PISCES (Feb 19-March 20) You

can be a mover and shaker today

Phone calls and face-to-face

meetings help you negotiate a bet-

ter deal Ask for top dollar and you

will get it! Attend group functions.

TODAYS STAFF
Night Editor ftofa Sacchetti

Copy Editor V,\n«\ l)ltu|\

Photo Technician Ale* k>i//o

Production Supervisor St ih Kaye

Typesetter Qii,mi>\

Production Lisa JezovsKi, All Voolvkh

Sunk' Dumas. Steve Luhan
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lacrosse

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

;>U«d Guthml to the m-t

At 8:02 there was confusion at the Brown

net when a Millon shot was termed a no

goal.' Millon shot at the goal, the hall went

through the net and rolled down the hack

of the cage. A player picked up the ball.

moved around the cage and put the ball in

gain, but the officials called the ball dead

when it hit the ground behind the cage

The officials said one of them blew the

whistle after the ball went through the net

but the plavers on the field said they did

not hear it'and shot again. Initially, the

called for a UMass possession at the

endline but. after conferring, asked for a

facooff at the left side of the box.

Kushner and Towers matched up and

Kushner won the faceoff. He scored 2:30

later, followed by a Senatore feed to John

Schlipf which tied the score at 12 with 1:17

to play.

UMass' Ted Kellerman and Brown's Pat

Flynn were in goal for the entire game and

each finished with 14 saves. UMass got off

30 shots on goal, compared to Brown's 46.

Garber said he was pleased with the play

he saw and. although a loss, views the

Brown game as a step forward.

"We really wanted to win this game,"

Kushner said. "The whole team played

i 1 hate to see us lose a pUM so close."

track
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 12

double up and along with Dave Borges compete in the

high jump, Borges will also pole vault. Kristian DiMat-

teo will triple jump and long jump in the meet.

In the sprints, Kevin Walters will carry the bulk of

the workload in the 100 and 200-meter races while Jeff

White and Paul Doyle compete in the hurdles. Mike

Grey and Tom Hooper will compete in the 400 meters

for the Minutemen.
O'Brien will send Steve Brown, Bill Wallace and Ben

Nichols out to compete in the 800 on Saturday. Brown,

the leading point scorer for UMass this winter, is

recovering from a hamstring injury.

In the distance events. Matt Simon, Gerry Squires

and John Raach will compete in the 1.500 meters and

Jon Corso, Pat Ryan and Craig Cormier will run in the

5.000.

fast

friendly

delivery

256-8911
Hadley

535-1111
S. Hadley

Ml Holxukr

!• Not \ .ili<l iii

i Northampton

jK-...-...-.-

Pick-Up Or Delivery

2 SMALL Pizzas

2 toppings

ONLY 89.99

- i>lll\ . N(i|.

(li-livci \ .ni.i>ii>iiiMii<— .id ilri\ inj»

( ll-tmin I |l;l\» -.ill s I. IN \\ hi I <

Pick I i> Or Delivery.

Large Cheese with
1 -Topping Pizza

Only $5.99
2nd pizza only $5

One Coupon Per Person

Offer expires .">-.'J0-91

DKMVKKKD IN

.{(> MIN. OK I.KSS

ipphi iii

M < I IK

...service,

...people,

...prices.

all under one roof.

Close to Brittany Manor
and Riverglade

l£lrD PACKAGE
STORE

Kif 253-9742

Wednesday
JGHT GRAPHICS
NIGHT GRAPHICS
NIGHT GRAPHICS
NIGHT GRAPHICS
NIGHT GRAPHICS
NIGHT GRAPIKS
MGHTGSAWCS

COOKED AT YOUR TABLE

Cmsns^>

3wveeiH9i»

soiHdvae ihoin
SDIHdVdO IHOIN
SOIHdVdO IHOIN

SOIHdViJO IHOIN
SOIH«d\/*JO ±HS>lfNl

Legal Assistants Wanted
Legal Services ha^positions available for legal assistant interns for the Fall

'91 semestej. this program offers a challenging opportunityipr students

from a variefy-of majors and disciplines to gain valuable legal experience.

HUNAN GOURMET

Intern responsibilities include: O
* Qient interviewing;

* Qpmposing documents;
* Giving advice and referrals;

* \Xaintaining a continuing caseload; and |
* Investigations and research. ^

Up to 15 crellj^may be earned. Apply eaityt Contact Legal Services, 922

Campus Centex 545-1995. Start the application process tooayt

Legal Assistants Wanted

CHINESE
RESTAURANT

The aroma, sound & taste of

fo

Hunan. Szechuan. Mandarin or

Cantonese style— especially for you!

• Ample Free Parking
• Major Credit Cards Accepted
• f-ull Liquor License

• Open 7 Days A Week
• Take-Out Service Available

• Nc MSG

Sl
585-0202 261 King St., Northampton, MA

LIQUORS scotr

18 Main St. Downtown Amherst 253-5441

Featuring Busch Beer
$10.99 case of cans
i

Genuine Draft 'Light
9

$6.49 12 pack bottles

Bacardi Black
(while they last)

$10.99 liter

Kendall Jackson
Chardonnay $8.99 750 ml

Sauvignon Blanc

$6.99 750 ml
Many More In-Store Specials

(especially on wines)

All Beers plus deposit

*
<fi

%
•%

* Delivery Available

Friday and Saturday

8:00 — 10:00pm

Deluxe Chili Nachos

$2.00

Pitchers of Miller Lite

$4.50

Genuine Draft 12 oz. and

Miller Genuine Draft Light

bottles

$1.25

Jello Shots $1.00

the ns\ pub
CELEBRATES ULVjRS INAMHERST

I96B • IB9I

•
I
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LEAD VPJTING
WORKSHOP
Given by Steve Zkotako

of the Daily Hampshue Gazette

April 4
6 p.m.

IN THt NiWSKOOM
tewtroom Suit

Aad Contspoadtau Matt Allead'l

Aesthetics
For en alternative

skin cere treatment

0Mp pore damntna fecM/s

Lash avicT brow tinting

Hair remove/ with »>
Up, brow bthn. lags, ate

34 Main St • 253-9879

MONSAT8AMU PM/
TA54^6WBallantine

Beer
12-12 oz cans

$3.99
dep.

Save, Save, Save.,
at Scott's Liquors

Zarkoff Vodka
1 75 L

$8.99

ateau
£4/ Souveraine
v" White

Zinfandel

$3.99 750 ml

Miller Lite &
Genuine Draft

(Reg. and New
Light)

$6.99

750 ml

$9.99

Malibu jg
Rum rya

Jack
Daniels

750 ml

12 12 oz

bottles $10.99

Tele-check for

your personal check

WE WANT TO BE YOUR FAVORITE LIQUOR STORE!

Plenty of Free Parking •Diagonally Across from UMass Stadium

Next toThe Laundry Club

6 University Drive

at Newmarket Center, Amherst

Scott's

Gift Certificates

Mass lottery

Season tickets

We Have l[

We now have alt

Mass Lottery games'

fr3g****SK*aS3S3*gSSKS^i
>J,

responsible tor Typographical Errafc^5ssss$sa*«**sa$^^^2

Classifieds
<;o/.i£ to tiif a n / ecMNoma ahimon tw/r.is.w ,„ m .*,., n .ixAitim2mnHtiQKTomik:ATKwa,™iisAi>vA\>i. w »<«" "» rr.irwr.v-.vn

ACTIVITIES

25* CLUB PARTY. Friday. 8pm Wheeler

dormitory basement Bring UMass ID $1

contribution requested

GAMBLING!'!
Music Moctails-Mahem'

Casino Night Saturday April 6

7 00pm
$100 certificate to

Hotyoke Mall'""

More information

6 3088 6-6148 6-4646

AUDIO/VIDEO

USED STEREO COM-
PONENTS/VCR S/TV'S: We buy sell 8

trade quality equipment, all price ranges

Call anylime for complete list S/A/V Ex

change 256-0941

USED BICYCLES for sale 586-5467

ZENITH Z181 LAPTOP 640K ram 2

720K3 5" drives, plasma display 4hr bat

tery 1200b modem-internal All ports

lightweight $650 Chr« 6-57*2

FOUND

PERSONALS
SUBLET

BRIAN
Do yoo like e'est la vielnot Gloria Vender

bid) or me'

AMY BISSET |ust celebrated her 21st bir

thday She thinks that everyone forgot it

Prove her wrong'

GREAT HOUSE TO SUBLET with lease op-

tion 4 bedroom house wan to wall carpet

dishwasher on bus route, cheap furniture

Can now 253-3169

AUTO FOR SALE

1984 TOYOTA COROLLA Automatic 4

door sedan good condition AM/FM tape

$1800 -Call 508-544-3861 After 5pm

GAMBLING LUCK OR SKILL?

Find out at Webste"Dickmson s

Casino Night

Saturday April 6 Dickinson TV Lounge

Gambling starts at 7 30

HEY CHADBOURNE
B-C-G Semi Formal

April 25th 8- 1pm
$5 00 due payers $7 00 non

Tickets sold April 7-10 14-17

At security desk

INTERESTED IN HUMANE EDUCATION

and helping abandoned cats on campus

Call UMass pets 5462191 -546-5777

SIBERA! Slide show 1st Women s Ratling

Expedition, April 9. 7pm-Campus Center

Room 168C

AMAZING APARTMENT

1988 DAVTONA
Red with grey interior. 5-speed. A/L. low

highway miles, oil undercoaled Excellent

condition asking $6250 7746474
Greenfield

DODGE DART 300 00/Plymouth Valiant

500 00 Both negotiable or trade for

mtnbike. both run great Call Sheila

253-9869. 2561261 M-F 9-5

'7$ VOLVO well maintained $950 or bo

253^2612

KEYS FOUND!
Two Taylor ' key*
ml leather purse attatched

Call 256-1053 midmte-7am

WALLET OF AMY CouteNa /m Pleasant Si

Theater come by in eves to claim it

HELP WANTED

BECOME A PART of this young company

spread the word about this exclusive ser

vice sign up new members, and you can

increase your monthly income and produce

increasing future income Mane your own

hours Call 413-442-5328 or 413-774-6202

ENTERTAINMENT

CHRISTMAS. SPRING BREAK, summer

travel FREE Air couriers needed and

cruiseship K>bs Call 1-805-682-7555 ext

F 1426

DEVINA- Get rested up for the Sigma Kap

pa tMepover you H need all your energy to

catch those ghosts'

In Sigma. Deb

VALERIE- Any guesses' Your secret Tri-

SKjma Big

IN SEARCH OF the man with no pants in

Clearwater This means you MIKE' Just

because you lost your clothes does not

mean we have to lose ours Please respond

we want our clothes back

RACHEL
You re great and if you guess my identity

you're even better'

Sigma Love
Your Big

GREAT HOUSE TO SUBLET tor the sum

mer with lease option House is on bus line

5 minute walk to campus quiet

neighborhood, screened m porch parking

and more' Call now' 549-6508 Leave a

message

SUMMER W FALL OPTION. Large room

,n S Amherst condo Pool central A/C

washer/dryer, parking On bus route Cool

roomies, perfect summer place' Call Joe

253-2696

TAKE OVER OUR LEASE. Downtown

Amherst apt available summer with tali op

tion One bedroom, hardwood floors

Perfect for one or two people Can 256-Z216

SWISS VILLAGE
Summer sublet/tall option

4bedroom/l">bath
Utilities included
Free furniture

On bus route

Call 253-5249

UPTOWN APT t bedroom 1 bath must see'

$550/mth 253-0567

YOUR CHOICE
1 bedroom Brandywine apt available 'or

June-August reasonable rent, ail utilities m
eluded except electric

OR
2 bedroom in Townehouse Apts available

tor 1-4 people very reasonable rent Fan op-

tion available tor 1 or 2 spots

Call Nicole at 549-8001 after 6pm

RACK-A-OISC is still the best for DJ s and

live entertainment Call anytime 586-9900

ask about our specials

FOR RENT

WANT LONG LUXURIOUS SHOWERS tor

free' All the heat you want' Take over our

fully carpeted 2-bdrom apartment June 1

Close to campus, great price too' Call

549-7845 Leave message

ANNOUNCEMENTS

ATTENTION BANDS:
We are accepting

applications for

Southwest Week
Contact Mic or Sharon

5450960
Deadline April 12

ASIA NIGHT
Program personals

Info - call officers

6-2315. 61476
6-4636

Or pick-up ad in 411 Student Union

BED AND BREAKFAST- downtown Ideal

for visiting parents anrl friends 549-0733

ENDLESS SUMMER! Alaska )obs

Women/men, to $f«kl/wk Airfare plus

room/board free CaWWftM '>'"n« now' in-

formation 1(9O0)!»mtM'-' I >t 170

$3/minute (4 mm max fmfuiMliible)

FUNDRAISFR
We're looking ten « MP fmti""<ity. sorority

or student organi/nlion Itml would like to

make $500 $1 .

'.<»() lor a one week

marketing project right ->"
^XijVh!!? ,

*
organized and hardworking Call Christine

at (800)592 2121

HEADING FOR EUROPE this su^m8:' Jet

there anylime lor $160 with AIRH TCH (

(Reported in NY Times and Lets Go')

AIRHITCH (r) 21 2 864-2000

MORTAR BOARD MEETING tonight

7 00pm in School of Management Lobby

Important meeting All are urged to attend

SPECTRUM MAGAZINE PRESENTS
Winners ol the

Spectrum Student

Poetry Reading Competition

Tonight 8 00pm
Memorial Hall

Reception to follow

1 BEDROOM Cotoniai Village

Take over lease Start June 1

Last month rent free $400/month

Contact 253-7843

APARTMENT IN SALEM PLACE on Mam
St

3 bedroom, 1 V, baths, dishwasher, laundry

facilities, deck
On bus route

Lease starts in June

Call 2563437

LG. 5 BEDROOM APT for rent on Mam St

Take over lease June 1 Call 256-8339

PRESIDENTIAL APT.

One room for summer and a

double for summer and/or fall

Call Beth 549-4035

DREAM JOBS NOW
Jobs open in paradise

Hawaii. California. Florida.

Cruise-ships. National parks. 4

more for spring and summer
100's of addresses

Tel »'s guaranteed
1-900-226-2644

Telephone charges $3/min

VAL OF SIGMA SIGMA SIGMA. Do you

know who I am' Keep guessing'

Love your

Big Sister

SUMMER RENTAL

•MARTHA'S VINYARO Steps from The

Ocean Harbor Landing Harborside Inn

Rent daily, weekends, weekly April through

September Very reasonable prices -Call

549-0221

TRAVEL

AIRLINE TICKET female o w to Honolulu

Irom Boston via San Fran Apr 1

1

$150/BO Todd 5468024

EARN 86/HOUR
Spanish/English bilmguals needed tor

reading study

Jeanette 585-8749

RHO-DIO-LY-OO!
Bahbrah' Look' A f*h'

Who <s your mother? (Why is she glowing')

Thanks for spring break'

SUE DCLEMEMTE IS 21 Happy birthday'

PNFC I guess you're the moose, no doubt

TO THEFM~6T217 CRABTREE.
Tones you can pop my buttons anytime

S- Don t go We will miss you!'"

PS Hi Placenta

CAPE COO Group summer rentals water

front houses Falmouth area 506-4776000

--—CALIFORNIA OR BUST'
Make all the right moves For

information about our resource

guides write to California

Information Services Suite 114

858 Third Ave Chula Vista CA
91911

INTELLIGENCE JOBS. All branches

US Customs, DEA etc Now hiring

Call (1)805 962 8000 Ext K-9616

RAPIDLY EXPANDING ORGANIZATION s

seeking FT and PT energetic people 1-3K

PT 3-5K FT possible Students are en-

couraged to inquire Set your own hours

and pay for school
203-749-1755
413-5496107

TRACI OF TRI-SIGMA-

I know something you don t know' Ma na

Ha'
Love, your big sister

SUMMER SUBLET

2 BEDROOM PUFFTON APT available

June 1 st with fall option Great for 3-4 room

mates' Call evenings 549-5990 ASAP

3 BDRMS 1 W BATHS. Furnished On bus

route Rent negotiable Swiss Village Call

Steve 253-9708

SUMMER SUBLET W/ FALL OPTION

One bedroom apt In downtown Amherst

Furnished, available June 1st I gjyMBO-
negotiable Call 2564927 Sun Wed after

7pm

SUMMER WITH FALL OPTION

1 furnished bdrm in 2bdrm apt. 2 minutes

from 7/11. ATM. laundry, bus rte Call Gita

64185

SUMMER SUBLET with fall o£iorr4BR

apt on bus route Call Dave or Bi« 253-4193

TAKE OVER OUR LEASE Lar9e
€^J?

bedroom apartment in Brandywine $480

heat included 5490434

RECYCLING PROGRAM ASST NEEDED
Start June. July or August full-time and work

part-time during school year- Call Sherill

545-1153

TELEMARKETERS. Afternoons 4 even-

ings Great earnings Experienced only

548-9554

GEORGE V - Do you know 7 Wanna g*"

together late night Friday or Saturday and

knit' Let me know - You know where to ind

me tonight' Love your favorite pita !!!

HAPPY 21 afBIRTHOAY PEACH
Go and order

sex on the beach
Have fun Raise hell

Vou're ihe best, tove Michelle

DENlSE^FfRi-SKJMA
Ha. Ha! I know who I am
Do you?
Keep up the good work"

Love, your big sister'

"AVAILABLE**
Summer Sublet at

Mill Valley Estates

Beautiful Apt

2 bedroom. 2 bathroom

Call 253-0861 or 253-2178

BRANOYWINE
Summer sublet available 5/24

Furnished. A/C. Pool, On bus route

Call 549-4025
Tessa/Allison

TYPING/WORDPROCESSING

FAST. ACCURATE, INEXPENSIVE, cam
pus pickup and delivery Adam 253-9117

PAPERS. $1 50/pg Resumes laser printed

Fast professional, affordable

KCOMMUNICATIONS 2566373

PAPERS. DISSERTATIONS. RESUMES.
graphs laser printing Rosemary -call

259 1786

WANTED

ADULTS WITH HEARING LOSS needed to

participate in a listening study You will be

paid for your time Please call Kevin at

545-0298

GREAT LOCATION!
Three rooms available for summer'

Prefer quiet, non-smoking women
Very close to Amherst 4 UMass

236 per room
Call 549-4784 ask tor Rebecca

WANTED FOR RENT

I AM LOOKING to^rentTroom from youTd
prefer tenancy-at-will lease

Call 546-0233

INEXPENSIVE HOUSE

TAKE OVER OUR LEASE at G.lreath

Call now 549-6901

4 BEDROOM HOUSE 3 miles away from

UMass campus, on bus route Circular

driveway, big back yard, located near

Cumberland Farms, bank, laundry mat

etc ... To take over our lease call 256-8845

House located in Amherst

SUZANNE C- Here's a clue- togging and

swimming are things I l-ke to do' Love, your

Tn Sigma big sister

tammIe^trTsksma
-

Betcha can't guess who I am"
Keep up the good work'

Love.
Your big"

I NEED A PLACE to stay this summer Call

546-0233

•LAST CHANCE INTERNSHIPS"

TAKE OVER OUR LEASE or sublet for the

summer 3 bdrm 549-4195

FOR SALE

10 SPEED MOTOBELANE
BIKE

$100 or B/O
Call Lisa 549-4324

CASIO KEYBOARD PMP 400 Barely used

$250/B O Call 549-1504

THIS FRIDAY. APRIL FIFTH

is the last day to contact the Legal Ser

vices Center about a fall 1991 internship 1

Get hands-on experience in the legal field

Work directly with attorneys and clients

Earn up to 15 undergraduate credits No ex-

perience in the legal profession required-

training is provided Contact Legal Services

today 545-1995, 922 Campus Center

BRENDAN S
Has been awfully tired lately perhaps that

is why he has been taking so, many naps

ROOMMATE WANTED

HOUSEMATES: summer w/ fall option, m/f '

15 mm to Amherst, modern apt in country

setting Call Becky 1-624-3200

SERVICES

ON^BEDROOM COLONIAL VILLAGE

APT
$40O/month fall option -starts June 1

253-2475

ONE BEDROOM IN BRITTANY, bus route

A/C $250/month neg Call 253-4194 Leave

message

PROFESSIONAL WOMEN SEEKS summer

sublet in Amherst or environs Must be

clean and comfortable Price negotiable

Contact Jacqueline M 902 1 1th Ave No 3

Huntington W V 25701 304-523-5404

SUBLET OUR SPACIOUS 3-BEDROOM
Apartment from June-August

In Hadley
On busline -_ „„
Call Martin Laura or Roz 585-8823

THREE WOMEN WANT your apartment

beginning Sept 1 1991

2 or 3 bedrooms close to UMass on bus line

253-4024

WE WANT TO TAKE OVER your nousp

lease starting in June or September Prefer

rably a large house in Amherst Call

549 7133

WE WANT TO TAKE OVER your lease 1

Looking for a 4 + bedroom house very close

to campus Pleasegive us a call and leave

a message 253-0999

APTS. FOR RENT

SPRING SPECIAL .99 cents one month

rent with one year lease 2BR $450, 3BH

$537, in Sunderland Free bus 'ou'ejaurr

dry tacilities, pool, garden plots Short term

leases available 665 3856

FUTONS
Metawampe
Top quality gold bond futons

Delivery anywhere in U S A

Sleep with us and save'

1-800-3FUTON1

LOOKING FOR A HOUSE

WTARE "LOOKING FOR a 5 bedroom

house for the summer and the next 2 years

If you have one please call 5465724 Ask

for Dan or Todd

MOPED - BATAVUS Runs 'ine $150 Call

253-5434

MOTORCYCLE

TURBOGRAFX16 with six games orr

do with twenty three games for under half

value' Call 6-4477

HONDA INTERCEPTOR
VF500F 1985 ex cond

Well maint 1500/BO
Sean 253-7178

HAVE YOU BEEN npped-off by a retailer'

Contact the Legal Services Center regar

ding your rights as a consumer 922 Cam-

pus Center, 545-1995

PREGNANT?
Need a pregnancy test, information or sup-

port' Call for tree and confidential services

ALTERNATIVES 33 Main St Northampton

586-3000 or Greenfield 774-6010

ROMANCE! _ _
Surprise your loved one with a romantic in

tertude We wtH do all the preparations For

more info Call 546-4499

SUMMER SUBLET fall option 1 bedroom

apt 515/mo Presidential Apts 549-8397

SUMMER SUBLET: Single bedroom at the

Brook in Amherst Available June 1st Rent

negotiable Call Jody at 253-0420 or

545-3500

SUMMER SUBLET WITH FALL OPTION-

Two bedroom Brandywine apartment Par

dally furnished Near two busstops Heat

hotwater included in rent Great location'

Call 549 5862
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Sports
Hartford storms back, beats UMass*^*^* w—

'
'*'

., — _. ¥Tm*„„„ „„.a/.u Milco Rtnnp "You can

By MICHAEL MORRISSEY
Collegian Correspondent

of
Like an eager voung racehorse, the Universitv

Massachusetts baseball team burst out of the gate yester

day against Hartford, only to let a gigantic lead slip away

at the wire.
, , ,

UMass led bv a score of 7-1 at the end of three innings,

but defensive errors and a disappointing relief perfor-

mance let Hartford right back into the game. The Hawks

took full advantage, winning 10-9 in an eight inning,

darkness-shortened game at Earl Lorden field

Left hander Ron Villone entered with one out in the

seventh inning in relief of starter Jeff Toothaker. who put

the first two Hartford men aboard. Villone proceeded to

load the bases, and then walked in three men to tie the

score at eight .... r*u~
The Minutemen took the lead back in the bottom of the

-nth when pinch hitter John Carelli ignited a one-man

rallv. Carelli singed, took second on a stolen base, mov-

ed to third on the Hartford catchers throwing error, and

ored on a wild pitch.

Villone. after blowing the save opportunity in the

-nth. took the mound in the eighth with a chance to

pick up a win. . , „
Hartford second barman Mike Desjard.ns s.ngled oft

Villone and scored critice fly With two outs. Paul

Francesconi drove m Joe Bellino to give Hartford back

1

ThrMinutemen mounted another threat when second

baseman Steve Corradi stroked a one out ground rule dou_

ble in the eighth, but went down quietly to Harttord

freshman right hander Scott LaRock. and the game was

called due to darkness after eight innings.

-Ron had trouble finding the plate, but sometimes that

happens," offered UMass coach Mike Stone. "You can't

give them more outs than they should have, and that s

what we did."

UMass led 2-1, and began the bottom of the third with

three hits by third baseman Ian Torres, right fielder Brian

Bright and Corradi. After leftfielder Justin Howard s RBI

single Lou Olivaen cracked another single, driving in two

runs. When first baseman Jay Dodig and center fielder

Mike Tobin drove in the sixth and seventh runs, UMass

had a comfortable cushion to work with.

UMass starter Toothaker pitched a strong game,

although he had little help from his defense. After Bright

nnsplaved a fiv ball in RF to start the fourth inning,

Toothakers wild pitch and SS Glenn DiSarcina's throw-

ing error let in two runs and shrunk the lead to 7-3.

Toothaker's control left him momentarily in the fifth

inning as he walked the first two batters. He then let in

two rnore runs, one from an RBI double by UH catcher

Mike Lane.

Toothaker pitched a strong sixth inning, and only got

into trouble after recording one out in the seventh.

Jeff did a great job. It was just what we needed .
said

ne of Toothaker's effort.

Game notes: Last Tuesday agamst Holy Cross the

Mmutemen tried to fight back from early defic.ts of 2-1

and 5-2. but the dam burst in the sixth and seventh inn

,ngs and the team lost in Worcester by a score of 4

The loss lowered UMass' record to 6 10 1. and broke a

three game winning streak.

The Minutemen (6-11-1 1 will take on perennial northern

power Universitv of Maine in a double-header Friday. The

first game will start at 12 noon. Stone said he plans to

start sophomore lefthander Scott Meaney and sophomore

righty Jim Telgheder

< ..ll< iti«n photo by Yana l)lu(t>

Second baseman Steve Corradi had two hits

and scored a run in the Minutemen's 10-9 loss

to Hartford yesterday afternoon at Earl Lorden

field. UMass drops to 6-11-1.

Track to host

meet Saturday
By KEITH BENNETT
Collegian Correspondent

The University of Massachusetts men's track team

opens its spring campaign Saturday in a quad-meet

against teams from Springfield College, the Universi-

ty of Vermont and Williams College.

The Minutemen host the meet, which begins at noon

at the Derby Track adjacent to the UMass baseball

fields.

This being the first meet of the spring, head coach

Ken O'Brien said that he was unsure of the strengths

of the other teams in the meet. The Minutemen

defeated Springfield indoors this season but did not face

Vermont or Williams.

"We beat Springfield indoors, but there are five or

six events outdoors which are completely different,"

O'Brien said. "Any team can turn itself around with

those new events.

"Vermont had an outstanding outdoor team last year.

They finished fifth in the Eastern Conference Cham-

pionships (UMass finished third). We have not faced

Williams College in a number of years."

Of his own team, O'Brien says that its major strength

is depth.

"We're solid in all of the events," he said. "We're not

spectacular in any one event, but to not have a gaping

weakness is a strength in itself."

In the field events O'Brien will look for strong per-

formances from Luke Simpson in the hammer and

discus, Nelson Simao in the shot put and Jeff Peter-

son and Joe Kourafas in the javelin. Kourafas will then

CONTINUED ON PAGE lO

Softball looks to clip Hawks' wings
By CHRIS MIRACLE
Collegian Staff

Birds of prey.

That is what the University of Massachusetts women s

softball team will be trying to be as they travel to the

University of Hartford today to take on the Lady Hawks.

Game one of the doubleheader starts at 3 p.m.

Hartford will only be playing its' second game of the

year when they meet up with UMass today. The Hawks

were to open their season against Yale University this

past Saturday, but the game was postponed due to rain.

After finishing 10-22 last year, Hartford coach Irene

Mach hopes to see her team break the .500 mark this year,

a feat only accomplished twice in the program's history.

The Lady Hawks will blend experience and youth in this

1991 line-up as Hartford returns seven starters in addi

tion to five freshmen.

'We have the talent to be very successful this year,

Mach said. 'This is the best team we've fielded in the four

years that I've been associated with the program.'

Senior captain Michele Gigante and junior outfielder

Kirsten Donovan will provide the leadership for this year's

Hartford team. Gigante, who led her team with 10 RBIs

last season will see most of the action behind the plate,

but may also spend some limited time at first base.

Leading the team with a .315 batting average and also

with five stolen bases for the year, Donovan notched

herself a starting spot in right field.

Sophomore third baseman Michele Juliano is also so-

meone to watch out for. Juliano led the Hawks in five of-

fensive categories last year including hits, extra base hits,

and on-base percentage. Racking up a .313 BA and a 448

slugging percentage last spring, Juliano will play third

base most of the time, but might have to take on some

catching duty.

Rounding out the line-up for the Hawks will be senior

Amy Wisner and freshman Jen Martin. Wisner, who will

be playing center field again this year, led the Hawks in

at bats and runs scored last season while making only four

errors in the outfield. Martin's speed and smart base run

ning skills helped her earn the lead-off hitting spot as well

as some time at second or third base or in the outfield.

For pitching, the Hawks have three hurlers up their

sleeve: freshman Kathy Baughn, senior Tracy Ciosek. and

sophomore Tricia Slocum. Ciosek, adding to the ex

perience part of the Hawk's formula, has plenty of it as

she completed 11 out of 13 games she started last year.

Ciosek also led the Hawk staff with 30 strikeouts.

Slocum, coming off an impressive freshman year, will

not have to carry her team as much as last year when she

compiled almost 130 innings of work. She also led the

team in ERA (2.18).

Right now an independent, Hartford will not join the

North-Atalntic Conference until next year. The

Minutewomen owned the Hawks last year, defeating them

in a doubleheader 9-1, 3-1 at UMass.

'We've had to struggle in other years against them,

UMass coach Elaine Sortino said. 'We have to come out

shooting and not wait until the third or fourth inning.

Still nursing some injuries, the Minutewomen have been

trying to create some position moves in order to gain some

depth. Happy with the pitching and hitting, Sortino feels

that the Minutewomen need to work harder on defense.

'Our pitching hangs with other teams in the country,

but sometimes we didn't hold our poise,' Sortino said refer-

ring to UMass' California trip.

Slugger's Update: The Minutewomen have currently

fallen out of the top twenty in national rankings which

will not be updated until next Tuesday. Not including

their games against the University of Rhode Island, the

Minutewomen lead their opponents in error percentage

(.933.953) shortstop Barbara Marean has UMass' only

homerun so far this season.

Crew set to open season
By LYNN FRANK EL
Collegian Correspondent

A long winter of training will finally pay

off for the University of Massachusetts'

crew teams this weekend. The women will

open thou season against traditional rival

Wesley. m. While the men will attempt to

rebound from last weeks loss to top rank-

ed Harvard by hosting both Wesleyan and

New Hampshire.

For the wotnens' team the varsity boat

consists of four experienced seniors, Jen

nifer Geary, Susanna Maloney, and co-

captain* Jen Blum (Coxswain) and Rachel

White.

Junior Kerry Clarkin and sophomores

Courtney Harold. Deanna Cook, Jen

Lambert and Allison Hurtwitch round out

the squad. The varsity eight will be look

ing for a strong, controlled IW in their first

sprint race of the season.

The UMass women will also send out a

junior varsity and a novice team.

As for the men's team head coach Dave

Trond is looking to the experience of senior

rowers to lead the team.

Dave Ring, Rich Scannell, Chris Marino,

Nat Delmanzo, Mike Rademacher, and Jeff

Vohr are all expected to perform flawless-

ly, according to Trond.

A junior varsity and a novice team will

also compete for the Minutemen.

Novice coach Sean Talbot is anticipating

a strong finish for his crew on Saturday.

Talbot said his team rocked Amherst Col-

lege during spring break training at

Hadley beach, but lost big to Harvard last

weekend.

The men's team will also compete against

Dartmouth on Sunday in Hanover, New

Hampshire

Collegian photo by C«rrl* Wyeth

The University of Massachusetts Rugby "A" side lost what coach Fran-

cis Buttle described as a "messy" match at Amherst College yesterday,

7-4. Greg Champau scored a try for UMass.

The Rqus

This Weekend
By DANIELLE DOWLING
Collegian Staff

Fire swept through a wood-frame house on North

Pleasant Street in the early morning hours of

February 17. The blaze took the lives of one UMass

student, Joseph Pirog, and one former UMass stu-

dent, Matt Peterson. Ten others were left homeless.

But it always seems that tragedies like these beget

something wonderful and positive. And so it holds

true in this case for on Sunday night at Pearl Street,

The Equalites, Who's Kidding Who, Ed Vadas and

the Fabulous Heavyweights, Hippopotamus,

Borderland and The Sighs will play a benefit con-

cert in which all proceeds will go to the Matt

Peterson-Joseph Pirog Scholarship fund.

WRNX 100.9 FM and disc-jockey Geoff Payson are

hosting the benefit. Payson knew the two people

who were not home at the time of the blaze and liv-

ed right down the road from the house. Payson is

a disc-jockey at WRNX on Saturday and Sundays in

the afternoons and plays what he calls "renaissance

rock."

Local businesses have contributed their help to the

event. Kinkos Copies of Amherst helped with the

flyers and Radical Solution designed the tickets and

posters. Originally, it had been planned that some

of the proceeds would go to help the 10 people left

homeless, but they requested that the money be

given to the scholarship fund.

The show will offer a veritable potpourri of music.

The Equalites, who have just released an album, will

caress the ears with the mellow sounds of reggae.

Who's Kidding Who, winner of the Pearl Street Bat-

tle of the Bands, have more of a world beat flavor

in their music and The Sighs appeal to a mainstream

rock appetite.

Ed Vadas and the Heavyweights, an East Coast

blues trio who travel from Key West to Nova Scotia

to Detrtot all in a little truck, will lend a couple of riffs

for a good cause. Vadas gave these words of en-

couragement for potential concert-goers. "If people

go with an open mind and open pocketbook, they I

get their money's worth and a Valley sample

bands."
Also appearing will be Rippopo

funk/rap/hip-hop group with a four-piec*

a four-piece rhythm section, ^pHrnus

"ich Gordon, familiar wfM^Pnthe two

died in the fire, said Wlhe upcoming

*lt's always goodjp^something positive

me out of someftnng as tragic."

TWorderland. a local seven-piece

,p. were also familiar with both vic-

ook forward to the benefit as a way to ex-

their music to a new and larger audience for

n.'l.l.'.'i .!.-•- [4»m»iiidiiaii*ijii.'V,<i y

[:*T3ve paid

^^^^ immer Cor-

JSWWrnes money isn t the

in Brockton. Massachusetts, which woul

S300. to take part in the benefit, b»i

ey Smaller explained/

issue.''

Payson saj<

There v."

The Sighs

.Jtrrocpect some surprises at the show.

tea raffle held and some local comedians

,. Jxpected to make appearances.

He expressed hope that this would become an an-

nual event, adding that there are plans in the works

for an outdoor concert in the summer.

"When it happened," Payson said, really

wanted to do something and this seemed like the

best thing to do."

fcgf *

• ;4p-

>opotamus

The Last Annual Benefit Concert, Part I

round pholo l>> Oondi Ahr.irn
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rartoHonsmix a blend of mu^cacapeUastyle

By USA CARREIA
Collegian Correspondent

They call themselves "New York's hottest and most

•"Ind^Vhe^lrtS
8
maT up of fve mus.caUy

gX*lm
e
«a,en.ed gay men are

.
^ho, group w.th a

"tSr^-g in «"7ay~—y *J*££*
ZZ ^^"X'a-re^melymusS. extreme,,

££&£«£££•£!
of gav choruses and from his native Puerto Rican cuatro.

a eroup in which he sang as a child.

g£ memher M.chae.Ca.len somehow fin -e to

S,„B . write songs and be pol. callj ac e

founder of the People with AIDS <^oa '"on r

i

, lnd 1S a national!yk« «' » %£**£ j*mous

m small to those who hear his incredible vocal ac

c2n»uS -his group a-*-S?-K£
nch backgrounds of experience with choruses and cnoir

3
Tu^ncesTr-'fUt.ons concerts hear a wide variety

«TW reoertoire includes soft rock. jazz, fifties

of songs Their reper
CONIINUED ON PAGE 4

|»ho«. ( ourle>> Robert FarlM-r

. * . „Mv Ion Arterton, Aurelio Font, Jimmy Rutland, Cliff Town-

The Flirtations are (from left to right): Jon Arterton, *

send and Michael Callen.

NewWORLD makes a powerful statement with Letters
INO YY V Y V^X^XJ*^

.,_ nfltinP to t

*
traumatic ultimately tortured and k,»ed.

hora rf roles and „». were executed

By DANIEL JOKELSON
Collegian Correspondent

Utters to a Student Revolutionary

Hampden Theatre

Saturday. March 30

The New World Theater's newest piece

of provocative drama is here. Elizabeth

Wongs Letters to a Student Revolutionary

is a powerful statement on the potential

people have to change their lives and how

much this opportunity is squandered by

Americans, who feel powerless with too

much choice. It is also an in depth look at

the horrible oppression of the Chinese

government, culminating in the traumatic

Tianenmen Square massacre. And it is the

touching portrayal of two Chinese women

in different spheres of freedom, who reach

out to each other during the crisis

The play focuses on the correspondence

between Bibi, a Chinese American from

Los Angeles. California, and Karen from

Beijing from 1979 to 1989. When Karen

and Bibi meet for a couple of minutes in

Beijing at the beginning of the play, and

are watched by everyone else in the vicini-

ty the tone is set for what becomes a pain

ful glimpse at a country so thoroughly

dominated by the government, that the irv

dividual is discounted, repressed and

ultimately tortured and killed.

At the same time Karen is wondering

what it would be like to be free Bibi is

struggling to find her identity in America.

Karen, through Bibi's letters and care

packages, sees and reads what the rest of

{he "free" world is like and becomes a

revolutionary leader. Bibi envies Karen I

oppressed life because it has purpose that

she is lacking. She feels no unity with

anyone, she wanders through the country

and through many careers an unhappy and

lonely woman, despite her many ac^

complishments. It's a tragic story^on all

sides, but it is also humorous with witty

and spicy dialogue.

The six actors in the cast played

plethora of roles and some were executed

wonderfully. Mona Chiang s portrayal of

Bibi's tired immigrant mother who has a

hard time adjusting to Bibi's 'crazy am

bitions to travel and become an actress was

moving, as was her cameo of a Mexican im

migrant lost in the beaurocracy of America^

Ken Chu played Karen's intelligent and

sweet cat. "Debbie" with wonderful

characterization and sincerity, and ni>

Chinese soldier was compelling as well, a

man torn between his duty and his synv

pathies towards the revolutionaries. Fred

Rowley had some nice moments, first as

CONTINUED ON PAGE 4

IF YOU ARE OVER 18
BE A BARTENDERl
LOCAL/ NATIONAL PLACEMENT

ASSISTANCE

DAY/EVENING ONE WEEK

747-9888
MAIN ST„ SUrrg«». SPRINGFIELD.MA 011031

EARN SI.OOO'S"!

Hunting vou( a»m painting bm»ne»».

Ii»tiixtk«ul rfdeo gu** *» —
Include* Contract*. UUmaOng Uvrrn

'/<«.-o tap* that ihowt and t«*» alll

all to. only »I99S • J *> •*J<

Don t Pay *I.OOO» tot fiancHUng CoM»>
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Auto Rental
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DEAD VRITIINC
WORKSHOP
Given by Steve Zkotaka

of the Doily Hampshire Gazette

April 4
G p.m.

IN THE NEWSROOM
Newuoom Stall

And Correspondents Must AUead 1
!

c/Hf*in$t*^d i r /i d n c^"^RECORDS

RECORDS • CASSETTES • COMPACT DISCS

Thur.. April 4-8:30pm 18

NEW POTATO CABOOSE
Shockra

18 Dancing with DJ Dennis

Fr, April 5—8:30pm
PAJAMA SLAVE DANCERS

Sat March 6—8 30pm

MITCH RYDER
King Cod & the Blue Sharks

Sun .April 7-6 00pm 18 WRNX
Amherst Fire Victims Benefit

WHO S KIDDIN WHO
THE EQUALITES

THE SIGHS

ED VADAS & the Fabulous

Heavyweights
RIPPOPOTAMUS
BORDERLAND

S April 16 -8 00pm 18 •

fIREHOSE
Vestrymen

Mon April 29—8 00pm 18

THE WAILERS
Fues April 30—8 00pm 18

JOHN CAFFERTY &

THE BEAVER BROWN BAND

Tues March 9-8 00pm

THE HORSE FLIES

The Cowlicks

"hurs April 11 -8 30pm 18

IN THE FLESH
April 12—8 30pm

THE STOMPERS
One Eyed Jake

Apr:l 13 --8 30pm

EIGHT TO THE BAR
The Bullhorns

Sim Apr 00pm 18

Guitar Ge
DANNY GATTON

Pearl Street is open upstairs lor dancing

every Wed (Gay Niqrit) I hurs. (18 ). r-n.

and Sat (Top 40/House with DJ Job)

Advance Tin Available at Strawberries

Record Stores. Ticketron (800) 382-8080.

Dynamite Records. Pearl St

and For The Record in Amherst

IMPORTED, INDEPENDENT
& DOMESTIC

MON-WED 9:30-6 SUN 12-5

THURS—SAT 9:30-9

213 MAIN ST. NORTHAMPTON
586-5726

COLLECTABLES • USED
MANUFACTURERS OVER-STOCKS
MONDAY—SATURDAY 10-5:30

THURSDAYS 10-9 SUNDAY 12-5

21 STATE ST., NORTHAMPTON
586-1707

mm ///I

0P€flRLST. NORTHRmPTON.mn

Friends of Children Benefit

STEVEN WRIGHT
IN CONCERT

and Special Guest
Saturday, April 20. 1991

8:00pm
John M. Greene Hall

Smith College, Northampton

Advance Tickets: $16.00

Day of show: $18.00

Special VIP preferred seating $25.00

availablefrom Friends ofChildren Office, Northampton

Tickers mUtk: MM! Phone Chorge 1-800-382-8080
1

• farje Record^

Amherst • Broadside Books, Northompton • Odyssey Books, S. Hadn£JorW

Eye Books .Greenfield • Strawberries Records, oil stores • friends of Children

Proceeds will benefit Friends of Children Inc. a

local agency that operates the Children s

Advocacy Center, providing a variety ot

advocacy services to children and families.

For more information or tickets sales call

Friends of Children

7120 or 586 0011jiiat

THIS WbbKtmj ^^ _^ - . —— -—

CLUTCH WEEKEND STUEF
V-»i— \~S ^— W

,. .^ .esbo-a-aogo. starr.ng Lea uelan<x ,s c

THURSDAY
Art al Noon Series will present a lecture by

Donald Proulx of UMass on the exhibition of Pre-

Columbian Art at Mount Holyoke College. 12 p.m.

at the Mount Holyoke College Art Museum. Ad-

mission is free.

Mozart's Last Year, 1791, a lecture by Henry G.

Mishkin, will be presented at 12:15 p.m. at the

Amherst College Music Center. Admission is free.

La Habanera, a film made in 1937 and directed

by Douglas Sirk will be shown at 4 p.m. and 7:30

pm at Amherst College in Merrill II as part of The

New German Cinema in Context Film Series Admis-

sion is free _ „ .

Michael Dummett, professor of Philososphy at

Oxford University, will present a lecture at 4 pm
at Amherst College's Octagon Babbott Room. Ad-

mission is free . ,_„ .

Joan Riley Jamaican-born British-based

novelist and author of The Unbelonging reads from

her works. Free at Amherst College's Johnson

Chapel 20, 4 3C p.m.

Late Night Food - come try some authentic

Latin American food at Smith College's Gamut, the

Mendenhall Center for Performing Arts. For reser-

vations call Elizabeth Solernou. 585-5522 or Mm.

Naranja 585-5555. S3 in advance; $4 at the door.

The Last Supper at Uncle Tom's Cabin a

discussion by Bill T Jones, will take place as part

of the Five College host dance residencies at

Smith College. Wright Hall Auditorium^ pm
My Brilliant Career an Australian film, will be

shown as part of the Contemporary Cinema

Masterpieces Film Series, at Hampshire College s

Adele Simmons Hall Hammen Auditorium 7 p.rr

Feminism Across the Borders: Egyptian

Women Historically a lecture by Leila Ahmed,

dtrector of Near Eastern Studies at UMass. will be

presented at Smith College's Nieison Browsing

Room. The lecture will take place at 7 30 p.m. and

jc f

r

pp

Jesus and Justice in Northern Ireland - Paul

Hagan talks about growing up under British rule

and his involvement with and eventual part.ng

from Republican para-military activity Free
»
at

Hampshire College's Merrill House L.v.ng Room 7.30

n m to 10:30 p.m. .

Womb tor Rent - a pro-choice Womenspeak

Cabaret performance will be performed at

Amherst College's Converse Hall Assembly Room

^HumHIated Strawberries, a play written by

Sarah Brown and directed by Moira Cutler, will be

performed at Hampshire College with repeat per-

formances on Friday and Saturday. Admission is

$3; $2.50 for 5 College students. For reservations

mil S49-4600, ext. 351.

Spectrum Student Poetry Reading - Compel,

tion winners - three student poets read the.

cSginal works. A reception will follow. The event

is free, for information call 545-2240.

Soviet Nationalities. State Policy and In-

terethnic Conflict will be the topic of a panel

discussion at Mount Holyoke College. Dw.ght lOl.

at 8 Dm The lecture is free.

V' £ Two New One Act Plays - When the Water

Comes by Wendy Rich and Shelton^s;
Dream

,
by

Greg Saliceti - w.ll be performed at Amherst Col-

leae's Fayerweather Studio Theater at 8 p.m. Ad-

mission is free, but reservations are necessary; call

54
B
2

rancusi, Difference, and the Ethnographic

Attitude, an art slide lecture with Anna Chave o

Harvard University, will take place at Mount

Holyoke College's Gamble Auditorium at 8 p.m. A

reception follows. Admission is free

Five College Twenty-Fifth Anniversary Lee-

ture Cognizable Words - The Anthropic Pr.nc-

ple andTe.Fundamental Constants of Nature -

o lecture by George Greenstein, professor of

as™ at AmherTt College, will be9—
Amherst College Alumni House at 8 pm. Admis-

sion is free and a reception will follow.

The Don Juan Project - an original theatrical

piece directed by David Watson - will chronicle

me misadventures of the legendary lover, rogue,

and broodfng innocent at the UMass Fine Arts

Cente Rand Theater at 8 p.m. There w.ll be repeat

performances on Friday and Saturday^Aa^ss.on

£S5' $3 for students/elders. For tickets call 545-2511.

Faculty Brass Quintet, will perform works by

Bernsteia Dahl and Arnold. The Performance w.

take place at the UMass Bezanson Rectal Hall at

8Tm Admission is $5; S3 for students/elders.

New Potato Caboose, with guest Shockra, will

perfoTm at Pearl Street Nightclub for an 18 and

over show.

Letters to a Student Revolutionary a play by

Elizabeth Wong, presents a ten-year friendship

between a Chinese-American woman and a

Chinese woman which culm.nates in the1989

Tiananmen Square uprising. An or^.nal New World

Theater production. Tickets are S5; S3 to

students/elders. The play will be performed at

Umass Hampden Theater at 8 p.m. For ticket in-

formation call: 545-2511.

Art Exhibit at UMass, will present the works of

Sheilah Bolger and Deanna Davis. The exhibit
^

w.H

be displayed in the Student Union Art Gallery

through Friday. Hours are 11 a.m. to 4 pm.

Third Floor, a "cool bunch o' dudes" will perform

rockin' covers and wicked originals at the Hadley

Pub. Admission is S2.

Logan Run. a documentary about a three-

person climb to the summit of Canada s Mount

Logan will be shown for the first time at Hampshire

cSwat 7 30 pm. in Franklin Patterson Hall. Ad-

mSSfis S3.5Q S250 for students There w.H be

an introduction and question-answer sess.on by

one of the film's creators. u,^riH
Japan on the Verge of the Changing World

a lecture by Mr. Tadah.ro Abe. w.ll take place at

7 p.m. at UMass Campus Center room lOl.

An Evening of Traditional and Modern

jopanese Arts w... feature a 715 ^Sakahuch.

Flu^Tperformance by Matt Winer and at 8^0 a

mme^erformance entitled "My Snow White by

Motoko at the Hampden Theatre at UMass. Ad-

mission is $2 at the door. r ,.
r F

Canadian Songwriters - Connie Caldo Fer-

ron Steven Fearing, James Keelaghan -w.ll per-

o!m at the Iron Horse at 7 p.m. S15 in advance

The Foreplays will perform at Twister s from £

pm to lO pm. with live comedy featur.ng Jim

Stock Leo Baldwin and Eo Smith from 9 p.m. to lO

pm and DJ RC at lO p.m. No Cover!

FRIDAY
Mo- Molestation, directed by Billy Lee. will be

prMdTthe UMass^^oS^
Group at UMass some where in the Campus

C
8rA

a
n
t

nu
2
a?T

P
rad.tlona, Pow-Wow will take

p5?e at UMass Curry Hicks Cage and continues

through Saturday. This is a sacred
+

joyous
;

gather-

ing, for information call the Cultural Center at

loopholes in Morality, a lecture by Thomas

Poage of Columbia University, will take place at

3?0 p m. at UMass in Bartlett 301. Adm,ss.on .s free

Workshop with MacArthur Fellow and

Mteheal Moschen will focus on the new vaudv le.

^gg^and choreography, Sign up in the heater

Dept Office of Smith College .n the Theater

Buildina Green Room. 4 p.m. to 6 p.m.

Surname Viet Given Name Nam a film by

TrinhTrTnh-ha. explores the role of Vietnamese

womenhistorically and in contemporary soc.ety

and life since war. Free a Sm.th Coltegemo the

Wright Hall Auditorium at 7 p.m. and 9 pm
The Maltese Falcon, with Humphrey Bogart, wffl

be shown at Mount Holyoke College in Gamble

Auditorium at 7 p.m. and 9 pmAdrr^ « S2.5Q

a Clockwork Orange, viddy a bit of the o.a

ult^otence ,n S.anllv Kubrick's Phenomena

adaptation of the Anthony Burgess novel. SV50 a

Amherst College in the Campus Center Theater

amo. pm and lO pm w,th repeat showings on

Saturday and Sunday. km-~l,

Jazz Vocal Recital, with works by Monk,

Mingus/Mitchell. Sting, Rogers/Hart to^rfomv
ed Free at Hampshire College in the Music ana

°lS2£%%fi. a^Masahiro Shincda wi»

be shown at Smith College in Seelve Hall lO at 7.30

P££h£* Fou?Whee... a faculty recital will

Perera at Smith College's Sage Hall a 8 pm
An Evening ot One Act Playt - including The

Greenhouse by Keith LaCabe. Dead Brother Joe by

feah Ryan ond Clueless by Shea Sayler - will ake

otace at Smith College's Hallie Flanagan Studio at

8 pm Admission is free. Repeat performance on

^TO'fRoek: The ©ood, the Bad, and fhe Uglr

pr

7
e?ente^by Barry Drake to celebrate examine

The Chesskings will perform at Tw.sters.

Two Nice Girls with guests Desert Hearts wi

plaTat the Iron Horse at 7 p.m. Tickets are $10.50

in advance.

Lesbo-a-gogo, starring Lea uelaria

"mummed,a
9
dyke extravaganza'' and wI be per-

farmed at the Northampton Center for the Arfs

through Sunday. $8 in advance. $10 at the door.

8
Pajama Slave Dancers will play at Pearl Street

Nightclub with DJ Job.

SATURDAY
War is Ending: Godess is Rising a workshop

to lead participants in an exploration of the im-

pact of personal creativity on global change SIO

to $25 at the Hampshire College library, K.va lO

a.m. to 3 pm
The Wade Mikkola Jazz Band will perform at

a semi-formal soul-food dinner dance at 6 pm. in

the Smith College Davis Center Ballroom. $8. S5 BbA

members. $7 five college BSO members.

Asian Heritage Festival Banquet a catered

dinner followed by a traditional costume presen-

tation and Asian dance performance and a tradi-

tional Asian instrument recital, at Amherst College

Valentine Annex. 6:30 p.m. Admission is $8 for

reservations call 542-3133.

Blue Velvet a David Lynch film starring Kyle

MacLachlan. will be shown at The Mount Holyoke

College Gamble Auditorium at 7 p.m. and 915 p.m.

Admission is $2 50
Mozart Coronation Mass and other music for

chorus and orchestra will be performed at Mount

Holyoke College in the Abbey Chapel at 8 p.m.

Admission is free. . „ . ^
Student Cello Recital by Ken Matsuda will be

performed at UMass Bezanson Hall at 8 pm
Sonatas written by Brahms and Shostakovich will

be included. Admission is free.

The Flirtations, a five member, multi-racial, gay

male a cappella singing group performs an eclec-

tic blend of musical styles at UMass Student Union

Ballroom at 8 p.m. Tickets are $7; $5 for UMass

students with a valid I.D.

Green Eggs and Jam! Join the Smith College

Smiffenpoofs and their guest a cappella groups

for an evening of groovy tunes. Donation of S3 At

the Helen Hills Hills Chapel at 8 p.m.

Independence, a play by Lee Blessing, treats

the issue of a mother's emotional dependency on

those around her and its effect on the lives of her

daughters. The performance will take place at

Mount Holyoke College's Mary Woolley Hall.

Chapin Auditorium at 8 p.m. with a repeat show-

ing on Sunday. Admission is free

Bluestockings. Amherst College women s a

cappella singing group will perform at the Amherst

College Buckley Recital Hall at 8:15 pm.

Mitch Ryder with guests King Cod and the Blues

Sharks will perform at Pearl Street Nightclub.

50 Days to Graduation party at Twister's, with

food and drinks at 50 cents!

Snap Out of It with the Heartbeats, will perform

western swing with a rock and roll heart at the Iron

Horse at 7 p.m. Tickets are $7.50 in advance.

Amy Fairchild will perform during an open mike

night at the Unitarian Society in Northampton from

8 p.m. to 11 pm.
The Tragically Hip will perform with opening

act St, Cyr at Katina's. Doors open at 8 p.m. for this

18 and over show

SUNDAY
Women as Religious Leaders: Past, Present

and Future, a lecture, will be given at the Smith

College Nieison Browsing Library Room at 1 p.m.

Admission is free.

The Gay Divorcee, with Fred Astaire and

Ginger Rogers spectacular routine, will be shown

at Smith College Wright Hall Auditorium at 2 p.m.

and 4 p.m. Admission is free.

Native American Poet. Chrystos, will perform

a reading of his works at the Mount Holyoke Col-

lege Gamble Auditorium at 7 p.m. Admission is free.

Amnesty International Benefit Concert, a

righteous mix of danceable music brought to you

by Bim Skala Bim, The Mighty, Mighty Bosstones

and Maelstrom, will take place at Smith College

in the Davis Center Ballroom at 7 p.m. This is an a

ages show and admission is $6 For information call

585-7352. m . ^ _

Ruben Blades, y son del Sonar band in a

musical entertainment entitled "Una Noche de

Musica y Palabras" 8 p.m. at the UMass Fine Arts

Center Concert Hall. $15; $12 Five College Students.

For reservations call: 545-2511.

Amherst Fire Victim's Benefit featuring Who s

Kiddin Who, The Egualites, The Sighs, Ed Vadas and

The Fabulous Heavyweights, Rippopotamus and

Borderland, will take place at Pearl Street

Nightclub in an 18-and-over show.
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Blades to bring some salsa to the Fine Arts Center
D1U.UX7D IW ^""»

_,^.1„hnnvPacheco and recorded "MetiendoMano," Ruben was

By JOHANN -HANZ VON KESSEL
Collegian Correspondent

All the sspeeta of his bv«p increasing

endeavors have shaped an intangible per-

sona out o'. th uieved notion

what a"S Wbe Even

,n auditorium,

whohav< a nis;

lyrics
nK> an(1

He •

ththeP
I the

I the

throughout his pilgrimage for acceptance

and recognition, these types ot songs were

never received with comprehensive

during the development of the

York Aim Carribean sound, responsible tor

the sheltering name of

Therefore, he found him 'lined to

t>nh l
chorus harmonies. Blessed with

a Lhree-and-one halfocUve voice, that

the only are., in which band lea.

,h to th

.tenon

uincethem hythmk. H

appropi

polvph

bai,

changed, whe

the Fania Label with Johnny Pacheco and

Jerrv Masucci, needed to find a replace

ment for his lead singer (soneroK Ismael

Miranda, then the reigning pretty boy ot

Fania. He was also doing a Salsa suite

about the history and development of the

genre, and the record was behind schedule

ing that an anthology of th

didr require catchy tunes to n

ind a known figure to

Ruben

tiveon

..

with Ru
• .Ki him

lood

'lie rumor spi

idudin

ted him

It

recorded "Metiendo Mano," Ruben wa;

thrust into the spotlight

He wrote a whole album based on the

same old martyrs stories people had del

him to tell and plasmid. Now he is not

the ever gn ^writer, but all

lawyer with d from Han
Holly*

movie histriot

H. has beer in

I

itra ent

W.Mi

CONTACTJ-ENS^^
ATTHE UNIVERSITY HEALTH

SERVICES

• We take great pride in being able to fit

many people who have had difficulty in

the past wearing contact lenses

• We offer a broad array of contact lenses

with a large in-house inventory

• We now offer the new daily wear

disposable contact lenses

. All fittings are done by our eye doctors

with experience in contact lens care

and solving contact lens problems

• Emphasis is placed on your ocular

health and professional service.

The Flirtations
•, •. • M PAGE

dil

F,
rm

,

ed wuh
mops. The!

iy it all when r n,r

Flirtal
m ,nal

',

s ""

hear" far anyonewho enjo3 goodhuaoi

an i musical

The Flirtations will play Saturday at 8:00 p.m.it •

in the Student Union Ballroom Tick* are $5 for ( Muss

students and $7 General AdmMon, Tick waUabU

at The Program for QLB Concerns, hood for Thought

Boofa, For the. Record, and Par,v-P«r,v ,n Thames

Market
_ ^^^^^^=—

Lt'f lljnJ

hiahhM in /W

uhs
EYE CARE PROGRAM

Convenient hours and

convenient on campus location.

For questions or

appointments, call 549-2671
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Given by Steve Zkotaka

of the Daily Hampshire Gazette(April 4
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IftiAGARDEN
(formerly lolm Tllrwnm)

— |""55r<5fFwinr

En/'oy a Taste of Real Chinese Food

Sun-Thurs 11:30 a.m.—9:45 p.m.

Frl-Sat 11:30 a.m.-lO :45p.m.
Lunch Hour 11:30 a.m.—3:30 p.m.

FREE Delivery Service
minimum order SIO

Fft Sat., & Sun. 5-9 p.m.

Dim Sum
(Chinese Brunch)

Saturdays and
Sundays 11:30-3:30

o Reopening with

new Interior

remodeling
o 7 days a week
o Take out

o Luncheon specials
$3.75-$4.55

253-4280

iig^gg^

CHRIS ISAAK
FRI MAY lO 8PIV1
BENEFIT FOR

TOWEE The****
THE VILLAGE COMMONS • SOUTH HADLEY • 533-2663

A TERRIFYIIMGLY GOOD ROMANTIC THRILLER..."
Pal CoHmi WWOR IV. WW TOM

AT )OHN M. GREENE HALL
s < ki i^honj;^

F^Tl< 1
XMI'ION ItOX Ol-I- l«_t_j—

I

sleeping with the enemy
' *•" Starts Friday

weekdays at 3.7,9 Fri at 5,7,9

Sat and Sun at 3,5,7.9
* *all shows before 6 are $3 admission*

*

MAKE A $25 DONATION TOTHE CENTER FOR THEARTS

AND RECEVE A SPECIAL FRONT& CENTER SEAT FREE

TOR THESE SEATS ONLY CALL THE CENTER 584 7327

Letters
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 2

Bibi'B surfer boyfiri

revolutionary husband Lu\

,t brother. The most inti

hi Kim > Bibi.

Bib omanwl
but many of hereto

,n ,h *"

pinese and love thai she's look Kin m
to play out that persona] battle in wa brought

„ lIt the i

' rreadom, slienatkm, and other pro-

blems that Americans ha

Theresa Wong's Karen wasan interesting depiction

as well, because Karen didn't have the cho rug-

rie with her inner demons she either complied with

the government and remained a simple member of the

State, or she had to fight with all her might to he

guaranteed rights that we've taken for granted. It was

a hard role to plav. because she was more of a symbol

of the billion Chinese people than she was an in

dividual, but Wong played that symbol well.

There were problems as well. I felt the concentration

level dipped at times, and I could feel the actors' ner-

vousness more than their portrayals when that hap^

pened I think that everyone held back a little - 1

wanted to be gripped completely by what was happen

ing but many impulses were stifled and the actors

sometimes didn't take enough time to let us see how

these climactic events were affecting them

In general, though, I enjoyed the production, and the

message that the playwright, the actors and the direc

tor were trying to convey came through: that pursuit

of freedom, be it from governments or from other con^

straints, is a tremendously difficult goal to pursue, and

we need to remember the Tianenmen Square massacre

as a lesson of what can happen when we don't even

have the option to be free.

Letters to a Student Revolutionary will he performed

at UMass in Hampden Theatre Thursday through

Saturday at 8 p.m.

B\i\lm
^ High-Tech Dating Game ^jj

BACK - BLACK Q
MCA Recording Artists E3
Tragically Hip |jpi

ROlH

Thrash Nite

IOUTPATIENTS
&DQQMPATI

upcominq»upcoming»upcoming»upcoming»upcoimng

The Machine Friday- APril 12

TinitaTikaram Saturday, April 13

Heaven's Edge Sunday, April 14

ADVANCE TiX; Katlns's, For the Record, Strawberries,

Hilton, Platterpuss, About Music, Music Outlet

ROUTE 9, HADLEY • 586-4463
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Postwar situation on the Mid East updated
-_*._ »L.. : u * AH_«nl . *» i r. rli.. \r\ Iran_

The Associated Pi

These are the latest developments in the

aftermath of the Persian Gulf War:

— Iraq yesterday claimed the Kurdish

rebellion has been crushed.

— International concern is rising for the

Kurds who have been trying to cross into

Turkey and Iran. Many are suffering from

starvation and exposure.

— Iran is asking for help from the United

Nations and Red Cross to handle tens of

thousands of Iraqi refugees. Baghdad radio

urged the refugees to come back: "We call

on those who left their houses . .
to come

back safely to their cities and villages with

pride, to enjoy the victory and the security

which is everyon

«

— Iraq's ambassador to the United Ns

turns, Abdul Amir al Anban, calls the

cease-fire resolution adopted by the I N

Security Council on Wedn< sdsj

"ootragl >nd a violation of interna

tonal law Iraq did not reject it. how.

The aillllSSaaifcl said the government ot

Saddam HuSSStB will have it- formal

i. spa sss in stvsral days

— President Bush said gain Wednesda\

that the United States will not come to the

aid of the rebels who have been trying to

topple Saddam Hussein from power He

said. "I do not want to see us get sucked

AP PhoCo

AHRII NORTHERN IRAQ - A Kurdish mother carries an AK-47 rifle

while her hushlnd pushes their youn* child in a wheelbarrow recently

as they flee the fighting in Northern Iraq.

Gay Republican breaks stereotype
Wants people to realize that not all gays are Democrats

£.. ,..„fr.^v. nM Boston resident, to a three year appointment as t

into the internal struggle in Iraq.

- Sen. Albert Gore Jr. joined others in

Congress criticizing the administration for

not backing the opponents of Saddam in

Iraq.

•I don't think it's right for us to stand by

and do nothing while the Kurds and others

who oppose Saddam Hussein are being

slaughtered,
-

' the Tennessee Democrat

<aid.

- Intelligence sources in Washington say

that three months ago President Bush gav«-

the CIA authority to aid the rebels. But the

White House has refused to supply the in

surgents with military aid. despite

widespread reports of Iraqi army atrocities

against Kurd- and Shiiti

the United Nations, France \\\\>
;

posed a UN. resolution; condemn Iraqi

military tttacks on Kurdish rebels, d-

mand an end to repression and insist on im

mediate political dialogue with the Kurds

and other Iraqi minorities. That would DC

in addition to the resolution adopted

Wednesday, 19 I That one is intended to

force Iraq tod. ^t n!\ it -chemical and genu

weapons, nuclear capability and n

ballistic weapons Cuba • ainst it

and Ecuador and Yemen abstained

The US Army is turning control of the

postwar reconstruction in Kuwait am

local authority

By MEREDITH O'BRIEN
Collegian Staff

On this campus, the words "gay" and "Republican" do

not seem to go together.

In the wake of last month's Republican Club Straight

Pride" rally, where hundreds of people protested what

they perceived to be homophobia running rampant on

campus, Republicans and the gay, lesbian and bisexual

community have appeared to be at odds

But Michael Duffv, the openly gay Republican commis-

sioner of the Massachusetts Commission Against

Discrimination, said it does not have to be that way

•Tm hoping to build bridges for the gay community [in

the Republican party]," Duffy, who has been a Republican

all his life said. "I want to be a role model for other gay

people, especially young folks."

Last month, Gov. Weld appointed Duffy, the 27-year-

old Boston resident, to a three year appointment as the

head of the MCAD.
While saying it is a common perception that

Republicans are inherently homophobic. Duffy said there

are homophobes in every party, not just the Republican

party. By being both gay and Republican, he said, "I hope

to shatter Republican stereotypes."

Duffy said the gay community cannot limit itself by only

participating in the Democratic party, the party which

traditionally draws gay, lesbian and bisexual support.

"The 1990 Democratic candidate for governor [John

Silberl was the worst . . . candidate, while the Republican

candidates were great on gay issues," Duffy said.

Compared to former Democratic Gov. Dukakis, Duffy

said Weld, a Republican, is very supportive of gay rights

legislation.

"Bill Weld is the most pro-gay governor in the country,

CONTINUED ON PAGE 2

Bush's most recent veto strategy questioned

WASHINGTON (AP) - Item by item, President Bush

has been opening a second front in his veto strategy^un-

checked by a Democratic Congress that hasn t yet been

able to override him on bills he has blocked.

Along with those outright vetoes, the president has re-

jected some specific items in bills he signed, saying he will

not heed congressional directions that he believes intrude

on his constitutional authority.

That isn't quite the line-item veto power he and his

predecessors have sought, but it comes close. The prese

dent is claiming selective authority to reject sections of

bills without the direct vetoes that would send them back

t0

Thos?spSned provisions involve the kind of defense and

diplomatic mandates Bush denounced as mici

INSIDE: 1

I
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Page 3: Five-College professors define

President Bush's "new world

order.

"

Page 5: "Glimpses of Israel" artist ex-

plains her exhibit.

Page 12: Softball clips Hartford Hawks'

wings in double-header.

VEATHER
To all you rooftop-sunbathers: hey, it was on-

ly like 60 yesterday. Mote of the same today,

you frisbee-throwers.

management" in his Persian Gulf victory speech to

C
"lK

e

time to turn away from the temptation to protect

unneeded weapons systems and obsolete bases, he said

in that joint session address a month ago. Its time to

put an end to micro-management of foreign and security

assistance programs, micro-management that humiliates

our friends and allies and hamstrings our diplomacy.

Without making an issue of it, Bush said in bill-signing

statements after the last session of Congress that he would

not necessarily comply with some provisions of measures

he was otherwise accepting, among them.

e A foreign operations appropriation bill that sought

to limit or set terms for some negotiations abroad^ Bush

said he would consider that only advisory, not mandatory,

e A requirement that the administration tell Congress

30 days in advance of any military exercises involving con-

struction expenses of $100,000 or more; Bush said he

would go along when he found it feasible and consistent

with his power as commander in chief.

Military construction appropriations he said would pur-

port to require" projects that will not be needed because

of planned defense cuts.

e An education bill provision requiring reports direct-

ly to Congress from the Department of Education, rejected

by Bush as unconstitutional because "it purports to

preclude me from exercising my constitutional duty to

supervise the executive branch."

Analyzing those moves in the journal The American

Enterprise , two Washington lawyers forecast an eventual

court test that could redefine the scope of presidential veto

P7 Gregory Sidak and Thomas A. Smith said Bush has

become increasingly aggressive in claiming a power of

"constitutional excision" to reject allegedly unconstitu-

tional provisions in bills he signs into law.

CONTINUED ON PAGE 2

Regents react
to Weld's state

education plan
BOSTON (API - The State Board of Regents for

Higher Education says it backs most of a Weld ad

viser's recommendations for reorganizing the state s

education system.

Board Chairperson Paul Tsongas called the document

"the first positive sign" on education from the

K
°^We"ve been critical of the administration and we felt

that thev were going in the wrong direction," Tsongas

said Wednesday. "The Harrington report is really the

first sign that there's education going on.

The report, released Tuesday by James Harrington,

Weld's education adviser, also called for the creation

of a cabinet-level seat for an education official and

preschool education for all 3- and 4 year-olds.

Referred to as the "CEO structure, the approach

would create a state secretary of education who reports

directly to the governor. Tsongas joked that Wednes-

day was the "first time I've ever commended a

Republican CEO."
Tsongas said the Harrington report could have sav-

ed Weld some Beacon Hill frustration about his educa

tion policies. ,

"It was clear that Democrats were going to draw the

line in the sand on this issue," said Tsongas. It s in

everybody's best interest not to have that happen.
'

A Weld spokeswoman said Tuesday the governor sup-

ported the proposals for an education secretariat and

combining state colleges, but had no other public com-

ment on the report.

The report advocates several changes in the ways

state colleges are funded. Harrington endorsed pro-

posals for tuition retention, which allows individual

campuses to control their own revenues. Saying

Massachusetts has the most generous tuition waiver

plan in the country, Harrington calls for scaling back

a program that he contends enables children of all state

workers to attend state schools for free.

But Dominic Slowey, spokesperson for the state Ad

ministration and Finance department, said yesterday

morning Harrington was incorrect. He said only

children of some higher education workers are eligi-

ble for tuition waivers. Some state employees are also

eligible for tuition discounts.
Har

Regarding elementary and secondary education, Har

rington's report called for statewide graduation stan-

dards, a special commission to review all education

regulations, minority recruiting in the schools and ex

tended school days and academic years.

Tsongas is expected to formally announce next week

his candidacy for the Democratic presidential nomina

tion in 1992.
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he said "He supports the (Massachusetts] Gay Rights

Law is supportive of gay foster parents and has made my

appointment and that of other gays. [Former Democratic

Gov] Dukakis did not give gays much access.

Duffv said despite the perceptions that all Republicans

are homophobic, he suffered relatively little backlash from

Republican partv members about being gay.

•I'm open and out and nothing bad has happened to me,

Duffy said he has been openly gay since college and for

all of his political career. Last year Duffy made a failed

bid for the 9th Suffolk District House seat. From the onset

of the campaign, Duffy said he matter-of-factly announc-

ed he was gav, but did not make a major issue of it

While older sectors of the gay community were "really

excited" about his candidacy, Duffy said the younger and

more active members of the community were upset he was

running as a Republican. "They couldn't relate to me be-

ing a Republican," he said.

Duffy urged other gay people, who identify with the

Republican partv and have an urge to enter the political

field, to be strong and make sure there is a solid network

of friends behind them for support.

"There is the illusion that the gay community is all MM

Ug, happy family," he said. "Donl be surprised ifyou get

criticism from other gay people."

He said a bulk of the criticism openly gay politicians,

in both parties have received, is from the gay community

If - much of it centering on the empl >
lack ot

emphasis, thev placed on their sexual orientation.

Duffy is scheduled to speak at Northampton s Gay Pride

rallv May 4.

ANDYS SECRETARIAL SERVICE

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

"On Nov 5 1990, President Bush threw down the

gauntlet, signing nine bills in which he identified

numerous provisions, 31 by our count, that he regard

ed as unconstitutional," Sidak and Smith write. Some

of these provisions he declared to be without legal

force' and severable; others he construed as advisory

. rather than 'mandatory' to avoid a constitutional

confrontation."

He had started the practice a year earlier when he

signed an appropriation bill. He declared then that he

wouldn't comply with the provision that barred the ad

ministration from requiring federal employees to pro-

mise in signed statements that they would not disclose

classified information.

Later, Bush signed a State Department money bill

while rejecting provisions that would have required

notice to Congress of sensitive diplomatic minions, and

of U S contacts with members of the Palestinian

Liberation Organization who might be involved in

terrorism.
, .

.

It all has been done quietly, in writing and on record,

but without the kind of announcements that would in-

vite a confrontation with Congress. That has kept it

a lawyers' argument instead of stirring a political

dispute ..j*
The political argument has been over the direct

vetoes 16 without an override, five more after the last

Congress adjourned, two threatened since the new Con

gress convened. One involves appropriations pro

cedures, the other, a bill to ban the hiring of perma

nent replacements for striking worker-

There will be more as the Democrats press their

domestic agenda and the lines are drawn for the 1992

presidential campaign.

Report Term Papers

Typing and Quality Wont Processing

Resume Consultation

Temporary Help For Any Office

Fast .4/ fordable Service

241 King Si. Northampton 584-1000

SUMMER JOBS AVAILABLE

Even.ng security worker* wanted for Bright Moments

Festival '91 (by the Campus Pond) Concerts are on Thurs-

day evenings in July nth. 18th & 25th Approximately

5-6 hours/shift, limited number of additional day hours

available UMASS students returning in Fall '91 only The

Fine Arts Center is an AA/EO employer Description and

applications available in 207 Hasbrouck Cor

545-0193 for more information
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LOCAL
Panel discusses
'new world order'

Collegian Photo by Dondi Ahearn

DON'T STEP ON THAT CRACK ... - A lone student walks by the

wheelchair ramp at the east side of the Campus Center.

By JASON GEORGE
Collegian Staff

President Bush's frequent use of the term

"new world order"' during the Persian Gulf

War left many observers m nrell

students and professors in this area -

wondering exactly what this term meant

At a panel titled 'New World On 1

.

Economic and Military Perspi

Wednesday night. Five College professors

Samuel Bowles. .James Crotty and Michael

Klare tried to provide answer tty,

an economics professor at the I'm vet

of Massachusetts -aid the term has several

meanings.
"[The new world order] was seen as an

alliance of nations working through the

United Nations, presumably to impose the

rule of law on the world." Crotty said it's

real purpose is as a Strategy for the United

States to retain, or regain, economic

dominance in the world, which it had been

losing to Japan.''

Iraq's invasion of Kuwait last Aug. 2 oc-

curred at a point at which the United

States was faced with two options for

restoring its post World War II dominant

There was the geoeconomic' strategy.

that we ought to learn from Germany.

Japan, and Scandanavia and get our

onomic house in order." Crotty said. "We

had a peace dividend of perhaps $150 to

$200 million to take advantage of

"Or. since the U.S.S.R. had collapsed, the

U.S. could take advantage of its position

as the world's only military superpower,"

continued Crotty.

According to Crotty, the U.S. has clear

ly chosen to exercise its military power to

influence world events.

"The U.S.S.R. is gone as a player, so the

U.S. can do whatever wt want to use the

Third World's economic resources," Crot-

ty said. "The message [from the Persian

Gulf Warl is clear:

nobody dare oppose us, and the question

becomes 'Who's Next?"

Bowles, who also teaches economics at

UMass. placed Bush's attempts to for

mulate a new world order in a context in

which both the United States and the

Soviet Union are in economic decline.

"What we're really seeing is the effect of

the decline of the U.S.," Bowles said.

"There was a way of seeing things when

the U.S. was on top, called 'global

liberalism.'

"This system involved competition bet

ween nations and the goods with the

limited use of military force," Bowles said

"As long as the U.S. was on top. it we

workable ideology.

What we an seeing today is a dramatic

shift," Bowles continued it has a lot to

do with order
"

Bowles was referring to world system

ID which the United States, as the domi

nant military power in the world, would ex

ort control over other nations through its

military Strength. Bowles, however,

thi- "it sighted approach

'There are other things to s,
r

i v et)

its justification besides economic develop

ment." Bowles MUM "The wealth of a na

tion depends very centrally on the way it

I its human reSOOr

We ,an"t be the country which can make

smart bombs but can't make VCRs,

Bowles said "The money locked up m the

Pentagon IS holding hack our economy."

Klare. a political science professor si

Hampshire college, who specialises in

defense snalysts, often truing to those

who think the apparent ease with which

the United States defeated Iraq will p<

vide a blueprint for a successful foreign

policy in the ftttU

"A consensus developed in early 19

that we had to create a national security

threat on the scale of the (old War." KUu

said. "The threat (the IS military]

developed was not in the Ka-t. but in Hi

ing Third World power-
'

Klare said the Iraqi invasion of Kuwait

has caused many in this country to see t he

mission of the U.S. military as redirected

toward Third World powers, which

perceived threat to U.S. economic intet

"The war has confirmed to many

members of Congress, the military ap-

paratus, and the mainstream media that

this strategy of fighting Third World

powers is what we should have." Klare

said.

"The Pentagon can expect Congres

for a military strategy of this type for B

generation to come."

It would be a mistake to expect similar

results than those of the Persian ( lUlf war.

Klare said.

Bowles offered perhaps the most cryptic

warning for a United States which i

tempting to create a new world order bas-

ed on military strength alone

"Powerful militaries, which don't have

economic underpinnings will be eventual

ly brushed aside," Bowles said.

..^

—
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Three candidates to run in April 9 student elections
—

SJJJ Students who live in Northeast or Sylvan

By ALEX DERING
Collegian Staff

Elections for the positions of Student

Trustee and Student President will be held

on April 9, from 11 a.m. to 7 p.m., at four

of the dining commons, the Newman

Center and the Hatch.

The division of Student Affairs' refusal

to recognize the April 9 elections has

resulted in a severely narrowed field: only

three people are running for the two offices.

Two of those candidates, Kevin Newnan

and Ken Parker, are running for the posi-

tion of Student Trustee.

Newnan is a junior. He has been a stu-

Collegian flip photo

David Gagne

dent senator for three years and was

recently appointed to serve on the Univer-

sity Commission on Undergraduate Stu-

dent Governance established to restructure

the student government.

Newnan said he is running for the office

of Student Trustee, despite the SAO's

refusal to recognize the elections, because

he believes the division of Student Affairs

should not control student government.

"The Student Senate set April 9 as the

date for student elections and it is totally

irrelevant whether Student Affairs

recognizes the elections or not."

If elected, Newnan said he would focus

on binding the student body into a cohesive

unit.

"It's time for students to start working

together on student issues, like the propos-

ed $1,000 tuition increase, instead of

fighting against each other," he said.

"We've all seen the damage that a conflict

of egos can cause. Students have to pull

together and set aside personal differences

or one day we'll discover that all our rights

have been taken away while we were

fighting."

Newnan also said students must work

with the administration.

"There must be a dialogue, with students

on one end, and administrators on the

other, with both sides working on a

mutually acceptable solution," he said.

Parker is a second-semester junior and

has been a member of the Student Senate

for two years. He is the SGA's State House

Action Project Coordinator and was an in

Collegian file photo

Ken Parker

tern on Capitol Hill.

If elected, Parker will focus en the budget

crisis and ensuring there is a student in-

put in decision making processes on

campus.
"Strong public education is an invest-

ment for a strong economic future," said

Parker. "Students are paying too much and

getting too little. I want to fight to hold the

line on tuition and fees, and try to main-

tain the state allocation for higher educa-

tion. We're already last in the nation [for

state allocations to public higher educa-

tion], let's not get any lower."

Parker also wants to give students more

of a voice in the decision making processes

occurring on the campus.

Students who live in Northeast or Sylvan

may vote at the Worcester Dining

Commons.
Students from Orchard Hill or Central

may vote at the Franklin Dining

Commons.
The student residents of Southwest-

North may vote at the Hampshire Dining

Commons.
The student residents of Southwest-South

may vote at the Berkshire Dining

Commons.
Students living in Greek Housing ma>

vote at the Newman Center.

Commuter students may vote at the

Hatch.

Absentee bal OtS will be available for any

student whoi; nnot vote at the designated

location.

Gagne explained the other people who

were running for the office of president. ".

probably di cided not to run because SAO

declared that the [April 9) elections would

not be recognized."

Gagne views the office of president as one

concerned with issues which have a daily

affect on students.

"The president is supposed to be closely

linked to all aspects of student government,

especially the area governments." said

Gagne. "But once the president gets

elected, he or she usually leaves the area

governments dangling."

Gagne said this is a mistake, as the area

CONTINUED ON PAGE 4
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Gay activists at work in South Africa

As governmental bans lift South African gays come out
9

.... j: „~i .ko inrrPflsinc racial diversity withu

BY JASON MCDONALD
and LISA VESHECCO
Collegian Correspondents

South Africa, a country struggling with racist ««*»£
has in the last two years developed a movement to fight

for gav and lesbian civil rights as well, according to an

author who lectured Wednesday n.ght at Hampsh.re

C
NeTMiller. author of/. Search ofa Gay America gave

a talk titled the "Emergence of the Lesbian and Ga> C iv H

Rights Movement in South Africa^

For mam vears a small, mainly White gay and lesbian

community SSSd. but was forced^^^^
to the atmosphere of intolerance w.thin the counti>. he

"^.ueve, . wuhm eight months of the l««~«^
tins at the prohibition against marches and public

demonstrations, the gays and lesb.ans f*+*fig£
w,th this era of reform - many already involved * it h tht

a„,i apartheid movement -and held the first annual I

hian and Gav Pride March on Oct 13. 1990.

Se march\h,ch included Blacks and Whites, attracted

over 800 gavs and lesbians Some marchers wore-paper

bag> over their heads, and chants varied from Out of the

closets, into th- to "Were here, we re queer, we re

liUer -aid organizers received a permit from the

.eminent allowing the march to take place.

ALL AGES-ALL SHOWS
THE COMEDY ZONE

Friday and Saturday 8: 30 pm

then after the show

LATt NIGHT (10:30 pm - 1 00 am)

KARAOKE
PARTY

Miller discussed the increasing racial diversity within

Sou h African gay communities and organizations. One

^J ionization. GROW, currently has 400 members, 60

nrecent of which are Black.

'The emergence of a non-racial lesbian and gay group

i. sLnificTnt
" says Miller, who has returned to Boston

lern^y before" continuing his worldwide tour for his

U
GROWisTs^ntont organization. Miller «id. j^uae

its members were the major political block fighting for

he phra>* "sexual orientation" to be included in the Bill

of Rights within the African National Congi

the problems of gays
. ^

The philosophical recognition of lesbianism has been re-

,,nt!n
P
South Africa due to the lasting.influence of former

British colonialism, according to Miller.

He said that, historically. Queen Victoria did not believe

women would commit such acts, thus lesbianism was

never socially recognized or legally criminalized «n the

Nllller plans to visit South America, Africa, and the Mid

die East to give them gay perspectives from other

count i
!

elections
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governments are the "closest link" between students

in general and the president.

"In the past, there has been a situation where the

student leaders have had the mind set that they were

there to serve the administration and work with

students, when it should be the other way around. Stu-

dent leaders serve the students and work with the ad

ministration," Gagne said.

•We've seen a total lack of student leadership recent-

ly
" he concluded. "They take the title and the honors,

but not the responsibilities. I want the responsibilities

Stephen McAfee, a student elections coordinator

responsible for ensuring that no violations of the elec

toral process occur, said all polling places will be open

from 11 a.m. to 7 p.m.

Students who live in Northeast or Sylvan may vote

at the Worcester Dining Commons.

Students from Orchard Hill or Central may vote at

the Franklin Dining Commons
The student residents of Southwest North may vote

at the Hampshire Dining Commons.

The student residents of Southwest South may vote

at the Berkshire Dining Commons.

Students living in Greek Housing may vote at the

Newman Center.

Commuter students may vote at the Hatch.

Absentee ballots will be available for any student

who cannot vote at the designated location.

Mon-Thurs

5 pm • 8 pm

ALL YOU CAN EAT
BUFFET
$5.99

11:30 -3 pm

ALL YOU CAN EAT
SUNDAY BRUNCH

$6.99

BACK
IN
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MCA Rtx_Gir»ng Arthh
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Hip

^

• Csr3
• Trucks
• Cargo Vans

Sp*,,,. yfeekV »«1 Ww*»wJ Rale*

North Amherst

Auto Rental
Rt 63, 40 Montague Rd.

North Amherst MA

549-RENT
(549-7368)

EOUTPATIENTS

DOOM PATROL

On Bu$ Poult

"I

I

PEKING GARDEN
Mandarin Szechuen Cuisine

Open lunch & Dinner 7 days a week

Route 9 Russel St. Hadley 5861202

EUROPE * CAR
RENT or BUY

LOWEST PRICES
FOR STUDENTS, TEACHERS

EUROPE BY CAR
One Rockefeller Plaza

New York. NY 10020

Phone (212) 581-30*0

Mail thi* ad lor Special

Student /Teacher Taritt.

I RENTAL 3 LEAS* PURCHASE

•upcoming*

The Machine Friday. Apnl 12

Timta Tikaram Saturday. Apiil 13

Heaven's Edge Sunday. April 14

AJMAHCUfc
. Kirlna'i. Foi •»• Rtcocd. Seewberrtee,

Itlton, PtotUrpue*. About Music, Mu»lc

QMM

ROUTE 9, HADLEY
586-4463

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS DEPARTMENT OF

Theater
DON JUAI\

BY TIRSO DE MOLINA

•»£* f%f\ rjrr Professional

|
P3.W V/rr

Consultation and

: With Caren style, cut & Dry

Only Reg $16 00 lo $18 00

Firsl time customers cn!y Exp 4/30/91

$5.00 Anv Perm

^r»T« FaC,al ° r

I OFF Highlighting

I First time customers only

$10 OFF TANNING SESSION
First time customers only. Exp 4 .'10 91'

RAND THEATER

APRIL 4-6 AND 10-13 AT 8 P.M.

WAS DON JUAN A GREAT LOVER OR

A HEARTLESS MANIPULATOR? DRIVEN BY

A LEGENDARY APPETITE FOR CONQUEST,

HE JUMPS FROM TRYST TO TRYST,

HEEDLESS OF THE CONSEQUENCES.

'

TICKETS: FINE ARTS CENTER

BOX OFFICE. 545 25 1 1

ADMISSION: $5 GENERAL PUBLIC.

$3 STUDENTS AND SENIOR CITIZENS.

Study Social Sciences in London

Study Year Abroad, Postgraduate Diplomas,

One-Year Master's Degrees and Research

Opportunities in the Social Sciences.

Subjects include:-

Accounting and Finance •Actuarial Science* Business

Studies • Economics • Econometrics • Economic

History • European Studies • Geography • Government •

Health Planning • Housing • Industrial Relations •

Information Systems • International Historyalnternational

Relations -Law •Management -Operational Research*

Philosophy. Logic & Scientific Method • Population Studies

Politics • Regional & Urban Planning • Sea Use Policy*

Social Administration • Social Anthropology •Social Plan-

ning in Developing Countries •Social Work • Sociology*

Social Psychology •Statistics & Mathematical Sciences*

Application lorms from

Assistant Registrar (CASS). Room H616.

London School of Economics and Political Science

Houghton Street. London WC2A 2AE. England

staling whether undergraduate or postgraduate

Editorial/Opinion^
The op.mons on thisme ore thoVol the individual writer orcaJt and do not necessanly .fleet the v:eWs of the Collet or the Univers,ty unless othewsenveti

Photog. defends her work
wt. *i. *» tA'

Maybe it's easier to explain what

"Glimpses of Israel: A Visual

Travelogue," my photography exhibit at

the Augusta Savage Gallery, isn't.

It isn't political.

And maybe I should explain how the

exhibit got to the New Africa House

Gallery, which some consider an inap-

propriate venue, in the first place.

It was invited.

I'm probably not the best person to

write about this "controversy," simply

because I'm not sure how it came about.

If detractors anxious to resume the

Israel-bashing absent from UMass most

of this semester have a new cause,

however misplaced, that's fine with me.

But, they undercut their own legitimacy

by focusing on an artistic event - a

Alisa Beikowitz

celebration of a culture — and pressur-

ing those in charge of the exhibit to

renege on a contract.

The primary charge against Glimpses

ofIsrael is that it neglects to include the

Palestinian struggle. I agree: the exhibit

ignores many aspects of Israel (hence

the title Glimpses). I neglected to in-

clude, for example, pictures of war

memorials commemorating thousands

of Israeli dead in the wars of 1948, 1956.

1967, and 1973, when Arab neighbors

attacked the State. I purposely did not

include pictures of civilian Israelis

stabbed in their yards by Palestinians.

I don't show Palestinians dancing on

rooftops after Israelis died in SCUD at-

tacks. And yes, I am "guilty" of not

representing the West Bank and Gaza's

refugee camps.

Why? Because this exhibit is

apolitical. Those who have seen it know

this. To those who claim (as indeed they

have) that merely calling the land

"Israel"is a bigoted act, I have nothing

to say. Israel is its name.

But if I was truly hell-bent on ignor-

ing Israeli Arabs, why have I included

pictures of a Muslim Mosque? Why

didn't I tear up the negatives ofthe Gulf

of Aqaba? Why is the Dome of the Rock

the most prominent structure evident in

my shots of the Old City?

Political criticism of any country is

legitimate if it is balanced and fair.

Political criticism against an artistic ex-

hibit, however, is inappropriate -

especially if it is as unbalanced and fac-

tually incorrect as in this case. Those

who have a problem with Israel, and

those who are dissatisfied with the in

ternal workings of The New Africa

House, have misplaced their anger. In-

stead of setting up their own exhibit to

challenge mine, they are using Glimp-

ses of Israel as a vehicle to flaunt their

political correctness.

Other opposition stems from those

who believe space in The New Africa

House should be reserved solely for

African American and Third World ar-

tists and issues. For the last 20 years,

the Augusta Savage Gallery has serv-

ed as a forum for African American ar-

tists whose works were unwelcome at

other galleries. But the "Gallery

History, Philosophy and Attendance"

pamphlet also states that its goal is "to

further teach a better understanding of

the historical context of minority

cultures . . . generating a multi-cultural

approach to artforms" and "to present

traditional and contemporary artforms

and their significance in the context of

their own cultures and society."

I did not intend to intrude on gallery

space. As I stated before, the exhibit was

invited. The Augusta Savage Gallery

was constructed to exhibit art, and lost

money last semester because it was

empty. Where were the counterexhibits

then?

Glimpses of Israel has been in plann-

ing since last semester. Anyone oppos-

ing the pictures or their placement in

The New Africa House had months to

state their case. At one point, the exhibit

could have been moved, but all were

silent. The exhibit is now in place. The

time to protest, to write letters, to de-

mand equal space, is past.

And yet, some in opposition still claim

"solidarity with the plight of the Jewish

people." The best way to be an ally,

however, is to allow each individual to

define his or her culture and heritage

on his or her own terms. In Glimpses of

Israel, I have fulfilled this definition.

Alisa Berkowitz is a UMass student

The SGA elections must wait
A historical time has begun at UMass.

For many years here at this school, too

many years for any student to recall, the

student government has been totally inef

fective. How this occurred is irrelevent.

What it means is totally relevant to every

fee-paying student. The student govern

ment has the incredible responsibility of

allocating $2.5 million to student organiza

tions and events. The Student Government

Association has the even more important

responsibility of representing the

undergraduate students' views to the

administration.

Every Wednesday the best comic enter

tainment is available in Room 163 of the

Richard A. Sugaiman

Campus Center. Your elected represen

tatives play politician.' These people try

to pretend they are in Washington, acting

like a Republican should act. They act like

a Democrat should act. However, there is

no need for this. These people need to face

up to the responsibility that they have been

entrusted with by the student body. This

responsibility includes stopping the in-

credible, consistent infighting that has oc

curred in the SGA's past. This includes

stopping people from trying to meet their

personal goals instead of bettering student

programming.
The Senate leadership <the infamous

'gang of five') asked the administration to

step in and force the Senate to "grow up

and get on with meeting their respon

sibilities. The administration forced us to

set up a commission which would re

structure the student government There

has been some controversy over including

administrators on the commission. Well. I

have news. The administration has the

authority to control everything the SGA
does They always have. And for the

foreseeable future, they will. The ad

ministration allows us the right to ad

minister the Student Activities Trust Fund

basically because the students imposed thai

fee upon themselves, and we are cheep

labor. Thus, by including administrators in

the commission we are nhrinf the problem

ofhaving to n<» back to the administration

with a proposed new government, which

they could conceivably reject.

On April 9 there will be an election for

a new SGA president and student trustee.

These are important posit ions in the world

dl student government. However, only

three people are running for these two posi

tions when, historically, many people have

sought these seats. Why? Well, basically

because the Commission to Restructure

Student Governmnet will not have a finish

ed product until May 1 We ask people to

boycott the April 9 election.

By boycotting this April 9 illegitimate

election you are sending a message to the

administration and student government

that you want an end to this playing

around. You are demanding that your stu

dent government grow up. You are laying

that you want the SGA to spend your

money in a responsible way. You are

demanding a legitimate, viable, efficient

student government.

Richard Sugarman it a former SGA
senator

Notes from the Campus Center basement
A tribute: The folks who work in restaurants, bars and

nightclubs deserve a hand. Actually, they deserve a lot

more They feed us, bring us cocktails and clean up after

us They get wet and greasy, pushed and prodded and yet

they still have enough energy to get us that extra slab

°
As°a rule, they don't get paid enough. Virtual slavery

should at least pay well. Over the past year, I've seen at

least four or five waitpeople crying after being chewed out

by the boss. The boss can usually be found at the bar,

surveying his or her kingdom.

Jeremy P. Levinson

Everyone from the lacrosse team to a herd of deadheads

got The Spirit of Baba Yaga that night.

Folks skipped the Light Fandango. Drinking, danc

ing, drinking, singing, drinking - merrymaking you

know I have never seen bartenders move so fast for so

long And, if it took a big, brawny type like myself 15

minutes to cross the bar, imagine the hell waitresses went

through with a tray of drinks.

Getting out of hand is good for us. Provided of course

that we still treat each other well. For the most part, that s

what happened. Of course some of us should have stop-

ped drinking before we did. And, some of us could stand

to learn that a pleasant, but loud, "Excuse me,' will get

one through a crowd as fast as a forceful shoulder does.

But, what the hell. No one died, right?

Blame it on the band. Or the moon, or a bad piece of

chicken If we had The Spirit, we got it from the band and

their music. And, Latrobe, PA. Fine. Let your hair down^

Escape for a few hours and revel in the loud, sweaty mob

that is us. Look out for each other. Treat the people who

serve us with gratitude and respect and, in the end,

everyone will be happier. And, they won't spit in your

food.

Jeremy P. Levinson is a Collegian columnist

Tip well. Most of a person's paycheck depends on you.

Don't order food. Request it. In short, remember that you

haven't bought a human being; that a waitper-

son/cook/bartender doesn't forfeit the right to dumb

mistakes, occasional lethargy or just a bad day.

When vou go out, have fun. Treat well the people who

serve you, and a good time will be had by all. Beer tastes

better when served up by someone not dreading their job.

And besides if we are decadent enough to have someone

feeding us and cleaning up after us - I know I am - we

ought to be grateful.

Baba Yaga inspired this column by turning Twisters

Tavern into a zoo Wednesday night. Zillions of folks came

to jam with the rockin'-est ska band this side of the Par-

tridge Family. B.Y. packed their sets with covers ofJ.mi

Hendrix and the Police as well as a lot of originals. These

four musician, look their name from a witch in a Rus-

sian folktale.

She cast her spell - loudly and with vigor. Twisters

was packed wall-to-wall with a truly diverse crowd.

The damage done, now is the time to 'fess up
To those who violated Jason McDonald's

privacy: .

T

I draw no conclusions concerning your identities, i

don't know who you are, but I do know what you've

done and what I think of it. I shall be fascinated to hear

what answer you have to make for your actions, in

whatever form you deem appropriate.

What could have been going through your heads/ Not

only have you committed a shocking act of cruelty for

the most base personal reasons, you have created an

atmosphere of paranoia and distrust that is likely to

set back the gayflesbian/bisexual community s political

and personal development more effectively than all the

conservative venom on this campus.

It is said that this was intended to punish Jason

McDonald for some unspecified slight which he may

or may not have committed. I find this unspeakably

arrogant. No insult could justify the cold-blooded

destruction of a young person's chances for an educa

tion family relations, and a positive coming out ex-

perience It was against all right and conscience that

you appointed yourselves Jason McDonald's judge,

jury, and executioner.

Now that the damage is done, however, honor

demands that you come forward and give your side of

the story in an honest fashion. Democracy depends on

individuals' willingness to take responsibility for the

ways in which they use their freedom.

The character of the LBGA has been affected. What

shy, insecure, gay freshperson will find the courage to

live openly on this campus and explore groups like the

LBGA, if this kind of cutthroat betrayal is what awaits

them'' And how can we present a united front against

homophobia from the straight world if we insist on be

ing each other's worst enemies? Must history call us

not a strong, compassionate community, but a pack of

bloodthirsty jackals?

Congratulations, whoever you are. You've succeed-

ed in doing Ted Marvelias' work for him.

Louise R. Godchaux
Northampton

155!
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The

INDIA
HOUSE

RESTAURANT
Serving in the

same location on
State St. since 1984

45 STATE ST.

NORTHAMPTON, MA
586-6344

BOG passes voluntary prayer motion
By RUA KELLY
Collegian Staff

The Board of Governors, despite the administration's

refusal to recognize their authority at this time, met last

night in the Campus Center.

The BOG is currently reviewing its constitution in com-

mittee and a motion was passed to bring the proposals

of their constitutional committee before the executive

board next week. The Board also discussed the upcom

ing April 9 elections.

According to Board Chairperson Susan Gordon, every ol

fice appearing on the ballot will have a candidate.

A motion proposed by Gov. Ted Maravelias was p

ed. which calls for a "voluntary Christian prayer" before

each meeting, an amendment to remove the word Chris

tian from the motion was rejected.

Gov. William Hewitt decried the motion, calling it

David and Goliath battle against the Supreme Court,"

however. Maravelius cited the need to "challenge the

status quo of [the University] as a secular institution.

Several governors were upset over the passage of the

motion.

Gov. Chris Thomas said, "I think (this vote] is just going

to bring more bad press to the Board and I'm very

disappointed in this body.''

The Board voted unanimously to pursue legal action

against the persons responsible for creating the commis-

sion reviewing student government at the University.

The motion charges that the commission, empowered

by interim Vice Chancellor for Student Affairs Jo-Anne

Vanin, is "acting out of bounds with the SGA Constitu-

tion as well as the agreement formalized April 4, 1985

regarding the Board of Governoi

Gordon spoke of possible legal violations to investigate,

such M I breach of contract or civil rights issues.

In other busuv
• Steve Curry, Mary Noone, and Michael Levy were

nominated to run for chaiperson and Rich Brown «U
nominated for vice chairperson. The Board will vote on

the candidates next week

• Got Maravelias made a failed attempt to suspend

the rules to discuss his motion concerning the removal

of the Union Video Center from i< n the Campus

iter due to what he alleged was "p.. lil -rimina

• Mao a motion to reinstitute the I
located

to tht.
I

ruled out of order by the chairperson.

U I V I S I o \ r I \ I I N (. t I) I t \ TIOS

SUMMER SPARKLES
at UMass

Universityof

Massachusetts

at Amherst

Summer
1991

Over 300 credit and nuncredk courses and wort

(hops will bedazde you in the I Mass Summer v

lion K glittering lineup of classes is conveniently

red lx>th da) and evening in two. six week •

lions First stssion runs June l-.luh 1 —

:

BCCOad stssion runs Jul\ 16-AMgOM 22.

Register—b) mail, bj telephone, b> FAX. or in puson bcflnaisig

April 16 fa the course or workshop of your choice

i „ »,<>,, nifotnialuoi ,» a fatf*n* <alahf>. call the Dii i>i«n of

( ntitiuHinu Mioation at .7 t5'24i I

l
,,m,,,,ii,,,.,.,ii.ii.i..imiiiiH..Hiiii.HiiHiiiiiiii..mi.iiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii«Mi«ni»im«"
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COLLEGIAN WORKSHOP
"Covering The Third World"

by

Professor David DuBois

Monday, April 8, 7 p.m.

MANDATORY FOR STAFF
AND CORRESPONDENTS

Anyone who can't make it must get in touch with Pam.

mmiiiimiiimmimimmnmiiiiiiiimititiiimitimim
iiiiiiiimhiiii
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THIS FRIDAY 2-6 PM

THE TOC
SEAFOOD BAR

PEEL 'N' EAT
SHRIMP

$ 4.25/HALF DOZ

~i

FRESH
STEAMERS

$ 4.50/'BUCKET'

rwr* tVfllTfcfrt
^nt^

TONIGHT
CHESS KINGS

Rhythm & Blues. Rock 'n Roll

5th

SATURDAY 6th

THE COUNTDOWN CONTINUES
"50" Days to Graduation

5j 50c Drafts

$1.50 Food Specials

$1.50 Drink Specials

30 Boltwood Walk, Amherst

OYSTERS
ON THE HALF SHELL

S4.50/HALF DOZ

ONLY AT THE TOC LOUNGE
11th FLOOR CAMPUS CENTER

andcompre*
wn-

Los

Available at your local books***

S T. MARTI N'S PRESS

ARTS & LIVING
The Tragically Hip to take their unhipness to Katina's
Anti-trend.

It's a good credo for a band to go by, especially in these

times where most groups seem more like ideas manufac

tured by major label executives than real people who just

want to play music.

The Tragically Hip, a group from Canada that mixes

influences ranging from the Rolling Stones to the Sex

Pistols, go by such a credo. They took their name from

Michael Nesmith's Elephant Parts video as an indictment

of their unhipneee.

The group began in late 1983 when Gordon Downie

(vocals), Bobby Baker (guitar), Gord Sinclair (bass) and

Johnny Fav (drums) got together, and decided that they

were destined to make some noise. A couple of years later

they added rhythm guitarist Paul Langlois to complete

the line up.

Through extensive touring they became very popular

in their native country and after one particularly im-

pressive live show in Toronto they were signed to MCA
Record* Their finl release on MCA, Up to Here, which

followed up bv their most recent album. Road Ap-

ples made a little headwav in the United States but ab-

solutely exploded in Canada, selling 200,000 copies which

..nsidered double platinum there. They were awarded

Motf Promising Group of the Year" at the 1990 Juno

awards, Canada's answer to the Grammys.

The Tragically Hip adtt play at Katina's in Hadley on

Saturday The 18-and-over shoie mil start at 8 p.m.

- DANIELLE DOWLING

Photo courtesy MCA Record*

The Tragically Hip are (from left to right): Paul Langlois, Gord Sinclair, Gordon Downie, Bobby

Baker and Johnny Fay.

John Carter is gone,

Threadgill is coming
By BILL ROSENBLATT
Collegian Staff

Yet another jazz master has Ml Oft,

though this one is not likely to get the

tacky necrophilia treatment the industry

bestows on the likes of Dexter Gordon and

ih Yaughan. Composer and reed player

John Carter passed away on Wednesday at

the age of 61.

Valley
Jazz

Carter was a key member of the 70s L->-

Angeles musical underground. Along with

his onetime side-kick, trumpeter Bobby

Bradford, he hung out and recorded with

Ornette Coleman.

Luckily, he died after completing his

masterwork: a five-album series called

Roots and Folklore: Episodes in the

Development ofAmerican Folk Music. Each

LP explored a particular period in the

history of African-Americans, starting with

pre-slavery Africa, working through the

slave trade and Emancipation to the turn

of the 20th century.

The music on these phenomenal albums

(the first on the Italian Black Saint label,

the rest on domestic indie Gramavision) in-

corporates elements from the periods

represented into a post-modernist

framework, and the medium sized

ensembles include Carter's cohorts from

L.A. as well as adventurous players from

the current New York avant-garde.

In happier news, another exciting, eclec-

tic composer and reed player is still very

much with us and is coming to the area

next Tuesday night: Henry Threadgill

and his new band Very Very Circus will be

at the Iron Horse in Northampton at 7 p.m.

Threadgill came up in the early 70s as

a member of the Chicago-based Association

for the Advancement of Creative Musicians

(AACM), the most successful of the various

artists' collectives that sprung up during

the 60s. The original intent of these

organizations was to take the "means of

production" (recording, rehearsal and per-

formance space) into the musicians' own

hands and away from the constrictions of

the recording industry. Their musical out-

put shows that they took full advantage of

their new-found freedom; it was the most

experimental music ever recorded under

the rubric of "jazz."

The trio Air, an AACM group, was

Threadgill's first vehicle. The band was a

marvel: three virtuoso musicians

(Threadgill on reeds, bassist Fred Hopkins

and drummer Steve McCall) com

municating telepathically with each other

onstage, the spiritual fathers of Boston's

The Fringe. „

Air was also among the first •free

groups to explicitly state the linkage bet

ween that music and the rest of the Black

tradition; their 1976 album Air h>re was

a collection of Scott Joplin and Jelly Roll

Morton tunes that Boston Phoenix critic

Bob Blumenthal called "unsurpassed as a

statement of historical homage from the

perspective of the fronti«

Although Air was a collective. Threadgill

was its principal composer and clearly its

leader. So it wasn't surprising when Air

broke up in the mid-80s and Threadgill

pursued more challenging compositional

opportunities. He joined the freewheeling

David Murray Octet, whose sound Amiri

Baraka termed "avant gut bucket," and

then formed his own seven-piece band, the

Sextett (sic].

The Sextett released five wonderful

albums with evolving personnel. With this

group, Threadgill showed himself to be the

most interesting writer for medium-sized

ensembles since Charles Mingus; he won

a Down Beat critics' poll for composition a

few years ago. Like Mingus and Ellington,

he has a knack for writing material

especially tailored to the particular musi

cians in his bands, and his music contains

references to styles from throughout the

Black music continuum.

Threadgill's music is easiest to describe

in terms of the ambiguities that make it

consistently fascinating. Most important

ly, his writing has a "classical" complexi-

ty and harmonic density, but this never

gets in the way of the blues feel and swing-

ing rhythms. It always straddles a line bet

ween composition and improvisation.

Threadgill is fond of mournful, dirge-like

tunes (in the tradition of New Orleans

funeral marches); each of his albums seems

to contain one such, and he even manages

to inject this mood into some of his most

exuberant, up-tempo compositions.

The Sextett's instrumentation included

traditional jazz instruments, but added the

occasional unusual one, such as cello and

bass trombone. In contrast, Threadgill's

new group Very Very Circus goes complete-

ly off the deep end: french horn, two

guitars, two tubas (another nod to turn-of-

the-century New Orleans) and drums in ad-

dition to Threadgill's saxes and flutes. The

group made its debut in December 1989 at

one of those typical zillion-dollar-admission

New Year's gigs in New York

History can correct

our collective amnesia
By JAY ALLAIN
Collegian Correspondent

Hope and History: \Miy He Must Share

the Story of the Movement

Vincent Harding
Orbis Books

For many of us. the Civil Rights »
ment ,

usode in United States

history. Often it is crowded out by the

unrelenting angst and excitement that

the fabled Sixties spawned - from the

trauma of the Kennedy assassination in

1963 to the provocative revolts against

the Vietnam War and even normalcy

itself, later in the decade Yet by failing

to recall the meaning of the Civil Rights

movement, we not only fail to grasp it I

impact on subsequent events, but its

significance for today. Although George

Orwell warned us in Nineteen Eighty-

Four of the penchant for ruling cliques

to "rewrite history" to serve their own

purposes, few of us face the risks involv-

ed in forgetting the movement that

changed race relations in this country-

forever.

Book Review
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As such, Hope and History is a vital

corrective to our collective amnesia.

Blending superbly the skills of the

historian and the change agent, Vincent

Harding not only re-invokes a people's

passion for social justice, but insists that

it is a movement that we ignore at our

own peril.

Reminding us of Dr. Martin Luther

King Jr.'s call for a movement "to

redeem the soul of America," Harding

asks: "What greater gift could a nation

receive? And what struggles lie ahead

if the nation does not know its soul?"

Even the most cursory glance at

present-day America, with its multiple

scourges of racism, violence and social

neglect, make these very important

questions indeed.

Dr. Harding, a historian by training,

continues to offer seminars on the im-

plications of the 60s' African-American

struggle and served as senior advisor to

"Eyes on the Prize." Unlike many

historians, however, the author refuses

to remain detached from the past or

force it into neat categories to fill history

textbooks. Instead, like some impassion-

ed shaman from the groves of academia,

Harding reveals that history can be both

informed and inspired. Including the

writing technique of the rhetorical ques-

tion and masterful use of parentheses,

Hope and History becomes less a review

of the past than an encounter with the

preeenl

Occasionally the two literary devices

coincide, as when the author asks:

"What empowers a Black man in 1965

to stand in front of a group of white law

Offkeri (With all the terrible history of

such encounters written in his hones)

and lecture them on the meaning of the

Nuremberg tribunals and on personal

accountability for their consciences?"

In a chapter entitled "God- App .1 to

This Age," Harding personal izes his

subject matter hv using simple language

describe a revolting event: "He e

only five years old . . . now a sec nty

guard us) assigned to his elementary

school because he brought a loaded han

dgun to school." Later in the chapter the

author verbalizes an unasked question

felt by many: Is it too late?" Yet he con-

fronts hard questions like these without

succumbing to despair — or retreating

into mere platitudes (although his

religious foundations are evident, as

they were for much of the Civil Rights

movement.) Frequently he challenges

the cool resignation and consumerism so

rampant today with directness and con-

cern: ".
. .there are times in our ex-

perience when we are living lives which

contradict and deny the best truths that

we claim for ourselves." Dr. Harding

strives mightily to revive those truths

from within us by sharing with us the

diverse voices that moved a nation —

voices as varied as Malcolm X, the poet

Langston Hughes and writer Margaret

Walker. At other times, a simple obser

vation suggests the feeling of that era,

as when Mrs. Polly Heidelberg, a black

woman from Mississippi, recalls when

Rita Schwerner left the roots she had

formed in the South. Leaving the very

soil that had taken the life of her hus-

band, Mickey, and returning to New
York City, Mrs. Heidelberg comments:

"You never saw a lady weep like Rita

Schwerner when it was time for her to

leave."

Although Hope and History was

especially written for educators who

seek to introduce a new generation of

students to the Civil Rights movement,

its appeal should hardly be confined to

academics. Like the movement he so ob

viously admires, this work is also a gift.

Into the wounds of divisiveness. Dr.

Harding casts a bridge; into the depths

of our silence, he speaks. As an African

writer once explained, "I am a citizen

of a country that does not yet exist
'

Like a Biblical prophet, Vincent Har

ding points us to that promised land.

Only we can take the next steps.
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Body's initial attack on AIDS virus may lead to vaccine
"^

•/ _. , .m, n u „^* c that thprP is something very effective

BOSTON (AP) - The discovery that the

bodv mounts a furious but ultimately futile

attack on the AIDS virus in the first weeks

of the infection may help scientists develop

vaccines against the disease, doctors

reported yesterday.

In two studies in the New England Jour

nal of Medicine, researchers found that

during the first weeks after it gets into the

body, the AIDS virus multiplies rampant

ly. But then the body's natural defense

•em goes to work and kills the virus by

the billions, knocking it back to barely

noticeable levels

•If that effective immune respond

alreadv in place before virus replication

can take off. then it's quite likely that there

will be a complete halt of virus growth,"

said Dr. David D. Ho, one of the

researchers.

However, another prominent AIDS scien-

tist cautioned that because this immune

reaction, no matter how powerful, fails to

destroy the virus completely, it is unlike-

ly to provide the absolute protection

necessary for a vaccine.

"We have to prevent the virus from get-

ting into people in the first place, and if it

does, we have to learn how to make im-

mune responses that are different from

those that naturally occur," said Dr.

William Haseltine of the Dana Farber

Cancer Institute

The studies were conducted by Ho, direc

tor of the Aaron Diamond AIDS Research

Center in New York, and Dr. Stephen J.

Clark of the University of Alabama.

Together, they documented the initially

overwhelming growth of the virus and then

the body's vigorous response in seven peo-

ple who were newly infected with the

AIDS, or HIV, virus.

"We found that very early on during the

illness, there is a tremendous burst of virus

replication that occurs in the patient," said

Ho. "It was quite revealing to see it grow-

so quickly. That has never been formally

documented for HIV
"Then things turn around a week or two

later," he said. "The virus replication

returns to barely detectable levels It rag-

gests that there is something very effective

in the host that can quickly control the

spread of the virus."

Ho added, "It is very important to study

that. We will be spending a lot of time and

energy to pursue that effective immune

response."

All of the men studied had gone to the

hospital for treatment of sickness resulting

from the initial infection. Their symptoms

included rashes, fever, sore throats and

aches. All got better without treatment.

"They are sickest when their virus levels

are highest," said Clark. "They have not

had time yet to develop an immune

response. As it emerges, the virus declines,

and their symptoms disappear

Women's Hi. .vs. I krthttlg & faeMOrfes

Zanna • 187 North Ple..s..nt Street • Amherst

413.253.2563

UMASS CREW

vs.

Wesleyan/UNH

Saturday, April 6th

All Races Begin at 9:30

Come Support the UMASS
Crew Team

Located on the Connecticut River,

down rte. 9 over the bridge,

UMASS boat house on your right.

GO STATE U!!!

RECYCLING YOU CAN BE
PART Of Hit

SOLUTION
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. PICK UP AN 'ALLY" BUTTON AT THE

TABLE ON THE CAMPUS CENTER
CONCOURSE

• ALLY POWER DANCE 10th FLOOR
CAMPUS CENTER 9-1 a.m., $3
DONATION

SPONSORED BY THE UMASS
LESBIAN/BISEXUAL/GAY ALLIANCE
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DOONESBURY
By GARRY TRUDEAU

THE EAR SIDE

By GARY LARSON

BOOPSIE, LETS TALK
FOR A MINUTE ABOUT
THE CHAN6ES YOU'VE

60NE THROUGH IN1W
LAST SEVEN
MONTHS...

A LOT OF SPOUSeS AND UOVEP

ONES HAP NEVERRAWS TAKEN

PBSPON&BHSTi POR THEIR OUJN

LIVES BEFORE ' ITMS SOteTHINO

new1

DO yOU THINK. THAT THAT

EXPERIENCE HAS MAPE
50ME OF US MORS INPEPENP-

&rr, MORS PERSONALLY
ASSEPTIVE*

CALVIN AND HOBBES Bv BILL VATTERSON

NOU moW WHH INfc HOTVCEO.

ncaaes * wings dcny 8v&

- _, NOJ IF *» DON'T

SO FK*4 NOW ON. ISIKPUI

viow th\nvl »\&x>t mwyimg
r ooNt luce,

WO 1U BE.

FROTTER
By GARRY PORTER

WUU& VA\JIQ WK£ TH/KC.

vHo «xxx.r> tv€£ ,vjy

INTO HK ZAZIZT HWC?

THE WHOLE /V€A TWT
BLACKS INILL && UP

THE UJHTfZ CCLOte»
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&ampc£"> CV6fi ALL CU& J003
"

SNOOKY LANSON
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D^Art. YOUAM
i
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QUOTE OF THE DAY

"Schizophrenia beats dining

alone.'

*

Unknown

daily crossvord puzzle

Edited by TRUDE MCHEL JAFEE
ACROSS

1 Dunk lead m
5 Uncertain

9 B>9 cats

1 4 Cotton variety

ts Double agent

16 Alpha »

opposite

1

7

They have I

trouble

t8 Malay boat

19 Relating to

vision

20 Timekeeper

23 Korean sok*er

24 Pavarotti,

tor one

25 Shorthand
special-it

27 Auricular

30 Seventh pia^e'

33 Francis or

Kevin

37 Cheery

39 Go to the polls

40 Favorite

4 ' Lodge member
42 Yes'

43 Curve

44 Musical gp
45 Napped
46 Notch
46 Bottom ot a

brigantine

50Wed
52 Monica of

tennis

56 Part ot a mm
58 Timekeepef

62 Malfunction

64 South American

capital

65 Spiral motion

66 A tintsh lor

Attirmed 7

67 Dismounted

68 Jannings ot

The Blue
Ar ..-

69 Danish

ph.

•i-pqaard

70 I

71 I'

DOWN
1 Risk Abb*

By E. VEZINA & R. SHAUGHNESSY

REX ROCRETT

^ fil/PPf HOLP W-

UCrVLAK 5Ai»PL*Ye*V

*o^He AccipeMT4uy\

iv rerirotAHLr

®$><3

RABBIT RUlS ZO-Oi

AMY FtUQV ft/HM 64H P.

dontp, fiut p M ftKASeep
Hllir 0£ AV£N&BQl /

>>>

2 Kindle

3 Love, m
Vene?ia

4 On a line with

Dixon

5 Consequence
6 Shape
7 Sheet ice

8 Irish

poet -dramatist

VVMIiam Butler

9 Worse
10 Judge, tor short

11 Timekeeper

12 Exchange
premium

13 FootbaM teat

2

1

High nm»
22 Musical study

26 Annapolis

academy
28 Borodm s

Pnnce —
29 Timekeeper

31 Coll on the Rio

Giande

32 Thrilled

33 Actress

Andersson

34 Yemen port

35 Trainman

36 Rotating to

days ot yore

38 Tennis Hall ot

Fame name
41 Semper

ttdeits. tor

example
45 Seattle —
47 Name lor

Japan

49 Real —
51 Glamour

53 Aged beer

54 Word forms

55 Open weave
tabnc

56 Drams
57 Lingering effect

59 Word with watt

60 Release

61 Relief

63 Shoshonoan
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MENU
LUNCH
I ishlxifdci

QoAita pound buroo

BASICS LUNCH
1 Ishburoci

( [( ( \n\i il vegoie croquettes

DINNER
I ii-i ount) i<m vuvdvh l\

l.(M roll

BASICS DINNER
\ i i)i|1i Vlll\ dill

\ n|(|ii <il*i roll

YOUR DAILY HOROSCOPE
By JEANE DIXON

By IRA SHERAK

jr^M"? fftlFAPt TtSKHS.

ARIES (March 21 April 19) Vou can

pursue your plans more forcefully

now without jeopardizing a profes-

sional retdtionshp Making a definite

commitment to a team effort will

both brighten your day and fatten

your pocketbook

TAURUS (April 20-May 20) Keep a

low profile today An old grievance

at work Is finally resolved Do not let

a financial disappointment get you

down A loved one's attitude

cheers you up Stay at home

tonight

OEMINI (May 21- June 20) Strong

allies and a feeling of freedom

boost your sprits. Be patient with an

inexperienced person Let other

people follow their own paths

Romance must be allowed to

develop at its own pace

CANCER (June 21-July 22) An in-

justice will outrage you Take action

An artistic project you complete on

your own helps dispel the blues. You

reap new psychological rewards

Trust your instincts in romance

LEO (July 23-Aug 22) Someone

may try to pull a fast one. Postpone

signing a long-term agreement until

more facts are available Get bet

ter organized so you can par

ticipate more fully in collaborative

financial ventures

VIROO (Aug 23-Sept 22) Make a

special effort to complete old pro

jects before initiating new ones

Take an indirect approach with a

difficult customer Far-off friends will

appreciate a newsy letter.

LIBRA (Sept 23-Oct 22) Lay the

groundwork for a promotion or a

raise by showing more initiative at

work You can get an important

prorect off the ground with minimal

interference Call your loved ones

regularly

SCORPIO (Oct 23-Nov 21) The

financial picture shows decided im-

provement You can overcome a

roadblock and forge ahead with a

special professional or personal

project Travel may be part of your

day's plan

SAGITTARIUS (Nov 22-Dec 21) Do

not throw away recent gains for

vague possibilities Finish old

business before launching new ven-

tures Examine your beliefs and

values You must not compromise

your principles

CAPRICORN (Dec 22-Jan 19)

Maintain a low profile and keep an

eye on long-term investments It

may be time to jump off the roman-

tic merry-go-round for some fresh

air Widen your circle of friends

AQUARIUS (Jan 20 Feb 18) Your

ability to concentrate is enhanced

by someone's absence Talks con

cerning joint investments bills and

businesses are likely to go wen ro

day A romantic partner's de<

could surprise you

PISCES (Feb 19-March 20): An up-

surge in energy is indicated You

should be able to acouire some

valuable financial assistance Keep

a closer watch on everyday spen-

ding Not a good day to sign long-

term agreements
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Gay artist speaks of need to fund socially diverse art

By SHAWN COTTER
Collegian Correspondent

Tim Miller, a controversial performance

artist whose grant from the National En-

dowment of the Arts was cut. performed

Wednesday night at the Northampton

Center for the Arts

The performance was sponsored by Real

Art Way*, an arts organization which sup

ports the "NEA Four," a term that refers

to four artists, including Miller, who lost

their NEA funding

Miller. Karen Finley. Holly Hughes, and

.John Fleck were artists who received NEA

grants. The grants were unanimously ap-

proved by the NEA board, but were then

vetoed by the chairperson, John

Froheymer, due to his belief that the works

were of "objectionable content."

Miller said as a result of last year's con-

troversy over the Mapplethorpe exhibit,

which included homoerotic images, the

NEA has received pressure from Jesse

Helms and other members of Congress to

limit funding support to "mainstream'' ar-

tist* or lose funding. He believes this

pressure caused Froheymer to pull the

.nts from the four.

Miller, Hughes, and Fleck are gay or les-

«t (arc]

Regency Travel Associates

A Division Of United India Travel, Inc.

A Complete Travel Service

•Hotel Reservations

'Car Rentals

'Cruises

•Group Travel and Incentive Tours

•Individual & Corporate Travel

Compare Our Low Prices

to the Destinations

In India & The Subcontinent

Around The World
Across the U.S.

A

206 Chestnut St. Waltham. MA 02154 (617) 891-8422

Mon-Fn 9:00 a.m. - 5:30 p.m. Sat 10:00 a.m. - 3:00 p.m.

bian, whereas Karen Finley is a feminist

performance artist.

"It is vital to fight for cultural space

because if we don't we will lose a genera-

tion of artists,'* said Miller. He cited the

need for all marginalized artists, gays, les-

bians, women, and people of color, to fight

for their right to speak, vent, and express

their anger at their situations in the world.

He also said gay and lesbian artists need

viability. "Keep pushing and keep creating

culture." said Miller, "so that the future

will be better for the next generations."

Miller said in response to the denial of

the NEA grants, he worked with Hughes

to create the National Fund for Lesbian

and (ia\ Artists. Ones N 1S finalized, the

fund will provide money for those emerg-

ing artists who are being kept "in the

closet" by existing agencies. "There are

many gay and lesbian artists who are be-

ing inhibited by all the right wing

bullshit," Miller said.

Miller added he would never encourage

any artist to stay in the closet in order to

get more grant money. He suggests there

is a need for greater support from within

the GLB community for artists who want

to be "out" in their work.

Miller's next performance of

,H he at Bronson and

Hutenskj Theatre. 233 Pearl Street. Hart

ford, at 7:30 p.m.

Iota Beta has 50th birthday
The Iota Btts Chapter of Chi Omega. th«

targe* and oldest national sorority on cam

pua, will begin celebrating its 50th an-

niversary to«;

Chi Omega, founded April 5, 1895 at the

University of Arkansas, has 175 chapt

and 190,000 initiated the

country. The University of Massachuv

chapter was formed June 5. 1941.

The festivities are scheduled to begin

tomorrow morning at 10 a.m. with an open

hoOSS at the sorority until -1 p.m. for all Chi

( tanagaa, their GunUiea, and friends. A cam-

pus f.ur for ail alumni will be leaving from

the Campus Center at 11 am
Roselv Dabhs. the National President of

Chi ( )niega. will present the 50th year

tificatis to the recognized charter limoban

at 2 p.m. in the chapter house.

Jack,. Leonard, president of Chi Om-

said. "It's a big honor for us to have her.

She has never been in our chapter befoi

Dabhs and Nancy Torrey. financial d

tor. will present the dedication of the Chi

Omega bench to the Univ. ' 3 p.m.

near the Campus Pond, as a gift to com-

memorate the annr Dabhs will be

the honorary guest speaker at a candle

light dinner for alumni and active

members, at 6 p.m. in the Campu- Center

An alumni ceremony for graduating

or* will also take place during the

dinner.

The celebration will end Sunday with a

continental breakfad at the chapter In

LUISA QUINTANII.I.A
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Yankee Conference realignment women's basketball

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 12

•'William & Mary would add to the

league, but they have far better resources

than anyone else," Reid said. "They have

financial resources that we can not compete

with and that makes it tough."

"These three institutions are outstanding

additions to the Yankee Conference," said

Conference Commisioner David Nelson.

"Each of these colleges have storied foot-

ball traditions, and have been strong non-

league rivals to many of our existing col

leges. We feel the additions of James

Madison, Northeastern and William &
Mary will enhance our league for years to

come."
"We have a number ofconcerns about ex-

pansion." Reid said.

The conference will be divided into two

divisions: the New England Division -

Boston University, Connecticut, Maine,

Massachusetts, New Hampshire and Rhode

Island; and the Mid Atlantic Division -

Delaware. James Madison. Northeastern,

University of Richmond. Villanova Univer

sity and William & Mary.

Under the new alignment a school will

play all the teams in their division and 4

of the 6 from the other division This 1.

two open dates for a school to schedule non

league pll

"This conference is going to be extreme

ly tough, probably the toughest in the coun

try," said Yankee Conference Information

Officer Eric McDowell William & Mary-

has a wonderful, quality program, a long

home winning streak and is a perennial

tournament team. James Madison only

Marled football in 1974 but they are a very

good football team. Northeastern is a pro

gram on the rise and they were a natural

choice since they play most of the con-

ference already."

League officials are correct when they

state that the prestige of the league will im-

prove with the expansion. The additions of

these schools, especially William & Mary

and James Madison, make the Yankee

Conference arguably the strongest 1-AA

conference in the nation.

Yankee Conference officials said they are

hoping to receive a second automatic bid

to the 1 AA playoffs. Coaches expressed

concern over how an automatic bid to the

NCAA playoffs would be decided. A cham
pionship game between the two divisions

would not be acceptable to the coaches, ac-

cording to a memorandum circulated

among them.

"We will have to ask the NCAA," Nelson

said in reference to a tournament bid. "The

champion of each division might be able to

get an automatic bid."

"That is our hope down the road,"

McDowell said of the bid. "We have the

potential for five ranked teams. In a con

ference as strong as this, a team that goes

7 4 will have to get a look by the tourna-

ment committee."

The memo, dated March 15. states the

best plan of action is a 10-team conference,

adding only William & Mary
Obviously, the coaches' recommendations

»erc not fully heeded but league officials

they were taken into consideration by

the Presiden'

"The decision to extend the invitations

were made by the Presidents, and they

m re well aware of the coaches proposals

and concerns," McDowell said. "Obvious

ly, it appears that the Presidents felt the

pluses outweighed the minuses, but I can't

speak for them."

For the Yankee Conference, bigger might

or might not be better. The quality of play-

might be better, but the headaches might

also be bigger. Only time will tell

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 12

at meetings with the adminstrators.

"I think they should be unhappy and ex-

press their dissatisfaction," said Hewelt,

who was unaware of the player-

administration meetings. "When you're

0-27, you can't sit back on your heels and

say 'I'm perfectly satisfied and happy with

the situation."

"I think the situation here can be fixed,'

Hewelt said of the women's basketball pro

gram. "When the elements are available

to get that done, I think you will see it turn

around."

Sortino said she isn't the one to make the

decision about the future of the program,

but did add, "We're certainly not going to

throw in the towel."

Hewelt's career coaching record now

stands at 133-128. She said she has yet to

make any definite plans for the future, but

did say she and her staff want to continue

coaching.

"We're gonna move on and look for a

situation where we can run the kind of pro-

gram we're comfortable with running," she

said.

COLLEGIAN WORKSHOP
"Covering The Third World"

by

Professor David DuBois

Monday, April 8, 7 p.m.

MANDATORY FOR STAFF
AND CORRESPONDENTS

Anyone who can't make it must get in touch with Pam.

Classifieds
COME TO THE COLLEGIAN OFFICE CCJ11MON TIWRSSM1 » FRI H 10 2 10 •DEADLINE 2 DAYS PRIOR TO PUBLICATION •CASIIIN ADVANCE. 20' WORD DA) lORSWDIKlS

ACTIVITIES AUDIO/VIDEO

25. CLUB PARTY, Friday 8pm Whe«ler

dormitory basement Bring UMass ID $1

contribution requested

COME TO inter-varsity Christian

Fellowship tonight. 7 30pm CC804
Because for all you do This God s tor you

DANCE TIL VOL) DROP at the Blue Fn April

6th 9pm to 1a m $2 -FREE to members

Sponsored by Hillel

GAMBLING'"
Music-Moctails-Mahem'

Casino Night-Saturday April 6

7 00pm
$100 certificate to

HolyoKe Mai
More information

6 3088 6-6146 6-4646

INTERESTED IN HUMANE EDUCATION
and helping abandoned cats on campus 7

Call UMass pets 546 2191 -546-5777

THE RACOUETBALL TEAM
is -- in

Phoenix Arizona for

The
World Intercollegiate Racquetball

Championships
Good Luck 1

Call Bob(546-2768)
for info

USED STEREO COM-
PONENTS/VCR S/TVS: We buy sell &

trade quality equipment all price ranges

Call anylime for complete list S/A/V Ex

change 256 0941

AUTO FOR SALE

1984 TOYOTA COROLLA Automatic 4

•toor aedan good condition AM/FM tape

$1800 -Call 508-544 3861 After 5pm

78 VOLVO well maintained $950 or bo

253-2612

ENTERTAINMENT

RACK A-DISC is still the best for DJ s and

live entertainment Call anytime 586 9900

ask about our specials

FOR RENT

2 BEDROOM HOUSE available June 1st w/

fall option close to campus
$625 Call 549-6417

5 BEDROOM HOUSE on bus route $1015

a month call 253 5734

PIONEER COX-FM55 Universal car stereo

system Hooks mto car stereo-allows tape

playing 6-cd magazine remote control

Never installed, never used 3-year warran

ty Pd $650 asking $500 Call Lisa

546 7065

TURBOGRAFX16 with six games or Nmten

do with twenty three games for under halt

value' Call 6-4477

USED BICYCLES for sale 586 5467

FOUND

keys found-
two Taylor' keys

w/ leather purse aftatched

Call 256-1053 midnite-7am

WALLET OF AMY Coutella n Pleasant Si

Theater come by m eves to claim it

WOMAN S WATCH Phillips St Fri

March call Louise 549-2922

29

FOUND TWO RINGS IN

Campus Center Basement 4/3

You graduated from
Wachusett Regional 90
Please call 546 2980

LOST ON 3/31 : Horse bridle while driving

on E Pleasant St If found please call

Wendy 546-0303 REWARD

PERSONALS

DEE DEE FLYNN is 20 years old today so

it you see her wish her a happy birthday

Have a great day Dee'

Love. Jill

TO PEACH'!
What's up with the snack 71 '

Get it done this weekend buddy'

Last year you would've done it"

You've changed"
Happy 21st B-day'

From Bucky Donahoe Cueball and his

roomie Mrs Roper, and Health Services

CANDY V
Happy birthday

Love Derek * Sammy

GIZMO S KRISTIN:
Here's your personal'

Congratulations on your

•B'l'G* Accomplishment'

JIM COSTA
Will be 21

at midnight

on Saturday
I'm glad you ve finally caught up

I can't wait to celebrate'

Love Holly

UMOC MUDBALL
Come |Oin us tor

an evening of contradancmg
Grinnel Arena
Friday 7 00
Only $4

As always, everyone welcome

AMITY PLACE CONDO
3 bdrm. 2"s bath, furnished, washer/dryer

central air/vacuum garage, patio 3 oc-

cupants $995/month 549-5938

LG. 5 BEDROOM APT for rent on Mam St

Take over lease June 1 -Call 256-8339

HELP WANTED

COUNSELORS, coed camp in Berkshires

(220campers/85staff) has openings tor head

and assistant instructors in Water

front(WSI). head lakefrontfsmall crafts)

video/filmaking. tennis, arts & crafts com

puters hiking, drama, canoeing, archery

gymnastics piano accompanist horseback

ndmglWestern). and bunk unit heads for

male groups Good salaries Friendly at

mosphere June 17 August 16 Contact

Barry M 665-2977

BEWARE UMASS
Sleeper the birthday boy is 21

Some female better buy him a case of

beer'

Surprise' The Baltimore HO
and. of course Jessica

ON MARCH 14. 1991

Brandon C opened his box from JMU
Please think about that today

P S How was the spaghetti 7

ROOMMATE WANTED

HOUSEMATES: summer w/ fall option, ml

15 mm to Amherst modern apt in country

setting Call Becky 1-624-3200

ANNE PIEKARSKI
Happy 19th birthday""

Love. Mark

SERVICES

PREGNANT?
Need a pregnancy test information or sup

port? Call for free and confidential services

ALTERNATIVES 33 Main St Northampton

586-3000 or Greenfield 774-6010

AMAZING APARTMENT

WANT LONG LUXURIOUS SHOWERS for

free? All the heat you want? Take over our

fully carpeted 2-bdrom apartment June 1

Close to campus, great price too 1 Call

549-7845 Leave message

ANNOUNCEMENTS

BED AND BREAKFAST- downtown Ideal

for visiting parents and friends- 549-0733

CAR WASH
Saturday 11-5

Only $3 00
Lambda Chi Alpha
374 N Pleasant St

See you there" 1

PRESIDENTIAL APT.
One room for summer and a

double for summer and/or fall

Call Beth 549 4035

SUMMER SUBLET W/ FALL OPTION

One bedroom apt In downtown Amherst

Furnished, available June 1st I pay $480

negotiable Call 256-4927 Sun-Wed after

7pm

SUMMER SUBLET with tall option 4BR

apt on bus "iute Call Dave or Bill 253-4193

TAKE OVER OUR LEASE at Gilreath

Call now 549-6901

TAKE OVER OUR LEASE or sublet for the

summer 3 bdrm 549-4195

EARN $6/HOUR
Spanish/English bilmguals needed for

reading study

Jeanette 585-8749

INTELLIGENCE JOBS. All branches

US Customs. DEA etc Now hiring

Call (1)805-962-8000 Ext K9616

LOOK GREAT and earn big $ this summer'

Call 256-8214 for interview

RAPIDLY EXPANDING ORGANIZATION is

seeking FT and PT energetic people 1-3K

PT 3-5K FT possible Students are en-

couraged to inquire Set your own hours

and pay for school
203-749-1755
413-549-8107

J DOG
You've got what it takes

Make it happen
Happy b-day'

THE SHEEHAN TEAM
Dies Saturday

Think about that Dave

HEY EVERYONE!
It s Arthur Lo s 22nd birthday

on Saturday'
Please tell him he s old'

Happy Birthday. Big Bro 1

ERIC-
When are you going to

write on my walls 7

COOKIEGRAMS ON SALE in Campus

Center' $1 to benefit Amherst Family

Center See you on Monday & Tuesday"

ENDLESS SUMMER! Alaska |Obs

Women/men. to $600/wk Airfare plus

room/board free Canneries hiring now' In-

formation 1(900)988 5152 Ext 170

$3/minute (4 mm max /refundable)

HEADING FOR EUROPE this (
summer? Jet

there anytime for $160 with AIRH TCH (

(Reported in NY Times and Lets Go')

AIRHITCH (r) 212-864-2000

INTERNATIONAL FAIR FORMS DUE April

12th in room 423A Student Union Table in

Concourse on April 11th and 12th

APTS FOR RENT

SPRING SPECIAL 99 cents one i
month

rent with one year lease 2BR $450. 3BM

$537 m Sunderland Free bus route, laun-

dry facilities, pool, garden plots Short term

leases available 665 3856

FOR SALE

10 SPEED MOTOBELANE
BIKE

$100 or B/O
Call Lisa 549-4324

FUTONS
Metawampe
Top quality gold bond futons

Delivery anywhere in U S A

Sleep with us and save!

1-800-3FUTON1

IBM COMPATIBLE COMPUTER. $600 00

price negotiable Phil at 253-7157

KRAMER FOCUS 3000 electric guitar

beautiful-black $275 546-6194

MENS LEATHER JACKET size 46

Exc cond $75 Ron 545-0020

MOPED - BATAVUS Runs fine $150 Call

253-5434

PENTAX K1000 BODY4LENS.
Vivitarz8-210mm wide angle/telephoto

Electronic flash Pkg deal $300 call Lisa

546-7065

INEXPENSIVE HOUSE

4 BEDROOM HOUSE 3 miles away from

UMass campus, on bus route Circular

driveway, big back yard, located near

Cumberland Farms, bank, laundry mat,

etc To take over our lease call 256-8845

House located in Amherst

•••LAST CHANCE INTERNSHIPS' '

'

TODAY is the last day to contact the Legal

Services Center about a fall 1991 internship'

Get hands-on experience in the legal field

Work directly with attorneys and clients

Earn up to 1 5 undergraduate credits No ex

penence in the legal profession required-

training is provided Contact Legal Services

today 545-1995. 922 Campus Center

LOOKING FOR A HOUSE

WE ARE LOOKING FOR a 5 bedroom

house for the summer and the next 2 years

If you have one please call 546-5724 Ask

for Dan or T

LOS1

$10 REWHO l( JOM i« "ring

Call 545 4389

ALPHA EPSILON PHI
Spring is finally here, so get psyched for lots

of sunshine and good times'

From the pledges of Kappa Kappa Gamma

DESPERATELY SEEKING UNC V\N
Can't wait til 4/8

How about 4/7 instead, same place

If not, see you Monday night

SUBLET

GREAT HOUSE TO SUBLET with lease op-

tion 4 bedroom house, wall to wall carpet

dishwasher, on bus route, cheap furniture

Call now 253-3169

SUMMER W/ FALL OPTION. Large room

m S Amherst condo Pool, central A/C

washer/dryer, parking On bus route Cool

roomies, perfect summer place' Call Joe

253-2696

TAKE OVER OUR LEASE. Downtown
Amherst apt available summer with fall op

tion One bedroom, hardwood floors

Perfect for one or two people Call 256-2216

SUMMER RENTAL

FUNISHED BDRM. in a house 5 mm from

GRC Private bath phone Wash/dryer

549-8745

ONE BEDROOM IN BRITTANY, bus route

AC $250/month neg Can 253-4194 Leave

message

SUMMER SUBLET at Mill Valley Estates

Spacious 1 bedroom in 3 bedroom and 2

bathroom apt For June and July Fully fur

mshed and near bus route Call 253-4006

SUMMER SUBLET tall option 1 bedroom

apt 515/mo Presidential Apts 549-8397

SUMMER SUBLET WITH FALL OPTION

3 bedroom apartment in The Brook m
Amherst On bus route wall to wall

carpeting clean Call 253-0420

SUMMER SUBLET WITH FALL OPTION
Two bedroom Brandywine apartment Par

tially furnished Near two busstops Heat

hotwater included m rent Great location'

Call 549 5862

SWISS VILLAGE
Summer sublet/fall option

4bedroom/1 ' ?bath

Utilities included

Free furniture

On bus route

Call 253-5249

UPTOWN APT 1 bedroom 1 bath must see'

$550/mth 253-0567

YOUR CHOICE:
1 bedroom Brandywine apt available for

June-August, reasonable rent all utilities in-

cluded except electric

OR
2 bedroom in Townehouse Apts available

tor 1 -4 people, very reasonable rent Fall op-

tion available for 1 or 2 spots

Call Nicole at 549-8001 after 6pm

TRAVEL

ITS ELENA having a birthday turning 21

and yes drinking shots Don't worry We'll

take care of you 1 Love 8H

•••JILLK.-*-
Happy birthday transfer'

We love you-

The Crew

HEY NICSTER.
The past ten days
have been the most
amazing ever Thanks
for sending me flying,

high upon the wings

of Eros'

Love forever

Kooter Kat

•MARTHAS VINYARD. Steps from The

Ocean Harbor Landing Harborside Inn

Rent daily weekends, weekly April through

September Very reasonable prices -Call

549-0221

SUMMER SUBLET

2 "BEDROOM PUFFTON APT. available

June 1st with fall option Great for 3-4 room

mates' Call evenings 549-5990 ASAP

3 BORMS. 1 • a BATHS. Furnished On bus

route Rent negotiable Swiss Village Call

Steve 253-9708

AMH CENTER $215
253-5270

AIRLINE TICKET female o w to Honolulu

from Boston via San Fran Apr 1

1

$150/BO Todd 548-8024

CALIFORNIA OR BUST!—

-

Make all the right moves ' For

information about our resource

guides write to California

Information Services Suite 114

858 Third Ave Chula Vista. CA
91911

YO ACE!
Happy 19th birthday roomie 1

I'm sure this is such a surprise'

We'll have to shake and bake a cake by the

lake I need this 1
I hope the 4th floor doesn't

call 991'

Love, say

PS I'll give ya a dollar'

•• AVAILABLE"
Summer Sublet at

Mill Valley Estates

Beautiful Apt

2 bedroom, 2 bathroom

Call 253-0861 or 253 2178

BRANDYWINE APARTMENT
Spacious, clean 2 bedroom apartment, rent

negotiable, all utilities mcl but electricity

On bus route. A/C, pool Please call Deb

bie/Frica 549-8092

BRANDYWINE
mtTWf sublet available 5/24

1 A/C Pool. On 1 1
route

Can 5 ' 4025
Tessa/Allison

TYPING/WORDPROCESSING

FAST ACCURATE TYPING w/ spellcheck

and boldface $1 45/pg call Greg 546-2548

PAPERS. $1 50/pg Resumes laser printed

Fast professional, affordable

KCOMMUNICATIONS. 256-6373

PAPERS, DISSERTATIONS. RESUMES.
graphs, laser printing Rosemary -call

259 1786

WANTED FOR RENT

THREE WOMEN WANT your apartment

beginning Sept 1 1991

2 or 3 bedrooms close to UMass on bus line

253-4024

WE WANT TO TAKE OVER your house

lease starting in June or September Prefer

rably a large house in Amherst Call

549 7133

WE WANT TO TAKE OVER your lease'

Looking tor a 4 + bedroom house very close

to campus Please give us a call and leave

a message 253-0999
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Sports
Softball clipsHawks' wings, 7-1, 9-0 [f^***^

Collrtfian phoU. hv Thoma* A QMBfi

The softball team soundly defeated a tradi-

tionally tough Hartford, in a 7-1, »-U

doubleheader in Connecticut yesterday.

By CHRIS MIRACLE
Collegian Staff

Hawks mav be considered an endangered species the

next time the University of Massachusetts women s soft

Kail team travels to Connecticut.

Impr^ng their overall record to 10-7 (7-0 in the Norths

the M.nutewomen thrashed the University of Hartford

in a 7-1. 9-0 doubleheader yesterday.

In the second game Darlene Claffey threw a no-h.tter

enroute to her fifth shutout of the seasom She gave up

only one walk while fanning seven Hawk hitters. Her

record now stands at 5-3.

Darlene pitched a great game," said UMass coach

Elaine Sortino. n„iiA„r,«
In the nightcap for UMass. catcher Cherie DellAr.no

went 3 3 knocking in one RBI. She also had three stolen

ba
S
S

hortstop Barbara Marean chalked up 3 RBIs while bat

tl

Thi

3

rd

4
baseman Tiffany Hoidson had her first double of

the year in her 1-1 performance as the M.nutewomen com

bined for 24 hits in the two names.

"We hit three balls to the fence and the wind was blow-

ing in." Sort.no said. ;;Anytime W have 24 h.ts. that

makes me smile a lot.

Defens.vely. Sortino said the M.nutewomen were not

Tbt most trouble they had « lag warm later in

the evening as the temperature dropped from 65 degress

^Twelve of 24 UMaM hits came .n the first game In

fielder Jen Miller had one home run and 4 RBIs, as HM

Tlaking contact twin lor tingle and a double, out

fielder Heather Dorsey had one RBI.

Third baseman Chris Collins clubbed in another run M
she went 1-2. ii-ii-

The only Hawks run of the day resulted from Holly

Aprile walking one Hawk. That was the only blem.sh in

ADrile's 2-4 day as -he struck out eight.

The M.nutewomen will have one day off to rest before

venturing to Rutgers for another doubleheader tomorrow

Same one begins at noon. w
•We have a big one coming up this weekend bort.no

said. "Sparks will fly as usual. No motivational factor is

necessary for either club."

By BRETT MORRIS
Collegian Staff

As is the case with all highly visible sports programs,

when the team is not doing well, the decision-makers

look at the staff.
. . , ,

That's exactlv what the athletic administration did

when they announced on March 21 that the Universi-

ty of Massachusetts' head women's basketball coach,

Kathv Hewelt, would not return for the 1991-92 season.

Hewelt was told of that decision March 15, after the

conclusion of an 0-27 season. Her three-year contract

will expire in September and the administration did

not extend her contract. Because of administrative

policies. Hewelt had to be told by March 16.

When asked about the basis of the decision, both

athletic Director Frank Mclnerney and Associate

Athletic Director Elaine Sortino did not wish to

comment. .. .
. ,

T don't think its very appropriate. Sortino said,

it's been a very difficult situation on the coach and

the kids." .

Hewelt inherited a tumultuous program from tormer

UM*M o.ach Ethel Allman in 1988 and with

iting" 16-69 mark at the University.

•We came in and were able to stabilize the program,

Hewelt said. "But. rebuilding takes a long time

The program is not necessarily going to come out

hole without a strong financial commitment and

the length of time it takes to turn it around. -In

if those things aren't available, then it s time for us

to move on and its time for the administration to find

someone ei-e that can erne in and make the sit uat ion

SO
However, the decision may not have been baa

ly on the administrat ions beliefs. The players had then

The team got together and met with Mclnerney and

Sortino a few davs before the decision was made, ac

ling to plavers who wished not to be identified.

They said they expressed their "discontent" and I

ed questions about the future of the program and staff

CONIINUED ON PAGE H

Reid adverse to YanCon shuffle

By DAN WETZEL
Collegian Staff

The current trend in college athletics

is for universities to huddle together in-

to super conferences. The Big East is

growing, the Southeastern Conference

has expanded and the Yankee Con

ference. home of the University of

Massachusetts football team, has follow-

ed suit and bolstered its' ranks

Although many around the league see

this as a positive move, UMass' Jim

Reid sees many negative aspects.

"I don't like [the expansion]," Reid

said. "I would like the conference to go

back to just the land grant [universities],

Delaware and BU."

On March 22, the Presidents of the

Yankee Conference extended invita-

tions to James Madison University, Nor

theastern University and the College of

William & Mary to join the league in

football play in 1993.

James Madison and Northeastern

have already accepted the bids, accor-

ding to each schools' head coach.

"This is a tremendous boost for our

football program," said James

Madison's head coach Rip Scherer. We

match up well with the other schools

both academically and athletically. This

will help all phases of our program.

James Madison is a very difficult

place to get to," Reid said. "You have

to fly to Washington and then take a bus

for two hours just to play."

"This automatically adds credibility

and respect to our football team," said

Northeastern head coach Barry Gallup.

"We are very excited to be associated

with a football conference of this

a\\ ifc)f?r

"Northeastern is a good game and we

play them anyway but their facilities

are terrible," Reid said. "The field there

is dangerous. The AstroTurf is thin and

the locker room is a disgrace. However

they promised that they would upgrade,

so we will have to see."

William & Mary must have the bid

ratified by their Board of Visitors which

will meet on April 11 and 12.

William & Mary Athletic Director

John Randolph said the College is

"pleased with the decision of the

Yankee Conference Presidents," but he

was unable to comment on the

likelihood of William & Mary accepting

the bid. Head coach Jimmye Laycock

had no comment.
CONTINUED ON PAGE 11

Baseball to host Maine
_— • i f~* 1 1 *-» t -

By GREG SUKIENNIK
Collegian Staff

When you think of collegiate baseball in

New England, "Maine" invariably comes

to mind.

The Black Bears have gained respect in

recent years as one of the best baseball pro-

grams in the East. They made it as far as

the NCAA Eastern Regionals last season,

and established themselves as a nationally-

recognized program in 1986 when they

made the College World Series.

The University of Massachusetts

baseball team will face both the Black

Bears' talent and reputation at noon today

in a doubleheader at Earl Lorden Field.

"Maine is always tough," said UMass

coach Mike Stone. "They're well balanced.

They have good pitching, good defense and

they swing the bats well."

The Minutemen, 6-11-1 overall and 3-1 in

the Atlantic 10 Conference, have lost two

straight coming into today's twin bill.

Their last game was a 10-9 loss to Hartford,

in which they let a 7-1 lead slip away.

"Hopefully we'll bounce back," said

Stone of the team's reaction to that loss. "It

was another game we should've won but

let slip away . . . once we get on track, we 11

be alright."
.

The Black Bears (13-13) are mired in a

mini-slump of their own, having recently

lost three straight to Providence College.

Maine's Assistant Sports Information

director, Joe Roberts, said the Black Bears

started off hot, then cooled down and are

still in the process of climbing out of that

slump.
"We started out 9-2," Roberts explained.

"On our spring trip, we won the first three

games we played outdoors in the South

Florida Invitational and started out 9-2

but, by the time we got back, we were 10-9^

"We lost four in a row to Miami and

played five teams that were ranked in the

Top 20," he continued. "We haven't played

up to that level since."

Stone will start Jim Telgheder and Scott

Meaney on the mound for the Minutemen.

Maine coach John Wilken will counter

with number four and five starters Ed

Therrian and Jason Dryswak.

As a team, the Black Bears are batting

.276. Outfielder Mark Sweeney (.356, 32

hits 7 HR, 24 RBIs) and third baseman

Shannan Knox (.344, 31 hits, 5 HR) lead

the team in hits, and Gary Taylor shares

the runs lead with Sweeney at 25.

"Ifwe can play like we're capable of play-

ing, we can stay with and beat anyone, but

I'm not sure we've done that yet," said

Stone. "We've seen good pitching, hitting

and defense, but not at the same time.

We've got to get all three from our team

at once.maicn up wen .»••« •—. m ini-slump ot their own, navmg icicnuj- ai once.

barber's Gorillas face undefeated Wildcats at UNH
VJ C*J- *^ V,A ^ ^ „,__«„ Vvon nn nflnfir . it looks like along with Dave Robinson and Scott Wonjnovich. Defense

By ADRIEN MATT
Collegian Staff

You couldn't know your opponent any better, even if you

For the University of Massachusetts lacrosse coach, Ted

Garber, New Hampshire's lineup poses no questions, on-

ly answers.

Garber recruited the class he and UMass will face at

1 p.m. Saturday in Durham, N.H.

Also in his first year at the helm of a lacrosse program,

UNH coach Jim Urquart said whatever the outcome of

the game, he can't lose.

"He recruited them," Urquart said jokingly of the

former UNH coach. "If we win, it'll look good on me and

if we lose, I can blame it on him."

The Wildcats host UMass with a 3-0 record, whereas

UMass posts a 12 record after a sudden death overtime

against Brown Wednesday. Even on paper, it looks like

UNH may have the psychological advantage.

"We had a great game," Garber said referring to Brown.

"We're not out of everything. There's no such thing as

a good loss, but if you look at teams like Syracuse and

Loyola, they haven't beat a nationally-ranked team yet

UNH faced C.W. Post (14-13 OT), Lehigh (14-6) and

Hartford (23-11) while on the road. They have 29 return

ing players, 13 of which are seniors.

"Their first 10 are as good as Brown," said Garber. All

UNH starters are seniors. "This is a big game for them."

Stowe Milhous will start in goal for the Wildcats. He

boasts 34 saves with a goals against average of 10.23.

Starting attackmen will be Mark Botnick, Jeff Mechura

and Tim Vetrano. Botnick leads the team in points with

12 goals and 8 assists, while Mechura leads the team in

goals with 14.

Tri-captain Bill Sullivan will marshall the midfield

along with Dave Robinson and Scott Wonjnovich. Defense

will be heralded by tri-captain Mark Henderson, Bruce

MacDonald and Eugene Donepp.

"Our goal this year is tft be nationally ranked," Urquart

said. "If we can play well against a team like UMass,

hopefully we'll move up."

Starting in goal for UMass will be Ted Kellerman, sup-

ported by tri-captain Rick Mullins, Corey Cronin and Gary

Wood. Kevin O'Connor will face off and switch midfield

duties with Matt Garber, Ed O'Callaghan and John

Schlipf. Also at midfield are tri-captain Rick Senatore,

Mario Lopez, Jim Kushner, Francis Pepe and Pete Luda^

At attack, tri-captain Jim McAleavey, Mike Came and

Mario Guaglianone will start, subbed by Mark Milton. Bill

Begien and Rob Falvey. . . ...
"It'll be a ball control type of game, "Urquart predicted.

"I know [Garber] has a lot of talent.

The name wilt be broadcast on WMVA 91.9 FM.
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Holocaust recalled
this week at UMass

Photo h> Jordan Mraxek

I'LL TUMBLE FOR YOU - Sophomore Japanese major Monica

Rooney practices the fine art of flipping in Northeast over the

weekend.

By ALISON BUCKHOLTZ
Collegian Staff

Holocaust Memorial Week — a

rememberance of the millions of Jews and

other Nazi prisoners slaughtered in World

War II — begins this week at the Univer-

sity of Massachusetts with the theme of

"Don't let the lights go out," said Hillel's

program director.

"[Light] symbolizes acknowledgement,

understanding. Burning candles are

associated with commemoration and their

light threads through sad occasions as well

as simchas — happy times," said Hillel pro

gram director Yehudit Heller.

A mixture of commemoration and

celebration distinguishes this year's

Memorial Week events. Tonight, Jennifer

Justice, who celebrates acts of heroism that

led to Jewish survival in the Holocaust,

relives the experiences of people who sav-

ed others' lives in her presentation. "Who
Shall Be Exalted."

Justice bases her performance on a col

lection of true stories. She believes that by

remembering the motives and techniques

of those who enabled others to live, often

risking their own survival in the process,

future tragedies may be prevented. She

presents her stories at 7 p.m. tonight in the

Hillel House lounge.

"Lodz Ghetto," a documentary which

chronicles the history of the Polish ghetto

where over 200,000 Jews were forced into

slave labor by the Nazis before being sent

to death camps, will be screened at 7:30

p.m., Tuesday in the Hillel House Lounge.

The film examines the humanistic aspects

of the Holocaust through poetry and per

sonal diaries.

Professor James Young, who special.,

in representations of the Holocaust, focuses

on remembrance in his 7:30 p.m. Wedn« s

day night slide presentation and lecture,

"The Changing Face of Memory: Holocaust

Monuments in New Times and Places" at

Memorial Hall.

A professor in the English and Judaic

Studies departments. Young is scheduled

to speak on the changing landscape of

Holocaust memory in Europe, Israel and

America, including recent developments in

Poland and Germany. The forms that

memory takes, he believes, are as Mgnifi

cant as the memories themselv* •>.

Memory is also the goal of Thimd
campus-wide commemoration service in

the Cape Cod Lounge. Students, faculty

and staff will light memorial candles, read

selections from liturgy- and discuss their

own memories of lost relatives and frwnd>

All university and community membt-i |

are welcome. The week will end with a

Shabbat service at 7 p.m. Friday night in

the Hillel House.

Heller said one week's worth of events

does not exempt Jews and others from the

responsibility of remembering the millions

killed in the Holocaust, but "for the genera

tions after the Holocaust, as we get further

and further away from the effects of its

tragedy," we need to set a time apart from

everyday events to remember.
"Without knowledge and education, the

dark will return," she said.

HIV-infected counselor criticizes US health care system
By CHRIS MUTHER
Collegian Staff

The health care system in the United States is not do-

ing enough to help drug addicts and alcoholics with

recovery and AIDS prevention, according to a former

substance abuser turned counselor who is infected with

HIV.
Speaking Friday at the University of Massachusetts,

Jonathan Heins. a substance abuse counselor and recover-

ing heroine addict, said although the health care system

is doing a "wonderful" job. the providers and researchers

are more interested in data gathering than the individual.

"We're expecting the addict to come in for an appoint-

ment," he said. "Unless there's a drug attached, he's not

going to keep an appointment."

He said the way the present system is set up, unless the

HIV infected addict is doing poorly, they will not get help.

When they finally do get help, Heins said it is only

"maintenance" until the addict dies.

He said there needs to be preventive treatment as well.

Help needs to be offered, he said, to those who do not want

it as well as those who do.

"There are a lot of people who are in the process of dy

ing out in the street, and they are infecting a lot of other

people out there," he added.

He said programs need to be started for drug addicts

that teach about safe sex practices and the dangers of nee

die sharing that include needle distribution and bleaching

as well as giving out condoms.

He said in addition to addicts, another often over-looked

group in the spread of AIDS is alcoholics.

"The behavior and lifestyle [of an alcoholic] is risky,

he said. "Many alcoholics are promiscuous while drunk.

Society needs to realize that alcohol is as dangerous as

drugs. Someone can be a only be a little drunk, but they

can be a little drunk and spreading HIV."

He said the new victims ofAIDS include housewives and

professions, people who are having sex or sharing needles

with substance abusers.

"It's a very non-discriminating disease," he said, it

doesn't care who or what you are."

Of all types of substances used by drug addicts, injected

cocaine is the most dangerous because the user must in

ject the drug at least ten times to get high. Heins said.

Another problem with the health care system in regard

to helping addicts is the overlooking of special problems

female substance abusers face, Heins said.

"Many women who are addicts were abused or raped

and the health care system doesn't address their emo-

tional needs that need to be looked at in addition to the

physical ones," he said.

In addition to abuse, he said there are other needs that

are ignored in treating women.

"You can't take a mother away from her children - and

the health care system doesn't allow for women to have

children in drug treatment programs," he said.

EWC funding 'stabilized,' director says
i i„ r :j;~„ r,, nA a fny tKo ronfpr is verv SUDDortn

By AMY HENRY
Collegian Staff

After surviving the loss of six programs and thousands

of dollars, funding for the Everywoman's Center has ap-

peared to have stabilized, said the Center's director.

"My sense is that funding has stabilized I'm not an-

ticipating any other cuts. We have absorbed enough,"

Carol Wallace said. She said that Vice Chancellor of Stu-

dent Affairs Jo-Anne Vanin, who ultimately is responsi-
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ble for providing funds for the center is very supportive

of the EWC and hopes to not have to cut the center in the

future.

Vanin was unavailable for comment.

The EWC has lost six out of nine programs in the past

couple of years. The following programs still exist: the

Rape Crisis services, Counseling and Educator'Advocate,

Resource and Referral and the Graduate Women's.

The Counseling program was cut in October 1990 and

reinstated this semester after an extensive fundraising

campaign. Funds for the program will run out at the end

of this fiscal year in June. The new fiscal year begins in

July and Wallace said they are hoping funds will be rais-

ed by then to keep the program.

"We are expecting a little gap in services,' she said.

Wallace and the EWC Advisory Board which is made

up of faculty, staff and students are looking at all possi

ble fundraising options.

"We are approaching the Five Colleges which gave

$10 000 this spring," Wallace said. "In addition, we are

working with the Development Office at UMass with sen-

ding 400 letters to alumni who worked at the EWC ask-

ing for donations.

"We have asked Student Affairs for more trust fund

money which we have received very little of in the past.

We're applying for grant money, soliciting private dona-

tions and encouraging the campus community to do fun-

draisers for us."

In other EWC news, Stacy Roth, the former coordinator

of the Educator/Advocate program left last month after

working at the EWC since September 1988.

CONTINUED ON PAGE 3

Trustee, president

elections to take

place tomorrow
By ALEX DERING
Collegian Staff

Elections for Student President and Student Trustee

will be held Tuesday from 11 a.m. to 7 p.m.

The University of Massachusetts administration's

refusal to recognize these elections has decimated the

field of potential office-seekers, resulting in only three

candidates for the two positions. The administration

will only recognize the Student Trustee election

scheduled for May which will also include a referen

dum on a restructed student government.

David Gagne is running unopposed for the office of

Student President.

Ken Parker and Kevin Newnan are the only two can-

didates for the office of Student Trustee.

Northeast or Sylvan residents may vote at the

Worcester Dining Commons. Orchard Hill or Central

residents may vote at the Franklin Dining Commons.

Southwest-North residents may vote at the Hamp-

shire Dining Commons. Southwest-South residents

may vote at the Berkshire Dining Commons. Students

living in Greek Housing may vote at the Newman

Center. Commuter Students may vote at the Hatch.

Absentee ballots will be available at all voting places

for students who cannot vote at the designated place.
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I WHAT If YOU

I
DON'T GET

INTO THE GRAD
SCHOOL OF _
YOUR CHOICE?

Sure, there are other

schoob But why sett 7̂

Kaplan prep courses help

students raise their scores

and their chances of

I be ing admitted into their

fust choice schoob Fact

is, noone has helped

OTHcRCCXKSES MT AT DAT. NQC-X. NTE. rW BAE ttvlEW * OTHERS

.KAPLAN

LSAT Classes begin April 16

GMAT Classes begin April 10

GRE Classes begin April 11

You may begin study in Amherst and transfer to

another Kaplan location.

358 N. Pleasant St. • 549-5780

SUMMER JOBS AVAILABLE I

r
I Evening secunty workers wanted for Bright Moments

1 FpS'91 (by the Campus Pond) Concerts are on Thurs-

£ dav evenings m July -1 1th. 18th & 25th Approximately

j ^h£3* SL number of addjjona. day hours

X mailable UMASS students returning in Fall 91 only

i n Ms Center is an AA/EO employer Descnpt-o;

I applications available ,n 207 Hasbrouck CorrU

X 545-0193 for more information

HAIRCUTS
ALWAYS

WE HAVE A WINNA!
Jodi Green is This Year's

1st Prize Winner
NCAA MEN'S BASKETBALL

J 1 CHAMPIONSHIP 199

1
. $200 Gift Certificate

jAi

d&Mi

$10
A HAIR SPACE

25 N. Pi£asamt Street • Amherst • 256 0733

2nd place: Dan Boario

and
Kevin Durfee

All other runner ups

will be contacted.

mat* Place • 351 Pleasant • Northampton • SM 9547 • VISA & MasterCard accepted

Congratulations,

The Collegian Staff

Counseling Psychology

Boston-Bouve College of Human Development Professions

at Northeastern University offers part-time and full-time graduate

degree programs in the areas of Counseling Psychology. Students

may work toward a Master's degree, a Certificate of Advanced

Graduate Study, or a Doctoral degree.

All counseling courses are taught by licensed psycholo-

gists Class size is limited to encourage individual participation.

The curriculum includes analytical and theoretical courses as

well as practice-oriented courses. In addition to classroom work,

all programs include applied experience in a supervised

clinical^^"fi^ton and a free brochure on t he Graduate

Programs in Counseling Psychology call (617) 437-2708. Or write to

Graduate School , Bost on-Bouve College of Human Development

Professions, 107 Dockser Hall, Northeastern University,

Boston, MA 02115.
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Gays and Republicans meet

Loa Cabin Club paves the way for homosexuals in the GOP
AJ\>\§ vi* m

A „„Aipa and San Francisco in opposition

MONDAY. APRIL 8

Rap Group - The Lesbian, Bisexual and Gay

Counseling Collective will sponsor a rap group at 8 p.rn.

in "he LBGA office. The topic will be "Homosexuahty

ana the Press" and will feature Journalism Professor

Karen L^st and Colleen GLB Issues Editor Trystan

^Sptker - Jennifer Justice comes as part of

Holocaust Memorial Week, sponsored by Hillef She

wuV£ speaking at Hillel House at 7:30 p.m. Admis-

Si

°/!ec/urr- -The Global Consumer in Transition:

Challenging the Contradictions" will be in Campus

Center 174 176 at 7:30 p.m. Sponsored by the Division

"££*?££*** and the UA Arms Buildup

in Central America." will be in CC 803 at 4 p nvThe

etfure 2 sponsored by the Women's Studies.and Soa .1

Thought and Political Economy Departments, the Luce

PL Program and the Population and Development

at Hampshire College and the Feminist Aid toCm
XtnZ:%^ - "The Business of tajttj.

Engineering," mil ba in Engineering Lab 304 fiom

230 p" *30 P m SponS°red b>
'

\
h
l*rv

C

ProfessiCKil Activities Divisions of ASL E

Hoto^at Mem,,, >al We,k Sponaorcd by Hi lei. ,t will

.: „In m Hillel Heoaa at 7:30 p.m. and ,.Hja.

JLkrr - Sponaoced bv the Distinguished \
.

.sitora

the Student Union Ballroom from 8 p.m. 10^30p.m.

Seminar Seriea The Many Canaan in Civil

Fnunneering." »s in LGRT 203 from 4 p.m. 5 pm

Sp^n-red bv the Education and Pluft lllnMl Act,v,t,e<

DS^;:l^- "Making Peace with Food^

seven week suPP<.rt g.-oup for women from.pm £30
n m Group meets on the second floor of Wilder Hal .

Tne support group is free, for more information call

545-0883.

Trf-C^'nd'^An.er.can Dream.' ««
J^d ^ the Department of Con.mun.Mt.ona and the

SemtnarSenen in ^ p m

^red'byThe
E
Educron and Professional Activities

D^^n -The ***« W-nj™Spr^^
Irish Community." will be sponsored by theTnst.tute

for Advanced Studies ,n the Humanities ,n CC 174-176

"mJS. - The University Democrats will meet at

ty Studies Lecture Series

.

Roundg

0f^Z**™:£o< James Young speaks as part of
speaKir m w . up wlu speak on tne

SSSSSSsr*"-

general meeting at 7 pm m tne
mformation ,

f^?i3^^^^"16 StUdent V
m°n

,call 545-1336 or stop oy
tion fHolocaust

ASCE. "Qivteenth Chapel" is pro-

Public -

iti u States and a United Europe," is

^redtottHfrsUn,mCC1e3from 7:30

"TV
9:3

?h
P
e LesWaT Gay and

f

^exual Alliance w,«

show™ n.L in CCSM from 7 p.m. - 9 p.m. Adm.ss.on

is free.

By JOANNE PAUL
Collegian Correspondent

Republicans and gays have been polarized at the Umver

sitTof Massachusetts at Amherst according to Richard

Tafel, the president of the Massachusetts chapter of the

U
T
g
hetgCa

L
bin Club, a group made up of gay, lesbian

and bisexual Republicans, is trying to make a gay voice

neardZ publican politics. Tafel said homosexuals and

Republicans do not have to be at °dd»-

'There isn't any common ground. People at UMass do

not sav what they feel as far as Blacks, gays etc. go, he

Lid "T^ey are afraid that they will be looked down upt,£

S^ the only ones who dare to speak tWmind. are the

Republicans and members of Queer Nation.

"Peonle come to UMass with homophobia Tafel saio\

••Whiles raised in the classrooms
^^r-U«ng

addressed. The minority community at UMass needs to

come together and challenge this.

chiazzi in Los Angeles and San Francisco in opposition

o the Briggs Initat.ve, legislation that would hav*.bar

red gav peoPle from teaching in Callforma^
PUbUC

Th^na
SinceS, chapters have been formed a

<^^
tirm Texas Florida, Virginia, Maryland, Washington

DC Chicago New York and Boston. Presently, there are

ChapterSg formed in Oregon and Washington State^

In February gay Republicans in Boston announced the

formauon rfSJ state's U>g Cabiri Club^ a^org=Uon

dedicated to raising money and endorsing GOP candidates

who support gay and lesbian issues.

But vou need to do it through persuasion and not

through name calling. Don't call people racist, sexist

homophobic, fascist, instead you need to ask people »h>

An thpv believe what they do.

"Peoplehave hatred, it's a fact. You shouldn't tell them

to shut up. Its important for them to get it out on the

able If not. then four years later after this person

Graduates, they take their feelings with them, he said.

^•Teope were shocked that a Black man was beaten in

CahfZia by white police officers. Then 1*^.^
nerve to sav that they thought racism doesn t exist

TSCUtL Straight Pride Rally that was held

at UMass on March 7. 1991 by members «f the gay com

munity,' he said. "The gay community waa «Me to per

suade the Republicans to let me speak at the rally, dux

t wts members of Queer Nation that preyen^ « f£n

sneakine They drowned out my speech with *ith wnisu

S and Bhoutfng. All I wanted to say ,s that there a no

Zm for bigotry, homophobia or hatredmojpa^t
the cav community at the rally wouldn t let me speaK^

X Governor [Weld] of Massachusetts ,s a R*P«b
f

hcan
;.

Tafel said He is very supportive of our community and

Ian s to end homophobia during his four years in office

He"! probably one of the only governors who s appointed

Bil^' he continued. "It records any kind of hate violence

and he induded gavs in that bill. He invited gays to watch

him stgn it . It's fhefirst time that gays were ever invited

t0^^;^Z^O^^^ he included

AIDS as a handicap," Tafel said. "This means^hat you

can't discriminate against hiring a persor
,

whe haa^AIDS-

The Log Cabin Club was formed in 1977 by r rank kic

l oilman photo by .leff Holland

RI OW HARDS - After blowing out the

candies, an ROTC cadet cuts a birthday
C

caCe honoring the -venty-fmha^ary
of the program in the United States w
party was held Saturday night in the Cam

pus Center Auditorium.

The Log Cabin Club was formed mi^< oy r
,
— . ^^

LBGA marks 'Appreciation Day
Heterosexual allies honored tf gay community

for their suppor^
nezeruwAuui **

or bisexual the

><»»»»»»»>»»#»»»»»<

By AMY HENRY
Collegian Staff

To show appreciation for heterosexual allies, those

SSSSSSSSa
TRGtmemtes gave out pins with a pink triangle on

'"LfwHayes a music major and an LBGA member said

••S have ton supportive ofthe gay commumty. They

£Efc our Jt, and^heyVeW-b^^
because people thought they were gay. j

show that we recognize them.
heterosexuals

of the rally said many homophobic things. Hayes «u

Rarbara Greve. a communications major and an LBGA

member darned an ally as someone who,

,s wdhng * sup-

aro toterotxuals who are comfortable enough .n the.r

personal preference and they shouldn t get harassed.

h::ztA
c^^r:meTr.^ to**~

tions t^ t

d
r7a^d

P
understand and become aware of what

Asking Questions is the f.rst step in trying to unders-

tend wtaf beTng gay is a., about^ Even if yon are not gay

neople Their people you know and love.

tant to show allies we appreciate their very pro i y,

friendly attitudes."

Everuwoman's Center

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

Wallace said that she could not discuss any details of

why Roth had left. Diana Selig a former volunteer coo,
wny iw

nroffram wi team up with riollie

ffl ftS to'bfco-coordinators of the pr„gran,
i

w«ll»ce said they will be interim coordinators and will

Tare the duties of the volunteer and E/A coordinator,.
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. SAUEDAY SERVICE

• BILLED DIRECTLY

TO INSURANCE COMPANY

. WINDSHIELDS REPLACED

North Amherst
Motors

78 Old '.underiand Rd

Nort. Amherst. MA.

549-2880

Moci Map' Cf«d« C*n* Aa»W

UMASS ARTS COUNCIL

GRANT PROPOSAL DEADUNE
The next deadline for submission

of grant proposals for

arts-related projects and events

for mid-May or the next academic year

Monday, April 22

Guidelines and application forms

are available at the Arts Council

Office and the Student Activities

Office

UMass Arts Council

209 Hasbrouck Hall. 545^0202

FLOCK
TO
THE
SEACOAST * >> *
^^k This summer, don't

>^ stay cooped up at

home when you can kill two

birds with one stone.earning

valuable credit toward your

degree and enjoying the New
Hampshire seacoast.

>On the academic side,

UNH offers more than

400 graduate and under-

graduate credit courses. On

the social side. UNH offers

tennis courts, swimming

pools, bus service, and oppor-

tunities to meet new people.

four Summer Terms

June 3-July 3 5 Weeks

June 3-August 9 1 Weeks

July 1 -August 9 6 Weeks

July S-August 9 5 Weeks

Mail Registration begins April 8.

On-aanpus summer housing is

available.

[TuNH Summer Session, 24 Rosemary Lane, ^
Durham. NH 03824; or call (603) 862^234.XUM-A)

|

1
1 want to fly the coop. Please send

|

me the UNH Summer CaUlog.

Name

Call (603) 862-4234 for your free Summer Bulletin

I University of

I New Hampshire

\ Summer Sessic

HOLOCAUST MEMORIAL WEEK

Schedule of Events

Storyteller: JENNIfER JUSTICE

Monday, April 8, 7pm, Hillel House Lounge

"Who Shall Be Exhalted"-true stories about people who saved lives

during the Holocaust. Ms. Justice has an MFA in Directing from Boston

U and is adjunct faculty Lesley College in Cambridge, MA.

film: LODZ GHETTO

Tuesday, April 9, 7:30pm Hillel House Lounge

This powerful documentary chronicles the history of this ohsh ghetto

where more than 200,000 Jews were forced into slave labor by the

Nazis before being sent to death camps. Text is taken from actual diaries

of these people. It is, despite the horrific subject, a poetic and humane

film.

Lecture: PROfESSOR JAMES YOUNG

Wednesday, April 10, 7:30pm, Memorial Hall

"The Changing Face of Memory: Holocaust Monuments in New Times

and Places"-A slide-illustrated presentation and lecture. Dr. James

Young is Assistant Professor of English and Judaic at UMass.

COMMEMORATION SERVICE

Thursday, April 11, 12:30pm, Cape Cod Lounge/Student Union

This campus wide service will include lighting of memorial candles selec-

tjons from the liturgy, and brief addresses from students, faculty and

staff.

tensors include- B'nai B'r.th Hillel, UMass Arts Council, Student Affairs Cultural Enrich-

ment Fund, Music Department and Judaic Studies Department.

Di \ l si ()\ or

SUMMER
SPARKLES at

UMass
Over 300 credit and non-

credit courses and work-

shops will bedazzle you in

the UMass Summer Session.

A glittering lineup of classes

is conveniently offered both

day and evening in two, six-

week sessions.

First session runs June

4 -July 12; second se»-

sion runs July 16-

August 22.

Register beginning

April 16.

By mail until May 17, by tel-

ephone (5 3)orFAX

(545-3351) until May 31, or

in person through June 3.

University of

Massachusetts
at Amherst

Summer
1991

Pick up a free catalog

nt ana banks,

grocery stores,

shopping centers,

libraries, <»ni mull*.

tor more

information or a

free catalog,

call 545*2414.

THE EDWIN M. ROSSMAN
ALUMNI CAREER FORUM

THE DEPARTMENT OF EXERCISE SCIENCE
ALUMNI CAREER NIGHT

on

TUESDAY, APRIL 9 @ 7:30 p.m.

CAMPUS CENTER ROOM 904

ALL STUDENTS, FACULTY & STAFF

ARE INVITED TO ATTEND

A SHORT PANEL PRESENTATION
FOLLOWED BY

REFRESHMENTS AND
INFORMAL DISCUSSION WITH

MARY MOULSON-LITCHFIELD (M.S. 1986): Director

The Center for Health & Fitness, U-Mass Medical Center

PALL LITCHFIELD (M.S. 198o): Reebok®

Research & Development Division

WILLIAM BODROUE (B.S. 1988): Wellness Center Director

for Fitcorp® @ The New England Telephone Center

MACK LEE SULLIVAN (B.S. 1989): Medical Student

The Albert Einstein School of Medicine

WI LLIAM SHAUGHNESSY (B.S. 1990): First-Year Student

Physical Therapy @ Boston University

This event is sponsored by

The Edwin M. Rossman Alumni Career Forum
The Mather Career Center

The Alumni Association

&
The U-Mass Department of Exercise Science

and is open to the public

FniTOPIALlOPINION

Handy Clip-n-Save

Sometimes a scream is better than a thesis."

— Ralph Waldo Emerson

A woman gets raped and

what do they call news?

The Editorial/Opinion page welcomes columns, letters and

cartoons from UMass and the rest of the Five College area.

The Editorial staff reserves the right to edit letters and col-

umns for grammar, clarity and length.

Submissions must bear your name, local address and phone

number. This information is subject to verification.

Anonymous submissions will be printed at the editors

discretion. Letters or columns written under a pseudonym

will NOT be accepted. '

Letters should be no longer than 50 double-spaced typed

lines. Columns must not exceed 70 double-spaced, typed lines^

Untyped submissions or submissions of obscene and

unreasonable length will NOT be considered for publication.

Letters and columns written in response to a previously

published letter will NOT be printed. Responses to or

criticism of columns or articles must be restricted to letter

form Any exceptions will be determined solely by the editors^

The Editorial staff is not required to print all submitted

material. Submissions become the property of the Collegian

and will not be returned.

The opinions expressed on this page are those of the in-

dividual writer or cartoonist and might not reflect the views

of the Collegian or the Editorial staff.

The Editorial staff is trying its best to honor the above-

mentioned policies. Furthermore, we exist only to serve you,

the Collegian-reading public. We do our best to facilitate a

healthy community discussion of the issues. But, without you,

this discussion doesn't happen. So get writing. .
.19,000 peo-

ple are waiting to find out what you think.

Clip this handy policy statement and put it on your fridge!

Reporters and photographers armed with

high-power lenses have stationed themsehes

across the street from the alleged victim's

house since her name leaked out to the press.

despite the fact that Florida law prohibits

law enforcement agencies from revealing it.

Pamela McCarthy

Among the news outlets stalking the

woman are supermarket tabloids such as

the Star, the Globe, and the National En

quirer. whose reporter and two

photographers were involved in a high-

speed auto chase with the woman, who

finally eluded them by running numerous

stop signs and traffic lights. - exerpt from

a Boston Herald news story about the alleg-

ed Easter weekend rape of a Florida

woman by the Kennedys.

A woman accuses men who are a part ot

one of the richest and most powerful in

families in Massachusetts of rape. They

escape to Massachusetts. She stays in

Florida, where the alleged crime occurred.

She is persecuted by reporters who are real

ly nothing but frustrated FBI geeks.

What's wrong with this picture?

This woman was assaulted. Contrary to

what most morons are calling the Easter

weekend fiasco, it is not a "sex-scandal.

Sex is something two consenting adults en

joy There is no consent in rape, and the on

ly one who gets any enjoyment out of it is

the rapist, or rapists.

Rape, in case anyone has forgotten, is a

crime. .

A woman who survives rape has some

serious adjusting to do. She has to work

through physical, emotional, and mental

pain She has to deal with the fact that llM

was violated in a way that large segments

of our society still condones.

Enter our semi-evolved tabloid writers.

Thes- mental giants have yet to

recognize the fact that rape is a crime. They

must still think that it was nothing but a

harmless weekend romp. But that s no

excuse

This woman says she was raped. What

right does anyone have to invade her

privacy? She's been through enough.

Kennedy worshipping aside, she is not a

side-show attraction. Surviving a rape

doesn't make someone a celebrity; it

doesn't make her public property, no mat-

ter who does it. She is not an object to be

used for the titillation of the public.

Strange. Many of these are the attitudes

that lead to rape.

Think about it. Women are seen as ob

jects, as public property. Women are mere-

ly outlets for men's frustrations. Women

are expendable. We don't feel - how can

objects feel?

The fact is. she was assaulted. Why is

there a stakeout across the street from her

house? I don't care what cereal she eats in

the morning. I don't care what toothp.

she uses. 1 don't care where she goes in her

car Since rape is rape no matter who com

mits it, I don't care that she says it is the

Kennedvs who did it to her. I just care that

it she says it happened. I just care about

justice being served.

Following her, taking pictures of her

badgering her. and chasing her in a car (I

think these morons watch too many Miami

Vice reruns) isn't going to serve justice.

They onlv thing these hacks of Americ;.

finest scandal -h.-ets ha v.- accomplished is

wreaking more damage on her life. They

have raped her again.

Why is she being punished? Why is sh«-

being held prisoner in her own home? Why

is she being chased and policed and

scrutinized9 She's been through hell. Show

some sensitivity

Some people, including the rtpoii.rs

who are guilty of harassing this woman,

will say . 'She should have expected thil tf

she was going to accuse the Kenneth

rape."

Read: She was asking for it.

Sounds like an excuse for the second

rape

Pamela McCarthy
columnist

is a Collegian

V/I1U %/A.M*** »•**•--—-^ f - ^ | IM«"I»II.'I

I excuse.

In this age ofmass destruction, thank God^ the Diaspora
XIA W11U ^.& ^ understatement . i were considered to be he Fa est ^^

I've often thought that Jewish guilt was rooted in aliyah

That if all the Jews went to Israel - not justto visit

relatives, or to scale Massada as did our foreblood, or to

merely caress the Wailing Wall, weep for the tragedies

of the world, and the., board that big metal bird back

"home' - but to actually exhume the exodus that this

burden would be relieved. It seemed that such a weight,

ZTuras, that blatantly subtle, overwhelmingly te-

stable sense that we can do something more, imposed

upon us by our relatives, friends and selves would

evanesce peaceably to winds. Aliyah. Literally, to go up.

ElTgZ colloquialism exalts aliyah as the spiritual leap

Earned to the home-coming of the Jew to Palestine,

On Mar. 12. David Siegel, Special Assistant to the

Israeli Ambassador to the United Nations and Director

of Re earcTfor the Israeli Mission to the United Nations

spoke
a*

Amherst college. The subject was "Zionism and

the Politics of Jewish Nationalism.

To say that he spoke would be an understatementJ
speak Dan Rather speaks. My cat speaks. No, what flowed

from the"p. of this man would be better classified as an

extemporaneous outpouring of history; a journal of the

Semitic struggle. ^^^^^^^^^__

Lynn Weissman

The orator aphorized as a land-based religion, astutely

and by example, decrying anti-Zionism as the produ

£

inter-Arab disputes. "Absolute power corrupts. Absolute

pTwerlessness corrupts even more." Despotism and power

sTrugglet in the Arab world have mothered terrorist and

fascist factions. David Siegel reminded us that in 1947

he Arabs rejected the partitioning of Palestine, and in

1948 all seven (now 21) Arab states attacked Israel. That

t was the Zionist Jews of Israel, and not the Arabs, who

were considered to be the Palestinians' until the

IZ 1960s. How the PLO (it. central tenet: the destroy

tion of Israel) was conceived in Egypt in 1964. but was

Iter taken over by Yassir Arafat. And that it was Mar-

lS"i?her King who denounced the slogan "Zionism is

TtwidXtt Glob, writer, speaker, and

holocaust sunSJor Elie Weisel is portrayed as "a target

of cntic m L well as acclaim. Some Israelis fault him

?or Uving in the Diaspora." (The Diaspora is the constella-

tion of the Jewish people around the globe).

Such Israelis, living Zionism, want their people home.

Zionist that I am, I thank God for the Diaspora these

davs in the face of nuclear and chemical weapons, with

the execution of mass genocide so facile, and when the

sitting^iuck potential of all those Jews in one place would

be onfy too tempting for any Saddam Hussein wanna-bes.

Lynn Weissman is a UMass student

the Politics oi uKwian 1-c.wv

Whv the US sits and watches Iraq crumble

„2d it The reports should also provide a meanrngful

foreseeable future.

No less striking will be the historical parallels that will

art as the Unifed States attempts to secure a just and

lasting peace from the rubble of Iraq.

However little will it serve our ends to ponder the

not see the Shi'ite population as a "credible" player in

a US dominated post-war Iraq. Clearly, it is in our best

fnterests to watch the massacre - with the proper public

objections and pronouncements of non-interference, of

C

°The

e

Kurdish resistance in the north will probably suf-

fer the same fate, since Kurdish nationalism is not in the

nterests of our ally Turkey, which is in the process of be-

ne rewarded for its good behavior during the war.

fn fact Washington has stated in the most explicit terms

that it desires a military coup in Iraq - because only he

military can control the population and prevent he

"Lebanonization" of Iraq. Also the ™»»W h«££
past proven its willingness to deal with the United States,

i.e. the military is a "credible' player. ...«,...
Finally, the rebellion in Iraq serves the United States

designs in another way; it just may provide a reasonable

explanation for all those reports of destruction disease

ana famine that will continue to Altar£j^5*
Graduate Student

Prof jumps to the

defense of chemicals
The Collegian recently reported that a can of

trichloroethane, described as a "highly flammable sol

vent." was placed in the SGA president s mailbox

Far from being highly flammable, trichloroethane is

almost completely non-flammable. It is a common

choice as a cleaning solvent, in part because it is essen-

tially impossible to set fire to it under normal

conditions. „ ,

«

I've been trying to figure out how The Collegian could

have concluded that trichloroethane was a fire hazard.

Mv euess is that your staff realized that

t^fchloroethane is (horror!) A CHEMICAL and

therefore assumed that, like other CHEMICALS such

as water, cotton, oxygen and baking soda that it must

naturally be a menace to life and-J**-^
Professor of Chemistry

=K= =H= =*= =K:

mating the city. The ona.og, --~ -
especially to a soldier.

Furlough n: a leave of absencetad^J
* ^u£ es; a,so plan

Budget n: a financial report«£*£*£%£ in an acute or fever 2: a decisive or

Crisis n: the turning point tor Deuer

for coordinating income and expenses,

critical moment.
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THE FAR SIDE

Bv GARY LARSON

DOONESBURY

By GARRY TRUDEAU

600R GOWt&JS, rWS> YOURS

way has ju6TAcajif&> rne

first srua^astserial rjuhts

T0*HAM&A6AH THE-W-
AimmiiwBio6RAPm"

-

KirnxmeY, anp^ -^
man today! fj^

ir5/UH£R5,GAN6-THE
scanmls, iteMOBsms, the-

HAlFm&&&, THZOOSeTB,
TW POMPS, THC HAIRPReSSSRS,

THf SINATRAS, mSPGAPSHKB,
\ THeHAlR-
^tfT^^DRtSSefiS!

ITS Ail SO&PIOSIVZ, TVtASMP
m&XVFRIENPZOrW!.HARRIS
-fOdZHt&ASTASWR£Fe&£
Hehas seuaip our firstex-

am. LZTS START 'EM OFF

'julius pytp
THePResipeNTS

&Ai'ROOTS\mCH
HtPBetNCONG
since ms..'

£ASY!
J5AIC2
CASH

His rifle poised. Gus burst through the door,

stopped, and listened. Nothing but the gentle sound

of running water and the rustling of magazines

could be heard. The trail, apparently, had been false.

CALVIN AND HOBBES Bv BILL VATTERSON

I HAAlt A*4

AS OT TOMtf.

I \N\a NO LOHSER

RESPOND TO TME

KWAE "CM^N"

r

>x

^ %

r"fcC*A NOW ON, I WSV\

TO BE ADDRESSED ^S
'CALVIN T\€ BOLD'.'

THE BOLD WU-

TO HlHSBJF «*

TMt TUlM) PtPSaK

JUl'S JOURNAL

AsI *** \eo*\*$

5ova« Coo\vJ^\f-

By Jin

-)$ %^-

for)** "to*

TANGELO PIE
By Tin SNIFFEN

-r-Mh-'f bKMfVic'

The wafc^-"
'gulp- I'**

D-Drotdni*j..

Ofcowr* you're nof--

FWvh need wafer

toliv*.

Oh- ftqhf-

Sorry.\

Ifrv>mmq«'5€/
llVma wiW\ forgetful

plant* kefp5 //fe

On! ,.

To conclude ijour

T*MgeJo
# 6uwie/o 5"

Co//e<ie 5/udNrs dur-

of-5ou>MiS/ Ma* "5 i

Gafje w/l talk «ta^
Stereotypes. .

Mow, aWwuflh 5owe staw-

4iipes weft used in our

Guide, 5-Co/feflf5fjid>Mr5

r*ia'. -KMdf. Some

a& w/orse./

/*^ /

Mo/Aahnofrriepo/nK

7he pomf 15, *> wvef 5~

College 5tu<fetff5 for

yourfclf-- -/u M
prcfuvtt. Bwr

DdrJTfeea ffiem./

«,///////«

WW ujere saumj '5:

-frcaf evefljone wim
rtspar-,W you'll

fee fme. Afniwph.

COLLEGIAN

rtANDATORY WORKSHOP
'Covering the Third Vorld"

Tonight. 7 p.m.. in the newsroom

All newsroom staff and corespondents must attend.

DAILY CROSSVORD PUZZLE

Edited By TRUDE MCHEL JAFFE
ACROSS

1 Certain fl<gnt

5 Just — away
10 Act pouty

14 Spur

15 Type of

pneumonia

16 Ready for

dreamland

1

7

Sharp

1

8

Shade of

t»ue

19 Highway

20 Clean up
22 Ripe old age

24 Bridge fee

25 Like some
telecasts

26 Spokes, tor

example

29 PuOhsner s

point of view

34 Prospero s

servant and
namesakes

36 Not on — lite'

37 Refrain

syllable

38RuOy and
Sandra

39 Correct

41 Harvest

42 ABA member
43 Mus instrument

44 Come forth

46 Memoer of the

military,

in a way
49 One of the

Fords

50 Free from

reliance on

51 Seine tributary

53 Cruel one

56 Coming
60 Muscat s

country

61 Likeness

63 Paddock

DOWN
i Places

to slim

and trim

2 Killer

whale

3 Anagram of

25 Down
4 Unusual things

or events

5 Advantage

6 Barbecue
sound

7 Blue s partner

8 Musician s

attribute

9 Abundance
1 Silas —
1

1

Double reed

1

2

Type of fuei

1

3

MacDonaid s

co-star

21 Labor

23 Novelio of

musical comedy
tame

25 Celebrity

26 M'A'S'H role

27 Mountain ridge

28 Watches
calories

30 Cleaners

partners

31 Anatomical

passages

32 — to Live

O Hara novel

33 Place for a

boutonmere
35 — Army
40 — Street L

Sinclair novel

41 Saved
43 Mus direction

45 Interlock

47 Dallas folks

48 Language

52 Bits and pieces

53 Food fish

54 Tatar Strait

feeder

55 Actor Andrews

56 Acorn products

57 Wo'd with china

or silver

58 Soviet sea

59 Himalayan

creature''

62 — Tse-tung

ANSWER TOJ'HEVipUSPyaLE:

S A'R IB P 1 E

a't.eJmMLv e i

S T AT^R
SURE R I

N.T.E R N A

S E AiN_
L A|l C MR ATE
ER L EMS l ED

T T O JflA I E S

E R H'T.OIB A L.E

I
iTTWlT
flB!».ti

4/S/91

64 Scuba diver s

65 Jute fiber

66 Pan of OED
67 Historic times

68 Some are

Roman
69 Pastrami

source, for

short

i— j— r~4—MP
- r-T—r-r-^^

-
"" ir"Ts~

ppp*~~
w
br -JPPP

M B*' 9<

r u- »
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MENU
LUNCH
Meal Pi<-

(. iiiint <. heese

BASICS LUNCH
( apotvMA

Grilled Cheese

DINNER
heel boaigolgnon

( Nu Kn\ I nuicrs

BASICS DINNER
Creek Style SkJBet

< tUcken Fingers

YOUR DAILY HOROSCOPE
By JEANE DIXON

ARIES (March 21-April 19) Follow

your instincts and be more conser

native where spending is concern-

ed An unexpected bonus will

reduce financial pressures A

neighbor or older relative offers

household help

TAURUS (April 20-May 20) Fulfill-

ing your commitments is a top

priority Children will require a gen-

tle but firm hand Do your

homework before signing an

agreement. Show your war-

mhearted side to family and friends

OEMINI (May 21-June 20): In-

vestigate all business propositions

Your imagination will work wonders!

The financial picture shows decid-

ed improvement Consult experts

before making investments.

CANCER (June 21-July 22):

Business travel is best postponed. A

loving relationship could take an ex-

citing new turn Trust your judgment

even if someone challenges your

decisions Take a gamble in

romance
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22): Members of

the general public could prove er-

ratic today Keep your cool Stick-

ing to conventional, tried-and-true

business methods will get the job

done Romance may have to wait

VIROO (Aug. 23-Sept 22) Finan-

cial opportunities abound, thanks to

your ability to make friends A large

meeting gives you a chance to

shine Your secret fantasies are

close to realization!

LIMA (Sept 23-Oct 22): Look for-

ward to u productive day when

you keep important matters under

your control Avoid incurring new
debts Your energy mounts tonight;

you feel ready for action Examine

your beliefs

SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov 21) Settl-

ing a debt may be important to

your good name. Be extra cautious

with your credit cards. Close

business allies will come in handy,

do not underestimate their value.

Accept help graciously

SAGITTARIUS (Nov 22-Dec 21)

Group interaction keeps you in

good spirits A pleasant social sur

prise is part of the picture Even if

work seems like a grind now, push

ahead. Your perseverance will be

richly rewarded
CAPRICORN (Dec 22- Jan. 19)

Financial matters may still be a

source of concern. Postpone pur-

chasing major household items un-

til they go on sale. Accept your ap-

pearance and personality Attend

more group functions

AQUARIUS (Jan 20-Feb. 18):

Money spent on health-related ac-

tivities is a sound investment Your

work colleagues are great com-
pany You will make a big splash by

playing to your audience. Dynamic

action pays off.

PISCES (Feb. 19- March 20) Your

instincts guide you in a profitable

direction today Working behind the

scenes will prove beneficial Others

look to you for leadership

Strengthen family ties with regular

visits

TODAY'S STAFF
Night Editor Chris .^inlui.

Copy Editor Preston Porman

Photo Technician Carrie Wye!

h

Production Supervisor ( ainilK- Pttrisevk /

Typesetter Terry Siamur

Production Trad .Ann 1)iS<\I\<iIok . .^ikc

Atkins
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COLLEGIAN WORKSHOP
"Covering The Third World"

by

Professor David DuBois

Monday, April 8, 7 p.m.

MANDATORY FOR STAFF
AND CORRESPONDENTS

Anyone who can't make it must get in touch with Pam.

Linn iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii
iiimiimm muiuiiiiiiiiii

j MODELUMYED|
f NATIONS '

•
Tonight at 7:30pm
Campus Center

A New Delegates

i
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Recycle

cans here

ECYCL& / >i old 3 &?&&£*
TODAY! /tef^fZ®M&

Meeting Notice

Top of the Campus
Incorporated
(TOG Inc.)

will hold its annual

meeting and elec-

tions in

Campus Center

Rm. 802,
May 16, 1991
at 2:00p.m.

i ANDY'S SECRETARIAL SERVICE

Report* Term Papers

Typing ami Quality Word Processing

Resume Consultation

Temporary Help For Any (if I
ice

Fast Affordable Service

241 King St. Northampton 584-1000

Styles By
Deborah

Welcomed

Please call 546-2652

or 546-3799

Room TBA

I

I

I
A

Thr Sp.i

Ku
H.nr Ht Sl<in

C.irf

549-5610

65 University Drive

Amherst

r
i

i

i

$5.00 OFF
With Caren

Only

Professional

Consultation and |
Style. Cut & Dry

Reg $i600to $18 00
I

I

J
|
I $5.00 Any Perm. |

r\nn Facial or
I

J

I Or I" Highlighting I

1 F"st time customers only I

I $10 OFF TANNING SESSION]
Kir»i nm. < u-lomer- only K»p 4 30»1" _

_ jMome'S only E»p 4/30/91

Any Perm.
Facial or

Highlighting

Need A Job Skill That Pays?
Cull us today and And out how »e can help you

make it as a bartender. CNCKUs available.

call today

(617)247-1600
HI l Boylsion Street

Boston. MA 02 1 16

New i i i^I.hm I

Bartenciers
S(tKM)l

We Help Vow Make N

I H.nx-Jln ike CuH<mum>c«Mi .rf M.s.^i.» * ii* IkiMnimm.-* I .t~J««'

M?^/My/w/«^^^

STEINBECK COLLISION
REPAIR

& AUTOBODY

53 So. Prospect — Amherst Center

256-8157 256-1385

• Accepted by all insurance companies for

collision repair or glass replacement

Imports & other unibody vehicles

are our specialty

REMEMBER it's your car and your choice

of repair facilities

/1RK7IRVED
Date: April 6-12 Time: 9:30-3:30

Place: Bookstore
Last time for guaranteed graduation delivery

Sp*L\* Pi>mcw P*a*u A»a«UN<

Classifieds
COMB TO THEQQUXVHOmCt^^

ACTIVITIES

INTERESTED IN HUMANE EDUCATION
and helping abandoned cats on campus?

Call UMass pets 546-2191 546-5777

MASSPIRG S HUNGER CLEANUP is April

1 3th Help the community and raise money

lor hunger Stop by 4?3B Stud U

PHYSICS CLUB
Nnw members meeting

We will discuss summer jobs.

elections & pizza parly

Bring friends and make new ones 1

There will be food 1

Have fun 1

Tonight
630

Hasbrouck 137

AMAZING APARTMENT

WANT LONG LUXURIOUS SHOWERS for

free? All the heal you want? Take oyer our

fully carpeted 2-bdrom apartment June i

Close to campus, great price too' Call

549-7845 Leave message

AUTO rOR SALE

'78 VOLVO well maintained. $950 or bo

253 2612

TAKE OVER OUR LEASE or sublet tor the

summer 3 bdrm 549-4195
LOST

FOR SALE

ENTERTAINMENT

RACK-A-DISC is still thp Dest lor DJ's and

live entertainment Call anytime 586-9900.

ask about our special;

FOR RENT

10 SPEED MCTOBELANE
BIKfe

$100 or Ei/O

Call Lisa 549-4324

2 BEDROOM HOUSE available June 1st w/

fall option close to campus

$625 Call 549-6417

3 BEDROOM HOUSE in Amherst Available

June 1st 256-0303

5 BEDROOM HOUSE on bus route $1015

a month call 253-5734

ANNOUNCEMENTS

BED AND BREAKFAST- downtown idea!

for visiting parents and friends 549-07JJ

COOKIEGRAMS ON SALE in Campus

Center' $1 to benefit Amherst Fami y

Center See you on Monday 8 Tuesday"

ENDLESS SUMMER! Alaska |obs

Women/men, to $600/wk Airfare plus

room-board free Canneries hiring now! In-

formation 1(900)988-5152 Ext. 170.

$3rmmute (4 mm max /refundable)

HEADING FOR EUROPE this summer? Jet

me* anytime for $160 with AIRHITCH (r)

(Reported in NY Times and Lets Go')

AIRHITCH ;r) 212-864-2000

PAJAMA PARTY SPECIAL!

Come to Sweets N More -Wear your p| s &

get a chocolate chip cookie & milk lor 60

cents

AMITY PLACE CONDO
3 bdrm, 2": bath, furnished, washor/dryer.

central air/vacuum garage, patio 3 oc-

cupants. $995/month 549-5938

COLONIAL VILLAGE
Take over lease June 1

Two bedrooms
Hot water
Free furniture

253-0856

FUTONS
Metuwampe
Top quality gold bone* futon?

Delivery anywhere in U S A
Sleep with us and save'

1 800-3FUTON1

KRAMER FOCUS 3000 eieciric guitar

beautiful-black $275 546-6194

MENS LEATHER JACKET 3/e 46

Exc cond $75 Ron 545-0020

MOPED - BATAVUS Runs fine $150 Call

253-5434

TURBOGRAFX16 with six games or Ninten-

do with twenty three games for under half

value' Call 6-4477

FOUND TWO RINGS IN

Campus Center Basement 4/3

You graduated from

Wachusott Regional 90
Please call 546-2980

LOST ON 3/31: Horse bridle while driving

on E Pleasant St If (ound please call

Wendy 546-0303 HEWARD

ROOMMATE WANTED

SUMMER SUBLET w/ fall option 1bdr

available m 2bd' apt Btown/Amherst line

Evenings 256-0916

SERVICES

PERSONALS

PREGNANT?
Need a pregnancy test, .nformation or sup-

port9 Call for free and confidential services

ALTERNATIVES 33 Main St Northampton

586-3000 or Greenfield 774-6010

FOUND

WOMAN'S WATCH Phillips St

March call Louise 549-2922

Fri 29

APTS FOR RENT

SPRING SPECIAL 99 cent, one imonth

rent with one year lease 2BR $450
,

3BR

$537, in Sunderland Free bus route laun-

dry facilities, pool, garctc-r, p'ots Short term

leases available 66b-3B5H

GET OUT OF THE DORMS! Take over our

lease in lownehouse 549-8036

LOOK NO FURTHER!!
Looking for 2 M/F roommates to St- are

GORGEOUS house

Huge backyard'

$190 + utilities- Must See"

Call Barry 6-2664

PRESIDENTIAL APT
One room for summer and a

double for summer and/or fall

Call Beth 549-4035

SPACIOUS ONE BEDROOM APT, great for

two people Located in the center of

Amherst, above Kinkos If interested, please

call 253-0467

TAKE OVER OUR LEASE at Gilreath

Call now 549-6901

HELP WANTED

EARN $6/HOUR
Spanish/English bilmguals needed tor

reading study

Jeaneite 585-8749

FARN $500-$1500/WK part time stuffing

envelopes m your home For free intorma

ii"n S9"d a long, self addressed stamped

envotope to P C Box 30593, Albuquerque

NM 871900593

EARN $300/500 PER WEEK
Heading books at home call 1-615-473-7440

Ml B281

Bellyside up.

Exhausted
At
Ned's house party

Love the gang
Happy B-day

TO THE GUYS IN 14 GILREATH AND
SACCO

Special wha'?
Fantastic then'

Its tearin the outa me'

Oh Oh Oh'

We love ya'

"J J A MS " From Moore'

KATHRYN
Happy birthday"

Love M and M

HEY MELANIE!
Barsie's - lis not |ust a bar its a way of life 1

BEWARE Captain Nemo, the Dogmaster.

Leo the Lop, Zits, Grand Canyon Scarface.

and that POOR dog with the Mohawk"

-Lisa

PS Wanna go to Maryland?

HAPPY BIRTHDAY FLAHR!!

The big 20. you hot woman you 1

Remember. All I wanna do is make love

to you " -TB

KRISTA, A.K.A. MISSY,
Hapoy 21st b-day Be careful uptown

because if you can't feel your nose, there

could bo sharks on the walls

Luv. the other Missies

SUBLET

SUMMER W/ FALL OPTION. Large room

in S Amherst condo Pool central A/C

washer/dryer, parking On bus route Cooi

roomies, perfect summer place' Call Joe

253-2696

TAKE OVER OUR LEASE Dowr.lown

Amherst ap! available summer with fall op-

tion One bedroom, hardwood floors

Perfect tor one or two people Call 256-2216

SUMMER RENTAL

•MARTHA S VINYARD. Slops from The

Ocean Harbor Landing HarDorsido Inn

Rent daily, weekends, weekly April through

September Very reasonable prices Call

549-0221

FUNISrtEO BDRM. m a house 5 mm from

GRC Private bath, phone Wash/dryer

549-8715

ONE BEDROOM IN BRITTANY, bus route.

A/C $250/month neg Call 253-» 194 Leave

message

SUBLET 1 to 4 PEOPLE in Puffton 3 bdr

Rent negotiable Call 549 1359 anytime

SUBLET OUR BEAUTIFUL HOUSE on E

Pleasant Rent negotiable 549-8036

SUMMER SUBLET
1 br apartment
Crestview
Call 549-0503

SUMMER SUBLET at Mill Valley Estates

Spacious 1 bedroom in 3 bedroom and 2

bathroom apt For June and July Fully fur_

nished and near bus route Call 253-4006

SUMMER SUBLET WITH FALL OPTION:

3 bedroom apartment in The Brook in

Amherst On bus route, wall to wall

carpeting, clean Call 253-0420

SUMMER SUBLET WITH FALL OPTION-

Two bedroom Brandywine apartment Par-

tially furnished Noar two busslops Heat,

hotwa;er included in rent Great location 1

Call 549-5862

UPTOWN APT ' bedroom 1 bath must see'

$550/mth 253-0567

TYPING/WOROPROCESSING

INTELLIGENCE JOBS. All branches

US Customs. DEA etc Now hiring

Call (1) 805-962-8000 Ext K-9616

JEWISH COMMUNITY OF AMHERST
seeks Hebrew and Jewish studies teachers

Experience preferred Cell 549-0223 or

256-0160 for application

LOOK GREAT andearn big $ this summer 1

Call 256 8214 tor interview

HAPPY 23rd BIRTHDAY ZAICHE!

Ja te sakam mmmnoooguuu'
Love,

Tvoya Dechko

ATTENTION!
Biff R is now 21'"

Embarrass her anyway you see fit

Sorry woman, it had to be done'

Luv
Your favorite

Roomie

SUMMER SUBLET

1 BEDROOM Brandywine apt available

V9ry negotiable rent which includes all

utilities except electric Laundry facility m
building & swimming pool Call Niclole after

6pm at 549-8001 Leave message

3 BORMS. fS BATHS. Furnished On bus

route Rent negotiable Swiss Village Call

Steve 253-9708

AMH CENTER $215
253-5270

BRANDYWINE APARTMENT
Spacious, clean 2 bedroom apartment, rent

negotiable, all utilities mcl but electricity

On bus route. A/C. pool Please call Deb-

bie/Erica 549-8092

BRANDYWINE
Summer sublet available 5/24

Furnished, A/C. Pool. On du3 route

Call 549-4025
Tessa/Allison

DISSERTATIONS. CASES, PAPERS
On-campus picxup Fast' Accurate'

Mac/Laser, spellcheck

Nancy 534 7924

FAST, ACCURATE TYPING w/ spellcheck

ano boldface $1 45/pg call Greg 546-2548

PAPERS, $1 50/pg Resumes laser printed

Fast professional affordable

KCOMMUNICATIONS. 256 6373

PAPERS. DISSERTATIONS, RESUMES.
graphs, laser printing Rosemary -call

259-1786

WANTED FOR RENT

WE NEED A HOUSE IN AMHERST.
For 6 7 people Willing to tu«e

over 'ease in summer and fall

546-4018
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Sports
UM Lax beats Wildcats

*: n »nr<»<li nnthe\

By ADMEN MATT
Collegian Staff

DURHAM. NH. - On the way to

beating New Hampshire 15-12 Jim

\IcMeavev broke a University of

Ma^et,, lacrosse team record for

career ., . M tri
Je

The senior tn captain finallv hit stride

a
ffsp^oner°r?7

S

) had previously held the

recordTl41 assists, and McAleavey sur

p
ridthemarkxvithl44Hehas3goals

and 10 assists for the year

VUmm coach Ted Garber said he was

plL-duith the result of the game, bu

.t;imt.oachTomCarmeansa»dhe-as

displeased with the execution of that result.

•Thev didn't play well at all today. Car-

mean said They didn't execute play,

riffht Thev looked sloppy out there.

The team agreed the Pla> was scrappy

hut M happv with the win.

Th ganu was big for UNH but huge to

vlvL UMaai entered the game ranked

hth n the nation (the ranking did not nv

eluding the sudden death loss to Brown on

mSSSZ) Th.Cor.lla. needed a win

and will need to continue to rack up the Ws

Tri order to make the first round of the

^AHSred the match undefeated
I

in

three games but Saturday's result ended

Same winning streak dating back

fnTaTJasTn UMass still leads the series

^eenthe clubs at 27-14, and has won

us o

T
ut^ the^ond half." said UNH coach

Jim Urquhart. "They were able to

Capitalize on opportunities we 1J»J
was hoping they'd keep down their man

"'tS^SX were able to capitalize on

Jn^situations for the *£*»*£
season. Prior to Saturday I 8*™'£Mb

;

*S?5£"~m *3?Sw IS
match and UMass never really ble» the

SToff the (a»,, The IM quarter «£
a a \ A all A Francis Pepe goal m as

ahead for the first timejh -, >
withTm >

cond remaining in the «***^ *££
noal streak in the third quarter put UMass

Ihead for the remainder of the game.
"
UMass outshot UNH 46-39 and outhust!

ed the Wildcats in groundballs 62-46.

—g -iaipi|H-JU» c5#M PS* b >
Jrff H °.

,Und

Senior tri-cap.ain Jim McAleavey^~^^Sj5SKv^
record this Saturday on the «aV°^eUhe career assists mark at 144.

["buted one goal and seven as8.8U-™^*^'
and n „,shed ,ht. game with

Kevin O'Connor took 18 of 29 faceoffs for , sl l„>,d

lh
MaA

ri

Mmon and Mario Cua.Hanohe

each netted 4 goals. MilUm also had 1

;1 „,s, M.ke Caine put away I goals and

John Schlipf contributed 3 assists^

Ted Kellerman came up with IK saves

andltands a. M. UNJTs Bto-. M,lhm.

injured his r.ght quadricep early in th.

"sav^s" M h„r ius was no't d.sclosed

a
,,he^meof«he,niurynoraftertheBame

Brian Vona replaced h,m i> net f.n.shmg

with 23 saves. .
. . _«.

Wildcat Dave Robinson had a teanvhigh

4 po.nts with 2 goals and assis^ Jeff

M.Uura. Bill Sullivan »«*{^"^1Ck

each finished the game with 3 points

d^S=Sr̂ "^arJ!; ^r^WiSs in g^undballs 62-46. N—-^ r_-
ftMM continue,*-*£-»SSSSSS

By FELICE COHEN
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts
^l^efl

rLataway. N.J with^apW «taUJ^
ir Mlan .

Wms added to their season as the> bene
q ^

tic 10 foe. the Rutgers Red Knighta 11 ^ ^
Minutewomen stand at \l< »»«

"STta* game saw Minutewoman pitcher, junior Hol-

ly Aprile.
batters, striking out five

SSt-1'5g her sixth v.ctory. hr.ng-

mg her record to 64 on the season.

?
U
,Va"t

S

s.7ame
ha
UMa:s

8

n°ad

y
20 h.ts ,n the.r 35 at bats

C15?S|^ Sn^Ten M^ .K
^r:^^oa

n
n
e

dgtd
b
BarbaraMarean.,5.

had two singles and two RBls

one stolen base.
Minutewomen were junior

Also cranking out hits for the Minuve
t h

Peggy Bush, 3-4, and sophomore Amy Lockiey,

than the game.
g . ,jOIninaied the

Sophomre »»%™™*tey.™*>*£ to „„, three

BS- tfTha^en^S-to her sixth shut ou, of the

X.
n
aga,n the power of the Minute™ otTense

oTthe league's fifth inning-10 run rule.

BiTa^V^
who managed to get in some batting practice before they

headed back to Amherst

went through three pitchers.

» .11 hatters Lori Besser struck out none ana

^T^SSS fin-shed ,r *** ou,

w^ltzr^-33s :
home rUn

Jgtwo on'haS Mare.n. 36. delivered the g^me s se

^Ifana a SSSta.SSfflU: and Bush. 34 with three

sincles and three RBIs.

Senior Chris Collins went to town going 3-3, with one

Heather Dorsey, 1-1 with a single.

singles with one RBI and a stoier «-/"; m™ a„. 2-5. who managed to get in some Dau.nBh— Heather Uorsey, ij w— - ~^-

ar.;^-:»-""
b'" ------

weekend double headers
UM baseball: 2 tor * ^-UUwtsss eai«»SBR£t^»S
By GREG SUK1ENNTK
Colleeian Staff

ana MICHAEL MORRISSEY
Collegian Correspondent

SS^tt"Z^S UsS team saw

Jh victory and defeat th,s past weekend, go.ng 23 as

Colle({ian photo by Y»n» »!"«>

Mln»tem.nG«l^P^^-'32rSSS
second game against Harvara. r.

Mahie on Friday giving up two runs.

5

1n Sunday afternoon's opener, the M.nutemen came

back from a
y
4-3 deficit in the seventh inning to pull out

'^^DiSarcina led off the seventh with a single up
Glenn D.Sarcina lea ^.^ f

th
/ ^k i.rb buntrOliven bunted with two strikes and

SSSSfiSMESSS^ on four pitches, setting

i,n Mike Tobin for a potential game winner.

ToWn left no doubt about the outcome, smacking a

homerun over the right centerfield fence to end the

^fhit was the easy one," credited Tobin of his teanv

mates Howard and Oliver! hit those two bunts and

r 111, hP had the hard at bat, trying to tie it. There

w
a
asn t Is much pressure on me because they came

"^ilone who relieved starter Jeff Toothaker in the

.venth got credit for the win. Sean Johnston took the

"to the nr"ga
d

me agamst Maine on Friday. UMass pit

hlVlin, TelgtaTer ran into difficulty early on, as Mame •

i^TrSflSui SilLen were unable to score after

th
Malne

d
pitcher Ed Thernan struggled in the first three

in^n« KtinB up a run in the first and second innings

Td two in the third. Mike Tobin scored a™^£
ed ,n another for the M.nutemen in a**$£*%?&

In the second name, Maine erased a 3-1 UMass leaowii

a fi^rTCS -ning ***** starting pitcher Scott

!u npv After loading the bases with nobody out, Maine
Meaney. Alter loaamtj

nuross rounder, a

SfSirbt rd^ctd%
b
hit

D
eXrfn single to

ia

"wet
le

g

a

ot 'to" start getting people out quicker," said

Stone "We have to get better performances.

The Minutemen stormed back in their half of the fourth

when Justin Howard, the Minutemen's des.gnated hitter,

had hisSe with runners on first and second. Sweeney

misplayed and Howard scored two runs. Howard moved

To thirdkm the miscue, and scored on Olivien's ground out.

•i thought we hit the ball fairly well today, Stone said.

"We iust hit some shots right at people.

MJn's offense answered right back with a two run fifth

inninTtha broke a 6-6 tie, as King hit a two-out, two-

run oouble Meaney (0-4) was pulled for Ron Villone, who

finished the inning.

UMass never recovered to mount a * ri°U8^a^u
!

either starter Jason Dryswak or rehev
^ft

C
f

h"?
1

kJe7n
e

t

a

h
a
e

while Maine added an insurance run off of Villone in tne

"'Howard had a big at-bat in the second inning, when he

hfta'hree run homer over the leftfield fence, erasing a

1-0 Maine lead. Howard knocked in two more runs with

8

ffi*^^ ^ass was shut down

in the first game by a seven-hit, seven-strikeout perfor-

mance from Bob Bennett.

"The first game they had a good pitcher who had pitch-

ed on the [Cape Cod League), he shut us down,' said btone.

"We only let up three hits . . . usually you re going to win

when you only let up three hits."

Stone noted that UMass pitcher Rich Graham had a

strong outing, despite absorbing the loss.

In the second game, UMass got more run support, as

the Minutemen exploded for eight runs in the fourth inn

ing Derek Dana and Oliver! teamed up to do most ot the

damage, as Oliver! cracked a grand slam and Dana smak

ed a two-run homer.

"We swung the bats in the second game," Stow said.

"Daryle Cor.iveau pitched a strong game. He pitched

himself out of some jams and hung in there.
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Painting stolen from library; reward offered
By PRESTON P
Collegian Staff

FORMAN

Officials of the Tower Library are offer

ing a $200 reward to anyone with informa-

tion leading to the arrest and conviction of

the people responsible for the theft of a

student-produced painting from the library

last month.

The 6 by-4 foot horizontal oil painting,

depicting African tribal figures, was

located on the second floor landing of the

library, one flight above the telephone

lobby.

The art work, titled "Rhapsody on an

African Theme," was painted in 1986 by-

Martin Ward. Police said the painting was

cut with a sharp knife from its frame and

taken sometime between 8 p.m. March 14

and the 12:30 a.m. the following morning.

University officials said the painting had

an estimated value of $500.

The University Press Office said Ward
was a 1987 graduate but the University

Alumni Office and the Transcript Office

had no record of his graduation.

Richard MacDonald, business manager

for the Library, said library employees

were shocked by the theft of the painting

which was created in 1986 as part of the

Mass Transformation project. Because of

the high-profile location of the art work,

MacDonald believes, that whoever sliced

the painting from the frame was assisted

by a "look-out."

The $200 reward will be paid out of a

small library trust fund, MacDonald said.

History professor Louis Greenbaum said

members of the Faculty Senate Library

Subcommittee, which he chairs, were

"aghast and shocked" by the theft of the

painting. He called the theft a blow to the

opportunity of students to study in an

aesthically-pleasing atmosphere.

"There is a lot of vandalism committed

on this campus everyday but what really

shocked us is that this theft was commit

ted against the students," he said. "That

is the real indignity of it all."

Greenbaum said the painting and most

of the other murals and painting scattered

throughout the walls, corridors and stair

ways in the tower were put up in 1986 dur

ing a community wide effort called Mass

Transformation.

The project was aimed at restoring the

Tower Library after a seven-year period of

partial occupancy and deterioration caus-

ed by structural problems and vandalism.

Greenbaum said that Mass Transforma

tion was an "amazing enterprise" of facul

ty, staff, students and alumni that not on

ly cleaned up the then graffiti shrew

n

library but has kept it largely free of graf

fiti since.

"Now a painting in a conspicuous spot is

gone. Everyone is diminished," he said.

"Ultimately, it is the students who have

been victimized by this theft."

Lt. Michael Grabiec of the Department

( •illt'Ki.in file pho|i>

This mural, valued at $500, was stolen from the second floor of the Tower

Library March 14.

of Public Safety's Detective Bureau said

that in the past five years there have only

been a "handful" of art thefts on the

LTMass campus.

Anyone with information UJHDerning tin-

location of this painting <>r boa! the theft

is asked to contact the Detective Bu:

at 545-0893.

Burn victim identified as UM student
25-year-old woman commits suicide by self-immolation in Conn.

By PRESTON P. FORMAN
Collegian Staff

Police in New Canaan, Conn, tentatively identified

yesterday the body of a woman who burned herself to

death Friday in a wooded area of a park as a 25-year-old

University of Massachusetts student.

New Canaan officials believe that Adrienne M. Frazier.

of 308 North Pleasant St. and a former resident of New

Canaan, committed suicide by dousing her body in paint

thinner and igniting herself. An emptied can of paint thin-

ner and a burned schoolbook bag were found near her

body, according to a report in the Stamford (Conn.)

Advocate.

Frazier was enrolled in the College of Arts and Sciences

and was a member of the class of 1991. University

spokesperson Karin Sherbin said yesterday.

The Advocate reported that boys playing baseball in a

park in New Canaan at about 3:30 p.m. Friday saw a

woman walking alone near railroad tracks about 30 yards

from the field. When the woman apparently attempted

to catch their attention, the boys assumed she was wav-

ing and waved back.

Soon they heard an explosion and saw flames four or

five feet high.

"The preliminary autopsy report showed no signs of

trauma and the preliminary police investigation showed

no evidence of foul play." Sgt. Nicholas Warren of the New-

Canaan Police Department n said in a statement releas-

ed shortly after the incident.

A man who answered the phone at Frazier's Amherst

apartment declined to comment.

A New Canaan neighbor who has lived next door to the

Fraziers for about 18 years told the Advocate that

Adrienne "seemed well-adjusted and happy" while in high

school.

"She was a lovely girl in every way," he said. "Whatever

happened was clearly unbelievable. I don't know any ex-

planation for it, and my heart goes out to her family."

On Feb. 18, Gregory Levey, 30, a 1984 University

graduate, died on the Amherst Town Common after pour-

ing paint thinner on his body and setting himself on fire.

Weld files to cut state employees' pay 5 percent

Boston (AP) - Gov. William Weld filed legislation Mon-

day to cut pay of state employees earning $60,000 or more

by 5 percent.

The proposed pay cut would save the state more than

$6.5 million.

The governor's pay cut proposal dictates that 1,835 state

employees would lose a total of $6.5 million in fiscal 1991

and 1992, and "countless" workers at independent

authorities would also make a "small sacrifice" to help

the state balance its books, Weld said.

INSIDE:
MM*

TUBSDAZmH 1 199J
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The state faces an $850 million deficit in fiscal 1991 -

which could be driven up by stale revenues and rising

unemployment - and a projected $1.2 billion deficit in

fiscal 1992, which begins July 1.

Weld said the state could save another $1 million if the

Legislature passes the pay cut measure before May 1.

Figures supplied by Weld's office indicated that 1,110

employees in the state's higher education system would

lose a combined $3.9 million - an average of $3,525 -

with the 5 percent cuts, the largest among state agencies

and departments.

The average salary of those who would be affected by

the cut in higher education was $70,508.

Six people in the governor's office - including Weld, who

is paid $75,000 annually - earn more than $60,000. The

average of those six salaries is $78,333, and the measure s

total reduction there would be $23,500.

Peter Lucas, spokesman for House Speaker Charles

Flaherty, said the speaker would have no comment Mon

day on Weld's pay cut proposal.

Weld said Monday he would take his unpaid furlough

next week for a vacation with his family in Virginia. Last

month, the Legislature approved the employee furlough

plan as part of a $400 million deficit reduction package

for the current fiscal year.

The plan requires employees such as Weld, who make

more that $70,000, to take a total of three weeks without

pay this year. All employees can choose one of three op

tions: take the time off without pay, work and receive

deferred compensation when they leave state service or

work and accumulate vacation days next year.

Congress
focuses on
domestic issues
WASHINGTON (AP) - The conflict with Iraq left

most members of Congress like the rest of the country

spellbound observers

But now, after a two-week Easter vacation,

lawmakers are likely to shed their preoccupation with

the Persian Gulf and enter a partisan thicket of

kitchen-table issues like taxes and education that have

been relegated to the background.

"The break basically represents a hiatus that kind

of separates the war and the politics surrounding the

war from a return to the domestic agenda," said Rep.

leon Panetta, D-Calif.

Lawmakers return to work on Tuesday. A return to

the domestic agenda, however, means partisan battl-

ing, spiced by both parties' awareness that the 1992

campaign season is not too far off.

"The Democrats will try to create the impression that

they're moving forward on domestic issues despite op-

position from the White House," says Rep. Norman

Lent, R-NY, ranking Republican on the House Energy

and Commerce Committee. "They'll be trying to

discredit Bush with the election coming up."

Democrats counter that they will take on Bush if they

have to, knowing that polls show the public trusts them

over Republicans on domestic issues. A battle with the

president over the domestic agenda, they say, is up to

Bush.

"It depends on whether he'll exercise the same kind

of leadership he exercised during the war," says Sen.

Lloyd Bentsen, D-Texas, who might be interested in

challenging Bush next year. "Up to this point, he

hasn't exercised that kind of leadership on domestic

issues."

One of the first items awaiting Congress is enacting

a $1.4 trillion budget for fiscal 1992, which starts Oct.

1.

The House Budget Committee, which Panetta chairs,

plans to write a spending plan this week. Panetta and

fellow Democrats want to give more money to educa

tion, health care and children's programs than Bush

recommended in February.

"The president's budget, frankly gave us a lot of room

for modifying and improving priorities," says Panetta.

Bush's budget proposed several minor tax increases

and cuts and a five-year $25 billion slash in the

Medicare health care program for the elderly and

handicapped.

Panetta says his plan won't suggest increases or cuts

in taxes or benefit programs such as Medicare or Social

Security. Instead, it will offer a menu of possible in-

itiatives, such as increasing unemployment insurance

CONTINUED ON PAGE 4
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Kennedy test results to take 7-14 days
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PALM BEACH, Fla. <AP> - Results from analysis of

blood and hair samples from William Kennedy Smith a

suspect in an alleged rape at the Kennedy family ocean-

front estate, will take seven to 14 days, police said

"

Meanwhile, police confirmed yesterday they were also

looking into the disappearance of an antique urn from the

estate as part of their investigation.

The urn and other objects from the home were alleged

lv taken from the estate by the 29-year-old woman who

reported the assault, according to published reports

y
Tol.

r

c

d

e

a
spokesman Craig Gunkel refused to comment on

the theft allegations, or who turned in the urn to police.

He also would not elaborate on how the urn s removal may

be linked to the assault.

•It was brought to our attention that [the urn] was miss-
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ARE YOU AFRAID

OF YOUR FEAR?

A drop-in. support group for peopie

with panic and anxiety problems

meets every Tuesday, 1-2 pm from

now until the end of the semester at

the Mental Health Center, 127 Hills

North.

For more information call 545-2337

or simply come to 127 Hills North

before 1:00 on Tuesday and check-

in with the receptionist.

ing from the Kennedy estate," Gunkel said, adding he was

unaware of anything else being taken from the estate. The

urn is being held as evidence in the investigation he said

Smith, 30, voluntarily turned over hair and blood

samples to a Palm Beach police detective in Washington

over the weekend, but has refused to be interviewed by

oolice on the advice of his attorney.

\ Palm Beach woman has accused Smith, a medical stu

dent at Georgetown University in Washington, of sexualily

assaulting her in the predawn hours of March 30 on the

rounds of the walled mansion.

Smith, the nephew of Massachusetts Sen. Edward Ken

nedy, has denied any wrongdoing. His attorney, Mark

fehnapp. refused to comment on Smith being identified

aTthe suspect, or why he hasn't talked to police
_

Palm Beach detectives also interviewed Kennedy and

his 23 year-old son, Patrick, a Rhode Island legislator -

both of whom were at the estate over the Easter weekend

about the alleged assault. They have denied any

^PatHcrKennedy. who was interviewed Saturday ,n

Washington, told reporters Sunday from his Providence

home that he wouldn't discuss the interview

it really troubles me that [it's] being perceived that I m

not being forthcoming. But quite frankly I m simp y

honoring the request made by the Palm Beach police to

keep my interview with them confidential he saul

The senator was questioned about a half hour Sunday

at his home in suburban Virginia outside Washington,

his spokesman Paul Donovan said.

Clarification

The cartoon "Trotter," in the Friday, April. 5 edition

of the Collegian, offended members of the African

American community. The Collegian intended no af-

front and apologizes for any offense taken.

Friends of Children Benefit

STEVEN WRIGHT
IN CONCERT

and Special Guest
Saturday, April 20. 1991

8:00pm
John M. Greene Hall

Smith College, Northampton

Advsnce Tickets: $16.00

Day of show: $18.00

Special VIP preferred seating $25.00

availablefrom Friends ofChildren Office. Northampton

fidesMM**•*» 0"* H0M82J080 • Fete R«M

MMr*Mtfi Books, Northottptw* Odyssey Books, S HooVy*WoiW

Eye Books GreenWd • Slrowbeniw Reconh, 4 stores • Friends ol Chidrw

Proceeds will benefit Friends ol Children, Inc. a

local agency that operates the Children s

Advocacy Center, providing a variety ot

advocacy services to children and families

For more information or tickets sales call

Friends of Children

413-584-7120 or 586 0011

Savew$100
ICH|

There's nothing like Legend and

Lady Legend! The most unique

college nngs ever designed-

only available from AnCarved.

This popular professional look

offers more ways to person-

alize your college nng.

Don't delay- visit your

AnCarved represen-

tative during this

special sales event

to see Legend and

the many other

stvles available.

/iRTGUxVED
Date: April ft- 1 2 Time: 9=30-3:30

Place: bookstore
Last time for guaranteed graduation delivery

FREE RENT OPTION

Brandywine offers Country

Living with convenience

• On UMass Bus Route • Nearby Shopping • Situated

on well landscaped acres with pond.

One and two bedroom apartments include fully equipped

kitchen and wall to wall carpeting.

Swimming pool, laundry facilities, responsive

management.

Stop and we'll show you what we have to offer.

Affordable rents include gas, utilities (heat, hot water

and stove).

BRANDYWINE AT AMHERST
16 Brandywine Drive, Amherst

Rental Office Open Daily 10-4

Limited Time Offer - 549-0600

Bring a healthy
appetite ...

All this for just

The Top of the Campus is

located on the 11th floor of

the Campus Center.

The TOC Specialty
Buffet is just one
reason to stop at

the Top for
Lunch!

$5.95
HOURS: Lunch served Monday-Friday, 11:30 am-2:00 pm

Dinner served Tuesday-Saturday, 5:00 pm-9:00 pm

LOCAL
US at fault

for continued
abuses in
Central America
By AHVA DA\TS
Collegian Correspondent

The United State- is to blame for the ongoing killings

and human rights violations in Central America, a Cen

tral American activist said yesterday.

r austo Amador, the Executive Director of a non-profit

organization to help promote self help housing construe

tion project in Central America, spoke about the interven

tion of the U.S. Military in Central America.

What the United States must do now is to uncondi-

tionally stop sending weapons to Central America,"

Amador said.

The U.S. supplies weapons, along with academies to

train the natives to become soldiers, creating "an

American army made of Nicaraguan officers." Amador

said.

Now that the United States is giving them weapons,

we can ask them for more human rights," Amador said.

He gave a history of the land, and the people. "Central

America is the most populated area of America, and of

the world," Amador said.

The land in Costa Rica was previously owned by Indians,

but was soon taken over by people that were trying to

escape, according to Amador. "Colonization was made up

of families, people trying escape from persecution, and op-

pression," he said.

Armies were not needed in Central America, but were

constituted for the rights of the land and their owners,

^.ud Amador.

After the second World War, the social problems of Cen-

tral America were not the same. "Central American

leaders started to believe that whoever is your enemy

might be your friend," Amador said.

The United States is to blame for the violence because

they are the ones that provide the weapons, and the money

needed for fighting. If the United States wants coopera-

tion from a Central American country, then they must

give that countrv what they want. Amador said.

To Central Americans "every violation of human rights

ifl better than a Communist takeover." continued Amador.

Photo by Jordan Mr»ifk

HANGIN' OUT - UMass students Dave Goodman (left), Mike Demartino (center) and Tom

Woodcock (right) enjoy the warm weather Friday afternoon.

Chambers resigns, joins Collins campaign
Bv MARC ELLIOTT
Collegian Staff

Commuter Area Government President Ted Chambers

resigned yesterday to a become a paid staff member on

the campaign to elect Jim Collins Chambers will coor

dinate campaign efforts in Hamden County.

Former Vice President Susan Church will be acting

president of the commuter area until the end of the

s€*mt?stt*r
'

Chambers, a senior History major, said he resigned to

avoid compromising the Commuter Area Government s

student voter drive.

"Commuter Area Government is running a get out to

vote campaign for students and I have just been hired as

a paid staffer on the campaign for Collins, he -aid "1

want to see both efforts succeed. I want to see a lot of

students voting and I want to see Jim Collins get ejected.

So I don't want to compromise either campaign."

Chambers said he is supporting Jim Collins because he

has proven himself as the candidate for UMass

"As far as the campus is concerned there an only two

candidates: Jim Collins and John Oiver. " Chamber* said.

CONTINUED ON PAGE 6

Commission okays new
student government setup

:Foi Your Information

By JEFF CLEARY
Collegian Correspondent

The Commission on Student Gover-

nance agreed this weekend on a new

structure for student government that

would eliminate the Student Senate and

shrink the Student Government

Association to roughly 30 members,

while creating three boards under one

council.

Students would run for either the Stu-

dent Organization Board or the Student

Advocacy Board while the area govern-

ments would stay the same, according

to Dan Chesnicka, co-chair of the

Commission.
The plan will face a campus-wide

referendum in May and must still be

adopted by the Board of Trustees.

"This structure creates a functional

body instead of a government. This way

we have a special interest group that

works for the students," Chesnicka said.

"I'm very happy with the progress and

pace of the Commission," said Student

Attorney General Adam Scales.

Membership of the Council would in-

clude the President, Vice President, the

Trustee, Area Government Presidents,

all chairmembers of the subcommittees

and ex-officio members including facul-

ty, administrators and a newly created

Research and Training professional

hired by the students, Chesnicka said.

Money for each board would be allot-

ted by percentage and each of the three

CONTINUED ON PAGE 8

The Council

Student

Organizational

Board

Area Gov/
House Council

Conference

Student

Advocacy
Board

Sub Committee House Councils Sub Committee

The proposed new structure for UMass' student government.
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Movie - Lodz Ghetto will be screened as

part of Holocaust Memorial Week. Spon-

sored by Hillel, it will be shown in Hillel

House at 7:30 p.m. and is free.

Speaker - Sponsored by the Distinguish-

ed Visitors Program, actress Phyllis

Frelick will be speaking in the Student

Union Ballroom from 8 p.m. 10:30 p.m.

Seminar Series - "The Many Careers in

Civil Engineering,"' is in LGRT 203 from

4 p.m. - 5 p.m. Sponsored by the Education

and Professional Activities Divisions of

ASCE
Support Group - "Making Peace with

Food," a seven-week support group for

women from 7 p.m. - 8:30 p.m. Group meets

on the second floor of Wilder Hall. The sup-

port group is free, for more information call

545-0883.

WEDNESDAY, APRIL 10

Lecture - "Class and the American

Dream," sponsored by the Department of

Communications and the Debate Union,

will be in CC 163 from 12 p.m. - 1 p.m.

Seminar Series - "'The Evolution of the

Greater Lawrence," in ELab 304 from 3:35

p.m. - 4:30 p.m. Sponsored by the Educa-

tion and Professional Activities Divisions

of ASCE.
Discussion - On the Arab-Israeli conflict

will be at 7:30 p.m. in the Red Room of Con

verse Hall at Amherst College. The discu<

sion is sponsored by Direct Expression, a

group of five college students.

Presentation - "The Blasket Islanders:

Springfield's Irish Community," will be

sponsored by the Institute for Advanced

Studies in the Humanities in CC 174-176

at 8 p.m.

Meeting - The University Democrats

will meet at 7 p.m. in Student Union 423B.

Lecture - "An Arms Control Agenda for

the 1990s," with Ambassador Paul

Williams will be at 8 p.m. in McConnell

103 at Smith College. The lecture is part

of the Five College Program in Peace and

World Security Studies Lecture Series.

Lecture - The School of Nursing

Academic Rounds Lecture Series presents

Ida Oralndo Pelletier. who will speak from

4 p.m. 6 p.m. in CC 168C on "The Essence

of Nursing Practice".

Speaker - Professor James Young speaks

as part of Holocaust Memorial Week. He

will speak on the representations of the

Holocaust in Memorial Hall from 7:30 p.m.

- 9:30 p.m. Admission is free.

THURSDAY, APRIL 11

Five College Faculty Dance Concert - At

the Main Studio, Hampshire College,

through April 14 at 8 p.m. For reserva-

tions, please call, 549-4600 x499. Admis-

sion is $5 for the general public and for

students, senior citizens and children, $3.

Meeting - The Union Video Center will

have a general meeting at 7 p.m. in the

television studio, formerly the Commuter

Lounge. For more information, call

545-1336 or stop by the office, 216 Student

Union.
Commemoration - The commemoration

of Holocaust Memorial Week will be in the

Cape Cod Lounge from 12 p.m. - 2 p.m.

Sponsored by Hillel.

Seminar Scries - "The Cleanup of Mer

rimack River" in Marcus 131 fron 3:45 p.m.

- 5 p.m. Sponsored by the Education and

Professional Activities Divisions of ASCK.

Theater Performance — Sixteenth Chapel

is produced by the Student Valley Produc-

tions. The performance will he in Hamp-

den Theater from 8 p.m. - 10 p.m. Tickets

will be $3 for students, $5 for the general

public. , __ . .

Lecture - "United States and a United

Europe," is sponsored by the Hellenic

Students in CC 163 from 7:30 p.m. - 9:30

p.m. Admission is free.

Film - The Lesbian, Gay and Bisexual

Alliance will show a film in CC 803 from

7 p.m. - 9 p.m. Admission is free.

Lecture — "Personal Vision and Cor-

porate Leadership: The CEO Perspective,"

wil be in the Student Union Ballroom at

CONTINUED ON PAGE 4
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NEED EXTRA CASH?
TYPIST WANTED
Apply now at the Collegian

113 Campus Center
The Collegian is an Equal Opportunity Employer

We'd like to show you a path

that often holds the greatest reward.
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domestic agenda

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

coverage. The decision on whether to enact the options

and how to pay for them would be left for later in the

year. . .

Bentsen's Senate Finance Committee begins hear-

ing* this week on the twin problems of growing medical

costs and the difficulty of getting health insurance.

Sen. Edward Kennedy, D-Mass., has tentatively-

scheduled his Labor and Human Resources Commit

to meet Wednesday to work on an education bill

that would create a slew of literacy initiatives and

establish a council to set national education goals. Bush

has proposed some education spending increase- ft*

next year, but Democrats want to go further.

Chambers resigns

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 3

7:30 p.m. Sponsored by the School of Management

FRIDAY, APRIL 12

Theater Performance - Sixteenth Chapel sponsored by

the Student Vallev Productions The performance will be

in Hampden Theater from 8 p.m. - 10 p.m. Tickets are $3

for Studentl and |6 for tin- general public.

ml - Sponsored by the l.CBA. inCC803 from

3 p.m 6 p.m.
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Meeting Notice

Top of the Campus
Incorporated
(TOC Inc.)

will hold its annual

meeting and elec-

tions in

Campus Center

Rm. 802,
May 16, 1991
at 2:00p.m.

GROUND FLOOR STUDENT UNION

WHAT IF YOU
DONT GET
INTO THE GRAD
SCHOOL OF
YOUR CHOICE?

Sure, there are other

schools But why settle7

Kaplan prep courses help

students raise their scores

j

and their chances of

I being admitted into their

first choice schools Fact

is, noone has helped

STMtilY (UUflAll HMKItlOMAl CINTK HO students score higher!

OTHER COURSES: MCAT, DAT. NCIEX. NTE, CPA, BAR REVIEW, & OTHERS

IKAPLAN

LSAT Classes begin April 16

GMAT Classes begin April 10

GRE Classes begin April 11

You may begin study in Amherst and transfer to

another Kaplan location.

358 N. Pleasant St. • 549-5780

VOBLD & NATION
Israeli government to free

1,000 Palestinian prisoners
By ALLYN FISHER
Associated Press Writer

JERUSALEM - Israel will free more

than 1.000 Palestinian prisoners, the

government announced yesterday, just

hours before the arrival of Secretary of

Stat*- Jamefl A Baker III for talks on Mid

die Kast peace.

The statement by the Defense Ministry

also pledged tax concessions for new

businesses in the occupied Gaza Strip.

On a visit one month ago, Baker urged

that "confidence building" steps be taken

hy Israel to coax Arab states and the

Palestinians into peace talks.

But the Defenee Ministry said in the

statement that the prisoner release and tax

concessions were "not gestures made in

connection with the visit of the U.S.

etary of state. .but rather ere

measures that have been under consid-

Hon in the deft • >lishment in recent

weeks
"

St ill. m 'a -paper and radio report- earlier

<rd.iv -aid Israel planned goodwill

• ures toward the Palestinians and link

ed them to Baker's visit.

The announcement said that more than

I 000 prisoners from the occupied Wee!

Bank and Gaxs Strip would be freed "on

the OCCaStOfl of Eid el Fitr." The feast,

which mark- the end of the Muslim holy

month of Ramadan, occurs this weekend.

Tin statement did not say. however,

when the actual releases would be.

Israeli army figures in mid-March said

there were 10.52H Palestinians jailed for

protest activities and crimes stemming

from the nearly 40-month-old Palestinian

uprising against Israeli occupation in the

West Bank and Gaza.

Of those. 4.221 were convicted and serv-

ing sentences, 988 are charged and

awaiting trial, 3.992 were held for in-

vestigation in anticipation of charges and

1.327 were administrative detainees.

I'nder the administrative detention

system. Arabs can be held for up to one

year without charge or trial.

The tax measures will be implemented

in the Gaza Strip, home to 750.000

Palestinian-

The Defense Ministry statement did not

give specifics of the plans but said it was

designed "to ease the lives of the Arab

population." It added: "The reform will pro

vide relief for the residents of the area as

well as assist in encouraging investments

to establish local industr .

It said there would be a three -year tax ex-

emption for new industries and tax benefit

tor existing plants, but gave no specifics.

The Gaza and the West Bank, where one

million Palestinian- live, have been hard

hit bv strict work rules imposed by bras

after the Gulf War to limit the number of

Arab workers entering the Jewish si

The work permit system was instituted

,i- a security mosaurs after eerieeof stab-

bing attacks by Aral- against .Jew- I'nder

the tighter work rules and travel restric

tions. just 70.000 Palestinians now have

permission to work in Israel compared with

just about 120,000 before the war.

The statement said further steps were

under study, but gave no details

The news reports earlier yesterday said

Israel also was considering reopening Arab

colleges as a gesture to Baker. Four of the

six Palestinian universities in the ter-

ritories have been shut since the uprising

began in December 1987. But yesterday's

statement did not mention anything about

reopening universities.

Baker was to arrive in Israel last night

for his second Middle East peace seeking

trip in a month

\P ph

CAKURCA TURKEY - Kurdish refugees in Turkey gather while

tens of thousands of refugees wait on the Iraqi side to cross the

border yesterday.

Signs of spring

flourish across

Massachusetts
By TRUDY TYNAN

ociated Press Writer

SPRINGFIELD - The signs are all there: The bald

ire on the nest. The salamanders and Atlantic

salmon are on the move. And the peregrine falcons are

on television. It's spring in Massachusetts.

The birds and the beasts were not the only ones tak-

ing the sun yesterday. A sea breeze kept temperatures

in the 50s in Boston, but they reached into the 80s in-

land, drawing office workers and college students out-

side to bask at lunchtime.

A record high of 87 degrees was reported at Westover

Air Force Base in Chicopee at 1 p.m., according to

forecaster Jeff Soja. The previous high was 73 in 1959,

he said.

Biologists were keeping a close watch on the Connec-

ticut River figuring the unseasonable warmth could

mean an early start to the salmon run, said Ted Meyers

of the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service in Turners Falls.

"Four out of our five nesting pairs of bald eagles are

incubating eggs, and we expect them to start hatching

toward the end of the month," said Bill Davis, head

of the state's eagle restoration program. The fifth pair

is rebuilding their nest, which blew down last winter,

he said. .

The return of a breeding population of the national

symbol to Massachusetts after an absence of nearly a

century is the result of a seven-year state effort, laun-

ched in 1982, that included raising and releasing 42

young eagles at the Quabbin Reservoir. The first chick

was hatched in 1989.

Three of the active nests this spring are at the wild

reservoir, Davis said. The fourth pair of eagles has

returned to a nest on an island in the Connecticut River

off a busy boat yard in Gill. Last spring three pairs of

eagles hatched chicks.

"We don't know what the saturation point is going

to be but I feel the Quabbin can maintain at least a

couple more nests and there is the rest of the Connec-

ticut River and some of the more remote reservoirs,

Davis said.
,

In Springfield, a local cable company has a camera

turned on a pair of peregrine falcons nesting on a 21st-

floor ledge of a downtown office building for the third

straight year.

Presidential hopefuls begin to surface
j:j„*~„ ;» u^ir .Tnnnarv nnnosition to lm vintl Bush authoi

By JOHN KING
A—ociated Press Writer

WASHINGTON — Sen. Bob Kerrey caused quite a stir

when he walked into a recent Democratic Party meeting

with the guys who ran Gary Harts New Hampshire

campaign. .

The immediate question: Is Kerrey running tor

PI

He says no. But his office recently asked around for a

list of national political reporters.

House Majority Leader Richard Gephardt delivered a

fiery speech to the Democratic National Committee last

month, promising to push an aggressive economic agen-

da he said the party needs to win back the White House.

So, is Gephardt running for president?

He says no. But he's hired a top party strategist to raise

money for his political action committee, and tells close

associates he may change his mind.

With the 1992 election 19 months away and the Iowa

caucuses 10 months down the road, former Massachusetts

Sen. Paul Tsongas is the only Democrat who says yes

when asked if he's running for president.

He's coming to Washington this week to explain why

and to urge others to join him. "I think the more of us

who are out there the better," says Tsongas.

But most other potential candidates dance and duck

when asked if they're running. They'd rather keep their

thoughts to themselves as they assess their chances oi win-

ning the nomination and then the even more formidable

challenge of taking on President Bush, currently bask-

ing in record postwar popularity.

Complicating the deliberations of most potential can

didates is their January opposition to giving Bush author i

tv to begin the Persian Gulf War.

"As spring turns to summer. I think you 11 see a tew

more people enter the race, says Paul Tull>. tin-

Democratic National Committee's political director Iowa

will get a little crowded in due time.

"

In the meantime, every move by the potential can

didates is scrutinized bv party operatives and potential

opponents. Following, in no particular order, is a listing

of prospective Democratic contenders and UK on

their intentions:

• Sen. Al Gore of Tennessee Gore, an unsuccessful can

didate for the 1988 nomination, says he is seriously con-

sidering running in 1992.

• Gov Mario Cuomo of New York. Cuomo plans trips

to Israel and Japan and then a round of speeches across

the country during which he is expected to decide whether

or not to run.

• Sen Lloyd Bentsen of Texas. Bentsen has the luxury

of waiting because of high name recognition and a crack

fund raising operation.

• Kerrey. Mentioned more frequently as a 199b presiden-

tial candidate and perhaps a vice presidential pick for

1992 the Nebraska senator is watching others closely.

• Gephardt. He said last month he isn't running, but he

has given mixed signals to associates and fund-raisers.

• Gov. Bill Clinton of Arkansas. He has told some

associates he thinks his chances would be better in 1996.

• Gov. L. Douglas Wilder of Virginia. The nation s first

elected black governor has formed a presidential ex-

ploratory committee to test the waters and is widely ex-

pected to formally enter the race late this year.

Complicating the deiiDerauons oi must HulC ..h«. -.. r - _
,

Souter's voting record mirrors O Connor s

By RICHARD CARELLI
Associated Press Writer

WASHINGTON - David H. Souter, the Supreme

Court's newest member, so far has been a statistical twin

of Justice Sandra Day O'Connor when voting in cases that

yield split decisions.

Souter, whose every move is being charted by court wat-

chers because he's considered a key vote on such issues

as abortion, affirmative action and religious freedom, has

participated in 13 decisions in which the justices were not

unanimous. His vote in each ruling mirrored O'Connor's.

In those 13 cases, Souter's vote was in the same column

as the conservative Chief Justice William H. Rehnquist

seven times: the same as liberal Justice Thurgood Mar

shall six times.

Souter joined O'Connor, Marshall and Justices Harry

A. Blackmun and John Paul Stevens in a 54 decision that

said women may not be barred from hazardous jobs just

to protect potential fetuses. Liberals and feminists cheered

while conservatives grumbled.

But Souter soon thereafter joined Rehnquist, O Connor

and conservative Justices Antonin Scaha and Anthony

M Kennedy in a 5-4 decision that said the wrongful use

of coerced confessions sometimes can be considered

harmless error. That caused some teeth-gnashing among

liberals. . e

Early in his tenure, it appears Souter is most comtor

table on the court's middle ground - also occupied by

O'Connor and Justice Byron R. White. If one is willing

to sacrifice numerous nuances and subtleties, here s what

a left-to-right Supreme Court political and jurispruden-

tial chart might look like today:

• Column 1: Marshall, the most consistent liberal.

• Column 2: Blackmun and Stevens, who most often vote

the same way as Marshall in closely contested cases

• Column 3: O'Connor, White and Souter, to date prov

ing to be the court's centrists.
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Chambers resigns

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 3

'There is just no question that Jim Collins is better for

students. He is a graduate of the University and he s not

afraid to rock the boat. In 1986 he took on Michael

Dukakis and Michael Dukakis fired him as chair of the

regents because he spoke out against some of the things

Dukakis was doing to higher education."

Collins is running for the first district congressional seat

left vacant by Silvio Conte's death earlier this year.

During Chambers' reign as Commuter Area Govern-

ment the body ran a voter registration drive to get

students to register in Amherst and was active in getting

eight UMass students elected to the Amherst Town

Meeting.

DEJA VU - Freshman Computer Systems major Reginald H. Fouche reads the Collegian

by the light of the springtime sun.

American Express

AnnouncesAGreatNew
Travel Program.

Now studentsan get the Card

and get 3 roundtripson Continental

Airiines, for only J129 or J189 each.

There's only one wav to cover a lot of territory without spending

a lot of money And that's by getting the American Express Card

It's the only card that offers an exciting new travel program

exclusively for students-including three roundtrip certificates on

Continental Airlines

Just look at the map and pick the place you'd like

to visit. If it's on your side of the Mississippi River, you

can use a certificate to fly for only $129 roundtrip. Or,

you can cross the Mississippi for $189 roundtrip.

You have your pick of more than 150 cities in the WMMIWWNMt*^1

48 contiguous states. And you can fly almost anytime-because

there are no blackout dates. But you must make your reservations

within 14 days of the day you leave. And the maximum stay is

7 davs 6 nights and must include a Saturday night.

'

In addition to this great travel program, you'll also enjoy all

the benefits of Cardmembership as well as other exclusive student

privileges. They include a quarterly magazine filled with informa-

tive articles on summer jobs, careers, campus life. Plus valuable

discounts from leading retailers.

But remember, there's only one way to get all this-and that s

by getting the American Express Card. Just call us (have your bank

address and account number on hand). What's more,

with our special student offer, it's easier to get the

Card now while you're still in sch(X)l than it may

ever be again.

S< > get the Card. And get ready to cover new

territory on either side of our Great Continental Divide.

Membership Has Its Privileges

An Am**** f •«»•• comply

CALL 1-800-942-AMEX
ftONto already a < animemhv, thrreS no need to call Information about your certificates will he arrmnH soon

c
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The opinions on thrsggm£L of the individual writer a, cartoonTtand do not necessanly reflect the views of the Colletian or the University unless otherwise noted.

What gives them the right?
She walked into the convenience store to

buy a newspaper and pre-pay for $5 worth

of gas. Not saying anything, she walked up

to the counter and waited in line behind

two men.
These two men standing in front of her,

probably around 30 years old, were wear-

ing tank tops, exposing their tattooed arms,

and jeans. While they laid their crumpled

dollar bills on the counter to pay for a few-

packs of cigarettes, one man signaled to the

other with his eyes and turned around to

stare at the woman behind them.

Meredith O'Brien

She shifted her weight uncomfortably,

pretending she didn't see them looking at

her and rummaged through her purse like

she was trying to find something.

The two men grinned and laughed as

they left the store, blatantly gaping at her

as they walked through the doorway.

"Five dollars regular unleaded," she told

the cashier in a quiet, apprehensive voice.

"Oh, and a Boston Globe too."

The cashier, a man in his 20s. nodded and

handed her her change, glancing out the

window at the two men who were getting

into the white van.

Have a nice day," he said looking at her

strangely, almost as though he understood

her discomfort.

Donning her sunglasses, she headed

toward the car As she threw her pocket

book and paper onto the front seat, she

noticed that the two men were just sitting

in the van. about 20 yards away from her

car.

Once again, pretending she didn't see

them, she unscrewed the car's gas cap and

started pumping the gas, staring straight

at the pump.
The driver revved the van's engine, slow

ly driving by her car and toward the exit.

Her face grew hot because she knew they

were gawking at her. Her fists clenched as

she wished they would just go away and

leave her alone.

Glancing up as the van reached the exit,

she saw their grinning faces.

"Eeewwwww!" they hooted.

"Look at that thang pumping the gas,"

the driver yelled. "Eeewww look at her

pump."
Her anger boiled, but she said nothing

Her mouth was restrained by the fear that

they might turn around and harass her

more, or even worse. .

She heard them laugh loudly as they

pulled out into the street. In vain she gave

them the "finger" but they were too bu<v

laughing to notice.

Waiting for her $5 worth of gas to be

pumped, she mentally kicked herself. She

felt stupid, wishing she had said

something, anything instead of just stan

ding there and taking it.

She looked down at her clothes. Wearing

a simple crew-necked cotton shirt, a long

denim skirt and flat shoes she didn't

understand why they chose to hoot at her.

Then, out of sheer frustration she told

herself that it doesn't and shouldn't mat

ter what she was wearing. She should be

able to wear whatever she wants without

the fear of being subjected to such

harassment.

The knot in her stomach tightened.

"It was only two jerks, probably hard-

up." she told* herself "I shouldn't care

about what they say anyway."

But as she drove down the road, she

couldn't shake her anger.

"Who gave them the right to do this to

me? Who do they think they are tormen

ting me like this?" she asked. "I know I

shouldn't care about what they say, but

then why do I feel so awful?"

African-Americans express

rage at Collegian's Frotter
An enormous number of the African-

American community found the Frotter

comic strip, printed on Friday, Apr. 5,

to be extremely insulting, not to men-

tion demeaning, ignorant, and absurd.

Did Gary Porter honestly think that

African-Americans were going to

tolerate this? Wrong! Not only will a

copy of Gary Porter's "comic strip" be

sent to The Boston Globe and The

Boston Herald, but arrangements have

already been made to inform the

NAACP and CORE.
The reason we feel Gary Porter wrote

this particular comic episode is as

another put down to African-Americans.

Gary Porter and the newspaper staff

who allowed this comic to be printed did

so out of their own fear and ignorance.

David Duke was right; African-

Americans will take over white collar

jobs, and sll other jobs.
,

In the future. The Collegian should

take into consideration that they nave

a diverse group of readers and should

not allow racial, ethnic, sexual, or any

other type of discrimination to make its

way into the paper ifthey want it to be

considered a reputable or credible one.

We will not rest until an acceptable

public apology is made and the Frotter

comic strip is removed from The

Collegian.

Joke about that!

This letter was signed by 27 people

We vote pro-choice for congress

Meredith
columnist

O'Brien is a Collegian

"University politics are vicious precisely because the stakes are

so small." _ Henry Kissenger

We represent the student pro-choice ma-

jority at the Five College network in the

1st Congressional District.

There are thousands of students in this

district who will vote in the upcoming

special election for Congress. We are

mobilizing students to make our pro-choice

voices heard loud and clear.

The women of his country live in a state

of emergency
Every state legislature is a battleground

under siege from anti-choice fire.

Thousands of women's lives have been

sacrificed while Congress turned a blind

eye. There is no negotiation and no truce

in this war on women. We fight back and

win or die.

Every seat counts in this Congress bit-

terly divided on a woman's right to choose.

It is vitally important to advance federal

legislation to secure choice. The Freedom

ofChoice Act codifies the principles of Roe

vs. Wade into federal law. We must have

a representative who will proudly join this

bill's 127 House cosponsers and make

freedom of choice the law of the land.

This district is a pro choice district and

deserves a committed pro choice represen

tative. There can be no waffling on the

issue of women's lives. There can be no ex-

ceptions for young women in the form of

parental consent laws, or for poor women

in eliminating Medicaid funding for

abortions.

Linda Melconian, Steven Pierce and

Leonard Collamore may attempt to fudge

their records on the issue of abortion, yet

their voting records have made their anti

choice dogma very clear.

Voters must know the difference when

the stakes are so high

Know the candidates' stands and vote

pro-choice on Apr. 30. It's the only way to

end this senseless war on women's right to

choose. »

Gina Gombar
UMass Progressive Organization for

Women's Rights

Six other students, representing organiza-

tions at five area colleges also signed this

letter

If we want a voice, today's student elections are vital
XI VV \^ W Wllt ** T w w
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On April 9, I am going to cast my vote to elect a new

SGA president and trustee. As I'm sure that many ofyou

have heard reports of the recent demise of student govern

ment, I'd like to take a few moments to explain why.

Adam Scales

At the beginning of this semester, the five officers of

the SGA, ofwhom only two were elected by you, requested

that the University administration suspend student

government and form a commission to restructure it. As

the SGA Attorney General, I shared and respected many

of the concerns which prompted them to take this

unpecedented step. I could not, however, share in their

resolve to deny other student leaders any input into their

decision, or respect their arrogance and contempt for their

colleagues in student government.

Although the Student Senate voted overwhelmingly to

disapprove of their actions, the administration sided with

the officers, and has effectively suspended student govern

ment. Moreover, Interim Vice-Chancellor for Student.Af-

fairs Dr Jo-Anne Vanin has declared that she will refuse

to recognize any SGA election until the Commission

presents its recommendations to the campus on May 1.

Why then, are we going to hold the campus-wide elec

tion nevertheless? Because failing to do so would deny the

students on this campus their vital right to democratically

choose who is going to represent their interests in the com-

ing months.

Under the administration's scheme students would vote

or. May 1 to determine whether to approve a new struc

ture for student government. While the election of the Stu

dent Trustee — your representative on the University's

Board of Trustees - would also be held in May, the elec

tion of all the other SGA officers, including the president

LpUr mm »nd 'ond,,.,™ <* lh " '""' "'" »'" """ *"" y*" Crr"k"" C°""nfn'" *"""" *" "
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and treasurer, would not be held until sometime next

semester. This would effectively leave you without leader

ship without a voice from June through October, and

possibly beyond. Without SGA officers, who will represent

your interests and concerns over the summer? When

budget cuts result in policy changes necessitating action

on the part of student government, who will provide it.

In sum, who will advocate before the administration on

your behalf for the duration of this indefinite period of

transition? The answer offered by this plan to all these

questions is simple: The administration.

Moreover, it is an ail-too familiar arrogance which

presupposes that you will accept the commission proposals

in May No provisions beyond a few incoherent vagaries

from the Director of Student Activities have been ar

ticulated by the administration for dealing with the

distinct possibility that you might choose otherwise.

Thus I am voting this Tuesday in the hopes that with

a sizable enough student turnout. Dr. Vanin will be loathe

to muster the same flatulent evasiveness she displayed

when these and other concerns were brought to her at-

tention six weeks ago. More importantly, I firmly believe

that the students must express their resolve not to allow

the administration to dictate when they will be allowed

to choose their leaders. And, I am voting to just say no

to the Machiavellian thesis of both the administration and

the five officers of the SGA that the students on this cam-

pus along with their elected representatives can be safe-

ly ignored in the light of principles they consider to be

imperative.

Perhaps the administration will ignore us, but it they

so choose, they will at least be forced to admit that they

are doing precisely that. I urge you to vote on Tuesday.

This entire process has been both enlightening and pro-

foundly disappointing to me, and I would like to conclude

by relating to you an experience which illustrates how

I believed student government worked, or rather, how it

didn't work: .

A colleague of mine with whom I ve had a running

disagreement about student government revealed to me

her suspicion that I intended to go to the administration,

in order to ensure that my view prevailed. Surprised, I

pointed our that I regarded as unthinkable the idea that

one should attempt to circumvent or ignore one s fellow

student leaders simply because they disagree. I conclud-

ed by noting that although it would be nice to have posi-

tion in which I could unilaterally impose my world view

upon student government, it wasn't the job I had.

Perhaps I should run for SGA President

Adam Scales is the student attorney general
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THE EDWIN M. ROSSMAN
ALUMNI CAREER FORUM

THE DEPARTMENT OF EXERCISE SCIENCE
ALUMNI CAREER NIGHT

on

TUESDAY, APRIL 9 @ 7:30 p.m.

CAMPUS CENTER ROOM 904

ALL STl DENTS, FACULTY & STAFF

\RE INVITED TO ATTEND

A SHORT PANEL PRESENTATION
FOLLOWED BY

REFRESHMENTS AND /
INFORMAL DISCUSSION WITH

MARY MOLLSON-LITCHFIELD (M.S. 1986): Director

The Center for Health & Fitness, U-Mass Medical Center

PAIL LITCHFIELD (M.S. 1986): Reebok®

Research & Development Division

WILLIAM BODRODE (B.S. 1988): Wellness Center Director

for Fitcorp* @ The New England Telephone Center

MACK LEE SDLLIVAN (B.S. 1989): Medical Student

The Alhert Einstein School of Medicine

WILLIAM SHAUGHNESSY (B.S. 1990): First-Year Student

Physical Therapy @ Boston University

This event is sponsored by

The Eduin M. Rossman Alumni Career Forum
The Mather Career Center

The Alumni Association

&
The U-Mass Department of Exercise Science

and is open to the public

student government

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 3

boards will make up the budgets of their

subcommittees, Chesnicka said.

The SOB deals with activities and pro-

grams campus wide including hiring of

professionals for student activities, set-

ting policies and budgeting for RSOs

and SAO and their agencies. Member-

ship includes the President as chair,

about 10-20 students elected to the SOB

with ex-officio representatives from

Auxiliary Services, faculty. SAO direc-

tor, and a professional SAB director.

Chesnicka said.

The SAB would organize data and

make recommendations on avenues of

advocacy, and implement them to the

Council through its subcommittees and

the Research professional. The Vice

President would chair this board, whose

membership is similar to the SOB. It's

subcommittees would include Rents and

Fees, Quality of Life, Academic Ad-

vocacy and Ad Hoc, Chesnicka said.

Area Governments would keep their

current status and provide the

"grassroots" participation of the

students for the new structure. The Con-

ference, made up of area government

and house council members and ex

officio SAO, SAB, OCHO and Greek Af

fairs staff, would deal with Housing pro

blems for students and provide judicial

advocacy for students between Residen

tial Education, Greek Affairs and the

Town of Amherst. Chesnicka said.
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Now's the

time to call...

North Amherst
Motors

78 OM Sufxfcrtrod Rd, No. Amfwrst

549-2880

Expert Repairs and
Reconditioning

Most Ma/or Croat Carts Accepted

SummeratBrandeislIniversity

Session I: June 3 • July 5 Session D: July 8 - August 9

• Pre-medical Sciences

• Foreign Languages: intensive, on-campus

and overseas

• Comprehensive Theater Arts Programs

• Chamber Music Workshop

• Liberal Arts & Economics

'Over 100 Courses In .All Areas

• Small Chocs Taught By Brandos Faculty

• iW t- the excitement "i Camhrid* H

Pa mtxrmiitm I Mb*} >ml Jf^i Hj

'

__

PO Box 9110 • VYWmam. MA 02254-9110 • (617) 736-3424

Correction to Fall 1991 Pre-registration Guide

Add the following schedule information to page 44, column 2, after PS B 797C and before PSYCH 24 »

:

PS E

PS E

797E
1

797F

1

PS E 797M

1

PS E 801

1

PS E 803

1

PS E 804

1

PS E SOS
1

PS E 606

1

PS E 807

1

PS E 891A
1

PS E 897A
1

PS E 897B
1

PS E 897C
1

PS E 8970
1

PS E 897E
1

PS E 899

1

fiT-pm YPpp S" 1 UTIQNS

600745 F 1.30-3.00
RT.SCAT HFTH POLYHRS

VI0E0.
600892 BY ARRGT

SJ.FI C OPT PROP POLY

VIDEO.
601042 BY ARRGT

pni y nF Fnt?"ATTQNS

601199 BY ARRGT
SYNTHTC POLY CHEtt

601343 BY ARRGT
Pfll YHER SYNTHESIS

601490 BY ARRGT
THFRHQQYNAMICS.

601644 BY ARRGT

PQ1 VHFP MTCROSTRCTRS

601791 BY ARRGT
PHFn-QPTICS

60194S F 10.00-12.00
SFH-POLYHERS

602098 F 3.3S-5.00

SJ-Pni YMFP DYNAMICS

602242 BY ARRGT

aiaQgfiAMQ POLYMR CHH

602399 M 3.00-4.30
ST-HFHH PROP POLYMER

602543 BY ARRGT
flPTp-POLYMR MECHANCS

602690 TU 3.00-4.30

SJ-POI YHp ARSORPTIQN

602844 BY ARRGT

pH DISSERTATION
602991 BY ARRGT

1-3

LGRT 713K
1-3

1-3

2CR

2CR

2CR

2CR

2CR

2CR

LGRT 703
1CR

HASA 20

1-3

2CR
LGRT 703

2CR

3CR
LGRT 703

2CR

1-9

H0AGLANO.0.

STEIN, R.

STEIN. R.

PORTER. R.

MCCARTHY, T.

TIRRELL.0.

KARASZ.F.

HSU.S.

STEIN, R.

BARTON, S.

MUTHUKUMAR.

LENZ.R.

MACKNIGHT.W

FARRIS, R.

BARTON, S.

MCCARTHY, T.

p_S-Y-C-H-0-L-O-G-Y

PSYCH 100
1

2

3
4

8

PSYCH 217
1

PSYCH 240

LEC 1A

.iii*

2B

3C

LAB 1A

2A
3A
4B
6B
6B
7C
ec
9C

*************************************************

NO SHOW POLICY WILL BE ENF0RCE0 IN MOST PSYCH-
OLOGY COURSES. SPECIFICALLY, STUDENTS WHO FAIL TO

ATTEND THE FIRST TWO CLASS MEETINGS WILL BE RE-

M0YE0 FROM THE INSTRUCTOR'S ROSTER TO MAKE ROOM

FOR STUDENTS ON THE WAITING LIST. "REMOVED"
STUDENTS MUST FILE A 0R0P FORM TO PREVENT AN "F"

FROM BEING REC0R0E0 AS COURSE GRADE.
*************************************************

F1FHFNTARY PSYCH
603298 MWF 9.05
603329 TUTH 11.15-12.30
603353 MWF 1.25
603387 TUTH 8.00-9.15
603418 TUTH 4.00-5.15

PSYCH Qg BMP * DPI
603565 TUTH 2.30-3.45

STATISTICS IN PSYCH
MATHMEMATICS PROFICIENCY
FULFILLED.
603719 TUTH 1.00-2.15
STUDENTS REGISTERING FOR
REGISTER FOR LAB 1A, 2A.

603743 MWF 2.30
STUDENTS REGISTERING FOR
ALSO REGISTER FOR LAB 4B

603777 TUTH 2.30-3.45
STUDENTS REGISTERING FOR
ALSO REGISTER FOR LAB 7C

603793 TU 4.00
603824 TH 4.00
603858 W 4.40
603882 TU 4.00
603913 TH 4.00
603947 W 4.40
603971 TU 4.00
604008 TH 4.00
604032 W 5.30-18.30

SB 3CR
HASA 20 CLIFTON JR. $5 00

HASA 20 O0NAHOE.J. $5 00

BART 65 OZENOOLET.E 15 00

BART 65 SIM0NSON.N. $5 00

BART 66 FEL0MAN.R. $5 00

3CR
BART 65 STAUB.E.
R2 3CR
REQUIREMENT MUST BE

T0BN 204 M0SS.S.
THIS LECTURE MUST ALSO
OR 3A.
T0BN 204 MACOONALD.M
THIS LECTURE MUST
5B. OR 6B.
T0BN 204 MOORE. J.

THIS LECTURE MUST
, 8C. OR 9C.
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Ruben sin compromiso
Por TONYA MURO
Corresponzal del Collegian

Cuando la musica es categorizada, pierde

su fuerza universal en lazes etereos. Cuan

do la musica es criticada pierde su dignidad

como la damicela que ha sido brutalmente

mutilada. porque algo tan inefable sin

ninguna coneccion terraquea no puede ser

espurgado en elementos, particulas. y com

ponentes. Es como el erudito que est a

tratando de definir la noosfera de lo Divino

y el Amor, y mientras mas se sumerge mas

llega a la nocion de cuan desviado se en

cuentra del topico. Nosotros tenemos que

apreciar el candor y las virtudes refor-

mistas que esta tiene. tanto como ella ha

logrado transformarnos.

Review

El concierto del "Son del Solar" fue

vividamente un esfuerzo colectivo como el

sustantivo "banda" implies. Todos ellos

jugaron un papel preponderate en la

elaboracion del sonido diafano desplegado

en el Centro de Bellas Artes. Es una

lastima sin embargo que la acustica del

CBA fue tan deficiente que alii hubo una

constante repercusion de distorciones en los

oidos. La voz de Ruben se escucho tan

precisa y armoniosa, que a pesar de las con

diciones mencionadas y el hecho de que el

se presento por tres dias consecutivos en

Boston y Amherst, no fue un inconveniente

para que el diera lo mejor de si mismo.

Nosotros no estamos hablando de

microfonos que procesan las voces ni de

mimicas sincronizadas que muchos idolos

de musica popular usan para mejorar sus

voces, sino de cantar a pulmon, con el cor

azon. v el alma. Lo cual requiere mucho

energia y talento, lo que mucha gente no

tiene. Ruben es la culminacion del canta-

autor y del interprete quien configura en

su persona el valuarte de la composicion.

Queremos que sepan que el compositor es

la persona que imprime la lirica y armoniza

la melodia. En cambio. el arreglista es el

que asigna los tiempos, los acordes, y la

estructura a cada instrumento en la or-

questa Esta persona indiscutiblemente el

poder detras del trono.

Creanme que la voz de Ruben se oye me-

jor en los discos grabados en estudios, pero

sientanse afortunados de haberlo

escuchado en su punto optimo, que aun el

disco grabado en vivo en Nueva York del

ano pasado no tenia la calidad vocal ni los

solos que este concierto tuvo. A mi me

fascina el uso que se le da a los metales en

todo tipo de musica por su versatilidad para

componer.
Lamentablemente, los ingenieros de

sonido no pudieron reproducir la amplifica-

cion de los instruments de manera que se

oyera refrescante y distinguible a nuestros

oidos. Quisieramos que los organismos que

seleccionan a los tecnicos escojan a per

sonas entrenadas y conocedoras de la

musica y el sonido de los interpretes.

Ruben canto una nueva cancion titulada

"Caminando" la cual describe la urgencia

que nos hemos impuesto para alcanzar

nuevos desafios. En la busqueda de estas

metas, vinculamos nuestras vidas en la

dinamica cotidiana de cada interaccion

cultural. Esta composicion fue hechizante

para nuestros sentidos. Ademas, dramatizo

la cancion "Cipriano Armenteros" que

trata de un caudillo de la America del Sur

quien siempre le resultaba ser resbaladizo.

El concierto estuvo fuera de la capacidad

critica de analizar una gema de arte. Por

favor, como respeto a su gran esfuerzo. com

pren sus discos y no los copien!

Uncompromising
By JOHANN HANZ VON KESSEL
Collegian Correspondent

When music is categorized, it loses it.-

ethereal universal engaging force. When

music is criticized, it loses its dignity, like

a maiden that has been brutally mutilated,

because something so ineffable with no ear

thly connection cannot be sorted out in

elements, particles, and components. It's

like the erudite trying to define Love and

God, and the deeper she gets, the more s/he

realizes how far they are deviating from

the topic. We just have to learn to ap

preciate its candor and reforming virtues,

as it has transformed everyone of us.

Review

The "Son del Solar'' concert was vividly

a collective effort as the substantive

"band" implies. Everybody played a

preponderant role in the elaboration of the

diaphanous phonic prism displayed at the

Fine Arts Center It's a shame, though,

that the acoustics at the FAC were so poor

that there was a constant reverberating

hiss in your ears. Ruben Blades voice w M
amazingly good, considering the aforemen

tioned conditions and the fact that he per

formed for three days in a row. in Boston

and in Amherst. For some people this

might not be a big deal, but we're not talk

inn about mike voice processors or lip sync

like so many popstars use. we're talking

about real singing, with your heart, lungs

and soul. That requires so much energy

and talent that not loo many people have

Contrary to the likes of Eddie Santiago and

Luis Enrique who are puppets. Ruben is

the culmination of the songwriter, inter

preter, and the real composer <the person

who prints the lyrics and provides the

music.) Please don't confuse this with the

person who is assigned to arrange the

music for all the instruments - that's the

arranger, the unsung hero. And believe me.

in recording studio sessions Ruben sounds

powerful, fresh and clear, but Sunday he

sounded immersed in a timbre, with range

and phonetics that brought us together

through a real travesty of Art.

I love brass as an indispensable tool for

composition in any musical genre, and in

the FAC it was very hard to really ap

preciate and distinguish their contribution,

consequently leaving the avid audience lm

patientlv dissatisfied Another factor \%

M

the inaccurate way in which the engineer >

brought to life the amplified sound. For this

kind of event and performer of such

magnitude, the groups collaborating tor its

realization should assign well trained

technicians that know the sound of the per

former and how far s/he can go.

Ruben sang I new song entitled

"Caminando" (Walking), which duocribri

our self imposed urgency that is necessary

in seeking new challenges. In searching for

these new heights, we vinculate our lives

to every daily human dynamic of cultural

interaction. This composition was really

mesmorizing He also dramatized an old

song of I caudil named "Cipriano

Armenteros" who fought against the

oligarchic tyrannies in South America, and

who in spite of all the efforts gathered h>

the "Militsia" always found a way to

escape regardless of the degree of difficul

ty, for which songs became hymns of hi>

epic events Listening to this song «a> t

surprise, considering that he never wrote

the song for himself and the singer who m
terpreted it made a rendition of what he

reallv meant

azon. v el alma. Lo cual requiere mucho pren sus discos y no io* cop.en. r-—

.
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8th Annual Pow Wow honors Native American Studies

By ALEXANDER NGUYEN
Collegian Staff

The Five College community experienced some aspects

of various Native American cultures at the University of

Massachusetts' eighth annual Traditional Pow Wow this

past weekend. This year's Pow Wow was held in honor of

the Five College Native American Studies Program.

Certain community members were presented with

honorary quilts for their various efforts in support of the

Native American community.

According to Chris Pegram. one of the Pow Wow s stu

dent organizers. Pow Wows are held in order to bring peo

pie together where they have a chance to sing and dance,

trade their craffs and exchange food and cultural stories.

The term Pow Wow originated from the Narragansett

word Pow Ow. meaning the person which people went to

for spiritual guidance or mental and physical health. Peo

pie had a tendency to see this person as the medicine

woman or man. It has evolved from that to what people

now call a Pow Wow, a gathering of Native American

communities.

This Traditional Pow Wow brought together over 40 Na-

tions which included more than 60 dancers and three drum

groups. Over the eight years the Pow Wow has grown from

a one-drum, 10 dancer event to this years' grand event.

There are three forms of Pow Wows There is the tradi

tional for community gathering and sharing, the compel

r

tion for different dance categories with prize money, and

the commercial Pow Wow where commodities are sold for

economic benefit of the respective Nations.

Central to the Pow Wow are the drum groups which pro

vide the heartbeat, the music for the different dancing

forms of different Nations. Some dance styles include the

women's shaw dance, the jingle dress dance and the fancy-

war dance.

Pegram said that the Pow Wow is a good way to expose

people to the realization that Native Americans continue

to exist as vibrant cultures.

dent organizers, Pow Wows are held ,n order to bring peo- a one-arum. iu-aanc ^- - ,— .

Pol Pot's forqotten holocaust remembered on JSew Year
** ... j t^ :i:„„ . „ Kl^tnattark. the cuerillas continue to wage their brutal

April 13 marks the Cambodian New Year, a significant

holiday that celebrates peace. As the date approaches,

local Cambodians in Western Massachusetts are prepar-

ing to celebrate this traditional holiday.

However, April is also a time to commemorate death;

the beginning of the "killing fields," when the notorious

Khmer Rouge under the leadership of Pol Pot came to

power in Cambodia on April 17, 1975. Under their reign

of terror until 1979, an estimated one million Cambodian

people perished from starvation, disease and execution.

Saloth Sar, alias Pol Pot, was virtually unknown to the

world until 1979, when Vietnam invaded and occupied

Cambodia and revealed the massive horror of their

atrocities. Pol Pot had become a member of the Cambo

dian communist party in 1953 and worked his way up to

the top through his brutal tactics.

He then became the party secretary in 1963 after the

mysterious disappearance of a Buddhist monk turned

revolutionary leader named Tou Samouth, a Cambodian

hero Described as "charming" by some journalists, Pol

Pot established credibility and earned the popular sup

port of peasantry during the Vietnam War when, in 1968,

United States President Richard Nixon authorized the

secret bombing of Cambodia, known as "Operation

Menu."

From 1969 to 1973 twice the tonnage ofbombs dropped

on Japan during World War II were dropped on Cambodia,

causing the destruction on the Cambodian Vietnamese

border' As B 52 bombs continued to rain on rice fields,

many peasants left their farms to join the Khmer Rouge.

Within five years ( 197075), the Khmer Rouge were able

to gain power across the country and on April 17, WO,
they occupied the capital, Phnom Penh, marking the

beginning of the "Killing Fields."

Under the Khmer Rouge, Cambodia closed itself off from

the rest of the world, except for China and North Korea.

The entire population was evacuated from all cities, pro

vinces and towns and were dispersed to rural areas to per

form agricultural labor.

Former government workers including soldiers, doctors,

teachers and intellectuals were taken to re-education

nps or were tortured and executed. Families were

separated and placed in different labor camps far apart

from each other. Controlled by terror, people were forced

to work days and nights with limited amounts of food.

Violence, torture and execution were common practices

to reinforce the disciplines the Khmer Rouge required to

build their so-called revolution. While the Khmer Rouge

continued to slaughter their own people, the world did

nothing to stop them. Outsiders disbelieved escapees'

reports of the atrocities inside Cambodia, thus providing

the Khmer Rouge four years to commit the genocide.

Boieth Sun

The Khmer Rouge killing was halted in 1979 when Viet-

nam invaded Cambodia, prompting a massive flow of

refugees to Thailand where about 300,000 remain today.

About 200,000 of these refugees have resettled in the

United States, where their population is now nearly

500 000. These refugees revealed to the world the hell

their homeland had become under the Khmer Rouge.

It has been 11 years now since Vietnam toppled the

Khmer Rouge regime. Despite Pol Pot and the Khmer

Rouge's crimes against humanity and their violation of

the Nuremberg Convention, the United Nations

legitimately recognized them by allowing their participa-

tion in the coalition government in exile that held Cam

bodia's seat at the U.N. until this past year. The 'coali-

tion' consists of two non-communist factions.

The Khmer Rouge receives its military support from

China and is the most powerful fighting force in the coali-

tion. Ironically, the United States has constantly voted

in the U.N. that the Khmer Rouge-dominated coalition

should hold their seat and has provided millions of dollars

in 'humanitarian' aid to their non-communist battlefield

allies.
, ,

The United States has also led an international embargo

on trade and humanitarian relief against the Vietnamese

installed Cambodian government. With this kind of sup

port and legitimacy, and a weakened Cambodia suscepti

ble to attack, the guerillas continue to wage their brutal

civil war against Cambodians, and the killing of Cambo-

dian people on both sides of the conflict continues.

This civil war has caused difficulties for farmers because

of the landmines. Women and children continue to be

maimed and killed trying to harvest rice because of mines

planted continuously in their rice fields since the 1960s.

The embargo has also affected all aspects of life, and,

without a thriving economy, Cambodia has been unable

to rebuild itself affer years of genocide and war.

As the New Year approaches and Cambodian people

around the world are preparing to celebrate this tradi

tional holiday, the Khmer Rouge guerillas have inten-

sified their attacks, inflicting more damage to human

lives. .

.

,

Although Pol Pot and the auto-genocide may soon be

forgotten and rewritten out of history, we the survivors

can never forget. Our New Year wish is to end the tern

ble suffering of our people and to have peace. Yet, inside

our homeland, our hopes and prayers remain a dream, as

our beloved ones are threatened by the violence of the civil

How long this war will continue is uncertain; it has been

nearly 12 years already. Presently, the Cambodian

government and the three guerilla factions, including the

Khmer Rouge, have formed an uneasy alliance and are

trying to negotiate a peaceful settlement to the conflict.

But talks are deadlocked and the fighting continues.

Perhaps the war will continue until all Cambodian peo

pie become limbless due to the layer of land mines that

continue to kill both soldiers and civilians. For the local

Cambodian people in Western Massachusetts, the New

Year is a time to celebrate our freedom and pray for peace

for our homeland.

Yet as long as the United States, China and other na

tions continue to support and supply arms to the guerillas,

and the embargo continues to cripple our homeland, it ap-

pears that peace will be unattainable until many New

Years to come. ..._ ..

Boreth Sun is a UMass graduate student. This article U

the opinion of the writer and does not necessarily reflect

the views of the Collegian staff.
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A CAREER CHOICE 1 hai
KEEPS GETTING BETTER

Rugby ruins Hartford, No. Adams

By KURT MOFFETT
Collegian Correspondent

Following a very disappointing loss to

URI the University of Massachusetts

ruebv club rebounded and demolished the

University of Hartford and North Adams

State College Saturday afternoon. They

were inspired by the largest crowd of the

season as Teams A through D outscored

their opponents by a total of 100-11.

UMass' A Team shut out Hartford 38-0.

Despite the heat, players such as Ricky

Dever "Boomer" Kenneally and Greg

Champeau performed outstandingly, accor-

ding to coach Francis Buttle. He said the

back row performance was a full HU

minutes played with passion."

"They played a much better game than

they did on Wednesday [against Amherst 1,

he added. "The players were so disap

pointed against Amherst. We should ve

beaten Amherst. They had much more

determination this time out.

By outhustling and outpacing the Hart

ford players, UMass was able to set up for

several scoring opportunities. Apparently,

the performance of the A Team rubbed off

on to the B Team as well as they, too, won

45-0 over North Adams State.

UMass' C Team swept Hartford s B 1 earn

13-7 scoring two tries to one. In an ugly

battle with North Adams' second team that

included four ejections for foul play, the

UMass D Team tied 4-4.

The team continues their schedule this

Saturday against the Mystic River Club

and Worcester State College. The games

will be begin at noon at Boyden Field as

all five teams, A through E, will

participate.

X botd ,«» chritafe ,., nu,« ..»,„ in .he N*J N— Corp,. K.

sa-sss^srsSBrJSi ! ,3—*-
medical and dental care m , )i;,,mv you can com-
Through oneol the leveral N** •'• » » • • ^

t inonthlv heck .

Visit vour Placement Office on April 9. 1991.

! .800-444-7 134

NAVY NURSE ES ^STjSSSl Collegian by Carrie Wye«h

The rugby club's A through D Teams thrashed the.UniversityjofHart-

ford and North Adams State College with a combined score of 100-11 this

weekend.
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EDWIN M. ROSSMAN
ALUMNI CAREER FORUMS

DEPARTMENT OF
COMMUNICATION
WEDNESDAY, APRIL 10, 1991

8:00 PM
CAMPUS CENTER 165-169

SPONSORED BY:

MATHER CAREER CENTER
ALUMNI ASSOCIATION

DEPARTMENT OF COMMUNICATION

This is an opportunity to meet with alumni and discuss their

experiences in the working world. Don't miss this important

panel discussion!

I

ALUMNI PANELISTS

William F. Thomas '78

Brian Benlifer 70

Wayne M. Schofield. '85

Assistant Director

Public Affairs

ASCAP
Film Producer

President, Triple-T Marketing

Radio Reporter for Metro Traffic

Control, Boston

Andrew A. Changelian, '83 ^
CCOUn

/

t

A^^!na!The Interface Group (Advertising)

Diane Drummey, '78
N^CNews

"Real People
1

' with Jayne Pauley

For more information, please contact:

Mather Career Center

545-2224

the NEVILLE
BROTHERS
with tpecUl gu««t

IVAN NEVILLE

TUESDAY
APRIL 16, 1991

8pm
in the UMass S.U.B.

TICKETS AVAILABLE
«t Tlx Unlimited In the Student Union.

Main St. Recordc(Noho). and

For the Record<Amherst)

$11 UMass students

$13 All others

A UPC PRODUCTION

ARTS & LIVING
Ryder plays blue collar rock at Pearl Street

•^ "
_ . . __!.•*: ., ,i..,i « -.,-K. ..<•.. that hit/ orean sound

By JOHN PURIN
Collegian Staff

Mitch Ryder
Pearl Street

Saturday, April 6

You may not know his name, but you pro-

bably know his songs. And even ifyou don't

actually know the songs themselves, you

know the sound. That's because the obscure

legend Mitch Ryder, who played Pearl

Street on Saturday night, is a major in-

fluence on the likes of Bob Seger and Bruce

Springsteen, and just about every other

arena rocker who ever stuck a blue collar

pose. Actually Ryder is a lot hipper than

such a description might suggest, because

he still sweats for his money in small clubs,

just as he did in Detroit in the 60s. There,

Ryder and his band. The Detroit Wheels,

were one of the first White acts to explore

the predominantly African-American art

form known as rhythm and blues. While

the show had some definite drawbacks,

Ryder proved on Saturday that he is still

one of the best belters around.

After an unimpressive opening number,

Mitch and company launched into "the

song which first established me as an ar-

tist in America," his 1966 hit "Jenny Take

a Ride." Actually what the song establish-

ed was his role as a master of the art of in

terpretation, because 'he song is actually

a medley of two blues standards, "Jenny,

Jenny" and "C.C. Rider." The latter tune

is well known as a part of the repertoire

of the Grateful Dead, but while the Dead

slow it down to "Jerryatric" pace, guitarist

Robert Gillespie fueled a lively version

with his fiery Les Paul.

That was just the first of a number of in

teresting covers. Others included a killer

arrangement of "Money (That's What I

Want)" and a competent but undistinguish-

ed rendering of Buddy Holly's "Not Fade

Away." Mitch also pulled out not one but

two Rolling Stones numbers, reminding us

that while Mick Jagger nurses ambitions

as an rhythm and blues singer, Ryder is the

real thing. "Gimme Shelter" was an unex

pected but brilliant encore, and though

"Heart of Stone" was introduced as a

ballad, it was a scorching hyperactive one

at that. For most of the tune Mitch's raspy

wail was wedded to sweet instrumental

harmonies that recalled doo-wop, but at the

end he exploded into a bloodcurdling

scream which was sheer inspiration.

To nobody's surprise, the show ended

with Ryder's greatest hit "Devil With the

Blue Dress/Good Golly Miss Molly" in

which original Wheels drummer Johnny

Bodagik pounded out bliss with a snare

roll. Ryder also helped out with the per

cussive chores throughout the night, shak

ing a mean tambourine and banging a

cowbell with finesse.

As far as the rest of the band went, things

could've been better. Keyboardist Billy

Cernets played a Roland synthesizer which

failed to achieve that big organ sound

which makes rhythm and blues so power-

ful, and bassist David Suhi simply played

to loud, which muddied the sound even fur

ther. At some points Mitch's vocal nuances

were simply overwhelmed by a quasi

mettalic wall of sound reminiscent of the

worst of Ryder's imitators. On the plus

side, the whole group pulled out impressive

back up vocals. Simple phrases like

"shake" and "it's all right" are standard

rock and roll exclamations, but rarely have

they been shouted with such authority. All

in all, the man from Motown provided a

solid evening's entertainment, and that's

not so bad at all.

The opening act. King Cod and the Blues

Sharks, was a somewhat sleazy combo who

sounded like a watered down Allman

Brothers. While sleaze is certainly no

drawback in a blues band, they left this

reviewer unmoved. However, a cover of the

late Stevie Ray Vaughan's "Cold Shot"

was a lot of fun.

Photo courtly MCA Record*

™. it i ntDoorKtrPPttoniffht The eroup, who have been termed as "new

wive
8SE^jSWlTS^SKS£2 Gra.UyO— The 2J.and.ver

show will start at 8 p.m.

Tom Holder
for a change

SARAH ELLIOTT
egiaii Correipoodenf

D<, vou urge for change of pact- in your daily hectic

schedule of classes piled up MM on top of another'' ( I

solution to this problem LI to visit the latest displa

paintings bv Tom Holder at the Herter Art <iall.r% I p

until April 14. anyone can simply drop in for a few

minutes for a fascinating break in their day

Upon first entering Holders overwhelmingly colorlul

display of paintings, you suddenly find yourself picked up

and forced into a whirlwind of precisely painted and

measured geometric shapes. As you slowly walk anti-

clockwise around the room, you are gradually and elo-

quently merged into paintings of a far more painterly style

continuing an enigmatic theme. A sense of movement is

accentuated through the skillful application of vibrant

shades of oranges, electric blues rich reds, regal purples

and a wide range of other brilliant colors allowing the

mind to be almost entirely overcome by the power of each

painting, providing a wonderful retreat into a magical

atmosphere. «

Not onlv is Holder's incredible sense of color

characteristic of his art but so are his inventive borders.

Rarely are his paintings simply a rectangle on a square.

Rather they represent another means of emphasizing the

geometry and liveliness of his subject matter.

Herter Art Gallery is waiting for you to step inside and

allow your imagination to step outside of the hustle and

bustle" of a typical UMass schedule. So remember not to

miss this free trip through the enlightening art of Tom

Holder before it's too late.SnOW Will Bian »* " I ^ -....v.*..

A retrospective look at John Coltrane's life^ J.^* ^ ._ ; „ A_^D^ tr„lvin . Ellington, Sarah Vaughn, who fought an must all do.what we car
i
save ourwor

By JAMES MOLESWORTH
Collegian Staff

September 23, 1926, John Williams Col-

trane was born. By the time he was in his

early twenties, he was beginning to make

some noise in the music world. A few years

later he was playing with the great Miles

Davis Group of the 50s, and in 1957 he

underwent a great spiritual change. He

became deeply religious, a vegetarian, did

not drink or use drugs, in fact his only

"vice" was the occasional cigar or pipe.

During the early and middle 60s, Trane

forced the edge of the envelope of the jazz

world. He sent the music in countless new

directions while at the same time influen-

cing saxophonists from Cannonball Adder-

ly to Pharoah Sanders. Yet these are all on-

ly brief in highlights in the life of a man

whose influence was not only felt in music

but in the people who played with him and

heard him play. Of all these "highlights,

the one that perhaps is most important is

his music of the 60s.

"During the year 1957, I experience, by

the grace of God, a spiritual awakening

which was to lead me to a richer, fuller,

more productive life. At that time, in

gratitude, I humbly asked to be given the

means and priviledge to make happy

through music." — John Coltrane.

Music is an understatement. African-

American music is unique, not only

because of its reliance on improvisation,

nor because it is America's only truly in

digenous art form, but because of its func-

tion. All "jazz" music serves a purpose,

every single note. The music was spawned

out of wretched conditions imposed on the

African-American during slavery. A time

which many would not have been able to

survive were it not for the music which

they sang and created while being forced

from their homeland to the infamous slave

trading ports of America.

The Trane is the embodiment of African-

American music. While the music of the

18th and 19th centuries served to help ease

the suffering of the people, Trane's music

also served a purpose. It provided a haven

to a people whose destiny was changing at

a furious rate. It still does. Trane's music

is functional, for the human spirit, much

the way the early spirituals work songs

were.

True, there are others who make fine ex-

amples of the greatness of African-

Americans music. Lester Young, who after

spending several debilitating months in

the army in 1944, was able to play notes

that weigh even the lightest of hearts. Yet

during Young's time, the status of the

African-American remained steadfastly

despondent Trane lived and played though

one of the most tumultuous times in the

history of the African-American, the Civil

Rights movement of the 60s.

As with Lester Young, I also tip my hat

with great reverence to people like Max

Roach, Dizzy Gillespie, Archie Shepp, Duke

Ellington, Sarah Vaughn, who fought an

unjust system by remaining graceful and

elegant within an ugly and inhospitable

world. And also to the people like Charles

Mingus, Charlie Parker and Bud Powell,

who fought the system by refusing to deal

with its ugliness in any way. The list of

those who have contributed to the music

is endless, but the one name that you must

always return to is that of John William

Coltrane.

Most people call Trane's music, free

jazz" does not refer to the technical aspect

of his music - the chord progressions, the

triads, the harmonic structure. What is

"free" about Trane's music is the spirit of

it. The ability of one to find solace in it.

In today's world of increased violence,

and decreased support of art, cultures and

the crumbling of our own infrastructure,

one can still find solace in Trane's music.

That is why he played it. He had feelings

for all peoples of the world who were op-

pressed and deprived, and he told everyone

about it through his horn. (One of the best

examples is Coltrane's "Alabama" written

for the children killed by the bombing of

a black school during the 60s.)

"As time and events moved on, a period

of irresolution did prevail. I entered into

a phase which was contradictory to the

pledge and away from the esteemed path.

.
." - John Coltrane.

Whatever your personal beliefs may be,

there can be no denying that today's situa-

tion, however bleak, can be reversed. We

must all do what we can save our world,

to right ourselves, and return to the

esteemed path. Then, John William Col-

trane's message will finally be realized by

all, and it will truly be - A LOVE

SUPREME.

Art therapy
The New England Art Therapy In-

stitute will offer a course entitled "Im-

ages of the Inner Self." The course will

be taught by Dr. Guillermo Cuellar, who

will teach his technique of symbol draw-

ing, for the weekend of April 19-21 in

Hatfield, Mass.

Participants will learn to find prac-

tical solutions to challenges within the

symbols of their own unconscious. Ap-

plications of the technique to various

personal and professional situations will

also be explored.

The deadline to register is Friday,

April 12. No previous art experience is

necessary. Licensed social workers can

earn continuing education credits.

Dr. Cuellar is an organizational

development consultant, therapist and

associate director of the New England

Art Therapy Institute in Sunderland.

Contact the New England Art

Therapy Institute, located on 216 Silver

Lane in Sunderland or call (413)

665-4880. _^___—

-
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Deviant Aphrodites peeps in on the darker side of lust
. , u uu„ UrooA ^^rlparfpr Robin Young to their clients and themselves. ..........

By THOMAS SCULLY
Collegian Correspondent

Deviant Aphrodites

Hampshire College

Thursday, April 4

Sex workers meet feminism and themselves in Sarah

Brown's new plav Deviant Aphrodite* which premiered

at Hampshire College last Thursday. «For all you fogies

sex workers' is the PC tag for prost.tutesj Part

psychiatrist office, part dentist, part whore house, the nice-

ly contamed set featured a ballroom-dancing bed on which

men with sexual dysfunction come to be £«*<•*
educated bv the mother earth type \ era \ enus lAbby

Kaplan) and her lesbian lover, the neurotic Lohta Haze

S3 V McC.nlev. both overmen by the!frenetic

madam-clinician Sally Mars .Judy Cohen>. The story

ATTENTION UMASS EMPLOYEES

WE WANT YOU TO KNOW WHO WE ARE!!

VAL1C is offering a series of free Financial Awareness

1- "Overview of Financial Planning"

Wednesday. April 17th. 7 p.m.

2- "Cash Management"

Tuesday. April 23rd. 7 p.m.

;{. "Option A. B. or C - Which is Right For You?"

Monday. April 29th. 7 p.m.

4- "Retinment Planning"

Tuesday. May 7th. 7 p.m.

For over NM VAL1C ha. specialized in providing tax

favored retirement plan s to employees of nonprofit organiza-

tions. Our total commitment to competitive products and per-

sonalized sen ice .using laptop computers and customized •oft-

ware) have made us an acknowledged leader m our field.

Please call 584-7764 to reserve a place in any or all of the above

workshops.

The Variable Annuity Life Insurance Company (VAL1C)

Houston. TX

breaks open when white-bread cheerleader Robin Young

(Karen Sabo) comes for sex therapy to explore her lesbian

tendencies which she discovered while on an acid trip with

her boyfriend.

Vera Venus wants to sleep constantly; she thinks she

can put her soul to sleep on the shelf while her body plays

pleasure on the bed. but the repulsion she feels for the

men she 'repairs" cannot be repressed for ever. Lohta

Haze too represses her true history and emotions about

the sexual exploitation of her stepfather. A disco strip-

per (Amv Baxt) has unwittingly appropriated the persona

of the legendary Lolita and so the "real" Lohta Haze kid

naps her and brings her back to the chamber of sin to in-

terrogate feminine identity, sex-work ethics, and the sex-

ual arousal some men have for -innocent" 12-year-old

tjirls.

None of the
W
S*» workers" are able to communicate

sincerely in the ordinary way: instead they use the

brilliant theatrical device of pretending to be men. female

type*, each other, and ultimately themselves. V\ hen Vera

wants to describe her sexual fantasy she instructs Lohta.

"pretend to be imaginary," because for them, as for us.

sex is the imaginary. They are powerful because they are

act...- of the imaginary, but in order to exist as sex-

workers thev have themselves become imaginary, both

LOOKING FOR A SUMMER JOB??

BRANDYWINE IS HIRING

Lifeguards (2)

Must have current Red Cross

Life Saving Certificate

40 hour week.

Rental Agent (1)

Outgoing person, neat

appearance, who enjoys

working with people. Good

typing skills a must.

40 hour week

Please stop by the rental office,

Monday through Friday between

10:00 a.m. and 4:00 p.m. and pick

up an application.

to their clients and themselves.

Ah but now you think the play is weird. It tries to be

weird but its heart is not in its weirdness - rather it is

sophisticated enough to draw dynamic characters who

tend to be too safe than too subversive, more vulnerable

than threatening. It's thought provoking in the usual way

and funny in the unusual way. At the heart of the piece

the playwright meditates on the plight of sex-workers and

women, but these personal, often poignant metaphysical

revelations jar constantly with the ideological discourse

that is being put forward, and the wacky, self-conscious

satire which fuels most of the evening's entertainment

and keeps the plav just a bit over the edge

Creating a plav that would address love. sex. exploita-

tion, gender roles, .mages of self and body - the whole

political basket - plus existential dilemmas and the

pathos of a real prostitute, il nearly impossible, though

Aphrodites is a bold attempt. The script has poetry, im-

agination and cleverness all to its credit, but the

playwright commits cardinal sin by making her

characters repeatedly state the obvious both politically

and personally, when they would" ve done just tine by

themselves.

an ensemble and all alone all the acting is excellent,

particularly considering how difficult the script was. The

productiom directed by Moira Cutler, struggled through

several revisions and apparently provided the actors final

lv with I full sense of their characters' personality and

mannariam I M often amazed at how appropriately the

actors carried off some awkward moments in the script,

and made what would sound geeky or obvious into

something witty nd sincere The only odd part was the

moody guitar player who provided cool but irrelevant

musical interludes in a few transitional scenes

RECYCLING IS ECOLOGICAL
By recycling, we can:

REDUCE AIR POLLUTION
luwtetom

ling gia« try 20% \

REDUCE WATER POLLUTION - -I MUU
. . Kxiunng process n

Reeling steel reuses warn pcfluuon by it-h and usm .

pjpef to make new paper «d 9pdMOl by JSfc*

CONSERVE ENERGY - It takes less energy to recycle

to make il from scratch Making alurn.rtum Iron, recycled aluminum

"<X*

DIVISIOK Oh

SUMMER
SPARKLES at

UMass
Over 3Q0credit and non-

credit courses and work-

shops will bedazzle you in

the UMass Summer Session.

A glittering lineup of classes

is conveniently offered both

day and evening in two, six-

week sessions.

First session runs June

4-July 12; second ses-

sion runs July 16-

August 22.

Register beginning

April 16.

By mail until May 17. by tel-

ephone (545-3653) or FAX

(545-3351) until May 31, or

in person through June .'J.

University of

Massachusetts
at Amherst

Summer
1991

M I I

Exercise Science

Majors

Interviews available for

Co-ops and Internships

Wednesday

April 10, 1991

at the Mather Career Center

Pick up a free catalog

a I arm hunks,

grocery stores,

shopping centers,

libraries, and mails.

tor more

information or a

free catalog,

rati 548*2414.

Sign up at the

Mather Career Center

Library

by 5:00 TODAY!

The Mather Career Center
Career Planning and Placement • Cooperative Education • Internships

Fraternity/Sorority Park - on the Orchard Hill but route. (413)545-2224

Where Careers Take Off!

DOONESBURY
Bv GARRY TRUDEAU

THE FAR SIDE

By GARY LARSON

CALVIN AND HOBBES

Just ignore him. That's our rebellious young calf

Matthew — he's into wearing leather clothes just

for the shock value.''

Bv BILL VATTERSON
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QUOTE Of THE DAY

"I can smell myself from here."

— Overheard

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Edited By TRUDE niCHEL JAFFE
ACROSS

i Mpminqway. to

Mandi
5 Author Santha

Rau
9 Baseball rail

13 Reversal of

Fortune star

1^ The third man
16 Dresden bom

soprano Berger

1

7

la*tui

18 Measurement
standard

20 Conductor de
WaaM

21 Grieg s

f>-
?1 Make possib*e

24 t •

28 Cornpum

29 Sp'

31 Gant'y "r Rice

/inq

41 A(>;

43 Lodge groups
44 Sleuth Charlie

46 Overt

47 Si'-

arot

66 »'•

67 Sr
Jury

68 Name in fashion

nent
. '«>)<,

•naqe

DOWN
i Carr.*i teature

2 Cezanne s Boy

in vest

3 Stiltlike toy

4 Violinist

Kavadan
5 Funny Martha

6 Disconcerted

7 Debussy
subtect

8 Municipal

official

9 Cheese
variety

10 African

antelope

11 Woi
surrender

12 LOS Angeles

eager

14 L*e some

19 0"-

22 M
25 Pestei

27 S 1

sta

29 Spthe

3? trie Top

1959 Hick

34 Pate

36 Thanksgiving

dinner prize

37 To be. m
old Rome

38 Re • or Oliver

40 Pui/te page
feature

42 Dear one
45 Lawlessness

48 Scamps

49 Aficionado

50 Fiery teton*

51 Ban favorite

52 Land or sea

follower

56 Copied

58 Makes do with

out

60 With the bow
to viohnisf.

61 Chow —
63 Can — da,

65 Aries affirmative

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE
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LUNCH

Ttana Noodte

i t\u ken btirnic

BASICS LUNCH
botmin iwnl sprout Sondvfc h

( |\u ken DUrritO

DINNER
Reel l>t" QoaSl

Cheese I..\nh|i\.i

BASICS DINNER
Canoi DAkr

Cheev Lasagna

YOUR DAILY HOROSCOPE
By JEANE DIXON

ARIES (March 2l-April 19) It may

pay you to stay put even if greener

pastures Peckon Double-check

travel arrangements to prevent

snags Your relationship with your

mate gets a wonaerful new lease

on We
TAURUS (Apm 20May 20) Your

reputation is on the line, be careful

what you say ana do A partnership

rewards you in unexpected ways

Financial pact is sound To win

friends, you must act like one

GEMINI (May 21-June 20)

Restrict your field of operation Your

financial interests dictate a long-

overOue decision. Other people are

inspired by your resilience Forge

ahead with confidence

CANCER (June 21-July 22) You

can forge a very effective alliance

by negotiating behind closed doors

today A private talk will be
enlightening Spending an evening

with your colleagues gives you

valuable insights

LEO (July 23-Aug 22) Working at

home will provide the environment

you need to tackle complex pro-

blems Take care of your com-

mitments Children need gentle but

firm guidance A perfect evening

for a family get-together

VIROO (Aug 23-Sept 22): Let

others take the lead at work today

The employment scene offers few

problems if you do your homework

Travel is best postponed Perform

more services for yourself to

economize

LIMA (Sept 23-Oct 22) An op

portumty to join forces with influen-

tial people merits prompt con-

sideration Avoid discussing con-

troversial subjects at your

workplace A trip is tonight's main

topic of conversation

SCORPIO (Oct 23-Mov. 21) Pool-

ing your resources with those who

share your goals proves lucrative

Use your ingenuity to fatten your

savings account Free-lance

assignments may be the answer A

friend shares a secret

SAGITTARIUS (Nov 22-Dec 21)

Domestic and work projects alike

flourish in your hanOs Tap into your

artistic and creative talents. If you

try to give Oirections in romance

you are in for a rough time Refrain!

CAPRICORN (Dec 22-Jan. 19) A

decision to end a business or

domestic project may not be well

grounded Further investigation is in

orOer A romantic relationship

needs more nurturing. Focus on

mate's strengths

AQUARIUS (Jan 20-Feb 18)

Other people may not live up to

their promises Progress is due sole-

ly to your own efforts Loans may be

risky and love elusive Seek the

companionship of friends or family

PISCES (Feb 19-March 20) Be

prepared to handle new demands
from the powers that be Stay calm.

things will ease up by mid-

afternoon Avoid taking out your

frustrations on your loved ones

They are on your siOel

TODAY S STAFF
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Copy Editor ,odv Cnhin
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umpires
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The terms include:

• a salarv scale of $60,000 to $175,000. up from the pre-

sent $41,000 to $105,000.

• selecting umpires for the playoffs and World Series by

merit, rather than on rotation.

• an increase in the umpires' daily expense money from

$169 to $185.

• three weeks vacation, up from two.

"The idea was to be sure that we could reward people

for working hard and performing well," commissioner Fay

Vincent said of the way umpires will be picked for the

postseason.

Richie Phillips, head of the umpires' association, said

umpires had planned to picket yesterday in Cincinnati,

New York and Texas.

At Riverfront Stadium, where the World Series cham-

pion Cincinnati Reds played Houston in the traditional

NL opener, the replacement crew consisted of home plate

umpire Frank Ballino, an NCAA umpire from Lexington,

Ky.; Randy Bruns, a former minor-league ump from

Waverly, Iowa; John Floras, another former minor-

leaguer from Treasure Island, Fla.; and Dick Urlage, an

NCAA ump from nearby Fort Thomas, Ky.

In Detroit, where the New York Yankees played the

a unique opportunity

for

— Agriculturalists —

For you and the world itself. You can put your

AGRICULTURE DECREE or FARMING EX-

PERI ENCE to work at a challenging, demand-

ing and unique opportunity. You'll be meeting

new people, learning a new language, exper-

iencing a new culture and gaining a whole

new outlook on your future career or retire-

ment. And while you are building your future

you'll help people in developing countries by

sharing your skills in crop or livestock produc-

tion, bookkeeping, soil management, equip-

ment care, agribusiness or other capabilities

necessary for food production. The financial

rewards may not be great, but as a Peace

Corps volunteer, your opportunity for growth

is certain.

Over 6000 Peace Corps Volunteers are currently working in projects around the world. Find out how you

rnaxe «SfenlEe by bonuciing the UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS oivcimpus Peace Corps

rcprcscntauves:

JEAN JOHNSTON AND DAVID DERAMUS
University of Massachusetts Peace Corps Recruiters

12 Draper Hall

545-2105

UMass/Boston
Summer
Programs in

England and
Germany,
Northern Ireland,

and Mexico

Political Culture

and Economy

—

The European Community
Field Study in England

and Germany

June 6-July 12

Nine credits

Irish History:

Field Study in Derry

June 14-July 12

Six credits

Spanish Language
Instruction in

Cuernavaca, Mexico

May 30-July 3

Up to six credits

Tigers in the first game of the season, former American

League umpire Bill Deegan was to work behind the plate.

The sides began closing in on a deal Friday, but talks

broke down shortly before 3 a.m. Saturday over what

management negotiator Robert Kheel said was an

ultimatum on money from Richie Phillips, head of the urn

pires association.

At the time, Phillips said the sides were approximately

$750,000 apart, but Kheel said he believed the difference

was twice that. Throughout Sunday night the differences

narrowed.
,

"We were all working hard," Vincent said. It s always

the last night."

The leagues had put amateur umpires in place to work

the final days of exhibition games. The amateurs also had

been assigned to work yesterday's openers.

The relationship between the major leagues and their

umpires has been strained in recent years, leading to work

stoppages in 1978, 1979, 1984 and 1990.

DELIVERY
EXPRESS

To UMass & Amherst

(tl^ff* College Campuiises

WE DELIVER!!
TO ORDER CALL 253-3999

BBSS ******
&g£2 KING **7™
\2^ ^^^^ CHIHISE fOOP

Sun.-Thurs. 5-12 midnight

Fri. & Sat. 5-1:45 a.m.

p«4_K_ t&tfUA
MlXICANKLMAUKANl

Delivery to Amherst and Hadley

tin©!
Proper Identification A Must

57 NORTH PLEASANT ST • 253-5141

Introducing...

Miller Genuine Draft Light

with FREE giveaways

DON'T FORGET
Tuesday Night is Taco Night

Wednesday Night FREE Buffalo Wings!!

These programs emphasize firsthand learning through guided group

activities and intensive individual study. Each program provides room,

board, and local transposition.

Application deadline: April 19, 1991

For details, please write

or call:

Division of Continuing

Education

International Programs

University of Massachusetts

at Boston

Harbor Campus
Boston, MA 02125-3393

617 287-7900

This advertisement appears at

no cost to the Commonwealth

The deafinhabit a specialworld

It is a world whose busiest

thougte^and strongest emQtions

do not speak aloud.

Listen to the ways ofthis worl4.

Hear the silence.

PHYLLIS FRELICH:
SIGNS OF UNDERSTANDING

tuesday, april 9, 1991, 8:00pm

student union ballroom, free admission

MLB umpires settle contract disputes
By RONALD BLUM
The Associated Press

NEW YORK — Major league umpires and baseball

reached agreement on a new contract, but it came too late

for the regular umpires to work yesterday afternoon's

season opener.

Instead, crews of former major league and minor league

umpires, along with college umps, worked the six day
games. American League spokeswoman Phyllis Merhige

said a crew of current major league umpires would be in

place for last night's Milwaukee at Texas game, at which

President Bush is scheduled to throw out the first ball.

The leagues expected all major league umpires to

resume work today.

The umpires walked out Saturday for the sixth time in

21 years following a breakdown in negotiations. But talks

resumed Sunday and a settlement was signed at 12:10

p.m. EDT.
CONTINUED ON PAGE 14

Men's crew stirs Dartmouth's wake
The University of Massachusetts men's varsity crew

team defeated Dartmouth Sunday and came home with

their first victory and betting tee of the season.

Traditionally, teams bet their team t shirts on the race

and treasure their prizes.

It was an exhilarating experience to beat the Dart-

mouth crew," said sophomore Keith Bourgoyne.

Sophomore Brian Jewett collected his first collegiate vic-

tory this weekend. Seniors Dave Ring, Rich Scannell,

Chris Marino, Dave Schor, Jeff Vohr, Mike Rademacher

and coxswain Mary Lockyer also added another shirt to

their collections.

The men beat Wesleyan but lost to New Hampshire on

Saturday bringing their regular season record to 2-1.

The varsity women's team lost to Wesleyan, racing an

eight and a four Saturday on the Connecticut River.

The JV women's team finished 1.8 seconds behind the

Wesleyan varsity crew, surpassing their own varsity crew.

Senior Cristin Bullen, a three-year rower, said she felt

as though her boat displayed "calm, relaxed power"

throughout the race.

The team travels to Trinity college this weekend to

challenge one of their long time rivals.

- LYNN FRANKEL

Photo by Andr*» Migliaui

UMass* Adam Meyerson leads the A Team
at Williams College Saturday. The A Team
finished second in this race, but the cycling

team returned to Amherst with a team first

place, bettering Williams and Harvard.

Collegian photo by Cam* Wyeth

The JV eight boat passed the UMass varsity

boat and came in 1.8 seconds behind the

Wesleyan varsity boat Saturday. Pictured from

the top are Laurel Collins, Kim Katzik, Lisa

Maloney, Cristin Bullen, Jen Hinds, Jen Koiles,

Laura Scollan, Ann Budreski and coxswain

Elizabeth Harford.

MASSACHUSETTS
SCHOOL OF LAW

At Andover

Full « Part Time Programs
Majors Offered

De-emphasis on LSAT

GET FAT & DIRTY

The 91 DMOGESTOIIE
Fat Tire Bikes Are Here!

t0 EST l""l $\

for cat*, jnd Homution, c»l or write

MASSACHUSETTS SCHOOL OF l-WV

J Dm** N«. AnAww. MA 01 HO, BOP 470-1070

319 Pleasant Street

Northampton, MA
586-3810

800-464-3810
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Sports
Men's track, field betters Williams, Springfield,UVM
By KEITH BENNETT
Collegian Correspondent

The University of Massachusetts men's

track team used its depth to defeat teams

from Williams College, Springfield College

and Vermont in its first meet of the season

Saturday.

I'Mass, Williams and Springfield each

won six events on the afternoon but the

Minutemen scored points in 16 of the 18

events, taking some vital seconds, thirds

and fourths, to win the meet with 78 points.

Williams finished second with 54,

Springfield was third with 45 and Vermont

managed only 17 points in taking fourth.

"We showed some real good team depth

in the meet."' UMass head coach Ken

O'Brien said. "We had 21 individual

athletes score points for the team.'*

Joe Kourafas led the team in the field

events with two victories. Kourafas won

the high jump with a clearance of 6 feet,

4 inches and the longjump with a distance

of 21-8.

Jeff Peterson and Dave Borges each plac-

ed in three events for UMass. Peterson took

nnd in the discus (130-1). second in the

shot put (42 6 1 2) and third in the triple

lump (411121. Borges placed second in the

long jump (20-4>. third in the pole vault

(13 0) and fourth in the high jump (6-0).

Luke Simpson and Nelson Simao round-

ed out field event scoring for the

Minutemen Simpson took second in the

hammer throw with a distance of 145-3 and

third in the discus with a throw of 126-02.

Simao threw the shot put 41-10 for third

place.

In the running events, Kevin Walters

won the 100-meter dash in 11.1 seconds

and placed second in the 200 in 22.2.

Senior Gerry Squires led the Minutemen

in sweeping the first three places in the

1,500 with a victory in 3:56.3. Matt Simon

finished just .5 seconds behind Squires in

second place and freshman John Raach

took third in 3:57.2.

The Minutemen also dominated the

800-meter, taking first, second and fourth

places. Steve Brown won the race in 1:55.8.

Bill Wallace followed Brown in 1:57.2 and

sophomore Ben Nichols took fourth in

1:58.5.

Senior Jon Corso won the 5,000 with a

time of 15:01 and teammate Pat Ryan

finished fourth in 15:19.

Senior Mike Grey finished third in the

400 in 50A
Other athletes scoring for the

Minutemen were Jeff White and Paul

Doyle in the 1 10 hurdles. White placed se

cond in 15.6 and Doyle was fourth in 16.0

Doyle also placed second in the 400 hurdles

in 579. He was followed in that event by

Arthur Piccolo in third (59.5) and Patrick

Lockett in fourth (60.6).

The next meet for the Minutemen is

April 13 against Rhode Island.

Collegian photo by Yana Mug\

The men's track and field squad ran past Williams College, Springfield

College and Vermont this Saturday during a gorgeous day. The

Minutemen stand at 1-0 for the season.
Minutemen Simpson iook setunu in mm "f« »~ -e. ^^^ — _

Softball (12-7) to host Boston College

By THOMAS A. GEORGE
Collegian Correspondent

Standing atop the Atlantic 10, the University of

Massachusetts softball team is on a tear. The swingers

tand up against the Boston College Eagles at 3 p.m. to-

day on Totman Field for a doubleheader.

BC stands at 12-3. and is ranked fourth in the region.

In last year's match up, the teams split wins.

"I'm expecting a tough time tomorrow," said head coach

Elaine Sortino. '[The UConn pitching staff] has decent

speed and ball movement."

Likely pitchers for BC will be sophomores Tanya

Saunders, Patricia Murray and Kelli Weaver.

Taking the mound for UMass will be the dynamic duo

of Holly Aprile and Darlene Claffey. The two have con-

spired on the nine-game streak that has boosted the

UMass record to 12 7 overall.

Claffey was named Atlantic- 10 Pitcher of the Week,

after last week's dual no-hitter and a third shutout per

formance. Moving to a 6-3 record, Claffey gave up only

two hits in 18 innings, striking out 18. Her ERA stands

at an impressive 1.84.

All is not well for the sophomore from Ledyard, Lonn.

Claffey has developed a lump' in her throat but x-rays

fail to show any sort of growth. She has what feels like

"something caught in her throat," according to Sortino.

When Claffey becpomes winded, the lump presents a

respiratory hinderance, Sortino said.

"She's a very tight-mouthed kid," Sortino said. "When

she says something hurts, you know something is wrong."

Jen Miller, second baseman from Mendham, N.J., was

also named to the A- 10 honors list as Player of the Week.

In the six games last week. Miller 11 hits in 15 at bats,

two homers, five RBIs. and one stolen base. On the field,

she had 16 put-outs, seven assists and no errors.

This doubleheader is the end of a fruitful homestand for

the Minutewomen. The show goes on the road for a

10-game swing, including a six-game A- 10 spin. The next

13 days will see the team play 14 games.

Sox turn Jay blue on opening day

Collegian photo by Carri* Wyrth

Jack Clark, in his Red Sox debut, hit a grand

slam in the third inning off Dave Steib as Boston

walked to a 6-2 victory in Toronto on opening

day yesterday.

TORONTO (AP) — Roger Clemens made it to opening

day and made it worthwhile. He didn't have any problems

with the substitute umpires or the Toronto Blue Jays.

Clemens, pitching while his suspension is delayed,

allowed one run in eight innings and Jack Clark hit at

grand slam in his first game with the Red Sox as Boston

beat Toronto 6-2 yesterday.

Clemens, 104 lifetime against Toronto, allowed six hits,

struck out six and walked none. The last time he took the

mound for real, he was ejected in Game 4 of the American

League playoffs, drawing a five-game suspension and

$10,000 fine that is still being appealed.

Clark, signed as a free agent in December for $8.7

million over three years, hit his eighth career grand slam

in the third inning off Dave Steib. The home run, on a

0-2 pitch, snapped a 1-1 tie and was Clark's first grand

slam since Sept. 4, 1989, off Atlanta's Mark Eichhorn.

Tony Pena opened the inning with a double and went

to third on Tim Neahring's sacrifice. Steib loaded the

bases with walks to Wade Boggs and Jody Reed and Mike

Greenwell's single tied the game.

Clark followed with only the second grand slam allow-

ed by Steib, who gave up one to Jim Rice on Aug. 20, 1983

at Fenway Park.

John Higgins, a former minor leage umpire, worked

behind home plate in place of the regulars, who couldn't

make it to Toronto fast enough following Monday's

settlement.

Steib, 11-4 on opening day, allowed five runs and four

hits in five innings, struck out two and walked two.

Mookie Wilson's sacrifice fly gave the Blue jays a 1-0

lead in the second inning and Joe Carter, playing his first

game with Toronto following an offseason trade from San

Diego, homered off Jeff Gray in the ninth.

-Ellis Burks added a RBI double in the eighth inning for

Boston off Al Leiter.

The game drew 50,114 fans, the second-largest crowd

to see a baseball game in SkyDome and the 60th straight

sellout. The Blue Jays drew 50,286 for the third game of

the 1989 playoffs.

Minutemen host

UConn Huskies
By GREG SUKIENNIK
Collegian Staff

The Harvard baseball team, bolstered by 14 runs in

the first four innings and five home runs, earned a split

with the University of Massachusetts, taking the se-

cond game 15-10.

The loss gave UMass a 2 4 mark for the weekend and

an 8-15-1 overall record coming into today's contest

with the University ofConnecticut<Earl Lorden Field.

3:30 p.m.).

The Huskies squeaked out a rare tie with the

Minutemen on April 30, benefitting from a two-out er

ror to deadlock the score at 6-6 just before darkness fell.

Since that time, the Huskies fortunes have paralell-

ed UMass', as both teams have won only two games

since.

In their most recent effort, UConn was swept by Big

East Conference rival Seton Hall

Left-hander John Sammarco will start on the mound

for the Minutemen. Sammarco has not figured in a

decision as of yet this season, but posesses good veloci-

ty on his fastball.

The 9-13-1 Huskies did not announce a starting pit-

cher by press time.

UMass reliever Ron Villone has gotten rave reviews

from Minuteman coach Mike Stone for his efforts out

of the bullpen.

"Ronnie's done a great job for us, no question about

that," said Stone ofthe 6-foot-3 football tight end turn-

ed stopper. "He's always ready— he's a big, strong guy.

"

Villone leads the team in appearances with 11.

Collegian photo by Carrie Wyeth

Shortstop Glenn DiSarcina and the

Minutemen (8-15-1) take on the UConn Huskies

(9-13-1) at 3:30 p.m. today at Lorden Field.
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furlough
By MARC ELLIOTT
Collegian Staff

Many University classes may be cancelled next m
by professors angry with public higher education cuts, as

the April 12 deadline approaches for faculty and staff to

decide which days, if any. they will skip as part of Gov.

Welds's furlough plan.

All state workers who earn more than $20,000 must

take two to 15 unpaid furlough days between April 16 and

June 22, according to a -tat. law passed last month by

the state legislature to cope with the state's fiscal crisis.

University employee! mm Mat official notification of

the furlough on Monday That same day, an anonymous

group ofprofesson

tug both faculty and staff at th- I'nivei-sity to take their

furlough days all at the same time starting April L(

will not take the destruction nfl Ma-
"lying down."

"What a lot offaculty feel is that the best option to takt

tor legal option not to work and to coordinate our not

king and all take our days at the same time to make

I strong statement that education is important and that

when education doesn't happen it really hurts," said Sara

Lennox, a professor in the German department.

Professors have two options for dealing with the

furlough: either refusing to work during non-paid furlough

days or work and receive a lump sum payment for the

furlough days when leaving their state job.

Unlike other state employees, professors do not have

vacation days and cannot choose a state proposed third

option which is to earn bonus vacation days for each

furlough day worked.

The union representing the University's faculty and

librarians - the Massachusetts Society of Profess..*

is joining other union- the state in filing ehargi I

against the state for its implementation of the furlough

plan, MSP President John Cole said

"The furlough and the failure to recommend funding

fnt mtracts \iolates both the United

and Massachu- institutions," Cole said. "So

the Massachusetts Society of PlufsSSOffl and the other

unions representing state employees initiated law suits

on Friday."

The MSP is expected to decide what additional action^

they plan to take in responding to Gov. Weld's furlough

program, Cole said. Participation in the rumored collet

live furlough of faculty being organized by an anonym

group of professors for next week will probably l>e discuss-

ed as well.

We'll be considering a variety of actions includin

letter writing campaign to urge the parents of student I

to write their legislators to restore funding tor higher

education and long term political action
"

Weld has not yet responded to the the Board of Regents

of Higher Education s request to declare the facult\

-ential and critical" which would prevent them from

legally choosing not to work during the furlough, but the

governor is expected to make a deciakMl soinetm:

The Regents asked Weld to classify the profsi

. ntial personnel at the end of 1
I hat

if proft cancelled das* auddk of the

em iter, it "would ruin the educational pi isJd

Press Spokesperson Terry /.ou! I

\ letter from Provost Richard O'Brien is to be -ent t>>

CONTINUED ON PAGE 3

Gagne President,
Newnan Trustee

Photo by Jrn Fatkin

GIDDY-UP' _ Advanced Riding Class student Becky Rivet enjoys

a day at the stables riding "Hejira" at the Hadley Farm.

By ALEX DERING
Collegian Staff

The administration's refusal to recognize

the April 9 elections as valid did not pre

vent 1,704 students from casting their

votes yesterday. David Gagne won the of-

fice of Student President and Kevin

Newnan won the office of Student Trustee.

David Gagne's election to the office of

Student President came as no surprise as

he was the only candidate on the ballot for

that position. He won with 1,152 votes.

"Considering all the controversy sur

rounding this election, the student turnout

was great," said Gagne. "If the administra-

tion is as pro-student as it claims to be, they

will have to recognize these elections.

Gagne thanked Bob Monaghan, his cam

paign manager for, "... all his help. And

all the students who voted, regardle-

how they voted."

In the race for Student Trustee. Kevin

New nan defeated Ken Parker by over 500

votes, winning with 985 votes.

"The students have elected two student

leaders,' said Newnan. Given the small

field of candidates and the attempts by

some to invalidate the election, the turnout

was fantastic."

Newnan said the relatively high voter

turnout of 10.8 percent should serve as pro-

of to the administration that "the students

wanted this election despite what the ad-

ministration said
."

Newnan also thanked "all the students

who took the time to exercise their right

to choose their own student leaders and

have elections without administrative in-

terference. I was elected by the students in

an election unanimously set by elected stu-

dent leaders, so the administration's non-

recognition is a farce."

The 1,704 ballots cast represent a 10.8

percent voter turnout for this election. Of

those votes, 156 could not be counted last

night l>ecause they could not be validated

Those votes will be checked today and add

ed to the results.

The average turnout for the Student

President Student Trustee election ha-

averaged between 10 and 13 percent in th.

past few years, according to Jon Aronson.

a member of Governmental Affair-

"With all the adversity from the ad

ministration, this was an exceptionally

strong turnout," he said.

In February, the administration, in

response to requests by student leaders,

said they would restructure student

government: one of the changes the ad

ministration suggested was postponing

elections until May and then only allow

ing students to elect a student president.

Student Elections Coordinator Stephen

McAfee, who oversaw the tallying of the

election results agreed the turnout for the

election was a strong one.

"It was good to see student apathy

diminish during this . -lection." he said.

Both Aronson and McAfee agreed that

based on the turnout, the refusal of the ad

ministration to recognise th" results ofthis

election would be a sign ".
. . that [the ed

ministration I
is ignoring the students

"Despite all the efforts df'theadmim-

tion and the 'gang of five' to invalidate

these elections we were confident Un-

dent body would respond by producing a

significant turnout." they -aid.

Ratification of the Student President StU

dent Trustee election will take place

tonight at the Student Senate meeting, pro

viding there is a two-thirds majority

present.

The results of the Board of Governors

election, which was held at the same time

as the Student President/Student Trustee

elections, were not available at press time.

Real estate business on the rise
BOSTON (AP) - Despite fears that the savings and loan

crisis will cripple its future, the Federal Home Loan Bank

System is well capitalized and stands ready to help finance

a housing rebound, a government official said yesterday.

Daniel F. Evans Jr., who last year became chairperson

of the Federal Housing Finance Board, spoke to a con

ference of hank officers sponsored by the National Coun-

cil of Savings Institutions.

Much ofthe twoday conference focused on the deptf

ed real estate market that has caused problem loans for

banks, especially in the Northeast. But many ofthose .it

tending the conference said the decline appears to have

hit bottom, and real estate business has been brisk in re

cent weeks
"People are thinking that prices are as good as they're

ever going to get," said Nadine Salley, senior loan officer

for Merrimack County Savings Bank in Concord, N.H.

"And there's a lot of penned up demand."

Evans also said he believes the housing market has end

ed its plunge and home values should start rising later

this year similar to previous times when the nation emerg-

ed from a recession.

Evani also said the Federal Home Loan Bank System

has the cash available to supply money for home loans

when the rebound occurs. The system, which operates

through regional banks, provides capital to small savings

institutions which then loan the money for homes.

Member institul ions buy stock in the system and receive

dividends, which can represent a significant amount ot

their profits

But the Home Loan Bank System lost many ol its

members during the collapse of the savings and loan in-

dustry, creating the need to attract more institutions, ex-

P
AUhfsame time, the government drained profits from

the system to help pay for the massive savings and loan

bailout. In addition the system will be forced to contribute

another $300 million annually.
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Page 4: NY Times and Washington Post

snag two Pulitzers each.

Page 7: Gayle Long advocates support of

faculty furlough action.

Page 9: UMass drinking rate goes up as

alcohol restrictions tighten on

campus.

VEATHER
Don't stand under the trees - thunder

boomers expected today with temps in the up-

per 70s.
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15th Anniversary

DIAMOND SALE
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,T 'S BASEBALL
SEASON!

Red Sox
at

Toronto
7:00 pm

Hot and spicy
chicken wings

$1.00 per order
9-11 pm

Lounge Hours

Mon-Fn 1 130 am- 12 30 am

Sat & Sun 5 00 pm-1230 am
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=Foi Your Information
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lector* - The lecture "Class and the American Dream,

will be held in CC 163 from 12 p.m. 1 p.m. The event is

sponsored by the Department of Communications and the

Debate Union.

Seminar Series - The seminar series "The Evolution

of the Greater Lawrence" will be held in ELab 304 from

3:35 p.m. 4:30 p.m. It is sponsored by the Education and

Professional Activities Divisions of ASCE.

Discussion - A discussion on the Arab-Israeli conflict

will be held at 7:30 p.m. in the Red Room ofConverse Hall

at Amherst College. The discussion is sponsored by Direct

Expression, a group of Five College students.

Presentation - The presentation "The Blasket Islanders:

Springfield's Irish Community." will be held by the In-

stitute for Advanced Studies in the Humanities in CC

174-176 at 8 p.m.

Meeting - The University Democrats will meet at 7 p.m.

in Student Union 423B.

Lecture - The lecture "An Arms Control Agenda for the

1990s." with Ambassador Paul Williams, will be held at

8 p.m. in McConnell 103 at Smith College. The lecture

is part of the Five College Program in Peace and World

Security Studies Lecture Series.

Discussion - The discussion "Victims of

Authoritarian/Autocratic Religion?" will be held in CC

811-815 at 7:30 p.m. It is sponsored by the United Chris

tian Foundation. Lecture - The School of Nursing

Academic Rounds Lecture Series presents Ida Oralndo

Pelletier. who will speak from 4 p.m. -6 p.m. in CC 14

on "The Essence of Nursing Practice".

«a*er - UlfaM English Professor .lames Young. H
part of Holocaust Memorial Week, will speak on the

representations of the Holocaust in Memorial Hall from

,0 p.m. -9:30 p.m. Admission is fr.

Distinguished Faculty

Lecture Series

Ion A. Ctartra

D.portmar* of Compaq » irnormotton Scwnc*

Sol-M ***»**l C*" Otic*

Softmr. Sftlwm M Tmtmf

-auMi n%»in -a» moor go .owa^O*"*

<onc«« *o»«boi OO*. a*»ar«i ••• • o« «o"w»»

maom*. miim ttmacn oncm* rv ana » SCM •

U«ivrmit% .f MaaaacaaartU at Aaiaarat

Memorial Hall. Apnl II. 1S»I

•a** p.m.

Reception immediately following Sponaored by

rontnbuuona from alumni and the Office of the

Chancellor of the Univeraity of Maaeachuaettt

at Amherst.

GET FAT & DIRTY

The 9i KnioGEsmne
Fat Tire Bikes Are Here!

jKSSt**
*** F51 1971

319 Pleasant Street

Northampton. MA

586-3810
800-464-3810

\

Here's another TOC extra

t -J > —
11th Floor Campu* Center • (413) 549-6000 ext. 7634

University of Meetachueetts at Amherst

ATTENTION UMASS EMPLOYEES

WE WANT YOU TO KNOW WHO WE ARE!!

VALIC is offering a series of free Financial Awareness

|. "Overview of Financial Planning"

Wednesday, April 17th, 7 p.m.

2- "Cash Management"

Tuesday, April 23rd, 7 p.m.

3- "Option A, B, or C - Which is Right For You?"

Monday, April 29th, 7 p.m.

4- "Retirement Planning"

Tuesday, May 7th, 7 p.m.

For over 35 years VALIC has specialized in providing tax

favored retirement plan s to employees of nonprofit organiza-

tions. Our total commitment to competitive products and per-

sonalized service (using laptop computers and customized soft-

ware) have made us an acknowledged leader in our field.

Please call 584-7764 to reserve a place in any or all of the above

workshops.

The Variable Annuity Life Insurance Company (VALIC)

Houston, TX

THURSDAY, APRIL 11

Five College Faculty Dance Concert - A dance concert

will be running through April 14 at the Main Studio,

Hampshire College at 8 p.m. For reservations, please call

5494600 (extension 499). Admission is $5 for the general

public and for students, senior citizens and children, $d.

Meeting - The Union Video Center will have a general

meeting at 7 p.m. in the television studio, formerly the

Commuter Lounge. For more information, call 545-lcJcJb

or stop by the office, 216 Student Union.

Commemoration - The commemoration of Holocaust

Memorial Week will be held in the Cape Cod Lounge from

12 p.m. -2 p.m. It is sponsored by HUM.
Seminar Series - A seminar MnM on '*™e

f

Clea"uP

of Merrimack River" will be held in Marcus 131 from 3:45

p.m.-5 p.m. The series is sponsored by the Education and

Professional Activity Divisions of ASCE.

Lecture - The lecture -Site-Directed NMR of Lerger

Proteins," featuring Professor Alfred G. Redfield, will be

held in LGRC 1633 TWR C at 11:15 a.m. It is sponsored

by the Chemistry department.

Lecture - The lecture "United States and a United

Europe," will be held in CC 163 from 7:30 p.m,9:30 pm
It is sponsored by the Hellenic Students Admission is trie.

Film - The Lesbian, Gay and Bisexual Alliance will

show a film in CC 803 from 7 p.m.-9 p.m. Admission is

Mi
lecture - The lecture "Personal Vision and Corporate

Leadership: The CEO Perspective." will be held in the Stu-

dent Union Ballroom at 7:30 p.m. Sponsored by the School

of Management

FRIDAY, APRIL 12

Theater Performance - The shov. « th ( hope! will

be held in the Hampden Theater from 8 p.m.-lO pm
Tickets are $3 for students and $5 for the general public.

Th rmance Li -poneoced by the student Voile]

Productions. »«»*
Coffee Social-A ocioi, ipoooorod by the LtiBA,

will bo hold in CC803 from 3 p m.-6 pm

ANDY'S SECRETARIAL SERVICE

Report* Term Papers

Typing and Quality Word Processing

Resume Consultation

Temporary Help For Any Office

Fast Affordable Service

241 King St. Northampton 584-1000

IM »»«»W>«»IHIH***»l» a»«M>tt«»MtMH»

Problems?
Call UMass Student Legal ServicesL

riqusing • Family • Student Rigtos

"ivil Rights • Workers Rights^
*
Criminal • Consumer La%
Military and Draft Law

922 Campus Center 545-1995

»Mt>Wt»t»*t »>t»«»»«t»t>iiiW««»—«————»•*—•—QQ"»

TONIGHT!

Dennis Banks will be
speaking on Wednesday,
April 10, at 7:30 pm
in Franklin Patterson Hall.

His lecture is entitled:

"Columbus Never Discovered
America."
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LOCAL
Amherst says
'yes' to keeping
Housing Board
The Amherst Town Meeting Monday night voted to re-

tain the Housing Review Board as it is currently

structured.

The Review BoOfd, established in 1985, accepts petitions

from tenants and makes decisions about the fairness of

the rent level.

Dick Cold. Amherst resident who spoke in favor of the

motion to eliminate the Review Board, said the board

handled too few cases to justify its existed

Gold claimed that the board only reviewed four CO

last year, and two of those MOM were against renters who

had not raised their rent in 10 years.

Those in favor of keeping the board said that the Town

Meeting Km If had established the board, which has one

ff member who does all of its clerical work.

The yearly budget of the Rent board is $10,150 which

I toward '.-alary and supplies. M well as the cost of legal

expen-'

Amherst's high demand for rental housing was ftlM

cited as on extenuating circumstance for keeping the

Review Board, as any other system of dealing with renter

complaints would cost the city more money than the

system currently in place.

- ALEX DERING

Photo by Jordan Mrairk

TAKE THIS! - Kevin McKinney (left) and the head instructor of the UMass Shotokan Karate

Club demonstrate the finer points of charging an opponent.

Gender distinctions cited in Japanese language
By ELIZABETH BUTTS
Collegian Correspondent

NORTHAM IT* >N - There is a male and

female language within the Japan.-.

langua>. ' bole, journalist Kittredge

Cherry told a crowd of over 40 people last

night at Smith College.

In a lecture called "Japanese Language

and Women.'" Cherry said the two versions

of the Japanese language, male and female,

are each strongly defined and distinctly

different.

The language used by women has a dif

nt intonation, vocabulary and verb

forms than that spoken by men, she said

The female language has enabled women

-tablish something distinctly their own.

exclusive of men. she said.

The sun. in Japanese mythology, is

female. Cherry said. This roptooontl

matriarchal heritage, whereas in Western

mythology, the sun is male, representing

a patriarchal heritage.

At the same time, however, this dif

ference in language between men and

women aids in maintaining a patriarchal

and sexist culture, she said.

Cherry said, however, that Japanese

women may derive strength from their

culture and from a history which Lf

matriarchal

Japanese women have "o psychological

independence that I did not expenem

much in (women in! the United State>." >he

said.

"We tend to look at [people from other

cultures) as the exotic alien and not look

deeper," Cherry said.

The stereotypical ideas that Americans

often associate with Japanese women are

those of the exotic geisha and the sub-

missive housewife, she said.

"The reality is much more complex than

that. " <he said.

Similarly. Cherry said that longui

reflects the complexity of a cultu

"Language is like a map. It is a r.pi eOOD

tatta) of reality, not the reality M lelf,

ri y. 'The things we ehoooi

name to shape what we talk about and

think about."

"We all contribute to the making of the

map [language!, but men have more power

to determine what is nam<-d." she said.

Cherry is a.journalist and is the author

of Womaiuwont What Japanem Words Say

About Women

Credit card
fraud under
investigation
University police said yesterday they are in-

vestigating the unauthorized use of a UMass student's

credit card after she received a bill for services she did

not purchase.

School teaches kids to be tri-lingual
,, n .i i „ „~r..>r.rl tn thi> fourth made

COP LOG

ARRESTS
• Jeffery F. Brower, 18, ofFramingham was arrested

Friday night for allegedly being a minor in possession

of alcohol and for alleged possession of marijuana.

• Robert E. Henrichon, 19, of Belchertown was ar-

rested early Saturday morning for allegedly being

under 21 and transporting alcohol, drinking from an

open alcohol container in a vehicle and failing to stay

within marked lanes.

THEFTS
• A woman reported Friday her stereo and radar

detector were stolen from her vehicle which was park

ed in Fraternity/Sorority Park. The estimated value

of the items is $400.

• A man reported Saturday his locked mountain bike

was stolen from the bike rack outside Leach Residence

Hall. Estimated value of the bike is $419.

• A man reported yesterday the theR of his locked

bicycle from the bike rack outside Kennedy Residence

Hall The estimated value of the bicycle is $540.

- MARK HENSLEY

LOWELL (AP) - An experimental preschool here has

the same frenetic bustle and noise of any classroom full

of young children, but the shouts and squeals are heard

in three languag.

Brian Scannel. 5, counts to 20 in Khmer almost as easily

as he does in English. When she isn't conversing in

Spanish and English, Puerto Rican native Amanhs

Sanabria, also 5, delights in teaching her classmates parts

of the human body in Khmer.

And when 4 year old Sok Pheap Tep from Cambodia pro-

udly displays a construction paper creation to his teacher,

he says, in tentative English, "It's a yellow kite

Defying the wisdom of those who would have children

learn only in English, educators opened the school of 40

White, Cambodian and Hispanic children last fall with

a curriculum taught in English, Khmer and Spanish.

Eventually they hope to expand to the fourth grade,

leaching up to 250 students. If the program, head

quartered at the University of Lowell succeeds, tear!

hope it will provide a model for similar programs

nationwide.

"We're not denving the realities of children needing to

know English." said Libby Chiu. the school's director

"But were not going to let that reality overwhelm a

child's natural capacitv to learn more than one language

The Demonstration School, as it is called, was created

to fill a void in this old mill city, where 25,000 Southeast

Asian immigrants, mostly Cambodians, have settled in

the past 10 years.
.

Throughout the 1980s Asian children, many speaking

little English, filled Lowell's classrooms, and the school

system wasn't ready.

professors protest furloughs

•

•1"!^^**'

CONTINUED ON PAGE 1

faculty today asking professors to choose the deferred pay-

ment option for the sake of students, but also asked that

department chairpeople not interfere should professors

choose not to work next week.

"The campus administration prefers they take their

furlough deferred payment because it minimizes the im-

pact on the students," O'Brien said. "But [the letter] also

tells chairmen of the departments that if the faculty wish

to select the no work no pay option on April 16, that they

do not object."

The idea to get the faculty to take their furlough days

all at the same time originated at an MSP meeting two

weeks ago, Lennox said.

"There were over 200 people there and there was a very

strong consensus that this was the right thing to do, said

Lennox. "That we should all take our furloughs together

and do that as a statement to the state of Massachusetts

that we support higher education and we need their sup

P
°An unofficial vote taken at an English department

meeting yesterday showed a strong sentiment among the

majority of the 30 professors present in favor of a united

furlough effort, according to English Professor Jules

Chametzky. , ,

"An even greater majority was in favor of a two day col-

lective furlough on the 17 md 18," he said.

The Faculty Federation, the faculty union for

Southeastern Massachusetts University in South Dart

mouth, has threatened to not teach for two weeks and try

to shut down the school to protest the furloughs, said the

SMU Torch's Editor Kenneth Souza. The SMU ad-

ministration says that the action would be considered a

strike and warn teachers not to participate

The Graduate Student Senate unanimously decided last

night to support the faculty "ill their fight against he

furlough program.''

The MSP will write letters to the parents of students

explaining the trouble the University is in and urging

them to write to their state representatives, according to

MSP Secretary Jeremiah Allen.

Allen, who pians to work through the furlough, said t hat

the letters will be read to students in lecture and if the

students want the letter sent to their parents they can

write in their parent's address on envelopes that will be

handed out. r

Allen emphasized the fact that the professors were fun-

ding the letter campaign totally without state funds.

"We're concerned about what's happening to this

University," he said. "It's not just these furloughs, which

was kind of the last straw, we've been getting cut all year

and people are getting fed up and leaving. Furthermore,

they are not getting replaced so students' educations are

suffering."
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SUMMER JOBS AVAILABLE

1
Evening security workers wanted for Bright Moments

Festival '91 (by the Campus Pond). Concerts are on Thurs-

day evenings in July -11th, 18th & 25th Approximately

5-6 hours/shift, limited number of additional day hours

available. UMASS students returning in Fall '91 only. The

Fine Arts Center is an AA/EO employer Description and

applications available in 207 Hasbrouck Contact Mary,

545-0193 for more information I

Pulitzer prize winners announced
NEW YORK (AP) — The Washington Post and The New

York Times each won two awards as the 1991 Pulitzer

Prizes for journalism were announced yesterday.

The gold medal for public service went to the Dm Moines

iIowa ) Register for a story about a rape victim who publicly

identified herself and discussed the effect of the ordeal on

her life. The storv. bv reporter Jane Schorer, prompted

widespread debate about traditional media practice of not

identifying rape victims.

FREE RENT OPTION

Brandywine offers Country

Living with convenience

• On UMass Bus Route • Nearby Shopping • Situated

on well landscaped acres with pond.

• One and two bedroom apartments include fully equipped

kitchen and wall to wall carpeting.

• Swimming pool, laundry facilities, responsive

management.
• Stop and we'll show you what we have to offer.

• Affordable rents include gas, utilities (heat, hot water

and stove).

BRANDYWINE AT AMHERST
16 Brandvwine Drive. Amherst

Rental Office Open Daily 104

Limited Time Offer - 5490600

OFF-CAMPUS
RESIDENTS

Tired of the Hassles?
Are you bored with the off-

campus experience? Are you
stuck with bad roommates or

tired of always being the one to

clean the bathroom? Are you
worried about you future living

arrangements?
Think about returning to

the convenience and spirit of liv-

ing on-campus. NOW IS THE
TIME TO APPLY. Applications

for residence hall rooms are

available in the Housing Assign-

ment Office, 235 Whitmore, and
space will be guaranteed to all

those whose applications are

received by June 1, 1991.

Questions? Call the Housing
Assignment Office at (413)

545-2100, Monday through Fri-

day, 8:30 am to 5 pm. Hope we see

you in September! Thank you.

*&$?&.

NOW
RENTING

CLIFFSIDE
APARTMENTS

Affordable. Quiet &
Convenient

1 & 2 Bedrooms *

from $4007month

ALL UTILITIES
INCLUDED

5 miles to UMASS
On Sunderland Bus

Route

Pool. Tennis & More

Furnished Apartments

also available

Accepting applications

for September

Ask about our free rent

special

248 Amherst Rd. (Rte 116)

Sunderland 665-3958

The spot news reporting Pulitzer went to the staff of The

Miami Herald for stories about a local cult leader and his

followers' links to several killings.

Greg Marinovich of The Associated Press won the

Pulitzer for spot news photography for pictures showing

supporters of South Africa's African National Congress

killing a man they believed was a Zulu spy. It is the 35th

Pulitzer for the AP.

"I don't believe it," Marinovich said when informed he

had won.

•I'm extremely pleased. I never thought I d be vaguely

involved in it, let alone win it. It's a wonderful compli-

ment." .

The Washington Post's two prizes went to Caryle Mur

phv in the international reporting category for her stories

filed from occupied Kuwait, and to Jim Hoagland in the

commentary category for his columns on events leading

up to the Gulf War and the political problems of Soviet

leader Mikhail Gorbachev. The Post has now won 23

Pulitzers.

^^^|*<jK^^#<** ,JWC

LOOKING FOR A SUMMER JOB??

BRANDYWINE IS HIRING

Lifeguards (2)

Must have current Red Cross

Life Saving Certificate

40 hour week.

Rental Agent (1)

Outgoing person, neat

appearance, who enjoys

working with people. Good
typing skills a must.

40 hour week

Please stop by the rental office,

Monday through Friday between

10:00 a.m. and 4:00 p.m. and pick

up an application.

SUMMER
SPARKLES at

UMass
Over 300 credit and non-

credil courses and work-

shops will bedazzle you in

the UMass Summer Session.

A glittering lineup of classes

is conveniently offered both

day and evening in two. six-

week sessions.

First session runs June

4-July 12; seeond ses-

sion runs July 16-

August 22.

Register beginning

April 16.

By mail until May 17, by tel-

ephone (545-3653) or FAX

(545-3351) until May 31, or

in person through June 'A.

University of

Massachusetts
at Amherst

Summer
1991

Pick up a free catalog

at a>r<i banks,

grocery stores,

shopping centers,

libraries, and malls.

For more

information or a

free catalog,

call 545-2414.
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Rape charge shocks friends of William Kennedy Smith
WASHINGTON < AP) - Willie Smith spent his first year

at Georgetown Medical School so quietly that one friend

said, "No one even knew he was a Kennedy."

"He's the least political of all of them," said classmate

Kathleen Albrecht. "He doesn't flaunt the fact that he

is a Kennedy at all."

But that cloak of anonymity was lifted last week when

police in Palm Beach, Fla., named William Kennedy

Smith a suspect in an alleged rape on the beach outside

the Kennedy family compound.

Smith, 30, is in seclusion, refusing to communicate with

investigators beyond giving them a sample of his hair and

blood.
, t .

Sen Edward M. Kennedy (D-Mass), who was at the

Florida family compound with his son. Rhode Island state

Rep. Patrick Kennedy, and Smith, returned to the Senate

yesterday clear of any suspicion he was involved but, once

again, under the cloud of scandal.

"It's obviously been a troublesome time, but that s why

I hope we get all the facts out and I'm satisfied that when

they are that this will have a different connotation, Ken

nedv said at a news briefing in his office.

Kennedy had a full schedule of meetings hearings and

various public appearances this week as the Senate

returned from the Easter recess. He said of the investiga^

tion, "There's nothing more I can do. We've cooperated

in every possible way."

Through a week long flurry of publicity, Smith issued

only one written statement in his own defense. "Any sug

gestion that I was involved in any offense is erroneous^

Meanwhile Smith is avoiding his home in the

fashionable Georgetown neighborhood in Washington but

still reports for a required hospital internship according

to friends. . ,

"That's why this is so hard on him, one classmate said.

Friends and fellow students describe Smith as a quiet,

funny hard-working dedicated to helping the under

orivileged and incapable of committing rape.

The Georgetown University telephone directory lists

Smith as William K. Smith, leaving little clue that he is

the son of Stephen Smith and Jean Kennedy Smith, sister

of Edward Kennedy and the late President Kennedy.

The elder Smith was considered the guardian of the Ken-

nedy family name. A suave New York businessman, it

was Smith to whom Edward Kennedy turned to in 1969

after the Chappaquiddick incident in which the senator

failed to report for several hours the drowning of Mary

Jo Kopechne in his car.

William Smith apparently harbored no political aspira-

tions of his own. friends say. But in 1980 he took a year

off from Duke University to work for his Uncle Edward s

presidential campaign.

"He was a liberal progressive Democrat, very fond of

the family philosophy and proud of his uncle," said Mark

Mirkin, Smith's college roommate and now an attorney

y
jyoct Palm Rparh. Fla.

Other than the occasional game of tennis, Smith had
only a passing interest in sports. Mirkin recalled bring-
ing Smith along to basketball games at Duke, a pastime
closer to religion for many students at the North Carolina
campus.

After an education that included the best prep schools

in New York and Connecticut and then Duke, Smith went

to Wall Street to work at a brokerage firm. That lasted

only briefly, and Smith followed his passion for travel. He

took a train trip across China, the Soviet Union and

Europe and spent enough time in China to become fluent

in the language, Albrecht said.

3{unan garden
^eAtaurant
MANDARIN/SZECHUAN CUISINE

The Best Chinese Buffet

ADVOCATEBEST
OF TM€

VALLEY
1989

AND PRICES

DM IN TOWN
Buffet Served 5-8 PM Sun-Thurs Brunch Served ^0^1:30^-3:00 PM ^^^^
A I I Vn II CAN FA T (2) Ch.cken Fingers (8) Sweet ana Sour Chicken

ALL JUU UA IV CM I
3) Chicken Wings (9) Roast Pork Fned Rice

^C AA (4) Fried Wontons (10) Vegatabie Fned Noonies

Children ^bm3m^T^J (
5t Pan Fried Rav.oili (11) Chinese BBQ Pork

Under 10 ^^ ^* ^^ ^^
(6 ) Beef with Green Pepper (12) Broccolli m Oyster Sauce

$3.00

We Deliver in Amherst 5-10:00 PM-Everyday
Minimum $15 plus $2 Delivery Charge

VISA

i

TAKE OUT SERVICE • FULL COCKTAIL MENU
10 BELCHERTOWN RD, AT RTE. 9, AMHERST, MA 256-0251, 256-0252

:.'.-.-.-.-.-CZ 22

The Five College Program in

Peace and World Security
Studies

l

i
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i
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\

STEINBECK COLLISION REPAIR
& AUTOBODY

53 So. Prospect - Amherst Center

256-8157 256-1385

Shop Registration # RS1212

presents:

< cAn Arms Control Agenda for the 1990s

with:

AMBASSADOR PAUL WARNKE
Former Director of the U.S. Arms Control

and Disarmament Agency

Wednesday, April 10th, 8:00 p.m.

McConnell 103, Smith College

This event is free and open to the public.

For more information call PAWSS at 549-4600 x 519.

-7-T

This event is free and open to the public.

For more information call PAWSS at 549-4600 x 519.
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• Imports & other unibody vehicles

are our specialty

• State of art equipment for precision

frame and unibody straightening! + or - K mm)

• Over 90 years staff experience

• Accepted by all insurance companies for

collision repair or glass replacement

• Advanced European Technology Painting and

Refinishing Systems

REMEMBER it's your car and your choice of

»air facilitiesrei
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VORLD & NATION
Democrats push for aid

to Kurdish rebels in Iraq

U.S. Secretary of State James Baker speaks with a Kurdish refugee

during a brief visit Monday to the Iraqi border camp where tens of

thousands of refugees are camped

Bv WALTER R MEARS
waited Press Special Correspondent

WASHINGTON (AP> - Among the doves

of winter, some hawkish tendencies are

showing this spring in Democratic pro

pOMk for U.S. protection of Iraqi rebel fac-

tions crushed by Saddam Hussein's forces.

Interventionist advice has come from

leading congressional opponents to the

resolution that authorized President Bush

to wage the Persian Gulf War in the first

place.

The military counsel, centered on calls

for the use of U.S. air power to prevent Ira

qi helicopters from attacking rebels, com

after the fact - the uprising had already

been crushed. And it suggests a limited

American role.

Nevertheless, it's a topic that could I

day be used in Democratic attempts to

deflect the Republican war

civil strife and Kurdish refugee crisis that

have followed the war. Democrat! who

voted against the use of force ">uld find

basis for rebuttal.

At this point, the Republican administi a

tion sounds defensive Bush insists that he

did not incite rebellion with hints <>1

American backing, and then leave the

rebele to be d .ddam.

"I never in enj way implied that the

I'm - going to u

, throw the Baghdad regime, il

dent said.

The administration says the Iraqi strife

that flared in the Kurdish north and the

Shute Muslim smith, and the refugees now

fleeing the count! > as a result, are pro-

blems to be dealt with by the United

Nation
Bush, Secretary of State James A. Baker

III and Brent Scowcroft, the White House

national security adviser, have said

repeatedly that U.S. forces are not going

to be involved in the Iraqi strife. Baker said

that would put them on "the slippery slope

of being sucked into a civil war." Scowcroft

d it would lead into mora

A successor government installed with

Western military hacking would be likely

to survive long without it.

Democratic skeptics about Bush -

January war policy did raise some pro

phetic questions in advance, saying that

the aftermath in Iraq could be chaos and

that there should be US plans to deal with

that contingency

But in peace or war, the preefefc nt still

holds the initiative abroad, and he uai

to order the airlift of food and supple

Kurdish refugees who bave tied into the

mountains in northern Iraq.

That pre empted the h i initarian ai

ment likely to be beard in Congi

reconvenini
"• :

receai 1- envoi • argument

whether Bush invite.lt! • uprising with his

wartime call for the ,,ani

n. Albert Gore Ji able

11)92 presidential chi the

rebel- responded to our request" in try

ing to topple Sadd.i lM have had

protection it leu net notico]

attack

thousands 01 refugees are campeu. YTXCI

Activists clash over whether to test rapists for AlDb
By CHRIS TORCIA
Associated Press Writ

BOSTON <AP> - Most medical experts agree the risk

of getting AIDS from a rape is small, but tell that to so-

meone like Diana.

Diana was raped in 1988, and her assailant was ar

ted. Miv horror was magnified when the man, an in

t ravenous drug user, died of AIDS in prison.

"I know that there was and is a real threat to me." she

H didn't kill me that night, but he could still

murder me today even though he's dead."

She is not alone in her fears.

"It's a double whammy," said Robin Einbinder, a-

tant director of the rape program at New York's Mount

Sinai Medical Center. "You get raped and you're first

reaction is, Oh my God, that person probably has All

The second reaction, in cases where a suspect i> arrested.

Often: "Can this man be tested for AIDS against his

will " And the answer to that question is one that i

ing grappled with the state legislatures, by doctors and

rape counselors across the nation.

"A lot of women are bringing it up." said Sharon Var-

datira, director of the Boston Area Rape Crisis Center.

it's clearly a become a really hot topic."

Some who are opposed to this testing say the money is

better spent on treatment and counseling, while others

say testing is a violation of the suspect's civil liberties.

But supporters say early results would ease tension and

let victims decide whether to undergo AIDS treatments

The FBI said 94,500 rapes were reported in 1989, the

last year for which figures are available. No one kn

how many rapes go unreported, but the Bureau of Justice

Statistics estimated there were 135.000 rapes that year.

itistics on how many people get AIDS from rape are

rare, partly because it is difficult to link transmissions

of the virus to a single exposure.

The virus cannot be detected in a blood test until at least

ral months after exposure. So an AIDS test ri^ht after

an assault would show the victim's HIV status before the

rape, but not whether transmission occurred becau-

the assault.

Similarly, a positive test of a rapist does not always pre

\e the suspect was re>ponsible for passing on the virus.

"There is no medical justification that testing the defen-

dant would be useful," said Liz Cooper, staff counsel of

the AIDS Project of the American Civil Liberties Union

in New York. "Even if he tests negative, it may be that

he himself is in a window period, and he is infected.

Many states have decided that the victim has the right

to know whether the attacker carries the virus. At least

22 states, including Florida, Illinois, and California, man-

date testing of convicted sex offenders

"This is information that is valuable and useful to the

victim and it's something the victim felt is very impor-

tant to have." said Pat Gleason. Florida's assistant at

toy general. "Any medical questions that might be

there the answers are being made available."

But the Washington legislature is considering taking

Bp farther. A bill to allow testing of si charged

with rape has passed in the Washington House and is

waiting action in the Senate.

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS DEPARTMENT OF

Theater
DON JUAN

BY TIRSO DE MOLINA

/IRTC/1RVED
Date: April ft- 1 2

' Time: 9:30-3:30

Place* Bookstore .

Last time for guaranteed graduation deliver^

RAND THEATER
APRIL 4-6 AND 10-13 AT 8 P.M.

WAS DON JUAN A GREAT LOVER OR

A HEARTLESS MANIPULATOR? DRIVEN BY

A LEGENDARY APPETITE FOR CONQUEST,

HE JUMPS FROM TRYST TO TRYST,

HEEDLESS OF THE CONSEQUENCES.

TICKETS: FINE ARTS CENTER
BOX OFFICE, 545-25 1 1

ADMISSION: $5 GENERAL PUBLIC,

$3 STUDENTS AND SENIOR CITIZENS.
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Watch the cops

do their thing
If they go out, we should go with them
The buzzword has come down: job action.

The faculty and staff have had enough — besides not

getting cost of living raises, or any raises in centuries,

they are now expected to take a furlough — work without

pay.

All of the people that work on this campus — with the

exception of the administration - belong to some union

or another.

They work hard to educate, feed, clean up and provide

other services (public safety, health care, mental services

and a slew of other things) the students at this Universi-

ty — vou and me and the rest of us.

Like all other people in unions across the country and

in the world, they sign a contract every few years, to in-

sure the qualitv of their work life - pay, benefits, vaca-

tion - all the good things in life. They sign this contract,

expecting to go to work each day - and believe it or not

get paid for it. j

These people take good care of us, and now they need

something back Our support.

HKHE ARK THE FACTS:
Gov Weld has said he has to pay the secretaries in his

cabinet $85,000 - he promisee/ them. Gee, the governor

has seemed to forget he has made a P^ise with all-of

the other employees in the state too. THESE PROMISES

ARE CALLED CONTRACTS.
I feel bad for our governor - he's going to be labeled

a liar and a cheat. Too bad for a carrot-top with such a

nice smile.

The contracts the state has signed with the unions is

legal and binding. He should have thought of that instead

of promising state funds to people who will be primarily

"yes-men," to his every whim.

The contracts the union signed were in good faith, and

if the workers are willing to work, the government has

to be willing to pay. NO MONEY FOR SERVICES

RENDERED? Give me a break.

I know if I were working for free, though my wages are

far from extravagant, I'd be out the door.

We have such a distinguished and prominent staff in

the hundreds of majors and departments on this campus

They are going to leave if they aren't getting paid. Pro

fessors graduate students, librarians, engineers, ad

ministrators - they're all bailing out. DOESN'T THIS

TELL US SOMETHING?
The unions on this campus are scared - if the governor

can institute a furlough every time the budget is in trou

ble when does it end, they argue. The governor will say

this is a one-time thing, but the unions are leery of this

"one big happy family" talk.

Who can be happy when the kids are hungry, the

telephone has been shut off and the bills are stacking up

to Kingdom Come?
The younger faculty at this college, and the new people

who are anxious to promote the great University we at

tend, are going to stick around if the landlord evicts them.

I doubt the landlord will care about a furlough.

Let's face it. the furlough, in the words of one ofmy pro-

fessors, is the beginning of the "dismembering of the

University." I couldn't agree more.

You must remember, of course, who this dismembering

will affect - US. Employers will think our degrees aren t

worth the toilet paper they'll be printed on.

Support the staff and the faculty in their actions.

They are what makes us adults and professionals.

They deserve our support.

Gayle Long is a Collegian columnist.

Well, it finally happened, and only in a land where

people like David Duke have power.

Police Chief Daryl F. Gates won a court order Tues

day, allowing him to return to work temporarily. For

those of you who don't know who this guy is, he's the

Los Angeles Police Department's big honcho who the

silent majority of decent folks want out because of the

recent uncalled for police beating of a Black motorist.

When I first saw the videotape I was appalled, as I'm

sure was everyone else.

Saad Hopkins

We need to be a community again
Ally Appreciation Day - the day the lesbian, bisexual

and gay community pays homage to those heterosexuals

who have gone above and beyond the call of duty in sup-

porting their homosexual counterparts.

Or was it? .,,»-,
Consider this: Friday night was the Ally Appreciation

Day sponsored hv the lesbian. Bisexual and Gay Alliance

With this in mind I decided to invite some straight friends

who had never been to a gay dance, thinking this would

be a good introduction to the UMass gay community

1 was wrong in a big way. ^^^^^^^^^^

Chris Muther

After dancing for a while, two of my friends decided they

wanted a drink from the bar. I told them I would stay on

the dance floor.

Thirty minutes later they returned to the dance Moor

- enraged - and no longer wearing their pink and blue

buttons that said "ALLY" across them.

Thev told me they went to the bar. bought a drink and

sat down and started to smoke. At the table in front of

them sat a group of gay and bisexual men.

Unknown to my friends, they were sitting in a no-

smoking section. One of the gay men at the adjacent table

informed the bartender that the women sitting nearby

were smoking. The bartender told the women to put out

their cigarettes, and they did.

Immediately afterwards, one of the gay men lit a

cigarette, and glared over at my friends, smiling. My

friends then informed the bartender that these men were

smoking and told h ;m it was not fair they could not smoke

and these men could.

At this point, the gay and bisexual men were downright

nasty to my friends. One of them looked over and chided

"Na-Na-Na-Na-Na" because my friends were not allow

ed to smoke. They also started saying things under their

breath, like "Allies, huh."

At this point, my friends had enough of this mature

behavior, took off their pins and returned to the dance

to inform me they were leaving.

I don't blame them. This is appreciation for supporting

the gav community? These people don't deserve allies, all

they deserve is a good talking to about the responsibilities

of being an adult and a kick in the ass. If someone tries

to help you and show support, you don't give them a hard

time, you say thank you.

The gay community at UMass can be caring and helpful.

But it can also be catty, immature and awful. When so-

meone in the gay community acts poorly, it reflects bad-

ly on all of us. A lot of people outside the gay community

look at us like one, big happy family, thinking we all act

the same. Well guess what, we don't.

Many people outside the gay community were surpris-

ed when Jason McDonald was outed by three of his former

friends and fellow gay activists. The normal reaction I

heard within the gay community was "Oh, yeah - they ye

been talking about doing that for the past semester

We know what it is like to be gay and oppressed. Now

we have to learn how to stop oppressing ourselves and

others.

Chris Muther is a Collegian staff member

That poor Brother could have been me. or you. Mean-

while, I kept reading about this big movement to oust

the poor bastard, and I thought to myself. •Hey, this

guy didn't do it. Whv blame it on him? Why don't we

nail it where it counts and screw the police officers who

did it?" Then I realized that it is the role of the Chief

of Police to assume responsibility for the behavior of

his cadets.

Then I thought about how many times those same

police officers, and others just like them, have commit

ted crimes just as equally as brutal, racist, and lewd

and have gotten away with it. About the tens, if not

hundreds, of citizens they've abused for little to no

reason. In one argument I had it was brought up that

this is just a "singular incident."

"I'm from LA., and the police don't bother me.

"Yeah, but you're White, and your familly doesn't live

in Compton, or East L.A."

They thought about that for a while, and couldn t

retract that fact.

And speaking on the issue of race, what if Gates was

Black? Not to say it would happen, but it would pro

bably be the biggest scandal since Mayor Barry. He'd

be gone, if not fired on the spot along with the cadets.

Thing is, I'd support that. There is no reason why he

should be at his desk! If we are to teach our "judicial

system" the valuable lesson that we are to be pmtnt.d

and not victimized, it's got to start at the top.

Come on, lets face it. We've all been harassed by the

police in an unnecessary manner, regardless ifwe were

in the wrong or right. Personally I have the ability to

orally defend myself using language convincing enough

to pose a threat, in which to avoid harassment by the

police. But those, such as Rodney King in LA., were

the cadets' perfect target. It is exactly that which needs

to cease. NWA didn't write the song "Fuck the Police

for nothing.

I'm a taxpayer. And if a chief isn t going to do the

right thing and live up to his or her responsibility, then

I am in more of the right to say, "Fuck them! Fuck that

chief!"

"Fuck the police!"

Saad Hopkins is a Collegian staff member

The Editorial page welcomes letters, columns and car-

toon from the UMass and Five < ollege area. Submissions

must bear your name, local address andphone number^

The Editorial staff reserves the right to edit letters and

columns for grammar, clarity and length. Utters should

be no longer than 50 double-spaced typed lines and col-

umns should not exceed 70 double-spaced typed lines.

Untyped submissions or submissions of obscene or

unreasonable length icill not be considered for

publication.

cigarette, and glared over at my tnends, smiling, my ^"« —— -
• s • X*i--i-4^-^>

'Frotter' exposes the 'diversity' scam at a racist institution
A ...... j_ „u„.,» »u;. A nuhlir • And. then, a Dublic apology.

This University claims to be diverse in

il- ways. I don't see it as so. If you're a

member of the Third World community it s

lust another racist institution. A place that

is truly diverse in this case wouldn't have

constant police harassment of the Third

World community; the Third World

students wouldn't have to fight for a place

to call their own (the New Africa House)

and they sure wouldn't allow the

newspaper to print a racist comic strip.

What I'm referring to is the Collegian s

comic strip "Frotter" by Garry Porter on

Fridav April 5. 1991 . What was said in this

strip has riled up the Third World com-

munity, especially the Afro-Americans. To

sum it up, Garry Porter through his strip,

said that Blacks would never be more than

custodians in the work force. In my and

many other people's opinions Garry Porter

is a racist and more so a coward. Instead

of expressing his views straight-out, he hid

behind a cartoon character with his racist

remarks and hoped that most people would

take it as a joke.

The shit wasn't funny.

What you have done, Garry Porter, (un

willingly of course) is open the eyes of the

people who didn't want to admit that

racism existed on this campus, or for that

matter the world. I have no respect for you,

Garry Porter.

What I, and the rest of the Third World

community wants to know now is what this

so-called "diverse University" and the Col-

legian intends to do about this. A public

apology is not enough. That shit washes

away faster than Tide.

First, from the Collegian we will settle

for no less than:

e The editorial staff be dealt with accor-

dingly for letting this comic strip be

printed;

The Trotter' flap is frivolous
Surely people have better things to do

than attack Garry Porter. The cartoonist,

whose "Frotter" strip appears irregularly

in the Collegian, has recently been criticiz-

ed for his views on both women and Afro-

Americans. The first incidence of com-

plaints against Porter was almost

laughably absurd - certain mentally un-

balanced individuals expressed concern

that by depicting attractive women in his

strip he was somehow demeaning them, or

creating an unrealistic ideal for women.

This latest "Frotter" flap, however, is no

laughing matter. Does anyone believe that

simply by discussing David Duke, Porter

was condoning racism? I think not. Pro

blems don't exist simply because people

talk about them. The question of whether

politics belong in the comics is too subjec-

tive to even bother with.

A careful reading of the strip in question

would reveal that Porter is simply telling

us we have a long way to go. Is dismissing

David Duke's teachings as "racist hype"

offensive?

I suggest that those persons who find

"Frotter" upsetting should stick to reading

"Snooky Lanson"- because whining will

only get you so far.

Shawn McDonnell
Sylvan

. And, then, a public apology.

From the University we want Garry

Porter to be suspended for at least one

whole semester; the reason being that he

publicly insulted a whole community. If he

would have said anything about the Les-

bian Gay Bisexual Alliance - first of all,

this would not have gotten printed in the

first place. And, secondly, he would have

been charged with being a "homophone"

immediately. So, charge him with racism.

Show your "diversity" and prove that

you're not like the rest of the world. Don't

let this slide.

As for the rest of the University, believe

what David Duke has said: "Blacks will

rise and take over the white collar jobs" -

in the very least. This country was built on

the backs of the Afro-American people and

the time has come for us to take back what

is rightfully ours. This country owes us all

(Afro-Americans) "Forty Acres and a

Mule" plus interest. And, it's time to col-

lect. So in peace or violence let the Revolu

tion begin.
Jeff Lawrence

Kennedy
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Want your dorm to show its

true colors?

WELL GET BUSY
AND RUSH ON DOWN TO

KENNEDY
SCREEN GRAPHICS

16 Armory Street

Northampton MA 01060

584-2124

BOSTON UNIVERSITY SUMMER TERM

Let us t*tf you about our

• Over 42S credit courses

•48 Academic Subject Areas

• Day and Evening Classes

• Physical Education, Recreation,

and Dance Programs

• High School Honors Programs

• institutes and Special Programs

• International Summer Programs
(

• Noncredh Continuing

Education Courses

Session I:

May 21 to June 29

July 2 to August 10

April fo.

I'hoiti l>\ John t liviis

LEAF ME ALONE - A plant in the UMass Sub-tropical Greenhouse

relishes the warm summer-like weather.

.»»##e>»»#»*e> e>*»»+e>e>e>e>e>e>e>» I

CALL * I 7 / J S I 6000

or mail trm coupon. «nd we will send roo th« Summ»f Term Bulletin

Ye»' I *»"« io fet the ms.de story about Summer Term at Boston Uni*erwt)r

Please send me a copy of the Summer Term 19*1 Bulletin

Name ,

'

—
Address..

______ State Zip

Boston University Summer Term 1991.

7SS Commonwealth Avenue. Room 201 Boston MA 021 IS

An ojuoi opportune* tfffi MioBW eroon mMUbon

EUROPE * CAR
ENT or BUY

LOWEST PRICES
FOR STUDENTS, TEACHERS

EUROPE BY CAR
On« RockoloMr Plaza

Now York NY 10020

Phono (2121 581-30*0

Mail this ad lor Special

Student/ Teacher Taritl.

RENTAL LEAS* PURCHASE

NORTHEAST AWARDS

7 Kelleher Drive

South Di trfield. MA 01373

(413) 6654791

Economical Awards of Distinction

Custom Plaques, Trophies,

Executive Gifts

Free Catalog on Request

I

I

' »

'

.

'i
'»

'

I

' <

<>

'

I

• >

I

«»
'>

'
I

< i

J

Meeting Notice

Top of the Campus
Incorporated
(TOC Inc.)

will hold its annual
meeting and elec-

tions in

Campus Center

Rm. 802,
May 16, 1991
at 2:OOp.ITK

| Pick Up
|

I Applications for 1

I t

I STUDENT I

I TRUSTEE I

f *

f *

| In Room 420 Student |

| Union Building 1

I Applications Due by 1

I 10:00 a.m. 1

I Tuesday, April 23, 1991 1

# The Student Senate is an Equal Opportunity Employer. #

JHIHIIIIIIIIIIIIItltlllHIIIIIMIIIIII IIIIIIIIIIIIIIMIIIUIIIIIIII IIIIIMIIIIMIMIIIIIMUII IIIIIIIIMIIIIIIIIIMMIIIMIIIIMI',

| THE
EDWIN M. ROSSMAN

ALUMNI CAREER FORUMS

DEPARTMENT OF
COMMUNICA TION

oat

WEDNESDAY, APRIL 10, 1991

8:00 PM
CAMPUS CENTER 165-169

SPONSORED BY:
I MATHER CAREER CENTER
I ALUMNI ASSOCIATION
I DEPARTMENT OF COMMUNICATION

This is an opportunity to meet with alumni and discuss their

experiences in the working world. Don't miss this important

panel discussion!

ALUMNI PANELISTS

William F. Thomas '78

Brian Benlifer '70

Wayne M. Schofield, '85

Assistant Director

Public Affairs

ASCAP
Film Producer

President, Triple-T Marketing

Radio Reporter for Metro Traffic

Control, Boston

Andrew A. Changelian, '83 Account Supervisor

The Interface Group (Advertising)

Diane Drummey, '78 Producer
NBC News

"Real People'' with Jayne Pauley

For more information, please contact:

Mather Career Center
545-2224

*.ll|l|llillllllllllllll llllllllllllimillllH IIIIIMHIIIIIIIIIIIIMIIIIIIHHHIIIHIIIIIIMimilllNIIHIIHII" Illllll.*
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Focus
'ZooMass' image of drinking, parties still prominent
UM alcohol use up, as restrictions increase

By DAVID MASSEY
Collegian Staff

Many anxious high school seniors scan

the University of Massachusetts viewbook

with awe. knowing that behind all the pret

ty pictures is a University that has long

held the image of a major "party school.'

Marred by such labels as "ZooMa

University administrators in recent years

have devised stutter drinking regulations

to widen the gap between two seemingly

inseparable word- .it the University — par-

ties and alcohol.

Thjj r !m . ir» to be following

. the increased creation

;,„ ;
ohol education and

awareness prog ever, 'he sue

.anal

Like roOSl major ties, drinking

alcohol u be wrai: .;.ted part of

the social sSS.

Nb.st national studies report that 80 to

90 pei indents drink. I

Btudk i.Kumented student drinking

habit! since 1971, discovering that the

number ofstudent* who used alcohol in the

past year has consistently hovered around

94 percent The figures are in line with na

tional trends

But the number of UMass students who

have been intoxicated once or more in the

MHith has -;..uiy risen since the ear

m a record low of 44 percent in

1975, this numb rawled up to 75 per

nt in 19 ording to the Latest Pro-

ject PULSE survey.

In response to these statistics and the

related problems that alcohol abuse often

spars* vandalism, rape and drinking

and driving — University officials in 1986

created a University Alcoholic Beverages

Policy th;.t was considerably stricter than

previous alcohol regulations.

In the last five years, the policy has re-

mained the same but the approach has

been changed, said Larry Moneta, associate

director of Housing Services.

Moneta said the University has had dif-

ficulties enforcing the new policy. He said

to make the rules more clear and consis

tent the "If it is seen, it is documented"

rule was adopted in the residence halls two

and a half years ago. Now, for example, if

someone is caught with an open container

in the halls, an immediate "write-up" or

disciplinary action is taken.

During the last four years, the campus

community has also tightened up alcohol

regulations. In September 1987, the town

of Amherst established bylaws that bann

ed public drinking and "unusually" loud

noises, which were often related to alcohol-

related disturbances.

A new campus alcohol policy was put in

to effect in April 1988 which prohibited the

consumption of alcohol at spring concerts

and other outdoor events, including

tailgate parties. Four months later, the

100

Board of Trustees extended this new

regulation to the possession and sale of

alcohol at such events, sparking one of the

biggest public demonstrations in UMass

history, with over 2,000 students protesting

the policy.

Chancellor Duffey said in a statement at

the time of this policy change: "We face

continuing abuse and disruption ofcampus

life due to the unwilligness of a few

students to take responsibility for their

own behavior. We are determined to make

clear. This campus will not tolerate

behavior which threatens the safety of

others."

Despite this tightening up of existing

l, not everybody agrees that stricter

and harsher rules have helped to promote

more I
ble drinking.

Karen Jacobus, the coordinator of alcohol

and drug education at UlfsiS and an ad

vocate of tough and consistent campus

drinking policies, said these new rules have

created a risky drinking atmosphere for the

students.

Jacobus said many parties are now held

off campus and in addition, the policy has

created a "very secretive kind of drinking

situation which can be very deadly,

because then people are drinking way too

much. It is not being done in an open at

mosphere ." This is causing a real "dilem

ma" because the laws and regulations still

must be followed, she said.

While Moneta agrees with the fact that

drinking has become more secretive at

UMass, he said alcohol education has been

greatly increased at the University Also,

as a result of these firmer policies, drink

ing has been limited and the quality of life

in the residence halls has increased,

Moneta said.

"We need more than just rules," said

Laurie Prezbindowski, a peer educator

with the Alcohol and Drug Education Pro-

gram. The University must offer students

more inexpensive, alternative activities to

drinking, she said, and in addition, more

methods of promoting responsible drinking

must be discovered and implemented.

A staunch supporter of "primary preven-

tion," Prezbindowski said students must be

taught responsible drinking in order to pre-

vent dangerous behavior patterns from tak

ing root.

Jacobus also said she agrees education is

an essential factor in promoting better

alcohol consumption habits. She believes

the University must offer students "ac-

curate information about the physiology of

alcohol, like what alcohol will do to you,

what are the signs when someone is begin-

ning to develop a problem, what the laws

are, and really getting people to look at

why they drink."

Understanding the attitudes behind col-

lege drinking habits might aid in reducing

abuse. A 1985 study, conducted by Engs

and Hanson, found that while 66 percent

Beet

1 Drink

Wine Hard Liquor Nonspecific

Alcoholic

Beverages

2-3 Drinks 4-6 Drinks 7-15 Drinks or

More

Collegian graphic by David Maseey

Results from a Project PULSE survey conducted November 1990.

( iilli-giiin pholn In K.V Hurkt

An unidentified University of Massachusetts student displays a bottle

of wine in Liquors 44 in Hadley.

of the general adult population drink, 80

to 90 percent of college students drink.

Jacobus explains this discrepancy by

noting that many students are away from

home for the first time and are free from

parental restrictions, drinking is seen as

a "rite of passage," and in college there is

a greater acceptance of heavy drinking.

This atmosphere easily accelerates drink

ing problems leading to dangerous

behavior, she said.

The close quarters of the average

residence hall at UMass, Prezbindowski

said, indirectly pressures more students to

consume more alcohol than they would in

regular situations. Everyone lives so close

together and "the more people packed in-

to one place, the more influence they have

on each other," she said.

Prezbindowski also attributed this

statistic to the presence of a subtle type of

peer pressure in these crowded en-

vironments. Students, many away from

home for the first time, drink to assert their

new independence and to be part of the

crowd, she said.

But times are changing. Jacobus belie \

that lately "there has been a real shift. Pso

pie are being more responsible and more

moderate." She also said there is a grow

ing number of UMass students who don't

drink alcoholic beverages.

"We are just scratching the surface.

Moneta said. "There is still an incredible

amount of alcohol consumption, an mcredi

ble amount of violence related to alcohol

consumption, and an incredible amount of

life-threatening behavior" at UMass due to

alcohol use and abuse.

While Moneta said he feels more com-

prehensive, wide-ranging efforts are need

ed, he is "nervous" about imminent budget

cuts.

Five years after the University im-

plemented a tough alcoholic beverages

policy, drinking habits appear stubbornly

similar; however, the approach in dealing

with these various behaviors has been

seriously altered.new indepenaence anu w uc *«" • "' w "- ssswsssy <"racu.

Effects ofalcohol a heady ordeal
~~ •_ »TV,n tir«i mint: wucai-

By MICHAEL MANGIARACINA
Collegian Correspondent

Although most college students are

familiar with the effects of alcohol, it is

unlikely that many know what happens to

their drink once it enters the body. Ethyl

alcohol follows a complex path through the

body that continues long after the party is

over.

Instead of being digested, ethanol. the

more common name for ethyl alcohol, is

rapidly absorbed directly into the blood

stream from the stomach and small In-

test inc. Alcohol absorption is slowed by any

food present in the stomach, so a person

becomes intoxicated faster on an empty

stomach.
Karen Jacobus, coordinator of alcohol

and drug education at UMass. said if the

drinker has taken any other drugs this can

create complications for the body.

"The first drug to be processed is always

alcohol, so other drugs will stay in the

system longer while the alcohol is being

processed," said Jacobus.

Alcohol can then reach the brain in as lit-

tle as 30 seconds. "The tirsi in..* •« - •»'

fected is your judgement," said Jacobus.

Although people who have been drinking

may appear energetic because their inhibi-

tions are reduced, ethanol is a depressant

and slows the activity of the brain and

heart. As more is inbibed, coordination,

balance and sensations become more

impaired.

A small amount of alcohol leaves the

body through the lungs and kidneys. The

rest is processed by the liver where it is con-

verted into water at the rate of approx-

imately one drink per hour, said J

Excessive drinking may cause the body

to reject anv more alcohol. Vomiting

results when the stomach's pyloric valve

closes to prevent unsafe levels of ethanol

from reaching the small intestine

''he cause of the familiar "alcohol

withdrawal,'' or hangover is not fully

understood by scientists. The hangover is

essentially a result of the body trying to

function normally again after having so

many of its functions altered. Preventive

measures such as cold showers or coffee

will not diminish its effects. Only time can

cure a hangover.
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ROOM CHOOSING PROCESS

—

For Fall 1991
PLEASE READ CAREFULLY: IMPORTANT INFORMATION

RESERVING
YOUR
CURRENT
ROOM
ASSIGNMENT

CHANGING
YOUR ROOM
OR YOUR HALL

ROOMMATE
REQUESTS

!

:
:
:

DIDN'T GET
THE ROOM
YOU WANTED?

RESIDENCE
HALL
CONTRACT

PAY BILL

BY DUE DATE

OTHER
OBLIGATIONS

s

t

QUESTIONS?

If you intend to keep your present hall room assignment, you must sign up with Staff onrdufr djfjfljjgroow

King process on Wdenesday, April 17. THE ONLY DAY TO RESERVE YOUR CURRENT ROOM IS WEDNES-

DAY APRIL 17.

If vou wish to move to another room in the same residence hall, you must sign up with staff on duty during

the room choosing process on Thursday evening, April 1 8. All room changes will be'determined by yourWMfy
and rank. THE ONLY EVENING TO SIGN UP FOR A NEW ROOM IN YOUR CURRENT HALL IS THURSDAY,

APRIL 18. ..... ....

If vou wish to move to another residence hall, you must complete a Housing Preference Form. DEADLINE

FOR RETURNING HOUSING PREFERENCE FORMS TO THE HOUSING ASSIGNMENT OFFICE IS FRIDAY,

APRIL 26. ,__ ,in.miMin
IF YOU WANT TO KEEP YOUR CURRENT RESIDENCE HALL ASSIGNMENT WHILE ALSO REQUESTING

A HALL CHANGE YOU MUST DO THE FOLLOWING:

1 Sign up for the same room Wednesday, April 17 or a new room on Thursday evening, April 18

2 Fill out a Preference Form. On the Preference Form in the lower right hand corner is a^SS^SL^St
if' you wish to be returned to your current hall if your choices cannot be met. YOUR OLD RESIDENCE HALL

ASSIGNMENT IS GUARANTEED ONLY IF YOU DO BOTH STEPS.

:

:

i

i
:

:

:

If you wish to move to another residence hall to room with a student already assigned to tha residence hall,

you must together complete a green ROOMMATE REQUEST FORM. DEADLINE FOR RETURNING ROOM-

MATE REQUEST FORMS TO THE HOUSING ASSIGNMENT OFFICE IS FRIDAY, APRIL 19.

If vou wish to become roommates with a student in a residence hall to which neither of you is currently assign-

ed, you must each complete a Housing Preference Form. These forms should be identicaMwith
i
the exception

of the "check" box) and stapled together. DEADLINE FOR RETURNING HOUSING PREFERENCE FORMS IS

FRIDAY, APRIL 26.

5

If during the regular Room Choosing period, you were unable to secure a particular room (single or particular •

double), please contact the Housing Assignment Office to fill out a blue In-House Room Request From. Rooms •

that become available during the Summer will be assigned, according to seniority, to those students who filled •

out this form and returned it to the Housing Assignment Office.

The 1991-1992 Residence Hall Contract and Contract Card will be mailed to you in your current residence hall

nn nr ahout Aoril 22 as a part of the Room Choosing process. These cards must be returned to the Housing i

M^^S^SSd^, May 23, 1991 . FAILURE TO RETURN YOUR RESIDENCE HALL CONTRACT 5

CARD BY THIS DEAUlNE MAY SUBJECT YOUR FALL 1991 ASSIGNMENT TO CANCELLATION.

Your Fall 1991 fee bill will be mailed to your home in early July. If complete payment of this bill is not received

bv e Bu sa s IniS Due Date (usually in early August), your assignment will be
>
subjec .to^nwllation |

ic vol i AMTiriPATF HAVING A PROBLEM PAYING YOUR BILL PLEASE CONTACT THE HOUSING ASSIGN- t

m7nS to hold your hous,ng unt,l you ARE ABLE T°

MAKE FULL PAYMENT.

If vou are qoing to be a junior or a senior you will be required to confirm your room choosing arrangements by

completing the Junior/Senior Room Confirmation Card which will be mailed to.your home in late May. This card
j

will be due by June 21 , 1991 . FAILURE TO RETURN THIS CARD BY THE DEADLINE MAY SUBJECT YOUR •

ASSIGNMENT TO CANCELLATION. I

In addition to properly completing room choosing all students are required to remain in good standing with the .

University at all times Being withdrawn for any reason after the end of the semester may automatically subject

;

your assignment to cancellation. Check to make sure you do not owe any fees to the Bursar BEFORE you leave
;

for the summer.

If you still have questions about the Room Choosing process, please contact the Housing Assignment Office 5

(545-2100), 235 Whitmore. Thank you. 2

Arts & Living
Defending Your Life is funny but predictable

By MEREDITH O'BRIEN
Collegian Staff

and SCOTT WEISS
Collegian Correspondent

Defending Your Life, directed, written and starring

Albert (Broadcast Newt) Brooks. is the humorous "first

true story" of what happens after you die.

O'BRIEN: Aside from its clever, witty and creative plot.

"9
1 really liked Defending Your Life because I could relate

to Brooks, who plays Daniel Miller the soft-spoken nice

guy who is the constant victim of bad luck. Miller, who

died when he accidentally drove his brand-new BMW in-

to an oncoming bus. found himself at a trial "defending"

a life full of stupid mistakes and funny mishaps

WEISS: I feel badly for you if you can relate so well to

Miller. This movie does have a very imaginative plot,

however, with a disappointingly predictable ending.

Bnx>ks created an afterlife sort of purgatory called "Judg-

ment City." modelled after the earth, where each can-

didate must be evaluated before then future course can

be determined. The city, the trial and Miller allow for

M frequent laughs but the movie has far too obvious

of an ending.

O'BRIEN Yeah, the ending was kind of sappy, but ifyou

put a>ide your feelings about the 'obvious" ending,

vnu'll realize that there were plenty of humorou

that left vou chuckling minutes later - at least that's

what happened to me. One of my favorites was a scene

where Miller and his newly found love interest Julia

I Mervl Streep, also defending her seemingly error-free life)

to an Italian restaurant where they can eat all they

m ant for free. You see, in Judgment City, you can pig out

but you don't get bloated, you don't gain weight, you don't

gat. Between Streep's order of three pounds of pasta

d the Italian waiter who insisted that Brooks take home

nine pies as a little snack. I was pretty amused.

WEISS: I found it odd to see Meryl Streep in this film,

it just doesn't seem like the type of picture I am used to

seeing her in. I don't think she'll be nominated for any

I'h.iln < i>ur1i •) C.rtU n Jhcturen

Meryl Streep and Albert Brooks star in Defending Ytmr Life.

Oscars for this one. She basically spends all of her time

letting Brooks play off of her for his witty one-liners while

she represents the opposite of Brooks' fearful charar

I The evaluation of Daniel Miller's life is based on his own

fear and whether or not he has progressed far enough to

overcome it to advance beyond the earthly environment I

O'BRIEN: While Brooks' dry sense of humor dominated

this movie, Streep did not serve asjust a sounding board

for his wit. Her carefree character, one of boldness and

courage, was an integral part of this movie's appeal. The

other characters, especially that of Brooks' hard nosed pre-

secutor Lena Foster (Lee Grant), worked well together to

produce a funny, not stupid, and clever rendition of life

after death. The verdict is in. thumbs up.

WEISS: Yes. all the characters played Integral parts for

the movie, but they didn't really need Meryl Streep for

this one You could have even played the part of Julia and

the movie would probably have worked just as well The

movie was entertaining, although predicting, and it just

ined like Brooks could have done more with it. I canT

condemn the movie, it did make me laugh, but I just can't

stand behind this one whole-heartedly. Haifa-thumb.

seeing her in. I don i ininK sne u w 1

1
»«• »"j ...
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Don Juan is delivered with wit and buoyance at the Rand
By THOMAS SCULLY
Collegian Staff

Don Juan
Rand Theatre
Friday, April 5

Don Juan grins, duels, betrays women,

counter moralizes, and meets his warm

comeuppance at the hands of a stone monu-

ment _ you know, the usual stuff. The

"original" Don Juan was written by Tirso

de Molina during the seventeenth century

in the classical style which Shakespeare us-

ed, and it receives lively tongue-in-cheek

production here. The swarmy Jeff Donovan

is a pleasure to watch as Don Juan, show-

ing his white teeth, stroking his pirate

moustache, and playing the fainting

maiden far bevond the hilt. The dozen or

so people whom Don Juan treacherously

wrongs are well drawn, sometimes with

hilarious satire, in the tradition of corn-

media dell'arte and Saturday Night Live.

From the moral standpoint Don Juan will

always be a classical problem for Western

culture, because in witnessing his rise and

fall (his erection and flaccidity, ifyou will),

we condemn his insensitivity from our

pulpit, while simultaneously wishing we

could snag as many chicks as he. In this

production everyone Don Juan seduces or

betrays is played as vain, ignorant, nym-

pho, deceitful", old fogey, or hickish, and

naturally we don't take them all that

seriously on some level. On the other hand

there are moments in Tirso's script where

we sense the real tragedy that has occur-

red in these young women's lives (Tess

O'Brian and Robin Lee Heisey have par-

ticularly heart-breaking moments as the

fishermaiden and farmer's daughter).

There is something about this Don Juan

which makes him absolutely

unredeemable, whereas Molier andCvB

Shaw were able to find a little more social

complexity in his character. As morality

play it would be over simplified and over

religious for modern culture, and as dating

workshop it would land you with an "anti

social" label and a few nights in the

slammer.
The designers thought it would be clever

to toss in a few modern props like

flashlights. I National Geographic

magazine, and a can of spraypaint. We also

hear Don Juan gun his cool wheels during

a couple of his escapes, though in dialogue

he always tells his servant to "saddle up

the horses!" I don't know: is this avant-

garde theatre a la Cartel Does it represent

the anachronism of traditional morality in

a world which has fast become suave and

alienated? Or did the stage hands just

switch a few props around for a gaff.'

The set design by Larry Novakov-Lawlor

is more decorative than functional but I

guess the titled stage and swimming col-

ors are supposed to evoke some feelings of

the impermeance of this earthly slab. Sigh.

Finally, it has to be said, the play was

somewhat slow, and I sensed the audience

was frankly eager to ease their seats after

perfunctory applause that night. I cannot

say it is the fault of the directors and ac-

tors, though they get the ultimate blame.

There were many moments which were ex

quisitely humorous and well developed.

More likely it's just the choice of script. I'm

all in favor of reviving classics, but it's cer-

tainly not easy, and despite some creative

efforts the jingling rhyme at the end of

every line becomes tiresome fast and Tir-

so's play has the abundance of sub-plots

and wordy speeches spoken by old kings

that were conventional for his time.

Don Juan wilt be performed at the Rand

Theatre at UMass April 10 through 13. Per-

formance starts at 8 p.m.

Photo courtesy IMaaa Theatre Department

Holly O'Neall as Duchess Isabella and Jeffrey T. Donovan asDonJuan

in the UMass Department of Theatre production of Don Juan. Catch it at

the Rand Theatre tonight through Saturday night.
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RANGER ESCORT TEltTPO PROBE THUROERWRO

Get $500 to use as cash back or a down _

Plus pre-approved credit for qualified college graduates.

After years of midterms and final exams, your New
England Ford Dealer doesn't think buying a car should

be another difficult test.

That's why we offer students graduating between

October 1, 1989 and December 31, 1991 the Ford College

Graduate Purchase Program.

Four-year college grads, grad school graduates

and grad school students are eligible for

$500 cash back and pre-approved credit

on every 1990, ^1, and '92 Ford car

and light truck in stock.

Plus, to make buying a new

flEW ENGLAND

Ford even easier, we can show you other special incentives

that may apply.

So visit your New England Ford Dealers. Because,

as you travel down the road to success, there's one thing

you should know.

It's easier if you drive.

The Ford College Graduate Purchase Program.

For More Information Call:

FORD
FORD DEALERS

1-800-321-1536. To qualify you must

take delivery by December 31, 1991.
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QUOTE OF THE DAY
You cannot shake hands with a

clenched fist."

— Indira Gandhi

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Edited By TRUDE niCHEL JAFFE
ACROSS

1 Ancient Greek

city state

7 Recognize as

outstanding

15 Women
16 Showing

originality

17 Fragrances

16 Met
19 Implore

20 School breads

22 Family member
23 Stitch

26 Onvmg hazard

29 Young or old

ending

30 Son of Jacob
31 Guam s island

group

35 Toughened
37 Schemer
38 - cats

and dogs
39 Facilitating

40 Turnpike

turnstile

41 Daily tare

42 Mod hairdo

44 Landing craft

for short

45 Double curve

46 Concluding

passage m
music

49 Annoys
50 Part of USMA
53 Patterns of

perfection

56 Blitz, in a sense

58 Means of

access

59 Danny or Mark)

60 Rates

61 Calm

DOWN
1 Thick Slice

2 Aper anagram
3 hath a

day Haywood
4 Brink

5 Signs of

sadness

6 Real estate

lor one
7 Ratifies

8 La Wise

9 Cr t

10 Black t>rd

1 1 Summers
along the Seme

12 Noise

13 Got

Sixpence

14 Koppel of TV
21 Actor Romero
23 Continued story

24 Happenings

25 Thmgamajig

26 Hinder

27 Picardy port

28 Takes out

30 Vital organ

32 Pan of JF K

33 Shendan or

Blyth

34 Units of

electrical

charges

36 Nothing

38 Cheers

40 Long locks

43 Minerand s

domain
46 Glory stories

4 7 Things to pass
48 crow tues

49 Rapid rodent

50 Cry Irom the

crib

51 first you
dont

52 maiesty

53 Kind of

jacket

or coat

54 Reply Abbr

55 linemen Abbr

57 Actor Steigei

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE

MENU
LUNCH

I n-( ouiU) I .in Sandwich

I iirkcx S.wulvu l\

BASICS LUNCH
^vi^ *\nllin Sandvk l\

I uikc\
s
><u\ilv:

DINNER
\ eal Cutlet < onion Bleu

Sv<vi S,uiNW|r

BASICS DINNER
\ r.i.-t.ihli Shepord s Pn

Spaghetti

YOUR DAILY HOROSCOPE
Bv JEANE DIXON

ARIES March 21- April 19) Secret

negotiations aid you' efforts to ob-

tain secret information Respect

older person s rights Treat a parent

or older friend with compassion A

Platonic connection could turn

romantic'

TAURUS (April 20-May 20,
long-range objectives are clarified

Overseas contacts are vital A
romantic commitment needs re

examination. Otd fnends prove their

loyalty You will enjoy attending a

glamourous social function

GEMINI (May 21-June 20) Can-

did talks and guck trips could ad-

vance your plans Show how flexi-

ble you can be and you will win

new admirers Plot career moves
carefully; your professional status

may be at stake

CANCER (June 21-July 22)

Career matters could cause con-

cern today You will need all the pa-

tience you can muster Long-term

financing may be necessary Con-

tact influential friends and lay your

cards on the table.

LEO (July 23-Aug. 22) Powerful

people may try to hoodwink you.

be reluctant to take them at face

value Postpone asking for loans or

special favors A unique idea will

come to you at a social gathering

VIRGO (Aug 23-Sept 22)

Heated debates could be
dangerous now Back off until

others show their hand Local

events offer delight at an affor-

dable price tonight Consult roman-

tic partner before inviting friends

LIBRA (Sept 23-Oct 22)

backs are possible where

career is concerned Do not cross

swords with an authority figure

Controlling your temper will help

you save face An older person

could be a secret admirer

SCORPIO (Oct 23-Nov 21) Avoid

trying to combine business

pleasure today Diplomacy will help

you avoid a confrontation An older

person displays new warmth

Socializing with your co-workers

pays off

SAGITTARIUS (Nov 22-Dec 21) A

pet project needs review Employ

more self -discipline to make a diet

successful Self-improvement

endeavors enjoy highly favorable

influences An encounter exceeas

your expectations

CAPRICORN (Dec 22-Jan 19)

Your special artistic talent pays big

dividends now Use your spare time

for setf-improvement A shrewd real

estate venture could work out So-

meone's romantic promises can be

believed

AQUARIUS (Jan 20-Feb 18)

Long-term contracts can be signed

An older relative will lend a hand

with your business Be extra sensitive

to clues in your home environment

Show your loved ones more

nftaction

PISCES (Feb 19-March 20) Your

big ideas can be transformed into

profit-making ventures Team up

with partners whose talents com-

plement your own. Your love for

drama will be accented tonight

Wear bright colors

TODAY S STAFF
Night Editor Meredith O'Brien

Copy Editor Pam rteCaithy

Photo Technician KA Btttke

Production Supervisor P\lfee Carvalho

Typesetter Danielle Dovlirtxj

Production Nark Sturm. Tracey Richman
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Till-; EUROPEAN CLUB PRESENTS

United States and
a United Europe
Prospects after 1992

A Lecture by

Ambassador Eamonn Gallagher

Head of the Delegation of the Commission of the

European Communities to the United Nations

Thursday, April 11

7:30 p.m.

University of Massachusetts

Campus Center Room 163

Open Discussion and Reception will follow

Whalers hold Bruins 4-3
By TOM COYNE
The Associated Press

HARTFORD - Mark Hunter had two

goals as Hartford did all its scoring in the

first 15:55, then held on for a 4-3 victory

over the Boston Bruins on Tuesday night

to even their Adams Division semifinal

series at two wins each.

John Cullen scored once and set up both

of Hunter's goals as the Whalers came out

flying , then managed to hold off the Bruins

after Ken Hodge scored with 5:32 left in the

game to cut the lead to 4-3. Hartford goalie

Peter Sidorkiewicz, who allowed only four

goals on 10 shots in the third period in Sun-

day's 6-3 loss, made several key saves in

the final period.

Game 5 is scheduled for Thursday night

in Boston.

Culleo and Hunter, both acquired at tin-

trading deadline last month, scored 59 se-

cond apart a- Hartford, which fell apart in

the third period ofGame 3, established the

tempo early and matched its best scoring

period of the -eason.

Cullen, vvho also had a goal and two

in Hart ford's opening-game victory

in Boston, scored 2:40 into the game on a

2-onl break with Hunter. Cullen picked up

a clearing pass by Sidorkiewicz. raced up

left wing, faked I 'id fired a wrist

hot from the left circle past goalie Andy

Moog
Boston's Cam Neely was penalized for

roughing 46 seconds later, and the Whalers

took advantage.

Cullen faked a wrist shot from the left

circle, then fed Zarley Zalapski at the right

point. Moog made a right pad save on

Zalapski's slap shot, but Hunter fired the

rebound into an unguarded net at 3:39.

The Whalers also scored on their next

power play after Bob Sweeney was called

for interference. Cullen carried the puck in

to the Boston zone, circled the net and

backpassed to Sylvain Cote at the left

point. Cote's wrist shot deflected off

Hunter's stick and over Moog's glove at

12:15.

Dave Christian cut the Whaler's lead to

3-1 on a wrist shot from the right circle that

deflected off Hartford defenseman Doug

Houda and past Sidorkiewicz at 15:30. But

Zalapski scored 25 seconds later, taking a

cross-ice pass from Terry Yake and beating

Moog with a wrist shot for a 4-1 lead

Petri Skriko scored his third goal of the

series at 16:57 to cut the lead 4-2. Skriko,

iding in the slot took a pass from

Bourque, stepped out of traffic and put a

Kreened hackhander past Sidorkiewicz

during a power pi.

Sidorkiewicz made three key sav< -

minutes into the third period. He stopped

riy'a short wrist shot, turned aside I

lv's backhander on the rebound and then

plucked (Hen Wesley's soft shot out of the

air. He also made a right pad save on a

short wrist shot by Hodge with three

minutes remaining, and defenseman Ran-

dv l.adouceur cleared the rebound.

EUROPEAN CLUB
o i****.

Co-sponsored by

- Hellenic Student Association
Division of European Attalrs

- Western European Studies

:ctm IteMMtMCOC? iW5*J»?M< '" VS-Wt Wi WttJ fa*»*«*#« «ss rib

Add

Correction to Fall 1991 Pre-registration Guide

the following schedule information to page 44, column 2, after PS B 797C and before PSYCH 24)

PS E 797E
1

PS E 797F

1

PS E 797M

1

PS E 801
1

PS E 803
1

PS E 804
1

PS E 805
1

PS E 806
1

PS E 807

1

PS E 891A
1

PS s 897A
1

PS E 897B
1

PS E 897C
1

PS E 8970
i

PS E 897E
1

PS E 899
1

ST-POLYHF R SOLUTIONS
60074S F 1.30-3.00

ST-SCAT HETH PQLYHRS
YI0E0.
600892 BY ARRGT

ST-FLC OPT PROP POLY

VIDEO.
601042 BY ARRGT

pril Y fiFFOPHATIONS

601199 BY ARRGT
SYNTHTC POLY CHEH

601343 BY ARRGT
POLYMER SYNTHESIS

601490 BY ARRGT
THERMODYNAMICS

601644 BY ARRGT
POLYMER MICROSTRCTRS

601791 BY ARRGT

RHEO-QPTICS

.

60194S F 10.CO-12.00
SEM-POLYMERS

602098 F 3.35-S.00

ST-PQLYMER DYNAMICS
602242 BY ARRGT

ST-ljBGANC POLYMR CHM
602399 M 3.00-4.30

ST-MECH PROP POLYMER
602543 BY ARRGT

SPTP-POLYMR MECHANCS
602690 TU 3.00-4.30

ST-P01 YHR ABSORPTION
602844 BY ARRGT

PH D DISSERTATION
602991 BY ARRGT

1-3

LGRT 713K H0AGLAN0.0.
1-3

STEIN, R.

1-3

STEIN. R.

2CR
PORTER, R.

2CR
MCCARTHY, T.

2CR
TIRRELL.O.

2CR
KARASZ.F.

2CR
HSU.S.

2CR
LGRT 703 STEIN, R.

1CR
HASA 20 BARTON, S.

1-3
MUTHUKUMAR,

2CR
LGRT 703 LENZ.R.

2CR
MaCKNIGHT.W

3CR
LGRT 703 FARRIS.R.

2CR
BARTON, S.

1-9
MCCARTHY, T.

P-S-Y-C-H-0-L-O-G-Y

*************************************************

NO SHOW POLICY WILL BE ENF0RCE0 IN MOST PSYCH-
OLOGY COURSES. SPECIFICALLY, STUDENTS WHO FAIL TO

ATTEND THE FIRST TWO CLASS MEETINGS WILL BE RE-
MOVED FROM THE INSTRUCTOR'S ROSTER TO MAKE ROOM
FOR STUDENTS ON THE WAITING LIST. "REMOVED"
STU0ENTS MUST FILE A DROP FORM TO PREVENT AN "F"
FROM BEING REC0R0E0 AS COURSE GRAOE.
*****************A***************** A *************

PSYCH 100
1

2

3
4

5

PSYCH 217
1

PSYCH 240

LEC 1A

2B

3C

LAB 1A
2A
3A
4B
SB
6B
7C
ec
9C

ELEMENTARY PSYCH
603298 MWF 9.05
603329 TUTH 11.15-12.30
603353 MWF 1.25
603387 TUTH 8.00-9.15
603418 TUTH 4.00-5.15

pay™ nF fin-tin & fvti

603565 TUTH 2.30-3.45
STATISTICS IN PSYCH

MATHMEMATICS PROFICIENCY
FULFILLED.
603719 TUTH 1.00-2.15
STU0ENTS REGISTERING FOR
REGISTER FOR LAB 1A, 2A.

603743 MWF 2.30
STU0ENTS REGISTERING FOR
ALSO REGISTER FOR LAB 4B
603777 TUTH 2.30-3.45
STUDENTS REGISTERING FOR
ALSO REGISTER FOR LAB 7C
603793 TU 4.00
603824 TH 4.00
603858 W 4.40
603862 TU 4.00
603913 TH 4.00
603947 W 4.40
603971 TU 4.00
604008 TH 4.00
604032 W 5.30-18.30

SB 3CR
HASA 20 CLIFTON JR. $5.00
HASA 20 00NAH0E.J. $5.00
BART 65 0ZEN00LET.E 45.00
BART 65 SIM0NS0N.N. $5.00
BART 65 FEL0MAN.R. $5.00

3CR
BART 65 STAUB.E.
R2 3CR

REQUIREMENT MUST BE

T0BN 204 MOSS, S.

THIS LECTURE MUST ALSO
OR 3A.
T0BN 204 MAC00NAL0.M
THIS LECTURE MUST

, SB. OR 6B.
T0BN 204 MOORE. J.

THIS LECTURE MUST
, 8C. OR 9C.

Track places fourth in home meet
Ozzoleksets UM hammer record, but injuriesplague team

• * A A 1 —— ..AkHn»nH * n t/tll

By TOM QUINN
Collegian Correspondent

Diane Ozzolek had an opening day to remember as she

threw the hammer further than any woman at UMass.
Ozzolek's fluent throw was good for 151 feet, 10 inches,

beating Christina White's old mark by more than three

feet, and qualifying her for the New England and Eastern

Collegiate Athletic Conference Championship meets.

UMass coach Julie LaFreniere had only praise for Oz-

zolek who sat out all of last year.

"Diane's performance was a great way to start the

season," LaFreniere said. 'That was the most outstan

ding performance our team had."

Junior Simone Marisseau captured first, putting the

shot three feet further than Sandra Waite of Springfield.

Marrisseau threw 38-10, a throw good enough to qualify

her for New Englands.

The Minutewomen placed fourth in the meet, bettered

by Vermont, Springfield and Williams. Bowdoin also com-

peted in the meet. However, the UMass score was not an

indication of the adversity this team battled on a warm
afternoon.

Despitr beinfc out for weeks with a series of crippling

asthma attacks, junior Lee Ann Ambrose competed in four

events, taking the 200- and 400-meter with ease. Ambrose

qualified for New Englands and ECACs in the 400 with

an impressive time of 56 seconds.

"I never expected LeeAnn to compete Saturday,

LaFreniere said. "The fact that she competed at all was

remarkable."
Ambrose continued to be an inspiration to her team in

the 4x400 relay tightening the race between the

Minutewomen and Vermont. Unfortunately, Ambrose's

heroics were not enough to win the relay, but good enough

for the team to qualify for New Englands and the ECACs.

Injuries have an effect on every team, but when your

team is as small as the UMass track team, injuries are

devastating to the team's overall performance.

Sophomore Lennice Johnson has been running with a

thyroid condition that hampers her in the later stages of

her races, according to LaFreniere. Johnson had a hard

fought finish in the 400 hurdles yet qualified for New

Englands in the process. She then continued to run the

second leg of the 4x400 relay.

"People at the infirmary were surprised Lennice was

even walking," said LaFreniere. Putting things in

perspective, she said, "We've had a lot of tough breaks,

but we did the best we could under the circumstances."

Now's the

time to call...

North Amherst
Motors

78 Old Sundttlaml Rd, No. Amherst

549-2880

Expert Repairs and
Reconditioning

Most Wa/or Creat Cards Accepted

vudrtd
Zurich

S*n Jose C.R.

Hongkong
Denver

StuSnt ft Faculty tarn
<vn not <nc)uo«a RMtncaont apply

>M tuo^ct tociafyj* Orwweyt
iv*>*»« AorVSTudv aoroad piooiimi

ncfraoon* Stuo»" ft r*acf«r ID.

EURAIL PASSES ISSUED ON
THE SPOT!

(lit Student Travel Citilogl

Councilmcfl Travel
»h Wiiiiwm—i

m«w. m* tut

fast

friendly

delivery

256-8911
Hadley

535-1111

S. Hadley

Pick-up or
rJIfl

Delivery

l Small Pizza

l Topping

ONLY S4.99 tax

2nd Pizza only $4.00

Pick-I'd Or Delivery
i

Large Cheese with :j

1 -Topping Pizza •:

Only $5.99;:
2nd pizza only $5 >

inl\ Not

Sol \ .ilnl

I 1 1 \ like

stomt'i |».i\ - »iih'*< I .

t

n. \\ I

,ll)l< I )l l\ I I » l .11 I \ li ^- '

DKLIVKRKl) IN

M) M1N. OK LKSS

Per Person •;

Offer Expires \

5-30-91 :j

NOT (iOOD WITH ANY
£

OTIIKK OFFER *!

Classifieds
COME TO THE COLLEGE OFF1CE-CC 1,3 ^-.M,,MM* W 8:30-2:30 . DEADUNE 2 DA YSWM TO FVBUCAW» • CMH /N ADVANCE. 20- WORD DA Y FOR STUPE*

ACTIVITIES

INTERESTED IN HUMANE EDUCATION
and helping abandoned cats on campus 9

Call UMass pets 546-2191 546-5777

SPECTRUM mandatory meeting Thurs 7 00

rm 905 Nominations 4 elections soon Be
there Thurs nite tor info

BOSTON SUMMER BEDROOM in three

bedromm. Newton. 6-15 thru 9-15 Nicely

furnished all amenities Quick commute to

Boston via car. bus. tram $250* Jon

617-527 3326

ANNOUNCEMENTS

BED AND BREAKFAST- downtown Ideal

for visiting parents and friends- 549-0733

ENDLESS SUMMER! Alaska jobs

Women/men. to $600/wk Airfare plus

room/board free Canneries hiring now 1 In-

formation 1(900)988-5152 Ext 170

$3/minute (4 mm max /refundable)

HEADING FOR EUROPE this summer -

' Jet

there anytime for $160 with AIRHITCH (r)

i Reported in NY Times and Let's Go')

AIRHITCH (r) 212-864-2000

•" RUN FOR RUNAWAYS '**

Saturday's race was a huge success 1

Thanks to participants, sponsors, and staff 1

Remember to collect/return pledges'

COLONIAL VILLAGE
Take over lease June i

Two bedrooms
Hoi water

Free furniture

253-0856

GET OUT OF THE DORMS! Take over our

lease m Townehouse 549-8036

GREAT APT on Mam St 2 Bdrm, huge kit-

chen, walk m closets, hardwood firs Bus

across Street Available for June Call now 1

253-3767

FT SUMMER CHILDCARE
N Amherst
Must have own transportation

549-6825 or 548-9519

INTELLIGENCE JOBS. All branches

US Customs. DEA etc Now hiring

Call (1) 805-962-8000 Ext K 9616

JEWISH COMMUNITY OF AMHERST
seeks Hebrew and Jewish studies teachers

Experience preferred Call 549-0223 or

256-0160 for application

TO KELLY H. finish your exam at 8 00 and

get psyched for Senior Kickoff at 9 00- A

night to remember

SULLY! Dude' I 'II see you at the Senior

Kick-off party 1 Wednesday-tonight dude

Bring Smrtty and J to 1009 Campus Center-

9 00pm

LOOK NO FURTHER!!
Looking for 2 M.F roommates to share

GORGEOUS house

Huge backyard'

$190 + utilities- Must See"
Call Barry 6-2664

SPACIOUS ONE BEDROOM APT. great for

two people Located in the center of

Amherst, above Kinkos If interested, please

call 253-0467

LOOK GREAT and earn big $ this summer'

Call 256 8214 for interview

NEED MONEY?? I have 1-shirts printed &

ready to sell Don't have time to sell them

myself No risk involved 253-9047 John

RECYCLING PROGRAM ASST NEEDED
Start in June July or Aug full-time work part

time during school year Call Sherill

545-1153

JON FOX.
Please Please. Please forgive us because

this is late Hope you had a happy birthday 1

Love.
Beth. Jen. Alison.

Jill and Kim
P S Did you scoop and talk or talk and

scoop7

RENEE
Miss you much
Love Joneric

WANT TO MAKE MONEY AND HAVE A

BLAST? i need a photographer and a DJ

for my sorority formal' Call Li7 at 549-591

7

APTS. FOR RENT

SPRING SPECIAL .99 cents one month

rent with one year lease 2BR $450. 3BR
$537. in Sunderland Free bus route, laun-

dry facilities, pool, garden plots Short term

leases available 665-3856

AUTO FOR SALE

SUBLET W/ FALL OPTION. Bdr in large

2bdr Bus route Available now $285 in-

cludes heat 538-5894

SUMMER SUBLET w/ fall option 3bedroom.

near town, bus route, sunny front porch, gas

utilities, good landlord 675 +

Call 256-0883

FOR SALE

LOST

HALF LAB HALF RETRIEVER black &

white wearing red collar -his name is tip

any info call 549-1042 or 253-9467

HEY PIKE, Hope you liked the morning

paper'

WANTED: We re looking for porch fur-

niture, heard ZP's was for sale'

ADP: Wow' Hope you found the mail

BARBS
Happy 20th B-day

Love C S

LOOKING FOR 2 COOL tomale non

smokers to share a large room m
Townehouse 549-4861

LOOKING FOR 2 FEMALES to share one

room in 2 room Brandywme apt Takeover

1 year lease m June Furnished, ulil mcl

Call Becky 549 8715

MALE ROOMMATES WANTED for next laH

and spring in Puffton Village Call 549-7150

ONE FEMALE ROOMMATE needed to

share room m 2 bedroom Brandywme Apt

next semester $t88/month includes

everything but electricity Please call Deb
bie/Erica 549-8092

SUMMER SUBLET w.' fall option 1bdr

available in 2bdr apt B town/Amherst line

Evenings 256-0916

SUPERKALAFRAGALISTCEXPIALADO-
CIOUS
3 women seeking housemate immediately

old Northampton house 225 585 8973

SERVICES

BRANDYWINE
Summer sublet available 5/24

Furnished A/C Pool On bus route

Call 5494025
Tessa/Allison

BRANOYWINE. available end of May fur

nished A/C, pool, bus route single apt "it"-

2/3 people Call 549-0796

FURNISHED BORM in a house 5 minutes

from GRC Private bath, phone Wash/dry*'

549-8745

I KILLER PAD in the heart of downtown
Amherst Summer sublet w/fall option -Can

now 253-9087

ONE BEDROOM Colonial Village Apt

$400/month starts June 1st fall opt

253-2475

'78 VOLVO well maintained, $950 or bo

253-2612

1981 TOYOTA TERCEL New brakes ex

haust, water pump $1500 256-6418

10 SPEED MOTOBELANE
BIKE

$100 or B/O
Call Lisa 549-4324

LOST!!
A Toshiba AM/FM cassette stereo head-set

It is black and has a digital dispaly which

consists of a clock and many buttons across

the top Left possible on a West Street bus

on Wednesday, April 3, between 6 and

6 30pm
•If found, please call Adele at 253-7206

LOST keys on bracelet if found call

546-4463

1981 OLDS SKYLARK, runs well $850 or

BO 253-9087

1982 FORD ESCORT 4 speed 2 door, runs

AM/FM tape. $400, 546-0239

FUTONS
Metawampe
Top quality gold bond futons

Delivery anywhere in USA
Sleep with us and save'

1 800-3FUTON1

LOST WEDNESDAY APRIL 3, BlacK 110

camera with initials "STM" in Bartleft-Herler

area Please call Michele at 256-3175

PERSONALS

ENTERTAINMENT

RACK-A^DJSCls still the best for DJ's and

live entertainment Call anytime 586-9900;

ask about our specials

KRAMER FOCUS 3000 electric guitar

beautiful-black $275 546-6194

HELP WANTED

FOR RENT

3 BEDROOM APARTMENT $800/mo near

Amherst Cinema June 1 Big' 549-7198

4 BEDROOM APARTMENT on bus route,

LOW rent, utilities included V/i baths

253-0828

ACT NOW! SUNNY 4 bedroom 1 '/? bath

apt in Amherst Great condition On bus

Route Available end of May. option for la

lease $250 per month, all inclusive' Call

253-7871

EARN $6/HOUR
,

Spanish/English bilinguals needed for

reading study
Jeanette 585-8749

EARN $500-$1500/WK part time stuffing

envelopes in your home For free informa

tion send a long, self-addressed stamped

envelope to P O Box 30593, Albuquerque.

NM 87190-0593

MATT MURPHY
When we think about you, we

Happy Birthday

Love. Ten & Gracy

JEN, HAPPY 2 1ST- What a great way to

celebrate at the Senior Campaign Kickoff

tonight at CC1009' Bring your ID so you can

use the real one this time! See you at 9:00

sharp -

Love your roomie

LISA S OF TRI-SIGMA
Happy 21st' Party down
We love you!

LISA (A K.A.- METAPHORE!)
Happy 21 st' You're the coolest'

Love ya!

Becky (A K A - PUNKYBREWSTER)

MICH. SHELLY, PIFF, VERONICA, AND
MICHELLE! Have a Happy Birthday' (all of

you) -M

WE DON'T CARE what it says, to us he will

always be SNUFFALUFFAGUS!

MEATHERT You're in geology and we met

Saturday night on the bus from Northamp

ton to UMass Want to meet me Wednes

day 8pm at Merrill?

HEATHER ft BETH. The MADNESS
doesn't stop until May 27, 1991 MM

PREGNANT?
Need a pregnancy test, information or sup-

port7 Call for free and confidential services

ALTERNATIVES 33 Main St Northampton

586-3000 or Greenfield 774-6010

ONE BEDROOM IN BRITTANY, bus route

A/C $2507month neg Call 253-4194 Leave

message

SUBLET 1 to 4 PEOPLE m Puffton 3 bdr

Rent negotiable Call 549-1359 anytime

SUBLET OUR BEAUTIFUL HOUSE on fc

Pleasant Rent negotiable 549-8036

SUMMER SUBLET WITH FALL OPTION:
3 bedroom apartment in The Brook in

Amherst On bus route, wall to wall

carpeting, clean Call 253-0420

SPACIOUS SUBLET

AMHERST CENTER 1 BDRM. Quiet, close

to common—for fnsbee fun (S Prospect

St ). sunny, hardwood floors, rent

negotiable Call Jenny after 7pm 253-7194

SUBLET

SUMMER W/ FALL OPTION. Large room

in S Amherst condo Pool, central A/C.

washer/dryer, parking On bus route Cool

roomies, perfect summer place' Call Joe

253-2696

TAKE OVER OUR LEASE. June August

Fall option 2 bedroom apartment Colonial

Village $475 month plus utilities Furniture

available Call 256-4167

MIRA KIKE MIRANDA
HAPPY ANNIVERSARY"
Thank you for the BEST year of my life

I know there will be many more

I love you more and more each day

All my love

Aly

SENIOR CAMPAIGN

night

AMITY PLACE CONDO
3 bdrm. 2V» bath, furnished, washer/dryer,

central air/vacuum garage, patio 3 oc-

cupants, $995/month 549-5938

A GREAT SUMMER JOB!!! Be an adven-

ture tour guide!!!

American Adventures, the leading operator

of small-group adventure/camping holidays

is seeking dynamic, reliable candidates to

train for the position of Tour Leader/Driver

Our groups are composed of overseas

visitors, so foreign language ability is an

asset Salary and benefits are competitive

Local interviews arranged

Please write:

American Adventures
79 Cherry Hill Rd
Pomtvet Center, CT 06259

ATTENTION
COMMITTEE
Thanks for all your hard work- Wed
its time to celebrate- Deb

HEY BIG -A! Get your cute tush in Rm 1009

Campus Center 9pm tonight tor the Senior

Kick-off Party, Trix

THE SPOTLIGHT is on you class of 1991'

Come to our kickoff event TONIGHT at 9 in

CC1009 Bring your ID and your dancing

shoes because we've got cash bar and

music by Rack-A-Disc

OENISE
Happy 21st 1 No more back door at Mikes

-Congrats and thanks for being a great

friend-
Love Spnnga

SENIORS! Its coming that phonecall you

have been waiting for pledge tor 91'

RIOE NEEDED

SUMMER RENTAL

CAPE COD - Group summer rentals water

front houses Falmouth area 508-477-6000

•MARTHA'S VINYARD. Steps from The

Ocean Harbor Landing Harborside Inn

Rent daily weekends, weekly April through

September Very reasonable prices -Call

549-0221

I NEED A RIDE to Schenectady NY or

Albany area 4/12 Call 6-3862 Will share

expenses

Sarah my darling- 1 WILL BE NUDE in rm

1 009 Campus Center tonight at 9 for the first

senior party of the season
Hey- we're graduating- let's party'

ROOMMATE WANTED

2 FEMALE (non-smoker) to share double

room in Puffton Village CHEAP'
Call 549-1816

SUMMER SUBLET

1 BEDROOM Brandywme apt available

Very negotiable rent which includes all

utilities except electric Laundry facility in

building & swimming pool Call Niclole after

6pm at 549-8001 Leave message

3 BDRMS. 1 vt BATHS. Furnished On bus

route Rent negotiable Swiss Village Call

Steve 253-9708

AMH CENTER $215
253-5270

TOWNEHOUSE
Model apt sublet fall option

Remodeled 3br

New carpet AC 1 v? bath bus rt

Judy Johnson 549-0839

UPTOWN 2 room/ 2 floor apt Very clean

atforable -new appliances Must see' Call

256-4694 with fall option

TYPING/WORDPROCESSING

DISSERTATIONS. CASES. PAPERS
On-campus pickup Fast' Accurate'

Mac/Laser, spellcheck

Nancy 584-7924

FAST. ACCURATE. INEXPENSIVE, cam
pus pickup and delivery. Adam 253-9117

FAST. ACCURATE TYPING w/ spellcheck

and boldface $1 45/pg call Greg 546-2548

INEXPENSIVE/CAMPUS PICK UP and

delivery -Call Lisa 256-6695

PAPERS. $1 50/pg Resumes laser printed

Fast professional, affordable

KCOMMUNICATIONS. 256-6373

PAPERS, DISSERTATIONS, RESUMES.
graphs, laser printing Rosemary -call

259 1786
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Sports
Softball shuts down Boston College

Claffey clinches seventh shutout, Aprile gives up one hit

By CHRIS MIRACLK
Collegian Staff

What happens when two powerhouse teams with hot pit

ching staffs and solid defensive infielders go head-to-head?

Well, coaches' life spans shorten, fans' shouts louden and

players' heart rates quicken.

That was the Mtuation yesterday at Totman Field

the University of DISSSH lllWBtl women's softball team

tangoed with the Golden Eagles from Boston College.

The Minutewomen's steps were just a tad more pm
.. I Ma-- sludgers swept the doubleheader 1-0. 3-0,

improving thew overall record to 14 7 I'M

worked their way up to No 20 in the national rankn.

BC threw some good games." UMass coach Elaine B

( Ollt-t(ian photo by Thomas A. fleorg?

The Minutewomen shut off the Boston Col-

lege Eagles, 1-0, 3-0, yesterday at Totman Field.

They stand at No. 20 in the nation and boast a

14-7 record.

Sports Notice
Thanks again to those who participated in Hoop-

Contest V To daim vour prize, please come down to

the Collegian office at 113 Campus Center between

•1 am and 115 p.m today and speak to Mark Pruskin.

or call 545-3500
Intramurals Entries are still being accepted for ten-

nis doubles. Please stop by Boyden room 215. or call

545-0022 for more information

tino said. 'There was no room for error. Coming in I knew

it was going to be tough. BC is fourth in the region, but

with their tough schedule, they're not far from being

number one or two."

In the second game of the double-duel, Darlene Claffey

took some of the pressure off of the Minutewomen hitters

•lefireballed her pitches over the plate^nroute to her

nth shutout of the year. Her record now stands at 7-3.

Claffey still has on her mind the lump* in her throat

which she noticed earlier in the week According to Sor-

tino, Claffey will undergo a barium X-ray this Thursday

to investigate the problem.

it must effect her. It irritates her more when she f
excited." Sortino said "Pitching in a 1-0 game, I cannot

believe that it wouldn't affect her."

After Claffey shut down the first three hitters of the

Eagles' line-up. UMass catcher Cherie DellAnno blasted

one of her hits deep into the left field corner to lead off

the bottom of the first inning. On an 2 count to short

stop Jen Miller. BC pitcher Tanya Saunders threw a wild

pitch allowing DellAnno to steal horn- That was all the

Minutewomen needed.

The Minutewomen would not score again until the hot

torn of the fifth. Losing some of her control. Saunders

m Blind Stacev Nichols who advanced to third on a DellAn

no bunt. Dellanno, with heads up base running, stole se-

cond. Saunders walked her second batter, Miller, to load

the bases for UMass. Next shortstop Barbara Marean

answered the pressure situation with a sacrifice fly to

center, allowing Nichols to tag up and stride safely at

home plate.

The Golden Eagles threatened to score in the top of the

sixth with two out as second baseman Roseanne Sheehan

clubbed a base hit to center, legging it out to a triple. With

a runner in scoring position, the UMass defense rose to

the occasion as Claffey's tough pitching caused BC's

Angela Maserti to ground out ending the inning.

With Tricia Murray in for Saunders, the Minutewomen

again exposed the Eagles' weak points for one more run

in the bottom of the sixth. Loading the bases once more

on a beautiflly laid bunt by outfielder Bonnie Schilling,

Miller was walked yet again allowing outfilder Peggv

Bush to score the final run.

"Since we've been back [from California], this is the best

pitching and defensive display we have had all year," Sor-

tino said.

Starting the first game for the Minutewomen. Holly

Aprile poured the heat on early, taking the first three hat

down, two of them Strikeouts. From then on she was

almost flawless, giving up only one hit. Aprile, coming

into the game wuith a 2.83 ERA, now post- 7 4 record.

"Holly did a great job," Sortino said. "She had a lot of

movement on the ball and her change up was working

well.''

UMass' only run came in the bottom of the seventh. Get-

ting to third on a Schilling sacrifice bunt. Bush was knock-

ed in by pinch hitter Rachel Lawson, her only RBI. pro-

ducing the winning score.

Bats come alive in

11-4 UMass win
By MICHAEL MORRISSEY
Collegian Correspondent

What's better in baseball, clutch pitching or lots of

hitting?

How about both?

The University of Massachusetts baseball team got

strong efforts from three pitchers while continuing

their recent offensive barrage yesterday, crushing Con-

necticut 11-4 at Earl Lorden Field.

Starting pitcher John Sammarco pitched 4
! k innings

in solid performance, but it was Scott Meaney who

slammed the door shut in the fifth when Samm
faltered. Meane> came in and struck 0UJ UConn second

man Craig MacDonald to halt a UConn rally. Rob

(iruziano chipped in with a SO ninth.

Meaney, 1-4, earned the win h

hitless innings He struck out three Huskies and only

walked

He needed it for a confidence bttildi t coed)

Mike Stone "He just pitched out •n .ling. It was the

t effort of the year so far up north."

While Meaney was shutting do* n I H '< on - offense,

the Minutemen (9 16-1) were COUling alive at tlv plat.

UMass scored five run> in three innings to put the

game *.« I

Steve Corradi'i sacrifice fly drove in Glenn I)i^

cilia after a lead off double in the fifth, and made the

n 7-4

The Minutemen did much of their damage in the

sixth, as Brian Bright drove in his third and fourth

runs of the game with a double, driving in catcher Lou

Olivieri and leftfielder Corradi DiSarcina then drove

in Bright with one of three of his doubles on the after

noon to put UMass up 104.

UMass finished the scoring in the seventh with a

heads up rally. John Carelli singled, advanced on a hit-

and-run play, stole third, then scored on an infield hit.

The Minutemen led 1-0 after one. and had a big inn-

ing in the second. Carelli, who was J for 3 yesterday,

led off frith a triple. First baseman Jay Dodig drove

him in and Dodig scored on centerfielder Mike Tobin's

homer. UMass wasn't done, as Corradi and Ian Torres

got base hits and Bright drove them in with a single.

This built the 6-0 lead.

Carelli said he thought the team had spirit today

' We played real well today. Everything tame together

we got good pitching, good defense and good hitting ."

Graziano, a Junior, finished the game on the mound

for UMass, and he retired the side in order.

Game Notes: UMass plays in a double header Thurs

day against New Hampshire without the services of

catcher Derek Dana, who is out with a broken hand.

Stone >aid he hopes Dana will be ready this weekend,

but sees no need to rush the junior.

Probable pitching starters Thursday lor the

Minutemen include Jeff Toothaker and John Russell.

Gorillas face PC Friars
ADRIEN MATT

Collegian Staff

Perhaps one of the few breath-easy games

of the season could pose the biggest men
tal challenge for the University of

Massachusetts lacrosse team today.

Providence College enters the game on

a two-game winning streak, a 3-2 record.

The Friars have faced New Haven Q5-2W),

Brown Q8-8L), Georgetown (10-8L), Bates

<22 BWiand Siena (18-3W). They return on-

i ven seniors and five juniors. By com-

:i. UMass returns 12.

orillas rank 15th in the country at

ive 2-2 mark. Behind them are wins

t St. John's 1 17-9) and New Hamp-
shire (16-12) and tosses against Cornel

i]H7)and Brown (13 120T)

A!: • far from a perennial i

pow liki PC do pose

a challenge to lnd< ike UM
antes]

|
>u a chance to

hopefully play well and B of the

other guys in, but you do n< little

ither," said UMass coa< h I'd darber.

"But when you play those teams, the risk

you take is if you're not ready, and they

t you, you're in big trouble

I acmgoff for the Gorillas will be Kevin

< ) ( 'onnor, who is nursing stitches on his

knuckles. At midfield will be tri-captain

Rick Senatore and Mario Lopez who will

change up with Jim Kushner, Michael

Caine, Francis Pepe and John Schlipf.

Tri-captain Jim McAleavey will marshall

the attack, feeding the sticks of Mark
Millon, Wes Depp and Rob Falvey. Mario

Guaglianone's condition was still a ques-

tion mark at press time; Guaglianone has

a strained calf muscle which Garber said

might be rested until the game against

Yale Saturday.

"We got to go into the first quarter, and

make like this is Yale at the first quarter,"

Garber said of the team's approach to to-

day's game. "We've got to start [executing

betterl."

Millon leads the team in goals '12) and

points (15 1, while McAleavey leads the

team in assists 1 10) and caps 14 points. Jim

Kushner has tallied 9 goals and 3 assists

for 12 points

Ted Kellerman will start in goal for the

Gorillas. He has 53 in 96 shots on

goal. Ray Suria has 8 n 15 shots.

"We're a much better team than they

lie < rarfoer said of Providence. "I told [the

team) you've got to play the game and not

the name. You can't go down there and

think it's personal stat day."

Although the Friars as a team are not

awesome, individuals have produced im-

pressive results. Senior Sean Horrigan

leads PC in points with 16 goals and 5

assists Assisting Horrigan and other

players are sophomore Danny Bianco and

freshman Steve Iannuccilli who have 11

and 10 assists, respectively. Bianco led PC
in points and assists last year.

< iiIIi-kih" photo hy .lefT Holland

Senior Jim Kushner, who scored six goals against Brown, and the

Gorillas take their 2-2 record to Providence to face the PC Friars today.
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Weld
By MARC ELLIOTT
Collegian Staff

Governor Weld declared faculty at the 29

state college and universities "critical or

essential" yesterday, saying they must

work on unpaid furlough days and receive

compensation later when they leave state

service.

The governor deemed essential all full-

time and part-time faculty as well as "any

other staff members who must work dur-

ing the furlough period in order for

students to complete courses and/or degree

requirements," in a letter to Paul Marks,

the chancellor of the Board of Regents of

Higher Education.

Originally, faculty had two options for

dealing with Gov. Weld's furlough plan:

either refuse to work during unpaid

furlough days or work and receive a lump

sum payment after leaving state service.

The third option for state employees, work

and accumulate bonus vacation days, does

not apply to faculty, who have summers off.

The governor is trying to save money by

asking state employees to work a certain

number of days without pay. The number

of days would be determined according to

the workers' annual salary. For example,

the average professor's salary is between

$40,000 to $49,999, which would translate

to eight days of unpaid work.

Faculty are now not allowed to legally

select the "no work no pay" option. Many
professors said they were planning to take

their furlough days at the same time to

shut the University down in protest of

Weld's cutbacks.

The governor has extended the deadline

for faculty to request special leaves of

absence without pay to Friday because of

the late timing of this announcement.

Many professors said they will ignore the

governor's statement and decide not to

work on April 17 and 18, according to a pro-

fessor who asked to remain anonymous.

"I believe many faculty will not conduct

business as usual on Wednesday and

Thursday, April 17 and 18," he said. "I

would be surprised if those activities con

tinued beyond that date."

President Chancellor Joseph Duffey

criticized Weld's past actions concerning

public higher education and said he

thought the governor did not truly believe

that the faculty were essential. He said this

action is "more an attempt by the gover

nor to prevent the disruption of classes."

Duffey also encouraged faculty to work

through the furlough days but added that

the University administration would not

try to punish faculty who choose to defy the

governor.

"At any point where we have an option,

we do not intend to be an agent of enforce-

ment of this unwise policy of the gover-

nor's," he said.

The faculty and librarian's union — the

Massachusetts Society of Professors — has

joined the other state employee unions in

a lawsuit against the state because of

Weld's furlough plan. The professors plan

to meet today in the Campus Center to

decide what further action, if any, its 1,100

members will take.

MSP President John Cole said that facul

ty are bound to be upset and that receiv-

ing no pay until retirement is tantamount

to not being paid at all for professors who
are planning on staying for a long time.

"To insist that we work without pay will

make the faculty very angry,"' he said.

Actress tells of daily hurdles for the deaf
By ERICK OLSEN
Collegian Correspondent

Phyllis Frelich, the deaf Tony Award-winning star of

Broadway's "Children of a Lesser God," lectured in sign

language Tuesday night about the need to overcome

stereotypes surrounding deafness and sign language.

As her husband Robert Steinberg translated the inspir

ing, often humorous discussion, Frelich explained to an

audience of more than 100 people that other people's

negative attitudes are the only real handicap faced by deaf

people.
, .,-

Frelich said the word "disabled" is a poor classification

which encourages stereotypes. Rather, she said, deaf peo-

ple are a "cultural minority," distinguished by their

language and not hindered by it.

She then summarized some of the frustrations of the

deaf with a powerfully stirring rendition of a scene from

the play "Children of a Lesser God."

Born deaf in North Dakota, she said she learned quick-

ly that speech training was favored over sign language,

which was considered a "language for oral failures, for

those who couldn't function in the hearing world."

She said she was made to believe that hearing people

were much smarter and better people, and that she should

aspire to be as much like them as possible.

Fortunately, she said, she was able to learn to sign from

Collegian photo by K.A. Burke

Phyllis Frelich

friends and adults. "Communication seemed easy and

natural for the first time," she said.

At Gallaudet College in Washington. DC, Frelich par

ticipated in every theatrical production. She was. however,

unable to fully express herself through sign on stage un-

til she met David Hays and formed the National Theatre

of the Deaf.

A few years later, after meeting playwright Mhik

Medoff, Frelich won the Tony Award for Best Actress in

"Children of a Lesser God."

After the play and the ensuing motion pictur. '

tistic beauty of sign language was acknowledged, she

"Through art, we were able to change people's attitud.

to influence social change," she said.

Despite the amazing technological advances over the

past 20 years, like closed caption television and telephones

for the deaf, she said more needs to be done.

There should be acting opportunit. >s made available for

deaf, blind and other physically .m| aired actors and ac

tresses, as well as an increased selection of disabled pro-

gramming, she said.

Deaf actors and actresses should be given deaf parts,

she said, to provide role models for deaf children.

She closed with the hope that things will continue to

improve for the deaf and that "through our art, we can

do so much more for our people
."

Her lecture was the third of the semester sponsored by

the Distinguished Visitors Program.

Fire rips through third floor of Zeta Psi

Pet ferret 'Reggie T. ' perishes in night blaze

By MARC ELLIOTT
Collegian Staff

A one-alarm fire destroyed the third floor of the Zeta

Psi fraternity house at 23 Phillips St. last night, leaving

14 fraternity brothers homeless.

Eight brothers escaped without injury after unsuc-

cessfully attempting to put out the blaze, which broke out

around 8:15 p.m.

The fraternity's mascot, a ferret named Reginald Keg-

gie' T. Ferret, perished in the fire. The ferret, a weasellike

animal, was in a room on the third floor, said Bill Giovan-

nucci, a fraternity brother.

"If anything was going to survive that, it would have

been him," said the pet's owner, Brian Patton. The

brothers said they considered the ferret part of the frater-

nity and claimed that he had passed initiation.

There were no other injuries in the blaze. The fire was

declared under control at 9:05 p.m. by Amherst Fire Chief
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Victor J. Zumbruski, who left the Amherst town meeting

to extinguish the fire.

The fire started in a room on the third floor of the white,

three-story, wood-frame building, he said. Fire officials

were unable to determine the cause or amount of damages

to the house at presstime.

Several witnesses called the Amherst Fire Department

while four of the eight brothers who were on the first and

second floors watching television and studying for exams

rushed upstairs with fire extinguishers. But they could

not get through the dense smoke that had engulfed the

hallway and ran outside, said Vincent Mendoza, a frater-

nity brother.

"Everyone was running around with fire extinguishers,

but there was so much smoke we couldn't get at it," he

said.

None of the five brothers who lived on the third floor

were home at the time of the fire, according to several

brothers.

The third floor was almost completely destroyed, Zum-

bruski said. The first and second first floors suffered some

water damage, but the blue Greek letters and Tasmanian

Devil on the front of the white house were untouched.

The Zeta Psi fraternity has occupied the house since

1978, said the president, James Quinn.

The sorority sisters living in the Sigma Kappa house

across the street from Zeta Psi said they saw flames

shooting out of a window of the third floor and heard ex-

plosions coming from inside.

"We smelled smoke so we thought our own house was

on fire at first so we ran out and all of the third floor was

engulfed with flames," said Debbie, a Sigma Kappa sister

who would not give her last name. "It looked like

something in the house was exploding. It seemed like

forever until the fire department arrived. The fire was get-

ting really bad and there was nothing we could do."

The 14 Zeta Psi brothers who lived in the house will stay

in neighboring fraterity and sorority houses who have of-

fered space until other arrangements can be made, Quinn

said.

Collrftian photo by Jeff Holland

Zeta Psi fraternity brother Kurt Zwally is

comforted by Sigma Kappa soronty sister

Rachel Klein.
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By JASON GEORGE
Collegian Staff

Americans have a hard time dealing with issues of social

class, according to three area professors who have resear-

ched the problem of class in American society.

Benjamin Demott, a retired English professor at

Amherst College, and Sut Jhally and Justin Lewis, UMass

communications professors, presented their findings in a

panel discussion titled "Class and the American Dream

yesterday. . .

All three panelists agreed that media, television, and

movies affect the way Americans perceive the problem of

fMfissism.

•What we mean about class is not just about income or

occupation tables," DeMott said. "There are certain uni

que ways that Americans think about class.

DeMott said movies frequently portray a "Cinderella

society where people rise easily out of low social positions

without the barriers that often exist in reality.

"Ifyou look at successful movies, you always come back

to the basic Cinderella theme," DeMott said.

DeMott said he believes the reason many Americans

don't take issues regarding class seriously is ingrained

in the early traditions of our society.

'Any suggestion that we were going to have any kind

of hierarchy was immediately spurned," DeMott said. "We

had a guaranteed franchise from the beginning.

"This [franchise] was not for the majority, but for the

minority," continued DeMott. "It was for white males

alone, so both rich and poor white males saw themselves

as empowered."

This historical development has led many Americans

today to accepting what DeMott called a "faith of

classlessness" in American society.

Lewis and Jhally then demonstrated results from an au-

dience study they did of the "Cosby Show" to demonstrate

the way in which white and black viewers perceived issues

of class and race in today's society.

Lewis noted that the Cosby show portrays an upper

middle-class black family." the Huxtables, who live in a

comfortable suburban neighborhood. The socio-economic

position of the Huxtables is tied to perceptions that much

of society holds about class and about race in this coun-

try, they said.

"You cant begin to understand stereotyping without

understanding the issue of class," Lewis said. "To show

positive images of African-Americans and other

minorities, its necessary to show them in upper middle

class positions. .

•This (portrayal) leads to a necessary distortion of social

reality
" Lewis said. "The experience of most people is

lower down on the ladder of a stratified society^

Lewis said he polled white audiences of the Cosby Show

about affirmative action and concluded that people have

a fundamental misunderstanding of class and racial

problems. ,

•They disliked (affirmative action] because they thought

it was unfair and. this is important, they thought it was

no longer necessary." Lewis said. "Racism now is nearly

always dealt with in the past; it's consigned to history.

"There is the assumption that in order to be a positive

image, you have to upper middle-class." Lewis said. "It

leads white people to a total misapprehension of the world

they live in."

Holocaust sites differ with countries
By ALISON BUCKHOLTZ
Collegian Staff

National memory determines whether Holocaust

memorial space is transformed into sites which eventually

commemorate destruction and heroism and not the vic-

tims. Professor James Young said in Memorial Hall last

night.

H »locaust momuments in Europe, Israel and America

question the function of memory, Young said, eventually

• generating their o\* n meanings." His goal: "to reinvest

memorial paces with the memory of their origins.

National memory directs the path of Holocaust remem-

brance through iconography, said Young, speaking on

"Th • '''hanging Face of Memory: Holocaust Momuments

Need A Job Skill That Pays?
Call us today and find out how we can help you

make it as a bartender. CNCEUs available.

call today

(617)247-1600
XII Boylston Street

Boston, MA 02116

in New Times and Places.'

Iconography of European monuments, for example, over

whelmingly refer to crematoria. As a result, he said

"Death becomes the principal icon of memory - l.uuu

years of Jewish life in Europe come down to that one

P
°In Polish monuments, the motif of the broken tomb

stone, symbolizing the destruction of Jewish cemeteries

demonstrates the multi-layered aspect of Holocaust

memory. Broken mock gravestones in Polish monuments

like Treblinka "emblemetize not just an attempt to

remember, but the one time attempt at destruction

Young said. "The attempt to restore memory is twinned

with the sense of impossibility of re-creation.'

In Israel, on the other hand, memorial images of the

Holocaust are always united with heroism. "Israelis don t

want to remember only the victims, but also the many

heroes " such as Jews involved in the Warsaw Ghetto

uprising, he said. "There are very few strictly mar

tyrological monuments in Israel. It's a matter of the way

Israelis remember what happened"

Compared to Europe and Israel, American experience

in the Holocaust, and thus American monuments, are ex-

tremely limited in scope. Young said. "The American ex

perience is not ghettoization. not the camps, not Nurem

burg not 1 .000 years of Jewish history, but the grisly mo-

ment of discovery of the camps and their subsequent

liberation." ...»
Conveniently, he said, this coincides with American

ideals of liberation, plurality, and refuge for others, and

is reflected in the well known Liberty Park, N.J. monu

ment of a soldier carrying a Holocaust victim to safety

"As long as Holocaust memorials are built, they will

reflect similar self myths." he said."
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We Cater Clambakes
Great for Graduation

Parties of Just a

Fun Filled Weekend!
Call in Advance
We are a restaurant (beer & wine) and

a fish market located on Rt 9 near the bridge

ATTENTION UMASS EMPLOYEES

WE WANT YOU TO KNOW WHO WE ARE!!

VALIC is offering a series of free Financial Awareness

Workshops

1- "Overview of Financial Planning"

Wednesday. April 17th, 7 p.m.

2- "Cash Management"

Tuesday, April 23rd, 7 p.m.

3- "Option A, B, or C - Which is Right For You?"

Monday, April 29th, 7 p.m.

4- "Retirement Planning"

Tuesday, May 7th, 7 p.m.

For over 35 years VALIC has specialized in providing tax

favored retirement plan s to employees of nonprofit organiza-

tions. Our total commitment to competitive products and per-

sonalized service (using laptop computers and customized soft-

ware) have made us an acknowledged leader in our field.

Please call 584-7764 to reserve a place in any or all of the above

workshops.

The Variable Annuity Life Insurance Company (VALIC)

Houston, TX
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Tower chimes to signal

end of Holocaust service

I ollrfian pholo by Dondi Ahearn

SAP - Maple syrup is tapped from trees on North Pleasant Street.

By ALISON BUCKHOLTZ
Collegian Staff

Bells in the Tower Library will toll for

one minute today, marking the end

University wide Holocaust commemora

tion service to memorialize the millions

killed in Nazi terror campaigns, according

t.i Hillel Program Director Yehudit Heller.

The service will begin at 12:30 p.m. in the

Cape Cod Lounge. A moment of silence will

follow when the library bells toll at 1 :30

p.m. 'The bells also let community

members who could not participate in the

service put their hearts and minds with

ours," Heller said.

The concept of a widespread moment of

silence on this day, internationally known

as Yom Ha'Shoah (Day of the Holocaust >.

originated in Israel.

At a designated time, sirens sound all

over the country and "people drop

vthing. Even cars stop," Heller said,

it gives people time to think about what

happened. Horrors like six million people

being systematically killed, and the socie-

ty allowing it to happen, occur because peo-

ple don't think.''

A sense of unity characterizes these com-

munity and country-wide moments of

remembrance. "You stop everything and

think, while knowing that around the

world, others are doing exactly the same

thing," Heller said. "This will be happen

ing at commemorations around the world.

By participating in something like this,

you become part of the family of man."

By ALEX DERING
Collegian Staff

recognize
Association said the body was ineffective and asked the

administration to step in and help restructure it

The Universitv of Massachusetts administration said

yesterday they will not recognize Tuesday's elections of

a new student president and trustee.

Jo-Anne Vanin, vice chancellor for student affairs, said

the administration, following its decision on Feb. 11 to

help restructure the Student Government Association,

will not recognize an election until the work is complete.

"I am really regretful that those students went ahead

with the elections," Vanin said. "The administration will

not recognize those elections."

Irene Carew, chair of the Student Activities Office, did

not return several calls from the Collegian.

In February, the leaders of the Student Government

"I am really regretful that those

students went ahead with the elections.

The administration will not recognize

those elections."

- Jo-Anne Vanin, vice chancellor for

student affairs

The final vote tally of the election was not available at

presstime.

Alan Van Tassel, who was involved in the tallying of

the election results, said the results were not available

because "nobody had the time to verify the outstanding

156 absentee ballots. We were all exhausted."

Van Tassel said the abstMitee ballots would be verified

soon and added to the totals now available.

The Board of Governors election results were also not

available.

Stephen McAfee, a coordinator of the student elections.

said the ballots for the BOG elections will be handed oi M
to the BOG executive board and the results posted.

The 156 absentee ballots will not affect the outcon,

the elections for the offices of student president or stu

dint trustee because Gtgne ran unoppo-ed and Newnan

defeated Ken Parker by a wide margin

In February, the leaders of the Student Government presstime.

Campus group condemns DOD policy on homosexuality
^^ *J»m» "Mir ^»» ^ ^ theater department, r*ad a chronology ol* ^^ _ . . ^, +:-- I „_^~..a o/^o uttpmntinff to com- lltdiei ucpi uhcih, cw

By CHRIS MUTHER
Collegian Staff

Members of the University of

Massachusetts Faculty-Staff Group for

Gay, Lesbian and Bisexual Concerns

yesterday condemned the Department of

Defense policy which bans homosexuals

from military service. Earlier in the day

members of Queer Nation staged a

"Radical, Militant Fashion Show"in the

Campus Center, protesting the same

policy.

The two local actions were part of a na-

tionwide protest coordinated by the

Amprican Civil Liberties Union to bring at-

tention to the Department of Defense policy The presence of such members adversely

„ .homosexuality affects the ability of the Armed forces to

^MT^ZTdiscuss the DOD policy, maintain discipline, good order and

mpmhers of the Faculty- Staff group for morale.

SLB ConcernsTsVd it affects lesbian, bisex- In 1981, the policy was updated to in-

ual am, gayTtulnts who wish to join the elude three reasons for discharge: commit-

Reserve Officer Training Corps

The group passed out copies of their state-

ment, which said: "This discriminatory

policy is inconsistent with the principles of

equal opportunity and respect for human

dignity which are essential to higher

education in a free society."

Currently, homosexual students at

UMass may take classes offered by the

military science department, but are pro-

hibited from joining ROTC, which is under

the Department of Defense. Homosexual

students do not qualify for ROTC scholar-

ships as well.

The current policy states "Homosexuali-

ty is incompatible with military service.

ting homosexual acts, attempting to com-

mit homosexual acts, stating the desire or

intent to commit homosexual acts.

The policy hurts all homosexuals because

the DOD is one of the largest employers in

the United States and their hiring code is

extremely influential, according to James

Humphreys, a professor in the

mathematics and statistics department.

"The military is an important institution

in American Society," he said. "It is ex-

tremely influential in how attitudes of race

and gender are conveyed."

Humphreys said a recent study by the

Pentagon found no difference between the

military performances of heterosexuals and

homosexuals. The Pentagon later suppress-

ed the study, but a book was eventually

published on the subject, he said.

Richard Trousdell, a professor in the

• heater department, read a chronology of

the movement at UMass ov»r the past year

to change the ROTC policy

"It's unfair to everyone involved to have

these issues dragged out for a year with no

resolution," he -»aid.

Both men stressed that their aim is not

to remove ROTC from the campus, but to

change the ROTC policy.

Earlier in the day, members of the

UMass chapter of Queer Nation staged a

fashion show in the Campus Center Con

course, strutting in army fatigues and

make up with Madonna's "Vogue" blaring

in the background.

Sean Sullivan, Queer Nation UMass

spokesperson, said the fashion was meant

to bring awareness of the DOD policy

through humor.

"We want to illustrate that we can be just

as militant as anyone else," Sullivan said.

Chris Thomas, Laura SUver, and Shawn Cotter proteat ROTC

Collegian photos by Ctaria Muther

restrictions dnring a "fashion show" on the Campus Center concourse yesterday.
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Enjoy a Taste of Real Chinese Food

Sun-Thurs li:30 a.m.—9:45 p.m

Fri-Sat 11:30 a.m.-10:45p.m.

Lunch Hour 11:30 a.m.—3:30 p.m

= For Your Information

FREE Delivery Service
minimum order SK)

Fri. Sat & Sun 5-9 p.m

Dim Sum
(Chinese Brunch)

Saturdays and
Sundays 11.303:30

13 N Pleasant St. Amherst

o Reopening with

new Interior

remodeling
o 7 days a week
o Take out

o Luncheon specials
$3.75-$4.55

253 4280

THURSDAY, APRIL 11

Fire College Faculty Dance Concert - A dance concert

wrtl be running through April 14 at the Mam Stud*

Hampshire College at 8 p.m. For reservations^ ca 1.

5494600 (extension 499). Admission $5 general public.

$3 students, senior citizens and children.
„„„._-•

Meeting - The Union Video Center will have a general

meeting at 7 p.m. in the television studio, formerly the

Commuter Lounge. For more information, call 545 1336

or stop by the office. 216 Student Union.

Commemoration - The commemoration of Holocaust

Memorial Week will be held in the Cape Cod Lounge from

12:30 to 1:30 p.m. Sponsored by Hillel. Free.

Seminar Series - A seminar series on The Cleanup

of Merrimack River" will be held in Marcus 131 from 3.45

to 5 p m The series is sponsored by the Education and

Professional Activities Divisions of ASCE

Film - "Night and Fog" will be shown in the East Lee

ture Hall of Franklin Patterson Lecture Hall of Hamp

shire College The film is being shown in commemoration

of Holocaust Memorial Day. A discission will follow.

Lecture - The lecture "Site-Directed NMR of Lerger

Proteins," featuring Professor Alfred G. Redfield, will be

held in the Lederle Graduate Research Center room 1633,

TWR C at 11:15 a.m. It is sponsored by the chemistry

*Uct™rT- The lecture, "United States and a United

Europe," will be held in Campus Center room 163 from

7:30 p.m. to 9:30 p.m. It is sponsored by the Hellenic

Students. Free.

Film - The Lesbian, Gay and Bisexual Alliance will

show a film in CC 803 from 7 to 9 p.m. Free.

HUNAN GOURMET
CHINESE

RESTAURANT

The aroma, sound & taste o(

authentic Chinese cuisine prepared

Hunan, Szechuan. Mandarin or

Cantonese style—especially (or you!

Dill SI <)\ Ol

• Ample Free Parking

> Major Credit Cards. Accepted

• Full Liquor License

• Ooen 7 Days A Woek
• Take-Out Service Avjilaule

• He MSG

261 King St., Northampton, MA
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Friday April 12th

Chapin Auditorium,
Mt Holyoke College

Band: O + and the Tribe

G

G

G

Doors Open at 8:00 p.m., Concert at 9:00 p.m.

Tickets on sale April 8th,

Mt Holyoke Box Office
$8.00 General Public and at the Door

$5.00 advance with Mt Holyoke I.D.

limit 2 tickets per person

Sponsored by the Campus Program Council
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SUMMER
SPARKLES at

UMass
Over 300 credit and non-

credit courses and work-

shops will bedazzle you in

the UMass Summer Session.

A glittering lineupof classes

onvenientt) offered both

day and evening in two, six

week sessions.

First session runs June

1-July 12; second ses-

sion runs July Hi-

August 22.

Register beginning

April 16.

By mail until May 17. by tel-

ephone (545-3653) or FAX

(545-3351) until May 31, or

in person through June 3.

University of

Massachusetts
at Amherst

Summer
1991

I'uk up a fret catalog

at area hunks.

grocery ston

shopping centers,

libraries, and walls.

I op more

information or a

free catalofi.

rail r, $5-2 1 1 I

6
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We may have turned the clocks
ahead but not our prices!

PopovOPEN
liquors]

M0N-SAT8 AM-11 PM
i

Tel: 549-2692

New ! Jack
Daniels
Country
Cocktails

4pV $5.49

Sutter Home
White

Zinfandel

750 ml

$4.99

Vodka
1.75 L

$10.99

1 75 L

Cruzan Rum
$12.99
$7.99
sale price
mail in rebate

Miller Genuine
Draft and New e
Genuine Draft 9o,99

12-12 oz Dottles
Light

•dep

Harpoon
Boston Ale &
Golden Lager
6-12 oz. bots

$da49 '<teP

£3

C«r*
• Trucks
. Cargo

'

Vans

- Month

North Amherst

Auto Rental
Rt 63, 40 Montague Rd.

North Amhmt, MA

(£•»! 549-RENT
\ Aowpfcd

| (549-7368)

On But Rout*

WE WANT TO BE YOUR FAVORITE LIQUOR STORE!

Plenty of Free Parking •Diagonally Across from UMass Stadium

•Next toThe Laundry Club

6 University Drive

at Newmarket Center, Amherst
Scott's

Gift Certificates

Mass lottery

Season tickets

We Have II

We now have all

Mass Lottery games!
Tele-check tor

Student Travel

Catalog!
Everything you need to

know about:

•Student Travel

•Student/Teacher Air Fare

• Aajl Pastes

• Car RcntalAeaslns

•Work Abroad
•Study Abroad

•Intl Student A Teacher IC

a MUCH MOMIII
CALL for your FKEI copy!

Council
79 So. Plaatant St
Amhorst. MA010OT

413-256-1261
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Senate approves elections of

SGA president, student trustee
By ALEX DERING
Collegian Staff

The Undergraduate Student Senate

unanimously approved the elections of

David Gagne as president of the Student

Government Association, and Kevin

Newnan as student trustee.

The elections were clouded with some

confusion, however, because of the ad

ministration's decision not to recognize the

new president and trustee.

In February, the SGA leaders said the

student government was ineffective and

asked the administration to step in and

help restructure it. The Commission on

Undergraduate Governance was formed,

and the administrators said they would not

recognize a new government while helping

to restructure the present one.

The new president and trustee, along

with several senators, criticized the ad

ministration's refusal to recognize the new

lenders.

"In face of the resistance.'' from the ad-

ministration. Van Tassel said, 'T think we

did extremely well and it's a privilege to

move that we recognize these elections."

Gagne said he was elated that the elec-

tion was recognized by the senate and

criticized the administration for not

recognizing the new leaders.

"Considering the ratification was

unanimous, the students* desire to chose

their own leaders was clearly shown,'' he

said. "I hope this sends a message to Whit

more that the students are a unified force

and the administration should recognize

the elections."

Newnan also said the unanimous deci-

sion by the senate "really emphasized that

the issue of recognition is nonsense."

He also said the refusal to recognize the

elections by the administration is

ridiculous and that every student should

be "outraged."

"This shows a great deal of contempt for

students if they do not recognize the

unanimous ratification of student leaders,"

he said. "I think it is time for students to

get together and tell the administration

where they can go."

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS DEPARTMENT OF

Theater
DON JUAN

BY TlRSO DE MOLINA

RAND THEATER
APRIL 4-6 AND 10-13 AT 8 P.M.

WAS DON JUAN A GREAT LOVER OR

A HEARTLESS MANIPULATOR? DRIVEN BY

A LEGENDARY APPETITE FOR CONQUEST,

HE JUMPS FROM TRYST TO TRYST,

HEEDLESS OF THE CONSEQUENCES.

TICKETS: FINE ARTS CENTER
BOX OFFICE. 545-25 1 1

ADMISSION: $5 GENERAL PUBLIC.

$3 STUDENTS AND SENIOR CITIZENS.

SPECIALS
THIS WEEK!

Busch & Busch Light cse $10.99*

Michelob, Dry & Light.. 12 pk $6.99*

Rolling Rock & Light.... 12 pk $6.69*

Captain Morgan 750 ml $7.49

Four Season's Vodka...1.75 ml$8.99

Four Season's Gin 1.75 ml $8.99

Seagram's Wine Coolers...4-pk$3.49

Plua 1 >atpoatt

CBTJPSFI
]

1

1

Bag Free Ice with $10.00 purchase or more •

12 Bags Free Ice with $20.00 purchase or more
|

I FOURJEASONS _J
"A New Family Owned Business"

S/^CPCC^L —

—

easoris
ROUTE 9 HAOIEV. Brtwren Bur|*r Klfll and Ounain Ootiuti • SM-8174^

IF YOU ARE OVER 18
BE A BARTENDER!
LOCAL/NATIONAL PLACEMENT

ASSISTANCE

DAY/EVENING ONE WEEK

747-982*
1655 MAIN ST- SUITE 202. SPRINGFIELD,MA 01103

FREE RENT OPTION
.v- >

mom

Brandywine offers Country

Living with convenience

• On UMass Bus Route • Nearby Shopping • Situated

on well landscaped acres with pond.

One and two bedroom apartments include fully equipped

kitchen and wall to wall carpeting.

Swimming pool, laundry facilities, responsive

management.

Stop and we'll show you what we have to offer.

Affordable rents include gas, utilities (heat, hot water

and stove).

BRANDYWINE AT AMHERST
16 Brandywine Drive, Amherst

Rental Office Open Daily 10-4

Limited Time Offer - 549-0600

SUMMERSESSIONS
1991

eorgetown
UNIVERSITY
School for Summer and

Continuing Education

Vlease send more information on:

Prvgjntwu abiiHul

_ Antwerp. Belgium In' I I 'a''*-

_ ( :hm.i-< ftinesc I .anguagc

Programs ut Gtotjfteun

_ Over 200 graduate and

undergraduate courses

_ I'iiblu VfTairs Internships

_ High School Programs

_ lntcKiiltur.il rraining

Interpretation and

I ranslation Institute

_ l.anguage( lourses

_ rtieolog} Conference

and ( lultute

. Tours, I t.iiuc I .anguagc

.iihK lulturc

Kiesole, Italy-Italian

(Sreccc-Humanitica

.Oxford. Kngkrtd ( lomparativc

Business (undergraduate)

Litem*Criticism Conference - Oxford. England Intemattom

_ Institute tnr II s Teachen

_ Institute on s.n rol Scripture

__ \linnni( lotlcgC

_ English as a Foreign

language

_ I klping Families ( iope:

Ethical and Pastoral Care

Issues in (icnctu I

Sessions
Pre -Max 20-Junc 14

First-June I0-Juh/12

8-Week Cross Session

June I0-August2

Second Juh I5-Augusi lf»

Management (graduate I

_ Outto, 1a li.iilor Spanish

_ Trier, (icrinjn\-(>cmijn

_ Middle F,as< II S. leachers

_ Leningrad, I ssK Russian

language anil Culture

_ Hong Kong Int'l. Business

_ Leicester. England Shahespeant

C«ll (202)687-5942 or mail to:

SSCK Oeotjajtown Univcnit)

306 Intercultural Center

Washington, D.C. 20057

I \X:<202)687-8°54

N Wll

\|)I)RKSS

STATE /IPCITY —
Onaaan rMwrtriri aa <v*«' »/>/>""»»"> >itt'"»""*-' "'<••" ""'"»'""'
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They are laughing at us

Strike.
It's time Umass takes a stand

Every year for the last four, Massachusetts public colleges

and universities have faced massive state budget cuts. The

damage so far has been real: Fewer and larger classes ever in-

creasing tuition and fees, decreased public safety and support

programs and personnel shortages touch everyone who works

or learns here. . r

Governor Weld has recently unveiled a series of proposals for

public higher education that promise to make a bad situation

worse. He intends to cut $92 million from an already lean educa-

tion budget, end all state scholarship programs, close several

public colleges and boost tuition by 33 percent.

The first volley in Weld's attack on public education are the

so-called "furloughs" he has ordered for state employees. Before

yesterday, employees at UMass/Amherst had three options:

• Taking 2-15 (depending on salary) days off without pay,

• Working without pay in return for future vacation days,

• Working, only to have to wait until retirement for

compensation.

Yesterday, Bill Weld signed an executive order forcing faculty

to choose one of the last two options. Simply, he is demanding

that employees work without pay. These are the people - facul-

ty and staff- who have made UMass the fine school it is. They

deserve far better than this.

The Weld administration's proposals for higher education and

reatment of state workers is an ominous sign of things to come.

We must take a stand now around this furlough issue ifwe hope

to si op Bill Weld's destruction of quality, affordable education.

Having declared faculty "critical and essential personnel'' -

cuttir g off their only means of legal protest - Governor Weld

has left us* no choice. We - faculty, staff and students - must

strike and shut down this university. Business as usual next

week might well seal the coffin of public higher education in

Massachusetts. , .

We realize that this is a serious measure. But Weld s plans

for the future of this university call for a serious and unified

response. We are all in this together - faculty, staff and

students. And together we must put a stop to this madness -

No business as usual.

Unsigned editorials reflect the majority opinion of the editorial

board.

I have a picture of Bill Weld pinned up

over mv desk at work. He is surrounded by

several of his aides and supporters in the

Legislature and they are all very happy.

In fact, they are laughing up a storm. The

caption under the photo explains that the

group is rejoicing over the fact that the

state Senate had just sustained Governor

Welds veto to allow his Cabinet secretaries

to be paid $85,000 while cutting the pay of

state employees, who average $24,000. So

have you guessed who they were laughing

at?

Robb Smith

Thev are laughing at the higher educa-

tion community which will see less funding

and decreased quality in the months and

years to come. They are laughing at human

services providers who will handle heavier

case loads. They are laughing at state

emplovees who will have to take furloughs

and go a fourth year without so much as

a cost of living increase. They are laughing

at your parents, your brothers and sisters,

your uncles and aunts, your friends and

their families. They are laughing at you.

I am keeping the photo there to remind

me what the governor and his supporters

think of my parents and my brother, of the

people I grew up with and the people I met

here at UMass. I come from the same

background that many of the people I know

and grew up with do. We come form work

ing class families whose parents worked

themselves to death for the privilege of call

ing themselves middle class and for mak

ing our lives better than theirs were. And

Governor Weld is laughing at them for

their aspirations and effort.

I don't find anything particularly funny

about my parents' lives. Both my mother

and father worked their way up from pover-

ty to be able to afford a home for their fami

ly and college educations for their children.

My mother could have gone to college

herself but she had to go to work to sup

port her family. Leading a life of seeming-

ly endless poverty turns many good people

to alcohol and her father was part of that

trap. My dad, with no education to speak

of, has been a beat cop for thirty years. A

couple of years ago he made about $70,000.

He worked 100 hours a week nearly every

week that year.

My parents are better people than Cover

nor Weld and his friends could ever be.

They worked hard for what they have, too

hard. After thirty years of breaking up

rapes and fights, of being jeered at kicked

by protestors, disgruntled traffic violators,

and drunks, my dad is tired. He wants to

retire and live on the Cape someday. (Is

that really much to ask?> But in order to

do that he must continue to work as hard

as he has been all the while watching new

cops who are my age and have college

degrees get paid more than him.

Governor Weld has never had to worry

about money in his life. As early as he can

remember the governor has had more

money in the bank than my parents will

ever make in their lifetime. I used to

wonder how someone like him could never

figure out that he had it easy and should

do his best to help other people out. But

that is because Bill Weld does not have it

easy, he has it criminally. Bill Weld never

needed a job, being governor is just a hob

by designed to protect the only things he

can truly relate to: greed and wealth.

Government to him is a tool to make things

easier for those who don't need it at the ex

pense of those who do.

I am going to keep that picture in front

of me. I am going to remember the men

who sat on their fat wallets up on Beacon

Hill and laughed at my parents. My father

might be too tired to do anything about it.

My mother might be too sick to do anything

about it. My uncle Kenny will never be ful-

ly recovered from Vietnam to do anything

about it. My uncle John might be too busy

looking for construction work to do

anything about it.

But I am going to remember.

Robb Smith is a UMass student

I'm not living on Easy Street

Hundreds of students urge action

against budget cuts and furloughs

The so-called furloughs that Governor

Weld has ordered for state employees are

a dangerous beginning of a misguided

policy. For a public education system that

has sustained years of damaging budget

cuts, this indicates a sharp turn for the

worse. As a university — students, facul

ty, and staff — we cannot accept this

"furlough" nor any other form of budget

cut.

Therefore, we, the undersigned - your

students — urge all university faculty and

staff to schedule your furloughs together

and decline to work on those days. We

understand the responsibility you feel to

continue working and teaching. However,

if we do not take a strong stand now, there

may not be a university to teach at

tomorrow.

As students, we understand the need not

to participate in the destruction of public

higher education. This non-participation

must begin with Governor Weld's so-called

furlough plan. No pay - No work. No

budget cuts — No way.

468 UMass students signed this

statement

Spring has certainly rushed upon us in

the last few days. The warm southern

breeze has given me my share of pleasure.

Yet an ominous cloud, which has been

gathering for the last ten years, has final

ly let loose its destructive fury

I know, because last night I had the

pleasure of choosing the four days my
employer has decided to furlough me.

Those four payless days represent a

month's rent, six weeks of groceries, a vaca-

tion with my kids, or 800 cups of coffee at

the People's Market. That may not sound

like a great sacrifice, but combine the

furlough and three years without a raise

and you'll see I'm not living on Easy Street.

The working poor are becoming

homeless, the unions have had to make one

concession after another, millions find

themselves without jobs, and our in-

frastructure crumbles. Meanwhile, our na-

tional government can find hundreds of

billions of dollars to spend on defense con-

tractors, war, savings and loan bailouts,

and huge tax cuts for the wealthy. Yeah,

these are tough times for Massachusetts.

So why complain? Everyone is hurting. If

that were only true.

Our wonderful Governor Weld believes

the cure for Massachusetts lies in massive

cuts in services and tax breaks for wealthy

individuals and corporations. They call it

the trickle down theory. I call it the "Pis-

on" theory-, because the losers are workers,

the poor, and the middle class. Do you see

President Bush and Governor Weld, or

their advisors, at the soup kitchens? An

the S & L crooks standing in the

unemployment lines? Have any corporate

executives taken a pay cut in recent

memory?
The financial crisis that our state fa

will not be solved until the people of this

country decide to shift gears. Ten years of

giveaways to the wealthy have left the rest

of us paying more taxes and receiving less

services. The solution, as some have sug-

gested, is not to dismantle the government,

but to form a government that ensures that

the great wealth created by our country is

shared equitably and justly.

Dave Mitchell

Chief Steward
AFSCME Local 1776

300 declare: 'We value education'
Rumor has it that certain members of our

state government feel public higher educa-

tion is not valued by our community. This

bias may be held because most of our

leadership has origins in private education.

It follows that this ia the reason public

universities have carried a dispropor-

tionate burden of balancing the state's

budget. Our opinion is that public higher

education is being dismantled. In fact, if all

levels of government h;i<l been cut at the

rate the universities have been cut, the

state would have a 4 billion dollar surplus.

We, the undersigned do value education.

We know it produces people who become

contributing members of the community.

We feel UMass has been disproportionate

ly burdened in balancing the budget. We
don't support layoffs of state employees at

UMass.
300 community members signed this

statement

S< rry
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They're coming after

the wrong people
During debate over Governor Weld's plan to furlough

state employees, opponents who questioned the fairness

of instituting furloughs while pay raises of $10,000-plus

are granted to the cabinet officers were accused of engag-

ing in class warfare. In truth, the ones guilty of class war-

fare are Weld and his upper-class cronies. They are the

ones trying to solve the state's fiscal problems on the backs

of the working class. Asking state workers to take

furloughs is only the most conspicuous of their plans for

working people.

The governor has engaged in other attacks on state

workers. He has refused to fund the meager three percent

pay increases bargained in good faith by workers who

have not had a raise in three years. He is also trying to

dramatically increase the cost of health care for state

workers. Although state employees are the group of

workers now bearing the brunt of Weld's attack, attacks

on other workers are forthcoming.

Under Weld's "Emergency Plan for Fiscal Recovery,

municipal workers face layoffs and furloughs due to the

cutbacks in local aid (cutbacks he promised would not be

forthcoming). Building trades workers face an attempt to

modify the prevailing wage and the subfiled bidding

statute. Firefighters face elimination of the Cancer

Prevention Law. Education workers, on state and local

levels, face lavoffs and furloughs, cost shifting and the

elimination of binding arbitration. And all working peo-

ple face potential cuts in unemployment benefits.

Although this is only the tip of the iceberg, from these

examples it is clear that the working class is under heavy

attack from Weld and his elitist cronies.

At the same time Weld is asking workers to solve his

budget problems, he is giving all sorts of tax breaks to

corporations and the upper class. First, he overturned the
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tax on corporate services. Now he is trying to pass a huge

package of corporate tax breaks including elimination of

the capital gains tax. These are further examples of Weld

siding with the upper class over the working class.

It is up to working people to let Weld and his aristocratic

cronies know that while the blue bloods started this class

war, working people have only begun to fight. The most

immediate action people can take is to come to the

statewide Labor rally at Boston City Hall Plaza Satur

day April 13 at 11 a.m. A large turnout will send a

message to Weld and his cronies that they can't balance

the budget on the back of the working class.

For the long run. working people need to mobilize and

organize. They can do this by getting involved in with

their union or a group such as the Tax Equity Alliance

of Massachusetts. They also need to hold state politicians,

like those who sustained Weld's veto of the pay raises,

accountable when they participate in attacks on the work

ing class.

Jonathan Frank
Amherst

corporations ana ine upi*:i ciaao.* "=•>.*«-"*-* -

Faculty members: We need to fight together to save education
J

. ... j.u„ ^11 attPntion to what is occurring in public to and fighting for. I

We are writing to represent concerned

faculty at a time of great uncertainty for

public higher education in Massachusetts

and here at UMass/Amherst in particular.

The governor has imposed a "furlough" on

all state workers, including your faculty

and many if not most of the people whose

work makes this university function. And

funding for public higher education will

take another severe financial hit in next

year's budget.

This is not news to anybody in the

University community who has been

remotely conscious during the last few

months, and some of what we're going to

ask of you as the students, whose education

we're committed to, will sound repetitious.

This does not make it any less important;

the time is critical for the future of this

university and therefore your education

and that of those who will follow you.

Strong action must be taken and taken

immediately. First, encourage your parents

to write and call their legislators and the

governor's office to protest the assault on

funding of public higher education in this

commonwealth. Second, get involved

yourself in writing, calling, and lobbying

your legislators as students whose educa

tion depends on the restored and continued

support for public higher education. For

those of you who have already gone

through steps one and two above, repeat

these efforts because it is important and

necessary not to let up.

For our part, the faculty are also involv-

ed in these activities and are preparing to

implement other activities that you should

be aware of. We will be asking you in our

classes to address envelopes to your parents

so that we may send them informational

letters similar to this one. We will also be

organizing campus-wide activities for next

Wednesday and Thursday, April 17 and 18;

we ask that you participate as fully as

possible and support us in our endeavor to

call attention to what is occurring in public

higher education. There will be organiza-

tional meetings on Friday April 12 and

Tuesday April 16 at noon in the Campus

Center. Please attend if you can.

Above all, we want you to know that it

is your education and the education of

those who follow you that we're committed

to and fighting for. It is not clear what will

happen in the future, but our response to

the present situation and what we see im

pending must be clear. Student support is

an essential component.

Nine UMass faculty members signed
this letter

Union initiates anti-furlough suit
Our members received furlough notifica

tion this week. In response, the American

Federation of State, County and Municipal

Employees has taken the following action:

AFSCME Council 93 filed two lawtuits

on Monday to stop the furloughs. One

lawsuit was filed on behalf of Alliance

workers, the other lawsuit filed was behalf

of our bargaining coalition. We hope to

have a response within a week.

I am filing a class action grievance on

behalf of our membership that maintains

that furloughs are a breach of our contract

We are sponsoring a bus to the labor ral-

ly in Boston this Saturday to protest the

furloughs and the Weld budget.

When forced to submit your furlough

form to management individuals are en

couraged to add the s-tatement. "this was

signed under duress."

Advice and input on how to further com

bat this situation is welcome. Suggestions

should be sent to the AFSCME Local 1776

office.

Richard Coach

President, AFSCME Council 93

Don't let the lights go out
_ .. .. i< i I •_ T..1.. 1 aA 1 ,, l-w.ri Ciarmar

We were criminals by virtue of our ancestry. Guilty

by association. Instead of being kidnapped in the

darkness of the night, we walked out at noontime with

our families and all we could carry. After a brief look

around the town in which we, our parents and their

parents had lived in relative peace, we boarded a seal-

ed train car. We were told we were bound for resettle-

ment but by this time some of us already knew what

that meant. One of six places would be our destination:

Lublin, Sobibor, Chelmno, Belzec, Trebhnka or

Auschwitz.

Mark B. Adlei

It all started with polemics against us designed to

rally the Germans behind the party: We undermined

the German war effort in 1918. Our control of the banks

destroyed the economy. We were interbreeding with

Germans to pollute their race. We brought Germany

to its knees and soon would take over the world.

The party came to power in 1933 and their man

became Chancellor. The people loved the party and

millions of them followed its slanderous rhetoric. Our

stores were boycotted, our children removed from

school and our people forbidden to mingle with the Ger-

mans In 1935 official and legal measures segregated

us from the Germans, and we were officially defined

as a race. Thousands of us emigrated from Germany,

to the delight of the party and the fear of the world.

Our people were restricted from most of the world; even

the United States closed its doors to us. In November

1938 fifty-one years to the very day before the Berlin

Wall'would come down, the party organized a pogrom

against us. Our holy buildings were burned down. Our

shops were destroyed. Our people were beaten on the

streets and murdered.

Within a year, Poland was invaded and the war

began Even though many of our Polish brethren

fought in the army against Germany the ^work-
ed with their occupiers to move us into cramped ghet-

tos where food was scarce, medicine was unknown and

dealh was common. Despite their inhuman treatment

of us, it was still a policy of segregation and expulsion.

It all changed in July 1941 when Germany attacked

the Soviets. Behind the advancing troops were the Em-

satzgruppen. In Poland, the Ukraine, Lithuania, and

western Russia, we were marched from our homes, lin-

ed up on the edge of a ditch, and shot down by their

firing squads. As our dead bodies fell into the pit a new

line of victims were already in place. Over one million

civilians were murdered in this way alone. After

several months, a new process of extermination was

developed as the Final Solution of the Jewish Pro-

blem ' We were packed into vans into which the ex-

haust was channelled. After our bodies were discard-

ed, our families were billed for the transportation. This

method was refined into the gas chambers in the six

extermination centers.

The gas chambers, many the same size of a high

school gymnasium, had fake shower heads installed.

Hundreds of us, naked, were walked in, thinking we

were going to be washed. Once the door was sealed a

moan rose up from the crowd as Zyclon B pellets were

dropped in. As the cyanide pervaded the room, we

fought for survival. Our bodies were found in a cone

with each person climbing the pile, trying to get a

breath of air. The plaster in the ceiling had holes in

it from our fingernails. Our dead bodies were burned

in a furnace. In the surrounding towns the people

claimed ignorance of the camps, but an ominous blue

film covered their windows.

We were deported from Germany, Hungary, Greece,

Norway, France and other occupied counties. With the

rare exception of Denmark, which bravely ferried us

to neutral Sweden, all the other occupied nations col-

laborated with Germany. By 1945, six million of us

were dead. Most of us in Europe were gone.

This did not happen in the Dark Ages. This was the

twentieth century. No country was innocent. By 1943,

the US had photographs of the Auschwitz crematoria.

Nothing can be compared to the Holocaust. No other

atrocity of any people, in any land, in any time can

parallel the systematic extermination of an entire peo-

ple. In the memory of these people, we light candles.

Don't let the lights go out.

May the source of peace bring peace to all those who

mourn, and for all Israel.

Mark B. Adler is a Collegian columnist.

Republican Weld is

a foe of capitalism
What has happened to those staunch and upright

defenders of capitalism? Has the Republican Club suc-

cumbed to that age old American virtue of political op-

portunism; my party right or wrong but my party. The

Republican governor of this fair state has levelled an

ominous attack on one of the most sacred canons of the

capitalist system - equal pay for equal work. What the

governor's furlough plan amounts to is forced labor with

no compensation - an interim slave labor program to cut

the state deficit.

The capitalist system is under attack and the

Republican Club remains silent. The principle of Adam

Smith - that specifies a comparable return to labor and

capital for the role in production i.e. wages and profits

- is under attack by our Republican governor.

Now that principle is being set aside. The wage contract

between the state and its employees, the lawfully con-

stituted agreement that binds the state to pay appropriate

compensation for work performed, has been illegally torn

under foot' by the state.

While the Republican protectors of the money elites are

cheering the demise of state socialism with its rising

unemployment in Eastern Europe, these same people are

trampling on the promises to wage labor here.

What these people hope to accomplish is the develop-

ment of a two tier wage system: An implicit tax scheme

or furlough plan for the public sector, while wealthy

(private sector) individuals receive tax breaks via capital

gains tax cuts and lower social security tax rates The op-

portunism of Weld or his alternative, John Si ber, only

typifies the reactionary nature of the political environ-

ment today. Policies that have brought this state to the

brink of bankruptcy will be compounded by the attempt

to reduce the deficit off the backs of state workers, com

parable to the Savings and Loan robbery which will be

paid for by U.S. taxpayers for generations to come.

Not to respond to this blatant violation of human and

legal rights only emboldens these reactionary politicians

to take further steps in reducing the scope and power of

worker rights in this state. Show your support for state

workers' rights by contacting your representatives now.

Anthony Guglielmi
Economics

THE LAND Of DO-AS- YM- PLBASE
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Film depicts suffering of Jews during WWII

3y MICHAEL R LINSKEY
Collegian Correspondent

The HUlel House screened a movie Tuesday night which

illustrated the plight of Jews incarcerated in a World War

Nazfprison camp. The Him was the second of several

events commemorating Holocaust Memorial Week

Lodz Ghetto, a documentary film shown to 35 people in

the Hillel television lounge, was based on diaries and

monographs written by Jews imprisoned there. The film

Ttailed the 1939 Nazi occupation of Lodz Poland, and

the subsequent execution of thousands of Jews^

In earTy 1940, Nazi forces encircled Lodz with barbed

w re andforced the Jews to labor in the Nazi war effort

Chaim Rumkowski was appointed by the J^ird Reich as

chairman at Lodz, and he was forced to deport increas-

ingly?^ numbers of Jews to death camps in the ensu-

^Whe^the Germans began the "de-Jewing" of Prague,

thousands were relocated to Lodz. Consequently,

tnous^nds more were sent to death camps. Public execu-

fonsTr su-h offenses as "causing defects in machinery

were undertaken in Lodz as examples to the newcomers

of the rnnspnuences of causing disturbances.

Food rations decreased due to population increases yet

the Jews were expected to work harder; those who couldn t

handle the strain were shipped to their deaths. Worse,

newborn babies and sickly older Jews were taken from

the hospital to death camps.

"The same fate awaits us all," wrote one woman in her

diary. "If not today, then later. Tomorrow. No one is sate

anymore." . , ,-.

Thousands died each year from starvation, and the Ger-

mans continued to inflict physical and mental abuses on

the Jews. Rumkowski was forced to sacrifice increasing

numbers to death camps like Auschwitz and Chelmno.

"There is no justice in the world, especially in the ghet

to
" despaired one imprisoned Jewish woman.

in May 1944, Allied forces stormed French beaches and

word of an eventual Nazi defeat buoyed Jewish spirits.

However, the ghetto was ordered evacuated in July.

Workers were told to labor for the Reich, since invading

Russian forces would surely be cruel to those who had

"aided" the Nazi war effort.

Even those who agreed to do so, however, were sent to

slaughterhouses. No Jew was to be spared - not even

Rumkowski and his family survived.
CONTINUED ON PAGE K>
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RED SOX HOME OPENER

v. Cleveland Indians

at 1:05 p.m.

BRUINS
TONIGHT

ADAMS CONF. PLAYOFFS
Bruins vs. Whalers
Game 5 at 7:30 p.m.

TOPof the
CAMPUS

loungehJ

A I R I IMQ NEED EXTRA cash?
ML'DUIVlW WE BUY-SELL-TRADEWE BUY 'SELL 'TRADE

USED CDs. LPs & CASSETTES

All Used Sales Guaranteed

HIGH QUALITY-EXTRA STURDY

WOOD FURNITURE
Bx>kcases»l P Shelves»Tat>i9S»Stereo Centors

CD & Cassette Racks»Co«ee Tables and More!

ALL SHAPES AND SIZES
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107 Sunderland Road. North Amherst
Open 7 a.m.-10 p.m.

SPEEDWASH
11 Pray St.. Amherst

NOW OPEN 24 HOURS!

South Towne Commons Laundromat

479 West St., South Amherst
Open 7 a.m.-10 p.m.

More Holocaust
awareness urged

By MICHAEL R. LINSKEY
Collegian Correspondent

Two professors and a student who helped to organize

a week of activities at Hillel House in remembrance

of Holocaust Memorial Week said more must be done

to increase awareness.

Dr. James Young, professor of English and Judaic

Studies, Yehudit Heller, professor of Judaic Studies

and program director of Hillel, and Jennie Steward,

a member of the Hillel committee that organized

Holocaust Memorial Week, said that while they were

impressed with the turnout at the week's activities,

more people should learn about the Holocaust so that

it will never be forgotten.

Young a scholar in residence at Hillel, does

"whatever they ask me to do" to heighten Holocaust

awareness. This week, he hosted a discussion after the

movie "Lodz Ghetto" at Hillel and spoke about how

every country and culture remembers the Holocaust

last night at Memorial Hall.

Young 39, has also written two books on the historic

repression of Jews: "Writing and Rewriting the

Holocaust" (1988), and "The Texture of Memory," due

out next year.

Heller, who teaches a class in Israeli poetry, said she

was distressed by the apparent lack of concern about

the Holocaust.

"I feel there is apathy," she said. "Here is a horrible

trauma that affected almost everyone in the world in

some way, and there is apathy."

"I would expect that people will just come and say

"this is a number one priority, how can we make sure

[Holocaust Memorial Week) is carried out?'" she said.

Heller said she was grateful that the five-person com

mittee for Holocaust Memorial Week worked so

diligently in organizing activities, yet expressed a year

ning for more widespread involvement.

"I don't think it's good to see a five-person commit

tee - and not 20 - planning the whole week," Heller

said. "I'm very proud of what's happened because it

was completely planned by students...but I want more.

If it's three people, 40 people. 150 people. I want them

to get involved."

Steward agreed that apathy hindered student

participation.

"A lot of people would say that it's not their problem

if they're not Jewish," she said. "I think it's very im

portant for Jews and non-Jews alike just because it's

something that happened."

Steward, an 18-year-old forestry major, stressed the

importance of the Memorial Service known as Yom-

Ha Shoah, which translates loosely to "Day of the

Disaster." The service will be held from 12:30 to 1:30

today in the Cape Cod Lounge.

"This is an international remembrance day," she

said. "There will be people with heads bowed, there

will be candles lit for the dead, and I call people to

come," said Heller of the service.

"Bells will ring which will say to the people 'this is

a moment of silence. ..a reminder of what kind of day

it is today.'"
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Full Redemption Center
'

9am to 1 1pm Campus Plaza/Route 9
Monday thru Saturday 253-9344

TWO
LOCATIONS

HOLYOKE Lottery

30 Lincoln st. Center
534-4555
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i <

Executive Gifts

Free Catalog on Request

TeleCheck

Meeting notice

Top of the Campus
Incorporated

(TOC Inc.)

will hold its annual

meeting and elec-

tions in

Campus Center

Rm. 802,
May 16, 1991

at 2:00p.m. I
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bLACR AFFAIRS
Guide to UMASS bigotry

I think it is time to once again reveal to the students

and faculty of the University of Massachusetts that this

institution of higher education is chock-full of the most

racist, hateful, so-called human beings ever to be hatched.

These people are the ones who go around with nothing

better to do than write racially-offensive words on the

elevators and chalk boards in the Kennedy Tower in

Southwest.

These are the types of people who hung confederate flags

at Harvard University.

These are the people who create stupid-assed comic

strips that bring humor only to those who created them

and to people who are stuck in the same sick state of mind.

(Yeah, this means Frotter)

These people are the ones who are going to call my room

after reading this article and call me "Nigger," because

they are not educated enough to write an editoral about

their unjustified hatred.

The telephone serves as their shield from big bad Son

dra Sutton, and you all know how intimidating I look.

I think it is about time for the minority students off

UMASS to wake up and smell the rotten smell these

bastards reek. If these people are aware that you are

aware of their prejudice, then, they will whisper when

they make racist statments. _^^_^____^^_^

Sondia Sutton

If you let someone know that you are aware of their

racist attitudes, they will probably become frightened.

How do I know that they will become frightened? Because

I never see them write "Nigger" on the elevator, yet the

words are there. Also, remember that it took five hundred

of them to beat up four unarmed black men in the

Southwest incident in 1986.

Remember the person in grade school who talked real-

ly bad around his boys, or her girls, but when they were

alone they would not say a word? Well that is how these

prejudiced bastards act.

They talk all their shit to people who talk about the

same shit, but they won't say shit when they are alone.

If you are prejudiced, go to the Malcolm X center, New

Africa House, or just find a group of the meanest

minorities you can see, and tell them what you write on

the elevators in secret. Don't go to the Republican club;

they like to hear that stuff. Challenge yourself - talk to

the person you are actually talking about.

However, I doubt ifyou will be able to walk away after-

ward. See, I am doing it. My name is in the article; I wrote

this column, and will write more like it.

I am telling you, and you know who you are, that you

need to stop and think about why you are doing such

stupid things, like writing words in the elevators. Then

address the person directly, not with your boys, not with

your girls, but by yourself. You wrote the words, now let's

see if you can be even more of an asshole and say them.

In my conclusion I would like to ask the people of color

on this campus who have to put up with this hype, to have

pity on these poor, pitiful souls. Show them the errors of

their ways. Show them that we are wonderful people, but

we will not put up with this undercover bull.

And remember, even if they do not listen, even if your

words of wisdom go in one ear and out the other, always

remember that Brothers gonna work it out.

Sondra Sutton is the Black Affairs editor.

ALANA
By DORIS CLEMMONS
Collegian Correspondent

Leonard L. Haynes III, assistant

secretary of post-secondary education in

the U.S. Department of Education, will

appear April 21 at the University of

Massachusetts in room 1009 of the Cam-

pus Center.

Haynes will be the guest speaker at

the second-annual awards banquet held

by the African, Latino, Asian, and

Native American (ALANA) Honor

Society at the University.

He will discuss the future success for

students of color in higher education

after graduation.

In his current post, Haynes is respon

sible for student aid, debt collection, the

Fund for the Improvement of Post-

Secondary Education, the White House

Initative on Historically Black Colleges

and Universities, and programs in

higher education dealing with

fellowships and developing institutions.

Haynes, a native of Boston, has held

a number of political, educational of

fices. He received his bachelor's degree

in history from Southern University in

Louisiana; his master's degree in

American History from Carnegie-

Mellon University in Pennsylvania; and

his doctorate in Higher Education Ad-

ministration from Ohio State

University.

Leonard L. Haynes III

Yo what's up?
There will be a meeting

tonight at 9:15 at the New
Africa House. The meeting is to

discuss problems that have

recently occurred here at the

University of Massachusetts.

Students of color are urged to

attend.

On Saturday, April 13, there

will be a party at Amherst Col-

lege in the Drew House from 11

p.m. to 2 a.m. Music will be pro-

vided by D.J. Knock Out of T.X.

The Funk-o-Thon will be

brought to you once again by the

Black Mass Communications

party project on Saturday, May

4, in the Student Union
Ballroom. Doors open at 10 p.m.

College ID is required. Music

provided by the BMCP
ALLSTARS.

The Division of Academic Sup-

port Services is planning to hold

an ALANA Registered Student

Organization fair on Monday,

Sept. 16, 1991. The purpose of

this fair is to introduce first-year

students to organizations per-

taining to topics or activities

relevant to the ALANA com-

munity. For more information

contact the Academic Support

Services.

Did you hear?
"A picture is worth a thousand words. The comic strip Frot-

ter expressed five thousand words that were detrimental

to the African American community."
— Johnathan Jackson

"Ifyou do not know where you are going you do not know

where you have been.
n

— A very smart person

WRITE FOR
BLACK AFFAIRS

Especially for You

Haircaie &) Beauty Boutiqu

specializing in Afro-American

Hair Care and Beauty Products

206 Russell St., Rt. 9

Hadley; 586-6622

Free Delivery

within

5 College Area
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Professor Young

f High-Tech Flirtation Game ** UJ
THE

MACHINE
TRIBUTE TO PIMK FLOYD

CONIINUED FROM PAGE 8
R.msian forces

At long last, on January 1<, 1945, Russian torces

lioerated Lodz/rescuing the relative few who had surg-

ed by gathering in sewers and other hideouts.

When the film ended, a brief discussion was led by Dr.

James Young, professor of English and Judaic Studies.

Young said the still photographs and footage used in the

film were shot by Germans who wished to jus ify the r

execution of the Jews by proving how sickly the Jews real-

ly were. Thus, only pictures of the most haggard and

disease ridden Jews were shown.

The diaries and photos, Young said, 'are valuable

because they show how the people viewed their situation.

Young was scheduled to present a slide show and talk

about the holocaust Wednesday night at Memorial Hall,

(see story page one)

555555££555S5$33R5^~recycE

^Progressive Dance N/'teKI
- w/ WMUAs Christina Rosetti : K 1

: DANCE CONTEST » PRIZES gfej

Iheaven^edgeqJ

maxcreekHH

IX; Katin.s, For the Record, Strawberries, Hilton.

W«««fqui.. About Mueic. Mu»ic Outlet

ROUTE 9, HADLEY • 586-4463

LOOKING FOR A SUMMER JOB??

BRANDYWINE IS HIRING

Lifeguards (2)

Must have current Red Cross

Life Saving Certificate

40 hour week.

Rental Agent (1)

Outgoing person, neat

appearance, who enjoys

working with people. Good

typing skills a must.

40 hour week

Please stop by the rental office,

Monday through Friday between

10:00 a.m. and 4:00 p.m. and pick

up an application.

1 FIRST rr
RESPONSE

waiting just stxt
' CS. So advanced, its the fastest method

you can buy 1 _
Which means hi ponsc* Pregnancy Test helps put your

mind at ease faster. Because it's proven to be 99%* accurate >n

laboratory testing, i >n the first day of your missed period

And it's easy to use at -
" me of day.

If you have any ques: ons call us toll-free at 1-800- J6/-6UZ/

Why wait?

Until you know,
nothing'else matters.
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AT MERRIMACK
• Undergraduate classes in Arts.

• Sciences. Business Administration

and Engineering

• 4. 5. 6 and 8 week staggered

schedules

• Day and evening classes

• Easy access to routes 114.1 25. 93

and 495

• $135 per credit hour

• First classes begin May 20th

• Call (508) 837-5101 for more info

Merrimack
C Q L L E G 1

North Wos.r M.iss.KhtiM-ttM'IM"-'

IRON HORSEWRSI953

CHRIS ISAAK
FRI MAY lO 8PM

AT IOHN M. GREENE HALL

^..Rrt.^l^.TON BOX OFFICIL3
MAKE A $25 DONATION TO THE CENTER FOR THE ARTS

' AND RECIEVE A SPECIAL FRONT & ( ESTER SEAT FREE

FOR THESE S^ATS ONLY CALL THE CENTER 584 7327

baseball I Red Sox
COHtlNULD FROM PAGE 16

mate Dave Stewart is batting .426 with 10 runs batted

in. Jeff Neijadlik checks in at an even .400 average.

Pitching seems to be the weak link in UNH's game. The

Wildcat mound staff is sporting an unenviable 5.94 earn-

ed run average. Only Chris Schott has an ERA under 4.00

[3.00]. Schott leads the team in strikeouts as well, with 21.

While Stone doesn't take UNH lightly, he was confident

that the Minutemen can continue their winning ways

against their local rivals.
_

"We've beaten them every time since I've been here,"

he said. "The guys get up for it because it is a regional

game, and they have a nice place to play."

•We'd like to get some people [players who haven't seen

much playing time] in," said Stone of today's game plan.

Jeff Toothaker and John Russell are both slated to start

for the Minutemen this afternoon. Toothaker has pitch

ed well of late after changing his delivery style from

overhand to sidearmed.

JESUS JONES
and

SOHO
SUNDAY

APRIL 21, 1991
the UMASS S.U
Tickets: available now at

Tix unlimited (in the Student Union)

For the Record (Amherst) and Main

St. Records (Noho).

$7 UMASS Students

$9 All Others
Another U.P.C. Production

CONIINUED FROM PAGE 15

starter this year.

Tom Bolton and Dana Kiecker will be battling for the

fifth starting job. So far it seems that Bolton should get

the job. We will have to wait and see what happens when

the time comes. Morgan seems to be leaning toward

John Dopson is coming back strong through his

rehabilitation and it would great to see him help out later

in the season.

The bullpen is somewhat suspect. Dennis Lamp is com

ing off a tough season. Young pitchers Joe Hesketh and

Jeff Gray had good springs allowing only four earned runs

in 30 innings combined. Jeff Reardon doesn't have the

same velocity that he used to and is relying on more

finesse than overpowering hitters.

HAIRCUTS
ALWAYS

$io
A HAIR SPACE

25 N. Pleasant Street • Amherst • 256-0733

UMASS ARTS COUNCIL

GRANT PROPOSAL DEADUNE
The next deadline tor submission

of grant proposals for

arts-related projects and events

for mid-May or the next academic year

Monday, April 22

Guidelines and application forms

are available at the Ars Council

Office and the Student Activities

Office

I

UMass Arts Council

209 Hasbrouck Hall, 545-0202

I

I

i

| Pick Up I

| Applications for |

How to survive as an artist in 3 easy lessons!

*

STUDENT
TRUSTEE

Register FREE
to UMass
students,

faculty, staff

*
*
*
*

I

*

J The Student Senate is an Equal Opportunity Employer
^

*****************************************

In Room 420 Student

Union Building

Applications Due by

10:00 a.m.

I Tuesday, April 23, 1991

LESSON 1-

wi v ||-^ C* TO BE OR NOT TO BE...

^^ P 3 AN ARTIST?

Tuesday, April 16, 4 to 6 p.m.,

Bartlett 301

How can I make enough money?

How do I know if my work is

. ready? Does it matter where I

ipnng
XT 4^7 Guest artists: Susan Boss, visual

g
artist; Roy Eaudrce, playwright,

* *
director, actor; Erin Williams,

theater producer

^^^ff"| C 1"
LESSON 2-

1 V * '
* TO MARKET, TO MARKET

Monday, April 22, Bartlett 301

Part I- 4 to 6 p.m. •

Who are my audiences and how

,

t _^ do I find them? How do I pro-

f() O"
J[ 3*111 mote my work? Should I develop

J^ different "lines"?

Part II- 7 to 9 p.m.

Guest artists: Marilyn Goplin,

ceramicist; Robin l'rccdcntdd,

visual artist; Tony Vacca,

Workshops lead by Arts Extension Service muticttn

staff with guest artists!

Presented by the Arts Extension Service,

Division of Continuing Education,

University of Massachusetts at Amherst.

April 16, 22 and 29

Visit the expanded

ARTIST BUSINESS LIBRARY

604 Goodeli Building

Information take-out packets free to

UMass students, faculty, and staff!

Funded by the UMass Arts Council.

LESSON 3-

BASIC BUSINESS SKILLS

Monday, April 29, 4 to 6 p.m.,

Bartlett 301

Understand copyright and other

legal protections. Alternative

funding sources. The basics of

finances and more.

Seating is limited for this popular

series! To sign up and ensure your

seat, call the Arts Extension

Service at 54V2.W).
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UM recycling program honored
_ ~ »__ n u„„ c-.r-olinii that this award does not mea

('•illt-tfian photo b> David M.»»*>

I M ass recycling program workers receive

award for their innovative program.

The UMass Recycling Program has

received the "Commission Three Model

Program Award" from The American Col-

lege Personnel Association for its in

novative recycling programs.

Every year, the association, a national

organization which deals with residential

services, honors recycling programs at col-

leges and universities. This year there

were 31 winners

It's very exciting to get some recogni

tion," said Sherill Baldwin, the program

coordinator. "I just feel people are not

aware that there are students on campus

who care about recycling and that we are

doing something about it."

Joe Mills, an ACPA spokesperson, said

in a telephone interview from North

Carolina, that this award does not mean

the programs are the best in the country,

but they are models for other schools to try

to implement on their own campuses.

Cheryl Brush, the education coordinator

for the UMass program, said she hopes this

award will attract greater funding for the

program, which sponsors the Blue Box

Brigade, a campuswide recycling

competition.

The Promotions Coordinator for the

recycling program, Rochelle Chambless,

said she was elated by the award. "It

especially felt good because the town of

Amherst and the University itself, doesn't

really recognize our program," Chambless

-DAVID MASSEY

41 OUT OF 50

STATES

HAVE OPTIONAL
RETIREMENT

PLANS.

WHY NOT

Optional Retirement Plans (ORPs)

are an accepted part of American

public higher education. Together

they form a nationwide, portable

pension system, allowing academic

mobility — which enriches experi-

ences, fosters the exchange of ideas

and learning, and promotes the cul-

tural and ethnic diversity of our

institutions and their communities.

Massachusetts needs a portable

pennon system in order to compete with other states for high-

quality faculty and administrators during the current financial

crisis and in the future. A strong public university system is

essential for Massachusetts' long-term economic health.

WHY NOT HAVE AN OPTIONAL RETIREMENT PLAN

IN MASSACHUSETTS?

The proposed Optional Retirement Plan is carefully designed so

that it will not increase pension costs for the Commonwealth of

Massachusetts or its citizens. It will not have an adverse effect

on the Massachusetts Retirement System, nor will it require

additional administrative personnel.

TIAA-CREF is working with sponsors of legislation that

would allow the Board of Regents to establish an Optional

Retirement Plan in Massachusetts. In the last year alone, five

states have implemented ORPs, and California is in the process

of doing so now. Currently, ORP-type plans are offered in 41 out

of 50 states. And TIAA-CREF is the only organization chosen

in all 41 of those states.

TIAA-CREF:

THE POPULAR CHOICE
TIAA-CREF is building a sound

financial future for more than

1 .000.000 people at over 4,500

institutions of higher education and

research. And over 200.000 retir-

ees are now enjoying the benefits of

their TIAA-CREF annuities. People

just like you. Here are a few good

reasons why:

Expertise -TIAA and CREF are

nonprofit organizations focused

exclusively on the education and

MASSACHUSETTS?

research community. We pioneered

pensions for your profession and

we have been leading the way

ever since.

Full Investment Choices- Sound

retirement investing requires both

security and growth: security, so

the resources are sure to be there

when the time comes; and growth,

so your retirement income will be

sufficient for the kind of retirement you want. TIAA-CREF

provides you with all of the investment choices you need- for

growth, diversification and safety.

Performance -The CREF Stock Account outperformed the

mutual fund industry averages for the last one-, five-, and ten-

year periods. The CREF Money Market Account has shown

excellent returns since its inception, outperforming the industry

average since May of 1988.*

Security- Your future is protected by the largest retirement

system in the world. We currently manage over $84 billion in

pension assets. Because of its stability, sound investments, and

overall financial strength, TIAA has received the highest possi-

ble ratings from all three of the industry's leading independent

rating agencies: A+ (Superior)from A.M. Best Co., Aaafrom

Moody's, and AAAfrom Standard & Poor's.

DON'T LEAVE MASSACHUSETTS OUT OF THE PICTURE

Support ORP legislation. Join a

broad-based group of supporters in-

cluding academics, business people

and legislators who are monitoring

the Massachusetts ORP legislations

progress. For more information,

call or write:

TIAA-CREF
100 Oliver Street, Suite 3200

Boston, MA 021 10

1 800 842-2004

With ORP-Type- Plans Without ORP Type Plans

I ORP legislation enacted in I WO; implementation pending. Ensuring thefuture

for those who shape it:

© 1991 TIAA-CRfcF

•Upper Ana.y.ical Serves, .nc . Mulu.l , un, FMfc—0. Analysi s.Report, Growth Funds and Ogg Bgtta to* A^y,«*, 1201/90. ft****M-y ftrtfrtt^gOg*
Ignore COmpit* inform*^ nnlud.n* eludes ami expanses, call 1 HX> «42-2733, ex,. 5509 for a prospeclus. fa* ,/,, prospectus carefully before ym mrsi or semi mone,
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DOONESBURY
By GARRY TRUDEAU

THE FAR SIDE

By GARY LARSON
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permedhis
speeches.aw

controuep
access:

• *

\^

"WHEN HIS AJPES PRESENTEDHIM

turnA detailedagenda forms
FIRSTMATINGHIM60RBACHEV, TH5

PRESIDENTSAlP, 'HAVE VOU SHOWN
THISTONANCY? W, SIR'.

y

HJEW,

OUTBACK TOME AFTERWESPA9ZD
ONIT." S7?5 ., .

•$& INSTRUCTEDAIDES TO PREPAY

COmm SOWS. WHENHEMET
ttfTHROBERTBWDANDOTHER SEN-

ATORS, HISCUECARP REAP: ff)J

WANT TO THANK YOUKR YOURIN-

PlfTCZ)CAN7Wm^MEMORE
ABOUT YOUR EffORTS*

(I) B0RIN6,

MARK. (2)

LETS SKIP

AHEAPTO
7HE60CP
PARTS'.

(I) PARTY ON,

ZONK. (CLP
HANPSANP
MAKE BARN-
YAPP NOISES.)

QUOTE OF THE DAY
"If you only knock long enough

and loud enough at the gate, you are

sure to vakc up somebody."
- Henry Wadsworth Longfellow

DAILY CROSSVORD PUZZLE
Edited By TRUDE MGHEL JAFfE

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Fdiled b> I ruck Michel luff*

CALVIN AND HOBBES

Xur»e you, Ahmadl This is a picnic lunch,

and I specifically asked you not to bring your

work with you!"

Bv BILL VATTERSON

CDNfe TO TU\M.

OF IT, L NOHtfcfc

VKM PEOPLE

T^EKtt OTHER-

liifcnws

0£ftETUt\R

im SM0OCW.

ACROSS
1 St Peter s

feature

S Water course

10 Unverified

supposition

14 Biographer

ludwKJ
15 Roman

magistrate

16 Vision beginning

1

7

LEAVES
20 Part ot a toot

21 Afrikaans

22 Map detail

23 Army titles

AM*.
24 Ann of advice

26 Strauss opera

29 PuD choices

30 Fall stone

31 Western

33 Neutral color

36 LEAVES
40 TV spots

41 Like a wet hen

42 Commedta
dell -

43 Self satisfied

44 Raised crops

46 Bovine

49 Price

50 Word tor the

birds

51 Token taker

52 Place lor a

driver

55 LEAVES
59 Shoe shaper

60 Woke up

61 Aid and

62 Norms Abor

63 Not live

64 Daydream

DOWN
1 Agile

2 Meiviiie novel

3 Marathon
measure

4 Acior Waliach

5 Entertain

6 Thoughts
7 Stringed

instrument

8 Pixie

9 Agt

10 Easels

1

1

Past or present

12 Change
13 Defeats

1

8

Mighty mite

19 Cruise ships

23 Soft drink

24 Wood working

machine
25 Nautical term

26 Fountain

ottering

27 Copied
26 Luxurious

places 9

31 Variety of

orange

32 Ma Bell tor

short

33 School segment

34 Beiium lead m
35 Require

37 Adriatic port

38 W Pacific island

group

39 Wheelbarrow

eg
43 Drudges
44 Deceived

45 Italian wine city

46 Playbill listings

47 Aboveboard
48 Telegraphed

49 Nearby

51 Bargain hunt

52 Forbidden

53 Gives the

once-over

54 Noble HatOil

family

56 Persian

57 Pitcher s stat

58 Weir

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE

1
r— i <

1

I
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- r— r~ * 1 il
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14 r il

if 1IP
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IWI lot Anectn liar* M»«K»l.r 4/11/91

TANGELO PIE
By Tin SNIffEN

dfWfon: r\r ihis h&
Ctrhin residents of mc

Sim would like to take

a moment h correct <K

discrepancy m yesterdays

StV/p.

mm

As ijou "Uf ftoH, wshrday's

SrVq involved Gabriel

beina on a beach m
Qrlmdo, FldndA. However,

\jo\a am see that Qrl&ndo
7

is mahere near the

Florida coastline.

Certain rti/iWs WoqM
like fa 4hv\k he author

forhKhmt.lfor
AcknovJleqinq h.5 <wn

» ^ 3 iqnornnce.

Ctrlam residents wouU
a/so like ir> advise ihatmi
rfcp/.maids, like replacing

our- heads uviWi leahi

^taahbies,wilnorbe
Appreciated.

rtENU
LUNCH

Pizza

IViv on 1 1 1 Pound burgci

5ASICS LUNCH
Pizza

In Dean Casserole

DINNER
1 ten "tow Wea

( h.t -m Spinai l\ Strudel

5ASICS DINNER
I lailiic.ul Sandvk t\

Cheese Cheese Strudd

YOUR DAILY HOROSCOPE
By JEANE DIXON

Jin S JOURNAL
By Jin

up e«rty to study
for A t«$t.

Rut I 4.iJwt^ee»

WA'tcVttej -rv.

Sitr * wV»t« , ttt*
I
JHc asWea me \4 ti

ctMMMftf I "to <Srt*4

rAor*^ America

REX ROCKETT
By IRA SHERAK

r*4f>-, cervsovroF S TcurvA* v/ier RCJDrt
HEie r*ev A^r^fff J\

ARIES (March 2l-April 19) Influential

people will approve your ideas rf

vou cnoose the right words Be

diplomatic Give your lovea ones

extra encouragement Romance is

on a delightful course

TAURUS (April 20- May 20) You

learn a valuable lesson from an

authority figure Avoid engaging in

power plays Team effort is need-

ed to put over an important deal

Spiritual values help you get the job

aone
GEMINI (May 21-June 20) Appeal-

ing to a wider audience will in-

crease your income and prestige

Upgrading your home will add to its

resale value A heart-to-heart talk

with loved one will solve a recurring

problem
CANCER (June 21- July 22) Let your

talents shine where more people

can see them. Present an in-

novative idea to higher-ups Avoid

acting secretive around your col-

leagues, it will make them

suspicious Outline a new budget

LEO ( July 23-Aug22) A good day

to catch up on paperwork Seize an

opportunity to change your work

schedule to accommodate unex-

pected jobs Relax at home tonight

with a gooa book or favorite video

VIROO (Aug.23-Sept22) Sharing

your knowledge with VIPs will make

them trust you more Skipping a

social event might be wise even

though you feel you should attend

Let your loving heart embrace your

relatives

LIRRA (Sept 23-Oct,22) Privacy re

mams an important consideration

Your financial ideas are right on

track Romance could have its ups

and downs Be sure to attend a

sporting event this weekend, but

don't be upset if you miss Clemens

by one day Buy your girlies beer

SCORPIO (Oct.23-Nov 21)

Everythig is coming up roses! Loved

ones agree you are special Use

your strong bargaining position to

promote a pet project A gift or

timely apology will salvage a rela-

tionship

SAGITTARIUS (Nov 22-Dec 21)

Your image is very important where

the public is concerned Be careful

not to act high and mighty. A long

cherished goal moves within reach

Do not neglect your loved ones

emotional needs

AQUARIUS (Jan.20-Febl8) A com
mitment can be made without

reservation. Join a team A roman-

tic attraction grows stronger A

good evening for socializing or

athletics Live it up!

PISCES (Feb.l9-March20) The

tides of prosperity begin to subside

Rechart your course Keep

everyone's interests at heart A

lawsuit will be settled in your favor

Host a small celebration at home

tonight Get well soon, so you can

enjoy weenies and beer on Sunday

TODAY S STAFF
Night Editor ^tfla Sacchettl

Copy Editor Yana Dlugy

Photo Technician *« Holland

Production Supervisor Seth Ivwv

Typesetter ***** ^u,mhv

Production U^ -Hv.ovski. Ali Voolvuh.

Terry .Steumer. Stew Ulhan
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softball
COMlNUEl; FROMPAGF ' •

Wajda ( 296 BA. 5 RBIs), and Chris Woodman (.298, 13

RBIs) who has five doubles, one triple and one homerun.

For the Minutewomen, their bats are still smoking from

their doubleheader against Rutgers University^ Even

though the\ onlv scored three runs against B.C., the

Minutewomen were smacking the ball deep, but the

Eagles outfield were in the right place at the right time.

B C. centerfield Chelsea Dixon robbed the Minutewomen

of some base hits, including one homerun which Dixon

snagged just before going over the fence.

Shortstop Barbara Marean still leads the Minutewomen

with a .475 batting average in 61 at-bats. She has four

doubles, three triples and two home runs. Holly Aprile,

second on the team with a .419 average in 62 at bats has

six doubles and two triples.

Marean, leading the team in RBIs (15), also leads the

Minutewomen with 29 hits for the year. Aprile is second

in hits with 26 followed by catcher Cherie DellAnno with

25. Dellano also has the highest slugging percentage (.778

in 65 at bats). __

a unique opportunity

for

— Agriculturalists —
For you and the world itself. You can put your

ACRICULTURE DECREE or FARMING EX-

PERIENCE to work at a challenging, demand-

ing and unique opportunity. You'll be meeting

new people, learning a new language, exper-

iencing a new culture and gaining a whole

new outlook on your future T^reer or retire-

ment. And while you are building your future

you'll help people in developing countries by

sharingyour skills in crop or livestock produc-

tion, bookkeeping, soil management, equip-

ment care, agribusiness or other capabilities

necessary for food production. The financial

rewards may not be great, but as a Peace

Corps volunteer, your opportunity for growth

is certain.

n,. rmm peace Corps Volunteers are currently working in projects around the world. Find out how you
Uv

?
r W^.;A ., £L„,ma th*. I INIVKRSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS on -campus Peace Corns

make .difference by contacting the UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETI* on<ampus

representatives:

JHAN JOHNSTON AND DAVID DERAMUS
University of Massachusetts Peace Corps Recruiters

12 Draper Hall

5452105

3-0N-3

OUTDOOR BASKETBALL FESTIVAL

Enjoy a fun-f tiled weekend of

music, food, friends and entertainment

April 27 & 28, On The Haiqis Mall

Look For Registration Materials at the

Campus Center Concourse Today

Or Call 545-5055

Registration Deadline

Tuesday, April 16th
Presented by:

WHJIP-FM&TheUMass
Sport Management Program

In Association with:

Coca-Cola - n&M Mars - The Princeton Review

Silver Screen Design - Stop & Shop - d'angelo

** Free T-Shirt To All Participants **

^ I * J Liquor Store

Sambuca Romano
750 ml

$14.99

Rolling Rock
12-pk bots

$6.99

Busch/Busch Light Beer
suitcase

$10.79

Fleischmann's Gin
1.75 L

$11.49
-$3.00 mail in rebate
$8.49 final cost

Myers Rum

$9.99
• $2.00 mail in rebate
$7.99 final cost

Early Times Bourbon

$12.99
- $2.00 mail in rebate
$10.99 final cost

Post Road Real Ale
six pack

$5.69

Mickey's Big Mouth Malt

$12.99

footnote..,***, as always, we have Golden Arwiveraary Beer St the km, low

.

of MM* esse for 16 oz bottles, fls advertteJns m* beer tiki bestir* s %

horse or wtost?)
.yMmtiii'-

B.HHHH

338 College St. (Rt. 9) Amherst 253-5384 ^^

the NEVILLE
BROTHERS
with special guest

IVAN NEVILLE

TUESDAY
APRIL 16s 1991
8pm
in the UMass S.U.B.

TICKETS AVAILABLE
at Tlx Unlimited in the Student Union*
Main St. Records(Noho). and
For the Record(Amherst)

$11 UMass students
$13 All others

A UPC PRODUCTION

The Masters
CON1INUED FROM PAGE 16

shots the next day to Tom Watson.

Tom Weiskopf, former Tour star dur-

ing the 1970s, unfortunately has the

claim to the golf Hall of Shame by scor

ing a 13, the highest total on any par-3

or par-4 in the history of the Masters.

He put four balls into the water before

getting his fifth ball on the green to two-

putt for his 13.

Crossing the Hogan bridge, (named

after Ben Hogan's sizzling 274 four

round total in his 1953 Masters win), on-

ly three men have been lucky enough

to shoot a hole in-one on the 12th.

Claude Harman did it in 1947, William

Houndman, an amateur in 1959, and

Curtis Strange in 1988. Strange after

taking his ball from the hole, threw it

into the pond.

Fuzzy Zoeller, a former Masters and

U.S. Open Champion, has his own

thoughts on the 12th. In last March's

issue of Sports Illustrated, Zoeller said,

"all the gods of golf are down in that cor

ner. If you beat that hole, you better

give it something."

The tenth hole is also the beginning

of where Nicklaus started his charge for

his sixth title in 1986. Five shots behind

the leader at the beginning of the final

round, Nicklaus and his whale-sized

putter scorched the back nine in seven

under par.

Playing in his 33rd consecutive

Masters tournament, Nicklaus cannot

be counted out in any tournament as he

just defended his title at the Senior PGA

Tradition tournament this past

weekend, making up 12 shots in the last

two rounds to win by one over Phil

Rodgers and Jim Colbert. He has not

had a victory on the regular tour since

his 1986 win at Augusta.

In these majors, any one has a chance

at victory, but the winner usually has

a little experience under his belt to com

bat the pressure. Of course, Nicklaus

was only 23 when he won his first

Masters in 1963.

Mike Donald, a younger tour player

will be looking to make amends for his

demise at last year's Masters, going off

the leader board after taking the first-

round lead. Also making Donald hungry

for a major title is his loss to Hale Ir-

win at last year's U.S. Open playoff.

Look for him to contend.

Nick Faldo, last year's British Open

winner, also a heavy favorite, is looking

to become the only player in Master's

history to win three consecutive times,

winning his last two in sudden death

against Scott Hoch and 1986 U.S.Open

champ, Raymond Floyd.

Other players who have their game

tuned up include last week's winner of

the Player's Championship, Steve Elk-

ington, Paul Azinger, still hungry for a

victory after being disqualified from the

Doral Ryder tournament this year, and

Tom Watson, who shot a 65 during the

third round of last week's TPC.

My pick, Nicklaus. Why not? They

already have his jacket size.

Sox ready to defend title

By JOE DEGLORIA
Collegian Correspondent

All of the splendor of Major League

Baseball has returned. The players are now

making more money than ever before - for

example, the Boston Red Sox have the

fourth highest average salary in the ma-

jors. The average Sox player takes home

$1.8 million.

With all of this money can the Red box

win it all? They had better.

It was very uplifting to see Jack Clark

unload on a Dave Steib meatball for a

grand slam on Monday. One can dream for

hours about the Red Sox lineup this year.

Boston's ability to score a lot of runs is go

ing to give the pitching staff a lot of

breathing room. Let's hope they can keep

it up. ,.

Mike Greenwell is healthy and with hllis

Burks, Tom Brunansky and Clark there is

a good chance that we will see a lot more

home runs this season.

You can't forget Tim Naehring, who was

given the nod to start at shortstop by

Manager Joe Morgan. Naehring had back

trouble last year, but if he can stay healthy

he is my favorite to win the Rookie of the

Year award.

Jody Reed is one of the best second

basemen in the Majors and possesses a

good deal of pop in his bat. Reed was tied

with George Brett for the league lead in

doubles last year (45).

Carlos Quintana hit well enough (.288)

in spring training to fight off Mo Vaughn.

Vaughn impressed some, and even though

he begins the season in Triple A

Pawtucket, he should be stalking Fenway

Park soon.

Tony Pena will work with John Marzano

at the catching position this year. Marzano

hit over .300 this spring and it's great to

see him do well. John's had it pretty rough

the last few years.

Not that Pena dosen't figure to con

tribute. He proved himself as a team leader

and a good handler of pitchers last season,

and there's no reason that shouldn't

continue.

Mike Marshall made a lot of noise on and

off the bench this spring. Sox General

Manager Lou Gorman was unable to trade

the disgruntled first baseman, so Marshall

will serve as a power hitter off the bench

for the Sox.

Even with all of the offense the Sox can

generate, let's hope the pitching staff can

come through. Matt Young will be under

the watchful eye of everybody. Young had

a rough spring (12, 5.67 ERA) and it will

be interesting to see if he can do it. Young

lost a league leading 18 games last year for

Seattle.

Roger Clemens rose a lot eyebrows when

he signed his lucrative contract. There will

be a great deal of pressure upon him to per-

form from the Boston fans.

Greg Harris earned himself a second

starter slot last year. He complained of

fatigue late in '90 - it's going to be a test

for him this year.

The Red Sox have the two ERA leaders

from both leagues in Clemens and former

Astro Danny Darwin. The Sox hope that

Darwin will J>e successful #s a fourth

* CONTINUED ON PAGE 11

Classifieds
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ACTIVITIES

AN EXHILARATING WHITEWATER RAF

ting TRIP inexpensive weekend uAt—ay
Meghan 253-0459

HOLOCAUST MEMORIAL WEEK Com
memoraton service Thursday. Apr* IV

12 30pm Cap* Cod Lounga Includes

kghting o» candlM. readings and speakers

LAST CHANCE TO BUY tickets to

York -go to SBA Lobby this week' Thank

The UBC

NYC OVERNIGHT BUS TRIP April 20-21

$15 commuters $20 all others (inclusive)

tickets at OCHO sponsored by Commuter

Area Government

ANNOUNCEMENTS

ATTENTION BANDS
We are accepting
applications lor

Southwest Week
Contact Mic or Sha

54SO960
Deadline April 12

BED AND BREAKFAST- downtown Ideal

for visiting parents and friends- 549-0733

HEADING FOR EUROPE this summer? Jet

there anytime for $160 with AIRHITCH (r)

(Reported in NY Times and Let s Go')

AIRHITCH (r) 212-864-2000

INTERNATIONAL FAIR FORMS due April

12th in room 423A Student Union Table in

Concourse on April 1 1th- 12th

RESUME INTERVIEW WORKSHOP
Presented by Richard Fetn

April 11 1991
SOM Lobby
Sponsored by The Accounting Association

3 OR C BEDROOM DUPLEX
Great backyard

Cal qmcfcty 253-4092

Avaaabte June 1st

4 BEDROOM HOUSE available June 1

$900 doae to campus 549-0557

t RFDAOOM APARTMENT on bus route

iSTSFSm included IH baths

25*0626

5 BEDROOM HOUSE on bus route $1015

a month can 253-5734

Huge backyard 5 mm from bus 5

bedrooms. 2 baths

Only $1000/month'

Batchartown

323-4662

»rT MOW* SUNNY i bedroom ivi bath

^TS^Tg^ condition On bus

Route Available end of May. option forM
!aW$250>w month, all inclusive' Call

253-7871

AaSTV PLACE CONDO
JbW 2V, bath, furnished."^'^
central a.r/vacuum •MpJLMM 3 oc-

cupants. $995/month 549-5938

BEAUTIFUL
Modem 3 bdrm house. W mile off camp

Washerftdryer, woodstove

Call 549-5895

EARN $5O0-$15O0/WK pari time stuffing

envelopes in your home For tree mlorma

Hon sand a long s*M-addres*ed stamped

envelope to P O Bo* 30593. AJbuquerque

NM 87190-0593

TO ADAM.
Happy 21st Birthday'

I hope it's a special one

Love eel

A GREAT SUMMER JOB!!! Be an adven

ture tour guide"' __
American Adventures, the leading operator

of smaH-oroup adventure/camping holidays

is seeking dynamic, reliable candidates to

tram for the position of Tour LeaderrDnvet

Our groups are composed of overseas

visitors so foreign language ability is an

asset Salary and benefits are competitive

Local interviews arranged

Plaes* write

American Adventures

79 Cherry Hill Rd
Pomfvet Center. CT 06259

FT SUMMER CHILDCARE
N Amherst
Must have own transportation

549 6825 or 548-9519

t

THE SISTERS OF Sigma Delta Tau proud

announce the-r new Exec Board. Lauren

iuzanne. Rosie Ketlie L«jR Uje*
jack-e. Michele. Dma And head ot

standards-Karen Congrats and best of kick

LAUREN GALULLO Congrats madarne

preset of Sigma Oelta.Tau' I won t be

hare to see you inaction but I II be think

,ng of you Mom's proud' Love Maria

KRISTEN CLONINGER
Have a wonderful

20th birthday on

Sunday
Love Jenn

ivi bath

UNION
VIDEO
CENTER

General meeting
Tonight at 7 00

in the
Commuter Lounge
Come learn about

video production!

New members welcome 1

APTS. FOR RENT

SPRING SPECIAL .99 cents one month

rent with one year lease 2BR $450. JBM

$537. in Sunderland Free bus route, laun

dry facilities, pool, garden plots Short term

leases available 665-3856

GREAT APT on Ma.n St 2 Bdrm huge kit-

SSTira* in closets, hardwood Mrs Bus

ac^ss street Available for June Call now'

25*3767

GORGEOUS house

Huge backyard'

$190 utilities- Musi See"

CaH Barry 6-2664

SPACIOUS ONE BEDROOM APT. great for

t-Toeoole Located in the center of

E*SSF2*55E» « '"terested. please

call253<)467

ciim FT W/ FALL OPTION. Bdr in large

I^Tius route Available now $285 in-

cludes heat 538-5894

-~ SUBLET w/ tall option 3bedroom.

SeTSmZ route, sunny front porch, gas

utWies. good landlord 675 +

CaH 256^883

FOR SALE

INTELLIGENCE JOBS All branches

US Customs DEA etc Now hiring

Call (1) 805-962-8000 Ext K-9616

JEWISH COMMUNITY OF AMHERST
seeks Hebrew and Jewish studies teachers

Experience preferred Call 549-0223 or

256-0160 for application

LOOK GREAT and earn big $ this summer 1

Call 256-8214 for interview

RECYCLING PROGRAM ASST NEEDED
Start in June July or Aug full-time, work part

time during school year -Call Shenll

545-1153

ON APRIL 7. 19*1

Steve B got arrested

at Puffers Pond 25 onlookers laughed

Please think about that today 1

KNOW YOUR RIGHTS!

DO YOU HAVE QUESTIONS about your

rights 7 Do you think your civil rights have

been violated' Find out' Contact The Legal

Services Center. 922 Campus Center.

545-1995

YOU KNOW WHAT THEY SAY ABOUT

Woman with sue 10"* shoe seeks man with

big feet lor footsies and other fun

If interested respond here

LG

MARY MARY. WHY YOU BUGGIN?

you re 32 oops. 23 years old today' Ow.

do you tee. good 7 (I knew that you arouldj

Where do you want dinner7 (Think Burger

King ha) Have a great day (and even bet

ter night') Love. Den

-HBREEN 6 B€EM-BO~~~
We love you both but you belong at DUH

wrth your Chia and the Rangers Happy big

b-day°o beaner and one would be inclined

to believe constancia should have a big ole

dav too (Get a real tan)

Elia Roons and The Shortest

Girl on the 8th floor

ROOMMATE WANTED

AMITY PLACE
2 females. 1 bedroom w/ private bath

Nonsmoking, quiet house wash/dryer

Furn LR/DR Sepl^un 275 ea

549-1379

LOOKING FOR 2 COOL female noi

smokers to share I large room M
Townehouse 549-486

1

LOOKING FOR 2 FEMALES to share one

(̂ i 2 room Brandywrne apt Take over

i /ear lease m June Furnished. uM inci

Call Becky 549-8715

MALE ROOMMATES WANTED foriwrt fall

and spring >n Putfton Village Call 549 .
1 50

NEED 1 FEMALE roommate lor Bran

dywine apartment starts in September Call

546-4159

ONE FEMALE ROOMMATE.neededItc

share roor in 2 oedroom Brandywme Apt

nex- semester $188/month includes

everything but electricity Please call Deb

bie/Enca 549-8092

SUMMER SUBLET w/ fail option Ibdr

*"."3*r.n2bdrapt Btown/Amherst line

Evenings 256-0916

SUPERKALAFRAGALISTCEXPIALADO-

a'^en seekmg housemateMlM
-old Northampton house 225 « 585-B97J

AMH CENTER $215
2535270

BRANDYWINE, avertable end ol May tui

mshed. ArC pool, bus route smgksapt its

2/3 people CaM 54*0796

FURNISHEt BDRM ' hou I '
'' nu'e

fromGRC P /je Iw't phone Wash/dry*

549-8745

HOUSE N AMHERST
Fully fun isr^ec waterbeds

up lo 8 people -Bus route

Cheap - 54*2691

KILLER PAO m the heart of downtown

Amherst Summer sublet w/tall option -CaH

now 253-9087

MUST SEE UPTOWN apt-option tor fall

1 bedroom $550 25*0667

ONE BEDROOM Colonial Village Apt

$400/month starts June 1st fall opt

253-2*75

ONE BEDROOM, turntshed. *wntown
Amherst Available end of May Rent

negotiable 256-4927

ONE BEDROOM IN BRITTANY, bus route.

A/C $250Vmonth neg Call 253-«i94 Leave

SERVICES

PREGNANT?
Need a pregnancy test, information or sup

oort 7 Call lor tree and confidential services

ALTERNATIVES 33 Mam St Northampton

586-3000 or Greenfield 774-6010

PROFESSIONAL WOMAN seeks summer

sublet in Amherst or environs Must be

clean and comfortable Price negotiable,

contact Jacqueline Muth 902 1 1th Ave No 3

Huntington. W V 25701 304-523-5404

SPACIOUS SINGLE ROOM in luxurious

Mill Valley Estates Summer w/ fall option

Call Mike at 253-3683

SUMMER SUBLET WITH FALL OPTION

3 bedroom apartment in The Brook in

Amherst On bus route, wall lo wall

carpeting, clean Call 253-0420

LOST

HALF LAB HALF RETRIEVER black &

white wearing red collar -his name is tip -

any info call 549-1042 or 253-9467

CHARLIE W. Salem Place ,s a strange

place for your red |eep to be ™»? You

wouldn't be[seeing anyone from work *ouW

you 7 Oh by the way you re uglier than me

hafWwrtwaTjeff winni

We love you 1

Sarah and Maureen

SPACIOUS SUBLET

AUTO FOR SALE

78 VOLVO well maintained $950 or bo

253-2612

1980 AUDI 4000 low miles perfect running

condition no rust $1550/BO 253-0491

1981 OLDS SKYLARK, runs well $850 or

BO 253-9087

FUTONS

T^Ta^go'd^'"' ?
5

Delivery anywhere in U s> *

Steep with us and save'

1-800-3FUTON1

HELP WANTED

A Toshiba AM/FM cassette stereo head-set

It is black and has a digital dispaly which

consists of a clock and many buttons across

the top Left possible on a West Street bus

on Wednesday, April 3, between 6 and

MMound. please call Adele at 253-7206

LOST: Four irnportanTkeys on two yellow

keychains Please please call Susan

546-1725

LOST keys on bracelet it found call

546-4463

1982 FORD ESCORT 4 speed 2 door runs.

AM/FM tape. $400, 546-0239

1982 HONDA CIVIC 83000 miles 5 speed

$1500 bo call 665-8304

ENTERTAINMENT

RACK-A-DISC is still the best •o'OJ'sajf

live entertainment Call anytime 58b-»wJ".

ask about our specials

FOR RENT

1BDRAPTINPUFFTONVLG
• ' Take over our lease for the fail

and summer rent is negotablo

Cheap rent, inc utll

Call before 9 30am or after

6 30pm 549-0904

THABAD HOUSE SEEKS part time

^7d
4r^k?o

a
'RabbiA

g
delman

CHRISTMAS, SPRING BREAK, summer

crff Air couriers needed and

SSL5 &» C* 1-805-682-7555 «
F 1426

n IPBOARDING REPRESENTATIVE

f ,c*itenl part "me |Ob' We are loking for an

ambtous^udent tiwork on an on-campus

(800)592-2121

DREAM JOBS NOW!!

Jobs open in paradise

Hawaii. California. Florida

Cruise-ships. National Parks

& more for spring « summer

100's of addresses

Tel #s guaranteed

Call 1-900-226-2644

Telephone charges $3/min

LOST WEDNESDAY APRIL 3. Black 110

camera with initials "STM" in Bartlett-Herter

area -Please call Michele at 256-31 75

SILVER AND GOLD watch with one gold

and two silver rings attached On 4/4 in

Boyden Gym Very important to owner-

Please call Beth 546-3940

BETTY
21 nice!

Go do that

hep there ha
pppseeya
Eddie

MISSY- The short but sexy redhead in Crab-

tree turns 20 today'

Have a great birthday

Love, Mike

HVslU>nBOV
Happy birthday'

I love you 1

Always yours

AMHERST CENTER 1 BDRM 0^^
to common-tor fnsbee fun S P'°sPfc

St I sunny, hardwood floors, rent

nUriotiable Ideal for 2 people Call Jenny

after 7pm 253

SPANISH FLY

sK.^w^stp^..2.«£

SUMMER SUBLET/FALL OPTION^ 4br

1 '/?bath apartment on bus route Can Bin or

Dave 253-4193

SUMMER WITH FALL OPTION
1 furnished bedroom in 2bdrm apt

2 minutes from 7/11. ATM. laundry, bus rte

CallGita 54^4185

SUBLET

PERSONALS

SENIORS! its coming that phonecall you

have been waiting for pledge for 91'

GREENOUGH RESIDENTS BEWARE
of a short, pushy women
Buy your semi-formal tickets now

before she finds you

SON. you're gonna drive me to

drinking if you don't stop

dating that hot, bod Lincoln

TRACY C.

Despite our jokes

I'm glad we're friends

Love Jenn

BABYDOLL-
A stolen kiss

one year ago
A lifetime together

happily ever-after

Happy Anniversary

Joey

ON APRIL 11th

Oh my oh me
Christy Bean
will be 19.

If you see her

be sure to say.

Hey Christy

Happy Birthday'"

Luv Erica & Jen

AMY SNOW 19 andljoing strong Happy

Birthday baby
Love ya Dad

SUMMER W/ FALL OPTION. Large room

ft S Amherst condo Pool, central A/C

washer/dryer, parking On bu. route Cool

roomies, perfect summer place' Call Joe

253-2696

TAkTOvlROURl.lASE. June-August

FaHoption 2 bedroom apartment Colonial

v
a
'aqe $475 month plus utilities Furnrture

available Call 256-4167

TOWNEHOUSE
Model apt sublet tall option

Remodeled 3br

New carpet AC 1 Vj bath bus rt

Judy Johnson 549-0839

UPTOWN FroonV 2 «obr apt. Very dean

afforable new appliances Must see' CaM

256-4694 with fall option

TYPING/WORDPROCESSING

DISSERTATIONS. CASES. PAPERS
On-campus pickup Fast' Accurate'

Mac/Laser, spellcheck

Nancy 584-7924

SUMMER RENTAL

CAPE COO - Group summer rentals^water-

front houses Falmouth area 508-477*000

•MARTHA S VINYARD. Steps from The

Ocean Harbor Landing Harborside Inn

Rent Sally, weekends, weekly April through

September Very reasonable prices Call

549-0221

FAST, ACCURATE. INEXPENSIVE cam

pus pickup and delivery, Adam 253-91 IT

INEXPENSIVE/CAMPUS PICK UP and

delivery -Call Lisa 256 6695

PAPERS, $1 50/pg Resumes laser printed

Fast professional affordable

KCOMMUNICATIONS. 256-6373

PAPERS. DISSERTATIONS, RESUMES
graphs, laser printing Rosemary -call

259 1786

XXXX DAVE PATTERSON XXXX

Happy 2 1st Birthday Monday

Hope you have a night that

you "won'/' remember! Have a great

time' Love, Lara, Melanie. Beth

and Courtney

SUMMER SUBLET

1 BEDROOM Brandywme apt available

Very negotiable rent which includes all

ut^ies except electric Laundry facility m

buiidfng ft swimming pool Call Niclole after

6pm at 549-8001 Leave message

1 ROOM AVAIL. Summer rent neg .liable

1 female to share room fall low rent

Non-Smoker Call 549-7408 Leave message

WANTED

ADULTS WITH HEARING LOSS needed to

participate in a listening study You will be

paid for your time Please call Kevin at

5450298

CANOE TRADE
"" "-

Haveexcl 17ft Coleman canoe Need 15tt

light wt Eves 369-4217

NEED CASH?? I am desperate tor your

Comm 121 notes tor the upcoming exam.

Please call Clara 253-4296
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Sports
m;ii»„ „otg fivp goals as Gorillas thump Providence, 16-4

j . t..j i^^^B Y1Y ^te m. * ..91 K\fl ^k A
By ADRIEN MATT
Collegian Staff

Despite a stick check. Mark Millon scored

five goals and two assists against Pro-

vidence College as the University of

Massachusetts lacrosse team beat the PC

Friars 16-4
,

Referee Dave Leate called for Millon s

stick to be measured between the first and

second quarters The head of his stick was

measured at M of an inch wider than

regulation. He was subsequently penaliz

ed for the first three minutes of the second

quarter in which Danny Bianco assisted

Brian Kirkwood for the only PC goal of

that quarter.

The Friars (3-3) failed to score more than

one goal per quarter By comparison.

UMass (3-2) scored five goals per quarter,

excepting the second. Rick Senatore

assisted Hugh O'Callaghan at 6:17 in the

Jim McAleavey added three goals and

one assist to his career stats. The freshmen

attack was impressive, adding five goals

and one assist. Mike Orton netted three

goals, all within the fourth quarter. Wes

Depp netted his first collegiate goal at 4:45

in the third quarter then scored again in

the fourth assisted by Joe Cahill at 14:16.

PC's Ed Loiselle scored a team high two

goals and Steve Iannuccilli had a team

high two assi^

The UMass goal was shared by Ted

Kellerman and Ray Suris who played in

the first and second halves, respectively.

Each finished the game with seven saves

and two goals in 35 shots on goal.

PC's Rich Dunphy had eight saves in 34

shots on goal.

The Friars outfaced UMass 12-10 and

beat them to 48 groundballs, compared to

the Gorillas' 36. UMass continuted it's

man-up slump, capitalizing only once in

five opportunities, while PC went 2-for-7.

Matt Garber and Mario Guaglianone fail

ed to make the trip due to illness and in-

jury. Guaglianone was nursing a strained

calf muscle.

Garber said he began to feel ill about 4

a.m. yesterday and checked into Universi-

ty Health Services at 9 a.m. After undergo-

ing blood tests, he said he it was determin

ed by UHS personnel that, although he

tested negative for mononucleosis, he

should remain in Amherst to rest. He was

administered penicillin and, by 7 p.m., said

he felt better.

He said the personnel told him he would

undergo more tests and a check up today

to see if the sickness had advanced further.

If diagnosed with mono, he would forgo the

remainder of the lacrosse season for fear

of rupturing his spleen during participation

in a contact sport.

CoUrftan Photo by Jeff Holland

Mark Millon lead UMass in yesterdays win over Providence College.

MUlon scored five goals and added two assists as the Gorillas improved

their record to 3-2.

. . in a coniaci sport.

UM softball (14-7), baseball (9-15-1) prepare for doubleheaders

• 20th ranked Minutewomen ready for UConn • Minutemen seek to avoid letdown vs. UNH

B> CHRIS MIRACLE
Collegian Staff

\ tar ei )cvu»k a short home st int against

Boston College ( n Tuesday, the Universi

t\ rMasgachuMtti softball team hits the

road again beg nning a four game road trip

with a double header at Connecticut today

.it 9 p.m.

The Huski' urrently 16-
<
and alter

the new national rankings have made their

way up to the 23rd spot. The Minutewomen

sport a 14-7 record and are currently rank-

ed 20th in the country.

The Husk. - come into today s

doubleheader after splitting a pair with the

Rhode Island ysterday at Storrs, Conn

The winning pitcher for UConn was Pat

Conlan who pi' < hed a 2-0 shutout over the

Rams. URI v. the first game 2-1.

Conlan, a righthander (8-3, 1.11 ERA),

has pitched three shutouts so far this

season. Kim Mizesko (8-6, .59 ERA), also

a righthander took the loss in the first

game against the Rams. Only a junior.

Mizesko comes into today's game as the

Huskies all-time strikeout leader with 280.

Seven of Mizesko's eight victories have

been shutouts. Conlan and Mizesko's

shutouts have come from teams as Florida

A.& M., Hofstra University, St. Johns'

University, Yale, Central Connecticut,

Brown University, URI, and Nichol's State

College. Mizesko hurled no-hitters against

Nichols and Central Connecticut.

The big guns for the Huskies that could

keep the Minutewomen outfielders busy in

elude freshman Monica Early who leads

the team with a .329 batting average, Chris

CONTINUED ON PAGE 14

By GREG SUKTENNIK
Collegian Staff

A quick comparison of baseball teams

from the University ofNew Hampshire and

the University of Massachusetts gives one

the impression that the 9-15-1 Minutemen

should romp over the Wildcats, 7-7 overall

and losers of five straight.

But with an exhilarating 11-4 win over

Conneticut behind them and four impor

tant Atlantic 10 Conference games against

St. Joseph's ahead of them this weekend,

there is the danger of a letdown this after

noon in Durham, N.H, as the Minutemen

face UNH in a doubleheader. The first

game starts at 1:00 pm.

"I hope not," quipped UMass coach Mike

Stone about any possible letdowns. "I think

our players realize that we have to play

well day-in, day-out to make the A-10

playoffs."

Stone also noted that the win over UConn

is likely to spur the Minutemen on, rather

than give them a false sense of security.

"We've been swinging the bats well, and

once you start doing that, it's easy to get

them swinging again," he said.

The Wildcats, currently mired in a five-

game losing streak, most recently dropped

three straight to Northeastern and are 0-4

against Division I opposition.

However, UNH begins a five game home

stand against UMass today, and has shown

offensive potential. The Wildcats are bat-

ting .306 as a team, and three players have

batting averages over .400.

Outfielder Joe Batchelder leads UNH
with a .452 batting average, while team

CONTINUED ON PAGE 11

[Golffans set for Masterful weekend
By CHRIS .*. 'ACLE
Collegian Si

The azalea

To many a

thing, The M
year for prof'

corner.

Today in ft.

umn, (yes, a g
tional's fairw

with visions <

are in bloom in Augusta, Georgia.

t;olf nut everywhere, that means one

,ters tournament, the first major of the

sional tour players, is just around the

t, probably as you are reading this col-

>>lfcolumn in the Collegian), Augusta Na-

ays are already being paced by players

if a green jacket to add to their wardrobe,

Chris Miracle

If only we I ould turn back time to all of the great

moments which this tournament has provided. The golf

gods have wreaked havoc with many a golfer hoping

to notch his place in golf folklore. As for the past 54

Masters, this % ear's tournament should be no diflerent

in making the final nine holes, where the tournament

really begins, as thrill ng and gut-wrenching as usual.

The tenth hole, known better as Amen corner, is the

start of one golfI toughest challenges. The holes on

Augusta's b;
' nine separate the chokers with the yips

in tneir puti f'kes from the golfers who must have

ice in their ms to not flinch at the pressure.

When plav.rs make their way to the twelfth hole,

a 155-yard par-3 with water in the front, their mind

better be in the game or else there ball will be in the

drink. c

Jack Nicklaus, who has a green jacket for six out ot

the seven davs of the week, has been quoted as saying

that the 12th hole is 'the hardest tournament hole in

golf Nicklaus was possibly robbed of a seventh

Masters title in 1981 when he double bogeyed the hole

during the third round. Nicklaus would lose by two
au * CONTINUED ON PAGE 15

AP Photo

Nick Faldo will be one of many top profes-

sionals descending on Augusta GA. this

weekend for The Masters tournament. Faldo

is looking to become the first golfer to win

three straight Masters.

URI, a tough home
test for men's track
By KEITH BENNETT
Collegian Correspondent

Coming off of a successful first meet of the year, in which

they defeated teams from Williams College, Springfield

College and the University of Vermont, the University

of Massachusetts men's track team now prepares for a

tougher challenge from the University of Rhode Island.

The Minutemen play host to the Rams and to Westfield

State Saturday afternoon. The meet begins at 12 noon at

the Derby Track.

"I know enough to make me worry," UMass head coach

Ken O'Brien said regarding the strength of the Rhode

Island team.

"I have no uncertainties as to how good they are," he

added. "We've got a tough battle on our hands."

O'Brien considers Rhode Island to be one of the strongest

teams in New England and their recent performances

back up that billing. In their meet last spring, Rhode

Island soundly beat UMass by a score of 77-25.

O'Brien said that he expects Westfield to come to town

with some outstanding individual athletes. One factor that

he thinks might work against Westfield, though, is that

they do not have the number of athletes that UMass and

Rhode Island have.

As far as the Minutemen themselves, the team stands

at 3-0 on the year and will try to improve on that record

with another strong effort on Saturday.

"I think that it's reasonable to expect that we'll improve

over last week," O'Brien said. "But I don't know if it will

be enough to beat Rhode Island. If we compete as well as

last week and the score doesn't come out the same, I can t

be disappointed. Hopefully we'll at least come out ahead

of Westfield."

Thefirstannual

Eno Washington
festival ofAfrican

dance and music
By DANIELLE DOWLING
Collegian Staff

Americans owe much to African art. It has enriched our

own culture or what we can truly call our own culture. Fur-

thermore, it is largely responsible for the music and dance

that we enjoy today

This weekend, a chance will be given to sample and

cherish African music and dance at the First Annual Eno

Washington Festival of African Dance and Music to be held

at the Northampton Center for the Arts Friday through

Sunday.
Dancer, choreographer and teacher Eno Washington will

be at the center of the festivals events providing master

classes and making appearances throughout the festival.

Washington has been performing, choreographing and

teaching African dance for over 25 years. Currently he is

a visiting professor at Mount Holyoke College and has

taught at 15 colleges throughout the United States including

all five of the colleges in the area.

He received a diploma in 1982 as "Brevet Superieur De

Danse" from the National Ballet Du Senegal He also served

as a Fullbright Scholar in West Africa from 1983 to 1984.

He has performed with and choreographed for a sizable

amount of dance troupes including the National Ballet of

Gambia, the Koumpo Dance Company of Senegal and the

Nigeria-based Wajumbe Cultural Ensemble.

The Bamidele Dancers and Drummers and The African,

Brazilian and Carribean Dance Company will perform on

the first night of the festival. The Bamidele Dancers and

Drummers includes musicians, composers, art educators,

instrument makers, choreographers and dancers from all

over the world. The African, Brazilian and Carribean Dance

Company is based here in the Pioneer Valley.

The African and American Dance Theatre of New

England and Tribal Etiket will appear Saturday night Stone

Montgomery, founder and director of The African and

American Dance Theatre of New England, has been drum-

ming and dancing since the age of nine and has perform-

ed extensively throughout the United States and the Carri-

bean. Tribal Etiket is a local world beat band that can often

be found jamming their funky sounds in clubs like

Sheehan's and the Hadley Pub.

Performances by Fatou Carol Sylla African Repertory

Company, Ibrahima Camara and Laurel Gordon's

Children's Dance Ensemble from the Common Ground

School will round off the festival on Sunday. The perfor-

mance will also include an all company jamboree featur-

ing a "Message from Mali," choreographed by Eno

Washington.

The First Annual Eno Washington Festival of African Dance

and Music will be held at the Northampton Center for the

Arts Friday through Sunday. Friday and Saturday perfor-

mances will begin at 8 p.m. Sunday's performance will begin

at 5 p.m. Proceeds from the festival will go to benefit the

Center.

WEEKEND
« » * OH
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O-Posltive promises to positively please
- . lL,. ThP music, which runs the spectrum from decision mak

By MARC A. MOSCHETTA
Collegian Correspondent

The lights were dimmed as the throng of people stan

ding before the stage broke into screams. Suddenly, from

the right, appeared a man with small glasses, a shirt made

of money, and a suit made of an American flag. No, it s

not one of President Bush's vivid daydreams nor is it the

new style for youg republicans, it's Dave Herhhy, lead

singer of local favorites O-Positive.

Now don't get me wrong. The band is not a money

grubbing bunch of talking heads that sing for monetary

purposes. As a matter of fact, that sentence is the perfect

description of everything that O-Positive is not. They are

far above that. __ ,., _.

O Positive is made up of lead vocalist Herhhy, Dave

Martin and Alan Pettiti on guitar, David Ingham oriibMS,

and Kenny Hickey replacing Alex Lob on drun^. these

five musicians prove through their lyrics, melodies, and

energy that rock music does indeed have a brain and

talent. Lots of talent.

The band, who have been around since 1984, is a favorite

on the local music scene and has been foryeanjW their

iQQr: reiease of the EP Only Breathing, O Positive s

PopulityTasten easy to see. This EP sold thousand

of copies and earned them a Boston Music Award for their

^The'band released their first full length album Cloud

Factory in 1987 and it soon became a popular item among

alternative rock fans. Since then the band has not stop-

ped impressing their audience. Among those who were im

Dressed by the work was Epic Records.
P
Tn^O the band released Toy Boat, Toy Boat, Toy Boat

on Epic and is now receiving recognition on thenational

level; as well as retaining their position as one of Boston s

most prized bands.

This year O-Positive is nominated for even more Boston

Music Awards. In addition, the Boston fans have con-

tinued to show their support by nominating two songs

from Toy Boat to a list of the top 101
j

alternative songs

of all tome, as compiled by Boston radio station WFNX.

The song 'Imagine That" placed at number 9 achieving

a position higher than bands such as REM. U2, and 10.000

Maniacs.

^ LIQUORS 'scorx

The music, which runs the spectrum from decision mak-

ing to political commentary, can best be summed up in

one word- WOW. The talent of the band, combined with

their incredible stage presence, makes them the best con-

cert band that you don't have to see from nose-bleed

Weacher seats at some stadium. The enthusiasm of their

impressive live performance carries over into their studio

» ork which means that the band doesn t oose any of its

Tmpact when you bring the album home from the store.

If it sounds like this article was written by a total O

Pos fan you're right, but I'm in good company because

O^es following is growing. The band has the ability

to take a person who has never even heard of them, and

during thVcourse of one show, leave the person humm-

ing their songs and seeking out their albums.

The band's first two efforts are now available on a com-

pilation tape or CD, though it is somewhat difficult to find.

Their newest release Toy Boat is available just about

even-where and both are worth seeking out. They are cur

rently recording tracks for their next release that should

^nThon iTourself a favor and catch O-Positive Fn

day night' in Holyoke. That way you'll know why the

record stores will be packed on Saturday morning.

OMl unth special guests The Tribe will perform at

Mount Holyoke College in Chapin Doors open at 8 p.m

Tickets are $8 for the general public and $5 in advance

with Mount Holyoke College ID.

iaflt

18 Main St. Downtown Amherst 253-5441

Koch's Golden Anniversary
$7.99 case of cans

Ado"18

6/PL
«i.99 ,

*!cHoi<*
'-you*

C' 1
.

Genuine Draft 'Light'

$6.49 12 pack bottles

Keg Beer Starting

starting at

$34.95 liter

Kahlua Full Liter $15.99
Glenn Ellen White Zinfandel

$3.99 750 ml

Many More In-Store Specials

(especially on wines)

All Beets plus deposit * Delivery Avail

Coll.fian PhoW by Jeff HollMld

O-Positive will play at Mount Holyoke College

Friday night. ___

^-^ d z r f\ d n c^^RECORDS

RECORDS • CASSETTES • COMPACT DISCS

IMPORTED, INDEPENDENT
& DOMESTIC

MON-WED 9:30-6 SUN 12-5

THURS-SAT 9:30-9

213 MAIN ST. NORTHAMPTON
586-5726

COLLECTABLES • USED
MANUFACTURER S OVER-STOCKS

MONDAY-SATURDAY 10-5:30

THURSDAYS 10-9 SUNDAY 12-5

21 STATE ST., NORTHAMPTON
586-1707

Friends of Children Benefit

STEVEN WRIGHT
IN CONCERT

and Special Guest
Saturday, April 20, 1991

8:00pm
John M. Greene Hall

Smith College, Northampton

Advance Tickets: $16.00

Day of show: $18.00

Special VIP preferred seating $25.00

mailablefrom Friends ofChildren Office, Northampton

Triers ovotobk: Tide** rtione Charge l-BOO-382-80801

• Forje Record^

Amherst • Brootede Books, Nortompton • Odyssey Books, S HopV,£rYorW

Eye Books Greenfield • Slmwbenies Records, of stores • Friends of Children

Proceeds will benefit Friends of Children, Inc. a

local agency that operates the Children's

Advocacy Center, providing a variety of

advocacy services to children and families.

For more information or tickets sales call

Friends of Children

^^7120 or 586-0011

Thurs. April 11—8:30pm 18

IN THE FLESH
The Wind

18 • Dancing w/ DJ Job

Fn April 1? 8 30pm
DANCING WITH DJ JOB
Sat., April 13—8:30pm
EIGHT TO THE BAR

The Bullhorns

Sun. April 14--8 00pm 18 •

Guitar Great

DANNY GATTON

next week..

Tues. April 16—8.00pm 18 *

fIREHOSE
The Vestrymen

Thur .
April 18 8 30pm 18'

THE.KINSEY REPORT
Wailm Dave & the Blue Dogs

Sat April 20 -8 30pm
THE EQUALITES

coming...

Thurs.. April 25—8.30pm 18

CHUCKLEHEAD
Rippopotamus

Sun . April 28—8 00pm 18

THE SPIN DOCTORS
The Shockers

Mon April 29 8 00pm 18

THE WAILERS
Tues April 30— 8 :00pm 18'

JOHN CAFFERTY &
THE BEAVER BROWN BAND

The Breakdown

Pearl Street is open upstairs for dancing

every Wed (Gay Night) thurs. (IB ). Ftl

and Sat (Top 40/House with OJ Job)

Advance Tin Available at Strawberries

Record Stores Ticketron (800) 382 8080.

Dynamite Records, Pearl St .

and For The Record in Amhersl

4.9 504;;;;

10 PGflRl ST. NORTHRfTlPTON, fTlfi

Clutch Weeke
THURSDAY
Mozart's Last Year, 1791, a free lecture by

Henry G. Mishkin will take place at Amherst

College Music Center 3 at 12:15 p.m.

The Marriage of Maria Braun. directed by

Rainer Werner Fassbinder, will be screened at

Amherst College in Merrill II at 4 p.m. and 7:30

p.m. in conjunction with the New German

Cinema in Context Series.

Alice, a Czechoslovakian film, will be

screened at Hampshire College in Adele Sim-

mons Hall, Hammen Auditorium at 7 p.m. in

conjunction with the Contemporary Cinema

Masterpieces Film Series.

Cabaret, one of the most successful

musicals of the last 25 years has been up-

dated to present day Berlin. Showtime is 8 p.m.

with repeat performances on Friday and

Saturday. Tickets are $4; $2 students and

elders. At Smith College Mendenhall Center

for the Performing Arts.

English Chamber Orchestra with Pinchas

Zukerman the conductor /soloist will perform

works by Dvorak. Beethoven, Hindemith and

Mozart at the Umass Fine Arts Center Con-

cert Hall at 8 p.m. Tickets are $29, $27, $25.

'

In The Flesh play at Pearl Street for an

18-and-over crowd.

Don Juan, an original theatrical p»ece

directed by David Watson will be performed

through Saturday night at 8 p.m. in the Umass

Fine Arts Center Rand Theater. Tickets are $5;

$3 students. . .

Sam Price, the "King of Boogfe-Woogie, will

perform at UMass in the Hatch at 9 p.m. Ad-

mission is $2 for students and $4 for the general

public.

Free Press, you've seen their video on the

CC Concourse now see them live (again) at

Sheehan's Cafe at lO p.m.

Capercaillie traditional Scottish Music with

Urban sophistication, perform at 7 p.m. at The

Iron Horse. Tickets are $12.50.

Five College Dance Department Facul-

ty Concert with choreaography by Jerry Bev-

ington, Yvonne Daniel, Andrea Watkins and

guests will be presented at 8 p.m. at Hamp-

shire College Thursday through Sunday in the

Main Dance Studio. Tickets are $5; $3 students.

Five College Faculty Dance Recital *

FRIDAY
O-Positive with special guests The Tribe, will

perform at Mount Holyoke College in Chapin

at 8 p.m. Tickets are $8 for the general public

and $5 in advance with Mount Holyoke Col-

lege ID.

Write From The Heart a Womanspeak

writing workshop will be held at Amherst Col-

lege in the Octagon Babbott Room from 2

p.m-5 p.m.

Charlie Chaplain in America: Travails ot

a Movie Genius an illustrated lecture by

Charles J. Maland will be given at Smith Col-

lege in the Neilson Library Browsing Room at

3 p.m. a reception will follow.

J ailhouse Rock, the movie, will .be

presented by the Mount Holyoke Film Socie-

ty in Gamble Auditorium at 7 p.m. and 9 p.m.

Tickets are $2.50.

Sweetie, an Australian comedy/drama

directed by Jane Campion, will be screened

at Smith College in Wright Hall Auditorium at

7 p.m. and 9 p.m.

Verging on the Mona Lisa, a Hamphire

College Shakespeare Company presentation

will be performed at Grace Church in Amherst

at 8 p.m. tonight through Sunday. The com-

edy was written and directed by Douglas

Michilinda.

Mo'Better Blues, Spike's lastest, at Amherst

College in the Campus Center at 7:30 p.m.

and 10 p.m. with a repeat screening on Satur-

day at the same time. Tickets are $1.50.

The First Annual Eno Washington Festival

of African Dance and Music will be premier-

ing at Northampton Center for the Arts at 8

p.m. with more on Saturday at the same time

and Sunday at 5 p.m.

Sixteenth Chapel, written by UMass

undergrad Shawn McDonnell and directed by

UMass senior, Alan Kerr, will be presented in

Hampden Theater in Southwest at 8 p.m. A

troubled teenager and church desecration

feature. Through Sunday.

Stravinsky's A Soldier's Tale, a contem

porary fully staged version will be presented

by faculty and students at UMass in Bowker

Auditorium at 8 p.m. Tickets are $8; $4 students

and elders.

Tom Paxton plays at the Iron Horse at 7 p.m.

Tickets are $10.50 adv.

Bongos to Circus will perform at Hadley

Pub at 9 p.m.

The Stompers will perform at Pearl Street

Night Club with One Eyed Jake.

Sabrinas and DO. two Amherst College a

capella groups, will perform at Buckley Recital

Hall at 8:15 p.m.

. Stuff
SATURDAY
Afternoon Alternative, music by Smith Col-

lege Noteables, Smiffenpoofs, Tufts

Beezlebubs, Presto and guests perform in

Wright Hall Auditorium at 2 p.m. and whad-

dyaknow it's free too.

Gentlemen Prefer Blondes, (not) with

Marilyn Monroe, will be screemed at Mount

Holyoke College at 7 and 9 p.m. To see it you

must pay $2.50 and find Gamble Auditorium.

A Coupla White Chicks Sitting Around

Talking, by John Ford Noonan, will be

presented at Mount Holyoke College at 8 p.m.

and Sunday at 2 p.m. You pay nothing to see

what happens to a Westchester houswife

confonted with a firebrand from the South.

Eight to the Bar will perform at Pearl Street.

Mr Gad's House of Improv is an event you

are to bring things to For an night of im-

provisational comedy go to Amherst College

Campus Center Front room at 8 p.m. and pay

$2.

Mary Chapin Carpenter and Rodney

Foster a double header highlighting the best

of "New Country" at the Iron Horse at 7 p.m.

and lO p.m. Tickets are $15.59 in advance.

Tanita Tinkaram will incorporate the

sounds of gospel, soul and Celtic at Katina's

in Hadley. Doors open at 8 p.m.

Tanita Tikaram

SUNDAY
Senior Recital by George Mathew of

Amherst College today for free at Buckley

Recital Hall at 3 p.m.

Mozart's Requiem will be performed by the

Smith College Glee Club accompanied by

the Cornell Men's Glee Club and the Valley

Festival Orchestra for free at Smith College in

John M. Green Hall at 3 p.m.

The Art of Lithography, a gallery talk by

Dwight Pogue will be given at the Smith Col-

lege Museum of Art at 3 p.m.

Mount Holyoke Faculty Recital: Amy
Glennon and Guest Thomas Gilmore

Masse will play music for you in Pratt

Auditorium at 4 p.m.

Spring Choral Concert of the Mount

Holyoke Glee Club will be at Abbey Chapel

at 8 p.m.

Paco Pena Flamenco Guitar will perform

in Buckley Recital Hall at 8:15 p.m. as part of

the Amherst College Guitar Festival and Music

of the Whole Earth Series.

The Flecktones are the result of commun-

ing Parliament Funkadelic and New Grass

Revival and they'll be at the Iron Horse at 7

p.m. $14.60.

Danny Gatton will be at Pearl Street in Nor-

thampton at 8 p.m. Tickets are $9 in advance.
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Sam ' 'King of Boogie Woogie" Price visits the Hatch
By ANDREW BROADHEAD
Collegian Correspondent

The older \ou get the more experienced

you get. The more experiece you get the

more you wanna play the blues. When Sam
Price and his accompanying band play the

Hatch tonight he'll be taking 83 years of

experience to the stage. Hailed as the "king

of boogie woogie," Sam Price's songs and

between song tales promise to enchant and

enthrall.

Born in Texas in 1908, Sampson Price's

life is a rich tapestry of the black ex-

perience in America. His career has

brought him from small town bars to ex-

otic theaters and back again. He 11 talk

about an early gig in a little Arkansas town

where blacks weren't allowed to be out on

the streets. Someone from the club met

them on the outskirts oftown with a panel

truck. They climbed in and got driven to

the back door of the club. After the gig they

climbed back in and got a ride to the out-

skirts of town. He went on to be a regular

at clubs like the Famous Door, the

Metropole, and Eddie Condon's. 1955 saw

Price touring Europe and Africa with his

own combo.

To pay the bills along the way he's run

restaurants, a funeral home, and a meat-

packing business. He's studied piano with

Booker T. Washington's daughter. During

the Harlem Renaissance of the 30s he was

house pianist for Decca Records. At this

time he played on recordings with the likes

of Evelyn Knight, Lester Young, Rosetta

Thorpe, and Joe Turner. Price's recording

credits up to now run to well over 500 titjfe.

All these accomplishments are in spite of

the fact that he considers himself an un-

skilled pianist who doesn't read music. All

the figures he knows (he says he knows

10,000 figures now) are in his head.

"They're like historical figures," says

UMass teacher-writer Doug Whynott. "it's

like that book Fahrenheit 451, where

everybody memorized a book to preserve

literature. Well, Sammy's like that. He's

got this body of music, figures he's picked

up over 60 years of playing, and he's car-

rying it around in his head."

Anything he lacks in being skilled he

makes up in being slick. There's the story

of the time he had a musical duel of sorts

with contemporary Herschel Thomas. It

was early in his career and he knew he was

the less accomplished of the two. Price on-

ly knew a couple of tunes and one was

Thomas'. Price made the challenge and

then played Thomas' own song before he

could, note for note.

Sammy Price will be playing with Doc

Pitman on vocals (formerly of the Inkspots),

Eugene Vinyard on sax, and Carl Goodman

on drums With songs like "Whodat

Blues," "Honeysuckle Rose," "Boogie Cha

Cha," and Price's entertaining anecdotes

the Hatch promises to be a finger snapp

ing boogie woogie of a good time.

Sam Price will play at UMass in the

Hatch on Thursday at 9 p.m. Tickets are $2

for students and $4 for the general public.

Photo courtesy the Hatch

Sam Price will take his boogie-woogie blues to the Hatch tonight.

supernatural mix
By DANIEL JOKELSON
Collegian Correspondent

The phrase used by everyone connected to this new

student written play is "a dark mystery." The Sixteenth

Chapel, by freshman Shawn McDonnell, is a strange mix

ture of reality and the supernatural that confronts the au-

dience directly with issues like faith, sexism and the

media in a bizzare and apocalyptic fashion.

The play takes place at the end of the world, but in a

time and with characters not so far off from our own.

Psychiatrist Ann Koestler, who works at a ward^jsassign

Collegian Photo by Chria Brockmeyer

The cast of The Sixteenth Chapel practice for their upcoming performance at Hampden Theatre

on Friday night.

ed to analyze the new patient, John Westfike, who was

arrested at the scene of a church desecration, covered in

blood. Their talks reveal a messiah/man who shows all

the physically supernatural signs of half godliness, but

who's mind has been so twisted by the media and religion

that his attempts at saving the world end up in disaster.

It is a study of the human tendency to want to play God,

a fatal flaw that makes us so angry and caged by our stub-

born beliefs that we turn against each other, instead of

letting ourselves be open to understanding and taking

care of each other. In the end, it is up to us to overcome

our prejudices toward others, and when that happens,

repression and oppression will end, leaving us free to real

ly be alive.

The cast of seven actors, McDonnell and the director

Alan Kerr hope to, in Kerr's words, "bring you to a dif

ferent emotional plane," through this intense portrayal

of our world, where it is possible for one to have the power

of a god or a satan, to put ideas in your head that sow

the seeds of destruction, like John's childhood priest,

Father Simon, does when he convinces him to beleive that

women are inherently evil. And because this view is so

driven into him, he cannot overcome it. even when the

only people who he can trust are his psychiatrist and his

lover, both of whom are women.

The play is trying to hit home in a strange but familiar

way. "It's a weird world — you want more of it, it invades

you. And so it's live - you couldn't put it in a movie,"

Kerr says.

Another strength of the play is it's cast: "Everyone

agrees on the symbolism of the play, and they're so well-

bonded! No egos — they're just out to work and have fun."

The sound and costuming are important elements as

well in conveying Student Valley Production's newest

original piece of socially conscious theatre.

The Sixteenth Chapel will be performed at UMass in the

Hampden Theatre on Friday, Saturday and Sunday night

at 8 p.m. with a matinee on Sunday.

Underlings
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• Hosiery
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i
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10 percent off
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Second UM
fire claims
Clark Center
By AMY HENRY
Collegian Staff

A second fire early yesterday morning injured one

firefighter as firefighters fought unsuccessfully to save

the Clark International Center at the University of

Massachusetts.

According to a press release issued yesterday by the

Amherst Fire Department, the firefighter suffered from

smoke inhalation and was treated at Cooley Dickinson

Hospital then later released

Firefighters arrived at 1 a.m. to find the fire burning

the porch which wraps around the first and second floors

of the two-story wood-framed structure. The Fire Depart-

ment has deemed the cause as "suspicious."

Strong winds rapidly spread the fire requiring the use

of large hose lines to knock down the flames, the state-

ment said. Firefighters spent almost three hours work-

ing to extinguish the fire, which penetrated into multi-

ple hidden spaces in the building, the statement said

Firefighters from Pelham and Shutesberry were called to

-t the Amherst firefighters since all available person-

nel were already at the scene, according to the statement.

A total of 36 firefighters staffing four pumpers, one

aerial platform, two support vehicles, an ambulance, and

<mad car were at the scene, the statement said.

Kav Scanlan, a spokesperson for the University, said

it had not been confirmed whether or not the center would

be rebuilt. "Adequate office space is being looked for to

house the program until a decision is made," Scanlan said.

"We are not sure which records have been destroyed, but

the destruction of immigration and financial records of

foreign exchange students could cause real problems for

them.

Collegian photo by Jett Holland

Firefighters battle blaze early yesterday mor-

ning at Clark International Programs Office.

According to Scanlan, the Building was built in 1928

and has been the Clark International Center since 1987.

The center runs exchange and study abroad programs.

The center will reopen on Tuesday when the new loca

tion will be announced. Telephone numbers are expected

to stay the same. Students with emergencies should con

tact the University operator for assistance in reaching so-

meone on the staff.

Zeta Psi
alarm failure

investigated
By MARC ELLIOTT
Collegian Staff

The fire alarm system at Zeta Psi fraternity house was

not working at the time of Wednesday night's fire, which

destroyed the third floor and left 14 fraternity brothers

homeless, according to a press release issued JN-u-rday

bv the Amherst Fire Department

The fire was discovered at about 8:15 p.m. by Zeta P>.

brother Jason Janoff after he smelled "plastic burning

"

and opened the fire door separating the second and third

floors to find the hallway filled with smoke Janoff said

he had smelled smoke 10 to 15 minutes earlier but had

dismissed it as cigarette sitidf

J.inoff went on to say the sound of some of the smaller

fire alarms on the third floor were muffled by the fire door

and went unheeded by the brothers downstair^

The six brothers who were home studying and watching

television when the fire occurred escaped without injury

after four ofthem attempted to put out the blaze with fire

nguishers and a garden hose. They could not reach

the fire through the heavy smoke that filled the third floor

hallway.

Amherst Police and Fire officials are investigating the

cause of the fire as well as the failure of the house alarm

system. The house alarm should have sounded an alarm

throughout the house if a fire were detected anywhere in

the building, according to officials

The monetary amount of damage sustained by the white

three story wood-framed house has not yet been determin

ed. according to the Amherst Fire Department

The Zeta Psi fraternity has lived in the house since 1978.

which was valued last year at $125,900 by the Amherst
CONTINUED ON PAGE 2

UM faculty union votes to hold two-day protest of furloughs
** ... *i *; , «— - • -*'- Phnrrh said. "fThere are) 400

By KATHERINE T. LAMOTHE
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts chapter

of the Massachusetts Society of Professors

yesterday voted unanimously not to work

on Wednesday, April 17 and Thursday,

April 18 in protest of Gov. William Weld's

call for faculty and other "critical or essen-

tial personnel" to work without pay and

receive compensation at an unspecified

time.

More than 300 professors attended the

meeting to vote on the proposal, which call-

ed on faculty to not "conduct business as

usual," and instead protest by taking

"public action."

While representatives of MSP did not

specify that union members would go on

strike, forms were passed out for members

to sign up for picket lines, and $800 was

collected during the meeting for "ex-

penses."

MSP President John Cole said he was

pleased with the number of members who

came to the meeting, but said other facul

ty need to join the protest in order for it to

be effective.

"It's fantastic that we have well over 300

people at this meeting," he said. "I think

it's very important about getting [our] col-

leagues out [to protest]."

The union is sponsoring meetings at noon

today and Tuesday, in the Campus Center,

to plan the protest. According to MSP

member Dan Clawson, the meetings are

open to faculty, staff, and students.

During the meeting, Clawson said the

support of students, as well as staff, are im

portant to the success of the protest. "I feel

we ought to work together with the

students on the protest," he said.

Other professors echoed Clawson's view,

including one faculty member who said

more students support the protest than sup-

ported last fall's student strike. "They are

very much behind us," he said.

Susan Church, president of the Com
muter Area Government, told the pro-

fessors students are supporting the protest,

adding that they are not apathetic on the

issue, but unsure of what action to take.

Citing a petition protesting the

furloughs. Church said. "[There arej 400

students' signatures supporting what

you're doing."

Meanwhile, faculty at the state's com-

munity and state colleges, who are in a dif-

ferent bargaining unit, are having some

difficulty organizing protests oftheir own,

according to Cole. He said while faculty at

Greenfield and Holyoke community col-

leges, as well as those at Westfield State

College, are in favor of protesting on their

campuses, other professors are still

hesitant.

The faculty action comes a day after

Local 509 of Service Employees Interna

tional Union, which represents Universi

ty staff members, unanimously passed a

motion to join the faculty in the protest.

Former senator
talks of America's
financial situation
WASHINGTON (AP) - Here are excerpts of the

speech given yesterday by Democrat Paul E. Tsongas

at the National Press Club:

"Seven years ago I . . . headed toward home.

Washington was no longer in my future ... I have in

these years lived a different life. Less glamorous, more

real It has been a time of looking for the larger

truths in a smaller world. It has been a time of simply

being a citizen of mv country.

To be here this afternoon as an about-to-be presiden-

tial candidate is so improbable ... I am here because

I see our country on a path that need not be. I am here

because I fear for our country. I am here because our

country needs to be rallied. Let me deal with cold

hard realities.

First, our national debt. When Reagan-Bush came

to power the national debt was less that $1 trillion. At

the end of the current presidential term, Reagan-Bush

alone will have added another $3 trillion: $4 trillion

in debt. A crushing, staggering burden for our children

and our grandchildren . . .

Cold hard reality No. 2: Japan and Germany have

far surpassed us in world trade. Again, raw data. In

1980, we had a trade surplus. The record ofthe Reagan-

Bush years will exceed $1 trillion of trade deficit by

next year; $1 trillion in deficit while Japan and Ger-

many are enjoying yearly surpluses of over $50 billion.

Latin-American dinner tonight
Dancing and speakers to highlight bilingual fundraising event

By AMY HENRY
Collegian Staff

If you like Latin-American food and dancing, come to

tonight's annual Bilingual Collegiate Program fundraiser.

All funds will help pay for educational and cultural ac-

tivities for bilingual students.

Keynote speaker Jose Aponte, general manager of in-

ternational services for the American Red Cross, will

discuss "The status of Prisoners of War and Refugees in

the Persian Gulf." .. .,

The speaker will focus on Hispanics who served in the

Persian Gulf war. Benjamin Rodriguez, director of BCr1

said, "We want to honor the Hispanics who died in the

war There was a high proportion ofthem who served and

there has not been enough media recognition given to

Holyoke's Fernandez Restaraunt will offer a choice of

roast pork and chicken for dinner. Four bands playing

Latino American music including salsa, merengue, cum-

bia cha cha, guajira, bolero and lambada will entertain.

Rodriguez said the fundraiser is the first event of many

which will focus on raising money for a variety of services

for bilingual programs. "This is especially needed this

year due to budgetary cuts," he said.

He said BCP will ask the University to match funds that

are raised at the event. "This money is for survival needs,

he said. . ,

Some of the money will be given to students who can-

not afford books, he said. "Sometimes students have to

leave the University because books can cost $300 to $4UU,

which they don't have."

"The money will also be used to pay for more tutors

because we have had 400 requests from bilingual and

other students which we have not been able to fulfill,"

he said.

"In addition, we hope to be able to hire a part-time posi-

tion to reach out to Hispanic students in the 8th grade

and up," Rodriguez said. A low percentage of Hispanic

students graduate high school and enter college, he said.

The person who fills the position would talk to high school
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VEATHER
Don't get blown away today! It will be sunny

and windy, highs (or lows!) in the 50s.
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For Youi Information
FRIDAY, APRIL 12

Theater Performance - The show Sixteenth Chapel will

be held in the Hampden Theater from 8 to 10 p.m. Tickets

$3 for students, $5 general public. Sponsored by the Stu-

dent Valley Productions.

Coffee Social - A coffee social, sponsored by the Les

bian Bisexual and Gay Alliance, will be held in CC 803

from 3 to 6 p.m.

Jumoo So7a/ - Sponsored by the Muslim Students

Association at 1:30 p.m. in CC 805. Also, at 7:30 p.m.,

there will be a Ramadan Evening breakfast prayer in the

same room.

Illustrated lecture - "Charlie Chaplin in America:

Travails of a Movie 'Genius,"* by Charles J. Maland,

author and professor, University of Tennessee, Knoxville

3 p.m., Neilson Library Browsing Room. A reception will

follow. Sponsored by the Friends of the Smith College

Library.

Staged reading - "The Mirror." Scenes, poems and

writings collected by the Student Theatre Committee. 4

p.m., Sage Recital Hall. A Sage Hall Rededication

weekend event.

Theater - Cabaret, directed by Mark Harrison. 8 p.m.,

Theater 14, Mendenhall Center for the Performing Arts.

Admission is $4 for the general public, $2 for

students/elders. Call 585-3200 for reservations.

Zeta Psi
CON1INUED FROM PAGE 1

Assessor's Office
~

The 14 brothers who lived in the house are living at

neighboring fraternity and sorority houses, which have

offered to help Zeta Psi cope with the loss of their home.

"A lot of the brothers that lived at the house are now

staying at fraternity and sorority houses until a per-

manent arrangement can be made and a lot of frater_

nities have offered to help rebuild the house,' Janoff

said. "It's amazing how everybody is pulling for us in

such a time of need. It's just great."

Janoff said Zeta Psi thanks the Amherst Fire and

Police Departments.

"They saved our home," he said.

Janoff also thanked Domino's and Bruno's for

donating free pizza to those who helped the fraternity

brothers relocate
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LOCAL
Holocaust
remembered
in ceremony
Bv AMY PRENDERGAST
Collegian Staff

The killing of six million Jewish people was remembered

i . -terday at the Holocaust Commemoration Service held

in the Cape Cod Lounge at the University of

Massachusetts. Students, faculty, and Rabbi Saul

Perlmutter participated in the service, which included

speeches, songs, and a Lighting of the Yarzeit Candles

ceremony.

'•Don't Let the Lights Go Out" was the theme for

Holocaust Memorial Week. According to Hillel President

Orna Sonnenschein, the purpose of the week was to

remember the tragedies of World War II and educate and

increase awareness about the Holocaust.

'Hatred exists here at UMass. We as Jews have to

recognize and fight anti semitism in all of its forms, said

Sonnenschein.

Six candles were lit in memory of the six million Jews

killed in the Holocaust. Six students and faculty par

ticipated in the ceremony, each of them speaking before

lighting a candle.

Dean of Humanities and Fine Arts Murray Schwartz

spoke of the Holocaust as "an emblem of disaster."

He said fear, anxiety, and indifference of government

were the ingredients of a holocaust.

Smith College student Revital Gal gave an emotional

account of her visit to Israel this past winter. "People must

realize that six million deaths is not just a number, or

history in a textbook. It is human beings, and part of our

life. We had to go through it again in January. I sat with

( ollrfian photo b> IKinHi Aheairn

The Holocaust was remembered yesterday at a ceremony in the Cape Cod Lounge.

my grandparents and waited for a SCUD missile to hit,

and had to run to a sealed room."

UMass student Julie Ross, whose father survived 10 con

centration camps, said, "My father always says we rrust

never forget what happened to our people. The Holocaust

should serve as a message to the world that we should

never just stand by and watch. We must strive to over

come oppression." ...
At the end of the ceremony, Saul Perlmuter led the

group of 100 people who attended in the Mourners

Kaddish
Celeste Krochak closed the ceremony saying, l*>n t

Let the Lights Go Out' is a symbol of the Holocaust Adolf

Hitler tried to put out our light, but we lews continued

to grow."

A one-minute moment of silence concluded the

ceremony. Many people cried M the bells on top of th<-

Tower Library' rang for an entire minute to end th.>

Holocaust Week

Ambassador discusses

future of united Europe
wishing to join - and that of intensifying

internal cohesion between the present

members, he said.

Until there is greater economic integra-

tion within the existing members, and

greater constitutional advances, the com-

munity is not ready for new members."

said Gallagher.

"I'm a cynic, you see," said Gallagher,

"the words are meant to avoid promising

membership in the community [which

other European countries are seeking]."

"We live in an age that is coming to

birth," he said. "It will need careful and

cautious attention ... I see a new Atlantic

emerging from this.;^^^^ pAQE 4

By ELIZABETH BUTTS
Collegian Correspondent

The prospects for greater unity between

European countries within the Common
Market are improving, but the European

Community is not likely to accept any new

members in the near future, said Am-

bassador Eamonn Gallagher to a crowd of

more than 100 people last night at the

University of Massachusetts.

The speech was titled "United States and

a United Europe; Prospects After 1992."

In 1992, the Common Market will

establish a system similar to that which ex-

ists in the United States, whereby goods

will not be taxed as they pass from coun-

try to country, and citizens will not need

passports to travel between countries.

The European Community, he said,

needs to establish economic, political, and

monetary union.

Gallagher upheld the unity existing

within the United States as an example.

"The need for centralized unity was

discovered in the United States a long time

ago, when the Articles of Confederation

were found insufficient," he said.

The community also needs to qjtablish a

unified foreign policy, he said.

"There cannot be a European Communi-

ty without a unified foreign policy, unless

it is satisfied to be marginalized whenever

global issues arise," said Gallagher. The

community now faces the "dichotomy of

an enlarging community - there are a

number of other European countries

Bank of Boston forms new branch

Collegian Photo by Dondi Ahearn

Ambassador Eamonn Gallagher

Collegian photo by Dondi Ahearn

T<5 ANYBODY OUT THERE? - One of the "help" telephone boxes

stands empty on the UMass campus. More telephones, •«*?**
members of the community faced with emergencies, were added last

semester to increase security.

By JONATHAN YENKIN
The Associated Press

BOSTON - With New England dropping

further into recession, Bank of Boston

Corp. is looking to the top of the economic

ladder for a new business opportunity.

Bank of Boston has carved out a new divi-

sion called The Private Bank, designed to

create a specialized mix of banking, invest-

ment and other financial services for

wealthy clients.

Without such a customized product, a

deep-pocketed customer might have to

navigate through several bank depart-

ments to figure out how to invest money,

obtain a loan or set up a trust, said Susan

Haney, president of The Private Bank.

"At some point, the individual says this

is crazy, I need to have a better mousetrap,

and we think The Private Bank is a better

mousetrap," she said.

Banking analysts note that the concept

of private banking, as opposed to the retail

banking that most people are familiar

with, has been around for years. Several

large banks also offer private banking ser-

vices, but Bank of Boston insists its version

takes the coordinated services to a higher

level.

The creation of The Private Bank comes

as Bank of Boston tries to build its assets

by scooping up the failed Bank of New
England.
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When You Want
THE BEST CHINESE FOOD

Advocate's 'Best of the Valley' Readers' Poll

{M PEKING
"GARDEN

Mandarin/Szechuen Cuisine

Open lunch & dinner-7 days a week

Route 9 Russell St. Hadley 586-1202

Mon.-Thurs. 5pm-8pm

ALL YOU CAN EAT
BUFFET
$5.99

ll:30-3pm

ALL YOU CAN EAT
SUNDAY BRUNCH

$6.99

ALL AGES - ALL SHOWS
at the

COMEDY ZONE
Friday & Saturday 8:30pm

20%

OFF DINNER for Comedy Patrons

Comedy Info & reservations 585-8615

MAKE RESERVATIONS
for GRADUATION NOW!

*»
wi

The
INDIA
HOUSE

RESTAURANT
Serving in the

same location on
State St. since 1984

45 STATE ST.

NORTHAMPTON, MA
586-6344

TOWE& ft****
THE VILLAGE COMMONS • SOUTH HADLEY • 533 2663

leepmg
;

wkdays at 3.7,9

Fri at 5,7,9

Sat and Sun
at 3.5.7,9

••all shown
before 6 are $3
admission*

doors L

Weekdays at 3, 6:30, 9/Fri at 6:30

and 9/Sat and Sun at 4, 6c30 and 9

ATTENTION UMASS EMPLOYEES

WE WAN1 YOU JO KNOW WHO WE ARE!!

VALIC is offering a series of free F nancial Awareness

Workshops

1- Overview of Financial Planning

Wednesday April 1 7th 7pm

2- Cash Management

Tuesday April 23rd 7 p.m

3- Option A B or C •• Which is Right For You''

Monday April 29th 7 p m

4- Retirement Planning

Tuesday May 7th 7 p.m

For over 35 years VALIC has specialized in providing tax

favored retirement plans to employees of nonprofit organiza-

tions. Our total commitment to competitive products and per-

sonalized service (using laptop computers and customized soft-

ware) have made us an acknowledged leader in our field.

Please call 584-7764 to reserve a place m any or all of the abovt

workshops

The Variable Annuity Life Insurance Company(VALIC)

Houston TX

call us
549-7890

Our hours are

4:30 PM - 2:00 AM Sun. - Wed.

4:30 PM - 3:00 AM Thurs. - Sat.

WE ACCEPT PERSONAL CHECKS

I

—ir
ii

ii

ii

*

2 LARGE 16" CHEESE I LARGE 16" CHEESE
PIZZAS FOR ONLY PIZZA FOR ONLY

$10.50 H S5.50

II

II

II

I

Fsst, Free Delivery

549-7890

One coupon per pizza

Hurry' Offer expires soon

II

II

II

II

JL

Fsst, Free Delivery

549 7890

One coupon per pizza

Hurry! Offer expires soon

COLLEGIAN

BOG election results
Here are the results of the Board of Governors elections:

Central Area, Kim Hallisey; Sylvan Area, Micah Levy;

Orchard Hill Area, Andrew R. Wong; Northeast Area,

Ben Preston; Southwest Area, Bill Amerheim, Neil

Hockstein, Brian MacDonald, Mark Marabnano; At-

Large, Jon Aronson, Richard Brown, Dan Gordon, Bar

bara Lowenthal, Jamie Morgan, Erinn Melia; Commuter

Area, Steve Curry, Scott Garstka, Paul McGonnigle,

Chris Woods; and Greek Area, Chris Davidson and Jeff

Klein as co-representatives.

fundraiser
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

advisors, parents, and students. The students and parents

would also be brought to UMass to expose them to the

University, he said. "They would get enthusiasm and

motivation to come to college by having a tour of the

dorms, library, etc," he said.

BCP assists primarily bilingual students in academic,

personal and career counseling. "We have a great diver

sity of staff who work here. We have people from Pakistan.

India, Puerto Rico, Mexico and other places," he said.

The dinner is already sold out, but people wishing to

attend may still come to hear the speaker and to dance.

They will still be asked to pay a fee. The event will take

place from 7 p.m. to 2 a.m. in the Student Union Ballroom.

European Council
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 3

Gallagher is the head of the Delegation of the Commis
sion of European Communities to the United Nations.

The European Community is the umbrella group of the

European Economic Community, also known as the Com
mon Market.

Its member nations are: Belgium, Denmark, England.

France, Greece, Germany, Ireland, Italy, Luxembourg, the

Netherlands, Portugal, and Spain.

The speech was sponsored by the newly-established Five-

College European Club.

LOOKING FOR A SUMMER JOB??

BRANDYWINE IS HIRING

Lifeguards (2)

Must have current Red Cross

Life Saving Certificate

40 hour week.

Rental Agent (1)

Outgoing person, neat

appearance, who enjoys

working with people. Good
typing skills a must.

40 hour week

Please stop by the rental office,

Monday through Friday between

10:00 a.m. and 4:00 p.m. and pick

up an application.

m (arc)

Regency Travel Associates

A Division Of United India Travel, Inc.

A Complete Travel Service Compare Our Low Prices

* Hotel Reservations to the Destinations

• Car Rentals In India & The Subcontinent

'Cruises Around The World

•Group Travel and Incentive Tours Across the U.S.

A

•Individual & Corporate Travel

206 Chestnut St. Waltham, MA 02154 (617) 891-8422

Mon-Fri 9:00 a.m. - 5:30 p.m. Sat 10:00 a.m. - 3:00 p.m.
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Racism
Trotter' a sign of a bigger problem

On Friday, April 5, the Collegian published a regularly-run

comic strip. This installment of "Frotter" illustrated two

White men discussing the implications of racist rhetoric that

"warns" of Whites being forced out of jobs by Blacks. The

strip concludes with one man reassuring the other that It

just isn't going to happen . . . There's only two Blacks in the

entire company." The other agrees: "Yeah, it'd be a long trip

up from the custodial staff."

There is no question in our minds that this comic strip was

patently offensive and perpetuated racist stereotypes and

tones. Indeed, in retrospect, we realize it should never have

been printed. For the series of errors that led to its printing

and for the rage it has engendered, we wholeheartedly

apologize to the African-American community and the rest

of our readership.

This apology, however is the least important element of

our response to this incident.

Firstly, Garry Porter, "Frotter's" cartoonist, has been ter-

minated as a Collegian staff member. It is clear that he is

incapable of producing material with our entire readership

in mind. The Collegian is striving to be an organization that

is equally important to all segments of the community.

Anyone who is either unwilling or incapable of working

toward this goal has no business at this newspaper.

Secondly, the massive response we have received from the

African-American community has made it evident that our

editorial process requires review. Those editors involved in

this incident are participating in re-thinking the criteria by

which material is judged. Furthermore, the process by

which material is reviewed prior to going to press will be

tightened. .

Our society is one in which African-Americans and

European-Americans undergo a vastly different social ex-

perience. As a result, our understandings and perspectives

differ. We at the Collegian see it as everyone's task to bridge

We^re an organization struggling to deal constructively

with race issues. As with many mainstream organizations

and institutions, African-Americans and other people of col-

or are underrepresented at the Collegian. It is not the under-

representation of African-American bodies that necessari-

ly presents a problem, but the underrepresentation of

African-American perspectives and understanding that

presents an obstacle to the fight against racism.

We are an organization struggling to tackle these issues.

However, we are doing so with a limited varietyof perspec-

tives - something we are working to change. The publica-

tion of last Friday's "Frotter" was an ugly manifestation of

a larger problem. The outpouring of rage that resulted

reminds us that we have a long way to go. We shall do better.

Unsigned editorials reflect the majority opinion ofthe editorial

board.

Trotter' misunderstood
With the African-American community

up in arms over an alleged "racist" comic

strip, misunderstanding and ignorance

have taken the place of logical thinking

and rational interpretation.

African-Americans on this campus have

charged Collegian comic strip artist Garry

Porter with drawing a racist cartoon that

was published in the Collegian on April 5.

Posters taped to the wall near the Collegian

headquarters demand "African Americans,

are we going to condone this?" and urge

students to write the Collegian protesting

Porter's satirical strip.

A note of thanks from Zeta Psi
At approximately 8:15, on the night of

April 10, the Zeta Psi fraternity house

caught fire. Although initially unrecogniz-

ed, the fire quickly grew to engulf the en-

tire third floor of the house. Fortunately,

it occurred at a time when relatively few

fraternity brothers were home, so no one

was hurt.

As we watched our home and our lives

being destroyed, we realized another fact;

we were not alone. When the news spread

that Zeta Psi was burning, people showed

up. They came to show support, and to give

help. To all those who came down to help,

we thank you. As the fire grew, 14 men

came to the realization that they no longer

had a place to live. This situation, however,

was short-lived. Sorority sisters, fraterni-

ty brothers, neighbors, even people we

didn't know began offering assistance.

Whether they offered a sweatshirt, a

blanket, or a place to stay, all showed how

much they cared. When Dominos Pizza and

Brunos found out what happened, they im-

mediately donated food and drinks. Just

when we thought that all was lost, the out-

pouring of support from the community

kept our spirits high.

We also want to thank the bravery and

the courage of the Amherst Fire and Police

Departments. The fire had spread so quick

ly we thought nothing would be left stan-

ding. This, however, did not occur. They

were able to skillfully contain and control

the fire so that the damage was minimized.

Again, we want to thank all those who

have helped us; the Greek Area, the town

of Amherst, and UMass students, we owe

you our gratitude.

The brothers of Zeta Psi Fraternity

FACTOID
The UMass faculty union, the Massachusetts Society of

Professors, has opposed every fee and tuition hike imposed

on students.

David Massey

For the sake of those who missed the

strip, and for those who obviously fail to

understand the true meaning of the car

toon, I will review what the strip consisted

of
^

Two White characters are sitting down

at a table for a meal. Character B says to

A: "I don't get this whole David Duke

thing. Who would ever buy into his racist

hype? The whole idea that blacks will rise

up and take over all the white collar jobs

is simply ridiculous. It just isn't going to

happen. I mean look at us for example

And in the final box, B says to A

"There's only two blacks in the entire com-

pany. How are they going to take over all

our jobs?" Finally, character A answers to

B: "Yeah, it'd be a long trip up from

custodial staff."

Porter is commenting on the inherent

idiocy of racism and on the poor state of

African Americans today in the American

workforce. Porter is essentially saying how-

stupid former Ku Klux Klan leader and

current politician David Duke's 'racist

hype" is, and how, in many circles in the

United States, blacks are still treated as

second-class citizens.

By satirizing the silliness of racism.

Porter is not being racist

Porter has attempted to displa> the sad

state of African Americans in this country

in the '90s. Racism is still rampant on this

campus and this country as a whole. The

shackles of ignorance, hate, and racist at

titudes must be strongly opposed Porter

has displayed the "racist hype" >adly om

nipresent in our society and the low-

ranking jobs of many Black- who des.
| n

better opportunities.

It is a frightening time at our I'niversi

ty; a time in which a student who makes

a social statement that points out the

ridiculous nature of racist ideas is hims. If

charged with racism.

Dai id Mamty k a Collegian staffmember

$500 bounty for file alarm pranksters

This communication is written because

several supposedly mature adults in Ken-

nedy and John Adams towers, on Saturday

morning at 1:11 a.m. and 2:05 a.m.,

maliciously activated the fire alarm

systems in these buildings.

Of course they know that this action is

against the law ($500 fine and/or one year

in jail). They are also aware that they have

endangered the lives of fellow residents

who could be injured evacuating because

of their childish pranks.

Each time a false alarm occurs, people

are less likely to respond appropriately

when the next alarm sounds, thereby risk-

ing their safety if that next inciden,
: s a

real fire. But again, I'm sure they know

this.

What they didn't know is that at the time

they were demonstrating their lack of

maturity to the rest of their peers, the

Amherst Fire Department was being sum

moned to a real fire at a local business.

One truck had to be diverted to answer

Kennedy's alarm (and later John Adam's)

because of the possible threat of fire to over

500 lives. This apparatus was thus delayed

in its initial response to the real fire, and

additional property damage occurred.

Amherst is not a large Eastern

Massachusetts community where the Fire

Department has numerous apparatus and

staff on duty at all times.

Such large departments, because of their

size, do not deplete their immediate fire

response resources if there's one or two

simultaneous false fire alarms or incidents.

But Amherst has only two crews initially

available and they perform dual nlM

they are also responsible for staffing two

ambulances for medical coverage. If one

crew is tied up responding to a malicious

false alarm, they can't be available for true

emergencies like medical incidents requir

ing the ambulance, or real fires such as

that which occurred Saturday morning.

Amherst had to recall off-duty

firefighters for Saturday's blaze, but that

takes time; for at least part of which so

meone in Kennedy Tower is responsible.

Kennedy residents have been subjected

to a series of malicious false fire alarms this

semester (as John Adams was last

semester). Someone must have informa-

tion about the perpetrators) of these in-

sidious acts.

Housing Services offers a $500 reward for

information leading to the arrest and con

viction of false fire alarm pranksters. I urge

Kennedy residents to get involved to end

this dangerous threat to your safety and

reckless attack upon your good character.

Keith E. Hoyle

Sr. Fire Prevention Officer

Environmental Health & Safety

From one student to another:

This crisis got me to fight back

I'm a student who is worried! This worry

has stimulated me into activism, but I'm

wondering why I feel like I'm taking the

road less traveled.

Our University is in a crisis, and it's not

just because the faculty is being furlough-

ed. It's because the outcome of all the cuts

proposed by Gov. Weld will dismantle this

University. Enrollment here is down by

11.5 percent, and with the proposed tuition

increase this number will become drastical-

ly higher. Full-time faculty have decreas-

ed by 5.5 percent since the hiring freeze,

and are bound to continue dropping as

Weld continues his abuse.

I have worked my you-know what off for

three years now, and I have two years to

go before I graduate. I see the writing on

the wall and I'm wondering just what is all

my hard work going to get me? Tissue

paper to dry my tears?

So, even though my grades may suffer

this semester (I may have to settle for

magna cum laude over summa cum laude),

I've become an activist.

I'm doing what I can to alleviate the

situation in hopes of maintaining the quali-

ty of education I expect to get from this in-

stitution. But why am I a minority in this

endeavor?

Our student populous is 23,069. If Weld

heard from every one of us, he would

change his policy, because we are his con

stituents. So, as one student to another

may I please ask you to join me on the road

less traveled?

Don't take this crisis lying down! There s

a lot that can be done:

• Write letters. Lobby on April 17 (go to

the Student Government Association for

details).

• Support decisions made by faculty with

respect to the furloughs.

• Help stuff letters in envelopes to parents

(105 Hampshire House).

• Sign petitions in the Campus Center.

• Organize and demonstrate.

Save our future.

Liane Cherau
Amherst

Students and faculty will be gathering to

plan for next week's action* s) at noon today

and on Tuesday, April 16 in the Campus

Center — Eds.
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Myriad
Deep Purple pleasantly satisfies with Slaves andMaster*
Slates and Master*

Deep Purple
RCA Records

Deep Purple is like an old friend, you know what you

can expect from them.

And what you expect vou can findtm the group s latest

offering Slaves and Masters. It's Deep Purple. Even

though they claim that the album is "a dramatic change

of direction," I just can't see it.

For me personally, I prefer the band's earlier stuff, or

at least the stuff they delivered on Perfect Strangers.

their comeback album released in 1984.

The first version of Deep Purple formed back in 1968

when guitarist Richie Blackmore, keyboardist Jon Lord,

drummer Ian Paice, former basset Nick Simper and

former vocalist Rod Evans got together and recorded

their first album. Shades of Deep Purple. Their

breakthrough album. Machine Head, was released in

1972 The album featured that hit. 'Smoke on the

W iter.'' that you can find on those K Tel albums featur

ing the 'gi • <>ck songs of all time

I could go on forever about their history, but I won't.

What I will tell vou is that their latest venture is a de-

nd will Ueep Purple fans With tu

like "The Cut Runs Deep" and "Wicked Ways. th. ;

no deriving that thi> album is Deep Purple.

>) Purple ran be seen tomorrow at the Won •

- DANIELLE DOWLING Deep Purple

I
x

LANDMARK
LOUNGE

Intersection of Rt 9 & 202
Belchertown 323-9636

EVERY WEDNESDAY IS

OPEN MIC NIGHT"

Drink Special: Sex on the Beac^

Don't believe every record review
By SAM SILVERSTEIN
Collegian Staff

Out of Time
R.E.M.
Warner Brothers

Further proof that you should never believe a record

review:

Rolling Stone lumped RE.M.'s latest effort Out of Time,

in with Charlatan's U.K., World Party, and Dee Lite, as

groove-is-in the heart style retrofest. ______

A i R 1 1MQ NEED EXTRA CASH?
WE BUY'SELL'TRADE

USED CDs. LPs & CASSETTES

All Used Sales Guaranteed

HIGH QUALITY'EXTRA STURDY

WOOD FURNITURE
6x>kcases»l P Shelves»Tabies»Stereo Contort

iTD & Cassette Racks»CoHee Tables and More'

ALL SHAPES AND SIZES

«MI Mon I* •* Sin 12-S Kin PtMUM SI AMmm 2S3-7137

JESUS JONES
and

SOHO
SUNDAY

APRIL 21, 1991
the UMASS S.U
Tickets: available now at

Tix unlimited (in the Student Union)

For the Record (Amherst) and Main
St. Records (Noho).

$7 UMASS Students

$9 All Others
Another U.P.C. Production

The Boston Globe described Out of Time as an odd col-

lection of secondary material designed to hold us over until

the band's next album.

Terrified. I avoided Out of Time for several weeks, un-

til the single "Using My Religion" took over the radio

and MTV and roped me back in. To my great relief I

discovered Out ofTime to be, a few Partridge Family "ah

aaaaahs" aside, definitely not an out of the-blue

psychadelic departure - R.E.M. was messing with man

dolins and trippy guitars back when the Cars could sell

a million records just by showing up.

Yes, the band announced that it would not tour in sup-

port of this record, but would rather dive right back into

the studio. Yes, they switch from instruments on a bunch

of songs. Yes, there is a guest appearance by KRS-1 and

the B-52's Kate Pierson.

But no, they're not kidding. Even the album's strangest

song, Stipe's incongruous album-opening duet with KRS-1

on "Radio Song," is recognizable R.E.M. (Though the band

does show a new found sense of humor: Stipe sings "It's

that same sad song DJ . . . SUCKS!" with KRS-1 chipp-

ing in his booming voice for emphasis, and the song ends

with a hilarious anti-pop spiel from KRS-1).

The best songs on Out of Time in fact, are soaked in

R.E.M. s trademark sound. On "Losing My Religion,"

Stipe wears his broken heart on his sleeve, and then the

band kicks up the musical intensity behind him.

"Belong" offside two is a "life's rich pageanf'-style stun-

ner, complete with obscure lyrics and wail-along chorus.

"Near Wild Heaven" and "Half a World Away" are

other standouts, though not of "Belong" or "Losing My
Religion's" calibre.

CONTINUED ON PAGE 7

See fIREHOSE Live

at PEARL ST. in

Northampton for an

18+ Show
Tuesday, April 16

at 8:30 p.m.

In support nf their debut Columbia

release entitled flyin in the flannel

in store Is Aonl 23rd

OF MUSIC
F.U.C.T. reaches nirvana through noise
By DAVID C. KNOCH
Collegian Correspondent

Okay, I'll admit it. I love this band. I

always seem to find a new band that I

think is the greatest thing since mint-

chocolate chip ice cream and two weeks

later, you couldn't pay me enough to listen

to the tape again. Well, F.U.C.T. has total-

ly destroyed this theory on which I relied

for so long. The album came out in June

of 1990 and I haven't gone a day without

listening to them. As a matter of fact I

played the tape so often it wore out. I pro-

ceeded to buy the CD and fully expect to

be the first person to have a CD
disintegrate from prolonged laser exposure.

K.U.C.T, a four piece band that hails

from Nashville, Tennessee, was formed five

years ago by JWMtrt 1 Kit, guitarist Brooks,

and former drummer Heath. Soon after,

they picked up singer Clay, and a year later

found their latest drummer, Patrick.

For all of you who are so eagerly waiting

to find out just what the heck F.U.C.T.

means, I'll tell you. F.U.C.T. is an ab-

breviation of the band's full name, Forever

Ungratical Corinaric Technikilation.

Okay, now that I've confused you further,

I'll explain the name, and in turn attempt

to expose you to the positive message this

band is trying to spread across the world.

According to singer Clay, the name means

that ". . you're forever radically ungrateful

for those death-like situations that make

you feel like shit." Still confused? Clay ex-

plains further, "You know, you're definite-

ly ungrateful for your ignorance towards

situations that bring you to ignorance, in

id of rising above and going for total

understanding. You know, like reacting too

fast instead of taking your time and think-

ing about it. Maybe a peaceful solution in

stead of a fist in the face."

Photo courte«y Carlyl* Record*

F.U.C.T. in their inspirational environment

I REM

F.U.C.T.'s latest, and only non-demo,

release is entitled Dimensional Depth

Perception. "It's just the multiple angles to

perceive," says Clay in reference to the

album title. The songs on the album are a

mix of aggressive, noisy, almost

thrash/hardcore tunes combined with

meaningful lyrics that make numerous

references to God, nature, and positive

energy.

F.U.C.T. is a noisy band, and according

to Clay, "We like all that extra noise, but

we hate unclarification. We like it to be

clear and clarified, but we like noise too,

but it's got to be structured." F.U.C.T.'s

sound is low, grungy, and powerful. But it

is good, and it is talented channeling of

positive energy.

F.U.C.T. is inspired by the world and

their surroundings. Never forgetful of the

beauty and fragility of nature, they havo

a deep appreciation for God. The lyrics urge

an understanding of one's fellow man as

well as the world around us. The band

believes in making up their own won:

they can describe the events and things

around them that have no name. "It's

America, somebody's got to." For example

a "deleer" is an idea. In the song "Demean

ing" Clay explains the line, "negative

deleers cancel" by saying, ".
. . don't think

about negative ideas, j .st fucking get them

out ofyour brain, they're not going to help

you . . . they're destructive."

F.U.C.T. is a breath of fresh air in a

music industry that cannot seem to find

any originality. This band is definitely go-

ing somewhere, and, seeing as the band

isn't even satisfied with a sound I think is

already amazing, they can only get better

Exponentially. And for anyone who is mak

ing a connection between the band's name

and the f-word, don't, because according to

Clay, "Everything else is fucked, we're EF

YOU SEE TEE, that's basically what it

boils down to."

Not a bad
creation

By AHVA DAVIS
Collegian Correspondent

Another Bad Creation

Another Bad Creation

Motown Records

When I first heard this tape. I thought

that it was perfect dance music. The

energetic rhythm of their first hit

"Iesha," will keep you dancing through

the whole song, though it is hard to take

some of the lyrics seriously.

Although Another Bad Creationis

made up of pre-teen boys, (no one in the

band is over the age of 12). the album

not whiny. unlike their young

counterpart - N<m Kdition.

ABC s album had the help of Dr.

Freeze, who also produced Bell Biv

Devoe's hit nag "Poison
"

This was a decent first album, and has

proved to be a success. They have

already appeared on national television

shows such as In Lu ing Color, Soul

Tram. Into the .\if>ht tilth Rick Dees.

along with other shows.

Some of the songs are reminiscent of

New Edition, but I thought that A. B.C.

had a much more lively and exciting

rhythm that can keep your attention

longer than New Edition could

It is a refreshing, lighter side of rap

that does not have profanity, violence,

or sex. I'm surprised that it sells, con

sidering what many people like to listen

to these days. ABC. goes to "The

Playground" to meet their girls, not a

bar.

"Jealous Girl, " the remake of an old

New Edition song, is the only song that

is not completely rap, but a slow ballad

CONTINUED ON PAGE \Q

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 6

Out of Time is not without its misfires. "Shiny Happy

People" would be among the best tracks on the record if

it were an instrumental, but the song is sabotaged by Stipe

and Pierson's row-row-row your boat chorus of "shiny hap

py people holding hands," sarcastic or not.

On the heels of "Losing my Religion," "Low will send

you lunging for the fast forward. And "Me In Honey,

another Stipe-Pierson duet, is a blatant rip off of Bob

Mould's "Brazilia" (as Mould himself pointed out during

a recent Iron Horse appearance).

So yeah, if Out of Time has a sixties feel to it, then so

does most everything else this band has recorded. And it

it's a holdover between records, well, like almost every

other R.E.M. album has made. Out ofTime does leave the

listener looking forward to more.

GRAPE ST. tUS

1 BOLTWOOD AMHERST
NEXT TO BANANARAMA
WORCESTUZ CENTRUM

77,

:stuce

the NEVILLE
BROTHERS
with special gueat >
IVAN NEVILLE **-

PLUS
9)

ROUTE 9, HADLEY
586-4463

SONY • JVC • TECHNICS • AIWA • PANASONIC • SKARP • TDK • MAXELL

STEREO BLUES?

UNDERGROUND SOUND
CAN HELP

UNDERGROUND SOUND has been an expert, cost effective

repair service for home audio, car audio, video components

and musical instrument amplifiers since 1981. We also sell

new and used components and install car audio systems at

competitive rates. Stop Procrastinating—Get It Fixed—Listen

To Music—Be Happy.

UNDERGROUND SOUND • 103 NORTH PLEASANT STREET, AMHERST, MA • 253-9507
UNDS

WE ARE LOCATED BENEATH PANDA EAST RESTAURANT

TUESDAY
APRIL 16, 1991

8pm
in the UMass S.U.B.

TICKETS AVAILABLE
at Tix Unlimited in the Student Union.

Main St. Recorda(Noho). and

For the Record<Amher«t)

J $11 UMass students

$13 All others

A UPC PRODUCTION
I
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ARTS & LIVING
Billy Bang and his sextet will wrap up the Ma£c Triangle
*****J __ °

,...:. U^^ int. the mini-tradition Trio cut four critically acclaimed albums ^^.^n Churns (such as the recent

By BILL ROSENBLATT
Collegian Staff

The Magic Triangle concert series, pro-

duced bv WMUA radio along with Residen

tial Arts and UPC, concludes for this year

next Thursday evening. Where else in this

area can you see two full sets of great music

Valley

Jazz
in an intimate venue with good acoustics

for only $5 ($7 for non-students) Nowhere,

that's where.

Violinist Billy Bang and his sextet will

take the Hampden Theater stage at 6 p.m

next Thursday After ten years of classical

violin studv. Bang (born Billy Walker) got

turned on to jazz in college and learned to

play it. He tapped into the mini-tradition

within the music that mostly includes

early-style players (Stephane Grappelli,

Joe Venuti, Stuff Smith) and tried to place

the instrument in a more modern context.

He based his style on the phrasing of sax

ophonists: "I wanted to capture that vocal

quality Coltrane had when he played the

blues. I wanted the violin to cry and sing."

Bang became obsessed with Coltrane after

returning from the Vietnam War, where he

was the target of racism among some

White soldiers. "[Coltrane's] was very anti-

establishment music, somehow analogous

to the books I was reading by Eldndge

Cleaver and Malcolm X," he has said.

After studying with free-minded violinist

Leroy Jenkins, he participated in the fer-

tile SoHo loft scene in mid-70s New York.

He founded the String Trio of New York

with bassist John Lindberg and guitarist

James Emery, a string-based analog to Air

or Jenkins' Revolutionary Ensemble. The

Sh
CTv3^<»^r5 tfRSs^^^ tf?vSw<»-<$

gp^tse*^&^* ercswO^sevc^&^n

I Friday April 12th

Chapin Auditorium,
Mt Holyoke College

I Band: O + and the Tribe

Trio cut four critically acclaimed albums

for Italian Black Saint.

Then Bang recorded a series of albums

as a leader and appeared as a sideman on

albums by such notables as Ornette Col-

eman and Ronald Shannon Jackson. In the

mid-80s, when other violinists (John Blake,

Jean-Luc Ponty) had sold out to fusion,

Bang tried broadening his audience

another way, by incorporating elements of

the then-emerging hip-hop culture. His

group, Forbidden Planet, contained syn

thesizer, bass guitar and a rapper. About

this group, he has said, "I want to close the

gap between myself and the people who say

they can't follow the kind of music I

generally play - the people I grew up with

in Harlem and the South Bronx
"

By the time of his 1987 Soul Note album

Live at Carlos 1, Bang had developed a

lyrical, melodic style that toned down the

loft-scene excesses and made them very ac-

cessible, particularly on tunes like "Rain-

bow Gladiator'' and the reggae-tinged

"Sinawe Mandelas

The group that Bang will bring to UMass

next Thursday is similar to the excellent

Carlos 1 band. Some of the musicians are

veterans, while others are new faces.

Trumpeter Ahmed Abdullah is a com

padre of Bang from the loft days and a

member of altoist Arthur Blythe's late-70s

band. His own albums (such as the recent

Ahmed Abdullah and the Solomonic

Quintet on German Silkheart) are magnifi

cent statements of flowing rhythms and

spacey melody.

Percussionist/marimba player, Thurman

Barker, was an early member of Chicago's

seminal AACM artists' collective. Bassist

Juni Booth has the most 'star" credentials,

having played in McCoy Tyner's incredi

ble mid-70s band as well as with Freddie

Hubbard, Blythe and others. Guitarist

Takeshi Yamaguchi and drummer Zen

Matsuura round out the group.

Bang's music is eclectic, but very tuneful

and accessible, eschewing both the cerebral

leanings of Jenkins, and the slick fusion

tendencies of Blake or Ponty. He is one of

a few musicians who came up through the

so-called "avant-garde" and defined his

own sound - but also remembered that

there is an audience out there listening.

Bang's show closes out the Magic

Triangle series' second season. The series

fills an important niche in the local music

scene. It has gotten terrific support, but it

needs continued support if it is going to

return next year. Advance tickets are on

sale at the Fine Arts Center box office

(545-2511).

S

I

Doors Open at 8:00 p.m., Concert at 9:00 p.m.

Tickets on sale April 8th,

Mt Holyoke Box Office

$8.00 General Public and at the Door

$5.00 advance with Mt Holyoke I.D.

limit 2 tickets per person

Sponsored by the Campus Program Council

-«ro» %s^cnSs9 <&r<x-*&>cc^ww^-<^^>ccw*as* <^<»

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS DEPARTMENT OF

Theater
>oi\r JUA1\

BY TlRSO DE MOLINA

THIS FRIDAY 2-6 PM

THE TOC
SEAFOOD BAR

PEEL 'N' EAT
SHRIMP

$ 4.25/HALF DOZ

RAND THEATER
APRIL 4-6 AND 10-13 AT 8 P.M.

WAS DON JUAN A GREAT LOVER OR

A HEARTLESS MANIPULATOR? DRIVEN BY

A LEGENDARY APPETITE FOR CONQUEST,

HE JUMPS FROM TRYST TO TRYST,

HEEDLESS OF THE CONSEQUENCES.

TICKETS: FINE ARTS CENTER
BOX OFFICE. 545-25 1 1

ADMISSION: $5 GENERAL PUBLIC.

$3 STUDENTS AND SENIOR CITIZENS.

FRESH
STEAMERS

$ 4.50/'BUCKET

OYSTERS
ON THE HALF SHELL

$4.50/HALF DOZ

ONLY AT THE TOC LOUNGE
11th FLOOR CAMPUS CENTER

pni itf Q HADLEY at the HowardJohnsonsLodge

While you're waitinq for the

GRAND OPENING
OF

THE LIBRARY BAR
Why not join us on Saturday and Sunday

mornings for our famous

ALL YOU CAN EAT BREAKFAST BjJLFET>

8:00 am-1:00 pm EMM
WAFFLES-EGGS-OMLETTES
POTATOES-SAUSAGE-BACON

CROISSANTS-DANISH-FRESH FRUIT

AND MUCH MORE III

Open seven days a week

7:00 a.m. - 10:00 p.m.

Soon you WILL be spendinq the

niqht at THE LIBRARY
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DOONESBURY
By GARRY TRUDEAU

THE FAR SIDE

By GARY LARSON

"SOMEONE IN THE FAMILYCAOEP
NANCY TOASK IF SHE COUPCONTFJ-

8WS0HIEC0UIVBUYAHEAP5KNE
FORfHER6MNPM(m€&) GRAVE,

BUTNANCY SAQSHECOUUmAf-
FORPfT. RONNIEMAS MAKJNG
*W,OOOAYEARTHEN:"\

* THE OWISES'PHYSICIAN PHONEP

NANCY TOSAY•HERTWEmNEEEB?
a wpse fob. weekends nancy
SAlP/'ARE YOUHIUUNG TOmYFOR
(TtlFYOUWANTVPUTANVRSBCN,

Tmvouu,HAVE.wrayfor n

*VeMm OFAN AGENTREOUB?
TRYING TO GNEHER A REPORTON
WO&> HJRSNGHOMES.8UTNANCY
mheroff:ju?tteu,me IaJHJCH

I51HE CHEAPEST. AFTERAUDITS
JUSTROW* MOTHER^

COULPYOU
HCXPTHE
FORT* I
GOTTACAU-
HOME...

N0IP0N1
LEAVE MB

HEREAWNE
WITH THIS 1

QUOTE Of THE DAY

"Vhat this country needs is more

unemployed politicians.*

Edwaid Langley

DAILY CROSSVORD PUZZLE

Edited By TRUDE MGHEL JAFFE

CALVIN AND HOBBES

Early but unsuccessful practical jokes

By BILL VATTERSON

LOOK AT YWAT THIS

DUMB TOASTtfc D\D

^ TC> \K\ TOAST"'

IT WDNT COOK \T ENOUGM

TU£f/*SrTME, SOI
PUSHED \T DOWN AjGNH

AHD HON" ONE S\DeS
BVMED AMDM OTHERS

MMlOLi SINGED.' THM
TOASTER fcWNED Ml

TOKST.'

r BfcNtATU THAT
LARGER. PERSPECTIVE

IS A GUI >M& DOESKT

WAMT TO SWING FOR

A MEN TOASTER

ACROSS
1 City ot Light

6 King HarakJ s

capital

10 School dance
14 \Ag<!ant

15 Invent

16 Adota
17 Oesk

compartment

19 Back up
20 AGabor
21 Comedian Sant

22 Irony

24 Let go

26 Donated

27 f i holy woman
28 Method
29 Presidential

•nitials

32 com laude

35 Short nari alive

37 Bacchanalian

cry

36 Challenged

40 Pan
41 Barnyard

sli utters

43 Radioactive gas

44 USNA grad

45 Vow
46 Jewel

47 Dodge
49 In reaWy

53 Soak up

55 Japanese native

56 Chew the tat

57 Spouse
56 Boy with 21

ment badges

61 Cornda Shouts

62 Son ot E v?

63 Marry secretly

64 Tears

65 17 76 Loyakst

66 Ate

7 Lamp black

Abner

9 Partial

10 Pari of a

11 Sherwood
Fewest aicher

12 Ended
13 Boundary
18 Facial feature

23 WHh m
30 Down

25 Anglo- Sa«on
toilers

26 Departed

28 Swamp
30 Capital of

Manche Dept

31 AHer seven

or nme
32 Mother to

fVrre

33 The Bards river

34 Stiff legged

snide

36 Piay

38 Sponger

39 Commedia
deft -

42 Travel

43Decfcoed
46 Heredity (actor

48 Sandy loam

49 Remarkable
thing or person

50 Sing softly

51 Brownish gray

52 Chose
53 God of Love

54 Indonesian

isle

55 Ripener

59 Swedish name
for Turku

60 151. to Caesar

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZ2LE

U¥?
DOWN

1979 film

2 Arwmatr"1

3 Maiesiic

4 Anger

5 Lea'

6 Pigment

Oyk **] v^ay home

«fn>v* c\«*S ioA«i

When r qot hmq
$tevf aw 3 Tc**i

O/nM Winfrey ok
TV- „,>.

fiT
7

X 5asW\Ajo^veI

the** av\<J opened

op tt*j fof •M*

MENU
LUNCH

l hukcii iiitlctv.li h

ivh h.un on iyc

BASICS LUNCH
I al.iit I pocketvtch

i hukt-n cuUetvlch

DINNER
h>oiiru/m<M< •vim <

Mint Style m rod

5ASICS DINNER
( heett n't' tod

DoUrU/tofa <\ shfoona

YOUR DAILY HOROSCOPE
By JEANE DIXON

TANGELO PIE

At fVi/5 hme, -/Ac UMiW
Wf5Hc»5 to ytspond to

J
critic ism.

By TIM SNIFFEN

1

Uliilc OrUob /5 riof on

fa Flonfa coast M,5

to * fMW&of Gibe's,

and not hard fad.

Ite auHtor -flvinls M*kus

for fii5 4il.g<we, and

rwponsib/li+ij.ffluKxnjls

mt ship,

7^

-audi ftmwds km M-
-fhcVfe are worst tomgs m
(av\ replace your head

ty»fh than cabbage.

No wed h
eel mew.

/

REX ROCKETT
By IRA SHERAK

MovHoUo* r*ni c"%>f°J"7wtsrr?

ARIES (March 21-April 19) A oesire

to meet people sets you on a new

course today Financial matters

continue to reaurre close scrutiny

Your mate or business partner may

be pressuring you Stand up tor your

rights

TAURUS (April 20-May 20) Team

effort is essential if you want profits

to rise A community prorect takes

up valuable time, but will bring

deep fulfillment An older person

decides to give romance a helping

hana

OEMINI (May 21-June 20): Seek

professional counsel before finaliz-

ing an agreement Trust your in-

stincts regarding a personal matter,

remember that you are part of a

team effort Platonic relationships

flourish

CANCER (June 21-Juty 22): Your

hope and confidence return. Pro-

mising news is part of the picture

Big changes are in the worksl Finan-

cial cc^sidefations influence a dif-

ficult choice. Romance blossoms

anew

LEO (July 23-Aug 22): Educational

pursuits are favored. Your loved

ones are supportive Long-term

business prospects are excellent

Better rapport develops when you

tune in to your mate's real needs

VIROO (Aug 23-Sept 22) Keep a

clear head during what should be

a challenging day Business affairs

wi progress smoothly despite Inter-

ruptions Watch your step when in

the compuny of your competitors.

LIMA (Sept 23-Oct 22) Curb a

tenaency to buy things on impulse

and seek ways to reduce expenses

Get all business agreemer"

writing, even when dealing with

family An employment situatior

shows marked improvement

SCORPIO (Oct 23-Nov 21) Self-

preservation is uppermost in your

thoughts. Be careful when choosing

between two plans Mate couia

make a valuable contribution if you

are open about your goals

Romance is deliantful

SAGITTARIUS (Nov 22-Dec 21) A

friend moves into position to help

your career Better financial times

lie ahead Keep your eyes and ears

open Excellent communication is

essential. Reaa between the lines

CAPRICORN (Dec 22-Jan 19): Go
along with the methods used by

others. Additional work falls on your

shoulders, but a ntce raise or bonus

is in the offering. A forceful member

of the opposite sex dazzles you!

AQUARIUS (Jan 20-Feb 18): Limit

the money you spend on nonessen-

tials Keeping in touch with impor-

tant contacts will help you

negotiate better agreements. Let

family know you appreciate their

efforts

PISCES (Feb 19-Mar 20) Your ter-

rific judgment helps you handle any

challenges that come your way A

situation that develops today could

lead to fun-fWed romance You gain

new social poise Be discreet

TODAY S STAFF
Night Editor *r*h Dcm«t«

Copy Editor Ovinia Gammon

Photo Technician ***& Ah™ rn

Production Supervisor No* Duma

Typesetter «^
Production Chffa PrH. brad fluuh.son
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SCQRHQN
HIT BETWEEN THE EYES TOUR

CONTINUED FROM r'AGE 7

about a jealous ex-girlfriend that wants a

second chance. .

Their personal lives were reflected in

almost all of the songs. The ideas range

from parent problems, girlfriends, and

about the groups' rhythm

Overall, the album is pretty decent, and

it really is good to finally listen to some rap

music without any controversy surroun

ding it. Although these pre-teens have sue

cess, they are still just kids, and have a

long way to go.

PLUS
GUESTS

TRIXTER

SATURDAY • APRIL 20
8PM

HARTFORD CIVIC CENTER

TTCKETRON

0UTUT51
PHONE CHARGE

1-S00-922-2030

TICKETS CMC
ON SALE CENTER
NOW AT. 1

OXoirKl

EVE.VT DATE AND TIME SCHJBCT TO CHANCE TKKETVON SERVICE CHARGE IS NON WWDABUE.

PRODUCED BY JIM KOPLIK/SHELLY FINKEL/

JOHN SCHER/METROPOLITAN ENTERTAINMENT
Photo courteny True Circle Comedy Production*

New York City comedian Donna Cooper will perform at Peking

Garden in Hadley on Friday and Saturday at 8;30 p.m.

I)I\ISH)\ Oh

N.

v/a
j

Rollins Band
FRIDAY • MAY 3 • 8PM
SPRINGFIELD CIVIC CENTER

TICKETS CIVIC /V OUTLETS ft

r>?M S.AI F nrrvcrva ^n~K<<^ — phone < haiu.i
>i\ !>ALt CENTER t,(KMRom , soo :$S2 hoho

PRODUCED BY JIM KOPLIK/SHELLY FINKEL/

JOHN SCHER/METROPOLITAN ENTERTAINMENT

SUMMER
SPARKLES at

UMass
Over 300 credit and non-

credit courses and work-

shops will bedazzle you in

the UMass Summer Session.

A glittering lineup of classes

is conveniently offered both

day and evening in two. six-

week sessions.

First session runs June

4-July 12; second ses-

sion runs July 16-

August 22.

Register beginning

April 16.

By mail until May 17, by tel-

ephone (545-3653) or FAX

(545-3351) until May 31, or

in person through June 3.

University of
Massachusetts
at Amherst
•••••••

Summer
1991

Pick up a free catalog

at anu hanks,

grocery stores,

shopping centers,

libraries, and malls.

For more

information or a

free catalog,

call 545 -2414.

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 12

outs in the fourth.

In the seventh, Boston spoiled the

shutout bid on singles by Jack Clark and

Carlos Quintana and Tony Pena's two-run

double to left. Steve Olin replaced King and

gave up an RBI single to Tin Naehring.

Darwin threw 41 pitches in a 2 minute

first inning. The Indians scored on a walk

to Alex Cole, a single by Jerry Browns and

RBI single by Carlos Baerga. Albert Belle

made it 2-0 with an RBI ground double to

left, and after Sandy Alomar was hit by a

pitch, Jacoby walked, forcing in a run.

Cole singled, stole second and took third

on an infield out to start the second. Baerga

walked and Alomar beat out an infield hit,

scoring Cole. Jacoby then followed with a

fly ball into a jet stream, the ball sailing

over Tom Brunansky's head in right.

Boston added a run in the eighth on a

ground-rule double by Greenwell, a single

by Clark and Ellis Burks' grounder.

Vice President Dan Quayle, in Boston to

speak to an editors' meeting, attended the

game, but was not introduced to a sellout

crowd of 34,134.

lacrosse
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 12

"He provides an extra threat on defense,' Garber

said of O'Callaghan with a long stick. "The offense was

beginning to stagnate. It wasn't him.

"With him on short stick, we just got bogged down

in the crease," Garber said. "We're trying to open

things up for for (Jim] Kushner and [Jim] McAleavey.

We hope this will do it."

Other position changes include Mark Millon and

Mike Caine. Millon started the season at attack, a

change from being a midi.

Caine started as an attackman and was switched to

midfield. Each has scored more goals at his newer posi-

tion and Garber said the players seem pleased with the

results.

Matt Garber's health remains in question and it was

not determined whether or not he will play at press

time. Injury-wise, Kenny Randazzo is nursing recur-

rent hamstring problems; Rob Falvey is recouping from

a rough blow to the left shoulder; and Mike Webb is

resting a sprained right thumb which took abuse dur

ing faceoffs against Providence.

I ollrgian Photo by Carrie Wyrth

Red Sox shortstop Tim Naehring, here seen in spring training, had

an RBI single yesterday. However, it was not enough as Boston and

Danny Darwin lost their home opener to Cleveland. 6-4.

Meeting Notice

Top of the Campus
Incorporated
(TOC Inc.)

will hold its annual

meeting and elec-

tions in

Campus Center

Rm. 802,
May 16, 1991
at 2:00p.m.

London
Madrid
Zurtch
San Jo*« C R

Hongkong
Denver Wt
Sydney 1193
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HUE Student Travel Catalog

Council Travel
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NOW
RENTING

CLIFFSIDE
APARTMENTSI

Affordable. Quiet &
Convenient

1 & 2 Bedrooms
from $400/month

ALL UTILITIES
INCLUDED

5 miles to UMASS
On Sunderland Bus

Route

Pool. Tennis & More

Furnished Apartments

also available

Accepting applications

for September

Ask about our free rent

special

248 Amherst Rd (Rte 116)

Sunderland 665-3958

Classifieds
COME TO THE mflMMMOfflg^lMMMM-ra^

WORD/DAY FOR STUDENTS

ACTIVITIES

FREE DANCE! Aprtin^ltejCCl"
f black & white more into call 546-7ZZ9

2 BEDROOM HOUSE available June 1st w/

tall option clos« to campus $625 -Call

54^6417

GARBAN20 BEANS!
Anylh.na can be mggtod' Learn how to|ug

gle (and other ancient mystic arts) today

5-6. in CC168 Toodtes

INTER VARSITY CHRISTIAN
FELLOWSHIP
Just pray it. |ust sing it. |ust believe it

CC804 7 30pm Just do it Jesus Saves

3 BORM APT m house. 5 mm walk to cam-

pus/town, on bus route washer/dryer Call

253-7317

ENTREPRENEURS Make $3000 per

month Sell Students ol America
Sunglasses to retail stores anywhere in the

USA No inv req Write P O Box 70.

Tualatin. OR 97062

3 OR 6 BEDROOM DUPLEX
Great backyard
Call quickly 253-4092

Available June 1st

FT SUMMER CHILDCARE
N Amhefsl
Must have own transportation

549-6625 or 548-9519

TOM FROM TEWKSBURY
Hope you had a great 21 st bday-

Sorry we couldn't meet you uptown

to help you celebrate 1

The girl who
carded you on
the street"

SUPERKALAFRAGAUSTCEXPIALADO-
CIOUS „ . .

3 women seeking housemate immediately

-old Northampton house 225 585-6973

SPACIOUS SINGLE ROOM m luxurious

Mill Valley Estates Summer wf tall option

Call Mike at 253^3683

SERVICES

4 BEDROOM HOUSE available June 1

$900 close to campus 549-0557

AMAZING APAr MENT

WANT LONG LUXURIOUS SHOWERS tor

free? All the heat you want' Take over our

fully carpeted 2-bdrm apartment June 1

Close to campus, great price looi Call

549-7845 Leave message

ANNOUNCEMENTS

BED AND BREAKFAST- downtown Ideal

tor visiting parents and friends- 549-0733

HEADING FOR EUROPE this summer'' Jet

there anytime tor $160 with AIRHITCH (r)

(Reported in NY Times and Lets Go')

AIRHITCH (r) 212-864-2000

NOMINATIONS FOR SWAG OFFICERS

Have opened
Nomination papers can be picked up at the

SWAG Office

Deadline is April 18 1991

5 BEDROOM HOUSE on bus route $1015

a month call 253-5734

A BITCHIN HOUSE!
5 mm from lake « miles of hiking trails

Huge backyard 5 mm from bus 5

bedrooms. 2 baths

Only $1000/month'

Belchertown
323-4862

INTELLIGENCE JOBS All branches

US Customs, DEA etc Now hiring

Call (1) 805-962-8000 Ext K 9616

JEWISH COMMUNITY OF AMHERST
seeks Hebrew and Jewish studies teachers

Experience preferred Call 549-0223 or

256-0160 for application

RECYCLING PROGRAM ASST NEEDED
Start in June July or Aug full-time, work part

lime during school year -Call Shentl

545-1153

CARELLI FROM WORCESTER
Saw your name in the paper and
wondered Did you ever play

hockey7 I think we met years

ago at the Kitlndge

Tournament Curious7 Reply here'

PREGNANT 7

Need a pregnancy test, information or sup

port7 Call tor free and confidential services

ALTERNATIVES 33 Main St Northampton

586-3000 or Greenfield 774-6010

INSTRUCTION

Happy 21st Birthday!

I'll take care of you tonight. OK?
I love you!!

Love.

Ma
TO THE BOBS of fourth floor Grayson the

Fabulous Baker Basement Babes are go-

ing to drink you under Sunday night'

Love.
The Bettys

SPACIOUS SUBLET

AMHERST CENTER 1 BORM. Quiet, close

to common—for fnsbee fun (S Prospect

St ) sunny, hardwood floors, rent

negotiable Ideal for 2 people Call Jenny

after 7pm 253-7194

SUBLET

SUBLET JUNE TO AUGUST two rooms m

house On two bus routes Call evenings

549-6527

SUBLET SUMMER W/ FALL OPTION one

bedroom apt In downtown Amherst walk

ing distance from UMass on all major bub

routes laundry facilities Call 253-2880

SUMMER SUBLET WITH FALL OPTION

3 bedroom apartment in The Brook in

Amherst On bus route wall to wall

carpeting, clean Call 253-0420

SUMMER SUBLET/FALL OPTIOfL 4b-

1 '/>bath apartment on bus route Call BW o'

Dave 253-4193

SUMMER WITH FALL OPTION
1 furnished bedroom in 2bdrm apt

2 minutes from 7/1 1 . ATM. laundry, bus rte

Call Gita 546-4185

APTS. FOR RENT

SPRING SPECIAL .99 cents one month

rent with one year lease 2BR $450. 3BH

$537 in Sunderland Free bus route, laun-

dry facilities, pool, garden plots Short term

leases available 665 3856

AUTO FOR SALE

78 VOLVO well maintained. $950 or D<>

253-2612

1981 SAAB 900. beige 2-door hatchback,

new clutch, new battery, 9°«i conation

asking $2200 Call 585-5521 or 585-5522

1981 OLDS WYLARKTruns well $850 or

BO 253-9087

1982 HONDA CIVIC 83000 miles 5 speed

$1500 bo call 665-8304

ACT NOW! SUNNY 4 bedroom V-i bath

apt in Amherst Great condition On bus

Route Available end of May. option for ta

lease $250 per month all inclusivei Call

253-7871

AMITY PLACE CONOO
3 bdrm. 2Vl bath, furnished, washer/dryer

central air/vacuum garage patio 3 oc-

cupants. $995/month 549-5938

BEAUTIFUL
Modern 3 bdrm house. V? mile off campus

Washer&dryer. woodstove. ivj bath

Call 549-5895

LOOK NO FURTHER!!
Looking for 2 M/F roommates to share

GORGEOUS house
Huge backyard'

$190 + utilities- Must See"

Call Barry 6-2664

SPACIOUS ONE BEDROOM APT. great tor

two people Located in the center 01

Amherst, above Kinkos If interested, please

call 253-0467

SUBLET W/ FALL OPTION. Bdr in large

2bdr Bus route Available now $285 in-

cludes heat 538-5894

EARN CREDIT SCUBA DIVING
Preregister for tall courses

Learn to dive, tall semester G09 Basic Key

Largo Trip. Aug or Dec G10 Sport New
England Advanced. G11 Advanced -All

courses listed under General Physical

Education
For further information call Project Deep
549-8401

LOST

HELP!!
Will the person who called me Wed April 3rd

saying they found my passport please call

me back again at 549-4230 ask for Lionel

LOST!!
~~7~

A Toshiba AM/FM cassette stereo head set

It is black and has a digital dispaly which

consists of a clock and many buttons across

the top Left possible on a West Street bus

on Wednesday. April 3, between 6 and

6 30pm
•If found, please call Adele at 253-7206

LOST: Four important keys on two yellow

keychams Please please call Susan
546-1725

ADMIRAL VON JEFFREY. The sealman

sealster. sealaroni Checkin' the personals,

too much, turning 21

Happy b-day Jeffo'

Love, the Shacksters

TIFF-
Today is your last red letter day for a while

Use it wisely"

Love.
Pamela

*EPI
When is the next 48 hour exchange7 Your

porch must seem empty without us 1

Love.
Your new housemates'

CRAIG AND DENNIS
Roses are red

Violets are blue

Hope you get sober

Before you re 22
Happy 21st Birthday

-JP and DC

SUMMER W/ FALL OPTION. Large room

in S Amherst condo Pool, central A/C

washer/dryer, parking On bus route Cool

roomies, pertect summer place' Call Joe

253-2696

SUMMER RENTAL

•MARTHA'S VINYARO. Steps from The

Ocean Harbor Landing Harborside Inn

Rent daily weekends, weekly April through

September Very reasonable prices Call

549-0221

SUMMER SUBLET

1 BEDROOM Brandywine apt available

Very negotiable rent which includes all

utilities except electric Laundry facility in

building & swimming pool Call Niclole after

6pm at 549-8001 Leave message

SUMMER SUBLET W/ FALL OPTION on

Mam St 4 bedrooms two very large S

bathrooms, front porch' Ample Parking

Great location Call evenings 256-0386

TOWNEHOUSE
Model apt sublet fall option

Remodeled 3br

New carpet AC 1 *l bath bus rt

Judy Johnson 549-0839

UPTOWN 2 room/ 2 ftooTapt Very clean

afforable new appliances Must see! Call

256-4696 -with tall option

TRAVEL

1 ROOM AVAIL. Summer rent negotiable

1 female to share room fall low rent

Non-Smoker Call 549-7408 Leave message

WARM WATER scuba diving trips

Bonaire May27-June3 $825

Key Largo August 18-24 $380

For more information call Protect Deep

549-8401

TYPING/WORDPROCESSING

SUMMER SUBLET w/ fall option 3bedroom.

near town, bus route, sunny front porch, gas

utilities, good landlord 675 +

Call 256-0883

FOR SALE

LOST) On 4/10 a set of keys attached to a

black, leather change purse w/card. etc in-

side If found call Adele 253-7206

SILVER AND GOLD watch with one gold

and two silver rings attached On 4/4 in

Boyden Gym Very important to owner-

Please call Beth 546-3940

HAPPY BIRTHDAY BUTTHEADM!
Good luck on your GRE'S
Love.
Your blonde bimbo with brown hair

(P S Slime your nose')

AMH CENTER $215
253-5270

CARA BERMAN
Happy 19th

You keep smiling

Love. Rebecca

AMHERST CENTER, sunny 2 bdrm in

house
253-7737

1987 JEEP WRANGLER. V 6 automatic

Med blue w/ black top Exc condition

49.000 miles $6995 -546-3142

PURCHASING *^«£D CAR? Having your

car repaired? Do you know your rights^

Contact the Legal Services Center. 922

Campus Center, 545-1995

FUTONS
Metawampe
Top quality gold bond futons

Delivery anywhere in USA
Sleep with us and save!

1-800-3FUTON1

LARRY BRENNAN
We love you
Be strong

BRANDYWINE. available end of May, fur

nished, A/C. pool, bus route, single apt fits

2/3 people Call 549-0796

FURNISHED BEDROOM 5 minutes from

GRC Private bathroom, phone Laundry,

maid 549-8745 (females)

PERSONALS

BIKE FOR SALE

19*7 CENTURION RS- Good bike never

crashed, approx 1000 miles .m storage

since 1988. never abused, always

pampered Good for tnathalons oreniry.

levelracing-Fast' $300 or B/O (reasonable)

Call Rick at 546-2708

TASC AM 246 tour track mixing board e!

tads controls digital display six TJV meters

real cool looking in the dark -Contact Will

253-7313 $400 00

YES TICKETS
4/1 7 Centrum
Real good seats

Call Rick or Dave
546-3664

SEXY GREEN EYES
Everything fits so well-again

Blue eyes

ALPHA EPSILON PHI

Spring is here and its hot 1

So cool down with an orange crush and lets

have some fun!

FOUND

AMY DEPT
I say you at Sunset a year ago
You looked at me funny when I asked you

10 make out I think I like you Please res-

pond tomorrow night Happy Anniversary

#* Love, Jeff

SUSAN, take monVs advice-start off stow

with a wine cooler!

Happy 21st!

Love.
Your little sis

BOB CONNELY
Turns 21 today

Be afraid

HOUSE IN AMHERST
Fully furnished, waterbeds

up to 8 people -Bus route

Cheap - 549-2691

KILLER PAD in the heart of downtown

Amherst Summer sublet w/tall option Call

now 253-9087

DISSERTATIONS, CASES, PAPERS
On-campus pickup Fast 1 Accurate'

Mac/Laser, spellcheck

Nancy 5B4-7924

FAST, ACCURATE TYPING w/ spellcheck

and boldface $1 45/pg Call Greg 546-2548

PAPERS, $1 50/pg Resumes laser pnnted

Fast professional, affordable

KCOMMUNtCATtONS. 256-6373

PAPERS, DISSERTATIONS, RESUMES
graphs, laser printing Rosemary -call

259 1786

WANTED

ROOMMATE WANT bit

MUST SEE UPTOWN apt option for fall

1 bedroom $550 253-0567

ENTERTAINMENT

RACK^oSCis still the ««'£fDJ
,sand

live entertainment Call anytime 586-99W

ask about our specials

KEYS FOUND in Mahar 4/10/91

a set of keys on an SM keychatn

If they're yours give me a call

546-0505

HAPPY BIRTHDAY SUZIE! Your finally 21-

Have fun' Love, KKKN

FOR RENT
HELP WANTED

1BOR APT IN PUFFTON VLG
• • Take over our lease for the tali

and summer rent is negotiable

Cheap rent, mc util

Call before 9 30am or after

6 30pm 549^)904

EARN $500-$1500/WK part time stuffin

envelopes in your home For free inform,

tion send a long, self-addressed stampe

envelope to P O Box 30593. Albuquerqut

NM 87190-0593

HAPPY BIRTHDAY SARAH BAACKESI
Comatose tonight? Yes, definitely!

Love. Maureen

JEFF O'HALLORAN
Happy birthday from the brothers and

sisters of I Pounda Bru

Al, Kyra, Julie, Theda, Nancy, Kerne, Jenn,

Kim, Chris, Tracy

Get Psyched!

AMITY PLACE
2 females. 1 bedroom w/ private bath

Nonsmoking, quiet house, wash/dryer

Furn LR/DH SepWun 275 ea
549-1379

LOOKING FOR 2 FEMALES to share a

room in 2 bedroom Brandywine apartment

Fun roommates'! Starting June 1 or Sept 1

-your choice! Free heat! Call Debbie or Erica

at 549-8092

NEED 1 FEMALE roommate for Bran
dywine apartment starts in September Call

546-4159

ONE BEDROOM, furnished downtown

Amherst Available end of May Rent

negotiable 256-4927

ONE BEDROOM IN BRITTANY, bus route,

A/C $250/month neg Call 253-4194 Leave

message

CANOE TRADE
Have exel 17ft Coleman canoe Need 15ft

light wt Eves 369-4217

NEED CASH?? I am desperate for your

Comm 121 notes tor the upcoming exam

Please call Clara 253-4296

WE WANT to take over your 3 bedroom

Puftton lease 1 Please call 253-0420

SUMMER SUBLET w/ fall option 1bdr

available in 2bdr apt B'town/Amherst line

Evenings 256-0916

PROFESSIONAL WOMAN seeks summer

sublet in Amherst or environs Must be

clean and comfortable Price negotiable,

contact Jacqueline Muth 902 1 1th Ave No 3

Huntington, W V 25701 304-523-5404

RENT OUR 2BORM apt for the summer

Close to campus |ust $450 month 546-3142

^nfcfcj
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SPURTS
Baseball powers their way to sweep ofNew Hampshir
i. uiruiPi Ralph Suozzo's two-run homer highlighted ^flHN|^^V^^^^^^^^^H^^^^^^^^^^^^^HMORRIS^ «

I
the not *** denied. ^^^^^^^7^1 P^fl P*ti

The Univeisitv of Massachusetts Thpv tn( ,k the lead with three unearned - » W . 1 X--55p»"^^

By MICHAEL MORRISSEY
Collegian Correspondent

'he University of Massachus.

i
hall team, aided by seven home runs,

including two by Brian Bright, continued

their roll, sweeping the University of N

Hampshire in ye>terdav - doubleheader in

Durham. 6-4 and 9-6.

The Minutemen (11-16-1) erased an ear

OUNH lead with Bnght's solo shot and

Ian Torres' two run dinger, but the

Wildcats clawed back with two in the fifth

to lead 13

IMass came hack with plenty of

firepower in their half of the fifth, h

Bright connected for a grand slam, hi-

cond home run of the game. Glenn DiSar

cina followed Bright with a solo homer,

which capped the scoring for both teams

.Ivff Toothaker (1-1) pitched five strong in

nings and picked up the win. **<***™
relieved Toothaker. and held LNH
scoreless.

In the second game. I' Mass capitalized

on UNH'l miM-wrs in the field and two

inside-the-park home runs after blowing an

early 4-0 lead

C\H had a big five run fourth inning

: bey knocked Ma. ter John Russell out

Ralph Suozzo's two-run homer highlighted

the scoring for the Wildcats

But the Minutemen would not be denied

Thev took the lead with three unearned

runs in the top of the fifth, thanks to two

o.stlv I'NH errors.

ve Corradi reached first on an error.

With two outs. DiSarcina singled and

Cnrelli hit a single that went by an out

fielder to the fence and brought everyone

around This gave UMass a 7-5 lead.

After I'NH- solo shot by Tsiamis in the

bottom of the fifth, the Minutemen put the

game away

Rich Graham (2 2) relieved Russell and

picked up the win, while Jeff Telgheder and

Ron Villone held the UNH offense scoreless

in the final two frames.

Nevertheless, UMass added two in-

surance runs in the seventh. Steve Cor-

radis mside-the-park homer accounted for

one run. and scrappy play contributed for

,cond run. DiSarcina singled, stole se-

cond, moved to third on a wild pitch, and

ond otTCarelli's RBI double

The Minutemen jumped out to the early

lead with Mike Tobin's lead off homer in

the first, and Joe Mattivello's inside-the-

park round-tripper in the fourth.

-i«- H'nili

Brian Bright lead UMass yesterday by belting two homeruns as UMass

swept New Hampshire. The Minutemen (1MM) are now gearing up for

a weekend match against St. Joseph's, in Philadelphia.

,;;; kn.ked .arter John Russel, out park roundtnpper in tbe tounn. .— - ^^^1-,*
UMass softball gets swept up byjnvrf Co|mectic«t

;, •• c^wmn ««iH "In the sixth we had 1st and zna dui "»•«
, u„ BltiPs

By DAN WETZEL
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts softball team had. in

the words of its coach, Elaine Sortino "a very tough day.

The Minutewomen, ranked 20th in the nation and 1st

in New England dropped two close games (2-1,2-0) to the

University of Connecticut yesterday in Storrs, Conn.

In the first game, Connecticut, ranked 24th in the na-

tion and 2nd in New England, got one run in the first in

mng and another in the fifth as Kim Mizsko shut down

UMass for the win

Although UMass was only able to muster three hits in

the opening game they scored one run on senior transfer

Barbara Mareans RBI groundout. However, according to

Sortino, they rest of the afternoon UMass just couldn t

push the runs across.

"We had runners on 2nd and 3rd in the first and we blew

UM heads to Philly
By GREG SUKIENNIK
Collegian Staff

Mmm, mmm. Can't you just taste those cheese steaks

and soft pretzels now?

The University of Massachusetts baseball team is hop-

ing to sample more than just the cuisine of Philadelphia,

PA. - namely, the sweet taste of victory. And while cheese

steaks are loaded with saturated fats and salt, four wins

over St. Joseph's University in two Atlantic 10 Conference

doubleheaders this weekend in Norristown, PA. would be

very good for the Minutemen's A- 10 Tournament hopes.

The Minutemen are currently 3-1 in the A- 10 Eastern

Division, tied with Rutgers for second place. With Rutgers

playing four games against first-place Temple [6-2] this

weekend, four wins for Massachusetts over the 2-6 Hawks

could boost the Minutemen into first.

Although the Hawks are 2-6 in the A-10, those losses

came at the hands of Temple and Rutgers, two good teams.

SJU has decent hitting, some good pitching and motiva-

tion - UMass swept the Hawks last season in Amherst.

The big gun as of late for the Hawks has been lead-off

hitter Tom Veratti. The Sophomore outfielder was nam-

ed Wilson/Atlantic 10 Player of the Week, currently leads

SJU with a .340 batting average and is tied fore the team

lead with 34 hits. Veratti batted .444 in the past week,

leading the Hawks to four wins in seven games.

Teammate Jason Hamilton, who shares the Hawks' hit

lead with Veratti, also leads his team and the A-10 with

nine home runs and is second in the A-10 with 36 runs

batted in. He has nine doubles and two triples.

St. Joseph's pitching staff averages 4.92 earned runs a

game, which is good enough for second-best in the A-10.

Mike Mangano has averaged a startling 10 strikeouts a

game over 6 starts, but he has a record of only 1-4 and

nine wild pitches to go along with all those "K"s.

As of late, the Minutemen have cranked out 34 hits in

their last three games, with Glen DiSarcina, Brian Bright

and Mike Tobin leading the way. If the Massachusetts can

continue that sort of run support, then probable starters

Daryle Corriveau, Jim Telgheder, Rich Graham and Scott

Meaney may find their task easier.

Both doubleheaders begin at 12 noon in Norristown.

"

Sortino said. "In the sixth we had 1st and 2nd but

we just could not come up with a run. We stranded 6

women on third base today, we just couldn t catch a

"junior Holly Aprile pitched the first game for UMass

and only allowed one earned run in a complete game

'"nine second half of the double header it was more of

the same for UMass. Twice, in the 1st and the 5th, they

had runners on second and third with only one out but

came up short both times. UMass was only able to come

up with four hits in the game.
n

"We just were not executing at the plate today, Sor-

tino said. "We painted ourselves in a corner by leaving

so many players on the base path."

Connecticut scored off sophmore pitcher Darlene Llat-

fey in the first on a passed ball that, according to Sortino

"took a crazy bounce off our catchers shin pad

Gorillas set

to face Yale
By ADRIEN MATT
Collegian Staff #

Tomorrow the University of Massachusetts lacrosse

team faces No. 15 Yale. UMass (No. 16) comes in only

one notch below Yale but it is necessary to look at some

numbers to understand just how crucial this game is_

On Wednesday, No. 3 Brown beat Yale 11-5. Had

Yale beaten Brown, it would mean more for UMass to

beat Yale. Now that the reverse is true, the win against

Yale won't mean as much and a loss could be

disasterous.
.

__

Yale has faced Top 20 teams with mixed results. 1 he

Elis have lost to No. 2 Princeton (17-8), No. 5 Virginia

(13-6) and No. 11 Penn (9-4), but upset No. 14 Cornell

(12-8), breaking the Big Red's winning streak.

Yale (5-4, 1-3 in the Ivy League) was held to one goal

for the last three quarters in yesterday's match.

However, the defense held Brown to one goal per

quarter in the first half. Brown blew the doors off the

game in the second half, scoring nine goals. Goalies

Pat Flynn (Brown) and Rich Dressier (Yale) came up

with 18 saves each and endured 36 and 44 shots on

goal respectively. Brown was able to capitalize on man-

up opportunities 50 percent of the time, whereas Yale

failed to do so in four chances. Brown also took 75 per-

cent of the faceoffs.

If UMass comes out as strong against Yale as they

did against Brown, they have a very real shot of winn-

ing And there's more than just numbers.

Although UMass is not a team on a roll, it is a team

on a mission. Losses to Brown and Cornell set them

back but they're not down for the count - not by any

stretch of the imagination.

"It's not over yet," said coach Ted Garber. With an

easy win like Providence tucked in their back pocket

the mental aspect of their game becomes a little bit

easier. Now comes the physical part.

The Gorillas have made some position changes, the

most recent being Hugh O'Callaghan. Since the begin

ning of the spring practice. O'Callaghan changed from

a defensive-midfielder to a short-stick midi. He now

weilds a long stick again. CONTINUED ON PAGE 11

cond UConn run came in the 5th on a two out double. Patti

Conlon picked up the win for the Huskies.

On the day UMass left 12 runners on base. 6 on third,

and committed 5 errors.

"This was a very disappointing and costly day tor us.

Sortino said. "UConn is right behind us in the both the

national and regional rankings. We are extreme y

frustrated right now but the good news is that we get to

play them three more times this year, so we can settle

this on the field."

It doesn't get any easier for UMass. The Minutewomen

travel to Philadelphia this weekend to meet up with St.

Josephs and Temple.

"Those are two very difficult A 10 matchups for us, bor

tino said. "We will have our hands full with those two.

The team just has to regroup, this was a tough day and

right now we have 17 or 18 very disappointed ballplayers,

but we should be back this weekend.

Sox stay in slump
By Dave O'Hara
Associated Press

Eric King's first game with his new team went a lot bet-

ter than Danny Darwin's debut.

King pitched six scoreless innings and Brook Jacoby

drove in three runs as the Cleveland Indians spoiled

Boston's 91st home opener, beating the Red Sox 6-4

yesterday.

Darwin, one of Boston's new multimillionaires, was

booed after giving up six runs on five hits, three walks

and a hit batter in 1 2-3 innings. Darwin, signed for $11.8

million after leading the National League in ERA with

Houston, wasn't so hot.
m

"I just didn't throw the ball well, that's the bottom line,

Darwin said. "I was excited. Maybe I was trying too hard.

"You're going to have bad ones and unfortunately, it

had to be on my first day for the Red Sox," he said. "I

was missing all day, hanging sliders and throwing

fastballs on the other side of the plate. I don't hit batters

and I don't walk many batters. It wasn't a good day."

King, acquired with Shawn Hillegas in a winter deal

that sent Cory Snyder to the Chicago White Sox, blank

ed Boston for six innings. He left during a three-run

seventh and improved to 8-1 on the road since the start

of last season. Doug Jones pitched the ninth for his se-

cond save.

"Things just about went our way," King said. "They just

got the bad end of it today."

The Indians rocked Darwin for three runs in the first

inning and added three more in the second, the last two

coming on Jacoby's wind-blown triple off reliever Tom

Bolton.

"When the wind's blowing like it was today anything

can happen." said Jacoby, who drew a bases-loaded walk

in the first. "It doesn't matter how things happen, as long

as they do for you."

Marine Brig. Gen. Richard Neal, a military spokesman

during the Persian Gulf War, threw out the ceremonial

first pitch while dressed in combat fatigues and boots.

After that, Darwin was in trouble.

"It was a crazy wind," Boston manager Joe Morgan said.

"But Darwin wasn't himself out there. He was all over

the place. He's had a cold for about five days and maybe

that took something out of him. I don't know."

King retired the first 11 batters before Mike Greenwell's

broken bat, looping single to shallow left-center with two

CONTINUED ON PAGE 11
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Weld confident he can
manage state's deficit

Collegian photo by Chrirtoplwr Brockmeyer

RECOLLECTED IN TRANQUILITY - Graphic Arts major Peggy

Velsor practices a bit of fine art in a field in Hadley.

BOSTON (AP) - Gov. William F. Weld

says he's confident his administration can

manage the state's deficit, despite a recent

$150 million drop in revenues.

But chances are he'll have to shut down

state government for a week to do it.

"We have all kinds of contingency plans

so no matter what the figure turns out to

be, we'll be able to have at our fingertips

plans that will make us come in balance

on June 30," Weld said.

Weld said a shutdown of non-essential

state services is likely in June to help wres-

tle the deficit down to $80 million.

"My guess is that it's going to happen,

unless we have a bright April 15 and the

revenue picture turns back up." Weld said.

The shutdown will probably occur the

week of June 24 to 28, to save about $2

million, and would be in addition to man
dated furloughs for state employees. The

shutdown of all but those services that pro-

tect public health and safety is one of

several options the Weld administration

has put forward to address a burgeoning

deficit.

The state Board of Regents got official

notification Thursday morning that the

governor has declared state college facul

ty members "essential" employees. That

means they do not have an option of being

able to take time off without pay as can

other state workers affected by the

furlough plan.

But the teachers were anything but flat

tered. Instead, they are raising an uproar

over the unwanted compliment, which

allows the state to make them work for up

to 15 days without pay until they leave

state service.

"One faculty member told me 'Only fools

work for I.O.U.'s and only slaves work

without pay,'" said Suzanne Davis, presi

dent of the faculty union at Westfield State

College.

At least one educator raised the prospect

of a strike. "We are trying to persuade peo-

ple that a strike is illegal and we could just

be coughing up an additional day's pay."

said James F. Rice, chairman of the Higher

Education Leadership Council, made up of

unionized teachers and others at the states

public colleges and universities. "But pen

pie are very angry."

"The time has come when we have to

bring the higher education issue to a head

in the Commonwealth," said Steve

Wollner, a spokesman for the

Massachusetts Teachers Association,

which represents the professors as well as

other public school teachers

"The budgets for the colleges ad univer

sities have been cut more than 20 percent

in the past two years and now the gover-

nor wants to cut them another 20 percent."

Wollner said. "And for the DM half of

Massachusetts college students attending

public schools, tuition and fees have gone

up 50 percent and 90 percent respectively

The schools did receive some good news

la>t week. Weld said he will not try U><

any campuses this year, as originally

planned. "We would not be able to dose

any school* without causing a major

disruption in the system." Mid h

spokesman Ray Howell.

But the governor still want- to <ut $79

million from the date's contribution u>

higher education, Howell said, adding it

will come from a 7 percent across-the-board

cut in administration and higher tuition

and fees.

That and other plans have led Weld to

say he is confident the administration will

balance the books when the fiscal year ends

in two and-a half months, despite a $150

million revenue drop.

The deficit had been pegged at $850

million. The new estimate reflects a $150

million revenue decline and unanticipated

spending of $20 million, kicking the deficit

up to slightly more than $1 billion.

Students organize fundraising drive

First Call for Helpprogram seeks community contributions
d «« „,Wfc nms until Fridav. will raise enough mornr

By SARAH DEMASTER
Collegian Staff

While First Call For Help usually aids other people, this

Amherst organization is now doing what its name says

to the community in a week long fundraising drive.

First Call For Help, which provides a list of local and

state programs and services, support groups, clubs and

health professionals, relies on community contributions

for much of its funding and usually has drives in the

spring, according to Kelly Erwin, the program's director.

However, this year is different. For the first time, the

campaign is being handled by students.

Sheri Matylewicz, a UMass junior majoring in human

services, is one of about 20 students enrolled in "Women

in Human Services," at UMass. The class was split into

three groups, and each group was assigned to create a fun

draising event.

"I just happened to be doing a work study at r irst Call.

I knew they needed money and publicity," and mention-

ed the group to her teaching assistant, she said.

Erwin said First Call For Help hopes the Dime Drop
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Benefit, which runs until Friday, will raise enough money

to counteract the slight deficit it has been running for the

past two years.

The group, which needs $100,000 per year to operate,

also receives funding by submitting proposals to the

United Way, of which it became an agency eight years

ago and from the town of Amherst. Although located on

the third floor of the Jones Library, the organization

receives no funding from the library.

UMass senior Tara Pavia, also a human services ma^

jor, is one of the six other students in the group assigned

to aid First Call For Help.

"It's an important tool to learn how to start fundrais-

ing events, especially with the state budget cuts ' Pavia

said. "Many human services are being cut and the alter-

native will have to be fundraising instead of grants.

"Instead of sink or swim, just because of the" economy,

we don't have to go down with our hands up - fundrais-

ing is an alternative," she added. "I just feel this is an

extremely important field and is looked over.'

Erwin said people sometimes don't realize the impor-

tance of First Call For Help as well.

"[It is a] problem sometimes that people don t unders-

tand what we do. They don't see it [being] as important

as a homeless shelter, or a soup kitchen, but for people

who don't even know where to start," the group is essen-

tial, she said.

The organization, started in 1975 by a reference

librarian who has since returned to become the library s

director, provides free and confidential services to

residents of Hampshire County. While not a crisis hotline,

most people access the group by telephone.

Last year the group received 5,600 calls, of which 70

percent were from low-income people, and 70 percent were

from women. Fifty percent of these calls dealt with basic

material needs, such as food, clothing, housing and

transportation, or health care, both mental and physical,

Erwin said.

Information about the organization as well as a con-

tainer for donations will be located until Friday at a table

on the Campus Center Concourse.

First Call For Help, located at 43 Amity Street, is open

Monday through Friday from 9 a.m.-4:45 p.m. and can

be reached at 256-0121 or outside Hampshire County at

1-800-339-7779.

Group protests

voluntary prayer
at BOG meeting
By ALEX DERING
Collegian Staff

Last Thursday's Board of Governors meeting was

disrupted when a group calling itself "Hymie Nation"

held a protest concerning a recently passed motion

which allows for a voluntary Christian prayer to be

said at each BOG meeting.

BOG member Daniel Cohen, who formed Hymie Na-

tion, explained his actions as "an absurd response to

the equally absurd idea of having prayers said at a

governmental body meeting."
r t_ 4 i*u

"Hymie Nation was born out of frustration IthatJ the

BOG would pass a motion patently offensive to so many

students, both Christian and non-Christian," he said.

The prayer in question says, in its entirety, Dear

Lord, please bless this meeting and the governing body.

Thank You. Amen."
Cohen had previously tried to have the motion tor

the prayer reconsidered. However, Robert's Rules of

Order, followed by the BOG, requires a two-thirds ma-

jority in order to suspend the rules to consider a mo-

tion not on the agenda for that evening's meeting.

Cohen could not get the requisite two-thirds.

He then formed Hymie Nation, a group whose pur-

pose was "to protest in a humorous vein." The word

"Hymie," considered a slur by most Jewish people, was

chosen, according to Cohen, "to show solidarity with

Queer Nation" as several members of Queer Nation

were in the group of protesters.

Queer Nation, in a similar venue, had adopted a

name considered offensive to the bisexual, homosex-

ual and lesbian members of that group.

Hymie Nation held a mock service, according to bean

Sullivan, who helped organize the group. Sullivan said

he made a brief statement about the BOG having of-

fended Jews, atheists and most other Christians by-

adopting the voluntary Christian prayer.

A ritualistic dance, set to Madonna s Justify My
CONTINUED ON PAGE 8
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Conserve, Reuse, *-^

and Recycle.

At Kinko's we share your concern for our

environment. That's why we're dedicated

to recycling and conservation.

In addition to stocking

recycled paper, we

encourage customers to

take simple steps like

making 2-sided copies...

cutting down on paper use

and Helping to preserve

our world's preciou-

resources. Plea

join us in our

efforts swOpen 24 Hours*
253-2543

220 N. Pleasant St.

i Across from Carriage Shop-

Cloied Sst midnight-Sun noon

MniBg
the copy center
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Movie - Don't Give a Damn will be shown at the Hiiiel

House at 8 p.m. as part of the celebration of Israel In-

dependence Day. Admission is free.

Lecture - Mary Kaldor, a British Arms Control Expert,

will speak in the New York Room of the of the Mary

Wooley Building at Mount Holyoke College at 4 p.m. and

then again at 8 p.m. in the Main Lecture Hall of Franklin

Patterson at Hampshire College. Admission is free.

Lecture - "The Struggle for Health, Community and

Peace: Current Developments in the West Bank and

Gaza " will be given by Umaiyeh M. Khammash, M.D.,

M P H, and Vice-President of the Union of Palestinian

Medical Relief Communities, at 4 p.m. in the Red Room,

Converse Hall at Amherst College.

WEDNESDAY, APRIL 17

Discussion - "Why Be Good?" will be sponsored by the

United Christian Foundation at 7:30 p.m. in Campus

Center 811-815. Admission is free.

Movie - Awakenings, will be shown by the Sylvan Area

Student Government in the Student Union Ballroom.

Show times are at 5 p.m., 7 p.m., 9 p.m., 11 pm
Meeting - Omicron Delta Epsilon, the Economics honor

society, will have a meeting in the ninth floor conference

room of Thompson at 7 p.m.

Seminar - Dr. Glen Hatton of Michigan State Univer-

sity will speak on "Function/Behavior Related

Neuroplasticitv in the Adult Mammilian Brain," in Mor

rill Science Center - South, Room 203 at 4 p.m.

Movie - Late Summer Blues, will be shown in the Mil lei

House at 8 p.m. as past of the celebration of Israel's Bir

thday. Admission is free.

Lecture - "If You Had A Choice: Becoming Female in

the 1990s," will be in Machmer 313 at 12:15 p.m. Spon

sored by the Department of Communication.

Theater Performance - Working Titles, sponsored by

Student Valley Productions, will be in Bartlett 65 from

8 p.m. - 10:30 p.m. Admission is free.

THURSDAY, APRIL 18

Lecture - Richard Golstein, class of 1963, will speak in

CC 101 at 7:30 p.m. as a special engagement by

distinguished graduate and Chairman of Unilever U.S.,

Inc
Celebration - A celebration for Irsael Independence Day

will be in the Student Union Ballroom from 10 a.m. - 4

p.m. Dancing, free food, art and more. Sponsored by AIR.

and Hiilel.

Cookout - A barbeque and veggie feast in celebration

of Israel Independence Day will take place from 6 p.m.

-9pm at Hiilel House. Admission is $3.

Induction - Omicron Delta Epsilon will induct their

new members at 7 p.m. in CC 165. Refreshments will be

served

Meeting - The Residential Recycling Program educa-

tion volunteers will meet at 6:30 p.m. in CC 81 1, and pro-

motion volunteers will meet in the same room at 8 p.m.

Lecture - "Sensing and Non-Sensing: Testing the Limits

of Audio-Visual Communication," will be given by Pro

fessor George Stoney of New York University at 4 p.m.

in Stirn Auditorium at Amherst College.

Film - Sponsored by the LGBA in Campus Center 803.

Admission is free.

Concert - The Magic Triangle Jazz Concert Series will

be sponsored by WMUA FM 91.1 in Hampden Theater

from 8 p.m. - 11p.m. Admission is $5 for Five College

students, $7 for general public.

Theater Production - Working Tiles, sponsored by stu-

dent Valley Productions, will be in Bartlett 65 from 8 p.m.

- 1030 p.m. Admission is free.

Coffee Social - Sponsored by the LGBA in CC 803 from

3 p.m. - 6 p.m. Admission is free. ^^^

Clarification

In last Thursday's Collegian, the comic The Far Side

offended members from the Third World Community. We

apologue for running the comic, and apologue for this

M i'rsight.

Announcement
There will be a memorial sertvce in honor ofNam \

Anton Friday. April 19, 1991 from 5 p.m.-7 p.m. in

Memorial Hall sponsored by the School ofNursing. All

are invited.

Meeting Notice

Top of the Campus
Incorporated
(TOC Inc.)

will hold its annual

meeting and elec-

tions in

Campus Center

Rm. 802,
May 16, 1991
at 2:OOp.m.

See fIREHOSE Live

at PEARL ST. in

'Northampton for an

18^ Show
Tuesday, April 16

at 8:30 p.m.

8?
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NORTHEAST AWARDS

7 Kelleher Drive

South Deerfield, MA 01373

(413) 665-8791

Economical Awards of Distinction

Custom Plaques, Trophies,

Executive Gifts

Free Catalog on Request

««»«»»»»«**»»»»»*»»***»**
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WE WANT YOU TO KNOW WHO WE ARE!!

VALIC is offering a series of free Financial Awareness

Workshops

1- Overview of Financial Planning'

Wednesday. April 17th. 7 p.m.

2- Cash Management'

Tuesday. April 23rd. 7 p.m.

|

3- Option A. B. or C » Which is Right For You?"

Monday. April 29th. 7 p.m.

4- 'Retirement Planning'

Tuesday. May 7th. 7 p.m.

For over 35 years VALIC has specialized in providing tax

favored retirement plans to employees of nonprofit organiza-

tions Our total commitment to competitive products and per-

sonalized service (using laptop computers and customized soft-

ware) have made us an acknowledged leader in our field.

Please call 584-7764 to reserve a place in any or all of the above

workshops.
The Variable Annuity Life Insurance Company(VALlC)

Houston. TX

In support of their debut Columbia

release entitled flyin in the flannel'

in slore at Main St Records April 23rd

eceive

'-

Daily Breakfast

Special $1.99

2 eggs, toast

and homefries;

till 10 a.m.

Valley's Best Burgers

Homemade desserts

Soups and salads

Serving Beer

and Wine

WATCH FOR
OUR NEW
MENU!

L

Monday-Saturday 7 am-10 pm

Sunday Brunch 7 am to 3 pm

Downtown Amherst

253-2291

m

STEINBECK COLLISION
REPAIR

& AUTOBODY

53 So. Prospect — Amherst Center
256-8157 256-1385

• Accepted by all insurance companies for

collision repair or glass replacement

• Imports & other unibody vehicles

are our specialty

REMEMBER it's your car and your choice

of repair facilities
i....iiiiij|il|-iJil««iWJiJJIffflW
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LOCAL
Professor speaks
on Israeli conflicts
By JOE O'CONNOR
Collegian Correspondent

"I did more harm than any Israeli," said

Yehoshafat Harkabi, "when I released my
data in Arab Mind.'"

Professor Harkabi, Hexter Professor of

International Relations and Middle

Eastern Studies at Hebrew University in

Jerusalem, spoke on present Israeli con-

flicts at Amherst College Sunday.

"The crux of the Arab/Israeli conflict is

the Israeli/Palestinian conflict," Harkabi

said. "There is no possibility but settling

by negotiation." Harkabi gave several

reasons why such negotiation may come

soon.

It seems Arab neighbors to Israel are

more accepting of Israel's prescence.

Harkabi said.

For instance, in 1985, King Hussein of

Jordan and Yassar Arafat of the Palesti

nian Liberation Organization proposed a

"Peace for Territory" proposal.

In all of Harkabi's years of studying Ara-

bian political dogma, this was a first, he

said. "I've never come across such an ex-

pression," he said.

Also, in November of 1988, the PLOr
stated acceptance to a two-state solution

with a mixed Israeli/Arabian population.

Harkabi pointed out at one time the PLO
demanded all of Israel. Now, he said, they

only ask for one-forth.

Harkabi also said complete annihilation

of the state of Israel has become less feasi-

ble with time.

It was this destructive mindset Harkabi

detailed in his study of the Arab/Israel con

flicts in his publication called "Arab

Mind." The result, Harkabi admitted, caus-

ed much animosity toward him.

He went on to further detail reasons for

a near-future settlement of the Israeli/Arab

conflict. Harkabi emphasized one would be

Arab leaders would feel internal pressure

from their people to settle the issue.

'They'll say, 'You bargained with the

United States over the issue in Kuwait. Do

the same with Israel.'" he said.

Though the occupied territories may not

be easily given up, Harkabi said, "The

longer we delay (a compromise), the more

difficult it will become to reach a settle-

ment."
On the other hand, Harkabi said giving

up the West Bank would be difficult, since

"the money and industry (invested) into the

West Bank would be lost. . .and national

pride will be hurt."

Harkabi said a third party is needed for

negotiations, and the United States is a

likely candidate.

However, he said if Israel delays a set-

tlement, then the United States will

"either give up hope and let peace talks

stagnate or force a confrontation with Arab

leaders and Israel's government.

"It seems to me that we're moving

towards negotiations," he said.

At the lectured, members of the Palesti

nian Solidarity Committee, a Five College

Group, handed out literature concerning

Harkabi's role in military and strategic af-

fairs prior to his academic career.

* Collrfian pholo hy Christopher Brockm«-\<-r

WICKET NICE DAY - UMass students Chrissy Mispelli and Brad

Sullivan while away a sunny spring day in a game of croquet.

School of Education dean to leave for Purdue University
By AMY HENRY
Collegian Staff

Citing the state's fiscal problems and its impact on the

University of Massachusetts, the dean of the School of

Education announced yesterday that she is leaving to take

the same position with Purdue University in Indiana.

Marilyn Haring-Hidore will stay at the University un-

til mid-June. She assumes her new post on July 1. There

has been no decision on the process for replacing Haring-

Hidore, according to University Spokesperson Karin

Sherbin.

"I am sad that the debilitating economic and political

climate in Massachusetts has limited the possibilities of

what we could do together," Haring-Hidore wrote in a

memorandum to her staff announcing her impending

departure.

"However, I will always be glad that I came to the

UMass School of Education and worked with some very

fine people."

In that memo, Haring-Hidore noted that the National

Council for the Accreditation of Teacher Education recent

ly had some high praise for the School of Education and

other academic programs on campus involved with teacher

education.

The accreditation team called the program "a model for

what can occur when an institution takes seriously," the

mission of preparing teachers with the core of knowledge

needed to be good teachers, Haring-Hidore said.

"It appears that the School is well-positioned to survive

and eventually prosper, and that pleases me a lot," she

said. "Please know that the School will always occupy a

special place in my heart."

President-Chancellor Joseph Duffey said, "In the three

years that Dean Haring-Hidore has been at the Univer-

sity, she has guided the School of Education effectively

through some very difficult times. She has confronted

substantial budget cuts, she has reorganized the school

and she has led its programs in preparation for an impor

tant national accreditation.

"Dean Haring-Hidore has been a wonderful colleague

and she will be missed. She has, since her first days on

campus, spoken eloquently and effectively for teachers and

for children — and for their schools."

Provost Richard O'Brien said. "This is just one more

blow to our campus caused by the unceasing assaults on

the University's budget and morale. It is becoming harder

and harder for the University to maintain its academic

quality.

"I hope that elected leaders see this latest resignation

as a signal that the state has to re-dedicate itl mow
to public higher education or else shortchange our

students and our future."

Haring-Hidore came to the University in August 1988

after serving as associate dean and director of graduate

studies in the School of Education at the University of

North Carolina at Greensboro.

Also at North Carolina. Harding Hidore was an

associate professor of counseling and specialized educa-

tional development and a senior research associate with

the university's center for research and evaluation.

At UMass, Haring-Hidore established the Com-

monwealth Academy for Mentoring. The Academy was

established to develop high quality mentoring programs

for preparation of educational personnel and those in other

sectors of the workplace. At the heart of its mission is col-

laboration between institutions of higher education and

schools, exploration of the role of mentors in teacher

preparation and induction and fostering the empowerment

of women and people of color in education through

mentoring.

Hodgkins, Collins debate education
^^ ' ... r 11 ...n . .... .... .. lllHll mi. .nil

Collegian photo by Dondi Ahearn

SPRING - April's flowers, nurtured by

March's showers, were in full bloom during

last wftk's warm weather.

HOLYOKE (AP) — The nine Democratic candidates

seeking to succeed the late Silvio Conte, R-Pittsfield, in

Congress subjected each other to some close questioning

on abortion and state funding of education at a forum here.

The three Republican candidates - former Westfield

Rep. Steven Pierce, Clarksburg broadcasting executive

Donald Thruston and Pittsfield lawyer Jane Patashnick

- are to face off Tuesday in a similar forum, sponsored

by the League of Women Voters, in Pittsfield.

The Democrats began sedately enough on Sunday un-

tile state Rep. Christopher Hodgkins, of Lee, claimed he

could match the educational commitment of former state

rep. James Collins of Amherst. Collins, who was House

chairman of the Legislature's education committee and

served briefly as chancellor of higher education in 1986.

has repeatedly chastised the three state lawmakers in the

primary for sharp cuts to the state's public schools.

"I'd advise him to follow me around and I'd advise him

to look at my legislative record," said Hodgkins.

"As a matter of fact I've looked up your record," Col-

lins replied. "Indeed, I've brought it with me."

And waving a copy of a roll call vote on a 1989 amend

ment to restore $16.7 million to public higher education,

Collins pointed out that Hodgkins was absent for the vote

although he was present and had voted on roll calls

minutes earlier and minutes afterward.

"You took a walk on that issue," Collins charged.

Hodgkins said he opposed the amendment, because he

was concerned about funding and felt other human ser-

vice programs needed support. He deliberately skipped

the vote, Hodgkins said, because as a graduate of the

University of Massachusetts "I didn't want to vote against

the University."

"I'd never vote against my alma mater in order to save

it," Collins said.

Support for higher education has emerged as one of the

key economic issues in the sprawling 1st District that en-

compasses two state colleges, two community colleges and

the 25,000-student University of Massachusetts, as well

as several private colleges. And Collins has gained con-

siderable attention for maintaining he was ousted as state

commissioner of higher education by former Gov. Michael

S. Dukakis for his outspokeness

i a * * » * ^
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| Spring Special |
Small Cheese Pizza $3.50

Large Cheese Pizza $5.99

2 Toppings $1.00 extra

=549-6098 .. . I
A/fi/sf mention this ad
no coupons with the special =
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Congress emphasizes highway safety

WASHINGTON (AP) - As congress considers whether

to require automakers to dramatically improve the fuel

economy of new cars the debate is expected to focus less

on energy conservation and more on highway safety.

"We need not, and should not, choose between safety

and fuel economy. We can have both/ insists Sen. Richard

Buyan, D-Nev., chief sponsor of a bill that would require

new cars to have an average fuel economy of40 miles per

gallon by 2001.

His views are echoed by many environmentalists and

a unique opportunity

for

_ Math/Science _
(Majors/Minors/Aptitudes)

For you and for the world Peace Corps will

combine your education with training to pre

pare you for a volunteer position in: • Edu-

cation • Fisheries • Health • Agriculture •

Forestry or other areas. You'll meet new peo-

ple, learn a new language, experience a new

culture and gain a whole new outlook. And

while you re building your future, you'll be

helping people in developing countries learn

the basics of technological advancement.

Over 6000 Peace Corps Volunteers arc currently working in projects around the world. Find out how you

make a difference by contacting the UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS on-campus Peace Corps

representatives:

JEAN JOHNSTON AND DAVID DERAMUS
University of Massachusetts Peace Corps Recruiters

12 Draper Hall

545-2105

The Five College Program in

Peace and World Security
Studies

I

presents:
"The Changing Political Culture in Europe

and Its Implications for World Order"

with:

MARY KALDOR
British Arms Control Expert and a Leader of the

Pan European Citizens' Movements

Tuesday, April 16th, 4:00 p.m.

The New York Room, Mary Wooley Building

Mount Holyoke College

and

Tuesday, April 16th, 8:00 p.m.

Main Lecture Hall, Franklin Patterson Building

Hampshire College

This event is free and open to the public.

For more information call PAWSS at 549-4600 x 519.
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some leading auto safety advocates. They contend that

fuel efficiency can be improved dramatically without mak-

ing cars smaller and that whatever reductions there are

in size can be compensated for by new safety devices and

tougher federal safety standards.

But auto industry executives and Bush administration

officials argue that the only way to meet Bryan's fuel ef

ficiency standards would be to make cars smaller and

lighter, compromising their safety.

Since the late 1970s, the government's Corporate

Average Fuel Economy requirements have resulted in a

doubling of new-car fuel efficiency from an average of

nearly 14 mpg to about 28 mpg for each automaker's pro-

duct line. Many lawmakers see the potential for additional

fuel savings in the decade ahead if Detroit is prodded by

Washington.
Bryan's legislation requiring a 40 percent boost in fuel

economy is awaiting Senate floor action after clearing the

Commerce Commit??????ng the legislation.

Energy Secretary James Watkins has dubbed the Bryan

bill the "National Highway Death Act" and Transports

tion Secretary Samuel Skinner maintains it would

"undermine this country's progress in highway safety
"

SECRETARIES WEEK
April 22-26

SEND YOUR SECRETARY

A "THANKS A BUNCH" BOUQUET

• BUD VASES

• FLOWERING PLANTS

STOP BY AND CHOOSE
FROM MANY FLORAL GIFTS

Montgomery Florist

350 Russell St.. Rte 9

Hadley
(across from Burger King)

584-3798

Friends of Children Benefit

STEVEN WRIGHT
IN CONCERT

and Special Guest
Saturday, April 20, 1991

8:00pm
John M. Greene Hall

Smith College, Northampton

Advance Tickets: $16.00

Day of show: $18.00

Special VIP preferred seating $25.00

mailablefrom Friends of Children Office. Northampton

TKkets ovoiloble: TidetronAn Owrge 1*00-3824080 -For the Record^

Amherst • Broodside Boob, Northompton • Odyssey Books, S Hodley • Worid

Eye Books .Greenfield • SHwbenies Records, ol stores • Fnends of Children

Proceeds will benefit Friends of Children, Inc a

local agency that operates the Children

s

Advocacy Center, providing a variety of

advocacy services to children and families.

For more information or tickets sales call

Friends of Children

413-584-7120 or 586-0011
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FREE POOL
9-ball

Tournament
Sundays at

2 p.m.

ALL DAY
EVERYDAY

21 and

over

BUSCH DRAFT
75c Glass

$4 50 Pitcher
9ft. Championship Tables

Six Large Screen TVs with your

favorite sports action

Full Bar

Drafts in ice cold mugs

50 cent hot dogs

Pizza and bumtos

Full appetizer menu

Happy Hours 4pm—6pm
Free munchies and 25c hot dogs

C*SH PR,ZE c]

Pool
T°urnament
Thursdav

flight

State employees protest Weld's policies

BOSTON (AP) - As Gov. William Weld marked his first

100 days in office, about 12,000 of his workers

demonstrated against him and the policies he has

promoted.
Angered over proposed furloughs and the elimination

ofgovernment jobs, the disgruntled state employees, union

representatives and other activists marched on the

Statehouse Saturday asking Weld to "defend the -com-

mon' wealth" as he balances the budget.

Open Mon-Sat noon-1am

Sun 1pm-1am

MICHAEL:
Billiard Room
And Sports Bar

Rt. 9, Amherst, 256-8284

(Next to Hunan Garden)

ARE YOU AFRAID
OF YOUR FEAR?

A drop-;r.. support group for people

with panic ana anxiety problems

meets every Tuesday, 1-2 pm from

now until trie ena of the semester at

the Mental Health Center, 127 Hills

North.

For more information call 545-2337

or simply come to 127 HiHs North

before 1:00 on Tuesday and check-

in with the receptionist.

fast

friendly

delivery

256-8911
Hadley

535-1111
S. Hadley

.
3ick-up or

Delivery

l Small Pizza

l Topping

ONLY $4.99 tax

2nd Pizza only $4.00

Pick-Up Or Delivery \

Large Cheese with :|

1 -Topping Pizza •:

Only $5.99!;
2nd pizza only $5

,x
;'.

"I just got laid off and Weld wants to cut my unemploy-

ment benefits/ yelled Linda McEacheun, a fourth-year

electrician apprentice and a single parent.

Demonstrators began a march at City Hall Plaza, circl-

ed the Boston Common and trekked up Beacon Street to

the Statehouse steps.

"Our jobs are in jeopardy, but the institution of educa-

tion is in greater jeopardy," said Paul Devlin, president

of the Massachusetts Federation of Teachers. "We're here

to tell the governor that he's got to get in touch with the

middle class and stop the hemorrhaging of free public

education in the commonwealth."

The administration has eliminated 1,344 state jobs so

far. and plans to cut a total of 3,000 jobs by the end of

•June The governor's fiscal 1992 budget calls for elimina-

tion of an additional 4,600 state jobs.

Also. Weld has proposed that state workers take

furloughs to help balance the state's budget. Weld said

he would make a symbolic deficit reducing gesture by tak-

ing a week-long furlough from his own job.

Protesters carried signs that read, "Stop the cuts, de-

fend the common' wealth" and "Make the rich pay

"We're getting slaughtered by Weld's budget cuts It's

scary," said Ed Hunt of Boston City Hospital. He said fun

ding for his position expires on April 18.

The Weld administration has pushed its deficit estimate

from $850 million to $1 billion for the remaining two-and

a half months of the fiscal year. Administration officials'

plans for 1992 savings include some one shot items, such

•mplovee furloughs and the sale of surplus property

They want to make us work on furlough days." said

Gloria May, a supervisor at Wrentham State School for

Mental Retardation. She carried a sign that portr

Weld with a baby's body with the words: "Our fair-haired

bov is not too fair."'
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Need A Job Skill That Pays?
(all us today and find out how we can help you

make it as a bartender. CNCEUs available.

call today

(617)247-1600
HI I Bovlston Streel

Boston, XIA 02 lib

New I n^l.nul

Bartenders
School
We H«tp You Make It

I Ki'nwil b\ Hie ( nmroon-ejlih nl MeaavfeeMMi I Vpjflmcni <>l I-.Iik.jik*i

Akm4M l>) il* fetrcdriing Council f« < uniinuinf KJikjikhi & Irjining

r

To learn more,

send in the

coupon or call

617 287 7904

Summer 1991 at

UMass/Boston
• one of the most popular summer

programs in New England

• a distinguished faculty and fine facilities

• daytime and evening classes

• over 400 course sections

• convenient locations

• sessions starting May 28 and July 15

• mail, phone, fax, or walk-in registration

• and affordable costs

1

Name

Address

City. State. Zip

Return to

Division of Continuing Education

University of Massachusetts at Boston

Harbor Campus

Boston, MA 02125-3393

I

« »

M
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2

• 3

o
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A Commonwealth of Learning U M a s s l?fo s t o n

the NEVILLE
BROTHERS
with special tfueat

IVAN NEVILLE

TUESDAY
H APRIL 16, 1991

8pm
in the UMass S.U.B.

TICKETS AVAILABLE
at Tlx Unlimited In the Student Union,

A Main St. Record»(Noho). and

! For the Record(Amherat)

$11 UMass students

$13 All others

A UPC PRODUCTION
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SUMMER JOBS TO SAVE THE ENVIRONMENT
EARN $2500-$3500

Campus interviews on 4/16. 4/17

Call Jamie 1-8CO-75-EARTH

London

Zurich
S«JC«(IL «JJ
HonsHons
Denver

»»»» »! >ncmo»d Hw»<w»WWl
umci » crurq* Ormwmr*
iMMvwStua* r

r
SUMMER JOBS AVAILABLE

»<-»oo<-* Stuo*-- t Tmcw ID.

EURAIL PASSES ISSUED ON
THE SPOT!

FKEE Stud«nt Tr*»«J Catalog!

I

I

indlTrawd
WWWlM—WW L

Even.ng sec. • ers wantea fa Bright Moments

Festival 91 (by the Campus Pond) Concerts are on Thurs

day evenings m July 11th, 18th & 25th Approximately

56 hours<shitt. bmrted number of additional da> hours

a.auabie UMASS Students returning in Fa<! '91 only The

F nc Arts Center a an AA/EO employer Description and

applications availaoe m 207 Hasbrouck Contact Mar*.

54501 93 fc ^formation

THINK BIG. MAKE ART. APPLY NOW.

THE SCH001 OF THE ART INSTITUTE Of CHICAGO

For 1991 transfer applications call 1-800-535-6285

Jonas Dovydcnas. Ironworker. Chicago. 1969. silver gelatin print,

courtesy ol The Art Institute o( Chicago.

Yale School of Medicine

Join the best
minds in medicine.

LLmph'unirnt ifffWiMHttiff at Wf University, i /<Wff in

rwrWiffc*/ and ether 9, ifntifk research, <<firr a wide nwtjfT ol

Wnnjfitrv research opportunities Here, recent

graduates can mora* their knentledge derelini

their talents, and enrich then experience in a

Simulating stale-cif-the-art research eminm-

meni Yk hair immediate opening! ft"

Research Assistants

Research Associates

A bachelor's in bitilogic.il or physic,il

m unit"" is required; laboratory experience

is ,1 pills

In addition to many on campus

cultural and athletic facilities such

is our fully equipped gym, 31 tennis

1 ourts, and a regulation golf course,

Yale University provides competitive

salaries and outstanding benefits,

mi hiding 22 vacation days, 4 personal

day*, H holiday/recess days, and 12 siik

days, all paid Tuition reimbursement at

graduate programs in the area and

audit opportunities at Yale also exist

For immediate consideration, send

your resume in confidence to:

C. Mason, Dept. of Human Resources,

Yale School of Medicine, P.O. Box

1f»8ME, New Haven, CT 06532-0168;

IX (203) 785-3165; Telephone (203) 785-3838.

I mployment office located at

153 College Street in New Haven.

Yale University
Yile IJniverMly n »n affirmative action,

equal opportunity rmplnvr

CORRESPONDENT
MEETING

Thursday, April 18

6 p.m.

In the Newsroom
ALL CORRESPONDENTS MUST ATTEND!

Counts towards staff status

Any correspondent who can't make it

should get in touch with Pam.

IfYouYelakingOne
OfOur Competitor's

LSATPrepCourses,
YouCouldBe

Foramy
LastYears m.

£STANLEY H. KAPLAN
Take Kaplan Or Take Your ( ham is

II you'll no« ukinf Sunlo H Kjpbn to prepare U* ihe nr» liAt you .uukJ I*

yout lunt BudYmf lac an run ihji jlrciv ...i.Liicd

Vlmi trum unlikt raw tea prep compwin juc mrjiih Jrcwinxnt IBM
i«,.h»rifi»Woi*ouSmtv«iknu~thrveiei And -mh Kjptan fta II bmcfu from

out V ynn o< exprnenct wiwll .ban ind supriki i.*run(mnri..l-

io when h coma to prepmrax lor the nr- LM rfinlv wiih ihc jne mi prep

. mntuny thai alwrp 4« u homrwri

LSAT Classes begin April 16

GMAT Classes begin April 10

GRE Classes begin April 1

1

549-5780

You may begin study in Amherst and transfer to

another Kaplan location.

FREE RENT OPTION

Brandywine offers Country

Living with convenience

• On UMass Bus Route • Nearby Shopping • Situated

on well landscaped acres with pond.

' One and two bedroom apartments include fully equipped

kitchen and wall to wall carpeting.

» Swimming pool, laundry facilities, responsive

management.
» Stop and we'll show you what we have to offer.

Affordable rents include gas, utilities (heat, hot water

and stove).

BRANDYWINE AT AMHERST
16 Hrandvwine Drive. Amherst

Rental Office Open Daily 10-4

Limited Time Offer - 549-0600
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No Business As Usual
Stand up to save UMass

This is something we never thought we'd say: For the sake ofyour

education, don't go to class for the next two days.

Governor Weld has hatched a series of proposals for public higher

education that will make past years of budget cuts look like Easy

Street. After being forced to work without pay, the faculty has taken

the lead in fighting for the future of our university. In a meeting of

the Massachusetts Society of Professors, they unanimously voted to

take a stand against Weld's so called "furlough" and other budget

cuts.

Tomorrow and the next day, the faculty will begin a state-wide cam-

paign: No Business As Usual. Other employee unions on campus have

voted to join them.

The campus unions have a strong history of fighting for quality,

affordable education. In fact they had proposed to Weld a deal by

which the faculty would work through the "furloughs" in return for

a guaranteed three-year allocation at the original 1991 budget level.

Weld rejected this very modest plan and instead designated faculty

"critical and essential personnel." He ordered them to work without

pay by legally grouping them in with police, firefighters and prison

guards.

Weld has thrown down his cards. He's demonstrated a determina-

tion to destroy quality affordable public higher education. He has

made it clear that he will accept no appeal to reason.

These next two days of No Business As Usual must send a power-

ful message to the statehouse. To do that, we must all participate.

Undergrads and grads must join the faculty in working to save this

university. Everyone concerned about public higher education will

gather in the Student Union Ballroom at 9 a.m. (yes, 9 a.m.) for the

next two days.

The days will be spent lobbying, picketing and demonstrating our

concern for education. We will be sending the statehouse and

legislature a message by mail, by phone and through the media. No

Business As Usual can send a strong message - if we all work

together. We'll see you tomorrow morning.

The slavery budget cut
I'm confused.

Ever since I was a wee brat, I was told that

I had to work for what I wanted. If I wanted

a paycheck so I could eat, pay rent, buy

clothes, and basically keep myself alive, I

had to work for it. The corollary being that

if I don't get paid, I shouldn't have to work.

So far, so clear.

Pamela McCarthy

Unsigned editorials reflect the majority opinion ofthe board ofeditors J-
^™«-^%£ 'E^l

* County District Attorney William Bennt"^ ~~ tJlf on "a#liiH" hnnkstnrp and CO

Now comes the hard part.

Because of the economic problems in

Massachusetts, professors are supposed to

work for no pay. Because the people we

elected into office didn't want to balance the

books years ago, the people who are

educating us (and, in the long run, we

students) are getting ripped off.

I've heard plenty of arguments for the

furloughs. "These professors get paid so

much ofour tax dollars, it's about time they

give something back to society." "If they

stuck to private schools, they wouldn't have

to worry." "The loss of money won't hurt

them that much."
Give me a break, people.

Professors and educators are already giv-

ing something to society: Education.

Something we should value much more than

we do. What's this crap about them taking

from society? Get real. If it wasn't for them,

no one would be educated enough to get

those jobs that pays those taxes we all whine

about paying.

Why should any professor go to a private

school to teach? Anyone who says that

should check out how much some of these

places cost. I don't care how much you work

or save, some of us just can't afford to go.

And I don't see why I should be penalized

because I can't — or don't want to — pay for

a private school. Remember people, students

and parents pay taxes too, and it burns me

up to see they aren't used for my benefit.

I don't care how much a professor makes.

The fact that they are expected to work for

no pay is abhorrent.

Professors don't have a cushy job. They

have to teach subjects to people who are

either fulfilling a requirement and really

don't care about the subject, or who are real-

ly interested but totally clueless. I've had

to write extensive papers for classes with

about 150 students in them. Someone has

to correct those papers. Professors usually

do research and get published. If they don't,

they get buried.

What about the bozos who got us into the

Savings and Loan crisis? No one has asked

them to work for no pay. What about the

legislators who vote themselves a huge

raise, or vote in raises for administrative

staff, but when it comes to teachers or pro-

fessors, they are seen as expendable. We
don't value education in this country. If we

did, we'd show students, teachers, and pro-

fessors more respect than we do now.

The professors should strike. Some may

think that's because students have nothing

better to do than lie in the sun or get wasted

in the afternoon. But we could cut classes

to do that, ifwe really didn't care about lear-

ning anything. We're out of high school,

now. We can make that choice ifwe want to.

I support the strike because they are do-

ing what I was taught. You work for what

you get. And ifyou get nothing, that's what

you should give: Nothing. If we aren't

careful, we'll lose the professors who teach

us. They'll go where their services are

appreciated.

Work without pay is called a "furlough"

now. In former times, we were blunt about

the concept and called it by its true name.

Slavery.

Pamela McCarthy is a Collegian columnist

Banning porn won't help
There I was, studying about obscenity laws

n my civil liberties class, when I picked up
....,] ...... ,J nkmit Uomnrlpn

When UMass gets hit, we all hurt *«•

len

Bennett

raiding an "adult" bookstore and con

fiscating 355 magazines and books label

i

»v,„™ "obscene."

ng

The events of this week on the campuses

of the state universities and colleges are an

effort to draw attention to the travesty in

public higher education in Massachusetts.

Preceding these events were intensive ef-

forts to lobby legislators and solicit the sup-

port of alumni, parents and the business

community. Consistently the message has

been to maintain the quality and efforts,

the Mass. Society of Professors has con-

sistently opposed tuition increases, scholar-

ship to loan conversions and salary reduc-

tion measures that have served as an in-

ducement for highly talented faculty and

staff to leave the University.

Most students recognize what they have

lost, or stand to lose, by Govenor Weld's

policies toward public higher education.

Students at UMass have been asked to pay

more than public higher education

students in nearly every other state. In-

creased tuition and fees have not gone

towards the maintenance or improvement

of the quality of their education. In fact, tui-

tion is largely retained by the state. Fee in-

creases are retained on the campus;

however increases have not even come

close to offsetting the cuts in state ap-

propriations in funding for public higher

education.

Meanwhile, faculty and staff have made

similar sacrifices. We are in our third year

without a pay increase, while health in-

surance, taxes and the cost of living have

risen. Our take-home pay has declined over

the last several years, and will decline

dramatically when the upcoming
"furloughs" take effect. Many faculty and

staff cannot afford to remain and have ac-

cepted offers elsewhere. The faculty and

staff that remain are working at wage

levels that range anywhere from 10 to 40

percent below the salaries of faculty at com-

parable institutions in other states.

Most of us have chosen to remain and

fight for the quality and accessibility of the

University, despite the fact that our

abilities to provide an education and a

reasonable quality of life for our own

families is threatened.

It is urgent that we deliver a strong

message to Governor Weld, while

simultaneously giving our friendly

legislators the courage to oppose his

policies regarding public higher education.

Meredith O'Brien

Vice-President,

Jane Giacobbe
Mass. Society of

Professors

An invitation to students
Join us. No Business As Usual tomor-

row and Thursday at UMass!

Instead of the usual classes, meetings

and administrative work, faculty, staff

and students will be protesting three

years of budget cuts and plans for yet

more cuts next year.

Join us on the picket lines, in special

classes and discussions about the crisis

and in planning for ongoing political ac-

tion. Help us launch a campaign to save

this university and public higher educa-

tion in Massachusetts.

The legislature and the governor have

failed to provide adequate funding for

public higher education. It is up to us.

Which will you choose — Two days of

canceled classes or whole programs

eliminated next year? Help initiate the

movement to energize the public to fight

for their colleges and universities.

Wednesday morning we will gather in

the Student Union Ballrooms to kick off

No Business As Usual. We look forward

to seeing you there. Join us.

John Cole

President, Mass. Society of
Professors

When my political science professor told

the class about raids on "adult" theaters and

bookstores in the 1950s and 60s, members

of the class laughed. It seemed absolutely

ludicrous for the police and the court system

to bother running around playing Big

Brother, protecting us from so-called evil

material. (At that time, what was rendered

obscene would be considered PG today.)

But my amusement, or disbelief— that the

government actually thought it could

temper society's actions by shutting off what

its citizens could read, listen to or look at —
turned to disgust. I couldn't believe that to-

day, people still harbor the idea that they

can change society by allowing the govern-

ment to tell its citizens what they can or can-

not read.

The material Bennett confiscated was

hardly chock-full of literary value and

stylistic prose. What he seized was hardcore

porn, books that only the sexually demented

and mentally deranged purchase to get their

jollies. Toting such titles as Rape ofa Virgin

Aunt and Two Cousins to Torture (and these

are the tame ones), this material represents

everything that feminists hate. It

degradates women - reduces them to sex-

ual objects - advocating their rape, torture,

mutilation and beating simply because they

are women, objects for men to use as they

please.

This is Bennett's point. He claims that this

material offends the community and should

be purged from it because it advocates

criminal activities and perpetuates the

negative stereotype that women are men's

sex toys. But Bennett does not stop at simp-

ly banning this material from legal sale, he

also wants people who sell this material to

be arrested. Yes, arrested.

Come on folks, let's use our heads. Does

anyone really believe that outlawing

obscene material will stop the astronomical

amount of violent crimes committed against

women? Does anyone think that the men

who purchase this material will suddenly

see the light?

We are not going to get Joe Schmo Rapist,

who houses a huge portfolio of violent por-

nography in his bedroom, to believe that

women are inherently equal to men and are

not sexual objects by outlawing por

nography. We are not going to get Sam Hor

monally Throbbing Teenager to regard

women as people and not jiggling body parts

by telling him he can't buy sexually explicit

literature.

Look at what happened to 2 Live Crew s

disgusting album which contained a song

glorifying rape. Once it was banned in

Florida its sales skyrocketed. When material

is banned, its appeal goes through the roof.

Everyone's curiosity automatically peaks

because obtaining what is forbidden is

always more exciting.

You will not convince a vehement sexist

that his views toward women are wrong by

taking away one of his toys. You have to talk

to him, show him why things are wrong, how

certain attitudes and actions hurt women

and treat them as objects. Outlawing por-

nography will not change people's actions or

viewpoints. Not one iota. Education, discus-

sion and societal rejection of sexist,

stereotypical concepts and actions is the only

way to turn people around.

And if Bennett has the idea that if the

state of Massachusetts, or the entire coun-

try for that matter, bans pornography that

it will simply go away like a bad hangover,

he is sadly mistaken.

Did the arrest of the Florida record store

owner who sold a 2 Live Crew album render

their smut unobtainable? No, it only made

2 Live Crew more powerful, and with the

glaring spotlight, they were able to

perpetuate their sick and disgusting

message even louder.

I loathe pornography. It is the symbol of

a sick society. It is a symbol of the violent

and patriarchical society we live in.

By banning porn we are overlooking the

real problem. We cannot treat sexism and

violence against women by burning books

or by allowing the government to make our

choice of literature for us. That just won't

cut it.

Meredith O'Brien is a Collegian columnist
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Love (The Beast Within remix)," in which

she reads passages from the Bible's book

of Revelations, was performed.

The song was selected, according to

Sullivan," because of its heavy religious

content.

"This was an action by a group of people

who find voluntary Christian prayers just

as offensive as voluntary prayers of any

other [religious denomination]," said

Sullivan. "This motion is imposing Chris-

tian values on the BOG."
The event ended when Sue Gordon, the

chair of the BOG, pulled the plug on the

-tt-reo the group was using.

Gordon could not be reached for com-

ment, and Vice Chairperson Edward Cor

rigan did not return phone calls placed by

the Collegian.

Both Cohen and Sullivan repeatedly

stressed Hymie Nation was a one-time pro-

test of student government failings.

Student government, claimed Cohen, has

tried five times in the past four years to

change its structure and has failed to ac-

complish anything.

He also said serious issues, like the

budget cuts for public higher education,

had been pushed aside for less weighty ones

like the Guy Glodis Talk Show.

"The Commission on Student Gover-

nance," said Cohen, referring to the

recently-formed commission charged with

designing a new student government ac-

ceptable to students and administrators,

"is the kick in the pants the Senate need-

ed to get started working."

Because the Commission on Student

Governance will most likely restructure

the BOG extensively, a more serious pro-

test of the voluntary prayer motion was not

organized, said Cohen.

"Hymie Nation was an impromptu piece

of guerilla theater intended to shock peo

pie," he said.

Neil Hockstein, a newly-elected member

of the BOG, said although a voluntary

Christian prayer will offend some non-

Christians and is wrong, the protest by

Hymie Nation was worse.

He labelled the event as "abominable"

Collegian photo by Yana Diugy

WHAT UP, DOG - John Stokosa of Belchertown makes sure his

hot dogs are OK Thursday. Stokosa moved his cart, which also of-

fers chili and tofu, for the first time Thursday. He was previously

in Belchertown, but said the traffic seemed to be better in Amherst.

American Express

AnnouncesAGreatNew
Travel Program.

Now students can get the Card

and get 3 roundtrips on Continental

Airiines, for only $129 or $189 each.

There's only one way to cover a lot of territory without spending

a lot ofmoney And that's by getting the American Express* Card.

Its the onlv card that offers an exciting new travel program

exclusively for students-including three roundtrip certificates on

Continental Airlines

Just look at the map and pick the place youd like

to visit If it's on your side of the Mississippi River, you

can use a certificate to fly for only $129 roundtrip. Or,

you can cross the Mississippi for $189 roundtrip.

You have your pick of more than 150 cities in the

48 contiguous states. And you can fly almost anytime-because

there are no blackout dates. But you must make your reservations

within 14 days of the day you leave. And the maximum stay is

7 days/6 nights and must include a Saturday night.

In addition to this great travel program, you'll also enjoy all

the benefits of Cardmembership as well as other exclusive student

privileges. They include a quarterly magazine filled with informa-

tive articles on summer jobs, careers, campus life. Plus valuable

discounts from leading retailers.

But remember, there's only one way to get all this-and that's

by getting the American Express Card. Just call us (have your bank

address and account number on hand). What's more,

with our special student offer, it's easier to get the

Card now while you're still in school than it may

ever be again.

So get the Card And get ready to cover new

territory on either side of our Great Continental Divide.

Membership Has Its Privileges'

TRAVEL
REIATED
SERVICES

CALL 1-800-942-AMEX
tfyoure already a Cardmember, there's no need to call Information about your certificates will be arriving soon

CONTINENTAL

VOttEN'S ISSUES
POWER prepares for congressional elections

«... . ._ : «««„- „arAa" Williamstown) and current state Rep. Chris Hodgkins

By ALEX DERING
Collegian Staff

The UMass Progressive Organization for Women's

Rights (POWER), met last night to discuss plans for bring

ing attention to the position of the candidates for the first

congressional district seat on the issue of abortion rights

for women.
According to POWER President Gina Gombar, the

group is planning an intensive information distribution,

including tables at the Campus Center and canvassing

other campus buildings, including residence halls.

"We've got to make the biggest effort we can in the next

two weeks. It's going to be hard to motivate students on

this issue because the furloughs have been on everyone's

minds," said Gombar.
. Y. .,

Working in conjunction with the National Abortion

Rights Action League (NARAD, POWER is seeking to

"educate, not influence" the voters, according to Gombar.

"Even in liberal states, there are many attempts to pass

legislation that would erode Roe vs. Wade," said Gombar.

She also said many of the candidates for the congres

sional seat are pro-choice and neither POWER nor

NARAL was supporting one specific candidate.

On April 17, NARAL is expected to issue "report cards"

on the candidates. These report cards will be specific

statements, by the candidates, expressing each candidate s

exact stance on the issue of reproductive freedom for

women, said Gombar.

Copies of these report cards should be available at the

POWER office in the student union by Friday, she said.

Media representation of the candidates, according to

Gombar, will be crucial as it is the media which decides

whether to put the issue of choice at the forefront or to

focus on another issue in its place.

POWER will be circulating the Massachusetts Student

Pro-Choice Voter Pledge Petition through some

classrooms in the next few days in an attempt to increase

voter awareness of the issue. The petition, paid for by a

NARAL political action committee and not authorized by

any candidate or candidate's committee, urges students

"... to vote for and work to elect only pro-choice candidates

to office in the special election this spring."

The Democratic candidates who are pro-choice, accor

ding to a memo issued by Elissa McBride of NARAL, are

John Arden, Stephen Bloomfield, Donald R^inson,

former state Rep. James Collins, Senator John Olver (D

Amherst), former state Rep. Sherwood Guernsey (D

Williamstown) and current state Rep. Chris Hodgkins

(D-Lee)

On the Republican side, Don Thurston, endorsed by

Silvio Conte's widow, is the only candidate who is clear-

ly pro-choice. Jane Patashnick, another Republican can-

didate, does not have a clear stance on the issue of choice,

according to the memo.

The other candidates, Hampden County Commissioner

Leonard Collamore and Senator Linda Melconian, from

Springfield, of the Democratic party, and former state Rep.

Stephen Pierce, from Westfield, of the Republican party,

are anti-choice, according to NARAL's memo.

The importance of the report cards, said Gombar, is that

they will "nail down" a candidate on where he or she

stands on the issue of abortion and prevent "flip-flopping

'

POWER also discussed the problems with the parental

concent laws in Massachusetts, which require minors to

obtain parental concent in order to have an abortion per

formed in the state.

According to Gombar, many minors go out of

Massachusetts for an abortion and cannot raise money for

return checkups. This leads to an increased number of

post-procedural complications, such as infections

Argentina more open to women
Visiting scholar cites greater mobility, autonomy in society

By ELIZABETH BUTTS
Collegian Correspondent

One of the main ways in which Argentinian women

have developed public and private anti-authoritarian

struggles is through their roles as mothers, a scholar of

Latin American studies said in a presentation titled "The

Invisibility of Mothers in the Democratic Transition of

Argentina" held at Smith College yesterday.

Beatriz Schmuckler. who is a Visiting Tinker Fellow at

the University of Massachusetts, said women's growing

autonomy has been overlooked in analyzing democratiza-

tion in Argentina.

"Changes in women's gender identity, Schmuckler

said, "particularly changes toward a greater autonomy

to rethink and redefine socially the concept and practice

of motherhood, have been the main factor in promoting

democratization at three levels of society [in Argentina)."

According to Schmuckler, Argentinian women have

more of an impact in private and public institutions, train-

ing new generations in democratic or authoritarian

values; outside traditional political organizations, develop-

ing a new tvpe of collective action; and within the fami-

ly, struggling to achieve a better position of authority for

women in the home sphere.

"Through their political and community action,

Schmuckler said, "women have disarticulated the

ideological paradigm of the sacred mother that is tradi-

tional in popular culture: the mother allied with and at

the service of the authority. The mothers' struggle in dif-

ferent realms therefore redefined femininity and disen-

tangled the subordinate role from the democratic aspects

of femininity."

Women's contribution towards a "more stable society

remains invisible, Schmuckler said, if the "liberalization

of social institutions in daily life" is not taken into ac-

count.

This liberalization, Schmuckler said, became possible

because of a greater freedom in the public sphere for

women which increased female citizenship; the deepen

ing economic crisis which made economic participation

by women easier; and "the reciprocal effects of changes

in the community and the home which erased the separa

tion between these two processes of democratization.

Schmuckler identified three types of struggles of women-

as-mothers: the antimilitary movement of the Mothers

and Grandmothers of the Plaza de Mayo; the mother s

non-conventional collective action in poor neighborhoods;

and the mother's "power negotiations" to increase their

authority and to provide new representations of gender

and gender arrangements within the family.

These struggles took place during the military regime

of the 1970s, during the liberalization of the country which

began after the defeat of the regime in the Falklands War,

and after the democratic election of Raul Alfonsin.

IUD dangers overrated,

medical journal claims
NEW YORK (AP) - A study has

found intrauterine devices do not in-

crease the risk of pelvic infection, direct-

ly contradicting findings 10 years ago

that condemned the Dalkon Shield and

other IUDs.
The latest finding, published in the

current issue of The Journal ofClinical

Epistemology, charges the 1981

Women's Health Study report "showed

an almost complete disregard for

epidemologic principles in its design,

conduct, analysis and interpretation of

the results."

A committee of the American College

of Obstetricians and Gynecologists will

begin evaluating the report this week,

The New York Times reported

yesterday.

Dr. Harold Kaminetsky, an official of

the group, said the report would be

taken seriously because it "appears to

be good solid work and it appeared in a

very good journal."

The new report was based on raw data

from the original study, and was run by

a researcher who was a consultant to

AH. Robins Company of Richmond,

Va., the maker of the Dalkon Shield.

The original study, sponsored by the

National Health Institute, concluded

IUDs heightened the risk of pelvic in-

fections by 60 percent, but also found

two devices other than the Dalkon

Shield showed no increase in risk.

But an author of the new report, Dr.

Richard A. Kronmal of the University

of Washington's Department of

Biostatistics, set up 12 points common-

ly used by researchers to evaluate

studies like the 1981 report, and found

10 violated standards one way or

another.

Dr. Kronmal's findings centered on

the way researchers selected the women

used for scientific comparison. The other

authors of the report were Dr. Carolyn

W. Whitney of the University of

Washington and Dr. Stephen D. Mum-

ford of the Center for Research on

Population and Security in Research

Triangle Park in North Carolina.

Finds from several other reports have

also contradicted the 1981 study, and ex

perts attribute the differences to varia-

tions in research methods.

The Women's Health Study report

played a key role in litigation against

Robins, sued in a class action filed by

thousands of women who suffered

health problems they attributed to the

Dalkon Shield.

Visiting Tinker Fellow Beatriz Schmuckler

Silicon breast implants

feared cancer-causing
WASHINGTON (AP) - Manufacturers of

silicone breast implants have until early

July to prove they are safe as regulators

await results from a study of a possible link

between two widely used brands and a

cancer-causing agent.

Results of a laboratory study on implants

made by Surgitek and marketed under the

trade names Meme and Replicon are ex-

pected to be available in a week or two, a

spokeswoman for the Food and Drug Ad-

ministration said Sunday.

The product consists of silicon coated

with a polyurethane foam to avert develop-

ment of painful and unsightly lumps.

The FDA study concerns the potential

breakdown of the polyurethane coating to

a chemical known as 2-toluene, or TDA,

which causes liver cancer in rats and other

research animals.

"The FDA has conducted the laboratory

study and it is analyzing the results of the

breakdown of the polyurethane to TDA,"

said the spokeswoman, Susan Cruzan.

The New York Times, in its Sunday edi-

tions, quoted unnamed scientists familiar

with the experiments as saying

preliminary calculations indicated the im-

plant might cause cancer at the rate of 200

to 400 cases a year for every million women

in whom it is inserted.

Karen Garoukian Ferraro, a

spokeswoman for Surgitek, a Racine, Wis.,

subsidiary of Bristol Myers Squibb Co.,

said the company had conducted its own

studies and believes that its product is safe.

Mrs. Ferraro said the FDA has not advis

ed Surgitek of any agency findings. She

said the company's scientists had conclud

ed that the slow biodegradation of the foam

creates a substance that prevents the

release of TDA.
She said the company's studies show the

risk of cancer would be less than one in

several million. Risks ofone in one million

are generally considered to be insignifi-

cant, she said.

On April 10, the FDA gave makers of

silicone breast implants 90 days to prove

that they are safe or to stop selling them.

Breast implants were on the market in

1976, when Congress gave the FDA
authority to regulate them, and were

"grandfathered" into the market.

In 1988, the agency classified them as

among the most stringently regulated

medical devices, giving it authority to ask

for evidence of their safety after a 30-month

waiting period.

In its April 10 ruling, which followed the

waiting period, the FDA said concerns

about the implants include infection, pain,

hardening of the surrounding breast tissue,

false mammography results and silicone

leaks.
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Deep Purple played the Centrum in Worc-

ester last Friday night. Joe Lynn Turner

(top and right), Roger Glover and Ritchie

Blackmore (above) Collegian photos by

Jeff Holland

ARTS & LIVING
Where there's smoke. . .there's flREHOSE
By JEREMY BROWN
Collegian Correspondent

I ventured into The Music Box, a bar between Venice

Beach and Westwood, 15 minutes from from San Pedro.

A stone's throw form Lawndale. This must be the place

to see a flREHOSE show. . . .

Bass guitarist Mike Watt, drummer George Hurley and

guitarist D. Boon formed the band the Minutemen in their

hometown of San Pedro, California. That was in 1980.

After the tragic loss of D. Boon in a van crash, Columbus

native (and musical novice) Ed Crawford heard rumors

that Watt and Hurley were auditioning frontmen for a

new band. In reality Watt had little intention of starting

again musically But Crawford journeyed to LA anyway,

with hopes of '-hooking up" with Watt and Hurley.

Fourty messages on Watt's answering machine later,

Mike Watt invited him to San Pedro. Crawford promptly

acquired a sleeping space beneath Watt's desk, and the

trio began writing songs as flREHOSE.

Their first release on SST was Ragin' Full On in 1986.

Most of the lyrics were written by Watt and former Black

Flag Kira, who wrote the songs when they were the eight

stringed duo of bass, Dos. Ragin' was followed by ifn in

1987, and then fROMOHIO in 1989, both on Lawndale's

SST label. On April 26 firehose will release Flytn' the

Flannelr ON Columbia The bond's name. b\ the nay.

omes from Dylan's Subterranean Homesick Blues \" Bet

ter stay away from those who carry around a firehose").

I questioned Crawford about the move from the

notoriously ant i-corporate SST to Columbia.

"I don't know." he answered, "we take care of

ourselves.

Unappeased bv Ed's insight, I was plenty worried about

that major label thing. Then I obtained an advance copy

of the new LP from Sony Mind Police agent Ami B. I'm

not going to analyze it for you - but I'll tell you that it's

hot those booming bass riffs, those violently accurate

drums, and that working class commitment that has made

flREHOSE heroes in their own time. It's more similar to

|>h<>i<> ' ourtr«) Pearl Street

flREHOSE is (from left to right): Ed Crawford, Mike Watt and George Hurley

Ragin ' than the other two. After listening to this LP, any

worries that I had about the major label move have

dissipated.

flREHOSE can definitely take care of themselves.

The line at The Music Box is starting to spill out on

to Pico Boulevard. I'm there with m-biker chum Steven

Fowler. We had spent the last of our money that day at

Rhino Records in Westwood, where Steve ran into an old

friend, so we couldn't frequent the bar Instead W
people-watched.

It's a diverse crowd. A lot of obviously music -biz typei

were crowded around the bar. A lot of clean cut UCLA
guys were there also. Plus a lot of black-outfit bad

CONTINUED ON PAGE 12

Workshops
for artists

How can I make enough money to survive as an ar-

tist? Do I need more education? Does it matter where

I live? Who are my audiences, and how do I find them.

What should I know about copyright and other legal

protection for my work?

If you are among the thousands of art students on

campus who has tried to answer for yourself one or

more of these questions and wound up with the same

blank stare on your face that Dan Quayle gets

everytime he sits behind the president on television,

DON'T PANIC!
Help is on the way. The UMass Arts Council has ar-

ranged to have the Arts^^gS^^S^

rowler. we naa speni uk mat. "• "*" «««.^ —•
—

Parks receives award for excellence
» . r* _* A — * - a-. r nt.nnlc it

For the second year in a row, a member of the UMass

Music Department has received the Paul Smith Conduc

tor of the Year Award at the Massachusetts Music

Educators Association All -State Conductors Conference

Banquet. f

Last year, the honor was bestowed upon Professor

Walter Chesnut. This year. George Parks, an associate

professor of music at the University, received the award

at the banquet given on March 22 at the Sheraton Hotel

in Worcester.

Parks was honored for the significant contribution that

he has made throughout his career in the field of in-

strumental music education.

Parks is a frequent clinician, guest conductor and ad-

judicator for marching and concert bands. He is director

of the UMass Minuteman Marching Band. Considered to

be one of the finest marching bands in the Northeast, they

have been invited to perform at a variety of events in_

eluding two Presidential inaugurations. New England

Patriots games and New York Giants games. Professor

Parks is also the director ofthe University's Concert Band.

Parks founded the George N. Parks Drum Major

Academy. He is also responsible for many films, articles

and books that provide information on the drum major

Parks has been given the Outstanding Drum Major award

at eight Drum Corps Associates World Championships.

In 1989, he received the University of Massachusetts

Distinguished Teaching Award.

The award was made by the Massachusetts Instrumen-

tal Association. According to MICA secretary Dennis F.

Wren Parks was chosen because his, "hard work, dedica-

tion and musical skills are appreciated by his students

and recognized by his peers."

Photo courtesy Rooater Blues Records

u «<« ~kq» u-irnes will appear at the Iron Horse tonight. Barnes

is*2%£^eo*e
a£Z^n™ players on the circuit. The show

wH?startTt 8:30 p.m. Tickets are $6.50 in advance.

Phot.. . mirt.sN I'ruon Program Council

The Neville Brothers will play at UMass in the Student Union

Ballroom tonight. Ivan Neville will open the show It starts at 8 p.m.

TicketHre $11 for UMass students and $13 for the general public.
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HAIRCUTS
ALWAYS

$io
A HAIR SPACE

25 N. Pleasant Street • Amherst • 256-0733

fIREHOSE
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 11

accessories people. Everybody seemed a lot more in

terested in schmoozing than getting a good spot in tront

of the stage.

A midwesterner-looking fellow wearing a hat introduc-

ed himself to Steve and I. He said that he worked at 1Kb.

Records. „
"I hear this band Firehouse is pretty cool.

•It's fIREHOSE."
"Yeah. Firehouse."

I didn't even want to correct him.

Just when the whole scene was starting to really bug

me Mike Watt strolled out from backstage.

•Night of the Living Basshead!." I said to him. He laugh-

ed offered his hand and called me his "home boy." I ex-

pressed mv dismav with the audience. He agreed that

things looked pretty tame. I explained that I was a stu-

dent in Western Massachusetts.

Northampton,'' his face lit up, "we like playing there.

fIREHOSE will be performing with The Vestrymen at

Pearl Street in Northhampton tonight at 8 p.m. Concert-

goers who wear something flannel to the show will receive

$1 ticket discount.

workshops
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 11

sion ofContinuing Education offer, free of charge, some

expert advice on the basics of making it as a protes

sional artist. On April 16, 22 and 29, the AES will pre

sent a three-part lecture series designed to inform

students about traditional and non-traditional oppor-

tunities, give ideas about promoting their work, and

to introduce the basics of financial management.

copyright, etc.

Successful visual artists, musicians, theater pro-

ducers, actors and craftspeople will join AES staff to

talk about their own career strategies.

If you haven't got anv clue how to break into that

m N mingly intangible world of the professional artist,

and are one of those art major seniors whose only hope

seems to get luckv or "be discovered." or even you ve

alreadv graduated and just want some inside advice

from people who know the inside angle on the art

world, come to this work shop. It will definitely be

worth vour while, and at least you won't have to look

like Dan Quayle
_ DEGE0RGES

The Mather Career Center

and

The Advertising Educational Foundation

Present

Tuesday, April 16,1991

Campus Center Room 162

8:00 PM

Paul Mulcahy

Vice-President for Advertising,

Campbell Soup Company and

President, CSC Advertising, Inc.

"Advertising: How it fits into our economic

and social structure"

Silverscape Designs'

15th Anniversarv

DIAMOND SALE

April at

silverscape designs
C O I » M I ' M » OtK G * t I I •

• Var Si NortKyCPT' f*-:

Student Travel

Catalog!
(vtrythins you need to

know about:

•Student Tr»v*J

•Student/Tocher am t*n
• JUH *****

• C jt Hentai/Uaslnj

•work Abroad

•Study Abroad

•mti Student « Tcocnaf

A MUCH MOMJII

CAli rot your HOI copy!

The Mather Career Center
Career Planning and Placement . Cooperative Education. Internships

Frttemny/Soronty Pirk • on the Orchard Hill bu. route. (4 13)545-2224.

Council
79 So. Pl*asant S
Amharst. MA010C

4' 3-254-1 2*1

:r£y ' YgC, rr#Y.y«Wf)'«MriW,

WANTED
Advertising Account

Executive

for the Collegian
To be successful in today's

business world, EXPERIENCE
is a must!

We are looking for:

Ambitious
Responsible
Organized
Motivated
STUDENTS

with good communications skills.

Applications available at

THE COLLEGIAN
1 13 Campus Center.

The deadline for completed applications

is Tuesday, April 23, 1991.

THE COLLEGIAN IS AN E.O.E.
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Lighten Your Load With The

Zenith Data Systems

SupersPort™ SX
;°igiaresr^-^

Now You Cm Hiw 386 Laptop Portormooco With Tho SoponPort* SX

With the dumber -crunching power of the IntelSBBSX"' microprocessor, the SepmrePeix SX

gtves you processing speeds op to 33% tester then most 286 portables The Peger Whttt screen

otters high contrast black-on-white VGA Video With op to 3 end a-hall hours of better/ lite,

its the best choree tor 386 pertormence within a 386 budget!

ZENITH fl
data systems I&.SI

GroupeBul

For More Information,

Please Contact:

^UNIVERSITY
mSTOREft
Hours: Monday-Friday 9-5

Saturday 10-3

•^^.^^^^x^^^ss^oamtm.

DOONESBURY
By GARRY TRUDEAU

THE FAR SIDE

Bv GARY LARSON
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QUOTE OF THE DAY

"I don't know anything about Otis

really. I knov he's a dog."

— overheard

DAILY GROSSVORD PUZZLE
Edited Bv TRUDE MCHEL JAFFE

In a barbarian faux pas that quickly cost him his life,

Garth is caught drinking his gruel with

pinky fingers extended.

GALVIN AND HOBBES Bv BILL VATTERSON

HON Vfc FN© OURSEl^S 9CMt-

W£«£ IHSIOE M. S*>»V&, »VHD

\H V&. P«XSS OF >M ,-
YJM.VHNS OJ^"Ot f/^jf
\T 9JWEHV.S
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ACROSS
1 Jinx

6 Not give —
10 — Sera. Se'«

13 Chameleon
14 The scoop
1

5

Diamond ploy

16 What a tu>

can do
1

7

ActOf Tarmrott

1

8

Lattice piece

19 Not so fine

wne
21 Where Bhutan

is

22 Apollo s patent

23 Symbolic plant

25 Flonst ottering

29 Canteen
31 Tinihet deni/en

32 Prevalent

34 VCH but
38

40 root tevpr

42 Don s Iriend

43 Eight (

lorm

45 Cutting

46 The in crowd

48 Become fond of

50 Caton

53 roray agamst

the Iridge

65 Ornate 'ish

56 Monkevshines
6? - Yesterday

Judy HoMiday

Oscar winner

63 Cheep
64 UndelivetaWe

mail

65 wttose —
gored

66 Meshy fabric

67 Capri lor one

68 Namesakes of

baseball s Cobb
69 first place

70 Wiset

DOWN
1 Pickles and
preserves

2 Getting —
years

3 Seward
Peninsula town

4 inter —
5 Harry

6 Rewrite for film

7 P*ce of the

action

8 Up and —
9 Samuel
Richardson

novel

10 Stifle

11 rree

1

2

One of the

Aliens

15 Strongarm

20 Long
24 Peek a boo

words
25 — mater

26 Type of lens

27 Htesioe shelter

28 Cold weather

30 Native al Riga

Nu"
35 Entertainer

Adams
36 Thicken, as

cream

37 a — cfocfc

scholar

39 Notes of

a son.

tor short

41 Equation

44 Bright red

47 Catchweed
49 Handsome chap

50 C3PO. i e

51 Sticky stuff

52 Troy boy

54 River in a

Burns poem
57 In arrears

58 Actress Bonet

59 Genetic code
word

60 Het up
61 Wtne

purchaser's

concern

ANSWHUO PREVIOUS PUZZLE

Jin S JOURNAL

'd^fto-day life

REX ROGKETT

awJ Wditeried TV

e*e* +h«u^^ r

By Jin
QUOTE OF THE DAY

"I like it when housemates aien'l

around, because I always am."*

— overheard

YOUR DAILY HOROSCOPE
By JEANE DIXON

By IRA SHERAK
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ARIES (March 21-April 19) Be con-

tent to deal with your regular work

A raise is possible if you tackle even

routine matters with enthusiasm

Romantic partner is very understan-

ding now Share a happv secret

TAURUS (April 20- May 20)

Domestic and office tasks are a

breeze today Dig in - you can

make any job look like child's play 1

Stop dwelling on old emotional

wounds Weigh your words when

arguing with someone
GEMINI (May 21-June 20) Your

special rapport with a friend or

group is in the spotlight Put a secret

plan into action Old pals will prove

their loyalty again and again You

experience true peace of mind

CANCER (June 21-July 22) Group

activities are favored today

Cancel social plans and tend to

business Strong family ties will help

you cope with any ups and downs

at work Give a stubborn attitude

the boot.

LEO (July 23-Aug 22) The pace

auickens at work, placing extra

pressure on you. Rise to the occa-

sion - VIPs will be impressed Reject

friends stock market tips your

romantic star shines brightly now

VIROO (Aug 23-Sept 22) Office

and household tasks go quickly to-

day if you engage in teamwork

Remember to keep loved one's

best interests at heart if you want

your relationship to flourish. Put

romance on hold

LIMA (Sept 23-Oct. 22): A desire

to meet more people puts you on

a new path this week Banking mat

ters require closer attention to

detail Your mate or partner could

•>ssuring you Talk things over 1

SCORPIO (Oct 23-Nov 21) A

sensitive day for financial matters

Be careful if asked to act as a go-

between in a business deal Some

unexpected good news may in

voive travel to foreign shores. Pack

a bag!
SAGITTARIUS (Nov 22-Dec 21)

Do not try to do it all alone toaay

Teamwork is favored and will help

boost profits. Encourage seniors to

participate in community projects

Refuse to let a family squabble get

you down
CAPRICORN (Dec 22-Jan 19) In-

fluential people may be difficult to

reach Try a new ap-

proachBecome more self-reliant

Working on a research project

could prove therapeutic You have

more strength than you realize

AQUARIUS (Jan 20-Feb 18)

Make the most of your work day by

attending a group function Refuse

to be rattled by someone's

temperamental ways A friend's ad-

vice could save you hours of

anguish Cherish your friendships!

PISCES (Feb 19-March 20)

Welcomed career or financial news

is featured. Your ideas get a hear-

ing with the right people Make a

new beginning! You appreciate

your freedom more than ever now

Go slow in romance.

TODAY S STAFF
Night Editor ^m Silvcrsum

Copy Editor todv (.ohm

Photo Technician K v fturK(

Production Supervisor Terry Storirur

Typesetter loannc Quimbv

Production Tank! lvcuw. (tfck Soto. Paul

Specht, Sam Silventein
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Boston Marathon results

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 15

left calf muscle.

In that race, six African runners, in

eluding Hussein, went out at a sucidal pace

for the first 20 miles, breaking 11 course

records along the route.

But they couldn't keep it up, and Gelin

do Brodin of Italy, the 1988 Olympic gold

medalist, whipped past them at 21 miles

and went on to win in 2:08: 19. the second-

fastest ever at Boston.

This time, the pace was more sensible.

and Hussein's patience and dicipline paid

off.

i didn't want to do things like last year,"

Hussein said. "My idea was to win the

race."

Hussein kept disposing of all the early

contenders as the later miles kept clicking

off, before putting away his most serious

threat, Ronan, with about four miles in the

testing 26-mile, 385-yard race from

Hopkinton to the center of Boston

JESUS JONES
and

SOHO
SUNDAY

APRIL 21, 1991
the UMASS S.U
Tickets: available now at

Tix unlimited (in the Student Union)

For the Record (Amherst) and Main

St. Records (Noho).

$7 UMASS Students

$9 All Others

Another U.P.C. Production

Enjoy a fun-niled weekend of

music, food, friends and entertainment

April 27 & 28, On The Haigis Mall

REGISTRATION DEADLINE TODAY

Register At These Locations:

- Campus Center Concourse (830-430)

- Curry Hicks Office (830-500)
- Boyden Gym ( 1 :00-700pm)
- Southwest Horseshoe ( 1 00-500pm)
- Dining Commons (430 - 6:30pm)

Or with your:

- Residential Assistant
- House Athletic Director

Or call 545-5055

** Free T-Shirt To All Participants **

Apple introduces the Macinu ish LC
Ifyou thought that finding a color

_ Mac inu ish" system y< >u c< mid afft >rd

earn, then the new: affi >rdable Macinu >sh I.C is a dream

c< nne true.

The Macinu sh LC is rich in a * >r. I nlike many a miputers that can display

< mly 16 col* >rs at i >nce. the MacmK ish DC expands y< >ur palette t<
)
256 colors.

It als( ) a >mes with a mien jph< me and new s< Rind input technology that lets

v< )ii pers< >nalize v<m w< >rk by adding v< see ( >r ( >ther s< )Linds.

Like every Macint< >sh c< >mputer. the LC is easy t< )
set up and easy to

master. And it runs th< wsands ( >f available appkatk ms that all w >rk in the

same c< insistent wav s i < nice v< w've learned ( me pn )gram. y< >u re well

. m v< )iir way t< > learning them all. The Maeinn »h LC even lets v< «j share int<*

matK >n with s« »me< me wh< I uses a different type i i c< miputer -thanks t<

)

the \ ersatile Apple Superl )n\ e.
v

which can read fa >m and write t<
)

Macinti »sh.

\ls I )(>. ( h 2. and Apple 1 1 fk mpy disks.

Take i look at the Macinu )sh LC and see what it gives vuu.Tlien pinch

yourself. Us better than a dream it's a Macintosh.

NOW IN STOCK

^UNIVERSITY
kMSTOREtt

Open Monday-Friday 9-5

Saturday 10-3

^| 'Hie p< >wer t( > be y< >ur best/ ::rrr:::::==:s::^.«SuperOnw »na The power lo be your beet »re trademarks ot *pf)te Computer M
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Boston Marathon results

Continued from page y>

and Kristainsen.

Perhaps the most gallant performance —

by a man or woman — was by Samuelson.

The 1984 Olympic gold medalist and

American record-holder, who had not won

a marathon since beating Kristiansen at

Chicago in 1985 in 2:21:21, the American

record, had come into the race with much
trepidation after a two-year absence. In her

last marathon, she was a disappointing

ninth at Boston in 1989, in a race won by

Kristiansen.

Afterward, Samuelson fought back tears.

"I didn't have the day I wanted,"

Samuelson said then. "I'm duly humbled.

I'll be back."

Beset by injuries, illnesses and the birth

of her second child, Samuelson had to wait

two years for her comeback.

Monday, her goal was not necessarily to

win, but just to break 2:30 and be com-

petitive again.

She did it easily, clocking 2:26:54.

Although she faltered toward the finish, be-

ing overtaken by Jones (2:26:40) in the clos-

ing mile, and by Pippig (2:26:52) in the

final stretch, Samuelson was exhilarated

by her performance.

"I was tearing after the race," she said.

"But they were tears of joy, not tears of

frustration."

"It didn't come as a shock when Kim

came smoking by me. But I was surprised

when Uta snuck by me."

Kristiansen, also running her first

marathon in two years - she also had a

child last year - was timed in 2:29:24,

more than eight minutes slower than her

world record of 2:21:06.

Panfil's winning time made her 39th

overall.

Hussein also was excited about his

victory.

He also had been a bust in his previous

marathon, dropping out of the 1990 Boston

race after 20 miles because of cramps in his

lacrosse wins at Yale
Continued from page io

Yale's Brian Walter lead a one-man ral-

ly in the fourth quarter scoring thrice in

seven minutes and giving Yale their first

lead since the first quarter at 54.

Ed O'Callaghan assisted Jim McAleavey

to tie the score at 5-all. A sudden death

overtime of four minutes ticked down and

left the tie untouched. Kushner decided the

second overtime at 4:09.

Kevin O'Connor had his best outing yet

winning 13 of 15 faceoffs which became

critical possessions. But the game was

more than just numbers, it was almost

electrical.

"There was definately an energy flow on

the bus coming down here," said UMass

coach Ted Garber. "We knew coming here

that guys like Kushner, (Hughl

O'Callaghan and McAleavey would have

to come up with more plays in order for us

to win — and they did."

Yale's Jeff Curran initiated the scoring

unassisted at 5:06 and a Rick Senatore-

Mike Caine combination tied it at 1 all.

Yale responded with a Seth Dunn-Walter

goal and Mario Guaglianone answered

unassisted to tie it again to end the first

quarter at 2-all.

Guaglianone netted another unassisted

at 1:34 in the second quarter for a team

high two goals. UMass kept the 3-2 lead to

the half.

Mark Millon scored with one second re-

maining in the third and Yale responded

in the fourth with three consecutive Walter

goals.

With 1:31 remaining in regualtion, the

Yale bench was issued a penalty of 30

seconds for unsportsmanlike conduct, as a

result of rough play by Eli David Ryan.

Garber said he was experiencing a bit of

deja vu, looking at a 5-all scoreboard. When

UNH faced Yale last year, Yale was in a

man-up situation and had possession of the

ball with 50 seconds remaining in regula-

tion. Yale threw the ball away and UHN
scored on a fastbreak to win the game 6 5

in regulation.

This was Yale's first overtime this

season; they were 0-2 in overtime play last

year. UMass is now 1-1 in overtime, 4-2 for

the season.

"I feel happy for the players," Garber

said. "A win like this makes you feel good.

It's good to know you've worked hard all

game and won."

Millon leads the Gorillas with 18 goals

and five assists. McAleavey is not far

behind in points at 20, with eight goals and

12 assists. Kushner has netted 10 goals and

contributed four assists.
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North Amherst
Motors

7» Old Sonemend Rd.. Mo. Amhwst

549-2880

Expert Repairs and
Reconditioning

Most Mmtor Cr*tt C*«H Accept*)
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Classifieds
COM TO THE COLLEGIAN OEHCE-CC US MON-THURS » 30-3:30. FR, 8:30-2:30.DEADUNE 2 DAYS PRIOR TO PUBLICATION .CASH IN ADVANCE. 20-</WORD/DAY FOR STUDENTS

ACTIVITIES

AN EXHILARATING Whitewater Rafting

Trip Inexpensive weekend getaway

Meghan 25WH59

GREEN WORLD MEMBERS shee£
shearing festival' Tickets at Franklin DC
Uzbekistan* get in free' Bring your hats 1

UMASS POETRY SOCIETY mtormal. norv

intimidatmg atmosphere B Y O Poetry

Tuesday 7 30 in Bartlett Lobby

members encouraged

FOR RENT

New

1BDRAPT INPUFFTON VLG
• • Take over our lease for the lall

and summer rent is negotiable

Cheap 'ent. rnc util

Call before 9 30am or after

6 30pm 549-0904

2 BEDROOM APT downtown Amherst

hard-wood floors w/ fire place large and

clean June 1-Aug 31 «
. 950 a month-450

cash back 546-3281

TAKE OVER LEASE of large 4 bedroom

apartment 2nd floor, balcony, near bus

route, free utlities $1000 per month- Call

253-2570

LOST SPACIOUS SUBLET

FOR SALE

HELP!!

WHI the person who called me Wed April 3rd

saying they found my passport please call

me back again at 549-4230. ask for Lionel

AMHERST CENTER 1 BDRM Ouiet close

to common— lor frisbee fun (S Prospect

St ) sunny, hardwood floors, rent

negotiable Ideal for 2 people Call Jenny

after 7pm 253-7194

AMAZING APARTMENT

WANT LONG LUXURIOUS SHOWERS tor

free' All the heat you want? Take over our

fully carpeted 2-bdrm apartment June 1

Close to campus, great price too 1 Call

549-7845 Leave message

2 BEDROOM APT great location-between

lown and campus call 253-9445 Available

June 1

3 BDRM APT in house 5 mm walk lo cam-

pus'town, on bus route, washer/dryer Can

253-7317

4 BEDROOM HOUSE available' June 1

$900 close to campus 549-0557

4 PIECE LIVING ROOM SET
Couch pulls out to double bed

Call 549-9377

POOL TABLE S83 or BO Ca" Meghan

253-0459!

ROSSIGNOL QUANTUM SKIS 160'S

Solomon 587 bindings

Practically new -Excellent condition

Best offer

Lynn 549-6102

YES TICKETS
4/17 Centrum
Real good seats

Call Rick or Dave
546-3664

LOST- Four important keys on two yellow

keychains Please please call Susan

546-1725
SUBLET

PERSONALS

GERMAN EXCHANGE STUDENT
sorry I missed your ad Do you still want to

meet'
Heather

ANNOUNCEMENTS

BED AND BREAKFAST- downtown Ideal

for visiting parents and friends- 549-0733

ELECTIONS 'O' next year's Hillel Council

are taking place now -Call for more info

549-7989 or 549-6417 -Come get involved'

THE UNION
VIOEO
CENTER

Trains students in

all aspects of

video production

Stop by our

offices by the

Commuter Lounge

4 BEDROOM HOUSE- Northampton, near

Smith College and shopping center

$750/mo plus utilities June 1st SjkiDiski

Realtors call 4 7pm 584-3428

5 BEDROOM HOUSE on bus route. $1015

a month call 253-5734

ACT NOW SUNNY 4 bedroom 1Vj bath

apt in Amherst Great condition On bus

Route Available end of May. option tor fa

lease $250 per month, all inclusive! Call

253-7871

FOUND

NIFFER Happy 21st birthday' Watch your

Kachunga Point! Remember rule *16' Luv

the House of Blondes

DAVID SAFETY PATTERSON
I hope that you had a very memorable bir

thday yesterday The Patterson duo is now

legal Way cool' I love you' Love. Your

Favorite Sibling. Beth

69 IS FINE!
This Townehouse apt is available to sublet

June 1 w/ lall lease option bus route Fur-

niture incl 549-8044

SUMMER W/ FALL OPTION Large room

m S Amherst condo Pool central A/C

washer/dryer, parking On bus route Cool

roomies, perfect summer place' Call Joe

253-2696

KEYS FOUND m Mahar 4/10/91

a set of keys on an SM keycham

II they're yours give me a call

546-0505

SUMMER RENTAL

•MARTHA S VINYARD. Steps from The

Ocean Harbor Landing Harborside Inn

Rent daily weekends weekly April through

September Very reasonable prices Call

549-0221

SUMMER SUBLET 3bdrm apt wfall opt on

bs rie cheap rent great area -Call now'

665-8712

SUMMER SUBLET FALL OPTION 2

bedroom Amherst center available June t

Call now Jeff or Dave 549-8095

SUMMER SUBLET WITH FALL OPTION

3 bedroom apartment m The Brook >r

Amherst On bus route wall to wall

carpeting, clean Call 253-0420

SUMMER SUBLET W/ FALL OPTION on

Wain St 4 bedrooms two very large 2

bathrooms, Iront porch' Ample parking

Great location Call evenings 256-0386

TOWNEHOUSE
Model apt sublet fall option

Remodeled 3br

New carpet AC 1 '

'? bath bus rt

Judy Johnson 549-0839

UPTOWN 2 room/ 2 floor apt Very clean

aftorable new appliances Musi see' Call

256-4696 with tall option

SUPER SUBLET

AMHERST CENTER "

2 bedroom apt available June i

Call 549-9377

HELP WANTED

CHRISTMAS. SPRING BREAK summer

travel FREE Air couriers needed and

cruMSh.p tobs -call 1-805-682-7555 ext

F-1426

A GUY WITH A BIG FOOT HAS A BIG

SOCK
Man with size 1 4 responding to woman with

size 10Vj

Would you like to meet 7

L.E

SUMMER SUBLET

3 BEDROOMS. 1'? baths Furnished On
bus route Fall option Rent negotiable Call

253-9708

SUMMER SUBLET
Take our house for the summer 1

4 bedrooms, large sunny deck

2 bathrooms, on bus route

Great location

Reasonable rent

Call anytime, leave message
253-0999

HEADING FOR EUROPE this summer? Je

there anytime for $160 with AIRHITCH (

(Reported in NY Times and Lets Go!)

AIRHITCH (r) 212-864-2000

NOMINXtloliS^bWSWAdrOFWCERS'
Have opened .

Nomination papers can be picked up at the

SWAG Office

Deadline is April 18 1991

APTS. FOR RENT

AMHERST CENTER:
Efficiency one. two. three bedroom apart-

ments June or September Lincoln Real

Estate, 25 North Pleasant Street

253-7879

AMITY PLACE CONDO
3 bdrm 2Vi bath, furnished, washer/dryer,

central' air/vacuum garage, patio 3 oc-

cupants. $995/month 549-5938

BEAUTIFUL
--

Modern 3 bdrm. house. 'A mile o« campus

Washer&dryer. woodstove. V/i bath

Call 549-5895

EARN $300/500 PER WEEK
Reading books at home
1-615-473-7440 ext B281

Call

GABRIS MORRIS
Happy 19th birthday

You said it would never be done

Wish you were here

Love.
Annette, Joe, Daffy

Mollie and Andrew

AMHERST CENTER.
house
253-7737

sunny 2 bdrm in

TRAVEL

FURNISHED BEDROOM 5 minutes from

GRC Private bathroom, phone Laundry,

maid 549-8745 (females)

EARN UP TO $400 weekly assembling pro

ducts at home, no experience, easy work

For more info. Call 1-504-863-6194 Ext

1 609 7 days

FT SUMMER CHILDCARE~
N Amherst
Must have own transportation

549-6825 or 548-9519

HEY!- Here's your extra-special Collegian

personal' See? Isn't this neat? I'm so pro-

ud to be your favorite green vegetable

Love Ton Petit Zuchinni D'Amour!!!

HOUSE IN AMHERST
Fully furnished, waterbeds

up to 8 people Bus route

Cheap - 549-2691

WARM WATER scuba diving trips

Bonaire May27-June3 $825

Key Largo August 18-24 $380

For more information call Project Deep
549-8401

MIKE-
irish Studmuffin

Lives!!!

Rayna

SPRING SPECIAL .99 cents one month

rent with one year lease 2BR $450, 3BH

$537 in Sunderland Free bus route, laun-

dry facilities, pool, garden plots Short term

leases available 665-3856

AUTO FOR SALE

78 VOLVO well maintained, $950 or bo

253-2612

1981 OLDS SKYLARK, runs well $850 M
BO 253-9087

1986 BUJCK LESABRE
AC/power everything

$3500 or best offer 256-3586

1987 JEEP WRANGLER V6 automatic

Med blue w/ black top Exc condition

49,000 miles $6995 -546-3142

BIKE FOR SALE

1987 CENTURION RS- Good bike, never

crashed approx 1000 miles in storage

since 1988. never abused, always

pampered Good for triathalons or ent y

levelracmg-Fast' $300 or B/O (reasonable)

Call Rick at 546-2708

FIVE" BEDROOMTHHISE. Deck, garage,

m'le to campus On bus ™ectfor six

$1250/mo. Call Bob at (617) 967-8659

qIlr^atFmanor
-

Three
rt

bedro^m apartments available June

or September Lincoln Real Estate 25 North

Pleasant Street

253-7879

GREAT 1 BEDROOM. 2 niinuteilo cam-

pus & town Front & back porch - Large yard

& prkg tor 2 cars $525 - Heat incl available

June 1st Contact Frank at 549-5343

GUARANTEE YOUT APfT FOR^NEXT
SEMESTER
2 bdr Brandywine

Close to 2 bus stops

Available June 1st

Call eves 549-1471

PUFFTON VILLAGE 3-bedroom

Take over lease end of May
549-4758

SUBLET W/ FALL OPTIONTBdTJn lar^e

2bdr Bus route Available now $285 in-

cludes heat 538-5894

INTELLIGENCE JOBS. All branches

US Customs. DEA etc. Now hiring

Call (1) 805-962-8000 Ext K-9616

JEWISH COMMUNITY OF AMHERST
seeks Hebrew and Jewish studiesLechers

Experience preferred Call 549-0223 or

256-0160 for application.

SUMMER~6/24^e725: The Association
i

for

the Help of Retarded Children needs MALfc

& FEMALE students to work at it's summer

sleep-away camp in the Catskill Mountains

for developmentally disabled children and

adults Paid positions available for cabin

counselors, program instructors. WSI s of-

fice staff. Write Camp Loyaltown AHFtc.

1 89 Wheatly Road, Brookville, NY 1 1 545 or

Call 516-626-1000. Mon -Fn

ERIC
Hi ho big bro

Your little bro,

Rayna

KILLER PAD in the heart of downtown

Amherst Summer sublet w/fall option -Call

now 253-9087

LARGE TWO BEDROOM 1 bath apt in

duplex On bus line Located in Belchertown

near Amherst line 253-2327

MUST SEE UPTOWN apt-option for tall

1 bedroom $550 253-0567

DESPERATELY SEEKING Rico Suave

in blue renegade on 4/10 at 4 30 pm If in-

terested, please reply here!

ONE BEDROOM, furnished downtown

Amherst Available end of May Rent

negotiable 256-4927

TYPING/WORDPROCESSING

DISSERTATIONS. CASES, PAPERS
On-campus pickup Fast' Accurate'

Mac/Laser, spellcheck

Nancy 584-7924

FAST. ACCURATE TYPING w/ spellcheck

and boldface $1 45/pg Call Greg 546-2548

PAreRSr$T50/pg^esumes laser printed

Fast, professional, affordable

KCOMMUNICATIONS, 256-6373

INSTRUCTION

ENTERTAINMENT

RACK-A-DISC is still the best for bj'sand

lYveEntertainment Call anytime 586-9900;

ask about our specials

~-"T~TAKE~OVER OUR LEASE

Big Luscious house Five succulent

bedrooms Two titillating bathrooms

Stumbling distance from town and

bus stop Extremely well-endowed

driveway Call now -25«-34ee -

You'll b» glad you did!

EARN CREDIT SCUBA DIVING

Preregister for fall courses

Learn to dive, fall semester G09 Basic Key

Largo Trip, Aug or Dec G10 Sport New

England Advanced, G11 Advanced -Al

courses listed under General Physical

Education. _ _
For further information call Protect Deep

549-8401

HlLP MTfOLEARN ARABtc7w¥paylor

private lessons -Debbie 256-8189

ROOMMATE WANTED

LOOKING FOR 2 FEMALESlo share a

room in 2 bedroom Brandywine apartment

Fun roommates!! Starting June 1 or Sept 1

-your choice! Free heati Call Debbie or Erica

at 549-8092

LOOKING FOR 2 laidback males

somewhat neat, to share Ibdr in house with

3 females 1 min walking dist to

campus-549-9939

NEED 1 FEMALE roommate for Bran-

dywine apartment starts in September -Call

546-4159

ONE BEDROOM IN BRITTANY, bus route

A/C $250/month neg Call 253-4194 Leave

message

ONE HOUSE-TWO APARTMENTS-Six
bedrooms two minutes from town, ten

minutes from campus Take over lease for

summer and possibly fall Rent negotiable

Call 253-3776

PAPERS. DISSERTATIONS, RESUMES.
graphs, laser printing Rosemary -call

259-1786

WANTED

SERVICES

HAVE YOU BEEN RIPPED-OFF by a

retailer? Contact The Legal Services Center

regarding your rights as a consumer -922

Campus Center, 545-1995

PREWANT7
Need a pregnancy test, information or sup-

port' Call for free and confidential services

ALTERNATIVES 33 Main St Northampton

586-3000 or Greenfield 774-6010

PROFESSIONAL WOMAN seeks summer

sublet m Amherst or environs Must be

clean and comfortable Price negotiable,

contact Jacqueline Muth 902 1 1th Ave No 3

Huntington, W V 25701 304-523-5404

RENT OUR 2BDRM apt for the summer

Close to campus |ust $450 month 546-3142

ROOM IN HOUSE close to campus cheap

549-2922

ADVERTISING ACCOUNT EXECUTIVE.

Required Ambitious, organized, responsi

ble and motivated students with good com

municalion skills Applications available at

the Collegian- 113 Campus Center and

must be submitted no later than Tuesday.

April 23, 1991

CANOE TRADE
"~"

Have exel 17ft Coleman canoe Need 15ft

light wt Eves 369-4217

*WE WANT to take over your 3 bedroom*

• Puftton lease! Please call 253-0420

SUBLET JUNE TO AUGUST two rooms in

house On two bus routes Call evenings

549-6527

SUBLETTuMMERW/ FALL OPTION one

bedroom apt. In downtown Amherst Walk

irtg distance from UMass on all maior bus

routes -laundry facHWkw -CaM 253-2880
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Sports
Lax takes Yale in 6-520T
By ADRIEN MATT
Collegian Staff

NEW HAVEN, Conn. - With 51

seconds remaining in the second over-

time, Jim Kushner netted the winning

goal against Yale as the University of

Massachusetts lacrosse team put away

a 6-5 victory Saturday.

The Gorilla midfielders and defense

held Yale scoreless for 42 minutes of

play in the latter half of the first quarter

and throughout the second and third

quarters. Scrappy play and frustration

occupied the larger part of those

quarters for the Elis as they threw away

fastbreak opportunities with lousy

passes.

Ted Kellerman finished the day with

14 saves in 36 shots on goal for an

overall saves average of .597.

CONTINUED ON PAGE 15

Softball bounces back
UMass sweeps Saint Joseph's and Temple

CoMrgian photo by Jeff Holland

Jim McAleavey (30) and Mario Guaglianone (1) contributed one and

two goals, respectively, to the Gorillas' (W> double overtime victory

at Yale Saturday

By THOMAS A. GEORGE
Collegian Staff

The sweet song of revenge was sung this

weekend, as the University of

Massachusetts softball team defeated

Atlantic-10 Easten Conference co-

champion Temple.

The Minutewomen clipped the Owls

wings in a doubleheader in Philadelphia

Sunday, 6-1 and 13-3.

"I thought it was an immense win by a

team under absolutely terrible conditions,"

*aid head coach Elaine Sortino.

The weekend proved to be open season on

bii'ds of prey, as the Minutewomen down-

ed the St. Joseph's University Hawk's, on

Saturday. The doubleheader yielded two

11-0 routs for UMass.

During the 1990 season, the UMass

squad faced Temple thrice. All three

meetings ended in UMass wins.

Come tournament time, the Temple club

never faced UMass, due to weather. The

A- 10 committee handed down a ruling that

UMass and Temple would share the con

ference crown as co-champions.

'They're very upset," Sortino said of her

players at the time. "I'm totally and com

pletely frustrated."

"We felt kind of cheated," echoed pitcher

Darlene Claffey. when asked about last

year's decision. "But you just take it every

year as it comes, and play them like a

whole new team."

Holly Aprile stood tall on the hill for the

first game, making her 14th appearance of

the season. She threw a seven-inning game,

allowing one run off three hits.

Aprile has a 1.47 ERA and has recorded

one save. She notched her 46th strike out

of the season in the contest and has allow-

ed 18 walks.

Aprile record stands at 9 5 with three

shutouts* Her record since the trip to

California is 7-1.

In the second half of the twin bill. Claf-

fey took the mound, giving up five hits for

three runs, over six innings.

Claffey has posted her ninth win, which

includes a staggering four no hitters inside

of eight shutouts. The sophomore hurler

has a 9-4 season record.

• It- nice to have a lot of hits," Claffey

said in reference to support from her team.

"It's definitely easier to pitch when you're

ahead." CD A
Claffey has 54 strike outs and an LKA

of 1.65, not allowing home runs or triples.

Even the down side is bright with only 16

walks and three wild pitches.

The wins resumed the team's winning

streak, which was interrupted by losses to

UConn.

"After the losses, we needed to regain our

composure." said Claffey.

The Minutewomen face the Rhode Island

Rams today in Kingston, R.I. This will be

the second meeting of the season for the

two ball clubs.

The 4-0 and 9-0 shutouts registered by

UMass were attributed to a weak pitching

staff. URI carries three pitchers on their

roster, all of whom were relieved by each

uther during the contest.

UMass rang out 21 hits against URI's

five, all of which came in the first game.

"Thev didn't make any mistakes," said

URI coach Sue Tougas after the double

header.

Claffey produced six strike outs in the no

hitter and Aprile tallied four strike outs in

her shutout.

\ at Yale Saturday. * «.^^.a—-~— — -

Minutemen split pair of doubleheaders at St. Joseph s
-,r.i«.l/imr in I'Ytrn base hits ^H ^^Hi^l

By GREG SUKIENNIK
Collegian Staff

PHILADELPHIA - The way the University of

Massachusetts baseball team has been hitting, you'd think

that if Richard Graham could hold the St. Josephs Hawk's

to four runs, UMass could win.

But St. Joe's Robert Anne held UMass. Anne gave up

only one run on three hits against the Minutemen, who

in the first three games scored 29 runs, as the Hawk's earn-

ed a series split with a 4-1 win in the fourth game. The

split leaves UMass at 5-3 in the Atlantic 10 and 13-17-1

overall.

"My roommate told me that when you play UMass, duck,

because they always hit the ball," said Anne, whose

sidearm curve baffled the Minutemen for most of the

fourth game "holding UMass to one run, that really helps."

The Hawk's jumped on Graham for three runs in the se-

cond inning, courtesy of a Tom Verratti's single, which

drove in Chris Carmolingo and Rich Coletta.

UMass threatened to win the game in the bottom of the

seventh.

John Carelli singled, Dave Edwards walked and Mike

Tobin was hit by a pitch, loading the bases.

But Steve Corradi's fly ball to center was hauled in by

Varatti, ending the two-day, four-game series at two

apiece.

The Minutemen won games two and three with a flurry

of hits, after suffering through a sloppy first-game effort.

UMass quickly jumped out on to lead, and never looked

back in games two and three, smoking 10 extra base hits

for 24 runs.

In game two, after scoring two runs in the first, the

Hawk's were silenced, as Scott Meany turned in another

strong performance on the the mound, striking out seven.

Corradi and Glen DiSarcina both smacked RBI doubles

in a hot UMass fifth inning, adding to a 4-2 lead. DiSar-

cina had three hits on the day for UMass.

Corradi had another RBI with a sacrifice fly, and a dou-

ble from DiSarcina knocked in a runner to make the score

7-2 St. Joe's never threatened from that point on.

The Minutemen picked up where they left off in Sun-

day's opener, cruising to an easy win behind a 12-hit at-

tack. The win came behind a strong effort from pitcher

Jim Telgheder. ,«_•«
Derrick Dana and Corradi both homered for UMass,

Dana's homer coming in the first inning and driving in

two runs. Corradi hit a two-run homer in the third mak-

ing the score 12-1. He had three RBI on the day.

Brian Bright and Ian Torres knocked in four runs in the

second, hitting back-to-back ground-rule doubles. UMass

loaded the bases on a Carelli single, an error, and walks

to Mike Tobin and Jay Dodig setting up Torres and

Bright's doubles.

That was all the run support Telgheder would need, as

he turned in one of his better efforts of the year.

"I just threw strikes and the defense did the work for

me " credited Telgheder of his teammates. "It's always

good to pitch with a big lead, because it takes the pressure

off of you."

Collegian photo by Yana Dlugy

Brian Bright, shown here against Maine, cur-

rently leads the UMass baseball team in hits,

home runs, runs batted in and doubles.

UVM
The streaking University of

Massachusetts baseball team prepares

to face off against a tough Vermont

team in a doubleheader at 1 p.m. today

at Earl Lorden Field, as they hope to

continue their recent success.

The Minutemen have rebounded from

a slow start against some stiff competi-

tion in Florida, and have won seven of

tht ; r last 10 games. Leading the way for

UMass has been outfielder Brian

Bright, who is leading the team in hits,

home runs, runs batted in and doubles.

Mike Tobin and Derek Dana have also

been productive this year. The least of

the Minutemen's problem has been the

offense. When the team has slumped, it

has usually been a result of poor pit

ching and/or defense.

Like UMass, Vermont is worried

about how many runs their pitchers will

surrender. The Catamounts lost one of

their best pitchers, senior co-captain

Chris Rosseau, when he injured his

elbow during the preseason. He needs

surgery and will be out for the entire

season.

Vermont has the potential to be one

of the top teams in the North Atlantic

Conference, and they may have the best

outfield in New England. The trio of left

fielder Steve Taylor, centerfielder Jim

Wawruck and right fielder Mark

Buckler help to put many runs on the

scoreboard for UVM.
- MICHAEL MORRISSEY

Hussein wins third Marathon
By BERT ROSENTHAL
The Associated Press

BOSTON - For the first 92 years of the

Boston Marathon, no African runner won

the race.

Ibrahim Hussein of Kenya ended that

drought in 1988, beating Juma Ikangaa of

Tanzania by one second in the closest

Boston Marathon ever.

Monday, the 32-year-old Hussein won

again, the third victory by an African in

the past four years. This time, Hussein won

easier than three years ago.

Running a smart, controlled race, stay-

ing with the lead pack throughout, Hussein

was timed in 2 hours, 11 minutes, 6

seconds, beating Abebe Mekonnen of

Ethiopia, the 1989 champion, by more than

50 yards.

Medonnen came on fast in the closing

miles and overtook Andy Ronan of Ireland

the final mile, finishing second in

2:11:22. Ronan was third in a personal-best

2:11:27, while favorite Douglas Wakiihuri

of Kenya, winner of three straight

marathons over the past two years, wound

up sixth in 2:13:30.

The women's favorite, Ingrid Kristiansen

of Norway, also was badly beaten, losing

for the first time after six victories since

1985.

The women's 1-2 finish was the same as

at the New York City Marathon in

November, with Wanda Panfil of Poland

the winner in 2:24:18, the second-fastest

ever by a woman at Boston, and Kim Jones

of Spokane, Wash., the runner-up. It was

the first victory by a Polish runner — man
or woman — in the Boston Marathon.

The top two were followed by Uta Pippig

of Germany, Joan Benoit Samuelson of

Freeport, Maine, Kamilla Gradus of Poland
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Professors to strike against cuts
By MARC ELLIOTT
Collegian Staff

Angry faculty, staff and students will not

work or go to classes today and tomorrow

and instead plan to head for picket lines

protesting Gov. Weld's job furlough plan

and higher education cuts.

The "job action,'' as organizers describe

the two-day protest, will be kicked off with

"informational pickets" from 7:00 a.m. 9

a.m. at the three main entrances to cam-

pus and from 9 a.m.-4 p.m. at several ad-

ministrative and academic buildings on

campus. Picketers will a break at noon for

an hour long rally on the Student Union

Steps.

The Whitmore Administration Building,

Bartlett Hall, Herter Hall, the School of

Management Building, the Morill Science

Center, the Graduate Research Tower,

Thompson Hall, Machmer Hall and the

South College Triangle are to be picketed

today and Thursday.

The picketing is not meant to discourage

people from entering the University or

from going to class, but to educate the

public about the damage being done to

public higher education by state budget

cuts, according to picket coordinator Sara

Lennox, a professor in the German
Department.
"We will encourage faculty, staff and

students to join our pickets but we will not

discourage anyone form going to class,'

Lennox said.

Leaflets with information regarding the

effects of recent budget cuts will be

distributed to commuters stopped at red

lights by picketers in the morning and then

to students, faculty and staff on campus in

the afternoon.

Rallies will be held in front of the Stu-

dent Union tomorrow at 9 a.m. and at noon.

Participants at the noon "Access to the

University" rally plan to march from the

Student Union to the campus pond after

hearing various union leaders, faculty and

students speak.

Today's Activities

Rally in Boston

Picketing

Morning Rally

Alternative Education

Rally

Picketing

7:30-6:00

7:30-12:00

9:00-9:30

9:30-4:00

12:00noon

1 :00-4:00

Economic Leverage Ctte 4:00

student buses leave at 7:30

check in at Student Union

Ballroom

Student Union Ballroom

Student Union Ballroom

Student Union Steps

check in at Student Union

Ballroom

Campus Center

(check schedule by elevators)

7:30-9:00 picketing will be occuring at the following locations:

• traffic light at the corner of Massachusetts Ave and Commonwealth Ave

• traffic light at the corner of Massachusetts Ave and N. Pleasant St.

• traffic light at the corner of N. Pleasant St. and Governors Drive

9:00-12:00 and 1:00-4:00 picketing will be at the following locations:

• Whitmore • Bartl®tt
. - ,

• School of Management • Morrill Science Center

• Herter • Grad Research Tower

• Thompson/Machmer/So. College Triangle

Once at the pond, ralliers tentatively

plan to encircle the pond while a spokesper

son will throw tea into the water to com

pare the unity of faculty, staffand students

against budget cuts to the unity of

American dissidents against British taxes

more than two centuries ago.

Alternative education, to explain the

need for public higher education in

Massachusetts, will be held in the Student

Union Ballroom from 9:30 a.m. -4 p.m.

More pickets and rallies are also schedul-

ed for Thursday.

Many University staff members and

students have recently joined the

Massachusetts Society of Professors' deci

sion, made last Thursday, to spend today

and tomorrow protesting public higher

education cuts. About 750 faculty are ex-

pected to cancel class, according to MSP
President John Cole.

"The MSP call upon the faculty not to

conduct business as usual, but instead to

engage in public actions protesting the

dismantling of pubic higher education,"

was the motion passed unanimously by the

more than 300 faculty who attended Thurs-

day's MSP meeting.

The Graduate Employee Organization

decided last night to ask graduate

employees to support the faculty and to

"not conduct business as usual" while still

fulfilling their contractual obligations, said

GEO representative and job action

organizer James Dell.

"GEO intends to fulfill its contractual

obligations, but we feel at this point it's

necessary to support the faculty in this ac-

tion," he said.

While the University Staff Association

(the clerical union), the Service Employees

International Union (the professional

union) and the American Federation of

State and Municipal Employees (the

physical plant union) support the job ac

tion, it is unclear whether or not the unions

have officially asked their members to

participate.

President-Chancellor Duffey last week

said he encouraged professors to hold

classes. Duffey also said he sympathized

with the faculty and that he would do what

he could not to be the "agent of enforce

ment" for the state if the professors efcoM

not to work.

Although the two-day "job action' is now

being organized and run by an alliance of

faculty, staff and students, the idi I

originated two weeks ago in a MSP
meeting when it was proposed that the

faculty all take their furlough days at the

same time and shut down the University

in protest of the state's furlough program.

The governor told faculty last week that

they would have to work and receive defer

red payment, after declaring them "essen

tial and critical" personnel, barring them

from legally choosing not to work and not

get paid.

Before they were declared "essential,

professors could either not work and not get

paid or not work and receive payment for

those days when they leave state service.

Letters urge
parents
to fight cuts

By AMY HENRY
Collegian Staff

The Massachusetts Society of Professors Union has

launched a letter-writing campaign asking parents to

take an active part in putting pressure on Gov. Weld

and state representatives to stop further cuts to the

higher education budget.

The campaign comes in response to Gov. Weld s re-

cent furlough program which mandates that state

employees work a certain number of days without pay.

Professors have been handing out envelopes to

students in their classes asking them to write their

parents' address on them so they can press parents to

lobby legislators. Ten thousand letters have been sent

out to date. Professors are enclosing postcards address-

ed to state senators and representatives inside the

^ThVTeUers also tell parents to call Gov. Weld and

"ask that he stop the cuts, restore funding, and make

public higher education a top state priority.

A member ofMSP and professor involved in the cam-

paign Jules Chametzky, director of the Institute for Ad-

vanced Study in the Humanities said, "We re sending

these letters because we want parents to take an ac-

tive part in saving their son or daughter's education.

We are asking that they call their local representatives

urging them not to cut higher education next year.

According to Chametzky, tuition and fees have risen

60 percent in past four years.

"Higher education is in a crisis and these new cuts

in 1992 will be crippling. We're hoping this campaign

can head off cuts and keep level funding," he said.

"We are asking the parents to be aware of what is

going on," Chametzky said. "We feel if there is enough

pressure from all over state we may be able to stop the

destruction of higher education."

Students to rally in Boston
Some 1 000 students are scheduled to lobby in Boston

today against Gov. William Weld's proposals to further

cut public higher education.

A press conference is scheduled for 10 a.m., to be held

on the State House steps.

Mark Montigny, president of the Fall River Chamber

of Commerce; Jim Braude, director of the Tax Equity

Alliance of Massachusetts; Mark Roosevelt, chair of the

House of Representatives Education Committee and

several student leaders are scheduled to speak.

Following the press conference, students plan to lobby

legislators door-to-door.

"Everyone's a lobbyist, no one's a spectator," said Stu

dent Trustee Angus McQuilken

We're gonna go to everyone's door and whoever is

there we are going to sit down and talk to [them]," he said.

In October of 1989, some 20,000 students. 3,000 from

UMass led an angry protest in Boston, which many

remember for its chaos and subsequent destruction of the

Statehouse's flower garden.

"This will be a lot more controlled than the last one.

McQuilken said.

Students from the Massachusetts College of Art baked

a cake the size of an average person, which they have

dubbed the "student body." At noon, in the Statehouse s

Dorik Hall, students plan to "reed" the cake to members

of the legislature to illustrate that they are demolishing

educati0n - _ TAMIR LIPTON

Thursday's Activities

Picketing

Morning Rally

Picketing

Long Range Pol.

Act. Ctte

Alternative

Education

Picketing

Rally

7:30-9:00 check in at Cape Cod
Lounge

9:00-9:30 Cape Cod Lounge

9:30-12:00 check in at Cape Cod
Lounge

INSIDE:

10:00

9:30-4pm
1:00-4:00

4:00

Campus Center

(see schedule by

elevators)

Cape Cod Lounge

check in at Cape Cod

Lounge
place to be announced

Friday

Wrap-Up Meeting 12:00-1:30 Campus Center

(see schedule by

elevators)
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Palestinian doctor discusses the

hardships of Palestinians in the

occupied territories.

Page 5:

'Frotter's' creator responds to

recent criticism.

Page 12:

Softball sweeps Rhode Island

10-4, 9-0, clinching sixth win

in a row.

VEATHER
Another plum of a day today -

it '11 be partly sunny with highs in

the upper-60s.
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Under 10

$3.00
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^Discover Kinko's for

resumes that get discovered.

The right resume can be your only chance to make the

nght first impression. At Kinko's we 11 help you create a

professional resume that's sure to impress

/ We'll work with you on the

format.

/ We typeset and reproduce

vour resume on fine

quality stationery.

/ .Ml at a price that's right

for anyone Just

starting out.

_ ,_ mBmm— mt mm _a_ _ _ ma - "^»*»X' mm ~i

s29.95 ProfessionalResume Package
Includes one pa^c typeset and saved on disk. 25 copies on fine

stationery paper 25 matching blank sheets and 25 # JO

envelopes. Not valid with any other offer. Offer good at listed

location through 6-30-91 One coupon per customer

We Deliver in Amherst 5-10:00 PM-Everyday

Minimum $15 plus $2 Delivery Charge
VISA «*<

TAKE OUT SERVICE • FULL COCKTAIL MENU

10 BELCHERTOWN RD, AT RTE. 9, AMHERST, MA 2560251, 256-0252

Open 24 Hours*
253-2543
220 N. Pleasant St.

[Across from Carriage Shops)

Closed Sat midnight Sun. noon

kinko^s
the copy center

-»» i-ai-ng *

London $ 430
Madrid 49S
Zurich 470
San Jose C R. 438
Hongkong
Denver «*•

StuSnt * Faculty Fares

uat not included RMtncaona apply

para* Mad B cnang* Ona oayi
kva-ao» WorwStuoy inroad n»m
|ni»<raoon« Student a Teacner ID.

EURAIL PASSES ISSUED ON
THE SPOT!

FUSE Student Travel CaUioel

incil Tr«
i Him. "*~*

413-»S4-H*1

Now's the

time to call...

North Amherst
Motors

T» OW Sundextond Rd, Mo. Amhtrst

549-2880

Expert Repairs and
Reconditioning

Most Me/or Cnxtt Cards Accepted

Undergraduate Teaching

Assistantships Available

Department of

Mathematics and Statistics

$600.00 a semester for

approximately 10-12 hours

a week.

Further information and application

forms see Diane Davis

Room 1622 Lederle GTWR.
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Meeting Notice

Top of the Campus
Incorporated

(TOC Inc.)

will hold its annual

meeting and elec-

tions in

Campus Center

Rm. 802,
May 16, 1991
at 2:OQp.m.

CHIEF
MANAGING EDITOl
PHOTO EDITOR ^^

BUSINESS MANAGER {Q||[ QOWN 10 11! GUN!
mai^£dD^ TO PICK UP AN RPPUCftTION WHICH

LAYOUT EDITOR^pjjjjpip jy, FR|DAY
^_ 545-0848 ^^ Deadline extended

NOW
RENTING

CLIFFSIDE
APARTMENTS

Affordable, Quiet &
Convenient

1 & 2 Bedrooms
from $400/month

ALL UTILITIES
INCLUDED

5 miles to UMASS
On Sunderland Bus

Route

Pool, Tennis & More
Furnished Apartments

also available

Accepting applications

for September

Ask about our free rent

special

248 Amherst Rd. (Rte 116)

Sunderland 665-3958

LOCAL
International Center
moves to Goodell Library
By AMY HENRY
Collegian Staff

The Clarke International Center was

temporarily relocated yesterday to the

Goodell Library after a "suspicious" fire

destroyed much of the building last

Wednesday.
According to Maryelise Lament,

associate director of International Pro

grams, the program has been relocated to

the North Reading Room in Goodell until

a permanent location can be found.

She said the program may remain there

until the end of the semester but the deci-

sion of where it will be permanently mov-

ed will be made in the upcoming weeks.

The center served international students

as well as students interested in studying

abroad.

Lament said although a lot of the center s

material was lost, very few vital files were

lost. Efforts to replace lost and damaged

ones are in progress, she said.

"We expect to maintain all services and

we are in the process of xeroxing smoke-

damaged files so we can reconstitute files

as much as possible," Lament said. "Essen-

tial documents such as immigration

records can be xeroxed, but luckily most

students have copies of these."

Transcripts for study abroad programs

have survived and credits still will be able

to be transferred, she said.

"What is most important is that we main-

tain contact for overseas programs for

study abroad and exchange students," she

said.

The new phone numbers for the center

are 545-2710 for the study abroad program

and 545-2843 for international students.

These numbers will be in operation later

this week. If students have an emergency

they can call these numbers and leave a

message.

Women explore body
image through writing
By LISA VESHECCO
Collegian Correspondent

A powerful act occurs when women come

to write about their lives, according to local

poet and fiction writer Leslea Newman.

Through the application of simple

writing techniques, Newman encourages

women to explore issues of body image in

the workshop.

"We all deserve somebody to love,

Newman said.

As women come to write about love and

unconditional self-acceptance of their

bodies she said women find out that they

can write.

Newman will be holding a one-day

workshop entitled "Some Body to Love,"

this Saturday in Northampton from 1-4

p.m.

She said her goal is to bring women to

this place of realization. "Every woman has

something important to say and write," she

said.

"Some Body to Love" is open to all

women with all ranges of experience, in-

cluding beginning writers.

Newman said this is a writing workshop,

not a "diet workshop."

One participant, Yohah Ralph, said she

started attending Newman's workshops as

a beginner writer.

Looking for an outlet for self-expression,

Ralph, herself an artist, said the workshops

gave her a way to research herself through

writing.

*T address different aspects of my per

sonality through writing," Ralph said^

Character development and

autobiographical writing are styles which

she said she learned from Newman.

"The workshops are productive and there

Collegian photo by thri»loph*r Brocktncyer

GETTING AWAY FROM IT ALL - UMass Theater major Melanie

Armer escapes the doldrums of campus life by relaxing atop a

blossoming tree.

are plenty of assignments that are given

during the workshop," said Ralph.

Ralph, who is getting ready to publish

one of her written pieces, has been involv

ed with three of Leslea's workshops.

Newman has published several including

Good Enough to Eat, a novel about a

bulemic woman. She also facilitates a

variety of workshops, including one titled

"What You Are Eating/What Are You

Eating/What's Eating You," for women

with eating disorders.

She is also running an upcoming

workshop entitled "We are All Daughters"

for mothers and daughters on May 11.

For more information, call 584-3865. A

sliding scale fee is available for women in-

terested in attending.

She said her goal is to bring women to 1 ne worxsnopa ore Fiw . -
^ ^ m

Israeli occupation, curfew of Palestinians criticized
1S>I <*Cll v-^v,uF« ,

tidows ^ chemjcai delayed by the Uraeli

By MADANMOHAN RAO
Collegian Staff

The effect of Israeli occupation and the recent curfew

in the West Bank and Gaza Strip formed the focus of

Umaiyeh M. Khammash's talk yesterday at Amherst

C
°Dr

eg
Khammash is the vice president of the Union of

Palestinian Medical Relief Committees. Established m
1979 the UPMRC is a health care organization which to-

day comprises several hundred physicians, nurses, phar-

macists and other health workers.

"The current plight of the Palestinian people needs to

be examined in the backdrop of two crucial events in the

Middle East - the mass immigration of Soviet Jews, and

the recent Gulf War," Khammash said. "Both have grave

consequences for the future of the Palestinian people^as

well as for the peace and stability of the region and the

world l

"As the Cold War came to an end, there were many who

placed hope in this new historical age," Khammash said_

"Unfortunately, recent events have demonstrated beyond

doubt that a free hand has been given to the forces of

domination and oppression. Nowhere has this been as

marked as in the case of the Palestinians.

He continued: "For 50 years, the Palestinians have been

denied their most basic human rights, while Israel has

been lavishly rewarded for aggression and violation of

human rights. United Nations resolutions providing for

the protection of the Palestinians from the brutalities of

the Israeli army occupation have been shelved.

' Increased settlement in the Occupied Territories con-

tinues despite the fact that the United Nations has deem-

ed it illegal and in violation of the Geneva conventions,

K
fflKt athift of world attention towards the Gulf

region he said, the Israelis are taking advantage of it by

resorting to "extra brutal" measures with the least degree

of accountability.

"It is very alarming that there is shift in the Israeli

cabinet towards the right," he said. "There is a talk of

transfer in the air. The waves of Soviet Jewish immigra-

tion, increasing unemployment, and the attempt to break

down the Palestinian infrastructure and the will ot the

people is a way to tell them to get out."

Under the pretext of security during the Gull War

Khammash said the Occupied Territories were placed

under 24-hour curfew for 45 days, which was the largest

in 25 years.
,

.

,

"The whole population was kept under siege and house

arrest. This was a form of collective punishment/' he said.

"While Israel claimed that the curfew was lifted on oc-

casion the truth is that these announcements were made

suddenly and without advance notice, the curfews were

lifted for only a few hours at a time, and there were selec-

tive restrictions," Khammash said. "For instance, in the

Gaza Strip, the curfew was lifted sometimes only tor

women. On the West Bank, it was lifted at times only for

those above 40 years of age.

"Most health care groups were banned from movement.

Some hospitals were operating with only 35 percent o the

staff" Khammash said. "Patients were turned back by

soldiers and refused treatment. A pregnant woman was

told to get permission from a military officer, and she gave

birth in his office."
.

Khammash said he and other doctors received phone

calls from women who were giving birth. "Since they could

not make it to hospitals and the doctors could not reach

them, we gave them instructions over the phone.

There has also been an increase in malnutrition and out-

break of measles in the Occupied Territories, he said.

"This also has a very harmful psychological effect on

adults and on children."

He said another significant issue concerned gas masks.

"Even though the Palestinians, like the Israelis, were

under the threat of chemical attacks, the Palestinians

received almost no protective measures or instructions,

he said. "A shipment of ampoule injections, meant as an-

tidotes for chemical gas, was delayed by the Israeli

authorities for three weeks."

One very common criticism, Khammash said, which

Israel has used very heavily as a propaganda tool, is the

fact that the Palestinians supported Saddam Hussein.

"Yes we were cheering the missile attacks on Tel Aviv,

said Khammash, "but that was not because we wanted

to kill Israeli civilians.

"It was because of the bitterness and resentment ot be-

ing under Israeli occupation for 24 years." This should

actually be used as an indica' ;.on of the seriousness of the

problem, Khammash said, and how important it is that

it should be settled.

Addressing the killing of 26 Palestinians by Israeli

security forces in the Al Aqsa mosque last October Kham-

mash said that he was involved in the treatment of several

of those cases. "Many ofthem had been shot from behind,

proof that they were running away from the Israeli forces.

"They had also been shot in the neck and chest, clearly

indicating that the Israelis were attempting to kill them,

he continued. "Medical support for the victims was also

obstructed. In one case, the three members of an am-

bulance team were shot at, and one nurse lost her arm.

Speaking of the future of the Palestinian issue, Kham-

mash said: "What is needed is not just autonomy in the

form of a municipal government. It is a question of

political rights, and the right of the Palestinian people

to national dignity . This can be resolved only through an

independent state."

The Shamir proposal, which the United States seems

to approve, still leaves Israel with most of the authority

and control in the territories, and is not acceptable to the

majority of the Palestinian people, Khammash said

Addressing the role of the Intifada, the uprising of the

Palestinians, he said, "The Palestinians have no choice

- the Intifada is the only answer. The Intifada has dif-

ferent forms, and involves more than just throwing stones.

It is also building up the infrastructure of the Palestinian

people, such as through the UPMRC."
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seniors
seniors

seniors
seniors

seniors

Today and tomorrow are the last days

to have your picture taken to be in-

cluded in the 1991 INDEX Yearbook.

The following times are open:

Tbday 3:00PM-5:00PM

Tomorrow 9:00AM-11 :45AM
1:00PM-4:15PM

6:00PM-7:45PM

Room 178 Campus Center

near the escalator

There is a $5 sitting fee

OFF-CAMPUS
RESIDENTS

Tired of the Hassles?
Are you bored with the off-

campus experience? Are you

stuck with bad roommates or

tired of always being the one to

clean the bathroom? Are you
worried about you future living

arrangements?
Think about returning to

the convenience and spirit of liv-

ing on-campus. NOW IS THE
TIME TO APPLY. Applications

for residence hall rooms are

available in the Housing Assign-

ment Office, 235 Whitmore, and
space will be guaranteed to all

those whose applications are

received by June 1, 1991.

Questions? Call the Housing
Assignment Office at (413)

545-2100, Monday through Fri-

day, 8:30 am to 5 pm. Hope we see

you in September! Thank you.

STEINBECK COLLISION REPAIR
& AUTOBODY

53 So. Prospect - Amherst Center

256-8157 256-1385

Shop Registration # RS1212

UA*PUM

• Imports & other unibody vehicles

are our specialty

• State of art equipment for precision

frame and unibody straightening ( + or - V2 mm>|

• Over 90 years staff experience

• Accepted by all insurance companies for

collision repair or glass replacement

• Advanced European Technology
Painting and I

Refinishing Systems

************************
REMEMBER it's your car and your choice of

repair facilities

Editorial/Opinion . ,

ACROSS
1. When workers

follow.

bosses will

4. Frequently heard these days in 1st

CD.: "Vote for ."

5. Russian, Czech, Serb.

7. Attorney General (abbrJ.

9. Best thing for clerical workers.

12. Being unionized, we feel less

of our boss.

14. Extremely violent ways of resolv-

ing conflicts.

15. We hope Union Awareness Week

increases labor on campus.

18. When we get sick enough of Weld's

attacks, maybe there'll be a .

20. Best thing for faculty.

22. When Dan Quayle's foot isn't in his

mouth: Now and .

23. Maybe the workers and the

students ought to the next

chancellor.

26. Best thing for professionals.

28. A kind of dark tea.

29. Stewards should their

members regularly.

30. Worker who believes everything

management says.

31. California university (abbr.).

32. No longer with Sonny.

UMASS
UNIONS

UNITED

32

CROSSWORD
PUZZLE

DOWN
2. Doctors' organization (abbr.)

3. Ruler of the Kingdom of Evil (not

George Bush).

5. Illegal, but perhaps necessary, for

public employees.
g.

'
hired, first ones fired

(common workplace problem for people

of color).

7. Best thing for blue collar workers.

8. Best thing for graduate employees.

9. UMass counterpart in Rhode Island.

10. We patiently our raises.

11. Often precedes or follows union

rally.

13. Unions try to assure respect and

fair treatment for •

16. Doctor of Science (abbr.)

17. First 2 letters of disintegrating na-

tion of southern 5-across people.

19. When all unions work together, we

see our strength.

21. Posture of depression or fatigue

(after a long day at work).

24. It's that we could run this

University better.

25 To Gov. Weld: "Remember, we said

'no' CLT."
27. That is (abbr).

30. French duke.

Pissed cS? Working together we can make a difference
ri^CU Ull. " Ui ^XXX& O

more work or have to rely on sporadic emp
. ,tw— :.—;_ h;»K mats nfattendance: the wealthy who with it. Utnewise, iney u uy uu ___ _ . ...

t „mnnrarv agencies
I'm a newcomer to UMass - a universi-

ty that defines itself against other univer-

sities and colleges whose students pay at

least 10 times as much tuition as we do.

Roger Long

Did you know that Harvard - a

"theological seminary" by law — pays no

property taxes? Yes, it's true. Harvard

University, with billions of dollars in en

dowments, pays no property taxes. In spite

of this, the Commonwealth of

Massachusetts, land of the private school,

will furlough workers, cut its public educa-

tion budget, and eventually carry out its

goal of making UMass into another

Amherst College.

As taxes and general living costs fall

more heavily onto the shoulders of work-

ing people, UMass will regress to a school

that will admit those who are precisely the

ones who won't have to worry about its

high costs of attendance: the wealthy who

benefit from our labor and/or the labor of

our parents. The wealthy who eventually

will only end up in the statehouse passing

more budget cuts.

One minor glitch, of course, is that the

best professors at UMass will have already

lea. Those who can sell their houses, that

is. What do we get in return?

UMass raises next semester's fee by $79.

UMass increases the bill for those who will

be living in dorms next semester. And

there are innumerable hidden costs, as you

know Does this actually mean higher

revenue for the University? I wonder. Ac-

tually, the dorms have been having a dif-

ficult time lately attracting enough

students to fill them. You people in

Southwest should know what I mean.

The fact that all graduate students in

Prince next year will have single rooms has

nothing to do with the kindheartedness of

Whitmore. The University has too much

dorm space and it doesn't know what to do

with it. Otherwise, they'd by building more

student housing, or at least filling up what

they had. And this will inevitably lead to

higher dorm bills for you who remain liv-

ing on campus.

There's a major contradiction here. Fees

go up to increase revenue; the number of

students who can afford to pay the new fees

goes down. Fees go up, students go down,

etc.

It's vital to realize that this cycle is sup

posed to continue until UMass turns into

Amherst College Jr., just like Billy "the

liberal Republican'' Weld wants. So then

what will happen to us? Can we get jobs?

It won't be so simple. Already more and

more young people between the ages of 21

and 30 are living with their parents, when

10 years ago they might have had decent

jobs and their own apartments.

It sure isn't due to a lack of willingness

to work. Many young people who can find

jobs just don't earn enough to support

themselves, and others simply can't find

work or have to rely on sporadic employ-

ment with temporary agencies The

average number of hours worked by-

workers in this country has in fact increas-

ed in the past decade, not decreased as the

victim-blaming conservatives want u

think. As wages go down, of course people

have to work more hours to mak. ends

Without strong universities, w ioout

strong unions - both of which we should

fight for - we're sunk. And they want to

sink us. The people in power are doing their

utmost to preserve their privilege at our

expense.

So what's the 'solution? For one thing,

consistently oppose those who would claim

that students shouldn't be too upset by next

year's fee increase. As people who deserve

better you should be upset. I'm pretty piss-

ed off! But, alone, as students, we can't do

it all. As students and workers - That's

a different story.

Roger Long is a UMass student

ones wno won i nave iu nun; »*™-« — -

^

Porter: 'Don't confuse message, messenger

In light of the recent criticism concerning the Frotter

comic strip, it is important to remind people to not con-

fuse the messenger with the message. Racism was por-

rayed in the strip, but the nature of comics including

•Trotter
"

is often to lampoon attitudes such as these^

While the characters portrayed were racist, the overall

message of the strip and the creator is not

David Duke is an admitted racist. His beliefs are not

accepUble. However, it is vital to be aware that racism

existed in this area before he came to speak and that it

d^ not leave when he left. The racial inequalities inherent

Tsot ety makes it difficult for African-Americans and

otheTm norities to advance. The purpose of the strip was

to remTnd people of the problems that still exist and which

are being perpetuated in this area.

There are two valid questions which may be raised about

the strip These are whether the racial attitudes portrayed

are an acceptable subject to lampoon and, if so, was it done

in an acceptable manner? I feel that the answers to both

of these questions is "yes." However, do realize that

humor is very subjective and some people may not agree

W
If

h
on
n

e

e

was to say that the attitudes of the characters

were racist, that person would be correct. If it was said

that the strip and/or the creator is racist then that is

incorrect
Garry Porter

Amherst

(Editor's note - Garry Porter is the artist who drew the

cartoon "Frotter.")

"Always be smarter than the peo-

ple who hire you.

'

— Lena Home

Alumnae need to take an active role

As a recent graduate, I attended this University

when people still had a reason to be proud and boast

about higher education in Massachusetts. The past

years of continuous cold bath treatment from officials

in Boston have numbed all high-spiritedness and a

justified sense of pessimism has become pervasive The

prospects for public higher education appear to be

dismal. The University will have a hard maintaining

not to mention recruiting, the talented faculty and staff

who cave this school a strong and merited reputation.

The quality of education will suffer in other ways as

well One of the better learning experiences I had in

college was in meeting people of different backgrounds

and challenging views. It seems more likely^though

That in the future the student population will be head-

ed towards a "selective" and stifling homogenizatio^

The result will be a dull and prefabricated

^EveTthough, as alumnae and upperclass men and

women we are least affected by these events, we should

Sua^on an active role. Our society and culture

taMdiua to think that we owe our accomplishments ex-

dusively to ourselves, that we are self made in-

dividual I know that I on my part could spare some

of my sense of pride and self-esteem and be left with

a good dose. At different times during my college years

I received help and encouragement from peopk
>

at the

University even when I didn't ask for it, and even

didn't deserve it. We ought to be able to give back at

least some of the help that all of us at one time or

another got while we were here.

The use-and-dispose attitude that the clique in Boston

is showing towards state employees is fit at most for

a BMW, not people. We don't need to stoop to this

debasing form of behavior in our relationships with

people We've had better experiences and we re more

gifted. They are afraid to hear that we won t put up

with this anymore. I doubt any of them could take it

on the chin a couple oftimes and still get back on their

feet The people in Amherst have shown they can. By

taking an active role as alumnae, the University would

have one reason to be optimistic again. I think we owe

it to the people here.

Stefano Giachetti
Amherst

Let's shut down
Boston by phone
We are not governors, representatives, political leaders

nor individuals with large amounts of power. But we are

one thing. We are more than 20,000 people.

What can 20,000 people do without the desire or the

means to cause violent protests? There are two things to

start with. , . ,. .• • „_

At 3:00 on Friday, every person<^"^fif£
tide should call this number: 1-617-555-1212. It stne

du-itory assistance number for the 617^area eo*;
(BostonX

It's free. It takes very little energy and effort and 10,000

phone calls to the same number within a 10-minute period

have the tendency to tie up the major trunk lines of he

phone system for hours. When you call, try to stay on the

line with the operator for as long as possible. Maximize

1

At
e

5p
C

.m. on Friday, every person who is reading this

article should turn on every light around them, operate

every appliance, and in general, suck electricity out from

the wall outlet. Don't be surprised ifyour power goes out

for a few hours - 10,000 people all drawing from the same

current within a 10-minute period is quite effective at

creating blackouts.

If Gov. Weld doesn't want to listen to this - if there is

no response - do it again on Saturday

And Sunday. And Monday. Do it until he decides that

he
Tenthou8^nd people with the power of the phone system

and the electric company in their hand are difficult to

ignore
Richard Resnick

UMass

!
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Hampden
Snackbar
guffaws

There are several ways to describe

that movement of muscles and breath

that occurs when you are amused. You

can saw 'she laughed til she wet

herself." or "we giggled all the way to

the bank." or 'boy, »*uz we in hysterics

Guffaw is what you can do tonight if

your interested in rhythmically flexing

your solarplexus while breathing out

cough like breaths. Under the auspices

of the new -Guffaw Comedy Series"

presented by Res Arts, comedians Al

Ducharme and Donna Cooper will be

gracing Hampden Snackbar tonight for

to get your ha has out.

CONTINUED ON PAGE 8

APTS & MVING
Bragg mixes music and politics at Horse
By ANDREW BROADHEAD
Collegian Correspondent

music is the focus, he often spends a lot of

between-song time lecturing the audience

on U.S. politics and his own global view^

I can still recall the first time I heard a He speaks with charm and good nature and

Billv Bragg song. It was July of 1986 and often welcomes banter and heckles as all

Fd Kurt finished high school and flown to part f his open forum. A Billy Bragg con

England with a backpack. I turned on the cert attracts a diverse crowd; with everyone

TV in a friend's dingy London flat and the from ageing hippies to fourteen year old

'Whistle Test" was on. There behind a punk rock girls in attendance. According-

lonely mike stood a young man and his
iy he alternates his Dylan references with

guitar I was immediately riveted. The Morrisey jokes.

harsh lighting enhanced the passion on his Biny Bragg's songs are of two sorts. Une

face as he slashed his electric guitar and kind j8 his social-political song. These are

barked out the lyrics to "Levi Stubb's often scathing indictments

Tears
" When Billy Bragg begins his sold- Reagan/Bush/Thatcher injustices. Bragg

out two night engagement at the Iron reVeals his socialist views convincingly

Horse tonight, the fortunate few with with Costello ian wit and wordplay. Rest

tickets can expect to be equally riveted to assured though, Bragg i

their seats.

Even at $17.50 a ticket, a night of love

and politics with Billy Bragg is worth every

penny. A regular set, for Bragg, is rarely

less than two hours. During this time he

tells stories, makes jokes, and plays his

heart out on electric guitar. Although

NORTHEAST AWARDS

7 Kelleher Drive

South Deerfield, MA 01373

(413) 66W791

Economical Awards of Distinction

Custom Plaqttts, Trophies.

Executive Gift*

Free Catalog on Reqwrt

EUROPE' CAR
RENT or »UY

LOWEST PRICES
FOR STUDENTS, TEACHERS

EUROPE BY CAR

New vom. NY 10020

PNXW (212) 581 3040

Mail this ad for Special

Student /T«ach«r Taritf.

«NTAL LEASE 3 PURCHASE

member of the romantic softies." His love

songs are endearing, moving, and realistic,

as he sings lines like, "in the end it took

me a dictionary/to fine out the meaning of

unrequited."

Bragg's influences are diverse and many.

During a show he'll often cover Sam Cook

or Sweet Honey in the Rock. Fifties folk

singer Phil Ochs has had such an influence

that Bragg's written a song "I Dreamt 1

Saw Phil Ochs Last Night." At the same

time he'll talk about having to come to

grips with the sad fact that the Clash didn t

Photo courte«y Iron Hon*

Billy Bragg

change the world.

Bragg's career began in the early eighties

when he played the pubs of his native

Barking in the east-end of London. "The

Bard of Barking" released his first EP in

1983 entitled Life's a Riot with Spy vs. Spy.

CONIlNUED ON PAGE 8

Want your dorm to show its

true colors?

WELL GET BUSY
AND RUSH ON DOWN TO

KENNEDY
SCREEN GRAPHICS

16 Armory Street

Northampton MA 01060

584-2124

Rock N' Roll tonight

Wednesday, April 17th $5 00 OFF
With Caren

Only

Professional

Consultation and

Style. Cut & Dry

Reg $16 00 10 $18 00

First time customer's only Exp 4/30/91

|-

I $5.00 Any Perm,

i At.c Facial or

I Off Highlighting

! F'-st time customers only

$10 OFF TANNING SESSION
4 First tim< HMMMfl <>nl\. K.xp 4 30'91

FREE RENT OPTION

sir

GROUND FLOOR STUDENT UNION

Brandywine offers Country

Living with convenience

• On UMass Bus Route • Nearby Shopping • Situated

on well landscaped acres with pond.

• One and two bedroom apartments include fully equipped

kitchen and wall to wall carpeting.

• Swimming pool, laundry facilities, responsive

management.
• Stop and we'll show you what we have to offer.

• Affordable rents include gas, utilities (heat, hot water

and stove).

BRANDYWINE AT AMHERST
16 Brandywine Drive, Amherst

Rental Office Open Daily 10-4

Limited Time Offer - 549-0600

Third Vorld Affairs
The New World Order: who's next?

Much of the Third World watched the recent GulfWar
with dismay. For one thing, it was a grim reminder of

the fate that awaits all those who upset the new world

order. For another, it showed how the United Nations

was but a pawn in the hands of the empire and its

beneficiaries, and could be used to justify wars to

preserve their interests.

Only two voices spoke out against the UN mafioso in

the Security Council. One was Yemen. The other was

Cuba. Having seen the triumph of the North over Arab

nationalism, one wonders: who's next? Cuba?

The influence Cuba has exerted on the international

arena has been disproportionate to the size of its ter-

ritory, population, and economy. It is hard to believe that

until a generation ago, it was a near protectorate of the

United States and a playground for its wealthier citizens.

Strategically located at the northwestern limit of the

Caribbean sea and the mouth of the Gulf of Mexico, Cuba

is also less than 100 miles offthe coast of mainland North

America. It is also endowed with arable soils and a

salubrious climate. Its geopolitical blessing, by a cruel

stroke of fate, also led to its initial downfall.

"This is the fairest island human eyes have yet

beheld," exclaimed Christopher Columbus when he land-

ed on Cuba on October 24, 1492. Eager to plunder it and

use it as a transit point and staging area for expeditions

to other Spanish possessions, the Spanish forces embark

ed on a genocidal campaign of murder, starvation and

the spread of disease to kill the native Tainos and

Ciboneys.

By 1535, over a million indigenous people were exter

minated, and a few decades later none were left at all.

Cuba had been successfully integrated into the European

colonial system. Slaves were brought to replace the

original inhabitants. Several centuries later, in the ear-

ly 1800s, revolutions and independence movements

swept across Spanish possessions in Latin America — in

Colombia (1819), Venezuela (1821), Mexico (1822) and

Peru ( 1824). The decaying Spanish empire was left with

only two colonies in the Western hemisphere — Cuba and

Puerto Rico. The Spanish kept its loyal Creole class in

power in Cuba with a lucrative and liberalized trade

policy.

Independence movements did break out in Cuba too,

however, in 1868. But by then, the United States began

to eye Cuba as a vital strategic asset and an important

colonial possession. They first tried to buy Cuba from

Spain, then invade it by force. Both strategies failed.

One more alternative was left - a direct war with

Spain. In the 1898 war, the United States, under the

pretext of helping the Cubans, acquired the territory of

Cuba from Spain under the Treaty of Paris. And so, just

as Cuba was being liberated by the Cubans, victory was

snatched at the moment of success.

The Piatt amendment of 1902 ensured that the United

States would retain the right to intervene militarily in

Cuba at any time. True independence was denied of the

Cubans until 1959.

Madanmohan Rao

In the 1950s, revulsion against payoffs, gangsterism

and corruption in the Batista regime took a hold of the

Cuban populace.

This was when Fidel Castro commenced his meteoric

rise to power. In 1953 he organized an unsuccessful at

tack against the Moncada army barracks. He was cap

tured, tried and imprisoned. It was during his trial that

he made the historic "history will absolve me" speech.

Castro was sentenced for 15 years in prison, but was

released in 1955 by public clamor.

In 1956, with a group of other guerillas, including his

brother Raul, and Ernesto "Che" Guevera, Castro landed

on the Cuban coast. His rebel army succeeded in ousting

Batista.

In the very first year, remarkable social, economic and

educational reforms were made. Rents were slashed, the

ITT-owned Cuban telephone company's rates were cut

and large-scale attempts were made to wipe out

corruption.

Faced with a strangulating economic U.S. blockade on

machinery, industrial parts, food and medicinal supplies,

the Cuban government was forced to turn to the Soviet

Union for economic subsistence.

This angered the Unites States even more, and

numerous attempts were made to assassinate Fidel

Castro. The CIA -backed Bay of Pigs invasion failed,

because the United States grossly underestimated the

popular support for the Castro regime.

In fact, this contributed to the consolidation of power

by the revolutionary leadership. Cuba then took an ag

gressive messianic mission of championing revolutionary

causes in the Third World, and lent military plus civilian

assistance to a dozen regimes in Latin America and

Africa. Most notable among these were the stationing

of thousands of Cuban troops in Angola as a defensive

measure against the South African invading forces, and

in Ethiopia against the Somalian invasion.

Cuba also cultivated good relations with liberation

movements like the South Western African People's

Organization and the Palestine Liberation Organization.

It portrayed itself as the unflinching enemy of oppres

sion, colonialism, racism and Zionism. Thanks to Cuban

and Angolan assistance, Namibia shook off the shackles

of South African colonial rule and became independent

in 1989.

The recent unglamourous pulling out of the Russian

empire from the Cold War threatens the very survival

of Cuba. The United States, always looking for an op-

portunity to humiliate Cuba, is now looking to using U.S.

aid to the Russians as leverage to cut off Russian ties

with Cuba.
There are some who look forward to these

developments with glee. These are the people who la

ment the destruction of Western values like free enter

prise and economic diversification in Cuba. They look

upon Cuba as little more than a Russian puppet.

They decry the lack of governmental opposition in

Cuba, and the lack of alternative voices in the media.

They condemn the Cuban policy ofjailing or exiling its

dissidents.

But then, there are also millions of Cubans who will

remember what domestic development has done for

them. And there are also millions of Third World peo

pie who will remember Cuba's military and development

assistance programs.

Today, in Latin America, the United States has sue

ceeded in ousting the Sandinista regime through

mercenary actions and economic embargos. It is also bent

on crushing the Salvadorian revolutionary movement

In the frightening gloom of the new world order, theie

are some who wonder ./Cuba will be the next •%. tim

Others wonder when Cuba will be the next v.c iro.

Madanmohan Rao is a Collegian staff member This

article is the opinion ofthe writer and does not necessanlv

reflect the views of the Collegian staff.

Some myths debunked
Creation Myth

"The creation of all the evil on planet Earth

emanate from the designs ofthe State Depart-

ment.
"

This is the favorite whipping boy of the

pseudo-enlightened. These pundits develop

amnesia when told that U.S. policies are

framed by people well-versed in interna

tional affairs and wheeler-dealers of power.

The military-industrial complex admitted-

ly provides broccoli to some and caviar to

others. Without it, not only might the caviar

remain with the sturgeon in the Volga, but

the broccoli at home might also wilt

AP photo

Iraqis celebrate victory over Kurdish rebels in Northern Iraq.

Rabi Dutta

D I V r, OX O F C OS T 1 V E DJJ C A T I O V

SUMMER SPARKLES
at UMass
Over 300 credit and noneredit courses and

workshops will bedante you in the UMass

Summer Session. A glittering lineup of

classes is conveniently offered both day and

evening in two. six week sessions. First ses-

sion runs June 4-July 1 2; second ses-

sion runs July Hi-August 22.

Register Now! By mail. FAX. phone, or in person. 615 Gooddl

For more information or a free course catalog, call the

Division of Continuing Fducation at 545-2414.

Universityof

Massachusetts

atAmherst

Summer
1991

Creator Myth
"The media is the creator ofpublic opinion.

"

Most journalists are far more open-minded

than the average citizen. The media ignores

certain sides of an issue because the people

do not want to hear about them. Even when

a conscientious journalist does provide un-

palatable facts, all that happens is utter

apathy. Finding scapegoats did not start

yesterday.

Love thy neighbor myth

"Most Third World people we have met here

are very nice people. How can the people liv-

ing in the Third World be any different?"

Yes, they are apolitical . . . if that is what

being"nice" in this context means. It is an

opinion poll among a rather unrepresen

tative sample.
Capitalist myth

"An international free market in goods and

services will be of benefit to the average per-

son in the North.

"

No, because wages in the North are higher

for the same job than in the South. A true

free market in services would therefore in-

volve mobility of labor. However, a market

which is controlled and called "free" great-

ly benefits the entities that control it.

Socialist Myth
"The U.S. provides $10 billion worth of

foreign aid to the world. That's $40 per year

per person living in the U.S. Isn't that

altruistic? In these days of budget cuts this

money could probably used to fund a UMass-

t\pe of school in each state."

The $10 billion a year is bribery to a tew

countries of the world to buy friendship. In

the recent past, four countries have receiv

ed 70 percent of the bounty. It is good for

influence peddling to get people indebted.

Independence Myth

"Countries like Germany, Italy. Belgium, the

Netherlands, Spain. Denmark, etc. are in-

dependent."

These countries are happy to swallow

their pride and sign the Nuclear Non

proliferation Treaty which prevents them

from possessing nuclear weapons but

awards the right of possession to some other

countries. On what basis are they

sovereign?
Naive Myth

"Foreign investment is good for Third World

countries."

Only if they have unqualified jurisdiction

over the operations of the foreign corpora-

tions, i.e. they must be able to defend

themselves militarily and economically

should they decide to nationalize the foreign

corporations.

Order from Chaos Myth

"Stability is good for mankind."

That is the stuff revolutions are made of.

Puritan's Myth
"Good principles are better than national in-

tcrcst.

No, one cannot withdraw from "good"

principles without indignity.

Prehistoric Myth

"The U.S. intervened in the World Wars to

fight tyranny."

The major reason was to restore a balance

of power in Europe. A hegemon in Europe

is inimical to U.S. interests. Of course in

World War II, the quarrel with present-day

banker of the world, Japan, was the clash

of two titans at odds over national interest.

Recent Myth
"The United States was fighting for oil in

Kuwait and Iraq.

"

No, the United States was fighting for un-

qualified principle.

Rabi Dutta is a Collegian staff member.

This article is the opinion of the writer and

does not necessarily reflect the views of the

Collegian staff.
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Guffaw
CONTINUED FRCM PAGE 6

But beware' There will be a fifty percent discount on

most food items and free popcorn so you're going to have

all this food in your mouth and if you laugh at the same

time it will be rude and messy. So be careful.

Cooper and Ducharme are both Boston based comedians.

Cooper was the winner of New York's Funniest Stand Up

Actor Actress Contest in 1987 and she likes drumming

and roller-skating. Ducharme has performed at clubs and

colleges in New York and Massachusetts loads and loads

of times.

They will make you laugh so go and chow (ciao?).

Shoutime is 7 p.m. in the Hampden Snackbar. Admis-

sion is free.

- NOA CHRISTINE BEN YEHUDA

Bragg
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 6

The next year saw a second EP, Brewing Up with Bil-

ly- Bragg, released. These EP's and a 45 are available

in the states as Back to Basics. Talking with the Tax-

man About Poetry, self-effacingly subtitled "the dif-

ficult third album," came out in 1986. With the subtle

addition of organs, violins, and even a bit of extra

guitar courtesy ofJohnny Marr, Poetry showcases some

of Bragg's best material to date. In anticipation of the

1988 presidential election, Bragg toured the U.S_in

support of the EP Help Save the Youth ofAmerica. The

album contained voter registration info and urged

voters to "please be more careful this time."

In late 1988 Bragg teamed up with producer Joe Boyd

to record Workers Playtime. Taking a break from

socialist pol itics ' the album looks more at the politics

of interpersonal relationships. With lines like "the

chain that fell off my bike last night/ is now wrapped

round my heart/ sometimes I think/ fate has been

against us from the start," it's a gentle bittersweet

album that's cathartic for both Bragg and anyone else

watching a relationship fade. Bragg's most recent ef-

fort is 1990's The Internationale. Back to politics, this

album sees Bragg reworking and reinterpreting old

and traditional songs and melodies, with mixed results.

With all this material to draw from Bragg promises

to be good. Add to this the experience of the extensive

touring he's done in the south in support of the coal

miners and in communist Europe and he's sure to have

some stories to tell. Bragg also likes to try out new

songs on his audiences. All this combined guarantees

an exciting and provocative two evenings.

Billy Bragg will appear at the Iron Horse Cafe tonight

and tomorrow night. The show is sold out.

Optional Retirement Plans (ORPs)

are an accepted part of American

public higher education. Together

they form a nationwide, portable

pension system, allowing academic

mobility — which enriches experi-

ences, fosters the exchange of ideas

and learning, and promotes the cul-

tural and ethnic diversiiy of our

institutions and their communities.

Massachusetts needs a portable

pension system in order to compete with other states for high-

quality faculty and administrators during the current financial

crisis and in the future. A strong public university system is

essential for Massachusetts' long-term economic health.

WHY NOT HAVE AN OPTIONAL RETIREMENT PLAN

IN MASSACHUSETTS?

The proposed Optional Retirement Plan is carefully designed so

that it will not increase pension costs for the Commonwealth of

Massachusetts or its citizens. It will not have an adverse effect

on the Massachusetts Retirement System, nor will it require

additional administrative personnel.

TIAA-CREF is working with sponsors of legislation that

would allow the Board of Regents to establish an Optional

Retirement Plan in Massachusetts. In the last year alone, five

states have implemented ORPs, and California is in the process

of doing so now. Currently, ORP-type plans are offered in 41 out

of 50 states. And TIAA-CREF is the only organization chosen

in all 41 of those states.

TIAA-CREF:

THE POPULAR CHOICE
TIAA-CREF is building a sound

financial future for more than

1 ,000,000 people at over 4,500

institutions of higher education and

research. And over 200,000 retir-

ees are now enjoying the benefits of

their TIAA-CREF annuities. People

just like you. Here are a few good

reasons why:

41 OUT OF 50

STATES

HAVE OPTIONAL
RETIREMENT

PLANS.

WHY NOT
MASSACHUSETTS?

research community. We pioneered

pensions for your profession and

we have been leading the way

ever since.

**>

Full Investment Choices- Sound

retirement investing requires both

security and growth: security, so

the resources are sure to be there

when the time comes; and growth,

so your retirement income will be

sufficient for the kind of retirement you want. TIAA-CREF

provides you with all of the investment choices you need— for

growth, diversification and safety.

Performance -The CREF Stock Account outperformed the

mutual fund industry averages for the last one-, five-, and ten-

year periods. The CREF Money Market Account has shown

excellent returns since its inception, outperforming the industry

average since May of 1988.*

Security- Your future is protected by the largest retirement

system in the world. We currently manage over $84 billion in

pension assets. Because of its stability, sound investments, and

overallfinancial strength, TIAA has received the highest possi-

ble ratingsfrom all three ofthe industry's leading independent

rating agencies: A+ (Superior)from A.M. Best Co. ,
Aaafrom

Moody s, and AAAfrom Standard & Poor's.

DON'T LEAVE MASSACHUSETTS OUT OF THE PICTURE

Support ORP legislation. Join a

broad-based group of supporters in-

cluding academics, business people

and legislators who are monitoring

the Massachusetts ORP legislation's

progress. For more information,

call or write:

TIAA-CREF
100 Oliver Street, Suite 3200

Boston, MA 021 10

1 800 842-2004

With ORP-Type Plans Without ORP-Type Plans

I ORP legislation enacted in 1990; implementation pending.
Expertise-TIAA and CREF are

nonprofit organizations focused

exclusively on the education and

Upper Analv.,ca. Serv.es. Inc.. Mu.ua. Fund Performance Analys.s Reports. Oroth Funds and Genera. Equities Funds Averages, ending 12/31/90. Donoghue s Money Fund Averages/AITIkxabje

Ensuring thefuture

for those who shape it.

© l<Wl TIAA-CREF

Upper Analytical Services, inc. ivimu ai rum ra .»«.»: r...a.j»..>^r- _ :
— -

. M„„ov
rT^ZpU* in^m***, Including charges and expenses, call I 800 842-2733, ext. 5509 for a prospectus. Read the prospectus carefully before you invest or send money.
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DOONESBURY

By GARRY TRUDEAU
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CORRESPONDENTS MEETING

Thursday at 6 p.m.

In the Business Office

.nandatorv for all correspondents.

DAILY CROSSVORD PUZZLE

Edited By TRUDE MCHEL JAFFE
ACROSS

1 Site of a

Napoleonic

victory

5 may
look on a

king

9 Hang
14 Son of Gad
15 Fur of me

14th can

16 Gnaw
17 _ tot

18 Tricky day

20 Pirate

22 Miss West

23 Attpf

Manhattan

or Brooklyn

24 Stan s

partner

28 '

31 Virtue "

Versailles

33 Sc-is

,j>,

39 I

exclamation

40 Brass M '

4t rVdrWt Giay

42 Beigia-

43 6 Dow
others to Pierre

44 Assign

45 Some are

candy
4 7 Anoints

48 G»'f1«"- r*M
50 Subdued
52 C

jti.an

53 May I

55 "

59 t

aP'S

62 n
63 V.

64 Comedian

65 Actress Pi

66 Beqinners

67 a.

68 Going going

DOWN
;Mar

2 Church
calendar

3 Actor

4 Fatal

time for

Caesar
5 Benefits

6 Bay of

Naples
isle

7 Broadcast

8 Fit and
9 Baffle

10 Sianiese

measure
11 Pompeian

courtyards

12 Mails m
Manchester

13 Grafted, m
heraldry

19 Okvier and
Durreff. 10

ti lends

?! Pun drinks

25 Hillary S

conouest

27 Happy
occ v

'¥

29 - d oeuvres

30 Rhine feeder

32 Sea eagles

34 Rodent

36 Soviet sea

37 Bog
38 Make - meet

40 — Hokday

J B Ackerley

44 Drtl. of old

46 Bridal paths

47 Entertainer

48 The Sheik

of —

49 He foots

the bra

51 Mam artery

52 Amo amas. —
54 Kind of

team

56 Bread spread

57 Pearl Buck
heroine

58 Ven

60 ZiegteW to

friends

61 Now
lead m
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QUOTE Of THE DAY
"I cant mate in captivity."

— Gloria Steinem on why she

has never married

YOUR DAILY HOROSCOPE
Bv JEANE DIXON

TANGELO PIE
By Tin SNIFFEN
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ARIES (March 21-April 19) Be will

ing 1o try someone else s methods

They may be more effective than

you expect Welcome new respon-

sibilities, a mce raise or bonus is in

the works Keep an eye on legal

affairs

TAURUS (April 20-May 20) A

financial goal may be difficult to

achieve right now Your timing

could be oft Exercise patience

Arguments could mean you have

to work late Handle routine matters

as efficiently as possible

GEMINI (May 21 June 20) It is up

to you to launch a pet project

Other people are too wrappea up

in their own affairs to really care

Seek their cooperation and sugges-

tions at a later date

CANCER (June 21-July 22) An op-

portune time to engage in con-

fidential talks, write letters or con-

duct research You are able to pro-

mote your plans without arousing

opposition. Give a key partnership

extra attention now
LEO (July 23-Aug 22) You can

communicate with strength and

sensitivity today. Discuss your pro-

fessional aims with someone who

has an impressive track record Ex-

pense incurred cultivating a new

friendship will be worth it.

VIROO (Aug 23-Sept 22) An ex-

change of ideas with your col-

leagues could spawn a brilliant

financial concept A great day for

fundraising. Show more initiative. A

special campaign will produce

wonderful results

LIRRA (Sept 23-Oct 22) Patience

is your strongest ally rf you are fac

ed with constant interruptions

Isolate yourself to complete difficult

paperwork Welcome a candid

discussion with your loved ones

SCORPIO (Oct 23-Nov 21) You

are the catalyst that brings people

and ideas together An introduction

will light up your life Avoid getting

involved in office sguabbles

Preserve your reputation for

objectivity!

SAGITTARIUS (Nov 22-Dec 21)

An alliance is very fragile now
Adopting a playful approach could

get everyone back on track Do not

allow an impulsive mood to jeopar

dize a romantic bond

CAPRICORN (Dec 22-Jan 19) It

may be difficult to concentrate to-

day Reconsider your plans to start

a new project. Get caught up on

paperwork A platonic relationship

intensifies

AQUARIUS (Jan 20-Feb 18) The

tides of friendship shift in your favor

Adaptability is your biggest asset

Sign agreements Do not let

obstacles deter you Your mate

makes a special reauest. Try to

oblige

PISCES (Feb 19-March 20).

Channneling money into shopping

or socializing boosts your spirits. You

are a welcome addition to any

gathenng Wear something elegant

and dine somewhere special

Romance sizzles.

TODAY S STAFF
Night Editor Meredith O Men

Copy Editor *» McCarthy

Photo Technician K A fturK(

Production Supervisor rt*« CMVfl'l*

Typesetter Tcrr> Starmei

Production rtaik 3t<*m Twcey Rfchman.

Danielle Dovlinq
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lacrosse

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 12

while the defense has given up fastbreak opportunities

and too many goals.

"We realize we're the underdogs coming in and we

should be happy we can play a team the caliber of UMass,

Nelson said. "They're talented, athletic and very

dangerous." ... ,

Gorilla Tracks: Garber said Kenny Randazzo will be

out for the remainder of the season due to a left calf mus-

cle injury. Enduring seven stitches underneath the chin

(acquired at Yale), Matt Garber will play in today s game.

M softball
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 12

The second game could only be described as a crowd

P
InThe first inning, senior catcher/outfielder DellAn-

no stole home base to score the winning run.

In the second, Marean poked her third home run of

the season, bringing in Jen Miller.

In the sixth, Kuchinskas nailed another homer, mak

ine her third stroll around the basepath this season. This

was also a two-run shot, as Beth Fulcher crossed the

plate as well.

baseball

a unique opportunity

for

_ Math/Science _
(Majors/Minors/Aptitudes)

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 12

ground ball, but the umpire called interference with the

second baseman. Mike Tobin's walk across the plate was

called back to third, and UMass' rally was killed.

"We have to concentrate all of the time," Stone said.

"We can't take mental vacations."

UMass scored once in the sixth on a Derek Dana

sacrifice fly, but O'Brien pitched on guts, getting out of

every jam he created with his eight walks.

Lefty Ron Villone (3-2) also pitched impressively, as he

struck out seven in a rare starting appearance that Stone

said he hoped would give the team a spark, but Villone

gave up two runs in the fifth inning that gave Vermont

the lead they held until the end. UVM added two more

runs off of reliever Scott Meaney in the sixth.

For you and for the world. Peace Corps will

combine your education with training to pre-

pare you for a volunteer position in: • Edu-

cation • Fisheries • Health • Agriculture •

Forestry or other areas. You'll meet new peo-

ple, learn a new language, experience a new

culture and gain a whole new outlook. And

while you're building your future, you'll be

helping people in developing countries learn

the basics of technological advancement.

Over 6000 Peace Corps Volunteers arc currently working in projects around the world. Find out how you

make adifference byEnlacing the UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS on<ampus Peace Corps

representatives:

JEAN JOHNSTON AND DAVID DERAMUS
University of Massachusetts Peace Corps Recruiters

12 Draper Hall

545-2105
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Crews race Trinity with mixed results, varsity men successful
. ~ r, i om_ . „,. .. r.*,..A kv Uarv 1/wkvcV

By LYNN FRANKEL
Collegian Correspondent

The men's varsity crew team defeated Trinity College

on Saturday and set an all time course record of 5 minutes,

48 seconds, winning back the Mason Cup, a trophy

cherished bv Trinity for over five years. UMass stands at

O 1

"It was a relaxed race and we just overcame them,'' said

senior rower Dave Ring. Senior Benny Marino said that

by the 1,000 meter mark the team had Trinity by open

water and never let up. ...

Ring and Marino rowed with Rich Scannell, Mike

Rademacher, Jeff Vohr, Brian Jewitt, Keith Burgoyne,

WANTED
Advertising Account

Executive

for the Collegian
To be successful in today's

business world, EXPERIENCE
is a must!

We are looking for:

Ambitious
Responsible
Organized
Motivated
STUDENTS

with good communications skills.

Applications available at

THE COLLEGIAN
1 13 Campus Center.

The deadline for completed applications

is Tuesday, April 23, 1991.

THE COLLEGIAN IS AN E.O.E.

The 8th Annual

ASIAN NIGHT
"Tke Year of tke

RAM"

Featuring:

Talent Show
Fashion Show

Complimentary
Refreshments &
Pastries

Friday April 19, 1991

6:30pm - 2:00am

Campus Center Auditorium

Free Admission

SPONSORED BY:

Asian American Students Association SGA Finance Committee

Student Affairs Cultural Enrichment Fund

GET FAT & DIRTY

The 9i BtuoGESTone
Fat Tire Bikes Are Here!

Ml 1971 ST<

SUMMER JOBS TO SAVE THE ENVIRONMENT
EARN $2500-$3500

Campus interviews on 4/16. 4/17

Call Jamie: 1-8CO-75-EARTH

I ANDTS SECRETARIALSERVICE

319 Pleasant Street
Northampton. MA

586-3810
800-464-3810

Reports Term Papers

Typing and Quality Word Processing

Resume Consultation

Temporary Help For Any Office

Fast Affordable Service

241 King St. Northampton 584-1000

and Dave Schor The crew was mud by Mary Lockyer.

The JV boat lost to the Trinity varsity Lightweights

Sophomore Steve Casco said the race was dead-even at

the halfway point, but the home course advantage gave

Trinity the boost it needed to take the Minutemen.

The novice lightweight eight won their race »y a margin

of eight seconds. Novice coach Shawn Talbot said his

heavyweight crew faced a bunch of "classless Trinity

rowers and that his crew overcame several serious hurdles

and still made the race exciting.

The women's crew team faced Trinity as well as long-

time rival Mount Holyoke. The varsity boat lost to both

opponents. ,

Third year varsity rower Jennifer Geary said the boat

is coming together well and is "hoping that a unified per-

formance will bring the boat its first victory."

The junior varsity team beat Trinity and collected the

much sought after betting t*e. The boat was led by seniors

Susanne Maloney, Lisa Maloney and Jen Koiles^Annie

Schwab, Ann Budreski, Laura Scollan, Kim Kadzik,

Laurel Collins and coxswain Elizabeth Harford compris

ed the remainder of the eight.

fast

friendly

delivery
256-8911
Hadley

535-1111
S Hadley

*!A Pick-up or

Delivery

l Small Pizza

I Topping

ONLY $4.99 tax

2nd Pizza only $4.00

Pick-Lp Or DHivrrv •_

Large Cheese with :•

1-Topping Pizza j:

Only $5.99;i
2nd pizza only -\>
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Per Person .;

107 Sundetland R<ad. North Amhorst

Open 7 a.m.10 p.m.

SPEEDWASH
II 1'f.iy St .

Amheist

NOW OPEN 24 HOURS!

Oil. i K\pn

5-30-91
South Towne Commons Laundromat

479 West St., South Amherst

Open 7 a.m. -10 p.m.

Classifieds
COME TO THE COLLEGIAN OFFICE-CC 113 MON-THURS 8:30-3 30, FRI 8:30-2:30 •DEADLINE 2 DAYS PRIOR TO PUBLICATION* CASH IN ADVANCE, 20'/WORD/DAY FOR STUDENTS

ACTIVITIES

UPC MEETING is on Wednesday this week 1

6 30 in Earthfoods All members are urged

to attend Elections this week

2 BEDROOM APT downtown Amherst

hard wood floors w/ tire place large and

clean June 1-Aug 31 + . 950 a month 450

cash back 546-3281

FOR SALE

AMAZING APARTMENT

WANT LONG LUXURIOUS SHOWERS tor

tree 7 All the heat you want' Take over our

fully carpeted 2-bdrm apartment June 1

Close to campus, great price too 1 Call

549-7845 Leave message

NYC OVERNIGHT BUS TRIP April 20-21

$15 Commuters. $20 all others (inclusive)

Tickets at OCHO Sign uo now Sponsored

by Commuters

2 BEDROOM APT great location- between

town and campus call 253-9445 Available

June 1

3 BDRM APT in house. 5 mm walk to cam-

pus/town, on bus route, washer/dryer Call

253-7317

4 BEDROOM HOUSE available June 1

$900 close to campus 549-0557

4 BEDROOM HOUSE- Northampton, near

Smith College and shopping center

$750/mo plus utilities June 1st Skibiski

Realtors, call 4-7pm 584-3428

4 PIECE LIVING ROOM SET
Couch pulls oi'l to double bed

Call 549-9377

• "••FOR SALE
Bianchi Slrada

-dependable racing bike

-color black

-12 speed
shimano shifter-easy to use

$220 or Best Offer

Call

Maria 546-0923

POOL TABLE $83 or BO Call Meghan
253-0459'

ANNOUNCEMENTS

BED AND BREAKFAST- downtown Ideal

tor visiting parents and friends- 549-0733

HEADING FOR EUROPE this summer' Jet

there anytime for $160 with AIRHITCH (r)

(Reported in NY Times and Let s Go 1

)

AIRHITCH (r) 212-864-2000

GET INFO ON THE April 30th Pnmary Etec

tion Stop by the POWER table on the con

course Wednesday. April 17

APTS FOR RENT

SPRING SPECIAL .99 centa one month

rent with one year lease 2BR $450, 3BR

$537. in Sunderland Free bus route, laun-

dry facilities, pool, garden plots Short term

leases available 665-3856

5 BEDROOM HOUSE on bus route $1015

a month call 253-5734

AMHERST CENTER
2 bedroom apt available June i

Call 549 9377

AMHERST CENTER:
Efficiency one. two. three bedroom apart-

ments June or September Lincoln Real

Estate. 25 North Pleasant Street

253-7879

FIVE BEDROOM HOUSE Deck, garage,

mile to campus On busi Perfect tor six

$1250/mo Call Bob at (617) 967-8659

YES TICKETS
4/17 Centrum
Real good seats

Call Rick or Dave
546-3664

HELP WANTED

EARN UP TO $400 weekly assembling pro-

ducts at home, no experience, easy *'irk

For more info Call 1-504-863-6194 Ext

1609 7 days

BIG-FOOTED MAN
Likes to think what they say is true

Turn-ons include.

-Counting on toes

-Walking on shag rugs

Epsom salts soaks
(No blondes with big earrings please)

TO THE GIRL in the red-floral blouse at

Delanos last Thursday -Instead of ex

changes glances- how about a date 7 If in

terested meet me at the Hatch this Thurs

day at 6 30 The guy in the blue Polo shirt

ROOMMATE WANTED

LOOKING FOR 2 FEMALES to share a

room in 2 bedroom Brandywine apartment

Fun roommates" Starting June 1 or Sept 1

your choice! Free heat 1 Call Debbie or Erica

at 549-8092

LOOKING FOR 2 laidback males
somewhat neat, to share Ibdr in house with

3 females 1 min walking disi to

campuS-549-9939

BRANDYWINE APARTMENT Clean

spacious 2 bedroom available for the sum
mer for 1-4 people On bus route A/C. pool

Rent is VERY Negotiable Call Debtxe/Enca

5498092

COME SEE great uptown apt 2 bedrms

550/month6V 1-8/31 253-5513

CHEAP SUMMER SUBLET ' Bedroom

Center of Amherst Call 256 1161

546 1282

FURNISHED BEDROOM 5 minutes from

GRC Private bathroom phone Laundry

maid 549-8745 (femalesl

HOUSE IN AMHERST
Fully furnished, waterbeds

up to 8 people -Bus route

Cheap 549 2691

KILLER PAD m the heart ol downtown
Amherst Summer sublet w/fall option -Call

now 253-9087

MALE ROOMMATES WANTED for next fall

and spring in Puffton Village Call 549-7150

LARGE TWO BEDROOM 1 bath apt m
duplex On bus line Located in Beichertown

near Amherst line 253-2327

SUPER SUBLET

SUMMER SUBLET
Take our house for the summer'
4 bedrooms, large sunny deck.

2 bathrooms, on bus route

Great location

Reasonable rent

Call anytime leave message
253-0999

TRAVEL

WARM WATER scuba diving trips

Bonaire May27-June3 $825

Key Largo August 18 24 $380
For more information call Protect Deep

549-8401

TYPING/WORDPROCESSING

DISSERTATIONS. CASES. PAPERS
On-campus pickup Fast' Accurate'

Mac/Laser, spellcheck

Nancy 584-7924

SERVICES

AUTO FOR SALE

78 VOLVO well maintained, $960 or bo

253-2612

1981 OLDS SKYLARK, runs well $850 or

BO 253-9087

1986 BUICK LESABRE
AC/power everything

$3500 or best offer 256-3586

1987 JEEP WRANGLER. V-6 automatic

Med blue w/ black top Exc condition

49 000 miles $6995 -546-3142

BIKE FOR SALE

GILREATH MANOR

Three bedroom apartments available June

or September Lincoln Real Estate 25 North

Pleasant Street

253-7879

GREAT 1 BEDROOM. 2 minutes to cam-

pus & town Front & back porch - Large yard

1 prkg for 2 cars $525 Heat incl available

June 1st Contact Frank at 549-5343

GUARANTEE YOU APT. FOR NEXT

SEMESTER
2 bdr Brandywine

Close to 2 bus stops

Available June 1st

Call eves 549-1471

PUFFTON VILLAGE 3 bedroom

Take over lease end of May
549-4758

FT SUMMER CHILDCARE
N Amherst
Must have own transportation

549-6825 or 548-9519

JEWISH COMMUNITY OF AMHERST
seeks Hebrew and Jewish studies teachers

Experience preferred Call 549-0223 or

256-0160 for application

LEGAL QUESTIONS? The Legal Services.

Center offers free legal assistance to fee

paying students Contact us at 922 Campus
Center. 545-1995

PREGNANT?
Need a pregnancy test, information or sup-

port 7 Call for free and confidential services

ALTERNATIVES 33 Main St Northampton

586-3000 or Greenfield 774-6010

ONE BEDROOM APT
Colonial Village

Starts June 1st Fall Opt
$400/month 253-2475

ONE BEDROOM IN BRITTANY, bus route

A/C $250/month neg Call 253-4194 Leave

message

ONE HOUSE-TWO APARTMENTS-Six
bedrooms two minutes from town, ten

minutes from campus Take over lease for

summer and possibly fall Rent negotiable

Call 253-3776

INSTRUCTION

EARN CREDIT SCUBA DIVING
Preregister for fall courses

Learn to dive, fall semester G09 Basic Key

Largo Trip, Aug or Dec G10 Sport New
England Advanced, G11 Advanced All

courses listed under General Physical

Education
For further information call Protect Deep
549-8401

HELP ME TO LEARN ARABIC. Will pay tor

private lessons -Debbie 256-8189

SPACIOUS SUBLET

AMHERST CENTER 1 BDRM. Quiet, close

to common—for frisbee fun (S Prospect

St ), sunny, hardwood floors, rent

negotiable Ideal for 2 people Call Jenny

after 7pm 253-7194

SUBLET

69 IS FINE!
This Townehouse apt is available to sublet

June 1 w/ fall lease option bus route Fur-

niture incl 549-8044

1987 CENTURION RS- Good bike never

crashed; approx 1000 miles in storage

since 1988. never abused, always

pampered Good for tnathalons or entry-

level racing-Fast' $300 or B/O (reasonable)

Call Rick at 546-2708

ENTERTAINMENT

RACK-A-DISC is still the best for DJ's and

live entertainment Call anytime 586-9900;

ask about our specials

FOR RENT

1-4 ROOMS Graduating and leaving Great

place' $200 but very negot 256-8474

SUBLET W/ FALL OPTION. Bdr.n largt

2bdr Bus route Available now $285 in

eludes heat 538-5894

TAKE OVER OUR LEASE

Big Luscious house Five succulent

bedrooms Two titillating bathrooms

Stumbling distance from town and

bus stop Extremely well-endowed

driveway Call now -256-3466 -

You'll be glad you did!

TAKE OVER LEASE ol large 4 bedroom

apartment 2nd floor, balcony, near bus

route free utlities $1000 per month- Call

253-2570

PERSONALS

ME SO HORNEY
It has been 2 months since your valentine

yet I have no seen or spoke with you (call)

Jason

AEPHI wants to wish Meredith Levin a hap-

py 21st b-day & congratulate her tor being

selected for Mortar Board Phinominal )Ob'

Love your

Sunny Pnis

GREENOUGH RESIDENTS
The short, pushy woman sayr.,

Buy your tickets now, or ELSE!"
Tonight 4/17 8-1 2pm

DELTA ZETA - It's spring and GREEK
WEEK is coming! Get psyched and have

fun'

The pledges of Alpha Epsilon Phi

SUMMER W/ FALL OPTION. Large room

in S Amherst condo Pool, central A/C,

washer/dryer, parking On bus route Cool

roomies, perfect summer place' Call Joe

253-2696

SUMMER RENTAL

•MARTHA'S VINYARD. Steps from The

Ocean Harbor Landing Harborside Inn

Rent daily, weekends, weekly April through

September Very reasonable prices -Call

549-0221

PUFFTON APARTMENT for summer
sublet 2 singles/ 1 double CHEAP' Call

549-8340

RENT OUR 2BDRM apt for the summer

Close to campus |ust $450 month 546-31 42

ROOM IN HOUSE close to campus cheap

549-2922

SUBLET JUNE TO AUGUST two rooms in

house On two bus routes Call evenings

549-6527

SUMMER SUBLET 3bdrm apt wfall opt on

bs rte cheap rent great area -Call now 1

665-8712

SUMMER SUBLET FALL OPTION 2

bedroom Amherst center available June 1

Call now Jeff or Dave 549-8095

PAPERS, $1 50/pg Resumes laser printed

Fast professional, affordable

KCOMMUNICATIONS 256-6373

PAPERS, DISSERTATIONS. RESUMES.
graphs, laser printing Rosemary -call

259 1786

WANTED

ADVERTISING ACCOUNT EXECUTIVE
Required Ambitious, organized, responsi-

ble, and motivated students with good com
munication skills Applications available at

the Collegian- 113 Campus Center and

must be submitted no later than Tuesday.

April 23, 1991

CANOE TRADE
Haveexcl 17ft Coleman canoe Need 15ft

light wt Eves 369-4217

WE WANT to take over your 3 bedroom

Puffton lease' Please call 253 0420

WANTED TO RENT

LOOKING TO TAKE OVER your 3 bedroom

Puffton apartment Please call 253-2448

ASAP

SUMMER SUBLET

3 BEDROOMS. 1 Vi baths Furnished On
bus route Fall option Rent negotiable Call

253-9708

SUMMER SUBLET WITH FALL OPTION:

3 bedroom apartment in The Brook in

Amherst On bus route, wall to wall

carpeting, clean Call 253-0420

SUMMER SUBLET W/ FALL OPTION on

Main St 4 bedrooms two very large 2

bathrooms, Iront porch' Ample parking

Great location Call evenings 256-0386

UPTOWN 2 room/ 2 floor apt Very clean

afforable new appliances Musi see' Call

256-4696 with fall option
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Sports
Minutemen splitUVM doubleheader

uv MICHAEL MORRISSEY

Collegian Hie photo

Junior John Corelli singled yesterday but was picked off at second base

in the second inning of the first game against Vermont.

By MICHAEL MORRISSEY
Collegian Correspondent

Just like yesterdays weather the

University of Massachusetts baseball team

started off on a bright, hot note, only to

finish the day dark and cooled off.

UMass exploded for 11 runs in the first

game, capped by seven runs in their last

two at-bats, as they won 114. In the second

game, UMass failed to capitalize on early

opportunities, and they only mustered one

hit in a 4-1 loss.

The Minutemen were led by right-hander

JeffToothaker in the first game. Toothaker

(2-1) pitched a complete game, scattering

four runs on seven hits. He struck out two

and walked one.
m

"He did a very nice job once again, coach

Mike Stone said. UMass broke out of a

3-3 tie in the bottom of the fourth inning

when Justin Howard scored, garnering his

second of three hits in the game. The

Minutemen were ahead permanently, but

they weren't finished scoring.

In the fiah inning, UMass scored three

runs, and in the sixth, they added four

more. Catcher Derek Dana had a single,

double and home run, driving in three

runs. TU
If the first game was prolific of UMass

offensive production, the second game's of

fense was nowhere in sight.

"We had our opportunities early, but we

just didn't take advantage,"said Stone.

"We had [runners on) second and third with

no outs, and we came out with nothing."

Vermont's freshman pitcher Scott

O'Brien. 1 1 on the year with a 10.6 earn-

ed run average, started off as shaky as the

last San Francisco earthquake, but finish-

ed the game strong.

In the first inning, Steve Corradi slid

hard into second base on Brian Bright s

CONTINUED ON PAGE lO

Softball butts

Rams 10-4, 9-0
By THOMAS A. GEORGE
Collegian Staff

Widening their winning streak to six

games, the University of Massachusetts

softball team powered past Rhode Island

10-4, 9-0 in a doubleheader yesterday at

Kingston, R.I.

This betters the Minutewomen s record

to 20-9 overall, and clinches a pair of

Atlantic- 10 Conference wins for a 6-2 con

ference mark.

Holly Aprile was the winning pitcher

for UMass in the first contest. With this

win Aprile moves her record to 10 5 on

the season. Aprile gave up four hits,

struck out five and walked five.

Earning her sixth shutout in the last

eight outings, Darlene Claffey bettered

her record to 10-4, winning the second

game. In her ninth shutout appearance

of the season, Claffey gave up two hits,

one walk and struck out two.

In the first game, UMass batters

showered losing pitcher Jennifer

Hapanowicz with 14 hits.

There was no joy in Mudville for

Hapanowicz, as the Ram's fielders

bumped and boggled to the tune of five

errors.

Cherie DellAnno hit a single and a dou

ble, contributing three runs batted in for

the Minutewomen. Aprile went 2 for-3

with a single, double and two RBI.

Team batting average leader Barbara

Marean (.466) had a one and two bagger

Amy Cockley and Rachel Lawson turn

ed in an RBI each, with singles. Heather

Dorsey and Sherri Kuchinskas con

tributed a pair of singles each.

The UMass outfield committed only

two errors in the first game then went

unblemished in the second.

CONTINUED ON PAGE IP

Men 's track takes

second to Rhody
By KEITH BENNETT
Collegian Correspondent

The University of Massachusetts men's track team

finished second behind Rhode Island scoring 73 points.

The Minutemen out-distanced Westfield State by 56

but could not match URI's 99 points.

Despite a number of strong individual performances,

the Minutemen were unable to overcome the strength

of the Rams. Both UMass and URI scored in 16 of 18

events but the Rams placed first 13 times, as opposed

to only 4 for UMass.
"I think this meet was an accurate reflection of our

differences," said UMass head coach Ken O'Brien.

'They're stronger than us up front but I think we per

formed very well."

Joe Kourafas scored in four events to lead the

Minutemen. He captured first place in the long jump

with a distance of 21 feet, six inches. Kourafas also

placed second in the high jump with a personal-best

height of 6-6 and in the javelin with a throw of 174-1.

His time of 16.7 seconds in the 1 IOmeter hurdles was

good enough for fourth place.

The Minutemen swept the top four places in both the

1 500 and the 5,000. Matt Simon won the 1,500 in

3!59.3. He was followed by Bill Wallace (4:00.5), John

Raach (4:02.4) and Jon Corso (4:03).

Senior Gerry Squires out-distanced the field in the

5 000 with his time of 14:56.8. Brian Fallon took se-

cond in 15:30, Pat Ryan followed in 15:38.1 and Mike

Davis completed the sweep with his time of 15:52.

Junior Steve Brown earned a personal-best in the 800

in a time of 1:53.6, more than two seconds faster than

his winning time of the previous week.

Kevin Walters finished second in both the 100 and

the 200 for UMa B. His times were 11.2 seconds and

22 5, respective

Other second- ice performers for the Minutemen

were Mike Gn-v t he 400 (50.8), Dave Borges in the

pole vault (12 6* id the 400 relay team of Jeff White,

Kristian DiMatteo. Pat Smith and Rob Pedowitz. Paul

Doyle finished second in the 110 hurdles (16.5) and

third in the 400 hurdles (56.8). White was also clocked

in 16.5 in finishing third in the 110.

.Jeff Peterson also placed in four events for UMass.

He finished third in the triple jump with a distance

of 39 feet and earned three fourth place finishes in the

shot put (42-0), the javelin (137-6) and the discus (128 5).

Jay Young in the 400 (52.5) and Tom Hooper in the

800 (1:58) took thirds.

Gorillas host Big Green on The Hill

By ADRIEN MATT
Collegian Staff

You could say Dartmouth's Big Green is out of kilter

this year, checking in at 1-6. The lacrosse team s only win

has been at Boston College (15-14).

They even dropped their home-opener to Middlebury

(10-4) their only home match so far this season. But a

team like this tends to get dangerous as the season pro-

gresses - they get anxious - to win.

"They play a very deliberate, disciplined, controlled set

play
" said University of Massachusetts coach Ted Garber

"They have to play to their strengths .
.
They have good

stick work. The last thing they want to do is get into a

run and-gun game with us."

Dartmouth coach Tim Nelson echoed Garber s conv

ments, "We want to slow down the tempo, he said, it

we can keep UMass to 10 goals, we have a very good shot

at winning, but that's easier said than done.

Freshman Brendan Bowler has a team-high 17 goals

plus three assists for a team-high 20 points. Sophomore

Tim Wencrich boasts 10 goals and seven assists. I lrn

McHugh, the only senior meeting the net, has seven goals

and five assists.

Sophomore goalies John Banks and Will Wynpene have

seen six and four games, respectively, averaging 14 goals

against per game.

Nelson said although the Big Green offense has been

nlaving pretty well, they have been giving the ball away

CONTINUED ON PAGE lO

^—^— Photo courtesy of The Index

tk„ llniv-rsitv of Massachusetts lacrosse team remains in the Top 20 this week after surviving

J^^ZmS^X^ over Yale this weekend. Garber's Gorillas (3-2) host Dartmouth

(1-6) at 3 p.m. today on The Hill.
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Profs on campus take day off to protest

An aerial view shows the Minuteman

By CHRIS MUTHER
Collegian Staff

Hundreds of classes were cancelled, cut short or held

in other locations yesterday while professors at the

University of Massachusetts formed picket lines to pro-

test cuts to public higher education.

The day marked the first of a two-day protest which in

eludes rallies, picketing and teach-ins or classtime devoted

to discuss the cutbacks. Organizers called it a victory and

said they plan to meet with members of Governor Weld s

office staff today.

About 400 faculty and staff members, as well as

graduate and undergraduate students, formed picket lines

in front of several buildings this morning and passed out

leaflets to cars at busy intersections.

About 15 percent of regular classes were held at the

University, according to John Cole, president of the

Massachusetts Society of Professors at UMass, which

represents the campus's 1,200 faculty.

Cole, a professor of anthropology, said he got the

estimate by surveying the classrooms at one of the peak

classroom times - 10:30 a.m. The classes that were held

had lower attendance than average, he said.

"It has been wonderful," Cole said. "This has been one

of the biggest turnouts I've seen at a protest in my 20

vears at UMass."
The job action coincides with the first week of the state

employee furlough plan in Massachusetts, which requires

employees to either take vacation time or work up to three

Marching Band leading the crowd to Whitmore at the end of yesterday's noon rally.

weeks without being paid until they leave state service.

However, professors only have one option. They must

work the days without pay because they were declared

essential personnel by the Weld administration.

Cole said the action was planned this week to focus at-

tention not on the furloughs, but to the "far graver" pro

blem of cuts to state higher education.

Some professors hold classes,

see story page 3

Gov. Weld has proposed a $92 million cut in funding

for state higher education for the 1992 budget year, which

starts July 1.

According to an MSP fact sheet, student tuition and fees

at UMass have increased 60 percent in the past four years.

Since 1988, UMass has lost $34 million in state funding.

declining from $167 million in 1988 to $133 million last

year.

Although the University's contract with the faculty

union forbids strikes, work stoppages or withholding of

services, Cole said he expects there will be no penalty

against striking faculty members.

Jo Ann Vanin, the vice chancellor of student affairs, said

she supported the professors' efforts to bring attention to

the budget cuts. "I'm also trusting in these efforts that

students are not being penalized through the loss of

classes," she said.

Provost Richard O'Brien issued a statement which said

that he expects professors who miss classes will make

alternative arrangements for their students.

A noon rally — which featured the Minuteman Mar-

ching Band and culminated with cannon fire - drew more

than 400 students and faculty.

Mike Thelwell, a professor in the Afro-American studies

department, said the faculty were not only protesting the

furlough plan but also the growing inaccessibility of public

education.

"The issues of this job action go way beyond abrogation

of contract," Thelwell said. "Were here to make affor

dable education a priority worth fighting for."

Richard Wolff, a professor in the economics department,

said the action was part of a bigger movement to shift the

nation's spending priorities from military and police forces

to education. "The wind is blowing in our direction," Wolff

said.

Walter Chesnut, a professor in the music department,

wearing a black robe played "Taps" on a herald trumpet.

Dangling from the trumpet was a cloth UMass ensignia

covered in black gauze, a symbol of what UMass could

become with further cuts, he said.

David Mitchell, an electrician at the University and a

member of the American Federation of State, County and

Municipal Employees said the furlough plan affects staff

as well as faculty.

"They're attacking everything public our families have

fought for," he said. "If this keeps up, we'll have another

depression; we'll have pockets of Weldvilles."

Hundreds of students protest at State House
By TAMIR LIPTON
Collegian Staff

BOSTON - Some 1,200 students from

several state colleges and universities

gathered at the State House yesterday to

protest Gov. Weld's proposal to cut the

state's budget for public higher education.

"The overwhelming thing that we've

been hearing from legislators is 'we're not

hearing from people,'" said Angus
McQuilken, student trustee at the Univer

sity of Massachusetts. "Today they are

hearing from us."

Weld's proposal would slash the educa-

tion budget by $79 million. He plans to

raise tuition and fees as well as compose

a seven percent cut in administration.

If passed by the Legislature, tuition

would increase by nearly 50 percent, accor-

ding to Rep. Stan Rosenberg (D-Amherst).

At a press conference held at 10 a.m. on

the State House steps, speakers urged

students to go inside and lobby their

representatives.

"It's terrific that you're here, but it's a

disgrace that you have to be here," said

Jim Braude, director the Tax Equity

Alliance of Massachusetts.

"This is not a debate about dollars and

cents, it's a debate about values," Braude

said. "Public higher education is a right

that everyone must have."

Jane Giacobbe, assistant professor of

management at the UMass said, "We are

not just an expenditure. The rest of the

United States has already figured this

out."

"There is no good news," said Rep. Mark

Roosevelt (D-Boston). "My guess is there

will be more cuts than just $79 million."

"Until we find an oil field somewhere in

central Massachusetts, education continues

to be our greatest natural resource,"

McQuilken said.

After the press conference, students

entered the State House to meet with

representatives, most ofwhom were not in

their offices, according to several frustrated

students.

In November of 1989, when close to

15,000 students traveled to Boston to pro-

test budget cuts, the doors of the State

House were locked.

Inside, students from UMass/Boston per-

formed skits which depicted Gov. Weld as

insensitive to students' needs and the

needs of the homeless and sick. They show-

ed Weld giving money to the rich and to

his cabinet members, but not to students

and homeless people.

Students from the Massachusetts College

of Art made a life-size chocolate mocha

cake of a student, which they named "the

student body." They fed the cake to

members of the Legislature to show them

that their politics are destroying the stu-

dent body.

CONTINUED ON PAGE lO

TODAYS
SCHEDULE

THURSDAY, APRIL 18, 1991

All day picketing

check in at Cape Cod Lounge

Rallies, 9 a.m. and 3 p.m.

Alternative Education

10 a.m. to 3 p.m. in the

Cape Cod Lounge.

Letter Writing

9:30 a.m. to 2:30 p.m. in

Memorial Hall
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THURSDAY. APRIL 18

m _ -Richards Things

Campus Center room 803.

FRIDAY. APRIL 19

Cotfi><> Socio/ - The social, sponsored by the Office for

Concerns, will be held from 3 to 6 p.m in CC 80.3.

SATURDAY. APRIL 20

Havdalah Rock! - A social for Jewish lesbians bisex-

uals and gavs, and friends will be held at the JCA social

hall on Main St Amherst. For more information, call

665-8633.

MONDAY, APRIL 22

Kickoff Ralh - The rally to start the LBG awareness

week will be at noon on the steps of the StudentUnion.

Workshop - A workshop, sponsored by the Office for

Gay, Lesbian and Bisexual Concerns, will be at 1 :30 p.m.

m
Lecture - Angela Bowen will speak at 8 p.m in CC 163.

TUESDAY. APRIL 23

Lecture - Dr. Eileen Levy •>» *!*** about h°mosex -

ual families at 4 p.m. m CC 903.

Symptmium For Straights - The symposium will be held

at 7 p.m. in the Campus Center Auditorium^

Meeting - The Lesbian. Bisexual Women s Lnion will

meet at 8:30 p.m. in room 413 of the Student Union.

WEDNESDAY, APRIL 24

Film - The Lesbian Bisexual and Gay Alliance l Him

Festival will be held from noon to 8 p.m. in the Student

Union Ballroom. Snacks provided^

Presentation - Warren BlumenfeM will present Les-

bian Gay Studies at 8 p.m. in CC 917

*]£%£
c
t2Up. J--* * 52%?°**

iiodrtSive. will be held at 7 p.m. taCC 904.

™ , "Killing Ite Softly," a pby with gay thawaa.7Wr, KJtaJ*" >

(JM ss Hampden Theatre
will he shown at8p n

.

th^

^ $4 J^J^^
at 545 2511.

Rap group - An organ.zat.onal Meeting for those UV

ed in a n,-w lesbian Rap/Support group will be held

at 7 30 p m in the Laabiail B.s-xual Gay Alliance s of-

fice in room 413 of the Student Un.on

^£Ft*~* will h. held from 3 p.m. to 6

P
™,aV?-

80
Kill.ng Me Softly" will he shown at 8 p.m.

in the UMass Hampden Theatre.

SATURDAY, APRIL 27

Jatine" "Killing Me Softly" at 2 p.m.

7W£ - 'Killing Me Softly," Hampden Theatre at 8

P
Dance - The dance will be held at 9 p.m in the

Bluewall.

"SS&2S&. at 6 p.„ ..re w,U b, an_
ing of LBG entertainment in the Bluewall.

bianuav studies ai o **••" •w*---.. -

Sunday race to promote 'health floor
i -a : , U.wJiUf " nn uair)

SOX
TODAY

Kansas City Royals at Boston

at ^.00 p.m.

CELTICS
TONIGHT

By MARC ELLIOT
Collegian Staff

A five-kilometer road race - stretching from the top of

the Southwest horseshoe to the end of the football loop

- will be held at 2 p.m. Sunday to promote the "Health

and Fitness Floor" in John Adams Residence Hall.

The race is meant for less experienced runners who en

jov running but do not usually participate in highly com-

petitive races, according to Chris Palmer, the resident

assistant of the Heath and Fitness Floor. The floor, on the

20th floor of John Adams, is devoted to health and fitness

enthusiasts.

We're expecting to pull in normal everyday people who

enjoy the competition of a race without having to be highly

trained athletes," Palmer said.

"Its for the promotion of health and fitness and basically

to just have a good time and to promote floors like this

for people who are interested in staying healthy, he said

About 15 different prizes, ranging from gift certificate-

at local restaurants to free memberships to the Body Shop

Fitness Center, will be awarded to runners, he said. 1 he

first 50 applicants will receive free t-shirts.

The top three male and female winners will receive some

of the more expensive prizes, while the remaining prize-

are to be distributed among the rest of the participants

Runners must pay a $3 registration fee in advance or

$4 on the day of the race, a $4 fee. All proceeds will go

to arrange future road races and other events promoting

good health, he said.

Applications are available at in the lobby of Kenned>

Residence Hall and the Body Shop Fitness Centers in John

Adams, Kennedv and Totman Gymnasium. There will

also be a a table set up on the Campus Concourse today

Another fitness floor called the "healthy lifestyles floor

is to open in next semester in Leach House.

The Celtics take on

the 76ers in Philadelphia

at 7:30 pm v 1

IMS Note: There are approximately 1 minute 59

seconds of blank tape at the end Side One
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20% off
STOREWIDE

4 DAYS ONLY!

Thursday through Sunday

April 18-21
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CLOTHING FOR MEN
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191 N Pleosont St Amhr»t. 353-2013 • OPEN 7 DAYS • 22 Mcbook St Northompton 596*336

SECRETARIES WEEK
April 22-26

SEND YOUR SECRETARY

A "THANKS A BUNCH" BOUQUET

• BUD VASES

• FLOWERING PLANTS

STOP BY AND CHOOSE
FROM MANY FLORAL GIFTS

I

Montgomery Florist

350 Russell St., Rte 9
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(across from Burger King)
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LOCAL
Teach-in held
to educate about
cuts to higher ed
By AMY HENRY
Collegian Staff

An "Alternative Education" teach-in was held all day

yesterday in the Student Union Ballroom as part of a two-

day effort to educate people about state budget cuts to

public higher education.

The event was organized by faculty, staff and students.

More than 250 people attended throughout the day.

Governor Weld instituted the furlough program last

month to save money by asking state employees to take

unpaid vacation time or work a certain number of days

without receiving their pay until they leave state servtce.

All employees have to take their furlough before June 30,

1991.

Phil Cox a union organizer for the Graduate Employee

Organization, said the purpose of the teach-in was to pro-

vide an educational alternative to the classroom.

"We're asking teachers to either bring their students

here or talk about the cuts to public higher education in

their classes," he said.

"We realize that undergraduates have so many other

things on their mind like finding summer jobs that they

have not been able to keep up with what's been going on

at the State House and higher education," he said.

Bill Strickland, a professor of the Afro-American studies

and the political science departments, said the state of

public higher education today is a result of the Ronald

Reagan era, when Reagan reduced taxes on corporations.

According to Strickland, corporations paid 11 percent

of their capital in taxes when Reagan became president.

When he lefi they paid only 8 percent, Strickland said.

This affected Massachusetts because there are many cor

porations here who pay low taxes, forcing the burden on-

to the individual, he said.

"The very efforts they are making to balance the budget

will contribute to the deficit in the future because peo-

ple's incomes are being decreased which means there will

be less money that can be taken for taxes.

Strickland compared the budget cuts to events

^TteUS. government forgave Egypt's debt and recently

Poland's," he said. "This is your money. It is being spent

everywhere except on the public.

"We're experiencing an attack on the public sector, he

said "The government doesn't think such issues as the

environment, women's rights, health care and d.scrimina-

tionSe important. They only care about corporate capital

James Arthur Jemison, a junior social thought and

polS economy major said: "Public education is the las

frontier for people of color. We are in need of a public

unWersily that offers education for a low rate because

AS" Americans are already an -££-££>

Collegian photo by K.A. Burke

TAKE THAT- A demonstrator hands out a flyer to a passerby yesterday morning

aSg
™

f1,cult£s protest of bndget cuts to publie higher educ.t.on. _
during ine ia»;ui>j ° K»w>>-^» — » __^^—

Some profs opt for business as usual

Citing 'responsibility to students, ' faculty hold classes

By DAVID RIVERA
Collegian Staff

Saying their first responsibility was to their students,

a percentage of UMass faculty decided to teach clasaes

yesterday. , ,

Though many classrooms were empty, professors choos-

ing to teach during the protests kept lecture halls and

classrooms filled with students.

"The students have paid their tuition and I think it s

totally inappropriate for faculty to deny students

something that they've paid for," said botany Professor

Ed Davis. . . ,

Davis said he would teach on both protest days and also

said he felt very disappointed and unimpressed by the

faculty meetings.

Professor of finance, Kazemi Hossein also decided to

teach but said he wanted to educate his students on how

the state has entered the present crisis.

"For the next few classes, I'm going to start ofl my leo

tures by discussing the budget cute and how it has affected

^HosiiTsaid he sympathized with his colleagues who

decided to strike, but said his first obligation was to

teaching his students.

Just outside Hossems office, a gathering of faculty and

students picketed and chanted slogans condemning Gover

nor Weld's stance on the issue.

"I would like to tell parents of UMass students and

parents of sixyear-olds that they might not have a state

university to send their children to in the near future

said Professor James Cathey of the German department,

as heprotested. "If cuts continue as they are. then we re

^stne students joined faculty on picket lines, but others

declined to skip classes. , .

"It's a choice for my professors to make but I th.nk

students could do moregood by lobbying the State Hou«

t„an£ cutting class," said Lenny Levine. a sophomore

•People running our state are extremely ignorant

towards what a strong country I. built on. education ,s

the foundation for any strong country, he said.

Students in the picket lines said they believed that the

facuky were making this statement for the students and

for future students.

"Its not just our future, it's the future," said sophomore

Elissa Glatz. "We as students have to realize that these

cuts are not just going to affect us but may even affect

our children.".7. „ i mc,rimn<? are already an under-eaucaieu. aim q^iucu «< ——-, — our cnimren.
African-Americans are already

Q QN pAGE 8 teaching his students. J„^„nA*>*% f*O 10/111

7W Jnna festivities to celebrate Israeli Independence Day
Day-long reszwuie*™^ ^a-*-—*---* ssizzs
By ALISON BUCKHOLTZ
Collegian Staff

When University of Massachusetts

students celebrate Israeli Independence

Day in the Student Union Ballroom today,

they will recognize that Israel is more than

just "palm trees, camels, and politics, said

junior Paula Yolles, one of the student

organizers of the event.

"We're here to educate people about

Israel and have fun in the process," said

senior Adina Zarchan, another coordinator.

"It's Israel's 43rd birthday, and a time to

celebrate Israeli culture at UMass. We

want people to come in with an open mind

and leave with an understanding that

Israel is composed of many different

cultures and religions."

The daylong celebration will incorporate

aspects of Israeli culture and the arts, in-

cluding Israeli food, music, dancing, dress,

crafts, and poetry, Zarchan said. A large

birthday cake will also be cut around noon,

she said. .

The holiday, though a happy one tor

many, is tinged with a residue of sadness

left by yesterday's annual Israeli memorial

day Yom Hazikaron (Day of Remem

brance). "The holidays were set up that

way, a celebration after a commemoration,

to combine the fun of independence with

the remembrance of those who died for it,

Zarchan said.

In Israel, the clear connection between in-

dependence and sacrifice "makes it hard

for some people," said Revital Gal, a Smith

student who is an Israeli. "Some people

can't get out of the grief. But for those that

do, the day is a big carnival in the streets,

pure exultation."

Gal said it is important for her to

celebrate her country's independence while

in America, but added that American Jews

also share a spiritual connection with

"Every Jew has a deep corner in his or

her brain with the fear of being hassl-

ed...they know that Israel is a safe place for

them," she said.

Today's Independence Day party

UMass is part of a series of Hillel events

marking Israel's birthday. Throughout the

week, they have shown contemporary

Israeli movies such as "Shell Shocked" and

"Late Summer Blues."

Next Wednesday they are sponsoring a

speech by Ttzhak Oren, Zarchin said. Oren,

consul of 'srael for New England, will

discuss "New Order in the Middle East:

Post-Persian Gulf War."

At 6 o'clock tonight, Hillel and Active

Israel Response will host a barbecue on the

Hillel House lawn to continue the In-

dependence Day party, which is open to all.

"People around the world mark this day,

Yolles said. "It's a celebration of Jewish

life, culture, and existence."

and leave with an understanding that Zarchan said. ,

Most classrooms in Thompson, Machmer vacant yesterday
iTXV°

.. ._.„ SnmRowleS.Drofesser of economics, felt the support ol

By MARK PRESTON
Collegian Correspondent

The picket lines began to form again after the rally and

march concluded yesterday.

Chants such as 'Hey, hey, ho, ho Governer Weld has got

to go', and 'Hey, hey, what do you say higher education

is here to stay' were heard throughout the area^ Although

some professers continued to hold classes, the halls of

Thompson and Machmer were all but vacant.

Michele Powers, a freshman, said she supported the pro-

fessers, but had no choice but to go to class. Shana Cor

bev a sophomore, joined in the demonstration but still

felt obligated to go to class because her parents are pay-

ine for her education.

Numerous support seemed to be brewing on campus

from a wide variety of people which varied form students

to faculty, to library assistants.

"This campus is known for its demonstrations but in

the past it was only the liberal consensus that par-

ticipated," Corbey said. "Today that barrier was broken

down and a more conservative crowd was present.

Anger for the cuts was not only directed at Governer

Weld Both students and professors said the situation has

been in the works for many years, but added that Weld

is not handling it properly.

"Weld is the latest in line who has undervalued state

education," said James Derian, professor of political

science "Massachusetts is known for education, but it

falls below both Mississippi and Alabama in the amount

of money allocated for state education."

"If Weld tries to put another stone on this burden it is

going to explode," he said.

Sam Bowles, professer of economics, felt the support of

the unions on campus made a huge difference to the pro-

fessors who chose to take action against the furlough.

Kevin Smith, a library assistant, said: "Those who chose

to work through the furloughs were potentially hurting

the cause, certainly not helping. Smith chose to take a

personal day to lend his support to the professors.

Joannah Whitney, a teaching assistant in the school ot

education, said she thought the protest was successful^

"It increased the awareness of what is going on with

our state's educational crunch, but we need to be more

vocal and make people aware of the depth of our concern^

Sam Coleman, an exchange student from Humboldt

State in California, said although Massachusetts us be

ing hit hard with budget cuts, it is happpening all over

the country.
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Profs skip class

to picket outside,

bash Weld's cuts
By JOHN ESTRELLA
Collegian Correspondent

Anthropology and English professors said they tried

teaching introductory labor relations from an open air

classroom yesterday.

*Bv screening himself behind high paid cabinet

secretaries, he [Governor William Weld] shows cowardice

and a lack of leadership." English professor Robert Creed

said while picketing in front of Bartlett Hall.

Creed said pay cuts Weld initiated galvanize professors

and state employees. Creed has written to the governor,

inviting him to see "what is really going on.

"If he took the time to come out here, he d be on our

side," Creed said. ...
But Alan Hudson, professor of anthropology, said what

happens at UMass doesn't really affect what happens in

Boston. He said students come from all constituencies and

can be most effective in getting any real results.

"When students talk to legislators, things get done,

CONTINUED ON PAGE 11
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We Cater Clambakes
Great for Graduation

Parties or Just a

Fun Filled Weekend!
Call in Advance
We are a restaurant (beer & wine) and

a fish market located on Rt 9 near the bridge

LIQUORS Co
«Tflf

18 Main St. Downtown Amherst 253-5441

Featuring Michelob Cans
$6.99 12-pk (all flavors

New Amsterdam
Beer or Ale

$4.99 6 pack bottles

Bunch Kegs $41.95
- ^ or Busch $10.99 cse

G°lA Vodka 175L $8' 99

\aO^ v c0, \Sutter Home W Zinfandel

\*\k& j $3.99 bottle

J Many More In-Store Specials

S (especially on wines)

'aii Beers plus deposn - Delivery Available

JESUS JONES
and

SOHO
SUNDAY

APRIL 21, 1991
the UMASS S.U
Tickets: available now at

Tix unlimited (in the Student Union)

For the Record (Amherst) and Main

St. Records (Noho).

$7 UMASS Students

$9 All Others
Another U.P.C. Production

A GARDEN
(formerly lolu* nicwmu)
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purchase of $12:

Enjoy a Taste of Real Chinese Food

Sun-Thurs 11:30 a.m.—9:45 p.m.

Fri-Sat 11:30 a.m.-10:45p.m.

Lunch Hour 11:30 a.m.—3:30 p.m.

FREE Delivery Service

4

minimum order $K)

Fri.. Sat . & Sun 5-9 p.m.

Dim Sum
(Chinese Brunch)

Saturdays and
Sundays TI:30-3:30

13 N Pleosgnt St. Amherst

o Reopening with

new Interior

remodeling
o 7 days a week
o Take out

o luncheon toeclott
$3.75-$455

253 42SO

GET FAT & DIRTY

The 9i IlMOGESTOne
Fat Tire Bikes Are Here!

aw ESI 1971

SPEND A YEAR IN NEW YORK:

STUDY AT PRATT
Pratt Institute is offering talented

college students the chance to spend a

year studying art, architecture or

engineering at one of the most

prestigious schools in the country

Take up to 36 credits in Architecture

or Construction Management Art

Direction. Art Education. Ceramics.

Computer Graphics. Fashion Design

Fashion Merchandising/Management

FilnvVideo. Graphic Design. Illustration.

Painting and Drawing. Pnntmaking

Jewelry. Sculpture. Industrial Design

Interior Design. Photography, or Civil.

Electrical or Mechanical Engineering

Earn academic credit while interning

at a major New York design firm,

museum, gallery or artist s studio

Study with Pratt's renowned faculty

who combine their professional

expertise with a solid theoretical

grounding to prepare you for a

successful career

Housing and meal plans are available

For an application and more

information, please call

Pratt's School of Profeaetonal Studies) at

(7t 8) 636-3453.

Pratt institute • Professional Studies

200 Willoughby Avenue

Brooklyn. New York 11205
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was just a dream, then the new. affordable Macintosh LC is a dream

come true.
,
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Hie Macintosh LC is rich in a )lor. Unite many computers that can display

()nKl6c()k)rsat()nce,theNlacint()shirA'xpmLsNxiurpakutet()2%cok)rs.

It also comes with a mien >phone and new sound input technology that lets

you tx-rsonalize your work by adding voice or other sounds.

'

Like every Mack* >sh a >mputer, the LC is easy ij » set up and easy u >

mister \nd it runs th< Hands of available applications that all work in the

same consistent wav so once vouse learned one program, you re well

« ,n vc )ur wav to learning them all. Hie Macintosh LC even lets yi >u share inf
<
*

mation with someone who uses a different typed computer-thanks to

the versatile Apple
- SuperDrive: which can read trom and write to Macintosh.

MS-DOS. OS 2, and Apple ll floppv disks.

Take a look at the Macintosh LC and see what it gives you. .hen pinch

u mrself. It's better than a dream-it's a Macinu 6ft.
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FOR THESE SEATS ONLY CALL THE CENTER 584 7327
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Advertising Account

Executive

for the Collegian
To be successful in today's

business world, EXPERIENCE
is a must!

We are looking for:

Ambitious
Responsible
Organized
Motivated
STUDENTS

with good communications skills.

Applications available at

THE COLLEGIAN
1 13 Campus Center.

The deadline for completed applications

is Tuesday, April 23, 1991.
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With VGA Video, The World's

Number One 286 Laptop PC'

Never Looked Better!

—=—* * -—

-

ZENITH INNOVATES AGAIN

m

for advance* Isptop PC pmrforwmncm

end VGA graphics, s— 2»nithData

Systems' SupmrsPort- 296* today*

l_aptoo number crunching never looked

so good. With M Bnght Mode* backiit LCO

display. Zeniths SupersPort
286e delivers

crisp text dazzling graphics, and ^P***
contrast to nval marry conventional desktop

monitors. . no matter what the lighting

conditions are

Be* of all. SupersPort 286e lets you run

sophisticated VGA applications, including

those designed tor color monitors, which can

be displayed through 16 corresponding

shades of gray. So you can enioy a level of

productivity that tar exceeds most other

oortaOles. . . in or out of the office.

Ideal tor sales, consulting, insurance,

audits and more, the advanced SuperslPort

286e is alao loaded with hard-driving ZBB^
srjeed arKl povw to tackle rnigewreadaheets.

files arKl database* Ptoa. SuperaPortZWe

ndes on Zeniths Zrwetftoent Power Aewagemenf

System
1***** puts power usage in your

control for over tour hours of non-stop

battery life.

So put Zenith Data Systems VGA-

enhanced SupersPort 286e to the to*LOnce

you do. your prospects for greater rjroducflvity

will be dearfy in sight

ZINITHm
data systems KSM

Group* Bull

UNIVERSITY
ISTORE*

}

See VGA Video Take 7b The Road With

Zeniths SupersPort 286e. . .
NowAt

the UNIVERSE
STORE

M-F 9-5
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By not participating we send a message - the wrong one
±JJ AXWV y JT O

_._._,. I_.v.^rf v«urielves. Your cannot exist without us, nor we without

Apathy: 1) absence of emotion. 2)

lack of interest of concern.

Fellow students, what will it take for

you to take action against a system

which is steadily dismantling public

higher education? When will it be too

much? When tuition raises to an

unbearable level? For many tuition is

already at that level. But tuition is not

what the current 'No Business as Usual'

protest is directly about. Dispropor

tional State budget cuts on public

higher education is the basis for the

protest.

Bruce Peppaid

Weld.
Weld has suggested that those

teachers refusing to work during the

protest are not concerned with educa-

should be ashamed of yourselves. Your

apathy generates the same non-

committing attitude toward the future

of this University, within students. As

By not participating in the 'No

Business as Usual' campaign, you are

sending a clear message to Bill Weld

that you are not concerned about public

higher education. You are also deliver-

ing the message that future cuts will not

bother vou nor prompt you to voice your

outrage. Whether these messages are

the ones you are intentionally sending

or not isn't the issue. The issue is how

the apathy on this campus will be view-

ed and received in Boston, by Governor

Bill Weld is flushing

UMass down the toilet.

What are you going to do about it?

We need you to picket!

Please come to the Student Union

and find out what you can do.

RIGHT NOW!
THIS fESSKE BCUGHT TO WXJ B* EVtHKJC HO CW€S

tion. How ironic that statement is in

view of the fact that they are risking

their jobs to save education in this state.

To those teachers who choose to still

have class during these two days, you

student protestors, we are protesting for

your cause as well as ours.

There is a strong correlation between

our unique relationship as student and

teacher. We are interdependent. You

cannot exist without us, nor we without

you. Help us help and you help

everybody. I ask teachers to abstain

from having class today. I further ask

for students to boycott those classes

which are not canceled. Am I asking a

lot? Absolutely, but then, I'm asking for

a system to reconsider their views on

public higher education. Am I asking

too much? In light of what is becoming

of this University, I think not. Do I have

a right to ask these things?

As students concerned with our future

and the future of education, we all have

a right to ask for universal protest.

Even if cuts aren't halted, at least we

will have made a statement, a state-

ment which cannot be made without

your cooperation. If we do not join

together as students and teachers, we

are fighting ourselves rather than

Weld's system. I'm sure he is counting

on our lack of cooperation. Let's disap

point him.

Please join the No Business as Usual

campaign today. Turn you apathy into

action. Your future does depend on it as

does the future of this university.

Thank you for your time and

attention.

Bruce S. Peppard is a UMass student

What is Patriots' Day anyway? A brief peek at history

War begets patriotism. The GulfWar in-

duced a rush of patriotism across our fair

land. In fact, the very theme of the

"patriot" was emphasized in the overrated

missiles which were used in the war to seek

out and destroy the SCUDS. Now with the

war over, you would think that the presi-

dent might try to capitalize on the

patriotism bv declaring a Patriot s Day.

Well guess what? "What?" There already

is a Patriot's Day, and it's today. Go figure.

That's why we just had a three day

weekend. Do you know what Patriot's Day

is all about? What does it comemmorate?

Who celebrates it? I asked a famous

historian (okay, me) to discuss the

significance of this holiday.

Two hundred and sixteen years ago, con-

ditions in the Massachusetts Bay colony

had become quite tense. While most

American colonies were paying homage to

their British crown (albeit somewhat ten-

tatively), the Boston colonists were grow-

ing very ill-at-ease about the state of the

British occupation. The Boston Tea Party,

only a year before, resulted in the closing

of the port of Boston, and the granting over

*mi-dictatorial powers to the British

General, Thomas Gage. These "Intolerable

Acts" prompted the Bostonians to write

their fellow colonies and convene the First

Continental Congress to debate the issues

at hand.

Mark B. Adler

In those days a "Patriot" was a colonist

who hated the British. In the eyes of the

Crown and of colonial loyalists, the

"Tories," these Patriots were quite right

ly traitors and should be tried for treason.

Boston was the epicenter of patriotism (or

treason) and the leaders of the Boston

Patriots were John Hancock (who would

become the President of the Continental

Congress) and Samuel Adams (who would

brew a great beer). General Gage planned

to arrest them and have them tried for

treason, but they were hiding in the Con-

cord area. Gage ordered Major Pitcairn to

march is seven hundred redcoats to Con

cord in order to arrest them and to seize

some rebel ammunitions at a nearby

arsenal. On the night of April 18, 1775, Pit-

cairn set out for the long march. He would

have succeeded and much of American, and

therefore world, history would have been

very different had not the news of his

march reached the ears of one of Boston's

most talented silversmiths.

Once Paul Revere learned of Pitcairn's

plans, he and a few other patriots mounted

their horses and rode into the countryside

to warn the residents of the small towns

along the way that the British soldiers

were marching. Most of the Middlesex

farmers were prepared at a minute's notice,

hence the term "Minuteman" and hence

the names of another modern missile, a

neo-conservative student newspaper, and

a fantastic basketball team. As the British

marched though Lexington and Concord,

they met resistance in the "embattled

farmers" who shot at them from behind

walls and trees, pushing the well-trained

redcoats all the way back to Boston.

Now this is all very basic American

History. If you didn't know this lesson, you

should crack open a history book. Patriot's

Day celebrates the beginning the American

War of Independence. It celebrates the Bay

State's preeminance among the other

states and it's dedication to liberty. Only

Massachusetts and Maine (which was part

of Massachusetts until 1820) celebrate

Patriot's Day.

The amazing coincidence about all this,

is what people are doing today to celebrate

the holiday. I haven't been to classes since

last week because of the furlough. The

Commonwealth, whose past glory we exalt

and run the world-famous marathon, is too

cheap to fund this school. My professors

have been told to furlough and (strangely I

they all got the flu this week. I don't need

to go on. You know the rest.

Today we celebrate the greatest day in

Massachusetts history. Go figure.

Afar* B. Adler is a Collegian columnist

Celebrate independence

In 1948 the United Nations voted to create a Jewish

homeland, The State of Israel, out of the ashes of the

gas chambers.

Yisrael, as it is known in Hebrew, existed in peace for

a few short hours. Almost immediately Iraq, Iran, Jor-

dan, Egypt, and Syria attacked, threatening to sweep

every Israeli into the Mediterranean Sea. They failed,

and Israel survived to be attacked again and again.

1948, 1956, 1967, 1973, and 1982 all were years

which will not be forgotten by Israelis. These were the

years that she bled the blood of her young, her inno-

cent. The enemies? Iraq, Iran, Jordan, Syria, Lebanon,

and until 1979, Egypt.

Terrorist attacks from the West Bank were a daily

fact of life for Israelis long before the occupation of Gaza

or the West Bank began. Before the five Arab coun-

tries banded together to destroy Israel in 1948, Jordan

instructed Arabs living in Israel to congregate in the

West Bank while the Arab front attempted to destroy

the Jews. Jordan would not let those Palestinians in-

to their own country, and when Israel survived, the

Palestinians were left refugees, without a home. In this

same manner the Gaza Strip became the residence of

its Arab population when Egypt would not let those

people into its country in 1956.

Every year around this time, there is a moment of

silence throughout Israel. Yom Hazekaron, the day of

rememberance, is observed. At this moment, in Israel,

all activity ceases. Those who died in Israel's defense

are remembered. Few are the families who have not

lost someone to one of the wars.

At 10:00 AM on Thursday, the bells of the old chapel

will ring to remind us of Yom Hazekaron. For one mo-

ment stop what you are doing, and think of the men

and women who have been killed in Israel's defense.

The sacrifices of many will not go unforgotten.

Ben Wiesen
Active Israeli Defense

t they were hiding in the Con- ««— ww" *""" — " 111
Take a risk — be a heterosexual ally

The oppression that is felt by gay, lesbian and bisexual

.

people is different than the oppression felt by other groups

of people, because of homophobia. No kidding, everyone

knows that.

The risks involved with being a heterosexual/straight

ally, are directly related to the particular aspect of

homophobia concerned the "fear of being perceived as gay,

lesbian, or bisexual." We live in a 'heteosexist' society,

in which there is a lot of hatred against gay, lesbian, and

bisexual people. I am not writing this to the people who

perpetuate this hatred. I am not writing this to the peo-

ple who believe that homosexuality is fundamentally

wrong or to those people who believe that homosexuality

is a psychiatric disorder (This is what the National

Psychiatric Association had on the books as late as 1973).

Scott Dworkin

I am writing this to the people who are generally sup-

portive, butjust haven't received that 'little push' inspira-

tion or 'kick in the butt' to get involved, and be a

heterosexual ally to gay, lesbian and bisexual people. I

am writing this to those 'straight' people who believe that

it is important to deal with their own homophobia, in order

to benefit themselves as well as people in the gay, lesbian

and bisexual community.

There are many ways to be a heterosexual ally. To begin

with, be "out" about being and ally! Take part in activities

on campus. In the Fall, you can show your solidarity by

wearing pink and black clothing, and pink triangle pins,

on National Coming Out Day. This semester, you can take

part in the upcoming Lesbian, Bisexual, Gay Alliance

(LBGA) Awareness Week. There is also a terrific course

in the education department called Social Issues Train

ing Project: Gay, Lesbian and Bisexual Oppression. (It's

one credit, for one weekend. Keep this in mind during pre

registration!). You can also be an ally by attending an

LBGA dance - a very fun time that happens about three

times every semester. Also, the Program For Gay, Les-

bian and Bisexual concerns accepts a few heterosexual

allies on to their "speakers bureau" — just attend one of

their training sessions early next semester.

Ironically, coming out as a straight ally to gay, lesbian

and bisexual people, is one way of announcing your own

heterosexuality, as is wearing a pink triangle pin with

the word "ally" in the middle. So, perhaps you are not

really risking as muchas you might think. Remember,

with issues as sensitive as these, you are going to risk of-

fending people (perhaps I have offended people by writing

this article). My hope is that this article will help me to

be perceived as the ally that I believe myself to be, and

perhaps you want to write a similar article to show your

support. Most importantly, whenever you can, educate

yourself about gay, lesbian and bisexual rites and con-

cerns, and combat homophobia in any form. But remeber,

when you refuse to take part in the gay bashing that you

may witness in many forms, you may be perceived as be

ing gay, lesbian or bisexual yourself.

This is part of the risk involved, but its worth it, for the

sake of all sexual people!

Scott Dworkin is a UMass student
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At the crossroads, which path does the Middle East take?
- ^ . _. .^u^i^ft.ntolkaKnut Umafirm whv thev should and will accept this un

We stand at the crossroads. The choice

facing Arabs and Israelis is whether to

continue down the road of war, which

is becoming a way of no return, or to

choose the path of peace. This is far less

glib and cliched than it would at first

sound. For what path we take will be

chosen, at least for our generation, in

the coming decade and there will be no

way out.

The future will be dictated in the com-

ing few years because they contain the

fate of the key to peace. I mean, of

course, the occupied territories. If the

path of peace is chosen then we all know

to some extent what it will look like. It

is called the two state solution, with the

Arab world recognizing Israel and nor-

malizing relations with it, coupled with

the establishment of a Palestinian state

on the West Bank and in Gaza and a

withdrawal of occupation forces in

Lebanon and Golan. This is the single

feasible scenario whereby a devastating

future conflict can be avoided. Further-

more, it has the backing of the entire in-

ternational community, except Israel

and the United States.

The critical danger to the future of

this rare flower is the determination of

the Israeli government to ensure perma

nent control over the territories by us-

ing the great mass of Russian im-

migrants as colonizers. It is very clear

by both their ideology and policies that

they see the so-called miracle ofthe Rus-

sians as a weapon to permanently alter

the demography of the territories and

make them safe to annex formally. The

program of colonization is becoming

frenzied. All indications are that it will

become a human wave. The Israelis

Hussein Ibish

know that by a combination of coloniza

tion, small scale expulsion, and terroriz

ing Palestinians, they can can gain con-

trol of the territories in the next few

years. They will probably not even need

to repeat the mass expulsions of 1948.

But they will sentence us all to a grim

future, and place themselves in an im

possible position.

It is tempting for Israelis to take a

foolish, but quintessentially human

view that since they have won what ap

pears to be a total victory over the

luckless Palestinians, there is no need

to make concessions. This is an infalli

ble prescription for future wars since,

with the territories gone, there will be

nothing left to talk about. I am a firm

supporter of peace with Israel, and fur-

ther believe that an effort ought to be

made to embrace it into a regional com

munity of nations. However, absent a

Palestinian state in Palestine, not in

Jordan, I for one will be lost. I have no

idea how I might feel about future wars

with Israel, but I will certainly oppose

normalization and cooperation.

As for Palestinians, the sad truth is

that justice will probably never fully

come their way. By accepting a two state

solution, most of them are, in effect, re-

nouncing forever all rights to their

houses, flower gardens, olive groves, and

the land they cherish. It is a bitter pill

indeed. We must never conveniently

forget that the majority of Palestinians

live in exile from their homes in Israel

proper. True justice would demand that

they be accorded the right to return to

their houses and lands. However, cruel

reality dictates that Russians who have

never set foot in the Middle East are in

posession of rights denied to the people

of the land. There are at least five and

a half million Palestinians and they

must be allowed this token twenty per

cent of their country in which to be born,

sheltered, and buried. They must have

a government and a passport. That is

why they should and will accept this un-

just but attainable peace.

I appeal to all to face the truth about

what will be made inevitable if the ter

ritories are fully colonized. Do not

deceive yourselves by noting the

aquiescence of the doomed Arab

regimes, or the myth that most Arabs

do not care about the Palestinians.

What will you expect if this last scrap

of dignity and justice is withheld? I

repeat, what will be left to talk about?

As usual, the truth about practical

peace is that it requires concessions and

so makes nobody very happy. As the

Israeli Y. Harkabi has said, it is not a

question of choosing between good and

bad, but bad and worse. The two state

solution is bad, of that most can agree,

but the future that may well be made

inevitable shortly is certainly worse. I

hope and pray that the road to peace will

not be blocked forever. As Mahmoud
Darwish wrote, "Should we not have

some other task than digging graves

and seeking new words for a eulogy to

make it seem unlike the one we'd just

written? How small these flowers are.

How deep is all this blood."

Hussein Ibish is a Collegian

staff-member

Christianity is a truly funny thing
. . I a. ._ _.._:«.. #»l" knurl /TtlllH

The Board of Governors has done it again. This cheap

excuse for a governance body recently decided to have a

"voluntary" prayer before their weekly meetings. Ap

parently Ted Marvelias, who was responsible for this mo-

tion, felt that we had to have Christianity imposed upon

our government (sorry, Ted, that proposed prayer of yours

sounds very Christian). Not only does that violate

American constitutional principles of separation of church

and state, but it also exposes Maravelias' basic hypocrisy

as a Christian.

Kathy Lamothe

Now, I would never call myself perfect - my Creator

and I know full well what I have done in my life - but

at least I wouldn't try to be so high and mighty.

Maravelias claims to live by basic principles of the Bible;

apparently he has missed a few parts of the Book. Let s

face it: if you pride yourself to the rest of the campus as

holy, your sins are going to be very public.

And when you pray, do not be like the hypocrites, for they

love standing in the synagogues and on the street corners

to be seen by men. (Matthew 6:5)

Have you ever noticed that Maravelias loves to be seen

quoting the Bible in public? It doesn't matter if it s an

Undergraduate Student Senate meeting or a BOO

meeting, or a rally or in The Minuteman, Ted just does

it where he sees fit to do it. Nor does it matter what he

is quoting, although it seems his favorite quotes involve

'

Dots this public Bible thumping make you any happier

Ted? Do you think it makes you holier? I don t know about

your happiness, but your purity of heart could be con

sidered questionable.

Love your neighbor as yourself. (Mark 12:30)

From" what I remember from my religious education,

one's neighbor could be anyone at all, regardless of -

among other things - race, sex, national origin and even

religion or sexual orientation. This was a call to treat

everyone with respect and to fight injustice purely out of

love for one's neighbor.

Well, it seems that Marvelias has forgotten this simple

rule He's very selective about who does or does not have

rights. For example, when he was elected to the senate

this past September, and he ran for a seat on the

Nominating Subcommittee, he was asked if he believed

in discrimination. He said, "I don't discriminate against

anyone - except homosexuals."

Ted let's go over this again. Love your neighbor. Ssome

of our greatest civil rights leaders have been those who

have taken their basic love of God and followed the Bi-

ble's teachings to help others. They didn't go around

threatening people, accusing their ancestors of murder

ing Jesus or haranguing them in the middle of the night

at their residence hall. Sound familiar, Ted? It should -

you've done precisely these things.

As a Christian myself, I am willing to admit that I have

strayed from the moral teachings and that I shouldn t con-

sider myself perfect. I also feel offended that Marvelias

can do what he has done and think he is abiding by his

faith If there is one Bible quote that has kept me hunv

ble - and which our Christian soldier should keep in mind

- it is this one from Matthew 7:1: Do not judge, or you

too will be judged.

Think about that one, Ted.

Katherine T. Lamothe is a Collegian staff member

"I didn't know the band was so

political."
— Overheard

Weld must be nuts to treat the faculty this way
The teachers are going to have to work at least a week

without pay? Something does not seem right here. Is it

feVr to nfake people work without any kind of income?

These are the questions that have been circling through

my bratn. There have been many protests and flyers flow

mg about campus urging the teachers to strike and the

students to abandon their classes. I myself feel that the

urfough is wrong. For one thing, the students have

already paid for the professors to teach. Plus, many of the

teachers really need the weekly paycheck and may have

a struggle surviving without it. We are paying for the

government's mistakes! Everyone is suffering, nobody is

Tv^htghf^uld like to stay out of class and£
test for nw beliefs. I cannot academically afford to. The

TA's are still teaching and I have to go to classes. Many

students are in this predicament and have no other choice.

I may even have to cross a picket line to get to a review

session for an exam. How ironic it is for me to go against

my beliefs for an education. We cannot allow this mess

to happen again. Something has to be done. The teaching

profession is one of the most important in this country.

They are molding and shaping the minds of future

presidents and great leaders. Yet these same people are

not being treated as such. Where have the priorities of

this country gone to? How can we set them straight? Have

they been so twisted that his country can make workers

go without pay?
, , . _. .K Kimberly Shucka

UMass

UMass is designed

to crush your soul

One might ask why would a UMass student burn her

body as well as a school book bag in an act of self

immolation? As I walk through the alienating campus,

a place where students have become mere consumers

of 'educational' degrees, rather than seekers of inner

truth and scientific wisdom, I too have felt the

desperate need to leave this callous place.

After administrators lied to students in my program.

Future Studies at the School of Education, that they

would save the field of study, they terminated it dur-

ing the first round of budget cuts. My T.A. was also

eliminated. We discussed the global problems and their

visionary solutions enacted, they will cause our species

to go extinct as we have done to countless other species.

Then in 1989. the Dean of the Graduate School

threatened to expel me from UMass for being at a

demonstration to stop biological weapons research.

After finishing a research paper on the mission

statements of the university, concluding that the

economically corrupting forces of the military/in-

dustrial complex are even written into the statements,

I cannot find a way to alert the public to my insights.

Where do intellectuals and morally astute individuals

in both the arts and sciences gather on campus to

discuss issue of planetary gravity? Where do we go to

express our love for one another?

For the most part faculty members are not concern-

ed with the general welfare of the world and to stu-

dent needs. Most professors are concerned their

bourgeois families, houses, and receiving tenure, rather

than with working to create universal justice.

UMass is a self-serving brutal system of

charlatanism, which destroys, not educates the minds

and spirits of the youth. It kills dreams by making

students serve the system rather than fosters the way

students learn to serve their compassionate dreams of

the future. _
Libby Hubbard

UMass

There are things we can do
Wake up UMass! We are over

twenty-thousand strong and only mak-

ing a whisper!

Have you called or written to your

state senator or representative? I have

and was shocked to discover that she:

• Doesn't really know what all the fuss

is about, BUT,
• feels that our tuition and fees are so

dirt cheap that they should be raised,

• thinks that all the students go on ex-

otic vacations every spring so can easi-

ly afford increases,

• and that for those who can not, a year

or two offworking would build character

and straighten them out.

• She had not heard from any other

students or parents and therefore had

dismissed any notion of problems.

A misinformed legislature swarming

with such ignorance only serves to

maintain or even accelerate the rate ot

decay of this and other learning

institutions.

The good news is that my represen-

tative listened respectfully to my opi-

nions, was delighted to schedule a

meeting within weeks to discuss in

detail the plight facing UMass, and to

reevaluate her position on public higher

education based upon the facts and

figures I will present.

What is my point? Your senator and

representative do care but must be in-

formed in order to act. Write, call, or

best of all, meet with your legislators!

Encourage your parents to do the same!

Bring a collective support of the

legislature. An immediate and con-

certed effort on the part of all students

would provide just the resounding shock

that the statehouse needs to feel.

Jonathan J. Miles
UMass

trm the Statehouse a

tell out ot everyone!
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'alternative education ' at UMass

alienated group." „

"Forty percent of Black Americans are unemployed,

he said '•Therefore we're the first ones to lose when public

education is cut because we already have limited oppor

tunities." . ,

Economics Professor Sam Bowles, speaking on the

"Crisis in Higher Education." said: ' There is a great^

misconception out there that students are apathetic. We

have to work hard to fight this. Get out there on the picket

lines and show them that we can fight this attack from

Boston." _ „_ j

"I am very proud that I've been here for 17 years and

that two of my kids graduated from here he said.

"UMass is not going down the tubes. We re under attack.

Other professors at the event include: Professor Robert
utner proiessurs at m^ ^tv.... " — ...,

Wolff who spoke on the "Gentrificiation of Higher Educa

tion;"' Jeff Shepher, who spoke on "How the University

Can Cope with Cuts;" Rachel Gottlieb, who spoke on The

Inmact of the Crisis on Undergraduates; and Ralph

Whitehead, who spoke on "Building Grassroots Support

for Public Education."

Today's "Alternative Education program will be held

from Q-30 a.m. to 3 p.m. in the Cape Cod Lounge.

LISTEN UP.
WMUA 91.1 FM is the University of

Massachusetts' student run radio station.WMUA is

1,000 Watts strong, and has strong ties with the

Pioneer Valley business and music communities.

All of the Department Directors at WMUA are

students. The director positions are available to

students each academic year by application.

If you are interested in working with one

of the most dynamic organizations on campus,

gaining valuable experience in the field of radio, and/or would like to be an influential voice

at one of the most respected college radio stations in New England, please pick up an

application in the lobby of WMUA. Our studios are located in the basement of the University's

Campus Center, directly across from the Collegian business office. The deadline for applications

is April 26th at 5 P.M. Interviews will be held on April 27th.

for more information about orry of these positions please call 545-2876

Finance Director

Telethon Director

Music Director

Office Coordinator

Third World Affairs

Production Director

Program Guide Editor

Promotions Director

Public Affairs Director

Soles Director

Sports Director

Womerts' Affairs Director

ALANA Affairs Director

Underwriting Director

If High-Tech Flirtation Game

THROUGH
THE DOORS^

A Multi-Media Thbuta frJIiHirrtwfcTtePoon

wwMUAs Christina Rosetti

^NEIGHBORHOODS
w/MODERN JESTER

uDcominq»upcommg'upcoming«upcoming»upcoming

KMFDM Friday, April 26

STEEL HEART Sunday, April 28

ADVANCE T1X: Katina's, For the Record, Strawberrk»»,

Hilton, Platterpuss, About Music, Music Outlet

ROUTE 9, HADLEY 586-4463

viritlaws
—

' J Liquor Store

Sambuca
750 ml

$14.99

Romano Rolling Rock
12-pk bots Jf**^

$6.99 (.'I;' "ft ;*, ft

if

How to survive as an artist in 3 easy lessons!

Register FREE
to UMass
students,

faculty, staff

mloLmH*\

Busch/Busch Light Beer
suitcase

Qes
$10.79

Flelschmann's Gin
1.75 L

$11.49
-$3.00 mail in rebate

$8.49 final cost

flwfTt
"?S

©pring

©rtist

Myers Rum

$9.99
$2.00 mail in rebate
$7.99 final cost

Early Times Bourbon

$12.99
- $2.00 mail in rebate

|

$10.99 final cost

Post Road ReaJ Ale

six peck

$S«0$) $12.99

ft*****.**, ss «#****, ** «*v« <***•* *SllBfHSt£?t
of ss.4» cm* tor 1€ ok bottlee. 0« eoWtkfc* *** *#* *•
horse or whet?) ^BS

338 College St. (Rt. 9) Amherst 253-5384 &%

Urogram

April 16, 22 and 29

Workshops lead by Arts Extension Service

staff with guest artists!

Presented by the Arts Extension Service,

Division of Continuing Education,

University of Massachusetts at Amherst.

Visit the expanded

ARTIST BUSINESS LIBRARY
604 Coodell Building

Information take-out packets free to

UMass students, faculty, and staff!

Funded by the UMass Arts Council.

LESSON 1-

TO BE OR NOT TO BE-
AN ARTIST?

Tuesday, April 16, 4 to 6 p.m.,

Bartlett 301

How can 1 make enough money?

How do I know if my work is

ready? Does it matter where I

live?

Guest artists: Susan Boss, visual

artist; Roy Faudrec. playwright,

director, actor; Erin Williams,

theater producer

LESSON 2-

TO MARKET, TO MARKET

Monday, April 22, Bartlett 301

Part I- 4 to 6 p.m. •

Who are my audiences and how

do 1 find them? How do I pro-

mote my work? Should I develop

different "lines*'?

Part II- 7 to 9 p.m.

Guest artists: Marilyn Coplin,

ceramicist; Robin frccdenfcld,

visual artist; Tony Vacca,

musician

LESSON 3-

BASIC BUSINESS SKILLS

Monday, April 29, 4 to 6 p.m.,

Bartlett 301

Understand copyright and other

legal protections. Alternative

funding sources. The basics of

finances and more.

Seating is limited for this popular

scries! To sign up and ensure your

scat, call the Arts intension

Service at 545-2360.

FOCUS
The Kurdish crisis: A historical interpretation
Thepattern ofKurdish experience repeated today

By HUSSEIN IBISH
Collegian Correspondent

Without doubt one of the greatest human
tragedies of the twentieth century is upon

us in the form of the refugee crisis in Iraqi

Kurdistan. As these brave people trudge

wearily across their ravaged homeland,

they trail behind them a history whose

tears could flow down from the snow-

capped mountains and irrigate all of

Arabia.

At present there are at least a million

Kurdish refugees along the Iraqi borders

with Turkey and Iran, and reports indicate

that they are dying at a rate of 500 to 1,000

per day. Meanwhile, fighting is still going

on between Kurdish Peshmerga guerillas

and Iraqi troops around as-Sulaimaniyah

and six other cities, and people continue to

flee their homes.

The international relief effort of less than

24 planeloads of supplies is a token gesture.

Many note that international efforts are

News Analysis

concentrated on the Turkish border, not the

Iranian border where most of the refugees

are, suggesting that the relief effort is to

relive the burden on Turkey, not the suf-

fering of the Kurds. It has left many

pondering the truth of the adage, "the

Kurds have no friends."

This catastrophe is particularly painful

to those of us who are directly tied to Kur

distan. Although we have deep roots in the

Arab world, my family traces its origins to

the Kurdish city of Mardin, now part of

Turkey (Tbish is a Kurdish diminutive form

of Ibrahim). And the most painful part of

this horror to those who are familiar with

Kurdish history is that really this is

nothing new, only on a larger scale. As we 1

as anger, fear and compassion, we are feel-

ing a deep and haunting sense of deja-vu.

This appalling situation is the result of

the intervention in the region by im-

perialists in search of power and oil, the

bombing of Kurdistan by those im-

perialists, the exploitation of the Kurdish

national movement by those imperialists

in an effort to undermine a local central

authority, the abandoning of the Kurds by

the imperialists and bloody revenge by the

local government. This is the pattern of

Kurdish experience in this century and has

been repeated in 1991 to the letter.

In attacking Iraq the United States

bombed many Kurdish areas and Kurds

suffered greatly from the embargo of sup

pies, food and medicines that the im-

perialists imposed. Through a clandestine

radio station "the Voice of Free Iraq, the

CIA called on Iraqis in general and Kurds

in particular to rise up and rebel. Many of

the foolish collaborators who taped such

Kurdish language broadcasts for the CIA

have expressed their outrage at how

cynically they and their leadership were

tricked with false promises of aid for the

rebellion. ,

Unwise Kurdish leaders sought to take

advantage of Iraqi weakness and the illu-

sion of American support. They launched

an uprising against the central govern-

ment which met with initial success but

soon collapsed under an army counter-

attack. The help promised by the United

States never came. In reasserting control

over Kurdistan, the Iraqi army has un-

doubtedly resorted to indiscriminate shell-

ing and a variety of atrocities.

Thousands of Kurdish civilians have cer-

tainly been killed. Hence, the exodus of

hundreds of thousands of Kurds towards

the border areas, fleeing from the shelling

or fearing the revenge of the same army

that had used gas at Halabja a few years

before. ...

The unhappy Kurdish experience with

Western imperialism began in earnest

after the end of the World War I. The

British and the French were feasting on the

remains of the Ottoman Empire at the vic-

tors banquet. The British fostered nascent

Kurdish nationalism, envisioning a state

to serve their interests against those ot

Soviet Union and Turkey.

The promise of an independent Kur-

distan was formally made in the 1920 Trea-

ty of Sevres, committing the British and

Turks to the terms of their post-war rela-

tions. However, due to the successes of

Mustapha Kamal and the Young Turk

movement, the treaty was never ratified by

Turkey and a new pact was negotiated.

In the time between the negotiations the

British had reconsidered and were now

agreed to split Kurdistan into shares. They

were eyeing the oil fields of Mosul and

Kirkuk, which they preceded to incorporate

into their new protectorate Iraq. There

were doubts about its "viability" without

the Kurdish area at the India office, the

center of British power in Asia.

Most of rest of Kurdistan was left to

Turkey and Iran. Further, the notorious

1916 Sykes-Picot agreement by the British

and French to carve up the Ottoman em-

pire committed the British to provide the

French with a percentage of the region's

oil supply. The British had apparently con

eluded that this would be easier to ac-

complish through the vehicle of Iraq than

Kurdistan.

Thus, at the signing of the 1923 Treaty

of Laussane that formally ended Anglo

Turkish hostilities, no provision was made

for the promised Kurdistan. In 1922, the

Turkish army had overrun much of Kur-

distan. The British were in military con

trol of the wilayat of Mosul which they

turned into "Iraqi Kurdistan" by use of a

rigged referendum.

In the process of this elaborate Anglo-

Turkish minuet, with the Kurds serving as

the ballroom floor, the degree of Albion's

perfidy was staggering. When the man

chosen by the British to head the promis-

ed state, Sheikh Mahmud Barzinja, began

to behave independently, he was crushed

by the colonial troops of the India office and

taken to India as prisoner in 1919.

However, due to unrest in Kurdistan,

they felt it neccesary to return him to Iraq

in September, 1922. Once again the brave

man refused to kowtow before the colonial

master and acted with integrity and in-

dependence. This was too much for the

British, who responded with some of the

most unspeakable atrocities in the history

of modern warfare.

On the Kurds and some other Iraqis in

the twenties, the British pioneered the

technique of bombing civilian populations,

and it was here that the doctrine that a war

could be won by using air power was ad-

vanced. Under the leadership of Winston

Churchill, the British used not only bombs,

and delayed action bombs (meant for

children) but poison gas against Kurdish

civilians. Much of the fighting was

centered on as-Sulaimaniyah. He was

driven from Iraq in 1924.

Not content with exploitation of Sheikh

Mahmud, the British also sought to use the

Sheikh Said rebellion in "Turkish" Kur-

distan to undermine central authority. The

rebels enjoyed an initial string of successes

aided by the British, but as the fighting

wore on they were abandoned and the

Turks, using superior technology and

numbers, crushed the Kurdish rebels, and

thousands of refugees streamed southward

to escape the fighting.

The Turks responded to the rebellion by

trying to destroy Kurdish culture and iden-

tity. The Turkish need to assimilate the

Kurds was regarded as an issue of national

survival and this attitude has not chang-

ed There has been a similar but far less

virulent attitude in Iran, which put down

its own Kurdish rebellion in twenties, that

of Ismail Agha Simko, who was eventual-

ly defeated with the aid of Turkey.

Traditionally, the Kurds have been most

repressed in Turkey where they are regard-

ed only as "Mountain Turks," totally for-

bidden to express their identity. The Kur-

dish language is banned and culture is sup-

pressed. Ironically, it is probably in Iraq,

the site of the current and greatest Kurdish

tragedy, that the laws have been the least

repressive of the three main states.

Paradoxically, the most massive brutality

has come from the various Iraqi central

governments.

The three main central government

authorities, under the direct guidance of

the imperialists, concluded a number of

agreements that contained provisions aim-

ed at quelling Kurdish nationalism,

primarily the Saadabad pact (1937) and the

(.r.phh courtesy TW KunU^ Library

Shaded areas show regions inhabitated by the Kurdish people.

Baghdad pact (1955). But the imperialists

continued to use the Kurds as a weapon to

enforce the cooperation of recalitrant cen-

tral governments, but not to support Kur-

dish national rights.

The British sought to use Mullah

Mustapha Barzani against a nationalist

coup that temporarily overthrew their

Baghdad puppet regime in 1941. After the

puppets were restored, the government was

encouraged to crush the rebellion, driving

the rebels into Mahabad in Iran. There the

Russians had facilitated the establishment

of the Kurdish "Mahabad Republic." The

Shah destroyed the republic when Anglo-

Soviet rivalry over who would seize the

most from Tehran under the guise of help

ing the Kurds paralize both forces. The

British and franians chased Barzani along

the border regions and eventually he

sought refuge in Russia, where he remain-

ed for ten years.

After the Iraqi coup in 1958, Barzani

returned to Iraq. He was warmly greeted

at the airport by the new leader, Colonel

Kassem, who sought to use Barzani as a

means of controlling Kurdistan. Barzani

made a set of very bold demands for the

fullest sort of autonomy short of in-

dependence. They were rejected and Bar-

zani launched a revolt.

Learning from the British, Kassem used

the air force as a main weapon against the

rebels. The first Ba'athist regime was also

unable to reconcile with Barzani, and made

an all-out assault on his forces in 1963. But,

after the Aref coup in 1964, Barzani made

a deal with the new government that split

the Iraqi Kurdish movement to this day,

between the more personal and tribal PDK
of Barzani and the more ideological PUK
of Jalal Talabani.

The coming to power of the second

Ba'athist regime in 1968 brought about a

tremendous assault on Barzani's forces

But the Peshmerga fought valiantly and

soon the government made what amounted

to an offer of autonomy. But the Iranians

warned the United States that a peaceful

solution to the Kurdish question in Iraq

would be useful to the Soviets, and the CIA

used a dispute between Barzani and Sad-

dam to re-ignite the war.

Nixon and Kissinger personally oversaw

the American exploitation of the Kurds.

Barzani rightly distrusted the Shah, but

foolishly believed in the Americans. To

assure the war would start again, the Pike

commision reports that "...the US acted in

effect as a guarantor that the [Kurds]

would not be dropped by the [Shah]."

But the CIA, Nixon, Kissinger and the

Shah were, of course, not to be trusted. The

commission reports that "The CIA had ear-

ly warning which suggested that our ally

[the Shah] would abandon the [Kurds] the

minute he came to an agreement with his

enemy [Saddam] over border disputes."

At the OPEC meeting in March 1975, the

Iraqis and Iranians pledged to resolve their

disputes. The Kurds were dropped by the

United States instantly, without regard to

their commitments. Kissinger replied to

Kurdish protests with compassion and in-

tegrity, "Secret Service operations are not

missionary work."

The result was a crushing defeat of the

Kurdish rebels. Hundreds of thousands of

refugees were stuck at the Iranian border,

starvation and disease rampant. A doctor

of Medcins Sans Front ieres observed.

"Whole families wait with only their bag

gage and some blankets. Many have done

what little they can to camp in villages.

Tuberculosis, typhiod, meningitis are all

prevalent."

During the Iran-Iraq war, as usual, the

Kurdish groups tended to side anyone who

was attacking the central government, and

Barzani's forces cooperated with the Ira-

nians in eastern Iraq. The result was the

still disputed gas attack on Halabja, and

numerous other civilian deaths.

And so here we are today with one of the

greatest humanitarian crisis since World

War II afflicting this abused people. Once

again the cooperation of Kurdish leaders

with the Western imperialists has lead to

utter catastrophe. One can only pray that

they have learned the lesson. The im-

perialists, specifically the British quite

deliberately put the Kurds in an impossi

ble position by arranging a regional order

that could not accommodate Kurdish

rights.
. .

The imperialists, first the British and

then after control of the Middle East was

passed on to them by the events of the ear-

ly 1950s (Suez and Mosadegh), the

Americans, used the Kurds as pawns in

their divide and rule tactics.

Clearly the problem of Kurdistan is a

creation of colonialism and will certainly

not be solved by any colonial order. Like

the rest of the Third World, the only real

hope for Kurds lies in a total overthrow of

the system of global oppression. For exam-

ple, the safe haven areas first proposed by

Britain and now adopted by the French and

Americans is unquestionably a plot to

undermine Iraqi central government

authority and gain control of the country

again.

The biggest fault of leaders like Barzani

and Talabani is not their disunity so much

as their willingness to get into bed with

treacherous organizations such as the CIA

and Mossad. Such behavior is not only

foolish because it will inevitably result in

betrayal but also because it alienates all

natural allies.

The solution is an independent Kur-

distan, but its creation must and only can

accompany the demolision of colonial rule

in the Middle East. Let this be the last

repetition of an old story.
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I MOVING OFF CAMPUS?

Silverscape Designs'

15th Anniversary

DIAMOND SALE

April at

silverscape designs

Students rally in Boston

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

-This showing today has got to be demonstrating to

Governor Weld that students are fed up with[hi..up-

turns on higher education," said Rep. Philip Travis,

<

Ta
h

s°P̂

h
h! Rosenberg said, "If cuts go through, we will

have the^nost expensive public education »n America.

GOIDSMI'HS Gl« G A I 1 f «

aa N %sr< 9 Arr*»fjt 2SJ J324

I " J Mar St Ncrfxy-Cor. 6*4 1324

Brandywine offers Counrty

Living with convenience

• On UMass Bus Route • Nearby Shopping • Situated

on 18 well-landscaped acres with pond

• One and two bedroom apartments include gas utilities

(heat, hot water, and stove).

• Swimming pool, laundry facilities, responsive

management
• Stop in and we'll show you what we have to offer.

BRANDYWINE AT AMHERST
16 Brandywine Drive

Rental Office open daily 10-4

549-0600

TODAY 10:00 a.m. - 4:00 p.m. in the S.U.B.

ALL ARE WELCOME

tftf*
C

Israel at 43

Israel has been
the

rThis y«r as to£ e
re j

f thousands of Soviet a ^ ^
'

will arrrive in Israel 10 u^b ^^
i.canpart.cipate.nh.toryhy ^
spending a s«mm«r, semesjjw-

year: lowing, *«*"* or «m
studying in- ^^ _

1 ^Fo participate in^

fJ^one of these exciting

Israel programs, contact:

USD/AZYF-

The Israel Action Center

110 E. 59th St., 3rd Floor

New York, NY 10022

800-27-ISRAE(L)
212-339-6002 -^

TO CELEBRATE ISRAEL'S BIRTHDAY!
Sponsored by Hillel and A.I.R.

Undergraduate Teaching

Assistantships Available

Department of

Mathematics and Statistics

$600.00 a semester for

approximately 10-12 hours

a week.

Further information and application

forms see Diane Davis

Room 1622 Lederle GTWR.

FREE POOL
9-ball

Tournament
Sundays at

2 p.m.

ALL DAY
EVERYDAY
BUSCH DRAFT
75c Glass

$4.50 Pitcher
. 9ft Championship Tables

• Six Large Screen TVs with your

favorite sports action

• Full Bar

• Drafts in ice cold mugs

• 50 cent hot dogs

• Pizza and burntos

• Full appetizer menu

• Happy Hours 4pm—6pm
• Free munchies and 25c hot dogs

21 and

over

CASH PfiizBs
Pool

T°urnament

Open Mon-Sat noon-1am

Sun 1pm-1am

MICHAEL
Billiard Room
And Sports Bar

Rt. 9, Amhertt, 256-8284

(Next to Hunan Garden)

Discover Kinko's foi**H

resumes that get

discovered.

The right resume can be your only chance to make

the right first impression. At Kinko's we'll help

you create a professional resume that's sure to

impress.

• We'll work with you

on the format.

s We typeset and reproduce

your resume on fine

quality stationery. \

* All at a price that's right

for anyone just

starting out.

329.95 Professional Resume Package

includes one page typeset and saved on disk, 25 copies

n fine stationery paper, 25 matching blank sheets and

5 no. 10 envelopes. Not valid with any other offer. Of-

er good at listed location through 4-15-91. One coupon

)er customer.

lOpen 24 Hours*

1253-2549

20 N. Pleasant St.

(Across from Carriage Shops)

!*Closed Sat. midnight-Sun. noon

kinko's
the copy center
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professors speak out

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 4

he said. "I'd like to see 50,000 to 100,000 people

demonstrating in Boston."

Hudson said the University is slated to be cut another

$25 million next year and the entire state system of higher

education is on the verge of being destroyed.

While Hudson sees many of his colleagues leaving

UMass, he said he turned down offers to teach in the

private sector because of the lack of bonding between
students and professors there.

Hudson said there are already devastating holes in the

faculty because of those who left.

"We've lost professors we can't replace," he said.

Creed said while he could be making at least $10,000

more a year at a private university, he does not want any
animosity between the faculties at public and private

colleges.

'-' 7f

Student "Ravel

Catalog!
Evoythlnf you need to

" Do I have a case?

•Student Travel

>StudcntfTcadMf Air

Need A Job Skill That Pays?
|

Call us today and find out how we can help you

make it as a bartender. CNCEUs available.

Die attorneys at your Legal Services Center (LSC) can answer fee-paying UMass

Students' questions on a variety of legal problems, including:

Housing, criminal. University-related problems, civil rights, consumer,

labor relations, personal injury, and family law.

The LSC is funded by student fees, and has been offering free legal services to fee

paying UMass students for over a decade.

. C» *«ntjl/Ua»ln§

•Work AJbrond

•Study,

•totl Student a T<

AMUCMMOtUH
CAU tor your ran copyt

call today

(617)247-1600
811 Boslston Street

Boston, MA 02116

Cou

" Do I need a lawyer?

The LSC is your first source of law-related assistance. Whether you need

information, advice or referral, call 545-1995 for an appointment.

ind Travd
79 So. FIlMi_»
Amhwst. MA 010O7 I

413-2S»-I2g)1 I

located in Room 922 of the Campus Center, the Legal Services Center is handi-

capped-accessible, and is open Monday through Friday, 9 a.m. until 5 p.m.

lCMri b> *c CuKmxmwt** of M**a.ft»x«> Ocp*m*m at feA*.

ncdrtcd b> the V.mbung ComhiI fo. C uw,m.ii( fdy>ni.» 1 \im
A.:

=munoRV

SUMMER JOBS AVAILABLE

Hat**
8 am-11 pm • 7 days

Evening security workers wanted for Bright Moments

Festival '91 (by the Campus Pond) Concerts are on Theirs

day evenings in July 11th. 18th & 25th Approximately

5-6 hours/shift, limited number of additional day hours

available UMASS students returning in Fall '91 only The

Fine Arts Center is an AA/EO employer Description and

applications available in 207 Hasbrouck Contact *

545-0193 for more information

oniy i ne

ition and

fll

• Coin Operated Washers and Dryers

• State of the Art Machines

* Snack Bar

• Big Screen T.V.

• Pool Table and Video Games

• Senior Citizen Discount
COUPON

Don't Miss Out!

National Recruiters

for an
International Company

are seeking

Motivated Self-Starters

To qualify for our

Executive Fast Start Program

Attend Our Opportunity Meetings

at Mather Career Center

on Thurs 4/18 & Frl 4/19

10:00am, 2:00pm and 4:00pm

in Room 101

A

r
i

i

i

i

i

i

i

i

i

i

ONE FREE WASH
(top loaders only -$1.50 value)

Limit one coupon per visit

Expires May 18, 1991

Again, Don't Miss Out!!
6***** **«-»". to to,.» Food, and Scotf. L^ors-toherst 549-2640

V Convenience & Economy ... You'll find If Here!

WINE UOUORS
Prices do not include depoul

Knickerbocker $Q49
Beer U-dep

case of 2-12 pk. cans

WF $124-

^^ynyio^
MIRASSOU $099
DRYREDZINFANDEL& ^lj750ML

DRY WHITE SAUVIGNON BLANC

case of 24-12 oz. bottles

MILLER, MILLER LITE $4 499
GENUINE DRAFT l

cas

l
e07 2

DEP

^GENUINE DRAFT UGHT^ 12 pk ,
bottlesJ,

fA SPRITE, $-109
DIET SPRITE i+DEP

CARLO ROSSI $g49
f BURGUNDY, PINK CHABUS.

VIN ROSE, PAISAN0, RHINE. CHABUS, SANGRIA

SUTTER HOME $049
WHITEZ1NFANDEL W 7MMI

CHATEAU *maq
ST. MICHELLE *4t57i J
DRY RIESLING ^1

CiinirnoWS-\A99m^y VOOKA | ^W V75LRw!

[jORPOHrGlri*^

gMggig
ajjraffl/tof(J<ffl mail?£ rebate

rr-T3~- $4 099

SUN COUNTRY e#_Q
WINE COOLERS $Q79W 2LCHERRY. CITRUS. TROPICAL.

PEACH STRAWBERRY BLUSH. f»fe—a/ l

RUM. MELON BERRY __W
I J

ORIGINAL

SPICEDW/M

Meeting Notice

Top of the Campus
Incorporated
(TOC Inc.)

will hold its annual

meeting and elec-

tions in

Campus Center

Rm. 802,
May 16, 1991
at 2:OOp.m.

I ...«...«•«« * run iiiriniM<

, 7 Kelleher Drive

1 : South Deerfield, MA 01373 ;

(413) 665-8791 ! \

CANADIAN $Q49 „jL.T*U. W 1.75L *•

, <« « MAIL-IN AFTER REBATE / tf^
SALE 12.49 REBATE4.oo L?SS-

NORTHEAST AWARDS

Economical Awards of Distinction I

Custom Plaques, Trophies,

Executive Gifts

Free Catalog on Request

!
\4440»*»»**»*»»**f***+*

not r«*pon»tbl« tor

typographical «rrors

Full Redemption Center
l

HADLEY
9am to 11 pm Campus Plaza/Route 9

Monday thru Saturday

SALE PRICES

THURS. 4-1B-91 THRU
WED. 4-24-91

LOCATIONS

HOLVOKE
30 Lincoln St.

534-4555

Lottery

Center

ij .Cars

tD
N^ftal- TrucK,

(

»jjp\»^ .Cargo Vans

North Amherst

Auto Rental
RL 63, 40 Montogut «
_, Morlh Amhmt, MA

549-RENT
(M9-T368)

MntMa>M
CndKCaxH
»ce»p*d

On But rloult
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A reversal of priorities plagues state, prof'says
By AMY PRENDERGAST
Collegian Staff

Chants to save higher education were heard outside of

Herter Hall vesterdav as faculty and students banded

together to protest the furlough plan instituted by Cover

nor William Weld.

A group of 10 picketers carried signs and handed out

flyers in protest of the mandatory furlough demanded by

Weld during the afternoon.

"There has been a complete reversal of priorities in this

state," said Professor Harry Seelig of the German Depart

ment. "The state government is not being responsive to

the needs of the Commonwealth. I am very pleased and

encouraged with the support we have received from the

students."

Professor James Cathey of German said: "We have to

start worrying about the kids in sixth grade. Will there

be a University for them to come to? We can't just let this

thing slide. If we do nothing, it is like saying we can ab-

sorb these cuts. This protest is not just a message to Weld,

it is a message to the whole Commonwealth."

Senior Katrin Verclas said she was protesting for the

benefit for the returning students of the University. "I'm

a senior and I'd really like to be a faithful alumni to this

school, but I can't if it's not around."

SPECIALS THIS WEEK!

Busch & Busch Light cse $10.99*

Michelob,Dry&Light..l2pk $6.99

Rolling Rock & Light....l2 pk $6.69

Captain Morgan 750 ml
J7.4»

Smirnoff Vodka 750 ml$7.49

Seagrams Gin 750 ml $6.99

Seagram's Wine Coolers...4-pk$3.49

Kegs Starting at $24.99

r COTTON 1

1 Baa Free Ice with $10.00 purchase or more
l

js Free Ice with $20.00 purchase or more
j

FOUR SEA!

Coupon
Reserve your
Apartment by
June 30, 1991

soi_jtthvvc>om>apartments
Garden and townhouse
Apartment style living

at very reasonable rates
Rental Office: 42A Southwood

• On flu» Home In Amherst

• Lmuncky radHUes
• Termb & Basketbdl Courts

256-0166

Coupon

LOCAL COLORS
Arts & Crafts Gallery
m
& W Featuring Works by Local Artists &

Craftspeople Exclusively

$#5^ Real Prices for Real People

174 N. Pleasant St. Amherst • 253-7373

M

MaCeady's Ma&ekints
Wi

Mother's 'Dau
10.50 (includes shipping

and handling)

Order form Jow MothersVau Message_

• alt

tfetaft D* R«r* Id lO«

O ChK*m*a«l(noc»* C00».

«

O VISA O M*MC*d

Tot*

-» - <
E*> <*•

Sendyour mother the rare and delectable taste ofMadeleine

cookies; an eight ounce 'treasure chest, capped with a Sow

andsealedwith Maleadysgolden
seal ofapproval.

A Mother's <Daygiftfor only 110.50.

qhis includes a card with your message,

packing, shipping and handling*,

and a choice ofone offourflavors.

A« y>

A'

MTo
S*<dTo

• inoPOl

c*y

Orders must Be rtutvedbu May I. to insurt delivery /or Mothers <D«,.

MCndit orders must have a signature to be honored.

'Shipping in ContinentalVS. only Maleady's Madeleines/1 34 Mt. Warner Road, Hadley, Mass. 01 035 41 3-549-0786/41 3-549-8448
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DOONESBURY
By GARRY TRUDEAU

THE FAR SIDE

By GARY LARSON
Jf**tt%» P'fftt SrffoXJM

Suddenly, one of the Dorkonians began to

flagellate hysterically. Something, apparently, had

gone down the wrong pipe.

CALVIN AND HOBBES Bv BILL VATTERSON

FIRST t3J DPJH< HALF TWE

MILK IK ^ICWR. TMteWOS. TU&T

ON *<M> TO WEST OF ^OR
UJWCH M "WERE. SEE, HERE

Q0ES W< JEILS SWOVAOA
f\H0 *\ BAMANA /

l£T \T SOAK TOR A VWHUTE,

TUtK SWKE \T Ml. OP \KT0

SVUOGE AND QtoKE \T DOWN.'

tX)t STOWKH W& Wi TVCig

WFWENCE, W© \TSNfcS I

**K TEETU UNDUE WEAR
j

AKDTEAR'-j

««•

Jin S JOURNAL
By JM

S^ve jrt H* ***»*

-thwjl» +**« letter*.

I]

WEDNESDAY NIGHTS
By SETH RAYE

j wot* IaV Gtortti&S.

X Hp-P pot tH£

PAPER roCrFTHGR-

vBRr lAre.

wt INGEST oBSceME

j H#X AH X-AcTO tiHJFB. WF Gf>r JkKTABLB.
ALL K3.WS of S1RAH(*

T\nn(^ HAprer*. but
You'll tJkT^d KtW WWT.

REX ROCKETT
Atltf'T r*u* amy »/m#v

QUOTE Of THE DAY
"The difference between love and

sex is. love causes stress and sex

relieves it."'

— Woody Allen

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Edited By TRUDE J1ICHEL JAFfE

ACROSS
1 Famed
marionette

maker
5 Perlume

measure

9 Jerk s

concoctions 7

14 Rose s loved

one
15 — avis

16 Couples
1

7

Twain hero

16 Rente
buttinskies

19 English race

track

20 Marten ol

song7

23 Stats lor

11 Down
24 Outcomes

25 Co/y place

27 Bishopric

28 TV actress

Meyeis
30 Type ol type

33 Once around

the oval

36 Required

38 Stray
39 The Omni e g
41 High lashion

42 Source ol

43 Aloha m Roma
44 Hall

46 AAA abbr

47 Be worthy ol

46 Formerly called

49 Sea dog
51 we lorgel

53 Let go
57 Wane
59 Reynard ol

sitcoms'*

6? Cape Cod
'"•sort

64 Annoy
65 Small -

66 Silent to SoMi

67 Church

68 — la vie

69 Talus

70 P"
companion

7

1

bien

By IRA SHERAK

DOWN
1 Less risky

2 Tolerate

3 Outer layers

4 Mental giant

5 Recrurt

6 Delhi dignitaries

7 Crafts

companion
8 Prepare

potatoes

9 Superfluous

10 Org started m
Bogota

11 Big cat ol the

ring?

1

2

Buck chaser

13 Fast flyers

21 Actress

Verdugo
22 Tennyson

heroine

26 and polish

28 Adulate

29 M Descartes

31 Chesterfield

32 Poitu s weapon
33 Brussels point

34 Solo lor Scotto

35 Rummant ol

literature''

37 To be. m Pans

40 Zilch

42 Play lor time

44 Con man'
45 Pittsburgh

player

50 Turn down
52 Cuffed

53 Workers
reward

54 Word before

noon
55 Immerse

56 Theater signs

57 Henri endmg
58 Kind of cereal

60 Grouch
61 Be optimistic

63 Fam member

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE:

— r~ t—r-MT— 1— t— i-mi— ir- tt- Tf- T5-

1" 1
1 1 "

B B^^ ^1 B"

pfl* ^r
jK f^

"" ^
M j__~gW M H I

<"nz5^"~
_-

|f
__

3

CORRESPONDENTS MEETING
Tonight a\ o p.m.

In the Business Oflk C

flandaton tor .ill concspondenta

YOUR DAILY HOROSCOPE
By JEANE DIXON

ARIES (March 21 April 19) Look

forward to improved domestic con-

ditions A real estate transaction

brings record financial gams Take

a rosier view and a romantic rela-

tionship will blossom before your

eyes!

TAURUS (April 20-May 20) The

emphasis today is on practicing

moderation in everything you do
New prestige and success are part

of the picture Deal directly with an

attractive member of the opposite

S6X

OEMINI (May 21-June 20): A

work overload could be sapping

your strength. Get better organized

and delegate more responsibility

Heated exchanges should be
avoided at all costs. Keep your

friends' secrets

CANCER (June 21-July 22) Take

a long-range view and rise above

petty sauabbles. Your financial af-

fairs may be linked to those of a

family member with whom you

have little influence It is time to con-

quer an old fear

LEO (July 23-Aug 22): Avoid direct

confrontation today and you could

receive a special break! The new
support you get from your loved

ones is reason to rejoice. Give

romance a second chance. Trust

pays off

VIROO (Aug 23-Sept 22) Keep

your ideas under wraps until all your

research is completed Con-

solidating resources will help you

achieve better results Choose a

healthier lifestyle with mate's

encouragement

LIBRA (Sept 23-Oct 22) Someone
assumes that what is good for him

will also be good for you Set the

record straight before you find

yourself painted into a corner Listen

to mate s senstole suggestions A

tip-top weekend is in store for you.

SCORPIO (Oct 23-Nov 21) Spend

time with those who will fall m with

your mood Domestic relations may
deteriorate If you do not find out

what is troubling a loved one Ask

probing but sympathetic questions

SAGITTARIUS (Nov 22-Dec 21)

Involvement in a romantic triangle

could cause great embarrassment

Be smart! Keep your personal and

professional life strictly separate A

neighbor's pet may be a nuisance

CAPRICORN (Dec 22-Jan 19)

You find it easier to communicate

with your co-workers now Good
news could arrive by mail or phone

Express your feelings openly and

romance will become more
rewarding
AQUARIUS (Jan 20-Feb 18): Con-

centrate on projects you can han-

dle alone. An older relative may
need some advice Be prepared for

last-minute changes. Complete old

projects before embarking on new
ones

PISCES (Feb 19-March 20) You
can make up the ground you lost

by getting an early start today A
promise of financial support arrives

from an unusual source. A roman-

"

tic relationship becomes more
meaningful

TODAYS STAFF
Night Editor ttota S(U < ho "'

Copy Editor Y*M 1)ltk v

Photo Technician Alex I&ZZO

Production Supervisor 5cth Kaye

Typesetter Joanne Quimby

Production U™ Jc/owski. All Voolvich.

Nicole Dumas. Steve Lohan
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Graduates join faculty, undergrads in pickets outside towerUiaUUU^OJ •/ 7
tvRndgtaff» Hudson added. The quality of students we

By JASON GEORGE
Collegian Staff

A CrOUD of faculty, staff, and undergraduates picketed

at the Lederle Graduate Research Center yesterday in an

effort to show the solidarity among the University com

munity in opposing the continuing cuts to public higher

education in Massachusetts

Lee Levin, a fourth year graduate student in thi

economics department and a member of the Graduate

Employees Organization, picketed after |ivmg students

in his "intermediate Macroeconomics class handouts to

helD them with their classwork

I decided not to teach today because GEO has taken

up the no business as usual' theme." Levin said. It s

unusual for the faculty and staff to be so unanimous.

"We needed to get out and send a message to Beacon

Hill and it's important for graduate students to be a part

of that
" he said, i think some undergraduates may be

questioning what the faculty and staff are doing, but we

need to make it clear that we are doing this out of a strong

sens? of commitment to the University."

Rich Hudson, a staff member of the University Com

puter Services for the past ten years, said cuts to the

si ate's higher education system will jeopardize the state s

future.

its very snortsighted of Governor Weld to think that

the current recession is going to end without leadership,

and leadership is developed in diverse communities like

this," Hudson said.

The extent that this University is a much better place

ty and staff," Hudson added. "The quality of students we

attract is much higher than before and to see that

torpedoed under the guise of fiscal responsibility is

outrageous."

Within view of the picketers, Dan Carter taught his

Math 233 class outside to show support for the faculty and

staff.

"Basically, my class wanted to do this," Carter said.

"Right now people are making their plans based on what

will happen in the future of the University.

"Students are making plans based on whether or not

the University can continue to support them, he sam.

"This University will take decades to recover from the

cuts that are coming right now."

^^^^^^^^ss^^s^B^SMasg^s^

LIQUORS

Big Saving, Friendly Service
Shop Scotts!

ing Rock &
Roiling Rock

Light $7.39
12-12 oz. bots *dep

Zarkot1
VodKa

Captain
Morgan

Spiced Rum

$8.49

4
4

750 ml

Sauza Tequila
w/Margarita Mix Sale Price $ 0a99

Mail in Rebate""3aOO
750 ml

Final Cost $7.99

Foster's
Lager

6-12 oz Dottles

$4.99

Chateau
Souverain
White

Zinfandel
750 ml

Tele-check tor

your personal check^^^^^^^

WE WANT TO BE YOUR FAVORITE LIOUOR STORE!

Plenty of Free Parking'Diagonally Across from UMass Stadium

•Next to The Laundry Club

6 University Drive

at Newmarket Center, Amherst
Scott's

Gift Certificates

Mass lottery

Season tickets We now have all

Mass Lottery games!

T&asss
— » »

—

Not responsible for Typographical Error^ »«fcaNSSKSS$*«**«S$*^55

FRIENDLY
...service,

...people,

...prices.

all under one roof.

Close to Brittany Manor
and Riverglade

tOEll
SOS West St.

AMHERST

PACKAGE
STORE

253-9742

FREE!

^

CASH!
PRIZES!

DISCOUNTS!
CALL 585-0851

24 HOURS A DAY -7 DAYS A WEEK
FOR MORE INFO ABOUT WHERE
YOU CAN GET A KEY CARD!
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Lacrosse
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 16

Cummings scored the final goal for Dartmouth,

unassisted for a score of 12-7. Francis Pepe finished the

scoring for the game with 1:24 in regulation.

UMass* Ted Kellerman and Dartmouth's John Banks

continued to come up with amazing saves throughout the

game. Kellerman finished with 19 saves for the game, his

best outing yet this season.

"The last two games Kellerman has had good games,"

said UMass coach Ted Garber. "It really helps to boost

the confidence of the defense."

The defense looked cohesive and Rick Mullins had a

good day, stripping Bowler often and working upfield for

the clear.

"Everything I threw today landed," Mullins said. "It

was a good, clean game. I mean, with so few penalties and

all. It helps the flow of the game."

UMass outhustled Dartmouth in groundballs, 57-45, and

made 47 shots on goal, compared to the Big Green's 38.

The faceoff position saw changeups for UMass. O'Con-

nor played through the third quarter then freshman Sam

Joseph, John Villali and Jim Kushner faced off for UMass.

Dartmouth's Peter Fahey won 13 of 24 faceoffs and UMass

finished with 11.

O'Connor was pulled from the game due to a painful

right leg.

Clark helps Sox beat KC
By DAVE OHARA
The Associated Press

BOSTON (AP) - After going 0-for-9 with eight

strikeouts and a double play grounder, Jack Clark insisted

there would be good days as well as bad in his new role

as the Boston Red Sox' designated hitter.

Clark, benched for one game, showed what he meant

Wednesday, returning to the lineup with a two-run homer

and a double in Boston's 6-2 victory over the Kansas Ci-

ty Royals.

"I felt better, this is the best I've felt this season," said

Clark, who became a multimillionaire in signing as a free

agent with Boston durin gthe offseason. "But this day is

over with and now I'm thinking about tomorrow."

Mike Greenwell also homered, giving the Red Sox five

home runs in two days after only two in their first seven

games.

Left-hander Tom Bolton (1-0) allowed just six hits and

two runs in seven innings, getting the victory in his first

1991 start as Jeff Gray retired six batters forhis first save

in 44-degree weather.

"There were a lot of swings on first pitches," Bolton said

i don't think the hitters wanted to stand around too long

up there at the plate. As it turned out, we didn't need sun

shine to make it a nice day."

"We've got to score some runs," Kansas City managter

John Wathan said after the Royals managed just ttwo

runs for the second day in a row. "Fenway Park is sup-

posed to favor run production..."

Clark, who ended his drought with a second-inning dou

ble, broke a 2-2 tie with his second homer, a drive high

into the screen in left field in the fourth.

That was all Bolton needed as the Red Sox beat the

Royals for the second game in a row after losing five of

six previous starts.

Classifieds
COME TO THE™

-

v^nnn-cr. ,M MOS-THURS *»*». tt>BWDEADUNE 2 PAYSgg TO UMPTKW.CASH ,N WAN*. 20"

ACTIVITIES

SHABBAT CELEBRATIONS at Chabed-
Every weekend until the end ot the

semester-Fridays at 7, Saturday mornings

at 10 Catol 549-4094

AMAZING APARTMENT

WANT LONG LUXURIOUS SHOWERS tof

free'' All the heat you want' Take over our

lully carpeted 2-bdrm apartment June i

Close to campus, great price too' Call

549-7845 Leave message

ANNOUNCEMENTS

BED AND BREAKFAST- downtown Ideal

io' visiting parents and friends- 549-0733

HEADING FOR EUROPE th.s summer' Jet

there anytime for $160 with AIRHITCH
(Jj

(Reported m NY Times and Lets Go 1

)

AIRHITCH (r) 212-664-2000

•BITCHIN HOUSE!'"
5 bedrooms. 2 bathrooms, huge backyard

on bus route 5 minutes from Lake/Hiking

trails only $1000 a month Betchertown

W4662
"•BITCMIN HOUSE' "

LOOK NO FURTHER Looking to' 2 MF
roommates to share GORGEOUS house

Huge Backyard 1 $190 plus utilrtes-muat

see 1 Call Barry at 6-2664

i 4 ROOMS Graduating and leaving- Great

place 1 $200 but very negot 256-8474

2 BEDROOM APT downtown Amherst

nard-wood floors w/ fire place, large and

clean June i-Auq 31 . 950 a month 450

cash back 546-3281

•FOR SALE*
Bianchi Strada

dependable racing bike

-color black
-12 speed

-shimano shifter-easy to use

$220 or Best Offer

Can
Marts 546-0923

POOL TABLE $83 or BO Call Meghan

253-0459'

3 BORM APT m house, 5 mm walk to cam-

pus/town, on bus route, washer/dryer Call

253-7317

SOUTH ASIAN CLUB General meeting and

movie (Hum) 8 00pm Commonwealth

Room Student Union (CO Tonight April 18

ASIAN NIGHT
The Year of the Ram

Free food talent and lashion show and

dance CCA Friday 19th. 6 30pm to 2 00am
ALL WELCOME'

4 BEDROOM HOUSE available June 1

$900 close to campus 549-0557

4 BEDROOM HOUSE- Northampton, near

Smith College and shopping center

$750/mo plus utilities June 1st Skibiski.

Realtors call 47pm 584-3428

GUNS _N- ROSES TICKETS w/Sk,d

Row June 15 Lake Compounce. Conn Ca»

Chris 546-3447 Center section floor seats'

1990 CHROMOLY UNIVEGA MOUNTAIN
BIKE for sale' Chrome color with white and

hot pink decals Araya rims, exage brakes,

index shitting, gel seat, mint condition' $330

or best otter Call 546-0923 if interested'

ATTN KIM OBERHAUSER Happy belated

birthday get ready to blow some smoke out

of your and get discombobulated this

weekend 1 Love Hotly and Heather P S
Where's the cake'

GEORGE V- BEFORE THINGS CHANG-
ED I had made up my my my' mind

(haha) That ' was what I wanted (at least

unitlmy distorted view of you as a human
being'' wore off') You still might want to

check out real estate in Omaha though

because despite what you think you'll miss

me and the excitement" won't end You

have loo much fun when you hang out with

me"" Lotlsa love, Pita

SUBLET

69 IS FINE!
This Townehouse apt » available to sublet

June 1 w/ lall lease option bus route Fur

niture incl 549-6044

SUMMER W/ FALL OPTION Large room

m S Amherst condo Pool, central A/C

washer/dryer, parking On bus route Cod
roomies, perlect summer place' Call Joe

253-2696

A FORMER PENTHOUSE QUEEN is turn

ing 19 and. that's peachy keen Tonight it

will be seen how she turns green Happy

Birthday Courtney Love. A Jelly bean'

ROCKIN RIMA Are you hungover today'

HAHA Happy Belated' Love the girls of

Puttton

SUMMER RENTAL

•MARTHA S VINVARO Steps from The

Ocean Harbor Landing HarborsKle Inn

Rent daily weekends weekly April through

September Very reasonable prices -Call

549-0221

SUMMER SUBLET

HELP WANTED

CHRISTMAS. SPRING BREAK, SUMMER
TRAVEL Free Air curriers needed and

cruise ship |obs Call 1-805-682-7555 exl

F-1426

KATHERINE AIKENS You are truly ama2

ing 1 Congratuattions We Love you-J.D.«E

SPECTRUM NOMINATIONS for editorial

positions Tonight 7 30 rm 905

COME TO THE MARKETING CLUB
SOCIAL on Thursday. Apnl 25th at the TOC
10th floor $3 guests. $5 public All

Welcome!

APTS. FOR RENT

AMHERST CENTER
2 bedroom apt available June i

Call 549-9377

AMHERST CENTER:
Efficiency one. two. three bedroom apart-

ments June or September Lincoln Real

Estate. 25 North Pleasant Street

253-7879

FIVE BEDROOM HOUSE. Deck, garage.

mile to campus On bus Perfect for six

^250/mo Call Bob at (617) 967-8659

SPRING SPECIAL 99 cents one month

rent with one year lease 2BR $450, 3BR
$537. in Sunderland Free bus route, laun-

dry facilities, pool, garden plots Short term

leases available 665-3856

AUTO FOR SALF

82 HONDA CIVIC 5 speed 83000 $1500

bo Call 665-8304

GILREATH MANOR
Hobart Lane
Three bedroom apartments available June

or September Lincoln Real Estate 25 North

Pleasant Street

253-7879

GREAT 1 BEDROOM. 2 minutes to cam-

pus 4 town Front & back porch - Lanyard

I prkg for 2 cars $525 • Heat incl available

June 1st Contact Frank at 549-5343

DREAM JOBS NOW
Jobs open in paradise Hawaii, California^

Florida Cruise ships. National Parks and

more For spring and summer 100s of ad

dresses Tel nos guaranteed

1-900-226-2644 Telephone charges

$3/min

EASY WORK! Excellenl Pay' Assemble

products at home Call tor information

504-641-8003 ext 598

EARN UP TO $400 weekly assembling pro-

ducts at home, no experience easy work

For more info Call 1-504-863-6194 Exl

1609 7 days

FT SUMMER CHILDCARE
N Amherst
Must have own transportation

549-6825 or 548-9519

DEBBIE KANARICK Happy 2 1st birthday'

Go sick tonight and I hope you're up for

some good conversation 1
I love

you—Sharon

KIMBERLY Three years and a forever l

love you always Pete

Sue Miller Happy birthday lo my best friend

Love always. Jeremy

3 BEDROOMS. V? baths Furnished On

bus route Fall option Rent negotiable Call

253-9708

BRANDYWINE APARTMENT Clean

spacious 2 bedroom available tor the sum
mer for 1-4 people On bus roule A/C. pool

Rent is VERY Negotiable Call Debbie/Erica

549-8092

WORD/DA Y FOR STUDENTS

ONE BEDROOM AVAILABLE.*i

Bran
>

dyw.ne June 1 Sept 1 Call 6-4159 Irent

negotlabtei

ONE OR TWO PEOPLE NEEDED FOR 1

bedroom m a furnished apartment close to

campus $90-$ 1 10 a month 549-5936

TAKE OVER MY LEASE IN BRANDYWINE

3rd floor pond view $191 25 incl heat Par

nal furnished call Jamne al 549-1504

UPTOWN SUMMER SUBLET Very cheap

Behind Baybanks call 549 6709

PUFFTON 3 BEDROOM .vtn fall option

Call 549-4257

SUPER SUBLET

SUMMER SUBLET
Take our house for the summer'

4 bedrooms large sunny deck

2 bathrooms, on bus route

Great location

Reasonable rent

Call anytime leave message
253-0999

TRAVEL

COME SEE great uptown apt 2 bedrms

550/month 6/1-8/31 253-5513

WARM WATER scuba diving trips

Bonaire May27June3 $825

Key Largo August 18-24 $380

For more information call Protect Deep

549-8401

RIDE WANTE0

CHEAP SUMMER SUBLET » Bedroom

Center of Amherst Call 256-1161.

546^1282

TTO NEW YORK OR BROOKLYN Leave

4- 1 9 early afternoon, call 546-36'9 Late will

oo v> on gas _
ROOMMATE WANTED

LOOKING FOR 2 Females to shar a rm in

2bdrm Mill Valley apt Starting June
J

or

Sept 1 - Your choice! Call 253-9868

FURNISHED BEDROOM 5 minutes from

GRC Private bathroom, phone Laundry,

maid 549-8745 (females)

HOUSE IN AMHERST
Fully furnished, waterbeds

up to 8 people -Bus route

Cheap - 549-2691

TYPING/WOROPROCESSING

DISSERTATIONS. CASES. PAPERS
On-campus pickup Fast' Accurate'

Mac/Laser, spellcheck

Nancy 584-7924

INEXPENSIVE. FAST, ACCURATE.
dependable Campus pickup and delivery

Adam 253-9117

2 FEMALES WANTED to share a large

bedroom in Townehouse Apts 549-486

1

68 CADILLAC HEARSE Must see' Only 43k

Miles Best otter 1-568-8591 Tim

yoXTaptTfor next

JEWISH COMMUNITY OF AMHERST
seeks Hebrew and Jewish studies teachers

Experience preferred Call 549-0223 or

256-0160 for application.

FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED SAIem

Place Next fall call 6-3750. 0634

LARGE TWO BEDROOM 1 bath apt n

duplex On bus line Located in Belchertown

near Amhersl line 253-2327

78 VOLVO well maintained $950 or bo

253-2612

1986 BUICK LESABRE
AC/power everything

$3500 or best otter 256-3586

1987 JEEP WRANGLER. V-6 automatic

Med blue w/ black top Exc condition

49,000 miles $6995 -546-3142

GUARANTEE
SEMESTER
2 bdr Brandywine

Close to 2 bus stops

Available June 1st

Call eves 549-1471

SlWLlt^wTFAlL OPndNVWMnjargt
2bdr Bus route Available now $285 in

eludes heat 538-5894

INSTRUCTION

BIKE FOR SALE

1987 CENTURION RS- Good bike, never

crashed; approx 1000 miles - in storage

since 1988, never abused, always

pampered Good for triathalons or entry

level racing-Fast' $300 or B/O (reasonable)

Call Rick at 546-2708

ENTERTAINMENT

RACK-ADISC is still the best foTDJ-sand

live entertainment Call anytime 586-99UU,

ask about our specials

FOR RENT

4 Bdrm. APT ON BUS ROUTE Summer

with fall option Reasonable rent/utilities in

eluded Must see/Call now' 253-0436

4 BEDROOM HOUSE on bus line Available

6 1-91 $1100 Call 256-3058

SUBLET WITH FALL OPTION Great

ibdrm, less than a mi to campus heal in

eluded Bus stops al my door Avaiable end

of May 256-1782

TAKE OVER OUR LEASE! 6 bedroom

house in Amherst, on bus route. 2 fuH baths,

patio Affordable! Call now 253-9495

-••• TAKE OVER OUR LEASE

Bio. Luscious house Five succulent

bedrooms Two titillating bathrooms

Stumbling distance from town and

bus stop Extremely "jf*"*"*
driveway Call now -256-3466 -

You'll be glad you did!

TAKE OVER LEASE ol large 4 bedroom

apartment 2nd floor^alcony. near bus

route, free utlities $1000 per month- Call

253-2570

LARGE ROOM INI
AMHERSTHOUsTCaTl

Nancy or Jon 549-4401.

CLOSE TO CAMPUS 2 BDRM on N Pleas

Great for 3 people On 2 busMftCM
than Puffton' Take over our lease, $580 mo

549-4281

PUFFERS POND large bedroom in house,

Wood burning stove, Pine ST bus, walk to

pond. $187 50 mo 549-4402 ^^^__
4 BEDROOM HOUSE for rent Start June

1 2 Miles from campus Plenty of sun

256-1083

EARN CREDIT SCUBA DIVING

Preregister for tall courses

Learnto dive, fall semester G09
i

Basic Key

Largo Trip. Aug or Dec G10 Sport New

England Advanced, G11 Advanced -Al

courses listed under General Physical

Education. _
For further information call Protect Deep

549-8401

1 FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED for

house opposite Southwest. Call 549-2954

NEED ONE ROOMMATE to share room for

summer/fall call evenings-Vik 545-1502

ONE BEDROOM APT
Colonial Village

Starts June 1st Fall Opt
$400/month 253-2475

FTSTTnSCCURATE TYPING WITH
SPELLCHECK and Bold face $1 45 /page

Call Greg 546^2548

PAPERS, $1 50/pg Resumes laser printed

Fast professional, affordable

KCOMMUNICATIONS. 256-6373

ROOMMMATE WANTED TO LIVE in Mill

Valley non-smoking neat male to be 4tn

Call soon 546-5742 Chris

ONE BEDROOM IN BRITTANY, bus route

AyC $250/month neg Call 253-4194 Leave

message

PAPERS, DISSERTATIONS, RESUMES
graphs, laser printing Rosemary -call

259 1 786

2 ROOMMATES TO SHARE double in Puff

ton next semester Take over lease June

1st Female pref $70/mo. Jun-Aug

549-1359

ONE HOUSE-TWO APARTMENTS-Six
bedrooms two minutes from town, ten

minutes from campus Take over lease for

summer and possibly fall Rent negotiable

Call 253-3776

WANTED

LOST

LT BROWN WALLET over 3 day wkend -
Boyden? •••Reward'" Pete 6-2463

LOST-RAYBAN WAYFAHEH us on

brown string Reward if found Call

546-7229

LOOKING FOR 2 FEMALES to share a

room in 2 bedroom Brandywine apartment

Fun roommates" Starting June 1 or Sept 1

-your choice! Free heat' Call Debbie or Erica

at 549-8092

PUFFTON APARTMENT for summer
sublet 2 singles/1 double CHEAP! Call

549-8340

LOOKING FOR 2 laidback males

somewhat neat, to share 1bdr in house with

3 females 1 min walking dist to

campus-549-9939

PERSONALS

AEPHI wants lo wish Meredith Levin a hap-

py 21st b-day & congratulate her for being

selected for Mortar Board. Phinominal job!

Love your

Sunny Phis

TO THE GIRL in the red-floral blouse at

Delanos last Thursday -Instead of ex-

changes glances- how about a date? If in-

terested meet me at the Hatch this Thurs-

day at 6:30 -The guy in the blue Polo shirt

KAREN Happy Birthday! Love, Jon and the

twins

MALE ROOMMATES WANTED tor next fall

and spring in Puffton Village Call 549-7150

RENT OUR 2BDRM apt for the summer

Close to campus |ust $450 month 546-31 42

ROOM IN HOUSE dose to campus cheap

549-2922

SUMMER SUBLET 3bdrm apt wfall opt on

bs rte cheap rent great area -Call now'

665-8712

ADVERTISING ACCOUNT EXECUTIVE
Required Ambitious, organized, responsi

ble and motivated students with good conrv

mumcation skills Applications available at

the Collegian- 113 Campus Center and

must be submitted no later than Tuesday,

April 23. 1991

CANOE TRADE ^^
Haveexcl 17ft Coleman canoe Need 15f1

light wt Eves 369-4217

SERVICES

SUMMER SUBLET FALL OPTION 2

bedroom Amherst center available June 1

Call now Jeff or Dave 549-8095

WE WANT lo take over your 3 bedroom

Puffton lease' Please call 253-0420.

HEY IWANT TO BUY YOUR MOUNTAIN

BIKE! Good condition only Kim 549-8036

WANTED TO RENT

PREGNANT?
Need a pregnancy test, information or sup

port' Call for free and confidential services

ALTERNATIVES 33 Main St Northamptor

586-3000 or Greenfield 774-6010

SUMMER SUBLET WITH FALL OPTION:

3 bedroom apartment in The Brook in

Amherst On bus route, wall to wall

carpeting, clean Call 253-0420

LOOKING TO TAKE OVER V°»'*!*?'?°?l
Puffton apartment -Please call 253-2448

ASAP

SPACIOUS SUBLET

FOR SALE

4 PIECE LIVING ROOM SET
Couch pulls out to double bed

Call 549-9377

TO ALPHA CHI OMEGA LITTLE SISTERS:

Congratulations" Keep up the good work"

We love you. Your Big Sisters

AXOXOXOXOXOXOXO

AMHERST CENTER 1 BORM. Quiet, close

to eommon-for frisbee fun (S. Prospect

St ) sunny, hardwood floors, rent

negotiable Ideal for 2 people Call Jenny

after 7pm 253-7194

UPTOWN 2 room/ 2 floor apt Very clean

afforable -new appliances Must see' Call

256-4696 -with fall option

NEED A 2 BORM APT in Boston' Available

anytime after May 15 thru Aug 31 A perfect

location Next to T stop, and much more

Call for more info ERIC at 549-6379 or

Knsten 617-538-1441

2 BEDROOM HOUSE GREAT FOR 2-3

PEOPLE $550 /month call 549-6417 Fall

Option
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Sports
Gorillas

Collrgian Photo by C«rr»» Wyrth

Attack man Mark Millon scored four goals yesterday afternoon

at Upper Boyden field against Dartmouth College. The Gorillas

defoliated the Big Green, 13-7

By ADRIEN MATT
Collegian Staff

Jim McAleavey put on the afterburners

in the second half, contributing five assists

to the University of Massachusetts lacrosse

team's 13-7 victory over Dartmouth yester-

day on The Hill.

McAleavey had six assists for the game,

three of which were fed to Mark Millon who

had four goals for the game
When [McAleavey] has the ball, the at-

tention goes to him," Millon said. "It's

sometimes makes it a little harder to come

out."

UMass tucked away a 5-2 record and

Dartmouth dropped their second straight

loss of the season for a 17 record, 1 in the

Ivy League.
• We're not as big and strong as they are,"

Dartmouth coach Tim Nelson, an '85

Syracuse grad, said of UMass. "Plus we got

tired..We're just glad we get an opportuni

ty to play a team like UMass."

Although sluggish in the first quarter.

Gorilla Rick Senatore initiated the scoring

unassisted nine minutes into the game and

was soon answered by Brian Heberlig's

goal assisted by Mike Pence.

One minute into the second quarter

McAleavey fed to Senatore during man up.

Heberlig scoivd una— ist.'d at 2:46, follow-

ed by a Tim McHugh Brendan Bowler com

bination. and Dartmouth led for the first

and only time of thi game at 3-2.

For the first time this season, the Gorillas

were 100 percent in man up situations as

Dartmouth went for-5.

UMass proceeded to blow the doors off the

scoring game when Hugh O'Callaghan tied

it up at 3-all and the Big Green's offense

began to break down.

Millon was fed by Ed O'Callaghan then

Mario Lopez scored unassisted, ending the

half at 5 3.

Dartmouth's defense was frustrated and

changed up long and short stick positions,

but to little avail as UMass continued its

offensive barrage of shots on goal.

Although Dartmouth's Tim Wennnch

scored the first goal of the second hall

unassisted, it was answered by Kevin

O'Connor, after winning the faceofl. six

seconds later

A Millon McAleavey combination was

followed by Mike Caine's feed to freshman

Chris Nentwich. his first collegiate goal.

The score settled at 8-4.

Millon and McAleavey teamed up again

during a man-up opportunity and was

finally answered by a Bowler Ben Cumm
ings combo from Dartmouth. Mario

Guaglianone netted a McAleavey feed and

a Big Green Wennrich McHugh combina-

tion followed to set the tone at 10-6.

During unsettled play, UMass showed

some fancier stickwork in the fourth

quarter.

From the top right corner of the box,

Guaglianone passed to McAleavey in the

center, who then fed a behind the back p«M

10 Ed O'Callaghan who netted a behind

the-back shot, his second goal of the season.

This was the first game in which both

O'Callaghans scored.

Less than one minute later. Matt Garber

passed to McAleavey who assisted Millon

for his fourth and final goal of the game

with 5:47 remaining.

CONTINUED ON PAGE 15
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Baseball to renew rivalry with Springfield College
B GREG SUKIENNIK
( legian Staff

Ahh, tradition.

It may not make a lot of sense for either the University

of Massachusetts' or Springfield College's baseball teams

to schedule games against each other. UMass has nothing

to gain by beating up on the Division II Chiefs, but could

wind up embarrassed if SC pulls off the big upset. Both

teams have demanding conference schedules to tend to

as well, which means niether team is apt to put their ace

on the mound for a non-conference game.

But its tradition. UMass and SC play every year, and

the rivalry continues this afternoon in Springfield at

Barry Allan Field, located on SC's Alden St. campus.

Game time is 3 pm.

"I'd like to think our players will get up for UMass,"

noted SC coach Charles Roys, "but with both team's con-

ference schedules the way they are, UMass/SC has turn-

ed into just another ballgame. It's unfortunate that it

dosen't stand out on our schedule as it once did."

UMass Q4-18-1) may find itself looking past SC with

four huge games against Rutgers coming up this weekend.

The Minutemen and Scarlet Knights are tied for second

place in the Atlantic 10 Eastern Division, and since only

the top two teams from the division make the A- 10 Tour-

nament, the Minutemen are in a must-win situation. It

would be easy to overlook SC given this scenario.

However, the Chiefs are a hot team. They have won

eight of their last nine games, including a 1-0 win over

Dartmouth - proof positive that SC can compete with

Division I schools like UMass. The Minutemen split with

Dartmouth in a doubleheader.

"We've been getting better hitting," said Roys, "but our

pitching has been a concern." SC has a 5.58 earned run

average as a team, and a team batting average of .289.

Roys cited Sam Gillen, a Senior outfielder/pitcher, as

SC's best all-around player, and the statistics agree. Gillen

does everything but sell hot dogs and drive the team bus

- he leads the Chiefs with 26 runs batted in, 32 hits, four

home runs, 23 runs scored and a team-best 1.99 ERA.

Other performers for SC include outfielder Bill O'Con-

nell (.397 BA) and pitcher Sean Keating (nine ap-

pearances, 28 strikeouts).

Meanwhile, back at the A-10: The Minutemen are 5-3

in A-10 Eastern Division play with eight league games

left to play. Included are four home games vs. Rutgers this

Saturday and Sunday, and four games against division-

leading Temple on April 27 and 28. All eight games, in

the form of four seven-inning game doubleheaders, are

scheduled for Earl Lorden Field.

Things are looking Bright: Right fielder Brian Bright

is currently third in the A-10 in home runs (six) and fourth

in RBIs (30) and doubles (10). Ron Villone is fifth in the

A-10 in pitching with a 3.72 ERA and two saves.

Collegian Photo by Yana Dlugy

Brian Bright is currently third in the Atlan-

tic 10 in home runs and fourth in doubles and
runs batted in. The Minutemen face
Springfield College today at 3 p.m.
Springfield.

in

Sports notice

The deadline for purchasing student tickets to the

University of Massachusetts men's basketball banquet

is today at 1 p.m. There are 50 tickets reserved for

students on a first-come, first-served basis. Tickets are

available at the basketball office in 234 Boyden

The banquet will be held from 4:30 - 7:30 p.m. in

the Campus Center Auditorium There is a special

price of SIO.OO for students. All other tickets are on

sale for $30.00.

There will be two guest speakers at the banquet.

They include Mike Francesa, college basketball

analyst for CBS sports, and Chris "Mad Dog" Ru«$o

of WFAN radio of New York, New York.

For more details, see Bonnie Martin at the men's

oasketball office.

Track bounces back at Smith Inv.

By TOM QUINN
Collegian Correspondent

What a difference a week of hard training can make.

Prior to last Saturday's Smith Invitational, the Univer-

sity of Massachusetts women's track team faced injuries

and illnesses that plagued them in virtually every event

But this team proved they could overcome adversity, as

they out-performed some of the Northeasts top track

schools Out of 12 events, the Minutewomen qualified for

the New England Championships 15 times.

"Overall, I thought the team did much better,"

LaFreniere said, in comparison to last meet's outing. "I

was disappointed last week, but the team bounced back.

They looked much stronger at Smith."

An indication of the new and improved Minutewomen

showed up in the 5,000-meter event, where UMass swept

the top four places.

Mo Meldrin won the event with a New England Cham-

pionship qualifying time of 18:16.5.

Lynn Kirchoff followed close behind finishing second

and also qualified for NEs.

Cate Dean took third and Kathy Holt ran a solid fourth.

Lennice Johnson, who has been battling with anemia

and a thyroid condition, placed first in the 400 meter

hurdles with a strong NE qualifying time of 1:05.39.

"Lennice's performance was a great improvement," said

LaFreniere. "She looked strong for the whole race."

The 100 meter proved to be the meet's most exiting

event as Tana Henderson ran neck-in-neck for 70 meters

before holding her smooth stride to pull away with a win.

She ran a New England qualifying time to boot.

LaFreniere said she anticipated strong competition from

URI in the throwing events, and got it.

However, URI could not shoot down UMass' Simone

Marisseau, who won the shot put and discus, while Diane

Ozzolek was out thrown by Rhody's mighty Liz Legault

in the hammer event.

LeeAnn Ambrose outdistanced her competition in the

800 on the final leg of the event for impressive win and

qualified for NEs with a time of 2:14.48.

In the relays UMass placed first in the 4x400 (Lennice

Johnson, Kathy Crocker, Dana Smith and Ambrose) and

second in the grueling 4x800 (Meldrin, Michelle St.

Laurent, Kelly Kiljeblad, Kathy Holt).

By CHRIS MUTHER
Collegian Staff

Labels

People are try to label everything — from colors to social

classes, everything must have a label. This system of label-

ing works well with music too. Sometimes. But in the case

of Jesus Jones and SOHO, two bands that will be playing

the Student Union Ballroom Sunday night, labels do not come

e3
Jesus Jones, the eclectic London quintet, have evaded the

usual pop music labels like "heavy metal" or "dance music

by mixing together a sound that has been described as a

"cross between Sonic Youth and the Cowsills."

After forming three years ago on a beach in Spain, the

Jones' have gone on to fame in the British and American co^

lege charts with two thrash-punk hit albums Liquidizer and

there latest effort Doubt

A key ingredient in the Jesus Jones sound is sampling.

Lead singer Mike Edwards explains unlike other bands, he

looks for samples that people don't already know, to expose

them to something different.

Another band that is difficult to categorize is he

funk/dance/soul/country/punk trio SOHO, who bolted up
>

the

U.K. and U.S. charts with their hit, the peace-loving Hippy

Chick" earlier this year.

"HiDpy Chick," the story of a woman arrested at a

demonstration by her ex-boyfriend policeman, is first release

from the album Goddess, is a mix of dance soul and

psychedelic that includes a sampling from the Smiths for good

m
irStrto, which features identical twin sisters Jacqueline and

oauline Cuff along with guitarist Timothy Brinkhurst, has been

together for nine years after the sisters gave up their day jobs

as Dsvchaictric nurses. ._„ .,

SOHO's second single, "Out of My Head," is an infectious

blend of pop and reggae that reflects a common theme on

the band's debut album, strong women trying to exist in a male

dominated world. . . m
Jesus Jones and SOHO will be performing Sunday at 8 run.

in the Student Union Ballroom, admission is $7 for students

and $9 for non-students.
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Dry-witted Wright does benefiHOTChOdren

By DANIELLE DOWLING
Collegian Staff

It's late You come home a wee bit tipsy from too much

carousing with vour friend Harold. You fumble for the

keysTd P^ceed to unlock the door with your car.fag

Its enrine revs up and you figure, "What the hell, tot

Lo for?sPin
" You cruise down the highway in yourspht

fevel ranch style house. Then you stop ir
>
the

,

midd

e

,*

the freeway and scream at everyone driving by, Get out

^LtThTbizarre and humorous world of Steven

WriSht a cornedSnTho mixes monotone, dry wit and ab-

2X toSSE a world so strange it's almost behevabe.

rSt^ou anything IKEA (you know it ab^
someone's got to furnish it) has looked into the idea

d^un
m^th

e

a

e

t faU Lgan when an iguam
i
nam

g

SatS2tz^^^rading

and Chinese Restaurant in Cambridge, Massachusetts,

regular at Ding He's and when Tonight Show producer

Peter LaSally caught a glimpse
f.""J^^gfSS

bamboo shoots, LaSally immediate y^^"f*^ "^
performnace on the show. Wright perform*

«J£«»^
Se Tomght Show that he was asked back "^L1*^
Since that fateful experience in August of 1982. Wright

hal been involved in many projects. He has done two HBO

ST appeared in Desperately Seeking Susar,i and won

an^Jscar fofhis involvement in the 30-minute film short,

The AnDointments of Dennis Jennings.

A sh^nd introverted kid, Wright always dreamed of

making rapto laugh, but he kept quiet about his dream

fearingK he would jinx himself. But eventually as he

lott Zple Magazine, "I had to finally confront it. I didn t

want 7be "mng insurance at 40 wondering what would

it have been like to do stand-up.

WrtohtwSl be visiting the Happy Valley on Saturday

nish to perform a benefit for Friends for Children, Inc.

an
g
d th^hUdren's Advocacy Center. The two^noj-

tions focus on programs and policies that impact large

gTup ^children. They are committed to fightingjori he

unmet needs of children. Someone has to, since the govern-

ment sees it more beneficial to finance war machines than

protect the future of this country.

Hev where's the laugh track?

Steven Wright will perform at Smith College m JohnM.

Green* Hall on Saturday night at 8 p.m.Tickets an>$16

for general admission: $25 for VIP seating; and $18 on

the day ofthe show. All proceeds will go to benefit Friends

for Children, Inc.

Pbolo court«y Af»cy for th« Perform..* ArU

Steven Wright will appear at Smith CoUege at

John M. Greene Hall Saturday night at 8 p.m.

RonTEQliADLFV at the Howard Johnson^dge

While you're waiting for the

GRAND OPENING
OF

THE I IRRARY BAR
Why not join us on Saturday and Sunday

mornings for our famous

ALL WU CAN EAT BREAKFAST SUtffIL
8:00 am-1:00 pm frffrl

WAFFLES-EGGS-OMLETTES
POTATOES-SAUSAGE-BACON

CROISSANTS-DANISH-FRESH FRUIT

AND MUCH MORE !!!

Open seven days a week

7-00 am. - 10:00 P.m.

Soon you WILL be spending the

nioht at THE LIBRARY

...UWfcKj

Special Aerosole Day

Friday, April 19 10-6

at Zanna

Don Weiss, Aerosole representative,

who will be here.

FREE T-shirt and other free gifts

with Aerosole purchase.

/. ., . |H7 Ni.ttli IM.MS.HH SOW* • A.i.Ikm

41 V2S1 2S(> I

Don't Let
Your Talent

Go Unrewarded
If you arc a talented college student who wantsto pursue

graduate study in art or architecture at a professional school -

consider Pratt Institute.

Your creative talents may qualify you for a full or partial

scholarship through Pratts Advanced National Talent

Cm CcLetition. To qualify, you must have completed

four years of college by Fall 1991.

Pratts graduate programs offer degrees in:

A*chitectuiie, Graphic Desicn*, Compute*

Graphics and Video, Photography, Paintinc,

Sculpture, Printmakinc, Jewelry, Industrial Desicn,

Interior Desicn and Packace Desicn.

To enter, you must submit a sheet of 20 slides of original

work with an application by June 3, 1991. For an application

Tnd more information, plea* call (718) 63^35511
or write

Pratt Institute, Advanced National Talent Search,

200 Willoughby Avenue, Brooklyn, NY 11205.

For more information on Pratts graduate programs,

please call the Office of Admissions at (718) W6-3535 or wntc

Pratt Institute, Office of Admissions

200 Willoughby Avenue,

Brooklyn, NY 11205

•CooWntattoi»D"»«fcor»««li» our M.nh«t«n Orter In So»o. J

Sat A| 8 30pm

WHO S KIDDIN WHO

Thur . April 18—8:30pm 18

THE KINSEY REPORT
Waiim :

18

Fi

Da . !h DJ Job

i t irth D.y.

THE EOUALITES
Dancmq with DJ J

Thu.rs April 25 8 30pm 18

CHUCKLEHEAO
Ri| :

Upstn

UM , ek Night

lOJ Dennis returns 5/2)

Pearl Street is open upstairs tor dancing

every Wed (Gay Night) lhurs (18 ). t-ri.

and Sat (Top 40'House with DJ Job)

Advance Tix Available at Strawberries

Record Stores Ticketron (800) 382 8080.

Dynamite Records Pearl St

and For The Record in Amherst

Upstairs

DANCE-4 LIFE

Dance-a-thon to benefit the

Design Industries Foundation

for AIDS/Western Mass.

Pledg < all

Down
THF SPIN DOCTORS

The Shoi kers

Mon April 29 8 00pm 18

THE WAILERS
The Equahtes

Fues April 30 8 00pm 18 WRNX
JOHN CAFFERTY &

THE BEAVER BROWN BAND
I he Breakdown

Thur May 9 8 30pm 18

SCREAMING TREES
NOVA MOB w/ Grant Hart

Das Damen
Sun May 19 6 00pm all ages

DINOSAUR JR
Gobnit'hoot and quests

413 584 7/7/

P6ARIST. NORTHflmPTON.mn

CLUTCH WEEKEND STUFF
^^^ M ^' w ™ ' * i.._ ba./»..A unit /The Shockers - will

THURSDAY
Die Sehnsucht der Veronika Vost. a film

made by Rainer Werner Fassbinder in 1981 will be

shown at Amherst College in Merrill II at 4 p.m.

and 7:30 p.m. Admission is free.

Sensing and Non-Sensing: Testing the limits

of Audio-Visual Communication, a lecture by

George Stoney of NYU's Tisch School for the Arts,

will be presented at Amherst College in Stirn

Auditorium at 4 p.m. Admission is free.

Paper: History, Chemistry, and Conversa-

tions, an illustrated lecture by David Dempsey.

will be given at Smith College in Hillyer Hall 117 at

4 p.m. Admission is free.

Censorship and Interpretation A Case Study

from the Soviet Union, a lecture presented by

Peter Scotto. will be held at Mount Holyoke Col-

lege in the Willits-Hallowell Andreola room from

4 p.m. to 5:30 p.m.

Amnesty International Thirty Years of Human

Rights Work, a panel lecture, will be held at

Mount Holyoke College in the Willits-Hallowell

Morrison Room at 7 p.m. Admission is free.

Kings of the Road, a German film presented

as part of the Contemporary Cinema Master-

pieces Film Series, will be shown at Hampshire

College in the Adele Simmons Hall in Hammen

Auditorium at 7 p.m.

Virgin Machine, a film by Monika Treut. will be

shown at Mount Holyoke College in Hooker

Auditorium at 7:30 p.m. and lO p.m.

The Renee Rosnes Quintet will perform at

UMass in Hampden Theater at 8 p.m. Admission

is $7; $5 college students. For tickets call 545-2511.

Chris Coogan. a jazz pianist from Amherst

College, will present a Senior Honors Recital in the

Amherst College Frontroom at 8:15 p.m. Admis-

sion id free.

Billy Bragg will play at the Iron Horse. The show

is sold out.

The Kinsey Report, with Wailin' Dave and The

Bluedogs. will perform an 18 and over show at

Pearl Street at 8.30 pm.

The Kinsey Report

FRIDAY
Glasscock Poetry Contest Life and Letters will

take place at Mount Holyoke College in

MacGregor Hall Living Room from 3 p.m. to 4 p.m.

with poetry readings on Saturday at 10:30 a.m.

Richard Wilbur will present a poetry reading

at Smith College in Stoddard Hall Auditorium at

3 p.m. Admission is free.

Red Heat, starring Arnold Schwarzenegger

and Jim Belushi, will be shown at Mount Holyoke

College in Dwight Auditorium at 7 p.m. and 9 p.m.

Admission is $2.50

Zumbyes, an Amherst College men's a cap-

pella singing group, will perform at Amherst Col-

lege in the Buckley Recital Hall at 8:15 p.m.

Breathless, the 1983 remake of the classic 1959

French film, starring Richard Gere, will be shown

at Amherst College in the Campus Center

Theater at 7:30 p.m. and lO p.m. with repeat

showings on Saturday and Sunday. Admission is

$1.50

La Perranda, avant-garde theater direct from

Spain, will be presented at Mount Holyoke Col-

lege in Mary Wooley Chapin Auditorium at 7.30

Admission is $5; $3 for students.

The Hungry Newt - an evening of Amherst

College women reading their own works - will

take place at Amherst College in the Campus

Center Coffee House at 8 p.m. Admission is free.

Spectrum III: Three One Act Plays, will be

performed at Amherst College in Fayerweather

Studio Theater at 8 p.m. with a repeat showing

on Saturday. Admission is free, but reservation

are suggested. Call 54-2277.

Amy G. Cox and Jennifer Lawson present

their senior thesis, Travels to the End an evening

of original dance works, as the culmination of

their work at Mount Holyoke College. Admission

is free. The event will take place at Mount

Holyoke College in Kendall Hall Studio Theater at

8 pm. with a repeat performance on Saturday.

The Imerson String Quartet, a Grammy

Award-winning guarfet performs Mozart. Carter.

Barber and Bartok at the UMass Bowker

Auditorium at 8 p.m. Tickets are $27 and $25.

Annual Pops! Concert - featuring the Smith

College singing groups: Glee CLub. College

Choirs. Smithereens. Noteables. Smiffenpoofs -

will perform at Smith College in John M. Greene

Hall at 8:30 p.m. Tickets are $4; $3 students, in ad-

vance and $5; $4 students, at door.

The Pheromones. an intellectually stimulating,

outrageously funny musical duo. will perform at

Mount Holyoke College in Blanchard Campus

Center at 9 p.m. Admission is free.
"
Brad Montgomery, a comic magician, will per-

form at Amherst College in the Campus Center

Frontroom at 9 p.m. $5, $1 with an AC ID.

Junior Wells, living legend of the blues har-

monica, will perform at the Iron Horse at 7 p.m.

Tickets are $10.50 in advance.

SATURDAY
Biodiversity, a lecture about the fragility of

earth's ecosystems and the importance of the

diversity of species for the health of the planet

given by Curt Griffin, will be held at Amherst Col-

lege in Pratt Museum 5 at 10:30 a.m. Tickets are

$5 Hitchcock members; $6 non-members; $3

students/elders; $2 under 18.

International Fair - representatives of many

nations offer slide shows, performances and

foods reflecting national identity - at the UMass

Student Union Ballroom from 11 a.m. to 5 p.m. Ad-

mission is free.

Can Jews be P.C.?, a lecture by Howard

Adelman, discusses the political trends of the

Jewish people. Admission is free. The event will

take place at Smith College in Wright Hall Com-

mon Room at :30 p.m.

Afternoon Alternative: International Games -

Fun for all! 3 p.m. at the Smith College Ainsworth

Gymnasium. Admission is Free.

The Big Chill, will be shown at Mount Holyoke

College in Gamble Auditorium at 7 p.m. and 9

p.m. Admission is $2.50.

Hera Person, 1986 Amherst College graduate

presents a performance piece which explores

her identity as a Jewish woman. Free at the

Amherst College Stirn Auditorium, 8 p.m.

Joe Rubensteln presents a senior honors

piano recital at Amherst College in Buckley

Recital Hall at 8:15 p.m. Admission is free.

A Toast to Freedom: A Dance Party to

Celebrate Amnesty International's 30th Anniver-

sary will feature local musicians The Sweet Lickin'

Honey Babes and a WMHC DJ. Admission is $3;

$2 if a letter is written at door on behalf of a

prisoner of conscience. The show will tae place

at Mount Holyoke College in Blanchard Campus

Center from lO p.m. to 2 a.m.

Country Comer Coffee House, in South

Hadley, will present Bob Paisley and The Southern

Grass bluegrass band for its last concert of the

fall/winter series. Show starts at 8 p.m. For more

info call: 467-9394.

Aquarium Rescue Unit/The Shockers - will

play a double bill concert at the Iron Horse, Nor-

thampton. Admission is $6 and the show starts at

8:30 p.m.

SUNDAY

Joe Rogan

First Amendment Comedy Night, featur

ing the side-splitting and patently offensive

talents of Mike McCarthy. Joe Rogan and

Chris O'Carroll. will take place at Peking

Gardens in Hadley. Show starts at 7.30 p.m.

Mike McCarthy

Landscape Photography in France, a lee

ture by Nancy Rich, will be given at Smith Col-

lege in the Museum of Art Print Room at 3 p.m.

Admission is free.

Wind Ensemble, featuring Malcolm W. Rowell

Jr conductor, will perform works by Prokofiev,

Kurka Stravinsky and a world premier of Robert

Stern's Ulitma Fantasia at the UMass Fine Arts

Center at 8 p.m. Tickets are $8; $4 for

students /elders.

Camerata Lysy, which is internationally

recognized as one of today's finest chamber or-

chestras, will perform music by Vivaldi, Bach,

Locatelli, Wagner, Puccinia and Paganini at Smith

College in Sage Hall at 8 p.m. Tickets are $15; $10

for students /elders.

Sundays at Eight, featuring Cheryl Wheeler,

a singer/songwriter, will take place at Amherst

College Campus Center Frontroom at 8 p.m.

Tickets are $8; $1 with an A.C. ID.

Michael Berry will present his senior thesis

presentation at the Amherst College Buckley

Recital Hall at 8:15 p.m.

Fairport Convention will perform at the Iron

Horse at 7 p.m. Their annual visit is always just

cause for celebration among the faithful of the

Celtic rock fold. Tickets are $15.50 in advance.

Jesus Jones, with guest Soho, will perform at

the UMass Student Union Ballroom at 8 p.m.

Tickets are $9; $7 for UMass students.
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EarthDay celebration takes place at Foxboro Stadium
JJ^^ ^ wi ain The Earth Day 1991 Concert will start

-i ;«i;*»^k.,trc«/Vinrpfiise to believe in ine fiarm,/u-'
. .

J
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By PAUL DeGEORGES
Collegian Staff

Every year around this time the weather

starts to get warmer and warmer and the

environmentalists get louder and louder

about how the ozone keeps getting thinner

and thinner and how nobody seems to care.

Then, as if to dispel the myth that we

humans are just a bunch of shortsighted

Photo courtesy Elektra Entertainment

10,000 Maniacs

COLLEGIAN
CORRESPONDENT

MEETING
TODAY

6 p.m.
In the Newsroom

ALL CORRESPONDENTS MUST ATTEND!

Counts towards staff status

Any correspondent who can't make it

should get in touch with Pam.

Friends of Children Benefit

STEVEN WRIGHT
IN CONCERT

and Special Guest
Saturday, April 20,1991

8:00pm
John M. Greene Hall

Smith College, Northampton

Advance Tickets: $16.00

Day of show: $18.00

Special VIP preferred seating $25.00

availablefrom Friends of Children Office, Northampton

Artet • Bnxxkide Books, Mwmpton -Odyssey Books, Hojey •
W«H

Eye Books .Greenfield • SlrawtetriK Reconh. oB stwe, • Fnends ol ChiWrcn

Proceeds will benefit Friends ol Children Inc. a

local agency that operates the Children s

Advocacy Center, providing a variety ot

advocacy services to children and families.

For more information or tickets sales call

Friends of Children

jn.rjM-71?0nr 586 0011

chronic litterbugs who refuse to believe in

global warming and think that the earth

is ours to rape forever, all of a sudden it s

Earth Day!

O.K., so Earth Day celebrations actual-

ly produce more waste than a '74 Nova —

it's still the only way to get everybody

thinking environmentally conscious at the

same time. Last year Earth Day turned out

to be the largest peacetime event in the

history of the world, with more than 200

million people in over 140 countries par-

ticipating in community concerts, clean-

ups, tree-plantings and teach-ins. On

Saturday, starting at 2 p.m., Foxboro

Stadium will come alive with The Earth

Day 1991 Concert: Because the Earth

Can't Wait. So, put down that hairspray

and get ready for one heck of a good cause,

with an equally good lineup.

The diverse combination of artists who

are donating their time and talent to this

extravaganza include Jackson Brown,

Bruce Hornsby, Jesus Jones, Maxie Priest,

Indigo Girls, Beat Surrender, Queen

Latifah, Willie Nelson, Bruce Cockburn,

Roseanne Cash, Billy Bragg. 10,000

Maniacs, Young Nation, and Boogie Down

Productions.

The show, which will run for as long as

it takes all the bands to play (a long time),

is being produced by Concerts for the En-

vironment which is a non-profit organiza-

tion. "It is crucial that awareness continue

to be expanded and translated into action

over the next decade," says Michael Mar

tin, the organization's Executive Director.

The Earth Day 1991 Concert will start

at 2 p. m. on Saturday in Foxboro Stadium.

Tickets are $19.50 All proceeds will be

donated to twelve environmental action

groups, including the local Student En-

vironmental Action Coalition.

Call:(8OOh362-8080.

AP Photo

Willie Nelson
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IF YOU ARE OVER 18

BE A BARTENDER!
LOCAL/NATIONAL PLACEMENT

ASSISTANCE

DAY/EVENING ONE WEEK

-nJ

'*& T\ 747-9888
L "" 1l«S5 MAIM ST- SUITE 202. SPRINGFIELD. MA 01103

HUNAN GOURMET
CHINESE

RESTAURANT
The aroma, bound & taste of

authentic Chinese cuisine prepared

Hunan Szcchu^n. Mandarin or

Cantonese style— especially for you!

jta

• Ample Free Parking
• Major Credit Card* Accepted
• F-ull Liquor License

• Oofn 7 Days A Week
• Take-Out Service Available

• Nc MSQ

585-0202 261 King St., Northampton, MA

The International Students Association

Presents the

INTERNATIONAL
FAIR '91

Student Union Ballroom, UMASS Amherst

April 20th, 1991

11 a.m. - 5 p.m.

Dance following fair

at 9 p.m. $3.00

I
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1000 end two-day protest with march to Amherst
....... -«. «•>«. w«s attended bv congres- Commuter Area Government President Susan Church

By K.A. BURKE
and CHRIS MUTHER
Collegian Staff

British pop star Billy Bragg urged some 300 Universi-

ty of Massachusetts students, staff, and faculty at yester-

day's "End of the Action" rally to continue fighting to

keep education a priority.

The rally held on the steps of the Student Union, mark-

ed the end of a two-day "job action" at UMass, in which

hundreds of classes have been cancelled or moved, to bring

attention to cuts to public higher education and Gov.

Weld's furlough plan.

For a second day, professors picketed buildings on cam-

pus and handed out leaflets at busy intersections.

Members of the Massachusetts Society of Professors at

UMass were claiming the job action a success yesterday

as MSP President John Cole met with budget officials

from the Weld administration to discuss the action

At yesterday's rally, which was attended by congres-

sional candidate and state Senator John Olver <D-

Amherst), Bragg said he was in solidarity with the facul-

ty and staff in their strike.

"The issue of education has international ramilica-

tions
" Bragg said. "I believe education is a basic human

right- a nation that does not provide free education can-

not really call itself civilized."

Following Bragg's speech, the crowd marched across

campus, through Southwest, to the center of Amherst.

Amherst Police Captain Sherpa estimated the crowd at

750 to 1,000 students.

At the Amherst Town Common, Bernard Hayes ot

Ditrital Equipment Corporation said UMass is an impor-

tant research university, and that Digital is very concern-

ed about the cuts to public higher education He said the

corporation has invested $6 million in research within the

computer and information science department and the

computer engineering department.

Commuter Area Government President Susan Church

spoke about the importance of putting public higher

education at the top of the agenda. Voting, she said, is

the only voice citizens have in government and it should

be used to let legislators know that education is a priori-

ty of the people. .

David Keenan, a local realtor, spoke of the adverse ef

fects the furlough will have on local businesses. He said

since the University, the area's major employer, has hit

hard times, "vacant storefronts [on Main Street] are an

obvious sign of an anemic university."

Keenan said the state government has a tendency to

think "that the state ends at (Interstate) 495, and that

they should "come out here and see what we are so proud

/» it

°
Economics professor Samuel Bowles, also speaking at

the Common, said companies do not leave the state

because of higher taxes but stay as a result of a more

educated work force.

tolleifian photo by Carrie Wyrth

Students, faculty, and staff end two-day action with a rally on the Student

Duffey says students face

severe cuts or tuition hikes

Union steps, followed by a march to the Amherst Town Common.

By TAMIR LIPTON
Collegian Staff

President-Chancellor Joseph Duffey

yesterday addressed some 120 students and

faculty in the Cape Cod Lounge about the

state of Massachusetts' economy.

He talked about the cuts that public

higher education may incur and what can

be done to prevent those reductions.

"I think two things will happen next

INSIDE:
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Pwtestors call attention to

Palestinian presence in Israel

at celebration.

Page 5:

Pro-Democracy Campaign

decries lack of democracy in

U.S.

Page 12:

Lacrosse faces Delaware tomor-

row on the Hill.

VEATHER
Every day, we hope and pray that

sunny weather will come our

way. Cloudy but mild today,

temps around 65.

year," Duffey said. "Either tuition will go

up, or this campus will take tremendous

cuts."

Gov. Weld is planning a $79 million cut

in the education budget. He plans to raise

tuition and fees and compose a 7 percent

cut in administration.

"I don't think anyone should suppport

tuition increases when the governor is

planning on taking away financial aid,

Duffey said.

"I think that there are a good number ot

parents who still haven't fulfilled their

obligations as parents . . . they benefit from

a good education system," he said.

"Nothing would be more important than

to visit representatives in the next few

weeks, he said. "Take the initiative - call

your representative, go with your parents

and see them. These reps, dont get

visited."

Duffey attempted to recap

Massachusetts' politics during the past 10

years to explain why the state has the

tremendous deficit which it has.

"It's clear that the 1980s created a

decline in understanding government, he

said "More and more, we turned to inter-

national activity and avoided the problems

domestically.

"We had a governor [Dukakis] who was

going around talking about the

Massachusetts Miracle and how

Massachusetts had the lowest unemploy-

ment rate . .
.," he said. "It never was quite

a miracle.

"At the end of the decade, the state found

themselves embarassed with a presidential

loss and a new governor who has no ex

CONTINUED ON PAGE 2

Protesting profs speak out
State employees demoralized, they say

Z^^lZIt, «,«rlr trvlAv because there was no
By AMY PRENDERGAST
Collegian Staff

Despite yesterday's cold weather,

students, professors, and employees of

the University of Massachusetts con-

tinued their second day of picketing to

protest Gov. Weld's furlough plan.

A group of about 15 protestors

picketed in front of Lederle Graduate

Tower and later moved to the sidewalk

on North Pleasant Street.

Jorgen Berglund, a UMass teaching

assistant and graduate student of math,

said, "Seventy percent of students at

this University take math classes

taught by graduate students. It is

becoming more and more difficult to get

graduate students to come here. Even-

tually there will be less qualified in-

dividuals teaching these classes."

Berglund said he continued to teach

his classes because he is required to do

so by contract. "I am out here picketing

when I'm not holding class. During my

classes, I have discussed the situation

with the students because this is direct-

ly affecting them. It is unfortunate that

nationally known and respected pro-

fessors may start leaving this Univer-

sity

Wearing an "IMPEACH WELD"

sign, computer electronic technician for

the COINS Department, Glen Loud, ex-

pressed his frustration with the

furlough plan. "Governor Weld has gone

back on a lot of his promises. This whole

situation is ridiculous. I chose not to

work today because there was no

guarantee that I would receive pay

when I retire, or get the vacation days."

Kevin Gallagher, a computer pro-

grammer for the Science Department,

said, "This is really depressing. The

University has taken a hit for the past

three years and I haven't seen a raise.

Every state employee is being

demoralized."

Professor of Resource Economics

Carolyn Harper said, "There is great

support on campus, but I think many

faculty may feel demoralized because

this has been going on for so long.

Education has always been cut more

deeply than other parts of the budget.

"When I was growing up, I waa proud

of the fact that anyone in the United

States could get an education. That is

now changing, and it's unfortunate

because we need to keep the doors

open," Harper said.

Dave Berton, a freshman physics ma-

jor, said he was disappointed with the

undergraduate turnout. "There are

students protesting, but they are the

same few who are always at the major

progressive protests. We did a lot of

advertising for this, but that general

feeling of apathy remains among the

students."

Berton said,"The continuing idiotic

onslaught coming from Boston is

depressing. There is only so much letter-

writing campaigns and lobbying you can

do. People have to get out in the

streets.

*~
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fl%;-™Menard LaBne, director of research for

Pr^t OUTREACH at the Harvard Medical ^hooEwUl

sneak from 12 p.m. to 1 p.m. in Room 136 Arnold House.

*J?rnaaSalJ - Sponsored by the Muslim Students

Association will be aT 1:30 p.m. in the Campus Center.

Ple^ check the schedule near the elevators for the room

n
T^n Ntght - Sponsored by the Asian Student Associa-

tion will be in theCampus Center Auditorium at 7 p.m.

A"^/ r

"sponsored by the LBGA in CC 803 from

3 p.m. to 6p.m.

SATURDAY, APRIL 20

International Fair - The International Fair will be in

the Student Union Ballroom from 11 a.m. to 5 p.m. Spon-

sored by the International Student Association.

•Dance - The International Student Association will

sponsor a dance in the SUB from 9 p.m. to 1 a.m.

Bowl Day - Sponsored by Orchard Hill Area govern-

ment, will"take place in the Orchard Hill Bowl from 12

p m. to 6 p.m. Admission is free.

Coffeehouse - Sponsored by the Central Area Govern-

ment in the Bluewall Cafeteria from 8 p.m. to 12 a.m. Ad-

mission cost to be announced. , iotu
Cleanup - The UMass chapter of the Wildlife Society

will sponsor a cleanup of the Campus Pond which will

begin at 10 a.m. The project is being done m conjunction

^CW?- T^e Malcolm X Center and Trybal Xpressions

will host "Top Choice Click," a Boston rap group from 10

p.m. to 11 p.m. at the Malcolm X Center. Door prizes and

refreshments.

Duffey
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

penence in administration," Duffey said.

Asked about the effect the past two days of protesting

has had, Duffey said, "It's created a beginning of

awareness in communities; a spreading sense of alarm

that what is happening to education is serious.

MONDAY, APRIL 22 ...

Meeting - The Five College Chris Hani Coalition will

meet in the CASA office in the Student Union at 7 p.m.

All interested groups are encouraged to attend^

Elections - The Progressive Organization for Women s

Rights is holding their annual elections. All new members

are encouraged to attend. The meeting will be at 7 p.m.

in the Duke's Room of the Student Union.
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Fast Affordable Service

241 King St. Northampton 584-1000
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Regency Travel Associates

A Division Of United India Travel, Inc.

A Complete Travel Service Compare Our Low Prices

•mTSu Reservations to the Destinations
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•Cruises
Around The World

•Group Travel and Incentive Tours Across the U.S.A

•Individual & Corporate Travel

206 Chestnut St. Waltham, MA 02154 (617) 891-8422

Mon-Fri 9:00 a.m. - 5:30 p.m. Sat 10:00 a.m. - 3:00 p.m.

COLLEGIAN

Meeting Notice

Top of the Campus
Incorporated

(TOC Inc.)

will hold its annual

meeting and elec-

tions in

Campus Center

Rm. 802,
May 16, 1991
at 2:00pm.

*L* IB

% PEKING
"GARDEN
Mandarin/Szechuen Cuisine

Open lunch & dinner-7 days a week

Route 9 Russell St. Hadley 586-1202

Mon.-Thurs. 5pm-8pm

ALL YOU CAN EAT
BUFFET
$5.99

ll:30-3pm

ALL YOU CAN EAT
SUNDAY BRUNCH

$6.99

EVJBNTaNlGirrONLY;

OMEDY NIGHT
jrV'

:

i"iWi'

M

l

'-'*''
> ' & i*t-~- • *•:

from ~-~

Orlando fl*A
ami

MCCARTHY

t»&o irom Boston
Ooeftogen

O'Carroll

WARNING Audience |

discretion advised

Language & material

may be offensive 1

Xfi-$5w/studentl[

Sfc,W COMEDY OPEN STAGE

MAKE RESERVATIONS
for GRADUATION NOW!
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SUMMER SPARKLES
at UMass
Over :5()0 credit and noncredit courses and

workshops will bedazzle you in the UMass

Summer Session. A glittering lineup of

classes is conveniently offered both day and

evening in two, six-week sessions. First ses-

sion runs June 4-July 12; second ses-

sion runs July 16-August 22.

Register Now! By mail. FAX. phone, or in person. 615 GoodeM

For more information or a free course catalog, call the

Division of Continuing Education at 848*2414.
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Palestinian supporters picket Israeli celebration

m M,r vi i mrr M fl^MHHHHHi fT y. Israel declared independence from Greal
By MARC ELLIOTT
Collegian Staff

A handful of protesters calling attention

to the Palestinian presence in Israel yester-

day picketed outside the Student Union

Ballroom at the University of

Massachusetts where some 300 people

celebrated 43 years of Israeli independence.

Four or five members of the Palestinian

Solidarity Committee stood outside the

SUB. displaying a Palestinian flag and

handing out leaflets to "complete the pic-

ture" of Israel.

All we see as Palestinians is the Israel

with the concentration camps, the Israel

with the gun," said PSC member Eyad

Kishawi. "When they want to celebrate

bneTfl independence, they have the liabili-

ty to portray the truth for people. And if

they don't want to do that, then we're here

to complete the picture."

Citing examples of Arab food and wares

for sale in the S.U.B., organizers said the

celebration was not a political event and

maintained they had made a "complete at-

tempt" to show a balanced view of all of

Israel's cultures.

"We decided to have this celebration at

UMass because we want people to come in

ggggflL—
< ollt-gian photo by Ali»« Berkowiti

Ariella and Noam Pearlmutter, children of UMass Hillel Rabbi Sau

Pe\"lmutter prepare to blow out candles yesterday at the 43rd annual

celebration in the SUB of Israeli independence.

here and see what Israel is all about,

event organizer Adina Zarchan said.

"Israel is made up of many cultures, all dif

ferent sects, Christians, Muslims and Jews,

and we have represented everything here."

Kishawi belittled organizers' attempts to

show the Palestinian side of Israel.

"Having pictures ofArab mosques by no

means portrays the conditions and brutali

ty of an occupation that the Palestinians

are undergoing," he said.

Israel declared independence from Great

Britian in 1948 and immediately afterward

fought a war of independence with

neighboring Arab states which opposed the

creation of a Jewish state.

Yesterday's festivities included Israeli

music, art, dancing, dress, crafts and

poetry. A large birthday cake was served

to participants around noon and a group of

Israeli singers performed in the afternoon.

The controversial photo series "Glimp

of Israel" by UMass senior Alisa Berkowitz

was on display for the celebration.

The series, which shows points of intt'i

in Israel, stirred up some opposition three

weeks ago when it was put on display in

The New Africa House.

Critics accused the series of ignoring

Palestinians in Israel, while supporters

pointed out the series included a picture of

an Islamic Mosque and said the series was

not meant to be a political statement.

A barbecue, open to all, was held on the

Hillel House lawn later last night.

Israeli Independence Day comes im

mediately after the Israeli Memorial Day.

Yom Hazikaron. Observed two days ago,

the day commemorates those who died for

Israeli independence.

UMass because we want people to come in an<.«naWrep,«' , -
^ ^

Students walk with professors in picket lines

Bv PRESTON P. PORMAN »*r"^^£'!Z!Z% Te^-ntZuhe thoughUof raa„y -^«"V"-^ll2By PRESTON P
Collegian Staff

As thousands of University of

Massachusetts students took advantage of

the professors' work action to catch up on

school work and tans, Jessyka Melendez

reluctantly boycotted her classes on

Wednesday so she could join professors on

the picket lines.

"We are really obliged to attend the

rallies and protest with the professors," she

said. "If it is affecting the professor, then

it is affecting the student."

A junior education major who moved to

Massachusetts from her native Puerto Rico

Winnie Mandela
enters her third

day of testimony
JOHANNESBURG, South Africa (AP) - Proaecutors

tried to punch holes in Winnie Mandela s alibi at her kid-

nap and assault trial yesterday, suggesting her version

of events did not make sense.

Chief state prosecutor Jan Swanepoel hammered away

at Mandela's claim she was out of town in December 1988

when four black youths were allegedly abducted and

beaten in her Soweto home.

During a second day of cross-examination, Swanepoel

asked why Mandela did so little to protect youths she

believed were being homosexually abused by a White

minister at a Methodist Church home. He <^"P~*£
ly why she did not take action to confront the minister

or remove other youths from his care.

Mandela, 56, replied that some of the matters were not

my area" and said her main concern was to help a youth

who she believed was raped by the Rev. Paul Verryn^

although a doctor said there was no evidence to support

the clafm. She said she intended to confront Verryn when

he returned from vacation.

"I want to put it to you that you are being evasive,

XTli denied she was evading answering questions.

Mandela's husband, African National Congress leader

NeLon Mandela, was in prison for anti-gov*rnment ac-

tivity at the time the crimes allegedly occurred. He did

not accompany hk wife to court yesterday for her third

"TV/ tdal could ha * wide-ranging political ramifica-

tions com ng at a ti ne when the government is trying

to woo B?ack leader, into formal negotiations on a new

constitution eliminating White-minority rule.

Mandela has man: admirers among the more militant

ANC members anc her husband might find it difficult

to^onfinue talks iritfa the government if his W* is

convicted.

so she could attend college, Melendez said

she had to take out loans this semester to

bridge the financial aid gap. Rising tuition

and fees will likely force her out of UMass

next fall, she said.

"I just refused to go to my classes today.

It was much more important to picket and

go to the rally," she said.

John Greene, a junior COINS major, jug-

gling flaming torches at yesterday's rally,

said most of his classes were cancelled

although, he believes, with little effect on

the legislators in Boston.

"Even if all my classes were held I would

not have gone," he said. "I don't think [this

action] is going to be effective but it's worth

a try. Yet I just don't think the people in

power give a damn."

Pessimism marked the thoughts of many

students during the two-day job action.

"When students struck from this place in

the fall of 1989, professors were few and far

between on the picket lines," said an

unidentified student. "Now when their pay

checks are getting cut they want us tojump

to help them. Well, where were they a year

and a half ago when we were fighting.

Sophomore philosophy major Matthew

Griffmg said he lent his support on the "No

Business As Usual" picket lines because of

the "destruction" the University faces. His

Thursday classes were cancelled.

"Access to public education is a need for

people of all walks of life. I'm obviously con

cerned about myself, but I'm also worried

about this University as first-rate pro-

fessors leave and enrollment declines,' he

said.

Griffmg, who is an out-of-state student,

said the loss in school time is small com-

pared to financial losses the University has

taken the past three years. He said com

plaining about the lost education is

"short-sighted.

"The legislators have put professors in

this bind," he said. "Professors care. That's

why they are fighting the budget cuts that

are striking at the heart of UMass.

"What will a degree from here be worth

in 10 years?" he asked.

Collegian photo by Dondi Ahearn

Banners supporting the twewlay action at

UMass hang from Herter Hall ledges.

1,000s of Kurdish
refugees await
aid in Turkey
ISIKVEREN, Turkey (AP) - A U.S. Special Forces team

scouted Iraqi territory yesterday to search for sites for

refugee camps, and a new Army commander arrived in

Turkey to lead the international relief effort for Kurdish

^Hundreds of thousands of Iraqi Kurds fled into the

mountains of Northern Iraq after a rebellion in their

Tcestral homeland was crushed by Saddam Hussein s

Up to 1,000 refugees are dying daily of hunger, disease

and exposure in crude encampments in the rugged ter-

rain along Iraq's borders with Turkey and Iran.

Authorities yesterday expressed fears that epidemics

could sweep the camps.

Officials expect that finding sites and building the new

refugee centers will take up to 40 more days, and some

say even those estimates are too optimistic.

Mahmoud Yildirim, the Turkish commander of the huge

ramshackle settlement at Isikveren, estimated that many

more people would likely die in that period

"We are looking at many infections right now, said

Yildirim. Yildirim estimated that up to 20 people are dy-

ing each day at the Isikveren camp alone one of several

dozen settlements of refugees. And every day, he said, an

average of 10 babies are born in tents on the mountain-

side, with little or no medical care available

The new refugee centers, surrounded by smaller camps,

are to house at least 400,000 Kurdish refugees near the

Iraqi town of Zakho, the Turkish border, and Dohuk, about

30 miles into Iraq. Iraqi troops occupy both cities.

The Pentagon said an Army and Marine Corps reaction

force will set up a base at an undisclosed location inside

Turkey and stand by in case Iraqi troops try to interfere

with the relief effort. Defense sources said the force would

number at least 5,000. „MTOr
Meanwhile, Iraq's official news agency reported yester-

day the Baghdad Government has signed an agreement

with the United Nations to coordinate overseas aid to hun-

dreds of thousands of refugees.
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Collegian photos by KJV. Burke

The University of Massachusetts

Minuteman Marching Band,

British pop star Billy Bragg, facul-

ty, students, and staff come

together yesterday to support se-

cond day of action protesting Gov.

Weld's furlough plan.

ASPIRIN WONT CURE 1 I1A

I

-HIGH COST OP COLLEGE
EDUCATION" HEADACHE...
But NATIONAL EDUCATION SERVICES will!

It's not a pill; it's not a powder.

It's a unique new computerized service that provides almost every prospec-

tive college student with six to 25 sources of financial aid geared to his or

her individual interests, qualifications, and needs.

Cost is only $35.00. Results are guaranteed.

NATIONAL EDUCATION SERVICES—the service you can't afford not to use.

For free and complete informaiton, fill out and mail the coupon below.

i

Name of Student.

Address

City State ZIP

Telephone Number.

Year in College.

Please send this coupon to: NATIONAL EDUCATION SERVICES

P.O. Box 4823

Springfield, MA 01 101-4823

(413) 747-8622

191 N. Ptemnt St, Amlwr* • 2S3-2013 • OPEN 7 DAYS ' 22 Mt«ootc St., Norttamplon • 58M336
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All Students i

Interested in

Journalism,
particularly minority students, are

welcome to attend a presentation by

Marjorie Valbrun, reporter for the

Miami Herald and Francis Hopkins

reporter for the Associated Press in

Boston on Monday, 4/22. These

seasoned reporters will talk about the

news business generally and their par-

ticular experience as black people in

a traditionally white male occupation.

The presentations will take place in

Bartlett Hall 109, beginning at 9:00

11:15

The opinions on this page aie

Editorial/Opinion
£fX***£m orCMO^I and do not necessanly reflect the rUm oi the CoUeyan or the

jgjgjjj
unless otherw.se noted.

Crisis in democracy: If you can't afford any — Tough
_ . X. _-.• - nLw T> .Mlitarianchaiwe The system doesn't With political favors, of coune. But w,

We have a crisis in democracy in this

country. In fact, so much so that we
don't have democracy. What we have is

reminiscent of the Republic of Rome in

which the privileged class, the rich —
the Patricians — who comprised the

senate bribed their way into political

hegemony. They manipulated the whole

political scene. They used their

resources to put a slant on the situation,

cheating the Plebes out of the power-

sharing guaranteed to them by law.

They were good at what they did - for

a while. They arranged elections so that

it would be almost totally impossible for

tht average citizen-farmer to par-

ticipate. They arranged for the setting

up of districts in such a convoluted

fashion as to render the majority people,

the Plebians, with far less than their

share of power, to say the least. And

they threw their gold around to

shamelessly bribe everyone in sight.

That system finally exploded under the

weight of Patrician utter stinginess and

idiotic shortsightedness. What followed

was military dictatorship, beginning

with Julius Caesar.

With the close parallels to our own

American political system, we must

learn from history and divert our course

away from destruction. First, we need

to examine the word democracy.'

means 'rule of the people* in Greek. It

does not mean 'rule by the people who

can swindle and steal the pie from

everyone else.' It means 'rule by the peo-

ple' - all people in other words, the ma-

jority. This seems sort of obvious to us.

We understand freedom. Democracy is

our middle name - or is it? Yet who's

looking around and noticing the irony

in this? Not too many.

Jonathan Hymei

Everyone who is not convinced that

our system is built upon total equality

has a different version and list of what

exactly is wrong. To get at the bottom

of the problem, we must look at our

primary political power: Our vote. What

is it worth? A lot of folks don't feel it has

much voice. About half of American

citizens feel so alienated from the

system they cast their ballot for the

None-Of-The Above candidates - they

don't vote.

Next question: who runs for office and

who gets elected? There isn't much col

or there (literally and figuratively). It's

a pretty homogeneous group. Very rare-

ly do we have a candidate who boldly

challenges the system and moves for

egalitarian change. The system doesn't

allow it. The present system is set up to

hinder democracy. This is because a can

didate doesn't have a chance generally

to be successful unless s/he is backed by

the patricians of this day and age.

Money is what wins elections, not

popular issues. We all know this and

we're all frustrated with this; that is

those of us who aren't among the super

rich. Election campaigns are based on

high finance, not real national concerns.

They are based on manipulation, not

substance. We are being duped just like

the Roman people were.

When candidates need sickening

amounts of money to have any chance

of winning they become dependent on

massive campaign contributions from

those who buy their way into the

political pie, not in the least content to

take only their fair share. This lobby

ing is nothing short of bribery, and* it's

legal. Is anyone naive enough to think

that these 'private interests' continue to

dole out massive sums of money time

after time out of some sort of altruism?

They need payback and obviously they

get it, otherwise they would simply in

vest their green influence elsewhere and

big business would not receive so much

favor in political decision making. How
does a politician pay back his investors?

With political favors, of course. But we

all know this, right?

When political decisions are made

through the means of bribery, when a

tiny elite dominates the political lives

of people, the people's concerns are

simply not addressed. We must concede

that presently we don't have democracy.

Until we do, we can be sure that our

desires for egalitarianism will remain

unsatisfied.

It will be of interest to the reader to

know that there is some action being

taken to bring this unnecessary problem

out into the open and combat it. The

Pioneer Valley Pro-Democracy Cam
paign has been doing just this. The

Campaign is in the process now of pro

moting the 'Fair Elections Pledge' to be

signed by the candidates scrambling for

the Congressional seat of the late Silvio

Conte. The pledge entails limiting the

amount of individual campaign con-

tributors, total campaign expenditures,

non-local contributions, among other

things, and most importantly the pledge

requires the candidate, if elected, to

work for overall campaign reform, in

eluding public financing for campaigns.

Jonathan Hymer is a UMass student

The Pro-Democracy Campaign en

courages anyone who wants to get in-

volved to call. Their phone number is:

253-3908. - Eds.

In the struggle against racism: Which side are you on?
Ill Hie & LI Uggic afta ^ ^_ w ^
White people on this campus need to wake up. We must

understand that being White means, for now, that we are

privileged. What we choose to do with that power is of the

utmost importance. If we want to even imagine the

possibility of racial equality, we must begin to read about

racism, talk about racism, and take action against it.

Kailina Kunz

These are of course, just some of the many actions we can

and must take. (These actions can be taken only after a

lot of internal work has already been done on your own

svstem of beliefs about racism).

If you are White, you are racist. If this statement makes

you angry, don't channel your anger into denying that

U
Instead, work at putting your energies into productive

°
Thinkcritically about, and work toward, changing this

society which failed to offer Whites an alternative to

becoming racist. I am personally outraged that I was never

encouraged or taught to even acknowledge, much less ap-

preciate, the cultures of others.

We must stop hiding behind our excuses for inaction^

Let us cast away our false sense of superiority and work

toward creating ideas and practices that not only

acknowledge, but celebrate cultural distinction.

Karlina Kunz is a UMass student

If you are White, you are also racist. Whites have too

much power in America's racially oppressive system to

Tny their racism. Everyday we must recognize racism

and attempt to fight, in any way we can, the system that

is allowing the perpetuation of racism.

The lives of African-Americans and all peoples of color

are marginalized in this country. By not speaking and ac-

Ung up^gainst the many systems of exploitetioni hat

perpetuate the subordination of peoples of color, Whites

are aereeing. Silence is the voice of complicity.

Everyday so many Whites, through actions, words, and

belXhSp to maintain America's racially oppressive

system. Fighting racism may seem like an overwhelm-

ng yTmpofsible task in light of the many obstacles. But

here is so much that White people can do to get the

message across that we will not tolerate racist ideology,

'We^ca'n'act as anti-racist role models for other Whites

and mercilessly question the White power-structure and

policy wuhin schools and workplaces. If we have any sort

of influence on people with decision-making power, we can

fa se Sues withthem. We can call radio stations write

o newspapers, magazines, and television networks and

tel" them that we absolutely will not economically or

psycho ogically support their perpetuation of racism

tically aooui, ana worn. w««s-.^ „—«,-—

All Puerto Ricans want to do is party
***

- ,— au„ It is a shame that the Latin American Studies Program,

which is run by many non Hispanic professors, is doingAt a time when we are trying to break away from the

stereotypes that Puerto Ricans are crooks, lazy, welfare-

dependent party people, the two irnain 'epre^nteUve

organizations within our campus, the Bilingual Colonial

^Collegiate) Program and RIGHTNOW, are promoting

these stereotypes. Besides throwing a few expensive par-

ties (some free), promoting illiteracy by creating grade^

boosting independent studies, and expressing ino _support

nor solidarity for the victims of oppression the Bihngua

Colonial Program, is a typical oppressive tool
1

of colonia

manipulation. I must give the organization a bit of credit

for filling admission quotas, finding financial aid, and pro-

moting good tutoring. Yet, their nihilistic attitude towards

She community is pitiful, only tc, be compared to the social

and confused organization, RIGHT-NUW .

RIGHT-NOW, on the other hand, besides promoting

good concerts, like Ruben Blades, and throwing decent

Parties is a joke. When some of its members are not steal-

fnTmoney from the University by taking expensive

weekend trips, or making personal phone calls with the

RSO's business code, RIGHT-NOW is Promoting the

stereotype that Hispanics are more concerned with par-

ties than intellectual events

wnicn is run uy w,«..j «— r -
. , ,.

more for the Hispanic community. I can t recall when this

organization has ever worked in conjunction with the

BCP, or RIGHT-NOW.
I will concede to the claims of the organizations not to

get involved in a political sphere, yet, there is a real world

and the Hispanics are victims of a reality. It is time that

BCP and RIGHT-NOW get a backbone and begin show-

ing some solidarity for our people. Ruber, Blades said that

"It can be done," and that a bullet can kill a person, but

not an idea, such as liberty or truth. Stop promoting

dependency. Stop sitting in your chairs Rawing your

paychecks and start earning your money. Start doing

something other than promoting our people s ignorance.

We are victims of oppression as it is; we do not need our

own people to oppress us nor maintain our development

both within this society and in the world, at a slave s level.

We are an intelligent and unique people. Let us

recognize our people with pride and honor. Let us not

stand below anyone, let us stand at an equal level.

Charles R. Venator

Central

t their perpetuation of racism. ties than inteiiecxuai eve««.

Notes from the Campus Center basement
X ^ u .,.»i,MuHU othpr unionized employees. Orgs

"Who is Billy Bragg?" UIIU „
_ John Olver It's been a hell of a week. At UMass

and around the state, faculty, other state employees and

students came together to shake their collective fist at

Beacon Hill. Bill Weld - "Whaddya mean they wont

work without pay" - true to party^
principle, w bent on

destroying Massachusetts in order to save it. This week,

thousands of us showed him that he's got a fight on his

hands.

for well-funded puonc euucauoii. «e can ue, immj«™
to American University - A private school. Nuff said.

* * *

* * *

We are the biggest special interest group in the world.

We want specif1 things: Affordable quality education

human rights for working people, and even a fair tax

system.

Ya can't scare me, I'm sticking with the union. This

week thousands of students realized the importance of

unions. Bill Weld has got problems with unions. Hell, he s

got problems with anyone who brings home less than

$100 000 a year. Weld's problems with unions are

ideological. In other words, working people should shut

up and thank God they don't live in Russia. Thisweek

we learned that unions aren't only a good idea - They re

a good reality, unions are the only way to tight.against

things like furlough/slavery programs and for things like

public education.

* * *

John Olver was there because he understands the con-

nection between workers' rights, educational opportum.

ty and taxation as though people mattered. Olverfound-

ed the Tax Equity Alliance of Massachusetts (TEAM)

when few others had the guts to talk about tax reform.

Tf you're not talking tax reform, you can't have much to

safabout anything else. It's too bad John was overshadow-

S by lefty British urban folk star Billy Bragg.

President-Chancellor Duffey spent some time not

sewering questions. He's real serious about fighting

Jeremy P. Levinson

* * *

Kudos to the UMass unions. Unity is the word of the

dav The campus unions have taken the lead in fighting

against the nightmare Weld has become When campus

unions say: "UMass works because we do, they re right.

Maybe down the road a more appropriate slogan will be,

"UMass exists because we do."
* * *

Students could take a lesson from their professors and

other unionized employees. Organization is the key. Bill

Weld heard every word of what was said, screamed, and

chanted this week because we all spoke, screamed, and

chanted together. Indeed, maybe undergrads could put

this lesson to work in rebuilding student government.
* * *

The week's low point. Dave Keenan local slumlord,

Citizens for Limited Taxation activist and arch-

Republican parasite spoke to the No Business as Usual

closing rally. Someone shut him up real quick by remin-

ding him of his political history. Backing UMass so you

can squeeze our students for rent money isn t exactly what

we had in mind, Dave . . We'll call ya . .
.

4c * *

The week's high point. Two winners: All of us.

Students faculty, staff. We disrupted our routines to work

together for a common need. It's a nice respite in a world

where folks are taught to look out only for No. 1. And,

we can use the practice.

Sam Bowles reminded us on the Amherst Common

that education must be more than "Good for Business^

He voiced a vision that education can be oriented toward

tapping the magic within rather than making them mere-

ly useful economic components.

I'll buy that for a dollar.

Jeremy P. Levinson is a Collegian columnist
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ARTS & LIVING
Gonzalez' Earthdance is an exciting treat
\jUH^alC£i iiW l/ll/M/WfWV ^ carter's 'Eighty-One.'^AIive version of the latter

.u„ i „;„ ;o„ ™nn«rtinn recently in bands like Conjun- Hon Carter s ^S^y^
By BILL ROSENBLATT
Collegian Staff

Jerry Gonzalez is a bad cat. That (in so many words) is

how various musicians in the New York jazz and Latin

music scenes have put it. With his new fifth album, Ear-

thdance (Sunnyside), this trumpeter/percussionist con-

tinues to push the allied causes of jazz and progressive

Latin music forward.

Valley

Jazz
Gonzalez* music represents the most ambitious develop-

ment in the "Latin-jazz" tradition that began as an off-

shoot of the bebop movement in the 40s when Dizzy

Gillespie collaborated with Cuban musicians Mario Bauza

and Chano Pozo. The Latin tradition in jazz has surviv-

ed if in a rather submerged way: Salsa masters like Tito

Pu'ente and Ray Baretto have done Latin adaptations of

jazz standards, and adventurous jazz musicians of the 60s

and 70s often added Latin percussion and motifs for color

and variety. .

But it has taken a generation since the

Gillespie/Bauza/Pozo collaborations to produce musicians

who are equally comfortable in Latin- and African

American idioms; these players - mostly nuyonquenos

or Puerto Rican New Yorkers - have been reawakening

the Latin jazz connection recently in bands like Conjun-

to Libre Grupo Folklorico y Experimental and Gonzalez

Fort Apache Band (named after the NYPD's cynical

nickname for the South Bronx precinct). Gonzalez has

absorbed the wide variety of influences in the

multicultural Bronx and has unified them in his own very

profound way. When he plays "jazz," he does not simply

graft a standard tune onto Latin rhythms; he explores the

deep common roots of all Afro-Western musics^ When he

plays "Latin," he does not just play Salsa or Rhumba; he

delves into various indigenous Afro-Latin-Caribbean

forms, the most exciting of which are the percussion-heavy

Santeria ritual pieces. (The Santeria religion, ike Haij

tian Vodun and Brazilian Xango, is an offshoot of West

African Yoruba traditions.) This stuff will blow your mind.

Gonzalez" earlier work contains stunning examples of

Santeria-derived testifyin*. mostly courtesy of the bnlhant

percussionist Milton Cardona. Those early albumsAThe

River is Deep and Ya Yo Me Cure) featured a medium

sized ensemble with as many as four percussionists. More

recently, he has scaled down to a quintet, with more tradi

tional jazz instrumentation plus his own congas.

The new album, Earthdance, moves more frankly into

jazz territory, but with the Latin rhythmic underpinnings

still very much there, and so smoothly integrated into the

overall sound that you don't think of it as any kind of fu-

sion." It's as if two estranged brother traditions staged

a family reunion.

While Gonzalez' last album, Rhumba Para Monk, con-

centrated on Thelonious, mid-60s Miles Davis implications

pervade Earthdance. There are two tunes associated with

that Miles period, Wayne Shorter's "Fe Fi Fo Fum and

Ron Carter's "Eighty-One." A live version of the latter

appeared on the live Obatala album a couple of years ago^

The originals, including pianist Larry Willis beautiful

"Nightfall" and Gonzalez' own mournful Los Koncos

(based on a traditional Cuban chant), also suggest pre^

fusion Miles. Gonzalez also throws in a Monk tune for good

measure - "Let's Call This," which, those who saw him

at last summer's Bright Moments concert will remember.

The tunes are great to begin with, but the soloing makes

this album outstanding. Gonzalez' trumpet playing is real

ly maturing. The Miles analogy also applies to his heavy

use of Harmon mute: yeah, he sounds like Miles - has

the poignant ballad style and that spacy "misterioso

thinZdown. But on flugelhorn, he has a big gutsy tone,

the likes of which I've never heard. He is well on his way

to becoming one of the finest trumpeters around in any

genre, u-it/iour jumping on the Clifford Brown hobby-horse

as many "young lions" have done.

The other soloists are also strong if (again) somewhat

derivative at times. But they sure pick their sources well:

Carter Jefferson's tenor owes something to Coltrane, while

Joe Ford's soprano evokes Wayne Shorter (Ford also con

trTbutes alto and flute). Gonzalez' brother Andy plays

"Latin bass," a solid-body upright with a tight, percussive

sound Steve Berrios' excellent drumming, a sensitive

counterpoint to Gonzalez' congas, completes the quintet

Earthdance is yet another in Jerry Gonzalez series of

exciting masterpieces. He is starting to appear as a

stfeman on other musicians' albums - ,e .to,
wort»

getting out. Jerry Gonzalez is a bad cat. He has the poten

Sal to be one of the major improvisational music in-

novators of the decade.

or Puerto Kican INew i omens - uovC .*_ . -o

Ruben Blades proves

he is a man of integrity
_i*J ™^ f«» ntVior Knnds Iind SinttTS,

By JOHANN HANZ VON KESSEL
Collegian Correspondent

Shall we call asking questions and expec-

ting intelligent responses an "interview

especially when it developed so smoothly

into an animated conversation. But to Tit

into a journalistic category, I'll have to con

descend to such description. Ruben Blades

actually began our dialogue informally, by

encouraging the reception committee to

keep studying and working hard in improv-

ing their academic performance as well as

their multi-cultural, social involvement

and awareness.

Von Kessel: "Ruben, what is your aspira-

tion in the near future in terms of the

communal-political spheres?"

Blades. "I wouldn't like to tie myself to

any political platform in the States, and

even less to any mundane parties -

politics. But don't get me wrong, I always

contribute and participate in the politics of

issues, especially with the battered

minorities being the affected. You can take

the following as a statement: 1 11 very soon

immerse in the political process of socio-

economic^ amendments of my beloved

Panama."

Von Kessel: "When is this going to take

place? You mean your going to run for

PI

Blad
e

es:' "Trust me, all the truly

democratic events to really transform my

motherland will occur within the next

three years. And the topic of the presiden-

cy will fit into place when I'll get called for

^Vo** Kessel: "But, wouldn't it take blood-

shed to withdraw totally from power the

Noriega's cloud of followers?"

Blades: "As I said, trust me, I'll be there

and you'll read about it."

Von Kessel: "Do you want to be recogniz-

ed as a lyricist of the Anglo-American

vanguard or the Hispano-Amencan in-

stead?"

Blades: "What do you mean, that Silvio

Rodriguez and Pablo Milanes can fully ex

press all they feel about what's going on

in the world with no interference from the

ruling government and its ideologies? Do

you really believe they are allowed to con-

demn even boiling situations they confront

in their own nation? It doesn t translate

either, that I'm more comfortable here in

the United States or that its better,

because once artists allow the unanimous

consensus of society to manufacture their

criterion they become slaves of another

kind, but at least I've been given the

chance to be myself, to censure and to

decline any influence.

Von Kessel: "At the beginning you began

writing songs for other bands and singers,

was that because you were not famous yet

or a consequence of not being given the op-

portunity?"

Blades: "People were not ready to

assimilate critical social commentary

postures at the early stage of the develop-

ment of the "salsa" identity. So my songs

were perceived with skepticism, and the in-

dustry thought that I was going to use the

recordings as podiums to preach at people s

consciousness."

Von Kessel: "How was the process of ad-

mission to Harvard University, were you

preoccupied about the aura and prestige

the Institution has?"

Blades: "First of all, the process was not

something to be afraid of, because I was in-

vited by the Law School Council Associa-

tion to address the labrynthical situations

of Latin America up to that year, 1984,ana

its repercussions on the art's sector. Then

I applied and was accepted. I had already

earned my bachelors in Panama after five

years, so it was not my first encounter with

admission processes."

Von Kessel: "I have seen, in public

libraries along the northeast coast, a varie-

ty of posters ofyou encouraging youngsters

of all ethnic backgrounds to allow their im-

agination to navigate through the

countless adventures books offer, when did

your reading habits emerge, and what was

the motivation?"

Blades: "I was chosen along with a group

of other talented noted personalities to pro-

mote the need to read, because of the

declining numbers among college

graduates- in general knowledge statistics.

I began reading in a comprehensive mat-

ter at the age of four, and never since then

lost my disposition for reading. When i

read I don't circumscribe solely to classics,

but mostly I prefer to read obscure French

writers."
,

Von Kessel: "When did you learn

English? Was it out of necessity or personal

interest?" ,

Blades: "I learned English because it s a

cultural manifestation I couldn't deny

myself to appropriate, as I grew to dislike

the attitude in those who refuse to learn

anything new, foreign, and unknown. As

I see in people here in this country, who re-

ject to approach everything unfamiliar^

Von Kessel: "You used to condemn the

United States for their interference m
underdeveloped countries, now you re

quiet, what happened?"

Blades: "Are you bugging me? Have you

heard the record totally in English,

Nothing But the Truth? I prosecute the UA
in songs like "In Salvador."

As you have read, his integrity hasn t

subsided. . .

Colletf.n photo by Chri. Brockmeyer

The Shocker, will play the Iron Horse with Aquarium Rescue Unit.

Show starts at 8:30 p.m. Admission is S6.

Tate takes Williams ' seat

in a gathering of friends
c - rn Rillv Joel. While he ha

By JAMES MOLESWORTH
Collegian Staff

George Shearing and Joe Pass

Fine Arts Center

Tuesday, April 16

There is an old story about George Shear

ing that my dad once told me, and that I

never really understood until this past

Tuesday night. It goes like this - two guys

are sitting outside of a club. An elegant

grey-haired man walks by them. One says

to the other:

"Hey man, I think I just saw God!

"No man," the other replies. "That was

George Shearing."

Tuesday night at the Fine Arts Center,

George Shearing played along with pre-

eminent guitarist, Joe Pass in an evening

that was billed as "A Gathering of

Friends." It was exactly that. Pass and

Shearing have worked together many

times, being best known for their quintet

work in the late sixties and early seventies.

The blues singer Joe Williams was also bill-

ed to attend, but could not as he was taken

to Cooley Dickinson, stricken with

pneumonia. In his stead, Grady Tate was

called in at the last minute, and he did a

most admirable job.

Joe Pass started the evening with a long

solo set of standards, playing everything

from Ellington to Billy Joel. While he had

to battle the inadequate sound system ot

the FAC, he was still able to put the au-

dience in a trance-like state with his lilting

play. Shearing then played with his

regular bassist, Neil Swainson, and Grady

Tate They continued the theme of playing

standards (probably due to Tate's last

minute call up), but a high level of Shear-

ing's professionalism put a new twist on

everything they played.

Perhaps the best part of the evening

came in the second set, as Shearing joked

about Johann Sebastian Bach, he played

a fugue, putting a jazz twist on it that

cemented the fact that jazz is the most in-

genious music in the world.

Capping off the evening was the big

finale with Shearing, Pass, Tate, Swainson,

and Joe Williams' regular drummer

Clayton Cameron playing together (the

evening so far had been various groupings

of the artists, never all together). Tate sang

a robust melody of well known blues stan-

dards while the rest of the group played

Mile- Davis' "All Blues" behind him.

It was truly a gathering of friends, as

they joked and laughed their way through

beautiful music. 1 understand that old story

now; Shearing could easily be mistaken for

God with the way he -lays, and he has the

greatest gr< '
:

' "
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HIT BETWEEN THE EYES TOUR

KATINA'S

PLUS
GUESTS

TRIXTER

SATURDAY • APRIL 20
8PM

HARTFORD CIVIC CENTER
OUTlfTSt
PHONE CHARGE

1-S00-922-2030

TICKETS CIVIC

ON SALE CENTER
MOW AT: LjOXOKtt

cvptda.t andtocmajttTQCHMTaawax^a^****™****-

PRODUCED BY JIM KOPLIK/8HELLY FINKEL/

JOHN SCHER/METROPOLITAW ENTERTAINMENT

rei

«nw«**

ROLLINS BAND
FRIDAY • MAY 3 • 8PM
SPRINGFIELD CIVIC CENTER

9

TICKETS CIVIC * oltlktsiii
H\ KAI F PITMTFP —=91"** - IMIOM-: CHAKf.l

SnWAT gS^Sc? riCKFTRON L8OO.3M2-HOH0

PRODUCED BY JIM KOPLIK/SHELLY "NKEL/
JOHN SCHER/METROPOLITAN I- M I- K I AJNMEN T

THROUGH
THE DOORS
A Miltt-NMa Trikata to

Jim I It & Thi Doors

w/WMUA't Chrittim RomHi

"the

NEIGHBORHOODS

MODERN JEST

•upcoming*

KMFOM FrK»y.Apnl26

STEa HEART Sunday. Apni 28

APVAMCE-nX: Kaane'e, For the Record.

sntwtwi, niton. Pta««pu»*. **«*

MUMC.MUMC Ouktot

ROUTE 9, HADLEY
586-4463

NOW
RENTING

CLIFFSIDE
APARTMENTS

Affordable, Quiet &
Convenient

1 & 2 Bedrooms
from $4007month

ALL UTILITIES
INCLUDED

5 miles to UMASS
On Sunderland Bus

Route

Pool, Tennis & More

Furnished Apartments

also available

Accepting applications

for September

Ask about our free rent

special

248 Amherst Rd. (Rte 116)

Sunderland 665-3958

Cars
.Trucks

\pji*^ .Cargo Vans

taja*****"*

North Amherst

Auto Rental
RtO,40MonaoutM.

North Amhtrst, MA
549-RENT

(SM-7W8)

On Bu» Raaj

4ound Tffjn aw *

London
Madrid
Zurich
SmiJoscCL
Hongkong
Denver

•wo* a

$430
4M
470
oa

•M
S^£2'm ft faculty feres

UM net inOudod B«*tncsorai top*
:«M tuojajct » cnano*. Oj""**"'
ivataM rVorwSuiv aBraa* proorarw

n»m«oor« Sluoent » T»«d»f ID.

EURAIL PASSES ISSUED ON
THE SPOT! _

FKF. Student Tr«w«< CaUkyjl

CouncilTWW Hi.— M
III! Ill — *~*

413-154-14*1

minimum
iiiiiiiiimiii

THELflTTOES

WASH
Saturday, April 20th, 9am -4pm

ONLY $4
At Bess Eaton Donuts in the Ml Farms Mall

Parking Lot, behind Burger King on Rte 9

— iiiiiMtiimtitmttm**ii«in»Mniir-*-

The International Students Association

Presents the

INTERNATIONAL
FAIR '91

Student Union Ballroom, UMASS Amherst

April 20th, 1991

11 a.m. - 5 p.m.

Dance following fair

at 9 p.m. $3.00

'asoTWllTtSHWf

MMMMt "'-'"*" 584 9153

KtVIM COSTMCK

IMtOOll fl MM M
____ sm i oo n oo ai ii »>• Jo

i
rC-'f) Son t 00 (4 M " U »<• 00

•too TIM. 00

l GREEN CARD i*
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utiu it.ri '

Defending
Your Life

r„{4 ion $3 *oi7 '» <ooo

riT| s«i I 50 t. so # »j sow is 10 oo

Sun I 30 <* 00 .1 S3 SOW 30

Won Thura (• 00 M S3 SOW 30

\7

jodie foster

IhB silence

of Ihe lambs
frt (4 30 .1 $3 SOI' IS 10 00

Sat t IS |4 30 al 13 SO>7 IS 10 00

Sun 1 IS (6 00 .t S3 SOW 30

Mon Thura II 00 It II SOW 30

S M.iPSHIrU 6 "aSST" 584-75

Mortal Thoughts

Frl (4:30 at $3.50)7.30. 9:50

Sat 1:45 (4:30 at $3.50)7.30, 9:50

Sun 1:45 (5:45 at $3 50)8 15

Mon-Thurs (5:45 at $3.50)8:15

tpKHi *t>o»g»>r»i«>'*t no rowpon* o» !»*••*

aft*.

Guilty By
Suspicion
Robetl De Nirp

Fn (4 JO .1 13 50)7 30 10 10

ITCIjI S.I 1 45 |4 30 at S3 50)7 JO. 10 10

Sun I 45 (5 45 .1 S3 SOW J"

Mon Ihut. (S 45 at »3 SOW 30

JUSTICE
• » » i.NSEiMML

Frl 14 50 .1 (3 50)7 30. 10 10

S.I I 45 (4 30 at S3 50)7 30. 10 10

Sun t 45 (5 45 at S3 SOW 45

Mon Thura (5 45 01 S3 SOW 45

NOTHING PERSONAL

CLASS ACTION

Frl (4 IS at S3 SO) 7 15 10 00

Sal t 30 (4 15 at II 5017 IS 10 00

Sun I JO 15 JO at S3 SOW JO

Mon Tours (5 30 at S] SOW 30

MMGEMtfTAin
NUA TURTLES II
imi «c»n of thi oon

__ I .. 14 45 at SJ 50)7 45 10 10

EJ S.I ? 00 (4 45 at S3 50)7 45 10 10

Sun J 00 IS OO at S3 SOW '5

Mnn Thu»4 (S 00 at S3 SOW «

w/tfwmfam
SaiOwiN

(IM
•AMNGIt

IB
rn |< 15 at S3 50)7 IS 10 00

Sat I 30(4 IS al S3 50)7 IS. 10 00

Sun I 30 (S 30 at S3 SOW 15

Mon thura |5 30 al S3 V)l» 15

RESTAURANT
Serving in the

same location on
State St. since 1984

45 STATE ST.

NORTHAMPTON, MA
586-6344
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THE FAR SIDE
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The curse of "artists block'

By BILL VATTERSON
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QUOTE OF THE DAY

"Only the mediocre are always at

their best."

Jean Giiaudoux (1882-1944)

By JIrt

DAILY CROSSVORD PUZZLE

Edited By TRUDE MCHEL JAff

E

ACROSS
1 Desire Under

the
—

"

5 Lean eater

10 Symbol ol

silence

14 Baimacaan

15 Con-soian Ann

16 Yuh-yu*

17 White
Christmas Star

20 Parvenus

21 Playwright s

product

22 Extreme degree

23 Algooquian

25 Singer Twrtty

from

Mississippi

29 Actors

assistants

33 ForceiuHy

34 Catcalls

35 Woody s co star

36 Moontigm in

Vermont singer

40 Huit morns sept

41 Cratts

accompaniment

42 To the point

43 L*e certain

sibkngs

46 Foul mouthed
person

47 Crooked
46 Blemish

49 Social group

52 Pans univeisity

57 Funny Gtrl

60 Lotion

ingredient

61 Board game
62 X rated

63 Split

64 Works m a pool

65 Greek peak

DOWN
i Beige
2 Air maneuver

3 Bernstein opus
4 Manuscript

directive

5 Wise guy

6 City on the

Swan river

7 Boiger et al

6 Rainbow
9 Mikhail —

.

tormer

61 Across
champ

10 Tasks

1

1

Cantretl from

Sydney
12 Attention getter

t3 Ballerina

Piisetskaya

1

8

T>|uar.a

tomorrow
19 Pindar products

23 Boasts

24 Hebrew letter

25 The Fall

novekst

26 Mideast native

27 Nostrils

28 Peruke

29 Amusingly

absurd

30 Desert leaders

31 Wash cycle

32 More learned

34 Uncle Millie

37 Unusual

38 Pianist Jose

39 Three Comb
form

44 Labeled

45 River ot Bavana

46 Touch gently

48 Code man
49 Skiers htt

50 Breathing

sound

Si Do a pressing

job

52 Word with in

out. up. down
53 European

capital

54 MuH resections

55 Naut directions

56 Snorri Story

58 Tread the

boards

59 Reluctant

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE:

Ml

«l«»l U» Aoealts Tw»m Sjawicaw 4 19 91

QUOTE OF THE DAY

Tev people can be happy unless

they hate some other person, nation.

or creed.'" Bermnd Russell (1872-1970)

YOUR DAILY HOROSCOPE
By JEANE DIXON

Bv Tin SNIFFEN

ffff

REX ROCKETT
By IRA SHERAK

ARIf S(March21-Aprill9) You

develop new rapport with an in-

fluential group Your popularity

enables you to move mountains of

paperwork! The night ahead should

be special Put your best foot

forward

TAU»U$(April20-May20) Settle

down at work today Smile even if

certain limitations are placed on

you! Focus on projects you can

handle alone Residential matters

enjoy highly favorable influences.

0EMINI(May21-June2O;:Be alert to

sudden changes Anything you say

today will reflect heavily on you

Crossing swords with higher-ups will

only make things more difficult

Keep confidential matters under

wraps

CANCIR(June21-July22):Stay out of

the limelight if you can.

You need to keep an eye on so-

meone who flatters you Set aside

anything that interferes with your

getting your regular work done on

time

LIO(July23-Aug.22):A friendship

makes special demands on you

now. Good will flourishes between

family members Although certain

tasks are tough, you do an ex-

cellent job A business hunch is right

on target

VIROO(Aug.23-Sept.22):You may

get a glimpse of the future today

Make plans for an auspicious new

beginning Your dynamic personali-

ty wins you many admirers

Romance should sizzle tonight.

U»RA(Sept23-Oct22)Do not be

afraid to venture off the beaten

track Once you learn to delegate

routine responsibilities, you will have

more time for a pet project Try to

spend more time outdoors

$CORWO(Oct 23-Nov 21) You have

a special knack for building other

peoples confidence Regular exer-

cise keeps you feeling fit Do not be

too quick to agree with everything

a loved one says. Be careful with

your money
$AOITTARI0$(Nov 22-Dec 21) A

valuable new alliance could lead to

a promotion or an important con-

ference Make you own decisions

after carefully weighing what other

people have to say Ration your

energies

CAPRICORN(Dec.22-JanlVpearcn

for solitude early today A low-key

approach will work best at both

home and place of employment

Domesticity beckons You and your

loved ones draw closer together

AQUARIU$(Jan70-r-,ebl8) Joint

finances enjoy favorable influences

Make an important career decision

only after talking with family Extra

demands at work are possible Any

problem with loved ones can be

resolved

PISCfS(Feb.l9-March20)Applv the

lessons you have learned in the

past Resist the temptation to flirt

Arousing someone's jealousy will not

help restore domestic bliss

Postpone any big financial moves

until next week.

TODAY S STAff
Night Editor SaXah DcBMtttel

Copy Editor L.n.n.a Cammon

Photo Technician &*& Atu 'nm

Production Supervisor Nicole Duma.

Typesetter *im F™°
Production Chris Prrll. brad Hutchison.

Jason Iorla

J L
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ROADSSCHOLAR

&1PK *

r ^

Wou dont have to graduate

magna cum laude to show

everyone how smart you are. Just

rent from Ryder every time you

make a move, whether it's

across campus, across town,

or across the country.

M * ~f\

t \

"

You'll get exactly the

right truck with all the

comforts you want, like

A/C power steering

and am/fm radio.

Plus, we have

everything-from

bases to bubble wrap \
\_3«*w,.^..«

-to make the job easier. ^

•v

Red Sox

vv

'^^X^*T *
' And wit

*

discount coupon, you can

even prove you've learned

something about

economics.

J

/ T

:h^- —

Get Extra

\

Bnnd

OneVVay

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 12

Clemens said. .

"You go against Clemens and you expect to have a great

ball game, and that's exactly what happened

Saberhagen said. "You can't make mistakes in a ballpark

like this, with that kind of lineup."

Wade Boggs singled with two outs in the third tor tne

game's fin?hit. Jody Reed then broke a 0-17 slump by

Poking a 3-2 pitch into shallow lea and Boggs scored all

the way first as the ball skipped past Eisenreich for an

^Jack Clark singled to lead of the forth and two outs later

advanced to third on two wild pitches by Saberhagen, but

Carlos Quintana lined out to end the inning.

Tom Brunansky doubled in the seventh and took third

on Quintana's sacrifice. Tony Pena then lined out and

Saberhagen struck out Tim Naehring for the third time.

Kansas City advanced a runner as far as third only once.

Eis* nreich singled to lead off the the sixth, Kevin Seitzer

struck out for the third time and Eisenreich stole second

He took third on an infield out, but Danny Tartabull foul-

ed out to end the threat.

Tony Fossas got one out in the ninth and Jeff Reardon

finished the three hitter for his second save.

RYDER.
We're There At Every Turn.'

i* >«<

Undergraduate Teaching

Assistantships Available

Department of

Mathematics and Statistics

$600.00 a semester for

approximately 10-12 hours

a week.

Further information and application

forms see Diane Davis

Room 1622 Lederle GTWR.

U M
GAY L E S B I

AWARENESS
APRIL 22-28

I S E X U A

WEEK
19 9 1

TUESDAY

12 NOON
KICK OFF RALLY
STUDENT UNION *TEP«

•COMINO OUT TO FAMILY * FRIEND*

WORKSHOP BY PARENTS AND
FRIENDS OF LESBIANS * GAYS
CAMPUS CFNTER ROOM 903

PM
ANGELA BOWtN
KEYNOTE SPKAKER
CAMPUS CENTER
ROOM1S3

4PM
•NOT ALL PARENTS ARE STRAIGHT

LOOKING AT GAY A LESBIAN FAMILIES"

WORKSHOP
CAMPUS CENTER ROOM 903

•SYMPOSIUM FOR STRAIGHTS:

EVERYTHING YOU ALWAYS WANTED

TO KNOW ABOUT HOMOSEXUALITY
BUT WERE AFRAID TO ASK*

CAMPUS CENTER AUDITORIUM

12 NOON- 10 PM
GLB nLM FESTIVAL

STUDENT UNION BALLROOM
S PM

GAY AND LESBIAN STUDIES-
WORKSHOP/LECTURE BY

WARREN BLUMENFELD
CAMPUS CENTER ROOM 91^

ail COUNSELLING COLLECTIVE

RAP GROUP ON COMING OUT
CAMPUS CENTER ROOM 904

7 PM
RAP GROUP FOR GAY * JEWISH STUORNTS

A THEM FRIENDS/ ALLIES

CAMPUS CtNTM ROOM SOS/SO*
BPM

-KRXING MB SOFTLY" A PLAY

BY GAY SCOTTISH PLAYWRfTE
iOHN BINNIE

HAMDEN THEATER
M STUDENTS SS PUBLIC

APRIL 47
SATURDAY

SPMRSPM
-KILLING ME BOTTLY- A PLAY
HAMDEN THEATER

9 PM- 1 AM
LBQA
DANCE
BLUEWAU.
S3 DONATION

S.IO fM _,
TOWAtD A MTTM UNDMITANDIN* Of MSEXUAUTV

A Participatory Wortithop

with AM Woolwich and Boy Paquotto

904 «OS CC
BIN

WOMYN't CONCMT A DANCI

STARBMO IOI WHS AND JUUI WHIILIt
ADMISSION $2

"KIUINNG Ml IOFTLY- A FLAY

ITUOfNT ONION IAIL9O0M

APRIL 28

JNDAY
6 PM

GLB COFFEE HOUSE
BLUEWALL CAFE

AY S
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Boneventure earlier this week.

"Things have not gone our way this season," Penn State

coach Sue Rankin said. "We lost a few down the line but

we have played well. We have not been getting the runs

when we need them, but we are a good team. I am confi-

dent in that."

Penn State has lost 11 of their 23 games by two runs

or less and have lost three extra inning contests.

"I am expecting a good game against UMass," Rankin

said. "We will play well, with tough defense and good pit-

ching. 1 am expecting a one run game that will go down

to the wire."

Clemens, Sox roll

By DAVE O'HARA
The Assosciated Press

A pair of two-time American League Cy Young Award

winners hooked up yesterday and an unearned run was

the only difference.
.

Roger Clemens increased his shutout streak to 2.6 inn-

ings as the Boston Red Sox beat the Kansas City Royals

and Bret Saberhagen 1-0.

Clemens (3-0), who shut out Cleveland in his last start,

allowed three hits in eight innings. He walked one and

struck out 10, reaching double figures for his second

straight game and the 43rd time in his career.

"It was the type of game where you hope for a break,

and we got it," Clemens said aRer improving his lifetime

record over Kansas City to 11-2. "They hit some balls

hard, but our guys came up with them. I had good stuff,

but my forkball kept doing different things and it was

hard to keep it in the strike zone."

Clemens, pitching while his five-game suspension is be-

ing appealed, was scheduled for a hearing before commis

sioner Fay Vincent in New York on Friday. Clemens was

given the penalty for his conduct in Game 4 of last year s

AL playoffs.

Saberhagen (1-2) gave up four hits, struck out five and

walked one in seven innings, but was the victim of an er-

ror by left fielder Jim Eisenreich as the Red Sox completed

a three game sweep, their first against Kansas City since

1988

"He pitched iust as well, but didn't have any luck,"

Classifieds
a- rom^~,^e,„CTv' v/i '* • —_^_-^_^»^^^M^^^r-». ..» -~— — .,.#* AtiTI 111 Vrt.. ar* th* _ __TT: - *.-* m. ^.u uoiut? Fall

ACTIVITIES

FREE DANCE wear Mac* and white Apr

19 9-1 10th floor CC Co-sponsored by

Alpha Lambda Delta and Golden Key

Musk: by Law Tech Audio JOIN US'

5 K RUN-WALK-RACE/Suriday April

21s1 2pm Sign up at any Body Shop S3

before $4 race day Prize* 1 Fun' FREE T

shut*'

ARNOLD SCHWARTZENNEGAR
can 1 uggle but you could learn how UMa*s

jugghrJgClub meet* today. 3-6 Be better

than Arnold luggle'

ANNOUNCEMENTS

BED ANO BREAKFAST^ntowr.Ideal
for visiting parents and tnends- »*'«"•"

HEADING FOR EUROPE this summer7 Jet

l^fn^^orSteOwahAIRHITCHfr)
(Reported in NY Times and Lets Go')

AlRHlTCH (r) 212464-2000

YOU STILL HAVE A CHANCE to par-

ticipate m the Senior Campaign to support

the EScort Serv.ce When you get your can

pledge $91 or more and get a tree gift Join

us by putting the spotlight on 91

INTERNATIONAL FAIR on April ^bet-
ween 11am-5pm at Ihe Student Union

Ballroom Come by and enioy different

cultures

4 BEDROOM HOUSE- Northampton, near

Smith College and shopping center

$750Vmo plus utilities June 1st SkKMKi.

Realtors. caB *-7pm 584-3428

AMHERST CENTER _ZZ__I
Efficiency one. two. three bedroom apart

ments June or September Lincoln Real

Estate 25 North Pleasant Street

25^7879 ^^^^
FIVE BEDROOM HOUSE Deck garage

mile to campus On bus Perfect lor s»

$1250/mo Call Bob at (617) 9674659

GILREATH MANOR

T^Tbedroom apartments^vf^J "*

or September Lincoln Real Estate 25 North

Pleasant Street

253-7879

GREAT 1 BEDROOM. ? minutes to cam-

£* 4 town Front & bar* porch L*fg»yWd

iprkg for 2 cars $525 Heat incl avertable

June 1st Contact Frank at 549-5343

CAMPUS REPRESENTATIVE for leading

Men s Tailored Clothing Company Student

needed for parttime wot* beginning Fall 91

semester Candidate* should be available

tor training at the end of fh« Spring or prior

to the Fan 91 Mm«ier Rwaoonsibiirt.es in-

clude providing students with product infer

manon and proem in g orders Thtsiaane*

ceHent opportunity to learn the tailored

clothing bustnea* while earning good

money Possible future tuM time employ-

ment for successful candidates

Please can 212-581 7520 or FAX a brief

hand written statement on your qualifies

tons to Bill DAnenzo 212-315 1459

FOR MV BELOVED CAJTLIN: You are the

quintessential obfect o» my affection* and

l love you tremendously' Happy Anmver

sary' Love Greg

HAPPY ANNIVERSARY GREG- Love

Caitlm

GUARANTEE YOU APT FOR NEXT

SEMESTER
2 bdr Brandywine

Ctose to 2 bus stops

Available June 1st

CaM eves 549-1471

SUBLET W7 FALL OPTION. Bdr inlarge

2hdr Bus route Available now $285 »
eludes heat 538-5894

SMOKE DETECTORS FOR SALE at

OCHO $5 each includes battery On cam

pus Housing Office 428 Student Union

TAKE OVER OUR LEASE

APTS FOR RENT

SPRING SPECIAL .99 cent* <™ m°"'£

rent with one year lease 2BR $450 3BR

$537 m Sunderland Free bus routejaun

dry facilities, pool, garden plots Short term

leases available 665-3856

Big Luscious house Five succulent

bedrooms Two titillating bathrooms

Stumbling distance from town and

bus stop Extremely^"f^
driveway Call now -256-3466 -

You'll be glad you did'

, turn .ntersei mto cash

Assembkng & lechneal portions and sale.

Flexible schedule Immediate openings

Petoton Sports 1 E Ptea»antSl 5494904

I NEED AN ENGLISH TEACHER to help im-

prove my Engflwh Will pay for private

leMOn Call pm 256-6372

EARN UP TO $400 weekly assembling pro-

ducts at home no experience, easy work

For more into Cal 1-504-863-6194 Ext

1609 7 day*

FT SUMMER CHILDCARE
N Amherst
Must have own transportation

549-6825 or 548-9519

JEWISH COMMUNITY OF AMHERST
seeks Hebrew and Jewish studies teachers

Experience preferred Call 549-0223 or

2564160 for application

INSTRUCTION

HELLO ED! IS THERE A doctor m the

nouse1 MwXdod we both know it's earty but

nave a nice birthday With a sandwich o»

course Love Dodobert

DRAC-THANKS AGAIN lor the greal

•scape Keep the goofy grin on NTH

JTL-HERE S YOUR FIRST' Surprised'

just wanted to thank you tor everything

ONAPReirii/tiiiloelMCarmrv^^
ed 21 and left her mark on Cow Road Trunk

about that today'

SPACIOUS SUBLET

AMHERST CENTER 1 BORM Quiet, doe*

to common—for tnsbee tun (S Prospect

SI I sunny, hardwood floors, rent

negotiable Ideal tor 2 people Can Jenny
'- 7pm 253-7194

SUBLET

1 RM IN 3 BORM HOUSE ON MAIN ST

Available July i with Fall option Call

253-9190 or 5454573

•9 IS FINE' __
This Townehouse apt is avertable to sublet

June 1 w/ taM lease option bus route Fur

niture incl 5494044

2 BEDROOM HOUSE GREAT FOR 2-3

PEOPLE $550 /month call 5494417 r-a*

Option

ONE BEDROOM AVAILABLE^ Brarv

dywine June 1 Sept 1 Call IM159 (rent

negotiable)

ONE OR TWO PEOPLE NEEDED FOR 1

Bedroom in a turni»hed apartment ctoje to

campus $904110 a month 549-5936

TAKE OVER MY LEASE IN BRANDYWINE
arXorponav** $191 ^J"* Pa'

tial furnished call Janine at 549-1504

UPTOWN SUMMER SUBLET Very cheap

Behind Baybanks cal 5494709

• TMZAfT*
Happy 22nd birthday'" Have a special bir

thcay Keep Smiling' Love. N

FRANK - BRING ALL YOUR FRIENDS to

the $4 carwash on Saturday, 9 to 4 inthe

MT Farm parking lot Don't forget, we need

your hose* ME

SUMMER W/ FALL OPTION. Large room

m S Amherst cortdo Pool, central A/C

washer/dryer, parking On bus route Cool

roomies, perfect summer place' Call Joe

25^2696

PUFFTON 3 BEDROOM wrth fall option

CaM 549-4257

SUPER SUBLET

SUMMER RENTAL

AUTO FOR SALE

1978 GRAND PRlxTuns great $450 or bo

Buy me. dammit' 256-8849

82 HONDA CIVIC 5 speed 83000 $1500

b o Call 6654304

68 CADILLAC HEARSE Must see' Only 43k

Miles Best offer 1-5684591 Tim

1986 BUICK LESABRE
AC/power everything

$3500 or best offer 256-3586

1987 JEEP WRANGLER. V-6 automatic

Med blue w/ black top Exc condition

49.000 miles $6995 -546-3142

TAKE OVER LEASE ol large 4 bedroom

Iparfmen. 2nd "oorJtateony^HMir bus

route free utlit.es $1000 per month- Call

253-2570

LARGE ROOM IN AMHERST HOUSE Call

Nancy or Jon 549-4401

CLOSE TO CAMPUS 2 BORM on N Pleas

GreaTforSpaopl. On 2 bus routes^oser

than Puffloni Take over our lease. $580 mo

549-4281

PUFFERS POND large bedroom in house

w^od burning stove. Pine St bus. walk to

pond. $187 50 mo 549-4402

a RFDROOM HOUSE for rent Start June
* *

MrteTTrorVCampus Plenty of sun

256-1083

EARN CREDIT SCUBA DIVING

Preregister tor fall courses

Learn to dive, fall semester G09 Basic Key

Largo Trip. Aug or Dec G10 Sport New

Enqland Advanced. G11 Advanced -Al

courses listed under General Physical

Education
For further information call Project Deep

5494401

RISE N' _
Oh no you cant' You're the cloud' Happy

20th birthday any way1 ' Love. Your very tun-

ny Sun"'

JEFFREY DONOVAN congratulations on a

successful collegiate career 1 Good luck in

Washington-love Julie Kate Kevin Tonya

AEPHI wants to wish Meredith Levin a hap

py 21st b-day * congratulate her tor being

selected for Mortar Board Phinommal fob'

Love your
Sunny Phis

-MARTHA S VINYARD Steps from The

Ocean Harbor Landing Harborside Inn

Rent daily, weekends, weekly April mrough

September Very reasonable prices -Call

5494221

SUMMER SUBLET
Take our house for the summer'

4 bedrooms, large sunny deck.

2 bathrooms, on bus route

Great location

ne—onahle rent

CaM anytime, leave message

2534999

TRAVEL

LEGAL HELP

FACE (CLARA)
Bomuor' Happy 20th - whaddya want, a3 (Whirls Barb') Love ya'(What will

Basic think?)
HEAD

PS Have a chicken sandwich

QUESTIONS ABOUT YOUR
LEASE/SECURITY DEPOSIT deductions'

Questions about subletting/assigning

leases' Questions about the condition ol

your new house apartment* Contact the

Legal Service Center 922 Campus Center

545 1995

THE NAKED MAN Hi Cut.e'

Boomerang Fish'

Pooh Bear

LOST

ROBIN-HAVE A GREAT BIRTHday'

You're finally an adult Be good Love, Jill

and Missy

p^f^ANTwlluWyOFilogether
forever? I love you —URS

SUMMER SUBLET

PUFFTON SINGLE available for summer

Call immediately 549-2781 Leave

Message

SUBLEASE IN S AMHERST from June to

Sep 2bedrooms, skylights, sauna

woodstove. porch, 200yd from bus stop

Ideal for 2 couples $790 per mo 2534533

option lo continue lease

1 BEDRM-PUFFTON VILLAGE
June/August Rent negotiable Call

5494748

SEXUAL FAVORS Kidding' Sublet our 5

bedroom house Amherst Cntr Rent

negotiable Leave Message 546-3965

3 BEDROOMS. 1 "2 baths Furnished On

bus route Fall option Rent negotiable Call

253-9708

WARM WATER »cuba diving trip*

Bonaire May27-June3 $825

Kev Laroo August 18-24 $380

For more information call Project Deep

549-8401

TVPING/WOROPROCESSING

ENTERTAINMENT

RACK-A-DISC is still the best forDJ jand

live entertainment Call anytime 586-awu,

ask about our specials

FOR RENT

SUBLET WITH FALL OPTION G eat

ibdrm. less than a mi to campus heann-

cluded Bus stops at my door Avaiable end

of May 256-1782

rAKTOVErTOUR XEASET 6
(

bedroom

house in Amherst, on bus route 2 full baths,

patio Affordable! Call now 253-9495

^irrcHiNlwusIr^
-"

5 bedrooms. 2 bathrooms huge bKkywd

on bus route. 5 minutes '^ Lake/Hilung

trails only ... $1000 a month Belchertown

323-4862 unuSE"*
•••BITCHIN HOUSt

1 OOK NO FURTHER Looking for 2 MF

rcSmma.es To share GORGE&JSI

house^

Huge Backyard' $190 plus utilites-musl

seel Call Barry atjjBfl4

1-4 ROOMS Graduating and leaving-_Greal

placet $200 but very negot 256-«4ri

2 BEDROOM APT downtown Amherst

hard-wood floors w/ fire Place.Wg
clean June 1-Auq 31 + . *50 a month-450

cash back 546-3281

3 BORM APT ir7hrSu»e. S"JJ""f*»

^

pus/town, on bus route, washer/dryer Call

253-7317

345 BEDROOM HOUSES BELCHER-

TOWN/Amherst line On bus lines starling

1000 00 Call 586-4270 _____
^r^JurXOVERl^iSASr^*

Great 3 bdrm apt in ^.Amherst. 5 or 6 peo-

ple directly in front of Sunderland bus stop

549-4387

LARGEHOUSE5 BORMS: 2MSh2b«h
bus route wash/dry big yard 549-8419,

549-4082

LT BROWN WALLET over 3 day wkend -
Boyden' •••Reward'" Pete 6-2463

|_a_t-4UYJVw< WAT-ARM*i
—__

brown string Reward if found Call

546-7229

PLEASE RETURN 3 DISKS stolen from

Panasonic WordProcessor Thursday Im-

portant only to me Mail to: 1 J Brandywine

No questions asked

PERSONALS

RIDE WANTED

PLEASE HELP ME MEET MY MARINE

BROTHER back from the gulf Emergency

nde needed to NJ/Philladelphia 4-26

weekend Call Mary 546-5356

BRANDYWINE APARTMENT Clean.

spacious 2 bedroom available tor the sum-

mer for 1 -4 people On bus route. A/C, pool

Rent is VERY Negotiable Call Debbie/Erica

5494092

COME SEE great uptown apT 2 bedrms

550/month 6/14/31 253-5513

DISSERTATIONS. CASES. PAPERS
On-campus pickup Fast' Accurate'

Mac/Laser, speilcheck

Nancy 584-7924

INEXPENSIVE. FAST. ACCURATE,
dependable Campus pickup and delivery

Adam 253-9117

FAST. ACCURATE Ty^TnG^wTTH
SPELLCHECK and Bold face $1 45 /page

Call Greg 546-2548

PAP^^ri~50pg~Flesumes laser printed

Fast professional, affordable

KCOMMUNICATIONS. 2564373

PAPERS. DISSERTATIONS. RESUMES

graphs, laser printing Rosemary -call

259 1786

CHEAP SUMMER SUBLET ' Bedroom

Center of Amherst Call 256-1161.

546-1282

WANTED

ROOMMATE WANTED

LOOKING FOR 2 Females to shar a rm in

2bdrm Mill Valley apt Starting
,

Junel or

Sept 1 — Your choice! Call 253-9868

FOR SALE

60S8_S_-ROSES TICKETS
i

w/Skid

Row June 15 Lake Compounce, Conn Cal

cZs 5464447 Center section floor seats'

ALPHA CHI AND SIG EP
Good luck during Greek Week'

Here's to winning the games'

Have a blast!

TO THE OTHER HALF OF THE Velcrc
i

cou

pie Happy Birthday—20 on the 20th. Make

a wish! Love. Hobbit.

P S. Oh yeah, happy six month anniversary

I Love You!

1990CHROMOLY UNIVEGA MOUNTAIN

BIKE for sale' Chrome color****£*
hot pmk decals Araya r.ms exage£ akes^

,ndex shifting, gel seat, mint condition' $330

SrMltfNT Call 546-0923 I interested^

HELP WANTED

ASST RECYCLING PROGRAM COOR-

DINATOR Start in summer $5 50/h and

Sork thru school year $6 50 - student posi-

tion Call 5-1153

ON APRIL 20 THE SIGMA KAPPAS will be

heading to the Yankee Peddler food folks

and fun Think about that today In Elove

Laurie

DAVE^TSENSE VONBEALWartKraT
Beware when the bells toll for all s well &

hat (only) seems well —Vulcanite

2 FEMALES WANTED to share alargt

bedroom in Townehouse Apts 549-4861

FEMALE ROOMMATE" WANTEDSAJem
Place Next fall call 6-3750, 0634

1 FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED for

house opposite Southwest, Call 549-2954

2 ROOMMATES TO SHARE do^bie^Pu^

ton next semester Take over lease June

1st. Female pref. $70/mo Jun-Aug

549-1359

LOOKING FOR 2 laidback males,

somewhat neat, to share ibdr in house wrth

3 females. 1 min walking dist to

campus-549-9939

FURNISHED BEDROOM 5 minutes from

GRC Private bathroom, phone Laundry,

maid 5494745 (females)

HOUSE IN AMHERST
Fully furnished, waterbeds

up to 8 people -Bus route

Cheap - 549-2691

Yourl^anittel bro Glad to have yi
1

this

semester Watch out tor those raids In

L.F S . Eric.

SENIORS

fMr^AU^fMAt YOU AHVE BEEN

WAITING FOR is coming! Put the Spotlight

on '91 by supporting the senior campaign

and the escort service when you receive

your call

LARGE1WO BEDROOM 1 bath apt in

duptex On bus line Located in Belcherlown

near Amherst line 253-2327

ttiibw_5________, _S
bedrooms two minutes from town, ten

minutes from campus. Take over lease for

Summer and possibly tall Rent negotiable

Call 253-3776

pUFFtW'APARTMENT 'or summer

sublet 2 singles/1 double CHEAP! Call

5494340

RENT OUF2BDRM apTW9^™
Close to campus )ust $450 month 546-31 **

ROOMIn HWSETloaetocampus cheap

549-2922

ADVERTISING ACCOUNT EXECUTIVE.

Required Ambitious, organized, responsi-

bteand motivated students with good com-

munication skills Applications available at

the Collegian- 113 Campus Center and

must be submitted no later than Tuesday,

April 23. 1991

CANOE^RADE __. .„
Have exd. 17ft. Coleman canoe. Need 15ft.

light wt Eves 369-4217

WE WANTIo take over your 3 bed™ "1

Putfton lease! Please call 2534420

DAVID AND DONUT I
couldn't have made

it through without you both! Love, JOJ

ATTENTION SIGMA KAPPA SISTERS

AND PLEDGES The Yankee Peddler shall

wait no more In less than 24 hrs it will be

tilled with beautiful women and their hand-

some dates en,oying a wonderful ever. Get

geared up, it's going to be a fantastic

formal!

SERVICES

PREGNANT?
Need a pregnancy test, information or sup

port' Call tor free and confidential services

ALTERNATIVES 33 Main St Northampton

586-3000 or Greenfield 7744010

SUMMER SUBLET 3bdrm apt wfall opron

bs rte cheap rent great area -Call now

665-87 1

2

SUMM^TSUBLET FALL OPTION 2^m Amherst center available June 1

Call now Jeff or Dave 54940W

SUMMERSU^ETwlTMmL^^
3 bedroom apartment in The B 00k in

Amherst On bus route, wall to wall

mpS* clean CallJ534420

UPTcW2loorr7Tnoo77pt Ver^clean

adorable -new appliances Must see! Call

256-4696 -with fall option
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Sports
Baseball crushes Springfield, looks to Rutgers Saturday

By GREG SUKIENNIK
Collegian Staff

How well is the University of

Massachusetts baseball team hitting.

Don't ask the Springfield Chiefs.

The Minutemen lit up four SC pitchers

for 13 runs on 13 hits in two innings en

route to an easy 14-5 win yesterday at

Berry - Allen Field in Springfield. The win

improved UMass' record to 15-18-1 on the

season, as well as providing for ample

substitution for the Minutemen late in the

game.

A pair of catchers led the two-inning hit

parade for UMass, as Derek Dana and An

dy Pellis both drove in four runs. Pellis, a

freshman, went 2-for-4 on the afternoon

from his designated hitter slot, hitting a

double in the seven-run first inning and a

single in the six-run second.

Dana also went 2 -for 4, smacking a two-

run homer in the second and a single in the

first. Springfield's pitchers found

themselves overwhelmed by the

Minutemen's bats. Starter Tim Davignon

wentM, inning, giving up five earned runs

and two walks. His replacement, Jim

Woods, finished the first, allowing four

more runs on four more hits. The second

inning saw more of the same, as Scott

Carew allowed still four more runs on still

four more hits without getting a single out.

Kurt Kublbeck finally put out the fire.

holding UMass scoreless over four innings.

On the other side of the mound, Daryle

Corriveau cruised through five innings of

one-hit ball to pick up the win. Corriveau

improves to 2-3 on the season. Freshmen

Greg Dowd, John Sammarco and Peter Fer

rari finished up the game on the mound for

UMass. .

The Chiefs scored all of their runs in the

eighth inning Verene Paradie double and

a Steve Lunardini single. With yester-

day's big win out of the way, the

Minutemen turn their attention to this

weekend's Rutgers series. The importance

of Saturday's and Sunday's doubleheaders

(Earl Lorden Field. 12 noon) cannot be

downplaved

The two teams are tied for second place

in the Atlantic 10 Eastern Division at 5-3

behind 8-4 Temple, so a series split does

UMass little good. Taking three of four, or

better still all four games is a priority for

UMass if they mean to make the A 10

Tournament.

The Scarlet Knights are a solid hitting

team - four Rutgers hitters are among the

A-10's top 20 in batting average. Tim Roth

is sixth in hitting with a .384 BA, while

teammate Angel Echevarria checks in at

10th in hitting at .358 with six home runs

On the mound. Rutgers is seventh in the

A 10 team statistics with a staff ERA of

6 25 Jim Kohl is sixth in the league in

ERA with a 3.73 mark and three savesiour more im» """"»>—«
: Yua fir* ERA with a 3.73 mark and tnree saves. UMass basenau team ai-wi^t. «« ~K»~*» —

—

Kurt Kublbeck finally put out the fire, "wwnn " JL - " ^ 1?X* ™-« -^
TTivr rwillas gear up for Delaware, playott run
UiV1 VV11 6 UM.~ ha, ever pU>yedag.„,8< Delaware. Sen.or goaHe Ted ™«™*>V«' £"
By CHRIS MIRACLE
Collegian Staff

With five games remaining this season, the University

of Massachusetts lacrosse team is gearing up for a run

that will vault them into postseason play.

Currently No. 13 in the nation, the Gorillas <5-2), will

be looking for win number six as they take on Delaware

at 1 p.m. tomorrow on The Hill.

"Delaware has a good coach who knows what he s do

ing," UMass coach Ted Garber said. "This is like a playoff

game for us and a win could move us up into the top 10."

Delaware sports a 4-5 record with their last game

resulting in a loss to C.W. Post. With a 3-4 record, the

Fightin' Blue Hens were tied at No. 20 with Vermont and

Hofstra, but have since dropped out of the rankings.

The Gorillas and Blue Hens have not met since 1987

and the Gorillas are undefeated in four meetings with the

Blue Hens. Their closest game came in 1985, when UMass

prevailed 14-13 in overtime. No current member of the

Home stand forUM
By DAN WETZEL
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts softball team is look-

ing for home cooking to keep them cooking as they look

to extend their winning ways during an upcoming eight

came home stand.

UMass (20-9, 8-0 in Atlantic 10) has won six in a row

and 17 of their last 19. In those last six games the

Minutewomen have outscored their opponents by a com-

bined score of 60-8.

Standing in their way this weekend are A-10

doubleheaders against St. Bonaventure and Penn State.

Both teams are struggling this season.

On Saturday at noon St. Boneventure comes to town.

The Bonnies have yet to get on track this season as they

are only 2-13 overall and 0-8 in the A-10. They do

however, have a solid pitching staff led by Liz Helbig (2.39

ERA) and Mary Mansfield (2.86); opponents are only bat-

ting 139 against the tandem.

SBU's problems are not on the mound but in the bat^

ters box where the team is hitting an anemic .139 and

are averaging only 1.8 runs a game. The Bonnies top slug-

ger is Judy Joy, who is batting .189 with four RBI

This team looks to be easy fodder for the UMass pitching

duo of Darlene Claffey (1(H) and Holly Apnle (10-51 Both

pitchers are cruising with Claffey only giving up seven

runs in her last ten starts, she has nine shutouts and four

no-hitters on the season. Aprile has been equally im-

pressive lately, allowing only nine runs in her last nine

UMass' bats have also been impressive as the team is

hitting 324 on the season. The Minutewomen are led by

shortstop Barbara Marean (.466, 3 HR's), Aprile (.394) and

catcher Cherie DellAnno (.364). UMass has scored in dou-

ble digits nine times this season and are averaging 7.5

runs a game since the California trip.

Penn State will visit Amherst on Sunday at noon and

try to improve on their disappointing wmon. The Nitany

Lions had lost seven in a row until they swept flt
L,0nS "
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UMass team has ever played against Delaware

Attackman Kevin Ellers leads the Blue Hens in point

totals this season with 14 goals and 13 saves. Tom Stan

ziale, second in points (15 goals, 8 assists), comes into

tomorrow's game riding a 19-consecutive game-scoring

streak Jeff Steigerweld and Jon Wunder are tied for third

in Blue Hen points, with 13 goals and 2 assists each.

Sophomore attackman Mark Millon leads the Gorillas

in points with 22 goals. In just five games. Millon has pass-

ed his scoring totals from last year (14 goals, 5 assists).

This year, he has had five multiple-scoring games, two

games with four goals and two with five goals.

The Gorilla offense had 23 shots on goal in the first half

against Dartmouth on Wednesday, but could only convert

five into goals. According to Garber, motivation and con-

centration on the fundamentals will be a factor in getting

to the playoffs.

"Our shooting was off against Dartmouth. Our shooting

has to get better," Garber said. "We gave Dartmouth some

of their goals."

il
By BRIAN AGUIAR
Collegian Correspondent

The University of Massachusetts women's track team

is preparing for their third meet of the spring hosting

University of Maine this Saturday at 11:30 a.m.

Although Maine is not a top track school in New

England, UMass head coach Julie LaFremere expects

some good competition from them.

LaFreniere will counter Maine's strong field team

by sending out Simone Marisseau and Diane Ozzolek.

Last week Ozzolek qualified for the Eastern Collegiate

Athletic Conference Championships in the hammer

throw. Kathy Hennessy will compete in the high jump.

The track events will be ablaze with the

Minutewomen gearing up for the Penn relays next

week. Lee Ann Ambrose, Cathy Crocker, Mo Meldrim

and Michelle St. Laurent will run the 800-meters.

LaFreniere sees Lennice Johnson a* the favorite in

the 400-meter hurdles. Johnson will then double up and

in the 4x400-meter relay team, along with Leanne

Swartz, Dana Smith and Ambrose. Swartz and Smith

will also compete in both the 200 and 400-meter runs.

In the longer distances UMass will look to Kelly Lil-

jeblad and St. Laurent in the 1500. Liljeblad will dou-

ble and also compete in the 3000 along with teammates

Cate Dean and Meldrim. Liljeblad had been suffering

from an illness earlier in the season.

Cathy Crocker and Becky Johnson will not run in

the 800-meters this weekend due to injuries. Johnson

will not be able to return until May and Crocker has

been running in the pool this week and may see ac-

tion in the 4x800-meter.

LaFreniere has been happy with the team's perfor-

mance the last two weeks, and she is hoping to see

times continue to drop.

Senior goalie Ted Kellerman played a key role in the

13-7 victory over the Big Green making 19 saves. Star

ting all seven games this season, Kellerman has earned

a .620 save percentage against the opposition.

"Kellerman and our defense kept us in it against Dart-

mouth. Kellerman played like a first team Ail-American,"

Garber said. "I'm really proud of his efforts. It gave the

team a lot of confidence."

"We need to play good, solid defense," he said of Satur

day's game. "We also don't need any added pressure on

our defense."

Junior defensemen Mario Lopez and Rick Mullins are

two reasons why the Gorilla defense has only allowed a

minute total of 5.3 goals in their last three games. Both

have yet to allow the man they are covering to score.

Gorilla Tracks: Against Yale, senior tri-captain Jim

McAleavey scored his 89th career goal to move him into

ninth place, surpassing assistant coach Tom Carmean who

graduated from UMass in 1987.

Men face two teams
By KEITH BENNETT
Collegian Correspondent

The University of Massachusetts men's track team will

play host to Connecticut and the Massachusetts Institute

of Technology on Saturday. The meet will begin at noon

at the Derby Track.

The Minutemen come into the meet with a 4-1 record.

Connecticut will come to town with a number of top

athletes. . _ _ -

Distance runners Kristan Marm and Steve Toepfer were

members of Connecticut's IC4A Championship cross coun-

try team. Pole vaulter Rob McCarthy is an NCAA caliber

athlete, having cleared 16 feet, six inches. Sprinter An-

thony Thompkins is also top caliber.

"Connecticut is very well-balanced in their events, said

UMass head coach Ken O'Brien. "They're a very tough

team. ,

"[Connecticut and MIT] both beat us convincingly in-

doors. We may have a better shot at MIT, but it will take

a very big performance from us."

"Where we're strong, in the distance events, Connec-

ticut is also strong. That could neutralize our advantage

against MIT. Ifwe had (MIT) in a dual-meet, we could pro-

bably do better."

O'Brien will look for continued strong performances

from the athletes who have led the team this season

Joe Kourafas, Jeff Peterson and Dave Borges have all

scored in multiple events for UMass this season. Kourafas

has competed in the long jump, high jump, javelin and

1 IOmeter hurdles. Peterson has placed in the triple jump,

shot put, discus and javelin. Borges has placed in the pole

vault, high jump and long jump.

Kevin Walters and Mike Grey have led the team in the

sprints, with Walters running the 100 and 200 and Grey

handling the 400.

In the middle-distance and distance events, UMass is

strong. Junior Steve Brown is undefeated in the 800 this

season. Matt Simon, John Raach, Bill Wallace Gerry

Squires, Jon Corso and Pat Ryan have placed in the l.ouu

and 5,000 races this season.
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International Fair spreads culture at UMass
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By RAYMOND JACOUB
Collegian Correspondent

A walk through the University of Massachusetts Stu-

dent Union building on Saturday seemed like a journey

around the globe, with each step summoning a different

culture, different foods, different images and sounds.

Hundreds of members of the UMass community par-

ticipated Saturday in the 12th annual International Fair,

sponsored by the International Students Association.

Forty-six booths represented countries from Africa, Asia,

the Americas and Europe.

"With today's events we're trying to let people know

countries and cultures," said Kang Ping King, a

sophomore from Taiwan and member of the entertainment

committee.

While each exhibit had its own story to tell, the par-

ticipants shared the same aspirations: peace and cultural

awarcncss

.

Thy Oeur, a senior from Cambodia, said since his coun-

try has been torn by fighting for so long, "all we want

is peace."

The Cape Cod Lounge was the sight of live entertain

ment throughout the day. This included a performance

of Brazilian capoeira - a martial art disguised in dance

with origins in the Congo of Africa.

UMass students Pamela Stevens and Anne Caban, per-

formed a Spanish sevillanos, a form of flamenco, in tradi

tional dress. A tae kwon do demonstration was given and

dances from Nepal and China were also performed, as well

as belly dancing.

Music from the Dominican Republic brought on the

crowd to dance the merengue. A South American band

played a Venezuelan joropo and a cumbia from Colombia.

According to Abbas Hamdan, the president of ISA who

is also from Lebanon, the atmosphere of sharing describes

the organization of 130 active members.

"We're here primarily to make friends and to meet peo-

ple from all over the world," he said.

Hamdan also said he is concerned about "a gap between

foreign and American students on campus."

"There is a misconception about how Americans fit in-

to ISA," he said, "We consider Americans international

too

Hamdan said this was a non-political event. "We tell

everyone who participates in the fair 'Don't bring your

political views.'"

He also said, however, "International students are not

represented well on campus, and that is why we have the

International Fair."
.

Elsa Moniz, a senior from the Azores islands and

member of ISA, said she joined because "I don't like cli-

ques. I like learning about other cultures by being with

According to the members of the Entertainment Com-

mittee, the Fair takes all year to prepare. "We broke the

record this year, and next year it will even be bigger,

said Hamdan. "This is the best event of the year.

Photo by Raymond Jacoub

Pamela Stevens and Anne Caban dance a

sevillanas at the International Fair Saturday.

tional dress. A tae kwon do demonstration was given and saia namaan. -

Volunteers conquer Campus Pond- ducks ana an
UMass celebrates Earth Day by cleaning

Collegian photo by Carrie Wyeth

Volunteers clean the Campus Pond on Saturday.

By MICHAEL R. LINSKEY
Collegian Staff

Concerned volunteers joined members of

two campus environmental organizations

Saturday morning to clean up litter in and

around the Campus Pond.

The project was undertaken in obser

vance of Earth Day, a nationally-

recognized day of environmental

awareness being celebrated today.

For the price of several boxes of garbage

bags and signs informing the campus of

this activity, 13 students - many who are

members of the student chapter of the

Wildlife Society or MassPIRG - converg-

ed upon the pond with rakes, sharpened

poles to spear garbage and a clear sense of

purpose.

"We sort of wanted to get across to the

campus. . . that there are some ducks in the

pond that aren't rare, but they're not com-

mon either,' said Donna Petersen, a

member of the Wildlife Society who helped

organize the event.

"There's bufflehead ducks, pintail ducks,

the American wigeon, there's turtles,

there's fish, there's birds' nests," she said.

"We wanted people to realize this so that

maybe they'd be a little more conscious

about not throwing garbage in [the pond],

she said.
.

Many students participating in the event

agreed smokers who throw cigarette butts

on the ground rather than in trash barrels

are primarily responsible for making the

campus less attractive.

"If people clean up some cigarette butts

it makes the campus more beautiful," said

Cheryl Bakoian, a junior wildlife biology

major involved in the wildlife society.

"If the campus is more beautiful, it's a

better place to be," she said.

Jen Balentine, a freshman wildlife

fisheries biology major who volunteered

her time, agreed with Bakoian.

"I've picked up more cigarette butts,

than anything ever," she said.

All involved urged students to do their

part to keep the campus clean.

"I can't control war, I can't control

hunger, but I can help to control the state

of the environment," said Gabrielle Mor

ris, a freshman exercise science major in

volved in MassPIRG.

"If everyone can do their little part to

help this place be a nicer place to be in, it

would really be appreciated." she said.

Jenna Ide, a senior natural resource

studies major who volunteered to help, said

the effort required of students is minimal,

but essential.

"People don't have to go wandering in

the pond," she said, "But they can always

remember to pick up cigarette butts."

Bethany Coleman, the chapter chair of

MassPIRG and a junior political science

major, said the clean-up was a good way to

increase awareness of the pollution pro-

blem in Massachusetts.

"We've got a really big solid waste pro-

blem in our state, and every little bit helps

when trying to solve it," she said.

The Wildlife Society, sponsors of the

event, is undertaking other projects to lm

prove the environment. They are present-

ly building a wildlife conservation area at

the Hadley Horse Farm in order to

preserve the wetlands there for animals

and people alike, she said.

"The wetland down there is an outdoor

classroom," said a senior wildlife biology

major involved with the Wilderness Socie-

ty. "Building a trail there allows people to

CONTINUED ON PAGE 2

First District candidates at forum tomorrow
.1 - IAJ a tU n r.a

By MARC ELLIOTT
Collegian Staff

Students, faculty and staff will get a chance to ask where

the candidates for the First District congressional seat

stand on any number of issues tomorrow at noon in an

open forum in the Student Union Ballroom at the Univer-

sity of Massachusetts.

Democratic candidates John Olver, James Collins, Linda

Melconian, Chris Hodgkins, Steve Bloomfield and
1

John

Arden are scheduled to participate as well as Republican

candidate Donald Thurston and Independent Dennis Kel-

ly, according to event organizer Robb Smith.

Republican Steven Pierce, who ran for governor last fall,

has not confirmed with organizers if he will attend the

°Aiter a short introductory speech by each candidate, the

audience are free to question the candidates on whatever

topic they wish. „;„
The UMass Labor Council is sponsoring the event to in-

form the campus community on the positions the can-

didates hold on issues such as Bush's education proposals

and the civil rights bill which is to be voted on again this

year in Congress, Smith said.

"It's an important election because of all the stufi that s

going on with education, specifically Bush's new proposals

and the civil rights act," he said. "The purpose of the

forum is for people to get answers to the questions they

have for their candidates. People just ask them questions.

"If nothing else, it's important because we get a chance

to choose our representative to Congress," Smith said.

Smith also said that votes made by the campus com-

munity could have a big impact on the election, especial-

ly in the Democratic primary where votes will be spread

over nine different candidates.

"If the students get out to vote, specifically in the

democratic primary they could have a significant impact

on the primary because of the number of candidates, he

said. .
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use it as that," .

One man, who asked that his name not be used, said

"I think it is my job to do this."

if I can get everybody to take 10 minutes at the Cottee

Shop to look at the mural [in the Campus Center] and see

what the pond used to be, then take another 10 minutes

to come out here and see what it is now, then maybe

they'll understand," he said.

Bakoian, a transfer student from Essex Agricultural

College, echoed this sentiment.

"Pick up after yourself," she said, "Your mother doesn t

live here, and Mother Earth can't do it for herself."
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Focus
SEA challenge draws students for semester
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By DANIEL J. LYONS
Collegian Cor-espondent

As you read this 37 college students are

braving the ocein on board two sailing

vessels and earning college credit as a part

of the Sea Education Association s Sea

Semester Program.

The Sea Education Association, based in

Woods Hole on Cape Cod, offers two single-

semester programs. The Sea Semester

focuses on the scientific aspects of the

oceans, while the Maritime semester

focuses more on maritime culture and

economy.
According to Public Relations Officer

Nannette Oldenbourg, SEA also offers a

Sea Experience program aimed at middle

school and high school science teachers.

"Some people come here for

the sciences. Some people

come because they love to sail.

Some people come for both.

'

— Jennifer Recklet

big picture — seeing everything and how

it is interconnected."

"Maritime studies is the history of the

sea," she said. "It's really nice because you

see a lot of overlap. You will have one class

and then in the next class the person will

refer to what you just learned about."

Steven Neuhauser, also presently enroll

ed in the Sea Semester, stated at SEA
cooperation is of great importance in the

curriculum. "None of the grades are curv-

ed here, so cooperation is super-

emphasized."
Recklet stated, "We all have the same

homework assignments so no one is sitting

around saying, 'well I have to write a seven

In the program, teachers can earn five

graduate credits through the University of

Massachusetts at Amherst. The program

is designed to give teachers first-hand ex

perience in the subjects that they teach, she

said.

During the first six weeks of the Sea

Semester program, students attend classes

at SEA's campus in Woods Hole.

"The shore component basically prepares

you to go to sea," said Jennifer Recklet,

who is presently enrolled in the Sea

Semester program.

Recklet said the shore component as in-

cluding nautical science, oceanography and

maritime studies.

"Nautical science teaches us everything

we ever wanted to know about sailing and

navigation," she said. "Oceanography is

everything you ever wanted to know about

the ocean. There is a lot of emphasis on the

Photo by David Soliday

Photo by Tom Kleindinat

(center) A student climbs the rigging aboard an SEA ship, (bottom left)

Maritime semester students Laura Loeffler and Mehnda Kerwin aboard

the SSV Westward.

page paper,' or, 'I have to do a chemistry

problem set tonight.' We all have to do the

same things. So no one complains and we

just help each other and work through it

together.

"If you know a little more about

oceanography, you can help someone who

may know a little more about nautical

science and we can teach each other and

help each other out." she said.

Even the living arrangements on campus

encourage cooperation, she said. "We all

have to work together. We are fully respon-

sible for the cooking, the cleaning, the

shopping, the care of this house and you

learn a lot about living with people. I think

it is really good preparation for being on

the boat."

Neuhauser, explaining a part of the pro-

gram where each dorm is given a group

project, said, "The twist was that it was a

house paper and the 10 people that live in

our house got to write something and sign

their collective name to it. It was another

one of those cooperation kind of things."

While at sea, the SEA students must

complete a research project. Recklet

described the project as being, "dependent

on where your cruise track is. Depending

on where you are, it limits what you can do.

"A lot of times you start offjust looking

through other student's papers, and they

have all the papers that students have ever

written for SEA," he said.

"Sometimes you can continue research,

like there is always been a continuing

study of tar and plastics on the beaches of

the islands we stop at and in the water.

You can just continue doing [something

like) that or you can try something new,"

he said.

During the second six weeks of the pro-

gram, the students are aboard one of SEA's

two ships, the Westward or the Corwith

Cramer.
Recklet said oceanography and nautical

science are studied on board.

"A lot of it is experience because we will

be sailing the ship," she said. "Something

else that I really like about it is informa-

tion that we are going to use and we are

going to see in action. We are going to see

the physics at work, we are going to see the

oceanography at work, and that makes it

worthwhile."

The SEA students in this semester's class

had just finished their shore component at

the time of this interview and were look

ing forward to shipping out.

Recklet said, "When you talk to alumni,

they never talk about the shore component.

They always talk about the sea component.

I figure that the sea component is going to

be so amazing that I'm going to forget I was

ever here [on shore]."

According to Recklet, the Westward will

be traveling from Miami to Woods Hole.

During the voyage, the Westward will be

stopping at Little San Salvador in the

Bahamas, Bermuda and then Lunenburg,

Nova Scotia.

Neuhauser, who will be aboard the Cor-

with Cramer, stated his voyage will also

leave from Miami and end up in Woods

Hole. The Corwith Cramer, however, will

be stopping at the Silver Bank in the West

Indies, the Dominican Republic and then

to Bermuda a week and a half after the

Westward's departure.

Aboard the ships, students follow a

schedule known as the Swedish watch.

This watch, according to Neuhauser, is run

so that, "during daylight hours, meaning

7 a.m. to 7 p.m., the watches are six hours

long, and from 7 p.m. to 7 a.m., the wat

ches are four hours long. So you get five

watches in a 24 hour period. This arranges

for every watch, every three days, to have

12 hours during the day off."

While aboard ship, the students move

through three phases of education. Accor-

ding to Recklet, the first phase is when the

students learn how to run the ships. This

phase lasts for the first two weeks and each

of the other sections also last for two weeks

each.

"The middle phase is the transition, if

you will, between being raw recruits and

being ordinary sea men," Neuhauser said.

"By the time you get around to the third

phase, the idea there is that the whole

crew, meaning the students, will be fully

able to run a ship by themselves," he said.

"Theoretically, get to sit back and relax

for two weeks and only be on call in case

of some kind of catastrophe. It will be up

to us to do all the rest of everything that

happens on the boat; working the engine,

handling the steering, navigation, all that

kind of stuff," he said.

"A lot of people who come here, it seems

to me, are in a transition," Recklet stated,

"Either they needed to get away from

school, or they are thinking about transfer-

ring or they are not really sure what they

want to do."

"We all have to work

together. We are fully respon-

sible for the cooking, the clean-

ing, the shopping and you learn

a lot about hving with people.

'

- Jennifer Recklet

Recklet continued to describe the student

population and why they came to SEA say

ing, "some people come here for the

sciences. Some people come because they

love to sail. Some people come for both.

Some people just want something different,

they want to test themselves, they want to

push themselves, they want to see how

much they can handle, and be able to say

they did this."

contiiUj'-.d on pagp a
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it's just lots of different people," she

said. "Most of the people really don't care

how this is going to look on a resume. I

mean, that is not the type of person who

comes here.'

i think that a lot of people that are here,

though, aren't here because they are con

sidering, 'How is this going to benefit me
in the future?' They are just thinking, i

want to be here for the now, '" Neuhauser

said.

"There are not a lot of rules here,"

Neuhauser said. "They tell us all the bare

rules required by law. The unspoken rule

here is, You are adults and we expect you

to act that way and we expect to treat you

that way. So we don't need to tell you lots

and lots of rules that you are just going to

want to go out and break."

The faculty at SEA, Recklet said, "is real-

ly great. The chief scientists who will be

aboard ship with us teach oceanography,

and the captains of our vessels will teach

nautical science."

'They know about sailing, they know

about what limitations on our research

there will be when we are out there," she

said.

According to Neuhauser, "The stu-

dent/faculty ratio is five to one. I don't

think anywhere you go in the country you

could find a ratio that low."

Graduate Students!
Get Involved with the Grad Senate!

General Meeting

and Candidates Niglit

!

Tuesday, April 23, 7:15

Cape Cod Lounge

Ail fee-paying grads are encouraged

to participate

Nominations for President, Vice-President,

Treasurer and Executive Officer are open

until 5PM Tuesday, April 23rd

Please contact Graduate Student Senate,

919 Campus Center or 545-2896 for info

Refreshments will be served!

LISTEN UP.

Recklet described the major differences

between SEA and traditional colleges as,

"We all want to be here, we all chose this.

When people apply to colleges, a lot of it

is because maybe all their friends are do-

ing it, or their parents are thinking this is

what they should do.' Whereas being here,

we all chose it. We all went to our parents

and said, this is what we want to do,' and

we went and we did it. We got all the paper

work done ourselves and it was something

just for us. So I think we are all happy to

be here, we all really love it here.'

Tuition at SEA is $7,050 plus room and

board. Oldenbourg also noted that 20 per

cent to 25 percent of the students receive

financial aid and that alumni scholarships

are also available.

FhnKi by 1<>m Klrindin-.!
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1 STEINBECK COLLISION
REPAIR

& AUTOBODY

53 So. Prospect — Amherst Center

256-8157 256-1385

• Accepted by all insurance companies for

collision repair or glass replacement

• Imports & other unibody vehicles

are our specialty

REMEMBER it's your car and your choice

of repair facilities
„„,
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WMUA 91.1 FM is the University of

Massachusetts' student run radio station.WMUA is

1,000 Watts strong, and has strong ties with the

Pioneer Valley business and music communities.

All of the Department Directors at WMUA are

students. The director positions are available to

students each academic year by application.

If you are interested in working with one

of the most dynamic organizations on campus,

gaining valuable experience in the held of radio, and/or would like to be an influential voice

at one of the most respected college radio stations in New England, please pick up an

application in the lobby of WMUA. Our studios are located in the basement of the University s

Campus Center, directly across from the Collegian business office. The deadline for applications

is April 26th at 5 P.M. Interviews will be held on April 27th.

lor more information about any of these positions please tall 545-2876

Finance Director

Telethon Director

Music Director

Office Coordinator

Third World Affairs

Production Director

Program Guide Editor

Promotions Director

Public Affairs Director

Sales Director

Sports Director

Womens' Affairs Director

ALANA Affairs Director

Underwriting Director

SUMMER JOBS AVAILABLE

Evening security workers wanted for Bright Moments

Festival '91 (by the Campus Pond). Concerts are on Thurs-

day evenings in July -11th, 18th & 25th. Approximately

5-6 hours/shift; limited number of additional day hours

available. UMASS students returning in Fall '91 only. The

Fine Arts Center is an AA/EO employer. Description and

applications available in 207 Hasbrouck. Contact Mary,

545-0193 for more information.

U$
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Allied Health

Professionals &
Administrators

Discover a challenging

future with opportunities to

advance. Serve your country

while you serve your career with:

• great pay and benefits

• normal working hours
• complete medical and dental

care

• 30 days vacation with pay per

year

Find out how to qualify as an Air

Force professional. Call

USAF HEALTH PROFESSIONS
TOLL-FREE 1-800-423-USAF

Editorial/Opinion

Jim Collins: The emperor has no clothes
- ^. ... * • 1 A ..nnnlrr.!* TVlAmQC

It is curious to read that former state

representative Jim Collins is referring

to himself as a defender of the interests

of working people and a reformer in

education. His involvement in the anti-

union campaign against UMass profes-

sional staff involved with Local 509, Ser-

vice Employees International Union,

and the circumstances surrounding his

dismissal as chancellor of higher educa-

tion, lead me to believe that this is only

campaign rhetoric with no substance.

Tom Coish

Back in early 1989 a group of UMass
professionals (of which I was a part)

came together to explore ways of protec

ting their interests through unioniza-

tion, as a professional association in

PAUMA had proven over the years to

be inadequate. After exploring and re-

jecting the option of an unaffiliated

union, the group interviewed 11 dif-

ferent unions before asking Local 509 of

SEIU to help us organize for a recogni-

tion election. This was all done in an

open and democratic manner, and the

leadership ofPAUMA was informed and

invited to participate.

After getting over half ofUMass pro-

fessionals to sign union-cards for Local

509, we petitioned for an election. At the

last minute, however, a small group of

PAUMA leaders, with Jim Collins as

their counsel and "chief negotiator," fil-

ed cards from barely 10 percent of staff

and intervened in the election process.

While ultimately they were only able to

get 83 votes out of over 900 cast in the

election, their intervention and delay-

ing tactics at the labor commission cost

us at least four months before were able

to have this election.

If it weren't for Collins and his hand-

ful of allies, we probably would have had

a contract months ago.

When the Collins' group went public,

we talked to him personally and told

him about all the work we had done,

openly and democratically, to organize

for an election, and asked him to respect

the wishes of a large number of staff

who were supporting the Local 509 com-

mittee. However, he continued his in-

volvement with the PAUMA group,

whose only campaign theme was Col-

lins' name and attacks on organized

labor. This is hardly the behavior of so-

meone who claims to be a supporter of

working people.

Collins boasts that he stood up to

former Gov. Dukakis and was fired as

chancellor of higher education because

of it. In truth, his appointment as

chancellor was the result of a political

fix He had sided with former House

speaker Thomas McGee in the fight

against rules reform in that body and

lost. As a result, he lost his position as

chair of the education committee; but as

a consolation prize, he was appointed

chancellor when the Board of Regents

bypassed the three finalist of its search

committee (all experienced professional

educators) to do so.

He was fired by Dukakis because of

the back-door politics and lack of integri

ty involved in his selection, not because

he "stood up" to the governor.

I hope that voters in the UMass com

munity remember the Collins' record,

and not just the rhetoric, when they

make their choice in the Democratic

congressional primary.

Tom Coish is a former organizing com-

mittee member, Professional Staff

Union, Service Employees International

Union, Local 509

FAUMA naa proven over ii ic ycaio w

TV.P Knrrls' nliffht provides yet another electoral football
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c^ t ^^ care of itgelf without our enlightened help.

During the Vietnam War, we had the "hawks" and the

"doves
" The "hawks" wanted to continue the Cold War

in a hot way, they were the ones who wanted to demolish

the entire country of Vietnam. The "doves" were for peace

- peaceful solutions, no body bags, no war.

The Persian Gulf: No longer were there any hawks and

doves, no matter how much we wanted there to be. There

were only hawks. Even those of us who Maimed to be doves

still thought it was our God-given duty (read: White Man s

Burden) to police the Middle East, and show the worlo

that we are indeed the moral guardians of the human race.

When the war was (sort of) over, we had a new concern:

Beforewe get into who decided why the Kurds sudden-^

ly deserve our national guilt and attention after years of

being ignored, let me just say two words that will explain

3to|

the rest for you:

Upcoming elections.

So many of our representatives who said they didn t sup

port the war have shown us that they have more in com-

mon with George Bush than they let on.

Pamela McCarthy

These yahoos, like the pro-war idiots, believe that we

have a God-given duty to rid the world of evil.

We have to support the Kurds.

We have to interfere in another country's business.

We have to be the police of the world, since the world

stwTHP-^rteK^jmgL-**?**^TT0*****
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cant take care of itself without our enlightened help.

Seems a little strange, doesn't it? These are the same

people who condemned our interference in Middle Eastern

affairs in the first place. Yet now it's okay to interfere.

We can fund the Kurds, or any other group that the Iraqi

government is fighting, because they'll be doing our dir-

ty work for us. What a solution. We don't want Saddam

in power, but we don't want any of our own to die for it.

We can have the Kurds die for us, we can elevate them

to sainthood martyr status, and show how Saddam Hus

sien is such a nasty guy by setting them up for a massacre.

If they win, great, we got Saddam out, with minimal

Yankee blood spilled. Suddenly, it's convenient to worry

about the Kurds.

The best part about this is that we can still call ourselves

anti-war. We didn't support the our own actions in the

Gulf. We didn't support our own blood spilling in the

desert. We didn't support the direct, and honest action our

country took.

But we can lie to ourselves. We can lie very, very well.

If we still want to support the Kurds, if we want to

somehow mess with another country's internal affairs,

then we are pro-war. That's all there is to it. Just because

we aren't the ones doing the dying doesn't make

everything peaceful and nice.

It just makes us hypocrites.

Come on, do you really believe we care at all about the

Kurds? We can't weep about the indigenous people of Iraq.

We beat Saddam Hussein by a mile when it came to kill

ing indigenous people - we killed, oppressed, and enslav-

ed the Native Americans.

Ever wonder why it is that so many ofour so^alled anti-

war leaders have suddenly found that supporting the

Kurds after the war?

Like I said before, elections are coming up.

Polls went up for George Bush. God, what a popular guy

he was. I suspect that part of the reason these hawks

in dove suits want to support the Kurds is to get a piece

of that. Wouldn't do to lose an election, or anything. Let's

not forget the fact that no matter how much they scream

and shout about peace, justice, and equality, they and the

rabid right-wing have one important thing in common.

The White Man's Burden.

Pamela McCarthy is a Collegian columnist

Hitler doesn't go to UMass
I was walking around campus today and

I saw the effects of the budget cuts.

Students and faculty involved in a "No

Business As Usual" protest reacted to

these cuts. By now, most of this campus is

aware of the economic situation at hand,

but have they really been paying atten-

tion? I don't think so, and I really noticed

their oblivion.

As I was walking to my class, I realized

that I was in a scene out ofAnimal House.

A huge parade-like group was marching

through campus. These protesters were car-

rying signs and chanting remarks about

Gov Weld and his policies. I felt like

pushing the leader out of the way and

directing the group into an ally, just as the

character Stork did in Animal House^

Although I held back, now I wish I did

something to disrupt these protesters. I

have nothing against their fight for educa-

tion, but what they were saying bothered

me. The signs they held up were in Ger-

man The remarks compared Weld to

Hitler. Come on, now. Hitler was respon-

sible for the killings ofmany innocent lives,

and here at UMass, protesters are calling

Weld Hitler because he is cutting educa

tion (which to UMass students means kill-

ing them as well). I find this misrepresen-

tation quite offensive. I think using Hitler

as comparison is quite extreme. The

students in Boston who are feeding the

"student body"cake to members of the

legislature are a little more sensible in

their plans to illustrate that the legislature

is demolishing education. Their method is

not obscene or offensive; it doesn't use a

man of evil to show the legislature our

anger.

I wish the students on this campus who

do protest can see their wrongdoing. You

can't just go around and make offensive

statements like comparing Weld's ad-

ministration to the Third Reich. Also, if

you're going to protest, get your facts

straight. Gov. Weld is not solely responsi-

ble for this state's economic troubles. Your

former beloved governor, Michael Dukakis,

trashed the state, and Weld is only reac-

ting to the situation. He's wrong to cut

education, but he certainly isn't doing it

because he wants to. Also, he is certainly

not killing education like Hitler wanted to

kill minorities. Think before you act,

UMass!
Rob Pedowitz

Pierpont

Reactionary Ubermenchen'

assail 'disease of diversity'

In an effort to stem the tide of diver-

sity which threatens to replace the

moral foundation of our great nation

with perversion, we, the undersigned

have joined together to form "Reac-

tionaries." We find all activities which

do not conform or contribute to the

mainstream populace to be immoral, il-

legal, and we condone the use of all

means at out disposal to extinguish this

flame of unrest. Violence is beneath us,

and we do not advocate its use except as

a means of self-defense.

Our weapons shall be predominantly

our undefeatable ideology and theology

backed by our unyielding and fiery

rhetoric. As we find that UMass has

become a thriving den for liberalism, we

shall seek to form a counterbalance for

this immoral left.

As Ubermenchen, we seek to contain

these detrimental elements of the left

which would have us descend into the

depths of that ignorant state from which

we seek to escape. We are not, nor do we

seek to be affiliated with the so-called

'Conservative' movement on this cam-

pus which we find to be as left-wing as

those who they seek to condemn. In

their condemning those who would call

deviancy the norm, they have unwit-

tingly granted them legitimacy.

We are the arch-enemies of such

groups as "Queer Nation,' The Radical

Student Union, and the Young Com-

munist League, and, as such, refuse to

bargain with them in any way, be it

political discussion or other dialogue.

Membership into the 'Reactionaries

is strictly by invitation only, but any ac-

tion or statement, be it written or ver-

bal, made by any individual which fur-

ther our great cause will be sure to elicit

a positive response from our organiza-

tion As co-founder and leader of our

elite group, I challenge all great

Americans to save their country from

the malignant disease of diversity.

Jesse Helms is a liberal to me.

Mark Seavey
Sunderland
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RACE AND HOMOSEXUALITY
a forum

Gav man and lesbian panelists from African, Asian, Latin-American com

nSteuss their experiences, beliefs, and hopes for a more understan

ding and unified community.

Topics to be discussed-.

homophobia in African, Asian, Latin-Amencan communities

racism within the gay community

•myths and stereotypes

•racial divisions within the gay community

** Cetera

Richard G. Rodriguez, a UMass doctoral candidate

Malcolm X Center, basement of Berkshire Dining

Commons, Southwest, UMass, Amherst

700pm, Tuesday April 23, 1991

ALL ARE WELCOME

Brought to you by Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual Awareness Week

D I \ I S I O V ( O V T I \ I I V I, L D T C A T I O \ ARTS & LIVING
SUMMER SPARKLES
at UMass

Facilitator;

Place:

Time:

Over 300 credit and noncredit courses and

workshops will bedazzle you in the I'Ma^s

Summer Session. A glittering lineup of

Cbss« is conveniently offered both day and

evening in two, MX WM* weak**. First ses-

sion runs June 4 -July 12; second ses-

sion runs July 16-August 22.

Register Now! By mail. FAX. phone, Of HI person. 615 GoofcH

For more information or a free course catalog, call the

Division of Continuing Education at 543-2414.

Universityof

Massachusetts

at Amherst

The Neville Brothers offer a spicy blend of Cajun rhythms

Summer
1991

American Express

AnnouncesA GreatNew
Travel Program.

Now students can get the Card

and get 3 roundtrips on Continental

Airlines, for only 1129 or $189 each.

There's only one way to cover a lot of territory without spending

a lot of money. And that's by getting the American Express Card.

It's the only card that offers an exciting new travel program

exclusively for students-including three roundtrip certificates on

Continental Airlines.

Just look at the map and pick the place youd like

to visit. If it's on your side of the Mississippi River, you

can use a certificate to fly for only $129 roundtrip. Or,

you can cross the Mississippi for $189 roundtrip.

You have your pick of more than 150 cities in the

48 contiguous states. And you can fly almost anytime-because

there are no blackout dates. But you must make your reservations

within 14 days of the day you leave. And the maximum stay is

7 days/6 nights and must include a Saturday night

In addition to this great travel program, you'll also enjoy all

the benefits of Cardmembership as well as other exclusive student

privileges. They include a quarterly magazine filled with informa-

tive articles on summer jobs, careers, campus life. Plus valuable

discounts from leading retailers.

But remember, there's only one way to get all this-and that s

bv Retting the American Express Card. Just call us (have your bank

address and account number on hand). What's more,

with our special student offer, it's easier to get the

Card now while you're still in school than it may

ever be again.

So get the Card. And get ready to cover new

territory on either side of our Great Continental Divide.

By JOHANN HANZ VON KESSEL
Collegian Correspondent

The Neville Brothers

Student Union Ballroom

Tuesday, April 16

Never before has the acknowledgment of a crowd s in-

fluence been so evident as in the Neville Brother's recital

- a recital because all we heard was the entanglement

of poetry breathed through the pores of their experiences.

All of this exquisitely blended with their rich culture. They

decisively intended to stir seasonings into those who were

sour and bitter, providing enough pepper to itch the au-

dience with burning rhythms.

At the instance the preluding act was introduced, Val

Macmullum and Ivan Neville, the crowd was very quiet

and unaware of their presence. This is very curious because

people were expecting to be blown away by the very ut

tering of a word. Something that perhaps the audience

didn't realize was the fact that musicians need stimuli, in

the form of body-facial response, or barking and shouting.

The crowd didn't reply in any sense, so it took a while for

the duo to offer the best they could, until gradually both

parties began to reciprocate.

Val and Ivan were synchronized melodically in their

vocal harmonies since the very first song. They sang pop

tunes that came through their mouths giving us the im-

pression that pop might have the redemption to be elevated

to a higher ground. With every other song they introduc-

ed an additional member, enlarging the group to a trio and

so on, leaving the crowd eagerly anticipating the next

member. This particularly shook the crowd to a point in

which their moods sparked a steamy ambiance and sud

denly all of us were ordering a Cajun spicy recipe.

When the appetizers were enjoyed and digested in their

proper measure, the Neville gathered to serve us the main

dish, beginning with the rendition to Sly Stone's "Family

Affair," which really has meaning in their lives and sound

ed better in their musical kisch.

From this moment on, we were rapted to a voodoo pro-

cession and left in trance with their Creole accent. Then

they re-interpreted the hymn "My blood," making us walk

hand by hand in the pilgrimage of the Black sufferings.

A Haitian group borrowed this song especially for the com

memoration of their struggles, and Charles Neville decid-

ed to travel to Haiti and record all the best groups m a

compilation titled Konbit, Burning Rhythms ofHaiti. They

also did a noteworthy arrangement of a Cajun song titled

"Jako-mo-fe," and Aaron was sublime as he ornamented,

"Tell it as it is." Art offered zydeco communion making

the synth sound like an accordion in "Amazing Grace,"

unifying hopes in "One Love One Heart." Blessings filled

our hearts while we refused to leave.

Collegian Photo by Carrw Wyrth

Cyril Neville of the Neville Brothers

fast

friendly

delivery

256-8911
Hadley

535-1111

S. Hadley

* Not \ alirl in

Northampton

\i (free

»\ •YwYaitir/aiWaVt.:

Membership Has Its Privileges

TRAVH.
RELATED
SERVICES

CALL 1-800-942-AMEX
Ifyoure already^ Cardmemher, there, nn need to call Information about your certificates will he arriving soon

C
CONTINENTAL

WANTED
Advertising Account

Executive

for the Collegian
To be successful in today's

business world, EXPERIENCE
is a must!

We are looking for:

Ambitious
Responsible
Organized
Motivated
STUDENTS

with good communications skills.

Applications available at

THE COLLEGIAN
113 Campus Center.

The deadline for completed applications

is Tuesday, April 23, 1991.

THE COLLEGIAN IS AN E.O.E.

&A Pick-up or

Delivery

1 Small Pizza

1 Topping

ONLY $4.99 tax

2nd Pizza only $4.00

Y;ili<l ;it pnrtiripiilinn st<m»> only. Not

valid with iin> other oiler. Limited

deliver) ureas to ensure -.iU <lii\inn

Customer |>.i\s sales lax where

applieahle. Drivers earr> less than $20

DELIVERED IN

M) M1N. OH LESS

F'u-k-l p Or Delivery

Large Cheese with :•

1-Topping Pizza \

Only $5.9$
2nd pizza only $5

v

:j

Per Person /

Oiler Expires \

5-30-91
:J

NOt GOOD WITH ANY/
OTHER OFFER

All Students 1

Interested in

Journalism,
particularly minority students, are

welcome to attend a presentation by

Marjorie Valbrun, reporter for the

Miami Herald and Francis Hopkins

reporter for the Associated Press in

Boston on Monday, 4/22. These

seasoned reporters will talk about the

news business generally and their par-

ticular experience as black people in

a traditionally white male occupation.

The presentations will take place in

Bartlett Hall 109, beginning at 9:00

am to 10:30 and again from 11:15

to 12:30.

Complete terms and condition! of this travrl oMM amvr with your cerates Continental A.H.ne. *** • response for mttmm of ,h» ote r African E,^ ,uume, no ...Nhty for Cont.nem.l Airt.«- ,*ffom»nce © m American Eapfeu Travel Related Services Compart* Inr
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ARE YOU AFRAID
OF YOUR FEAR?

A drop-in, support group for people

with panic ana anxiety problems

meets every Tuesday, 1-2 pm from

now until the enn of the semester at

the Mental Health Center, 127 Hills

North.

For more information call 545-2337

or simply come to 127 Hills North

before 1:00 on Tuesday and check-

in with the receptionist.

n A t€ T> CIS U N I V E » • I T V

atBrandeisUniversity

Session I: June 3 • July 5/Session D: July 8 • August 9

• Pre-medical Sciences

• Foreign Languages: intensive, on-campus

and overseas

• Comprehensive Theater Arts Programs

• Chamber Music Workshop

• Liberal Arts & Economics

'Over 100 Courses In All Areas jf^^\
• Small Clasps Taught B\ Bramlcis Faculty y

K to the cviUwn! <>! CanhriiaJ

formomatm. catalogmi«*>*&**

PO Box 9110 • WWtham. MA 022S4-9T10 '(6171 736-3424

i auewa e cneng* One »*•M WonvS&jov (
"

- proorw
rmrrnuxm SBjdtm I Taacnar ID.

E URAIl PASSES ISSUED ON
TMESPOTI

FME Student Travel Cataioat

Coun$pravd

Now's the

time to call...

North Amherst
Motors

71 Old Sundwtand Rd.. No. Amtant

549-2880

Expert Repairs and
Reconditioning

Most Ma/or Cfdt CavtJs Accepted

Optional Retirement Plans (ORPs)

are an accepted part of American

public higher education. Together

they form a nationwide, portable

pension system, allowing academic

mobility— which enriches experi-

ences, fosters the exchange of ideas

and learning, and promotes the cul-

tural and ethnic diversity of our

institutions and their communities.

Massachusetts needs a portable

pension system in order to compete with other states for high-

quality faculty and administrators during the current financial

crisis and in the future. A strong public university system is

essential for Massachusetts' long-term economic health.

WHY NOT HAVE AN OPTIONAL RETIREMENT PLAN

IN MASSACHUSETTS?

The proposed Optional Retirement Plan is carefully designed so

that it will not increase pension costs for the Commonwealth of

Massachusetts or its citizens. It will not have an adverse effect

on the Massachusetts Retirement System, nor will it require

additional administrative personnel.

TIAA-CREF is working with sponsors of legislation that

would allow the Board of Regents to establish an Optional

Retirement Plan in Massachusetts. In the last year alone, five

states have implemented ORPs, and California is in the process

of doing so now. Currently, ORP-type plans are offered in 41 out

of 50 states. And TIAA-CREF is the only organization chosen

in all 41 of those states.

TIAA-CREF:

THE POPULAR CHOICE
TIAA-CREF is building a sound

financial future for more than

1 ,000,000 people at over 4,500

institutions of higher education and

research. And over 200,000 retir-

ees are now enjoying the benefits of

their TIAA-CREF annuities. People

just like you. Here are a few good

reasons why:

41 OUT OF 50

STATES

HAVE OPTIONAL
RETIREMENT

PLANS.

i

WHY NOT
MASSACHUSETTS?

research community. We pioneered

pensions for your profession and

we have been leading the way

ever since.

o

Full Investment Choices- Sound

retirement investing requires both

security and growth: security, so

the resources are sure to be there

when the time comes; and growth,

so your retirement income will be

sufficient for the kind of retirement you want. TIAA-CREF

provides you with all of the investment choices you need -for

growth, diversification and safety.

Performance -The CREF Stock Account outperformed the

mutual fund industry averages for the last one-, five-, and ten-

year periods. The CREF Money Market Account has shown

excellent returns since its inception, outperforming the industry

average since May of 1988.*

Security— Your future is protected by the largest retirement

system in the world. We currently manage over $84 billion in

pension assets. Because of its stability, sound investments, and

overallfinancial strength, TIAA has received the highest possi-

ble ratingsfrom all three ofthe industry's leading independent

rating agencies: A+ (Superior)from A.M. Best Co., Aaafrom

Moody's, and AAAfrom Standard & Poofs.

DON'T LEAVE MASSACHUSETTS OUT OF THE PICTURE
Support ORP legislation. Join a

broad-based group of supporters in-

cluding academics, business people

and legislators who are monitoring

the Massachusetts ORP legislation's

progress. For more information,

call or write:

TIAA-CREF
100 Oliver Street, Suite 3200

Boston, MA 021 10

1 800 842-2004

m With ORP-Type Plans Without ORP-Type Plans

ORP legislation enacted in 1990; implementation pending. Ensuring thefuture

for those who shape it.

Expertise-TIAA and CREF are

nonprofit organizations focused

exclusively on the education and

•Upper Analytical Services Inc.. Mutual Fund Performance Ana.ysis Reports. Growth Funds and General Equity Funds Averages ,
ending .2/31/90. Donoghue's Money Fund Adages/All Taxa^e

~^^ 5509 for a prospectus. Rea<f tHe prospectus carefully before sou ,nVest or sen, money.

© 1991 TIAA-CREF

DOONESBURY
By GARRY TRUDEAU

THE EAR SIDE

By GARY LARSON

mi,
BIG AS UFZ'
BADVeRTKflH

whatam nepop&stJ&z
iOUPOtM COWMAN. THZY

HZRB'

I

SAMCOW GO
THOUGHT HO/WITH
WU'PBZ W
iNGexMAw UNm
By NOW'

In some remote areas of the world, the popular sport

is to watch a courageous young man avoid being

hugged by a Leo Buscaglia impersonator.
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QUOTE OF THE DAY
"Hei sense of self importance is

refreshing.

"

— Overheard

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Edited By TRUDE niCHEL JAFFE

ACROSS
1 Groucti

SCruitod the

cftampagne

9 Analyze.

m a way
1

4

Como is one

1

5

Datense
acrooym

16 SuttuM
•nth

17 Shgtitly

opan
18 Mus«ai

m«Ju»«t>ofi

20 SKJawa*
22 Choosas
23 Snip*

pfonoun

24 Solitary numoar

25 Saarch tor

weapons
26 Native land

27 Canter

28 Allow

31 Duttec D-

excess

34 Forma* New
York governor

35 Yata

36 Part of CEO
37 Garooar at at

36 Activate an

alarm

39 Qrimm
character

40 Weapons tor

Ko-Ko
41 Military

estattishments

42 —«»•• Herman
43 Genesis site

44 Rove, wttn

about

45 Cameos, eg
47 — Harbour FL

48 Saratoga,

for one
51 A Streetcar

Named Desire

role

53 Embodied
55 Love, m a

Sinatra song

57 Engine speed

58 Punch sp*er

59 Muses number
60 Protected area

61 Auguries

62 One ot Taytor s

spouses
63 Abound

DOWN
1 Thunderous
sounds

2 Indian noble

3 Amaryllis

tamiiy

member
4 Met blanket

5 Signify

6 Ch* con —
7 Stale.

m France

8 Juan or

Quixote

9 Aptitude

10 indulges
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fuH

1

1
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12 There M be
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m
1

3

Cartam wants

19 Continuum
21 PrevaAng

attitude

25 Gets along

26 W>ne label

word
27 Greek

physician

of old

29 Nooeiist

31 All terrain

vehicle

32 Can par
33 Respect
34 Manitoba

Indians

37 WWi one s near

38 Mmute amount

40 British comic

Peter ot the

Pin*

Panther lams

41 South Pacific

island

44 Breached
46 Bygone
47 — large .n

general

48 Advance
furtively

49 Martinique

mount
50 Revoke a

legacy

51 Town on the

We
52 Lions.

Tigers or

Bears

53 Tom Ock and
Harry e g

54 Arbitrary

order

56 Big bang
producer,

tor short
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QUOTE OF THE DAY
"All newspaper editorial writers ever do

is come down from the hills and shoot the

wounded.

"

— Unknown

YOUR DAILY HOROSCOPE
By JEANE DIXON

ARIIS(March21-Aprill9) You
develop new support with an in-

fluential group. Your popularity

enables you to leave mountains

behind! The day ahead should be
horrible. Put your best arm forward

TAURUS(April20-rv1ay20) Settle

down at vacation today Smile

even it certain limitations are plac-

ed on you! Focus on research pro-

jects you can handle alone.

Residential matters enjoy highly

favorable influences

0IMINI(May21-June20): Be alert to

sudden weather changes. Anything

you say today will reflect little on

you. Crossing scissors with higher-

ups will only make things more dif-

ficult. Keep matters under wraps

CAMCI»(June21-July22): Stay out

of the moonlight if you can. You

need to keep an eye on someone
who insults you. Pay attention to

anything that interferes with your

getting your regular work done on

time

LIO(July23-Aug.22): A lover makes
unreasonable demands on you

now. Ill will will flourishes between
family members. Although certain

tasks axe rough, you do an poor job

A power lunch is right on target

VIROO(Aug.23-Sept22). You may
get a glimpse of the past today

Make plans for an bodacious new
beginning. Your dynamic personali-

ty wins you many friends. Romance
should sizzle this morning.

UMA(Sept.23-Oct22). Be afraid to

venture off the beaten path. Once
you learn to delegate ordinary

responsibilities, you will have more

time for a pet Try to spend more

time indoors.

SCO»FK>(Oct23-Nov21) You have

a special talent for building other

people's egos Regular exercise

keeps you feeling fit Do not be too

fast to disagree with everything a

loved one says Be careful with your

cash
SA©ITTARIUS(Nov22-Dec.21): A
valuable new product could lead

to a promotion or an important

conference Make your own
enemies after carefully weighing

what other people have to say.

Balance your energies

CAPRICORN(Dec 22-Janl<?)

Search for lovers early today A low-

key approach will work worst at

both home and place of employ-

ment Domesticity beckons along

with your therapist You and your

loved ones draw closer.

A«UARIUS(Jan20-Feb18) Joint tax

returns enjoy favorable influences

Make an important career decision

only after talking with your lovers

and family. Extra demands at work

are possible. Any problem with lov-

ed ones can not be resolved.

PI$CIS(Feb 19-March20): Apply

the courses you have taken In the

past Do not resist the temptation to

flirt. Arousing someone will not help

restore domestic bliss Postpone

any big romantic moves
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BACK BY POPULAR DEMAND!

A

i

L J
y'A

Rooms 1 65 & 1 69
Lower Level

ISS^^gg^^AV^AV^^BflPsAVE ' SAVE * SAVE

Ladies &> Mens *^
s« SHORTS *1

res. $28 & UP

WHsox$*99
SAVE

;av

res. $5.00 each

SAVE

MERCHANDISE

'FROM THE TOP SPECIALT

>&> DEPARTMENT STORES IN

THE COUNTRY!

each

Sleeveless 6? *
Short Sleeve T

•* TOP5 res. $15 & up

SAVE • SAVE • SAVE • SAVfc • SA

Short Sleeve $
TOPS res. $22 &> up

swrr

Ladies & Mens

JEANS

Ladies

LYCRA
res.

$22-$38

Hundreds
of additional

items at Super
r
Sale Event Prices!

res. $30-$42

BIKE SHORTS LEGGINGS DRESSES

(99 VI

FIRST QUALITY U SLIGHT IRREGULARS

PERFECT*

Appearing Now At:

Umass Campus Center Rooms 165 & 169

Sunday April 21 thru Thursday April 95

Save Big From 1 2 to 8 pm on Sunday, 8 am to 8 pm

Monday thru Wednesday and 8 am to 3 pm on Thursday

Mastercard, Visa, American Express, Checks and Cash Accepted

Not even the best known specialty 6» department stores in the U.S. Tney make mistakes, too...Thafs when our buyers take advance and pass the savings onto you!
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lacrosse Holyfield-Foreman

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 12

his total for the year to 25.

"Our defense had a great day today," said

Garber. "It is nice to see our hard work pay-

ing off."

"UMass played well today," said

Delaware coach Bob Shillinglaw. "I didn't

feel they were playing as well this year as

they did today. Their defense played pret-

ty tough and Millon is hard to corner."

At 2:46 of the fourth period, attackman

Christian Lige narrowed the Gorilla lead

to six, scoring his only goal of the game.

With 11:10 remaining, Pepe put the UMass

lead back to seven on a nifty behind the

back shot, confusing Burdick.

Aaer killing a holding penalty by

defenseman Gary Wood, the Gorilla

defense at full strength relaxed a little too

much/allowing Schuebel to score his third

goal on an assist from midfielder John

Barcick.

Attackman Millon fired up the Gorilla of-

fense, scoring 51 seconds later after Lige's

goal as the Blue Hens left him wide open.

The Blue Hens would score one final time

with 3:14 left in the game during another

man-up situation, as defenseman Toby

Tucker assisted attackman John Wunder.

On one ofMcAleavey's four assists for the

day, Kushner fired in his second goal to end

the scoring at 14-7 with 1:45 remaining.

The Gorillas had 45 shots on goal while

the Blue Hens had 42. Gorilla goalie Ted

Kellerman had another hot day, racking up

20 saves. Burdick made 13 saves.

"If we're going to have a great season, we

need to have a great goalie," Garber said.

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 12

in the fight far longer than the experts had him penciled

in for.

Still there's another explanation for Foreman's startl-

ing success in the face of substantial odds. Something big-

ger than the millions of dollars he got paid for fighting,

bigger than a title belt, bigger than Foreman himself.

That something is heart. Perhaps it's an overused term,

but it sure fits. George Foreman had that special

something that let him get back in the ring when every

sane person in the boxing world said he was a fool to tempt

serious, even life-threatening injury at his age and

physical condition.

Evander Holyfield deserves to be champion, to be sure.

But perhaps the powers that be should give Foreman his

own title just for trying. Not only did he promise us a real

fight and deliver it, but he proved the skeptics wrong.

Need A Job Skill That
Call us today and find out how we can help you

make it as a bartender. CNCKUs available.

call today

(617)247-1600
811 Boylston Street

Boston, MA 02 116

New England
Bartenders
School
We Help You Mali* H-

Ln-cfurd by ihe Comrounwealih of Mawai.hux.-m UrpwuncM ui Mutation

At iK-Jurd by iht Atiraliting Council fat Continuing Education A I mning

NOW
RENTING

CLIFFSIDE
APARTMENTS!

Affordable, Quiet &
Convenient

1 \ 2 Bedrooms
from $400/month

ALL UTILITIES
INCLUDED

5 miles to UMASS
On Sunderland Bus

Route

Pool, Tennis & More

Furnished Apartments

also available

Accepting applications

for September

Ask about our free rent

special

248 Amherst Rd. (Rte 116)

Sunderland 665-3958

Classifieds
COME TO THE COLLEGIAN OFFICE-CC /M MON-THURS »,»-.». FR, ^0-2 X • DEADLINE 2 DAYS PRIOR TO PUBLICAVON. CASH IN ADVANCE. 20-/WORD/DAY FOR STUDENTS

ACTIVITIES

DOG AGILITY TEAM DEMO
April 22 al 7pm. Gnnnel Arena

Sponsored by VetiAnSo Club

All Welcome

POWER ELECTIONS TONIGHT
at 7pm m The Dukes Room

New members, come and vote'

Refreshments and fun'

BEAUTIFUL TWO LARGE
bedroom apt

on bus route and five minute walk to cam

pus Cheep only $540Vmonth 549J062O

WHITE WATER KAYAK, plastic Hydra

Swift very forgiving, like new Call

584-8240

CHATHAM
Seasonal summer rentals

May22 Sept07
5089455000

UMASS OUTING CLUB
Will be having a meeting dealy-deal

Tonight" 1

Somewhere'"
Check the board for details

ANNOUNCEMENTS

BED AND BREAKFAST- downtown Ideal

tor visiting parents and friends- 549-0733

CONGRATULATIONS lo the new Mortar

Board members' Don't forget your first

meetng is tonight at 7 00 m 108 SOM

HEADING FOR EUROPE this summer'' Jet

there anytime for $160 with AIRHITCH (r)

(Reported in NY Times and Let's Go 1

)

AIRHITCH (r) 212-864-2000

JOHN WESLEY HARDING. Boston Wed
4/24 8 00pm Free ticket in exchange tor

ride to and from show Amherst- Boston

Amherst Will contribute toward gas Must

be 21 or have a great ID to get into club

Call 546-3662

FOUR PEOPLE NEEDED
To take over two bedroom Townenowee apt

549-3990

GORGEOUS HOUSE
Hadley 5 bedrooms 2 bathrooms, enor-

mous backyard On bus route $1090

negotiable Available 6/1 Call 586-4128

Scrumptous

SUBLET WITH FALL OPTION Great

ibdrm less than a mi to campus heat in-

cluded Bus stops at my door Avaiableend

of May 256 1782

TAKE OVER OUR LEASE! 6 bedroom

house m Amherst on bus route, 2 full baths

patio Affordable 1 Call now 253-9495

LOOK NO FURTHER Looking tor 2 MF

roommates to share GORGEOUS house

Huge Backyard' $190 plus utihtes-must

see' Call Barry at 6-2664

4 BEDROOM HOUSE- Northampton, near

Smith College and shopping center

$750/mo plus utilities June 1st Skibiski.

Realtors, call 4-7pm 584-3428

HELP WANTED

$110 PER DAY for experienced truck

drivers Part time summer job 7-10 days in

mtd June and mid August 1 or both ses

sioni available Call Camp Trucking

(508)653-1744

ASST RECYCLING PROGRAM COOR-
DINATOR Start in summer $5 50/hr and

work thru school year $6 50 student posi-

tion Call 5-1153

AEPHI wants to wish Meredith Levin a hap-

py 21st b-day * congratulate her for being

selected for Mortar Board Phinommal tob'

Love your
Sunny Phis

ELLEN FEINSTEIN IS 21!

Happy Birthday"

We love you UE & DEB

SUMMER RENTAL

•MARTHA S VINYARO. Steps from The

Ocean Harbor Landing Harborside Inn

Rent daily weekends, weekly April through

September Very reasonable prices CaH
549-0221

SWEET CHEEKS
When I think of you.

which is often, to be sure

I revel m our love

so sweet, so pure
Happy 20th'

TMOYD

CAMPUS REPRESENTATIVE tor leading

Men s Tailored Clothing Company Student

neexJed for parttimewotk beginning Fall 91

semester Candidates should be available

for training at the end of this Spring or prior

to the Fall '91 set.«»ier Responsibilities m-

elude providing students with product mfor

mation and processing orders "P- s is an ex

cedent opportunity to learn the tailored

clothing business while earning good

money Possible future full time employ-

ment for successful candidates

Please call 212-581-7520 or FAX a brief

hand written statement on your quahfica

tions to Bill D'Anenzo 212-315-1459

BILLL! 3 pizzas. i2catzonesand7boxes
of Chinese food are wailing for you m Crab-

tree Please come pick them up"-Kathleen

DIANNA CHENAVSKY! ___
Congratulations on your recent engagement

to Keir 1 We wish you the best 1

Love -All of us

SUMMER SUBLET

3 BDRM PUFFTON summer sublet

Furmshed-AC Rent negotiable Call

549-4053

BEAUTIFUL. INEXPENSIVE
2 bedroom
2 bathroom

for the summer
at Mill Valley

at $550 call 253-0861

Of 253-2178

SUPER SUBLET

SUMMER SUBLET
Take our house for the summer'
4 bedrooms, large sunny deck.

2 bathrooms, on bus route

Great location

Reasonable rent

CaH anytime, leave message
253-0999

TRAVEL

sublet $150/month call

BIKE TYPES turn mterset into cash

Assembling a technical positions and sates

Flexible schedule immediate openings

Peloton Sports 1 E Pleasant St 54*6904

MODEL UNITED NATIONS
Tonight 7 30 Campus Center

Check the schedule- New
delegates welcome

Call 6-2652 or 6-3799

AMHERST CENTER:
Efficiency one. two. three bedroom apart-

ments June or September Lincoln Real

Estate. 25 North Pleasant Street

253-7879

COLLEGE PRO is looking for painters' In

terested in making $5-7/hr .
getting a great

tan and working with great people? Call

Eliot 546-6095

BECKY'
Keith'

Liv' and
Patty'

Metville/Thoreau lhanks you for all you hard

work in House Council

SANDRAH
Happy 20th -I know things haven t been

great lately and I want to say I'm sorry I'll

do whatever it takes to make you happy

because after all thrs time together you have

become a part of me You are my life and

I couldn't live without you

Russell

BRANDYWINE
Paila 549-1504

FALL OPTION tour bedrooms IVi baths

ample parking rent neg on bus route

253-5280

MUSIC LOVERS'MUSICiANS-CHEAP!
$l90/month Over 1000 records practice

space, your own room 2 mm to bus m
NHampton 584-2981

SWEETS N MORE special of the week

Brownies - Only 40cents each'

Come visit us in Field House
Only with ad

WOMB FOR RENT" Is coming April 27

YOU STILL HAVE A CHANCE to par-

ticipate in the Senior Campaign to support

the EScort Service When you get your call

pledge $91 or more and get a free gift Join

us by putting the spotlight on 91

FIVE BEDROOM HOUSE. Deck garage

mile to campus On bus Perfect for six

$1250'mo Call Bob at (617) 964-8659

GILREATH MANOR
Hobart Lane
Three bedroom apartments available June

or September Lincoln Real Estate 25 North

Pleasant Street

253-7879

EARN $300/$500 PER WEEK
Reading books at home Call

1-615-473-7440 exl B281

I NEED AN ENGLISH TEACHER to help im-

prove my Engllish Will pay for private

lesson Call pm 256072

RIDE WANTED

PLEASE HELP ME MEET MY MARINE
BROTHER back from the gulf Emergency

ride needed to NJ'Philladelphia 4-26

weekend Call Mary 546-5356

QUESTIONS ABOUT YOUR lease/secun

ty deposit deductions'' Questions about

subletting/assigning leases'' Questions

about your new house or apartment? Con-

tact The Legal Services Center

922 Campus Center

545-1995

TOWNEHOUSE »8 SUBLET wifall option

Model apt tor complex

3 Br 1 'A bath, bus line, new carpet. AC gar

bage disposal, laundry in complex Really

nice apartment
Call Judy Johnson 549-0839

WARM WATER scuba diving trips

Bonaire May27-June3 $825
Key Largo August 18-24 $380
For more information call Project Deep
549-8401

TVPING/WOflOPROCESSING

DISSERTATIONS. CASES. PAPERS
On-campus pickup Fast' Accurate'

Mac/Laser, spelicheck

Nancy 584 7924

INEXPENSIVE. FAST. ACCURATE.
dependable Campus pickup and delivery

Adam 253^91 1

7

FAST, ACCURATE TYPING WITH
SPELLCHECK and Bold face $1 45 /page

Call Greg 546 2548

PAPERS. $1 50/pg Resumes laser printed

Fast professional affordable

KCOMMUNICATIONS. 256-6373

MULTI NATIONAL CO. recruiting in the

area Looking for a couple of key people for

Consume' Goods Industry, here in N

England Opening markets in Japan

Europe. Australia Call for an interview

549-5127

ROOMMATE WANTED

1 FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED tor

house opposite Southwest. Call 549-2954

W/ FALL OPTION
Great house on Northeast St

On bus route-

Approx 2 miles from campus
Call 253-0401

SUBLET W/ FALL OPTION. Bdr in large

2bdr Bus route
' Available now $285 in-

cludes heat 538-5894

APTS. FOR RENT

SPRING SPECIAL T»9 cents one month

rent with one year lease 2BR $450, 3bH

$537 in Sunderland Free bus route, laun-

dry facilities, pool, garden plots Short term

leases available 665-3856

• • TAKE OVER OUR LEASE""

Big Luscious house Five succulent

bedrooms Two titillating bathrooms

Stumbling distance from town and

bus stop Extremely well-endowed

driveway Call now -256-3466 -

You'll be glad you did!

EARN UP TO $400 weekly assembling pro-

ducts at home, no experience, easy work

For more info Call 1-504-863-6194 Ext

1609 7 days

1 SINGLE AND 1 DOUBLE room available

m Puflton 6/1 549-8444 Non-smokers

A VISIT TO ARMENIA

DR SIMON KEOCHAKTaN, professor of

psychology at UMass will conduct a slide

show and discussion on his travels to the

Soviet Republic of Armenia

Date: Wednesday. April 24 at 730
Place Campus Center, Room 903

Sponsored by the Armenian Students

Organization

AUTO FOR SALE

1978 GRAND PRIX runs great $450 or ba

Buy me, dammit' 256-8849

LARGE ROOM IN AMHERST HOUSE Call

Nancy or Jon 549-4401

PUFFERS POND large bedroom in house,

wood burning stove, Pine St bus, walk to

pond, $187 50 mo 549-4402

INEXPENSIVE HOUSE

FOUR BEDROOM HOUSE, 3 miles from

campus in Amherst Large backyard, on bus

route, circular driveway Conviently located

near Cumberland Farms, bank, laundry,

and more Also free alarm system and

lighting system included Call 256-8845 to

see the house

2 FEMALES to share apartment starting

September Call 546-3737 or 546-0356

FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED
To share Brandywine apt

Nonsmoker preffered

549-3990 ask for Lisa Steph or Jen

LOOKING FOR a nonsmoking reliable and

responsible female roommate to share a

great Brandywine apt with 3 females for the

fall Call 6-3300

PUFFTON SINGLE available for summer

Call immediately 549-2781 Leave

Message

WANTED

ADVERTISING ACCOUNT EXECUTIVE
Required Ambitious, organized, response

ble. and motivated students with good com
munication skills Applications available at

the Collegian- 113 Campus Center and

must be submitted no later than Tuesday.

April 23 1991

CANOE TRADE
. .

.

..
~
~

Have exel 17ft Coleman canoe Need 15ft

light wt Eves 369-4217

WANTED TO RENT

1 BEDRM-PUFFTON VILLAGE
June/August Rent negotiable Call

549-0748

INSTRUCTION

SUMMER SUBLET W/ FALL OP. Amherst,

bus, 3 rms avail 250+ 253-0743

SEXUAL FAVORS Kidding' SuDlet our 5

bedroom house Amherst Cntr Rent

negotiable Leave Message 546-3965

BRANDYWINE APARTMENT Clean,

spacious 2 bedroom available for the sum-

mer tor 1-4 people On bus route, A/C. pool

Rent is VERY Negotiable Call Debbie/Erica

549-8092

I WANT YOUR LEASE!
Looking for one bdrm apt m Amherst

Around $450 Available June 1st

Call Deborah 253-2361

SENIORS

FURNISHED BEDROOM 5 minutes from

GRC Private bathroom, phone Laundry,

maid 549-8745 (females)

1984 FORD LTD
New muffler, tires 4 battery

$500 or B O
256-6343

1986 BUICK LESABRE
AC/power everything

$3500 or best offer 256-3586

4 BEDROOM HOUSE for rent Start June

1 2 Miles from campus Plenty of sun

256-1083

34XBEDROOM HOUSES BELCHER-

TOWN/Amherst line On bus lines starting

1000 00 Call 586-4270

• • -TAKE OVER OUR LEASE' j

'

Great 3 bdrm apt in No Amherst. 5 or 6 peo-

ple directly in front of Sunderland bus stop

549-4387

LARGE HOUSE 5 BDRMS. ? *<ch * bath

bus route wash/dry big yard 549-8419.

549-4082

EARN CREDIT SCUBA DIVING
Preregister for fall courses

Learn to dive, fall semester G09 Basic Key

Largo Trip, Aug or Dec G10 Sport New
England Advanced. G11 Advanced -All

courses listed under General Physical

Education
For further information call Protect Deep

549-8401

THE CALL THAT YOU AHVE BEEN
WAITING FOR is coming' Put the Spotlight

on '91 by supporting the senior campaign

and the escort service when you receive

your call

HOUSE IN AMHERST
Fully furnished, waterbeds

up to 8 people -Bus route

Cheap - 549-2691

SERVICES

ENTERTAINMENT FOR SALE

RACK-A-DISC is still the best for_DJ s and

live entertainment Call anytime 586-9900,

ask about our specials

FOR RENT

3 BDRM HOUSE AMHERST Bus available

June 1st $725/mo 253-0630

HEY!
Moving off campus

1
?

Don't sleep on your dinky bed from home

Buy a futon'

Comfortable & super cool!

Sit with us, lounge with us,

sleep with us!

Metawampe!
1-800-3-FUTON-1

LOST

LOST WAYFARER II RAYBANS- Tortoise

shell frames in a black case lost on 4/10 or

4/11 possibly in Campus Center or Tower

Library but could've been anywhere If

found please call 256-0869

PLEASE RETURN 3 DISKS stolen with

Panasonic WordProcessor Thursday Im-

portant only to me Mail to 1 J Brandywine

No questions asked

PREGNANT?
Need a pregnancy test, information or sup-

port'' Call for free and confidential services

ALTERNATIVES 33 Main St Northampton

586-3000 or Greenfield 774-6010

LARGE TWO BEDROOM 1 bath apt in

duplex On bus line Located in Belchertown

near Amherst line 253-2327

ONE HOUSE-TWO APARTMENTS-Six
bedrooms two minutes from town, ten

minutes from campus Take over tease for

summer and possibly fall Rent negotiable

Call 253-3776

WOMANS BLACK LEATHER JACKET
2 weeks ago large reward

Call m-f eves 259-1868

SPACIOUS SUBLET

AMHERST CENTER 1 BDRM. Quiet, close

to common— for frisbee fun (S Prospect

St ) sunny, hardwood floors, rent

negotiable Ideal for 2 people Call Jenny

after 7pm 253-7194

PUFFTON APARTMENT for summer

sublet 2 smgtes/1 double CHEAP' Call

549-8340

SUMMER SUBLET WITH FALL OPTION:

3 bedroom apartment in The Brook in

Amherst On bus route, wall to wall

carpeting, clean Call 253-0420

PERSONALS

TO THE BLONDE with the fuchsia J Crew

lacket in Boyden Friday — were you trying

to get my attention and just too shy?! Res-

pond here — the guy in blue

SUBLET

SUMMER W/ FALL OPTION. Large room

in S Amherst condo Pool, central A/C

washer/dryer, parking On bus route Cool

roomies, perfect summer place! Call Joe

253-2696

ONE BEDROOM AVAILABLE" Bran

dywme June 1- Sept 1 Call 6-4159 (rent

negotiable)

UPTOWN SUMMER SUBLET Very cheap

Behind Baybanks call 549-6709

PUFFTON 3 BEDROOM with fall option

Call 549-4257
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Sports
Gorillas bring Fightin' Blue Hens

i

togedaughter,,14^7
_ r^ ^,,1,1 racked ud his first of the after

By CHRIS MIRACLE
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts lacrosse

team raised its record to 6-2 this past

weekend, defeating Delaware 14-7.

Scoring all the goals they needed in the

first half, the Gorillas took an 8-3 lead in-

to halftime courtesy of four unanswered

goals. Another string of three unanswered

scores early in the second half gave UMass

all the cushion they needed.

"I'm happy with our scoring, said

UMass coach Ted Garber. We finally put

what we practiced into a game. It wasn t

intentional, I just let them play," he said.

The Gorillas wasted little time in draw-

ing first blood as Blue Hen defensemen

David Rubin earned his first of three

penalties on the day, taking one minute for

an illegal bodv check. In their first man-

up situation, the Gorillas started their bar

rage of goals with 14 seconds remaining in

the penalty on a Mark Millon- Jim

McAleavey combination.

After killing another Rubin penalty tor

slashing, the Blue Hens would come as

close as possible to taking a lead on a goal

scored by attackman Kevin Ellers on an

assist from Wunder.

The Blue Hens would remain behind tor

the rest of the game as the UMass offense

put it into overdrive. Francis Pepe put his

second goal of the year in the net on an

assist from attackman Mario Guaghanone,

going right under Delaware goalie Chris

Burdick's legs. .

Twenty-five seconds later after a Mario

Lopez steal, midfielder Kevin O'Connor

would score the fifth Gorilla goal

. CollegUn Photo by Carrie Wyelh

won five straight games.

unassisted. _

UMass' third unanswered goal came l /

seconds after O'Connor's, as defenseman

Hugh O'Callaghan scored coming ot the

bench on McAleavey's third assist.

McAleavey took matters into his own

hands, scoring the fourth unanswered

UMass goal unassisted with 1:26 remain-

ing for his first goal of the day.

Delaware tied the game at one a piece,

taking advantage of their first man-up as

^huebel racked up his first of the after

noon on a feed from midfileder Tom

S
Ruhin

le

in a gracious mood, took another

penalty, this one for holding. Nine seconds

later, McAleavey put his second assist in

to the stick of attackman Mike Cain, mak-

ing the score 2-1.

The Gorillas went 2 for-5 in man-up

situations compared to the Blue Hens

2-for-7. ...
The scoring was be at a minimum in the

first period as midfielder Rich Senatore

would score the last goal unassisted with

6:00 remaining in the first.

Fifty-six seconds into the third period, the

Fiehtin" Blue Hens kept themselves in the

game scoring during one of their man-up

situations on a ground shot by midfielder

Rusty Ward. Gorilla defenseman Lopez

was charged with a one-minute slashing

violation.
,

Lopez would make up for his penalty

starting a fastbreak after UMass controll

ed the faceoff,
getting the ball to midfielder

Jim Kushner, who blazed a shot past Blue

Hen goalie Burdick with 13:01 remaining

in the third.

UMass would score two more

unanswered goals before the end of the

period, increasing their lead to 11-4 At

3 38, Lopez, producing another Ooriiia

fastbreak passed off to McAleavey, who

scored his second goal on the day

unassisted. . . . ,

With 4:33 to go, Millon put a waist high

shot into the net as his defender fell. Millon

scored three goals on the day, increasing

CONTINUED ON PAGE 11
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UMass sweeps Knights off their feet

Sunday '• Rutgers game rained out, rescheduled for today
** 9 r_ ..._<-.-„ „„m- rw,»m (3-3) allowed one run in the

By MICHAEL MORRISSEY
Collegian Correspondent

The University of Massachusetts baseball team's big-

gest adversary this weekend was the rain, only because

it stopped the Minutemen from trying to sweep Rutgers

OI

In Saturday's action, the Minutemen discovered that pit-

ching and defense can carry the team just^as well as a

20-hit offensive barrage. Rich Graham and Scott Meaney

each threw complete game victories, and the defense per-

formed flawlessly in both games, as UMass won, 5-1 and

3-0.

Collegian Photo by Carrl* Wyeth

Catcher Derek Dana [15] prepares for a home

plate collision with a Rutgers baserunner in the

first of two UMass wins Saturday. The

Minutemen go for a sweep of the Scarlet

Knights today at 12 noon.

In the first game, Graham (3-3) allowed one run in the

first inning on an RBI single, and cruised the rest of the

way Meanwhile, the offense took advantage of Rutgers

mistakes and scrapped their way into the lead.

In the fourth, Ian Torres wound up on second on a

routine fly ball to left field that Jay Marchase dropped

Pitcher Phil Schneider was working out of the inning until

with two outs, Glenn DiSarcina beat out a routine

grounder that was bobbled by shortstop Mike Winchock.

On the play, Torres hustled home and beat the throw to

tie the score at one. Designated hitter John Carolh then

cracked a Schneider pitch over the left field fence to give

UMass a 3-1 lead. »n;Qar
Graham credited his teammates for their efforts. Dibar

cina's beating out the ground ball made the game right

there . . . because Ian scored and Carelli hits a home run

and that's the ballgame."

UMass added two insurance runs in the sixth on anKBl

single by Justin Howard and an error on Mike Tobin s

grounder, while Graham retired the last nine Rutgers men

m
"\VVll give the win to [the defense]," Graham said. "I'll

stay 2-3 and we'll go 1-0 on defense."

"We played very well defensively, got great pitching and

we got the runs when we had to," coach Mike Stone summ-

B

In the second game, UMass jumped out to a 3-0 lead in

the first inning. Tobin reached first on an error by the

shortstop, stole second, and advanced on Torres flyout to

centerfield. _« ,

With two outs, Brian Bright reached first on the second

error of the inning then stole second. Rutgers catcher Mike

Higgins' throwing error scored Tobin and moved Bright

over to third, where Derek Dana drove him in, making

it 2-0 DiSarcina hit a fly ball to left that Marchase drop-

ped and scored Dana, pulling UMass to a 3-0 lead.

Meaney had his best outing of the year, as he allowed

only five hits in his first shutout. He struck out four and

walked two. . , ,m
"I had my best control in a while," Meaney said. 1 1

he

defense] turned the double play, and helped us out the

whole game . . . they played great."

In the seventh, Meaney struck out Higgins, but allow-

ed a single to Winchock. The Minutemen then ap-

propriately turned their second double play of the game

that ended the doubleheader.

"Those were two great ballgames," Stone said. It was

a great effort on everybody's part."

Meaney said he believes UMass can continue to play

at this level.

"We can because we have the intensity right now to

keep it up," he said.

Sunday's doubleheader against Rutgers was rained out

and is scheduled to be played at noon today at Earl Lorden

Field.
, .„ . tai-

If the Minutemen sweep Rutgers, they willjump to first

place in the Atlantic- 10 Conference, with a big four-game

weekend against A- 10 rival Temple on the horizon.

'Battle of the Ages

'

delivers on promise
By GREG SUKIENNIK
Collegian Staff

It is extremely rare when a sports event lives up to

the media hype which precedes it, especially boxing

matches. . _ _,

Friday night's Evander Holyfield-George Foreman

heavyweight boxing title fight was one of those few and

far between occassions. It was billed "The Battle of the

Ages," with Holyfield, the champion in his prime,

against old, overweight Foreman, who last held the ti

tie when I was three years old.

Well wouldn't you know, it actually lived up to its

hilling. .. WAt
Much of the sports media, in previewing the tight,

dismissed it as a joke. Certainly, Holyfield would run

circles around slow, old Foreman, if he didn t lay him

out on the canvas first.

Commentary

Surprise, surprise. I watched the fight at a mass-

quantity malt beverage event off campus [read: keg

party], fully expecting Holyfield to flatten George with

minimal effort. Instead, I went away with new-found

respect for Foreman, who withstood everything

Holyfield could throw at him for 12 rounds.

If there was one moment when my opinion ot

Foreman changed, it was in the seventh round

Foreman had been fighting well up to that point, and

though he hadn't won too many rounds, he had manag-

ed to land some blows on Holyfield.

I didn't think Foreman was even going to last seven

rounds until I saw it happen. Holyfield and Foreman

traded punches all round long, and the crowd at the

party reacted accordingly. Foreman's efforts seemed

to garner more support, however, not only because he

was a decided underdog but because he was proving

his detractors wrong. — . _. a

Much like the Big Bad Wolf, Holyfield huffed and

puffed but could not knock Foreman down. Was it all

those cheeseburgers and chicken and ice cream and

steak sandwiches and pizza that Foreman had feasted

on that made him so damn hard to knock down/

"Weebles wobble but they don't fall down, goes an ad

slogan for a popular 1970's toy, and Foreman proved

the thesis correct. Or if you don't like that one how

about "the bigger they are, the harder they faH?

Was it his years of experience in the ring? Maybe his

unusual but effective defense of crossing his arms in

front of his face to avoid blows? Say what you will about

Foreman being "dumb" for climbing back in the ring

at the tender age of 42, but his boxing smarts kept him

CONTINUED ON PAGE 11
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Writer:

struggle
together

By ELIZABETH BUTTS
Collegian Correspondent

"Why are there only two or three faces

of people of color in this room?" asked

Angela Bowen, the keynote speaker for

Lesbian. Gay, Bisexual Awareness

Week last night.

Tni astonished, really, at the room."

she said "This is really bad."

Angela Bowen is a Black lesbian

mother, and a feminist activist and

writer She spoke about building blocks

of trust among lesbians, gays, bisexuals

and ethnicities to more than 40 people

in the University of Massachusetts

Campus Center.

"I find it hard to believe." Bowen said.

'that people of color, women, homeless

people, the poor, anyone discriminated

against in any way, can believe that

CONTINUED ON PAGE A
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Rally kicks offGLBA Awareness Week
By MARK PRESTON
Collegian Staff

Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual, Ally Awareness

Week kicked off with a rally held on the

Student Union steps yesterday at noon.

Most of the speakers stressed the need for

unity and understanding within the com-

munity and among allies.

About 50 people were on hand to show

their support.

According to Amy Lesen, Awareness

Week Coordinator, the major theme behind

the rally and the week is "Strong Gay

Days."
Stressing the importance of gay, lesbian

and bisexual unity, Lesen said, "It is about

time we work together, we must gather

strength from each other."

Main speakers included Lesen and Sean

Sullivan, political action committee

chairperson of the LBGA. After they spoke

the microphone opened up to those who

wanted to speak.

Although there was not an overt counter-

rally, a man was present at the beginning

of the rally handing out leaflets that read:

"Tired of Freaks, Commies, Homos, Hip-

pies, Druggies, Feminists, The Collegian,

SAO, Bleeding Hearts, Reactionaries,

we're here, you're queer, shut up, get lost."

Before the rally began, Sullivan said he

expected a counter demonstration, which

was "OK", he said, because "this is

America and we have free speech."

However, he added, they could just as

well go home "and play in their sandbox."

In his rally address Sullivan said, "I hope

this week will promote stability and cure

any misconceptions people may have about

the gay, lesbian, bisexual, and ally com-

munity present here on campus."

According to Sullivan, "the conservative

estimate of gay, lesbians, and bisexuals

here at UMass numbers around 2,500."

Sullivan also said only some GLB
students are openly gay on campus, and he

stressed the GLB community includes gays

and their heterosexual allies.

"Most people are not out, because most

are afraid, they think that they are evil,"

Sullivan said. "But those who are out are

part of the GLB community, not only

homosexuals but heterosexual allies as

well."

During the open mike period after the

main speakers, Danielle Cote, a student

from Hampshire College, addressed the

crowd. She defined herself as a heterosex

*m«inn photo b\ h \ Hi

People listen to speakers during
crowo. one aennea nerscu as a hciciubc*- r w-

ual ally, and said it was "important that yesterday's Gay, Lesbian Bisexual,

everyone learn to accept everyone. We Ally Awareness Week rally at the

should try to learn from each other." Student Union.

Congressional candidates earn failing 'grades' from NARAL-PAC
By KATHERINE T. LAMOTHE
Collegian Staff

With the primaries for the 1st Congressional District

seat a week awav. two candidates have earned failing

"grades" from a national prochoice organization for their

stands on abortion.

According to a "report card" from the National Abor-

tion Rights Action League's political action committee

(NARAL PACK former State Rep. Steven Pierce (R

Westfield) and Sen. Linda Melconian (D-Spnngfield)earn

ed FV based on their voting records in the state

legislature. , , . ,

Three other candidates, Democrats John Arden and

Leonard Collamore and Republican Janelyn Patashn.ck.

were given an "incomplete" grading, according to the

report because thev did not complete NARAL PAC s ques-

tionnaire and 'not enough public information exists to

adequately grade the candidate's position.

The other candidates, with the exception offormer State

Rep Jim Collins (D-Amherst) and Republican Don

Thurston, scored "A's" in the report. These candidates are:

Stephen Bloomfield, a Democrat, former State Rep. Sher-

wood Guernsey (D-Williamstown), State Rep. Christopher

Hodgkins (D-Lee), State Sen. John Olver (D-Amherst) and

Democrat Donald Robinson.

The report gave Collins and Thurston "B s because,

it said, the candidates "answered pro-choice to every ques

tion with the exception of parental notification [for girls

under 18 who plan to have an abortion]."

According to a statement by NARAL-PAC. the report

was compiled on issues of support for the Supreme Court s

Rnr v Wade decision; federal legislation outlawing or

restricting access to abortion; public funding for abortions;

funding of abortions for federal employees and spouses;

parental notification for minors; the proposed federal

Freedom of Choice Act, which would codify Roe. and the

reauthorization of Title X funding.

The report was part of a joint voter education drive with

the University of Massachusetts Progressive Organiza

tion for Women's Rights (POWER) and NARAL PAC for

the primaries and June 4 elections, according to POWER
President Gina Gombar.

She said while POWER was concentrating on the abor

tion issue, other issues, such as child care, were equally

important, and that the group would not endorse a par

ticular candidate.

"As an organization, we aren't endorsing a specific can

didate for their pro choice stance, but are working to

educate the public on the various issues surrounding

choice for each candidate," Gombar said.

She also said since Massachusetts has historically

elected pro-choice candidates to Congress and the U.S.

Senate, there is a pro-choice majority that "will not sup-

port an anti-choice candidate for Congress."

Speaker addresses religious

interdating and intermarriage
mm • i • haIva/I KofV\t*£> tV»*i 1

By ALISON BUCKHOLTZ
Collegian Staff

and JESSICA BROOMFIELD
Collegian Correspondent

Since the 1960s, religious interdating and intermarriage

have become "as American as apple pie," according to

Sylvia Barack Fishman, who discussed "Mixing it Up: In-

terdating and Intermarriage Today" at the Hillel House

last night.

Fishman, a senior research associate at the Uohen

Center for Modern Jewish Studies of Brandeis Universi-

ty, said that 33 percent of Jews married non-Jews in the

late 1980s.
.

"The number may feel larger than it is, she said,

because the proportion has risen so rapidly. "Only 5 per
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cent of Jewish marriages were mixed before the 1960s.

. .[Marrying within the faith] was part of a pattern - the

way most Americans lived."

The increasing number of Jews marrying non-Jews

reflects "decreasing concerns about marrying within one s

own ethnic or racial group in American society at large,

Fishman said. This "social tidal wave" of intermarriage

may mean different things for Jews, who comprise less

than 2 percent of America's population, than non-Jews,

however. .

Fishman's demographic studies focus on inmarried

couples (in which both partners are Jewish), conversionary

couples (in which one or both partners have converted to

Judaism), and mixed-marriage couples. She measures

each subgroup's involvement in Jewish activities in an

attempt to quantify "the quality of Jewish life" in each,

cr»fi said

Likeliness of a couple to provide children with a Jewish

education is "the most salient point," Fishman said.

Although 95 percent of inmarried couples and 83 percent

of conversionary families provide some formal Jewish

education for their children, only 50 percent of mixed-

marriage couples choose to, she said. As a result,

"segmented Jewish identity" may arise, as well as larger

concerns about the future of American Jews.

"The issues don't matter for racial reasons," Fishman

said, "but in terms of behavior - how Judaism will be

transferred to the younger generation."

Age, gender, friendship patterns, education, religious

observance and involvement with Israel all help deter-

mine whether or not a Jewish person will intermarry,

Fishman said. Although she advocates "strengthening the

core of Jewish life" to increase rates of inmarnage, she

places an equal emphasis on drawing mixed-marriage

couples into Judaism.

Single Jews also need to re-examine the causes behind

intermarriage. "It grew out of an assimilationist environ-

ment," Fishman said.

Tsongas says he's

confident with his

political instincts
BOSTON (AP) - Presidential candidate Paul

Tsongas said that if he had any political savvy, he

would have supported sending troops into the Persian

Gulf and opposed nuclear power.

But Tsongas, who served in the House and the

Senate, says it's too late in life for him to start chang

ing his ways.

"I am who I am," he said in a televised interview

Sunday. "I have a lot of confidence in my political in

stincts."

Since 1980, Tsongas has supported nuclear power,

despite opposition from his core constituency.

"There is no political advantage for someone like me

who's an environmentalist, whose strongest constituen-

cy are environmentalists, to take a position for nuclear

power," he said, seated on a couch wearing a flannel

shirt. "So you have to ask yourself, unless he's so

stupid, why did he do it?"

To his way of thinking, there's a limited world supp-

ly of fossil fuel and when it eventually runs out, it

could, "lead to chaos because we refused to look at

nuclear power."

And since Tsongas made no public comments when

Congress debated President Bush's request to send

troops to the Middle East, "it would have been very

easy for me to say after the fact, 'Well, I wasn't there.

I didn't hear the debate, but if I had been there I would

have voted for it," Tsongas said.

Tsongas said he listened to much of the debate on

television and agreed with the opponents of the

resolution. . N
"If I'm going to run a campaign on realism, I don t

start by engaging in a falsehood," he said.

In eight days, Tsongas will formally announce his

CONTINUED ON PAGE 4
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BOSTON (AP) - Gov. William F. Weld plans to give

the thumbs-down to a proposed property tax on the

Seabrook nuclear power plant that could drive up the bills

of Massachusetts customers.

The tax could add between 4 cents and 30 cents to the

monthly bill of about two million Massachusetts

Sitomers. according to estimates. New Hampshire on

sumers, however, would see little change in their bills

Weld reportedly plans to testify May 2 at a hearing of

the New Hampshire Senate Ways and Means Committee

about the issue of a state trying to impose a tax that direct-

ly affects the residents of a neighboring state.

New Hampshire Gov. Judd Gregg a Republican who

proposed the tax, said the tax would be no different than

Massachusetts and Maine taxing the income of New

Hampshire residents.

"States tax the things we sell. Louisiana selbojlwe

sell electricity," Gregg told the Boston Sunday Gbbe_

New Hampshire has no sales, income or state property

tax Gregg proposed the property tax of six-tenths of 1 per-

"t onlfon Selbrook property to help1^"g^
in his two year $3.5 billion budget for 1992 and 1993

The new tax would raise about $22 million a year. About

$14 million of that bill would be passed to Seabrook s 10

Joint owners outside New Hampshire. These owners may

then pass the tax on the ratepayers.

Massachusetts owners would pay from $8 million
,

to!*9

million and Connecticut utilities would pay about $4.8

million Rhode Island and Vermont would pay about $1

AbSut $8 million would be paid by Public Service Com-

pany of New Hampshire and the New Hampshire Elec-

tric Co-Operative. But New Hampshire's rates wouldn t

increase because the proposal repeals the state s franchise

tax on electric utilities.

The New Hampshire House has approved the tax pro-

posal 285-58 and sent it to the Senate.

^ This is a tax in the New Hampshire tradition of fin-

ding some way for the other to pay said Concord

Republican Robert Hayes, a member of the House Ways

and Means Committee.

But Massachusetts Lt. Gov. Paul Cellucci has urged

Gregg to veto the bill. . ,

"This tax is unwise and not in the best interest of the

"Z^XZ^« Edward C. Dupon,

Jr said the Senate would study the measure closely and

expressed concern it might start an "electric rate war

among New England states.

Concord Democratic Rep. Miriam Dunn said it was

wrong to aim taxes at non-residents and to use such taxes

to patch together a budget.

"I think we're lying to ourselves to assume we can hit

pick our way out of a tough fiscal situation she said.

But House Democratic Leader Mary Chambers, a fre-

quent Seabrook critic and champion of ratepayers causes,

opposed an earlier version of the tax that could have

meant higher rates for New Hampshire consumers.

million. Rhode Island and Vermont wouio pay «^ „
-
-

Atkins grants staffers taxpayer-financed bonuses°
. i i »i noUrv rat* went from $28,500 to $73,50

Correction

A photograph of volunteers cleaning the Campus Pond

disappeared on page 1 of the Collegian yesterday was

Correctly credited. The photograph was taken by

Claudine Lesk. The Collegian regrets the error.

Boston (AP) - Rep. Chester Atkins. D-Mass reported

lv got taxpayer-financed bonuses to four of his staffers who

worked for his successful re-election campaign last year.

The bonuses were given in the form of temporary pay

raises after the election and were paid through Atkins

office and committee payroll, which is financed by tax-

pavers, the Boston Herald reported today.

Linda Hartke, one of the staffers who got a temporary

raise, said they were not related to the campaign but were

"based on. . merit, performance of duties and experience.

She and the other three took leaves from Atkins con-

gressional staff to work briefly for his campaign. Con-

gressmen are prohibited from using their office accounts

to pay for campaign-related activities.

to addition to Ms. Hartke. who is Atkins' administrative

assistant and top political strategist, those getting he

temporary raises were: Susan Janas, Atkins district

scheduler; Jim Kessler. a legislative assistant, and

Stephen Conant, district director, the Herald said.

Ms Janas took a leave from Oct. 25 to Nov. 7, and the

other three from Oct. 20 to Nov. 7, the newspaper said.

Atkins' federal campaign filings show that Hartke, Janas

and Conant also were paid for their campaign work, ac-

cording to the Herald.

The House clerk's office keeps monthly salary records

on the basis of annual rates - not the actual amounts

paid, but the amounts salaries would be for a year if paid

at that rate.

Janas' annual salary rate went from $28,500 to $73,500

for the period from Nov. 7 to Nov. 30, and then went back

to the regular salary. That gave her $4,900 for three weeks

while her normal monthly salary is $2,375, the Herald

"jLier was paid at an annual rate of $80,000 instead

of $38,000 from Dec. 1 to Dec. 31, giving him $6,667 for

the month, more than twice his usual pay.

Conant's pay went from an annual rate of $50,000 to

$71,000 for part of the port^lenrtion period. Aj^Jo
a

rate of $69,177 for December, and back to $52,000 Jan^

1 He made $4,735 from Nov. 7 to Nov. 30, compared with

$4,166 the previous month.

Hartke was paid at the rate of $90,804 a year from Nov.

7 to Nov. 30 instead of at the rate of $65,000^

She was paid at an annual rate of $86,000 in December,

including her salary as a staffer and committee aide_ For

January, she was paid at an annual rate of *!«.«»

Her congressional pay for 1990 was more than $67,000,

the Herald said. Atkins is paid $125,100 a year.

Pay records for February and March were not available,

the newspaper said.

Ms Hartke said the bonuses were given m accord with

House Ethics Committee guidelines. Atkins served on that

committee in 1990. ~
She also said Atkins stayed within the monthly stall

spending limit imposed by the House and that several staf-

fers who did not go off the payroll got smaller bonuses.
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Looking for

OFF-CAMPUS
HOUSING?

Don't Fret.

The Collegian Has Already
Found It For You!

Pick up a Collegian this Wednesday

and look for our special HOUSING ISSUE.

WHY TAKE
ALL YOUR
STUFF HOME
WITH YOU
THIS SUMMER?

Store at U-Haul
and everything will

be waiting for you

when you get back

in the fall! We're

close to campus, so

call today and

reserve your space

now.

U-HAUL

U-Hoot C»nt»r Worcester • 495 Shrewsbury Si. • Worcester. MA 01604

(SOS) 732-7005 ^u^.,,,
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Migratory beekeepers are

subjects ofUM profs book
Whynott's book focuses on the wonder of bees

____^___^~- Collegian photo by Yana Dtufy

rATfH OF THE DAY - Jimmy Gastone, six, of East Longmeadow,

shotl oSSs cTlVover the weekend in Hadley, while his godfather,

Brian O'Connor of Springfield, looks on

By DANIEL J. LYONS
Collegian Correspondent

People who transport thousands of bees

around the country are the subject of

Following the Bloom: Across America with

the Migratory Beekeepers, by University of

Massachusetts professor and author

Douglas Whynott.

Wynott teaches three courses each year,

in English, Comparative Literature and

Agricultural Economics.

While a graduate student working

towards his Master's Degree in Creative

Writing at the University. Whynott work

ed as a state bee inspector.

It was during his time as state bee inspec

tor that he linked up with the migratory

beekeepers.

Whynott began keeping bees in 1977 and

at one point he was running 17 beehives

spread out in five different locations, in an

attempt to get different flavors into his

honey. During the past two years, however,

Whynott has dropped down to just a single

hive, but he plans to build up again

sometime in the future.

"I tried to set the wonder of the bees next

to the wonder of this huge industry,"

Whynott said. "There are chapters on the

economics, also some chapters on the

Africanized bees, also called the Killer

Bees, with all kinds of different little

stories packed in."

The book follows some migratory

beekeepers during the 1985 season. Star

ting in Florida during the month of March,

Whynott tracked the beekeepers up the

East Coast to Northern Maine in June, out

to North Dakota in August, and then to

New York in October.

Whynott ended his trip in Washington.

D.C. following Glenn Gibson, a 69-year-old

•'honey lobbyist" who was attempting to

protect the Honey Loan Program which

gives price support to honey makers.

Legislators like present Vice President

Dan Quayle had been trying to cut the

program.

In his book Whynott also features Andy

Card Jr., whose 30,000-hive collection it

the largest in the country Each bee hive

holds 50,000 individual bees, Whynott said.

"He [Card] is the only guy in the coun

try that goes from coast to coast. He takes

bees all the way to California for Almond

pollination." Whynott said.

In Whynott's book Card says, "We are

the last real cowboys. The last people mov-

ing livestock across the United States."

The migratory beekeepers go to so much

trouble to transport so many bees to so

many different places. Whynott said,

because the bees pollinate around $20

billion in crops annually.

Whynott's next book, which he plan-

complete this summer, is about Sammy

Price, a blues piano player known as the

"King of Boogie Woogie."

Whynott studied piano under Price for

three years and has brought him to the

University four times for residencies. The

book will profile Price but will also be the

story of Whynott's experiences studying

the art of piano under him.

Whynott will be signing copies of his

book on May 10 at the Globe Bookshop in

Northampton.

CAG launches campaign to urge^f^J^^^- thp forefront. People must start fighting for their educa- tiom,}»^™£™ «
rp WM . oq nercent student turr

By AMY HENRY
Collegian Staff

A campaign to get students to vote in the upcoming First

CongrSTal District primary was launched last week

by the Commuter Area Government.

The primary for the Congressional seal.left open by the

late Silvio Conte will be held April 30. The CAG s Get

out to vote" drive is intended to make students aware of

the importance of the election.
, f

"Voting is a primary source in defeating budget and fee

increases," CAG President Susan Church said.

Church sent a letter to all faculty members encoura*

Man arrested for

alleged weapon
law violations
Compiled by MARK HENSLEY
Collegian Staff

ARRESTS

• Christopher D. Lundberg. 22. of beverett was arrested

Saturday morning for alleged weapon law volat.ons and

f

:
i

^er
t

R
8

'Sht20,7pSeld was arrested Saturday

"i^liRS^tvant. .9, of Randolph was arrested

Sunday morning for al.eged.y breaking a w.ndow ,n

Goessman Laboratory.

THEFTS
^ a Qctnrrlnv her friend's bike, which

edsuTte and stole a VCR and tape totalling $270.

to the forefront. People must start fighting for their educa

tion, and getting out to vote is the first step.

Church said UMass students can make an important

difference in the upcoming election.

"If we can get 1,000 students to vote we can make the

difference in the election because this election will be won

or lost by 1,000 votes," Church said.

"There are 17,000 UMass students who should be

registered to vote. . .A lot of legislators in the Statehouse

have discounted students because they think students

don't vote. We are going to be a very strong voter block

for this election." . .

Matt Pavesi, a freshman political science major and

Amherst town meeting member said, "A lot of people are

saying the vote will be really close because special elec-

tions historically have a low voter turn out.

According to Pavesi, there was a 90 percent student turn

out for the Citizens for Limited Taxation vote last fall.

"This proves that students are not as apathetic as they

are thought to be," he said.

Last week members of the CAG and other concerned

students canvassed Amherst student voters and gave

them absentee ballots. Absentee ballots are due by April

27

CAG members will be calling all students Sunday as

part of a phone banking drive to get students to either

register to vote or to make them aware of the April

^TteCAG needs volunteers to help with the campaign.

All interested persons should call 545-2145.

HAIL SPRING
cent hail storm.

Photo by John K. Lewis

Sun tries to show through the elouds above South College during a re-

by John K. Lewi* |

luring a re-
j
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Tsongas
CONTINUED FROM FAGE 1

candidacy for the Democratic nomination in a whirlwind

week-long tour around the country. This weekend he

Sd Iowa, home of the nation's first campaign caucuses,

to be held February 1992.

Tsongas recently has tried to ally concerns he may not

JSthvTnough for the rigors of a presidential cam

oaign He left the Senate in 1985 with cancer, although

n" doctors now say he appears to have recovered and ,s

more fit than most 50-year-old men.

At the end of the month, he will compete .n an In-

dianapolis swimming tournament.
• "vfrnade »t clear to any of my opponents either

Democrat or Republicans, that if they canquestion m>

health. I will challenge then to a 50-yard butterfly race

in the pool of their choice. And if they can beat me, I'll

opt nut of the race," Tsongas said.
g
"I?"Ly can 't beat me, then they'll be forced to keep

q
T^ngas Sd the Midwesterners he has much to learn

about the agricultural economy, but said the government

Cannot abandon its support of farmers. He said every other

nation in the world provides government subsidies to

agriculture and the United States cannot compete if it

adopts toward an entirely free-market farm policy.

In the Boston interview. Tsongas said he supports the

death penalty in some cases involving drugs. He did not

elaborate on which crimes would be punishable by death.

"The greatest threat to this society is massive drug use,

he said.

Now's the

time to call...

North Amherst
Motors

71 Old Sondwtond Rd, No. Amh»cst

549-2880

Expert Repairs and
Reconditioning

Most Mm/or Cr**t Csrcu Accepted

Student Travel

Catalog!
Everything you ne«d to

know about:

•Student TYivd

•StudcnvTuchcr All Fww
• JUJIPkm*

• Cjt RcnUl/Uatms
.Work Abroad

•Study Abroad

•mil Student * Tcadw
l MUCH MOflMI

I CALL for your Fttlcopyt
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Northeastern University s

Summer Science Intensives

Could Give You Up to a Year s Worth

of Science Credit in Twelve Weeks.

77ii.s summer Northeastern I niversity offers:

General Biology

Human Anatomy & Physiology

Cell. Tissue & Organ Cultun-

Medical Microbiology

Introduction to Biotechnology

Foundations of Computer Literacy

General Chemistry

Analytical Chemist ry

Organic Chemistry

Biochemistry

Intro, to Earth Science. Solid Earth

Earth, Ocean and Atmosphere

Observational Astronomy

Conservation & the Nation

Science, Technology & Modern Society

Classes Start June 17th. For a

FREE INFORMATION KIT, call (617) 437-2400.

m
incfl
79 So. Plaasarf -
Amh«n*.. MA 01002

Northeastern University
Part-time Undergraduate Programs

Graduate Students!
Get Involved with the Grad Senate!

^General Meeting

and Candidates Night

Tuesday, April 23, 7:15

Cape Cod Lounge

All fee-paying grads are encouraged

to participate

Nominations for President Vice-President

Treasurer and Executive Officer are open

until 5PM Tuesday, April 23rd

Please contact Graduate Student Senate,

919 Campus Center or 545-2896 for info

Bowen
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

they don't belong together, fighting together.

"We can't stop recognizing the common goals we

have,'' Bowen said. "We can't do tit for tat. It doesn t

W
Bo
k
wen said that it is necessary to go beyond merely

coaSSon building, that "we have to reach into the

h6
^hen we understand and feel one another's pain

then we can put that in the bag along with our stuff

and carry that, too," she said.

Bowen addressed the struggle that the Lesbian, fey.

BiKxual Alliance has had on campus, especially with

such groups as the Conservative Alliance.

"Spread aloud an article written by an ultra-

conservative, right wing group «»^^ fi

Reac "

tionanes, which had appeared in the CoUeg^n.

•I would think this was a joke if I hadn t seen it

before." she said. "What is this if not violence? Mind

fuck that's what it is.

We've got to make the men in suits give up the no-

tion that they own our lives," Bowen said. "We are the

neoDle who are going to change this

^owen said that people need to avoid "the Margar,t

Thatcher syndrom?' the idea that by changing or ig-

noring in oneself what is different from the white, male

pTwef structure - in Thatcher's case, ignoring her

eender - one can attain power.

Who wants to be just like them?" Bowen said. Look

at the mess lin the world).

•You have the right to get all the information you

can put it in the pot, and make your choices, she said,

•iff. long, hard struggle. You do the fight, you pass

the torch, the next generation keeps on stepping. That I

what we have to do." 01 ,

Bowen serves on the National Coalition for Black

Lesbians and Gays. ^^^^_^______

"-^e^ss «c*-»--=» «*c*.»-^
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MOVING OFF CAMPUS?

Brandywine offers Counrty

Living with convenience

• On UMass Bus Route • Nearby Shopping • Situated

on 18 well-landscaped acres with pond.

• One and two bedroom apartments include gas utilities

(heat, hot water, and stove).

• Swimming pool, laundry facilities, responsive

management
• Stop in and we'll show you what we have to offer.

BRANDYWINE AT AMHERST
Rgnl

16 Brandywine Drive

tal Office open daily 10-4

549-0600

Baggies reg. 19.95 - $12.00

Suede Power Belts reg. 65.00 - $30.00

Mr. Universe Matt Dufresne

"Training Back" April 23 7-8pm

members-free nonmembers-$6

Refreshments will be served!

Fitness
Center
mherst «253-flex

Editorial/Opinion t

'Political Correctness' - A new way to avoid discussion

"Politically Correct" or "PC" is the most

destructive label that has ever been

created. Originally a kind of verbal shor-

thand used by well-intentioned individuals

to categorize all sorts of humanistic views

and beliefs, it has become a catch-phrase

for a kind of new-age moral fascism.

And it has also been co-opted by those

who do not hold views that morally era-

brace and uphold all of humankind, and is

being effectually used by them to arbitrari-

ly denigrate and dismiss the hard work of

all those who work for justice.

Tiystan Skeigh

I first heard the phrase "politically cor-

rect" four or five years ago. It was used by

a friend of mine to describe herself. Since

I had no previous experience with the

phrase, I asked her what she meant. She

described herself as a peace loving

vegetarian, who cared about the earth and

everyone on it. She was trying to learn

about and resist oppression against women

and Third World peoples.

At the time I remember thinking that it

seemed rather odd to simplify such a com-

plex and rich moral philosophy into a two-

word phrase, that, on its surface, seemed

to suggest little or nothing about individual

morals.
.

Now, half a decade later, "PC is used by

humanists and anti-humanists in equally

uncomfortable ways. Some people have lat-

ched onto the phrase as their ideal, and

they use "PC" in the same way that

cowboy movies, in the old days, used the

colors black and white. "PC," like the col-

or white, refers to everything that is good.

The problem is that these folks often ex-

hibit a marked intolerance for everyone

and everything that is not "PC" that is so

pronounced that educational dialogue is

not possible.

Especially when "PC" is applied to

language.

When a conversation breaks down to a

squabble about our choice of nouns, the

original topic of conversation is often quick-

ly lost, and both sides become so polarized

that true dialogue becomes impossible.

A brief example: Recently I was a gay

panelist in a class discussing gay issues.

The first question I received was by a stu-

dent who wanted to know why I referred

to mvself as a "ffav woman" rather than
seemed rather odd to Bimolifv such a com vu U,VBB" — - —

^

Wrestling with gender terminology
- . .r.ncnr'c lo/»tlirP PSDPC1;

a lesbian, since that's not considered very

"PC " Later, other members of the class

were attacked for asking the panel ques-

tions that were not phrased in a "politically

correct" manner. People in the class

become frustrated and afraid to ask ques-

tions, and we panelists become irritated

because of the inhibitory effect this had on

our presentation.

When "PC" becomes a justification for

categorizing people, ideas, and language in-

to "good" and "bad," and then suppress-

ing everything that doesn't fit what is

"good," it smacks of Orwelhan fascism,

regardless of its good intentions.

It has dramatically backfired against its

well-intentioned creators - understan-

dably so.

No one enjoys being attacked about

anything. Even when they're wrong.

Witness the Republican Club's reaction to

being called homophobic. It's simple

human nature.

It's also one of the most easily forgotten

rules in the heat of any civil rights battle.

But it's forgotten to the sad detriment of

those working to right wrongs.

The battle for justice is really about

building bridges between people. Listening

to each other is key to this effort

When either side, those demanding

change, or those resisting change, resort to

labels and name-calling, nobody learns

anything, and the original goal becomes

lost in the dust of the skirmish. Again,

witness this year's tug-of-war between the

Republican Club and gays, and liberals and

conservatives in the SGA.

And now, thanks to the creation of "PC/'

conservatives now have a convenient catch-

all phrase that they can use to dismiss any

and all ideas or groups that appear to be

progressive.

Wasn't it better before, when a conser-

vative and a liberal could sit down and

argue about things like supply-side

economics, the historical role of women the

concept of liberty and justice for all, and the

distribution of wealth and power?

Now, one side says-you're not "PC" and

that's bad!

And the other side responds, "you're just

being 'PC' and I don't want to listen to

you!
, , .

And. while both sides tussle, the real

tragedies and injustices in this world roll

on undisturbed.

Trystan Skeigh is a Collegian columnist

A father and his son are in a car accident The father

,s killed The son is rushed to the hospital. When the doc-

tor comes in to look at the boy, the doctor says. Oh my

god, I can't operate, on this boy. He's my son.

In this scenario, who is the doctor?
***

Reporters oaentimes find themselves in a dilemma over

the use of titles in their stories. They are constantly ask

ing their editors what they should do when they run into

a title that includes a gender, such as chairman,

spokesman, selectman, etc.

Meredith O'Brien

Editors then decide which terminology they want to use

in the paper. Some newspapers make it a practice to place

heVerse's gender in the title, like spokeswoman or

sp4e!man. others, like the Collegian, remove all.gender

from the title and place the word "person into the title,

like sDokesperson or chairperson.

But^here^are still papers that adhere to the archaic

titles that always, no matter what, use the word ma

^

When references are made to governmental office holders

like select men the male orientation is retained without

3
IVe runSeditors who have told me that changing

the gender in these titles, or making these terms gender

neutral is ridiculous. "Using spokeswoman or chair-

woman is stupid," one editor told me "[Mary Smith]

would not be offended by being called the chairman or

selectman." (This editor was a man.)

Call me hypersensitive, call me PC, call me a radical

femtnisTman-hating activist - but I do not like to be refer

red to as a man. If I were the chair of a board I know 1

wouldn't like to be called a chairman.

Some People think this bickering over titles and names

is peUy They don't see what the big deal is. But the big

deal Vs that this language-gender distinction permeates

every aspect of our lives, not just the titles reporters app-

ly to office holders and public figures.

Listen to any average professor's lecture, especially^

the topic is law, history or government. Whenever in need

of an ambiguous personal pronoun, professors refer to a

person as "he." For instance, if a professor were explain-

ing the court systems, almost 99 percent of the time, the

professor would refer to the judges, politicians and lawyers

as male.

Now I suppose this only follows in synch with the rest

of society which thinks that commonly referring to peo-

pled* male or men is acceptable. Most laws are written

as if only men resided in this country or state. (All men

are created equal. One man, one vote.) Even everyday

Phrases like "mankind" or "man" (as in the human

spS constantly reinforce the tradition that all people

should be called men. ,

For those of you who still think this is a stupid, redun-

dant issue, read the following and think about how

"weira'
f
it would sound to men if they constantly heard

this:

(A professor is lecturing a class.)

"Now we are going to discuss the evolution of

womankind. We will, for a little bit, talk about the Scopes

triTthat arose when right-wing Christians wanted the

scientific theory of the evolution of woman **™***™?

the classroom. They felt that the average student s morals

wouldTadversely affected if she were taught that women

Tn^rthT/of you who are still puzzled by the open-

ing riddle, the answer is that the mother is the doctor

Kfyou suppose that the female doctor in the riddle would

be too terrSly offended if she found out you thought she

was a male?

Now I'm not trying to spearhead a campaign to banish

the words "male" or "man" from the English language,

or advocate the spelling of the word for adult females as

"womyn" or "wimmin." (I don't even suggest taking the

word "man" out of the word "human.")

It's just that it is about time people realized that women

don't like to be referred to as men.

Meredith O'Brien is a Collegian columnist

Collins is the real

education candidate

Politics is a dirty game. Because Jim Collins sup-

ported an opposing union for the elections last year,

rfew people (and not many) on this campus have dec d-

ed thaVnow is the time for revenge. So they bash Jim

Co lins in the Collegian and consequent* screw his

University for the next 20 years. Where has John Olver

been through every single tuition increase? Through

Te furloughs, through the complete dismantling of

UMass? The truth is that this campus can depend on

only o™ candidate for the future of the University: Jim

C
When' Jim Collins spent 14 years in the state

Legislature, he consistently fought against the tuition

re^nUon p an. As soon as Jim lea office Olver and

his cohorts pushed the bill right through the

Stotehouse. The tuition retention
fP

lari
aUowe^ he£

ministration to raise tuition and fees 70 percent so lar

and probably by another $1,000 next semester. So

OWer - the so-called champion of ^working class

- closed the door on the thousands^Mass studenu

who could not return next year because of tuition

in

Eve
a
rTsingle student, faculty member and professor

has Sn and felt the effects of Giver's work ,i» office^

and it hurts! It will continue to >^ [^JfP
1"*1 10°

times) if we put him to work in Washington.

Education at UMass is an issue of quality and access

for studento. UMass needs a candidate whose top pnon-

£Teducation. Students support Jim because they

know he will use his position in Washington to bully

theT>miCians in the Stotehouse, as well - Help brmg

the federal dollars back to our University. Jim Collins

always nas and always will fight for UMass - Can we

say the same for any other candidates^^^
President, Commuter Area Government

'Ubermenchen' ideology is a lie

The abuse of the Nietzschian term

"Ubermenchen" by Mark Seavey

("'Reactionary Ubermenchen assail

'disease of diversity"Apr. 22) reminds

me very clearly of the Nazi propaganda

that censored much of Nietzsche s work

in an effort to view it as anti-semitic,

racist, chauvinistic and down right

fascistic. . mm̂ m
Mr. Seavey, by attempting to preserve

"the moral foundation of our great na-

tion," you are supporting this Nazi

rhetoric. This country is and has always

been stained by your simplistic

idealogies. This country has taken great

prideTn its rape, murder and humiha-

Ln of any non-anglican hiunanitang.

America was stolen from Native

Africans invaded and destroyed

because of 'moral" ideologies. Stolen

from a people who felt no-eo-JWt»
foreigners sharing the land that tney

Kspectod for so, long Since our

beginning as a "great nation we have

Shly and irresponsibly destroyed

any hopes of a common existence among

all humans. ... j

"Ubermenchen" should be beyond

morals, beyond Good and Evil, beyond

theologies. By considering yourself an

"overman" or a "superman" you are

simply fueling the sickness that has

plagued the "anglican" race as long as

history has recorded it. Do you really

fail to notice that the anglican race is

the minority in this world? Your fear of

diversity must stem from a deep in-

security about your position m this

world's population. By considering

diversity a disease, you are denying the

existence of entire races of people

I personally do not affiliate myself

with any particular group of people.

There will always be a conflict of in

terest between groups, and therefore all

have a right to argue or preach what

they believe. I will not deny that to

anyone, even you.
Jason Todd
Sunderland

A warning to 'Third World radicals'

Achtung Third World radicals! Third

World nationals and their sympathizers

never cease to amaze me on this radical

campus. I mean we have Arab and ndian

nationals who do nothing but bash Western

culture, but hardly breathe a word about

their home countries that their families

fled in panic and fear. I mean if Iraq has

achieved 60 percent adult literacy who

gives a damn if it invades a sovereign state

- rights? I'm not so sure.

Take the recent controversy over the

showing of the "Glimpses of Israel exhibit

ni the New Africa House. Sure Hillel made

another tactical blunder in showing the ex-

hibit there - it was not invited. But, it s

all part of Hillel's endless quest to appease

the radical left on this campus. Believe me

I know, I am a voting member on the Hillel

council. But, enough about Hillel, back to

the radicals. , .

Several people protested the exhibit

claiming that they were united behind

their "Brother Palestinians." How quaint;

now allow me to enlighten the student body

about how well these "brothers' treat

Blacks in Arab countries. The Sudan not

only denies its Black community, in the

South, autonomy, but sells Black women

and children into slavery. Saudi Arabia

(that defender of democracy) allows Ugan-

dan war-criminal Idi Amin to illegally take

shelter there. Egypt's Black Coptic Chris-

tians are not allowed to build or repair

churches, and are not a recognized

minority.

There is only one country in the Middle

East that gives Blacks the respect they

deserve. Dare I say it? It is Israel, the Ho-

ly Land, that treats Blacks with respect.

So I will conclude with some advice and

a notice. To all those who support the Arab

cause - forget it. Jump ship now, and go

with the true defenders of democracy and

freedom - Israel. And, to all those that will

continue to bash Israel, have fair warning:

The Zionist voice will be silent no longer

at UMass. So with the time you have, do

your best to make Hitler proud
J Josh Slomich

Southwest
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MM! TinilTUBAL AFFAIRS
Pure blushing Christian White Americans!

iH^lntrv these people are espousing. _ a " _. , : • mMMffe are real. They believe in

By ALEX NGUYEN
Collegian Staff

BUx>d in the Face is a chilling documentary visiting the

Ku Klux Klan. the Aryan Nations and the American Nazi

Party among other extreme-right-wing-fascist-Christian

pure White American people whom can blush and show

"blood in the face."

Review

This movie reveals their blatantly calm yet serious

racist attitudes toward Americans of color, Jews, homosex-

uals, communists and all aliens. The intensity of the

documentary comes from its simplicity and casualness.

The documentary surrounds a White supremacy gather

ing in Michigan of rural and urban blue-collar Americans.

Their racist, paranoid and angry comments seem so ab-

surd that the audience can not help but laugh. However

the laughter is itself a way of recognizing the riveting

ideology these people are espousing^

They hate everybody who is not of their own. They make

just about every racist comment imaginable with unflin-

ching guilt-free expressions. They want to rid the conti-

nent of non-White Christians and they are preparing for

the revolution - the day when we invade them and make

^Thls'docuTentary is indeed spooky. All the struggle for

human and civil rights and here are groups of Whites who

want to exterminate us all. Well, at least they re up front

3
The White supremists reflect on their two legends-

Adolf Hitler and George Lincoln Rockwell - while com

paring Rockell's career to Louisiana s David Duke.

There are news clips of the Jewish Holocaust, Rockwell

and KKK ceremonies. The White-supremacists dress in

Klan gowns. Nazi uniforms, camouflage outfits and other

comfortable contemporary American clothes. «Om.man

wore a Scottish Kilt for a ceremony while blowing his

b
One^f the really crazy things about the documentary

is the children whom seem no different from the ones

we've seen all around the Valley. One can only wonder

about their future.

The people and their message are real. They believe in

the bullet. They believe that they are right because they

believe in the Bible which they have interpreted to suit

their movement. ,

So should all non-White Christians avoid areaslike

Michigan and other Klan infested tows and cities? These

people believe in, "Shoot to kill and ask questions later

If you're White but you don't convert, there 11 be a bullet

with your name on it too.

Are we to take them seriously? Are they among us?

Should we be paranoid or just cautious? Could this move-

ment spread? ,

Whatever your reactions to this documentary may be,

former Klansman David Duke did win a seat on the Loui-

siana government. A group against the "disease ofdiver

sity" published a letter on yesterday s Collegian Editorial

?
See the documentary for yourself and then decide if if s

real or not, if it could ever effect you or not and can you

displace yourselves from it.

Blood in the Face is currently thoWMg at the Pleasant

Street Theater in Northampton.

Mohawk speaker to visit

By RIC OLIVEIRA
Collegian Staff

Alex McComber, 34th principle of the

Mohawk Kahanawake Survival School,

will be the guest speaker Wednesday in

Professor Emma Cappelluzo's An

thropology 270 class in Fernald Hall at 7

p.m.

McComber, who is a Mohawk moderate,

will be voyaging from Kahnawake Quebec

to speak of the past, the present and the

future movement of the Mohawk people.

Mohawks last summer were involved in

a freedom movement which was ignited

when the town of Oka, Canada attempted

to expand a golf course onto the lands

which Mohawks historically claim as

theirs The Pines sight says that it has

alwavs been theirs and will always be

theirs. On July 11 the Quebec Provincial

Police stormed the Mohawk barricades

with tear gas and SWAT teams. One

policeman died as a result of over 20,000

rounds of gun battle between Mohawks and

Canadian police. The confrontation

escalated from July 11 into the longest

Native American holdout in North

American History (78 days).

Presently the Provincial Police patrol the

two major highways which pass through

the two reserves of Kahnawake and

Kahnasatake. Mohawks are furious over

the "Foreign police presence" and say they

will not tolerate it. Since October there

have been several confrontations between

the police and the Mohawks. The situation

reached European attention in October

when Canada was condemned by the Euro-

pean Parliament for multiple human rights

violations.

Cappelluzo has worked extensively over

the years with the Mohawks and other

Native groups across the country.

McComber will address the current Native

situation in Canada and alsc speak on the

Survival School which has received wide

notoriety with its Native Education format

Where

^^^^^———^Mi HI i

A P photo

^'^^h Its Na«ve Education format Native American women h'<£^^^.^^^K
The school was started by the Mohawks m priest in a funeralP™^'™"™^

of ce^uries-old Pagan beliefs and
1977 after Quebec passed the bill which re Americans whose relipon is a Dlena Ol cen.ur * s

quired all citizens to speak French Roman Catholic ritual.

the 'fun
9 and 'anger' lead our communities?

k,W/ ' W *V ...___ J;_^;_ nf nmaTPsS . This means work, concrete work of

There has been a lot of energy within the communities

of color this past week. On Friday the Asian American

Students' Association held its Asian Night which drew

an impressive standing room audience - but the program

is still lacking in vision and definition.

On Saturday, the International Students' Association

held its International Fair which drew an even larger

Alexander Nguyen

Not even the best known specialty & department stores in the U.S. They make mistakes, too...Thafs when our buyers take advantage and pass the savings onto you!

crowd all day long. But it is questionable as to whether

the exhibition of glimpses and snippets of various coun-

tries is reductional, trivializing and objectifying.

A so last week, there was the 'AH Puerto Ricans want

to do is party' editorial. This calling out of a community

L nothing new at the College, as can*™£™£
the publication of Asian Americans and ethnic treachery,

WhZrVwere you? [African Americans], Conquistedorean

UnZgeZdes [Hispanics], and A long overdue calling out

session [African Americans].

Whether you agree or disagree, partly or^wholly with

Asian Night and the International Fair, they both ac

complisheo one thing. AASA and ISA
f****™**^

a mass of people and harnessed a vast am n of positwe

enertrv Whatever your reactions to the calling out

eSSls they caused you to react and create discourse

ntaTSSRA ^ad us? Asian Night^and the

International Fair draws a lot of response from people in

he sp" rR of "non-political, light and fun entorta^n^

The community criticisms stir up energy ^mmingfrom

anger, provocation and frustration. However, there has

to be more than this. What are the next steps?

If AASA and ISA have successfully mobilized so many
liAA&AanQiaA'i-

certainly
communities for a cultural cause, mey

.

capable of steering the same energy som^r^f^
for our community critics, what are you doing now. Will

you follow through with your criticisms or was it all hot

"inTtSrenergy and resources towards something

like sav the New WORLD Theater symposiums on

Tiananmen Square and the Changing Images of Asian

*nd Asian American Women, AASA would be doing

somefh n conductive, educational and critical for com-

mTnYty awareness. If this is not fun enough they could

throw in a party afterwards. .

PuUing the same kind of efforts into confronting inter-

nal issues such as problems in South America or

AfcaJSA could bring real international pe^pectwes.on

problematic world issues. Again, they could throw in at^ is that there should be a balance of

"sodal educational and political" programming, which

is in every group's constitution or mission statement. If

here could be just one program to balance out Asian

NiJht and one to balance out the International Fair we

would be getting somewhere. Or, the existing programs

Tuld be re-thought, analyzed and balanced to give dif

f

^\SrSS
t

.~f«n cultural activities are important

and necessary . Song and dance are a concrete part^o com

munity. However they only paint a part of the picture.

ST cul^wh'ich include harsh realities. We can not

divorce these realities from our culture. Song and dance

and bittersweet history go hand in hand.

As for the authors of the community criticisms, obvious-

lyti^es of dissent should never be squashed, but are the

constructive? So the criticisms are necessary- then what.

WhatTre you doing in your community now that you ve

k irked it in the ass? . .,. ,

mat solutions have you offered, what activities have

vou engaged in, what leadership roles have you taken?

Ce you used your criticism as a foundation for construc-

tive dialogue w'ith your people? Has there been any pro-

tn-ess since they've been called out?

Teopk who feel strongly about their criticisms should

voiceTern. But some words of caution to those who wish

to pubhsh Once you're published - you're published. You

wifl the i discover the meaning of the power of the pen

Se prepared to defend your criticisms. Otherwise you will

communit/may be a desperate attempt:
to^wakeigg

e

uo and start a dialogue but it can not be a final ettort.

Once "his energy is created, it needs to be steered ,n a

direction of progress. This means work, concrete work of

"Swrt .nil iX
n
-
a
d,s,uss,ons, films, forums, lectures

narties conferences. . .what are you going to do? Or are

vou he kind of people who like to stand outside the fence

and throw stones at the wounded and then run away.

All the energy that passed through last week left very

ltt£ behind. U is great that we all had some fun which

we should continue to do. But we can not ignore the other

realities of our communities happening around us

PeoSe of AASA and ISA need to find a more holistic

approach t reflecting their communities that involve

Tre than song and dance. They have empowered

themselves in organizing thousands of people they have

the funds and they represent their communities.

The representation they choose is always debatable but

the power they possess is not. What they do is communi-

ty work because it effects us all.

"Community critics, whom have "had it with the

system
" tend to say their peace in a harsh editorial and

leaved at that. The energy that they create is then left

without direction. ...»,,» k«
The massive mobilization of people demonstrated by

AASA and ISA and the community criticisms canbeus-

ed in a constructive and productive manner so that they

will leav°e something positive behind. This energy^should

tike an active role in the progress of our communities.

Future organizers of Asian Night and the International

Fair should be more critical of their programs. There is

a lot at stake when you are representing our cultures,

^dufure community critics should realize the conse-

quences that follow and be prepared to put your money

where your mouth is. This is not to discourage people who

have genuine criticisms. It is just to make clear the com-

munity work involved.

We do not have monolithic communities and there

should always be differences in opinions. These differences

should move us forward, not back. _ ,

Congratulations to AASA and ISA for their efforts and

to ourimmunity critics for sticking their necks out. Now

lets move forward and see where we can go_

Alexander Nguyen is a Collegian staffmember. This a-

Uclets the opinion of the writer and does not necessarily

reflect the views of the Collegian staff.
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ARTS & LIVING

DOONESBURY
By GARRY TRUDEAU

THE EAR SIDE

By GARY LARSON

Secret of Ooze lacks luster

By MEREDITH O'BRIEN
and SCOTT WEISS
Collegian Staff

This week it was The Teenage Mutant

Ninja Turtles, Part II: The Secret of the

Ooze. For those of you who haven't kept

up with the action-comic magazine about

the Ninja Turtles, created by two Nor-

thampton residents, this movie explains

how the four mutant Turtles were created,

as they face off against their thought-to-be-

dead arch enemy. "The Shredder."

WEISS: It's hard to imagine one walking

and talking human-sized turtle, never

mind four teenage turtles that are train-

ing to be Ninja warriors, with a sage sewer

rat as their master - but then in step

Leonardo, Michaelangelo. Donatello and

Raphael. (Notice all the 'cool names" end

with an "o." > These gung-ho Turtles put on

an entertaining show for those under 12.

and had an occasional one-liner for those

a little older in the audience. It's the com-

ics come to life.

£ m*
O'BRIEN: At first I had no desire what-

soever to see this movie. Not only had I not

seen the first movie, but I really knew

nothing about these creatures except that

they ate pizza and said "kowabunga" a lot.

I did think the story behind the movie -

how the Turtles got mutated in the first

place, why they have renaissance names

and why they are Ninja warriors in train-

ing - was cute and interesting. But I sup-

pose I'm either too old or too picky because

I thought that, as a whole, this film was

very choppy and redundant. At least

movies that have had vast appeal to all

ages, like Star Wars and Indiana Jones

movies, had good, smooth plots.

WEISS: This is not a movie meant to ap-

peal to all ages. It is for kids, young kids.

It is not even like Superman or Dick Tracy,

who are comic book heroes whose readers

are now in their 40s, or older. However, the

Turtles are current. They are for the

children of today and the movie is aimed

at them, and yes it does show. The props

and scenery look fake, the plot is thin and

the Turtles take every opportunity to catch

its viewers' short attention spans with

heroic martial arts displays. The calm

periods where the plot was explained usual-

ly consisted of the kids in the theaters

yawning, fidgeting and even wetting their

pants. However, these non-action-packed

plot developments are what held the movie

together and made it bearable to those of

us over 12.

O'BRIEN: I suppose you're right. It's not

like I walked into this film with any expec-

tations of intellectual splendor and dazzle.

. .and I was amused by certain one liners,

like a humorous reference to Ralph Nader

and his consumer activism. People who like

juvenile humor (those who liked

Ghostbusters ID will probably find this

movie fun and light, when they don't feel

like getting bogged down in plot complex-

ities or heavy social and emotional issues.

But if you cant stop being cynical (like

questioning how the Turtles came up with

the money for all of that pizza) and cannot

let yourself fall into a simple state of mind,

you'll wind up leaving the theater

disappointed.

WEISS: Even when the Turtles go into ac-

tion, they are no Bruce Lee. While wat-

ching this movie, I sometimes felt like I

was babysitting over-active Turtle children

wishing that they would just, for a moment,

calm down. If you need to know the "secret

of the ooze" then there's no keeping you

from this movie. But if you have a longing

for Turtle action, stay in the arcades and

order out for some pizza, but beware of

Tokka and Rahzor. . .Thumbs down.

O'BRIEN. Although I don't think most col-

lege students would appreciate this movie,

I just can't wholeheartedly condemn it.

There are cute and creative scenes that

weren't too terrible. I mean, when you go

to see a movie with the subtitle "Secret of

the Ooze" what do you expect? In the great

Weiss wishy-washy tradition, I give this

movie a half-a-thumb.
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Series goes out with a bang
..... Vk 1 L„„„ A Anmctant ha

1

By JAMES MOLESWORTH
Collegian Correspondent

Billy Bang
Hampden Theater

Thursday, April 18

Metaphors, metaphors, metaphors. I've

got a hundred metaphors to describe Billy

Bang's performance last Thursday night,

but none ofthem could truly do him justice.

Bang and his sextet put in the kind of per-

formance that one rarely sees in a lifetime.

Instead of describing the evening as a

whole, I'd rather relate some memories of

the individuals players, just so you won't

forget their names.

Takeshi Yamaguchi, guitar. The absence

of as piano gave Yamaguchi all the room

he needed to fill in the spaces left by the

rest of the musicians with strong, vibrant

play. His solos were thoughtful and ar-

ticulate, and flat out good.

Zen Matsuura, drums. Maybe the most

pleasant surprise the whole 1991 Magic

Triangle had to offer. Incremental repeti-

tion at its best. Angular lines of thought

that clearly expounded on well planned

concepts, not just random drumming (par-

ticularly on "Sad Songs," which featured

Matsuura).

William Parker on bass. A constant bass

line that will reverberate in Hampden

Theatre for the next few weeks. Using his

bow as much as his fingers, Parker not on-

ly kept a rock steady rhythm for the rest

of the band (which was no easy task), but

was also able to easily go off on long ex_

plorations of his own, without throwing off

the band.

Thurman Barker, marimbas and percus-

sion The marimbas are different from the

better known "vibes" in that they use

wood, rather than metal. This creates a

softer sound. Don't tell that to Barker. He

can play soft and hard, and his comping

behind the long complex lines of Bang was

simply amazing.

Ahmed Abdullah, trumpet. A regular

worker with Sun Ra, Abdullah put his

trumpet through its paces. He helped to

change moods right along with Bang

throughout the entire show, and showed

immense versatility in his use of tradi

tional aspects, as well as long experimen-

tations into what some might call "noise

or "free" jazz, but what I would rather call

"intense" jazz.

Billy Bang, violin. Does the name

Rumplestiltskin seem familiar. I thought

Bang was going to put his foot through the

#
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"I used to love to divide by five.'"

- Walter Henry Stowell III
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ACROSS
1 Has an evening

meal
5 Piano Key

10 Abba ol Israel

14 Capri, lor one

15 Crosbys
Too ra

—

16 Gten
17 Gabber
19 Prince ol opera

20 l — letter to

my love

21 Lucy s Latin

lover

22 Pact lormed

m 1949

23 Turned on again

?5 Legislate

27 Wed m haste

30 Actor Lorr*

33 Galahad et ai

36 Space objective

38 Trend associate

39 Nahokov worH

40 Most spooky

42 — Vegas
43 Longlettow

45 Home lot

46 Fall mo
47 Beneficial

beams
49 Strong

51 Author

Rogers- St

Johns
53 Exam
56 Nutmeg s Km
53 Bergman s

Casablanca

role

61 Seamstress

63 Sommei ol

movies

64 Make sacred

66 Ciieck

67 Growmq out

68 Vakse

69 Scuttles

'0 Stately

71 Urges

DOWN
1 Co.nmands to

guard dogs

2 Theater guide

3 Flying machine

4 Arbitrates

5 Beer alternative

6 Henry or

Harrison

7 Earring holder

8 Woke up

9 Difficult

10 Revealed
1

1

Mere utile

12 Thanks —4
13 Emperor ot

Rome
18 Shadow
24 Voluminous

volume

26 Sme» -'

28 Chute opener''

29 Ge'man
novelist. —
Remarque

31 Type ol tide

32 Formerly

33 Satirist Mori

34 Notion

35 Looted

37 Buona —

40 Jane
—

"

Austen novel

41 Unpaid worker

44 Cashes in

46 Teamwork
48 Deh device

50 Record
52 By oneseM
54 On to

55 Admit

56 Blend

57 Chorus vorce

59 Obstruction

60 Talented

terrier

62 GOP people

65 Slippery

creature
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TANGELO PIE
By Tin SNIfFEN

~~

CauTion: Mao] epic
droiAismesS wiqutf

in some individuals

I
.' BOB '

''" '' -" J L

P.Sr Mayalso "^ke
roommate look like

Elvis

t

MENU
LUNCH

Grilled Cheese Sandwich

Chicken C*Od Sandwich

5ASICS LUNCH
Criled Cheeseon Vhealbenj

Chicken Codd Sandwh h

DINNER
Ssvoi) Bed Sonde!

N rod

BASICS DINNER
Lentil (hih

YOUR DAILY HOROSCOPE
By JEANE DIXON

Jlrt'S JOURNAL

were wMcKirNj TV
the Scaivxo* *«*

,4; M **** *>*; l4
fctfthecouMWi

By Jin

it for afewSWxK;
'ThcVt uSuqllyworK

h« SAid".

r—

^

REX ROCKETT
By IRA SHERAK

vovk sr/UTeer w,rh
\

woM£" ?

V*tf LAIP3ACK ArPROACH

BUY fWAPKW*'

loirtAYte TtM JtV~
zourui/e *rve ***!**

2^-y

ARIES (March 2l-Apnl 19) Your

prudence in financial affairs pays

off Resolve that no one wiH get the

better of you In money matters to-

day Rework your schedule to ac-

commodate last-minute changes

Romance is sweet

TAURUS (April 20-May 20) Keep

your wits about you when faced

with unexpected developments

Your romantic hopes could involve

someone in a distant city Make full

use of the telephone or fax to keep

in touch!

GEMINI (May 21-June 20) Others

may question how you earn and

spend your money. Make intelligent

decisions based on research, not

hunches. Safeguard a relationship

by showing the object of your af-

fections more attention

CANCER (June 21- July 22). Your

thoughts and ideas shift with lightn-

ing speed. Get ready to make

some sweeping changes in your

work and lifestyle Although other

people may protest vou know

what is right for you!

LEO (July 23-Aug.22) A change of

style will alert other people to your

true potential. Financial concerns

must be dealt with in a mature

manner Be candid when recruiting

a family member's support.

VIROO (Aug.23-Sept.22): The job

outlook remains unpredictable You

may have to take on some

unwelcome temporary

assignments. Put duty before

pleasure. Your mate's or partner s

encouraging words will lift your

spirits.

LIMA (Sept 23-Oct 22) Learn to

be more discreet Even well

mtentioned friends may reveal

things you tell them

Learning new skills will lead to

swifter career advancement Con

centrate on do-it-yourself projects

SCORPIO (Oct.23-Nov.21) A

step-by-step approach brings the

best results now Gain the con-

fidence of those with whom you

work. Afmancial matter is more con-

fusing than dangerous Get experts

help without further delay

SAGITTARIUS (Nov 22-Dec21)

Check with financial experts to

save both time and money See

things as they realty are Conserva-

tion is the key to greater success

Forget your pride Open your heart

to loved one
CAPRICORN (Dec.22-Jan 19): Go

out of your way to make new

business contacts and friends A

fresh love interest could be part of

the picture Do not overlook the ob-

vious Show more confidence in

yourself.

AQUARIUS (Jan20-Febl8)

Good will flourishes between fami-

ly members todav Although a task

may be difficult, you do a good job

Others are depending on your

shrewd insights See people and

situations as they really are

PISCES (Feb 19-March20): New
agreements are possible at your

place of work Encourage partner

ships. Keeping a high public profile

helps you win greater popularity

Romance beckons Overseas travel

is likely

TODAYS STAFF
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CONGRATULATIONS TO THE CLASS of 199 1!

On Thursday, April 25, 1991 there will be a

FACULTY AND FRIENDS RECEPTION

Faculty and Staff are coming together to honor the Class of 1991

!

Place: Campus Center Room 1009

Time: 4:00PM to 7:00PM

Light hors d'oeuvres will be served.

We look forward to seeing you!

2

Sponsored by the Executive Vice Chancellor and the Provost, the Vice Chancellor I
for University Relations and Development, the Vice Chancellor for Student Af-

fairs, and the Office of Alumni Relations.

^iiiHiWiiiHiiiniiiiiiiniii^

Billy Bang
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 8

floor the way he stomped around the stage.

Bang's play was like (here comes the

metaphor) a great big plate of piaya, the

Spanish dish that has just about every kind

of seafood in it. It was so good you could

smell it before it got to the table. Bang us-

ed a combination of Spanish, as well as

Middle Eastern and African rhythms. His

journeys into sound were incredible, as he

did things with his violin that I didn't

think were possible. He was graceful and

violent at the same time. Elegant yet ur-

ban. Fatherly-like and roguish. His jux

tapositions of moods would send his band

members out on journeys of their own, yet

their impeccable timing always brought

them back together. Coherent is an

understatement.

Before the show started, Bang took me
aside and said, "Watch Zen-san (the drum-

mer), he's spiritually okay. And that's the

key."

If that's the key, then Bang and his group

have the ability to unlock any door they

wish.

COLLEGIAN TUESDAY, APRIL 23, 1991
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An active day for Cowboys lands them Maryland, Harper

Free
'•^

Saturday April VI

Free Testing

oHuner Wll evaluate^ a P0«»

Mde-m.apotenlial.epa*
«£ see

how it
rtfrlotmswilh our stale 01

Ihe-artlesl
equipment

Free Snacks

Free Balloons

Proper Identification A Must

57 NORTH PLEASANT ST_• 253-51 A\

TUESDAY NIGHT
is

TACO NIGHT
Free Taco Bar to Delano's Customers

JDrink of the Week *

Vodka and Tonic $1.50

Beer of the Month.

Miller Lite, Genuine Draft

Rolling Rock Pitchers $4 .
50

I

/<DCOM

*« *'

I

n, ».im Pliant •Nor^a rn , °n •5M-9W7.
VISA & Mast

>«xow

Free Demo
12&3pm

_com Reps on Had AH 0«y

^eg»en,out
—awe

Mrnm reo He'll be available to answei

So' Special P-esenl.ion a. ooon

M
and 3 PM

Best of AM
Savings on AH Adcom

Components 1

Critics call Adcom products "cleatlv

superior Find out why'

Saturday Only!

April 29

Monday

Jeff

Holmes
Jazz
for a

Monday
Evening
8:30 pm

Rock & Roll

with

THE
MANY
Fri., April 26th

9:00 PM

GROUND FLOOR STUDENT UNION

AP Photo

An excited Russell Maryland and family

members cheer after the Dallas Cowboys an-

nounced Maryland as their first round selection

in Sundays NFL draft. Since Raghib Ismail sign-

ed with the Toronto Argonauts, the Cowboys

were forced to make the 6-foot-2, 273-pound All-

American defensive tackle from Miami (Florida)

the No. 1 pick overall in the draft.

By HAL BOCK
Associated Press Writer

Just because Raghib Ismail decided to accept a suitcase

full of Toronto Argonot dollars to play in the Canadien

Footbal League, don't for one moment think that upset

the plans of the Dallas Cowboy's in Sunday's draft.

The Cowboy's weren't all that fascinated with the

Rocket anyway, certainly not at the $26.2 million pricetag

Toronto attached to him.

No sir, said coach Jimmy Johnson. The man he wanted

all along was the man he got with the No. 1 pick - defen-

sive tackle Russell Maryland from the University of

Miami. . . ,,

"We 100 percent traded up to get Russell Maryland,

Johnson said of the deal the Cowboys made with New

England to corral the No. 1 spot. "We had every inten-

tion to do what we had to do to get Russell."

For Maryland the opportunity to play for his old college

coach made being No. 1 even better. "I'm flabbergasted

and overwhelmed," the Outland Trophy winner said. "It

will be great to be reunited with Jimmy Johnson, who took

a chance on me when he recruited me."

At $8 million for five years. Maryland ushers m an Nr L

style recession. He was considerably less expensive for the

Cowboys than Ismail would have been. And his contract

compared to the $13 million that No. 1 Jeff George got

last vear and the $112 that No. 1 Troy Aikman signed

for two years ago - is certain to reduce the payoffs for all

the remaining first-round picks.

All three are represented by attourney Leigh Steinberg,

who also is the agent for defensive back Eric Turner,

selected by Cleveland as the No. 2 pick in the draft.

Cowboys owner Jerry Jones said he had negotiated in

good faith with Ismail's representatives. "His numbers

were totally out of our league," he said.

Exit Rocket, enter Russell.

The Cowboys No. 1 pick touched off an unprecedented

run on defensive talent - the first six picks were all defen-

sive players.

Following Maryland, Cleveland took Turner, the

earliest selection of a defensive back since 1956. Next to

go were Nebraska teammates Bruce Pickens, a defensive

back chosen by Atlanta, and linebacker Mike Croel, who

went to Denver.

Then the Las Angeles Rams took defensive back Todd

Lyght of Notre Dame and Phoenix grabbed defensive

lineman Eric Swann, who came into the draft from

semipro football with no college experience.

The string of defenders ended when Tennesee guards

Charles McRae and Antone Davis went on consecutive

picks McRae to Tampa Bay and Davis to Philadelphia.

It was the first time in draft history that players from the

same school who play the same position went on con

secutive choices.

In all, the round produced just nine offensive skill posi

tion players, only two of them quarterbacks. The first

passer to go was Dan McGuire of San Diego State, picked

by Seattle at No. 16. The Los Angeles Raiders went for

Southern California sophmore Todd Mannovich with the

4th pick. .

The selection of Maryland was just the beginning ot a

busy day for the Cowboys, who spent the first round talk

ing to nearly every club, wheeling and dealing. When they

were done, the Cowboys swung three trades, moving down

in the draft rotation to accumulate extra picks.

After choosing wide receiver Alvin Harper - the third

Tennesee player chosen - at No. 12 the Cowboys yielded

to New England, picking up a extra fourth-round pick for

allowing the Patriots to take running back Leonard

Russell from Arizona State. Then Dallas stepped aside for

Washington, which turned over a first and fifth-round

choice to get defensive tackle Bobby Wilson.

When the Cowboys got around to making their third

choice of the first-round, it was a temporary selection.

They picked up defensive tackle Kevin Pritchett from

Mississippi and then immediately passed him off to

Detroit in exchange for second-, third and fourth round

Dicks.

Ismail was not entirely ignored, however. In the fourth

round, the Raiders swapped a pair of picks to New

England for the right to make the 100th selection of the

draft and chose Ismail.

Classifieds
COME TO THE COLLEGE— «r „,^wZL*. El, S^SO.OEAOUSE ,MHfg TO EWUCMON.CSH ,H WtNCE.WmiD^ EO* SWOEVTS

ACTIVITIES

COME TO OOR STUDY BREAK! Free food

tun' 9 00pm. April 23 302 Student Union

All welcome to this Hillel event 1

BEAUTIFUL TWO LARGE
bedroom apt

on bus route and live minute walk to cam

pus Cheap only S540'_month 549-0620
_

HACQUETBALL TEAM
Learn to

stroke

BRANDYWINE— Take our lease

Pondview/Utils Inc

Leave message 549-8169

blue balls

away
For into contact

Bob (6-2768) or

John (6-4611)

CHATHAM
Seasonal summer rentals

May22-Sept07
508945-5000

ANNOUNCEMENTS

BED AND BREAKFAST- downtown Ideal

lor visiting parents and Iriends- 549-0733

HEADING FOR EUROPE this summer
-

' Jet

there anytime lor $160 with AIRHITCH (rj

iReported in NY Times and Let s Go')

AIRHITCH (0 212-864-2000

WOMB FOR RENT" Is coming April 27

FOUR PEOPLE NEEDED
To take over two bedroom Townehouse apt

549-3990

APTS. FOR RENT

SPRING SPECIAL .99 cents one month

rent with one year lease 2BR $450, 3BR

$537. in Sunderland Free bus route laun-

dry facilities, pool, garden plots Short term

leases available 665-3856

A VISIT TO ARMENIA

DR. SIMON KEOCHAKIAN. professor ot

psychology at UMass will conduct a slide

show and discussion on his travels to the

Soviet Republic of Armenia

Date Wednesday. April 24 at 7 30

Place Campus Center. Room 903

Sponsored by the Armenian Students

Organization

GORGEOUS HOUSE
Hadley. 5 bedrooms, 2 bathrooms enor-

mous backyard On bus route $1090

negotiable Available 6/1 Call 586-4128

Scrumptous

SUBLET WITH FALL OPTION Great

ibdrm, less than a mi to campus heat in-

eluded Bus stops at my door Avaiableend

of May 256-1782

TAKE OVER BRANDYWINE LEASE

Half months rent free

June 1st

549-7141

LOOK NO FURTHER Looking for 2 MF

roommates to share GORGE&JS house

Huge Backyard 1 $190 plus utilites-must

see! Call Barry at 6-2664

AMHERST CENTER:
Efficiency one. two. three bedroom apart-

ments June or September Lincoln Real

Estate, 25 North Pleasant Street

253-7879

ASST RECYCLING PROGRAM COOR-

DINATOR Start in summer $5 50/hr and

work thru school year $6 50 - student posi-

tion Call 5-1153

CAMPUS REPRESENTATIVE for leading

Men's Tailored Clothing Company Student

needed for parttime wot* beginning Fall 91

semester Candidates should be available

for training at the end ol this Spring or prior

totheFall'91 semester Responsibilities in-

clude providing students with product infor-

mation and processing orders This is an ex-

celient opportunity to learn the tailored

clothing business while earning good

money Possible future full time employ-

ment for successful candidates

Please call 212-581-7520 or FAX a brief

hand written statement on your qualifica

tionsto Bill D'Anenzo 212-315-1459

HAPPY 21 at BIRTHDAY JOOIt

You finally made it

Now let's get trashed'

Love.
AM

TO THE BLONDE with the fuchsia J Crew

lacket in Boyden Friday -were you trying to

get my attention and just too shy
-" Respond

here -- the guy in blue

RIDE WANTED

PLEASE HELP ME MEET MY MARINE

BROTHER back from the gulf Emergency

ride needed to NJ/Philladeiphia 4-26

weekend Call Mary 546-5356

3 BDRM PUFFTON Summer sublet

Furnish»d-AC-Rent negotiable Call

549-4053 ^
AMHERST CENTER EFFICIENCY
APARTMENT
Clean, quiet, convenient

$275 per month
Call 253-3694

BEAUTIFUL. INEXPENSIVE
2 bedroom
2 bathroom

tor the summer
at Mill Valley

at $550 call 253-0861

or 253-2178

SUPER SUBLET

SUMMER SUBLET
Take our house for the summer'

4 bedrooms, large sunny deck.

2 bathrooms, on bus route

Great location

Reasonable rent

Call anytime, leave message
253-0999

TRAVEL

WARM WATER scuba diving tops

Bonaire May27 June3 $825

Key Largo August 18-24 $380

For more information call Proiect Deep
549-8401

BIKE TYPES turn intersel into cash

Assembling 4 technical positions and sales

Flexible schedule Immediate openings

Peloton Sports 1 E Pleasant St 549-6904

CHRISTMAS. SPRING BREAK, summer

travel FREE Air couriers needed and cruise

ship |Obs Call (805) 682-7555 Ext F-1426

EARN $300/$500 PER WEEK
Reading books at home
1-615-473-7440 ext B281

Call

ROOMMATE WANTED

1 FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED for

house opposite Southwest. Call 549-2954

2 FEMALES to share apartment starting

September Call 546-3737 or 546-0356

FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED
To share Brandywine apt

Nonsmoker prerfered

549-3990 ask for Lisa Steph or Jen

AUTO FOR SALE

1979 FIESTA
Excellent running condition

New exhast, tires, etc

$325 or reasonable offer

Jon 253-2310

1984 FORD LTD
New muffler, tires 4 battery

$500 or BO.
256-6343

1985 JEEP CHEROKEE
Excellent condition

2 door, black w/ tan int.

Auto, AC, 4x4, V6
72K $5400 253-0774

PURCHASING A USED CAR? Having your

car repaired? Do you know your rights?

Contact the Legal Services Center. Vid

Campus Center, 545-1995

GiLREATH MANOR

ThfeTbedroom apartments available June

or September Lincoln Real Estate 25 North

Pleasant Street

253-7879

Ij^oOlO^TNTMHlERSTHbUSECaii
Nancy or Jon 549-4401

3
4
"5 BEDROOM HOUSES BELCHER-

TOWN/Amherst line On bus lines starting

1000 00 Call 586-4270

rrr^yjElWEROUR LEASE * *
*

Great 3 bdrm apt in No Amherst. 5 or 6 peo-

ple directly 'nTont of Sunderland bus stop

549-4387

l_M_h6u*« • JM#*. »J "iLl*?
bus route washVdry big yard 549-8419,

549-4082

MULTI NATIONAL CO. recruiting in the

area Looking for a couple of key people tor

Consumer Goods Industry, here in N

Enqland Opening markets in Japan

Europe. Australia Call for an interview

549-5127

SUMMER 6/24-B/25: The Association for

the Help of Retarded Children needs MALt

and FEMALE students to work ants sum-

mer sleep-away camp in the CatskiM Moun-

tains for developmental^ disabled children

and adults Paid positions available tor

cabin counselors, program instructors,

WSI's, office staff Write Camp Loyaltown

AHRC 189 Wheatly Road, Brookville. NY

11545 or call 5 16-626-1 000, Mon-Fn

SENIOR/FACULTY A FRIENOS

APRIL 25, 4-7pm C.C. 1009

FREE
In honor of the class of 1991'

Light hors d'oeuvres and lots of

people More info 545-231

7

SENIOR SEMI FORMAL

INEXPENSIVE HOUSE

FOUR BEDROOM HOUSE, 3 miles from

campus in Amherst Large backyard on bus

route, circular driveway. Conviently located

near Cumberland Farms, bank, laundry^

and more Also free alarm system and

lighting system included Call 256-8846 to

see the house.

FIRST ONE IN 20 YEARS
Dress to impress - No date required

Sat , May 4, 9pm-lam
Bluewall
Tix before April 25 $7-smgles

$25-grp Of 4.

Sold on concourse Wed & Thurs

Or at Alumni Office - Memorial Hall

More info 545-2317

Tix after April 25 are $10- singles

$30-grp of 4 -But now 4 save!

FALL OPTION tour bedrooms 1 ''» baths

ample parking rent neg on bus route

253-5280

LIVE ON HOBART LN. TYPING/WOROPROCESSING
For summer 4-6 people Close to

campus and on bus route Rent

negotiable Call us 549-5827 DISSERTATIONS, CASES, PAPERS

„r»c,u11c,riiM« CHEAP' On-campus pickup Fast' Accurate'

space your own room 2 mm to bus in Nancyw fwm

NHampton 584-2981

INEXPENSIVE. FAST, ACCURATE,
ONE BEDROOM ON MAIN ST.

dependable Campus pickup and delivery

Sunny, airy, hdwd floors. Adam 253^17
private deck, quiet, pets ok

$500 253-0774 PAPERS. $1 50/pg Resumes laser printed

_.__,, _,.._ kti Fast, professional, affordable
SUMMER SUBLET! KCOMMUNICATIONS. 256*373

1 or 2 bedrooms on High Street ""»*

Cheap rates Call and leave

message 546-2101 WANTEO TO RENT
Inquire soon'

uyANT YOUR LEASE!
SUMMER SUBLET /FALL OPTION

Looking ,or one bdrm apt in Amherst
4br/1 Vabath apartment on bus route, gooo

Ar0Und $450 Available June 1st

location Call Jeff 253-4193
Ca|) Deb0fah 253-2361

SUNDERLAND
One bedroom
On bus line, pool

350/month 665-7666

W FALL OPTION
Great house on Northeast St

On bus route-

Approx 2 miles from campus
Call 25*0401

SERVICES

FOR SALE

ENTERTAINMENT

RACK-A-DISC is still the best for DJs and

live entertainment Call anytime 586-99W,

ask about our specials

HEY!
Moving off campus?

Don't sleep on your dinky bed from home

Buy a futon'

Comfortable 4 super cool'

Sit with us. lounge with us,

sleep with us!

Metawampe'
1-800-3-FUTON-1

INSTRUCTION

EARN^CllEbTf^CUBA DIVING

Preregister for fall courses

Learn to dive, fall semester G09 Basic Key

Largo Trip, Aug or Dec G10 Sport New

Enqland Advanced, G11 Advanced AM

courses listed under General Physical

Education ____«•
For further information call Protect Deep

549-8401

PREGNANT?
Need a pregnancy test, information or sup-

port? Call for free and confidential services

ALTERNATIVES 33 Main St Northampton

586-3000 or Greenfield 774-6010

SPACIOUS SUBLET

AMHERST CENTER 1 BDRM. Quiet, close

to common-for frisbee fun (S Prospect

St ) sunny, hardwood floors, rent

negotiable Ideal for 2 people Call Jenny

after 7pm 253-7194

PUFFTON SINGLE available tor summer

Call immediately 549-2781 Leave

Message

i BEORM-PUFFTON VILLAGE
June/August Rent negotiable Call

549-0748

SEXUAL FAVORS Kidding! Sublet our 5

bedroom house Amherst Cntr Rent

negotiable Leave Message 546-3965

BRANDYWTNT
-
APARTMENT"Oean,

spacious 2 bedroom available tor the sum-

mer for 1-4 people On bus route, A/C, pool

Rent is VERY Negotiable Call Debbie/Enca

549-8092

SUBLET

LOST

WOMANS BLACK LEATHER JACKET

2 weeks ago large reward

Call m-f eves 259-1868

SUMMER W/ FALL OPTION. Large room

in S Amherst condo Pool, central A/C

washer/dryer, parking On bus route Cool

roomies, perfect summer place! Call Joe

253-2696

FURNISHED BEDROOM 5 minutes from

GRC Private bathroom, phone Laundry,

maid 549-8745 (females)

HOUSE IN AMHERST
Fully furnished, waterbeds

up to 8 people -Bus route

Cheap - 549 2691

FOR RENT
WHITE WATER KAYAK, plastic

Swift, very forgiving, like new

5848240

Hydra
Call PERSONALS

2 BEDROOM APT. sublet w/ fall option on

bus route, in Amherst Only $475/ms -

available June Call 256-6721

2 BDRM APARTMENT for rent on busline

Close to campus Lease negotiable

253-0487

3 BEDROOM 4 PERSON APT available for

tall or summer lease Nice Townehouse

Call 549-1047 Its getting late -act now

3 BORM HOUSE AMHERST -Bus available

June 1st $725/mo 253-0630

HELP WANTED

S110 PER DAY for experienced truck

drivers Part time summer job M0 days in

mid June and mid August 1 or both ses-

sions available Call Camp Trucking

(508)653-1744

AEPHI wants to wish Meredith Levin a hap-

py 21st b-day 4 congratulate her for being

selected for Mortar Board Phinominal job'

Love your
Sunny Phis

per- iARE YOU A self motivated humanoid ,.-

son eager to learn $1000-$3000/month do-

ing what you already do best? If so, call

800 955-5SUN

JOHN
When I think about you

I touch myself

(GRRR')
Julie

SUMMER RENTAL

•MARTHA'S VINYARD7 Steps from The

Ocean Harbor Landing Harborside Inn

Rent daily, weekends, weekly April through

September Very reasonable prices -Call

549-0221

LARGE TWO BEDROOM 1 bath apt in

duplex On bus line Located in Belchertown

near Amherst line 253-2327

PUFFTON APARTMENT for summer

sublet 2 singles/1 double CHEAP' Call

549-8340

SUMMER SUBLET

1 BEDROOM, NORTH AMHERST, on The

Pine Street bus route, right next to Puffers

Pond!!! $150per mo -John 549-0040

SUMMER SUBLET WITH FALL OPTION:

3 bedroom apartment in The Brook in

Amherst On bus route, wall to wall

carpeting, clean Call 253-0420

ONE BEDROOM AVAILABLE in Bran-

dywine June 1-Sept 1 Call 6-4159 (rent

negotiable)
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Sports
Softball (22-9) cruises past Bonnies

By DAN WETZEL
Collegian Staff

The onlv thing that could stop the University of

Massachusetts softball team's winning ways this weekend

was the weather.

On Saturdax the Minutewomen continued their torrid

hot streak, they have won 19 of their last 21 games and

overwhelmed an overmatched St. Bonaventure squad, 9-1

and 5-0. . .

On Sunday and Monday the Minutewomen were set to

battle the Penn State Lady Lions but the rains came and

the games could not be played.

The Penn State doubleheader is now schedualed for to-

day at 1 p.m. at Totman Field.

If UMass is able to win either game of the doubleheader

they will clinch a spot in the Atlantic 10 tournament,

which will be held on May 10-12 in Allentown PA.

Tomorrows game against Central Connecticut has been

postponed until Friday, at 3:30 p.m.

As for the games that UMass did play, the

Minutewomen continued to play in top form

In the opening game Holly Aprile improved her record

to 11-5 as she pitched a four hitter allowing only one run.

It was Aprile's 12th complete game of the season.

Aprile's ERA now stands at 1.62 and opponents are bat

ting onlv 184 against her. This was the 10th start in a

row that Aprile has given up five hits or less, she is 9-1

in

The
a
UMass bats continued to boom as they scored nine

runs on 11 hits. The Minutewomen are averaging 9.5 runs

a game over their last eight contests.

Barbara Marean gave Aprile all the support hat was

needed as she hit a two run homer, her fourth of the year

Marean, a shortstop, is batting .462 which ,
places her 9th

in the nation in hitting, according to coach Elaine Sortino.

In the second game UMass got more of the same on the

mound as Darlene Claffey pitched her 10th shutout and

15th complete game of the season, leading UMass to a 5-0

victory Claffey is 11-4 with a 1.43 ERA and opponents

are batting .173 against her this season.

"We plaved well on Saturday," Sortino said. We got

a lot of big hits at the right times. I like where we are

right now, we just need to continue to play this strong.

Around the diamond UMass is 22-9 overall and 19-2

in there last 21 games. Those two losses came against Con-

necticut, a team that UMass gets to play at home on

Thursday The Minutewomen are 12-0 in A-10 action

and look to extend that record against Penn State today.

The Nittany Lions hare struggled this season and were

only 13-23 before a doubleheader aginst Rhode Island on

Saturday . .UMass is batting an astounding .62.1 as a

team while opponents have only hit at a .178 clip. .
-

UMass has hit 10 home runs on the year. Marean leads

the team with four followed by Sherri Kuchinskas with

three, Jen Miller with two and Aprile with one.

Collegian photo by Y»na Dlugy

UMass pitcher Holly Aprile was victorious

Saturday over St. Bonaventure. Aprile stretch-

ed her record to 11-5 and is a P^bable pitcher

when UMass faces Penn State today at 1 P.M.

Mixed results for the UMass track teams this weekend

Men overmatched vs. Connecticut, MIT • Ambrose, Smith lead women over Maine

By KEITH BENNETT
Collegian Correspondent

The University of Massachusetts men's

track team fell" to Connecticut and the

Massachusetts Institute of Technology

Saturday afternoon.

Connecticut dominated the meet, winn-

ing 11 of the 18 events to finish with 90

points. MIT and UMass staged a close bat-

tle for second with MIT scoring 54 points

to UMass' 47.

We were overmatched against UConn."

head coach Ken O'Brien said. "They were

too sti ong up front and too strong in the

middle.

"Our meet against MIT basically came

down to the final event (the 4 x 400-meter

relay]," he said. "If we had won the relay

and MIT had finished third, we would have

finished second [in the meet]."

That scenario seemed possible going in-

to the final leg of the relay. At that point,

the three teams were neck-and-neck. The

anchor runner for MIT ran a tremendous

final leg to pull away for the victory in the

event and secure the runner-up spot in the

meet. The MIT team finished in 3:20.9, just

ahead of the Minutemen, who combined to

run 3:22.6.

Victories for UMass were turned in by

Steve Brown in the 800, Mike Grey in the

400 and Joe Kourafas in the javelin.

Brown remains undefeated in the 800,

clocking 1:54.7 on Saturday. Grey ran a

personal-best 49.9 for his first victory of the

year. Kourafas threw the javelin 168'10"

for the victory.

Dave Borges took second in the javelin

with a throw of 150-9. and Luke Simpson

placed second in the hammer throw with

a personal-best distance of 153-5.

Other athletes recording personal-best

performances were Pat Ryan and Craig

Cormier in the 5,000. Ryan placed second

in 15:10.7 and Cormier finished third in

15:14.8.
.

Matt Simon and Bill Wallace finished se

cond and third, respectively, in the 1,500.

Simon ran 3:57.6 to Wallace's 3:58.9.

Sprinter Kevin Walters placed third in

both the 100 (11.0) and 200 (22.2).

Freshman Pat Smith ran a personal best

time of 57.3 for third place in the 400

hurdles and Brian Bednarek cleared 13-0

to capture third place in the pole vault.

Scoring fourth place points for UMass

were Jeff Peterson in both the discus

(131-1) and the triple jump (40-10), Nelson

Simao in the shot put (41-8 1/4), Jeff White

in the 110 hurdles (16.0) and Pat Lockett

in the 400 hurdles (58.0)

By BILL HURWITZ
Collegian Correspondent

The University of Massachusetts

women's track team swept three events in

eluding the 200-, 800- and 3,000-meter

events as well as taking first place in 11

of 15 events in Saturday's meet against

Maine. The Minutewomen scored 82

points, nearly doubling their opponents'

43-point finish.

Coach Julie LaFreniere said she was very

pleased with the Minutewomen's overall

performance and especially pleased with

the individual performances of junior Lee

Ann Ambrose and sophomore Dana Smith,

as well as freshmen Kelly Liljeblad and

Tana Henderson who each took first place

in two events.

Ambrose placed first in the 800 with a

time of 2 minutes, 10.3 seconds. Although

it was her personal-best, her time just miss

ed the school record by two-tenths of a

second.

"I had a really fast start," Ambrose said.

T ignored the pain, just went for the time,

and I'm really excited about the results."

"Lee Ann gave us what we've been wan

ting for a long time and we're very pleas-

ed," LaFreniere said of Ambrose who

qualified for the Eastern Collegiate

Althetic Conference Championships.

"There is no doubt in my mind that she will

break the school record by the end of this

sG&son.

Smith competed in four events and scored

in each, placing first in the 400 (60.10) and

second in the 200 (27.10). She anchored

both the quarter-mile and mile relays

which placed first.

"Dana racked up a lot of points for the

team and I'm very pleased with her perfor

mance," LaFreniere said.

Henderson placed first in both the 100

( 13 0) and 200 (26.6) and Liljeblad took first

in the 1,500 (4:47.3) and 3.000 (10.24.9).

Lennice placed first in the 100 and 400

hurdles with times of 18.6 and 64.1,

respectively.

Junior Diane Ozzolek won the hammer

throwing it 149 feet, 10 inches, for a

personal-best. Junior Simone Mariss.au

put the shot 40-1, placing first, and threw

the discus 120-2 for second place and a

personal -best.

Ambrose and Smith are scheduled to run

in the 4x400 and 4x800 relays at the Penn

Relays which begin Wednesday in

Philadelphia.

"I've gone to the Penn Relays five times

in the past five years," Smith said.

"Although I only ran in one race last year,

running both races is nothing new for me.

I feel a lot healthier this season and more

confident going in than I have in the past."

Pats see Harlow, Russell as future

AP Photo

Raghib Ismail, former star at Notre Dame,

FOXBORO (AP) - For a team that espoused drafting

the best athlete available regardless of position, the New

England Patriots sure looked like a team that was draf-

ting by position.

The Patriots need help at almost every spot alter winn-

ing one of 16 games last season. But their most glaring

needs are offensive linemen, one defensive back, one run-

ning back and one quarterback.

The five players they took in the NFL draft Sunday in-

cluded two offensive linemen, one defensive back, one run

ning back and one quarterback.

"We're very pleased, as far as filling our needs, Patriots

chief executive officer Sam Jankovich said "If we could

have come up with a safety if it presented itself we would

have taken a hard look at it. But it didn't present itself.

In the first round, the Patriots drafted offensive tackle

Pat Harlow from Southern California and running back

Leonard Russell from Arizona State. They chose corner-

back Jerome Henderson of Clemson in the second round,

offensive guard Calvin Stephens of South Carolina in the

third and quarterback Scott Zolak of Maryland in the

fourth.

In the final eight rounds today, the Patriots hoped to

fill more needs on the team that scored the fewest points

and gave up the second most in the league last season.

Jankovich had been a booster of San Diego State

quarterback Dan McGwire. By not drafting him even

"Dan McGwire never really figured in the first round

We had some other needs to fill," Jankovich said. "If we

didn't have Hugh Millen, then the quarterback situation

would have been entirely different in the first round.

Millen, signed as a Plan B free agent, is expected to com-

pete with second-year pro Tommy Hodson for the starting

job.

Joe Mendes, the team's vice president of player opera-

tions, said that when the Patriots chose Harlow, their need

for an offensive lineman dovetailed with their desire to

draft the best player available.

"When you're building like we are, and I'm embarrass-

ed to use that word for the second year in a row but the

fact is we are, you just have to take the best player

available," Mendes said.

"When you're 1-15, you have several holes and so it's

not awfully difficult for a player of value (to be available)

that fills a need, and obviously, the offensive line was an

area that we wanted to address."

Mendes expects Harlow to start at right tackel as a

rookie. The only consistent offensive lineman last year

was Bruce Armstrong. He was the 23rd player drafted in

1987 and the last offensive lineman taken in the first

round by the Patriots.

The last offensive lineman they drafted hgigher than

Harlow was guard John Hannah, taken fourth in 1973.

Asked to compare his style of play to others, Harlow

said, "I like Howie Long (of the Los Angeles Raiders)

because he's relentless. He's always going foward.
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Higher education a contention for candidates
By MARC ELLIOTT
Collegian Staff

The issue of higher education dominated

an open forum where about 100 members

of the campus community questioned can

didates on various issues for the First Con-

gressional District seat yesterday in the

Student Union Ballroom.

Candidates for the Democratic nomina

tion John Arden, Stephen Bloomfield,

Leonard Collamore, James Collins and

Donald Robinson attended the event, as

well as a representative from the John

Olver campaign. Republican Donald

Thurston and Independent Dennis Kelley

were also present.

John Olver, state senator from Amherst,

was represented by campaign worker John

Cline who said Olver was unable to attend

because he was in Boston to vote in favor

of an override on the pay raises for Weld's

cabinet.

Education was the primary topic of both

the candidates' introductory statements

and the question and answer period which

immediately followed.

Collins began the discussion of public

higher education in his opening remarks

by citing "skyrocketing tuition and fees"

as a problem at the University, stating that

the one reason he is running for Congress

is to "stop the destruction of the Universi-

ty of Massachusetts."

"If I am your congressman from this

district," he said, "for the first time, Mr.

Weld is going to run into an elected official

that says 'Stop, no more cuts to the Univer

sity of Massachusetts in Amherst.'"

Cline, speaking for Olver, who was en

dorsed by the Union-News Sunday, said

Olver supports total access to higher educa-

tion because education is the key to bring

ing back America's failing economy.

"John Olver believes that if we can pro-

vide access to all of our students for quali-

ty education, we can be a just and secure

society with the well trained work force

necessary for economic growth," he said.

Collamore criticized President Bush's

recently announced education plan, claim

ing that the plan is all talk and is nothing

more than an attempt to "innoculate" the

president against criticism of his domestic

agenda.

"Last Saturday, in [Chief of Staff] John

Sununu's office, the domestic team met,"

Collamore said. "They came up with what

the president is going to speak about for the

next two years. He's going to speak about

education. Well, we've all seen his plan, it's

supposed to be talk."

Collamore suggested a new "Marshall

Plan" to reconstruct the United States, like

the original Marshall Plan rebuilt Europe

after World War II. He also told the au

dience that he marched with the students,

faculty, and staff during last week's rally

at the Statehouse which protested cuts to

public higher education.

Bloomfield, Kelley. Robinson and

Thurston painted themselves as political

outsiders

"I am not a former state senator,"

Thurston said. "Aren't you glad?"

Bloomfield and Kelley criticized their op

ponents' use of large campaign funds to buy

televison and radio ads that other can

didates cannot afford.

"This is kind of a secret between you and

I," Bloomfield told the audience. "I can win

if you vote for me. I don't need billboards,

television ads, or massive radio ads saying

that I was in the House of Representatives,

because I was never in the House of

Representatives."

When Kelley suggested a ban on the use

of private funds in federal elections to pre

vent the interference of private interests

in the government, he was thunderously

applauded.

Kelley urged the audience to ask the

other candidates where their campaign

money is coming from and why they are

taking it

The forum was sponsored by the UMass

Labor Council and moderated by graduate

student Robb Smith.

Photo by John K. Ijtwia

I JUST DON'T GET IT - Junior environmental design major Amy Ehrenzweig diligently

studies her notes in the Morrill Science Center.

Regent panel
deadlocked over
hikes in tuition
The Board of Regents Finance Committer reached a

deadlock yesterday in Boston over tuition increases for

state colleges for the 1991 92 school year.

The committee could not reach a decision and will not

give a recommendation on an increased tuition prop

to the full Board of Regents. The rep " > will meet Mas 2

"They [the Finance Committee] deadlocked 4-4 on tui-

tion," said Terry Zoulas. spokesperson for the Board <>f

Regents. "Tuition will go to the full board without a

recommendation from the Finance Commit

t

Finance Committee decided by a 7 1 vote to give the

Board of Trustees the authority on tuition increases. If

the regents vote to increase tuition on the Amherst cam

pus by $465 dollars, as Zoules said he expects them to do.

the final decision will rest with the truste.

'"The trustees can either accept the $465 dollar incre

I

or they can make it less or not accept it all, they can not

make it more," Zoulas said.

He added that the $465 raise would cover the whole

year, not each semester.

Yesterday the Boston Globe reported the Finance Com

mittee would recommend maximum tuition hikes rang

ing from 15 to 32 percent higher.
- TAMIR LIPTON

Pulitzer Prize-winning John Updike reads works
a rv 11 . 1 . T .1......1T.,..iil>l/]/i

By ALISON BUCKHOLTZ
Collegian Staff

T S Eliot may have considered April the crudest month,

but in John Updike's literary landscape, spring is "a call-

ing" - as well as the subject of poems and stories he read

to a capacity crowd in the Student Union Ballroom last

night. __, . _

Updike, the 1982 and 1991 Pulitzer Prize winner for fie

tion, combined empathy, satire and humor in his render-

ings of "innocent people groping their way through life,

as he characterized them in a lively question-and-answer

period following his readings.

Even to Updike, "life is slightly fuzzy, a 'fur of shadow,

he said, quoting from his own work. The poetry he chose
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VEATHER
So much for sunshine. . .clouds will increase

today, bringing showers and temps in the 60s.

to read, "Touch of Spring," "Query," and "Styles of

Bloom," was edged with a similar dream-like nostalgia,

as well as absurd humor.

After confessing his love for Diane Keaton, "as white

as a snowdrop," Updike read "Snowdrops 1987," his

homage to her song in the movie Radio Days. Popular

culture seemed a welcome detour from the more serious

imagery of his New England scenes, he said.

'T seem to be, if anything, a nature poet," he said.

"Which is kind of surprising, since I don't like nature^

Human nature proves more fascinating, Updike said.

His stories "The Alligators" and "Short Easter" reflected

the confusion of two different males at opposite poles of

life. John, the adolescent protagonist of 'The

Alligators," dreams of "escaping from -meanness and

dumbness" and attaining the pinnacle of schoolroom

popularity. In "Short Easter," the 62-year-old Fogel, who

feels his existence is being usurped by men in sunglasses

with "fuzz-busters. . .and vinyl-masked cars," is haunted

by a sense of inevitability - "since all things end,' he

thinks. He dreams of a former lover, taunted by his in-

visibility in her home movies.

Both stories explore the unconscious world of dreams,

activating buried emotions from a "phantom self," he said.

After the reading, Updike acknowledged a certain

mvsterv stemming from the role of the unconscious

"A writer, once the story is written, only knows slight-

ly more about it than the reader," he said. "There's

something gestalt about the nature of a reader to text,

a wholeness" that the writer can't share.

In the question-and-answer period, in which Updike

touched on diverse topics from Greek myth, autobiography

and a renaissance in epic poetry to personal sacrifice and

Raymond Carver, he discussed his own literary rise^

"I first wanted to be a cartoonist," he remembered. "My

mother was the writer. She had the itch, the real drive.

The typewriter was always clicking in the background,

but it was only. . . after college that I realized I could do

something more with my own writing."

He gave himself until age 27 to get published, and "had

a very narrow goal: to get into the New Yorker Magazine,"

he said. "I studied what they had and gave them

something extra."

Updike advised aspiring writers to read. "A writer is,

after all, just a reader led to emulation," he said. "It also

helps if you can build the effort in an orderly way, if you

can free up one hour each day." He follows his own ad-

vice, although the Rabbit series is resting.

"I want to go down writing," he said. "I want to write

as much as I can as well as I can."

( ollogiHn photo by Aaron Web«t*r

John Updike
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Chicago grad student

attacked by masked men
._ i .- ,-!,...» iIhhi as Bauer,

By TRYSTAN SKEIGH
Collegian Staff

On the night of March 17. Chris Bauer,

a gay University of Chicago graduate stu-

dent, was attacked by two masked men

who attempted to kill him by injecting air

into his veins.

According to Robert J. Hinde, Bauer, a

graduate student at the University of

Chicago who is in the department of

biological sciences "was attacked by two

men wearing ski masks."

"One of the men had a syringe and said

he was going to inject air into (Bauer's)

veins so he would die." Hinde said. "He

said [to Bauer). It would only be

euthanasia anyway.' The other attacker

apparently was afraid to go through with

it and ran away, at which point [Bauer] hit

the first attacker in the knee with his

cane
Hinde said the attacker kicked Bauer

and ran away, dropping a note with a safe

tv pin reading, "This one is now in a box.

There's only two more we know of to get.

Hinde's description of the event was con-

firmed by Bill Murphy, assistant vice presi-

dent of University news and publications.

He said the report was "very close to the

student accounts" of the incident.

Neither Hinde or Murphy would release

any of the students' names, although ac

cording to Murphv. they have been inter-

viewed on Chicago television news

programs.

Murphy said University officials first

contacted police in early March after three

gay graduate students received a series of

threatening homophobic letters. The

students were later identified M Bauer,

Kevin Fuller and Andrew Ross, who all

work in Cumming Bctoncs Building.

Hinde said in February one of the three

gay student*, later identified as Fuller, was

quoted ,n an article m The Maroon, the

campus newspaper, about UC s Gay and

Lesbian Alliance (GALA) Awareness

Week Shortly after his quote was publish-

ed, Fuller began to receive "anti-gay let-

ters" in his campus mailbox Hinde said.

The letters were signed by 1 ne

Brotherhood of the Iron Fist."

Within a few weeks, Bauer and Koss, co-

presidents of GALA, began receiving

similar letters, Hinde and Murph??Later

that night Bauer was attacked as he walk

ed home from his lab in Cumming.

After the attack, Murphy said the

University of Chicago administration

issued several strong statements condem

ning the attacks, including letters from the

dean of biological sciences and the Univer-

sity dean of students.

University of Chicago President Hanna

Gray issued a statement on April 11 con-

demning the attack and pledging full ad

ministration support for the ongoing police

investigation.

GALA sponsored an on-campus noon ral

ly in support of the three graduate students

that drew 350 students, faculty and com-

munity members on April 12.

Chicago Mayor Richard Daley also

responded to news of the attack by issuing

a statement condemning the incident and

harassment.
According to Murphy, the three students

are still receiving threatening letters. 1 he
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Gay students of color I~k

feel dual oppression
By PAMELA McCARTHY
Collegian Staff

Although the gay community at the

University of Massachusetts is known for

being liberal, according to Jacquelyn Grif-

fin and other gays of color, this is not true.

Griffin is one of many students of color

who are not only subjected to homophobia

from their ethnic group, but are also forc-

ed to deal with racism within the gay

community.
Griffin said because of her Latina

background, she has never felt completely

comfortable in America. "For the 10 years

I've lived here, I've tried to assimilate," she

said. "I've succeeded because of my com

plexion and my name, but I've never real-

ly felt I'm Anglo."

Because she tried to fit in, Griffin said

she didn't see the racism in the gay com-

munity for a while. "Trying to assimilate,

I blinded myself to the lack of inclusion in

the [gay] community," she said. "[Latino

gays] are very underrepresented."

Griffin said she soon noticed some peo-

ple in the gay community saw her as a

Spanish tutor and assumed she wouldn't

mind helping them practice their Spanish,

while others did not flinch at making racist

slurs.

"People who were learning Spanish

would just speak Spanish to me," she said.

"I've heard people talking about how

they'd never sleep with a person of color,

people I've dated have made 'cute'

remarks, belittling my culture."

"They don't play Latino music at LBGA
dances," she continued. "I rarely see bi-

lingual information there. There's a huge

Latino community in this area. Everyone

(in the UMass gay community] wants to

look ultra-European. . . I'm not saying

everyone has to go out and learn Salsa.

[But] I think there are a lot of gay Latinos

and they are afraid to come out."

Griffin said part of the problem was

defensiveness in the gay community.

"[There is] a huge fear of being [labeled a]

racist, so they won't talk about it. They

won't ask if anything is wrong. People are

so defensive in this community," she said.

Homophobia in the Latino community u

a problem Griffen said she had to deal with.

She said when her Latino friends saw her

leave the LBGA office or saw her with gay

friends or with her lover, they quickly

figured out her preference.

"It's like any community. As soon as I

came out, I was cast out," she said. "Even

with Latino organizations at UMass, it's

difficult for a gay person to join. I've been

warned by other Latino gays not to join

because they are homophobic."

Griffin said many White gays do not

realize the problems involved with being

gay and being a person of color. "We have

different issues to deal with," she said. "It's

easier for some groups to come out. For peo-

ple of color, it's difficult."

"We don't need to assimilate, but we are

gay. We need to be accepted," Griffin said.

"I don't want to be Anglo. I identify with

gays no matter what culture they come

from. Latinos need to be respected as a

distinct group of people, but also be ac

cepted as gay. We need that respect in the

LBGA office, the dances, and the

community.
"A lot of self-education needs to take

place on the part of White, North American

gays," she continued. "Of all people, we

(gays) should know better. Illumination

doesn't come naturally to gays." Griffin

said "there is hope," however. "I belong to

both sides. My lover is White. A lot of us

are learning. So many of us are involved

interracial relationships."

Griffin said while the gay community is

diverse, they should be unified in fighting

for gay rights and acceptance. "We are be-

ing attacked from outside. There is some

unity; we are all gay. . I think we can all

work together as gays."

Michael, a bisexual Black man at UMass

who did not want his last name to be used,

said he too felt a lack of inclusion in the

gay community — at first.

"I'm a very masculine man. The People s

Gay Alliance was set up for White,

feminine, yuppie gays. I would walk in and

all activity would cease," he said.

"They didn't represent bisexuals. [Then

they] changed to the LBGA, and included

bisexuals. Fine. But there was nothing

there to help me deal with my color.'

Now however, Michael said some things

have improved in the LBGA. "The LBGA

is a lot better - there are people of color

there."

Family trends changing
Remarriage, work sparking new family direction

_ .MkeiUM
«j>-f5e-lCTl

By AMY PRENDERGAST
Collegian Staff

Divorce, single parenthood, increasing

numbers of working women and remar-

riage are trends that are changing fami-

ly life in the United States, according

to the president of the National Coun-

cil on Family Relations.

Dr. Linda Walters, speaking to an au-

dience of some 40 people at Memorial

Hall, discussed the changing trends in

families in relation to marriage, roles

and relationships, child bearing and

aging.

"We are spending less of our lifetime

married today, with White men spen-

ding the most, time married, and Black

women spending the least," she said.

According to Walters, the primary

reason for the increase in divorce today

is women's employment.

"In the past, there was no way a

woman could have supported herself

without her husband's income. Women

now have choices, which makes them

less likely to stay in a situation that is

not good for them," she said.

Walters also said the rising trend in

single-parent families is resulting in a

higher degree of poverty for single

mothers.

"The single greatest problem ot

divorce is poverty. Half of single

mothers today live below the poverty

line, while 60 percent of fathers never

make child support payments," she said.

Walters said one third of the children

in single-mother families have had no

contact with their fathers in the last five

years.

"Children in single-mother Black

families are more likely to have contact

with their fathers or have a father

figure living in their home," she said.

Walters said people are putting off

marriage until later in life. She said the

average male today marries at age 26

while the average female marries at age

24.

"The main reason men delay mar

riage today is unemployment. It is the

opposite for women, who delay marriage

because of employment" she said.

Walters said the increased number of

remarriages that have occurred in the

past few years are more likely to end in

divorce.

"Remarriages are more likely to end

in divorce than first marriages, because

people tend to chose a partner similar

to their first husband or wife," she said.

Although women are progressing in

education, they are not progressing in

occupation or income, Walters said.

"The average woman's income today

is only 65 percent of men's income, and

this will probably continue," she said.

The lecture was sponsored by the

University of Massachusetts division of

home economics.

t'oHegian photo by Jordan Mratek

WATCH ME MOVE - COINS major Mike Demartino shows off his

athletic abilities to buddies Heather Scranton and Dan Goodman.

Michael said he had many racial in

cidents to deal with When he and his lover

were living in an apartment on a one-

month lease. Michael said they noticed

their housemates hid everything of value.

"Suddenly, the VCR was gone." he said.

".
. I noticed the espresso machine was

gone. Their hairdryers were gone. Their

bedrooms were locked. .I wanted to tell

them not all Blacks steal."

Michael has a scar on his hand from be

ing assaulted by four White men. "They

called me a 'nigger fag Let "s put it like

this Three of them were down [after the

fight]. One ran off."

By the end of his first MflMOUr, Michael

said his hallmates wrote gay slurs on his

door and urinated underneath it

"UMass took them to court and charged

them with destruction of property, (but

there was] nothing concerning me." he

said.

Fear of gay bashing has kept him

somewhat "closeted." said Michael. "I'm

out, but I'm not out completely. I would like

to be very open, but I'm very fearful of the

reprecussions," he said. "In the Black

community, where I am well known, I don't

know how many would take it. There may

bt> a few who would support me, but a lot

who wouldn't." he said.

Michael said he did not become involved

in the gay community until recently

didn't care until I met [my lover]. 1 spend

more time in the LBGA than anywh

now." he said. "Before. I spent more time

working on issues of color."

"It's very stupid and MHita when \<>u

judge someone for being gay or bisexual."

said Michael "I'm not someone who'll

throw it in front ot your face It you Mk me.

I'll tell you and go on about my basin

Either you can accept it or don't thai I

up to you. But don't persecute me over it

"Anna" (not her real name' said issue*

of race, sex, and sexual identity are all

connected.

"Being in tin- campui is a political hotD-

ed for every movement. I can't work with

people who aren't honest about different

issues," she said.

Because she is a Black bisexual woman.

Anna said she is more sensitive to racism,

ism and homophobia. "I belong to M
manv [groupsl that overlap, or are even op

posed. I can't he with a gay JTOUp and

'Okay, now I'm gay.' because I m also

Black and I'm also a woman." she said.
'

would detect the racism in the group. That

CONTINUED ON PAGE 4

Gay, lesbian family life

embedded with hardships
By FARRAH SADIQ
Collegian Staff

Lesbian and gay families are faced daily

with an enormous amount of stresses, ac-

cording to a professor of Social Works at the

University of Maryland.

Dr Eileen Levy spoke yesterday in the

Campus Center to about 40 people about

the challenges and struggles of life for les-

bian mothers.

She said American society is designed tor

an "ideal" family comprising of a dominant

father, who serves as the breadwinner, a

mother who stays at home, and extended

family including grandparents from both

sides.

Levy said this model is outdated and any

family structure that defies this traditional

model is deemed abnormal or wrong.

Families headed by a homosexual parent

are therefore faced with a dual stigmatism:

not only are the parents breaking away

from "normal" sexual behavior, they are

also creating a family structure which is

strikingly different from the usual, she

Levy said she disagrees with the lump-

ing of lesbians and gays into one group,

since things are very different for each of

them. Lesbians tend to be among the

poorest sector of society, while some of the

richest men in America are gay, she said

Sexism in society has created great

disparity in income of lesbian and gay

families, she said, which means the quah

ty of life is substantially different in the

two groups.
.

Lesbians deal with many legal issues

when they decide to become mothers. Levy

sajd. If a woman is already married, she

may hide her true sexual orientation from

her husband for fear of losing her children

in the case of a divorce. Lesbians who are

"out" and want to have children, have to

worry about how they will become preg

nant and what their legal rights and

obligations are.

Legal problems also arise when a lesbian

couple breaks up as to which partner will

get custody of the child. Levy cited the case

of two women in Baltimore, Maryland who

have been together for 12 years. They

decided to separate and are currently in a

battle for custody of their five-year-old

daughter.

Among factors which place stress on les-

bian families, Levy said, are the

homophobic reactions of "ignorant people

who refuse to accept that healthy children

can be brought up outside of the traditional

family structure.

Levy's own five-year-old, who was pre-

sent at the talk, said he felt special to have

two mothers.

In American society, Levy said, lesbian

families are faced with problems like fill-

ing out forms. "There is no place to put the

name of the second mother or father. It is

very difficult to get a health insurance

policy that covers children of lesbian

families," she said.

The same dilemma is created when

children are enrolled in public schools, she

said.

The fact the role of each partner is not

clearly defined means one parent may end

CONTINUED ON PAGE 2
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gay students decry racism

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 3

makes it hard for me, because they are so

political, thev don't want to admit it."

Anna said being with women helped her

to question her sexual identity. 'Among

women, I was encouraged," she said.

"These were women who were open. From

that honestv and the nurturing, I was able

to question myself and what I wanted from

life and a partner. I wanted a soulmate.

That person could be a man or a woman.'

Her friendships taught her much, said

Anna. "My circle of friends are diverse. We

work together on a common ground and got

things done." she said. "From them, I ve

learned a lot. I take from groups and leave

the rest. A lot of that is divisiveness. 1 take

the good and try to be an example to peo-

pie

Anna said White gays could afford to be

openly gay.

i don't go around wearing a pink

triangle. I can't in my community. When

you're a victim of multiple oppression, you

"can't just pick and choose." she said.

Its not that the Black issue preceedes

it [gay issues]," she went on. "When I deal

with issues of being Black, I incorporate be-

ing gay. It's the same umbrella of oppres-

sion."

Anna said she has encountered her share

of homophobia and sexism. She said when

she and a woman friend would hold hands,

she couldn't understand why some men

would smile.

"Then a male friend told me, 'Don t you

know? You are every man's fantasy,'" she

said.

Homophobia was something Anna said

she also had to deal within herself. She said

the first time she knew someone who was

a lesbian, she felt "nervous" around her.

"I couldn't understand how gays did it. The

first time I came up to her to say how do

you do,' I said 'how do you do it?'"

What other people think isn't a worry for

her, said Anna. "For the larger communi-

ty. . I've never been concerned with what

[thev] think."

Honesty and empathy is the only way

racism and homophobia can be overcome,

said Anna. "I hope people would put

themselves in the other person's shoes,"

she said.

gay Chicago student attacked 1

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 2

University has called in the FBI and are

working with the Postal Service to try

and identify the senders, he said.

The administration is offering a

$3,000 reward for information leading

to the apprehension of the attackers.

Murphy said the University of

Chicago administration is committed to

finding and putting a stop to those

responsible for the harassment and the

attack. "We are still pushing this in-

vestigation as hard as we can."

The names of the three students were

obtained from The Windy Times, a gay

Chicago magazine, and later names and

events were confirmed by an editor at

The Maroon, the University of Chicago

student daily newspaper.

Bauer could not be reached for

comment.
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Editorial/Opinion

Remembering the Armenian genocide in a world of denial
_ . . . .../-• :j„\ *u„ nf the annihilation of the Armenians"

Imagine that, since the end of World

War II, both Germanys denied that the

Holocaust occurred and evaded respon-

sibility for it. Under political pressure

from the Germanys, most other nations

in the world have joined them in deny-

ing the Holocaust. As a result, not only

have the perpetrators of the Holocaust

never been brought to justice, but the

deaths of6 million people have been ig-

nored and forgotten by the world

community.

In the years immediately before World

War I, a political group, similar to the

Nazis in its policies against racial and

religious minorities, came to power in

the Ottoman Empire. Its leadership

decided to eliminate once and for all the

Armenian minority, then 2 million

strong, whom Turkish leaders, soldiers

and individuals had been persecuting

and massacring in relatively small

numbers for many centuries. During the

next two years, regular and irregular

Turkish soldiers murdered 1.5 million

Armenian children, women and men.

What's more, every Turkish govern-

ment in power since World War I has

denied that the Armenian Genocide oc-

curred, and has suppressed efforts to call

attention to this crime against

humanity.

Armenian Club

Despite the great amount ofdocumen-

tary evidence corroborating the

testimonies of Armenian and foreign

eyewitnesses (such as Henry Morgen

thau, American ambassador to the Ot

toman Empire during the Genocide), the

world community, including the United

States, has been swayed by Turkish

pressure to ignore the Armenian ques-

tion and accept Turkey's claim that no

genocide took place.

The Turks were so successful in

eradicating the Armenians and quelling

the world community's initial outrage

at their actions that Hitler took the

Turks as the model for his campaigns

against civilian populations.

Acknowledging this on Aug. 22, 1939.

Hitler remarked to his general staff:

"Our strength consists of our speed

and brutality. . .1 have placed my death-

head for matrons in readiness. with

orders. . .to send to death mercilessly and

without compassion, men, women and

children of Polish derivation and

language. . who, after all. speaks today

of the annihilation of the Armenians."

The Turkish governments since World

War I have been so successful in deny-

ing the genocide and in applying

political pressure to other nations to do

the same that for most non-Armenians

the Genocide only becomes real when it

is compared to the Holocaust or some

other such well known tragedy. .

April 24, 1915 is the day on which the

Turks began the first major massacres

of the Armenian Genocide. On every

April 24 since World War I, Armenians

have mourned the deaths of 1.5 million

of their people. We have too often

mourned alone. Today, join us in

answering Hitler. Who still remembers

the extermination of the Armenians?

We remember.
This editorial was submitted by

the Armenian Students Club

Columnist misrepresents Collin's record
... . . : :_ T^m'a uninri »flfr»rt ran't see

Tom Coish, acting as another candidate's designated

Jim Collins-basher, plays fast and loose with the facts,

and maligns a man who has given his whole adult life to

the cause of education and the University in his column

on April 22. Coish's memory is conveniently selective and

self-serving. . m „. _ , 4 .

Strange how Coish forgets that Jim Collins fought for

student empowerment issues - including the Legal Ser

vices office (where Tom works) and for a student member

of the Board of Regents - during his 14 years m the

Legislature. ,

Strange how Coish forgets Jim Collins work with the

faculty and staff at UMass to improve pay and working

conditions by increasing state funding, not tuition and

fees, while in the Legislature. „

Strange how Coish attacks Jim Collins as the insider

fired by Michael Dukakis, when it was Michael Dukakis

who wanted free reign to begin destruction of public

higher education. Think there is a connection between

Collins' insistence on low tuition and adequate funding

for UMass and his firing by that great and true friend of

education, Michael Dukakis?

From always fighting for more resources for the Univer-

sity to keeping tuition low, to taking on the Boston

establishment to improve education, Jim Collins has

always been there for us at UMassL

It's too bad that Coish, who is miffed off over Jim Col

lins work three years ago as a lawyer for the competing

union in Tom's union effort, can't see the forest for the

trees. Collins is a friend of workers, as his 90 plus per-

cent AFL-CIO labor record in the Legislature indicates.

Tom, pettiness doesn't serve anyone's interests. Why

don't you just tell us who you are voting for, and we will

compare his record of support for UMass with Jim Collins.
r Jon Hite

Amherst

Olver bad, Collins good

One of our legislators, State Sen. John Olver, is in part

responsible for the disastrous tuition retention program

that has forced the University to balance its budget on

the backs of the students, through tuition increases. Not

only did he refuse to blow the whistle on the state s deficit

while his buddy Dukakis was running for president, he

sold the campus out with a half baked tuition retention

scheme that counted on a healthy state economy to work

Before we elect a Congressperson, let's take a look at

the havoc the incumbent politicians have wreaked on the

state Only one candidate, Jim Collins, fought against tui

tion retention, and until Olver's buddy Dukakis axed him

as chancellor of higher education, fought against tuition

increases. We need a fresh face like Jim Collins in

Congre8S
Susan Hughes

Amherst

The only reason 1 feel so guilty about masturbation is

that I do it so badly. ._»— David Steinberg

German picket-signs

said nothing of Hitler
As both a GEO member and a graduate student in

the department of Germanic languages and literatures,

I was shocked to learn that protest signs written in Ger

man were misinterpreted. Yes, signs were written in

German for the protest on Thursday, April 17, but not

one made a reference to Hitler. The immediate associa

tion of the German language with Hitler is frustrating,

but even more so is the fact that it was inaccurate.

The sign probably mistaken for "Third Reich was

actually referring to the "Reichen," an adjective used

as a noun meaning "the rich." I'm amazed that an

assumption was made without bothering to ask for a

translation. Russian and Latin language learners also

used their knowledge to create signs expressing

dissatisfaction with the current administration and its

decisions.

I sincerely suggest either learning the language in

question or at least asking for a translation before mak

ine any inflammatory statements.
K y

Elisabeth Bowman

Dept. of Germanic Languages and Literatures
8

It's too bad that Coish, who is miffed off over Jim Col- Amherst I
'

lins work three years ago as a lawyer for the competing ^^.^-^r^+Vi^ 1 off

It's time that we confront discrimination against the left
IT, b L1II1C VJUCKV VV

,_„.... Blacks, and Hispanics is And so right-handed people have,£.L
«*«d to«

Once again I walk into the classroom, quickly scann

ing for the seat I need, but to no avail. By now I m used

to it though. Stretching my left arm in an awkward

fashion for the note pad on the tablet protruding from my

right side is just and inconvenience I ve had to deal with

all my school years. I've learned to stay away from my

worst enemy, the Paper Mate erasable pen, and have ac-

cepted the fact that the end of each day will inevitably

bring me an ink-stained hand. (If my shirt sleeves are long

enough, they're sure to bear the brunt of my writing as

well.) Blotting and smudging no longer frustrates me.

There is nothing I can do about it. Foreign to you? Well,

all you lefties sure know what I mean.

With all of this talk about discrimination of minorities

on and off campus, on group seems to be always exclud-

ed- left-handed people. Granted, the issue of of prejudice

towards women, homosexuals, Blacks, and Hispanics is

far more serious, but nevertheless, we lefties are forced

to conform to the ways of a domineering right-handed

world.

Alexandra Lucignani

It began when humans evolved the right hand as the

weapon hand. It is believed that a mechanical advantage

exists in the right side of the body due to the displace-

ment of its center of gravity. Because of the greater weight

of the liver and lungs on the right side, humans tend to

be able to balance better on the left foot, thus leaving the

right hand free and ready for action.

• SO yOU WANT TO BUYA STAMP?/
"

And so right-handed people have been catered to in

everyday life. Just take handshakes for example. From

irons to vegetable peelers, scissors and sporting equip-

ment, lefties have had to work their way around im-

plements designed for righties. Exalted in most religions

(the sign of the cross is performed by the right hand, tor

example), the right hand at times symbolizes angelic

hierarchy, and the left hand is often thought of as unclean

and even satenic. Some countries go so far as to proclaim

left-handedness taboo.

The Oxford Dictionary's definition of left begins with

the Old English derivation "weak and worthless." In fact,

the Merriam-Webster Dictionary defines left-handed as

"clumsy, awkward." Roget's Thesaurus' entry for un-

skillfulness lists "clumsy, awkward, gawkish, tactless,,

butter-fingered, left-handed. ." It is this mistaken no-

tion that has caused countless parents to train their

children at an early age to write with their right hand.

If such early attempts to reinforce right-handedness have

been neglected, then kindergarten teachers have been

known to take on this responsibility. And why shouldn t

they'' Lefties, after all, are nothing but rebels, right? The

peculiarity of their manual activities sets them apart as

objects of curiosity. Therefore, if such an individual can

be saved, then go ahead; save such a poor afflicted soul.

The truth of the matter is that left-handed people defy

all those misconceptions and ignorant rumors, and are ac-

tually quite self-sufficient. Using the right side of their

brain, they may sometimes struggle with analytical think-

ing and spelling, but their creative abilities are endless.

People like Paul McCartney, Benjamin Franklin, Charlie

Chaplin, Leonardo DaVinci, Lewis Carroll, and Babe Ruth

are all proof that lefties aren't the clumsy, awkward rebels

some believe them to be. «-j-
Supposedly, each classroom on campus should supply

at least two or three lefty desks for students. But when

I took my English lecture class containing 102 desks 1

wasn't surprised to find only one desk that could satisfy

my needs. According to an administrative official
I

in the

Academic Scheduling office, a new inventory of 292 desks

will be arriving shortly. Forty two of those will be left-

handed desks. Will us lefties get a chance to use this much

needed supply? Probably not. These desks have a tendency

to mysteriously vanish from their rooms. But that's okay.

We're used to it.

Alexandra Lucignani is a UMass student.
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HEY DANIELLE! WHAT ARE YOU DOING AFTER GRADUATION?

Collegian photo by Jeff Holland

SPLASH - A few brave people ride the Red River Rapids, just one of the water rides at Riverside

Park.

By DANIELLE DOWLING
Collegian Staff

"It's kind of like sex," I said to my friend Jeff after a

most thrilling ride on the Cyclone, a roller coaster that is

one of the main attractions at Riverside Park.

Jeff had told me that the Cyclone had been voted one

of the best roller coasters in the United States, but I scoff-

ed at him. I'm from New York. I've been to Coney Island

I've been to Great Adventure in New Jersey. How could

a silly roller coaster in Agawam, Massachusetts compare

to the ones at these amusements parks?

It did and then some. Like most roller coasters, it teases

you at first with a seemingly slow climb. The runners

squeak. Anticipations run high. Stomachs start to churn.

The idiot in front of you raises his hands in the air thereby

blocking your vision . You start thinking about life insurance

policies. Then it happens. You're dropped 90 feet and ab-

solute tumult ensues as you are knocked and tossed about.

You feel you've lost your stomach somewhere, but you

comfort yourself with the thought that when you whip back

around you'll be able to find it. And when it's over you re

dying to do it all over again.

The Cyclone is not the only roller coaster at the park^

There's also the Thunderbolt. Its similar to the old wood

construction of the Cyclone. It's a hell of a lot of fun. but

it does not hold the same thrill as the Cyclone does. You

leave the ride with your stomach fully intact. Boo-hiss.

The Black Widow, a steel loop coaster, is a thrilling, but

short adventure. First, you head straight on into a loop.

turned upside down and then you get to experience the

whole thrill again backwards, which is much better.

Now experiencing all of what I considered to be the

•thrilling rides.'' I figured every other ride that I would

sample would be anti-climatic. Wrong. The Musik Express,

a harmless-looking ride decorated with groovy 70s

memorabilia, spins you around in a car so fast that the cen-

tripetal force compels you to crush the poor sap who decid-

ed to sit on the outside of the car. Poor Jeff.

The Spider served to remind me of that funny song by

I'm going to R iVERslD-E

the Dead Milkmen entitled "Stuart."' The narrator of the

song tells his friend Stuart about the death of his son, "You

know that carnival that comes through town every year/

Well last year they came through with a ride called the Mix-

er/ The man said keep your head and arms inside the Mix-

er at all times/ But Bill Jr., he was a dare devil, just like

his old man/ He was leaning out saying Hey everybody,

look at me, look at me! 7 Pow he was decapitated/ They

found his head by the snow cone concession."

And then of course what would a trip to an amusement

park be without a ride on the ferris wheel. Riverside's fer-

ris wheel, the Colossus, is far from wimpy. It's brings you

1 50 feet into the air with a breath-taking view ofConneticut

and Springfield. Just don't look down. I did and I nearly

chucked my cookies.

At the outset of our trip to Riverside, Jeff vowed to me

that he would win a stuffed animal at one of those game

booths. I don't know. It's a testosterone thing, I wouldn't

understand. He tried and he tried and he tried and he blew

all of his money, but he failed miserably, which is kind of

funny because I won a stuffed Wile E. Coyote on my se-

cond try at a bowling game.

Being the largest amusement parkin New England, there

are many sites to see. rides to enjoy, games to play and

food to eat at Riverside. On Friday nights, until May 24,

the park will have concerts which will start at 8 p.m. and

racing action on Saturday nights at 6 p.m. After 6 p.m.,

its half price off the admission, regular admission being

$16 95. There are also discount coupons available at

Burger King. Right now the park is open Fridays 6 p.m.- 1

2

midnite. Saturdays 1 1 a.m.-l 2 midnight and Sundays 11

a.m.- 10 p.m. On May 24. the park will resume daily

operations. _ ..

Located in Agawam. you can get to Riverside from the

Amherst-Northampton area by taking 1-91 south to exit 3.

go over the bridge bearing right for the Agawam exit Go

around the rotary to Route 57 West taking you to Route

159 South on which you will continue south for about two

miles. Ifyou love amusement parks, as I do. it's worth the

trip.

Collegian photo by .l»-ff Midland

ANYONE WANT THIS CUTE STUFFED ANIMAL?

game booth for customers.

- An unidentified park worker v%aits at a

JANE, STOP THIS CRAZY THING!

coasters in the United States.

Collegian photo by Jeff Holland

People scream as they are taken on the thrilling ride of the Cyclone, voted one of the best roller

_- -* Collegian photo by Danielle Dowling

w„ATEVERYOUDO, D N™OKDOW^^
a 150-foot ferris wheel.
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ARTS & LIVING

Throwing Muses bring relevant psychedelia to the Horse
X & -^^^s^s^^^M By JOHN PURIN

Photo court*«y Sir* R*cord»

Throwing Muses the way they were before losing their bassist.

ADVOCATE

OF TM€

VALLEY
198(9

.

tHunaH (garden

MANDARIN/SZECHUAN CUISINE mmmBL ^

The Best Chinese Buffet *™™™s

Buffet Served S-8 PM Sun-Thurs Brunch Served Sun.J 1
^AM-SiOO ™

House Spiced ««.

ALL YOU CAN EAT

$5.99Children

Under 10

$3.00

(1) Hot and Sour Soup

(2) Chicken Fingers

(3) Chicken Wings

(4) Fried Wontons

(5) Pan Fried Raviolli

(7) House Spiced Chicken

(8) Sweet ano Sour Chicken

(9) Roast Pork Fried Rice

(10) Vegatable Fried Noodles

(11) Chinese BBQ Pork

By JOHN PURIN
Collegian Correspondent

Boston based alternative rock deities, Throwing Muses

will be gracing the Iron Horse this evening in support

rf thTnSfV Sire release, The Real Ramona. This album,

their 5th, was released in February, and is
i

currently seal

nHhe college top 10 charts, so you would be well advis-

ed to see them before they get sucked into the mainstream^

At first listen, it might be tempting toA*™^™™**
as a lightweight pop outfit. Their guitars have been kmrnn

forang^n occa^on. and the band originally formed in

Newport, Rhode Island, not exactly the kmd of place

where street credibility is made. However, if you listen

cloSy, it becomes apparent that they can scream as well

asThimmer, and at their most intense. Throwing Muses

can be deliciously devastating.

Throwing Muses first came to public attention with their

1986 eponymous debut, released on the British label 4AD,

a latTTst famous for acts like the Cocteau Twins. The

Muses however, were never so ethereal as bands like that,

nor^ere they so English. At the time the on y other

American band on the label were fellow Bay Staters The

P
Then as now, most attention was focused on the Muses

astounding lead vocalist, guitarist and songwriter Kristin

Hersh. Hersh spent a part of her childhood being raised

on a commune where she says, "They were on Acid al

the time." It is this that makes her vision such a relevant

one for today. You could call Throwing Muses sound

psychedelic, but this is an outfit that is mmd-bending in

a way the current plague of retro-paisley acts could never

oe A tune like "Mania," from 1988's Hunkpapa is just

one example of the particularly modern brand of demen

Ta which'the Muses explore: "What means hallucinate

?. . .I'm alone here, I'm with you over here, Marshmallow

brain. . rat.rat.rat."

Hersh holds degrees in psychology and philosophy, but

the Throwing Muses are never too intellectual or artsy

for its own sake. Instead, they are primal, savage, throb

bing, although they never lose their best pop instincts or

melodicism. Any Muses album would keep you enthrall-

ed if you were alone in a dark room, but they also can

help you thrash your way across a dance floor

Despite Hersh's enormous talent and appeal, Throwing

Muses are far from being a one-woman show. They are

a band in the best sense of the word, and each member

contributes to their rich, rambling, but tight sound.

Guitarist Tanya Donelly has been a friend of Hersh s since

childhood, and has contributed a song or two to each oi

their albums. Her stvle makes it obvious that the two have

CONTINUED ON PAGE 11

(6) Beef with Green Pepper (12) Broccolli in Oyster Sauce

We Deliver in Amherst 5-10:00 PM-Everyday

Minimum $15 plus $2 Delivery Charge
WV«"

l

TAKE OUT SERVICE • FULL COCKTAIL MENU
10 BELCHERTOWN RP, AT RTE. 9, AMHERST, MA 256-0251, 256-0252

LISTEN UP.

WMUA 91.1 FM is the University of

Massachusetts' student run radio station.WMUA is

1,000 Watts strong, and has strong ties with the

Pioneer Valley business and music communities.

All of the Department Directors at WMUA are

students. The director positions are available to

students each academic yearly application.

If you are interested in working with one

of the most dynamic organizations on campus,

gaining valuable experience in the field of radio, and/or would like to be an mfluentool vo.ce

at one of the most respected college radio stations in New England, please pick up an

application in the lobby of WMUA. Our studios are located in the basement of the University s

Campus Center, directly across from the Collegian business office. The deadline for appl.cat.ons

is April 26th at 5 P.M. Interviews will be held on April 27th.

for more information about any of these positions please (all 545-2876

Finance Director

Telethon Director

Music Director

Office Coordinator

Third World Affairs

Production Director

Program Guide Editor

Promotions Director

Public Affairs Director

Sales Director

Sports Director

Womens' Affairs Director

ALANA Affairs Director

Underwriting Director

Want your dorm to show its

true colors?

WELL GET BUSY
AND RUSH ON DOWN TO

KENNEDY
SCREEN GRAPHICS

16 Armory Street

Northampton MA 01060

584-2124

ANDY'SSECRETARIALSERVICE

Reports Term Papers
Typing and Quality Word Processing

Resume Consultation

Temporary Help For Any Office

Fast Affordable Service

241 King St. Northampton 584-1000

GET FAT & DIRTY

^e -9i TREKusa
Fat Tire Bikes Are Here!

^ EST 1*71 i\
We sell Trek road bikes too!

319 Pleasant Street
,

,

Northampton. MA H blocks from Main St

586-3810
800-464-3810
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HOUSING
PAGE

in the Upper

Pioneer Valley
200 Triangle Street, Amherst, MA 01002 (413) 549-3700

21 Mohawk Trail, Greenfield. MA 01301 (413) 774-7432

RENTAL DIVISION

15A Pray Street, Amherst, MA 01002 549-7757

SAVE YOUR KEIiTAL FEES:"

USE 0GH0
A resource for all your tenant needs

for students moving off-campus

Rm 428 Student Union 545-0865

THE AREA'S MOST COMPLETE RENTAL SERVICE

T0WNEH0USE OF AMHERST
2 and 3 Bedroom Townehouse Condos

available June 1, 1991 with Fall option

Each equipped with:

• 1 1/2 baths • Up & Down Air Conditioning

• dishwasher • free bus route

• w/w carpeting

••Parking stickers available for all residents

Contact Judy Johnson 549-0839

nV broughtTo^u by the owner or THE Bf » boston

\.,« Tin- Ufafttvl* m>» '»•' »'««" wattm* for ...

I H„n two, three and four hrdroom apartments ,n Amher*t.
' —————. <«^MB^ * ^^^M »» lit"

(««!» utrlmdr

• -at Uxlmn
• Hnmliful Golf™*"'
• ttountaut Wu »

• Pni<*r £«'•»»'

Srtort Afmnmntt

. On «•» imytmrt rtmtm

i Plat Anam

. Trim, and Bmmknhttt caur*

Hr lUftt

. .
*

• * i
' *

• \,' ( \tnJUtBIHng

• f ulii Applmtrrd KacMtmt

1 ».*"• ditp-ml'

. Pmfn ,mmml "

U N»»' Uwnnarn*

Brittany Manor

BRITTANY MANOR DR.

(413) 256-8534

Two bedroom apartments
available now.
$560/month

-ill

Take the Worry Out of Summer

Reserve Your Apartment Now
Lantern Court Apts.

Spacious, bright, 2 bedrooms, wall-to-wall carpet,

fully equipped kitchen, washer, dryer, and storage

facilities availble

Minutes to Campus-On Bus Lines

Kamins Real Estate

253-2515

SWISSVILLAGE
CHALETS AND APARTMENTS

256-0741

STUDIO, 2-3-4 BEDROOM
ON BUS ROUTE-
MINUTES TO CAMPUS

1 YEAR LEASE AVAILABLE
PROFESSIONALLY MANAGED
FACILITY

133 BELCHERTOWN ROAD
AMHERST

Coupon
Reserve your
Apartment by
June 30, 1991

Get

AagUst

Garden and townhouse
Apartment style living

at very reasonable rates
Rental Office: 42A Southwood

• On Bum Route In Amhent
• Laundry radlltles

• Taints Oe Basketball Courts

256-0166

BTVTCRBOAT VILLAGE
APARTMENTS

River Lodge Road, South Hadley, MA 01075

FEATURES ^ n n
. Clubhouse • Basketball Court

. Swimming Pool • Children's play areas

• Tennis Court _ BJ f

20 minutes from U-Mass Amherst, 5 Minutes from

VKke College, 20 minutes from downtown

Sprm^eld, Country setting near Brunelle's Marina

InHI Dockside Lounge, Nearby shopping centers.

MMbS^SSS 'style and 3^^^SZd 47
DIRECTIONS Easy access to Route 91, 391, 116, 36, ana 4/

JT% * Office Hour*: M-F 9-12 and 1-6

f^tfr Weekend Hours: 12:00 to 4:00
-^ V^ Al.<Ui32-9461

MOVING OFF CAMPUS?

Brandywine offers Country

Living with convenience

w,th pond. One^ana
j |aundry facilities , response

-S». "aajasg ffjsssr
have ,0 0Her

16 Brandywine Drive

Rental Office open daily 10-4

549-0600

y
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Jesus Jones gyrates,

invigorates SUB crowd
*._ v~i;«ir Jmninir Southwest meatheads

FREE Sandiwch Buffet Starting at 9:00 p.m.

Make your own sandwich

Come see Bruins & Celtics Playoff Games

on a Big Screen TV

Miller Genuine Draft Bottles $1.50

Free Hats and T-Shirts

By ADRIEN MATT
Collegian Staff

Jeaus Jones

Student Union Ballroom

Sunday, April 21

Upon hearing that Soho was cancelled

I was ready to bag the show and head

home. Needless to say, I'm real glad I stuck

around. Jesus Jones has an incredible stage

presence.

Although the keyboards and some ot the

drums were canned, they created an in-

vigorating "live" experience, proving that

if you haven't seen a band live, you haven t

seen shit. Even one of the stagehands who

had "just flown in" thought Jesus Jones

was the balls, "The records don't do them

shit for justice - you've got to see them

live."

He was right.

London's Jesus Jones attracted a

heterogeneous crowd - the group ranged

from Hippy-chicked Orchard Hill crunchies

Armenian
Martyr's Day

Commemorating the Genocide of

1.5 million Armenian's from 191 5- 1923

Come by tke CC Concourse

for more information today

Sponsored by the Armenian Student's Organization

to Kodiak dipping Southwest meatheads.

The Smithies and Hamp-sters ventured out

from their protective mansions in hopes of

seeing Hippy Chick and instead got Baba

Yaga's Hippy Ska.

Unfortunately, Soho cancelled on Satur-

day, much to the dismay of fans and the

Union Program Council who had to offer

refunds for those who wanted them. Soho's

bassist Tim Brinkhurst was suffering from

a nervous breakdown and they had tried

to do the show Friday night without him

but, for obvious reasons, felt the need to

cancel at UMass.
Baba Yaga, in their usual unassuming

attire, opened for Jesus Jones, working

hard to get the crowd into a frenzy. It was

the first time I'd seen them on such a large

stage and they actually seemed comfor

table with it. The crowd responded to Baba

Yaga's psychedelic version of King

Missile's "Jesus is Way Cool'' with bouts

and fits of cheering and laughter.

A "Jesus" song was an appropriate tran

CONTINUED ON PAGE 12

ColWgian photo by Carri* Wyeth

Lead singer of Jesus Jones swets at the Student Union Ballroom Sun-

day night.

r

To learn more,

send in the

coupon or call

617 287-7904

Summer 1991 at

UMass/Boston
• one of the most popular summer

programs in New England

• a distinguished faculty and fine facilities

• daytime and evening classes

• over 400 course sections

• convenient locations

• sessions starting May 28 and July 15

• mail, phone, fax, or walk-in registration

• and affordable costs

n

Name

Address

City. State. Zip

Return to

Division of Continuing Education

University of Massachusetts at Boston

Harbor Campus

Boston. MA 02125-3393

2 •

• 2

l_

A Commonwealth of Learning UMass lifo s t o n
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m^^m Muses

fast

friendly

delivery

256-8911

Ha

535-
C 1

clley

1111

mmamD
H

1 Small Pizza

1 Topping

ONLY $4.99

2nd Pizza

ONLY $4.00

Large1 Cheese with
;

1-Topping Pizza
J

Only $5.99

1

2nd pizza only So

itnl\ . Not

\ .lllll \\ III) .IM\ Mill, I • it I I I

\lll \ .1

,(,, , il«-li\«-r> 1" Mi Hol>

ili li\ < i \ .ii <-.i- in iii^ui i sail' « 1 1 1\ i

( tislonu'i |>.i\- -.ili-» lax w li< 1

1

i|ipli( .ilili |)i i\t i - • .ii i \ !• -- ill. in

DKUYKKM) IN

30 MIV OH LESS

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 8 ___
known each other for a long time, but she also has a power

ful voice of her own. A song like "Dragonhead reminds

us that there's often little difference between a lullaby

and a dirge. Drummer David Narcizo keeps things mov-

ing without being too flashy, and they are touring with

a new bassist who shuffles and slinks in the best Muses

tradition. . ,

It is difficult to compare their sound, which is dense but

never overwrought, to anyone else. At different times they

evoke everyone from Bonnie Raitt to Nena Hagen, and

quite a few people in-between. They also have affinities

with another Massachusetts native with a gift for power

ful language, poet Svlvia Plath. Like her, this is a band

with a knack for showing the beauty which exists in the

midst of the most intense pain. And after all, that s what

muses are for.

Throwing Muses will play the Iron Horse tonight.

:$<) jm

One Coupon Per Poison
\OT (iOOl) WITH \NY

Classifieds
Largest College Daily in New England

• SUBLETS •

SUMMER RENTALS
ROOMMATES

SAY IT IN THE COLLEGIANS
UNCONFIDENTIAL

CLASSIFIEDS

COME TO THE COLLEGIAN OFFICE-CC 113 UON-THURS 8:30^:30, FR1 S:30-2:30

DEADLINE 2 DAYS PRIOR TO PUBLICATION •CASH IN ADVANCE. 2Q-/WORD/DAY FOR STUDENTS

North Amherst
Motors

7S Old Sond«f1»nd Bd, Ho. Amherst

549-2880

Expert Repairs and
Reconditioning

Most M»/or Cr*»t C*rds Accepted

EUROPE "CAR
RENT or BUY

LOWEST PRICES
FOR STUDENTS, TEACHER

EUROPE BY
One Roctieiww

NOW
RENTING

CLIFFSIDE
APARTMENTS

Affordable. Quiet &
Convenient

1 & 2 Bedrooms
from $4007month

ALL UTILITIES
INCLUDED

5 miles to UMASS
On Sunderland Bus

Route

Pool. Tennis & More

Furnished Apartments

also available

Accepting applications

for September

Ask about our free rent

special

Mail »» »a »or »
Stvd«nt/T««ch«r

Q PURCHASE

!248 Amherst Rd. (Rte 116)

Sunderland 665-3958

WANTED
Advertising Account

Executive

for the Collegian
To be successful in today's

business world, EXPERIENCE
is a must!

We are looking for:

Ambitious
Responsible
Organized
Motivated
STUDENTS

with good communications skills.

Applications available at

THE COLLEGIAN
113 Campus Center.

EXTENDED DEADLINE!

Thursday, April 25

THE COLLEGIAN IS AN E.O.E.

THE
EDWIN M. ROSSMAN

ALUMNI CAREER FORUM

PSYCHOLOGY
Thursday, April 25, 1991

8:00 pm
Campus Center 917

SPONSORED BY
MATHER CAREER CENTER
ALUMNI ASSOCIATION

DEPARTMENT OF PSYCHOLOGY

This is an opportunity to meet with alumni and discuss

their experiences in the working world. Don't miss

this important panel discussion!

ALUMNI PANELISTS:
Kathleen T. Kelley. '88

David Lovejoy, '90

Karen Waskiewicz, '87

Lucy Weiss, '87

Case Manager/Counselor

R.O.C. A.(Reaching Out to Chelsea Adoloscents)

Chelsea, MA
Residential Counselor

Northampton Center for Children and Families

Northampton, MA
Consultant's Assistant

Godwin's Inc.

Boston, MA
Sales Manager
WGAN Radio

Portland, ME

For more information, please contact:

Mather Career Center

545-2224

t;;'vl""! ,.V*>>l!V"»/:
, v*>r

,
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Five UMass bands battle
Bv KEN HASKINS
Collegian Correspondent

Spending another night in front of the Movie Channel?

Wouldn't vou rather be out caressing your brain »ith a

bold mixture of music that includes blues, P"*^*"*
classic rock'' Then turn off your television set and come

to the Battle of the Bands tonight at Katina s

Put on bv Sigma Phi Eps.lon as a benefit for the

Amherst Boys and Girls Club, the doors open at 8 p.m.

fTan 18-and-over show that includes: ******
Dangerous Papers. Bongos to Circus and Free Beer

E
The ta?£'to be fought by these bands will be judged

bv four people: Christina Rozetti. a WMUA DJ, Pamela

Fallon, assistant production manager for Pink Floyd and

Van Halen; Laura Goldbaum from April s Pla> bo>

Women of Women's Colleges and John Tate of the

Minutemen basketball team.

The event is sponsored by Guitar Academy and

Showroom Inc. of Agawam. and there will be door,prize,

by Pizza Hut. Tickets for the battle are $5 each and can

be bought today on the Campus Center Concourse and at

the Katina's box office.

The stage is set up for a night of good music of a wide

variety. Borderland, a local seven-piece group that is no

newcomer to benefit performances, will tease your soul

with their mixture of blues-rock, while Bongos to Circus

puts forth a more progressive style with a number of their

own titles. , „ ,

Dangerous Papers, a band that has played the Hatch

and many local parties, boasts a number of hard driving

classic rock tunes with a little horn work as well.

The tunes of Free Beer Experience are influenced by the

sounds of blues, reggae and rock to create a world beat

*tvle of music with the philosophy of having a good time.

Don't worry about having to look at the bus schedule

to get there, because there will be free buses to and from

UMass every 10 minutes from the Haigis Mall.

Putting on the benefit in response to budget cuts to the

Amherst Boys and Girls Club, Sigma Phi Epsilon hopes

to make this into an annual event.

The Battle ofthe Bands will take place at Katina s tonight

at 8 p. m. Tickets are $5.

Jesus Jones

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 11

sition word-wise but not music-wise as Jesus Jones ex

ploded with energy on stage, opening with "Never

Enough" off their first album, Liquidizer. The keyboar-

dist gyrated convulsions of pure music satisfaction

throughout the set, much to the delight of the crowd.

Even the soundpeople were bouncing to the music. And

when your jeans vibrate to the pounding bass, you

know they're doing their job.

"Victoria" was the closest thing they have to a ballad

and "Right Here, Right Now" was by far the "poppiest

song they played. "International Bright Young Thing

was the crowd pleaser of the night, second only to

"Right Here" - at least this portion of the crowd was

pleased.

D I V I S I O S C O V T I N V I N (

SUMMER SPARKLES
at UMass
. • 300 credit and iwncredii courses wd

workshops will bedazzle you mtheUW

Summer Session A gtittering lineup d

classes is convenieotry offered bath da) and

everting in two, six week sessions First ms-

sion runs Junt -t-Juh 12: second sis-

sion runs Jul> Mi- August 22.

Register Now! Bv mail. FAX. phone, or in person

/ ,„ nmre information or a free course catalog.

I),, is,,,,, of Cmtlinuing Education at > $3-24 I

E D I C \ T I O V

University of

Massachusetts

at Amherst

Summer
1991

615GoodeU

call the

t.

OFF-CAMPUS
RESIDENTS

Tired of the Hassles?
Are you bored with the off-

campus experience? Are you
stuck with bad roommates or

tired of always being the one to

clean the bathroom? Are you
worried about your future living

arrangements?
Think about returning to

the convenience and spirit of liv-

ing on-campus. NOW IS THE
TIME TO APPLY. Applications
for residence hall rooms are

available in the Housing Assign-
ment Office, 235 Whitmore, and
space will be guaranteed to all

those whose applications are

received by June 1, 1991.

Questions? Call the Housing
Assignment Office at (413)

545-2100, Monday through Fri-

day, 8:30 am to 5 pm. Hope we see

you in September! Thank you.

Si9n a
. ^f^>

Donor Card ^n
and oi ^|
SAVE
A
L1FEI \

Don't forget

national Organ and Tissue

Donor Awareness Week 1991

Come visit us on the

Campus Center Concourse
April 25

Student ru«iitii \<ivim>i\ board sriAl'.

STEINBECK COLLISION REPAIR
& AUTOBODY

53 So. Prospect - Amherst Center

256-8157 256-1385

Shop Registration # RS1212

:•:•:•:•:•:•.'

nr
utfH

UM«X-M

• Imports & other unibody vehicles

are our specialty

• State of art equipment for precision

frame and unibody straightening ( + or - V2 mm)

• Over 90 years staff experience

• Accepted by all insurance companies for

collision repair or glass replacement

• Advanced European Technology Painting and I

Refinishing Systems

************************
REMEMBER it's your car and your choice of

repair facilities

DOONESBURY
By GARRY TRUDEAU

THE FAR SIDE

By GARY LARSON

TH5UNfTP!P600P,RAY. VOU'P

HAVeBB&iPROUP. U& K1UBP
TANKS(MRA MILZANPA
HAISAUJAY, A7NI6HT- TANKS
THATN&5R SAWUS! AFT£R_

AILTHEBUILCHJP, IT

HJASAMAJ0RHI6H!

FOR A WHILE, AWtUMS. MN TH5

£MN£B?SSIAKM>COMIN6BACK
ANPTBUN6 USABOUT THE TWU-
SANPSOFBODtESTmUBBBURYIte
UmBULWOZSPS. TH0USANP5I

I PUNNO, ITJUST MAD6. MB

KJNDA

iey,H5AR
ABOUTNAW
R5A6ANANP
SINATRA 7

•rtAH.ONBOF

THBR&VG&S
TOLP\.

QUOTE OF THE DAY
"Never engage in a battle of wits

with arv unarmed person*

"

— Unknown

DAILY GROSSVORD PUZZLE
Edited By TRUDE MGHEL JAfFE

Don't make any erratic movements, Miss Halloway.

... Not only is the truculent nature of this species

amply documented, but, as you can discern for

yourself, the little suckers can really jump."

CALVIN AND HOBBES By BILL VATTERSON

X0V) <S£\"0NO

DEMtJWS FOR

CLV* WTVDA
BEFORE. \r

WAS OKTHt
f&EHt*.'

Fin wows
WR NOT T*Va*46

OFF *XJ* UAT

DV)R\»*o ITS

miLCMEPftFRwe

BMftttS.'

LOvflfcNW.

UK! Wit JUST

K HGORfeWEAD.'

iCWC WttES Ml
CEREMONIAL-' /

eESK>MS\B\UT\C

I

VOW*' rw acTtto*-we-

UFt' i v\wt *tcn times

THE. IMPORTANCE. Of A \SM$

FIRST T\G«' K mm*
TIKES.' K MlLLM TTWES'

\F WEt SO
\HFt*a*W, WOK

COME. ^ SIN6

TWt SOPRANO

PKRX Of OUR
AHTVtM?

JUST TILL

.CHWGES.1
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ACROSS
1 Oscovef

5Ctof
9 Ante

14 Something
uniqu*

1

5

Ov» s numoe'
1$ Fifst-<Jneovef«d

ast*>od

1

7

S*»ei Ey«»
author Jamas

18 Gokienrod. g
19 P<*ce van Gogti

painted

20 Trartbiazar

at the

Met'oixjwan

Op«»a
23 Domicila Abbr

24 Becker boomer

25 Ta* show host

28 Withered

30 Tear

33 Cocktatt Party

author

34 To he in Toulon

35 Course shout

36 Wtnters«t

playwright

39 Western Indians

40 WVmia — Pu

41 Averages

42 Sun talk

43 Peter Pan
pirate

44 Fine-grained silt

45 Clay later

48 Caboodkt's
companion

47 Medea
actress

55 vero batore up

56 Wodehouse
e»ptetive

57 Frauktin s name
58 White poplar

59 Wander

60 Misplace

61 Surrenders

62 VeneraWe

63 Star part

DOWN
t Wave topper

2 Actress

Swenson

3 —-do we*

4 Vner precede'

5 Plams Indian

6 Regions

7 Lawyer s word

6 Shane actor

9 Rare

10 Succinct

1

1

Woody s son

12 Sharp

13 Road curve

21 Mountain

ridge

22 Like some
owls

25 Make luMant

26 Campus party

27 Pasture

denizens

28 Trite

29 Sea bird

30 PonseWe and

namesakes

31 Aclor Jeremy

32 wmes
33 Cassowary s

cousins

34 Fashion

magazine

35 Liberate

37 Trooper s

concern

38 Play the

tragedienne

43 Playground

equipment

44 Eyes are this

45 Die

Fledermaus

'

coloratura

46 — ol hean^
47 Cqecur
48 Not new
49 Juno S Greek

counterpart

50 Exerted

51 Small brook

52 Kind o» gm
53 Greek peak

54 Requirement

55 Mil female

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE

4/24/91

«ie»| \m torn** Y\mt% »>»ii4k»i»
4/24*9'

Jlrt'S JOURNAL
By JLH

X wJCv\^ out $\*f

-

•jtOTH ana ^t€Vf

toe* «?• *zg£
lt*fcl*9 Se^« *****

C

nENU
LUNCH

btr

riot Bed SaiwKrich

5ASICS LUNCH
Stuffed Pepoei

ralalfd Pocket Bondvlch

DINNER
( Ivicken Stii Fi)

^,\iivv|i I >o>
1

BASICS DINNER
Chicken Mir Pi)

I qqplanl Pannigiana

YOUR DAILY HOROSCOPE
Bv JEANE DIXON

TANGELO PIE
Bv Tin SNIFFEN

6cc tta poorest s\a/\ I

bought" today, tyamsr

Ulhirf'S
»**

for?

flfc ihusi- seemed like

<a trendy -fhmq to hav?,

here in Amherst- and dl>~

UJilfiout a cause mm
makmq * nockerti of-

adtmmlTve never

Seen anyrhina wore.

5riafl<)uj!

REX ROCRETT
By IRA SHERAK

fee «•>"* ••>*

OH GKEAT.lJusf Hit

ARIES (March 21-April 19) Your

employment status will be looking

up today Stay close to the phone

A family P©* gives oft some oad

odors, but you love it anyway

TAURUS (April 20-May 20) Your

employment outlook is bleak Stay

away from happy Aries people

Perhaps further education is on the

horizon. Watch out for ugly

professors

OEMINI (May 21- June 20) Your

day is going to be absolutely

perfect Have some drinks with old

friends Avoid falling from very high

places. Stay clear of the courts.

CANCER (June 21- July 22) Hug a

massage therapist today Your nor-

mal bad temper needs a break

Watch out for wild skateboarders

Cowabunaa!

LEO (July 23-Aug22) If you don't

put the horoscope in the typists

box, the repercussions will be great

Meet the man of your dreams, but

only if you do your job correctly

VIROO (Aug 23-Sept.22) You are

in complete control of everything

Tell your bosses to take a hike, and

go for the gusto Remember, you

are perfect You might want to hug

a (anitor

UtRA (Sept 23-Oct 22) Take a

break 'oday You know you do too

much homework - why not try and

plan a romantic weekend for your

honey'7 Maybe make Omner or ac

tualiy go out somewhere
SCORPIO (Oct 23-Nov 21) Stop

being mean to the people who

tag-team wrestle in the apartment

above you If you tag-team m your

apartment, take a break You are

not being very nice

SAGITTARIUS (Nov 22-Dec 21)

You will have a dream about dan

cing green elephants You will eat

food today, and visit the bathroom

a couple of times

CAPRICORN (Dec22-Jan 19)

Avoid breaking your kneecaps as a

particularly bad aspect of Saturn

occurs in your sixth house today

Beware of munchkins

AQUARIUS (Jan20-Febl8)

There are people out to get you

stay m your room until Saturn leaves

the sixth house Don't try to ask

anyone out on a date, you'll get

burned
PISCES (Feb.l9-March20): Watch

out for computer viruses and the

second house of Plato - you'll either

get scratched or very sick Other

people think vou smell
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MUSTANG FESTIVA TAURUS EXPIWER AETOSTAR

RANGER ESCORT TEltlPO
THUIfflERBffiD

Get $500 to use as cash back or a down _ _

Plus pre-approved credit for qualified college graduates.

After years of midterms and final exams, your New

England Ford Dealer doesn't think buying a car should

be another difficult test.

1 hat's why we offer students graduating between

October 1, 1989 and December 31, 1991 the Ford College

Graduate Purchase Program.

Four-year college grads, grad school graduates

and grad school students are eligible for

$500 cash back and pre-approved credit

on every 1990, '91, and '92 Ford car

and light truck in stock.

Plus, to make buying a new

flEW ENGLAND

Ford even easier, we can show you other special incentives

that may apply.

So visit your New England Ford Dealers. Because,

as you travel down the road to success, there's one thing

you should know.

It's easier if you drive.

The Ford College Graduate Purchase Program.

For More Infonnation Call:

FORD
FORD DEALERS

1-800-321-1536. To qualify you must

take delivery by December 31, 1991.

• Additional Ford vehicles nut pictured but inr hided in this nnigmni iff Cltte. n

Victoria, F Snips Pick Up, Rronco, Ecmmliwt, Mid Chrh WHflm,

COLLEGIAN WEDNESDAY, APRIL 24, 1991
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softball

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 16

to third on a wild pitch and was brought home by a

Kuchinskas single.

In the nightcap Claffey, the A-10 Pitcher of the Week,

shut down Penn State as she pitched her 11th shutout of

the season. Claffey (12-4) allowed six hits, and base run-

ners in every inning except the first and seventh, but was

still able to hold Penn State scoreless.

In the fourth with runners on first and second and none

out, Claffey got two big strike outs and a pop-up to escape

the inning unscathed. In the fifth, first baseman Bonnie

Schilling made a great line drive catch and doubled up

a runner to end a Penn State threat.

"I am pleased with Darlene's performance today," Sor

tino said. "The umps were not calling her curve ball for

a strike and without that pitch it becomes very difficult

for her to pitch a shutout. She gave up a lot of contact

but she held a good team scoreless."

In the second inning UMass got on the board when

Aprile knocked in Jen Miller with a sacrifice fly. Peggy

Bush, who went 2 for-3 in both games, had a tworun dou-

ble in the fifth to round out the UMass scoring.

UMass, who just missed making the Top 20 this week

by a few points, turns it's attention to rival Connecticut.

UConn is the only team to defeat UMass since spring

break, a 23-game span. The game will be played at 3 p.m.

Thursday on Totman Field.

women's track

baseball

:ONTINUED FROM PAGE 16

"Our leading pitcher, Scott Pudlo, won't be pitching

which is lucky" for UMass," Winchell^said. Amherst

College usually wins this game. In the last 10 years,

UMass has won two or three times.

The Lord Jeffs are led by senior co-captain Neal Hun

tington, who is batting .500 with two home runs and

26 funs batted in. Freshman David George is hitting

.453 with 21 RBI and John Sgroi is hitting 403 with

2 home runs and 26 RBI.

Amherst is No. 3 in New England Division III

baseball, behind Brandeis and Southe™ Mame
r

Ex-

tra Innings: Amherst College played Williams College

in the first intercollegiate game in Pittsfield, Mass.,

100 plus years ago.

John Cerutti is an Amherst College grad and keeps

in touch with his collegiate coach Bill Thurston who

visited him during the Lord Jeffs spring trip to

Southcentral Florida. He currently pitches for the

Detroit Tigers. He was released by the Toronto Blue

Jays in the offseason.

UMass had the second-worst fielding percentage in

the Atlantic-10 Conference last week. However, the

Minutemen have performed flawlessly in their last

three games, which is certain to boost their ranking

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 16

LaFreniere said she would like to see Ozzolek raise her

personal best and set a new record for the school.

The track will swarm with over 20 runners per heat

going against each other. The 4x800-meter relay wi

be headed by Lee Ann Ambrose. Kelly Liljeblad wi

run the second leg. senior cocaptain Cathy Crocker will

run third and Dana Smith will be the anchor for the

team The team is looking to set a time of 9 minutes,

7 seconds, which would be a new UMass record.

Ambrose has been switched to the front of the team

because she has the fastest 100-meter speed.

LaFreniere explained the race as a "mad rush.

•Because there are so many runners, everyone is

standing shoulder to shoulder at the start, she said

•Once the race begins, it is very easy to trip and fall,

lose the baton or just get pushed to the back of the pack.

You just hold on for dear life and sprint out ahead.

Ambrose and Smith have a tough day ahead ofthem

as they are both scheduled to run the 4x400-meter relay

also. Ambrose will again start and Smith will anchor;

Lenn.ce Johnson and Leanne Swartz will run the se-

cond and third legs, respectively. LaFreniere said she

would like to see a time of 3:52 for this event

The size and level of such competition should push

the team to outstanding performances, according to

members of the squad. Upon their return from these

races thev will be off to the Brown Invitationals on

Sundav. April 28, which will be their last open meet

before the New England Championships May D-U

ACTIVITIES

25* CLUB ELECTIONS. Tonight 7pm

Suffolk Room m Student Union Building

HOME ALONE
Wednesday May 1st

CCA 5.7.9411 00pm
Sponsored by

SacADeea

BRANDYWINE- Take our lease

Pondview/Utils Inc

Leave message 549-8169

WHITE WATER KAYAK, plastic Hydra

Swift very forgiving, like new Can

584-8240

CHATHAM
Seasonal summer rentals

May22-Sept07
508945^5000

THOSE GIRLS! Hen hen hen

Today tne Wooden Staleon, sei-god ofA 4lh Boor, begins he. 21st PWWQ
yea/Many women w* be thinking about

that today

SUMMER RENTAL

-MARTHA S VINVARD Steps from The

Ocean Harbor Landing H*ft»[,jf"J
n"

HELP WANTED

INDIA NITE
Jom us in the Indian Cultural Extravaganza

Eniov the exotic foods of the Orient

Information contact 5454431. 253-0943

CLOSE TO CAMPUS
2 bdrm on N Pleas)

Great tor 3 people

On 2 bus routes -closer than Puttton

Take over our lease $580 mo
549-4281

1110 PER OAV to' experienced true*

drivers Part time summer job 7-10 days in

mid June and mid August 1 or both ses

sions available Call Camp Trucking

(508)653-1744

HCY CHERYL" Here it is' Just a Nttte

special hello tor my girty with the big blue

aVaaand the beautiful smile' Better late

than never"' WMynice

September
549-0221

Very
ids. weeMy Apnt through

reasonable prices Can

ANNOUNCEMENTS

AGATHA CHRISTIE S Ten Little Indians

May 6-8 SUB tickets $3 tor students On

sale at Tot Unlimited Apnt 29

BED AND BREAKFAST- dc^townWeM
tor visiting parents and friends- 549-0733

BIKE CO-OP iS OPEN! 7Z77
We'll leach you to fix your bicycle

Weekdays 11-4 across from post office in

Student Union

HEADING FOREUROPiFthrt•»"'^?,Je!

there anytime for $160 with AIRHITCH (

(Reported in NY Times and Lets Go')

AIRHITCH (r) 212-864-2000

ARTS. FOR RENT

SPRING SPECIArTw cents one,
month

rent with one year lease 2BR $450. 3BR

$537 in Sunderland Free bus route, laun-

dry facilities, pool, garden plots Short term

i available 665-3856

A VISIT TO ARMENIA

DR. SIMON KEOCHAKIAN. professor of

psychology at UMass will conduct a slide

show and discussion on his travels to the

Soviet Republic of Armenia

Date Wednesday. April 24 at 7 30

Place Campus Center, Room 903

Sponsored by the Armenian Students

Organization

FOUR BEDROOMS in ^Oe r**«£ M*n
1

St 15 mos lease^June 1 $275 Z5*-«wi

FOUR PEOPLE NEEDED
To take over two bedroom Townenouse apt

549-3990

GORGEOUS HOUSE
Hadley. 5 bedrooms. 2 bathrooms enor-

mous backyard On bus route $10S0

negotiable Available 6/1 Call 586-4128

Scrurnptous

NORTHAMPTON- 4iperson house near

town a bus under $200 each starts 6/1.

586-9575

PUFFTON FURNISHED air-cond private

bathroom female only $290 .nctd all start

June call 549-1744 Hyon

SALEM PLACEI ~~"

Townhouse. 3 floors. 2Vi MB. tjgg
bdrm. fully carpeted, sunny <**•«&*£»
old on Mam St available June 1 $1000 mo

253-0999 leave message

SICK OF TAKING the bus to campus?

Take over our lease next to Pike

Great location' In between town & campus

Call 549-3817 before May 1

SUBLET^wTnTFALL OPTIwTGreat

Tbdrm. less than a mi to campus heat in-

cluded Bus stops at my door Avaiableend

of May 256-1782

TAKEOVERTBRANOYWiNE LEASE

Half months rent free

June 1st •

549-7141

ASST RECYCLING PROGRAM COOR
DINATOR Start in summer $5 50/hr and

work thru school year $6 50 - student posi-

tion Call 5-1153

CAMPUS REPRESENTATIVE tor leading

Mans Tailored Clothing Company Student

for training at the end of th* Spnng orpnor

to the Fan"91 semester Responsibilities.in-

clude providing students wilh product mfor

mation and processing orders This a aneic

celtent opportunity to learn the '«>"*>

clothing business while earning good

money Possible future full time employ

menf for successful candidates

Please call 212-581-7520 or FAX a bnet

hand written statement on your qualifica

tions to Bill D'Anenzo 212 315-1459

CLASSIFIED CLERKS
For next semester- tram now to secure a rob

tor fall semester
Flexible hours to fit your schedule' Inquire

at The Collegian business office. 1 1 3 Cam-

pus Center

INTELLIGENCE JOBS. All branches US

Customs. DEA etc Now hiring Call

1 -805-962-8000 ext K-9616

MULTI NATK)NAL"C077ecruiting in the

area Looking for a couple of key people for

Consumer Goods Industry, here in N

England Opening markets in Japan

Europe Australia Call tor an interview

549-5127

HEY KATHLEEN AND L

<j,y
' Drink up" We w* do some serious

celebrating this weekend Let s make ti

memorable' Love. Staoey

HEY UPTOWN LOOKOUT
The reverend Jim Fenton is finally 21" Hap

py b-day
Love ya.

Martacakes

ROOMMATE WANTED

1 FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTEOfO'
housVopposrte Southwest. CaH 549-2954

1 M OR F wanted to share bedroom m

house on North Pleasant Starts June I

Call 253-2627

2 FEMALES to share apartment starting

September Cell 546-3737 or 54*0356^

FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED
To share Brandywine apt

Nonsmoker preferred

549-3990 ask for Jen Steph or Lisa

LOOKING FOR NON-SMOKING, neat

male to be fourth m M* Va»ey very

reasonable rent CaH Mike 546-2512

NEEDEDTFrnal^female '°°"™»««? !%A
bedroom m 2 bedroom Brandywine 6-3449

ROOMMATE WANTED to share^P*»J™
bedroom apartment atI VMM Park Ren

varies between $365 and $465 Call

Moushumi at 549-4500

SUMMER SUBLET

1 BEDROOM. NORTH AMHERST, on The

Pme Street bus route, right next <o Putters

Pond'" $i50per mo -John 549-0040

3 BDRM PUFFTON summer sublet

Furnished AC-Rent negotiable Call

549-4053

AMHERST CENTER EFFICIENCY

APARTMENT
Clean quiet, convenient

$275 per month
Call 253-3694

BEAUTIFUL. INEXPENSIVE
2 bedroom
2 bathroom

for the summer
at Mill Valley

at $550 call 253-0B61

or 253-2178

FALL OPTION four bedrooms IVi baths

ample parting rent neg on bus route

253-5280

LIVE ON HOBART LN

For summer 4^ people Close to

campus and on bus rcHrte Re"'

negotiable Call us 549-5827

OMC BEDROOM ON MAIN ST

Sunny, airy. hoVfd floors

private deck, quiet, pets ov

$500 253-0774

ONE BEDROOM APT
Colonial Village

Starts June 1st la* opt

$400/month 253-2475

ONE BEDROOM IN BRITTANY Bus A/C

$250/month. neg 2534194 message

STUDIO APT 1 met north of UMass on bus

hne $325 incl uM cats okay June-Aug fur

nished Cad 549-5964

SUMMER SCOOP*
Beautiful 2 br w/ largo yard and garden lor

veggies 1 5 mess to campus $550

across horsetarm avaiable 6/1 la* option

CaH us' 549-5845

SUMMER SUBLET
1 bdrm in 2bdrm apt furnished

Very comenient location on bus rte

Rent 250 jtiWies

Call Grta b48-4185

SUMMER SUBLET at Puffers Pond

2bdrm for 3 can soon Rent at B O
Fall/opt 549-8498

SUMMER SUBLET / FALL OPTION

? bedroom Amherst center furniture includ-

ed available June 1 caH 549*095

SUMMER SUBLET ON SUNSET
$200/double $250nwngje

Avail June 1st CaH 549^2954

SUPER SUBLET

SUMMER SUBLET
Take our house for the summer'

4 bedrooms, large sunny deck.

2 bathrooms, on bus route

Great location

Reasonable rent

CaH anytime, leave message
253-0999

INSTRUCTION
SAY ITI

AUTO FOR SALE
TAKE OVER OUR LEASE
Brandywine
549-5167

1978 CHEVROLET IMPALA
New carburetor and exhaust system

Well maintained Original owner

Must sell by end of April Asking $500/BO

Steve 549-4758

1979 FIESTA
Excellent running condition

New exhast. tires, etc

$325 or reasonable offer

Jon 253-2310

1984 FORD LTD
New muffler, tires & battery

$500 or B O
256-6343

IS IT TRUE....Jeeps lor $44

Through the U S Govt?

Call for facts!

504-649-5745 ext s 598

ENTERTAINMENT

RACK-A-DISC is still the best '°f ^'sand

live entertainment Call anytime 586-9900.

ask about our specials

FOR RENT

Ta^ove^y lease Huge bed included!

CarK skylights June 1st Amherst house

on busline Rich 253-9170

2 BEDROOM APT. sublet w/ fall option on

bus route, in Amherst. On y $475/ms

available June Call 256-6721

> RORM APARTMENT lor rent on busline

Cl^e to campus Lease negotiable

253-0487

i BEDROOM 4 PERSON APT available for

?afc? summer lease Nice Townehouse

Call 549-1047 Its getting late act now

3 BDRM HOUSE AMHERST-Bus available

June 1st $725/mo 253-0630

3 BDRM TOWNEHOUSE
549-8359
For Lease

NO 10 TOWNEHOUSE 3 bdrrr
i

Well
I

kept

Summer with fall option Call 549-7133

TAKE OVER OUR LEASE. 2 bedroom apt

Colon .al ViHage availaWe June Istta* op-

tion - partially furnished $475/monm •

utilities call 256-4167

TWO BEDROOM BRANDYWINE 'APT™°
ble June I st reward offered call us a.

549-2941

LOOK NO FURTHER Looking lor 2 MF

^mmates to share GORGEC-US house

Hum Backyard' $190 !*» utilites-must

see! Call Barry at 6-2664

SnTone
EN"R

,

:

hree bedroom apart

men!! June or September Lincoln Real

Estate. 25 North Pleasant Street

253-7879 ^
GILREATH MANOR

ThJeeUdroom apartments available June

or Sepmmb^T,n?oln Real Estate 25 North

Pleasant Street

253-7879

LARGE ROOM IN AMHERST HOUSE Call

Nancy or Jon 549-4401

345 BEDROOM HOUSES BELCHER-

TOWN/Amherst Hne On bus lines starting

1000 00 Call 586-4270

EARN CREDIT SCUBA DIVING

Prereoister for fall courses

Learnto dive, tall semester GOT'Basic Key

LaTgo Trip. Aug or Dec G10 Sport New

England Advanced. Oil Advanced A"

coJrses listed under General Physical

FoMurther information call Project Deep

549-8401

LOST

LOST 3.5 IN FLOPPY DISK parly April

blue no name JVC brand reward Richard

253-3590

WOMANS BLACK LEATHER^JACKET
2 weeks ago large reward

Call ml eves 259-1868

IN THE COLLEGIANS CLASSIFIEDS

If you need to sublet, rent or find a room-

male, place an ad here m the Collegian If

not than don't -
The CoHegian is located in 113 Campus

Center

SENIOR/FACULTY a FRIENDS

APRIL 25, 4-7p™^C7l009
FREE

. ,M ,,

In honor of the class of 1991'

Liqht hors doeuvres and lots ot

people More mfo 545-2317

PERSONALS

TO THE HOTTEST BABE
Hey, guess what, it's here, finally!

Your very own personal!

Can you believe it?

Well, anyways, I hope this made your day

and I hope we will always be friends and

keep in touch even it you're not here next

semester Love Mark

KATHLEEN MC^"" .

Thanks lor the pizza and calzone update

Will have to return the Chinese food Gives

me gas something fierce See ya

-Bill L

SENIOR SEMI FORMAL

FIRST ONE IN 20 YEARS
Dress to impress - No date required

Sat , May 4. 9pm-1am
Bluewall

Tix before April 25 $7 singles

$25-grp of 4
Sold on concourse Wed & Thurs

Or at Alumni Office - Memorial Han

More info 545-2317

Tix after April 25 are $10- singles

$30-grp of 4 -But now * save!

SUMMER SUBLET!
1 or 2 bedrooms on High Street

Cheap rales Call and leave

message 546-2101

Inquire soon'

SUMMER SUBLET /FALL OPTION.

4br/iv>bath apartment on bus route, good

location Call Je« 25>4193

SUNDERLAND
One bedroom
On bus line, pool

350/month 665-7666

SEXUAL FAVORS Kidding' Sublet our 5

bedroom house Amherst Cntr Ren.

negotiable Leave Message 546-3965

BRANDYWINE APARTMENT Clean

spacious 2 bedroom available for the sum-

mer tor 1-4 people On bus route. A/C, pool

FtertsvErtYriegatiable Call Debbie/tnca

549-8092

FURNISHED BEDROOM 5 minutes from

GRC Private bathroom, phone Laundry,

maid 549-8745 (females)

HOUSE IN AMHERST
Fully furnished, waterbeds

up to 8 people Bus route

Cheap - 549-2691

LARGE TWO BEDROOM 1 bath apt in

duplex On bus line Located in Belchertown

near Amherst line 253-2327

TRAVEL

WARM WATER scuba diviny trips

Bonaire May27-June3 $825

Key Largo Augus' 18-24 $380

For more information call Protect Deep

549-8401

TYPINOyWORDPROCESSING

ARE YOU SICK OF TYPING?

Fast and Accurate

T yp i
ng/Wordprocessing

Free Laserprinting"

Call Becca 54»«4600 x433

CAMPUS PICKUP ANO DELIVERY

Inexpensive Fast Accurate

Lisa 25*3-6695

SERVICES

FOR SALE

u SPEED BICYCLE 21" Chuo-Mo Irame

Alloy "eels $165 Call 367-2041

1989 KAWASAKI EX 500 Vane..and Hines

exhaust looks and runs excellent 2500 BO

1-269-6066

HEY!
Moving off campus?

Don't sleep on your dinky bed from home

Buy a futon!

Comfortable & super cool'

Sit with us. lounge with us.

sleep with us!

Metawampe 1

1-800-3-FUTON-1

KAT CONNORS
Happy 21st!"

and
Congratulations on your new engagement

Love
Robbi 4 Liz

DESPERATELY SEEKING summer cat sit

ter' 2 cats need a home Food toys litter sup

plied Fixed & friendly -call 549-5964

PREGNANT?"
Need a pregnancy test, information or sup-

nort'' Call for free and confidential services

ALTERNATIVES 33 Main St Northampton

586 3000 or Greenfield 774-6010

LAURIE
I think I'm tailing

in love

M C Herrera

XOXOXO

STEVE ROME OF THETA CHI
Congratulations on your engagement to

Robyn 1 We wish you the best

Your brothers and pledges

ELLEN I got your message I'm interested

Ed

PHOTOTRON II flourescent terrarium

Grow fruits, vegetables or herbs in the

privacy of your home $400 or BO Call

Jamie at 586-2533

GARY WOOD..HAPPY BIRTHOAY.

Hope to see you at Buffalo Bill's, I'll be puk

,ng in my regular spot you bring the

knickerbockers

SPACIOUS SUBLET

AMHERST CENTER 1 BDRM. Quiet, close

To common-tor frisbee fun (S Prospec

St I sunny, hardwood floors rent

negotiable Ideal for 2 people. Call Jenny

after 7pm 253-7194

SUBLET

SUMMER W/" FALL OPTION. Large room

,n S Amherst condo Pool, central A/C

washerrdryer. parking On bus route Cool

roomies, perfect summer place' Call Joe

253-2696

PUFFTON APARTMENT tor summer

sublet" singles/1 double CHEAP' CaH

549-8340

SUMMER SUBLET WITH FALL OPTION

! oedroom apartment ,n The Brook in

Amherst Onbus route, wall to wall

carpeting, clean Call 253-0420

ONE BEDROOM AVAILABLE in Bran

dywine June 1-Sept 1 Call 6-4159 (rent

negotiable)

1 ROOM— MID SIZE w/ fall option

in 3-BDRM Puffton apt rent negotiable

Call 549-6212 (female)

4 BEDROOM APT on bus rte. 2 bams, ful

ly furnished, fall option, cool landlord, util

mc 253-9708

DISSERTATIONS. CASES. PAPERS
Orvcampus pickup Fast' Accurate'

Mac/Laser spellcheck

Nancy 584-7924

INEXPENSIVE, FAST, ACCURATE.
dependable Carnpus pickup and delivery

Adam 253-9117. ^
PAPERS. $1 50/pg Resumes laser printed

Fast professional, affordable

^COMMUNICATIONS. 256-6373

FAST ACCURATE TYPING wi spellcheck

and boldface $1 45/pg Call Greg 546-2548

WANTED

ADVERTISING ACCOUNT EXECUTIVE

Required Ambitious, organized, responsi-

ble and motivated students with good com-

munication skills. Applications avail at the

Collegian- 1 13 Campus Center and mus be

submitted no later man Thu'sday April 25

•FREE MONEY*
I need a good set of management ?60 notes

withHartVler' CaH Lauren ASAP! 546-3058

WANTED TO RENT

RESPONSIBLE COUPLE ot modest

means, mid 20s, NrS, seeks summer

sublet/rental m Amherst Please cal

5384206

BRANDYWINE APARTMENT sublet for 1 3

people On 2 bus routes/ACrfurmshed Rent

is $150 per person/negotiable Call

Larry/Rob at 549-3762

CHEAP SUBLET lor two or more in Colonial

-Call 253-9229 anytime

HOTSPOT 3 lg bdrm 4 people furnished

non-smokers downtown Amherst 253-3608

WANTED TO RENT

I WANT YOUR LEASE!

Looking for one bdrm apt in Amherst

Around $450 Available June 1st

Call Deborah 253 2361

MUSf SEE
Rooms in beautiful house
campus-cheap! 549-4784

Very close to
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Sports
«._..* ™ «Hfl« Penn St., makTAti^tic 10 history

By DAN WETZEL
Collegian Staff

Y« Mrin the University of Massachusetts softball team

did mo^han just sweep Penn State, they made history.

BvTweeping the Lady Lions 2-0. 3-0. the Mmutewomen

finished off their Atlantic 10 Conference play with a

(lawless 12-0 record. This is the first time in league histor>

that a team has ever accomplished this teat.

However. UMass (24-9) did not roll over Penn State the

wav thev have the rest of the conference.

I win't exactly sitting around relaxed during the

game, these were two tough ones." sai coach Elaine So,

tino 'It was exactly what I expected from Penn State.

The Lady Lions had been 8-1 in league play before

meeting up with the UMass pitting duo of Darlem
>
C af

£y and Holly Aprile. Claffey and Apn e dominated the

dav not allowing one Penn State player to cross the plate.

In game one Aprile. A-10 Player of the Week took the

mound and improved her record to 12-5. Aprile struck six

and allowed only two hits.

"Holly pitched very well. She was getting the big pit-

ches over the plate when she needed them. Sortino said.

•She did a great job today."
Vurhin

The offensive heroics were provided by Sherri Kuchin

skas and Barbara Marean. In the fourth inning, Marean

sfngled and was knocked in by a Kuchinskas double. In

he sSh it was more of the same as Marean doubled wen

CONTINUED ON PAGE 15

Collegian pboto by Aaron Webrtrr

,«.. ™ * i>«„« «****» 2-0 1-0 vesterday at Totman Field, creating the first

The Minutewomen (24-9) swept Penn Bts^!«,»«..>? "«7
Califor-

tne nun . w»_ - -
cQNT|NUED ON PAGE 16 niflf Connecticut is the only team to iou «.,.* » -

Central Conn, stops streak, Amherst hosts today
. - .. u u«.lr " pA tn third.

By MICHAEL MORRISSEY
Collegian Correspondent

The University of Massachusetts' baseball team rode

into a town called New Britain. Conn., but after losing

a gut-wrenching 1-0 game to Central Connecticut, it might

as well have been Heartbreak City.

R.ght'-handed pitcher Jim Telgheder (3-2) pitched seven

^mirable innings of four-hit ball, but one wrong pitch

cost the Minutemen the game.

The UMass offense only mustered four hits themselves,

certainly not up to their usual standards.

In the bottom of the seventh inning. Central Conn, first

baseman Patrick Smith led off and h.t a Telgheder pitch

for a home run.

"[When he hit it] I had a feeling we could come back,"

Telgheder said. "I thought they'd need more than that

°Telgheder could not have pitched much better, as he

walked none and struck out three

•I felt pretty good today," he said. "I had good control

and the defense helped out a lot."

Telgheder retired the next three batters in order with

no problem. Rob Graziano pitched a perfect eighth inn-

ing for UMass. .... ,_

The Minutemen had their best scoring opportunity n

the first inning. With one out, Steve Corradi drew a walk

and Ian Torres singled.

Corradi, however was tagged out at third. Brian Bright

cracked an opposite field double, but Torres only advanc

ed to third.

Derek Dana, perhaps the hottest hitter on the team

right now, struck out swinging to end the inning.

UMass never mounted another strong threat against the

Blue Devils, who were led by a trio of Chris Hooker, Todd

Martin, the winning pitcher, and Rick Bottalico. who pick

ed up the save, on the hill. The loss breaks UMass three

game winning streak, which ties their longest of the year.

The team travels to beautiful downtown Amherst tomor

row to battle their crosstown rivals, the Amherst College

Lord Jeffs.

The Lord Jeffs were humiliated last year 17-3 by UMass.

in what Amherst Sports Information Director Andy Win

chell called "an aberration."
CONTINUED ON PAGE 15
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Harvard to host Gorillas

( nllegiiin pHnto by Carrie Wy«-th

m q™ flimfflianone (1) and Mark Millon (3) are two Gorillas that the Har-

A rHmJon3 have to contend with in today's 3 p.m. lacrosse match

toC
d
ambridge

n
M^nTal a team-high 25 goals while Guaglianone has net-

ted eight goals and two assists.

By ADRIEN MATT
Collegian Staff

With a 2 -7 record there's not a whole lot

of hope for a playoff berth but there's

always the possibility of an upset . .
.To-

day the Harvard Crimson will host the

University of Massachusetts lacrosse team

(6-2) at 3 p.m.

Offensive prowess will be the key tor a

game between two teams who have had a

rough time of generating consistent of-

fense. Although Harvard has lost seven

games, the number of points those games

have been decided by is under 20.

Saturday they played to a nerve-

wrecking 7-6 decision against No. 5

Princeton. They upset No. 16 Penn 12-11

and eeked out a 12-10 win over Boston Col-

lege. The Crimson sit at 1-3 in the Ivy

League and have yet to face Ivy foes Yale

(No. 17) and Dartmouth as well as a No.

18 New Hampshire squad. Last year they

were No. 2 at this time. So while postseason

play is pipedream, a close game could be

rPA 1 itV-

"Traditionally, they do very well,"

UMass coach Ted Garber said of Harvard's

stick work.

"They continue to play a wide open

game," Harvard coach Scott Anderson said

of the play he expects from UMass. "It

comes down to ball control. They've been

very inconsistent."

Senior attackman Mick Cavouti leads the

Crimson in points with 18 goals and 15

assists while senior midfielder Tim Reilly

is not far behind with 12 goals and 19

fissists.

"Every game is a challenge in that we're

not generating the offense we need," said

Anderson. "It's frustrating knowing we're

not generating any offense."

This could also prove to be a game of

goalies. UMass' Ted Kellerman and Har

vard's Chris Miller match up well on paper.

Kellerman has a goals against average of

8 and saves percentage of .638, while Miller

has an average of 9.75 goals scored per

game and a .622 saves percentage.

Since the arrival ofjunior transfer Kevin

O'Connor, UMass' strength has been win

ning faceoffs, taking over 50 percent

possessions. Harvard mirrors UMass"

numbers in faceoff possessions, winning 53

percent.

By contrast, the Gorilla's man-up situa

tion has been traditionally strong but on

ly recently have they been able to

capitalize. UMass is 7-for-36 during man-

up this season while Harvard has a percen

tage of .375.

For the first time this season, Jim

McAleavey leads the Gorillas in points

with 10 goals and 22 assists while Mark

Millon leads the team with 25 goals and

Jim Kushner is not far behind with 12

goals. _, „.„
Stick Check: UMass grad C89) Scott Hiller

is in his first year of coaching at Harvard

as an assistant. Anderson said he adds a

"new dimension" to the team.

Track makes
Penn Relays

By BRIAN AGUIAR
Collegian Correspondent

The University of Massachusetts

women's track team leaves today for

Philadelphia, Pa., for the annual Penn

Relay competition.

Top athletes from across the country

will compete for the event, including one

individual and two relay teams. It will

start Thursday and go through Satur

day afternoon.

Diane Ozzolek will be representing

UMass in the hammer throw.

Ozzolek has already broken the school

record this year with a distance of 151

feet, 6 inches. Out of 40 throwers, Oz-

zolek will compete against an elite 10

competitors. She is ranked seventh

among them.
She will meet throwers from St.

John's, Army, Navy and other top

schools. Assistant coach Jim Giroux,

who works with Ozzolek, said he hopes

to see her do well.

"I hope she will rise to the occassion

because I know she is a competitor.

said Giroux. Head coach Julie

CONTINUED ON PAGE 15
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Israeli consul: Regional cooperation a must
By ALISON BUCKHOLTZ
Collegian Staff

Middle Eastern stability and regional cooperation form

the cornerstone of Israel's hope's for post-war peace, the

consul of Israel for New England said last night at the

Hillel House.

Speaking in conjunction with Israel Independence Day,

Consul Itzhak Oren discussed the new order in the Mid

die East and outlined a four-point plan to achieve stabili-

ty in the region.

The points, Palestinian and Arab recognition of Israeli

statehood, increased arms control, and regional

democratization are necessary to achieve peace, Oren said.

"The war in the Gulf was a moment of truth for the

Palestinians and the Israelis," he said. "Israel chose out

of consideration to the coalition not to respond to attacks

We were ready to pay a very heavy price."

The result gives Palestinians "an opportunity to realize

that Israel is there to stay. If Palestinians have more

readiness to take Israel as a fact, serious negotiations can

begin," he said.

Along the same lines, the 19 Arab countries that do not

formally recognize Israel "should begin to deal directly

with Israel," Oren said. "Otherwise, they are in a state

of war with a nonexistent country. But there is less and

less incentive for this recognition because there is no

American pressure for it."

Reductions in arms sales from the West to the Middle

East are also necessary for stability, but less likely to oc

cur, Oren said.

As a result, democracy in the region remains his highest

hope "Israel is the only democracy in the Middle East.

We are dealing with monarchies and radical, totalitarian

regimes," he said, referring first to Jordan and second,

to Syria. "This does not allow any chance of stability.

Although "Saddam Hussein is still a major threat to the

entire gulf, Syria is the big winner." Oren said. "They

led the coalition, and are back in the family of nations.

Financial rewards for Syria are also forthcoming, Oren

said, warning that within two months European countries

will be "waiting in line to sell arms to Assad. But he is

just as dangerous as Hussein, more clever

pragmatic." Oren said, adding that Syria is "swallowing

Lebanon piece by piece."

The Palestinians, however, are the biggest losers in the

crisis. "It's another chapter in their tragedy, he said.

"They will always go with whoever promises to deliver.

They never missed an opportunity to miss an opportuni

ty"

At the core of the Palestinian tragedy, he said, -is their

leadership, incapable of settling for anything less than

the maximum. Nasser. Assad at one time, Hussein - now

the Palestinians have lost their financial support in the

Emirates, and they lost in Western public opinion.

Israel is "still committed to the peace proposal of May
1989,'" Oren said "But it was wry hard when we watch

ed Palestinians dancing in the streets when Israel m
hit (by Scuds] and holding signs saying *Ws want

chemicals
.'"

"Israeli policy is that everything is negotiable." hr Mid

"The issUS l- not land for peace, but security for p>

When you talk negotiations, never say never"

Reporter: Nicaragua faces

big problems in economy
The Associated Press

BOSTON — When the three young.

uniformed Nicaraguans pointed their

MMmh rifles at him, news correspondent

Stephen Kinzer thought fast.

Stammering in Spanish, he babbled like

a confused tourist who by sheer accident

had wandered into a secret contra camp in

Honduras. As a photographer silently snap

ped pictures, he turned away, slipped into

his car. threw it into reverse and drove like

hell backwards.

By escaping that day in 1983, he became

the first reporter to bring back hard

evidence that opponents of the leftist San

dinista government, the contras, were

launching attacks with American weapons

from across the border.

For the rest of the decade, aid for the con

tras became a hotly debated topic dividing

the nation. Kinzer's dispatches for The

.Yen York Times made him one of the most

significant journalists covering Central

America, according to Esquire magazine.

Kinzer recounts his discovery of the con-

tra camp in his new book, "Blood of

Brothers: Life and War in Nicaragua,"

which describes his 10 years covering that

small country

It was only a year ago Thursday that an

era of turmoil ended when Violeta

Chamorro was installed as president of

Nicaragua following the ouster of the San

dinistas in a free election. But "it seems

like a century ago," said Kinzer, 39, who

now covers Germany for the Times.

Fresh from a return visit to Managua,

Kinzer said in an interview Monday that

Nicaragua's economy remains in ruins

from the contra war, and former soldiers

CONTINUED ON PAGE 4
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SPRING FEVER — English major Melissa Warrenar hang

above Paradise Pond at Smith College in Northampton.
_^_^^_^^^^^^»

Brit soldiers

begin to protect

Kurds in Iraq
The Associated Press

ZAKHO Iraq - More than 300 British marine com

mandos entered the northern city of Zakho today and

began protecting Kurdish refugees from Iraqi police_

The White House said the police were hindering relief

efforts. _ ,

Two British officers said the United States had given

the Iraqis 24 hours, or until Friday morning to leave

the town, but a U.S. military spokesman denied that

an ultimatum had been given.

The allied show of force came as President Saddam

Hussein held talks with Kurdish rebel leaders. Rebel

sources said Saddam offered new terms for granting

autonomy to Iraq's 3.5 million Kurds.

At 130 p m. (6:30 a.m. EDT) three companies of

British commandos landed by helicopter and took up

key positions in the northern, southern and eastern

parts of this town, near where U.S. troops are setting

up a secure haven for tens of thousands of Kurdish

refugees. .

The commandos reported encountering no resistance

from the Iraqis, who were still patrolling Zakho today

despite US demands that they stay clear of the reliet

effort.
, , ,

...

The British soldiers will patrol the town along with

other allied troops. Fear of the Iraqis has made some

refugees reluctant to move out of their mountain

refugees along the Turkish border.

"The Iraqis were given 48 hours to get out, said

Capt. Jeff Mason, whose 100-member company took

over a three-story building that belonged to the Iraqi

army He said the U.S. military had given the

ultimatum within the last 24 hours - meaning the Ira-

qis had to be out by Friday morning.

"A deadline was imposed and if by that time they

haven't withdrawn we can assume military action will

continue," said British Maj. Bob Fanshawe, a

spokesman for the Royal Marines.

CONTINUED ON PAGE 11
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The Mohawk past revisited
Speaker tells of the tribe 's founder, explains current struggle

By RIC OLIVEIRA
Collegian Staff

Alex McComber of the Kahnawake Mohawk Survival

School related last night the intricacies of the Mohawk

past and the present struggle for freedom, particularly in

Quebec
McComber began his talk with a prayer, offering

greetings to the Sun, the Earth, the Moon, and all the peo

pie gathered in the crowded room, filled with more than

150 students and faculty. He then began to speak of the

past, drawing a time line which reached before European

Migration.
, ,

"Our Ancestors always spoke of this land here as where

we originated, there was no talk of the voyage over

glaciers and ice. That is all other peoples interpretation

of where we originated," he said.

McComber described the Iroquois Confederacy and its

founding Father Deganiwidah, who Mohawks call "the

Peacemaker." The Peacemaker, who McComber said was

originaly a Huron, voyaged in a stone canoe to the

Mohawks "either because we had the hardest heads or

because we were the most ferocious," joked McComber.

"He united the five large separate nations of the nor-

theast of America into a union which became a tremen-

dous power in pre-USA America," he said.

McComber also spoke of the Matrilineal heritage - the

female heritage - of the Mohawks. "In our culture the

women hold the title of the land, not on paper but in the

power which they have as women in continuing on our

heritage," he said. "The women chose our leaders, they

look at a man's strengths and weaknesses and his ability

to communicate the desires of the people."

McComber also spoke of the first contact from the

Mohawk view and the treaties agreed to by the French,

Dutch and the English. The treaty was in the form of a

Wampum Belt, a belt made of shells which represented

the different backgrounds of signers.

It also represented the two cultures, each in its own

vessel traveling on parallel paths upon Turtle Island, their

name for North America. McComber said the Mohawk

people have never broken the treaty and now ask that

Canada respects that history.

Many events led up to the current Canadian Mohawk

crisis, he said, describing the Mohawk's struggle to re-

tain their land there. In 1955, Canada built the St.

Lawrence Seaway, which runs through the Kahnawake

Reserve and "raped" the Mohawks of their ancestry, he

said. "The river had always been a part of being Mohawk

from the days of the Peace Maker up until that point."

he said. "It was then that the young people began to grow

angry. r ,

"Then there was also the Civil Rights movement ot the

States, and as we watched the African Americans stand

up for their rights something sparked, and that spark

grew in the early Seventies with the American Indian

Movement and with our own restructuring of our com-

munity" he said

Starting then, all the Kanienkehakeh (Mohawks) began

to feel a pride in who they were, McComber said. In 1978,

the Kahnawake Survival School for Mohawks was

established. The school has grown into a $5 million cam-

pus and is responsible for resurrecting the Mohawk

language and culture.

The school was formed after Quebec passed bill lul

which called for all people to speak and be taught in

French, he said. "We then decided that we were no longer

going to allow the foreign government to control our

education and our lives."

INSIDE:
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Page 3: Ex-cult members warn students

about traps.

Page 9: The Black Affairs page previews

"The Black Women's Survival

Kit.

"

Pullout: Living Colour in black and white.

Check it out.

VEATHER
Forget spring. This is summer. Sunny and

clear today and tomorrow with highs in the

70s.
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WALL SPACE - Visitors peruse literature at the Fine Arts Center.

The Temperature May Be Rising
' But Not Our Prices!

Bacardi Rum<*
(Silver)Natural

Light
24-12 oz. cans

$9.99
$8.39

MD 20/20

gJAII flavors

^(including

Z new Kiwi-

g lemon i $2,59

Kahlua
Liquer

750 ml

>*>$ 12.99
O'Keefe
Canadian

Beer
12-12 oz bottles

$7.39 + dep.

Sutter Home
White

Zinfandel
750 mi

$4.99

Tele-check for

your personal check

WE WANT TO BE YOUR FAVORITE LIQUOR STORE!

Plenty of Free Parking •Diagonally Across from UMass Stadium

•Next to The Laundry Club

6 University Drive

at Newmarket Center, Amherst
Scott's

Gift Certificates

Mass lottery

Season tickets

^jnwKwwyi

NORTHEAST AWARDS t

7 Kelleber Drive

South Deerfteld, MA 01373 X

(413) eSM791

EeoMaM-AwirdiofDiftadira
|

CosUmPUqMi.TnpUM,

Executive Gift*

Free Cdilof on Reqw*

We now have all

Mass Lottery games/

...service,

...people,

...prices.

all under one roof.

Close to Brittany Manor

and Riverglade

)XI 3"package"
1 STORE
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LOCAL
On anniversary, activists decry

lack of AIDS-related funding

Collegian photo by Aaron Webater

VACANT - An empty building stands on the grounds of the Nor-

thampton State Hospital. Hospitals for the mentally ill have been

severely hit with budget cuts in recent years.

By CECI CONNOLLY
Associated Press

BOSTON - Marking the 10-year an-

niversary of the first reported case of AIDS,

activists accused Gov. William Weld. Presi

dent Bush and other officials of budgetary

decisions that do little to help people with

AIDS.

"We have an epidemic here that's been

underfunded and underattended," said

Larry Kessler, executive director of the

AIDS Action Committee.

On April 24, 1981, an infectious disease

expert in San Francisco called the Centers

for Disease Control in Atlanta to report a

new disease later named Acquired Immune

Deficiency Syndrome. Since then, at least

175,000 Americans have developed AIDS;

3,500 of them in Massachusetts.

"Id much rather be here celebrating the

end of the epidemic,'* said Kessler, also a

member of the National Commission on

AIDS. "Unfortunately, we are in the ear

ly days of the epidemic."
'

In the first 10 years, 112,187 people have

died from AIDS. Kessler predicted about

the same number will die in Massachusett>

alone in the next 10 years.

He said Weld has broken his most basic

campaign promise.

"He has most certainly caused pain.

Kessler said, referring to Weld's campaign

mantra that his budget cuts would not hurt

those who are most needy. "He is propos

ing more illness, more sickness, more

death."

In the first budget Weld has prepared

since becoming governor, he recommend

ed increasing the AIDS fund by $2 million

for a total of $20 million. But at a news con-

ference in front of the State House AIDS

activists complained he also has proposed

cutting several million dollars from other

accounts that would serve people with

AIDS. "I am a 28-year old woman with

full-blown AIDS," said Ken Duran, a

member of the radical gay rights group.

ACT UP. "The proposed budget cuts will

be the last nail in my coffin."

"Weld's deficit mentality hasn't worked

on the economy, nor will it work on people

with AIDS," Duran said.

Among the areas Weld has proposed cut

ting or eliminating were universal health

care, Medicaid, housing subsidies and

money for addiction treatment - all direct

ly or indirectly affecting people who test

positive for HIV, the virus that can lead to

AIDS.

"I'm sure there has been more than $2

million worth of social service and human

service cuts," said administration

spokesman Joseph Landolfi. "But the AIDS

account is one of only three or four Gov.

Weld specifically targeted for an incre

Kessler, an AIDS activist known

throughout the country. Maid national

leadcers also have failed to make the dead

lv disease a priority

"George Bush has only spoken about

(AIDS! once in his term," K- 'id

Kessler acknowledged that Bush has not

given speeches on a number ot equally

dreadful diseases. But he said AIDS need*

special attention from political lead-

"It's still loaded with stigma." he said

Cult recruiters target 'people in transition, ' speakers say

By LISA VESHECCO
Collegian Correspondent

Using strong pressure tactics, cults attempt to under-

mine people's self-confidence and control love, sexuality

L and activities in the name of a god, a faith, or a social

or political cause, according to two ex-followers who warn-

ed students about cult recruiters last week in John Quin-

cy Adams Residence Hall.

In the United States there are more than 3,000 cults

with over three million members, said Lee Anne

Pellegrini, who spent 10 years with a cult and now works

with 'Focus,' a Boston-based support and information

^Pellegrini said she experienced "phobia installation"

and fear tactics used by cult members during the^ indoc-

trination process," where a person's belief systems are

changed to fit a cult's agenda and philosophy.

"I didn't know I was brainwashed," Pellegrini said. I

did know they didn't like it when I asked questions or

ttn Uhought on my own," she said, referring to cult

l6

SSe' Garvey, a former member of the cult,

'Transcendental Meditation,' who also works with Focus,

identified four types of cults: religious, political, commer-

cial, and therapeutic.

Cults often identify themselves as alternative religions

protected under the First Amendment, he said. The dit

ferent cults usually use the same types of recruiting

techniques, he said. ...__ „

Cults target young people and "people in transition,

Garvey said, and hit college campuses "particularly dur-

ing finals when stress is likely to cause ones level of

critical thinking to be at a low point." People mourning

the death of a loved one or suffering a similar tragedy are

also particularly vulnerable to cults, he said.

Cult philosophy usually dictates that "the means justify

the ends and because God has said, this justifies what one

has done," Pellegrini said. Cults take "one out of he

realm of the human and into the world of the

superhuman" Pellegrini said.

Garvey said cult leaders try to persuade followers to

adopt a "save the world" mentality by creating a negative

world view.

"We were told we were responsible for the assassina-

tion attempt on President Reagan by John Hincklev.

Garvey said.

The eroup was told: "we didn't meditate enough and

that they also were responsible for the fall of the Berlin

Wall he said Cult leaders want people to think they

can obtain incredible amounts of power by participating

in cult rituals, he said. Leaders sometimes have members

chant, speak in tongues, and meditate continuously to get

members to spend time by themselves, he said. The use

of meditation techniques, non stop activity, and poor diet

habits all work to induce dissociation, he said.

Garvey also warned students about several mind con-

trol techniques, including what he called the "love bom

bing" period that accompanies the recruiting process

Cults teach feeling over thinking, a polarized world

view, and thought-stopping techniques to prohibit critical

thinking, he said. The group's needs take priority over

the individual's, he said.

"You may not know the name of an organization tor

several weeks, months, or years," he said.

Outlining ways to avoid falling into cults, Garvey said

people must maintain control over their lives and build

healthy levels of self-esteem. "The development of critical

CONTINUED ON PAGE 4
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UMass hoop players to join

Haigis Hoopla this weekend

««?^^^^^^^SS!^»»Wi XSS& 253-9742

By TAMIR LIPTON
Collegian Staff

Organizers of Haigis Hoopla, the 3-on-3

basketball festival scheduled for this

weekend, strengthened the menu by ad-

ding John Tate and Rafer Giles, co-captains

of the UMass basketball team, to the list

of participants.

The event, which has drawn more than

100 teams from colleges and high schools

across the Pioneer Valley, will feature food,

music, and prizes, including Spalding

basketballs, National Basketball Associa^

tion hats, 'Haigis Hoopla' sweatshirts, and

various gift certificates, for the winners.

Players must register tomorrow during

the slam dunk contest and three-point

shooting contests, which start at 6 p.m. at

the Curry Hicks Cage. Registrants will

receive game assignments and a bag filled

wTh a T-shirt and various gifts from the

"Gt^rdT/t: will be on hand to judge

the dunk contest and later, Giles will

square off against the winner of the three-

point shooting contest.

"All of the fan support we've gotten over

the last three seasons has been tremen-

dous," Tate said in a press statement. "It

feels good to be able to give back to the com-

munity after they have applauded me for

four years."

The 3-on-3 tournament starts at 9 a.m.

Saturday on Haigis Mall in front of the

Fine Arts Center, according to Brett

Weinroth, a junior sports management ma-

jor and organizer of the event. The tourna-

ment will wind up on Sunday, he said.

Tournament participants will compete in

one of four divisions, based on their play-

ing ability, said Peter Thomsen, the tour-

nament director and sport marketing

instructor.

During the tournament, a free-throw con-

test for participants and passers-by will be

held, Weinroth said. Two winners will

CONTINUED ON PAGE 4
SLEEPING MUSIC -

Collegian photo by Chriatoph*r Brockmeyer

A violin from a more artistic angle.
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Ex-Cult Members
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 3

thinkmg skills to counter high pressure tactics" is impor-

^Leavfnris difficult, because cult leaders want people

to believe that they cannot survive without the cult and

instill in followers a tremendous amount of fear and guilt.

Pellegrini said. .

,

But there are support systems available, he said.

People can seek help at the Cult Awareness Network.

<C\N> and find information by reading books, such as

"Combating Cult Mind Control." by Steve Hassan, he

Sa

-Exit counseling" is a form of counseling intervention

which helps followers break away from the cult mentali

tv. he said.

Haigis Hoopla
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 3

receive free American Airlines tickets to New Orleans,

h
Fotd

d
and drink will be sold and WHMP-FM radio will

broadcast live from the event.

The tournament is being held to raise money for a

scholarship to UMass for a student m need from
^
Hamp-

den. Hampshire or Franklin counties .
Weinroth said

Giles and Tate will also compete ,n the 3-on 3 tour-

nament with two other UMass basketball players. Ben

Grodski and Matt Anderson.

While this team, whose members helped lead the

Mmutemen to the National Invitation Tournament

Final Four, looks like the one to beat, "My Team led

by former Northeastern and NBA player Perry Moss

pOMI formidable challen^

GET FAT & DIRTY

The 9 ,
KniDUESTOIlE

Fat Tire Bikes Are Here!
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CHINA GARDEN
The (alley's Only

I gf.
Brunch

319 Pleasant Street

Northampton. MA

586-3810
800464-3810

A variety of nourishing snacks of minced meat, wrapped in dough,

oTS. wanton, or shiu mai wrapper, cooked ,n vanous ways

Regular Hours:

Sun-Thurs 11:30 am-9:45 pm

Fri-Sat 11:30 am-l0:45 pm
Lunch 11:30 am-3:30 pm 253-4280

FREE DELIVERY 253-4281

SERVICE
Fri-Sun 5-9 pm

13 N. Pleasant St., Amherst

CLASSIFIEDS
Largest College Daily in New England

• SUBLETS •

• SUMMER RENTALS •

• ROOMMATES NEEDED? •

SAY IT IN THE COLLEGIANS
UNCONFIDENTIAL

CLASSIFIEDS

COME TO THE COLLEGIAN OFFICE-CC 113 MON-THURS 8:30-3:30, FRI 8:30-2:30
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Nicaragua
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

are restive. , .

Nicaraguan President Chamorro, a longtime Sandinista

opponent, has "yet to get a grip on the economic situa-

tion," said Kinzer.

Nonetheless, "Nicaragua has more freedom now than

ever in its history. There is true freedom of the press for

the first time in history," he said.

"For the first time in the last 15 years, Nicaragua s pnn

cipal problem is not political," he said. "The economic pro-

blems are overwhelming."

"Many of the former contra fighters and many of the

former Sandinista soldiers are waiting for a little piece

of land and a little bag of seeds so they can start farming

It was promised to them. They've been waiting too

He added, "It's really a very small investment for the

world to put into Nicaragua in order to prevent this kind

of tragedv from happening again.

I counter? ofonly three million people. Nicaragua net

both American aid and loans from world tending organiza

tions, Kinzer said.

But the world's attention is elsewhere. A

election, Nicaragua dropped offth« front pa**, worthing

Kinzer calls 'outrageous

•We're not protecting our investment in Nicaragua

s-iid Kinzer citing millions of dollars the Reagan a.)

mmWSSoni^ - '^gally and .egally - into the con

'""If Mrs Chamorro is not able to build the country

economically, the time is going to come when Nicaraguans

Tre goTng to start saying, "democracy didn't bring us any

"ttE vl^rew up on Cape Cod, spoke of thejdjfficul-

ty of covering a country that once aroused such heated

passions here. His book detailed the mistakes - of en

SScaUy fatal - made by the Sandinista guerillas

turned-bureaucrats.

Don't forget

national Organ and Tissue

Donor Awareness Week 1991

Come visit us on the

Campus Center Concourse
April 25

sponsored In tin I .mctsit-. health Sen*.*

Student Health AUvison hoard iSHAIV

k#-

Bring a healthy
appetite •••

SPECIALS THIS WEEK!
Rolling Rock..

;

......».......cse $12.99

Miller, Lite & Draft....l2-pk $6.49

Glacier Bay J2-pk
Coors Light 12 Pk

Bass Ale 6 Pk

Heineken .6 pk

$5.49*
$6.69*
$5.49*
$5.49*
$7.49Smirnoff Vodka 750 ml

Seagram* Gin 750 ml $6.99

Gordon's Gin 750 ml $6.99

Kegs Starting at $24.99!

CBTjTOTT
1 Baq Free Ice with $10.00 purchase or more

,

12 Bags Free Ice with $20.00 purchase or more
,

I FOUR SEASONS J

I

.>!

"A New Family Owned Business

Plus Deposit

All this for just

The TOC Specialty

Buffet is fust one
reason to stop at

the Top for
Lunch!

$5*95The Top of the Campus is

located on the 11th floor of

the Campus Center.

HOURS: Lunch served Monday-Friday, 11:30 am-2:00 pm;

HOURS; Dinner served Tuesday-Saturday, 5:00 pm-9:00 pm
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HEALTH
Studv: Different treatments, same results

•J _. :, .v _ . ia»A tn finH that pH to identify herself said clinic officials would not com

The Associated Press

BOSTON - Terminally ill cancer patients treated at

a clinic that empahasizes unproven treatments fare no bet

ter - and no worse - than people who get chemotherapy

and other standard care, a new study concludes.

The studv examined whether desperately ill cancer pa-

tients live longer and better if they receive unconventional

treatments, like those offered at many clinics around the

country f

Thev compared the outcome of people treated at one ot

these centers, the Livingston Wheeler Medical Clinic in

San Diego, with patients who got routine care at the

University of Pennsylvania Cancer Center.

"Our studv showed that regardless of whether they

receive unorthodox or conventional treatment, these pa-

tients will die just as soon," said Dr. Barrie R. Cassileth,

a psychologist from the University of Pennsylvania who

directed the research.

The researchers said they were surprised to find that

the quality of patients' remaining months of life was no

better at the San Diego clinic, even though some of them

avoided the rigors of chemotherapy and other hospital

treatment.

They measured pain, appetite, breathing difficulties,

psychological state and other aspects of living and found

that those entering the clinic were already worse off than

people at the university cancer center. People at the clinic

continued to have a worse quality of life according to com

pansons done everv two months until their deaths.

Median survival for both groups was 18 months^

^ileth said this points out the failure of conventional

treatment for advanced cancer.

•A difficult result was to face, as we frequently fail to

do the hard fact that conventional medicine, with all the

toxicities it engenders, is not helping people live any

longer and often makes their lives less pleasant, she said

At the Livingston-Wheeler clinic, a woman who declin

ed to identify herself said clinic officials would not com

ment on the study.

The study was based on a comparison of 78 pairs of pa

tients, matched for age, sex, race, d.agnosis and duration

of disease, who received the two forms of care The results

were published in Thursda M sf the New Kngland

Journal of Medicine

Patients at the Livingston Wheeler clinic are trod

with vaccines and coffee enemas and put on strut d

consisting mostlv of raw vegetables. The n gin** if bu

ed on the unproven theory that cancel i> Caused by

microbe.

Cassileth said the clinic's founder, Dr Virginia

Livingston Wheeler, who died recently, agreed to par

ticipate in the study because she wanted to document her

strong belief that her approach cured cancer.
»r*v

t

--0-- Attne Livingsion-TTiicirici »......».. ~

New test recommended to check for prostate cancer
-** ^ ^ vir •V'V^K-rv m. ^

,__ ;i ._„u_L »;««»« with known nrostate canci-r. but it

The Associated Press

Until now, doctors have relied largely on

the rectal exam to routinely screen men for

this kind of cancer. However, about two

thirds of cases of prostate cancer spread to

other parts of the body before they are

found.

Doctors who studied the latest method,

which checks for levels of a telltale protein

in the blood, recommend that it be made

part of checkups for all men over age 50.

"It's very conceivable that using this test,

the statistics in prostate cancer could be

dramatically altered," said Dr. William J.

Catalona. "Instead of seven out of 10 cases

of cancer being advanced at the time

diagnosis, we could flip-flop that, and seven

out of 10 could be early stage."

By catching cancer early, doctors hope

they will improve their chances of curing

the disease with treatment. Currently, pro-

state cancer kills 32.000 American men an

nually, second only to lung cancer.

The test checks blood for prostate specific

antigen, or PSA. Levels of this protein,

which is made only by the prostate, go up

when the gland is cancerous.

Even though the blood test appears to be

more accurate than rectal exams or ultra

sound, another new way of checking for

prostate cancer, the test still has a signifi-

cant error rate. The doctors estimate that

it misses about 20 percent of cancer cases.

It also falsely suggests that cancer exists

in about 16 percent of men studied. This

occurs in part because prostates that are

enlarged but free of cancer also produce in-

creased levels of prostate-specific antigen.

The test is already used to monitor peo

pie who have been treated for prostate

cancer to see of their cancer returns. Some

doctors have also begun using it to check

healthy people for cancer. However, this

idea is controversial.

Dr Ruben F. Gittes of Scripps Clinic in

La Jolla, Calif., said that if cost is not a con

cern, the test should be offered to all men

at risk of the disease.

"I think it's just as important as having

a cholesterol test," he said. "You can do

more about it if something is wrong.

However. Dr. Michael P O'Leary of New

England Medical Center in Boston was

skeptical.

"PSA is a useful tool for following pa

tients with known prostate cane r. but it

ill not a useful tool for screening H I

not sensitive or specific enough." he said.

Catalona, a researcher at Washington

University in St. Louis, directed the study,

which was published in Thursday's New

England Journal Of Medicine. The

research was financed in part by

Hybritech. Inc., a San Diego company that

makes the test.

The study was conducted on 1.65

J

healthy men over age 50. Ten percent of

them had higher than usual levels of the

blood protein.

pfdW ACbEPTiNG
I NOMINATIONS
for GEO officers:
-Coordinating Committee Representatives

(two positions opening)

-Negotiating Committee Reps & Alternates

Terms for both C.C. and Negotiating Reps begin July 1

DEADLINE FOR NOMINATIONS:
MONDAY, APRIL 29

Please turn nominations in to the GEO office at SU 201,

or call 5445- 5317. Elections will be held at our membership

meeting May 16. Dinner/meeting will begin at 6, party at 8.

Place TBA. See vour there!
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GET FAT & DIRTY

The '91 TREK USA
Fat Tire Bikes Are Here!
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Zstudents/Grads

—

Earn $300-$350/week this summer
working with Clean Water Action.

Positions now available with our

grassroots campaign staff. Upcoming
campaigns include:

*Passage of a Strong Clean Water Act

* Reducing toxics in our communities

'Furthering social and environmental

justice.

We pay activists the most!

Call Amenn today for an interview! 584-9830

Don't miss the action!

Montreal Canadiens

vs. Boston
Tonight at 7:30 pm

T0Por.he

CAMPUS
LOUNGE

11th Floor • Campus Center

UMass at Amherst

Mon.-Frt.: 11:30 am-12:30 am

Sat. & Sun.: 5.00 pm-l2:30 am
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Editorial/Opinion
The oam.ons on this pye are those of the mdm^nl wriier or cmoomst md do not

**"., V.?. „-., „, ,*, Mtoto or tnel», v unto ottaw* earf.

Handy Clip n
"In the long run we are all dead."

_ John Maynard Keynes

The Editorial/Opinion page welcomes columns, letters and

eartoonsfrom UMass and the rest of the^CoUeg^^
The Editorial staff reserves the right to edit letters ana

discretion. Letters or columns written under a pseudonym

"MSJMSS longer than 50 double-spaced, typed

,ines Colons must not exceed 70 double-spaced, typed

nes Untyped submissions or submissions of obscene and

unreasonable length will NOT be considered for pubhcat.om

Letters and columns written in response to a Previously

nublished letter will NOT be printed. Responses to or

critcism of columns or articles must be restricted to letter

form^Zy exception, will be determined solely by the editor*.

The Editorial staff is not required topn^-ed
material. Submissions become the property of the Collegian

and will not be returned.

Thropinions expressed on this page are those of the in-

dividualwriter or cartoonist and might not reflect the views

nf the Colleeian or the Editorial staff.

The Ed tofial staff is trying its best to honor the above-

mentioned policies. Furthermore, we exist only to serve you.

the cEtfegiSn-reading public. We do our best to facilitate a

healthy community discussion of the issues. But without

you, this discussion doesn't happen. So get wnting...l9,000

people are waiting to find out what you think.
P
Clip this handy policy statement and put it on your fridge!

or next oc^""^' •

following list of rules for
preparation f

to offer the

•°Snoring

8

is absolutely forbidden. Snoring

should be taken to mean any loud

respiratory noise produced by you while un-

conscious: If 1 wanted to hear heavy

breathing at night. Id seduce Darth Vader.

Alex Dering

• Eating is not to be done with an ex-

cessive level of noise. By that, I mean no

loud slurping, no heavy smutching no

onomatopoeic sounds of any kind. I don t

want to listen to you start off every morn

ing with a great big bowl of some godfor-

saken noisy cereal. To do so is to risk hav-

ing Captain Crunch boldly go where no

breakfast cereal has gone before.

• I don't care who (or what) you sleep with,

but I don't want her. him, it. them in the

room all the time. This is a two-person

room, not the Motel Six.

• If your alarm goes off for more than two

minutes in the morning, or if you hit the

snooze bar more than four times con

secutively, I reserve unto myself the right

of wrapping the damn thing around your

nprk

Go to sleep when you want, wake up

when you feel like, but if I'm asleep, I don't

want to hear you crashing about the place

like a hippo strung out on Quaaludes. This

includes music. Under no circumstances

should Bob Dylan be played at anything

above a hoarse whisper at two in the

morning.
,

.. ,

• Political views. I don't care if you hang

swastikas from the ceiling or if you are a

born-again gay baby whale with a drink-

ing problem, don't deliver diatribes on how

correct your political views are. The same

is applicable to religious debates.

• Phone messages should contain such

frills as who called and why he or she did

so Vague statements like "Mark called

are useless if you know three people with

that name.
• Hvgiene. I hope you are one of those peo-

ple who showers daily If I wanted flies in

The room. I'd start a compost heap in my

sock drawer.

• Smoking. If you light up a cigarette or

anv similar product in the room I will put

it out in vour eye. Think about that before

you fill that pipe. The same for chewing

tobacco. .—a—
• When in a drunken stupor, do not, undei

anv circumstances, throw glass objects in

the room. While in a drunken state it is

permissible to say exactly what you think

of your roommate. So use the chance.

• If you don't like any of the previous ten

rules, too bad. I was here first.

Alex Dering is a Collegian staff member
I Ui in sieep wiicn jv» — _ ,

The dream will never die

I

CLARIFICATION t^AMXt

A recent le.terwriter. Josh S,omich rA warning£ Thir< W«J^~taJ«>
- ,s^EttJttSE^ttr&S: 'G"mps,s "
Erf PhotoSt He was writing as an indivdua! human he.ng.

Graduating? You're screwed

Have anv of you read Stephen

Donaldson's The Chronicles of Thomas

Covenant the Unbeliever? This guy, Thomas

Covenant, is in rough shape. He's a lone

ly, unloved and angry leper who s been

knocked unconscious. When he awakens,

he finds himself in a lush, magical land,

where he and the People of the Land en

counter the evil powers of Lord Foul the

Despiser. ^^^^^^___

Michael Hootstein

Last Saturday I attended a banquet held

for freshmen and senior Honors students.

Before the meal, the over-ambitious frosh

walked up to the podium, and, one by one,

told us their names and majors. Many of

them rattled off double majors, triple

minors and pre-med programs. After the

dinner the seniors continued the parade,

this time announcing our post-graduation

plans. I was the first to confess my future:

i will be pumping gas next year."

Mark B. Adlei

I also heard: "I didn't get into grad school

so I guess I'll have to get a job;" "I'm go-

ing to take some time off before going back

to school;" and "I really don't know." And,

we are honors students.

The front page of Monday's New York

Times had the following headline:

"Degrees and Stacks of Resumes Yield Few

Jobs for the Class of '91" The article, ex-

amining the woes of graduating into a

recession, referred to a history major who

was fluent in three foreign languages (in-

cluding Indonesian Malay), with nearly

perfect grades (not me) graduating from a

prestigious school (not UMass) who was

having trouble getting a job.

Others were interviewed with credentials

much better than mine, yet could not find

decent employment. With the recession,

many businesses are straining just to avoid

laying off their own experienced

employees.

Many seniors, like me, are looking to go

to graduate school. The rate of students ap^

plying for graduate study has skyrocketed

because an over-abundant gaggle of seniors

has decided to art out (or perhaps, study^

out") the recession- And an advanced

degree may also improve their employment

chances. Like so many ofmy peers, I have

been left dangling above the void of uncer

tainty (adjacent to the pit of despair). In

January I applied to ten history grad

schools. Since I want to become a professor

eventually, I need a Ph.D. I have been re-

jected, so far, by eight of the ten schools,

and my prospects for the remaining two

look mighty grim. My "A" plan involved

going to the top-notch schools, like Virginia

or Cornell.

My "B" plan had me at Rutgers or

UConn. With ten applications out, I

figured, who needs a "C" plan? Back in

January my friends laughed at me for

wasting the application money on ten

schools. They are not laughing now.

If my ship from UConn or the Universi-

ty of Washington (in Seattle) does not come

in, it looks like I will have to get a job. Stop

snickering, I know what you are thinking:

"Don't be such a lazy pus. Get off your duff

and get a job."

You do not understand. For me to get the

job I want, I need a Ph.D. My B.A. is as

helpful to me as my high school diploma.

Like so many graduating seniors at

UMass and across the country, I feel total-

ly helpless. All the work I put into finding

these ten schools, determining their

stringent prerequisites and bizarre applica-

tion procedures, has run me ragged. I spent

seventy dollars to take the Graduate

Record Examinations and thirteen dollars

per school to send the scores. The

transcripts cost me three dollars apiece and

some schools wanted two. The applications

averaged thirty dollars per school. All

together, I spent seven hundred dollars to

be thus tormented.

Three professors were very generous to

write recommendations and the Career

Center sent those out to the schools. One

arrived at U. of Washington a week late so

my application was thrown into the pile of

late applicants and it will be reviewed if

there are still some vacancies left in May.

When the 4,900 of us arrived here in

1987, the job possibilities seemed endless.

As the remaining 3,600 of us march out of

here with our diplomas in hand, we will

stumble into a world of recession and

uncertainty.

Mark B. Adler is a Collegian columnist

Alas, it is Lord Foul's intent to wage war

on the People and the Land. Yet, it is not

the physical destruction of the People and

the Land that will satisfy Lord Foul. Foul

will only be victorious when he has caus

ed the People to despair and give up hope.

Twenty years ago, I lived on the twen-

tieth floor of John Adams Tower. The sym-

bols of our generation were painted on our

doors: Jimi Hendrix, the American flag,

and an owl with bloodshot eyes and a

waterpipe growing out of his head. We

were the Woodstock Generation and we

were going to change the world. Although

the line in the sand had been drawn at

Kent State, our love and passion for

mankind and for our Mother Earth burn-

ed brightly in our hearts.

Twenty years later, have we abandoned

our ideals?

I believe that the answer is no.

We just found out that life wasn't as sim-

ple as we thought. We also found out that

some of our fellow freaks were pigs, and a

lot of the pigs were freaks. We found out

that it's tough to feed the kids, clean the

house, pay the bills, and make an honest

buck while you're stoned out of your mind.

As the father of two special kids, the hus

band of one special wife, and as a return

ing undergraduate student here at one

special University of Massachusetts, that

bright light in my heart is burning brighter

than ever. I am one of many. Yet, like

Thomas Covenant and the People of the

Land, we are being tested by Lord Foul and

we must not despair.

Our planet is under siege. Palestinians.

Jews, South Africans, African Americans,

American Indians, Kurds, Iraqis, Men,

Women, Old, Young, Gay, Straight, Poor,

and not so Poor, and everyone else on the

planet, are under siege. Our universities,

our students, our parents, our teachers, our

union workers, our administrators, our

leaders, and yes, our ideals are under siege.

There is only one course of action. We

must, as ONE PEOPLE, ONE PLANET,

restore human dignity and enter into a bat

tie with Lord Foul.

Let us not forget that, as human beings,

we need to appreciate and be appreciated,

love and be loved, or we will grow angry,

our bodies will become diseased, and our

spirits will become fodder for Foul.

Let us not forget that Lord Foul the

Despiser is but one part of ourselves. Most

importantly, let us celebrate those parts of

ourselves that dream with Martin Luther

King and imagine with John Lennon. We
must remember how to wield the powers

of song, of laughter, and of the heartbeat

of our human circle.

If we are ever to tell our children that we

live in the Land of the Free and the Home

of the Brave, and that we are an honorable

people, then we must prepare for battle. My

elders, my fellow baby boomers, my young

brothers and sisters, pass the word; the

dream is alive!

Michael Hootstein is a UMass student

We daily see the need for unity
As an openly gay man on this campus,

I realize there is a need for unity among

the campus community, especially among

the members of marginalized groups. There

has to be unity if we are going to be

demarginalized. I feel that we have to stop

dissing each other and unite to combat op-

pression, or at the very least, be sensitive

to members of other marginalized groups.

Last Friday, I was invited to the

Sylvan/Northeast semi-formal by some

friends who were going. Going to an event

like this usually doesn't pose a problem

because semi-formals are open to all. In my
three years on this campus, I have never

had a problem with going to an event such

as this, because I have always felt welcome.

I consider myself very lucky.

The semi-formal started out on this note,

until the slow dance, where the D.J. from

Perfect Mix stated that he was going to

make the atmosphere a little more in

timate...for male/female couples only. After

his statement, I felt very unwelcome and

I was extremely angry that he, a member

of the Asian race, was so insensitive to the

members of another marginalized group.

When I asked why he made his comment,

he said it was a joke. I told him that my

sexuality is not any more a joke than his

ethnicity, and that my friends and I were

offended by his statement. I eventually got

an over-the-air apology. I still felt

unwelcome, but I stayed for the remainder

of the semi-formal.

The message that I would like to convey

in this letter is that bisexuals, lesbians, and

gays are everywhere. We don't want to con

vert your children. We just want our basic

rights. I would also like to see marginaliz

ed people work together to achieve those

rights. Who said that dancing couldn't be

a political statement?

Shawn Cotter

Orchard Hill
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I What did you expect in the aftermath of Desert Storm?
J ^ ~ - * - -~-^ population) died. Many were forced to ^rent but the r ^ ^

It's a funny thing, but if you start to

look at history for too long you may start

to notice some recurrent patterns and in

the long run there is every danger that

you might start to learn from them. To

avoid this unpleasant side effect, the

Surgeon General advises you to turn

directly to the comics page.

Those who have been so foolish as to

contemplate the recent events in Iraq at

length may have been struck by the

recollection that there were some who

had predicted this kind of unspeakable

denouement. Many of us said that if the

United States were to destroy the in-

frastructure of Iraq in the saturation

bombing that we foresaw, then civil

war chaos, and death would dance

among us long after the American

music ceased But. the true blue war-

riors of the speckled band scoffed. They

will never learn because they do not

wish tO. Others, however, need not be

I
ained bv the starry eyed myopia of

...und'by red and white stripes.

Therefore, peer again into this smolder

ing kaleidoscope.

Let us be clear about something once

and for all. If you drop more bomb ton

nage on a Third World country than was

dropped on Germanv and Japan combin

ed, you will definitely create a situation

of mass chaos which will, on top of the

carnage of the explosions, result in civil

war, refugee crises, starvation, and

massacres. No one will doubt who

created this inferno, these ongoing

calamities

Hussein Ibish

There has been talk of "Balkaniza-

tion," and ot "Lebanon ization." but

surely it is more accurate to see what

has been done to Iraq as "Cambodia-

ization." That is, that Iraq is experien-

cing a fate most analogous to that of

Cambodia in the 1970s. Of course there

are manv crucial differences, and such

parallels are highly problematic. Sad-

dam is not Pol Pot, and Iraq is an ac-

celerated case in terms of ordinary time.

Nonetheless, the experiences indicate a

clear and chilling pattern.

In its pursuit of the destruction of

Vietnamese and Khmer independence,

the U.S. engaged in a campaign of mass

bombings that totally devastated Cam

bodia. As a result of the incursion of the

Vietnam war into Cambodia, about

600,000 people ( 10 percent of the total

population) died. Many were forced to

flood into already overcrowded cities due

to the saturation bombing of the coun

tryside, and one third of the population,

some two million, had been made into

refugees. Famine, disease, and despair

were pervasive. The national infrastruc-

ture was totally destroyed by the

American bombing, particularly in the

black year of 1973. Rice and saw mills,

roads, bridges, and industry were all

demolished. The sheer savagery of the

U.S. bombing built the now notorious

Khmer Rouge into the main opposition

force and deeply radicalized them. The

bombing essentially created a disastrous

civil war.

By the time that the pro U.S. regime

could no longer remain in power, the

,ge was set for auto genocide. The

destruction of agriculture and industry.

and the vast refugee population, conv

bined with the radicalized and maniacal

leadership of the Khmer Rouge, to pro

duce the deaths of well over a million

people in a few short years. It is as hor-

rific a period as any nation has suffered.

and was unquestionably the direct

result of the scale ofUS bombing. Quite

simply, the nation went mad.

In Iraq the particulars are very dif

ferent, but the results of the bombing

(both wars being waged by the U.b.

primarily from the air) are roughly conv

parable. At least 200,000 Iraqis half

civilians and many children, have been

killed in the bombing. The infrastruc-

ture of the nation has been totally

destroyed. The U.S. engineered civil war

has resulted in some two million Kur-

dish refugees, who are dying at the rate

of 500 to 1,000 per day. Iraq has been

accurately described as a body that ap

pears intact but has had very bone shat

tered and every nerve cut by the hands

of a skilled but demonic surgeon.

Employment, medical facilities, all

seed warehouses, power plants, roads,

bridges, water supply and sewage

work>. and communications systems lie

in utter ruins. Starvation and disease

are rampant. And. in a different way,

the nation has gone mad

Next time, and there will be a next

time, that the U.S. is about to drop this

kind of hell onto a Third World nation.

let no one doubt what will be the result

of the bombing. The awful pattern is

clear to see. Look and you burn you eyes

Hussein Ibish is a Collegian staff

member
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Cher Kidnaps UFO Alien
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T" "Rape Victim
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Jimmy%, fa Still Aliv*. Living, le VATICAN

'

"A liberated woman is one who has sex before

marriage and a job after.

—Gloria Steinem

"Either this wallpaper goes or I do.

-almost certainy not the last words of

Oscar Wilde (1856-1900)

"If I ever needed a brain transplant, I'd choose

a sportswriter because Yd want a brain that had

never been used.

lilltny

"It's better to be c. ble to speak three

languages than one on your instrument/
9

— Muzz Shillings

"A life spent making mistakes is not only

more honorable, but more useful than a

life spent doing nothing.''

—George Bernard Shaw

"How could I lose to such an idiot?"

— A shout from chess grandmaster

Aaron Nimzovich (1886-1935)

I*-

-Norm Van Brocklin (1926-1983)

Chris Hani and

ica to promote the rights of blacks ,n &>uth Afnea

Followinu a protest on March 21, 1960 in tne

obhgatory 'pass laws" (laws r^u^,n»gj£**«£
identity document)~*™™X^_ the government

^ZT'Z^Zl^^ 'He ANC and

othertrganisations and detained thousands of ac

tiV
i£r^!2£E£—£by the racist South
After thirty years 01 supp

National Congress
African governmeuMhe African Na^ ^gr^
was^JgKL, as the government

rgn«t
ly

end wSdw'reconomic sanctions and its

"CT: ;mX'foTyear anniversary of this

ie^tion. but the struggl.^continues. *-*«£
SS^'^'Sn^tt^Lidhenceare

the ANC will see Apartheid fall
t»H^ XA.aA.iv » , AaNat in„v the military win

,t allowed to vote. The country's five million whites

still control the economy and maintain many separate

facilities.

Guy St. Rose

But because Mandela was released and the ANC

legalized, the racist South African government and its

allfes want the world to believe that apartheid
_

no

longer exists and that state-sanctioned racism
»

w a

thing of the past and not of the present. Those who sup-

porXedom in South Africa and a total end to apar

S.eid must not forget and must not fall victim to this

^Ifpart of this effort of remembrance and continued

support, a coalition has been formed to welcome one

of the ANC's top leaders, Chris Hani, who will be com-

ine to speak at UMass on May 1. ^_
Chris Hani is the Chief of Staff of Umkhonto we

Sizwe (Spear of the Nation), the military wing of the

!NC which was set up in 1961 ^7!£**^
massacre at Sharpeville by the^^f^™
^ThP nro^ss of building the ANC into a viable op-

p^^y" ultimately challenge the government

atSaesUned to be a part of that process," noted

the ChriluZ Sconce Monitor. "He is as popular among

he thousands of exiled youth who left &uthAfri«

since the 1976 Soweto uprising as he is with the mi

ant hlack vouth inside the country.

All fighters for justice who seek to dismantle apar-

them Sth abroad and here at home are urged to ral y

on MaVl and welcome one of South Africa s favorite

. Phris Hani and let the racial minority govern-

ment fn SuthAMca and its allies know that the world

maintain^ its watch and will remain vigilant until

apartheid is fully dismantled.

Guy St. Rose is a UMass student
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Once again, a White The Associated Press

WASHINGTON - Once again, a presidential chief of

sta^T is at the center of a political storm. But John H.

Sununu* frequent-flyer woes don t seem to be evok,nB

much sympathy, even at the WhUe House.

DemSs are smirking at disclosures of Sununu ,

repealed use of Air Force jets - mcluding trip*

oX ski r,
-nd to Boston to see his dentist The

Whke House defense of his 77 trips has been hike*

n hfst

The Hap is just the latest public ccm

th.combat.vt former New Hampshn

locked horns with fellow Repui

Wednesday.

IF YOU ARE OVER 18

BE A BARTENDER!
LOCAL/NATIONAL PLACEMENT

ASSISTANCE

DAY/EVENING ONE WEEK

Need A Summer Job?

747-988S
1655 MAIN ST.. SUfTE 202. SPRINGFIELD. MA 01103

ailed and

much of the White Ho.

>jan before he was fired by h>

A former captain of industry. R-

being ceremoniously mtroduced for appea,

-e announcer, just like the president

Mile Sununu hasn't gone that far, his current predica

ment is generating more than a few chuckles from inside

the White House, where he otherwise rules with an iron

'complaints of arrogance also were leveled at HI
HaSan, Nixon's chief of staff before Haig and a key

HgureTn the Watergate scandal. And President Carter s

chief of staff, Hamilton Jordan, so angered thenTlouse

Speaker Thomas P. O'Neill (DMass.) that O Neil

deT.berately mispronounced his name as Hannibal

^Sununu has been publicly silent since his travel hah,t^

were disclosed last weekend in news articles.

Hi

Now You Have A New Lunch Partner..

Zenith Data Systems' \linisport™HD!

__ rrr 7* •.•• '

._.-. ... _ ..-.-..^ 1 '--
' *•-

HMMN

INTERNSHIPS
LONDON
PARIS
WASHINGTON
SEMESTER/ SUMMER
ACADEMIC YEAR PROGRAMS

CORTONA
LONDON
MONACO
PARIS

L'SSR/E. EUROPE

CYPRUS
MADRID
PADUA

At 6 pounds, the Minisport HD

goes anywhere you want to go!

The Crystal Bright™ screen gives you sharp

I readable text indoors or out. This powerful port-

able will operate up to 3 hours on a rechargable

battery pack. Equ.pped w.th a 10MHz 80C88 pro-

cessor. 1MB RAM. and a 20MB hard dnve. the

Minisport HD is a best notebook computer around!

GRENOBLE
HAIFA
MADRID
NIGER
OXFORD
PADUA
For program details complete the couoon below and mail it to :

Boston University

International Programs

232 Bay State Road
Boston, MA 02215

(617) 353-9888

A representative from Boston University will be on campus:

Information Session

April 25, 1991

2:00 PM - 4:00 PM
McCaffrey Room, Campus Center

AMHERST COLLEGE

Name
Address

City

College/University

Summer _Fall__Spnng 19.

nMmMp Programs Summer Programs

_London
Par*

. Washington

'Semester/Academe v»ar

_Grenobte

Haifa

_Cortona

_Cfprus
_lor*ion

_Madt*J

Monaco
Padua
Pans

USSR'E Eurooe

yito'ri

Padua

BLACRiTFAI
A survival kit
By LISA DANFORTH
Collegian Correspondent

What happens when three women a

filmmaker, a cleaning woman and a

Yoruban goddess, encounter each other in

ral hoir

T),
the

iet)

tows

through the

! ions handed d«wn from mother to

.*ihter.

befriendi Shaunelle, and

together the two women create their 'Sur-

vival Kit" for life in the 1990's, concoted of

wit, wisdom, music and dance.

The scenic designer for the production is

Fang Guo Wen, a visiting scholar from

China, sponsored in part by the Interna-

tional Programs Office.

Mr Fang is an award - winning designer

for China Central Television in Beijing.

designer is guest artist

K Willi ™
Without I

m m ci £"•

the v-

Thomas Moiv

. and Celeste R<

>w

wi i
t2pJD.an May 4th.

A«i i
»s $5 for the general public

and $3 for students and senior cit tens. Ad-

vance reservations are Mrontfly recommen-

ed Tichets are avalible at the Fine Arts

Center Box Office. ",45 2511 The Curtain

Theater is Wheelchair accessible.

viva] Kif for life in the 1990s, concoted ot •»-«« - """'
# ^

Cape Verdean or African/
• • - Ih Jrtjl r% v* r\

Above is one of the cast members for the play "The Black Woman Sur-

vival Kit"

This is an invitation going out to the

African Americans on this campus to at-

tend some of the events that will be going

on during the Cape Verdean Awareness

week. The events will start on May 6th and

will be going on through May 11th.

Ana Lisa Silva

Some African Americans on this campus

are ignorant about Cape Verdeans and yet

they have taken the liberty of accusing

Cape Verdeans of being sell-outs. The im-

age that African Americans have of Cape

Verdeans is that of a people who have iden

tity problems and their African

background. Well, that is completely wrong

and I suggest from now on they should do

their homework and stop falling in the trap

of stereotypes.

African Americans are the ones who need

to wake up and realize that there are black

people living all over the world and they

should not expect ail people to be like

African Americans. Who said that African

Americans represent the perfect example

of black people? Some African Americans

need to stop being so narrow minded and

learn more about other cultures before they

go around criticizing them. They need to

realize that just because other people of

African origin may have customs that are

different from theirs, it does not mean that

they are 'less black' than African

Americans. African Americans need to stop

expecting people to change and give up

their cultures just to prove they are of

African descent. Cape Verdeans have

nothing to prove to African Americans. We
have a culture, and we are just as proud

of our culture as you are of yours. There

are some African Americans who go

around pointing fingers at people and say

"Those people don't act black." Will so-

meone tell me how one acts black.

Hopefully we will see a bigger turnout of

African Americans at this year's Cape Ver-

dean Awareness Week. I advise that

African Americans attend these events and

learn something about Cape Verde, and it s

people. Please, don't come just for the food

this time!!!

Looking forward to seeing you all there.

PAZ!

Ana Lisa Silva is a UMass student.

tYo, whats up!

of black people? borne Atncan Americans .

Think about it quick!
~ * >m »*v in a ffun.

By SONDRA SUTTON
Collegian Staff

Iota Phi Theta presents a par-

ty at the Malcolm X Center.

Saturday, April 27, starting at

10 p.m.

African National Congress

Leader Chris Hani will appear

at 6 p.m. Wednesday May 1 at

the University of Massachusetts

in the Campus Center Rm. 163.

Along with the South African

Choral group "BARWA." This

event is free and all are

welcome.

Wonian's Survival Kit will be

presented in the Fine Arts

Center at 8pm . Tickets are $5

for general admission, and $3

for students and senior citizens.

Funk -O- Thon is almost here.

May 4, 1991 in the Student

Union Ballroom, from 10pm un-

til 4am.

May 15, from 3pm until 2am,

The African Student Associa-

tion proudly presents "African

Cultural Night" here at the

University of Massachusetts.

There will be theater, poetry,

dance, story telling, arts and

crafts, music, fashion show and

MY THOUGHTS AND MY in a gun

MIND
They call each other brother,

although they kill one another.

They get upset when they are put

down although they stab each other

in the heart just to take the crown.

They feel as though five-o ruins

their lives, although they shoot an

innocent teenager for walking in

"their"territory at the wrong time.

Who? you ask are these people that

they call they,

They are people like me who in the

olden days were known as slaves.

I speak of them not in a bad way,

I only speak my thoughts and my

mind , and what I feel I should say.

Why can't we wake up and stick

together?

It's useless when gangs striving for

the same cause fight each other

The mind God gave me is still

young but my thoughts are more

constructive than a bullet in a gun.

Why can't we kill violence instead

of our own people? Black or White,

we're all human.

I can't walk down the street

because I'm wearing a certain hat,

what kind of trash is that?

They pull out a knife, maybe 1

should run ...

but then I remember, my thoughts

are more constructive than a bullet

I ask them if stabbing a person is

their nature of having fun, they

pause, look at me, and then they

run.

Use the mind because your thought

are more constructive than a bullet

By Emily Obas

(An eighth grade student)

KU KLUX

They took me out

To some lonesome place

They said "do you believe

In the great white race?"

I said "Mister To tell you the

truth

I'd believe in anything

If you'd just turn me loose."

The white said "Boy,

Can it be You're a- standin

there
A-sassin me?

They hit me in the head And

knocked me down.

And then they kicked me

On the ground.

A klansman said"Nigger look me

in the face *

And tell me you believe m
The great white race."

By LANGSTON HUGHES

iuiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiimni

1 Write for Black
Affairs>

Especially for You

Haircare 8» Beauty Boutiqu

specializing in Afro-American

Hair Care and Beauty Products

206 Russell St., Rt. 9

Hadley; 586-6622

Free Delivery

within

5 College Area

BOSTON UNIVERSITY
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LIQUORS *"*»««

18 Main St. Downtown Amherst 253-5441

Featuring Michelob (reg or li<

$6.99 12-pk cabs

Chateau Souverain

White Zinfandel

750 ml only $2.99 \

[Anni

intj

Koch
Gold

cse

en
versaru
cans

$7.99
Busch Y4 Kegs

$23.95
NO Keg tagging YET!

Vodka 80°
by the liter$5.99

Cooks Champagne
only $2.99 750 ml
Many More In-Store Specials

(especially on wines) ' Delivery Available
AH Beer* plus d>po«>t Z Z i

New
Amsterdam
6-pk bots

99

Hatch bars

student band
because of flyer
By MATTHEW CORCORAN
Collegian Correspondent

Wondering why Spanish Fly never got to play the Hatch

TJSSCSSX^ SSSTiSS have . good

t,

Sp
e

amsh Fly. a six-member student rock band-broke.the

rules." as set by the Hatch, by using the official Hatch

logo in an unauthorized poster, sa.d Larry JefTers. Hatch

Tn^nommous group found the adve, -t N-ment "offe*

J£ ^nSIed t£ poster »MM attenUon by ph
;

•One [caller] claimed to be a professor, the ml W«W

^SSiJl ni:; that offensive.- Mta said. 1 had

no problem with what [the post,,! said, but api»rentl>

some people did. I cancelled the band because they didn t

follow the rules. Simple as that

Flv lead vocalist Mitch Fillmore said he was quite ri

tered" by the cancellation.

•We were going to bring quite a theatrical show

together, with smoke and lasers - something the Hatch

has never seen before," he said.
• ,„

He said the band members wanted to apologize to

anyone who was offended by the posters.

"They were not meant to offend, he said.

Jeffers sa.d Spanish Fly will be invited to play at the

Hatch again, perhaps in the Battle of the Bands.

Fillmore said he would be willing to play at the

C8

*T would love to play at the Hatch in the future," he said.

The Spanish Fly show is described by Fillmore as a

long set" of chart-busting pop rock with a hard edge and

various cover versions of classic rock bands like Rush and

V
Span

a

shFly, who have been playing together since last

February, are: Neil O'Brien on lead guitar Steve Rogers

on drums, Mary Muckenthaler on^^^J8™

on bass, Fillmore on lead vocals, and Kim Reddick.m

alternate lead vocals. Jim Haaf is Spanish Fly Manager.

fc—s

—

^S^?
THE

EDWIN M. ROSSMAN
ALUMNI CAREER FORUM

PSYCHOLOGY
Thursday, April 25, 1991

8:00 pm
Campus Center 917

SPONSORED BY
MATHER CAREER CENTER
ALUMNI ASSOCIATION

DEPARTMENT OF PSYCHOLOGY

This is an opportunity to meet with alumni and discuss

their experiences in the working world. Don't miss

this important panel discussion!

ALUMNI PANELISTS:

Kathleen T. Kelley, '88

David Lovejoy, 90

Karen Waskiewicz. '87

Lucy Weiss, '87

Case Manager/Counselor

ROC. A.(Reaching Out to Chelsea Adoloscents)

Chelsea, MA
Residential Counselor

Northampton Center for Children and Families

Northampton, MA
Consultant's Assistant

Godwin's Inc.

Boston, MA
Sales Manager
WGAN Radio

Portland, ME

For more information, please contact:

Mather Career Center

545-2224

Coupon
Reserve your
Apartment by
June 30, 1991

APARTMENTS
2%-0166

^out^jtrad^
While you're waiting for the

GRAND OPENING
OF

THE LIBRARY BAR
Why not join us on Saturday and Sunday

mornings for our famous

ALL YOU CAN EAT BREAKFAST SjJttIL
8:00 am-1.00 pm E£8£l

WAFFLES-EGGS-OMLETTES
POTATOES-SAUSAGE-BACON

CROISSANTS-DANISH-FRESH FRUIT

AND MUCH MORE 111

Open seven days a week

7:00 a.m. - 10:00

Soon you WILL be spending the

night at THE LIBRARY
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Iraq
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

He said the ultimatum was given during daily meetings

between the U.S. military liason Col Dick Naab and Ira-

qi Staff Brig. Gen. Nushwan Danoun.

However, a U.S. military spokesman denied that an

ultimatum had been given. "There has been no deadline

set for the police to get out of town," said Army Col. Bob

Flocke.

At Incirlik, the U.S.-Turkish base that is coordinating

relief efforts, U.S. Maj. Michael Maher said, "We have

nothing on such an ultimatum.

In Washington, White House spokesman Marlin Htz-

water yesterday said Iraqi forces patrolling northern Iraq

are inhibiting Kurdish refugees from leaving their moun-

tain sanctuaries. However, he said U.S. forces were work-

ing around' the problem. He said he would check reports

about the ultimatum.
,

Asked about the Iraq, police, he said They re there.

Their purpose appears to be to establish a presence. It s

a matter of concern, of course."

.„ QoodVtyfit Wedding

$25.00 OFF any Futon and

Frame Combination

Plus: All in stock Futon

Cover V2 price

with this ad

492 Pleasant St.

Northampton, MA
585-0660

Offer Expires May 30, 1991

191 n.mmt sv ***** • mmn • vm 7 days . 22 mm* ». noci**^
;

«mw

MEDICAL
IMAGING PROJECT

needs hot-shot
computer programmer.

Challenging
part time position.

mco Diagnostic Center]

Springfield
1 -788-7000

WOW!
1 IV *

Paid summer and fall positions are still avail-

able through the Field Expreience Program:

TJMAXX -MBA,JOURN,COMM

GENERAL MOTORS - som.engin

BUREAU OF LAND MGT leisures™,

WILDLIFE BIOLOGY

LEVER BROS - comm.mktg

DATA GENERAL cse, coins

SUBARU - cse, coins

PERSEPTIVE BIOSYSTEMS - labsci

USDA/Animal Damage Control -ansci,zool,

WILDLIFE BIOLOGY

MONARCH SOM,COMM

BAYSTATE MEDICAL - mba

US ARMY RESEARCH INST coins, me,

EXERCISE SCIENCE

YANKEE CANDLE allmajors

r

L

Haven't applied yet? Don't panic - just come to any of the

daily Planning Sessions, held in Curry Hicks Room 16. For

more information, call 545-6265

The Mather Career Center
_ _. ri J |Ia« a /m#

Where Careers Take Off! —

CfilN THE PERSIAN
_ regional and

GULF international impact

APRIL 27, 1991
MaharAuditorium. UniversityofMassachusetts

I

free, open to the public; no registration necessary

PROGRAM
9 00-10:30 am PANEL I: Iraq and Kuwait

Moderator: Mary Wilson. University of Massachusetts

The View from Kuwait

Mary Ann Tetreault. Old Dominion University

The Gulf War: The View from Iraq

Eric Davis. Rutgers Univerity

a. v tyiAUMl

35 3 OO

SEeo
to m i o

9 o w o

£ •*" v (8

-if*

im££11
u u I E

ill:

g (8 O C

11 00 am- 1 2:30pm PANEL U: Regional Dimensions

Moderator: Hormoz Shahdadi. Mount Holyoke College

The Regional Context of the Gulf Crisis

Shibley Telhami. Cornell University

Palestinians: Stateless People in Times of War

Helena Cobban. Foundation for Middle East Peace

Israel after the Gulf War: Chance, for Change?

Ian Lustick. Dartmouth College

2:00-3:30 pm PANEL W: The Ou\f Crisis and the World

Moderator: Karen PfeifTer. Smith College

America in the Middle East: Options and Prospects

Richard Herrmann. Ohio State University

The U.S. Economy and the War: Costs of Mobilization

Tom Riddell. Smith College

Long-TermlmplicationsoftheGulfWaron the Oil Market

Michael C. Lynch. Washington International Energy

Group

4:00 pm KEYNOTE ADDRESS
After the Gulf Crisis:

Challenges to American Policy

William B. Quandt. Brookings Institution

I
__ ^J
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NOT ARUBA
recently.

Photo by John K. Lewi*

The sun glances off a nearby pond off Rt. 47 in Hadley

piHfjttttt*—

I

r J Liquor Store

Miller Genuine Draft Light/ Bacardi Rum
Silver or Amber
750 ml

12-pk bots

$6.99
$7.99

Genuine Draft
lr« M>IH

< LIGHT

Piel's Draft Style

cse 12 oz returnable bots

$7.99

Dewar's Scotch
1.75 L

$26.99

Gordon's Gin £2
750 ml

$6.99

, „„ ,, ...,,,,,. „

New Amsterdam Amber Larger' ***** P*****

and New York Ale

six pack $4*«W

$4.99

Jagermelster Mlckey'a Big Wtettth WWt U«itt©r

37S ml *fx pack

$9*99 $3.49

MOVING OFF CAMPUS?
.!-'>'

Sfc

•if&n

Brandywine offers Counrty

Living with convenience

• On UMass Bus Route • Nearby Shopping • Situated

on 18 well-landscaped acres with pond.

• One and two bedroom apartments include gas utilities

(heat, hot water, and stove).

• Swimming pool, laundry facilities, responsive

management
• Stop in and we'll show you what we have to offer

BRANDYWINE AT AMHERST
16 Brandywine Drive

Rental Office open daily 10-4

549-0600

rr U-9 Clambake

< mi

'

"\ I High-Tech Flirtation Dance Party E.SJ

n

o

Wax Trax
ecordin
artists

J
Telephone (413) 586-5916

„ ,„ , . l iu ..iuM.n.n. .. . .iin»"auu.uu»u»V»»«umuimiu .Uiui i

We Cater Clambakes
Great for Graduation

Parties or Just a

Fun Filled Weekend!
Call in Advance
We are a restaurant (beer & wine) and

a fish market located on Rt 9 near the bridge

^^KMFDM
& BRAIN DEAD SOUND MACHINE

w/WMUAs Christina Rosetti XAA
MCA recording_artist

STEEL HEART
with THE LOST

BACK N BLACK Friday, May3

REGGAE SUN SPLASH Saturday, May 4

WONDERLAND Sunday, May 5

ADVANCE T1X: Katlna's, For the Reoord, Strawberries, Hilton,

Platterpuss, About Music, Music Outlet

ROUTE 9, HADLEY • 586-4463
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DOONESBURY
By GARRY TRUDEAU

THE FAR SIDE

By GARY LARSON

Y5AH.
ANP5H5

NOWCXWTHEY
f&uynprr ft

HAIRBRUSH 1

Shrew People: quick, carnivorous, usually nocturnal

beings; smaller but more vicious than the

better-known Mole People; eat five times their

own body weight every day; cannibals.

CALVIN AND HOBBES By BILL VATTERSON

M PORMIN&

ANDITSG01H&

TO BE MOT
SETTER TWAH

71/5 ONE.'

Mk?tJ*Xft1
CIVJB WONT
wme f\ cool

A NAME, IU
BET/

A NAME

TANGELO PIE
By Tin SNIEFEN

3S®
c\\ S tW The &*

SpaftyJ NsWPlI oriatXtasf

maufcf solifudc.

t«5
r

M<J&®

~7I

inquie

6«ol. Makes we i^w

fo kill someone.

-fflW
,S1W5RKC(/fe,

,^J
" AAltf

*»»*',

t*****"

JIttS JOURNAL
By Jin

T*<U»f X wax*
*k;k Mr.ftt«r*o* r,o>+ i* frfi^^f ro**J*3 *iv*St

j/ an*. |teltftJ«i*t a* she ceuM.

REX ROCRETT

HELLO, nY NAflB. /*

dEHNlB L0VB, U/tAT'5

yot/RS?

'wtLL SAY JtNN
x

HOW
k$0uT YOU 41 GKA5 A

patA GO roflY sMir.

>7HB lovs W. **">

///ymmfa
"«""""*'

*\X{Wi \Y0V M'TLItB PiZ7.A^

Mandatory Correspondents Meeting

TODAY
at 6 p.m. in the Newsroom.

DAILY CROSSVORD PUZZLE

Edited By TRUDE MCHEL JAFFE
ACROSS

1 Last chess play

5 Stonecrop s

genus
10 Fiugerald or

Raines
14 Part of a

motecute

15 Broadway hit

16 Connery ol the

cinema
17 Vatican tribunal

18 Scenic
attraction near

Ml McKmtey
?0 Retailers

I leaders

22 North to the

Future state

ipora

24 TV sitcom

25 Pierce

27 Imposts

31 Car trunks in

t oriilon

J.' I fit j

33 fabrication

34 Flatfish

35 — Sempte
McPherson

36 Miami s county

37 Long lead

m

36 Before loom or

cloth

39 Prepared
potatoes

40 Ignorant

42 Presides

43 Signs

44 Brants

45 Zaire border

river

48 Character

noted tor

misapplication

of words
51 Juneau s

glacier

53 Reed
instrument

54 Curse

55 Reese of song

56 Tear down
57 Redolence

58 More crafty

59 Town SW of

Lowell Mass

DOWN
1 Red planet

2 On the crest

3 Indtan emblems
m 22 Across

4 Waste away
5 Staid

6 Kmevel and
namesakes

7 Uproars
8 Actress

Hagen
9 Sled dog

10 Spam, to a

Spaniard
1

1

Grazing

lands

12 Prank
13 Singer

Paul

is Song Go
Out Of My
Heart
Ellington

21 Small land

masses Abbr

24 Performed

25 A Doll s

House author

26 Demi or Dudley

27 Body Comb
form

28 fey attraction in

22 Across

29 Downy duck

30 Ranks
tournament
competition

32 Grafting shoots

35 birds

knowledge
Plato

36 Scattering of

the Jews from

their homeland
38 Go on a bender

39 Cousm of an

ostrich

41 Clinker

42 Basement
44 Seaport in SW

Sri Lanka
45 Boss on a

shield

46 Part of a

necklace

47 Domini

48 Timbuktu s

country

49 Seep
50 Jury member
52 I ok i s daughter

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE

nENU
LUNCH

Hot (orncil iVc'l on iVjv<

boston fturger

BASICS LUNCH
Seaan* Noodta

Boston ftiuqrr

DINNER
l>l/A1

leumuni me.ti MMCC

BASICS DINNER
Pi//a

I cttUC( im tomato ><uu e

YOUR DAILY HOROSCOPE
By JEANE DIXON

By IRA SHERAR

ARIIS(March21-Apnll9) Attending

a special reunion will put you in an

upbeat mood Get together with

someone you usually see onty dur-

ing working hours. The Sunday

papers could give you new
employment Ideas.

TAURU8(April20-May20) At-home

entertainment holds special appeal

today Limit the amount of money
you spend. Family members will be

gtad to give you a helping hand

Diplomacy helps bridge the

generation gap!

OSMINKMay21-June20) Love goes

hand-in-hand with understanding

now A family member win cham-

pion your cause Be candid with

older relatives, if you unveil your

long-range plans, someone may of-

fer financial help.

CANCM(June21-July22) A good

day for paperwork and practical

tasks Demand exclusivity in a cur-

rent romance Getting together

with one or two cherished friends

gives you a fresh perspective

UO(July23-Aug22) A lecture strikes

home. You resolve to break a bad

habit Family members are ap-

preciative of your efforts A sugges

tion from a relative or friend proves

quite helpful Repay a favor

VIROO(Aug.23-Sept 22) Watch
what you say and curb a tenden-

cy to be extravagant Major

business transactions should be

postponed until tomorrow An older

relative's finances come up during

a family discussion

LliRA(Sept.23-Oct 22) Not a good

day for risky real estate deals Ptan

a trip instead A relationship that

appeared to be faaing could

come to life again Promises of

financial support may not be fulfill

ed Rely on yourself

$CORt»IO(Oct 23-Nov 21) Large

gatherings are best avoided today

A family member could foist extra

responsibilities on your shoulders Do

not hesitate to ask for a reprieve

Keep any promises you make to

small fry.

$A«ITTA«IU»(Nov22-Dec21) A

good day to think about the future

and your long-term goals

Welcome the views of your mate

and other famly members "Friendty

competition" in romance is not as

innocent as it sounds

CAi>SICORN(Dec 22-Jan19) Shar-

ing a spiritual experience win bring

you and mate closer Make
amends to someone you may have

slighted recently A bouquet or box

of candy could do more than

words
A«UABI0t(Jan.2O-Feb.l8): So-

meone who is energetic and

forceful has great appeal for you

now. Protect you position. Thinking

logically will help you avoid an em-

barrassing situation. Romantic emo-

tions may run high tonight

»HC!S(Feb 19-March20): Think

and act in a more positive manner!

Clear reasoning will help you

emerge triumphant from a difficult

situation. Look for opportunities to

expand your social horizons

TODAY S STAFF
Night Editor «*» 3«xhetti

Copy Editor Ywia Djugy

Photo Technician >« ,1oll 'uul

Production Supervisor Seth Kaye

Typesetter
Qmmln

Production LlM Uvovski. rtlke Cwvalho.

Nicole Dumas, Sieve Luhan, Teny Starmei
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baseball
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 16

to tie the game at 1-1 in the second inning.

An inning later, a rare hobbled ball by DiSarcina set

the table for Amherst's Neal Huntington, who capitaliz

ed with an RBI double to give the Lord Jeffs their only

lead.

Amherst's last gasp came in the seventh inning, when

Toothaker allowed two walks. A fielder's choice by Lord

Jeff outfielder Luke Belcastro put runners in scoring posi-

tion with two outs, prompting Stone to the mound to con-

sider inserting Villone, who was warming up on the

sidelines. . .

But Toothaker struck out Vince Polsinelh to end the

threat and preserve the win. Villone pitched the eight and

ninth innings, striking out the side in the ninth.

"It was a decent ballgame, but it was no contest when

Villone came in," credited Thurston of the Minutemens

stopper "There's no question UMass is more talented

than us. .that and the fact that we didn't hit as well as

I thought we could."

Now UMass' attention turns to Hartford, a team the

Minutemen lost to earlier this season,10-9, m a game that

UMass let slip away. Stone said that Daryle Corriveau

would start for UMass, and that Villone would also see

time on the mound to prepare for this weekend s crucial

four game Atlantic 10 Conference series against Temple.

Today's game starts at 3 pm in Hartford.

softball
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 16

department. They are batting .329 as a team and are

averaging 5.8 runs a game, while UConn averages .258

as a team with 3.0 runs a game.

"[UMass] is a strong hitting team," Mullins said.

"Mizesko and Conlan have been our one-two punch all

season. We handled [the hitting] before and I hope we

can do that again."

"This is a big game for us," Sortino said. "Hopefully

we will get some people out here to watch two great

sjftball games. The home field advantage would be a

big boost for us."

Spring Into Swings& Selection of Liquors 44!

I/I/IMF I LIQUORSHM
Prices do not include deposit

BALLANTINE
BEER

2-12 pK

cans

O'DOU
£
8 $

1

2

4f$•g—

r

case of 2<12 02 bottles {j£f\/

CORONA $16^9
,

CELEBRATE
CINCO DE MAYO case of 2<-i2oz bottles

gapRBUSCH& Sin 49

^jy LIGHT
\^Z*=-

case o< 24

12 oz loose cans

GALLO SC49
WHITE ZINFANDEL
WHITE GRENACHE
SAUVIGNON BLANC

W 1.5 L

C0USIN0-MACUL $429
SAUVIGNON BLANC *T750 ml

VODKA 58 72 S?i

J^OpJmt

FRANZIA $749j^/>
BAG-INABOX f

CHABLIS. RHINE. BURGUNDY,
BLUSH. WHITE GRENACHE

SALE 10.49 rebate.^50
AFTER REBATE

$799
WHISKEY

SALE 11.99

MAIL-IN 175L

REBATE -4.00 AFTER REBATE

O l country */JCOUNTRY
COCKTAILS

LYNCHBURG LEMONADE. TENNESSEE TEA.

DQWNHQME F'UNCH

JOHNNIE WALKER
RED S-l 099

I fci750ML

• Cars
. Trucks
. Cargo Vans

Speaal Weekly and WeaksMR*?

North Amherst

Auto Rental
RL63,40MontogutRd.

North Amherst, MA

<U*»pW3
SSXSL 549-RENT

(5467368)

On But flout*

SOUTHERN
SALE 16.99

COMFORT rebaTIoo
*14?°

AFTER REBATE

not responsible for

typographical errors

SALE PRICES

THURS. 4-2S-91 THRU
WED. 5-1-91

Full Redemption Center

9am to 1 1pm
Monday thru Saturday

HADLEY
Campus Plaza/Route 9

253-9344

^TWO-
LOCATIONS

HOLYOKE Lottery

30 Lincoln st. Center
534-4555 TeleCheck

Student Travel

Catalog!
Everything you n«d to

know about
•Student Travel

• Student/Teacher AJr Faro

• JUM Posses

• Car tcntai/UasJns

•Work Abroad

•Study Abroad

•Ml Student A TcadMV
4 MUCH MOW1II

CALL for your FRU copy*

CoyHndl
9 So. Pleasant SI

Amner*-. MA010OT
41 3- '56-1 26

1

Greater Springfield FordDealers
Have The KeysToYour Success

One way to get started on the road to success is getting the keys

to a new Ford/Mercury. Ford Credit and participating Springfield

Metro Ford Dealers can help get qualified college graduates going

with the Ford/Mercury College (.raduatc Purchase Program and

S500 cash hack from Ford Motor Company.

Herts all vou have to do to qualify: Graduate with a Bachelors

or advanced degree netween October 1, 19H9 and December 31,

1991; have verifiable employment beginning within 120 days of

vehicle purchase; have a salary sufficient to cover living expenses

as well as a car payment. Although a prior credit history is not

necessary, if you have one, it must be satisfactory to Ford Credit.

Ford Dealer sales representatives will be on your campus soon

to explain the details of the program and offer you a chance to

win a two year lease on a 1991 Ford Escort. Look for us on

campus or stop by any participating Ford Dealer for details and

entry form:

my.
Mutual Ford Sarat Ford Marcotte Ford

Springfield, MA Agaham, MA Holyoke, MA
4H-788-4S26 413-786-3757 413-536-1900

Westfield Ford
Westfield, MA
413-568-1351

Northhampton Ford
Northhampton, MA
413-584-2400

FORD

•no nurrhase necessary to win One entry per person Entries must be received by a participating Ford Dealer by May 31, 1991 and

theS^JSEZ onTune 8 l^rOdds^f winning are determined by number o. entries. Winner is response tor any and

all Federal state and local taxes, license, reg.stration fees and .nsurance. There is no cash alternative.

Mf RCURY

LINCOLN
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lacrosse

CONTINUED FROM PAGE* 16

kneeling near the crease as he tipped in the ball to tie

the game 6-all. The scoring ended there at the half.

Hugh O'Callaghan netted a goal unassisted 30 seconds

into the second half, but the score would remain 7-6 for

a full seven minutes before McAleavey assisted Chris

Nentwich.
Harvard's only goal of the third quarter was netted

unassisted at 5:27 by Linehan. Ed O'Callaghan safely

cleared a lost Harvard possession and passed to Rick

Senatore who scored unassisted with five minutes remain-

ing to advance the Gorillas 9-7.

Harvard created their most serious offensive threat in

the fourth, scoring five goals compared to UMass' effort

of three.
. , ,

. , „

Kushner's unassisted goal was quickly answered by a

Stephen Buetow Cavouti combination as a result ot

volleyed play. UMass' John Schlipf scored unassisted din-

ing man-up and Beutow responded also unassisted.

Fastbreaks for both teams were annihilated by lousy

passing and impatience. For five minutes the score was

stalled at 11-9 in favor of UMass but was disrupted by

Ralph Vogel's unassisted shot at 3:23.

A Guaglianone-Hugh O'Callaghan combo was answered

by Reilly's assist to Linehan.

"That eleventh goal was all my fault,' said Garber. 'We

didn't have our defensive-midi out there yet and

[defenseman Corey] Cronin moved up, like he's supposed

to, and the guy was open to shoot."

Cavouti then put the game in perspective with 50

seconds remaining in regulation to tie the score at 12 all.

"In those last few seconds [of regulation), I thought we d

at least get a decent shot off," said Harvard coach Scott

Anderson. "But we didn't read the slide. In a way, I feel

we moved back in the progression of our game."

Stick Check: Unbeknownst to this writer, Rick Mullins

was named Player of the Week by Brine Lacrosse last

week and Ted Kellerman was named Goalie of the Week

this week.

Classifieds
COME TO THE COLLEGIAN OFFICE- -CC 113 MUN-THURS 8 30-310, FRI 8:30-2:30* DEADLINE 2 DAYS PRIOR TO PUBLICATION • CASH IN ADVANCE. 20'. WORD MY FOR STUDENTS

ACTIVITIES
FOUR BEDROOMS m large house Main

St 15 mos lease-June 1 $275 2S6-8069

25 . CLUB MIKE «o Mount Orient About 3

hours Meat on steps ot Student Union

Sunday 10 am Can Randy 269-1664 Come

enioy the spring 1

SCO a OTHER CENTRAL RESI0ENTS

Last chance to buy semi tickets

Baker lobby 7-8

Tonight in the CCA 8-1

$7 per ticket

ANNOUNCEMENTS

ATTENTION ALL UNIVERSITY WOMEN
Kappa Kappa Gamma sorority

Spring open house

Sun Apr 28 3 30-5 00

32 Nutting Ave
Bring a friend"

BED ANO BREAKFAST- downtown Ideal

tor visiting parents and friends 5460733

CASH FOR COLLEGE! Scholarships and

grants available Free information Can

(413(525-0336

NINE LITTLE INDIANS still here' But they

are getting nervous 1

HEADING FOR EUROPE this summer'' Jet

IhifTanyt.me tor $160 wrth AlRHITCH <r)

(Reported m NY Times and Lets Go 1

)

AlRHITCH (r) 212*64-2000

FOUR PEOPLE NEEDED
To take over two bedroom Townehouss apt

54*3990

GORGEOUS HOUSE
Madiey. 5 bedrooms 2 bathrooms enor

mous backyard On bus route $1090

negotiable Available 6/1 Call 586-4128

Scrumptous

GREAT LOCATION! Uptown' Spacious Irv-

ing area. 2 bdrm apt Available June 1

253-2479

LOOKING FOR 2 nonsmoking females to

share 1 large bedroom in house On bus

route Call 256-0893

HELP WANTED

S1 10 PER DAY tor experienced truck

drivers Pari time summer )0b 7-10 days in

mid June and mid August 1 or both ses

sions available Call Camp Trucking

(508)653-1744

ASST RECYCLING PROGRAM COOR
DINATOR Start in summer $5 50/hr and

work thru school year $6 50 student posi-

tion Call 5-1153

PATTI
For the last two months you ve

lover and my best friend

Thanks for the love

Love always
Jeff

my SUMMER SUBLET

1 BEDROOM. NORTH AMHERST, on The

Pine Street bus route, right next to Puffers

Pond" 1 $150per mo -John 549-0040

NORTHAMPTON- 4 person house near

town & bus under $200 each starts 6/1.

586-9575

PEOPLE NEEDED TO take over a 3br Puff

ion apartment as of 6/1/91 $680 a month

& eleci'tcrty Call 5460710 Ask for Peter

or Hope

SALEM PLACE 1

Townhouse. 3 floors. M bath 2 large

bdrm. fuHy carpeted, sunny deck only 2yrs

ok), on Mam Si avatsble June 1 $1000 mo
253-0999 leave message

SUBLET W/FALL OPTION. Share sunny

apartment in South Hadley On bus route

$250 includes heat 538-5894

UNION
VIDEO
CENTER

General meeting
tonight at 7 00

m the

Commuter Lounge
Come learn about

video production'

New members welcome 1

SUBLET WITH FALL OPTION Great

1 bdrm less than a mi to campus heat m
eluded Bus stops at my door Avaiabieend

of May 256-1782

SUMMER SUBLET with (all option starting

June 1 3 bedrooms 1"j bath in

Townehouse Call 549 9925

CAMPUS REPRESENTATIVE for leading

Men sTaric*edCtothmg Company Student

needed for parttime wotk bsomntng FaH 91

semester Candidates should be available

tor training at the end of this Spnng or prior

to the FaB 91 semester Respone4>l*esin-

clude providing students with product mtor

maion and piocessing orders Th***r'*V
ceilent opportunity to learn the tailored

cloth.ng business while earning good

money Possible future fuM time employ

ment tor successful candidates

Please can 212-581 7520 or FAX a boat

hand written statement on your quahhea

tons to Bill D Anenzo 212 315-1459

CHRISTMAS. SPRING BREAK, summer

travel FREE Air couriers needed and cruise

ship |Obs Call (805)682 7555 ext F 1426

CLASSIFIED CLERKS
For next semester tram now to secure a ob

tor fan semester
Flexible hours to fit your schedute' Inquire

at The Coaegtan business office. 1 1 3 Cam
pus Center

JEFF- You said I wouldn t regret it and I

don i Happy 2 years' With tots of tove and

Herberts Wendy PS Kick butt on the

MCAT'

HAPPY 21 st ANDREA GILARDE
How about dinner and a semi' Or

meet us at Bars* * tor peanut

and a nap No chocolate bunnies

tonight' (yeah right)

Happy Birthday'

Love.

Herdie and Add*
PS We haven I

HEY SIGMA KAPPAS
Get wicked awesome super psyeneo ror

greek sing tonight'

Love.
Your activities chair

3 BDRM PUFFTON summer sublet

Furnished-AC Rent negotiable Call

549-4053

AMHERST CENTER EFFICIENCY
APARTMENT
Clean, quiet convenient

$275 per month
CaM 253-3694

BEAUTIFUL. INEXPENSIVE
2 bedroom
2 bathroom

lor the summer
at Mel Valley

at $550 call 25*0861
or 253-2178

PUFFTON VILLAG£ great tocaton Cheap

rent turmshed end May end Aug 54*0840

STUDIO APT 1 mile north of UMass on bus

hne $325 mci util cats okay June-Aug fur-

nished Can 549-5964

SUBLET OUR BRANOYWINE APT

Ctose to pool and laundry

Heat and h w included

Call 549-4259

SUBLET PUFFTON APT
jun Aug 2 singles, i double

Can 549-7678

SUMMER SCOOP!
Beautiful 2 or w, large yard and o^rden tor

,•00** 1 5 miles to campus $550

acrosTrwrsetarm .variable 6/1 taSopton

Call us' 549 5845

LVNCHIE Z-Z-Z-
Gotcha' Happy 21st'

So what is the >tm tor tonghf
Love you- hub
P S I ain't ooin

FALL OPTION tour bedrooms 1 Vl baths

ample parking rent neg on bus route

253-6280

MUSIC LOVERS/MUSICIANS-CHEAP'
$190/month Over 1000 records practice

space your own room 2 mm to bus m
NHampton 564-2981

SUMMER SUBLET
1 odrm m 2bdrm apt turmshed

Very convenient location on bus rte

Rent 250 utilities

Call Gita 546-4185

SUMMER SUBLET al Puffer s Pond

?odrm for 3 call soon Rent at B O
FaH/opt 5498498

ROOMMATE WANTED

1 FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED for

r^Sopposrie Southwest. CaH 549-2954

APTS FOR RENT

SPRING SPECIAL .99 cents one <month

rent with one year lease 2BR $450 38R

$537. in Sunderland Free bus route laun-

dry facilities pool, garden plots Short term

leases available 666-3856

AUTO FOR SALE

TAKE OUR LEASE
Beginning June.l

Cheap 2 bedroom apt

Call Dave 545-3676/253-2343

TAKE OVER OUR LEASE
Brandywme
549-5167

DREAM JOBS NOW!!!!

Jobs open m paradise

Hawaii. California. Florida

Cruise-ships. National Parks

a more for spnng and summer
100s of addresses

let « s guaranteed

l900-22(«644
Telephone charges $3/mm

1 M OR F wanted to share bedroom in

house on North Pleasant Starts June 1

Call 263-2627

SUMMER SUBLET!
1 or 2 bedrooms on High Street

Cheap rates Call and leave

message 546-2101

Inquire soon'

SUMMER SUBLET /FALL OPTION
4or/1''»bath apartment on bus route good

location Can Jefl 25*4193

SUMMER SUBLET / FALL OPTKJT4

2 bedroom Amherst center furniture mclud

ed available June 1 can 549 8095

SWISS VILLAGE 4bedroom 1'^bath

On bus route 1 month free

CaH 256-6320
All util included

SUPER SUBLET

.JY WORK! EXCELLENT PAY-

Assemble products at home
Call for information

504 641 8003 ext 598

2 FEMALES to share apartment !
starling

September Call 546-3737 or 5460356

FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDE0
To share Brandywme apt

Nonsmoker preferred

549-3990 ask toi Jen Steph or Lisa

SUNDERLAND
One bedroom
On bus line, pool

350/month 665-7666

1978 CHEVROLET IMPALA
New carburetor and exhaust system

Well maintained Original owner

Must sell by end of April Asking S500/BO

Steve 549-4758

1981 MONTE CARLO good cond

New alt ban brakes

Cruise cont A/C
$850 or BO 253*635

1 982 HONDA CIVIC 5 speed 83000 $ 1 500

BO Call 665-8304

TAKE OVER OUR LEASE. 2 bedroom apt

Colonial Village available June 1st fall op

ton partially turmshed $475/month

utilities call 256-4167

TOWNEHOUSE APTS 2bedroms Vj baths

Summer sublet with fall option

Call 649-4249

TWO BEDROOM BRANDYWINE APT
available June 1st reward offered call us at

549-2941

INTELLIGENCE JOBS. A" branches US

Customs. 0EA etc Now hiring Call

1805-962-8000 ext K-9616

JEWISH COMMUNITY OF AMHERST
seeks Hebrew and Jewish studies teachers

and Bar MMvah tutors Experience prefer-

red Call 5490223 or 2560160 tor

application

INSTRUCTION

HOUSEMATE 3 women seeking

housemate immediately-old Northampton

Touse 225 » 585-8973

LOOKING FOR NON-SMOKING, neat

™teto be fourth m Mill Valley Very

reasonable rent CaH Mike 646-2512

NEEDED: 2 male/female roommates tor 1

bedroom in 2 bedroom Brandywme 6-3449

ROOMMATE WANTED to share duplex two

^oohTaparlmen. a. V,,.age Park Ren.

varies between $365 and $465 Call

Moushumi at 549-4500

SEXUAL FAVORS Kidding' Sublet our 5

hedroom house Amherst Cntr Rent

negotiable Leave Mesaage 5*6-3966

BRANOYWINE APARTMENT Clean

spacious 2 bedroom available for the sum

mar for 1-4 people On bus route. A/C pool

Rent is VERY Negotiable Cal OebbwrEnca

6498092

SUMMER SUBLET
Take our house tor the summer'

4 bedrooms, large sunny deck

2 bathrooms, on bus route

Great location

Reasonable rent

CaM anytime leave message
263*999

FURNISHED BEDROOM 5 m.nutes from

GRC Private bathroom, phone Laundry,

maid 649-8745 (females)

HOUSE IN AMHERST
Fully furnished, waterbeds

up to 8 people -Bus route

Cheap - 5492691

AMHERST CENTER
Efficiency one. two. three bedroom apart

ments June or September Lincoln Real

Estate 25 North Pleasant Street

25*7879

1984 CONQUEST
New engine & tires

Fully loaded, good condition $40OO uu
5463797

1984 FORD LTD
New muffler, tires a battery

$600 or BO
256*343

ItillKJNOTrACCOROllXld^^pwi.
ceilent condition one owner only 1 2500

miles am/fm cassette stereo $8900 00 or

best offer must sell call Bruce at 256-1215

after 6pm

GILREATH MANOR
Hobart Lane
Three bedroom apartments available June

or September Lincoln Real Estate 25 North

Pleasant Street

253-7879

UPTOWN APARTMENT- .

2 bdrm. 1 bathroom, large kitchen

backyard, garage, plenty of parking Great

location' Junel call 549*790

345 BEDROOM HOUSES BELCHER
TOWN/Amberst line On bus lines starting

1000 00 CaM 586-4270

EARN CREDIT SCUBA DIVING

Prereqister tor fall courses

Learn to dive, fall semester G09 Basic Key

Largo Trip. Aug or Dec G10 Sport New

England Advanced. G11 Advanced -Al

courses listed under General Physical

For" further information call Protect Deep

549*401

WE WANT YOU'
Looking for 2 M/F roomates to share

beautiful 4 bedroom. 3 bathroom NMtjM*
washeradryer Quiet setting only 2 miles

from campus
10 month lease

CaH Kenny or Loran 549-2631

SAY IT!

LOST

IS IT TRUE...Jeeps for $44

Through the US Gov't'

Call for facts'

504*49-5745 ext s-598

LOST 3 5 IN FLOPPY DISK earty AprU

blue no name JVC brand reward Richard

253-3590

ADDLE—BAO PUR**, t" *" wather

with camera and two rolls of film only im-

portant for me no questions

please call 546-5293 -Reward

WOMANS BLACK LEATHER JACKET

2 weeks ago large reward

Call m-f eves 259-1668

IN THE COLLEGIAN'S CLASSIFIEDS:

If you need to sublet, rent or find a room

mate, place an ad here in me Coeegian If

not than don't - -
The CoHegian is located in 113 Campus

Center.

SENIOR/FACULTY * FRIENDS

1009

FOR LARGE RENTAL

APRIL 25, 4-7pm CC.
FREE
In honor of the class of 1991!

Light hors d'oeuvres and lots ot

people More into 545-2317

SUBARU JUSTY 1987 Call 253-764 7 for

info'

ENTERTAINMENT

RACK-A-OrSC is still the" besTfoTDJ
|

'sand

live entertainment Call anytime 586-9900.

ask about our specials

AMHERST CENTER 1 BDRM APT. Ouiet.

close to common-for tnsbee tun<S Hro-

soect St ) sunny. Ig Irvingrm • kitchen, ideal

Si people Summer sublet w/lall option

Call after 7pm 253-7194

PERSONALS

FOR SALE

FOR RENT

1 BEDROOM . . „

Take over my lease. Huge bed '"eluded'

Carpeting skylights June 1st Amherst house

on busline Rich 253-91 70

2 BR. Brandywine apt. avail June 1st -call

549-3812

Heat and hot water mdd A/C 1 Great wca

tion Call 549-4924

12-SPEED BICYCLE 21" Chuo-Mo frame

Alio7wSi*$ie5 Call 367-2041

exhaust looks and runs excellent 2500 BO

1 269*066

GAMEMY7Tgan^$~"S*6^
546-1816

GOLD-RIMMED RAYBAN sunglasses

brand new' $50 5463169

GABRIELLE REINE- . ,

Good luck on the MCAT's and get readyto

party after them' Remember you can solve

any physics problem if you draw a big

enough diagram!

Love Maura, Janice & Cici

JULIE BUMA. . Happy 22no^r1hday' Get

ready to get wasted tonight! Just remember

our bathroom is to your right, not your left''

Love. Tina

SENIOR SEMI FORMAL

LARGE TWO BEDROOM 1 bath apt in

duplex On bus line Located m Belcherlown

near Amherst line 253-2327

SUMMER SUBLET WITH FALL OPTION:

3 bedroom apartment in The Brook in

Amherst On bus route, wall to wall

carpeting, clean Call 253*420

1 ROOM- MIO SIZE w/ tall option

in 3-BDRM Pufflon apt rent negotiable

CaH 549*212 (female)

JBORM HOUSE
Amherst Spacious kitchen,

back yard, on bus route

Rent nag CaH 549*819

3 BEDROOM TOWNHOUSE in quiet area

w/faH option A must see -reasonable pnee

-call 665*712

3 BEDROOM l40U8E"OFF
_
Main"sTreel

Bus route Huge yard Fall option tor dou-

ble Rent negotiable CaH 253-0409

4 BEDROOM APT on bus rte. 2 baths, ful-

ly furnished, fall option, cool landlord, util

inc 253-9708

TRAVEL

WARM WATER scuba diving trips

Bonaire May27-June3 $825

Key Largo August 1624 $380

For more information call Proiect Deep

549*401

TYPING/WOROPROCESSING

ARE YOU SICK OF TYPING?
Fast and Accurate

T yping/Wordprocessmg
Free Laserprmting"
Call Becca 549-4600 x433

CAMPUS PICKUP AND DELIVERY
Inexpensive Fast Accurate

Lisa 256*695

DISSERTATIONS, CASES, PAPERS
Orvcampus pickup Fast' Accurate'

Mac/Laser, spellcheck

Nancy 584-7924

PAPERS. $1 50/pg Resumes laser pnnted

Fast, professional, affordable

KCOMMUNICATIONS. 256*373

WANTED

ADVERTISING ACCOUNT EXECUTIVE
Required Ambitious, organized, responsi-

ble and motivated students with good com
mumcation skills Applications avail at the

CoHegian- 1 13 Campus Center and must be

submitted no later than Thursday Apnl 26

FIRST ONE IN 20 YEARS
Dress to impress - No date required

Sat.. May 4, 9pm-lam
Bluewall

Tix before April 25 $7-singles

$25-grp of 4

Sold on concourse Wed a Thurs

Or at Alumni Office - Memorial Hall

More info 5462317
Tix after April 25 are $16 singles

$30-grp of 4 -But now a save!

APT NEAR BRUNO'S
Summer sublet our apt and we wMI buy you

a pizza! Ideal location on Mam St Ctose to

campus and town 5bdrms. 2 baths Com-

fortable living Act Now While supplies last

Best Offer 6460857

•FREE MONEY*
I need a good set of management 260 notes

with Hartzfer' CaH Lauren ASAP' 5463068

HELP! Grad student looks for a quiet room

in Puffton available late May or June 1st

Fast answer needed CaH Xavier 546*209

or 5465837

Mmmmmush mush mush mush mush mush

pant pant pant pant snitf sniff sniff woof

woof-poop Happy birthday

Love- _^^
MP A 0W EEZOO

SERVICES

BRANOYWINE APARTMENT sublet tor 1 -3

people On 2 bus routes/AC/furnished Rent

is $150 per person/negotiable Call

Larry/Rob at 5463762

CHEAP SUBLET for two or more in Cotonial

Call 2569229 anytime

WANTED TO RENT

RESPONSIBLE COUPLE ot modest

means, mid 20s, N/S. seeks summer
sublet/rental in Amherst Please cal

5384206

2 BEDROOM APT. -sublet w/laH option on

bus route, in Amherst Only $475/ms -

available June Call 2566721

2 BORFAPARTMEi«Tlo7r7nTon
busline

Close to campus Lease negotiable

253*487

i BEDROOM 4 PERSON APT available for

?a!^.u^ertoase Nice Townehouse

Call 5461047 Its getting late -act now

3 BDRM HOUSE AMHERST Bus available

June 1st $725/mo 253-0630

NO. 10 TOWNEHOUSE 3 Mm;>

VVeK
I

kept

Summer with fall option Call 549- n.w

$1000 FREE
Sublet 4br, 2bath apartment

First month tree utilihes

included call 2533786

CLOSE TO CAMPUS
2 bdrm on N Pleas

Great for 3 people p„mon
On 2 bus routes -ctoseiJf""

Pum°"

Take over our lease $600 mo

•464261

HEY!
Movino off campus?

Don't sleep o^yoV^H 'f°m
°
m8

Buy a futon'

Comfortable a super cool!

Sit with us, lounge with us,

sleep with us!

Metawampe!
1-8066FUTON-1

MACINTOSH 51 2K lor sale 500 OBO

546-4146 ask tor Mike

PHOT0TRON II flourescenl terrarium

SSbruits, cables, or l^m£
privacy of your home $400 or BO «-«i

Jamie at 5862533

es-MiOft SELL OFF: brand new tv, vcr,

?96S?uyolf Celica. car stereo,IMM
home stereo, Sony. Infinity. Toshiba -call

5461634 Rena

taW-Soi
For replile/fish/plants

New 200 00 selling for 60 00

Will deliver in 5 college area

585 8886

Hope you had a great birthday'

Sorry this is late but you know how I am-

can't wake up to do anything!

Babs

GRANDPA,
Finally, a personal )ust lor you and no rain-

check It must be the new air Thank -you

for making me smile

Sour puss

JOOI HUBCAP
Happy birthday

Don t look directly into the sun

Red House

DESPERATELY SEEKING summer cat sit-

ter' 2 cats need a home Food toysfitter sup-

plied Fixed & friendly -call 5465984

LEGAL^UESTlONS? the Legal Services

Center offers free legal assistance to tea-

paying students Contact us at 922 Campus

Center, 5461995

PREGNANT?
Need a pregnancy test, information or sup

port? Call tor free and confidential services

ALTERNATIVES 33 Main St Northampton

586-3000 or Greenfield 774*010

SUBLET

GREAT HOUSE to sublet with fall option

5 minute walk to campus, on bus route 5

minute walk to town Close to BayBanks

Screened in porch, yard, storage Call now'

549*608 with fall option

HOTSPOTTlgrbdTm^ people furnished

non-smokers downtown Amherst 2563608

WANTED TO RENT-SUMMER
Furnished 2 bedroom apt within walking

distance of campus
5463562 evenings

HUGE 3 BEDROOM APARTMENT 1Vi

bath awesome yard spacious kitchen call

anytime rent negotiable 665-3783 or

665-2203

DEBBIE HERMAN11
Happy 22nd Birthday

You're getting to M as old as I am!

SUMMER W/ FALL OPTION. Large room

m S Amherst condo Pool, central A/C

washer/dryer, parking On bus route Cool

roomies, perfect summer place! Call Joe

2562698

MUST SEE
Rooms in beautiful house Very ctose to

campus-cheap! 5464784

ONE BEDROOM APT
Colonial Village

Starts June 1st tall opt

$400/month 2562475

TO THE CHIY IN BLUE _ . _
I tit your description, I was in Boyden base

ment Friday morning but still not sure If in-

terested reply

Blonde » Fuchsia

SUMMER RENTAL

OU-TiN ILUEnPROM BOYDEN- The

blonde in fuschia is my lover, so back off'

A woman

•MARTHA'S VMHYARD. Steps from The

Ocean Harbor Landing Harborside Inn

Rent dally, weekends, weekly April through

September Very reasonable prices -Call

549*211

ONE BEDROOM IN BRITTANY. Bus. A/C

$250/month. neg 2564194 message

C4«irBEDROOM IN fWWDr*OOM
apartment great location' Walk to campus,

on bus route only $146 per month'

5462638

PUFFERS PONO
1-4 bedrms
2 floors 2 tvng rms

i v» baths, yard, garage

rent vary rvagotiabte

5465842
$404040
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Sports
Defense keys Gorillas' 13-12 OT win
By ADRIEN MATT
Collegian Staff

CAMBRIDGE - With just under two minutes left in

the first overtime Gorilla Mike Cain scored the winning

goal for a 13-12 decision between the University of

Massachusetts and Harvard lacrosse teams yesterday,

it reallv sucks to lose, but I'd rather lose to these guys

than anv other team." said assistant Harvard coach Scott

Hiller, who graduated from UMass last year. "I thought

this was one of our better games."

The goal was netted after the Gorillas had obtained con-

trol and settled the offense. Sloppy play characterized the

second half and the transition game for both teams broke

A game which promised to be a match up of offensive

prowess proved to be a showdown of defensive tenacity.

Defensive-midfielder Ed O'Callaghan and defenseman

Jim Panetta showed some impressive hustle, encourag-

ing the UMass defense to continue doing well.

"Besides [goalie Ted] Kellerman coming up big again

Eddie O' had a great game." said UMass coach Ted

Garber "This game evens out the Brown game..."

He explained that although Harvard (2-8) is not na_

tionallv ranked, a loss would have been disastrous and

completely knocked UMass <7 2) out of playoff contention

He said he thinks the result of the Yale game evened out

the showing at the game against Cornell, at

'Capping the fourth game in which his stick skills w

crucial. Kellerman finished the day with 20 MVM in 52

•hot* on goal. By comparison. Crimson's Chris Miller had

16 eaves in 88 shots on goal.

This was one of the few games in which Kevin O Um-

nor did not win the majority of the faceoffs. Chad

Prusmack made O'Connor work harder for the ball, win

ning 18 of 26 faceoffs. rvr«n
"He's a great kid. He was better than me, said O Con-

nor who added they faced off against each other in high

school "He knew what I was gonna do before I would do

it I tried like three different moves out there and he guess-

ed everv one .1 lost about a pint of blood out there trying.

•It really would have helped to have IMariol Lopez out

there," he said. "But Panetta and Hugh [O'Callaghan] did

really well today." . .

At the first faceoff of the second quarter. Lopez was in-

jured at midfield and taken out with an
'"^J.^™*,

He said he believed his knee was hyper-extended He was

evaluated at Harvard and will be reevaluated at UMass.

Gorilla Mario Guaglianone netted the first two of his

three goals for the day early in the first quarter assisted

bv Jim Kushner and Jim McAleavey, respectively. Chip

Linehan responded just as quickly netting two goals one

assisted by Mick Cavuoti to tie the score at 2-all. Kushner

wrapped up the scoring in the first quarter, netting a goal

as he fell into the crease with 45 seconds remaining.

Illegal procedures and offsides were characteristic of

second-quarter play. During man-up-Marl.t Millon fed to

Kushner who shot over the left shoulder of Miller. Cr.nv

Bon'l Tim Reilh answered that goal three minutes later

hooting at the left h.p of Kellerman to tie the game at

4

Mike Porter netted a goal unacted as Harvard took

their first and only lead (5-4 » of the game at 6:31 in the

^ConZTwon the following faceoff but lost the ball

when checked. Panetta picked up the groundball and
|

ed back to O'Connor. Typical of earlier games, O Connor

went straight to the net and tied the game at 5-811.

Millon shot at Miller's right hip. scoring una^.sted at

4 48 Crimson's Cavuoti assisted Dan O'Sullivan who was

CONTINUED ON PAGE 1

< ..II. Hi.in Pholo by Carrie Wwth

Gorilla defenseman Gary Wood contributed to

a strong UMass defensive effort yesterday after-

noon in a 13-12 overtime win at Harvard.
Prusmack made O'Connor work harder tor tne nan. win- — »»«» " ~ * - . • -| "|

BasebaJLdefeatsrivaLAmherst 6-2 behind nfth-uimng rally

( itW-ipan Ph<>«<> 1>> Jeff Holland

Third baseman/outfielder Steve Corradi (12) looks back to see if his take-

out slide of Amherst shortstop Jamie Scrimgeour (17) prevented a dou-

ble play. UMass beat Amherst 6-2 yesterday.

Track set for Brown Inv.

By GREG SUKIENNIK
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts

baseball team got four runs in the fifth in-

ning and strong pitching from Jeff

Toothaker and Ron Villone, enabling them

to beat crosstown rivals Amherst College

6 2 at Memorial Field yesterday afternoon.

"It was a struggle today," said UMass

coach Mike Stone of the Minuteman win.

"We got good pitching, but we're not real-

ly hitting as of late. We didn't play as well

as we could have

Toothaker improved his record to 2-1 by

pitching seven innings of four-hit ball. The

right-hander allowed two runs, only one of

them earned, struck out four and bounced

back from an early home run to claim the

win for the Minutemen, now 18-19-1.

i thought (Toothaker) got stronger as he

went along." noted Stone. "He kept the ball

down in the strike zone."

Toothaker agreed with Stone's assesment

of his work.

"I could feel myself getting looser as I

went along," he said, "and we were able

to start hitting the ball in the fifth."

Amherst pitcher Matt Lane was prntec

ting a 2-1 Lord .Jeffs lead in the fifth inn-

ing when UMass' bats came alive. Mike

Tobin smacked a 390-foot stand up triple

tn the wall in right-center field with one out

to start the Minuteman rally. At that point

Lane's control abandoned him. as he walk

ed Steve Corradi and hit Ian Torres with

a pitch to load the bases.

Amherst coach Bill Thurston then remov-

ed Lane for Tony Petropulos. Instead of put

ting out the fire. Petropulos poured

gasoline on it as UMass broke out for four

runs. Brian Bright hit a two-RBI single,

while Glen DiSarcina and John Carelli

drove in a run apiece before DiSarcina was

thrown out at home to end the inning

"Usually Tony does the job for us," said

Thurston. "But he had no location on his

pitches today. He put them right over the

middle and UMass picked up four runs.'

The Minutemen got an insurance run in

the sixth as Corradi hit an RBI single off

of Petropulos, scoring Justin Howard.

The Lord Jeffs plated one run in the se

cond and one in the third to take the early

lead. Craig Gougen smacked a 2-2

Toothaker fastball over the left field fence

CONTINUED ON PAGE 14

By KEITH BENNETT
Collegian Correspondent

The University of Massachusetts men's

track team will travel to Providence, R.I.

Sunday to compete in the Brown Univer-

sity Invitational. Some of the other teams

expected to compete in the meet are Dart

mouth, Providence, Rhode Island, Brown

and Holy Cross. The meet is a non-scoring

meet.

"This meet gives kids a chance to try a

different event or sharpen up for the cham

pionship meets," head coach Ken O'Brien

said. "It also gives some kids one last

chance to qualify for the championships."

Joe Kourafas will look to hone his skills

in the longjump and javelin this weekend.

He has consistently placed in both events

for the Minutemen this season. He has

jumped 21 feet, eight inches and thrown

the javelin 174-0.

Jeff Peterson is another multi-event

athlete for UMass. He will compete in both

the shot put and discus Sunday. He has

thrown the shot 42-6Vfe and the discus 131-1

this year.

Kevin Walters will compete in both the

100- and 200-meter races. "Kevin will face

some stiff competition in the sprints,"

O'Brien said. "He'll be facing some of the

better sprinters in the conference." Walters

has posted times of 11.0 seconds and 22.2.

Senior Mike Grey will compete in the

400. Moving up from the shorter sprints

this season, he has shown that he can han-

dle the longer race by posting a 49.9 in the

teams' last meet.

O'Brien said he is uncertain if Steve

Brown will compete. Brown is undefeated

this season in the 800, with a best time of

1:53.6, but sprained his ankle last week

and may not be available.

Paul Doyle will compete in both the 1 10

hurdles and the 400 hurdles. He has plac-

ed consistently in both races this season

and has best times of 16.0 and 56.8,

respectively.

Senior Jeff White will join Doyle in the

110 hurdles. "Jeff has shown signs that

he's starting to regain the form which

made him a New England finalist his

sophomore year," O'Brien said. White has

run the barriers in 15.6 this year.

O'Brien said he expects Luke Simpson to

continue his success in the hammer throw

this weekend. His best distance is 153-5.

Freshmen John Raach and Tom Walsh

will move up from the 1,500 to compete in

the 5,000. "I want to see if [the 5,000] is

a legitimate distance for those two to have

a shot at in the conference meet." O'Brien

said.

Softball home for rematch
By DAN WETZEL
Collegian Staff

What happens when the two best softball

teams in the north meet up to do battle?

What happens when those two teams hap-

pen to be two of the hottest in the nation?

What happens when those two teams hap-

pen to be arch-rivals? Two great softball

games should be the answer.

Today at 3 p.m. at Totman Field, the

University of Massachusetts (24-9) hosts

Connecticut (29-11). Both teams are on tor-

rid hot streaks after slow starts. UMass has

won 10 games in a row and 21 of its last

23. UConn has taken 14 straight decisions

and 24 of its last 26.

The only team that has defeated UMass

during its winning streak is UConn. On
April 11 in Storrs, Conn., the Huskies

swept UMass 2-1 and 2-0 behind the strong

pitching of Kim Mizesko and Pat Conlan.

Now UMass is looking for revenge.

"UConn will be a major confrontation for

us," UMass coach Elaine Sortino said.

"This is a tough team and we want to get

those loses back. This is the type of game

you want to playing at this time of the

season."
"Anytime Connecticut and

Massachusetts match up it will be a great

battle," UConn coach Karen Mullins said.

"They are a great team and this a great

rivalry to be in. We know that they will be

out for payback and we will just have to

play our game like we did last time."

Both teams rely on their strong pitchers

to carry them. UConn's Mizesko and Con-

lan have only given up six runs between

them over the last 14 games, including

nine shutouts. Mizesko is 15-6 (11 shutouts)

with a 0.44 earned run average; opponents

are batting only .132 against her. Conlan

is an equally impressive 14-3 with an 0.84

ERA, while holding opposing batters to a

.150 batting average.

Not to be outdone, UMass hurlers

Darlene Claffey and Holly Aprile have

been cruising. Claffey (12-4, 1.35 ERA) has

9 shutout in her last 11 starts. Last week

Claffey, who has four no-hitters on the

year, was named Atlantic 10 pitcher of the

week.
Aprile is 12-5 on the season with a 1.51

ERA. She two-hit Penn State on Tuesday

and has held opponents to a .179 batting

average this season. Aprile, who last week

was named A- 10 player of the week, has

also been dominating at the plate. She bat-

ted .636 last week improving her average

on the season to .388, second in the A-10

behind teammate Barbara Marean (.469)

UMass has the edge overall in the hitting

CONTINUED ON PAGE 14
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KillingMe Softly copes with relationships

Bv HEATHER A BELL
Collegian Correspondent

Relationships. Watching Tim (Tone

Nunes) and Lil (Joan Jubett) interact on

stage I know that is what Killing Me Soft-

/v by John Binnie is about. Set in present

dav Scotland, the play covers universal

issues ranging from economic class to AlUb

to love. Tim. a college age gay male, meets

Lil a heterosexual college woman and the

plav follows the development of their love

and the issues they have to deal with as

people in society. A very minimalist play

with onlv the basic props, set and

naturalistic dialogue, the actors make the

situations and feelings real with passion,

understanding and simple honesty.

Directed bv D.ck Trousdell a professor

,n the theater department at I Mass this

b the first time Killing *?n

performed in 0* Trousdel saw Bm-

nl( .s\ work at a drama festive! last sunv

Binnie has a good sen-

md honest without being

A" .

^ , t to 'come out into me

world, Trousdell says in reference to the

meaning of the play

iking with Tone Nunes and Joan

.Jubett. who play the main characters. 1

have a sense of genuine emotion and con-

nection between the two. Tim and Lil are

real people dealing with real life, people

everyone can relate to on one level or

another. Tone and Joan both want their au-

dience to realize that one of the most im-

portant things is not to be afraid. Not to

be afraid of life, of emotions, or of love. Ad-

mitting what we need as people " Joan

says, realizing Lil has an inner need to find

genuine love. Tone admires Tim's passion

for life, and his constant trying to "walk

out on a limb." He uses three words to sum

up the play, "change, growth, and

challenge," and he's right

Kim Vogelsang and Ruth Cooke are co

,und designers for the show. Pre-show

music is bv Deacon Blue, a Scottish group,

and intermission music is from Red. Hot,

and Blue. Vogelsang notes that one ot the

foremost ebjecfron everyone's mmd was to

let the show be very simple, "pick up and

go," she said When .t .s performed in

Scotland it il a travelling show and needs

oove quickly. The Bound is simple, like

the dialogue, to let the emotions and 1-

speak for themselves

know l\e done my job right when the

audience forgets tl \ndrea Branford,

the set design. The play is very

energetic and in a moving environment.

HUNAN GOURMET
CHINESE

RESTAURANT ;to

• Ample Free Parking
• Major Credit Cards Accepted

• Full Liquor License

• Oof»n 7 Days A Week
• Tako-Out Snrvice Available

• No MSG

585-0202 261 King St., Northampton, MA

*^D I /• /» D n c^^RICORDS

RECORDS • CASSETTES • COMPACT DISCS

IMPORTED, INDEPENDENT
& DOMESTIC

MON-WED 9:30-6 SUN 12-5

THURS-SAT 9:30-9

213 MAIN ST. NORTHAMPTON
586-5726

COLLECTABLES • USED
MANUFACTURER'S OVFR-STOCKS

MONDAY-SATURDAY 10-5:30

THURSDAYS 10-9 SUNDAY 12-5

21 STATE ST., NORTHAMPTON
586-1707

REPERTORY CINEMA IS BACK!

FOR THE FIRST TIME SINCE THE ADVENT OF VIDEO WE

PRESENT A SERIES OF * • • DOCIBLE BILLS • • • •
WITH WEEKEND LATE SHOWS
FROM APRIL 25 TO MAY 16

WITH:
Cary Grant,

Sean Connery,

Kevin Costner,

Mel Gibson,

Marlon Brando,
Jean Paui Belmondo

James Dean,

Tom Cruise

Robert Redford

THE SEXIEST MEN IN THE MOVIES

Thursday, April 25 to Saturday. April 27

THE YEAR OF LIVING DANGEROUSLY
AND TEQUILA SUNRISE

Mai G*»n faces off w,,h S.gomney Weave, and w„h Michelle Pfe.ffer ,n -wo

d,.m« of h,gh d«.« Ml in <h. ««mY world of smfe riddeh Indonesia and the

omdors of high tfkw U» Angela dm.ng Kuri Ruael » ar addad lolhpoc.

T.q.lU Sautat white Linds Hum won» Academy Award .or her mevnenz

net a» a dlmmuiivr mm M T*€ Tear af LWfc»« Daa«af««alT

YEA* Thurs 7 00 Fri Sai 301 i 50

TIQUILA Thins 9 1" M ^»' 5 '° »" ;

Sundav April 28 to Wednesday, May 1

A STREETCAR NAMED DESIRE AND THE WILD ONE
.„ ,. .llmi mi « lewhirl and on a motorcycle Kowalsk! and Johnny prove thai the

IV£»£ -n, .££U» «.*— and Kar, «.*«. In

, Wild One, - I Brando who leaves h» mark

STREETCAR Sun 3 00 and 7 00 Mon Wed .7 00

WILD ONI -

•' *'
' '

'

The Pleasant St. Theater

and Branford wanted to give the actors

"lots of places to go" without being cumber-

some to either the actor or the aulience.

She has tried "not to make the set another

actor
" she says, and she has succeeded.

The colors have a very misty feel, giving

the impression that there is no specific

time, and the abstractness of the set lets

the actor create many different scenes

quickly and easily.

The designers for the show were very con

scious of their setting and to impress that

the situations are universal they have kept

many of the Scottish elements in the play^

All of the colors are drawn from a postcard

of the city of Glasgow. They are muted and

center around hues of soft pinks, blues and

gravs. Costumes for the play tell a lot about

the characters' feelings, and give an exam

pie of modern day Scotland. The dialogues

have been kept as well.

"We all have irrational fears before we

become educated," ^Jony

J

*"f™£
who plays Michael, Tim's brother I thmk

that is true of many things, AIDS, emo

tions, and love included. Binnie's play lets

'the audience open its eyes ^ly^onv
ing aware of how joyous life can be if we

let it If you have any time this weekend,

this is a show you won't want to miss.

Killing Me Softly opens tonight at 8 p.m

in Hampden Theater, located in Southwest.

Tickets can be purchased at the Fine Arts

Center box office. Admission <s $4 for

students; $6 for the general public The

show u ill run through April 27, and there

Will also be a 2 p.m. show that day After

each performance the audience u invited to

sta\ and talk with the playwright.

Photo rnurt*»> Richard TrottawWI

Joan Jubett (left) and Tone Nunes (far right) star in the Scottish pla>

about young love and AIDS. This will be the American premiere of the

play penned John Binne and directed by Richard Trousdell.

27 Pleasant St., Northampton 01060 586-0935

CLUTCH WEEKEND STUPE
^tw^ »— ^nm^ ^—*" -

_ _ ___, r^.^ « the Blue Wall with local DJ's for the

THURSDAY
Eduardo Galeano "one of the most brilliant and

passionate literary voices of Latin America today,"

will read from his Book of Embraces at Mount

Holyoke College's Hooker Auditorium tonight at

7 30 p.m. The reading will be followed by a recep-

tion and book signing at the Odyssey Bookshop in

South Hadley.

German Theater Festival and Competition will

feature German theater as performed by high

school and college students from around New

England in Mary Woolley Hall Chapin Auditorium at

Mount Holyoke College from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.

Mozart's Last Year 1791, with Henry Mishkm of

Amherst College will begin at 12:15 in the AC Music

Center.

Gay and Working Class Theater in Glasgow

a lecture by playwright John Binne will be presented

at Smith College in the Theater Building Green

Room today at 3 p.m

Herz Aus Glas (Heart of Glass) is a 1976 German

film by Werner Herzog which can be seen twice to-

day at Amherst College in Merrill II. Once at 4 p.m.

and again at 7 30
Spring Dance Concert of the Smith College

Dance Department will be performed in the

Mendenhall Center for the Performing Arts. Hallie

Flanagan Studio Theater at 8 p.m tonight, Friday

and Saturday Tickets are $4; $3 students.

Killing Me Softly, by Scottish Playwright John

Binne takes a sensative look at issues of sexuality

and indentity. Binne will be on hand after tonight s

8 pm performance to speak with the audience.

Tickets are $5; S3 students. Go to Hampden Theater

at UMass for the show.

BFA Dance Concert will be performed tonight,

Friday and Saturday night in the UMass Bowker

Auditorium at 8 p.m. Tickets are $6; $4 students; $2

elders. . .

Amnesty International Benefit Concert featur-

ing regionally acclaimed rock, rhythm and blues act

The Kingtones will be held tonight in the UMass

Hatch at 8.30 p.m. Tickets are $5 in advance, S6 at

the door. .

Cynthia Enloe author of Beaches, Bananas, and

Bases will read for the book at Lunaria bookstore

in Northampton at 7:30 ^w£3 ,,ct

James Merrill, Pulitzer Prize winning poet, novelist

and playwright, will appear at the Memorial Ha I of

UMass tonight at 8:15 p.m. There will be a reception

after the reading
K+ ni,,K

Free Presswill perform for the Thursay Night Club

at Smith College in the Davis Center Ballroom at lO

P
Chucklehead will perform tonight at Pearl Street

Night Club at 8:30 p.m. for an 18-and-over crowd

Libana an eight member Balkan women s

chorus will present their ethereal harmonies of one

of the earth's most beautifully mysterious musics at

7 p.m. in the Iron Horse. Tickets are $10.50 in

^Th^New Play Festival of the Hampshire College

Theater will feature plays written by five-col ege

students tonight through Sunday in the Ma.nstage

heater, Emily Dickinson Hall. For more .nformat.on

call Hampshire College Theater Box Office at

549-4600 ext. 351.

les llason. Dangereuw.. a play wntten by

Christopher Hampton, will be presented by Hamp-

shire Independent Productions outside in the

S^swlh Art. Village at Hampshire Cotege

Tontaht through Sunday The performance begins

atTpm but the audience is welcome to come

early with picnics. Tickets can be purchased for S3

$2 tudents at the UMass Box office or for one dolla

rnore at the performance For more information call

25
Joarfof Arc: The Politic, and Aesthetic, of

Amazonia, a two-part presentation, will be given

byNadia Margolis at Hampshire College. Franklin

PattSson WesTLecture Hall tonight and tomorrow

night at 7 p.m. Admission is free.

PRIDAY
The Outsiders...Watch Matt Dillon and Patrick

Swayze be slicksters at Mount Holyoke College in

Gamble Auditorium at 7 and 9 p.m.

The Stompers are at Pearl Street tonight at 8:30

p.m.

Tom Duffy's Practical Tips for Show business

Survival a workshop for all you hopefuls, will be

presented by the actor at Smith College in the

Theater Building Green Room today at 2:30 p.m.

and tomorrow from 9:30 a.m. to noon The

workshop covers the agent hunt, marketing and self

promotion (a skill you can use in your everyday life).

Call 585-3222 for more information.

Studio Art Honors Thesis Show will have its

opening reception for four Smith College artists in

Hillyer Hall first floor gallery at 7 p.m.

Mamie, the 1964 Alfred Hitchcock flick with Sean

Connery about a rich guy obsessed with a klep-

tomaniac, will be screened at Amherst College

Campus Center Theater at 7:30 p.m. and lO p.m.

and you can be part of it all for a mere S1.50

Five College Early Music Collegium and the

Brandeis University Collegium will perform music

by Josqum des Pres and his contemporaries in the

Mount Holyoke College Abbey Chapel at 8 p.m.

Quilu-rs, a folk musical by Barbara Damashek

and Molly Newman celebrating the beauty and

determination of the American Pioneer women will

be presented, tonight through Sunday night, in the

Lab Theater of Mount Holyoke College. Show time

is 8 p.m. and tickets are $4; $2 students and elders

Symphony Band conducted by Malcom W.

Rowell and the Foxboro High School Wind Esemble

will perform at UMass in the Fine Arts Center Con-

cert Hall at 8 p.m. Tickets are $8;$4 students and

elders

Third Estate one of Boston's up and coming

World- beat, reggae, funk and jazz bands, will play

in the Blanchard Campus Center of Mount Holyoke

College and you won't have to spend a dime. Just

dance.

The Pheromones. musical satirists, will be satir-

mg away tonight at 9 p.m. in the Amherst College

Campus Center Front Room. Tix are $5; $1 if your

matriculated in that pretty school.

Rhythm Visions, featuring music by Tony Vac-

ca and Tim Moran and dance by Eno Washington,

is a benefit concert for the Northampton Center

for the Arts. The performance will be tonight at the

Center at 8 p.m. Tickets are $10. $7 students.

Braindead Sound Machine

Dance at the Blue Wall with local DJ's for the

Gay Lesbian. Bisexual Awareness Week Coffee

house at 9 p.m.

The Amherst Collge Men's Glee Club will pre

sent its annual senior concert at 8:15 p.m. in Buckley

Recital Hall. The concert is free and the public is

invited.

The Philippines: Celebration and Struggle a

benefit concert /party /poetry reading/food test

will be held at the Northampton Unitarian Society

tonight at 6 p.m. Tickets can be purchased on a

sliding scale from S3 to $8 (unless you want to pay

more of course) Funds will benefit Gabriela. a na-

tional Pilipina women's society, and Lunaria's Ac-

cessibility Fund.

Living Colour you've seen them at the Gram-

mys. on the cover of Rolling Stone and you think

they are great and they are coming to Amherst

College tonight at 8 pm and you wont be able to

see them unless you bought your tickets eons ago

because the show sold out The concert will be in

LeFrak Gymnasium at Amherst College but where

will you be?

Womb tor Rent, a pro-choice comedy will be

presented by the Pioneer Valley's comedy troup,

Sleeveless Theatre in a fundraising gala at the Nor-

thampton Center for the Arts. Tickets are $10. There

will be a catered reception after the show and

prizes will be raffled For more info call 586-782

The Five College Orchestra will perform works

bv Mozart. Beethoven and Strauss tonight at 8 p.m.

in Chapin Auditorium at Mount Holyoke College

Terrance Blanchard will play straight ahead jazz

at the Iron Horse tonight at 7 p.m Tickets are $10.50

in advance

Pertormathon. four hours of performances by

faculty students and alumnae will raise money for

the Performing Arts Division Scholarship fund at

Hampshire Mall today from 11 am. to 3 p.m.

Who's Kiddin' Who play tonight at Pearl Street

at 830 p.m.

SUNDAY
Opera Workshop students will perform their an-

nual spring concert at 8 p.m tonight in Bezenson

Recital Hall at UMass. For information call 545-0018.

The UMass Minutemen in Concert if you're one

of those folks who go to the football games just for

the half time show, get an earful tonight in the Fine

Arts Center Concert Hall at 3 p.m Tickets are S3;

S4 students and elders

The Gospel Choir Spring Concert will be today

at 3 p.m. in Buckley Recital Hall at Amherst College.

Formal Student Recital for Amherst College

students will be tonight at 8:15 p.m. in Buckley.

David Wilcox plus Vance Gilbert are back at

the Iron Horse at 7 p.m. Tickets are $8.50 in advance.

Sounds like a wild show.

The Spin Doctors with The Shockers will per

form at Pearl Street tonight at 8 p.m. Tickets are $5

in advance.

Comedy at Peking Garden means it's the last

Sunday of April. It's open stage night so come down

at 7:30 and be funny. Tickets are $3.

KMFDM bring their ultra-heavy beat sounds all

the way from West Germany to Katina's Nightclub

in Hadley tonight. Braindead Sound Mach.ne w.ll

open the show.

I Pagliacci and Faust, two operas, will be per-

formed at Feyette Congdon Auditorium of the Nor-

thampton High School tonight at 8 p.m. and Sun-

day at 2 p.m. There is a wide range of ticket prices.

For more information call 584-8811.

Pousette-Dart Band play at the Iron Horse at 7

p.m. Tickets are $11.50 in advance.

SATURDAY
Lady Jane, a film exposing Lady Jane's fall, will

be presented in Gamble Auditorium at Mount

Holyoke at 7 p.m. and 9:15 p.m. Tickets are $2.50.

Steelheart

Steel Heart will perform at Katina's tonight at 8

pm with specila guests The Lost.

Minibus Sandwich will be at Pearl Street from

6 pm to 9 pm as part of the D.I.F.FA Dance-a-Thon

raising money for AIDS reasearch.
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KMFDM and Braindead come for a visit

By DANIELLE DOWL1NG
Collegian Staff

KMFDM. Kill Mother Fucking Depeche Mode or Keine

Mehrheit Fur Die Mitleid (roughly translated: no pit>

for the majority")? ;c»l«othe
Both possibilities for the acronym are cool. It »*»»*

monike^of a post-industrial group fromG~__T__2
invade the Happy Valley this Friday"^J^™ v<
can be best described as dance music for those who have

an unnatural obsession with bull whips and riding crop.

It all started in 1984 in Hamburg as an art project. Even

tualW SfKonietzko and En Esch, who start^ the pro-

ject, "decided to make it a band. They released their
^
first

album What Do You Know Deutschland?, in late 1986.

The alburn compiled all of the material, consisting arge-

I of ultr "heavy beat songs, the group had composed since

L conception/A 12-inch single followed this release in

earlv 1987.

in iQflft thev signed onto Wax Trax Records, making

their matriaUvalTable in the United States. Their first

refeasT on Wax Trax was Don't Blow Your Top, which

evoktd this response from BijlboardMagaune

KMFDM's new offering. Don't Blow Your Top, has a

number of gems in the grooves.
rf>\emee*

That release was followed by a couple 12-inch releases

m 1989 needing a 12-inch produced by Einsturzende

NeubaL's F.M. linheit entitled, More and F«*r . ««
which was redone and re-released as a B-side for their

ToSo FP release Vim.. In late 1989, the group released

hTr fh^rd album UAIOE which was followed by a tour

in 19*? with fellow industrial groups Skinny Puppy and

Ministry.

W,th the present line-up of Konietzo on vocals,

kevbiards and' drums. Esch on*^^£££*
and Svetlana Ambrosius on guitar, they releasea \

n
,\

ZJalbum entitled. Naive, a pleasant little number that

fplture aTsorts of cool samples and overlays with growl-

[nt vials mattering something in either German or

EndiS MeZ ^ Maker said of the album "They sound

like Depeche Mode after 12 years in a Russian labor

TnEsch claimed that his group*"«^^g
core in a peaceful.we want people to get wild, but we tr>

Photo courtesy W«* Trax Rword«

KMFDM wiH bring their unusual indus.ria. sound, to Katina", on Friday night

to create some peaceful vibrations."

Real peaceful like.

Opening for KMFDM is fellow Wax Trax recording ar

tistsBraindead Sound Machine. Interestingly enough

the group started back in the late 60s when members of

Strawberry Alarm Clock and Alan Ginsberg released an

EP in Germany under the name Brian Wilson. After many

mutations and name changes, some names include No

Time for Rimjobs and T.PF.MH.O.
(Take Perry Farrel^

Mntherfucking Head Off), there is only one or ginal

nTr Mi I ee"the keyboardist. One of the group s pro-

E^ "Tofy Da™ A Rock Opera," in which Italian^

AmerTan culture ,s set against a blow-up of Madonna s

Twill prove to be a very interesting night indeed.

KMFDM with special guests Braindead Sound
Machine,

unllplavat KatmZ* on Friday night. Doors open at 8 p.m.

En Esch ciaimea mm ...= B.«-K .-• - -. .
, mutations and name cnanges, sum* n«».«- —- -

core in a peaceful.we want people to get wild, but we tr> QAUV1fAV
UMass Dance Department celebrates at Bowker

u?na for Rebecca >j2flH^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^HK
By DANIELLE DOWLING
Collegian Staff

When I was young. I took ballet. I dream

ed of being a prima ballerina, obtaining the

grace and beauty of a swan. In reality. I

had the grace of a hippopotamus on

hallucinogens, but I still like to watch those

who can accomplish what I never will.

So, if you enjoy watching people skipp-

ing about in silly costumes, you may want

to check out the three-day celebration of

dance this Thursday, Friday and Saturday,

presented by the UMass Department of

Dance.
Thursday's and Friday's events will

feature the B.F.A Dance concert. Dance

majors will perform the choreography of

faculty members. Both concerts will consist

of seven pieces: "Shout," "That Voice,"

"Quirk,"' "Desert Passage," "Solo

Passage," "Dance to Dance" and "Curved

Lines of Suspended Grace."

"Shout" and "That Voice" were both

choreographed by the late Richard Jones.

In "Shout," set to the music of Duke Ell-

ington, the dancers jump, shake and shout

as the "spirit" enters them, evoking the at

mosphere of a Baptist revival meeting.

"That Voice," based on the life of the late

Edith Piaf, was created for Rebecca Nord-

strom, chair of the Five College Dance Pro-

gram, who will also be performing the

piece. _^

Andrea Watkins, a University Dance

facultv member, is responsible the

choreography of three of the seven pieces:

"Quirk." "Dessert Passage" and "Solo

Passage." "Quirk" is a contemporary

pointe ballet for seven women set to the

music of Jean Michelle Jarre. "Desert

Passage," a dramatic modern piece, and

"Solo Passage" depicts Watkins' early

dance training.

"Dance to Dance," which was originally

choreographed in 1970 for graduating

seniors, has been recreated by Marilyn Pat-

ton. "Curved Lines of Suspended Grace

will feature graduating seniors and juniors.

On Saturday night, there will be an

alumni concert featuring the work of

former students. Donna Davenport will

perform a special tribute dedicated to the

memory of Richard Jones.

The Dance Program's Gala Reunion and

Alumni Concert will take place Thursday

through Saturday at 8 p.m. at UMass in

Bowker Auditorium. Tickets are $6 for the

general public, $4 for senior citizens and

students and $2 for children
"That Voice," based on the life of the late menu ana ** ,u, «^™

Performcrthon at the mall
showcases local talents

. . »,. tit _i :„ f~» V

The UMass Department of Dance will have a celebration of dance on

Thursday, Friday and Saturday night. On Thursday and Friday, dance

majors will perform works choreographed by faculty members. On Satur-

day, alumni will return to give a performance.

S1H0IN AVdS3N(I3A

By PAUL DeGEORGES
Collegian Staff

If you thought the only performing arts

you could see at the Hampshire Mall was

a bunch of roller-skating junior high kids

or nimble-fingered video game addicts...

you were probably right.

But on Saturday from 11 a.m. to 3 p.m.,

the Mall will be the location of a veritable

extravaganza of talent supplied by some ex-

cellent local performers. This time you

won't have to settle for Tetris eye-strain

though, because the featured performers

are the advanced and professional

students, faculty, alumnae and friends of

the Performing Arts Division of the

University of Massachusetts.

For four hours visitors to the mall will

be treated to the likes of the Performing

Arts Tappers dancing to the music of the

40*s- songs from Broadway to the classics;

music for the cello, flute and guitar; and

"piano for the young."

Joyce Rice will present a harp demonstra-

tion. Michael Nix will play music for ban-

jo, guitar, and lute. Other special guests

gracing that faux-townhouse haven that is

the Hampshire Mall will include jazz

singer Karen Scruggs with gospel authori-

ty Horace Boyer, the Amherst High School

Russian Club Women's Choir, the

Shutesbury Elementary School singers,

comedy improvisation by the Raw Material

company, Gregory Dean Smith of the En-

chanted Circle Theater, Philip Prather

from the Connecticut Opera House, and

UMass basketball's own Hoop Dancers.

The whole day will be emceed by WHMP
newsperson Mary Hadad, Jesse Pen-

soneault and Jay Haines and Equity ac-

tress Jennifer Hugus for an hour each in

that order. Proceeds from Saturday's

events will help raise funds for the scholar-

ship fund and is sponsored by the UMass

Fine Arts Center and the Department of

Music and Dance.

The Performing Arts Performathon will

take place from 11 a.m. to 3 p.m. at the

Hampshire Mall, Hadley. Check it out!
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|
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SGA votes to

seek legal

counsel
By ALEX DERING
Collegian Staff

The Undergraduate Student Senate unanimously pass-

ed a motion at Wednesday's Student Government Associa

tion meeting to use legal counsel should the administra-

tion continue to refuse to recognize the May 9 student elec

tions for president and trustee.

Although only three members of the SGA, President

David Gagne, Trustee Kevin Newnan and Senator Bob

Monaghan, originally sought out the Northampton law

firm of Barnes and Etheridge, the SGA officially supported

their action at Wednesday's meeting by passing a motion

to allocate up to $2,500 for legal expenses.

"We went to the American Civil Liberties Union and

then to Barnes and Etheridge because we have exhausted

all other means of communication with the Administra-

tion." said Monaghan. "Through repeated attempts to

come to an understanding with the administration, it has

become apparent that they are unwilling to allow students

to choose their own leaders."

Earlier this semester, the leadership of the Student

Government at that time. President Natasha Diephius.

Trustee Angus McQuilken, Speaker Dan Chesnicka,

Treasurer Karen Talbot and Registrar Rebecca Rudko,

also known as the "gang of five," made a request to the

administration for help with the student government,

which they felt had become unmanageable and

unproductive.

The administration took control of the student govern-

ment and began to create a new governmental body with

the formation of the Commission on Undergraduate Stu-

dent Governance.

The administration also announced all student elections

would be placed on hold until the new government struc

ture was in place, because they said the new structure

would probably eliminate some positions that had existed

in the old government.

The Student Senate then impeached several of the gang

^___ Collegian photo by Dnndi Ahearn

SUNNING HER BUN — A woman with a wide-brimmed hat relaxes on the steps of the Cam-
pus Center. ^^^^^^^^^^_i_m

of five and voted to hold the April 9 elections despite the

administration's refusal to recognize the validity of those

elections. Gagne was elected student president and

Newnan was elected student trustee.

After the Commission on Undergraduate Student Gover

nance develops a viable new government, elections for the

office of student trustee will be held in early May, accor-

ding to the administration.

According to Gagne, the fight to get the April 9 elec

tions recognized is becoming even more serious than first

imagined.

"Stepping out of the University structure was not

something we intended to do," said Gagne. "But if we are

to represent the students and do our jobs effectively, then

we have to do certain things, no matter how difficult or

unpleasant they may be."

Newnan was quite adamant about not giving up the

fight to get the April 9 elections recognized.

"We have lawyers and are prepared to fight [the SAO

and administration]," he said. "All we want is recogni

tion of the rights of students to choose their own leaders

and we hope to accomplish that outside of court."

Irene Carew, chairperson of the SAO, said because no

documents have reached her yet, she couldn't make a valid

comment on the SGA decision to retain legal aid.

Man discusses abused women
Says men should take active role in prevention

By KATHERINE T. LAMOTHE
Collegian Staff

Men need to be more active in the strug-

gle against violence against women, a

leader in the men's movement said yester-

day in a forum in the University of

Massachusetts Campus Center titled

"Football, Feminism and Other Contem-

porary Contradictions."

"Men's role in the movement is to

educate other men about violence against

women," said Jackson Katz, the founder

and leader of Real Men, a Boston-based

"non-sexist male" organization.

According to Katz, men often are in a

position to speak out against attacks on

women, but fail to do so because they are

afraid to be labeled as effeminate or gay.

"Homophobia is a big issue here," he
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Katz added men are also afraid to look

at their own behavior toward women,

citing a case in which men describing their

sexual experiences have mentioned how

they coerced women into having sex with

them, yet did not directly refer to the ex-

perience as a rape.

"The fact is that most men feel threaten-

ed by looking at themselves," he said. "In-

trospection is awkward."

According to Katz, this insecurity causes

them to batter their women lovers, in the

belief that violence, or the threat of it,

guarantees power in the relationship.

"Physically abusive men feel the need to

physically control the women they're in-

volved with," he said.

Katz disputed the popular idea of the

"battle of the sexes," saying the battle is

one-sided. _ •

"One sex has been at war," he said, "and

women are losing — badly."

Katz, a 1982 UMass graduate, was the

first man to earn a certificate in the

Women's Studies department. Since for-

ming Real Men, he and the group have par-

ticipated in leafletting campaigns at New

England Patriots and Boston Red Sox

games, protesting the amount of sexual

harassment in sports. Other protests in-

cluded marches on Super Bowl Sunday -

which Katz said was "the worst day of the

year for battered women" - and boycotts

of comedians Andrew Dice Clay and Sam

Kinison for sexist humor.

Katz said men can help women fight sex-

ism and violence against women in many

ways, including participating in rallies

such as "Take Back the Night," supporting

political candidates who are committed to

women's full equality and dealing with

their own sexism.

Most of all, he said, men should learn

from women themselves.

"If you really care about the women in

your life, speak out against sexism and

violence against women," he said.

Judge rejects $100 million

settlement in Exxon oil spill

ANCHORAGE, ALASKA (AP) - Ex

xon's proposed $1 billion settlement of

the nation's worst oil spill has been plac-

ed in doubt by a judge's ruling that a

$100 million criminal fine isn't enough

punishment.

Under a plan announced last month.

Exxon agreed to pay fines of $50 million

each to the federal and state govern-

ment. The company also agreed to pay

$900 million as part of a separate set-

tlement of civil claims to clean up

Alaska's shoreline.

But U.S. District Judge H. Russel

Holland ruled Wednesday that the $100

million in fines was not enough to deter

future oil spills.

"The fines which were proposed to me

were simply not adequate," said

Holland who added that he had studied

federal sentencing guidelines in

reaching his decision. "There is no ques-

tion that the Exxon Valdez oil spill was

off the chart."

With Holland's rejection of the

criminal fine, Exxon could withdraw

from the $900 million civil settlement.

The company also pleaded guilty to

four misdemeanor pollution charges in

exchange for the dropping of felony

counts as part of the agreement, and

Holland gave Exxon until May 24 to

decide if it would withdraw those pleas.

The Justice Department said it would

go to trial on the criminal charges if the

pleas are withdrawn.

Exxon spokesperson Joe Tucker said

Wednesday the company had no im-

mediate comment.

"I don't think anybody suspected this

would happen," said Sen. Pat Rodey (D-

Anchorage) and a member of a panel

that helped work out the settlement bet

ween state and federal officials and

Exxon.

"Certainly, conventional wisdom was

that the plea agreement would be ap-

proved," Rodey said.

"We thought it was a good plea agree-

ment," said James Neal, lead attorney

for Exxon Shipping Co.

Justice Department officials in

Washington and Gov. Walter J. Hickel,

who was in Los Angeles on Wednesday,

also expressed disappointment at

Holland's decision.

But environmentalists who had com-

plained that the criminal fines were too

low, praised the judge's ruling.

"It's about time somebody called the

shots like they really are," said Riki Ott,

a leader of the Oil Reform Alliance, an

oil industry watchdog group formed

after the spill.

Alaska Attorney General Charles

Cole said Exxon has 10 days to decide

whether it will withdraw from the

settlement.

A Justice Department official in

Washington, who spoke on condition of

anonymity, said the department would

be willing to talk with Exxon about the

possibility of reaching a new agreement

within the next 30 days.

An analysis done tor The Associated

Press in March showed the total cost to

Exxon of a $1 billion settlement could

be as little as $486.3 million if the com-

pany took tax savings on it and purchas-

ed an annuity to make the payments

over 10 years.
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By WALTER PUTNAM
Associated Press Writer

BAGHDAD, IRAQ - Iraq insisted yesterday it is

negotiating in good faith with Kurdish rebels, but word

of a reported agreement on Kurdish autonomy met with

skepticism in Washington and among some Kurdish

refugees and guerrillas.

Meanwhile, the United States, Britain and France have

told Iraq to withdraw its security forces from the refugee

zone in northern Iraq by the weekend, the White House

announced yesterday. •

Press secretary Marlin Fitzwater said the ultimatum,

delilvered Wednesday night to Iraqi officials at the United

Nations, instructs Iraq to immediately begin pu""\g lts

forces out of the Zakho area near the Turkish border.

In northern Iraq yesterday, allied officials said Iraqi

police appeared to be heeding an order to leave the area

around Zakho.

The allies are trying to convince Kurdish refugees it is

safe to return to allied-protected camps in northern Iraq_

Kurdish rebel leaders said Wednesday they had secured

a tentative pact, from Saddam Hussein, that would grant

them a measure of autonomy, which they have sought in

decades of struggle.

But the Bush administration questioned whether bad-

dam could be trusted, and many refugees in camps along

the Turkish and Iraqi frontier were still skittish about

returning to their homes.

Iraq's prime minister, Saadoun Hammadi, yesterday ac-

cused the U.S.-led allies of interfering in Iraq's domestic

affairs by ordering Iraqi authorities to vacate the so-called

northern "safety zone" where Kurdish refugee camps are

being set up.

But Hammadi also said Iraq is prepared to open a new

page" in its relations with other countries.

At a Baghdad news conference, Hammadi said little

about the reported agreement with the Kurds, but said

the government was acting "with sincerity" in its negotia-

tions with the rebels.

Asked whether Iraq would enter similar talks with

Shiite rebels in the south, he replied: "Iraq has the desire

and is willing to hold any dialogue that would serve the

interests of Iraq."
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Student creates archive ofGregory LeveyO ll U.UCllt V/X V/ C*V^/l^
provlde a hlstorical context, Fmcke said. The second essay

_ a.MMU.« partially an act of desperation, said rincke
?lirniRhM hiotrraohical information on Levey.

By AMY HENRY
Collegian Staff

Aaron Fincke, who is an Amherst resident and Hamp-

shire College, as well as seven Five College students and

members of the community, are creating an archive about

Gregory Levey to document all the community reactions

and events surrounding his self-immolation.

Levey lit himself on fire Feb. 18, 1991 with paint thin^

ner at the Amherst Common and died almost

immediately. j_„™ „
The purpose of the project is to serve dually as documen-

tation and memor.ahzation, said Fincke. "It ^"iportant

to have the archive for future generations to have public

access to understand what went on." he said.

Fincke, who helped develop the idea for the archive^pro-

ject is concentrating in philosophy at Hampshire College

'and is doing the project as an«^^nt^jj^
chive will be finished midsummer and housed m the Jones

USei

,.fdtf„
r

rtuveyS death he had ^Uectu.,^

ed the issues surrounding the Persian Gulf War. . * as

involved in anti-war organizing, keeping up with current

events, and arguing with people who didn t agree with

me, to constantly refine my views.

Levey's self-immolation brought home the human

dimension of the Gulf War, Fincke said. "We.were all

£
fected by the emotional poisoning resulting from he

uncertainty around the civilian destruction caused by the

GuTf War Levey was an example of destruction caused

bv the Gulf War. Levey was an example of someone who

couldn't function any longer under that pressure. It was
couldn't function any longer u..uC. ...«.* k n*m O
Speaker address life ot

gays on college campuses
*? .^!f^^,«,»,on criticism for being lesbian or gaj

partially an act of desperation," said Fincke.

Levey's death was also politically motivated, he said

"Although he was not involved in the anti-war move-

ment at the time, he had been in the past. After talking

with his family and friends, I've learned he was a very

politically aware person and very upset with American

foreign policy Before he died he burned an American

"
Emile Durkheim, a turn-of-the-century French

sociologist, describes a psychological basis for altruistic

suicide that could explain Levey's self immolation, accor

ding to Fincke. ,

"Altruistic suicide involves excessive integration ot the

individual into society. He cannot separate his personal

identity from some facet of the societal structure, r in

Fincke said he got the idea for the archive during the

two-week existence of the vigil and memorial site. He lelt

Levey's acts and the following community reactions were

of great historical significance and were unprecedented

l/\/*o 1 Jv

"Because of the sense of grief and tragedy spawned by

a public death, Levey's was a kind of action that ruptured

the fabric of the community. It brought all political

polarization into sharp distinction, he said_

The funds for the project came from the Gregory U.

Levey Memorial Fund.

Fincke said his primary goal in the production of the

archive is to create a completely objective record of all

events surrounding the self immolation.

The archive will consist of three sections, the iirst ot

which will contain four essays. The first essay will have

both "right
-" and "lea " wing perspectives on the Gull

War and the social conditions for freedom of speech, 1

provide a historical context, Fincke said. The second essay

furnishes biographical information on Levey.

The third essay provides Western sociological and

psychiatric perspectives on suicide as a mental illness, to

establish the ideological basis for a large part of the com

munitys reaction, Fincke said. The fourth essay is a

chronology of the political suicides since 1963 to provide

the historical basis for viewing Levey's act as one of pro-

test he Levey's act as one of protest, he said.

"It «s important to provide both perspectives of the self

immolation because the community reacted to it in both

wavs," Fincke said. "In creating this archive I have con

sidered ways," Fincke said Tn creating this archive I

have considered its importance in the long term and short

term. I'm using archival materials that will last for cen-

turies "Because time will obscure the cultural milieu that

created Greg's act and the subsequent reactions, it s essen-

tial that one provides the historical, scientific and cultural

context for these events. Otherwise the archive wouldn t

be as useful. ,

The second section, the bulk of the archive, will be a

media, photographic and written materials including com

posite of transcriptions from radio broadcasts 7U

newspaper clippings, people's writings from the diary

books that were left at the memorial site and over 7U

photographs of events in town

The third section is a photographic inventory of artifacts

that were left on the common. "People left a greataiaount

of things of personal and/or monetary value, he saut

"Bv putting those three sections together with atten-

tion to
P
chronology and aesthetics I have tried to recreate

events surrounding his death and on the common to

vicariously allow people to get a sense of the tragedy and

controversy that occurred in Amherst, he said.

By JOE O'CONNOR
Collegian Correspondent

"Dyke, man-hater, lezzie .

."

These were some of the insulting terms

for lesbians listed by a woman as part of

an introductory ant i-homophobic exercise

held by Warren Blumenfeld Wednesday

night in Campus Center 917.

Blumenfeld, a member of the Boston Gay,

Lesbian, Bisexual Speaker's Bureau, has

also written a book titled. Looking at Gay

and Lesbian Life. Blumenfeld spoke to a

group of about 35 students, faculty, and

community members about what is hap-

pening on collge campuses for homosexuals

and bisexuals in a lecture titled, "GLB

Studies."

Blumenfeld said he wanted the audience

to fully realize how negatively society por-

trays homosexuals. Blumenfeld then went

on to talk about efforts being made on col-

lege campuses to disseminate accurate in

formation about homosexuals in order to

dispel negative myths and stereotypes.

Blumenfeld described two Research

Centers at Yale and the City University of

New York that have archives for lesbian,

gay, or as he terms it "lesbigay," and bisex-

ual works and information.

"What's interesting also is the availabili-

ty of research directories . . . they tell you

who's working on what, around the world,

Blumenfeld said.

Other recent developments include open-

ly lesbian and gay, or lesbigay, therapists

and counselors in colleges. They're present

"either to help a student cope wit

criticism for being lesbian or gay, or to help

a student emerging as gay or lesbian,"

Blumenfeld said.

"Fraternities and sororities are also

developing around the country for gays and

lesbians," Blumenfeld said. He went on to

say that many national fraternities and

sororities have stated acceptance for les

bian and gay members, but he went on to

detail instances where some closeted gays

and lesbians have been kicked out when

their sexual orientation was discovered.

"The privacy of those individuals should

not have been violated," he said.

Blumenfeld listed numerous other ad

vances for lesbigay student and faculty

groups, like scholarships, "domestic part-

nerships," which allow same sex couples

the same benefits as married student hous-

ing and the new degree of Lesbian, Bisex

ual, and Gay Studies available as an

Associate's Degree at the City College of

San Fransisco. However, he said there were

difficulties with this degree.

"How do you define Lesbian. Bisexual,

and Gay studies? We don't know. Would

Lesbian studies fall under the Women a

Issues Department? Would it fall under the

Gay studies Department? Would it have a

separate department?" Blumenfeld said

He also said the same problem existed

with lesbigay literature.

"Would a book by a 'straight' author with

a gay subplot be lesbigay literature? What

about a book by Oscar Wilde with no

specific meaning?" he said. Blumenfeld

added that only time will settle these

problems.
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By MICHAEL MANGIARACINA
Collegian Correspondent

"either to help a student cope wiwi k -

State college presidents have

no appetite for Weld's dinner
"y^rVZ ZZ. ears aEo. said yesterday that 75 of the 88

SPRINGFIELD (AP) - Calling it a

"sham" and worse, presidents from most

of the state's colleges are saying "Thanks,

but no thanks" to an invitation from the

governor to an official dinner.
^

\sking the nearly broke colleges to help

finance the governor's annual dinner to

honor outstanding employees at a time

when state workers are being furloughed

to save money is "like a script from The

Marquis de Sade School of Human Rela-

tions.'
" said Springfield Technical Com-

munity College President Andrew Scibelh.

The cost of the October dinner at the

Park Plaza Hotel in Boston, which in past

years has attracted about 1,400 people, is

split evenly among the participating agen-

de with each being charged$250 for every

honoree they send, he said.Most of the col-

leges are being charged about $1,000.

David A. Haley, state commissioner of

personnel administration who Parted the

^Tride and -Performance" dinner eight

years ago, said yesterday that 75 of the 88

government agencies invited have ac

cepted. "In difficult times it is more impor-

tant than ever to honor outstanding

employees," said Haley.

Haley also criticized some of the college

presidents for their sharp Otters of rejec-

tion which he said suggested that being

a college president doesn't bring great

wisdom." , t

Although all nine state colleges and at

least seven of the 15 community colleges

are staying away, Haley said he has got-

ten acceptances from three community col-

leges and all three of the state universities.

Steven Wollmer, a spokesperson for the

Massachusetts Teachers Association

which represents the faculty at the public

colleges and universities, hailed the

^''Asking the colleges to pay for dinners

when thev are being underfunded b>

CONTINUED ON PAGE 2

American television* viewers are more

likely, than Soviet viewers, to be influenc-

ed by what they watch, according to one

finding of a recent study on the effects of

television in America and the Soviet

Union. . .

The study, a first of its kind, was con-

ducted by Michael Morgan, a communica_

tions professor at the University of

Massachusetts, George Gerbner of the

University of Pennsylvania, and Ellen

Mickiewicz of Emory University. In the

United States, "half of light viewers say

they get much satisfaction out of lite, but

onlv . . . about a third of heavy viewers say

they get very much satisfaction, said

Morgan in a recent interview.

"It's a syndrome. If you have fewer

cultural resources to draw upon ... and you

tend to be more lonely, bored and depress-

ed to begin with, then you're more likely

to stay at home and watch more televi-

sion," he said.

In the Soviet Union, only 5 percent ot

those polled reported the highest life

satisfaction. However, Morgan said televi-

sion viewing did not seem to be a factor.

"It's not related to television. Fewer peo^

pie are satisfied in the Soviet Union and

television doesn't have anything to do with

Unlike those in the United States, peo-

ple with more education in the Soviet

Union reported lower satisfaction, and a

person's income did not seem to be a factor.

Morgan cited grim economic conditions

as one root of Soviet dissatisfaction. "It

doesn't matter if you have more income

there's nothing to buy anyway."

A sociological effect known as

•mainstreaming" was linked to television

viewing in the United States. This

phenomena occurs when different popula-

tion groups begin to display similar views

and opinions. Morgan said.

"In the U.S., even though there was more

diversity overall, that was much reduced

among heavy viewers," said Morgan

Television seems to have become a cultural

link between otherwise diverse American

groups, he said.

According to Morgan, television viewing

seems to have little of the same effect on

Soviet audiences. There is a greater overall

similarity between Soviet population

groups, but this has not been linked to

television, he said. The common hardships

faced by the Soviet Union is the unifying

factor, he said.

Americans are more willing to believe

what they see on television, especially on

news programs, Morgan said. Those who

watch the news, Morgan said, believe

most of it, without realizing they re most-

ly getting government ideology.

Soviet news is widely perceived as pro-

paganda and the public usually says if it s

on the news, then people knc * it I not

CONHNUED ON PAGF 6
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Gov. 's dinner

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 3

millions of dollars to honor employees who are being

furloughed is a classic case of fiddling while Rome burns,

Wollmer said. "It's surreal."

Scibelli said that his temper snapped when he found a

packet of informational materials on the dinner at least

one and one half inches thick" on his desk the morning

after Weld announced last month that he was furloughing

state employees to save money.

He fired off a letter to Gov. William F. Weld that said,

in part, "I'm sure all ofmy employees will be overwhelmed

with this recognition now that the governor has decided

to furlough them, demonstrating his own form of recogni-

tion for dedicated service.

"If nothing else, you have given new meaning to the

word bureaucrat and trust me, it hasn't elevated it, he

wrote. . .

The state college presidents also refused to participate

in last year's award dinner to protest college cutbacks,

said Paul Weller, president of Framingham State College.

David Bartley, president of Holyoke Community Col-

lege, said his school planned to put the $1,000 that would

have been spent on the dinner, into a student loan fund.

COLLEGIAN
STAFF MEETING
MONDAY, APRIL 29

3:30

in the newsroom

To discuss proposed amendments

to the Collegian Constitution.

MANDATORY FOR ALL STAFF

VOTING ON AMENDMENTS
WILL BE HELD TUESDAY

from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.

ONLY A JOKER WOULD FORGET TO USE aJcONDOMJ^I

Amherst Chinese Food
Momestyle Cooking

fresh vegetables from our own farm

DO NOT USE MSG

SUNDAY, APRIL 28-THURSDAY. MAY 2

SUNDAY. APRIL 28

2 00-5 00 THE BRIDES at me horseshoe

MONDAY. APRIL 29

16 00 The Melville Beach Volleyball invitation

9 00-M.dnighi The Rocky Horror Picture Show

Outside at the horseshoe

TUESDAY. APRIL 30

1 -5 00 Bands at the horseshoe

House Council Barbeques

Cotton Canoy Dunking Booth

Raffles Melville Beach

Volleyball invitational and more 1

8-10 30 Boston Commedians at the horseshoe

WEDNESDAY. MAY 1

1-5 00 Bands at the horseshoe

House Council Barbeques

Cotton Candy Dunking Boo'r-

Raffles. caricature artist and more*

8-1030 Hungry for Hampden Humor

GUFFAW

Top Boston Commedians brought to you by

Housing Auxiliary Services. Res Arts & SWAG

THURSDAY. MAY 2

1-5 00 Bands at the horseshoe

House Council Barbeques

Cotton Candy. Raffles. Safe Sex CMymp.cs

Melville Beach Volleyball Finals & more'

8-11 00 Fine Arts Center Commediar. Show

Proceeds go to the MAke a Dilference

Scholarship Fund m the memory of

Sharon Galligan. Rich Koster & Joel

Mangion

253-2813
62 Main Street

2537835
Amherst

SALADS SUBMARINES

This week is dedicated to all those who

made their country proud

in the Middle East

Ul»OJ MMWI »«»»

T—r r

'^«s2i

5 SYRIANS

THE
SUB

l W.I/UANT ft AMMf RSI I SWiW"

Brittany Manor
BRITTANY MANOR DR.

(413) 256-8534
Two bedroom apartments

available now.
$560/month

Rent includes heat and hot water.

ENJOY THESES FEATURES
On UMass bus route

Wall-to-wall carpeting

Fully-equipped kitchen, including disposal

Large living room with celling-to-floor windows

Large dining area
Oversized bathrooms
Wall-to-wall closets

Storm windows
Dead-bolt security locks

Cable T.V. available

Ample parking
Swimming pool

NO RENT INCREASE IN 3 YEARS
Come see us NOW and we can

make It 4 years.

*
I

To Greenfield

To Sunderland

To Selchertown

THE
EDWIN M. ROSSMAN

ALUMNI CAREER FORUMS

"MARKET YOURSELF EFFECTIVELY IN

TODAY'S TIGHT ECONOMY"
Division of Home Economics

DATE: MONDAY APRIL 29, 1991

TIME: 8:00 PM

LOCATION: CAMPUS CENTER 904-908

SPONSORED BY:

MATHER CAREER CENTER
ALUMNI ASSOCIATION

DIVISION OF HOME ECONOMICS

This is an opportunity to meet with an alumnus and a professor to discuss

their experiences in the working world. Don't miss this important panel

discussion!
PANELISTS:

Dr. Patricia Warner

Honors. &A, University of Toronto

MA. Ph.D., University of Minnesota. '86

Professor. Deportment of Home Economics. University of Massachusetts at Amherst

"Seventeen seconds can make or break your job interview;

dress to form the right impression."

Dr. Trish Sacks, CH.E.

BS University of Maryland

MS 74, Ph D. University of Massachusetts at Amherst

Assistant Director. Cooperative Extension. University of Massachusetts at Amherst

"Identify, communicate, and adapt your skills to each employers' needs.'

For more information, please contact

Mather Career Center

545-2224

Editorial/Opinion
r yZ.Z^L.Z ..„•,„ » ,„„Jt, nnd do not necessarily reflect the views of the Collegian or the Urn

The opmions on this paie are those of the individual writer or cartoomst and do not necessarily refl,

Notes from the Basement

Univeisitv unless otherwise noted.

A few moldy leftovers from the budget

cut file: If Gov. Weld thinks professors -

and, for that matter, state troopers, fire

fighters, hospital employees, etc. — are

tntial," he should pay them. Weld's

logic is especially goofy in regard to his just

recently abandoned attempt to give his

cabinet a raise According to Weld, the men

and women on his cabinet are good at what

they do, and they were promised a raise a

while back, and if things continue like this

they'll get fed up and leave state service

Hmmmm. Couldn't the same case be

made for good, angry people on the state

payroll everywhere?

* * *

Sam Silverstein

Of the 17 UMass grads who are state

senators and representatives, two are on

the Senate Ways and Means Committee

and three more are on the House Ways and

Means Committee, in whose hands the

Governor's disastrous budget now lies.

Kenneth Lemanski (D Chicopee), is Vice

Chair of House Ways and Means, and

David Magnani <D-Framingham), and Stan

Rosenberg <D-Amherst), are both Commit

tee members
It is not a given that UMass grads in the

Legislature are strong supporters of public

higher education. Based on his voting

record in 1990. Stephen Brewer (D Barre),

sided with Citizens for Limited Taxation

88 percent of the time and against the

Massachusetts Teachers' Association 40

percent of the time, according to the

Massachusetts Political Almanac, publish-

ed bv the Center for Leadership Studies.

Other UMass-educated reps with short

memories include Lemanski, who voted

against the MTA party line 52 percent of

the time in 1990. Magnani (59 percent) and

Senate Ways and Means Committee

member William MacLean Jr. (56 percent).

As a yardstick. Rosenberg, historically

one of UMass' best friends at the

Statehouse, sided with the MTA 96 percent

and against CLT 90 percent of the time in

Sally Kerans (D-Danvers), and Daniel

Valianti <D Marlboro), have both been in

office less than half a year, and as

freshman legislators, could be especially

. veptive to a letter.

Advised Rosenberg, "You can't take any

legislator for granted. Two years ago when

I proposed a bill that would have increas-

ed UMass' funding, some [alums) voted

against it."

Address the envelopes: (your senator, rep.

or the Governor's name), Statehouse,

Boston MA. 02133.

MjwMe-

Hispanic groups don't just party

* * *

KEN PARKER STUDENT TRUSTEE

take down your posters . John Tate of

the UMass basketball team is the Bob

Hope of UMass. Wednesday Tate joined a

local DJ and a Playboy model as celebrity

judges of Sigma Phi Epsilon's Battle of the

Bands at Katina's. This weekend Tate will

help judge the dunk contest of the Haigis

Hoopla 3-on 3 basketball festival

Answers to some commonly asked Col-

legian questions: Kinda attractive, actual-

ly; We make them up; All students, some

of us not even that.

Sam Silverstein is a Collegian Staff

member.

An apology for the semi-formal
i «.L_ ..^..^i^.itinn nf ignorance

We would like to apologize for the

comment that was made during the Nor-

theast/Sylvan semi-formal on Friday,

April 19. This comment, directed at the

Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual community, was

made by a non-University student who

was properly censured, and more impor-

tantly, was made out of ignorance. We
applaud Shawn Cotter for speaking out

for the GLB community. It is paramount

to realize the difference between lg

norance and malice. We must stand

together to combat such ignorance. We

support the eradication of ignorance

through education. We would like to in-

vite speakers from the LBGA to hold a

forum in our area next semester. On

behalf of Perfect Mix and myself, we of-

fer our apology for the unfortunate

remark. „
Ellen Grossman

Northeast Area Government
Secretary

Peter Dear

Perfect Mix Chairperson

As a member of the Hispanic communi-

ty and as a student of the Bilingual Col-

legiate Program, I feel the responsibility

to reply to the article," All Puerto Ricans

Want To Do Is Party," by Charles R.

Venator.

Before pointing out some important

things the BCP does for our students and

for our community, I would like to inform

all the ignorant people out there that be-

ing Hispanic means pertaining to the

language, people, and culture of Spain and

Latin America. While we are trying to ad-

dress our people's ignorance, Mr. Venator

is promoting it by writing this insolent

article.

The idea of the BCP promoting illiteracy

is ridiculous. The BCP has several pro

grams which are reaching out to the

Hispanic students, even to an eighth grade

level, so that these students get motivated

about continuing their education. One of

the main concerns of the BCP and one of

the tasks it is trying to accomplish, is to

inspire these youngsters, as well as the

students who are presently in college, to

carry on with their education and become

prosperous people. Besides throwing expen-

sive parties, like Venator claims, the BCP,

AHORA, The Cultural Center and the

students involved in these organizations

participate in Latin America Week, the In^

ternational Fair, concerts, theater, and

other events. In addition, these organiza-

tions are involved in recruiting Hispanic

students to UMass. They are trying to

create a strong support system for the

minority students at UMass, and to

educate the community in general. They

are also trying to enlighten the North

Americans about the Hispanic culture.

At least Mr Venator had the dignity to

give the BCP some credit for "filling admis-

sions quotas, finding financial aid and pro

moting good tutoring." Well, if these things

aren't helping our students and our com-

munity, and if vou have some better ideas

why don't you stop by the BCP or any of

the organizations' offices and volunteer to

help After all. you were a member of

AHORA. not RIGHT NOW. when the

organization, according to you, went down.

Every organization in UMass needs some

revision Mr. Venator, and if we were to talk

about people sitting on their chairs and

drawing paychecks, we could start with our

governor and legislators, who, right now,

don't seem to be doing anything to help our

educational system.

Mr Venator expresses a great concern

about the oppression and stereotyping

Hispanics are facing in this country, yet in

his article, he contributes to it. If you are

going to talk about Hispanics partying all

the time, speak for yourself and not for the

rest of us. Ifyou want to keep your dignity

and honor, don't support the stereotypes

and don't use our name to get the atten-

tion of the readers. We are worth more and

have more dignity than that.

Caroline Gonzalez
UMass

Armenian deaths ignored
.....__:__ ^ ;,,„ In October of 1989, Senate Minority \ee

Yesterday, April 24, was National Armenian Genocide

Remembrance Day. Or at least ,t should be. On April 24

1915 the extermination of the Armenian race officially

came into effect as proposed by the newly-instated Young

Turk regime in the Ottoman empire.

This action was set forth as a result of the Armenian

state wanting to to break away from the empire, and

religious disputes between Christian Armenians and

Muslim Turks. On this day all Armenians of stature i.e.

Kertuals, scholars, priests, doctors, political leaders,

e"c were arrested in Constantinople and imprisoned

After a total of600 persons were collected, they were sent

to various towns in Turkish Armenia to be eradicated.

Christian Gaibis Adanalian

r* *Uo n»vt *Pveral vears, vast numbers of Armenian
Over the next severa^year

^ ^^ ^
W7e

^Tcross Ttrkisr^rmenia and sent to the Syrian

2ffi?E^^ * march until S3
die

,
d of st

: --

tfnn Exhaustion or at the hands of "gendarmes

:T^edvlZner7WLse duty was to kill Armenians in
releasee P"»u »

rPiease Armenian men were either

££££££££. of thf
vmr or we.*»

T n hard labor until they eventually died.

commutedThy the Turkish government off and on until

1

T«lMt Pasha the Minister of the Interior of the Young
Talaat Fasna, in*

perpetuate the mass
Turk regime, was the first leader^ p ^ Armenian
extinction of an entire race offffik^h**™

In October of 1989, Senate Minority leader Robert J

Dole proposed that the remembrance day™™d
™f

C

£
after similar attempts had been made in 19£ ™e *™

posal was shelved and brought up again n Febnmry ol

last vear which caused a huge dispute both in Congress

and fn Turkey If passed, the bill would call for the presi-

dent of the United States to officially announce the day

as Armenian Genocide Remembrance Day and to ask aU

Americans to recognize the day with tellow

Armenian-Americans.

However, the Turkish government was not happy with

the proposal, continuing to deny what had happened

earlier in the century. The Turkish governmen toaten-

ed to break all diplomatic relations with the United btates

andtegan suspending all U.S. military operations on

bases in Turkey. Thus to avoid any conflicts with their

strong ally Congress threw the proposal out the window.

Every time it is brought up, chaos develops between
i

the

United States and Turkey. If the politicians in this coun-

try were not such cowards they would face up to Turkey,

force the Turkish government into admitting the

atrocities, and pass a bill commemorating
;

April
I

24 as

Armenian Remembrance Day. But because the United

States needs Turkey for strategic military P^oses^he

United States will continue to brown-nose the Turkish

government. However, the United States has officially

recognized April 11 as Holocaust Remembrance Day. This

is unjust.

Not only should the Armenian people have such a day,

but all peoples that have suffered from mass extermina-

Uon sho'uld'also have one. Cambodian-Americans^should

be remembered for the atrocities committed against Cam-

bodians under Pol Pot during the 1970s, American-Indian

Remembrance Day should be established for those who

nerished in the 1800s, etc.

I ask that all UMass students remember the genocide,

and show support for Armenian Remembrance Day.

ChHstilTGarbis Adanalian is a UMass student

Janitorial Woes
Shovelling shit

And wiping spit

And puke from sinks and

Scrubbing, sweeping,

Rinsing, weeping

At scum upon walls.

Dragging trash,

Smelling hash

In the dorms and showers

We're the team

That's keeping clean

Low rises and towers.

When you peg

A rotten egg

At a person who's a bore

We've got the luck

To clean the yuck

Off that bedroom door!

All we ask

For our task

Is kind cooperation.

A little smile

Once in a while

Makes sweet our occupation.

So as you pass

Through the U. of Mass,

Keep clean each hallowed hall.

The school's your nest, 'till your last test.

Maintainers we are all!

Love,

The Moms And Pops

Who Sling The Mops

anonymous
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television poll

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 3

true,'' he said.

Morgan said he is unable to foresee the

future of Soviet television because ot

Glastnost. ,

He said the Soviet Union has the

possibility to produce ."one of the most

diverse . . . media systems in the world,

if the government stabilizes. He said he

also believes, if the government continues

its "repressive crackdown,
then the media

system will be one of the first things to go.

CmuifflHll

MEDICAL
IMAGING PROJECT

needs hot-shot
computer programmer.

Challenging
part time position.

amco Diagnostic Centerj

Springfield
1 -788-7000

You are cordially invited to a

fiction reading by novelist

Tim O'Brien
Wednesday, May 1st, 8 p.m.

at the Center for the Arts

Main & New South Sts., Northampton

X>'Bnen s possum and

memory may have been

his torment all these

years, but they have also
|

#
,

been hts nfi..thts is prose

headedfor the nerve

center ofwhat was

Vietnam.
The Boston Globe

Sponsored by

38 Pleasant St., Northampton, MA 584-0374

Outside Northampton 1-8O0-464-0374

CAR WASH !

Saturday, April 27th, 9am - 4pm

ONLY $4
At Bess Eaton Donuts in the Mt. Farms Mall

Parking Lot, behind Burger King on RteJ
iiiiii«iiiii»iiim rmfm0miinm0m0m0m0»0»)

DON'T MISS IT!

The Eastern Collegiate

Cycling Federation
Championships

'-&*<$?

HOSTED BY THE UMASS BICYCLE
RACING CLUB

Catch the thrills, the spills and the fast

action, See the defending Eastern Col-

legiate Champs take on the best of the

rest! Four high-speed circuit races on

a tight course at Orchard Hill!

The UMASS Bicycle Racing

Club wants YOUR Support!

Sponsored by:

Health

New England

If you're pro-choice

you can't stay home!
Saturday, April 27

Noon~2:00 PM
Amherst Commons

The Western Mass

Walk for Choice
sponsored by

the National Abortion Rights Action League

(NARAL-PAC)
Don't let Western Massachusetts elect an

anti-choice Congressperson!

Join NARAL-PAC for a rally, then help us

spread the word that anti-choice candidates

Linda Melconian (D) and

Steve Pierce (R) want to give

politicans the power to make your

most personal decisions.

Your support is urgently needed.

For more information, call Jean at 585-7028 (Smith)

Betsy at 542-5729 (Amherst)

Gina 586-2811 (UMass)

Paid for by NARAL-PAC. Not authorized by any candidate.

\

ARTS & LIVING

Max Roach to bring his quartet to the Horse
_...:.^ -*• «™.i atru**le. on trumpet, Tyrone Brown on bass and of course Roach

By BILL ROSENBLATT
Collegian Staff

Max Roach puts in a lot of appearances around here for

a world class musical giant. He gives guest lectures in

music courses, plays at Fine Arts Center concerts and ap

pears at the Bright Moments festival each summer. But

do we ever get enough of him and his great music? No

way Next Monday night, he will be playing his first club

date in the area in almost two decades; his quartet will

be at the Iron Horse in Northampton for two shows at 7

p.m. and 10 p.m.

Valley

Jazz
There is absolutely no better introduction to jazz than

at a Max Roach gig. He personifies the music; he is the

living embodiment of a large portion of its history. Hear-

ing him play live is tantamount to hearing a European

classical music concert by Bach, Mozart, Schubert,

Stravinsky and Webern all rolled up into one.

The analogy holds because Roach is perhaps the only

musician of his era who has kept up with the accelerated

pace of the music's innovations; unlike most of his con-

temporaries, he is still with us (physically), and his music

defies relegation to one specific era or genre. An entire

book would be needed to do justice to all of his ac-

complishments; he is reputed to be working on his

autobiography, but in the meantime, the following sket

chy outline will have to do.

Max Roach was born in North Carolina. At an early age,

his family moved to New York City (Brooklyn); like many

African Americans of the pre WWII era, they wanted to

escape the segregated South to the "promised land ol jobs

and integration in the industrialized North

In the mid 1940s, Roach participated in the bebop

revolution under Dizzy Gillespie and Charlie Parker. His

first leader gig involved a quintet (with Clifford Brown

and Sonny Rollins) that defined the music of the 50s

known as "hard bop" - the style imitated by most of to

day's young prodigies. In 1960, his We Insist. Freedom

Now Suite pioneered the connection of African Americans

music with their social struggle.

He took his first teaching position at the University ot

Buffalo in the late 60s, and in 1972 he came to - that s

right - UMass, to start one of the first Afro-American

music programs at an American university He taught

here full-time for a few years, after which he became ad

junct faculty and devoted more time to recording and

^the'ute 70s through early 80s, Roach made duet

recordings with the likes of Cecil Taylor, Anthony Brax

ton and Archie Shepp, that showed once and for all that

the stalled "free" music is part of the African-American

music continuum and not some pseudo- intellectual, elitist

offshoot (M many critics considered it to be). His subse-

quent percussion ensemble, M'Boom, went as far as

anvone in demonstrating the music's connections to

African and other non-Western indigenous cultures.

More recently, he has dealt with electronics from

bebop to hip-hop," as he has put it) and with the in

ntl™J of string ,n jazz. His Double Quartet cor,

sisted of the standard European string quartet <two

violins, viola and cello) and a traditional ^quartet of

trumpet, saxophone, bass and drums. The Double

Quartets gig at the FAC a couple of years ago remains

one of my favorite concerts in recent years.

It would be fair to say that the most appropriate answer

to th7otd bugbear question. "What is jazz?" is, "Whatever

Max Roach has done or is doing.

He has worked hard at increasing the acceptance of the

music as this country's legitimately original contribution

to world musical culture. His crowning achievement in

this area was his recent receipt of the prestigious MacAr

thur "genius" award, the first ever to a Black musician^

In addition to the no-strings-attached money the award

provided, it was a strong signal from the "establishment

That the music should be taken seriously. Although it has

a long way to go before it achieves parity with European

classical music in this regard, Roach's MacArthur Prize

was a significant step.

Roach normally plays auditoriums and concert halls, but

now we get to see him in the intimate setting of a small

club. He will be bringing the quartet he has been work-

ing with since the mid-80s, the same lineup as that which

formed half of the Double Quartet. This super tight band

consists of Odean Pope on saxophones. Cecil Bridgewater

on trumpet, Tyrone Brown on bass and of course Roach

on drums. .... . _„ »u„»
Pope and Brown are both Philadelphians who were that

city's "best-kept secrets" for a long time. Pope started out

in the late 50s as a protege ofJohn Coltrane; more recent-

ly he has led the 8-horn Saxophone Choir around Philly

and at New York's forward thinking Knitting Factory.

Browns name has been whispered in awe by counties

bassists, as in. "Man, there's this 6ood cat down in Phil

lv
' Cecil Bridgewater has been involved m varios ac^

tivities in and out ofjazz, including the demanding world

of Broadway pit bands.

This band will be history, and it will be fun. Go see

Roach's quartet next Monday night, and be prepared to

increase your understanding of what the music called jazz

is ail about _____

UPC gives
list of acts
for concert
The Union Program Council has

announced the line-up for this

year's annual Spring Pond Concert.

The eight-member hip-hop/funk

band Chucklehead will open the

show, followed by Gene Loves

Jezebel The Feelies rap artists

De La Soul and singer Bob Dylan

The concert starts at noon. May

12, at the Campus Pond

A valid UMass ID is your ticket in-

to the show.
- JODV GABIN

!»•<

NOMINATIONS
for GEO officers:

-Coordinating Committee Representatives

(two positions opening)

-Negotiating Committee Reps & Alternates

Terms for both C.C. and Negotiating Reps begin July 1

DEADLINE FOR NOMINATIONS:
MONDAY, APRIL 29

Please turn nominations in to the GEO office at SU 201

or call 545- 5317. Elections will be held at our membership

meeting May 16. Dinner/meeting will begin at 6, party at 8.

P!^eTB^Seeyourthere! #-#B#B#B#B#B

:
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Lophones. Cecil Brmgewaier *———————————*

Hughes tells of travels

in / Wonder as I Wander
*** •* r w

^;t» „t «11 since I did not know how to do

I

i

X
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By JAY ALLAIN
Collegian Correspondent

/ Wonder As I Wander

Langston Hughes
Thunder's Mouth Press

Today's society can clearly be

characterized as one in which the visual

media have gained dominance over the

printed word. Leaving aside the challenge

this presents to those who teach writing

and literature, it also means that many

people will never come to know an actual

poet Some may even be stunned to learn

that some of their fellow human beings

would devote their lives to the ineffable

calling of following the Muse, putting a pen

to her promptings, however measured or

far away. _____mm——m———,
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Book Review

SUMMER SPARKLES
at UMass
Over 300 credit and noncredit courses and

workshops win bedaale you in the UMass

Summer Session A glittering lineup of

classes is conveniently offered both day and

evening in two, six week sessions. First ses-

sion runs June J -July 1 2; second ses-

sion runs July IH-August 22.

Register Now! My ma.l. FAX, phone, or in person. 615 Goodetl

For more information or a free course catalog vail the

Division of Continuing Education at 545-2414.

Universityof

Massachusetts

at Amherst

Summer
1991

While it is unlikely that we will en

counter another period like Poland during

World War II when poetry was as essen-

tial as bread," Volume Two of Langston

Hughes' autobiography brings the highly

diverse life of the famed poet and novelist

alive / Wonder as I Wander hearkens

back in form to the Oriental tradition of the

journal kept during times of travel. In this

case, Hughes, one ofBlack America s most

prominent writers, begins by describing

the gritty circumstances of his own life.

While only 27, the stock market crash hit.

"When I was twenty-eight,"he writes

"my personal crash came." Although

writing had figured in his life prior to this

economic necessity forced it into a fresh

incarnation.

"For ten years I had been a writer of

sorts but a writer who wrote mostly

because, when I felt bad, writing kept me

from feeling worse."he wrote.

Ah the sensitive, misunderstood poet

perhaps? Enter the Great Depression, an

economic backdrop whose resonance is

palpable today. In the crisp, candid prose

that characterizes his prose style, the

author observes,". . .if I were to live and

write at all, since I did not know how to do

anything else, I had to make a living from

writing itself. So, of necessity, I began to

turn poetry into bread."

Because the author is Black, his life s ex

periences frequently collided with the en

trenched attitudes of racial separatism. Yet

leave the shores of the old United States

and racial attitudes often evolved

dramatically.

One of my favorite vignettes in the bood

is the second entry, "Havana Nights." For

those of us raised in post-Castro times

when United States spin doctors paint

Cuba in joyless ideological terms, it is in-

triguing to see a Black writer encounter

pre-revolutionary Havana - and an all-day

party at that! As the wine and urmba fill

the balmy twilight, Hughes writes of a

small Black band, "Like a mighty dynamo

deep in the bowels of the earth, the frums

throbbed, beat, sobbed, grumbled, cried,

and then laughed a staccato laugh. The

dancing kept up until it was quite dark and

the first stars came out." Hughes' fascina-

tion with the lavish event literally leaps

off the page and one wishes he/she made

the party too.

However not all is fun and frolicking.

Back in the United States, one quickly

learns that racism did not simply have to

do with integrated bathrooms; being on

"the wrong side" of the racial divide in the

Deep South could sometimes unleash the

venom of bigoted natives. As Hughes

travelled the South reading his poetry,

mostly to college audiences, one of his cam-

pus guides recoils at the way two Blacks

have been killed. A Dean of Students,

Juliette Dericotte, extremely well-liked by

her students, was in a serious auto acci-

dent In another incident a Black athlete

struggled to find the right parking lot.

Hughes' guide exclaims, "How could any

hospital refuse to take her in, injured

bleeding - just because she's colored? And

one of our football stars beaten to death by

an Alabama mob because he parked his car

in a white parking lot by mistake?

There is little of the author's poetry here

to augment the context of his literary

CONTINUED ON PAGE 8
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Hughes
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 7

swing through the South. But perhaps

to show that poetry can be anything but

staid and obscure, Hughes relates an in-

cident that peaked in Chapel Hill. North

Carolina after an essay and a poem of

his graced the literary presses.

Commenting on the poem. "Christ in

Alabama.' Hughes writes, it was an

ironic poem inspired of the thought of

how Christ, with no human father,

would be accepted were He born in the

South of a Negro mother, and it ended:

"Most Holv Bastard Of the bleeding

mouth/Nigger Christ On the cross of the

South'"

For those of us who've never been near

a poet, i Wonder as I Wander" is a

superlative antidote; and for those of us

who feel miseducated about issues of

race, Langston Hughes' autobiography

is a necessary corrective. And there are

two volumes of him to enjoy this

summer.

Joffe exhibits thesis
U„ «l«o^1t7 domnnstrfltpS a keCT

By SARAH ELLIOT
Collegian Correspondent

He clearly demonstrates a keen understan

ding of what it means to absorb such a tran-

quil yet secretly active environment, as

around you. observe. Listen '"enmy ^^^^ of

concentrate Chances«^-^2S Subject matte", as he methodically roots

868 aZ has aooearedTnThe UMass art between the crevices of the pebbles and
on what has appeared[in tne u

of^^ d hng from

^ IeK^S^?u^UMi^ branches and finds another level of life

Z^u^o^lu be. luring through his detail, precision and keen

curious students and professors into their observation.

transformed galleries to present their

M F A thesis exhibitions. Gert Joffe is one

such artist who enchants us with a collec

tion of landscape drawings entitled Tex-

tures, Contrast and Nature.

While admiring Joffe's work, you begin

to wish we could all view landscapes and

The Student Union Art Gallery has

become a kind of placid haven in the midst

of an active campus. It just might bring

back some memories from summers past

and activate some hidden excitement for

the summer that is soon to come. . as you

think of wading in cool springs and taking
to wish we could a

\^2^alZetyZ ^g summer strolls through shaded forests

nature as he does. Applying a variety 01 long
capture this essence

techniques,^^^^^^ trough^^^pn^lwhi^is today, so hurry),

ching on copper and media™lu*^ <h"
'j^^st what the doctor ordered before

S^tr^^^^^SS th : mltion of finals and the end of

Ireefand prairies in a lucid poetic manner, school activities.

COLLEGIAN

Correction
LIVING COLOR IS NOT SOLD

OUT. Please ignore what was

said in the calendar listings in

yesterday's paper. You can still

purchase Living Color tickets at

For the Record in Amherst. The

Northampton Box Office, The

UMass Fine Arts Center Box Of-

fice and Main Street Records in

Northampton.

We are heartfully sorry. We
have made a hideous error. We
don't do it to often, but when we

do we like to correct ourselves.

Please don't hate us because

we're wicked stupid.
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DOONESBURY
By GARRY TRUDEAU

THE EAR SIDE

Bv GARY LARSON

Free

Saturday Ap''" 17

10am -M° P*'

free Testing

«Mw.Wtl evaluate K as a possible

^-in. a potential
.epa,o^s.te«

how ilpertoms win oui stete oi

the-att lest equipment.

Free Snacks

Free Balloons

^ow

ADCOU\

A' *'

I
I

Ml,«,an« Place- 351 Pleasant- Norton
. 584-9547 • VISA &MasierCar

Free Demo
128.3pm

ftjtam Reps on Hwd A" Doy

Mr-run reo He'll be available to answer

oSn'spedP-esentafonatnoon
* and 3 PM.

Best of AH!
Saving •« All M<©m

Components

.

Cities call Adeem products "clearly

superior". Find out *ny<

Saturday Only1
.

India Print *4««}s

Bedspreads

Good Things

For 18 Vaars and Were Still Here!

filmic* Skirts Presses

nrrinnc J^ <\Earrings Bra"c»i»ts

x^/ Chinese
Chains Shoes

Happy
B day

Incense
Toys

If

fesfers £& Clothing
_ Orfat Gifts & Cards

Mercantile *™ 12-5
Daily 10-6

Northampton- 18 Center St.

vV Amherst-Carriage Shops y.

THIS FRIDAY 2-6 PM

THE TOC
SEAFOOD BAR

PEEL N' EAT
SHRIMP

$ 4.25/HALF DOZ

->

FRESH
STEAMERS

$ 4.50/'BUCKET

OYSTERS
ON THE HALF SHELL

$4.50/HALF DOZ

ONLY AT THE TOC LOUNGE
11th FLOOR CAMPUS CENTER

QUOTE Of THE DAY

"A man is known by the company

he avoids.''
Unknown

DAILY CROSSVORD PUZZLE
Edited By TRUDE rtlCHEL JAfFE

Front porch forecasters

CALVIN AND HOBBES By BILL VATTERSON

if loot aaas c*u£0
•CWLMIH'S K DOPE." THtH l'V\

CWM51H& TUE HKWt Of WIS
a08TO*WCi«8ES\SKtAANG1

FUA-R\00€H WRBMLY

AH \HSUlT.' I >

I^C\>Kl FORMAL

WAR OH SOUfc
,

00 AWEKD.'

EHtMltS.'

SEE W GJrH«*6 STCMWES
STWFfilB.' TX lUUMEMArV

UML WAP> M©

I'M QaWG "to

a NeSSASfc IH

1

IV Wfc C0K5! ! COOF &\GMT NOW.

TU«
,

U.WL«t*ff SMS.'CAlNVti

1O0RS.' S B*8cx*4.'

iakja cote.

.ALR£M*
'

w® t DO

NOT'

ACROSS
1 inside mio

SGoMM
the wind

9 Roman
emperor

69 AD
13 Large

ratites

14 An Adams
15 Frost

and Retd

17 Green Bay
Packer of lame

19 Poetic muse
20 Rock a-bye-

baby s location

21 Came from

23 Potholes

25 They work with

rattan

26 Asian dear

30 Singer Martha

32 Band
33 Goddesses o<

the season*

34 Retreat, of a
sort

37 Diving bird

36 Gemotogrst s

weight

39 Enthusiasm

40 Have
41 Graceful

women of

Persian

myth

42 Zaire River

formerly

43 Tight spo«

45 Baby s toot

""'

46 Silent screen s

NHS -
48 Boutique name
50 South American

capita:

52 Nine sided

hguro

57 "I am incapable

Lamb
58 - up egg

order

60 Cut up

61 Kind of dub
82 --du Vent

63 Terrier type

64 Seeoogs
65 Blind part

DOWN
1 financial

2 The tantmaker

3 UnaduHaratad

4 Medieval

lamHy
5 Roundabout
way

6 Reconcae
7 Term of

address

6 Group
of gnus

9 Take the helm

10 Capital of

Piedmont.

Italy

11 Providential

12 Playful

mammal
16 Puts down a

lawn

16 WatchoanC
22Brtkance
24 Celebrated m

history

26 Capital o<

Manche
27 Lined up
26 Cher s hit

29 Good. French

style

31 Savers letters

33 Dwell on
35 H* employee

36 Cosmetic plant

36 State in NE
Brazil

39 Menagerie
41 Go before

42 Trite

44 Lon of a 1000

faces

45 Richard and Pat

46 School Abor

47 Namesakes of

a Hindu

goddess
49 Sole or spring

starter

51 Noncom
53 Sale sign

54 Basss
breathing organ

55 Concert halls

56 Tree house

59 Diminutive

suffix

nnn

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE.

nnn
nnnn

nnon
nnnn.
pnnn iiu

s

nnn
nnnnn
nnn on

•l*»l Laa Aaajtot Th»«« Sra*e«i«
4/26,'9t

JIM S JOURNAL

ihtke ^.^ k

By Jin

t>ik«w T.~*+t~5»A\x j«st H ***
-_ .. i 1 f^l l>La A__ J»: m, Aftt^i<lwtr€el 111*

i»Ay rVc€ for •

rtENU
LUNCH

ll.MnbMUjfi i>i\ roll

Chicken a l«t Kn\>;

DINNER
PjOA5( llirkc\

^vrt-i and sooi poifc

5ASICS LUNCH BASICS DINNER

DeoiirConvrtonato dteh

Chicken .1 la Kuui

L>im^i inrkfN

5ved 'tn<l sotii lotu

YOUR DAILY HOROSCOPE
By JEANE DIXON

TANGEL0 PIE
By Tin SNIFFEN

mm o(fiJif^SJL

ffself. \ Jp)

If I sf«y ouf hene awi \

bohc m ¥pjm. I #t
m-m uuvrle done. J- SWA

wrm mm

REX ROCKETT
By IRA SHERAK

excuse /te\txM£

JSS» *****

n-j **r *rrt*i.

Ann n **?**

Mt f00t /ion r***
p/5 f UtnAffr AFPMAtCj^

ARIES March 21 April 19) Financial

matters confine to dominate you

thoughts Someone you thought

was your friend may De trying to

pull a fast one Stick to protects you

can handle alone

TAUBUKApril 20-May 20) A family

member's erratc behavtor may be

difficult to understand. Use reason-

ing to extricate yourself from a

sticky situation Concentrate on

one thing at a time Teamwork win

prove satisfying

OIMIHI(May 21-June 20) Throw

away outdated ideas Start

something new today

Homemakers discover ways to

make money from their creative

and artistic skills Approach a

potential love interest - live for the

moment!
CANCIR(June 21-July 22): You are

better at expressing yourself now A

telephone call to a friend could

lead to new business Travel goes

hand-in-hand with romance,

single, you give more and more

thought to marriage

UO(July 23-Aug. 22): A new rela-

tionship helps you open previously

closed doors. Financial gains result

from a special encounter Mate is

willing to help you with a special

project Make a grand entrance at

a social event.

VIROO(Aug 23-Sept. 22): A new in-

dependence helps you move

closer to a long-sought goal Your

salesmanship could make you a

legend in your own time 1 Give

romance another chance it is time

to forgive a mistake

UiRAfSept 23-Oct 22) Something

that once seemed impossible now

looks highly Nketv A speculative

venture makes a big aiffetence to

you finances You and your mate

bnng each other luck' Work

together as a team

$CORRIO(Oct 23-Nov 21) You

could receive some special mfor

motion over lunch Use it wisely Put

ting all of your cards on the table

will win you a second chance Look

confidently to the future Romance

deepens

SAQITTARIUS(Nov 22-Dec 21): Ap-

proach family members in the spirit

of love and understanding You

may win them over to your way of

thinking Set no terms A give-and-

take attitude wi cement a promis-

ing relationship

CA»RICORM(Dec 22-Jan 19):

Although everybody appears

friendly and cooperative, you can-

not be certain that you will obtain

the results you want. Put more zip

into your spiel

A«UARIUS(Jan 20-Feb 18) Stay

on your toes. Someone who lacks

your scruples could try to deceive

you. Pay more attention to joint

holdings, investments and tax mat-

ters. Revelations abound tonight

Better days lie ahead!

r»l$CI$<Feb. 19-March 20) Put a

big job aside and tackle those little

ones that have been piling up A

relative could be difficult to get

along with now Limit your everyday

spending and build savings

TODAY S STAFF
M.iht Editor »**fc l*ma*er

Copy Editor Ovinia Ummon

Photo Technician Dondl Ahr.un

Production Supervisor Nicole Dumas

Typesetter f£J5S?
Production ChrtS Prell. Brad Hutch^n

! (\son Torla

• : » i -
**•'•*
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softball
baseball preview

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 12

Mizesko (16-6) was equally as tough. She struck out^13

Minutewomen, 1 1 in extra innings - when it counted the

most In the 12th with Aprile on third with only one out

Xesko got Bush and Bonnie Schilling to strike out

swinging. At one point during the extra stanza she retired

1

^iwasTinto the game that, when people got on base

I just bore down," Mizesko said. "You just have to keep

your composure when facing a team as explosive as

UMass and luckily I did."

UM^ss was able to crack Mizesko who had only given

up nine earned runs before yesterday as they scrapped

back into the game. In the fifth with Bush on second pinch

httter Chris Collins hit a grounder to shortstop, Donna

Fa^an. She tried to throw out Bush att^™*™*^
wldman. allowing Bush to score. In thesixhw

DellAnno on third and Barbara Marean on first, Aprile

came up with a clutch single to tie the game at 2-all.

In game two, it was all UMass. The Minutewomen, hap-

py to see Mizesko on the bench, hammered on pitcher Pat

Conlan, scoring five runs in the second while batting

around. Conlan (14^1) had previously only allowed 12 earn

ed runs this season.

The heroics were led by Marean, who had a base_

clearing triple in the third. Aprile and Jen Miller also had

RBIs
The key to this game was not hitting, but Darlene Claf

fey Claffey (134) threw a one hitter and recorded her l^th

shutout of the season. The game was stopped in the sixth

inning due to darkness. The lone hit was a single by

Blackman in the top of the sixth. Claffey already has four

no-hitters this season.

UMass will try to avoid a letdown tomorrow when they

face Central Connecticut at 3:30 p.m. on Totman Field.

Classifieds
Largest College Daily in New England

• SUBLETS •
• SUMMER RENTALS •

• ROOMMATES NEEDED? •

SAY IT IN THE COLLEGIAN
UNCONFIDENTIAL

CLASSIFIEDS

COME TO THE COLLEGIAN OfEICE-CC 1 13 MON-THURS 8:30-3:30. ERI 8:30-2:30

DEADLINE 2 DAYS PRIOR TO PUBLICATION •CASH IN ADVANCE. 2Q-/W0RD/DAY FOR STUDENTS

WE'VE JUST HIRED

SOME EXCEPTIONAL TALENT.

PAMELA CARIDDI
PATRICK KURLEJ
DAVID MELNICK

ERIC PAHL
ROBERT RICHARD
MARK TOMLINSON

The Travelers is proud to announce that the students listed above will

be joining us as new employees this year.

Whether in information systems, employee benefits, operations

management, telecommunications, finance, actuarial or one ofour many

other entry-level positions or training programs, we look forward to the

contributions these talented people will make to our business.

We'd like to thank all of you who interviewed with us. And we wish the

best of luck to all of this year's graduates.

TheTravelersI
You're better off under the Umbrella.

© 1991 The Travelers Companies, Hartford, Connecticut. An Equal Opportunity Employer.

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 12

last year's ace Gerry Creamer was offset by the addition

of Ron Villone, who has been dependable and effective in

the closer role. V.llone has averaged a strike out
pe ginn-

ing this year, which is good for fourth place in the A 10.

The Minutemen have been more consistent this year

also although they have struggled to bring their record

over' the .500 level" due to two big losing streaks early in

the season. UMass has won 13 of their last 18 games.

However, Temple has improved significantly ithis year

also, according to baseball information director Mike

^'ThuTyear, were a lot stronger in all aspects, especial

ly fielding," he said. "Our hitting is getting guys into scor

ing position especially our hit and run.

Temples Bob Higginson is tearing up^ league^He s

hitting 402 with 12 home runs, which leads the A 10, and

50 runs batted in.

COLLEGIAN
STAFF MEETING
MONDAY, APRIL 29

3:30

in the newsroom

To discuss proposed amendments

to the Collegian Constitution.

MANDATORY FOR ALL STAFF

VOTING ON AMENDMENTS
WILL BE HELD TUESDAY

from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.

?_

GRADUATION?? Cp

?°° Planning a Wedding? ^ |

Organizing a Friendly Get Together?

Just Want to Hire a Band?

Visit Our Band Clearing House
Open Mic Nite

Wednesdays 9:00 pm - 12:30 am

Landmark
o„ Lounge £g

Intersection of Rte 9 and 202
Belchertown 323-9636

•tf-'c/f

ALL AGES—ALL SHOWS
AT THE

COMEDY ZONE
FRIDAY & SATURDAY 8:30 pm
When you want the BEST*

Fried Rice • Spare Ribs • Buffet

•Live Comedy*
• Advocate 'Best of the Valley' reader poll 1990

1 1 :30am-3pm
Mon-Thurs 5pm-8pm

ALL YOU CAN EAT
BUFFET
$5.99

ALL YOU CAN EAT
SUNDAY BRUNCH

$6.99

20%
OFF DINNER for Comedy Patrons

Comedy info & reservations 585-8615

mi a)

PEKING GARDEN
Mandarin/Szechuen Cuisine

Open lunch & dinner- 7 days a week
Mouie * Russell St. Had ley 586-1202
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lacrosse preview

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 12

Massachusetts Gorillas host those New Jersey Knights

at 1 p.m. on The Hill (with a forecast of sunny skies and

temperatures in the high 70s).

Rutgers (No. 10) has lost to the likes of Princeton (5).

Johns Hopkins (7), Loyola (8) and, most recently, Syracuse.

The game between the Orangemen and the Knights pro-

ved to be festive as the teams swapped the lead numerous

times.

Rutgers had leads of 6-1 and 10-4 in the first half before

Syracuse initiated an 11-1 tear in the second and third

quarters. An Orange streak gave them a 15-11 lead which

was answered by four Rutgers goals which closed the

game to 16-15. The end result was 20 15.

Senior Steve Luciano led the Knights with five goals

for that game, tying Syracuse's Tom Marachek and Tom
Gilmartin. Luciano leads Rutgers in points with 27 goals

and 21 assists and has led the team in goals four times

and assists five times.

Senior John Mone (pronounced Mo-NAY), senior Steve

Locker and sophomore Chris Pratt have contributed their

share of goals and assists for the Knights.

Last year's game proved to be a heart-stopper. With

1:19 in regulation, Mark Feinberg netted what would be

the winning goal for UMass. But the 12-11 UMass lead

was threatened by Greg Rinaldi who shot wide with 15

seconds left to play. The Knights were held scoreless in

that fourth quarter as the defense came to the rescue.

Tri-captain Jim McAleavey walked away with one goal

and four assists and Francis Pepe netted two goals. Hugh

O'Callaghan and Mark Millon each had one goal

.

Millon has scored in every game this season and sur

passed his scoring totals from last year in the first five

games. He has been team goal leader in five games this

s<?3son.

McAleavey still leads the team in points with 10

goals and 24 assists. Jim Kushner has scored five goals

and one assist in the last two games and has 15 goals and

five assists for the year, including a team-high six goal

effort against Brown.
Defensive-midfielder Mario Lopez is tenatively out

for the season after hyper-extending his left knee against

Harvard Wednesday, according to coach Ted Garber.

As a result, Jim Panetta will probably see more action

this weekend.
Tve been readv to play all year," Panetta said after

Wednesday's game. "When I first got out there, I was over-

whelmed . . . once I got my first hit, 1 felt more confident.''

Classifieds
COME K THE COUFCIAN OFFICE CC 113 MON-THURS 8.30-130. FRI 830-2*). DEADLINE 2 DAYS PRIOR TO PUBLICATION • CASH IN ADVANCE, 20<:\YORD DAY FOR STUDENTS

ACTIVITIES

25 * CLUB HIKE 10 Mount Orient About 3

hours Meat on Maps ot Student Union

Sunday 10 am CaH Randy 25»i864 Come
enjoy the spnng'

BICYCLE RACE
Caatarn "-"-q—- ^•"•~~>*^~
Show your support- bring the noraa1

Sunday 14pm Orchard H*VCeotral

CONCERT TO STC# the cuts w*h Jar*

Sapp Wednesday May 1 7 30pm SUB
Be there

SPEAKER— Maryann Fernanda*. VP. Aet-

na Realty Investors- Investing & The Real

Estate Market m the 1990s Tueaday April

30 SBA106

NO. 10 TOWNEHOUSE 3 Ddrm Well Kept

Summer with fall option Call 549-7133

I

$1000 I ...

Sublet 4or 2bath apartment
First month tree utilities

included call 2534786

GORGEOUS HOUSE
Hadtey. 5 bedrooms. 2 bathrooms, enor-

mous backyard On bus route $1090

negotiable Available 6/1 Call 586-4128

Scrumptous

PHOTOTRON II flourescent terranum

Grow fruits, vegetables, or herbs in the

privacy of your home S400 or BO Call

Jamie at 586 2533

SENIOR SELL OFF: b'and new tv. vcr

1 986 Toyota Cetica, car stereo. 3 bicycles,

home stereo, Sony Infinity. Toshiba -call

549-1634 Rena

PERSONALS

HEY TRI-SIGMAH!
Get psyched lor tonight 11

Here's to the best formal

on campus 1 Let's have a

ball 1 Love your pledges'

PREGNANT?
Need a pregnancy test information or sup-

port'' Call for tree and confidential services

ALTERNATIVES 33 Mam SI Northampton

586-3000 or Greenfield 774-6010

GREAT HOUSE to sublet with fall option

5 minute walk lo campus, on bus route 5

minute walk to town Close to BayBanks

Screened m porch, yard storage Call now'

549-6506 with taH option

SIGMA DELTA TAU

ANNOUNCEMENTS

BED AND BREAKFAST- downtown Ideal

for vtarling parents and tnenda- 549-0733

CASH FOR COLLEGE! Scholarships and

grants available Free information CaH

(413)525-0336

GREAT LOCATION' Uptown' Spacious th-

ing area. 2 bdrm apt Available June 1

253-2479

LOOKING FOR 2 nonsmoking females to

share 1 large bedroom in house On bus

route Can 2564893

NORTHAMPTON- 4 person house near

town 4 bus under $200 each starts 6/1.

586-9575

TANK-BKV
For reptile/fish/plants

New-200 00 selling for 60 00

W* deliver in 5 college area

585 8886

FRANK, bring your car to our car wash on

Saturday 4/27 at Bess Eaton s in the Dead

Please try to make it. we need your

ME

FOUNO

ONE TOYOTA KEY on a green hook key

chain found on 4/22 in lot behind Robeham

Visitor's Center -call 549-4297

HELP WANTED

STEPH
Happy 20th birthday'

We love ya-

jiii Michelle a Julie

WARNING
Lisa Hadaya turns 21 today, so the town of

Amherst better watch out' Have a very hap-

py birthday 1

Love Pebbles and Smokey'

ITS FINALLY HERE...

The night we've all been waiting for' The

Delaney House will never be the same

Have a blast (I know I w*)

Love. Pamela
PS m case it wasn't dear

No drinking on the Due'

GREAT SUMMER HOUSE 6 bedrooms

available on bus route big yard rent

negotiable CaH 253-0785

HOTSPOT 3 Ig bdrm 4 people lumished

non-smokers downtown Amherst 253-3608

HUGE 3 BEDROOM APARTMENT 1'j

bath awaaome yard spacious kitchen call

anytime rent negotiable 665-3783 or

665-2203

PEOPLE NEEDED TO take over a 3br Puff

ton apartment as of 6/1/91 $680 a month

« electncrty CaH 5490710 Ask tor Peter

or Hope

CONCERT WITH JANE SAPP on Wednes

nay May 1 -Celebrate Union Awareness

Week 8pm in SUB for child care can

5494340

EIGHT LITTLE INOIANS. two dead

Something funny is going on

GOOD LUCK this weekend at Yale Zoo

Da*' Play hard to get ready tor sectionals'

GET THE DISC'

GREENOUGH SNACK BAR has the food

you crave' Don't go to the D C .1 Come over

for an ice cream sandwich'

SALEM PLACE!
Townhouse. 3 floors. 2V> bath 2 large

bdrm. fully carpeted, tunny deck only 2yrs

old on Mam St evaAabte June 1 $1000 mo
2534999 leave message

SUBLET W/FALL OPTION. Share sunny

apartment in South Haoiey On bus route

$250 includes heat 538-5894

SUMMER SUBLET with fall option starting

June 1 3 bedrooms iVi bath in

Townehouse Call 549-9925

HEADING FOR EUROPE this summer? Jet

there anytime for $160 with AIRHITCH (r)

(Reported in NY Times and Lets Go»)

AIRHITCH (r) 212-864-2000

TAKE OUR LEASE
Beginning June 1

Cheap 2-bedroom apt

CallDave 545-3676/253-2343

TAKE OVER OUR LEASE
Brandywine
549-5167

APTS. FOR RENT

SPRING SPECIAL ft carta one month

rent with one year lease 2BR $450 3BR

$537 in Sunderland Free bus route laun

dry facilities pool, garden plots Short term

leases available 665 3856

TAKE OVER OUR LEASE. 2 bedroom apt

Colonial Village available June 1st fall op-

tion - partially furnished $475/month +

utilities call 256-4167

$110 PER DAY tor experienced truck

drivers Part time summer |Ob 7-10 days in

mid June and mid August 1 or both ses

sions available Call Camp Trucking

(508)653-1744

ARE YOU A sell motivated humanoid per-

son eager to earn $l000-$300O/monih do-

ing what you already do besf if so. call

800-955-5SUN

ASST RECYCLING PROGRAM COOR-
DINATOR Start in summer $5 50/hr and

work thru school year $6 50 student posi

tion Call 5-1153

CAMPUS REPRESENTATIVE for leading

Men's Tailored Clothing Company
Students needed tor part time wotk begin

mng Fall '91 semester Candidates should

be available for training at the end of this

Spring or prior to the Fall 91 semester

Responsibilities include providing students

with product information and processing

orders This is an excellent opportunity to

learn the tailored clothing business while

earning good money Possible future full

time employment for successful candidates

PteasVcal( 212-581 7520 or FAX a brief

hand written statement on your qualifica-

tions to Bill D Anenzo 212-315-1459

STEPHANIE B
Happy 20th Birthday'"

Love Jill K 4 Amy F

MISS UMASS
It's Mo Clifford day"

When I say Mo you say Clifford

I love u your favorite transfer

RANDI FROM SOT:
That's right, no drinking on the bua!

SHANNON.
Happy 21st birthday"

Be careful uptown' NCTU
Love.
Patrick

R»aaa* ... .
, u

Good luck with the main eventi Wish I could

be there

So much love.

Jennifer

ALL ABOARD AEPW.
Jump on the party train'

We'll be chuggm' along

to our formal tomorrow'

AUTO FOR SALE

78 CHEVY NOVA, runs well, needs work

$300 or BO 549-6651

TOWNEHOUSE APTS 2bedroms 1 "4 baths

Summer sublet with fall option

Call 549-4249

TWO BEDROOM BRANDYWINE APT

available June 1st reward offered call us at

549-2941

1981 MONTE CARLO good cond

New alt baft brakes

Cruise cont A/C
$850 or BO 253-0835

AMHERST CENTER:
Efficiency one. two. three bedroom apart-

ments June or September Lincoln Real

Estate 25 North Pleasant Street

253-7879

1 982 HONDA CIVIC 5 speed 83000 $1 500

B O Call 6654304

1984 CONQUEST
New engine 4 tires ....

Fully loaded, good condition $4000 BO
646-3797

1964 FOR0 LTD
New muffler, tires * battery

$500 or BO
256-6343

GJLREATH MANOR
Hobart Lane
Three bedroom apartments available June

or September Lincoln Real Estate 25 North

Pleasant Street

253-7879

29 TOWNEHOUSE~new appliances great

location summer sublet fall option 549-4335

34T~BEDR'6bM HOUSES BELCHER-

TOWN/Amherst line On bus lines starting

1000 00 Call 586-4270

CLASSIFIED CLERKS
For next semester tram now to secure a |Ob

tor fall semester
Flexible hours to fit your schedule' inquire

at The Collegian business office. 1 13 Cam-

pus Center

HEBREW SCHOOL TEACHER
Starts September
North Hampton
Congregation BNAI Israel

Call Jane 584-3593

INTELLIGENCE JOBS. All branches US
Customs. DEA etc Now hiring Call

1-805-962-8000 ext K-9616

HAPPY 22ND SPIDER
For all those who want to wish him a happy

b-day br"ig yourself 4 a $3 00 donation to

286 E Hadtey Rd Tonrte

P S How's your Johnson'

Matt. G. 4 B-town

KATHERINE HERZOG and Heather

Happy 19th and 20th birthdays'

Love Carolyn and Sharon

STEPHANIE B
Happy B-day

Will you ever reach 21

Lets make it a good one

Luv Todd S

JEWISH COMMUNITY OF AMHERST
seeks Hebrew and Jewish studies teachers

and Bar Mitzvah tutors Experience prefer

red Call 549-0223 or 256-0160 for

application

" LIFEGUARDS WANTED
Two full lime lifeguards needed from May

25 Sept 2 1991 Red Cross 4 CPR Certifna-

tion a must -Cliffside Apartments in

Sunderland 665-3958

SDT SISTERS- ,
Have a blast tonight' You guys are all the

best and I am sad this is my last lormal with

you all Let's have fun and make it the best

yet

Love.
Elizabeth

88 SUZUKI SAMURAI FOR SALE
Convertible. 4wd. 54m, great shape, $4000

OBO
Call Rosw 586-2959

1 989 HONDA ACCORD DX 2 door coup ex-

cellent condition one owner only 12500

miles am/fm cassette stereo $8900 00 or

best offer must sell call Bruce at 256-1215

after 6pm

!!! LOOK NO FURTHER I!!

This is it

$250 Includes all utilities

1-4 room Swiss Village

Summer sublet/fall option

253-0612

1990 FORD PROBE GL, automatic, kick-

ing CD sound system, cruise, sunroof 4

more! $9950 firm Call 665-2215 4 ask for

Crispin/leave message

SUBARU JUSTV~1987 Call 25*7647 lor

info 1

THE -DEAD ARE ON THE MOVE
And so should you '71 Microbus Good

condition 950 or BO Call 6-5303 ask for

Dave

NEED ONE FEMALE R°°M
,

M*TE ("°n
n

smoker) for Brandywine apt -Starts in

September Call 546-6724

STARTfNG WHENEVER, large, beautiful

one bedroom apartment Main St Rem

$475 but negotiable Call Jacques 2564304

TAKE OVER LEASE
2 bedroom in house

Perfect for 3 people

On bus route -3 miles

from campus
549-5913

LIVE—IN, 2 fob openings begin mid May to

Nov 1 1 or longer, cleaning rooms, waiting

tables in lovely 200 year old inn southern

Vermont Work hard/excellent salary must

be energetic, happy and pleasant Can or

send for information Elaine Murray Box

180 Jamaica, VT 05343 802474-4140

WANTED:TeTnale^sludenTtobabysit two

children in exchange for roonvf^oa"'

?
n

Wellfleet Cape Cod home 508-349-6392

HEY CHIQUITAS!
2 FEMALES (o share apartment starting

September Call 546-3737 or 546-0356

BIM BULLWINKLE, 6-woman, spaz

mouse schloppy. mouth-of-the-south. Ker-

mit heat-miser, flounder 4 sybil-get psych

ed for the formal! Love-Smiley

ENTERTAINMENT

RACK-A DISC is still the best for DJ'sa"d

hve entertainment Call anytime 586-9900.

ask about our specials

THREE BEDROOMS— Two minutes from

t0wn 10 minutes fcom OMWPj*

.

TMWgm
lease for summer and possible fall Rent

negotiable Call 253-3776.

FOR LARGE RENTAL

INSTRUCTION

FOR RENT

1 BEDROOM
Take over my lease Huge bed included!

Carpeting skylights June 1st Amherst house

on busline Rich 253-9170

AMHERST CENTER 1 BDRM APT. Quiet,

close to common-for frisbee fun(S Pro-

ject St ) sunny, Ig liv.ngrm » kitchen, ideal

Jo?2 r»ople Summer sub!et w/fall option.

Call after 7pm 253-7194

EARN CREDIT SCUBA DIVING

Preregisler for fall courses

Learn to dive, fall semester G09 Basic Key

Largo Trip, Aug or Dec G10 Sport New

England Advanced, G11 Advanced -AM

courses listed under General Physical

Education. _
For further information call Project Deep

5494401

LOST

FOR SALE

2 BR. Brandywine apt. avail June 1st -call

549-3812

2 BDRM BRANDYWINE w/ some furniture

Heat and hot water incld A/C Great loca-

tion Call 549-4924

2 BEDROOM APT. sublet w/ fall option on

bus route, in Amherst Only $475/ms

available June Call 256-6721

2 BDRM APARTMENT tor rent on busline

Close to campus. Lease negotiable

253-0487

3 BEDROOM 4 PERSON APT available for

fall or summer lease. Nice Townehouse

Call 549-1047 Its getting late -act now

3 BDRM HOUSE AMHERST Bus available

June 1st $725/mo 253-0630

GAMEBOY. 6 games. $1 15 00'best offer

546-1816

GOLD-RIMMED RAYBAN sunglasses

brand new' $50 546-3169

HARDLY USEDPENTAX K10O0 CAMERA
(Bought in January) $160 00

Including 50mm lens -call 546-4362

HEY!
Moving off campus?

Don t sleep onyour dinky bed from home
Buy a futon!

Comfortable 4 super cool'

Sit with us, lounge with us,

sleep with us'

Metawampe!
1-800-3-FUTON-1

LOST 3.5 IN FLOPPY DISK early April

blue no name JVC brand reward Richard

253-3590

SADDLE-BAG PURSE, brown leather

with camera and two rolls of film only im-

portant for me no questions

please call 546-5293 -Reward

WOMANS BLACK LEATHER JACKET

2 weeks ago large reward

Call m-f eves 259-1868

MOTORCYCLE

1990 HONDA CBR600F blk 4
$3700/BO Tel 256-4609

red

MACINTOSH 51 2K tor sale 500 OBO
546-4146 ask for Mike

SUBLET

SUMMER W/ FALL OPTION. Large room

in S Amherst condo Pool, central A/C
washer'dryer. parking On bus route Cool

roomies pertect summer place' Call Joe

253-2696

ONE BEDROOM APT
Colonial Village

Starts June 1st tall opt

$400/month 853-2475

SUMMER RENTAL

•MARTHA S VINYARO. Steps from The

Ocean Harbor Landing Harborside Inn

Rant daily, weakenda. weekly April through

September Very reasonable prices Call

5494221

ONE BEDROOM APT . Sunderland Clean

4 convenient $375 per month Will

negotiate 665-3396

ONE BEDROOM APT. uptown for summer

sublet with tall option Call Mark 5494328

$495 or Best offer

ONE BEDROOM IN BRITTANY. Bus. A/C

$250/month, nag 253-4194 message

SUMMER SUBLET

ONE BEDROOM IN TWO BEDROOM
apartment great location 1 Walk to campus,

on bus route onry $140- per month'

549 2638

1 BEDROOM. NORTH AMHERST, on The

Pine Street bus route, right next to Putters

Pond'" $l50per mo John 5494040

3 BDRM PUFFTON summer sublet

FurnishedAC-Rant negotiable Call

549-4063

AMHERST CENTER EFFICIENCY
APARTMENT
Clean, quiet, convenient

$275 per month
Call 253^3694

PUFFTON VILLAGE great location Cheao

rent furnished and May- end Aug 5494840

STUDIO APT 1 mile north of UMass on bus

line $325 incl util ca«s okay June-Aug fu -

mshed Call 549-5964

SUBLET OUR BRANDYWINE APT

Close to pool and laundry

Heat and h w included

Call 549-4259

BEAUTIFUL. INEXPENSIVE
2 bedroom
2 bathroom

for the summer
at Mill Valley

at $550 call 253-0861

or 253-2178

FALL OPTION four bedrooms 1"j baths

ample parking rent neg on bus route

253-5280

MUSIC LOVERS/MUSICIANS-CHEAP!
$190/month Over 1000 records, practice

space your own room 2 mm to bus in

NHampton 584-2981

SUBLET PUFFTON APT
Jun-Aug 2 singles. 1 double

CaH 549-7678

SUMMER SUBLET!
1 or 2 bedrooms on High Street

Cheap rates Call and leave

message 546-2102

Inquire soon'

SUMMER FEMALE nonsmoking room

mates needed to share Brandywine apt

Low rent' Call now for info 5494623

SUMMER SUBLET- Amherst^r ut.ls

ind quiet private near Puffers Pond $z/b

549-2656

SWISS VILLAGE 4bedroom V?balh

On bus route 1 month free

Call 2564320
All util included

TRAVEL

SUMMER SUBLET /FALL OPTION^

4br/1">bath apartment on bus route, good

location Call Jeff 253-4193

WARM WATER scuba diving trips

Bonaire May27-June3 $825
Key Largo August 18-24 $380
For more information call Proiecl Deep
5494401

TYPING/WOROPROCESSING

TO THE FRONT 8 of SDT Laura. Jen. 4

Robin Let's have a great time tonight at the

lormal make our last one the best Have fun

and remember only one month till gradua-

tion (Live it up 1

)

Love.
Elizabeth

TO MY LITTLE BALLERINA,
The past 6 months have been Incredible

and we haven't even touched' the best

days we'll share'
I Love You
-Keldog

PS- You are so

ROOMMATE WANTED

3 PEOPLE NEEDED to share apt $170
665-7544

HOUSEMATE 3 women seeking
housemate immediately-old Northampton

house 225 + 5854973

ROOMMATE WANTED to share duplex two

bedroom apartment at Village Park Rent

varies between $365 and $465 Call

Moushumi at 549-4500

WE WANT YOU!
Looking for 2 M/F roomates to share

beautiful 4 bedroom, 3 bathroom house with

washer4dryer Quiet setting only 2 miles

from campus
10 month lease

Call Kenny or Loran 549-2631

WHY WORRY ABOUT winter heating bills7

I'm looking for 2m/f roommates to share

apartment Rent $180/month heat and hot

water included call Mike at

2534611

SAY IT!

IN THE COLLEGIANS CLASSIFIEDS:
If you need to sublet, rent or find a room-

mate, place an ad here in the Collegian If

not than don't

The Collegian is located in 113 Campus
Center

SERVICES

DESPERATELY SEEKING summer cat sit

ter» 2 cats need a home Food toys litter sup-

plied Fixed 4 friendly -call 549-5964

SUNDERLAND
One bedroom
On bus line, pool

350/month 665-7666

BRANDYWINE APARTMENT Clean

spacious 2 bedroom available tor the sum

mer for 1-4 people On bus route, A/C pool

Rent is VERY Negotiable Call Debbie/Enca

5494092

FURNISHED BEDROOM 5 minutes from

GRC Private bathroom, phone Laundry,

maid 549-8745 (females)

LARGE TWO BEDROOM 1 bath apt in

duplex On bus line Located m Belcherlown

near Amherst line 253-2327

SUMMER SUBLET WITH FALL OPTION:

3 bedroom apartment in The Brook in

Amherst On bus route, wall to wall

carpeting, clean Call 2534420

3 BDRM HOUSE
Amherst Spacious kitchen,

back yard, on bus route

Rent neg Call 5494819

3 BEDROOM TOWNHOUSE in quiet area

w/ tall option A must see -reasonable price

-call 6654712

3 BEDROOM HOUSE OFF Main Street

Bus route Huge yard Fall option for dou-

ble Rent negotiable Call 253-0409

3 SPACIOUS BEDROOMS avail for sublet

in Townhouse apt Swimming pool, laundry

nearby, bus route Low rent and util

665-3912

ARE YOU SICK OF TYPING?
Fast and Accurate
Typing/Wordprocessing
Free Laserprinting!!

Call Becca 549-4600 x433

DISSERTATIONS, CASES. PAPERS
On-campus pickup Fast' Accurate'

Mac/Laser, spellcheck

Nancy 584 7924

FAST. ACCURATE TYPING w/ spellcheck

and boldface $1 45/pg call Greg 546-2548

PAPERS, $1 50/pg Resumes laser printed

Fast professional affordable

KCOMMUNICATIONS. 2564373

TYPING/WORD PROC
Free pickup 4 delivery

$1 25/page
Call Nancy at 5344122

WANTED

FREE MONEY*
I need a good set of management 260 notes

with Harlzler' Call Lauren ASAP' 546-3058

HELP! Grad student looks for a quiet room

in Puffton available late May or June 1st

Fast answer needed Call Xavier 545-6209

or 546-5837

4 BEDROOM APT on bus rte, 2 baths, ful-

ly furnished, fall option, cool landlord, util

inc 253-9708

A MUST SEE! 1 bedroom loft apartment in

beautiful house on Northeast 5 min from

campus (on bus) Cozy and quiet Rent

negotiable/fall option Call -253-2458

A MUST SEE uptown apartment with fall op-

hon Perfect for 2 people $550 call 2534567

AMHERST CENTER 2 bdrm apt in house,

fall option 253-7737

APT. NEAR BRUNO'S
Summer sublet our apt and we will buy you

a pizza' Ideal location on Main St Close to

campus and town 5bdrms. 2 baths Com-

fortable living Act Now While supplies last

Best Offer 546-0857

CHEAP SUBLET for two or more in Colonial

-Call 253-9229 anytime

NEEDED OVERWEIGHT PEOPLE
Lose up to 30 pounds in next 30 days for

under $30 00 per week with

DIET DISC PROGRAM
Call Lee; 247 3351

WANTED TO RENT

FEMALE LOOKING for spot for fall

semester only Willing to sublet summer

Julie 549-8192

RESPONSIBLE COUPLE of modest

means, mid 20s. N/S. seeks summer
sublet/rental in Amherst Please cal

538-4206

WANTED TO RENT-SUMMER
Furnished 2 bedroom apt within walking

distance of campus
549-3562 evenings
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UMass, UConn split

softball doubleheader
By DAN WETZEL
Collegian Staff

It had it all.
. . ,

Great defense, clutch hitting, big pitches and more

drama than anyone needs for a Thursday afternoon

The onlv thing it didn't have for the University of

Massachusetts soaball team was a win.

Yesterdav in the opener of a doubleheader UMass

(25-10» lost a 3-2 heartbreaker to UConn (30 12) in 14

innings. The Minutewomen rallied to win the nightcap

5

However, it will be game one that will most be

remembered. In the top of the 14th, UConn s Wendy

Blackwell led off with a single, advanced to second on

a sacrifice, then third on a passed ball. Janna Venice

got her third hit of the day but Blackwell could not ad-

vance With Sharri Blackman at the plate. Holly

Apriles pitch got by catcher Cherrie DellAnno and

Blackwell came into score.

In the bottom half of the inning, Apnle got a single,

but UConn's Kim Mizesko struckout Shern Kuchin-

skas and Peggy Bush to end it

This game belonged to the pitchers. Both Apnle and

Mizesko were absolutely brillant. pitching all 14 inn

ings and coming up with the big pitches when

11

Atonepoint Aprile (12-6) retired 11 Huskies straight.

After giving up two runs in the first - only one earn

ed - she did not let another UConn player score until

the 14th. She struck out 10 and was helped out by some

incredible defense.

In the seventh Kuchinskas picked Venice off first and

then threw Blackman out trying to steal second. In the

eieth Bush made a remarkable, running-over-the-

shoulder catch to denv Chris Woodman extra bases,
snouiaer ta«.

CONTINUED ON PAGE YD

SPOBTS
Baseball hounds Hartford, 8-5
•*-" *^*^-r

. __ . ,. n-Q,i»nn entered. Graziano stru

By GREG SUKIENNIK
Collegian Staff

Dave Edwards' three-run home run in the seventh inn-

ing proved to be the game-winner yesterday afternoon
i

as

the University of Massachusetts baseball team broke the

500 mark with an 8-5 win at Hartford yesterday.

Edwards' homer, his third on the season, was part of

a five-run outburst that broke a 3-3 tie and provided the

run support that pitchers Daryle Corriveau and Rob Gra

ziano needed. Corriveau improved to 3-3 on the year, while

Graziano picked up his first save with 2M, innings of one-

hit bal1 L Cnn
The win put the Minutemen, now 19-19-1. at the 500

mark for the first time this season going into this

weekend's crucial four-game series with Temple.

Mike Tobin led off in the seventh, reaching first base

on an error. He moved to second on a Steve Corradi bunt

single and reached third on an Ian Torres sacrifice bunt.

Tobin scored on Brian Bright's sacrifice fly, Bright s team

high 34th of the year. ... i

Derek Dana and Glen DiSarcina followed with singles

and were both driven in by Edwards' home run.

The Hawks responded in kind in their half of the

seventh, scoring two runs and prompting UMass coach

Mike Stone to bring Graziano in for ^rriveau, whot^
Mike Scrapchansky and Mike Desjardins both hit two-out

RR1 doubles before Graziano entered. Graziano struck out

^Matthews to end the Hawks' threat, then retired

f^e^Hartford batters he faced to endthe gam.

Until the Minutemen went ahead for good m the

HToTe^
smacked a two-run home run in the bottom of the tirst.

UMass went ahead 3-2 in their half of the fourth iruv

ine as Derek Dana knocked in two runs with the first ot

wo doubles for the day. Hartford -me right back to

deadlock the score at four in their half of thefourth,

capitalizing on an uncharacteristic error by Tobin^ Scrap

chansky foflowed up on the opportunity with a triple, dnv

ing in the tying run.

Corriveau struck out six Hawks in 6% innings of work

for the Minutemen, earning his second straight win in as

many starts. RJ Zaluk, drops to 1-5 for the Hawks who

had defeated UMass three consecutive times dating back

to last season.

Dana and Edwards were the leaders for the Minutemen

ofSTvS? Dana went 4-for-5 with 2 RBI, while Edwards

knocked in four runs in a 2-for-4^orma^p
,.,

Bright, who had been in a mini slump as of late, busted

out with two doubles and an RBI, returning to form.

Mike Scrapchansky and Mike Desjardins ootnrm.wu^u, -
# ^^^ c^^C

Minutemen face Temple in four-game series
iU1"

^..Mpheaders. The names start at noon on Lorden Field

By MICHAEL MORRISSEY
Collegian Correspondent

It may be true that every game is an important one, but

this weekend's four games against Temple University are

the University of Massachusetts baseball team I most im

portant of the year. m.-itit_m
The Minutemen can clinch a berth in the Atlantic-10

Conference Tournament with wins in three of the four

games. They can win the Conference's East Division ta-

lk with a sweep of both Saturday and Sundays

doubleheaders. The games start at noon on Lorden Field^

UMass is currently atop the A-10 standings with a 7-3

record. Temple is just percentage points away with an 8-4

record, and Rutgers places third with a 5-5 mark within

the Conference. j„„*„
Last year, UMass went to Boyerstown, Pa., needing to

win 3-of-4 games to make the A-10 Tournament and they

swept Temple, winning all four games^

UMass is more talented this year, as the young pitchers

and hitters have developed during the year. The loss of

CONTINUED ON PAGE 1C

Olson sues Pats, Kiam Gorillas host Rutgers

BOSTON (AP) Sportswriter Lisa Olson

filed suit against the New England Patriots

yesterday morning, charging sexual

harassment and civil rights violations that

have led her to leave the Boston Herald

and the city.

Olson, 27, who has worked for the Herald

for four years, will leave her job, her at-

torneys said. She is currently covering the

Boston Bruins of the National Hockey

League for the newspaper.

"She has to leave the state, at least for

now," said Norman Zalkind, one of her at-

torneys. He would not say when she plann

ed to leave the newspaper.

Olson's suit was filed in Suffolk Superior

Court against the National Football

League team's owner Victor Kiam; former

general manager Patrick Sullivan; former

media services director James Oldham; and

three players, Zeke Mowatt, Michael Timp-

son and Robert Perryman.

The suit also alleges intentional infliction

of emotional distress and intentional

damage to her professional reputation. It

asks for unspecified monetary damages.

The suit stems from incidents beginning

last Sept. 17 when Olson said she was sex-

ually harassed while conducting an inter-

view in the Patriots locker room.

Zalkind said since the incident Olson has

endured abuse from some of the fans of

sporting events.

"A great number of times she is yelled

at, screamed at, sees negative graffiti about

her . . . her car was vandalized," Zalkind

said. "She's frightened all the time."

He also said Olson has received hate mail

and harassing telephone calls.

"Nobody should have to go through this

just for trying to do their job," Olson said

Wednesday. "If anything this suit will

make it easier for others so that something

like this won't happen to other female jour

nalists."

Olson said she intended to let the issue

drop after the NFL fined the team and the

players in November. But she decided to

sue aRer Kiam joked about the incident

while speaking at a banquet Feb. 4 and

because Mowatt and Perryman did not pay

the fines.
.

"What Kiam did was treat Lisa Olson

like the butt of a joke instead of a person,"

said Michael Avery, another attorney for

Olson.

"He [Kiam] apologizes and does it again,

which shows he had no sincerity," Zalkind

said "Kiam is older and in a higher posi

tion and should have known better than

the young players."

Kiam's office at Remington Products Inc.

said he would not be available for comment

yesterdayy.

The team declined to comment on the

suit. "The Patriots organization has no

comment. This is a legal matter and it

would be inappropriate for us to comment

on it at this time," said Mike Hanson, a

spokesman for the Patriots.

Mowatt was fined $12,500 and Perryman

$5,000 after an independent investigation

by the NFL found both participated in the

incident. Timpson paid a $5,000 fine last

week, but denied he was involved. "The

fines were paltry. They were demeaning,*

Zalkind said. Zalkind said Timpson's pay-

ment has not gone unnoticed by the

plaintiff.

"There's a lot of defendants and they will

not necessarily each have to pay the same

amounts of damage," he said.

Timpson's agent, Brett Senior, has said

Timpson was aware of the pending suit but

had no comment.
According to court documents, Olson was

interviewing Maurice Hurst, a Patriots

player, in the locker room Sept. 17 when

Mowatt, who was naked, displayed his

genitals and made sexual remarks while

egged on by Timpson and Perryman.

The documents say Olson left but was

harrassed again two days later by Mowatt

when she returned to interview players.

The suit also said Sullivan called her

around Sept. 23 and "threatened her with

remarks which included a warning about

any skeletons there might be in the closet."

Continued harassment by members of

the Patriots organization and the team's

fans caused Olson "severe emotional

distress" and damage to her reputation as

a sports reporter, according to the suit.

"The harassment has continued and she

has to get some justice from the courts,"

said Avery.

The Herald staff member involved in the

suit, Robert Sales, executive sports editor

of the Herald, said the paper was giving its

"full support in her quest for justice in this

matter."

A Herald staff member who asked not to

be named said Olson probably will take a

leave of absence from the paper.

Zalkind declined to say whether Olson

planned to join another news agency in the

future.

By ADRIEN MATT
Collegian Staff

Five could prove to be a very lucky

number for the No. 13 ranked Univer-

sity of Massachusetts lacrosse team.

Although the Gorillas (7-2) and

mean five-peat?

Rutgers' record sits at 6-4. Could

tomorrow's game become loss number

Tom Hayes and company have lost to

the No. 5, 6, 7 and 8 ranked teams.

Could this be the fifth Top 20 loss for the

Rutcers' Scarlet Knights are even in the Knights?

series with seven wins apiece, UMass You'll find out tomorrow when the

""wo: thefast four games. Could this c™WUCD ON PAGM

Collegian photo by Carrie Wyeth

Freshman Gorilla Chris Nentwich (17) attempts one of many shots

on goal against Providence College earlier in the season.
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Iraq, Kuwaiti

little changed
by Gulf War,
expert says
By JASON GEORGE
Collegian Staff

Although the Persian Gulf War is over, the situation

in Iraq and Kuwait has changed little, according to an

expert on the Middle East.

• You could be forgiven for thinking you really hadn t

missed that much," Dr. William Quandt of the Brook-

ing! Institute said Saturday at a panel discussion at

the University of Massachusetts

He noted that Saddam Hussein was still in power in

Iraq, that Kuwait had been "liberated" from Iraqi oc-

cupation, that the proliferation of arms in the Midd e

East was "still open for business," and that the Israeli-

Palestinian conflict held little hope for resolution.

Quandt, while emphasizing that the war has produc-

ed deep human, economic and political costs, saw the

war as producing opportunities for the United States

and the Middle East to achieve the stability and peace

which the region has lacked for the past 50 years.

Unfortunately, said Quandt. the United States is

unlikelv to take advantage of these opportunities.

The message from this war is that if a very power-

ful country with military aspirations threatens acouiv

try with oil, they better watch out for the United

States," Quandt said.

"I'm not sure if we've set a precedent for more like

enarios," Quandt said, it's almost unimaginable

the United States would react in similar ways to

other contingencies.

"The plight of the Kurdish refugees demonstrates

almost a reluctance to intervene when there are border

problems and humanitarian concerns, he said.

Quandt said once the United States objectives of

removing Iraq from Kuwait and weakening Iraq s

military standing in the region were achieved, the

United States has lost interest in promoting other goals

for the Middle East.

"There's a tendency [for United States policy) to go

through the motions on Arab-Israeli issues, to lose in-

terest in arms control and to forget issues of economic

development," Quandt said. "Instead of exploiting the

extra opportunities from the war, we have instantly

reverted to business as usual."

Preceding Quandt's talk were three panels, on Iraq

and Kuwait, on the regional dimensions of the war and

on the economic impact of the war on the world

economy. . . ... ..

Mary Ann Tetreault of Old Dominion University

gave a talk on the "View from Kuwait," noting that

the internal Kuwaiti resistance to Iraq's invasion will

leave a lasting political impact on that country.

"The return of the emir has been highly pro_

blematic," Tetreault said, referring to the leader of

Kuwait "The emir has been subject to criticism for tlee-

ing the country during the Iraqi invasion, for political

repression and for surrounding himself with family

members in important political offices.

"The [Iraqi] invasion has left a legacy of armed

resistance," Tetreault said. "When the government

tries to repress the people, they will run into much

more grown-up opposition."

The themes of political repression and the legitimacy

of governments in the region was a problem which

several of the experts said they saw as a key to ending

the legacy of turmoil in the Middle East.

"Most of the Arab governments will not fal
,
because

they are repressive and have strong internal security

forces," said Shibley Telhami, a professor of govern-

ment at Cornell University.

Telhami was referring to regimes such as those ot

Syria, Saudi Arabia and Kuwait, where popular par-

ticipation in the political process is very limited.

"To survive, these governments will have to become

more repressive," continued Telhami. "This is especial-

ly true if they are forced to take on the policy which

the United States wants them to, namely to make

peace with Israel without resolving the Palestinian

q
Quandt noted the repressive nature of many of the

governments in the Middle East, and faulted he

United States for failing to use its influence in he

region to work toward increased democratization in the

Middle East.
,

. „

"You don't need a Ph.D in political science to wonder

CONTINUED ON PAGE 3

Myths and stereotypes discussed

surrounding bisexual issues
»« «itb«>r sph" said Student Government As;

By AMY HENRY
Collegian Staff

Some 50 participants attended a three-hour workshop

Friday at the University of Massachusetts to increase an

awareness of bisexual issues and enable bisexuals to come

together and discuss their own issues. The event was he d

as a part of Lesbian, Bisexual and Gay Awareness Week.

When facilitators of the workshop asked participant ~

why they had come to the workshop, they compiled a

varied list of answers.

Some participants said, 'curiosity." to overcome

biphobia," "to feel a sense of community .
"to combat in

visibility," and "kill stereotypes."

Participants were also asked to brainstorm negative and

positive aspects of bisexuality

"There's the stereotype that bisexual women will leave

a women their involved with for a man," according to Amy

Lesen, a member of the Lesbian, Bisexual and Gay

Alliance

Shawn Cotter, another LBGA member said, "The same

stereotype holds true for bisexual men."

"Bisexuals break down socially dichotomized sexuali

tv between heterosexuals and homosexuals," Lesen said^

That bisexuals are promiscuous and can t stay faithlul

to either sex," said Student Government Association Com

nussion member Laura Silver. "There's also the myth that

they are attracted to everyone."

•there's the myth that bisexuals are fifty fifty. That we

have an attraction to men and women equally, said

UMass student Kelley Hayes.

Another activity consisted of participants breaking up

into three groups according to their sexual orientation.

There was a group for bisexual women, a group for bisex

ual men and one more for gays, lesbians and heteros. \

uals. Each group was asked to write down questions they

wanted to ask to the other groups.

Gay and lesbian participants were asked if there is room

in the gay and lesbian movement for bisexuals

Sullivan said, "people who are gay and lesbian haven t

gotten out of thinking about sexual orientation in black

and white thought patterns. I hope a place can be made

Partipants wan a!>«» asked why gays and lesbians w I

are attracted to the opposite sex do not label themselv. .

as bisexual.

One male participant said. "It is something that occu.-

very rarely and I do not take it seriously enough to chann'-

A female student said. "When I'm attracted to men I

CONTINUED ON PAGE 6
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MFRCEDES BOYS - Theta Chi brothers enjoyed the nice weather yesterday and spon-

so"eda
C
earwa!h to raise money for the Everywomans Center.

Chicago attack victim seeks justice^iXX****&
. have not been recognized." Illia said the Act deals mai

By TRYSTAN SKEIGH
Collegian Staff

Editor's note: This is the first ofa three-part series examin-

ing an attack in Chicago.

Because gays are not a "protected class," the FBI said

it cannot investigate the recent harassment of three gay

graduate students at the University of Chicago.

The three students, Chris Bauer, Kevin Fuller and An-

drew Ross work together in Cummings Science Building

and have been targeted by an anonymous group that calls

itself "the Brotherhood of the Iron Fist.

All three have received numerous pieces of anti-gay hate

mail and phone calls, which began in mid-Februaryafter

Fuller was quoted in a student newspaper story about

UC's Gay and Lesbian Alliance.

¥he situation escalated on March 17, wenFder
received an anonymous threatening phone call that said

"Tonieht, one of you dies."

A few hours later, Bauer, who is physically challenged

and walks with a cane, was attacked by two masked men

as he walked home from his lab in Cummings. One of his

a tackers said they were going to kill him by injec ing

air in his veins with a hypodermic needle. Bauei-fought

them off and they ran away, leaving behind a notethat

read "This one is now in a box. There's only two more we

"After" the'attack, Murphy said the University ad-

ministration contacted the FBI for help. The Chi ago

Police were already investigating when the attack

occurred

The FBI refused to begin a separate investigation

because, explained Chicago FBI spokesman Bob Long, the

harassment is not considered a federal evil rights viola-

tion under existing civil rights statutes. He said if the

harassment had involved racial or religious minorities,

the agency may have entered the investigation.

Kevin Illia, another Chicago FBI spokesman said

"under the Civil Rights Act of 1965, gays and lesbians

. have not been recognized." Illia said the Act deals main-

ly with "ethnic groups."

"There is no case law that protects gays and lesbians

as a civil rights group at this time." Illia said. "However,

I'm sure as this thing evolves this will change
.

Bauer said in regards to the FBI's decision .
We [gays]

are persona non grata as of yet."

Because the harassment involves threatening letters

sent through the mail, the FBI referred the University

of Chicago's request for help to the Postal Inspector s Of-

fice, according to Bill Murphy, assistant vice president for

the University of Chicago's News and Information Office.

The Postal Inspector's Office has begun to investigate

because it is illegal to send threatening letters through

the U.S. mail, Murphy said.

Although the FBI is not conducting a separate investiga

tion, it is helping the Chicago police and the Postal In

spector's Office conduct interviews, Illia said.
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Page 3: Pw-lifeis denounce Pierce and

Melconian in weekend rally.

Page 7: Living Colour rocks Amherst

College.

Page 12: Gorillas grind Rutgers, softball

sweeps Adelphi and baseball

bounces Temple.

VEATHER
Whether or not you read the weather

you know what the weather is whether you

want to or not.
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ANDY'S SECRETARIAL SERVICE

Reports Term Papers

Typing and Quality Word Processing

Resume Consultation

Temporary Help For Any Office

fast Affordable Service

'24' King St. Northampton 584-1000

^^ Planafu

Allied Health

Professionals A
Administrators

Plan a future that soars.

Take your sciencerelated degree

into the Air Force, and become an

officer in the Biomedical Sciences

Corps. You'll learn more, you'll grow

faster-you'll work with other dedi-

cated professionals in a quality envi-

ronment where your contributions

are needed.

In short, you'll gain more of every-

thing that matters most to you. You

and the Air Force. Launch now-call

USAF HEALTH PROFESSIONS
TOLL-FREE 1-800-423-USAF
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-For Your Information

MONDAY APRIL 29

Press Conference ofUMass Union Leaders - The situa-

tion facing UMass labor. Campus Center 10 a.m. Check

information desk for room number.

Workshop - "Addressing the Needs of Workers of Col-

or" CC 12 - 1 p.m.

Class - "Contemporary Labor History, with Rob Weir.

Draper Hall 1 3:30 p.m.

Film - Roger and Me. Free CC 7:30 p.m.

Law Enforcement and the Community - Arthur Hilson,

director of the Division of Public Safety, will meet with

students to discuss law enforcement issues affecting the

African-American community. CC 7 - 9 p.m.

TUESDAY APRIL 30

Workshop - "Unions in the 90s." UMass Labor Center

with MTA staff and Labor Center Staff. CC 9:30 1 1 a.m.

Class - "Women and Unions: Leadership and Barriers

to Participation," with Dale Melcher. CC 11:15 a.m.

Panel Discussion - "Where to for UMass labor?" with

one leader from each UMass union. CC noon-1 p.m.

Film - Justice for Janitors. Free CC noon - 12:30 p.m.

and 12:30-1 p.m.

Discussion - "Two Cuban Trade Unionists Talk About

Race, Class and Unions" CC 5 p.m.
(

"New Directions for Labor: A National Perspective -

with Victor Reuther, Elise Cann, Jerry Tucker and

Richard Miller. Thompson Hall 7 p.m.

WEDNESDAY MAY 1

Film - Union Maids. Free. CC 12 - 1 p.m.

Workshop - "Beyond Grievances: Creative Approaches

to Solving Problems in the Workplace" with Ferd Wulkan,

SEIU Local 509 CC noon.

Workshop - "Unions in the 90s" with MTA staff and

Labor Center staff. UMass Labor center 1:30 - 3:30 p.m.

May Day Pageant — with Jane Sapp. Student Union

Ballroom $2-5 donation.

Reading - Donald Junkins will be reading his poetry

in Memorial Hall at 8 p.m.

Musical - The Black Women's Survival Kit. May 1-4

and 7-11 in the Curtain Theater. Tickets available at the

Fine Arts Center Box Office. Admission is $5 for the

general public and $3 for students and senior citizens. 8

Speaker - Carlos Fontes. From Rio to Athol. Machmer

313 12:15 p.m.

THURSDAY MAY 2

Class - "Methods of Organizing," with Dale Melcher

CC 11:15 a.m. __
Workshop - "Issues for Gay and Lesbian Workers LC

11

°Job Recruiting - Mather Career Center. Staff from the

AFL/CIO Organizing Institute will recruit applicants tor

Union-organizing positions. 4 p.m.

Songfest - Labor Music with the Diggers CC 4-5 p.m.

Film - Matewan Free CC 7:30 p.m.

Recycling Education - Volunteers meet at 6:30 p.m. in

room CC 903. ,

Speaker - Estelle Jussim, award-winning author ol

many books on photography and the visual arts discuaeee

In Search of Meaning: the Ambiguities of Visual Im-

ages " Wright Hall Auditorium, Smith College at 4 p.m.

Book Sale - Will be held on the Amherst Common on

May 3 - 5 between 9 a.m. 6 p.m. on Friday, Saturday

and 12 - 4 on Sunday.

FRIDAY MAY 3

Workshop - "Stress in the Workplace: How to Cope with

it, How to Get Rid of It." Leslie Lomasson GEO CC noon

Film - Do Not Fold, Spindle or Mutilate. Free CC 12

- 1 P-m. .,, ,

Open House - UMass Foundation will have an open

house at the Hadley Farm from 10 a.m. - to 4 p.m.

| iMM » »i »MM »
f |

Community Chiropractic

Dr. Jedd Miller

Gentle, Precise Health Care

Affordable and accessible

to students

44 Summer St.

N. Amherst
549-2802

COLLEGIAN
STAFF MEETING

I TODAY
3:30

in the newsroom

I To discuss proposed amendments

I
to the Collegian Constitution.

1
I

i

256-1616

MANDATORY FOR ALL STAFF

i

«»

vers Ca

| VOTING ON AMENDMENTS |

| WILL BE HELD TUESDAY |

| from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. |

||,r»»»a»^Mllim Mil I—T»aKMKl»l

50* OFF
ANY CALZONE

I exp 8/30/9 1 - ona coupon per Calzone - Delivery Only

1

!

—
I

I

|;
yi.vv w . |

II
ANY 2 CALZONES |

I exp 8/30/91 - one coupon per 2 Calzone$ - Delivery Only I

$1.00 OFF
ANY 2 CALZONES
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ARE YOU AFRAID
OF YOUR FEAR?

A drop-in, support group for people

with panic and anxiety problems

meets every Tuesday, 1-2 pm from

now until the end of the semester at

the Mental Health Center, 127 Hills

North.

For more information call 545-2337

or simply come to 127 Hills North

before 1:00 on Tuesday and check-

in with the receptionist.

CORRECTION
The last paragraph of Friday's article on the SGA

was left out due to an error. The paragraph should have

read: ro*<-»
"There is a lot of confusion as to what the role ofbAU

is," said Irene Carew. "You'd have to ask the vice

chancellor [Jo-Anne Vaninl about what the administra

tion's next move will be on this."

Vanin was at a meeting according to her secretary

and was not available for comment.

[ SUMMER JOBS AVAILABLE

I Evening security wet's wanted for Bright Moments

I Festival '91 (by the Campus Pond) Concerts are on Thurs

i
day evenings in Jul 1 1th. 18th & 25th Approximately

| 5-6 hours/shift, lirm- d number of additional day hours

* available UMASS si dents returning in Fall '91 only The

I Fine Arts Center is an AA/EO employer Description and

I applications available m 207 Hasbrouck Contact Mary.

1 54501 93 for more information I

MAYDAY
Festival ol Music and Theatre

featuring JANE SAPP '

Wednesday, May 1 at 7:00 pm
UMASS Student Union Ballroom

Co-sponsored by UMASS Labor Council.

Commuter Area Gov't and the Graduate

Student Senate

Check C C Schi

Union Awareness Week Events

OUR PRICES ARE SO GREAT
WE DON'T HAVE TO
CUT THEM IN HALF!

Monday 5-9

All You Can Eat!

ROASTED

CHICKEN $6.95
BUFFET with All The Fixin's

J
mCafe

Route 9, Hadley

5866393 For TakeOut
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LOCAL
Commuters kick off

vote drive for primary

( -ollf-(ian pho«o by CMill »vrth

BEN HUB* - The brothers of Delta Upsilon fraternity pulled their

chariot this week from Boston to Amherst in two days to raise money

for the Jimmy Fund.

By MARC ELLIOTT
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts Com-

muter Area Government is conducting a

massive "get out to vote" drive targeting

students who are registered to vote in

Amherst for tomorrow's First District Con-

gressional primary.

Volunteers plan to contact registered

voters by telephone tonight and from 8 a.m.

to 8 p.m. tomorrow telling them where and

why they should vote. Some will solicit

voters in person and escort them to the

polls with transportation provided out of

Orchard Hill and Southwest.

"We're going to knock on their doors and

ask them if they're registered," said

volunteer Mathew Pavesi. "If they are

(registered), we're going to ask them if they

can come with us and vote, there's a car

waiting downstairs."

"Voting has never been so easy, said

Commuter Area President Susan Church.

Pavesi stressed the impact the student

vote could have this closely contested race.

UMass can make the difference because

the race is going to be close," he said. "It

could come down to as close as 100 votes."

Pavesi went on to express the importance

the election will have to the University in

light of the impending public higher educa

tion cuts.

"With the upcoming tuition and fee in

creases and Gov. Weld's anti-education

policy, students have to band together and

elect legislators that will fight for our

educational right," he said.

The registration deadline for tomorrow's

primary has passed, but students can

register for the general election until May
15.

Volunteers are needed to work the phone

banks in the Student Government Associa

tion office, the OffCampus Housing office

and the Commuter Area Government office

tonight and to solicit voters in the residen

tial halls and provide transportation to the

poll? tomorrow. Interested persons should

call the Commuter Area Government office

at 545-2145.

West survivor says victims suffer 'betrayal of trust'
lllV/^OI/ -^ */

offenders," said Woodsum. "Welthe victim] are

By ELIZABETH BUTTS
Collegian Staff

Survivors of incest are often blamed for having been a

part of incest, a survivor and activist said Friday nitfht

at Smith College.

Gayle Woodsum, a co founder of "Looking Up, a non-

profit organization for the victims and survivors of incest.

Told the audience of more than 100 that incest and other

forms of sexual abuse are widespread throughout the

world, adding that 64 million people in the United States

have been sexually abused.

"I'm a living, walking testament to the fact that incest

is real," said Woodsum.
The victims of incest, said Woodsum. do not fit

,
into.any

specific category. "They can be a two-month-old child or

a 16-year-old man." she said.

"These are trusting, innocent, loving children who are

brutally raped by the people who are supposed to keep

us safe
" said Woodsum. "I don't care what the specific

details are . This is a betrayal of trust more hideous than

.er been able to describe. That is the reality.

Society also looks for characteristics in offenders that

separate them from "normal" people, said Woodsum. "It

ary [for people] to think that sex offenders come from

the population at large," she said.

People would rather think that offenders commit sex

crimes because their parents did it to them, Woodsum

said This information comes from offenders, she said.

"They're very smart." she said. "They say to themse.

What's the best excuse? Daddy did it to me."

"This information is not being used to stop offenders but

to oppress victims." Woodsum said. "It makes w tl ink

we are evil and awful and we should no! have children.

The blame is often placed on the victim, she said

"They tell us 'You're sick; let me help you... They label

us co-dependent, schizoid, dysfunctional: they tell us we

have bad coping mechanisms. We've spent billions of

dollars for the privilege of these Label*

"We live in a society that supports, encourages, and pro-

tects sex offenders," said Woodsum "We [the victims] are

forced to lie in order to survive. We are expected to goout

into the world and say, 'Everything is fine at home A 1

then when we go into court they pull out a she*! ol pap.

and say. This is a girl who has a history ol lym

Incest is on the rise, she said. "The problem is howl -

attend to both our own personal pain and this broader

social reality.

"We spend one third of our lives being raped, the MOMM

third recovering, and the last thud paying offMastercard

for our therapy. There's going to hi no time to prevent

it. This is the reality. . . it terrifies me

The other piece of the reality, hov v ' V\ «i u

m that "victims keep surviving, and su. < »*< k vp com

in*, keep speaking out. keep trying. This sUm m e thin

that keeps me going. The offenders haven t Btoppe I thlfl

For her work with "Looking Up." Woodsum received

the Gloria Steinem Woman ol Vision Auard and the

Noyce Award for Non -Profit Excellence.

Hightower blames parties for S&L crisis
4 1 - — rnv Itm

By JASON GEORGE
Collegian Staff

Six candidates for the First Congres-

sional District seat shared the stage with

former Texas Commissioner of Agriculture

Jim Hightower at a forum on "Savings and

Loan and Bank Bailouts" last night at

Bangs Community Center.

Democrats Chris Hodgkins, John Arden,

Sherwood Guernsey, Don Robinson, John

Olver and independent Dennis Kelly each

spoke for 3-5 minutes regarding the federal

savings and loan crisis. The forum

represented a late opportunity for can

didates to present themselves prior to the

democratic primary on Tuesday.

Hightower, spoke on behalf of the Finan^

cial Democracy Campaign, a national

grass-roots organization fighting to fairly

solve the S&L crisis.

"We've got to stop beating around the

bush [on the S&L issue] and start beating

Bush " Hightower said. "We can go to the

people. . . we want to take this issue out

of the business pages and put it into politics

where people can get hold of it.'

Hightower, a Democrat, said he placed

most of the blame for the crisis on the

economic policies of Ronald Reagan and

George Bush, citing a Stanford Universi

ty estimate which placed the cost of the

crisis at $1.4 trillion dollars.

"Our own government is putting good

people out of work." Hightower said. "Bush

and Reagan promised to get industry mov-

ing again; it moved to Taiwan and Hong

Kong, to everywhere except here in this

country.

"We went from being the world s largest

creditor nation in 1980 to the largest deb-

tor nation today." continued Hightower.

"What did the pundits call this period? Pro-

sperity. The question is, if this was a boom,

a boom for whom?"
Although Hightower blamed the last

three Republican administrations for the

nation's economic ills, he also pointed a

finger at Democrats in Congress for being

too passive.

"I'd like to say it's only George Bush and

the Republicans doing this, but too many

Democrats are in there too - people like

[House Speaker) Tom Foley and [Senate

Majority Leader] George Mitchell.

Hightower said.

"If the meek will ever inherit the earth,

those two will become land barons."

Hightower closed by exorting those pre-

sent to mobilize politically on a local level

to combat what he sees as unrepresentative

government on the national level.

"Right now, we have a minority govern-

ment," he said. "What we need is a politics

that talks to these people."

Hightower offered an anecdote about a

woman in Kansas in the populist move-

ment of the 1890s who took to the stump

to tell farmers "you've got to raise less corn

and more hell," as encouragement to the

progressive movement of today.

war panel
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Pro-choice congressional candidates feted
~\ u. .v« **»k* which have been she is pro-choice, and this impression co,

By KATHERINE T. LAMOTHE
Collegian Staff

Some 150 students and pro-choice ac-

tivists gathered yesterday on the Amherst

Commons for a rally to support pro-choice-

candidates for tomorrow's Congressional

primary elections.

The field director for the National Abor-

tion Rights Action League, Maren

Heslathe, said the rally was used to

motivate the audience to participate in a

leaflet campaign in neighborhoods in

Amherst and Northampton.

The NARAL, sponsor of the event,

distributed leaflets with NARAL "report

cards" which graded each of the 11 can-

didates on their stands on abortion rights.

Jill Hanover, another NARAL organizer,

said voters in the district, which have been

traditionally pro-choice, must be informed

as to which candidates favor women's right

to choose.

"We have to remember that now more

than ever, [the issue of choice] is crucial,"

she said. "We know we have to tell the

voters of this district that (state Sen.) Lin-

da Melconian and (former state Rep.)

Steven Pierce can not go to Washington.'

Melconian and Pierce, who are widely

regarded as the front-runners in the

Democratic and Republican primaries,

respectively, have both voted against abor-

tion rights in the state legislature. NARAL
recently gave them "F" grades on their

"report card" based on these votes.

Hanover warned that voters are unaware

of Melconian's voting record, assume that

she is pro-choice, and this impression could

help her win the election.

"Two-thirds of the district's voters think

Linda Melconian's pro-choice," she said.

Hanover said this election is important

because a new Congressional bill, known

as the Freedom of Choice Act, would codify

reproductive rights as spelled out in the

Supreme Court's 1973 Roe v. Wade deci-

sion, and that five more representatives

were needed to co-sponsor the bill for it to

Pt

Jean Gibbon, a junior at Smith College

and a student representative for the Pro

Choice Majority, said the bill is important

because state legislatures, such as Utah,

are passing strict anti-abortion laws.

"Every state legislature is a battlefield,

she said.

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

if there is something wrong in the a

region that continually produces these

types of regimes." Quandt said.

"Somehow, when we come to the

Middle East, this idea [of democrat iza

tion] is put on hold," he said. "There

is something almost racist in thinking

that Arabs and Muslims are not up to

the game of democracy."

Although most of the josts of the Per-

sian Gulf war appeared in the human

and economic destruction in Iraq and

Kuwait, the conflict was not without

costs for the United States, said to

Smith College economist Tom Riddel 1.

Riddell noted that the present cost*

of the war ranged between $50 and 75

billion in incremental costs, which he

defined as those costs over and above

what is budgeted for United States

military forces already deployed

around the world.

However, Riddell said there may be

hidden costs from the war which will

appear in the future.

"The use of force to resolve this crisis

may lead the U.S. to again resort to

force in the near future," Riddell said.

"Though there are cuts in the military

budget already in place, the effect of

the Gulf War is that there will be lit-

tle tolerance for going beyond this
."

Despite the quick success of Opera

tion Desert Storm, the panelists said

the problems for the United States in

the Middle East are far from over.

"I don't think the war has solved the

American problems in the Middle

East." said Richard Herrmann of Ohio

State University. "1 don't know if it

hasn't made them much wors.
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A day in Montague.
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VlONTAG(/£
MILL

[\ " DAYS

BOOKSHOP OPrA

ACROSS THE RIVER AND INTO THE TREES - Beside

the banks of the Sawmill River in Montague is the Book

Mill, a 19th century chestnut grist mill converted into a

quiet place to read or ponder.
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International justice?
For left and right, North and South, rich

and poor alike, international law is the

great shibboleth, the tin idol before which

all rhetorics prostrate themselves. With

the possible exception of the fundamen-

talists, all pay tribute to this greatest of

modern political illusions. But enough.

Hussein Ibish

Reliance on the principles of "interna

tional law" absent a viable and impartial

enforcement mechanism (something in

conceivable in current geopolitics) means

an unqualified acceptance of the ruling

world order. Clearly, international law is

applied bv the powers that be in a highly

selective manner, and in that sense is un-

lust. Less obviously, international law, in

so far as it is mechanism for maintain-

ing a status quo based on neocolonialism,

enforced dependence, and the exploitation

,,f the vulnerable by the ruthless, is a bar-

rier to international justice. Even the

equitable enforcement of existing interna

tional law (written by and for the imperial

powers) would only serve to maintain and

rationalize an unacceptable order by codi

fying the global plantation system.

Some, like Noam Chomsky, argue that

without international law, "the guys with

the guns will just take what they want.

But how, pray tell, would that differ from

the current situation? When has interna-

tional law ever stopped the United States,

for example, from taking what it wants,

when and how it pleases?

In effect, international law only applies

to those outside the Northern security

structure, like Iraq; one law for the rich,

another for the poor (sound familiar

America?). All this Trojan horse really

does is provide a cover for the violent sup-

pression of rising alternate centers of

power by the omnipotent monopole. Sure

ly it is better to disspell this intellectual

fog and mist and shine a spotlight unflin

chingly on the muggings and rapes.

Further, as a weapon of defense, inter-

national law is a mere dagger of the mind.

It will float tantalizingly before the

downtrodden peoples of the planet, always

out of reach. Only neocolonial ruling elites

like the al-Sauds and al-Sabahs will be

covered by this protection racket, as long

as they serve the interest of their masters.

But no one with the slightest in

dependence can hope for succor. It is all

an utter hoax. International law is a trap

expertly laid, and baited with dreams of

justice and equality.

But surely, critics will say, we need an

order of some kind, a system to avoid anar

chy? No doubt we do, and it is to be hoped

that one day we will get one. This "law,"

however, is so flawed as to seem ir-

redeemable. Besides, nobody can deny

that for the system to change it must be

challenged to the point that it can no

longer resist. No one is going to give away

power such as this, least of all im-

perialists. Rights are not given, they are

taken.

But, they will continue, isn't order most

in the interests of all those poor ordinary

folk who live in the small nations, so that

they can be left in peace? Peace yes, but

at what price? The current world order is

designed to exploit these very people in

definitely and it is clearly in their long

term interest that it be uprooted. Slaves

do not depend on slavery to survive.

While it is to be a last resort, force may

at times regrettably have to be used to

redress the depredations of colonialism

and restore national integrity in the

South, particularly in the case of an ongo-

ing economic exploitation.

The arguments against "aggression"

and "irredentism" inherent in the current

international law provide a ready made

moral/legal rational for the enforcement

of the status quo by the great power ,

which refuses to subject itself to the same

standards. Of course all peaceful means

should be used to achieve justice, and ge

nuine reform is best, but it isn't going to

happen.

The national rights of Third World

peoples are not within the gift of the

United Nations, and are not subject to the

constraints of international "law."

Governments are subjected to all sorts of

blackmail involving aid and loans, and

often do not feel free to make their real

views public. But individuals who are free

to speak openly must not be complicit in

this shabby deception.

And so we say: Long live international

justice!

Death to "international law "!

Hussein Ibish is a Collegian staffmember

Respect for immigrants
Recent events move me to express the

views of those hard working Puerto

Rican immigrants who struggle to

establish a place in this diverse, multi-

cultural society. This is not to say we

have turned our backs on our island

homeland or its national interest, but in

truth we are immigrants.

Nancy Miranda

Those who have not experienced the

pain and suffering of the working class

of incoming Puerto Ricans and only

know the comfortable transit of the lux-

ury liner and the first-class cabin, can-

not comprehend the difficult choices «

have faced.

Of late, several organizations that ex-

ist to facilitate the migration of tho

who come from one culture to another

without benefit of wealth or status, have

come under scurrilous and unfair at-

tack. To be frank, entities like the

Biligual Collegiate Program and other

fine Puerto Rican dominated institu

tions serve the interests of a class of peo-

ple with whom these critics are un-

familiar. How can Puerto Rican

students who have nqt had the privilege

of private education, Anglicized parents,

and frequent travel to and from the

island, possibly just slip into the

academic and social life of UMass like

an Anglo from Concord? We obviously

need these organizations and are proud

and grateful to them. The tutoring ser-

vice that BCP provides, for example, has

meant the difference between success

and failure for many Puerto Rican

students.

The idea that the BCP functions as a

trap or academic straight jacket from

which "dependent" students are unable

to free themselves is untrue, and belied

my own experience and that ofcountless

others. The BCP tutors, when they are

performing in the usual and expected

way, show students who either have

language problems or simply come from

a different academic tradition,

howthings are done in Amherst,

Massachusettes.

The suggestion has also been made

that all Puerto Ricans want to do is par

ty. This sort of gross generalization is

little more than slander and if it is

meant to be an attempt at a "calling

out" of the community, it has failed

miserably. Obviously, some people are

not familiar with the mass of Puerto

Rican students who work hard and do

well, and then party when the time is

right. They are the majority and deserve

better than thi<

The critics, many of whom certainly

represent the attitude and views of the

privileged elite, have spoken with

breathtaking arrogance. Who are they

to find fault with people who generally

are trying to do their best under difficult

circumstances? To be fair, the critics

may mean well, but it is very clear that

these are people of little understanding,

who judge others without due considera

tion of living realities. Often they only

succeed in reinforcing damaging

stereotypes and thus harm the interests

of their own Puerto Rican community

What we need is unity, understanding

and cooperation, not foolish and counter

productive carping.

Nancy Miranda is a UMass student

Pike frat boys ought to be held responsible
. . .mi.-. ,-i,.M,<h offensive, and also completely

An open letter to the boys of Pike

The reason I am referring to you as boys

has nothing to do with age. It has to do with

an incident that occurred the evening of

Thursday, April 25.

After an evening of studying at the

Newman Center, I left for home at approx

imately 9 a.m. As I was walking by the

Pike house, in addition to howling and

barking, a few people started calling out

derogatory names and obscenities such as

"pussy." This unsolicited behavior was

childish, offensive, and also completely

demoralizing.

I do not know why the brothers of Hike

find it acceptable to scream "I see a pussy,"

as a woman walks by. If the temptation to

harass a woman is too great for Pike,

maybe the University should consider mov-

ing this fraternity out of such a high

visibility area before they embarrass

themselves, and disgust others, any

further. __

Jeanne E. Hagarty

• WE'LLtAKE AMVTWNG WITH A WARNlUG LABEL.'

"

Writer belittles

AASA agenda
This is a letter in response to the article "Where will

all the 'fun' and 'anger' lead our communities? by Alex

ander Nguyen, printed Tuesday, April 23. on the

Multicultural Affairs page.

Mv name is Amy Chee and I would like to make it clear

foremost that I cannot write on behalf of the Asian

American Students Association, but am writing this with

thoughts similar to others who Participated , n Asian

Night which was presented on Friday. April 19, by AASA.

The article described Asian Night as "lacking in vision

and definition." I would like to note that the first page

of the Asian Night program defines the purpose of the

night's events as "...to promote cultural diversity in this

community and create unity among differen ethnic

groups." Asian Night achieved this goal as is noted later

in the article when it states that Asian Night effective-

ly mobilized a mass of people and harnessed a vast amount

of positive energy." This was the goal of Asian Night as

defined by the program coordinators.

The tone of the article when it referred to Asian Night,

and the International Student's Association s Interna

tional Fair, was belittling and seemed to overlook the

months of work, the numerous people involved, and the

positive results. I'd like to see positive reinforcement ot

events that work toward uniting the community and sup^

porting diversity, and possibly a pat on the back for a job

well done. Instead, the article reflects the writer s

preconceived notion that Asian Night represents the

AASA as "song and dance" only. AASA is more than that,

and I would hope that the writer of the article, inciden

tally the multicultural chairperson of AASA, would know

this Amy B. Chee
Vice-President of AASA

* so please send lots of letters and columns.

and trill not be returned.

—Jessame Hannus, Editorial Editor
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bisexuals

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

don't take it as seriously because I usual

lv gH bored and the feelings go away quick

]y"
i i

Tht group of bisexual men were asked

what influence the gay male community

lui> on them.

Steven Lambert a UlfaM student, said.

\ lot of men who label as gay still uphold

patriarchial concepts. Their is a lot

misogyny in gay culture. Their rejection of

bisexual men because they go out with

women is a form of it."

The bisexual women were asked if they

could be in a monogamous relationship.

Silver said because bisexuals have the

potent nil to love men and women does not

mean they cannot be monogamous.

call US
549-7890

Our hours are

4:30 PM • 200 AM Sun • Wed
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$10.50
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$5.50

Fael. Free Delivery

$497990

One coupon per pizza

Hurry! Oiler expires soonOne coupon per pizza

Hurry' Oiler eiptres soon

THE
EDWIN M. ROSSMAN

ALUMNI CAREER FORUMS

"MARKET YOURSELF EFFECTIVELY IN

TODAY'S TIGHT ECONOMY"
Division of Home Economics

DATE: MONDAY, APRIL 29, 1991

TIME: 8:00 PM

LOCATION: CAMPUS CENTER 904-908

SPONSORED BY:

MATHER CAREER CENTER
AUJMNI ASSOCIATION

DIVISION OF HOME ECONOMICS

This is an opportunity to meet with an alumnus and a professor to discuss

their experiences in the working world. Don't miss this important pane!

discussion!
PANELISTS:

Dr. Patricia Warner

Honors BA University of Toronto

MA, Ph D. University of Minnesota. '86

Professor Department of Home Economics. University of Massachusetts at Amherst

"Seventeen seconds can make or break your job interview;

dress to form the right impression."

Dr. Trish Sacks. CHI.
BS University of Maryland

M S 74, Ph D . University of Massachusetts at Amherst

Assistant Director, Cooperative Extension University of Massachusetts at Amherst

"Identity, communicate and adapt your skills to each employers' needs."

For more information, please contact

Mather Career Center

5452224

Brittany Manor
BRITTANY MANOR DR.

(413) 256-8534
Two bedroom apartments

available now.
$560/month

Rent includes heat and hot water.

ENJOY THESES FEATURES
On UMass bus route

Wall-to-wall carpeting

Fully-equipped kitchen, including disposal

Large living room with ceiling-to-floor windows
Large dining area

Oversized bathrooms
Wall-to-wall closets

Storm windows
Dead-bolt security locks

Cable T.V. available

Ample parking
Swimming pool

NO RENT INCREASE IN 3 YEARS
Come see us NOW and we can

make It 4 years.

To Greenfield

To Sunderland

\

^/"v^jvvS/Jl^Jlvp^JiStllSil-lEii'-i

To Belcherlown

ARTS & LIVING

Living Colour defines "high energy" at LeFrak
By DAN LEARY
Collegian Correspondent

Living Colour

LeFrak Gymnasium
Saturday, April 27

Living Colour? In the fall of "88 a band called Living

Colour played in UMass's Student Union Ballroom open-

ing up for the Godfathers. For the most part, nobody knew

who they were, it was a month and a half before their

single "Cult of Personality" would start getting airplay

or MTV rotation - in a sense they were nobody. But for

the people who wandered into SUB that night the band

took a very vivid identity as a quartet of unrivaled energy

combining hard rock and funk into adrenaline-soaked

virtuosity. ..—., .

Now, thanks to the Rolling Stones and MTV, everybody

knows this foursome; and, Saturday night at Amherst Col-

lege's Lefrak Gymnasium, residents of the Pioneer Valley

had their second chance to see the high energy antics of

the band that defines high energy (and I'm not kidding).

After 45 minutes of the Living Colour-esque opening

group Sinister Dane and twenty five to thirty minutes

of policemen trying to shut offgymnasium fire alarms trig-

gered by stage fog machines. Living Colour took the stage.

They opened their hour-and-half set with "Elvis is Dead

followed by "New Jack Theme" from their recent album

Times Up. In addition to the numerous selections from

Times Up, the band performed a handful of songs from

their first album VW* including "Middle Man

"Desperate People," and the surprise of the night, the

caustic, "Which Way to America."

Unlike many bands that try to replicate studio perfor-

mances on stage. Living Colour explore their songs to

their musical boundaries with their remarkable lm-

provisational talents. Drummer Will Calhoun's ridiculous-

ly complex drum fills and ability to effortlessly weave in

and out of time left no question as to why, as a Berkiee

student, he was voted the school's best drummer. Front

dinger Corey Glover, guitarist Vernon Reid and

nst Muzz Skillings. were just as busy as Calhoun sprin-

ting and dancing from one side of the stage to the other.

Skillings showcased a number of playing styles, most for-

midable of which was his jackhammer-hke thumb slapp-

ing employed for the new album's title track. No less for-

midable was the fret work of Reid; Vernon, the band I

primary songwriter and spokesperson, took a time-out

from his fiery soloing to perform an excerpt from ' History

Lesson" announcing that, "In Africa, music is not so much

an art form as a means of communication, before leading

the band into "Pride"(both songs from Times Up).

Kudos go to the light crew whose spectacular work

enhanced an already spectacular show. For the intro to

"Desparate People" red lights chased each other frantical-

ly across the gymnasium walls suggesting police cars.

'

The band appropriately closed their set with the mellow

Latin flavored, "Solace of You," giving both the crowd and

Living Colour a chance to catch a breath before

seething encore of "Cult of Personality."seething encore of "Cult of Personality. ^
Abandoned Soviet artists hang in Wheeler Gallery

By LISA CURTIS
Collegian Staff

It all began one day when a Soviet real

estate agent in America convinced his boss

that there was money in Soviet art. The en

trepeneurs traveled to Kiev and came upon

four very modern artists: Alexander

Kuznetsov, Konstantine Samoylenko,

Natalya Borisova and Alexander

Petropaviovsky.

The artists were then flown to Cape Uod.

They had come with great expectations, ex-

plained Petroporovsky. "America!

Millionaires!" said my friends in Kiev. Un-

fortunately their art work was shipped

separately and it did not arrive until tour

months later. By that time it was August

and all the tourists had left the Cape to go

home. The four Kiev artists were abandon-

ed with a gallery, art work and no open-

ing, no publicity, and very little English.

They soon discovered the fault in their

friends' predictions. Two of the artists have

since gone home, but Petropaviosky and

Kuznetsov are still in America. Where.' Art

from Kiev is located in Wheeler Gallery at

UMass for what will be the only are exhibit

of their work. April 18 was the date of their

opening. „ „
Standing at well over six feet tall wear-

ing a black sweatshirt inside out, a fluores-

cent ink baseball cap that read "Jacks

Outback, Yarmouth Port," a large silver

cross on a large chain, and sandals,

Petropaviosky makes a lasting impression

His paintings are similarly bold and

colorful. A
A cluster of Russian speaking artists and

students formed to help translate this in-

terview. Michael Coffey, an Easthampton

sculptor who has studied Russian and

traveled in the Soviet Union, and Gregory

Kostin, an exchange student for one

semester from the Technical University in

Leningrad, were my lingual saviors.

Petropaviosky, originally from Len-

ingrad but who now calls Kiev home, was

flown into New York City from Moskow by

his sponsor.

"New York is interesting," said

Petropaviosky, "But the 55 m.p.h. speed

limit is very bad. Sixty miles and the police

stop you. Ticket. Bad." He shakes his head

and smiles. Soviet drivers are not limited

to driving at such snail paces.

The art classes that Petropaviosky took

at the Technical University were very

classical. "One of his professors at the In

stitute taught classes 'underground' to help

them develop modern, abstract approaches

to art which had been frowned upon in the

Soviet Union," explained/translated Cof-

fey. These new approaches had not yet

developed in the curriculum.

With the other Soviet reforms, the

perception of art is changing too. "Today

[modern art] is OK." says Petropaviosky

"but in the time of Krushchev and

Brezhnev, it was a problem."

Petropaviosky, 40 years old, has a 15

year old son. "TV, TV TV, sports! Stupid!"

is how he described his son's interests

which do not include art.

"It's the same for the whole world,

chuckled Coffey.

Petropaviosky who constantly slipping

into teasing sarcasm, described his three

step process which leads him to create a

work of art. He twists his index finger

against his forehead while making a

whistling sound. This, the first step of his

three-step-process, explains Kostin, was to

"get an idea."

"I then buy the painting supplies and the

third stage is to paint," chuckled

Petropaviosky. A little more serious, he

says that his inspirations come, "from life.

"A blind, deaf man cannot be an artist,

he said.

He narrated the story behind his pain-

ting "The Party," an oil on canvas which

is priced at $3,500. The canvas is covered

with Russian words and shows a man run

ning across a table surrounded by straight-

lipped onlookers.

"These are my friends. It is a holiday.

Good We all drink a big bottle (of alcohol )

This man runs back and forth, back and

forth on the table. I bought the meat, the

drink." Alexander makes stomping mo-

tions with his feet to show the fate of his

purchases. "(The painting) is a joke, about

students and for students. Russian party

and American party the same."

Petropaviosky creates small sculptures

which are also on display at the gallery.

"Unfortunate Tour to Everest" is an oil on

wood with cut outs from beer cans nailed

around the painted portion.

The three other artists whose work is

featured were unavailable for comment.

Alexander Kuznetsov's eclectic sense of

sensuality and religion is reflected in his

paintings. In "One More Time About

Something," a woman's nude body shown

from the neck down holds Kuznetsov s

head on a plate. Another plate holds a

hand, and in the distance a red figure sits

on the ground.

Natalya Yurchenko Borisova, who takes

symbolism from the world's greatest

cultures and recombines them in intrigu

ing ways in her paintings, describes her

themes as evocative and mysterious, accor-

ding to the press release.

Natalya had to return to the UbbK ear-

ly to take care of her two small boys, ages

five and seven. The boys are featured in her

painting "My Family," a pastel on board

that makes use of soft earth tones to evoke

a comforting, loving piece. It differs

markedly from her other paintings like

"The Woman with Flowers" which is an oil

painting on masonite in which a black

woman in a blue cape cradles gaudy pink

flowers in her arms.

Konstantine Samoylenko is the most ob-

viously political artist. His powerful social

commentary is expressed by slashing

through the canvas.

In the oil painting, "Help Me a man s

face is twisted out towards the viewer, his

mouth dropped in a silent moan. His

'•wound" is a foot long slash through the

canvas approximately an inch wide. It is

"stitched up" with wire that is crusted over

with red paint. There is an intense look of

concentration on the medic's face who holds

a needle in his hand. The brush strokes are

linear, confusing and emotional. It makes

a nice contrast with Petropaviosky s light

hearted works. This piece is priced at

$4,500.
, lf

These pieces of Soviet thought, life and

love will be on display at Wheeler Gallery

until May 5.
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COLLEGIAN
STAFF MEETING

TODAY
3:30

in the newsroom

To discuss proposed amendments

to the Collegian Constitution.

MANDATORY FOR ALL STAFF

VOTING ON AMENDMENTS
WILL BE HELD TUESDAY

from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.

Guy deals with roommates from hell

By AHVA DAVIS
Collegian Staff

Nothing to do tomorrow night? Why not go see BUI and

Karen in the Hampden Theater? It's free!

Tomorrow night will be the opening night for Bill and

Karen, a comedy about stereotyping, and how the main

character,"Guy," deals with his unbearable roommates^

The play relates to "certain eccentric personalities," said

Zach Slovinsky, who wrote the play.

According to Slovinsky this play is sitcomish. It is a

play, but it is more like a sitcom."

BUI and Karen takes place in a collegiate setting with

the problems of "Guy," and how he deals with his

"nightmare roommates" said Slovinsky.

Along the way, the cast has run into a few problems,

and has had some setbacks. "People got nervous and

started dropping out, but [the cast] have been able to over-

come the obstacles," Slovinsky said.

The play is being funded in part by the UMass Arts

Council, and the Cultural Enrichment Fund. It is also be-

ing sponsored by Student Valley Productions, and the

Union Video Center.
.

The money they received is from the student activity

funds, so get your money's worth! "It is the students that

are paying," said Slovinsky.

The play will be videotaped by the Union Video club,

so "it is not going to be like someone's dad videotaping

it," said Slovinsky.

Bill and Karen will then run over the campus cable

system, and will be shown on the televisions in the Stu-

dent Union. .

,

Slovinsky, who is a senior communications major said

that he "wanted to do more writing as opposed to visual

things." ,_, . ,

Bill and Karen will run tomorrow, and Wednesday at

8 p.m. in the Hampden theater. Remember that ADMIS-

SION IS FREE.'

Recycle this newspaper

UMASS THEATRE GUILD
presents:

AGATHA CHRISTIE'S

murder mystery

TEN LITTLE INDIANS

May 6, 7, 8

Student Union Ballroom

Tickets: $3-Students

$5-General Public

Performance Begins 8 pm

i^M^mjuB

THE UNIVERSITY of MASSACHUSETTS

PRESS WINS THE 1991 NEW ENGLAND

BOOK AWARD FOR PUBLISHING

THE UNIVERSITY STORE WILL BE

HOSTING A DISPLAY AND SALE OF

THESE AWARD WINNING
iPUBLICATONS ON THE CONCOURSE

TUESDAY, APRIL 30, 1991 9 am-4 pm

^UNIVERSITYMSTORED
FACULTY, STUDENTS AND STAFF WELCOME

, • '
-'" vmmm«toM<*wwm*£-.

STEINBECK COLLISION
REPAIR

& AUTOBODY

53 So. Prospect - Amherst Center

256-8157
256-1385

. Accepted by all insurance companies for

collision repair or glass replacement

• Imports & other unibody vehicles

are our specialty

REMEMBER it's your car and your choice

of reoair facilities

SQUIRE
VILLAGE

665-2203

7 days a week

Beautiful Spacious Apartments

in different skapes & sizes

from I to 5 bedrooms.

including HOUSES and even a FARM
(2 bedroom apts. are 1200 sq ft.!!!)

Get your roommates early and pick

the apartment of your choice

we have:

Spacious yards, swimming pool, dishwashers, AC,

disposals, on bus route wall to wall carpeting, laundry

facilities, walk in closest & many others.

CALL TODAY
Bring This Ad in and Receive $100

off first month's rent

L ;•/. vRqt^a^tv^wvji^A^^iw&lw
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DOONESBURY
By GARRY TRUDEAU

THE FAR SIDE

By GARY LARSON
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KNOW "mm\ "" -- MAX.
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QUOTE OF THE DAY
"Being a woman is a terribly difficult

trade, since it consists principally of deal-

ing with men."
- Joseph Coniad (1857-1924)
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DAILY CROSSVORD PUZZLE

Edited By TRUDE niCHEL JAEFE

ACROSS
• Pa • :"• •

•

8 Sue"!

lonanf B»a I

IS - M|m
mofe

pro
• Residence

.*e
20 FaOJed monani
y Horwed Mn
24 Arouse

26 Marsnes
2" Emoarrass
31 Hotei wo'xe'

33 Soutn Seas
ClOtP

34 Coniter

3a Treat w>tr gas

38 Speecnttiers

leim

t Doiomns

Oar
42 Buzzer

43 Man on M own
44 Garden 5 sate

capital

46 Mode
47 Citrus truit

49 Arctic piam

51 Wnere tne

Boy» —
52 Change course

MM
53 Flower cniia

58 Aquino s capital

60 igtoo or tepee

62 Deciduous horn

63 PubOisr

64 Gymnast KorDut

65 Chanced
66 Just now
67 Mall denizen

DOWN
i Bridqes ot

Dift rent

Strokes

2 Love m Lima

3 VV*i Lawrence
rote

Bv IRA SHERAK

4 Prudish one

5 Ponra\

6 Ailing

7 More e»L

8 Mere Baoe took

hts stanc

9 Battle Cry

author

10 Peccancy
11 Weekend

event''

1

2

Smger John

13 Exports

18 Eastenoer '

oiackiar

22 —de >ac

25 Everglades

jenizen

26 Woodland
2
T Particle

28 vamp 'heda

29 Flats

30 Lampoon
32 Haw s partner

34 Spot tor a For

Sale sign

36 Small duck

37 Advantage

39 Unitec

40 Tra-

42 Sanaran

45 Womaut Doa*

4b Ta--

,-nan

Dinnpiace

48 Tenran citizer

ANSWER TO

1*1 ST
EARTH
AD RE
I

50 Scarlett s Bi/ I

52 Mirth

ioai

55 Stack

56 Pkh:

57 One o'

acting Ft. I

59 Kind

6" Miserv

PREVIOUS PUZZLE
h|a c m e

R>IP L * N

EE N B I

y'n eHa I R

EVE P H .

B E M E N

E R S T|D

MENU
LUNCH
Il^mbtiriict

Pizza

BASICS LUNCH
Golden r>!ir.|fi>

Pizza

DINNER
Italian Hoa0f

Chicken Fingen

BASICS DINNER
Cheese Spin* h V|o«n**

Chicken I nun -i»

YOUR DAILY HOROSCOPE
6v JEANE DIXON

ARIES (March 21-April 19) Give new

ideas time to deveiop Jealousy

may crop up at an unexpected

moment Your fears are groundless 1

Relieve tension by working on a

favorite hobby or artistic project

TAURUS (April 20-May 20) You

cannot afford to invest m unex-

plored projects proposed by your

associates Stop daydreammig but

stay upbeat Make a greater effort

to live within your means Buy fewer

items on credit

GEMINI (May 21-June 20)

Romance could take on greater

significance now Follow your intui-

tion where financial offer is con-

cerned Someone may be trying to

test your loyalty Immerse yourself in

creative endeavors

CANCER (June 21-July 22) An ele-

ment of luck works in your favor

You handle a tricky situation with

dispatch Someone influential is im-

pressed by your performance

Unexpected expenses could make

a dent m your savings

LEO (July 23-Aug. 22) Be fair but

firm when mediating a aispute in

volving your associates invest extra

cash wisely Seek a professional op-

nion regarding a personal matter

Take no chances where your health

is concerned
VIROO '^ug ?3-Sept 22) Plan

more ana talk less A change m ap
pearance or employment may be

your best option now. A hobby

could become a source of extra m

come if you decide to advertise

your talents

LIBRA (Sept 23-Oct 22)

tenacity will foe rewaraea where

your career is concernea Profits rise

- and so does your self-esteerr

Take more interest m tne ambitions

of your offspring Avoid sounding

critical

SCORPIO (Oct 23-Nov 21) keep

your feet firmly planted on the

ground when it comes to financial

issues Do not allow partnership dif-

ficulties to upset you Gather uc

those unwanted household items

and donate them to charity

SAGITTARIUS (Nov 22-Dec 21) Ex-

pect the unexpected! Someone's

Dehavior may upset your schedule

Concentrate on protects you can

handle on your own Home Me is

more appealing than in the recent

past

CAPRICORN (Dec 22-Jan 19) Per-

sonal relationships are full of peaks

and valleys if your energy is low

curtail your schedule Be more pa-

tient with an older relative A •

ing attitude can work miracles

AQUARIUS (Jan 20-F«

careless comment or act CO
cite a loved one Try to oe more

considerate of those who love vou

A promotion is m the w •

the temptation to scatter your

energies

PISCES (Feb 19-March

Romantic relationsmps enpv

favorable influences too I

change of residence or emoloy

ment is a distinct possibility Now is

an excellent time to sell property

and extra possessions

TODAY'S STAFF
Night Editor Chris rtuihci

Copv Editor I>^m ,OI,,Mn

Photo Technician ...Carrie Vyeth

Production Supervisor Camllle Paittevicz

Typesetter Terr) Stannei

Production Trad-Ann WSalvatore .nikc

AlklnS. Sue 1 oii\<\-.ki
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baseball
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 12

M* M.ueski. and won the game in the sixth on a very con

trovei ial call. ,

The inning started as DiSarcina doubled and Dave hd

wai ris was intentionallv walked. Majeski wanted to pitch

to -lav Dodig. who ho struck out twice earlier in the day.

Docug dug a hole, getting two strikes, and apparently

Struck out on a foul tip that was caught by catcher Scott

Hawi However, both umpires ruled that the foul hit the

dirt fir»t, a call that suprised almost everyone - especially

Temple Temple argued vehemently, but to no avaih

Majeski served up the next pitch and Dodig tatooed it

oxer the left field fence for a three run homer, one that

cave UMass their first lead of the game and their first

win of the serie.-

I wanted it." Dodig said of the home run. "I knew they

showed no respect towards me when they walked the guy

in front of me
'"

Pandemonium followed, as two Temple players and

ich Rich Danson were ejected in the argument that

followed Temple was deflated after the clutch homer.

Graham picked up the win and Villone got the save in

finishing the game.

1 rMaafl kept the momentum going and scored earl> and

often in Saturday's second game, building a 4-0 lead after

two innings Temple closed the gap to 4-2 and knocked

-4.ut mg pitcher Scott Meanev out of the game, but L Mass

added two insurance runs in the sixth, ending the scor

ing 6 2 in their favor. Rob Graziano relieved Meaney and

picked up the win. and Villone closed the game out.

On Sundav. UMass looked unenthused in the first game

and lost. 136. Temple, on the other hand, came out like

gangbusters in spirit, and runs soon followed.

Starter Jim Telgheder gave up a two run homer to Bill

Schellhorn in the fourth and Temple led 3-0. UMass cut

the lead to 3-2 in the bottom of the fourth, but that ;

close as thev ever got

Temple scored two runs in the fifth off of Telgheder to

make it 5-2. He was hooked, being the first of six pitchers

for the game. Greg Dowd. Graziano. Peter Ferrari. John

Sammarco and Chris Robidoux all saw action in the

blowout.

Graziano gave up the big hit. a sixth inning-grand slam

to Mike Rubin that upped the lead to 9-2. An error by Ian

Torres and a Kollinskv single brought in two more runs

in the inning. Brian Bright walked in the bottom of the

sixth, advanced to third on a DiSarcina single, and scored

on a Carelli sacrifice fly, making it 113.

Temple kept hitting in the top of the seventh and used

a Higginson double play and a Robidoux balk to score two

more runs.

In the last of the seventh, pinch hitter Andy Pelis led

off with a walk and eventually scored on Coraddi's

sacrifice fly, cutting the score to 13-4. Bright then hit a

two run homer that eased the pain at 13-6.

softball
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 12

Six innings of work yielded the win for Aprile. which

was saved by Claffey. Claffey faced three batters in her

first save of the season.

Aprile walked two batters and struck out none. Clal-

fev walked one.

A pair of singles and a double from Marean in tour

appearances at the plate turned into 1 RBI.

In both the fifth and sixth innings, Marean commit-

ted two errors

The UMass bats were lively in the game, ringing out

nine hits altogether. Heather Dorsey, Marean and

Racheal Lawson split the 3 RBI.

Aprile picked up the pace at the plate, going 2 tor-4

behind a pair of singles.

Both Kuchinskas and Lawson were 1-for-l with

singles. Dorsey tapped a single as well in a 1 for-3

showing.

Claffey had one hit in the seventh inning.

Pather batting produced six hits, all singles. Three

Adelphi plavers knocked the ball around for those hits.

Romi Sugiyama, Val Muller and Marco each went

2-for-3. Marco was the RBI getter

The Minutewomen face up against the Providence

College Friars on Wednesday

CLIFFSIDE
APARTMENTS

Affordable, Quiet &
Convenient

1 & 2 Bedrooms
from $400/month

ALL UTILITIES
INCLUDED

5 miles to UMASS
On Sunderland Bus

Route

Pool, Tennis & More
Furnished Apartments

also available

Accepting applications

for September

Ask about our free rent

special

248 Amherst Rd. (Rte 116)

Sunderland 665-3958
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lacrosse
CONTMUED R»M PAGE 12

"They knew what was on the line," said UMass coach

Ted Garber. "We played pretty well up and down the field

. . . cleared the ball well . . . rode just like we wanted to . .

.

"The assistant coaches deserve all the credit for today's

win," he added. He said Tom Carmean Tim Soudan Aaron

Jones and Glenn Mailer all contributed greatly.

And once again attackman Mark Millon set the pace

for the UMass offense netting his first of Pve goals for the

day six minutes into the first quarter on a behind the head

shot in front of the cage.

Midi John Schlipf scored on a bounce shot unassisted

two minutes later followed by attack Mario Guaglianone's

assist to defenseman Hugh O'Callaghan.

A Locker-Mone combination was the only Rutgers goal

netted in the first quarter, soon answered by an unassisted

Rick Senatore goal to end the scoring at 4-1.

The Knights, although encouraged by small rallies, were

never able to completely recover from UMass' dominant

play.

"We held the tempo of the game," said midfielder Kevin

O'Connor. "We had the depth they needed and on a hot

day like today, you've either got to have heart or depth."

Nick Delapi assisted Mone who scored on a bounce shot

as a result of a successful pick near the crease. Mone then

assisted Prat for a 4-3 scored which was the closest

Rutgers would come to evening out the score.

Within the next 18 minutes the Gorilla defense of Gary

Wood, Mullins, Cronin, Panetta, Fitts, Matt Garber and

Ed O'Callaghan held Rutgers scoreless for the second and

third quarters. In those 18 minutes, UMass put away six

unanswered goals.

Jim Kushner initated the barrage netting a goal after

some hesitation at the cage. It was soon followed by a Wes

Depp-Jim McALeavey combo. Frank Pepe scored

unassisted and McAleavey assisted Millon who was deck

ed infront of the crease, to finished the half at 8-3.

Guaglianone was fed by Kushner then again by Millon.

Rutgers woke up when the score sat at 10-4 and their

response was a 6-1 run, evenning the third quarter at 119,

their final significant threat.

Locker scored unassisted and a Mone-Pratt combination

was the result of a fastbreak from an unconverted UMass

clear.

Kushner went straight to the cage on a fast break and

scored.

Luciano fed Mone, and Pratt and Jamie Watson netted

one and two unassisted goals.

In the fourth, Chris Nentwich took a feed from Millon

to score followed by McAleavey's behind the back pass to

Millon who was right in front of the cage.

Locker responded unassisted to make it 13-10, but

Rutgers was not heard from again until seven minutes

later, much too late to recover from three quick UMass

goals.

During man up Millon and McAleavey combined again

to score, the only man up opportunity for the Gorillas.

Midfielder Mike Caine beat two Rutgers defensemen

around the cage to net the 15th goal of the game.

After winning the faceoff, Kevin O'Connor went straight

to the net and scored unassisted.

A Prat-Cunningham combo with 3:04 to play was the

final goal for Rutgers as the fourth Millon McAleavey

combination put the icing on the cake for a 17 11 game.

Classifieds
com n>m m^wnntta-ttiUMW-TWM*^^

ACTIVITIES

ANIMAL RIGHTS COALITION
Meetings every Malay at 7 00 pm in

306 Student Union All are welcome

UMASS OUTING CLUB
Very important meeting tonight"

'

ELECTIONS"
7 00pm at Earthlcods

and. of course
trips slides and more 1

SUBLET W/FALL OPTION Share sunny

apartment in South Hadley On bus route

$250 includes heat 538-5894

ANNOUNCEMENTS

BED AND BREAKFAST- downtown Ideal

tor visiting parents and friends- 549-0733

BILL AND KAREN
Coming to Hampden Theater. UMass
April 30-May 1 8pm
Admission is FREE
For more mlo call Abe 549 8464

CASH FOR COLLEGE! Scholarships and

grants available Free information Call

(413)5254336

HEADING FOR EUROPE this summer'' Jet

there anytime for $160 with AIRHITCH (r)

(Reported in NY Times and Let s Go1

)

AIRHITCH (r) 212-864-2000

THE UNION
Video
Center

Trams students in

all aspects of

video production

Stop by our

offices by the

Commuter Lounge

SEVEN LITTLE INDIANS eating pizza

Be careful of those anchovies

SWEETS N MORE
Special of the week
Buy one sub. get another for 50 cents off

(only with ad)

ARTS. FOR RENT

SPRING SPECIAL .99 cents one month

rent with one year lease 2BR $450 3BR

$537. in Sunderland Free bus route, laun-

dry facilities, pool, garden plots Short term

leases available 665 3856

AUTO FOR SALE

78 CHEW NOVA, runs well, needs work

$300 or BO 549-6651

1981 MONTE CARLO good cond

New alt batt brakes
Cruise cont A/C
$850 or BO 253-0835

1984 CONQUEST
New engine ft tires

Fully loaded good condition $4000 BO
546-3797

88 SUZUKI SAMURAI FOR SALE
Convertible. 4wd. 54m. great shape. $4000

OBO
Call Rosio 586-2959

1 989 HONDA ACCORD DX 2 door coup eio

cellenl condition one owner only 12500

miles am/fm cassette stereo $8900 00 or

best offer must sell call Bruce at 256 1215

after 6pm

SUBARU JUSTY 1987rCaTll»3^7647 for

info!

THE DEAD ARE ON THE MOVE
And so should you '71 Microbus Good

condition 950 or BO Call 6-5303 ask for

Dave

ENTERTAINMENT

RACK-A-DISC is still the best tor DJ's and

live entertainment Call anytime 586-9900.

ask about our specials

FOR RENT

2 BDRM BRANDYWINE ml some furniture

Heat and hot water incld A/C Great loca-

tion Call 549-4924

2 BEDROOM APT. sublet w/ fall option on

bus route, in Amherst Only $475/ms -

available June Call 256-6721

NO. 10 TOWNEHOUSE 3 bdrtri
Well

I

kept

Summer with fall option Call 549-7133

TOWNEHOUSE APTS 2b*droms I : baths

Summer sublet with tall option

Call 549-4249

TWO BEDROOM BRANOYWINE APT
available June 1st reward offered call us at

54*2941

AMHERST CENTER:
Efficiency one. two. three bedroom apart

ments June or September Lincoln Real

Estate 25 North Pleasant Street

253-7879

GOING OUT IN STYLE '911

1ST SENIOR SEMI FORMAL IN 20 YEARS
Class of 91 rocks the Bluewall

Sat May 4 9pm M
Cashbar ' hors d'oeuvres

"

music by Parted Mix Productions

Trx- $10-singles $30-group of four

Sold on the concourse Wed ft Thurs

or at the Alumni Office- Memorial Hall

More info 545 2317

PERSONALS

GILREATH MANOR
Hobart Lane
Three bedroom apartments available June

or September Lincoln Real Estate 25 North

Pleasant Street

253-7879

29 TOWNEHOUSE new appliances great

location summer sublet fa* option 549-4335

HELP WANTED

S1 10 PER DAY for experienced truck

drivers Part time summer job 7-10 days m
mid June and mid August 1 or both ses-

sions available Call Camp Trucking

(508)853-1744

ASST RECYCLING PROGRAM COOR-
DINATOR Start in summer $5 50/hr and

work thru school year $6 50 • student posi

ton Call 5-1153

HE S DRUNK
He's 21
He's not dnvin

Tonight

Happy Birthday

Chris Moore

AXO LOVES ITS SENIORS: Stephanie B
Beth Lara Donna Stao Mara. Michelle,

Melanie Wendy Felice. Nickie. Thyme

Christme. Andrea. Pam. Paige Stephanie

T Melissa. Courtney

We are going to mm you'

MUSIC LOVERS/MUSICIANS-CHEAP'
$190/month Over 1000 records practice

space your own room 2 mm to bus m
NHampton 584 2981

GREG AVMIE
Happy belated birthday'

BASTRA'"
Love Laura. Michelle and Tern

HELLO EGGS- Have a happy earty birth

day which and remember (milkdud) one

thing beware of giant Huckleberry birds

claiming to know first aid 1

Love. Hetto Ed

3 BEDROOM PUFFTON
Take over our lease

Start June 1st

CaM 549-8338 (68pm)

3 4.5 BEDROOM HOUSES BELCHER
TOWN/Amherst line On bus lines starting

1000 00 Call 586-4270

CLASSIFIED CLERKS
For next semester- tram now to secure a fib

tor tall semester
Flexible hours to fit your schedule' Inquire

at The Collegian business office. 1 13 Cam
pus Center

EARN $300/500 PER WEEK
~""~

Reading books at home Call

1-615-473-7440 ext B281

HAPPY 21 SARAH TYNAN
You have a big night ahead of you so eat

we* You don't deserve this, but here* your

personal anyway
Love. Us

4 SINGLES
133 Betchertown Rd
Summer sublet ml fall option

includes 4 singles. 1&'* bathrooms

Large kitchen and Irvino room.

Free summer cable w/ NESN
Located on bus route Call 253-3225

APT ABOVE DAISY S REST 1 ml from

UMass take over lease June 1 549-1733

Hardwood floor high ceiling 2 bedroom

HEBREW SCHOOL TEACHER
Starts September
North Hampton
Congregation BNAI Israel

CaN Jane 584-3593

INTELLIGENCE JOBS All branches US
Customs. DEA etc Now hiring Call

1405-9624000 ext K-9616

TO MY FAVORITE GIRL SARAH
Have a great birthday'

Love, Jordan Knight

SIGMA KAPPA wishes an the

April babws a very happy
birthday! Tammy. Linda

Erica. Rachel Katie. Can.

Knsten. Debi and Sarah

SUMMER SUBLETI
1 or 2 bedrooms on High Street

Cheap rates Can and leave

message 546 2102
Inquire soon 1

BRANDYWINE APARTMENT Clean.

spacious 2 bedroom available tor the sum-

mer tor 1-4 people On bus route A/C pool

Rent is VERY Negotiable Cai Debbia/Enca

549-8092

SUMMER SUBLET WITH FALL OPTION:

3 bedroom apartment in The Brook in

Amherst On bus route wall to waH

carpeting, clean Call 2534)420

1 BEDROOM FURNtSHEO APT in quiet N

Amherst neighborhood 1 5 mi from

campusdose to bus route 440/mo plus uM

549-6462

1 BEDROOM SOUTH AMHERST on bus

route huge yard cool roommates 1 70 mo
546-4439

2 BEDROOM APT hardwood floors ml

fireplace downtown Amherst 750 monthly

dl Aug 31 w/ laM option 546-3281

2 ROOMS BEAUTIFUL HOUSE
on bus route amenities included

253-5069

3 BDRM HOUSE
Amherst Spacious kitchen,

back yard, on bus route

Rent neg Call 549-6819

AWESOME HOUSE!
Summer sublet ml fall option or individual

rooms 6 bedroom house Access to

pool/tennis courts Call 253-0589 leave

message

BRANOYWiNE APARTMENT
2 bedroom summer sublet ml fall option

549-6954

LOOKING FOR UP TO five~psopte to subiet

house m South Amherst for summer with tall

option Large yard, access to pool and ten

ms court, pets allowed, garage $900 per

month Call 253-9170

JEWISH COMMUNITY OF AMHERST
seeks Hebrew and Jewish studies teachers

and Bar Mitzvah tutors Experience prefer

red Call 549-0223 or 256 0160 for

application

LIFEGUARDS WANTED
Two full time lifeguards needed from May

25 Sept 2 1991 Red Cross ft CPR Certrfica

don a must -Cliffside Apartments m
Sunderland 665 3958

CHI OMEGA'S
Get stoked for May 3rd formal is

going to be a sick time" Veek
week has been a blast it"? crazy Chi O s

have made us proud' We love

Chi O and it shows"
X s and Horseshoes chicks'

Jennie. Mandy and Kimbo

—^' THYME MURPHY ""
Hey UMass The blazing red head

is officially '21 1

She'll by more crazy than ever

(if that is even possible)

Happy Birthday Thyme
Love Lara

3 BEDROOM TOWNHOUSE in quiet area

mi fall option A must see reasonable price

call 665-8712

3 BEDROOM HOUSE OFF Main Street

Bus route Huge yard Fall option tor dou

b.e Rent nego^able Call ^53 0409

3 SPACIOUS BEDROOMS .wail tor sublet

,n Townhouse apt Swimming pool laundry

nearby bus route Low rent and util

665-3912

4 BEDROOM HOUSE. 5 people, very

cheap' Across from Hadley farm' Kathy

546-1370, Rachel 546-1562

SPACIOUS CONOO next to BayBank

Close to campus perfect location"

Take over June 1st 4-6 people

Call now 6-3750 or 64634

STUOtO APT i mile north of UMass on bus

line $325 incl util cats okay June Aug fur

nished Call 54*5964

SUBLET OUR BRANDYWINE APT
Close to pool and laundry

Heal and h w included

Call 549 4259

SUBLET PUFFTON APT
Jun-Aug 2 singles. 1

Call 54*7678

SUMMER FEMALE nonsmoking room

mates needed to share Brandywme apt

Low rent' Call now tor into 549-0623

SUMMER IN THE CITY
Downtown NoHo cheap'

Can now 586 5578

SUMMER SUBLET. 2 bedroom/2 bath

Mill Valley On bus route Asking $475 Can

253-9868

SUMMER SUBLET— Amherst 2br utils

mcl quiet private near Puffers Pond $275

549 2656

SUMMER SUBLET I FALL OPTION
2 bedroom AmrxM -t Center furniture includ-

ed available <unf 1 call 549-8095

SWISS VILLAGE 4t eo'oon !»11

On bus route I II t»l

CaM 2564320
All util included

THE BEST Amhers' center ap' 2/bedrms

cat lor more into- 253-55 13 Rant negotiable

NEED ONE FEMALE ROOMMATE (non-

smoker) for Brandywine apt -Starts in

September Call 546-6724

LOST

LOST 3 5 IN FLOPPY DISK early April

blue no name JVC brand reward Richard

25^3590

JOSH PITTMAN
Happy 21st

Peace love dope
We love you'

Cara ft Jeanmane

ONE BEDROOM APT
Main St $440/month available 6/1

Ideal for two people

Great location 253-9410

STARTING WHENEVER, large, beautiful,

one bedroom apartment Mam St Rent

$475 but negotiable Call Jacques 2560304

TAKE MY LEASE
2bdrm apt

Walk to campus
heat included

perfect for 3

549-4762

TAKE OVER LEASE
2 bedroom in house
Perfect for 3 people

On bus route -3 miles

from campus
549-5913

LOST
Small black wallet

4/24/91 or 4/25/91

II lound please call 253-0776

Leave a message
REWARD

SADOLE-BAG PURSE, brown leather

with camera and two rolls of film only im-

portant for me no questions

please call 546-5293 Reward

WHOEVER HASliY SocTaJ Forces in Ag-

ing Book please call 6-0746 ASAP

M-
May alcohol be legally present in your

bloodstream Happy Birthday

-0

ROOMMATE WANTED

MOTORCYCLE

1990 HONDA CBR600F blk & red

$370O/BO Tel 256-4609

1980 YAMAHA 400 special II 13200 mi call

Andy at 549-0057 $400 or B O

••••TAKE OVER OUR LEASE" *
*

Great 3 bdrm apt in Townhouse. 5 seconds

from bus 549-4387

THREE BEDROOMS- Two minutes from

town 10 minutes from campus Takeover

lease for summer and possible fall Hem
negotiable Call 253-3776

Optown apartment^ 77~7
2 bdrm 1 bathroom, large kitchen,

backyard, garage, plenty of parking Great

location' June 1 call 549-8790

86 HONDA INTERCEPTOR 500 Kerker

pipes Runs great $1300 253-7225 Stan

JANE SAPP

1 FEMALE ROOMMATE wanted non

smoker to share room in Mill Valley Estates

starting in September ask for Dena
253-4006

3 PEOPLE NEEDED to share apt. $170

665-7544

AMHERST HOUSE. 3 rooms available sum
mer sublet with fall option washer/dryer,

bus. 250 + . 253-0743

HOUSEMATE 3" women seeking

housemate immediately-old Northampton

house 225 + 585-8973

WHY WORRY ABOUT winter heating bills'

I'm looking for 2m/f roommates to share

apartment Rent $180/month heat and hot

water included call Mike at

253-0611

1 60- 1 80 MONTH PUFFTON .
space for 1 3

people 2baths. furnished, on bus route

Call soon 549-4509

ALLISON/STEFFANIE Irom Mnl Holyoke

College Please call about apartment' I tost

your number 253-5513

A MUST SEE uptown apartment^JaWpPM Perfect for 2 people $550 call 2534567

AMHERST CENTER 2 bdrm apt in house

tall option 253-7737

CHEAP SUBLET for two or mrra m Cotonia

Call 253-9229 anytime

GREAT HOUSE to sublet with fall option

5 minute walk to campus, on bus route 5

minute walk to town Close to BayBankv

Screened in porch, yard storage Call now'

549-6508 with fall option

GREAT SUMMER HOUSE 5 bedrooms

available on bus route big yard rent

negotiable Call 253-0785

HOtSPOT3lg bdrm 4 people furnished

non-smokers downtown Amherst 253-3608

HUGE 3 BEDROOM APARTMENT TvS

bath awesome yard spacious kitchen call

anytime rent negotiable 665-3783 or

665-2203

T YPING-WORDPROCESSING

ARE YOU SICK OF TYPING?
Fast and Accurate

T yping/Wordprocessing

Free Laserprintmg"

Call Beccs 549-4600 x433

DISSERTATIONS. CASES. PAPERS
On-campus pickup Fast 1 Accurate 1

Mac/Laser, spellcheck

Nancy 584.7924

FAST. ACCURATE TYPING ml speKheck

and boldface $1 45/pg call Greg 546-2548

PAPERS, $1 50/pg Resumes laser printed

Fast professional, affordable

KCOMMUNICATIONS. 2664373

PAPERS, RESUMES. WSSEP^ATIONS.
laser printing Campur
Rosemary 259 1786

TYPING/WOP.D PROC
Free pickup ft delivery

$1 25/page
Call Nancy at 534-0122

WANTED

HELP' Grad student looks tor a quiet room

in Puftton available late May or June 1st

Fast answer needed Call Xavier 5454209

or 546-5837

NEEDED OVERWEIGHT PEOPLE
Lose up to 30 pounds in next 30 days tor

under $30 00 per week with

DIET DISC PROGRAM
Call Lee 247-3351

STOP THE BUDGET CUTS with music

Concert with Jane Sapp and friends May 1

7 30 pm SU Ballroom students ft unionists

$2.00. All others $5

CARE ABOUT SOCIAL JUSTICE go to the

May day pageant with Jane Sapp and

friends -May 1. 1991 SUB 7 30pm

SERVICES

DESPERATELY SEEKING summer cat sit

ter' 2 cats need a home Food toys litter sup

plied Fixed ft friendly -call 549-5964

EXPERIENCED word processor/editnr/pro

otreader 253-9829 9am-5pm

2 BDRM APARTMENT for rent on busline

Close to campus Lease negotiable

253-0487

FOR LARGE RENTAL

AMHERST CENTER 1 BDRM APT. Ouiet,

close to common-for frisbee fun(o Pro-

spect St ) sunny, to. livingrm » kitchen, ideal

for 2 people Summer sublet w/fall option

Call after 7pm 253-7194

FOR SALE

SING FOR JUSTICE with Jane Sapp and

friends May 1. 1991 SUB 7 30pm $2

unionists/students $5 others

GLORY! Do i love Jane Sapp's music So

will you!! Wednesday, May 1 ,
1991 7 30pm

SUB. $2unionists/students $5other

PREGNANT?
Need a pregnancy test, information or sup-

port? Call for free and confidential services

ALTERNATIVES 33 Main St Northampton

586-3000 or Greenfield 774-6010

1 bedroom in a 2 bedroom Brandywine apt

1 or 2 people

Fully furnished

Rent $200/month, negotiable

Call Christine or Tern. 549 8096

NEED A HOME FOR THE SUMMER?
Sublet our 3bdrm, Vh bath Townhouse on

busroute. AC, disposal, and Furnished

call 549-0839 or 546-4362 refer lo No 15

WANTED TO RENT

FEMALE LOOKING tor spot for fall

semester only Willing to sublet summer

Julie 5494192

RESPONSIBLE COUPLE ot modest

means, mid 20s, N/S. seeks summer
sublet/rental in Amherst Please cal

5384206

WANTED TO RENT-SUMMER
Furnished 2 bedroom apt within walking

distance ot campus
549-3562 evenings

PROFESSOR BOWLES— congratulations'

See you at the Jane Sapp concert in the

SUB 730pm May1, 1991

$1000 FREE
Sublet 4br, 2bath apartment

First month free utilities

included call 253-3786

PEOPLE NEEDED TO take over a 3br Puff-

ton apartment as of 6/1/91 $680 a month

ft electricity Call 5494710 Ask for Peter

or Hope

"SMiirpLACil
Townhouse, 3 floors. «H Jbath,

SMlarge

bdrm, fully carpeted, sunny deck only 2y s

old. on Main St available June 1 $1000 mo

253-0999 leave message

HARDLY USED PENTAX K 1 000 CAMERA
(Bought in January) $160 00

Including 50mm lens -call 546-4362

MACINTOSH 51 2K for sale bOO OBO
546-4146 ask for Mike

JANE SAPP ft FRIENDS CONCERT. SUB
730pm May1, 1991 $2unionist/students

$5other

SUBLET

SUMMER W/FALL OPTION. Large room

in S Amherst condo Pool, central A/C,

washer/dryer, parking. On bus route Cool

roomies, perfect summer place! Call Joe

253-2696

SENIOR SELL OFF: brand new tv. vcr.

1 986 Toyota Celica. car stereo, 3 bicycles,

home stereo. Sony. Infinity, Toshiba -call

549-1634 Rena

CAN IT BE?! Jane Sapp at the SUB 730pm

Wednesday, May 1, 1991 Concert $2for

unionists/students $5others

WE CAN BE powerful in song Jane Sapp
concert Wednesday May 1, 1991 730pm
SUB

SUMMER RENTAL

*MARTHAS VINYARD. Steps from The

Ocean Harbor Landing Harborside Inn

Rent daily, weekends, weekly April through

September. Very reasonable prices -Call

549-0221

ONE BEDROOM APT
Colonial Village

Starts June 1st fall opt

$400/month 253-2475

ONE BEDROOM APT., Sunderland Clean

& convenient $375 per month Will

negotiate 665-3396

ONE BEDROOM APT. uptown «or summer

sublet with fall option Call Mark 549-8328

$495 or Best offer

ONE BEDROOMlNraWTTANY: Bos. A/C

$250/month, neg 253-4194 message

ONE BEDROOM IN TWO BEDROOM
apartment great location' Walk to campus

onbus route only $140- per month!

549-2638

FOUND

ONE TOYOTA KEY on a green hook key

chain found on 4/22 in lot behind Robsham

Visitor's Center -call 549-4297

JEN SUE HILTON Roberto Luisa Lisa Barb

Kathy Dave Karen Eric Manny Robb will ajl

be at Jane Sapp celebrating our unity in

diversity

SUMMER SUBLET

1 BEDROOM, NORTH AMHERST, on The

Pine Street bus route, right next lo Puffers

Pond!!! $150per mo -John 5494040

PRESIDENTIAL APT.

2 bedrooms, close to campus
Call Beth 549-4035

PUFFTON VILLAGE great location Cheap

rent furnished end May- end Aug 5494840
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Sports
Gorillas rip

Rutgers 17-11
By ADRIEN MATT
Collegian Staff

One* again the University of Massachusetts laero

uams defense and Ted Kellerman stepped up to the

challenge of shutting down Rutgers' attack, defeating the

Scarlet Knights 17 11 Saturday on The Hill.

Kellerman had a career high 27 saves for the day. out-

distancing John Schmunk who finished with 18. In the

last four game*, Kellerman has made 66 saves for a total

save* average of 62 percent.

"Teddvs plaving great and that does so much for the

defense, ' said defenseman Rick Mull.ns. i have no wor-

ries about getting hurt or tired out there we ha'

much more depth
"

Depth mav prove to be the Gorillas saving grace. In

jured starters have not fazed the defenses impact on im-

pressive attacks, as proven by Saturdays play. Defensive

midfielder Mario Lopez is out indefinately with a hyper

extended left knee and defenseman Corey Cronin is nur

sing a bruised left shoulder.

Defenseman Jim Panette and Brad Pitts stepped in and

hussled to groundballs. checked hard and played strong

defense. ,, .

The team has all the confidence in the world in them.

Kellerman said of Panetta and Fitts

Ptnetta did an excellent job." Mulhns echoed.

Rutgers attackman Steve Luciano, the team I leading

m: vat held to a mere assist Midfielder Dave Cunn

mgham. the teams leading feeder. • I held to one

rial Attackman .John IfoiW, midi Steve Locker and at-

kman Chris Pratt each had three goals, the team high

( .llrfpan photo by Carrie Wvrlh

. t n *„ <™ Q«^ FH OVallaehan performed well against the likes of Rutgers' David

c2K5£E^Ss^ "ck̂
'a

o
g
n
a
s
n
a?urday . ho.din* then, scoreless for an ,8 mi„u.e

( Pratt each had three goaK the leaning.. Stretch.

^ ^

Q,vfrV>all fiwpens Adelphi 5-3, 3-1, continues winning streak
bottbaii sweeps ^^P1":,^,^],, ^^^^^is^^tsST^s^Z
By THOMAS A. GSOROK
Collegian StaiT

With seven games left in the regular season, two

decisive victories over the Adelphi Panthers move the

University of Massachusetts Softball team onward and up-

ward toward the Atlantic- 10 Tournament.

The Minutewomen extend their season record to 29-10.

and hold the A-10 mark at 12-0.

The doubleheader plaved in Garden City. N N
.,
Sunday

vielded wins for starters Darlene Claffey and Holly Aprile.

Claffey also netted a save in the second game.

In the first game, the game winner did not uncover itself

until the fifth inning where the game was tied at 3-all.

Coming off the bat of Aprile, a solo homer put the team

ahead. This go-ahead run was added to in the sixth by Jen

Miller's triple to leave the score at 5-3

In the third inning, third baseman Barbara Marean

would unload a three-run homer. Marean leads the team

with five home runs, followed by Aprile at two.

Miller had two of the seven UMass hits, the other be

ing a single. Marean, Aprile, Sherri Kuchinskas, Peggy

Bush and Cherie DellAnno each had a hit.

Miller committed the one UMass error that put

Adelphi's Leslee Perkins on base.

Catcher Kuchinskas and outfielder Peggy Bush both

singled in l-for-3 performances.

Plagued by back spasms, Cherie DellAnno was reliev

ed in the third inning by Heather Dorsey. In DellAnno s

two at bats, she had a single.

Claffey posts a record of 164-1. She had three strike outs

and three walks in the outing. The hurler was not as

stellar at bat in this showing, with no hits in two at bat-

Losing Panther pitcher wa> Karen McGarry The

Adelphi record now stands at 14-15.

Panther hitting was rather tame in the first game, three

pread between as many players.

Second baseman Maureen Marco had a single and

tallied 2 RBI. Centerfielder Chris Kelliher also had a

single. ,

Perkins, who would again reach base, doubled in the

sixth representing the third and last hit for the Adelphi

squad. Perkins also notched a lone RBI in that game, as

well as the Panther's single error.

The second game was marked by closer competition, yet

sloppier plav. Both teams committed a pair of errors in

the 3-1 UMass victory.
CONT1NUED ON PAGE lO

ng. The hurler was noi as _

Carelli's squeeze play propels

UMass to Atlantic 10 playoffs

< ollefrian photo by Yana Dlugy

Minuteman Brian Bright, although tagged out here during the first game

against Temple on Sunday, walked in the bottom of the sixth, advanced

to third on a single and scored the team's third RBI on a sacrifice fly.

By MICHAEL MORRISSEY
Collegian Correspondent

The University of Massachusetts

baseball team proved to themselves, their

coach and, more importantly, their com

petition they are the team to beat in the

Atlantic-10 this year. UMass stood up to

trash-talking Temple, taking 3-of-4 games

this weekend against them at Lorden Field

and clinching a berth in the A-10

tournament.
In basketball terms, UMass rejected

Temple's best shot in their faces and stuff-

ed the ball at the other end to win the

game. The exclamation point was John

Carelli's suicide squeeze in the sixth inn-

ing of Sunday's finale that won the game

for UMass.
After a luckluster 13-6 loss in Sunday s

first game, UMass stormed out to a 3-0 lead

in the second game but lost it in the top of

the sixth.

The Minutemen played their gutsiest

ball of the year in the bottom of the sixth.

Catcher Derek Dana led off with a long

double to the right field fence. Glenn DiSar-

cina laid down a sacrifice bunt that moved

Dana to third, and set the stage for the

climactic finish.

Karl Majeski pitched out to Carelli on the

first pitch, protecting against the squeeze

play.

"They thought we were going to squeeze

a little earlier, so that's why I was waiting

until the end of the count," coach Mike

Stone said.

Carelli waited for the 2-1 pitch from Ma-

jeski as Dana stormed down the third base

line. They executed the squeeze play

perfectly as the whole Temple team wat-

ched, collectively staining their drawers.

By the time third baseman Marc Buffone

threw Carelli out at first, UMass had the

4-3 lead.

"I felt good. I felt pretty comfortable up

at the plate," Carelli said. "Coach Stone

told me to be prepared for the squeeze."

"Yes, he's done it before," Stone said in

reference to confidence in Carelli. "I was

just waiting for a good count, and I figured

he might throw a slider on 2-1, which is a

good ball to bunt."

Graham pitched the seventh and got out

of a minor jam, picking up his second win

of the weekend. He may have been tired,

but he was mentally tough.

"I wasn't as strong [as on Saturday], but

mentally, I wanted to be in there so bad it

wasn't funny," he said.

UMass scored in each of the first three

innings on RBI singles by Steve Corradi,

Justin Howard and DiSarcina,

respectively.

However, starter JeffToothaker and Ron

Villone failed to hold the lead as they got

into trouble with walks.

Temple came back with a John Bu
jnowski 2 RBI double in the fourth inning

that ousted Toothaker from the game.

Villone stopped that rally and another in

the fifth, but he looked shaky as he fell

behind hitters all day.

Temple's Frank Rubin blooped a single

into right field that scored Jason Kollinsky

in the sixth inning and tied the score at

three. Villone and Rich Graham, who
finished the sixth after pitching nearly

seven innings of superb ball on Saturday,

escaped by retiring the number three and

four hitters for Temple, Bob Higginson and

Buffone.

In the opening game ofthe series, UMass
rallied from a 1-0 deficit against Temple

CONTINUED ON PAGE 10
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'Censored' war footage to be shown
Film contains Gulf war information not released to major networks

By AMY HENRY
Collegian Staff

Footage not shown on NBC, CBS and CNN of the

damage done to the Iraqi people by the U.S. led interven-

tion during the Gulf war will be shown this week, said

a spokesperson for the National Coalition to Stop United

States Intervention in the Middle East.

Nick Camerota, a Western Massachusetts organizer for

the National Coalition said, "This is footage the U.S. elec-

tronic media has not allowed the American people to

This video puts a human face on the Iraqi people and

might cause some Americans to question what sort of vic-

tory we're supposed to have won.

"This information was not released to the mainstream

IUM the majority of major networks and newspa)

ITS controlled b\ corporations and their corporate in

terests would be "hurt by the airing of this information.

he said.

The advisory board on the Western Massachusetts

branch of the Coalition has announced two .ma •Rowings

of Nowhere to Hide, a videotaped documentary produced

by the National Coalition and narrated by the organize

tion'i founder, former U.S. Attornej General Ramses

Cl*rk\ . . . .l,

\ good deal has been written and shown about the

plight of the Kurdish people and inside Kuwait but the

American media has not shown the horrific effect ot

Wive U.S. air strikes on Iraq. This bombing campaign

is unprecedented and 75 percent missed their targ.

Camerota said.

The videotape is a filmed record of Ramsey ( lark s fact

finding tour of Iraq when he visited the country from Feb

_' to Feb. 8. The footage shows results of some of the

massive U.S. air stril-

Clark's documentary includes scenes of bombed out

ivilian housing and tours of overburdened Iraqi medical

facilities. Camerota said.

The Coalition was founded in August 1990 after bad

dam Hussein's invasion of Kuwait. The Coalition is made

up of antiwar, religious, labor unions and minority rights

organizations.

According to Camerota, 75 percent of the National Ad

visory Board of the Coalition are people of color from coun

tries such as the Caribbean and Latin America.

"They are people who are or have been affected by U.S.

military intervention in other part.- of the world." he said.

Camerota said there are some principles that are lm

portant to have in order to join the group.

"The belief that the immediate withdrawal of all U.S.

-hips and military should take place. Be against sanctions,

for the solution of the problems of the Middle Fast by peo

pie of region. We really insist that money should be spent

on human needs." he said.

tnerota said the upcoming screenings of the documen-

tary will provide the National Coalition with an oppor-

tunity to unveil the organizations next major educational

t-ttort the creation of an International Commission of In

quirv regarding the United States' conduct in the war

Clark and the Coalition contend the United 8tates

violated provisions of the Hagur Convention, the < ...ha ,t

ord and the Nuremburg Charter and the organization

plants to offer evidence oftheSS offenses against interna

Lionel law. Camerota iakL

According to Camerota. the National Coalition s( MB

mission of inquiry is being set up not only in the United

State.- but in 10 other countries such as Algeria. Australia.

Belgium. Canada. Fngland. Franc. Japan. Jordan.

Malaysia and Tunis;

The Clark documentary will be shown Wednesd

1 at 7:30 p.m. in the lower level of Northampton's

Unitarian Society. It is being sponsored by the Middle

edition and the Amherst Friend- Service

Committee The second showing will be at Amherst Col

lege in lecture hall three of the Merrill Science Buildini:.

It is being sponsored by the Amherst College .Just Peace

organisation. The video is 28 minutes and discussion will

be facilitated by a member of the Coalition

for further information regarding the showings of the

video or information on the International Commission of

Inquiry call .

r,3h B637 Or write Box 2733. Springfield. MA.

OllOl"

Voting
locations
for primary
Registered voters for today's First Congressional

District primary can vote at the following locations.

O Precinct one is North Congressional Church located

at North Pleasant Street

• Precinct two is North Fire Station located at I

Pleasant Street

O Precinct three i- Fmmanuel Lutheran Church

Lounge located si B87 North Pleasant St.. •

e Precincts four, five and 10 ere Bangs Community

Center located at Kellog Avenue.

• Precinct sis is Fort River School located >< South

Ka-t Street

e Precinct seven ie Crocker FarmsSchool located at

\\. H
e Precinct eight is Munaofl Memorial Library located

at South Fast Str<

O Precinct nine is WUdwood School located at Strong

Street

a Precinct 10 is Ban^- Community Cuter

The polls will 1m- open from 7 I m 8 p .in F« more

information on which precinct VOU are m call the

Amherst Town Hall at 25* 40

Transportation to the different polling station* will

be provided b\ the Commuter Area Government, from

the Student Union, Orchard Hill and Southv

Residential Area- Ifyou need a ride, call the Student

Oovernment Association at MS 0341 or tbeCommuter

I Government at 646 2145 between 1<» I m and 8

p.m. and they will radio a car to pick you up and take

you to the appropriate polling Station See the (

mute. Area volunteer in the Student Union lobby from

11 a.m. 3 p.m for ride out of the Student Union.
— Amy Henr\

Victim of gay bashing
makes his story public

Collegian photo hy Christopher Brodmieyer

ANOTHER PHOTO OF DUCKS - UMass Senior Melanie Armer

feeds the ducks on the campus pond on a beautiful spring day.

By TRYSTAN SKEIGH
Collegian Staff

Editor's note: This is the second ofa three

port scries on the student assault in

Chicago.

Chris Bauer is a very art ltulate and soft

spoken 25-year-old graduate student study

ing Molecular Genetics at the University

of Chicago He considers himself a 'fairly

normal" student, who believes his work is

"more important than his personal life."

He is also "physically challenged" and

walks with a cane to and from his lab in

Cummings Science Building to his

apartment.

And he is gay, a fact only a few people

knew until recently, when he was attack

ed by two masked men who tried to kill him

because of his sexual orientation. After the

attack, Bauer decided to make his story

public. Bauer is not sure how his attackers

learned he is gay.

His assailants, who have not been ap

prehended, are believed to belong to an

anonymous student group called "The

Great Brotherhood of the Iron Fist " This

name was attached to several anti-gay hate

letters received by Bauer and two of his

friends, who are also gay graduate students

who work in Cummings. The three have

been receiving homophobic letters and

phone calls since mid-February.

In a Sunday evening telephone inter-

view, Bauer said he "was very closeted

before all of this."

Bauer said coming out in order to tell peo-

ple about the attack was a decision he

made with reluctance.

"I hate to have it happen this way, but

the story has to come out. I probably would

never have come out like this if [the attack]

hadn't happened."

"If this can help bring about change for

the gay community. . .then it's important

that I give a face to this story, because

without a face this attack means nothing.

If people can see me as a fairly normal

young graduate student, maybe they'll

think about what happened more."

Bauer says he sometimes feels uneasy

around his coworkers and he is worried

about his ftiture career now that Ins

ual identity ha- become common
knowledge.

"1 have a much higher level of fear now

that everyone know- lm gay. it's been

hard trying to figure out what people are

really thinking about me 1 try to block it

out - it's tOO late to go back and tell all

my co-workers, and I shouldn't have fa

like I have to - my work is much more mi

portant — this was more of a private, per

sonal issue.

"Of course I'm concerned now that the

faculty know . I wonder if this will change

what they write in my letters of recommen

dation, or how they evaluate my work."

Yet, on a more positive note, as a result

of the attack and the surrounding publici

ty, Bauer says more gay students have

decided to openlv acknowledge their sex
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=^Foi Your Information
TUESDAY APRIL 30 „
U rfefaw - "Unions in the 90s. UMass Labor Center

with MTA staff and Labor Center Staff. CC 9:30 - 11 a.m.

C/ass _ -Women and Unions: Leadership and Barriers

to Participation." with Dale Melcher. CC 11:15 a.m.

Panel Discu him - "Where to for UMass labor? with

one leader from each UMass union. CC noon -1 p.m

Film - Justice for Janitors. Free CC noon 12:30 p.m.

and 12:30-1 p m.
.

Discussion - "Two Cuban Trade L nioni-sts 1 alk About

Race, Class and Unions" CC 5 p.m.

\eu Directions for Labor: A National Perspective -

with Victor Reuther. Elise Cann, Jerry Tucker and

Richard Miller. Thompson Hall 7 p.m.

WEDNESDAY MAY 1

Theater- The Black Women's Survival hit in the Cur-

tain Theater at 8 p.m. on May 1-4 and 7-11. Presented by

The University of Massachusetts Department of Theater.

\feetmg-The College Democrats at I Nasi will be

holding a meeting on Wednesday. May 1 at 7:00 p.m. in

Rm. 423B of the Student Union.

FRONTLASH - The student arm of the Ar L CIU, will

be Bponaoring a tank in aaeociatioii with the College

Democrat* Wednesday May l in the Campus Cental

Film - t/nion Mauls. Free CC 12 p.m. 1 p.m.

Worikdtop - "Beyond Grievance* Creative Approaches

Problem! in the Workplace" with Ferd Wulkan.

II Local 5 it 12 p.m.

kshnp - "Unioni in the 90s" with MIA stall and

LahorCent( I Maai Labor center 1:30 p.m.

p.m. _ . . .

v Day Pageant - with Jane Sapp. Student Union

Ballroom $2 5 donation.

ading - Donald Junkins will be reading his poetry

in Memorial I
- P m.

Musical 7V;.' «/(/</,• Women 'i Survival Kit. May 1 l

7 ii in the Curtain Theater. Ticketa available at the

ter Box Office Admianon ii 15 for the

. public and 13 for students and senior citi/ei

Speai «tei PromRiotoAthol Machmer

313 12:15 p m
Speaker - Marvann Fernandez of Aetna Realty In

iton will speak on "Inventing and the Real Batata

Market in the 1990s.'
1 April 30 in SBA 106.

Lecture- Kenyan Playwright Mfcere Mugowill present

African Women in Theatre and Their Role in the

Political Struggle"- Sponsored by African Students

Association - In CC Rm. 168. 4 p.m. - 6 p.m.

THURSDAY MAY 2
» ^n.uujj.

Class - "'Methods of Organizing, with Dale Melcher

CC 11:15 a.m.

Workshop - "Issues for Gay and Lesbian Workers CC

12 p.m. _ _ _ ,

Job Recruiting - Mather Career Center. Staff from the

AFL CIO Organizing Institute will recruit applicants for

Union-organizing positions. 4 p.m.

Son*}** - Labor Music with the Diggers CC 4 5 p.m.

Film - Mateuan. Free. CC 7:30 p.m.

Recycling Education - Volunteers meet at 6:30 p.m. in

(
(

' 903
Speaker - Estelle Jussim. award-winning author of

manv books on photography and the visual arts discusses

In Search of Meaning: the Ambiguities of Visual Im-

ages." Wright Hall Auditorium. Smith College at 4 p.m.

Techno gays: - The organization of Gay Lesbian and

Bisexual Engineers and Scientists will meet in room 1530

of the Grad tower

Speaker - The Future of Scandinavian European Rela-

tions. Hon. HenningChristophersen. Vice President of the

Commission of the European Communities. Thompson

Hall 106 at 7 p.m.

. tare - Professor Richard A. Walton. Purdue- 1 im

ntv "Transition Metal Polyhydrides Brpscting th

peeled" Thursday, May 2.1991 in LGRT 1633 TWR C.

11:15 a.m.

Discussum - Student Discussion Forum on Arab I>raeh

C ttflid Sponsored by Direct Expreasion.

FRIDAY MAY I

Fettwal - The UMass Lesbian and Gay < ultu

Festival continues on May a at 8pm in Hampden Theatre

rkshop- "Stress in the Workplace: How U>< ope with

it, How to Gel Rid of It
' Laalie Lomasaon, GEO I I

Film - Do Not fold. Spindle or Mutilate I V2

Bookeale The League of Women Voters a ill hold sale

on th<> Amherst Town Common from May 3 through
r

Iron 9 am. 6 p m . May B from 12 P m -I p.m

SATURDAY. MAY 4

Open House - The University of Mass i< hu »un

dation Sfill have an open house at the Hadley Farm from

10 a.m. 4 p.m Fi

mention - Second annual Five College r antas> ( 00

vent ion. to be held in Campus Center Auditorium from

10 a.m. 4 p.m. and is open to the public.
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Weil Sun.
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Community Chiropractic

Dr. Jedd Miller

Gentle, Precise Health Care

Affordable and accessible

to students

44 Summer St.

N. Amherst
549-2802
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MAY DAY
Festival of Music and Theatre

featuring JANE SAPP
,

Wednesday, May 1 at 7:30 pm
UMASS Student Union Ballroom

Co-sponsored by UMASS Labor Council.

Commuter Area Gov't and the Graduate

Student Senate

Check CC Schedule for additional

Union Awareness Week Events

PANDA EAST
CHINESE

RESTAURANT *J<

We bring Chinatown
to you

Ooen Hours: Mon-Thurs. 11:30am-1 0:00pm

Fri. & Sat. 1 1 :30am-1

1

:00pm

Sunday 2:00pm-1 0:00pm

Lunch Hours: Mon.-Sat. 1 1 :30am-3:00pm

103 N Pleasant St. • Amherst, MA 01002

(413)256-8923 (413)256-8924

They re *ke Bonnie and Clyde no.wrong genre more like Sonny and Cher
'

For more information call

Abe Smith f>49-8464

3ri 0/JjfrinaJ. &&jij>U~t "PJou^.

Starring by za rhary Slovinsky

BUI Larkin

Lynda Newlon

johncuiidors..,, Apnl 30-May 1, 8 pm
Mill Fldurko

Michael Lombard) Hampden Theater, Umass
Mandy.Jnnis

Admission is Free

.nnncnrP(i hv »^ - „^ and Union Video Center

Funded in part by The Umass Arts Council .m<l The Cultural Enrichment Fund

LOCAL
Beautiful weather, music
highlight Haigis Hoopla

( uilrgian photo by Jody <;»hin

MONTAGUE - A waterfall on the Sawmill River, in Montague.

By TAMIR LIPTON
Collegian Staff

People from all over Massachusetts flock

ed to Haigis Mall this past weekend to

catch Haigis Hoopla, the 3-on-3 basketball

festival, sponsored by the Sport Manage

ment department and WHMP 99.3 FM.

Spectators were treated to two days of ex

citing basketball, plenty of food, music

courtesy WHMP and some beautiful

weather.

"1 was very happy with the way things

went." said Peter Thomsen, professor of the

Event Management class that put the

whole festival together.

Once the phone bills an- paid, property

returned and payments made to cover

damages - including a basket that was

destroyed by vandals Saturday night - the

remaining money will be put toward the

scholarship fund, Thomsen said.

The Event Management class will donate

between $500 $1,000 to a UMass scholar-

ship fund, which will be given to a student

from thfl Weffearn Massachusetts area, ac-

cording to Thomsen.

"I think people were unsure of the event

before it happened," Thomsen said. 'But,

1 think people really enjoyed themselves

Saturday. MOM 1.000 people turned out

to take part in the festivities which includ-

ed a foul shooting contest, the winner of

which won trip to New Orleans. Chris

Chrabascz sank IK straight free-throws to

walk away with the trip

"I loved doing it. but it was a tremendou>

amount of work. The amount of time the

students put in was really encouraging."

Thomsen said.

"I think you can count on this to be an

annual event. I'm just glad it went so well

the first year."

"If I had to do it again, I would have

brought an ice cream truck in," said

Russell Spielman, a student in the class.

"I would have pushed the advertising

Saturday night to make sure that people

knew that it was a two-day event.

"The best part of the whole thing was we

ran ball in the Cage after we took apart the

baskets."

Though former Northeastern University

star and NBA player Perry Moss was a no-

show to the event, his team did surprising

\\ uell without him, according to Thomx-n

There were seven different divisions I

ed on playing ability The "Minutemen."

a team of John Tate. Rafer C.iles. Matt

Anderson and Chris Bailv, won the Dr. J.

Division.

The "Tazmaman l)e\il> (Pen Batalis.

•Jeanne Orr. Tuti Scott and Phyllis (apis)

won the Women's Division.

"What the Hell's Polo" iThorr Bjorn.

Huss Yarworth. John McDonald and Scott

Devise) won the Pitino Division

"Run n Gun" (Steve Connors, Dale Hai

lis. Damn Harris and Noel Goldberg)WOO

the Sutton Division.

"Mackimmie Magic" (Michael L'den.

Meeland Sadat, Russ Bridge and Solnman

Commiaong) won the Skinner Division

"SPO Connection" (Norris Ambro

Pierre Beauliey, Maurice Mitchell and

Charles King) won the Masters Division.

Sports Management Department !! id

(ilenn Wong's team finished second in this

division.

"Quabog Hogs' (Mark Snow. Padroen

Rehmat and Ron (irestyi won the High

School Division

ANC Chief of Staff to speak on reforms in South Africa
r, . _ c. u «,mivar«fth*» Hani Coalition, hopes Africa."

. _ . . . „ . ,,

By ERICK OLSEN
Collegian Staff

Chris Hani, Chief of Staff of the military wing of the

African National Congress, will speak Wednesday at 6

p.m. in Campus Center room 163 as part of his national

tour celebrating the one-year anniversary of the legaliza-

tion of the ANC.

Hani, also an ANC Executive Committee member and

member of the Political Bureau of the South African Com

munist Party, will discuss the transition process in South

Africa, the need for continued reforms, and related issues.

A representative of the Five College Chris Hani Coali-

tion, the group sponsoring Hani's UMass visit, said the

purpose of his visit is to raise campus awareness of the

ongoing international struggle against apartheid.

Binky Feldman, a member of the Hani Coalition, hopes

Hani's visit will "demonstrate a common goal among the

Five College interest groups on issues of importance.

In a recent exclusive interview with People's World

Weekly, Hani accused the South African government of

stoking the fires of confrontation" and "orchestrating

a propaganda campaign that seeks to isolate the ANC so

that in the final analysis they talk with an ANC that is

toothless."

Hani also said, "To the outside world, [South African

President F.W.] de Klerk appears to have introduced

reforms. But on the ground, those reforms remain on

paper." He also called upon friends and anti apartheid

allies to "intensify sanctions against this regime until we

reach a situation where we feel there is no going back,

that there is movement towards a democratic South

Hani's tour follows the April 15 decision of the Kuro

pean community to lift sanctions imposed in 1986 bann

ing imports of South African iron, steel and gold coins.

In an article in Sunday's New York Times, Nelson

Mandela stronglv criticized the decision, saying it "shows

clearly how Europe allies itself with White South Africa

and has no regards for the lives, the views and the needs

of Black South Africa."

The African choral group BARWA, which performed at

Nelson Mandela's speech in Boston, will also be featured.

The Five College Chris Hani Coalition includes: UMass

CASA, Afro-American Studies Department, Young Com

munist League, Five College Inc., Black Mass Com

munications Project, and other groups dedicated to bring

ing Chris Hani to the area. Hani's national tour is spon-

sored by People's Weekly World.

WMUA to institute director

of Third World Affairs
By LUISA QUINTANILLA
Collegian Correspondent

Much has changed at WMUA 91.1 FM,

the student radio station at UMass, since

it was founded in 1949.

Becuase of an increasing concern about

diversity, WMUA will be instituting a new

position of director of Third World Affairs

next semester.

Tomas Garcia, the ALANA Affairs direc-

tor, said the position originally described

as the Third World Affairs director was

renamed the ALANA Affairs director this

semester, for the benefit of all American

students of color. The acronymn ALANA
stands for African-Americans, Latino-

Americans, Asian-Americans and Native

Americans.

Garcia said a new Third World Affairs

directorship has been created "to respond

to the needs and interest of foreign

students from the Third World."

The whole idea is to increase the variety

and scope of programming. Current pro-

gramming includes Rock, Urban Contem-

porary, Blues, Jazz, World Music, House,

Rap and even Polka.

Glenn Siegal, WMUA's advisor, believes

the station's diversity is the key to it suc-

cess; WMUA was recently ranked third in

a Valley Advocate popularity poll.

WMUA began as an attempt to replicate

the Fort Devens radio station here in

Amherst. Originally, WMUA was devoted

to the dissemination of information, but

now it is dominated by music with a more

limited role for public affairs and news.

As the radio station's amount of program-

ming, physical space, membership and

hours of broadcast have grown, "it has

grown in stature and respect," Siegal said.

WMUA operates under a format describ-

ed as "Block Programming," in which

weekly time slots are devoted to different

kinds of music.

This is intended to make it easier for

listeners to regularly tune in to what they

want to listen to, Siegal said. There is an

increasing emphasis in diversity in the con-

tent of the blocks.

WMUA is a student-run organization,

because it exists primarily to train students

who are interested in the technique and

business of radio communication, Siegel

said.

Man accused of exposing
himself at LBGA dance
By TRYSTAN SKEIGH
Collegian Staff

Witnesses say a man displayed his

genitals and pushed a woman during an

LBGA dance held Saturday night in the

Blue Wall Cafeteria.

According to the University police log,

officers working the dance "received

complaints of a male subject causing a

disturbance, exposing himself, and

pushing a female subject attending the

dance."

The police have identified the man,

but are withholding his name. A show

cause hearing has been scheduled.

According to Miriam Bloom, a former

UMass student and member of the

LBGA, between 12:30 a.m. and 1 a.m.

a man "walked to the middle of the

dance floor, and dropped his pants and

his underwear for five to 10 seconds.

"He was basically swinging his dick

around," Bloom said. "People were

backing away, they were really gross-

ed out."

According to Bloom, the man was part

of a small group of "four to five guys

standing around the dancers. They were

.aakirig comments, giggling and poin-

ting. ...

Bloom said she earlier went up to the

group and asked them to leave. "They

just stood there, and I went back to dan-

cing," she said.

Bloom said a little later one of the

group walked to the center of the dance

floor and dropped his pants. She said as

he walked off the floor "he walked by

me and pushed me."

Bloom said shortly affer she was push-

ed, the police came and escorted the men

out of the dance and gathered informa-

tion from witnesses.

Bloom's account was confirmed by

another woman who said she saw the ex-

posure and asked not to be identified.

She said it was obvious to her the men

had no idea it was an LBGA dance un-

til after they had entered the Cafeteria.

Buzz Harris, an LBGA member who

attended the dance, said he didn't see

anyone in the group drop his pants,

although he said that behavior wouldn't

have surprised him. He said the men

were "passively hostile, whispering to

one another and gawking."

Bloom has filed an assault charge

against the man who pushed he.
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uality and speak up on campus about gay

rights.

"There aren't a lot of openly gay students

here. We're open to each other in certain

situations, like GALA dances, but not the

campus as a whole. . you don't usually see

students walking around wearing buttons

or arm-in arm here, until now."

Bauer said since his attack many gay

students have sent signed letters to The

Maroon, the student daily newspaper, and

there have been several gay rallies on

campus
Yet. despite the support he has received

from the gav community, Bauer lives with

a great deal of fear. He is still receiving

threatening letters and phone calls.

He still has bruises from the beating he

received during the March 17 attack, and

he says he is much more cautious now.

keep doors locked behind me. at work and

at home."
And despite precautions, which include

a University police escort to and from his

lab in Cummings, Bauer says he still has

nightmares. "They're not about the attack

anymore. Now it's about what they will do

next."

Bauer is critical of the Chicago police in-

vestigation. "Only two days ago they

started interviewing students in my
building [Cummings] and it's been two-and-

a-half months since [the harassment] all

started. Why has it taken them so long?"

Bauer says he hopes that despite the fear

and the problems, in the end, good will

come from his ordeal. He wants more peo-

ple to learn about gays and the harassment

they receive.

i hope that eventually, this situation

will bring about a heightened awareness

of the needs of the gay community. .
as it

has already started to do here."

Nil

....
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UMASS THEATRE GUILD
presents:

AGATHA CHRISTIE'S

murder mystery

I TEN LITTLE INDIANS

May 6, 7, 8

Student Union Ballroom

Tickets: $3-Students

$5-General Public

Performance Begins 8 pm
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TODAY
from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.

in the newsroom

ALL COLLEGIAN
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SPRING CONCERT
1991

THIS IS YOUR CHANCE:

WORK THE SHOW

ANYONE can work the

show. Just show up to

one of our info

meetings TUESDAY, ^
APRIL 30 in Campus
Center 801 or

TUESDAY, MAY 7 at

6:30 place TBA.

All security people must attend a

training session either Tuesday April 3C

or Wednesday, May 8 at 7:30.

BOB DYLAN DE LA SOUL GENE LOVES

JEZEBEL THE FEELIES CHUCKLEHEAD

UPC Sunday,May 12,1991

Editorial/Opinion
The opinions on this page are TlijolZiMiud wrier or cmocStS <md do not necesarily reflect the vtevs o, the Colleyan or the Universuv unless otherwtse noted.

We students must vote!
As voters head toward the polls for today's primary in the

First Congressional District race, the issue of public educa-

tion has become of the essence.

This district has two state colleges, North Adams btate

and Westfield State; three community colleges in

Springfield, Holyoke and Greenfield; and the flagship

university for the state, our University of Massachusetts at

Amherst.
In the past two years, the public higher education budget

has been cut 23 percent - about $176 million - making

higher education for middle-class students more difficult

For the students of all state colleges and universities and

future students, there should be hope. There should be a

chance

The late Rep. Silvio O. Conte was a great leader, a great

man He was a true public servant and never forgot his con-

stituents. This is a man who helped the University and the

idea of affordable education.

Also, due to the recession, there have been large numbers

of layoffs all over the district. Those affected by the sagging

economy need a voice willing to revive business and industry

in the economy, to make the people of Western Mass. proud

of themselves and their state again.

We encourage each and every one registered to vote in the

Congressional District to help safeguard the future of public

higher education and help restore the economy by taking

time out to vote. ...,_
Find the candidate willing to work for higher education

and people. The media is bombarding you with the facts and

figures - but for the most part, voting records say it all.

We need a candidate who wants to restore the state higher

education system and find jobs for those devastated by the

recession. The well-being of the Commonwealth should be

restored to what it was - and still should be - before the

State Legislature and Gov. Weld dismantle the entire

system. /../-in
Unsigned editorials reflect the majority of the Collegian

Board of Editors

~j sununu!
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Why Collins is our only choice
More than protest- and letter writing, we

need elected officials working for our goal-

instead of us. When other state legislators

my "put UMass on the chopping block

again." we need Jim Collins to say "no

more." Jim Collins, as regression«1

representative, will do just that.

•Iim Collins will do wonders for us in

Washington. The Federal Government ha-

incredible influence over the University

From scholarships, to Pell grant-, to the

$40 million we r. reived in aid last v«ai
.
M

one can claim that former UV
graduate and an advocate won t 1m- an I

to us in Washington

I also support Jim Collins because of his

record on education When tl,

legislators proposed the tuition retention

plan, which handed the power to increase

fees to the Board of Regents. Jim adamant

ly fought against it. He had the foresight

to know that leaving the decision to in-

crease fees to a small number of non-elected

officials and allowing the University to

keep the profits, could only insure

outrageous tuition inn- |
• John Olver

supported this plan and the result of its

p. i— age: a 70 percent increase in tuition

and fees Thank- John Olver!

I support Jim Collins for his stands on

Other i»ue- a- well. First of all. he is pro-

choice In an elect ion where the Democratic

and Republican front runner- are pro life,

it is es-ential that m BBSl our vote against

those who are against choice Collins .

Strong advocate for the environment.

Collins knows thai cleaning upthe polluted

mills and rivers in western Massachusetts

bring- back JOM to the region and helps our

econonu
Most Of all I support Jim Collin- because

he know- how to get the job don.' He

-n't sell out. he doesn't cnmpromi-e

he doesn't give up. In a t ime of increasing

tuition and budget cuts, this University

needs leadership, strength, and dedication

from a Congressional candidate willing to

light for the future Jim Collins is the on

lv person for the job.

Matthew Pavesi
Urnass

Campaign commercials were dumb
*• ^"^ _ . . :_i_ ...l;i„ «,*i,.i,r tr-irlitimial liber;

At least now I won't have to watch the battle of the

beasts on TV anymore. Not that I have anything against

horses or bulls. . . The latest round of political adver-

tisements for the First Congressional District seat

hopefuls are, to say the least, interesting if not somewhat

comical.

Horses, bulls, flaming photographs, construction

helmets the Tipster and ominous music all highlight the

political ads clogging up the airwaves in an effort to secure

today's primary win in the race to succeed the late bilvo

Conte. ,

Meredith O'Brien

In the Republican corner, former state Rep. Steve "I am

a weenie" Pierce is trying to use his ads to prove his

political competence after Gov. Weld beat him in the

Republican gubernatorial primary.

This Westfield native, who has a record of being fierce-

ly anti-choice, is certainly no friend to public higher educa-

tion, government employees or even the homeless and the

poor Being a conservative right-winger who totes the

ideology that government should not help its citizens in

need with things like welfare and medicaid, Pierce

believes that the private sector, out of the benevolent

goodness of its heart (and quarterly gains), should aid its

fellow citizens. The government should just let them

suffer.

His ads, however, paint another picture of this pint-sized

politician. With good old Steve in a hard-hat that is way

too big for his head, he talks about the * working class

and how he wants to help them. He tries to make himself

look like just an average Joe who wants to do his gosh

darned best in Washington ifyou nice folks will just help

him get there.
, , . .

Give me a break. As a source close to me who went to

high school with Pierce said recently, "He^s a geek. He

always was a geek even when we were in high school.

En
O°n

g
t

h
o

S

th

d
e Democratic side of this mad dash to

Washington - we have two Amherst natives, state Sen.

John 'Workhorse" Olver and former Chancellor of Higher

Education J,m "I'm from UMass '
Collins vying for the

Congressional slot.

Both their commercials, while toting traditional liberal

stances, leave much to be desired. Olver's ads, portray

ing him as the "workhorse," give people the image of an

old beaten up mule who does not have any energy or

charisma. In one ad, his workhorse leaves the pack (state

Sen Linda Melconian and Collins) "in the dust oi his

hoof-prints. The onlv credible advertising Olver has done

is promoting his slew ofendorsements - a legitimate piece

of information voters need to make an intelligent choice.

Collins' ads do not focus on his UMass background

enough, though he does emphasize how he quit the

Dukakis administration after the Duke "sacrificed public

education for political, presidential gains. But looking at

the close ups of Collins' face, trying to be ever-so-sincere

in relating to the working people - while the camera

zooms to his tough, clenched fist - is ineffective adver-

tising, looking fake and forced.

Then there are the Linda "Shame on Us" Melconian ads

where we see her in her "best of the 60s" outfits/Jairdos,

asserting that she, as an intern in Tip O'Neill s office, was

the motivating force behind the Middle East peace ac-

cords. Her ads go even further trying to push her

lackluster record (and pro-life stance) into the shadow of

the Tipster giving her his endorsement.

More memorable than her forgettable ads are the ones

which attack her. The National Abortion Rights Action

League has poured thousands of dollars into a fierce anti

Melconian campaign fearing that people might vote for

her because she is a woman, not realizing she is anti-

choice. These commercials, despite their ominous

melodramatic music, are the most effective of the lot ot

political punches.

The last of the commercials - orchestrated by Sherwood

"No more Bull" Guernsey and the quirky and unpredic

table Rep. Christopher Hodgkins who we only know from

his Uncle Sam pose where he stands there pointing his

finger out of the screen - are the most amusing While

Guernsey is a very forgettable character except for his

pack of bulls, Hodgkins comes forth as a nasty backbiter

who sets Pierce's photos on fire and chastises little old

Olver for supposedly covering up his record.

When all of today's votes are whittled down and counted,

we can only hope that the two left when the dust has settl-

ed will be a little more intelligent and thought-provoking

with their ads. Please, no more bull.

Meredith O'Brien is a Collegian columnist

Thank You again!
As I'm sure you have learned, the fi e that ripped

through Zeta Psi two weeks ago left 14 men homeless.

Initially, through the support of neighboring sororities,

they have had a place to live. In particular, we feel it

necessary to thank the sisters of Alpha Chi Omega for

all their "help and patience. We have literally entered

into their house and claimed it as our own. It is now

time for us to give back Alph Chi their house and their

lives and to find permanent arrangements

Because the fraternity house was considered Univer

sitv Housing, it is the obligation of the University to

find those individuals housing. Their solution

however, was far from adequate. Their only proposal

was to locate the brothers across campus in existing

unpaid singles, stretching from Northeast to

Southwest A $400 charge was also implemented, fcoich

a situation would have severely weakened the strength

of our brotherhood.

Fortunately, other alternatives were available.

Southwood Apartments have been very helpful to us

during such difficult times. They were able to locate

the brothers together, in three connecting apartments

They have also worked out a highly reduced rental

agreement so that the cost wouldn't be so painful.

Such help from Southwood only adds to the existing

support we already have from the community. We want

vou to know that all that has been done for us will not

be forgotten, for we could not have have made it thus

far without it. .

The Brothers of Zeta Psi

EXlST£NTlAmM

V4HY fccvTHEfc!?

*
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Assault, alcohol violations reported over the weekend
Xm.U ***'**•«• " - r*_„ j i c^i^ff 1Q of Sharon, was arrested Saturday

Compiled by MARK HENSLEY
Collegian Staff

UMass police officers working at the LBGA dance Satur-

day night received complaints of a man exposing himself,

causing a disturbance, and pushing a woman who was at

the dance. The suspect was identified by the officers and

a complaint will be sought through a show cause hearing

ARRESTS
• Michael H. Boland. 28. of Auburn was arrested Satur

day for allegedly operating after his right to operate was

suspended, operating an uninspected motor vehicle, and

operating with defective equipment.

• Stephen F. Cocca, 19. of Everett was arrested Satur

day for allegedly being a minor in the possession of

alcohol.

„ Fred J. Strelzoff, 19, of Sharon, was arrested Saturday

for allegedly being a minor carrying alcohol.

• Todd M Emerson, 17, of Williamsburg was arrested

Sunday morning for allegedly being under 21 and

transporting alcohol.

• Dwavne L. Whitney, 21, of Springfield, was arrested

Sunday morning for allegedly operating under the in

fiuence of alcohol.

THEFTS
• Two men reported Friday that their locked room in

Mackimmie residence hall was entered and a computer

keyboard, a toaster oven and other property totalling

$2,000 was damaged.

• A man reported Friday the theft of is 1986 Toyota

which was locked and alarmed in Lot 11. Holyoke Police

recovered the vehicle, which was found without it s wheels

and with other property stolen The car is valued at

$7,000

• \ man reported Sunday his identification, credit cards,

sun rial ko watch, and gold chain necklaces total

m $97 stolen from his room in Cance resident

hall, possibly during a fire alarm.

MOVING OFF CAMPUS?

ONLY A JOKER WOULD FORGET TO USE ^CONDOM!

SUNDAY, APRIL 28-THURSDAY, MAY 2

SUNDAY. APRIL 28

2 00-5 00 THE BRIDES at the horseshoe

MONDAY. APRIL 29

1 6 00 The MeMtt B«ach Volleyball Invitational

9 00 ' 'he Rocky Horror Picture Show

Outside at ~*oe

TUESDAY. APRIL 30

15 00 Bands a: It* horseshoe

:se Counc 1 Barbeques

Cotton Candy Dunking Booth

Rallies MeiviHe Beach

Vol national and more 1

30 Boston Commedians at the horseshoe

WEDNESDAY. MAY 1

1 5 00 Bands at the horseshoe

House Council Barbeques

Cotton Candy Dunking Booth

Rallies, caricature artist and more'

8 10 30 Hungry for Hampden Humor

GUFFAW
Top Boston Commedians brought to you by

Housing Auxiliary Services. Res Arts 4 SWAG

THURSOAY. MAY 2

1-5 00 Bands at the horseshoe

House Council Barbeques

Cotton Candy. Raffles. Sate Sex Olympics

Melville Beach Volleyball Finals & more'

81 1 00 Fine Art* Center Commedian Show

Proceeds go to the MAke a Difference

Scholarship Fund in the memory of

Sharon Galligan. Rich Koster. & Joel

Mangion

This week is dedicated to all those who

made their country proud

in the Middle East

Brandywine offers Counrtx

Living with convenience

• On UMass Bus Route • Nearby Shopping • Situated

on 18 well-landscaped acres with pond

• One and two bedroom apartments include gas utilities

(heat, hot water, and stove).

• Swimming pool, laundry facilities, responsive

management
• Stop m and we'll show you what we have to offer

BRANDYWINE AT AMHERST
16 Brandywme Drive

Rental Orfce open daily 10-4

549-0600

BUDGET
ALERT!
'

Students, faculty

and staff

needed to call

parents and alumni

about the

campus budget

Phone banks

scheduled

Mon. - Thurs.,

6:00 - 8:30 p.m.

in May and June

To sign up or

find out more,

please call 5-4200

fi"/#v,rr»MrrrfvliV#'\;rr»A

.

SQUIRE
VILLAGE

665-2203

7 days a week

Beautiful Spacious Apartments

in different skapes & sizes

from I to 5 bedrooms.

including HOUSES and even a FARM
(2 bedroom apts. are 1200 sq ft.!!!)

Get your roommates early and pick

tke apartment of your ckoice

we have:

Spacious yards, swimming pool, dishwashers, AC,

disposals, on bus route wall to wall carpeting, laundry

facilities, walk in closest & many others.

CALL TODAY
Bring Tkis Ad in and Receive $100

off first month's rent

HlllXICIlLTUPAL AFFAIRS
Viet-Nam: 16 years after independence, the wawmtinues

Kompong Chhnang, Cambodia Ho Chi Minh City, Viet-Nam

Photography by Leah Melnick

April 30, 1975 may be seen as "the fall

of Saigon" or the "victorious independence

day" of Viet Nam. Either way, it is a day

which celebrates the reunification of a

Third World country which defeated its

colonizers

Alexander Nguyen

After 16 years of independence, Viet

Nam. a- well as Cambodia, still suffers

from U.S. intervention. Although the

United States suffered a military defeat, it

till winning the war through apolitical

and economic embargo. The United States

has, in effect, been trying to starve the

Vietnamese people to death.

The embargo does two things. One. it

prevents American business from having

anything to do with Viet-Nam. The other

is the consistent pressure on the World

Bank, the Asian Development Bank and

the International Monetary Fund to not

have normal dealings with Viet-Nam.

Due to these international pressures

stemming from the United States, Viet-

Nam has had a tremendously difficult

reconstruction campaign. Cambodia is also

Hanoi, Viet-Nam

victimized hlCMM it tl being Ueed a> a

lining chip in this game since the

United S bee demanded that Viet

Nam withdraw its troops from Cambodia.

The real problem with Cambodia comes

from China and the United States, without

wh<. nance the genocidel regime of

the Khmer Rouge would not nirvive.

Although South Bent AnH continual to

suffer because ofWeetern intervention, the

people continue their etTUggle for self

rmmation They have proud and

I lent cultures which have proven to IBf

vive colonization

h Melnick's photograph- reveal

•lit, ,i
' The people have been

red by the yean of war Thej haw- lost

their land and their families But their

spirit endures because then priorities in

clud.- their children who represent their

future.

They will go on to derive fund wnal wrma

of governance from their cultures, their

ideologies and their values regardlem ol

foreign intervention.

South East Asians have a long and pro

ud historv. Their struggle against the un-

just forces of the West continue!

Alexander Nguyen is a Collegian staff

member. This article is the opinion of the

writer and does not necessarily reflect the

rieus of the Collegian staff.

Nha Trang, Viet-Nam

Neak Loeung, Cambodia
§

ramhnrlian New Year: a 'non-assimilated' celebrationCambodian i*ew x c«*i
• «\

ii
.._ iiMn_aduatestudenl ^^^.--^^•.ssjftfttS

By ALEXANDER NGUYEN
Collegian Staff

The Cambodian community of Massachusetts celebrated

its New Year Saturday at the Amherst Regional Junior

High School in a "non-assimilated fashion according to

celebration organizer Boreth Sun. a UMass graduate

^"Unlike most other cultural events, we avoided putting

on a show for the American people which would reduce

our culture to museum exhibits,' Sun said.

The New Year Celebration presented various cultural

songs, dances and a slide show of photos gently taken

in Cambodia. Cambodian people came from all over

Massachusetts and Rhode Island.
., ,.

Sun said that the Celebration was focused on the com

munity" of the Cambodian people and pointed out that

there was no Western music or photos, and that some per-

formances and speeches were not translated. In the U.S

we celebrate thiTas a community holiday more so than

a New Year holiday," he said.

"It was a wonderful atmosphere where you could sense

a real community spirit," said UMass graduate student

Michael Morgan. "The event was genuinely for Cambo

dians, not for Americans."

•The celebration reminded me of my experiences in Cen-

tral America with the resonance of Khmer language all

around and the warm feeling of family, said UMass stu

dent Tonya Muro. , ,

Sun said that one of the main objectives was to help

youngsters retain their cultural heritage as they ac-

culturate American culture. "We made a strong effort to

include younger people in the performances and held

traditional Cambodian games for them to play, he said.

"For the elders it was a time to gather and share

memories of Cambodia. They have the knowledge and

wisdom which they pass on to us to continue the tradi-

1

Morgan noted the paradox of the event being beautiful

and alive yet being held in an American junior high

school. "I felt as if it was an American imposition, ne

Sua said that the celebration was very restricted by

American guidelines. He noted that the New Year had

to be celebrated two weeks after the actual date of April

13 because thev could not find a place for that date. Also.

he said it was very difficult to reconstruct the appropriate

environment of a Buddhist Temple in the Junior High

School.

Sun said that although there are many other Cambo

dian celebrations throughout the year, the New \ ear 18

the biggest one because it is a time when all people come

together to continue their culture and retain then

identity.

Muro said that it was a nice experience to DC in a situa-

tion where the "minority" was the majority. "For the

European Americans, this was a great experience because

they don't have opportunities to experience international

cultures in this genuine context very often, she said.

Morgan stated that he felt some European Americans

there were uncomfortable with the cultural difference^

especially in the structure and orderliness in which the

Cambodians went about the events

"It really hit me in a funny way when I overheard an

American asking where the ketchup was, he said.
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ARTS & LIVING

A successful start to a thmwlay longBFA dance feast
£X. OL4V/V/V/OOX*e** K-rm.

n__„M »« wrv rpalistic niece that conveyed its message

B) MEL1SA (AN LI

Collagian Staff

The three dav dance extravaganza kicked off on April

25 in Bowker Auditorium with the BFA Concert. The per

tormam-es were Irterapiraad with student dancers and in-

structors from the department, including one from

Marilyn Patton who is retirini after 25 years of involve-

ment with the UMass dance department^

There was a wide variety of pieces, differing in mood

and character. The program began with "Dance to.Dance

i„ which the dancers conveyed just that - dancing for the

sheer pleasure of it. The large group in aqua, purple and

fucahii costumes danced to a sci-fi ^/"f^P 1^
Rebecca Nordstrom performed a tribute tc.Edith Pial

w ,th four or five different ^gments featuring»"*"«
voice Nordstrom s gestures were intended to give the feel

mg of seeing a Piaf performance live, perhaps with her

facial expressions. ur. . , ,,

After the emotionally deep tribute, there was Qui*.

It was. well, quirky. The dancers wore a wild print.on their

multicolored unitards. Their timing was exce .lent and

they ended with half of them sliding off stage The two

excerpts from the Magenta Dances were performed b> An_

area Watkins It was one of the most delightful pieces of

the whole concert. One could almost feel the ocean lick

ng at one's toes and hear the cries of the seagulls piere-

nt the auditorium. Watkins was a perfect accompanist

ZL piano and flute that flowed like a body of^ter.

She especially drew laughs and applause from the a^

d.ence^hen she returned to the stage and donned a pair

of blue fins. Her grace would have put a duck to shame

as she leapt and danced with her webbed feet.

The second half of the concert opened with Desert

Passage
" a very realistic piece that conveyed its message

well The dancers wearing only black, never faced the au^

dience I felt parched and exhausted as they attempted

to cross an imaginary desert. Their moans and sighs of

fatigue at the end complemented the backdrop of the i ia

ing and setting sun as it blazed orange to red.

"Curved Lines of Suspended Grace" was performed b>

a large group. Their rainbow colored costumes and steady

fiow made this piece one without dramatic rises and falls

but one that pleased the eye nevertheless.

In "Marilyn." Patton performed to Curly Simon ~

spiritually uplifting song in a P^J°rwaphed b> her

students. Last but not least was "Shout. This was one

of the best in the concert. Dancing to the jazzy beat of

Duke Ellington, the dancers expressed character, energy

"nd unitv The pastel colors, the hats and flowers in the
and unity. P

CONTINUED ON PAGE lO

D I VISION \ / / s I i N C

SUMMER SPARKLES
at UMass
Over 300cmKl •nd noncredil curse- and .

workshops will bedazzle you in the UMaai

Summer Session. A glittering lineup ol

classes is conveniently offered both day and

evening in two. six week sessions Kir>i aeo-

sinn runs June 1-Jul> 12: M-cond at*-

•ion runs.lulN 16-AugUSl 22.

Register Now! Bj mail. FAX. phone, or in I"

/•„, mare \*fm ».«/»»" '" fr*"™"" *****

Dii ismm ofO»it»ii<i»ti EdmmHm at 545-2 I

1

t D I t I T I O V

University of

Massachusetts

at Amherst

Summer
1991

( km xlell

roll tht'

/.

Dancers perfnrm over the wee

( ..II.Kian phi.n. I" ' •'"'• Wjrwtk

kend in Bowker Auditorium.

Brittany Manor
BRITTANY MANO^DR.

(413) 256-8534
Two bedroom apartments

available now.
$560/month

Rent includes heat and hot water.

ENJOY THESES FEATURES
On UMass bus route

Wail-to-wall carpeting

Fully-equipped kitchen, including disposal

Large living room with celling-to-floor windows

Large dining area

Oversized bathrooms
Wall-to-wall closets

Storm windows
Dead-bolt security locks

Cable T.V. available

Ample parking
Swimming pool

Computers That

Work Hard So You
Don't Have To!

\̂ m&^^^ ĵ ĵ&

NO «ENT INCREASE IN 3 YEARS
Come see us NOW and we can

make It 4 years.

To Greenfield

To Sunderland

To Belchertown

Score Big With A Computer From

Zenith Data Systems

A/yng J compuw from 2m«t DM Systems M4» you "*•<*' ^"'

%5„ mem Pvtormnc* ot , desktop compute, An.* Om

ZZm olfenTe wmn,ng combtnewn ot systems tor ,11 your compute

,o « St% off rata* So jo MM * *« ""•"*' 3 c°mpu"" '"""

Ztntth Out Systems

ZENITH fl
data systems Maa

Groupe Bui

For Mora In.ormotioi.. Ptoin Contact

the UNIVERSITY
STORE
M-F 9-5

Sat. 10-3

'immsef^
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DOONESBURY
5y GARRY TRUDEAU

THE FAR SIDE

5y GARY LARSON
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GO! TUB
U.N.CAN*T

PfSJWCTUS

UHY DOES AMERICA BETRAY

US? BUSHTOtPUSTDGW
A6AJNST 5APPAM 1 WHY
poes HE NOT CARB?

I
\

. ^ilow me to y-L

inVoduce m/i^'-
)

'

£ at* Taw*, lorJ

1
Collegian .staff members vote on pro-

posed amendments today 9-
1

) in the

newsroom.

CALVIN AND HOBBES By BILL VATTERSON

of sSm QRS.' HMIV'

Q

WtVL V.OCAC BrKVl OM
WTM ?%.\Vc. M OvjR.

TANGELO PIE
Bv Tin SNIfEEN

Good evewnq. Here «f The

£3iTute of Duiavf 6o^m\

6Kockirv» iixmy ^

Ikicvcrajecanpn^enf

IVvis diSAsfeW 5in»'«j
t

»n5erT fat word Dujaff

phMsrsJike hW« „

bwarf Ooumwi ^
or "Hi, Wowi's

yowr Duwvf

^^ Gowr'AmlP'

When bu uour-sclf,

inxUdlmq it in

r-lh na650nfl lyrTC5 ru»b
—

p3W«nj successful..

UJnew.InMnkof

mu duwrf ^^

u

Fok oioja fflr-aeffwl htfts,

lusrcuf our this ciac

handorKJa'kM-^Kfart
alouM.'6«w( luck out

DWARF GOURAMI

Jin S JOURNAL
Bv Jin

'^

K£>iite Pf>r^»»

REX ROCRETT

$Te»e was nAAki^^

anil ^;^^i^3

TV>€ uiWoV« A^etrt-

Mewl W** pr«tt^

o-tk^r n^''Kin
y«U Sk^/tu^.'
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DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Edited By TRUDE MCHEL JAEEE

ACROSS
1 Claw the lap*

6 A Passage to

Ma*
chaiaclef

11 Opera btU

paniiet ot

Cav
14 Michael ot

baaut tame
15 Mystic

II tiers

1u Vainly

17 imwJ sigrvjirnan

19 Cum lobby gp
20O.H;
21 TV SttlectKXi

2J Att Gun
Mjese et at

24 Vent

2/ Pu-t Allied

28 Foot to I atMui

29 li.liiiiKldte

30 Musical

conckiSKM)

34 CMtvanm or

Johnson
35 Coward s —

lo« l. ivmg

38 As tat a* —

"

39 Free
41 Jacob s twin

42 Abase
44 Doctrine

45 Pan ol a

bcoltisli clan

46 Remnant
47 Popi.lji

Man GI1
CiTMn
Si H I.J

46 Eii

50 ^.malt d>Mj

!•< If try

bi Japanese
wteslltrk)

56 CuHkles* ol

Tyu-

hd I iKe some
gasuttnu

60 MoJetnist

61 Cover v.iiii a

meuiiK. element

b4 lun.'^
bs tMM.iih lake

66 ease
urtconiKirtatite

67 Goiter s gaivjct

68 Tianstcr pi. tuid

69 Monks rooms

DOWN
I Arab or Roman
attachment

2Cncular
3 Forcibly

4 Painter Jose

Maria's works

5 Town near

Padua
6 Timetable abbr

7 Name
8 Portrays

9 Walesa ol

Poland

10 Willi

disapproval

II Thritty

12 Concur
13 Ann*

1 8 liyrnes who
played Kookie

22 Piata ends

25 Once a

time

26 Pari ot a Iranc

30 Bounder
31 Unseal, to

poets

32 rive and ten

33 Order of

business

34 Urge payment
35 Rep 1

opponent

36 Hiatus

37 Cashew
40 Author Ouiesen

43 Decorated

47 Medicinal plant

48 Artist Lduuard

49 CVenutote s uver

5 1 Wright w«kj

52 rtoom. m a
inaison

53 JFK Secretary

ol the Interior

54 bionze or steel

55 Waiting tor

letty

playwright

5? Prong
59 tAonumenUil

62 Isthmus ot

63 Sliockutg

swimmer

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE

4/30/91

^m i^BB a^i^l^ a^bM 1— ^i^H/a "" — MM Mi

1 1 ^.Hn '—T—

1

BM l«« A«e«kr» l»~» N»«e*»l« 4/10 91

nENU
LUNCH
I lata l^oll

x
\i)|AH- CllMO S.\l\llVlvl\

BASICS LUNCH
dan kMl

I miKc\ ^vi>-< Sandvk l\

DINNER
U0.1M I'otKl.i.tw

BASICS DINNER
cmli-n "At rIK \ iViVHti*

Ih-ProuiM Sp.viht <ii

YOUR DAILY HOROSCOPE
Bv JEANE DIXON

By IRA SHERAR

. VP Mr "DO

i ill hCV «* ***

ARIES fVtard 2 April 19) Travel

.. m the air Out

last minute change! Buy only 'he

. ou need in order to

avoid waste, investment otters

Abound now Trust your Inttk

TAURUS (.April 20-May 2C

Widen your circle of friends A civic

I puts you m the spotlight

I
>fpss and act conservatively Look

for new ways to build vour savings

Being frank with your mate pays Pig

dividends *

GEMINI (May ?1 June 20) Pay

.mention to your personal ap
pearance Information you receive

from friends or neighbors may be in

complete Tackle home repairs

without further delay. •

CANCER (June 21-July 22) Good

sound thinking prevails today let

ting you settle on a positive course

of action Curb a tendency to take

on a heavier load that you can

comfortably handle

LEO (July 23-Aug 22) A good day

(or heart-to-heart talks Show an

awareness of your special obliga-

tion to your loved ones ReTuse to

tolerate nonsense from your oftspr

ing An older family member needs

comforting

VIROO (Aug 23-Sept 22) Travel

favored, especially if a dear com-

anion comes along or a favorite

.erson is waiting at the other end'

ost articles could surface under

nysterious circumstances

LIBRA Sept 23-Oct 22) <

mumcatic 'is with authority fig

will leave little roan i la error weigh

vour words carefully Loved one',

may not be in a cooperative mood

Appeal to their better natJ
SCORPIO

much domesticity could leave you

feeling edgy Socialising cou

the antiaote you need A ditto ii'

choice will has/e to be made, your

future happiness could be at stake

SAGITTARIUS (Nov 22-D©

Relying too heavily on others can

lead to resentment all arouna An

infatuation could be risky look

elsewhere for the excitement you

seek Romance is even better the

second time around!

CAPRICORN (Dec ?2-Jan 19)

You would be wise to look into so

meone's financial dealings before

deciding about a working arrange

men! Do not mix romance with

business Take advantage of a

golden social opportunity

AQUARIUS (Jan 20 f-eb 18) Take

time out to have some fun A

change of scenery will provide fresh

inspiration Routine is the enemy of

romance Be spontaneous! Wear

your heart on your sleeve

PISCES l 8b 19 March 20) Your

creative ideas need time to be

developed Avoid rushing into

anything You can afford to be pa

tient Stretch your budget to ac

commodate an unexpectec:

Share a special secret with

TODAYS STAFF
Night Editor

Copy Editor

Photo Technician
Production Supcrvisoi
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A vivid tapestry of Brazilian music
By MADANMOHAN RAO
Collegian Staff

Produced as part of a campaign in support of the in

digenous nationa of the Amazon basin, the 15 tracks on

TXAI feature an excellent selection of Brazilian music,

both traditional and contemporary. Like so much of the

music from the Third World, TXAI too sings of the strug-_

gle of Third World people (in this case, the people of

Amazonia) and their attempt to preserve their culture,

their land, and their way of life.

"Overture," the opening track, features background

vocals by Milton Nascimento. and a narration (whose

translation appears in the liner notes) by Davi Kopenawa

Yanomami, a member of the Yanomami nation who live

at the extreme north of Brazil. Davi aptly captures the

apprehension of his people: "The White men are ruining

Student TYave.

Catalog!
EwytMnf you nc«d 10

know about

•Student TtivoJ

•Studcnt/Te*ch«r Akfmti
• JUtfFKMS

. Car *emal/Ua»lnj

•Wont Abroad

.Study Abroad

Ml Student A TcadMV

» MUCH MOttHI

CALL for your fttt co*pyl

Comincil

Now's the
time to call...

North Amherst
Motors

79 So. Ptaasant SI

Amnars\ MA 01 OCT
413->56-1»1

78 Old SunftKtand Rd„ Nc. Amharst

549-2880

Expert Repairs and
Reconditioning

Most Mapr CreOt Cards Accapteo

our forest and if we don't defend it, we will soon see our

end." „, .„ .

The title track is a more contemporary piece. 1 xai is

a word in the language of the indigenous Kaxinawa peo-

ple of Western Amazonia. It was adopted as a term of

respect and caring for all those who have allied themselves

with the people of the forest.

Three tracks feature the original music of the Waiapi,

Kayapo and Paiter people. The Kayapo and Paiter popula-

tions have been greatly reduced, their territories have

been invaded, and they are discriminated against in their

own homeland.

In addition to making a strong political statement, the

album is also a musical masterpiece. "Coisas Da Vida"

(That's Life) features fluid saxophone solos by Nivaldo

Ornellas. Percussionists Robertinho and Ronaldo Silva get

a chance to exhibit their dextrous talents in "Estorias da

Floresta" (Stories of the Forest).

Cellos, violas, violins, trumpets, trombones and a chorus

provide a very richly layered texture in "Benke,"

"Yanomami E Nos," and especially in "Que Vira Dessa

Escuriadao" (What Will Come Out of This Darkness?).

"Sertao Das Aguas" (Hinterlands of the Waters) is a

seductive, lilting samba piece. One of the highlights of

the album is "Nozani Na," a wonderfully melodious vocal

duet featuring Milton accompanied by Marlui Miranda.

The lyrics in the album are very powerful and poignant.

Almost entierly in Portuguese, they shine through even

in their English translation: "To have to resist the pain

without understanding why, to have to withstand the pain

without deserving it - if this is my destiny, who is the

tormentor who decided it should be so?"

The only track on which there is some English commen-

tary is "Curi Curi," set to the music of the Waiapi peo

pie" It very succinctly captures the plight of the indigenous

people of" Amazonia: "They don't need our language to

know that we have sold them down the drain in the name

of progress."

If you've rrvssed your period, you want answers fast. And, now, you only have to wait one minute.

With the -ew improved First Response* Pregnancy Test, you can find out if you re pregnant after

waiting just S'xty-seconds. So advanced, it's the fastest method

you can buy!

Which means First Response"' Pregnancy Test helps put your

mind at ease faster Because it's proven to be 99%* accurate m

laboratory testing, even on the first day of your missed period.

And it's easy to use. any time of day.

If you have any questions call us toll-free at I -800-367-6022.

Why wait?

FIRST
RESPONSE

Until you know,
nothing'else matters.

-
-

. , ,, m • « i"<-
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Photo by Jerry Bauer

James Campbell, author of Talking at the

Gates will speak at Amherst College in the Bab-

bott Room at 4:30 p.m. and will give a

booksigning at Albion Bookstore at 6 p.m.

BFA Concert
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 8

hair of the women, and the lively spirit left me with the

urge to dance out of Bowker.

Overall, the BFA was another feather in the dance

department's cap. I just want to express my disappoint

ment with the fact that I saw the following dancers in

their last performance at UMass: Samantha Blanchard.

Katrina Burchfield, Betzi Lynn Hanc. Patricia Ann Ken

ny, Robert Maloon, Amy Matton, Meg Sheppardson and

Amy Zarlengo. I have enjoyed watching you perform over

the past three years, and my eye will search for you next

year. I wish you all the best and many more years of sue

cessful dancing.

2W*

NORTHEAST AWARDS

7 Kelleher Drive

South Deerfield, MA 01373

(413) 665-8791

Economical Awards of Distinction

Custom Plaques, Trophies,

Executive Gifts

Free Catalog on Request

HAIRCUTS
ALWAYS

$io
A HAIR SPACE

25 N. Pleasant Street • Amherst • 256-0733

GET FAT & DIRTY

The -9i TREKusa
Fat Tire Bikes Are Here!

& EST 1971 / J
We sell Trek road bikes too!

319 Pleasant Street
Northampton. MA (4 blocks from Main St.)

586-3810
800 464-3810
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Cyclists take back seat to MIT
By ANDREA MIGLIASSI
Collegian Correspondent

The University of Massachusetts bicycle

racing club was de-throwned hosting their

third Eastern Collegiate Cycling Cham
pionship this weekend The likes of Har

vard, Penn State, Yale and the

Massachusetts Institue of Technology vied

for championship status along with 10

other Eastern schools. The tournament

held four fields consisting of an A, B and
(' team for the men and a single women's

event.

Plagued by a series of crashes and il

lnesses, the UMass women walked away

with empty pockets. With the veteran

leadership of Junior Kim Morris and the

increasing strength of new riders Mary Ser-

reze, Cathy Waslaske and Marta Luciano,

the team is looking forward to a bright

future of hard training and better results

However, the strongest men's team of the

two day, three-stage event was MIT The

Tow n of Brimfield was the site of the first

day of competition, where the course was
• winding and very exciting. ITiltM

Paul Swinand of the A Team took the stage

win. benefitting from excellent teamwork

by both Bob Wilson and Glenn Peck

The B raOC •!•*) tame down to a field

sprint <rn tactics prevailed Dm

Goldsmith led out teammate John Mar-

shall for the win. As Goldsmith crossed the

finish line Saturday, it looked like another

UMass championship was underway. Un-

fortunately, day two did not end as well for

the UMass cyclists. ^^
A six-rider team time trial (TTT) is the

most important stage of the championships

because points earned are multiplied by

six History proves that the team wining

the TTT is the team to take the cup.

History pulled rank as MIT blazed through

the 15-mile course two minutes faster than

second place Penn St. The UMass A squad

finished fifth, the B squad took fourth and

the C squad finished a distant 10th.

Later in the day, the criterium course, a

tactical and demanding course held at Cen-

tral and Orchard Hill Residential Areas on

campus was the site of some of the finest

collegiate cycling competition in the East.

UMass' Mike Stehe rode aggressively for

the C Team at the front of his race, but

finished 10th. Goldsmith was the fifth to

cross the lint out of 45 competitors in the

B ri

Swinand and Johnson provided the >t;u

performance oi the day lor UM»M
Though th- mi the line second and

fourth mv.1v. they did not

enough total poioU t<< retain the Bttton

illegiatC Champion title

ehc.ii. b) Amir.. i Miyli.i*!

UMASS SENIOR PAUL SWINAND takes second place in the criterium

stage of this weekends Kastern Collegiate Cycling Championships held

at Central and Orchard Hill residential areas.

Classifieds
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ACTIVITIES

SPEAKER- MARYANN FERNANDEZ
VP Aetna Realty Investors-Investing & The

Real Estate Market in me 1990s Tuaaday.

April 30 SBA106

WOCH MEETING tonight 8 30 Webster

Mam Lounge Radio Radio Radio

GILREATM MANOR
Hobart Lane
Three bedroom apartments available June

or September Lincoln Real Estate 25 Norm
Pleasant Street

253-7879

SENIOR SElL OfF: brand new tv vcr

1986 Toyota Celica car stereo 3 bicycles

horn* stereo Sony infinity Toshiba -call

549-1634 Rena

ANNOUNCEMENTS

BED AND BREAKFAST- downtown Ideal

to' visiting parents and friends 549-0733

CASH FOR COLLEGE! Scholarships and

grants available Free mlormation Call

(413)525-0336

HEADING FOR EUROPE this summer'' Jet

there anytime tor $160 with AIRHITCH (r)

(Reported in NY Times and Lets Go')

AIRHITCH If) 212 864-2000

29 TOWNEHOUSE new appliances great

location summer sublet tai option 549-4335

2 NONSMOKING ROOMMATES (M/F) to

share double in Putftcn 6-1 $165 call Bon-

nie or Julie 549-6087

3 BEDROOM PUFFTON
Take over our lease

Start June 1st

CaH 549*338 (6-8pm)

3.4.5 BEDROOM HOUSES BELCHER
TOWN/Amherst line On bus lines starting

1000 00 Call 586-4270

GOING OUT IN STYLE 91'

1ST f ENIOfl SEMI FORMAL IN 20 YEARS
Class of 91 rock* the Biuewali

Sat May 4 9pm rl

Casriber ' hors d oeuvres

music by Perfect Mix Productions

Tix- $10-singt«« SaHroup of lour

Sold on the concourse Wed 4 Thurs

or at tht Alumni Office- Memorial Mall

More info 545-2317

WE CAN BE powerful in song Jane Sapp

concert Wednesday May I, 1991 730pm

SUB

JEN SUE HILTON Roberto Luisa Lisa Barb

Kathy Dave Karen Eric Manny Robb will all

be at Jane Sapp celebrating ou' unity M
diversity

PERSONALS

HELP WANTED

JOBS IN SOCIAL CHANGE AFLCIO
Organizing Institute informational meeting

Thursday. May 2.400 pm Mather Career

Center. No 101 -A

4 SINGLES
1 33 Belchertown Rd
Summer sublet w/ tall option

includes 4 singles 14"? bathrooms

Large kitchen and living room

Free summer cable w/ NESN
Located on bus route Call 253-3225

1110 PER DAY for experienced truck

drivers Part time summer job 7 10 days in

mid June and mid August 1 or both ses-

sions available Call Camp Trucking

1508)653-1744

CHRISTINA
First there was June 28th

Then there was September 2nd

Next came March 8th

Now there s April 25th

Thank you tor making everyday special

I love you more than ever'

Always.
Denis

SIX LITTLE INDIANS TO GO Let's get off

this island

A-1 ONE-BEDROOM, already vacant

$400/month negotiable

Colonial Village 253-0709

ARE YOU A self motivated humanoid per

son eager to learn $1000-$3000/month do-

ing what you already do besf If so. call

800-955-5SUN

THE UNION
Video
Center

Trams students in

all aspects of

video production

Stop by our

offices by the

Commuter Lounge

UMASS POETRY SOCIETY MEETING
Tonight 7p m m Bartlett Lobby

New members encouraged all are

welcome 1

B Y O poetry or others

APTS FOR RENT

SPRING SPECIAL .99 cents one month

rent with one year lease 2BR $450. 3BR

$537 in Sunderland Free bus route, laun

dry facilities, pod. garden plots Short term

leases available 665-3856

AUTO FOR SALE

88 SUZUKI SAMURAI FOR SALE
Convertible. 4wd. 54m. great shape, $40W

OBO
Call Rosk) 586-2959

1 989 HONDA ACCORD DX 2 door coup ex-

cellent condition one owner only 12500

miles am/fm cassette stereo $8900 0C
l
or

bost offer must sell call Bruce at 256-1215

,if1-r 6pm

SJBaRU JUSTY 1987 Call 253-7647 for

info 1

ENTERTAINMENT

RACK-A-DISC is still the best 'or DJ'sand

live entertainment Call anytime 58b-!»uu,

ask about our specials

FOR RENT

2 BEDROOM APT. -sublet w/ fall option on

bus route, in Amherst Only $475/ms -

available June Call 256-6721

NOTlOTC^NEHOUSETbdrm Well kept

Summer with fall option Call 549-zi.w

APT ABOVE DAISY S REST 1 ml from

UMass take over lease June 1 549-1733

Hardwood floor high ceiling 2 bedroom

AWESOME HOUSE'
Summer sublet w/ fall option or individual

rooms 6 bedroom house Access to

pool/tenms courts Call 253^)589 leave

message

BRANDYWINE APARTMENT ^^
2 bedroom summer sublet w/ fall option

549-6954

GREAT LOCATION! Uptown 1 Spacious liv-

ing area, 2 bedroom apt Available June 1

253-2479

LOOKING FOR UP TO five people to sublet

house in South Amherst for summer with tall

option Large yard, access to pool and ten-

nis court, pets allowed, garage $900 per

month Call 253-9170

NEED ONE FEMALE ROOMMATE (non

smoker) for Brandywine apt -Starts in

September Call 546-6724

ONE BEDROOM APT.

Main St $440/month available 6/1

Ideal for two people

Great location 253-9410

RESERVE NOW FOR SEPTEMBER
Lantern Court Apartments

large 2 bedroom w/w. fully equip kitchen,

washer dryer and storage facilities

available On bus line- minutes to campus

Kamins Real Estate 253-2515

STARTING WHENEVER.l^geTbeautiful

one bedroom apartment Main StRent

$475 but negotiable Call Jacques 256-0304

TAKE MY LEASE
2bdrm apt

Walk to campus
heat included

perfect for 3

549-4762

~~^MAKEi OVERI OUR LEASE*"*
~

Great 3 bdrm apt in Townhouse. 5 seconds

trom bus 549-4387

ASST RECYCLING PROGRAM COOR
OINATOR Start m summer $5 50/hr and

work thru school year $6 50 student posi

tion Call 5-1 153

CHRISTMAS, SPRING BREAK, summer

travel FREE Air couriers needed and cruise

ship |Obs Call 1805)682 7555 ext F-1426

CAROLYN AUGART
Its agony - she s 19'

Oh bid her leap and a happy t»nMay

(Don't say I never *d nothm 4 U) KT

LAURIE
Happy belated 19th b-day

These past two mos have

been the best of my life

Love Always

Chad

CLASSIFIED CLERKS
For next semester- train now to secure a x*

for tall semester
Flexible hours to fit your schedule 1 Inquire

at The Collegian business office, 1 1 3 Cam-

pus Center

MY POOL PARTNER-
Here s the personal you've never had

Thanks for a great weekend

Please save some time for me these last two

weeks
I will miss ya this summer 1

Love Anne

EARN $300/500 PER WEEK
Reading books at home
1-615-473-7440 ext B281

HEBREW SCHOOL TEACHER
Starts September
North Hampton
Congregation BNAI Israel

Call Jane 584-3593

Call

TO THE GORGEOUS GIRL with tal cheeks

Missed your call Thursday if you're in-

terested give me a call -S

TO CHUCKIE B
You got what we need

Have a great 21st b-day

and remember roommates share 1

Love.
The LH's

SUMMER RENTAL

•MARTHA S VINYARO Steps from The

Ocean Harbor Landing Harborside Inn

Rent daily weekends, weekly April through

September Very raaaonabM prices Ca«
549-0221

SUMMER SUBLET

MUSIC LOVERS/MUSICIANS-CHEAP!
$190/month Over 1000 records practice

space your own room 2 mm to bus m

NHampton 584-2981

SUMMER SUBLET!
1 or 2 bedrooms on High Street

Cheap rates Call and leave

message 546-2102
Inquire soon"

BRANDYWINE APARTMENT Clean

spacious 2 bedroom available for the sum-

mer tor 1-4 people On bus route. A/C. pool

Rent is VERY Negotiable Call Debbie/Erea

549-8092

SUMMER SUBLET WITH FALL OPTION.

3 bedroom apartment in The Brook in

Amherst On bus route, wall to wall

carpeting, clean Call 253-0420

1 BEDROOM FURNISHED APT. in quiet N

Amherst neighborhood 1 5 mi from

campus-close to bus route 440/mo plus util

549^462

2 BEDROOM APT hardwood floors w/

fireplace downtown Amherst 750 monthly

til Aug 31 wr fall option 546-3281

2 ROOMS BEAUTIFUL HOUSE
on bus route amenities included

253-5069

3 BEOROOM TOWNHOUSE in quiet area

w/ fall option A must see -reasonable price

-call 665-8712

PRESIDENTIAL APT

2 bedrooms close to campus

Call Beth 549-4035

PUFFTON VILLAGE great location Cheap

rent furnished end May end Aug 549-0840

SPACIOUS CONDO next to BayBank

Close to campus perfect location"

Take over June 1st 4-6 people

Call now 6-3750 or 6-0634

STUDIO APT 1 mile north ot UMass on bus

line $325 mcl util cats okay June Aug lur

nished CsM 549-5964

SUBLET OUR BRANDYWINE APT

Close to pool and laundry

Heat and h w included

Call 549-4259

SUBLET PUFFTON APT
Jun Aug 2 singles 1 double

Call 549^7678

SUMMER FEMALE nonsmoking room

mates needed to share Brandywine apt

Low rent' Call now for into 549-0623

INTELLIGENCE JOBS. All branches US

Customs, DEA etc Now hiring Call

1-805-962-6000 ext K-9616

JEWISH COMMUNITY OF AMHERST
seeks Hebrew and Jewish studies teachers,

and Bar Mitzvah tutors Experience prefer

red. Call 549-0223 or 256-0160 for

application

UMSO! Happy Birthday Bee Love Amy

TO BLONDE ANO FUCHSIA Tin not

sure you re the girl I saw in Boyden but I m
wining to grve it a sIk;' if you are Plus I know

who you are and someone from your past

But what up with this other woman' From

your guy in blue

ROOMMATE WANTED

LOST

LOST 3.5 IN FLOPPY DISK early April

blue no name JVC brand reward Richard

253-3590

1 FEMALE ROOMMATE wanted non

smSS? to share room .n Mill Valley Estates

starting in September ask for Dena

253-4006

3-p!6PL¥T»lEDEOlo~share apt $170

665-7544

MOTORCYCLE

why WORRY ABOUT winter heating bills7

^lookmg for 2m/f roommates to share

apartment Rent $180/month heat and hot

water included call Mike at

253-0611

1980 YAMAHA 400 special I1 13200 mi call

Andy at 549-0057 $400 or B0

86 HONDA INTERCEPTOR 500 Keiknr

pipes Runs great $1300 253-7225 Stan

SERVICES

JANE SAPP

$1000 FREE
Sublet 4br, 2bath apartment

First month free utilities

included call 253-3786

SUBLET W/FALL OPTION. Share sunny

arartment in South Hadley On bus route

$250 includes heat 538-5894

THREE BEDROOMS— Two minutes from

town 10 minutes from campus Take over

lease for summer and possible fall Rent

negotiable Call 253-3776

FOR LARGE RENTAL

STOP THE BUDGET CUTS with music

Concert with Jane Sapp and friends May 1

7 30 pm SU Ballroom students & un.onists

$2 00 All others $5

CARE ABOUT SOCIAL JUSTICE go to the

May day pageant with Jane Sapp and

friends May 1, 1991 SUB 7 30pm

TOWNEHOUSE APTS 2bedroms 1 Vi baths

Summer sublet with fall option

Call 549-4249

TWO BEDROOM BRANDYWINE APT

available June 1 st reward offered call us at

549-2941

AMHERST CENTER:
Efficiency one. two, three ^f^™^!,
ments June or September Lincoln Real

Estate, 25 North Pleasant Street

253-7879

AMHERST CENTER 1 BDRM APT. Quiet

close to common—for trisbee fun(S Pro-

spect St ). sunny, Ig livingrm » kitchen, ideal

for 2 people Summer sublet w/fall option

Call after 7pm 253-7194

FOR SALE

88' G.-EOUILIZER make Pyramid 250

watts $70 Adam call 546-2277

HARDLY USED PENTAX K 1000 CAMERA
(Bought in January) $160 00

Including 50mm lens -call 546-4362

MACINTOSH 51 2K for sale 500 OBO
546-4146 ask for Mike

SING FOR JUSTICE with Jane Sapp and

friends May 1. 1991 SUB 7 30pm $2

unionists/students $5 others

GLORYI Do I love Jane Sapp's music So

will you'' Wednesday, May 1. 1991 7 30pm

SUB $2unionists/students $5other

PROFESSOR BOWLES— congratulations'

See you at the Jane Sapp concert in the

SUB 730pm May1. 1991

JANE SAPP * FRIENDS CONCERT SUB
730pm MayV 1991 $2unionist/students

$5other

CAN IT BE?! Jane Sapp at the SUB 730pm

Wednesday. May 1. 1991 Concert $2for

unionists/students $5others

DESPERATELY SEEKING summer cat sit

°M
S
2 ca" need a home Food toys liner sup-

plied Fixed & friendly -call 549-5964

EXPERIENCED wort processor/editor/pro-

ofreader 253-9829 9am-5pm

HOTbO^ENOpTforTorelor parties and

other events -call evenings 549-0638

NEED ANY MENDING, hemming or pat

ches done? Cheap rates, quick serv.ee Call

546-4016

PREGNANT?
Need a pregnancy test, information or sup-

nort? Call tor free and confidential services

KrERNATIVES 33 Mam St Northampton

586 3000 or Greenfield 774-601U

3 BEDROOM HOUSE OFF Mam Street

Bus route Huge yard Fall option for dou-

ble Rent negotiable Call 253-0409

3 SPACIOUS BEDROOMS avail for sublet

m Townhouse apt Swimming pool, laundry

nearby, bus route Low rent and util

665-3912

4 BEDROOM HOUSE 5 people, very

cheap' Across from Hadley farm' Kathy

546-1370. Rachel 546-1562

160-180 MONTH PUFFTON, space lor 13

people. 2baths, furnished, on bus route

Call soon 549-4509

ALLISON/STEFFANIE from Mnt Holyoke

College Please call about apartment 1

1
lost

your number 253-5513

tion Perfect for 2 people $650 call 2530567

GREATltOUSE to sublet with fall option

5 minute walk to campus, on bus route 5

minute walk to town Close to BayBanks

Screened in porch, yard, storage Call now'

549-6508 with fall option

GREAT SUMMER HOUSE 5 bedrooms

available on bus route big yard rent

negotiable Call 253-0785

SUMMER IN THE CITY

Downtown NoHo cheap'

Call now 586 5578

SUMMER SUBLET. 2 bedroom/2 bath in

Mill Valley On bus route Asking $475 can

253-9868

SUMMER SUBLET- Amherst^ ut.ls

mcl quiet private near Puffers Pond $275

549-2656

SUMMER SUBLET / FALL OPTION

2 bedroom Amherst Center furniture includ-

ed available June 1 call 549-8095

SUMMER SUBLET ON SUNSET-
$155/double $250/smgle

Avail June 1st call 549-2954

SUNSET SUMMER SUBLET spacious

apartment awesome location For more

details call 549-2915

SWISS VILLAGE 4bedroom 1 v,bath

On bus route 1 month free

Call 256-6320
All util included

THE BEST Amherst center apt 2/bedrms

call for more info- 253-551 3 Rent negotiable

9

TYPING/WOROPROCESSING

ARE YOU SICK OF TYPING?
Fast and Accurate
TypingTWordprocessing

Free Laserpnnting!'

Call Becca 549-4600 x433

CAMPUS PICKUP AND DELIVERY
Inexpensive fast accurate

Lisa 256-6695

DISSERTATIONS. CASES. PAPERS
On-campus pickup Fast! Accurate'

Mac/Laser, spellcheck

Nancy 584-7924
_ ,

HUGE 3 BEDROOM APARTMENT IVa

bath awesome yard spacious kitchen call

anytime rent negotiable 665-3783 or

665-2203

JUNE & JULY
1 bedroom in a 2 bedroom Brandywine apt

1 or 2 people

Fully furnished

Rent $200/month, negotiable

Call Christine or Tern. 549-8096

PAPERS, $1 50/pg Resumes laser pnnted

Fast professional, affordable

KCOMMUNICATIONS. 256-6373

PAPERS. RESUMES, DISSERTATIONS

laser printing Campus pickup/delivery Call

Rosemary 259-1786

TYPING/WORD PROC
Free pickup * delivery

$1 25/page
Call Nancy at 534-0112

SUBLET

SUMMER W/ FALL OPTION. Large room

,n S Amherst condo Pool, central A/C

washer/dryer, parking. On bus route Cool

roomies, perfect summer place' Call Joe

253-2698

NEED A HOME FOR THE SUMMER?
Sublet our 3bdrm, V/i bath Townhouse on

busroute. AC. disposal, and Furnished

call 549-0839 or 546-4362 refer to No 15

ONE BEDROOM APT
Colonial Village

Starts June 1st fall opt

$400/month 253-2475

WANTED

GREAT SAX PLAYER NEEDED to power

trio into a foursome Influences are Stevie

Rav Vaughan, Danny Gatton, Robert Cray

-call Mark at 253-3581 leave a message

LOOKING FOR an individual with an en

trepreneunal flair Guaranteed to double

your money invested Sell t shirts and othei

college paraphenaha Call tor more details

256-1979

ONE BEDROOM APT . Sunderland Clean

A convenient $375 per month Will

negotiate 665-3396

ONE BEDROOM IN BRITTANY. Bus. A/C

$250/month, neg 253-4194 message

ONE BEDROOM IN TWO BEDROOM
apartment great location! Walk to campus

onbus route only $140- per month'

549-2638

WANTED TO RENT

GRADUATING SENIOR working on thesis

needs apartment near UMass tor summer

BO under $150 Todd 546-3029

RESPONSIBLE COUPLE of modest

means, mid 20s, N/S, seeks summer

sublet/rental in Amherst Please cai

538-4206
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Sports
Relay team pulls in

results for men
at Brown Invit.

By KEITH BENNETT
Collegian Correspondent

The Uniwsitv of Massachusetts mens track team com

petcd at the Brown Invitational Sunday with some mix

ed results, according to head coach Ken O Brien

We didn't have a bad day." OBr.en said " was mild-

lv disappointed with some ofthe performance* hut I would

- l> that we had a couple of pleasant Rtrprtl

The meet was highlighted by the performance ot the

4x400 meter relav team Tom Hooper. Kevin Wait'

Brian King and Mike (Lev combined to win the event

with a time of * minute>. 26 seconds

Gm and Walters were also successful in individual

Ota. Grev placed MCOnd in the 400 with his time of

mil Walters placed thud in both the 100

andthe200 His time*wwe 10 97 am: ipcetivc

Cl ibbedthe runner-up spot in the l.ouu

with a personal-beat time of 4:01 3

Joe KourafM placed third in the high jump with a leap

-.4 inches. ,

Jefl White and Paul Doyle both ran well in the 110

dies White placed thud in uad Doyle ran 15 B0

ni-h fifth.

lave Borges and ere the team s top per

. i in the 400 hurdles. Borges placed fourth with hi>

t]Ili . ,110 did not place in the meet but ran

i personal . ,

In the throw mc even- took fourth P

be discua with a person tdistano ma

Simpson placed fifth in the hammer with a throw

Bid he «ru .-penally pleased with the pertor

nee of Brian Bednarek. wh< mpeting in only hw

,nd meet since recovering from an Achille - heel in-

jury earlier in the season. He took fifth in the pole vault

arance of l

1 he Exta Mile: Three athlete- noticeably absent trom

- ndav's results are distance runner- Jon CortO, Gerry

Squired and Matt Simon. These athletes competed in the

stigiou* Penn Relays in Philadelphia Thursday night.

'

I «ai veiv enthused with the way they performed.

O Brien said. "S • fthe beat athletes in the apart com-

peted in thi- meet."

ISq ea both competed in the 10.000 and cut

.
• ban 45 seconds offof their previous best times, with

Squires running 30:15 10 to edgx by .10 second-.

mon competed in the steeplechase. He covered the

10 meter distance in 9:15.2 The time wasa lOaacond

provement over his personal-best.

<<.Il.gi.ui |)h..l«. h\ ( ..rru Wwih

I M«m* Kevin O'Connor!

He has nine goals for the season

12) faced off against Rutgers Saturday winning 14-of-32 drau v.

Crew rocks URI boat, ties Coast Guard
» l-l. U .U.. m,~mm^m'm .H-<llv i-H'ht lo-t to I Rl. the J

LYNN FRANKEL
egian Correspondent

The University of Massachusetts men's varsity crew

handed Rhode Island a harsh loss on Saturday and then

finished in a dead heat against longtime rival Cosal

Guard.
, »»

The eight boat was comprised of coxswain Mary

Lockvei -. Rich Scannell, Dave Ring. Mike Rademacher

1

)

: ,ve Schor. Brian Jewitt. Keith Burgoyne. Jeff Vohr and

Chris Marino
The JY men's team had an awesome weekend and came

home with two coveted betting tees from URI and Coast

Guard.
Sophomore Cameron Clark said that the two victories

have helped prepare his boat for the upcoming New

England and National Championships.

Second year rower Bob Leahy said that his boat has

'peaked at the right time."

Leahy and Clark row with Jeff Campabianco. Nat

Delmanzo. Jared Browning, Steve Werner. Steve ( SSCO

uid Tim Stone. Jen Bragg is the boat's COXSWSUn

Although the women's var-ity eight toft to CRI. the J\

boat continued their winning streak with a strong finish.

That boat holds Annie Schwab. Ann Budreski. Laura

Scollan. Susanne Makney, Kim Kad/ik. Lisa Moloney,

Jenn Koiles and Laurel Collins and is coxed by Elizabeth

Harford.

Sundav. the women > varsitv boat participated in the

Valley Girl Regatta, against Smith. Mount Holyoke and

\mherst College. The boat came in three seconds behind

the Mount Holyoke crew, the same squad that handed

them a loss earlier in the season

Senior co-captain Rachel White said all the components

of the boat came together on Sunday.

Second-year varsity rower Courtney Harold said the

boat rowed its best race of the season.

White and Harold row with Jennifer Geary. Deanna

Cook, Jen Hinds. Kerry Clarkin, Allison Hurtwitch and

Jen Lambert while senior co captain Jen Blum coxes.

The team begin, its post season racing this weekend

heading to Worcester to participate with other Dad \ ail

Division schools in the New England Championships

£*j No. 10 Gorillas host BC

CaBcgtaR photo by < arm' Wy.th

;« lim MrAleavev (30) who had five assists against

„:;;;:;•:&X*&EMS- with 29 - The °ori,las host

Boston College at 3 p.m. today on The Hill.

By ADRIEN MATT
Collegian Staff

You could say this is the calm before the

storm.

When the University of Massachusetts

lacrosse team faces off against Boston Col-

lege at 3 p.m. today on The Hill, a victory

will be the last thing on its mind.

What will be at the forefront of each

player's mind is a solid game, well-

executed and unselfish.

"We have to play well," said assistant

coach Tom Carmean. "Nobody wants an

ugly win."

Although BC has a tentative 7-5 record,

their most recent wins were victories over

Providence College and Stonybrook.

The Eagles return eight seniors and in-

corporate 17 freshmen, following a 4-10

showing last year. Juniors Colin McLane,

who led the team in scoring last year, and

Mark Gaffney return at attack and mid

field, respectively.

"This is a better team than BC usually

has," Carmean said. "This is a full out, full

quarter game."
UMass (8-2) moved up two notches in the

national rankings after a decisive 17-11

win over Rutgers Saturday. The Gorillas

have arrived in the Top 10 while Rutgers

(6 5) and Duke (7-5) tie for No. 11.

"They're right where they want to be,"

Carmean said ofthe team and the No. 10

spot. 'They're happy with it. .there's no

supri/es ."

The game (and name) looming ahead is.

of course, Syracuse The Oragemen occupy

No. H with a 8 2 record Carmean said that

in order for the Gorillas to stay focused for

today's game they will have to play

consistently.

"We need to keep stride to go into

Syracuse," he said.

nior Jim McAleavey and sophomore

Mark Millon each have 39 points.

McAleavev leads the team in assists w ith

29 while Millon leads the team in goals

with 31.

Millon has scored in every game this

season, netting five goals in three games

and four goals in two games. He surpass-

ed his scoring totals from last year by the

first five games of the season.

Senior Ted Kellerman continues to have

strong performances in goal, capping

Saturday's game with a career-high 27

saves. He has had 20 or more saves in the

last three games.

The second-to-final game ofthe season is

one of those rare opportunities in which

UMass' deep and effective bench could see

a lot of playing time.

Freshmen contributions by the likes of

Mike Orton, Wes Depp, Chris Nentwich

and Joe Cahill have been significant. Or

ton, Depp and Nentwich boast three goals

and Cahill has one assist.

NCAA Lookout: The Atlantic Coast

Conference held a league tournament at

Duke this weekend. In the first round

Maryland beat Virginia 10-9 and North

Carolina defeated Duke 11-8 on Saturday.

Mai viand then lost to North Carolina 18-8

in the final round on Sunday.

UNC is still undefeated and at No 1 with

a 12-0 record. Maryland (8 3) moved up one

notch to No. 3 while Virginia (9-3) was

humped down to fifth from third. Duke and

Rutgers are tied at No. 11.

In other Saturday games, No. 4 Princeton

beat No. 14 Cornell and No. 6 Syracuse

defeated No. 18 Penn. Princeton (10-2) was

ranked fifth and Penn (5-6) was ranked

17th going into this weekend's games.
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win
By GAYLE LONG
Collegian Staff

and the Associated Press

While Steven Pierce walked away with 55 percent of

the Republican votes in the First Congressional District

primary, State Sen. John Olver of Amherst fought a three-

way race to attain the Democratic nod for the June 4

general election.

Olver led the eight candidate pack with 31 percent ot

the ballots, with 96 percent of the precincts reporting.

State Sen. Linda Melconian ofWest Springfield and Rep.

Christopher Hodgkins of Lee were following closely

behind, each carrying 18 percent of the vote.

Also in the Democratic race, Sherwood Guernsey, a

former state representative from Willaimstown had 14

percent, and James Collins of Amherst, another former

state representative trailed with 11 percent.

The candidates were vying for a chance to fill the seat

vacated by the death of Silvio O. Conte, the only

Republican in the 13-member Massachusetts congres

sional delegation. Conte, from Pittsfield, retained his of

fice for 32 years, until his death in February.

Meanwhile, an attempt to dispel the myth of student

apathy, students at the University of Massachusetts in

Amherst organized an effort to bring students to the polls,

according to Commuter Area Government President

Susan Church.

There are 1,500 students at the University who have

registered to vote in Amherst since this fall and at least

1,000 students voted yesterday, she said. Church said 700

actually went to the polls, while another 300 voted by

absentee ballot.

"Especially for a primary, the voters turnout for

students was amazing," said Church. "Nothing could

please us more than the turnout today (yesterday)."

Church said a core of eight students, with the help of

about 35 others, hung up informational fliers, called

voters, drove cars and manned the phone bank which call

ed all of the student voters.

"Students are going to make the difference," she said.

"No state legislator or Gov. Weld can stand up and say

that students don't care."

Church reported 300 students from Southwest voted,

along with 100 each from Orchard Hill, Central and

Sylvan/Northeast.

"These were our targeted zones," she said. "I keep go

ing over the numbers in my mind and I'm absolutely as-

gressional bids
tounded."

Church said those students involved w ere not just from

Commuter Area Government but also consisted of coali-

tion of other students.

Phone bank workers called on campus students to tell

them when cars were leaving to head toward the polls

Church said there were six cars which drove students all

day, and the heaviest hours were between 2 p.m. 8 p.m

In Amherst, with all precints reporting, the Town

Clerk's office announced Olver won with a total of 2.194

votes. Collins of Amherst followed with 1.201 vo

Hodgkins came in third with 418 eoti

On the Republican side, former House Minority leader

Steven Pierce came out on top with 313 votes of 562

Republican votes cast. Donald Thurston, Clarksburg

radio station owner finished with 176, and Pittsfield

lawyer Janelyn Patashnkick with 33 votes.

Overall, 5,149 of the 12,372 (41 percent) of registered

voters in Amherst voted.

There are 96 communities and 283,815 registered voters

in the district, with 104,852 registered Democrats (37'per-

cent) 38,283 registered Republicans (13 percent) and the

remaining 140,680 (50 percent) are independent voters.

Tsongas eyes presidency
Offers outside view of Washington

Collegian photo by Ymm tHugy

WHAT'S YOUR NAME? - Ilya Jones, 3, of South Hadley, looks at

a puppy tied outside of a bookstore in Montague

MANCHESTER, N.H. (AP) - Paul

Tsongas opened a long-shot campaign for

the 1992 Democratic presidential nomina

tion yesterday with a call for a new

economic nationalism and with an out-

sider's criticism of Washington.

Accusing successive Republican

presidents of lacking leadership, the former

Massachusetts senator said, "Enough of

this Washington avoidance. Enough of this

Washington mediocrity," Tsongas became

the first Democrat to declare his candidacy.

He began his campaign at a rain-

drenched hometown rally in Lowell and

then headed to nearby New Hampshire,

the state that holds the nation's first

presidential primary.

A drier, but smaller crowd heard the

same speech in an auditorium at the Man-

chester campus of the University of New

Hampshire.
"I feel like I'm home in New Hamp-

shire," said Tsongas who grew up only a

few miles from the state and them

graduated from Dartmouth College.

From New Hampshire, Tsongas flew to

Iowa, another early voting state.

Tsongas was likely to have the field to

himself for the coming weeks and perhaps

months.
Most better-known Democrats Sens.

Albert Gore Jr. of Tennessee and Lloyd

Bentsen of Texas, House Majority Leader

Richard Gephardt of Missouri, and Govs.

Mario Cuomo of New York and L. Douglas

Wilder of Virginia are holding off, probably

until the fall, on announcing their 1992

intentions.

"For the moment, he ITsongasl has an op^

portunity to fill a void," said former New
Hampshire Democratic chairperson Joseph

Grandmaison, who stood at the back of the

room to observe the Manchester speech.

Grandmaison said Tsongas' outsider bid

was a "type of candidacy that traditional-

ly runs well in both Iowa and New Hamp
shire."

Tsongas' health could be an issue. He

declined to seek re-election to a second

Senate term in 1984 after he was diagnos-

ed as suffering cancer of the lymphatic

system. He underwent radical treatment

and now says he is free of the disease.

His principal message is economic.

In an 85 page booklet in which he spell-

ed out his positions on a range of issues,

Tsongas advocated buying American pro

ducts over foreign competitors because "I

derive a quiet pleasure knowing that my

money will remain in out economy and

multiply. I instinctively understand that

my economic well-being will eventually be

determined by the economic well-being of

CONTINUED ON PAGE 4

University Press honored with award for top publisherU111VCIWV * ,„_„.__ A„,_ iw^n- England Booksellers Associa- said, but also those dealing with women <

By DAVID MASSEY
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts Press,

publisher of a wide range of scholarly books

that also appeal to a general audience, has

received this year's New England

Booksellers Association Award as the top

publisher.

Pat Carrier, who works at the Globe Cor-

ner Bookstore and was one ofthe members

on the New England Booksellers Awards

Committee, said she chose the UMass

Press because ofthe "remarkable quality

and depth of their publishing in the area

of American history, specifically New
England related items."

The award recognizes "not only the quali-

ty of their publications but that they

publish books of interest to the general

public," Carrier said.

Sharon Kirby, the publications manager

for the New England Booksellers Associa-

tion, said the UMass Press was given this

honor for the "quality of their books and

consistency of their quality."

The director of the University of

Massachusetts Press, Bruce Wilcox, was

"delighted" to win this "special honor.

This award, honoring the cumulative

body ofUMass Press publications over the

years, recognizes not only the publications

dealing with American history, Wilcox

said, but also those dealing with women's

issues, black affairs, poetry, literature,

politics, philosophy and other subjects.

A landmark publication soon to be

available this year by the UMass Press is

the "Historical Atlas of Massachusetts,"

edited by UMass professors Richard W.

Wilkie and Jack Tager. The coffee-table-

size book offers an unprecedented visual

portrait of Massachusetts through graphs,

illustrations and full-color maps.

ner Bookstore and was one ofthe members ibmim -*•— w— ^ § #

Regents postpone tuition decisions

Cut in public higher education to near $200 million
— 1.-J..1 orv^ioi moptiny tn discuss tuition,

By TAMIR LIPTON
Collegian Staff

Because cuts to the education budget for fiscal year 1992

may jump from $115 million to $200 million, the Board

of Regents, scheduled to meet Thursday in Boston, will

postpone any decision on tuition increases for state public

higher education until sometime in May or early June,

Terry Zoulas, spokesman for the Board of Regents, said

yesterday. .

.

"The cut for higher education could be considerably

higher than $115 million, it could be closer to $200

million," Zoulas said.

Gov. Weld pulled back his original budget and is ex-

pected to offer a new one in the next five to seven days,

Zoulas said. Once a new budget is approved by the

Legislature, the the Board ofRegents is expected to either

schedule a special meeting to discuss tuition, or discuss

it at the next scheduled meeting on June 6.

Meanwhile, the board continues to receive letters ask-

ing them to not increase tuition.

Rep Stan Rosenberg (D-Amherst) last week sent a let-

ter to all the members of the Board of Regents asking

them to reject any proposed tuition increase for public col-

leges and universities.

"I am writing to ask, as respectfully and urgently as

I can, that you vote down any tuition increase which ex-

ceeds the rate of inflation," Rosenberg said vn his letter.

"Any increase in tuition above the rate of inflation -

and certainly any increase of 15 to 32 percent - must be

ruled out of the question," he said.

The Board of Regents will not receive a Wl«flW»
mendation from its finance subcommittee, which voted

CONTINUED ON PAGE 2
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MAY DAY
Festival of Music and Theatre

featuring JANE SAPP

Wednesday, May 1 at 7:30 pm

UMASS Student Union Ballroom

Co-sponsored by UMASS Labor Council.

Commuter Area Govt and the Graduate

Student Senate

Check C C Schedule tor additional

Union Awareness Week Evenis

TS Bla'k Women'sM»"**™
in the Curtain Theater at 8 pjn. fromM^W£d ML
The production is presented by the University

Massachusetts department of theater.
, , ,.

Lwmg-The UMass College Democrats will be holding

a meetCfg at 7 p.m. in the Student Umor^-423B.

FRONTLASH - The student arm of the AFL-CIO will

be setting up a table in association with the College

Democrats in the Campus Center Concourse.

iSm - The film Union Maids will be shown in the CC

rw.rri 19 n m -1 o m. Admission is free.

Workshop - TL workshop "Beyond Grievances:

Cr^atfve Approaches to Solving Problems in the

Workplace" with Ferd Wulkan, SEIU Local 509 will be

MTA staff and Labor Center staff will^be held m the

UMass Labor center from 1:30 pm.-3:30 p.m.

May Day Pageant - A May Day pageant, with Jane

SappfwX be held in the Student Union Ballroom at 7.30

„ ^ Thore will be a $2-5 donation required.
P«eS- Donald Junkins will be reading his poetry

*J^&1ttr*a be speaking - "from Rio

.K^wS Theatre and Their Role in

?hrPomicTstruggl," The lecture » *^J$
African Students Association in CC Rm. 168 from 4 pm

P
"Klm Ramsey Clark's documentary "Nowhere to

thampton's Unitarian Society.

hituJTwUl l^ui. applicant, for union org.niz.ng pos-

'Tn^t'I^wmr^r^.c^.reatur.

Center .t 7:30 P-m..'^^u, participate in

ItapttM W"ra
„Xuld rne^t a^« 30 p.. in CC 903.

racycl.ngeducatwnsho^dmeeta P^ ^^ ^
Speaker - Estolle Jussim a

7
an>

3XkL^Xa
nt;t„elmbiguit,es„fViSua,

toSS" tatnSh College-a Wnght Hall Aud.tor.um a,

4

K,ng - TheS^^eeUn R™ fo^otTho
ual Engineers and Scientists win i»«

^r^HorHln^cSp^n. vice present
Speaker- Hon. "en""*

FuroDean communities, will

^uL^X'^of^nran.Europea, Relations'

in Thompson Hall 106 at 1

>

Purdue

ggssrawMBa
Merrill Science Building at 7:30 p.m.

FS -
A
The UMa» Leabi.r »nd GayCultura.

Ho^^of U,Jt Rid ofU: •
,
pven* Ualie

b. Md inVhe"Ipua Ce,ur from 12-1 p.m. Admi„.on

ta

£Lfc - The League ofWomen Vo«ra will hold sale

12 p.m. -4 p.m.

^R
For
A
m
Y
a/ -^nior semi-forma, w,l. he held m

heldTn the Bluewall Cafeteria from 9 pm 1 am The cost

ta $10 eachfl. $30 for a group of four. Sponsored by the

XS-^"tv of Massachusetts Foun

da^rnn "u have an open house a. the Hadley Farm from

'^tr-^SondAnn:.. Five College Fantasy

C„
C
nventfon"to be held in Campus Center Aud.tor.um

from 10 a.m,4 p.m. and is open to the public.

MOVING OFF CAMPUS?

regents
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1 receive the Board of Regents' recommen

to give the nna, say on tuition increasesto dation <m^XX^X^X
the Board of Trustees from each college,

Zoulas said.
board's decision or they can lower the in

NORTHEAST AWARDS

7 Kelleher Drive

South Deerfield, MA 01373

(413) 6654791

Economical Awards of Distinction

Custom Pliqoes, Trophies,

Executive Gifts

Free Catalog on Request

Brandywine offers Country

Living with convenience

. On UMass Bus Route • Nearby Shopping • Situated

on 18 well-landscaped acres with pond.

• One and two bedroom apartments include gas utilities

(heat, hot water, and stove).

. Swimming pool, laundry facilities, responsive

management
. Stop in and we'll show you what we have to offer.

BRANDYWINE AT AMHERST
16 Brandywine Drive

Rental Office open daily 10-4

549-0600

The trustees from each college will crease or not accept any increase at all

««»»»»»»»*

@@@
SUMMER JOBS AVAILABLE

"1

Even.no secumy *0ft«1 wanted fc. Bnqht Moments

52s Sotsw.'srsssss

I
F

,^K«k,ns mailable m 207 H«b-ouck Contact Mary.

J 545-0193 for more information.

i

5fuH«M (garden

MANDARIN/SZECHUAN CUISINE

The Best Chinese Buffet

ADVOCATE

OF TM£

VALLEY
1989

WHY TAKE
ALL YOUR
STUFF HOME
WITH YOU
THIS SUMMER?

Store at U-Haul
and everything will

be waiting for you

when you get back

in the fall! We're

close to campus, so

call today and

reserve your space

now. .

U Hoot Cww Worcwtw • 493 Shr*wsburg St. • Worcester. MA 01604

(508) 752-7003

Department of Veterinary & Animal Sciences

University of Massachusetts

and

The University of Massachusetts Foundation

AND PRICES
IN TOWN

Buffet Served 5-8 PM Sun-Thurs Brunch Served^ I^MMM P* ^^
A I I VOII TAN FAT 2 Chicken Fingers (8) Sweet ana Sour Chicken

ALL YUU IsMIV CMI
3 Ch-cken Wmgs ft **«** Wtd Woe^

gH^ f\r\ 4 Fried Wontons (10) Vegatable Fned Noodles

Children S5-99 5 ^ Fr^ Rav,° l

"
(1 1

}

ChmeS
n ^n 1 qauC8

Under 10
™^^ ^**

(6) Beef with Green Pepper (12) Broccoli, m Oyster Sauce

$3.00

We Deliver in Amherst 5-10:00 PM-Everyday

Minimum $15 plus $2 Delivery Charge

TAKE OUT SERVICE • FULL COCKTAIL MENU

10 BELCHERTOWN RD, AT RTE. 9, AMHERST, MA 256-0251, 256-0252

Welcomes You to an

OPENHOUSE
at the New Hadley Farm

May 4, 1991

10 a.m. to 4 pjn.

NORTH MAPLE STREET. HADLEY
(the former Young Meadow Farm)

in view of the University

Visit the facilities, see animal displays, exhibits,

a nature walk, new indoor arena, equitation skills exhib.ts,

campus mounted police, sheep dog trials, food, fun!

BRING THE FAMILY
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LOCAL
Labor leaders
say unions
must change
By JASON GEORGE
Collegian Staff

Organized labor in the United States
>

faces un-

presented challenges in the 1990s, ^or
1

ding
r

t°
A
f
?

I

U
a
r

panelists who spoke on "New Directions for Labor A Na-

tional Perspective," last night to a crowd of nearly 1W

in Thompson Hall. . , . ^„o

The panel, held as part of UMass Labor Awareness

Week featured noted labor leader Victor Reuther who

founded the United Auto Worker's Union and gained fame

leading sit-down strikes in the 1930s.

*We
g
not only organized a union, but *?£~'

American democracy at the grass-roots level. Reuther

VaTd. referring to the formative years of American

unionism in the 1920s and 1930s.

•Can you imagine what is more important than taking

millions of workers and their families and educating them

into American society?" he asked.

Although the American labor movement has played an

imporun! role in what Reuther calls^ ''unfinished^nd

yet imperfect, American Revolution,' the 1990s hold out

diminished prospects unless fundamental changes are

made in the movement.

•There's no social agenda for Americans today, only a

corporate agenda." Reuther said. "I have a feeling we ve

reached a watershed point in our great country

'^Soon the parades and flag-waving wil
1

end and we \\

realize that we're a debtor nation and we have 37 million

people who are unable to draw unemployment insurance,

he continued. . , . .

•We need a national policy to provide a basic income

[for workers] and improve the standard of living of

workers," Reuther said.

The other three panelists all spoke f™m th*"™r*^
cent associations with organized labor in the United

S
EWse Cann, co-director of the Machine Action Project

based in Springfield, sees three steps labor unions need

to make to remain viable in the 1990s.

•The number one contractual issue is for unions to build

control over the production process - what s being made,

who's making what," Cann said. «——*.
Cann also pointed to the need for union, and firms to

stop fccusing^K) much on levels of production and for the

nPP(i for new types of union leaders.

^Foroo long, wages have been tied to production in_

creaks but I think thi. country has adequate evels of

prXction," she said. "We produce too much, too fast, and

there's a lot of waste.

"Let's produce what we need.

Jer^ Tucker, a leader in the New Directions Caucus

of thVUAW, and Richard Miller, an organizer for the

Union of Oil, Chemical, and Atomic Workers, filled out

th

"We want unions that are democratic, accountable, and

wort in solidarity," Tucker said. "We're^££r
Order like George Bush is, but a whole different order.

_,__- CoUefUn photo by ChriMopher Brockmeyer

TRIP TO SCHOOL - UMass junior Brian Kane prepares to endure a long day of classes

in the midst of fun and sun.

Professor: unions exclude women
<_ r -o oivnut h*>r«plf would make h

By AMY HENRY
Collegian Staff

Unions must change their structure in order to become

more accessible to women, a labor studies professor

Tte£3SS*~ Dale Melcher spoke to hjrclass

yesterday on "Women and Work" and "Women and
y
Unfons'' as a part of Union Awareness Week. Melcher

said unions need to actively recruit women Theumon

rap is like can only organize like, *•«*J^SC
should organize women because women will be more like

^o'ne^Participant said, "There should be no taxation

withoufrepresentation. If people (women] are paying

union dues they should get representation.

Me"cher said women are need to learn how unions

operate to get get a position of leadership. "Women need

Tsi^k the language of the union to get elected, she

sauT Paula Bla^chard, a BDIC major in the class said

?he problem of union accessibility lies in the lack of union

rok models for women. "Women in leadership positions

OTTtTshow women that they too can be ,n these posi-

't^^^rnen have internalized fears about

soeak'ng in front of people and our abilities. Women will

telessSy to feel confident to run for important posi-

U
"As much as [women] would like to support a woman

leader, a woman's fears about herself would make her

think a man could do a better job," she continued. Most

men think they can do a job or can learn how to do it if

Jbey get elected. We tend to underestimate our qual.fica-

tions compared to men." „,„ . .

All suggestions made by the students take for granted

the assumption that women know more about women s

iTues Melcher said. Women's issues, like maternity eave

that afie* union activities, should become issues of con-

ppm to men too, she said. .

"For example, maternal leave should become parental

leave In the beginning women made unions recognize

heir issues, now these issues can become mar^hzed

since not as many women belong to unions as men. she

^Anything seen as women's issues will not get the same

attentton other issues receive within the unions, Melcher

si d"T^e union will be more likely to walk out because

of a pension problem then a women's issue, she said.

Sabine Merz, a Sociology major, said women are more

aware and sensitive to family issues and the social net-

work then men. , ... .

Trish Gallagher a sociology major said, it is very

patronizing for men and some women to assume men can

Speak for women. Just like Whites cant speak for Blacks,

belcher cited a study done by British researchers of full

time unfon officials which found it makes a difference hav-

ing women in positions of leadership^^^^ ^

Students react to Chicago assault

By TRYSTAN SKEIGH
Collegian Staff

Editor's note: This is the last ofa three-

part series on the Chicago graduate stu-

dent assault

Members of the UMass gay, lesbian

and bisexual community say they fre

not surprised or shocked to learn of the

March 17 attack against gay graduate

student Chris Bauer at the University

of Chicago.

Rather, they see the attempt on the

life of Chris Bauer as simply one more

incident amidst a long list of gay

assaults. And they believe the attack on

Bauer merely serves to further

highlight the need for a national gay

civil rights law. .——* ,

Joann, a member of the LBGA who re-

quested that her last name and major

be withheld, said she wondered when

she heard about the assault on Bauer,

"What was the big deal?"

She said assaults against gays are a

common occurrence. "Most of my male

gay friends in Boston have been beaten

up 10 times over," she said. "It happens

all the time." ,

Joann also said that she has been

assaulted for being openly bisexuaL

Troy Cascia, another LBGA member,

echoed Joann's frustration. 'Gays are

the one minority that it's publicly okay

to shit on, harass, beat up and kill,

Cascia said. "People who kill gays get

the lightest sentences. .

."

Both Joann and Cascia agreed that a

federal civil rights law is needed to pro-

tect gays. Joann, however, said she telt

the problem also must be dealt with at

a deeper level.

Joann said she believed there must be

"swift punishment against the people"

who harass gays combined with social

education. "I think different attitudes

need to be taught in schools," Joann

said. "It has to start early."

Sean Sullivan, a member of the LBGA

and the LBG Counseling Collective,

says he also believes that gays need a

law.

"The fact the FBI can't or won't in-

vestigate the [Bauer] incident highlights

the real need for national civil rights

legislation," Sullivan said.

In his view, a civil rights guarantee

is a basic necessity to the gay communi-

ty's struggle to gain social acceptance.

"I've heard comments within the GLB
community that gay rights bills are on.

ly cosmetic, they make us look better,

but there are more important issues. .

That view is completely erroneous,"

Sullivan said. "This case [Bauer's

assault] demonstrates what we need to

be working on in the first place."

Margaret Arsenault, a staff advisor in

the Student Activities Office, also

agreed that gays need a federal civil

rights law. She said she felt the state-

by-state approach has limitations.

"Some states haven't even accepted

Martin Luther King Day," she said^

"How can we expect them to deal with

gay rights? If we're talking about chang-

ing societal attitudes, that has to start

at the federal level," Arsenault

continued.

Steven, another member of the LBG

Counseling Collective who requested

that his last name be withheld,

predicted that "as gay activism becomes

more vocal, there will be more direct

personal attacks. . . [against gays].

Steven said until there is a law ex-

plicitly providing protection to gays, the

federal government will not be able to

intervene in cases like Bauer's assault.

"Their hands are tied. I mean, they

can't really do anything [without a

federal law]," he said.

Steven and Sullivan both expressed

support for Chris Bauer. Sullivan said

he hoped Bauer was receiving support

from his local gay community and he

said he hoped Bauer had counseling

available to help him deal with the

trauma of his experience.

"I would commend him for having the

courage to continue with his politics

despite the harassment," Steven said

] African students
bring speakers,

get cultural center

By PAMELA McCARTHY
Collegian Staff

Despite red tape and lack of funding, the

African Students Association have been

able to sponsor speakers to come as well as

create an African cultural center in Or-

chard Hill.

Micere Githae Mugo, a Kenyan

playwright, will be speaking today at 4

p m. in the Campus Center Room 168 on

"African Women and Theater and Their

Role in the Political Struggle."

Mugo wrote a play called "Vision of

Africa" and co-wrote "The Trial of Dedan

Kimathi" with Ngugi wa Thiong'o.

Because of her writings, she is exiled from

Kenya and currently lives in Zimbabwe.

"We're basically bringing her down to

prove there are lots ofwomen in Africa who

are involved in the struggle for democracy

and freedom," said Kole Rotimi, African

Students Association social chair.

African lawyer Gibson Kamatu Kuna is

scheduled to speak on Wednesday. May 7

at 7 p.m. in CC 168, about human rights

and the democracy movement in Africa.

Kamatu was detained without trial

numerous times after working on human

rights issues in Kenya. He also won the

Robert F. Kennedy Memorial Human

Rights Award and the Lawyers Committee

for Human Rights Award.
CONTINUED ON PAGE 4
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Tsongas
CON1INUED FROM PAGE 1

every other American.

"I "think like a Japanese would. Or a

German would. I think like an economic

patriot."

His announcement in Lowell, to a

crowd of several hundred in front of a

renovated textile mull, was marred by

the steady rain.

But the site had symbolic value as a

reminder of development spearheaded

by Tsongas when he was a city coun-

cilman and later a congreessperson and

senator.

Lowell boomed into the 1980s the days

of the "Massachusetts Miracle" often

cited by Michael Dukakis during his

1988 presidential campaign.

But like the rest of the state, the city

now has fallen on hard times.

Grochmal said he hoped Tsongas

'does better that the other person and

you know who I mean. Dukakis ruined

Massachusetts."

The comparison with the former

governor they are both from

Massachusetts, both of Greek heritage,

and both regarded as liberals is one of

the acknowledged handicaps faced by

Tsongas.

White House spokesperson Marl in

Fitzwater, asked in Washington about

the possibility that President Bush

might face another Massachusetts

Democrat in 1992, said, "Who's that?'

House Speaker Thomas Foley, leaving

the White House after a meeeting with

Bush, said Tsongas' "coming forward is

very welcome but he won't be last"

Democrat to seek the nomination.

Tsongas' only reference to cancer in

his announcement speech was indirect.

"Seven and a half years ago I began

my own journey," he said.

"For me and my family it was a time

of adversity. But during that adversity

I derived a deeper faith."

He focused on the economy and inter-

national competition in the speech, and

people in the crowd waved signs

reading, "Another Economic Patriot for

Paul Tsongas."

"We were never meant to be the

world's greatest debtor nation," he said.

"We were never meant to have our

ancestors patrimony sold to the highest

foreign bidder.

"We were never meant ot have

American workers rank ninth in the

world in wages."

union gender differences discussed

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 3

Some of the classes* assumptions such as,

"Women are more likely to mentor women

in unions than men, are more likely to

mobilize women into unions, and have a

greater all around sensitivity and remain^

ed much more in touch with the
;

rank and

file base of the union" were challenged by

The group brain-stormed a list of barriers

women face when trying to take leadership

positions in unions.

Class members cited family conflict,

time, unsupportive partner, funds, visibili-

ty, support systems and women's socializa-

tion among the many obstacles women in

unions face.

Melcher said another study done by Cor-

nell researchers found that education about

labor unions has helped women become

more involved in unions.

"Education about unions can make a

woman feel more comfortable," she said.

"Education also gives credentials and more

respect from others which is important to

get elected."

African group gets MLK center
I .1 1 • A l\

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 3

"The main reason why we are doing both

programs is because Africa has been ig-

nored in the world press," said Rotimi.

"Now things happen that affect Africa [and

they] go unnoticed, like the lifting of sane

tions on South Africa."

In addition to it's line-up of speakers, the

association obtained office space to create

the Martin Luther King Jr. Cultural

Center in Dickinson Residence Hall last

semester.

"The African students have been righting

for a center where it could represent them

on campus," said Rotimi. "The New Africa

House has the word 'Arrica' in it, but its

for African-Americans. Africans wanted a

cultural center.

"Right now we're trying to get more fun-

ding. This semester, it doesn't look like

we'll get the funds to buy the things we

need and to bring the people we want to

speak," he continued.

The MLK Cultural Center is a "multi-

cultural center where not just people of

African descent can come and learn about

different parts of Africa," said Rotimi. "It

is kind of like an educational center. [It

makes] the community aware that Africa

isn't a homogenous country where

everyone has the same culture"

Eating Disorder Programs
sDonsored Dv university Health Services

All Single Session — Spring 1991

Eating Disorder Single Session

Drop-in Group — starts Feb. 7 — once a month

1st Thursday. 5:30-6:30 pm
University Health Services. Room 304

ODen to anyone. Confidentially assurec

\o advanced sign jd needed.

ANDYS SECRETARIALSERVICE

Eating Disorder Treatment Program

For individuals —with Nutritionists.

Mental Health Ci.nioan. Physician

and/or Nurse Practitioner

Monday or Tuesday - beginning February 4

university Health Services

Call 549-2671. Clinic l\

Confidentiality assured.

Food and Feelings Worksnop

Led by Peer Health Educators

To Schedule for your Residence Hall

-call 549-2671x181

Reports Term Papers

Typing and Quality Word Processing

Resume Consultation

Temporary Help For Any Office

Fast Affordable Service

241 King St. Northampton 584-1000
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Community Chiropractic

Dr. Jedd Miller

Gentle, Precise Health Care

Affordable and accessible

to students

44 Summer St.

N. Amherst
549-2802

It took Galileo 16 years to master the universe.

You have one night.
It seems unfair. The genius had all that time. While you have a few

short hours to learn your sun spots from your satellites hefore the

dreaded astronomy exam.

On the other hand, Vivarin gives you the definite advantage. It helps

keep vou awake and mentally alert for hours. Safely and conveniently. So

even when the subject matter's dull, your mind will stay razor sharp.

If Galileo had used Vivarin, maybe he could have mastered the solar

system faster, too.
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Be nice to me
This might be a little late but, to those impressionable

first- and second-year students who decided to keep their

present dorm rooms for the next semester, a warning: off-

campus living is as pleasurable as having your hair shav-

ed with a rusty cheese grater while chewing on tin foil,

or an experience resembling that.

A.R. Santiago

Afro-Am Studies profs discuss Trotter' strip

Here are some hints to consider if you're still bent on

moving north or south of campus, in search of that pro-

verbial social life you've been hearing so much about from

people on the bus on Friday nights reeking of alcohol and

the smell of their own vomit:

• Privacy. Aaahh. The beauty of being able to do what

vou want at all hours ofday and night - blast your stereo

as if music were going out of style, stomp around your

apartment "til the cows come home (or 'til your floor caves

in or you find something better to do) or have keg parties

and wild orgies Sunday to Sunday - without those

pestilent RAs on your back.

All this in exchange for the mere sanity of those living

below and above you (mostly below). What a deal Students

leave the claustrophobic dorms and their intrusive RAs

for the freedom that usually accompanies life off-campus.

Seems so innocent and romantic at first, doesn't it?

However, many of these students also bring with them

their insensitivity and thoughtlessness.

It would be very difficult to convince me that these peo-

ple are actually willing to carry the financial burden of

a UMass education because, apparently, they have yet to

learn the very first rule of life: Never piss anybody offthat

can ante about you in your school newspaper, circulation

19,000. It's just not good manners.

• Make sure the people you're pissing off (especially

newspaper columnists) are not suffering from some sort

of psychological disorder that drives them to fits of insane

rage with or without provocation.

These people are not likely to think twice about sacrific-

ing a rabbit and pinning its bloodied carcass on your door.

It might also be helpful to know that people who work

for a newspaper, specifically, are likely to be so en_

cumbered by stress on the job anyway that the threat of

serving time in prison for murder might be a welcome

respite. iA«. - .

• If you're apt to blast dance music within hearing

distance of those dwellers who happen to detest that genre,

beware. Always make sure, that you have a better stereo

system, one that can hold up to retaliation. Is Milh Vanilli

really any match for the screaming guitar licks of Living

Colour or the Jeff Healey Band? Didn't think so.

This ranting and raving might well land on deaf ears.

The dorms, even as we speak, are already nurturing the

next caboodle of Big Foot reincarnates who willtorment

the latest generation of off-campus inductees. These ter

rorists will pay their last dollar just to be able to live on

the third floor of a three-story apartment complex mere-

ly to have the privilege of doing as they please, night and

day, and never have to think twice about the fact that

their thin, creaky floor is also my ceiling.

Before you poor kids move out here to pagan country,

where the proliferation of these drunken misfits is increas-

ing at an alarming rate, consider your actions. Better yet,

consider your sanity. Do you want to keep it, or can you

spare it? If all else fails, and you've already signed your

name on that lease, become a columnist for New

England's largest college daily and get the last say. I m
having mine. .

So to the Big Foot family of stompers that has

tormented me for almost a year now, take this. None of

your annoying late-night carousing, 24-hour stomping on

my ceiling, or your bad electric guitarplaying at 3 a.m.

is quite as powerful as the written word. My written word.

Huh.
A.R. Santiago is a Collegian columnist

We have been much impressed by a spirit of social

responsibility and journalistic fairness - qualities not

always evident in previous years - in the operation

of this year's Collegian.

This is why we think it particularly important that

you re-examine your decision to terminate Garry

Porter as a contributor, especially for the reasons given

in a recent editorial. Had you fired him because he

draws badly, or because his habits of personal hygiene

left something to be desired, that would have been one

thing. But to do so because some members of the

minority community took offense at something he

wrote and you published is quite another. That some

readers find it offensive begs the question: Was the

strip objectively offensive and in poor taste? And if were

in fact intrinsically and substantively racist, should not

your editors have picked that up before it appeared?

So why is only the author being terminated?

We support your right and responsibility to deny your

pages to racist utterances. The First Amendment may

protect all speech. But nowhere does it require that all

speakers - racists and hatemongers included - be

given, as a matter of right, the platform of the press

from which to disseminate their views.

But Mr. Porter hardly seems to qualify. It is not at

all clear that his controversial "Frotter" strip was

either intrinsically or substantively racist, insensitive

or intended to insult Black people. On the contrary,

while its subject was racism, it was quite clear that

its targets were the race-baiting demagoguery of a

David Duke and the smug hypocrisy of the corporate

bureaucrats it portrayed.

To us, on first reading the strip, that did not seem

at all ambiguous. So much so, that we thought for a

long time that the consequent tumult and shouting had

to be about some other strip, something genuinely in-

sulting and derogatory which we had missed. We feel

strongly therefore that to terminate Mr. Porter because

he is "insensitive" or had "offended minorities" is, on

the evidence of that strip, an extreme over-reaction on

your part and grossly unfair to Mr. Porter.

That Black students will stridently protest perceiv-

ed racism is inevitable and appropriate given the habits

and history of the White media. Their highly vocal

vigilance shows that this generation will not accept

quietly any insulting ignorance or bigotry from the

media. Usually they are right in their protest. Not so

in this case, and the real victim is Mr. Porter.

Injustice done in the name of enlightenment and

tolerance is not better, indeed is more galling, than that

done out of prejudice and ignorance. That is why you

should re-examine the entire issue and especially your

actions.

Esther Terry, department chair, Afro-Am Studies

John H. Bracey, associate professor

Michael Thelwell, professor

Ernest Allen, associate professor

David G. DuBois, visiting professor

Questioning use of new words
**

.. „ . j. u ir_: \r_...„ ;» MkMii^Mii when comDared to anotl
On page 13 of the April 23 Springfield Union-News it

war reported that Lesbian, Bisexual and Gay Alliance

member Sean Sullivan called stereotypes the "greatest

threat" to alliance members. I agree completely. In fact,

I feel a little threatened by one of Mr. Sullivan s

statements reported farther along in the article:

"Heterosexuals assume that all members of the gay. les-

bian and bisexual community are left-wing radicals who

listen to the same kind of music and wear the same kind

of clothes, for example, Sullivan said."

Carl Dodson

Even though Mr. Sullivan does not say "all heterosex-

uals assume .
." the "all" is certainly implied (presum-

nTg thTs excerpt is an accurate quote or faithful paraphrase

- note that it is nor reported as a direct quote). I would

have to ask Mr. Sullivan to start with hisWlMP
if he wants to change things for the better. This sort

;

of

generalization is a minor form of a type of misunderstan-

ding which is all too prevalent among those of themmcio-

politically active persuasion. At worst, people.like myself

are mistaken for repressive, narrow-minded bigots simp-

ly because we are White heterosexual males - and this

gets very tiresome. The fact is, I always try to judge

eWry^ individually, and I strongly believe in the right

oilveryone to live, privately or publicly m whatever.way

they choose, short of the harming of others. Mr. Sullivan

should realize that he has more supporters,
of his freedom

of choice than he seems to think, so that he might avoid

ISJ&TLCU what I think by— who

does not know, but it's even worse to be^^hat T .h«dd

think. All the above seems to be a bit of harmless

misguidedness when compared to another phenomenon

reported in the April 21 Sunday Republican: a list of

"preferred terms" being distributed at local colleges

There is something sinister at work here. Take for exam

pie the word "ableism", coined by the authors of the

"preferred terms" list to describe not just the belief that

one who has disabilities is inferior to one who does not.

No, it is also used to describe discrimination allegedly

practiced by those who even use words such as "disabl

ed " Someone who, say, cannot walk, may feel put upon

by being termed "disabled" (and then again, they might

not) - but I can't see the logic in the claim that the use

of such a word is always discriminatory or negative. This

is an attempt to mold our language, and therefore our way

of thinking, and I consider it wrong and dangerous.

Discrimination and oppression lie not in the words we

choose, but in the intent behind those words. If gay ac

tivists can refer to themselves as Queer Nation, or peo-

ple of color can refer to each other with racial epithets,

without necessarily being branded "oppressive or

"discriminatory," then so can I, even though I do not

belong to either group. I would bet my own hard-earned

money that is is possible to use virtually any word criticiz-

ed by the authors of the "preferred terms" list in a positive

context, depending on one's intent and ability to com-

municate. To claim otherwise is to take a dangerously

superficial view of thought and speech.

If anyone should accuse me ofbeing hypocritical by my

seeming denial of the "prefered terms" authors right to

say what they say, I would reply: that is not the case. I

deny them nothing. Of course they are as free to think

and speak as I insist on being. I just hope that enough

people will respond by telling them they are wrong, or

by simply ignoring them, so that eventually they will stop

preaching their misguided gospel of right-mindedness.

Carl Dodson is a Chicopee resident

/write fiction became ifs a way ofmaking statements I can disown, and I write plays

because dialogue is the most respectable way of contradictingW"^
stoppard

We should not be silent in the face of oppression"^ k-'J- J"v-fWi, 'i"^^
„ resist the attack on our education

We, the Chris Hani Coalition of

students, staff, faculty and community

members, protest the appearance of two

blatantly racist and bigoted letters to

the editor in the Collegian last week

One of the letters openly threatened

"Third World" students with physical

violence. The other announced the for-

mation of a secret neo-Nazi group on

campus, calling on students to take ac-

tion against "diversity" to be considered

for membership.

We oppose and condemn racism, sex-

ism, homophobia and anti-Semitism,

and declare acts of bigotry and hate

groups organizing such acts, will not be

tolerated at UMass.

We do not consider letters such as

these to be just talk. We know from ex-

perience that such "talk" is intended to

create an atmosphere in which acts of

bigotry and violence take place, in

which many students may no longer feel

safe and secure on their own campus.

This kind of "t Ik" violates the rights

of students to be free from from

discrimination and treated with

equality.

Chris Hani Coalition

This campus has a long history of

racist and bigoted violence, from the

1986 attack on African-American

students after the World Series, to the

Sylvan attacks the next year, to the

countless unpublicized — and, regret-

tably, unreported — incidents that dai-

ly impinge on the lives of students of col-

or, women, and gay, lesbian and bisex-

ual students. The formation of hate

groups is not unique to UMass. It has

been happening all around the country,

encouraged by the racist policies of

Reagan and Bush - the veto of the Civil

Rights Act, the attack on Affirmative

Action and the dismantling of the Civil

Rights Commission.

Bigoted actions are also encouraged

when the campus administration is

silent in the face of neo-Nazi threats.

Based on recent history, we should not

be surprised by the silence. The ad-

ministration has still not implemented

the recommendations of the Hurst

Report or the demands of the New

Africa House sit-in, which it promised

to do years ago. It has stood by silently

while the number ofUMass students of

color has plummeted.

UMass students have a long history

of protest against racism and bigotry.

But if we fail to respond to bigotry to-

day, as we have responded in the past,

it gives the impression that we are in-

different to it, and the racists will be en

couraged to act. Therefore, acts of

bigotry should be reported.

More than ever before, in this period

of budget cuts and tuition hikes, we

need student unity to most effectively

resist the attack on our education. All

students are hurt by the cuts, but

students of color are hit the hardest. We
are strongest when we all stand

together against cuts, racism and

bigotry.

We demand that:

1) The Collegian, having helped im-

peril the well-being ofmany students by

printing these letters, publish an

editorial opposing their content.

2) The administration take aetion to

protect potential victims of bigoted ac-

tions and to stem the growth of these

hate groups on campus, including issu-

ing a statement opposing acts of bigotry

and the formation of hate groups on

campus, imposing strong measures in

the Code of Student Conduct against

them, and implementing the recommen-

dations of the Hurst Report.

This was submitted by a coalition of

students, faculty and community

members
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Trade unionist say Cubans enjoy equity £weajth
X X ** *"*

^..:n ak™„ M»ii«R of the National fiscal times or the bad.times the oa
inequaHty of wealth and people be-

By MARC ELLIOTT
Collegian Staff

Guillermo Abreu Majias of the National

Secretariat of the Cuban National Trade

Union, with the aid of a translator.

• . c i •*., <**A A<s a nart of Union Awareness Week, Ma-
Cuba is creating a society of equality and ..^P^^rnal Camero, also of the

1 i^tjAlt 11-1 tVl£»
IU1U a sinaw &*~~r — — i

community members yesterday in the

Campus Center.

"We are building a society where people

are not worth what they have in their

pockets or in their bank account," said Luis

sion on the role of class and unions in Cuba

since its communist revolution in 1959.

Camero told the audience, also through

a translator, that all the Cuban people en-

joy the country's wealth equally, in good

Fulcencio Batista's capitalistic rule, he saw

fiscal times or the bad times lhe baa is
.

Ht of wealth and people be-

times" were the result of the collapse,o the g^^JJ their homes by ^at lan-

communist governments in Lastern ^^ who QWned M much land that

Europe. aw**** some of their property they had never seen.

-Because all of our programs are directed some « J^e means that one must

to the social needs of the people and not to
there must ^ inequality

fatten the pockets of the rjc-even,n be«* ^ have & ^^ have

times [the programs] can better serve the ^^^ rf^ ^ h

people," Camero said. Ev
fy°

n* c*"
.deal then yes, I guess you can say that

witness the fact that the ones that gve he MJ£* f ^J* „ £^
directions and the ones that follow the v ^ Qne time ! saw people being

directions and the students and the ^ with their families and belongings

*te^ °Ut ln^ 8treCt^^ ^ n
°

r°°m

fer the impact of the difficulties.

Responding to a member of the audience

who asked whether the "failure of com-

munism in Eastern Europe might mean

that capitalism is more attuned to human

for them," Majias continued.

He went on to say that Cuban society to-

day directs all of its effort to the benefit of

all the Cuban people.

'We are in a society where we are the

that capitalism is more attuned to human
property," Majias said. "If

nature,^^r^l^Z^ """ave " lot of'ricL, we enjoy better con-

Cuban people before 1959 and the equan
everyone does. We have less

'^^rt^u^e, Snen weZ* less the cond.tion,.

Great Boxers
at

191 N. Pleasant St. 22 Masonic St

Amherst • 25*2013 Northampton • 586-6336

OPEN 7 DAYS

SQUIRE
VILLAGE

665-2203

7 days a week

Beautiful Spacious Apartments

in different shapes & sizes

from I to 5 bedrooms.

including HOUSES and even a FARM

(2 bedroom apts. are 1200 sq ft.!!!)

Get your roommates early and pick

trie apartment of your cKoice

we Kave:

Spacious yards, swimming pool, disUaskers, AC

disposals, on bus route wall to wall carpeting, laundry

facilities, walk in closest & many others.

CALL TODAY
Bring Tkis Ad in and Receive $100

off first montk's rent

Keep That"Great Summer Look

TANNING SPECIAL, 10 Visits for *4o with coupon

Our WOLr r bed really works .-spm •- •> '» n

Styles By Deborah
The Spa for hair '<$ skin care

549-5610

OFF-CAMPUS
RESIDENTS

Tired of the Hassles?
Are you bored with the off-

campus experience? Are you
stuck with bad roommates or

tired of always being the one to

clean the bathroom? Are you
worried about your future living

arrangements?
Think about returning to

the convenience and spirit of liv-

ing on-campus. NOW IS THE
TIME TO APPLY. Applications

for residence hall rooms are

available in the Housing Assign-

ment Office, 235 Whitmore, and
space will be guaranteed to all

those whose applications are

received by June 1, 1991.

Questions? Call the Housing
Assignment Office at (413)

545-2100, Monday through Fri-

day, 8:30 am to 5 pm. Hope we see

you in September! Thank you.

APTS & LIVING

Collegian photo by Carrie Wyeth

Chris Barron, vocalist for Epic recording artists the Spin Doctors,

sings for the crowd at Pearl Street on Sunday night. The Spin Doc-

tors are gathering a sizeable following with their distinctive brand

of bluesy rock.

SPRING
CONCERT

1

BOB DYLAN
DE LA SOUL

GENE LOVES JEZEBEL

THE FEELIES

CHUCKLEHEAD

VALID UMASS ID NEEDED
FOR ENTRY

The show begins at noon. Gates will be open ONLY to

UMASS students, faculty, and staff with valid Umass ID.

NO OTHERS will be allowed in. Seriously. Take my

word for it. I am not kidding.

UPC Sunday, May 1 2, 1 991

Corbett and Junkins
to read poetry at UMass
By DANIELLE DOWLING
Collegian Staff

I think I shall never see a poem as love-

ly as my left knee.

Ifyou revel in rhyme, then today is your

day. Two poets, William Corbett and

Donald Junkins will be reading their works

at UMass
Corbett is the author of 10 books of

poetry. Published in Equisite Corpse and

the Boston Globe, Corbett will be leading

poetry workshops at UMass during the fall

of 1991 and the spring of 1992 in the

Master of Fine Arts program.

Donald Junkins has also published 10

books of poetry including Agamenticus

Poems, And the Sandpipers She Said,

Crossing by Ferry: New and Selected Poems

and his most recent work, Playing for Keeps

which was released by Lynx House Press.

Justin's work has also been published in

a numerous amount of magazines in-

cluding American Poetry Review, the Atlan-

tic and the New Yorker.

Here is but a sampling of his work from

"Crossing by Ferry":

"Out in the bay the island waits, green

woods holding on, from this distance, as

casually as my son standing against the

chain rail, looking at the water, looking

hard, trying to figure out something about

fish or depth, not yet sure of the question:

a picture ofmyself thirty-five summers ago

looking into a mystery in another part of

Maine. Not a real mystery, only a cellar

hole. .

."

Junkins has received two National En

dowment fellowships for the arts poetry

and the John Masefield Award. For 10

years, he headed the UMass Master of Fine

Arts program in English and is the former

poetry editor of the Massachusetts Review.

William Corbett will read from his works

today at 4 pm. in Bartlett Hall, Room 301

at UMass. He will be followed by Donald

Junkins at 8 p.m. in Memorial Hall, also

at UMass. There will be a reception after

Junkins' reading, which is a part of the

Visiting Writer Series and is sponsored by

the Master ofFine Arts program in English

and Lynx House Press.

Fun events for May Day
MAY DAY! MAY DAY! April is over and

May has begun. Fourteen days until school

daze are over so you should be handcuffing

yourselves to your typing utensils. Why
then did today's schedule have to be so

packed with fun, and free fun at that? No

one is exempt from temptation. Blues buffs,

folk folks, rock hounds and food consumers

alike will find a bit of entertainment

tailored to their fancy at one (or all) of four

events scheduled for today.

• The 20th Annual Black Musicians

Conference kicks off its week long

schedule of events with a panel discussion

on the Blues and a Blues concert tonight

in the Cape Cod Lounge. The legendary

Jessie Mae Hemphill will be the featured

soloist at the conclusion of the panel,

"Perspectives on the Blues" with Albert

Murray, Daphne Duval Harrison and Jeff

Todd Titon. Things begin at 7:30 p.m.

• Jane Sapp, a community activist who

"takes inspiration from her roots as a black

woman," will perform in the Student

Union Ballroom at 7:30 p.m. tonight. Her

latest album out is called Take a Look at

My People and she has sung on albums

with Pete Seeger. UMass students pay $2,

all others $5. For child care info call

549-9340.

• And yes, it's that time of year again,

time for Southwest Week. From 1 p.m. to

5 p.m. you can cut a rug at the Horseshoe

while sucking on some Bar BQ and sink

ing a soaked soul in the dunking machine.

Cotton candy will be on hand and in hair,

raffles, caricatures (this means ugly pic-

tures of you) and comedy in the evening

will keep you a good safe distance from

your responsibilities. Don't miss

Dangerous Papers with their killer horn

section slip into to the shoe at 3 p.m.

• Bring your tan and your cotton candied

bangs to the Hatch for the "blazing hot

dance grooves" of "the hottest new band

in the valley.'' Detour. A fine way to un-

wind from a boff-o day.

Have Fun!
- NOA CHRISTINE BEN YEHUDA

The "Official PARTY Board"!!!

Ever been in desperate need of an adequate Quarters Playing Surface?

Mexican on your mind? 99? REBELLION? One of our other games?

BE THE LIFE OF EVERY (Indoor. Outdoor. Beach. Mobile. Tailgate. Fraternity.

Dormitory) PARTY!!!

Rring the "Official Party Board"

Item REVOLUTION M party O-mmg. A portal. 12X1 2 S P-ying toe*^^"^TjJ?
and ...in reai.t.nt SUPER HARD poiyathy.^MM* Our SptoD Cot.ng HW»^ ""^
a™*.- the BEST quarter, playing aurf.ee th* ou, party re*»rch at.ff ha. ever found Included w,th the

^L?.,«yB^"«a:'h. -Official Party Board" .naiflni.. and the "Off*!.. Party Kit", inc.ud.no 2 MM
Z^uSirr -OtW-- Ltf Die., an -Officii' Party Ball, a deck of crd.. . .uper dur.b,e Off.cl Party

GlJaa* and a .et of the "Officii P.rty Game' rule-. Including 10 different party game..

Fi„ out cut, and mil .hi. coupon (or pVlnt or' type your nem. and .ddree. ort a piece of paper), with your

check or money order for 119 96 plue $6 OO Shipping to:

REBEL Invention.

"Officii Party Board"

PO Box 612

Laconla, NH 03247^)61 2

allow 3 6 week, dltvery

Send my'Officil Party Board" to (name):

•treat:

city:

at: zip:

A OPEAT gift for Party Animlel

r Styles By
' Deborah

I

i

I

I

i

i

iThe Spa for

Hair & Skin Care

549-5610
65 University Drive • Amherst

TANNING
SESSION

$3.00 Off
Professional Consultation

and Style Cut
(Regularly $16.00 to $18.00)

First time customers only

expires 5 31/91

With Any Salon Service

And This Coupon
I

I

expires 5/31/91 I

$5.00 Off
Any Spiral Perm,

Facial or Highlighting

First time customers only

expires 5/31/91
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Serrano talks about 'piss,' blood and kotex
By MICHAEL MORRISSEY
Collegian Correspondent

For a man at the center of national controversy, Andres

Serrano seemed light-hearted and easy going during Mon

day night's slide presentation at the Morill Auditorium.

He spoke about his work in a jovial and matter-of-fact

manner.
Serrano, a former Brooklyn Museum student and

sculptor turned photographer, was in the heat of a battle

against the National Endowment of Arts for his 1987

work. "Piss Christ." The national attention was sparked

by right-winged conservatives such as Senator Jesse

Helms of North Carolina, and was fueled by the Robert

Mapplethorpe exhibit.

The photograph depicts a crucifix of Christ immersed

in a plexiglass tank of urine. As Serrano explains, he said

he never thought the image would generate much

controversy.

"I think the NEA was forced into a situation of oppos-

ing me because of the attack the AFA (American Family

Association) mounted," he said. Serrano also said that his

main intent in his photography is not to offend people.

Serrano said that the "Piss Christ" work was a com

bination of two directions of his work, fluids and Chris

tianity, captured into one image. He surmised that the

titling ofthe piece may be at the root of this controversy.

In every one of his works, Serrano uses literal titles,

because he said he wanted the audience to know the com-

position, and to look beyond it.

"I don't think of piss as excretion, I think of it as bodily

fluid," he said. "I didn't expect the controversy at all. It

was certainly news to me."

"When I first started, I used to ask myself, 'Am I going

too far?' Now I ask myself, Have I gone far enough?'"

The "Piss Christ" commotion helped to double the price

of Serrano's photography, which he said is now

"$7500 $8000 for my biggest prints and $4500-$5000 for

my smaller prints."
.

"I produce four prints of 40-by-60 prints of each piece,

and ten prints of 2aby-30," Serrano said.

Serrano's earlier work focused on dead animal

photographs, and he progressed towards Christian images.

His photograph "Heaven and Hell" depicts a nude woman

stained with beef blood on her breasts and bound at the

wrists standing next to a priest.

Serrano said that the work signified the tension between

good and evil, although he maintained either half could

represent evil. Serrano said that he has a religious

obsession.

His next set of prints include works of blood and/or milk

encased in plexiglass. And his work with urine was a very

CONTINUED ON PAGE lO

Classifieds
Largest College Daily in New England

• SUBLETS •

• SUMMER RENTALS •

» ROOMMATES NEEDED?

LOOK FOR OUR SPECIAL

COUPON ON THE
CLASSIFIEDS PAGE

COKE TO THE COLLEGIAN OFFICE-CC 1 13 UON-THURS 8:30-3:30. FR1 8:30-2:30
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The Scream is just one of Andres Serrano's

controversial photographs.

Brittany Manor
BRITTANY MANOR DR.

(413) 256-8534
Two bedroom apartments

available now.
$560/month

Rent includes heat and not water.

ENJOY THESES FEATURES
On UMass bus route

Wall-to-wall carpeting

Fully-equipped kitchen, including disposal

Large living room with ceiling-to-floor windows
Large dining area

Oversized bathrooms
Wall-to-wall closets

Storm windows
Dead-bolt security locks

Cable T.V. available
Ample parking
Swimming pool

STEINBECK COLLISION REPAIR
& AUTOBODY

53 So. Prospect - Amherst Center

256-8157 256-1385

Shop Registration ft RS1212

SB*'
tti

is
KOJ.W,

NO RENT INCREASE IN 3 YEARS
Come see us NOW and we can

make It 4 years.

To Greenfield

To Sunderland

•

:
•"

'

'

To leichertown

• Imports & other unibody vehicles

are our specialty

• State of art equipment for precision

frame and unibody straightening ( + or - V* mm>|

• Over 90 years staff experience

• Accepted by all insurance companies for

collision repair or glass replacement

• Advanced European Technology Painting and

Refinishing Systems

************************
REMEMBER it's your car and your choice of

>air facilities

TfflPD VOBLD AFFAIRS
Let us give a grand salute to mediocrity

*—w .... . . » . . i *«...«n^™ Mnv the Order of Mediocrity be bestowed on them.

The war ended satisfactorily. Which war? The GulfWar.

A merry victory it was. The Iraqis provided amiable

targets, scattered across the desert like pixels on the

screen of a macabre computer game. Over 200,000 human

beings were vaporized, roasted, riddled with bullets and

blown into fragments.

Back in the civilized world the mighty heroes of Desert

Storm swaggered offtheir transport planes, flashing "V"

signs and flaunting their desert fatigues. They had war

stories to keep many a veterans bar rocking into the night.

Soon it would seem like every U.S. soldier in the region

had survived Scud attacks, shot an Iraqi, ducked a bullet

or lived through various combinations of these scenarios.

The United States glowed with pride, virtually drowning

in yellow ribbons. Whitney Houston crooned for adoring

soldiers while most of middle America salivated in an-

ticipation of the greatest Fourth of July ever.

In Iraq, proud Iraqis struggled to contain their grief. An

entire generation of their youth had perished, shot like

turkeys, their corpses littering the tarmac of the Kuwait-

Basra highway. The flames of Kuwait's wells were a

funeral pyre for the dead and those yet to die, as cholera,

dysentry and typhoid waited to deliver the coup-de-grace

to those left in the ruins.

Those responsible for genocide salved their guilt by

weeping for the Kurdish refugees, the most visible pawns

on the chessboard of a New World Order. In less inspired

regions of the planet (i.e. - the subdued lands of the

South), murmurs of unease could be heard. The subjects

of Pax Americana were living through the spring of their

discontent. Caution, pragmatism and subterfuge have

always been the virtues of those that pay tribute to a

mighty empire.

The Americans, Europeans, Japanese and their assorted

mix of loyal sheikhs, generals and business subcontrac-

tors seemed to have lost sight of the fact that the nation

which they ravaged with high explosives had about as

many people as the New York metropolitan area (albeit

better armed, organized and educated).

What is the one word which summarizes the behavior

of people who display no magnaminity in victory, no

humility in power, no regard for history, no concern for

a legacy of hate?

Mediocrity.

All of us have it latent within us. Some choose to display

it with gleeful abandon. In Amherst, many love to wallow

in it. . .

So enough about the tragedies of people in distant lands.

Let us commemorate the spirit of the post-Gulf era by sear

ching for the spirit of mediocrity in this quaint New

England town. Yes folks, this is another tiresome diatribe.

For those so inclined, turn the page

Piatip Dastidai

Why not start with ourselves, students and visitors from

the South. How about those among my fellow Indian

students who describe us (needless to say, behind our

backs) as ingrates and hypocrites, troublemakers and ar-

rogant truants? Perhaps Americans should reward these

avid censors of free expression with the green cards or

American passports that they covet so ardently. They

serve their masters well, by attempting to instill a spirit

of zombie-like invisibility among foreign students on this

campus. __ .

Notice the fact that this body of "nice, decent Third

World students" are singularly visible in their inability

to contribute to the atmosphere of discourse on this cam

pus. Well, they weren't too noticeable on the campuses

of India's universities either.

These extraordinary personalities charge us with

"washing dirty laundry in public" when we criticize our

governments in print. They cringe when Indian students

introduce intellectual themes at a cultural night, prefer

ring a two-dimensional reduction of our society to curried

food and chic cultural cliches.

They howl with indignation when assertions are made

that it is actually possible to spend the duration of a stay

in this country in an atmosphere of frank expression of

all views, including those that may differ with our host

society, and to maintain self-respect in the process.

In fact, many of the same Americans they seek to in-

gratiate prefer to discourse with those who honestly and

openly disagree, rather than with sycophantic foreigners

who abuse American values (needless to say) behind their

backs. Add to their servility the peculiar ability of these

students to live in a drone-like "apartment-to-department

cycle . ^^^^^^^

May the Order of Mediocrity be bestowed on them.

How about the "Israel can do no wrong" society, which

is a cultural organization one day, and a political wat

chdog group the next? They outnumber those that actively

support Palestinian rights by a conservative ratio of a 100

to one. Despite all their rallies, boycotts and efforts to in-

timidate the critics of Israeli policy, some continue to

speak. A very poor job of organizational efficiency and tac-

tical planning.

May the Order of Mediocrity be bestowed on them.

How about those inspiring UMass administrators who

delight in the art of speaking to foreign students from the

South in patriarchal/matriarchal tones? Ever noticed how

friendly these sage intellectuals sound when they talk to

European exchange students? These are the same people

who react to the slightest whiff of student protest by

squealing for riot police and liberally dispensing academic

suspensions.

The sages of Whitmore seem to be unable to comprehend

the realization that the study of intellectual thought tradi

tionally generates a healthy dose of dissent. Let us be

thankful that these colorless bureaucrats will never com

mand armies or secret police (in the current financial

climate they are lucky to command a typewriter for their

triplicate forms).

May the Order of Mediocrity be bestowed on them.

How about the American conservatives in their stuffy

suits, who rave about "them evil turners" and the so-called

American Left? They call themselves Republicans. Un

fortunately, their class background would not permit them

entry into the eating clubs where true conservatives wine

and dine. They would be do better to study for their GRE

and GMAT exams, so as to get into Yale and Harvard and

actually glimpse some real Republicans. Incidentally, why

don't they ever press their suits?

May the Order of Mediocrity be bestowed on them.

Last but not least, the delightful tie-die wearing, Marx

quoting, Saddam bashing, anti-war, tree hugging, grass

eating, Chomsky loving and utterly ineffectual American

so-called Leftists. At least they add flavor to the souffle.

May the Order of Mediocrity be bestowed on them.

Enough said. .

Pratip Dastidar is a Collegian staff member. This arti-

cle is the opinion of the writer and does not necessarily

reflect the views of the Collegian staff.

US wins Viet-Nam war
As the anniversary of Viet-Nam's In-

dependence Day, known to the West as the

"fall of Saigon," comes each year (April 30),

the good Americans are criticizing the bad

Americans and they are all criticizing the

Vietnamese. As usual, the Vietnamese

Alexander Nguyen

have always been and shall forever remain

those horrible enemy gooks.

Although the Cold War is "over," people

are still using the "communism" argument

to obscure the injustices committed by the

United States. And, most people,

Americans as well as Vietnamese-

Americans, are buying into to the picture

completely. The good Americans criticize

the bad Americans for killing Vietnamese

civilians. But the good Americans, along

with the bad Americans, support

wholeheartedly the democracy struggle

against communist aggression.

When Veterans' Day rolls around,

Americans will mourn the "58,000

soldiers who died! The over 2 million Viet-

namese killed do not exist, as don't the over

1 million Cambodians, the several thou-

sand Panamanians and the over 200,000

r

S?nce the United States suffered its

greatest military defeat, which it made up

for several times over spilling Iraqi blood

in an extraordinarily efficient sweep, it has

for 16 years waged war against the people

of Viet-Nam through an international

political and economic noose.

The United States has, in effect, taken

a liberal stance against Viet-Nam. Instead

of Agent Orange and B-52 bombs, starve

the people to death through embargoes.

Crippling Viet-Nam through this indirect

yet highly effective scheme conveniently

proves that Communist Viet-Nam has fail-

ed and that the United States was right,

as the case of the Sandinistas.

For Viet-Nam, the 1990s is a decade for

the continuous struggle to rebuild a nation.

Foreign investment is needed. Therefore

Viet-Nam must open doors to all countries

including its killers who have forced many

doors shut. Ironically, opening doors means

allowing Western capitalist re-penetration,

the main source behind the U.S.-Viet-Nam

War.
With Western entrepreneurs groveling

outside until the United States lifts its em-

bargo, Viet-Nam lies wait for massive ex-

ploitation from people like Mobil Oil,

General Motors and the CIA. But Viet-

Nam has no other choices. It has been

literally starved out of the international

economy.
Unless Viet-Nam can juggle and manage

foreign business, the cycle will begin to

repeat itself. Eventually, there will be an

American Embassy, American military

bases and advisors and a blitz of American

media. The colonization and indoctrination

of young Vietnamese minds will continue

at an accelerated pace.

But first, the world must see Viet-Nam

on its hands and knees, crawling to

America, asking forgiveness, begging for

help and extending open and welcoming

arms to the "great White saviors of the lit-

tle yellow people who don't value their

lives like we do in the West." Only then

will American robbers be allowed to run

rampant throughout South East Asia

looting the people in the name of American

capitalism. And guess what, a gang ofthose

will be Vietnamese-Americans.

But until the U.S. embargo is lifted, Viet-

Nam continues to lose the war for in-

dependence as the United States gloats in

its suffering. The plight of the boat people,

caused by the U.S. embargo, has become

a buzzword for human rights criticisms.

The criticisms are endless, never looking

into the real causes. But this is the success

of American media and the closing of the

American mind. Accept everything without

too much questioning because in the end

all Americans benefit from such adven-

tures around the world.

For now, the United States is enjoying its

latest victory. How long will the people of

Iraq starve? How much profits will

Americans earn rebuilding the countries

they demolished? Who has been targeted

as the next capitalist venture? The United

States never really loses. The people of the

Third World never really forget.

Alexander Nguyen is a Collegian staff

member. The views of this article are the

writer's and do not reflect the Collegian

staff.

Silencing the voices
The United States of America is a very

strange country indeed. Contrary to the

perceptions of most Third World people,

it prides itself on being the bastion of

democracy, the defender of the free

world, the champion of people's rule

everywhere, and, if necessary, an ag-

gressor for peace. This veneer of so-

called civilized discourse has so

permeated the minds of people, that

there are very few left who actually

speak their minds.

Dutta/Rao

However, there are some newspapers,

invariably right-wing, that deserve the

salute of the Third World community

because they try to speak what they

believe in — not in a roundabout way,

plotting and scheming, but in a direct

and straightforward fashion.

Meanwhile we have the wolves in

sheep's clothing who plot and scheme.

They loudly acclaim their undying devo-

tion to the causes of diversity, freedom

of the press and all the noble things that

make them feel civilized. When they

speak, the sweetness of their voices and

their dulcet tones would make a cuckoo

proud.

When they hear some voices of dissent

from among themselves, they smile and

marvel at the discourse of debate. When

they hear some voices of dissent from

communities from the outside, they pat

themselves on the back and con-

gratulate themselves on having a socie-

ty which encourages diversity of opinion

and is a melting pot of different cultures

and communities
But then, something goes terribly

wrong when these outside voices rock

the boat too much, when they create too

much consternation, when they rip off

the facade, when they call the bluff,

when they test the true commitment to

diversity.

It is clear to them that these voices

must be silenced. But how? A direct, bla-

tant move to do so is against all the

values that they have been taught from

their childhood to avoid. It shatters the

veneer of proclaimed diversity.

It exposes them for what they really

are, which they do not have the hones-

ty to admit. No, they will invent con-

voluted charades, imaginary threats,

twisted plots and concocted barriers to

suppress thece voices.

The reasons and justifications they

give are immaterial. They are the pro-

totypes of liberal attitudes prevailing in

this country.

Now why do these voices insist on say-

ing unpopular things? Why do they

seem to so ungratefully and one-sidedly

bash the North? Do they see any point

at all in their diatribes?

Why have they been saying things

like democracy maybe be bad, that the

U.S. Left has no courage, that the

United States intervened in World War

II largely to maintain the balance of

power in Europe, that most of what

Noam Chomsky says is doublespeak to

people from the Third World?

These voices are proud and honest,

and refuse to be bought. Unlike many

of the other voices in their communities,

these are uncompromised and uncom-

promising. They make no pretenses and

say no lies. They mirror the fundamen-

tal conflict between the North and the

Third World. They believe in direct and

open discourse, and confrontation if

necessary.

They believe that maybe frank discus-

sion between people of different coun-

tries actually encourages people to think

and make the world a better place to live

in. Through their angry discourse they

actually believe that people can develop

greater respect for one another, and

negotiate over issues if they have to.

But again, maybe not. Maybe

knowledge just gives people the power

to learn how to exploit more.

Maybe a window dressing of political

and cultural views through token hand-

picked people is indeed a good punish-

ment for people who do not even have

the foresight to read dissenting views.

Who is to stop them if they want to be

petty?

Rabi Dutta and Madanmohan Rao are

Collegian staffmembers. This article is

the opinion of the writers and docs not

necessarily reflect the views of the Col-

legian staff.
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Serrano
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 8

simple progression for him.

i had used milk and blood, so I figured

I'd add to my repetoire," he said.

Besides the Crucifix, Serrano also cap-

tured the word 'God," an image of Satan,

a statue of the pope and classical statues

such as "The Thinker" and "Piss Discus"

trapped in urine. When asked why Serrano

uses the phrase "piss" instead of urine, he

replied, "Piss is a more casual term than

urine."

Later in his presentation, Serrano en-

thralled the crowd with pictures of his own

ejaculations. Asked how he took the pic-

ture, he answered, "I held the release but

ton in one hand, and my organ in the

other."

The next logical progression for Serrano

was imagery repesenting female reproduc-

tion. Naturally, he photographed the "Red

River Series," which constituted pictures

of bloody Kotex maxipads. More recently,

Serrano worked with frozen sperm and

blood.

Serrano's latest work includes the

"Nomad series," portraits of homeless peo-

ple shot in the New York subway system,

and the "Klan series," portraits of fully

robed Klansmen.

"I hope the Vatican collects my work

someday," Serrano told a standing room

only crowd. In the direction that his

photography has taken, there's no big

chance of that. __

Metal band needs singer
As a wee little one, I would stand in

front of the mirror, hair brush in hand,

and croon along with Ozzy Osbourne,

dreaming of the day when I too could be

honored with the accomplishment of

biting a live bat's head off

If you too dream of leading a loud,

raucous, headbanging group with your

vocal talents, here's your chance. Judge

ment Day, a local thrash metal group,

is in search of a lead singer. The prospec

tive candidate must have a strong voice,

experience, their own transportation

and must be reliable.

The group has played in the local area

for two years with a few gigs at Katina's

in Hadley as well as some gigs in Green-

field. They play strictly original

material and are curently recording

their second demo tape. They have their

own rehearsal and recording equipment

and practice space.

If you are interested contact Dana or

Karen at 256 1369 or write to: Judge

ment Day, P.O. Box 806, Belchertown,

MA 01007.

- DANIELLE DOWLING

y. UJ i

RENTS NEW YORK
COMING TO NEW YORK CITY?

Before You Rent an Apartment, Call Rockrose Development Corp

For Manhattan's Finest Selection and Lowest Prices

ALLWITH NO RENTAL FEE!
Studios/Studios with Sleeping Alcove

1 Bedrooms/1 Bedrooms Easily Shared By 2

Full 2 Bedrooms/Full 3 Bedrooms
Duplex Apartments/Loft Apartments

Many Apartments Ideal To Share

Fully Equipped Modern Kitchens w/Dishwasher

24-Hour Attended Buildings

Near All Transportation

THE ARCHIVE
Greenwich Village

212-691-9800

MIDWEST COURT
Midtown

212-245-0399

THE FOUNDRY
East Side

212-557-5705

PLAZA WEST
Midtcwn

212-947-4440

WEST COAST
Greenwich Village

212-727-7605

BLEECKER COURT
Greenwich Village

212-557-5705

THE FAIRFAX

Upper East Side

212-249-0367

RIVER ROSE
Financial Distnct

212-786-0537

TURTLE BAY TOWERS
East Side/UN Area

212-557-5705

tt KC X X KC )SJ i
DS ' ilB '" F " co '"'

THE FIRST SENIOR SEMI—FORMAL
IN

OVER TWENTY YEARS!!!

Where: The Bluewall

When: Saturday, May 4, 1991
Time: 9 pm - 1 am

Tickets:

Singles $10

Group of Four: $30

* MUSIC ALL NIGHT BY PERFECT MIX PRODUCTIONS
*HORS D'OEUVRES

*CASH BAR
TICKETS MAY BE PURCHASED AT THE SENIOR CELEBRATION

COMMITTEE TABLE WEDNESDAY AND THURSDAY ON THE

CONCOURSE QR AT THE ALUMNI OFFICE IN MEMORIAL HALL

FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL 545-2317

COME AND MAKE "GOING OUT IN STYLE"
A TRADITION UMASS WILL NEVER FORGET!

*» «o» "O* *«w- -*»»• -*v-

llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll

COLLEGIAN
STAFF
Candidates Night

Monday, May 6

7 p.m.

ELECTIONS

Tuesday, May 7

from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.

All applications for editorships

must be submitted to the

Managing Editor by Friday,

5 p.m.

IIIIIIIIIIIHIIIII

/IRTQIRVED
10-4 on the Concourse

f>UNIVERSITY Now thru May 3_^^
#MsTORE& vpmal Pivmrni Pirn* AvatUMe I

Are you up for a challenging job

experience?

Then come on down to Financial

Aid Services and apply for

positions for Summer and Fall

1991!

APPLY IN PERSON

at 255 Whitmore Administration

Building

AGATHA
CHRISTIE'S

TEN
LITTLE
INDIANS

May 6, 7, 8

Student Union Ballroom

Tickets: $3-Students

. $5-General Public

Performances Begin at 8 pm

UMass TKeatre Guild
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Typhoon rages through Bangladesh

CLIFFSIDE
APARTMENTS!

Affordable, Quiet &

Convenient

1 & 2 Bedrooms
from $4007month

ALL UTILITIES

INCLUDED
5 miles to UMASS
On Sunderland Bus

Route

Pool. Tennis & More

Furnished Apartments

also available

Accepting applications

for September

Ask about our free rent

special

248 Amherst Rd. (Rte1l6)

Sunderland 665-3958

By HASAN SAEED
Associated Press Writer

DHAKA, Bangladesh - A typhoon slammed into

Bangladesh's southeastern coast yesterday with 145

m p h winds and waves up to 20 feet, killing hundreds

of people and destroying tens of thousands of homes.

The storm roared in from more than seven hours,

uprooting trees and ripping apart telephone and power

lines, said a Relief Ministry official.

Contact with the stricken region was severed, and the

only source of information on the disaster came by radio

communications with the Red Crescent, the Muslim

equivalent of the Red Cross.

An official at the Dhaka office of the Red Crescent said

he knew of 246 deaths. "Thousands of people are injured

Now's the

time to call...

North Amherst
Motors

78 Old SuiKtoftend Rd, Nc. Amherst

549-2880

Expert Repairs and
Reconditioning

Most Ma/or Croat Cards Accepter

MOVING ON??

fco%es

Rent a Truck or Cargo

Van from. .

.

North Amherst
Motors

Londor.
Madrid
Zurich
SwiJottCft.
Hongkong
Dcn**r
Sy
s£2* 4 Faculty h«'

u« •»: inoue»0 H—tncaom «PP»>.

«h auMct B cnayvj* One tmt
ivayjuw Wom/SBxiv aemad pmjr«m«
memaoona &uoe-r » Ta^c^er \lt.

(=URAIL PASSES ;SSL tO ON
THE SPOT!

P«£E Student Travel Cat**©*' i

r i
-
- —*-

*

413-«5A-1i*1

and crops and houses over a 300-mile radius are damag-

ed," he said. He spoke on condition of anonymity.

Other officials said details on the total number of deaths

would be available only after regular communication links

were restored.

The airport at Chittagong, Bangladesh's second largest

city after Dhaka, was under three feet of sea water. A

photographer who flew over it in an army helicopter said

5,000 people were huddled on the rooftops of airport

buildings.

The runway at nearby Cox's Bazar, a seaside resort, also

was under water, further hampering relief efforts.

Prime Minister Khaleda Zia flew by helicopter to survey

the disaster.

Before the storm hit, about 3 million people were

evacuated from an area where 7 million people live in

2,000 villages.

About 80 percent of the mud and straw huts in the

region were blown away, said the Relief Ministry official.

"The deaths would have been on a much larger scale

if the residents had not been evacuated, the official said.

He said the typhoon whipped up waves that reached 20

feet and many offshore islands were under 12 feet of water.

The storm subsided around dawn and dissipated^

The Relief Ministry official said the worst affected areas

were the offshore islands of Bhola, Hatiya, Sandwip

Kutubdia, Moheshkhali and the mainland districts of

Patuakhali, Chittagong, Cox's Bazaar, Feni and SatkJiira.

The area describes an arc that is 125 miles from Dhaka.

The previous worst typhoon to hit Bangladesh was in

1970. It claimed nearly 500,000 lives when it roared into

the coast with 138 m.p.h. winds.

Don! be disappointed.

Reserve your Truck

Today!

78 Old Sunderland Rd, No. Amherst

549-RENT
Local and One-Way
RYDER Trucks

^^™
!
Most major credit cards accepted.

RYDER J On PVTA bus route.

GET FAT & DIRTY

The "91 TREK'JSA
Fat Tire Bikes Are Here!

jWKr>i& EST 1971 / J

319 PW«s*nt Street
Northampton. MA (

4 blocks from Main St .)

586-3810
800-464-3810

UNIVERSITY COPY CENTERS
Offer convenient, on-campus locations,

competitive prices and fast service

Resume Specials

Stapling & Binding

Enlargement & Redaction

Collating

Colored Paper & Cover Stock

Thesis Printing

Two locations open Mon-Fri, 9 am- 5 pm
101 Herter Hall South College, lower level

Call 545-2719 for prices

THE CROSSING, FEDERAL STREET, BELCHERTOWN, MA
(Route 9 & 202)

J There's a brand new Dunkiri Donuts® shop in your neighborhood. Where you can

5 enjoy the rich old fashioned flavor of our fresh made donuts, fresh brewed corlee,

muffins and other baked goods in modern surroundings. So bring in the attached

coupon and come celebrate with us today. It's a great place for a grand time.

LUNCH SPECIAL

JW*%FRL MAY 3

30 AM-2 PM

$5.95

i

1 r
FREE 6 DONUTS WHEN YOU
BUY 6 AT THE REGULAR
HALF DOZEN PRICE

Good only af B«lch«rtown »hop only
Or* coupon per chMOM pet visit Ava.lal.k- at parUcipaitnR sh

•>duued

1
FREE DONUT WHEN
YOU BUY A BIG ONE

COFFEE
I iood only ,- B«lch«rtown »hop only

.-n.mcr per viiit Available ai participating ittopi

4 Sho) m rctjui .oupoti lanes nor included

i mm < ."<Hi

Bacalao a la Serenata — Scrod

Pernil — Roast Pork Shoulder

Arroz Blanco — White Rice

Arroz con Polio — Yellow Rice with Chicken

Habichuelas Rojas — Red Kidney Beans

Amarillos al Almibar - Fried Yellow Plantains

RESERVATIONS
545-3216

Validated Parking

2 offer*
thru 5/7/91 8858

,imn

2 offers

thru 5/7/91 IOTS
plu 1 01 H« worth the trip. j i^to ^2° H^rt

^!^
t

ll?' I

OUNKIN' DONUTS ITS WORTH THE TRIP

nnrrn
IT it it rr

irrriTi

TOP of the J

CAMPUS
Restaurant & Lounge

llth FLOOR CAMPUS CENTER
UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS
AT AMHERST
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DOONESBURY
By GARRY TRUDEAU

THE FAR SIDE

By GARY LARSON

SO UJHAJ
HAPPeN0>?
tUHATHAP-
f&epiow
PtRFfCTUT-

iistncnm?

ffiUOST
CONTROL
OFTHB
PICTURES,

SIR

^
PORING The UJAR, UB K1UW
W.OOO IRAQIS BUTWd
COHTROUePTre M£PlA,SO
NOONB SAW Tr€ dOPItS.
WH THZ KURPS, ITS A
DIFFERENT STWATION. &&&
mSi BURIAL MAK£S THE

B-mUNGNOAlS...

* , JVELCOKE i

412IFPERCJ

rMAFRAlPweR£Q0N6
TDHAVET0JU5T10UGH
/TOUT. AT LSAST UNTIL
we can Gei The pioifes

BACXONOVRSlPe.

/

HOWABOUT NOTUNLBSS
PARAPSS? YOUWANT
CWLPUB TOCALLUP
scueDULC THettstRW?
MORBMRADeS?

"Wait a minute, friends . . . Frank Stevens In

marketing — you all know Frank — has Just handed

me a note . .
•"

CALVIN AND HOBBES By BILL VATTERSON

SUS\£ DEWOHS SMS 100

HERE WtofUNS *WSM tfKK
AT VIE*!

WE *IESE Ql\T\Nis( MEL! STOP

RAD Cf SUNN
Gl«lV TWATS

OUR CUJ8

'

TMNtW
I TUIHVC

cowt wsvoe

too OH TEU TWS IS *

GREAT CLUfc BECAUSE WE

AlWMS GET \H TROOBit

WR F0U.CMHG
OURCV\AR\EV>!

TANGELO PIE
By Tin SNIffEN

Todaij, we give you

The Tarvgeio Pie •

*
ianGelo Upduic

FWtMER

GAE

'BornpcrLpr

W l«nqelo5,

Tolte? ±n
NebraskA, rtc

.

hasricaraoubled, r
WrM mcui psijcViol ogica

»

Mwwwkifea Edlie Slacker

of Rfchbura, KA, producd

a fca>r<Hdppinq SH7 16.

Tanaelo M her G*m back

UOWlf (fomtr record: Moi)

UnffirTttrKJriVlii/ Edtc was

crushed urwAry if, tyuiii'

•h) gefrf inte -rhf tV/^c

Which |"«T- 5fV)uJ5, a qocuk

'aeh oin'f somefama h
^r»1C55 Wrfrif

JinS JOURNAL

TodVj r jot u^

e^r\^ *v\« >wa5
\~tjdt out of \>*4

\>e Me +> vmIt< ^p-

t;ree, So I d«:J^
fat Wt. feitrso*

U-A5 \y\ *) ow w*j

fillowi.

QUOTE Of THE DAY
"Tell the truth and run."

— Yugoslavian proverb

DAILY CROSSVORD PUZZLE

Edited By TRUDE aHICHEL JAfFE

ACROSS
1 Pudding or

pone
5 Houston and

Srwad
9 HK

13 Landed
14 Hiawatha s craft

15 VWngs
16 Sit com wtlh

Robert Young

19 Compass
reading

20 — Rouge
21 Sea plants

?2 l«a
23 Actor s goal

25 Ness nemesis

28 Altar

constellation

29 Bad
German spa

32 Lamb
pseudonym

33 Rouested
35 Do/e
36 Sit com with

Jay NorlH

40 Long lead m
41 Anagram ot

trace

42 Jacket or collar

43 Plat aoors

44 Chemical su«»
45 Away
47 Final word

48 Opening
49 Philadelphia

player

52 Every 24 hours

54 Small (leer

57 Sit com with

Jim Backus

60 l'*P

61 Win by

62 Slake

63 Homophone ol

scene
64 Corset leature

65 Composer
Stravinsky

DOWN
1 B
2 Pearl Buck
heroine

By Jin

REX ROCRETT

-££X WOCKfW?

3 The -of
Spring by

65 Across

4 Ultimate degree

5 Worshipper ol a

Hindu Me force

6 Part of A D
7 Bond movte

8 Baste

9 Fabulous fur

10 Designer

Cassmi

1

1

Tabula —
12 Place lor a

r*»'*»t

14 Author Stephen

17 Black to Byron

18 Item on a

French menu

22 Complain
24 City N ol Provo

Utah

25 Yields

26 On the b*N

27 Evergreens

?9 Related on the

mother s side

30 City m cen

Georgia

31 Exhausted

33 Bridal party

member
34 Haggard novel

37 — saw. I

conquered

38 Rational

39 Aerie

45 Kate and —
46 Youths

47 Patriot Ethan

48 Actress Space*
49 Auspices Var

50 —da-camp
51 Joy

53 Celebes o»

54 Pealed

55 In the know
56Futda leader

58 Fuel

59 Troubadour s

song

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE,

5/4/tl

rtENU
LUNCH

Gritted Chicken SaftdvkA

To»o>>

BASICS LUNCH
Grilled Chicken Sandwich

Vegetable Tacoa

DINNER
Chinese Bed

in rod

BASICS DINNER
Siniicil Peppers

Si umI

YOUR DAILY HOROSCOPE
By JEANE DIXON

By IRA SHERAR

ARIES (March 21-Apnl 19) Careful

attention to detail reduces the

chance of making costly errors

Work done at home wi suffer fewer

interruptions than that done in the

office Make certain to meet all

your deadlines

TAURUS (April 20-May 20) Stay

in the background until ready to

make a major announcement It is

time to improve communication

between yourself and difficult

associates. A new ally helps you

decide when to make your move.

OfMINI (May 21-June 20) Take

the time you need to do a great job

even if a friend or co-worker tries to

rush you Your thoroughness wiH pay

off Put a new p(lan on the back

burner

CANCIR (June 21-July 22) Listen

to your mate's advice if you want

your savings to grow faster Keep

long-term objectives in mind when

considering your employment situa-

tion. Balance logic with intuitive

hunches.

LEO (July 23-Aug 22) Your en-

couragement means a lot to so-

meone down in the dumps. Show

how much you care. A thoughtless

remark could cause hurt feelings. A

peaceful home atmosphere is

welcome after an emotional

showdown.
VIROO (Aug 23-Sept 22) The em-

phasis today is on returning Items

you have borrowed Be careful not

to lend something that is not ,

to give Your financial situato- is

about to improve You feel re
tic again.

SCORPIO (Oct 23-Nov 21) ilk

with experts before signing an

agreement You could have some

doubts about an important per-

sonal relationship Try to resove

them before making a further co n-

mitment. Compromise pror

harmonv

SAGITTARIUS (Nov 22-Dec 21) A

prominent person will respond best

to a straightforward approach A

career move could cause a family

upheaval. Soothe loved ones Dy

sharing confidences and discussing

alternatives

CAPRICORN (Dec 22-Jan 19). A

freindship enters the big time vou

find the right showcase for your uni-

aue talents. VIPs are impressed The

business contacts you cultivate to-

day could bring wonderful benefits

AQUARIUS (Jan 20-Feb 18) Be

willing to commute out of town you

will benefit gteatty form developing

long-distance contacts Take your

time when considering changes in

your domestic arrangements

PISCES (Feb 19-March 20):

Greater teamwork is possible if you

take the initiative A banker or finan-

cial partner has good tidings to

share Home shoppign is great as

long as you do not go overboard

TODAY S STAFF
Night Editor Plcredlth O'Brie.

Copy Editor Pam .V( <uth

Photo Technician K v Mriw

Production Supervisor ^ikc Carvalho

Typesetter &»*«* **>w
!

ln9

Production n«A Sl«m. Jen Ffttkin

Tr.ucN Pjduium
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TWeri7e experienc^^i^k^for^Bruiiis to advance

By HOWARD ULMAN
Associated Press

BOSTON - The Boston Bruins have plenty * P1*^«£
perience. but not much against a team as explosive as the

^g^hTstenley Cup finals for the«*£. g
four vears the Bruins need to pay special attention to

borers Uke Mario Lemieux, Mike Recchi, Kevin Stevens

"AeTor^ginTwednesday night when the Penguins,

in Ae third round for the first time in franchise history

v^sU the Bruins in the opener of the best-of-seven Wales

^Ob^U
n
pUyofr experience helps in certain situa-

tioS
' Bmhis defenseman Garry Galley said Tuesday

"but when ou get to this point, your tea.£*£££
all out. I dont think you're worrying about experience

NHL record, won't replace aggressive checking as the

primarTweapon for stopping the Penguin..whose *42

goaTs were jusTtwo less than league leader Calgary. The

Bruins had 299 goals

"!Pittsburg coach] Bob Johnson has them playing some

«Jtv «oS defense too," Boston coach Mike Milbury said,

Cfthe^'s no^e^n their strength is their creative

offensive abilities, and they have plenty of people who can

rIS i^d Stevens each had 40 goals in the regular

season and Lemieux had 19 goals and 26 assists in,26
season, ana uc

t j ff g^rs.

CrhiTe^irh:L^e withJ«* and 15 assists m

1

mZS" said he doesn't like to assign one of his players

as a Sw to guard the other team's top offensive^ hreat,

hnt he mav do that on occasion against Lemieux.

G^Andy Moog, the star of Boston's -even-game

seHes agafnst Montreal that ended Monday night should

^tep^Penguins. The BruinsV^™$£"
lost to Montreal were it not for Moog, Milbury «id.

The Boston Garden rink, nine feet shorter and twofeet

narrower than Pittsburg's Civic Arena, also could be an

"^t might take away from our the bating part of our

m«p "
Pittsburg forward Ron Francis said. But in

aXer"ft might help us with the.styleiwe,
,
,
ay

the quick ^ition. a lot of lane changes and quick reac

The Bruins beat Hartford, a far less potent team than

PiUsburg, in six games in the first round then advanced

over the Montreal Canadiens. Each team had just 18 goals

in the series.

But Milbury figures there's no need to change his game

plan sustained checking and pressing the attack with

the lead - against the high-powered Penguins.

We^eyedjake
Sat May 4th

Following the Lacrosse Game
(Belchertown Rd. Bus)

266 STANLEY STREET
Campus Center

Tickets Available Concourse

Wed, May 1st 9 am - 5 pm $5.00;

American Express

AnnouncesAGreatNew
Travel Program

Nowstudents can get the Card

and get 3 roundtripson Continental

Airlines, for only 1129 or $189 each.

There's only one way to cover a lot of territory without spending

Ilot of money And that's by getting the American Express* Card.

It's the only card that offers an exciting new travel program

exclusively' for students-including three roundtnp certificates^

Continental Aid ines. -™nun»
""***"*

lust look at the map and pick the place youd like

to visit. If its on your side of the Mississippi River, you

can use a certificate to fly foi only $129 roundtnp. Or,

vou can cross the Mississippi for $189 roundtnp.
Y

You have your pick of more than 150 cities in the

4« mntieuous states. And you can fly almost anytime-because

SS^SSSL datel But you must make your reservations

wfthin M days of the day you leave. And the maximum stay is

7 HW6niehts and must include a Saturday night.

Y
t^additionZ this great travel program, you'll also enpy all

the bc^^rimei^eishiP as welFas other exclusive student

X^^«*Kte a quarterly magazine filled
I
with^fonna-

SSs or/summer jobs, careers, campus life. Plus valuable

discounts from leading retailers.

Rut remember there's only one way to get all tnis-and tnats

bvJS American Express Card. Just call us have your bank

address and account number on hand). What's more,

with our special student offer, it's easier to get the

Card now while you're still in school than it may

ever be again.

So get the Card. And get ready to cover new

territory on either side of our Great Continental Divide.

IlllilOH'l
' *******»"

^
Membership Has Its Privileges

CALL 1-800-942-AMEX
V>XVI-.J-. J- YY-Y^^nnahout your certificates will bee

Ifyoure already a Cardmember, there's no need to call Information about)
TRAVEL
RELATED

. SERVICES
*»*«***"» <>>**''

. ,
—

r^.,0^,,,1 A.rimr-* aloof i» responsible for fultllmrm of tM <*« American

^£^n7,,nd condition, of ih„ .«* <*er •,.! «"« .«h V- ««*.« —„, »*»— P*>

arriving toon

c
CONTINENTAL

„n Express assume, no Lability ft. Cominema. A.n.nc, performance C 199. African E.press Travel Related Serves Company »
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COLLEGIAN CLASSIFIEDS
CLEARANCE SALE

Buy 3 Days, Get 3 Additional

Days For xk Price

CON1INUED FROM PAGE 16

are only batting .244 against them. The

Friars are batting .268 as a team and

are averaging 3.5 runs a game.

The UMass statistics are significant-

ly more impressive. The Minutewomen

are batting an incredible .324 as a team.

Marean, Holly Aprile and Rachel

Lawson lead the way, since all are hit

ting at a .400 or better clip. Peggy Bush,

Jen Miller, Tiffany Hodson and Cherie

DellAnno are all batting above .300.

The team is averaging 5.7 runs a game.

On the mound few tandems have been

better than Aprile and Claffey. They

have a combined ERA of 130 and op-

ponents are batting a miserable .173

against them. She is 13-6 on the season

with a 1.37 ERA. Her only loss since

April 11th was a 14 inning, 3-2 loss to

Connecticut. Aprile is also batting .416

on the season.

Valid May lst-May 6th 1 coupon per person

Classifieds
^^ J -^~^^^M^^"^^^ ^— cmuufr SUBLET- Amherst2br utits

ACTIVITIES

HANI— Top south african ant.

leader today 6pm CC 163

$1000 FREE
Sublet 4tx, 2bath apartment

First month free utilities

included call 25*3786

FABULOUS RENTAL

COMIC •OOKB.ioys. games, and more'

Fne College Fantasy Convention th* Sun

dav UMass Campus Center Auditorium

1oim-5pm details (506)667-5285

EUROPEAN CLUB
Last meeting lor this _...

Wednesday May 1st 7pm room 805 UMass

Campus Center All are welcome

SPRING CONCERT is coming and you

want to be there' Get involved work the

show-Hospitality Promotions Security

Stage Crew Come 10 our Into Meeting

Tuesday May 7 at 6 30 pm place TBA here

or call 5-2892 Another UPC thing

-STOP ANO READ'
Alternative Careers In Accounting

Wednesday 5/2 7 00 CO 62 75

Presented by The Accounting Assoc

THE UMASS COLLEGE DEMOCRATS w*
be meeting Wednesday May 1 m room

4238 ol the Student Union to discuss Is!

Congressional election

ANNOUNCEMENTS

CASH FOR COLLEGE! Scholarships and

grants available Free information Call

(413)5256336

FIVE LITTLE INOIANS watering television

It was definitely the butler

GET PSVCHE0! UMass Theatre Guild

meeting room 1 74-76 at 7 00pm tonne' Cot-

ion candy' Prurew' Meet the Phantom'

Psyche. Psyche Psyche'

HEADING FOR EUROPE this summer'' Jet

there anytime tor $160 with AIRHITCH (r)

(Reported in NY Times and Lets Go')

AIRHITCH (r) 212-864 2000

JOBS IN SOCIAL CHANGE AFL CIO

Organizing Institute informational meeting

Thursday. May 2. 4 00 pm Mather Career

Center. No 101 -A

THE GAY LESBIAN ANO BISEXUAL

Engineers and Scientists will meet

Thursdays at 7pm in room 1 530 m the Grad

Tower

SUBLET W/FALL OPTION. Share sunny

apartment m South Hadley On bus route

$250 includes heat 538-5894

TWO BEDROOM BRANOYWINE APT

available June 1st reward ottered call us at

549-2941

AMHERST CENTER 1 BORM **l°»£
close to common—tor fnsbee tun<S Pro-

spect St I sunny. Ig livingrm kitchen,

deal tor 2 people Summer sublet wrta* op-

tion Call 253-7194

JEN SUE HILTON Roberto Lursa_LrsaBa«2

faVhyDave Karen Eric Manny Robb w* aH

be ai Jane Sapp celebrating our unity m

diversity

PERSONALS

FOR SALE

AMHERST CENTER
Efficiency one. two three bedroom apart

ments June or September Lincoln Real

Estate 25 North Pleasant Street

25*7879

GILREATH MANOR
Hobart Lane
Three bedroom apartments available June

or September Lincoln Real Estate 25 North

Pleasant Street

25*7879

1 RM STUDIO APT, Amherst Cti great tor

i person unfum summer w/ tall opt avail

June 1 $400/mo 253-0780

88 G -EOUILIZER make Pyramid 250

watts $70 Adam call 546-2277

MACINTOSH 512K tor sale 500 OBO
546-4146 ask tor Mike

SENIOR SELL OFF: brand new tv vcr

1966 Toyota Celica car stereo, 3 bicycles

home stereo Sony infinity Toshiba -call

549 1634 Rena

Todav is Enrico PaHazio * birthday

Cottee Tea RumbaM Partatf

Jumbo Elliot

HAPPY 21ST BIRTHDAY TRACEY P

Love your lime Andrea

29 TOWNEHOUSE new appliancesi
great

location summer sublet fa» option 549-4335

2 NONSMOKING ROOMMATES (M'F) to

share double m Pufflon 6 1 $165 call Bon

me or Julie 5496087

THE UNION
Video
Center

Trains students in

all aspects of

video production

Stop by our

offices by the

Commuter Lounge

ARTS. FOR RENT

SPRING SPECIAL 99 cents one month

rent with one year lease 2BR $450. 3BR

$537 in Sunderland Free bus route, laun

dry facilities, pool, garden plots Short term

leases available 665-3856

AUTO FOR SALE

81 TOYOTA TERCEL runs great $1 100 or

Best otter call 256-6418

1983 MAZDA GLC 3-door. 5-speed. 92K

miles Great car' $950 585-5928

1986 JEEP CJ7 AUTO, 35K. e7cond, well

maintained 549-6329 Best offer

1988 HYUNDAI EXCELL 4dr red auto A/C

cass stereo, auto sun roof, perfect cond

Low mileage, $5050 call 253-0780

88 SUZUKI SAMURAI FOR SALE
Convertible, 4wd, 54m, great shape. $4000

OBO
Call Rosio 5862959

1989 HONDA ACCORD DX 2 door coupex-

cellent condition one owner only iz&w

miles am/fm cassette stereo $8900 00 or

best offer must sell call Bruce at 256-1215

after 6pm

SUBARU JUSTY 1987 Call 253-7647 for

info'

BAMBI

CALCULATORS

HP 41CX mcl advantage pac

All manuals $100 or BO
256-3470

ENTERTAINMENT

3 BEDROOM PUFFTON
Take over our lane
Start June 1st

Call 549-8338 (6-8pm)

34S BEDROOM HOUSES BELCHER
TOWIi/AmhersI line On bus lines starting

1000 00 Call 586-4270

4 SINGLES
1 33 Belchertown Rd
Summer sublet w/ tall option

Includes 4 singles 1*''* bathrooms

Large kitchen and living room

Free summer cable w/ NESN
Located on bus route Call 253-3225

4 SPACIOUS SINGLES on bus line only

$249 each includes everything' Call us now

this apt will go fast 253 0436

A-1 ONE-BEDROOM, already vacant

$400'month negotiable

Colonial Village 253-0709

AFFORDABLE! 2 bedroom apt available

6/1/91-only $475/mo enioy the privacy o

your own room' Couches included' Call

253-3740 Now'

APT ABOVE DAISYS REST 1 ml from

UMass take over lease June 1 549-1 /jj

Hardwood floor high ceiling 2 bedroom

AWESOME HOUSE!
Summer sublet w/ tall option or individual

rooms 6 bedroom house Access to

poomennis courts Call 253-0589 leave

message

BEAUTIFUL UPTOWN APT
Perfect tor 2 or 1

$550/mo-heat/hot water incl

Call 256-4696 Available 5/25

GOING OUT IN STYLE 91!

1 ST SENIOR SEMI FORMAL IN 20 YEARS
Class of 91 rocks the Bluewall

Sat May 4 9pm - "
Cashbar " hors d'oeuvres

'

music by Perfect Mix Productions

Tin $l0-singjles $30-group of four

Sold on the concourse Wed & Thurs

or at th<? Alumni Office- Memorial Hall

More nlo 545 2317

HELP WANTED

$110 PER DAY tor experienced truck

drivers Part time summei rob 7 10 days m

mid June and mid August 1 or both ses

sions available Call Camp Trucking

(508)653-1744

ASST RECYCLING PROGRAM COOR-

DINATOR Start m summer $5 50/hr and

work thru school year $6 50 - student posi-

ton CMI 5-1153

yS^^S-V*' We sure w* miss

you' We love you'- CRT

just because I love you and I'm a bigger

geek than you are '

Happy Spring'

LovTand Knie Tickles Honeyp*

-RUSSELL ANDREW HUNTER"
Happy 2 is' Birthday

Here is the personal you ve

always dreamed of

Luv J Bagger S Jod, W,u h

HAPPY BIRTHDAY JOE DONOVAN!
T he luckiest girlfriend m the world ,ust wants

,0 te. yoTknow that she loves you very

much -Kate

ANGELA SOUTHWICK- Happy 22nd b,r

thday' I don 1 think the extra year will be a

waste' love Cindy

HAD A GREAT VIEW of living color from

rjur
shoulders

a love to meet you

Respond here

DANIEL GOLDSMITH
Happy Happy Birthday

XOXO
K A

CLASSIFIED CLERKS
For next semester tram now to secure a job

for fall semester
Fi-xible hours 10 fit your schedule' Inquire

at The CoHegian business office 1 1 3 Cam

pus Center

COOKS AND SERVERS M/F wanted all

shifts available immediately work thru sum

mer Call 586 6393 Cale Ashley

HEBREW SCHOOL TEACHER
Starts September
North Hampton
Congregation BNAI Israel

Call Jane 584-3593

RRANDYWINE APARTMENT
fSedSom summer sublet wl fall option

549-6954

prfe RENT for "2 month' Need female

;oommate for 2br-summer suble..Fall op-

tmnlwhole apt) move in May 13-pay for

jCner July August Nee clliffs.de
i

apt-pool

and tenms Rent $295/month Call Lisa

665-8649

INTELLIGENCE JOBS. All branches US

Customs. DEA etc Now hiring Call

1 905-962 8000 ext K 9616

JEWISH COMMUNITY OF AMHERST
seeks Hebrew and Jewish studies teachers,

and Bar Mitzvah tutors Experience prefer

Ted Call 549-0223 or 256-0160 for

application

LIFEGUARDS WANTED
Two full time lifeguards needed from May

25 Sept 2 1991 Red Cross & CPR Certifica

tion a must Cliffside Apartments m
Sunderland 665-3958

MULTI NATIONAL CO. recruiting In the

area looking for a couple of key people lor

the Consumer Goods Industry here m

N Enqland, also part time positions open

,ng markets in Japan. Europe. Australia

Call for interview 549-5127

ANDREA S
Happy Anniversary'

I love your very very much

Love. Scott

MARY BETH LALLY
Happy 21st birthday

Trac Jody Stacy -

r.i FN 'SPIDAH'
- ROBERTS

Sappy bS to our favorite hoodlum

nope you don t get lung cance'

Love Ca* Jody i Hae

TERRENCE: Accept Bebe with her simple

ofrsoectrve She misses and loves you

80TO yourselves pari forever come he

en^ofMaV California' I'd says, From the

author

RACING BIKE FOR SALE

TREK 600 RACING BIKE with mountain

bike handlebars, excellent condition $250

-call Craig 256-6448

SUMMER SUBLET

MUSIC LOVERS/MUSJCIANS-CHEAP!
$190/month Over 1000 records, practice

space, your own room 2 mm to bus in

NHampton 584-2981

BRANDYWINE APARTMENT Clean

spacious 2 bedroom available lor the sum-

mer tor 1-4 people On bus route A/C, poo*

R^«vTRVlSi9iUbla CaHDeMae/Enca

549-8092

SUMMER SUBLET WITH FALL OPTION:

3 bedroom apartment m The Brook in

Amhersi On bus route wall to wall

carpeting, clean CaH 253-0420

1 FURNISHEO BORM in 2bdrm apt

Clean conveniently located cosy

Cill Gita 546-4185

201 SUNSET AVE Oose^o campus social

surrounding June-Aug Cheap" 549-0179

2 BEDROOM APT hardwoodI

floors w/

tireplace downtown Amherst 750 monthly

til Aug 31 w/ fall option 546 3281

2 ROOMS BEAUTIFUL HOUSE
on bus route amenities included

2635069

3 BEDROOM TOWNHOUSE in qu.et area

w/ fall option A must see reasonable price

call 665-8712

3 BEDROOM HOUSE OFF Mam Street

Bus route Huge l"*™°g»g^
ble Rent negotiable Call 253 0409

4 BEDROOM HOUSE 5 PfopM.vvy
cheap' Across from Hadley farm' Kathy

546-1370 Rachel 5461562

160-180 MONTH PUFFTON. space for
1J3

people 2baths. furnished on bus route

Call soon 549-4509

A MUST SEE uptown ^™**£!*}££
7

tion Perfect tor 2 people $550 call 2534567

AMITY PLACE CONOO
Single room $250/month

Non-smoking lemale

549-0682

SUMMER SUBLET- AmhersV2br utrls

mcl quiet private near Putters Pond $2?s

549-2656

SUMMER SUBLET/FALL OPTION Swiss

Vrlage 4br apartment on bus route Can Jaw

253 4193

SUMMER SUBLET ON SUNSET!
$l55/double $250/sing»a

Avail June 1st can 54*2954

SUMMER SUBLET WITH laH option 2

bedroom apt Salem Place brand new with

deck $800 a month call Tex 247 5694

SUNSET SUMMER SUBLET spacious

apartment awesome location For more

details call 549 2915

SWISS VILLAGE 4bedroom IVfbam

On bus roule 1 month free

Call 256-6320
All util included

THE BEST Amherst center apt 2/bedrms

call for more into- 253-5513 Rent negotiable

TONIGHT' FREE SHOW

RIDERS WANTED

NEED COMPANION 10 share driving with

to Oregon Call 5465524 after 10pm

SYRACUSE OR AREA 5/3-5/5 share dnv

mg. expenses

BEST PAD EVER
Uptown 2 bdrm
Above Kmko's
Must see
Summer sub w/tall opt

Mike 253-3418 ^^___
BRANDYWINE- furnished apt onbus

route free AC/pool/etc Price neg 549-4025

Tess

GREAT HOUSE to sublet with fall option

5 minute walk .0 campus, on bus
i

route 5

minute walk to town Close tolBayBanks

Screened m porch, yard, storage Call now

549-6508 with tall option

GREAT SUMMER HOUSE 5 bedrooms

available on bus route big yard rent

negotiable Call 253-0785

TONIGHT! Free show

Rock out with DETOUR
UMass very own hot

new rage 9 00pm Hate n

TYPING/WORDPROCESSING

ARE YOU SICK OF TYPINC
Fast and Accurate

T ypinq/Wordprocessing

Free Laserprmting"

Call Becca 549-4800 x433

CAMPUS PICKUP AND DELIVERY

liianpanatt i fast accurate

Lisa 256-6695

DISSERTATIONS. CASES. PAPERS

On campus pickup Fast' Accurate'

Mac/Laser, spellcheck

Nancy S84-7924

FAST, ACCURATE TYPING *' sP**^
and boldface $1 45/pg call Greg 5462548

PAPERS. $1 50/pg Resumes laser printed

Fast professional affordable

KCOMMUNICATIONS. 256-6373

PAPERS. RESUMES. DISSERTATIONS

laser printing Campus pick up/delivery Call

Rosemary 259-1786

PROMPTM«» ««£»SSo,
$
7

1^
campus pickup call Usha 253-4017

TYPING/WORD PROC
Free pickup & delivery

$1 25/page
Call Nancy at 534-0112

t'badroVn'fn'I 2 bedroom Brandywme apt

1 or 2 people

Fully furnished

Rent $200/monthnegotiable

Call Christine or Tern. 549-809b

ROOMMATE WANTED

GREAT 2 BDRM
Close to campus
Perfect for 3 people

580/mo 549-4281

MOTORCYCLE

1980 YAMAHA 400 special II 13200 mi call

Andy at 549-0057 $4d0 or BO

82 YAMAHA 750 VIRAGO
$750 or BO 2553470

HAPPY 20th' Another year and I'll buy vou

a drink III love you forever

Thumper

RACK-A-DISC is SIM the ™J"0£**«
live entertainment Call anytime 586-990U,

ask about our specials

FOR RENT

NOTiO TOWNEHOUSE 3 bdrtr^ Well
I

kept

Summer with fall option Call 549-7133

HOUSE FOR RENT 4-5 bedrooms on bus

Toute fo °nu7es .0 UMass 9"»<gg»
June/September 1o September 253-2644

JUNE 1st 2 bedrooms very nice 1 block

/rom UMass $450 00 (549-1M4)*™

LOOKING FOR UP TOlrvepeople to sublet

„ouse in South Amherst for summer wrth fall

option Large yard, access to pool and ten-

nis court, pets allowed, garage $900 per

month Call 253-9170

NEED ONE FEMALE ROOMMATE (non

So for Brandywme apt -Starts in

September Call 546-6724^^^^^
REFINISHEO APTFOBTupTown across

Trrom B uegoers & a step away from the bars

55 6/1 w/TaH opt rent cheap mcl hea must

see' 253-0846 Call any timealeave

message

^SERVEnMOWFOR SEPTEMBER
Lantern Court Apartments

Laroe 2 bedroom w/w. fully equip^ kitchen,

washer dryer and storage facilities

available On bus line- minutes to campus

Kamins Real Estate 253-2515

STARTING WHENEVER7large. beautiful

one bedroom apartment Mam ST Heni

$475 but negotiable Call Jacques 2560304

—^^takeoverTour lease777^
Great 3 bdrm apt in Townhouse, 5 seconds

from bus 549-4387

THREE BEDROOMS- Two minutes from

town 10 minutes from campus Takeover

lease for summer and possible fall Rent

negotiable Call 253-3776

TOWNHOUSE APT. take over our lease ?

bedroom 549-3990

86 HONDA INTERCEPTOR 500 Kerker

"pes Runs great $1300 253-7225 Stan

1988 FZR 400 5000 Mi

$2300/80 tel 549-4205 Doug

I 2 or 3 CLEAN, responsible, lun room-

mates wanted to share on-campusihouse

IvVF starts June 11 call 253-2448 or

549-6424 ASAP

1 FEMALE ROOMMATE wanted non

smoke" to share room m Mill Valley Estates

starting in September ask for Dena

;>53-4006

WHY WORRY ABOUT winter heating bills''

I'm looking for 2m/f roommates to share

apartment Rent $180/month heat and hot

water included call Mike at

25^0611

Twc^grfa^rooms Hi beautiful house

Good price, prime location

Very close to UMass & town

549-4784

NEED A HOME FOR THE SUMMER?
Sublet our 3bdrm 1 tt bath Townhouse on

busroule. AC, disposal, and F" "<*?**

call 549-0839 or 546-4362 reler to No 15

WANTED

GREAT SAX PLAYER NEEDED to power

tr,o into a foursome Influences are Stevie

Rav Vaughan, Danny Gallon, Robert Cray

call Mark at 253-3581 leave a message

LOOKING FOR an individual with an e£
trepreneunal flair Guaranteed to double

your money invested Sell t-shirts and other

college paraphenal.a Call lor more details

256-1979

WANTED TO RENT

JANE SAPP SERVICES

STOP THE BUDGET CUTS with music

Concert with Jane Sapp and friends May 1

7 30 pm SU Ballroom students & unionists

$2 00 All others $5

NEED ANY MENDING, hemming or pat

;hes done' Cheap rates, quick service Call

546-4016

ONE BEDROOM APT
Colonial Village

Starts June 1st fall opt

$400/month 253-2475

ONE BEDROOM APT., Sunderland Clean

Tconvenient $375 per month Will

negotiate 665-3396 ^^
ONE BEDROOm1N3 brm apt in Pufflon

Village June-Aug call 549-0748

EASYGOING, GUY LOOKING tor room

summerrtall apartment/house close to cam

Pus all female or M/F house-mates Jim

253-7701

GRADUATING SENIOR working on thesis

needs apartment near UMass for summer

BO under $150 Todd 5463029

GRADUATE STUDENT needs quiet room

for June only Call Mike 5462530

RESPONSIBLE COUPLE of modest
"
eans mid 20s, N/S. seeks summer

Sublet/rental in Amherst Please cal

538-4206

CARE ABOUT SOCIAL JUSTICE go to the

May day pageant with Jane Sapp and

friends -May 1, 1991 SUB 7 30pm

SING FOR JUSTICE with Jane Sapp and

mends May 1. 1991 SUB 7 30pm $2

unionists/students $5 others

GLORY! Do I love Jane Sapp's music So

will you" Wednesday, May 1 ,
1991 7:30pm

SUB $2unionists/students $5other

PROFESSOR BOWLES- congratulations'

See you at the Jane Sapp concert in the

SUB 730pm May1, 1991

JANE SAPP 8 FRIENDS CONCERT. SUB

730pm May1. 1991 $2unionist/sludents

$5other

CAN IT BE?! Jane Sapp at the SUB 730pm

Wednesday, May 1. 1991 Concert $2for

unionists/students $5olhers

WE CAN BE powerful in song Jane Sapp

concert Wednesday May 1, 1991 730pm

SUB

SUBLET

SUMMER WMLlTOPTiON. Large room

Tn S Amherst condo Pool, central A/C

washer/dryer, parking On bus route Cool

roomies, perfect summer place' Call Joe

253-2696

SUBSCRIBE TO THE COLLEGIAN

ARE YOU LEAVING "MASS?
Are you graduating or going abroad Keep

,n touch with UMass news, sports, and

events with a daily or weekly subscription

to the Collegian'

For more into and an order form come down

to the Collegian located at 113 Campus

Center (in the basement)

PRESIDENTIAL APT.

2 bedrooms, close to campus

Call Beth 549-4035

QUIET MOTEL ROOM w/ cable & trig

S Deerfield I50 + 'mos

Jeff 665-2173 leave message

ROOMMATES NEEDED to share fabulousSm downtown Amherst' Fu.hrfurnish-

ed apt $400/mo neg Call 256-34JU

SPACIOUS CONDO next to BayBank

Close to campus • perfect location"

fake over June isr 46 people

Call now 6-3750 or 6-0634

SUBLET OUR BRANDYWINE APT

Close to pool and laundry

Heat and h w included

Call 549-4259

uuant TO TAKE OVER your 3bedroomS leasl June 1 Call Derek 549-6538

SUMMER RENTAL

•MARTHA'S VINYARO^ Steps from The

Ocean Harbor Landing Harborside Inn

Rent daily, weekends, weekly April through

September Very reasonable prices -Call

549-0221

SUBLET PUFFTON APT

Jun-Aug 2 singles. 1 double

Call 549-7678

ciiumfr FEMALE nonsmoking room

SKSlMft share Brandywme ap,

Low rent! Call now for info 549-0623

SUMMER IN THE CITY

Downtown N0H0 cheap

Call now 586-5578
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Sports
Gorillas
pound on
Eagles, 21-4

By ADRIEN MATT
Collegian Staff

Well, it never lacked aggressive play.

Between illegal body checks and slashmg P*nalt.e^he

Universitv of Massachusetts lacrosse team brutally beat

Boston College yesterday on The Hill IH•

But. bov. did they exhibit some nice play. UMass (9-2)

made clean passes and sharp cuts to the cage - all thi*

despite the mud and rain.

"Wasn't that fun?" asked UMass assistant coach Tom

Carmean We saw what we hoped for today.

"1 think the kids are realizing they re not just a good

team thev're a great team.- said UMass head coach Ted

Garber Although BC (6-8) was 15 minutes late in star

ting the game because the bus got lost no amount of war-

mmg up would have prepared the Eagles for the barrage

of shots thev would endure for the following 60 minutes.

Once again Mark Millon had a hand in initiating the

scoring, feeding to Rick Senatore to score the first goal

of the game. Millon fed the stick of Jim McAleavey 2-0.

Millon scored unassisted. Jim Kushner^ass.ted Mario

Guaglianone to the net. Millon netted a feed from

McAleavey and McAleavey scored from a Guaglianone

feed to end the first quarter at 6-0.

•It's hard to stop a team like UMass when they get go-

ing like they did in the first quarter," said BC head coach

Ed Moy. "They're much better than I expected.

Rob Falvey had three goals for the day, a team high to

be tied with McAleavey who also contributed a total ot

three assists. Millon had a team-high four assists and two

goals, the first game in which he contributed more assists

than netted goals. Kushner and Guaglianone each had

two goals and one assist and Chris Nentwich netted two

g
°Mike Cain scored unassisted in the second quarter

followed by BC's first goal of the game by Mark Gaflney,

his only goal of the game. Ed O'Callaghan assisted Falvey

Collegian photo by Carrie Wyrth

Jim Kushner, here seen against Rutgers, helped the Massachusetts^0^(1.2) crush Boston

College yesterday, 21-4. Kushner had two goals and one assist against the Eagles.

for UMass' 10th goal of the game and Cain fed to Frank

Pepe to end the half at 11-1. . „,.
By this time, Garber has gone deep into the UMass

bench and the team was having fun, cheering on team

mates when a shot was wide or hit the pipe.

Nentwich took a feed from Bill Begien for the 16thigoal

then Falvey scored again unassisted. BC s Mark won

inzton responded with less than two minutes remaining

in the third quarter and finished the scoring for that

period at 17-2. ^^ .

UMass' Don Avena scored from a Mike Orton ass

soon answered by unassisted Matt DelNegro and Gary

Larkin goals, interruped by a Pete Cuda Joe Cahill com

bination. Avena assited Cahill for the 20th UMass goal

of the game, capped by a Cahill feed to defenseman Tom

Brown, the first of the senior's career.

"It was good to have a big win, to keep the momentum

going from Rutgers," said defenseman Brad Fitts. He and

Jim Panetta along with Adam Kohart and Dave Ray saw

defensive and faceoff time on the field.

"I think we're about ready to do some serious damage

to Syracuse," Carmean said.

Softball

travels

to meet
Friars

The race for the Cup at the halfway point
w-% * j 1 ... n«..nWnl fr»n*nrc u/nrl

By DAN WETZEL
Collegian Staff

ofHow hot is the University

Massachusetts softball team?

They simply couldn't be much hotter.

The Minutewomen are 29-10 overall

and have won 26 of their last 29 games.

Connecticut is the only team that they

have lost to since Spring Break.

UMass players have once again

dominated the Atlantic 10 weekly

honors. Sophmore Darlene Claffey was

named, for the second consecutive week,

A-10 pitcher of the week. Claffey earn-

ed five victories, as well as her first save

of the year, raising her season mark to

16-4. She allowed just three earned runs

in 34 innings, lowering her ERA to 1.24.

Claffey is currently in a nine game win-

ning streak and has taken 15 of her last

16 decisions.

Senior Barbara Marean was named

Co-Atlantic 10 Player of the week, along

with Cathy Philips of Saint Joseph's.

Marean batted .500 last week collecting

12 hits, and knocking in nine runs. She

had four multi-hit games on the week

and is now batting a conference leading

.470. The shortstop has five home runs

and 30 RBI on the season.

Today the Minutewomen travel for a

game at Providence College. Providence

is only 21-22-1 on the season and have

struggled to play .500 ball all season.

Last weekend the Friars dropped a

doubleheader to Brown, 6-1 and 11-5.

After a 5-1 start, they have played

mediocre soaball, dropping six of their

last eight.

The PC pitching staff has a very

respectable ERA of 2.76 and opponents

CC^NTtNUED ON PAGE 15

By GREG SUKIENNIK
Collegian Staff

The National Hockey League has

historically taken a lot of heat for allow

ing 16 of it's 21 teams into the Stanley Cup

Playoffs. "Why let in all those mediocre

teams?" asked the critics. "It's a waste of

time to let in teams with losing records -

they just get eliminated in the first round,

anyway."
Don't tell the Minnesota North Stars. All

season long, the North Stars were the

i NHL's version of Ice Capades, a just plain

I bad team that only made the playoffs

because the Toronto Maple Leafs were even

worse. They had the worst regular-season

mark of any playoff team.

Two shocking series wins later, the North

Stars are four more wins away from their

second-ever Stanley Cup Final appearance.

Meanwhile, both Chicago and St. Louis,

two teams who were supposed to contend

for the Cup, are sitting at home while the

North Stars continue their dance with

destiny.

That's the magic of the Stanley Cup

Playoffs. All the regular-season ac-

complishments in the world can't win

playoff games. Only smart, consistent,

disciplined hockey and clutch goaltending

can do that.

Look at the Black Hawks. They gooned

their way to the Norris Division title with

101 points, but that didn't mean jack when

the North Stars came to town. Like

everyone else who awaited a Black Hawks
- Blues series (including me), they looked

past Minnesota. They lost their focus and

now they're swinging Hogans and Pings on

the golf links instead of Sherwoods and

Kohos on the ice.

Which leads to another vital ingredient

to a great playoff team — momentum. All

the North Stars needed was a little con-

fidence to get them going, and St. Louis

found that out the hard way. They, too,

looked past their poor cousins from the Nor-

ris, and suffered for it. I wonder if the Blues

and Black Hawks play on the same golf

course.

Playoff experience is another important

aspect of a potential Stanley Cup Cham
pion. Look at the Edmonton Oilers. They

were a mediocre team all season long, plac-

ing third in the Smythe Division. Never-

theless, most of the Oilers have not only

been to the playoffs, but won champion-

ships. They know what it takes to win big

games under playoff pressure. Goodbye,

Calgary Flames; asta la vista, Los Angeles

Kings.

Commentaiy

And what of the Boston Bruins, you ask?

Boston fans have to be happy that the

Bruins finally exorcised one of the team's

major demons, beating Montreal in the

seventh game of the Adams Division finals.

They had never done that until Dave Chris-

tian, Cam Neely and Andy Moog led the

way to a 2-1 win Monday night.

Do the Bruins meet the criteria to win

the Stanley Cup? Consistency has been a

question - the B's could've polished off

both Montreal and Hartford sooner than

they did, and it wasn't because of any

heated divisional rivalry that they didn't.

They just didn't play up to par on some

occasions.

Boston does have several factors working

for them, though. They have a hot

goaltender in Moog, who was simply amaz-

ing against Montreal. They have just as

much playoff experience as Edmonton,

great team leaders like Neely and Ray (God

on skates) Bourque, and tons of momentum

from beating Montreal. They haven't look

ed past any of their opponents and have

stayed patient, for the most part. I think

the Bruins' chances to win the Cup, as good

as they were before, are excellent. And the

revenge factor can't be overlooked if they

face the hated Oilers (overtime, anyone?).

The Penguins remind me of St. Louis as

far as team style goes. They can ring up the

goals as fast as anyone in the league and

they can play respectable defense. Mario

Lemieux and Ron Francis (Why did the

Whalers deal him?) are two money players

the Pens can count on in the clutch. But,

the Pens lack playoff experience and con

sistancy between the pipes. The Bruins

should beat them.

But what else could happen in this year

of playoff surprises? A Stanley Cup parade

in Bloomington, Minnesota would be

poetic. While I still think the Bruins will

win it all, if the North Stars have made it

this far, why not all the way?

AP Pt»o«o

Boston Bruins Reggie Lemelin and Peter Douris share a lighter moment

at a recent practice. The Bruins open the Wales Conference finals by

hosting the Pittsburg Penguins tonight at the Boston Garden.
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Kurdish refugees start long trek home to Iraq
XHAi ° ^_^_ The Associated Pr«. Buses pulled broken-down compact cars

AP photo

An elderly Kurdishman carries his blanket past a British Royal[Marine

Commando as he heads for a British truck to take him to the Zakho

refugee camp Tuesday

The Associated Press

NEAR IRAQ'S BORDER WITH
TURKEY — Pickup trucks, trailers haul-

ed by farm tractors and buses with broken

windshields are winding down steep moun-

tain roads, bringing thousands of Kurdish

refugees one step closer to home.

The arrival of the first ramshackle

caravans in the Iraqi town of Zakho mark

ed the official start of a crucial stage in the

rescue of Kurdish refugees - getting them

out of the mountains.

About 800,000 Kurds fled to the hills

along the Iraq Turkish border from Sad-

dam Hussein's crackdown on their

rebellion more than a month ago.

The return of the first refugees follows

efforts by U.S. and other allied officers to

persuade the Kurds they would be pro-

tected - and a tentative peace agreement

reached in Baghdad between Saddam and

Kurdish leaders.

U.S. Marines want the refugees out of the

mountains by June 1. when the creeks run

dry. To meet that goal, about 25,000 peo

pie will have to descend each day.

By dusk Tuesday, more than 7,500 Kurds

had left their squalid hillside refugee

camps to come into the valley.

"They're going home," said U.S. Army

Sgt. Paul Harrison, the supervisor of a

checkpoint leading into Zakho through

which all the Kurdish vehicles pass.

"Last night, we had lights, all the way

from this point up the mountain. It was a

beautiful sight," he said.

At one point in the day, he said,

thousands of people an hour were moving

through the checkpoint.

Truckloads of children, their hair matted

and buzzing with flies, trundled by.

Mothers stared out of the back, some dut

ching babies to their breasts

Buses pulled broken-down compact cars,

which in turn yanked Volkswagens with

flat tires.

"It's a God-awful parade, said one U .&.

Army lieutenant, surveying the Kurds'

return. "They sped out. Now they're limp

ing back."

Most of the Kurds passed by the refugee

camp of 1,200 tents run by the allies and

pitched by U.S. troops on a field of wild

wheat and blood-red poppies just outside

Zakho.

They decided instead to return home, a

decision allied commanders hope many

more Kurds will make.

"If they don't want to stay here, that s fine

with us," said Gordon Murchie, a

spokesman for the State Department's

Agency for International Development,

which is assisting the allied forces.

"The more people who go home, the bet

ter," Murchie said.

Many were going to homes in a swath ot

allied-protected territory south of the

Turkish border. But many other Kurds

have little choice about leaving the area.

Their homes are in territory held by the

Iraqi army. Returning there, they say,

would mean punishment and possibly

death.

"If I leave the American zone, Saddam

Hussein will kill me," said Hussein Abdul

Karim, a 21-year-old former soldier in the

Iraqi army who hails from Dohuk. a city

under the Iraqi army's control.

To help encourage people like Karim to

return home, the allies plan to expand the

security zone to include places like Dohuk.

a provincial capital south of Zakho.

The Kurds think it's a good idea but

worry about what happens when "Hajji

Bush." then respectful nickname for the

president, decides to withdraw his troops.

ANfTthreatens to cut off negotiations with gov'tAIN t^ till edlCIlS W V^U
re^^^^Mfl "Pretoria stocni by watching the violence." he said. "We

By MARC ELLIOTT
Collegian Staff

The African National Congress will cut off negotiations

with the South African government on May 9 unless the

various security forces the ANC claims are inciting black

on black" violence are punished, ANC official Chris Hani

said last night. , r-o«.

More than 300 people squeezed into a room in the Cam-

pus Center while some 200 watched on^»^"^
monitors outside as Hani, chief of staff of the ANC s

military wing and a member of the political bureau of the

South African Communist Party, accused the government

of doing nothing to stop the riots.
.

He demandedthat President F.W. de Klerk dismiss the

ministers of defense and the police as well as any other

security officials believed to be guilty of inciting violence

and asked the Askaris and other right-wing organizations

used against the black liberation movement be disbanded.

"Bv May 9, if these demands are not met, we are going

to pull out of the talks," said Hani, who spoke for more

than 90 minutes. . .

He said the police have been arresting so-called ter-

rorists" who are fighting for the black liberation move-

ment, but seem to be "unable" to arrest those who are

attacking the ANC

Collegian photo by Alexandra Rizxo

Chris Hani

rreioria siouu u.> ««,«......,, — --- „„:„
are not lupriwd, for the South Afr.can police is a racist

police force. For years it has been used to emasculate our

^H^ni defended those blacks involved in the violence, say-

ing ongoing poverty and repression by the government s

apartheid system leaves them no other outlet for their

anger. Also, he said, the government is trying to divide

the ANC and the communist party and incite ill will bet-

tirppn the two

Hani encouraged the "stepping up" of defense units to

protect the black community from right-wing vigilante

groups, like Inkatha.

Despite the ANC's problems with the government, Hani

said de Klerk's warning to the white population Tuesday

that unless concessions are made, a civil war could erupt,

is a sign that negotiations can still succeed.

"There is still hope that the regime will listen, he said.

Hani also encouraged the audience to resist any at-

tempts by President Bush to end the economic sanctions

imposed on South Africa by the United States.

"Sanctions were imposed on South Africa so
,

th* Sou h

Africa could become democratic," he said. It is the vie

tims of apartheid, those who have been in prison those

who are banished and those who are in exile who should

CONTINUED ON PAGE 8

attacking the AXNC.
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NASA station to cost $34 billion more
± "•***A

I*.
1" ^ u onnn anA 2027." said Bowshner, life science research.

By HARRY F. ROSENTHAL
The Associated Press

WASHINGTON - The cost of building

a space station and operating it in the next

century will exceed NASA's estimate by at

least 40 percent, or $34 billion, and even

then may not satisfy research re-

quirements, the government's chief auditor

said yesterday.

The National Aeronautics and Space Ad-

ministration has said the station could be

built and ready for permanent occupancy

in 1999 for $30 billion and that it could be

operated through the year 2027 for and ad-

ditional $54 billion.

"We believe the $30 billion estimate is

an inappropriate figure to use," Com-

ptroller General Charles A. Bowsher said

in testimony prepared for a congressional

subcommittee.

"What we actually have is at least a $118

billion program - about $40 billion to

achieve permanent occupancy and about

$78 billion to keep the station operational

between 2000 and 2027," said Bowshner,

who heads the General Accounting Office.

NASA plans to keep the station

operating for 30 years, beginning with

periodic astronaut visits in 1997.

The testimony to the House Government

Operations subcommittee on government

activities and transportation added to the

criticism heaped in recent months on the

space station project.

Subcommittee Chairwoman Barbara

Boxer (D-Calif.) said the space station s cost

had been "vastly underreported to the Con-

gress" and that her panel estimates it will

really total $180 billion^

"I believe that the $30 billion NASA

estimate will get us a garage in space with

nothing in it and nothing happening

around it," Boxer said in a statement.

The station, to be named Freedom, was

proposed in 1984 by President Reagan and

was to have eight potential uses. But

escalating costs and a series of redesigns

resulted recently in a scaled-back version

that would permit only microactivity and

life science research.

Those are "two scientific endeavors that

many scientists believe are incompatible

and are not best conducted on the same sta-

tion," Bowsher said.

In addition, he said, the unreliability ot

the space shuttle must be taken into ac_

count because it is to be the only means of

launching and servicing the station. NAbA

also must consider risks posed by orbital

debris and the lack of an emergency crew

rescue vehicle, he said.

He said NASA's construction estimate

understates the real cost by $10 billion It

does not include costs of developing the

crew lifeboat, installing a centrifuge, con-

ducting science projects and the $7.5 billion

required for 20 shuttle flights to assemble

and occupy the station by 1999, the GAD

chief said. g .

Bowsher said NASA's projected $54

billion operating cost is low by $24 billion

because it fails to include shuttle flight

costs, salaries of ground-based personnel,

CONTINUED ON PAGE 8
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ANNOUNCEMENT M«rrh *tartine
On Saturday, there will be a Gay Pride March starting

at noon in Lampron Park in Northampton.

I£T?ft22L -Method, ofOr^n^ »..h

Dale Melcher will be held at 11:15 a.m. in the Campus

^wS'.Aflp - The workshop "Issues for Gay and Lesbian

Workers" will be held at noon in the CC.

JolRecrulttng - Staff from the AFL/CIO Organizing

Institute will recruit applicants for union organizing posi-

tions at 4 p.m. in the Mather Career Center.

Songfest - There will be a Labor Music songfest featur-

ine the "Diggers" from 4 p.m. to 5 p.m in the IX.

Film- The film, Matewan will held at 7:30 p.m. in the

CC Free

Recycling Education - Volunteers to participate in

recycling education should meet at 6:30 p.m. in CC 903_

Speaker - Estelle Jussim, award-winning author o

many books on photography and the visual arts wil

discuss in Search of Meaning: the Ambiguities of Visual

Images" at 4 p.m. in Wright Hall Auditorium at Smith

^Meeting - The organization of Gay, Lesbian a^nd Bisev

ual Engineers and Scientists will meet in Rm 1530 of the

Grad tower. Time will be announced.

Speaker - Hon. Henning Christophersen, vice president

of the commission of the European communities will

discuss "The Future ofScandinavian-European Relations

at 7 p.m. in Thompson Hall 106. , —.,.,

Lecture - Professor Richard A. Walton, of Purdue

University, will discuss "Transition Metal Polyhydndes:

Expecting the Unexpected" at 11:15 a.m. in the Graduate

Researchy Tower room 1633, tower C.

Kim - Ramsey Clark's film "Nowhere to Hide, wi

be shown at 7:30 p.m. Amherst College in Lecture Hall

3 of the Morrill Science Building.

F
fJ^W ^The UMass Lesbian and Gay Cultural

Festival will be held at 8 p.m. in Hampden Theatre.

Workshop - The workshop, "Stress in the Workplace:

How to Cope with it, How to Get Rid of It," given by Leslie

I omasson will be held at noon in the Campus Center

F7m - The film, Do Not Fold, Spmdle or MutdatewU

be held from noon to 1 p.m. in the Campus Center Free.

Booksale - The League of Women Voters will hold a

sale on the Amherst Town Common from May 3-5. On

May 3 and 4 the sale will run from 9 a.m. to 6 p.m. and

on May 5 from noon to 4 p.m.

SATURDAY, MAY 4 ...,,,,,„
Semi-Formal - The senior semi-formal will be held in

the Bluewall Cafeteria from 9 p.m. to 1 a.m. The cost is

$10 each, or $30 for a group of four. Sponsored by the

Senior Celebration Committee. *.«-
Open House - The University of Massachusetts Foun

dation will have a free open house at the Hadley Farm

fr

TonverUwn - ^Second Annual Five College Fantasy

Convention will be held from 10 a.m. to 4 pjn. in the Cam

pus Center Auditorium. Open to the public.
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Brandywine offers Country

Living with convenience

• On UMass Bus Route • Nearby Shopping • Situated

on 18 well-landscaped acres with pond.

• One and two bedroom apartments include gas utilities

(heat, hot water, and stove).

• Swimming pool, laundry facilities, responsive

management
• Stop in and we'll show you what we have to offer.

BRANDYWINE AT AMHERST
16 Brandywine Drive

Rental Office open daily 1 0-4

549-0600
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Qood^dgfit "Bedding

$25.00 OFF any Futon and

Frame Combination

Plus: All in stock Futon
Cover % price

with this ad

492 Pleasant St.

Northampton, MA
585-0660

Offer Expires May 30, 1991
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and
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Welcomes You to an

OPENHOUSE
at the New Hadley Farm

May 4. 1991

10 a.m. to 4 p.m.

NORTH MAPLE STREET, HADLEY
(the former Young Meadow Farm)

in view of the University

Visit the facilities, see animal displays, exhibits,

a nature walk, new indoor arena, equitation skills exhibits,

campus mounted police, sheep dog trials, food, fun!

BRING THE FAMILY

LOCAL
Students to get

a chance to discuss

Arab-Israeli conflict

By PAMELA McCARTHY
Collegian Staff

Experts and professors have spoken widely on the Arab-

Israeli conflict, but tonight students will have a chance

to voice their opinions at a 7 o'clock forum in the Ear-

thfoods cafeteria in the Student Union.

The forum, sponsored by a student group that calls itself

"Direct Expression," will be operated by students for

students, said Ziad Abillama, one of the forums

organizers. „
"We're trying to get people to calm down, Abillama

said "We are trying to get people to listen to each other,

to voice their frustration, but to take each other serious-

ly. We are hoping people will voice concerns without be-

ing afraid that they will be silenced."

Abillama said because students would participate, the

forum would be more active than an ordinary lecture.

"We are hoping diverse positions will be addressed," he

said. "We're just trying to provide a place for people to

discuss, rather than being a receiver."

Nathan Krystall, another organizer, said the forum

would also give people an opportunity to hear a wide vane

ty of opinions on a the controversial topic.

"The agenda will be determined by the people there,

he said "It's a chance for people who have been thinking

about these issues and who feel isolated to get together

and see what people are saying."

^^ ( ..Mi-man photo by V»n» IMugy

mv »TTHF BOOK MILL - Rosa Jacobson-Friedman, age 3 and a half, of Amherst, wat-

ches *e""rfaHthe Montague Book Mill las, Saturday with her grandfather. Lou Jacob-

son, visiting from New Jersey. _____^__
Abillama said the group had a similar forum at Amherst

College but had problems because people "personalized

the issues.

"We had people give short presentations and we open

ed the floor for questions [but] people were talking about

themselves in regard to the conflict," he said.

Krystall said: "People tried to personalize politics.

The organizers said attendance will determine the suc-

cess of the event. "We're hoping as many people will at

tend as possible," Krystall said.

""V" T ~
. .-- .. ed the oor lor questions iuun ycvF ic ~^.^ «"»"-.

and see what people are saying. "" ^ — T^T jl j

Bike oath to connect Amherst and Northampton
By DAVID MASSEY
Collegian Staff

The construction of a bicycle lane connec-

ting Amherst and Northampton is expected

to start next fall and be finished next

spring, according to spokespersons from the

state Department of Environmental

Management.
The 9.2-mile long and 8-foot-wide bike

path will be "totally separate from the

road" including a separate bridge over the

Connecticut River, said Tom Dyer, project

manager and an employee of the DEM.

Terry Blunt, also from the DEM, said the

new path will help save energy by en-

couraging drivers to use bikes instead of

cars, increase traffic safety by providing

cyclists an alternative to 'dangerous' Route

9, and provide many new construction jobs

during tough economic times.

"Anything that helps to reduce the

number of cars on Route 9 is a considerable

advantage," Blunt said. Pedestrians also

may use the path, he said.

Currently, the project is being put out to

bid, meaning that the Department of

Public Works is advertising the project and

will choose a construction company to take

on the project from the applications it

receives.

"Anything that helps to

reduce the number of cars

on Route 9 is a considerable

advantage."

-Terry Blunt, state Depart-

ment of Environmental Manage-

ment employee.

David Mozer, director of the Interna

tional Bicycle Fund, an organization which

promotes bike transportation, said he was

unaware of the project but said that bike

paths offer people a cheaper form of

transportation and "provide people with

the opportunity to build exercise into their

daily routine."

"Evidence shows if you make bicycling

convenient enough, people will start to use

more non-motorized transportation," Mozer

said. He also listed many environmental

and economic benefits of promoting cycling

through bike path construction.

Every day, about 140 million cars in

America travel almost 4 billion miles and

consume 200 million gallons of gas, severe-

ly affecting the environment, according to

Department of Transportation statistics

cited by the Earthworks Group, a national

environmental organization based in

Berkeley, Calif.

As the gasoline is burned, about four

billion pounds of carbon dioxide are releas-

ed into the atmosphere every day, con-

tributing to global warming and other en-

vironmental problems, according to scien

tists cited by Earthworks.

The Earthworks Group also reports that

if 1 percent of the car owners in America

left their car at home one day a week, the

nation would save an estimated 42 million

gallons of gas a year.

This action would prevent an estimated

840 million pounds of dangerous carbon

dioxide from entering our atmosphere, the

group said.

Author Marcia D. Lowe views bicycles as

a vehicle for a small planet in her article

titled "Cycling into the Future," which ap-

peared in the book, "State of the World

1990."

"For every person who makes a trip by

bicycle instead of by car there is less pollu-

tion, less fuel used, and less space taken on

the road," Lowe wrote.

Bicycles are a practical alternative to

cars, which create congestion, traffic jams,

and the byproducts of gas combustion: air

pollution, acid rain, and global climate

change, she wrote.

New York cycling activist Charles

Komanoff wrote that bicycling is "a living,

breathing alternative to the city's domina-

tion by motor vehicles. There is magic in

blending with traffic, feeling the wind in

one's face, the sheer fact of traversing the

city under one's own power."

In the United States, the most bicycle-

friendly communities are two university

towns in California: Davis and Palo Alto,

Lowe wrote.

In Davis, there are 48 kilometers of bike

CONTINUED ON pAGE 4

Crane to be

gone by Friday
By TAMIR LIPTON
Collegian Staff

The giant crane stationed outside the northeast en-

trance to the Campus Center is part of a $320,000 pro-

iect to replace the building's 22-year-old air condition-

ing system, said Barry Simon, the campus energy

m
The

g
c

e

rane is being used to replace the old cooling

tower with the new one and should be gone by Friday,

said Forrest Davies, director of auxiliary services.

The entire project should be finished by June, Simon

said. It is financed by Northeast Utilities, which has

riven $185,000 and is installing the system, and the

University of Massachusetts with $135,000 he said.

The new system will be computerized and features

a built-in temperature control system, Simon said.

"We're replacing pumps and valves as well as the

cooling tower which will make the system much more

efficent," Simon said. "Other parts ofthe school already

have this same type of system. The Campus Center is

one of the last places to get it."
.. .....

The system will have increased cooling capacity but

will save energy by eliminating leaks and improving

^Thnrd^rwiln such bad shape," said Ashote

Ganguli, director of Auxilary Services. "It was leak-

ing profusely and it was totally inefficent.
ing pi viu j

CoUegi,„ photo by K.A. Burke

Massachusetts
'out of business'
The Associated Press

BOSTON - The Bay State dropped from 48th place to

50th place in Financial World's second annual evaluation

of states' fiscal management.

The national business magazine, which ranked Utah as

the best-managed state, said there was no competition for

last place.

"If Massachusetts were a business, it would be out of

business," the Financial World article declared.

"The siate barely hits the ball in the ballpark with its

revenue and expenditure estimates. It has fallen into the

bad habit of appropriating large sums of money after the

budget is supposedly set."

The magazine's assessment of the Bay state.

"Big revenue estimating problems: expenditure-revenue

imbalance over several years; big unfunded pension

liability; bad habit of substantial appropriations; rolling

over Medicaid bills, no performance measurements in

budget process, little long-range planning.

Alix deSeife, deputy press secretary to Gov. Weld, said

the evaluation isn't surprising.

"Would you expect us to be higher than last when we ve

only had four months to dig out of a hole that took [former

governor] Michael Dukakis eight years to dig? deSeife

said.

Alan Macdonald, executive director of the

Massachusetts Business Roundtable, said the evaluation

"hurts the confidence of those who may invest m ow com-

monwealth through bond offerings, also in the ability of

Massachusetts to attract and retain businesses in an en-

vironment that is a negative one in terms of how public

monies are handled."
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Bike path to link Amherst, Noho

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 3

lanes for 161 kilometers of streets and 32

kilometers of separate bike paths. As a

result 25 percent of the total trips made

in this community are by bicycle, Lowe

wrote. ....

The town of Palo Alto has spent millions

to maintain smooth roads and bike paths,

secure bike parking, provide bicycling m_

centives, and build 65 kilometers of

hikeways.

Ellen Fletcher, a member of the Palo Alto

Council and a national cycling advocate

said- "All you have to do is make it easier

to ride a bike than drive a car. People will

take it from there."
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NORTHEAST AWARDS Ij
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7 KeUeher Drive

South Deerfiekt MA 01373 Ij

(413) 86M791

Economical Awards of Diriaction
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CmtoBi,,3qoM,TropUM,

Executive Gifa

Free Catalog on Reqoe*
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REPERTORY CINEMA IS BACK!

FOR THE FIRST TIME SINCE THE ADVENT OF VIDEO WE
PRtSENT A SERIES OF * • • DOUBLE BILLS • • • •

WITH WEEKEND LATE SHOWS
FROM APRIL 25 TO MAY 16

WITH:
Cary Grant,

Sean Connery.

Kevin Costner.

Mel Gibson.

HONKS
AND

HEARTTHROBS

Marlon Brando,
Jean Paul Belmondo

James Dean,

Tom Cruise

Robert Redford

THE SEXIEST MEN IN THE MOVIES

...service,

...people,

...prices.

all under one roof.

Close to Brittany Manor

and Riverglade

itO' PACKAGE
STORE

Thursday. May 2 to Saturday. May 4

NO WAY OUT AND BULL DURHAM
_ n*. jtnriJjMtfwbooti fv«fc • ****) *o mine*

NOWAV "•*• '00 f., 5* JJO '"T"1-"**
BOIL lh»* »IO f- S* 5*0.^1000

c.,nH» v Mav 5 to Wednesday, May 8

BREATHLESS AND REBEL WITHOUT A CAUSE

oi ana H II-H m *•—» •*—
, „..„,.-,>. ,

rvj ««<*, •» •>•«• '•«•» *•*" •• *** *"*•»*

•HATHlftS S- 300— '»*"^ ,»""M0
MMl *» »0O»~l»00 Ho. *«4 »oo

Ti^~Pleasant St. Theaterj

GET FAT & DIRTY

The -oi TREK'usa
Fat Tire Bikes Are Here!

if est wn f\
We sell Trek road bikes too!

MOVING ON??
Rent a Truck or Cargo

Vanfrom...

Soxes
Boxes

North Amherst
Motors

319 Pleasant Street
Northampton. MA <

4 M«*s from Main BjL]

mmt
800464-3810

Donl be disappointed.

Reserve your Truck

Today!

78 Old Sunderland Rd, No. Amherst

549-RENT
LrxaiandOne-Way
RYDER Trucks

Most major credit cards accepted.

On PVTA bus route.

SOS West
AMHERSTf 25397421

r Pt#avH* V Northampton. MA 01060 586 0935

IF YOU ARE OVER 18
BE A BARTENDER!
LOCAL/NATIONAL PLACEMENT

ASSISTANCE

DAY/EVENING ONE WEEK

Need A Summer Job?

747-9888
1655 MAIN ST, *HTE M2. SPRINGFIELD, I

BOW

011031

Consuela

by Cougar
Sand • Black • Green

$36

Women's Slu.cs. Clolliinj. & Accessories

ZntfM • l«7 North lMeas;.nl Street • Amherst

413.253.2563

UMASS THEATRE GUILD
presents:

AGATHA CHRISTIE'S

murder mystery

TEN LITTLE INDIANS

May 6, 7, 8

Student Union Ballroom

Tickets: $3-Students

$5-General Public

Performance Begins 8 pm

wow
**?& jeans

191 N. Pleasant St. 22 Masonic St.

Amherst • 253-201 3 Northampton • 586-6336

OPEN 7 DAYS

The Top of the Campus Restaurant

BCP GRADUATION
CEREMONY

The Bilingual Collegiate Program cordially

invites the University community to its

seventeenth Graduation Ceremony. This

activity will be held at the Student Union

Ballroom on Friday, May 3rd, from 7:30 pm

to 1 -00 am. For more information please

PJ contact 545-1987
H

fl HUM "J1

ENLARGEMENTS:
BUY2. GET
1FREE.
Otter good on same-size, same-

tmish Kodak color enlargements

trom any three negatives or

slides.

m
K
n
m

Choose 8" X 10" to

16" X 24" color enlargements

fe^3
n. rMMWUl Obim! Sam rNWUD 7 1« fcrt fort W HAaTWIO Ih Hutu of S«* MM f( *W t«rTA^5 *tan 9

presents

featuring

Standing Steamship Round Baked Ham Seafood Newburg

Broccoli Spears Patty Shells & Rice Sweet Potatoes

Bread Basket /e//o Molds Fruil Basket

Spec/a/ Salad Bar • Strawberry Shortcake

Complimentary flower for 'Mom

Sunday, May )2, 1991

11:30 a.m. to 4:00 p.m.

$10.95 adults

$5.50 children under 10

Call today to reserve

a table for your family.

549-6000 ext. 7639

or 545-3216

RESTAURANT & LOUNGE
1 1th Floor, Campus Center

University of Massachusetts

Tickets gladly validated for parking in attached Campus Garage.

SPECIALS THIS WEEK!
SUCH A TERIFFIC RESPONSE
WE'RE DOING IT AGAIN!!

Rolling Rock cse $12.99=

Miller, Lite & Draft....l2 pk $6.49*

Glacier Bay 12-pk $5.49*

Coors, Lt, Ex Gold....l2 pk $6.69*

Capt. Morgan 750 ml $7.49

Smirnoff Vodka 750 ml $7.49

Seagrams Gin 750 ml $6.99

Gordon's Gin 750 ml $6.99

The Coldest Beer and the Coolest Staff Around

"Chill Out" at the Four Seasons!!

r COuPSFi
May 2 May 4 b% OFF Any Keg, ONLY With

This Coupon

FOURJiASON?—____„
44A New Family Owned Business"

•Plus Deposit

S^asorig

:t

HISTORICAL ATLAS OF MASSACHUSETTS:

\ MM for every MMMl, library, •Iflrr,^-d h*"*-

Order y-r* lod.y, *hH* —9 I.*—* **••*" *"" 'H""-

• 1 1„ fir ul m.U //.Mm.. .1/Mi of MaiHlfclMf* .

. TW mm ,,.mpr,hr„Mve coH,-,,i,.n of info,in„..n„ onM^ •*« «-rmhW. rnal.l.n, vou ...

„„ ( |crs,an,lZ rlpon .hrough lime - bMr« hi hislorv.^ land^apr and-*~*
. Pnpnr. -I .hrouph 6 viars of ,,a,ns,akm* rr^anh and ^Mta by . Iram of mor.- than 50«M» a.

.1.Carlopaphl, Uboran-r, of.hr Di^rlmrn. ..fOnlnff and r^graphy a. .hr l!n.vrr„ry of

Hu, minium rulilish. d l.v il.r IWienfe) of mmmfrmm IV«.

. Full rolor ma,«. graphs, .har... diagram,, photograph andM combine to document rvery Mgrnfi. an,

asiirx t of tho MMr\ hiMorv and rcsoiirrrs.
(

. KtfM s,andanlS of .lr*n and pnntmg hav, hrrn maintained: full *» * *-«#•* h,*h

,,„alil> BThMfW paprr. drluxr cloth binding, laminated jacket. Horuontal 16 xli.

Jeffery Aahenit B«M»k«fc»p

and College Stare

55 S. Pleasant St

Atanerst, MA §IM2

I'lcasr send mr rnpiw of the Historical Atlas of Maw. @ $69.95 each _

* Add 5% ($3.50) for each copy for Mass. Uw if you are in MasRachusetts _

Add $4.00 postage for the first copy. $2.00 each additional copy .

except lax exempt institutions T°,a'

Enclosed is our check.

VISA/MC no.__ ,

E*P d"»e

NAME:

ADDRESS:

aa—lnTii
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Editorial/Opinion
The nninians on this pane are those of the individual writer oi cartoomsi and do not necessarily reflect the views of

University unless otherwise noted.

A campus-wide survey of elevators

I was leaving an office on the sixth floor of Herter Hall

when I saw it happen. The unsuspecting victim cried out

in fear, as the doors closed on her. Once they hit her, they

reopened and closed again on her. Opening and closing,

the elevator assaulted the woman as if the doors were the

powerful jaws of a giant mouth, chewing on a snack. By

the time she successfully escaped the elevator, the startl

ed student was none the worse for wear, but awfully

shaken up. ,

The two Herter elevators have often been compared to

wild horses. They can be dangerous if the rider can't con

trol them. Thev can smell fear. However, they are easily

tamed and with the reins in your firm grasp, you control

the most responsive elevators on Campus. You must first

learn the rhvthm of the doors. Then you must memorize

when indicator lights don't work. However, Herter s

Otises are the only elevators on campus that will lm-

mediately close when you push the 'Close' button.

Mark B. Adlei

The twins in Herter are related to the four Campus

Center elevators who share their cousins' animosity

towards their clients. Sometimes the bell outside rings

when the elevator arrives, sometimes it doesn t. The cars

have been known to go on a sit-down strike from time to

time, refusing to close their doors and move to the desired

floor Using the 'Close' button only annoys them and it

provokes them to wait longer. Don't ever provoke

elevators. They are our friends.

The Campus Center doesn't have stairs above the third

floor There are emergency fire stairs which only permit

the traveller to exit the building, not to move from floor

to floor. You must take one of the elevators, the four

Horsemen of the Apocalypse. When a floor is not in use,

the hotel desk turns off the floor, preventing the elevator

from stopping there. For a brief time I had the key to the

service elevator and I had free rein of the building^

The Tower Library has two express elevators and three

locals, but like a librarian or a police officer, they are

never around when you need them. If your study carrel

is on the 13th floor (like mine) then you can either take

the long ride on the frequently-stopping local elevator or

take the express to the 16th floor and walk down the

stairs. These express elevators are notorious for a high

B-force The Library's stairs are worth the walk if only

to see the beautiful murals generated through Mass

Transformation. ... ^.«_
Grad Tower has three huge elevator cars. Despite their

size I still get claustrophobic in them. I think that tear

is connected to my three unhappy semesters in the Math

department. I used to take the elevator to the 15th floor

just to discover that my professor was out for the day or

that I flunked another exam.

The elevators in the dorms are the most bizarre

machines on campus, with the possible exception of the

new telephones. The Southwest towers have exprew

elevators which still take forever to transport the eager

student to their floor. In my Orchard Hill dorm, it is

quicker to walk to the 7th floor than to ride the reluctant

elevator. *u~
A favorite recreation of mine involves running up the

stairs ahead of the elevator pushing the call buttons on

the next floor, then waiting for the car to arrive. When

the door finally opens I wave to the people and run up

to the next floor. Fun for hours. Never a dull moment.

Afar* B. Adler is a Collegian columnist

Next Thursday will be his farewell column. Don t miss it.

the traveller to exit the building, not to move trom noor rt— '——-w

Trustee McQuilken raps coverage
„. ~ „ -,__T- : m^ «,Wh t.h«v and their friends ran on April 9 were the vo

Letter from Pike
On behalf of the entire brotherhood of the Pi Kappa

Alpha Fraternity, I would like to take this opportuni

tv to apologize to Jeanne Hagarty for the unfortunate

incident which occurred on Thursday evening April 25.

[Hagarty, in a letter to The Collegian said she was

harassed as she walked by their house April 25. She

said in addition to 'howling and barking,' some frater-

nity brothers called out obscenities such as 'pussy

It is unfortunate that such an isolated incident could

tarnish the solid reputation of the fraternity and the

Greek area at large. The Greek area tends to be an easy

target for stereotyping. All Pikes do not find it accep

table to scream obscenities at or harrass women.

We are proud of the rich traditions and numerous ac

complishments achieved by the brothers of Pi Kappa

Alpha Seldom do these positive aspects of Greek life

receive coverage in the Collegian, which unfortunate

ly tends to emphasize the few negative incidents.

This semester the brotherhood has worked diligent

ly in the area of philanthropy. On April 6, 1991, Pi Kap-

pa Alpha raised the most money in the team category

for the Newman Center's annual Run for Runaways^

Furthermore, Pike sponsored a book drive for the Red

Cross in which we exceeded their expected goal for

blood donations.

Pi Kappa Alpha also stresses academic excellence

This semester, in collaboration with the Sigma Delta

Tau sorority, we held a formal gathering with the facul

ty of the five-college area.

The brotherhood would again like to apologize to

Jeanne Hagarty for the aforementioned incident Pi

Kappa Alpha is committed to excellence in all aspects

of collegiate life, and we condemn such unfortunate oc-

currences which detract from our committment.
Mark K. Tullio

President, Pi Kappa Alpha Fraternity

I would like to encourage The Collegian to immediate

lv remove Mr. Alex Dering from his Student Government

beat Though I realize that Mr. Dering is a newcomer to

this responsibility. I believe I have perhaps never seen

a more blatant violation of journalistic ethics than Mr.

Dering' s one-sided and editorialized story on the bOA

•lawsuit" this past Friday (SGA votes to seek legal

counsel). The unethical nature of this story is perhaps

rivaled only by Mr. Dering's article this past semester

about then-SGA Treasurer Karen Talbot's supposed im-

peachment. Mr. Dering, it is not difficult for a reporter

to talk only to his clpse friends and print what they have

to say It is far more difficult, and in fact it is your ethical

responsibility as a self-purported journalist, to present

both sides of every story, regardless of where your

alliances happen to fall. You have done a great disservice

to a great college newspaper, and I expect that they will

deal with you accordingly.

About that lawsuit anyway. Talk about anal-

retentivenesss. These two jokers who call themselves stu-

dent leaders Kevin Newnan and David Gagne) are now

suing the University of Massachusetts at Amherst, claim-

ing that they should be recognized as Student Trustee and

SGA President respectively. They claim that the elections

which they and their friends ran on April 9 were the voice

of the student body. This after having received six weeks

prior notice that the results of these elections would not

be recognized by anyone other than themselves. Do

students on this campus really need a Student Trustee

who doesn't sit on the Board of Trustees, or a President

who no one in Whitmore will even invite to a meeting/

I think not. Who has done a disservice to students here?

Angus McQuilken

These unrecognized "I'll pat your back if you'll be my

friend" elections weren't even legitimate! The coor-

dinators of these elections didn't even advertise the

availability of nomination papers for people who wanted

to run!! Would you have known how to get your name on

the ballot if you had wanted to run? This is how Fidel

Castro stays in office. Equal access to the ballot is perhaps

the most basic premise of democracy. Only those on the

inside had access to the ballot on April 9.

So, Mr. Newman and Mr. Gagne, while you self-

credentialed student leaders are pleading your case to a

judge and jury m the courtroom, who is going to be

pleading our case to Bill Weld in the Governor s Office?

Who is going to be representing student views to the cam

pus administration? Who is going to fight for students

while the two of you are fighting for yourselves? And by

the way, where were you guys when we were planning

that two day budget cut protest a couple of weeks back.

And where were you guys when we brought 700 students

together at the State House to lobby on April 17th? And

where have you guys been all this past year while those

of us who care have been trying to get something ac

complished? Leadership is not in a title, an office or a

resume item. Leadership is a character trait. If you think

you have it, prove it to us, and do some damned work for

a change.

There will be legitimate elections held for the position

of Student Trustee on Thursday, May 9. At that time, a

referendum on the restructuring of student government

as a whole will also be held, coming from a commission

set up to research and develop a new model. I would en-

courage all students to educate themselves on the issues

at hand and to turn out and vote on May 9th.

Angus G. McQuilken is a UMass student

Undecided students chart their own paths through lite

Yes, it's absolutely true.

All rumors are correct. I used to be a Math major;

now I'm not. I'm not saying it was a bad choice, just

not the best one for me.
. AAM» tU *<

So last spring, in the final days of Add/Drop, that s

exactly what I did.

What a relief I felt unloading the burdens of calculus

from my mind and back (those math books are the

heaviest). I classify myself as a person with many in-

terests. So I figured why settle for one specific major.'

At UMass, there is a program in which it is possible

to comibine everything you're interested in into one

major. The name of this program?

BDIC. n .
, ,

_
BDI what? BDIC. It stand for a Bachelor s Degree

with Individual Concentration. These four little letters

saved me form becoming a hopeless major chaser. Not

only did this relieve me from my unresolved desire to

major in something, but allowed me to choose exactly

what I would be studying.

Before jumping immediately into BDIC. 1 asked

around for am information about it tht I could get. For

the most part all the raves were positive, except for

tuck out in my mind was "It takes too much

time"
•

. »n it stands out so clearly is because.

r having gone through and completed the project.

ta honestlj say it hardly took too much time. Che

yen fa wanting t. .l.-jii n. but more, learning what I

ly interi «, is push enough to give it the time

'

And the people at BDIC are wonderful. They answ.

all questions and each student is assigned their own

peer advisor. The peer advisors themselves are full-

fledged BDIC majors, who know the ropes of the pro

gram already and who help you every step of the way.

Having gone through the process and been accepted,

I can happily say it wasn't bad at all. In fact, I have

come up with a few steps to make the process that much

easier for anyone interested. Remember, it's there for

you - so take advantage.

Felice Cohen

1) Ask yourself if you're content with your major. If

yes, congratualtions. You're one step ahead of the rest

of us. If no or not sure, go to step two.

2) Locating the BDIC office. It is located in the base-

ment of Bartlett Hall, room number 16. The door is

always open.

3) Introduce yourself (Always a good idea.)

4) Get copies of all the handouts offered. Read

everything

5) Ask questions. Don't come empty-handed. Write

down a list of your interests and bring them.

6) When you've come up with a list, you're ready to

begin. Don't worry about the list being too long. The

broader your interests, the better BUT, make sure

they all form a cohesive program.

7) And the part you've all been dreading. Yes, you

must write a proposal, but that's the easy part. Real-

ly. Just ask yourself why you've chosen those specific

areas to study. When you realize it's because that's

what you're interested in, the next step is just putting

it on paper.

8) Choose an advisor. You're welcome to keep the one

you have now or you may choose a new one - of your

choice. This can be fun. By now there are professors

you've come to know and there are some you like and

some... When choosing an advisor, there are two im-

portant considerations: make sure he or she is

knowledgable in the are you wish to pursue, and make

sure she or he is easy to reach, for the most complicated

step in the entire process is obtaining signatures. Sign

this and this and this.. .But it's worth it!

9.Then wait.

By following these steps, plus your determination to

learn about what interests you, I can almost guarantee

your acceptance. (That and you must have at least a

2.0 GPA.i Remember, you are doing this for yourself

so make it enjoyable.

If you thought BDIC stood for 'Big Dipper Is a Con-

stellation,' I hope this was helpful. For me, I'm glad

my major chaser' days are over. I'm both relieved and

excited. A whole new major and one that I created

myself. And the best part?

NO more calculus.

Felice Cohen is a Collegian stuff member

"Whatever women do, they must do twice as well as men to be thought half as good.

Luckily, this is not difficult
>>

_^^ ^.^^.^

Resident questions UPC policy

Friday, April 26, was like any other day.

Until noon, that is. Are you sitting comfor-

tably? Good, we shall now begin. Neither

Elvis nor the local "Ubermensch" had

taken roost at the Sunderland 7-Eleven; I

waited patiently at the bus stop, shielding

my nose from the "eau de spring" which

blew from the local stables. Hmm...Celtics

start tonight...Bruins have to win one

more...Madonna gets it on with a bottle in

her new movie. ..Weld is a weanie. all was

well with The Boston Globe.

On campus: off key would-be folk singers,

ducks, "Don't cut off our circulation!": la

plus que sa change, la plus que sa reste

meme. Pick up the Collegian: Sparsely at-

tended lectures, Armenian holocaust (in-

teresting memorials in Belmont and

Watertown if you want more info on this

tragic event) and, to my surprise: "UPC
gives list of acts for concert." Great, pro-

bably a bunch of MTV hype I don't care

about. But wait. Chucklehead: Are they

Superfunkicalifragisexy? Heard good

things about them but still wonder if

they're named after the candy like the Pez

People in the Pig Picture? Genes Loves

Jezebel: although "if you can't say

something nice." has never been my
policy, I'll use it here. The Feelies: Great

band, seen them a lot, but since I never got

to see VU, they'll do in a pinch (I wonder

if they'll do the one that starts off slow and

quiet and gets loud and fast?). De la Soul

anyone who steals this much from Otis and

James is worth a listen to. And saving the

best for last, Bob Dylan. Great, it means

I won't have to spend my 4th of July at

Tangle(d up in blue) wood listneing to John

Williams conduct bits fo "Raiders of the

Lost Empire Pt. IV" and "The 1812 Over

ture" for three hours while waitign for Bob.

This is good.

This is bad: "A valid UMass ID is your

ticket into the show." A call to UPC: "Is

there any way that someone who is not a

UMass student can get into the show?"

"No" C'est domage. Is this a valid ID that

matches up with a valid student? Will the

ID checkers at the entrances let any of

their friends in regardless of credentials?

Shall I eat a peach? Does this mean I won't

get to attend the show with my partner,

and other students won't get to attend the

show with my partner, and other students

won't get to attend with their spouses and

lovers (hopefully one and the same person)?

Was this concert situation designed ex-

clusively with undergraduate cliques in

mind? How come Lou Rawls isn't on the

bill? Is there some way that students could

get partners who don't attend UMass into

the show? A donation to a local food bank

or a homeless shelter? A vote in favor of

overriding Prop 2 1/2? Just some questions.

Some answers, UPC?
Arthur Lizie Jr.

Sunderland

Latin Americans need better programs

/ want to be the white man 's brother not his '"f^feta'"
— Martin Luther King Jr. (1929-1968)

"Nancu Reagan has agreed to be the first artificial heart donor."
— Andrea C. Michaels

At a time when we are trying to break

away from such stereotypes as Puerto

Ricans are crooks, lazy, welfare-

dependent party people, the two main

representative organizations on our

campus, the Bilingual Collegiate Pro-

gram and the Latin American student

organization RIGHT-NOW are pro-

moting these stereotypes. The fact that

many people wish to cover-up, forget,

and support various crimes, and actual-

ly attempt to condone some of the

unethical behavior of SOME of our

leaders, is typical of a cowardly colonial

mentality. At a time when budget cuts

and fee increases are weeding out

students, faculty, and other University

personnel, the ex-president and

treasurer ofRIGHT NOW took a $1045

(plane trip, car rental, hotel rooms)

weekend trip to Washington D.C. The

fact that an "honest" and "hard-

working" member ofBCP went along to

baby-sit our leaders, and that a woman

who doesn't even attend UMass enjoyed

some of our money, is a crime.

I can continue, pointing out problems

with these organizations, but it is not

my duty to do so. It is the duty of the

Latin American student community to

demand a superior quality of support. If,

however, our attempts to reform and

point out some of the problems, are ig-

nored, criticized, censured and condemn-

ed, then we will seek the help of others.

If getting an A on an independent study

for one's tour guiding expertise, clerical

work, party organizing skills, and cook-

ing abilities is not promoting ignorance,

then I apologize. Moreover, if rice and

beans and dancing (usually to the beat

of the same old Puerto Rican bands) is

representative of the Latin American

culture, then there is a problem.

Moreover, the conception of elites, and

success being measured by prosperity,

is representative of the colonial mentali-

ty that many people are victims of.

Another sad effect of colonial dependen-

cy is the increasing amount of illiteracy.

What is happening to the Latin

American literary tradition that so

heavily relied on symbols? Are the "in-

tellectuals" the only people who can

carefully scrutinize and understand

literature?

Legally, Puerto Ricans are born US
citizens (Jones Act of 1971). We are not

immigrants. In the Supreme Court case

Harris v. Rosario, Puerto Rico was

labelled a territory, a property of the

US. Although some of us claim our

Latin American heritage, the world con-

siders Puerto Rico a colony. Governor

Weld is the governor of Massachusetts,

Governor Rafael Hernandez Colon is the

governor of the free associated state of

the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico. The

fact that many Puerto Ricans are

oblivious to reality, and the problems

that we face, the nihilistic attitude on

behalf of some of our leaders,is my con

cern. We cannot continue to promote our

own assimilation to a racist system,

which allots us a place below the rest.

We are intelligent and unique people.

Let us recognize our people with pride

and honor. Let us not stand below

anyone. Let us stand at an equal level.

Charles R. Venator
Central

84 people signed this letter — Ed.

Being bisexual is not being spared from hate
_ . - _r..<,A*4? T Irnnw T like men

On Saturday. May 4 I will be marching in the annual

gay pride rally in Northampton. When I was little, I mar-

ched with my mother, who is a lesbian. When I got to

college I marched with my friends as a straight ally. I

have alwavs felt welcome. I love these people for their

courage, their beauty, and their pride. This year,

however, is different.

This year, in fact, this month, I finally came to the

realization that my love and affection for women is more

than just platonic. Yes, I have come out,...as a bisexual.

I am attracted to women, but that does not mean I am

no longer attracted to men.

So, I am bisexual. I ready myself to leap into the arms

of the gay community as one of them. Unfortunately,

things have changed now that I am out as a bisexual.

It was fine when I was a little dyke daughter, they used

to love me, but now that I am ready to admit to the world

that I love women, I am suddenly unwelcome. Why? How

can they say to me, now that I'm gay too, there is no place

for me in their community, that I don't count?

I also don't understand what they mean when they say

that bisexuals have heterosexual privilege. Do people

honestly believe that someone who is open about their

bisexuality is not going to get harassed? I beg to differ.

fessame Hannus

Last year, when I still thought I was straight, I put a

sign on my dorm room door saying I was proud of my

lesbian mother, and my door was vandalized for the rest

of the year. I was scared and upset, and nobody could

do anything about it. Nobody could help me stop these

people. So how do you think I feel when I want to march

to show that I am proud of my bisexual self and the gay

community claims I don't need to be recognized in the

march, because I can hide behind my heterosexual

privilege?

Once, when I was talking to my mother about my bisex-

ual friends (I'm not out to my mother yet) she said,"Don't

you think they're just a little confused?" Mom, what do

you mean confused? I know I like men. I know I like

women. Who's confused? I also don't understand why

people think bisexuals are incapable of being

monogamous. Because I have gained the ability to love

women as well as men, I have lost the ability to main

tain a long term monogamous relationship? The logic

doesn't follow.

Now if I had decided that I love women and no longer

love men, the gay community would not have question-

ed me in this way. They would have been supportive.

But no, instead I must deal with the prejudices of both

the homosexual and the heterosexual communities, and

it hurts. . ,.__

I am very grateful for the support and understanding

of my gay peers, here at UMass. I just hope that the rest

of the world will begin to understand that my bisexuali-

ty does not mean I am a reckless and uncaring nym-

phomaniac. I hate the way our society divides us, please

don't let it divide us even more. I want to be free to love,

without being hated for it.

Jessame Hannus is the editor of the editorial page.

also don t understand wnai mcj —" »
— * —
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A tribute to roommates, compulsive cleaners and all

,. ...__„,:_., niH it h«nnen while vou were talking? Maybe, you bla-bla is?

As graduation creeps closer, I begin to realize, as

many ofyou eventually will too, how much I will miss

my roommates. Sometimes roommates drive you

crazy, but you know you'd never want to replace them.

Maybe my tribute to my four roommates can be a

university-wide tribute to all those roommates of

yours that you just want to say, "Thanks for being

you!" Let me introduce you to Elana, Heather,

Marisa, and Melissa.

Elana Rogers. Psychology major. It's 6 a.m. and

Elana's up. What she does four hours before her first

class I have yet to find out, but what I do know is the

wacked-out dream she had last night or the

fascinating tidbit she learned on the news that mor-

ning or the predicted temperature for that afternoon.

This is because Elana is LOUDV She's the pet rooster

I never had. The rooster that at the break of dawn

waUs!"Oh my God, that's HILLARIIHOUS!!!"

But I love this girl! It's never been so easy for me

to get up so early in the morning. I've started to run

before class, read before classes, and even enjoy a good

cup of coffee with a great roommate: Elana. Thanks,

Elana! .

Heather Wightman. Communications major who

missed her calling as a Psychology Major. Beware of

Heather, my friends: She will Psychoanalyze you!!

(ME:) Yah, Heather, I bit my tongue.

(Heather:) Why? What made you bite your tongue.'

Did it happen while you were talking? Maybe, you

subconsciously stopped yourself from saying

something that you really didn't want to say! You

know what I mean?

Heather is a very inquisitive person who examines

everything. Everything interests her. She is not pry-

ing or nosy, just curious and inquiring.

And I love the girl! She's made me really think

about things and I know if I share my convoluted

thoughts with her, she'll always be more than will-

ing to try to straighten them out. Thanks, Heather!

Sunny Stastny

Next. Marisa Morini. Management major. / mean

management major. Marisa is our housekeeper. She

is a compulsive cleaner. I get up to shower and when

I get out, the dishes are washed, the living room is

vacumed, and my bed is made. The girl will then look

at me with satisfaction and gleefully declare, "I con-

densed the bulletin board by trashing all the un-

necessary clutter, but don't worry (!!!), I wrote down

all stray phone numbers on a clean piece of paper -

in alphabetical order." Sometimes I think I'm living

with my mother. Marisa always has an answer to the

frustrating question: "Marisa, do you know where my

bla-bla is?"

But I love this girl! She has rescued me from the

true slob I was destined to be. I find myself cleaning

up my own mess so that Maresa won't have to, and

this routine has spilled over into other areas of my

life. Thanks, Marisa!

Finally, Melissa McPherson! Communications ma-

jor. She communicates, all right! One would never

guess this seemingly conservative, reserved, and quiet

person by day can not help but ask the question,

"Wanna go uptown?" at night. She is the tazmanian

party devil that needs to be caged because no matter

how sick, how much homework, or how tired she may

be she will never turn down an invitation to go out.

But I love the girl! Sometimes I need some social

action myself and I don't even know it. Melissa will

get me out and make me realize I need a break. She

keeps my intensity in check. Thanks, Melissa!

There you have it! My roommates!! I truly adore

them and their particularities. Everyone in this world

you come in contact with contributes something to the

entire you. These guys have had a positive influence

on me in the above ways and in many other ways as

well I know I'm impossible to live with at times, but

I'm sure they too make light of it and see the plus

side. Thanks Elana, Heather, Marisa, and Melissa.

Sunny A. Stastny is a UMASF student

Submissions must bear your name, local address and phone I^^^^^^^SfJ^^S^SfSbrte^^-A
Anonymous submissions will beprinted at the editors 'discreUon. ^rsor^Z^eTeed 70 double-spaced, typed lines. 1
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Hiqh-Tech Flirtation Dance Party fcj

#a/» threatens cutoff of negotiations

BACK IN BLACK«
with INSIDE CHARLOTTE JEJ

Freddie McGregor & Mikey Dread, W* m
Llovd Parks & Loose Caboose PL!

I ffiYj®GQS[l[B[L/A\Ga®

iM RAPID SYMPHONY

MAX CREEK

writing a new constitution, then we shall come back and

sav 'Thank you friend, sanctions can be lifted,'" he said.

Hani discussed his proposals for the future government

of South Africa, including the nationalization of several

major industries, legislating a "living wage for the black

working population, as well as affirmative action.

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

say when sanctions should be lifted."

The sanctions can be lifted after the creation of a new

constitution for South Africa, Hani said.

"When we are at a state of visibilty and are sitting down

NASA costs skyrocket ____™ J- 1Ĵ KJ Z Life sciences research is necessary to determine how

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1 humans would fare on a two-year ™*«V to Mar8
«
a

the cost of research and added electrical power. .a^eW^^E£& to prepare

Scientists want to use the near-zero gravity conditions
long-duration space missions to other

on the space station to develop stronger materials, purer mi ^^ And he^^ that economic

crystals better insight into human disease and purer P^fj^ mirrogravit,r reaearch "(^uld be enormou^

medicine to treat it. - -.—w* ,1*'1 ' * '
' lRJ ^^^^

ELIMINATOR ZZ TOP TRIBUTE FridaV- ** 10

ARRIVE ALIVE „.
Western Mass Rocket* Against Dwnk Dmtng——jjjj»jgj*J^
""""

TJX; K.tin.s, For tho Record, Strawberries, Hilton,

Pl.tlerpuss, About Mutlc, Music Outlet

ROUTE 9, HADLEY • 586-4463

Need A Job Skill That Pays?
(all us today and find out how we can help you

make it as a bartender. CNCEUs available.

call today

(617)247-1600
HI I Boylston Street

Boston, MA 02 1 16

New England
Bartenders
School
W* H«lp You Uake tl."

LV^Mtd b, in* fc^^C^I »» (on.mu.ny t-.fc*..H«. A lr„-«

Earn a Free

Master's Degree
fo, indMdud. hMMd in m.kin, .n Impc^M CM. ™™ ,n,o ,he aching profusion. ,ho UB Teacher/

Internship Pribram offers a unique opportunity.

"By working with students every day, I am in

a unique position to Jevelop and fine-tune in-

structional skills, to understand what teaching

is all about, and to gain self-confidence before

obtaining a full-time position.—Gregg Irvine

"Other teaching programs emphasize 'theory'

from beginning to end. UB's Teacher/ Intern-

ship program provides me with a practical

hands-on approach. I'll soon be able to make an

easier transition to the profession I've always

wanted to enter.—Mary JonesGregg Irvine

B.S.-Finance

Mary Jones

B.S.-Business Administration
r3.S.-rinance ,

You c,n earn a Ma*,'- DegM, . Start. Yea, IWcs.u.nal D.plcma, Teacher I^"«™'

«

^

>£~
a related academic course of stuJv- and full tuition remission for » cred.ts, a $2,500 stipend for expenses and

valuable experiences.!,*)

The UB Teacher/Internship Program is the first of its kind in the country. Since its inception in 1981 with

I'lntaJin Norwalk, over 1,100 people have successfully completed the program and secured excellent ,ob

placements.

As an intern you could be placed as a teacher or administrative intern in Ansonia Bethlehem, Bridgeport,

£X^ Afield, Danburv, Danen, Derby, Fairfield, Greenwich, Hamden, Middlebury, Monroe, New

Haven Newtown. Norwalk, Oxford, R.dgef.eld. Roxbury, Shelton, Southbury, Stamford, Thomaston, Trumbull,

Washington, Waterbury, Weston, Wilton, Woodbridge or Woodbury school districts.

Best of ,11 VOU could be interv.ewing for jobs this time next year. Courses are available in Bridgeport, Stamford

uVd Waterbury Fc, more information call Dr. Louise Soares at (203) 576-4193 or return the following coupon.

Special consideration will be given to processing qualified applicants who arejreteran. of the

Persian Gujf War. "j

I Yes, I'm interested in the: D Internship Program

|
Residency Program

I

Name

Address

City
State Zip

Telephone (home)

Telephone (work)

.

| Area(s) of academic interest

Return to: Dr. Louise Soares, University of Bridgeport

Bridgeport, CT 06601

I

I

ED-UM-16 |

•(If you already are certified please in|uire about our unique Residency Program)

(F
MTU
I

W&
UNIVERSITY OF BRIDGEPORT

ADMISSIONS OFFICE:

126 Park Ave., Bridgeport, CT 06601 • (203) 57M558

TOLL-FREE NUMBERS:

CT. 1-800-972-9488 • NY, NJ, NH, RI, MA, VT, PA: 1-800-243-94%

Community Chiropractic

Dr. Jedd Miller

Gentle, Precise Health Care

Affordable and accessible

to students

44 Summer St.

N. Amherst
549-2802

\C\DEMY -MUSIC Agte)6* .H4-H4U
NORTHAMPTON Vr^ ^/\j

INOW-Onlv Area Showing 7 & 9 Daily

l;»'lu!Umi!i:

THEY BROKE EVKRY RULE TO FIGHT
FOR WHAT WAS RIGHT.

-P0WIRR1, HONEST AND REAL!

St»% Spscek is excetteiit. Whoooi Goldben] pta*s her pan wit*

strength and quiet difairy. A fioe tilra!"

-TWOTHI'MBSIT!
Wonderful pertormances

|i >issv >pacek and

Whoooi Goldberg."

t«

-•••*!
Siss* Sonctk and Whoopt

Goldberg gr*e rock-^otid

performance;'

SISSY SPACER & WHOOPI GOLDBERG

SISSY SPACER & WHOOPIE GOLDBERG
...1956 the time of the Montgomery bus

boycott by blacks simply determined to

sit where they wanted on public trans-

portation. A true celebration of un-

stoppable human pride and should be

seen by all ages.

ALL AGES—ALL SHOWS
AT THE

COMEDY ZONE
FRIDAY & SATURDAY 8:30pm

When you want the BEST*
Fried Rice • Spere Ribs • Buffet

•Live Comedy*
Advocate 'Bett ot the Valtay' jggjg PQ" ™90

Mon-Thurs 5pm-8pm

ALL YOU CAN EAT
BUFFET
$5.99

11:30«nv3pm

ALL YOU CAN EAT
SUNDAY BRUNCH

$6.99

20%
OFF DINNER for Comedy Patrons

Comedy info * reservations 585-8615

PEKING GARDEN
Mantfarin/Sxechuen Cuisine

Open lunch A dinner- 7 days a week

noum v-AumwH St. Hadtoy 8WV1tM
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Bush addresses fears over agreement
The Associated Press

WASHINGTON - President Bush yesterday promised

to protect U.S. workers and the environment from

negative effects of a free trade agreement with Mexico.

The president told members of Congress in a written

statement that he will work with them "to ensure a

worker adjustment program that is adequately funded and

that provides effective services to workers who may lose

their jobs as a result of an agreement with Mexico."

The program's price tag and details would be worked

out with Congress when the trade negotiations are finish-

ed officials said. It would provide dislocated workers "with

comprehensive services in a timely fashion," according

to a White House summary of Bush's proposals obtained

by The Associated Press.

Bush also promised to ensure in negotiations with Mex

ico "that our right to safeguard the environment is

The document said Mexico has an environmental law

of 1988 which "is a solid foundation for tackling its en

vironmental problems," and that "enforcement has in the

past been a key problem, but Mexico's record has been

improving dramatically."

Bush also pledged to retain the right to impose stringent

pesticide, energy conservation, toxic waste, and health and

safety standards, and keep out products that don't meet

the standards.

On tariffs, the Bush administration will seek to

negotiate a procedure that allows for temporary reimposi-

tion of duties in cases where dropping tariffs results in

"injurious increases in imports."

Bush's responses were outlined in the executive sum

mary of a 150-page answer he sent members of Congress

who had voiced concerns about the impact that removing

tariffs with Mexico would have on labor and the

environment.

Bush developed the plan as part of his campaign to per*

suade Congress to give him a free hand - so-called fast

track authority - to negotiate an amendment proof trade

agreement with Mexico.

Opponents of the fast-track extension, including textile

makers, consumer activists, environmentalists, organiz-

ed labor and some farm groups, contend a free trade agree-

ment could prompt an exodus of jobs to Mexico, where

wages are a fraction of U.S. levels.

t „i; M ' Clambake

i HUNAN GOURMET

Telephone (413) 586-5916

We Cater Clambakes
Great for Graduation

Parties or Just a

Fun Filled Weekend!
Call in Advance
We are a restaurant (beer & wine) and

a fish market located on Rt 9 near the bridge

£<&«§>

CHINESE
RESTAURANT

The aroma sound & taslr of

jutnentic Chinese cuisine prepared

Hunan Szcchuon. Mandarin or

Cantonese style-especially for you!

M

• Ample Free Parking
• Maior Credit Cards Accepted
• Full Liquor License

Save i
$120

Slop by aid vm vow AnCuved repraenuuve dunnf U»» h*"«» «*««

Chtckouioiir awesoMC ooiteaw ol «vl». AnCjrwd w.U oMomije

a

cotteft nn» jytf for

youwiihthoiiMBdiafwioc-lopwm Don t deUy—«t yoyr AnCarvert

repmcnutive before ihu |

• Ooen 7 Days A Weak
• Take-Out Service Available

• MO MSQ

585-0202 261 King St., Northampton, MA

Brittany Manor
brTttany manor dr.

(413) 256-8534

Two bedroom apartments

available now.
$560/month

Rent Includes heat and hat water.

ENJOY TH1SE FEATURES

On UMaw but route

Wall-to-wall carpeting

Fullv-eaulpped kitchen, Including disposal

Lame Mr* room with c.lling-to-floor windows

Large dining area

Oversized bathrooms
Wall-to-wall closets

Storm windows
Dead-bolt security locks

Cable T.V. available

Ample parking

Swimming pool

NO RENT INCREASE IN 3 YEARS

Come see us NOW and we can

makeJMyears^

ARTQ1RV£D
10-4 on the Concourse

© UNIVERSITY Now thru May 3^
mMstore& i ill Pitmrnl Plans AvailaMr I

xv:::*::*::*^^
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Zenith Data Systems

Brings You A 20MB Notebook

PC That Fits Your Business

And Your Briefcase!

,1

m'nrsp037 HD

To Or»«nfl»W

To Sundortand

To Mlch»rtown

ZENfTHOATA SYSTEMS INNOVATt* AGAIN*

For desktop storage capacity in a

notebook PC, discover the sleek

Zenith Data Systems MinisPorf HD!'

• Weighs 6 pounds and rides in a

briefcase as easily as a notebook

• 20MB hard disk drive to store entire

software packages and data files

for greater productivity anywhere

• Comes standard with MS-DOS"

• 3 5' external floppy disk drive and

FastLynx LX~ data transfer software

included for easy file exchanges with

other PCs

• Crystal Bright" backlit black-on

-

white LCD display for crisp images

and text under all lighting conditions

• Intelligent Power Management

Sysfem" -nearly 3 hours of non -

stop battery life can be extended

even further with this breakthrough

system, which puts you in control

of power usage

8
i

*

ZtNITH PI
data systems Ifta

~ppi

Groupe Bull

PuttheMlnlsPorlHD In your Briefcase lbday At:

the UNIVERSITY
STORE
M-F 9-5

Sat 70-3

i
I
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Presidential campaign announcements now
.. „._ ,. _.J..^„„* a^™st For now, his is the only presidential show

By WALTER R MEARS
AP Special Correspondent

WASHINGTON - In The Announce

ment Game, a politician figure repeats

what anybody who's been listening already

knows, and declares his candidacy for presi-

dent of the United States.

It is customary for the candidate s voice

to drop solemnly when reciting those final

four words. It also is customary for

assembled supporters, or at least the cam-

paign staff, to applaud at that point.

Those formal announcements always

have been predictable. They are rituals not

real campaign starting points. And

nowadays, candidates don't even observe

the old amenities and pretend they aren t

running until they say they are.

There used to be a point to coyness, when

a declared candidacy opened the prospect

of equal broadcast time requirements tor

anyone else seeking the same office, while

undeclared politicking did not.

But under the federal campaign finance

law now in force, announcing a candidacy

doesn't really change the legal situation.

Raising and spending money to seek the

White House does that.

So the announcement is ceremonial, a

ritual programmed for maximum political

impact. It usually is redundant, since most

candidates will have said in advance that

they are running and that they will formal

ly announce it on a date to be announced.

Most of them also will announce it more

than once, in more than one setting - first

at home, then in appearances m early

primary and caucus states.

News Analysis

It's something like throwing out the first

baseball on opening day. Politicians do

that, too, and even if the pitch bounces on

the way to home plate, the season is on.

This season, the first pitch came from

Paul E Tsongas, the former Massachusetts

senator, formally announcing his long-shot

candidacy for the Democratic presidential

nomination Tuesday in Lowell, Mass^ with

reprises in Manchester, N.H., and Des

Moines, Iowa.

First in the race counts only for show, the

object is to be the last candidate standing.

But for Tsongas, an early solo is an asset

as he tries to make a name and make a

esse
"

In crowded fields like those of 1988 and

1984, his entry would have been a footnote.

Coupon
Reserve your
Apartment by
June 30, 1991

Get

Garden and townhouse
Apartment style living

atverv reasonable rates

Rental Office: 42A Southwood
• On Dim Routt In Amhent

• LmurHkyracmes
• Tennis* Bluett** Courts

256-0166

DIVISIOS Oh

SUMMER
SPARKLES at

UMass
Over :^CX) credit and non-

credit courses and work-

shops will bedazzle you in

the UMass Summer Session.

A glittering lineup of classes

is conveniently offered both

day and evening in two, six-

week sessions.

First session runs June

4-July 12; second ses-

sion runs July 16-

August 22.

Register Now!

By mail until May 17, by tele-

phone (545-3653) or FAX

(545-3351) until May 31. or

in person through June 3.

University of

Massachusetts
at Amherst

Summer
1991

Pick up a free catalog

at area hanks,

grocery stores,

shopping centers,

libraries, and malls.

/•>>;• more

information or a

free catalog,

call 545-24 14.

For now, his is the only presidential +~
in the opposition party, which mean

»
na-

tional attention and television tune. He"

gam both on his announcement tour, which

also takes him to a half-dozen cities in the

wSt and South. That kind of visibilityjM
be out of reach later, in the foot-soldier

phase of the campaign.

That's why candidates wring all they can

out of the ritual. ,

Tsongas said weeks ago that he had

decided to run. He's been giving speeches

about it ever since, reserving his formal an-

nouncement of candidacy until Tuesday

For a while, there will be an advantage

to Tsongas in being alone

COLLEGIAN

made for show
But he's not going to be nominated by

default; there will be formidable front-

rank candidates. The only way outsiders

gain that standing is by beating more

established contenders, in debate, match-

ed speechmaking appearances or other

forumsTin the buildup to caucus and

primary election contests.

That's what Jimmy Carter did in 197b.

His campaign skillfully manipulated an ad-

vance straw poll in Iowa to lead the field,

gafning recognition and vital headway

before the first test of that campaign year.

So far, there are no such forums, and no

targets for an underdog trying to prove the

credentials of a real contender.

•

rqUTE~9HAPLEY at theT^Qwarg^nsor^

While you're waitinq for the

GRAND OPENING
OF

THE LIBRARY BAR
Why not join us on Saturday and Sunday

mornings for our famous

ALL YOU CAN EAT BREAKFAST BUEFW
8:00 am- 1:00 pm £&£!

WAFFLES-EGGS-OMLETTES
POTATOES-SAUSAGE-BACON

CROISSANTS-DANISH-FRESH FRUIT

AND MUCH MORE !!!

Open seven days a week

7:00 a.m. - 10:00 D.m.

Soon vou WILL be spending the

niqht at THE LIBRARY

BUDGET
ALERT.
*

Students, faculty

and staff

needed to call

parents and alumni

about the

campus budget

Phone banks

scheduled

Mon. - Thurs.,

6:00 - 8:30 p.m.

in May and June

To sign up or

find out more,

please call 5-4200
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m
bring your own keg

iv

, ,
first

whoever

LIQUORS

GET FAT & DIRTY

»h.9, SPEONJZED
Fat Tire Bikes Are Here!

& EST IHI f\

'SCOunt

18 Main St. Downtown Amherst 253-5441

319 Pleasant St.

(Northampton. MA
586-3810

800-464-3810 vfmitw.

fto
lliiS

Ro

12-P-ok.

ck

botS'

99

Featuring New Amsterdam
Amber & Ale
$4.99 6/pk

Chateau Souverain
White Zinfandel

750 ml only $2.99

<fc

*9*s

cs«

Busch lM Kegs
$23.95

NO Keg tagging YET!
Vodka

by the 1.75 liter $8.99
Champagne by the case

For Your Formal

1h&*He9
/«&

Of 06

Pk

All B*«r» p»u» d«po»it

(cheap)
Many More In-Store Specials

(especially on wines)

99
c
<*ns

'Delivery Available'

frrs party TimB \[

Call Us For Cakes

(We Deliver)

584-2564

THE •

BAKERY
378 Pleatant St.. Northampton, MA 01060

SQUIRE
VILLAGE

665-2203

7 days a week

Beautiful Spacious Apartments

in different skapes & sizes

from I to 5 bedrooms.

including HOUSES and even a FARM

(2 bedroom apts. are 1200 sq ft.!!!)

Get your roommates early and pick

the apartment of your choice

we have:

Spacious yards, swimming pool, diskwaskers, AC,

disposals, on bus route wall to wall carpeting, laundry

facilities, walk in closest & many others.

CALL TODAY
Bring This Ad in and Receive $100

off first month's rent

extbook Annex
NOTES

BUYBACK: Done with your textbooks 7 Sell them at

one of our two buvback locations.

Buyback Hours:

• at the Textbook

Mav 15-17

May 18

Mav 20

Mav 21, 22

May 23

Mav 24

Mav 28-31

Annex:

9:00 am-4:00 pm
11:00 am-4:00 pm
9:00 am-4:00 pm
9:00 am-8:00 pm
9:00 am-6:00 pm
9:00 am-4:00 pm
9:00 am-4:00 pm

CSK

t

• at Hampden and Worcester

May 21, 22 10:00 am-8:00 pm
May 23, 10:00 am-6:00 pm

FACULTY: We have shared in the schedule disruptions

occurring during the last few weeks. Because ot those

events we need to move vigorously on ordering for the Fall

semester. We are currently processing the orders we have

received 1, vou haw not vet done six we encourage you to

send us your orders as soon as possible. This will help us

to have a large buvback, which is beneficial to the students

and to have books available on the first day of classes. M|

Your help in this process is greatly appreciated.
|

textbook Annex 545-3570. Jjj
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Lowell son announces run ior presidency
a „_ Rebecca Lipochitz, an 18-year-old who used to babysit re™* *^ I^creS^ith winning state and federa

The Associated Press

LOWELL Mass. - Rita Lane and Kay Morin remember

the days when a young Paul Tsongas knocked on their

doors campaigning for the city council.

Lane and Morin are "seniors" now, as they put it, and

this time, they trudged out to see Tsongas.

Despite his high aspirations and impressive Congres

sional career nearly a decade ago, Tsongas' announcement

had all the flavor of an old-fashioned, hometown gather

ing And despite the doubts of his former classmates,

political opponents, babysitters and neighbors, they

figured the least they could do is cheer him on.

-1 don't know how he will do it, but he will," said Mary

Pietrvka. an elementary school teacher who lives in

Tsongas' Lowell neighborhood

Rebecca Lipochitz, an 18-year-old who used to babysit

the three Tsongas girls, brought a friend from Brandeis

University to the announcement. "I'm hoping for a real-

ly good recession that makes [President] Bush look bad,

she said.

The most prominent officials attending the soggy rally

were a few mayors and U.S. Rep. Chester Atkins CD-

Mass), a longtime ally who in part owes his latest re

election to Tsongas. ^„„<,„
"Part of his strength is he has always fought conven-

tional political wisdom." Atkins said after the announce

ment. He predicted Tsongas will win the ™PPjft «*

average folks first and the "power brokers will follow.

Many attending the speech said they came to the

renovated Boot Cotton Mills in Lowell National Park

because they are hoping Tsongas will once again help

revive the ailing economy.

Tsongas is credited with winning state and federal

money for several regional revitalization projects. When

t7e mill renovation is completed it will contain he

Tsongas Industrial Center, a museum named after h^
"He could do nationally what he did for Lowell. He

recognizes business isn't bad," said Armand Mercier, a

restate agent who followed Tsongas to Manchester,

N.H. to witness the speech a second time.

Joel Bates, a school teacher laid off last week, said he

now has time to volunteer for the campaign.

Bates predicted Tsongas' similarities to former

Democratic nominee Gov. Michael Dukakis will hinder

him, but can be overcome. ^^
"A victory for Paul Tsongas could be a victory to the

economy here," Bates said. "But a loss will not be as

devastating as his predecessor s loss.

liquors]

Coors
Reg, Light, Extra Gold

S
At Scott's, April Showers Bring

May Specials!!

12-pk bots

dep

Michelob
Reg, Light, Dry

12-12 oz cans

$7.39

Tolstoi

Vodka

$8.99

Cuervo Gold
Tequila $10.99

750 ml

Glen Ellen

White
Zinfandel

750 ml

$4.99

Tele-check tor

your personal check

WE WANT TO BE YOUR FAVORITE LIQUOR STORE!

P,en"ofFZ Parking-DiagonaHy Across from UMass Stad.urr,

•Next to The Laundry Club
- 1 .. . •* ni„;.,« Mass lottery

6 University Drive season tickets

at Newmarket Center, Amherst

Scott's

Gift Certificates

S?sS5fr^C>aC^Noi respons.ble fft7 typographical Error;rTcTffSgKK&KS

dJQjanr ekd Qua

djaaca ego ckogtc? amai?

aim a ffciaaiaQi m aaata cod qoqjbb

Sign up for FULL '9 I and receive the month of MAY for free. 1 and 2

semester memberships are $45 and $80. That's a 10% savings. Current

members who bring in a new member get 50% off regular memberships.

Bring in 2 new members and pay just $15 or $30.

Bring in 3 new members and your membership is FREE!

||F V0U HRUE NOT BEEN IN TO SEE THE B0DV SHOPS, VOU^HOULD

CHECK US OUT ! UJE FEATURE:

NEW NAUTILUS MRCHINES
HYDRA-FITNESS MACHINES

STATI0NAAV BICYCLES

ROWING MACHINES

NORDIC TAAC SKI MACHINES
STAIR CLIMBERS
TRERDMILLS

and
AEROBICS CLASSES

ANYONE CAN TAY THE SHOPS AND CLASSES F0A I DAY F0A FAEEI

SPRING
CONCERT
1991

$15

Bvdy Shop Fitaess Canter

QOKIKIBCJ aHQQaOKI MEMMismrs ai so rwrii ubi i fi

JUNI 51H TIM JILT lift

TOTMAN LOCATION ONLY (STOP BY FOR DETAILS) .

BOB DYLAN

DE LA SOUL

GENE LOVES JEZEBEL

THE FEELIES

CHUCKLEHEAD

SERIOUS PART: NO UNAUTHORIZED VENDING, NO
ALCOHOL, NO BOTTLES, NO CANS, NO CAMERAS, NO
TAPE RECORDERS, NO VIDEO CAMERAS, NO MOOSES, NO
COOLERS, NO FOOD, NO DRINKS, NO THERMOSES, NO
PETS, NO SPORTING GOODS, NO SMfcliY SOCKS

VALID UMASS ID NEEDED
FOR ENTRY

The show begins at noon. Gates will be open ONLY to

UMASS students, faculty, and staff with valid Umass ID.

NO OTHERS will be allowed in. Seriously. Take my
word for it. I am not kidding.

IIPC Sunday, May 1 2, 1 991

DOONESBURY
By GARRY TRUDEAU

[7M& P0&BCTI /WNOW
7H& P&ADFiv f&uoee

THE FAR SIDE

By GARY LARSON
QUOTE OF THE DAY
"Its not easy being green."

- Kennit the Frog

DAILY CROSSVORD PUZZLE

Edited By TRUDE MCHEL JAFfE

Bedbug dinner theater

CALVIN AND HOBBES By BILL VATTERSON

^m>
EWyWOHt SMS
100 SWOULOSTOP

Mtt> SWELL TME

VfEVL TU\S V\0fcrA\H& I 0\0.

L\KE K &)NCU Off D0*\fc

ROrttRS' tVWSTVEtoST
H\)NDWS. WERIEKCE INfc

FrcR MAD/

YWOS0K1WE K)RTM\S

MMSEKK'TMAVBOK.1

VH GOT TUtHGk TO DO/ IK,

8UST TUW6 / NEH> % TO

«WW> TML TIW6 *0fc TU\S

00^ "TO UME
TO WLW \T OP.

M T\ SHOW \S

A80JT "TO SW.

ACROSS
1 Bridge 'eat

5 Cowboy gear

10 For —
K*y

13 Oops mate

14 CoyoW state

capital

15 Architect s wing

16 Courageous
18 Formerty catted

19 Wastes away

20 Summed up

22 Leaves

24 French

composer Er*

25 Trifled

27 Fresco —
painting

technique

29 High places on

a French map
32 Buz* about

34 Stats for

Sugar Ray

36 Ovid s seven

37 Aniens

anagram
38 Bambi s*aunt

39 MIT grad

41 Single

42 Merman s Call

Me — '

44 Game ot kings.

knights, etc

46 Shank ar s

instrument

48 Small cases

50 White ant

54 Pain m the neck

57 Made amends
56 Total

59 Foolish

61 Golf bag item

62 Responds to a

toker

63 Artist Gmdo
64 Word with split

or tight

65 Mystery writer

Howard —
66 Gaelic

DOWN
1 Rued a pump
2 Longest river in

France

3 Knot* tor —
stun

4 Command
5 Intelligence org

SMistW.w
Munich

7 Comedian
Johnson et al

8 Molds
beforehand

9 Unruffled

10 Browbeaten

11 Gen Robl —
12 rnurt s transport

14 Like a pam in

the neck

17 Submarine
sandwiches

21 Early Briton

23 Family car

26 Wynter and

Andrews
28 Lady Chaplin

29 Hail'

30 Capital ol Neb
31 Set m one s

ways
33 ignited anew

35 Spade or Snead
37 Orchestra

member

40 Sent back
Abbr

42 The Street

Singer s theme

43 Wardrobe
45 Open to legal

action

47 Signs of sorrow

49 — off dismiss

51 Kind of arete or

sanctum

52 Youngsters

53 Comedian
Murphy

54 Misanthrope s

emotion

55 Nods
neighbor

56 Advantage
60 Hebrew

scholar's

deg

PUZZLE

*1WI \m Aa«*t» Ttan S | WMcil.
5/2 11

TANGELO PIE
By Tin SNIFFEN

Roommate, I'm

one of the worsf

Sensuous of m
life.

I-f'5 lauwiru day. IW-

instead of fctariiiq »t

I only Have tor. w$e +o

{mA a Will .Vow If

all up m toe air.

Uflljboks

0H.IIJ Ml Urlfor-TIAWWIJ

Wa ^ 4o. toerc is.

rtENU
LUNCH

Trench Dip vu h

bftQ Chicken

6ASICS LUNCH
iiiiinus Pocket

MQ Chicken

DINNER
Hungarian Noodfe ftake

Shels n Cheese

BASICS DINNER
Hungarian Noodk bake

stu-lls n Cheese

YOUR DAILY HOROSCOPE
By JEANE DIXON

Jlrt'S JOURNAL
By JIM

REX ROCKETT
By IRA SHERAK

HANK *t*t «f Lps Mf 0vT ruf-ocketr P.cktf '(X

f 1 mt « n

n

ARIES (March 21-April 19). New
expenditures could have hidden

pitfalls Maintain a practical, thrifty

outlook. Despite an attractive job

offer, sit tight Romance takes more

glamorous turns tonight

TAURUS (April 20-May 20): Use

your charm to win clients over to

your way of thinking Favors and

financial support wHI come from an

unexpected auarter. Seize an op-

portunity to combine business with

pleasure this evening

OfMINI (May 21-June 20): Those

who mean th most to you are

sometimes difficutl to understand

Be patient. Let romanitc partner

know in odvance exactly what you

have in mind If possible postpone

signing legl papers

CANCER (June 21-July 22): An-

tagonism could suddently surface

in a business situation Displaying a

cocky attitude will only add fuel to

the fire. Refuse to be goaded into

losing your temper. Put romance on

hold

LEO (July 23-Aug 22): Stand up for

your rights! Someone who tries to

exploit you may want to see how

much you will take without making

waves Adopt and assertive but

nonaggressive approach

VIRGO (Aug 23-Sept 22) Goals

that have previously eluded you

are suddenly within your grasp An

attractive member of the opposite

sex may issue an ultimatum. Make

certain you have all the facts

before giving your answer.

LIMA (Sept 23-Oct 22) Focus on

accomplishing as much as possible

by noon Give your subordinates

more freedom Someone young

and inexperienced has good iaea

but is nervous about speaking ut

Loved one shares a secret

SCORPIO (Oct 23-Nov 21). Work

goes best when you move at a

steady moderate pace A creative

idea will swell profits and impress

higher-ups Conversations with your

associates give you fresh insights

SAGITTARIUS (Nov 22-Dec 21)

An intriguing job offer could be part

of the day's scenario. Stress your

professional attitude and wealth of

experience Think carefully about

what you want and what you

already have
CAPRICORN (Dec 22-an 19;

Seek expert advice about credit,

loans and investments. Advice you

give to a relative may fall on dea'

ears. Others must learn form then

own mistakes. A sudden windfall lift'.

your spirits.

AQUARIUS (Jan 20-Feb 18): Be

alert to changes in the work a*

mosphere and shifts in opinion You

can beat the competition by adop-

ting new, streamlined methods

Have the courage of your

convictions!

PISCES (FEb 19-March 20) Work

alone until the time is ripe to ap

proach others A friend or associate

may not Irve up to a promise Do not

fret. The situation can stHI work out

to your advantage

TODAY S STAFF
Night Editor ^ ria »**hetti

Copy Editor *OI* Dlm '
v

Photo Technician Ale* ^1//0

Production Supervisor Seth K.m

Typesetter Joanne Quimbv

Production Lisa Jczowski. Kike Carvalho.

Tcrrv farmer. /\li Voolvu h
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I | statements © -2 food | | | || I MUSIC
£* HAVING

Come In lofay 000 You'll Be Glad You Oil

WINE r LIQUORS
Puce* do not include deoovt

COORS. $4 4 99
1COORS LIGHT

v
]

i - dep

COORS GOLD case of 2

12 pk. bottles

BUSCH& Si 049
BUSCH LIGHT I U oep

case of 24 12 oz. loose cans

KNICKERBOCKER SQ49
case of 2- '2z* cans 8 -DE?

SAM ADAMS
BOSTON LAGER \V_V_%C
$-|g99 ^T

INGLENOOK
ALL VARIETIES

SALE 6.99

MAIL-IN

REBATE -1.50

AuQust5cbastiani

$099
fc750ML

- CE? case c* 24-12 oz. bottles

MOLSON m ^_.
GOLDEN $1399
& LIGHT '

w
case of

2-12 pk.

_ res cars

WHITE
ZINFANDEL

/qJ^'EU4%$099

KENNEDY'S s^9

BLEND REBATE -1.50

*84i

MOREAU $C49 1
BLANC O •* JBLANC

COOK'S $Q49
EXTRA DRY t BRUT ^ mj 750 ml
CHAMPAGNE

BACARDI $449

TROPICAL PEACH, LIME. BERRY

ROBERT
MONDAVI _

cuem SA99»
SAUVIGNOH • BUNC$069
ICHAZ60NMY 750 ML w

owgm *i4!lOWG.NAL

SPICED Rl'M

%cma£&cmv&£
* SALE 16.99

5g>\ MAIL-IN

REBATE 4.00

G0RD0HS9I1141
JOSE CUERVO $Q99 d
rim n TFOUILA 5/75oml AGOLD TEQUILA

not responsible lor

typographical errors

9am to 1 1 0m
Monday thru Saturday

HADLEY
Campus Plaza/Route 9

253-9344

TWO
LOCATIONS

HOLYOKE
30 Lincoln St.

534-4555

$13 1.75 L

AFTER REBATE

SALE PRICES

THURS. 542-91 THRU
WED. 5-08-91

W
Student Ttavcl

Catalog!
CycrytMng you need •»

know about
•Student Travel

•Student/Teacher Air ram
• JUUft

• CaHUHKal/UasJns

•Worti Abroad

•Study Abroad

•Ml Student A TcadhwB

CAU for yourRQ eopyt

79 So. Plaasant SI

Amhorat. MA 01007
413^56-1261

Greater Springfield FordDealers
Have The Keys ToYour Success

One way to get started on the road to success is getting the keys

to a new Ford. Ford Credit and participating Springfield Metro

Ford Dealers can help get qualified college graduates going with

the Ford College Graduate Purchase Program and $500 cash hack

from Ford Motor Company.

Here's all you have to do to qualify: Graduate with a Bachelor s

or advanced degree between October 1, 1989 and December 31,

1991; have verifiable employment beginning within 120 days of

vehicle purchase; have a salary sufficient to cover living expenses

as well as a car payment. Although a prior credit history is not

necessary, if you have one, it must be satisfactory to Ford Credit.

Ford Dealer sales representatives will be on your campus soon

to explain the details of the program and offer you a chance to

win a two year lease on a 1991 Ford Escort. Look for us on

campus or stop by any participating Ford Dealer for details and

entry form:

(mix
r/
^S£r*6°

Mutual Ford Sarat Ford Marcotte Ford Westfield Ford Northampton Ford

SnriiiKfield MA Agawam, MA Holyoke, MA Westfield, MA Northampton, MA

4^7887526 4^-786-3757 413-536-1900 413-568-1351 413-584-2400

r>„„ ««.~ r^r narttnn Entries must be received by a participating Ford Dealer by May 31, 1991 and

£5^JKSS«^?m<a'!ni^SJ^ b, JL'rfTT Winn.- isWM. to an, and

mmSSXmiXS* taxes, license, regis.rs.ion tees and insurance. There Is no c.sh-sl»ms,w.
FORD
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COLLEGIAN CLASSIFIEDS
CLEARANCE SALE

Buy 3 Days, Get 3 Additional
j

Days For % Price

Valid May 1st May 6th 1 coupon per person

S?RiN<3

i5 IN

eV

Sf

Classifieds
COME TO THE COLLEGE 0EE.CE-CC ,13mN-THVRSS.3O.3:3O. fM m-2.S0.DUDimE2DmmO*™

ACTIVITIES

BARBEQUE TONIGHT AT CHABAA-
Laa B omer celebration for >ewish unrty and

education All welcome $2 cows food and

ACtlVrnM

AMHERST CENTER
Efficiency one two. three bedroom apart-

ments June of September Lincoln Real

Estate, 26 North Pleasant Street

253-7879

GOING OUT IN STYLE »1l

CLUB COMMUNICATION MEETING
Tonight

Machmer E-37, 5 30pm
Everybody come'

LEGAL GRAFFITI

a chalk mural aponaored by

Spectrum Magazine
today, 10-4 m the

Fine Aria Center reflecting pool

rain date 5/9

PLAY BINGO
with Delta Zeta

May 6. 7 30-9 30
in the CCA
Proceeds go to

the hearing impaired

SIGMA ALPHA MU PRESENTS
Bounce tor Beats
Philanthropy event

8 00 am Thursday until 8 00 am Friday

Southwest Horseshoe
Benefits the American Heart Association

GILREATH MANOR
Hobart Lane
Three bedroom apartments available June

or September Lincoln Real Estate 25 North

Pleasant Street

253-7879

1 RM STUDIO APT, Amherst ctr great for

1 person, unfum, summer w/ fall opt avail

June 1 S400/mo 253-0780

29 TOWNEHOUSE new appliances great

location summer sublet tad option 549-4335

2 NONSMOKING ROOMMATES (M/F) lo

share double m Puffton 6-1 $165 call Bon
me or Julie 549-6087

1 ST SENIOR SEMI FORMAL H 20 YEARS
Class of 91 rocks the Bluewall

Sat May 4 9pm - U
Cashbar ' hors d'oeuvres

'

music by Perfect Mix Productions

Tix- $10-singles $30-group of tour

Sold on the concourse Wed & Thura

or at the Alumni Office- Memorial Hall

More into 545-2317

PATRICK .. . ...
Thanka for a great birthday You re the best'

Love. Shannon

SUMMER SUBLET
APARTMENT FALL OPTION- middle of

Amherat 6/1, $150 256-1906 Gifhan

PAM LUCEY

HELP WANTED

$110 PER DAY 'or experienced ta«ft

drivers Part time summer job 7-10 days m
mid June and mid August 1 or both ses-

sions available Call Camp Trucking

(508)653-1744

Happy birthday to my amazing little

Youre the beat 1 Have a great time on Satur

day night

Love, Your B»g Sister

hT^TgTwTemwnbTskual PRIDE

DAY'
Blonde fuschia vixen- being with you is like

nd.ng a hot she-stallion thru waves of

woman glow Love, Pooh Girt

DEAR JOEY Z..

I left my heart in Patterson

tf you think you can uae my body a

leave you are sadly mistaken

Call me please Bob

CLEAN SPACIOUS ONE BEDROOM Bran-

dywine June 1 FaH option 549-6313

FREE CABLE! Pool 1 2lge bedrooms (fits 4

people) The Brook 25&7602

GET JUNE FREE if you Sublet our apt 2

bedroom Brandywine tor summer 63449

GREAT HOUSE to subteTwith falfoption

5 minute walk to campus, on bus route 5

minute walk to town Close to BayBanks

Screened in porch yard, storage Can noW
549-6506 with tall option

BEST PAD EVER
Uptown 2 bdrm
Above Kmko s

Must see
Summer sub w/faM opt

Mike 253-3418

BRANDYWINE- furnished apt on bus

route free AC/pooi/etc Price neg 549-4025

Tess

BRANOYWINE SUBLET
2 bdrm 2-4 people

On bus route, pool laundry

ANNOUNCEMENTS

CASH FOR COLLEGE! Scholarships and

grants available Free .nformation Call

1413)525-0336

3,4,5 BEDROOM HOUSES BELCHER-
TOWN/Amherst line On bus lines starting

1000 00 Call 586-4270

4 SINGLES
133 Belchertown Rd
Summer sublet ml fall option

Includes 4 singles. 16V| bathrooms

Large kitchen and living room.

Free aummer cable w/ NESN
Located on bus route Call 253-3225

ARE YOU LOOKING for a career opportuni-

ty'' Met Life is interested m you Salary plus

bonuses .—.man contact Lanny Perron at 567 1248

ARE YOU LOOKING for a career opportuni-

ty' Met Lite is interested in people who are

fluent in Korean. Chinese. East Indian.

Spanish. Vietnamese
Please contact Lanny Perron 567 1248

FOUR LITTLE INDIANS sucking limes

A lemon in the bunch

HEADING FOR EUROPE this summer'' Jet

there anytime for $160 with AIRHITCH (r)

(Reported m NY Times and Lets Go 1

)

AIRHITCH (r) 212664-2000

HEY CENTRAL! Greenough snack bar will

be open this Sunday for the spring fling'

Have a great time'

FRISBEES FOR SALE! On the concourse

today and tomorrow from Zoo Disc, the

ultimate tnabee team! Good luck Saturday

Zoo'

4 SPACIOUS SINGLES on bus line only

$249 each, includes everything' Call us now

this apt will go fast 253-0436

AFFOROABLET2 bedroom"apt- available

6/1/91-only $475/mo -enjoy the privacy ot

your own room' Couches included' Call

253-3740 Now 1

APT ABOVE DAISY'S REST 1 ml from

UMass take over lease June 1 549-1733

Hardwood floor high ceiling 2 bedroom

CHRISTMAS, SPRING BREAK, summer

travel FREE Air couriers needed and crutea

ship robs Call (805)682-7555 Ext F-1426

COLLEGE PRO PAINTING is looking for

painters for the Burtmgton/Bedford area In-

terested m banking on getting a tan this

summer' Call Ted 5466390

COOKS AND SERVERS M/F wanted all

shifts available immediately work thru sum-

mer Call 5666393 Cafe Ashley

GARY GNU, h _ _
Happy birthday, baby! I rraaa hangm out wrth

youmore than you know If you ever get the

urge to poke catfish or even go by my watch

tola change, give me a call- well have a

smoke and discuss it I love you. bud

Your favorite gumball

RICH
Happy 22nd Birthday'

These past eight months have been nifty'

Love always

Laura

GREAT SUMMER HOUSE 5 bedrooms

available on bus route big yard rent

negotiable Call 2534)785

JUNE • JULY
1 bedroom in a 2 bedroom Brandywine apt

i or 2 people
Fully furnished

Rent $200/monltv negotiable

Call Christine or Tern. 549-6096

Can 61070. 66011

BRANDYWINE APARTMENT Clean

spacious 2 bedroom available lor the sum
mer tor 1-4 people On bus route. ArC. pool

Rent • VERY Negotiable Cai Debbie/Erica

549-8092

MUST SEE!
Two great rooms m beautiful house

Good price, prime location

Very close to UMass 6 town

549-4784

SUMMER SUBLET WITH FALL OPTION

3 bedroom apartment m The Brook m
Amherst On bus route, wan to wall

carpeting clean Call 2534)420

ATTENTION UMASS'
It's Andy M appreciation

a lick if you see him

DELTA ZETA,
Get psyched for

an amazing formal

this weekend 1

week' Owe him

NEED A HOME FOR THE SUMMER'
Sublet our 3bdrm. 1 W bath Townhouse on

busrouie. AC. disposal, and Furnished

call 549-0639 or 546-4362 reler to No 15

ONE BEDROOM APT
Colonial Village

Starts June 1st tan opt

$400/month 253-2475

TRAVEL

SUMMER IN EUROPE from $265

each way on discounted scheduled torfines

to Europe from Boston Can 606325-2026

TWO ROUND TRIP TICKETS. Boston to

San Francisco June 9 17 $300ea call

589 1455

EARN $5.25/HR plus bonuses at Telefund

good communication skills a must' Stop in

to see i! you qualify tor an interview

BRAINLESS MERCURY
Who's taster'

WE ARE)

AWESOME HOUSE!
Summer sublet w/ fall option or individual

rooms 6 bedroom house Access lo

pcoi/tennis courts Call 2534)569 leave

message

EASY WORK! Excellent pay'

Assemble products at home
Call for information

504-6416003 ext 596

THE UNION
Video
Center

Trains students in

all aspects of

video production

Stop by our

offices by the

Commuter Lounge

BEAUTIFUL UPTOWN APT.

Perfect for 2 or 1

$550/mo-heat/hot water incl

Call 256-4696 Available 5/25

HEBREW SCHOOL TEACHER
Starts September
North Hampton
Congregation BNAI Israel

Call Jane 564 3593

WE OONT BJTi

HEY EGGBEATER!
Happy birthday from California Ave

So you're the big 21'

Love RJ

ONEBEOROOM APT, Sunderland Clean

4 convenient $375 per month Will

negotiate 665-3396

ONE BEDROOM IN 3 brm apt m Puffton

Village June-Aug call 549-0748

PUFFTON aircond furnished private bath

room lemale only June August $190

549 1744

TYPING/WOROPROCESSING

ARE YOU SICK OF TYPING?
Fast and Accurate

Typing/Wcoprocessing
Free Laaerpnnting"

Call Becea 549-4600 x433

CAMPUS PICKUP ANO DELIVERY
inexpensive fast accurate

Lisa 256-6695

BRANDYWINE APARTMENT
2 bedroom summer sublet w/ fall option

S49-6954

INTELLIGENCE JOBS. All branches US

Customs. DEA etc Now hiring Call

1 -805-9626000 ext K-9616

APTS. FOR RENT

SPRING SPECIAL 99 cerrta one month

rent wrth one year lease 2BR $450. 3BH

$537 in Sunderland Free bus route, laun

dry facilities, pool, garden plots Short term

leases available 665-3856

FREE RENT lor "2 month' Need temale

roommate for 2br-summer sublet Fall op-

tion(whole apt) move in May 13-pay tor

June. July. August Nice clliffside apt-pool

and tennis Rent $295/month Call Lisa

665-8649

MULTI NATIONAL CO. recruiting in the

area looking for a couple of key people lor

the Consumer Goods Industry here in

N Enqland. also part time positions open

,ng markets in Japan. Europe. Australia

Call for interview 549-5127

LITTLE JUDY
This year has been amazing, and there s

still more to come (S/20H couWn t have

asked tor a better roommate and friend I ii

really miss you next semester Get psych-

ed tor Las Vegas
Love Tracey

PS -I knew you'd live for this personal

HAPPY BIRTHOAY DAVE ZAFF

Woof Woof Woof Woof
Woof Woof

Love.

Michelle. King Winston

and Prince Biff

OUIET MOTEL ROOM w/ cable 6 frig

S Deerfield 150 'mos
Jeff 665-2173 leave maaiage

ROOMMATES NEEDED lo share fabulous

double m downtown Amherst' Fully furnish

ed apt $400/mo neg Call 256-3430

SPACIOUS CONDO next to BayBank

Close lo campus perfect location"

Take over June 1st - 46 people

Call now 6-3750 or 6-0634

DISSERTATIONS. CASES, PAPERS
Orvcampus pickup Fast' Accurate'

Mac/Laser spellcheck

Nancy 564-7924

AUTO FOR SALE

1979 DODGE ASPEN— runs great A/C PS

PB tough' A true summer mobile" $400 Pat

546-6811

81 TOYOTA TERCEL 'uns great $1 100 or

Best otter call 256-6418

1986 JEEP CJ7 AUTO, 35K ex cond. well

maintained 549-6329 Best offer

1986 HYUNDAI EXCELL 4dr red auto A/C

cass stereo, auto sun roof, perfect cond

Low mileage. $5050 call 253-0780

CALCULATORS

GREAT 2 BDRM
Close to campus
Perfect for 3 people

580/mo 549-4281

HOUSE FOR RENT 46 bedrooms on bus

route. 10 minutes to UMass $1 150 available

June/September to September 253-2644

JUNE 1st 2 bedrooms very nice 1 block

from UMass $450 00 (549-1634) Rena

REF1NISHED APT^OR 2 uptown across

from Bruegoers & a step away 'rofyH^ bars

avail 6/1 w/Tall opt rent cheap incl hea must

see' 253-0846 Call any time&leave

message

RESERVE NOW FOR SEPTEMBER"
Lantern Court Apartments

Larqe 2 bedroom w/w, fully equip kitchen,

washer dryer and storage facilities

available On bus line- minutes to campus

Kamins Real Estate 253-2515

PLAY ALL DAY. WORK AT NIGHT this

summer at Telefund We are seeking ar

ticulate. knowledgable UMass students who

have good communication skills-you can

earn $5 25/hr plus bonuses' Stop into the

basement of Memorial Hall to apply

SEXY BLUE EYES-
Here's your first personal'

It's lust the beginning, but we have all

summer-Let's make it a great one'

-Green Eyes

SPEND SUMMERTIME in Puffton Village

spacious bedroom with walk-in closet and

private bath Plenty of room tor two Pool

and tennis courts available rent negotiable

-call 549-4739

SUBLET OUR BRANDYWINE APT.

Close to pool and laundry

Heal and h w included

Call 549-4259

PAPERS. $1 50Vpg Resumes laser pnnted

Fast professional, affordable

KCOMMUNICATIONS 2566373

PAPERS, RESUMES, DISSERTATIONS

laser pontine Campus pickup/dMivery Call

Rosemary 259 1786

PROMPT PAPERS SPELLCHECK $1 50pg

campus pickup call Usha 253-4017

TYPING/WORD PROC
Free pickup 4 delivery

$1 25/page
Call Nancy at 534-0112

WANTED

LAUREN VOGELMIII!

LAUREN
Happy 22nd Birthday!'

Love Missy

MOTORCYCLE

RIDERS WANTED

NEED COMPANION to share driving with

to Oregon Call 546-5524 after 10pm

SYRACUSE OR AREA 5/3-5«Thare dnv

ing, expenses

SUBLET PUFFTON APT
Jun-Aug 2 singles, 1 double

Call 549-7678

SUMMER SUBLET
Female to share room in N Amherst

$100/mo + ull 5496448

LIVING COLOUR Amherst tape wanted

Will buy or trade for my LC tapes John

546 6029

1960 YAMAHA 400 special II 13200 mi call

Andy at 549-0057 $400 or BO

8TY7*AH^75(rVIRAGO
$750 or BO 256-3470

ROOMMATE WANTED

HP 41CX incl adv-mtaq* pa'

All manuals $100 or BO
256-3470

ENTERTAINMENT

RACk-A-DISCis stHI the besTfor DJ'sand

live entertainment Call anytime 586-9900.

ask about our specials

FOR RENT

2 BEDROOM APT. $5807mo-4 people^ Big

back yard Free parking %mi from GHL
Unreal! 549-4362

STARTING WHENEVER, large be«U«M.

one bedroom apartment Mam StRent

$475 but negotiable. Call Jacques 2564)304

""
• • • 'TAKE OVER OUR LEASE* *

"

Great 3 bdrm apt in Townhouse, 5 seconds

from bus 549-4387 ______
THREE BEDROOMS— Two minutes from

town, 10 minutes from campus Take over

lease for summer and possible fall Rent

negotiable Call 253-3776

TOWNHOUSE^ APT. take over our leaae 2

bedroom 549-3990

W HONDA INTERCEPTOR 500 Kerker

pfpes Runs great $1300 253-7225 Stan

1968 FZR 400 5000 Mi

$2300/BO tel 549-4205 Doug

JANE SAPP

iTorT CLEAN, responsible, fun room-

mates wanted to share °n -ca™Pu
,
s *ou ™

M/F starts June 11 call 253-2448 or

5494*424 ASAP

2 FEMALES NEEDED to share 2 bedroom

Brandywine aptment call 63449

2~ROOMMATES TO S*sAREToorTTi^PUfT-

ton next year or 1 person (2 preferred) very

cheap 253-0491

SUMMER SUBLET/FALL OPTION. Swiss

Village 4br apartment on bus route Call Jeff

2534193

SUMMER SUBLET ON SUNSET-
$155/double $250/single

Avail June 1st call 549-2954

SUMMEfTSUBLET WITH faH option"!

bedroom apt Salem Place brand new with

deck $800 a month call Tex 247-5694

LOOKING FOR an individual with an en

trepreneunal flair Guaranteed to double

your money invested Sell t-shirts and other

college paraphenalia Call for more details

256-1979

WANTED TO RENT

SUNSET SUMMER SUBLET spacious

apartment awesome location For more

details call 549-2915

FABULOUS RENTAL

(2)3 BEDROOM APTS, one in farmhouse

near Cherry Hill. Puffers, also collage near

center, starting summer 6/30, fall 675 + uai

OK 566-0749

NO. 10 TOWNEHOUSE13rwiwi kept

Summer with fall option Call 549-7133

AMMFRST CENTER 1 BDRM APT Quiet.

^e tfcommon-for fnsbee fun(S Pro-

™, c. v sunny, lg livingrm kitchen,

35 for 2 plopte Sdmmerlsublet w/fal. op-

tion. Call 253-7194

FOR SALE

AMHERST HOUSE FOR summer sublet

w/fall option Bus, washer/dryer zs^ur-w

DOUBLE IN
""3

bedroom Puffton

Summer with tall option

549-2781

GREAT LOCATION! Uptown' Spacious Irv

ing area. 2bdrm apt available June 1

253-2479

LARGE SWWO A^'nBelk9iertnwn $240

incl heat Eric 323-5946

MILE FROM CAMPUS on bus route Large

rooms in house, washer/dryer, cable, grill

Summer sublet w/fall option 253-2728

(SnT-EOUILIZER make Pyramid 250

watts $70 Adam call 546-2277

^990nJNiVEGXl«OUNTAiN~BIKE for

Mint condition, great components' $300

Pleases call 5464)923

PUFFTON SINGLE ROOM nf 3-bdrm apt

(June, reasonable rent)

5494*2 12(female)

TWO BEDROOM BRANDYWINE APT

available June 1st reward offered call us at

549-2941

ATTENTION ARTISTS
Drafting table with locking para drafter #50

call 586-5097

eluding gold and silver inks $25 call

586-5097

FOR SALE~~
4 piece living room set

Couch pulls out to double bed

Call 549-9377

STOP THE BUDGET CUTS with music

Concert with Jane Sapp and friends May 1

7 30 pm SU Ballroom students 4 unionists

$2.00. All others $5

carTaIkjuTsocial; JUSTICE go to the

May day pageant with Jane Sapp and

friends -May 1, 1991 SUB 7:30pm

SING FOWjUSTI<^~w]tFjMelSw »J^
friends May 1, 1991 SUB 7:30pm $2

unionists/students $5 others

GLORY! Do I love Jane Sapp'smusic^ So

will you!! Wednesday, May 1
,
1991 7:30pm

SUB $2unk>nists/students $5other

PROFESSOR BOWLES^^nyaTuTations!

See you at the Jane Sapp concert in the

SUB 730pm May1, 1991

JANE 8APP 6~FWENbTC0NCERT; SUB
730pm May1, 1991 $2unionist/students

$5other

CAN IT BE?! JaneSappat the~SUB 730pm

Wednesday, May 1, 1991 Concert $2for

unionists/students $5others

WE CAN BElwwertuUniong. Jane Sapp

concert Wednesday May 1. 1991 730pm

SUB

SELL YOUR FURNITURE

GiTADuT^Sw^M^a^adiooj? OoirtaNa

your good furniture away Call Gnat Millfci-

t'ques first We pay top prices 253-5296

THE BEST Amherst center apt ?/bedrms

call for more info- 253-5513 Rent negotiable

TWO BEDROOMS on Sunset Ave. across

from Southwest Info call 549-2954

EASYGOING, GUY LOOKING for room

summer/fall apartment/house close lo cam

pus all female or M/F house-mates Jim

253-7701

GRADUATE STUDENT needs quiet room

for June only Call Mike 546-2530

RESPONSIBLE COUPLE of modes!

means, mid 20s. N/S, seeks summer

sublet/rental in Amherst Please cat

5364206

WANT TO TAKE OVER your 3bedroom

Puffton lease June 1 Call Derek 549-6538

SERVICES

SWIMMING FORADULTS afraidm water

course Ifs fun! It works! New at Greenfield

Y May 14-June 27 Free introduction May

5 773-3646 brochure $360

WHITE HOUSE NEXT TO BAYBANKS!
The best summer sublet

Close to campus and town

2floors 3bdrm 2bath sundeck

Call Jason at 549-2793

SUBLET

1 FURNISHED BDRM in 2bdrm apt

Clean, conveniently located, cosy!

Call Gita 5464185

APT NEAR BRUNO'S
5 bdrms. 2 baths, porch perfect for bbqs

and barrells On Main St close to town and

campus Best offer 546-0857

SUMMERW/ FALL OPTION. Large room

,n S. Amherst condo Pool, central A/C

washer/dryer, parking On bus route Coo'

roomies, perfect summer place' Call Joe

253-2696

JEN SUE HILTON Roberto Luisa Lisa Barb

Kathy Dave Karen Eric Manny Robb will all

be at Jane Sapp celebrating our unity in

diversity

PERSONALS

SUMMER RENTAL

FEMALE RO«SiiAT¥wAinEDto^uiTV
me? Maybe fall $1 50 available May 8 CaH

2534)943

•MARTHAS VINYARD. Steps from The

Ocean Harbor Landing Harborside Inn

RenfSaily. weekends, weekly ^through

September Very reasonable prices 4;ali

549-0221

1 LARGE BEDROOM in a 3-bedroom apart-

ment on summer bus route in Amherst

Dishwasher, A/C, beautiful walls 4

carpeting, balcony porch. $150 + /mo.

negot 2534)544 Lv mag

201 SUNSET AVE "Close tocampus social

surrounding June-Aug Cheap!! 5494)179

2 BEDROOM APThardwood lioors w/

fireplace downtown Amherst 750 monthly

til Aug 31 w/ fall option 546-3281

2ROOMS BEAUTIFUL HOUSE
on bus route amenities included

253-5069

4 BEDROOM HOUSE. 5 people, very

cheap' Across from Hadley farm! Kathy

546 1370. Rachel 5461562

SOT SISTERS -Beware'

SENIOR SELL OFF: brand new tv, ycr,

tWTOyOM Celica, car stereo, 3 btcyc.es

home stereo, Sony, Infinity, Toshiba -call

549-1634 Rena

SHOGUN 12SPD $175 Kramer guitar $150

fXnSv SIM 1975 Mercury domet $250

Eric 323-5946

VARSITY WOMENS CREW
We are faster! I

TOliY^ANTTuiTlC^ABYSrTTER, happy

22nd birthday! With such vibrant shirt*, now

can you not rob the cradle? Love, Raeul

A MUST SEE uptown apartment with fall op-

tion Perfect for 2 people $550 call 2534)567

AMITY PLACE CONDO
Single room $250/month
Non-smoking female

5494)682

...AH, CAMPUS LIFE...

,••••••••••"*••
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Sports
Aprile, Claffey continue brilliance,shut down Friars 6-0, 10-0

By DAN WETZEL
Collegian Staff

For the fourth time this season the University of

Massachusetts softball team swept a doubleteader

!St allowing a run. This time ,t was Pro-dence Col-

lege that was humbled by the Minutewomen, BAWft

UMass (31-10. once again got big performances from its

pitching duo of Holly Aprile and Darlene Claffey The two

have now combined for 19 shutouts in the season.

In game one. Aprile struck out eight Friars en rouU|to

her 14th win of the season. The shutout lowered her ERA

Virile Kot all the run support she needed due to a Pro-

v,t
P
nceeW n the first. With Jen Miller on first, coach

Elaine Sortino had Barb Marean <^ting .470Uacrifice

bunt The Providence second baseman fielded the ball, at-

tempted to force Miller out at second, but overthrew the

SSSSp covering the bag. Miller hustled around to score

nn the three-base error.

In the fifth. Marean got the opportunity to swing away

anS Delted her fifth homerun of the season way over the

centerfield fence. Marean. who last week was named A-10

pCV of the week, leads the Atlantic 10 in homerun

batting average and is second in triples with three.

<SS£ offensive heroes were Sherri Kuchinskas. 2-3
;

and

first baseman Chris Collins who went 2-4 with an RBI.

AprThelped her own cause by hitting a single and a

double and knocking four teammates aero*-the plate.

It was more of the same in game two. Claffey struck out

10 asAeTproved her record to 17-4. Claffey has been

named A 10 pitcher of the week the past two weeks and

h^now won 10 straight. Her ERA is now a mere 1.18.

"
Once agam UMass "got on the board early, pushing a

runner across in the first. With one out and MiUer on first

Marean walked. Aprile came up and doubled to center-

field scoring Miller from second.

In ihTsixth inning UMass broke the game open as they

bitted around The rally was the product of some rarely

unserved players, who proved they may deserve more

«£^ ^rn^rDuEst, with only nine

at bats on the season, started the rally with a singly

Aprile doubled sending deLuce to third. Catcher Beth

Fulcher. also with nine at bats on year, slapped a single

into rightfield scoring both runners.

Next up was Jen Devlin, who had only two previous at

•s on "he year. Devlin cranked a double deep off the

fence in center field. Fulcher went to third on the hit that

m,ssed being a home run by only about a foot

UMass pitcher Holly Aprile, here seen earlier in

Providence College 6-0. Aprile struck out eight

Spot starter Chris Collins knocked both Devlin and

Fulcher in on a single.

By beating Providence. UMass continued their mastery

of area teams. The Minutewomen are now 28-3 against

teams from the north. They have now won 17 of their last

18 games and seven in a row.

Diamond Classic This weekend Totman Field will be

the sight of some tremendous softball between some of the

ColleKian photo by Yana DiuRy

the season, pitched a shutout yesterday, beating

Friars as she improved her record to 14-6.

best teams in the contry. UMass is playing host Florida,

Princeton and arch rival Connecticut. On Saturday,

UMass will square off against Princeton and then get one

last shot at the only team to beat them since spring break,

UConn. Last time the Huskies were in town. UMass split

a doubleheader with them. The day featured a tremen-

dous 14 inning opening game that UConn won 3-2. I he

Minutewomen rallied in the night cap to win 6-0. On Sun

day UMass will face Florida.

I Men 's track goes to Easterns

O 'Brien expects repeat performance

By KEITH BENNETT
Collegian Correspondent

The University of Massachusetts

men's track team will travel to Rhode

Island Saturday looking to finish among

the top three teams in the Eastern Con-

ference Championship Meet.

The Minutemen placed third at

Easterns last year and coach Ken

O'Brien said he expects a similar finish

this year.

"If I had to make a pre-meet predic-

tion, I would say we should probably

finish third," O'Brien said. "Rhode

Island would be looked at as the

favorite. After that, it would probably

be Southern Connecticut and then us."

O'Brien said he will look for continued

strong performances from the athletes

who led his team to a 4-3 record in dual-

meets this season.

Joe Kourafas consistently placed in

multiple events for UMass this season

and O'Brien said he will score in three

events this weekend. Kourafas will com-

pete in the high jump, the long jump,

and the javelin. He has jumped 6 feet,

6 inches in the high jump, 21-8 in the

longjump and thrown the javelin 174-1.

Jeff Peterson will also compete in

three events. He will throw the shot put,

the discus and compete in the triple

jump. He has thrown the shot 42-6 1/2,

the discus 138-6M* and jumped 41-1

M

in the triple jump.

Sprinter Kevin Walters will compete

in both the 100- and 200 meter races. He
placed fourth in the 100 and third in the

200 at Easterns last year and brings

times of 10.97 and 22.2 seconds, respec-

tively, to the meet this year.

Steve Brown was undefeated in the

800 in dual meets and should be a

favorite to place at Easterns. He has run

1:53.6.

O'Brien described senior Mike Grey as

a solid bet to place in the 400. Grey

brings a best of 49.9 in the event.

Matt Simon will try to improve on his

third-place finish of last year in the

3,000 steeple chase. He is coming off of

a personal-best 9:15.2 at the Penn

Relays last week.

Other solid bets to place, according to

O'Brien, are distance runners Gerry

Squires and Jon Corso. Squires will com-

pete in the 1,500 and Corso will run the

5,000.

Squires has competed in races rang-

ing from the 1,500 to the 10,000 for the

Minutemen. He has a best time of 3:56.3

in the 1,50 this year.

Corso, who has run 14:37.8 in the

5,000 this year, will try to improve on

his fifth-place finish from last year. He

will be joined in the 5,000 by freshmen

John Raach, Brian Fallon and Craig

Cormier.

Bill Wallace will compete in both the

800 and the 1,500 at Easterns. His best

times are 1:57.2 and 3:58.9, respectively.

Jeff White and Paul Doyle will both

compete in the 110 hurdles. White has

run 15.6 and Doyle has run 15.9.

Doyle will also compete in the 400

hurdles along with teammate Dave

Borges. Doyle has run 56.8 this season

and Borges is coming off of a personal

-

best 56.1 at the Brown Invitational.

Luke Simpson will compete in both

the hammer throw and the discus.

O'Brien sees his best event as the ham-

mer, which he has thrown 153-5.

Some other athletes to look for are

Brian Bednarek in the pole vault and

Pat Ryan and Mike Davis in the 10,000.

The Rocket's on a roll,

Comisky and al
By BEN WALKER
The Associated Press

The first time Joe Morgan saw Roger

Clemens, he knew there was potential. But

to predict all that all that would follow, no

one could have known.

It was eight years ago, when Clemens

was pitching his team toward the college

world series championship, Morgan had

been promoted to a scout by the Boston Red

Sox, and his first trip took him to Texas.

Here's the report Boston's future

manager filed on May 16, 1983:

"Above average fastball. Heavy ball tha

has hop to it. Good slider. Could pitch high

in the stride zone wiht his fastball. Sum-

mary: Could be a definite power pitcher."

Not bad, Joe. Still, ever wonder what

Clemens would've done with a good

fastball?

This season, Clemens has made nearly

everyone K like Kittle. He's done it with

an improved forkball that dips into the dirt

and a mix of up-and-down fastballs — as the

players call it, "high heat" and "cheese at

the knees."

Plus, there's a change that those around

Clemens sense, one that could be working

in his favor. He seems more relaxed, more

at ease when he's not pitching. The securi-

ty of his $21.5 milllion, four-year contract

may be the reason.

"On the mound he's got the same inten-

sity," Red Sox general manager Lou Gor-

man said. "Off the mound, so far, he's

keyed down a little bit."

Clemens, recently indicted by a grand

jury on charges stemming from an off-

season scuffle with an off-duty policeman

at Bayou Mama's nightclub in Houston,

isn't convinced he's any different.

When Clemens comes back Friday night

in Chicago after his five-game suspension,

umpire Terry Cooney will be at Comiskey

Park too. Clemens hopes his reputation of

being an umpire-baiter is behind him

because he wants to concentrate on good

streaks, not mean ones.

Clemens is halfway to Hershiser with 30

consecutive scoreless innings. He hasn't

given up a home run to a right-handed hit-

ter since Jose Canseco connected on Sept

15, 1989. He hasn't allowed more than two

earned runs in his last 17 starts.

At 4-0 with an 0.28 ERA, Roger is on a

roll. In 32 inings he's struck out 34, walk-

ed just two and permitted only 17 hits. If

those sound lide Denny McLain-style stats

from 1968, they are. And Clemens is aware

of it.

There was a time when people compared

him to his contemporaries. Guys like

Gooden and Viola, Saberhagen and

Stewart.

Gooden, age 26, is 122-47 (.722) with a

2.84 ERA. In 1,545 innings, he's walked

430 and struck out 1,458.

Clemens, at 28, is 120-51 (.702) with a

2.81 ERA. In 1,545 innings, he's walked

430 and struck out 1,458.

They're each on course to break the

alltime record for winning percentage wit'i

at least 200 decisions, held by Whitey Ford

(.690). So it looks even, right?

Well, not really.

Consider that the Mets, in games since

1984 without Gooden are still a .566 team.

The Red Sox meanwhile merely win at a

.501 clip without Clemens.

Also, look at where they each perform.

Gooden plays at Shea Stadium, a pitcher's

paradise, while Clemens is at Fenway
Park, one of the best ballparks for batters.

And while Clemens is facing guys like

Dave Parker, Harold Baines, Alvin Davis

and other designated hitters who add an

average of a half-run per game in the

American League, Gooden gets to mow
down pitchers such as Don Carmen (a car

reer .059 hitter), Terry Mulholland (.069)

and Mike Bielecki (.076).
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Les Liasons DangereueseTteUs of the lustful Valmont CLUTCM WEEKEND STUEE
.... . L L^ j „.u„» i,.r .ii«s ™.fhaD8...no. there are ^ »— ~ ^^ Tickets are S15 in advance. $17 at the door

By THOMAS SCULLY
Collegian Correspondent

Let Liasons Dangereuetes

Longsworth Arts Village, Hampshire College

Thursday, April 25

A portrait of sexual power games extraordinare, Us
Liaisons Dangereuses opened last weekend at Hampshire

College. As usual, the recently formed Hampshire In

dependent Productions delivered bare-bones theatre, out-

doors under the tin solar panels, with sparse lighting and

primitive set pieces, however a solid cast and vivid stag-

ing prevaiked over adverse conditions. Chris Werler car-

ried the evening with panache and conviction as the scoun-

drel Valmont. who uses his sexual guile as a kind of social

occupation with which to while away his otherwise

pointless existence. Susan Henderson and Rachel Sledd

also deliver intensely focused performances as the vir-

tuous wife and the conniving vixen, respectively, both lov

ed by Valmont. Consistency and charm marks the rest

of the acting as well.

The play itself, by Christopher Hampton, is quite in-

teresting, and was made into a movie a couple of years

ago, released under the title Valmont (earning an

Academy Award nomination for extravagant period

costumes, I remember, but perhaps missing the emotional

core somewhat). The rather complicated plot follows two

fellow schemers and former lovers who, for rather absurd

motives of vengeance and pride, manage to destroy the

love of two innocent young people, and some others along

the way. Valmont is the tragic anti-hero, and as the play

progresses he - strangely enough - becomes more human

and vulnerable, as he discovers that he really loves one

of the women he has been exploiting (not the one he raped

and impregnated, I mean, the other one). His female

counterpart, on the other hand, maintains her

superhumanly cynical but brutally useful philosophy to

the bitter end, when she realizes perhaps...no, there are

no realizations.

If there was some social point in the production (as the

program notes seem to indicate), it went over my head

- though I must say some of Valmont and Merteui s ideas

on marriage have also been articulated by my dorm mates

in very suave late-night parties. But in any case there

were many moments of true pathos in the characters in-

ability to find for themselves what they truly wanted, with

a light enough touch to permit unsanctified giggling along

the way, for these are characters who manage to match

misery from the jaws of contentment.^omJ^ Q

*e

tenderest of human emotions - the L-word - been sub-

ject of such wounded grandiosity precipitated by such

flagrant waste as in Dangerous Liasons.

Us Liaisons Dangereueses continues outdoors at the

Ungsworth Arts Village at Hampshire College Thursday

through Sunday at 8.00 p.m.

The crises of college
By DAN McCALL
and CASEY SULLIVAN
Collegian Correspondents

Bill and Karen
Hampden Theatre

Tuesday, April 30

As one student was overheard say-

ing when leaving the Tuesday even-

ing premiere of Bill and Karen, "I

can't believe a student wrote that!" In

deed. UMass senior Zachary Slovinsky

has penned an hilariously creative play

which his cast acts out flawlessly. An

imaginative, humorous testament to the

emotional, economic, and romantic

crises of the archetypal college student.

Bill and Karen proved to be a truly

entertaining show.

The story revolves around Guy (Bill

Larkin), a self-conscious, hyper-

analytical engineering student with a

penchant for using his humor as a

shield, as he endures the seemingly

unendurable. He is infatuated with

Karen (Lynda Newton), a "free-spirited

but volatile," earthy Deadhead. Karen,

however, has long been seeing Bill (John

Guilderson), an apparently brain-cell

deficient member of the same type. Guy,

while attempting to fend off the ad-

vances of Sue (Mandy Janis) the impu-

dent coquette, fails to understand how

Karen, with all of her intelligence,

charm, and confidence can sustain her

seemingly vacuous relationship with

Bill.

After his original roommate drops out

of school, Guy is forced to room with a

dim-witted fraternity pledge, Ted

(played hilariously by Bill Fidurko), who

wears his weight-lifting belt like Linus

clings to his security blanket. Ted is in-

variably at the side of his fraternity

superior, Kevin (Michael Lombardi).

Lombardi offers several show-stopping

scenes, including:

literally transforming himself into his

hero, Robert DeNiro, when he feels in-

secure; and inventing what will surely

become the new "politically correct" ap-

pellation for the diminutive.

Through freak miscommunication,

after Ted leaves for the frat house,

Karen's boyfriend Bill becomes Guy's

roommate. Guy is frustrated in having

CONTINUED ON PAGE 4
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Weinberg and Bernstein

to bring good-natured fun
By ANDREW BROADHEAD
Collegian Correspondent

When Tom Wilson Weinberg sings "I

Might Lose My Funding," he hilariously

addresses the concerns of all artists fund-

ed by the National Endowment of the Arts.

The song lyrics weigh the temptations

towards self-censorship but conclude by

saying to hell with it do what you want and

just deal with it.

This Friday night, the intimate at-

mosphere of Hamden Theater will be host

to this and other witty and humorous songs

by Tom Wilson-Weinberg and Lisa Joy

Bernstein. Fresh from the enjoyed success

of their off-Broadway musical The Ten Per-

cent Review, this composer and musical

director/accompanist offer "an evening of

politically up-front, gay fun." When they

take the stage with their new collaboration

entitled "New Songs From the Composer

of the l<y Review" anyone from the Na

tional Endowment for the Arts to Cardinal

O'Connor will be subject to some good

natured kidding.

Wilson-Weinberg is an intelligent and

sane writer. His lyrics are neither destruc-

tive nor random diatribes. When address

ing concerns or taking issue with specific

people and institutions, he is exceptional-

ly good-natured. One critic has described

his lyrics as clinging to his music so

organically that one almost imagines

Wilson "discovering" his songs like some

natural underground rock formation. "It's

difficult to believe they didn't exist before

he made them up," says critic Robin

Bernstein.

One of their show highlights is a song

composed entirely of exerpts from Eleanor

Roosevelt's letters to her female lover. "It's

my first collaboration with Eleanor

Roosevelt," jokes Weinberg. Bernstein's

talented accompaniment on piano brings a

dynamic interaction to songs like "If We
Brought Them Out," "Color Blind Blues,"

and "High Risk for AfrAIDS."

Whether addressing serious issues with

constructive and sensible anger or joking

about coming out experiences, Weinberg

and Bernstein offer an interesting thought

provoking evening.

Tom Wilson- Weinberg and Lisa Joy Bern-

stein will perform at UMass in Hampden

Theatre at 8 p.m. Tickets are $3 with

UMass ID and $5 without.

COLLEGIAN
STAFF
Candidates Night

Monday, May 6

7 p.m.

ELECTIONS

Tuesday, May 7

from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.

All applications for editorships

must be submitted to the

Managing Editor by Friday,

5 p.m.

Photo courtesy I.BOA

Tom Wilson-Weinberg and Lisa Joy Bernstein will perform New Songs

from the 10 Percent Review at UMass in Hampden Theatre at 8 p.m.

THURSDAY
Legal Graffiti, a chalk mural sponsored by Spec-

trum Magazine. Today from lO a.m. until 4 p.m. at

the FAC Reflecting Pool. Free chalk, all welcome!

Rain date May 9. We who scrawl salute you!

Kevin Nealon Mr. Subliminal from Saturday Night

Live will be at the FAC at 8 p.m. tonight (hot sex).

Tickets are $3 for UMass students and $6 for the

general public, proceeds to benefit the Make-A-

Difference Scholarship Fund.

Mozart's Last Year,1791. a lecture by Henry G.

Mishkin. will be presented at Amherst College in

Music Center 3 at 12:15 p.m. Admissbn is free.

Der Himmel Uber Berlin, (Wings of Desire), a

German film will be shown at Amherst College in

Merrill 2 at 4 p.m. and 7:30 p.m. Admission is free.

In Search of Meaning, a Five College visual

studies lecture, will be presented at Smith College

in Wright Hall Auditorium at 4 p.m. Admission is free.

Romanticism and the Politics of Sympathy

Conrad's "Secret Sharer." a lecture by Laurie Clark,

will be presented at Mount Holyoke College in

Willits-Hallowell Andreola Room from 4 p.m. to 5:30

p.m.

LGBA Film Series presents One Year After: The

Historic March on Washington — Just Because of Who

We Are . The film will be shown at UMass in Campus

Center Room 803 at 7 p.m. For Info call: 545-4824.

The Makioka Sisters, a Japanese film, will be

shown at Hampshire College in Adele Simmons HaH.

Hammen Auditorium at 7 p.m.

Folk and Classical Music of South India, a

festival of Indian and Indonesian Music Video, will

take place at Amherst College in Stirn Auditorium

at 7:30 p.m. Admission is free.

Stand On Up!, join the Genesis Gospel Choir as

they "stand on up!" to praise the life of song at Smith

College in the Helen Hills Hills Chapel at 7:30 p.m.

$2. Free for students.

Jazz Ensemble 1 - Jeff Holmes, conductor - will

perform at UMass in Bowker Auditorium at 8 p.m.

FRIDAY
New Songs from the Author of the lO Percent

f

Review, a night of politically, up-front, gay fun with

Tom Wilson Weinberg and Usa Joy Bernstein, will be

performed at UMass in Hampden Theatre at 8 p.m.

$3 for UMass student ID; $5 for the general public.

Flowers for Algernon, a play by Alan Keyes. is

a one-act adaptation of the book and will be

presented at Smith College in the Mendenhall

Center for Performing Arts, Hallie Flanagan Studio

Theater at 12 p.m. Admission is free.

Gallery Reception, for the opening of the exhibi-

tion at Smith College Museum of Art at 5 p.m. Ad-

mission is free.

The Jungle Book - Mowgali, Balou. Bagheera.

Just the "bear necessities - will be shown at Mount

Holyoke College in Gamble Auditorium at 7 p.m.

and 9 p.m. Admissbn is $2.50.

Sleeping Beauty, the classic 1959 film, will be

shown at Amherst College Campus Center Theater

at 7:30 p.m. and lO p.m. Admission is $1.50.

Mina Miller will present a piano recital of Carl

Nielson's works at UMass Bezanson Recital Hall at

8 p.m. Admission is $3.

Choral Society: Women's Chorus will perform

at Amherst College in the Buckley Recital Hall at 8:15

p.m. Admission is free.

Fire and Ice: An Evening of James Taylor, per

formed by Dave Binder, will take place at Amherst

College in the Campus Center Frontroom at 9 p.m.

Admission is $6; $1 with Amherst I.D.

Gamelan Purabasarl - a midnight concert of

Javanese gamelan music will be performed at

Amherst College in Buckley Recital Hall at 11:15 p.m.

Admission is free.

Janes Addiction, with guests Rollins Band, will

perform at the Springfield Civic Center at 8 p.m. Ad-

missbn is $1 7.50 in advance.

The Stompers will ptay at Pearl Street at 8.30 p.m.

Admissbn is $7 in advance.

8 p.m. Tbkets are $15 in advance. $17 at the door.

BMCP's 12th Annual Funkothon will be held at

UMass in the Student Unbn Ballroom. College ID is

a must. $6 for the general publb.

SUNDAY
South Indian Classical Music, with Karaikudi

Subramanian, Trichy Sankaran and Ranjani

Krithivasan. will be performed at Amherst College

in Stirn Auditorium. Mead at 2 p.m. Admission is free.

Terras Irradient Christian a cappelb music, will

perform at Amherst College in Johnson Chapel at

4 p.m. Admission is free.

Hampshire Choral Society Concert - a perfor-

mance of Honegger's "King David" with soloists

Jane Bryden. Dianne Smith. Peter Shea and John

Lemly. Admissbn is $5; $3 students/ebers. The show

will take place at Smith College in John M. Greene

Hall at 4 p.m.

Voices of the People, folk songs from around the

world, performed by the UMass Chamber Choir and

the Madrigal Singers, will be performed at UMass

in Bowker Auditorium at 4 p.m. Admission is $6; S3

for students.

Tell Me A Story, a Sunday afternoon reading by

contemporary American writers, starts at 4.30 p.m.

on WFCR 88.5 FM.

Gallery Reception for Mount Holyoke College

Senbr Art Major's Exhibitbn will take ptace at Mount

Holyoke College in the Art Museum Lobby from 5

p.m. to 7 p.m.

Praise Ye Lord!, a choral gospel festival, will take

place at Mount Holyoke College in Abbey Chapel

from 7:30 p.m. to 9 p.m. Admissbn is $2.

UMass Chamber Choir and Madrigal Singers

will perform at UMass in Bowker Auditorium at 4 p.m.

with E. Wayne Abercrombie conducting.

Jazz Ensemble I

Quitters, musical theatre celebrating the strength

and beauty of American pioneer women, will be

performed at Mount Holyoke College in Alice

Withington Rooke Laboratory Theatre at 8 p.m. with

repeat a performance on Sunday. Admission is $4;

$2 students /elders.

Les Liasons Dangereuses. an outdoor perfor-

mance chronballing human lust and manipulation

- come early and pbnic before the show at Hamp-

shire College Longsworth Arts Village at 8 p.m. For

ticket info call: 253-7739.

Firebird a ptay written and produced by Hamp-

shire College student Ben Stewart, will be perform-

ed at Hampshire College in Emily Dickinson Hall,

Studio Theater at 8 p.m. Admission is $3; $2.50 for

students. . _
The Hunting of the Snark, a play by Lewis Car

roll will be presented at Amherst College in K.rby

Theater at 8 p.m. with repeat performances on Fri-

day and Saturday. Admission is free.

Savoy Truffle, with very special guests Baba

Yaga will perform an 18 and over show at Pearl

Street. Show starts at 8 p.m. and admission is $4 in

advance. _ . _^
Loketo hip-shaking afro-pop from Zaire comes

to the Iron Horse at 7 p.m. Admission is $10.50 in

3

Bin and Karen will be performed at UMass in the

Hampden Theatre one last time at 8 p.m. Admis-

sbn is free.

The Stompers

SATURDAY
South Indian Rhythm from a World NnfJM-

tive a musbal event featuring percussion by Trichy

Sankaran, will be performed at Amherst College in

Music Center 3 at 2 p.m. Admission is free.

The Late Great Ladies of Blues and Jaxz

featuring singer/actress Sandra Reeves, will

showcase the musical styles of Ma Rainey Bessie

Smith. Ethel Waters, Billie Holliday. One* Washington

and Mahalia Jackson. Tickets are $27; $25 $23, Half

Price for Five College students. Call 545-251 for in-

fo The concert will take place at UMass in the Fine

Arts Center Concert Hall at 8 p.m.

Choral Society: Concert Choir will perform at

Amherst College in Buckley Recital Hall at 8:15 p.m.

Admission is free.

Big Bad Bollocks, with guests Amy Allison and

The Maudlins, will perform at Pearl Street at 8:30

pm. Admission is $5 at the door.

Christopher Hollyday Quartet will perform at

the Iron Horse. The show will start at 7 p.m. and

tickets are $9.50 in advance.

The Choice, a local dance-rock group, will play

the Hadley Pub. Doors open at 8 p.m.

Reggae Sprlngsplash will take place at Katina s

Club, featuring Freddie McGreggor. Mikey Dread

and Lbyd Parks and We the People. Show starts at

E. Wayne Abercrombie

John Oorka - folk singer/songwriter and Win-

dham Hill recording artist - will perform at Amherst

College in the Campus Center Frontroom at 8 p.m.

Admission is $8; $1 with an Amherst I.D.

Amherst Collegium Orchestra - featuring music

by Brahms, Beethoven and Mozart - will Perform

in the Buckley Recital Hall at Amherst College at 8:15

p.m. Admission is free.

The Flirtations "five gloriously gay men in a

rave-up a cappella group, will perform at the Iron

Horse They're serious confronting the issues of gay

life, but when they sing "My Boyfriend's Back"you

gotta love it. Show starts at 7 p.m. Tickets are $10.50

in advance. .

Performing Arts Event, of special needs people

along with able artists, will take place at 3 p.m. in

the Northampton Center for the Arts. Performers

volunteers and participants still needed. Call:

256-4933. .

King David, a play by Arthur Honneger and

directed by John Maggs, will be performed at Smith

College in John M. Greene Hall at 6 p.m.
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Survival

CecUeSimonTid Laurin Aycox appear in The

Black Women '» Survival Kit.

Bill and Karen

^TwS^fer Lneness (executed with imp^-

•aite timing bv Gu.lderson). Moreover, he must concoct

a way to Broach Karen, who now frequents bk dorm

r

°£ynda Newton is excellent as Karen, as she succeeds

in Sating Larkins Guy throughout. Bill Larkin on

Sage for the duration of the play, is superb onceagain

performing with comic flair and exquisite timing. One
,

teu-

W identifies with his myriad dilemmas and unrequited

]

°mil and Karen has been extended for one more perfor-

mancethis evening at 8 p.m. at South.estsH^p^

theater. Go see it! Even the curtain call is creative. Admis

sion is FREE._

By SONDRA SUTTON
Collegian Staff

The Black Women '» Survival Kit

Curtain Theatre

Wednesday, May 1

The University of Massachusetts is in for a treat. On

W^neX in the Curtain Theater, the cast *n £ew of

The Black Women's Survival presented their first open

^Tr/which takes place in a funeral parlor rotates

ar^ndvari^us scenes that all contribute to the play s cen-

^Uheme. What is the theme? Go^.^J^^
Talk about a cast, this cast was great! Each character

acle^l out thefr roles with an abundance of feeling and

en
The

Sl

h1imorous remarks made by the character

Shaunelle played by Jo Ella Costello™**%*$£
comfortable and pleasantM^™™^™™
away from the serious message of the pla>

.
What was mis

message? Well, go see the play.
,vnthesized

Do vou enjoy real music, none of that sjnthesizea.

echoed stuff I mean real music! Well this play has go

5 l£ of great authentic African music. Music which put

pictures ifyour mind. What kind of pictures? Go see the

Pl

Have you ever gone to a play and thought to yourself

•Whit beautifuUostumes." Well I found n^MTj^ng

that all night. I have never seen a play which bad such

beauti uSumes, but nevertheless, the costume*.did n<*

take away from the play or the great acting done by these

"^Sti"****. music, slides, and costume
;

aren t the only things this play has to offer dance is yet

another treat given in the play. You can really tell by the

wav the accesses dance, that they are enjoying

^ong" recommend this play because of the great

thng U has to offer, but more ™P°«*nt\y'\j?™eZt
it because of the serious message it reveals. This message

'^TBlTkwlmlntsurvnal K* is a must see^If I were

you I would go out and buy my tickets before the play is

^To the cast and crew I say "Thumbs up. Well done, and

Yessss My Sisters'.

The Black Women's Survival Kit will appear at UMass

in (hi Curtain Theatre Thursday through Saturday night

atSpm. with a matinee performance on S^rday-t2p^

Tickets are $5 for the general public and $3 for students

and elders.

Bullish on
Bollocks

By BRIAN HARRINGTON
Collegian Staff

TWre bie they're bad, and they're a ripe old load

of boH«ks' LetThat be said for the Big Bad BoUocks

a r^n^lial talent, who will appear this Saturday at

Pearl Street to celebrate the release of their album

Hanged aTcibbet Rock on the JamaDisc record label

The fie Bad Bollocks are a band in the tradition of the

PoLes Their music can best be described as mix of

EnriSi Sco tish and Irish drinking songs, traditional

bilfada "rSs rock covers, and original compositions^

St aTub band in the most literal sense mixmg

i,„mnr and wit with ribald revelry The Big Baa

Borks
an
adeptly combine raw acoustic i^rument.

tion with a raucous and sometimes fierce Celtic energy

thatTs enough to boil your blood, wrench your guts,

John Alton who hails from Derbyshire. Alton describes

£s small village of Tideswell. in the anc-n^rolhng

hills of Northern England,""^*£?
t
£&™

men and sheep are nervous." He attended the Liver

Zo\ Art Institute and his working class roots, combined

Sh" artistic fiair, are best represented m the vivid

Tmages that are conveyed in the songs he writes about

rfn BrHain. Allen plays the jester when onstage^and

his cutting w,t and silly Monty Pythonesque humor

make for unexpected hijinks and much audience

^Z^ZZ*** Bollocks ,s comprised

of Patrick Owens, a Detriot native, on guitars_and

vocals. Owens composes and arranges most of the

band's original material in a cooperative effort with

hts lyrical partner Allen. But even more to his credit

Owens serves as the straight man and[fall guy^o

Aliens comedic onstage antics. Drummer Bob Richards

provides a thunderous and merry beat on a stand-up

kit composed of a snare and cockta.l drunvJoh Reib

rounds out the lineup on acoustic mandolin. The show

[s being billed as a "Bacchanalia and Saturma and

anyone" bringing a fertility object to^^
receive a dollar off admission. Opening is Amy Allison

and the Maudlins.

The Big Bad Bollocks will have a record release par-

ty Saturday night at Pearl Street.

cMfunty
RECORDS

am fit"
RICORVS

RECORDS • CASSETTES • COMPACT DISCS

IMPORTED, INDEPENDENT
& DOMESTIC

MON-WED 9:30-6 SUN 12-5

THURS-SAT 9.30-9

213 MAIN ST. NORTHAMPTON
586-5726

COLLECTABLE^ • USED
MANUFACTURER'S OVER-STOCKS
MONDAY-SATURDAY 10-5:30

THURSDAYS 10-9 SUNDAY 12-5

21 STATE ST., NORTHAMPTON
586-1707

this week.

Jhurs . May ? 8 3Gpm 18-

SAVOY TRUFFLE
Baba Yaqa

18 Dancing

w/DJ Dennis

F'i . May 3 8 3Gpm

THE STOMPERS
New Breed

Sat May 4~8 3Gpm

BIG BAD BOLLOCKS
Amy Allison

& the Maudlins

nexf week...

Ihurs . May 9-8 3Gpm 18

SCREAMING TREES
NOVA MOB

with Grant Hart

Das Damen
F'i May 10—8 3Gpm

BLUE RODEO
Will T Massey

Sat May tl-8 3Gpm

THE SIGHS

The Ray Mason Band

Amy Fairchild

coming...

Thurs May 16 ~8 3Cpm 18-

Record Release Party

THE VESTRYMEN
Gigolo Aunts

F'i May 15 8 3Gpm
RIPPOPOTAMUS

Sat . May 17-8 30pm

THE BREAKDOWN
One Eyed Jake

Sun May 19—6 OGpm all ages

DINOSAUR JR.

Gobblehoof

and guests

Pearl Street is open upstairs tor dancing

every Wed (Uay Nignt) l nurs (tB ). t-ri.

and Sat (Top 40/House with DJ Job)

Advance Ti« Available at Strawberries

Record Stores Ticketron (800) 382-8080.

Dynamite Records Pearl St

and For The Record in Amherst

XvX-XvX-'lll 1147/71

10 P6ARI ST. NORTHnmPTON, (Tin
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GRAY DAY - Dark clouds loom over students walking by Campus Pond.^
Local factory makes blankets for Kurds

1 WVRKNCK. MASS (API - A local textile manut.u

turn yesteidav shipped 5.000 new blankets to Kurdish

refugee camps in Iraq.

( MTic.als of Maiden Mills Industries Inc. expect to send

another 5,000 hlankets Blirilll later this month.

Fmplovees worked overtime to produce the hlankets

made of Polartec. a material the company makes for out

door Clothing, said Howard Ackerman. general manager

«.f the mill's apparel division.

•We had read so much about the volunteer relief efforts

for the Kurdish refugees." Ackerman said. "When it

became obvious that we should do something, I recom

mended that we take a given amount of yardage and turn

it into blankets.

"

Polartec. a double faced polyester, is lightweight; ahout

one pound per vard and insulates well.

"When it nets wet. vou can wring it out and it dries very

rapidly,'' he said. For that reason, the durable fabric could

also be turned into tents, he said.

Became he didn't want the blankets to look like military

issue. Ackerman selected fabric in a range of medium and

dark colors, including purple, royal and navy blue, em

pire green, red and black .

Its Ming to be verv colorful, believe me. he said. If

anyone wants to take them and cut them into fabric for

clothing later, they can."

Making blankets was a departure for the mill, which

usually produces fabric for ski wear and mountain

climbing clothes. But because Polartec doesn t ravel, it

needs no binding, he said. Workers made the blankets

simplv bv cutting fabric to size.

Blankets will be given to refugees by volunteers tor

AmenCares. a nonprofit organization based in New ( a

naan Conn., and the American Jewish Joint Distribution

Committee of New York City. Roadway Express, will

transport the blankets to Andrews Air Force Base near

Washington. DC. and Bradley Airport in Hartford, Conn.

The Kurds, with their distinct culture and language.

have struggled for self rule since World War I Iraqi Pres.

dent Saddam Hussein signed an autonomy agreement

with Kurdish representatives in 1970, but it was soon

abandoned.

UM program
receives $5.9

million grant
Bv GAYLE LONG
Collegian Staff

A Universitv of Massachusetts program designed to -up

port change for families and communities living in powrtv

received a $5.8 million, three year pinl. awarding to the

director of the project

Director Margaret Slinski said the Cooperative r Men

-ion program has outreach branches in the city ot

Springfield and rural erett nidi .»> Huntington and

Chester

The grant, from the W.K Kellogg Foundation ot Bat

tie Creek. Mteh., has designated the Universtt} program

one of seven model "Care tot Ait ion center*

•The program hai to be utilized a> a model tor other

tatea,** said Dean Robert HelgeneenofFood and Natural

Resources. "It has to he replu able '

Helgensen said recent budget euta implemented b) the

Weld administration have emphasized a stab' program

rather than county program

\h- .aid the budget for fiscal veai 1992 wm "meager.

and after thii year'* cuU they were operating on .. nip

port staff

'I think we've done an excellent job ot salvaging Ine

program.'" he said

The grant is allowing for the program to implement

•Youth at Risk" programs, which will tram volunteer*

who live within the communitv to teach re>|M»nsihil.tv to

people such as teenagers and young adults in the

communit]
According to Virginia Green, a member <>t the tupport

staff in Springfield, the program uive^ people m the cm
munitv confidence in themselv.

Previously, Green was .. volunteer in the Springfield

housing developments, then received her Assmtate s

Degree to torn Cooperative Extension's stall

"Personalty, the program gave me the confidence to SjBj

a higher education." she said I saw life in a different

light."

(been said a teen ager who was using drills came to

her because he felt he could approach her.

"After we had spoken he felt relieved." she said "It was

only afterwards I found out he was contemplating

suicide."
.

„ ur
Cooperative Extension modified their program in IW»,

hut the money noed«>d for long term support of impoverish

ed families was unavailable

Later that year, the director of Housing and Human Ser-

vices helped access funding for the program as a cost

effective way to enable these families to become

self sufficient.
CONTINUED ON PAGE 4

.ssue.'Ackerman selected fabric in a range of medium and abandoned. ^^^iM/x. TnVCI7
10th annual pride march marred by controversy
1Ut11 ******* MT

A™H,n lr,oJ.MarvS,rre.l.a.esb,an understanding and respect o. lesbian a

By MFC KROEPLIN
Collegian Staff

She said at that point the group decided

to leave the name unchanged, as the "Les

bian and Gay Pride March." because no

On Saturday May 4 the 10th annual one had a "political agenda" that supported

•Lesbu n and Gay Pride March" will take a name change, and began forming work

m ', h -,mnton groups. She said letters were sent inviting

P,

A^hougtme n^expect this day to be Interested gioups to attend a work session

one of celebration, for the past three years

the march has been embroiled in bitter

controversy.

Lesbians have accused gay men and

bisexuals of unfairly excluding them from

the 1989 March and rally and bisexuals

charge lesbians with unfairly excluding

t hem from the march's title for the last two

years.

Lis Brook, a lesbian member ot this

year's Cay and Lesbian March Committee

says there was no lesbian conspiracy

against bisexuals this year.

Brook said that, contrary to rumors, the

Committee, which includes most of the

1990 march organizers, did not meet in

A bisexual UMass student who asked

that her name be withheld, said she attend

ed the first work meeting announced by the

Committee in March.

She said she felt the march committee

"tried to railroad past the [name change 1

issue."

Those who wanted a name change got

together afterwards and formed a separate

group, called the "Committee for an All

Inclusive March" to begin working to in-

clude a visible bisexual presence at the

pride march, she said.

The UMass Lesbian. Bisexual, and Gay

Alliance is working with this committee,

according to Sean Sullivan, an LBGA

:;" u^„lSu thU who wanted to ^p^o. He »idMg. jrtg

change the name to include bisexuals. She

said the current group stepped in when no

other group formed to help take respon

sihility for organizing the march.

She said those concerned with changing

the name should have spoken up sooner.

"We waited since last May for [those who

wanted a name changel who said they

would create dialogue to do so. It became

the middle of March 1991, and we decided

we better do something or there will be no

march."

t-shirts that include "bisexual" in the

march's title and will be marching behind

a huge banner that includes "bisexual

pride" at the March on Saturday.

Meagan Rosser, a bisexual member of the

LBGA who supports the Committee for an

All Inclusive March, said the main crux of

the march should be to raise awareness and

confront homophobia, something gays, les-

bians, and bisexuals all experience. She

sees the lack of inclusion as an example of

"bi phobia."

According to J. Mary Sorrell. a lesbian

from Northampton, to understand the view

of lesbians who got together in 1990 to

restore the original "Lesbian and Gay

Pride" title, one needs to understand the

last three years of March history. She

said the whole controversy started when

the 1989 Committee was blamed for ex-

cluding lesbian speakers and issues from

the post march rally. She said many les-

bians also felt the name change reflected

the Committee's insensitivity to lesbian

concerns.

Sorrell said she approached the march

committee three years ago in February of

fering to speak on the "herstory" of Les

bians in the valley, but the committee turn

ed her down. She said she was told the

speakers list was already filled, with two

speakers on bisexuality, one on AIDS, and

one on the gay civil rights bill. She said

there were no lesbian speakers scheduled.

Later that spring, in a meeting that has

since become a controversial subject, Sor

rell said the title was changed to the "Les-

bian, Gay, Bisexual Pride March."

According to Pamela Kimmell, editor of

the lesbian publication THE CALENDAR.
" group of self-identified bisexuals pack

ed the [19891 march committee meeting

and pushed through the name change

"I think if the name change had been

done differently, if it had been introduced

respectfully," things may have been dif

ferent, Kimmel said. She said she felt the

group showed "an extreme lack of

understanding and respect of lesbian and

gay history and the people who lived it

KimmeU's criticism was echoed by Sor

rell, who said many lesbians were upset

because they felt the group, which she said

included many young bisexual men and

CONTINUED ON PAGE ?
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VEATHER
Partly sunny (cloudy! and mild

(freezing} with temps in the 60s

(negative). So wear light clothing

(parka). A perfect day for sunning

(hot sex).
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Colleges receive $9.8 billion

in private donations for 1990
* ,. -j .<mi ^ j„m,o Koro is also a ereat deal of em

PkorrssioNAL staff
r>nan HamMon Lflri N.vk

iMKf* *\airfpvski

lfc»r\ Ivans

NEW YORK (AP) - Private gifts to U.S. colleges and

universities totaled $9.8 billion in 1990, up 10 percent

from the previous year, according to a survey released

yesterday.
,

The increase in donations from corporations, alumni

another private philanthropic sources follows a 9 percent

rise in 1989 and a 3.5 percent drop in such giving m 1»»».

according to the annual estimate by the Council for Aid

to Education.

Harvard University received the most private support

of any single institution - $213.5 million equal to
.

$8,743

per student, and up 15 percent from 1989 levels. Stanford

University was second, attracting $202.2 million or

$14,325 per student, a gain of 7 percent from the preceding

y
Alumni giving totaled $2.54 billion, up 10 percent over

the previous school year. 1#uni
Corporate donations were up 11 percent to $2.17 billion,

more than double the 5 percent increase in 1989^

Philanthropy from all sources has increased by 55 per

cent since 1984-85, according to the council. Adjusted tor

inflation, donations were up 21 percent from five years

farlier

Such giving "is a well-embedded tradition" that has con-

sistently defied fluctuations in the economy and the stock

market, said Priscilla Lewis, a spokesperson for the non

profit council

These days there is also a great deal of emphasis on

education as a critical factor in national competitiveness^

There is plenty going on now to sustain the tradition of

giving to schools," she said.

But she noted that the latest survey covered donations

received during the 1989-90 school year, slightly ahead

of the recession that economists say began in July.

The council's estimate was based on mailed surveys to

1 056 colleges and universities that together account for

about 85 percent of all donations. The council extrapolated

national totals based on those survey findings.

Among the results:

• Non-alumni individuals donated $2.23 billion, up 7

percent from the preceding year.

• Foundations gave $1.92 billion, 10 percent more than

1 989
• Religious groups donated $237 million, up 1 percent

from 1989 and donations from clubs, unions and other

sources increased 11 percent to $700 million.

• Four-year research institutions received by far the

biggest share of private aid.

Seventy private research universities alone accounted

for $2.9 billion of philanthropy. The next highest reci

pients of private aid were 108 top public research mstitu

tions, reporting $2.6 billion.

By contrast, community colleges attracted just $59.5

million.
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Weld's aides reject developer s

plan to buud Mt. Greylock resort
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ADAMS, Mass. (AP) - A Connecticut developer, tabb-

ed bv former Gov. Michael S. Dukakis to build a $250

million vacation home resort on the state's highest peak,

said he is pulling out of the stalled project.

"Enough time is enough time. I do not see any hope,

said Richard Carnaghi, vice president of the Heritage

Development Group of Southbury, Conn. ' We put a lot

of time, dedication, devotion and over $2 million into this.

But there comes a time when you just have to say no

Carnaghi said a meeting Wednesday with town and

state officials failed to budge aides to Gov. William F.

Weld In January they rejected a proposed land disposi

tion agreement with Heritage for the proposed cross coun

try skiing and golf resort on the lower slopes of Mount

Greylock.

"I'm upset this day came and had to come, said state

Environmental Commissioner Peter Webber.

"But in a way I'm relieved that it has come to an end

and we can move forward with something new, W ebber

said, maintaining the state still hoped to see a resort bu.lt

on the pristine mountain.

Heritage initially sought to create a new resort village

on the pristine peak featuring 1,250 condominiums and

overnight accommodations for 3,000 people.

But following profits from all of the state s major en-

vironmental groups, the proposed resort was seated back

to 850 detached homes and condominiums on a 1,000-acre

site The state seized the property by eminent domain from

a bank that had foreclosed on a private developer s failed

attempt to build a downhill ski resort on the property.

Dukakis had called the proposed resort a key to revitaliz

ing the economy of the northern Berkshires.

pride march

t -j > —
1 1th Floor Campus Center • (413) 549-6000 ext 7634

University of Massachusetts at Amherst

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

women, was being insensitive to lesbian issues.

"There's a fear that when we [lesbians] give up our space

and let others in, we will become invisible Sorrell said.

She also said she thought the decisions that were made

in 1989 reflected an "ahistorical" view of lesbian history.

"There was a complete ignorance of what it means to be

a lesbian," she said.

Kimmell said that in 1990 about 35 lesbians pA

together to reorganize the march because the way itw*i

done in 1989 "isn't o.k. with us." She said they invited

lesbian and gay speakers and restored the original name.

' it was like a military coup," Kimmell said.

NC

Bilingual Collegiate Program
Award List-Spring 1991

The BCP at UMASS-Amherst congratulates all those BCP students

who have achieved outstanding academic performance for the

1990-1991 academic year.

Class of 1993

Felipe J. Izquierdo

Cindy A. Pagan

Lisa R. Schneider

Class of 1991

!

I

I

Antonio Acevedo

Fernando E. Acosta

Victor A. Aguilar

Eduardo J. Amaral

Esperanza Barrera

Noemi A. Betancourt

Miguel A. Carmona

Neffer E. Carrillo

Luis M. Corujo

Frank J. Cue Fernandez

Angel Feliciano

Lizet Garcia

Carmen M. Hernandez

Rosa Ibarra

Lissa G. Maldonado

Sandra M. Marrero

Venancio L. Marti

Annette M. Morales

Marcela P. Moren

Jose A. Pi-Martinez

Jeannette W. Sanchez

Wanda J. Sanchez

Natalia C. Sedo

Selena T. Segarra

Jose R. Sepulveda, Jr.

Ariel Toledo

Jose J. Toribio

Miguel A. Vazquez

Class of 1992

Class of 1994

Community Chiropractic

Dr. Jedd Miller

Gentle, Precise Health Care

Affordable and accessible

to students

44 Summer St.

N. Amherst
549-2802

Edna L. Aponte

Iben A. Brain

Paul G. Costa

MnRia L. Crespo

Deborah L. Gonzalez

Margarita M. Guerra

Jorge N. Iturregui

Patricia A. Olivero

Illary Quinteros

Clara P. Restrepo

Wanda Santa

Jose R. Sousa

Sylvia C. Torres Figueroa

Marcela Velasco

Donna M. Augusto

Mario J. Cardoso

Iva Coulanges

Francelyn M. Emmanuelli

Monica S. Garcia

Carlos F. Guerra

Damaris A. Hernandez

Giselle M. Iturregui

Theresa Q. Mateus

Rajni L. Mehta

luis J. Miranda

Juan C. Morales

Jaime R. Pales Rodriguez

Vivian P. Perez

Maria T. Restrepo

Maria J. Rivera Ramos

Marisol Rosario

Luis E. Torres Santiago

Carlos A. Torres

Jose A. Touzon

Leonardo J. Velazquez

Constanza A. Villalba

Steven J. Acevedo

Wellington D. Bencosme

Jose R. Benitez

Maria A. Calderon

Jose B. Corporan

Kattia M. Corrales

Erika B. Henderson

Rene A. Hernandez

Carmen I. Lugo

Justina A. Maldonado

Nitza B. Martinez

Jose M. Mateo

Dolores Matos

Ronald Melendez

Reynardo J. Nazario

Miguel A. Paez

Christina M. Parenti

Alejandro Perez

Marilyn Rodriguez

Raymond A. Sepulveda

Jorge Sun

Sandra N. Valentin

Alberto R. Villafane

***'
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LOCAL
UM student
says Liberians
needs ignored
By AMY HENRY
Collegian Staff

Donations are needed to provide food, clothing, housing

and medical care for the millions of refugees escaping

Liberia, said William Landford, vice president of the

Liberia Education Foundation and Relief Fund, yester-

day in an interview.

Landford, a senior agriculture economics major at the

University of Massachusetts said, "The United States has

paid a lot of attention to the Kurdish refugees but not the

Liberian refugees."

Currently in Liberia there is no g°vernmf
n1 *^ *££;

ing factions have caused complete chaos and killed ^-^
people in the past 14 months," according to Landford.

Liberia has been a U.S. ally for more than a 100 years,

yet the United States is ignoring the human outcry for

help, he said. . „.__

He said presently there are 750,000 refugees including

his own family members on the Ivory Coast, 350,000 in

Sierra Leone and 500,000 in Guinea from Liberia.

"Some of the refugees in Sierra Leone have been beaten

on the streets of Freetown, the capital, because of the Na-

tional Patriotic Front of Liberia's incursions into that

country.

The one million displaced Liberians in the country who

are being controlled by the NPFL are physically abused,

tortured and killed, resulting in a mass exodus to

neighboring countries," he said.

According to Landford, all of the refugees in these coun-

tries are in desperate need of food, shelter and medical

care

Landford received a letter this week through the

American Red Cross from his brother, recounting his

journey from Liberia to the Ivory Coast.

The letter read: "All along the things were very difficult

and we suffered seriously and lost many of our belong

ings In as much as I have survived, I thank God. I am

completely out of place. I am suffering from pneumonia,

cold and severe malaria because of the bad sleeping con-

ditions. I got here with only two trousers that are com

pletely worn out and three shirts. There is no good ac

comodations, all the houses are full so we have to sleep

in an old lady's living room. Conditions is very bad, 1 am

Collegian photo by Dondi Abrarn

HAMBURGER WITH THAT? - The "French r>y" sculpture rests on the steps of the UMass

Fine Arts Center.

a complete destitute. I desperately need clothes and money

to buy food. I am begging you to please help as soon as

Dossible

Landford said, "After I received this letter it was not

clear if the family followed my brother, are on their way

or are still trapped in Liberia."

A peace conference was supposed to occur between all

Liberian political factions on March 15, 1991.

The Economic Community of West African States sent

in a peacekeeping force called Ecomog in July 1990 to pro

tect the lives of Liberians and other West African Na

tionals and also for the stability of the regioriu he sa.d_

"My family is trying to leave Liberia because LCOWA&

are left with no other option than to use military force

to rid the NPFL rebels out of the country which will result

in bloodshed." . ,

According to Landford, the only person concerned in the

U.S. Congress is Sen. Ted Kennedy (D-Mass.), who has

proposed a bill for $127 million in aid if the peace process

goes through.

"Liberians have been neglected by the United States

since the beginning of the Gulf crisis and also the world

has forgotten that Africa is bleeding and she needs help.

The United Nations should provide protection and relief

aid to all the refugees of Africa because their plight has

been forgotten by the West," he said.

Lanford said he plans to go to the Ivory Coast with other

members of the Foundation at the end of May .

'
I will be

doing relief work and helping my family possibly come

to the U.S."

The Foundation was established last year to help the

refugees resettle when the war is over in Liberia and pro-

vide funds for students returning to any level of education.

Donations can be sent to the Foundation, P.O. Box 2961,

Amherst, Mass., 01004.

Local singer to run for Noho city council

Collegian photo by Dondi Aheam

Rob Skelton

By MARC ELLIOTT
Collegian Staff

Lead singer for the local band Free Press,

Rob Skelton, announced his candidacy

Wednesday for Northampton's city council

at a press conference at the Northampton

Parking Garage.

Skelton, 27, said that while he has an

unusual vocation, he has lived in Nor

thampton for six years and has the same

concerns as the average citizen, such as

parking and quality of life.

"Politics and entertainment are not too

far apart," he said.

Originally from Sharon, Mass., Skelton

studied music and journalism at the

University of Massachusetts for four years

and must complete one more semester to

graduate.

Skelton is running for the at-large seat

on the council now held bv council Presi-

dent Mary Ford who is leaving her seat to

run for mayor.

"This kind of opening in city politics

doesn't come around that often and this

time it came around at a time I was ready

for it," Skelton said.

The city council needs a new voice,

Skelton said.

"Have you ever seen the council/ ne

asked. "There's a lot of old men hanging

around killing their retirement and I'm a

fresh voice, a change of pace."

A self described "liberterian with social

and environmental conciousness," Skelton

said he has the right political "blend" to

represent Northampton, which he says is

"a conservative city with a liberal veneer."

Skelton was the only candidate for the

council seat as of yesterday and he is con-

fident he will win the election.

"It's going to blow people away, but I'm

going to win it," he said.

No stranger to city politics, Skelton ran

a write-in campaign for mayor two years

ago to protest the "dullness" of the cam-

paign, which he said was due to the two

candidates' similarity.

"I just wanted to add some spice to what

I considered a boring race," he said.

Skelton said he will make some changes

if elected. For example, Skelton wants the

city to take charge of the Northampton

State Hospital, which he says has been dor-

mant for 10 to 20 years.

Skelton also said he wants to repeal the

"paper bag fees" which mandate that

citizens pay a dollar for every bag they

dump.
"I'm going to be shaking up the council

a little bit, just a little bit," he said.

Celebrations welcome graduation

Seniors to hold first semi-formal in 20 years

The "Going out in Style" Semi-formal,

the first senior class semi-formal in more

than 20 years, will be held this Saturday

at the University of Massachusetts, accor-

ding to members of the Senior Celebration

Committee.

If this year's event proves to be a success,

the semi-formal could become a lasting

University tradition, an unidentified com-

mittee member said.

The dance, which will be held in the

Bluewall, is scheduled for 9 a.m. to 1 p.m.

Tickets are $10 per person, $30 for a group

of four people, and can be purchased at the

dance. No date is required.

Music will be provided by Perfect Mix

Productions. The dance will offer hors

d'oeuvres, a cash bar, and a photo booth.

Among other senior celebratory activities

this month is the Senior Class Picnic,

which is scheduled for Friday, May 24 on

the Metawampe Lawn from 1 p.m. to 4 p.m.

In addition to the food and games, WRNX
FM 100.9, which is sponsoring the event,

will be conducting giveaways and raffles.

Tickets are $5 and will be on sale star-

ting Wednesday, May 8 on the Campus

Center Concourse.

Tickets will also be sold the day of the pic-

nic. Tickets are for food only. People who

wish to attend the picnic events but not eat

do not need to buy a ticket.

- CAROLYN DEADY

GLB Fomm
FRIDAY MAY 3

Coffe Social - sponsored by LBGA, in CC

803 from 3pm-6pm.

Concert - sponsored by LBGA, Wilson

Weinberg and Lisa Shapiro in Concert, in

Hampden Theatre at 8pm.

Contra Dance - sponsored by LBGA for

AIDS at Grace Church Amherst at 8pm.

SATURDAY MAY 4

Pride March — sponsored by LBGA at

Lampron Park, Northampton at 12 noon.

SUNDAY MAY 5

play - "Black Women's Survival

Kif'Curtain Theatre, UMass at 8pm.

TUESDAY MAY 7

Meeting - LBGA meeting CC at 6pm.

Meeting - LBWU meeting in the Student

Union 413 at 7:30pm.

WEDNESDAY MAY 8

Discussion — "Lesbians, Babies & Men"

a discussion for men about giving sperm,

at Bangs Community Center, Amherst,

7:30-9:30.

THURSDAY MAY 9

Film _ "Torch Song Trilogy" in the CC

803 at 7pm.

Community Forum - Politics ofQUEEN,

in the CC 917 at 7pm.

Meeting - Lesbians Only support group

in the LBGA office-413 Student Union at

7:30pm.

Slant May 3rd

Ot>r»c1 ol Baauty Friday at 5. 7, and 9 pm/Sal and Sun

3. i, 7 and 9 waakdaya at 3 7. 9 pm . . • *
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Lambda Chi's help feed the homeless
By AMY PRENDERGAST
Collegian Staff

They stood over huge dishes of mashed potatoes, corn

and chicken, staring out at the hungry faces in front of

them No. thev weren't working in the University ot

Massachusetts Dining Commons, they were the pledges

of Lambda Chi Alpha fraternity

About 80 homeless people gather at the Second Con^

gregational Church in Greenfield every Tuesday and

Wednesdav night to join in a community dinner, bister

Mary Peter has been organizing these dinners since last

September. c

"Lambda Chi Alpha donated the money to pay tor

tonights dinner.- she said. "We will probably have a large

crowd because people don't get paid until the beginning

of the month. We have seen many more children than

usual this month, which is really sad."

The pledges were put to work in the kitchen the

momemt thev entered the church. While Peter delegated

duties, the smell of baking chicken filled the kitchen.

Mashed potatoes and corn were cooking on the stove as

the pledges began to chop up a salad.

When 5-30 p.m. rolled around, the pledges began to

serve the meal. Three tables of guests emptied and form-

ed a line behind the tables at which the pledges were

stationed. ,. , , . i j

The guests included small children, disabled people, and

a few families.

UMass freshman Jean Foureau served the chicken It

was really great to be able to help those who are less for

tunate," he said.

After the meal was served, the pledges washed the

dishes and mopped the floors. Most agreed the journey to

Greenfield was well worth the trip.
'

Greg Bishop said, "Today I realized how truly lucky I

am and how much we take many things for granted.

Marc -Flounder" McDonald, also a UMass freshman,

said It was an eve-opening experience to see the true

realitv of what goes on in all of our cities and towns.

Tim Struna said, "It was educational and inspirationa

to see that the people of the Second Congregational

Church donate their time twice a week to help those in

need."

program receives grant

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

The program was then implemented in the housing

developments of the Springfield Housing Authority.

Trained volunteer residents worked to create change

in the lives of their friends, neighbors and relatives.

Rev Willie Pearson, who lives in the Springfield com

munitv and is active in supporting the program, said

the program has had positive repercussions in the

neighborhood . - .

I used to see kids, especially (teen age parents], who

were drifting off. with no sense of responsibility, he

said "But because of the program there have been

teens who have seen their mistakes and have

straightened out."

Slinski said the program helps to teach people to com-

municate peacefully, "It's okay to have emotions, she

said. , .. ,

Pearson said another positive aspect is the longevi-

ty of the program, which has boon in the community

for five vears. . _,

"I'm used to no follow-up program, he said. 1 hi

community needed to find a program that wasn t go-

ing to leave them alone."
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SUMMER JOBS AVAILABLE
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• SUBLETS •

* SUMMER RENTALS •
s ROOMMATES NEEDED?

00K FOR OUR SPECIAL
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COME TO THE COLLEGIAN OFFICE-CC 113 MON-THURS 8:30-3:30. FRI 8:30-2:30
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Even.ng security vvcU-s wanted K»f Bright Moments

Festival '91 <by the Campus Pond) Concerts are on Thuis

day evenings in Jul 11th, 18th & 25th Approximately

5-6 hours/shirt. Iirm- d number o« additional day hours

available UMASS si 1ents return.ng in Fall '91 only The

| Fine Arts Center is an AA/F.0 employer Description and

I applications available in 207 Hasbrouck Contact Mary.

5450 193 tor more information I

ANDYS SECRETARIAL SERVICE

Reports Term Papers

Typing and Quality Word Processing

Resume Consultation

Temporary Help For Any Office

Fast Affordable Service

241 King St. Northampton 584-1000
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2 • Spontaneous Jam
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SPRING
FLING

Sunday, May 5

11-6 pm

LIVE BANDS
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Beautiful Spacious Apartments

in different skapes & sizes

from I to 5 bedrooms.

including HOUSES and even a FARM
(2 bedroom apts. are 1200 sq ft.!!!)

Get your roommates early and pick

the apartment of your choice

we have:

Spacious yards, swimming pool, diskwaskers, AC,

disposals, on bus route wall to wall carpeting, laundry

facilities, walk in closest & many otkers.

CALL TODAY
Bring This Ad in and Receive $100

off first month's rent
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The opinions on this page aie

Editorial/Opinion^
What do they teach us?

The Education Factory

or

Are The Social Sciences And
Humanities Vocational Schools?

My philosophy professor looked up

painfully from his tattered copy of

Hume's Treatise. He gazed out over a pack

ed classroom and sighed. "You know why

you're here, don't you? You're here to be

trained for middle-class jobs. Some of you

for upper-middle-class jobs''

Jeremy Levinson

We didn't answer. We sat there, pens at

the ready, wondering if we were going to

be tested on what was just said. It was all

too clear to us that we weren't learning as

much about Hume's value to humanity as

about how to take tests well, respect

deadlines and be happy when the prof gives

us an A.

This philosophy professor looked us over

for a while, sighed again and began to lec-

ture. It was hopeless. The only way

students would come to find real value and

satisfaction in their education would be if

we were to be graded on it.

But, we're not. After three years in

higher education, I have realized that

grades have no correlation whatsoever to

anything of value extracted by a student

from the course material.

This will go down on your permanent

record.

Oh. yeah? Well don't get so distressed.

When test time comes around, students

are handed question sheets and those in-

sidious blue books. We're given an hour or

two to prove to our teachers that we

deserve a grade that won't help narrow our

opportunities in the future.

No pressure. At least you can stop wor-

rying about how to afford grad school.

My first experience with a test in college

was in an introductory philosophy class at

a community college in New York. All

semester long I had impressed the teacher

with my essays and comments. Now, I had

an hour and a half to coherently review

several hundred years of earth-shaking

philosophy. I couldn't do it. My mind froze

with the understanding that a semester of

hard work - mv debut in college after quit-

ting high school - was all for nought

unless I could produce right then and there.

So, I bugged out, leaking ink from my

fountain pen all over the test booklet,

breaking into a sweat and torturing myself

nearly to the point of tears. In the end, I

handed in a half complete, incomprehen

sible test.

Somehow, I am supposed to believe that

this is a student rite of passage; a

character-builder. Sort of like a

training-ulcer.

Indeed, the proper way to take a test is

to de-learn the material. In the Humanities

and the Social Sciences, we're generally

dealing with human events, processes and

institutions so the subject matter takes on

their depth and dynamism. People write for

years about this stuff without saying

anything of consequence and we're ex

pected to present it well in an hour.

Some would say that students are not ex

pected to develop detailed meditations.

We're supposed to demonstrate that we

have wrestled with the material.

Testing is the only method educators

have for gauging whether or not students

have done the class-work — nothing more.

Read pages 12 71, seen a film, or heard a

lecture.

The result? Students learn very quickly

to pick up and regurgitate that which will

make it appear that we've dealt with the

material. Not because we're lazy. But,

because that's what's expected. That's

what gets that A most of the time.

And that's what's important. Some

'liberated' teachers will tell us not to worry

about grades and to dive with zest into the

material. Their intentions are good but

their memory is lousy: It was grades that

originally put them on the path to pro

fessordom, not their better than average

engagement with course material. Never

confuse an A with having derived value

from a course. Nor a D with the reverse.

Occasionally the academic grind slows

enough for students to explore on their own

terms - that's when 'Education' happens.

Besides that, our task as students has lit-

tle to do with bettering ourselves. Our task

is to get the shit done.

In the end, we won't understand our

world, ourselves or each other any better.

But, we'll be we 11-practiced in skills we'll

spend the rest of our lives using: Meeting

others' deadlines, spitting out what the

boss wants to hear and wagging our tails

when we get patted on the head. It's a liv-

ing. Or, so they say.

Jeremy P. Levinson is a Collegian

columnist

Actress praises 'Survival Kit'

Wednesday, May 1, 1991, The Black

Women's Survival Kit opened for our

first show in the Curtain Theatre. As a

member of the cast, I cannot adequate-

ly relate how I felt when we came out

to perform the prologue. I guess you

could say we were all on 'Cloud 9'. Be-

ing that I have never performed in

theater before, I must say that this ex-

perience is one I'll never forget. And for

those of you who think that the Malcom

X parties and annual funk-o-thons are

all that there is to take advantage of,

think again. I urge you to get more

involved.

And to my fellow cast sisters and to

Kym Moore, our director: ladies, it's

been real. Thanks for sharing

yourselves with me. Thanks for accep-

ting me as one of you, because together

we made it happen. We were able to

translate the Black woman's experience

into a beautiful poetic experience and

artistic piece. Thanks to the playwright,

Andrea Hairston. Ladies: "Keep on

keeping on!"

And to UMass and Five College area

students, come check us out before we're

sold out!

Monique Tabon
UMass

Q © @
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Waitress victim of prank
Last Saturday night, eight college

students went to the Peking Garden

restaurant on Route 9 in Hadley, ordered

more than $100 worth of food and drinks,

and performed a classic "dine and dash."

Funny.

Not so funny for their waitress, a petite

37-year old graduate student studying

education at the University of

Massachusetts. The woman said she was

afraid to use her name but wanted her

story told.

She left her husband and son in Xian.

Maria Sacchetti

tmna, over a year ago and came to

Massachusetts to study, because in China,

women her age cannot get an education.

The woman, barely five feet tall, is cer

tainly not a bouncer. She works as a

waitress to earn the $480 a week that pays

for her tuition, fees, housing, and -

although not often, because money is tight

- phone calls to her husband and child.

At the urging of a teacher, she came

down to the Collegian to tell her story and

ask the students, whom she thinks are

from Amherst College according to the IDs

they produced for drinks that night, to pay

for the check.

She asks this because she had to shell out

nearly one quarter of her monthly wages

to pay for their food and their drinks.

There are several things she cannot

understand, she said, speaking nervously,

sometimes waving her hands in anger as

she remembers that night.

She filled their water glasses several

times, because she knew they would be

thirsty after all that food. She brought

them plenty of fortune cookies and gave

them extra time to smoke before paying.

And then they were gone and she was stuck

with the bill.

This is the second time this has happen-

ed at the restaurant, she said, but the first

time it has happened to her. And the

restaurant's policy penalizing waitresses

does not help matters much

"Why would they do such a thing to me?"

she asked imploringly, then shook her

head.

Perhaps she expected more from students

in a college town; students who, if not suf-

fering from a lack of money themselves, at

least can see poverty on the street or read

about it in the newspapers.

Perhaps she thought that things were so

tough already that they couldn't get any

worse.

Or perhaps she trusted too much and the

eight students who bolted Saturday night

did not stop to think about the conse-

quences of their actions.

'If they feel guilty, maybe they will give

the money back," she said. "But I don't

think so."

Hopefully, she is wrong. But she is sad,

disillusioned, and wonders why people

don't spend moi • time on education instead

of hurting oth.

And if the students have half a brain,

forget about half a heart, they will return

the money to the restaurant and the

waitress they left in the lurch. This is no

time to be playing games with people's

lives.

Don't forget to leave a tip. The waitress

certainly has left a generous one.

Maria Sacchetti is a Collegian

member __
staff

To correct information

given in "Latin Americans

need better programs": the

Jones Act was in 1971.
— the editor

Challenging the establishment is difficult
^^^ O < ... i.i , „^ ^.f Ain« in nrhnn crhettoes and to

Whoa! what a campus! Reactionary "Ubermenchen,
?

the Guy Glodis Talk Show, the new hardcore

'

Minuteman, ROTC "Fashion Shows," Kiss-ins, Queer Na-

tion - What can people make of it all t

The African-American community bristles over an of-

fensive comic strip, Middle Eastern Students scream of

Western atrocities in Iraq, Latinos and Hispanics

vehemently decry their partying stereotypes - How does

11

Women faced with uncertainty vocalize on issues like

abortion rights, labor equality and reproductive options

"Now'throw^n draconian budget cuts, furloughs and

labor disputes - Where will it all end?

There are many who would dismiss this campus as a

volatile bed of "liberal" thought. Some feel diversity is

stressed too much here; they feel a need to combat it. Who

can't understand why? It's so easy.

It's so secure and easy to buy a Desert Storm T-Shirt

and hate Saddam Hussein. It's easy to get upset reading

editorials against the war, and its horrid aftermath. It I

verv secure and easy to watch Liz and Jack on Channe

Import another shooting in Boston. It's easy to read about

the spread of AIDS in urban ghettoes and to wonder why

people still put themselves at risk. It's an easy, secure,

white-as-snow world that too many of us have cocooned

ourselves into.

That's because it's hard enough to survive in this socie-

ty. It's even more difficult and insecure to learn about how

the American Dream is a nightmare for so many. It is dif-

ficult and insecure to look at the mighty U S ofA through

the eyes of her disinherited. For many people, learning

about racism and other forms of oppression is difficult

enough - let alone accepting it within themselves.

The mission of the University is to educate. Education

is something which goes far beyond classroom instruction.

The more people there are who are educated about

themselves and the world we live in, the more people we

have to save the crumbling juggernaut we call our coun-

try. The structure of this country has too many weak

pillars; America rests on too many injustices to stand. It

is through learning about these crises, accepting them in

our own lives and working to change them that this coun-

try can begin to save itself and avoid the fire next time.

Joseph MacDonough

Gossip is harmful
What is it that makes people gossip so much? This

,s a question I ask myself a lot. especially, since am

Puerto Rican and we are known for doing this all the

U
Well I have news for some people. This is something

I don't do. I don't gossip about anybody because I don t

like it and because I don't like people gossiping about

""I would like to address this letter to those Puerto

Ricans who have contributed to maintaining this im-

age of gossip and talk; especially to those «" this cam-

pus. I wouldn't say what I'm saying without being sup-

ported by facts and experience

Many of you out there know that I m right. I don t

know a'bout you, but I personally hate the thought of

sitting at a table surrounded by people who assume the

24-hour task of talking about what another person did

or said. 'What? When? How and with Whom.

That's all you hear! It's sickening to me! We must

learn to respect other people's privacy and worry about

our own problems. I have never seen a situation where

people try to hide their doings over the weekend out

of fear of'being reviewed by "The Coffee Shop Con^

ference Review Board" the following Monday. We must

have in mind that gossip can create situations which

can escalate to greater proportions beyond our contro

Let's not wait for this to happen and let us start set-

ting an example.
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States debate rape victim privacy laws

.• lmi __:J nnAkacnorenn Rnh FerfiTUS

(AP) - The controversy that erupted

when news organizations identified a

woman who said she was raped at the Ken-

nedy estate in palm Beach, Fla., has spur

red legislative drives in several states to

protect the privacy of rape victims.

Media executives and legal experts say

the proposed laws are unneeded and that

most would probably be overturned in

court.

"Specific restrictions for the press have

been overturned by the courts as un-

constitutional," Everette E. Dennis, ex-

ecutive director of the Gannett Foundation

Media Center in New York, said Wednes-

day. "I can't imagine that news organiza-

tions wouldn't immediately challenge it."

The debate over naming rape victims

escalated when several news organizations,

including NBC and The New York Times,

identified the woman who alleged she was

raped by William Kennedy Smith at the

family estate last month.

The case is under investigation and no

arrests have been made. Smith, the

nephew of Sen. Edward M. Kennedy, has

denied any wrongdoing.

Lawmakers in Iowa, Missouri, Alaska,

Pennsylvania and Louisiana are consider

ing adopting laws to protect the privacy of

rape victims.

Some states, including Florida, already

bar media identification of rape victims,

and virtually all news organizations, in-

cluding The Associated Press, withhold

rape victims' names except in extraor-

dinary circumstances.

That few victims are identified suggests

that "this whole topic has taken on a near

hysterical tone," said New York attorney

Floyd Abrams, a First Amendment expert

who opposes such legislation.

"For states to seriously consider adopting

legislation dealing with a problem which

generally does not arise, is ill-advised,"

Abrams said.

"You don't really need to pass legislation

to outlaw a practice unless there is a pro-

blem," said Ann Kirkwood, publisher of the

Wrangell Sentinel and president of the

Alaska Newspaper Association.

Frank Gibson, president of the Society of

Professional Journalists, said he plans to

send Missouri Gov. John Ashcroft a letter

stating his opposition.

"It's a prior restraint to be threatened

with a criminal action for publishing the

name," said Gibson, metropolitan editor of

The Tennessean in Nashville.

Ashcroft has not decided whether to sign

the bill, said spokesperson Bob Ferguson.

In Alaska, the House unanimously ap

proved legislation Tuesday to withhold the

names of sex-crime victims from public

records. The measure goes next to the

Senate.

Earlier this year, the Iowa House approv

ed a measure that would prevent police

from releasing a rape victim's name until

someone is charged. The measure, which

was introduced last year, but gained

adherents since the Kennedy investigation,

failed by a single vote in the Senate.

After the Kennedy case broke, a Penn

sylvania lawmaker said he would introduce

a bill this month that would bar police and

prosecutors form releasing the name of

sexual assault victims. And a bill pro

hibiting the disclosure of rape victims

names was filed in the Louisiana

Legislature on Monday.

Abrams said courts are likely to strike

down laws that bar the reporting ot

tims' names, ruling they place unconstitu

tional prior restraints on the media.

Other proposals, like the one in Alaska,

to limit information on public records could

be upheld because there is no specific con

stitutional provision for open records.
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Mock jury acquits Lee Harvey Oswald
mt tautimn

PEORIA. 111. ' AP) - A mock trial jury of

college students has acquitted Lee Harvey

Oswald of charges that he assassinated

President John F. Kennedy.

The trial, condensed to three and one half

hours, also resulted in an overwhelming

vote of innocence for Oswald from the au-

dience of about 100 people at the federal

courthouse this week.

"It was unanimous on the first vote," said

jury foreperson David Oliver, a business

management major at Bradley University.
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Sal 1 30 (4 30 at $3.50)7:15. 9 45

Sun 1 30 (6:00 at $3 50)8 30

Mon Thura (6:00 at $3 50)8:30

"A majority of the jury believed Oswald

was involved, but they didn't know to what

extent."

Evidence at the trial included a videotape

of the Nov. 22, 1963, assassination as Ken

nedy's motorcade drove past the Texas

Schoolbook Depository in Dallas.

Witnesses who testified before the War

ren Commission and congressional commit

tees investigating the assassination were

portrayed at the trial.

Jurors also were shown photos of Dealey

Plaza, where the assassination occurred,

and a photo of witnesses dropping to the

ground and looking toward a grassy knoll

where, according to some conspiracy

theories, a second gunman hid behind a

fence.

There was even testimony from a witneas

portraying Oswalds widow Marina. She

detailed Oswalds communist beliefs, detec_

tion to the Soviet Union and support of

Cuba's communist revolution.

"The people have not proven Lee Harvey

Oswald fired 'the shot' that killed Presi

dent Kennedy," defense attorney Mark

Rose told jurors in closing arguments.

Prosecutor Robert Gaubus urged juror-

to ignore the conspiracy theory and focus

on the rifle and three spent cartrid

bearing Oswald's fingerprints and clothing

fibers, found near the sixth floor window

where police spotted a sniper.

it's time to bring to justice the man who

snuffed out President Kennedy's life,"

Gaubas said.

» Fri (4:30 at $3.50)7.15. 9:45

: Sat 1:15 (4:30 at $3.50)7:15. 9:45

Sun 1:15 (6:00 at $3.50)8:30

f Mon-Thura (6:00 at S3 50)8 30
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Sun 1:S0 (5:50 at $3.50)8:30

Mon-Thura (5:50 at $3 50)8 30

ACADEMY-MUSIC
NORTHAMPTON

584-K4J5

OSCAP ©
tiMNnmirrmK E sal

Fri (4:40 at $3.50)7:20. 9:50

Sat 1:40 (4:40 at $3.50)7:20. 9:50

Sun 1:40 (5:40 at $3.50)8:20

Mon-Thura (5:40 at $3.50)8:20

ipocial innanrrrril ~ coupons Of pamftes

Fft(S00«t *3 50)7 40 10 00

Sal (S 00 M *3 50)7 40 10 00

Sun (6 00 41 S3 S0)» 40

> Thurt (400 41 S3.50M 40

*
T^fc

jodie tostet

toe silence

of toe lambs
Fri (4:30 at $3.50)7 10. 9 40

Sat 1 30 (4:30 al $3 50)7 10 9 40

Sun 1:30(5:30 at $3 50)8:10

Mon Thura (5:30 at S3 50)8:10

NOW-Only Area Showing 7 & 9 Daily

IN A CTTV TORN APART BY IJJJ1JSTICE

THEY BROKE EVERY RULE TO FIGBT
FOR WHAf WAS RIGHT.

-P0WERR1, HONEST AND REAL!
Siss* Spacek is excellent. Whoopi Goldberg pia«s her pan with

^irrngih and quiet dignin. V fine film!"

'TWO THUMBS UP!
Wonderful performances

nv Sissv Spacek and

Whoopi Goldberg."
<*»ii iiifn

$5

BRITTANY MANOR DR.

(413) 256-8534
Two bedroom apartments

available now.
$560/month

Rent includes heat and hot water.

ENJOY THESE FEATURES
On UMass bus route

Wall-to-wall carpeting

Fully-equipped kitchen, including disposal

Large living room with ceiling-to-floor windows
Large dining area

Oversized bathrooms
Wall-to-wall closets

Storm windows
Dead-bolt security locks

Cable T.V. available
Ample parking
Swimming pool

NO RENT INCREASE IN 3 YEARS
Come see us NOW and we can

make It 4 years.

To Greenfield

To Sunderland

^3
Sat at 2 00

Sun at 2 00

On* *)mnA C-»
i.. m |<H a* *lW » <••*

«*t m * MM* UMt) **)' J0 10 M
Svm M l tfttfM •• t> **•• M
»*~ TKu.1 M |S V> m S3 *>* »

TOY
SOLDIERS

U

Fri (4 40 at $3 50)7:20. 9:50

Sat 1:40 (4 40 «t $3.50)7:20. 9:50

Sun 1 40 (5:40 at $3 50)8 20

Mon-Thura (5:40 at $3.50)8:20

%prot\ tngagamant-no pan** w coupon*]

••••*!
m>v>\ >pacek and Hhoopi

Goldberg give rock->olid

pertormancesr

[SSY SPACEK & WHOOPI GOLDBERG

SFSSY SPACEK A WHOOPIE GOLDBERG
...1955 the time of the Montgomery bus

boycott by blacks simply determined to

sit where they wanted on public trans-

portation. A true celebration of un-

stoppable human pride and should be

seen by all ages.

lATKSOF SMITHCOM H.h

To Belchertown

Arts & Living

A forecast of the upcoming trends in jazz
By BILL ROSENBLATT
Collegian Staff

In the subways ofNew York City (where

I plan to move this summer), there are

various ads showing people saying what

they would do with the money if they won

the Subway Lotto. Well, here's my little

dream: I'd hire a promotions staff and a

good contract lawyer, and I'd start my own

small record label. Style of music: Latin

jazz, a/k/a Afro-Latin or Afro-Cuban

Why? Because I think that recent activi-

ty in this style will be the next important

influence in the evolution ofjazz. There is

currently no label that does this style

enough justice. Such a label will encourage

and support the music's development, and,

yes, there is probably a bit of money to be

made.

Jazz hasn't really evolved in the last 15

years or so - an eternity by its own stan

dards — and it desperately needs a creative

shot in the arm. Right now, the music is

caught in a tangle of three dead ends.

Dead end number one is "traditional

jazz," as espoused by the Marsalis led neo-

traditionalists. This music was vital 30 or

40 years ago; it is technically and artistical

ly impeccable, but it has retreated into the

rarified domains of the concert hall, the

$40-a-set nightclub and the ivory tower.

Traditional jazz has been "classicized,''

i.e., given the history-and scholarship

based trappings of European concert music,

thus all but assuring its irrelevance to the

here and now. Its industry is sustained

mainly by the deaths of veteran musicians

(already in tragically short supply), their

album reissues and their young imitators.

Traditional jazz sales are modestly respec

table, but they will soon diminish to a level

analogous to that of the European classical

**wjirHorses.

Dead end number two is "contemporary

jazz" (a la Kenny G), a thinly-diluted ver

sion of the "fusion" movement that began

auspiciously and audaciously in the late

60s. It is well on its way to becoming the

Beautiful Music of the 90s, as evinced by

the astounding success of contemporary

Valley Jazz

jazz radio stations like CD 96.7 (Boston)

and CD 101 (NYC), whose formatting ideas

have been used elsewhere to surround the

likes of Mantovani.

Despite the occasional artist (George Ben-

son. Grover Washington) who plays both

traditional and contemporary jazz, the lat

ter is generally disavowed by critics and

will probably drift even further away from

the jazz tradition - though record sales

will remain high.

The third dead end is the "avant-garde.

This music was formed out of the great

creativity and unimpeachable intentions of

John Coltrane, Ornette Coleman and

members of grass-roots artists' collectives

in the mid 60s through mid-70s. Now its

main outpost is the Knitting Factory club

in New York's SoHo, a Mecca for lovers of

the eclectic and the arcane. Although it is

certainly unfair to use a single label for a

scene that includes such a wide variety of

music, this is just what well-meaning fans

and critics in magazines like Wire and Op-

tion have effectively done.

So-called avant-garde music demands

highly developed ears; it is by nature in

accessible. It has constantly found itselt

backed into corners of form and structure

and thrashing around wildly for new

sources of inspiration.

I include the M BASE movement, in

Brooklyn, as part of the avant garde, at

least for now: their eclectic mixture ofjazz,

funk and hip hop has yet to pan out as

something with more than purely mtellec-

tual appeal.

So much for the dead ends. Jazz needs a

new direction that is inspired by existing

elements of the tradition and is artistical

ibstantial, yet is not exclusionary and

has ample room for creative growth The

new Latin jazz scene fits these criteria. The

music has been called a "fusion," but

unlike previous "fusions" such as Third

Stream — and unlike some older Latin jazz

- the new music explores very deep com

mon roots in Africa. One could even look

on it as restoring African drums, banned

in the U.S. during slavery times, to

African American music.

The new music contains an astounding

array of traditional Afro-Caribbean

Hispanic polyrhythms that complement

the flowing time of modern jazz perfectly,

underscoring the music's heritage, while

not excluding recent developments. The

role of the bass has also changed in an im

portant way: instead of acting as a har

monic anchor (as in earlier jazz styles) or

a vehicle for melodic virtuosity (as with

masters like Charles Mingus and Ron

Carter), the bass in the new Latin jazz has

become a bridge between the multidirec

tional rhythms and the melody.

Musicians like trumpeter/percussion fcttl

Jerry Gonzalez and Dizzy Gillespie are a

generation apart, but both are equally well

informed about (and comfortable with) all

stages in the development ofjazz and Afro^

Latin music, from traditional jazz and

Salsa to rock and even the avant-garde.

Thus they are equipped to move the music

forward.

Their music is also getting increasingly

popular. Evidence: Gonzalez is getting lots

of gigs and work as a sideman on non-Latin

musicians' albums. Record stores can't

seem to keep his own records on the

shelves Virtuoso Cuban trumpeter Arturo

Sandoval recently defected to the U.S. amid

a welter of publicity. Gillespie, who first

put Afro-Cuban music on record in the 40s.

has a fantastic new album Hive at the

Royal Festival Hall, on Enja) with his

United Nation Orchestra, a heavily Latin

tinged all star big band that includes San

doval. Master percussionists Tito Puente

and Poncho Sanchez are selling more and

more albums lately too.

However, none of these musicians have

the label support their music needs. Sun

nyside, Gonzalez' label, covers too

disparate a range of styles on too small a

scale to focus on one style properly. The

same is true for Enja. Concord's Picante

subsidiary', which records Puente and San

chez. has better focus and distribution but

too "polite" an approach to album produc

tion. Worst of all, Sandoval has signed with

GRP. king of the fuzak labels. Moreover,

for every musician I've mentioned there

must be dozens more who deserve label

support but don't have it.

Hence the need for a label totally devoted

to the new Latin jazz Just find me a few

hundred grand and I'll start it - I've got

it all planned out. The only question that

remains is: what do I call it?

Spectrum contributes to artistic delinquency
By DANIELLE DOWLING
Collegian Staff

On a wonderful spring day in the lovely month of May,

how can your time be better spent than by defacing public

Pr
We

3

ll yesterday from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m., at the Fine Arts

Centerpool, people were given such a chance to express

themselves. Provided with colored chalk, they scrawled

on the concrete without fear of having a UMass cop chase

them away. The graffiti ranged in content from personal

advertisements to cool artwork and poetry.

This bit of naughtiness and self-indulgence was entitl-

ed Leeal Graffiti * chalk mural sponsored by Spectrum

Magazine. The Spectrum, the University s literary

magazine, used this event as a way to promote themselves

and the upcoming release of their latest issue.

Cynthia Conrad, poetry editor of the magazine, said,

about the chalk mural, "We're really psyched that we

have a forum other than the magazine for people to ex-

press their artistic talents."

The people at the Spectrum were also psyched about the

turnout. Scores of people turned out to leave^ their

message. In fact, so many people turned out that the bpec-

trum had to purchase more chalk, supplying a total
,

ofA

grosses. I was told that at 3 p.m. they were almost totally

out, with the really cool colored chalk running out first

The only people that weren't psyched were the skaters

that usually inhabit the pool, practicing tricks and lear-

ning new ones. I asked one skater, who was drawing a

skull, if he was miffed that these amateur graffiti artists

were treading on his territory.

^"~._----""i

" /

—rp

1/ i

>*

Collegian photos by Dondi Ahern

People deviantly

pursue the mass defac-

ing of property yester-

day with the threat of

rain looming in the air.

"I'm not," the 18-year-old UMass HRTA major replied,

"But they are." He pointed to two guys skating between

1

BuT^ith finals looming in the air, one must ask of those

who stop and take some time to leave a message on the

chalk mural, "Why waste precious time on such frivolous

endeavors?" ,,

"Because it's fun," Mercedes Johnson, a 19-year old

UMass student, claimed as she scrawled her name on the

cement. "It's kind of neat that everyone is doing their own

1

Fun is not the only perogative that drives these people

to deface public property, some also want to send a

message, like Joshua, a 21-year-old student frorn Empire

State College in New York, and his friend Collin, a

24-vear-old UMass engineering major. Their mural said

"Peace Moves: Together in Diversity," a project on which

they have been working.

"We figured we'd get this down before it rains, Joshua

said and just as he spoke those words it started to rain

but the people stayed, continuing in their artistic project

that would sooi. wash away.

The Spectrum arranged for this last semester when they

got the big "Okee-dokee" from Building Operations. But

won't there be one of hell of a clean-up when it s all over.

"They told us not to sweat it," Conrad said. ' I he pool

is self-cleaning."

Well, that's a relief. - .. . . .

The Spectrum will be holding a reception for the debut

of the latest publication next Thursday (that s May 9) in

Campus Center Room 101 from 7 p.m,9 p.m. The recep^

tion is open to the public with the extra added bonus of

FREE FOOD. Can't beat that.
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UPC stands firm onpolicy
By NOA BEN YEHUDA
Collegian Staff

A Smith student wiggles her tongue

around and rolls her eyes as she describes

how she will make her way into the fenc-

ed in boundaries of this year's Spring Con-

cert at UMass where Five College students

are traditionally not allowed.

The Smithv thinks that after the first set,

security will loosen up and she will be ad

mitted to the biggest UMass concert of the

vear. "no problem."
'

"That's what she thinks," said Dave

White Co-Security Coordinator Union Pro-

gram Council Productions, the producers

of the show. "Officially we never open the

doors but in the past, it's true, towards the

end of the show we have actually opened

,t up to the public. But this year has to be

different"

Why9 Bob Dylan, De La Soul, The

Feelies, Gene Loves Jezebel and

(hucklehead . that's why.

We have been getting calls all the way

from Vermont and New York from people

who want to know how to get tickets to see

Bob Dylan." said Brian Stearns, production

manager of UPC.
But there are no tickets to be had. Ur\.

made the decision not to vend tickets when

the Spring concert moved outdoors ten

years ago. Stearns explains that it would

be too difficult to deal with tickets at an

outdoor concert of this size and, more im-

portantly, "it would not be fair to the

UMass students who want to attend. Our

capacity is 15,000 people and there are

more than 15,000 UMass students. We
need to ensure that they can see the show,

after all it's their money that is paying for

it."

The concert costs $93,000 to produce. In

addition to SATF fund money, funds come

from the Board of Governors, $2,000 was

contributed by Commuter Area Govern-

ment, $20,000 from The Student Govern-

ment Association and venders pay $400 to

sell big sweet yummy things.

The spring concert has been produced by

student run Union Program Council Pro

ductions since 1979 featuring the best

musicians. The Grateful Dead, U2, San-

tana, Jimmy Cliff, The Talking Heads,

have all graced our pond ala UPC.

"This is our 'thanks,' our payback to the

students of UMass. They paid for it, they

deserve to know that there will be space for

all of them to rock the pond," said White.

There are two solutions for all you non

UMass peeps. Work for UPC the day of the

concert and not only will you be admitted

free, you will get a t-shirt and food. Call

545-2892 for all that business. Otherwise,

sit in the grass across the pond. It's fun too.

BCP GRADUATION
CEREMONY

The Bilingual Collegiate Program cordially

invites the University community to its

seventeenth Graduation Ceremony. This

activity will be held at the Student Union

Ballroom on Friday, May 3rd, from 7:30 pm

to 1 -00 am. For more information please

contact 545-1987
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THIS FRIDAY 2-6 PM

THE TOC
SEAFOOD BAR

PEEL N' EAT
SHRIMP

$ 4.25/HALF DOZ

FRESH
STEAMERS

$ 4.50/'BUCKET'

OYSTERS
ON THE HALF SHELL

$4.50/HALF DOZ

ONLY AT THE TOC LOUNGE
11th FLOOR CAMPUS CENTER

Photo courtesy (ampbell Martin Associates

All of those with cable maybe interested to know that Dana Gould.

comedian an_
Showtime special on Saturday night s

ah «f»h»m» with cable maybe interesiea 10 Know tut.* -~-——

-

eomedian" andtrmer I»L. student win appear jn h.s first

™ u „«»«;oi nn Saturday nuzht at 8 p.m. Don t miss ii.

COLLEGIAN CLASSIFIEDS
CLEARANCE SALE

Buy 3 Days, Get 3 Additional

Days For % Price ',

Valid May lst-May 6th 1 coupon per person

III

lllllllllllllll

COLLEGIAN
STAFF
Candidates Night

Monday, May 6

7 p.m.

ELECTIONS

Tuesday, May 7

from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.

All applications for editorships

must be submitted to the

Managing Editor

TODAY by 5 p.m.

mini

JjOONESBURY
By GARRY TRUDEAU

SIR I CAN'T EMPHASIZE
IT ENOUGH-UPVS QOTTO
&6AIN CQMFOL OF THE

PlCWPBS'

THE FAR SIDE

5v GARY LARSON I
QUOTE OF THE DAY

"They say that choice is freedom

— I'm s° trc0 il

'

s driviivj me Insane."

Joe Jackson

J

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE

Edited By TRUDE MCHEL JAfFE

CALVIN AND H0BBES

Sr*K

OK, Baxter, if that s your game, I II just reach over

and push a few of your buttons.

Bv BILL VATTERSON

THM<; MS \ UC»s P0U\

sictH so \ HUD SlREHS

ACROSS

f City *» b*1

4 Equip mirth

weapons
7 Daddy
Warbucks
heiKrtman

10 Graduate deq

13 BionK
lottowet

14 Wedding notice

word

15 Pom house7

16 Composer
Francis

1 1 Royal
headdress

19 Ithie pencil

isfielrteis

?1 BASHTIA
OC

?4 Arm hone

?5 Junior

?6 liK-lrrte

27 Sutler s partner

29 Caesar s rapital

31 Spare or Mat

34 I itirarians

asso

36 1 .ultieri or tin

loMowei

38 No in Nice

39 Nabohov novel

42 HAPPY
44 Procure

45 Sun god. m
29 AcfOSS

46 Coleridge s

sacred river

4 7 family

memliei !o»

short

49 Seaweed
51 Tendon ending

53 Asparagus stalk

57 facility

59 Make la. e

61 Conceininq

62 lifUtMPY

64 Slf FPY
66 Imperativeness

6P Issue

69 I X VIII

70 Sal ol song

71 Consumed
72 Schwai/kopf

73 Tro|ari«s alma

mater

74 Dyronic

hetore

75 vobisciii"

76 NYC time

DOWN
1 fotma!
statement ol

oomron
2 lawrence ol

Arabia star

3 The Two
Gentlemen

ol

4 Oommi
5 flute

and oboe

6 Shooting

star

7 F'KOurage

8 Iron

lead m
9 nate or time

10 OOPrY
tl Mata

tlie spy

1 2 Platter

IB Khayyam
namesakes

20 Camper s

cover

22 Hie laiiesl ol

ttiem all I

26 Mountain lakes

26 Seaweed

30 Spring month

in Pans

32 Futme fish

33 Tolkien tree

creature

35 Kate s partner

37 Sponsoiship

39 Ouestion

40 Bamtoi s mother

41 SNFF/Y
43 Choose
48 Pari of the

skyline

50 Ashen
52- Potentate

54 Hire

55 Gets up

56 Of late vmtaqe

58 Riders of the

Sea playwright

60 Greek tetter

62 Star Trek

crew memt»er

63 Author of

T r irnty

64 Football stai

Airado

65 Comlort Of

Haley

67 Gas guztter

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE

S/3/11

TANGELO PIE

When flskrd, I rtpltfA

>nj luuKof coorAMtfm

r«<W 75 mr ur/ faihi

By Tin SNIEFEN

fjfMP
1

6o all I Htvte to do

ft sif hack,* wwf

fori/ /o kicK /n.'

n,7? I II >vr,^:A

Unb5,of course,

rnii parens *irU

rTrviuVPdl. ^

rtENU
LUNCH

1 N\ inmu hies

Ifetviolb

BASICS LUNCH
h>l\ miuu l\u"-

kMuoli^

DINNER
Qil.tllri poniul l)illi|« I

l.il.tpt no shrimp with ih i

BASICS DINNER
Ml.tllU .1 \«'i|l|lf » IOi|IU tU -

l.tl,\|U HO •slMIIIVp V. U l\ Hi i

YOUR DAILY HOROSCOPE
By JEANE DIXON

JIrt S JOURNAL
By Jin

c ^€w *******

a>Ao X couU t^s^e

REX ROCRETT
By IRA SHERAR

(TTorTifWMOW™. TFs rue OfA connm

thi i/rtASS srvpevr o*<»*

c a near fzom *ay 5"

V7fti- V/HAr Po */£ HAVl ro
' po */H H THAT?

oi/r AvirtATtp sreciAL

which trARi Mt of fS:

Yoi'.nt.iKAii/ic.eee^ie..

MY.vne*.t AK SKAhJK

. 4 aeRviel

-IT

io locKtrr r#n HA* oot
re ei the cutAn *r ^luo-

€VER , I too* fOOL'Srt-

ARIES (March 21 April IP) A

creative approach will greatly im

prove vour chance of career ad

vancerrvent Be careful when it

comes to making new investments

Deal only with those who have a

reputation for reliability

TAURUS (April 20 May 20)

Business and financial endeavors

will benefit from a more enthusiastic

approach Tena to paperwork

related to budget matters A new

division of domestic chores may be

in order

GEMINI (May 21-June 20) Double

check all details relating to financial

matters Speculative ventures are

too risky now An influential person

could be hard to contact Relax this

evening with close relatives

CANCER (June 21-July 22) Let the

experts handle any financial

negotiations A stubborn person

can be a valuable ally Your sense

of humor makes you a welcome

addition to any group Enpy a

young person s company tonight

LEO (July 23-Aug 22) Refuse to let

minor interruptions keep you from

achieving your main objective An

older relative can be very demon

ding Give this person more atten-

tion but not during business hours

VIROO (Aug 23 Sept 22) Allow an

associate s project to develop fur

ther before offering any sugges

tions You can glean useful informa

tion from watching tiow other peo

pie operate Give romance a se-

i

LIIRA (Sept 23CXt 72) l>

allow you personal feeHnjp I

terfere with your ability to mata a

wise career or business decision

Choose the best person for fhe pb
Stock tips help you turn a auick

SCORPIO (Oct 23 Nov 21) A

positive attitude and good man

ners are the key to success today

Have the courage to tell your lov-

ed ones how you really feel about

a controversial subject

SAGITTARIUS (Nov 22 Dec 21) Be

careful not to leave your valuables

where they might tempt someone

A good friend offers helpful advice

Take it! Keep in touch with loved

ones at a distance

CAPRICORN (Dec 22 Jan 19) A

promotion or raise could make this

a red-letter day Keep abreast of

world affairs The most interesting

people to know are those who can

talk about something other than

themselves

AQUARIUS (Jan 20 Feb 18) A

conflict at work could reveal a

great deal about an associates

true goals Moderation is the key to

good health Look to the future with

confidence
PISCES (feb IV March 20) Family

members could be touchy today

Be careful how you phrase any sug

gestions you make Get better

organized, both at work and at

home Your spirits will rise along with

your productivity

TODAY S STAFF
Nitjht Editor Sai.Th IvmashM

Copy Editor Uvlnte C^bibhw

Photo Technician .l***»« * lu ' ,!

Production Supervisor ^' k ^ l

Typesetter *"» >
" s "u '

Production Cluis Pr« II. Bi.ul llnu luson.

.|<vson lorl.i
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Pitching featured at Diamond Classic
•^w _~ .« j mi »„„*„ «.nc iDt nfn R.1 mad recon

BACK
[IN BLACK I

r/wsmtcmwuml

•REGGAE*
SUN SPUSH

with

tmstmmn

MAX
CREEK

upcoming*

EUMNATOR ZZ TOP mflUTc"

Friday. May 10

MMNIMWE
mumUm flackers Ajwf Oru* QrMno

Sunday. May 12

ROUTE 9, HADLEY
586-4463

NOW
RENTING

CLIFFSIDE
APARTMENTS!

Affordable, Quiet &
Convenient

1 & 2 Bedrooms
from $400/month

ALL UTILITIES
INCLUDED

5 miles to UMASS
On Sunderland Bus

Route
Pool, Tennis & More
Furnished Apartments

also available

Accepting applications

for September

Ask about our free rent

special

|248 Amherst Rd. (Rte 1 16)

Sunderland 665-3958

GET FAT & DIRTY

H-* SPECIALIZED
Fat Tire Bikes Are Here!

& EST 1971 /J
319 Pleasant St.

Northampton, MA
586-3810

800-464-3810
t

SrtMIZED

mozxr*

The
INDIA
HOUSE

RESTAURANT
Serving in the

same location on
State St. since 1984

45 STATE ST.

NORTHAMPTON, MA
586-6344

By THOMAS A. GEORGE
Collegian Staff

You might not be able to believe the heat.

It's coming courtesy of the collective pitching of the

staffs of the teams competing at Totman Field.

The red-hot pitching of Florida State University, rank-

ed llth in the nation, Princeton and Connecticut come to

town to face the University of Massachusetts softball team

in the UMass Diamond Classic Tournament Saturday and

Sunday.

Five regular season games remain foi the University

of Massachusetts softball team. Three will go down this

weekend, as UMass faces up against Princeton, Connec-

ticut and FSU.

Saturday action pits UConn vs. FSU at 10 a.m.;

Princeton vs. UMass at noon; UConn vs. UMass at 2 p.m.;

and FSU vs. Princeton at 4 p.m.

On Sunday the show begins at noon with UConn vs.

Princeton, followed by the clash between the Lady

Seminoles and the Minutewomen at 2 p.m. to close the

tourney.

UMass is on a seven game win streak, it's last loss com-

ing from UConn in a fourteen inning marathon battle.

Strong performances from starters Holly Aprile (14-6)

and Darlene Claffey (17-4) have kept UMass in the money.

Aprile has a 1.30 ERA with 80 strikeouts and 135 inn-

ings pitched. Claffey, who has thrown fourteen shutouts

and four no-hitters, has a 1.18 ERA, and 93 strikeouts.

The UMass bats have been as hot as branding irons. The

cumulative batting average is .326. During the last seven

games, the team has averaged over nine per game.

Senior shortstop Barbara Marean, who leads the

Atlantic 10 conference in home runs and RBIs, also is

ranked in the country's top hitters with a .455 batting

average.

The fourth NCAA poll, taken on April 26, had FSU in

the number 11 position with 57 points. The Seminoles hold

WOW! WEDGES!

Women's Shoes. Girthing & Accessories

Zanna • 187 North Pleasant Street • Amherst

4I3.253.2S61

JO ^r~-

a 53-10 record. Those contests consist of a 5- 1 road record,

21-7 in neutral turf games, and 27-2 at home.

Numbers tell a large part of the FSU story. Opponents

have been out-hit 238 to 454. FSU has scored 246 runs

to their foes' 80. In a strange but telling stat, the Lady

Seminoles have had 573 total bases to a mere 281 from

their opponents. ^^
The Seminole starting pitching staff is young; Rebecca

Aase is a freshman and Toni Gutierrrez is a sophomore.

This hasn't seemed to present much of a problem. FSU

pitching has sent 499 batters back to the dugout with Ks.

Princeton, with a standing record of 28-11, has relied

heavily on starting pitcher Lisa Moore. Moore is a

freshman, from Wellesley, MA. She has thrown for 132

of the team's 259 innings pitched. Moore posts an 0.79

ERA, and has 186 strikeouts on the season. She has a

season record of 16-6 with one save. Moore has had pro

blems with control, having hit eight batters and thrown

16 wild pitches.

Of the remainder of the Tiger hurlers, Stacie Bonner

has seen the most time on the mound. Bonner has thrown

60 innings of ball, marking a 5-4 record with no saves.

Both UMass and UConn have used two pitchers almost

exclusively. For the Huskies, Kim Mizesko (19-7) and Pat

Conlan (J 5-4 ERA) have been the pitchers of record for

all but two of the 47 games this season.

Mizesko is another pitcher who is capable of terroriz

ing batters. She boasts an ERA of 0.43, has 223 strikeouts

and twelve shutout performances.

UConn, who recieved votes in the NCAA poll, 'split a

double header with the Minutewomen on April 25, 3-2,

0-5, ending a 15 game winning streak. They have also fac

ed FSU and Princeton.

The Huskies dropped two close games in March to the

Lady Seminoles, 12, 0-1 in Tallahassee. In that meeting

UConn out hit FSU 7-6, yet chocked up more errors, 6 3.

At the Princeton Invitational, UConn downed the Tigers

in two shutouts 2-0, 1-0. UConn had only eight hits in the

two victories.

M baseball
CONTINUED FROM PAGF 12

Alongi has hit at a scathing .455 clip.

Rutgers will most likely throw Dave Hoelher and Phil

Schnieder against UMass. Both are ranked among the

A 10's top 15 pitchers. UMass will counter with its top

guns, Rich Graham (5-3 ERA) and Scott Meaney 1(4-4

ERA 33 strikeouts). Graham is 3-1 during the

Minutemen's 15-5 tear, while Meaney is 4 0. Both went

the distance in UMass' wins over Rutgers.

I

rj

GRADUATION?? .
-i

9° Planning a Wedding? ^
Organizing a Friendly Get Together?

Just Want to Hire a Band?

Visit Our Band Clearing House
Open Mic Nite

Wednesdays 9:00 pm - 12:30 am

Landmark
o* Lounge j$*

HAIRCUTS
ALWAYS

$lO
A HAIR SPACE

25 N. Pleasant Street • Amherst • 256-0733

Intersection of Rte 9 and 202
Belchertown 323-9636

•cFdV

The Valley's Only

D1M5I/M
Brunch

A variety of nourishing snacks of minced meat, wrapped in dough,

or thin wanton, or shiu mai wrapper, cooked in various ways

Regular Hours:
Sun-Thurs 11:30 am-9:45 pm
Fri-Sat 11:30 am-10:45 pm
Lunch 11:30 am-3:30 pm 253-4280
FREE DELIVERY 253-4281
SERVICE
Fri-Sun 5-9 pm

I
13 N. Pleasant St., Amherst
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M lacrosse
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 12

Syracuse has lost to No. 7 Johns Hopkins (18-12) and

No. 1 North Carolina (10-3). UMass lost their season

opener at No. 14 Cornell (16-7) and were robbed by No.

2 Brown (13 12) in overtime at home.

UMass is 2-for-3 in sudden death overtime situations

while Syracuse has yet to go into extra minutes this

season.

Ted Garber has yet to face Syracuse, either as a coach

or as a player. Roy Simmons, Jr. has faced Garber's

Gorillas strictly as a coach, playing for the Orangemen

as an undergrad.

Garber never played for his father, unlike Simmons who

was coached by Roy Simmons Sr. at Syarcuse. Instead,

Garber played at New Hampshire and later coached his

alma mater.

Simmons, and assistant coach John Desko scouted the

UMass-Harvard game last week. Garber has watched

Syracuse game tapes galore.

These men are ready, as are their players.

•We're just as talented as they are," said UMass assis

tant coach Aaron Jones. "We're a lot more physical than

they are ... if we play like we can, we could beat them."

UMass' Ted Kellerman has made 91 saves in the last

five games. He reached a career-high 27 saves against

Rutgers and has been slowed down only by a 21-4 blowout

against Boston College, resulting in a mere five saves. He

was named New England Player of the Week for his per-

formances against Delaware and Dartmouth. The senior

has made 20 or more saves six times in his career.

Mark Millon has scored a goal in every game this season

and was named NE Player of the Week for last week's

six goals and three assists against Harvard and Rutgers.

The sophomore leads the team with 33 goals and has 12

assists.

Reverse those numbers, and they almost match tn

captain Jim McAleavey's. The senior leads the team in

assists with 32 and has 12 goals for the season. He holds

the UMass assists record at 166, breaking Jeff Spooner's

record C77) of 141 against New Hampshire. He has yet

to surpass Spooner's career points record of 275 but is close

Tri-captam Rick Mullins has only been scored on once

this season and was named NE Player of the Week for

his outstanding defense against Yale and Providence.

Against Delaware, the junior scored his first collegiate

goal.

Senior Jim Kushner, sophomore Mario Guaglianone,

senior tri-captain Rick Senatore and junior Mike Cain

have each contributed over nine goals.

UMass is still struggling during man-up situations, con

verting only 12-for-43. They are almost even facing off,

winning 48 percent of the draws.

The lone Canadian remaining on the Syracuse squad

is leading goal scorer, Tom Marachek, with 35. The junior

has contributed 16 assists and also leads the team in total

points. ,

Close behind his numbers is sophomore Jamie Archer

with 24 goals and 25 assists. Sophomore Matt Riter has

netted 20 goals and contributed eight assists while

freshman Charlie Lockwood has 17 and six.

The Orangemen take 58 percent of their draws during

faceoffs and are a poor 24 -for 66 in ma n- up situations

ssssssss^^

Classifieds
COME TO THE COLUMN OMCE-CC U3 MON-THMS 8:30-3:30.W 130-2:30. DEADUNE 2 DAYS PR.OR TO PUBUCAT,ON . CASH !N ADVANCEVMWM FOR STUDENTS

ACTIVITIES

ATTENTION PAGANS UMPSO meeting

Sunday 7pm >n Campus Center All are

welcome

BROWN OLYMPICS
Sal May4 Food Fun Game*
9 5 game* 5pm BIG PlGOUT
Join us rt'» FREE'
Outside brown nous*

GREAT FARMHOUSE
45 people
SlOOO/mo
oft Main Si

Call 2666315

GREAT LOCATION! Uptown' Spacious liv

ing area. 2bdrm apt available June 1

2SJ2479

1990 UNIVEGA MOUNTAIN WKE tor

S3'*1

Mint condition great components' $300

Pleases call 546 0923

BAR $75i 2SWJS3T

ONCE AGAIN it's Chns McJtoy s birthday'

Happy 20th to the party- 1 mean academic

machine' Love Tina, Lauren & J*

LARGE STUDIO APT m Belchertown $240

inci heat Eric 323-5946

CELEBRATE SPIRITUALITY'

come lo The Festival oi Joy on the

Amherst Common. Sat May llth 12-4pm

Sponser Ananda Marga

INTERVARSITV CHRISTIAN
FELLOWSHIP MEETING 1 When'' Ton.ght

7 30pm Where'' CC804 Why' To

:eleorate Jesus' How 7 Sing, pray and wor

ihip Really'' Yea

JMASS INOOOR COLORGUAR0 SHOW
Sat May 4 at 3 00pm

In the Cage
Admt«aion$2

PRESIDENTIAL APTS- Ibr 270/moctoee

to UMass Available 5/26 Call 5494035

PUFFTON SINGLE ROOM ol 3-bdrm apt

(June, reasonable rent)

549-621 2<femate)

TAKE OVER OUR PUFFTON 3 bedroom

apt

Start May 27
Call 549 7622 anytime

TWO BEDROOM BRANDYWINE APT
available June 1 st reward ottered call us at

549^2941

FOR SALE
4 piece living room set

Couch pulls out to double bed

CaM 549-9377

SHOGUN 12SPO $175 Kramer guitar $150

Sunn amp $150 1975 Mercury Comet $250

Enc 323-5946

GEOFF- Happy Gay Pride Day'" From

your secret admirer

"^ • •
' MICHAEL WONG

Happy Birthday

Hope your last one here is what you want

it to be- cu* you have given me the best 2

years there a 2 years here & more'

III miss you Wflotsa Love Nancy

ROOMMATE WANTED

1.2 or 3 CLEAN, responsible lun room

mates wanted to share on-campus house

M/F starts June 11 call 253 2448 or

549 6424 ASAP

2 FEMALES NEEDED to share 2 bedroom

Brandywine aptment call 63449

AMITY PLACE CONDO
Single room $250/month
Non-smoking female

5494682

SERVICES

ANNOUNCEMENTS

HEADING FOR EUROPE th.s summer'' Jet

there anytime tor $160 with AIRHITCH (r)

(Reported in NY Times and Let's Go')

AIRHITCH (r) 212-864-2000

LESBIAN BISEXUAL GAV ALLIANCE
Nominations/Elections tor next tall s steer-

,ng committee Tuesday May 7 6 15 in Cam-

pus Center Get invovted'

AMHERST CENTER:
Efficiency one. two. three bedroom apart

ments June or September Lincoln Real

Estate 25 North Pleasant Street

253-7879

GILREATH MANOR
Hob*" Lane .-.-_-
Three bedroom apartments available June

or September Lincoln Real Estate 25 North

Pleasant Street

253-7879

THE UNION
Video
Center

Trains students in

all aspects of

video production

Slop by our

offices by the

Commuter Lounge

THREE LITTLE INDIANS riding biKes

Murder is around the corner

4 SINGLES
133 Belchertown Rd
Summer sublet w/ fall option

includes 4 singles, la''* bathrooms

Large kitchen and living room,

Free summer cable w/ NESN
Located on bus route Call 253-3225

APTS FOR RENT

SPRING SPECIAL .99 cents one imonth

rent with one year lease 2BR $450. 3BR

$537 in Sunderland Free bus route, laun

dry facilities, pool, garden plots Short term

leases available 665-3856

4 SPACIOUS SINGLES on bus line only

$249 each, includes everything' Call us now

this apt will go fast 253-0436

APT ABOVE DAISYS REST 1 ml from

UMass take over lease June 1 549-1 r±3

Hardwood floor high ceiling 2 bedroom

AWESOME HOUSE!
Summer sublet w/ (all option or individual

rooms 6 bedroom house Access to

pool/tennis courts Call 253-0589 leave

message

FOUND

AT THE JESUS JONES/SOHO SHOW
Watch with no band Describe and its

yours CaM Nancy at 253-0433

HELP WANTED

$110 PER DAY for experienced truck

drivers Part time summer tob 7 10 days m
mid June and mid August 1 or both ses-

sions available Call Camp Trucking

(508)653-1744

ARE YOU A self motivated humanoid per-

son eaaer to earn $i0O0-$30O0/month do-

ing wbiTyou already do MM? R so. call

80O955-5SUN

ARE YOU LOOKING for a career opportuni

ty' Met Life is interested in you Salary plus

Please contact Lanny Perron at 567 1248

ARE YOU LOOKING for a career opportuni

tv' Met Life is interested in people who are

fluent m Korean Chinese East Indian.

Spanish Vietnamese „,,,,«
Please contact Lanny Perron 567-1248

COOKS AND SERVERS M/F wanted all

shifts available immediately, work thru sum-

mer Call 586 6393 Cafe Ashley

INTELLIGENCE JOBS. All branches US

Customs, DEA etc Now hiring Call

1 805 962-8000 ext K-9616

LOR
Happy 21*' Inte raeeaion babe* rule' Ru m'

I'm gonna miss your drunken happiness

Love.
Trudi

SWIMMING FOR ADULTS afraid in water

course It's fun 1
It works' New at Greenfield

Y May 14-June 27 Free introduction May
5 773-3646 brochure $360

HEY UMASS -
.

Have a great LBG Pride March

i wish I could be there Karen )

HEATHER" FANTitM- Happ7Birthday

Love Jason

TO ALL THE GIRLS iVE LOVED
BEFORE Forget Julio Inglesias come to

the Northampton Lesbian. Bisexual Gay

Pride March tomorrow" Love, Donna

SUBLET

SUMMER W/ FALL OPTION. Large room

m S Amherst condo Pool, central A/C.

washer/dryer, parking On bus route Cool

roomies, perfect summer place' Call Joe

25^2696

TO THE BEAUTIFUL GAMMA THETAS OF

SDT-
Won'l be long now
So get inspired" you guys'

I love you all-flounder

HAPPY BIRTHOAV KELLY! from everyone

RUSS: You are Charming sexy stylish

cute. sexy, attractrve sexy, hot, suave,

sexy
Lucas

SUMMER RENTAL

FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED tor sum-

mer Maybe fall $150 available May 8 Call

253-0943

TRAVEL

SUMMER IN EUROPE from $265

each way on discounted scheduled airlines

to Europe from Boston Call 800-325-2026

TILLIE- Lets make tonight really special

TIBS

TO THE BROTHERS OF Pi Kappa Alpha

Thanks for a successful faculty social The

sisters of Sigma Delta Tau

LOUIS
Happy Anniversary' Luv Andy

TWO ROUND TRIP TICKETS. Boston to

San Francisco June 9-17 $300ea call

589 1455

TVPING/WOROPROCESSING

MULTI NATIONAL CO. recruiting in the

area looking for a couple of key people tor

the Consumer Goods Industry here in

N Enqland, also part time positions open

,ng markets in Japan. Europe. Australia

Call tor interview 549-5127

HARRIS !!!!- Do the lorax' Its electric 1 Lovr

the beautiful man

AUTO FOR SALE

1979 DODGE ASPEN- runs greal A/C PS.

PB tough' A true summer mobile" $400 Pat

546-6611

81 TOYOTA TERCEL runs greal $1100 or

Best offer call 2566418

BEAUTIFUL UPTOWN APT
Perfect tor 2 or 1

$550/mo-heat/hot water mcl

Call 2564696 Available 5/25

KIMBERLY LANNON

1982 BUICK SKYLARK
Very clean interior

Needs some work $275 00

Lawrence 549-6270

1986 MERKUR XR4TI

Sunroof, leather seats, stereo

automatic. A7C 55K miles $4795

serviced 773-7538

l9««^EEyc^AW673^e7cond. well

maintained 549-6329 Best offer

BRANDYWINE APARTMENT
2 bedroom summer sublet w/ fall option

549-6954

FREE RENT tor vi~ monlh 1 Need female

roommate for 2br-summer sublet Fall op-

t,on(whole apt) move m May 1 3-pay for

June July, August Nice cll.tfs.de apt-pool

and tennis Rent $295/month Call L.sa

6658649

I WILL BE TOASTING to the best two years

of my life at the dme' you owe me I hope

you make a great shnmp scampi' I hope you

made that phone call you promised to

make

AMY
Is there life

after sleeping with

a feminist'

Wow I'm one too'

Love Kim

ADAM R.— Let's play master and servant 1

Come on' -Slave Boy

TO ALL THE QUEERS OF BASICS Haa

gy Pride March see you there 1 -The King of

asics

ARE YOU SICK OF TYPING?
Fast and Accurate
Typing/Wordprocessing

Free Laserprmting"

Call Becca 549-4600 x433

DISSERTATIONS. CASES. PAPERS
On-campus pickup Fast' Accurate'

Mac/Laser, spellcheck

Nancy 584 7924

LAUREN VOGEL!!!!!!

LAUREN
Happy 22nd Birthday"

Love Missy

SARAH. .. „_
Thank you for the love, time, and friendship

You've been the best Big Brother

LFS
Shern&Justin
"twins"

FAST. ACCURATE TYPING w/ spellcheck

and boldface $1 45/pg call Greg 5462548

PAPERS, $1 50/pg Resumes laser printed

Fast professional, affordable

KCOMMUNICATIONS. 2566373

PAPERS, RESUMES, DISSERTATIONS,

laser printing Campus pickup/delivery Call

Rosemary 259-1786

PROMPT PAPERS SPELLCHECK $1 50pg

campus pickup call Usha 253-4017

cassette

B/O Just

ENTERTAINMENT

RACK^OiSC is stFthe bwUoi_Dj;s and

live entertainment Call anytime 586-99W.

ask about our specials

FANTASY CONVENTION

COMIC BOOKS, GAMES, sci-fi, toys and

much more' Th.s Sunday. Campus Center

Auditorium Deta.ls (508)867-5285

FOR RENT

2 BEOROOMAPT. $580mto^4pei5pto Big

back yard Free parking Vitro from GHO
Unreal' 549-4362

3 BEDROOM PUFFTON APT. Partially fur

n.shed Starling June 1st Leave a mesge

549-8188

4 BDRM HOUSE
253-3686

NO. 10TOWNEHOUSE 3 bdrrr.Well
I

kept

Summer with fall option Call 549-71 3J

AMHERST HOUSE^•^-S^
w/fall option Bus. washer/dryer 253-OY4J

DOUBLE IN 3 bedroom Puffton

Summer with fall option

549-2781

GREAT APT ON MAIN STREET
? "m. hardwood, huge kitchen yard

porch, parking * bus across street, for 2-3

maybe 4 Hurry' 253-3767

GREAT 2 BDRM
Close to campus
Perfect tor 3 people

580/mo 549-4281

HOUSE FOR RENT 4-5 bedrooms on bus

route. 10 rmnutes to UMass $1 iSOaywlaWe

June/September to September 253-2644

JUNE~TSTbedrooms very nice 1 block

from UMass $450 00 (549-1634) Rena^

REFINISHED^pTFaR 2^P^'«=«»?

from Brueggers & a step away from the bars

avail 6/1 w/fall opt rent cheap incl hea must

seel 253-0846 Call any t.me&leave

message

RESERVE NOW FOR SEPTEMBER
Lantern Court Apartments

Large 2 bedroom w/w. fully equip_ k.tchen,

washer dryer and storage fac.lit.es

available On bus line- m.nutes to campus

Kamins Real Estate 253-2515

StARtlNQ WHENEVERTTarge; ***£*
one bedroom apartment Mam StRent

$475 but negotiable Call Jacques 256-0304

~ • • • 'TAKE OVER OUR LEA8rTvr7
Great 3 bdrm apt in Townhouse, 5 seconds

from bus 549-4387

THREE BEDROOMS— Two minutes from

town 10 minutes from campus Takeover

lease for summer and possible lall Rent

negotiable Call 253-3776

TOWNHOUSE APT. take over our lease 2

bedroom 549-3990

LOST

PLEASE RETURN BLUE KNAPSACK
Lost Vn Berkshire No' return to JQA duster'

HAPPY BIRTHDAY SHERRI
-So why don't snakes wear vests'-

With love.

Justin

MOTORCYCLE

1980 YAMAHA 400 special II 13200 mi call

Andy at 549-0057 $400 or BO

86 HondaInterceptor soo Kerker

pfpes Runs great $1300 253-7225 Stan

LOMAYICAPEESIGH
Colleen,

Now that I have your attention

Happy 19th Birthday, buddy'

Have a great one! Love, Dwyer

SAME DAY SERVICE: I'll type your pap^r

the day you give it to me' Spellcheck, neat.

and only $2/page Call Eric 6-0344

TYPING/WORD PROC
Free pickup & delivery

$1 25/page
Call Nancy at 534-0112

WANTED TO RENT

GREEN PLAID GIRL- I wish I'd asked your

name at arcade on 4/29- Please respond

here -the Tall Guy

EASYGOING, GUY LOOKING for room

summer/Tall apartment/house close to cam-

pus all female or M/F house-mates Jim

253-7701

1988 FZR 400 5000 Mi

$2300/BO tel 549-4205 Doug

PERSONALS

SOT SISTERS -Beware!

BANANA "CHIP"-
The past 64days have been incredible"

You've made a great impact on my life as

bigbrother&pledgetrainer APO is like a se-

cond family

InLFS.Rayna

GRADUATE STUDENT needs quiet room

for June only. Call Mike 546-2530

I DESIRE A single room, from ASAP to

5/31/92 (not 8/31/92) Sublet or temp leases

of at least 3 months time minimum are

desired -call 546-0233

VARSITY WOMENS CREW
We are faster!!

HAPPY GAYLESBIAN BISEXUAL PRIDE

Blonde fuschia vixen- being with you is like

riding a hot she-stallion thru waves of

woman glow Love, Pooh Girl

BOB SURABIAN: I wish I could give you a

special hug for your birthday but since I m
in Beiiing, well it will have to wait' Have a

beautiful day and know that as you read this

I am thinking of you, how much I love you,

and that I can't wait to see you again

Love. Claudia

WANT TO TAKE OVER your 3bedroom

Puffton lease June 1 Call Derek 5496538

GREETINGS APO
Hi Rich B ,

good luck with finals

Chister

KEVIN BARTON- Happy B-day

Here's your 1st classified!

Have fun today I'll miss you next year

Love,
, .

(your older, not bigger)sister.

Denise

T AMI
Happy Lesbian Bisexual Gay Pride Day!

After 7 months, ever still do I love you, need

vou, want you. . ..

.

And when I think about you. I ALI

ALI
Happy Pride Day' I love you

bunches and bunches'

Hugs&Kisses
Tami

SUMMER SUBLET

lUWRGE BEDROO¥inli»b8droom apart-

ment on summer bus route in Amherst

Dishwasher, A/C, beautiful walls &

carpeting, balcony porch $150 + /mo

negot 253-0544 Lv msg

1 2,3 SPACES AVAILABLE for summer

Beautiful Mill Valley Estates

$250 or BO includes everything

253-4177

FABULOUS RENTAL

AMHERST CENTER 1 BDRM APT. Quiet,

close to common—for frisbee fun(S Pro-

spect St.). sunny. Ig livingrm • kitchen,

ideal for 2 people Summer sublet w/fall op-

tion Call 253-7194

FOR SALE

88 G -EQUILIZER make Pyramid 250

watts $70 Adam call 546-2277

GEORGE V.: Thanks for making me laugh

and smile Tuesday night - I needed it

Again, I'm sorry Lottsa love your own per

sonal biggest pita ever"'" P S You onh/

won because you pulled my soft hair -\m

definitley tougher than you are"' (HaHa)

MCLU
Do you think straight couples have this

much fun??? Nah-me-either

The Egyptian ^
HEY FETUS- happy 20th birthday waah'

Have a few tor the gipper tonight! Love, us

CHRIS FOXXE,
Happy Birthday, sexy' The time we shared

was a beautiful thing If you ever need a-

friend to swap facts about bas or silver

bracelets with. I'm still here call me

Your "sweet little sister"

TO AEPHI BETAS
I love you guys so much
Lets make these final days Phitastic

Love Beta L

CAROLINE NASSON:
Happy Birthday

Love Lester

APARTMENT FALL OPTION- rroddle of

Amherst 6/1 $150 2561906. Gillian

BEAUTIFUL 3 BEDROOM APT. downtown

NoHo renting all 3 rms $700 mo util

avail 6/1 call 564-4078

BP.ANDYWINE— furnished apt on bus

route free AC/pool/etc Pnceneg 549-4025

Tess

BRANDYWINE SUBLET
2 bdrm 2-4 people

On bus route pool, laundry

reasonable rent

Can 6 1070 6-6011

CLEAN SPACIOUS ONE BEDROOM Bran

dywine June t Fall option 549-8313

GET JUNE FREE if you sublet our apt 2

bedroom Brandywine tor summer 63449

GREAT HOUSE to sublet with tall option

5 minute walk to campus on bus route 5

minute walk to town Close to BayBanfcs

Screened in porch, yard storage Call now'

5496508 with fall option

LARGE BEDROOM IN SUNDERLAND
Great tor 2

Rent $250
Call Yvonne 666-7993

NEED A HOME FOR THE SUMMER?
Sublet our 3bdrm. 1 '* bath Townhouse on

busroute. AC. disposal, and Furnished -

call 549-0639 or 5464362 refer to No 15

ONE BEDROOM IN 3 brm apt in Puffton

Village June-Aug call 549-0748

ONE BEDROOM IN BRITTANY, bus A/C

$250/month neg 253-4194 message

PUFFTON— Great ibr available from May-

August A/C. pool $150 neg /month

Christine 5463814

QUIET MOTEL ROOM w/ cable & trig

S Deerfield 1 50 /mos
Jeff 665-2173 leave message

RED HOUSE
across from Townhouses

(2) Three bedroom apts available

next to bus route

Beautiful backyard

price negotiable call 546-5920

or 546-1460

ROOMMATES NEEDED to share fabulous

double in downtown Amherst' Fully furnish-

ed apt $400/mo neg Call 256-3430

SPACIOUS CONDO next to BayBank

Close to campus - perfect location"

Take over June 1st - 4-6 people

Call now 63750 or 6-0634

SPEND SUMMERTIME in Puffton Village

spacious bedroom with walk-in closet and

private bath Plenty of room for two Pool

and tennis courts available rent negotiable

call 549-4739

SUBLET PUFFTON APT
Jun-Aug 2 singles. 1 double

Call 549-7678

SUMMER SUBLET
Female to share room in N Amherst

$100/rrto utl 549-6448

SUMMER SUBLET/FALL OPTION. Swiss

ViHaqe 4br apartment on bus route Call Jeff

253-4193

SUMMER SUBLET WITH FALL OPTION
Two spacious bedrooms
Close to campus, on bus route

Parking and backyard

Please call 2566189

SUMMER SUBLET WITH FALL OPTION
3 bedroom apartment in The Brook in

Amherst On bus route, wall to wall

carpeting, clean Call 253-0420

SUMMER SUBLET ON SUNSET!
$155/double $250/single

Avail June 1st call 549-2954

SUNSET SUMMER SUBLET spacious

apartment awesome location For more

details call 549-2915

2 BEDROOM APT hardwood floors w/

fireplace downtown Amherst 750 monthly

til Aug 31 w/ fall option 546-3281

2 ROOMS BEAUTIFUL HOUSE
on bus route amenities included

253-5069

SWISS VILLAGE 2BR APT.

on bus route

w/ fall option

$525 +
253-5498

THE BEST AmhersToenter apt 2/bedrms

call for more info- 253-5613 Rent negotiable

TWO BEDROOMS on Sunset Ave. across

Irom Southwest Into: call 549-2954

4 BEDROOM HOUSE. 5 people very

cheap' Across from Hadley farm! Kathy

546-1370, Rachel 5461562

$1 SO/SINGLE S190/DOUBLE
Belchertown Road bus

Avail May 26 Fall option

Lynn 2560078

W/ FALL OPTION
Spacious house
Northeast St

5 bedrms 2 bath

i busroute
IS&O401

on bus

ST
le best suf

WHITE HOtJjJjJTNEXT TO BAYBANKS!
The bial summer sublet

Close to campus and town

2tloors 3bdrm 2bath sundeck

Call Jason at 549-2793
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Sports
Gorillas hungry for Orangemen at the Stadium

^_ .
Collegian photo bv Carrie Wyeth

.^S^a^KS*^^
Stadium tomorrow at 1 p.m.

Collegian Staff

The Gaits are in Detroit, the Orangemen are in Syracuse

and the Gorillas are waiting in the Stadium.

Faceoff is 1 p.m. Saturday

Gone from the Syracuse roster ,sJ^^^™£
goalie Matt Palumb. Attackmanot the \ea. Greg Bum,

ind that Canad.an tandem. Paul and Gary Gait

™l ,s the year the University of Massachusetts lacross.

team (9-2) has 19 minors on ill roster. ,ust like tin

Orangemen did last year with the aforementioned play,,-

"•M^s win host Syracuse ,8-2. in the MclJuirk Alumni

Stadium for -crowd-control purposes, according to the

porta information office mmM*m
The last time the Orangemen were m the Stadium.

UMftM lost by WW fx>int

Let DM repeat that. Off point.

So the Stadium could he the better place to plav

Syracuse, considering the t.ghter leOTM betwen the two

tMUna have heen at "home

•1 think the volume [of the crowd! makes up for the

distance difference." UU h l "m(il

mean said .n reference to plav ,n the Stadium 1 he pro*

imity of the crowd to the
|

» niuch closer on The

"i!ast v,ar. Syracuse leapt to a 40 M«W>^ »">t

four minute, of the game ,n the Garner Pome Although

th, score waa cut to 6-3 at the half. I heOi angemen watt-

td away with the second half, remitting in a Z3-»

In 1989T'M, downbyW). 71,MI
before awr-

mil- four consecutive goals, hut ^yracuae cut the rally abort

and scoring ended at 10 9. Tim Soudan had a teanvhigh

three goals and Jim McAle.n.v had tWO gDftlfl Mid one

BMtet in front of OM rf the largest, and most vocal.

Stadium crowds __

For the leriea, begun in 197H. I Man ta 4 for 15. The

Gorillai have not beaten Syracuse since 1981 but have

been ver, close a number of times Ulfeaa won n two in

1977. won by three in 1979. lost by two in 1962 and lost

hv one in 1985. v
Within that time-span, the Orangemen have been Na

tional Champions four times, consecut.ve winners for the

past three years

Similarities between the teams abound.

Both are Top 20 teams, on winning streaks, have lost

onlv two games and have a father son coaching dynasts

The No 10 Gorillas are on an eight game winning

streak while the sixth-ranked Orangemen have won six

in a row. CONTINUED ON PAGF 11

Stadium tomorrow at 1 p.m. • A -f /\ CA4-ii«i/1niT

Minutemen face Rutgers for first place mA-lOjaturday
By GREG SUKIENN1K
Collegian Staff

How important is Saturday's

doubleheader with Rutgers to the Univesi-

ty of Massachusetts baseball team?

A sweep or a split with the Scarlet

Knights will give the Minutemen their

first ever Atlantic-10 Eastern Division ti-

tle. Two losses, however, would give

Rutgers the Eastern title and knock UMass

into second place.

The Scarlet Knights have a lot riding on

this doubleheader as well. Two losses

would send Temple to the A- 10s instead of

Rutgers because of the Owls' better record

vs. UMass.
It all starts at high noon Saturday at harl

Lorden Field. And while the lacrosse

team's annual showdown with those guys

from Central New York (what was their

name . . . Syracuse?) is tomorrow's main at-

traction on campus, UMass baseball fans

should know that these are the most crucial

games the Minutemen have played all

season.

Another historical note accompanies this

weekend's series. Sports Information Direc

tor Howard Davis, in looking back through

the baseball program's records, found that

the Minutemen are two wins away from

1.000 total wins in the program's history.

A sweep of Rutgers would bring them to

that esteemed plateau.

"It's a great challenge for us," said

UMass coach Mike Stone. "We've never

been the first seed going into the A-10

Tournament and never won our division."

UMass enters tomorrow's action at first

place in the A-10 Eastern Division at 10-4,

having already clinched a spot in the A-10

Tournament May 10-12 in Boyerstown, Pa.

The Minutemen are 22 20 1 overall, but

that mark does not show how well they

have played of late. They are 8 2 in their

last 10 games and 15-5 jn their last 20.

Furthermore, the Minutemen are rested.

Siena and UMass mutually agreed to

cancel a game originally scheduled for

tonight at Bleeker Stadium in Albany

NY., because of Siena's final exam

schedule, already underway. That cancella

tion gave UMass a total of six days off to

focus, menatlly and physically, for Rutgers.

"We've been able to relax mentally for

the past three or four days," Stone noted.

"At this point in our season it's good to

relax a little ... we played a lot of games

last week. Now it's time for us to get focus-

ed
''

Rutgers has certainly been focused since

their last stop in Amherst two weekends

ago. ARer losing 5-1, 3-0 to the Minutemen

before a rainout prompted the scheduling

of Saturday's twin bill, the Scarlet Knights

have been on a roll. They are 8-0-1 since

facing UMass and have improved greatly,

according to Michael Matts of Rutgers

Sports Information.

"We've really turned the corner, said

Matts. "We've been fielding better and our

pitching has improved."

Rutgers swept A-10 rivals Rhode Island

last weekend, a sweep that kept UMass

from clinching the Eastern title against

Temple. Other wins of note in that stretch

include victories against Lafayette, Iona,

C.W. Post (the college, not the cereal), Col-

umbia and Fordham.

"I think their people will be ready, their

pitchers will be ready," predicted Stone of

Rutgers. "I expect to see a completely dif-

ferent Rutgers team than we saw three

weeks ago."

Pitcher Jim Kohl and second baseman

Doug Alongi have spurred the Scarlet

Knight turnaround. Kohl was named this

week's Wilson/Atlantic 10 Pitcher of the

Week for the second time this season. Kohl,

who leads the Rutgers staff with a 2.94

••rned run average, earned the award by

picking up three saves over the past week.

Kohl has a 7 6 record and four saves in 21

appearances

On the offensive front, Alongi brings 2C

stolen bases and a 13-game hitting streak

to Lorden Field along with a team-high

CONTINUED ON PAGE lO

( olIonian photo by Carrie Wyeth

UMass catcher Derek Dana has recovered from broken fingers in his

right hand to lead the Minutemen in batting at .336. UMass plays a twin

hill with Rutgers tomorrow at noon to determine supremacy in the Atlan-

tic 10 Eastern Division.
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Heart problems plague
Bush for second day
By TERENCE HUNT
AP White House

BETHESDA, Md. - President Bush ex-

perienced an irregular heartbeat for a se-

cond day and remained hospitalized last

night. "Don't worry about me." an upbeat

Bush shouted to reporters from the window

of his fourth-floor suite.

Barbara Bush said the president would

spend the night at Bethesda N
Hospital. "I'm going home to bed. He's go

ing to bed," Mrs. Bush told reporter! M aha

departed for the White House last evening.

The White House maintained a r

blackout on Bush's condition since mid-

morning, when spokesman Marlin Fit/

water said the president was continuing to

experience an irregular heart heat

Fitzwater reported then that tests on

Bush showed no sign of heart damage or

,in\ evidence of a heart attack. Doctors ad

ministered a second drug to restore Bush's

heart to normal rhythm and said it was not

unusual that he had not responded im

mediately to the first medication.

Bush was in a jovial mood when he pok

ed his head out of his fourth floor hospital

suite to talk to reporters.

Asked if his hear? were still beating ir-

regularly, Bush joshed, "Yes, can't you

hear it?"

Pointing at his heart. Bush said, "It's a

question of this getting back to normal."

Mrs Bush said the president felt great.

Fitzwater said that if Bush did not

pond adequately to the medication, he

could undergo a procedure today that

would shift the power of the presidency

briefly to Vice President Dan Quayle

The procedure would be an electrical car

dioversion. described by Fit/water as "a

ingle application of direct electrical cur

rent to the heart - one very quick jolt

The purpose would be to restore the presi

dent's normal heartbeat

Under the procedure. Bush would be

under anesthesia for several minutes.

Under the 25th Amendment to the Con-

stitution, Bush could and would shift

presidential powers to Quayle

W photo

A pool of reporters and photographers wait outside the Bethesda Naval

Medical Center Sunday in Bethesda Md., for word on President Bush.

Decisive political agenda change seen in First District
M^^y^y X- ?...,_. .. ; „ „,__„ ,„ Q_ at an pwnt Wlth White House political advisor Ron Kaufman said the

By JOHN DIAMOND
Associated Press

WASHINGTON - Regardless of who wins the special

congressional election between Republican Steven Pierce

and Democrat John Olver. the Massachusetts congTes

sional delegation will be changed profoundly.

A victory by Pierce in the June 4 final election would

keep the Republican hold on the First District seat vacated

by the death of Rep. Silvio Conte. Pierce would carry on

Conte's function as the only delegation member with easy,

quick access to the White House.

But Pierce would represent a sharp turn in political

philosophy from Conte's brand of liberal Republicanism.

He would add a conservative element to one of the nation s

most liberal delegations.

An Olver win would fill a liberal Republican's seat with

a liberal Democrat. Olver would provide continuity for

many of the social policy and human services views espous-

ed by Conte, particularly a shared support for education

programs.

But an Olver win would also leave Massachusetts with

a one-party delegation for the first time since 1875 when

Civil War-era Republicans still dominated state politics.

Massachusetts would have by far the largest one-party

delegation in the country with 11 House members and two

senators. And the First District seat would be held by a

Democrat for the first time since 1893.

With so much at stake in Washington, politics here are

getting involved in the fray.

President Bush is planning to appear at an event with

Pierce on May 24 in Boston, possibly a fund raiser, said

White House aide Andrew Card.

"Believe it or not the First District is hard to get to,"

said Card, explaining the decision to have the President

campaign in Boston rather than the largely rural. Western

Massachusetts district.

On Olver's side, the National Abortion Rights Action

League is planning to continue its campaign against

Pierce, who has an anti-abortion voting record.

"We want to do whatever it takes to ensure that the

voters know that John Olver supports and will work to

secure a woman's right to choose and that Steven Pierce

doesn't trust the women of Massachusetts to make their

own decision on abortion," said Loretta Ucelli, a NARAL
spokeswoman. "And Pierce has voted consistently anti

choice."

NARAL spent $75,000 in the primary against anti

abortion candidates of both parties and could surpass that

amount in the final election.

Most political observers say the election over so short

a time span is too close to call. Voter turnout, which was

disappointingly small in the primary, could determine the

outcome in the final election.

Pierce considers himself the underdog The day after the

primary, he challenged Olver to a series of debates, a

strategy typical of a candidate who believes he must gain

ground.

"It's hardly a Republican district." Pierce said before the

primary

White House political advisor Ron Kaufman said the

GOP isn't outing the First District in the hank

"Any district that's only 18 percent Republican is go

ing to be very difficu't for us to hold." Kaufman said It

is such a liberal district. It is the most liberal district in

Massachusetts It s going to be very hard for us."

Pierce, who says he is a middle-of-the-road Republican.

not a right winger, says First District voters will follow

their own instincts, not the dictates of Washington baaed

lobbying groups.

But in that past those instincts have led thediatnd to

support George McGovern for president in 1972. Jimmy

Carter twice, and Michael Dukakis by a wide margin in

1 968
Olver is unabashedly liberal and says his views reflect

those of the district. But Pierce hopes to tie Olver to the

unpopular fiscal policies of former Gov. Dukakis

The national Democratic Party hopes to pick up the Con

It Mat < )f three open seats for which special elections are

being held this spring and summer, the First District

Massachusetts is the one the Democrats hope to capture,

according to Laura Nichols, spokeswoman for the

Democratic Congressional Campaign Committee

"This is really the only one that's in play for us." Nichols

said. An open seat in Texas is considered a Republican

lock. Another in Illinois is likely to be dropped in the 1992

redist lifting.

"The Republicans are going to pull out all the stops to

win this election," Nichols said "They will have resources

at their disposal that we don't expect to have."

Health center wrongdoings alleged

Collegian photo by Carrie Wyeth

EVERYBODY DANCE NOW - UMass

alumni Robin Bolles and Bernard Quintan

Wilders dance at the Malcolm X annual pic-

nic in Southwest on Saturday.

BOSTON (AP) - A mental health center in Springfield

has funneled nearly $1 million in state money into com-

panies owned by its three founders, according to a publish

ed report. . ,

When asked in state forms to disclose ties with related

companies, the Center for Humanistic Change has in

sisted that it deals only at arm's length with enterprises

that rent it homes for the mentally retarded and lease it

cars, furniture and office equipment. The center, the

state's fourth-largest provider of services to the mentally

retarded, is a non-profit group with 330 clients.

But Albert J. Dias, one of the organization s founders

and its longtime executive director, has been directing

state money into two real estate trusts and a leasing com-

pany that he and the two other founders - C. Thomas

Compagna and Louis Gallinaro - have owned for several

years the Boston Sunday Globe reported. Dias said they

relinquished control of the equipment-leasing corporation

in 1989. ,. ,
'

.

According to the newspaper, the undisclosed interests

have been a key factor in gaining increased compensa

tion for the center, which now has $5 million in annual

public contracts to set up homes.

The center has been free to charge higher fees for rents

and equipment by sidestepping a state law that regulates

how much a nonprofit company can be reimbursed by the

state for services from a "related party," the Globesaid.

The newspaper said the exact scope of the Springfield

trio's profits is not known because the state has spotty

records on the center's finances and vendor contracts.

However, in examining the extensive real estate

holdings, a Globe analysis shows they used state funds

to help build equity in 10 properties valued in excess of

$1.3 million while pocketing an estimated $30,000 in pro

fits in the last two years.

Dias, 40, the center's only executive director since its

inception in 1979, denied that he had violated any laws

in the center's quest to help the mentally retarded, and

that he and his associates profit excessively from the

center. „ r ,
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VEATHER
Raindrops will keep falling on your head

today. But they will stop by tomorrow.

It will be in the 60s today, 70s tomorrow.
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-For Your Information

MONDAY. MAY 6
History of Cape Verde - Sponsored by Cape Verdean

Students Alliance in Campus Center 174-176 from 7 p.m.

11 p.m. Admission is free.

Theater Performance - "Ten Little Indians sponsored

by the UMass Theater Guild in the Student Union

Ballroom from 8 p.m. - 10:30 p.m. The cost is $3 for

students, $5 general public.

Bingo - Sponsored by Delta Zeta in the Campus Center

Auditorium from 7:30 p.m. - 9:30 p.m. The price is $2 for

1 card, $5 for 3 cards.

TUESDAY, MAY 7

Film - "Song of Badius," sponsored by the Cape Ver-

dean Student Alliance in CC 174-176 from 7 p.m. - 9 p.m.

Admission is free.

Theater Performance - "Ten Little Indians sponsored

by the UMass Theater Guild in the Student Union

Ballroom from 8 p.m. - 10:30 p.m. The cost is $3 for

students, $5 for general public.

Lecture - Dr. Gibson Kamaukuna will speak on

"Democracy Movement in Africa," sponsored by the

African Students Association in CC 168 from 7 p.m. - 10

P
Video - "Salvador," sponsored by the Radical Student

Union in CC 811B-15 will be at 7 p.m. Admission is free.

WEDNESDAY, MAY 8

Panel - Discussion sponsored by the Cape Verdean stu-

dent Alliance will be in CC 162-75 from 7 p.m. - 9:30 p.m.

Admission is free. ,

Theater Performance - "Ten Little Imdians sponsored

by the UMass Theater Guild will be in the Student Union

Ballroom from 8 p.m. - 10:30 p.m. Admission is $3 for

students and $5 for general public.

Meeting - Omicron Delta Epsilon, the Economics honor

society, will have a meeting in the lobby of Thompson

Tower at 6 p.m.
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Brian liarnngion Lon Black
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Correction

A photo ran in Friday's Collegian ran without

a credit to the photographer. The name of the

photographer is George Davis. The Collegian

regrets the error.

COLLEGIAN
STAFF

. Candidates Night

TONIGHT
I 7 p.m.

In the business office

® ELECTIONS
Tuesday, May 7

from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.

vvvvwvwvwwwwwvwwwwwwww*^^

A Forum to discuss the Referendum put

forth by the Commission on
Undergraduate Student Governance will

be held in the. Cape Cod Lounge on Tues-

day, May 7, from 4:00 to 6:00pm.
All are welcome.

The election for Student Trustee and the Referendum will be

held on Thursday, May 9, from 11:1 5am to 7.00pm. The voting

areas are listed below.

Central—Franklin Dining Commons; Commuters—Hatch in Campus Center;

Greeks—Newman Center; Northeast—Worcester Dining Commons; Orchard

Hill— Franklin Dining Commons, Southwest, North—Hampshire Dining

Commons; Southwest, South—Berkshire Dining Commons; Sylvan-

Worcester Dining Commons.

Discover Kinko's and
copy your true colors.

Discover the impact of realistic color

copies when you reproduce

graphics, photos, illustrations

and more on our Canon Color

Laser Copier. Because it

increases retention, color is

a real asset in a wide

variety of creative

applications.

99c Color Copies !

Bring this coupon into the Kinko's listed & receive
|

m X 11" full color laser copies on No. 20 white bond i

r„> oa„ no^u limit five Not valid with other offers.
for 99c each. Limit five. Not valid with other offers.

Good through 5-31-91.
j

Good through a-6 l-si
I

?vvw

Open 24 Hours*
253-2543

220 N. Pleasant St.

i Across from Carriage Shopsl

•Closed Sat. midnight-Sun noon

kinko's
the copy center

j

NOW
RENTING

CLIFFSIDE
APARTMENTS!

Affordable, Quiet &
Convenient

1 & 2 Bedrooms
from $400/month

ALL UTILITIES
INCLUDED

5 miles to UMASS
On Sunderland Bus

Route
Pool, Tennis & More
Furnished Apartments

also available

Accepting applications

for September

Ask about our free rent

special

248 Amherst Rd. (Rte 116)

Sunderland 665-3958

LOCAL
10th annual Lesbian and Gay Pride March held

Amid celebration, bisexuals decry exclusion

By TRYSTAN SKEIGH
Collegian Staff

Northampton's Main Street was filled

with over 2,000 people marching, waving

banners and signs, singing, chanting, smil-

ing and waving during the 10th annual

Lesbian and Gay Pride March Saturday.

People began to gather around noon at

Lampron Park. Groups unfurled multi

colored banners, and a women's band from

Northampton warmed up the crowd with

a variety of tunes before the march began.

Yet amid the bright colors and music,

tension was evident among the marchers.

Most of the University of Massachusetts

Lesbian Bisexual Gay Alliance contingent

marched near the Western Massachusetts

contingent of Queer Nation behind a ban

ner stressing gay, lesbian and bisexual

unity.

At one point the Queer Nation con

tingent, walking behind a banner stress

ing "diversity," began chanting "Hey, Hey,

Ho, Ho, Biphobia's go to go!"

Patti, a Valley resident and member of

Queer Nation who asked her last name be

withheld, said the chant was to address the

fear "by including 'bisexuals' in the march

it will take away the focus on gay and les-

bian power.

"All different sexualities need to be in-

cluded. That's our power," Patti said. She

added the groups need to unify together.

Sandy Costigan, one of the march's

"peacekeepers," who described herself as

a lesbian resident of the Pioneer Valley,

said bisexuals were welcome to march, but

she did not believe "bisexual" belonged in

the march's title. She said she felt others

needed to remember and respect the

march's history. "Ten years ago this march

started out a lesbian liberation march."

"Look at this march - gays, lesbians,

Jews, bi's, straights, are marching and

they're all vocal. But they're not all in the

title," she said. "Why can't the bisexuals

go along with that?"

Bet Power, curator of the New Alexan-

dria Lesbian Library, marched behind a

banner supporting lesbians and gays who

practice sado masochism. She said this is

the first year there's been an S/M banner

in this parade. "We decided to march this

year partly because of the encouragement

of Queer Nation," she said.

The march stopped in front of the City

Hall where six counter-demonstrators held

posters citing biblical scripture against

homosexuality. One man shouted through

a megaphone. Marchers responded by

chanting "Shame, Shame."

One of the counter-demonstrators, who

refused to be identified, said the group was

from the Faith Baptist Church in Nor-

thampton. She said she wanted people to

understand the group "chose Scripture as

the basis for every poster. This isn't just our

opinion - it's based on the Bible."

Sabrina Sojourner, a Black lesbian and

winner of the 1990 Pioneer Black Jour-

nalism Award given by the Atlanta

Association of Black Journalists spoke at

a rally following the march. She is a direc-

tor of racial-diversity programs for the Na

tional Organization for Women and is on

the Board of Directors for the National Gay

and Lesbian Task Force.

Sojourner stressed the need for unity bet-

ween the gay and lesbian community and

other oppressed groups. "We need to agree

to oppose many 'isms' - we need to unders-

tand that we all have to have unity and

take a stand."

Sojourner encouraged different parts of

the community to learn from each other.

Collegian photo hy Carrie W\.th

Sabrina Sojourner addresses the crowd following the Gay and Lesbian

Pride March Saturday in Northampton.

"Specifically to the men in this audience,

women have experience you can use. .
let

us teach you what we know
"

Longtime Northampton resident and

award-winning lesbian writer and

playwright, Sarah Dreher, who served on

the march committee, also spoke at the

rally.

Dreher noted the Valley lesbian com-

munity "is one of the oldest, largest,

strongest lesbian communities in the coun-

try."

Amy Stammer, a Northampton resident

and member of Queer Nation, said she does

not believe including 'bisexual' in the

march's title "dilutes the issue [of lesbian

rights)."

"We need to recognize the diversity

within our community, if the title stays gay

and lesbian, it makes us all look pretty

homogenous ... we want recognition of bis,

S/M'ers. transvestites and transsexuals

too," she said.

David Macy, founder of "a.ids.ALIVE!"

"It's not women sleeping with women who piss off the

patriarchy, it's women who don 't sleep with men who become

the targets of patriarchy." -Lyzann Harlow

Collegian photo by George Davis

Representatives from various gay, lesbian and his^u^ ^ll^
in the Valley converge on Saturday's Gay and Lesbian Pride March in

Northampton.

She said the lesbian community has fac-

ed a lot of opposition throughout the

March's history, and this year, bisexuals,

suffering from "lesbo-phobia," "did

everything in their power to undermine the

march."

Dreher said she felt the issue of the

march's title had been "needlessly ex-

ploited" to cause controversy. She stress-

ed the issue was what the march's focus

should be.

"This is not to deny the bisexual com-

munity, some feel bi's should be included

in the title because they suffer oppression,

yet some of us feel it takes more than op-

pression to make a community," she said.

Dreher's speech drew boos and hisses,

along with applause.

Lyzann Harlow, another lesbian resident

of the Valley, said she felt the bisexual

groups needed to understand the source of

their oppression is society's prejudice

against lesbians and gays.

"It's not women sleeping with women

who piss off the patriarchy, it's women who

don't sleep with men who become the

targets of the patriarchy," she said.

spoke of the devastating effects ofAIDS on

the gay community. Macy, himself diagnos-

ed with the disease, urged people to sup-

port those who have been diagnosed.

Other speakers included openly-gay

Michael Duffy, commissioner for the

Massachusetts Commission Against

Discrimination, and Elisa Campbell, bisex-

ual chair of the Amherst Selectboard.

Both Duffy and Campbell urged gays, les-

bians and bisexuals to become involved in

the political process. Duffy said he has

never been harassed, and Campbell, who

recently came out as bisexual in a

multicultural workshop for town officials

in Amherst, also said she has received on-

ly support.

Campbell said, "It's important for all

minority groups to participate in the

political process. It's one way of making

change - it helps change attitudes when

people see some one in a respected position

who is a member of a minority group."

Duffy especially encouraged women to

run for office. "They will say you're too

militant. . . but we still have sodomy laws

in this Commonwealth - that's a reason

to be militant."
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Mad Ave methods used to help close student shortages

By JON MARCUS
Associated Press

CAMBRIDGE - Anika Larsen never got so much mail

M when she started to consider where to go to college.

i kept it for the first few days, but after a while, it got

ridiculous." said the 17 year old senior and top student

at Rindge and Latin School, a public high school. It just

kept piling up. There were all these college catalogs full

of beautiful pictures of wonderful schools, but after a while

it made vou think, they cant all be this wonderful.

Despite receiving literally hundreds of pieces of mail

from colleges that hoped to coax her to apply. Larsen said

*he never straved from her initial choice: \ ale I niversi

tv where she expects to be a theater studies major.

"

if that hadnt worked out. another school whose name

she cant remember offered Larsen $16,000 in scholarships

- and she hadn't even applied there.

With the number of traditional-age college students

rapidlv declining, and the cost of college going up. admis-

sions officers are using Madison Avenue techniques to fill

their classrooms. ... . <• j n.,«
• Kids are getting direct mail by the pound, said Dun

can Murdoch, dean of undergraduate admissions at the

University of Southern California. We all are trying to

out -slick each other.''

The schools have been resorting to consultants,

telemarketing, glossy catalogues, promises of hefty

scholarships, laser videodisc promotions, focus groups,

direct-mail advertising, all expenses-paid campus visits

and personal phone calls from celebrity alumni, students.

-jii.iiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiijiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiinL

College Pizza

I Spring Special
Small Cheese Pizza $3.50

Large Cheese Pizza $5.99

2 Toppings $100 extra

M549-6098 .. . .

Must mention this ao
no coupons with the special

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiigiiiiiiiiiiiiiHi

—
UNIVERSITY COPY CENTERS

10 printed resumes

10 envelopes

10 sheets of paper

for

$1.75
other specials

also available

Two locations open Mon-Fri, 9am-5pm

101 Herter Hall South College, lower level

Call 545-2719 for prices

facultv and college presidents.

•Schools are fearful of losing the competitive edge, said

Tim Willoughbv. dean of admissions at Drake Universi-

ty in Des Moines. Iowa, which has advertised on the cable

music channel MTV
Ingersoll. Williams and Associates, a Denver enrollment

management consulting firm says private colleges will

spend an average of from $1,200 to $2,000 recruiting every

student who enrolls, and public universities $350 to $/50.

Most institutions derive most of their income from tui

tion
"
said Mike Maxev. vice president for admissions at

Roanoke College in Roanoke, Va. "Institutions are under

tremendous pressure to keep that income coming in.

Roanoke this vear sent too prospective applicants per-

sonalized letters from the mayor of Roanoke, a con

gressman who is an alumnus and others. One senior at

a Connecticut private school got 14.

in the current environment, you do everything you can

that's ethical, " said Maxey

The number of 18 to 24-year-olds has fallen almost 10

percent since 1985. meaning there are nearly 3 million

fewer potential college students, according to the

American Council on Education.

The average college-bound student new gets more than

200 unsolicited mailings from universities, marketing of

ficials said. Northern and western universities send

photographs of students skiing. Southern schools include

full-color pictures of their students on the beach.

'Last year, people came up short" of freshmen, said Don

Lightfoot. senior consultant at Image Presentation, a

Boston firm whose clients include Harvard University and

200 other schools.

"Heads are rolling. A new regime has come in of people

who are really aggressively promoting their institutions.

Admissions people have to be salespeople more than ever.

Latin mottos about truth and knowledge have given way

to advertising slogans. Morningside College in Sioux C\-

tv. Iowa, calls itself "The Way College Ought To Be. The

University of Florida is "Worth Leaving Home For. The

University of Montevallo in Alabama is "The New Stan-

dard of Value." Southwestern College of Kansas is A

C

1

1\sh Act.

New consulting firms now offer geodemographic

research to help a school identify desirable potential

students based on ZIP code, income, ethnic origin and

other factors.

"This is not a counseling process to speak of any more,

said Dick Canterbury of Epsilon Data, a consulting firm

that helps admissions offices send personalized letters to

high school students based their prospective college ma-

jors. "It's a very forceful selling proo

"There's a fine line between education and business, and

sometimes we lose sight of the fact that were here to help

students make a good match." Kevin Mayne. dean of ad-

missions at Green Mountain College in Poult ney. Vt. A

lot of the things that are going on really sicken me. There

are schools that are sending out airplane tickets and 1

shirts'" . ...

Green Mountain in 1985 ended the practice of mailing

ski lift tickets to prospective applicants to lure them to

the campus. Mayne will be a panelist on June at the New-

England seminar on ethics in admissions.

ANDY'S SECRETARIAL SERVICE

Reports Term Papers

Typing and Quality Word Processing

Resume Consultation

Temporary Help For Any Office

Fast Affordable Service

241 King St. Northampton 584-1000

Need A Job Skill That Pays?
Call us today and find oul how we can help you

make it as a bartender. CNCKUl available.

call today

(617)247-1600
SI l Bovlston Street

Boston, MA 02Ho

Nov England
Bartenders
School
W* Help You Malt* 11

faxmMcJfc) .Ik feVM*M« »•**•• '•« • """"""»' Mum-.. -V \> '<»»>*

OUR PRICES ARE SO GREAT
WE DON'T HAVE TO
CUT THEM IN HALF!

ROASTED

CHICKEN

BUFFET

Monday 5-9

All You Can Eat!

$6.95
With All The Fixin's

Route 9. Hadley

58^)393 For Tak^Our

Amherst Sunshine

CAR WASH
381 College St.

(Rte. 9 East)

AUTOMATIC WASH/WAX
Open Daily 8am — 5pm

$1 .00 off automatic wash
Mon.. Tues. & Wed.

with a valid student ID.

Good May 6th-15th

Self Service Bays
Open 24 hrs.

Soap/Rinse/Wax»Bubble Brush

Tire cleaner»Engme de-greaser

$1 and $5 changer

vacuum cleaners

ATTENTION GRADS!
GRADUATE SENATE

OFFICERS' ELECTIONS

MONDAY, MAY 6th, 9-3 pm

TUESDAY, MAY 7th, 9-4 pm

Campus Center

On The Concourse

All Senate Tax-Paying

Graduate Students Are Eligibl

SEIZE

THE SUMMER
Make things hapoen tor vou this summer at the University

ot Lowell With over 500 courses to explore you can

advance your career . complete a degree program or expand

vour interests And at only S9S 00 a credit (Undergrade you

wont find a better deal anywhere

Session I May 20 • June 29
Session II July 8 - August 17

• Day and evening classes with easy accessibility from

Routes 128. 495. 3, and 93

• Extremely affordable tuition

• 24 Associate s and Bachelor s degree programs

• Graduate programs in Education, Psychology, Engineering,

Music and Computers

• Theatre/Film and Writing Program with renowned guest

professionals credit and non credit courses

egist ration now through Mav 15 Call (»••) •»*-#*•• tor

more information and a Summer Bulletin listing an of our

courses, or send in the coupon below

Plc««« MM* »« a Summer Bulletin.

N#mc

Adrtfrv

Z*

LL
University of Lowell
Summer Session

One m»»tml> Avenue Uw»» iwV 018i4

th# On.v#»v1, o' In , <IMM AcMMOual Uroon^MliW Un"***

Editorial/Opinion
The opinions on this page are those of the individual miter or amoomsi and do not necessarily reflect the views of the Collegian or the University unless otherwise noted.

Pills to solve all your ills

It took Einstein his whole life to figure out

the theory ofrelativity. You have six hours.

The Vivarin ad goes something like that.

Finals time must be very profitable for

Vivarin and NoTJoz. Students hit the panic

button. Many of us (yours truly included)

tend to blow off reading, papers and study

ing until we have approximately 30

seconds to cram an entire semester's worth

of studying in our brains. This means all

nighters, which also means lots of coffee.

Jolt, and of course, legal speed (also known

as Vivarin and No-Doz).

This stuff is supposed to keep us awake.

Somehow, according to the ads, it will give

us instant knowledge about our calculus

exam. The magic pill strikes again.

Pamela McCarthy

We have lots of magic pills for our pro-

blems. If you want to lose weight, take

a diet pill. No hassles, no worries, no

nothing. Forget about anything as tiresome

as diets. Just keep popping the pills. It's

easy.

Insomnia is easily cured with a sleeping

pill. Let's forget that if it has been going

on for a while, there may be something

physically wrong. But, hey, why get it

checked out when we can pop a pill

declared safe by a few quacks the company

surveyed?

I'm not talking about taking an asprin

when you have a headache, or taking some

cold medicine if you're all stuffed up and

can't breathe. I'm talking about pills we

UMass needs Latino courses

take to deal with a problem that isn't

medical.

Welcome to the land where anything can

be accomplished, compliments of a pill.

Panic over "bad" drugs is widespread.

Crack, pot, acid, heroin and cocaine are our

big concern. The news is full of stories

about drug busts and killings. George Bush

declared war on drugs. Anti-drug adver-

tisements abound, the most popular being

"Just say no" to drugs, and "This is your

brain on drugs" (funny, looks a lot like an

egg to me). Drugs are our national obses-

sion. Crime, unemployment, social pro

blems, and violence are all blamed on

drugs. Drugs are everyone's major fear.

They are our favorite scapegoat.

Drugs are everyone's major comfort, also.

They don't have to be illegal to be a pro-

blem. Many are even prescribed by doctors,

the people we are supposed to trust. It's one

thing to get something for pain, or for il-

lness. It's another thing to get some pills

thrown in our face over something that

runs deep, such as depression. I don't see

what a lifetime supply of Valium can do,

except give you an addiction to deal with.

Grand. That's just what every person af

flicted with depression needs.

It isn't likely that taking a few Vivarin

to stay awake will make an addict out of

anyone. But if we keep relying on pills to

do simple things like cope with finals, we

may be addicted in a new way. We may be

used to turning to pills when things get

bad.

Pamela McCarthy is a Collegian

columnist

Students protest biased editor

The lead article in the Third World Af

fairs page (May 1), written by Pratip

Dastidar, is the last straw in a string of

offensive articles that have appeared on

this page since its inception. While some

of its authors have restricted themselves

to writing factual articles about the

Third World, Mr. Dastidar has always

exhibited a flair for mudslinging. This

article, where he eloquently and in

vidiously attacks whole sections of the

campus community with such great im

punity, is a perfect example of his poor

journalistic judgement.

The author implies that Third World

Students, Indian students in particular,

are apathetic to political events (in a

host country or otherwise). People who

do not shout from rooftops are not

necessarily apathetic, and such a conclu

sion by him reeks of nothing but ar

rogant self-righteousness. His gripe

with the 300-odd graduate student com

munity from India is not new, and it is

common knowledge within this student

body that Mr. Dastidar is no expert on

Third World psyche.

His insinuations about racial pre

judices of Whitmore administrators is

entirely unfounded. Some of us have

been on this campus longer than he has,

and we have never noticed any

"preferential" treatment of European

exchange students. Such blanket ac-

cusations in the Third World Affairs

page can be misconstrued as reflecting

the views of the entire Third World stu

dent community.
Authors like him will do better sell

ing their journalistic talents to sensa

tionalist magazines like the National

Enquirer. Such slander and
misrepresentation in the Third World

Affairs page is totally unwarranted.

This section of the paper would best

serve the interests of the Third World

community on campus if authors

refrained from venting their vitriolic

opinions. If he does insist on expressing

such opinions in the Collegian, the

editorial/opinion section could cater to

just such bile. Since he continues to

misuse his position as Editor of the

Third World Affairs page, we, as respon

sible Third World students, demand

that he be removed from this position

immediately.

May the order of the Pink Slip be

bestowed upon him.

R. Rajan
A. Paralkar

Thi* letter we» signed hy 41 other

people— Ed

We need to fight for our people

A couple of weeks ago while registering

for classes, I realized that there were no

classes on this campus devoted to the

Latino experience in this country. Not one

class focused on my unique experience as

Latino-American immigrant. I went down

to Bilingual Collegiate Program with the

hope that someone would pull out a list and

say, "Here you go, take these classes and

you'll get what you want." That didn't hap-

pen because no such classes exist.

-Why, I asked.

I don't know.

Well, isn't there a demand for them?

No, Latino students aren't interested in

those courses, they do other things.

-Like what?
-Business and Engineering.

I'm sure many Latinos pursue these in-

terests, but it may be stereotyping to

assume that this is the case for all of us.

Because what we are as individuals is

based in large part on who we are as a

group, we should concern ourselves with

our community in more ways than just in-

dividual careers and partying. We should

demand that classes reflecting the Latino

experience in this country be instituted and

that the curriculum at this institution

achieve real diversity. If our institutions

are reflections of our community then we

must call upon them to represent our basic

interests.

Women, African-Americans, and others

have done a great deal to open doors and

create opportunities for courses and pro-

grams that reflect their experience of the

world. It is our responsibility as Latino-

Americans to understand that we as a

whole must not only open doors for

ourselves, but also for our community.

Manuel A. Arroyo
Amherst

There are three predominating ideologies

in the Puerto Rican political system: the

ethical, the realist and the unethical.

Although they seem to be totally juxtapos

ed, they are all different fragmentations of

power within a Darwinistic, colonial,

capitalist ideological mentality.

The ethical dreamers are the intellec-

tuals, who live in a futuristic historical con

text. They advocate justice and ideological

abstractions. Yet, they haven't solved the

problems of a current reality. For them the

present is a secondary issue, only to be op-

posed by the past.

The coward realists are confused and lack

a pillar to support their fear of the past and

future history. They are short on backbones

and faith. They live one day at a time, with

no conception of time. They are caged

sheep, yearning for freedom but fearing the

unknown. They are existentialists who
walk the tight rope of time.

The Unethical assimilators seek equali-

ty within an unequal system, they are the

forgotten remains of a non-existent past.

They are blind to the darkness of reality

and opposed to an uncertain future. They

are not secure, nor sure, of themselves.

thus, they seek a paternalistic Eagle that

can carry them in its claws.

The realists tortured and murdered the

liberator of my colonial territory. The

unethical inquisitors persecute with an

iron fist against emancipating ideology.

Nonetheless, there are still some that keep

the flame from being extinguished. They

seek to pressure the enemies of our libera

tion into forming an annexing mass to

carry the historical responsibility of hav-

ing done everything within their power to

end the conflict with the personality of

their own people and country, in order to

become gracious with an enemy that

although uses them, feels a profound depic

tion against them.

It is time that we seek a collective truth

to our condition and overcome the mental i

ty of fear and servitude that chain us to an

illusion of life. We must begin to grow and

move. We must begin to learn and learn.

We must stop crawling and attempt to

stand up, and go as far as taking a step.

Let us be ourselves. MOVE BY ANY
MEANS NECESSARY.

Charles R. 'El Pirata' Ventator

A rifle does not a redneck make
I am a Marine Corps veteran and a member of the NRA.

I do not chew tobacco, drink to excess, own a pick-up truck,

shoot animals or eat children. Like most of the 2.7 million

members of the NRA, I support the preservation of na-

tional forests, wetlands and the outdoors in general. As

a organization, we recognize the fact that weapons are be-

ing used to kill people, but we feel that the way to correct

this situation is to eradicate revolving-door justice and un-

punished crime, not the Second Amendment to the Con-

stitution, second only to free speech.

What is revolving-door justice? That's when a drug

dealer is arrested by a police officer in the morning and

is back on the streets dealing poison before the cop gets

off duty that night. Revolving-door justice is Patrick Pur-

dy, the AK47 killer in California who was plea-bargained

out of several violent crime convictions before he

murdered innocent children. Revolving-door justice is

what happens every time a criminal slip through the

fingers of the judicial system -and walks out onto the

streets ready to rape, kill, and steal again because they

know they can beat the system.

Politicians benefit from the anti-gun fight because by

working to ban weapons they can appear anti-crime

without having to offend rich lawyers and judges by

restructuring and updating the legal system. They can

avoid spending the money to build new prisons in subur

ban areas where suburbanites don't want them. By

avoiding these pitfalls, by substituting change for pro-

gress, politicians can get reelected, and the only people

hurt are the urban poor, who have to deal with the un-

punished animals every day.

All that I ask is that the anti-gunners consider the

possibility that just maybe the politicians and the media

may have been misleading you. May have been lying and

oversimplifying a complicated issue. May have been look-

ing for a short-term reelection sound bite, rather than a

long-term solution. They've done it before.

Keith Tynan
Orchard Hill

Love is the same for everybody
Day to day I read stories of gay and bisexual prejudices

both on campus and throughout the community. For those

who find something wrong with such a lifestyle, I have

a few questions: Is it wrong to love a person whom you

are strongly attracted to? Is it wrong to show public signs

of affection? Is it wrong to spend intimate time with the

person that you love? I randomly* asked these questions

to friends without mentioning any sexual preference.

Every single person answered no to all three questions.

So why does it matter if the person you love is not of the

SfltlTlG SPX .

Last week I saw two women, presumably lesbian, walk-

ing hand in hand by the pond. I had the sudden desire

to stand and applaud their courage. I can't imagine such

a simple pleasure taken away out of fear of harassment.

As a heterosexual ally, I see a group of people who want

to love the same way that I do, and who want to show their

love the same way that I do. There is nothing wrong with

that. I strongly urge those with prejudices to open up your

hearts and minds and see that gays and bisexuals are not

wrong in wanting to love. As humans, I feel that it is our

responsibility to show our support for our gay and bisex-

ual community. Maybe we could all learn a lesson about

love and accepting people for who they are.

Jennifer Rochette
Orchard Hill

Bicyclists beware!
Last Friday morning, one of my worst nightmares

came true. I was late for class, but not all that concern-

ed because I knew that thanks to my bike I could get

to class in just a couple of minutes. I ran out to the bike

rack and noticed that someone had painted my bike

a different color, overnight. This seemed a little strange

so I looked around for a note or something. I looked

down on the ground and saw a cable just like the one

which had been on my bike. I also saw a padlock just

like the one that had been attached to the cable. This

padlock was different though, because the steel loop

had been cut. This is where my reading of Encyclopedia

Brown as a youngster paid off. My bike had not been

painted at all. SOMEONE HAD STOLEN MY BIKE!!

This was the rustiest, most unsightly bike in America

and over five years old. I can still not quite understand

why of all the bikes on campus someone would choose

this one. __ . . .

I am writing this letter to inform my fellow students

that this is not an uncommon scenario. I urge fellow

bike owners to purchase the best lock available, or they

could be next. I know now that any bike on this cam

pus, no matter how miserable, is worth the price of a

Kryptonite lock.

Fortunately, I had a security system for my bike. My
bike chain had been stretched from excessive use and

it had a terrible skip in it. Just when you were in the

middle of strong, fluid motion the right pedal would

suddenly jerk forward. If not prepared for this, most

are thrown off the bike. So, if you see some guy lying

in a pool of blood next to a Bull Cruiser mountain bike,

tell him that Joe said to get a job, and just keep

wfllkinti
Joseph Patrick Cranin

Southwest
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MOVING ON??
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Rent a Truck or Cargo

Van from. .

.

North Amherst
Motors

Donl be disappointed

Reserve your Truck

Today!

78 OW Sunderland Rd, No. Amherst

549-RENT

Local and One-Way
RYDER Trucks

, Most major credit cards accepted.

RYDER) On PVTA bus route.
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The Globe said Campagna and Gallinaro

were unavailable last week for interviews.

Dias said, for example, that the three

formed East Brook Realty Trust to buy

homes because landlords in the area were

reluctant to rent property to mentally

retarded citizens.

However, the Globe said that in one in

stance in July 1987, East Brook Realty

bought a house in Williamstown from the

Center for Humanistic Change, contradic

ting the assertion that Dias and his

associates needed to buy property to avoid

hostile landlords.

Furthermore, when the center owned the

property, it charged the state roughly $550

a month to cover its mortgage interest and

depreciation, according to contract

documents. However, when East Brook

Realty took over, the rent was increased to

$900 a month and now stands at $1,175 a

month.
In another move, the Globe said, the

center has hired a management consulting

and money-lending firm owned by Dias,

Campagna and Gallinaro. In state

disclosure forms, the center appears to

have filed contradictory reports on the

status of its management consultant, the

newspaper said.

The center has routinely failed to reveal

its ties to this firm in the disclosure section

of the state's rate-setting forms - though,

at the same time, it mentions the firm as

a related party in another section concer

ning loan practices.

The center has paid the management

firm about $150,000 to provide training

and other administrative services over the

last two years.

Judith Cross, the center's lawyer who has

also worked as the attorney for the trio's

realty trusts, now says it was an error to

refer to the firm as a related party in the

form and terms the disclosures as mistakes

that will need to be corrected.

Since April, 1990. the state has failed to

act on a 187-page internal investigative

audit by the Executive Office of Human

Services that details rampant self-dealing

practices involving 60 corporations in the

group-home industry. These forms operate

largely out of Massachusetts, but also in

volve 21 other states.

Bruce B. Blaisdell, the head of the state

office most involved in supervising the in-

vestigative audit, said the head of the

Department of Health and Human Ser

vices, David Forsberg, has been briefed on

the year-old report and has made action a

priority. He said that recent staff cutbacks

have made it difficult to complete the

report quickly.

COLLEGIAN CLASSIFIEDS
CLEARANCE SALE

Uuy 3 Days, Get 3 Additional

Days For Vi Price

j
Valid May 1st May 6th 1 coupon per person

j
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SAME DAY SERVICE
- BILLED DIRECTLY

TO INSURANCE COMPANY
• WINDSHIELDS REPLACED

North Amherst
Motors

78 Old Sunderland Rd

Nort.. Amherst. MA
549-2880

. Most Major OadK Carts
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Sign up for FALL "9 I and receive the month of MAY for free. 1 and 2

semester memberships are $45 and $80. That's a 10% savings. Current

members who bring in a new member get 50% off regular memberships.

Bring in 2 new members and pay just $15 or $30.

Bring in 3 new members and your membership is FREE!
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^
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ROWING MRCHINES

NORDIC TRRC SKI MACHINES
STAIR CLIMBERS
TREADMILLS

and
AEA0BIQS CLASSES

ANYONE CAN TAY THE SHOPS AND CLASSES FOR I DRY FOA FAEE!

[collegian;

I
STAFF

i ELECTIONS

i Tuesday,- May 7 i

|from9a.m.to5p.m.i
^4 . . J__. _ _— , fc^jj^ <n^^*» N^Ma-a* VPa»» 'SJBnS/' ^MtV ^aWLBaf \aaMatT ^M

Brittany Manor
BRITTANY MANORDR.

(413) 256-8534

Two bedroom apartments
available now.
$560/month

Rent includes heat and hot water.

ENJOY THESE FEATURES
On UMass bus route

Wall-to-wall carpeting

Fully-equipped kitchen, including disposal

Large living room with celling-to-ftoor windows

Large dining area

Oversized bathrooms
Wall-to-wall closets

Storm windows
Dead-bolt security locks

Cable T.V. available

Ample parking
Swimming pool

NO RENT INCREASE IN 3 YEARS
Come see us NOW and we can

make It 4 years.

To Greenfield

To Sunderland

Body Shop Fitness Center

aacacaaci aaaaaoa MCMiEnsmrs mso rurhrbh fm us

JUNE 5th IHBU JUIY 11th

TOTMAN LOCATION ONLY (STOP BY FOR DETAILS)

To Belchertown

ARTS & LIVING
will

By ANDREW BROADHEAD
Collegian Correspondent

It used to be that five bucks could buy you

a decent paperback, buy you shampoo and

conditioner, or even get you reasonably

drunk in a bar. Five bucks won't get you

much nowadays but it will get you in the

door at the Iron Horse tonight when the

Atlanta based Ellen James Society opens

for local heroes Cordelia's Dad. This is a

show not to miss even at double the cover

charge.

This is the first time the Ellen James

Society have toured up north but their

reputation precedes them. In the south,

they've been playing two and three thou

sand seaters. They're still a garage/bar

band at heart though, as guitarist/vocalist

Seay explains, "A bar is alive. All during

our tour, I've been looking forward to the

atmosphere of small clubs again. the

noise, the smell of beer and vomit. The

whole rowdiness of playing in bars appeals

to me." (at the Iron Horse?)

EJS formed in late 1987 but didn't

solidify their line-up until January 1990.

Founding member Cooper Seay shares her

guitar and vocal duties with Chris McGuire

to achingly urgent effect. Their dense mix

of scratchy rhythms and acid-influenced

jangles ring over the throbbing cadence of

Bryan Lilje's bass and Scott Bland's drums.

In reference to their name, they are

neither militant feminists nor mutes with

tongues removed. They are John Irving

fans though and had no objection when

their former drummer insisted they name

themselves after the feminist group in Ir

ving's World According to Garp. The drum

mer left, the name stayed. According to

Seay, EJS has become more than a name,

"Ellen James is the proper noun for the

four of us."

EJS are on tour in support of their debut

album Reluctantly We. The album is the

first release on Indigo Girl Amy Ray's new

independent label, Dameon Records. Amy
Ray co-produces and appears on several

tracks but the LP relies on the band's

brooding electric, rather than acoustic

impulses.
(

As one critic has pointed out, there s a

seething sexual charge to the album's

lyrics. They often follow the stream of con-

scious thoughts of parting lovers, haunting

the listener:

"Your clothes upon the floor/ The smell

upon the sheet/ The laughter ofyour whore/

Then love walks in when you least expect

it."

"Ifyou take this, what will we have left,

ifyou take this, would you bring it back in

the morning — are you mourning?"

They don't limit themselves to just songs

of relationships though. They touch on sub-

jects such as self fulfillment ("Bring Me")

and finding God ("God in Heaven") as well.

Local favorites Cordelia's Dad can only

improve an already promising show. When

these folk noise merchants take the stage,

fun and chaos will erupt. Thev play tradi

tional arrangements like "Scarborough

Fair" and "Will the Circle Be Unbroken?"

with Minutemen intensity.

So grab five bucks and come dance and

sweat.

Cordelia's Dad and Ellen James Society

will play at the Iron Horse tonight at 8:30

p.m. It's $5 at the door.

Photo courtesy Uwrnon Records

The Ellen James Society are not a frothing-atthe-mouth feminist group

as their moniker, taken from John Irving's novel World According to Garp

would suggest. They will be at the Iron Horse tonr-ht for the low price

of $5.Will CI UMl. 4 1ICI \""J —— - -r~- ^

Guild presents Christie classic

Photo courteay UMim Department of Muaic and Dance

The Vocal Jazz and Afro-American Music

Ensemble will present a concert of works by

Thelonious Monk tonight at 8 p.m. in Ben-

zanson Recital Hall. Tickets are $5 for the

general public; $2.50 for students, children

and senior citizens.

By DAN JOKELSON
Collegian Correspondent

It has been called the perfect murder mystery. Agatha

Christie's Ten Little Indians is a thriller that keeps you

clenching your seat, dying for answers and wondering

what kind of shadows the person gasping in the seat next

to you has in their past.

Ten people have been invited to an island. All ot them

have been involved in murder trials but have been pro-

ven innocent. When they arrive, they discover that their

host isn't there, or, as they soon find out, is one of them.

Slowly, one by one, they start dying. Their only hope is

to stick together to figure it out, but at the same time they

have to watch each other very closely. None of them seem

to have motive to kill off the other nine, but all are

suspicious in their own way. Every action that each

character takes gets scrutinized so intensely that the mind

is caught in a fascinating entanglement of circles.

"It's a mind-boggier - it kind of jumps at you, says

Kristie Tinchger, publicity director of the UMass Theater

Guild which is putting on the show in the SUB. Ihis is

the first such mystery play done at UMass in years and

the seating will be cabaret style, with tables and_chairs

on platforms of different heights around the SUB. And

it is an audience participation type of show. "It s kind ot

like Rocky Horror without the rice, toast or newspaper

throwing." Tincher says, "People should feel free to get

into it and let out moans when the person they suspect

is the culprit gets murdered." ...... ,

There are several scenes performed by candlelight, ana

the whole atmosphere builds in tension.

"It is a well crafted show; people die very evenly, direc-

tor Craig Doescher says. The eleven cast members have

CONTINUED ON PAGE 8

Photo courtesy UM«n Theatre Guild

Well we don't know who this guy is, but we

do know that he will be in the UMass Theatre

Guild's production of Agatha Christie's Ten Lit-

tle Indians.ana senior ciwreaa-
| CONTINUED ON PAGE 8 "« ""»"*"*• - -

Jane's Addiction fails to meet expectation in Springfield
** ****^' »* ^ _ _ _ •

good moments in the show. The stage set-

By DANIELLE DOWLING
Collegian Staff

Jane's Addiction

Springfield Civic Center

Friday, May 3

It was too damn short. It was good (mind

you, not excellent), but it was too damn

short.

Above all, it lacked the intensity that you

would come to expect from Jane's Addic-

tion. When they played "Three Days," I ex-

pected to be mesmerized by the sights and

sounds, instead I was distracted by the fact

that guitarist Dave Navarro was too mess-

ed up on some kind of drug to play the pro-

per chords.

Maybe I'm jaded, but they did the same

cheesy things that all other rock bands do.

For example, they waited for the crowd to

scream for them before the encore. I didn't

expect that from Jane's. Perhaps I expect

too much.
Don't get me wrong, there were some

Collegian photo by Jeff Holland

Jane's Addiction at the Springfield Civic Center on Friday night.

good moments in the show. The stage set-

up was especially cool. It looked like an

acid-soaked nativity scene or kooky kind

of lawn sale with all sorts of odd baubles

and trinkets for sale complete with

Christmas lights.

They started off with "Up the Beach,

from their second album Nothing's Shock-

ing, which I guess is non-cheesy, since most

bands would start off with their number-

one hit. "Then She Did. .
." was delivered

with poise and grace, although the moment

was almost destroyed by the audience clap-

ping in sync and thrusting their lighters

in the air. They ended off the set with

"Stop," which, as in their performance of

"Been Caught Stealin'," had energy but

lacked the extra umph needed to make it

great or least worth the $20 people shell-

ed out to see them.

I think the encores were the best. First

they came out and played "Ocean Size," in

which Navarro ripped off an excellent solo

and made up for his poor performance all

CONTINUED ON PAGE 8
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|
ANY CALZONE |

I exp 8/30/91 - or* coupon per Colzone - D«liv«ry Only

rT\M offH
]

ANY 2 CALZONES
J

I exp 8/30/91 - one coupon per 2 Calzonw - Delivery Only I

I
'

Ask about our NEW Calzones!

256-1616

Indians
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 7

AP Photo

GOODBYE AND GOOD RIDDANCE - The

cast of Dallas bid a fond farewell. The cheesy

soap opera about a wealthy Texas oil family

had its series finale on Friday night.

been through two months of rigorous actor training as

they attempt a new kind of Guild show: no "flash" like

the traditional Guild musicals. The actors are "working

to fill the script, not show it," Tincher says.

Doescher has pushed them to fill the many seemingly

inscrutable riddles in the script with their own solutions

based on their own impulses. The result is a production

with eleven strong actors whose personal commitment to

the show and each other allows them to play freely off of

each other, with discoveries happening every night of

rehearsals.

"It is living on the edge," remarks Tom Berry who is

Judge Wargrave in the mystery and a veteran principle

Guild actor. The cast has created many ways of stirring

up the suspense and terrifying each other, and it should

be a "killer show."

Ten Little Indians will be performed tonight, tomorrow

night and Wednesday night at 8 p.m. at the Student Union

Ballroom. Tickets are $5 for the general public and $3 for

Five-College students

Jane 's

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 7

night. Then they jammed out. Navarro, bassist Eric Avery

and drummer Steven Perkins pounded away on boxes

while Farrell crooned along. It's was the most engross-

ing and memorable part of the night, but when I'm more

blown away by the live performance ofCop Shoot Cop than

by Jane's Addiction, I'm lea to wonder.

Keep That"Great Summer Look

TANNING SPECIAL. 10 Visits for M"> with coupon

Our WOLFF bed real) works « \pin- ", d i»i

Stvlcs Bv Deborah
The Sim for hair® skin care

549-5610

rr
I

Styles By
Deborah

I

i

i

i

I

i

i

The Spa for

Hair & Skin Care
(

549-5610
65 University Drive • Amherst

TANNING
SESSION

Willi Any Salon Service

And Thu Oiupon

$3.00 Off
Professional Consultation

and Style Cut
(Regularly $16.00 to $1800)

First time customer* only

expires 5/31/91

expires 5/31/91

I

I

I

I

I

I

$5.00 Off
Any Spired Perm,

Facial or Highlighting

Fim time cutromers only

expires 5/31/91

^yVrtV^^^^

AGATHA CHRISTIE'S MURDER MYSTERY

TEN LITTLE INDIANS

May 6, 7, 8 8 pm, Student Union Ballroom

Tickets: $3-Students and $5-General Public

A UMass Theatre Guild Production

...And tken there were none.
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D00NESBURY
Bv GARRY TRUDEAU

THE FAR SIDE

By GARY LARSON

DLVW?

^wus -all £jK£2L'I

Ktf»lM jr** " «»*» **H .V

s "

CALVIN AND HOBBES

At the international meeting of the

Didn t Like Dances With Wolves '
Society

Bv BILL VATTERSON

RAVISHING INTVW
MMM...0APXW6.DOKT 1CM

BOT^t ARE' >
...0C W0 >fO0 MEAN

lNt SJT TO UMt HOU'. LET'S

MURi^fcOOC SPOUSES!
F
S3MET»tAES I W\MU I

V£APN VA3CE VMEH I

STM UOtAE fBOTA S.WOL

TANGEL0 PIE
By Tin SNIFFEN

Noui, a^ fiii6 arawwfnf

implies, Hie r\orlOA Or

A Ood- figure
1 MS owe

aeared e^ *i

human hisior'tj--.

However', rltfoiAoh

ieMfal other rehkwfi
iA/c caw diwwv thai -

-

i

Jin S JOURNAL

T©<H r **' i ** Kurt, fmnfi fr\*v\a,

c*w* oser. Me **f

cheese puff

r

jo r«r1 ***** iK

«*d V4A\4et) f«»r

By Jin

Bewitch *»i+k

,*« qvsd lacked
oo"* loud-

QUOTE OF THE DAY
"Bisexuality doubles your chance of get-

ting a date on Saturday night.

"

- Woody Allen

DAILY CROSSVORD PUZZLE

Edited By TRUDE niCHEL JAFFE

ACROSS
1 Flip thfCHKjn

5> Pass an<iiji .m<

9 Sounds
surprise

14 — want lo>

Christmas

15 — Stanley

Gardner

16 Transplant ttv

plants

i
' Hitchcock Giant

mov» 194>

19 Bout locate

20 Oil v*«dwN ',<,e

21 CowOoy s

contest

22 Mounds
23 Nota

2* Fend oti

26 Traoemaik

28 Waicn tare

29 Prohibit

32 Smget Delia

33 Maw suit'*

34 Mme 'md

35 Too Bad'

36 Singer Tuirwr

and narpfs.ikHs

38 Faction

39 Title ot respect

40 Hoodwinks
41 Walking MM
42 Church Dench

43 Fined routine

44 Deck
components

45 Fit to be tied

47 Cassette

contents

48 Prongs

50 Ftwer in

German
legends

52 - W-ia

55 South American

range

56 Hitchcock

Bergman
movie t946

58 Put to the MM
59 Ladd i* AWa
60 Dog sled cry

61 Tailor

62 Photographer s

buy

63 Comedian
Johnson

DOWN
1 Mss enclosure

2 Country or gle«"

3 Too
4 M the oud
5 kMM

inle

6 Sell IMW*
7 Cos"ii*Ik

•ngreilieiti

8 Madrid miss

9 Take MM at

10 Ne<-
•

MM '

12 Cor'

bread

13 RF» mn-is

18 Good night ft
ot I

23 Ctioir voice

25 Giui'

26 Coi"
•

SlevMit niovi-

1954

28 ClosiHv .

30 City M SL
l • <

3' NJ alhtete>

J2 vwaie

36 3iov» !h«-

.

Mm
3." Pan of IRS

38 Be eMCMWl
40 Less relirH'd

41 P-ank

44 CMKM »*^

46 A

Chnstopnei

ANSWER TO

CORN

>vhj mam
48 BtHjtecall

49 Concerning
Sl^iolt cup

52 Go on

rne road

53 Reddish t>«i>v.n

-h.vw
^4 T.Min.s Arthur

-,
• Yank«»e

Doodle DaiHlv

PREVIOUS PUZZLE

|S A MSlS R.T

N E|A.
W S 8

n|a
|R L

R A)

t .0)
M E

5 6 91

QUOTE OF THE DAY
"I hate small towns because once you 'vc

seen the cannon in the park there is nothing

else to do."
— Lenny Bruce

YOUR DAILY HOROSCOPE
Bv JEANE DIXON

REX ROCKETT
By IRA SHERAK

pjY ***** w c*4*Acre*\

UU A lot* A* r*c ."*„<
urt 4 r"t£i of o</< cieAro*}

\S M
fa JJU1 * *

*•• fit.
u

^11' « a/» *
,r"

. LA

\,mt4 *) *J**'

ttAH

mm 1*>it 4
J*J,*r c.

4U 4U
hi. A il.L

pterti ol£a*.hw,J""
ft TM/Mfi/c THA-7 UA/'T

YOV rlY £* c-i r,"/<' *****

t>,
oIa

u.
Z\

ARIES (March 21 April 19) I'V'r>g

to fcxce your opmons on others will

backfire Shy away from anything

unconventional for a wNe Home is

a very pleasant place to be right

now Be more consiOerate of loveO

ones
TAURUS (April 20 May 20) It

may be necessary to arive long

distances today Make certain you

have everything you need 1 Pay

more attention to your personal ap

pearance Replace bad habits with

healthy ones

GEMINI (May ?1 June 20) A )Oint

effort to please higher ups could fan

short of the mark today Concen

trate on solo projects Your mate or

partner is a tower of strength Be

equally supportive Avoid issuing

ultimalums

CANCER (June 21- July 22) Hid

den factors may hinder some of

your efforts You are irritated by

those who prefer discussion to ac

tion Learn to play the waiting

game Sign legal documents only

after checking with experts

LEO (July 23-Aug 22) Experts' ad

vice will accelerate your career

progress Embrace the great out

doors with open arms Continue to

work on projects already under

way Improve communication with

overseas contact

VIROO (Aug 23 Sept 22) A per-

suasive friend may try to talk you in-

to something Think twice! Platonic

relationships may be more fulfilling

than romantic ones now Your

reputation for discretion is a great

asset

LIMA (Sept 23 Oct 22) Iheem

phasis now is on saymg the right

thing at the right time Control a

tendency to fly off the handle when

opposed A crisis can be averted

through your calm intervention

SCORPIO (Oct 23 Nov 21) An

authority figure may challenge you

today Stay on your toes' Look for

ways to expand yout business base

without violating budget restrictions

Keep personal spending to a

minimum
SAGITTARIUS (Nov ?? (Vx: 21) A

great day for negotiating contracts

and finding new talent Ihose in real

estate or interior decorating can

make record financial gams Be op

timistic about a relationship

CAPRICORN (Dec 2? Jan W)

Waste and extravagance could

put a business in the red E nltst farmty

members cooperation before

revising a budget You can learn a

lot from an' older person's

experiences
AQUARIUS (Jan 20 Eeb 18) Be

flexible Keep an open mind Benerft

from the propositions that help you

to build up a firmer basis for family

life and understanding Avoid

der 'nding more than you are wi

irx give

PiaCES (Eeb 19 March 20). Keep

your feet planted on the ground

when it comes to financial issues An

unexpected problem could catch

you off-guard [diplomacy helps you

handle it gracefully Romance wW

delight you

X >

TODAY S STAFF
Night Editor Cluis rtu.lu-r

Copy Editor Prrston I onn.m

Photo Technician <**' W^h

Production Supervisor CamiHc Item***

Typesetter
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Production Trmi-Arm l)i.Salv«Uorv. ttttu
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baseball
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 12

UMass* best opportunity to score came in the sixth inn-

ing. Third baseman Steve Corradi led off the inning with

a double, and moved to third on a sacrifice bunt by short-

stop Glenn DiSarcina. Hill then called on right hander

Jim Kohl to end the threat.

Bright greeted Kohl with a single to third base, but the

ball was hit so sharply that Corradi had to hold at third

Kohl then got out of the inning by inducing Dana to hit

into a doubleplay.

Graham went the entire seven innings, striking out six

and allowing only five hits and no walks.

•Rich Graham pitched a great game," UMass head

coach Mike Stone observed. "Too bad he didn't have more

runs.

Steve

Collegian photo by Yana Wugy

Carradi slide* into second base in Saturday's game against Rutgers.

Classifieds
Largest College Daily in New England

• SUBLETS •

• SUMMER RENTALS •

# ROOMMATES NEEDED? «

LOOK FOR OUR SPECIAL

COUPON ON THE
CLASSIFIEDS PAGE

COME TO THE COLLEGIAN OFflCE-CC 1 13 MON-THURS 8:30-3:30. FRI 8:302:30

DEADUNE2DAYS PRIOR TO PUBLICATION.CASH IN ADVANCE. mWORWDAY FOR STUDENTS

HB,
The second game was not nearly as close. Rutgers won

the game 7-2 on the strength of a solid pitching perfor

mance by right-hander David Hoehler and numerous

miscues by the UMass defense.

Rutgers took a 2-0 lead in the first inning against UMass

left hander Scott Meaney. Consecutive one-out singles by

second baseman Chris McAllnain, right fielder Angel

Echevarria and Imperial resulted in the first Rutgers run.

An error by Corradi allowed Echevarria to score the se-

A throwing error by DiSarcina allowed designated hit-

ter Kevin James to reach base with one out in the second.

After a single by Cann and a pop-up by McAllnain, James

scored the second unearned run of the game on a single

by Echevarria to give Rutgers a 3 lead.

Right-hander Jim Telgheder then came in to replace

Meaney. Telgheder retired Imperial on a fly ball to end

the inning. «-»u«
Telgheder hit Marchee with a close pitch leading off the

inning. After a lineout and a strikeout, Telgheder also hit

Higgins with a pitch putting runners on first and second^

James singled to drive in Marchee and Cann followed with

a single to drive in Higgins.

UMass scored an unearned run off David Hoehler in the

fifth inning. Dana reached first base on a throwing error

from Winchock. He stole second base m between the

strikeouts of DiSarcina and Carelli and was delivered

home on a single by left fielder Dave Edwards.

Lefty Ron Villone took the mound for UMass in the top

of the seventh. He hit Imperial and walked Marchee to

start the inning. First baseman Steve Micheals moved the

runners to second and third with a sacrifice bunt. Both

runners scored on an error by Carelli to give Rutgers a

71 lead - L u tt f !„,
The Minutemen scored a run in the bottom ot tne

seventh Bright led off the inning with a double. He mov-

ed to third on a sacrifice fly by Dana and scored on a single

by Carelli.

SUMMER
SPARKLES at

UMass
Over 300 credit and non-

credit courses and work-

shops will bedazzle you in

the UMass Summer Session.

A filtering lineup of classes

is conveniently offered both

day and evening in two, six-

week sessions.

First session runs June

4-July 12; second ses-

sion runs July 16-

August 22.

Register Now!

By mail until May 17, by tele-

phone (545-3653) or FAX

(545-3351) until May 31, or

in person through June 1

University of

Massachusetts
at Amherst
•••••••••••••

Summer
1991

SPRING CONCERT
1991

THIS IS YOUR CHANCE:

WORK THE SHOW

Pick :<p a free catalog

at ana hanks,

groan stoft

shopping <(>ih>r$,

libraries, and malls.

For more

information or a

free catalog.

call 545-2414.

ANYONE can work the

show. Just show up to

one of our info

meeting TUESDAY,
MAY 7 at 6:30 in

Campus Center 163

All security people must attend a

training session Wednesday, May 8 at 7:30

BOB DYLAN DE LA SOUL GENE LOVES

JEZEBEL THEFEEUES CHUCKLEHEAD

UPC Sunday,May 12,1991
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lacrosse

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 12

faceoff possession was not easily won. SU took 14-of-4

draws.

SU's Jerry DeLorenzo looked confident in goal

throughout the game, but UMass' Ted Kellerman was left

hanging by his defense early in the game and allowed

three quick goals in the first quarter. DeLorenzo finish-

ed with 15 saves and Kellerman had 12 for the game.

Syracuse's Dom Fin assisted Matt Riter for the first goal

and set the tone for the game. Marachek fed to Jamie Ar-

cher then scored unassisted one minute later, still

unanswered by the UMass attack.

The midfielder's and attackmen's feeds connected but

the ball was shot wide or was snuffed by DeLorenzo.

"We were shooting, we were just missing the corners,"

Millon said. "That's just the breaks."

Millon scored unassisted with six minutes to play in the

first checking the score at 3-1, Syracuse.

Fin scored unassisted and was soon followed by Pat

McCabe's feed to Mike Doyle. But it was UMass who

would end the scoring when Jim McAleavey fed to Millon

to end the first quarter at 5-2, Syracuse.

'We just weren't ball conscious," McAleavey said. "We

were unoranized on offense ... we took to long to set up."

Marachek's stick was checked and found to be illegal

by the officials in between the quarters. He was subse-

quently penalized for the first three minutes of the second

quarter because the stick's head was narrower than

regulation.

Syracuse scored on 2-of-6 man-up opportunities while

UMass went l-for-4.

UMass' was unable to capitalize in those three minutes,

but scored seven seconds after the penalty expired while

man-down on a Millon-McAleavey combination.

Tom Gilmartin, who had been taking SU's faceoffs,

scored unassisted at 9:29 to put the score at 6-3.

Marachek's new stick did not prevent him from scoring

unassisted at 5:02.

Mario Guaglianone netted one for UMass unassisted

during man-down for a 4-8 score.

Gilmartin scored again unassisted soon followed by

Marachek's feed to Paul Cannon which ended the scor

ing at 9-4 for the half.

Gilmartin's stick was checked and also found to be il-

legal, so again the Gorillas would be man-up for three

minutes into a quarter. Gilmartin's head was also too

narrow.

Throughout the game Syracuse was able to clear the ball

effectively whereas UMass' clears were sloppy.

UMass came out storming in the second half, scoring

two goals in two minutes. McAleavey fed to Millon and

Hugh O'Callaghan scored unassisted, his ninth goal of the

season.

SU's Rickey Cramer answered unassisted and was not

to be heard from for the remainder of the game.

The UMass longstick defense of Rick Mullins, Gary

Wood, Jim Panetta and O'Callaghan was able to hold the

Orangemen scoreless for eight minutes in the third

quarter.

"We definately had some lulls," Simmons said.

Marachek netted the ball unassisted with 1:21 to play,

ending the scoring at 11-6 for the quarter.

Fin fed to Marachek 15 seconds into the fourth and

again the Orangemen were stifled for seven minutes.

Jim Kushner scored unassisted twice, within a three-

minute span and was later followed by a McAleavey-

Guaglianone combination to top the Gorillas' rally at 12-9,

Syracuse.

John Barr fed to Riter to wrap-up the scoring at 13 9.

SLrt

Classifieds
COME TO THE COLLEGIAN OFFICE-CC 113 MON-THURS 8:30-3:30. FRI 8:30-2:30 • DEADUNE 2 DAYS PRJOR TO PUBLICATION . CASH IN ADVANCE. 20-,WORDfDAY FOR STUDENTS

ACTIVITIES

ANIMAL RIGHTS COALITION- Meetings

every Monday 7pm. room 306 Student

Umon This week-letter writing party Alar*

3 BEDROOM PUFFTON APT. Partially fur

rushed Starting June 1st Leave a mesge

549 8188

4 BDRM HOUSE
253-3886

COMIC BOOKS. TOYS, games and more 1

Five College Fantasy Convention, this Sun-

day, UMass Campus Center Auditorium

10am -5pm details (508)867 5285

SPRING CONCERT is coming and you

want to be there 1 Get involved-work the

show-Hospitality. Promotions. Security

Stage Crew Come to our into meeting

Tuesday. May 7 at 6 30 pm in Campus
Center 163 or call 5-2892

4 BE0ROOM HOUSE
Hadley
Near Boyden Gym
$1600 month
Lincoln Real Estate

25 North Pleasant Street

25^7879

HOUSE FOR RENT 4-5 bedrooms, on bus

route. 10 minutes to UMass $1 150 available

June/September to September 253-2644

JUNE 1st 2 bedrooms very nice 1 block

from UMass $450 00 David 549- 1 406

REFINISHED APT FOR 2 uptown across

from Brueggers ft a step away from the bars

avail 6/1 w/fall opt rent cheap ind heat must

see! 253-0846 Call any timeAleave

message

ROOMMATE WANTED

1 FEMALE WANTED TO SHARE
room at the Brook
call Carta 549 5895

TRAVEL

SUMMER IN EUROPE from $265

each way on discounted scheduled airtjnee

to Europe from Boston Call 800 325 2026

AMITY PLACE
1 female non smoker private B/R. furn

LR/DR wash/dryer Sept-Jun 295

549-1379

AMHERST CENTER room discount

549-0484

UMASS INDOOR COLORGUARD SHOW
Sat May 4 at 3 00pm

In the Cage
Admission $2

UMASS OUTING CLUB
General meeting tonight

7 00 168CC
Come heckle the new officers

Oust kidding)

Don't forget, spring fling Saturday

AVAILABLE JUNE 1 single bedroom for

temale m recently renovated apt 2 miles

from UMass on bus route $250 month all

utilities included 253-0540

DOUBLE IN 3 bedroom Puffton

Summer with fall option

549-2781

RESERVE NOW FOR SEPTEMBER
Lantern Court Apartments

Large 2 bedroom w/w. fully equip kitchen

washer dryer and storage facilities

available On bus line- minutes to campus
Kamms Real Estate 253-2515

SUBLET W/FALL OPTION. Bedroom in 3

br apartment bus route temale only

Ruby 256-6241

SERVICES

LEGAL QUESTIONS? The Legal Services

Center offers free legal assistance to fee-

paying students Contact us at 922 Campus
Center, 545 1995

TWO ROUND TRIP TICKETS Boston to

San Francisco June 9-17 $300ea call

58*1455

TYP1NG/WOROPROCESSING

ARE YOU SICK OF TYPING"*

Fast and Accurate
Typing/Wordprocessmg
Free Laserprmting"
Call Becca 549-4600 i433

SWIMMING FOR ADULTS afraid in water

course It's fun' it works' New at Greenfield

Y May 14 -June 27 773-3646 for brochure

$360

FREE KEG It you take over

Townehouse lease call 549-1292
our

SUNNY ROOM AVAILABLE for 1 or 2

women starting June 1st Off street parking

On bus line. 8 minute walk to North hamp-

ton center $233/mo + utilities Call

586-7960

SUBLET

ANNOUNCEMENTS

AND THEN THERE were none quick so-

meone call the police

HEADING FOR EUROPE this summer'' Jet

there anytime for $160 with AIRHITCH (r)

(Reported in NY Times and Let s Go 1

)

AIRHITCH (r) 212-864-2000

LESBIAN BISEXUAL GAY ALLIANCE
Nominations/Elections for next fall s steer

ing committee Tuesday May 76 15m Cam-

pus Center Get invovted'

GILREATH MANOR
5 tedroom apt 5 minutes to campus -call

549-2903

GILREATH MANOR APT on Hobart Lane

Spacious apartment for 5-6 people only 1

mile from campus caH 549-6901 today

GREAT APT ON MAIN STREET
2 bdrm. hardwood, huge kitchen, yard

porch parking ft bus across street, for 2-3

maybe 4 Hurry' 253-3767

GREAT FARMHOUSE
4-5 people
$l000/mo
off Main St

Call 256-8315

THREE BEDROOMS— Two minutes from

town. 10 minutes from campus Take over

lease for summer and possible fall Rem
negotiable Call 253-3776

SUMMER W/ FALL OPTION Large room

in S Amherst condo Pool, central A/C.

washer/dryer, parking On bus route Cool

roomies, perfect summer place' Call Joe

253-2696

DISSERTATIONS, CASES. PAPERS
On-campus pickup Fast 1 Accurate'

Mac/Laser, speiicheck

Nancy 584 7924

FAST. ACCURATE TYPING mt speiicheck

andboWface $*45/pg call Greg 546-2548

PAPERS. $' 50/pg Resumes laser printed

Fast professional, affordable

(COMMUNICATIONS. 256-6373

CLEAN SPACIOUS ONE BEDROOM Bran

dywine June i Fall option 549-8313

FREE CABLE! Pool' 2tge bedrooms (fits 4

people) the Brook 253 7602

GET JUNE FREE if you sublet our apt 2

bedroom Brandywine for summer 6-3449

GREAT HOUSE to sublet with tall option

5 minute walk to campus on bus route 5

minute walk lo town Close to BayBanks

Screened m porch, yard storage CaM now'

549-6508 with tall option

KENMORE SQUARE. Boston $217'mon»h

summer housing at MIT Iralemity near T

doubte/triples private baths/kitchens, tree

laundry (617)267 2199

LARGE BEDROOM IN SUNDERLAND
Great lot 2
Rent $250
Call Yvonne 665 7993

ONE BEDROOM IN BRITTANY, bus A/C

$250/month rteg 253-4194 message

THREE FOUR FIVE bedroom houses

Belchertown Amherst line 586-4270

SUMMER RENTAL
PAPERS. RESUMES. DISSERTATIONS.
laser pnntmg Campus pickup/delrvery Call

Rosemary 259-1786

THREE TOWNHOUSE APARTMENTS-
each 2 bedroom 1 Vt baths on bus route

North Amherst 1-567-1352

FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED for sum

mer Maybe fall $150 available May 8 Call

253 0943

FABULOUS RENTAL

MAKE $ THIS SUMMER
House painting New
1 800-922-5579

England

THE UNION
Video
Center

Trains students in

all aspects ot

video production

Stop by our
offices by the

Commuter Lounge

TWO LITTLE INOIANS. eight dead Alright.

okay, who dun It'

LARGE STUDIO APT in Belchertown $240

incl heat Eric 323-5946

LARGE SUNNY ROOM in 2 bedroom apt

m Sunderland on bus route available Sept

rent only $250 Female Non-smokers only

call Michelle 665-1184

MILE FROM CAMPUS on bus route

Large rooms in house, washer/dryer, cabkr

grill Summer sublet w/fall option -253-2728

AMHERST CENTER 1 BDRM APT. Quiet,

close to common—for frisbee fun(S Pro-

spect St.). sunny. Ig livingrm - kitchen,

ideal for 2 people Summer sublet w/tall op-

tion Call 253-7194

NANNIES NEEDED. Wonderful families

Great agency provides guidance, network-

ing One on One. Inc 93 Main St Andover.

MA 01810 (800)688-6269

SAME DAY SERVICE: III type your paper

the day you give it to me' Speiicheck. neat,

and only $2/page Call Eric 6-0344

TYPING/WORD PROC
Free pickup ft delivery

$t 25/page
Call Nancy at 534-0112

FOR SALE

SUMMER BABYSITTER with car needed

lor fun Amherst toddler Flexible day and

evening hours May begin ASAP Call

253-0660 9am-9pm

BAR $75 - 256-6837

FOR SALE
4 piece living room set

Couch pulls out to double bed

Call 549-9377

PERSONALS

SOT SISTERS Beware'

WANTED TO RENT

EASYGOING. GUY LOOKING for room

summer/fall apartment/house close to cam-

pus all female or M/F house-mates Jim

253-7701

WANT TO TAKE OVER your 3bedroom

Puffton lease June 1 Call Derek 549-6538

ZETA PSI

APTS. FOR RENT

SPRING SPECIAL .99 cents one month

rent with one year lease 2BR $450, 3BR

$537, in Sunderland Free bus route, laun-

dry facilities, pool, garden plots Short term

leases available 665-3856

• MILL VALLEY ESTATES •*

Spacious 2bdrm. 2bth apt

Overlooking beautiful golf

course! Available June 1

• w/ fall opt -call 256-4654

FOR SALE couch/chair kitch table ft 4

chairs B/O 253-9776

TO ALL YOU pepper shakers out there

beware of the salt" 1

AUTO FOR SALE

1977 DODGE MOBILE TRAVELER
80.000 miles Very reliable engine

Sleeps 4. toilet, shower, oven

Must sell quickly $3200 or b/o

586-2922

PRESIDENTIAL APTS— 1br. 270/mo close

to UMass Available 5/26 Call 549-0035

^aTjemplaceT
Townhouse, only 3yrs old. large sunny kit-

chen w/deck. full basement 2 large bdms^

2Vi bath reasonable rent call now 25J-uw»

lease starts June 1

HEY!
Don't be a goober

Buy a futon

They're big. comfortable,

and really cool!

Please think about this today

Metawampe Futons

Sleep with us!

1-800-3FUTON1

JEREMY,
Thanks for making me so happy these past

3 months The Star Spangled Banner won t

seem the same this summer 1

Love Always,
Gail

ON MONDAY MAY 13 we will be having a

fundraiser- Thank you party It will be at and

sponsored by Twisters Please consider at

tending that day
9pm- 1am

21&over -proper ID required

PUFFTON— Great ibr available from May

August A/C. pool $150 neg 'month

Christine 546-3814

QUIET COZY 1 bedroom loft on North East

Street 5 minutes from campus 2532458

RED HOUSE
across from Townhouses

(21 Three bedroom apts available

next to bus route

Beautiful backyard

price negotiable call 546-5920

or 546-1460

ROOMMATES NEEDED to share fabulous

double m downtown Amherst' Fully furnish-

ed apt $400/mo neg Call 256-3430

SINGLE ROOM IN center ot town lor sum

mer $220/mo or negot call 253-5907

SUMMER SUBLET— 2 bedrooms at Puff

ton price negotiable 546-2848

SUMMER SUBLET WITH FALL OPTION

Two spacious bedrooms
Close to campus, on bus route

Parking and backyard

Please call 256-8189

SUMMER SUBLET WITH FALL OPTION

3 bedroom apartment in The Brook in

Amherst On bus route, wall to wall

carpeting, clean Call 253-0420

1986 MERKUR XR4TI
Sunroof, leather seats, stereo

automatic, A/C 55K miles $4795

serviced 773-7538

cassette

B/O Just

1968 JEEP WRANGLER candy-apple red

40K exc cond killer stereo don t miss this

Shirley 549-2824

SELLING FOR PARTS- 1978 Subaru

Wagon, great engine, needs brakes. $150

or bo call 546-4671

FOR RENT

1 2 or 3 clean responsible fun roommates

wanted to share on-campus house M/F

siarts June 1 call 253-2448 or 549-6424

ASAP

2 M/F"FOWMl^aTfey~MTR bdrm private

bath heat/hot water incl 253-9776

(2)3 BEDROOM APTS, one in farmhouse

near Cherry Hill, Puffers, also cottage near

center, starting summer 6/30. fall 675 + Oat

OK 586-0746

3 BDRM. APT. 5mm walk to campus/iown

washer/dryer call 253-7317

3 BEDROOM HOUSE
Summer w/fall option

S Amherst on bus route

253-7448

SUBLEf W/ FALL OPTION
Great 1br on Main St

Less than imi to campus

On 2 bus lines. Heat

included 256-1782

fAKE~OVTROUR PUFFTO»T3 bedroom

apt

Start May 27

Call 549-7622 anytime

a¥mersTcenter7
Efficiency one. two, three bedroom apart-

ments June or September Lincoln Real

Estate, 25 North Pleasant Street

253-7879

GILREAfHlaMiiOR
Hobart Lane
Three bedroom apartments available June

or September Lincoln Real Estate 25 North

Pleasant Street

253-7879

BEAUTIFUL UPTOWN APT.
~

Perfect for 2 or 1

$550/mo-heatVhot water incl

Call 256-4696 Available 5/25

I AM GRADUATING and I must sell my fur-

niture If you need couches, a kitchen table

desks and more at very inexpensive prices

call Amy or Sharon at 256-8845

SENIOR SELL OFF: Brand new Japanese
- English laptop futon with frame, 1986

Toyota Celica, 3 bicycles. Sony, Infinity,

Toshiba -call David 549-1406

HEY UMASS A.J Roth is now 21 and the

only theatre major lo drink all of uptown out

of club soda WBB will not be the same

Think about deadeye' From Larry 4 Moe 1

SUMMER SUBLET

SWISS VILLAGE 2BR APT
on bus route

w/ fall option

$525 +
253-5498

KEVIN.
,

1 7 days til sadness for me and less strees

4U I miss U 2 much already

ILY,

Laura

2 BEDROOM APT— Sunderland -bus route

-490 with fall option 665-3494

2 BEDROOMS^VWLABLETn 6 bedroom

house, extremely close lo campus
$215/$200 call Mike or Betsy 549-5244

TOWNHOUSE SUMMER SUBLET 2

bedroom close to campus rent very

negotiable Jim 546-0770

TWO BEDROOMS on Sunset Ave acroes

from Southwest Info call 549-2954

TWIN MATRESS— Great condition $30 or

best offer Please call 546-2802

PETE
I miss you
I need you

Come back to me
Love Angle

$22b/month neg one bdrm Montague -big

yard -quiet 367-2278

$375 FOR THE wT^LE^SUMMERT Large

bedroom in Sunderland apt one or two

(now its really cheap) welcome
665-3099

FOUND

AT THE JESUS JONES/SOHO SHOW

~

Watch with no band Describe and it s

yours Call Nancy at 253-0433

NOSAJ: Thanks for an awesome six

months (including breaks!!) I love you

honey-bunny!
Always,
Berts

FEMALE LOOKING for a 1 bedroom sum-

mer sublet single only please call Kern at

253-0486

""""

W/ FALL OPTION
Spacious house
Northeast St

5 bedrms 2 bath

on busroute
253-0401

WHTrTHOUSTNEXT TO BAYBANKS!
The best summer sublet

Close to campus and town

2floors 3bdrm 2bath sundeck

Call Jason at 549-2793

FOUND— small black address book con-

taining many foreign addresses picked up

near Bartlett call 6-1491

WANOA— Here's your personal so stop

hanging my undies out the window!

HELP WANTED

COOKS AND SERVERS M/F wanted all

shifts available immediately, work thru sum-

mer Call 586-6393 Cafe Ashley

REUNITED and it feels so good!

Reunited like you know we should 1

Let's get hitched home-boy'

Sorry about my temper!

LOVE always
Jason

AMITY PLACE CONGO
Single room $250/month
Non-smoking female

549-0682

APARTMENT FALL OPTION- middle of

Amherst 6/1. $150, 256-1906, Gillian

FREE RENT for Vi month! Need female

roommate tor 2br-summer sublet Fall op-

t,on(whole apt) move in May 13-pay for

June July, August Nice clliffside apt pool

and tennis Rent $295/month Call Lisa

665-8649

FORTUNE 500 COMPANY seeks loan

originators Good summer job for student

or faculty 413-774-6876

INTELLIGENCE JOBS. All branches US
Customs, DEA etc Now hiring Call

1-805-962-8000 ext K-9816

TRI—3K3MA
Welcomes its newest

sisters!

Rachel, Tammie, Traci. Paige.

Valerie. Suzanne, Val ft Denise
Congratulations!

We love you!

BEAUTIFUL 3 BEDROOM APT. downtown

NoHo renting all 3 rms $700 mo + util

avail 6/1 call 584-4078

BRANDYWINE- furnished~apt on bus

route free AC/pool/etc Price neg 549-4025

Tess

BRANDYWINE SUBLET
2 bdrm 2-4 people
On bus route, pool, laundry

reasonable rent

Call 6-1070, 6-6011

DARLING FOLK who tned to interrogate me
in Brett- Deal with my Personals and your

Homophobia All in good fun, L

SARAH W.! We hope you have a doo-bee

of a birthday' Love, the kids from apt 1

1
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Sports
Rutgers Knights lance Minutemen 2-1^ 7-2

^*^^ * * * * .- • . * J .1.1,. I J , .

By KEITH BENNETT
Collegian Correspondent

The Rutgers baseball team came to Amherst Saturday

need ngXn at least one game m the^»*« *
&

Atlantic 10 Tournament. I he J>cariei

g£^££*«~ teuer bv tak,nB both game*

X\wo
M
:re

e

„Tb"ed Ru.ge.s to uk. ft. MO Eas, »
„e and dnppcd .he Minu.emen » £con pla£

We wanted to come in first, Kutgers com." >
:d We came here rift the intention of winning both

The* fir«t game pitted Rutgers' left-hander Phil

Schnetder agams, I'vU *bO R,ch Graham m a classic

Orangemen
put squeeze
on Gorillas
Bv ADRIEN MATT
Collegian Staff

tting the ball to hit the back of the net i> i-asier some

davs than others.

For the University of Massachusetts lacrosse team.

Saturdav was one oUhose days. The Syracuse Orangemen

defeated the Gorillas 13-9 in the Stadium.

We mav have won, but we didn't do it with style, said

SU coach Rov Simmons Jr. "It wasn't a convincing win.

"They played better in the first half and we played bet

ter in the second." said UMass coach Ted Garber. He said

he was pleased with the way the team played, adding, 1

alwavs sav that athletics reveals character, not builds it,

and these* kids have a lot of character."

UMass' Mark Millon and SU's Tom Marachek tied for

a game-high four goals, Marachek also contributed two

assists for a game-high seven points.

You just cant take any team lightly.' Marachek said

of the competition. "They hit really hard and played well

The first three minutes of play were unsettled and the

CONTINUED ON PAGE 11

P
Graham started off strong with two strikeouts in the

fiSinnmg Schneider was equally *»^"*"
downThe Minutemen in order during his half of the first.

The runs from both teams came in the second inning^

ThTrd baseman Jason Imperial led off the inning with

a double off of Graham. Left fielder Jay Marchee moved

Ltrial to third with a^^^^J^ 1'

Tun Roth brought him home with an RBI single.

XsingVe bv shortstop Mike Winchock put runners on

first and second with one out. After Graham retired cat^

cher Mikeldiggins with a grounder, a wild pitch allowed

Roth to scorefhe second run for Rutgers. Center fielder

lames Cann flied out to end the inning.

!n almost a carbon-copy of the top half of the inning

right fielder Brian Bright led off the^^^"^
Schneider with a double. He was moved to third on aS ice bunt by catcher Derek Dana and scored on a dou-

5!; by second[baseman John Carelli to bring the

Minutemen within one at 2-1.

A gle by left fielder Justin Howard put runners on

first anl third with one out. Schneider then clamped down

oTuMass After Schneider struck out designated hitter

AndyPelis. first baseman Jay Dodig grounded out to end

th

Gra
n
hamgave up only two singles over the last five inn-

ings but the Minutemen were unable to score any more

runs' despite putting runners in scoring position in the

third, fourth, sixth and seventh innings.

CONTINUED ON PAGE 10

Coilrffian photo by tarri* Wyrth

«„„ «Vr«r..i«.p's David Patane. McAleavey scored one goal and
UMass* Jim McAleavey scurries past Syracuse s uavia raiai

three assists in a 13-9 game against Syracuse.

Romine steps in for Burks,

hits grand slam in Chicago

AP Photo

HELP ME, I'VE FALLEN AND I CANT GET UP - Larry Bird gets

some help during Game 5 of the NBA playoff game

By JOE MOOSHIL
Associated Press

CHICAGO - Kevin Romine is getting

pretty good at hitting with the bases load

ed all of a sudden.

After entering the season 0-for-15

lifetime with the sacks full. Romine has

two hits in his last tow at-bats with the

bases loaded. On Sunday, he even hit a

grand slam to lead the Boston Red Sox to

a 9-1 victory and a three-game sweep over

the slumping Chicago White Sox.

Romine doesn't mind coming off the

bench either.

"That's my role, that's what I'm here to

do." said Romine, who make his first start

of the season to give struggling Ellis Burks

a rest. "Ellis needed a day off and

whenever a guy needs a rest, I'll be ready."

Romine's slam, his fist in the major

leagues, came in the second inning and put

the first-place Red Sox in position for the

sweep. It was his first homer of the season,

the fifth of his career and first away from

Fenway Park.

"This was fun, it was a new experience

for me," said Romine, who was make aware

a week ago Saturday that he had been

0-for-15 in his career with the bases load-

ed before getting a pinch, two-run single

against Kansas City.

"Now I'm 2-for-2," said Romine, whose

blow helped Matt Young (1-1) gain his first

victory for the Red Sox. The slam come

after Carlos Quintana and Luis Rivera

singled and Jody Reed walked.

Young picked up his first win for the Red

Sox after signing as a free agent last

December. He had a three-hit shutout go-

ing until the White Sox broke a string of

22 scoreless innings with a run in the sixth.

Young gave up seven hits in seven innings

before Dennis Lamp finished.

The Red Sox, who have won three

straight, scored and unearned run in the

first on an error and a double by Mike Mai

shall. They added two more in the fourth

on single by Tony Pena and Rivera, an erro

and a sacrifice fly by Reed.

The loss was the fifth straight for the

White Sox.

Singles by Quintana and Pena led to two

more runs in the sixth.

Notes: Frank Thomas, nursing a stiff

shoulder, was the DH and Cory Snyder

played first bas»> in his place. Snyder booted

Reed's ground ball for an error in the first

inning that resulted in an unearned run

Craig Grebeck started at shortstop for the

White Sox in place of Ozzie Guillen who

was given a rest . . .

The last time the Red Sox swept the

White Sox in three games in Chicago was

in August of 1968.

Young was 0-4 against the White Sox

while at Seattle last year and 3-10 in his

career.

"It's hard to do after nine years," said

Young of making changes that included

swing out his leg and keeping his back

straight. "I felt good the last two outings

and I've made quality pitches."

Manager Joe Morgan said Young pitch

ed well, "but we hadn't been getting him

any runs. He has kept us in games and

that's all you can ask."

What about Romine now?

"He'll sit." Morgan said.

Young said he had an effective slider and

had the batters hitting down on it. The

White Sox hit into five double plays, four

while Young was in the game. "Young has

a good arm and did a great job," White Sox

Manager Jeff Torborg said. "The Red Sox

came here and beat the dickens out of us.

You can't make a mistake against them.

If you do, they put big numbers on the

board. Hopefully we can learn from adver

sity, we've had a lot of it."
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State schools asked to use tuition money for aid

By TAMIR LIPTON
Collegian Staff

The Board of Regents of Higher Education decided

Thursday to ask state colleges and universities to set aside

some of their tuition money for financial aid.

Under the amended tuition policy, campuses will be

allowed to divert some of their tuition money to financial

aid, but onlv if other financial aid sources are inadequate.

Under the new plan, fees will be included in tuition.

Presently, campuses set and keep a percentage of their

tuition.

The decision does not increase the amount of money

students pay because they have been paying tuition

disguised as fees for the past few years, said Terry Zoulas,

spokesman for the Board.

The Board also approved a tuition retention policy that

will force the Governor and the Legislature to give tui

tion money back to the campus that collects it.

The money that each campus gets back will be a por

tion of the tuition students pay each semester. According

to Zoulas, this will total approximately $100 million for

the year.

The Legislature and Gov. Weld must approve the tui-

tion retention policy, which Weld is believed to support.

Weld recently proposed an additional $53.6 million cut

for public higher education for fiscal year 1992, bringing

the total proposed cut in funding for next year to $145.6

million.

Weld has proposed spending about $440 million — a

$146 million decrease from the current year - for higher

education in fiscal year 1992, which begins July 1.

Weld's most recent proposal would save $22.8 million

by eliminating state support for the UMass Medical

Center in Worcester. He said UMass could make up for

this loss by using a $100 million trust fund.

Weld also proposed that the state scholarship fund be

cut from $57 million to $40 million.

Of that $40 million, Weld proposes that $25 million be

converted to loans. Weld initially wanted to convert all

scholarships to loans.

When the Board meets again June 6. it will discuss tui

tion increases for the fall semester. The Board postponed

any decision on tuition increases last week because the

House Ways and Means Committee has not yet released

its version of the 1992 budget.

Yesterday, University Provost Richard O'Brien sent a

telegram to Representative Thomas Finneran, Chairman

of the House Ways and Means Committee, asking them

to stop the budget cuts on higher education.

The telegram read as follows:

"Weld budget continues to place disproportionate budget

cut burden on public higher education with a 25 percent

reduction this year following three years of brutal cuts.

STOP. Extreme damage would be done to careers of

180,000 current students statewide, and many more in

years ahead. STOP. Governor may accept destruction of

public higher education but we look to you to reduce cuts

so that we take our fair share. STOP Universities take

decades to build but can be destroyed in few years. STOP

Help us!"

The House Ways and Means Committee should be ready

to announce its proposed budget for fiscal year 1992

sometime next week, Zoulas said.

The Legislature is believed to be seeking an additional

cut of $100 million.

O'Brien is scheduled to meet with advisors Wednesday

to discuss which departments will be cut.

One student to run in recognized Student Trustee election

By ALEX DERING
Collegian Staff

There is one candidate in the administration-recognized

Student Trustee election scheduled for May 9.

Jennifer Wood, a sophomore senator from Leach, is run

ning for the position, which acts as the official liaison bet-

ween the Student Government and the Board of Trustees.

Wood has worked on several "get out the vote" drives,

including the drive to defeat Citizen's for Limited Taxa-

tion, the Amherst Town Meeting elections and Jim Col-

lins' Congressional campaign. UACBp . rn
Wood why a coordinator of last spring s MASSFirg

Hunger Project, had a seat on their board of directors un-

til this March, and is the UMass chapter chairperson.

Along with several other students, Wood was elected a

member of the Amherst Town Meeting in the last election.

Wood said she is running for the office of Trustee

because of the lack of organization in student government.

"We need an organizing perspective in government,

she said. "And I don't see it coming from the student

^addition to the lack of organization, Wood said she

is motivated to run for trustee because ".
. .it s hard to

come to this school, make friends, and have them leave

because they can't afford it anymore."

Wood said she plans to focus on getting information

distributed and on getting the student body more organiz-

ed through grassroots campaigning.

"We need to start going to people, to the newspapers,

writing about our personal experiences," Wood said.

"We need to shift away from facts and figures. Everyone

knows them at this point. They don't have a strong effect

anymore. People have to realize that we're not just stu-

dent ID numbers." .. ~ „

Wood called higher education "the key to the future.

"[Students] will be staying in the state for the most part,

Collegian photo by K.A. Burke

Jennifer Wood

unless the state runs us off."

The election comes one month after a previous election

for the same office which was not recognized by the ad-

ministration because it contravened an administrative

decision to suspend elections as set forth in a letter sent

to the university community on Feb. 11.

In the Feb. 11 letter, the administration, in response

to requests by student leaders, took control of the student

government, which the student leaders felt had become

unmanageable.
The administration also formed the Commission on

Undergraduate Student Governance, a group of students

and administrators charged with devising a new govern

ment structure.

The administration also stated in that letter:

"Elections of all SGA Officers, except the Student

Trustee position, will be postponed until September. At

that time elections will be held for whatever offices are

specified in the new governance structure [as devised by

the Commission on Undergraduate Student Governance).

"The election for the Student Trustee will be held in

May in accordance with the laws establishing this posi

The result of that commission's work will be voted on

in a referendum question on May 9. A "yes" vote would

support replacing the old form of student government with

the structure devised by the Commission on

Undergraduate Student Governance.

A "no" vote will keep the old form of government in

place. ,. ... ,

The Feb. 11 letter came under immediate criticism by

the Student Government Association, and a Student Presi-

dent/Student Trustee election was held April 9, despite

administrative refusal to recognize those elections.

Wood did not run in the April 9 election because she

had planned to serve as campaign manager for another

candidate, Manny Bento.

Bento eventually decided not to run for personal reasons.

according to Wood.

By the time Bento informed Wood of his decision not

to run it was too late for Wood to run in those elections.

According to Ashoke Ganguli, Director of Auxiliary Ser

vices, voting will take place in the dining commons "just

like it has for the last 20 years."

Northeast and Sylvan residents may vote at the

Worcester Dining Commons. Orchard Hill or Central

residents may vote at the Franklin Dining Commons.

Southwest-North residents may vote at the Hampshire

Dining Commons. Southwest-South residents may vote

at the Berkshire Dining Commons. Students living in

Greek Housing may vote at the Newman Center. Com

muter Students may vote at the Hatch.

Storms hamper relief effort in Bangladesh
Rough weather may cause cyclone death toll to rise sharply

DHAKA, Bangladesh (AP) - With time

running out for sick and starving survivors

in cyclone-ravaged lowlands,

thunderstorms and rough weather yester-

day hampered relief efforts and escalated

fears the death toll could rise sharply.

"The critical period has started. Famish-

ed men, injured men can only survive for

four to five days under the circumstances,"

said Dr. Mohammad Musa ofCARE Inter-

national, an aid group.

Official reports say more than 125,000

people have perished following last Tues-

day's cyclone that swamped coastal areas

with huge waves and winds up to 145 mph.

An estimated 10 million people were left

homeless by the cyclone, one of the worst

to hit Bangladesh this century.

The Red Crescent, the Islamic equivalent

of the Red Cross, predicted the death toll

would probably reach 200,000 from starva-

tion and diseases spread by water fouled

by rotting animal carcasses and sewage.

Newspaper reports said the final toll could

hit 500,000 which would exceed the after

math of a 1970 cyclone that hit the nation

on the northern coast ofthe Bay of Bengal.

"We don't see how they can avoid one of

the biggest cholera epidemics in the cen-

tury," said John Mohrbacher, a spokesman

for CARE in New York.

The thunderstorms and rough seas

yesterday delayed two rivercraft and four

trucks carrying supplies to the east coast.

CARE reported gusty winds and rain on

Sunday hampered Bangladesh's fleet of 17

helicopters and a few fixed wind airplanes

on missions to airdrop supplies.

There were no immediate reports of in-

juries or damage from the thunderstorms,

which hit as hundreds ofthousands of peo-

ple huddled on spits of land isolated by

floodwaters.

Few trucks could travel southward

because the roads were flooded, officials

said.

"At this time of year we do have

thunderstorms capable of inflicting

damage. They are localized but they

assume importance now because even a low

or medium-velocity storm can cause

damage and psychological trauma," a

Weather Bureau official said, speaking on

conditions of anonymity.

Communications with the area was near-

ly wiped out by the cyclone and all reports

were delayed.

Weather forecasters in Dhaka on Sunday

had predicted winds of up to 70 mph could

lash Bangladesh, but the wind alert for sea

craft was lifted early today. Warnings re-

mained in effect for riverboats, which are

vulnerable to tidal surges.

Meanwhile there were reports yesterday

of problems plaguing relief efforts and acts

of desperation by survivors.
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Ft/m - Son* ofBadius, sponsored by the Cape Verdean

Student Alliance in CC 174-176 from 7 p.m. - 9 p.m. Ad-

mission is free. .... | k„
Theater Performance - Ten Little Indians sponsored by

the UMass Theater Guild in the Student Union Ballroom

from 8 p.m. - 10:30 p.m. The cost is $3 for students, $5

for general public.

Lecture - Dr. Gibson Kamaukuria will speak on

"Democracy Movement in Africa," sponsored by the

African Students Association in CC 168 from 7 p.m. - 10

p.m
Video - Salvador, sponsored by the Radical Student

Union in CC 811B-15 will be at 7 p.m. Admission is free.

WEDNESDAY, MAY 8

Panel - Discussion sponsored by the Cape Verdean Stu-

dent Alliance will be in CC 162-75 from 7 p.m. - 9:30 p.m.

Admission is free. .... ju.
Theater Performance - Ten Little Indians sponsored by

the UMass Theater Guild will be in the Student Union

Ballroom from 8 p.m. - 10:30 p.m. Admission is $3 for

students and $5 for general public.

Meeting - Omicron Delta Epsilon, the Economics honor

society, will have a meeting in the lobby of Thompson

Tower at 6 p.m.

busine^
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COLLEGIAN
STAFF
ELECTIONS
TODAY

from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.

NORTHEAST AWARDS

7 Kelleher Drive

South Deerfield, MA 01373

(413) 665-8791

Economical Awards of Distinction

Cuiio* r^queajrophiea,

Executive Gifts

Free Catalog on Request

«#«*»»»»»»—»

GET FAT & DIRTY

The '91 TREKUSA
Fat Tire Bikes Are Here!

mW EST U7I #|
We sell Trek road bikes too!

319 Pleasant Street

Northampton. MA t< blocks from Main St
|

586 3810
800464 3810

i r—

PREGNANT
& IN NEED OF HELP?

Birthright Can He+p
FREE PHEGANANCY TESTING

Same Day Result*

Services thai are

Free. Confidential. Canng
A Helpful

DiscoverKinko's and ^
come in for a quickbyte.

If youve got something to say but don't have
|

the tools to make it all happen, come / / j9/
into Kinkos to work on our self- ^ / * /
service Macintosh • computers.

You11 have your hands on a

ATTENTION GRADS!
GRADUATE SENATE

OFFICERS' ELECTIONS

MONDAY, MAY 6th, 9-3 pm

TUESDAY, MAY 7th, 9-4 pm

Campus Center

On The Concourse

All Senate Tax-Paying

rrrrfTTrrtP students Are Eligible

Save ^.00 PerHouronMac Rental

Save $2.00 on every hour of self-service Macintosh*

computer time. One coupon per customer. Not

valid with any other offer. Good through

June 15. 1991 at listed location.

Open 24 Hours*
253-2543
220 N. Pleasant St.

(Across from Carriage Shops)

* Closed Sat. midnight - Sun. noon

L,

kinko's
the copy center

MOVING OFF CAMPUS?

Brandywine offers Country

Living with convenience

• On UMass Bus Route • Nearby Shopping • Situated

on 18 well-landscaped acres with pond.

• One and two bedroom apartments include gas utilities

(heat, hot water, and stove).

• Swimming pool, laundry facilities, responsive

management
• Stop in and we'll show you what we have to offer.

BRANDYWINE AT AMHERST
16 Brandywine Drive

Rental Office open daily 10-4

549-0600

LOCAL
Grad student volunteers

to help people with AIDS
Local program gives AIDS victims support

A...*k«r imnnrtant function of the
By CHRIS MUTHER
Collegian Staff

For one University of Massachusetts stu

dent, there is a relief from the suffering of

AIDS: caring

Another important function of the

volunteer, he said, is to report changes in

the health of the patient and watch for

signs that may help nurses detect early

illnesses.

Ide said there are currently 22 volunteers

Erfc £hes
g
26, a graduate student in the working in the progranv Although many

Keoto department has been volunteering volunteers are scattered throughout the

IZZe^nTTergv for the past two years Valley, he said the greatest concentration
his time ana energy wmjm y _.' _ nf AIr>S cases and volunteers are in the

to help people with AIDS in the Pioneer

Valley.

Through a program sponsored by the

Visiting Nurse Association of the Pioneer

Valley, Oches has supported and befriend

ed two people with AIDS.

'The experience of being a volunteer is

unique," he said. "You develop a good rela

tionship with someone and in the process

realize AIDS isn't such a mystical thing."

Oches said his interest in volunteering

grew out of a concern with the lack of ef

fort he saw to help people with AIDS.

"At the start of the epidemic, it was very

frustrating because no one really knew

anything about the disease and people were

reluctant to help," he said.

Training to become a support volunteer

for the program consists of a weekend

training session and two evenings, for a

total of 30 hours, and working on a one-to

one basis with someone who is HIV

positive.

Oches said a main theme of the training

is dealing with death. Much of the work the

volunteer does, besides helping with ac-

tivities like cooking and cleaning, is help

ing the patient prepare for death in advanc

ed stages of the disease.

"It makes death a less fearful thing," he

said. "It is interesting to watch patients

work toward the end. They try to settle dif-

ferences to avoid dying with personal

business left unfinished."

Reed Ide, AIDS support volunteer

manager at the VNA program since 1986,

said the program provides a variety of

assistance - including nurses, volunteers,

members of the clergy and psychiatrists -

to people who are HIV infected or have

AIDS
, .

Ide said the volunteers help keep the

quality of life high for the patients.

"They're essentially there to provide a lot

of different kinds of support," he said

of AIDS cases and volunteers are in the

Springfield area.

There is also an extensive network set up

to aid volunteers who may become over

whelmed or distraught by the deaths of pa-

tients. He said there are regular support

groups for volunteers with a trained

facilitator as well as one to-one meetings

between himself and volunteers.

•Its a hard job," he said. 'You're wat-

ching a lot of people die in the middle of

their lives, in some cases the beginning of

their lives."

Of the 82 AIDS patients the VNA cur-

rently looks after, more than 50 percent are

women, he said. This percentage has been

rising over the past three years.

"The epidemic has only been around for

10 years," he said. "We don't know how it

moves through the population, but now

were seeing it move beyond the mam risk

groups."

Over all, Ide said the number of AIDS

cases in the Valley has been steadily in

creasing over the past four years, with the

highest numbers in the gay community.

"I'm very aware of denial in the gay com-

munity," he said. "Its especially frighten-

ing with younger gay men. Many of them

think that AIDS was an 80s thing and that

since it's the 90s they won't be affected.

Many say they only practice safe sex 'most

of the time.'"

Ide also said that local college campuses

are a place of potential risk for the

transmission of AIDS.

"In college men and women do a lot of

sexual experimentation, with each other

and with the same sex," he said. "Alcohol

also goes hand-in-hand with this, and when

alcohol is involved, responsible sexual deci-

sions go out the door."

The VNA is currently seeking support

volunteers in the area or donations to assist

™~5rc:s csrasSESKs-

»

PANNING
day.

Photo by Christine Orwici

Musicians jam in Northampton on a sunny spring

( ollefi.n photo by Chrietopber Brockmcyrr

EASY RIDER - UMass senior Bradford Sullivan is fired up and

ready to head out.

New SGA structure to be discussed
1^CW uv,ia

_ , . __... for thp current Senate

Members of the Commission on Student

Governance will hold an open forum to

discus the new structure of student govern-

ment today from 4 p.m to 6 p.m. in the Cape

Cod Lounge.

Natasha Diephuis, student government

president, and Dan Chesnicka, former

speaker of the senate, will present the work

of the Commission at the forum.

On Thursday's Student Trustee election

ballot, the Commission's plan will be

presented as a referendum question. The

vote will be either yes or no: yes for the new

structure or no for the current Senate

structure.

Last Wednesday, in a unanimous vote

with four abstentions, the SGA withdrew

all recognition of the Commission.

"The Commission has no authority [from

the SGA Senate] to alter its constitution,

by-laws, or structure." said Senator Kevin

Newnsn
Newnan said the SGA will take the Com-

mission's work into account next semester

when it will draw up plans to restructure

itself _ JEFF CLEARY

Thefts of wallets, purses

have increased on campus
_ w o-l *; DUolmattn 19 of NeW

Compiled by MARK HENSLEY
Collegian Staff

In a press release yesterday, the Univer-

sity of Massachusetts Division of Public

Safety warned the campus community that

thefts of wallets and purses have increas-

ed on campus.

Police advise that wallets, purses and

knapsacks should not be left unattended

and that unlocked desk draws are an

especially easy target.

To report a crime in progress, call »li.

To report suspicious persons, call 545-2121.

ARRESTS
• Kathryn A. Harbey, 21, of Plymouth

was arrested early Friday morning for

allegedly operating under the influence ot

alcohol and was cited for failing to stop at

a red light

• Lars Kroijer, 19, of Amherst was ar-

rested Saturday night on Kennedy Drive

for allegedly being a minor carrying

alcohol and for using a false ID.

• Greg Frye, 19, Anthony J. Powell 20,

Glenn A. Chadwell, 18, and Michael E.

Eller, all of Pittsfield, were arrested Satur-

day night in Lot 22 for allegedly

trespassing.

w Marcus Sebastion Phelmetto, 19, of New

Haven, CT. was arrested Saturday night

in the Campus Center parking garage for

allegedly intending to distribute

marijuana.

• Christopher R. Yancey, 19, of Dorchester

and James L. Mclver, 23, of Springfield

were arrested Sunday morning at the Stu-

dent Union for allegedly being disorderly.

• Eric M. Belleau, 20. of Salem was ar-

rested Sunday morning in Coohdge

residence hall for allegedly being a

disorderly person.

• Derrick L. Young, 25, of Bronx, NY, was

arrested Sunday night on University Drive

for allegedly operating an unregistered

motor vehicle with a suspended license.

• Jasen F. Gordon, 18, was arrested Mon-

day morning on University Drive on a war-

rant and was cited for allegedly operating

a vehicle with defective equipment.

THEFTS
• A woman from Gorman residence hall

reported Friday her $400 mountain bike

was stolen from the hallway outside her

room.

• A woman from North Village reported

Saturday the theft of her 10-speed bike. It

was recovered with damage. Value $^4i>.
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Yale School of Medicine

Join the best
minds in medicine.

/rtfvwf.'n/ mam* flpfWrfHWtW. '•« r« r,», »if

i mil nfc i fin i* i«» HW» -iiue-Hy *w*f
their talent*, and writ* f**tf n/vnr»u in .1
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Research Assistants

Research Associates

A tacMert in Uokafcd M phyMi.il

dcnCM is required, laboratory oqptriCfKC

is a plu*.

In addition to many on -campus

cultural and athletic facilities such

as our fullv equipped gym, 31 tennis

courts, and a regulation golf course,

Yale University pun ides competitive

salaries and outstanding benefits,

including 22 vacation davs, 4 personal

d.us. 13 holiday recess days, and 12 sick

davi .ill paid Tuition reimbursement at

graduate programs in the area and

audit opportunities at Yale also exist

For immediate consideration, send

your resume in confidence to:

C. Mason. Dept. of Human Resources,

Yale School of Medicine, P.O. Box

9168ME, New Haven, CT 06532-0168;

Fax (203) 785-3165; Telephone (2031 785-3838

Employment office located af

153 College Street in New Haven.

LEGAL PROBLEMS?
Call the Legal Services Center of UMass!

HOUSING • FAMILY • STUDENT

rights • Civil Rights •

Workers Rights • Criminal

AND CONSUMER LAW
J**"*,,
—«— 4-~»-

call 545-1995 1 *'."

Wound Tim I

Madrtt"
Zurich
San JoseCR.
Hongkong
Denver
$Vs52m » f~u*y tares

um no: inckiOM RMlncwn* «--*-

n« -uB-act B cnanq*. <>• •#•
ivatatM WorWSiuoy woupnwin
nwrnaoona &uo«r,t a Ta-cJw IT/.

EURAIL PASSES ."SSL tO ON
THE SPOT!

rt£E Student Tf«v« CcUto*'
1

nr - - *****

41»»3*-1S41 I

SAME DAY PHOTO PROCESSING
and money-saving DAILY SPECIALS!

Yale University
YMe Univefvty it. •" •fTim-Mive uctton.

equal opportunity tmftorytt

MONDAY

2 PRINTS
FOt THE PRICE

Of 1

AT TIME OF DEVElOPf*-
REOUlAlt tOE OMLV

TUESDAY

SUPER PRINTS
.37

SAVE.13 KRMMT

AT TIME Of
DCVE LOPING ONLY

WEDNESDAY

2 PRINTS
FOB THE MICE

OF1
AT TIME OF DEVELOP**!
REGULAR SIZE ONLY

THURSDAY

*"d SiT OF
PRINTS FOR

ONLY .lOwxPwn

ATT«EC*06V|L0P»«
REGULAf* SIZE ONL*

FRIDAY

REPRINT DAY

3 1/2X5 -30 ea.

5x7 *> ea

8x10 $3-50ea

NOCROPPNG'U-LNEQONLT

EVERYDAY SPECIAL

2nd SET

OF PRINTS
REGULAR «••
SUPER

AT T»-€ OF

FILM IN BY 12:00

PRINTS OUT BY 4^»p.m.

ONE HOUR SERVICE
AVAILABLE UNTIL 3:00 p.m.

o
Factory

GREENFIELD
774-5464

AMHERST
549-6490

NORTHAMPTON
584-2274

STOP

*-,

- ^ Tuesdoy

P-VPfeV Moy7th
Socx* j) 9-°° PM *

Wed, May 8th 9 PM

Qiapel
r—Jazz
^Efjsemble

Big Band Jazz & Swing

with
David Sporny Directing

Plaid

Nomad
Fri., May 10 9"PMj

THURS, MAY 2 9 PM

A —

s

r Classic and Original

Rock & Roll

MAY 13

I
MONDAY

Jeff

Holmes
Jazz

for a

Monday
Evening
8:30 pm

Register to Win
Giant Stuffed M &
ENTER AT: The University Store
Mini Store, Any Munchy Store

On Display at the University Store

33c CANDY SALE 33c
ASSORTEDCjCP^FAVORITES

AVAILABLE AT THE
UNIVERSITY STORE, MINI STORE

ALL MUNCHY STORES

GROUND FLOOR STUDENT UNION

ENTRY FORM M & M PILLOW DRAWING
WEDNESDAY, MAY 15, 1991

NAME:
ADDRESS:
PHONE:

ALL ENTRIES WILL BE COMBINED FOR ONE PRIZE

DRAWING ON WEDNESDAY, MAY 15th

ENTRIES CLOSE MONDAY, MAY 14, 1991
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Editorial/Opinion , ,

Kennedy scandal raises new issues of journalistic ethics

A woman wakes up after an evening of hell. She pulls

her blanket up around her and closes her eyes. Her worst

nightmare has been realized and now she has to live with

its torrid memory. . -. . «.^.

Reluctantly, she pulls herself out of bed to take a hot

shower. Despite the warm water and quiet solace of the

shower, her muscles remain tense, her nerves still in

Her close friend who stayed with her overnight gently

knocks on the door as she dries herself off "Ann, do you

want some breakfast? I kinda thought blueberry pancakes

would be good. What do you think?" she asks.

Ann wraps herself in a big terrycloth robe and comes

out. "Yeah, I'm really hungry," she says softly. That

sounds wonderful. . .and maybe some coffee.'

"I'll make it really strong," her friend Lucy responds.

Lucy softly touches Ann's shoulder. "How are you do-

ing7 I know that's a really stupid question but do you,

I mean, are you, do you feel any better?; she asks.

"I'm still numb," Ann answers. "I just, I just don t know.

I haven't even gotten angry yet."

Lucy nods and goes to the kitchen to fix breakfast while

Ann returns to her small, cozy bedroom. She pulls on a

pair of fluffy white socks and heads toward the front door

to grab her newspaper, thinking that reading the news

would ease her mind, or at least take her mind off of last

"
A^old. damp breeze blows in through the crack of the

door as she reaches down to grab the paper bound in a

Third World coverage praised
„ m e .._. j;„« /><-.T-rnniinitv. and onlv v

thick blue rubber band. Drawing her robe a little tighter,

securing the tie a little bit more, she plods into the kit-

chen to grab a mug of coffee.

As she pulls off the rubber band, there it is staring her

in the face: LOCAL WOMAN RAPED IN MALL
PARKING LOT"
She gasps as she reads the story:

"A 25-year-old Melford woman was allegedly attacked

at knifepoint and raped in the Westford shopping mall

at 11:09 p.m. last night. ^^

Meredith O'Brien

Ann Derryl. a luxury store clerk, reportedly told police

that Dan Miller, an acquaintance of hers, saw her shopp-

ing at the mall, engaged her in conversation and then at-

tacked her in the parking lot after he walked her out to

Ann crumples the paper and throws it to the ground.

"What9 What happened?" Lucy asks. Looking at the

paper on the ground, Lucy picks it up and glances at the

r

°Oh
P
God," she mutters. "I don't know what to say."

"Obviously," Ann says, clenching her fists with her

voice cracking, "everything's already been said.

* * *

In the wake of the release of the woman's name who

Congratulations to the Collegian for yet

another semester of incisive analysis and

reporting in the Third World Affairs page.

During the recent war, at a time when the

most advanced information and com-

munications network in the world was

engaged in the most heinous Orwellian

mind control, the Third World Affairs page

was one of the only sources of alternative

interpretations.

The previous issue of the page brought

issues home and dealt with some of the con-

tradictions and conflicts present right here

on this campus in its publications and its

various communities. We condemn recent

attempts to undermine true representation

of opinion on the page.

We would also like to elaborate on some

attitudes and tendencies present among

some of the Indian community, which were

briefly mentioned in the editorial, "Let us

give a grand salute to mediocrity" (May 1,

1991).

As part of the India Night program on

April 28, some UMass students had writ-

ten and produced a play which depicted In-

dia's history and culture. It included scenes

which showed the British imperialists

whipping Indians on stage, and Indians be-

ing taken as indentured laborers to far off

lands. However, the play met with stiff

resistance from several members of the In-

dian community, and only vehement in-

sistence of the part of some ensured that

the play went through in its original form.

We find it very saddening that some

citizens of a proud Third World country

fear the very thought of putting on an

event which brings out intellectual and

political themes underlying its history.

Other members of our community have

been angered at what they perceive as

mudslinging and slander by the staff of the

page. They fail to realize that the page was

never meant to be an overarching

spokesperson for the activities and at-

titudes of the Third World community on

campus, but was created to provide a

critical forum for perspectives which would

challenge the thinking of both the

mainstream and the minority communities

on this campus.

The Indian community is one of the

largest Third World communities on cam-

pus, but, as the editorial points out, its par-

ticipation in campus activities has been far

from proportionate. The Collegian, through

this page, has raised some very controver-

sial issues about attitudes which some

Third World communities have tried to

push under the rug.
F

M. Gulati

This letter was signed by nine other people

-Ed.

IT'S Uk£ WE'RE

ail-trwped in some.

riMEWfiBP, man;...

was allegedly raped in Palm Beach by a member of the

Kennedy clan, the issue of putting the name of a rape vic-

tim in a news story or broadcast has been tearing apart

newsrooms across the country.

Keeping in mind that the name of the rape victim is a

matter of public record, to which the press and public have

full access (despite what the Florida legal system would

have you believe), the point at issue is whether or not it

is ethical to release the name of the woman who was

The men accused of rape claim it is only fair thatthe

name of their accusers be made public like theirs. They

assert they are innocent until proven guilty and that their

reputations are severely maligned by the mere charge ot

rape. -.

Women's groups are also torn on the issue. One group

staunchly believes that releasing the names of rape vic-

tims only further victimizes women by putting them up

for public scrutiny in an atmosphere where the general

public still believes that women ask to be raped

The other sector believes the only way to shake the

stigma of rape is make it public like any other crime. By

releasing the woman's name, the rape will be legitimiz-

ed because the public will have to come to terms with the

real people, the real names, who are victimized by rape.

In making her name public, the stigmatization. the

burden of having to carry this horrible secret will be gone.

So the question remains, to name or not to name.

Meredith O'Brien is a Collegian columnist
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Posting stuff on trees is harmful
j. UOH115 ^

le thing9 10 hv .

Spring is such a beautiful time of the

year. The flowers bloom, the trees blossom,

the birds sing, and people staple posters to

trees. What!?

I was walking home from the D.C., when

I first spotted them.

A poster stapled to a maple tree on my lett

and another poster on the elm to my right.

How could anyone be so stupid to actually

staple anything to a living tree?

Some of you readers out there are pro-

bably thinking, "What's so bad about

that?" You probably don't realize that it

is against the law to staple things to liv-

ing trees, punishable through fines.

Besides the legal aspect, it isn t too healthy

for the tree.
,

I realize (or rather hope) that the people

who did the stapling were probably just ig-

norant of the law rather than blatantly ig-

noring it, but I would have hoped that they

would have the common sense to not staple

a tree. After all, would you staple a poster

on your arm? ^^^^
Orchard Hill

*BmM^\^nMiwm&*WMPi#ns''

That's an apology?
What is an apology? According to Webster's, an apology

can be "a formal justification, an admission of error or

discourtesy accompanied by an expression of regret, or a

poor substitute." I must say that what goes for an apology

at UMass as far as some fraternities are concerned can

only be considered a poor substitute.

Take, for example, the letter from Pike in the May 2

edition of the Collegian. After briefly mentioning that the

letter was apologizing for the entire fraternity, the writer

enumerated the various community services in which the

fraternity had participated. What happened to the apo ogy

part of the letter? Merely mentioning the word apolop

does not license or excuse a full blown resume of all the

other things the fraternity does. Especially since none ot

those activities involved any kind of involvement in issues

regarding women, violence against women, respect tor

^pSkTiinot the only fraternity which displays flippant

behavior about such "isolated incidents as the one ex-

neTfenced by a woman who was subjected to verbal

obscenities^i she walked by the frat house. The only

reTson such incidents are isolated is because very few

women publicize them, not because they hapjeninj*

quently However, Pike's apology typifies the attitude

sharedby many frats that such beh«vi«» quite -cceg

table, or at least not important enough to change. And

I happen to think that an apology which makes no effort

towards change is one poor substitute for an apology,
towaras « g-^ withheld upon request
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20% OFF

THE "HISTORICAL ATLAS
of MASSACHUSETTS"

by RICHARD W. WILKIE and JACK TAGER

PUBLISHED by the UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS PRESS

NOW $55
PUBLISHERS REG

LIST PRICE $69.95

NOW TAKING PRE-PUBLICATION ORDER FOR JUNE DELIVERY

THESE BOOKS OF LOCAL INTEREST FROM THE
AWARD WINNING UNIVERSITY OF

MASSACHUSETTS PRESS, ARE AVAILABLE

AT THE UNIVERSITY STORE, AT 10<Vb OF
PUBLISHERS LIST PRICE

"BICYCLE TOURING IN THE PIONEER VALLEY"

"QUABBIN-THE ACCIDENTAL WILDERNESS"

"AMPHIBIANS AND REPTILES OF NEW ENGLAND"

"AN ATLAS OF MASSACHUSETTS RIVER SYSTEMS"

Sale Price Valid Through 5/31/91

"Working"* "Noises Off

Now Accepting Applications;

Director, Stage Manager, Set Designer,

Costume Designer, Light Technician,

Sound Technician, *Vocal Coach,

Choreographer, Musical Director, Rehearsal

Pianist.

FALL 1991 Productions

DEADLINE: May 10, 1991

Contact:
Guild Office S.U.B. 545-0415

Ben Ware lA'llll
Janna Kovalcin 546-486 3

frr^^r^r^^^̂ iQ^^^l^T^ r£\;:rg\.jm^''^' • •

SQUIRE
VILLAGE

665-2203

7 days a week

Beautiful Spacious Apartments

in different skapes & sizes

from I to 5 bedrooms.

including HOUSES and even a FARM
(2 bedroom apts. are 1200 sq ft.!!!)

Get your roommates early and pick

the apartment of your cKoice

we .have:

Spacious yards, swimming pool, disUasKers, AC,

disposals, on bus route wall to wall carpeting, laundry

facilities, walk in closest & many others.

CALL TODAY
Bring Tkis Ad in and Receive $100

off first montk's rent

Tke offer expires May 31, 1991

ilr-.»r\» Wl\,9, *•- «/ W.

•:
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Tuesday Night is Taco Night

Wednesday Night is Wing Night
BEER OF THE MONTH

Genuine Draft, Miller

Lite, & Rolling Rock Pitchers

DRINK OF THE WEEK

$4.50

Rum & Coke
$1.50

SHOT OF THE WEEK.

Grape Crush
$2.25

GO BRUINS I Watch the Games With Us! GO CELTICS!

SPRING CONCERT
1991

THIS IS YOUR CHANCE:

WORK THE SHOW

ANYONE can work the

show. Just show up
to our info

meeting TUESDAY,
MAY 7 at 6:30 in

Campus Center 163

All security people must attend a
training session Wednesday, May 8 at 7:30.

BOB DYLAN DE LA SOUL GENE LOVES

JEZEBEL THEFEELIES CHUCKLEHEAD

UPC Sunday,May 12,1991

WOMEN'S ISSUES
Martial arts school teaches women strength

. . it* n e i n.«Anj " Qka aswrts "I dn have an

By LISA VESHECCO
Collegian Correspondent

Women resist various forms of abuse that occur against

themselves and children all the time, yet they do not hear

about those who resist, adapt, survive and succeed, says

a local martial arts artist.

While many women believe the myth that "they must

defend themselves against the someone in the dark" the

reality of it is that "it is more common for women to de-

fend themselves against people they know," said Janet

Aalfs, head instructor for Valley Women's Martial Arts,

Inc., an Easthampton-based self-defense school.

Aalfs said the training offered at the center includes the

"element of success," which includes women and children

perceiving themselves as successful — by using visualiza-

tion techniques — rather than internalizing the victim im-

age pervasive in a violent culture.

According to Aalfs, most of the women who have come

to train at the center have experienced some degree of

abuse in their lives. Training in the martial arts, she add

ed, integrates the physical, mental and spiritual aspects

of oneself allowing for one to become a whole person.

Aalfs said that although some men get attacked it is

mainly men who do the attacking and that women and

children must deal with the fear.

VWMA instructs two styles of martial arts and offers

a general self defense class for women and one for girls

and boys between the ages of seven and 14. The styles m^

volved include Shuri Rye, an Okinawan style karate, and

Amis a Filipino form of stick fighting. Aalfs said the Ar-

nis works well because its base provides a good comple-

ment to the Shuri Rye style.

The Valley Women's Martial Arts celebrates its tradi

tion involving four generations ofwomen teaching women.

Wendi Dragonfire, the school's founder, established the

VWMA in 1977. The school, which originally served

women in Springfield, Greenfield and Northampton, now

serves women throughout Western Massachusetts.

Aalfs said the school supports each woman as she comes

to the choice of finding the power that exists inside.

Because the process of training brings women to this

place of power, she said, "It's important to be able to sup

port that power in a place that is going to nurture it in-

stead of squelching it." She added the work that is done

at the school works against the status quo that seeks to

keep women in "their place."

Aalfs, herself a second-degree black belt, began train

ing in 1978 after viewing Dragonfire in a demonstration

at a Unitarian church. Aalfs says she responded to the

"strength and attitude" that Dragonfire possessed as a

martial artist.

Speaking of her own experience, Aalfs says her train

ing has brought her out of a place of silence and fear. Once

operating under deeply engrained societal ideas of private

spheres for women Aalfs says her training has given her,

"A sense of how far I extend." She asserts, "I do have an

effect on the world," and she said, training has given her,

"A sense of being a person in the world."

Martial Arts training develops one's resources in

general, says Aalfs. "The more you work with different

forms of the art the stronger you become on many levels."

The forms one learns in martial arts training is a series

of animal movements. According to Aalfs, finding one's

voice and developing it is an integral part of training.

"The voice, states Aalfs, is a physical thing, an expres-

sion of spirit."

Third year student Celeste Hart says, "The one thing

that speaks most to me of the effects of training in my

life is the awareness of not being afraid."

"My dreams have changed," she said, adding that she

once saw herself "as slow as molasses" in her dreams.

Now, she said, "I see myself applying the techniques of

my training, I have the power to run fast."

Hart also said'she appreciates the fact that women at

the school are taught to care for themselves.

"I think there is something special about a feminist

school," she said. "Although we try to appreciate the art.

. we make room for feminist values." She said that at the

school she has learned a responsibility to self, to take care

of self, and has the courage to "do what we need for

ourselves."

For more information, call the school at 527-0101.

Help sought for shelter
Tradeswomen group formed

By MICHAEL MANGIARACINA
Collegian Correspondent

A Northampton-based battered

women's center is looking for a new of-

fice while it tries to cope with recent cuts

in state funding.

Necessities/Necesidades has faced a

$19,000 cut in state funding in the last

18 months and will not receive an in-

crease in funding during the upcoming

year, Cathie LeBanc, the center's ad-

ministrative coordinator, said.

As a result, she said, the position of

community education coordinator has

been eliminated.

This comes at a time when the center

will have to leave the house it has oc-

cupied for the past two years, said

Elizabeth Catlin, a volunteer at the

center. The house was donated to the

center by a community member who

will be returning from a sabbatical at

the end of the month.

LeBanc said that another location has

not yet been found and was uncertain

about how the center will weather the

strain of having to pay rent again.

"We're doing as well as can be ex-

pected," she said, citing community sup-

port for the center since its founding in

1977.
Necessities/Necesidades receives 21

percent of its budget from community

donations through fundraisers such as

concerts, the recent "Move-a-thon/Do-a-

thon," and last fall's "Hair-a-thon," in

Amherst, LeBanc said, adding that the

center also relies on the support of

grants from federal governments, such

as a block grant from the Department

of Housing and Urban Development in

conjunction with the city of Northamp-

ton, local governments, such as the town

of Amherst, and counties and local

charities, such as the United Way. to

help meet expenses.

Although currently employing four

full-time and two part-time staff

members, the center owes its survival

to its approximately 50-60 volunteers

who work throughout the center, said

LeBanc, adding that approximately 85

percent of the volunteer staff are

students or recent graduates. The depar-

ture of these students will leave the

center with a loss of personnel during

the summer months, she said.

The center, which is open Monday

through Friday, 9 a.m.- 5 p.m., provides

a 24 hour telephone hotline and several

support programs, including both group

and individual counseling.

The center also operates a shelter for

battered women, Catlin said.

Women interested in volunteering for

Necessities/Necesidades are encouraged

to call Sandy Goodman at 586-1125.

By DANIEL J. LYONS
Collegian Correspondent

For many women in traditionally male

dominated occupations, such as plumbers

and electricians, the work world can be dif

ficult without the support of their co-

workers or other women. With this in

mind, a special support network was form-

ed for these women.
The Western Massachusetts Women in

the Trades, an organization formed eight

years ago, helps women cope with every

day problems in the workplace. According

to Sadie Stull, co-director of the

150-member organization, it consists main-

ly of an informal mailing list of women in

the trades, advocates and those women who

may be interested in enter7-05, 18.05

In 1978, a group of feminists came down

and took over the Collegian offices, deman

ding they have a page that would report

issues of importance to women. The

Women's Issues page was borne from this

protest.

Well, now in 1991, it's your turn - yes,

YOU. the readers of this page - to sit down

and help keep this page alive. We need

writers to cover events and keep in touch

with what's going on with women in the

Happy Valley. We especially need people

with the energy and desire to cover issues

for women of color.

This is the last page for the semester, but

there is still time to write stories for the

section. Also, if you have any events you

want covered BEFORE the last day of

classes — our last issue - please let the

Women's Issues desk know before Tuesday,

April 14.

As a graduating editor, I cannot em-

phasize to you enough that we get writers

down here. It cannot be done by one or two

people alone. If we at the Collegian are to

serve the community right, we need the

community's help. PLEASE COME
DOWN AND WRITE. An informed com
munity is an empowered community.

- KATHERINE T. LAMOTHE

Come write
Women's Iss

Women's magazines are sexist, too
By MICHAEL MORRISSEY
Collegian Staff

A novel thought occurred to me as I passed by the mini-

store magazine rack yesterday: Men are not totally respon-

sible for the exploitation of women in the media today!

The evidence that pushed me to this conclusion was a

cover of the May 1991 ELLE magazine which features

a woman breast-deep (barely) in water. I started think-

ing "What is the purpose for this choice of covers.'

I'm sure there may be some males who buy this

magazine, and maybe even a few who picked .t up only

because of the cover; However, ELLE and its compet tors,

Cosmopolitan, Glamour, Vogue and others like them

mainly cater to upper-middle class and upper-class

women. Is there a clamoring for pictures like this on

magazines, or is it just that the readers condone pictures

and even advertisements, that primarily exploit the

female physique?

Unfortunately, most advertisements in women s

magazines do picture parts of women s bodies in a sen^

sual, erotic way. Again, these ads are ^products that

are almost exclusively bought by women. Bras, lingerie,

perfume and feminine hygiene products are among the

ads that are guilty of this.

I am fully aware of the portrayal of women in the media

that caters to men. All you have to do is turn the tube

on during a sports match on a Saturday afternoon to see

what I mean. However, my premise is that women are

treated just as badly on the pictures of women's magazines

in general as they are in male-dominated media.

If this is the case, then we may have a cultural problem:

women condone and even buy this exploitative portrayal

of themselves, and thus they help to continue a vicious

^cannot stand any hypocrite who would on the one hand

buy an issue of "progressive" Cosmopolitan, but at the

same time scream their lungs out at the TV when a Bud

Light commercial comes on. Both contain exploitative im-

ages of women.

If we first stop allowing women's magazines to exploit

-women, then it may be a little harder for the rest of society

to do so. Use your purchasing power! I don't feel I am a

particularly sensitive male, so maybe these ads bother

ntnAM t\\ so

I do not know how, when or why this portrayal started,

but I assume it should not sell as well with women as it

has. I believe that it is certainly not just the fault of men,

but of our society as a whole.

But as long as these "women's" magazines try to make

you believe that it's fun to skinny dip, and easy to become

the "perfect woman" (tan, blonde, blue eyes, great figure,

all in three simple steps), then everyone else will too.

This section

needs help now
In 1978, a group of feminists came down and took

over the Collegian offices, demanding they have a page

that would report issues of importance to women. The

Women's Issues page was borne from this protest.

Well, now in 1991, it's your turn - yes, YOU, the

readers of this page - to sit down and help keep this

page alive. We need writers to cover events and keep

in touch with what's going on with women in the Hap-

py Valley. We especially need people with the energy

and desire to cover issues for women of color.

This is the last page for the semester, but there is

still time to write stories for the section. Also, if you

have any events you want covered BEFORE the last

day of classes - our last issue - please let the Women's

Issues desk know before Tuesday, April 14.

As a graduating editor, I cannot emphasize to you

enough that we get writers down here. It cannot be

done by one or two people alone. If we at the Collegian

are to serve the community right, we need the com-

munity's help. PLEASE COME DOWN AND WRITE.

An informed community is an empowered community.
- KATHERINE T. LAMOTHE
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ARTS & LIVING
DOONESBURY
By GARRY TRUDEAU

Phillips recrc
By NICHOLAS OSTIS
Collegian Correspondent

Sandra Reave* Phillip*

Fine Arts Center

Saturday, May 4

If anyone felt an earthquake on Saturday

night, it originated in the Fine Arts Center

where one of the best

singer/songwriters/actresses you have ever

heard of, Sandra Reaves-Phillips, was

resurrecting the voices and personalities of

a half dozen legendary 20th century giants

in her "Late Great Ladies of the Blues

spectacle. Specifically these women were

Ma Rainey, Bessie Smith, Ethel Waters,

Billie Holiday, Dinah Washington and

Mahalia Jackson.

Like the divas she honors, Ms. Reaves-

Phillips sprouted from humble roots — a

flatbed truck full of migrant workers in

South Carolina. However, with a heap of

talent and a bountiful heart and soul, she

has ascended into national prominence,

perennially featured at Jazz festivals in

Canada, Europe and North Africa; in films,

television and both on and off Broadway.

In a 20-song tour de force, the voluptuous

and vivacious Reaves Phillips escorted a

half filled auditorium back in time to the

speakeasies, roadhouses and great concert

halls of America (1920- 1960).

After her tuxedo clad band came out

swinging with Duke Ellington's "Take The

A Train" and "Sweet GeorgiavBrown," she

burst on the stage to open her portion of

the show with tow original compositions,

"Blues Lament" and "Take Me as I Am,"

a rhythm and blues feast whose title aptly

summed up the evening.

She referred to herself as, "two tons of

fun" and roared, "Eat your heart out

Oprah!" Thunder and lightening ensued as

she shook her gluteus maximus to the

blasts of the booming bass drum.

Humor and irony infused the show.

THE EAR SIDE

By GARY LARSON

especially with regard to her crack quintet,

for the most part (four-fifths) a* group one

would never imagine to be musicians. The

horn duo looked as if they should be collec

ting pensions and rocking, in a chair on

a porch. The drummer's girth quite near

ly prohibited him from playing. At one

point she called him a "big old chunk of

chocolate sitting there in the middle." The

bespectacled pianist looked like a professor

or investment consultant. The bassist?

Well, he did look like a jazz musician.

Yet individually and as a group, they

were every bit a match for her prodigious

talent, swinging, bopping and bluesing and

cruising.

Indeed, the funk was flying and against

the black backdrop, her sparkling, shim

mering, regal outfits — riots of color, oceans

of sequins and waves of tassels - were a

show unto themselves.

To emulate Ethel Waters, she donned a

feathered headgear in burgandy, fuchsia

and violet that was brilliant. As Bessie

Smith, she sashayed across the stage in a

hot pink gown with a fluffy white scarf and

an outrageous matching white hat with an

equally fluffy plume out to her; or there,

if VOU will. fr»-ii

After intermission, her phasing of Billie

"Lady Day" Holiday's "God Bless the

Child" (complete with trademark flowers

in the hair) was so hauntingly similar to

the original that astonished gasps spread

through the hall like a vocal circus after

the first few lines. As dirty Dinah

Washington, The Queen of the Blues, she

donned a platinum wig and vocally un

dressed a hunk in the audience named

Myron. In response to the question of his

height, he answered, "six feet." The crown

exploded when she then asked his shoe size.

Visually poring over his rippled body, she

sighed, "Can you lift weight?"

Following her salutes to the more carnal-

ly concerned crooners, she assumed the per-

sonality of gospel luminary Mahalia

Brittany Manor
BRITTANY MANOR DR.

(413) 256-8534
Two bedroom apartments

available now.
$560/month

Rent includes heat and hot water.

ENJOY THESE FEATURES
On UMass bus route

Wall-to-wall carpeting

Fully-equipped kitchen, Including disposal

Large living room with ceiling-to-floor windows

Large dining area
Oversized bathrooms
Wall-to-wall closets

Storm windows
Dead-bolt security locks

Cable T.V. available

Ample parking
Swimming pool

NO RENT INCREASE IN 3 YEARS
Come see us NOW and we can

make it 4 years.

To Greenfield

To Sunderland

To •olchortown

Jackson, who once performed for J.F.K. In

a pure white silk gown with no slits (as

were featured prominently in other gowns),

with her hair in a tight bun and minimal

make-up, she transformed the stage from

honky tonk to chapel by singing, "He's Got

the Whole World in His Hands," "Precious

Lord," and "When the Saints go Marching

For an encore, she sang "Lean on Me"

and further endeared herself to an already

adoring crowd with a short, tasteful sermon

about supporting the arts and each other

and making the world a better place to be

through appreciation.

Sandra Reaves-Phillips is a big, bold

brassy and bawdy and belts out the blues

with integrity of someone who has lived

them. On the other hand, she's soft, sweet,

sensitive and spiritual. Her voice puts a

thump in your heart, a lump in your throat

and a tear in your eye.

She wrote and conceived the whole ex-

pertly paced show and proved to be adept

at ad-libbing as well. What an achievement

that she can authenticate the greatest

voices of this century's American music

and still stand uniquely on her own to carry

that legacy in her own voice into the next

century.

Photo court*»y Falk and Morrow Talent

Otis Clay and the Chicago Fire, known as "deep soul" performers,

will play the Iron Horse tonight at 7 p.m.
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QUOTE Of THE DAY
"How fast is the speed of smell!"

Ace

DAILY CROSSVORD PUZZLE
Edited By TRUDE MCHEL JAFFE

ACROSS
1 Norse tale

5 West Indies

country

10 One-horsa —
14 Seed coat

15 01 yore

16 Vatican

figure

1

7

Lady love

19 Region

20 Goodbye, in

Granada
21 Royal

headwear
23 Ripens

25 Aardvark s

morsel

26 Mountain

lakes

29 Dos Passos
opus

32 Lively dance

36 Part ol an army

tank gp
37 Menu selection

39 Period

40 Tonga m Capt

Cook s day
43 My country.

44 Roman
magistrates

45 Indians of the

West
46 The last frontier

48 Part of AT&T

49 Worship
50 Put two and

two together

52 Madias
garment

54 Entertains

57 Terrific bargain.

with a

60 New Haven
bulldogs

61 Got acquainted

65 Pleasant

66 Tested

67 Walking stick

66 Exploit

69 Have a
premonition

70Gae*c

DOWN
1 Droop

2 Operatic

highlight

3 Strengthen

4 Treaty

5 Exercise

device

6 Fighter

of tame
7 Chemical suffix

8 Camp cover

9 Country of the

Ta| Mahal
10 Ancient Greek

crh -at"

1

1

t .rely da ;e

1

2

Imparsor' ites

1

3

Voice «

18 Mists

22 Play backer

24 Illuminated

naturally

26 Ohioans of note

27 Aweigh

28 Barbara s

Soviet

counterpart

30 Manner
31 Gazelles

33 Slow, to

Strauss

34 Chairman s

command
35 Dated

37 Educ degree

38 Tee preceder

41 Requires

42 Playgoers

47 Inspired

49 Comic
Johnson

51 Things to pay

53 Stage whisper

54 I cannot

tea
—

"

55 Nursery rhymt

trio

56 Dried

58 Hebrew month

59 Camera part

60 Finale

62 Five spot

63 — adjudicata

64 River into

Sorway Firth

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE;
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rtENU
LUNCH

Tmui Noodle Caasetole

fwboi. iitd Bed

BASICS LUNCH
DOOnta <md Sprout SandvK l\

Tana Noodfc Casserole

DINNER
Chicken i>< Caries

SpiCtgd Shrimp

BASICS DINNER
Chicken Lv Caries

Spicod Shrimp

YOUR DAILY HOROSCOPE
By JEANE DIXON

REX ROCKETT
By IRA SHERAK
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ARIES (March 21-April 19): Recent

stress may have affected your

vitality A quick recovery is possible

if you get more rest Reading can

be a source of quiet pleasure

Spend more time outdoors

Romance heats up
TAURUS (April 20-May 20) An

orvagain off-again romance needs

reassessment Severing an unhap-

py relationship may be your wisest

course of action. See people as

they really are Befter days lie just

ahead.
GEMINI (May 21-June 20): Your

friends' career or business ideas

may prompt a sudden decision If

out with a group tonight, contribute

to the conversation. A compas-

sionate attitude works wonders.

CANCER (June 21-July 22) Be

generous if entertaining peopte

from out of town. A special dinner

would be the source of many hap-

py memories Adjust your schedule

to accomodate the wishes of your

loved ones

LEO (July 23-Aug 22) Romance

looks especially rosy for singles to-

day. If domestic arguments should

arise, be careful not to issue an

ultimatum. Sniff out potential

sources of trouble ahead of time

VIROO (Aug 23-Sept 22).

Something you hear or read strikes

a responsive chord Share your

thoughts with mate or business

partner Recent financial worries

subside. Make important household

LIMA (Sept 23-Oct 22) A simpler

lifestyle could prove beneficial

Although variety is the spice of life.

be careful not to spread yourself

too thin. A romantic encounter

leaves you eager for an encore Be

patient

SCORPIO (Oct 23-Nov 21): Your

loved ones' needs take center

stage Talk over any new obliga-

tions or opportunities with your

family Welcome constructive sug-

gestions Trust your intuition over

logical arguments.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov 22-Dec 21).

Renewing an old friendship will bring

many rewards Apologize for your

recent neglect. Dress to impress if

attending a social event later to-

day New romance is possible

CAPRICORN (Dec 22-Jan 19). A
lack of activity could lead to

negative thoughts More socializing

is in order Pooling your funds with

a friend's could double your fun

Host an impromtu party tonight

AQUARIUS (Jan 20-Feb 18): You

may try to fool yourself into believ-

ing that expenditures are all right

w' *n they are not Exercise more

st discipline. You have a lot to be

thankful for.

PISCES (Feb 19-March 20) Be

patient with someone who gets on

your nerves Plan a family outing to

an interesting new locale. Your

friendship with a former classmate

or neighbor is a source of great

comfort

TODAY S STAFF
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Copy Editor

Photo Technician

Production Supervisor
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VORLD & NATION
Vice President
Quayle ready
to rule country
WASHINGTON (AP) - Vice President Dan Quayle was

prepared to step into the short term role of acting presi-

dent should physicians have decided to administer elec-

tric shock treatment to correct President Bush s irregular

White
3
House press secretary Marlin Fitzwater said

Quavle worked out of his own office yesterday and "would

have conducted the affairs of the presidency as he saw fit

should the temporary transfer of power have been

necessary. , A
That prospect rekindled a partisan debate as to whether

the 44 year old Quayle bore the necessary credentials,

with critics pointing to his low job rating in public opi-

"
Fitzwater said doctors at Bethesda Naval Hospital

would have decide before dawn yesterday whether to

emplov the shock procedure if Bush did not respond ade-

quately to medication overnight. He described the pro-

cedure as routine and said it carried minimal risk.

Fitzwater said Bush would have been under general

anesthesia during the treatment but might have been

sedated onlv a few minutes. During that period, Quayle

would have'been acting president under provisions of the

25th Amendment.
Bush himself served nearly eight hours as acting presi-

dent in July 1985 when then President Reagan underwent

surgerv for colon cancer.

In California, Reagan was asked Sunday if Quayle

would be ready to step in for Bush. "I remember him as

a very competent senator. I think he would do just fine,

he replied. . .

The situation hearkens back to another controversial

vice president, Richard Nixon, who like Quayle today

found himself in a political hot seat when illness struck

the president he served.

The question: Should the vice president be on the ticket

again in 1992, as President Bush has said he will?

"That was the first thing that occurred to me when I

heard the news," said Nixon biographer Herbert Parmet.

"This is going to make the situation a lot hotter for Dan

Quavle."
Brookings Institution scholar Stephen Hess, who was

a speech writer for president Eisenhower and later a Nix-

on White House adviser, said Bush's irregular heartbeat

presented "both a trying time and an opportunity" for the

vice president.

Quayle telephoned Bush at Bethesda Naval Hospital on

Dan

Sunday and then joined fellow worshipers at a suburban

church in prayers for the president's speedy recovery.

Bush. 66, entered the hospital Saturday after expenen

cing an irregular heartbeat while jogging at Camp David,

Md. His heartbeat was still irregular and kept him in the

hospital Sunday.
Eisenhower suffered a heart attack in 1955 while vaca-

tioning in Colorado. He recovered slowly and announced

his candidacy for re-election in February 1956.

"Nixon had a lot of opposition because he was too con

troversial," Parmet said. "There is no question that the

Eisenhower heart attack increased the pressure."

AH photo

Quayle

"I think it's fairly clear that if Quayle is on the ticket,

the Democrats will do their best to keep that issue alive.

It will put a question in people's minds. I don't see how

it could help but do it," Parmet said.

Tom Korologos, a Washington lobbyist and Republican

strategist, said such Democratic arguments would no

doubt affect some voters' thinking, but "if anybody goes

over the full record, they will find that Quayle has done

a fine job as vice president."

"I think Bush is comfortable with Quayle, " Korologos

said, "I don't think it is in the cards for him to dump

Quayle even in the light of what has happened."

Shevardnadze visits;

Middle East talks urged

Iacocca turns down Senate seat

WASHINGTON (AP) - Former Soviet

Foreign Minister Eduard A. Shevard

nadze proposed yesterday that

worldwide sanctions be imposed against

Middle Eastern countries that refuse to

participate in direct peace talks.

Launching his first speaking tour

since quitting abruptly four-and-a-half

months ago. Shevardnadze said the

danger of dictatorship that he warned

about when he resigned has abated

somewhat. And he expressed a measure

of optimism that a recent pact between

the leaders of nine Soviet republics may

help avert chaos or civil war.

He called on the United States and

other countries to extend bank credits

and technical assistance to help avert

economic and political catastrophe,

which he said is likely if President

Mikhail S. Gorbachev's reforms fail.

Addressing the 75th anniversary

celebration of the Brookings Institution,

Shevardnadze said Secretary of State

James A. Baker III needs help in his

campaign to launch U.S.-led peace talks

between Israel and its Arab neighbors.

"Many have claimed places at the

table but do little to get the talks

started," Shevardnadze said. "There can

be no justification for refusing to

negotiate."

"We could apply sanctions to any

country that refuses to negotiate direct-

ly" with other parties to a dispute that

is before the U.N. Security Council, he

suggested. He also proposed restricting

arms shipments to the region to compel

countries to end their arms race.

Separately, Baker said yesterday he

expects to fly to the Middle East this

week to push anew for a peace con-

ference that would bring Israel and the

Arab states together.

"As long as there is any reasonable

prospect of any chance of success, we

should continue to work at this," Baker

said as he welcomed Shevardnadze to

the State Department. Baker's trip will

be his fourth since a cease-fire was

agreed to in the Persian Gulf War.

Baker also said he planned to visit

with Shevardnadze's successor, Alex-

ander Bessmertnykh, to try to coor-

dinate plans for a peace conference,

which would be held under joint Soviet-

American sponsorship.

Israel has said it is willing to talk to

any of its enemies directly but does not

want an international conference that

might pressure Israel to make more con-

cessions than its Arab neighbors. Saudi

Arabia and the gulf states have refus-

ed to participate at the initial stage of

any peace conference: Syria has said it

would join talks only if they are spon-

sored by the United Nations and other

outside powers.

HIGHLAND PARK, Mich. (AP) -
Chrysler Corp. Chairman Lee Iacocca said

yesterday he refused to accept a temporary

appointment to the U.S. Senate seat from

Pennsylvania left vacant by the death of

Sen. John Heinz.

Pennsylvania Gov. Robert P. Casey has

been having trouble filling the vacancy

created by Heinz's death in an air crash

last month. Casey flew to Detroit last week

to meet with Iacocca.

"I was very flattered to by the governor's

request, and I gave it serious and careful

consideration," Iacocca said in a statement

released by the company in this Detroit

suburb.

"After lengthy discussion with my fami-

ly and close friends, I concluded that I was

not prepared to make the commitment

necessary to fulfill the heavy respon-

sibilities of a United States senator," he

said.

Iacocca, 66, who grew up in Allentown,

Pa., has been suggested in the past as a

possible presidential candidate.

A committee was formed in 1986 to draft

Iacocca for the Democratic presidential

nomination for 1988. Iacocca disavowed the

draft movement. However, in past inter-

views he has said he thought briefly about

running for president.

Casey, is a Democrat. Heinz was a

Republican.

Whoever is appointed to the vacancy

would serve until a Nov. 5 special election.

Heinz was killed April 4 in the crash of

an airplane and a helicopter over a school

yard in a suburb of Philadelphia.

Tsongas member of all-White club

BOSTON (AP) — Democratic presidential

candidate Paul Tsongas belongs to a coun-

try club that reportedly has no Black

members and has apparently never receiv-

ed an application from an African

American.
James Cooney, a recent president of the

Vesper Country Club in Tyngsborough,

said membership is open to all i

religions and ethnic backgrounds.

He speculated there are no

members because there are few

golfers in the Lowell area.

"I don't think there are any members of

any clubs in the Lowell area who are

Black," he said.

Club officials said they did not begin ad-

mitting women as full voting members un-

til last fall. The Vesper club opened in

Black
Black

1875.

Tsongas said he was assured at that time

that the club had no discriminatory

membership policies and that he is comfor-

table there is no written or unwritten

discriminatory policy.

Asked if he ever had seen a Black at the

Club. Tsongas said, "I don't know what

happens on the golf course side. We go up

there basically to swim in July. I don't

remember if there has been or not."

"I think the question is whether the club

has a nondiscriminatory policy," said

Tsongas, who swims competitively. "I was

told there was no discrimination. I think

the issue is openness. If there was not a

policy of openness, we would not be

members.
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Men's track takes third
By KEITH BENNETT
Collegian Correspondent

A strong team effort enabled the Univer-

sity of Massachusetts men's track and field

team to place third in the Eastern Con-

ference Championship Meet Saturday.

Conference powerhouse Rhode Island

won the meet with 183 points. They were

followed by Southern Connecticut with 146

points and UMass with 119. Rounding out

the top five were Springfield with 93 and

the University of Lowell with 42.

"We had a real good team effort," said

head coach Ken O'Brien. "A number of

athletes registered their best performances

of the year this weekend."

Sprinter Kevin Walters led the team

with a victory in the 200-meters and a se-

cond place in the 100. Walters ran 22.46

seconds in winning the 200. His time of

10.97 in the 100 was just .01 seconds

behind the first place time.

Joe Kourafas also placed in two in

dividual events for the Minutemen. He won

the long jump with a distance of 21 feet,

11 inches and placed fourth in the high

jump with a leap of 6-6.

UMass' greatest strength was in the

distance events. The Minutemen took vie

tories in the 3,000-meter steeplechase, the

5,000 and the 10,000. ^^^^

Matt Simon won the steeplechase with a

time of 9:34.7.

Jon Corso led four UMass runners to

places in the 5,000. Corso won the event in

15:03. He was followed by Craig Cormier

in third place, Brian Fallon in fourth and

John Raach in sixth. O'Brien said that he

was especially pleased with the perfor-

mances of Cormier, Fallon and Raach who

are freshmen.

Pat Ryan and Mike Davis finished first

and third, respectively, in the 10,000. Ryan

ran 33:04.24 and Davis 33:09.74.

Jeff White ran his best time of the year

in taking second place in the 110 hurdles.

White ran the barriers in 14.99.

Steve Brown also grabbed a second place

for UMass. He ran 1:53.77 to grab the

runner-up spot in the 800. Gerry Squires

finished third in the 1,500 with a time of

3:59.32.

Brian Bednarek cleared a height of 13-6

to take fourth in the pole vault.

Jeff Peterson took a pair of fifth places

for UMass. He placed fifth in the triple

jump with a distance of 42-0 and in the

discus with a throw of 135-11.

Grey later teamed up with Walters,

Brown and Tom Hooper to finish fourth in

the 4 x 400 relay team. Their time was

3:25.1.

The Minutemen now prepare for the New

Englands May 10-11

softball

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 12

44 of the games played this season. She has a .336 bat-

ting average, combined with only three strikeouts on

t Hp st*3son

She has the third highest on base percentage (.404)

behind hitting leaders Barbara Marean, andApnle.

In the field, Miller has 105 put outs and 69 assists

for a total fielding percentage of .946

Also with four hits and two doubles was Sherri

Kuchinskas, the catcher. Kuchinskas boosted her bat-

ting average to .304 from .293 on the weekend In her

last 15 at bats, Kuchinskas has come alive to the tune

of eight hits, including three extra base hits

Marean has cooled off a bit at the plate as she con-

tributed only two hits in eight at bats, hitting leader

Marean dropped her stellar batting average to .443

from .455. ,

In the last five games, Marean s average has drop-

ped from a .470, going 3-for-14. Yet, Marean made the

two hits this weekend count, reaching on a double, and

earning an RBI. n11 .

Other players with two hits included Cherie DellAn-

no and Bonnie Shilling. Peggy Bush, Claffey, and Amy

Cockley contibuted one hit.

In a special ceremony, the team and fans recognized

the five seniors that have contributed to this winning

program. Bonnie Schilling, Barbara Marean, Jen

Miller and Christine Collins will be graduating this

spring.
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Now's the

time to call...

North Amherst
Motors

71 Old Sunderland Rd, Nc. Amherst

549-2880

Expert Repairs and
Reconditioning

Most Urn/or Oxtr Cams Accept**

COME
- ^.,^-J^A^
ACTIVITIES

COMIC BOOKS. TOYS. gamea'and nj*
Five College Fantasy Convention, this Sun

day UMass Campu» Center Auditorium

10am 5pm deta.lt (508)667-5285

SPRING CONCERT is coming and you

want to be there' Get invotved-work the

show-Hoaprtalrty. Promotion*, Security

Stage Crew Come to our info meeting

Tuesday. May 7 at 6 30 pm in Campus

Center 183 or call 5-2892

SPRING CONCERT Sunday May £"*£
FOOD. FREE T-SHIRT. FREG LOVE tor

people who work the show' Call 5-2892 tor

more into or vtsrt us above the credit union

ANNOUNCEMENTS

DO IT DO IT DO IT Spring Concert « Sun

day May 12 and we want you to work it

FREE FOOD FREE FUN FREE T-SHIRT

DM tree tree Can us at 5-2892 tor .nioor

come up to our office above the credit

union UPC rule*

THE UNION
Video
Center

Trains students in

all aspects of

video production

Stop by our

offices by the

Commuter Lounge

4 BEDROOM HOUSE
Hadley
Near Boyden Gym
$1600 month
Lincoln Real Estate

25 North Pleasant Street

253-7879

AMHERST CENTER room discount

549-0464

AVAILABLE JAJNTTsmgle be*rjomtor

female in recently renovated apt 2 miles

from UMass on bus route $250 month an

utilities included 253-0540

FOUR BEDRO«WHCrU*E;
near^Amherst

line large rooms new - 549-1217

FREE KEG If you take over our

Townehouse lease call 549-1292

GILREATH MANOR
5 bedroom apt 5 minutes to campus -call

549-2903

GILREATH MANOR APT on Hobart Lane

Spacious apartment tor 5-6 peoptej"J 1

rnikVtrom campus call 549-6901 today

LARGE STUOK3 APTiri Betehertown $240

,nd heat Eric 323-5946

LARGE SUNNY ROOM in 2 bedroom apt

in Sunderland on bus route available Sept

rent only $250 Female Non-smokers only

call Michelle 665-1184

SUBLET W/FALL OPTION. Bedroom in 3

br apartment bus route female only

Ruby 256-6241

SUNNY ROOM AVAILABLE for 1 or 2

women starting June 1st Off street parting

On bus line. 8 minute walk to North hamp

ton center $233/mo utilities Call

586-7960

THREE BEDROOlS— Two minutes from

town. 10 minute* from campus Take over

lease tor summer and possible fan Rant

negotiable Call 253-3776

THREE" FOUR FIVE bedroom houses

Betehertown Amherst line 586-4270

THREE TOWNHOUSE APARTMENTS-
eacn 2 bedroom iv» baths on bus route

North Amherst 1-567-1362

PLAY ALL DAY. WORK AT NIGHT this

summer at Tetefund We arejMekongiar-

ncuiato. knowtedgable UMae* *"?•«*» •*»

have good communication skills-you can

earn $5 2S/hr plus bonuses' Stop into the

basement of Memorial Hall to apply

SOM COFFEE SHOP needs workstudy stu

<SZZZ» coffee m SBA weekday morn

,ngs next semester call Karen 549-3677^

PERSONALS

FRANK (this means you R A B )

Happy 2nd month anniversary'

1000 Heebukes to you my dartin

Love. Janet

SUMMER SUBLET

2 BEDROOM APT— Sunderland -bus route

490 + with tall option 665-3494

2 BEDROOMS AVAILABLE in 6 bedroom

house, extremely close to campus

$215/$200 call Mike or Betsy 549-5244

4BEDROOM UPTOWN APT. spac-ous

starts June 1 rent negotiable call 549-5157

140VPERSON/MO 2HOUSES
3br&4br neartown btgyard

Tosh 542-3480 Adam 253-2585

SUMMER SUBLET WITH FALL OPTION

3 bedroom apartment in The Brook m

Amherst On bus *»f*2f «° "a"

carpeting, clean Call 253-0421)

SWISS VILLAGE 2BR APT

on bus route

w/ fall option

$525
2535496

FABULOUS RENTAL

AMHERST CENTER 1 BORM APT. Quiet,

close to common-tor frisbee fun(S Pro-

spect St ). sunny, kj livingrm - kitchen

ideal for 2 people Summer sublet wrtall op-

ton Call 253-7194

FAKE BLONDE AND FUSCHMU£ ***
Spend more time fixing your roots and let

me be Don't be an ignorant sow- L

beckv
~

Congratulations

I'm proud of you
Love Stan

Sorry it's late

$220/month neg one bdrm Montague *«j

yard -quiet 367-2278

$375 FOR THE WHOLE SUMMER! Large

bedroom in Sunderland apt one or two

(now its really cheap) welcome

665-3099

FEMALE LOOKING tor a 1 bedroom sum

mer sublet single only please call Kerr, at

253-0486

FOR SALE

APTS. FOR RENT

SPRING SPECIAL 99 cents one.month

rent with one year lease 2BR $450. 3BR

$537 in Sunderland Free bus route, laun-

dry facilities, pool, garden plots Short term

lease* available 6653856

"••
MsLL VALLEY ESTATES ***

Spacious 2bdrm. 2bth apt

Overlooking beautiful golf

course 1 Available June 1

ml fall opt -call 256-4654

owly 187 507mo Large bedroom in house

WmpSmPSl VVB Stove, 54IM402

DoeftnENTIAL APTS— ibr, 270/mo dose

ITSSasf AvaTlaSe 5/26 Call 54<WX>35

BAR $7» - 256-6837

BED. DRESSER and dorm fridge real cheap

must sell soon Jen. 253-0835

FOR SALE couch/chair kitch table & t

chairs B/O 253-9776

JOSH REYNOLDS ......

Happy Birthday O Metal Guru'

Have a great day. (even though

20 is such a silly age)

Fish, Peace. Love, and

Blah'
Manlhuna
Surprised I got the date

right? For once?

AMITY PLACE CONDO
Single room $250/month

Non-smoking female

549-0682

TOWNHOUSE SUMMER SUBLE1r 2

bedroom close to campus rent very

negotiable Jim 546-0770

t^WBEDROOMS^Sunset Ave. across

from Southwest Into call 549-2954

WHITE HOUSE NEXT TO BAVBANKS!
The best summer sublet

Close to campus and town

2floors 3bdrm 2bath sundeck

Call Jason at 549 '793

TRAVEL

TWO ROUND TRIP TICKETS. Boston to

San Francisco June 9-17 $300ea call

58*1455

APARTMENT FALL OPTION- middle of

Amherst 6/1. $150. 256-1906. Gillian

BEAUTIFUL 3 BEDROOM APT. downtown

NoHo renting all 3 rms $700 mo util

avail 6/1 call 584-4078

TYPING/WOROPROCESSING

ARE YOU SICK OF TYPING?

Fast and Accurate
Typing/Wofdprocessing

Free Laserprinttng!'

Call Becca 549-4600 x433

AUTO FOR SALE

1977 DODGE MOBILE TRAVELER
80.000 miles Very reliable engine

Sleeps 4, toilet, shower, oven

Must sell quickly $3200 or b/o

586-2922

1985 JEEP CHEROKEE
excellent condition

2 door, black w/ tan int

Auto, AC. 4x4, V6
72K $5400 2530774

SALEM PLACE!
Townhouse, only 3yrs old. large sunny k.t-

chen w/deck. full basemen
2
Jargebdm^

2V4 bath reasonable rent call now 253-0999

lease starts June 1

subleTWfall option
Great Ibr on Main St

Less than imi to campus

On 2 bus lines Heat

included 256-1782

HEY!
Don't be a goober

Buy a futon

They're big, comfortable.

and really cool'

Please think about this today

Metawampe Futons

Sleep with us!

1-800-3FUTON1

rAM"ORADUATINGind I S5*gS£
niture It you need couches, a kitchen table

desks and more at very inexpensive prices

call Amy or Sharon at 256-8845

PLANE TICKET TO CALIFORNIA"

Leave May 23rd - call RJ
546-1492

aVi2 midnight tonight, the nightmare

starts Good luck! EWT

JEREMY — Lots O'Lud from a woman who

hasrVt seen you from behind closed doors

lately 1 You know the routine!!

GAMMA BETA OF SDT
Happy third anniversary!

Love Amy

PIZZA

COLLEGE PIZZA
Spring Special

Small Cheese $350

Large Cheese $599

2 toppings only $1

549X3-549-6098

1988 JEEP WRANGLER candy-apple red

40K exc cond killer stereo don't miss this

Shirley 549-2824

1989 HONOA ACCORD DX 2 dweoupe
excellent condition only 12900 mites AM/FM

cassette stereo 8900 or BO Call Bruce at

256-1215 after 6pm

AUTOMOBILE PARTS FOR SALE
Honda Accord 81' $150 00

or Best Offer Ask for Jeff

at 549-0620

SELLING FOR PARTS- 1978 Subaru

Wagon, great engine, needs brakes, *i»u

or bo call 546-4671

takTover our lease
Huge room in house

Above Video-to-Go

Two minutes to town

On bus stop washer dryer

Call 2532528 9-5pm

275/month

^^g-O^nOuOUFFtoTo^edroom
apt
Start May 27.

Call 549-7622 anytime

tIcw^h^u^Tp^rtmenT
-

Takeover our lease'

two bedrooms 549-3990

newly insulated

SENIOR SELL OFF: Brand new Japanese

English laptop futon with frame 19«>

Toyota Celica. 3 bicycles, Sony, Infinity.

Toshiba -call David 549-1406

ROOMMATE WANTED

FOUNO

rreMAirROOMMATTWANTED
Nonsmoker to share apt across rom Brueg-

gers for summer price negotiable call Enca

546-0390

FWNDOnTCB JACKET in thatch
Describe it and its yours Bill 546-6906

HELP WANTED

DEADHEADS

tftoe"
S
y

T
one

N
two

R
three bedroom apart-

ments June or September Lincoln Real

Estate 25 North Pleasant Street

253-7879

HEY NOW'
I have Killer masters of Sunday night

Albany, and I feel like mak.ng copies to

everyone! You want 'em? You got em Can

John at 546-6842
nothm' left to do but :-) -) •)

FOR RENT

1 2 or 3 clean responsible fun roommates

wanted to share on-campus house M/F

starts June 1 call 253-2448 or 549-6424

ASAP

2 M/F FOR Mill Valley MTR bdrm pr.vate

bath heat/hot water incl 253-9776

i»\i HFDROOM APTS, one .n farmhouse

center, starting summer 6730, fall 675 + Cat

OK 586-0746

4BDRM 2BATH pool deck on bus rt

Take over lease start June 1st room tor as

many as 7 call 6653076 after 7pm

GILREATH MANOR

ThTbedrolm apartments available June

or September L.ncoln Real Estate 25 North

Pleasant Street

2537879

BEAUTIFUL UPTOWN APT

Perfect for 2 or 1

$550/mo-heat/hot water md
Call 256-4696 -Available 5/25

4 BDRM HOUSE
2533686

HOUSE FOR RENT 4-5 bedrooms, on bus

route. 10 minutes to UMass $"»"*«*>
June/September to September 2532644

JUNE letTbedrboms~ve7]ntee J
block

from UMass $450 00 David 549-1406

REFINISHE0lkpTFOR~2 uptown^across

from Brueggers a a step away from the bars

avail 6/1 w/ fall opt rent cheap incl heai must

lee! 253-0846 Call any timealeave

message

RESERVE NOW FOR SEPTEMBER
Lantern Court Apartments

Large 2 bedroom w/w, fully equip_ kitchen

waiher dryer and storage facilities

available On bus line- minutes to campus

Kam.ns Real Estate 253-2516

CHRISTMAS, SPRING BREAK, summer

travel FREE. Air couriers needed and cruise

ship fobs Call (805)682-7555 ext F-1426.

COOKSAND SERVERS^MTrwanted all

shifts available immediately, work thru sum-

mer Call 586-6393 Cafe Ashley

EARNT5.257»^plurbonuses at Tetefund

Good communication skills a must' Stop in

to see if you quality for an interview

FORTUNE" M0 COMPANY seeks loan

originators Good summer pb for student

or faculty 413774-6876

FRATERNITY MENI
and^Sorority Women

If you have your ideal summer job,

Don't read the next ad

$420 per week and opportunity to gain

valuable experience that can help in any

career

Come and hear about the next best secret

for summer work Interviews on May 8

4 00 6 00 or 8:00 PM Campus Center room

901 or May 9;4,6.8 PM room 802 Campus

Center

rFEMALEWANTED TO SHARE
room at the Brook

call Carta 549-5895

2"ROOMATES FOTHOljSE~^~rnltefrom

campus Starting June 1st

Call 549-0158

AMITY PLACE
1 female non-smoker private b/H

LR/DR wash/dryer Sept-Jun 295

549-1379

furn

•SENIOR PICNIC 199V

FRIDAY MAY 24 from 1-4 on

the Metawampe lawn behind the SUB.
WRNX will broadcast live'

Great music & give-aways'

Admission is free to all seniors

Food tix $5-

More info 545-2317

Tix can be bought on concourse Wed &

Thurs or at the Alumni Office in Memorial

Hall'

BEAUTIFUL CONDO
Behind Baybank, V^mile from campus'

It's clean, spacious. & real cheap

Stay from June 1- Sept 1. 1 or 2 people

Call Steve 549-6458

BRANDY*riNE^lurrMhed~apt °?*£
route tree AC/pool/etc Price neg 549-4025

Tess

BRANDYWINE SUBLET
2 bdrm 2-4 people

On bus route, pool, laundry

reasonable rent

Call 6-1070, 6-6011

OLEJ^BP^KJUSWE BEDROOM Bre^

dywine June 1 Fall option 549-8313

FREE CABLE! Pool' 2lge bedrooms (fits 4

people) the Brook 2537602

GREAT HOUSE to sublet with fall optioa

5 minute walk to campus, on bus route. 5

minute walk to town Close to BayBankv

Screened m porch, yard, storage Call now;

549-6508 with fall option

KENMORE~SWARE7Boston $217/month.

summer housing at MIT fraternity, near T.

double/triples, private baths/kitchens, tree

laundry (617)267-2199

NOROUllffTOl'fFOUR^BD^
Downtown, busroute, -great place!

Call 585-8657

ONErBEDROOMlNWTTANYTbus. A/C

$250/month neg 253-4194 message

PUFFTON SUMMER SUBLET 1 -4 people

Rent very negotiable M/F 549-4643

QUiETCOYYlbe^oom loft on North East

Street 5 minutes trom campus 253-2458

WSSERTATtONS. CASES PAPERS
On-campus pickup Fast' Accurate!

Mac/Laser, spellcheck

Nancy 5S4-792*
,

PAPERS, $1 50/pg Resumes laser printed

Fast professional, affordable

KCOMMUNtCATlONS. 256-6373

PAPERS. RESUMES, DISSERTATIONS,

laser pnnting Campus pickup/delivery Can

Rosemary 259-1786

TYPINGyWOROPROC
Free pickup « delivery

$1 25/page

Call Nancy at 534-0112

WANTED

SEEKING STUDENTS FROM Hong Kong

for in a young rapidly growing international

company 735-2355

WE7REFOR A few motivaterJindividuals to

help take our company international

735-2355 to schedule an interview

WANTED TO RENT

EASYGOING, GUV LOOKING for room

summer/fall apartmenVhouse close to cam-

pus all female or M/F house-mates Jim

2537701

want to tow q#rj yw.apggg
Puffton lease June 1 Call Derek 549-6538

ZETA PSI

SERVICES

SWIMMING FOR ADULTS afraid in water

course ts fun' It works' New at Greenfield

Y May 14 June 27 7733646 for brochure

$360

SUBLET

INTELLIGENCE JOBS. All branches US

Customs. DEA etc Now hiring Call

1 805-962-8000 ext K-9616

MAKE $ THIS SUMMER
_

House painting New
1 800-922-5579

England

SUMMER W/ FALL OPTION. Large room

ln S Amherst condo Pool, central A/C

washer/dryer, parking On busroute Cool

roomies, perfect summer place' Call Joe

2532696

RED HOUSE
across from Townhouses

(2) Three bedroom apts available

next to bus route

Beautiful backyard

price negotiable call 546-5920

or 546-1460

ROOMMATES NEEDED to share fabulous

double In downtown Amherst' Fully furnish-

ed apt $400/mo neg Call 256-3430

SINGLE ROOM IN center oTtown for sum

mer $220/mo or negot call 253-bW/

SUBLET OUR CONDO THIS SUMMER
Next to BayBanks Perfect location''

Great deal call now 546-3750 or 546-0634

4-7 people

SUMMER SUBLET- 2 bedrooms at Puff-

ton price negotiable 546-2848

SUMMER sTTBLETWITH FALL OPTION

Two spacious bedrooms

Close to campus, on bus route

Parking and backyard

Please call 256-8189

ON MONDAY MAY 13 we will be having a

fundraiser- Thank you party It will be at and

sponsored by Twisters Please consider at

tending that day
9pm- 1am

21&over -proper !D required
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Sports
Softball gears up for late season drive

• UM Drops finale to FSU
By THOMAS A. GEORGE
Collegian Staff

On Sundav under fine weather, the University of

Massachusetts softball team lost to Florida State Univer-

*^the first inning of that contest. UMass with one out,

had runners on second and th,rd. However, the team failed

to convert on that opportunity

Thev didn't make the mistakes we did, said head

coach Elaine Sortino 'In that kind of game, you don t get

too many chances." . ,

Stranded baserunners have been an Achilles heel for

the Minutewomen, who left 19 base runners this weekend.

In a striking contrast, UMass has left 281 runners to a

mark 195 from opponents this season.

The loss ended a nine game win streak, moving the

Minutewomen record to 33-11.
pl .

FSUs Ladv Seminoles came into The Diamond Classic

Softball Tournament ranked eleventh in the nation. FSU

ended the weekend with a 56-10 record, defeating UConn

and Princeton It was FSUs first appearance in this

^TheTMass team finished 2-1 on the weekend, after

defeating Princeton. 1-0 and Connecticut, 2-1 on Saturday.

UConn entered the Tournament with.a 34-13 recor on

a four game win streak. In the last NCAA poll, UConn

was a vote getter for the top twenty in the nation

"We really wanted to beat UConn" said pitcher Darlene

Claffey. "They're one of our biggest rivals.'

The Huskies scored the lone run on six hits, and com-

mited one error. In the past meetings, Claffey had held

UConn to one hit in the first win and five m another loss_

For Claffey, her record moves to 18-5, with an ERA ot

1 12 Claffey pushed her strikeout total over the three_

digit mark/throwing eight on the weekend for a total ol

101 on the season. ,

This was the fifth meeting versus the Huskies for the

Minutewomen this season, UConn still holds the lead, as

the record stands at UMass 2-UConn 3.

UMass took Princeton with a 1-0 win behind a four hit

performance. Princeton posted three hits, and the losing

pitcher was Lisa Moore of Wellesly, MA
Princetons record as of tourney time was 28-11. and had

I hot pitcher in Moore. Her ERA was an impressive 0.79,

and had struck out 186 batters on the season.

In the contest versus Princeton. Holly Aprile took the

( olU-Kian photo by C»ni«" Wyeth

Pitcher/Outfielder Holly Aprile helped UMass
defeat Princeton and rival Connecticut at the

Diamond Classic this weekend. Aprile is a pro-

bable starting pitcher today when UMass meets

up with Adelphi.

mound for her 15th win. Aprile's ERA is a 1.24 with a

15-6 record. She notched her sixth shutout, with a one

strikeout, two walk performance.

Aprile, the second best hitter on the team, was for-9

in a strange dry spell for a regular producer.

On the weekend, the UMass bats were much quieter

than usual. The team, who over the last ten games had

averaged nine hits a game, was held to seventeen hits on

the weekend.

Second baseman Jen Miller had four hits, including two

doubles and a RBI.

Miller has been a consistent performer, starting in all
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after big weekend
• NCAA birth likely for UM
By DAN WETZEL
Collegian Staff

With an NCAA championship bid in sight, the Univer-

sity of Massachusetts softball team must play one more

strong week of softball to receive an invitation to the big

show.

The week will not be an easy one for the Minutewomen

with regionally ranked Aldelphia in town today and the

Atlantic 10 championships set for this weekend.

"We have our necks out on the chopping block this

week," coach Elaine Sortino said. "We play some very

tough teams, regional powers, and we can't afford to lose.

We need five wins this week to make the tournament, so

we must sustain our momentum and not let down."

The top two teams from each region of the country

recieve invitations to the NCAA's. According to the

NCAA, new regional and national rankings will be out

today. Vying for the top spot in the northeast are UMass

and Connecticut. The Minutewomen defeated the Huskies

2-1 on Saturday, but UConn leads the season series 3-2^

Connecticut has no more games this season and

therefore is a shoo-in for the NCAA's. If UMass has a bad

week they could drop out of the top two.

"We are the only team still playing." Sortino said. "Con-

necticut is done and they should be in. If we play bad we

could drop out. We have a lot to do in the next week.

That week starts today, on Totman Field, at 3 p.m. with

doubleheader against Aldelphi.

Adelphi is 17 18 on the season and would love to jump

above the .500 mark by sweeping UMass. Adelphi was

frustrated by Penn State this weekend dropping three of

four to the Lady Lions, including two in extra innings.

UMass has already defeated the Panthers three times

this season. In March, at the National Invitational Tour-

nament in San Jose, Calif., the Minutewomen crushed

Adelphi 7-0 behind the strong pitching of Darlene Uat-

fey (18-5 ERA). On April 28th UMass swept the Panthers

5-3. 3-1 at Garden City, N.J.

"They are a strong hitting team," Sortino said. We will

have to pitch well and get some solid defense to shut them

down." . o q
Adelphi is batting .342 as a team and is averageing 3.9

runs per game. They have four players batting over .300.

"Last time we played UMass our hitters didn't hit when

they were supposed to," said Adelphi coach Nancy

Oestrike. "That will have to change for us to win.

Men's Crew wins New Englands

Collegian photo by Carrie Wyeth

The UMass Crew team, here seen

at practice, participated in the New

England Championships this

weekend. The men's heavyweight

team was able to take top honors in

the regatta.

By LYNN FRANKEL
Collegian Correspondent

More than a dozen New England crew

teams travelled to Lake Quinsigamon in

Worcester to participate in the New

England Championships. The University

of Massachusetts walked away from the

regatta Saturday with three silver and one

gold medal in the competition.

The varsity heavyweight men won the

premier event of the afternoon as they

powered their shell down the 2000-meter

course in an impressive 5.52, 4.3 seconds

ahead of the second place crew.

According to head coach Dave Trond the

varsity eight boat had a commanding lead

at the 1000-meter mark and went on to dic-

tate the rest of the race.

Senior Dave Ring said he was over-

whelmed when the boat approached the

medals dock. Ring said he thought UMass

was the crowd favorite and support from

alumni, family and friends was incredible.

Alumni association member Brendan

Morrissey said he was excited to see three

former lightweight rowers(Rich Scannell,

Dave Schor and Chris Marino) make the

tough transition into heavyweight

competition.

The New England Men's Heavyweight

Champions are coxswain Mary Lockyer,

Chris Marino, Brian Jewitt, Jeff Vohr,

Mike Rademacher, Dave Ring, Rich Scan-

nell, Keith Burgoyne and Dave Schor.

Coach Dave Trond said he was also very

impressed with the performance of the JV

eight. The team had come on strong late

in the season, defeating Coast Guard and

URI. The boat was successful Saturday as

they won a silver medal in the regatta.

The boat was in fourth place with 400

meters left. An all-out sprint bolstered the

eight into second.

The boat consisted of cox Jen Bragg, Jeff

Capabianco, Nat Delmanzo, Steve Casco,

Tim Stone, Bob Leahy, Cameron Clarke,

Jared Browning and Steve Weiner.

Novice Men's coach Shawn Talbot said

his lightweight eight had a "great mental

victory" Saturday and they scored a silver

medal.

Talbot said his crew bounced back from

two tough losses last weekend.

The UMass varsity women proved their

adopted slogan "We are faster" to be true

as they walked away from competition on

Saturday with a silver medal.

At 1000-meters, both UMass and Tufts

walked through the other boats in the field

and battled it out for first and second. The

UMass women had, at that point in the

race, destroyed boats that had handed them

defeat earlier in the season.

Junior Kerry Clarkin said that the

team's final heat was both physically and

emotionally draining, but an entire year of

intense hard work and dedication was

rewarded in a mere seven minutes.

Seven seat Jennifer Geary said the silver

medal has put the boat in a positive frame

of mind for next weekend's National

Championships.

The varsity boat is comprised of coxswain

Jen Blum, Allison Hurtwitch, Jennifer

Geary, Deanna Cook, Jen Lambert, Kerry

Clarkin, Courtney Harold, Rachel White

and Jenn Hinds.

The JV women came in third in a hard

fought race.

The University of Massachusetts crew

team now heads to Philadelphia to take on

Dad Vail division schools from all over the

United States. The team will face good pro-

grams from schools like Virginia and Tem-

ple as well as arch-rivals New Hampshire

and the Coast Guard Academy.

Dave Trond said the varsity

heavyweights should be seeded in the top

five after their performance at the New
Englands.

The team leaves for Philadelphia, on

Thursday in the hopes of returning to

Amherst with some "hardware."

Baseball
set to host
Northeastern
By GREG SUKIENNIK
Collegian Staff

An appropriate theme for the Univer-

sity of Masssachusetts baseball team

this week would be "three to get ready."

The 22-22-1 Minutemen, assured of se-

cond place and an Atlantic 10 Con-

ference Tournament berth, have three

games in three days to prepare mental-

ly and physically for their season-long

goal of winning the A-10's and advanc-

ing to the NCAA Regionals.

That preparation begins at 1 p.m. to-

day when Northeastern visits Earl

Lorden Field for a doubleheader.

The Huskies enter today's action at

27-11. Their most recent action was a

5-4 loss to New England powerhouse

Maine on Sunday. Northeastern actual-

ly led that contest 2-0 for the first five

innings, and kept the score close until

the end.

"They're a good ballclub," said UMass

assistant Norm Hayner of the Huskies.

"They swing the bats well."

Hayner said that the Minutemen will

use several pitchers against Nor-

theastern this afternoon. He added fur-

ther that the Minutemen must trim

their 27-man roster to 22 players for

tournament play, which gives the

coaching staff the task of evaluating

players today and tomorrow vs. Central

Connecticut.

ruiiy Collegian
VOLUME C

By MARC ELLIOTT
Collegian Staff

The administration recognized the April 9 student

government elections for the first time Monday affirm-

ing Kevin Newnan as student trustee and David Gagne

as president, while crushing Jennifer Wood's plans to run

for trustee in the election originally planned for tomor-

row, sources said.

Gagne said Vice-Chancellor of Student Affairs Jo-Anne

Vanin told him that the administration this week will an-

nounce their decision recognize the student sponsored elec-

tions in a letter to the campus community rather than

face a lawsuit for violating the Massachusetts law man-

dating the timing for student trustee election. The state

law mandates that the election be held at the beginning

of April.

Gagne also said Vanin told him that while Gagne's elec-

tion is not protected by state law, the administration will

respect his election until at least September. The ad-

ministration plans to hold elections in the fall for seats

in the Commission on Student Governance's new student

government provided the referendum passes during torn-

morrow's campus-wide vote.

Newnan summed up his assessment of the administra-
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tion's decision simply. "Vanin fought the law and the law

won."
Newnan also expressed regret that the senate had to

resort to legal means to coerce the administration into

respecting his election, adding that he hoped all involv-

ed can work well together in the future.

"It's unfortunate that we had to resolve this on the legal

front rather than the diplomatic, but now that the situa-

tion has been resolved, hopefully all parties involved will

move on," Newnan said.
(

Newnan also urged students to vote against tomorrow s

referendum, describing it as an "attempt by the ad

ministration to impose their will on the students."

Gagne said while he is happy the administration is go-

ing to allow him to "represent students" over the sum

mer, he is disturbed by the prospect ofbeing forced to run

again in the fall should the referendum pass.

Wood said she was upset that the administration

neglected to confirm the legality of their actions before

attempting to delay the trustee election.

"I counted on the fact that they had done their footwork,

that they were adult enough and responsible enough (to

check the state law's restrictions]," Wood said.

Wood, who learned about the decision through a third

party, said she was frustrated with the administration's

failure to tell her what their decision would be.
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While she said she was waiting until this week to start

campaigning for the administration's election, original

ly scheduled for Thursday, she spent four to five nights

collecting signatures for her nomination papers and

printed about 8,000 campaign posters earlier this week.

Vanin was unavailable for comment.

The Undergraduate Student Senate hired the Nor

thampton law firm of Barnes and Ethridge two weeks ago

to force the Office of Student Affairs to recognize the elec-

tions which were run by student senators opposed to the

referendum despite the administration's refusal to

recognize them.

The administraton announced they would not recognize

the April elections four months ago, when former Vice

Chancellor of Student Affairs Dennis Madson set up the

Commission on Undergraduate Governance to restructure

the Student Government Association. The administration

instead planned to hold an election for only the student

trustee tomorrrow at the same time as the referendum

vote on the commission's new student government

Madson, who is now working for Lewis and Clark Col-

lege in Portland, Ore., said he intervened at the request

of the student senate officers who claimed that the Stu

dent Government Association, as it was structured, was

ineffective in serving the student body.

Presidents' health not

always public knowledge
WASHINGTON (AP) - The White

House says it has tried to give reporters

"the raw facts" and then some on President

Bush's irregular heartbeat. That has not

always been the case when illness struck

the presidency.

Grover Cleveland's cancer was passed ott

as a toothache. The nation was kept in the

dark about the stroke that incapacitated

Woodrow Wilson. Franklin D. Roosevelt s

deteriorating condition was kept from the

public. . ,

Bush's first hospitalization since his elec-

tion in 1988 has focused attention again on

a long history of presidential illnesses that

often has been marked by deception.

Bush's aides and doctors have been at

pains to avoid any suggestion of a cover-up.

A team of four doctors from the White

House, George Washington University and

Bethesda Naval Hospital briefed reporters

and answered questions on Bush's ir-

regular heartbeat for 37 minutes Monday

after the president returned from the

hospital.

White House spokesman Marlin ritz-

water gave a series of briefings, starting

Saturday night after Bush suffered short-

ness of breath while jogging at Camp

David, Md.
That's a far cry from what happened alter

Cleveland was diagnosed in June 1983 as

having cancer in the roof of his mouth.

The president was spirited away to a

friends's yacht in New York harbor, where

surgery was performed. When he arrived

four days later at his summer home, a news

agency reported that a malignant growth

had been removed in the operation. His

doctors, however, insisted he was suffering

only from rheumatism and a toothache.

"A precedent has been established: the

president of the United States had decid-

ed that his illness, even when it was believ-

ed to be life-threatening was a private mat-

ter," Dr. Edward B. MacMahon and

Leonard Curry wrote in their 1987 book,

"Medical Cover-ups in the White House."

After President James A. Garfield was

shot at a Washington railroad station on

July 2, 1881, he lingered for weeks before

dying. Doctors followed what The New
York Times called "the questionable habit

... of giving out encouraging news over-

night and taking it back, or at least quali-

fying it, in the morning."

Wilson suffered a stroke on Oct 2, 1919,

paralyzing the left side of his body, impair-

ing his vision and producing personality

changes that affected his judgement.

Adm. Cary T. Grayson the White House

physician, conceded that the president's

condition was "not at all good" in a state-

CONTINUED ON PAGE 6

AP photo

President Bush jokes with reporters about his previously

fibrillating heart.

Economist to speak
on human needs,

industry tonight
By JASON GEORGE
Collegian Staff

John Kenneth Galbraith, one of the most versatile

and celebrated economists of the twentieth century,

will be speaking tonight in Memorial Hall at 7:30 p.m.

Galbraith's lecture, titled "War, Industrial Develop-

ment, and Human Needs," will be the last in a series

of lectures on "The Global Consumer in Transition:

Challenging the Contradictions," sponsored by the

Division of Home Economics.

According to Sam Bowles, an economics professor at

UMass, Galbraith has differed from many economists

and academics by making his writings and teachings

accessible to almost everyone.

"He is unique among economists in his ability to

speak to a broad group of people," Bowles said. He

is one of the few economists that the general popula-

tion looks to guidance for on economic matters.

Bowles, along with UMass economics professors

Richard Edwards and William Shepherd, have edited

a collection of essays in honor of Galbraith entitled Un-

conventional Wisdom.

In one essay, Harvard professor Henry Rosovsky

notes an auto mechanic in Hoboken, New Jersey ask-

CONTINUED ON PAGE 3

40 killed in Malaysian explosion

KUALA LUMPUR, Malaysia (AP) - Explosions yester-

day destroyed a fireworks plant and started a fire that

spread to six nearby factories and 50 homes. At least 40

people were killed and many others were missing.

The national news agency, Bernama, said as many as

100 people were feared killed in the fireworks factory

alone. The agency said about 150 people were in the fac-

tory in Sungei Buloh, on Kuala Lumpur's outskirts, when

the explosions and fires began.

Badaruddin Mat, the Fire Department director general,

told reporters only one woman was found alive inside the

Astra Fireworks plant.

ARer nightfall, firefighters with flashlights began sear-

ching the burned ruins of the factories and homes, he said.

Crowds gathered at the fire site in hope of finding miss-

ing relatives. Mohamad Tahir Anuar, 24, said his wife

was killed in the fire and he did not know the fate of 10

other relatives who worked in the fireworks factory.

Dr. Megat Buhainuddin Abdul Rahman, director of the

government's General Hospital, told reporters 14 bodies

had been brought to the hospital and 26 bodies still were

at the scene.

Officials said 50 people were hospitalized for injuries suf-

fered in the explosions and fires.

Scores of army and civilian firefighters battled the fires,

which the Village Development and Security Committee

said affected a 125-acre area.

Bernama reporters said at least 300 people, mostly fac-

tory workers, were left homeless by the fires, which rag-

ed for three hours after the initial late afternoon blasts

at the fireworks factory.

The agency said one woman was struck by a car and

killed as people fled in panic.
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PROFESSIONAL STAFF

WEDNESDAY, MAY 8

Panel - Discussion sponsored by the Cape Verdean Stu-

dent Alliance will be in CC 162-75 from 7 p.m. 9:30 p.m.

Theater Performance - Ten Little Indians sponsored by

the UMass Theater Guild will be in the Student Union

Ballroom from 8 p.m. - 10:30 p.m. Admission is $3 for

students and $5 for general public.

Meeting - Omicron Delta Epsilon, the Economics honor

society, will meet in the lobby of Thompson Tower at 6

P
Meeting - Program in Seina, Italy exchange program

from UMass will ahve an informational meetinf for the

spring 1992 exchange in Herter 301 at 7:30pm.

THURSDAY, MAY 9

Panel - Discussion sponsored by the Cape Verdean btu

dent Alliance will be in CC 162-75 from 7 p.m. - 9:30 p.m.

Admission is free.

GLB Community Forum - Discussion about politics

of being queer" in Campus Center 917 from 7:30 p.m.

9:30 p.m.

FRIDAY, MAY 10 „

Bands - "Flor de Cana," "Quetzal," and Fortaleza,

three Latin American bands, will perform at the Nor-

thampton High School Auditorium, 380 Elm St., Nor-

thampton at 7:30 p.m. Tickets are $8 in advance and $10

at

panet- Discussion sponsored by the Cape Verdean Stu-

dent Alliance will be in CC 168C) from 7 P-nj; - 9j30 P^nv

Coffee Social - sponsored by LBGA in the CC 803 from

3 p m. 6 p.m. Admission is free.

Semi-Formal - sponsored by Patterson House Council

at the Bluewall Cafe from 8 p.m. - 1 a.m. Admission is

$5 for dues-payers and $6 for others.

SATURDAY MAY 11

Conference - Cape Verdean Awareness Day Conference

sponsored by the Cape Verdean Student Alliance in the

CC Auditorium and lower level at 11 a.m. Admission is

the Conference Registration fee v , an
Dinner & Musical - sponsored by the Cape Verdean

Student Alliance in the Bluewall Cafe at 6 p.m. 8.30 p.m.

Admission is the Conference Registration fee.

Dance - sponsored by the Cape Verdean Student

Alliance in the Bluewall Cafe from 9 p.m. 2 a.m. Admis

sion is the Conference Registration fee

workshop - Photo workshop sponsored by the Index in

the CC 804-08 from 12 p.m. - 1 a.m. Admission is tree.

'

AHORA General Meeting - 2 p.m. on the Horseshoe in

Southwest; rain option: meet in the Latin American

Cultural Center in Moore House.

Brian Marnngton Lon Black

"\aureen taierovski

Rorv Evans

UNIVERSITY COPY CENTERS

Offer convenient, on-campus locations,

competitive prices and fast service

Resume Specials

Stapling & Binding

Enlargement & Redaction

Collating

Colored Paper ft Cover Stock

Thesis Printing

SPECIAL
10 Copies of any original 32c

Two locations open Mon-Fri, 9 am- 5 pm

101 Herter Hall South College, lower level

Call 545-2719 for prices

f> ^QE LITE
LESS FILLING

LESS WASTE,

DIVISION Oh

SUMMER
SPARKLES at

UMass
Over 300 credit and non-

credit courses and work-

shops will bedazzle you in

the UMass Summer Session.

A glittering lineup of classes

is conveniently offered both

day and evening in two, six-

week sessions.

First session runs June

4-July 12; second ses-

sion runs July 16-

August 22.

Register Now!

By mail until May 17, by tele-

phone (545-3653) or FAX

(545-3351) until May 31, or

in person through June 3.

University of

Massachusetts
at Amherst

Summer
1991

Pick Hp a free catalog

at area banks,

grocery stores,

shopping centers,

libraries, and malls.

Foe more

information or a

free catalog,

call 545-2414.

MOVING ON??
Rent a Truck or Cargo

Van from. .

.

North Amherst
MotorsBO*es

Bo**
._, A 78 Old Sunderland Rd, No. Amherst

Don't be disappointed. _ «^aviT
Reserve your Truck 549"HtN

Today!

Local and One-Way
RYDER Trucks

Most major credit cards accepted.

On PVTA bus route.

! NORTHEAST AWARDS

MOVING OFF CAMPUS?

f.-r'

i

!
|

7 Kelleher Drive

; South Deerfield, MA 01373

!
1 (413) 665-8791

i
'

! Economical Awards of Distinction .

;

Custom i^aquM, Trophies,

Executive Gifts

Free Catalog on Request

&wl
Brandywine offers Country

Living with convenience

• On UMass Bus Route • Nearby Shopping • Situated

on 18 well-landscaped acres with pond.

• One and two bedroom apartments include gas utilities

(heat, hot water, and stove).

• Swimming pool, laundry facilities, responsive

management

. Stop in and we'll show you what we have to offer.

BRANDYWINE AT AMHERST
16 Brandywine Drive

Rental Office open daily 10-4

549-0600

THE

WORLD
FOR

SAL
prior to June 15th

$198

after 6/15, $398

•round trip* from Boston

•Taxes not included*

•Buy before May 15th*

Reatrtciona Apply

Eurail Passes

issued on the spotl

Free student travel

catalogue

Council Travel
79 S. Pleasant St.

Amherst

413-256-1261

LOCAL

Photo by John E. Lrwia

APARTMENTS FOR SALE - An old shack off of Route 47 is in rough shape.

economist to speak tonight

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

ed him what he did for a living. When Rosovsky replied

he taught at Harvard, the mechanic asked from under the

car "do you happen to know Professor Galbraith?

Ironically, though Galbraith's widespread fame

throughout the world may have diminished his reputa

tion among academic circles, it is part of his design.

"[Galbraith] has a life-time strategy of how to make peo-

ple listen to him," Bowles said. "He writes books that the

rest of the population will read, and then economists

become embarrassed not to have read them.'

Kenneth Sharpe, in a book he wrote on Galbraith, notes

after he wrote the scholarly work, A Theory ofPrice Con-

trol, Galbraith "resolved never to write a book tor

economists again." .

"His major contribution has been as a leading critic ot

the mainstream textbook version of economic theory,

Bowles said.

While bucking the orthodox trends of the economics pro

fession, Galbraith has also made a contribution as a

diplomat, government official, and as an outspoken social

and political critic.

"[Galbraith's] a battler for things he believes in. which

is unusual among academics," Bowles said. "He doesn t

use his ivory tower position for a life of comfort but to

strike a blow for making a better life for people to live in.

Throughout his long career, Galbraith has served in

such varied positions as a deputy in the Office of Price

Administration during World War II, on the editorial

board of Fortune Magazine, and as United States am-

bassador to India during the Kennedy administration. In

addition, he has found the time to publish 36 books and

innumerable articles.

Galbraith's greatest contribution to American society

in the past six decades, may be his role as social and

political critic.

"Galbraith's period of greatest effect was during the late

1950's and 1960's, when he alerted America to the dangers

of private affluence versus public squalor," Bowles said.

"His message was really well received."

By "public squalor", Galbraith referred to the neglect

of roads, bridges, and the general decline of the American

infrastructure. .

"Even in the conservative 1980s, his voice is still listen-

ed to," Bowles said. "There are any number of people now

in Congress who consider what Galbraith says as essen-

tial in their daily work.

"Nobody from the liberal side of the spectrum has been

as successful as he has in getting his ideas out."

Galbraith himself best summed up what he has

dedicated himself to when he wrote in his book The Af-

fluent Society, that "The enemy of the conventional

wisdom is not ideas but the march of events."

Prop. 2 1/2

override
defeated
By the Associated Press

Voters in four communities defeated Proposition 2Vfe

overrides Monday that would have enabled officials to col-

lect more tax money for various local projects.

In Andover, Hull. Millis and Webster voters opposed at-

tempts to ease tight budgets by overriding the tax limiting

measure approved more than a decade ago.

In Medway one override was approved, a second was

defeated.

Passed in 1980, Proposition 2K caps local property tax

increases to 2.5 percent annually.

If the community wishes to spend more money, an over-

ride must be approved by the voters. General overrides

are permanent, while overrides for specific projects last

only one year.

The overrides considered Monday varied dramatically

in size and scope.

In Millis, seven separate proposals were defeated, said

town administrator Charles Aspinwall.

They ranged from a $2,000 request for a computer to

a $682,500 sewer project override, he said.

"This means some staff will be cut, equipment won't be

purchased, we won't be offering a hazardous waste day,

the transfer station may be closed two days a week, and

the school department and public works department will

be eliminating positions," he said yesterday.

The largest override defeated Monday was in Andover

where residents soundly rejected a $1.5 million request

from the school department.

Wendell Mattheson, a member of the board of registrars,

said 5,309 of the people voted against the override and

2,823 endorsed it.

Several communities considered debt-exclusion over-

rides. In Hull, for instance, officials unsuccessfully lob-

bied for $12 million in debt-inclusion money to pay

operating costs and keep town employees on the payroll.

Medway voters were the only people Monday who voted

themselves at least a partial increase in property taxes,

approving a $542,000 debt-exclusion override by 1,681

votes to 1,629, according to the town $214,000 override

for a sewer construction project.

The 100,000 override rejected by voters in Webster

would have covered extra legal and consultant fees for the

town to fight a proposed landfill on the Douglas-Webster

line, said Town Clerk Regina Bugan.

"People are starting to think we've lost the cause and

why try to fight it anymore," she said of the town's op-

position to the dump on Route 16.

Collegian staff elects

13 editors for fall
The Collegian staff yesterday elected 13

new editors for the fall semester.

Gayle Long, current news editor, was

elected editor in chief. Long, a junior jour-

nalism/English major, has worked at the

Collegian for two years, previously serving

as associate news editor and editorial

editor.

Anna Regina Santiago, former editorial

editor, was elected managing editor. San-

tiago, a junior journalism major, has work-

ed at the Collegian for three semesters.

Election Results

Other election results:

• Preston P. Forman, features editor, was

elected news editor;

• Greg Sukiennik, associate sports editor,

will serve as editorial/opinion editor;

• Paul DeGeorges, associate arts editor,

was voted arts editor.

• Rick Seto, former assoicate sports editor

and production supervisor, and Tamir Lip-

ton, former associate sports editor and cur-

rent assoicate news editor, were elected co-

sports editors;

• Carrie Wyeth, current associate photo

editor, will serve as photo editor;

• Jessame Hannus, currently serving as

interim editorial editor, was elected

women's issues editor;

• Madanmohan Rao, Third World Affairs

staff member, will serve as Third World af-

fairs editor;

• Sondra Sutton will retain her position

as Black affairs editor;

• Alexander Nguyen, will retain the post

of Multicultural Affairs editor.

• Trystan Skeigh, current gay, lesbian,

bisexual issues editor, was re-elected.

The Collegian staff also voted to institue

a Jewish affairs editor. The editor, who will

be appointed, will be selected by the incom-

ing editor in chief and managing editor in

the fall.

Current graphics production manager

Nicole Dumas, will be returning as produc-

tion manager in the fall. Dumas is a

sophomore communications major.

Photo t>y Christina Orwilz

SOMEONE SCREAM? - A Bart's employee makes like an ice cream

cone in Northampton. __^___^^_^___— J
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GET FAT & DIRTY

The 9i SPECIALIZED
Fat Tire Bikes Are Here!

What is a

Textbook
Buyback?

Three times during each semester the Textbook Annex

brings in a wholesaler to buy textbooks from students.

Wholesalers are in the business of selling used books to

colleges and universities across the country. Therefore, in

determining how much they will pay a student for a book

they must consider the demand for that book as well as

the shipping and handling costs involved in processing and

reselling the book. This is why prices vary and indeed

change frequently.

The best time to sell books is at the end of the semester.

At that time the Annex will pay 50% of the new price for

a book if we have an order for that book for the follow-

ing semester. If we do not, the wholesaler may make you

an offer.

If you have questions please ask the people doing the

buyback or the Annex staff. They will be more than happy

to answer your questions and give you any tips that may

be applicable to your situation.

When is the
;

next Textbook

Buyback?

The end of the semester Textbook Buyback is:

at the Textbook Annex:

May 15-17,

May 18,

May 20,

May 21, 22

May 23,

May 24,

May 28-31,

9:00 am-4:00 pm
1 1 :00 am-4:00 pm
9.00 am-4:00 pm
9:00 am-8:00 pm
9:00 am-6:00 pm
9:00 am-4:00 pm
9:00 am-4:00 pm

at Hampden and Worcester:

May 21, 22 10:00 am-8:00 pm

May 23, 10:00 am-6:00 pm

RTHJUlf*
BICYCLE

EST 1971

319 Pleasant St.

Northampton, MA
586-3810

800-464-3810
f

SrtUAUXO.

Now's the
time to call...

North Amherst
Motors

71 Old Sundwtand Rd, No. Amhtrst

549-2880

Expert Repairs and
Reconditioning

Most M*/or Cfdit C*rds Accvptoa

"Working"* "Noises Off I

Now Accepting Applications;

Director, Stage Manager, Set Designer,

Costume Designer, Light Technician,

Sound Technician, *Vocal Coach,

Choreographer, Musical Director, Rehearsal

Pianist.

FALL 1991 Productions
DEADLINE: May 10, 1991

Contact:
Guild Office S.U.B. 545-0415

- Ben Ware 546-6913

Janna Kovalcin 54o-4ooo
^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^

raras

SQUIRE
VILLAGE

665-2203

7 days a week

Beautiful Spacious Apartments

in different skapes & sizes

from I to 5 bedrooms.

including HOUSES and even a FARM
(2 bedroom apts. are 1200 sq ft.!!!)

Get your roommates early and pick

tke apartment of your cKoice

we have:

Spacious yards, swimming pool, dishwashers, AC,

disposals, on dus route wall to wall carpeting, laundry

facilities, walk in closest & many others.

CALL TODAY
Bring Tkis Ad in and Receive $100

off first month's rent

The offer expires May 31, 1991

COLLEGIAN
WEDNESDAY, MAY 8, 1991
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Soaked at Bread and Circus
_ _.. » .

Have you tasted the juiciest fruit in the

world?

I have. At Bread and Circus.

The fruit is not juicy and mouth-watering

because of its great taste, texture or color.

It's because of the price.

I got soaked at the Bread and Circus.

Gayle Long

The temperature went up two weekends

ago and I thought it would be great to go

over to Bread and Circus and buy some

fruit.

What could be better for you on a warm

spring day than to go outside, play some

tennis, read Sister Carrie and have a cor-

nucopia of fresh fruit when hungry?

Unfortunately, what happened was I end

ed up getting milked at the cash register.

As I walked through the display of exotic

fruits and veggies, I noticed something else

in the Valley's premiere supermarket -

the exotic prices.

The strawberries were $1.49 a pint (at

another nearby store, they were $1.29 a

pint) If you don't care about quality, you

can get them for 99 cents a pint.

Of course, you never know what things

are really worth until after you buy them

— and so I did.

I bought a Costa Rican pineapple for »y

cents a pound (the next day on another pro-

duce excursion I found pineapples for 49

cents a pound).

Needless to say, the fruit lefi a bad taste

in my mouth and a hole in my pocket. Not

that the quality of the fruit was bad mind

you, but it wasn't anything special.

Another great thing about Bread and Cir

cus is they have the fruit you've never

heard of. Fruit you see in the Stop and Shop

commercials but you see in the typical

grocery store maybe once or twice a year.

Mangoes, papaya, boysenbemes,

pomegrantes, and kumquats. Yum
But the best was the uglifruit. Uglifruit

are actually large tangerines with an in-

credibly (you guessed it) ugly rind.

I was quite intrigued by the uglifruit, and

despite the fact I had no idea what the

uglifruit really was, I bought it as an

adventure. I liked the taste of the ughfriut,

but tangerines are much nicer to look at

and I expect you pay for the descriptive

name of the citrus as well.

Needless to say, a tangerine would have

done the job as well, and I wouldn't have

been afraid to cut the fruit open.

Of course I understand fruit and the

Bread and* Circus is organically grown,

meaning there are no pesticides, nothing

bad for the human body. And that makes

me happy. I don't want to glow in the dark,

die of food poisoning or even make my

children have birth defects, but come on.

Maybe all fruit should be grown

organically, so the "my body is a temple"

thing works for all of us. Maybe then peo-

ple will go to the Bread and Circus and not

notice the price difference.

I don't make a million dollars every

week, and bringing home the tofu and fry

ing it up in a pan isn't worth it if the tofu

costs more than the bacon.

So, until the produce market is consistent

in its prices, the comparison shopper is on

the loose, in search of quality fruit and

vegetables at a reasonable price.

For me, at least, there's only one way to

remember the pricey overpriced produce.

Bread and Soak-us.

Gayle Long is a Collegian columnist

rSifife

• ITS DONALD TRUMP/
"

Collegian amendments racist

Reader finds Levinson foolish

ARer reading the column, "What do they

teach us?"(May 3), I find myself asking its

author, Jeremy Levinson, several ques-

tions. The first of which is, "Aren't you just

a little cynical?"

Mr. Levinson writes: "...grades have no

correlation whatsoever to anything of

value extracted by a student from the

course material." What does that mean?

Does it mean that grades don't relate to the

quality of the student? Does it mean that

grades don't relate to the quality of the pro-

fessor? Or does it mean that grades don t

relate to the quality of the course?

Mr Levinson writes: "In the Humanities

and Social Sciences, we're generally deal

ing with human events processes and in

stitutions so the subsequent matter takes

on their depth and dynamism. People have

written for years on this stuffwithout say-

ing anything of consequence..'

question for Mr. Levinson: "Have you read

your own column lately?"

Finally, Mr. Levinson writes: "Never con

fuse an A with having derived value from

a course. Nor a D with the reverse. Does

that mean that every A I ever achieved was

worthless? Does it mean that every D 1

have never received was an opportunity

lost?
,

... ..

Anyone reading this letter will notice

there are a lot of questions in it. I ask them

because I do not know the answers, unlike

Mr Levinson. My education will continue

so long as I continue to ask these questions.

It is unsurprising to learn that Mr. Levin-

son once quit high school, but has return-

ed for three years of college. Still, I have

one last question for him: "What have you

learned?" _ . ,

Luke Enckson
Sylvan

We are appalled, but not surprised, by

the Collegians most recent attempts to

silence the Third World Affairs, the

Multicultural Affairs and the Black Affairs

pages.

These pages, which only appear once

every two weeks, are the Collegians only

consistent voices speaking against racism

and imperialism, and for the liberation of

"Third World" peoples.

Last week the Collegian voted down a pro-

posal that would allow the editors of the

aforementioned pages to be elected by their

respective communities.

The Collegian's motives become clearer

with its simultaneous attempt to disallow

graduate students from holding editor-

ships. [The staff held a vote to decide

whether graduate students would be allow-

ed to hold these editorship positions.]

Since its creation in Fall 1989, through

militant action, most articles on the TWA
page have been written by graduate

students and its longstanding editor is a

graduate student.

They have voiced unmitigated criticism

of American foreign policy (especially in

the Persian Gulf), Israeli government

policy and of American conservatives,

liberals and would-be leftists alike. The

TWA page, along with the Multicultural

Affairs page, has also offered a political

perspective on Third World cultures not

found elsewhere, i.e. - culture in the con-

text of liberation struggles.

The Collegians attempt to suppress this

perspective is characteristic of

"multiculturalism" at the Collegian, and

in White Amerika in general: "Please ex-

press your culture, but on our terms.

Just as we support the Women's Issues

page, the Lesbian, Bisexual and Gay Issues

editorship and the call for a Jewish Issues

editor, we support the right of students

from all communities on campus to define

themselves, their struggles, their aspira-

tions, on their own terms.

The Collegian tries to justify its reac-

tionary stance by proclaiming its autonomy

or "independence" from the University:

"WE are a self supporting newspaper, so

WE [who's we - enlightened Platonic

editors?] decide what goes on OUR pages."

Who reads the Collegian, thereby pro-

mpting businesses to advertise in the

newspaper, if not the community at large?

Some universities recognize the mutual

responsibility involving a campus

newspaper and its readership so the vote

for those newspapers' editors-in-chief, for

instance, is open to the whole student body.

Interestingly, the Collegian is now claim-

ing its ndependence on the Undergraduate

Student Senate constitution to justify its

attempts to bar graduate students from

editorships. Funny how an institution's

self-perception changes in order to fulfill its

agenda.

The blindness of the majority of the Col-

legian staff to such blunt and transparent

mechanisms of exclusion have once more

proven their inseparability from a White,

ethnocentric, liberal Establishment A
paternalistic establishment so full of its

legitimacy that it forgets its relentless

hostility to subaltern groups. We are

awaiting, with little suspense, the abun-

dant rationalizations of the Collegian.

Ziad Abillama
Nathan Krystall

Amherst

College life causes many changes
^

. . A _ : «• ,ian thmitrh the dangers of gett

Holy Cow, does one year of UMass really change a

person- one's attitudes, ideas, customs. College real-

ly does a number on you, and often for the better. It

opens up your mind to a world of ideas, many of which

may clash with your mind to a world of ideas, many

of which may clash with your deep-set, ingrained

beliefs. It opens up a world of experience for you. It can

be cool at times and at other times frustrating to ex-

amine your inward compass - many of us in college

ask ourselves: Where am I going? What am I going to

do with my life? It is straining and scary to ponder such

tough questions. But what I do know is that this

University has greatly changed me in the last year.

David Massey

I never used to listen to Led Zepellin until I came

to UMass Now, it is sort of like a daily ritual. Before

ween such Zep classics as "Black Dog and Black

Mountain Side," '^"t^Jffi^^
"Custard Pie." After being exposed to the world ot

Page Plant, Jones, and Bonham, they're damn near

"Gods" of music in my book.

I never used to drink until I came to UMass. I was

died and confused when it came to differentiating bet-

£Sm aMiS and a Molsen, let alone liking the taste^

Sack in high school (the old days) I wasn't aware of

partLs or alcohol. And I guess they say this is thetime

to experiment even though the dangers of getting

myself in serious trouble every time I open up another

always lurks in the back of my mind.

I never used to skip class. But at UMass, I figure that

I am paying for this and if I don't feel like trudging

down to Astronomy, I won't, that simple. I m in con-

trol here. , „ , .„

I never used to not worry about grades. Grades, to

me, are secondary at UMass. I didn't come here to

graduate with a certain GPA - I came to learn, to ex-

perience and experiment, to open up, to explore ideas^

I never used to go to dance clubs. But every weekend

going to Katina's to move something, always remains

3
I neveTused to stay up to 1 or 2 a.m. in high school.

Here my schedule is much different, more diverse, do

more things, meet a lot more people, and I need more

time in the day to do everything I want to *>.

I never knew what GLB stood for until I came to this

university. Heck, I had never met to the best of my

knowledge, someone who was openly Gay, Lesbian, or

B
I

8e

never got my news solely from the daily

newspapers. Now, that is, in general, all really rely

on. I love not always having to 'tune out in front of

the TV, which usually spurts out mindless and trivial

crud, anyway. Kill your TV, as the saying goes, and

mine is definitely dead.

I never used to read the Collegian. Now I write for

it. Boy, does this place change you.

David Massey is a Collegian staff member

Can't just 'be gay'
I was sitting outside of the classroom when two of my

classmates sat down beside me. One of them turns to the

other shaking the Collegian, and says, "Can you believe

that two out of four articles on the front page of the paper

are about gay rights? I mean, who cares? It seems there

fs always a rally about something. J^JJjIw^
rather be prejudiced just to piss people off. Interesting-

ly enough although maybe not relevant, the class we were

Sing for was History 387 - The Holocaust. She wen

on to say that she doesn't wear a banner across her chest

that says she screws guys, why can't they just be gay^

At the time I just gave a sarcastic laugh, mainly because

r^dn'tTnow whft else to do. If I had been given a few

more minutes this might have been what I would have

^When I can 'just be gay,' believe me, I will. It all sounds

so easy. Of course she doesn't wear a banner because

evervone already assumes that she 'screws guysJ>ut don t

assume that everyone else does... or that they don t. The

concept of 'gay rights' may be confusing to some. We are

not advocating fo* anything that heterosexual people are

not already guaranteed. I cannot wait for the day when

we don't need laws to prevent discrimination, when we

Tan receive all of the benefits of beinp officially recogniz-

ed by the state and in society as couples of the same sex,

and when we can walk at night with our lovers without

fearing for our lives. . T

men this finally becomes a reality only then will I put

down my banner, stop attending marches and rallies, and

removTthe pink triangles from my book bag. Because only

then will these things become unnecessary^^
Whately
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presidents ' ailments left murky

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

irent issued a few hours later.

That night he described Wilson as "a

very sick man," but nothing was said about

the stroke and no details were ever given

as he finished his term while showing lit-

tle improvement

The first lady, Edith Boiling Wilson,

undertook what she describe as 'steward-

ship" of the presidency, relaying messages

between the stricken president and officials

of his administration, and devising

stratagems to conceal his illness.

After Warren Harding suffered the heart

attack from which he died, doctors issued

statements describing his illness as a

digestive disturbance.

Roosevelt was so sick with angina pains

after his fourth inauguration that he had

to rest in the White House Green Room

while Vice Adm. Ross T Mclntire, told

reporters, "Everything's fine."

Throughout Roosevelt's presidency, the

arteriosclerosis that led to his death went

unreported. The extent of Roosevelt s

paralysis was also played down.

A milestone in public information about

presidential illnesses was reached when

President Dwight Eisenhower suffered a

heart attack in Denver in 1955.

Eisenhower later wrote that he told his

press secretary Jim Hagerty, "Tell the

truth, the whole truth: don't try to conceal

anything."
.
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SHAPE UP ON CAPE COD!
Join Cape Cod's Best Health

and Fitness Facilities this summer!

Special College Rates: 10% ofT

all daily, weekly & monthly memberships

for students joining by 6-15-91.

MID-CAPE TirNNIS Cl\1R=
RACQUET CLUB—Jg^=^^£=

Ml Whitrs P<*h

v. 'I*™*!* MM
."*») N4TJI
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THE CROSSING, FEDERAL STREET, BELCHERTOWN, MA
(ROUTE 9 & 202)

There's a brand new Dunkiri Donuts* shop in youi•neighborhood. Where you can

enfov Si rich old fashioned flavor of our fresh made donuts fresh brewed cofiee.X2Mother baked goods in modern surrounding, So;brmg m the
:

attached

coupon and come celebrate with us today. Its a great place for a grand time.

| BIG ONE BREAKFAST SPECIAL: $1.99

1

Bagel, Cream Cheese, Orange Juice

and Big One Coffee®

Good only*. lelch«rtown »hop only

iMtcr Good
Otter* ctnnoi h« combined Shop I

2 Off*r> thru 5/14/91m
Its worth the trip.

MUNCHKIN MANIA
donut hole treats

|

20 Count 99c 45 Count $2.29

60 Count $2.69

~T

SEIZE

THE SUMMER
Make things hapoen for you ttw summer « the Umvervty

oTloWh wnn over 500 courses to expwe *oo c§r>

£E£ rour c*r«, '"^•gT^fiZJ!^
your interests Andit oory S95 00 • credrt fuooery»a, rw
won t dnd a better deal anywher*

Session I May 20 - Junm
<J9

Session II July • • August 17

• Day and evening classes with easy access*>Wy from

Routes 128. 495 3. and 93

• Extremely affordable tuition

• 94 Associate s and Bachelor s degree programs

• Graduate prolan* m Education Psychology Engineering.

Mos< and Computers

• Theatre/Film and Writing Program wrm renowned guest

professionals credit and non-credrt courses

eqistraton now through May 15 Can (IM) 9%*-MM 'c

more information and a Summer Bulletin listing a" of our

courses, or send m the coupon oeiow

coodoniva. B«lch©rtown shop only

One coupon per cu»t«mer pet v«ii AviiUNe « pariKipaun| .hop.

litter. c»noi be combined Shop must retain ..nipon Taxe. not included

^^^.^m Otter i..«k]
limn ajp^ ft A^M mM

m
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•

thru 5/14/91
k*

PUim »«••* »« a S* •lletin

2 Offers

It's worth the trip.
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II University of Lowell

^Summer Session
Or* un,verwy Avenue lowen ftA 01«ft«

It took Galileo 16 years to master the universe.

You have one night.
It seems unfair The genius had all that time. While you have a few

short hours to learn your sun spots from your satellites before the

dreaded astronomy exam.

On the other hand, Vivarin gives you the definite advantage. It helps

keep you awake and mentally alert for hours. Safely and conveniently. So

even when the subject matter's dull, your mind will stay razor sharp.

If Galileo had used Vivarin, maybe he could have mastered the solar

system faster, too. ^.^^ VJVARIN:
- 1
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FOCUS
A restructured student government unveiled

After failure and chaos,

groups join at commission

By JEFF CLEARY
Collegian Staff

The Student Government Association was an ineffec-

tual mess last semester and both students and ad

ministrators wanted a change. At the end of last fall, the

Student Senate moved into a constitutional convention

to try to fix itself. Time ran out and the senators decided

to finish the work in the spring semester.

Over intersession, Irene Carew, director of the Student

Activities Office, created a plan to restructure student

government that included the formation rf»_l «-"
which would develop the new government. The commis-

sion would be comprised of staff, faculty and student^

However, this plan was forwarded only to the SGA of-

ficers who asked the administration Jan. 30 to help them

re-structure. Many senators objected to the administra-

tion's intrusion into what they deemed strictly ''student

affairs
" After much debate, the Commission of Student

Governance was established, with members from the

senate and SAO.

The new vice chancellor of student affairs, Jo-Anne

Vanin, charged the commission with the task of solving

the problems of the old SGA structure. "Everything is on

the table," she said.

The commission then began to identify the problems and

researching other student government models.

After several meetings, the commission agreed on a

structure similar to the one that will be on the referen-

dum tomorrow. Some important differences included plac_

ing the director of SAO and a newly-formed Director of

Research and Training (or Advocacy, as was originally

proposed) answering to the SATF Review and SAB.

respectively.

At their next meeting. Vanin scrapped the segment that

required report to the SATF Review and the SAB. She

said the commission could not make changes »" the duties

^professional staff and indeed the director-of SAC could

not be made to answer to any group other than the Divi-

sion of Student Affairs. Many members of the Commis-

sion were very displeased at this new amendment

Apathy plagues UMass student government

By JEFF CLEARY
Collegian Staff

Two million dollars and who gets to play with it?

This is the problem of student government. Every

student here pays $1 12.50 each year that goes into the

Student Activities Trust Fund. This money pays for

things like Southwest Week, all concerts, House Coun

cil events, the rugby and crew teams, several RbUs,

and many more things students do to have fun.

News Analysis

The Commission of Student Governance has work-

ed many hours over the last four months to try and

solve the problems of the SGA. They have a new *ruc-

ture that may solve some of the problems of the old

senate but there are many fundamental reasons for the

failure of student government to serve students.

For any governing body there must be a willingness

of the governed to participate. This campus is the an

tithesis of this. Picking on the SGA is the favorite

pastime of Collegian readers, but no one from outside

student government attended the commission meetings

or the open forum Tuesday and when 1,700 students

out of 16,000 voted in the April 9 election campaigners

said it was an average turnout.

Student government needs the cooperation of the ad-

ministration in order to work. However, students grew

opposed to the administrators on the commission from

a lack of trust. The director of SAO wrote the agenda

for the commission in January while the "gang of five

did not turn to the administration until the start of the

semester. During the commission meetings, the direc-

tor ofSAO sometimes presented an amendment by say-

ing "This is the way it is," when the commission had

agreed to work by consensus. The vice chancellor of stu-

dent affairs told Jen Wood not to run for trustee in the

student-sponsored April 9 elections but informed her

at noon May 7, two days before the administration s

election, that there would be no election.

Voting for the referendum tomorrow may not solve

the fundamental problems of student government but

it may be a "step in the right direction" if sincere

students run and lead students in students; concerns.

And if honest cooperarion can be found with the ad-

ministration, the future troubles maybe easier

In the past, student government approved the appoint

ments of the staff for the SAO and such services as Legal

Services and the Off Campus Housing Office. However,

few people can remember accurately how student govern-

ment has progressed since the early 1970s. Ever since

former Vice Chancellor for Student Affairs Dennis Mad

son arrived in 1979, student government and its percep-

tion has changed drastically.

The commission adjusted the structure to the vice

chancellor's amendments and removed the reporting lines

from the student government. At the next meeting, Carew

presented the commission a new plan for the &A It-

Review Committee, suggesting that had all budget deci

sions would be made by administrators.

The students on the commission argued fervently and

finally negotiated the current SATF Review Committee.

Now the whole $2 million budget for student government

must go through a board of 14 students and six staff and

then through the council.

Besides money, the only really touchy issue the com-

mission dealt with after that was appointed seats. The old

senate structure never had its constitution recognized by

the trustees because it appointed seats for "special con

sUtuencies" such as the LBGA and TWC seats
,
The com

mission abolished those seats and N{^*%™*
students appointed from the offices of the PGLA, OTWA,

Everywoman's Center and Disability Services to serve on

ly as informational liaisons to the council.

With a week left before the referendum, the senate pull-

ed its recognition of the commission and its six senatorial

representatives. The senate will create a task force com

mittee next fall to restructure the SGA and will use the

commission's report as a recommendation.

Z.^^ diseased at .his new amendment ™—

—

-~
™wxK1«1T1C

New student government said to correct Senate problems
111 C:W OIUVi.^*" &Vf

director The Residential committee will be replac

. .., *—. „u.u —*- „~a f~>« rnmmiR Committee will recommend to the director i ne iv ^ ^^
By JEFF CLEARY
Collegian Staff

In the past, anyone who tried to get in-

volved with student government would

surely find themselves lost. But now with

one will deal with rents and fees campus

wide, another academic problems and one

to advocate for the quality of life for

students at the University (Housing Ser-

vices excluded). There will be an ad hoc

surely find themselves lost «ut now w>,n — ——
fo additional issues,

the a new structure going to the student ~™™^^
t^y

wiU ^d represen-
body for a vote tomorrow perhaps studen, These sutom

University .wid ,

government will again serve students

The Commission on Student Governance

- made up of faculty, administrators and

students - has worked all semester to form

a structure that will alleviate the problems

of the old Senate format

SAO

SATF Review

Committee

Budget and

Finance

Registration

RSO's

tatives to all the University-wide

committees.

• THE STUDENT ACTIVITIES
TRUST FUND REVIEW COMMITTEE
— Everv vear, each student pays $112.50

£1£2Z££SLi students who that g<2sLo the SATF. The SATT Review

deal with student government, this guide

might explain what the new

Undergraduate Student Association will

comprise. ,

• THE COUNCIL - The top of the

association is a board made up of the top

officers from each branch who are the

recognized voice of the student body, lhe

council meets to oversee recommendations

created in the sub-committees and vote,

without amending power, whether to

recommend the policy or budget to the

administration.

To provide access to all, council meetings

include open forums to hear reports of hap-

penings on campus. The Undergraduate

Student Association assures equal access

to anyone on campus and will have perma-

nent, non-voting liaisons with students ap-

pointed from the Office of Third World Af-

fairs, program for Gay, Lesbian and Bisex-

ual concerns, Disability services and the

Everywomen's Center. The council will

also print a weekly newsletter to keep the

student body informed of events in the

itca

• THE STUDENT ADVOCACY
BOARD - This board has the responsibili-

ty of determining the advocacy needs of the

students and to take action to help those

needs. The SGA's help in defeating the

Citizens for Limited Taxation proposition

last semester is an example of the role of

the SAB The board also must maintain

communication between several ad-

ministrative offices and the USA and pro-

vide accountability of information between

all parties. . ..

There are three subcommittees under the

board of advocacy:

Committee will recommend to the director

of student activities a budget for the entire

USA. The Budget and Finance subcommit-

tee will make recommendations on alloca-

tions of monies and hear budget requests

from individual groups. The Registration

subcommittee will organize policy for the

Registered Student Organizations.

• THE RESIDENTIAL STUDENT
ASSOCIATION - The Area Government

structure will not change except for the

Residential committee. House councils will

still be the basis of area governments and

will elect officers to represent each area.

The Residential committee will be replac-

ed with five RSA officers which will serve

with the AG presidents on a Residential

Executive board that will coordinate the

whole RSA.

• THE BOARD OF GOVERNORS -

The BOG will only change from a func

tional to a policy forming body. The func-

tional responsibilities will be run by

Building Operations. The BOG will set

policy for activities and services in the Stu-

dent Union/Campus Center and allocate of-

fice space for student organizations.

Residential Student

Association(RSA)

Student Advocacy

Board(SAB)

z.

\ I 1

Greeks [ Area Government(AG) [
Commuters

Rents and

Fees

Academic

Affairs

House Councils

University Wide

Committee

MEMBERSHIP

Council , _ . _ . A _. „,

.

President. Vice President. Cha.rs of R & F
.
AA. Q of L .

BOG. Treasurer. Registrar. Presidents of AG.. Judicial

Officer

SAB
Chair- President. Judicial Officer.

21 districts

Trustee. 21 elected from

SATF R C
Chair- Vice President.

tivities Stall

13 students and six Student Ac-

HOW ELECTED

Campus Wide
President. Vice President. Trustee

21 Districts'

All 21 members of SAB will be elected from each new

district (three of four dorms)

presidents and five new officers
RSA
Four A G

Co- cha.r between one undergraduate and one °« two

graduates, three from SAB. two students from SATF R.C

7 Precincts:

Seven members from each new precinct (i.e

for SATF R.C.

Application:

Treasurer and Registrar elected from SATF.

accepted through application or SATF R.C.

mittee members except chairs

Appointment:

President appoints Judicial Officer

NE/Sylvan)

six students

all subcom-

Collegian frmphlc by Nicole Duma.
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ARTS & LIVING

Madrigal singers and Chamber Choir close out season

By KEN HASKINS
Collegian Correspondent

I nirentity Madrigal Singers and Chamber Choir

Bowker Auditorium

Sunday, May 5

The voices of the University Madrigal Singers and

Chamber Choir burst forth from Bowker Auditorium Sun

day afternoon in their last concert of the season.

If you are one of the people who missed it, you missed

out on a great compliment to a wonderful spring day.

Singing to a sparsely seated auditorium, both groups

sang pieces that even a non-choir enthusiast like myself

could enjoy.

A slight spring breeze made its way through open win

dows as the voices of the Madrigal Singers rang out in

the semi-darkness, vibrantly filling the hall with songs

of spring, romantic love, and the wonders of God. Songs

that brought about feelings of tranquility and well-being.

Review

There was even an element of humor as the men took

the stage and sang of the consequences ofwomen and love

in a round called "Tis Women Makes Us Love."

The women replied with a round of their own called "An

Ape, A Lion." ,

The Chamber Choir started off with a song called

"Geographical Fugue," a mixed cacophony of voices that

left you wondering what was coming next.

What did come was a mixture of folk songs that made

you tap your feet and strum your fingers.

The Russian song "Kalinka" contained an excellent solo

by tenor Martin Maurais, and left me with visions of fur

clad men drinking vodka around a roaring fire in a toast

to lost loves and good times. «

An emotional solo by alto Angela Paquin started bipn

Amandia," an African song complimented by a rhythm

section of bongos and wood blocks. ^^^

ADVOCATE

OF TMC

VALLEY
1989

5{uh«m garden

AND PRICES
IN TOWN

MANDARIN/SZECHUAN CUISINE

The Best Chinese Buffet
B.fte, •«-« PMM- Brunei Server,»^2££?Z£*£~Z
ALL YOU CAN EAT

$5.99Children

Under 10

$3.00

(1) moi anu ^u- ~-k jw - _ en
(2) Chicken Fingers (8) bweei anu

' ^

8aSftS^-»ftSRS?«-
We Deliver in Amherst 5-10:00 PM-Everyday

Minimum $15 plus $2 Delivery Charge

TAKE OUT SERVICE • FULL COCKTAIL MENU

10 BELCHERTOWN RD, AT RTE. 9, AMHERST, MA 256-0251, 256-0252

Come on dovn
and apply for

the glamorous and

exciting position of

Associate Arts Editor

5e theienvy of your friends

Brittany Manor
BRITTANY MANOR DR.

(413) 256-8534

Two bedroom apartments
available now.
$560/month

Rent includes heat and hot water.

ENJOY THESE FEATURES

On UMass but route

Wall-to-wall carpeting

Fully-equipped kitchen, Including disposal

Large living room with celllng-to-tloor windows

Large dining area

Oversized bathrooms
Wall-to-wall closets

Storm windows
Dead-bolt security locks

Cable T.V. available

Ample parking
Swimming pool

Co-ops are currently available with these employers.

Apply by attending a Field Experience Planning Session

(Daily at Curry Hicks) if you are not yet enrolled in the

program. If you are already in the program, come to the

Mather Career Center ASAP to apply.

Is one of thesejobsforyou?

AETNA

NO RENT INCREASE IN 3 YEARS

Come see us NOW and we can
make it 4 years.

To Greentield

To Sunderland

\

L

I

To Belchertown

CIGNA
COMMONWEALTH MORTGAGE

DIGITAL/LITTLETON
DOUBLE E
FIRST VT BANK/BRATTLEBORO

FORD MOTOR COMPANY (JAPAN)

GILLETTE, BOSTON

GE ORDNANCE SYSTEMS
HARVARD UNIVERSITY
HEWLETT PACKARD
HOSPITALITYCONSULTING
KAISER PERMANENTE
MASS. DEPT. OF EDUCATION
MASS MUTUAL INSURANCE
METCALF & EDDY/MERIDEN
METROPOLITAN PLAN. COUNCIL

MILLITECH

OCEAN SPRAY

ROYAL INSURANCE

ST. ELIZABETH'S HOSPITAL

STRATHMORE PAPER
U.S.ARMYRESEARCH INSTITUTE

U.S. SURGICAL

SUMMER-TVASST. IN HART
FORD S9/HR FREE RENTCOMM
6MOS-COINS, CSE,ACCTG
SUMMER-COMM, ECON. SOM,
GBFIN.ENGL
6 MOS-COINS,CSE
SUMMER-ME.IE
SUMMER-ACCTG, GBFTN,

ECON.MGT
SUMMER & 6 MOS-EE, ME,

GBFIN.ECON
SUMMER-CSE,COINS - MUST
KNOWC
FALL-EE, CSE,COINS
6MOS-ALLMAJORS
SUMMER-COINS, CSE
6MOS-HRTA
SUMMER-PUBHLTH, MGT, MKTG
SUMMER-HRTA, FOOD SCIENCE
6 MOS-COINS, CSE, MATH
CHE.CE.GEOL
SUMMER-GEOG, OPMGT, LDARC,
IE

SUMMER-ACCTG, GBFTN, SOM,
MGT
6 MOS-FOOD SCI, MICBIO, ZOOL,
AN SCI, CHEM.BIOCHEM. CH E
SUMMER-ACCTG,MGT,SOM,
ECON,CAS
SUMMER-COINS, ACCTG, GBFTN,

MGT, MICBIO
SUMMER-CHEM, CH E, ME. IE

SUMMER-BIOCHEM, ZOOL,
COINS, EXCSCI
SUMMER-ME, IE, BIOCHEM, CHEM,
CHE

The Mather Career Center
Career Planning and Placement • Cooperative Education • Internships

Pntemity/Sorority Park • an the Orchard Hill bus route. (413)545-2226

Where Careers Take Off!

DOONESBURY
By GARRY TRUDEAU

THE FAR SIDE

By GARY LARSON

m
QUOTE OF THE DAY
"Plato is a bore."

— Nietzsche

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE

Edited By TRUDE MCHEL JAFFE

CALVIN AND HOBBES

Professor Lundquist, in a seminar on compulsive

thinkers, illustrates his brain-stapling technique.

By BILL VATTERSON

RNO. MOW' D0HT WT
^ ME TO BED?

I \r4ST9UCTH) W068ES,

TO rAESSILN DtNOUR

TANGELO PIE
Bv Tin SNIFfEN

Acnoss
t Proverbs

S Aneh/ie

sentence*

10 Gating
agent

14 Springe

15 1979 set l>

movie

l6Skpper
17 Exchange lee

18 Chamber *

19 WB*i Point met

20 King ot

Sweden
1523 1560

22 Place foe a

wedding

23 Cotomied
24 length » width

25 Mitriei and

26 Splash

30 NYC sport*

aiena

33 u S Commonrsl
Party leader

35 Pindar s

specialty

36 CM
37 Bern s

river

38 Dog star

— Tin Tin

39 Certain Chi

MM
40 Lyricist ol My

Buddy
44 Thus lar

45 I am - giving

vein today

WS
47 NHCs

piecedessof

49 Dies

50 Consumed too

rmich

54 Continue a

subset iption

56 Green oi while

vegetable

58 Frank

59 Actor Deton

60 Heavy weights

61 matesty

62 Miraculous

sustenance

63 Put-in -Bay's

lake

64 is more
Browning

65 Kilmer poem
66 Lip

DOWN

2 Dispute

3Coetor kne

teadm
4 Irregular

5 Upstart

6 Vocally

7 Grande and

Bravo
SBelore
hnalor

preaous

9 USNA grad

10 Taksman
1

1

Ot taste

12 Soprano Gkx*
13 Kmdol

admiral

Of guard

21 Sleep i*e -
22 Soviet inland

sea
24 My Sons

Miller play

26 Fountain order

tor short

27 Legal or medic

preceder

28 Entertainer

Adams

29 Lessor s

compensation

30 Mannar
31 Chorister s ant

32 Vttndy quekty

34 Ornamental
band

40 What dogs do

to bones
41 Salt Lake City

42 Cuban cigars

43 Not at

to a poet

46 Dunne and
Ryan

48 Cases
50 Thmk
51 Market place m

c4d Athens

52 North African

capital

53 Curved shapes

54 Rock s

companion

55 Foe

56 AiiHary

57 Rational

59Quan

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE

L^H i

•few moments {*
be ri«rv*«n^ out your

mw

i-li.»t.lsi
;

.i,u'^

IVirt 16 an ourwuje.' Is «r

even \taa\ 7xxi«vie

Gabe .
you've

Knouintor' l,=r>

Bum bau? fr-eposfotovs!

Whu, mu >tvwfi uJafch

tote >TS only Harch!

[)h ar\A trs fasr! Urn...

Herejust hif me
flit-on m Iv** wifh

m. mi be
bitdovJn, mi? diqnifieoV

6«be.

rtENU
LUNCH

Tft-Cottnt) Sniulvuh

Hot Turk**) N\iuIv»hI\

BASICS LUNCH
l.tl.tul Pwkd

I lot TnrkiA S,vi\tlvnl\

DINNER
|>Ol LJo.t^l

l.«\-..1t|l\.\

BASICS DINNER
L.tttk St\U Skillet

I .\*vU|l\<1

YOUR DAILY HOROSCOPE
By JEANE DIXON

Jin S JOURNAL

...j ^^x -.« MM8 Ltul leaf i* fro*

**1

n\ne \e^5 > frw^

of T«^*f

He poi So***
]

M.MT 2>2%,

H off- «*|

By Jin

REX ROCKETT
By IRA SHERAR

CKAY fiOCABTT , / OK0i/tMT ft"

nut *o fut noise s/foe u

~J /" \£<h/ I POAf'f P14Y^

cuect out rue aAoes.

AMIS (March 21 April 1°) Forge ahead

before vou lose momentum Big protects

are worth the risk A partner reasres what

a tremendous asset you are Problems m

a retatooshp w* fade when you take the

initiative

TAURUS (April 20-May 20) The results

of a recent miscalculation ore best kept

under wraps Next time, look before you

leap1 Steer clear of someone who gossips

or has a chipon the shouWer Bedrecreet

OEMINI (May 21-June 20) Arrange

lunch with a special chum Although fun-

ding is available for a partnership, there

could be many strings attached Carry

out yut plans to make joint protects more

profitable

CANCIR (June 21-July 22) Everything

should go accordign to plan now Keep

Vur am modest A long-awaited home

development turns into a reality when

funding suddenly becomes available A

special relationship requires toct

LfO (Jury 23-Aug 22) Romantic partner

may be ptaymg for keeps Be honest if not

yet reody to settle down A detcate situa

tion requires tots of diplomacy Do more

yourself rather than asking others to help

out

VIROO (Aug 23-Sept 22) Put a secret

plan into operation now A change of

lifestyle wiN please both you and your lov

ed ones Be available for discussions with

a special person Do less taking and more

listening

._k (Sept 23-Oct 22) A teenager w*

do you proud indulge an urge to doccle

your loved ones A party could hove in

foresting repercussions Be wise enough

to keep your emotions m check Curb ex

travagant gestures

SCORPIO (Oct 23 Nov 21) Special per

son wishes they could be with you during

stressful hours Hugs a plenty w* moke up

for lost time Gemini fiaures prommentty

SAOITTARIUS (Nov 22-Dec 21) Engage

in lively discussions, but sidestep

arguments with your coworkers Com-

plete unfinished business before beginn-

ing a new project Domestic affairs con-

tinue to demand your attention

CAPRICORN (Dec 22 Jon 19) Grumbl

,ng is counterproductive Settle down at

work and do a good job You will need

roller skates to do everything you want to

accomplish today 1 Sidestep any

arguments with your romantic partner

AQUARIUS (Jan 20-Feb 18) Make
economic security a top priority Your

abilities receive long-over due recogni-

tion A financial question needs an Im-

mediate answer The extension of credit

can be a bargaining chip

PISCES (Eeb Iv-March 20) Employ

ment opportunities abound Your ex

perience will help you moke It to the top

Concentrate on making money for

yourself for a change New investments

look very promising forge ahead

TODAY S STAFF
Night Editor rtawltth Oftrtcn

Copy Editor P«n» rUttartty

Photo Technician M- ^,rko

Production Supervisor Nike ( arvalho

Typesetter 1***** Dovltog

Production Nark Sturm. Jen lotkin.

Traccy Richman
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presents

and ifs a ywinner!

•The Dinners'* ^
Barbecue Chicken W.75 Barbecue Brisket of Beet M 95

Smoked Turkey Breast $5 95 Smoked Barbecue Ribs $6 50

All served with the Hatch's Special Barbecue Sauce.

Barbecue Beans or Potatoes. Salad or Coleslaw

and Rolls & Butter

"The Specialties"

Smoked Ribs I8.2SW.99 Smoke Ribs & Chicken $699

Smoked Whole Ribs $1499 Barbecued Chicken ..$1 80/$3 49

Bee. Brisket Sandwich $2.75 Smoked «bs ft „
Smoked Turkey Sandwich. $2.95

All served with the Hatch's

Special Barbecue Sauce!

Available 4:30-10:30 pm

Try our Flavor Crisp Chicken too!

ARRY OUT AVAILABLE

CA/JtA K.00 Offer good through the

end of Spring semester

with this coupon

GROUND FLOOR
STUDENT UNION

l
1

Sunsplash provides
?

refreshment at Katina s

By JOHANN-HANZ VON KESSEL

Collegian Correspondent

Reggae Sunsplash

Katina's
Saturday, May 4

It may sound like a cliche, but the

Springsplash at Katina's was very

refreshing and synergetic Freddie

McGreggor was the main billing even

though the ever domineering Mickey

Dread made that seem irrelevant, pushing

himself to the limit at the people's request.

Loose Caboose was the preluding act,

playing original songs that came as a sur-

pise to the big crowd of Jamaicans who

never heard of them before. All these peo-

ple came to see the biggies and were im-

pressed by the locals performance.

The show began very late. As we witness-

ed people coming with enthusiasm ready

for this event, they angrily replied with

disgust for the delay. It was obvious that

everybody was eagerly awaiting for this

spectacle. The announcement of the show

indicated 8 p.m. It took an hour and a hall

to commence the proposed carnival, mak

ing it look like a typical New England hazy

day, even though it was as sunny and

bright as the Caribbean itself. Instead of

giving us mangoes to eat they gave us sour

grapes to taste.
,

The space distribution at Katina s is very

awkward, giving you the impression that

you decide the place to dance. Also it looks

like you're in a riddle trying to figure the

way out, for there arer so many steps go

in* up and down. Because of this, people

had a hard time taking the initiative to

dance, waiting for the caudil by the name

of Mickey Dread to urge them to do so. He

said, "Go ahead, dance just in front of me,

and show me that you really wanted to be

here and truly feel our music inside your

heart." Mickey commanded the attention

of the crowd, and he was more than a

singer - he was a dramatizer, a character,

a standup comedian, a speaker, and a

populist. He sang a new song from his up-

coming CD, as he proclaimed he joined

with laser technology. This song was par

ticularly uplifting, conversing to our minds

in the liquory dialect of patois. HI hadn t

been tutored by my friend Ghid from Samt

Lucia, I couldn't have comprehended the

song. It is good for the crowd that reggae

is an enchanting monorhythm that

seducesyour soul, so you don't need to know

the lyrics to realize that Jah is speaking

through their hymns. Making the genre so

demanded in clubs because people are sear-

ching for music that is full of life.

Freddie McGreggor came from the crowd

unexpectedly, surprising and baffling the

crowd of Jamaicans. I never knew we had

so many Antillians in the area. Besides, the

Pioneer Valley has one of the largest "born-

again rastas" in the whole United States.

Did he sing? Brothers and sisters, he sang

like a prophet motivating the proletarian

vulgo to get more involved in the com-

munal issues that affect all of us, and sen-

ding the message that we won't be able to

grow spiritually unless we contribute. My

gosh, the bass sounded so deep and the

rhythm section sounded so heavy we had

the impression they were hired to wreck

the building. Even though he was mes

sianic he didn't move people to get together

in one love, one heart.

Photo courteey UMaea Department of Dance and Music

The University Chamber Soloists will join with musicians from all

oXr the w^orld tonight at 8 p.m. to mark the 200th anniversary since

thTpS'of wXang A
P
madeus Mozart

J*
<**£*» of his

music will take place at Benzanson Recital Hall at UMass.

,Y*SSECRETARIAL SERVICE

And For A Limited

Time-
fc y ^__i_

COUPON COUPON WJPON >UPON COUPON

W* 10% «* *+y $»*obd4M*t D«h***

Reports Term Papers

Typing and Quality Word Processing

Resume Consultation

Temporary Help For Any Office

Fast Affordable Service

241 King St. Northampton 584-1000

GET FAT & DIRTY

The '91 TREKL/SA
Fat Tire Bikes Are Here!

m EST 1T71 l\

3 1 9 PWasant Str«*t .

Northampton. MA (* blocks from Main St.)

586 3810
800-464-3810

NOW
RENTING

CLIFFSIDE
APARTMENTS!

Affordable, Quiet &
Convenient

1 & 2 Bedrooms
from $400/month

ALL UTILITIES
INCLUDED

5 miles to UMASS
On Sunderland Bus

Route

Pool, Tennis & More

Furnished Apartments

also available

Accepting applications

for September

Ask about our free rent

special

248 Amherst Rd(Rte 116)

Sunderland 665-3958

J
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Huskies
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 12

ziano and John Lombardi walked, setting up LaFlame s

game-winner and Carean's insurance run RBI. LaFlame

grounded to short, but was safe at first when the

Minutemen could not complete the double play which

would've prevented the run from scoring.

••We played lethargic baseball for 13 innings," said Nor-

theastern coach Neil McPhee. "I'm happy we got the

split."

UMass starter Darryle Corriveau only let up three runs

on four hits in 5 and% solid innings. Northeastern struck

for two runs in the first on a Hank Gibson two-run shot

which knotted the score at 2 2, and another m the third

on a wild pitch. r>—«u;
DiSarcina scored two runs in the second game as Carelli

and Dave Edwards both drove him in. Corradi and Brian

Bright started the scoring for UMass with RBI base hits

'Vhe Minutemen took the first game thanks to a fine ef-

fort from pitcher Jeff Toothaker and a Bright two-run

home run. .

baseball preview
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 12

said."I think we've got a great chance...we have the

talent."

Hopefully it won't end too soon. Stone said. "We have

a lot of baseball left to play."

UMass must started hitting the ball, fielding the ball

and throwing the ball more consistently, or it will end

very soon.

Classifieds
..^-^-Jir^J^^, aetaarfafCMT FALL OPTION- m«W

ACTIVITIES

CELEBRATE SPIRITUAL UNITY!

Sal 5/11/91 l2-4pm, Amherst Common

Sona dance and conversation with area

spiritual group* Kida programs Meditation

instruction

FOrf Ai WARM Shiboat e.perience |0«j

Ran** Chaim Adelman and family at

oSridmm 30 N Had* RdJ*!M094

GET COURSE CREDIT next semester

Campaigns include •»£"2"£f"S£
ton and hunger Stop by MASSP1RG 423B

Student Union

SPAING CONCERT Sunday May 12 FREE
ISobFREET-- SHIRT fW LOVE tor

£opM whtTwOrt the Show' CaH 5-2992 lor

rnorilnlo or vwt us above the credit unwn

AMHERST CENTER— One bedroom apt

on Amity St-perfect lor two $460/mo cm
253-7323

AMHERST CENTER room discount

549-04*4

AVAILABLE JUNE 1 single bedroom tor

female in recently renovated apt 2 miles

from UMass on bus route $250 month all

utilities included 253-0540

FABULOUS RENTAL

AMHERST CEKTEhTBORM APT. Qijiet

c^eto common-tor tnsbe* lung Pro-

Meet St ) sunny. Ig Irvingrm kitchen

K^loT2p^ Summeir subletMM op-

ton Cm 253-7194

MICHELLE LACHANCE

HAPPttlT BWHOAY fromyour exoeaent

friends at 630 West St Live it up toots

-Mayo. Ron/. "

THREE MEN kxw.no. tor two non smok.ng

people (MoF) to live with m So Amherst

house Cm Matt 64*257

WASHINGTON DC
Looking for housuiiiaMI

Cm Susan 256-4978

PERSONALS

ANNOUNCEMENTS

DO IT DO IT DO IT. Spnng Concert is Sun

dav Mav 12 and we want you to work it

FREE FOOD FREE FUN FREE T - SHIRT

tree tree free Call us at 5-2892 tor mtoor

come up to our office above the credit

union UPC rules

INTERESTED IN NURSING?

Come visit the nursing school s table m the

Campus Center Concourse today to

celebrate National Nurse's Week'

ORDER YOUR 1991 Index tor $30 at CCrm

103 or cm 1-800-562-5533 to charge on

Visa or Mastercard

SUBJECTS NEEDED: Confidential inter

views with gay men for a protect Fleas* can

Richard Rodriguez 545-2157

FREE KEG II you take over our

Townehouse lease cm 549-1292

GILREATH MANOR
5 bedroom apt 5 minutes to campus -call

549-2903

LARGE SUNNY ROOM in 2 bedroom apt

m Sunderland on bus route available Sept

rent onty $250 Female Non-smokers only

call Michelle 665^ 184

ONLY 1$7.S0/mo L«ro* bedroom in^se
near Putters Pond WB stove. 549-4402

FOR SALE

4 PIECE living room set

Couch pulls out to double

Must st* call 549-9377

1990 UNIVEGA MOUNTAIN BIKE

cellent condition Great components
Please call

546-0923

Ex

SALEM PLACE!
Townhouse only 3yrs old. large sunny kit

cnen w/deck. full basement 2 la'ge bdms^

2"» bath reasonable rent cm now 2534)999

lease starts June 1

SUBLET W/ FALL OPTION
Great ibr on Main St

Less than imi to campus

On 2 bus lines Heat

included 256-1782

AKAI RECEIVER, $180 Fisher cassette

deck $50 Radar detector. $40 two IBM

sports games $18. Chris 546-2457

BAR $75 256-6837

BED. DRESSER and dorm tndge real cheap

must sell soon Jen. 253-0835

FABULOUS JEWELRY ON SALE- Men s

and ladies watches, and also gold layered

chains some with lite warranty and

reasonable priced, ranging from

$5 00-$49 95 These items make perfect

gilts at graduation, anniversaries and other

occasions For your order. caM 549-7785

immediately

VARSITY MEN S CREW:
Desire • Strength Ability Baas - Speed

We have it Lets use it to wail at the VaMs

GOOD LUCK to ail CrewTat the Vaas You

determine your own destinies now

NOVICE WOMEN
This is our Joynde". lets show them what

we've got' GO STATE U'

TO THE JESS-MAN
Kristin and I have run away

together Thanks tor opening

our eyes
Love.
T

•SENIOR PICNIC 1991
*

FRIOAV MAY 24 from 1-4 on

the Metawampe lawn behind the S U B
WRNX will broadcast live 1

Great music & grve-a-ways'

Admission is tree to all seniors

Food tix $5
More into 545 2317

Tix can be bought on concourse wed &

Thurs or at the Alumni Office in Memorial

HaH'

SERVICES

SLOTHBIRO
I know a way to make your

Birthday Happier

Love
Stothnco

HAVE YOU BEEN ripped-o« by a retailer 1

Contact The Legal Services Center regar

ding your rights as a consumer 922 Cam-

pus Center 545-1995

SWIMMING FOR ADULTS afraid m watei

course It's tun' It works' New at Gieenfiek

v May 14 June 27 773-3646 tor brochureM
ANNIE IN STROKE

All you need to know is six minutes

Love
The Fractal

THE UNION
Video
Center

Trains students in

all aspects of

video production

Stop by our

offices by the

Commuter Lounge

TAKE OVER OUR LEASE
Huge room in house
Above Video-to-Go

Two minutes to town

On bus stop washer dryer

Cm 253-2528 9-5pm
275/month

TAKE OVER OUR PUFFTOM 3 bedroom

Start May 27

Call 549-7622 anytime

TOWNEHOUSE APARTMENT
Takeover our lease'

two bedrooms 549-3990

newly insulated

FOR SALE
Kramer 2x70 Bass Guitar

$125- or BO
Can 546-6331 ,

Leave Message

FOR SALE couch/chan krtch table 4 4

chairs B/O 253-9776

JOOI . ,

Sigma Kappa Little S»'

Get psyched for th* weekend

Love. Kelly

JV WOMEN- Weve done *

do it again' This * it'

6 minutes'

SUBLET

SUMMER W/ FALL OPTION. Large roorr

in S Amherst condo Pool, central A/C

washer/dryer, parttng On bus route Coo

roomies, perlect summer place' Cm Joe

2532696

before so Mi's

APTS. FOR RENT

SPRING SPECIAL .99 cefrts one.month

rent with one year lease 2BR $450
.

3BR

$537 in Sunderland Free bus route laun

dry fac.li1.es. pool garden plots Short term

leases available 665-3856

AUTO FOR SALE

1977 DODGE MOBILE TRAVELER

80 000 miles Very reliable engine

Sleeps 4. toilet, shower, oven

Must sell quickly $3200 or b/o

586-2922

1981 FORD ESCORT 4 speed $500 b/o

549-8089

1988 JEEP WRANGLER candy apple red

40K exc cond killer stereo don t miss mis

Shirley 549-2824

1989 HONDA ACCORD DX 2 door coupe

excellent condition onfy 12^ m*w AMJF

M

cassette stereo 8900 or BO Call Bruce at

256-1215 after 6pm

ALL BLACK "RABBIT convertible

247-5863/1980 & great condition'

AUTOMOBILE PARTS FOR SALE

Honda Accord 81' $150 00

or Best Offer Ask tor Jeff

at 549-0620

SELLING FOR ™^J97"!ubaru

Wagon great engine, needs brakes. *iau

or bo call 546-4671

AMHERST CENTER:
Efficiency one. two. three bedroom apart-

ments June or September Lincoln Real

Estate 25 North Pleasant Street

253-7879

GILREATH MANOR
Hobart Lane
Three bedroom apartments ava.labte June

or September Lincoln Real Estate 25 North

Pleasant Street

253-7879

BEFORE IT S TOO LATE! Take over our

lease in Townehouse 549-8036

CAPE COO—ORLEANS
2 br summer rental

$3000 O0/season

Eleanor Lund Real Estate

(508) 255-8438

GILREATH. HOBART LANE
Take over our lease- June 1

Call ASAP 549-1978

HEY!
Dont be a goober

Buy a tuton

They're big. comfortable

and really cool'

Please think about this today

Metawampe Futons

Sleep with us 1

H00-3FUTON1

MACPLUS: 2 dnves. system Mver printer

$800 oBO Chrrs 545-4795. hm 367 9378

MOVING SALE! Brand new couch $175

desk, dining table, chest. &mattress Can

256-1576 from 6 00pm 10 00pm Leave

message

SENIOR SELL OFF: Brand new Japanese

English laptop futon with frame 1986

Toyota Ceiica. 3 bicycles. Sony. Infinity,

Toshiba -call David 549-1406

SHINY "CLEAN"BOY SELLS FINEST
QUALITY
FUTON"

Thick. NEW, and oh so comfortable Yours

for $50 00 OBO as the boy flies west Call

him at 256-3420

ZOOM LENSES .

35- 70mm and 70-2l0mm Ouantaray for |ust

$200
Please call 546-7131

AEPHI
Get ready
The time has come
Entoy'
F*hi Love

TRAVEL

ONE-WAY TO ATLANTA from BradW-y

June 1 $75 256-0303. Julie

MONICA ESCMER
Happy 19th B^lay'

Get ready for a

blast tonight'

We'll miss ya
next year'

Love. H*A

JON—Congratulations' I'm very proud-let's

celebrate Wednesday
LFS-Heidi

THIS IS THE TIME
Novice Women
Even/ stroke no mercy

VARSITY A JV WOMENS CREW
Good luck in Philly

You're not |ust faster

You're the fastest"

Love.
Novice Women

TYPINGmOROPROCESSING

__• YOU SKK OF TYPING?
Fast and Accurate

T yping/Wordprocesstng

Free Laserpnnting"
Call Becca 549 4600 >433

DISSERTATIONS. CASES. PAPERS
On-campus pickup Fast' Accurate'

Mac/Laser spellcneck

Nancy 5847924

APARTMENT FALL OPTION- middle Of

Zmmm-immymimm
BEAUTIFUL CONDO
Behind Baybank !

?rmle from campus

it's clean, spacious 4 real cheap

Stay from June 1 Sep! 1. 1 or 2 people

CaH Steve 54*6458

BRANDYWINE APT_- Fully '"'"«*«'

AC pond side view. pool, need 1 2 peopw

to sublet Jun«hAugust $160 per person

negotiable call 549-3762

BRANDYWINE SUBLET
2 bdrm 2 4 people

On bus route, pool laundry

reasonable rent

Cm 6-1070. 6-6011

CHEAP LARGE ROOM CotonujTV^cm
253-9229 or 545 3899 as* tor Poonma Ham

200 tor 1 or more

CLEAN SPACIOUS ONE BEDROOM Bran

dywine June 1 Fall option 549-8313

FREE CABLE! Pool' 2lge bedrooms (fits 4

people! the Brook 2537602

GOREOUS HOUSE . . _ .^ .
Route 9 Hadley huge backyard 5

bedrooms 2 bathrooms J""?.*"^
$1090 a month negotiable Call 586 «i<™

Scrumptious

GREAT 2BORM tor the summer

Close to campus only $450 a month

Partially furnished Call 546-3142

GREAT ROOM!
Good price'

Prime location 1

549-4784

HOBART LANE 140 a month • utilities

cable TV ptenty ot parting 3 rooms available

call 549-9380

KENMORE SQUARE. Boston $217/month

summer housing at MIT fraternity, ne.i- 1

double/triples private baths/kitchens .-e

laundrv (617)267 2199

MUST SEE LARGE furnished room tor one

person 2 minutes from campus June thru

August Very clean very affordable call

5497374

NORTHAMPTON 3FLR HOUSE
Near town ft bus 586-9575

NORTHAMPTON FOUR BDRM (taH ex »H

Downtown, busroute. great place

Call 585-B857

FAST ACCURATE TYPING w/spellcheck

and boldface $1 45/pg Cm Greg 546-2548

PAPERS. $1 50/pg Resumes laser printed

Fast professional affordable

KCOMMUNICATIONS. 256*373

PAPERS. RESUMES. DISSERTATIONS.

laser printing Campus ptckup/delrvery Call

Rosemary 259-1786

ONE BEDROOM IN BRITTANY, bus A/C

$250/month neg 253-4194 message

PRESIDENTIAL APARTMENTS
Sublet June 1 with tall option

1 huge bedroom very quiet

Near Puhton and bus 549 8133

PUFFTON SUMMER SUBLET 1
1

-4j
people

Rent very negotiable M/F 549-464J

STACCA— ,„
The past year has been mst powerful" This

,s only the beginning, too' So be prepared

for the best" Happy Anniversary babe'

I love you muchus'
LUBNER

OEADHEAOS

T have killer masters of Sunday nigM

Albany, and I feel like making copiesjo

everyone' You want 'enV> You got em Call

John at 546-6842

nothin' left to do but -)

FOR RENT

wanted to share on-campus house M/F

starts June 1 call 253-2448 or 549-6424

ASAP

^ED^OOirclose'to^puTpert^Mof
3 people take over our lease- Get June tree

580/mo 549-4281

nnsnaffi^ P^8'6

bath heat/hot water incl 253-9776

ii\i RpnnoOM APTS, one in farmhouse

££5SSSJ Puffers, also cottage near

center, starting summer 6/30. taH 675 • Cat

OK 5864)746

HrEDROOinw^^heret^nter
Available June I, 825/mo 253-4.

3~OflVBEDROOM duplex
Great Backyard
Call 253-4092

OR 256-0303

4RDRM 2BATH pool deck on bus rt

rSmZmmm start June 1st room for as

many « 7 call 665-3076 after 7pm

HOUSE FOR RENT 4-5 bedrooms, on bus

route. 10 minutes to UMass «"» a*3^
June/September to September 253-2644

JUNE 1st ? bedrooms very nice 1 block

from UMass $450 00 David 549-1406

ONE ROOM AVAILABLE
For summer

In Brandywine apts

$150/month

Call 665-2034

PRESIDENTIAL APARTMENTS. 1br m
,

2br

apartment 5/26. 270/mo utilities walk to

UMass 549-0035

PUFFTON ONE BEDROOM apartment'

Take over our lease starting June 1st

$412/month call 549-5808

REFINISHED XPTFOR 2 uptown across

Irom Brueggers ft a step away from the bars

avail 6/1 w/Tall opt rent cheap incl hea must

see' 253-0846 Call any nmeftleave

message

RESERVE NOW FOR SEPTEMBER
Lantern Court Apartments

Large 2 bedroom w/w, fully equip
#

kitchen,

washer dryer and storage facilities

aVailable On bus line- minutes to campus

Kam.ns Real Estate 253-2515

ROOM FOR~RENT "NOWrpVmo^illage

small room .n three bedroom apts. Heat

free! Call ASAP 54*4253

RObMSlNlMiHERSTHOW^SV^
sublet w/fall option Cape-style, yard bus

washer/dryer, great location. Must see!

2534)743 anytime

SWLETwTFAlL OPnbNT Bedroom in 3

br apartment bus route female only

Ruby 256-6241

SuWv"bWBEDR6bM APT _

on Ma.n St near Bruno's Perfect for two

$475, heat included Available 6/1

253-9410

FOUND

MARIAH.
Open the cave

Bill Joel

WANTED

SEEKING STUDENTS FROM Hong Kong

lor in a young rapidly growing international

company 735-2355

WERE FOR A few motivated individuals to

help take our company international

735-2355 to schedule an interview

BRACELET ON 5/3 Call 665 2227 to

describe Leave message

FOUND ONE CBJAO^inlheHatch
Describe it and its yours Bill 546-690b

HEY LAURA
I had a great time

Andy

HELP WANTED

EARN $5.25/hr plus bonuses at Tele'und

Good communication skills a must! Stop in

to see if you quality for an interview

FORTUNE 500 COMPANY seeks loan

originators Good summer (Ob lor student

or faculty 41 3-7744*876

FRATERNITY UEH and SororityWomen

If you have your ideal summer job,

Don't read the next ad

$420 per week and opportunity to gain

valuable experience that can help in any

career

Come and hear about the next best secret

for summer work Interviews on May 8

4 00 6 00 or 8:00 PM Campus Center room

901 or May 9;4,6,8 PM room 802 Campus

Center

G^ITAWSf/sTNGER/ACfOR
Weekends May thru October, strong guitar

and singing for MI«Mf« group

-$50-$70 per day. 413-746-4425

WTCLLIGENCE^JOBST^iTb«riches US

Customs, DEA etc Now hiring Call

14105-962-8000 ext K-9616

JEN KAROLYN Jill Sue Heather Julie Jen

ny Vicki Kristen Julie Alicia Laura Joan

Allysa Thanks for everything I II miss you all

I love you Mo

SARA (KRISTEN)

Here is your personal4:an I have my date

now' Meet me at the Bluewall tonight

PIZZA

WANTED TO RENT

FEMALE GRADUATING NEXT DEC look

,ng tor a place to live W* pay summer Julie

549-8192

ZETAPSI

ON MONDAY MAV 13 we will be having a

fundraiser- Thank you party It will be at and

sponsored by Twisters Please consider at

tending thai day
9pm-1am

21ftover -proper ID required

COLLEGE PIZZA
Spring Special

Small Cheese $350
Large Cheese $599

2 toppings only $1

549-6073 - 5494*098

SUMMER SUBLET

ROOMMATE WANTED

2BOOiiATES FOR HOUSE 'A miM

campus Starting June 1st

Call 5494)158

AMHERST HOUSE NEEDS M/F

1 dW available (170/m + util)

546-2460 to leave mes or

546-4787

WE HAVE A great 4 bedroom apartment to

sublet Located behind the visitors center

basically on campus Rent negotiable Also,

w.ll.ng 10 rent out by the room Call Ellen

at 5494)221 or Dena at 5494S508

1 BEDROOM FOR RENT in Amharst farm

house, very cheap, busroute Call Andrea

2564*695

2 BEDROOM APT Salem Place 1V» baths

w/ deck Tex 247-5694

RED HOUSE
across from Townhouses

(2) Three bedroom apts available

next to bus route

Beautiful backyard

price negotiable call 546-5920

or 546-1460

SINGLE IN PUFFTON. $150 available 5/23

call 5494)748 Robert

SINGLE ROOM IN center of town for sum

mer $220/mo or negot call 253-5907

SUBLET OUR CONDO THIS SUMMER
Next lo BayBanks Perlect location"

Great deal call now 546-3750 or 5464)634

4-7 people

SUMMER SUBLET
Close to campus up to eight people

Reasonable rent

Call 549-8272

SUMMER SUBLET- 2 bedrooms at Puh-

ton price negotiable 546-2840

SUMMER SUBLET/FALL OPTION. 2 4br

apartment at Swiss Village good location

Call Bill. 253-4193

SUMMER SUBLET WITH FALL OPTION

Two spacious bedrooms
Close to campus, on bus route

Parking and backyard

Please call 25641189

AMITY PLACE
1 female non-smoker private B/R.

LR/DR wash/dryer Sept-Jun 295

549-1379

turn

MAKE $ THIS SUMMER
House painting New
1 -800-922-5579

England

Adeal you can't relus* 253-9708

4 BDRM HOUSE
253-3686

4 BEDROOM HOUSE
Hadley
Near Boyden Gym
$1600 month
Lincoln Real Estate^^

25 North Pleasant Street

253-7879

4 BEDROOM HOUSE onJg*^*
June 1.1991 $1050 cm 256-3058

SIX BEDROOMS— Two minutes from town.

10 minutes from campus Take over lease

for summer and possible fall Rent

negotiable Call 253-3850

three FOUR~FlVE badroomrhouses

Belchertown Amherst line 586-4270

THREE TOWNHOUSE APARTMENTS-
each 2 bedroom IVk baths on bus route

North Amherst 1-567-1352

Upfdw¥APARTMENTiTMrsiday of.the

market!' One block from uPto-nl^raa

bedrooms! Great rent!! Call now 5494*542

PLAY ALL DAY. WORK AT NIGHT this

summer at Telefund We are seekingtar

ticulate, knowtedgable UMass students who

have good communication skills-you can

earn $5 25/hr plus bonuses! Stop into the

basement of Memorial Hall to apply

SUMMER ON CAPE COO
~~~

Workers needed for house<leaning service

Housing available (508)2554*322

LOST

ATTENTION
looking for M/F to live

in large 5 bedroom house

for fall 1991 ...

One mile from campus 4 great gins

Please call 549-4764

LOST IN Campus Center Basement? Gold

<5eiko Micky Mouse watch Has great sen-

Sal value! REWARD!!! Call Rich at

549-7515

LOST— My Wue Eaatpack backpack w/3

notebooks 549-0696 Joe

LOST^R^iip^aae^in*Lol^^g
Grayson/Field very sentimental REWAHU
546-3196

FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED to share

™£droom Pufflon apartment! June^Ju-

ly, August $206/month Call 549-5808

FEMALE, NWSltf>KER~lo~share large

wm with private bath in Mill Valley apt

Starting Sept 1 256-4192

HOUSEMAW^ANTl0^
h
hOW

Bd
5

minutes from can^ua: Amharst Rd

spacious house on bus route Call Linda or

Ryan 546-4671

roomaTiTneededasap"
1 female to share house

near Newman Center

$180/mo incl htfthot water

call 6-6302 or 64)055 ft Lv message

2 BEDROOM APT— Sundaftand -but rout*

-490 + with fall option 665-3494

2 BEDROOMS AVAILABLE in 6 bedroom

house, extremely close to campus

$215/$200 call Mike or Betsy 549-5244

4BEDROOM
_WT«3WN^T~s^cious

starts June 1 rent negotiable call 549-5157

1 40/PEF«ON7m6 2HOUSES
3br&4br neartown bigyard

Tosh 542-3480 Adam 253-2585

$220/rnonth neg one bdrm Montague 4*g

yard -quiet 367-2278

$3«0/MONfH 2-^BEDRM APT
Colonial Village

Fall option

2564)078

FEMALE LOOKING 'ot^J^T^II!;
mer sublet single only please call Kern at

253^)486

A¥HERST5BDRin40iJSl"nwt to Packy

ft Puffers Pond/rent neg

546-2480 to leave mesg or

546-4787

SUMMER SUBLET WITH FALL OPTION

3 bedroom apartment in The Brook in

Amherst On bus route, wall to wall

carpeting, clean Call 2534)420

SWISS VILLAGE 2BR APT.

on bus route

ml fall option

$525
253-5498

TOWNHOUSE SUMMER SUBLET 2

bedroom close to campus rent very

negotiable Jim 5464)770

TWO BEDROOMS on Sunset Ave, across

from Southwest Into call 549-2954

TWO ROOMS AVAILABLE, $158 ea

Fall option call Mark or Shane

253-3498

WHITE HOUSE NEXT TO BAYBANKSI
The best summer sublet

Close to campus and town

2ftoors 3bdrm 2bath sundeck

Call Jason at 549-2793

AMITY PLACE CONDO
Single room $250/month

Non-smoking female

549-0882
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Softball crushes Adelphi
,i i-«u«>-;^ rVoll Annn triDled to

By DAN WETZEL
Collegian Staff

I would imagine that the Adelphi Pan

thers are awfully happy that they dont

have to play the University of

Massachusetts softball team until next

vear.
* UMass (35-1 1 ) and Adelphi have met up

five times this season and UMass is 5-0,

outsconng the Panthers 27-4 in those

^Yesterday UMass, No. 20 in the nation

and No. 1 in the north, continued to get the

strong pitching and run production they

have gotten all season as they won 7-0 5-0.

The stars, once again, were the Pitching

tandem of Darlene Claffey and Holly

Aprile. This was the sixth time this season

that they have swept a doubleheader

without allowing the opposing team to

score a run
. , „

"Both pitchers did a great job today,

coach Elaine Sortino said. "They both

threw good games against a good
I

hitting

team. Adelphi made some contact but they

both were able to throw the big pitches

when they were needed."

Aprile was dominating m game one. bne

struck out five, walked only one and had

a no-hitter going into the seventh. The win

improved Apriles record to 16-6 and

lowered her ERA to 1.16.

Offensively UMass busted out of a mini-

slump they were in over the weekendCat

cher Sherri Kuchinskas. fresh off being

named Atlantic 10 player of the week, hit

three doubles and knocked in a run.

Kuchinskas batted .533 last week and after

yesterday's performances her average is

.335, way up from the .273 she was batting

10 days ago. .

UMass got on the board in the second

when Kuchinskas and Bonnie Schilling hit

back to back doubles, to give UMass a 1-0

lead. In the third Amy Cockley led off with

the first of her two triples in the game. Not

to be outdone, Cherrie DellAnno tripled to

right-center, knocking Cockley m Aprile

then doubled to center to bring DellAnno

^In The fifth Rachel Lawson led off with

a single and advanced to third
1

wher.Schill-

ing got on by an error on the Adelphi third

baseman. Cockley hit a sacrifice fly to left

to bring Lawson in. Jen Miller knocked

Schilling across the plate with a single.

It was more of the same in game two as

Claffey (19-5) shut down Adelphi. Llattey

survived a bases loaded jam in the seventh

to perserve her 15th shutout of the season.

Her ERA is now 1.07.

Kuchinski and Barb Marean led the

show at the plate for UMass. Marean went

3-3 with three doubles and 2 RBI, while

Kuchinski continued her perfect day going

3-3, all on singles.

The Minutewomen got all the runs that

Claffey would need in the first. DellAnno

led of with a single and advanced to second

on a Miller sacrifice. Marean cracked a dou

ble to score DellAnno and then was knock

ed in by a Peggy Bush single.

In the third Marean and Aprile lead off

with back-to-back doubles making the score

3-0 Aprile and advanced to third on a

Kuchinski infield hit, who then went on to

steal second. Chris Collins tried to squeeze

Aprile in, but the play was a failure as

Aprile was out at the plate. Kuchinski

eventually scored on an error by the

Adelphi shortstop on a Schilling grounder.

"This was an easier game than I ex-

pected," Sortino said. "Adelphi is a good

hitting team and I was weary of us being

fiat I was scared that we would be look

ing past Adelphi [to the A-lOs], but we

stayed focused and I am pleased with that.

"Right now we need to stay ready f°r <£e

A-lOs and we have to show up to play. The

opportunity to defend our title should be

a motivating enough force to make us play

well
the first ofher two triples in the game. Not well.

#

Baseball denied sweep by Huskies

Collegian photo by Thorn.. A. Georg*

third consecutive shutout as UMass swept Adelphi 7-0, 5^0.

By GREG SUKIENNIK
Collegian Staff

Until the seventh inning of yesterday's second baseball

game against Northeastern, the University of

Massachusetts was enjoying the perfect afternoon. Then

the Huskies had to go and spoil it

Having won the first contest against the Huskies 8-3

and holding a 4-3 lead with two outs and {op relief p£
cher Ron Villone on the mound, it looked like the

M.nutemen would clinch an over .500 regular season and

the 1 000th win in team history.

That's when Huskie shortstop Lenny LaFlame stepped

to the plate. LaFlame fouled off five two-strike pitches

before drawing a walk. He then scored the tying run off

Stm Caeran'sRBI single, then knocked in thewmnnjy

run in the ninth inning as the Huskies earned a come-

from-behind 6-4 win yesterday at Earl Lorden Field.

"We blew the ballgame, basically," ""used head coach

Mike Stone "We let up some walks, we didn't capitalize

^CZtb hitter in their batting order (LaFlame) beat

Despite the Huskies' late-game heroics, UMass had then-

chances at sweeping the twin bill and picking up the pro-

gram's 1 000th win But the Minutemen left runners in

Soring position in the seventh and eighth innings -the

Xr inVolving a controversial interference call on UMass

shortstop Glen DiSarcina. ,

With o
P
ne out in the eighth, John CareUi grounded to

second and DiSarcina slid hard into second ba* " and

LaFlame - to prevent the double play. The home plate

umpire called interference on DiSarcina, ending the inn

ing and provoking angry reactions
„,uora ii

Stone, who showed much restraint in discussing the call

with the umpire crew, downplayed the call s importance

in UMass' loss. , „*uor
"I don't think it really matters because we had other

chances to win," he noted. "However," he added, the

(NCAA baseball) rule on interference is ambiguous.

After a scoreless eighth, the Huskies plated two to seal

the victory. Tim O'Connell led ^h a sin|eoffRob^

^ Collegian photo by Y»n« Dlugy

. ail. juiMkgi ofwork in the University of Massachusetts'

UMass to play

final home game
By MICHAEL MORRISSEY
Collegian Staff

After a topsy-turvy year for the University of

Massachusetts baseball team, today s game against

Central Connecticut (3:00pm) gives the team one last

chance to break the mark of £00, win their one

thousanth game, and for seniors Mike Tobin, Ian Tor-

res and Dave Edwards, play their final home game at

Earl Lorden Field. „ „ . .

The Minutemen (23-23-1) play a tough Central Conn,

team that beat them earlier in the year, 1-0. Jim

Telgheder allowed only four hits in that game for

UMass, but a late inning home run cost him the game.

UMass has more to play for than just revenge however;

they must play for consisentency and confidence.

Neither of the three players, played the full tour

years under coach Mike Stone. Mike Tobin began play-

ing baseball after playing football his first two years

"I walked on my sophomore year," Edwards said^

"It's been a good experience, but it's had some ups and

downs, just like everything else."

"I started two years after transferring from bt.

Peter's College. I'm from Northhampton, so my parents

will be there at tomorrow's game."

UMass plays in the Atlantic-10 tournament in bustl-

ing Boyertown, Pennsylvania. UMass is scheduled tor

a 4:05PM game on Friday against Penn State, a team

that started at a snail's pace, but have won their last

ten games in a row.

This year has been highly inconsistent for the team,

according to Stone. UMass has struggled recently;

they've lost three of their last four ball games, and at

times have looked horrendous in the field, making six

errors in the field against Rutgers.
. ...

Conversely, the UMass team has been absolutely

dominant at times, defeating even the stiffest competi-

tion with little problem. This has been accomplished

with perfect defense, excellent starting pitching, and

clutch offense.

Coach Stone said he hopes his team will play con-

sistently enough to win three straight games and take

the conference title and automatic bid in the NCAA
tournament.

The trio of departing seniors share this hope also,

wanting to go out as winners.

"It is pretty sad, but that's all right," Torres said.

"I hope it's not the end. I want us to win the

Atlantic-10, and go to regionals."

"I'd like to see us win the Atlantic-10," Edwards
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MSP: 300 to 400 profs may be fired this year
» . • i 4i *:i _ **-*- ronnanino in SeDtember 1992.

By TAMIR LIPTON
Collegian Staff

Between 300 and 400 professors may be fired by July

1 due to the state's budget crisis, the Massachusetts Socie-

ty of Professors projected in a press release yesterday.

"Something drastic has got to happen," said John Cole,

president of the MSP, the professors' union. "There's

either going to have to be massive layoffs, or the Univer-

sity is going to run out of money and close down."

The MSP has proposed an alternative plan to cutting

the professors.

They have urged the administration to fire no one, and

instead to open for the fall semester as if nothing was

wrong. ,

By pretending that there is no financial crisis, the

University would probably run out of money sometime

early in the Spring. The MSP's response is to send the

students home, and hope to reopen in Fall 199-i.

This plan to "postpone the disaster" has several advan-

tages over layoffs, according to the MSP, which asserts:

• It permits the University to be true to its mission and

to serve its overcharged students fully until the final

moment.

• It gives the University time to campaign for the one^

cent sales tax surcharge, whose revenues (if any
»
would

not appear until the spring. It gives the teachers and the

entire University a slim lease on life in case the state s

financial picture should improve in the next few months.

• It allows more than 30 days for faculty and librarians

to relocate and find new employment.

• It gives professors who cannot find other work a bridge

of maximum unemployment from the day of closing un-

MTV threatens Jhally with lawsuit

Says professor 's documentary violates copyright laws

By ALISON BUCKHOLTZ
Collegian Staff

Six years ago, when communications Professor Sut Jhal

ly conceived "Dreamworlds," his video documentary

relating images of women in rock video to implications

in the real world, he anticipated copyright problems -

but not the lawsuit-threatening letter from MTV he

received two months ago.

"I didn't think MTV would be that stupid," Jhally said,

dismissing their threat on the basis of copyright laws

which protect teaching material. "If it comes to trial, 1 11

get publicity I couldn't have bought, and the tape will be

Photo by AIU» BfrkowlU

Sut Jhally

distributed to an even wider audience."

Jhally, who studies popular culture and advertising,

uses 45 minutes of MTV footage from over 165 different

rock videos in "Dreamworlds: Desire/Sex/Power in Rock

Video." Its purpose, he said, is "to show people the con

nection between images in rock videos and sexual

violence." ,

MTV disagrees. On March 25, in a letter addressed to

Jhally and Chancellor-President Duffey, MTV Networks

(MTVN) warned Jhally that his use of the MTV logo and

footage "constitutes a violation of federal and state laws.'

Furthermore, it "infringes MTVN's copyright, trademark

and other rights..." „_,...
In the standard cease and -desist order, MTVN demand

ed that Jhally stop using MTV logos and clips, destroy

all "Dreamworlds" tapes, and recall hundreds of videos

from distribution.

Jhallv has since expanded his attempt to distribute

"Dreamworlds " "The leas! of mv worries is legal he

said "I would welcome a case that would clarify these

issues, involving images that are public, though they re

privately owned. It would set the precedent in this area.

Jhallv is seeking legal counsel through teachers' unions.

His defense lies within the Fair Use Provision of copyright

laws which "allows use of images for purposes of com-

mentary, criticism, review, teaching, and research, he

said "I also meet the four conditions for fair use.

The conditions, only one of which must be met, ask it

the purpose of the work in question is educational or com

mercial, if the original material is already in the public

realm, if a disproportionately large segment ofthe publish-

ed work is used, and if secondary distribution of the work

hurts original sales.
.

Jhally defends his case on all four counts, especially the

first Although he charges $100 to institutions that re-

quest the video and $50 to individuals, he gives out many

tapes for free. „««- ,
CONTINUED ON PAGE 4

Students vote today on government
'Yes' vote would replace old SGA structure

By ALEX DERING
Collegian Staff

Undergraduate students will vote today to decide

whether to accept the Commission on Undergraduate stu-

dent Governance's proposed plan for a new student

governmen^^ ^^ replace the old form of student

government, which has been criticized by some as ineffi

cient, with the commission's partially completed model.

The plan for a new government - which is still in
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til a possible reopening in September 1992.

• It might allow for some due process in making the cuts

The MSP asks, "How rational can any process be that

must dismantle an enormous institution in three weeks

• It leaves the structure of the institution intact and par

tially recuperable as long as possible whereas immediate

firings willonly bring about an immediate and ..revocable

collapse.

• It provides time toiMm students of the situation, and

to help them transfer

• It promises a demonstration of the effects of Weld's

'idiocy." , ,

"It's a simple choice, really, either fire a lot of people,

or close down,'* Cole said.

Provost O'Brien could not be reached for comment in

reaction to the plan yesterday.

complete - would consist of a student council which would

oversee two new branches: the Student Activities Trust

Fund Review Committee and the Student Advocacy

The SATF Review Committee would plan budgets for

the student government and recommend monetary alloca-

tions. The Student Advocacy Board will set policy for stu-

dent issues, such as security and housing problems

"This is an opportunity for the students to say that they

support continuing working to improve the governmen-

tal structure through the commission," said Jo-Anne

Vanin, vice chancellor for student affairs.

"This is still just a model; a lot needs to be worked out

and a yes vote is saying that we should keep at it, she

snid

The Commission on Undergraduate Student Gover-

nance, made up of students and administrators, was form-

ed Feb 11 when several leaders of the Student Govern-

ment Association asked the administration to help

restructure student, government.

Some students feel the referendum is an administrative

attempt to destroy student empowerment. A fiyer signed

by fifteen student leaders claims the commission was set

up by the Whitmore administration" and accuses the ad-

ministration of wanting to shut down the Legal Services

Office, which is the students' "only source of free legal

1

Susan Gordon, the chairperson of the Board of Gover-

nors and one of the people who signed the flyer, said the

referendum was not generated by the undergraduate

senate or the student body and is unconstitutional accor-

ding to the Student Government*"**"«£»**,

Galbraith says
US plays now,
pays later
By JASON GEORGE
Collegian Staff

The decade-long domination of American politics and

economics by Republicans Ronald Reagan and George

Bush have led the United States to pursue cumwt
pleasures at the cost of a sound economic future,

economist John Kenneth Galbraith said last night

Galbraith. professor emeritus of economics at Har

vard University, spoke about the economic polin

the 1980s and the future of the U.S. economy before

a standing-room only audientv in Memorial Hall

"One should be careful about predicting the futW

Galbraith said. "One safe exception that tUff

pie to predict occurs m hen. in substantial measure, the

future has already arrived.

"One can now speak with some confidence, for the

future has already become the present. " < Jalbrait h said.

"Reagan's economics and politic-. M if by their own

momentum, have continued.'"

Describing the Reagan era's "economics of content-

ment,'' Galbraith said the federal government spent

more money than it took in to provide luxuries such

as lower taxes, higher personal incomes, and the pur-

chase of consumer goods from foreign nations.

The result was that many of the wealthy in this coun-

try were able to invest money in commercial real estate

and the stock market, he said. But funds were drain

ed from productive investment in industry and per-

sonal housing, he said.

"The loose money in the economy set forth a reckless

number of mergers, leveraged buy-outs, and junk

bonds," Galbraith said.

"We can take it as a viable rule that those who lend

money have more money than those who don't,"

Galbraith said, referring to the fact that many of the

Reagan-Bush economic policies have benefited those

on the upper rungs of the economic ladder. Unfor-

tunately, he said, this has become an important part

of the American political structure. "For eight years,

Mr. Reagan and now Mr. Bush, have presided over an

American electorate, the voting majority of which was

satisfied with its position," Galbraith said. "In the

past, governments have had to placate a majority that

was discontented with its social and economic posi-

tion," he said. "Such oppressed, poor and discontented

people exist in this country, but many have given up

on voting.

"It is no longer in the interests of politicians to seek

out these people's votes."

The class-based politics of the 1980s are largely a

result of the economic theories which Reagan and now

Bush have used to form their policy agendas, he said.

Although many people lost jobs during the past decade,

he said dominant current economic theories dictate

that the government should play as small a role as

possible in the economy.

"Government intervention in, or regulation of, the

economy, was seen as not only economically unsound,

but morally suspect," Galbraith said. "No direct action

was taken, because this would have interrupted the

comfortable and contented attitude."

Galbraith was critical of this so-called laissez-faire,

or hands off, approach to handling the U.S. economy.

The result was a widespread intolerance of any govern-

ment regulation of private wealth, causing such pro-

blems as the Federal Savings and Loan Crisis.

"There was a complete commitment to monetary in-

centives," Galbraith said. "This held that the rich need

ed more money to spur them to release their energies,

and the poor felt the spur of their own poverty."

Although the past two administrations have attemp-ai gn W
CON1INUED ON PAGE 3
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Verdean

Pa*?/ - A discussion sponsored b> the Lape ver°~\

Student AlHance will be held from 7-9:30 p.m. in Cam-

dus Center room 162-75. Free. ^ .,^„
P
GLBCommun (Pv Forum - A discussion about Politics

of Being Queer" will be held from 7:30-9:30 p.m. in CC

9l
Discussion - "New expressions of racism and how to

fighUhem'wai be led by Joe Sims at 7 p m. fa. the second-

floor library of the New Africa House. Sponsored by the

TMass Young Communist League.

Option - Spectrum Magazine will be holding a

recep^tTon to celebrate the release of its newissue. Ongnal

woriL will be displayed, refreshments will be served. Cam-

pus Center Room 101. from 7 9 p.m.

TEE^ d-e Cana, "Quetzal.
'^^^

three Latin American bands, will perform at TM>
p^nrat

the Northampton High School Auditorium 380 E\r,£.,
Northampton. Tickets $8 m advance; $10 a^jj™

r

Panel - A discussion sponsored by the Cape Verdean

Student Alliance will be held^™M*\£*£}
X̂

Coffee Social - A social sponsored by ^^ian Bisexual

Gay Alliance will be held from 3-6 prn. in CC 803. r ree.

R* 7 *!*.

(eb

> sDonsored bv Patterson House

ft
S inrfude a diussion of issues related U, bemg

T "'id hlLxuLT The dinner is from 3 5 p.m. in the

SnTted As^ou^TKnowlton
Basement,. For more ta-

""rJnaSM-ne Mushm Students Association spon-

Jed this e ent. io be held at 1 :30 p m m the Campus

Cenur Please check the schedule for room number

Si

cLTn«
Y
-Ca

A
pe Verdean Awareness Day

Conference
Conference

, £ Verdean Student Alliance, will

ZrtZ U Zm^hTcCAuditorium. Admission is the

Cane Verdean Student Alliance, will be held from 6-8.30

oT.n the Bluewall Cafe There will be a dance from 9

p.m,2 a m S the Bluewall. Admission is the Conference

^HORAG^Teral Meeting - 2 p.m. in the Horseshoe in

Soufhwest; rain option: meet in the Latin American

Cultural Center in Moore House

M_& ^_v99i

<3lCOMMENCEMENT Vfc

WEEKEND
Now is the time t<> celebrate

Keep the tradition in the T.O.C

Featuring a special

Graduation Menu.

CONGRATULATIONS

ALL AGES-ALL SHOWS
AT THE

COMEDY ZONE
FRIDAY & SATURDAY 8:30 pm

When you want the BEST*

Fried Rice • Spare Ribs • Buffet

•Live Comedy*
•Advocate Best of the ValtoV fader poll 1990

—-—
T iit30am-3Dm

Mon-Thurs 5pm-8pm

ALL YOU CAN EAT
BUFFET
$5.99 .

11:30«m-3pm

ALL YOU CAN EAT
SUNDAY BRUNCH

$6.99

Call 549-6000

cxi. 7(VM) for

reservations

^ofthe
CAMPUS Restaurant

llth FLOOR CAMPUS CENTER
UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS

20%
OFF DINNER for Comedy Patrons

Comedy info & reservations 585-8615

PEKING GARDEN
Mandarin/Szechuen Cuisine

Open lunch & dinner 7 days a week

Home ¥-nu«Mll St Hidley 586 1202 _J

Microfridge

All In One Compact Refrigerator, Freezer and Microwave Oven

RENT ONE NOW, PAY FOR IT NEXT SEMESTER

You've probably seen one already, sleek, streamlined, matching top to

bottom You've probably used someone's already, and maybe made

floormaTes shut their doors when they see you and your popcorn coming.

You may have wished you had rented one before the supply dwindled

away to nothing. NOW YOU CAN HAVE ONE FOR YOUR VERY OWN.

In an effort to meet the need of our residents who would like to rent a

ifofrfdge but can't afford it right now, *^*^'*lfiZff
t

to rent a Microfridge-and ask you to pay for it NOT NOW, but during

the first week of AUGUST.

If you would like to take advantage of this offer, stop by the Housing

Assignment Office, 235 Whitmore and sign a contract.

P.S. I would hurry. Remember, it's first come, first served.

MAKE MOTHERS DAY

MEMORIES WITH FUJI

Fuji Discovery

mini DUAL Da,e

Sale
*1 49.95

-1 0.00 "»"»•

$139.95
Your

Co-.l

• Ultra compact
• 28/45mm dual lens

• 3 mode Hash

Fuji DL-15 Fuji Discovery 60

$49.95 $89.95
• Drop in 14m loading

• Focut free

• Built in flart

Fuji DL-7 - »29.95

Camera Sale Ends 5-19-91

• Auto enpoture

> Auto firing Rath

Drop-in Mm loading

Fuji Discovery 160 • *99.95

Fuji Discovery 2000 - »269.95

Film Developing » En,aSe
e

1ient

5 1 Q Cl 03IG from any color negative

l.yy ii 5X7 $1i39
on am color prim film II „„_,. .. ,.

leach- 3X5
|CJ

"
"J

8X12 $2.49
Offer good with coupon at

II

Offer good with coupon at

f'T^T^i.Trn ,, r.. t ..,-.i.,%, l , fW I

fll l llllll llll fTT JL» ^ — ill » » m» ~ ~ "~ ~

Save
$1.50
on your next
purchase

of a
FUJI 3 pack

!J
Save $2.00

Offer good with coupon at

on any
FUJI Single
Use Camera

Offer good with coupon at

fim?«S/>op$J B+fl Wf:*W?!?.h.?&

Stem®
Ct Faiminalon • Harllord • Smsbury • Wethersfwld • New Bntam • Wato.bury

Vo r^n • Cronwe? • Windsor • Stamlord • Fantiuld • Npwlown • New Haven

Ma Amher*! • Northampton • SpnnglieW

I
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LOCAL
After 25 years at UMass

Holocaust scholar retires
By DAVID MASSEY
Collegian Staff

"Our only hope will lie in the frail web of

understanding ofone person for the pain of

another."
- John Dos Passos, December 1940

David Wyman, Holocaust scholar and a

professor of history, is retiring this

semester after 25 years at the University

of Massachusetts. Author of the book, The

Abandonment ofthe Jews: America and the

Holocaust, 194M5, which attracted critical

acclaim from around the world when it was

first published in 1984, Wyman is a slow-

talking, calm, uncommon Christian scholar

who has specialized in Jewish history.

The book was on The New York Times

bestseller list for five weeks affer it was

published, collected numerous prizes and

awards, and to date has sold an unexpected

100,000 copies.

The Abandonment of the Jews is an in-

tensive, detailed indictment of the failure

of the United States to adequately respond

to the plight of the European Jews, who

were being exterminated by Adolf Hitler's

death camps during World War II.

The U.S. government, Wyman
discovered, as well as the American Press

and much of the country, turned their

backs on the dying Jews, even though

Washington, for a time, was aware of

Hitler's "Final Solution."

Abandonment of the Jews took Wyman
10 years to research and another four to

write. He could not find someone to finance

his book and had to invest about two years*

salary to complete his work.

Despite these setbacks, Wyman visited

more than 60 archives and performed

countless interviews to find the necessary

information for the book which The New

York Times Book Review called "shocking,

disturbing, and unforgettable."

On finding government documents,

Wyman said, "if you persist, you can get

a lot of stuff out of our government, in-

cluding things that make it look negative.

The reason for his dedication to this topic

remains, even to Wyman himself, a

mystery. Yet he feels this tragedy

transcends all ethnic divisions.

"It's more than a Jewish issue, ot

course," Wyman said. "It's a human

tragedy. So it involves all of us."

His publisher told him not to expect his

book to sell more than 12,500 copies. To

date, it has sold a 100,000, in English, Ger-

man and French. Wyman attributed this

success to a skyrocketing interest in

Holocaust studies since 1980.

Recently, survivors of the Holocaust have

contributed a great deal of work - plays,

documentaries, books, and films. Also, com-

memorations are now held all over the

world, conferences are organized, and

museums and memorial archives built.

"It has become an area of a lot of interest

and activity in the past 10 to 15 years," he

said.

Survivors, as they get older, have

discovered that they wish to preserve their

first-hand knowledge of the horror of Nazi

death camps, he said. "Jews recognize in

general that this is a danger for Jews and

they want to do what they can to see that

it's not forgotten," Wyman said.

He also justified this late re-birth of in-

terest by the recent availability of archival

records, the "basic raw material" of

research.

Wyman explains this "time-lag" by

noting that many people, survivors and

onlookers alike, need a "passage of time"

before they can confront such a tragedy.

Still, he says we can not forget about the

Holocaust and that it will always remain

embedded deeply in the back of our minds,

clawing at our collective conscience.

Wyman compares the sudden resurgence

of interest in the Civil War to that of the

Holocaust. Both are deep "psychic" wounds

of humanity, he said, and we are "never

done with it."

"The Holocaust is one of a limited

number of historical events that people

recognize, I think with out even thinking

about it, that is so significant that it has

to be dealt with," he said.

"That six million people were

systematically eliminated just because

they belonged to a particular religious

group, children and old people and

everybody, and civilized society could do

that, plan it and do it, and the rest of civiliz-

ed society when they learned about it,

didn't raise every possibility they could to

interfere - that's just an overwhelming

fact. It'll keep coming up."

DID YOU SEE THE AMPHIBIOUS FIRST BASEMAN? - Co-

captahi Derek Dana, coach Mike Stone and the resi
t
of the Minutemen

wi£ travel today to Pennsylvania for the first round of the Atlantic-10

Conference Tournament^

Gailbraith
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

ted to justify their policies through ascrib-

ing them to established economic theory,

Galbraith sees it differently.

These policies "were all a front for get-

ting a few more tax dollars for the rich,"

Galbraith said.

As he did frequently throughout his talk,

Galbraith used humor to make his points.

He said: "If you feed a horse enough oats,

some will pass to the road for the spar

rows." , .

Galbraith was referring to the widely-

held theory of "trickle-down" economics,

which held that if the rich were given more

money, it would stimulate the economy and

provide jobs and income for middle and

lower-class workers.

Though the United States is currently in

the depths of recession, Galbraith said he

believes it is not yet time to panic.

"The U.S. remains by a wide margin, the

world's greatest economic entity,'

Galbraith said, noting the high quality of

American universities, civil service, finan-

cial institutions, and research capabilities.

However, if people in this country con-

tinue to pursue private gain at the expense

of the public good, the results will be felt

far beyond the borders of the United States.

"The shadow of unemployment, recession,

and uncertain government will tend to

spread out to the rest of the world,

Galbraith said.

Students urged to wear armbands

in support of public education
.,!-• : „ ..,«>,, *n malrp this SUDt

By MARC ELLIOT
Collegian Staff

A coalition of students, faculty and staff

are encouraging those attending gradua-

tion this spring to wear white arm bands

to show their support for public education.

A long-range political action committee'

created during the professors' two-day job

action last month will distribute arm bands

made out of white crepe paper at the com-

mencement May 26.

"The arm bands are meant as a symbol

of solidarity for stable and sufficient fun-

ding for the University and public educa-

tion," said a committee member, Robert

Rothstein, a professor in the Slavic

Languages department.

There is a lot of support in Massachusetts

for raising taxes for a cause like public

education, Rothstein said. "We're hoping

this is one way to make this support visi-

ble," he said.

Leaflets will be handed out with the arm

bands encouraging people to call or write

to Gov. Weld and their state legislator and

express support for public education on all

levels, according to committee member and

student Ken Parker.

"Anyone who is going to graduation

should pick up a white arm band and pro-

test the cuts," Parker said.

The committee is also sponsoring a let-

ter writing campaign with form letters ad-

vocating stable funding for public higher

education. The letters can be obtained on

the Campus Center Concourse this Monday

through Wednesday, Parker said.

More information will also be available

on how to get involved in the fight for

public higher education, such as carpool-

ing to lobby at the State House, he said.

GLB Forum
THURSDAY, MAY 9

Film- "Torch Song Trilogy will be

shown at 7 p.m. in Campus Center room

803
Community Forum - Politics of Queer

forum will be held at 7 p.m. in CC 917.

Support Group - A Lesbians-only sup-

port group will meet at 7:30 p.m. in the Les-

bian Bisexual Gay Alliance office.

FRIDAY, MAY 10

Social - A coffee social will be held from

3-6 p.m. in CC 803

SATURDAY, MAY 11

Play- "Growing Up Queer in America

will be performed at 8 p.m in the Hamp-

den Theater in the Southwest Residential

Area.

TUESDAY, MAY 14

Meeting - The Lesbian Bisexual

Women's Union will hold a meeting at 8:30

p m. in room 413 of the Student Union.

Social- A coffee social will be held from

3-6 p.m. in CC 803.
John Kenneth Gailbraith
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MTV vs. the professor

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

"I've subsidized a lot ofexpenses out ofmy own pocket,

and profits go to an educational trust fund in the com-

munications department," he said. "I pointed this out to

MTV when I wrote them back, along with a reminder ot

their anti-censorship stance."

Jhally's other defenses are just as strong. Clearly, the

rock video material is widely available," he said. In ad-

dition "MTV would have to show that my 45-mmutes

worth' of footage is extreme, considering they're on the

air 24 hours a day, 365 days a year. My use is a small

^The^n function of these videos is advertising, Jhal-

lv said, noting that his screenings don't have the ability

to hurt sales of the original videos. "MTV's video images

are given out for free" to cable subscribers, he said. Con-

trolling these images isn't a money issue. The primary

function is selling records."
t

A clerical worker in the President-Chancellor s office

said the University is also seeking counsel, but declined

C

°Though Jhally's use of the tapes may ultimately fall

within constitutional limits, MTV has more at stake than

copyrights or trademarks - namely, a bruised image.

* li

rrrr^^r 413/533-2663

TSBuKRidW.OMEN

Defending Your life

f^m' Stan* M«y »<J

tfctanong » our Uto F«*y - 4 40 6 45 m* • S* .nd
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-AN INTOXICATING ROMANCE,
TW !tW STAJB fKM 10 «» 5MA5HWC lOMANTK MATCH

"TWO THUMBS UP!
THI OillCT Of SIAUTV IS

SOMETHING SPfCIAl."
.*» k "w—

"A FUOTHY BOMANTIC COMIDV

iMittMM
Ob)«et ot BHuiy Fna^y * 5. 7. »nd 9 pm/S«t and Son

3. 5 T and 9 wwMay* •» 3, 7. 9 pm

MAI
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valley's largest

collection...like

none you've ever seen

all month at
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'"The MTV logo is used all the time," said Nancy Altman,

MTVN's Director of Legal and Contract Administration^

"But it's rarely this horrible...it is risque to use [MTV s

name] in this context because of the nature ofthe video^

The nature of "Dreamworlds" evolves around images

of rape and the outlook that fosters it, Jhally said. It takes

its name from the perception of rock videos as adolescent

male fantasies encouraging objectification of and violence

toward women. _ . ,

Its purpose is two-fold, Jhally said. "I try to get people

to re-examine images [ofwomen] they see as mnocent and

natural, and then see how these images impact behavior

in the real world. The images themselves don t lead to

rape, but they are connected to attitudes that do

Advertising, rather than MTV, is Jhally's true target.

The problem "is not just rock video images he said.

"These are the kinds of images you see in advertising

everywhere." . . n ..i

Instead, Jhally believes that this is a teaching issue. I

have to show [the video clips] to teach about them, he

said. "The fact that I made a videotape is a problem tor

MTV, no matter what I do with it." ^^
What Jhally did with it was on too small a scale for Ml v

to be worried, he said. Beginning last September^hen

he finished editing the fourth and final version of Dream

worlds," he distributed it through various communica-

tions societies. .

"I concentrated on videotape libraries, university

departments, women's centers, residence halls, awareness

training groups, and fraternities,' he said. I targeted

educational programs. They're the ones who need to see

it.'

-Stall,- "a ve^. hm.^ aim: forfg^™

££EVuZbXrt Diversity and Development

Z Southwest, agrees with the effectless of Jhallys

LcademVcally oriented approaeh. ••Dreamworlds ..good

w use for gender workshops and parent workshop, .he

said "We would miss a powerful documentary .f .t were

"ThereTno chance of this, he said. Large corporations

•use their 'bigness' to threaten someone who has

,k?„„ .„ lots
" he said. "But 1 have nothing to lose.

Th^ they^ueme. "have no asset, If. easier for an in-

"'^iwetmS'the^ue for *e Precedent a ca^judg

ed in his favor would set ,n the academic«£>"££
„ ficrht thU case for any academic field, 1 would cnoose
l

u
g^ .1IT" he said "But it would also set a prece-

tlltrVnnt I've gone to advertisers for copyright per-

mission when I waited to include images in scholar^ ar-

"detand have been denied by Calvin Klein, by tobacco

companies, by alcohol comPamesMTV , ..
It

._ jj Dublic
Thpir reasons were similar to MTV s. It s an puDiic

re^ons 'TaUy said. "They want to forestall criticism,

wtcH more effective when you can see what you

Cr

To
C

i
e

ttie the case, Jhally would be "quite happy" to

removt MTV?
s logo from the first thirty seconds.of

•Td just insert 'Censored by MTV, he said.

GET FAT & DIRTY

in.,, SPECIALIZED
Fat Tire Bikes Are Here!

o«nBICYCLE
EST 1971

319 Pleasant St.

Northampton, MA
586-3810

800-464-3810

H

MOVING ON??
Rent a Truck or Cargo

Van from. .

.

f

v
8o*cS
80%es

North Amherst
Motors

Don't be disappointed

Reserve your Truck

Today!

78 OW Sunderland Rd, No. Amherst

549-RENT

wiiHiXD.

-r ..7;-' Clambake
Travlin , ^

Local and One-Way
RYDER Trucks

Most major credit cards accepted.

On PVTA bus route.

MOVING OFF CAMPUS?

Telephone (413) 586-5916

^rni iu iiiimin""»"'»"»""""»"J""l"""1'"ullut'

We Cater Clambakes
Great for Graduation

Parties or Just a

Fun Filled Weekend!
Call in Advance
We are a restaurant (beer & wine) and

a fish market located on Rt 9 near the bridge

mm
Brandywine offers Country

Living with convenience

• On UMass Bus Route • Nearby Shopping • Situated

on 18 well-landscaped acres with pond.

• One and two bedroom apartments include gas utilities

(heat, hot water, and stove).

• Swimming pool, laundry facilities, responsive

management
• Stop in and we'll show you what we have to offer.

BRANDYWINE AT AMHERST
16 Brandywine Drive

Rental Office open daily 1 0-4

549-0600 J

routf 9 HADLEY at the Howard Johnsons Lodge

While you re waitinq lor the

GRAND OPENING
OF

THE LIBRARY BAR
Why not join us on Saturday and Sunday

mornings lor our famous

ALL YOU CAN EAT BREAKFAST
'

8.00 am-1:00 pm
WAFFLES—EGGS-OMU
POTATOES-SAUSAGE-BACON

CROISSANTS-DANISH-FRESH FRUIT

AND MUCH MORE !!!

Open seven days a week

7:00 a.m. - 10:00

sreyEFEi?

.etteJ

i.m.

Soon vou WILL be spendinq the

niqht at THE LIBRARY

Lemon 's

Presents

Fri, May 10
Boston's Own

The Stompers
with Special Guest

Dakota
$5 Cover

unuw 'Vrinfe & Sui It

1970 'Memorial 'Dr.

cikimt, MA 01020
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referendum vote today

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

"The structure the referendum suggested would be a

very small, centralized, hierarchical structure giving

power into the hands of just a few people," she said.

Gordon said the referendum vote was rushed.

"They weren't ready for planning a restructuring and

when they tried to tackle it they didn't realize they'd bit

ten off more than they could chew until it was too late,

-she said.

Vanin said she realizes there are students who oppose

the restructuring efforts and hopes the referendum will

•provide the administration with a clear student opinion.

Informed opinions are essential if the referendum is to

be a true reflection of what the students want, she said,

urging students to seek a variety of information about the

issue before voting.

n i a plant of no value and
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Northeast or Sylvan regents mav I ate at the ^
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Dining Commons Orchard Hill OT CVntral^% n^>

vote a? the Fr«lklil> Dining Common.. Southwest North

residents may vote at the Hampsh.re Dming C ommons

Southwest South res!dents may vote at the Berk^lnre Dm

,ng Commons. Students hs uig in the C,„ -ek ,,„ mav vote

at the Newman Center Commuters ma> vote at tin-

Hatch .
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Get

Coupon
Reserve your
Apartment l>y

June 30, .«>•>!

SOUTWWOODAPARTMENTS
Garden and townhouee
Apartment style living

at vrrv reasonable rate*

Rental Office: 42A Southw<K>d
• On Out noute In Amhent

• Isuntky r*t*de»

• Taints *lUsJK-«to«*C«jHrts

REPERTORY CINEMA IS BACK!

Ifor THE FIRST TIME SINCE THE ADVENT OF VIDEO we

'RESENT A SERIES OF • • • DOUBLE BILLS * • • *
WITH WEEKEND LATE SHOWS
FROM APRIL 25 TO MAY 16

IWITH:
Cary Grant.

Sean Connerv.

Kevin Costner,

Mel Gibson.

HUriKS
AfiD

HEARTTHROBS

Marlon Brando.

Jean Paui Belmondo

James Dean,

I om Cruise

Robert Redford

THE SEXIESJMENir^HEMOVIES

Thursday, May 9 to Saturday, May 1 I

THE CANDIDATE AND
RISKY BUSINESS

I * Mm hey m«s rvm t>r

IN* iiw* ™>i i ...ih m i-

' CANDIDATE !hu,M>/njnJHIIlU., M.MO.Mb«ilO*
I RISKY lhu.> H.'O I.. Sal * «> B I • *"d Muin.nhi

Sunday, May 12 to Wednesday, May 16

NORTH BY NORTHWEST AND MARNIE
Ca.* O.ant and h«n Conner* pro***- M.tchecx k -nh fading rr-n .Ik, a.r

nol th» Vn !«:«) non,nl.l«-, h* w ollrn uws Bu. as al.a>> hMuirful

•omen ,t.a M*r* S«.nl and T ipP . M»d.en - lh,nk ot hr. a, M,lamr (.,..1

t„h , more, and llw »>.«•» li r.en fichrrl 1prll l.ooblr Sp.rs had drram*

and lh«- H*l kwp Ihing, m«inq at a C* W lh«r «lv ainJ W»prn*riul

IMMtMWlM
WORTH Sun ? 30 and 7 20 Ktofi Wrd 7 00

MARNIE Sun 5 00 and 9 45 Mon *rd 9 30

\

The Pleasant St. Theater)

27 Pleasant StVNorthampton, MA 010W) 586 0935

:: m t.A litsir

SPECIALS THIS WEEK!
Rolling Rock 12-pk $6.99*

Beck's 12-pk $9.99*

Glacier Bay l2 Pk $5 49

Coke, Dt. Coke, Sprite..l2 pk $3.99

Bacardi 750ml $7.99

Capt. Morgan 750 ml $7.49

Smirnoff Vodka 750 ml $7.49

l^agrams Gin 750 m $6.99

Gordon's Gin 750 ml $6.99

Just some ofour sale prices!!! Forget the rest -deal|

with the best!!!

I Coupon if

!May 9-May 11 5% OFF Any Keg, ONLY With,

This Coupon .1

' Plus [Vposll

t76<S*L

584-8174

HUNAN GOURMET
CHINESE

RESTAURANT

The aroma, sound & taste Ot

authentic Chinese cuisine prepared

Hunan, Szcchuan. Mandarin or

• Oo*n 7 Days A Woflk

• Tako-Out Service Avaiiable

• f.'c MSQ

261 King St.. Northampton, MA

The Top of the Campus Restaurant

presents

featuring

Standing Steamship Round • Baked Ham • Se^od NpM
Broccoli Spears Patty Sheik & Rice -Sweet Potatoes

Bread Basket • /e//o Molds I run Basket

Special Salad Bar • Strawberry Shortcake

Complimentary flower for CVfom

Sunday, May 12, f99i

/ U30 a.m. to 4:00 p.m.

$10.95 adults

$5.50 children under 10

Call today to reserve

a table lor your family.

549-6000 ext. 7639
.

or 54S-32I6

'lop of the Campus
RESTAURANl & LOUNGt

1 lth Floor, Campus Center

University ot Massachusetts

Tickets gladly va lidated for parking in attached Campus i \rage.J

i .

J
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Columnist reviewsliis life at UMass in et farewell column
. „. • i„„». i^r.ihhs Peter X.W.F. good reason. ^ „.,;„„ kflrk in Honors. David

^wK£ regret that I hereby declare my retire-

ment as a newspaper columnist Un ike many of m> Col-

legian colleagues. I am not a journalism major and after

mv impending graduation 1 have no intention of getting

a^ne "Taper job Mv humble goal as a columnist has been

to ta^oW mv readers, in order to amuse you. spark

\-our varying interests and elicit feedback on many in-

nguing concepts which I hope to explore at a later time.

Each of mv columns has been on a different topic. It is

verv difficult to chain you down and make you read an

entire column, but 1 have done my best to keep you in-

teresteS To those of you who stayed with me. I thank you

I have tried not to write inside jokes nor to waste my

precTous spate on personal issues. HOWEVER I have

never in mv four years received a personal. So I figured

Z last column would list the plethora of memories col-

£cted since that first awkward weekend in September

1987 I'know this is high school-esque but it s my space

and I'm graduating, so I can do what I want^

In the genre of Billy Joel. I herewith list the friends,

enemies, roommates, lovers, parties, games, drinks, classes

professors and other memories with helped make my col-

leee career a living hell:

Freshman year: Patt, Warden. Jim Banfald.: Honors

Weekend Todd Welsh. Risk. Debbie Brown. Ron

ReZendeS ; Southern Comfort Alexis GreenblatJU Tammy

Alconada. Four North Field: Veronica Welch. Matt Ger

shoff: John Sheas writing class: Jen Gibbs PeterXW*
Clines Hearts and Pitch. Professor Meeks bought Pizza

for us at the review session. Bruce Wisenburn. missing

he FKing Karamazov Brothers for a COINS exam John

Penn."Juggling Club, my first and only time on Dean s

List, riding Todd', scooter at precarious speeds downhill,

and the Beatles.

Mark B. Adler

Sonhomore year: Honda Accord. Sandy Smith Chris

LaihS Kris Bruno. Regan Rosenfeld. Khaleelah Abdul-

Kareem Multivitamin' Calculus. Rodney Dangerf.eld

teaching Linear Algebra. Field House Council. Julius

Urter Jetting an INComplete. Judaic Studies minor be-

mg kicked out of the Honors program, dropping my Math

mJoJ in favor of being undeclaredJnteresession. living

with Lisa, being an R.A. on Seven South Grayson (Hell),

plaving Capture the-flag in the dorms before the residents

arrive Flat Street. Nadja Sodos. Stop & Shop at 3 a^m

history major. Judaic Stud.es T.A.. Grand Poobah of

Gravson and Leigh Ann Schwartz.

Juntor year R A. on Seven South Field (loads of fun).

Allison Hart Smith, dealing with girfriends. Louis Green-

baurn staving up late gossiping, two all-nighter, for no

*ood reason. Dean Ware. R.A. II class was awful and so
good reason, i^

cetting back in Honors, David

WymaffoveTf
&'.^Year's Day 1990 was my

XrSirthday, living with Dave Sternala. Deb

YeJerlehner. Stumpy. Golden Doughnut BXXG.. Car

Crash Ever Tuesday and Sunday at the Northampton

Brewery driving 30 hours to Miami Twinkle Break.

Dsnev World. King of the Concourse. Kevin Snow. Axis

and Allies Holocaust Memorial Week. Sharon Majewsk.

fencing Adrian and Alisa (I forgot their last names), and

A
lTop\^lohou are taking notes. There will^.«£
Senior year.Summer in Amherst Puffer s Pond. H.llel

House Mike Selzer and Laura Silver, der schtuppen. free

"
nch at^D Angelos. Weizenheimer beer at the Breweiy

R A on two South Field (the best floor). 9™$%*™*
H.za Hiza Facilities Coordinator, quitting the B.O.G. be

"g in ove columnist. weekend at the Mamot. Milton

Cantor and the New York Times. Bill Hams the Sung

Dvnaiv "till lurking about. Interesession with Ron and

LaurTe Sfgn Language, applying to (and being rejected

from* grad schools, heartbreak hotel. __,.___

Thank vou all for spending this year with me and mv

ni,,mn« I would greatly appreciate your opinions on my

Bye y'all!

Mark B. Adler was a Collegian Columnist

A letter to campus
about commission

The Commission on Undergraduate

Student Governance has worked long

and hard this spring to recommend a

new governance structure for

undergradaute students on this campus.

While the student, faculty, and ad

ministrative representatives on the

commission have put forth a number o

good ideas, thev were not able to present

a completed proposal to the campus by

the Mav 1 deadline. As a result, neither

the student bodv nor the administration

has had sufficient time to review and

understand the outline of the proposed

governance structure that will appear

in the referendum on May 9.

Because undergraduate student

governance is so important, we are tak

ing steps to avoid making a premature

decision. These steps are:

• The referendum on the proposed

outline of a governance structure will be

held today, with the understanding that

further review and development by both

the student body and the administration

is necessary;

• We will recommend that the Presi-

dent's Office recognize the April 9, 1991,

election of Student Trustee Kevin

Newnan;
3 We will recognize David Gagne as in

terim president of the Student Govern

ment, based on the election of April 9:

• We will meet with Trustee Newnan

and Interim President Gagne during the

summer to continue to address the

issues of the structure of undergraduate

student governance on this campus.

As interim vice chancellor for student

affairs. I will be responsible for working

with Trustee Newnan and Interim

President Gagne on issues of student

governance and other issues of concern

to the undergraduate student body.

Meetings with these two student officers

will begin as soon as possible.

While we regret that the May 9

referendum does not present to the stu^

dent body a completed and reviewed

structure, we believe the above actions

will ensure a student voice and en-

courage continued progress toward a

more effective structure of student

governance.
Undergraduate students' opinions on

the viability of the structure outlined in

the referendum are important. Please

vote today.

Jo-Anne Thomas Vanin

Interim Vice-Chancellor for Student
Affairs

^ '£.

M
HERE'S MY PLAN !

"

"If I had to live my life again, I'd make the same

mistakes, only sooner."
- Tallulah Bankhead (1903-1968)

Student discusses political correctness at the university

This is yet another "political diatribe." For those who

don't want to deal with it, turn the page. Those of you

who do read it might be tempted to simply relegate it to

the "PC" (that is, politically correct) trash can that the

right-wing on this campus has so conveniently provided

for us I'd like to say a few words on the "PC" movement,

both for it and against it. I can't be one of those intolerant

wild-eved lefties, now can I? Like a good American. I

always look at both sides of any issue. First, vaguely in

defense of "political correctness."

Item- A handful of would-be intellectuals on this cam-

pus call themselves APC, or anti-politically correct, in

order to preserve what they consider to be traditional

American values manifested in their modern forms, even

though these modern forms may be even more deceiving^

For example, the APCers might say America is aland

whose ruling classes respect multiculturahsm, diversity,

freedom, etc. I don't even want to go into Bush's record

on these issues. Despite the highfalutin rhetoric of his

commencement speech at the University of Michigan (see

the New York Times. May 5), Bush's record on human

rights here and around the world is, quite frankly, putrid.

Item: Again utilizing the ever-present "Hitler" tactic

that they know can strike an emotional nerve, neoconser

vatives are fond of decrying "political correctness" as the

new fascism on college campuses. A couple of weeks ago,

in fact, a slick national right-wing magazine (complete

with a Coors beer ad on the back!) geared towards

students, called Campus, appeared at several locations

around UMass. The cover of the trendy mag featured a

"PC" professor with a visage dark and demonic enough

to scare the daylights out of anyone entertaining even

remote notions of vocalizing "bad (read: rightist)

thoughts. Incidentally, he was also wearing a Gestapo

style uniform, and on the requisite armband where a

swastika should have been emblazoned were - you guess-

ed it' - the letters "PC." Now to me this would be

laughable if it weren't so dangerously devious. Using Nazi

imagery to trivialize the views of those who have usually

been anti-fascist - when they could recognize fascism,

that is - is nothing more than outright duplicity.

Roger Long

Item: The April 22 and 29 issues oi New*w*k had

editorials by conservative intellectual George Will lam-

basting what he called "tenured radicals" as "sixties

retreads
" Why? Because professors are no longer engag-

ing in the dispassioned, "objective" discourses they used

to When9 Why, during the McCarthy era no doubt! Any

threat to the establishment, real or 9***^*™™**
cause for alarm by the likes of George Will, William F.

Buckley Pat Buchanan, etc. It's no coincidence that cam

puses, a certain source of grief in the sixties for the powers-

that-were, are an important corporate target now.

The real message from the establishment is: currently

we're quite paranoid and we'll do anything to take your

mind off your politics. And if we can't simply erase history

we'll co-opt the most uncomfortable parts of it and sellit

back to you in much diluted (read: depoliticized) form The

same status-quo ideology is used to tell us that workers

in eastern Germany are so mired in primitivism and reac

tion that they can't see the logic of accepting 50 percent

unemployment rates so that capitalism can be fully

restored there. God, the nerve of those crazy workers.

When the right appropriates the vocabulary of the lett,

the purpose is to confuse, deceive, and de-intellecutalize,

and regrettably it oRen has its intended results.

OK now a few words against the "PC" movement. I m

not "politically "correct." "PC" is just a 90s word for

"liberal" and once again the establishment has been sue

cesarul in stealing and denigrating (read: co-opting) a term

that originated with the left during the dark decade ot

Reaganism. So when people in the "PC" movement refuse

to address and condemn classism, imperialism, racism,

sexism, and homophobia - direct and indirect - for fear

of being labeled out of the mainstream, they aren't con

tributing to a solution. They are sweeping problems under

the rug. And when problems are swept under the rug it a

all too painful to watch the social refuse that inevitably

emerges, not least among which are George Bush et al,

the Mintiteman (partially funded by student money), Cam-

pus and their respective staffs. To quote one of the many

"sixties retreads" slogans, when the "PC" movement

refuses to confront the right bu only tolerates it, it s not

part of the solution, but part of the problem.

Yet we on the left have something to look forward to:

by attacking the liberals, the right is going after the wrong

target That's okay, Minuteman staff, the liberals on cam

pus will tolerate you. You have nothing to worry about.

But for the left, it's time to expose and confront the liars,

at UMass, in Boston, in Washington, and everywhere else.

The time for fence sitting is over.

Roger Long i* « graduate student at VMass.'
(
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Many changes may be on the horizon in thej*ban«marea
U **

_ .. .. . _._. .u„ T„;f om.^™«nt whirh m-ovides for a reform of quires an unlikely mix oi inwrna

Fo# 16 long and painful years the stench of death has

hung over Lebanon. In many ways, however, this past

week has been the one of the greatest hope that the

beleagured citizens of this once prosperous land have ex-

perienced since the onset of war in 1975.

The hope, while cautious, is palapable. Leading

newspapers have been epressing the mood of public op-

timism. As-Safir wrote that "The countdown for the en-

ding of the misery and suffering during the past 16 years

of civil war has begun." And An-Nahar declared that "An

era of hope has begun."

Hussein Ibish

What has prompted this uncharacteristic optimism in

a land where hopes have been shattered with monotonous

regularity is the attempt by the Lebanesse army to ex_

tend its "control" over much of the country. Since the Gulf

war, when the United States, France and Israel gave the

Syrian occupation forces permission to crush the upris-

ing of nationalistic, but quite mad, General Michel Aoun

the nation has been firmly divided between zones of

Syrian and Israeli occupation.

The Syrians, who control most of the country also have

effective control of the government of President Elias

Hrawi This government has been attempting to imple

ment the Taif agreement which provides for a reform of

the sectarian distribution of power. The main aim of this

plan, and indeed any plan for peace in Lebanon relies on

a disbanding of the rival militias that have conducted the

civil war When the accord was concluded two years ago,

few took the goal date of May 1, 1991 seriously.

To universal surprise, the army has moved out beyond

the greater Beirut area, which was purged of miltias in

late 1990, into much of the rest of the country^ Almost

unthinkably, some of the various militias have been sur

rendering arms, including the Maronites, 10,000 strong

"Lebanese Forces," and the "Giant" militia of Sulieman

Franjieh, as well as Shi'ite Amal and Druze PSP militias.

Still, the cooperation is far from universal.

Palestinian groups have argued that they are not

militias, but part of an army of national liberation, and

therefore must be excluded from the disarming. However

true that may be, they cannot possibly be allowed to re-

main as they are now - small local armies. In an effort

to make the point, eight Palestinain fighters are on trial

for illegal weapons possession. The obvious and valid ques

tion- 'Who will protect us?' can be asked by every group.

Another very recalcitrant group is the pro-Iranian

Hisbullah. Syria and Iran recently agreed that they could

remain an armed presence in the south and in the eastern

Bekka region. Even if these groups could be brought into

a completed disarming process, serious problems remain.

A lasting solution of the Lebanese national collapse re

quires an unlikely mix of internal and external factors.

In truth, the Lebanese inferno has been ignited^by conv

bustible elements, both domestic and foreign. If foreign

hands clicked the flint together, the sparks fell on a tinder-

box of internal contradictions, laced with toyrial TtmA
gasoline. A solution cannot be unilaterally imposed from

fhe outside, as both Syria and Israel have discovered.

Similarly, outside forces can and have put a stop to inter-

nal attempts at reconciliation.

No doubt the attempt at peace that we are seeing now

is the result of trilateral cooperation on the part ot byria,

Israel and the United States, like a similar period in the

late 1970s But this is the central factor of its weakness.

How long will outside forces restrain themselves from us

ing Lebanon as a battlefield to wage proxy wars? Can we

have any faith that all will remain calm between them,

or if not, that they will fail to find idiotic Lebanese to

do their dirty work? Few Lebanese doubt that any future

Israeli expansion of territory, a strong possibility, will

focus on the the south with its coveted Litanni Kiver.

The main source of hope comes from the fact that the

Lebanese people as a whole are thoroughly sick of the war.

They have shown unmistakable signs of repudiating their

own militias and exhibit no stomach for future conflict.

But any peace imposed by foreign forces leaves one with

the sense that the future is firmly in the hands of others.

Hussein Ibish is a Collegian columnist

impie- a lasting swiuhuh «. *..~ -

Cohen advises student?&S&£&&%** government
Cohen advises Biuaenw r ^ ^ ^ ^ *-**»*"

I suppose the Kevin Kline character from the movie A

Fish Called Wanda" is the person who comes to mind

when I think about student government. Not because

Kline was exceptionally funny but because he had the

habit of shouting "DISAPPOINTED!" at the top of his

lungs when things were not working out too.well. Stu-

dent government has not been doing too well these days.

And I must say that the administration s meddling has

disappointed a'lot of people. Take Jen Wood, for exanv

pie She was all set to run for student trustee, but two

days before the election she was thrown aside by a

frightened administration scared of a lawsuit.

This is not the first time that the administration has

stabbed us in the back. After spending almost three

months and at least 50 work hours on a commission to

restructure student government, the

.

***£**"%*
to kill the whole thing by preventing the'referendum from

ever happening. But this attempt was thwarted and the

referendum still exists for students to vote on today. I

strongly urge you to vote sometime during the day. It is

A warm thank you

from Sharon Lang
This is an open letter to all those people who helped out

during Southwest Week. When I became vice-president

of Southwest, people told me of the hell it would* and

I would have a hard time getting people to help make

Southwest Week '91 a success.

They said representatives would be apathetic and un-

supportive and that officers would be equally

"TXcontTary, I found our representatives very helpful

and eager to get involved. I found they were great to work

w"fh and finding volunteer for security was very easy.

As a result, the residents of Southwest got the Blushing

Brides concert, a fun Rocky Horror Picture Show shown

outride on the Horseshoe, musical entertainment from

lofal bands, hilarious comedians from Boston, and Kevin

Nealon at the Fine Arts Center.

I would like the residents of Southwest to know of the

hard work it took to put on these events. Everything seem-

edTo have run smoothly, but there were many problems

w
Th
h
rn

d
gsre;:Tuy—

«

* ** *~ -?s
lik

:
to thank my co-presidents Bonnie Crowley and Frank

Martin for being so supportive and helping me when I

needed it the most. Kathy MacDougal our office

manager, was there through it all and really helped me

k
Chr" SntSJifour security coordinator, and his security

staff hetaed make this an incident-free week. I just want

eve^oneto know while I may have the title.of vice

oresfdent, and Southwest Week was my responsibility

never would have been the success it was without all

representatives, volunteers, and friends.^^
Vice-president, Southwest Area Government

absolutely imperative that we get our new government

off the ground and running. We are facing major cuts to

the University system, from administrators to professors

to lower enrollment next year, and we need a student

government that can address these problems.

The old student government was a vehicle for a select

few individuals to play games with $4 million of your

money The new structure proposed is going to make the

student government more accountable for its actions and

more focused on the needs of students on this campus. And

that is all students, not just the ones with the biggest

mouths. A lot of elections have been held this year and

there has been a significant amount of confusion over

what is and what is not legitimate. Much of the confu-

sion can be prevented by voting for the referendum.

Granted, the new structure will not competely eradicate

the silliness that has been the norm these past few years,

but it will put student government on the road to recovery

The new structure works two ways: first, it is streamlin-

ed to be more efficient by slimming down the oversized

and wasteful parts of the student government like the

senate and the Board of Governors; and second, it expands

the committee structure so that anybody who want* to

participate in student government can A, just that Our

old structure had "open committees, but they did little.

Most of the activity occured at the Wednesday night

Senate meetings. The new structure does not even have

a senate. It has a council, and the council focuses on set-

ting goals, not making policy decisions. All the work is

done within the committee structure, not within the coun-

cil And it means that what was once an organization tor

would-be politicians is now an accessible organization tor

students interested in working for students.

Vote today for a change. We do not have time to play

games. There are bigger issues at stake. Vote YES in to-

day's referendum. _ .

Dan Cohen
Central

The new structure works two ways: nrsi., « »"— ,

Fraternity's apology is simply not enough
A r .... _. i_i~ „„l«ion from the house and the fraternity

I am glad to see the Pi Kappa Alpha£"***£«*
ing for the actions of some of its members. Specifically,

am referring to Jeanne Hagarty's report ofbeing harass-

edTs she'asLd by the fraternity house. I would also like

to say I am in agreement with a statement made by Mr

TulHo, thTt "The Greek area tends to be an easy target

for stereotyping. All Pikes do not find it acceptable to

scream obscenities at or harass women.

So with that said, I'd also like to say that an apology

dlfJTto change a tt** Are the Pjr^torjrf

the harassment being allowed to get off scott-tree. Are

hey st U aHowed to live in the house? I would encourage

he brothers of Pi Kappa Alpha to take a strong stance

on this. I'm talking about mandatory written
>

apologies

from each of the perpetrators to Ms. Hagarty to be

pubTisne^ in the ColVguVn. I'm talking about probationary

Satus for the perpetrators and if they so much *s think

about saying more stupid, offensive things, immediate ex

pulsion from the house and the fraternity if they don t

agree to every one of the above terms, and more if the

bSherhood chooses. In addition, Pi Kappa Alpha should

make all their actions around this issue public knowledge

This w^ill serve as an example to other fraternities and

fe! campuTcommunity, that the men of Pi Kappa Alpha,

and men in general, do take this sort of issue seriously,

^brothers of Pi Kappa Alpha have a golden oppor-

tunity to help create more of the positive image Mr. Tullio

aUempted to delineate in his letter. Philanthropic and

acadTm c acheivement are great, and for that the brothers

of pTKappa Alpha should be praised. But these things

do noi: make upfor, or eliminate, the sexist ^™™£
that has occurred and continues to occur. Anything less

than strong action is nothing more than acceptance of,

and collusion with, the harassment^
Landis_Schiff

Deerfield

about saying more stupid, ottensiveaw "' -
. _„^^« ^^

Grpek area activities do not receive coverage

On April 26-27, the brothers and pledges of Delta Up

silon pulled a chariot from the Dana Farber Cancer In-

stitute in Boston to Amherst. The journey took two full

days and covered 110 miles. We do this every year spring

to raise money for the Jimmy Fund a chanty that raises

money for children's cancer research. Traditionally, when

we roll the chariot into our yard, we celebrate our achieve-

ment by having an outdoor^rt -

™

e.^'^
from the concert goes to the Jimmy Func[m,

welL This

year, despite many obstacles set up by the University,

Delta Upsilon still raised over $5,000. Yet, the only

recognition we received on campus was a picture with a

caption on the second page of the Collegian^

This University is a very diverse one, and the UreeK

Area adds to that diversity. Unfortunately, it is evident

that the University does not want to acknowledge the good

that the Greek Area does for the community. The frater-

nities and sororities in this University's Greek Area aU

help the community through philanthropy There is a pro

found injustice in the fact that Delta Upsilon and the

Greek Area works hard and is constantly put down by the

Collegian and the University, while some people stand

around the Student Union steps holding signs and even-

tually make the front page of the Collegian. Delta Upsilon

and the rest of the Greek Area deserve more credit for

the philanthropies that they perform and it is about time

the Collegian and the University -li^that^^
William Lafferty

Delta Upsilon Fraternity

Vice-president, Southwert Area Government A~—»—-™ - "—
.
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A letter from eighty heterosexual people who wU "£*£*£*
._ ».._.,„- t „.._« a.w want to know whether do with your spare ume. du

I cannot keep quiet any longer! We have heard so much

from the other side. I demand equal time^

Lesbian, Bisexual, Gay 'issues.' Lesbian Bisexual, Gay

Awareness Weeks. Lesbian, Bisexual, Gay rallies -

demanding equal rights. Lesbian, Bisexual, Gay support

groups discussing prejudice, homophobia, and exchang-

ing stories of 'the Quilt.' The largest college daily has an

editor in charge of these issues.

Ms. Skeigh, my due respect to you for a job well done.

I am waiting to pick up a copy of the Collegian.that does

not have an article on the subject. I appreciated being in-

formed, but I resent making these issues an overwhelm-

ing part of campus life.

I am a 23-year-old heterosexual woman, not amng from

any phobias. I always felt confident enough about my own

sexuality without^ver experiencing a need to prove it ap-

propriate to anyone else. But I am fed up with others do-

is. Just like you, I am sure, do not want to know whether

I prefer standing on my head while I have my boyfriend

over on Friday night. Whatever I do, it is my own private

decision which I share with a consenting partner who

agrees with my particular choices. And no matter how

stimulating, exciting, or controversial these choices are,

by definition they are not enough to make the news!

If you feel that you are protecting the rights of a minori-

ty which experiences prejudice on campus, I can name you

many other such groups that are not protected by the Col-

legian editors. These groups are not lookingfor justifica-

tion for their heritage or for their choices. They are self

reliant enough and proud enough without having to yell

about their lifestyle from every street corner.

So what is eating the homosexual community?. My

friends and neighbors at Basics, nobody cares what you

do with your spare time! But we are sick and tired of hear-

fng aooutT I beg you, stop living the teenage egocentric

mentality. It is truly unbecoming!

And Ms. Skeigh, if you want to talk about issues, then

let's start discussing the real ones for a change. Let s talk

about Israel and the PLO. Let's talk about the break up

of the Soviet Union. Let's talk about the economic unifica-

tion of Europe. Let's talk about issues which should mat-

ter to us, since these issues are changing and shaping the

world we are planning to enter once we leave this univer-

sity. Homosexuality is simply not one of them.

Julie Shafir

McNamara

Editor's note - 81 others signed this letter including

newly-recognized student government preside >avia>

Gagne
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I At least 147 miners dead
after explosion in China
i? ! _L-*-J P,oes

r
as Mr. Zheng, said he could not rule out

The Associated Press

BEIJING - A gas explosion blamed

on lax safety measures has killed at

least 147 coal miners in China's worst

mine accident in three decades, officials

said yesterday.

The Xinhua News Agency, however,

did not sav exactly what caused the

April 21 explosion at the government

owned Sanjiaoje Coal Mine in Shanxi

Province, west of Beijing. The report

also did not say why the accident was

not reported until yesterday.

Manv Chinese mines lack modern

equipment and accidents are common.

In addition to state-owned mines, tens

of thousands of tiny, hand-dug mines are

operated privately and illegally by

peasants
.

A man at the Shanxi provincial Coal

Industry Bureau said all 147 miners

who had signed in to go down the mine

shaft at the time of the blast were

thought to be dead, even though not all

the bodies have been found.

The man. who identified himself only

as Mr. Zheng, said he could not rule out

that others were killed as well, because

the explosion occurred as one shift of

workers was coming out and another

was going down the mine shaft.

The mine employed about 985

workers, he said.

Xinhua quoted Hu Fuguo, vice

minister of energy resources, as saying

the mine lacked even the most basic

safetv facilities. Hu said 90 percent of

the workers were temporary workers

with no safety knowledge or training.

Mine officials seldom went to the mine

and were never vigilant about safety,

Xinhua said. An accident in 1980 at the

same mine killed 30 workers, said the

Communist party newspaper, The Pei>

pie's Daily

Official figures said about 1,78

miners were killed in accidents in 1989

alone, the last year for which statistics

were published. An average of 14

miners die for every million tons of coal

mined, the official Science and

Technology Daily newspaper reported in

May 1990.

Cellucci endorses bill

for gay, lesbian teens
. . i_ 1 — <vAilo » I or

The Associated Press

BOSTON - Lt. Gov. Paul Cellucci en

dorsed a bill Tuesday that could eventual-

ly lead to school-based counseling programs

for gay and lesbian teen-agers.

The bill would set up a gay and lesbian

services board within the Executive Office

of Human Services.

David LaFontaine, lobbying director tor

the Coalition for Lesbian and Gay Civil

Rights, said the advisory board would be

voluntary, with no additional costs to the

state. ,,

LaFontaine said the first priority would

be developing ways to combat suicide

among homosexual teens.

"We feel the time has come to get into

the school system on a statewide basis to

make sure the support is there for any gay

or lesbian youth who needs it," LaFontaine

^LaFontaine said a federal study showed

that up to 30 percent of youth suicides in-

volve conflicts over sexual orientation.

"This is like a hidden holocaust in

America," he said. "What we are about is

ending the silence over the issue.'

Cellucci said the administation was not

endorsing any specific Programs for gay

and lesbian teens, but added: I think any

program is going to involve some form of

counseling for gay teens contemplating

suicide." ,. f

Jean Genasci, Northeast coordinator for

the Parents and Friends of Lesbians and

Cavs. sa.d that all teen-agers face serious

pressures, but they can be worse for

homosexuals who do not have a support

system.

LIQUORS 'SCO
MAX CREEK

**nt

&^**iSp»**W

Plj. HASTINGS
V REMEMBER MOTHER'S DAY,

IS MAY 1 2th

We Have A Wonderful Selection

of Mother's Day Cards

45 S. Pleasant St - 253-2840 _

Brittany Manor

Whir-on Sht»cv Clolhmn ok *«*«•*«

Zamui • |87N.*lhl >k-asami>iKvt Awfcwil

413253.2563

T>'tsc°

18 Main St. Downtown Amherst 253-5441

Featuring Piels Draft-Style

Refills $6.99 cse
(while they last)

BRITTANY MANOR DR.

(413) 256-8534
Two bedroom apartments

available now.
$560/month

Rent include* heat and hot water.

ENJOY THESE FEATURES
On UMass bus route

Wall-to-wall carpeting

Fully-equipped kitchen, including disposal

Large living room with celling-to-tloor windows

Large dining area
Oversized bathrooms
Wall-to-wall closets

Storm windows
Dead-bolt security locks

Cable T.V. available

Ample parking
Swimming pool

NO RENT INCREASE IN 3 YEARS
Come see us NOW and we can

make It 4 years^

I
To Or»«ntl«ld o

To Sunderland

To lelchortown

Andre Champagne

$2.99 bot (your choice)\

, hgh Inch Flirtation Dance P J'V Kiel

THE ELIMINATOR [ft
Tribute '"» Tn» "'J

</ * WMUAsChnstmaRosett_ . ±
. • • FINALS IN DANCE CONTEST • • '

aMVE oooMrcrrai

AR*>**
MONAUU

RFNFFIT WDNMBlAm I

ng»upcoming'upcoming'upcoming»upco

Lite 12-pk bots $6.99

Gilbeys Vodka 80°

Liter $6.99

Sutter Home
White Zinfandel

750 ml $3.99
Many More In-Store Specials

a *eerTpiu. depo.it (especially on wines) ' Pollwry Available*

Wed. May 15 Keith Kruser Ban

Fri. May 17 Max Creek

Sun. May 19 The Dolls

Wed. May 22 Steppenwolf

1

ADVANCE TIX: lUtUw'm, StrwrtornM. Hilton, PtatUrpuw,

About Music, Main Mueic

ROUTE 9, HADLEY • 586-4463

^tflffil>ooooooooo}ft99WftflllftW'>y,''''<>''M''

Class of 1991
from

THE MASSACHUSETTS DAILY

COLLEGIAN

) )

Marie Brlzzard Chocolate Uquer

Makes a great Mothers' Day Gift

750 ml

$9.99

Over 15 types of kegs in stock every weekendl!

338 College St. (Rt. 9) Amherst 253-5384

''After graduation, don't lose touch with

UMass. Subscribe now to the Collegian and

be kept up to date on campus activities. For

•more information write:

Subscriptions Department

Massachusetts Daily Collegian

University of MAssachusetts

113 Campus Center

Amherst, MA 01003

lj or call ...(413)545-3500

Don't Leave School Without It!

Sun, Fun & The Zenith Data

System s' Minisport™HD! |f 1.

Name
Address

City State Zip

n
A
Se
Y
nd One Year (30 fteeks) St $85.00

D Send One Semester (1 5 Weeks^||a,00

n lend One Year at $30.00 D Send One Year at $85.00

D Send 8RS slme?te? at $20 D Send One Semester at $50

Daily Collegian

At 6 pounds, the Minisport HD
goes anywhere you want to go!

The Crystal Bright™ screen gives you sharp

readable text indoors or out. This powerful port-

able will operate up to 3 hours on a rechargable

battery pack. Equipped with a 10MHz 80C88 pro-

cessor, 1MB RAM, and a 20MB hard drive, the

Minisport HD is a best notebook computer around!

For more Information. ple««e call:

the UNIVERSITY
STORE
M-F 9-5

Sat 10-3 it

ZENITH T\
data systems

Groupe Bull
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IMPORTANT
RESIDENCE HALL
INFORMATION

It is important for all residents planning to live on-campus for^the Fall

11991 semester to remember the following important policies and pro-

cedures Please read this information carefully and be sure you unders-

tand and arflwl re of each of the following obligations. Thank you
(tand and^^^^^ C0NTRACT CARDS ARE DUE THURSDAY MAY

23 As always if you intend to live in the residence halls in the fall, you

must return your Residence Hall Contract Card to the Housing Assign-

ment Office before you leave campus for the summer. When you return

your Contract Card you will be given a date stamped receipt Make sure

you retain this receipt for your records IF YOU FAIL TO RERgW
I

YOUR

RESIDENCE HALL CONTRACT CARD BY MAY 23, 1991 YOUR FALL

ASSIGNMENT WILL BE SUBJECT TO CANCELLATION.

2 JUNIOR/SENIOR ROOM CONFIRMATION CARDS ARE DUE FRIDAY

JUNE 21 Room Confirmation Cards will be mailed to your permanent

address during the first week in June if you signed up for a room and

signed a Residence Hall Contract Card. These confirmation cards must

be returned to the Housing Assignment Office no later than Friday June

21 1991 YOU MUST FOR YOUR OWN PROTECTION, RETURN YOUR

CARD CERTIFIED MAIL RETURN RECEIPT REQUESTED.

3 PAY YOUR FALL FEE BILL BY THE BURSAR'S AUGUST 2 1991 DUE

DATE As always, financial obligations must be met by all residents who

wish to retain their assignments for the upcoming semester Fall semester

fee bills will be mailed to your permanent address in early July. Failure

to pay your bill by the due date of August 2nd, will immediately cancel

your assignment for the fall. Call the Housing Assignment Office if you

anticipate having difficulty paying your bill on time.

4 MAKE CERTAIN YOU REMAIN IN GOOD STANDING throughout the

Summer If you are withdrawn for ANY reason after the last day of the

semester, your residence hall assignment for the fall will be cancelled.

5 RESIDENCE HALLS CLOSE for the Spring Semester on Thursday, May

23 at 600pm except for Graduating Seniors. Make certain that you follow

indicated check-out procedures to avoid any unnecessary inconveniences

or charges 9 ^^ GREAT SUMMER! *

bLACR AFFAIRS
Black Umass says Peace!

By SONDRA SUTTON

On behalf of myself and the Black Affairs Page writers,

which include, Susan Chapman. Douglas Greer, Angela

Mccray, Kenley Hall Obas, Ana Lisa Silva and Monique

Tabon, we hope you have a nice, safe and productive sum

mer vacation.

Seniors!!! You know who you are. You Did It!! You Made

It!!! Thank God!!!

Hope to see everybody else in the fall, in one piece, and

all ready to write lots and lots of articles for the page

Now here are the EXTRA SPECIAL SHOUT OUTS

AND CALL OUTS!!

Congraduations to CCEBMS seniors -From John Jack

and Jennnifer Crenshaw

Verv special Congradulations to Kim Dans and Shirley

Ostine. two of my best friends. Lao* Virgil Hickmon!

Peace to Judith. Love James

To the whole staff of Black Affairs. GihhI Job! Temitop*-

Adaramola

Good Luck on the boards. Natalia and Pam. Line EM

"Good Luck on finals to the entire Black amimunity. Peace

—Art Jemison

Je t'adore. Kenley. Tu est mon amir. Scooter

Congradulations to this years BLACK graduating class

of -91 'and to the Black Affairs Editor-A Job Well Done

Stay tuned for more DJ. Knock (you) Out

Congradulations to class of "91 "graduating seniors. Goo<l

luck with your future endeavors. Peace. Monique Tabon..

Dark Man you are one coo/, mellow fellow, but please turn

down that reggae music.

SEE YAl

Job Well Done B.M.C.P. AllStar^

To the entire Minute Man Basketball team. You did a great

fab hotter luck next year. Love your loyal fans (All Four

of /

Great work. UMASS HOOP SQUAD.YOV DID A

GREAT JOB! From the Black Affairs and Sports page.

Cheers to Douglas Greer for setting up the open talk with

I 'mass polkr. Thanks for all wu articles, continue to spt'ak

and write your mind. From The Black Affairs editor. Son-

dra Sutton

Way to Go Reginald Perry, you did a perfect job at the X

To the entire Black community Study! Study! For finals.

From The Black Affairs Staff.

Thanks A Lot!

Hats off to Rick Towncs and Delphme Qurallcs for an ex-

cellent job Don't know what we would do without \-ou tut>.

Love Everyone

Cheers to Kim Johnson and Malcolm X staff for a great

picnic.

Three Cheers to Kim Johnson for doing a great job at the X

To the best General Manager ever to step in the BM C P

office. Collette Grenstein. have a great summer and g( *xl

luck in the future. From the members of The Black Mass

Communications Project.

Good Luck to the Editor. Joanne and the Nummo staff

Great Publwation!-From the Black Affairs /Wv

Great Job to the mos/ productive organisation on campus

"DELTA SIGMA THETA

To Gary Porter and the Frotter family "Brother worked

it out".

Hats off to the security staffof B.MC P for a safe and fun

Funk-OThon See You next war

HAVE A SAFE AND FUN SUMMER GOD BLESS

YOU ALL from Sondra Sutton

Angle See vou in the spring, lore you alwavs Setter

PEACE. LOVE AND HAIR GREASE* WE ARE OU ITA

HERE-

BY DOUGLAS GREER
Collegian Correspondent

I would like to thank the African

American professors who responded to the

termination Gary Porter, the author of the

not so funny comic strip "Frotjer.*

The reason I would like to thank you is

for the fact, that with one mighty stroke

of your pen. you embarrassed African

American students all over this campus by

criticizing the way the students handled

the situation.

Did you stop to think about what you

were doing, when you submitted your col-

umn to the editorial page?

Obviously not! Well at least the African

American students know where your

lovalities lie.

Douglas Gieei

First of all. this was not the first incident

in which this idiot's comic strip was found

to be offensive. Many of his strips were

found to be offensive to women, and other

minority groups on campus besides African

Americans.

Did you ever wonder why he was fired so

quickly? Surely you do not think the small

amount of politically active African

Americans on this campus have that much

influence.

Secondly. 1 do not think you have the

ritfht to criticize any African American on

this campus.

Outside of teaching, the African

American community rarely sees you You

are rarely seen at our programs to support

us. and you are never seen when a problem

occurs.

Of course this does not apply to all the

African American professors, but it does

apply to the majority of you.

Third point: Why didn't you wait a week

and submit your article to the Black Affairs

page"' I know for a fact there is always room

on the pane Why did you go to the editorial

page'.' Show some support tor the Black M
fans page.

In conclusion 1 suggest the next lime you

want to reprimand us. at least takr the

time to talk to us personally

You don't even know whore we are com

ming from. 90 what makes you think you

can tell us the right way to go.

Granted, we are not great civil right*

leaders We do make mistakes (the frotter

incident was not one of Ihemt. but

remember we are your brothers and sisters

too.

Think about it!

UMOJA NOW

Come one, come all in Umoja

(unity). The time for foolish

separatism, interracial ignorance

and lack of representative organization

is over. Congregate in Umoja now and we

will walk the straight and narrow

together.

We, the original people descended from

the

Pharos and Queens, owe it to ourselves to

unite and demand our due respect on this

damn campus.

The Frotter comic. Glimpses of Isreal and

rt?cctit

editorial attacks represent just the tip of

the

iceberg of all the forces on this campus

that attack

our very existence. Its just raining now,

but there is a storm comming soon. The

time to unite is now. not out of retaliatory

anger but, out of simple "We Will Survive

faith I ask that all the brothers and

sisters of the African American com-

munity come support our unified mission,

same time (after A Different WorliD. same

place. We can do this.

Love, AL
(A human being)

There will be a celebration at the "Augusta

Savage Art Gallery" on Tuesday May 14.

in the New Africa House Library.

This is to celebrate the spirits of Dr. Richard

Jones. James Baldwin and Yvonne John.

All are welcome to attend.

ColegUn photo by K.A. Burk*

Above to Doulaa Greer and Deputy chief, J-* 1\**»***£«
the open talk last week in the campus center.

Especially for You

Haircare &) Beauty Boutiqu

specializing in Afro-American

Hair Care and Beauty Products

206 Russell St., Rt. 9

Hadley; 586-6622

Free Delivery

within

5 College Area

I V v t i
*
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men's track

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 16

his fifth-place finish in the 10,000. He has a personal-best

of 30:15.2 this season.

Corso will be joined in the 10.000 by teammate Pat

Ryan. Rvan ran 33:04 24 to win the event at the Eastern

Conference Meet last weekend.

Matt Simon will compete in the 3.000-meter

plecha*. He won the event at theJ^^f^
and ran his best of 915 2 at the Penn Relay* April 25

Gem Squires will run the 5.000 this weekend Squires

has competed for UMass at distances ranging from the

1 500 to the 10,000 this season. He placed third in the con

ference 1,500 and competed in the 10.000 at the Penn

Relays He has run 14:38 in the 5.000 this season.

.Jeff White will compete in the 110 hurdles for the

Minutemen. He ran his best time of 14.99, taking second

place in the conference meet.

In addition to the decathlon, Borges and Doyle will also

run in the 400 intermediate hurdles. Borges has a best

of 56.10 and Doyle has run 56.60.

Bill Wallace will run the 1.500. He has run 3:58.90 this

>0

.Ioe Kourafas will compete in the high jump. He has

jumped 6 feet. 6 inches this ftmr.

baseball

CONIINUED FROM PAGE 16

"I think we definitely finished on a high note,"

Carelli added. ••Everybody's starting off even in Boyer-

town. it really doesn't matter Ithat we blew the lead].

Stone disagreed.

•You gotta win these games, he said. That s two

times in a row, back to back, that we were one str.ke

away from winning the ballgame

KEYSTONE &

KEYSTONE LIGHT

SALE 9.99 MAIL-IN REBATE -2.00

Ham Mother's Pay% 12th!

> WINE a LIQUORS
^T0LlCHNAYA $jQ99

VODKA 1

3

'Price* 4o not include

:aseof

cans

$799
I - DEP

AFTER REBATE

0jKEEFE$4O49
"BEER '* D£P

case C 2* \

GALLO $099 n
WHITE ZINFANDEL fc:50Mi _,

case c 1- 12 : : iocse:a-s

ROLLING ROCK

PASTENE $C49
WINES O "

:iNFArfDEL BURGUNDY CHIAN
ChiBLIS HOSE

— ^^.ft FREIXENET cr-og
RED-WHITE-BLUE $g49j COrdon NEGRO »D£S

r>M»of 24.1202 iocse:a-s J.

case :' T- SS&

RON ROBERTO $049
RUM _ *0

SALE 9.99
MAIL-IN

REBATE -150

D0MAINE ccQQ
STE.MICHELE *0

BRUT

SEAGRAM'S sale 2.99 $-4 99
WINE COOLERS MA,LIN I -pkW " REBATE -1.00 AFTERREBATEALL VARIETIES

not rtipentlbt* t©»

typooraphkcat acroc*

COLUMBIA $749
CREST '

tc^. ^-r- inOO RATES 87 POINTS.

MCRLOT 19OO WINEADVOCA TE

SEAGRAM'S«™2
!__cin__J991^
PASSPORT s.LE,MS $-i049

1 JC0JCH Jfifi* »™»».n

KENNEDY'S mum* $Q99
CANADIAN Mtlim „ w 1751

WHISKEY BEBATl-ISO AFTER REfiJIf

* L

HFTCRSEBATE

SALE PRICES

THURS. 5-09-91 THRU
WED. 5-15-91

Full Redemption Center

9am to 11pm
Monday thru Saturday

HADLEY
Campus Plaza/Route 9

253-9344

--TWO
LOCATIONS

HOLYOKE
30 Lincoln St.

534-4555

Lottery

Center TeleCheck

londor.

Zurich

San k)K C R.

HongIcons
Denver

Vse£rM a f«cunv m»»»
linn t>: nvtufo R»t!r<»n» VPf
:«M«MClBdwt4< On»««rt
<•«>• WarwSr.*» aO-aM prryam*

naiMiwui &uo»-.i » T«»oi» i.i.

FURAIL PASSES iSSltOON
TM€ SPOT!

re« Student Travet Cetafo-V

Council
413-tS*-1i*1_

SPRING
CONCERT
1991

y«vuW.rr»v>o>^

BOB DYLAN

DE LA SOUL

GENE LOVES JEZEBEL

THE FEELIES

CHUCKLEHEAD

SERIOUS PART: NO UNAUTHORIZED VENDING, NO
ALCOHOL, NO BOTTLES, NO CANS, NO CAMERAS,NO

TAPE RECORDERS, NO VIDEO CAMERAS, NO MOOSES NO

COOLERS NO FOOD, NO DRINKS, NO THERMOSES, NO

PETS, NO SPORTING GOODS, NO SMELLY SOCKS

VALID UMASS ID NEEDED
FOR ENTRY

The show begins qt noon. Gqtes will be open ONLY to

UMASS students, faculty, and staff with valid Umass ID.

NO OTHERS will be allowed in. Seriously. Take my

word for it. I am not kidding.

UPC Sunday, May 12, 1991

SQUIRE
VILLAGE

665-2203

7 days a week

Beautiful Spacious Apartments

in different skapes & sizes

from I to 5 bedrooms.

including HOUSES and even a FARM
(2 bedroom apts. are 1200 sq ft.!!!)

Get your roommates early and pick

the apartment of your choice

we nave:

Spacious yards, swimming pool, diskwaskers, AC,

disposals, on bus route wall to wall carpeting, laundry

facilities, walk in closest & many otkers.

CALL TODAY
Bring Tkis Ad in and Receive $100

off first month's rent

Tke offer expires May 31, 1991
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DOONESBURY
By GARRY TRUDEAU

THE FAR SIDE

By GARY LARSON

CALVIN AND HOBBES Bv BILL VATTERSON

1>D SOU NNCM "WE MOJ\E

ON TV LAST N\GW1 ?
DiD VOO WATCH TUC.

GAMETWEUf

/w

®
DID VO0 V4KTCM AKl)
TN LAST N\GKT ?j^

NOPE

Y £\

>K>V) WtfCU?

TANGELO PIE

M*\dtf,T<A lite a

drink— ^ I**??
mosf brtoWJu ca\o<ed

drink uou have m
4hf bu/idiMO. ,

/ UJwima, up

ft*ft I V3 .

-Anipuf i/ in one of

fhose bia curvu qtases.

UiiVVv an &**>*»h '* ,r-

OnapirateswrA.olavj.-'

5p/mfclca'i^ovorif,

roof M(|*lt<M
revblvmq siawA^ajr

ai5pfau5 ^e fla^5 of

evefu nalioii' fv^n

Cameroon'

fad- A*J»-

By Tin SNIffEN

-Ubtt \mwr a ctirTM/c, or

-and pn/a /m»^''

on ^oc- 7)td/"

WEDNESDAY NIGHTS

QUOTE OF THE DAY
"ttTV is the lava lamp of the

lQftO's."
— Doug Ferrari

DAILY CROSSVORD PUZZLE

Edited By TRUDE MICHEL JAFFE
ACROSS

1 Realtor s

sign

5 Hauls

9 Ferbar

apK
14 inter —
15 Lambs pen

name
16 "— was

beautiful

"

Sexton

17 Shocking

sound
18 Witti34 Down,

harken

19 — Coeur

Pans
church

20 Literary

collections

23 Eccentric

24 Pecan

25 Root or Yale

27 Schooled

32 — yarn

35 Gl s triend

36 Urban blights

38 Author Anya —
39 Cheese it.

the-!"
41 "V» the —

Tune

43 Exceptional

44 Renowned
columnist

Joseph —
46 Goal antelope

48 Fed security

org

49 Switt s

specialty

51 Storyteller

53 Pare birds

55 Exhaust

56 Neighbor ot

Leb

56 Cemetecy
stories?

64 Verdi s —
Millet

66 Mine entrance

67 Buck additive

68 Tallow acid

69 Network ot

nerves

70 Dogte

71 Beau —

"

72 Gott gadgets
73 OW Norse

literature

DOWN
1 Long
narrative

2 Pearl Buck
herone

3 Snooper's
need

4 Author Du
Mauner

5 Poe s The —
Heart

6 Bread spread

7 Building

section

8 Maugham's
Thompson

9 Certain

storytellers

10 — word
briefly

1

1

Bottom line

expert

12 Twerp
13 Ftt to be —
21 Belonging to us

22 City tails

26 Winter, in

France

27 Star Wars
director

28 Capri or Elba

29 Building

headhners?

30 Casks
31 NW German

port

33 Sip. as of

Chianti

34 See 18 Across

37 Carolina rail

40 " ...— love

am I

42 Family in

Galsworthy s

saga
45 Book

section

47 Stole

50 Important

period

52 — in the Sun

54 Bright

56 Trudge

57 Seasonal log

59 Notion, in

Nancy
60 Mineral suffix

61 Toward the

mouth
62 Recounted
63 Parlor piece

65 Pose tor a
portrait

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE:

G
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LAST \JBf&£VAY HI***

GKAPuxcs men or mz
SBABSTJK*

I L

wr PHAMK iots or

cafHti/B AW VLAYBP

tft/SKB* PU TA&S
RFAUY LOf/P.

By SETH KAYE
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t£ AtfY #0*? *9STAt.6JA.
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IX B U
I
A cv
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BVETtdoPY.
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nENU
LUNCH

Pizza

bacon V* Pounder

BASICS LUNCH
Pizza

Tri-iVan Casserole

DINNER
I tsh hnriier

Spinach Cheese Suodd

BASICS DINNER
Swba Ptaflln Sandwich

Spinach Cheese Stradd

YOUR DAILY HOROSCOPE
By JEANE DIXON

By IRA SHERAK

ARIES (March21-April 19). By now

you have a better understanding of

how key business relationships work

Others are anxious to climb aboard

you success train. Your patience

proves to be a wonderful asset

TAURUS (April20-May20): Get

ready to launch a big campaign.

Your co-workers are unusually sup-

portive A change of pace giyes

you renewed energy Be honest

with yourself; a disappointing rela-

tionship will improve

GEMINI (May21-June20) Revising

a policy or product wHI help you

make new sales. Diversification is

the key to future business success

Political considerations affect the

financial outlook. Stand up for your

beliefs

CANCER (June21-Juty22): Check

out a financial tip you receive from

a friend or relative. A tempting of-

fer may not be all it seems. Pay

more attention to your physical

well-being. Get a medical or den-

tal checkup
LEO (Juty23-Aug22): A good day to

complete work projects. A diet is

only as good as your self-discipline.

Modify your eating habits.

Romance could make this a very

special evening. Speak from the

heart.

VIROO (Aug.23-Sept.22): Todays

events will make you feel more

comfortable about what you are

doing. A member of the opposite

sex comes on strong. Emphasize

your need for a partner who shares

your values

LISRA (Sept23-Oct22) Someone

influential is impressed by your emo-

tional maturity. Powpity pow
Although your efforts to motivate

someone meet with resistance, you

will eventually be successful. Good
luck accompanies you wherever

you go.

SCORPIO (Oct.23-Nov 21) Spend

time alone with a special friend, it

will be appreciated. Stressed out

artist plays prominent role Ignore

voice-mail, it will go away Hamster

will be fine if left alone

SAOITTARIUS (Nov.22-Dec21): You

find a ground swell of support for

you ideas now. Forge important

new aSances. Those in authority are

sensitive to public opinion. Obeying

all safety rules will prevent losses

CAPRICORN (Dec.22-Janl9): Write

down your creative ideas before

they slip away. Getting to know so-

meone better could solve a com*

munication problem. A friend or

family member will return an item

you thought was lost.

AQUARIUS (Jan.20-Feb 18): Go
slow! The passage of time will work

to your advantage. Acting impa-

tient now could undo an important

financial or career deal New har-

mony at home makes romance

even sweeter. Be affectionate.

PISCES (Feb.l9-March20): You

could receive some long-overdue

credit today Contractual obliga-

tions could keep you from taking

advantage of a novel Talk about

your futire plans.
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ABOUT OUR JUNE SPECIALS
Now—TOm lifrstvl.' vouve b«'«>n waiting for...

rv two thrte and four bedroom apartments in Amherst.
3 __^__ . —^^— U. lifter

Amtmttn imelmde

• Heautifui Cu'lfrvw*'

• Mountain Wu#
j(« Enmri

Srtof ApatiaraH
• Located .»i PVTA »u« Sto«

• On Mtr davor .v.iy

• Hat Areas

• Vk«v-% GaraVu
• Tent if and i

• /„!</' /i.- "i

Hr (Mler.

• Hror and H<x Water

Included /« fw «'«
• Wall to Wall Carpn
. Wathtr Dryer Hookape

td&OHMf
• Full- Appltanced Kdtkeiu

duAwathert dupu—ti

• Intercom 'Entry, Syttem

On |

• M Hour Maintenam-e

• Internum entry mafia

• Prefmwmal emttl mgl

• 24 *'

II I 25.1-7.177

12" Hiw'iri "!• t"T»« taaaaWl

. i
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Register Now For Summer Session

atWestern New England College

UNDERGRADUATE
COURSES

J-WEEK DAY COURSES.

CUsses Begin May 13.

Grintaolofy

EcantaSaia • >• the

Ciult \n'i!

ModrfD >hi<n Stor\

MnKt inJ R.inkmt:

Managerial

aaWMCatiOfl

MWaafHMM Simulation

OnM Traditions in

ElhlO

(.'llltur.ll Anthropoid

6-WEEK rUtST

SESSION COURSES.

(Begin May 201

DAY CLASSES

B.1M1 Bn>li<u\- Organisms

ration Finance

U-S-rtaoij 1815-1871

CuklaHI F . i r 1 -. /anrihir

anJ Mixlem Br.ml

Calculus II

Intro statistics

V&S
Intr.

•

Meteor I

Learning

rSychulogkal

Adjustment md

Everyday Living

Intro i. Soctolag)

bum to Helping

Fracas m Social

Wort

EVENING CLASSES

Principksol

Accounting I

Business I

Modern ( Ihemittn I

Business ( > >mputer

System

Princti

Economic-

1

QnjanimirtYf1 Bdnvioi

.i> tor Business and

nik- 1

: Thinking

Intro to Pifchologi

StaVMia I

6-WEEK SECOND

SESSION COURSES.

(Begin July 1)

DAY CLASSES

Bi^K Biolog\

^^»p^Jl<^lll>n ,•

AnuTK.mHir.torv IMS-

Present

( , mourner Reh.t\ lor

Calculus 111

Drugs and Behavior

EVENING CLASSES

Prinviplt- > Amounting

II

Legal Aapat l

Business II

Modern Chemistry 11

Business Appltv.lllon

i are

Principle* of EtUagauci

11

Analysis tur Business and

Economics 11

American Philt>v>ph\

rVyf|f4^) ofAn
Statistics II

Child \XVlnr.

8-WEEK TUESDAY AND

THURSDAY EVENING

COURSES
(Begin May 211

Management

.ountingand

BJjol

Tax Structure

FunJamcnt.il 1>

Art of Film

BuMnev> and Govem-

ment

Problem Solving Csmg

Spreadsheet

Technology

Imago of Business in

Literature

Engineehng Detaan

QtaphJa

Cultures Fluicnce and

IXiblin

Sales .md Sales

Management

Algebra

Fundamentals

Differential

Equations

Please send

me a free cop> of the

Western New England College

M MMhR SESSION CATALtXJ IW

n

City. Stall Zip.

aM M Western V. Kn? laml College Di>is.on ..I
( '.wiinuing

taa12ISWna»ataM|BMd ISfaaaftaM MAOtlW I

Engincctang Ananrws I

i luld LUatviot

Management

•

8-WEEK MONDAY AND

WEDNESDAY EVENING

COURSES
(Begin May 201

lntMtnF.leitne.il

Engineering II luiv.

meets Tues.)

F.ngineenng Pn>Fahilit\

and NatMie-

Pre-t*alculu>

M.ttliematio

1 ine.ir Algebra

Meehaniol vSt.ititv)

Meehanlc^ II

(rXnamics)

Electric U> and

Magnet iNm <ds<>

meets Thurs )

GRADUATE
COURSES
11 WEEKS. ONE
EVENING PER WEEK.

(Begin May 13)

Financial Accounting I

(Moa I

Managerial

Accounting (Man »

Fundamental Conffftl

I i\ StnaCMR

fT-w )

lntonnati.'n SvateaM

fMan.J

lawn in End-User

i .imputing (Triurs )

Microcomputer

Application

I Vulopment (V

Financial Management

(Man )

Management Thei>r\

and Concepts I rws I

Orgavuzanonal Behaviot

(Tm
Business PobciofTws

or Thur> )

sire*-. Manafprmeni

(WeJ )

Otvawatkwal

IVvel.ipment (TaWSj

CYcrat ii 'lis Management

(Mom i

Marketing*, onvepts

(Wi
M.irkeling M in.igemen,

Applications ( T/iutn i

Applied St.ltMk-

(ThwTN I

i>u,intitative Methods

withl'omputer

Appl nations ( w'eJ )

return
THE COUPON
OR CAUL
7824249
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postseason speculation
CON1INUED FROM PAGE 16

The second round, which will be played May 19, pits the

top four with the winners of the first round The semifinals

and finals are played on the 25th and 27th.

The bottom Eastern team is dropped from the hst in lieu

of integrating Western competition into the playoff pic-

ture Although the team closest to Baltimore usually gets

the No 11 spot, due of course to politics, Rutgers may ac_

tually get that spot this time around. The strength of

Duke's schedule, however, may be its saving &*<*_

This year's top West pick looks to be Michigan State.

If they beat Ohio State, who they are slated to play Satur-

day, they will boast the best win loss record. OSU has a

meager 8-7 record while MSU is at 10-4.

They have faced five common opponents in regular

season The Spartans and Buckeyes suffered losses against

Ohio Weselyan with scores of 15-9 and 22-7, respectively.

MSU beat down the doors of Air Force ( 14-8), Canisius

(17-11) Wooster* 10-9) and Notre Dame (10-8). The Spar-

tans eeked by Hobart 11-10 on April 27

OSU had mixed results against Wooster ( 13-7W, Air

Force (10-9L), Canisius < 13-UW) and Notre Dame<ll-7L).

The Spartans have also faced opponents common to

UMass: Dartmouth (1413WK Rutgers (14-2L) and

Delaware (11-lOot W), but the chance of the Gorillas and

Spartans meeting is scarce.

Key games last Saturday which helped to shape the list

include a Brown trouncing of Cornell (11-61, a Rutgers

squeak past Army (16-14) and a Johns Hopkins victory

over Towson State (12-9).

Among all the games, there was only one upset.

Maryland Baltimore County, a non-ranked team, beat IMo.

7 Maryland-College Park 15-13.

But in other areas of the Eastern Seaboard, business

was as usual. Princeton soundly beat Dartmouth 20- J,

Penn State struggled over Delaware 17-11. Hofatra put

away Yale 12-10, Adelphi clipped C.W. Post 14-12 and

Penn predictably beat Stonybrook 19 14.

North Carolina will face Penn and Loyola will play at

C.W. Post this weekend as Syracuse hosts Adelphi in the

Carrier Dome, home of the NCAA Finals.
wmnMm

CBS will tape-delay the championship game and FKIML

Network indicated it will be syndicating the semifinals

from the site of the game. .»„»*- n
Johns Hopkins will host the North-South All-Star Game

June 7-8 for both Division I and III. The Lacrosse Foun

dation which was based on the Johns Hopkins campus,

has moved and will be dedicated that weekend.

SovL
LOST
7*

NX0T
wmes

LIQUORS
Miller

Genuine Draft &G.D. Light

EVEN MOM can't Argue with
These Great Savings! m

Labatts Blue

& 50 Ale

12-12 oz bots

$7.39 -dep

Captain
Morgan

Spiced Rum
750 ml w/FREE MUG

$7.99

12-12 oz cans

$7.99 dep.

Koch's
Golden ^

Anniversary
24-12oz cans

$8a49 .dep

Jack Daniels

Tennessee
Whiskey

750 ml

$11.99

Sutter Home
White

Zinfandel
750 ml

2 for $9.99

NORTHEAST AWARDS

7 Kelleher Drive

South Deerfleld, MA 01373 s
(413) 665-6791

::

; |

Economical Awards of Distinction \
\

\ \
Custom Piques, Trophies,

!

;

Executive Gifts

Free Catalog on Request
;

;

! L#»»»»»»»»aVaV»»*»»»»»»»aV»

4 Don't Forget

O Mother's Day

•y Tele-check for

yj your personal check

WE WANT TO BE YOUR FA VORITE LIQUOR STORE! ^fjTSt

Scott's

Gift Certificates

Next to The Laundry Club

6 University Drive

at Newmarket Center, Amherst

Mass lottery

Season tickets

We Have It

We now have all

S Mass Lottery games!

*i*i*SX&S& 'Not responsible for Typographical Error* ss«sas$s>s«*SsS*vSa»^^

...service,

...people,

...prices.

all under one roof.

Close to Brittany Manor
and Riverglade

I -^T~| _J PACKAGE
STORE

Amherst 253-9742

Classifieds
COME TO THE COLLEGIAN omg-OC 113 MON-THWS 8:^3:30. FR1t»tM •DEADLINE 2 DAYS PRIOR TO PUBLICATION.CAWW ADVANCE. WWORDSDAY FOR STUDENTS

ACTIVITIES

FOH A WARM Sriabtoat experience |om

Rabbi Chaim Adetman and family al

Chabad House 30 N HadleyRd 549-4094

SPRING CONCERT Sunday May 12 FREE

FOOD FREE T-SHIRT. FREE LOVE lor

people who work the show' Can 5 2892 tot

more mto or visit us above the credit union

ANNOUNCEMENTS

ASIAN AMERICAN STUDENTS
ASSOCIATION
Annual Picnic Al

Lot* Pert
5/11/91 10am to 5pm

Transportation from Haigis Mall

Into Kenny 6-3303

CAR WASH
Saturday. May 11

ilam-4pm
Tri Sigma-3e7 N Pleasant St

Only S3"

DO IT DO IT DO IT. Spring Concert is Sun

day May 12 and we want you to work it
1

FREE FOOO FREE FUN FREE T-SHIRT
tree tree tree CaH us at 5^2092 tor into or

come up to our office above the credit

union UPC rules

AVAILABLE JUNE 1 single bedroom tor

female in recently renovated apt 2 miles
trom UMass on bus route $250 month all

utilities included 253-0540

FREE KEG It you take over our
Townehouse lease call 549-1292

LARGE SUNNY ROOM in 2 bedroom apt

n Sunderland on bus route available Sept
rent only $250 Female Non-smokers only

call Michelle 665 1184

ONLY 1S7.S0Vmo Large bedroom m house
near Puffers Pond WB stove 549-4402

UPTOWN APARTMENT!! First day on the

market" One block trom uptown 1 Three

bedrooms' Great rent" CaM now 549*542

FABULOUS RENTAL

AMHERST CENTER 1 BORM APT Quiet

ctose to common—tor trisbee lun(S Pro-

spect St ). sunny Ig livingrm • krtchen

ideal tor 2 people Summer sublet w/tall op-

tion Call 253-7194

PERSONALS

STACCA-
The past year has been mst powerful" This

is only the beginning too' So be prepared

lor the best" Happy Anniversary babe'

I love you muchus 1

LUBNER

HI MONIOUE

SUBLET

SUMMER W/ FALL OPTION. Large room

m S Amherst condo Pool central A/C

washer'dryer, parking On bus route Cool

roomass perfect summer place' Call Joe

253 2696

SINGLE ROOM
187 50
Summer sublet w/tall option

Great summer location near
Puffer's Pond
Wood stove washer Irg yard

549*650

SUBLET W/ FALL OPTION
Great ibr on Main St

Less than 1 mi to campus
On 2 bus lines Heat
included 256 1782

THE UNION
Video
Center

Trams students in

all aspects ot

video production

Slop by our

offices by the

Commuter Lounge

• • UMASS RACOUETBALL "
*

Tonights Mam Event

Elections"

Mandatory tor all members
Basement ol Wheeler 7 00pm

ALSO
Intormalon lor new
interested members

UNION
VIDEO
CENTER

General Meeting
Tonight at 7 00

in the
Commuter Lounge
Come learn about

Vtoeo Production'

New members welcome 1

APTS FOR RENT

SPRING SPECIAL 99 cents one month
i one year lease 2BR $450 3BR
n Sunderland Free bus route laun

dry facilities pool, garden plots Short term

leases available 665 3856

AUTO FOR SALE

1977 DODGE MOBILE TRAVELER
80 000 miles Very reliable engine

Sleeps 4 toilet shower oven

Must sell quickly $3200 or b/o

586.'

1981 FORD ESCORT 4 speed $500 b/o

e.49 8089

1984 JEEP CJ7 New enhaust $3500

3672039

1986 ISUZU l-MARK
4 doors black
45K excellent conditions

$2100 or BO
^532609

1988 JEEP WRANGLER candy apple red

40K exc cond killer stereo donl miss this

Shirley 549-2824

1989 HONDA ACCORO DX 2 door coupe

excellent condition only 1 2900 miles AM/FM
cassette stereo 8900 or BO Call Bruce at

256 1215 after 6pm

ALL BLACK RABBIT convertible

247 5863/1980 & great condition'

SELLING FOR PARTS- 1978 Subaru

Wagon, great engine needs brakes. $150

or b o call 546-4671

VW RABBIT 81 standard detsel 2 door

body m great condition, runs well CaH now

253 9763 $600

FEAR AND TORTURE

MIKE. UNCLE DON. The Minister and

Krew Nolite te bastardes Carborundorum

FOR RENT

1 2 or 3 clean responsible tun roommates

wanted to share on<ampus house M/F

starts June 1 call 253-2448 or 549-6424

ASAP

2 BEDROOM close to campus perfect tot

3 people take over our lease- Get June tree

580/mo 549 4281

2 M/F FOR Mill Valley MTR bdrm private

bath heat/hot water mcl 263-9776

(2)3 BEDROOM APTS. one in farmhouse

near Cherry Hill. Puffers, also cottage near

center, starting summer 6/30. (all 675 + Cat

OK 586-0746

3 BEDROOM APT., Amherst center

Available June 1 ,
825/mo 253-4267

3 OR 4 PEOPLE
5 mm walk to campus/town
Cheap rent Heat/Water inc

25^2330

3 OR 6 BEDROOM DUPLEX
Great Backyard
Call 253-4092
OR 256-0303

4BDRM 2BATH pool deck on bus rt

Take over lease start June 1st room tor as

many as 7 call 665-3076 after 7pm

4 BDRMS A deal you cant refuse 253-9708

4 BDRM HOUSE
253-3686

4 BEDROOM HOUSE
Hadley
Near Boyden Gym
$1600 month
Lincoln Real Estate
25 North Pleasant Street

253-7879

AMHERST CENTER- One bedroom apt

on Amity Sl-pertecl (or two $460rmo call

253-7323

AMHERST CENTER rooirTdTtcounl

549-0484

SUNDERLAND Female housemate
wanted tor quiet rural house off Rt 47 sun
ny lots of space 215* Avail around 6/1

665 3670/665 2819 leave message

TAKE OVER OUR LEASE
Huge room m house
Above Video-to-Go

Two minutes lo town
On bus stop washer dryer

Call 253 2528 9 5pm
275/month

TAKE OVER OUR PUFFTON 3 bedroom
apt

Start May 27
Call 549 7622 anytime

TOWNEHOUSE APARTMENT
Takeover our lease'

two bedrooms 549 3990
newly insulated

AMHERST CENTER
icy one two three bedroom apart

ments June or September Lincoln Real

Estate 25 North Pleasant Street

253 7879

GILREATH MANOR
Hobart Lane
Three bedroom apartments available June

or September Lincoln Real Estate 25 North

Pleasant Street

253 7879

SI SO/MO SINGLE ROOM m S Amherst

house 256 1337

203 SUNSET!
Spacious 2br

Great location

Available June 1

$750/mo
Call anytime 5498147

BEAUTIFUL
Clean Luxurious 4' ; bedroom house

available lor 5 people to start new lease

June 1st Rent $?40
A MUST SEE'

Call Sonia 2539381'Dr Ewert 253 9745

CARPENTER/TRADESMAN swap room for

maintenance/repair 549 0484

CLEAN SPACIOUS 3 bedroom apt

Take over lease

1mm bus route Amherst

Fully equipped kilchen/carpeted

253^2609

CLOSER THAN THE dorms large sunny

room for summer has washer and dryer

parking much more 549 6071

GILREATH. HOBART LANE
Take over our lease- June 1

Call ASAP 549 1978

GREAT HOUSE ONE BLOCK trom campus

Fits six people

Two lull bathrooms
Great landlord

In perfect condition 1

Call soon'

549 8128 or 549 8130

HOUSE FOR RENT 4 5 bedfooms on bus

route 10 minutes to UMass $1 1 50 available

June/September lo September 253 2644

JUNE 1st 2 bedrooms very nice 1 block

trom UMass $450 00 David 549 1406

LARGE. FIVE-BEDROOM Amherst

Perfect for six Garage, deck, dishwasher

disposal On bus route Call Bob at

617 964-8659

LARGE ROOM IN spacious house above

video store on Main St Finished wood floor

and high ceilings Bus stop at front door

$300/month 545 1259

ONE ROOM AVAILABLE
For summer

In Brandywine apis

$150'month
Call 665-2034

PRESIDENTIAL APARTMENTS: 1br in 2br

apartment 5/26. 270/mo utilities walk to

UMass 549-0035

FOR SALE

4 PIECE living room set

Couch pulls out to double bed
Must sell call 549-9377

1990 UNIVEGA MOUNTAIN BIKE. Ex
cellent condition Great components'

Please cad
546-0923

AKAI RECEIVER. $180 Fisher cassette

deck $50 Radar detector $40 two IBM
sports games $18 Chris 546^2457

BAR $75 256-6837

BRAND NEW RAVBAN gold rimmed
sunglasses bought $89 selling $50
5463169

DBL BED desk dresser B/O Eli/abeth

549 2841

FABULOUS JEWELRY ON SALE- Men s

and ladies watches and also goto layered

chains some with life warranty and
reasonable priced ranging trom

$5 00 $49 95 These items make perfect

gifts at graduation anniversaries and other

occasions For your order call 549 7 785

immediately

FOR SALE
Kramer 2x70 Bass Guitar

$125- or BO
Call 546*331 Leave Message

FOR SALE couch/chair kitch table & 4

chairs B/O 253 9776

GREAT FURNITURE m top condition'

Couches kitchen table lull size beds

chairs desks, dressers nighlabie

much much, more'

Terrific prices as weir

Call us soon at 549-8128 or 5498130

HEY'
Don l be a goober

Buy a futon

They re big. comlortable

and really coot'

Please think about this today

Metawampe Futons

Sleep with us'

1 80O3FUTON1

LOOKING TO SELL a bed dresser and

desk All are m great condition only two

years old Prices are negotiable Please call

Joan at 263-0772'

MACPLUS 2 drrves system saver printer

$800 oBO Chris 545 4795. hm 367 9378

MOVING SALE! Brand new couch $175

desk dining table, chest imattress Call

256 1576 trom 6 00pm 10 00pm Leave

message

NEW MUSIC POSTERS
Cheap' Call beeper toll free 61 7 473-0624

Leave No alter beep

SHINY CLEAN BOY SELLS FINEST
QUALITY
FUTON"

Thick NEW. and oh so comlortable Yours

for $50 00 OBO as the boy Hies west Call

him at 256 3420

WE ARE GRADUATING:
Beds desks. chairs. bookshelves microwa

ve.etc 256 3088

ZOOM LENSES
35-70mm and 70-210mm Ouantatay lor |usl

$200
Please call 546 7131

FOUND

BRACELET ON 5/3 Call 665 2227 lo

describe Leave message

FOUND ONE CB JACKET in the Hatch

Describe it and its yours Bill 546-6906

HAPPY 21ST BIRTHOAV
Barry Fischer

I hope you are ready lor an amazing
weekend because weve got aiot of

celebrating to do* I love you sweetheart

Love Always. Jill

PETE
I changed by mmd

Get Lost'

Angie

BRAS— Thanks lor aH the raging good
times and aH the many Noche Grandes
The Rogue

" 'LEIGH HANLON"*
Happy birthday to you
Happy birthday to you
Happy birthday dear Leigh

Happy birthday to |me)'

Have a happy 22nd'
Love Always. Bonnie

•••TOM JOHNSON*"
Happy 2 1st birthday

Guess who7

GEORGE V: Hows the avoiding going 7

Miss me yet 7 Don t kid yourself the

stomach and flesh thing won t go away
you're whipped (HaHal'" Lei me know A you

gat the urge to go to Denny s to Hirl with

underage girls I could use a good laugh'"

SeeYa Lottsa Love Pita

TRI—SIGMA «vetoomes its newest pledges'

. ,md Ellen good luck

The S

•••KATHY-"
Only a couple more days until the big

Good luck and have tun this week' Love

your big sis Cherry

KIM — Happy 3 month anniversary'"

Lei s make Saturday something really

special'

I Love You'"

Your Great Dane. Lars

PS II s one day late but that doesn t

matte' 1

SNIPPY
Watch out tor the rocks

They get slippery when wet" 1

Happy Birthday"

Love Michelle

LORI S This Will probably be your last per

sonal at UMass so en|oy it' Good luck this

id remember I will always love you

Scott

SUBSCRIBE TO THE COLLEGIAN

ARE YOU LEAVING UMASS?
Are you graduating or going abroad 7 Keep

m touch with UMass new. sports and

events with a dairy or weekly subscription

to the Collegian 1

For more mlo and an order form coma down

to the Collegian located at 113 Campus
Center (in the D*_«wnent)

PIZZA

COLLEGE PIZZA
Spring S|>'

Small Cheese $350
Large Cheese $599
2 loppings only $1

549 6073 5496098

ROOMMATE WANTED

1 FEMALE ROOMMATE needed to share

room in Brandywine Furnished Util mcl

Take over m June Call Becky 549 8715

2 ROOMATES FOR HOUSE '

. mile from

campus Starting June 1st

Call 549-0158

2 ROOMMATES FOR one room $150

665 7544

2 ROOMMATES WANTED to share room

in house on Martha s Vineyard tor the sum

mer starting June 1 call now 253 2876

AMHERST HOUSE NEEDS M/F

1 dbl available ( 1 70/m util)

546-2460 to leave mes or

546-4787

SUMMER RENTAL

QUESTIONS ABOUT your lease/security

deposit deductions 7 Questions about

subletting/assigning leases 7 Questions

about your new house or apartment7 Con

tact The Legal Services Center

922 Campus Canter
545 1995

TECHNO GAYS

THE GAY LESBIAN AND BISEXUAL
engineers and scientists will meet tonight

at 7pm in room 1530 Grad Tower

TRAVEL

FISH ALASKA
I20p booklet will help you get a k*
$5000 40 000 per summer 1 800 243 0933

PO Box 1481 Pensacota FL 32501

ONE-WAV TO ATLANTA trom Bradley

June 1 $75 256-0303 Julie

TVPING/WOROPROCESSING

ARE YOU SICK OF TYPING 7

Fast and Accurate
Typing/Wordprocessmq
Free Laserpnnting"

Call Becca 549 4600 x433

DISSERTATIONS. CASES PAPERS
On campus pickup Fast' AccurMa*

Mac/Laser speilcheck

Nancy 584 7924

PAPERS. $1 50/pg Resumes laser printed

Fast professional, affordable

KCOMMUNICATIONS 2566373

PAPERS. RESUMES. DISSERTATIONS
laser printing Campus ptckup/dehvery Can

Rosemary 259 1786

TYPING $1 50 pg Anne 545*913

WANTED TO RENT

2 FEMALES LOOKING
fr 1or2 bedroom
apt close lo lown
Nonsmokers 549 4324

September

4-5 GUVS LOOKING lor house Wanl to

take over your lease Junel

Call 549*184 or 549 4152

FEMALE GRADUATING IN December

needs place to live for fall

Call Butty 549-4205

FEMALE GRADUATING NEXT DEC look

ing tor a place to live Will pay summer

Julie 549*192

WANT TO TAKE OVER your 3bdr Puttlon

lease June 1 call Jeff 256 491

1

WANT TO TAKE OVER your 3 bedroom

Puffton lease June 1 call 549*725 anytime

WE WANT YOUR 2 bdrm Puffton lease

starting anytime call Andrea 546-2082

PUFFTON ONE BEDROOM apartment'

Take over our lease starting June 1st

$412/month call 549-5808

REFINISHED APT FOR 2 uptown across

from Brueggers & a step away from the bars

avail 6/1 w/ fa" opt rent cheap mcl hea must

see' 2530846 Call any timeSleave

message

RESERVE NOW FOR SEPTEMBER
Lantern Court Apartments

Larqe 2 bedroom w/w. fully equip kitchen,

washer dryer and storage facilities

available On bus line minutes to campus

Kamins Real Estate 253-2515

ROOM FOR RENT NOW! Puftton Village

small room in three bedroom apis Heat

free' Call ASAP 549-4253

ROOMS IN AMHERST HOUSE. Summer

sublet w/fall option Cape-style, yard bus

washer/dryer, great location Must see'

253*743 anytime

SUNNY ONE BEOROOM APT

on Mam St near Bruno's Perfect for two

$475. heat included Available 6/1

253 9410

SIX BEDROOMS— Two minutes from town.

10 minutes from campus Take over lease

for summer and possible fall Rent

negotiable Call 253-3650

THREE FOUR FIVE bedroom houses

Belchertown Amherst line 586-4270

THREE TOWNHOUSE APARTMENTS-
each 2 bedroom 1 V? baths on bus route

North Amherst 1-567-1352

HELP WANTED

FORTUNE 500 COMPANY seeks loan

originators Good summer )Ob lor student

or (acuity 413-774*876

ARE YOU LOOKING FOR a career oppor

(unity Met Life is interested in people who

are lluent in Korean, Chinese. East Indian

Spanish. Vietnamese
Please contact Lanny Perron 56M-4-

ARE YOU LOOKING FOR a career oppor

lunity 7 Mel Life is interested in you Salary

plus bonuses Please contact Lanny Perron

at 567 1248

CHRISTMAS. SPRING BREAK, summer

travel FREE Air couriers needed and cruise

ship |Obs Call (805) 682-7555 ext F 1426

EASY WORK! Excellent pay'

Assemble products at home
Call for more information

504 641 8003 ext 598

INTELLIGENCE JOBS. All branches US

Customs. DEA etc Now hiring Call

1*05-962*000 exl K9616

PAINTERS NEEDED. Exteriors All summer

546 3399

VETERINARY ASSISTANT tor small

animal hospital Tuesday. Thursday even

ings and Saturdays summer and school

year 10 15 hours per week Experience

preferred, not required Complete applica

lion submit resume at Valley Veterinary

Hospital Route 9. Hadley No calls, please'

LOST

LOST IN Campus Center Basement7 Gold

Seiko Micky Mouse watch Has great sen

timental value' REWARD'" Call Rich at

549-7515

REWARD Gold bangle bracelet

Lost at Twisters

Extreme sentimental value

Call 253 2587

MUSICIANS

SAX PLAYERS: Wanted, a used Alto Sax

aphone, student model or better call Jeffrey

546-0907

ATTENTION
looking for M/F lo live

in large 5 bedroom house

for fall 1991

One mile from campus 4 great gins'

Please call 549 4764

FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED lo share

one bedroom Puffton apartment' June. Ju

ly, August $206/month Call 549-5808

FEMALE, NONSMOKER to share large

room with private bath in Mill Valley apt

Starting Sept 1 256-4192

FEMALE TO SHARE room in Amity St apt

(nonsmoker) cheap' 6-0547 or 549-3872

HOUSEMATE WANTED for house
i

5

minutes from campus Amherst Rd

spacious house on bus route Call Linda or

Ryan 546 4671

NEEDED: 2 M/F roommates for 1 bedroom

m 2 bedroom apt call 6-3449 ASAP'

THREE MEN looking for two non-smoking

people (MoF) to live with in So Amherst

house Call Malt 6-6257

WASHINGTON DC
Looking tor housemates
Call Susan 256-4978

WANTED

SEEKING STUDENTS FROM Hong Kong

tor in a young rapidly growing international

company 735-2355

WE'RE FOR A lew motivated individuals to

help take our company international

735 2355 to schedule an interview

ZETA PSI

ON MONOAY MAY 1 3 we will be having a

lundraiser Thank you party It will be at and

sponsored by Twisters Please consider at

tending that day
9pm- 1am

21Aover proper ID required

SUMMER SUBLET

SELL YOUR FURNITURE

GRADUATING? Leaving school7 Don 'give

your good furniture away Call Grist Mill An

tiques first We pay top prices 253-5296

•SENIOR PICNIC 1991'

FRIDAY MAY 24 trom l4on
the Metawampe lawn behind the b U _

WRNX will broadcast live'

Great music & give-aways 1

Admission is free to all seniors

Food tix $5-

More info 545 2317

Tix can be bought on concourse Wed S

Thurs or at the Alumni Office in Memorial

Hall' * __

SERVICES

MOVING
We can help

Call us
1-800-B4U-MOVE

SWIMMING FOR ADULTS alraid in water

courseTh.. Iun« S works' New at Greenfield

Y May 14 -June 27 773-3646 for brochure

$360

WE HAVE A great 4 bedroom apartment to

sublet Located behind the visitors center

basically on campus Rent negotiable Also,

willing to rent out by the room Call Ellen

at 5490221 or Dena at 549 6508

1 BEOROOM FOR RENT in Amherst farm

house very cheap, busroute Call Andrea

256*695

1 BEDROOM FURNISHED apt m quiet N

Amherst neighborhood 1 5 mi trom UMass

close to bus rt 440/mo t util (rent negol

)

5496462

2 BDRM APT. in Brandywine $400 Shawn

546-5329

2 BEDROOM APT Salem Place 1 Vi baths

w/ deck Tex 247-5694

2 BEDROOM APT— Sunderland bus route

490* with tall option 665-3494

2 BEDROOMS AVAILABLE in 6 bedroom

house, extremely close to campus
$215/$20O call Mike or Betsy 549-5244

4 BOR APT
1 V? bath

All utls mc
253-2570

4BEDROOM UPTOWN APT. spacious

starts June 1 rent negotiable call 549-5157

$100.00 A MONTH UPTOWNI
Laidback household needs one summer

roommate! OWer female perferred

Hurry! - 253-5918

140/PERSON/MO 2HOUSES
3br*4br neartown bigyard

Tosh 542-3480 Adam 253-2585

$220Vmorrth neg one bdrm Montague -big

yard -quiet 367-2278

$3»0/MONTH 2-BEDRM APT
Colonial Village

Fall option

256-0078

FEMALE LOOKING for a i batoroom sum-

mer sublet single only please caa Kern al

253-0466

AMHERST .BORM HOUSE ne_t to Party

& Puffers Pond/rent nag
546-2460 to leave mesg or

546-4787

AMITY PLACE CONOO
Single room $250/monlh
Non-smoking female
549*662

BEAUTIFUL CONOO
Behind Bayban* "»m«aj from campus'

It's clean spacious. 6 real cheap
Stay trom June 1 Sspt 1 1 or 2 people

CaH Steve 549*456

BRANDYWINE APT. — FuBy turnisnsd.

AC. pond side vmjw pool need i 2 people

to sublet June August $160 per parson

negotiable can 549-3762

BRANDYWINE SUBLET
2 bdrm 2 4 people

On bus route pool laundry

reasonable rant

CaM 61070. 6*011

CHEAP LARGE ROOM Cotomal Viaage can

253-9229 or 545-3699 ask tor Poortma Rant

200 lor 1 or mora

DOUBLE ROOM AVAILABLE m Puffton

Cheap furnished great location call

5490840

FREE CABLE!! 2 rooms available m f>t»

house lor summer CaH Kathy or Mara at

549 0630'

FREE RENT! Pay June July August rs tree'

Need lemale rewmmate tor 2br Caffside

apt pool and tennis CaH Lisa 665 8649

GOREOUS HOUSE
Route 9 Hadley huge
bedrooms 2 bathrooms June August

$1090 a month negotiable CaM 586 4128

Scrumptious

GREAT 2BORM lor the summer
Close lo campus only $450 a month

Partially furnished CaM 546 3142

GREAT ROOM'
Good price'

Prime location'

549 4784

HOBART LANE 140 a month . uliWtes

cable TV plenty ot pa»kmg 3 rooms available

call 549 9380

KENMORE SQUARE. BonUmi S21 'month

summer housing a! MIT fraternity near 1

l.iundry (61 7126 I

MUST SEE LARGE lumrshed room lor one

person 2 minutes trom camp.
August Very I

le.i-i v .

549 7374

NORTHAMPTON 3FLR HOUSE
Near lown a bus 586 9575

NORTHAMPTON FOUR BDRM (till optionl

Downtown busroute qreat
|

Call 585 8657

ONE BEDROOM IN BRITTANY, tins A/C

$250'month neg 2534194 message

PRESIDENTIAL APARTMENTS
Sublet June 1 with fall option

1 huge bedroom very quiet

Near Puffton and bus 549 8133

PUFFTON SUMMER SUBLET 1 4 people

Rent very negotiable M/F 549 4643

RED HOUSE
across trom Townhouses

(2) Three bedroom apts available

next lo bus route

Beautiful backyard

price negotiable call 546-5920

or 546 1460

SINGLE IN PUFFTON. $150 available 5/23

call 549 0748 Robert

SUBLET OUR CONDO THIS SUMMER
Next to BayBanks Perfect location"

Great deal call now 546 3750 or 546 0634

4 7 people

SUMMER SUBLET
Close lo campus up to eight people

Reasonable rent

Call 549*272

SUMMER SUBLET- 2 bedrooms at Putt

ton price negotiable 546-2848

SUMMER SUBLET/FALL OPTION 2 4br

apartment at Swiss Village, good location

Call Bill. 253 4193

SUMMER SUBLET WITH FALL OPTION
Two spacious bedrooms
Close to campus, on bus route

Parking and backyard

Please call 256-8189

SUMMER SUBLET WITH FALL OPTION

3 bedroom apartment in The Brook in

Amherst On bus route, wall lo wall

carpetmo. clean Call 2530420

TWO ROOMS AVAILABLE. $158 ea

Fall option call Mark or Shane

253 3498

WHITE HOUSE NEXT TO BAYBANKS!
The best summer sublet

Close to campus and lown

2lloors 3bdrm 2bath sundeck

Call Jason at 549-2793

HOTSPOT 3 LG. bdrm 4 people furnished

non smokers Downtown Amherst summer

only 253 3608

NORTHAMPTON 1 BEDROOM in 2

bedroom apt on bus route minutes to

downtown nice place quiet $275 mo avail

6/1 call Bill 584 3328 or 585 8618

ONE MONTH FREE RENT 'or a tour

bedroom apartment Fall option 253 5280

ONLY $300 FOR the entire summer'

5 minute walk to campus, great location

fnendly atmosphere For more into call

549*183

SUBLET
2bdrm. Amherst. June 1

$300/mo whole or $150/mo

each. 546-2950

SUBLET
Huge 4 bedroom house

Big backyard bus route

Mile from campus
Use all our stuff' W/D. etc

$825 549 1987

TWO BEDROOMS available for summer in

large house on bus route

call 2560893
* *
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Sports
UMass ends regular season over Central Conn for 1,000th

Minutemen leave for
By MICHAEL MORRISSEY
Collegian Staff

Collegian photo by Yana I)lug>

John Russell took the save in yesterday's 1,000th win for the Minutemen

as they squeaked past Central Conn 5-4 at Lorden Field.

Well, at least you can say the regular

season finale was a lot like the season in

general - a stomach churning roller

coaster ride.

The University of Massachusetts

baseball team won its 1,000th game

against Central Connecticut yesterday. 5-4

with three runs in the bottom of the ninth

inning, after blowing a lead in the top of

the ninth.

UMass (24-23-1) capped a dramatic go

from-ahead and come-from-behind victory

with John Carelli crossing the plate while

Central Conn first baseman Sean Garrison

stood watching the baseball he dropped on

an attempted pick-off play from catcher

Brian Massey.

Just like yesterday's loss to Nor-

theastern, UMass had the game in their

hands and were one strike away from a win

when thev faltered in the top of the ninth.

Starter John Russell cruised through the

first eight innings, as UMass led, 2 1, and

he appeared to be finishing the job in the

ninth, until he allowed a single by Patrick

Smith and hit pinch hitter Kevin Farquhar

with two outs and two strikes.

Adam Peters promptly singled in Smith,

tying the score at two. With runners at first

and third, UMass botched a delayed dou

ble steal with a bad throw by first baseman

Jay Dodig, and Farquhar scored, to make

it 3 2. Jason Brucker followed with an run

scoring triple to put Central Conn on top,

4-2. Ron Villone relieved Russell and got

the third out with one pitch.

UMass was determined not to let the

game slip away in the same manner as

they did against Northeastern, however.

•We gave away the game again-t

theastern. so we were pretty determined,

Carelh said. "We didn't want to give

another one away, and we wanted to try to

MOM momentum going into tne tAtlan

tic 10 Tournament].'

The Minutemen turned their determina-

tion into two one-out singles by Derek

Dana and Glenn DiSarcina, and Carelli got

ahead in the count, 3-1, to Central Conn

starter Chris Hooker.

"He threw me a fastball pretty much

A-10 Tourney today
right down the middle," Carelli said. "It

was a real good pitch to hit."

The pitch was lined to the left field fence

while the runners were in motion. Dana

scored and DiSarcina dove into the plate

safely to tie the score at four.

Rick Bottalico relieved Hooker, and

walked pinch hitters Andy Pelis and Dave

Edwards to load the ba.->

Mike Tobin stepped up against reliever

Brian Lafaive and watched as catcher

Massey tried to pick Edwards off at fir

but he didn't even have a chance. First

baseman Garrison dropped the ball and

just stood there as Carelli sprinted home

for the winning run.

UMass jumped out to a 10 lead in the

first inning when center fielder Mike Tobin

led off with a single, stole second, advanc

ed to third on a wild pitch, and scored on

an Ian Torres ground out to first.

Central Conn tied it in the fourth when

Garrison singled with two outs, and scored

when Russell walked the next three

batters.

The score stood at 1-1 until the last of the

seventh when Dana led off with a home

run, his sixth of the year. This appeared to

be all the offense that the Minutemen

would need.

Extra Innings: UMass won their

1,000th game in beating Central Conn.

Coach Mike Stone indicated he won't be

around for another thousand, "especially

if they're all like that one."

The Minutemen travel to Boyertown, Pa.

today for the Atlantic- 10 Tournament. Rich

Graham will pitch the first game against

A-10 West Division winner Penn State at

4:05 p.m. on Friday. UMass finished second

to Rutgers in the East Division. The four-

team, double-elimination tournament

finishes on Sunday.

Penn State, winning 11 of 12 lately, and

Rutgers, on a 10 game winning streak, are

favored to win the A-10 Tourney. Penn

State left-hander Chris Cisar. who was

named A-10 Pitcher of the Week, will pro-

bably start against UMass on Friday.

Russell earned a spot on the playoff roster

with his performance. Stone said.

"He pitched a great game," Stone said of

Russell. "He hadn't pitched for about a
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^rack competes |

Speculating on NCAA lax picks

at New England's
^^~^^~^^^^mm

By KEITH BENNETT
Collegian Correspondent

Coach Ken O'Brien said he is hoping for a finish

among the top 10 teams from the University of

Massachusetts men's track and field team. The

Minutemen will compete in the New England Cham-

pionships at Williams College this weekend.

O'Brien said he expects the top five teams to include

Northeastern, Boston University, Rhode Island, Dart-

mouth and Brown. The next group of five would include

Connecticut, Southern Connecticut, Boston College and

UMass. UMass finished 10th last year but was only

six points away from sixth place.

"I expect a similar performance to last year," O'Brien

said. "We would need an outstanding performance to

finish near the top five. If we have an average day, we

should finish around tenth."

The decathlon competition is being contested

Wednesday and Thursday. All other events will take

place on Friday and Saturday.

Brian Bednarek, Dave Borges and Paul Doyle will

compete in the decathlon for UMass. Bednarek placed

fifth in this 10-event competition at New Englands last

year.

Sprinter Kevin Walters will compete in both the 100-

and 200-meter races. He made it to the finals in the

100 at New Englands last year and has run times of

10.97 and 22.20 seconds, respectively

Steve Brown and Mike Grey will run the 400. Grey

has run 49.90 this season.

Brown placed third at New Englands last spring, set

ting the school record at 47.87. He placed third again

in NEs at 49.23 during the winter but pulled a hamstr-

ing during the race and has not run the 400 this spring.

His time from the winter still qualifies him for com-

petition this spring.

Jon Corso is the only other Minuteman who placed

at New Englands last year. He will try to improve on

( / )N1INUFI) ON PAGF 1?

By ADRIEN MATT
Collegian Staff

So it's Thursday and there's no lacrosse games on cam-

pus or in New England or on the Eastern Seaboard for

that matter. So what can you do until the NCAA an-

nounces who's playing who next week?

Speculate - until you're blue in the face. And then you

may still be wrong.
.

The United States Intercollegiate Lacrosse Association,

the coaches and athletic directors who rate the schools dur-

ing the regular season, has reshuffled the Top 20 since

the University of Massachusetts lost to Syracuse last

Saturday and this is how it breaks down:

1. North Carolina 12-0

2. Brown 13-0

3. Princeton 11-2

4. Johns Hopkins 8-3

5. Virginia 10-3

6. Syracuse 9-2

7. Maryland 8-4

8. Loyola 7-3

9. Massachusetts 9-3

10. Towson 8-3

11. Rutgers 7-5

12. Duke 7-5

It's best to stop at 12 because they are the only ones that

count - at least for the purposes of the NCAA playoffs.

The top four teams get a bye, a waiver from playing in

the first round, while the bottom half jockey for position

and pair up according to win loss record, strength of

schedule and geographic proximity as well as cost to each

school. . .

As it stands, UMass could face either Loyola or

Maryland on May 15, but the final matchups will be an-

nounced Sunday at 4 p.m.

The fifth through eighth teams have the home-field ad

vantage and the others, obviously, have to travel.

UMass comes away from the regular season 4-2 at home

and 5-1 on the road, so it may be beneficial to the team

CON1INUED ON t'A^fc w
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Jim McAleavey and the rest of the Gorillas

await 'the word' from the NCAA as to who and

where they will begin their postseason play.

iy and you know
your butt, sez

^^Jlcklehead!
They are. And you will. And

at Spring Concert there will

doubtless be anything else

nearly as groovy as this nasty

hip-hop-funk-rap band to make

you move.
Chucklehead, a Boston based

band, is a self-proclaimed "Hip-

hop theater brought to you

funky by eight slap happy men

on a mission to make you

groove."

To ensure that their mission

is regularly accomplished, the

band uses four horns, a real

rhythm section and some

wickedly creative sampling

which produces an irresistably

danceable funk assault.

Their music includes in-

fluences ranging from James

Brown to De La Soul, from

George Clinton and Parlia-

ment Funkadelic to Sly and

Barry White but instead ofjust

fusing together the traditional

funk styles of the 60's and 70's

with the post-modern radio

crap that now saturatesHhe

airwaves, Chucklehead actual-

ly brings a new twist to the

genre.

Whether it's the frantic

soundbites of network news

Gulf War coverage or a manic

bassline, their sound is

definitely aggressive while

staying away from being

"Chilli Pepper punk-funk."

The most accurate description

around is given by guitarist

Eb-Tide who says, "It's kind of

like evil circus music."

If that's true, then their live

shows are like Baroum and

Bailey meet the Exorcist. The

eight maniacal Chuckleheads

CONTINUED ON PAGE 2

When you discov

unknown band^g^TTwant
to tell toQ^^pRple. You o

ly le^JPfcra few trusted

frieidr^grinning smugly as

they acknowledge your ear for

"hip" music. The band becomes

your own personal possession;

you feel violated if you hear

their songs on the radio. It's an

attitude thing - if you've

unearthed them, you're as cool

as the band.

You may not want to tell too

many people about the

Feelies.

In 1977, the Feelies made

their debut at MancrJ

High School in their hometo

of Haledon, New Jersey.

Around the release of Crazy

Rhythms in 1980, they were

hailed as the best underground

band in New York, proving

how much you can do with

mumbled lyrics, a few guitars

and a healthy Velvet

Underground fixation.

"One recovers from their

shows with a head full of emp-

ty ," one critic wrote, "like com-

ing offtoo much speed, staring

at the television long after the

station has signed off."

But despite their intense cult

following, the Feelies shied

away from the attention and

disappeared for almost si

years, waiting until 1986 to

follow up their first album with

The Good Earth, co-produced

by Feelies guitarists/vocalists

Glen Mercer and Bill Million,

and R.E.M.'s Peter Buck. As
*

with most guitar-oriented

"alternative" bands, they were

accused of sounding like

R.E.M., when it's actually the

other way around. In 1989,

the Feelies were signed to

CONTINUED ON PAGE 2

5sed by Gef-

fen who^ropped the group

from their roster when they

were unsuccessful in

marketing Gene Loves Jezebel

to both the college/indie rock

audience and the over-

hormonal teenage hard-rockin'

audience.

They've even been dissed by

the Dead Milkmen. As vocalist

Rodney Anonymous crooned on

Beelzebubba, "If there is a God

in heaven, I hope they all burn

in hell."

Hopefully they won't be diss

when they come to grace our

ittle pond with their

present

You'd thTnT*»iat after 10

years and five albums, three of

which are on Geffen, Gene

Loves Jezebel would get a lit-

tle more respect. The group

came into existence because of

the aspirations oftwo brothers,

Jay and Michael Aston. They

left their native home of Por
:

thcawl m South Wales back m
1981 and headed for London

where they worked at tlR W*
stitute of ContemporaryJ^rt.

A year
I

l|^|j'*WS^routft.hey

had loosely formed had ac

therffrTr^^ffff^lic,

gars Banquet. After tie release

of their first album, Promise,

they completed their current

line-up with the addition of

Peter Rizzo on bass and Chris

Bell on drums to the already

established one ofJay on vocals

and guitar, Michael sharing

vocals and James Stevenson on

lead guitar.

In 1986, they released

Discover, their third album,

CONNNU6D ON PAGE ?

<>u I is Dead. De La
"coming.

De La Soul is Demi is the

name of the Amityville, N.Y.

based hip hop trio's new
album, due to be released later

this month.

"De La Soul is coming" is a

line that I lifted from Rolling

Stone magazine, then kinda

changed around to suit my
needs.

Which is how it works, after

all. De La Soul's 1989 debut 3

Feet High and Rising brought

sampling - incorporating

short bursts of other people's

music into your own, original

record — to the masses.

Everybody from Hall and

Oates to the Turtles was fair

game, and in the hands of

Posdnuos, Trugoy and Baby

Huey Mjiseo, a crossover

smash record was the result;

cuts from 3 Feet High and Ris-

ing, including the MTV staple

"Me, Myself and I." permeated

urban contemporary and col-

lege radio playlists alike.

The band promises that the

new record is something
altogether different. The
Da.LS.Y age;dayjgflowers and

dayglow yetlWpeace symbols

have been ^replaced by,

well/:^death."

De ta Soul explains: "Striv

ing for a style that sounds sil-

ly has matured a bit...With an

uncontrollable overflow of

flowers, oodles of O's, piles of

demo tapes by da miles, and a

misunderstanding of the

Da.LS.Y (age), we've decided to

SHWING and relocate our on

ward steps onto the dead, De

La that is."

Whatever that means, we'll

find out Sunday afternoon.

Bob Dylan
By NICHOLAS OSTIS
Collegian Correspondent

Guitar sales soared into tin-

stratosphere when Elvis burst

into tmr"p"ublic consciousness

via television. I wonder how
many people Bob Dylan in

spired to write poetry when
they heard that high pitched

voice creak out voluminous

verse some years later.

It's been 30 years since

Robert Zimmerman bailed out

from Hibbing, Minnesota par

roting his idol Woody Guthrie

Who could have know that he

would become the Shakespeare

of modern music? A pied piper

who provoked an entire

generation to question authori

ty? Or live his life under a

microscope, his every peep a

source of scrutiny for the

media?
Now an elder statesman

himself, in spite of his am-

bivalence for the adulation,

Dylan has defied convention

through his highly publicized

career. From his blasphemous

act of going electric at the

Newport Folk Festival in the

mid-60's (for which he was
reviled and booed) to becoming

a born-again Christian in the

late 70's (his Slow Train Com
ing with Dire Straits' Mark
Knopfler won a Gospel Gram
my) to embracing Judaism in

the 80's, this restless minstrel's

curiosity is seemingly
boundless.

Through his music he has

ralied against hypocrisy, lob-

bied for justice and bludgeon

ed the bullseye of truth with

unparalled, searing eloquence.

On the other hand, his

sometimes cryptic poetry, with

its subterranean, mystical or

mythological characters, led

his loyal legions of listeners

CONItNUEDONPAGE 2

.' if.*. Ihirkie photo by Jeff Holland
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Chucklehead
CONTINUED FROM PAGE I . . . trumDeter
make their shows as funky as their music. As trumpeter

3ohn Ray Schacter says, "What we do is make everyone

the band; like a carnival.

'

"With the recession and the war,' ^^VJ£
Die aren't going to want to listen to angst-ndden music.

TheyTwant to have fun." For that there is no band quite

like Chucklehead.

The Feelies

CONIINUED FROM PAGE 1

a*m anA ^leased Only Life. Filmmaker Johnathan

m̂:
nl7^ea^fTa^^r

working

of 15 minute jams in Mercer's basement.

Gene Loves Jezebel

CON1NUED FROM PAGE 1

which was their first LP on the Geffen label. It was fo low

ribs House of Dolls in 1987. But alas, they were dissed

fgain^h" time it was by Michael who amicably sph

with the group before the release of their current LP, Kiss

of Life.

"
"This record is kind of a return to our roots," says

Merger ^1 and I are getting back to the way we used

^e3Efi£ta never seemed to matte,-whether they

become a commercial success; they like things the way

£ey are. But with the rave reviews Time fr*™?"?
has been earning them, and their appearance at Sunday s

pTriToZn, y

g
ou may not have to tall anyone about

them. The well-kept secret will be out.

"When he left," brother Jay said of the split, the band

could have dissipated, but it had the opposite effect. We

were hungry again." I guess not hungry enough for Get-

fen but hungry enough for Atlantic who has just recent-

ly signed tiJgroup. But go see for yourselves on Sunday.

Bob Dylan
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1 .

songs for nourishment. Some
rvrtainlv he has earned the respeci oi am y*^

aaini>
.

"c no
Cteoree Harrison, Jimi

££755 t iv "laSXy. The Grateful
Hendnx. l he a\ rats, t eir

.
o

Cocker

H-a n5c=ra=
ed discontent^*L^" ^n- Wilburvs and tours

„•. no, surprUing to see th- generates a«ena,n
?
his

concerts. These tours also find him rearranging

,h«n Jack Nicholson, obviously beaming with pr.de. nar-

raS an emottna. tribute u, Dylan before present.ng h.n,

toThuge international television audience.

Rental and5tSJSW*SfS2t
ImpXrion of Dylan demos, rehearsals, ou.takes. alter-

n
trk?a

d
roZrstr

rd
c'hTP;ed and rough around the

edgls riputy Dylan lays down the law and rocks the pond

on Sunday.

Photo courtesy A ft M

The Feelies at 1:15 p.m.

f£ Come on dovn
and apply for

the glamorous arid

ffiffexciting position of

Associate Arts Editor

Be the envy of your Meads

Y

Gene Loves Jezebel at 2:45 p.m

r',ct N|»

CELTICS
.TODAYS

Detroit Pistons at Boston I

at 1:00 p.m. I

Photo courtesy Tommy Boy Records

De La Soul at 4:15 p.m.

BRUINS
TONIGHT

SHAPE UP ON CAPE COD!
Join Cape Cod's Best Health

and Fitness Facilities this summer!

Special College Rates. 10% off

all daily, weekly & monthly memberships

for students joining by 6-15-91

MID-CAPE
-RACQUET CLUB-

It I White P<l'h

mourti MA
Mir. W4 r>n

"Lfimcss

,tennis===Club=
"ofCape Cod erf Cap* Cod

M* OtW lmW»w(en< f rati

..'1 Mi. inn... M* 02M1

Pittsburg Penguins at Boston

at 7:30 p.m.

TOPof the
CAMPUS

LOUNGE!
11th Floor • Campus Center

UMass at Amherst

GET FAT & DIRTY

The '91 TREKUSA
Fat Tire Bikes Are Here!

48* EST 1971 / J
We sell Trek road bikes too!

Mon.-Frl.: 11:30 am-12:30 am

Sat. & Sun.: 5:00 pm-12:30 am

319 Pleasant Street ..,«,.,
Northampton. MA (4 blocks from Main St.)

586-3810
800-464-3810

Bob Dylan at 5:30 p.m.

These are estimated times, they are sub-

ject to change. Be there at the pond on Sun-

day with UMass ID in hand and nothing

else. .

THIS WEEKEND _ — ^^ __ m ,
-— -—

nTiTCH WEEKEND STUEE
THURSDAY
Spectrum Magazine is holding a

reception for the release of its new

issue which will be out early next week.

Original art, photos, prose and poetry

will be displayed at UMass in Campus

Center Room lOl from 7 p.m.-9 p.m.

Free admission and FREE FOOD.

Mozart's Last Year, a lecture by

Henry Mishkin of the Listening at Noon

series of Amherst College will begin at

1215 p.m. in the Music Center.

Die Macht der Gefuhle, The Power

of Emotions, will be screened in MerriH

II at Amherst College at 4 p.m. and

7:30 p.m. _ .„

Raging Bull features Robert DeNiro

getting really fat as his boxing career

noes up and down. He is Jake la Mot-

to and he will be on the screen of

Adele Simmons Hall at Hampshire Col-

lege tonight at 7 p.m.

Torch Song Trilogy will be screen

ed at UMass in Campus Center Room

803 at 7 p.m. Sponsored by Lesbian,

Gay Film Series.

The Black Women's Survival Kit

directed by Kym Moore, this play

weaves together dance, music,

Yoruba legend and Black American

woman's stories. Tickets are 56; ^
students and elders. Advanced ticket

reservations are recommended. Call

545-511. Curtain at the Curtain Theater

at 8 p.m. with performances Friday and

Saturday as well.
mnmg,M

Brooke Williams and special

guests Justina and Joyce perform at

the Iron Horse tonight at 7 p.m. Tickets

are $5. . u^.
The Screaming Trees and Nova

Mob perform tonight at Pearl Street

Niqht Club in NoHo and 18 year-olds

can leave their fake I.D.'s at home

because no one will be checking.

Tickets are $6

Nova Mob

Marlene Gerber Fried, author of

From Abortive Rights to Reproductive

Freedom will read and speak about her

book at Lunaria Bookstore at 7.30 p.ra

Chapel Jazz Ensemble, directed

by David Sporny, will perform in Bowker

Auditorium at 8 p.m.

V-9- Two New Plays by Amherst

College students can be viewed for

free but reservations are necessary.

Call 542-2277 weekday afternoons.

Showtime is 8 p.m. in Fayerweather.

FRIDAY
Flor De Cana and Fortaleza bring

their World Beat together for a benfit

concert in the Northampton High

School Auditorium tonight at 7.30r>.m.

Tickets are $8 in advance, $10 at the

door. For more Info call 586-/ IS i.

The Deadbeats will be performing

in the Amherst College Campus

Center for those who opt against the

qraduate and who aren't concerned

about graduating themselves (\.e.

aren't locked in the library). $5 unless

you have an AC I.D. in the Frontroom

at 8 p.m.

Chris Isaak will not be performing

tonight. The benefit concert has been

changed to Monday. For information

call 586-8686. .

The Graduate, the classic Dustin

Hoffman flick with Anne Bancroft as

Mrs Robinson. Come just for the sound-

track. Pay S1.50 to the guy at the door

of Amherst College's Campus Center

Theater at 7:30 p.m. or lO p.m.

Jesse Colin Young founder of the

Youngbloods sails into the 90s with a

mix of old and new material tonight at

the Iron Horse. Shows at 7 and 9 p.m.

Tickets are $14.50.

SATURDAY
The Ninth Annual New England

Saxophone Symposium will tale

place in the UMass Bezanson

Auditorium from 8 a.m. to 6:30 pm For

more info, please call 545-28p.

Once Again: Seurat's Grande

Jatte, an illustrated lecture by Robert

Herbert of Mount Holyoke College will

take place at Smith College in Graham

The First Collective Exhibition of

ARTISTA, an artists resource organiza-

tion for Latino artists in New England,

will have it's reception from 7 p.m. to

lO om at Hoho's Canal Gallery in

Holyoke. Call 533-2992 for more

information.

Children's Choir Festival featuring

Mount Holyoke's Children's Choir and

five other Massachusetts choirs will ap-

pear in John M. Greene Hall at 3 p.m.

Gospel Pianist, Horace Boxer will ac-

company the children.

Robin Williamson of the wonderfu

wonderful Incredible String Band will

bring his mesmerizing performance to

the Iron Horse tonight at 7 p.m. Tickets

are $10.60. Bring the family.

Growing Up Queer in America,

sponsored by the Program for Gay

Lesibian and Bisexual Concerns and

performed in the Lilly Tomlin tradition.

For information call 545-4824. Tickets

are $6; $3 with UMass I.D. The show will

be in Hampden Theater at 8 p.m.

tonight and tomorrow night.

Faculty Recital featuring Philipp de

Fremery on the

guitar at Amherst College in Buckley

Recital Hall. The performance begins at

8:15 p.m.

The Sighs with Ray Mason perform

tonight at Pearl Street. Tickets are $5.

Detour will play at Twister's.

Deaf Heifer, voted the best

bluegrass in Southern New Hampshire,

will be at Howard Johnsons in Green-

field tonight.
ir-ajin

PLAY-O-THON, sponsored by Kappa

Kappa Psi and Tau Beta Sigma, will

feature muscians and ensembles at

Holyoke Mall. Proceeds go to the

University bands. For Information call

546-7301.

SUNDAY
The University Chorale, directed by

Riphard du Bois, will perform in Bowker

auditorium at 3 p.m.

Veronica Kadlubkiewicz will rub

the cat guts all over violin strings to

create the sounds of area composers

Wheelock, Macchia and Spratlan

tonight in Buckley Recital Hall 8:15.

WFCR tells a story at 4:30 p.m. Just

tune in to 88.5 FM.

John Hartford, a gentle entertainer

with a banjo performs tonight at the

Iron Horse at 7 p.m. Tickets are $11.

John Hartford

Bob Dylan, De La Soul, Gene

Loves Jezebel, and Chucklehead

perform FREE at the pond (the one

with the ducks behind the big cement

piano). UMass I.D.s are required to get

close but there are no restrictions on

listening in. Show begins at noon.

Avner the Eccentric will perform at

the Fine Arts Center as a part of the

venue's Sunday at the Center series for

the entire family. The show will start at

2 om Tickets are avalable at the Fine

Arts Center Box Office. $12 for adults;

$6 for children 16 and under.

Avnar the Eccentric

it's Mother's Day Don't forget or

your mom will make you wish you

never had been born making her a

mother in the first place.
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Scream at Pearl Street
There's more to the Northwest than

Twin Peaks and Sasquatch.

There's an actual music scene out

there complete with recordlabelsHke

Photo courtesy Ep»

Screaming Trees

Sub-Pop and Nasty Mix. Out of the

rugged and hearty environment comes

a nasty kind of sound provided by

groups like Soundgarden, Alice in

Chains, Nirvana and Mudhoney.

But Screaming Trees have nothing

to do with that scene.

They come from Ellensburg,

Washington where they formed the

group back in the mid-80s. It consists of

brothers Gary Lee Conner and Van Con^

ner on guitar and bass respectively and

Mark Lanegan on vocals. They lost their

drummer Mark Pickerel in September

1990. For now. Rod Doak has taken over

the duties.

They've released a numerous amount

of psychadelic-tinged EP's and LP's.

Their current album. Uncle Anesthesia,

is their first release on a major label.

Epic.

Screaming Trees with special guests

Nova Mob and Das Damen will perform

at Pearl Street tonight at 8:30 p.m.

Tickets are $6 in advance.
- DANIELLE DOWLING

Tired of the mundane?
By GREG SUKIENNIK
Collegian Staff

You're uptown on a Saturday night nur-

sing your fifth Long Island Iced Tea when

you notice a band setting up their gear.

"Oh great," you muse facetiously. More

covers of Poison and Slaughter. Where oh

where is there a band that plays something

besides Top 40 covers and mindless tripe.

If this scenario describes you at Twisters

this Saturday, perhaps you should recon-

sider how much Long Island Iced Tea you

can really hold. Because Detour doesn t

cover Top 40. And they'll be the first to tell

mn that they're not a "band."

it's more ofa Rock Music Project, ex-

plained keyboardist and vocalist Paul

Carter. "We have a definite idea of what

we want to sound like and what we want

to play." , .

What do they like to play - an eclectic-

mix of covers of Steely Dan, The Police and

Little Feat, to name a few - is what

brought the four man group together

roughly a year ago.

•We got together because we wanted to

play Steely Dan and Little Feat," noted

Carter, a UMass graduate student in music

theory Bassist Bob Lawless (psychology)

and guitarist/vocalist Mike Bisdee <jazz

composition) are also grad students, while

drummer Dan Wallace is an

undergraduate performance major.

The band's sound reflects their variety of

influences as well. Frontmen Bisdee and

Carter strike a balance between keyboards

and blues guitar Both have an honest sing

ing voice. Wallace's drum technique is im

pressive and shows his training in jazz.

Holding it all together is Lawliss. who has

plaved both rock and jazz bass and admits

that he likes to "get into a groo

Detour's members all agreed that an apt

discription of them w "eclectic," and their

set list bears that out. It includes such

diverse titles as Steely Dans Kid

Charlemagne." Hat. to Lose Your Lovin

from Little Feat. Life During Wartime

by the Talking Heads and Joe Cock

"Feelin* Alright
"

Detour plays Twisters Saturday night at

9 p.m

The hell, purgatory and heaven of Growing Up Queer

Thpnlav is based on Cinque's own life experiences She ^ -%K A
By AMY HENRY
Collegian Staff

The "Inferno." "Purgatorio" and "Paradiso" are the

tings of Dante's Divine Comedy. They are also the scenes

of Growing up Queer in America, hell is NewJersey,

purgatory is Florida and heaven is the North Shore ot

Lake Superior. .

The one-woman comedic play was written and performed

bv Chris Cinque who has been active in theatre as a writer

and performer for 14 years and is currently a member of

the Playwrights' Center.

"Growing up Queer in America is a series of stories that

capture an aspect of American life rarely seen." Cinque

said. "You don't have to be a lesbian to enjoy they play.

People of all orientations have come up to me after the

show and said they can relate to it. There are some ex-

periences that are universal."

Queer combines the theatrical storytelling style

popularized by Lily Tomlin and a melding of fantasy,

autobiography, allegory, classic and common language

and theatrical performance.

WHY TAKE
ALL YOUR
STUFF HOME
WITH YOU
THIS SUMMER?

Store at U-Haul"
and everything will

be waiting for you

when you get back

in the fall! We're

close to campus, so

call today and

reserve your space

now. ,

U-HAULj

lM4o„| C«oMr Worwrttr • 493 Xw^wibMrQ * • Worcester MA 01604

(MM) 7S3 7003 tw.-wi.

The plav is based on Cinque's own life experience^ She

said she is almost at "heaven," a stage in her play. 1 teel

like I have resolved a lot of early life issues, she said.

Cinque said she got the idea for Queer from the book

Love Medicine by Louise Erdich, who wrote about the

disenfranchisement of native Americans on the Dakota

reservation. .

i thought if she could do it, I could write about my peo-

ple," Cinque said.

The play opened the 1990 Women's Theatre Festival in

Boston. It also ran in DC. during the national march on

Washington for Lesbian and Gay Rights and has had ex

tended runs in Los Angeles. Seattle, and Minneapolis.

Cinque has written and performed numerous other plays

including: White House Wives, Tocklas MN. the Lesbisan

Soap Opera, Low life on a High Plane In Search of Mer-

rill Strange, The Clearing House, The House that Dorothy

Built, Queen Sheets, and The Dracula Tapes.

Queer marks the end of a year of gay, lesbian and bisex-

ual events put on by the UMass Program for Gay, Les-

bian an Bisexual Concerns.

Felice Yeskel, the director of the program said, It has

been a wonderful year and by having these events we have

helped build a multicultural campus."

She added, "I hope in the future that other organiza-

tions on campus who bring speakers, plays etc. would be

more inclusive of gay, lesbian and bisexual issues and we

wouldn't have to plan this year long event to bring

awareness."

Tickets can be bought in Noho at Party Pa^y, in

Amherst at Food For Thought, and at UMass at the Pro-

gram for Gay Lesbian and Bisexual Concerns.
'

Tickets will be $3 for UMass students with id and $6

for the general public. The play will be performed Satur-

day, May Uth at 8 p.m. and Sunday, May 12th at 3 p.m.

in the Hampden Theatre.

Photo courtesy of the HJBA

Chris Cinque will perform her one-woman

show, which she also wrote at UMass on Satur-

day and Sunday night.

this week...

Ihurs May 9-8 30pm 18

SCREAMING TREES

Das Dan

18 Dancing with

DJ Dennis

fn May W— 8 3Com

BLUE RODEO
Will T Massey

Sat May 1l-8 3Gpm

THE SIGHS

The Ra " Band

i

Amy Fa

: next week...

I xh
' om 78-

iTHE
VESTRYMEN

Giqolo Ajnts

30pm

RIPPOPOTAMUS
Fazz Junk

Sat May 18-8 30pm

THE BREAKDOWN
One Eyed Jake

Sui

DINOSAUR JR.

Gobbiehoof

Need A Job Skill That Pays?
Call us today and find out how we can help you

make it as a bartender. CNCKUs available.

coming...

Jjes . May 21—8.00 18-

BIM SKALA BIM

The Hi Hats

fhurs.. May
Tribute to the Doors

RIDERS ON THE STORM
Minibus Sandwitch

Fn . May 24—8 3Gpm

SCOTT HENDERSON
Sat . May 25-8. 30pm

WHO S KIDDIN WHO

call today

(617)247-1600
HI I BoyIston Street

Boston, MA 021 16

New England
Bartenders
School
We Help You Mahe It-

1 K'cnMd by Ihe Commonweal* of NWuchusclls Department ol Ixlucalion

Accredited by the AccM*ta* Council Im Continuing Kducmion A I mining

(Jifun$t^^ u i /» n D n r^^RECORDS

WW
RECORDS • CASSETTES • COMPACT DISCS

IMPORTED, INDEPENDENT
& DOMESTIC

MON—WED 9:30-6 SUN 12-5

THURS—SAT 9:30-9

213 MAIN ST. NORTHAMPTON
586-5726

COLLECTABLES • USED
MANUFACTURERS OVFR—STOCKS
MONDAY-SATURDAY 10-5.30

THURSDAYS 10-9 SUNDAY 12-5

21 STATE ST., NORTHAMPTON
586-1707

Pearl Street is open upstairs lor dancing; •
_

•

every wed (Uay Nirjnt) i nurs ( \0 ) l-n.
!

• •

and Sat. (Top 10 House with DJ Job) .
*.

Advance Tix Available at Strawberries ,
*

,

Record Stores. Ticketron (800) 382 8080.
| _

•
_

Dynamite Records. Pearl St
:

.
'

.

and For The Record in Amher.l :

"
.

'

:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:• 4ia 5J47//I

noiTon iuhitmihrj
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IF YOU ARE OVER 18
BE A BARTENDER!
LOCAL/NATIONAL PLACEMENT

ASSISTANCE

DAY/EVENING ONE WEEK

Need A Summer Job?

747-9888
I16SSMAINST- SUITE 202. SPWtMQFIELD,MA Ollti
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Poll says voters support sales tax increase
__, .. -..u,:- .--»- - do ,h - - Teachers Raisine the sales tax by one percent would raise an

By MARC ELLIOTT
Collegian Staff

BOSTON - About 68 percent of Massachusetts voters

support raising the sales tax one percent to fund public

education, according to a poll released yesterday by "A

Penny for the Future" coalition.

The Boston political consulting firm of Marttila & Kiley

polled 607 Massachusetts voters and 68 percent favored

raising the sales tax from five to six cents. Seventy-three

percent favored raising the sales tax ifthe extra revenue

went to public education. The funds generated by the tax

increase would benefit public education from kindergarten

to the university level.

The poll results were unveiled during a press conference

held in the Boston Park Plaza Hotel and attended by about

70 state education leaders, dignitaries, and press, as well

as eight state legislators.

The purpose of this poll is to point out to (Gov. Weld)

that there is a lot of public support for taxes if thev eo

Lawyer: furloughs
unconstitutional

out to public education," said Massachusetts Teachers

Association spokesperson Steve Wollmer.

Wollmer said he believes Gov. Weld has been

"misreading" public opinion on new taxes to fund public

education.

"The public is very clear in its support; over a 68 to 34

percent margin for the increased tax," he said. "The gover

nor has been misreading or misevaluating public opinion

on public higher education."

Respondents to the survey still supported the increas

ed sales tax even after being given evidence suggesting

that it might not be a good idea. State Representative Stan

Rosenberg (D-Amherst) said.

"Sixty eight percent, even after you try to talk them out

of it by telling them what could be wrong with it, they

still support raising the sales tax," Rosenberg said.

Rosenberg filed a bill last month to raise funds for public

education by either raising the sales tax by a penny or

raising income tax by two tenths of one percent. The in

come tax is slated to decrease by three tenths this January

after the bonds for last year's deficit are paid off.

Raising the sales tax by one percent would raise an

estimated $350 to $400 million for public education while

raising the income tax by two tenths ofone percent would

raise closer to $400 million, according to Rosenberg s of

fice staff.

Rosenberg said he would prefer that the income tax

rather than the sales tax be raised, but he said the money

must be raised regardless of which venue is chosen.

"We've go to do what has got to be done and what has

got to be done is to save public education, or the entire

states economy will suffer." Rosenberg said

Hearings for the bill were held two weeks ago and the

bill was sent to the House of Representatives Taxation

Committee where it now waits for approval to be sent to

the House Ways and Means Committee.

The "Penny for the Future" coalition is an alliance of

oro-education groups such as the Massachuse* hers

Association, the Massachusetts Parent T 'lent

Association, business representatives, state eouc.r

leaders, school superintendents, and state student lead* is

BOSTON (AP) - A legislative budget-

cutting measure requiring state workers to

take unpaid furloughs or deferred compen

sation is a form of unconstitutional tax on

public employees, a public defender argued

yesterday.

Marjory German asked the Supreme

Judicial Court to strike down the furlough

program which is estimated to save the

state around $70 million for the fiscal year

which ends June 30

But Assistant General William Porter

urged the court to reject her arguments,

saying the furloughs were a cost-cutting

measure, not a tax.

German argued her case on behalf of

herself and other non-union state

employees.

State employees unions also have sued to

block the furlough program, but none of

their cases have reached the high court yet.

The unions also argue that the furloughs

are unconstitutional because they interfere

with contracts they have with the state.

German said she and other non-union

employees don't have that argument

available to them since most work without

a written contract.

Virtually all state employees earning

more than $20,000 a year, including those

working for independent authorities and

many working indirectly for the state in

human services provider agencies, were re-

quired by the law to take the furlough

German argued that the furloughs were

a discriminatory tax applied by Gov.

William F. Weld and the Legislature only

to state employees and not to other wage-

earners in the state.

"This is a tax. A state employee must sur-

render money to the general fund," Ger-

man argued.

"It's called a furlough. The practical mat

ter is to take money from me to help the

state with its budget," she said.

German said the furlough is costing her

personally $1,232, an amount equal to

eight days pay. Her annual salary is

$40,040, she said.

Porter said the furlough was a reasonable

alternative to more drastic cost-saving

measures such as a government shut down

or massive state employee layoffs, that

would have had to occur without it.

"It is simply a temporary pay reduction

for state employees," Porter said. "The

furlough program is not a tax. It is a spen

ding reduction measure."

For most workers, Porter said, the

furlough program granted three options;

taking unpaid time off now, working and

collecting vacation time in the next two

fiscal years, or working and collecting their

lost pay when they leave state government.

Some essential state employees, such as

prison guards, were denied the unpaid time

off option.

Chief Justice Paul Liacos said a govern-

ment shutdown would raise even more dif-

ficult questions of employee rights, a view

Porter shared. The government's staff has

been planning a possible shutdown for the

last week ofJune if other steps to solve the

state budget deficit are inadequate.

Porter said the Legislature was acting

legitimately in approving the furlough

plan because of the state's fiscal

emergency, a deficit of at least $850 million

this fiscal year, and its right, to set

employees salaries.

"The statute does not raise revenue.

What it does is reduce spending from

revenues already raised," Porter said.
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Page 3: Paul Thewux, author of The

Mosquito Coast speaks at

Memorial Hall.

Page 5: Senior Jennifer Tarlan has no

regrets about her major.

Page 12: Baseball, Softball enter Atlantic-10

tourney in Pennsylvania.

VEATHER
Today and tomorrow will be sunny, 70

degrees, but what will the weather bring for

the Pond Concert! Wait and see.

o*uw*° /eject administrative _
Ballot box stuffing proves ineffectual; phony votes found

. ,4—„*~ new government.
By ALEX DURING
Collegian Staff

The embryonic governmental structure proposed by the

Commission on Undergraduate Student Governance was

defeated last night in a 511 to 282 referendum vote.

The referendum turnout, which Jo-Anne Vanin, vice

chancellor of student affairs said would show how students

felt toward the efforts of the commission, indicated that

a majority of students are not in support of continued work

by the commission.

The commission was established when several Student

Government Association leaders asked the administration

to take over the student government, which they felt had

become unmanageable.

The administration announced its decision to assist in

the restructuring of student government and formed a

commission of students and administrators to develop a

new government.

Before the tallying began the ballot counters learned

at least one ballot box had been stuffed by the ' Student

Liberation Front," in an attempt to invalidate the referen-

dum (see page 5).

The "bogus" ballots were easily located.

"There was an excess of 85 votes in the Southwest-South

ballot box," said Angus McQuilken, who oversaw the

tallying of the ballots. "Upon looking at the ballots

themselves, it was obvious that these were the bogus

votes." . ...

The bogus voting slips had been reproduced on a poorer

quality machine than the "official" voting slips. In addi-

tion the bogus votes were of different dimensions than

the official slips and had been unevenly cut.

The bogus votes were removed and a check ot the

Southwest-South Alpha list, which indicated the number

CON1INUED ON PAGE 2
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Bands - "Flor de Cana," '-Quetzal,' and Fortaleza,

three Latin American bands, will perform at 7:3C
I

p.m. at

the Northampton High School Auditorium, 380 Elm St.,

Northampton. Tickets $8 in advance; $10
1
at the door

Panel - A discussion sponsored by the Cape Verdean

Student Alliance will be held from 7-9:30 p.m. in CC 168C

Coffee Social - A social sponsored by Lesbian Bisexual

Gay Alliance will be held from 3-6 p.m. in CC 803. Free.

Semi-Formal - A dance sponsored by Patterson House

Council will be held from 8 p.m. to 1 a.m in the Bluewall

Cafe. Admission $5 for dues-payers and $6 for others.

Dinner- The Five-College Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual Din-

ner will include a discussion of issues related to being

Asian and homosexual. The dinner is from 3-5 p.m. in the

United Asia House (Knowlton Basement). For more in-

formation, call 545-0154.

Jumaa Salat - The Muslim Students Association soon

sored this event, to be held at 1:30 p.m. in the Campus

Center. Please check the schedule for room number.

SATURDAY MAY 11

Conference - Cape Verdean Awareness Day Conference,

sponsored by the Cape Verdean Student Alliance, will

start at 11 a.m. in the CC Auditorium. Admission is the

registration fee.

Dinner & Musical Dance - The event, »I»nsored*'the

Cape Verdean Student Alliance, will be held from 6-8.30

p rnin the Bluewall Cafe. There will be a dance from 9

p.m.-2 a.m. in the Bluewall. Admission is the Conference

R
THORAGe^ral Meeting - 2 p.m. in the Horseshoe in

Southwest; rain option: meet in the Latin American

Cultural Center in Moore House.

8
lEto

Y
s££ Concert - Sponsored by the Union Pro-

gram Council. Featuring Chucklehead. The Feelies Gene

Loves Jezebel, De La Soul, and Bob Dylan. On the Lam

pi Pond, from 12pnv6Pm. Free for UMass students, facul-

ty, and staff with UMass ID.

referendum

.SUBWAY*
OPEN LATE EVERY NIGHT

Hadley Northampton

103 Russell St. 90 King St

Hadley, MA Northampton, MA
584-6695 586-0579

99C

ACADEMY-MUSIC ikte]fl&* 5|WI4 ,5
NORTHAMPTON *XJ ^-/^

NOW-Only Area Showing 7 & 9 Daily

"I WHOLEHEARTEDLY RECOMMEND
THIS IMPORTANT FILM."

-Coretta Scott King

"POWERFUL HONEST AND REAL!

Siss* Sp««k a excellent. Whoopi GoWbett pta^ **< P«" *',h

^rentjth jnd quiet ditjmtv
'A tine film:

,«—^UMIMVV. .«««

Get a regular footlong sub

tor 99c with purchase ot

another regular tootlong and
a soda.*

•Not good with any other offer. Higher

price prevails.

"Good only at Rt 9 and Northampton

^

-TWO THUMBS UP!
Wonderful petiomunce

b> Sissy Spacek ind

Whoop GoMberV
-MU1UUI

-••••:
Stss> Spacek and Whoop*

Goldberg gr*e rock-ioH

pertormtnees."

SISSY SPACEK & WHOOPI GOLDBERG

SISSY SPACEK A WHOOPIE GOLDBERG
...1958 the time of the Montgomery bus

boycott by blacks simply determined to

sit where they wanted on public trans-

portation. A true celebration of un-

stoppable human pride and should be

seen by all ages.

\l I 111 CMI-sttKV

CONUNUED FROM PAGE 1
. ... ... o

of students who voted in that area, demonstrated that the

number of ballots now in the Southwest-South box mat

ched the number of votes shown on the Alpha list.

McQuilken called the attempted stuffing of the ballot

box "disgusting." and added that the 85 votes did not af-

fect the results of the referendum.

^e final results were 511 "no" votes, 282 "yes' votes.

36 unconfirmed absentee ballots and eight ^stentions^

The unconfirmed absentee ballots will be verified within

a few davs and added to the final results

ZUCCHINI
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THIS FRIDAY 2-6 PM

THE TOC
SEAFOOD BAR

PEEL 'N' EAT
SHRIMP

$ 4.25/HALF DOZ

CHINA GARDEN
The Valleys Only

Brunch

A variety of nourishing snacks of minced meat, wrapped in dough,

or thin wanton, or shiu mai wrapper, cookd^vrowa ways^

Regular Hours:

Sun-Thurs 11:30 am-9:45 pm
Fri-Sat 11:30 am-10:45 pm
Lunch 11:30 am-3:30 pm
FREE DELIVERY
SERVICE
Fri-Sun 5-9 pm
253-4280
rt_o4281 ^ ^' Plea8ant St., Amherst
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collection. ..like
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silverscape designs
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LOCAL
UM alum
discusses
his writing
BySAMSILVl MKIN
Collegian Staff

When Paul Theroux was a Peace Corps volunteer in

Africa in the earlv 1960s he daydre. med about driving

his father's car through his homt town of Medford.

Massachusetts, and the fantasies were included in the

short stories and essays he wrote.

When Theroux moved to London, his memories of ^Vrnca

inspired The Mosquito Coast, a best-selling novel that

later became a movie. ..... ••

Theroux is a writer, he told a Memorial Hall audience

of more than 150 last night, because he has "a reasonably

good memory. Not a particularly accurate one, but a full

Theroux, a member of the University of Massachusetts

Class of "63 and the author of 30 books, including Riding

the Iron Rooster, The Great Patagonia Express, and The

Mosquito Coast, spoke of "memory and creation as the

fiffh annual Frederick S. Troy guest lecturer last night.

Every person has the capacity to remember enormous

amounts of information, Theroux said. Souvenirs, smells,

friends, music and other things can all trigger memory.

Theroux, who has published accounts of train trips

across four of the world's seven continents, said his

favorite source of inspiration is travel.

Growing up in the "reactionary" late 1950s caused a

sense of desperation , Theroux said, leading to his

"haphazard and accidental" decision to join the Peace

Corps and go to Africa. Though some people travel to

forget for Theroux the experience was a "stimulus that

helped him unlock the store of memories that later became

the raw material from which his fiction is created.

Going to Africa "taught me that nothing in your mind

is lost. It may forget temporarily, but it's there. You have

to think of a way of getting it out.

"The best thing for (writers] to do is go leave their fami-

ly leave their house. Go as far away as possible. It s only

in'that way will you remember your house, your parents,

your town ...
,

Travelers seem to be escaping, but the real travelers are

not afraid of the past."

In Africa Theroux "used to mentally get in my father s

car and drive around Medford basically I made a tour

of the Medford that I knew in my mind. This way I had

a way for remembering, and I could write about it.

"I remember the details of my stories. I do not invent

thpm "

Theroux reminisced about getting arrested at UMass

for taking part in one of the first anti-Vietnam protests

on campus, and also admitted to a broad taste for books

and literature.

Kitty Kelly's biography of Nancy Reagan is crap,

Theroux said, "but I suppose there's a grain of truth in it.

"The most revealing writing isn't great writing. Writers

reveal themselves through all writing. It's not a worthless

pursuit to pick up a National Enquirer or Stephen King

There's a subtext to it all. I think you have to read all

the literature of the age to get a sense of the flavor of the

time."

Collegian photos by Dondi Abeam

TRASHED — Refuse on UMass campus
provided by students, faculty, and staff.

Free sperm
alternative to

spermbank
By DANIEL J. LYONS
Collegian Staff

Donating sperm to lesbian couples, single lesbians, and

single heterosexual women who want children as an alter

native to expensive sperm banks was the topic of a

Wednesday evening forum sponsored by the Mens

Resource Connection at the Bangs Community Center in

Amherst.
Speakers at the discussion included donors, both past

and present, and recipients who shared their experiences.

In order to protect individuals' privacy, speakers" names

were withheld.

Early on, the group discussed different methods of sperm

donation. According to the speakers, the most controver-

sial method of sperm donation involves a "known donor.'

Usually, in this scenario the man is known to the couple

and the child from the beginning. This method, according

to speakers, brings up questions about the role of the

sperm donor in the development of the child.

One of the woman speakers who has used this method

said, "I wanted a known donor I'm single, I'm a les-

bian, any child of mine would have a couple of wrinkles

[to deal withl and I didn't want to complicate that any fur

ther."

A man who has been a known donor said he felt com

fortable with the process. "I had this investment in see-

ing my genetic material go out there. My way of taking

responsibility for my sperm was becoming a known

donor." .

A speaker explained there are two ways to go about

becoming an unknown donor: The first is to work through

a go-between. In this method, when the recipient is ready

for fertilization, the middle person contacts the donor who

prepares the semen, then the middle person transports it

to the recipient without the two ever meeting.

He said another way to become an unknown donor is

via a sperm bank. This is an extremely expensive option,

which limits its usability to those who can afford it, he

said. Some sperm banks, according to the speaker, release

the name of the donor to the recipient when the child

reaches the age of 18.

"My first thought from the whole thing was, Wow, what

a great opportunity to open this up to these people,"' said

one man who is considering becoming a donor but is hav

ing second thoughts. "I love the idea [of donating]. I think

it is a great idea. I just don't want to open up a can of

worms that I cant handle ... I really still feel confused

about it."

One lesbian woman who has been trying to conceive

said, "It was a very hard situation . . .
every month when

you get your period and you are not pregnant, it is very

devastating." She continued to describe her experience.

"It is a lot harder than you think ... you really have to

think about all of the issues and how they will impact on

you . . . One of the most important things is to trust.

A group spokesperson said anyone interested in receiv-

ing more information or becoming a donor can contact the

Men's Resource Connection at 201 North Valley Road,

Pelham, MA 01002 or by phone at 253-7693.

LEG community argues uses of the label 'queer'
. i-i-— 1 li .it*, wt* ««»" from the crowd was bisexuality. Although

By CHRIS MUTHER
Collegian Staff

More than 50 people gathered in the

Campus Center at the University of

Massachusetts last night to discuss the

label of "queer" and their degree of com-

fort with the word at an open forum.

Members of the gay community and their

allies expressed mixed feelings about

reclaiming the word queer as their own.

The label has been increasing in populari-

ty within the lesbian, bisexual and gay

community.

"I react to the word queer the same way

I react to the word nigger," said Amherst

resident Tim Blake. "We didn't choose

these names [fag, dyke, queer]; they were

placed on us. We chose gay, bisexual and

lesbian."

Queer Nation UMass spokesperson Sean

Sullivan said he feels the word is a good

blanket term for the gay community

because it does not single out any group.

"The word queer brings up issues I don't

want to forget," he said. "I also think it's

a good word because we're all different and

everybody can identify with queer."

Felice Yeskel, director of the Program for

Gay, Lesbian and Bisexual Concerns, said

although she finds the label queer "fun and

campy," she said personally the label gives

her a feeling of exclusion.

"I think the word queer has male associa-

tions," Yeskel said. "I don't feel included

by it. The pink triangle was a symbol of gay

men and has become a symbol for all of us.

It's like using mankind instead of

humankind."

Another topic which drew mixed feelings

from the crowd was bisexuality. Although

the majority of the group felt biaexuals are

an integral part of the gay community,

some women felt differently.

"It has something to do with truM," said

one woman who did not wish to bt iden-

tified. "I have more trust in a person ifthey

identify as gay or lesbian. Who knows

when a bisexual will switch?"

Many at the open forum said they

thought homosexuals should be treated the

same as everyone, but also as unique

individuals.

UUUllMUiuijr. —

Southwest resident arraigned on rape charges
•~. . . *». a .nnnr«Ail Worlnj.uH.-iv hpr stereo and

Compiled by MARK HENSLEY
Collegian Staff

A UMass student was arraigned yesterday in the Nor-

thampton District Court on two counts of alleged rape and

one count of alleged indecent assualt and battery to a

20-year-old UMass woman in an incident that occurred

on March 3 in Southwest Area this semester, according

to UMass police and court records.

Brett H. Shrair, 18, originally of Maiden who now lives

in Washington residence hall, pleaded not guilty to all

charges yesterday. ., .

Police, who have been investigating the case, could not

release the name of the victim, but a pre-trial hearing has
aa. aa. > »

been set for June 13, 1991 at the Hampshire District

Court.

THEFTS
Note: Associate Director of Public Safety Phil

Cavanaugh warned yesterday there has been a significant

rise in thefts on campus in recent weeks.

• A woman reported Wednesday her locked mountain

bike was stolen from the bike rack outside McKimmie

residence hall.

Value $400.

• A woman reported Wednesday a chrome custom

wheel cover worth $150 was stolen from her vehicle in

Lot 44.

• A woman reported Wednesday her stereo and tapes

were stolen from her locked vehicle in Lot 49. Value $500.

• A woman reported Wednesday her vehicle parked in

Lot 22 was broken into and a cassette player and

sunglasses were stolen. Value $185.

• A woman reported the theft of a $30 stereo from her

car in Lot 50.

VANDALISM
• Three janitors reported multiple tire punctures on

their respective vehicles that have been occurring

repeatedly over the past several months. Police are

investigating.
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Sen Kennedy's nephew charged with rape
Ot511* I\U1111^^J ^ _L*-^J-r 5=! nilh,„hers of The Globe newspaper. The Boca Raton-

By DANA KENNEDY
The Associated Press

WEST PALM BEACH, FLA. - William Kennedy Smith

was charged with rape yesterday, nearly six weeks after

a 29 year-old woman reported he attacked her at the Ken

nedy family's seaside estate.

State Attorney David Bludworth said a warrant had

been issued for Smith's arrest, and police said the 30-year

old Georgetown University medical student was expected

to surrender early next week.

T'm very confident that when this thing is resolved that

I'll be able to stand by my original statement, which was

that I didn't commit an offense of any kind. Smith said

in Washington.

In a statement, the woman, stepdaughter of a retired

M.dwestern industrialist, said: "I feel a profound sense

of relief and vindication."

If convicted, a defendant with no prior criminal record

could face a sentence from probation to four and one halt

years under sentencing guidelines.

Bludworth's announcement before more than iuu

reporters capped weeks of speculation and controversy in

the United States and overseas. The intense interest has

been driven in part by the fact that Smith was in the

presence of his uncle. Sen. Edward Kennedy (D-Mass. ,

and the senator's son, Rhode Island state Rep. Patrick

Kennedy, the night of the incident.

Extensive news coverage of the event has itself been a

topic of debate, in part over the decision of some news

organizations to name the woman who made the

accusation. . ..

Providing more fuel for that debate. Bludworth an-

nounced that he had filed misdemeanor charges against

NOW
RENTING

CLIFFSIDE
APARTMENTS

Affordable, Quiet &
Convenient

1 & 2 Bedrooms
from $400/month

ALL UTILITIES
INCLUDED

5 miles to UMASS
On Sunderland Bus

Route

Pool. Tennis & More

Furnished Apartments

also available

Accepting applications

for September

Ask about our free rent

special

'248 Amherst Rd. (Rte 1 16)

Sunderland 665-3958

ANDY'S SECRETARIAL SERVICE

Reports Term Papers

Typing and Quality Word Processing

Resume Consultation

Temporary Help For Any Office

Fast Affordable Service

241 King St. Northampton 584-1000

Fn May 1 7 Max Creek

Sun May '9 The Dolls

Wed Mav 22 SteppenwoH

GET FAT & DIRTY
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Fat Tire Bikes Are Here!
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& EST 19'1 / I

319 Pleasant St.

Northampton, MA
586-3810

800464-3810
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ou don't have to graduate

magna cum laude to show

everyone how smart you are. Just

rent from Ryder every time you

make a move, whether it's

across campus, across town. /

or across the country.

You'll get exactly the

right truck with all the

, comforts you want, like

' A/C, power steering

and am/fm radio.

Plus, we have

everything-from

boxes to bubble wrap

to make the job easier.
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And with this special
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discount coupon, you can

even prove you've learned

something about

I economics.

J33^TNxt Rental.
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RYDER
We're There At Every Turn."

the publishers of TTie G/ooe newspaper. The Boca Raton-

based supermarket tabloid was the first American paper

to print the name of the woman. Bludworth charged the

tabloid with violating a 1911 Florida statute that bars

identifying rape victims. *____
In a statement read by her attorney, the woman thank^

ed her family, friends and lawyers for supporting her and

•other victims of rape whose courage has been of immense

•Rape needs to be reported to keep others from going

through this ordeal," attorney David Roth quoted her as

saving. But she added that "had I known my name would

have been released, it might have dissuaded me from go

ing through with this."

OH LOLLY, LOLLY POP - UMass senior

communications major Lisa A. Ladurantaye

eats this round candy while studying.

Amherst Chinese Food
Homestyle Cooking

Fresh vegetables from our own farm

DO NOT USt MSG

1!

253-2813
62 Main Street

253-7835
Amherst
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SUMMER
with

Bacardi Breezer Night

Sat. May 11th

Landmark

%

^Lounge ^ j
* ^ *****
^ ^K Giveaways and Prizes #
^r Intersection of Rte 9 and 202 £
>j Belchertown 323-9636 jj.

* *

* _ *' £

ft Tun -Village - Commons
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A BOLDLY IMAUNKD NEW COMEDY" -

Defending Your Life

Starts May 3rd

Defending Youf Lite Friday at 4 40, 6 45 and 9/ Sat and

Sun 2 30. 4 40. 6 45 and 9/weet<day» al 3. 6 45. and

9 pm

"AN INTOXICATING ROMANCE.
m TWO STAB «0VJ TO k a SMASHWC IOMANTIC MATCH

'

"TWO THUMBS UP!
THI OBIICT Of BEAUTY' IS

SOMETHING SPECIAL.-
MM K IM

"A FROTHY ROMANTIC COMEDY "

m wis'i w mi a«i n

Slarl* May 3rd
Oh|*cl ol Beauty Friday at 5, 7. and 9 pm/Sat and Sun
3 5 7 and 9 weekdays at 3, 7, 9 pm
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Editorial/Opinion^
The opinions on thisme me those of the individual writer or cttooSS and do not necessarily reflect the views of the CoUeyon or the UmversUy unless othermse noted.

JournaHsm majors have more options than news writing
^ V *** r .. ., :._ _u„.. ^ ____-«. *Kic Mav imoortant ooint for the journalism major is that writing

For as long as I can remember, I have wanted to be a

writer, a journalist. I was going to write the "Great

American Novel," or if not that, at least be a newspaper

reporter. When I was younger, I kept journals, wrote

stories, excelled at writing in junior high and high school

and became a feature editor of the high school paper.

was every teacher's dream, because I wrote clearly and

concisely. Sensibly, when I applied to college, there was

no question in my mind that I would pursue my dream

and study journalism.

But somewhere along my road of higher education, that

dream was shattered. The Collegian helped to change my
mind. I didn't enjoy the tension involved in putting a news

story together. The stress was not suitable to my Type-B

personality. I realized, as a college freshman, that my
lifelong ambition, my goal to be a great journalist would

not happen.

After experiencing my first writing class my junior year,

my belief became clearer. Putting a story together

elevated my blood pressure. I was miserable and many

times unable to make the deadlines imposed. I dreaded

the two-hour class and found my love of writing had turn-

ed to hate. The old saying "You never know until you try"

was coming true for me. However, despite it all, I kept

the journalism major. I didn't want to stay in school longer

than four years Besides I had no idea what else I would

study. Instead, when I was unable to get journalism

classes. I took classes in other areas of interest.

Now, as a college senior, about to graduate this May,

I look back on those all-annoying questions from the out-

side world:

Relatives: "So honey, do you want to write for a paper?

Friends: "Have you applied to many papers?" Professors:

"Write for the Collegian and gain experience."

They all point to the same assumption — If you are stu

dying journalism, then you want to write for a career.

Jennifer Tallin

Classes. 1 IIKJIV naaaco in vw.*-. — ~—~ —

Student invalidates vote

My answer to these questions is NO. I don't want to

write anymore. Writing has lost the thrill it once brought

me. I see it as an unpleasant chore, like doing laundry.

So, what is a lone journalism major who doesn't want

to write for a career to do? There are many options

available.

My wise parents have taught me something important:

It is a known fact that what you pursue in college is not

necessarily what you pursue in life. Makes sense, but is

sometimes difficult for a stressed-out 22-year old, deciding

what to do with her life, to grasp.

My mother studied to be an elementary school teacher

and is now a high school guidance counselor. My father

studied biology and is now working successfully in sales.

Also, those who are sure what their career will be, often

find themselves dissatisfied with their work. Knowing

your exact pursuits at age 21 or 22 is not realistic. Another

important point for the journalism major is that writing

and communication skills are needed for many positions.

You are at an advantage if you polish these skills over

the years.

Remember, also, that education never ends. Learning

can continue on vour own. You could pursue something

else in graduate school, take different courses or land a

job which turns out to be in an unexpected area of interest.

Lastly, remember you're not alone. When sharing this

topic with mv classmates, I thought I would hear great

laughter. Instead, I heard words of encouragement to

write this piece.

Keeping these points in mind, if you are looking for a

job now, don't be afraid to apply in other areas. My per

sonal aspirations now include applying to a graduate

management program. Soon after graduation, I will start

preparing with courses that are a journalism major's big-

gest nightmare - MATH - statistics and computers.

These will help me prepare and also make me more

valuable to an employer. The more skills you have to of-

fer, the better.

As I look back on the past four years, I have no regrets

about choosing journalism as my major. Somehow. I

couldn't have seen myself studying physics! As gradua-

tion quickly approaches. I proudly say to all that I am a

journalism major who does not wish to write for a career.

Instead, I will soon find another dream to pursue.

Jennifer Tarlin is a journalism major

Look, we all know that student govern-

ment has been a joke for the past 10 years.

When the most recent crop of 'student

leaders' took office, they had a mess to deal

with. And, they failed. They weren't able

to make student government work.

Most of the time, when leaders fail, they

resign. In this case, however, they decided

to hand over student government to the ad-

ministration. The administration, in turn,

was all too willing to pat these students on

the head.

Jeremy Levinson

Now, ifyou recall, the administration has

over the years done whatever it could to ig-

nore students. From powerless committees

to civil rights violations in the dorms. Ifyou

recall the most recent example, the ad-

ministration was ready to violate state law

in order to create their own student govern-

ment. The threat of a lawsuit quickly

changed their minds.

What do we learn? Firstly, the ad-

ministration looks out for itself. Secondly,

they will do to students whatever they feel.

Vice Chancellor of Student Affairs Vanin

went as far as to write a letter to the com-

munity announcing who the real 'student

leaders' were. It says something that their

mandate came from Whitmore and not

from students.

Anyway, Dennis Madson, before leaving

for another job, created a commission to

restructure student government. There

were those of us who knew what the result

would be — a student government design-

ed to sit like a lap-dog next to the ad-

ministration. Vice Chancellor Vanin soon

confirmed our fears: She informed the com-

mittee what they could and could not do.

For example, the Student Activities Office,

which receives over 25 percent of SATF

($500,000!), was one of those things that

could not be altered

So, this commission, which had to meet

in virtual secrecy, decided with no real stu

dent input what student government

should look like. Then they scheduled

yesterday's election. I'm surprised that I

Chancellor Vanin didn't send us letters

telling us which way to vote.

Some of us still believe that institutions

which train people to live in a democratic

society should be democratic — a concept

aparrently foreign to Whitmore. What op-

tion do students have if those in power will

do as they please? We aren't allowed to vote

in our own elections without a court order,

we can't spend our own money and we can't

choose our own representation. What path

do we have to express ourselves?

Well, let me tell you. Given no other

choice, I gave my ID to the ballot workers

and received my ballot. I then spun on my
heels and made for the nearest photocopy.

A bunch of us then made over 400 copies

of the ballot and proceeded to stuff ballot

boxes. If the administration can make its

own rules, then so can we.

Don't think for a minute we don't realize

that student government has been a joke.

But some of us have faith that students can

do for students. We do not need to be

manipulated by Whitmore. Left alone to do

some hard work, students will straighten

out their own problems. Last week's

lawsuit-induced change of heart by the ad-

ministration shows that they aren't as con-

cerned about us as they are about

themselves.

Undergrads do need representation. We
haven't had any for awhile. But, nothing

will get better until the administration

learns to deal with students honestly and

democratically. Until then we will continue

to destroy these sham elections.

Democracy. Is that too much to ask?

Jeremy P. Levinson is the Chairperson of

the Student Liberation Front

Clarification
Yesterday, the Collegian printed SGA President David Gagne s name

in connection with a letter on the Ed/Op page. David Gagne denies sign-

ing the letter. The Collegian regrets the error.

A son's thought for mother's day
Why is it that we grow up resenting our

parents? We discard their advice: "You

should wear a jacket out there." Yeah,

right. Mom. Don't be uptight. We reject

their interest. "Where are you going

tonight?" Out. Just out. Don't invade my
privacy. We resent their concern: "I'm wor

ried about your grades. What's the trou-

ble?" I don't know, I'll figure it out. Don't

hassle me. We avoid their companionship:

"Would you like to see a movie with me,

son?" I'm going out with friends. Don't ruin

my fun. We misread and rebuff almost

every attempt they make to take an in-

terest and lend a hand in our lives. Don't

get in my way. I've got my own life to live.

For most of us there comes a time when

we realize our mistake. Perhaps we see it

when we go out on our own. Or have our

own children. Or, tragically, when a parent

dies. We realize the obvious; our parents

loved us. They created us and helped us —

helped a part of themselves - grow apart

and away. They organized their lives

around our needs and our wants and, often,

our whims. Thev offered guidance_as we

blundered through the world in juvenile

ignorance.

Why did we doubt their intentions? When

they confront us about the wisdom of our

actions, how could we say — after 18 years

of living in their home, surviving off their

effort, learning their knowledge, and run-

ning to them to remedy our mistakes —
You don't really care about me.

Some of us are fortunate enough to see

— or be shown — our colssal mistake while

our parents are still alive and before we've

alienated them for good. If we find the

courage, we can have the deeply rewarding

experience of watching our parents react

when we say to them: I didn't understand

then, but 1 see now that you always meant

the best for me. Thank you. I'm sorry I

doubted.

Try it. Whether or not they realize it,

your parents have been living for that mo-

ment since you were born. You won't regret

the doors you open.
Ian Beatty

grad student, Nuclear Physics group
UUI «»"•«. »..~r o _^__

Don't editorialize the TWA page
a a iL __1 _ —. «_ aV n 1 mAi mnr\ f.

Whose newspaper is it anyway?
All too often on this campus community,

we are presented with views that are

radical. Not that this is bad, but it alienates

and stifles the voices of the moderate ma-

jority There seems to be little room for the

middle ground, and politically moderate

views and ideas. For example, often in the

Collegian there will be editorials that are

written by LBGA or Republican Club

members. Both sides are usually bashing

each other in order to convey their political

views. The Collegian is the biggest news

source on campus. It is responsible for most

of the information that students intake.

Unfortunately, the Collegian has never liv-

ed up to its responsibility as a campus

newspaper.

Why do so many people dislike the Col-

legian? Could it be the racist Third World

Affairs Editor Pratip Dastidar who con

stantly bashes Israel, and his cohort Hus-

sein Ibish, who supports any anti-Israel ef-

fort? Could it be the vast amount of anti

United States rhetoric sung by many multi

cultural affairs columnists? Why do they

constantly complain about how much the

United States sucks, when many of us take

pride in our great union? Could it be the

blatantly anti-White male slant of colum-

nists Meredith O'Brien and Pamela

McCarthy? Perhaps they need to lighten up

a bit. Could it be the extreme leftist slant

of former Editorial Editor Jeremy Levin-

son, who constantly is cynical about our

University, country, and lifestyle?

As an open-minded White male on this

campus, too often I get aggravated by the

Collegian's attempt to inject liberalism

(which often ends up as close-minded as ex-

treme conservatism) into the campus com-

munity. It is clear that if the Collegian tru-

ly represented the campus community fair-

ly, then we would have a delicate balance

of views from all sides of this campus. I

urge those frustrated with the Collegian to

write in and let your opinions be known.

And to all those graduating, remember:

UMass is not like the rest of the world, so

don't get discouraged.
Scott Silberzweig

Amherst

I would like to take issue with some

strong comments in an article that ap-

peared on the Third World Affairs page on

May 1 ("delightful tie-dye wearing . .
anti-

war, tree hugging, grass eating and ut-

terly ineffectual . .
.*'). With one stroke of

his pen, the author of this article has

trivialized many social movements and

groups in the United States and elsewhere.

As someone who has lived in Third World

countries, and came to the United States

a year ago, I wondered how the author

formed such opinions; opinions that are

surprisingly similar to those of the

mainstream 'establishment' in this

country.
, iU

In the established national media, the

pacifist movement of the '60s and '70s was

depicted as nothing but the disgruntled cry

of "disoriented jobless hippies" and the

author perpetuates this notion and paints

a similar image ofthe war protesters ofthis

decade. I have observed the movement in

this valley and saw nothing but a group of

active citizens, with humanitarian values

and concerns, expressing their minority

voices through all channels available to

them in a democracy. To find nothing but

port to the environmental movement in

these countries. Organizations like the

Sierra Club, Audobon Society, and

Greenpeace have all opposed the war

against Iraq (and similar interference in

the Third World). I wonder what the author

has against such "tree hugging" groups,

whose aims do not conflict with Third

World interests.

The author's dig at vegetarians is a very

personal opinion and does not deserve any

attention. The only thing it has in common

with the other targets of his scorn is that

it is also a growing minority that is sub-

ject to the ridicule of the "mainstream

establishment." This article is very opi-

nionated and does not reflect the popular

opinions of most Third World peoples (and,

as the author points out, definitely does not

represent the Third World community on

this campus).

A more appropriate disclaimer for such

articles would be "This article is the opi-

nion of the writer and does not necessarily

reflect the views of the Collegian StaffOR
the views ofthe Third World Community."

I decided to raise this issue with the editor

of the Third World Affairs page, and was
hem in a -emocracy^orin« —-—

g i8ed to find that the author , Pratip

-SS^fegs ____&___
more than the blatant squandering of the

natural resources of the entire world by in-

dustrialized nations. Many of our hopes

rest on the growing ecological awareness

in the United States and Europe and, if

anything, we should lend our moral sup-

opinions should go on the Ed/Op page and

that no one should be allowed to

editorialize in other sections of the

Collegian.
B. Vigneswaran

graduate student
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MUSIC We Break It First!

Strawberries Brings You

The Best In New Music!

These Titles

Now On Sale!

VANITY KILLS

2 DIE 4

lf<&\] V

ok m Hum Hum

Save Son* Lov«. Wtahtofl On Th» S*n* 8*.

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED! If You're Not Completely

Satisfied - Return For A Full Merchandise Credit!

DAVID ARKENSTONE

DEVELOPING
ARTIST
SPOTLIGHT

THE BLESSING
PRINCE OF THE DEEP WATER"

Featuring HIGHWAY 5 • LETS MAKE LOVE
HURRICANE ROOM • DELTA RAIN

BUY
AND

TRY

MICi^BARiFi Ml KT

MICA"

MICA PARIS

MICA PARIS]

MICA PAF

DAVID HALLYDAY

r*
MCLUOES

HOW CAN I EAS£ THE PAIN

WILD FLOWER
SAVE ME

tooiwcoK) VISA

SATISFACTION
GUARANTEED!

Your new music is guaranteed at

Strawberries. Buy it. Try it ..and if you are

not completely satisfied return it wilhin 7

days for a full merchandise credit on any

future purchase Offer good on 10 featured

Music Future titles. You can't lose!
RECORDS -TAPES CDs -VIDEOS

Wherever You Are...We Are! With A Convenient Location Near You!

HADLEY, Russel St. & Route 9 (413)256-3160

HOLYOKE, 2275 Northampton St (413)536-2222

PITTSFIELD, 241 North St (413)499-0357

SPRINGFIELD, 1550 Boston Post Rd....(413)543-1 517

W. SPRINGFIELD, Memorial Ave (413!^"fl??
ENFIELD, CT,Rte. 190 Hazard Ave (203)741-3030

m

Acts & Living
Jazz columnist bids a final adieu to readers
By BILL ROSENBLATT
Collegian Staff

Now it's time to say goodbye. . .For the past two and

a half years, I have been occupying this space, promoting,

advocating, expounding, criticizing and theorizing about

the music called jazz. I've learned a lot from researching

these columns, and I hope you have too.

I have been constantly encouraged by the growth ofjazz

activity and popularity here in the Valley. WMUA's mor

ning jazz programming, which started three years ago,

continues to grow in listenership. It's a real thrill to hear

it played in more and more area stores. The Magic

Triangle concert series was inaugurated last year as the

brainchild ofWMUA's Glenn Siegel; most of its shows sold

out, and there is every prospect of its continuing next year.

Early this year, Iron Horse owner Jordi Herold was wor-

ried about low ticket sales after having booked several

top-drawer jazz acts for dates within a short space of time

— during a recession. His worries proved unfounded. In

February, the newly-reformed Duke Ellington Commit-

tee of UPC booked Branford Marsalis into the Fine Arts

Center and expected maybe half the seats to sell. But the

2000-seat house was almost full. Much of the audience had

never been to a jazz concert before and were attracted by

Branford's "name;" they gave him a standing ovation.

In other words, the people of this area have proven (once

again) that jazz can attract a large, appreciative audience

if it gets the presentation and promotion it deserves. The

music is vital and need not go the way of European

classical music into academic/historic ossification. I like

to think that my efforts in these pages, on the radio and

elsewhere have helped in this regard.

I have certainly learned a lot during my five years here

- a lot about music, and other things they didn't seem

to teach at the "prestige" high school and college I attend

ed. The overall impression ofjazz I have acquired is that

the music has suffered scandalous neglect by this coun-

try's music/business establishment. We have lavishly-

appointed concert halls in every major city, some of the

world's finest orchestras, numerous conservatories,

festivals, young-musician competitions, public radio sta

tions - all in the service of a musical tradition that,

however great, is not our own.

Volley Jazz

Jazz, however, is America's ultimate musical art form,

and it is just as artistically significant as any other socie-

ty's representative music. This fact has been repeated over

and over, but people don't seem to understand its implies

tions. If the establishment took this statement to heart,

our cities would havejazz orchestras; there would bejazz

schools, jazz competitions, annual multi-million-dollar cor-

porate jazz subsidies, all jazz public radio stations, etc.,

etc. Furthermore, the music probably wouldn't even be

qualified with the label "jazz."

Why isn't this the case? OK, one reason is the relative

youth of the music; bear in mind that the first American

symphony orchestras weren't established until more than

a century after American independence. However, the

main reason (c'mon, you should know this by now) is that

the establishment's arbiters of taste still adhere to

Eurocentric artistic criteria. So-called jazz is American

music (though invented almost exclusively by African

Americans); the criteria should be "Americentric," which

should necessarily include "Afrocentric."

However, the current situation can change. Indeed,

there are already substantial signs of progress: Max

Roach's MacArthur Prize last year, the new Thelonious

Monk Institute in North Carolina, a recent $4.3 million

blanket NEA grant for jazz, African-American music pro-

grams at universities (like this one), last year's institu-

tionalization of jazz at Lincoln Center, and a few other

developments.

We can help things change faster by letting the powers

that be know that we support the music. Unfortunately,

this - like most things in this country - involves money.

See as many concerts as you can! Buy albums! Support

jazz-playing college and public radio stations at fundrais-

ing time! And get your friends to do the same. Above all,

don't take the music for granted, because everyone else

seems to.

Before I finish, I'd like to acknowledge in print some

of the many people who have contributed directly to my

musical and cultural education here at UMass. In

alphabetical order: Nedil Aldarondo, Ronnie "Ruff' Furr,

Tomas Garcia, Sam Gilford, Hussein Ibish, Arthur

Jemison, Rudy Krigger, Thomas Mambande, James

Molesworth, Madan Rao, Max Roach, Aixa Rodriguez, Ar

chie Shepp, Charles Sheffield, Glenn Siegel, Phil Straub.

Dr. Fred Tillis, and many others. Thanks for opening my

eyes, ears and mind.

I'd also like to thank five semesters' worth of Collegian

Arts Editors who saw fit to give me this opportunity, and

most of all. thank you for your attention. Later!

Off the Beaten Psycho
is a refreshing aural treat

• • :_ D^^nlknk'c T /tiro anil

By DANIELLE DOWLING
Collegian Staff

Off the Beaten Psycopath

Tony Westcott

Travel Off the Beaten Psychopath and

there you will find something different,

something bizarre, something that has the

power to dazzle and awe.

There's one thing that's certain about

Tony Westcott's demo release — it is much

better than the "alternative" crap major

label record companies will shove down

your throat with the help of MTV's Dave

Kendall.

Sometimes it's so disturbing that the best

music out there is found either on small,

little mom-and-pop record labels or demos.

A lot of the refuse that major labels see fit

to release is bland and generic. Off the

Beaten Psycopath has personality. It ex-

plores unknown territories and ex-

periments without fear. After being inun-

dated with music that is absolutely stag-

nant, listening to this demo is a refreshing

experience.

"Your Mouth" is a nice, mellow ditty that

gives you the feeling that you're spending

a relaxing evening in Beezelbub's Love and

Lizard Lounge. The structure is reminis

cent of early Floyd tunes that one could

find on Piper at the Gates of Dawn or

Saucerfull of Secrets. The early Floyd in-

fluence is repeated on "Sweet Sister of My

Heart," which has a dreamy, folkish

essence as can also be found on "Winona

Westcott."

The centerpiece of this album is its cam-

py humor. An album that gives its listener

a cheesy, comical ode to the late Ted Bun-

dy demands attention, albeit psychiatric.

The song, entitled "Dead Bundy," is com

plete with a chorus that croons "Ted, Ted

Bundy, now he's dead," and lyrics that

claim, "We may have killed his body, but

we haven't killed his spirit." "Sex with My

TV," a funky, kind of Deadish tune, is also

ripe with humor and contains references to

Punky Brewster reruns.

Westcott, a UMass student, produced,

mixed, sang, wrote arranged and played

almost all the instruments for the material

on this album. To procure yourself a copy

of this demo contact Westcott at 99 Tioga

Street, Springfield, MA 01126 or call

546-6823. You won't be sorry.

DON'T BE AFRAID, IT'S JUST JOAN - Joan Collins, famous

British actress and former star of Dynasty, will apppear just like this

in the BBC production of Noel Coward's Family Album.

Quintet dazzles
By JAMES MOLESWORTH
Collegian Staff

Marlon Jordan Quintet

Iron Horse
Wednesday, May 8

Just the other day I interviewed Archie Shepp, and

one of the main points he stressed was that today s

music industry was emphasizing youth. Record pro-

ducers find it easier to market and sell a young face

and name, more so than an older one. For the Marlon

Jordan Quintet, youth is an understatement. Jordan

himself is only twenty years old, with the rest of his

group in the same range. Jordan, while hailing from

New Orleans, is currently playing along the east coast,

with a stop in Northampton the other night.

After hearing his debut album, I expected to see just

another young kid in a snappy Italian suit doing his

best Miles Davis/Wyton Marsalis imitation. What I

saw though, was better than expected. Jordan s sound

is certainly in the Davis/MarsaUs mold, yet there is

a definite feeling and emotion in his play. He isn t just

going through the motions, he plays and works hard.

Jordan took his group through two sets of standards

and originals, with perhaps the best work on the stan-

dards. A sincere version of "Stardust", and an up-tempo

Straight, No Chaser" were ^hjghhggj tfth;

Poor script, but it was well acted
By DAN JOKELSON
Collegian Correspondent

Ten Little Indians

Student Union Ballroom
Tuesday, May 7

All things considered, I enjoyed the UMass Theater

Guild's last production of the spring semester, Agatha

Christie's Ten Little Indians. Despite what I felt was a

shabby, shabby script without fully-developed characters,

the cast of 11 managed to sustain some level of humor

and suspense throughout Tuesday's performance.

Ten Little Indians is a murder mystery concerning ten

people of different sectors of society, all ofwhom have some

connection to someone's death. The play is very conver-

sational, with virtually all of the "action" taking place

in one spot - the living room of an island mansion they

have all been invited to. As the play begins, each person

is innocent and likeable enough, until a mysterious an-

nouncement is played over the stereo pronouncing each s

suspected guilt. Soon people are dropping like flies, and

more and more you realize how many moral flaws each

one has.

I think one of the best things this production achieved

was a total equanimity of suspicion among the characters.

As the killings started taking place, clues piled up and

the tension built, each character seemed equally puzzled

and scared, making it impossible to choose one over the

other as the murderous perpetrator. But while that was

an intriguing mind-boggier for a time, it couldn t make

up for the blatant stupidity of most of the lines - I just

couldn't imagine real people saying these things. The

psychology of each character was too simple to be m-

teresting, and the dialogue was rarely lively. This was,

I felt too great a barrier for the actors to overcome. Many

times I could sense their struggle to get involved in their

lines which didn't reveal much about their characters; con-

sequently I wasn't very involved for much of the play.

There were several very credible aspects of the play,

though, that were really enjoyable. For instance, the ac-

tors reached in and found the slapstick and physical

humor in the seemingly straight lines. The interplay bet

ween Rob Corddry (Phillip Lombard) and Craig Parker

(William Blore) was a funny exploration of animosity bet-

ween insecure macho studs. Jerusha Maurer was

hysterically moral and evil as the Church Ladylike Emi-

ly Brent especially when from out of nowhere she started

to roar bible passages. Steve Olivo played a consistently

dippy hotshot college boy who only regretted running over

two children in his car because his license was temporarily

suspended. Joe O'Conner's role as the overly stern

general with a penchant for uncontrolled explosions ot

anger was wonderful - his quirky mannerisms and shaky

reactions to everything had us all laughing, until he was

knifed The fullest performances were given by Cutter

Garcia as the servant Rogers and Tom Berry as Judge

Wargrave. Garcia skillfuly turned from a wiseguy into an

CONTINUED ON PAGE 8
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Jordan Quintet

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 7

evening.

While the play was solid, and at times

even engrossing, the youth of Jordan

would always seem to creep through. It

was easy to see the influences on his

quintet, Elvin Jones, McCoyt Tyner,

Coltrane, Ron Carter. Both Jordan and

his sidemen did justice to them all. Yet

this is the trend with younger jazz musi-

cians today that worries me. There is ab-

solutely nothing wrong with being in-

fluenced by Coltrane or Davis at age

twenty, but one needs to also listen to

Bird, Dizzy, Clifford Brown, Dexter Gor

don, Charlie Rouse, and many other

musicians who have made honest con-

tributions to the music through their

unique sounds. The "cool" jazz that

came out of the 60s seems to have

almost an overbearing influence on to-

day's young players while the im-

provisational mastery of bebop from the

40s and 50s seems to be lying dormant.

The key for today's young musicians,

such as Marlon Jordan, is to listen to

everything they can, and then incor

porate all those ideas into their own

sound. I don't mean to make this seem

an easy task, for it is not, no musician

is ever satisfied with their ability. And

at age twenty, Jordan has more than

enough time to find his niche. But to-

day's young players needs to remember

their history, and learn about all those

who have come before them in order to

gain a sound that is truly unique.

One cannot be an innovator all of the

time, and at times it is good to play in

the mold of someone else. The important

thing is knowing when to start blazing

your own trail. With Marlon Jordan, his

time will come.

W>im-nsSHoev Clothing & rW-ssoncs

Zjnnj • l87NorthlMc.isj..lbucvt Amherst

413253.2563
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SUMMER
SPARKLES at

UMass
Over 300 credit and non-

credit courses and work-

shops will bedazzle you in

the UMass Summer Session.

A glittering lineup of classes

is conveniently offered both

day and evening in two, six-

week sessions.

First session runs June

4-July 12; second ses-

sion runs July 16-

August 22.

Register Now!

By mail until May 17, by tele-

phone (545-3653) or FAX

(545-3351) until May 31, or

in person through June 3.

/ \ (. EDI C

University of
Massachusetts
at Amherst

Summer
1991

Pick up a free catalog

at area banks,

grocery stons.

shopping centers,

libraries, and malls.

For more

information or a

free catalog,

call 545 2414.

Ten Little Indians
DOOISESBURY
5v GARRY TRUDEAU

THE EAR SIDE

5v GARY LARSON

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 7

emotional wreck following the murder of

his wife, and Berry was a complete surprise

as the murderer. He played the just and

contemplative mediator right up to the end

when he turned hilariously homicidal and

psychopathic.

That brings me to my favorite part of the

show: it's ending. When finally it looked

as if the coice of a murderer was down to

only Lombard and Vera Claythorne (Chris

tianna Pearce), Vera appeared to kill Lom-

bard with a revolver. Then we heard a ter-

rifying cackle and in came Judge

Wargrave, blood smeared all over his face,

in a black justice's robe, giving a delicious-

ly sick speech about how he loves killing

and how ingenious he is. He then dragged

Vera around the room, being completely

psychotic - it was the most real, scary

scene in the play, and ended with an ap-

propriate BANG! as Lombard came back

from the dead and saved Vera with a single

shot. And even more to the actor's credit,

the first time Vera tried to shoot Lombard,

the gun jammed, and the actors had to lm

provise a whole other scene while keeping

up the tension, which they did - I only

discovered their cover-up after the show

6I

So despite a script that lacked a crucial

third dimension to it's characterization and

it's tension, the cast worked to give an au^

dience of 300 an entertaining and

suspenseful evening.
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MAN...
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eersoLP
FAST. YOU

SOTANOTHtR
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The Ty-D-Bol family at home

CALVIN AND HOBBES Bv BILL VATTERSON

(^

HAIRCUTS
ALWAYS

$io

NORTHEAST AWARDS
! |

7 Kelleher Drive

A HAIR SPACE #

25 N. Pleasant Street • Amherst • 256^)733

South Deerfield, MA 01373 *

(413) 665-8791 !

;»

Economical Awards of Distinction
'

',

Custom i^oqaes, Trophies,

Executive Gifts

Free Catalog on Request

!««««»»»««»»»»»»»*»»»»—

INSURANCE *P ^->
MHKT & DUMB ^DE*

!
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1
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SPRING
CONCERT
1991

TANGELO PIE

BOB DYLAN

DE LA SOUL

GENE LOVES JEZEBEL

THE FEELIES

CHUCKLEHEAD

SERIOUS PART: NO UNAUTHORIZED VENDING, NO
ALCOHOL NO BOTTLES, NO CANS, NO CAMERAS, NO
TAPE RECORDERS, NO VIDEO CAMERAS, NO MOOSES, NO
COOLERS NO FOOD, NO DRINKS, NO THERMOSES, NO
PETS, NO SPORTING GOODS, NO SMEUY SOCKS

VALID UMASS ID NEEDED
FOR ENTRY

The show begins at noon. Gates will be open ONLY to

UMASS students, faculty, and staff with valid Umass ID.

NO OTHERS will be allowed in. Seriously. Take my
word for it. I am not kidding.

UPC Sunday, May 1 2, 1 99

1
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DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE

Edited 6y TRUDE WCHEL JAfFE

ACROSS
1 SW Asian

sultanate

5 Those people

9 Jahan buM here

1

3

Dressing gown
14 The Horrible

ot the comics

16 Understanding

17 Wpeouts
20 Sleek

swimmers
21 Red Book

author

22 Scot s negative

23 Topper

24 Body ot Jewish

law

26 Ptovoke
29 Preserve

30 Grandson ol

Adam
32 SpoH '

33 Put on
34 Woodcocks

cousins

36 Immediate

concerns

40 Bouquets
41 Charged atom

42 Snrtch

43 Draft status

44 Baste

45 Massenet opera

47 Dispatcher

49 - Canals

50 Intimidate

52 Corn Bet! st

53 Oath ol silence,

Italian style

56 Great lack ol

delicacy

60 Anent

61 Pittsburgh

product

62 Long tail

tribe

63 Package
marking

64 Orient

65 Sound irom

the den

DOWN
1 Killer whale

2 Philippine native

3 Verge on

4 Cuddle up
5 Diamond sack

6 The Brinker boy

7 Future chicken

8 Maniac

9 Paine s The —
ot Reason

10 La Scaia

ottermg
11 Rio —
1

2

Church section

15 Tangible

18 Incipient

recipient

19 Incite

24 Moroccan port

25 Military pntity

26 Umti ol *t«c

27 Steep Comb
torm

28 Lush turt

29 Swindle

31 Harem
33 Bar or band

beginning

34 Marino or

Remo
35 D'oop nosed

liters, lor short

37 Snick a

—

38 Eddie The

Brat ol

baseball

39 Do lawn work

44 Group on
The

Mr
45 — the line

46 Jack, the

pkjm Imder

48 Code sounds

49 Food fish

50 Stylish

51 Wine Comb
torm

53 Pindar products

54 Lawrence —
Mr T

55 Land mass
57 Church* sign

58 Teacher s org

59 Sun
lecture

ANSWER TO, PREVIOUS PUZZLE

' |*f I 1 •« ftwjrln T1«M Sy«4W«» 5/10/91

Bv TIM SNIffEN
rtENU

LUNCH
Chicken Colin

hcli Hap on U\<

BASICS LUNCH
Chicken ( atid

I l,n bread Sandwich

DINNER
k>Otl!\l

Cajtm Style 5i rod

BASICS DINNER
i heese Not Loal

kjotim

YOUR DAILY HOROSCOPE
By JEANE DIXON

Jin S JOURNAL

ky 4 -fost food

Bv Jin

''Nova. Hiri*9"

fr«v** Mocked
pArt of -»)»« S»"3* -fw*vvj

REX ROCKETT
By IRA SHERAR

ARIES (March 21 April 19): Enjoy the

last day of your vacation Watch

out tor cat hair on your clothing

Why not call a friend you haven t

spoken to in a while to go to the

Pona Concert Sunday9 You can do

your thesis on Saturday

TAURUS (April 20-May 20) Go
ahead and enpy a new arrange-

ment or pruchase. Those who work

at home can make record profits

now A difference of opinion with

loved one could lead to a

showdown Remain calm

OEMINI (May 21-June 20) Try perk-

ing up your diet with some fresh

veggies like zucchini A relative

offers help, but there could be

strings attached Think twice before

entering into binding agreements

CANCER (June 21-July 22)

Retrench and adopt a more con-

servative attitude toward a work

proiect A phone call or letter sup-

plies the missing piece to a puzzle

Be careful not to neglect your

domestic obligations.

LEO (July 23-Aug 22): An old school

mate helps you wangle an in-

troduction to someone influential

This VIP could ploy a major role in

your future Put your best foot for-

ward. You are lucky in love!

VIROO (Aug 23-Sept 22): A

business matter takes an unex-

pected turn You profit from mak-

ing a small investment Some dif-

ficult decisions lie ahead Count on

loved ones to give you support

when you need it most

LIIRA (Sept 23-Oct 22). Seek ex

pert advice on boosting profits A

lucrative proiect could be launch-

ed with the backing of a prominent

person New professional gams

come if you stay on track

SCORPIO (Oct 23-Nov 21) Your

hard work and persistence begin to

pay off A promotion or raise is in

the works Affairs of the heart oc-

cupy your thoughts tonight Be

careful not to come on too strong

SAGITTARIUS (Nov 22-Dec 21): The

spotlight is on a need for change

A newcomer begins to play a ma
pr role in your professional or per

sonal affairs Your spiritual needs

come into sharper focus Reassess

your values

CAPRICORN (Dec 22-Jan 19): Yojr

first impression of a memeber of the

opposite sex could be incorrect

Proceed carefully where career

and financial matters are concern-

ed A neighbor or friend shares

good news
AQUARIUS (Jan 20-Feb 18): Your

funny wit and mesmorizing per

sonality ensure you long lasting

friendships Continue to work hard

and keep a cheery disposition, your

future holds many beautiful things

You are an awesome person.

PISCES (Feb 19-March 20) Call in

your markers! Seek assistance from

someone you have helped in the

past Entertaining at home saves

money and impresses your guests

A loved one has a terrific money

making idea

TODAY S STAFF
Night Editor s<^h Demastei

Copy Editor Lavtata Gammon

Photo Technician Dondl Abeam

Production Supervisor Nicole Damas

Kim Frlslno

Brad Hutchison.

Jason Totki

Typesetter

Production Chris PieU,
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WORLD
FOR

SAL
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prior to June 1 5th

$198

after 6/15. S398

•round trip* from -oston

•Taxes not inclu. ed»

•Suy batore May 'Sth»

Restncions ftjcjtj

Eura* Panes
issued oo ma spotT

Free student travel

catalogue

Coundl Travd
79 S. Pleasa-t St.

Amherst

413-256-1261

baseball
CON1INUFP FROM PAGE 11

talent as any other team in the field," said

coach Mike Stone before the team departed

for Boyertown.

"But we need to be consistent," he added.

Consistency has been UMass' biggest

obstacle all season. Perhaps the

Minutemen peaked too soon; they were on

a 15-5 run before finishing the season, los

mg four of their last six. Three separate

chances to clinch the East title outright

slipped out of their hands in that stretch.

Rich Graham, Scott Meaney and Ron

Villone have all been dominant in stretches

this year on the mound. Meaney has slip

ped a bit lately, but Graham has been rock-

solid most of the season and Villone's

fastball has proven that his foray into

baseball wasn't just a scheme to avoid

spring football practice. Villone could pro

ve invaluable in relief situations if his loca-

tion holds out.

UMass' offense is where most of the

team's inconsistencies lie. The Minutemen

have looked both potent and anemic at

times offensively and, often, mistakes have

cost them ballgames.

Considering the caliber of pitching they'll

be facing, UMass needs to capitalize on the

chances they get. If team-hitting leaders

Derek Dana, Mike Tobin and Brian Bright

can string together some hits and the

UMass pitching staff holds tight, the

Minutemen have a legitimate chance to

win the whole thing. However, in a field

as even as this \ ear's, any inconsistencies

mav cost them.

<€€>
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SQUIRE
VILLAGE

665-2203

7 days a week

Beautiful Spacious Apartments

in different skapes & sizes

from I to 5 bedrooms.

including HOUSES and even a FARM
(2 bedroom apts. are 1200 sq ft.!!!)

Get your roommates early and pick

tke apartment of your cKoice

we have:

Spacious yards, swimming ppol, diskwaskers, AC,

disposals, on bus route wall to wall carpeting, laundry

facilities, walk in closest & many otkers.

CALL TODAY
Bring Tkis Ad in and Receive $100

off first month's rent

The offer expires May 31, 1991

^QftpooooooooOQQ0OOO0QQQOOQQQQQQQ
,

Q0Q0QQQ000QQ0Q1

1 ~7 Congratulations ^ nu
%

<T Class of 1991
from

THE MASSACHUSETTS DAILY
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COLLEGIAN

After graduation, don't lose touch with

UMass. Subscribe now to the Collegian and

be kept up to date on campus activities. For

more information write:

Subscriptions Department

Massachusetts Daily Collegian

University of MAssachusetts

113 Campus Center

Amherst, MA 01003

ij or call ... (413) 545-3500

Don't Leave School Without It!

Name
Address

City State Zip

DAILY:
D Send One Year (30 Weeks) at $85.00
D Send One Semester (15 Weeks) at $50.00
WEEKLY OVERSEAS (Weekly):

D Send One Year at $30.00 Q Send One Year at $85 00
Send One Semester at $20 Send One Semester at $50

Daily Collegian

_^ 113 Campus Center University of Massachusetts Amherst, MA 01 003
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Classifieds
COME TOm COLLECT OFFKE-CC U3 MON-THUtS ,30-3 30. ffl, S 30-2:30. DEADUNE 2 DAYS WO* TO PVBUCAVON .CASH iN ADVANCE. 20- -WORDM fOR STUDENTS

ACTIVITIES

A WARM SheblMt experience inn

<_» Chatm Adebnan and family at

Chabad Moose 30 N HadMy Hd 5*9-4094

INTERVARSITV CHRISTIAN
FELLOWSHIP
Last meeting o» me year' Don't mm «<

7 30pm Campus Center Rm804

AVAILABLE JUNE 1 single bedroom tor

female m recently renovated apt 2 miles

from UMass on bus route $250 month all

utilities included 2S3-O540

THREE FOUR FIVE bedroom houses

Belcheriown Amherst line 586-4270

ANNOUNCEMENTS

BED AND BREAKFAST downtown Ideal

lor v»*ng patant* end rr*nds-

5494733

FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED to share

room Puttton Fan $160 549-4509

FOUR BEDROOM HOUSE near Amherst

line Large rooms, new 549-1217

LARGE SUNNY ROOM in 2 bedroom apt

m Sunderland on bus route available Sept

rent only $250 Female Non-smokers only

caM Michelle 665-1184

THREE TOWNHOUSE APARTMENTS-
each 2 bedroom 1 "a baths on bus route

North Amherst 1-567-1352

•TOOAY IS LAURA ERRICO S 21ST*
BIRTHDAY

So live up UMass men and buy

her a dnnk ""

We love you- Ellen, Debra & Dena

SUBSCRIBE TO THE COLLEGIAN
S160/MONTH each share double in Pufflon

549-4509

TOWNEHOUSE APT— 2br- 1V»b«ms

bus route -summer sublet w/

tail option 54H897

TARA ZAJAC
Happy birthday. Banunckie

Love JenAKim

ARE YOU LEAVING UMASS?
Are you graduating or going abroad7 Keep

in touch with UMass new sports and

events with a daily or weekly subscription

to the Collegian'

For more into and an order torm come down

to the Collegian located at 113 Campus

Center (in the basement)

$220/rnontti neg one bdrm Montague big

yard -quiet 367 2278

FABULOUS RENTAL

CAR WASH
Saturday. May 11

iiam-4pm
Tri Sigma-3B7 N Pleasant St

Only $3"

DO IT DO IT OO IT. Spring Concert is Sun

day May 12 and we want vou to work M
FREE FOOO FREE FUN FREE T-SHIRT
tree tree tree Call us at 5-2892 tor into or

come up to our office above the credit

umon UPC rule*

GREENOUGH SNACK BAR will sell you

great food at the Campus Concert' We «iH

not be open Sunday night' Sorry'

ONE —
m Northampton house erasable FaMi80
month Near downtown and busroute Call

Sean 546-1818

AMHERST CENTER 1 BORM APT Quiet,

close to common—tor frisbee fun(S Pro-

spect St ) sunny, Ig I'vingrm • kitchen

ideal tor 2 people Summer sublet w/laH op-

tion CaM 253-7194

PRESIDENTIAL APT
One room, double or single

For tan/summer 549-4035

FOR SALE

SINGLE ROOM
187 50
Summer sublet w/fall option

Great summer location near

Puffer s Pond
Wood stove washer Irg yard

5494650

4 PIECE living room set

Couch pulls out to double bed

Must sell call 549-9377

KEVIN
Congrats to the guy with the brand

new car

Who went totally nuts and visited

every bar

Ladies watch out. or else hit him

with a hose
And good luck m the future.

especial* « "" KOSH

HAPPY 20TH LISABETH
We ve got a great weekend with a big con

cert just for you plus your first personal' Luv

Ya. Friends

SUMMER RENTAL

FEMALE LOOKING tor a 1 bedroom sum

mer sublet single only please can Kern at

253-0486

AMHERST 5BORM HOUSE next to Packy

4 Puffers Pond/rent neg
546-2460 to leave mesg or

546-4787

QUESTIONS ABOUT your lease/security

deposit deductions7 Questions about

subletting/assigning leases? Questions

about your new house or apartment7 Con-

tact The Legal Services Center

922 Campus Center

5451995

BEAUTIFUL CONOO
Behind Baybank. Vjmile from campus

it s clean, spacious. * real cheap

Stay from June 1 Sept 1. 1 or 2 people

CaM Steve 549-6458

SUMMER SERVICE •••

1990 UNIVEGA MOUNTAIN BIKE

ceilent condition Great components'

Please call

546-0923

Ex

THE UNION
Video
Center

Tram* students m
all aspects of

video production

Stop by our

SUBLET W FALL OPTION
Great tbr on Mam St

Less than imi to campus
On 2 bus lines Heat

included 256-1782

offices

Commuter
by the

if Lounge

ZOO DISC IS going to regionals' Great

comeback m sectwnala Zoo1 Good luck m
Bmgnamton' Enjoy" 6xd high bid often'

APTS FOR RENT

ft osttts one month

r*,t with one year lease 2BR $450 3BR

$537 m Sunaeriand Free bus route laun

dry fac**as pool, gwden plots Short term

AUTO FOR SALE

1t77 OOOGE MOBILE TRAVELER
80 000 mess Very reliable engine

Sleeps 4, toUet shower oven

Must sell quickly $3200 or b/o

5882922

80 OLDS OMEGA -uns well High mik

AM/FM stereo/tape $600.B O
Stacy 665-7725

SUMMER SUBLET wrfall option

23 bdrm apt

Between town and Bruno s Mam St

t ots aj ejeioBsi •

Onty 640/mo
CaM 253-2357 leave message

SUNDERLAND Female housemate
wanted for quiet rural house off Rl 47 sun-

ny lots of space 215* Avail around 6/1

665 3670/665 2819 leave r~

TAKE OVER OUR LEASE
Huge room in house

Above Video-to-Go

Two minutes to town

On bus Slop washer dryer

Call 253-2528 9-5pm

2 75/month

AKAI RECEIVER, $180 Fisher cassette

deck $50 Radar detector $40 two IBM

sports games $18 Chris 546-2457

BAR $75 2568837

BOSE INTERAUDIO ALPHO-fOur
loudspeakers 400 watt peak tweeter and

system overload protection Call lor specs

$250 256-0967

BRAND NEW RAYBAN gold-rimmed

sunglasses bought $89 selling $50

546-3169

CABER AZZURO SKIBOOTS size 8V?

Great performing boot. $50 Call 256-0967

OBL BETFdesk dresser B/O Elizabeth

5492841

RIN (TIN-TIN)
Happy birthday'

2 years of great memories
I'll miss you 1

Ml

THE LEGAL SERVICES CENTER will be

open this summer providing legal services

to UMass/Amherst students' H you have

legal problems or questions, contact us at

545 1995, or stop by room 922 of the Cam
pus Center tor an appointment

PATRICK MORRISON- We aM know its

your 21st birthday so it must follow that the

kid on the couch will be going up town

Happy birthday The other leisure guy

TRAVEL

AMHERST CENTER:
Efficiency one. two three bedroom apart

ments June or September Lincoln Real

Estate. 25 North Pleasant Street

253-7879

FABULOUS JEWELRY ON SALE- Men s

and ladies watches, and also gold layered

chains some with life warranty and

reasonable priced, ranging from

$5 00-$49 95 These items make perfect

gifts at graduation, anniversaries and other

occasions For your order, call 549 7785

immediately

1982DATSUN 200SX
5sp standard
high mileage
Moving-must sell quickly

1000 or BO 2534449

1984 JEEP CJ7 New exhaust $3500

3672039

1986 ISUZU I-MARK
4-doors black

45K excellent conditions

$2100 or BO
253-2609

GILREATH MANOR
Hobart Lane
Three bedroom apartments available June

or September Lincoln Real Estate 25 North

Pleasant Street

253-7879

$150/MO SINGLE ROOM m S Amherst

house 256-1337

203 SUNSET!
Spacious 2br

Great location

Available June 1

$750/mo
Call anytime 5494147

FOR SALE
Kramer 2x70 Bass Guitar

$125-- or BO
Call 546-6331 . Leave Message

GREAT FURNITURE in top condition'

Couches kitchen table, lull size beds^

chairs, desks, dressers, mghlables- and

much. much, more'

Terrific prices as well' rinB]„
Call us soon at 549-8128 or 549-8130

BROWN HOUSE COUNCIL 90-81:

Thanks for a great year 1

Kelly Michaelian
Thanks for the Sylvan Fitness Center'

Brown House Council 91-92

KATHY F
Sunshine
My only sunshine

Six months babe
Love Joe

Happy Birthday 1 Dnnk Beer

Baby New Year Hope this

will be your best one ever

of course it will-its the

first one that will be spent

with all of us Let's do it

up. it's our last weekend
together
Love.
The gang ol St Elmos

ZETA PSI BROTHERS- Wan til you see

the babe I'm bringing-Jon

JENNA— Beware ot the dwarfs'

Jenna Rostek is 21 today'

•••RONI HECKER" -

is no longer a
personal virgin"'

RF
happ 7

FISH ALASKA
i20p booklet will help youget ajob
$5000-40 000 per summer 1-800-2434933

PO Box 1481 Pensacola FL 32501

BRANOYWINE APT - Fully furnished

AC, pond-side view, pool need 1-2 people

to sublet June-August $160 per person

negotiable caM 549-3762

CHEAP LARGE ROOM Cotomal VMMgecaM

2534229 or 545 3899 ask for Poonma Rent

200 tor 1 or more

DOUBLE ROOM AVAILABLE in Pufflon

Cheap furnished great location call

5494840

FREE CABLE!! 2 rooms available in 6 b'

house tor summer Call Kathy or Mara at

5494630'

FREE RENT! Pay June July August •free-

Need lemale roommate for 2br CMtside

apt pool and tennis CaM Usa 885-8649

TYPING/WOROPROCESSING

ARE YOU SICK OF TYPING?
Fast and Accurate
Typmg/Wordprocessing
Free Laserprinting"

Call Becca 549-4800 x433

DISSERTATIONS. CASES. PAPERS
On-campus pickup Fast 1 Accurate'

Mac/Laser, spetlcheck

Nancy 584-7924

PAPERS, $1 50/pg Resumes laser printed

Fast professional affordable

KCOMMUNICATIONS 2564373

PAPERS, RESUMES. DISSERTATIONS.
laserpnnling Campus pickup/delivery CaM

Rosemary 259-1786

TYPING $1 5Fpg~Anne 545491

3

WANTED TO RENT

1988 JEEP WRANGLER candy apple red

40K exc cond killer stereo don t miss this

Shirley 549-2824

1989 HONDA ACCORO DX 2 door coupe

excellent condition only 1 2900 miles AM/FM

cassette stereo 8900 or BO Call Bruce at

2581215 after 6pm

VW RABBIT 81 standard deisel 2 door

body m great condition, runs well Call now

2534763 $600

BEAUTIFUL
Clean Luxurious, 4'/? bedroom house

available for 5 people to start new lease

June isl Rent $240 +

A MUST SEE'

Call Sonia 253-9381 /Dr Ewert 253-9745

CARPENTER/TRADESMAN swap room tor

maintenance/repair 5494484

CLEAN SPACIOUS 3 bedroom apt

Take over lease

1mm bus route Amherst

Fully equipped kitchen/carpeted

253-2609

BECOME OUR NEW FRIENDS

3 GUYS LOOKING FOR 2 people to till a

room in a beautiful Main St house $205 puts

you in the center of town hardwood floors

raised ceilings a loft in your room Men or

women we don't care -Call Jason at

549-1206

FOR RENT

CLOSER THAN THE dorms larqp sunny

room for summer has washer and dryer,

parking much more 5494071

GILREATH, HOBART LANE
Take over our lease- June 1

Call ASAP 549 1978

HEY!
Don't be a goober

Buy a futon

They're big. comfortable.

and really cool!

Please think about this today

Metawampe Futons

Sleep with us'

1400-3FUTON1

MACPLUS: 2 drives, system saverjprimer

$800 OBO Chris 545-4795. hm 367-9378

nevTmusic POSTERS
.,-,0624

Cheap' Call beeper toll free 61 7-4734624

Leave No after beep

WE ARE GRADUATING:

Beds desks.chairs.bookshelves microwa-

ve.etc 256-3088

WINDSURFER 14 MislooTCS. new. never

used $750 or B O 2564967

HAPPY 21st. TOMASTE!!!

Have a great day" 1 We'll miss you when

you're playing with fish in Alaska

Love, Mike and Kirstin

2 FEMALES LOOKING
fr 1or2 bedroom
apt close to town
Nonsmokers 549-4324

September

4-5 GUYS LOOKING for house Want to

take over your lease Junel

Call 549-6184 or 549-4152

ROOMMATE WANTED

2 ROOMMATES FOR one room $150

665-7544

2 ROOMMATES WANTED for a double in

3 bedroom at Mill Valley Estates please call

Joe 2564426

2 ROOMMATES WANTED to share room

in house on Martha's Vineyard tor the sum-

mer starling June 1 call now 253-2876

FEMALE GRADUATING IN December

needs place to live for fall

Call Butty 549-4205

WANT TO TAKE OVER your 3bdr Pufflon

lease June I call Jeff 256-4911

WANT TO TAKE OVER your 3 bedroom

Pufflon lease June 1 call 5494725 anytime

WE WANT YOUR . :
<1"~1 p "m°n ";

;1<, °

starting anytime call Andrea 546-2082

WANTED

AMHERST HOUSE NEEDS M/F

1 dbl available ( 1 70/m + util)

546-2460 to leave mes or

546-4787

1 2 or 3 clean responsible lun rrjomMBM

wanted to share on-campus house M/f-

stans June 1 call 253-2448 or 549-6424

ASAP _______
2 BEDROOM ciosVto campus perfect tor

3 people lake over our lease- Get June free

580/mo 549-4281

GREAT HOUSE ONE BLOCK 'rom campus

Fits six people

Two full bathrooms
Great landlord

In perfect condition 1

Call soon!
5494128 or 549-8130

HOUSE FOR RENT 4-5 bedrooms, on bus

route 10 minutes to UMass $1 IK>«*_»
June/September to September 253-2644

JUNE 1st 2 bedrooms very nice 1 block

from UMass $450 00 David 549-1406

3 BEDROOM APT., Amherst center

Available June 1. 825/mo 253-4267

3 OR 4 PEOPLE
5 mm walk to campus/town

Cheap rent Heal/Water inc

253-2330

3 OR 6 BEDROOM DUPLEX
Great Backyard
Call 253-4092
OR 2564303

4BDRM 2BATH pool deck on bus ft

Take over lease start June 1st room for as

many as 7 call 665-3076 after 7pm ^

4^DR»»S
rA^eaTyou^anTrehJse 253-9708

4 BEDROOM HOUSE
Hadley
Near Boyden Gym
$1600 month
Lincoln Real Estate

25 North Pleasant Street

253-7879

AMHERSTCENTER- One bedroom apt

on Amity St-pertect for two $460/mo call

253-7323

AMHERST
5494484

AMITY PLACE CONDO
3 bdrm 2V? bath

Washer/Dryer
Central air / vac

Partially furnished

3 occupants /$995/mo

549-5938 or

516-3684082 call collect

LARGET FlVE-BEDROOM Amherst

Perfect for six Garage, deck dishwasher

disposal On bus route Call Bob at

617-9644659

LARGEfRCOMTN »«7ous~house above

video store on Main St Finished wood floor

and high ceilings Bus stop at front door

$300/month 545-1259

HELP WANTED

FORTUNE 500 COMPANY seeks loan

oSors Good summer job for student

or faculty 4 1 3-7744876

ARE YOU LOOKING FOR a career oppoi

*n,ty Met Life is interested 'ngoptewrio

are fluent in Korean. Chinese. East Indian

Spanish. Vietnamese _,,,_.
Please contact Lanny Perron 567 1248

ARE YOUTOOKING FOR~a career oppor

(unity7 Met Life is interested in you Salary

plus bonuses Please contact Lanny Perron

at 567-1248

fNlELOGETtCEJOBS: Wl^ranches. US

Customs. DEA etc Now hiring Call

1405-9624000 ext K-9616

PAINTERS NEEDE-TictonPrirAM summer

546-3399

ATTENTION
looking for M/F lo live

in large 5 bedroom house
tor fall 1991

One mile from campus 4 great girts!

Please call 549-4764

DISABLED MAN SEEKS responsible per

son to share an apartment on S East St

Must be available from 1 1 pm to 8am daily

PCA hours available but not necessary

Contact Dennis Doyle -2564937

SEEKING STUDENTS FROM Hong Kong

for in a young rapidly growing international

company 735-2355

DESPERATE
Two housemates M/F needed to occupy two

bedrooms in house on Shumway St

200 /mo Call Kelly at 2564806

FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED to share

one bedroom Pufflon apartment' June. Ju-

ly. August $206/month Call 549-5808

FEMALE, NONSMOKER lo share large

room with private bath in Mill Valley apt

Starting Sept 1 256-4192

FEMALE TO SHAREroom in Amity St apt

(nonsmoker) cheap! 80547 or 549-3872

WE'RE FOR A few motivated individuals to

help take our company international

735-2355 to schedule an interview

ZETA PSf

ON MONDAY MAY 13 we will be having a

fundraiser- Thank you party It will be at and

sponsored by Twisters Please consider at-

tending that day
9pm- 1am

21&over -proper ID required

GOREOUS HOUSE
Route 9. Hadley huge backyard 5

bedrooms. 2 bathrooms. June-August

$1090 a month, negotiable CaM 586-4128

Scrumptious

GREAT 2BORM lor the summer
Close to campus only $450 a month

Partially furnished Call 5483142

HOBART LANE 140 a month utility

cable TV plenty of partung 3 rooms available

call 549-9380

HOUSE NEAR CAMPUS, huge yard with

gnH Great for summer Call 2534409

KENMORE SQUARE, Boston $217/month

summer housing at MIT fraternity near T

double/triples, private baths/kitchens, free

laundry (617)267 2199

MUST SEE LARGE furnished room tor

person 2 minutes from campus June •

August Very clean very affordable

549-7374

NORTHAMPTON 3FLR HOUSE
Near town & bus 5889575

NORTHAMPTON FOUR BORM (faM option)

Downtown, busroute -great place 1

Call 5854657

ONE BEDROOM IN BRITTANY, bus 4 C
$250/monlh neg 253-4194 message.

PRESIDENTIAL APARTMENTS
Sublet June 1 with fall option

1 huge bedroom very quiet

Near Pufflon and bus 549-8133

PUFFTON SUMMER SUBLET 1 4 people

Rent very negotiable M/F 549-4643

RED HOUSE
across from Townhouses

(2) Three bedroom apis available

next lo bus route

Beautiful backyard

price negotiable call 546-5920

or 5481460

SPACIOUS. 4 bedroom, 2 bath house. 5

minute walk to town, adjacent lo campus

available for summer sublet H> it

negotiable Call soon 549-1381

SUBLET OUR 2BORM3peraon^mPu«q
ton from June-Aug Rent neg Call 5464439

SUBLET OUR CONDO THIS SUMMER
Next to BayBanks - Perfect location '!

Great deal • call now 546-3750 or 5464634

4-7 people

SUMMER SUBLET/FALL OPTION. 2 4br

apartment at Swiss Village, good location

Call Bill. 253-4193

SUMMER SUBLET WITH FALL OPTION

Two spacious bedrooms
Close to campus, on bus route

Parking and backyard

Please call 256-8189

SUMMER SUBLET

HEY KERMIT!

HOUSEMATE WANTED for house 5

minutes from campus: Amherst Rd
spacious house on bus route Call Linda or

Ryan 546-4671

ONE ROOM AVAILABLE
For summer

In Brandywine apts

$150/monlh
Call 665-2034

SO YOU'RE GRADUATING, HUH? Whit-

moref decided all £• H^_M_2
another year lo graduate due to budget

cuts' Love, your tall, dark and handsome

busdnver

LOOKING FOR FEMALE to share double

in Townehouse $160/mo+ Call Karen

549-3677

NEEDED: 2 WF^oommates for 1 bedroom

jn 2 bedroom apt call 6-3449 ASAP!

KELLY LIUEBLAD

CENTER room discount

PUFFTON ONE BEDROOM apartmen '

Take over our lease starting June 1st

$412/month call 549-5808

REFINISHED APT FOR 2 "P«own
, (

aff°«
from Brueggers & a step away from the bars

avail 6/1 w/ fall opt rent cheap mcl hea must

see! 2534846 Call any timeileave

message

RESERVE NOW FOR SEPTEMBER
Lantern Court Apartments

Laroe 2 bedroom w/w. fully equip kitchen,

washer dryer and storage facilities

available On bus line- minutes lo campus

Kamms Real Estate 253-2515 ^
ROOM FOR RENT NOWI Pufflon Village

small room in three bedroom apis Heat

free! Call ASAP 549-4253

GOOD LUCK this weekend a NE s

We're totally behind you. schlop'

Much love- The Gamma Theta s

LOST

LOST IN Campus Center Basement? Gold

Seiko Micky Mouse watch Has great sen-

cental value' REWARD'" CaTl Rich at

549-7515

REWARD Gold bangle bracelet

Lost at Twisters

Extreme sentimental value

Call 253-2587

NEEDED: 2 roommates M/F to share place

in Gilrealh Manor w/3 females Can have

single rooms Call 5464248

THREE MEN looking for two non-smoking

people (MoF) to live with in So Amherst

house Call Matt 6-6257

• • • GREAT HOUSE FOR SUMMER!!!
•

"

*

5 min walk to campus 4 town 3 bedrrns,

2-5 people Reasonable rent- negotiab e

Spacious, -back deck-roof. 4 more 1 CALL

NOW!' 549-5287 (anytime -Iv mesg)

WE HTkVYX greatTbedroom apartment lo

sublet Located behind the visitors center

basically on campus Rent negotiable Also,

willing to rent out by the room Call Ellen

at 5494221 or Dena at 549-6508

1 BEDROOM FOR RENT in Amherst larm

house, very cheap, busroute Call Andrea

2564695

SUMMER SUBLET WITH FALL OPTION

3 bedroom apartment in The Brook in

Amherst On bus route, wall to wall

carpeting, clean Call 2534420

SWISS VILLAGE 2BR APT.

on bus route

w/fall option

$525 +
253-5498

TWO ROOMS AVAILABLE, $"f58 ea

Fall option call Mark or Shane

253-3498

WHITE HOUSE NEXT TO BAYBANKS!
The best summer sublet

Close to campus and town

2floors 3bdrm 2bath sundeck

Call Jason at 549-2793

TWO BEDROOMS AVAILABLE in a three

bedroom apartment Very close to campus
female non-smokers Call 549-5616

2 BDRM APT. in Brandywine $400 Shawn

546-5329 ^_____
2 BEDROOM APT-^Sunderland -bus route

-490 + with tall option 665 3494

NORTHAMPTON 1 BEDROOM in 2

bedroom apt on bus route minutes to

downtown nice place quiet $275 mo avail

6/1 call Bill 584-3328 or 585-8618

2 BEDROOMS AVAILABLE in 6 bedroom

house, extremely close to campus

$215/$200 call Mike or Betsy 549-5244

SERVICES

MOVING
We can help

Call us
1 800-B4U-MOVE

4 BDR APT
1V2 bath
All utls inc

253-2570

ONE MONTH FREE RENT tor a four

bedroom apartment Fall option 253-5280

ONLY $300 FOR the entire summer'

5 minute walk to campus, great location

Inendly atmosphere For more into call

5494183

ROOMS IN AMHERST HOUSE. Summer

sublet w/fall option Cape style, yard bus

washer/dryer, great location Must see'

253-0743 anytime

SIX BEDROOMS— Two minutes from town,

10 minutes from campus. Take over lease

for summer and possible fall Rent

negotiable Call 253-3650

PERSON

A

LB

STACCA- , _ _. .

The past year has been mst powerful" This

is only the beginning, loo' So be prepared

for the best!' Happy Anniversary babei

I love you muchus!
LUBNER

SWIMMING FOR ADULTS afraid in water

course It's fun' It works' New at Greenfield

Y May 14 -June 27 773-3646 for brochure

$360

4 BEDROOM AMHERST HOUSE
253-0670 Great view!

Call us right now 1

SUBLET
2bdrm. Amherst, June 1

$300/mo whole or $150/mo

each, 5482950

SUBLET

HI MONIQUE

Here is the personal you always wanted

Happy 22nd' (OW Lady)

LK

SUMMER W/ FALL OPTION. Large room

in S Amherst condo Pool, cen'ral A/C,

washer/dryer, parking On bus route Cool

roomies, perfect summer place' Call Joe

253-2696

4BEDROOM UPTOWN APT spacious

starts June 1 rent negotiable call 549-5157

sioadolTiaONfH uptown!
Laidback household needs one summer

roommate 1 Older female perferred

Hurry' - 253-5918

140/PERSON/MO 2HOUSES
3br44br neartown bigyard

Tosh 542-3480 Adam 253-2585

SUBLET
Huge 4 bedroom house

Big backyard bus route

Mile from campus
Use all our stuff' W/D, etc

$825 549-1987

TWO BEDROOMS available tor summer in

large house on bus route

call 2564893
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Sports
Teams start A-10 tourney play in Pa. today

Baseball faces tough, even field • Softball rated as strong favorites

By GREG SUK1ENNIK
Collegian Staff

Three wins. That's all the University of

Massachusetts baseball team needs to win

the Atlantic 10 Tournament and advance

to the NCAA Regionals.

UMass' quest starts today at 4:05 p.m.,

as they take on A 10 West Division Cham

pion Penn State at Bear Stadium in Boyer-

town, Pa. The Minutemen (24-23-1 )
are se-

cond in the A-10 East and have been look

ing forward to this day since roughly the

same time last year, when Rutgers spoil-

ed UMass" title game plans with a come

from behind win. Here, then, is a look at

this year's contestants in the A-10

Tournev. The field is balanced; any one of

four teams could win it all and advance.

Penn State (24-18): The Nittany Lions

put together a month-long string of torrid

baseball, winning 15 of their last 18 games

to take the A-10 West and knocking West

Virginia out of the tournament.

This is Penn State's last A 10 Tourney

before joining the Big 10, a conference more

suited to the Nittany Lions' athlete factory

mentallity, so they may have extra incen-

tive to win. PSU is 3-11 in six A-10 Tour-

nament appearances.

Penn State's trump card is their pitching

staff, which holds the A-10 team earned

run-average lead at 4.15.

Leading the way is recent Wilson/Atlan-

tic 10 Pitcher of the Week Chris Cisar.

Cisar, a 6-foot left-hander, has a blistering

1.78 ERA and a recent no-hitter to his

credit.

If Cisar weren't enough, right-hander

Jeff Burris checks in with a 3.44 ERA and

a 3-3 record.

However, pitching may be all PSU has.

They only hit .288 as a team and have

scored the fewest runs (216) in the entire

conference. Only Duquesne has driven in

fewer runs. If the Nittany Lions run into

another strong pitching team that can bang

out some runs against it's staff, they may

be in trouble.

George Washington (30-24-1): The Col

onials (30-24-1) held onto first place in the

West until Penn State took 3-of-4 from

them. It should be interesting to see if

GWU can regain their composure after just

missing the title.

GWU has traditionally put strong teams

on the field, and this year looks like no ex

ception with talent like Mike 1 .409) Welch

and Greg (.393) Orlosky. These guys can

really smack the ball; Welch has a

conference-high 83 hits while Orlosky

follows close behind with 79.

The Colonials also have the A-10's top

pitcher in Bill Anderson. Anderson is 7-2

in 10 starts with six complete games and

a 1.57 ERA. His control appears impec

cable; he has 76 strikeouts to his credit and

only 12 walks.

The rest ofGWU's staff looks decent, but

considering the strength of the Colonials'

schedule, their 5.71 team ERA isn't so bad.

If GWU can get past Rutgers in the first

round, they might make some waves.

Rutgers' (28-19-2): The Scarlet Knights

are 12-0-1 in their last 13 games, including

two wins over UMass which gave Rutgers

the East title. So momentum is on their

side. Rutgers also has experience at winn

ing the A-lOs - they won last year. The

Scarlet Knights are third in A-10 pitching

and hitting, have six starters hitting over

.300 and a proven save man in Jim Kohl.

They have shored up their once-suspect

fielding as well. Simply put, the Scarlet

Knights make a good match for the rest of

the field.

Jason Imperial, Angel Echevama and

Mike Winchok are Rutgers' prime offensive

threats. Echevarria has a .411 average

with runners in scoring position, while he

and Imperial have hit a combined 16 home

runs and driven in 76 total runs. Imperial

was recently named Wilson/Atlantic 10

Player of the Week.

It should be interesting to see if Rutgers'

batting order can prevail over the arm of

GWU's Anderson in their first-round

match-up tonight at 7:35 p.m.

Massachusetts: "We have just as much

CON1INUED ON PAGE lO

By DAN WETZEL
Collegian Staff

They are No. 1 in the North.

They are No. 20 in the nation.

They are the University of

Massachusetts softball team, and this

weekend they are ready to rock Allentown.

Pa., and the Atlantic 10 Championship

Tournament.
UMass (35-11) is the favorite to win the

tournament for the second consecutive

year.

The Minutewomen became the first team

in A-10 history to go through the regular

reason with a perfect 12-0 conference

record They are obviously the top seed

Mounting challenges to UMass wilt be

No 2 seed Penn State (22-28. 8-3 in A-10),

No. 3 Rutgers (23-20 1, 74) and No. 4 Tern

pie (17-26-1, 6-6). UMass has soundly

defeated all these teams twice this season.

Last month. Penn State traveled to

Amherst and was shut down by the UMass

pitching tandem of Darlene Claffey and

Holly Apnle. The Minutewomen swept the

Lions 2-0, 3-0. Penn State is lead by junior

jecond baseman Joyce Tinner who is bat

ting .329.

Also late in March, UMass pounded out

33 hits and earned 28 runs to destroy

Rutgers 11-2. 17 in five innings.

Once again it was Claffey and Aprile who

Dicked up the wins. Senior catcher Laurie

McMahon leads the Knights with a .349

batting average and an A-10 leading six

triples.

The No. 4 seed Temple Owls could fair

no better as they were blown away. 6 1,

13-3. Temple relies on freshman Angela

Prinos to lead them at the plate. Prinos has

13 doubles and is batting .354.

For those of you keeping score at home,

UMass is 6-0 against fellow tournament

teams, outscoring the threesome by a com

bined score of 52-6.

Obviously for UMass, returning with

anything less than the championship

would be a disappointment.

The double-elimination tournament

begins today as UMass squares off against

Temple at 6 p.m.

Rutgers will play Penn State at 8 p.m.

The championship game will be played

Sunday at 1 p.m.

The Minutewomen stand a good chance

to bring home more hardware then just the

A-10 Championship trophy.

The A 10 will hold their annual awards

banquet today. Player of the Year and Pit

cher of the Year will be awarded and

UMass has strong candidates in both

categories.

Shortstop Barbara Marean is the likely

winner in the Player of the Year voting

Marean batted .445 during the regular

season and hit six home runs.

She knocked in 34 RBI and hit five

triples. All these statistics either lead or

are in the top three in the A-10

Marean also played stellar defense, en-

ding the season with a .919 fielding percen

tage. The senior provided some strong

leadership on a young team.

As for Pitcher of the Year. UMass has

two viable candidates. Claffey is 19-5 on

the season with a 1 07 ERA. She has been

dominating of late, winning 12 of her last

13.

She has struck out 103 batters this

season while holding them to a .171 bat

ting average. Claffey has a remarkable 15

shutouts and four no-hitters.

Also a candidate is the other half of the

UMass rotation, Aprile. She went 16-6 this

season, allowing opponents to bat only .179

against her. She has seven shutouts and

her ERA is 1.18.

Aprile has won seven of her last eight

and her last three outings have resulted in

shutouts. Her only loss during that streak

was a 14 inning, 3-2 decision to Connec

ticut's Kim Mizesko.

This weekend could be one to remember

for UMass. The Minutewomen have a lot

to lose if they trip up along the way but,

more likely, they will win a lot of games

and a lot of trophies.

Strong field awaits track at NEs

——— ——

i

Collegian photo by Y»n« Dlugy

Baseball co-captain Ian Torres, seen here readying himself on defense,

and the University of Massachusetts baseball team heads into the Atlan-

tic 10 Tournament today. The Minutemen face Penn State at 4:05 p.m. in

Boyertown, Pa.

By BRIAN AGUIAR
Collegian Correspondent

Laces are being tied and spikes are be-

ing tightened as the University of

Massachusetts women's track and field

team sets out to Northeastern for the New

England Track and Field Championships.

Originally set at Tufts then moved to

Boston College, it was learned the Eagles

were graduating in the stadium schedul-

ed for the weekend competition, so the meet

landed at Northeastern.

Over 500 athletes from the Big East and

Ivy League will compete this year in New

Englands.
This is the first year in quite a while that

the Ivies and Big East have competed in

this event. Normally, those leagues have

their league competition the same weekend

New Englands are held.

And although UMass took third last

year, those additional competitors may ex-

plain why UMass coach Julie LaFreniere

said she would be happy to finish in the top

10.

Connecticut and Brown are favored to

win and will vie for the top spot while

Boston University and Northeastern will

compete for third and fourth place, accor-

ding to LaFreniere.

On Friday, Diane Ozzolek will throw the

hammer. She has thrown a personal best

of 151 feet, 6 inches this season.

Simone Marisseau aims to beat her

record of 40-11 1/2, according to

LaFreniere, when she puts the shot.

Kathy Hennessy, who has high jumped

between 5-2 and 5-4 will also compete

Friday.

Lennice Johnson, who has been plagued

by a thyroid condition and anemia, will run

the 400 hurdles on Saturday.

"She's looked good in practice all week,"

LaFreniere said. She added that Johnson

has run the event in .65 but has clocked in

at .63. LaFreniere said Johnson has clock-

ed better times in practice since she has

been off medication that made her drowsy.

"In the first 200 she would blow everyone

away but then fade out." LaFreniere said

of Johnson in previous meets. "She looks

100 percent better."

Cate Dean and Kathy Holt will run the

10 kilometer on Saturday. Dean has posted

a personal best of 40 minutes, 4 seconds

while Holt has run a 40:40. They have run

this distance only once this season in

March when there was a snowstorm, accor-

ding to LaFreniere.

Lynn Kirchoff and Mo Meldrim will run

the 5,000-meter race, will best times of

18:23 and 17:38. Meldrim was ranked third

in this distance in New England during the

indoor track season.

Kelly Liljeblad has run the 3,000 in 10:10

and LaFreniere said she will try to qualify

for the Eastern Collegiate Athletic Cham

pionship by hitting 9:57.

Tana Henderson and Lisa Tramontana

will run the 200-meter dash and Dana

Smith will follow with the 400.

Cathy Crocker, Michelle St. Laurent and

LeeAnn Ambrose will compete in the 800.

Ambrose's best time of 2:10.3 is two-tenths

of a second shy of the school record in that

event.

The 4 x 400 relay, where fast is never last

enough, Johnson will hand off to Crocker

after the first leg and Dana Smith and Am-

brose will come around, respectively.

Because this is the last meet of the year

for most of the team. New Englands are a

focal point throughout the season.

LaFreniere said she believes her athletes

will rise to the level of the competition like

the team did in the Penn Relays where

school records were broken. She said the

team is striving for personal and school

records again this weekend and hopes to

end the season with a strong kick.

Staffmember Adrien Matt contributed to

this article.
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Dylan 'Disshelved, ' swan miffed

Thousands converge on pond concert
By DANIELLE DOWLING
Collegian Staff

Mr. Swan was miffed yesterday.

On a hot spring afternoon, the last thing

he wanted to deal with was thousands of

people and loud music disturbing his hum
ble environment. He took his frustrations

out on any duck that had the unfortunate

circumstance of swimming in his way.

He was not the only living being filled

with frustration that day, but the explana

tion for that will come later.

The 1991 Pond Concert, the bane of Mr.

Swan's exsistance. started off a little after

noon with the energetic funk of

Chucklehead. Donning funky, dayglo

garb (the lead singer's collection of hats

was extremely interesting, to say the least),

they played a tight set of powerhouse funk

that would make George Clinton shake and

wiggle his buttocks.

After their opener "Intro Soul," they

played an interesting piece that mixed a

couple of samples from everyone's favorite

game show Jeopardy and was appropriate-

ly titled as such. "Book" proved that these

boys can rap and had a hyperkinetic

stamina that was only equalled by their

closing song, "Outbound," a song which

was introduced by one band member tell-

ing the crowd of about 200-300 people. "We
have one more song for you tonight."

Chucklehead left the stage receiving

much enthusiatic appaulse; the crowd

grew; fried dough and other such yummy
treats were purchased; it was time for the Feelies; Mr.

Swan was thrilled.

The Feelies were introduced by a small child, who was

wriggling to free himself from almost certain embarrass

ment that would be caused by stating to the crowd,

"Ladies and Gentlemen, the Feelies."

The crowd in front of the stage that had dissipated bet-

ween sets, surged forth, something that would be repeated

throughout the concert.

Often cited for their undaunted fixation with the Velvet

Underground, it is interesting to note that the two drum

mers for the Feelies had the same type of drum kit that

their idol, Moe Tucker, had, which must have come in han-

dy when they played their second encore, a cover version

of Velvet Underground's, "White Light, White Heat."

They did a couple of other covers as well: "Barstool Blues"

by Neil Young; "Paint It Black" by the Rolling Stones;

and "Real Cool Time" by the Stooges which is also on their

latest album Time for a Witness.

Most of the material they played yesterday consisted of

songs off their recent release with a sprinkle of oldies, but

goodies. "Doing it Again" and "Boy with Perpetual Ner-

vousness," songs which cultivated astonishing rhythmic

intensity and catchy, uplifting melodies, were perhaps the

best tunes of the 18-song set. And definite major kudos

go to Brenda Sauter who played a mean bass.

After the Feelies left, things went downhill, the crowd

grew to about 2,000 in size and Mr. Swan was becoming

increasingly upset.

"Why?" you ask. Because it was time for Gene Loves

Jezebel. Admittedly, they put on a better performance

than one could expect from them. For the first four or five

Collegian photo by Carrir Wyrth

Members of Chucklehead model the latest in trendy hats

at yesterday's Pond Concert.

songs, they were as loose as someone's bowels after

digesting camel laxative, but at least they wore colorful

costumes to hold the crowds interest. Progressively, they

tightened themselves and by the time they played their

one hit, albeit annoying, entitled. "Jealous," they were

somewhat worthy of respect.

They came back for the obligatory encore saying, 'Bob

said we could do one more," and then breaking out into

"Desire." They had referred to the song earlier in the set

saying, "That's another song title that U2 stole from us."

That's really funny coming from a band that persists in

stealing old, boring, tired pop formulas from other bands.

Now we had to wait for Bob. The intermission was spent

in silence - no music, unlike the other intermissions. The

photographers had been told not to take pictures of Mr.

Dylan, so vicious gossip mongers were creating tales that

Dylan was part of of satanic cult and therefore frighten

ed by thought of having his image captured on film. But

he was gracious enough to play his set before schedule,

since De La Soul was stuck in traffic somewhere between

New Jersey and Amherst, so rumors of his evil ego were

soon put down.

The crowd cheered two false alarms before their shout

of adulation greeted the real thing. Dylan, reportedly

resembling a shriveled apple, played his guitar and

mummbled real well for the crowd of approximately

7,000-8,000 people. All that could be remembered from

the first tune was the marvelous smell of skunk weed

floating about. "Lay Lady Lay" was almost irrecogmzable,

due in part to the heavy guitar crunching of Dylan s pro

tege, as was his folk improvisation of "Blowing in the

CONIINUEOQN PACE

Prosecutor says
alleged victim
will be shielded
By DAN SEWELL
Associated Preat

PALM BEACH. Fla - Aided by strict state rules,

prosecutors in the sexual battery cast- against William

Kennedy Smith will try to protect his accu-er against

having her personal life put on trial.

"We Bead women to know they can report the crime

of rape without invasion of their privacy." said Palm

Beach County State Attorney. David Bludworth

But Harvard law professor Alan Dershowit/.. a pro

minent constitutional law expert, has predicted the

defense team will test Florida's rape victim protection

laws whii. mtf the woman- credibility

Smith's Miami lawyer. Mark Schnapp. did not return

repeated telephone c;ill> seeking comment about possi

ble strate^

Bludworth announced Thursday that while charging

Smith, the 30-year old nephew ot Sen Kdward M Km
nedy (D Mass i with second degree sexual battel \ and

battery, he also was prosecuting the supermarket

tabloid the Qktbt for identifying the alleged victim in

apparent violation of a 1911 state law,

Smith surrendered to police on Saturday, and after

being booked, he was released on $10,000 bail.

Florida has strict rules of evidence in rape caeta, most

recently tightened after the 1989 acquittal of a suspect

by a Broward County jury whose foreman said she vn

tually asked for the attack by wearing a miniskirt and

no panties.

The legislature passed a law prohibiting introduction

of evidence about supposedly promiscuous dress by a

victim.

During the six-week investigation of the March 90

report. Bludworth repeatedly said he considers rape a

worsening problem in Florida and that it's the most

under-reported crime.

The woman's name was disclosed April 15 by The

Globe and in subsequent days by NBC, The New York

Times and other papers.

The number of Palm Beach County women re

questing rape exams dropped from 10 in the April 1

- April 17 time period to one the rest of the month, said

Kris Kama, supervisor of the county's sexual assault

program.
Bludworth criticized news reporting of the 29 year

old woman's past.

The woman's lawyer, David Roth, also blasted a a

blatant invasion" of her privacy by the news media.

"There certainly have been enormous misrepresen

tations, falsehoods and lies in the media concerning my

client's background and the alleged facts of the inci

dent," Roth said late last week.

John Namey, a former prosecutor from Orlando, said

Smith's lawyers apparently want to make the trial his

word against hers while attacking her character.

"That's what every defense attorney wants in these

cases," he said.

Smith, a medical student at Georgetown Universi

ty, has denied wrongdoing. He has neither confirmed

nor denied having intercourse with the woman, who

likely will be challenged about whether she consented

to sex and about her truthfulness.
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Softball takes Atlantic 10 Con-

ference by storm sweeping this

weekends results.

VEATHER
Let the sun shine in.

Take it with a grin.

Highs in the mid 80s.

Cloudy and warm tomorrow.

UMass teams fare well in postseason
Baseball denied • Softball crowned Atlantic 10 Champs

By MICHAEL MORRISSEY
Collegian Staff

BOYERTOWN, PA - In the second

championship game of the Atlantic 10 Con-

ference the University of Massachusetts

baseball team gave it all they had, but

came up short and fell apart late in the

game, losing to Rutgers 8-3.

In the second game, UMass fought back

from a 1-0 first-inning deficit to pull ahead

2-1.

"We got beat by a good team," UMass

coach Mike Stone said in humble defeat.

Dave Hoehler pitched a complete game,

allowing only three runs and retired 14 bat-

Righty Daryle Corriveau made the most

of his rare starting opportunity and gave

up only one run in 4Vfe innings. Corriveau

used his live fastball to work ahead of

hitters.

Dave Hoehler pitched a complete game,

allowing only three runs and retired 14 bat

CONIINUFD ON PAGf lO

By DAN WETZEL
Collegian Staff

ALLENTOWN, Pa. - In the regular

season the University of Massachusetts

softball team rolled all over Atlantic- 10

competition. It wasn't quite that easy this

weekend but the Minutewomen left Allen-

town with their third straight A-10 Cham-

pionship title.

Yesterday UMass survived a late

onslaught by Rutgers to win the Cham-

pionship Game 5-4. The win was a com-

bination of the tough pitching of Darlene

Claffey (21-5) and timely hitting.

In the early innings it was all UMass,

with the Minutewomen leading 5-0 after

three innings and Claffey cruising, mow
ing down seven straight Scarlet Knights.

However, Rutgers rallied to get an unearn

ed run in the fourth and struck for three

more in the fifth to make it a game.

In the top of the first, UMass started off

with a bang, scoring two runs. Cherrie

DellAnno got on base due to an error by

first baseman Jen Fowler who dropped the

ball when Jen Miller sacrificed. Sheri

Kuchinskas tried to sacrifice but DellAn-

no was forced out at third. Up came A-10

Player of the Year Holly Aprile, who doubl-

ed deep to right bringing in both

teammates.
In the second, Bonnie Schilling singled

to right center and was pinch run by Tif-

fany Hodson. Hodson moved to second on

a Tracy Duest sacrifice then to third on a

Claffey grounder on the right side. DellAn-

no drew a walk and Sortino utilized her

team speed to manufacture a run. DellAn

no stole second and, as catcher Laurie

McMahon threw to second, Hodson round

ed third to score.

A perfect call and perfect execution and

it was quickly 3-0, UMass.

Claffey held strong in the third and, with

CONIINUED ON PAGE 12
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TEHRAN, Iran (AP) - Designer scarves p^ek around

veils and gold bracelets dangle just beneath the long

sleeves Eyes, lips and nails show a hint of color.

Iran s slow reopening to the West is most visible in its

women, who have become a barometer of religious and

nolitical tolerance. . ..,,

Despite the small changes, however, Iranian women still

are threatened by enforcers of the Islamic code, who can

arrest anyone they feel is offending »te
/
ait

.

h
-

nta
..

t

Women who were adults before the fundamentalist

revolution of 1979 say the slight liberalization introduc-

ed by President Hashemi Rafsanjani is just window dress-

ing for a theocracy that has little desire to change their

lives significantly. . . . , .,

•Its getting a little bit better, but, practically, I don t

believe that things will change," said Anahita, a 38 year-

old former financial manager who works as an interpreter.

•To me, it seems more propaganda.

She and several women friends, all professionals were

spending the day at home in the mountains north of

Tehran All spoke on condition of anonymity.

Their fear indicates how much remains the same in the

revolutionary Iran founded by the late Ayatollah

Ruhollah Khomeni. ,

Everv month, the women gather at someone s home
;

and

shed their sober outer garments, revealing coiffed hair,

painted toenails and designer fashions.
P
On this day the hostess was Efat. a wealthy widow with

two children who also owns a farm and a house in Tehran^

•The women are trying to find a way, trying U> find some

place for themselves, maybe not in their Pr/ess.on but

by organizing parties, in the social life,' Anahita said.

She sat cross-legged on a blanket in the garden, wearing

jeans, a yellow T-shirt and blue hiking boots.
J

Since Khomeini died in June 1989. Rafsanjani has

lessened the revolutions Islamic fervor as he tries to move

Iran from isolation to better relations with he West.

Rakical fundamentalists fight him at every step.

Anahita said publishing was one area that had opened

up for women. She and several colleagues have just finish-

ed a hSical review of women's role in Persian culture

and hone to publish it soon.

ZahrTwas a prominent lawyer during the pro-Western

retanof the late Shah Mohammad Reza Pahlavi who was

ove^h own by Khomeini's revolution. She lost her prac

tke and was able to resume it only three weeks ago.

Her clients are guided by her legal advice, but it is her

male colleague's signature that counts.

•

t was very hard for her to lose her professiona job,

but ,t didn't stop her." said Anahita who translated

Zahra's story into English. "What she's doing now is the

least, but she is working in her profession

Anahita spoke of the "many contradictions about

women's place in Iranian society.

"You can find women in key professional positions and

women who are not able to work at all she said.

For example, several sit in the 270-member parliament.

Women are constantly alert for members of the

Komiteh, revolutionary guardians who patrol

neighborhoods, enforcing strict Islamic law. A woman can

be arrested, beaten, even stoned for touching a man who

is not a relative, for having her head or body uncovered

or for wearing makeup or jewelry.

Crackdowns occur periodically and arbitrarily. The

women reported several Komiteh raids over the past

month as the government admitted foreign observers and

journalistsbecause of the influx of Kurdish refugees from

^Komiteh guards raided several private parties, detain

ing so^female guests, and "arrested some women who

were wearing makeup" in a downtown building that

houses several multinational corporations, Anahita said.

She said there were reports that the women were whip-

ped, fined and forced to sign pledges to observe the Islamic

dress code.
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Rallies mark Mother's Day

Thank y<>« UMASS Blood Donors

for over 1 300 units of Wood this year.

What good is a blood donor?

A blood donor is good for people who go though windshields and

red lights For somebody with leukemia. For people being operated

on For people into feudin and fightin. For hemophiliacs so they

can be as normal as possible. For daredevils. For people undergoing

dialysis while waiting for a kidney transplant. For people who too

around with guns. For little kids who manage to uncap a bottle full

of something poisonous. For people who are burned pretty bad For

new mothers needing a transfusion. For people having open heart

surgery For cancer patients. For people with a severe case of hepatitis.

For anybody any age with bleeding ulcers. For people in the wrong

place at the wrong time. For people who run into things. For people

who are in a lot worse shape than most people you know.

And a special Thank You to all of the UMASS sponsors who

reached out to others to meet our goal.

Kappa Kappa Psi, Tau Beta Sigma, Army ROTC, Alpha Delta Phi,

University Staff Association, Air Force ROTC, Pi Kappa Alpha

Nursing Class of "93. Tae Kwon Do, Sigma Phi Epsilon, Phi Mu

Delta, Alpha Phi Omega, Human Kindness Project, The Collegian

The Last Drive of the semester is tomorrow,

May 14 in Room 174 at the Campus Center.

By CHRIS TORCHIA
Associated Press

BOSTON - Mother's Day was not all

flowers and phone calls yesterday for about

100 activists who rallied for breast cancer

research and a stop to abuse of women

worldwide.

Speakers at a City Hall gathering told

how breast cancer is more lethal than

AIDS, killing about 44,500 women each

year. They urged the U.S. Congress to pass

House Resolution 381, which would give

$25 million more for research into the

cHnccr.

"What's the matter with the men in

Washington?" said city councilor Rosaria

Salerno. "Where the hell are the Schwar-

zkopfs and Powells to deal with breast
?M

At another event on the Boston Common,

protesters complained that the United

States spent vast sums on the Gulf War

while ignoring the neglect suffered by

millions of mothers.

Members of the Women's Community

Cancer Project, which organized the rally

for medical research, said breast cancer

cases are increasing despite traditional

treatments as surgery and chemotherapy.

They said one in nine American women

will get breast cancer, compared to one in

20 in 1960.

"The only reason I will survive is because

of my own will," said 38-year-old Michelle

Kraynak, who had cancer in both breasts.

"It will have nothing to do with medicine."

20% OFF
THE "HISTORICAL ATLAS of MASSACHUSETTS"

by RICHARD W. WILKIE and JACK TAGER

PUBLISHED by the UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS PRESS

Kraynak said her mammogram, an X-ray

t,-t for breast tumors, failed to detect

cancer after she noticed a lump in her

breast in 1989. She underwent a year of

chemotherapy, but had to undergo surgery

when she found a lump in her other breast.

"It got to the point where I was not pro-

ductive," said Kraynak, who had worked

as a sales representative, but is now

unemployed. "It was a financial burden on

me.

Her cancer is in remission, but she is ou-

ter doctors couldn't detect the disease

earlier or give her preventive treatment.

"It's good to be here on Mother's Day

because mothers are women and women

are the people being hurt by this," said

12-year-old Erica Cole.

The rally on the common was held by the

Union of Palestinian Women's Associa-

tions of North America. Protestors singl-

ed out President Bush and Gov. Weld for

ignoring poor mothers who could end up on

the streets because of federal and state

welfare cuts.

"I'm not a mother, of course, said Jack

McCambridge, director of the Homeless

Civil Rights Project in Boston. "But I

would imagine that to them today might

seem like a travesty."

Ron Capling, a 48-year-old energy conser-

vationist, took his criticism a step further.

*T feel really alienated from other white

males," Capling said. "I feel really gross^

ed out by what white men are like by and

large in this society. They're into sports or

making money."

NOW $55.95
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Shevardnadze speaks atBU commencement
BOSTON (AP) - The defeat of despotism in the Persian

Gulf and spiritual ties between the Soviet and American

people offer hope for a unified world, Eduard Shevard-

nadze, the former Soviet foreign minister, said Sunday

at Boston University's commencement.

"The crisis in the Persian Gulf demonstrated the

decisive role of technological progress, knowledge, profes

sionalism and competance." Shevardnadze said. But is

,um, demonstrated that victory is on tenth side ot

freedom."

At Tufts rm^wtv. graduates were treated to the

romantic duo of broadcasting mogul Ted Turner and film

star Jane Fonda at the school's commencement. Turner,

the main speaker, also referred to the Persian Gull War.

Hying that he hoped intensive news coverage showed war

was not the wav to resolve conflicts.

At BU, Shevardnadze said the world hadundergone

great changes, including the end of the Cold War and the

conflict in the Gulf.

"Totalitarianism, once again, suffered a defeat, he said

through a translator. "And. it seems to me that the Near

East was the last trial of strength between democracy and

despotism

Shevardnadze, who is in the United States for the first

time since resigning in December, said Soviet citizens and

their U.S. counterparts understand the importance of a

world civilization.

"Soviet and American people are very close to one

another spiritually," he said.

Shevardnadzes upbeat speech contrasted in part with

his comment Friday that the Soviet Union is moving away

from democracy. The former minister left his post to pro-

uTthTrecent military crackdown in the Baltic Republics.

More than 5.400 undergraduates and graduate students

received degrees at BU's 118th commencement.

Shevardnadze received an honorary doctor of law degree.

Other honorary degrees went to ABC News Presdent

Roone Arledge; Col. Jesse Gregory Adamian, president

of special operations in the Persian Gulf War; Aubrey

Fook-Wo Li, chairman of Chase National Bank; and David

Riesman, a Harvard sociologist and leading authority on

higher education.

Shevardnadze, who is on a month-long U.S^tour, cur-

rently heads the Foreign Policy Association, a Soviet non-

government organization that evaluates foreign policy

l BSU&8

Turner, the main speaker at Tufts, told more than 2,100

graduates that their generation will face humanity s

greatest crisis, but will also realize its greatest

opportunities.

Alluding to the war coverage, Turner said he telt a lit-

tle discouraged" by the pictures of "cruelty, death and

disaster." , ,

"But hopefully," he added, "the fact that we were able

to see so much of it - and see how terrible it was - will

be another lesson to us that war is not the way to ac

complish things."

Turner, whose Cable Newi Network attracted a wide

audience during the Persian Gulf War. received an

honorary doctor of humane letters. He *ai accompanied

by Fonda, his girlfriend, who sat in a front row section

reserved for dignitaries.

Tufts also awarded six other honorary at kta 135th com

mencement. The receipients were

• Harry Belafonte, the actor and entertainer who AM
campaigned for civil rights

• Dr. Etienne Emile Baulieu, the French scientist who

initiated research for an anti-pregnancy pill being used

in France and China.

• Dick Francis, the British mystery novelist and former

iockev.

• Dr Mamphela Ramphele. a South African physcian

and civil rights leader.

Condoms, spermicides?

Dr. Abel doesn
9
t blush

The crowd enjoys the sun and the sounds

day's Pond Concert.

Collegian photo by Carrie Wyeth

of the Feelies at yester-

By MORGAN BITTON
Collegian Staff

"You can't make me blush," said Dr. Jim

Abel of University Health Services at a

Just Say Know workshop on sex education

and birth control. "I challenge you to do so.

Anybody who makes me blush gets a dozen

condoms or the spermicide of their choice

— or both."

"Tonight we're going to talk about sex,

explains Abel to a group of about 45

students sitting on couches, tables and the

floor of a Patterson lounge. "We're here to

talk about sexual things, not moral issues.

Whether it's right or wrong good or bad.

You'll have to decide for yourself. We're

just going to talk about sex."

For almost three hours Abel stands in

front of a table filled with over two dozen

condoms of different brands, sizes, textures

and flavors, spermicides, lubricants and

gels in more than 10 varieties, diaphragms

ranging in sizes and piles of pamphlets on

sexually transmitted diseases and birth

control.

Before beginning his discussion, Abel

passes out slips of paper for students to

write down questions they would like

answered, if they are too embarrassed to

ask them aloud. Skimming through the

pile of questions, he said, "looking through

these questions I can tell that 90 percent

of them have to do with orgasms."

Sexual behavior and attitudes among

University of Massachusetts students are

not much different from other college age

students in the United States, Abel said.

According to a recent study of 16,861

students at colleges nationwide, including

UMass, 1,500 students carry the HIV virus.

Unwanted pregnancies and sexually

transmitted dieases are prevalent, Abel

said. ,

Through workshops, programs and

counselling, students are made more aware

of the options available and the precautions

they can take, he said. While these at-

tempts have been successful in increasing

awareness, problems in properly using con-

traception and prophylactics still remain,

he said. _

In 1985, University Health Services

treated 844 patients for sexually transmit-

ted diseases, according to a UHS fact sheet.

In 1990, 2.135 students were treated.

Veneral warts and chlamydia diaffnoeM

have both doubled while cases of gonorrhea

have decreased by almost 75 percent, the

fact sheet stated

A short man with a big grin hidden

behind a gray beard, Abel

bounces in front of his audience He uaw

diagrams, props and sometimes une\

pectedly calls on viewers to answer quel

tions. He said he wants students tobe able

to ask him anything they want about tex.

Drawing both male and female genitaM

on a large piece of paper, he tells the au

dience. "We're going to have an orgasm

both as a man and a woman."

He then takes the group through the

phases of an orgasm, visually pointing at

the diagrams and the sensitive areas of the

body at each point leading through the

orgasm. At the same time, he is charting

a graph of pleasure at each of the stages,

both for male and female. Occasionally he

asks the audience what to do next. "You're

a bunch of amateurs," he said, when no

response is heard. "It's a shame I have to

teach you these things."

Abel conducts Just Say Know as an in-

formal type of workshop in an atmosphere

where students are made to feel comfor-

table asking questions. He encourages his

audience to ask questions in their own

words.

"When I was your age I used to talk like

you," he says, then quickly blurts out a list

of words, "tits and balls and penis and

pussy and fuck and score and scoop," while

the somewhat surprised audience look

around at others respond before they laugh

and giggle.

Abel said his goal is to be able to have

students be able to feel comfortable talk

ing about sex, "I'm old but I am not that

old." He said he wants students to realize

that he understands their sexual behavior.

"It was like deja vu," he said. "I saw

they're still making the same mistakes 1

made. I don't find it hard to relate to them

sexually."

Abel offers his views and advice on sex,

birth control and prevention of sexually

transmitted diseases. His goal is to teach

"smart sex," not "safe sex," which he calls

"a bunch of buzzwords, pretty posters and

CONTINUED ON PAGE 4

MONDAY, MAY 13

Collection - Residential Recycling Program is spon-

soring a food, clothing and furniture collection in the

residence halls, to benefit the Western Massachuse s

Food Bank, the Salvation Army and the Massachusetts

Coalition for the Homeless. The collection will continue

until May 23.

TUESDAY, MAY 14

Workshop - "Taking Care of Ourselves: A Discuss.on

About Lesbian Health Care" with nurse practitioner

Dome Merriam, will be held at 7 p.m. m the basement

: For Yom Information

of the Unitarian-Universalist Sanctuary in Northamp

tpn. Admission is free. Sponsored by the Family Plann-

ing Council of Western Massachusetts.

WEDNESDAY, MAY 15

Open House - The UMass Grenadier Society is spon-

soring an open house for roleplayers and wargamers from

5 p.m.-12 a.m. in Campus Center room 917. All are

welcome.

THURSDAY, MAY 16

Recital - Celebrations, a student-run dance company

at Smith College, will be performing several pieces

choreographed and performed by company members or

guest artists tonight through Saturday, May 18 at

Theater 14, Mendenhall Center for the Performing Arts,

at Smith. Tonight's performance will be at 8 p.m.. Fri-

day's performance at 9:30 p.m. and Saturday's perfor-

mance at 8:30 p.m. Tickets are $4 for general admission

and $3 for students, senior citizens and children For

more information, or to order tickets, call the theater I

box office at 585-3220 Monday thl h Friday between

1:30 and 4 p.nv
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By CECI CONNOLLY
Associated Press

BOSTON - So, have you heard the one

about the Democrats in 1992? They're

thinking of nominating another liberal

Greek from Massachusetts for president.

From comedian Jay Leno to President

Bush's top aides to the candidate himself,

people are making the inevitable cracks

about the presidential candidacy of Paul

Tsongas, the second Greek Democrat from

the Bay State to run in as many elections.

The ledger shows significant differences

between Tsongas and former Democratic

nominee Michael Dukakis. But in the

world of politics, where perception is

everything, Tsongas is likely to be spen-

ding much of his time trying to escape the

shadow of Dukakis.

'They both come from the same wing of

the partv," said former state Rep. John

Flood, one of the few Massachusetts

Democrats to criticize Dukakis during the

1988 campaign. -This just furthers the feel-

ing of a Northeast, liberal, elitist group

who seem to think they're right for the

presidency

Draw a line down the center of a blank

sheet of paper, listing Dukakis on one side

and Tsongas on the other, and many of the

same phrases appear in both columns.

Phrases like 'abortion rights.'' "no PAC

monev," "earlv reformer," "gun control,

"bland." "decent," "Ivy Leaguer." Both

men are the sons of Greek immigrants,

although Tsongas grew up in the working-

class city of Lowell and Dukakis in the

more affluent Brookline.

And Tsongas is likely to be haunted by

images and words forever linking the two.

Recall famous scenes of the 1988 race:

In Lowell, Dukakis and Tsongas invited

the national media to Lowell to witness the

Massachusetts Miracle" in action.

"We were getting irritated by those who

say that Michael Dukakis had nothing to

do with the Massachusetts Miracle,

Tsongas said.

By that fall, Tsongas was needed again:

this time to defend Dukakis' environmen

tal record as Bush lobbed an assault from

a boat in the polluted Boston Harbor.

Lou DiNatale, of the University of

Massachusetts' McCormack Institute, said

comparing the two is like splitting hairs.

"While Tsongas may be a more updated,

modernized version, he's still from the

same roots," he said.

But Tsongas' campaign aides find any

serious links with Dukakis specious at

best. ... ..j
"People will judge Paul on his own, said

campaign manager Dennis Kanin. "We did

not spend a lot of time thinking about

[this]. I'm not sure it's meaningful; he s not

running against Dukakis."

On the issues, Tsongas points to several

areas where he is more conservative than

Dukakis. He supports nuclear power and

the death penalty for drug dealers^

Dukakis opposed the death penalty and

wavered on nuclear power.

In other areas, Tsongas said he is more

progressive, taking an early lead in the

fight for gay rights and protecting the en

vironment. He wrote the Alaska Lands Act

in 1980 and fought to limit development in

Cape Cod.

The most significant differences though

revolve around the economy.

Although Dukakis had "Export "90s" and

"good jobs at good wages," Tsongas has

made economic goals the centerpiece of his

campaign in his manifesto "A Call to

Economic Arms." "The fact is we are sen-

ding this book to every CEO and every

director of Fortune 500 companies

Tsongas said. "No Democrat I ever heard

of would have done that."
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By TINA SUSMAN
Associated Press

JOHANNESBURG, South Africa -A
small army of white farmers broke

though a blockade Saturday and tried

to flatten a black squatter camp with

trucks, and two were wounded when

security forces fired, police said.

The farmers said they were fired upon

without warning. Police accused them

of assaulting the black settlers.

In a separate incident, 17 blacks were

injured when white attackers rampag-

ed through a nearby black township,

police said. Farmers denied involvement

in that incident.

Reports of the member of injuries and

the number of farmers involved varied,

but all side agreed that whites wanted

to get rid of about 300 blacks who had

set up camp on land they lost under

apartheid.

The incident underscored the anger

many conservative whites have toward

President F.W. de Klerk's plans to

abolish apartheid laws that have resen

ed most land for the white minority

Manv whites are now fearful they will

have to give the land back to blacks,

who were force to leave it

The confrontation began shortly after

midnight Friday near Ventersdoro a

conservative farming town 80 miles

west of Johannesburg.

Last Saturday afternoon. Law and

Order Minister Adriaan Vlok told

reporters in Ventersdoro that farmers

had agreed to leave the squatters alone

and let the courts decide if they should

be evicted.

Police Maj. Ray Harrald said police

and soldiers were deployed to

Ventersdoro after noticing a large con-

tingent of vehicles moving toward the

squatter camp late Friday.

"A roadblock was set up and the

group. .. took up a position opposite the

security force contingent and displayed

a hostile attitude," Harrald said.

The farmers broke through the

blockade early Saturday and began

mowing down shacks with their trucks,

and two farmers were shot by police fir

ing rifles and tear gas, Harrald said. He

said three farmers were arrested and

four shacks were damaged.

Harrald also said residents of the

nearby black township of Tshing told

police that whites armed with knives

and sticks had rampaged in the

township and injured 17 people.

Residents said the attackers struck

about 5 a.m. and wore knitted hats call-

ed balaclavas.

Hundreds of farmers gathered on a

farm Saturday afternoon and spoke to

reporters. Some wore balaclvas.

The South African Press Association

initially said 500 farmers in 150 trucks

were involved in the advance on the

squatter camp.

The farmers said they wanted to

peacefully remove the squatters and

were shot at as they drove their trucks

toward the camp. A leader of the group,

Wilco Beukes. said they farmers never

entered to camp or had contact with

squatters.

Dr. Abel
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 3

practical advice which doesn t work.

While smart sex is, "Just say know. Know

what the hell you're talking about. Know

what you're doing and know how to do it.

Abel starts to discuss what he feels is

most important, "We'll talk about con

traceptives and prophylactics which pre-

vent diseases. I have some condoms here

that you're going to steal and you'll pro-

bably take every one of them. Smart sex

means being aware of the choices of con-

traceptives and prophylactics available and

how to use them properly. Contraception

alone does not prevent diseases."

He begins with discussing condoms. "If

you are sexually active, gentlemen and

carry condoms, I urge you to carry sper

micides or you are only half a man. He

warns his audience that condoms are fre

quently used improperly. If put on incor-

rectly, they can easily rip or tear, lne

detergents in spermicides provide extra

protection both against disease and

pregnancy.

He extended his thumb and said, "pro-

bably the smallest penis in the room.' He

put the condom on his thumb to

demonstrate the proper way to use a con-

dom on. Despite the fact that many men

may complain about how condoms fit or

feel, Abel says they can fit any shape or size

penis. As he stretches a condom, arms

outstretched over twelve inches, he

disputes the argument that condoms "are

not long enough" blowing up a condom he

disproves the claim of "it's not wide

enough." „
"Condoms are fun, they're awesome, he

said, "They come in over 250 kinds." In

order to find out which you like best Abel

suggests "practice." He also urges use of

condoms during oral sex. As he randomly

rips open condom packages sticking them

in his mouth to taste, sometimes as if

eating a piece of chewing gum, he spits out

the ones with unpleasant flavor and warns

"all Lifestyle condoms taste awful. Sheik

Elite mint flavor are the best." Most of the

audience laughs, while a few sit staring,

somewhat shocked. "What's so terrible

about putting condoms in your mouth? You

played with balloons when you were little.
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Editorial/Opinion

International media devoid of any moral responsibility

The helicopter descended on the sunken islands and

devastated coastal communities of Bangladesh like a

perverse metallic angel of death. Inside the cockpit, amid

the hisses and pops of two-way radio, the reporter s

distraught voice, its English composure beginning to melt,

described the waterlogged cemetery bellow.

Instantly relayed back to base, the transmission was

beemed upward and bounced off the obliging satellite to

fall back to earth and around the world, feeding the con

turners of information.

Tens of thousands of people, waist deep in water as far

as they could see. running toward every helicopter, every

speedboat, that bore the journalists to the Sea Of Death,

were turned away to embrace Davey Jones, told to lie back

in their coffin of sea and silt. The journalists were clear-

ly upset at being "put in" this position but, they argued,

what could they do? A rescue effort for a few would have

been overwhelmed and only would have added to the

numbers in that mass grave in the bay. So they gawked,

scribbled and filmed, and flew or speed away, leaving the

little brown dots fading in the distance.

The cliche that we are living in a "global village" is in-

creasingly true, but only for those in the North or in the

middle-class, metropolitan areas of the South. To join the

community you have to be plugged in. so to speak. And

it is becoming increasingly clear that some of the greatest

power in this hamlet of abstraction is vested in those who

control the direction of its collective gaze.

CNN, with its remote satellite broadcast units and

"worldwide" distribution network, along with the other

high priests of international media manipulation and

global surveillance are mighty indeed. During the Gulf

war, jokes abounded about how Bush and/or Saddam were

fixated on Turner's titan. Many a true word...

Hussein Ibish

Like the Jacobean court mask, international media

reporting is fixed in the gaze of the powerful and, in turn

fixes their gaze in a certain direction. It weaves a web of

interdependency of power. For the individual, what we

know depends on what they tell us. And those who live

outside the walls of this feudal structure are fresh out of

luck.

The suffering of the Kurds was prominently covered, for

a time, when it was a useful reinforcement of the why

we went to war" mind massage, and when it made good

drama Now that the issues have been revealed as too com

plex to contribute to jingoism, and the public is presum-

ed to be "bored," the program has been canceled.

After "Band Aid" and "Live-Aid" the public is also

presumed to be bored with famines in the horn of Africa

so the fact that one million people are facing immanent

starvation in Ethiopia/Tigrae/Eritrea and up to 20 million

are threatened in the near future is not to be found con

Don't stop fighting for education

As the semester winds down and many

of us are hunched over our desks writing

papers and studying for exams, in Boston

our legislators and governor are hunched

as well, trying to figure out just how much

they can get away with slicing from the

higher education budget.

Like everyone else, I'm extremely busy

right now. but this is no time to stop pay

ing close attention to the news coming out

of the statehouse. We are leaving campus

in two weeks and the legislature knows it.

Any pressure we can bring as a student

body must be brought now.

The Board of Regents ot Higher Educa-

tion has begun to make noises that suggest

they may be backing away from a huge tui

tion increase for next year; even so, a short

note to them to remind them of the conse-

quences of another increase may ensure

that they not only make the right noises

while we're here, but that they do the right

thing after we've left. Tell them now.

On your next study break, take a minute

to call your representative and senator and

let them know that you're watching and

that you are not doing all of this work in

order to get good grades at an institution

that's been discredited. When you apply for

a job or to a graduate school, you don't want

the interviewer to say, "Nice transcript -

UMass at Amherst - aren't they grazing

cattle there now?"

Finally, take the time in early summer

to write a short letter to the editor of your

hometown newspaper telling the people in

your community what is happening to your

Universitv and to the vitality of their state.

It means "more to them when it is a story

of somebody they know and not another sad

graph on the six o'clock news. Already our

tuition and fees are among the highest in

the country for public institutions. The

next round of increases will secure our

place as a state that doesn't care if the vast

majority of its young people have no op-

tions but to leave the state or take a job

bagging groceries and live above the

garage.

The problem won't go away when we go

away The price of democracy is eternal

vigilance, and the price of public higher

education is going up again if we don t let

our voice be heard in the next few weeks.

Bob Barba
Wendell, Mass.

laminating our TV screens. "Famine in the horn of Africa,

why that's utterly passe darling. There's no future in it.

We did it to death a few seasons ago."

In its function as a vehicle to sell advertising, and hence

as entertainment, the international information media is

apparently devoid of any sense of moral responsibility to

keep attention focused on suffering whether it bores peo-

ple or not. The fact that they serve a corporate economic

as well as a national interest cuts no ice. Again, those out

side the walls of the feudal global village have no acceM

to the protection of power.

In the United States in particular, the outside world is

seen not as a place of flesh and blood reality but as a kind

of stage upon which the various TV dramas of TheNeus

are set. It is the infant who has yet to understand that

there are alternate centers of self and sees everything

Other as a screen on which to project its own fantasies

dreams and nightmares. This is as true of the do good left

as the imperialist right.

The bottom line is that the murderous gaze of Ihv

camera can not be avoided. When areas of the Third World

become, through human or natural malevolence, abattoirs

of humanity, the power of life and death, to some extent,

resides in the media. But the international information

monopoly of the North is incapable of a true sense of

responsibility and regularly abuses its power

This is why the New World Information Order is a

necessity, and by God we shall have it.

I
not to oe lounu cu„- Hussein Ibish is a Collegian staff member

Who gets too much exposure?
' ^ i » *- ~f tko imnu« I h»>ard on

Today I went down to the Campus

Center Store to purchase Mother's Day

Cards. In the brief walk I passed no less

than five heterosexual couples engaged

in public displays of affection. I passed

no same-sex couples.

At the store, I found that most of the

greeting cards from "Both of us" had

pictures on the front of cute little

animals or cartoon characters paired off

in heterosexual couples. I was unable to

find any with pictures of same-sex

couples.

The Fall 1991 Course Selection

Catalog has a heterosexual couple on

the cover with their arms around each

other. I was unable to find any such

University material with gay couples so

prominently displayed.

In today's Collegian, there were nine

teen news articles, plus assorted photos,

editorials and advertisements (two of

which featured pictures of heterosexual

couples). There were two articles about

gay isssues. In yesterday's Collegian

none of the fourteen articles had

anything to do with the LBG
community.

I turned on my radio and for one hour

kept track of the songs 1 heard <<n I

popular radio station. Of the nine "love

songs" I heard, seven were blatantly

heterosexual and two could not be deter

mined. None were explicitly about

same-sex relationships.

Someone on my floor gave me an old

copy of TV Guide This particular issue.

chosen at random, had as the cover

feature a series of stories about prime

time heterosexual couples and then

babies. I picked a random night. Tues

day. and examined the prime time

listings. Out of 26 entertainment pro

grams (comedy, drama or mystery, not

including movies) listed, there Wfl
eighteen shows I could positively iden

tify that involved heterosexual couples

With the exception of LA. Lau\ no

shows with openly gay couples or

characters, who were portrayed positive-

ly, could be identified

And people have the nerve to com

plain that the gay community gets too

much exposure?

Chris Tatro
Orchard Hill

This letter was signed by 73 people

Criticism of India Night unfair
On April 28, Indian students

celebrated India Night with great en-

thusiasm. Some section of the student

community claim that there was a

significant amount of opposition to a

play, "Bharatnama," which was staged

as part of the cultural program. This

claim is totally baseless.

We (Sridevi and Mahesh) were the

cultural secretaries who were responsi-

ble for staging the cultural program.

The entire show was a big success. It

was presented under one common

theme, "The Celebration of Indian

Culture." It was attended by roughly

500 people. Everyone praised the show.

As cultural secretaries, it was our

responsibility to make sure that each

and every item of the cultural show was

a big success and we tried our best to

achieve that goal. Once we heard the

theme of the play from the writer (Rabi

Dutta), both of us supported it instant-

ly. One of us even acted in the play. If

there were certain aspects of the play

which we were strongly against, it was

because we thought they were inap-

propriate for a cultural show. Dif-

ferences of opinion and constructive

criticisms cannot be labeled as "opposi-

tion." Nor can they be used in any way

to slander an entire community as

mediocre.

A lot of effort goes in organizing any

function. India Night was no exception.

Numerous problems are faced with dif-

ferent people having different opinions.

Everyone involved in organizing the

function was elated when the function

was a big success. It is disheartening

that some people remember the show for

the problems that were faced rather

than the success that was achieved.

Sridevi and Mahesh
Amherst

Puerto Ricans need solidarity

Vote to support education May 14
_- . .. »/.., ;J ™. i

On Tuesday, students registered to vote

in Amherst have an opportunity to vote for

education. The town election on the propos-

ed override of Proposition 2M> will take

place then, and the principal items on the

ballot concern town support for education

If voters in Amherst do not vote to support

education, that will be a powerful message

sent to the governor and the legislature

and will undermine campus efforts to save

our University. If the override passes, the

cost to most homeowners in Amherst will

be under $250 for the year. If it fails, the

cost to the campus may be enormous. How

can we ask the politicians to support public

education when the voters in Amherst are

unwilling to do so?

Sheldon Goldman
Professor

The majority of Puerto Ricans are confus-

ed, afraid and apolitical. While the

assimilators, or the pro-state "hood"

regime, advocates both selling our culture,

as well as to have an equal chance to fight

against the world on behalf of the U.S.

Perhaps an equal amount of Puerto Ricans,

the coward, back-boneless colonialists,

prefer to maintain the option of being

Hispanic whenever it is convenient. On the

other hand, the Puerto Ricans who ad

vocate their heritage, culture and identity

as an independent nation, are generally

persecuted, silenced, censored, condemned

and labled as radicals and communists, and

are subjected to other means of tyrannical

harassment. Moreover, besides being a

welfare dependent territory (936 bills,

Jones Act, etc.), a military recruitment bar-

rel, sharing a stolen citizenship, and pro-

moting the assimilation of foreign values

and goals, the majority of Puerto Ricans

are giving up.

Furthermore, while many pseudo-

Hispanic Americans on campus are pro

gressively adopting "Spanglish" as their

new language encouraged by the im-

perialists, others are arguing which coun

try has better diction or which country is

the most representative of a "collective

reality." This confusion is supplemented by

a servile interpretation of history. While

Latin Americans in general, attempting to

seek a new "mother land" as an attempt

to rebel against their current oppressor,

have a tendency to return to the "Spanish

heritage." Apparently, these individuals

are sympathetic with slavery, exploitation,

colonization and manipulation, among

other barbarous types of behavior, which

was typical of the Spanish "Conquistador'

and even our "Christian saviors."

Some of these mentalities are further

reflected and promoted on campus by our

organizations. The Bilingual Collegiate

Program, for instance, claims to be

representative of the Latin American

culture, yet how many Brazilian, or for that

matter South and Central Americans work

in this organization? Which in turn is com

plimented by the transformation of values

of the Puerto Rican majority, which is

generally more interested in seeking a good

education as a means of making more

money, eating good food and partying in

their free time. The Puerto Rican people

need to seek a political identity. It is time

we start educating ourselves instead of

enslaving our own people. The Hispanic

American people need to continue showing

solidarity and support, and actually help

the Colonial and State "hooders" back off

their "welfare trip." By contrast the Puer

to Ricans need to start recognizing and

evaluating their current attitudes.

Charles R. "El Pirata" Venator
Gorman
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police shield victim
TERESA'S

CONIINUfcD FROM FAGE 1

\amev represents Eugene Kim Schumann, one of the

alleged victim's former boyfriends. Schumann gave a paid

interview to the Globe which he now says portrayed him

and the woman unfairly. He also was questioned by Ken

nedy family investigators who have been gathering in-

formation about the woman.
.

"Judges don't let these cases turn into a muckracking

debacle,*' Namey said.

Florida law says "prior consentual sexual activity bet-

ween the victim and any other person shall not be admit

ted" as evidence in rape trials.

"It's certainly intended to help woman feel safe, that

whatever their past, they're not going to be put on tnaL

Its obviously designed to encourage the reporting of

rape," said Brian Treny, chief prosecutor in the sexual

crimes unit of neighboring Broward County.
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th ANNUAL ALL CAMPUS

BARBECUE
TUESDAY, MAY 14

Rain Dates:

Wednesday, May 15

Thursday, May 16

4:00 to 7:00 P.M.

Southwest Field

Collegian phol.. h> ( arrf *v«>h

An open letter to De La
By MARK ANDERSON
Collegian Staff

"Yo Chuck, they must be on the pipe, right9
'

_ Public Enemy, "Don't Believe The Hype'

Pos, Mase. Dove:

Commentary

I'm so embarrassed. Ya didn't make it to

our little spring concert dealie. But that's

not what I'm embarrassed about. I'm em

barrassed because some redneck Connec

ticut cop was the reason you didn't make

it and the powers that be at our little spring

concert.

Maybe I'm more ticked off than your

average schmoe because I was looking for

ward to a scheduled De La interview this

afternoon, but there seems to be a big dif-

ference between mechanical difficulties

and having your van strip searched by

some badge wearin', white trash punk.

(One wonders if Connecticut's Finest would

have pursued such extreme measures to

look for drugs if, say, the Amherst College

Glee Club had been speeding down

Highway 91.

>

I dunno. I'm still gonna buy De La Soul

Is Serving A Life Sentence when it comes

out on Tuesday. But the next time the Con

necticut Police Band is in town, 1 may have

to Just Say No.

As your replacement act so appropriate-

ly put it, "Don't think twice, it's alright
"

Straight up.

c-ya.

— yr number one fan.

pond concert

Collegian photo by Carrie Wyeth

I.D. CARD REQUIRED
Cash Price: $6.10

Bus service from Worcester and Franklin is provided to

(and from) the Barbecue location at regular

intervals throughout the meal period.

WMUA D.J.s will be broadcasting live from the

Barbecue site.

The food is great and the mood is FUN so celebrate

the end of the semester with your friends from

all over campus at

THE ANNUAL ALL CAMPUS BARBECUE.

CONTINUED

Wind." L . .

Dylan played one song that was truly

recognizable, "Knocking on Heaven's

Door," but its familiar because everyone

and their mother has covered this tune.

After "Knocking on Heaven's Door," the

man spoke to the audience, "Please don t

confuse that with grumble, frena, mumm
ble."

What?
Someone, who was fluent in Dylanese,

translated it to "Don't confuse that with

'Like a Rolling Stone.'"

Thank God for handy, die-hard Dylan

fans.

He propmtly followed his cryptic ut-

terance with a crunching version of "Like

a Rolling Stone." On the whole, Dylan put

on a good show, playing songs that were ap-

propriate for a hot day when all you really

want to do is lie in the sun and drink a cold

gn
Dylan finished off his set with "Maggie's

Farm" from his 1965ish album, Bring It All

Back Home. Everyone was happy, even Mr.

Swan who was mellowed by Bob's soothing

tunes. , 1 t. u
But then - well it was just awful. It had

FROM PAGE 1

been announced that De La Soul would not

be appearing at all. According to Jodi

Avery the Union Program Council talen*

coordinator, De La Soul was not fated to

grace the UMass campus yesterday. First

it was bus trouble which held them up in

New Jersey until 2 p.m. They still wanted

to play UMass and the UPC was able to

convince Bob Dylan to go along with the

resulting schedule change.

At about 4:15 p.m., as Dylan went on.

they called to say that they were in New

Haven and closing in on Amherst - all was

good But then about 20 minutes before the

end of Dylan's set, another call came in

from them to explain that they would not

be able to make it on time because they

were pulled over by Connecticut State

Troopers who persisted in searching

through every nook and cranny of their

possessions.

Let us follow the example of David Let

termen and thank the Connecticut State

Police for the fine job that they do in ser-

vicing the public.

Well, a dark cloud spread over the crowd

as they skulked away, robbed of their soul.

But Mr. Swan was glad to be rid of them.

Collegian photo by Carrie Wyeth

Collegian photo by Carrie Wyeth
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DOONESBURY By GARRY TRUDEAU

THE EAR SIDE

By GARY LARSON

ARTS & LIVING

Chris Isaak performance to benefit Center for the Arte

% y

>

N
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By NOA BEN YEHUDA
Collegian Staff

All the brouhaha stirred up and around

the moody crooner with a too cute nose,

Chris Isaak, might have helped to propel

vour scanning eyes to this article. Hopeful-

ly the true quality of his performance will

help propel vou to John M. Green Hall at

Smith College tonight and propel your

hand into your wallet where money awaits

to change hands.

Isaak will be performing to help raise

money for the Northampton Center for the

Arts. The concert was originally schedul

ed for Friday night but was rescheduled to

allow him an appearance on Saturday

Sight Luc
Isaak took the opportunity on Saturday

Night to do a skit between sets thus adding

to his acting credits which include ap

pearances in Married to the Mob and

Silence of the Lambs.

He recorded the soundtracks for Lynch's

Wild at Hear: and some of Blue Velvet

before really hitting the charts with his

album Heart Shaped World. The ascension

from San Fran boy with a look and a guitar

to the "hottest ticket in rock V roll" was

abrupt. He still has that shell shocked air

about him of a newcomer to the scene.

•Wicked Game," his latest hit was writ

ten late one night when Isaak was waiting

for a woman to come over, he told Rolling

Stone. "It was one of those things where

you know vou shouldn't, but you let'em. By

the time she got there, I had pretty much

finished. . . We didn't do much guitar play-

ing after she got there," Isaak said. The

song is a good example of his dark

ephemeral stvle and the story behind it a

good example of his open easy style which

has been compare to Elvis' s.

Interested?

The benefit is just one of several concerts

organized to help keep the doors of the

Center for the Arts open and to "keep the

wolf away." according to Steve Calcagnino

of the Center. The Indigo Girls did their

thing for the Center earlier this year with

good results.

Calcagnino explained that arts organiza

tions will increasingly have to turn to such

means of fundraising if they hope to con

tinue operating in the face of budget cuts.

If the Center for the Arts was to shut their

doors, events like First night and Arts in

the Park would be cancelled.

The Center helps produce about 100 per-

formances, like the wildly successful

•Rhythm Visions," and 20 arts exhibitions

like the Western Mass Illustrators Show,

every year.

Local dancers, artists and musicians are

emphasized. "Really it is an artist

cooperative," said Calcagnino. "There is a

large population of artists in the area and

it is difficult for them to produce shows for

lack of space"

The Iron Horse worked with The Center

to produce and promote this concert. They

hope to raise between $3,0OO-$7,0O0 depen

ding on ticket sales. Their annual budget

is close to $150,000.

Special "Front and Center" tickets at $25

are available at the Northampton Box of

fice Call 586-8686 or 1-800-THE-TICK for

more information. With all of the great free

entertainment provided by the Center for

the Arts year-round, the donation can be

considered a membership fee, or a gift, or

a good price for a great concert.

The Iron Horse and WRS1 95.3 FM will

present Chris Isaak at John M Greene Hall

tonight at 8 p.m. Proceeds will benefit the

Northampton Center for the Arts.

WORCESTER
LOCATED NEXT TO THE WORCESTER
MUNCHY STORE. NORTHEAST AREA

HOURS. 7:30 AM-3:00 PM

SPECIAL
ANY SIZE COFFEE

1/2 PRICE
ALL DAY MAY 16TH

FINALS WEEK
May 17-23

LARGE COFFEE
1/2 PRICE

1 2 OZ. FOUNTAIN SODA
ONLY 25c WITH ANY
SANDWICH (hot or cold)

Thank you for your patronage!

Best of luck during finals!

See you in September!
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Chris Isaak will perform a benefit concert in Northampton tonight.

wmwuwL
become ASSOCIATE ARTS EDITOR

come to 113 CC or call 545-1749

-ask for Paul or Daniell-

ATTENTION SUMMER SESSION STUDENTS

ENGLISH 112 & MATH
PLACEMENT TEST

For students planning to take ENGLISH 112

during Summer Semester 1991

Test will be administered

THURSDAY, MAY 16, 1991

7 p.m., Bartlett Hall, Room 61 (1st Session)

WEDNESDAY, JUNE 26, 1991

7 p.m., Bartlett Hall, Room 61 (2nd Session)

No one win be admitted into English 112

without this test. Bring ID and pen or pencil.

This test is administered free of charge.

For anyone planning to take MATH courses

during Summer Session and who have

not already taken the placement test.

MONDAY, JUNE 3, 1991

9 a.m., at the Worcester Dining Commons.

Students should arrive 15 minutes prior to the test

This test is administered free of charge.

WM
DIVISION OF
CONTINUING EDUCATION
UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AT AMHERST

QUOTE Of THE DAY
"UMass is like granola: Take away the

fruits and nuts and all you have are the

flakes."
— Overheard

STAFF PHOTO
TODAY
5 p.m.

In the newsroom

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE

Edited By TRUDE MCHEL JAFFE

The urban catsnake and its prey
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ACROSS
1 Pail ol i ship s

name tfi Japan

5 Pans
9 Sew loosely

14 Actor Richafd

15 Imtalr

16 Oak truit

17 Forwaid

18 Agtead
20 incensed

22 Mayday 1

23 Gnd (antes

24 Ciitxc meter

25 Marshy area in

L ouisiana

27 Fat lo> candies

30 Start

34 EDan ot Israel

37 Bco or Sis

36 Bear

39 Emit smoke
40 Four Comb

torm

42 I ake Indian

43 Changes
45 Coluinnisl

Buchwaid

46 Split

47 Tantara

48 The wile to

some
50 Diamond aHiori

52 Shocks
56 Peer Gynt »

mother

59 Charged
particle

60 End a romance

62 Emphas^e
65 Weight

allowance

66 Hubbub
67 Make well

68 To be l at

69 Product ot

Scotland

70 American
Nobelist tor

chemistry 1934

71 Piogeny

DOWN
1 Flat topped hills

2 Ten (iei' enter

3 Home luiii'f

on the -

4 Specut rfs m
Dusiness

5 Loyal

6 Woid with

up
down

7 Ancient

8 Teeter totter

9 Woodwii .0

instrument

10 Go on stage

11 Carbon
smudge

1

2

Walked

1

3

Concludes

19 Actoi

Marsden
21 Rural power

org

25 Something
abbreviated

26 Expresses with

restraint

28 WW II landing

crall

29 Goll term

31 Cetld'i

32 Green land

33 oil angered

34 Kuwaiti

35 Alexan.lei

(jiahaiti

36 Greek tetter

38 Dines

4t Elk cousins

44 Abttd

48 D'

49 Eniptoy

51 Go>Vtess ot

dawn
53 t

54 Part ot RN
55 Hasie

ho l irmly member
57 Weathe'

58 An Adams
60 So '

mlisi.Je

61 Count on

63 Compass pt

64 Above t'< a
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By JEANE DIXON
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REX ROCKETT
By IRA SHERAK
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ARIES (March 21-April 19) Romance

thrives on consideration Try to

develop a better understanding of

your loved one's needs Certain

projects may requite further study

Consult your mate before making

a major decision

TAURUS (April 20-May 20) An ag-

gressive person could throw you off

balance today Stay on your toes'

The spotlight is on finances and

family responsibilities Know your

priorities Watch your diet.

OEMINI (May 21-June 20): An ex-

cellent day for aealing with

bankers A long-distance pbone call

saves you both time and money in-

fluential people lend their support

Cash in on past favors

CANCER (June 21-July 22)

Although you are excited about

your new academic experience, a

friend left behind will miss you You

may be across the country but

there is a pull here Someone near

your home will always need to talk

to you
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22) A good day

for handling mutual resources and

joint finances. A recently acquired

technical skill will prove very

valuable. Those who work behind

the scenes can help your career

VIROO (Aug. 23-Sept 22): Do not

despair if nothing seems to go as

planned. Things will straighten

themselves out. Take care of

paperwork and return phone calls.

Give loved ones your fuM attention

tonight

LIMA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22) An open

exchange of ideas could prove

very useful today Speak your mina

forcefully and confidently and you

will be heard You need to let your

associates know how much you

care
SCORPIO (Oct 23-Nov 21) Soft-

pedal any differences of opinion

between you and your co-workers

Vou will need these people's

cooperation to get aheaa Your

creative abilities will help you gam
greater authority

SAGITTARIUS (Nov 22-Dec 21)

Business negotiations and employ

ment matters are in the spotlight

Make the most of vour special

•lents Travel and extracurricular

rivities are favorea during the

,ext few days

CAPRICORN (Dec 22-Jan 19)

Postpone signing legal papers The

fine print may not reflect a previous

agreement Your financial security

win be affected by a personal aeci-

sion you make today Talk things

over with you loved ones

AQUARIUS (Jan 20-Feb 18) Make

prosperity a top priorityi You can

find unlimited success in big

business or real estate Last minute

changes will work to your advan

toge Romance is happier than in

the recent past

PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20) A stock

market hunch will pay off hand-

somely Be yourself when you meet

a charming newcomer and you win

make a highly favorable Impression.

A candlelight dinner wRI spark

romance tonight.
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9 baseball
CON1INUED FROM PAGE 1

ters in a row. He had three strikouts and two walks for

the game
Rutgers scored in the first when Angel Echevana singl-

ed with two outs and Jason Imperial drove him in with

a double.

UMass got two runs in the third after Dave Edwards

led off with a single and Steve Corradi walked and with

two outs. Both Brian Bright and Derek Dana hit RBI

singles to give UMass the lead.

We didn't let down after the first game.'' Stone said,

citing the 2-1 lead in the seventh inning.

The middle innings were rough for UMass pitchers,

especially reliever Rob Graziano who hit two batters but

escaped unscathed.

Ron Villone. the stopper of the staff, came in with one

out in the bottom of the sixth. In the seventh Villone gave

up a double to Mike HiggtlM and an RBI double to Jam.->

Cann who lined it just past first baseman Ian Torres

The critical stage off the game occurred when Rich

lharfl came into the game - runners were on second

and third with no outs Graham walked the first battel

to load the ha-.'- and Mike Winchock hit B two-run dou-

ble followed by another two-run double by Chris Gurkin

blow the game open at 6-2.

John Russell relieved Graham but Rutgers suicide

, d the seventh run in and Imperial hit an RBI

-ingle to up the score 8-2.

BtOM Mid he thought the sacrifice squeeze play was a

good idea.

The source of controversy throughout the game was

Rutgers questionable practice of dipping into the pitched

ball and then receiving first ba-

MONDAY, MAY 13, 1991 COLLEGIAN COLLEGIAN MONDAY, MAY 13, 1991
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"I thought it was illegal to lean in and went out there

to argue, but the ump said the batter wasn't leaning in,"

Stone said.
.

Dana led off with a single at the top of ninth and Glenn

DiSarcina hit a grounder to third and reached on a

fielder's choice. Carelli singled and Howard hit a routine

ball to second that went though the legs of Rutgers' se-

cond baseman Chris McAlinden and DiSarcina scored to

complete the score at 8-3.

Game 6: Rutgers 4, Massachusetts 5

For the third time in three A 10 playoff games, UMass

fell behind early - this time, 4-0 in the championship

game against Rutgers.

But the Minutemen came back to tie the score in the

seventh, and nearly tied it again in the 10th when John

Carelli was thrown out at home on a game-ending play

that forced a second championship game.

In one of the truly clutch performances of the year, in-

fielder Torres crushed a Dave Hornaday pitch in the

seventh inning to tie the score at 44. Torres, a left-handed

batter, had trouble in the Penn State game against left v

Chris (tsar. But Torres was seen in batting practice

crushing the ball, and he hit Hornaday's pitch like it was

a batting practice mellon.

UMass rallied again in the eighth, but they couldn't

break through against Hornaday or reliever Jim Kohl.

UMass' Justin Howard was left stranded at third after

singling, as Rutgers' Echevaria made a game-saving catch

of Mike Tobin's fly ball to the right field warning track.

A ninth inning rally by UMass was also killed.

The Minutemen fell behind in the 10th when Rutgers'

Jay Marchese was hit by a Jeff Toothaker pitch, stole se-

cond and scored on Mike Winchock's RBI single. Villone

finished the inning for the heroic Toothaker after

Toothaker hit Higgins with another pitch. Villone struck

THE

WORLD
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prior fo June 15th
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ft* 3W
•round tnp» from Bos'on

•Taxes not included*

•Buy before May iSth»
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issued on me spot'

Free student navel

catalogue

Council Travc.
79 S Pleasant St.

Amherst

413-256-1261

*ttl

ss
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t00

. SAME DAY SERVICE

• BILLED DIRECTLY

TO INSURANCE COMPANY
• WINDSHIELDS REPLACED

North Amherst
Motors

78 Old Sunderland Rd

North Amherst. MA,

549-2880

Mot t Maio- Credit Card* AcceDieC

UNIVERSITY COPY CENTERS
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e
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10 printed resumes

10 envelopes

10 sheets of paper

lor

$1.75
other specials

also available

Two locations open Mon-Fri, 9am-5pm

101 Herter Hall South College, lower level

Call 545-2719 for prices

Register Now For Summer Session

at Western New England College
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out Doug Meiner to end the inning.

In the bottom of the 10th, Carelli led off with a single

and was sacrificed to second. With two outs and two

strikes, Tobin hit a routine groundball that shortstop Win-

chock threw high. Carelli rounded third on the play and

tried to slide under Higgins, but Carelli was called out

on a close play that could have been called either way,

but forced the two teams into a third and final meeting

for the A-10 title.

Left-hander Scott Meaney just did't have his stuff in

Sunday's first game as he hit two batters, walked one and

was hindered by two defensive errors. He didn't make it

out of the first inning.

Doug Alongi led off the game by getting plunked by a

Meaney pitch, and went to second when Meaney's pickoff

attempt bounced off first baseman Torres' glove.

McAlinden then laid down a sacrifice bunt that was

thrown away by Meaney. putting runners on first and

third with no outs.

Echevaria drove in the first run with an RBI single. Im-

perial followed, advancing Echevana and McAlinden to

second and third, respectively. Marchese then grounded

to Carelli at second, who tried to nail McAlinden at the

plate. McAlinden was safe, and Rutgers led 2-0. Marches*

scored the third run of the inning when Winchock walk

ed with the bases loaded.

In the second, McAlinden hit a solo home run off

Toothaker, Meaney's replacement, and things looked

bleak for UMass.
As they have done all year, however, the Minutemen

battled back in the second, scoring two runs. Bright,

leading off, reached on a Winchock error and moved to

second when Dana walked. A passed ball advanced both

runners, and with Rutgers' infield playing back, Carelli

and DiSarcina hit RBI groundouts to shortstop, halving

the Rutgers lead.

UMass picked away for one more in the bottom of the

fifth on back to-back doubles by Torres and Corradi.

UMass tried to rally for more, but Scarlet Knight starter

Hornaday struck out DiSarcina with runners on second

and third to end the threat.

Meanwhile, Toothaker pitched on guts, getting three

double plays and exceptional play from DiSarcina at short

and Corradi at third. Corradi took Torres' spot at third

because Torres was at first in place of Jay Dodig, who sul

fered a separated shoulder in Saturday's game against

Rutgers.

Game 4: Massachusetts 11, Rutgers 6

The Scarlet Knights beat George Washington 4-2 and

had not lost in 14 games, but it didn't matter to UMass.

After giving up three runs in the first inning,

highlighted by an Imperial two-run home run, starter Jim

Telgheder settled down and allowed only two more runs

in 7 Mi innings.

"Once I settled down and got the through the first cou-

ple of innings, everything started going all right." explain-

ed Telgheder. "Everyone started sw inging the bats real

well."

Swinging well is an understatement. UMass garnered

15 hits, including four by second baseman designated hit

ter Carelli, and never trailed after scoring four runs in

the bottom of the first to erase the Rutgers lead.

Dana and DiSarcina each got two hits in their first two

at-bats, driving in five of UMass' first seven runs. DiSar

cina's third inning single drove starting pitcher Dave

Hoelher from the game.

UMass scored two more runs in the middle innings on

Mike Tobin's homer and Bright's opposite-field shot in the

fifth — his second of the Tournament.

The Minutemen lost first baseman Dodig to an injury

when he attempted to add an insurance run in the eighth.

Carelli led off with a double and scored when Dodig

greeted reliever Steve DePolo with an RBI single, upp

ing the UMass lead to 10-5.

Dodig was subsequently sent home on a Tobin double,

but was out by 10 feet at home. He tried to barrel into

Rutgers catcher Mike Higgins - a human fire hydrant

- and separated his left shoulder, tearing ligaments in

the process. He will miss the rest of the season.

"I shouldn't have sent him (home]," said Stone regret-

fully. "I was too greedy for runs with that big of a lead."

Corradi's hitting was outstanding, as he was the catalyst

of UMass rallies in the first and third innings with three

hits.

Villone, in relief of Telgheder, pitched out ofjams in the

last two innings. "Telgheder didn't have his stuff, but

he battled," Stone said. "It was much the same as

Graham's effort [against Penn Statel."

Villone induced Higgins into a double play in the eighth

then, after giving up a homer to Steve Michaels in the

ninth, struck out the side to record his fifth save on the

year.

"After I gave up the home run, I felt better because I

wasn't getting the ball over in the beginning," Villone

said. "But then I put a ball over — except he [Michaels]

hit it."

UMass laid to rest the ugly memory of last year's loss

against Rutgers, which occurred in the same round of last

year's tournament. UMass led going into the ninth inn-

ing in that game, but then-stopper Gerry Creamer blew

the save opportunity as Rutgers scored three runs.

Rutgers won in 14 innings, 8-7.

Asked if he brought up last year's lass to Rutgers, Stone

replied, "Absolutely not."

"This is a new team, a new ball club," he said. "We're

a better ball club."

Game 1: Massachusetts 4, Penn State 3

UMass played a hot Penn State squad that had won 15

of their last 18 games. Graham matched against PSU's

Chris Cisar, who proved to be as good as his press clipp

in^'s suggested.

UMass, behind 2-0 to Penn State when Graham sur

rendered a two-run homer to right fielder Dave Hall.

Graham settled down after that, pitching spectacularly

the rest of of the way. He allowed only one more run in

i nmiuiifiiori iw.f n
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the third - Russ Mushinsky's RBI single.

UMass mounted their first attack in the top of the fifth,

when DiSarcina and Corradi drew back-to-back lead-off

walks. Howard sacrificed them into scoring position and

Dodig and Tobin drove them in, cutting the lead to 3-2.

Controversy arose in the top of the sixth after Torres

led off with a single. Stone had Bright sacrifice when a

round tripper would have given UMass the lead. Bright

bunted successfully, however and Dana singled Bright to

second and Torres to third. DiSarcina lofted a sacrifice

fly that Torres appeared to score on, but Penn State ap

pealed the the call, and the third base umpire ruled that

Torres left too soon.

Bright, more than a little upset at being left offthe A 10

Conference All-Star Team, stepped up against reliever

Dean Kerns on his next at bat and nailed the ball over

the left field fence to tie the score at 3 3.

The Minutemen took the lead in the top of the ninth

when Carelli drew his fourth walk of the game. Howard's

sacrifice bunt was thrown away by PSU closer Gary

Miller, and Carelli scored all the way from first on the er-

ror, giving UMass the 4-3 lead.

Graham pitched a complete game, striking out nine hit

ters with his nasty slider and walking one.

"I didn't have a particularly good fastball or curve, but

I got every one ofmy strikeouts with my slider, and Derek

called a great game," Graham said.

Graham pitched on guts alone the last two innings,

especially the bottom of the ninth. "My arm was kill

ing me," said Graham. "But if you cant suck it up, you

don't belong here."

Classifieds
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ANNOUNCEMENTS

ARE YOU HIV POSITIVE? Do you have

questions about getting the right health

care, or whether to talk to your friends and

family about what s going on' Every month

the Massachusetts Debt of Public Health

sponsors a 3 session education and support

group thai is tree, anonymous, and con-

fidential For more information call

(413)58^7525 ^ (800)445 1255

GREENOUGH SNACK BARS last day

open is today" Stock up on ct*ps soda and

caffeine now 1 Have a great summer'

6 BEDROOM HOUSE 21uII baths patio on

bus route can 253-9495

THE UNION
Video
Center

Trams students in

all aspects of

video production

Stop by our

offices by the

Commuter Lounge

APTS FOR RENT

SPRING SPECIAL .99 cents one month

rent with one year lease 2BR $450 3BR
$537. m Sunderland Free bus route laun

dry facilities pool garden plots Shod term

leases available 665-3856

AVAILABLE JUNE 1 Single bedroom tor

temale in recently renovated apt 2 miles

from UMass on bus route $250 month all

utilities included 263 0640

DOUBLE AVAILABLE m 3 bedroom Puff

ton summer with tall option

5492781

FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTEO to share

room Putfton Fall $160 549-4509

FOUR BEDROOM HOUSE near Amherst
line Large rooms new 549-1217

HUGE 3 BEDROOM apartment 1 > 1 bath

spacious yard cheap rent call anytime

66V 3783

AUTO FOR SALE

1977 DODGE MOBILE TRAVELER
80 000 miles Very reliable engine

Sleeps 4 toilet, shower, oven

Must sell quickly $3200 or b/o

586-2922

1979 DOOGE ASPEN wagon needs brakes

$100 or B O Ted 54*6545

80 OLDS OMEGA runs well High miles

AW/FM stereo/tape $600 B O
Stacy 665-7725

1982 DATSUN 200SX
5sp standard
high mileage
Moving must sell quickly

1000 or BO 253-0449

1983 DOOGE OMNI— 4sp 4dr new tires

AM-FM cassette new speakers-a good col-

lege car 300 or b o
6460882

1983 PLYMOUTH HORIZON runs well Go-

ing west must sell 800 or BO call Monique

2560303

1984 JEEP CJ7 New enhausl $3500

3672039

1986 ISUZU l-MARK
4 doors black

45K excellent conditions

$2100 or BO
253-2609

1988 HYUNDAI EXCEL automatic. AM/FM
stereo cassette sun root A/C excellent cond

only 34000 Ml-$4150 253-0780

1988 JEEP WRANGLER candy apple red

40K exc cond killer stereo don't miss this

Shirley 549-2824

1989 HONDA ACCORD DX 2 door coupe

excellent condition only 1 2900 miles AM/FM
cassette stereo 8900 or BO Call Bruce at

25&1215 after 6pm

STUIO APT Amherst center perfect for

1 person 225/mo fall opt 253-0780

VW RABBIT 81 standard, deisel 2 door

body in great condition, runs well Call now
253-9763 $600

BECOME OUR NEW FRIENDS

3 GUYS LOOKING FOR 2 people to fill a

room in a beautiful Main St house $205 puts

you in the center of town hardwood floors

raised ceilings a loft in your room Men or

women we don't care -Call Jason at

549-1206

FOR RENT

2 BEDROOM close to campus perfect for

3 people lake over our lease- Get June free

580/mo 549-4281

3 BEDROOM APT., Amherst center

Available June 1. 825/mo 253-4267

3 BEDROOM HOUSE
1 V» bath on bus route

$10O0/month 253-7448

3 OR 4 PEOPLE
5 mm walk to campus/lown
Cheap rent Heat/Water inc

253-2330

3 OR 6 BEDROOM DUPLEX
Great Backyard
Call 253-4092
OR 256-0303

THREE TOWNHOUSE APARTMENTS-
each 2 bedroom r-j baths on bus route

North Amherst 1 567-1352

TOWNEHOUSE APT- ?br 1 .-baths

bus route summer sublet w/

faM option 549 1897

TOWNEHOUSE APT available 1 si month

Free 2 bedroom on bus route Call Glenn

549 7467

LARGE SUNNY ROOM .n 2 bedroom apt

m Sunderland on bus route available Sept

rent only $250 Female Non-smokers only

call Michelle 665-1184

ONE BDRM
in Northampton house available FaM $180
month Near downtown and busroute Call

soon' Sean 546-1818

PRESIDENTIAL APT
One room double or single

For fall/summer 549-4035

SINGLE ROOM
187 50
Summer sublet w/tall option

Great summer location near

Puffer s Pond
Wood stove, washer Irg yard

5496650

SUMMER SUBLET w/tall option

2 3 bdrm apl

Between town and Bruno s. Mam St

Lots of windows
Only 640/mo
Call 253 2357 leave message

AMHERST CENTER room discount

549-0484

FABULOUS RENTAL

AMHERST CENTER 1 BORM APT. Quiet

close lo common—for frisbee fun(S Pro-

spect Si ). sunny, tg livingrm • kitchen

deal tor 2 people Summer sublet w/taK op-

tion Call 253-7194

FOR SALE

AKAI RECEIVER. $180 Fisher cassette

deck. $50 Radar detector. $40 two IBM
sports games. $18 Chris 546 2457

APARTMENT FURNITURE-Sola Chair

Kitchen and coffee tables, color televisions

bedroom stuff and more Really inexpen-

sive Also selling 1978 Chevrolet impala

which is m good shape Steve 549 4758

BOSE INTERAUDIO ALPHO-four
loudspeakers 400 watl peak tweeter and
system overload protection Call lor specs

$250 2S6-0967

CABER AZZURO SKIBOOTS size 8'.

Great performing boot. $50 Call 2560967

DORM-SIZE FRIDGE $30 carpet $25

scales must sell immediately Chris

546 4746

TRI-SIGMA SENIORS-
Caryn Robyn Elena Karen and Amy

We love you and will miss you'

Good luck and Congratulations'

HEY STUDY BUDOV- 1 lost bet 1 beer

tab 1 ampitheater table 1 island 1

mountain 1 happy fern 1 wad of gum
• i cold puza » Lots oi tun' Hope this is

one equation you never to/get' Thanks for

the good times'

TO MY VIRGINIA BOUND GIRL

Good luck everyone at UMass will miss

you Stay m touch and remember SBA
tables were made for more than studying'

SUNDERLAND. Female housemate
wanted for quiet rural house off Rt 47 sun

ny lots of space 215* Avail around 6/1

665 36707665 2819 leave message

TAKE OVER OUR LEASE
Huge room in house
Above Video-to-Go

Two minutes to town

On bus stop washer dryer

Call 2532528 9 5pm
275/month

AMHERST CENTER
Efficiency one. two. three bedroom apart

ments June or September Lincoln Real

Estate 25 North Pleasant Street

253-7879

GILREATH MANOR
Hobart Lane
Three bedroom apartments available June

or September Lincoln Real Estate 25 North

Pleasant Street

253 7879

203 SUNSET!
Spacious 2br

Great location

Available June 1

$750/mo
Call anytime 549-8147

BEAUTIFUL
Clean Luxurious. 4VS bedroom house

available lor 5 people to start new lease

June 1st Rent $240 +

A MUST SEE'

Call Sonja 253-9381/Dr Ewert 2539745

CARPENTER/TRADESMAN swap room for

maintenance/repair 549-0484

4 BDR APT. Swiss Village

Low rent 253-0828 Take over lease

4 BDRMS A deal you can I refuse 2539708

4 BEDROOM HOUSE
Hadley
Near Boyden Gym
$1600 month
Lincoln Real Estate

25 North Pleasant Street

253-7879

5 BEDROOM HOUSE washer/dryer

Huge yard 2 bath 2kitchens 549-4082

549-8419

AMITY PLACE CONDO
3 bdrm ?''? bath
Washer/Dryer
Central air / vac
Partially furnished

3 occupants /$995/mo
549-5938 or

516-3680082 call collect

GREAT FURNITURE in top condition'

Couches xitchen table full size beds

chairs, desks dressers mghtables- and

much much, more'
Terrific prices as well'

Call us soon at 54*8128 or 549 8130

HEY!
Don I be a goober

Buy a futon

They're big. comfortable

and really coot'

Please think about this today

Metawampe Futons
Sleep with us'

1 -800-3FUTON1

MACPLUS 2 drives, system saver, printer

$800 oBO Chris 5454795. hm 367 9378

SMALL DESK
twin bed
Lauren
2560303

WE ARE GRADUATING:
Beds desks. chairs.bookshelves. microwa-

ve.etc 256-3088

WINDSURFER 14 Misloo TCS. new never

used $750 or B O 256-0967

FOUND

FOUND Beginning Spanish textbook was
found 1st floor Herter

Call Bob 665-3536

FOUND—Dark blue address book contact

Campus Parking 545-0065

KEYS—one dorm key and a bike lock key

on a red sox shoelace Found next to

mailboxes in Student Union Call 546-2019

CLEAN SPACIOUS 3 bedroom apt

Take over lease

1min bus route Amherst

Fully equipped kitchen/carpeted

253-2609

CLOSER THAN THE dorms large sunny

room lor summer has washer and dryer,

parking much more 549-6071

GREAT HOUSE ONE BLOCK from campus

Fits six people

Two full bathrooms

Great landlord

In perfect condition!

Call soon'
549-8128 or 549-8130

HOUSE FOR RENT 4 5 bedrooms, on bus

route. 10 minutes to UMass $1 150 available

June/September to September 253-2644

LARGE. FIVE-BEDROOM Amherst

Perfect for six Garage, deck dishwasher

disposal On bus route Call Bob at

617964 8659

LARGE ROOM IN spacious house above

video store on Main St Finished wood floor

and high ceilings Bus stop at front door

$300/month 545 1259

RESERVE NOW FOR SEPTEMBER
Lantern Court Apartments

Large 2 bedroom w/w. fully equip ^en-
washer dryer and storage facilities

available On bus line- minutes to campus

Kamins Real Estate 253-2515 ^^
ROOM FOR RENT NOW! Puffton Village

small room in three bedroom apts Heat

free' Call ASAP 549-4253

SIX BEDROOMS— Two minutes from town.

10 minutes from campus Take over lease

for summer and possible (all Rent

negotiable Call 253-3650

STUDIO APARTMENT in Amherst

$375 inclusive 549 3610

SUMMER AND/OR FALL: Amherst

smoke/meatfree rural house garden near

UMass Parking, laundry $200 + 549-4401

TAKE OVER our lease' 6 bedroom house

in Amherst, on bus route. 2 full baths patio

Affordable 1 Call now 253 9495

THREE FOUR FIVE bedroom houses

Belchertown Amherst line 586-4270

HELP WANTED

EARN $5.25/HR plus bonuses at Telefund

good communication skills a must 1 Stop in

to see if you quality for an interview

HOUSECLEANER: Responsible,

references, part-time, permanent busline $6

549-0413

INTELLIGENCE JOBS. All branches US
Customs, DEA etc Now hiring Call

1-805-962-8000 ext K-9616

PAINTERS NEEDED. Exteriors All summer
546-3399

PLATallISyTwORK AT NWMT This

summer at Telefund We are seeking ar-

ticulate, knowtedgable UMass students who
have good communication skills-you can

earn $5 25/hr plus bonuses' Stop into the

basement of Memorial Hall to apply

PERSONALS

•••• MICHELLE V.
••**

To my little piggy: You've been a great

friend I wish I could be here for your next

2 years in AXO' I'll miss you lots, but I'm

only a call away'
Love ya, Lara

P S Now you can lead the boat race

ERIC DUE
So What if cats belched

instead of purred'
BLAAAT"

Happy 21st Birthday

Love,
Lorraine

WENDY LILLEY
Congrats on graduation

Love you Cunx

CONGRATULATIONS TO THE new •"

mates oi Sigma Kappa' Paige. Trac,

Suzanne Cendac*. Kristen Elizabeth

Susan Jeanne Davma Jamie Kathy

Laura. Jodi Jen and Suzanne Welcome to

sisterhood' Love the sisters of S K

HOMER YOU STILL owe me 4 hours and

49 minutes I'm going lo miss it oops (I

mean you) this summer love, your Nympho
Wanna Be

CONGRATULATIONS lo the new sisters of

Tn Sigma' You did it' Love, the Gamma
Theta s of Sigma Delia Tau

CONGRATULATIONS
To the Alpha pledge class of Aephi'

Robin Anapoi
Colleen Barry

Bonnie Crowley
Valerie Green
Rachel Israel

Jen Juneau
Alyssa Kaplan
Jayme Kotler

Tma Lepen
Kim McCarthy

Liz Minkin
Cindy Pell

Kathryn Sollie

Meryl Tillis

Alyson Weckstem
Melissa Weinberg

Laura Blum
Laura Freedson
Beth Harsfield

Michelle Mullen
Ronna Sadow

Phmominal Job'
Phi Love The BETAS'

TO THE LUNCHBUNCH,
Although the food is not always good the

company sure enough makes up for it'

Love.

Gleek

CONGRATULATIONS
SUZANNE!
Welcome to Sigma Kappa 1

l love you guys'
In sigma love.

Ginny

NEEDED 2 roommates M/F to share place

m Giireath Manor w/3 females Can have

single rooms Can 546*248

TWO BEDROOMS AVAILABLE m a three

bedroom apartment Very close to campus
temale non smokers Call 549 5616

SELL YOUR FURNITURE

GRADUATING? Leaving school'' Don t grve

your good furniture away Can Grist Mill An

tiques first We pay top prices 2535296

SERVICES

STUDENTS NEED financial help grants

Scholarships minimum qualifications

586-9445

SWIMMING FOR ADULTS afraid in water

course It s tun' ft works' New at Greenfield

Y May 14 June 27 773-3646 for brochure

$360

SUBLET

SUMMER W/ FALL OPTION Large room

M S Amherst condo Pool central A/C.

washer/dryer parking On bus route Cool

roomies perfect summer place' Call Joe

2532696

SUBSCRIBE TO THE COLLEGIAN

ARE YOU LEAVING UMASS?
Are you graduating or going abroad 7 Keep

m touch with UMass new sports, and

events with a daily or weekly subscription

to the Collegian'

For more info and an order lorm come down

to the Collegian located at 1 13 Campus
Center (in the basement)

SUMMER RENTAL

QUESTIONS ABOUT your lease/security

deposit deductions' Questions about

subletting/assigning leases 7 Questions

about your new house or apartment 7 Con-

tact The Legal Services Cemer
922 Campus Center

545 1995

CICI
Happy Birthday'

4 months and counting

Congratulations'

Tonight Well anything is possible al least

it's not a lull moon'
Love Gabrielle and Maura

SUE-
Good luck with your exams Keep a smile

and don t stress We love you"
Karen. Mimi and Allison

• • • SUMMER SERVICE '
'
*

THE LEGAL SERVICES CENTER will be

open this summer providing legal services

to UMass/Amherst students' It you have

legal problems or questions contact us at

545 1995. or stop by room 922 of the Cam-

pus Center for an appointment

TYPING/WORDPROCESSING

MARIA KUBIK(YAH-VAH)- Thanks tor be

ing the best roommate ever" Good luck l

am going lo miss you next year' Just

remember lo be careful you never know

who's listening outside the door oi through

the wall" Love, ChnsfWaah)

MAN WHO PAYED late fees at Video To Go
5/8- I'm intrigued'

-Brunette

WANDA-WANNA-BE
Congrats on being president of the

Itsy-Bitsy-Titty-Committee 1

DISSERTATIONS. CASES, PAPERS
On-campus pickup Fast' Accurate'

Mac/Laser speilcheck

Nancy 584-7924

FAST, ACCURATE TYPING w/spellcheck

and boldface $1 45/PG Call Greg 546-2548

PAPERS. $1 50/pg Resumes laser printed

Fast professional, affordable

KCOMMUNICATIONS. 256*373

$220/month neg one bdrm Montague big

yard quiet 367 2278

FEMALE LOOKING for a 1 bedroom sum
mer sublet single only please call Kern at

253-0486

AMHERST 5BORM HOUSE next to Packy

& Puffers Pond/rent neg
546 2460 to leave mesg or

5464787

BRANDYWINE APT. — Fully furmshed.

AC pond side vww, pool need 1 2 people

to sublet June August. $160 per person

negotiable call 549 3762

CHEAP LARGE ROOM Colonial Village ca»

2539229 or 545 3899 ask for Poonma Rent

200 tor 1 or more

DOUBLE ROOM AVAILABLE <n Puffton

Cheap furmshed great location can

549-0840

FREE CABLE" 2 rooms available m frbr

house lor summer Call Kathy or Mara at

549 0830'

GREAT 2BORM tor the summer
Close lo campus only $450 a month
Partially furnished Call 546 3142

GREAT APT 3bdrm on MamSl
rent Irm or all

exc kxalion CHEAP rent

Call now 546 4373

GREAT APARTMENT UPTOWN
One bedroom apartment avail lor summer
sublet with fall option Call 256 0026

GREAT APARTMENT on Phillips street 2

bedrooms available for summer M/F price

negotiable call Marge 549 6089 Sally

63378

HOBART LANE 140 a month utilities

cable TV plenty of parking 3 rooms available

call 549 9380

HOBART LANE—Giireath Manor

Close to campus
4-6 people needed
$150 utilities

5495827

HOTSPOT 3 Ig bdrms 4 people furnished

non smokers downtown Amherst summer
only 2533608

HOUSE NEAR CAMPUS, luge yard with

grill Great tor summer Call 2530409

NORTHAMPTON FOUR BORM (tall option)

Downtown, busroute. great place'

Call 585 8657

ONE BEDROOM IN Brittany bus A/C

$200/month 2534194 leave message

SICK PAD 401 Mam SI summer lall option

Cart 2539564

SPACIOUS. 4 bedroom. 2 bath house. 5

mmule walk to town, ad)acent to campus
available tor summer sublet Rent

negotiable Call soon 549-1381

TYPING $1 50 pg Anne 545-0913

JOANIE BO-LOG-NA
Thanks for being there when I needed you

Crunch. Crunch. Crunch. Chomp'
Don't forget karate I taught you

BEAN

THANKS ST JUDE for favors granted BKB

WANTED TO RENT

ROOMMATE WANTED

1 SEEK COUPLE lo share my sunny Nor

thampton apt with me, approx rent for two

$300/mo low utilities, wash/dryer, on bus

route, room for one cat. spacious room, call

Lucia at 584-4537

2 FEMALES LOOKING
tr lor2 bedroom
apt close to town
Nonsmokers 549-4324

September

4-5 GUVS LOOKING for house Want to

take over your lease Junel

Call 549-6184 or 549 4152

WANT TO TAKE OVER your 3bdr Puffton

lease June 1 call Jeff 256-491

1

2 ROOMMATES FOR one room $150

665-7544

2 ROOMMATES WANTED for a double in

3 bedroom at Mill Valley Estates please call

Joe 256-6426

2 ROOMMATES WANTED to share room

in house on Martha's Vineyard for the sum-

mer starting June 1 call now 253 2876

2 OR 3 NONSMOKING Temales lor Brook

apts- Starting Sept please call 253-0469.

3 FEMALE ROOMMATES for 5 bdrm house

EAMES PL Amherst ctr 546-3965

AMHERST HOUSE NEEDS M/F
1 dbl available (170/m + uHl)

546-2460 to leave mes or

546-4787

ZETA PSI

ON MONDAY MAY 13 we will be having a

tundraiser- Thank you party II will be al and

sponsored by Twisters Please consider at-

tending that day
9pm- 1am

21*over proper ID required

SUBLET OUR 2BORM 3person apt in Puff

ton from June Aug Rent neg Call 546*439

SUBLET OUR BEAUTIFUL house on

E Pleasant St Rent negotiable-

Call 549-8036

SUBLET OUR CONGO This summei
Behind Baybanks- perfect location" Great

deal Call now 546-3750. 6*634 4 7 people

SUMMER SUBLET. One bedroom apart

ment Bus/5 miles from campus 665-3749

SUMMER SUBLET WITH FALL OPTION
Two spacious bedrooms
Close lo campus, on bus route

Parking and backyard
Please call 256*189

SUMMER SUBLET WITH FALL OPTION
3 bedroom apartment in The Brook in

Amherst On bus route, wall to wall

carpeting, clean Call 2530420

SUMMER SUBLET with fall option

Looking tor 1or2 M/F people lo share

beautiful house in Amherst 5mi from cam-

pus Call Paul at 546-5939 leave message

SUMMER W/FALL OPTION one single

room in Puffton $150/month available 28

May 549-8185

JODI AND

ATTENTION
looking for M/F to live

in large 5 bedroom house
for fall 1991

One mile from campus 4 great girls'

Please call 549-4764

DESPERATE
Two housemates M/F needed to occupy two

bedrooms in house on Shumway St

200 + /mo Call Kelly at 256-0806

FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED to share

one bedroom Puffton apartment! June. Ju-

ly, August $206/month Call 549-5808

FEMALE TO SHARE room in Amity St apt

(nonsmoker) cheap' 6-0547 or 549-3872

HOUSEMATE WANTED for house 5

minutes from campus Amherst Rd
spacious house on bus route Call Linda or

Ryan 546-4671

LOOKING FOR FEMALE lo share double

in Townehouse $l60/mo + Call Karei

5493677

SUMMER SUBLET

• • • GREAT HOUSE FOR SUMMER!!!
5 mm walk to campus 4 town 3 bedrms.

2-5 people Reasonable rent negotiable

Spacious, -back deck-roof. 4 more' CALL
NOW" 549-5287 (anytime -Iv mesg)

WE HAVE A great 4 bedroom apartment to

sublet Located behind the visitors center

basically on campus Rent negotiable Also

willing to rent out by the room Call Ellen

at 549-0221 or Dena at 549-6508

1 BEDROOM FURNISHED apt in quiet N

Amherst neighborhood 1 5 mi from UMass-

close to bus rt 440/mo (negol)+ util

5496462

2 BEDROOM APT— Sunderland bus route

490 + with tall option 665 3494

4 BEDROOM AMHERST HOUSE
253-0670 Great view'

Call us right now'

$100 utilities, near Hadley Pub Rt9 bus.

garage, yard cable pel fish

Call Scott 584-2034

$100 00 A MONTH UPTOWN!
Laidback household needs one summer

roommate' Older female perferred

Hurry' 253-5918

140/PERSON/MO 2HOUSES
3brS4br neartown bigyard

Tosh 542 3480 Adam 253 2585

$160/MONTH each share double in Puffton

549-4509

SWISS VILLAGE 2BR APT
on bus route

w/fall option

$525 +
253-5498

THREE BEDROOM PUFFTON lor summer

sublet rent is negotiable Call Jim 549-7347

TWO ROOMS AVAILABLE, $158 ea

Fall option call Mark or Shane
2533498

WHITE HOUSE NEXT TO BAYBANKS!
The best summer sublet

Close lo campus and town

2f1oors 3bdrm 2bath sundeck
Call Jason at 549-2793

ONLY $300 FOR the entire summer'

5 minute walk to campus great location

friendly atmosphere For more info call

549*183

SUBLET
2bdrm. Amherst. June 1

$300/mo whole or $150/mo
each. 546 2950

SUBLET
Huge 4 bedroom house
Big backyard bus route

Mile from campus
Use all our stuff W/D. etc

$825 549-1987

TWO BEDROOMS available for summer m
large house on bus route

call 256-0893
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softball

CON1INUED FROM PAGE 1

runners at the corners, she bore down to

record her fifth strikeout and end the rally.

Massachusetts extended their lead in the

thud as thev struck for two runs. Rachel

Law son roped a double to left and was

pinch run by Heather Dorsey. Duest. an

A 10 Tournament All-Star, slapped a single

to right moving Dorsey to third. Captain

Chris Collins pinch hit for Claffey and hit

a pounder to third baseman Carla Camino

who threw to second, forcing Duest out.

DellAnno. also an A-10 All-Tourney

selection, delivered a single to left, driving

in Dorsev. Jen Miller drew a walk to load

the bases and Kuchinskas drew another

walk to force the run.

Kuchinskas. who was named the Tour

namen MVP. wont 5 10 on the weekend,

driving three runs (two game-winners) and

-coring two runs with one home run. She

entered the tourney batting .336 on the

.son.

"Sheri is a quality, quality player, Sor

tino said. "She is on a roll right now and

her plav behind the plate is allowing us to

leave DellAnno and her good speed in right

field. I thought she should have been an

A All-Star at the utility position."

Although Claffey gave up more runs

(four, three earned) than she has since

spring break, she did pitch a strong game.

Claffey. who was named Most Valuable

Pitcher of the tournament, struckout six

Scarlet Knights.

Rutgers started to get back into the game

in the fourth. Nikki Ambruso singled

sharply to center and got by Aprile allow-

ing Ambruso to advance to third. Jody

Miller blooped a single to right and Am-

broso scored the unearned run.

In the fifth. Rutgers banged home three

runs on three hits. They loaded the bases

with none out. Claffey got TJ Vanblargan

to pop up to Schilling at first. McMahon,

who was batting .347 with two homers and

24 RBI, drilled a base-clearing triple to

center and put Rutgers back in the game.

Claffey settled down and returned to

form the rest of the way as she retired the

last eight Scarlet Knights she faced to

preserve the win.

"1 was pleased with my performance ex-

cept for the [McMahon] at bat," She said.

T pitched better today than I did on Fri-

day [3-2 win over Temple).

"

Game 3: Massachusetts 3, Rutgers2

In the semis UMass threw Aprile at

Rutgers and she delivered both the pitches

and hits that UMass needed to beat

Rutgers 3-2.

Massachusetts got the game winner in

the fifth from Collins. Schilling led off with

a double down the third baseline, pinch run

by Dorsey, who moved to third on a Duest

sacrifice. Collins came off the bench to bat

for Amy Cockley and singled to center for

Sports

Collegian photo by Carrie Wyrth

Darlene Claffey, who won her 20th game against Rutgers>J_f*»*V»j?£
ched the Minutewomen out of some tight jams to clinch the Atlantic 10

Championship crown.

the RBI.

"I knew I needed a fly ball but I ended

up getting a single," Collins said. "I was

thinking a long fly ball but I didn't get a

good piece of it; it just fell in for the hit."

Aprile pitched a strong game for UMass.

She was somewhat wild as she walked

three but allowed only six hits as she

struck out six Scarlet Knights. The only

runs she gave up were on balls that got by

Kuchinskas.

"Holly kept us in it today," Sortino said.

"She was throwing extremely hard and the

walks don't bother me because batters tend

to wait on her. She got the outs when they

were necessary.

"Holly has been pitching as well as ever.

Today we wouldn't have won without her.

She lived up to being A-10 Player of the

Year."

In the first, Kuchinskas roped a two-out

double into left field. Aprile followed suit,

stroking a pitch down the line to bring

Kuchinskas in.

Taking a big leadoff, she drew McMahon

to throw to second. Without'hesitation, she

broke for third as Kim Smykal overthrew

third allowing Aprile to round the bags to

score

In the fourth Rutgers had a runner on se-

cond with none out but Aprile rose to the

challenge, striking out the side to keep

Rutgers scoreless.

"Holly just wanted to make it happen to-

day," Sortino said. "And today she did

what it took for us to win. That's a big time

player who can do that in big games."

The Scarlet Knights got to the Aprile in

the fifth. Fowler singled to left and was

sacrificed to second. Camino hit a dying

quail to shallow right to advance Fowler

to third. Fowler scored on a passed ball.

In the sixth Rutgers was able to close the

gap to 3-2, again on passed balls. Tammie

Ward blooped a single to right and then

stole second with Penny Rosario at the

plate. Two Aprile pitches got by Kuchin

skas and Ward was able to score. Rosario

went on to strike out.

"Sheri said the fast ball was dipping and

that she had trouble cathing it," Sortino

said. "It was pretty ugly. It was a tough

way to give up two runs."

"We played a much better game today

than in Game 1." she said. "We were much

looser and vou're not going to blow away

these teams in the A 10 Tournament.

Everything is going to be a struggle and

today was no exception."

"They know they were in a game today,'

Rutgers coach Pat Willis said. "We just

were not on the top of our game. Against

a team like UMass you have to play sharp

and capitalize on the opportunities you

receive. Today we didn't."

Game 1: Massachusetts 3, Temple 2

The Minutewomen came out extremely

tense and tight and subsequently had to go

eight innings to beat the Owls 3-2.

In the eighth Kuchinskas hit a looping

fly to left field. It was misplayed Steph Rit

ter who overran the play. The ball bounc-

ed to the fence, giving Kuchinskas the op

portunity to score. It was ruled a home run

and Kuchinskas got the winning RBI.

"It was not your normal game winning

homer, but, hey, it got the job done," Sotino

said. "A win's a win and no one will

remember how ugly it was on Monday."

UMass started off fast as DellAnno led

off the first inning with a triple. Kuchin-

skas knocked her in with a single to left.

Temple touched Claffey in the third by

loading the bases with one out. Denise Sar

no singled to left to drive in the run.

Claffey pitched a solid but not spec

tacular game. She struck out two and walk

ed one on the way to her 20th win of the

season. Only one of her runs were earned

as she suffered from poor defense by team-

mates (four errors).

"Her teammates didn't make it easy for

Darlene," Sortino said. "She pitched a

strong game overall. I am pleased."

In the Massachusetts fourth, Duest singl

ed up the middle to bring in Bush from

third. The Owls tied the game in the sixth

as UMass took a defensive page from the

Bad News Bears.

With Sarno on first, Angel Prinos laid

down a bunt and Schilling overthrew first,

advancing the runners to second and third.

Sue Lesher flied to Aprile to double up Sar

no on third. The ball was overthrown and

four Minutewomen collided, scrambling for

the ball as Sarno scored, setting the stage

for Kuchinskas' somewhat dramatic home

run.

SOFTBALL
Atlantic lO Tournament Weekend

BASEBALL

Patriots Park, Allentown, Pa. Bear Stadium, Boyertowm, Pa
#1 Massachusetts

Game 1

Massachusetts

Massachusetts

#4 Temple

Game 3

Rutgers

#2 Penn State

Game 6

Rutgers

•

Game 2

Rutgers

Massachusetts

#3 Rutgers
A-IO Champion

Temple Game 5

Temple
Game 4

Penn State

#1 Massachusetts

Game 1

#4 Penn State

Massachusetts

#2 Rutgers

Game 2

#3GWU

Game 4

Rutgers

Massachusetts

Game 6

Rutgers

Rutgers

Game 7

GWU

Game 3

Penn State

Game 5

Penn State

Rutgers

Massachusetts
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Prop 2% override vote to be held today
-^ * ___i ~- »ko ;«,,_ nf nuhlic hieher education. override [Proposition 2 1/2]," Warnock said.

By ALEX DERING
Collegian Staff

The vote to override Proposition 2% in Amherst will be

held today from noon to 8 p.m.

Although the ballot consists of seven questions, only the

last two are related to public education. Those two ques-

tions are "tiered," which means voters may choose bet-

ween two different monetary levels on each of those

questions. ^^
Question 6 provides for an increase of either $300,000

or $400,000 for funding the Amherst Elementary Schools.

Question 7 asks for a similar increase for the purpose of

paying either $300,000 or $550,000 for Amherst's portion

of the operating and capital costs of the Amherst-Pelham

Regional School District.

The money would come from increases in real estate and

personal property taxes.

Sheldon Goldman, a professor in the University of

Massachusetts political science department, said if Ques

tions 6 and 7 do not pass, it will reflect badly at the state

government level on the issue of public higher education.

•'Gov. Weld and the legislators will be watching to see

how strong the commitment to education is in Amherst,"

he said. "If the people here vote down the override, those

legislators will start asking why they should support

public higher education when Amherst residents won't

even pay a relatively small increase in property taxes to

ensure better public education."

Bob Gage, co-coordinator of Concerned Citizens for

Amherst, estimated the increase would be $155 in cur

rent property tax rates.

Proposition 2 1/2, passed in 1980, was intended to reduce

real estate, personal property and motor vehicle excise

taxes. It also set 4 percent as the limit on how much a

city or town could increase its taxes each year.

The Boston division of Citizens for Limited Taxation,

which worked to establish Proposition 2 1/2, works only

to protect it as a law, according to Pat Warnock, at the

CLT office.

"We never advise pro or con on an override vote. The

people who live in the town or city know best whether to

override [Proposition 2 1/2]," Warnock said.

Precinct One may vote at the North Congressional

Church located at North Pleasant Street.

Precinct Two, which includes Central living area, may

vote at the North Fire Station located at East Pleasant

Street

Precinct Three, which includes Northeast and Sylvan

living areas, may vote at the Emmanuel Lutheran Church

Lounge, at 867 North Pleasant Street.

Precincts Four, Five and 10, which includes all

Southwest residents, may vote at the Bangs Community

Center on Kellogg Avenue.

Precinct Six may vote at the Fort River School on South

East Street. ____i
Precinct Seven may vote at the Crocker Farms bchool

on West Street.

Precinct Eight may vote at the Munson Memorial

Library on South East Street.

Precinct Nine, which includes Central living area

cept Van Meter dormitory, may vote at Wildwood School

on Strong Street.

Senator keynote speaker at graduation
Student Address to be given by engineering student, Aaron Rome

Foundation, NASA, the Environmental and sanitation project;

By TAMIR LIPTON
Collegian Staff

United States Sen. Barbara Mikulski (D-

Maryland) will be the keynote speaker at

the 121st Commencement of the Universi-

ty of Massachusetts Sunday, May 26, at

10:30 a.m. in McGuirk Alumni Stadium.

Mikulski has represented Maryland in

the U.S. Senate since 1987. She is the first

woman to win a statewide election in

Maryland; she is the first Democratic

woman to ever hold a Senate seat not

previously held by her husband; and she

is the first Democratic woman to have serv-

ed in both houses of Congress.

Mikulski chairs the Senate Appropria-

tions Subcommittee on the Veterans Ad-

ministration, the Department of Housing

and Urban Development and Independent

Agencies.

Mikulski coordinates one of the federal

government's largest spending bills, in-

cluding funds for the National Science

Protection Agency and more than a dozen

other agencies.

The Student Commencement Address

will be given by Aaron Rome, a civil

engineering student who will receive his

bachelor of science degree.

Since enrolling at the University in 1987,

Rome has challenged himself by competing

in several marathons and triathalons.

However, he considers his most valuable

and rewarding challenge to be his ex-

perience at MassPIRG, the Massachusetts

Public Interest Research Group.

Through MassPIRG, Rome coordinated

campus events, including Earth Day 1990

and the UMass Voter Campaign, which

registered 2,200 student voters for the 1990

election.

In July, if accepted, Rome plans to join

the Peace Corps, a long-time ambition. His

placement will likely be in West Africa

where he will apply his knowledge as a

graduating civil engineer to work on water

and sanitation projects.

President-Chancellor Joseph Duffey will

be presiding over his last commencement
before he leaves to become president of

American University in Washington, D.C.

An honorary Doctor of Laws degree will

be awarded to Mikulski. Honorary Doctor

of Humane Letters degrees will be award-

ed to Duffey, the Rev. J. Joseph Quigley,

director of the Catholic Newman Center at

the University, and Edwin D. Driver, pro-

fessor emeritus and co-founder of the

department of sociology at the University.

Honorary Doctor of Science degrees will

be awarded to Walter E. Massey, director

of the National Science Foundation, and

George Richason, Jr., University alumnus

and professor of chemistry. An honorary

Doctor of Engineering degree will be

awarded to Nicholas Boraski, University

alumnus and a former vice president of

General Electric and now president of

Boraski Consultants.

Photo courtesy Oflicr of Public Information

Aaron B. Rome
eluding tunas tor me iNauonm oticu^c &•• =>

Cape Verdean ambassador speaks on importance of education
* .. ,, — _f <"•,..»„ \7afAaan Kac a rnmmitmpnt to the

By HEIDI McCANN
Collegian Correspondent

Jose Luis de Jesus, Cape Verde's ambassador to the

United Nations and the keynote speaker at Saturday's

Cape Verdean Awareness Day Conference, called for a

dual solution to his country's problems, many of which

were illuminated in the day's events.

De Jesus said that Cape Verdeans both native and

abroad must begin to make education a priority and in-

crease investments from the country's population, two-

thirds of which live away from the homeland.

"It is hard to be a small country because it is difficult

to put forward issues. But it is not size that should define

justice. Rather it is in the mind, professional seriousness

and moral standing," de Jesus said.

The conference marked the final day of a week of events

held to heighten awareness of the Cape Verdean nation

and its issues.

Other events held during the week included a movie

Tuesday night, and discussions Wednesday and Friday

on issues such as the University of Massachusetts' percep-

tion of Cape Verdeans, and Cape Verdeans as profes-

sionals in the work field.

Saturday's conference held in the Campus Center open-

ed with a welcoming from Jo-Anne Vanin, interim vice

chancellor for student affairs, who said she hoped that the

week's events would motivate students to turn their

awareness into action.

"Don't just be different, make a difference," said Vanin

who wished the students to be "enlightened, educated and

entertained by lectures, songs and experiences uniquely

Cape Verdean." ...

Malkes Gomes of the Cape Verdean Student Alliance

also spoke at the commencement of the day s events and

said that "unity must be promoted." ___,_.
Following the welcoming, workshops were held on issues

such as "How toJJecome an Elected Official in Municipal

Government" and "The Islands of Cape Verde: Origin of

the Cape Verdean People and the Diocese of Santiago.

At one workshop held by Francisco Fernandes, emigra-

tion deputy for Cape Verdeans in America, the drastic

changes which occurred following Cape Verde's in-

dependence in 1975 were discussed at length.

Cape Verde, a small country of approximately 1.2

million people, was until 1975 a colony of Portugal, and

suffered greatly from this colonial control, according to

Fernandes.

For example, under Portuguese control, Cape Verde suf-

fered from 80 percent unemployment. Unemployment

dropped to 20 percent following the installment of the new

independent government, dominated by the Partido

Africano Para a Independencia de Cabo Verde, Fernandes

said.

After workshops were completed, a lengthy introduction

was delivered for de Jesus, who has earned a Law degree

from the University of Portugal, held a position m the

United Nations Educational, Scientific, and Cultural

Organization and served as Chairman of the International

Tribune of the Law of the Sea.

Since February, de Jesus has headed the Cape Verde

Mission to the United Nations. As Ambassador, de Jesus

defends both the Cape Verdean and African position in

international politics.

Such politics include the Law of the Sea. Only 4000

square kilometers of the country are dry land, and the

remaining 800,000 kilometers are on the ocean.

In 1982, fishing and extraction of other natural

resources was deemed illegal, de Jesus said.

Such wealths as the sea bed are precious to Cape Ver-

deans because of their country's lack of other natural

resources. ,.

This lack of natural resources is a fundamental impedi-

ment to the country's development as a Third World coun-

try, de Jesus said. Also, a nationwide drought condition

and the country's tendency to export its people as migrant

workers have slowed development.
^

Despite these problems, de Jesus said that ' the new

generation of Cape Verdean has a commitment to the

developing nation of Cape Verde, and many have gotten

an education abroad, to come back and change society in

a positive way."

These students "have a vision, to make Cape Verde a

developed nation." Such schooling de Jesus said is

"paramount.
"Cape Verdeans must make a massive investment in

education, and it must become a major concern of the cur-

rent government as a tool for the Cape Verdean communi-

ty, both at home and abroad."

In his two part-agenda for the amelioration of Cape

Verde's Third World condition, de Jesus also said that

Cape Verde's best natural resources are human resources,

and "education is a tool for promoting such natural

resources in Cape Verde and abroad.

"We must take advantage of this. . .it is the only

resource that we can count on." ^^^^^
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Widely scattered showers today,

with temps in the 80s.
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British, Iraqi troops trade gunfire
QAKHO, Iraq (API - As allied forces

tried to persuade more Kurds to return

hone to northern Iraq yesterday, British

and Iraqi soldiers exchanged gunfire at a

summer palace ofSaddam Hussein's in the

area, British military officials said.

No British casualties were reported, and

there was no word of Iraqi casualties in the

shootout near the northern city of Sirsenk,

well within the allied "safe haven" zone in-

tended to protect the Kurdish refugees.

The British officials said the incident in-

volved a British patrol and several Iraqi

soldiers inside the palace complex, which

is surrounded by 12-foot walls. It is five

miles east of Sirsenk airfield, where the

British marines have their headquarters.

Also yesterdav. Secretary of State James

a Baker III asked the Soviet Union for sup-

port in authorizing a U.N. police force to

replace American and other allied troops

protecting Kurdish refugees in northern

But Soviet Foreign Minister Alexander

A. Bessmertnyk, who met with Baker in

iro yesterday, did not say publicly

whether Baker had persuaded him to back

an expected U.S.-backed resolution in the

Security Council. Iraq rejected a previous

U.N. effort to establish a police force m nor

thern Iraq.

The shootout was reported by the British

Defense Ministry and confirmed by the

British Embassy in Ankara, Turkey.

The first Iraqi gunfire at the Royal

Marines patrol took place at about 10:30

a.m. local time, when three rounds were

fired from the palace complex in front of a

patrol, said James Gee, a spokesman for

the British Defense Ministry at Silopi,

Turkey.
At 1:13 p.m., one round was fired at the

standing patrol from the same area, and it

was answered by one round, Gee said.

At 1:20 p.m., two men emerged from a

block house on the palace wall and began

to fire long bursts of automatic fire at the

patrol. Fire was returned and the two men

dropped from sight, he said.
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LOCAL
UM cheerleader hits the big time

Student snags spot on Patriots ' cheering squad

By MEREDITH O'BRIEN
Collegian Staff

While many graduating seniors are still frantically look

ing for jobs in a scarce market, at least one senior has

found a job she can cheer about.

Earlier this month, former University of Massachusetts

cheerleader Emily Bixler surpassed hundreds of com

petitors and snagged a spot on the newly revived New

England Patriots' cheerleading squad. Bixler, a

graduating sports management major, was selected from

a field of 226 women
A UMass cheerleader from 1988 1990, Bixler said she

was unable to cheer this year because she was doing an

internship at a Norfolk, Virginia civic arena coordinating

promotions.

While Bixler, a high school cheerleader and former in-

structor for the Universal Cheerleaders Association, said

she might have had a fleeting thought or two about becom

ing a professional cheerleader, she never expected it to

become a realitv

i thought after 1 r*i last basketball game it

all over for me." she said. "I've always thought about

(cheering professionally! in the back of my mind."

Bixler, who said she has always had a love for cheering

and dancing, said she jumped at the shot at a professional

cheering slot, but never expected to make it.

The competition for the 20 slots was fierce, she said "As

soon as I got in there I thought. Oh God, I don't know

if I can do this.' Most of the girls were professional

dancers," Bixler said.

After making three cuts during the 10-hour tryout. Bix

ler said the 20 new members were announced.

"My mother is just on cloud nine, telling the entire

town," she said. "I never realized what a big deal this was

until a few days later."

With long-term goals of running the promotional cam

paigns of professional teams. Bixler said she wants to be

involved with the Patriots' squad and be a part of the pro

motional aspect of the team. "I don't want to be

stereotyped into the image of a blonde bouncing around

on the "field." she said.

Bixler said she will still have to find a full time job

because the squad only works on weekends. "But if 1 had

it rnv wav, I'd just do this as a career, she said.

As a Patriots cheerleader, she said there will be a lot

to adjust to. "In college, cheerleading is definitely a sport

with a lot of stunts and gymnastics." she said "But with

the Patriots we will be more of a showgirl type Th-

a lot more dancing involved."

Aside from cheering on the weekends, Bixler said she

will join her teammates in helping promote the team at

charity functions as well as pose for posters and BB

dorsements for the team.

Photo courtriv Kmil> Bixl»-r

Emily Bixler

cheering sioi, dui never expevvcu i» •••«!" • —

Disorderly conduct arrests reported at Pond Concert
*

.. ~ . , n Jr_: IJVRCENY BREAKING
Compiled by MARK HENSLEY
Collegian Staff

Police reported five arrests at the pond

concert. One person was arrested for

allegedly being a minor in possession of

alcohol, two were arrested for alleged

disorderly conduct and two were arrested

on warrants.

ACCIDENT
• A pedestrian was hit by a car making

a turn on to Fearing St. Susan J. Rahilly.

19, of Agawam was taken to Cooley Dickm

son Hospital in Northampton, treated and

released. John R. Duryea, 23. who was

operating the vehicle, was cited by police.

ASSAULT
• A woman reported Saturday being

grabbed by a male in Lot 22. She kicked

her assailant and fled. Police are

investigating.

ARRESTS
• Christopher M. Myers, 19, of Swamp

scott was arrested Friday evening for

allegedly being a minor in possession of

alcohol.

• Miles V. Robinson, 19, was arrested Fri

day for allegedly being a minor in the

possession of alcohol and for allegedly

possessing a fake identification card.

• Daren E. Nylander, 45, of Leverett was

arrested Friday for allegedly operating

without a license, two counts of alleged

speeding, two counts of allegedly failing to

stop at a red light, and operating an

uninspected motor vehicle.

• John W. O'Brien, 19, of Brookline was

arrested for allegedly being a minor in the

possession of alcohol.

LARCENY BREAKING
AND ENTERING

• Two paintings that had been stolen from

the Fine Arts Center were turned over by

a Security Officer Saturday. Two women
will be summoned to Show Cause.

• A man reported Saturday his vehicle

parked in Lot 44 was broken into and a

$400 stereo was stolen.

• Staff from Hampshire House reported

Friday a AM/FM radio worth $200 was

stolen out of an unattended office.

• A woman reported Friday her bicycle

locked outside Emerson residence hall was

stolen. Value $400.
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Supreme Court rules on validity of arrests without warrants
* . . .j... t..~*;~~ c„nj,o nQ« woman he helped train.

. ...

WASHINGTON (AP) - People arrested by police

without warrants generally must receive a court hearing

within 48 hours to determine the arrest's validity, the

Supreme Court ruled by a 5-4 vote yesterday.

The court's four dissenters said waiting 48 hours is too

long, and that such a hearing should be required lm

mediatelv after an arrested individual is booked.

Justice'Sandra Day O'Connor, writing for the majority

said a 48-hour period was deemed "constitutionally per

missible."

Justice Antonin Scalia, considered the court s most con

servative member, was one of the four dissenters.

•Hereafter, a law-abiding citizen wrongfully arrested

may be compelled to wait the grace of a Dickensian

bureaucratic machine as it churns its cycle for up to two

days never once given the opportunity to show a judge

there is absolutely no reason to hold him, that a mistake

has been made." Scalia wrote.

The court in 1975 ruled that people arrested without

warrants are entitled to "prompt" hearings to determine

whether the constitutionally required probable cause ex

isted for the arrest.

But the court never before had said exactly what it

meant by "prompt
" ^

Writing for the court yesterday, Justice Sandra Day

O'Connor said such hearings generally must be provided

within 48 hours. ... . j
If more than 48 hours pass before a hearing is granted

she said, "the burden shifts to the government to

demonstrate the existence of a bona fide emergency or

other extraordinary circumstance."

O'Connor was joined by Chief Justice William H. Rehn-

quist and Justices Byron R. White, Anthony M. Kennedy

and David H. Souter.

Joining Scalia in dissent were the court's three most

liberal justices: Thurgood Marshall. Harry A. Blackmun

and John Paul Stevens.

The Supreme Court also:

• Ruled that workers may be barred from suing their

bosses for alleged age bias if ^e employees preyiously

agreed to submit such claims to binding arbitration.

Some interest groups had told the court such a decision

could affect millions of workers. But the court said yester

day it was deciding a relatively narrow issue that direct-

ly affects the securities industry.
"

By a 7-2 vote, the justices blocked a federal lawsuit by

Robert Gilmer of Charlotte, N.C.. who was fired at age

62 by a securities firm and replaced by a 28-year-old

woman he helped train.

Justice Byron R. White, writing for the court, said the

federal Age Discrimination in Employment Act does not

foreclose the enforcement of agreements to arbitrate age

bias claims. ...
• Agreed to review a ruling the Bush administration says

could lead to a flood of young men seeking asylum in the

United States form war-torn countries.

The justices said they will hear arguments that a federal

appeals court is using too lenient a standard for determin-

ing which aliens are eligible for asylum under the Refugee

Act of 1980.

• Agreed to consider letting federal agencies ignore the

impact on endangered species when they support projects

in foreign countries.

The court said it will hear a Bush administration ap-

peal to overturn a victory for wildlife groups that want

to protect endangered animals outside U.S. borders.

• Agreed to review two Alabama disputes centered on

the rights of black voters in Etowah and Russell counties.

The justices said they will decide whether federal ap-

proval must be obtained for an Etowah County resolution

adopted in 1987, that allocated among the county's six

commissioners spending authority over bridge and road

construction and repair.
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For Your Information

Com Savings.

TUESDAY, MAY 14

Workshop - "Taking Care of Ourselves:

A Discussion About Lesbian Health Care"

with nurse practitioner Dorrie Merriam,

will be held at 7 p.m. in the basement of

the Unitarian-Universalist Sanctuary in

Northampton. Admission is free. Sponsored

by the Family Planning Council ofWestern

Massachusetts.

WEDNESDAY, MAY 15

Concert - Vocalists from the program in

Afro-American Music and Jazz of UMass

will celebrate the 100th birthday of

American composer Cole Porter in a con

cert of his music on Wednesday. The one-

hour free concert will be held at 6 p.m. in

Bezansr.n Recital Hall of the Fine Arts

Center.

THURSDAY, MAY J6

Recital — Celebrations, a student run

dance company at Smith College, will be

performing several pieces choreographed

and performed by company members or

guest artists tonight through Saturday,

May 18 at Theater 14, Mendenhall Center

for the Performing Arts. Tonight's perfor

mance will be at 8 p.m., Friday's perfor

mance at 9:30 p.m. and Saturday's perfor

mance at 8:30 p.m. Tickets are $4 for

general admission and $3 for students,

senior citizens and children. For more in-

formation call 585-3220.

RENEWAL FORMS FOR
1991-1992

PARKING REGISTRATION
HAVE BEEN MAILED.

IF YOU DO NOT RECEIVE IT BY
May 13, 1991

Please Call the Parking Office

at

545-0065

Than., Frl., Sal. & COMMUNITY FAIR May H.. 1-. IM

Enjoy Downtown's Best Bargains,

Street Musicians, Kid's Games,

Sidewalk Cafe Treats, and an

Old Fashioned Community Fair

and Band Stand!

ALL DAY THURSDAY, MAY 16

SIDEWALK SALES on North, South, Pleasant Streets

and Main St., Amherst. Hurry in for best selections!

Food available while you shop.

ALL DAY FRIDAY, MAY 17

SIDEWALK SALES Continue, Fair opens, Fanelli Bros.

Carnival Rides, Fair Foods booths, Games and kids

fun.

SATURDAY, MAY 18

SIDEWALK SALES All Day
Carnival Rides and Community Fair.

GROUND FLOOR STUDENT UNION

Music on the common at the WRNX Bandstand. Live

show from 12-9 pm featuring the Fabulous

Homeowners, Joe Keenan, The Big Bad Bollocks,

The Amherst Community Band, Folk performers

from WTTT's Folk Traditions and acts from the

Amherst School System.

Editorial/Opinion_^
The opinms on thismemZe of the individual writer o, cartoonTt and do not necessarily reflect the views of the Colleyan or the University unlessothenmen^

A 'radical commie' has the last word
When I became a columnist in October

1988, I never imagined the responses I

would get to my writing. Of course, I ex

pected people to take issue with some

points and topics I raised, but I never

thought readers would form their own opi-

nions about me just on the narrow basis of

what I wrote in my columns.

I was very naive.

Most of my columns have dealt with

issues concerning sexism, abortion,

discrimination and exploitation. I have

repeatedly asserted that women are not sex

objects and should be treated equally with

men. As a result, I have been labeled a

man-hater, with a "blatantly anti White

male slant."

Some people, who consider me radical,

have the image that I lurk behind bushes

on campus, waiting for someone to make
a sexist comment so I can leap out of the

shadows and castrate them. (Funny thing

though, after my columns run, my White

male friends don't grab their crotches to

protect themselves when I walk by.)

My friends have said people who don't

know me commonly ask them why I "hate"

men. The other question they say people

then ask is, "What does she look like?"

After I wrote a column criticizing the con

duct of a woman at the Midnight Madness

event as sexually exploitative, someone

asked one of our reporters, "What's the

deal with this Meredith O'Brien dame?

And what does she look like?" A few days

later, the subject of the same column told

a Collegian staff member that I only

criticized her because I was jealous of her

looks.

You see, many people think that women
who wear make-up, jewelry and skirts

could never hold such "radically feminist"

viewpoints. Apparently, most people

assume that my looks would provide them

with an explanation for why I supposedly

hate men and write nasty things about

them.

Meredith O'Brien

But when I do meet these people the first

thing they say is, "You don't look like I

thought you would." I never realized that

in order to advocate equal and fair treat

ment of women, I had to look a certain way.

I suppose it is easier for people to dismiss

my columns that challenge the status quo

by saying, "She must be a hairy monster,"

than try to understand what I am saying.

But aside from the comments about my
looks and my concepts about men, there are

other readers who have drawn other con-

clusions about me:

Don't force University to close
I write this letter in response to the

Massachusetts Society of Professors (MSP)

and their plan of attack against the budget

cuts. First of all, I would like to thank you

for your long-standing and vigorous sup

port of public higher education in

Massachusetts. I would also like to com-

mend you on your opposition to the

furlough program and accompanying

strike, as it should be demanded of no one

to work for nothing. However, I disagree

with your latest strategy to bring financial

support to the University.

The plan entails making a deal with the

administration not to fire any employees,

but to continue doing business as if nothing

were wrong. Eventually, the University

would go bankrupt and close for what could

be the entire spring semester (or even

longer). The thrust of the plan is to shock

students and citizens into action to save

their state universities from the budget

axe. While the thinking behind this action

is good natured, I as a student find it not

only condescending, but against everyone's

interests.

It is true that it is difficult to mobilize

students to support anything, even if it is

in our own interests. But this attempt to

sharpen the blow of the budget cuts is a

manipulation to stimulate the students in-

to action. We do not want to be dragged in-

to Boston on the end of a rope — especially

if we are being pulled by the professors and

administration, and not the state. Further

more, we students want the University

open, even if it must operate poorly as a

result of severe cutbacks. The citizens of

Massachusetts have their own worries (i.e.

local aid) and have been proven in the past

to have a limited concern for public higher

education. Purposefully planning to close

the University would say in no uncertain

terms to the citizens that the University

is a money pit and that its funds would be

best spent elsewhere. In addition, this ploy

Last semester, when I served as editor in

chief, a paranoid UMass English professor

wrote in to criticize me for "using my
political opinions" expressed in my col-

umns to indoctrinate all of the staff writers

and taint all of the news.

Being a West Springfield native who was

sick of Eastern Massachusetts residents

dumping on Western Mass., I once wrote

a column satirizing their attitudes. In

response, one reader wrote, "Has she ven

tured south of Amherst, to pastures such

as Holyoke, Chicopee or West Springfield,

where evidence of cows are found in quart

sized cartons?"

Malignly selfish and ignorant,

uneducated, cream puff, homophobic,

racist, anti-Semitic and communist - these

adjectives about sum up the rest of the

responses I've received in my three years

here at the Collegian. Because of these

responses, I can now consider myself a

fuller and better person.

But, before I leave, there's one thing that

I've been dying to say that would im-

mediately confuse all ofyou who think that

you can accurately form an opinion of me
or my life — I, the radical man-hating

feminist, was a high school cheerleader.

Meredith O'Brien is, for the last time, a

Collegian columnist

would play right into the hands of Gover-

nor Weld, who has threatened to shut down

several state colleges, without the added

excuse that they purposefully spent

themselves into bankruptcy.

If the University ever closes, its reliabili-

ty as a state-run institution will be severely

flawed. The closing would send a image of

a school that cannot pay its excellent pro-

fessors, runs out of money for its graduate

students, and cheats its undergraduates

not only out of their money, but their

educations as well. I find it hard to unders

tand why a body such as the Massachusetts

Society of Professors would advocate such

a flawed pieced of thinking. I urge you to

reconsider your decision. I hope that the

MSP can find a reasonable plan that serves

everyone's interests, and one that I as a

student can find acceptable.

Geoffrey Zassenhaus
Belchertown

Christ would have attended GLB coffee socials

Hey UMass:
vote override!
Education everywhere is under

assault. Public education, the key to our

state's future, is being decimated, when

everyone in the state needs it most. Now

is the time to send a message to Weld:

No More! the voters must show Weld

that education is a priority by voting for

the Amherst town override. If a local

override for education in a liberal col-

lege town does not pass, Weld will never

raise taxes to pay for higher education.

UMass Amherst was once the rising

star of state universities. The Amherst

public school system shared much of

that prestigious reputation. If this over

ride does not pass, we will fall even

harder and faster than the university.

This year alone, we could lose over 10

percent of our teachers and all of our

sports and other extracurricular

activities.

These are hard times, but the reason

that they are hard times is, in part,

because of the lack of support for educa

tion for all. Many UMass students have

fought the budget cuts, but we can't vote

Weld out, yet. UMass students can,

however, vote on May 14, to prevent

these awful cuts from happening on

local level

Amherst, like UMass, has provided

many students, both rich and poor, with

a quality education at an affordable

price. There are few places left in this

state where middle class kids can get

ahead. For those of us who can't afford

private schools, public education is the

only way. It is not fair students have to

choose between massive debt and educa

tion. Middle class parents will have to

borrow thousands if they want their

children to have the chance to play

sports or be on a debate team.

Most important, however, is that if

Amherst fails as a town, the university

will be hurt immeasurably. Amherst's

highly respected education system and

services are what draws many pro-

fessors to the area. Losing good teachers

will hurt the quality of your education.

Losing businesses means losing jobs

that help pay the ever-increasing cost of

public education, at all levels. Thus, we

the students have both an enlightened

self-interest and the moral obligation to

vote for the override tomorrow.

Neil Carpenter
Amherst High School

It is an odd fact that many of the

strongest voices raised against homosex-

uals belong to Christians.

The Bible explicitly teaches that no

human being has the spiritual wisdom or

understanding to judge another. (Judge

not, lest ye be judged. . .) Although the Bi-

ble offers many guidelines, it also reminds

those who follow it that in the end, all are

sinners, and it is only divine grace that

allows for individual salvation.

With this in mind it puzzles me that

many Christians harass gays. During the

pride march six devout members of the

Faith Baptist Church stood with signs

declaring that gays were sinners doomed

to hell. What I want to know is, when did

these six members of the Faith Baptist

Church get a special contract from God to

become judges? How do they know that god

sent AIDS as a punishment? And if he did,

why do straights and babies also contract

it? And why are lesbians the least affected

population?

Trystan Skeigh

I am unshakeably convinced that

homosexuality is not a sin. But more im-

portantly, I believe the only source capable

ofjudging is divine. I don't know a single

gay or lesbian who wouldn't rather take

their chances standing before their creator.

It has never been God whom gays and les-

bians fear. It is his self-righteous,

judgemental, and bigoted self-proclaimed

"followers" who threaten to destroy our

lives.

Being gay does not mean one cannot love

god. Some gays and lesbians are Chris-

tians, contrary to Ted Maravelias' ignorant

assertion that we're all "Godless freaks."

Many homosexuals have a rich spiritual

life. Without it, some of us could not find

the strength to endure society's hatred and

judgments.

I believe that Christ was open to all types

of people. He was harassed by the Roman

government and Jewish council for

associating with such social misfits as

money lenders, tax collectors, and pro-

stitutes. I have no doubt that there were

gays and lesbians among his original

followers.

Yet some of his modern-day followers do

not hesitate to harass and bash gays.

It's strange how spiritual truths become

diluted by human prejudice. There isn't a

single Biblical quote by Christ that sup-

ports hatred or harassment against gays or

any other group. Rather, Christ stressed

love, forgiveness and tolerance.

How can a teacher who said "Love thy

neighbor as thyself be considered an in-

spiration for homophobia? Would Christ

have picked up a rock and heaved it at a

lesbian or gay? I don't think so.

Rather, I believe he would point at all the

homophobes in the world and said: "Let he

who has not sinned cast the first stone."

Trystan Skeigh is a Collegian columnist

these six memoers ui wic raiw. ~~Kw~. -

A nude writer bares his soul and reveals the naked truth

It's my belief that Adam and Eve have ruined it for all

of us. Just imagine how wonderful it might be if everyone

were to roam the earth completely naked As I sit here,

naked, and write these words, I can't possibly express how

natural feeling and relaxed I am. You too, could ex-

perience these wonderful feelings if you were naked.

"Naked," as opposed to "nude," is a word I hke to say,

stressing both syllables. It is a word symbolizing one s

mplete
g
understanding ofhim or her self. It is an expre.

sion of one's openness and display of pride for his or her

body There are many advantages to having a clothing-

free environment. Would it not be a complete relief never

o have to worry about tan lines? Sun bathers could ac-

quire a more natural, well rounded tan, in return giving

them a more wholesome feeling about themselves. Agoniz-

ng™ ours of shopping for clothes would no longer exist.

Outdoor bathtubs and showers would appear on every

street corner for those who set aside little or no time bet_

ween a sweaty tennis match and a big date. Indeed if

Todety accepted nakedness, it would not only save lots

of money, but lots of time as well.

Unfortunately, not everyone can always be pleased.

Where a state of nakedness might work for you and me,

there are others who will find flaws in the concept. Some

argue that being naked would make them cold during cer-

tain months of the year. However, it is a fact that organic

scientists are very close to completing a heat synthesized

gel. This is an all over body rub that, when worked into

human skin, allows for the regulation of body

temperature. ^^^^^

Glenn Morin

Others have failed to provide their body with proper

nutrition and other attention over the years. These peo-

ple are depressed by the shape of their bodies and think

the rest of the world might feel the same way. Certainly

this is a perfectly legitimate and understandable point.

Fortunately, an excellent answer called exercise has

already been developed. Yes, the entire population of the

earth would become health-conscious. The human body

would finally receive the proper attention that clothing

has deprived H of tor so long. Young and old alike would

learn to pass up chocolate cake and ice cream sundaes in

order to scarf healthy foods full of nutrition. In turn, peo-

ple would not only look and feel better, but they would

live longer and happier lives.

It has also been brought to my attention that individuals

would be embarrassed or feel uncomfortable if they were

publicly naked. This is only true because for millions and

millions of years society has made it true. I wonder where

we would stand on this issue if, since the beginning of

time, it was customary for people to cover just their heads

and faces and not their bodies. Today, it would be embar-

rassing to unveil our eyes, mouths and noses to the rest

of the world! The point here is that we are an evolving

species, capable of adjusting to whatever conditions might

come our way - even one of nakedness!

So how about it? Are you ready to take it all off? At this

time you may be confused about my intent. You may be

completely opposed to, or absolutely thrilled with, such

a brave idea. You may giggle at my plea to be natural

and free. But on the day that you and I are standing face

to face, when you notice a sense of achievement in my eyes

and we are both without clothing, then you will realize

that being naked is no laughing matter.

Glenn Morin is a naked UMass student.
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ARTS & LIVING
World beat groups mix music and messages

at benefit
°

*u- a vma,» Quechua. and Inca ethnic groups. Fortaleza ^P&^^J™*^^ Huanca from Chile.

By MADANMOHAN RAO
Collegian Staff

Flor de (ana. Fortaleza, Quetzal

Northampton High School

Friday, May 10

Three bands, Fortaleza, Quetzal, and Flor de Cana.

provided a comprehensive educational and entertaining

panorama of Andean. Caribbean.and Latir'American

sound this past Friday to a crowd of about 300 m Nor

thampton High School.

The performance was a benefit concert to raise funds

for John De La Zerda. a member of the bands Fortaleza

and Flor de Cana, who was injured recently in an accident

The evening opened with soulful traditional Andean

music bv the group Fortaleza. They played the music of

the Aymara. Quechua, and Inca ethnic groups. Fortaleza

was founded in 1979 with the intention of keeping alive

the cultural traditions of the Andes.

The name Fortaleza" was taken from the ruins of the

fortifications of various Bolivian ethnic groups. The cur

rent line-up includes Jose Malas from Ecuador. Tito

Vargas from Bolivia, and Jose Dias from Cuba (who is fill-

ing in for John De La Zerda).

The band played a whole range of string instruments

(guitars, charangoe), wind instruments (panpipes like zam

ponas. sankas, toyos; flutes like tarkas, kenas) and per

cussion (drums, rattles). Their set lasting about 25

minutes, consisted ofcompositions which were primarily

Bolivian in origin. j;„^„
The next band. Quetzal, named after a bird found in cen

tral America, blended traditional sounds of the Andean

instruments with contemporary sounds of synthesizers.

Albion i Bookshop

CASH
your BOOKS!

BUYING USED TEXTS AND PAPERBACKS

ALBION USED BOOKS

30 MAIN ST., AMHERST
Mon 9:30-6; Tues-Sat 9:30-9 p.m.; Sun 12-5

drum machines, and the electric bass. The five-piece.band

mcluded Roberto Clavyo and Eugenio Huanca from Chile.

Elizabeth Parata from Colombia, Juan Vasquez from

Puerto Rico, and Freddy Chapelliquen from Peru.

Their 35 minute set included compositions from

Venezuela Paraguay. Peru, Chile and Bolivia. Roberto

and Eugenio drew extensive applause for their virtuosi^

ty in charango and sankas duets, with the rest of the band

providing richly textured rhythmic backup A song

dedicated to peace in El Salvador drew an enthusiastic

reception from the audience, which included a large seg-

ment of Salvadorians.

The next band, Flor de Cana ("Sugar Cane Flower )

roused the audience to their feet with a pulsating set of

Pan-American sounds and rhythms, which included salsa,

merengue, calypso and reggae. ^^^ pAGE ,

Hampden art exhibit makes

biomorphism a fun concept
By LISA CURTIS
Collegian Staff

Vibrant reds, sombre grays and yellows

represent the cycles of birth, death and

rebirth in "Transmorphism," the exhibi-

tion in Hampden Gallery. The exhibit will

continue through May 19.

"Transmorphism" is an exhibition of

fiberglass cement sculptures by E.

Margaret Curley-Clay for her Master Fine

Arts. The title refers to "a change from one

state or form into another" according to

Ms. Curley-Clay's artist statement.

Ms. Curley-Clay devised an original

technique for this series. Ceramic objects

are integrated into many of her forms, but

she also uses fiberglass cement over wire

mesh to create large sculptural forms that

crack, split, erode and peel.

"Several people have told me they want to

use my method. There is nothing like it on

this earth," says Ms. Curley-Clay.

initially, I focused on the surface

manifestations of these processes express-

ed in cracking and peeling of ceramic

geometric forms. Eventually, my work

grew to reflect my increasing fascination

with the constant flux of material existence

from one state to another," says Ms.

Curley-Clay.

The exhibit would seem to be a terrible

collection of acid rain architectural victims

if it weren't for the beautiful colors peek

ing through the lifeless gray of the cement.

"The artist is especially delighted with

the tension between the 'indestructible'

qualities of cement and the dynamic pro-

cesses that her sculptures express," ex-

plains the news release.

"My forms are both biomorpnic and
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HEALTH COVERAGE \
AFTER GRADUATION 1

II i Campus Center

'After graduation, don't lose touch with

UMass. Subscribe now to the Collegian and

f be kept up to date on campus activities. For

>more information write:

Subscriptions Department

Massachusetts Daily Collegian

University of Massachusetts

113 Campus Center

Amherst, MA 01003

\J or call ... (413) 545-3500

Don't Leave School Without It!

2

If you continue living in the Amherst area, the University Health

Services has the following options for continued health

coverage:

1) Purchase the Student Extension Plan. This

combined package of Basic Health and Supplemental option is

available for two semesters after graduation which means

coverage would be available from September 1, 1991 through

May 31, 1992.

Enrollment is processed at the University Health

Services Cashier's Office. You must use the UHS as your care

site and be living in the Amherst area to qualify for coverage

2) Enroll in the Kaiser Permanente (HMO) as a

community member.

Enrollment is processed directly at the Kaiser

Administrative Office, telephone 256-0151 for further information.

Family Plans are available under either option.

SUMMER BASIC HEALTH PLAN

Address

City

DAILY m
Z Send One Year (30 Weeks) et $85.00

Send One Semester (15 Weeks) a; $50 00
WEEKLY- OVERSEAS (Weekly):

8 Send One Year at $30.00 D Send One Year at $85.00

. Send One Semester at $20 D Send One Semester at $50

Daily Collegian

r-m 1 1 1 famous Center University of Massachusetts Amherst, MA 01 093

^flpoooM
p
ooMOOoooooooooooooooooooooooQOOOQOOOQQQt?

Your Spring Basic Health Plan will expire on May 31, 1991.

For routine care during the summer months, if in the area, the

Summer Basic Health Plan is available even though you have

graduated.

If you are already covered under the Supplemental

Health Benefits Plan this coverage will expire on August 31,

1991.

Remember to call for authorization in the event that you

have an accident/emergency. Routine services provided are

not coverable under the Supplemental.

If you have any questions concerning the plans or enrollment in

the same, please contact the UHS Member Services at (413)

549-2671 extension 265.

1992 ballot
may include
tax vote
BOSTON ( AF) - An idea being floated to put a tax in-

crease referendum on the 1992 state ballot may be a good

step in allowing Massachusetts citizens to define the kind

of government they want.

The message from voters now is mixed.

In 1980, the state's voters passed a referendum limiting

property taxes, then among the highest in the nation. The

move also lowered auto excise taxes.

But last year, voters rejected a referendum that would

gave rolled back state taxes.

At the same time, they nominated two candidates for

governor who advocated deep spending cuts and elected

the most fiscally conservative, William F. Weld.

Weld, a Republican, has promised not to raise taxes dur

ing his four-year term.

The budget now being considered by the Legislature

would reduce spending growth by more than $2.5 billion,

a move needed to balance the 1992 fiscal year budget

without new taxes.

The spending reductions are going to mean much leaner

social programs than Massachusetts has been used to, will

cut aid to cities and towns and will reduce state support

for public higher education.

Proponents of the cuts, including Weld, argue that state

government grew bigger than the state's citizens could

afford.

Advocates for education, state employee unions and

human services providers, however, contend the society

that will emerge from the cuts will be a cruder place to

live for those who can't make it on their own.

Since Weld has no inclination, at least for now, to sup

port taxes, the likelihood of the Legislature rejecting cuts

in favor of new revenue is virtually nil.

Weld's party controls enough votes in the Senate to sus_

tain a veto of any tax bills, a veto Weld has promised if

any revenue measure happened to emerge

A tax referendum in 1992, being talked about by some

of the groups that defeated last year's tax rollback, would

put thedecision directly ,n the hands of the state s voters.

That's about as pure a form of democracy as you can get.

The timing, November of 1992, would give Weld two

budgets, the one for the 1992 fiscal year and the one for

the 1993 fiscal year that begins July 1. 1992, to put his

vision of government into place.

If voters like what they get, or feel it is all the state can

afford during tough economic times, the tax increase will

fail

If on the other hand, voters feel the cuts have gone too

far,'they will have the option of giving state government

more money to restore some of the chopped services.

AF photo

TALL TALES - Basketball Hall of Fame inductees and former Ohio State teammate,s John

Havlicek, left, and Bob Knight trade stories at a pre-dinner gathering Monday before the

formal awards ceremony in Springfield. __———————
willing

WAHINGTON (AP) — President Bush announced

yesterday that the United States would foreswear the use

of chemical weapons "for any reason," including retaha

tion, if any international agreement to ban such weapons

can be reached.

In the past, the administration had contended that na-

tions should be allowed to retain the right to use such

weapons in retaliation if attacked by similar weapons.

Bush said he is taking the step in hopes of accelerating

negotiations under way in Geneva toward a global ban

on chemical weapons.

He also called on all major issues in the negotiations

to be resolved by the end of this year, and a treaty ratified

by the end of 1992.

"I hope this initiative. . .will spur other nations to com-

mit themselves equally to this critical objective," Bush

said in a statement.

The president said he directed U.S. negotiators to an-

nounce the step when the Conference on Disarmament

meets in Geneva on Tuesday.

Bush also committed the United States to destroy its

entire stockpile of existing chemical weapons within 10

years once an international agreement on eliminating

such weapons takes effect.

"The Gulf War has once again raised the specter of

chemical weapons and demonstrated that unscrupulous

regimes can and will threaten innocent populations with

these weapons of terror so long as we permit them to ex

ist," Bush said in a statement.

The United States did not use chemical weapons in

Operation Desert Storm, although officials during the war

would not rule out the possibility.

In yesteday's statement. Bush declared:

"To demonstrate the United States' commitment to ban

ning chemical weapons, we are formally foreswearing the

use of chemical weapons for any reason, including retalia

tion, against any state, effective when the convention

enters into force, and will propose that all states follow

suit."

A White House statement also said that the Untied

States would drop its previous position that the United

States be permitted to keep 2 percent of its current

stockpile of chemical weapons, or 500 tons, until all

chemical-weapons-capable nations have signed the treaty.

"These steps can move the world significantly closer to

the goal of a world free of chemical weapons. I call upon

all other nations to join us in the serious and cooperative

pursuit of this important goal," Bush said.

HANGIN' TOUGH
pond concert.

m ^ M -i ___-^^— Collegian photo by Yana Dlu*y

UPC workers, clinging to scaffolding offstage, have the best seats in the house for Chucklehead's performance at Sunday's
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transmorphism
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 6

geomorphic in origin; ambiguity in

these origins is intentional, reflecting

my appreciation for the ultimately ar-

bitrary* nature of distinctions made bet-

ween animate and inanimate elemental

states," she says. "When I see a rock,

I know it was formed from something

that was animate at one point."

Everything is symbolic in these

primarily large scale hangings and in-

stallations. Circles and spheres sym-

bolize life and renewal; the bright col-

ors symbolize optimism and rebirth; and

the dark colors represent disintegration

and decline.

Ms. Curley-Clay, always carrying a

sketch book by her side, divides her time

between her twin 11 -year-old daughters,

directing the Hampden Gallery,

creating in her home studio, and

teaching classes at UMass.

With a beaming face she expressed

her feelings about art. "It is you com-

ing out. There is no right and no wrong

My work is very optimistic. I have a lot

of hope for mankind."

The first piece in her series is glazed

earthenware in the shape of a cone. Red

polka dots peek out from it's cracking

surface of yellow and butterscotch. The

artist obviously pays very close atten-

tion to detail with her ability to make

this clay appear to peel.

"Genesis Pod" has a futuristic feel to

it. It is a dark gray sphere with thin

rivers of red running from the hole in

its front to its rear. Red balls are set in-

to the inner craggy surface. The outside

is sculpted like frosting on a cake.

"Androgeny" is a bright red sphere

cracked open like Pac-Man with glazed

ceramic balls set into the "chunky cot-

tage cheese look" of the middle. Ms.

Curley-Clay says the purpose of this

piece is to analyze the process of rebirth

from the angle of life reproducing itself.

Motivated by huge ambitions of work-

ing with much larger pieces and

possibly working with steel in the

future, she said, "I'm very optimistic.

Life is fun. you know."

benefit

Rte 9 Hadley

AT THE HOWARD JOHNSON LODGE

GRADUATION DAY
All You Can Eat Deluxe Breakfast

and Dinner Buffets

Call for Information

586-6393

Open 7 Days a Week
Breakfast/Lunch/Dinner

BOARD OF GOVERNORS PROGRAM COUNCIL
Presents

JOHN
SACCO

World
Famous
Hypnotist
DATE: May 15. 1991
PLACE: Student Union

Ballroom
TIME: 8 pm
ADMISSION: $2.00

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 6

Their six-member line-up included

Rosemarie Strayer-Amador on lead vocals

and bongos, Brian Folkins Amador on

guitar, Hector Cancel on congas, Laura

Burns on electric bass, Willie Sordillo on

saxophone, and Eugenio Huanca (who was

filling in for John De La Zerda) on

charango and sankas.

The group excelled in vocal harmonies,

with stellar performances by the lead

vocalist Rosemarie Straijer Amador. Per

cussionist Hector Cancel wove intricate

rhythms around each of the bands com-

positions, which kept the audience on their

feet for a good 40 minutes.

The grand finale featured two songs per

formed by all the three bands together on

the stage for the first time. It was an in

teresting mix of Latin American and An

dean sounds.

The band members were available for in

terviews before and after the show, and pro-

vided insightful perspectives on the way

they perceived their music.

John De La Zerda, one of the founding

members of Fortaleza, came to the United

States from Bolivia 12 years ago. He was

encouraged to stay on and spread, through

his music, awareness of the social and

political realities of the people of Latin

America, especially the indigenous people.

"Next year is 1992, and will mark the

500th anniversary of the arrival of Colum-

bus," De La Zerda said. "While some

celebrate it as an exciting new chapter of

exploration and discovery, I do not and will

not celebrate Columbus Day, because to me

it represents the beginning of the destruc

tion of the native people, their tradition,

and their culture. Through my work, I help

spread awareness of their musical heritage

and history."

Eugenio Huanca, a member of Quetzal,

came from Chile four years ago and plans

to return soon. Addressing the social and

political climate in Chile and its implica

tions for musicians' freedom, Eugenio said

that ever since the CIA-backed coup which

ousted Allende, several groups like Inti-

Illimani were forced into exile because of

the message their music carried.

"Chilean music shows how the people

feel, and tells our history," Eugenio said.

"Things seem to be improving now.

however, and hopefully freedom of expres

sion will be restored to all people soon," he

said.

Rosemarie Straijer-Amador, manager

and lead vocalist of Flor de Cana, said their

music carried humanist messages of peace,

hope, and justice. "In addition to our lyrics,

we also try to convey this educational

message by blending together different in

fluences like flamenco, jazz. Andean, Latin

American and Caribbean sounds. Our bil

ingual and bicultural line-up, with

members from all over the Americas, also

reflects our philosophy."

Freddy Chapelliquen from Peru and

Elizabeth Parata from Colombia, members

of Quetzal, said they would prefer to stay

on in the United States because ofthe "bet

ter political and social climate."

"But we will continue to broaden people's

awareness of the music, history, geography

and languages of the people of Latin

America," they said. "We also do fundrais

ing for local community organizations and

movements."

*£-r

UMASS FOOD SERVICES
25th ANNUAL ALL CAMPUS

BARBECUE
TUESDAY, MAY 14

Rain Dates:

Wednesday, May 15

Thursday, May 16

fe 4:00 to 7:00 P.M.

B* Southwest Field

I.D. CARD REQUIRED
Cash Price: $6.10

Bus service from Worcester and Franklin is provided to

(and from) the Barbecue location at regular

intervals throughout the meal period.

WMUA D.J.s will be broadcasting live from the

Barbecue site.

The food is great and the mood is FUN so celebrate

the end of the semester with your friends from

all over campus at

THE ANNUAL ALL CAMPUS BARBECUE.
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By GARY LARSON
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DAILY CROSSVORD PUZZLE
Edited By TRUDE MCHEL JAFEE
ACROSS

1 Author Jong

6 Search
thoroughly

10 Window part

14 Science of

flight, tor short

15 Scope
16 Nutmeg

covering

17 Freeways have

them off and on

18 Outdo
19 Singte edge

knife

20 Dramatist

22 Scandinavian

capital

23 Control

24 Prize

26 Wiggle

29 Kitchen need

31 Suspended
32 Real m Kom
34 Homer epic

39 Curses
41 Site m a

Salinger title

42 Traveler Polo

43 Highly incensed

44 Charity

46 Word with story

or tale

47 Anxious

49 Exceptional

51 Sham
55 Hammer head

56 Spare
57 Author lor

another

63 Claudia —
Johnson

64 Lilliputian

65 Downy duck

66 Burly lolk

singer 1

67 Actor Baldwin

68 Very hot water

69 Spin

70 Wow'
71 Physicist

Nikola —

DOWN
1 O K Corral

guntighter
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2 Genuine
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4 Artistic license

5 Respond
6 Humble home
7 Ida neighbor

8 Coordmate
9 Sail strttener

10 Blouse
decoration

11 Originated

12 1000. m Dijon

13 Flourish

21 Frost

25 Remove the fat

26duide
27 Every 3 mos
28 Do —

others

29 Demurely

30 Particular

33 Sleep ckft

35 Cathofcc liturgy

36 Mesopotamia.

today

37 U S rights org

38 Sunflower state

senator

40 Jettison

45 TaVow
source

48 Gl s I D
50 Most recent

51 Hair style

52 Vottey

53 Record
54 Tsar s

directive

55 Intimidate

in a way
58 Hawaiian port

59 Change lor a

tm

60 Middle of the

month, once

61 Greenish blue

62 Columnist

Bombeck
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YOUR DAILY HOROSCOPE
By JEANE DIXON

ARIES (March 21-April 19) Listen

carefully to catch the drift at

business meetings Timing Is your

secret weapon A self

improvement program will boost

your self-esteem Short business trips

could prove profitable

TAURUS (April 20-May 20) Your

ability to move with the times is your

strongest asset Discuss proposea

changes with an authority figure

Career matters are under

favorable auspices Put a romantic

relationship on hold

GEMINI (May 21-June 20) Labor-

saving devices will prove wise in-

vestments, especially if you work at

home Face-to-face encounters

are more productive than faxes or

phone conversations.

CANCER (June 21-July 22). Stay

ahead of the competition by using

a little old-fashioned ingenuity A

newcomer will make an interesting

business proposition. You may
decide to expand your present

operation

LEO (July 23-Aug 22): Heed an

elder's wise counsel. File old

grievances in the trash can! A rela-

tionship may need revamping

Choose your words carefully im-

portant information is available

through unusual channels

VIROO (Aug 23-Sept 22). Check

confidential information before ac-

ting upon it Your literary talents are

in demand. A job promotion could

be in the offing Tact will help you

handle a disappointment with

good grace

LIMA (Sept 23-Oct 22) Listen to

what your co workers are saying

Pooling ideas can lead to improv

ed productivity Messoges could be
confused, check them out A

romantic partner may throw you a

curve 1

SCORPIO (Oct 23-Nov 21) News
regarding a friend or family

member brings a feeling of relief

Finances could be involved You
find new clues to a puzzle. Your in-

tuition is right on target in personal

matters

SAGITTARIUS (Nov 22-Dec 21)

An old friend offers a solution to a
recurring problem Accent only the

practical Influential person

welcomes your ideas Your loyalty

will be put to the supreme test

Stand fast

CAPRICORN (Dec 22-Jan 19): Be

wring to stay on the sidelines today

and take care of routine tasks

Keep expenses to the minimum

Evening will bring ample rewards

Renew a friendship

AOUARIUS (Jan 20-Feb 18) A

good day for personal affairs All

systems are "go" for happy
romance. Face up to any financial

problems Your intuition may not be

reliable Pay top dollar for the best

advice available.

PISCES (Feb 19-March 20): Your

financial affairs show improvement

Let go of a grudge You will fare

much better as a peacemaker A

promotion will come soon A per

sonal relationship may be full of

peaks and valleys
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Copy Editor lodv uabm
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Minutewomen Claffey

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 12

"She had a great year and she was a real

workhorse for us," Sortino said. 'Darlene

is just an exceptional person and pitcher

She has done everything that I have ask

ed of her this season. Darlene's a great kid

to have around.

"I am proud of both (Aprile and Claffey 1

each in their own right,'' Sortino said.

• They are very different types of kids but

both are tremendous players."

Sortino herself couldn't avoid the win

ners' circle and was named A- 10 Coach of

the Year. Sortino, along with assistant

coach Gina Lamandra, coached UMass to

a perfect 12 conference record. This was

the first time in league history that a team

had gone undefeated in league play. Last

week Sortino was also named the Nor-

theast Region's Coach of the Year.

'Obviously winning the award means

something/she said. "However it tends to

go hand-in-hand with being A 10 Cham

pions, so the Northeast award, with its

broader base, is more meaningful to me."

This is one of the most talented teams

I have ever been associated with but, for

me, when I coach a team with less talent

and still succeed, that is when I'm coaching

mv best."

Fellow Minutewomen joining Claftey and

Aprile on the A-10 All-Conference Team

were shortstop Barb Marean (.445, 6 home

runs. 34 RBI) and catcher Cherie DellAn-

no i .352, 3 home runs. 17RBI>. "Barb has

a tremendous bat." Sortino said. "I can't

think of too many who could bat .445

enth in the nation) with the schedule

we play. Barb could have very easily won

A 10 Player of the Year."

'Cherrie also had a big year for us," Sor-

tino continued. "She is a tremendous

athlete and she brings a wonderful en-

thusiasm to our club and that enthusiasm

is contagious."

Senior Chris Collins was named to the

A-10 All-Academic Team. Collins is batting

.266 for the Minutewomen with 17 RBI.

one of which was the game-winner in

Saturday's A-10 semifinal against Rutgers.

The team captain, Collins is a mechanical

engineering major with a 3.1 grade point

average and will work for NASA after

graduation.

"I am very, very proud." Sortino said.

"Chris has so much heart - she has come

back from a serious shoulder injury to be

a very vital part of our team."

"I am excited that our players got the

recognition they deserve," summed up Sor-

tino. "As for myself, what means the most

to me is that the kids believe in the pro-

gram, they leave here good people, they go

to classes and they all graduate"

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 12

for us and she is a major reason why we

have enjoyed the success we have this

season. I mean [21] wins, you can't argue

with that."

This season Claffey has racked up the

awards and honors including Atlantic 10

Pitcher of the Year, New England All-Star

and A-10 All Star

Claffey has always seen success while on

a softball diamond. From the first time she

picked up a softball she has loved the game,

and the game has loved her back.

"I started playing competitively in third

grade, and I just took off from there," Claf-

fey said. "I guess at first my success was

due mainly to just natural talent

Claffey took that natural talent and and

became a star in high school. She was nam-

ed to the Connecticut All-State team three

times and took Connecticut Player of the

Year honors twice. Subsequently Claffey

was recruited heavily by schools like Pro-

vidence, Fairfield, Connecticut and UMass

T chose UMass because I really liked the

school itself and the coaches here," Claf-

fey said. "They had both the academics and

the athletics that I wanted, and they had

my major; environmental health."

Environmental health would explain the

big book and her constant commitment to

studying. Claffey received a 3.51 last

semester.

'The amount this girl studies is

disgusting," teased teammate Stacey

Nichols.

Her work habits do not just apply to the

library but to the field also.

"Darlene has done everything that I have

ever asked her to do." Sortino said. "She

works hard for us in practice and that pays

off in the games. She is a very dedicated

kid."

"Darlene got everything she deserved

when she won [Pitcher of the Year]," team-

mate Cherie DellAnno said. "She works so

hard, and it's good to see people get the

things that they deserve. It's good when all

that hard work and dedication pays off."

Both Sortino and Claffey feel that a con

tinued commitment to working hard

&®i£&: University Health Services *&£i

Summer Health Coverage 199 1

COVERAGE PERIOD. June 1. 1991-August 31 1991

Basic Health Fee

Fees: $127.00
payment due by June 1

Student Family Plan

Fees-. $255.00
payment due by June 1

(ONLY U/MAiS STUDENT WITH OASIC SH&P

ARE ELIGIDLE TOK THE STUDENT FAMILY PLAN)

S%'&£:X.Enrollment begins May 13, 1991 Wffi$&j>

EliQibility

Amherst Hampshire Mount HolyoKe Smith

and UMoss Students

Visit the UHS cashier for enrollment or coll 549-2671

University Meoith Service'urvv^rsitv of McmocnuvettVAmnetsi

crew at Dad Vail

should help her improve on her already im-

pressive abilities.

"Darlene is still a baby, just a pup," Sor-

tino said. "She still has a long way to go

to reach her potential. I think her true

growth is going to be in the next two

years."

"I can definitely improve, I am nowhere

near being at my best," Caffey added.

"When I go home this summer I am going

to concentrate on improving my drop pitch.

I haven't been using it much this season.

I've relied on the fastball."

If Claffey improves much more there will

be some long games ahead for opponents

and happy times for UMass.

"Darlene is just an exceptional person,

on and off the field," Sortino said. "If I

could. I would like to clone four or five

Darlene Claffey 's to have on my team."

If that occurred, one thing would be cer-

tain; there would be a lot more studying go-

ing on during UMass roadtrips

CONItNUED TROM TAGE 1?

ed the largest problem to the light eight as

they faced several heavier competitors.

Head coach Dave Trond said he was very

pleased with the boat's performance at the

Vails.

Trond attributes much of the season's

success to the seasoned rowing of the boat's

six graduating seniors.

One of the eight, Chris Marino, has been

invited to participate in a Pre-Elite Olym

pic program this summer. There Marino

will row with some of the nation's top col

legiate athletes.

The JV men and first novice lightweight

eight advanced to the semifinals as well.

Women's coach Debbie Fine said the var

sity women improved a lot during the

season, its highlight a silver medal at the

New England Championship.

The JV women advanced to the

semifinals at the Dad Vails and .08 seconds

denied them a place in the finals.

23 CLOWNHOUSE SAYS GOODBYE
Salmon channel. I'm gonna throwup, Reebok bok bok. Can I ask who's calling. she's not

home Nachos. The signal (lip biting), Procrastination. Are you coming home 2mte?. should

I bring my key?. We hate girls. Fort Knox. I have a drinking problem. Of course I'm serious

and don't call me Shirley. Sex talks always start in the kitchen. Starting tomorrow .... I'm

going to bed early, the brain surgeon. You sound like me (Dem. Moore voice). Bottomless

pit Laundry Club sign. Twist my arm. 39. You gonna scoop me or what?. I tapped the keg.

What was my girlfriend doing til 5 am? Scoop pumpkin, Hershey kisses. Toilet paper, The

dusty exercise bike. When you're in, you're in. The new word for the semester...NO!. Some

people call me the Space Cowboy, What's the prob officer. 2 kegs in the back? He's so

annoying' I'm annoyed wanna buy a pizza? 'Sup Impersonations, Open mouth insert foot.

He has a girlfriend. Gilbreath. Beachfront Avenue. I'm on a role-time to go solo Don't have

a mark can't get a beer. Big hair. Annoying sluts, Sex beer. After hours fights. Rambo Don-

Wow that was the best kiss ever! Phone bill. Lysol harispray. These guys just walked out

of our house with the keg. He had a little black thing in his teeth, Play-doh. Couch outside. in

pickup truck. Cleanup notice. The men who wouldn't leave, The Love Boat sunk! Crying

in Delano's, Broccoli beer. I'm loved by everyone, Do you want to stay or don't you? Bart

& Ed to the rescue. We left our brains at Delano's. He sucked my toes. We distracted the

Lacrosse team. Put on your seatbelt. The guy game Purrrrr, Stop drooling, Oops I forgot

to take it again. Where the hell are my keys. The keyboard detaches! Slug. Twas the night

before A-I've done nothing but kiss boys all semester." H- Ts okay no matter what you

did life is too short to worry "B- "Bass, you gotta hook me up.'J- "There was this cute boy..

Fond memories with #25-"We are the best 5 guys that ever happened to you ladies ,

#9-"Come visit we have food'#24-'Are you coming to our party? Special goodbyes to: #22,

Rob Mario. N Pleasant. Grantwood. Summer St. 6\ Grey House. Our favorite hangouts-

Delano's, Mike's, The Pub. Time Out. Barsies & Super Stop & Shop, And goodby to the

lucky men who were fortunate enough to make it on the guy list Thanx for a great year!

-Andrea, Bern, Heather & Jen

"An affordable 286 PC
we can upgrade to

a 386SX later? Budget
meeting adjourned"

ZENITHDATA SYSTEMS INNOVATES AGAIN"

Get 286 desktop PCpower today and upgrade to Intel386SX^

performance tomorrow with the low-cost, low-profile Z-286 LP Plus?

It's a dilemma facing every department on every campus. How do you afford the 386SX PCs you

know you 11 need someday without mortgaging the Administration Building? Luckily, there's one solution

that's beginning*) surface in more and more budget meetings every day The Zenith Data Systems

Z-286 LP Plus PC.

Loaded with the 286 speed and power you need today, the Z-286 LP Plus lets you move up

to 386SX performance whenever your classrooms, labs and offices are ready for more advanced

applications. And it lets you do so easily and affordably.

The Z-286 LP Plus also comes standard with MS-DOS* 4.0. Plus, all hard drive models include

a Microsoft* Mouse, and come pre-installed with Microsoft Windows1* version 3.0 for instant graphical

computing right out of the box. It's also expandable from 1MB to 8MB ofRAM so you can tackle more

powerful graphical applications in the future. And its small-

footprint design makes a lot of sense . . . especially when your

desk space is at a premium.

You even gel a VGA video controller for specialized

graphics that come brilliantly to life on Zenith Data Systems'

award-winning Flat Technology Monitor

So if you'd like to equip your college or university with

286 power today and 386SX performance tomorrow, make a

motion for Zenith Data Systems' affordable and upgradcablc

Z-286 LP Plus PC. For more information, call:

^UNIVERSITY
mSTOREft

1-800-523-9393.

ZENITH ri
data systems vuti

Groupe Bull
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women 's track at NEs
CON1INUED FROM PAGE 12

Kelly Liljeblad also set a personal record and placed

fourth in the 3,000 with a time of 10:06.0. Coach Julie

LaFreniere summed up Liljeblad's freshman year as "fan-

tastic."

The starter's pistol will not be heard again until next

year, but the team ended the season with a bang.

tion, worked hard for first.

The UMass 4x400 team took first place in their event

with a time of 3:53.01. Dana Smith, Cathy Crocker Am-

brose and Lennice Johnson clocked a team best. Johnson

had a personal best time of 57.4 and Crocker's time of60 7

was her best of the year. Smith and Ambrose had excellent

times of 59.5 and 54.9 respectively.

Classifieds
COME TO THE COLLECT OmCE-CC /» MOS-WVRS S 30-3 30. FR< 8 30-2:30. OEADUSE 2 DA YS HUP* TO rUBUCATI0N .CASH ,S -WWCE. 2T MVRKOA >' H»™DUm^ ~rC-e nKPFRATE lieArMONTH each share do*)*" PUten

ACTIVITIES

UMASS OUTING CLUB
Thanks lo all the otticers

and chatrpeopte who made this

year great

See you in September 1

FOUR BEDROOM HOUSE near Amherst

line Large rooms new 549-1217

GILREATH. HOBART LANE
50drms, furnished

5mms to campus
Take over lease June i

Call ASAP 549-1978

FABULOUS RENTAL

AMHERST CENTER 1 BORM APT Quiet

close to common—tor frisbee (un(S Pro-

spect St ), sunny. Ig livingrm - kitchen

ideal for 2 people Summer sublet w/tol op-

ton Call 253-7194

TO THE GREEKS:
Good luck on finals'

Have an excellent summer'

TRI SIGMA

ANNOUNCEMENTS

LAMBOA CHI ALPHA
Fall 'ush interest meeting

Tuesday night 8pm
374 North Pleasant St

GREAT APT FOR lor2 Excellent locatwn-

NPIeasant St $520/mo heat&hot water in-

cluded tow utilities 253-3290 Lv mess

HUGE 3 BEDROOM apartment I'm bath

spacious yard cheap rent caH anytime

6653783

FOR SALE

NEED HELP FINDING scholarships you

qualify for'' Call 546-2433 tor information

ATTENTION

TO THE PERSON *ho too* tne telephone

from the Student Government Association

Othce it you are concerned about how st u

dent funds are spent please return the

phone immediately It will cost $300 to

replace

ONE BORM
in Northampton house available Fall-* 1 80 »

month Near downtown and busroute Call

soon' Sean 546-1818

PRESIDENTIAL APT
One room, double or single

For fall/summer 549-4035

APTS. FOR RENT

SPRING SPECIAL .99 cent* one month

rent with one year lease 2BR $450 3BR

$537 m Sunderland Free bus route, laun

dry facilities, pool, garden plots Short term

leases available 665-3856

AUTO FOR SALE

1 979 DODGE ASPEN wagon needs brakes

$100 or BO Ted 549-6545

PRESIDENTIAL APARTMENTS IfcHPjbr

apartment 5/26. 270/mo utilities Walk to

Umass 549-0035

SINGLE IN HOUSE across trom Baybank

Cool housemates' Starting Sept 549-4277

SINGLE ROOM
187 50
Summer sublet w/fall option

Great summerjocation near

Puffers Pond
*

Wood stove, washer Irg yard

549-6650

4 PIECE LIVING ROOM SET

Couch pulls out to double bed

Must sell 549-9377

AKAI RECEIVER. $180 Fisher cassette

aeck, $50 Radar detector. $40 two IBM

sports games. $18. Chrts 546-2457

APARTMENT FURNITURE-Sota Cha.r

Kitchen and coffee tables, color televisions

bedroom stuff and more Really inexpen-

sive Also, selling 1978 Chevrolet Impala

which is in good shape Steve 549-4758

BED WITH BEDFRAME- Excellent conoV

tion'$30Call 256-1227

CONGRATULATIONS to the g«M at 10*

Fairway 212 Puffton 7E Brandywwto •»

Pdham a 1 Townhouse
I H miss you aH' Love Lisa

you for ail the good time* NO ONE could

have aaked for bettor roommate* a mends

Love. Linda

DESPERATE
Two housemates M/F needed to occupy two

bedrooms m house on Shumwey St

200 /mo Can Ke*y at 256-0806

FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED to share

one bedroom Puffton apartment' June Ju

ly. August $208/morrth CaH 549-5808

FEMALE TO SHARE room m Am*y St apt

(nonsmoker) Cheap' 6-0547 or 549-3072

TWO BEDROOMS AVAILABLE m •

bedroom apartment Very does to cr

female non-smokers CaH 54*5616

SIM/MONTH each share double « Pu»»n

549-4509

AMHERST SBORM HOUSE next to Pac«y

4 Putters Pond/rent nsg
546-2460 to toave mesg or

546-4787

AMITY PLACE CONOO
Smgte room
Non smoking female

Rent 250/mnth
Ca»5494aB2

ATTENTION UMASS
Sue B s new address is M the Tower

Library. 8th floor Ptosss «s*l free to v*t

her'

uptown MumrmMi meeds
(•male roommate
Available June
200/mo Jamne 253-9496

BRANDYWINE APT . - Fu«y tumped
AC pond-side mew pool, need t-2 people

to sublet June-August. $160 ps» parson

i caH 54*3762

KEVIN C
Did you pun mat hre alarm'

I said get a due'
Thanks for being a brother to me
BEAN

GREAT FURNITURE in top condition'

Couches kitchen table, tuft sue be

chairs desks, dressers, nightables- and

much, much, more'
Terrific prices as well'

Call us soon at 54*6128 or 549-8130

HEY GIRL
Going to the moo'
Thanks tor making my trosh year reaay

SELL VOUR FURNITURE

GRADUATING? Leaving school1 Don t grv*

your good furniture away C^G>«fkMlAn-
tiquss first W* pay top prices 25*5296

CHEAP LAAQC ROOM CotomM Vl»»gaca»

253-9229 or 5453BM ask tor Poonma Rent

200 tor 1 or more

SENIOR PICNIC 1H1

FEMALE ROOMMATES (non smokingi

needed lo share Bfsndvwios Apt tor sum

met Low rent' Cat 5444623

FREE CABLEU 2 rooms avsAatole m 6-b<

house tor summer Cai Kathy or Mara at

Get ready tor another year of gtottony. mA-
starch meets poor chocs*, assorted c

moistururing & THEM« -K

80 OLDS OMEGA runs well High miles

AM/FM stereo/tape $600,B O
Stacy 665-7725

1982DATSUN 200SX

5sp standard
high mileage
Moving-must sell quickly

1000 or BO 253-0449

SINGLE ROOM IN a great house on Main

Street One mile from campus Washer and

dryer Call 253-2728

STUDIO APT Amherst center perfect tor

1 person 225/mo tall opt 253-0780

SUMMER SUBLET w/tall option

2-3 bdrm apt

Between town and Bruno s, Mam bi

Lots ot windows
Only 640/mo
Call 253-2357 leave message

HEY!
Don't be a goober

Buy a futon

They're big. comfortable

and realty cool'

Please think about this today

Metawampe Futons

Sleep with us'

1-800-3FUTON1

MACPLUS: 2 drives, system saver printer

S800 oBO Chris 545-4795. hm 367-9378

RAN—O—
Nineteen years is a tong time to wajYou
never asked- But you should have Please

think about that-tor lite'

MELISSA M- The rnadness ^"^er
stop' But there aren t many days toft to be

skak.n Don't forget your approach

HH&BG

MAY 24th is iust 2 days to oreduMiOn'

Come to the Semor Picnic on Friday May

24th trom 1-4 on the Metawampe lawn

(behind SUB)
WRNX 100 9 FM w# broadcast live' G«n>

a-ways' Fun'
Admission « tree to seniors

Bar B Q hx $5 and available at Memorial

Halt For more info 5452317

GREAT 2BORM tor the summer
Close to campus only $450 a month

Partially furnished CaH 546-3142

GREAT APT 3bdrm on MamSt
rent Irm or all

exc location CHEAP rent

CaK now 546-4373

SERVICES

1983 DODGE OMNI— 4sp 4dr new tires

AM-FM cassette new speakers-a good col-

lege car 300 or b o

546-0882

1963 PLYMOUTH HORIZON runs well Go-

ing west- must sell 800 or BO call Monique

256-0303

SUNDERLAND Female housemate

wanted tor quiet rural house off Rt 47 sun-

ny lots ot space 215+ Avail around 6/1

665-3670/6652819 leave message

Brandywine

POOL TABLE must sell' $50 or best offer'

Call Meghan 253-0459

SMALL DESK~
twin bed
Lauren
25M303

WE ARE GRADUATING:
Beds desks.chairs.bookshelves.microwa

ve etc 256-3088

TO THE MAN WHO LOVES WOMEN
Best catch on campus7 Yup
Engineer

-
' No sorry-he s a philosophy

maior
Nutty as all hell? That s him'

Love, Your Harem

LEGAL QUESTIONS? The Legal Services

Center offers tree legal assistance to fee

paying students Contact us at 922 Campus

Center 545-1995

NIBLES OFAPO.
Well you made it congratulations H*y tnc

« trtenTsomsthing about NOle rwds''' He

He. He
We love you aK

Eric & Torn

STUDENTS NEED financial help grants

Scholarships minimum qualifications

586 9445

SWIMMING FOR ADULTS afraid in water

course It's tun' ft works' New at Greenfield

Y May 14 June 27 773-3646 tor brochure

$360

1984 JEEP
367-2039

CJ7 New exhaust $3500

1986ISUZU l-MARK
4-doors black

45K excellent conditions

$2100 or BO
253-2609

1 988 HYUNDAI EXCEL automatic AM/FM

stereo cassette sun roof A/C excellent cond

only 34000 Ml-$4150 -253-0780

1989 HONDA ACCORD DX 2~door coupe

excellent condition only 12900 miles AM/FM

cassette stereo 8900 or BO Call Bruce at

256-1215 after 6pm

TAKE OVER MY
room/female/2bdrm
Call Pam 549-1504

TAKE OVER OUR LEASE
Huge room in house

Above Video-to-Go

Two minutes to town

On bus stop washer dryer

Call 253-2528 9-5pm
275/month

FOUND

FOUND Beginning Spanish textbook was

found 1st floor Herter

Call Bob 6653536

203 SUNSET!
Spacious 2br

Great location

Available June 1

$750/mo
Call anytime 549-8147

FOUNO—Dark blue address book contact

Campus Parking 545-0065

I FOUND YOUR legal studies book in

Dickinson Wednesday call to claim

665 7638

KELLY.
Thank you tor granting me the pleasure ot

the past two years I'll miss you Happy An

niversary and Happy Graduation l love you

Dave

HEY BROTHERS OF APO.
You guys (and gals) have made mv last .

semesters really special I love all of ya and

will miss you I II still come back to haunt

ya'll

In L.F.S
Enc

SUBLET

SUMMER W/ FALL OPTION Large room

in S Amherst condo Pool, central A/C

washer/dryer, parking On bus route Cool

roomies, perfect summer place' Call Joe

253-2696

KEYS—one dorm key and a bike lock key

on a red sox shoelace Found next to

mailboxes in Student Union Call 546-2019

ATTENTION: Kern Lynne. Diane. Debbie

Vanessa, Jen. Shana, Weenie. Diane.

Robyn. Lisa I'll miss you all'"

Love.
Amy

SUBSCRIBE TO THE COLLEGIAN

ARE YOU LEAVING UMASS?
Are you graduating or going abroad 7 Keep

in touch with UMass new. sports and

events with a daily or weekly subscription

to the Collegian'

For more mfo and an order form come down

to the Collegian located at 1 1 3 Campus

Center (in the basement)

GREAT APARTMENT UPTOWN
One bedroom apartment avail tor summer

sublet with tali option Can 256-0026

HOBART LANE 140 a month utiM>9S

cab* TV ptonty o» parking 3 rooms «vs#»bto

c*M549-»3B0

HOBART LANE-Gilrealh Manor

Ctose to campus
4-6 people needed
$150* utilities

549-5827

HOTSPOT 3 ig bdrms 4 people furnished

non smokers downtown Amherst summer

only 253-3606

HOUSE NEAR CAMPUS, huge yard *

grill Great for summer Call 253-0409

NOHO AWESOME « person

house Ctose to town

Under $200 each call'

586-9575

NORTHAMPTON FOUR BDRM |taH colon)

Downtown busroute great place'

Call 505-8657

ONE BEDROOM IN Brittany, bus AC
$200/month 253-4194 leave messagr-

FOR RENT

2 BEDROOM close to campus perlectfor

3 people take over our lease- Get June free

580/mo 549-4281

3 BEDROOM APT., Amherst center

Available June 1 .
825/mo 253-4267

3 BEDROOM HOUSE
1 Vi bath on bus route

$1000/month 253-7448

3 Ofl 4 PEOPLE
5 mm walk to campus/town

Cheap rent Heat/Water inc

253-2330

BEAUTIFUL
Clean. Luxurious. 4V* bedroom house

available for 5 people to start new lease

June 1st Rent $240 +

A MUST SEE'

Call Sonia 253-9381 /Or Ewert 253-9745

CARPENTER/TRADESMAN swap room for

maintenance/repair 549-0484

CLEAN SPACIOUS 3 bedroom apt

Take over lease

1min bus route Amherst

Fully equipped kitchen/carpeted

253-2609

CLOSEi^Tl^~tl^dorms large sunny

room for summer has washer and dryer,

parking much more 549-6071

FREE KITTEN

MR PETERSON LOOK-ALIKE Owner

allergic Must go immediately' Box and food

included 546-3246

GREAT UPTOWN APT

TO THE SEXY BRUNETTE FROM
BROWN
Happy 21st birthday Sorry you can t enjoy

it fully Love your admirers in Cashin

TIPPY TOPPY TIPPY TOPPV YAY TIPPY

TOPPY' Going away in a few weeks eedle

eedle eedle Got two eggs I loveyou POW

••• SUMMER SERVICE " m

THE LEGAL SERVICES CENTER will be

open this summer, providing legal services

to UMass/Amherst students' It you have

legal problems or questions, contact us at

545- 1 995. or stop by room 922 of the Cam-

pus Center for an appointment

ONE OR TWO bedrooms available

tor summer m Presidential Apts

$150/month
549-1721

(10 minute walk from campus, on bus route)

PRESIDENTIAL APARTMENTS 1br m 2br

apartment 5/26 270/mo utilities Walk to

UMass 549-0035

SICK PAD 401 Mam St summer fall option

Cart 253-9564

N PLEASANT ST. Spacious 3 bdrm Take

any bus to/from campus High ceilings

wood floors, intercom system, inexpensive

rent

Must see 1 253-0933

BROWN HOUSE COUNCIL 91

Thank you'

You're terrific'

Good luck in the fall

Love, Kelly

92
TYPING/WORDPROCESSING

SPACIOUS. 4 bedroom. 2 bath house 5

minute walk to town, adiacent to campus

available lor summer sublet Rent

negotiable Call soon 549-1381

HELP WANTED

3 OR 6 BEDROOM DUPLEX
Great Backyard
Call 253-4092
OR 256-0303

4 BDR APT. Swiss Village

Low rent 2530828 Take over lease

4 BDRMS A deal you can't refuse 253-9708

4BEDROOten;JOUSir
Hadley
Near Boyden Gym
$1600 month
Lincoln Real Estate

25 North Pleasant Street

253-7879

GREAT HOUSE ONE BLOCK trom campus

Fits six people

Two full bathrooms

Great landlord

In perfect condition!

Call soon'
549-8128 or 549-8130

HOUSE FOR RENT 4-5~bedrooms, on bus

route, 10 minutes to UMass $1 15C'mailable

June/September to September 253-2644

LARGE, FIVE-^BEDROOM
-
Amherst

house
Perfect for six Garage, deck.dishwasher

disposal On bus route Call Bob at

617-964-8659

CHRISTMAS. SPRING BREAK, summer

travel FREE Air couriers needed and cruise

ship |Obs Call (805)682-7555 ext F-1426

EARN $5 25/HR plus bonuses at Teletunrl

good communication skills a must' Stop in

to see if you qualify for an interview

GREENPEACE ACTION is hiring in-

dividuals committed to working for the

planet Call J D or Rick 549-0507

ED
Thanks for making life great

I'll miss you
Love. Kelly

HI CUTIE,
Good luck on finals'

Summer is almost here

Believe it babe'.

Love Sweetie

DISSERTATIONS, CASES, PAPERS
On-campus pickup Fast' Accurate'

Mac/Laser, spellcheck

Nancy 584-7924

PAPERS. $T50/pg Resumes laser pnnted

Fast professional, affordable

KCOMMUNICATIONS. 256*373

WANTED TO RENT

INTELLIGENCE JOBS. All branches US

Customs. DEA etc Now hiring Call

1-805-962-8000 ext K-9616

JILL JILL JILL

We have a burning desire

to go gardening with you

in Vermont.

The Guys from Calc 233

2 FEMALES LOOKING
fr 1or2 bedroom
apt close to town
Nonsmokers 549-4324

September

SUBLET OUR 2BORM 3person apt in Putt

ton from June-Aug Rent neg Call 546-3"94

SUBLET OUR CONDO This summer

Behind Baybanks- perfeel location" Great

deal - CaH now 546-3750. 60634 4-7 people

SUMMER SUBLET. One bedroom aparT

ment Bus/5 miles from campus 665-3749

SUMMER SUBLET WITH FALL OPTION
Two spacious bedrooms
Close to campus, on bus route

Parking and backyard

Please call 256-8189 i

5 BORM HOUSE N Amherst $1 100/mo call

549-1229

SBlEDROOrHOUSE^asher/dryer
Huge yard 2 bath 2kitchens 549-4082

549-8419

6 BEDROOM HOUSE 2full baths patio on

bus route call 253-9495

AMHERST CENTER room discount

549*484

AMITY PLACE CONDO
3 bdrm 2Vi bath

Washer/Dryer
Central air / vac

Partially furnished

3 occupants /$995/mo

549 5938 or

516-368-0082 call collect

LARGE ROOM IN spacious house above

video store on Main St Finished wood floor

and high ceilings Bus stop at front door

$300/month 545-1259

^RESERVllioWlFdR SEPTEMBER
Lantern Court Apartments

Larqe 2 bedroom w/w, fully equip kitchen,

washer dryer and storage facilities

available. On bus line- minutes to campus

Kamins Real Estate 253-2515

RC^M^C«l*iNTNOW! PufftotV ViHage

small room in three bedroom apts Heat

free' Call ASAP 549-4253

PAINTERS NEEDED. Exteriors AH summer

546-3399

PLAY ALL DAY, WORK AT NIGHT Th IS

summer at Telefund We are seeking ar

ticulate knowledgable UMass students who

have good communication skills-you can

earn $5 25/hr plus bonuses! Stop into the

basement of Memorial Hall to apply

CONGRATS TO THE original alcoholics

from 2 long James Kev. Ole. Tim and Un-

cle are grad-ge-atin' Great parties, great

boozeOaunting), and great times Thanx

and good luck

-The Canadian Refugee

4-5 GUYS LOOKING for house Want to

take over your lease JuneV

Call 549-6184 or 549-4152

WANTED

PIZZA

HEY EVERYBODY!

STUDIO APARTMENT in Amherst

$375 inclusive 549-3610.

MOVING OFF CAMPUS? Graduating

seniors have house full of things Just For

You' 2 Sealy firm 1yr old mattresses and

boxspnngs-$100 per set or BO-twin mat-

tress + frame + boxspring-$40 or BO-

Kitchen table and chairs- Reclining

chair-$50 or BO-Six piece sectional couch-

-BO Give us a call at 549-4289

COLLEGE PIZZA
Spring special

Small cheese $350
Large cheese $599
2 topping only $1

549-6098 - 549-6073

•FREE MONEY*
I need Management 260 notes with Hartzler

and Anthropology 100 notes with Cole

ASAP! Please call Erica 546-3058

SUMMER SUBLET

ROOMMATE WANTED

• • • GREAT HOUSE FOR SUMMER!!! '

'

5 min walk to campus a town 3 bedrms.

2-5 people Reasonable rent- negotiable

Spacious, -back deck-roof, 4 more! CALL
NOW" 549-5287 (anytime -lv mesg)

SUMMER SUBLET with tall option

Looking for 1or2 M/F people to share

beautiful house in Amherst Smiles from

campus Call Paul at 546-5939 leave

message

SUMMER W/FALL OPTION one single

room in Puffton $l50/month available 28

May 549-8185

SWISS VILLAGE 2BR APT.
on bus route

w/fall option

$525
253-5498

THREE BEDROOM PUFFTON for summer
sublet rent is negotiable Call Jim 549-7347

UPTOWN SUMMER SUBLET w/tall option

Perfect for two people 253-2954

BEAUTIFUL UPTOWN APARTMENT
One bedroom - $550/month

hot water/heat included

Available to summer sublet 5/<>s

Call 256-4696

SUMMER AND/ORI
FALL: Amherst

smoke/meat-free rural house_ garden near

UMass Parking, laundry $200+ 549-4407

TAKE OVER our lease' 6 bedroom house

,n Amherst, on bus route, 2
!
full IBaths, pat.o

Affordable! Call now 253-9495

LOST

1 SEEK COUPLE to share my sunny Nor-

thampton apt with me. approx rent for two:

$300/mo low utilities, wash/dryer, on bus

route, room for one cat, spacious room, call

Lucia at 584-4537

WE HAVE A great 4 bedroom apartment to

sublet Located behind the visitors center

basically on campus Rent negotiable Also,

willing to rent out by the room Call Ellen

at 549-0221 or Dena at 549-6508

DOUBLE AVAILABLE in 3 bedroom Puff-

ton summer with fall option

549-2781

THREE FOUR FIVE bedroom houses

Belchertown Amherst line 586-4270

THREE TOWNHOUSE APARTMENTS-
each 2 bedroom V/t baths on bus route

North Amherst 1-567-1352

ON MAY 9, 1991

Zach lost his CD's
Approx 15 CD's in a blue case

Near JA or JQA
Reward Offered!!

Please think about that today

Call 6-2688

2 ROOMMATES WANTED for a double in

3 bedroom at Mill Valley Estates please call

Joe 256-6426

2 ROOMMATES WANTED to sharp 2

bedroom Brandywine apt

Call Lee or Liz. 546-7110

1 BEDROOM FURNISHED apt in quiet N

Amherst neighborhood 1.5 mi trom UMass

close to bus rt 440/mo (negot)* uttl

549-6462

WHITE HOUSE NEXT TO BAYBANKS!
The best summer sublet

Close to campus and town

2ftoors 3bdrm 2bath sundeck
Call Jason at 549-2793

SUBLET
2bdrm, Amherst, June 1

$300/mo whole or $150/mo
each. 546-2950

SUBLET
Huge 4 bedroom house

PERSONALS

2 ROOMMATES WANTED to share room

in house on Martha's Vineyard for the sum

mer starting June 1 call now 253-2876

2 BEDROOM HOUSE- Walk to campus'

On bus route Across from Puffton Brendan

549-6907

Big backyard bus route

Mile
'

...iTe from campus
Use all our stuff' W/D
$825 549-1987

etc

DOWNTOWN AMHERST- One bedroom

apt avail June 1st. Clean, cozy, close to

evervthinqi 10 min walk to campusS /or negot Dirt Cheap otil Summer

w/ fall option Call 549-8399'

FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED to share

room Pufflon. Fall $<60 ~ 549-4509

FOR RENT
Puffton

1 bedroom in 2bdr apartment

Fully furnished, private bath

Summer with fall option

Call Andrea 549-1806

TOWNEHOUSE APT- 2br- I'/ibaths

bus route -summer sublet w/

fall option 549-1897

TOWNEHOUSE APT available 1st month

Free 2 bedroom, on bus route Call Glenn

549-7467

TWO BEDROOM TOWNHOUSE in East

Amherst Village-perfect for three peopto

Take over lease June 1 560 + /mo On bus

route Sliding door, dishwasher, private

deck 253-0491

TWO ROOMMATES WANTED tor Pufflon

apts 549-0224,546-7295

PARTY ANIMAL EXTRODINAIRE'

Gin. Baboons
Body shots! Wow'
Happy graduation

I'll miss you!

Love,

Me

2 OR 3 NONSMOKING females for Brook

apts- Starting Sept please call 253^0469

3 FEMALE ROOMMATES tor 5 bdrm house

EAMES PL Amherst ctr 546-3965

•••eteeeei

PATRICK MCCANN
You've been the highlight to my senior year!

I'll miss not being here with you next year

Looking to an incredible summer Just think.

you have to pass by my house every day

after work I love you, Lara

P S Good thing that "I" made that pool bet,

huh?

AMHERST HOUSE NEEDS M/F

1 dbl available (170/m + util)

546-2460 to leave mes or

546-4787

ATTENTION
looking for M/F to Hve

in large 5 bedroom house

for fall 1991

One mile from campus 4 great girls!

Please call 549-4764

3 BEDROOM APT. at Valley Estates com-

pletely furnished

On bus route

Only $175/mo
256-4192

4 BEDROOMS AVAILABLE in large house,

near campus, on busroute, warm, friendly

environment call 256-0608

$100.00 A MONTH UPTOWN!
Laidback household needs one summer

roommate! Older female perferred

Hurry! - 253-5918

1 40/PERSON/MO^HOUSES
3br*4br neartown bigyard

Tosh 542-3480 Adam 253-2585

c,l*°
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Sports
recognizes

By DAN WETZEL
Collegian Staff

ALLENTOWN, Pa. - When a team

dominates a conference like the Universi

ty of Massachusetts softball team has this

year, it should come as no surprise that it

also dominates the conference's postseason

awards.

Only Temples Angela Prinos (Rookie of

the Year) was able to prevent a UMass

sweep of year-end awards as Holly Aprile

was named Atlantic 10 Player of the Year

for the second consecutive year, Darlene

Claffey took Pitcher of the Year honors and

head coach Elaine Sortino won the Coach

of the Year award.

Aprile, a junior, turned in big perfor

mances for the Minutewomen both at the

plate and on the mound. The Afton, NY.

native batted .399 on the season with two

home runs and 34 runs batted in and lead

the A-10 with 17 doubles. While pitching,

Aprile was just as impressive, going 17 6

with a 1.18 earned run average and two

S&VGS.

"Holly is just a total player, an all-around

winner," said Sortino. "To win this award

two years in a row is quite an accomplish

ment. She is a tremendous pitcher, a

tremendous fielder and a tremendous hit

ter. Holly is as good of an athlete as I have

ever coached.

"She is such a valuable part of this team.

I don't even have to mention her intensity

level, it is simply unmatched. If I was go-

ing to war I would want Holly Aprile on

my side, she will do anything to win."

Aprile was named A-10 Rookie of the

Year 1989 and twice this season took

Player of the Week honors.

This season, Claffey, a sophomore from

Ledyard, Conn., emerged as the premiere

pitcher of the A 10. She registered a 21-5

record with a 105 ERA both tops m the

A-10. Claffey also took conference honors

in strike outs ( 1 1U shutouts < 15) and starts

(28). Claffey pitched four no-hitters on the

season, accomplishing the feat against

Maine, Rhode Island, Hartford (back-to

back) and St. Josephs. She took Pitcher of

the Week honors thrice this season.

"I never really thought about winning

[the award] but I was happy when it hap

pened," Claffey aaid^^^ pAGE ^
winner, said Sortino. i o win mis aw«. u

Young presence on the mound
_ . .. __».-,. aHonrlfllirP

By DAN WETZEL
Collegian Staff

While on the bus to and from Allentown,

Pa., Darlene Claffey sat quietly in her seat

studying from an obscenely thick textbook.

While the rest of her teammates fooled

around, slept or teased each other, Claffey

quitely blended into the crowd.

If you weren't looking for her you

wouldn't know she was there.

toii.gi.n phou, by crri. Wyth The exact opposite is true when Darlene

Sophomore Darlene Claffey (21-5) has «**«* 111l^jfefif §S£^«l^^
no-hitters and 15 shutouts. She was named Atlantic 10 Player of the Year, wa y^ ^ ^ everyone in

A-10 All-Star and New England All-Star.

Wrapping up postseason with honor

attendance.

When Darlene Claffey is pitching

everyone knows where she is, and rightful

ly so.

This season the sophomore has put up

some phenomenal numbers for the Univer

sity of Massachusetts softball team. Claf-

fey is 21-5, her ERA is 1.05, she has pitch

ed 15 shutouts and four no hitters, she has

held opponents to a .171 batting average

while striking out 111 of them.

"Darlene stepped up this season to pitch

about as well as a player can pitch," coach

Elaine Sortino said. "She had a great year

CONTINUED ON PAGE K)

By MICHAEL MORRISSEY
Collegian Staff

Just like in the regular season, the University of

Massachusetts baseball team needed only one win over

Rutgers Sunday to become tops in the Atlantic 10

Conference.

Unfortunately, history repeated itself and UMass got

swept out of the A-10 Championship, by scores of 5-4 (10

innings) and 8-3. Rutgers became the A-10 Champs for

the fourth time in sixth years.

UMass needed to win the first game on Sunday to deter-

mine the A-10 Championship, but Scott Meaney had a

rough outing, as he hit two batters, walked two, and was

plagued by the team's two errors in the first inning.

Rutgers built a 3-0 lead before reliever Jeff Toothaker put

out the fire.

After giving up a homer to second baseman Chris

McAlindin in the second inning, Toothaker settled down

and pitched marvelously, going nine innings in relief.

Meanwhile, the UMass offense was busy battling back

in the game, but it was all they could do to tie the score.

The Minutemen had many opportunities, yet left six run

ners in scoring position.

Their best chance was in the eighth with Dave Edwards

on third with two outs. Mike Tobin smashed a Jim Kohl

pitch deep to right field, which would have been a homer

with no wind. Angel Echevaria, an error-ridden right

fielder, raced back to the warning track and made a game-

saving catch.

In the bottom of the 10th, with UMass behind 5-4 on

a Mike Winchock run batted in single, John Carelli led

off with a single. With two outs and Carelli now on se-

cond Tobin hit a routine grounder that Rutgers shortstop

Winchock threw high to the first baseman Steve Michaels.

Michaels dropped the ball, picked it up and fired it to

catcher Mike Higgins as Carelli charged home. Carelli

appeared to slide over the small portion of home that Hig-

gins hadn't blocked, but Higgins slapped on the tag and

the umpire called Carelli out to end the first game.

In the second game, Rutgers blew the game open with

six runs in the eighth inning to win, 8-3.

The Minutemen finished the post season with many

bright spots, however. They had three players on the first

team A-10 All-Conference team. Shortstop Glenn Dibar

cina, catcher Derek Dana and left-handed pitcher Ron

Villone were the honered players.

The notable exclusion from both the first and second All-

Conference teams was right fielder Brian Bright. Bright

was an All-New England player last year and led the team

in home runs (10), doubles (16) and RBI (43) this season.

Bright hit .307 for the year and made three assists in the

outfield. .

These statistics, combined with Bright s freshman and

sophomore years, may be enough for Bright to be selected

in the major league June draft, but they were not good

enough for the Atlantic- 10 coaches.

Two Minutemen named to the Atlantic-10 All-Academic

team were sophomore left-handed pitcher Scott Meaney

and senior center fielder Mike Tobin. Meaney is an arts

and sciences major with a 3.31 grade point average, while

Tobin will graduate with a degree in history and a 3.63

GPA

Collegian photo by Yana Dlugy

Catcher Derek Dana, who finished the season

batting above .300, was named first team All-

Conference by the Atlantic 10.

Crew strokes 7th 1 Track takes 4th at New Englands
1-_J »HK1 K Aw rW^ololt's lflSt thl"OW of tl

By LYNN FRANKEL
Collegian Correspondent

More than 105 crew teams from the United States

and Canada showed up this weekend in Philadelphia

for the National Championship Dad Vail Regatta.

The University of Massachusetts varsity men's crew

team, participated in the premier event of the competi-

tion and came in fourth behind Temple, Georgetown

and Virginia.

The varsity eight defended its New England Cham-

pionship crown, defeating all previous competition.

The men won their quarterfinal heat on Friday, and

edged out Williams by a small margin to take third

in the semifinals.

The boat is comprised of several lightweight rowers

but a strong headwind, which plagues any crew, pos-

( ONHNUFD ON PAGE K)

By BRIAN AGUIAR
Collegian Correspondent

The competition came from within for the University

of Massachusetts women's track team this weekend.

School records and personal records were being broken

all day in five events when the Minutewomen competed

in the New England Track and Field Championships

hosted by Northeastern in Dedham.

UMass placed seventh overall, three points shy of the

top five. Schools that fell behind the outstanding perfor-

mances of the team included Springfield, New Hampshire.

Dartmouth, Vermont and Boston College - all of whom

had previously beaten UMass in the regular season.

Simone Marisseau threw the shot 6V4 inches beyond her

own school record of 40 feet, 11% inches, landing at the

41-6 mark. , ., my,.,

Diane Ozzolek placed third in the hammer throw. 1 he

tape was marked at 151-5 for Ozzelek's last throw of the

regular season. Although not a personal record, the throw

was only 1 inch shy of it.

Kathy Holt and Cate Dean placed third and fourth

respectively in the 10,000-meter race with times of 39

minutes, 51.03 seconds and 40:00.79. They finished ahead

of higher-ranked competitors and added more points to

the team's total

Mo Meldrim and Lynn Kirchoff also put points on the

board with their run in the 1,500. Meldrim placed fifth

in 18:04.82 and Kirchoff placed ninth in the event.

Tana Henderson set a personal record in the 200 dash.

She crossed the line with a time of 26.48.

Breaking a six-year-old school record, Lee Ann Ambrose

ran the 800 in 2:09.42, beating the old record of 2:10.10.

She finished second behind Boston University's Jen Lane

tot. Lanctot, who entered the race ranked third in the na

CONIINUED ON PAGE 11
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Book on Philadelphia
bombing wins award

Collegian photo hy Chrintopher Brockm*y«r

ITS ALMOST OVER - Graduating senior Katie Cope sits beneath

the cosmic french fry contemplating her life at UMass

By ALISON BUCKHOLTZ
Collegian Staff

John Wideman takes risks, and his last

one just paid off.

On May 1, Wideman, a UMass English

professor and nationally-acclaimed fiction

writer, was awarded the PENFaulkner

Award for Fiction for his 1990 novel,

Philadelphia Fire. It is Wideman's second

award from the prestigious society, found

ed and judged by other writers, making

him the first two-time winner.

Philadelphia Fire, Wideman's 10th book,

recounts a recent event controversial

enough in its own right: the 1985 bombing

of a Philadelphia row house operated by the

back to-nature cult MOVE, a predominant

ly Black organization. Eleven people died

in the bombing, which was followed by

several rounds of ammunition.

"They killed those people three or four

times over," Wideman said, recollecting his

research for the book. "The murder Vtt

perpetrated by 300 policemen on a hoOM

containing mostly women and children.

Anger and fear of the public's "collective

amnesia" impelled Wideman toward his

subject. "The moment I heard about the

fire I knew I'd have to write about it," he

said. "For the next two years, I was con

stantly researching: watching videotapes,

reading commission reports, reading about

it. I went to Philadelphia five or six times.

But Wideman, who grew up in

Homewood, Pennsylvania, a neighborhood

similar to MOVE'S, found that his "un-

conscious research" was just as valuable.

"I knew fie turf," he said. "It was my

world, my people."

Wideman's less traditional research led

him to a crucial realization. "I walked

around the parks of Philadelphia, felt the

grit in the air," he said. "Then it came to

me: if I had been in the park the day of the

fire, in my eyes would have been that

smoke, the ash of the people that were kill

ed - the kids. But ash rises up, it stays in

the mist. I knew their ash would be there

forever."
.

Wideman's committment to memoriahz

ing the event soon grew even stronger. "I

went to a memorial service two years after

the fire," he remembered. "It was widely

publicized, with lots of speakers. A true

commemoration. But only about 50 people

showed up - more TV and media people

that participants. That's what cemented it

in my head that this cannot die."

The event was "too awful" to be absorb

ed into public memory. "No one wanted to

think about the ramifications, their own

guilt." Wideman said. "I wrote

PhiUuh-lphia Fire to bring it back into

public consciousness."

Once Wideman decided to write the book,

technique became his primary concern —

and his second risk. "The most difficult

decision was whether I wanted to do

documentary reportage or just make it a

story, my story," he remembered. "What s

hardest in any story is to do it your own

way, manuever the guesswork, go out on

a limb. That's why writing appeals to me."

Wideman's attraction to stylistic risk in

Philadelphia Fire met with initially mix

ed critical reviews, which termed the book

CONTINUED ON PAGE 3
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CAG prepares for upcoming congressional election
_ _*L :_ ^ «-a~ „f hich.r duration politicians asking for our help. When they out and vote"

once again the voice of higher education

will be left out of the voting process."

Gov. Weld's office did not return a call

Absentee ballot applications for the June from the Collegian requesting a response

By ALEX DERING
Collegian Staff

4 special election for the First Congres

sional District Seat are being distributed

by the Commuter Area Government to

registered student voters.

The June 4 date for the election, selected

by Gov. Weld, was chosen because it will

lessen the voice of student voters, claimed

Susan Church, president of the CAG.

"Weld set the election date to keep out

the higher education voice," she said.

"Most of the students and most of the pro-

fessors will be gone for the summer and

to Church's claim.

Church, who is helping to organize the

absentee ballot drive along with members

of the CAG, said students make up a

significant group of the electorate and

should make sure their voices are heard in

this election by registering in Amherst and

by voting through an absentee ballot.

"We had a great success with the

primary," said Church. "Now, instead of

trampling flower beds and taking over

buildings, we're getting phone calls from

politicians asking for our help. When they

call we say great, but what can you do for

higher education?"

Ken Kaplan, a student activist working

with the Commuter Area Government on

the absentee ballot drive, agreed students

are starting to turn out in greater numbers

to vote on issues that concern them and

that those increased numbers are getting

noticed more and more by the general

population and by politicians.

"When you get about 1,000 students

voting, a lot of people start to realize that

we are serious about this," he said. "If you

tell the students what the issues are and

let them make up their minds, they will go

out and vote."

Students who have not yet registered to

vote in Amherst may still do so at the Town

Hall, but today is the last day to do so for

the June 4 election.

Absentee ballot applications should be

filled out and returned to the Amherst

Town Hall, where it will be processed. A
blank absentee ballot will then be sent to

the address given by the student. The com-

pleted absentee ballot is then mailed back

by the student.

Church also suggested students return

their absentee ballot applications before

they leave for the semester so the Town

Hall will have time to process the forms.

MassPIRG
wraps up
another year

By AMY HENRY
Collegian Staff

Are you involved in a registered student organiza-

tion that has not planned many events this semester

If you were in the Massachusetts Public Interest

Research Group you would not have had a quiet mo-

ment yet. . m

Michele Palazzo, a junior University of

Massachusetts environmental science and forestry ma-

jor coordinated a statewide campaign called the energy

efficiency project. Each semester MassPIRG works on

two local and statewide campaigns.

Earlier this semester, Palazzo headed an endorse-

ment campaign to get faculty and administrators to

sign the MassPIRG
Greenhouse Reduction bill. He, and other MassPIRG

members, garnered 140 faculty and adminis^ator s en-

dorsements from the UMass campus and MassPIRG

chapters around the state. They gathered a total of 520

S1

In addition, 580 postcards from students, faculty and

staff and community people were collected and brought

^Pafazzfsam, "The bill would provide incentives for

contractors to build more energy efficient buildings and

provide incentives for fuel efficient cars.

Developers of large new energy-efficient buildings

would be given bonuses, financed by assessments on
* CONTINUED ON PAGE 3
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Gay rights bill passes in 4 states
—~* on/<an»aKlp " she said.

r

By SARAH DEMASTER
Collegian Staff

Shawn Cotter is optimistic.

With Connecticut and Hawaii having recently passed

gay civil rights bills, bringing the total number of states

with such laws to four, Cotter sees a positive trend.

-It's not a unique situation," said Cotter, a sophomore

communications/literature major at the University of

Massachusetts. "I think we'll see in the future that more

states will pass gay civil rights bills, because of a whole

shift in the media. The Gay Rights movement is starting

to have positive effects - it's great."

Another state, Oregon, could soon be added to this list

of states with gay civil rights bills, which also includes

Wisconsin and Massachusetts. The Oregon bill, wh ch

says gay
"
lesbians and bisexuals will not discrimina ed

against for housing and employment^ week
passed he

Oregon Senate by a vote of 19-11. The bill is now in the

House where its "chances look less favorable said Marc

Overbeck, legislative aide to Gov. Barbara Roberts.

He added, however, "The governor will sign the bill if

it comes across her desk. She was one of the first ones to

sign it." ,

Despite these apparent victories, an area resident, who

did not wish to give her name, said she remains skeptical.

"My politics are a lot more radical," she said /'Yes it's

avS, but it's not enough. I don't know about the other

sUtes but in Massachusetts, rights to housing and

employment are protected, but a lot of gay couples really

Jant things like being on each other's insurance policies

^1 wo^fiketTee a law saying that gay bashing is

not acceptable," she said.

Cotter agreed that Massachusetts laws do not extend

far enough. "Sodomy laws are still on the books [in Mass.L

There are still no legalized marriages for gay, lesbian and

bisexual couples, and that's as much a right of gay, les-

bian and bisexual people as of anyone else.

While the Hawaii bill also covers job discrimination, the

Connecticut bill extends beyond these laws to address

discrimination for credit ratings and state services as well.

Rep. Joseph S. Grabarz Jr. (D-Bridgeport), said he sup-

ported the Connecticut bill, an issue which had bee"
^
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CATCH ALL OF THE ACTION ON

WMUA91.1 FM
Wednesday • 3PM
UMass at Loyola,MD

WMUA is your only source

for UMass lax action

CELEBRATE THE LAST DAY OF CLASSES

Continuous Entertainment

from 3 pm 'til midnight
Thursday, May 16th

FEATURING

•Jo^L Society
THE BEST OF JAZZ

•Bark Like A Dog
ROCK & ROLL

•Synaptic *ytap
ORIGINAL ROCK & COVERS

COMPLIMENTARY FINGER FOOD

Cheese & Crackers • Veggies & Dip

Bar-B-Q Cocktail Franks

Ranch Potatoes • Chips & Pretzels

\ Hot & Spicy Chicken Wings

POSITIVE ID REQUIRED TO PURCHASE ALCOHOL

gay rights bill

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

debated in the state legislature for 17 years, "Because I m

a gay man." .... - .

He added: "I think there's an incredible rise of in-

tolerance (in the United States]. For example the elec-

tion m Louisiana in which 605,000 people voted for David

Duke, knowing full well what he stood for - that scares

"Grabarz said he was also disturbed by "a rush toward

fascist-style patr.ot.sm in the last military action.

Whether you agree or disagree, (the attitude] Be like us

or else' - that scares [gays, lesbians, and bisexualsj.

Rep William L. Wollenberg (R-Farmington), who oppos

ed the bill, said. The main reason is it's special un-

necessary legislation. There's no proof for any need of it

In the nine years I've been here, we ve had hearings and

two or three people said they had been denied hous

in* or jobs [because of their sexual orientation].

"This bill is broad-sweeping. It's the forerunner of gay

rights courses in schools, etc. It's fraught with affirmative

action - race and religious background is an entirely dif

ferent issue from choosing [to be gay. lesbian, or bisex-

ual]."

Need A Job Skill That Pays?
Call us today and find out how we can help you

make it as a bartender. CNCEUs available.

call today

(617)247-1600
HI I Boylston Street

Boston. MA 02 1 16

New England
Bartenders
School
W« M«lp You M«h« II

•
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SHAPE UP ON CAPE COD!
Join Cape Cods Best Health

and Fitness Facilities this summer!

Special College Rates: 10% off

all daily, weekly & monthly memberships

for students joining by 6-15-91

MID-CAPE
-RACQUET CLUB-

'•(I V\>vtf •. Pjlh

sun. i<<4 isn

.TENNIS ~

ofCape Cad

Mv*nr». MA

al Cape Cod

• -

ImlrprnoWm" P*>k

ttvann.. MA BMM
14

UNIVERSITY COPY CENTERS
Offer convenient, on-campus locations,

competitive prices and fast service

Resume Specials

Stapling & Binding

Enlargement & Redaction

Collating

Colored Paper & Cover Stock

Thesis Printing

SPECIAL
10 Copies of any original 32c

Two locations open Mon-Fri, 9 am- 5 pm
101 Herter Hall South College, lower level

Call 545-2719 for prices

ALL AGES—ALL SHOWS
AT THE

COMEDY ZONE
FRIDAY & SATURDAY 8:30 pm
When you want the BEST*

Fried Rice • Spare Ribs • Buffet

•Live Comedy*
Advocate Best of the Valley' reader poll 1990

Mon-Thurs 5pnv8pm

ALL YOU CAN EAT
BUFFET
$5.99

11:30am-3pm

ALL YOU CAN EAT
SUNDAY BRUNCH

$6.99

20%
OFF DINNER for Comedy Patrons
Comedy info & reservations 585-861

5

Ml i)

PEKING GARDEN
Mandarin/Szechuen Cuisine

Open lunch & dinner- 7 days a week
houic v-RusmII St Hadiay 58ft 1202
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LOCAL
UMass prof wins literary award

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

anything from "ragged and lyric" to "confusing and

riveting." The New York Times Book Review, however,

praised its focus on the "grit and greed, the despair

and honor of urban life experience." Similarly its

theme of obligation to one's time led PEN/Faulkner

judge Percival Everett to call it "the real thing.

Although Wideman is familiar with that urban life

and has written about it widely, Philadelphia Fire does

not contain the same type of autobiographical elements

as his previous novels. The passion, however, is just

as prominent.

Fiction is stuff you make up, and 1 made

Philadelphia Fire up," he said. "One of its subjects,

though, is what happens when you're writing about

something you care intensely about. The experience

explodes, does not allow itself to be confined in a book.

That's what happened here. The writer can't treat it

all; it's about a subject you can't control."

For Wideman, democracy is the uncontrollable sub

ject. "The problem is intolerance and fear," he said.

"Fear of difference.Preaching democracy but not deal

ing with the differences when you want something. It's

the tyranny of the majority."

Parallels are evident in the recent Gulf War: it s

about overkill." Wideman said. "If vou demonize peo-

ple that's the first step. You can do anything to them.

Wideman's next project, on South Africa, directly ad

dresses the question of democracy. "The issue is not

buried for me [after Philadelphia Fire], he said. Its

a continuing worry of mine, since I'm a member of a

minority group. But it should be relevant to everyone.

You never know when political belief, injury, or

anything unexpected will suddenly make you a

prisoner, a minority."

Wideman's worries were not always of global impor-

tance. As an All-Ivy basketball player at the Univer-

sity of Pennsylvania, he decided early in his college

career that, "I wanted to be a ballplayer in the NBA

When that didn't happen, being a writer seemed the

next best thing so I wouldn't have to get a job.

After receiving a Rhodes Scholarship to study at Ox-

ford University in England, he began to concentrate

on writing, and broadened his attention to the rest of

the arts. Film and music, he said, taught him "a lot

about telling a story."

Wide reading also broadens ones storytelling

abilities:
,

"Read fiction, all kinds of fiction,' Wideman recently

advised his undergraduate fiction-writing class. You

know you're serious when you begin to make decisions

based on your desire to write. That's what I did.

MassPIRG wraps up another year

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

inefficient new buildings, a MassPIRG fact sheet stated.

The bill would establish a home energy rating system for

all new homes and a voluntary program for existing

homes, the sheet stated. A reduction of energy waste in

government buildings by requiring energy efficient

lighting and encouraging energy management contracts

would decrease the energy costs in state and local govern-

ment budgets, the sheet stated.

In addition, a sliding scale sales tax in each size class

of a car would charge less sales tax on a car depending

on its size, Palazzo said. ,

.

That doesn't mean that if you bought a big car you d

pay more," he said. "If you bought a truck your sales tax

would be charged depending on which sueit^W
realize people have big families and we don t want to

penalize them for buying a big car.

The bill is still going through the legislature.

On April 13, students gathered sponsors to clean-up area

shelters for their "hunger and homelessness campaign.

About $1100 was made, 50 percent went to local shelters

and 50 percent went to the UMass Home Share program

which matches up people who need a place to live with

available homes. ,

A recycling campaign collected 31 business en-

dorsements and 60 faculty endorsers. On April 18,

students lobbied at the Statehouse presenting the en-

dorsements and speaking to state legislator^

In addition, the most recent campaign which will con-

tinue throughout the semester has been collecting food,

Students raise funds

for Israeli scud relief

By JESSICA BROOMFIELD
Collegian Correspondent

When push comes to shove, people are people. Despite

cultural or political differences, it can be as simple as that,

as the overwhelming response to a Scud Relief raffle cam-

paign proved recently.

The UMass Scud Relief Committee, a student group

formed after a Tel Aviv, Israel neighborhood was

destroyed by Scud missiles launched during the GulfWar,

recently raised $2,000 through a campus raffle, according

to group members.

Tamara Silberman and David Day, two of the raffle

organSe, deoided to act after watching new* report, of

o^ stacks on Israel during the Gulf War.

^Tamara^id I£ so bad£ these people. Their homes

and lives were being destroyed," Day said

Esther Mattes, another group member, said sne

wondered if loca businesses would donate goods for a

Xf raffle. A few weeks later, she said, the campaign

wal ready - for the price of a $1 ticket, students had the

rhance to win dozens or prizes from local merchants

Br^gers^akery volunteered a dozen bagels as a prne^

Jd2£ »« folwed suit: Seasons*££*%£
a gift certificate and Knowles printers printed the tickets

for free.

A compact disk player, tickets at the Fine-Art..Center

and Red Sox tickets were sJse t**™*!**^
students. Awards were distributed at a Blue Wall dance

by^d rfthe Hillel1^*•*»;*^tLTto
it directly to the mayor of Tel Aviv. It will be used to

rebuild the Hetikvah wnghborhood, one of the^oktest

neighborhoods in Israel and the hardest hit by Scud

gllTl- the area contain, a heavy concentra-

tion of Iraqi Jews.

clothing, and furniture in residence halls to give to local

^Between April 2226 MassPIRG held an "BewEIJ.
ciency" week. Palazzo said the week was designed to

educate people on how they could be more efficient with

then- energy use. MassPIRG had a table on the Concourse

where literature on how to be energy efltaentwj

distributed. They also held an energy efficient raffle in

wh ch people took a transportation pledge to take a more

energy^fflcient mode of transportation. toffr***"
ticipated in the pledge were given energy efficient light

b
One" day during "Energy Efficiency" week was devoted

to alternative energy where members of MassPIRG col-

lected signatures for an energy efficiency petition to sup-

port the national fuel efficiency bill for cars, as well as

^support the funding and research for conservation^

renewable energy sources. The petition also opposes Pres.

dent Bush's recently proposed energy policy, Palazzo said.

After aTof the signatures are collected nationwide, they

wilfbe presented by a USPIRG representative and coali-

tion members to the U.S. Senate.

StudeTts who worked on the "Environmental Educa-

tion" project during the semester went to 12 elementary

schools and taught the students about environmental

i8

Ne
e

£ semester the group plans to continue their "hunger

and homelessness" campaign, start a toxics use re-

education campaign, conduct a questionnairescm a con-

sumer issue and plan to get a referendum on the

November ballot.

UMass history

discussed by

faculty members
By HEIDI McCANN
Collegian Staff

"The University of Massachusetts: The Ordeal of the

Public Sector." a paper written by University of

Massachusetts history professor Ron Story, was the sub-

ject of a "theater of ideas" held by the Institute for he

Advanced Study in the Humanities, which focused on the

past history of the University and its future in light of

recent budget cuts .

The panelists included many faculty members as wel

as Women's Studies professor Lee Edwards and Provost

ThTdiscussion. held last night in the Campus Center,

was moderated by UMass English professor Jules

Chametzskv who said Story's paper illuminated the many

crucial issues facing the University today.

"The paper raises the important questions of where we

came from and who we are," ChameUsky said. "*e must

come together as faculty to make a core of people aware

of what the issues are."

Following his brief opening statement to the discussion.

Chametzsky gave a brief outline of Story's 13 page paper

which was originally given as part of the Historic Deer

field Winter Lecture Series on March 21.

Provost O'Brien called Story's paper an exceptional

work *

"While others dutifully describe the University s

history. . Story steps to see the overall trends, said

O'Brien's perception of the history of the University,

however, deviated from Story's.

Story's paper gave credit to past University leaders for

initiating the major changes at the University while

O'Brien said he gave too much credit to the leaders.

"To tie [the paper] so closely to leadership driven phases

weakens it," O'Brien said.

"Mass research universities are a remarkably new in

vention, and unfortunately we entered late in a time when

many are unsympathetic and uninterested in education.

Edwards said.

Edwards' solution for the University s problems w as to

tie undergraduate teaching to research and scholarly ac-

tivity. The key to her plan revolved around the premise

that today there are more alumni than ever before in the

University's history, she said.

According to Edwards, "We need to form a community

of UMass alumni and we need to have them identify

themselves as having a connection to us

Story deemed his work "a gloomy and pessimistic

paper," while expounding on its major theme involving

ihe cycles he found in the University's history. According

to these cycles, Story said, "There has to be an upward

trend."

Lesbian loses appeal
Court refuses her custody ofdisabled lover

rm. o„;^ althmitrh Tomberlin said she

By TRYSTAN SKEIGH
Collegian Staff

After seven years of heartbreaking and costly legal

battles, this time Karen Thompson felt sure the Min-

nesota District Court would allow her disabled lover

Sharon Kowalski to come home with her.

But on April 24, in a bizarre ruling that devastated

Thompson her attorneys, and Kowalski's medical

teaT Judge Robert Campbell denied Thompsorib peU-

tion and instead awarded guardianship to a neutral

^omf^'has been fighting to be J***^
Kowalski for over seven years, since Kowalski was

tobled in a car accident that left he;:
in . w^ekh^

Thompson has written a book, "Why Can t Sharon

Kowalski Come Home?" detailing the long and in-

tekate legal battle for guardianship, which she blames

on homophobia and ablism within the Minnesota legal

^telephone interview Tuesday. Thompson said

Campbell's decision to grant guardianship to Karen

ToXrlin, a friend of the Kowalski family, was a clear

vioTaUon of the Minnesota statute on £««£"£*
"[According to the law] to request guardianship a

person mustfirst file a petition, then sempaper^

aTl interested parties, in this case me, •£**»££
to respond, and if there are objections, there must be

an open public hearing," Thompson said.

"Tnrmpson said Campbell ignored all of the- steps,

when he arbitrarily assigned guardianship to

Tomberlin during Thompson's guardianship hearing

According to Thompson, Tomberlin attended the

hearing tongue against Thompson receiving full

custody of Kowalski. Thompson said the idea ot

T^Xrlin receiving guardianship arose when an at

£££m33£LE- Tomberlin "if*, wanted to

be Kowalski's guardian instead.

Thompson said although Tomberlin said she didnt

have time to take on guardianship responsibilities the

iudee stunned the courtroom with a ruling that
J

Kowalsii would be better off under Tomberhn'jgijfr-

dianship, and that she must remain at Trevilla

rehabilitation center in Robbinsdale.

Although Thompson said her lawyers are not sure,

it "looks like" she will retain visitation rights and still

be able to take Kowalski home two weekends a month.

Thompson broke down and cried several1*0*,
dur-

ing the interview. "I'm the one who has to take her

back [to Trevilla]...I see her cry...she doesn t unders-

tand why she can't stay home with me..

She said she has become discouraged since this last

legal setback. "Right now I'm living moment to mo-

ment day by day." She began to sob as she said, I m

tiredL.I know I have to get further away from the

^Before the accident, Kowalski and Thompson had

been closeted lovers and shared a home together for

four years. Thompson's first guardianship bid was

denied in 1984, when guardianship was awarded to

Kowalski's parents. They refused to accept their

daughter's relationship and barred Thompson from

visiting. They moved their daughter to a nursing home

In Sing and halted her rehabilitation. Thompson

says for those three and a half years Kowalsk, was

Sted like a vegetable. "She lost so much recovery

nossibility while at Hibbing... •„;„„
After over 20 appeals, Thompson regained visitation

rights two years ago after medical experts testified^that

Kowalski had clearly communicated her desire to be

wfth Thompson and they believed it was important to

Kowalski's
P
well-being for Thompson to be aUowed to

visit. At that time, the judge also *̂ **™*
moved to a rehabilitation center™^^?™
placed responsibility for her c»~wj^^SpSSlt
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Community should remember outing
. . * - „ i~» «f rhn«P to use my queerness as a weapon

Since my outing, I have received a lot of

unfulfilled promises and a great deal ot

apathy. During the first week after the

outing, many people expressed concern.

Now it seems that many of those people

have forgotten. Not only did the LBGA not

fulfill their promise to release an official

statement condemning the outing and to

make provisions to help ensure my educa-

tion, but it appears that my "outers have

been fully accepted back into the communi-

ty (assuming they were ostracized in the

first place). It is now I who am the victim

of ridicule. I asked a Steering Committee

member why the statement was never writ-

ten He replied that I needed to work on it

myself if I wanted anything done. When

I asked whv they had promised a written

statement and then failed to come through

with one, he replied. "They'll say anything

vou want to hear!"
"

Shouldn't the outing of a member of the

LBG community, by other members of this

community, be seen as affecting the com-

munity? It should not be required of me to

debate the politics of outing I should not

be dragged down into a personal det

of my character. I do not feel as if 1

1

mv responsibility. I wasouted. I wasouted

not for political reasons, but personal, by

people who had a grudge against me and

chose to use my queerness as a weapon

against me. I find it disturbing that much

of the community would ignore the issue

in question, choosing to remain on the level

of who likes who.

I take the apathy of this community as

tacit approval. I am not comfortable walk

ing into the LBGA office. When I do,

everyone goes quiet and breaks into

laughter when I leave. The apathy and

sopohmoric behavior of the LBGA "com

munity" makes me question their ability

to serve all gay men, lesbians and bisex

uals What do their actions and lack of ac

tions sav to newly out people? How can

they feel safe coming to functions and get

ting involved, when the LBGA never came

forward with a public statement condem

ning the malicious actions of some of its

members? What can their impression be.

except "Watch your back, you're liable to

stabbed and no one will take notice.

idvice to those newly out. or consider-

ing coming out at l/Mass. hai tobl

at present, avoid the LBGA.

What conclusions can I draw from m>

perience over the past two months9 That

because of m\ strong commitment to this

community last fall and earlier this

semester, I must now pay? That outing is

an appropriate means of resolving personal

conflicts? That if you do not follow the

social rules of LBGA, you can expect to be

- punished? That you can out someone with

no fear of repercussions, since it will be

forgotten after a week? That the LBGA

consists of a bunch of self-centered, lying,

juvenile, apathetic children? You may

decide for yourself, I, however, have been

forced to draw my own conclusions.

Jason MacDonald is a UMass student

RENEWAL FORMS FOR
1991-1992

PARKING REGISTRATION
HAVE BEEN MAILED.

IF YOU DO NOT RECEIVE IT BY
May 13, 1991

Please Call the Parking Office

at

545-0065

V5* Class of 1991

# * * from
Largest College Otilr m New England

?̂£S>
THE MASSACHUSETTS

Established in IW

Daily Collegian
'M Campus Center

''After graduation, don't lose touch with

UMass. Subscribe now to the Collegian and

be kept up to date on campus activities. For

ore information write:

ffn Subscriptions DepartmentV Massachusetts Daily Collegian

University of Massachusetts

113 Campus Center

Amherst, MA 01003

X3 or call ... (413)545-3500

Don't Leave School Without It!

SPECIALS THIS WEEK!
Coors, Lte & Gold 12 pk $6.99*

Rolling Rock & Lte 12 pk $6.69*

Busch & Busch Lte 12 pk $5.99*

Glacier Bay 12 pk $5.49*

Coke, Diet, Sprite 12 pk $3.99*

Capt. Morgan 750 ml $7.49

Smirnoff Vodka 750 ml $7.49

Gordon's Gin 750 ml $6.99

Coupon
|

May 16-May 18 5% OFF Any Keg, ON- |

LY With k

This Coupon I

L to-I

State Zip

cfsend One Year (30 Weeks) at $85.00

Bjjnd One Semester (15 Wee^ a|0.00

Daily Collegian

BOARD OF GOVERNORS PROGRAM COUNCIL
Presents

JOHN
SACCO

World
Famous
Hypnotist
DATE: May 15, 1991

PLACE: Student Union
Ballroom

TIME: 8 pm
ADMISSION: $2.00

FniTODiAL Opinion— _. 1jg&.*-y-5il£Hfiy i
eiaaaattBaaagfl^

Attention you mutants who collectively Aare abram_ceU
. ,__. ;—„ no case (suuuure we don't), and how they would reaUy like are «tre

k each other> they harass each

I have emerged from the granola factory intact.

Well sort of

It's strange, actually, how everyone here thinks this

place is full of earthy-crunchy hippies who smoke dope

all the time. It's also filled with beer-swilling frat boys

who are constantly pouting since the Collegian isn t a^good

public relations firm for them, Repub icanJClub mutants

who advocate freedom, but then act like a bunch of Nazis

to people who aren't Conservatives, professors with

Western culture fixations who are positive that some of

our more harmless staffers are plotting with the KGB
,

to

overthrow America, Mom, and apple pie, and a political

climate that ranges from self-congratulatory to paranoid.

I have learned a lot from this place. None of what I learn-

ed came from a book. It came from themMM»
ment with stale air and fluorescent lighting. IH
figured out some of the laws that operate when xnepw.

hapless sap deals with other poor, hapless V**™**-;
Any man who says he isn't sexist usually is Sorry fellas,

but to all of you who kept feeding me that line all I can

say is you are an inspiration to anyone who d want to

make the Mojave desert fertile. Give me a break. Some

"f these same men would tell me about how a woman who

veiled was hysterical (funny, but any man who did the

Sne thing was a strong leader), how feminists really have

no case (suuuure we don't), and how they would really like

to hit some "bitch" they were mad at. (And we don t have

a case?)

Pamela McCarthy

Don't take anything for granted. At all. When I became

the associate editor, and then the editor of the editorial

cage I had to work with a wide range of columnists^One

of them was called Rusty Denton. Rusty being a born

again Christian, and I, being a feminist didn t agree

£

the color of the sky, let alone anything political. But I will

say one thing for Rusty. 1 was an editor whan this place

was a boys' club. I had to put up with a ot of attitudes

(I still do from many of the self-proclaimed^ ililfW
I know). Rusty always treated me with respect. He

respited my opinions and my decisions about the page.

HeW dismissed what I did because I am~J-
which is a lot more than I can say for many of the other

yahoos I've had to deal with.

Most of the vocal left- and right-wingers deserve a good

swift kick in the head. This isn't because their opinions

are "extreme." It's because of the way they act. They cen-

sor each other, they attack each other they harass each

other Shut up, already. I've seen soapboxers scream about

rrSom ofspLh and censorship - until~**££
out that offends them. Then, it should be banned. 1 ve seen

peopVe talk about how open-minde^I they^
are how^ hey

always want to listen to the other side and learn. Unless,

nf course the other side contradicts them.
rfS2r«*2 more in it than the Valley. I just want

to keen reminding all of you mutants out there who share

onetr
P
am"ell collectively that if you are -k of seeing

gays get a whopping two stories in the paper, if you are

& of hearing about multiculturalism,Jfyoui

don t want

to worry about politics, don't despair. The real world

will welcome you with open arms after your stint here.

There yotWt see anything but White, straight, Anglo-

Saxon Christian views. Do hold on. I'm sure you can make

it vou miniature John Birches, you.

To ?h? first-year students who made it through one

whole year of this place, some advice: Don't ever assume

That anyone here is morally superior. Believe me every

student will try and tell you they are. Just laugh at them.

USZ onceThey find out otherwise, the joke will be on

1

Pamela McCarthy is a Collegian columnist

On ducks and phallic buildings
_ . . .._._,._ w..« ™. I— never nt ranks? If I do make torturing these analjeton

The whole concept of time bugs me I can never get

enough things done with the 24 hours I have every day^

^researched papers have been piling up again, as

alwaytTndl 'till haven't learned to start studying

for finals way before Reading Day.

But maybe if I write down all the thingsl wanted

to do all semester then it would be just as good as hav-

ing done them. So, here they are:

A.R. Santiago

I've always wanted to swim in the Campus Pond, or

at Is1* wade my toes in it. But, for fear that they d

probably resurface looking like a three-eyed half-

human, half-dog, or, worse, Guy Glodis I haven t

The ducks haven't been looking very happy lately.

Maybe all the gook they're finding themselves wading

in every day is finally getting to them. One of these

days would like to catch someone maliciously throw-

,ng something into the pond and make them eat itA

cigarette butt, week-old bagels, sweaty bras, anything.

fwoufd like to spend more than 30 minutes in the

Tower Library without getting nauseated just looking

ou the window and wondering how hard my fall would

be if the building unexpectedly co lapsed. Who was it

who said that the library is actually a phallic symbol?

E
IwlntSto figure out the meaning £*£*»£

part in it) before my senior year, but I don t^hink that^s

going to happen any time soon. All I have so far is that

Ufe only starts to suck when you try to figure * out

What is my purpose here on earth? To torment peo

pie who take themselves too seriously, or to join their

ranks? If I do make torturing these anal-retentive PCs

a lifelong career, would I be a happy and fulfi led
1

per

son' And what would I tell my grandchildren? If I work

for a peace loving world, can I still get rid of the peo-

ple I don't like? Questions, questions

I would like to see the day the Mmuteman'actually

publishes one issue that doesn't mention the Collegian

as a means to justify its sorry existence.

If it wants to pretend to be a newspaper that knows

everything about morality and ethical Journalism, it

could at least have the decency to sound halfway in-

telligent. Or is that asking too much from boneheads

who have way too much time on their hands.

Oh, and here's a helpful tip just in case one of its staff

members has the unfortunate luck of landing in some

CSS in the Philippines (1 hope not someUme JO«0

in their lifetime: If you must pick on anybody, dorit

rick on Filipinos or their beloved country We are the

nicesTmos ;
accommodating people you'll ever meet,

but not when our dignity is attacked, even in a rag

"newspaper" that drives people to purge themselves

before anything else.

Filipinos especially don't like to be ca led can-

nibals," although we don't have any qua ms about

eating fascist, overgrown remnants of a nuclear-explo-

sion, whose idea of looking intelligent is not to look

th

LP
rnlyte

U
ill never have the time to do all the things

I'v^alTays wanted to in college^ I know what creek

I'm up in now, byW^S^J^^V^Sf^Sd
I'll be back next semester. And maybe 1 11 find myselt

a go£l Wan-hating Republican body to chew on.

Then I'll really have fun.

A.R. Santiago is a Collegian columnist

Going ballistic on student 'leaders'
°

. . ... __. u„11 «M. of in terms of one (or two, in the case ofW
Well this is the end of not just the semester, but my

entire college career. Like everyone else here who is leav-

ing I have a few things I want to say - particularly to

our student "leaders" - before I go.

For those of you who may not know, I am bisexual. I

have only oeen'out since late September, but I have seen

a lot going on in the gay, lesbian, bisexual community.

Frankly I am not happy by what I have seen, either

It's no just the Pride March. While I was appal ed by

Sarah Dreher's speech accusing the counter-protesters of

S''lesboPhobic," the real problem for me has been

with theLBGA, or more specifically, the attitudes of some

of the people in the LBGA.

Katherine Lamothe

Several weeks ago, I went to a bisexuality workshop that
Several weeKs *x , ^ the workshop

was put on for btrong uay i^ry k
negative

se
P
x Yet in that very workshop, one woman said essen-

gay, le9b an
.

or
"^Xisexual communities; I minded the

the gay, lesbian and bisexual com

presumptions of some people that that was an i

to do I liked doing regular news, and I resented being

thought of in terms of one (or two, in the case ofWomen's

ssues but then I was editor and had to give the news sec-

t^a certain amount of those stories). Nobody has the

right to tell me or my colleagues what they should or

should not write about. , ,

When I originally came out, in October I thought the

LBGA, and the gay community in J^^JJ**^
strong and supportive. Now I wonder: with fronds like

hei who needs adversaries like Ted Maravehas? It s a

cUquelest and I'm not afraid to say so. Some student

thafDan ChesnickTwas one of the best men's divers that

UMass ever had? If he had graduated last spring he had

fulfilled all of his requirements, including credits, last

May he would have teen remembered for that, along withS a good senator who knew how to.senatemJjuM he

run. Instead, he chose to stay on here and be'Speaker o^

the Senate. Now he'll only be remembered for tfie joke

about his phone number being 1-800-SELLOUl^

I am convinced, and will remain so, that the SGA struc

tureTuld have been changed without having to go to the

administration for help. That was one crf th most

honeheaded moves I have ever seen. Oh. I still like L»an

arStudent Trustee Angus McQuilken; it's just that they

should have consulted the students first. Student leader-^

shTat its finest, folks! Could be worse, though if Ken

Pnrker were to run for statewide office, he d single

handedly de^roy the Amazon rainforest with all the paper

h^Sstedto the campaign. Please, Ken, not so much

papTr next time. And recycle what you do use, rather than

letting it rot on the walls on campus.

Snefking of student leaders, is it true that Ted

|£S is not graduating? Oh
;

well A..least I probab y

won't see him at Commencement. And on that note, 1 DM

vou all farewell and good luck.

Catherine T. Lamothe is a graduating Collegian staff

member

1 'Brothers are forever'

When I was pledging my house I did not know the

slightest thing about brotherhood. I thought ,t meant an

unlimited supply of beer, cable TV, intramural teams par-

SasTndao oS I thought it would be something fun to do

VtoTmelwo years to figure out what brotherhood was

all ateut but I am ever so grateful I did. My house is made

up of about 50 individuals. We are from diverse ethnic

rTligtouTand class backgrounds. We all have our own ,dea£

befiefs ethics and morals. With such a makeup one expects

ZZ eoXEting interests, and it would be a lie to say that

there are not. But when a brother needs support it is there

This^emester has been very turbulent for my house..The

house has had one trying event after another It s not my

pUce t^ discuss them. I do feel an obligation to show you

Tc^olfto my house this past semester. Some brothers

n^n^^^

rnTteffi^^
coupl of brothers being a bit reserved - whichwasn^
sensing considering I was not the most adored brother

inX house I may go so far as to say I may have been an

antegoni^Tat timesVBut surprisingly many brothers went

out of their way to show solidarity Many came over and

told me what was important to them was that I was a

oroth^r They respected me for who I am even if they did

not understand it at the time.
"
As the semester progressed the kindness and support

npver let up Many times brothers came up to me just to

teH me tha? they supported me, or that they were proud

oTmri've heard stories of other brothers standing up for

me in awkward situations. Although I have>no^ seen iU

am quite sure my house has been given a lot of shit because

°f
Insuch a diverse house I was never expecting everyone

to be^xeiing about it. I expected a lot more con roversy^

am proud to

g
say it did not happen. As one brother told

meThe nTght of our formal, "You are a brother and that s

^f th«t matters
" That seems to have been the theme.

Thanks tothei guys I learned a great deal about friend-

SjSrt^SgfS-. tolerance, brotherhood and Zeta

P
Now that I am graduating I will feel a great loss without

7.t« Psi but these guys will always have a special place

%5jh£^E!~ be who I was and never turned

he7backs on me even when I^£?*£££^
never forget it. Friends come and go, but brothers are

forever. Jonn Raj

Zeta Psi

Respect Pagans
d ~+l- A R Santiago wrote a column on the topic of

r
ReC

ffLtnus that appeared in the Wednesday, May

lTdftit of fhe cX!L. In that column the word,

« ™V?"was used as a catch-all term meaning mcon-
' pagan was usea as <*

Santiago was quite *

-derate rowdmess m sure Ms. ba a
g^^ ^ a

minoX re "g on o which"here if a group on campus.

The UM^ss Pagan Students Organization. Pagans are

preciate it if you
i

did not
f nature religions

future except to reter to any numu^» »«;„„ w;»
hat worship pre-Christian deities, such as Wicca, Wnv

chcraft Druid
P
ism, Asatru, Hellenistic Paganism, and

Egyptian Paganism. ^^p^ Co.Pre9ident

Lucas McNeil, Co-President

UMass Pagan Students Organization
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hV^M^ers' end ofthe year

celebration!
2SKay of delectable morsels

lovingly created by our own Rolf Flor.

fnfa^^ -port and

strategies, budget cut news constitutional

changes, elections, blah blah blah.

Partyf Party!

Groove and move to the tunes of the day

spun by GEO DJ Jammin Jim Westnch.

Thursday, May 16th, 6:00 - 10:00pm

Campus Cen̂ ,A>«i«wwi

a

!
I

I

i
t

J•••«

lesbian loses appeal
CONTINUED tROM MUk 3

Thompson said Kowalaki, who was in

court o- April 24, "very clearly in-

dicated that she wanted to fight this

[guardianship], .she f«el8

helpless...afterwards, when I was crying

ahe reached out and hugged me.

Thompaon aaid that although

Kowalski "had revealed her capability

of understanding in court," the judge

refused to allow her to testify in her own

behalf during the hearing.

Thompaon said Judge Campbell com-

pletely ignored the team of i
medical ex

pert* who testified during the tnal that

Kowalski should be allowed to return

home with Thompson.

"The medical people are outrag-

ed...Her entire team feels it is time for

her to go home with me - there is no

doubt in their mind."

Thompson said she definitely plann

ed to appeal the decision. "I think

they've gone too far this time. .It's just

ao clear to diaability righta groups. Our

lawyers believe we'll set a precedent

with thia one."

Thompson stressed that Kowalski has

been severely victimized by an "ablist

and homophobic'' legal system. "Sharon

has already lost ao much time for

rehabilitation...all we're asking is that

ahe be given a chance to live the highest

quality life possible."

vMON-SATo AM-ll PM
Tel: 549-2692

Let Scotts Help you Celebrate

with These Great Specials

Miller
Captain

S7 m39 75° ml "/FREE MUG

Busch f"
Light

f aineDn''

12-12 oz bots

+dep

(•Oil!

New!
Burnett's

Molson
Golden & Lte
12 pack cans £7 QQ zmm

£*4rf
UCMT"

1 2-pk cans

$5.99

|i&#«

Vodka Scotts has all your party supplies:

$6.49 Cooers, Ice, Cups, etc.*>} 750 ml

WE WANT TO B£ YOUR FAVORUH LIQUOR STORfcJ

P,entToiFree Parking-Dlagonally Across from UMass Stad.uw

.Next toThe Laundry Club

sco^l 6 University Drive
Gm ceitwKttti

t Newmarket Center, Amherst
VISA/MASTERCARD ACCFPTED,

ALSC LOCAL PERSONAL CHECKS

We Have It

Mass lottery

Sftayin tickets We now have all

Mass Lottery games 1

NOW
RENTING

CLIFFSIDE
APARTMENTS

Affordable. Quiet &
Convenient

1 & 2 Bedrooms
from $400/month

ALL UTILITIES

INCLUDED
5 miles to UMASS
On Sunderland Bus

Route

Pool, Tennis & More

Furnished Apartments

also available

Accepting applications

for September

Ask about our free rent

special

248 Amherst Rd. (Rte 116)

Sunderland 665-3958

If you don't know how to get

there from here call the...

Information

Data Bank

l^TOP

nnnnnnnn
nnnn
rnnr

o

CAMPUS

OUNGE
,̂„,„,.»wiililW®

i*'i
"*'

IDB is a walk-in and telephone referral service which

maintains information on University
administrative and

academic policies and procedures; schedules (e.g., bus,

library, athletic); healthand public safety issues; housing

and food services information; student organizations

and activities; and a variety of other topics.

The goal of IDB

is to make a sometimes seemingly-

complex institution easier to comprehend

and negotiate.

Call the Information Data

Bank at:

545-1555
IDB is a service of the Dean of Students Office and is

I

located in Whitmore in the lobby at the top of the ramp

I (north side)

Close out WEDNESD,
>AV

se

your

mcstct Hot and

at the

Topi

FRIDAY

Seafood Bar

sP'cy chicken wings

«»>P* order
*" pm

Peel & Eat Shrimp
$4.25 half doz.

Fresh Steamers
$4.50 bucket

Stanley Cup
Finals

an<* More/
RED S°* GAMES

.1*

'#

Lounge Hours.

Mon-Fri. 11 30 am-12 30 am

Sat-Sun 5:00 pm 12:30 am P®/ UV0F*£

•J.i'-S' I

,:)
r

11th Floor Campus Center • (413) 549-6000 ext. 7634

University of Massachusetts at Amherst
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Thipd Vopi d Affairs
The history^mission oftke****£**£*«
1 would not accept an opinion simply£"**"? °

product ofthe times. Fashion, the tyrant ofhurnanUyt^en

Ynthe mass, have no hold on me. " Remarks by author and

one time freedom fighter from Benga Nirad C

Chaudhuri in "Thy Hand Great Anarch: India, 1929

Swords of the controversial Indian author are aptly

reproduced on a controvert W-J^™'™
dynamics of this college campus seem to mirror the times

weTe in. Mind control, selective amnesia, character

assassination and double dealing are in fashion. Unfor-

JTaUly the substance and content which fuels genuine

debate are out of vogue.

The voices raised on this page provoke the^use of a stag

gering array of Machiavellian tactics designed to silence

fhpm These have ranged from boycott of advertising

eve^ueT i^titutional bigotry and physical threats to

rrsonalslander and orchestrated demands of censorship.

SuXransparent attempts to deny freedom of expression

ar*JclothXi seductive explanations to prevent abuse of

^O^ell^antics of the self-appointed thought police

of Amherst are characterized by a markedunwilhngne^

Z address the intellectual challenges***£***"
Ucles published on this page. There can be "£***?*
of the need for dissenting voices on this page than the cries

"tESZ andtals of the Third World Affairs (TWA)

PaVe need S be restated for those who never witnessed

or pa^^paied in the events which led to the creation of

^eTWA page was born in the fall of 1989 asa counter

to news articles and editorial opinions which^denied£he

possl^ i^of an alternate vision of the world from hat

accepted in mainstream Northern discourse and institu-

Sized by monopolistic bodies such as Reuters and the

5SSSX-. m w.11 as local«%™%£?™

S^L* . It was only ceded**"£-*&
of civil disobedience, and consequent external meaia

B

A que^ion well worth contemplating is as Wlo*. W£
were the students who cared enough for these issues to take

the risks involved in this campaign?

^e answer is very revealing. The movement was led

bv a small group of Third World students and supported

bv a few Americans who shared their concern. These

s'udentrhad^frequently experienced the frustrations of

^denied the opportunity to rebut biased opinions in

Se prS media, and were sufficiently outraged to take

some action. ^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^

Piatip Dastidai

The institutional structures opposed this ™ove™eJ^e

majority of the students of Third World nations did not

Sate, and many saw little need to£*. acUo. A

small group of African-American and Utino activists jwn

ed fn solidarity. The legacy of this joint effort was the rare

ptmical aUiance which united students of color working

W
men

e

th^ggle ended, the Black Affairs page (which

had be^n covertly terminated the previous summer) was

rented and aLparate Multicultural Affairs page was

r

1t1s
n
not surprising that the institutional structures cor,

tinue to attempt to undermine the pages. However t is

supre^lic that some of the loudest voices of this

ceE board are from Third world elements who are not

evrrerr^^ly involved with the struggles for the pages

:nd wh'haVe" joined hands with the majority communi-

tended^ servers aVmall counterweight to the barrage

of sJaTus^quo rhetoric about issues relating to the North

Wh divide The opinion seen on this page cannot be

^acteHSd by the rhetoric of the Left or the Right, and

«rrrar^lv^n in U.S. print media. Perhaps the limited

STion^d relative obscurity of this college paper per-

mitji these views to be expressed.

T^is pTge « not a platform for reporting routine hap-

oeninKs of interest to Third World students, though its

S ffequently do so in the form of artides pu^ed -

the news section. The mission was defined by hose who

created this structure and will be upheld by those wno

worklhe late hours and cope with the stress that ***l«*

ThTs desk That mission includes dangerous tasks like

expl^mng the viewpoints of the Iraqi B'aath party on the

eve of a war, commemorating the victims of the gas

clfamity in Bhopal. and of Israeli repression in occupied

PaSe! challenging the logic of New Order and Old

Verities of this page have always failed in their ef

PXu'n L South who retort to all mean, po..tbU of

Tthe"^wer,^ .n the««*£-^^SS
of this page reflect the conflict. There are several

Arner cant who respect our efforts to present this conflict

fn hones^ter-s. Af£r all, dialogue can only occur bet-

W
On
nSf^he ?WA desk I would like to thank our

nume^ supporters in the student body,«TJ-*«J3S^who have stood by ust^gh the years^ey may

L-ee with some of the views and differ with others, but

thThTve aTways respected the spirit of the writers^

This pa^e will continue to speak the unspeakable^and

quSe unquestionable. When there*m>

J^
more

Third World students on this cara
P^.,

who
.^Vd^rtTon

oe denied publication, and learn to organize - the wheel

will have turned full-circle.

Pratip Dastidar is a Collegian staff member. The mews

in this article do not necessarily reflect the views ofthe Col-

legian staff.

createdTellingly. It was only ceded after a^r campaign — '"^ ^ ^ a piatform for reporting routine nap- -^--—
7SS diso^ience and consequent external media Thi

ChrOIlicle Of IlldO-U.S. relatlOIlS

Brazil: an emerging s^PerPowe
y;m ,ugust 1947: «. L^ out ,e r^n%e

™LiSSSlS
.o... ,_.. nnderdevlopment as more of a problem

q
August I

rf co ,oma , American nuclear power ^^^ ^
The shadow of the United States colossus

still falls heavily over the people of Iraq,

where, as with millions of Third World peo-

ple elsewhere, it has brought death and

despair. The empire's shadow has fallen

longest and darkest especially on this

hemisphere, over Latin America.

Rao/Bernaido

There is one nation in this hemisphere

which has beaten back this permanent and

Irvasive pressure and seems well on its

way to becoming a leading world power.

Ite Portuguese colonial masters had stifl-

ed development for nearly three centuries,

but now Brazil has emerged as an in-

^a Stime Brazilian development

and policy was closely linked to U.S^ ac-

tions%ut this situation no longer^ hoU,

Brazilian dependence on U.S. militaryS Togy from World War H onwards was

Severed^ 1977. It built bridges with he

newly-established African states as well as

the communist bloc. ^.JA. t/q
Initially, Brazil had supported the US.

struggle to contain communism, but, witn

the thawing of the Cold War, it took on an

!n^inglv Third World position, and saw_

underdevlopment as more of a problem

than communism. It beganto see the world

divided more along North-South lines than

East-West. It began to stand upjike India,

for the equality of less developed nations^

Brazil became the foremost Latin

American opponent of U.S. anti-Cuban

mTasures. In 1975, it voted to approve the

U N resolution which condemned
Zionism

as a form of racism. In 1979, " 'ecogm^

the PLO, much to the dismay of the United

^fthas moved towards tighter controls on

multinational corporations and payments

for foreign technology. Brazil has also

refused to sign the Nuclear Non-

Proliferation Treaty, an instrument ofU.b,

U S S.R. policy of freezing world power.

U S reactions included covert support for

the 1964 coup, Super 301 legislation credit

squeezes, etc. However, it has met a for-

midable foe in Brazilian nationalism, a

mature, dynamic force.

Today, despite problems, Brazil shares

the growing independence and asser

tiveness of the rest of the Third World.

Avante Brasil!

Madanmohan Rao and Rosemary Ber-

nardo are UMass students. This arUcU does

not necessarily reflect the views of the Uol-

legian staff. ^

August 1947: India throws out the

British after 200 years of colonial

e?^TNizam(King)ofHyderabad(a

landlocked region within India), claims

sovereignity from India against the wishes

oTSTSopIe. United States declares the

issue to be political, with religious and com-

munaV overtones and challenges India s

stand in international forums. Even after

the accession of Hyderabad * India the

United States asserts that in the case of

Hyderabad, "the use of force does not alter

legal rights."

Dutta/Maiathe

•Writ's Time for Spring Cleaning.

Earn Money By Bringing All YourUsed

Cans & Bottles to: Recede

cans here

Soda & Pet Food City's

REDEMPTION CENTER

We accept all Mass redeemable cans &^ les

^us we offer a FREE pick-up serv.ee for $50.00

worth of cans or bottles

Wc pay cash on the spot!

_ Mountain Farms Mall

Next to Bread & Circus

Rt 9, Hadley, MA
Phone: 584-7526

P,ck-Up Service (1)793-1483

D54-55: India requests technological

assistance in the setting up of*****
United States refuses to be of assistance if

the plants are set up as government enter-

prises (thus shutting out multinational

^Aor^lSesi The non-aligned nations get

together in the Bandung Conference » In-

donesia. The gathering provides a conve-

nient forum for countering the alliance-

Forming strategy of the United States and

hJsoviet Union. U.S. officials try to divest

the impact of the conference. Secretary of

Stair Dulles writes to Presiden

Eisenhower about the conference, Our

ference is in good touch. .

.which itProP«r

ly played, can have excellent propaganda

value and to some extent put that con-

fxc:mS
the Portuguese from Goa, Daman and Dm

about 1,615 square miles with a popula-

tion of 685,000), ending 451 years of col_

onTal rule in what was the oldest colony of

the world. Adlai Stevenson as head of the

US delegation to the United Nations

declares that India has committed aggres-

sion by the use of force (the paral el te

Kuwait is obvious to many - the rhetoric

of the New World Order is only a few

^l^fWe United States supplies

wheaUo India under the PL-480 program

It is subsequently found that ~me ofthe

wheat was adulturated with dangerous

herbs. It was a sound commercial propos

Son for the United States but was labell-

ed as "foreign aid."

December 1971: War breaks out bet-

ween India and Pakistan over the^massacre

ducted by the army ****?£*
American nuclear-powered aircraft earner

Enterprise with a task force of several am-

phibious ships and destroyers come very

close to the Indian territory on the Bay of

Bengal to intimidate India. On Dec. 16. the

Pakistani army in East Pakistan sur-

renders. The New York Times reports, Pa*

debacle disaster to US prestige.

May 1974: India conducts a nuclear ex-

plosion without violating any international

obligations. U.S. State Department

spokesman remarks, "The United States

has always been against nuclear prolifera-

tion for the adverse effect it will have on

world stability." United States violates its

contractual obligations and stops supply

ing India with fuel for the Tarapur nuclear

energy facility.

1974: United States decides to set upa

naval base in Diego Garcia, about 1,000

miles away from India, despite India s

vigorous protest. U.S. ambassador

Moynihan maintains that U.S. interests in

the base are more important than those of

India (even though the islands are far far

away from the United States and very close

to India). India protests strongly and

describes the U.S. position as untenable

and "unacceptable."

December 1984: A noxious gas methyl

isocyanate escapes from the Union Carbide

plant in Bhopal, India causing a chemical

holocaust by killing 3,500 and causing per-

manent injuries to over 200,000 people.

Even though Union Carbide was an U.S^

corporation the American courts rule that

compensatory damages cannot be collected

through the U.S. judicial system.

May 1989: India launches its In-

termediate Range Ballistic Missile "Agni.

The United States is not too happy

May 1989: India gets cited by the United

States for unfair trade practices under

Super 301. India had refused to open up its

banking and insurance industry to foreign

multinationals. India gets threatened with

Trade barriers. The two countries keep

clashing in the international trade talks on

ade in services. India's position has con-

sistently been that it would let U.S. in-

surance agents work in India when the

United States allowed Indian carpenters to

work in the United States.

May 1991: May the order of mediocrity

ht , alarded to Indians who forget the

history ofIndia while in the United States.

Rahi Dutta it a Collegian staff member

and Yatin Marathe is a UMass researcher

This article does not necessarily represent

the viewi o) the editors.

»«•<
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Memories from a s

By GREG SUKIENNIK
Collegian Staff

One thing's for sure - it sure wasn't boring.

The item in question is the sports year at UMass,

1990-91. It was the year that UMass burst onto the na-

tional collegiate sports scene with a flurry of individual

and team accomplishments. iLgutM
First, a few serious notes. UMass lost a friend in Victor

Fusia. who coached some of the best football teams in

.u~, u;^~ Anrin* the 1970s. Fusia passed away ear-

Commentary

urcessful 1990-91 UMass sports year
UCCr&aiUX It/e/l/ *S±

_ J;_^ * w Conference champions,

^nTsutton. who was the all-time coring leader

m^sTasketball history until bei^pvertakenbyJ™

McCoy, was knocked into a coma. While walking across

campus roads, he was struck by a car in the fall It was

feared that Sutton would never be the same again. Sut-

[Zrt^A though, and received^^^r
ding ovation when he returned to Curry Hicks Cage

UMass quarterback Gary Wilkos suffered a fractured

vertebrae at the base of the neck in the third quarter of

Iglme at Delaware. He was on the field for half an hour

as Delaware's rude fans taunted him (fan hint - UMass

face heTlue Hens at home next fall. Be therejfe lou<U

W Ikos was lucky - his injury could have been much

worse - but he was fitted with a.halo.braces lost* the

Mmutemen for 1990 and most likely 1991. He, too, has

made mTch progress in recovery and was also awarded

« huee ovation at the Cage.

Budget cuts continued to dog the athletic program as

they have the rest of UMass. Spring tennis and women .

acrosi were absent this spring for the first time. Many

eams^e^e pressed into doing their own fund-raising^

Bu Z what of the bright side? April Kater was named

the best women's college sc.cer player in the nat,an n

November, receiving the Hermann Trophy, the soccer

world's answer to the Heismann.

Kater merely dominated every game she played in,

leadinguS* three NCAA Tournaments in four yean.

Why the Reds were left out this year is a question we re

still tryfng to answer. They were clearly robbed and Kater

wasSly denied a last shot at an NCAA title. She wil

bTnW rWHer the football team. Coach Jim Reid s

a game.

crew were undisputed Yankee Conference champions,

unbeaten until the last game of the year. They made the

DMston I AA Playoffs for the first time since 1988 and

saw offeVsiveVard Paul Mayberry make All-American

ReTd was Kodak's Coach of the Year for the Northeast

re

Fiei

n
d Hockey was nationally-ranked all season long and

i i int^the second round of the NCAA Tournament,

wtefe heytwX Old Dominion. Coach Pam Hixon's

:q

h

uad went 16-6 on the year and continued ^onunje

New England field hockey. Hixon won her 200th game

^Speakmgof dynasties, the men's swimming team won

then- fifth consecutive New England Championship this

past winter. Can anyone touch these guys? In a word

'

The best though, is saved for last. Albany, N.Y.s

Knickerbocker Arena. Siena College, up by three w.th

SondstS stood in the way of a possible.NITT.n.1 four

Z for men s basketball. But Tony Barbee had other-idea*

Barbees turnaround three-pointer drained the net and

L overtime later, UMass was in the final four and fans

smiled onto the floor. .

As Siena's fans turned silent, I listened to the d.n on

- tht arena r,o„r ,nd felt proud to be from UMass.

-KftflfflTC^
z FRIDAY

MAY 24

iii METAWAMPE
O
< LAWN
Q-

MORE INFO
CALL 545-2317

.subway*
OPEN LATE EVERY NIGHT

Hndlev Northampton

Sj? Russell St. 9°/in9 S
2

Hadley, MA N°rtnamPl?nA^
584_6695_ £

8±?il9-,
r 99$
! Get a regular footlong sub

for 99c with purchase of

! another regular footlong and

a soda.*

'Not good with any other offer. Higher

price prevails.

"Good only at Rt 9 and Northampton

Saturday Night Dance with

DJ Stefan

TAKE A w
<*& BREAK £!p6o

jP FRoM °A»*s
3 FINALS

New Castle Night

Thurs, May 16th

Prizes and Giveaways

Landmark
vViit Lounge \

Intersection of Rte 9 and 202

Belchertown 323-9636

Every Wednesday Night is

Open Mic Night

Thurs., FrL, Sat &C0MMUN1TY FAIR May 16, 17, 18

WB 60SOT
Every Hem on Our Porch

CompUm»nt&

Travlin',
Ma£

r\

O XX-

smmMimmmwmmmmp^^^

Telephone (413) 586-5916

nim i iii i iiuini i i»nnrnm»iii iiiu»u»nimiiunnnnrmi

We Cater Clambakes
Great for Graduation

Parties or Just a

Fun Filled Weekend!
Call in Advance
We are a restaurant (beer & wine) and

a fish market located on Rt 9 near the bridge

BOOK SOLE

30% Off
OUR REG. PRICE ON

EVERY BOOK
IN THE STORE
SAVE 50-90% OFF

LIST PRICE ON 40.000

VAUEYBOOKS
199 V PLEASANT ST
DOWNTOWN AMHERST

SAT 19-S SUN US \,TSAMCAMEX

Ntomen's Shoo. Clothing & Accessories

Zanna • 187 North Pleasant Street • Amherst

4l3.2S3.25o3

Enjoy Downtown's Best Bargains,

Street Musicians, Kid's Games,

Sidewalk Cafe Treats, and an

Old Fashioned Community tair

and Band Stand!

Con« Savings.

ALL DAY THURSDAY, MAY 16

SIDEWALK SALES on North, South, Pleasant Streets

and Main St., Amherst. Hurry in for best selections!

Food nvniinhle_whjle vou shop.

ALL DAY FRIDAYTMAYTT .

SIDEWALK SALES Continue, Fair opens, Fanelli Bros.

Carnival Rides, Fair Foods booths, Games and kids

fun.

SATURDAY, MAY 18

SIDEWALK SALES All Day

Carnival Rides a^dCommu^^
Music on the common at the WRNX Bandstand. Live

show from 12-9 pm Maturing the Fabulous

Homeowners, Joe Keenan, The Big Bad Bollocks,

SX^St Community Band, Folk performers

from WTTT's Folk Traditions and acts from the

Amherst School System.

i Rings y

Earrings £^CM%

India Print MufsfS^h V-X

Good Things

Fnr18 Years and Were Still Here!

BJflUm Ski rt* Dresses

ds
Chains Shoes EfllilS

Incense ^^ ^
Togs wyaf^

le
^Caris

Hawaii I

Posters Tie-Py

9xuLJli£!ijfc-£iEMf

SO to SOX
off selected
Clothing

fXMJ 9™« * Cards

Mfbcpntile ,£»»«
Northampton- 18 Center St.

Amherst-Carriage Shop*

DROP EVERYTHING!
Amazing Bargains

Like Never Before
at

J-RICH
CLOTHING FOR MEN

Sidewalk Sale Days

May 16-18

191 N. Pleasant St.

DOWNTOWN AMHERST

SUCH A DEAL!!
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Yana Dlugy rory rac evans

Pamela McCarthy

Senior photos by Jody Gabin

Alison Buckholtz

Sam Silverstein

Mike Atkins

NEWSROOM

Terry Starmcr

Jody Gabin

Gaylc Long

Tamir Upton

Amy Henry

Mark hensley

Marc Elliot

Lars Kroyer

Alison Buckholtz

Dave Massey

Elizabeth Butts

Thomas George

Amy Prcndergast

David Rivera

Alex Dering

Jessamc Mannus

Brian Jewell

Kathy Lamothe

Chris Muther

Preston Porman

Maria Sachetti

Sarah DeMastcr

Lavinia Gammon
Meredith O'Brien

Scott Weiss

Pamela McCarthy

A.R. Santiago

Ahva Davis

Heidi McCann

farrah Sadiq

Mark Preston

Mark Adler

Jeremy Levinson

Minu Sebastian

Danielle Dowling

Paul DeGeorges

Noa Ben-Yehuda

Bill Rosenblatt

Chris Muther

Suzy Herring

Tom Berry

Daniel Leary

Katherine Herzog

James Molesworth

Angie Landry

Melisa Canli

Leah Ariniello

Andrew Broadhead

Elizabeth Perry

Lisa Curtis

Mark Anderson

Ken Kie

Heather Bell

Trystan Skeigh

Rua Kelly

Monique Tabon

Sondra Sutton

Pratip Dastidar

Madanmohan Rao

Hussein Ibish

Rabi Dutta

Alex Nguyen

Kim Burke

Carrie Wyeth

Dondi Ahearn

Jeff Holland

Eric Goldman

Alex Rizzo

John Renaud

Heather Norfleet

Aaron Webster

Christopher Brockmeyer

Yana Dlugy

Jordan Mrazek

Paul Langdon

John E. Lewis

Adrien Matt

Sam Silverstein

Greg Sukiennik

Dan Wetzel

Brett Morris

Lior Ben-Aharon

Keith Bennett

Joe DeGloria

Lynn frankel

Ken Maguire

Chris Miracle

Tom Quinn

Paula Motte

GRAPHICS

Jenny Burns

Rory Evans

Erica fodor

Karen Klaiber

Jenny Neil

Camille Pancewicz

Miriam Pierce

Stacey Shane

Karen Willworth

Mike Atkins

Susan Tomaski

Traci-Ann DiSalvatore

Rick Seto

Beth Clark

Margaret Trudell

Paul Specht

Tania Ivany

Mike Carvalho

Jen fatkin

Mark Sturm

Tracey Richman

Seth Kaye

Joanne Quimby

Staphen Luhan

Lisa Jezowski

Nicole Dumas

Kim Erisino

Jason Torla

Chris Prell

Brad Hutchison

(oll»«i*n pho«o bv <«"•* *vcth

BUSINESS

Banks, K
Dmytryshyn, L

George, S

Lewiecki. K
Lower, T

McDonald. C
Pastel, R

Patterson, B
Pruskin, M
Rogers, S

Thompson, E

Weiner, J

Winterbottom, J

Doyle, L

Eastmond. T
Ettman, J

Eeinstein, E

ADVOCATE

Of THf
5{uk«m garden

VALLEY
1989

MANDARIN/SZECHUAN CUISINE —=-._, .

The Best Chinese Buffet *™%™s

ALL YOU CAN EAT g~g- ggggS-
is Pan Fried Ravlolli (11) Chinese BBQ Pork
<

(l! See. «im Green Pepper (12) Broccplli in Oyster SauceChildren

Under 10
$3.00

$5.99

Live Rock n Roll at

SHEEHAHS CAFE, Thursday May 16

& TWISTERS TAVERN, Saturday May 18

We Deliver in Amherst 5-10:00 PM-Everyday

Minimum $15 plus $2 Delivery Charge
VISA

-i

takf OUT SERVICE • FULL COCKTAIL MENU

10 BELCHERTOWNK ^E 9. AMHERST, MA 256-0251. 256-0252

CASH
y£°ur BOOKS!

BUYING USED TEXTS AND PAPERBACKS

ALBION USED BOOKS

30 MAIN ST., AMHERST
Mon 9:30-6; Tues-Sat 9:30-9 p.m.; Sun 12-5

|

Danielle Dowling

Chris Muther

Maria Sachetti

Kathy Lamothe

Haselkorn, D
Jemiolo. K

Kahn, A
Kelley. J

Lesser, S

Lombard., J

Luciano, M
Melnick, D
Popstein, A
Robblee. P

Traina, N
Yampoksky, J

Annese, D
Dennison, D

Diaz, J

Kreymer, P

MacClelland. P

Moalem, B
Tejeda, C

Sarah DeMaster and Meredith O'Brien

Wejrj

[1

]f

Legal
Services

Summei

Center at CMass
S\ * JWt #t Jt J* it Jt AA g\ S\ #| f| #| |%
v v v w li v vv v v v v v If iiv %*r

Open Monday
through Friday
providing legal
services to
TJTVIas^/Arnh.erst
students!

922

Campus Center
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baseball

CONTINUED FROM PAGE TO

mances in his last three starts, capping the year with nine

mninTs of superb relief in the 5-4 loss to Rutgers m Sun-

^e^rlmTmben Junior John Carelli.had a knack

of befng in the right place at the right time. Agains

Rutgers in the first meeting of the regular^*son, Carel

h

hit a clutch two-out, two- run homer off Phil Schneider,

his only one this year, and Rutgers wasn't the same for

the rest of the day.

I'll show 'em: Brian Bright was pretty angry at being

left off of the A-10 All-Conference teams and^with good

reason. He showed everyone in the A-1C Tourney h»

power with an eighth-inning, game-tying home run

against Penn State that led UMass on to win.

Performance of the Year: goes to pitcher Rich

Graham. Graham by season's end became the number one

starter. Graham's toughness showed during theWe
weekend as he won the first game on Saturday, throw

m^plus innings, and relieved on Sunday, picking up

another win to clinch the tourney berth. ____

GrandOpening
DUNI
DOHunj

mkim"
vbssh

II. Kl
I tiki"
M»»l •

III '

• • » r

".I |.

"\Fv

GRAND
,OPENING '

lacrosse

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 20

and against Duke (11-10). Loyola also faced Rutgers

(17-9) and Delaware (21-8) with ««««?•
ks

UMass has faced those teams with similar results,

beating Rutgers 17-11 and smashing Delaware 14-7STosses included a season-opener against Cornell

nfi-7) Brown and Syracuse (13-9).
(1

Uphomore Kevin Beach came on strong«»***£
ning of the season but has since faded away U,

the hkes

of senior Chris Colbeck and junior Jim Blanding

However Beach still leads the Greyhounds with 25

goaTs and S assists for 48 pointe Colbeck leads the

feam in goals with 37 and Blanding leads with 24

a
The

8

Greyhounds have been winning 58 percent of

their faceoffs and post a poor 36 percent in man-up

Sl

JunJoTlim Dunnigan (5-2) finished the season-ith

79 saves until he broke his collarbone. Sophomore

KevTn Anderson stepped in and had three wins c
»

his

name but was later arrested on drug trafficking

charges. Freshman Andrew Manos, although taking

a loss without a win, has 20 saves.
8
"He Tooked good against C.W. Post, but the way to

beat him is to get a lot of shots on goal, Garber ,rod.

UMass' senior Jim McAleavey and sophomore Mark

Millon share the team-high 49 pointo. J™»P*}£
McAleavey boasts the team-high assists at 35 while

Millon has racked up a team-high 37 goals.

% &

AT THE CWS.N0.MHm ******. MA

(Route 9 & 20Z)

enjoy the*^"SS^^SSSSSSS So bring in the attached

V-Do^/
256-1616

A e*

GRAND OPSNING EVENTS ,n25c
25c.1

"SSSSSESFl --wasa »

-

.<£t
Z
a Travel Mug Ailed with coffee

j

lor 99c

Soturdoy, Moy 1825c Donuf. (with coupon),•££-,
2 lbs of coffee for $4.vv , only

•Register to win 4 personal stereos its worth the trip.
J

•Balloons prizes and more ^^m

'^ssBSiSSSssxsa^
OUNKIN' May 18, Wl
DONUTS

^versCa^

50<OFF
!

ANY CALZONE
\

•xp 8/30/91 - on* coupon pv Calzone - Delivery Only

ANY 2 CALZONES J

I exp 8/30/91 - one coupon per 2 Calzones - Delivery OnlyJ

"
Askabout our NEW Calzones!

It took Galileo 16 years to master the universe.

Ymi have one night
1 *• iv/t *1.

It seems unkir. The genius had all that time. While you have a few

short hours to learn your sun spots from your satellites before the

dreaded astronomy exam. .

On the other hand, Vivarin gives you the definite advantage. It helps

keep vou awake and mentally alert for hours. Safely and conveniently. So

even when the subject matter's dull, your mind will stay razor sharp.

If Galileo had used Vrvarin, maybe he could have mastered the solar

system raster, loo.

ReviW With VIVARIN!
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lacrosse
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 20

and against Duke ( 1 1 10). Loyola also faced Rutgers (17-9)

and Delaware (21-8) with success.

UMass has faced those teams with similar results,

beating Rutgers 17-11 and smashing Delaware 14-7. Then-

losses included a season-opener against Cornell (16-7),

Brown and Syracuse (13-9).

Sophomore Kevin Beach came on strong at the beginn

ing of the season but has since faded away to the likes

of senior Chris Colbeck and junior Jim Blanding.

However, Beach still leads the Greyhounds with 25 goals

and 23 assists for 48 points. Colbeck leads the team in

goals with 37 and Blanding leads with 24 assists.

The Greyhounds have been winning 58 percent of their

faceoffs and post a poor 36 percent in man-up situations.

Junior Tim Dunnigan (5-2) finished the season with 79

saves until he broke his collarbone. Sophomore Kevin

Anderson stepped in and had three wins to his name but

was later arrested on drug trafficking charges. Freshman

Andrew Manos, although taking a loss without a win, has

20 SSVCS.

"He looked good against C.W. Post, but the way to beat

him is to get a lot of shots on goal," Garber said.

UMass' senior Jim McAleavey and sophomore Mark

LANCUACE

OF MAOACMUSrm

English as a Second languapt

Intensive Day Classes, Part

Time Eve. Classes, TOEFL
preparation

Summer session 7/8-8/8/91

Registration 5 15-672 1/91

Amherst Creamery Bldg

150 Fearing St. Ste 30

256-4065

Millon share the team-high 49 points. Tn-captain

McAleavey boasts the team-high assists at 35 while Millon

has racked up a team high 37 goals.

Senior Jim Kushner (21-7-28), sophomore Mario

Guaglianone (16 5-21), senior tri-captain Rich Senatore

(114-15), junior Mike Cain (9-5 14) and senior Hugh

O'Callaghan (9-110) have each contributed to 10 or more

points. ,

UMass has an unsteady 28.5 percent success rate dur

ing man-up and had recently fallen under .500 in faceoffs_

Senior Ted Kellerman has started each of UMass 12

games and he boasts 180 saves. He posts a saves average

of 64. Junior Ray Suris has made 18 saves and allowed
_— 10 goals in three appearances. Freshman Rip Corenti has

"allowed two goals and gotten one saves inonegame^]

Dash on over for these great buysi.

WINE • LIQUORS
Price* do not include <J«

OLD MILWAUKEE '

& LIGHT
^Z* SALE 9.99

MAIL-IN REBATE -1.50 $84J
case of 24-12 oz loose cars

AFTERREBA>E

Labalt's
BEER & ALE

case of

2-12 pack

cans
$1399-DEP

BUD DRY

«129l

GALLO *£aq
WHITE ZINFANDEL ^>l%'*^
WHITE GRENACHE W 1.5L

SAUVIGNON BLANC

WALNUT CREST
OS $099W R W 750ML

pmi

CHARDONNAY.MERL0T
CABERNET SAUVIGNON
SAUVIGNON BLANC

SALE 11.99

MAIL-IN

i\ REBATE -2.00

$099W 175 L

AFTER REBATE

L*3

case of

24 12 02

loose cans

Now's the
time to call...

North Amherst
Motors

7B Old Sundartand Rd.. No. Amtarst

549-2880

Expert Repairs and
Reconditioning

Most Mm/or Cracff Canto Accepted

Knickerbocker $Q99
Beer ** - DEP

caseo f 16 oz ret bot

BARTLES & JAYMES SH99
WINE COOLERS | m

SALE 2.99 MAIL-IN REBATE -1 .00 ARER REBATE

BALLAT0RE $099
SPUMANTE ^ 750ML

YUKON SALE 16.99

MAIL-IN

JACK REBATE 5 00
$1199

I I 1751

ROBERT MONDAVI
,WOO0BRl0GE» A -^ g* ft$069

& rHARDONNAY" 3^ 1
- BLANC

J$ $0^99
RareScotch fc"» "5L

GILBEY'S GIN ^
ft

&SCHWEPPES$1349
TONIC 175. CO-PACK

Mtm $
i 3??

not rtsponubla for

typographical arror*

SALE PRICES

THURS. 5-16-91 THRU
WED. 5-22-91

Full Redemption Center . «. -y
9am to 1 1 pm Campus Plaza/Route 9
Monday thru Saturday 253-9344

TWO
LOCATIONS

HOLYOKE
30 Lincoln St.

534-4555

Lottery

Center TeleCheck

W&? SENIORS
\

HEALTH COVERAGE \
AFTER GRADUATION I

If you continue Irving in the Amherst area, the University Health

Services has the following options for continued health

coverage:

1) Purchase the Student Extension Plan. This

combined package of Basic Health and Supplemental option is

available for two semesters after graduation which means

coverage would be available from September 1, 1991 through

May 31, 1992.

Enrollment is processed at the University Health

Services Cashier's Office. You must use the UHS as your care

site and be living in the Amherst area to qualify for coverage.

2) Enroll in the Kaiser Permanente (HMO) as a

community member.

Enrollment is processed directly at the Kaiser

Administrative Office, telephone 256-0151 for further informat.on.

Family Plans are available under either option.

SUMMER BASIC HEALTH PLAN

"ownehouse
M i| \mlKT-.

50 Meadow Street

549-0839

TWO-BEDROOM UNITS

STILL AVAILABLE!

Easily Accomodates

4 Persons

Your Spring Basic Health Plan will expire on May 31, 1991.

For routine care during the summer months, if in the area the

Summer Basic Health Plan is available even though you have

graduated.

If you are already covered under the Supplemental

Health Benefits Plan this coverage will expire on August 31,

1991.

Remember to call for authorization in the event that you

have an accident/emergency. Routine services provided are

not coverable under the Supplemental

If vou have any questions concerning the plans or enrollment in

the same, please contact the UHS Member Services at (413)

549-2671 extension 265.

• Only one utility (electric)

• Fully applianced including A/C

• Dishwashers and Garbage Disposals

• Wall-to-Wall Carpeting

• Bath and Vi lav

• Spacious living room
• Individual patio

• Parking sticker for each tenant vehicle

• Cable ready

• On free bus route

POIT
omrE m

HIGH
KHOOl

\MHER5T

lOlLEGk

'
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Cash Paid for Books
^ your books to TEXTBOOK ANNEX

May 15-17: 9 am-4 pm

May 18: 11 am-4 pm

May 20: 9 am-4 pm

May 21-22: 9 am-8 pm

May 23: 9 am-6 pm

May 24: 9 am-4 pm

May 28-31: 9 am-4 pm

HAMPDEN COMMONS
May 21-22: 10 am-8 pm

May 23: 10 am-6 pm

\

WORCESTER COMMONS (E&)jvunwK^
May 21 22; 1Q am8 pm

May 23: 10 am-6 pm

WORCESTER
LOCATED NEXT TO THE WORCESTER

MUNCHY STORE, NORTHEAST AREA

HOURS: 7:30 AM-3:00 PM

SPECIAL
ANY SIZE COFFEE

1/2 PRICE

ALL DAY MAY 1 6TH
— i

FINALS WEEK
May 17-23

LARGE COFFEE
1/2 PRICE

2 OZ. FOUNTAIN SODA
ONLY 25c WITH ANY
SANDWICH (hot or cold)

Thank you for your patronage!

Best of luck during finals!

See you in September!

Liquor Store

Congratulations Seniors

Jose Cuervo Gold Tequila

750 "' $10.99

Seagram's Extra Dry Qln

1.75 L

$14.49

Holsten Dry German Boar

ca- $14.49
^

Post Road Real Alo

6 pack $5.69
$20.29

Drlbock's Light

case of 16 oz. bottles

$17.99

Koch's Qoldon Anniversary Boor

12 oz. bottle case £q 4Q

Seagram's Wine Coolers

4 pack $3.49

MIMerLlte
case 12 oz bots $1 2.99

338 College St. (Rt. 9) Amherst 253-5384

ARTS & LIVING
Moore dazzles in the supenseful thriller Mortal Thoughts
iTXT__ -^T^e—— me e^rta.ned aUhough I don't thfek i..wen. faxenou^

By MEREDITH O'BRIEN
and SCOTT WEISS
Collegian Staff

Mortal Thoughts tells the tale ofhow far loyalty to

your friends will take you — to commit a murder or to

cover it up.

O'BRIEN: While this one was no Fatal Attraction, Mor-

tal Thoughts was suspenseful and captivating. With Demi

Moore's compelling portrayal of a woman caught between

the law and her best friend's dead husband, she has pro

4
ves herself as an actress who is ready to tackle any role.

WEISS: Moore was excellent and, for the most part, por-

trayed a very believable character. She displayed "com-

pelling" emotions even during the movie's more power-

ful slow-motion scenes. Although, I have to agree with the

theatre attendant at the mall, who said the New York ac-

cents were extremely poor and also was the worst part

of Moore's character, Cynthia Kellogg. This film took a

somewhat different approach, using the flashback techni-

que during Cynthia's interrogation which told the story.

With this technique, and good use offoreshadowing this

movie was much better than it probably would have been

otherwise. . T

O'BRIEN: Without dwelling on the accents, which l

thought an extremely minor part of the movie, I thought

the use of the camera - the zooming in on faces, murder

weapon and hands - coupled with the mood-setting music,

made this film an experience, not just a fleeting flick. The

one thing I though was lacking, though, was a deeper look

into Moore's co-conspirator and best friend, Glenne Head

Photo coartaqr

Demi Moore stars as Cynthia Kellogg in Mor-

tal Thoughts.

ly Headly (Joyce Urbanski), appearing neurotic and dit

zy, did not really come alive off the screen like Moore did.

Likewise for Headly's brutal husband, played by Moore s

real-life husband Bruce Willis (James Urbanski).

WEISS This movie did focus primarily on Moore s

character without doing much with the other character^

Going into the movie, I certainly expected a bigger part

to be played by Bruce Willis. Anyway, this movie kept

me entertained although I don't think it went far enough.

They could have done more with it. One of the detectives

conducting Cynthia's interview provided a good source ot

differing opinions, but was a little extreme in his actions

and at times blatantly rude to Cynthia (Moore), who

volunteered to be there. u ,. ,

O'BRIEN To put a little background on this, tteauiy s

husband was murdered. The beginning of the film is set

in a police interrogation room where Moore began to tell

the story of her own involvement with Willis death.

Moore, who had grown up and worked with Headly, re uc

tantly told the police the sordid story ofHeadly and Willis

violent marriage. It is through her emotional story tell

ing that the film got its intensity.

WEISS- Oh sure, give the whole story away. Why don t

you tell them all about the giant doughnut-eating toad

that terrorizes Demi Moore in an attempt to mate. ... As

a whole, this movie was intriguing and has an interesting

ending that leaves you wondering about the entire movie,

including why Cynthia and Joyce (Headly) did what they

did There was, however, a lack of clear motivation for

some of the character's actions and the ending only leaves

you questioning them even more.

O'BRIEN: I don't think the character motivations were

unclear at all. in fact, I think the plot was uncomfortably

crystal clear at the end. This was a great Hitchcock-type

mystery that will puzzle you and leave you puzzling long

after the movie. Even if you don't like mysteries, go to

see Demi Moore, she was great. Thumbs up.

WEISS How can this movie be "crystal clear and at

the same time "leave you puzzling"? Even I know that

is contradictory, I would think that you, with your great

journalism experience, would be able to see that. However,

the idea of leaving you puzzled is a fresh approach in to-

day's movie market glut. I recommend this movie lor a

change of pace. Thumbs up.

Check out this ear candy
By JIM POWERS
Collegian Correspondent

Did you ever plan to do something at the

beginning of a semester and end up putting

it off for so long that by the time you ac^

tually got around to doing it, it's too late.

That almost happened with me and writing

record reviews. Almost.

Norton Records has recently issued a

bevy of fine waxings.

The A-Bones serve up "Button Nose from

their latest LP The Life of Riley, backed

with a not-available-on-the-album gem

"I'm Snowed." Both the single and the

album offer an update on the basic Bo Did

dley/"Road Runner" riffs, with more at-

titude, humor, and reckless abandon than

all the mega-tons of records AC/DCever

sold (with all due respect to AC/DC ot

course). The A-Bones also graciously back

up The Great Gaylord, the sultan of squat,

for his single "Squat with Me Baby / Do

de squat." This R&B shouter will have em

squattin' in the aisles in no time.

The Legendary Stardust Cowboy, who in

the past has fondled our eustachian tubes

with musical delights such as "Standing in

a Trash Can Thinking About You comes

at us with the rockabilly ditties ' I Ride

A Tractor'TRelaxation." The Ledge b.L.

is way out there, and ifyou aren't when the

record starts, you will be once it's over, or

at least further than before.

The last of Norton's seven inches is an

EP of incredibly rare, yet kickin' rock a

billy by Elroy Dietzel. This is Elroy

features three sides from two singles he

released in 1956 on the Bo-Kay label in

Texas.

From the same epoch as Elroy comes the

latest installation of the kooky kompilation

The Big Itch (Vol. 3) on Mr. Manicotti.

These comps showcase timeless obscurities

from the late 50s-early 60s as the Three

D's "Graveyard Cha-Cha," Rex Johnson s

"Discombobulated," or Glenn & Christy s

"Wombat Twist." Play it loud and some

humorless soul is sure to despise you.

Thumbs up to the latest from Fishbone,

The Reality ofMy Surroundings. I had high

hopes for this after seeing their Ballroom

show and was not disappointed. Highlights

include "Everyday Sunshine," "Fight the

Youth," and "Prayer to the Junkiemaker.

Another thumbs up for Motorhead's 1916.

Although there are a few weak cuts (the ti-

tle track, "Angel City"), the good ones

("The One to Sing the Blues", "I'm so Bad,

"Nightmare") more than make up for it.

Also check out No Remorse (best of) and

their other reissued back catalog on Road

Racer Revisited.

There you have it - check these out and

enjoy them. I hope to be writing more next

semester. Until then have a delicious and

nutritious summer.

Congratulations
Class ol 1991!

Join Us

Wednesday- May 15th

GRAPHIC
ROMANCE

formerly Keith Kruser Project

with special guest

ONE EYED
JAKE

Rte 9 Hadley ____
$1.00 DRAFTS
$1.00 OFF with

College I.D.

Don 't study, vestry instead
T~~ .• 1 TU.imJou'o

By RORY EVANS
Collegian Staff

Do not read on Reading Day.

Leave your texts to collect dust for just

one night.

Make the pilgrimage to Noho, because tor

less than the price of two 40 ounce bottles

of malt liquor, you can see the Vestrymen

at Pearl Street on Thursday night.

The show is a record release party,

celebrating the imminent release of their

four-song, seven-inch EP on Absolute

Agogo. The disc includes a version of Alex

Chilton's "Kangaroo," a classic

show-closer.

Chris Weinberg, the Vestrydrummer,

said now is the time to see the Vestrymen.

"We've done plenty since last year's record

release of The Vestrymen. We toured last

summer, and we're planning on doing the

same this summer. Like most students

finishing up their schoolwork, we're ready

to leave for the summer and Thursday s

show is like our final exam."

"Other than our own disc being releas

ed 'The Chromatic Girl" will be on the

Jamadisc Valley Artists compilation," he

said. . „ .. „

Weinberg said "the doors of perception

at Pearl Street 01 . at 8:30 p.m. The Gigolo

Aunts will be opening, and according to

Weinberg, this Boston-based band has been

drawing crowds in our state's capital.

"For any one concerned that if they see

the Vestrymen on Thursday, they won't be

able to see Dino Jr. on Friday, those fears

are unfounded. Our price is right We pro-

mise a good show. People should come,

Weinberg said.

So shut the books for a bit.

All work and no play makes Jack a dull

boy.

The Vestrymen will play Pearl Street on

Thursday night. Doors open at 8:30 p.m.

Motorhead will be on Letterman Thursday night. Don't miss it!
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Thoughts from Allentown
i * „.u-„ ™,oQViintr the team's uniforms

By DAN WETZEL
Collegian Staff

Roadtripping is eventually part of cover-

ing a sports team. Besides having great

mfals and a great bed at the Hiltonjny

trip with the University of Massachusetts

aoftball team to the Atlantic 10 Champion-

ships in Allentown, Pa. was a memorable

^There were many stories and people who

made it a great time, but Ed »™ilum had

to be Number One. Ed is the Assistant

Director of Communications inl charge of

working with the media from the A 10 ot

fice He is also a man of a thousand quotes,

so it's easy to say that he's good at getting

along with people

Commentary

The staff at Patriots Park in Allentown

was of particular amusement to us Our

personal favorite was the scoreboard

operator, Kyle, otherwise known as the

human 'it.' When I first saw the 4-foot-4

person, I thought I was a little girl. When

Rick Seto first saw him, he thought he was

a little boy. Ed classified him as homoerec-

tus on the human evolutionary scale. It

turns out he was about 35.

He was certainly not your normal kind

of guy. Before the UMass-Rutgers game on

Saturday, there was glare off a windshield

from a car in centerfield. Well, it was Kyle

to the rescue as he "teleported" there in

about two seconds. Carl Lewis couldn t

have made it any faster.

At one point, Ed pointed to the 4-foot-4

balding Kyle and cracked, "The reason I m
against nuclear power is right there. Was

Three Mile Island around here?!

Then there was the bet. Team manager

Ellen Sullivan bet head coach Elaine Sor

tino that a certain four-letter word could

not be uttered by the coach during the en-

tire tournament. To the surprise of no one,

it took until the third inning of the first

game against Temple for Sullivan to take

the victory.

Sullivan later in the weekend was

responsible for a small fire in a local laun-

dromat when washing the team s uniforms

before the second Rutgers game. Fortunate-

lv there were no injuries reported.

At the Conference's season ending

awards luncheon, the energetic mayor of

Allentown, Joseph DiNanno, stole the

show. Always the politician, the mayor

assured us that his downtown stores would

riadly accept all cash and credit cards^As

Sif remarked, "He should be selling Gin-

su knives on late night TV.

A classic remark from DiNanno, who was

bragging about his town's replica of the

Liberty Bell was: "I think our bell is bet-

ter than Philadelphia's because their s has

a crack in it." .

Even before Allentown, there was the piz

za scandal. Through a mixup, there were

10-pizzas ordered - twice. Everyone travel

mg with the squad was allowed to take a

taste test and decide which was better, An-

dy's or Bruno's. My vote was for Bruno s

while Rick favored Andy's. Needless to say

the pizza-per person ratio proved to be too

much, and 12 pizzas traveled south with us.

Opening her remarks at the luncheon

Coach Sortino joked, "We're hoping to get

a peddlers' license to sell the leftover piz-

zas to make up for budget cuts.

One highlight was definately the Patriot

Park concession stand, which supplied our

contingent with a few good meals at ex-

tremely reasonable prices.

One lowlight was the fact that acquiring

beer (yes, Collegian people do drink) is

nearly impossible in Allentown. The closest

place to the Hilton, which is in the center

of town, was five miles away. Everything

closes at 6 p.m. on Saturday night - not

exactly a college town. The city motto

should be "Welcome to Allentown,

BYOB." Unfortunately we didn t.

But what made this road trip a truly

great time was the team. Rick or I were

never made to feel excluded out of anything

the team did. We couldn't have asked for

better treatment from a team, and that

made it a very enjoyable weekend

And if the Minutewomen make it to the

College World Series at Oklahoma City

Staffmember Rick Seto contributed to this

mnst sarcastic and ridiculous column

vm:v • • •

Need to tie up loose ends at the

end of the semester? ~

Do you have questions?

WE
HAVE

ANSWERS!

If you don't know how to get there from

here call the

Information Data Bank at

545-1555

IDB is a walk-in and telephone referral service whichm^
information on University administrative and academic policies

and procedures; schedules (e.g., bus, library athletic); health and

pubUc safety issues; housing and food services"f^^1"-

dent organizations and activities; and a variety of other topics.

The goal of the Information Data Bank is

to make a sometimes seemingly

complex institution easier to comprehend

and negotiate.

IDB is a service of the Dean of Students Office and fai located in

DOONESBURY
By GARRY TRUDEAU

THE FAR SIDE

By GARY LARSON

CALVIN AND HOBBES

"Look at us, Hank. ... I tell you, there was a lime

when we did more than just watch the henhouse.''

Bv BILL VATTERSON

r
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RESIDENCE HALL CONTRACT SIGNING INFORMATION

Important, Please Read Very Carefully

ThP Universitv requires all students living in the residence halls for the Fall 11 991

ImeZ to sian a 1991-1992 Residence Hall Contract Card. Any student

wThing to liv^n theT residence halls for next fall should be aware of the

-'Hence Hall Contracts and Contract Card were mailed to you in your

residence hall on or about April 22, 1991.

** Contract Cards must be completed, signed and returned to the Housing

Assignment office, 235 Whitmore, no later than Thursday, May 23, 1991.

** Assignments for students failing to return a signed Contract Card by May

23, 1991 may be subject to cancellation.

** Students returning Contract Cards will receive a "Contract Receipt''. Keep

this r^ei^your records. It is strongly recommended that students NOT

return Contract Cards by Mail.

If vou still have questions about Contract Signing procedures call or stop by

the Housing^ Assigment Office, 235 Whitmore (545-2100). Thank you, and

have a good summer.

TANGELO PIE

To 5u«imeir'.
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QUOTE OF THE DAY
"What a waste it is to lose one's mind

oi not to have a mind.

"

— Dan Quayle

DAILY CROSSVORD PUZZLE

Edited 5y TRUDE MCHEL JAFFE
ACROSS

1 Flounder or

fluke

5 Talon

9 Malicious

14 Song lor

Domingo
15 Leslie Caron

role

16 Author ot

Butiertietd 8

17 Sources of

government

revenue

19 Early

invader ol

England

20 Wthoul
substance

21 How some
like it

23 Squid s

squirt

24 Value

27 Bribed with

oil

29 Rural area

30 Least

34 Grate

37 TV s Headroom

38 Bursts forth

39 Pay up
40 Of ancient Troy

42 — culpa

43 Shorten once
again

44 Lacking polish

45 Come into view

47 D C time

48 Copycat
49 Reflexive

pronoun

50 — grass
meadow barley

51 Roast m Rouen

53 Emerald Isle

55 Hoover, lor one

57 Overhead rails

59 WVJe mouthed

lug

60 Popeye s sweet

patootie

62 Free of extra

charges

67 Up
68 Thickening

agent

69 — performance

70 Hamburger
portion

71 Mulfms

72 Arrogant

one

Jin S JOURNAL

m1 Socio logV oVsoiefc-

?A r*«*d tKt *gt tk« te*'. ^
W<x< *+iM W
of Vs*rd-

DOWN
1 Suet
2 Author Levin

3 —shooter

4 Waste maker

5 One who
makes
demands

6 Outline

m detail

7 High mountain

8 Kind of bone 7

9 — Rica

10 Expression of

surprise

11 Metered
waltzers7

12 Disney sci -fi

film 198?

13 Gl Joe
18 1950 Brando

movie
22 Makes a

choice

24 Mark Twain

lived here

25 Close

26 Stuffed

animals

are his bag

28 Dies —
31 Gm game
32 Musketeers

weapons
33 Look hxedty

35 Mondrian s

mtkeu

36 Caressed
41 Dynamic

beginning

43 Involuntary

response

45 Erich Kastner

boy detective

46 Gives a dirty

look

52 Extremely

sma"
54 Coffee grounds

55 Hamlet

56 Inter — among
other things

58 Kind of party

or line

59.Set of

questions

61 Old timer

63 Sweet sixteen

•9
64 Chess piece

65 Arafat org

66 BiH lor dinner
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MENU

LUNCH
Flench Dip 9andvh h

Piahboga

5ASICS LUNCH
Cankn chili

rtshboga

DINNER
baibeqoe

barbeque

BASICS DINNER
fttirbeque

baibfeqoe

YOUR DAILY HOROSCOPE
5v JEANE DIXON

By Jin

ARIES (March 21-April 19). Com-
plications could arise on the home
front Someone asks a special favor

you cannot grant Stick to your

guns, a matter of principle is involv-

ed But if they offer a lot of money,

screw principles.

TAURUS (April 20-May 20) Show

your vulnerability to a child and a

new understanding will develop

Stay away from a lingering love

who will not make a commitment

A reunion pleases you enormously

Use lots of condoms
GEMINI (May 21-June 20) A

romantic relationship would benefit

from greater give-and-take Get

ready to compromise with your

mate. Athletic activities help

disperse nervous energy Cut your

hair Get a job

CANCER (June 21-July 22) Home
improvement projects may be high

on your list of priorities Try not to

tackle too many things at once A

late afternoon phone call brings

you new hope about a financial

matter Stay away from guys in

alleys named Joe.

LEO (July 23-Aug 22) Resolve to

put some distance between

yourself and problems from the

past Give greater thought to your

future career needs A friend or

relative tries to set you up on a blind

date Don't do it

VIRGO (Aug 23-Sept 22): A long

sought career goal comes to pass,

thanks to the help of an influential

person. Put your worries behind you.

And for God's sake, don't read the

horoscopes. Thev are a crock

LIMA (Sept 23-Oct 22): Plans and

relationships will flourish beautifully

now A job opportunity and the pro-

mise of prestige spark your interest

Be nice to a Taurus today A

newcomer's arrival is prophetic

SCORPIO (Oct 23-Nov 21) The

morning is highlighted by unusual

events and forward-looking people

You feel a strong need for privacy

and introspection this afternoon

You can throw those bellbottoms in

the trash now

SAGITTARIUS (Nov 22-Dec 21)

Family members can influence a

business or educational choice

Everyone is out to get you The sup-

port you give will be reciprocated

threefold! Romance is fine - and so

is your lover's hair

CAPRICORN (Dec 22-Jan 19): An

excellent day to approach

higherups about an innovative per

project Other people are anxious

to hear what you have to say They

need a good laugh Nod your head

and smile a lot

AQUARIUS (Jan 20-Feb 18): A

financial change could catch you

off-guard unless you plan ahead A

willingness to accept high-tech

eguipment will put your career

back on the fast track A little

brown-nosing wouldn t hurt, either

PISCES (Feb 19-March 20): Keep

your relationships low-key Anxiety

ana guilt can affect your health If

you issue ultimatun «. romance will

fly out the window Annoy your

friends, wear your heart on your

sleeve!

TODAY S STAFF
Night Editor .Vrodith OBrtcn

Copy Editor ^™ McCarthy

Photo Technician* KA„ Jodx. Cftlfic

Production Supervisor Kike Cftivalho

Typesetter Danielle Dowlilig

Production Tr<urv Rjchman, Nicole Dumas.

Terry Starmer
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- University Heolth Services

Summer Health Coverage -1991

COVERAGE PERIOD: June 1 1991-August 31 1991

Basic Health Fee

Fees: S 127.00
payment due by June 1

And the best in the field is Michaels. Discover for yourself now

exquisite cuisine, served with impeccable service in an elegant

atmosphere, combine for an exceptional restaurant experience

Yes Michael's is your prescription for fine dining.

MICHAEL'S
85 Montcalm Street Chicopee MA

Luncheon: Tuesday thru Friday 11:10- 2 00 Dinner: Wednesday thru Saturday. 5 30

Reservations Recommended 14 1 31 532-2350

930

Student Family Plan

Fees: $255.00
payment due by June 1

. | Y UMtiB STUOfNT WITH OASIC 6 SHBF

AfV£ EUGiDlE rOfX THE STUDENT f aaailY PLAM

Enrollment begins Moy 13. 1991 83

Eligibility

Amherst Hampshire Mount Hoiyoke Smith

and UMoss Students

Visit the UHS cashier for enrollment or coll 549-2671

urwervtv H^a'in }*fv«e'urwve'viv o» Mcmocrxrteits'ATirt^fV

COME TO THE COLLEGIAN OFFICE-

Classifieds
CC 113 MON-THURS 8:30-3:30. FRI 8:30-2:30 • DEADLINE 2 DA YS PRIOR TO PUBLICA TION • CASH IN ADVANCE. 20'/WORD/DAY FOR STUDENTS

ACTIVITIES

THANKSt! to everyone who was part ol

Masspirg's campaigns and to everyone in

me Hunger Cleanup which raised over

•1000

4 BEDROOM HOUSE
Hadley
Near Boyden Gym
$1600 month
Lincoln Real Estate

25 North Pleasant Street

253-7879

TAKE OVER OUR LEASE
Huge room m house
Above vtoeo-to-Go

Two minute* to town
On bus slop washer dryer

Call 253-2528 9-5pm
275/month

ANNOUNCEMENTS

MCNAMARA RESIDENTS-
Good luck on finals and
have a great summer
See you in the fall'

-Your H C officers

ORDER YOUR 1997 Index tor $30 at CCrtn

103 or call 1-800-562-5533 lo charge on

Visa or Mastercard

ATTENTION

TO THE PERSON who took the telephone

from the Student Government Association

Office If you are concerned about how stu-

dent funds are spent please return the

phone immediately It will cost $300 to

replace

AMITY PLACE CONOO
3 bdrm 2'* bath

Washer/Dryer
Central air / vac
Partially furnished

3 occupants /$995/mo
549-5938 or

516-368-0082 call colled

BEAUTIFUL UPTOWN APARTMENT
One bedroom - $550/month

hot water/heat included

Available to summer sublet 5/25

Call 256-4696

DOUBLE AVAILABLE in 3 bedroom Puff

ton summer with fall option

549-2781

TWO BEDROM IN Presidential available

Junel summer sublet fall option can leave

i 549-7912

TOWNHOUSE
3 bedrooms nght in from at bus stop m great

condition perfect for 5 or 6 people caH

549-4387"'

FOR SALE

IECEIVER. $180 Fisher cassette

deck $50 Radar detector. $40 two IBM

sports games. $18. Chris 548-2457

APARTMENT FURNtfURE^^aTCbaw.
Kitchen and coffee tables, color tetevawns.

bedroom stuff and more Realty inexpen-

sive Also selling 1978 Chevrolet Impala

whtch is in good shape Steve 549-4758

INTELLIGENCE JOBS All branches US
Customs. DEA etc Now hiring Call

1-805-962-8000 ext K 9616

3 FEMALE ROOMMATES tor 5 bdrm house

FAMES PL Amherst ctr 546-3965

UVE—IN (Earn $5,000 or more). 2 fib open-

ings work June 12 lo Nov 11 or longer

cleaning rocKTa/wa*ng tables in lovely 200

yew ohf inn. Southern Vermont Work hard,

must be energetic, happy and pleasant Call

for information Elaine Murray 802-874-4140

AMHERST HOUSE NEEDS M/F

1 dbl available (i70/m*utii i

546-2460 to leave mes or

546-4787

BED WITH BEDFRAME- Excellent condi

twn 1 $30 Call 256-1227

203 SUNSET!
Spacious 2br

Great location

Available June 1

$750/mo
Call anytime 549-8147

CARPENTER/TRADESMAN swap room for

maintenance/repair 549-0484

BEDROOM FURNITURE -cheap' CaH after

4pm Heather 549-5614

BUY MY STUFF!
TV. Futon. Guitar. Radio. Lamps & More

Must be sold by mid-June
586-6082

PAINTERS NEEDED Exteriors Ai summer
546-3399

PLAY ALL DAY, WORK AT NIGHT Th.s

summer at Telefund We are seeking ar

ticulate. knowtedgable UMass students who
have good communication skills -you can

earn $5 25/hr plus bonuses' Stop into the

nt of Memorial Hall to apply

HEY EVERYBOOYI

ATTENTION
looking for M/F to live

in large 5 bedroom house
tor fa* 1991
One mile from campus 4 great girls'

Please call 549-4764

DESPERATE _
Two housemates M/F needed to occupy two

bedrooms in house on Shumway SI

200 /mo Call Kelly at 2S6-0606

FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED to share

one bedroom Puffton apartment' June. Ju-

ly. August $2067month Call 549-5808

APTS. FOR RENT

SPRING SPECIAL
-
.'99 cents one month

rent with one yea/ lease 2BR $450. 3BR
$537. in Sunderland Free bus route, laun-

dry facilities, pool garden plots Short term

leases available 665 3856

DOWNTOWN AMHERST— One bedroom

apt avail June 1st Clean, cozy, close to

everything' 10 mm walk to campus

475/mo /or negot Dirt Cheap utit Summer
w/ fall option Call 5496399'

FOR RENT
Puftton

1 bedroom in 2bdr apartment

Fully furnished, private bath

Summer with fall option

Call Andrea 549-1806

CLEAN SPACIOUS 3 bed'oom apt

Take over lease

irrnn bus route Amherst
Fully equipped kitchen/carpeted

253-2609

CLOSERThAN THT dorms Targe sunny

room for summer has washer and dryer,

parking much more 549-6071

BUY ONE GET ONE FREE
Extendile dinning table ft 3 chairs only $50

ft a couch as gift caH 5496338

FURNITURE FOR SALE
Couches, chairs. tables, rugs

Cheap' Come look

CaH 5496342 Tracy

AUTO FOR SALE

1 974 VOLVO SEDAN 2dr 4speed. $400 or

BO call BJ at 546-4272

1979 DODGE ASPEN wagon needs brakes

$100 or BO Ted 5496545

FOUR BEDROOM HOUSE n»>ar Amherst

line Large rooms, new 549-1217

QILREATH, HOBART LANE
5bdrms. furnished

Smins to campus
Take over lease June 1

Call ASAP 549-1978

GREAT HOUSE ONE BLOCK from campus

Fits six people
Two full bathrooms
Great landlord

In perfect condition'

Call soon'
5496128 or 549-8130

GREAT FURNITURE in lop condition!

Couches, kitchen table, full size beds.

chairs, desk*, dressers, nightablee- and

much, much, more'

Terrific prices as well!

Call us soon at 549-8128 or 5496130

MOVING OFF CAMPUS? Graduating

seniors have house tul of things Just For

You' 2 Sealy firm lyr old mattresses and

boxsprings-ilOO per set or BO-twin mat

tress frame boxspring$40 or BO
Kitchen table and chairs- Reclining

chair-$50 or BO- Six piece sectional couch-

BO Give us a call at 549-4289

INSTRUCTION

FEMALE TO SHARE room m Amity St apt

(nonsmoker) cheap' 60547 or 549-3872

LOOKING FOR 2 FEMALES
to share large double
room close to campus
$150* Call 549-5458

SENIOR PICNIC 1991

80 OLDS OMEGA runs well High miles

AM/FM stereo/tape $eO0.B O
Stacy 665-7725

1982 DATSUN 200SX
5sp standard
high mileage
Moving-must sell quickly

1000 or BO 253-0449

1983 DODGE OMNI- 4sp 4dr newlTres

AM—FM cassette new speakers-a good col-

lege car 300 or b o
546-0682

GILREATH MANOR
Graduating, take over our

549-2903

GREAT APTFORlor2 Excellent tocation-

N Pleasant SI $520/mo heatfthot water in-

cluded low utilities 253-3290 Lv mess

HOUSE FOR RENT 4 5 bedrooms, on bus

route. 10 minutes to UMass $1 1 50 available

June/September to September 253-2644

RESERVE NOW FOR SEPTEMBER
Lantern Court Apartments

Large 2 bedroom w/w, fully equip kitchen,

washer dryer and storage facilities

available On bus line- minutes to campus
Kamins Real Estate 253-2515

HEY!
Don't be a goober

Buy a futon

They're big. comfortable.

and really cool!

Please think about this today

Metawampe Futons
Sleep with us!

1 80O-3FUTON1

MACPLUS 2 drives, system saver, printer

$800 oBO Chris 545-4795; hm 367-9378

POOL TABLE must sell' $50 or best offer'

Call Meghan 253-0459

CJ7 New exhaust $35001984 JEEP
367-2039

1985 MERCURY LYNX
70000 miles good condition new brakes and

waterpump radio 5 gear blue sold by 2 ger

man students who have to leave $1800 or

BO -Call Bernd 5496493 or 5454859 or

Thido 2537237

1986 ISUZU l-MARK
4 doors black
45K excellent conditions

$2100 or BO
253^2609

•• GREAT SUMMER PLACE! " Fall op-

tion (2) 3 bedrooms cottage near center.

Bos. UMass also apt in Farmhouse, yard,

deck quiet, bike to UMass Rent

reasonable-negotiable 586 0746

HELP USI PleascT take over our

Townehouse 549-8036 Hurry'

HUGE 3 BEDROOM apartment t'A bath

spacious yard cheap rent call anytime

665-3783

ROOM FOR RENT NOW! Puftton Village

small room in three bedroom apts Heat

free' Call ASAP 549-4253

SMALL DESK
twin bed
Lauren
2560303

ENGLISH AS A SECOND LANGUAGE
Summer session 7/8-8/8/91

intensive day, part-time evening, and

TOEFL preparation-Three levels

Registration May 15-June 21, 1991

Language Pacihca-Amherst 256-4065

LOST

ON MAY 9, 1991
Zach lost his CD's.
Approx. 15 CD's in a blue case
Near JA or JQA
Reward Offered!!

Please think about that today

Call 6-2688

TWO R06M
-
KEYSTon UMass key chain

please return 6-57966

PIZZA

MAY 24th is just 2 days to graduation'

Come to the Senior Picnic on Friday May
24th from 1-4 on the Metawampe lawn

(behind S U BJ
WRNX 100 9 FM will broadcast live' Grve-

a ways' Fun!
Admission is free to seniors

Bar-B-O tix S5- and available at Memorial

Hall For more info 545-2317

SERVICES

STUOENTS NEED financial help grants

Scholarships minimum qualifications

586-9445

TENNIS ANYONE? Lessons this summer

by an experienced instructor Reasonable

rates, flexible hours Call 6-0746

MOVE OFF-CAMPUS
1 roommate wanted tor large house on Mam
St Washer/dryer, grill -Call Ric 253-2728

PRESIDENTIAL APARTMENTS: 1br in 2br

apartment 5/26. 270/mo utilities Walk to

Umass 549-0035

SUMMER AND/OR FALL: Amherst,

smoke/meat-free rural house, garden near

UMass Parking, laundry $200 + 549-440J

TAKE OVER our lease' 6 bedroom house

in Amherst, on bus route, 2 full baths, patio

Affordable! Call now 253-9495

THREE TOWNHOUSE APARTMENTS-
each 2 bedroom 1 v» baths on bus route

North Amherst 1-567-1352

TOWNEHOUSE APT- 2br- 1'^baths

bus route -summer sublet w/

fall option 549-1897

VW RABBIT 1982 Good condition

S1200/BO Call 546-7401

WE ARE GRADUATING
Beds, desks, chairs,bookshelves,microwa-

ve.etc 256-3088

COLLEGE PIZZA
Spring special

Small cheese $350
Large cheese $599
2 topping only $1

549-6098 5496073

RIOERS WATNED
FOUND

I FOUND YOUR legal studies book in

Dickinson Wednesday call to claim

665-7638

FOR RENT

2 BEDROOM close to campus perfect for

3 people take over our lease- Get June tree

580/mo 549-4281

2 HUGE BDRM apartment Great tor 3 $60

Pelham Rd 253-0470

SINGLE ROOM
187 50
Summer sublet w/tall option

Great summer location near

Puffer's Pond
Wood stove, washer, Irg yard

5496650

SINGLE ROOM IN a great house on Main

Street One mile from campus Washer and

dryer Call 253-2728

TOWNEHOUSE APT available 1st month

Free 2 bedroom, on bus route Call Glenn

549-7467

TWO ROOMMATES WANTED for Puftton

apts 549-0224.546-7295

FREE KITTEN

MR PETERSON LOOK-ALIKE Owner

allergic -Must go immediately' Box and food

included 546-3246

CALIFORNIA!! „ .
Offering ride, leaving May 27 or 28 Call Pete

546-6843

DRIVING TO BOULDER COLORADO,
June 3rd

Looking for passenger to share gas ex-

pense Marc 5869681

SUBLET FOR ONLY $5077?

WELL NOT QUITE that cheap but we must

sublet our place 4 singles available with fall

option'" Call Mike. Tony. Adam or Mark at

253-3225

SUBLET

SUMMER W/ FALL OPTION. Large room

in S Amherst condo Pool, central A/C,

washer/dryer, parking On bus route Cool

roomies, perfect summer place! Call Joe

253-2696

SUBSCRIBE TO THE COLLEGIAN

ROOMMATE WANTED

3 BEDROOM APT ,
Amherst center

Available June 1 .
825/mo 253-4267

3 OR 8 BEDROOM DUPLEX
Great Backyard
Call 253-4092
OR 256-0303

4 SOR APT Swiss Village

Low rent 253-0828 Take over

STUDIO APT Amherst center perfect for

1 person 225/mo fall opt 253-0780

SUMMER SUBLET w/f all option

2-3 bdrm apt

Between town and Bruno's. Main St

Lots of windows
Only 640/mo
CaH 253-2367 leave message

FABULOUS RENTAL

AMHERST CENTER 1 BDRM APT Quiet,

close to common—for frisbee fun(S Pro-

spect St ), sunny, Ig livingrm + kitchen,

ideal for 2 people Summer sublet w/fall op-

tion Call 253-7194

CHEAP FURNITURE

GREAT UPTOWN APT

N. PLEASANT ST. Spacious 3 bdrm Take

any bus to/from campus High ceilings.

wood floors, intercom system, inexpensive

rent

Must see' 2536933

1 FEMALE FOR single room in the Brook

-Reasonable rent pool, patio. A/C Call Lisa

253-0835

1 HOUSEMATE NEEDED In a 4 bedroom

house, very close to school and town You
wiH also nave your own room in this

beautiful house Call 253-5165

ARE YOU LEAVING UMASS?
Are you graduating or going abroad? Keep

in touch with UMass new. sports, and

events with a daily or weekly subscription

to the Collegian'

For more info and an order form come down

to the Collegian located al 113 Campus
Center (in the basement)

••• SUMMER SERVICE •••

5 BORM HOUSE N Amhwtst $1 100/mo caH

5461229

I BEDROOM HOUSE 2MI baths patio on

bus route caJI 253-9496

SUNDERLAND Female housemate
wanted for quiet rural house off Rt 47 sun-

ny tots of space 215+ Avail around 6/1

665-3670/865-2819 leave message

TAKE OVER Sit Brandywlna
roorn/temale/2boVm

Call Pern 549-1504

I'M GRADUATING!!! But I must sell'" If you

call, we wifl make a deal' All furniture in ex

cedent condition CaH Mike at 253-3225

NYC BOUND?

HELP WANTED

CHRISTMAS, SPRING BREAK, summer

travel FREE Air couriers needed and cruise

ship jobs Call (805)682 7555 Ext F-1426

1 SEEK COUPLE to share my sunny Nor

thampton apt with me, approx rent for two
$300/mo tow utilities, wash/dryer, on bus

route, room for one cat, spacious room, call

Lucia at 564-4537

share 2

COLLEGE PRO PAINTING
is hiring lor summer positions

In Burtington/Bedtord area

5466390

MOVWtO TO NYC area "after graduation?

Look for a place with me! Christina

256-6758

DELIVERY PERSONS and kitchen help

Apply at OP Dough, downtown Amherst

EARN M.2S/HR plus bonuses at Teletund

good communication skids a must! Stop In

lo see if you qualify tor an interview

2 ROOMMATES WANTED to

bedroom Brandywtne apt

Call Lee or Liz. 5467110

2 ROOMMATES WANTED to share room
in house on Martha's Vineyard for the sum-
mer starting June 1 caH now 253-2878

2 OR 3 NONSMOKING females tor Brook

apts- Starling Sept please call 2536469

THE LEGAL SERVICES CENTER will be

open this summer, providing legal services

lo UMass/Amherst students! | you have

legal problems or questions, contact us at

545- 1 995, or stop by room 922 of the Cam-
pus Center for an appointment.

TYPINOVWORDPROCEStJNQ

dissertations, cases, papers
Orv-campus pickup Fast! Accurate1

Mac/Laser, spettcHeck

Nancy 584-7924....{••••••••••••••••••••e»e»«»e«»

PAPERS, $1 SOfpg Resumes laser printed"

Fast, professional, affordable

KCOMMUNICATIONS, 256-6373
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Classifieds
WANTED TO RENT

^FEMALES LOOKING
fr 1or2 bedroom
apt dose to town
(Jonsmokers 549-4324

September

4-5 GUYS LOOKING lot house Wani lo

take over your lease Junel

CaH 5496164 or 549-4152

NEEDED ASAP or July 1 sublet or short

term lease of 6to7 months length 546-0233

anytime

WANTED

•FREE MONEY

•

I need Management 260 notes with Hartzler

and Anthropology 100 notes with Cole

ASAP' Please call Enca 546-3056

SUMMER SUBLET "ON" CAMPUS
Cozy garret room in beautiful Victorian

house with one minute walk to campus
Perfect tor room share or single large

storage Call Jerr/ 549-4064

SUMMER SUBLET on t-line~cheap call

256-3437 or 6177344775 Brookline

SUMMER SUBLET WITH FALL OPTION
Two spacious bedrooms
Close to campus, on bus route

Parking and backyard
Please call 256-8189

SUMMER SUBLET WITH FALL OPTION
3 bedroom apartment m The Brook in

Amherst On bus route, wall to wall

carpeting, clean Call 253-0420

SUMMER SUBLET withM «a***
—

Looking for 1or2 M/F people to share

beautiful house in Amherst Smiles from

campus Call Paul at 5465939 leave

TO THE COLLEGIAN SENIORS

NO MORE EXACTO knrvea, no more AP
books, no more editors' dirty looks - We are

out of here* I think we'd be missed, especial-

ly m the newsroom Yes. Chris, you are a

goddess, but don't ten Pam I'D mas you all

and all of the joy/hate/work we shared Oh
well See ya at the next reunion* Love and

good luck. Kathy

PERSONALS

TO THE SPICY women of 853 East Plea

sant Street Three wacky years of ups and

downs I would never trade them for

anything in the world I am looking forward

to two intense weeks of female bonding 1

You rule" Love you all - Susan

TO MY SENIOR.
I couidnt Ml you leave without getting a per

sonat' Congratulations' I'll mat you next

Love your sophomore
Lon

BETHY AMD HEATHER..- Thanks tor

making my last semester messy"
Remember Me ant always a bowl of Larry's

- Your guys really are the bats" Love Rasa

CHRIS P AND MIKE S.

Have a great summer
Go to Bernuda
and buy some Mike's

and remember
We don! care'

Love Mag ft Sam

COLLEENS
Mekesa W
Congratulations ft good luck!

Youa never be too far from us

Phi Love.
the sisters ft pledges of

AEPHl

HEYC.
I tit this one in just m time' Maybe you will

have the same luck' You have just 1 1 days'

Love T

DOUGIE.
I can I believe its finally here Happy
graduation' These past 2 years have been

amazing' What would I do without you7 You

are so—cute' Fraid so'

Love Always. Little Sue

SUMMER SUBLET

• • GREAT HOUSE FOR SUMMER!!! *
*

*

5 mm walk to campus ft town 3 bedrms

2-5 people Reasonable rent- negotiable

Spacious, back deck-roof, ft more! CALL
NOW" 549-5287 (anytime -lv mesg)

SWISS VILLAGE 2BR APT
on bus route

w/tall option

$525
253-5498

WE HAVE A great 4 bedroom apartment lo

sublet Located behind the visitors center

basxcatty on campus Rent negotiable Also

wiling lo rent oul by the room CaH Ellen

at 5496221 or Dena at 549-6508

THREE BEDROOM PUFFTON for summer
sublet rent is negotiable Call Jim 549-7347

UPTOWN SUMMER SUBLET w/tall option

Perfect for two people 253-2954

MICHELLE BOAROMAN.
Good luck next year sweetie

I'll miss you Love. Caryn

All Tn Sigmas.
You guys are the best'

I'll mas you
Love you all Sefton

MEGGIE-POP.
We did it' Graduation in 1 1 days Thanks

tor always being such a great friend

Shelves are forever evil" Outlets here we

Love, Susie

2 BORMS IN 4 bdrm house available

S Amherst on bus route

Big backyard

Big rooms

150/^52355

2 «EDROOM~h6USE- Walk to~campus'

On bus route Across from Puftton Brendan

549-6907

3 BEDROOM APT. M Valley Estate* conv

pietety furnahed

On bus route

Only $175/mo
256-4192

4 BEDROOMS AVAILABLE in large house

near campus, on busroute warm, friendty

environment call 256-0608

WHITE HOUSE NEXT TO BAYBANKS!
The best summer sublet

Close to campus and town
2ftoors 3bdrm 2bath sundeck

Call Jason at 549-2793

SUBLET
2bdrm Amherst. June 1

SaOO/mo whole or $150/mo
each. 5462950

ONE MONTH FREE rent tor a four bedroom

apartment fall option 253-5280

WANTED: 4-5 people tottke over our lease

starting June 1 on our CHEAP 3-bedroom

Presidential Apt Close to campus CaH

549-5458

AXO SENIORS

J.SITES
Seven months ago you came into my lite

The places we have gone and the memories

we have shared can never be replaced

I Love you

Kenny

GLENN,
The past four months have been amazing'

Thanks for a great semester

Love. Caryn

LAUREN— Sorry I'm leaving -but you could

use a 4 anyway' You better va* me m NY
Uve long, dnnk much and be mem/'' Can't

wart until January-hang m then*' Luv-Enca

"BOBBTV CARNEY**
Congratulations' After five long years you're

finally graduating UMass won't be the

same without you I'll mas you but NY an t

that tar away I hope RAC works out but rt

it doesn't, I'm sure you'M do great wherever

you are' Thanks tor always being there for

me I Love You'
Love E

SAM SAM SAM
Sam Sam Ooran
Hey Hey Hey
-JJB-
Ritf Raff Cafe
Isnt that the guy who said I dont care7

I love you Sammer'
-Emmer-

• • • KRISTEN ROORKJUES * '

"

Happy grad day babe' i had my doubts it

vou'd survive but you did it' (With my help

that a - Wis you come back and type for

me?) I'm going to be lost without you' Who s

going to watch the Grammy's Emmy s

MTV awards and Soap awards with me?
Sure enough not Anna' Don't worry about

life cause it ww be around tor awhile, you

can face it after Great Woods' And m a lew

years la give you a caH and we'll get

together and. oh I don't know, maybe - start

an ad agency or something' I love you and

I'M mas you' Good luck m everything you

ever do' You re a wonderful person and you

kind of remind me of a cross between Cin-

dy Crawford and Marian Carey' Love ya

tots' Nicole

this summer may cleai

just one more chance

JEC
You mean everything to me and nothing

would make me happa* than you taxing me
back Time away tha summer -

things up r
LoveCSD

BLONDE IN FUCHSIA and pooh-g»1 -I lova

you both and will mas you ~

summer
-Pooka

JOHN MICHAEL 0.: Mere s to four i.

of taing you up Get a due- convert and

marry us Love your new roommates

JOHN—fhanks^toT'aTthe'great muse I

mm you already Happy graduation Peace

and tove-Your fairy
|

BATWOMAN,
The past two years have been
You I do great at VI so don t fret Letshave

a greatRummer Happy f~
sary' ATftT look out'

Love always

"SPECIAL PEOLE"
Wendy. Kelly and Pipe it's been an adven

lure Irving w/ you
SCOTT Thanx for making this yr the best

of all Boston. The cape, 1039*2
165EBRITTANY. etc I Love You Noni

Congrats also to Veny. Karen. M*. Jenny,

Cecia and the rest

Pat. Elena. 2Vrvtans. Jama. Jen Good luck

next yr I'll mas you all

Love. Mada

COURTNEY. JEN. AMD KATH:
May the road nse to meet you. May the wind

be always at your back, and may God hold

you m the palm of his hand, until we meet

Congratulations graduates'

Love. Beth

$100 00 A MONTH UPTOWN!
Laidback household needs one summer
roommate' Older female perterred

Huny! - 253-5918

AMHERST SBDRM HOUSE next to Packy

& Puffers Pond/rent rag
546-2460 to leave mesg or

546-4787

AMITY PLACE CONDO
Single room
Non-smoking female
Rent 250/mnth

CaK 549-0682

THE PAST THREE years have been amaz
mg The memories will last us a lifetime'

Looking (onward to seeing you all al

HOMECOMING'
Best of luck to all

Lots of love. Lara XOXOXOXO

BOOACIOUS SUNOAY NIGHT EDITOR

SB, SO BRANDYWINE bimbos and Amy
What will I do without you?'?' Thanks for

always being there and tor putting up with

all my Dilemas and Craes"' You're the

best big haired (rands ever' I'll mas you

and I love ya's" 1 Jacqui

DEAR JEFF AND MIKE
What can I say? The future of the Col

lagan's finances las m your hands My
paring advice to you When talking to a

customer, always take a deep breath re-

main calm. and. remember, collecting

money builds character

Lots of luck and love Beth

•••DAM FINE*"
Dan the Man My pal and my nde to LI What

would l do rt I nevr stopped at that soccer

game' We ve had our ups and downs But

I hope you know I love ya - And I think your

a great guy' Have a great grad day' I can't

wait to party it up 1 Good lock always' Nicole

COURTNEY meeting you at orientation

1987 brought me the world's greatest room-

mate and fnend' Thanks tor tour years of

fun' Love. Jennifer

61 TOWNHOUSE ft CHRISTINE'

Be cautious of flying Ts when
dancing on future dates They

come out when you least expect it

Happy Graduation"
Love.

TURK,
Xangtan a tar away but m strti be with you

m heart and mind It's been a great nde I

love you dearly We're going to see Mickey'

Love Always.
Damage Inc

DEL OMECHE
Happy belated birthday- We love you' (»

SG in the Faculty Lounge at 7pm tor your

special birthday surpnee)
Al. Jen ft Knca

AUG IS FREE! 2 bedroom apt Salem Place

1 Vi baths w/ deck Tex 2475694 $600 a

month

CHRIS, my old buddy. I can t believe it's all

over Please, let's keep m touch Thanks tor

being a great friend Love. Kathy P S Can

you believe I wanted to date your former

associate? We'll took back on it and laugh-

HAR0

GOODBYE UMASS
Goodbye heinous house
Goodbye schoolhouse rock

Goodbye friends from the Guild

Goodbye anyone who's ever said B*

Goodbye Craig (the Negro one)

I'm going to Disneywortd

Bye.
-Bill Larkin

WMe

DEAR 3 SOUTH VAN METER:
Before I leave tha wonderful University. I

just wsnted to at you know that, although

I wasn't with you tha semester, you were

always in my heart and on my mind I wah
alt of you the very best m the future Thanks

for the memooes'
Love. Your X-RA. Beth

BEAUTIFUL CONDO IN Amherst Post and

beam, big windows Fall option 253-5484

BRANDYWINE APT - Fully furnished

AC pond-side view. pool, need 1-2 people

to sublet June-August, $160 per person

negotiable call 549-3762

CHEAP LARGE ROOM Colonial Village call

253-9229 or 545-3899 ask for Poorima Rent

200 for 1 or more

BRIAN THE MAOJUGGLER

YOU ARE A very special friend lo me For

all ol the times you have listened to my pro-

blems. I say thanks, pal Love. Kathy

CONGRATULATIONS!!

JULIE ft ELIZABETH
Congrats' You both have been the best

friends ever I couldn't of asked tor more

Our coHegs memones will last forever Hove

you guys ft will mas you tons Donna

KATHARINE
Congrats' Tha semester has been great Irv-

ing with you I'll miss you tons

Love Donna

DIRT CHEAP! Wanted female to share

room in pictureque swiss village Rent

negotiable

Call 253-4271

TO MY
Great Fnend

Oeh
I want you to know that it's been a blast

growing up together with you I'll never

forget all the good times we shared' Good

luck lo you always.
Love.
Beener

CHAROSITA the great bunnyhunter

Have fun sucking toes in Bmghamton'
Well miss you'

Love. Kate, Jen. Jonathan. The Twins, and

Mr Peterson

FEMALE ROOMMATES (nonsmoking)

needed to share Brandywine Apt for sum-

mer Low rent! Call 549-0623

FREE CABLE!! 2 rooms available in 6-br

bouse lor summer Call Kathy or Mara al

549-0830'

GREAT 2BDRM for thVsummer
Close to campus only $450 a month
Partially furnished Call 546-3142

FORE!!... Hey Where s The Flag? Den. a

birthday and graduating in one a day, bet-

ter get some good sleep the night

before Yeah right' Thank you for the last

two months, they've been wonderful Hey

took everybody I'm a cowboy howdy,

howdy, howdy! Love. Mary

DEB. DIANE, JILL

GREAT APT. 3bdrm on MamSt
rent Irm or all

exc location CHEAP rent

Call now 546-4373

DEB. DIANE. AND JILL

You guys have been great roommates and

best friends I will miss you so much next

year I will never meet people who are like

you who are so special and so much fun

to be with I love you guys Good luck next

year!
Always
Jean

TO GORMAN S COOKIE MONSTER
If you leave UMass. you'll be missed' Best

wishes.

Your relativistic spy fnend

UM. CAN I JUST TELL YOU?
A really cool "Man" is graduating, and will

be greatly missed especially by the resident

upstairs

The past month has been tun -good luck!

PS Will you dance w/me?

GOOO-BYEH!

GREAT APARTMENT UPTOWN
One bedroom apartment avail for summer
sublet with fall option Call 256-0026

- GREAT PLACE FOR SUMMER**
(2) 3 bedrooms apt in farmhouse, yard,

deck, qua!, bike to Umass near Cherry Hill.

Puffers Also cottage near center Umass
bus. rent negotiable-reasonable 1 -4 people

586-0746 Fall option

HOBART LANE 140 a month + utilities

cable TV plenty of parking 3 rooms available

call 549-9380

HOTSPOT 3 Ig. bdrms 4 people furnished

non-smokers downtown Amherst summer
only 253-3608

I WOULD LIKE to thank the following in-

dividuals (in no particular order) for making

my 4 year stay at UMass a memorable

experience _
,

Mark Bob, Adam, Guz. Ferris. Jana,

Chuck. Heather. Kim, Simone, Tony, Ian.

Elaine. Jerry, Ingrid, Amy, Binky. Penny,

Amy. Nora. Laura. Ben, Woody, Joe, Paul

Brian, Mike, Scott. DC Dave, Chrystal.

Rich, Gina, Rachel, Robin, Carol, Anna.

Kathy. Frank. Jeff. Karen, Lisa, Jen,

Michelle, Zuch, Little Zuch. Jess and Alex

the Flyer!!!

Thanks for the memories everyone'--

God Bless and Good-bye

-Mike S.

JULIE OF CHI OMEGA-
Tned my best to befriend you Hope you

won't hold it against me Good luck in tho

years to come'
-Sant

MAUI JIM sunglasses below cost" In

stores-$110 Now $40 Limited supply call

now-546-6605

TO THE BLUE HOUSE
Congratulations'"

Thanks for aH of the great memoras and all

of the food"SchooT won't be the same
without you guys
Mas ft Love you Lots

Shan

TO MY BONVSOTPHA! A little bit of this

a little bit of that' Thanks tor one great week'

Your Bowdysockfoot'

FOUR YEARS HAVE shot by I say farewell

to UMass ft I hope it a here next fall' To

87/88 406 Brown- Thanks for the start 1

86/89 Brown- We had too much fun 702

Brown especally. the best guys in the world

JJC, some say I wasted a year, but I grew

up because of you I will never hate

you good luck ft good-bye 2nd floor That-

cher we were the balls No RA could have

had a better floor with such a bunch o'

crazies' Special lhanks to LBH. DO. EH. JP.

BM and Guy I couldn't have survived

alone' Amy. I tned friendship we could still

be civil Senior year, too zany for words'

Thatcher Brown. White House! Life was

never dull here* To NSP summer 89-we rul-

ed To Admissions Reps 89/90/91 -we are

trully professionals To JBG- no mentor

could top you as a friend/professional

Chorale- Japan/Russia/Poland-

Unbelievable' To my honey/best frand/bud

dy/girlfnend Karen- I'm still having fun. are

you? Thanks for the hugs, smiles, fun. and

food' Tri-Sigma- I always had fun, even

though I got dishpan hands! To Jarrett,

good luck even though you don't need it
1

You are Butman' To Meg, Sue. Pam. Tom.

ft my Brownbuddas You are my true

friends I'm off to NYC to find fame/for

tune/family! Chancellor Duffy, I will gladly

take over, but |ust not yet! I've had my fun

now it is time to go!' Four years, a tot of

beers, cheers, and tears But I leave with

no (ears, I'm ready to set the new standards

ft maybe even start a new Camelot' Later-

Carl F Grygiel

RJ- Peace Brother- I'll keep in touch!

TO THE MARY Porotty fan club

I love you guys and I'll miss you

-Holly

LISA HABIB

WHITEY
Happy 21st Birthday!

I know it's a little early

but you'd complain if you

didn't get this

Thanks for buying for me!

Love, Tracy

BLONDE
Happy 20th'

One question A zuccini?!

Get loaded
PS What did U say about the

Luv
Laurie

76 TOWNEHOUSE
Denise. Mikki. Trina' Goodbye
I love you guys!

Love Kristin

JUNE AND/OR JULY 1 br in house Amh Ctr

300mo nego Susan 253-5279

NOHO AWESOME 4 person
house Close to town
Under $200 each call!

586-9575

ONE BEDROOMnOritfany, bus, A/C

$200/month 253-4194 leave message

ONE OR TWO bsdroomsavailable
for summer in Presidential Apts

$150/month
549-1721

(10 minute walk from campus, on bus route)

PERFECT 2BDRM APARTMENT in

Boston Call for more info Eric 549-6379

PHILIPS ST
Rooms available for summer in large six

bedroom house-borders campus-must see!

549-2922

LISA HABIB-
Happy 2lst Birthday'

We love you, Sloth!'!

Love-Lauren, Laura, Debbie. Mary, ftTinker

SOLID GOLD DANCERS

DANNY WHITE
Thanks for a great semester

Even though we're both unemployed

I know this summer will

still be great

I Love You!
Love, Tracy

TRISHA V. Happy B day early! To my sing

ing buddy ft friend who showed me how to

have fun!

aSyTrACHEL, MISSY ft SHARON
Congratulations!!! You have

no idea how much you guys are

going to be missed-We feve you

Good luck NOT GOOD BYE
Randee ft Lisa

SUSAN GEORGE

HEY UMASS— Do you know Gina Garda?

Sophomore, right? So. now, you're transfer

ing to Babson? You're kidding me! Good-

bye and good luck to our brown-eyed girl

Nyuh! Friends forever! Love, Kris, Heath

and Lisa.

LOOKOUT! Lisa Chin turns 21 on Sunday

Happy Birthday Love, Renee

ERIK,
Dude you're there!!!

You're 21 and you made it (I think!)

No more counting days

It's counting minutes till

you pass out tonite!

Don't be a loser and drink up!!

AH-AAAHHH!!!!
Happy B-day
Ant

PRESIDENTIAL APARTMENTS 1br in 2br

apartment 5/26 270/mo + utilities Walk to

UMass 549-0035

YOU HAVE BEEN a greal

friend, and the best

role model- Good luck

with everything- You

must keep in touch!!

I Love you

-Randee

4rTOWNEHOUSE ANDFRIENDS!!
Happy graduation! We made it!!

Love. Renee

JULIE you'll have to tackle Mike's. Slimeout

and Del anos without me from now on! I II

miss you - Thanks tor always being there

Love Rasa

SICK PAD 401 Main St summer faM option

Car! 253-9564

SPACIOUS, 4 bedroom. 2 balh house. 5

minute walk to town, adjacent to campus
available for summer sublet. Rent

negotiable Call soon 549-1381

SUBLETT-4BR Swiss Village apartmenl

Good location, maybe furnished, rent

negotiable Call Bill 253-4193

SUBLET OUR CONDO This summer
Behind Baybanks- perfect location!! Great

deal - CaH now 546-3750, 66634 4-7 people

SUMMER SUBLET. One bedroom apart-

ment Bus/5 miles from campus 665-3749

SUMMER SUBLET FALrOFTION
Beautiful sunny large bedroom
Private bathroom
Reasonable price

Call 2566662

THIS IS IT

fOTHE MOSffantastic peopa who really

run the Collegian The Business Office

c"ew It was the most exhilarating ex-

France working with you! Thanks torSwWU <rom the managers,

associates, assistants, ad reps, classifads.

Lori, Maureen, and Brian Susan

NATASHA r*4EPHIUS-
Happy Graduation!!!

Have fun in Cali ft Texas!

Love-The Candy Woman

TO MY THREE favorite (and) only room-

mates Cynthia, Hobbes.ft Roselle

You guys are really wacky! Just think- No

more mountains of dirty macaroni dishes,

no more letting the varmint in our bedroom

window at 5 A.M.. and no more yucky

homework ever again! I'll miss you guys!(l

had to say that, of course.) The #1 Honey

Nut Cheerio Fan, Kathy

HEY PUMPKIN PUNCH CRIW Good
luck on finals and have a treat summer but

don't have too much meattoaf-Lauren

(P-word)

AMY VOJTASKO-
Happy Graduation!!!

Glad you're my sister'

Love- A WHS Rah-Rah

TO KELLY:

ALISON QUINN
TlwrtH for all the fun-esp at Twisters

M V took out!

Love you Lola

W Birthday! Finally a personal

P^sical humor Moving in/our. Great

liirMS Meeting parents WJJ"
rhiiean? Videos .

Christmas Key west

Ssney World Job hunting Cheshire

Cat Tno* SOM couple Love, Love,

Love
TATAN

CARABUFALINO
Happy birthday, Happy graduation, Con-

grats on the new tob and anything else I

should have wrote a personal for the past

4 years.

Peace
-Pat

STACEY it s not over, it's continuing l"i

remember the laughter Thanks. Love.

Sheas PS good luck to Joan Dan. Chnebne.

Steph. Scott, and Cindy'

Happy Graduation'

Good luck in Europe'

Watch out for those European men'
Love.
MS

FOR THOSE OF you who attended the

Spring Zing in Sunderland on May 4. thank

you tor your donations We were able to

donate $2800 to the Nancy S Anton

Memorial Scholarship Fund Wed like lo

thank all of the bands Second Une. Please.

Dangerous Papers. A New Machine. The

Sauce. Fah Tha and the Sly Trombones,

and Minibus Sandwich Whoever stole the

guitar from Minibus Sandwich, money had

to be taken out of the scholarship fund to

replace it CaH 665-2817 or 665-3754 if you

have any information concerning the stolen

guitar That was pretty cheesy

TO KRISTY AND VICTORIA
It's not easy to say goodbye to two people

so special, but you'll never be forgotten It s

been an experance I wouldn't trade tor

anything in the wond
-give me your lunch money poke poke-

LAUREN SCHOENIG-
The best mom in the world-

Thanks tor making mitation so specal'"

Love you-Lauren

309 PUFTTON ft RMaA— So tha a the end.

but we stii have 12 more messy nights

ahead I'm going to mas my partners m
Crime-Peace. Love ft Harmony Always

Elizabeth P S Alert

••• IS COSBY
Amy. Kelly, Staph ft Ja 6

!

and only 2 lo go" You guys are the beat
" could ask for'roomies and _

Remember dirty dahes can waiting, the

toast flood, catchin rays on the roof.

WAITIN'. and of course Beverty Has' Hope
you all have a great summer' (Even if we
are KJbless" —Shut up Kelly') We II go out

over the summer Ya Right" Love ya's.

Beth

MEREDITH, This is it the personal you've

waited four long years tor Congratulations,

you've earned it Now we can start the next

phase of our life together I can't wait

Love. Mr Sunshine

FDB S PARTY? What party? No more

ballsack problems here's to the house and

bungball galore See you on the Cape Mom

JILL—7 months two days and millions of

memoras Here's to the summer and a se-

cond chance I will show you and not just say

it Sean-0

GIRLFRIEND!
These are broken Mine are broken Even

though I have a new roomie in the real

wond. I will never ever forget the crazy times

we have had Love, another almost old lady

THE CANADIAN REFUGEE congratulates

all his gradge-ates B T (you didn t drink

enough in James). Shan, Jen. Dean. Pete

Marcus and anyone he missed Remember

The future is in diesel power and garbage

THERESA B. yeah you' Good luck on your

finals buddy -Itch

CONORATULATIONST0 THE ladies man!

I can't wait for tan puppies

I'll love you forever

Babydoll

BUNNY HOW ABOUT a minute tor the pur

pose of kissing Happy graduation' How
about another year? I love you Bunm

VLANA BINNEY THE V-STER. V arama
Y-meister. Y-aroo. Y-alingaling. the Y-

amania is graduating'

Congratulations' Love! The Leester

MY DEAREST DAMAGE INC.

Hard to belave this is my last personal 2u

Thank U for a wonderful 2 years at UMass
Congratulations on graduating Best of luck

in xiangtan I tove U and I'll miss U very

much Love, Turk

SYDNEY- _^
To my best friend - I'll miss you intensely

After 5 / 26 - for all the reasons Though

I am for away I am always with you" I tove

you
LftF always Lynn

SCOTT AND TIM- Congrats on coming

out of the closet

JEEPS
Thanks for being my Chris Chambers and

Neil Perry

I love you very much'
Rupert

DELUKA
Thanks for making my last year the best of

them all

I love you!

Billy

IGU NEW KIDS. Congratulations' Youi hard

work paid off The paddle is awesome and

so are you! Good luck with finals

WHEN YOU LOOkTnto the eyes of a fnend.

there's a feeling in your heart that'll never

end

Thanks for all the great memories and

friendships I will truly miss y'all

Jenn(Duge)
Lorraine

Jenny
Buttprimer

Pam
Jess

JamieB
Marissa

Greek Area

And all who have touched my life

Stay gold, Sandra

CARA MIA
Roses are red

Cara's car is blue

Congrats on the job

and turning 22
Sue. Jen. Melinda, Pat

ft Trevor

SCOTT P
Good luck on finals

Thinking of you always

Love Lori

SOT
Good luck on finals'

Enjoy summer!
Congrats seniors!

Lisa P.

MAUREEN-
Thank you for an amazing year

I love you
SCOTT

EIRRAC NOSPMAH
I wanted to send a special goodbye! Have

a great summer!!
ETEP

itStlTCHARO ft JEN-
Hey guys' Thank you all so much tor

everything, you guys were the best" I II miss

rou- have an awesome summer- See ya in

;ape Cod? Love ya always-

Romper? Rusty? TuMnope!)
Andie

KILLER KELLIE MAC
Congratulations on your

graduation! We're going to have

an awesome summer! Love ya!

c
c

our

£!£!
Here's to four great years!

Remember Red line, to the green line-

Cherry's dead?! 48 hours of JT, football,

balcony dancing, beer bowling, uh huh?

Buve! (not!)

I'm gonna miss you- have fun in Mich!

Love, Maura

ACPI would like to congratulate

Sraduating seniors

on Brooks Eric Montague David Shulman

Andy Rabiner Jeff Levy Rob Silveman

Congrats Dudes and good luck

From the Men of Alpha Epsilon Pi

Thank you tor showing me around this

semester When I got here I didn't even

know which building I lived in I'm glad I

came here, I couldn't have made it through

without you Thank you

TO 214 PUFFTON VLO:
Thank you guys for taking care of me these

past two years, and good luck in all that you

do in the future. Thanks for feeding and tov

ing me and letting me drive you crazy! Ill

PS Sorry about the screens

JONATHAN MARTIAN
Well we can't MP. him with our bodies

but can we try? This year was great, I m
so glad you're here! I love you!!!

Love-
Your favorite gemela hermana

Steven Martian

HCMM AND STTWt— Thanks tor making

my last semester my beet! You guys are

great! Love ya both
Heather

TIPPY—TOPPY IS ORAOUATINOI Yay

Tippy-Toppy I am very proud of you! Tippy

has a gootygirlie. You're a little hunk of

tin. Yay Tippy Toppy! I Love You

HONEY,
Congratulations'

I'm very proud of you

Can't wah tor senior week'

I Love You!
Bunny

RINNER...(E)
U-R nothin but the best:

buttlick, beautiful men looker

of a soccer chic!

N.J (Redeye)

TO THE MAN IN PURPLE
at the Franklin DC on 5/10

When I think about you,

I touch myself

-CB

EUNICE KUMKWAT
At the tone please record your message

2 years!

Goosebumps and all

I'm having a wonderful time!

(and loving it.)

Crverwhelmed? -Carmelina
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Sports
Loyola hosts No. 9 Gorillas in first round ofNCAA play

**- >
~ "ZE -~- m^.K d., AnuifM MATT

NCAA Division I Lacrosse Tournament
Massachusetts (9)

Loyola (8)

First two rounds played at home site higher-seeded team.

Semis and finals at Carrier Dome. Syracuse. N.Y.

@ North Carolina (1)

Rutgers (lO)

@ Maryland (7)

@ Brown (2)

By ADRIEN MATT
Collegian Staff

NCAA Championship

Towson State (11)

@ Virginia (6)

@ Princeton (3)

Michigan State (NR)

@ Syracuse (5)

@ Hopkins (4)

Wednesday's here again and postseason play for the

University of Massachusetts lacrosse team has been

determined.

Loyola College will host UMass in Baltimore, Md., for

the first round of the NCAA Playoffs, and the winner plays

No. 1 North Carolina.

What you see to the left is the result of hard work and

brain power of coaches and athletic directors across the

country who comprise the NCAA Selection Committee.

UMass coach Ted Garber said he is pleased with the

seedings. The first-vear coach from New Hampshire has

had s-ccess against Loyola, unlike his father, Dick, who

retired last year. The younger Garber has a 3-0 record

against the Greyhounds from Baltimore.

The clubs haven't faced off since 1988. UMass dropped

their season-opener 14-5 in Baltimore on AstroTurf.

Loyola came into the game ranked No. 4 with five games

tucked under their belts, while UMass checked in as the

obvious underdogs.

The eighth-ranked Greyhounds, who recently bashed

C.W. Post 10-4 in their final effort of the regular season,

have a 8-3 record.

The No. 9 Gorillas who finished their regular season

with a 13-9 loss to Syracuse May 4, end with one win bet-

ter at 9-3.

The only common experience the Greyhounds and

Gorillas have in common in a one-point homefield los> to

Brown in the regular season. Loyola lost 14-13 while

UMass fell 13 12 in overtime. UMass is 2-for-3 in over

time play but all Loyola games have been decided in

regulation.

Other Greyhound losses have been at Virginia (17 10)

CONTINUED ON PAGE 12

Postseason
begins for

UM Softball
By DAN WETZEL
Collegian Staff

This weekend, while many students

turn their attention to finals, gradua-

tions and good-byes, the members of the

University of Massachusetts softball

team will have only one thing on their

minds; the NCAA Tournament.

On Saturday and Sunday, No. 18

Massachusetts (38-11) will host No. 5

Nevada-Las Vegas (47-15-1) and No. 20

Connecticut (35-16-1) in the first round

of the NCAA Championship
Tournament.
Saturday will see UMass and UConn

battle at noon, the loser will meet

UNLV at 2 p.m. and the winner will

take on the Lady Rebels at 4 p.m.

The double-elimination tournament

continues Sunday, the remaining teams,

with one loss or less, will play at 1 p.m.

and 3 p.m. if necessary. All games will

be played on Totman Field. The winner

of the regional will advance to the Col-

lege World Series to be played in

Oklahoma City, May 22-26.

"This is what we have worked all year

for," UMass coach Elaine Sortino said.

"Now we want to take it one step fur-

ther and make it to the big show, the

biggest show in town."

"This is everyone's goal when you

start the season and we are happy to

realize that goal." UConn coach Karen

Mullins said.

"This is what it is all about in col-

legiate softball," UNLV assistant coach

Brian Kolze. "We made it to the World

Series last season and we want to do

again, of course UConn and UMass also

do, so the games will be great."

Connecticut and Massachusetts don't

need to be introduced. The two teams

will meet up for the sixth time this

season. UConn holds the edge so far 3-2

but UMass has won the last two games.

"I figured the two of us would battle

it out in the postseason," Mullins said.

"UMass is exciting to play because of

the great regional rivalry, we know

what to expect from them."

Connecticut's championship hopes

ride on the arms on pitchers Kim
Mizesko (20-9, 0.41 ERA) and Pat Con-

Ian (15-5 1.07 ERA). Mizesko has beaten

UMass twice this season including a

CONTINUED ON PAGE 12

Reporters hand out season-ending tributes

By MICHAEL MORRISSEY
and GREG SUKIENNIK
Collegian Staff

"Yesterday's just a memory."
That said, we now look back on the

University of Massachusetts baseball

team's best and worst memories of the

year.

The Minutemen's season started in

Florida during Spring Break, and it was

anything but a vacation for the players.

The team lost their first six games of the

year, including a 19-0 pounding by South

Florida to open the season.

Back 'up north,' UMass played their first

Atlantic 10 opponents of the year, Rhode

Island, and won 3-of-4 games. At this point,

things looked to be on the way up.

Unfortunately, UMass lost their next five

games in a row, and things might never

have improved, if it wasn't for Lou

Olivieri's grand slam against Dartmouth.

After the 12-6 Dartmouth win, UMass
won 15 of their next 21 games. This was

the most consistent stretch of UMass'

season, featuring many great individual

performances and moments.

Up the Middle: The quartet of catcher

Derek Dana, second baseman Steve Cor-

radi, shortstop Glenn DiSarcina and

centerfielder Mike Tobin were absolutely

indispensible to the team this year. Dana^s

game-calling and hitting, DiSarcina's

smooth defense, Corradi's bat and Tobin's

swiftness afield were all cornerstones to

UMass' success.

Move over, Bo: Ron Villone, a two-sport

athlete, steps onto the mound at Rhode

Island in three consecutive games. He wins

two games and saves another as the

Minutemen move out to a quick 3-1 Atlan-

tic 10 lead.

Villone was named to the A-10 Ail-

Conference team at season's end and finish-

ed with a 4-2 record with 4 saves and a 4.28

ERA.
"JayBird" ruffles Owls' feathers: Jay

Dodig made the most of a second chance

versus Temple. When an apparent third

strike was ruled a foul tip much to the

Owls' chagrin, Dodig cranked a game-

winning three-run homer well over the left-

field fence, giving UMass a 4-1 win.

"He was a good captain." Co-captain

Torres proved his mettle with a game-tying

home run in the first Championship game

with Rutgers at the A-10 Tourney.

Although the Minutemen lost in 10 inn-

ings, Torres led by example and put UMass

in a position to win.

From Lunenberg to Boyertown: After

a horrendous Florida trip, sophomore Jeff

Toothaker rebounded with fine perfor

CONTINUED ON PAGE 12

Collegian photo by Yana DIuk.v

The UMass baseball team may have had its late season drive ended this weekend in Boyerstown, Pa. at

the Atlantic 10 Championships, but the season, however, will be remembered as a success.

( ollegian photo by Jody Gdbin

(i vrr bv ferry Starmer

Special than* to Kristin Whittle and helpers dt the Mddley Farm.



Rte 9 Hadley

AT THE HOWARD JOHNSON LODGE

GRADUATION DAY
All You Can Eat Deluxe Breakfast

and Dinner Buffets

Call for Information

586-6393

Open 7 Days a Week
Breakfast Lunch/Dinner

ADVOCATEBEST
VALLEY

1 9 9

FIRST PLACE

Good Food!

Good Sports!

586-1726

ADVOCATE
PEST

Of 'Nf —
VALLEY

19 8 9
FIRST PLACE

Good Times!

All the Time!

586-9631

1 Bridge Street

Northampton

PIZZA,PIZZA,PIZZA,PIZZA,PIZZA

Half Price Every Monday <Sc Tuesday

16 oz Draft 99<f May Special
—^——— •*

t

i

Brittany Manor
BRITTANY MANOR OR

(413) 2563534

Two bedroom apartments
. available now.

y560 PER MONTH

ENJOY THESE FEATURES
On UMim bu« route
Wtirio-wM carpetlnf

Fuiry •quipp+d Mtcftwi. Including dltpotM
Ukm IMog room with catHnfrto-fttor windows

LarQO dlnlna 1—
Ov* »u*d batnroome
Wall-to-wall closata
Storm windows.

Owad-bott aocurlty locks
Cable T.V. available

A/r>p*a oarklog

VwifiMTiHie pool

fINAL INSTRUCTIONS
1 There is NO PRE-COMMENCEMENT REHEARSAL. You will receive instruc-

tions on arrival at the stadium.

2 Please be AT THE MAIN ENTRANCE GATES to the stadium (ram or shine)

NOT LATER THAN 9:30am. (See "Stadium Plan .)

i ™ ARRIVAL LOOK FOR SIGNS DESIGNATING THE SECTION FOR YOUR

CHOOL oTcOLUGE Ma*hab will assist you ,n this regard if it is not readHy

ppa°enU« wS minim,ze confusion on arrival yoo find make note now of

where you are supposed to be on arrival Sunday morn.ng.

j tarry your CAP AND GOWN with you and do not put them on until

norifted (Caps Xowns should be picked up at the Textbook Annex not

later than May 24.)

5. NO ALCOHOL will be permitted in the stadium.

6 . SHUTTLE BUSES will %£»%«*% %^£££&£
^SMc reception. ,t ,s suggested that your guests park

in the lot nearest that location.

7. TICKETS are not required for entrance into the Stadium.

8 DIPLOMAS will be mailed after grades have been received recorded, and

processed by the Registrar's Office, and the diplomas have been engraved.

9. INDEX orders should be placed with that office (103 Campus Center) not

later than May 31.
The names of the following graduating seniors will not appear in the Commencement

Pogram because they were cleared after the publication deadline However know

ng
9
of the importance to them and the.r families of seeing such ail.st.ng in prmt, their

names are noted here. Congratulations to them and all the other graduates.

ArtTand Scences: Joseph F. Anderson, Stewart ^ Fife »A.^le^
R Jacobs Leana R. Martin, Timothy M Owens, Dan.el John Steward David L. Vale

School of Management: Eric Schuller, Engineering: Maura E. Lane; Food and Naturl

Resources: Susan M. Bilodeau, Robert J. R.zzo

10 TRAVEL ASSISTANCE (road maps to campus and parking information) wH

ie proved at Mass. Turnp.ke toll booths and by local University public safe-

Se^Top^ available at 236 Wh.tmore and the Visitors Center for those

aSviKs other than the Mass. Turnp.ke.) To assist with traffk-flow,

Amhers? rXstations WTTT (1430 AM) or WRNX (100.9 FM) w.ll be broad-

casting traffic advisories.

1

1

Since there are several other commencements in this area on May 26,

Lg^^U be adv,sed to allow sufficient travel time Alternate routes

off the Mass Tunp.ke, other than Exit 8 (Palmer) are as follows.

Ex* 7 (Ludlow): Rt. 21 north to Rt. US 202 NT to Rt 9 West

Ex* 5 (Ch,copee): ROute 33 north to Route 1 16
1

North

Exit 4 (W. Springfield): 1-91 north to Exit 19 to Rt. 9 East

12. FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION, please call the Allowing:

Academic status/eligibility

Caps and gowns

Diplomas

Disability Sevices

Food Sevices

Housing (on campus)

Index

Other (Commencement related)

545-0555

545-3570

545-0555

545-0892

545-2472

545-3400

545-0848

545-3480,0306

While Commencement is an occasion for celebration for^^J^T**
U is a formal ceremony. We ask for you help in making ft a day in which

we c n a Uakc prjde. We are committed to doing everything possible to

make th!s special day as pleasant as possible. Your patience, cooperation,

and understanding will be appreciated.

Resource*, ^u^an m. uhv^^um, .«

—

-..-.

cTrrvtMAHY OF DE<;°™ P»nr.RAMS/MA!ORS WITH GATEENTRANCM

CAPS/GOWNS
DISTRIBUTION

Accounting

Afro-American Studies

Animal Science

Anthropology

An History

An
Art Education

Astronomy

Bachelor of Gen Studies

BDIC
Biochemistry

Botany

Chemistry

Chinese

Classics and Philosophy

COINS
Communication

Comparative Literature

Continuing Education

Dance
Design

Economics

Education

Engineering

English

Entomology -

Errv Sciences

Errv Design

Exercise Science

Food Science

Forestry

French

Gen Business and Fin

Geography

Geology

German
History

Home Economics

HRTA
Human Development

Integr Pest Management

Italian

Japanese

Journalism

Gate 2. North

Gate 1. North

Gale 4, South

Gate 3. South

Gate 1, North

Gate I, North

Gate 1. North

Gate 2, North

Gate '.. North

Anywhere requested

Gate 2. North

Gate 2, North

Gate 2, North

Gate 1. North

Gate 1. North

Gate 2. North

Gate 3, South

Gate 1, North

Gate 1. North

Gate 1, North

Gate 1, North

Gate 3, South

Gate 4, South

Gate 1, North

Gate 1, North

Gate 4, South

Gate 4, South

Gate 4. South

Gate 2, North

Gate 4, South

Gate 4, South

Gate 1. North

Gate 2, North

Gate 2, North

Gate 2, North

Gate 1. North

Gate 1. North

Gate 4, South

Gate 4, South

Gate 4, South

Gate 4, South

Gate 1, North

Gate 1, North

Gate 1. North

DON'T LEAVE
YOUR MEMORIES

BEHIND
Order your

1991
INDEX

Yearbook
for $30J

Stop by the INDEX table

at GRADUATION

MAIN
GATES

Judaic Studies

Legs! Studies

Leisure Studies and Res

Linguistics and Chinese

Linguistics and Japanese

Linguistics and Phil

Linguistics and Russian

Linguistics and Anthro

Linguistics and Psych

Unguistics and German

Management
Marketing

Mathematics

Medical Technology

Microbiology

Music

Near Eastern Studies

Nursing

Nutrition

Philosophy

Physics

Plant and Soil Sciences

Plant Pathology

Political Science

Portuguese

Pre-Dental

Pre-Medical

Prof Prep in Phys Educ

Psychology

Russian

Science

Sociology

Soviet and East Eur Stu

Spanish

Sport Management

STEPEC
Studio Art

Theater

uww
Wildlife and Fishr Bio

Women's Studies

Wood Technology

Zoology

Gate 1. North

Gate 3. South

Gate 4. South

Gate 1. North

Gate 1. North

Gate 1. North

Gate 1. North

Gate 1, North

Gate 1, North

Gate 1. North

Gate 2, North

Gate 2. North

Gate 2, North

Gate 2, North

Gate 2, North

Gate 1. North

Gate 1. North

Gate 2, North

Gate 4. South

Gate L North

Gate 2, North

Gate 4, South

Gate 4, South

Gate 3. South

Gate 1, North

Gate 2, North

Gate 2, North

Gate 2, North

Gate 3, South

Gate 1, North

Gate 2, North

Gate 3, South

Gate 1. North

Gate 1. North

Gate 2, North

Gate 3, South

Gate 1, North

Gate 1, North

Gate 1. North

Gate 4, South

Gate 1. North

Gate 4. South

Gate 2, North

MAIN
GATES

SOUTH

Public Telephone

Kr->i rooms

Medical

Assistance

Facilities Building

& ^«

«?

&
RoclcThe World

WRNX 100.9 FM
AMHERST • NORTHAMPTON

CUSTOM,
CAR(0

SOUND
COMPLETE AUTOMOTIVE SOUND SYSTEMS

AND AUTO SECURITY

j(» ALPHASONIK VIPER' •blaupunkt

(g) CLIFFORD ads
^ wjmm ».-# .»* *

Oi ^""^

141A DAMON ROAD 573 RIVERDALE STREET

NORTHAMPTON. MA 01060 WEST SPRINGFIELD, MA,01089
586-5258

734-4996

Coupon
Reserve your
Apartment l>y

June 30, 1991

256-0166

L

Get

August

Garden and townhouse
Apartment style living

at very reasonable rates

Rental Office: 42A Southwood
• On Bum Routt InAmhcrwt

• Laundry rrndttte*

• Tennis * BmakeitmM Courts

57 North Pleasant Street

CONGRATULATIONS
Class of 1991

Rrnmum*

^ We will miss you and

wish you the best of luck...

And remember, "Be careful

out there!" __ \



TKINS nTRUIT BOWL,

Home Grown
Apples, Peaches, Pear

Blueberri*

& £ >nal Pick Your Own

• SWEET CIDER
» Maple Syrup
> Homemade FUDGE and other

> Ice Cream Cones
> CHEESES-over 120 varieties

(domestic and imported)

DELI & Lunches
Specialty Foods

Prepared Dinner Food

Nestled in an old country orchard against the scenic

Holyoke Mountain Range in Historic Pioneer Valley.

Just a short drive will give you a chance to sample some

ofNew England'sfavoritefoods orpick up a country gift

as a keepsake.
candies

A New England Apple Orchard
Country Food Store

• Gourmet Coffee

• Locally Grown PRODUCE
• GIFTS from the COUNTRY
• PLANTS & FLOWERS
• BAKERY-Country cooking from scratch:

Donuts • Cakes • Danish • Pastry

Pies • Breads • Muffins • Coffee

• New-Catering with Country Elegano

• Student Care Packages

for Birthdays, Hard Work,

Illness or just to show you care.

South on Rte 116

Just 2V2 miles

Past Amherst Center

Telephone 253-9528

Congratulations Graduates!

from

The Mather Career Center
Career Planning and Placement . Cooperative Education . Internships

Call us

# for career advice

# to sign up for alumni

mentors

# for computerized job

matching (CARP Sys-

tem)

(413)545-2224
We're here for

you!

^
Monday - Friday

8:30am -5:00pm

Where Careers Take Off!
t

We'll be calling you for information about yourfuture plans

Lamest Collect Daily in New England

THE MASSACHUSETTS
Established in 1890

Daily Collegian
VOLUME C

UMass pi
By MARC ELLIOTT
Collegian Staff

Provost Richard O'Brien was appointed by

the University of Massachusetts Board of

Trustees on May 15 to a two-year interim

term as chancellor of the Amherst campus,

replacing President-Chancellor Joseph

Duffey.

Duffey, who is leaving after eight years as

chancellor and one year in a dual role as

president of the UMass campuses in Boston,

Amherst, and Worcester, accepted last

March the presidency of American Univer-

sity in Washington, D.C Duffey joins his

wife, Anne Wexler, who is a lobbyist in the

city.

In a press conference a few hours after he

was named interim chancellor for the next

two years, Provost Richard D. O'Brien warn-

ed the campus community at the end of last

semester that hard choices must be made in

the near future to ensure the University's

-urvival.

"I believe that in a University uncertain-

ty is sometimes a lot worse than budgetary

shortfalls and I hope to make a series of deci-

sions over the next few weeks which will not
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necessarily be enjoyed by everybody but that

I think are necessary to give assurance that

we know where we're going and we know

what we're going to preserve," O'Brien said.

O'Brien said that should University's

budget be reduced by a large margin, the ad

ministration will cut allocations to some col

leges by a large amount while other colleges

will be unaffected.

"Certain areas are not appropriate to cut

and others will take very large cuts," he

said.

O'Brien did not specify which colleges

were in danger.

O'Brien also said some departments could

conceivably be eliminated, but said he would

leave those sorts of decisions to the college

deans after the administration divides the

cuts among them.

Saying his first order of business is to fight

the "savage cuts" being proposed by the

Weld administration, O'Brien said that his

argument is "a simple economic one."

"The future of this state, more than any

other state, depends on a highly educated

workforce," he said. "We don't have great

mineral deposits We don't have a great deal

of agriculture. We have smart people and we

need educated people."

While acknowledging the "excellent"

education in Massachusetts private univer-

sities, O'Brien said, most of the state's

educated labor force are educated in the

public system.

O'Brien said he does not plan to be a can-

didate for the permanent chancellor, but

said he would consider the post if the cir-

cumstances change "wildly."

"If the circumstances do change and if in

two years time things are wildly different

and I am a fantastic success and the trustees

beg on their knees to be allowed to break

their ruling [that prevents him from con-

sideration!. I shall listen thoughtfully and

give it the proper attention," he said.

O'Brien has been provost and executive

vice chancellor since 1984 and was provost

and professor of biology at the University of

Rochester for six years before that.

He was a faculty member at Cornell

University from 1960 to 1978 and received

his doctorate in chemistry from the Univer-

sity of Western Ontario, Canada in 1954.

O'Brien acquired his accent from his bir-

thplace in England and became a U.S. resi-

dent in 1966. He now lives in Amherst.
Photo courtrs) of I'Maaa New* OfTIrr

Richard O'Brien

Everywoman's Center
survives cuts, hard times

. _ l I i.L. it«nl kl Alll #V*B"

By RUA KELLY
Collegian Staff

The Everywoman's Center has been one

of the University's most prominent ac

<-oinplishments, as one of the largest rape

crisis, counseling and referral centers in the

country.

It was founded in the early 1970s, but

since 1988 the EWC has struggled against

a declining budget and waning support from

the administration.

A $444,000 cut in the Student Affairs

Madson's decision was the final blow for

students who had seen the Center lose 66

percent of its direct services in three years.

Rallies, meetings and vigils followed, and

hundreds of students demonstrated their

anger with the administrator's decision.

"It's verv easv for these people within the

administration with their comfortable

lifestyles to dismiss this [the Everywoman's

Center]," said UMass senior Kathy Lemay.

"It's not so easy for those who have to suf-

fer alone in our rooms.

The administration remained adamant

Student groups active
Communication organizations accessible

.. . /-» :l

A $444,UUU cut in ine oiuuem. nuaua »•— -—- ,,,nn „L

budget in the fall of 1990 served to force the about the permanancy of the cuts through

EWC to its knees.

Two positions were slashed by then Vice

Chancellor for Student Affairs Dennis Mad
son in an attempt to balance his budget -

transferring the Outreach Coordinator and

the head of the Counseling Program to other

areas.

This meant the disintegration of

numerous support groups on topics such as

eating disorders and "coming out" issues for

lesbians and bisexuals, as well as the end

of walk-in counseling for women.

the semester-

Dean of Students Jo-Anne Vanin explain-

ed, "It is the intention of Madson, as well

as myself, to maintain direct services. We
have valves, but outside forces are infring-

ing on those valves."

While students were frustrated by the ad-

ministration's position, particularly in a

time of fiscal crisis when tensions were high

and violence on the rise, the story had a

somewhat happy ending.

CONTINUED ON PAGE 2
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Preston P. Forman. Chris Muther and

Sondra Sutton contributed to this article.

Welcome to the University of

Massachusetts at Amherst.

While the college experience has

become the cliche of choice among high

school English teachers ("You'll explore

new ideas, feelings. . . and study things

you never knew existed, blah, blah,

blah,") they are very much correct. High

schools might offer physics, few offer

nuclear physics. Perhaps it's a matter

of scale.

Here at the UMass, a lot a things

relate to scale. Along with the largest

brick structure in the country (the

Towei Library — that monstrosity by

the Campus Pond), UMass holds the ti-

tle for the largest college daily

newspaper in New England as well as

the largest all-student run production

company in the country, the Union Pro-

gram Council.

The Massachusetts Daily Collegian

publishes more than 19,000 copies every

school day and distributes it not only at

the University but throughout the Five-

College Area.

The paper employs 175 students in a

variety of occupations — advertising

representatives, reporters, editors,

paste-up personnel, photographers,

graphic coordinators and circulation

personnel. The Collegian, like all

Registered Student Organizations, is

open to anyone at the University — one

doesn't have to be a journalism major

to work in the newsroom or be a

business major to sell ads.

The paper focuses mainly on campus

news and issues but also carries state,

national and international Associated

Press wire stories. Many of our

graduates continue on to work at

newspapers such as the local Hampshire

Daily Gazette, Springfield Union-News

CONTINUED ON PAGE 2
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Doctor hands out smart sex advice
"You can't make me blush," says Dr. Abel

Colleffian photo by C«rrie Wyeth

RECORD-SETTING - Mark Millon

scored 4 goals and had an assist against

Syracuse capturing the team record.

By MORGAN BRITTON
Collegian Staff

"You can't make me blush," said Dr. Jim Abel of

University Health Services at a Just Say Know workshop

on sex education and birth control. "I challenge you to

do so. Anybody who makes me blush gets a dozen condoms

or the spermicide of their choice - or both.

"Tonight we're going to talk about sex," explains Abel

to a group of about 45 students sitting on couches, tables

and the floor of a Patterson lounge. "We're here to talk

about sexual things, not moral issues. Whether it s right

or wrong good or bad. You'll have to decide for yourself.

We're just going to talk about sex

For almost three hours Abel stands in front of a table

filled with over two dozen condoms of different brands

sizes textures and flavors, spermicides, lubricants and

gels in more than 10 varieties, diaphragms ranging in

sizes and piles of pamphlets on sexually transmitted

diseases and birth control.

Before beginning his discussion, Abel passes out slips

of paper for students to write down questions they would

like arswered, if they are too embarrassed to ask them

aloud. Skimming through the pile of questions, he said,

"looking through these questions I can tell that 90 per-

cent of them have to do with orgasms."

Sexual behavior and attitudes among University ot

Massachusetts students are not much different from other

college-age students in the United States, Abel said.

According to a recent study of 16,861 students at col-

leges nationwide, including UMass, 1,500 students carry

the HIV virus. Unwanted pregnancies and sexually

transmitted diseases are prevalent, Abel said.

Through workshops, programs and counselling, students

are made more aware of the options available and the

precautions they can take, he said. While these attempts

have been successful in increasing awareness, problems

in properly using contraception and prophylactics still re-

main, he said.

In 1985, University Health Services treated 844 patients

for sexually transmitted diseases, according to a UHS fact

sheet In 1990, 2135 students were treated. Veneral warts

and chlamydia diagnoses have both doubled while cases

of gonorrhea have decreased by almost 75 percent, the fact

sheet stated.
CONTINUED ON PAGE 2
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and the Greenfield Recorder as well as large papers such

as the Boston Globe, Miami Herald and the Los Angeles

Fc^those with a political axe to grind, the Student

Government Association is an excellent place to dip the

toes into student issues. There are several branches of stu-

dent government ranging from the House Councils, which

oversee individual residence halls, to Area Governments,

to the campus wide, Undergraduate Student Senate,

which controls and distributes $2 million a year in Stu

dent Activity Trust Fund.

A University student also serves on the University of

Massachusetts Board of Trustees as a full voting member.

The election for this office, which usually draws many

aspirants, is held in the spring.

The SGA underwent last spring a revolution ot sorts.

Several members of the SGA, in a bid to improve the effi-

ciency of the often bogged down Senate, asked the ad

ministration to restructure the Senate. A referendum on

the new system went down in flames, however, and its

status up in the air at press time.

There are several organizations on campus for members

of the gay community as well. The Lesbian. Bisexual Gay

Alliance sponsors many events each semester including

a weekly coffee social and monthly dances. They also have

an office in the Student Union were students can study,

talk or just hang out.

The Program for Gay, Lesbian and Bisexual concerns

located in Crampton in Southwest also has open study

space in addition to a large library of gay books and

^Fofstudents needing help with problems of "coming

out" or adjusting to gay life, there is the LBG Counsel-

ing Collective, which offers free, walk-in, peer counseling

and emergency referrals. The collective is also ooking for

volunS for the fall semester. Look for details this fall

.

The Black Mass Communications Project, is one of the

largest Black organizations at the University. The

members ofBMCP put together various functions as well

S benefits for the people of color in the surrounding

"Someonhese events are the annual Funk-O-Thon. and

jeans and t-shirt parties, as well as many informational

and motivational lectures and open forums.

BMCP is also incorporated with WMUA 91 1 FM radio

station by filling 36 hours ofUrban Contemporary music,

with their disc jockeys "The BMCP All-Stars.

Started in 1971, BMCP has been recognized as one ot

the most productive organizations on campus.

The project offers membership to all who are interested.

To become a member or for information about the project

and becomming a DJ call (413) 545-2426 or contact the

music doctor, Kenley Obas (617) 361-2455 or the Black

Affairs Editor, Sondra Sutton (413) 78d-otkU.

smart sex

EWC
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

The EWC staged a strong effort to raise private funds,

with the help of fraternities, sororities, private

businesses and supportive community groups. Aided

by a $10,000 gift from the four other area colleges, the

counseling program was restored on a part-time basi

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

A short man with a big grin hidden behind a gray beard,

Abel bounces in front of his audience. He uses diagrams,

props and sometimes unexpectedly calls on viewers to

answer questions. He said he wants students to be able

to ask him anything they want about sex.

Drawing both male and female genitals on a large piece

of paper, he tells the audience, "We're going to have an

orgasm both as a man and a woman."

He then takes the group through the phases of an

orgasm, visually pointing at the diagrams and the sen-

sitive areas of the body at each point leading through the

orgasm. At the same time, he is charting a graph of

pleasure at each of the stages, both for male and female.

Occasionally he asks the audience what to do next.

"You're a bunch of amateurs," he said, when no response

is heard, "It's a shame I have to teach you these things.

Abel conducts Just Say Know as an informal type ot

workshop in an atmosphere where students are made to

feel comfortable asking questions. He encourages his au-

dience to ask questions in their own words.

"When I was your age I used to talk like you he says

then quickly blurts out a list of words, "tits and balls and

penis and pussy and fuck and score and scoop, while the

somewhat surprised audience look around at others res-

pond before they laugh and giggle.

Abel said his goal is to be able to have students be able

to feel comfortable talking about sex, "I'm old but I am

not that old." He said he wants students to realize that

he understands their sexual behavior.

RESERVE OFFICERS' TRAINING CORPS

BELIEVE IT OR NOT,THIS GUY

IS IN CLASS.
Excitement and adventure is the course descrip

bon and Army ROTC is the name Its the one col

lege elective that builds your seH confidence,

develops your leadership potential and helps you

take on (he challenges of command.
There's no obligation until your junior year, so

there's no reason not to try it out right now

ARMY ROTC
THE SMARTEST COLLEGE

COURSE YOU CAN TAKE.

Contact: Major Jack Moore or

Captain Richard Tracey

Department of Military Science

Building 79

University of Massachusetts
Amherst, MA 01003

(413) 545-2321/2322

"It was like deja m? he said. "I saw they're still mak-

ing the same mistakes I made. I don't find it hard to relate

to them sexually." .

Abel offers his views and advice on sex, birth contro

and prevention of sexually transmitted diseases. His goal

is to teach "smart sex," not "safe sex," which he calls a

bunch of buzzwords, pretty posters and practical advice

which doesn't work." While smart sex is, Just say know.

Know what the hell you're talking about. Know what

you're doing and know how to do it."

Abel starts to discuss what he feels is most important

"We'll talk about contraceptives and prophylactics which

prevent diseases. I have some condoms here that you re

going to steal and you'll probably take every one ofthem.

Smart sex means being aware of the choices of contracep

tives and prophylactics available and how to use them pro-

perly. Contraception alone does not prevent diseases

He begins with discussing condoms. "Ifyou are sexually

active gentlemen and carry condoms, I urge you to carry

spermicides or you are only half a man. He warns hi

audience condoms are frequently used improperly If put

on incorrectly, they can easily rip or tear. The detergents

in spermicides provide extra protection both against

disease and pregnancy.

He extended his thumb and said, "probably the smallest

penis in the room." He put the condom on his thumb to

demonstrate the proper way to use a condom on. Despite

the fact that many men may complain about how condoms

fit or feel, Abel says they can fit any shape or size penis.

As he stretches a condom, arms outstretched over twelve

inches, he disputes the argument that condoms are not

long enough" blowing up a condom he disproves the claim

of "it's not wide enough." «-».«.
"Condoms are fun, they're awesome, he said, 1 hey

come in over 250 kinds." In order to find out which you

like best Abel suggests "practice." He also urges use of

condoms during oral sex. As he randomly rips open con

dom packages sticking them in his mouth to taste,

sometimes as if eating a piece of chewing gum, he spits

out the ones with unpleasant flavor and warns all

Lifestyle condoms taste awful. Sheik Elite mint flavor are

the best " Most of the audience laughs, while a few sit

staring, somewhat shocked. "What's so terrible about put-

ting condoms in your mouth? You played with balloons

when you were little."

tyxmhub &u*i Op,
107 Sunderland Rcod. North Amh«rsl

Open 7 a.m.-10 p.m.

SPEEDWASH
11 1'iay St.. Amheist

NOW OPEN 24 HOURS!

South Towne Commons Laundromat

479 West St., South Amherst

Open 7 a.m.-10 p.m.
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Cults warned against
Former members tell of experiences

Collegian photo by Carrie Wyeth

EXAMS ARE FUN - First-year student Kelli Monahan and Kara

Foley study for exams during the Spring finals exam period in May.

By LISA VESHECCO
Collegian Correspondent

Lisa, a junior at the University of

Massachusetts, who asked that her last

name not be used, was walking to class

when she was approached by another

young women.
After a brief few minutes of conversation

the question was asked by the young

women that Lisa said she later became un

comfortable with.

"Do you wanna go to bible study class in

Crampton?" Lisa's response was "what

kind of bible study?" because she said she

was curious.

Lisa said she was upset to hear it was

Christian. Most people do not think of cults

as being Christian, but rather make the

assumption that a cult is associated with

satanic worship or ritual.

One of the organizers involved with

bringing speakers from a FOCUS, a cult

awareness, information, and support group

to the UMass campus a few weeks ago com-

mented on the fact students she spoke with

were afraid to attend the lecture thinking

it was equated with satanic practices.

Lisa received phone calls for the next six

days from her "new friend" who was very

persistent in her attempts to get together

with Lisa for attending church or bible

study together in the near future.

Finally, Lisa said she had to ask her

roommate to intercept the calls by respon-

ding Lisa was not at home.

Some suggestions offered by facilitators

of FOCUS as general guidelines for

distinguishing the difference, she said. A

religion will teach an allegience to a god

while cults will teach allegiance to a leader

of the group.

While religions usually allow for a per

son to integrate with society in general a

cult will encourage this for recruiting pur

poses only, she said. Cults will attempt to

discourage association with friends and

family, she said.

Former cult member Lee Ann Pellegrini

recalls throughout her "indoctrination pro-

cess" where a cult works to change one's

belief system, she was taught to view

herself as one of "God's chosen people.' A

belief she says came to be an incredible

burden as well as a self-rightous position.

"I came to seperate myself from the

world," states Pellegrini because she was

now to assume the responsibility of saving

the world.

An additional factor to consider, she said.

is the idea religions will usually allow for

some degree of autonomy and critical

thinking amongst its participants.

She said cults discourage critical think

ing in any way, shape, and form and will

rely on various thought stopping' techni-

ques to interrupt the process.

In the case of Pellegrini, a former cult

member of the The Way International Bi-

ble Research and Teaching Ministry, cult

techniques gained control of her mind and

kept her "locked" for 10 years.

According to Pellegrini, "the purpose of

thought stopping techniques is to get one

into a blissful state." Anytime Pellegrini

experienced a human thought or emotion

she was conditioned to interrupt the pro-

cess by either chanting, speaking in

tongues, meditation, or reciting the "word

of God."

In last week's Time Magazine, it was

reported Noah Lottick, a 24-year-old Rus-

sian Studies major jumped 10 stories to his

death clutching $171 dollars. It is stated

the money was the only money not "yet"

turned over to The Church of Scientology,

a group Lottick has joined just seven

months earlier. (May ,6, 1991)
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Pflmnus feminists organize for education, advocacy
By KATHERINE T. LAMOTHE
Collegian Staff

At a time when feminists across the country are work-

ing together on issues such as violence against women and

reproductive rights, one group at the University of

Massachusetts is working to organize students on these

and other issues.

For the past two years, the UMass Progressive

Organization for Women's Rights has tried to educate

students about issues for women, including violence

against women and reproductive rights, POWbK Co-

President Meagan Rosser said.

Such education, she said, included films and lectures as

part of Violence Against Women Awareness Week. In ad-

dition, POWER, along with student groups from Smith

and Amherst colleges, worked with the National Abor-

tion Rights Action League during the primary campaign

for the First Congressional District seat in distributing

information on each candidate's stand on abortion.

During the Persian Gulf War. Rosser said, the group

also worked on the issues involving women and the war.

Besides discussing women in combat, she added, "we were

also looking at how money is needed to fund domestic pro-

^Itesides education, Rosser said, the group has also been

involved in community activism, such as participating in

last semester's protests over budget cuts to the

Everywoman's Center, as well as helping to organize con-

tingents to pro-choice marches in Boston and Washington,

D
Although Rosser is co-president ofPOWER, she said she

and the other officers do not set the agenda for what issues

the group will address, but that every member can con-

tribute their own ideas. „

"The organization is much more collectively run, she

said "We work on a consensus basis." She also said while

there are some members who attend all the meetings.

there are others who have joined to work on specific issues

Not all of POWER'S work is political, however, Rosser

said She said she hopes to sponsor more social events,

as the group had this past semester with events such as

a benefit concert for Necessities/Necesidades, a shelter tor

battered women located in Northampton, and a woman s

dance, held as part of "Strong Gay Days."

"I like to have more dances, because (they're) fun and

raise money," she said. "I want to have a social organiza-

tion, not just a political one."

She also said the group is open to everyone, especially

women of color, and that she hopes to continue to work

with other groups, such as the Third World Caucus and

the Lesbian Bisexual Gay Alliance, on issues such as those

of women of color and lesbians.

"We're trying to do more coalition-building and

outreach," Rosser said. "We'd welcome more women of

color in POWER."
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on the lawn next to the Campus Pond in May.
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Fellows
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Look for the room

number by the elevators

in the Campus Center.

Welcome to UMass!

Join us for our first meeting

of the semester, on the first

Friday of the semester, 9/6,

at 7:30pm, for fellowship,

worship, fun and more!

InterVarsity Christian

Fellowship is a non-

denominational Christian

fellowship affiliated with the

Jntemational Fellowship of

71 Evangelical Students (IFES).

Fridays, 7:30pm

in the

Campus Center

WORK, WRITE, LIVE

EOR THE COLLEGIAN
If you are interested in working in the

business, news or graphics departments

stop down in September.

The Collegian offices are located at

113 Campus Center

(the basement)

545-3500
-
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PANDA EAST
CHINESE RESTAURANT
Welcome to UMass! ^i

We bring Chinatown
to you

Open Hours: Mon-Thurs. 11:30am3 0:00pm

Fit & Sat. 1 1 :30am-1 1 :00pm

Sunday 2:00pm-1 0:00pm

Lunch Hours: Mon.-Sat. 1 1 :30am-3:00pm

103 N. Pleasant St. • Amherst, MA 01002

256-8923 (41 3) 256-8924

V

(413)
j H i iuwHPie»

57 North Pleasant Street

253-5141

Welcome to UMass!

We're glad you chose our school!

Come Check Out Our
New Expanded Menu

• More appetizers

• Fresh salads

• Hearty sandwiches

• Award winning burgers

• Enticing new entrees

Weekly food and drink specials

Comfortable atmosphere*^SSmSm£mSm
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Come to Our First Info Meeting

Monday, September 9th at 7:00pm

Campus Center Room 162-175 or

Call 545-0848

No Experience Necessary
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Computers That

Work Hard So You
Don't Have To!
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Score Big With A Computer From

Zenith Data Systems
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For Further
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Prices, Visit the

Computer Department
at the University
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Summer Hours:

M-F 8:30-4:30

(413) 545-2619

The opinions on this page are

Editorial/Opinion ,..„
SfXu^dm mm or coitoolt and do not necessanly reflect the views oi the Colleyan or the University mjm othermse noted

Daring you to be different
Editorial Policy

The Editorial/Opinion page welcomes and encourages col-

umns, letters and cartoons from UMass and the entire Five

College area. The following are some important guidelines

to consider when submitting material to the page:

The Editorial staff reserves the right to edit letters and col-

umns for grammar, clarity and length.

Submissions must bear the writer's name, local address and

phone number. This information is subject to verification.

Anonymous submissions will be printed at the editor s

discretion. Letters or columns written under a psuedonym

will nor be accepted.

All submissions must be typed and double-spaced to be con-

sidered for publication. Untyped material will not be con-

sidered for publication.

Letters should not exceed 50 typed, double-spaced lines. Col-

umns should not exceed 70 typed, double-spaced lines. Let-

ters and columns of unreasonable length will not be con-

sidered for publication.

Letters and columns written in response to a previously

published letter will not be printed. Responses to or criticisms

of columns or other Collegian articles are restricted to letter

form. Any exceptions to this guideline will be determined solely

by the editors.

The Editorial staff is not required to print all submitted

material. All submissions become property of the Collegian

and will not be returned.

The opinions expressed on this page are those of the in-

dividual artist or writer and do not necessarily reflect the

views of thvCollegian, it's staff, or the Editorial staff.

Dear New Students and class of 1995,

So you've arrived on the campus of the

largest public University in New England

for a few days of tests, schedules,

workshops, oh-so-yummy Dining Commons
food and 300 or so people you've never met

before. Come September, there will be more

tests and schedules - and 25,000 others

who are both just like you and nothing like

you at the same time.

In short, it's a golden opportunity

Greg Sukiennik

Now this isn't meant to be a lecture —
you've heard enough lectures to last two

lifetimes ifyour experience is anything like

mine. But, if I had to describe UMass in one

word, that word would be eclectic. The size

of this University and the diversity of peo-

ple and opinions within it is kind of like

one big educational smorgasbord. To real-

ly appreciate it, my advice would be to try

as many different things as possible.

It's all your decision. Take a class in

something you've never tried before, like

Philosophy or Afro-American Studies.

Listen to what your neighbors and

classmates have to say about various

topics. You'll never know what these dif-

ferent ideas are like until you experience

and understand them. You also may find

yourself bored stiff if you stick to stuff

you're familiar with.

Which leads me to the purpose of this lit

tie spiel. Indeed, all that talk about trying

different things, about being different, has

a lot in common with this page you're

reading now — the Editorial/Opinion page.

It's that differentness that the Ed/Op

page is looking to capture this semester in

the black and white, smudgy pages of the

Collegian. Often, this page has in the past

been bogged down with opinions on the

same subjects - we're hoping that the com

ing semester will bring a wider variety of

discussion on a broader range of topics.

Let's face it, everybody has an opinion

about something. It could be a pressing

issue like civil rights or world politics. It

could be a diatribe against the Dining Com
mons for not carrying Fruit Loops. (Sorry,

Toucan Sam fans. The Munchy Stores on

campus, however, do carry Fruit Loops.

Don't panic.)

But whatever you think, chances are it

bears some importance to somebody

somewhere on this campus. And wouldn't

it be great to share these opinions with

25,000 people? Even better, how about

making people, dare I say it, think?

That's what this page is here for. So you

don't like how the Administration is run

ning things? Write about it. You're pissed

off about how you or your friends are be

ing treated by Housing, or the UMass

Police, or your professors? No one will

know unless you speak up. Does something

strike you as funny or ridiculous? Tell us.

Without submissions, this page would look

pretty blank.

Words have power well beyond any other

weapon or invention. Improperly used,

words can hurt, but they can also compli-

ment, accuse, persuade, provoke, or praise.

This page has the potential to do all those

things and more because it is your words

which can achieve those ends. All you have

to do is write.

Above all, don't be afraid to take advan-

tage of your right to your own ideas, opi-

nions and thoughts. They brought you to

this place, and when it comes down to it,

only they can get you out.

Greg Sukiennik is a Collegian columnist.

Columnist solves mysteries of UMass onjierown tour
_^__ rr .,„.. ,.o„ t «,«nn anvtmmr mats not suDmerged in aversion towaru c«

Let me begin by dispelling that nasty rumor going

around that UMass students are helpful people: Don t ever

ask them for directions, especially during the first week

of school when you know absolutely nothing about the

demographics of this vast campus.

Now I don't won't feel too guilty offering to lead you

through this labyrinth of a campus. Sure, it feels like the

blind leading the blind, but who's gonna know?

I will be embarking on my senior year in September,

and I could not name any building beyond the Campus

Center Garage if my life depended on it. By the way, the

Garage is that strange-looking edifice smack in the mid-

dle of campus that's trying to look like a real building

If you figure out what it reminds you of, give me a call.

I still haven't figured out where the Campus Center

ends and the Student Union Building begins, but they re

there. In any case, they are probably the most frequently

visited places on this campus. Go through the Campus

Center concourse and watch hawkers try to sell their

wares - everything from roses to magic potions and fan-

cy computers you can't afford.

Then, if you're really bored, go to the Blue Wall. I don t

know whose idea it was to crush some concrete and put

it up in the middle of a coffee shop for decoration, but

that's diversity for ya. If you're a coffee connoisseur (at

least you will be after cramming for exams and papers

for four years), it will feel somewhat like heaven.

If you can t stand anytning mat s not suDmerged in

grease and fat, however, go for a stroll to the Hatch

(another diversity thing so don't ask me how they got that

name) and order anything on the menu.

The University Store can get boring, too, once you ve

memorized all the greeting cards, but give it a try for the

first few weeks. Or, at least, space out your visits so you

don't get overwhelmed. Beware of people browsing in the

magazine section. They can stand there forever.

A. R. Santiago

Avoid the TextBook Annex until you really have to get

your books. It is not for the weak-hearted. I once read a

whole book while waiting in line, creasing the pages with

my sweat and listening to the most inane conversations.

Ifyou like to eavesdrop, like me, however, go for it Maybe

you can become a columnist for the Collegian, which, by

the way, likes to call itself New England's largest college

d&ilv

The Collegian is located deep down in the bowels of the

Campus Center. Don't worry, most people can never find

it, either. And, of course, those who do find it we often

wish didn't. ,

It is the largest registered student organization, and can

be the greatest place to work in - if you don't have an

aversion toward caffeine, stress and no windows. It's fun

only if you make it fun.

Ifyou ever find us, we'll give you a news story to write,

or something to type in for our lazy editors. Another perk

of becoming a staff writer is that you might get to achieve

the notoriety usually accorded to anybody who writes

often enough for this newspaper. Not even membership

in the Juggling Club can beat that.

Don't try to figure out Machmer. There is no logic to

the sequence of room numbers, and trying to figure it out

will only take time away from trying to find any of the

science buildings.

Don't spit, throw up or otherwise throw anything into

the Campus Pond. Or I'll write about you.

During the spring, that side of the Student Union

Building facing the Pond becomes "Hippie Beach. If

you're anti-social like me, head straight for the Pond. The

ducks are fine conversationalists, and you don't have to

smell them.

And, don't look forward so much to moving offcampus,

unless, of course.you want to live in the midst of people

who lose their morals as soon as the Ryder truck with

Mom and Dad pulls away.

The best advice I can give: Have fun while you re try-

ing to survive. Anybody who gets out of college unscath-

ed must have had a really boring time. Don't be a wuss.

Get yourself all wet and bruised.

A.R. Santiago is a Collegian columnist

• tour years;, n win « ^^^_^2__ -.

Cnnr] lurk and eniov college lasts but four short years
LrOOQ 1UCK ana enjoy. w"«6

Th„,otofpeopleaUheUnivers, «.^«-.-'--»!?~£:
Welcome to the University ot

Massachusetts.

The University is famous for a very

prominent School of Management and a

fabulous School of Engineering. UMass

is also famous for protests and take-overs,

Hatch fries, and a community which

boasts of its diverse constituency.

There are people from all over the

world at this University, each with their

own viewpoint and agenda. The view

points range from right to left; from the

anti-human "you all suck" to the "I love

everybody." They all have their good and

bad points, but most people are a happy

(and sometimes apathetic) medium.

At the University, chances are you'll

stay up late on your floor every night and

talk about a plethora of topics - religion

and politics, parties (the favorite) and

hang-overs (the least favorite), and

what's for dinner.

The latter three aren't very in-

timidating, but the others - the things

people tell you never to talk about at par-

ties - just might come up a little more

than you might expect.

Because of these conversations which

will probably make you think the guy

three doors down is a fascist pig or the

woman across the hall is a communist,

there are a couple of things you should

keep in mind as you wander all over this

campus, tripping over ducks and eating

bagels. Here they are:

Gayle Long

1. Keep an open mind. There are so

many great things here at the Universi-

ty, don't miss out.

People here are constantly putting on

programming and trying to educate each

other about the wonders of the world and

the people in it.

Take advantage of the Five Colleges -

they have some great lecturers, come-

dians, movies, films and the like, and

believe it or not - you could learn

something.

2. Determine your own opinions.

There are a lot of people at the Universi-

ty who want everyone to see everything

their way. .
- ,.

Learn to see it for what it is - what it

means to you. People may try and con-

vince you you're wrong - but let your

conscience be your guide.

Don't be afraid to ditch all the things

you learned in high school or at home -

sometimes those people can be wrong,

°Listen to both sides of an argument and

figure out what seems to be the best for

the world you want to live in.

3 Stand up for yourself. Don t let

anyone push you around. If you feel so

strongly about it - defend it to the hilt.

Don't wait for the rest of the world to

take sides before you choose up - there

is nothing worse than a person who

follows the crowd.

Part of being in college, unlike high

school, is to break free of the clique

(believe it or not) and determine what

your life is going to be like.

Life isn't cliques, cars and crushes, you

know.

4. Have fun and learn all you can. Ob

viously, college is supposed to be a lear-

ning experience - otherwise you

wouldn't be here, I think.

Anyway, the most important thing you

can learn is to balance the fun and the

work. If you're working a job and trying

to carry a full course load, then having

fun is the key.

Go out, see a movie, go to a party (non

alcoholic, of course) and make new

friends. The friends you make in college

are the best - they're there for you when

you're sober - and disappear when

you're not. No, in all seriousness, the peo-

ple you meet in college help you to decide

what you are going to be like for the rest

of your existance.

Good luck. Take advantage of what

UMass really is - a small city with

25 000 students and who knows how

many faculty and staff. (There's a lot of

them) The University is nothing without

the people in it, and you too are now a

part of the greatness of it all.

Enjoy.
,

Gayle Long is a Collegian columnist
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Tiny bubbles ofchampagne adds sparkle to celebrations
* AM'M'J *"* ***-* "Mr*^-' ,wr w J. «=*

fc„mtuw s^ond the widely imiUted 'champagne method proW
_ _ . . . ..* ;»„„»mi„m wines, true champagne comes only from the Second, the wioeiy imi fb

HYDE PARK N.Y. (API - The beginning of summer

is filled with reasons to rejoice: graduations, weddings and

festive outdoor parties.

Champagne is synonymous with celebrations. I he

mystique ofchampagne and its sparkling presence make

it among the most popular of beverages for life s special

moments.
, ,. . ..._

All champagne is sparkling wine, but not all sparkling

wine is champagne. Although many countries, including

the United States. Spain, Italy and France produce sparkl

ing premium wines, true champagne comes only from the

designated growing region - called Champagne - m nor-

1

What are the factors which contribute to the quality of

French champagne? u„„„Q
First, the characteristic of the soil in the region enhance

the character of the grapes produced there. The chalk in

the soil absorbs heat from the sun during the day to

moderate cool evening temperatures, and it also retains

water to offset the times of draught.

TKINS
*BO\VL.

Home Grown
Apples, Peaches, Pears

Blueberries

& Seasonal Pick Your Own

SWEET CIDER
Maple Syrup

• Homemade FUDGE
and other candies

• Ice Cream Cones
• CHEESES-over 120 varieties

(domestic and imported)

• DELI & Lunches
• Specialty Foods

Prepared Dinner Food

Nettled In an old country orchard against the scenic

Holyoke Mountain Range In Historic Pioneer Valley.

Jut a short drive will give you a chance to sample some

ofNew England'sfavoritefoods orpick up a country gift

as a keepsake.

England Apple Orchard
Country Food Store

• Gourmet Coffee

• Locally Grown PRODUCE
• GIFTS from the COUNTRY
• PLANTS & FLOWERS
• BAKERY-Country cooking from scratch:

Donuts • Cakes • Danish • Pastry

Pies • Breads • Muffins • Coffee

• New-Catering with Country Elegance!

• Student Care Packages

for Birthdays, Hard Work,

Illness or just to show you care.

South on Rte 116

Just 2V4 miles

Past Amherst Center

Telephone 253-9528

Second, the widely imitated "champagne method pro-

duces finer and smaller beads or bubbles that add to the

visual allures and are absolutely necessary for cleansing

the palate. _ e

Michael Weiss, instructor for the Culinary Institute of

America's management of wines and spirits class, says

the production of Champagne in France is strictly

C

°Weiss says grapes can be planted only at vineyard sites

whose soil and exposure best enhances the varietal

characteristics that contribute to the blend of cuvee, the

secret patent of each wine maker.

"The white chardonnay grape provides delicacy as well

as apple, nut and citrus aromas," he says. "The red grapes,

plnot noir and pinot meunior, provide structure, acidity

and a scent of berries." ,

There are strict governmental contro * ™^ing ™e

appearance of the vineyard name on the label. This usual-

ly occurs when the champagne is produced in one of the

17 villages that have been granted grand cru. **us

meaning literally "great growth from th -finest s^es

in the district, when the vineyard name is on he label,

the champagne will always have a dry style, or brut.

W nes are also labeled by the amount of sugar added

after the second fermentation. Extra brut is bone dry.

Extra dry is slightly sweeter than brut. Demi-sec and doux

are noted for its light style. Rose champagnes are the most

nril-bodted: they range in color from salmon P,nk to cherry

"vintage have more body than non-vintage champagnes,

and by law they must be brut or have a curvee de

prestige," designation, signifying they are the companies

finest offering, Weiss said.

#9 ^^ frr
HAIRCUTS
ALWAYS

$io
A HAIR SPACE

25 N. Pleasant Street • Amherst • 256-0733

Ifyou thought that finding a color

..jjniui_iui .mi Macintosh* system you could afford

was jus* a dream, then thenew, affordable Macintosh LCisadream

come true. , ,. ,

The Macintosh l£ is rich in color. Unlike many computers thatcan display

only 16 colors at once, the Macintosh LC expands your palette to 256 cotors.

It akocomes with a mtaophone and new sound input technology that lets

vou personalize your work by adding voice or other sounds.

like every Macintosh computer, the LC is easy to set up and easy to

master: And it runs thousands of available applications that all work in the

same consistent way-so once you've learned one program, you'rewell

cttyoWwaytoleamirtttJiemalLTte

mauon with someone who uses a different type of computer-thanks to

the versatile Apple*SuperDri< which can read from and wnte to Macintosn,

MS-DOS, OS/2, and Apple II floppy disks.

Take a look at the Macintosh LC and see what it gives you/ITien pmen

yourself. Ifs better than a dream-it's a Macintosh.

For further information and Prices

visit the University Store

Computer Department

Campus Center 413-545-2619

power tobe your best"

Summer Hours:

M-F 8:30-4:30
UNIVERSITY

mSTOREft

Arts & Living

Five College Area offers musical diversity
By PAUL DeGEORGES
Collegian Staff

Hey kids . . it's Happy Valley Time! And unless you're

from the area, sitting in a stiflingly hot room taking an-

noying placement exams might actually seem like the

most entertainment you can find at UMass. But that's

'cause it's summer and three-fourths of the town popula-

tion takes off, leaving the area to quietly recuperate.

So slooshv well oh my brothers and sisters, your hum-

ble narrator has good news. The Five College area is, from

the beginning of September to the end of May, quite a

swell place for theater, concerts, lectures, art exhibits,

films, shopping, dancing, eating, or pretty much anything

else you might want to do for a cathartic break from

studying.

One of the main attractions in the area is the selection

of clubs which provide opportunities to see some of the

best acts on tour.

So if it's music vou re after, the amount and quality ot

acts that come here is, to say the least impressive. Without

travelling further than the UMass Fine Arts Center or

Student Union Ballroom, you can catch some top per-

formers from just about every genre. Or you could simp

ly hop on the PVTA Bus to get to any of the area clubs

and you'll be treated to even more art«

Jazz is big. Last year enthusiasts were treated to the

like of Branford Marsalis, Don Cherry, Ricky Ford and

Sun Ra. Archie Shepp teaches classes at the University

and the infamous Max Roach periodically comes as a

visiting professor to teach a course There are also ex*

cellent jazz ensembles at UMass and Amherst College.

Last year brought a lot of nifty World Beat/Dance bands

to the area including Johnny Clegg and Savvuka Flor

de Can« Ladvsmith Black Mambazo, TXAI. Bim Skala Crowd at Fugazi

Bim, The Toasters and the "hip-shaking Afro-pop" quintet

from Zaire, Loketo.

Koko Taylor, Roosevelt "Booba" Barnes, The Neville

Brothers, Johnny Winter, Robert Jr. Lockwood, and Bud

dy Guy were just some of the performers who gave

Amherst and Northampton the Blues in '91.

Folk singers John Gorka, Brooks Williams, John Hart

ford and Shawn Colvin strummed away, along with a host

of local folk stars some of whom are provided by the

Pioneer Valley Folklore Society in Greenfield. Oh, yeah,

in case vou didn't hear. Bob Dylan plaved at UMass too.

Classical Enthusiasts were afforded wonderful perfor-

mances by Chamber Choirs and soloists from the Five Col-

leges, the Wind Ensemble, Madrigal Singers, the Five Col-

lege Orchestra and many faculty recitals as well as pro-

fessional orchestras and soloists.

If your weakness is progressive, then don't forget your

Doc's, because last semester alone provided firehoce,

Jane's Addiction, Fugazi, Bob Mould, Fishbone, and Jesus

Jones . . just to name a few.

There are also plenty of local groups which simply

shouldn't be missed. Some that should be seen before they

stop being the area's well kept secrets and go the way of

other local heroes Dinosaur Jr. and Suzanne Vega are.

Cordelia's Dad, an innovative and catchy Celtic-rock com

bo; Rockin' Dave and the Rent Party, an irresistably

energetic Zydeco/Funk band: and The Jovial Skumz

(formerly The Thrashing Skumz) - once uptight, now

lighthearted, soon to be huge.

So if you're sitting around the vast and empty campus

wondering if you'll ei>er get to do something fun, lament

not. Between UMass, the other four colleges, and all the

area clubs, if you don't find something entertaining you

may as well keep reading Nietzsche.

Don't limit

yourself at
University
By DANIELLE DOWLING
Collegian Staff

The four or five or six years, depending

both on your major and alcoholic consump-

tion, that you spend at college can be an

enriching experience, if vou allow it to be.

Ifyou are so inclined to spend your time

in college as a slave to your hormones or

a slave to the library, you will certainly

miss out on many opportunities that a

large university like UMass can allow for

you in which you could expand your

horizons.

Photo courtesy of UMra Theater Department

The Black Womeno Survival Kit was presented this past semester

by ttte nI^ Worid Theatre group, just one of the-^J^gmup.
!!;.>,<. Fiw^Tolleee area. Other theatre collectives include: The UMass

Vheat™ G^ld Ae^Mass Theatre Department Student Valley Pro-

ductions and the UMass Alternative Theatre Group.

Take me for example. When I came to col-

lege four years ago, I was a smart ass kid

from the Bronx who thought she knew

everything and definitely knew what music

she liked or didn't like. That was that. Led

Zeppelin, Metallica and Pink Floyd - those

were the only bands worthy of my aural

attention.

But slowly this started to change, r irst,

I was exposed to many more thrash and

metal bands, then it was the college/alter-

native scene that made my left toe explode

with delight. Finally, in my senior year, my

musical horizons reached every point possi-

ble, with the exception of muzak, country

-

and-western and Barry Manilow - but

that's totally understandable.

Once I started working for WMUA, our

maginificiant college radio station (no, that

announcement wasn't paid for by the folks

at MUA), every crevice ofmy aural cavities

was exposed to the most wonderful con-

glomeration of noise to which I would not

otherwise be exposed. And the two jazz

classes I took gave me an appreciative

sense of the roots of rock-n-roll and the

musical contributions of

African-Americans.

In short, don't limit yourself. Explore

every artistic crevice of this campus, sam-

ple every kind of music - this might be the

only chance you have to enjoy such culture

Area art
is easy
to find
The Five College Area is loaded with

art. From music to dance to theater you

can pretty much find it all. There are

also many excellent art galleries around

which are continuously stocked with

wonderful works and regularly supply

us with great temporary exhibits by

students and professionals.

At the University of Massachusetts

alone there are seven separate galleries

available to students and the public in-

cluding The Augusta Savage Gallery

located in New Africa House; Hamp-

den Gallery in Southwest at the Hamp-

den Dining Common; Student Union

Gallery in the Student Union, pond

level; The University Gallery which

can be found in the Fine Arts Center,

ground floor; Herter Gallery in Herter

Hall North, ground floor and Wheeler

Gallery in the Wheeler Residential

Hall in Central. Also, in the Tower

Library there are Archives and

Special Collections.

Amherst College offers the Mead Art

Museum, Hampshire College houses

the Hampshire Library Gallery and

at Mount Holyoke College there is the

Mount Holyoke College Art

Museum.
Smith College provides the Five Col-

lege community with four galleries: The

Smith College Museum of Art, The

Alumnae Gymnasium Reading

Room, William Alan Neilson Library

and Hillyer Hall Gallery.
- PAUL DeGEORGES

Collegian photo by DondJ Ahern

Fine Arts Center at UMass

VRITEFORARTS & LIVING
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Film,

Photo Processing

Photo and
Developing

Supplies

A full line

Art Dept.

Also

Drafting

and
Engineering

Supplies

SPORTING GOODS

Racquetball Basketball

Squash Swimming

Tennis Jogging

Baseball

A card

department
that has

something
for

everyone

Welcome to UMASS
While on campus visit our

Three convenient locations

The University Store Campus Center

Worcester Munchy Worcester DC.

Franklin Munchy Franklin DC

*^
I^AA >!> »» «> »» Mai

C£*?OTEfeand
accessories

A full line of

health & beauty aids

CALLING ALL

PHOTOGRAPHERS

+++++
Are you interested

in shooting

for the Collegian?

JlH
Imprinted

clothing

A Large
Trade and
Reference
Book Dept.

also:

Best Sellers

* Fiction
•Non-Fiction
Scientific

Technical
Magazines

' Paper Backs

•Textbooks
Available at

Tpnthnok AnneJL,

Records & Tapes

Blank Cassette

School Supplies

Posters

Souvenirs

Post Cards

Stationary

Back Packs

Calendars

mmm' Coupon""™-"——
FREE DECAL

I

I

I

I

I

rarrawgaaCT * iaaaaflgSKfe *??

a

+++++
Stop by

113 Campus Center
in September

for more information.

FREE Window Decal with the

purchase of imprinted clothing

University Store Campus Center

, vahd at the University Store only (413)545-26

Valid through August 3. 1991

Total Purchase

Summer Hours

M-F 8:30-4:30

SALADS SUBMARINES SYRIANS

UNIVERSITY
STORE

&

THE
SUB

You told us keep it simple and make it easy.

We listened.

iffiyPJ
And the result is the easy-to-

use IBM Personal System/2"

With its preloaded software,

including Microsoft' Windows™ 3.0, just turn on the

PS/2 ' and you're ready to go. Watch your ideas quickly

come to life in papers, graphics, lah reports and even

spreadsheets.

Plus, you can easily work on more than one pro-

ject at a time. Simprv click your mouse to choose from

a variety of programs. And our special student price

makes it easier to own.*

It was easy making the

IBM PS/2 easy to use.

You told us how and

we listened.

For further information

and prices visit the

Computer Department

in the University Store

UNIVERSITY
STORED Located in the Campus Center

Hours:

M-F 8:30-4:30

413-545-2619 8
'
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THE FAR SIDE

Bv GARY LARSON
THE EAR SIDE

Bv GARY LARSON

THE EAR SIDE

Bv GARY LARSON

CALVIN AND HOBBES

Well, I guess that ain't a bad story— but let me tell

you about the time I lost this!"

Bv BILL VATTERSON

"Hey, Sid! Remember that time last summer we were

all gathered around the kill like this, someone told a

leopard Joke, and you laughed so hard an antler

came out your nose?"

MEUO. t*D.' IT \SNOr4
TUREE IN TUE M0RN\W3
DO SOJ KNOH WHERE

I >\rA?y

1

TANGELO PIE
By TIM SNIFEEN

QUOTES
"Everywhere lgo I'm asked if 1 think the

universities stifles writers. My opinion is

that they don't stifle enough of them.

There's many a bestseller that could have

been prevented by a good teacher.
'

- Flannery O'Connor

"I was thrown out of college for cheating

on the metaphysics exam; Hooked into the

soul of the boy next tome."
- Woody Allen

"I think the world is run by C students.

"

— Al McGuire

sCoufion: May CAwse

drowsiness torque
in some individuals

DAILY CROSSVORD PUZZLE

Edited By TRUDE MCHEL JAFFE

TANGELO PIE
By TIM SNIFFEN

4WlS fe*Avt\ajf(M vf€

Book of langelos.

I 7mt m weirf-iwakrw 55*
amflicfmq roommates, fawqelos,

Fish, lots rvure Libyans

,

lots more sex, awk hopefully

lo+smofe libf*v«MS

navirvj sex. w-

Until ttw. Cnrpe Dam,

audles. Park onwards aM
lAoniardls. AvuA shake,

it one -brvfc -for

+he eMerfc).

Jlrt'S JOURNAL
By JIM

Tod*v "fcv^ "*' ]|*r W€r*6VN *SI

Uot *°y
U.^A \e^* "«K fr°^

of T***-

tie pot so***

lienor •«***

fevers •"
*"«cV €A

Hej,°Tov^ gelled"

'Mr PeterfovN Kte
V*tcV\up. X c«mv T
beU«y« M* crow

ACROSS
1
"— Swell

Rodgers tune

5 Mofocean port

to Call s

companion
14 Skater s

milieu

15 Florida

Citrus

center

16 Fashion
magazine

17 Rarely

20 Belore JFK

21 Not one.

country style

22 Sonata
movement

23 Look wantonly

24 — colada

26 Had mercy

29 Colortul plant

33 Innislail

34 Gloss

35 Shea stat

36 In the —

:

robust

40 Ad|ective

attachment

41 Holy

42 — the finish

43 Scandalous

45 Pact

47 Swiss-French

author Claude

48 Norse god

49 Like some
poles?

52 Mortgage

53 It's often the

limit

56 Beatles Hick

60 Pollster Roper

61 Actress Adoree

62 Brainstorm

63 Kenton of jazz

64 Irish poet

65 Bambi's kin

DOWN
1 Stepped
2 Harts
companion

3 Fairytale start

4 Maui mandolin,

for short

5 Actor Colman

6 Have — watch

out

7 Newborn
8 "— in the

Family"

9 Sigma follower

10 Lament
1

1

North Carolina

campus
12 Lout

13 Lotto s cousin

18 Bus Stop"
playwright

19 Verdi opus
23 Cry Irom the

Sty

24 Hammer heads

25 In a pique

26 Gourds

27 Certain tertier

or wolfhound

28 Ringworm
29 Evil spirit

30 The Sea Gull

heroine

31 Sub
32 Like a

lulep

34 Talent

or boy

37 — suggestion

witling to listen

38 — and drum
corps

39 Stadium

feature

44 Brando
45 Motifs

46 Jaffe or

Barrett

48 Lama land

49 Those in favor

ANSWER

50 Furrier's

material

51 Mrs Mahler

52 Moth type

53 Aspect

54 Place for a

toddler

55 Birthday

Interval

57 Askew
58 Understand

59 Free of

v 3 a i|j in 3 ulpNi a

T N 1 FlVlN 9 (1 S M|Q|1 1 1 A

UUU UUUU UUUrHJ

A 1 V 3!H 111 1 n i i*
1 v n r| Bs n 1 d|

v H •

n 1 1Ton i oTIk 1

•

1 iHlN 1 1 Hjll|fN 1 u 1

w n jJn ¥ u aojla i i

V N IdJBTl 9.0
i M

n Un itnT*[v h ill [3 MU
3 ^ i 3|v 1 y 3 oHxin i u

m 3 3 a|i v a v u|njo h i

S/4/S1
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Repromaster. Zebra. Frosty. Olla. and nr. Vcbnl
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Good Things

For 18 Years and We're Still Here!

Blouses Skirts Dresses

- (8)Earrings fcuXls

Great Boxers
at

CLOTHING FOR MEN

1 91 N. Pleasant SL 22 Masonic St

Amherst •253-2013 Northampton • 586-6336

OPEN 7 DAYS

Chains

Candles

Posters Tit-

._ Of-Ml QifSl » gfffe

Mekcpntile Sim 12-5
Daily 10-6

Morthampton-18 Center St.

iV Amherst-Carriage Shops ^

2D to 50%
off selected

g. Clothing

E S E R VE OFFICERS' TRAINING CORPS

"MY ARMY ROTC SCHOLARSIDP
PUTME INTHE HOSPITALLAST SUMMER/'

T did things I had never done before* That's how Jamne

Hagan of Indiana University of Pennsylvania, described

her Army ROTC Nursing Summer Training Progranv

"I drew blood, started IV's, gave injections, passed

medication and carried out doctors' orders
"

Hundreds of nursing students gain experience and

financial support with an Army ROTC scholarship.

YOU CAN, TOO. CONTACT:

lllllllllllllllllllllllllll

WRITE WRITE WRITE

WRITE WRITE WRITE

WRITE WRITE WRITE

WRITE WRITE WRITE

WRITE WRITE WRITE

WRITE WRITE WRITE

WRITE WRITE WRITE

WRITE WRITE WRITE

WRITE WRITE WRITE

EOR EOR EOR EOR

EOR EOR EOR EOR

EOR EOR EOR EOR

EOR EOR EOR EOR

EOR EOR EOR EOR

EOR EOR EOR EOR

EOR EOR EOR EOR

EOR EOR EOR EOR

EOR EOR EOR EOR

THE THE THE THE THE

THE THE THE THE THE

THE THE THE THE THE

THETHETHETHETHE

THE THE THE THE THE

THETHETHETHETHE
THETHETHETHETHE
THETHETHETHETHE

THETHETHETHETHE

COLLEGIAN COLLEGIAN

COLLEGIAN COLLEGIAN

COLLEGIAN COLLEGIAN

COLLEGIAN COLLEGIAN

COLLEGIAN COLLEGIAN

COLLEGIAN COLLEGIAN

COLLEGIAN COLLEGIAN

COLLEGIAN COLLEGIAN

COLLEGIAN COLLEGIAN

ARMY ROTC
-inrar 3E3Q2C

THE SMARTEST COLLEGE

COURSE YOU CAN TAKE.

Contact: Major Jack Moore or

Captain Richard Tracey

Department of Military Science

Building 79

University of Massachusetts

Amherst, MA 01003

(413) 545-2321/2322

ARE YOU

PREGNANT
& IN NEED OF HELP?
Birthright Can Help

• Pm PKGNANCY TEfTWG
tarn Day RasiMU

twilMi that at*

Am, ConMwrtlM, Carlos

I H*ptul

« 849-1906
Amharat

1

M softball
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 12

(seventh in the nation) while hitting six home runs with

34 RBIs. She also had five triples on the year. Marean

was unable to compete in the NCAA's due to a hand

injury.

Other starters that are returning for Sortino include cat

cher Sherri Kuchiskas (.348, 4 HR. 32 RBI), left fielder

Peggy Bush (.310, with 20 RBI) and thirdbaseman Laurie

Dondarski.

Sophmore Tracy DuEst filled in for Marean during the

A 10 championships and the NCAA's and did a solid job.

DuEst was named to the A- 10 all tournament team and

should be a candidate for a starters position next season.

Last year UMass was ranked No. 13 in the NCAA
preseason poll and went all the way to the NCAA
Regionals, defeating Connecticut before being ousted by

the University of Nevada at Las Vegas. This upcoming

season the results could very easily, be even better for the

Minutewomen.

Don 't be a wuss!

WRITE
FOR

SPORTS

Come down to

113 Campus Center

in the fall

and ask for Tamir

for more information.

Collegian file photo

A BIG HIT - The softball team is coming off of one of it's best seasons. The Atlantic 10 Player

of the Year Holly Aprile seen here is a big reason why the Minutewomen were tough to beat.

25 CENTRAL

CONGRATULATIONS
AND

VELCOttE
TO THE INCOMING
CLASS OF 1995!
From all of us-

(In the Campus Center)

The Bluewall

Cafeteria
(featuring made to order

deli sandwiches, soup,

hot entries, salad bar...)

Coffee House
(irresistable cakes, brownies,

cookies, specialty

coffees, etc.)

The Coffee Shop
(breakfast cooked to order

hamburgers, sandwiches, grilled

items, salads, munchies et) more)

The Top of the Campus
Restaurant

(And Around Campus)

The Worcester Snack Bar
(breakfast cooked to order,grinders,

homemade soup, burgers,

side orders...)

Northeast

Whitmore Snack Bar
(salad by the ounce, grilled items,

luncheon specials, desserts...)

Hampden Snack Bar
(eggs, pancakes, grinders, pizza

munchies and more...)

Southwest

Summer Hours

11:30-1:30 M-F

11:30-5:00 M-F

7am-7pm M-F

8am-5pm Sat & Sun

11:30-2:00 pm M-F

7:30am-3:00pm M-F

7:00am-4:30pm M-F

8am-8:30pm M-F
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Sports
Football looks to repeat
as YanCon champions
By TAMIR LIPTON
Collegian Staff

Last season, the University of

Massachusetts football team (8-2-1) won

more regular season games than any foot-

ball team in school history, won the

Yankee Conference for the first time since

1978, beat Delaware for the first time in

14 meetings dating back to 1958 and then

got trounced by William and Mary 38-0 in

the Division I-AA playoffs.

Coach Jim Reid was named Coach of the

Year, sophomore quarterback Gary Wilkos

won Co-Offensive Player of the year honors

(more on him in a minute) and freshman

tailback John Johnson was awarded

Rookie of the Year.

Wilkos who fractured vertebrae at the

base of his neck in a game against

Delaware is a question mark for the upcom-

ing season. He has been walking around

campus with a neck brace which is screw-

ed into his head. He has also been seen

shooting baskets at the Southwest

Horseshoe. Just a guess, but don't bet on

him playing football for UMass this season.

Late in November, Reid saia, "We have

no idea about Wilkos, we're assuming he'll

never play football again and ifwe get him

back, then that's a plus."

The big question then, is who is going to

be the starting quarterback for the

Minutemen in 1991? After Wilkos' injury,

Reid used three different quarterbacks;

junior Paul Tornatore, sophomore Tom
Fasano and freshman Dave McGovern, all

of whom are returning.

If 1990 was any indication, the running

game will be strong for the next three

years. Senior Jerome Bledsoe will return

from a medical red-shirt season to join

Johnson, freshman Eric Thimas and red-

shirt freshman Demetrius Owens.

Four members of the offensive line —
center Jay Gabbe, tackle Al Pogarian, and

guards Tony Giudice and Paul Mayberry

graduated. Mayberry is hoping to catch on

with a team in the World Football League.

Tackle Steve Brothers and safety Pat

Doran are the lone seniors who graduated

from the second-ranked defense in the

nation.

Excitement; hoop style
Court to decide on Herndon 's eligibility

By BRETT MORRIS
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts

sports scene saw its share ofexcitement

this past year, but there wasn't a big-

ger story than the "rage in the Cage."

UMass basketball reached its peak

this season when they traveled to the

world renowned Madison Square

Garden for the Final Four of the Na-

tional Invitational Tournament. The
Minutemen, underdogs throughout the

tournament, lost in the semifinals to

Stanford, 73-71.

Nonetheless, the team returned to

Amherst with their heads held high.

The Minutemen eclipsed the 20-win

plateau, finishing 20-13. They tied for

third place in the Atlantic 10 and were

undefeated against nine New England

teams.

All of last year's heroics will be a

thing of the past though. This season,

the Minutemen have a big challenge in

improving on last year. The next step;

an NCAA tournament bid.

Head coach John Calipari, becoming

a household name in the basketball

world, will have four returning starters.

Junior center Harper Williams, senior

point guard Anton Brown, junior for-

ward Tony Barbee and senior shooting

guard Jim McCoy will all be back.

Cage fans have their fingers crossed

for the return of high-flying senior for

ward Will Herndon. Herndon transfer

red to Massachusetts from Richmond his

freshman year and may have to pay a

stiff penalty handed out by the NCAA
eligibility committee and forfeit his

senior season. Stay tuned.

However, UMass fans can look for-

ward to seeing some new faces on the

floor. Coach Calipari has a five-player

recruiting class that has been touted as

one of the best in the conference.

Students new to the Amherst campus

can look forward to top notch A 10 ac-

tion in the Cage including powerhouses

Temple, Rutgers, and Penn State. In ad-

dition, the Minutemen will put

Massachusetts basketball on the map as

they travel to Alaska and face the top

teams in the nation in the Great

Alaskan Shootout.

The hot spots
of UM sports
When you pay the bill to come to this wonderful

University, there is a small thing called an "athletic

fee."

This item, about $90, gets you a free seat in every

sporting event on this campus — except when we occa-

sionally make the NCAAs or the NIT or some other

tournament.
So, remember these hot spots for all you sporting fans:

The Cage. When you're waiting outside in the mass

of people pressing in a giant surge towards the student

entrance holding their student IDs — you might think,

"do I really give a damn whether or not I get in?"

But once inside, you will never doubt your loyalty to

the UMass basketball team or the jam-packed stands

inside the Curry Hicks Cage. The Cage is the epitome

of school spirit. Everyone cheers and paints their faces

— we even sing along with the band — something you'd

never do in high school.

Last season, the men's basketball team went to the

finals of the NIT. It was an exciting season. Look for

them again next year. It's sure to be action packed.

Who studies on the night of a home game? No one.

And if you do miss a game to study, chances are you'll

wish you didn't.

McGuirk Alumni Stadium. As you drive past the

Stadium on Route 116, the sign in front says "Home
of UMass Minuteman Football," but what it should say

is "Home of rainy, muddy homecomings and empty

stands."

There's nothing wrong with the football team. They

actually won the Yankee Conference last year. But the

stadium is so far away, and tailgating has been outlaw-

ed, so the fun is gone.

But the games are good, and (even though homecom-

ing last year was in a driving rain storm which wash-

ed all the fans away) when the weather is nice, the hike

down to the Stadium is pretty good. I think the day

when they actually fill the Stadium (and I'm not talk-

ing about graduation) is coming soon.

So, go to a game, buy some peanuts and popcorn and

have some fun. Maybe before you graduate they'll bring

tailgating back.

Boyden Hill. Home of the UMass Larteam. That s

lacrosse for all of you, who like me, had no idea what

lacrosse was. People call them the Gorillas (don't ask

me why). But when you're ranked ninth in the nation,

you don't ask too many questions.

Boyden Hill is right behind (logically enough) Boyden

Gymnasium, and spectators sit on "the Hill," in the

nice Amherst spring months. This year, the team was

knocked out of the NCAA Tournament in the first

round — but they'll be back.

Totman Field. Maybe not the most exciting name, but

some of the most exciting sports are played at Totman

by the UMass women's softball team. This year the

team was number one in the north, going 15-0 in the

Atlantic 10. They deserve more attention, so go and

watch a game or two.

Any way you go, you can't lose being a UMass sports

fan.

Gayle Long is the Editor in Chief and never writes

sports columns.

CnllrgiHn file photo

UP IN THE AIR - William Herndon hopes to

be soaring past opponents, igniting the crowd

with his thunderous dunks, but he'll have to

wait and see what the court decides about his

eligibility.

Mullins Arena
taking shape
By BRETT MORRIS
Collegian Staff

On your way to campus this summer, you may have

noticed a new building sprouting up on the west side of

campus that wasn't there when you first visited. All you

can see now is mounds of dirt and steel girders.

Nonetheless, it is the ground work for the Mullins

Memorial Center, which began construction in January.

Mullins Arena, named after William D. Mullins, the late

Democratic State Representative from Ludlow, is schedul

ed for completion in February 1993. It will be a two

building, multi-use complex. The larger building will

serve as a combination convocation center and

sports/entertainment arena. The smaller one will house

an Olympic-sized ice hockey rink. The main arena will

seat from 4,280 for theatrical performances to 10,214 for

concerts and sporting events. The total cost of the arena

is 39.095 million dollars.

Commencement is scheduled to be held there in May

1993.

With the increasing popularity of the Massachusetts

men's basketball program, the new arena is a welcome

sight to the fans who couldn't get seats in the Curry Hicks

Cage. On several occasions this season students were turn-

ed away as a result of capacity crowds in the Cage.

In addition, the new arena will provide adequate

facilities for the formation of a hockey team. The Amherst

campus has not competed in intercollegiate hockey since

the 1978-79 season.

Softball's a
big success
By DAN WETZEL
Collegian Staff

There are a few successful sports programs at the

University of Massachusetts and one of them is the soft-

ball team.

This past spring the Minutewomen compiled a 39-13

record, they competed for the third time in the NCAA
Championship Tournament, they compiled a perfect 15-0

record in the Atlantic 10, they finished the season rank-

ed No. 18 in the country and were No. 1 in the North.

Next year the team looks to be just as good. Although

some key players graduated, coach Elaine Sortino has a

strong squad returning.

Once again, the Minutewomen will be led by their pit-

ching staff. The A-10 Pitcher of the Year in 1991 Darlene

Claffey will be the number one starter, barring some un

forseen event. The sophomore went 21-6 with a 1.05 ERA
this past season. She struckout 115 batters, threw four

no hitters and shutout the opposition 15 times.

The second half of the UMass rotation is A-10 Player

of the Year Holly Aprile. The junior won 18 games while

dropping seven decisions. She had a 1.15 ERA and

registered two saves.

At the plate Aprile batted over .400 most of the year

before dropping to .391 at seasons end. Aprile, who plays

centerfield when she is not pitching, hit two home runs

and drove in 37 runs.

Another stand out at the plate for UMass was senior

Barb Marean. The shortstop batted a team high .445

CONTINUED ON PAGE 11


